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•1159, 1185, 12:14

Boston mill near Carfield, UUh. ^529
Botsf.u-d. <'. W. 1115
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Boundary monuments. Inspection of In-

ternational. 342
Bourbon creek. Dredging. •961, 1210
Itournc. Senator .lonathan. 803
Boutweii. .1. M. 432
Bowles. W. A. 700
Bovcolt of a State. 698
Boyle. Emmet D. 510
Bovie mining concession. Yukon. 727
Boyle. 0. .M.. .Ir. Death Valley borax. 1133
Briiden cojiper mines In Chile. •1059
Hiadford-Kansas Citv Zinc Co. •.'<00

ItiMdlee. llelirv C. 84
Hiaillev. V. W. 677, ^722
Brady.' S. Howard. 1228
Brakes for rack-rail locomotives. 215
Brakes, Hoisting-engine. 218
Brakp.in mines. Transvaal. 1119
Branch .Mint mine. S. I). 90. 464, 756, 1087
Brand. Albano. 84
Brandy City -Mg. Co. 1005. 1137
Brass-trade labor conditions, Eng. 400
Bravery. .Miners' decoration for. 344
Brazean river coal land. 704
Brazil. I'niversal exports. 72
Brazil— Mining In Mlnaes Geraes. 786
Brazil. Mimazite in—Tax ; exports, etc.

260, 921
Brazil. Talc deposits in. ' 540, 818
BrazilijiM geological survey. 160
Brazilian manganese ore. 1070
Braznell lias C'oal Co. 845
Breaker. Typical anthracite. '24
Breakage loss of anthracite. 645
Breaking liy hand. Cost of. 210
Breatliiiig apparatus, .\ncient . '1168
Brealbiiii; apparatus. British mines. 125. 348
Ilreatliing apparatus— European mines. 1125
Breatliing app;u*atus. Vajen-Bader. •1218
Breathing apparatus. Note on. 504
Breckcnridge. L. B. Boiler scale. 403
Brennan. (jleo., iJeath of. 510
Bretherton, S. E. Pyritie smelting. 1178
Breyfogle mine. Calif.

'
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Brick. Composition of sand-lime. 1080
Bricks. Borax. 603
Bricks for shaft lining. 269
Brldger Coal Co. 1072. 1074
Brldgewator collieries. Eng. 27
Brlggs. Henrv. Method of shaft con-

ncellon. '488
Brilliant coal mines, N. M. •O
Brilliant Stockholm mine, .\ustralia. 044
Brlnsmade. R. H. 108

1

—Copper in northern Ariz. •962
Briquets in C.t. Brit. 1123
Hrlqudllng. Coal. 209, 938
Brl(|Ui-ttlng ))lant. Williston, .\. D. 947
Bristol portable pyrometer. 122
Britannia smelter. 1190
British. See also "I'nlted Kingdom."
Brltlsii Aluminum Co. 250. 1031
Britisli .\merican Co., Colo. 1012
British-Canadian smelter. 1138
British Coalite Co.. Ltd.. etc. 11. 34. 734
Britisli Col.- -Houndarv mines closing. llti,5

British Col. Cop. Co. 91, 229. •496.
655, 90O, 1165

Itrillsh Col. mines in 1906. 200. t22J{
British Col. extralaterai case. 1168
Britisli Col.. Mg. and Eng. College. 260
British I'ol. smelters. Coke shortage. 492
Britisli Col.. Wages In. 1210
British Soiilli Africa Co. 943
Britisli South Dakota Enterprise Co. 612
Briton I*'erry wks.. Cape Cop. Co. "304
Brittain, D. Milling "sheet-ground" ore,

.lopiin dlst. •59,172
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I'hanaml region. .ViiHlralla. 050
Charging shot boles. 044, 597
Charging inod.-rn iron blast furnace. 347
Chas.., T, I..IW grade zinc- ..n-s. .Mex. 321
Check sysi.iii f.ir men In mine. 1177
Chemical IndciHiry. Electro, in France. 732
Clienilcal liidiistrv. Society of. 200
chemical. .M.i and .Mg. Sm-. of 8. At. tlI32
"Chemical Keagenls." t322
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Chemists. Licensed. 11132
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Chenova coal mines. Ky. 12'29
Cheroke.' niaroond .Mg. Co.. of Am. 281
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Chestnut. M. T. 458
I'hestnut ridge. i;eologlcal section. •Soo
Chezy's water-flow formula. 538
Chicago Mica Co. 130
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Chihuahua mine, Mex. 1237
Chihuahua. Some characteristics of. 'OSl
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Chile. Coal disc..very In. O.'IO
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Claim Jumping. Montreal river district. ."•48
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Coai-mining regulations, Russian. 1075
Coal-mining rights in Canada. 20
(Coalmining situation. Northern Wyo. ^930
Coal mining Subsidence in. 196
Coal mining—Working-face direction. 408
Coal near llecksoherville. Penn. 184
Coal, Open-pit mining of. 792
Coal output. Arrangements for handling. '740
Coal, Precious metals with. •OSl, 926
Coal production, etc., .Vustria-Ilungarv. 834
Coal production, British Columbiii. " 200
Coal production, Illinois. 1187
(^oai production in China. 839. 1178
Toal in China. 393, 832, 834. 1138. 1220
Coal production by electricity and air. 452
I'oai production, Formosa. 23. 745
Coal production, Ireland. 250
Coal production, Kentucky, in 190G. 133
Coal production. Pennsvivania's—Note. 982
Coal production, U. S.—Total bulk. 834
Coal inoperties. Merger of Illinois. Gil
(^"oai iiurchase by heating value. 77
Coal, Hun-of-mine, Chicago pumping sta-

tions. 544
Coal seams of western Penn., Workable. 549
Coal seams. Pressure on. 2G9
Coal—Shot-flrers and evils of solid shoot-

^ .Ins- 1G7
Coal situation in (It. Britain. 56'>
Coal situation in Northwest ; map. •SSO
Coal situation, Montana. 550
Coal trade, Danish. .S22
Coal, I'itimate crushing strength of. •2(i.'i
Coal, rnloading. Cost of. 124
Coal, Value of I^ast Lancashire. 397
Coal washing. •jg
Coal, Washing bituminous. Modern meth-

ods. • !(;
Coal-washing notes. 643, 696
Coal workings. Approaching abandoned. 269
Coal workings. Re-opening—skipping pil-

lars. 408
Coal workings. Tapping water f»om old. 044
( oal. World's consumption of. 770
(•onllleld, Dover, in England. ^692
f'onineld in Indiana, New. .503
Coalfleld, South Wales. *5j
Coalflelds and collieries, Montana's.

•978 *1071
CoaiOeids of New Mexico. Development. ^8
• 'oiiilngn oiinelds land withdrawal. 512
Coalite. 1-1 •14

—By S. W. Parr. '73I
Cobalt Central Mg. Co. .36. 013, 698, 757
< ohalt Contact mine, Ont. 377
I'obnlt, lllgb-grading at. 30
f'olialt In New Caledonia. •53'> 650
Colialt Lake Mg. Co. 181, 284, 423]
_ . , ,. ,

314. 009. 737. 990. 1039, 1236
Cobalt Majestic Silver Mines, Ltd. 1191
fobnit. Milling at. 698
Cobalt miners' strikes.

„ , ,. ,
!"• 13:5. 181. 280, 326. 377. 419

1 obalt mineral area. 210
Cobalt ore in New Caledonia. 532
Cobalt ore .sipiiratlon process. Island's 7.33
Colinit. Production of mines of. 440
fohalt Silver Oueen. 464. 806, 1087
rochise Cons.ilidated. Ariz. 653
Cochran. W. II. 422
Cochrane mine, B. C. 229
Coconino Copper Co. '962
Cooopah tnnnel, Calif. 87

Cofferdam method, Syracuse shaft. •GG
Coffeyvllle Zinc Works, Laboratory of. ^541
Coghlll, W. II. 700
Cobnila Mg. & Smg. Co. 377
Coins in Colombia, Minting nickel. 090
Coinage of British mint in 190G. 306
Coinage, British, and slot machines. 497
Coke, Composition of New Mex. 8
Coke consumption, Austria Ilungarv. 834
Coke from Cambria, Wyo., coal. " 'OSO
Coke in Tennessee. 729
Coke, Nixon machine for drawing and

loading. 'iig
Coke. Notes on grades of. 748, ^076
Coke ovens. Temperature of. 27
Coke producer. West Va.'s future as. 7
Coke production, G't. Brit. 1123
Coke shortage, British Columbia smelt-

ers. 492
Coke trade. Spanish. 317
I'oking coals, western Penn. 549
Colburgh Mg. Co. 805
Cole, .-Vrlliur A. 753
Coleman. A. P. IIG, 280
Colfax, Calif.. Monument at. 85
Colliery. See also -"Coal."
Colliery notes. Usual weekly feature.
Collieries. Metallurgical. 126
Collieries, Rescue work in Scottish. 348
Colombia, (Jold mining in. '827
Colombia, Mining laws of. 539
Cohimbla, Minting nickel coins in. 090
Columbia. Platinum in. 730
Colonial Cnllicries Co. 184
Colonial Silver Mg. Co. 91, 518, 1191
Colorado Bonanza M. & M. Co. 564
Colorado, Card sy.stem.

500, .S90, 983, 1231, 1233
Colorado, Foreign corporations in. 829
Colorado F. & I. Co. 183. 3.30, 374. R06. ^830—Losses by death. 215—Report. 543
(Colorado lease system. 358
Colorado Mg. Co., Utah. 86, 225, 703

710, 732. .S43, 900, 996, 1082, 1142. 11S5
Colorado plateau. The. 'GSo
Colorado spelter production. 34
Colorado Zinc Co. 303
"Columbia Engineer. The." 174
Columbia mine, N. M. 89
Columbus Consol. SB. 325. 632. 1230
Columbus and Hidden Fortune. 183
Columbus mine. Cobalt, Ont. 1044
Colusa-Leonard Extension, Mont. . 402
Colvin, "Professor. "

1138
Colvocoresses. G. M. New Caledonia.

•532, *582. 650
Colyar, Coi. .\rthur. Death of. 1228
Comanche Co., N. M. 994
Combination Extension. Goldfield. Nev. 708
Combination Fraction, Goldfleld, Nev. 736
Combination mine. Ore. 136, 283, 1189
Commission, Penn. mining-law. 422
Commonwealth Mg. Co. 114:j
Conipagnie Francaise des Mines de Bor. 116
< oiiipanhia de Manganese de Bahia. 1070
Conipania Beneflciadora de Metales. 160
Conipania Carbonifera de Sabinas. 423
Compania de Real del Monte. •540
Conipania Metalurgica y Refinadora del

Paciflco. 156, 900
Compania Minera de Gatico. 229
Compania Salinera de Nicaragua. 776
Compressed. Compressor. See "Air."
Compression tests on coal. •263
Comstock mines, Calif. 702
Concentration. See also "Separation."

"Flotation," "Vacuum."
Concentrating—Jigs as classifiers. 106S
Concentrating table, Drv. Sutton. Steele

& Steele's. ^441
Concentrating table. Traylor. •oeS
Concentrating tables—Question of 'Riffles.

•441
( oncentration at Steptoe Vallev mill. ^813
Concentration in Norway. Iron ore. 306, 870
Concentration, Natural. 1067
Concentration. Table, Granadeua mill. •O.SS
Con<ent ration upside down. •765
I'onciliation in anthracite region. 208
Concrete beam tests. Reinforced. 1219
Concrete lire and load test. 114
Concrete. Notes on. 269, 645. 690
Concrete overcasts in coal mines. '448
Concrete shaft-sinking method, French. 364
Concrete shaft sinking through quick-

sand, .66, 460
Condensers. Notes on. 408. 333
Congo. (\)pper and tin in, 1210
Coniagas mine. Out.

464. GOs. 711. 1143, 1191
Connecticut. Bibliography of Geology of. t457
Connellsvlile Coke Co. 710
Connellsville Southern Coke Co. 36
Connie .May Morris, S. D. 464
Connoll.n P. K. 462
Conrey Placer Co.'s dredges. .69
Consolidated .\riz. Smelting Co. 1040. •IISS
Consolidated Coal Co.. Mich. ^1027
Consolidated Copper Co. 42
Consolidated Copper-Gold Mines Co. 515, 706
Consolidated Main Reef. 704
Consolidated Mercur. 179, 279. 613. 703—Report. 1065
Consolidated Mines Selection Co. 945
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Cciistiiiuiu mine iiud mill, Culombia. •N27
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Control 4»f the (llauioiul output. JllO
Conuiiilruw Mtu. copper oro discovery. 012
CnnverttT crowns, Ilonk for removing. '211
Converter, llydruullcally operated cop-

per. 446
Converters, Rulllou track for. •400
Converters. Steptoc Valley smelter. *810
Converters. Use of crude oil In. 'OSO
Conveyer hoxes. 124
Conveyer, I.lnklielt— Pcnn. breaker. •740
Conveyer under orebln, Boston mill. '480
Conveyers, Notes on trouRbed belt. 363, 304
Conveyers, Yellow Dog mine and mill.

03, 172. ^022
Cook tract, Tenn. 506
Cooley JlR. 59, •O,'?

Cooling rate—Segregation In Ingots. •lOll
Coon Valley mine. Coin. 1233
Copper and Iron, Alloying of. 304
Copper and tin In Congo. 1210
Copper at the mid year. 20
Copper belt of California. '009, •OOS, •1000
Copper bouu-s. New Zealand. 772, 892
Copper Ituties Mg. Co. 371
Copper—Cape Cop. Co.'s Briton Ferry

wks. '304
Copper converter, riydraullcally operated. 446
Copper Creek Mg. Co. 705
Copper determination, Short electro-

lytic. •773
Copper discovery, British East Africa. 891
Copper discovery. Conundrum Mtn. coun-

try. 612
Copper discovery. Humboldt co., Calif. 992
Copper discovery, Mt. Kadiant, N. Z. ^1202
Copper discovery, Yavapai county, Ariz. 327
Copper district. Burro Mountains. •SSS. 463
Copper district figures, Mich. 1129
Copper district. New, Idaho. IS.'i

Copper electrolysis. Influence of Iron In. 442
Copper electrolysis—Notes. 166. 3 IS. 304
Copper In .\ustralia. 7^:7. 1134
Copper In Calif. 370
Copper In .lamaica. 729
Copper In northern Ariz. '962
Copper In Sonora quartz veins. 498
Copper .llm mine, Colo. 564
Copper King mine. Calif. 702. •OlO, 963, 1008
Copper market situation. 79, 555.

557. .'>99. 791, 835. SSS. 1127, 1129
Copper matte, Use of zinc In assaying. 202
Copper—MetallurglcTl vagaries. *201. 307
Copper mine In New Caledonia. •384
Copper mines, Braden, In Chile. '1059
Copper mines closing. Boundary dist. 1105
Copper mines of Ely. Nev. ^075. •719
Copper mines of Mexico. 626
Copper mines of Scrvla. 115
"Capper Mines of the World." t322
Copper-mining conditions in Chile. 393
Copper mining In Philippines. 495
Copper mining In Siberia. 1062
"Copper Mining, Uevlew of Lake Sup." tl034
Copper, Native. Michipicoten island. .562

Copper-nickel ores, I'vritic smelting of.

.J43. 507. 001. 003. 749, 830. 837,
939. 980. 1033. 1079. 1130, 1178, 1223

Copper—Operations at Mansfeld. •671, 980
Copper-ore gems. . 296
Copper ore. Glance as an original. OSS
Copper ore—Transportation to Garfield. 047
Copper—Past, present and future. 793
Copper—Porphvry ore of Bingham.

•431, ^479
Copper Prince M. & S. Co. 33
Copper production. Arizona. 403
Copper production, British Columbia. 200
I opper production. California. 1116. 1184
Cupper production, Cornwall and Devon. 250
Copper-production cost, Keductlon In. 888, 943

Copper reverberatory furnace—Gxiraor-
dlnary repairing. •1168

c..|ip,r, Sriinrniliig and trunamutlng. 27"
topper Seven |i,.vlla and Snake river. ^401
I o|p|ier smelling at Salt Ijikc-. •5J7, •375
"CoppiT SmelilnK.' Petera' "Principled
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Copper, The price of. 4^-f
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Corduroying for drills.
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Corey, Benjamin, heath of.
Corey, tj. W
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I ornellUK. W. A. 108I
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drilling. 88(1
"Cornish .Mining, Key to." tsOl
Cornish tribute system. 358
Cornwall -Vanning assav for tin. 81
(Cornwall's mineral output during 1006. 260
I orporation. See also "Tax."
Corporation affairs. Publicity In. 1212
Corporations in Colorado, I'orelgn 8''0
Corrlgan, McKlnney & Co.

35, 459, 400, 650, 967
Corrosion of Iron. Cuahman on. 253
(Corrosion of steel Jackets. 209
Cost of excavating red granite. 205
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Cost of producing spelter. 747 10'>9
Cost of shaft sinking, Goldfleld. 1106, 1129
Costs and extraction. Bingham. •486
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Costa Rica gold mines, etc 377
Coste. E. Tilbury oilfield, Ont. 779
Cottonwood Coal Co. ]074
Coupling. Cleveland air-hose. '776
Courri^res. collieries. Notes on. 936, 938
Coverings. Notes on pipe. 168, 1076
< ovlugton *: Southeastern R. R. 418
t^owanshannock Coal Co. 7
Cowell. W. H. 84
Cox. Senator. 1135
Cram's mine, Calif. 7.155
Cram-La-I,ime mine, Nev. 904
Crane. Oliver T. 697. 750
Crane. Work of magnetic. 1170
Cranes for coal wharfs. 553
Crawford, C. Perry, Death of. 607
Crawford. Geo. G. D88, lOSl
Crawford property, Ont. 711
Crecentia mine, Colo. 5].15
Cremer. Felix. n.^g
Creole mine. Utah. 279 .107 608
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-r.„it „( shaft sinking.
Daisy, l.laho.
Dakota Calumet, 8. D.
Dakota .Mg. Co., 8. D.
Dale, Thomaa U.
Dallas .Mg. Co.
Daltou & I.ark mine.
Daly mine, Utah.
Daly-Judg.'. Utah. 85. 86.
Daly-West, Utah.

SO, 051, 703, 942, 048,Dam—Emergency water supply.
Dam to recover flooded worklnKS
Dandot coal mine, India.
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Daniels, .los
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012
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001,
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Daulton mine and smelter. •oio
Davidson, R. c, •

Daviess County Coal & Me. Co
Davis, Daniel.
Davys, M. S.
Dawdon colliery. Freezing process at.
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Day, David T. 170, 172, 177
—International Petroleum Congress
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t^opper production. Curtailment of.

Copper production. Electrolytic. Medzl
anka, Poland.

Copper production, French electrolytic.
Copper production, Irish.
Copper production—New plants, etc.
Copper production, Quebec.
Copper production. Tennessee.
Copper production, U. S., 1007.
Copper statistics, U. S., 1006.

410, 554, 698, 1129,
Copper progress. West Australia. 4t.s,

Copper prospecting, Curry co.. Ore.
Copper Quarry mine. Ore.
Copper Queen, Ariz. 327. 371,

• 561. 009, 053. 754
Copper Queen mine. Durango, Mex.
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Copper refinery, Rio Tinto. Port Talbot.
Copper refining—.Anode-furnace charges.
Copper refining. Electrolytic—Current

and capacity. 940
Copper-refining plant. How to outline an

electrolytic. 127

treosoted timber for coal mines. 789
Crerar, George. US';
Crescent Coal Co., Wash. 186
Cripple Creek, Card system : strike.

„ . ,
506, 890, 985, 1231, 1233

Cripple Creek drainage tunnel.

„ , . „ 279, 372, 1231, 12.33
Cripple Creek lessee's bonus. 1231
Cripple Creek, Mill situation at.

„ . , „ 409, 500. 792. 991. 1185
Cripple Creek ore-handling plant. ^352, 366
Cripple Creek, Rapid drilling at. 794
Cripple Creek. Sloping methods at.

^ „ „ „ •1003, •m. 321
Croll, H. V. 1081
Crosby. G. H. 299
Crow Wing county, Minn., Iron ore. 775
Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co. 91, 123, 683, 1143—Controlling Interest.
Crow's Nest pass. Landslide at.
Crowdus. .1. M'.
Crown Mg. Co., S. D.
Crown Reef G. M. Co.—Report.
Crucible Steel Co.
Crudup Iron Ore Co., Ala.
Crusher, Large Gates.
I'rushers, Notes on—Bearings, etc.
Crushing at Grangesberg, Sweden.
Crushing at Steptoe Valley mill.
Crushing machinery. Long-service.
Crushing strength of coal. Ultimate.
Cuatros Scnores Co., Mex.
Cuba, Iron ore In.
Cullacan. Mex.
Culling lejid zIne ore. Cost of.
Cumberland coal region statistics.
Cumberland-Elv Cop. Co.

•675, 710, 756, •813, 947, 1141
Comings Coal Co. 1141
Cuprum. Copper—past, present, future. 793
Curie. .1. H. 749
Current and capacity In electrolysis. 940
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048. 047, 747, 1029
Curtailment of production of copper.

599, 791, 1127, 1129
Curtis, Joseph S. 1055
Curtis & Harvey, Ltd. 590
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De Catelln, Jules
De Kalb Mg. Co.
De Lamar (I'o.. Ltd.
De Wolf. K. W.
Dead timber, Use of.
Death Valley borax.
Death Valley sands. Testing
Debris. .See "Dredging."
Decoration for bravery. Miners'
Deep Rivor mine, N. c.
Deer Lodge mine. Colo.
Deeriodge Consol. Mines, Ltd.
Deflocculated graphite.
Degolia & Atkins tungsten mine.
Del Monte Co. vs. Last Chance
Del Norde Sm. & Ref. Co
Delamater. G. W.. Death of
Delashmutt, K. T.. Death of
Delaware & Hudson.

1.10, 180. .-00, 012, 704, 801. 905,—.Magnetic-separating plant.
Delaware, Lacka.. & West.
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, , ..,

'»• -* 136, 181,— I oal-handling methods.
Delaware mine. Colo.
Deloro smelter. Ont.
Delprat process.
Denmark's cement exports.
Denmark's coal trade.
Denn mine. Ariz.
Dennis. H. p. "Plant Economy."
Denny. A. Suspending mine-assessment
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Denny. G. A. "Rand Profits." tll79
Denny. H. S.
Denver .\nnex. Bullfrog.
Denver. Laramie i Northwestern
Denver. N. W.. & Pacific Ry. 008.
Depreciation of gold. 440 453
Derby. Orville .\.

Derbyshire. Kiig.. Lead mining.
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Determination of antimony In hard lead. •262
Determination of Insoluble matter 024
Determining volumes of coal In bins and
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Detroit Cop. Mg. Co.

r. .. „. „ *<'3. 896. 944. 97C. 1040, 1232
Dettery, W. H. 18O
Devlin. Chas. R. $40
Devonshire mineral output In 1906. 260
Dewey Decimal System for Architecture.
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+457, 510Dewey decimal svstem. Use of. 1179

Dexter mine. Manhattan. Nev. 184
Diamond digging In Vaal river. .344'
Diamond drills. Selection of carbon for 095
Diamond exports. Brazil. 7;
Diamond mining In Calif. 281
Diamond mining : output of South Afrl

can mines. F. D. HIII.
Diamond output. Control of the.
Diamond production. African.
Diamonds for bits. 315, 598,
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Dlnero tunnel, Colo.
Dlnsmoor. W. P. J.
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^^^^

,,. Sci.lland—Frame '•"',3^,

,,. .....mil. Joplln dlst. •2.W

,,; Nome. Alaska. ^^^ ^^.^ ,|58

}',- ire at Hlngham. Utah. M.^B

J. -pectlng by deep-well. 880

V, > of hardnesa. ^55
,,- of electro magnet.

jjjj|4

i:
' — "^

1 124

',; ,r„i..v»»l report. ".'1"
..* r*iillf 80. I OR

'•
r, 807

' 307
' 201. 326

1;, .... M.,~...; * Northern K U. 126 201

iMi! ;'l,. The St«-1 Corp. In. 21 ' S0»

Dump box. l'uni.er-8. "OO-
*^l%

iJSnca'n; 'k."k. "Chemistry of Com^^^^^

Ound"?!".";'.' iron Ore Co Ltd. 870 300

Dunk.Tloy. S. Hydraulics. TJi^j.

imnkirk lias Coal to. -y,
l.nnn mUu-. M-'""",r;.'oHfsWe8 ^98
Duprc on mercury In explosives.

Dupri. August. "'"','' ,"';,„^, ..

Dusl Coal. See t oal dust. .,.,.

I>s decision. The IMIIsburgh. --"

llusl-llue. Sl.^i.t«e Valley smelter. 814

Dust llui'S. Concrete. "' '.117

imst trouble m drilling. I'reventlng. 11/,

Oust. Values In eo>'>;|'>"'lf.*- o42, 1140
Hutch Mining & Milling Co. •••''.

liutv. S.v "TarllT. ^q^H
Pyott. <:. M.

raelc & Blue It.'ll-

K.agle lake dlst. conlllcld.

283
226. 10o3,

1101. 1237

I^H^l^s^'l":''}!" Ue^ml?:;^ msoluble mat- "^^

Karth"' crust. Constlttients of.
^gg^^^^^

Kast nutte Cop. Mg. to 00^».
^

Kast llalkyn Mg. ( o. 'Sil. »>^. =• ' ^^
Kastern Oreg..n Mining Asso.

^^

K^istem Sm..ltlng to.. Ma'^^^^^
^g^

!s^ji^!:-i^"i?'"''^o,^:!^..tsrfeconom.c^^^^

-KcoSrcf ...• Mining." Ulckard, In^^^^^

galls, et al. 84
Kdenborn, Wm. . 917
Edendalc lead mines. 5^8

Edwards. Henry \\ . 710
Egyptian. S. D.

Eight-hour. Sec "I-abor. ^^^^
El Cubo mine, Jlex. fmvel Me.
El Dorado Water and Deep f.ravel MB-

^^^
Co. l.W

El Oro mine, Mox.
ii«nort 801

El Oro. Mexican mines of—Keport.
^^ ^^^

El oro Mg. *'„,">•• ^,.''- 1131, 980, 364
El Oro tube-m 11 linei. ii->

•^g, 1033
El I'aso Consol. ,.. ' i V^' oso 423
El Vrogreso Mexican Mines, Ltd 280 4^
I'l Ticre god mine. . „ •!

ectrfc alternators In coal mining.

"Electric Wasting Apparatus and 1.x
^.^^^

ElcctHc"7urrent vs. compressed alr^
^^^

Colliery haulage. g^^

I^i^^l?!^
'J:;;li^ing!^G;^t>gesberg, Sweden,^^^^

Elect^rfc'\ocomotlves with gathering reel.^^^^

Electric machines, Magneto-Cleaning. 363

Electric meter, Johns Mansvllle Co. s.
^^^

Elec.'rlc'power and electrolysis, Matis-
^^^

Elect'rlc''power at Calumet & I»;<;'«„m,,'l?.,l

Electric power. Dredging at Uuby wiin-
^^.^

Electric power In Mexico.

Electric 'power plant. I,ansford. P«m.
^^_^

Electric power plants. Upper Mlssouri^^^^

river. •540

^K^l::-sl^nal"s^^m for mines. -77,

^;icc.ric smelllng^of^ron^ore.^^^ ^^^.

Electric sleiM- plant '",
';';r,";,"^=',.,r

''^
''

1 ASH

Sl-lSlir-Hnr' ^'" "-----.823
Mont. , 122

Electrically driven fans. _„.

I'ectrlctv; Economies from use of. B04

Electricity in <"«'
"'r"- os'S?'' 553 734

"Eleclrlcltv in Mining." ;2,2
Eleclrlclty-Kack rail haulage. ^^^-

Sri^^mll^f industry >" Fnince^ ru-

Electrochemical society. American. ^^j^H... «o^-

Electrolysis. Copper Anode fiimnce
^_^

Elec'rol^fr;.- roPPor-mnuenoe of Iron^ 442

Electrolysis, Copper - N"*!"-. ^"''- ""•
-ma

Electrolvsis of s..nlum nitrate.
^^^

Eleclrolvtlc Alkali I'". .

Eleclroivtlc c.pper reOning- Current and
^^^

ElectTol^M-'-'copper determination Shorr .773

Electrolytic copper production. Me<l-
^^^

zlanka. I'oland. .

Electrolytic copper-rednlng plant. How
^^_

to outline an. „ _-_ ,57
Electrolytic Ref. & Sm. Co. 1518. 507, >.i>

Eiectromagnel, Not.' .m. ^•'<'

••Elektromctallurgic. llandl.ucb del P'a''
3^

tisclicn." Q40
Elenltu Development Co. ,

Elevator. Brunton man. ^,
Elevator buckets Use of steel. ,l»^

Elk lake. Silver district at. oj°

Elk lake silver area discovery. ^g^
Elkins Coal & Coke Co. |;^"

Klkton Consol. G. M. Co.
^^^

Ellis. A. ,1. ".6
Ellsworth Coal ( o. ..„-

Elmer. .lames Moore. ll^^'
J^»^

Elmore process. "!•>. »4J, »'".,jjq3
—At Dolcoath. . . . . goe
Elton. 11. 1.. Taviche mimng district. b^a

^ lV!li."cviin^^s for liquid clUorine. 939

Ely' mining companies. List ot. oo|

ElV National Cop. Co.
,

Elv, Nev.. Copper mines ol. "'^

Elv! Productiv.. and earning capacity ot. 719

Emetics, Administering. . i"^°
Emma mine. Uoundry district. ''^o

Emma mine. I-'tah.
^^^ ^Qg

Sons: s: K "Contributions to Econ-

omie Geology." \%t^
—Ore deposition. gg^
Empire. Colo. ^21
Empire Cop. Co. . .yj.,

Empire mine, Wis. •865
Empire Zinc Co.. .loplm dist. 8b5

Empir.. Zinc Co.. N. M. ^J^
Empir.' Zinc Co., » o ... ^^|
Enamel. Wire ms"!""-'' .^''•829 1077 1080
End ol the panic. 835, 8,2!), luii. i"oo

E gliip. calumet & Ucclas Morris. 1&8

ingie Hoisting. Langlaagte mine. '1204

Ent'lnc^keepers' Ift'e-™'',^!"'^'^-^, 504, til
Engine notes. 218, .11..

'"%Q'8'^'=io28. 1125

Engine planes, anthracite fleld. 163, 1028

Engine shaft. Setting. ^"g*

Engine, Use for discarded. j!^-

"Engines. Balancing of. ,,ja
Engines. Blowing. Steam and gas. 'l^S'.j^;,

Engines, Hoisting, Alden Penn. '1217

EnSineerV What is a mining.
,

»»•>

Engineers. A. I. M. See "American."

Encineers Suggestions for mining. *»»

EMilN^U.N.i .VND MINING JOURNAL.

awarded medal. °%°

"Engineering Education. Soc., etc. .i-^w

England. See United Kmgdom.
Kngler on origin of petroleum. 78..

English Crown Spelter Co. "

EnSenada Mg. Co.—El Tigrc. 367, A2i^

Enterprise mine. Wis. 330, 711eS C. Determining volumes of^^^^

coal. 408
Epperson, Mine-mspectoi.

|
Epton, W. M., on rope. 0.3, 120d, l^u*

Ergin. , . , 077 170
l-;r7,g.>biige. Tin mining In. 9". ^':
Esni.-raiihi. Chiliiiahua. Mex. ^'|
I'^sueranza mine. Mex. *qoo
Essential data of placer investigations. 'SSg^

Etna Zinc Co., Wis. 2|"
Etta Hill. S. D. Pf,„n„n
Ktzatlan electric power. Etzatian

^^^
smelter. 123*^

Eureka mine. Calif. .-^o
Eureka mine. Ely, Nev.

.
®^

'.lO^I
Eureka, Nev.. silver lead mines. loai

Europe. I'oal market in. „
Evans. T. Preventing blast pipes fo-n,,..

vibrating. ^ , ,„,„ 77
Evaporation of water fn.m reservoirs. 77

Eveleth. Jas, K.. Den^h of. 2-8

Evergreen G. & I i"- '-"• """' oni
Excavating rock in large masses. -04

Excelsior Coal Co. •'^°

Exeter colliery. «„.
Exliibition EraiKO-British, of 1908. -^^l

Experiments. Pra.tical-Coaimine ventl^
^^

latlon. '

go,
Exploration Co. »,„...,. ooq
Explorations on western Mesabl. -<<

Exploratory methods, Gogebic range. •24.

Explosion, Monongah •^'"''"""'''^-^
Y224

Explosion. Naomi mine. 1078, 1080

S;E!,loslons «n.l
""•"-"•'«gf/--[l3, ^O

Explosions. Bri.klng to Prfvfnt dust. 316

Explosions. Mill- gases and methods of

nrevenling. , , . ^nn
ExoloMlons Prof. Bedson on coal-dust. 8.13

Explosive. Se.' als.i ••Blasting.

Explosive. Blasting -Permonlte 310

Exnlosive, Aluminum for safety.
.

'<>'»

Explosives. Bichloride of mercury in

nitroglycerin.
,

f/i.

Explosives. Detection ot mercury in. 443

Exnlosives— Nvallte. etc. „
, , , ,,

Explosives permitted In British coal
^^^

Expl^sWes used In Gt. Britain 354, 363

Exports from New South Wales, Mln-
^^^

eral. . , 70
Exports of Brazil. Mineral. '^

ExTral.it^ral case. Brit. Col. "68
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Kutrbuukh Morsjt- Ka^ok'nt' Kii-uuiuiivos. *H-t<l
FalrUe. Andrew N. ^'2

Fairmont I'oal I'o. tt

— Kxploslon. •ir.'l, 1177
Kalrvlew, Nev., Itapld dovflupuient. ll&t
Kalrvlew Co., Nev. Oil
Kalrvlew ICagle mine, N.'v ,'176, 11S7
i''almoutb Oonsol. MlneN, l.i<l 'ti

Kan. See rtlsi> "Veiitlhitlnj; '

I'an aetlon, hivestlKMIlnt;- Ikmm open.
etc. 7-1, SO

Kan ventllatora for mlnea. I'JI

Kans, Driving. 4,
KanDy Kawllns mine, Oolu. O'lB
Kar West mine. S H 899
Farrell, John U I13S
Karrell mine. Or.' ;i'.'9

Kay. Alhert II. 177
Kay-Cananea Copper lo. 513, lO-l-l

Kayol's rules. 196
Kederal Lead Co. 611, 708. lO-li;

Federal mine, Manhattan, Nev. 184
Kederal Mining Co., Minn. 77."5

Kederal Mining & Smelting Co. 7!>l. S03,
lOS.'i

—Report. 802
Feeder for tuhe mills, Spiral. 'lis;*
Feeding mules. )ll,%

Ferroslllcon. Danger from. ti3tt

Ferrovanndlum. 127
Kery on determining high temperatures. 71*5

Flchtel. C. L. C. Electric power at Cal
umet & Hecla. •157—Electric signal system. •771

Flero, 1. T. 1228
Files. Cleaning clogged. 452
Filing notes and clippings 321. ti4!i. 890.

117!)
Filling stopes. Advantages of. 199
Kilter. Blaisdoll pressure. •44r.
Filter patents. The Moore. 174
Filtration. Fume. V. S. Smelting Co.'s. .'iSI

Klndley Consol. G. M. Co. •ll". 321. 993.
1233

Fines. Treatment of—Missouri ores.
870. 887

"Fire Assaying. Manual of." t987
Fire piping and hose. 28. 317
Fire. Subduing, .\lden mines. ^1217
I'Tres. Colliery— Notes. «9l!. 790. 886
First aid organization. 1.. V. C. C. 833
Fisher. W. H. 1182
Fitzgerald. Patrick. 510
Five Islands. N. S.. haryles deposits. ^825
Flat anthracite seams. Working. '24
Fleck. W. .1. Compound assav fuinace. 249
Fleming. J. B. 1182
Flexible-cable car haul. 741
Float for carrving drill. •1200
Floerter, A. 4,'i8

Flooded workings. Dam to recover, ^31

2

Florence mine. Roldfleld. Nev. 329. 563. 804.
1188

Florence Mack mine. Calif. 327
Florence Mg. Co.. Ont. 181. 514. 609
Florida Co.. Belgium. 1123
Florlston. Calif. Discovery at. 1082
Flotation process—American direct con-

centrator. •765
Flotation process. Elmore, at Dolcoath. •I 103
Flotation process at Broken Hill. 122. 733.

870
Flow of water carrying sand In sus-

pension. 'aSe. 600
Flue. Blastfurnace. Oarfleld smelter. •SSO
Flue. Wooden—Smelter-smoke disposal. 273
Fluorine and precipitation of alumina. 1214
Fluorspar in Gt. Britain. 968
Fluorspar. Largest producer of. 31
Fluorspar production, Tennessee. 690
Flux charging nf blast furnace. .347
Flynn Group Mg. Co. 421
Foldal Copper & Sulphur Co. 753
Folsom Development Co. 33. 225
Forbes. Donald O. 323
Ford. Tod. Death of. 989
Ford. W. E. Improvements in milling.

Missouri ores. .868. 887
Fordyce. H. C. Death c.f. 369
Forest Coal Co. 1141
Forest—Reforesting mineral lands. 1031
Forest reserve additions. Calif. 894
Forest reserve service and mining. 747

in.37

Forest reserves. Mining in tin'. 794
Forges. Large-rapacity Buffalo rivet. ."iOS

Forir. ITenri-.Toseph. Death of. 276
Formosa. Mining In. 23. 745
Fortuna mine. Chile. •loeo
Foss. W'. E.- Water flow formula. 538
Foster. KIngsburv. 224
Foster mine, Ont. 284. .177. 588. 757. ''46.

900
Foundation Co. •66. 4fiO. 655. 703
Foundry—Manv molds per heat. 1070
Fox. W. H. Spiral feeder. •1 133
Framer. Hendy. Original mine. '1070
France. Colliery timbering in. 78
France. Electrochemical industry In 732
France. Iron production of. 786
France—Life-saving apparatus law. 452
France. T. H.. etc. 891. 1131
Frances-Mohawk. Goldfleld. Nev. 329. 708
Franco-British exhibition of 1908. 321

Fraaer, L. Coal mining In Mlcblgao. '&\H
•1024

KraHer, M. A. C. "Went Auu. VearBook."
1129

Fraaer & Cbulmem. 1039
Frailer, S. Filing notes and cllppliigii. 321

649, 890. 1179
Frei'tlug procean. Shaft sinking hy. •)IN4.

777
Freezing—^rroducllon of low lempern-

turei. 1184
Krelght rateii. Mexican. 410. 411, 731
Freight rates, Tlntlc. 33
Fremont Consol Mg Co (ilo. 702, 1084,

1137
French Co.. Calif. 87
French group. Idaho. 564
French l.aurluui Co. 217
French Mtn .Mg Co. 707
Freni'h Ilanil inlne 197. 198
Fresno mine, C'allf. •911. 903. •1008
Frick, U. «'.. Coke d. 7i((, |03l,—I'ower plant. •!

Fritz. John. 32
Froga—Coal mine (rack conslruellon. •643.

795
Frontenac Syudliaiie. Ltd. 228. .'i64

Frozen ground. I'laeer mining of. .386
Fry. S. Mt. Kadliint copper. N. Z. •I 202
Fuchiuig coal mines. N:t4

Fuel- -Coke shortage. Brit. Col. 492
Fuel famine in western States. *315
Fuel situation In Norethwest. 'SSO, •930.

•978, •1071
Fuel situation. Montana. 5.50
Fuel In Russia.

. 407. 406
Fuel testing plant. Geolog. Survey. ^551
Fuels. Smokeless. II. 34. 734
Fulks. E. B. 84
Fulton. C. II. "Manual of I'ire Assay-

ing." t987
-I'yrltlc smelting. 113o

l'"umes. Escape of ai'seulcal. .56
l'"urnace. .-Vntlmony smelting. •193
Furnace. Assay. ColTeeville. ":i42
Furnace charges. Anode, copper I'elinliig. 171
Furnace. Compound assay. 249
Furnace construction Notes on boiler.

168. 218
Furnace. Copper rcverberator.v—Extraor-

dinary repairing. ^1158
Furnace Creek Cop. Co. 1139
Furnace. Induction, for steel elc. 1208
Furnace. Modern .\mcrlcan blast. *HS. 170.—Chemistry. ^206. .3«s—Operation. ^307
—Charging. 347
Furnace runs. Lung blast. 901. 975
Furnace tap-holes. Oxygen for clearing. 1206
Furnace. The Wedge, •I 73
Furnace to volatilize silica. •261. 367
Furnace. Water-jacket. Port Talbot. •Ill
Furnaces at Garfleld smelter, ^578
Furnaces at Mansfield. •672, 9sr.

Furnaces at Steptoe Valley smelter. 'SIS
Furnaces In Joplln district. ^861
Furnaces of Cape Cop. Co. ^304
Furnaces—Pyritic smelting. 343, 507, 601.

603, 749. 836. 837. 939. 986. 1033, 1079.
1130, 1178, 1223

Furnaces. Roasting and lead blast. V.
S. Smelting Co.'s. '530

Furnaces. Zinc, at Svt-ansea. Wales. •I 61
FUrstenhoff's explosive. 105S
Furukawa. T. 458
Fuses. Notes on. 1126. 1173

Gafsa. Co. 1123
Galena district smelting. History of. .SUO
Gait coal mine. 1143
Galvanizing. Graphite kettles for. 56
Galvanizing wire ropes. 972
Gangways. Notes on colliery. 1126. 1220
Garbutt mine. Colo. 420. 516
Garde. A, C. 10S1
Garfield smelter. Utah, •575. 527. 467,

512, 990
Garfield. Utah. Milling at. ^479
Garforth's rescue Instrument. .348

Garnet mining in North Carolina. 275
Gamier, .lules. 5.32

Garrison. K. L. open pii zinc niin<'. •300
—Gold mining in Santo Domingo. ^490
-Mining laws. Santo Domingo. ^588

Garvin. C. .1. 700
Garvin's safety clutch. ^821
Gas and oil. Appalachian r.'gion. 58
Gas—.\pproachlne abnniloned workings. 269
Gas. Detecting hydrochloric-acid. 252
Gas. Emetics when overcome hy. 1076
Gas-engine notes. .598. 733
Gas engines. Lackawanna Steel Co.'s. ^149
Gas engines. Power of producer. 4.52

Gas from hitumin^ius coal. 78
(ins In metal mines. 81
Gas indicator. Benrd-Mackic. ti95

Gas Light & Coke Co. 34
Gas power as factor in mine eeonomlca. ^91

4

Gas-producer testing. Geological Survey. ^552
Gas. Values of Illuminating and natural. 553
erases. Mine, and methods of preventing

explosions. 787

liaMS, OutHuw iif llHrouielrli pressure,
4<I7, 648, 1078. •1123. 1220

t,nt' '• : for holler Itrlng. 5
Gn mollveH. Kxlrbsoka Uorse

'ui Large. ilO, 607
Gai Ilia Miners de 221i
(iau \ \2n
Gayi. > .iii;iir blast, |5(,. ;io7. 682
(Jeddi's. Waller C, Tgs
rjelkle. Sir ,Vrchlb«ld. 747
Gelser. .\ibert, 708
GeliieriluilH, Est. li. .M, Co, 68
4ieui mine, ore. no
Geuis exhibited at .lanieHlnvi n ,

'

Gemini .Mg. I'o.
1

.-.

General lllunienthal mine Mli,;
General Hevelopnient Co. 1232
General .Mg A Finance Corp. repurl. 309
(ienesee camp. Pluniaa county, Csllf. 278
Genesis of ores In light of modern theory.

1067
Geological Society, of Ix>ndoD. 747
GcoloKlial Survey. Bee "Survey."
• Jeorge. Herbert. 817
George'N Creek Basin Coal Co. 516
Georgia llnrytes Co. 1142
Georgia exhibit at Jamestown. 736
Georgia Slide mines, Calif. 370
(iernian .\niericHn mine, Tonopah. Nev. 376
German .\merlcMn M. & M. Co. 461
GernuinCanadlan Development Co. 704
German export duty on coal. 630
German Iron proiluctton. 746, 786, 817
Germany. .Smelter smoke <|ueatlon In 311
Gertie Tin Mg. Co. 330. 1190
GesellBcbaft fUr Eleklrostahl Anlagen

722. 7K5
(Those, A. Indian manganese Industry. 919
<ilant mine. B. C. 11 911
Gibraltar mine. Bullfrog. 89K. 094.

1086. 1189
Gibson coalfield. Ind. .565
Gill. Wm, 088
Gillie, John, 462, 5,59, 70s, 746. K36
Gillies Limit mine. "Ont. 423
Gilpin. Edwin, Death of, 177
Gilpin Ore A Keducllon «'.. 228
Gllsonlte and coal in Uinta co,. I'lab, ^918
Gilt-Edge Maid. S. D. 517. 1142. 1236
GIroux mill. The. 5SI9. 611. ^675. 8.19
GIroux mines, Nev. ^677. 681. ^720

839. 845. 994. 1236
Glance as an original copper ore, 688
Glasgow & Western Explo. Co, ^766
Glass-sand production. I. S. 826
Glass telegraph poles. 7.32
Glendalc Coal Co. 846
Glendower colliery. •31.1
Glenn, Wm., Death of. 123
Glidden, J. T. Air-hammer drills. 8|k—.ligs as classifiers. 1003
(ilobe Consol., .\rlz. 705
Globe. S. D. 136. 1043. 1087. 1236
Godlva Mg. Co. 11 38
(Joedecke. Ellis P. 988
Gogebic iron range. Mining methods. •2'i5
Gold and silver. History of. 1021
Gold and silver production In U. S. 792.

1222
"Gold and Tin. Mining In Malays for." t987
Gold Bar. Nev, 565. 654, 946
(Jold— Black-sand utilization. 81. 1140.

506, 841
Gold Bluff black sands. 512. 1040. 1119
Gold Chain Mg. Co. 467
Gold. Chinese decree on. 1167
Gold Coast Colony gold production. 254
Gold & Cop. Deep Tunnel Co. 994
Gold—Cyanide process. 1128
Gold. Depreciation of. 146. 453, 749
Gold discovery. San Bernardino county, 461
Gold discoveries. Ontario. 46o. 514. 609
Gold dredge experience. Ruby. Mont. ^69
fJold dredging. See aiso "Dredge."
"Gold Dredging." 1275
Gold dredging In Russia. .303
Gold dredging in Victoria. 509
Gold Eagle. S. D. 464
Gold exports. Costa Rica. .377
Gold exports. Mexican, fiscal year. 761
Gold exports. Venezuela. 114
Gold. Fluctimtlons In price nf. 836
Gold mil copper mine. N. C. 89
Gold Hunter Mg. Co. 565
Gold In Calif, enpper-belt ores 964
•Gold In Calif.. Dredging for." Weather-

he. tliso
Gold in Rand h.'inket. Origin of. 926
Gold. Marshall's discovery of. 75
Gold mining In Colombia. ^827
Gold mining in Gt, Britain. 962
<!old mining in Philippines. 495
<!old mining In Santo Domingo •490. ^588
Gold mining In the Yukon. 556
Gold mining. Placer. Carlbi^o distrlrt. 110
Gold mining. Placer southern Chile. ^202
Gold mining. West Africa. 1906. 2M
Gold Mound mine. Calif. 802
Gold Nugget .M. & M. Co. 093
Gold Orhre claim. S. D. 90
Gold-pocket mines. Calif, copper belt. 966
Gold production. Arizona. 403
Gold production. Australasia. 457, 732,

407, 11 34
Gold production, British Columbia. 200
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(iold productluu, Calif.

(iolrt production, Formosn.
i;old production. Tranavaiil HliU. 1031
i;r.|.l !,>•:. -.-n mine. S. D. •»-!(. "5"
.

,

"

Yukon territory.
nitus, l>redgiv
. Values In.

Nevada.
on of. During melting.
Wyo.

liold with uu'iil Id Europe.
Golden Courier Mg. Co.
(ioldeli Crest, S. I>.

Golden Crown G. & S. Mg
Golden Cycle mill, Colo.

IIIU, 1184
23

1044
1087
977
•3S«
443
1128
207

•931
026
710

136, r.17

Co. 104
325. 409,

lies
1206
1214

513. 94.->. 991. 118,'i

••ce mine. Ont. 1191
.« mill. »«

. rtard, S. l>. 283, 330, 37«, 055,
756, 1190

Golden Sllpiwr. S. 1> 1236

Golden Went. S. fi. «1-
Ooldfleld, Cost of abaft sinking iil. liot.,

. ..I.I. .1.1 i:..i si.'ttling at. 1128
k Mg. Co. 561
I'roducllon of. 089, 1234

<,..,<i,,. .., .operators" resolutions. 1181
GoldDcId, irooiw at. 1128, 1134, 11;7,

1181, 1221, 1227
Goldncld group. S. D. „, „.. ,i2§
<;olln.<iky copper mines. 800, 940. lJ.i0

(Sondnle, riins W. 746, 836
• • -

I 941, 1081
!M', IV'rforuiance of. 408

M uil mining In I'lilllpplnes.
495

Gnodnrln. J. S., & Co. 459
Gosseim. F. X. 32. 1109
(iould. <. N. Oiinelds of Oklii. 259
Gouyard. G. M. 1O30
i;.-.n-i'r Mtne.s .Syndicate. Ltd. 374

areiice. I'yrltic smelling. 1223
nil Co. 1137

t.', A. Smelter smoke In Gcr-
m.iuy. 311

Steam turbines, Germany. •1167
Graham, B. F. : El TIgre. 367. 324, 518
Graham. Geo. V. -ISS

Gr.ihiim. Harvey. Death of. 989
Grahamlle Co.. Ind. Ter. 462
Granaderta mill. Milling practice at. •6.17

<;ranby Consol.. B. C. 330. 78t?, 1044. 1165
-Report. 683, 900
Granby Mg. & Smg. Co. 589, 'Sei
Granby. Mo.. Mining and smelting. ••'{88

Grand Central, Utah. 86. 752. 942.
948, 1185

Grand Rapids, Mich., gvpsum Industry. 'lOlO
Grand Trunk Pacific R. R. excavation. 204
Grand View, S. D. 517, 756, 104.3

Grandvlew group. I'olo. 654. 897
Grangesberg, Swe<Ien. Electric hoisting. *1162
Granite. Iji l.ui!. .Mex. '105
Granite Mtn. mine. Motor and com-

presS4>r. •823
Granite quarrying. Aberdeenshire. *.191

'Srant mine. .Minn. 195
Grant. U. S. 458
Graphic mine, N. M. 89, 517. 709
Graphite. Defloccniatcd. 354
Graphite kettles for galvanizing. 56
Graphite. Xorthumberliind Co.. Penn. 995
GraS!* Valley school of mines. 752
Gra.aselU Chemical Co. 125
i;ratea. Note <.n. 28
''.ratlot mine. Mich 183
Gravel channel cut by reef. 393. 271
Gravel, Hydraulic .-ind beach. •-•!I5. ^298
Gravel near Nome. Dredging beach. •955.

1210
Gravel production. C S. 826
Gravity bottom. Holmes* nulomallc. '745
Gmy. Alex. 988
Gray. H. E. Mine gases, etc. 787
Grav. .r.tm''*) C 417
Gr' ' I*resevernnce. 44.3

Gr- Proprlet.nry. . 181, 828
Gr Sef. United Kinsdom.
Gr. Ltd. 464, 518
c.r mine. Australia. 828
Gr. . rn mine, Cjillf. 'lOOR
Great W.St Coal Co. 935
Great Weat'-m O. P. * R. Co. ; Cerro

,..1.. ,..|ne. 6.%3. 370
Gr. < Power Co. 1119
Gr. It Industry. .306

Gr..- • .i Ite In. 331
"Green Co., Penn., Ollflelds and Gas-

fields." 1129
Green Meehan. Cobalt. Onl. 996
Green Mtn. mine, Cnllf. •niO, 913. 963,

964. 1010
Grew. W. A. 416, .5.59

Oreenbark mine, Colo. 564. 610, 6.'>4,

755. 897, 1084
C,t -:*. 371. 7.54. 936, 8<2, 895
I-.' "o. 284
c- nine dam on the. 459
G- ..lit 727
I. i:. Blhliography of Conn.

t457
Grrgi..-j. J. W. Origin of gold In Rand

banket. 926
<;relt, A. J. 988
Grlmahaw, R. Pan ventilators. 121

-Manganese hi Caucasus.
—Oxygen for clearing tap-holes.

—Testing cement limestone.

Grimsley, G. 1'. "W. Va. Gcolog. Surv
—.Michigan gypsum Industry.

Ground breaking In .loplln district.

Group tunnel dump, Colo.

Grover. G. A. Steel-rail question.

Grubstaking up to date.
Guadaloupe ile los Reyes,
iruanajuato Amalgumated.
(Juaujijunto Development Co.

Guanajuato Iji Lu7, mines; m»l>.,„*L'<=-.,..,
•105, luo

Guess electrolytic methods, modified. '773
Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds. ol4

Guggenheim Interests, Calif. 945, li30

Giiggenhclm purchase, Ely, Nev. 71J

(juKKcnhelms and Alaska transportation.
201, ^ol

(iunther process. New, at Mansfield. •673, 980
(Avln Mine Devel. Co., Calif.

Haulage notes. 28. 78, 124. 218, 539, 553.

645, 748, 818, 834, 886, »S2,^ 1028,^^^^

t275 Haulage, Tall-rope, with continuous drive.

•1010
•255

88
1080
793
•628
656
137

•11C,9. •1216
•1207
606

(Avln Mine Devel. Co., Calif. 8'

Gypsum claims, Riverside county, Calif. 3^i

Gvpsum in the U. S. ^]l^l
(i'vpsum liulustrv. G'rnnd Rapids, Mich. 'JOIO
yi

Gypsum, Notes on. 581, 585

H

Uaancl, Kugene. 1^28
llachlta, .M. S. Working Hat and pitching

anthracite seams. '24

—Tunnel diivlng. 503
—Construction of tracks in coal mines.

•640, 705
—First-aid organization, L. V. C. C. 833
—.'Vnthraclte mining. Wyoming valley

—

Alden mines. •1169, *1216
Haddock, II. D.. Death of. 1182
llaenicr. .1. II. Wood vs. Iron for pipe

lines in coal mines. 12
—Cam to recover Hooded workings. ^312

—Setting timber In anthracite mines. ^404
—-Concrete overcasts in coal mines. '448
—Emergency water supply for breaker.

Haflf. M. M. Blast-furnace chemistry. 368
Ualley.sliurg Silver Mg. Co, 1237
Haiti! Manganese deposits in. 690
Hale. A. H. Improvements in vertical-

plunger sinking pump. •SSe
Hale, U. C. 276
Halkyn drainage tunnel, Wales. '872, 875
Halkyn mine, Wales. •871, 872, 873,

874, 875
Hall Mg. & Smg. Co., Ltd. 91

Halsev, F. A. Noidberg air compressor. •SO"
Hamer, L. R., & Co. 298
Hamilton, E. H. Repairing copper re-

verberatory furnace. *1158
Hamilton storage machine and car loader,

Hamilton, Tlhbetts & Co. 276
Hamlin, J. S., Death of. 276
Hammer discharge of dredge buckets. ^72
Hammon, W. P. 181, 802. 752, 942, 1083, 1184
Hammond, .John Hays, 559, 836, 941
Hampson, .Tohn, 893, 1182
Hancock mine. Mich. 228, 654
Hancock, R. T. Vanning assay for tin

ores. 31, 222
Handling coal output. Arrangements for.

•740
Handy Bros., Mich.
Hanks. A. A.
Hanley. H. R, Sklp-tiipplng device
Hannapah mines. Nev.
Hanson Bros, camp, Calif.

Hanson Consol., Ont. 284, 656, 711
Happlv Camp, Callt. 132
Hardlnge. H. W., comical mill. '925
—Tube mill lining. 986, 1131
Hardness In drilling. Scale of. 363
Hardy, ,1. Gordon. 86, 842
Hargreaves. W. A. Detection of mercury

In explosives.
Harrington, B. .1.. Death of.

Harris. Frederick S.

Harris, Ht-nry, land. Mo.
Harris, Herbert.
Harris Maxwell property, Ont.
Harrlsburg englnei, Frlck Coke Co.'s.

Harrison Coal Co.
.Harrison. Geo. Shot-fires and evils of

solid shooting. 167
Harvey, Jas. G. 216
Hassan. A, A. oaO
Hastings (B. C.) Exploration Syndicate.

Ltd. 1167
Hatfield, A. D. ,„ ?J
Hatton, T. C. 13. 15

Hauch. B. F. "Tables of Quantities," etc.

tl034
Haulage—Arrangements for handling

coal.
"40

Haulage—Colliery-track construction. '640
79 o

Haulage. Electric, near Lansford, Penn. '360

Haulage—Engine planes. 163, 1028
Haulage. Flat seam coal-working. •2i

HaiilaKC. Gas power for mine. 914

IlBTilagc In coal mines. Rack-rail. '212
Ilniilage—^^otor efficiency, various grades.

1028

Haulage, Wyoming valley.

llnuser lake power house,
Hauxhurst, Robert, .Ir.

—Prices of machinery.
Havre Coal Mg. Co.
Uawke, R. J. ^ „ ,,
Hawkins, J. D. Cripple Creek situation.

Haworth, Erastuus.
Hayseed mine. Bullfrog, Nev.
Haywood, W. D.—Result of trail. 221

Hazard, Rene E.
Hazel .Tule mine, Ont.
Uoad-fraine and trestle. Lake bup.

Head t'raiue. Grangesberg. Sweden.
Heaibtratne. Steel, Norrle mine, Mich
Head gear, Langlaagte mine.
Head protector, Vajen-Badcr.
Headaches, Remedy for.

Healy, A. E.
Heame, F. W., & Co.
Hearne Gold & Cop. Mg. Co.

•^'*' lot
Hearst Memorial building dedication. 591
Heat production and comstltuents of

^^ ^
coal. —

-

Hebe und Transportmlttel." etc.

Heckscherville mine fire extinguished
Uecla mine. Idaho.
Hector. Sir .lames. Death of.

Hegeler Bros.
Heilprln, .\ngelo. Death of.

Heine holler. Setting.
lleinze, F. A.
Helen quicksilver mine, Calif.

Helena Power Transmission Co
Hellon, Ilaswell & Tyne Main Colieries. 1220
Henderson. Alexander. ,,„2?
Hendy timber-framing machine.. •lOiO
Henretta, C. M, i^S
Hercules mine. Idaho. abo
llermlna Mg. Co.. Ltd. 1044
Herndon, Eugene G. il3o

Hfiroult electric smelter, Calif. 132. 278,
417. .561, 841, 1137, 1232

Heroult furnace, Llndenberg Steel Wks.' 390

1042
458

•1161
1086
610

443
1182
G06
898
840
939
•2
36

1179
88
798
410
458
946

, 227
1228
518
'253

•1164
•245
•1204
•1218

929
1036
706

t322
612
1085

217
177
168

179, 450
1180
1207

1233
177
988
1167

803, 1084
946

271

842. 995
706, 945.

37£
185
566
393
80
30

1202
9.39
1233
130
151
786

1033
.330

606
1214
1021
•861
805
130
846

Herrlck, Myron T.
Hewitt, R. H.
Hibbs, Geo. L.. Death of.

Hilternia Mg, Co,
Hlbschle mine. Colo,
Hickory Grove M. & M. Co.

Hicks Coal Alg. <-o.

Hidden Fortune mine. S. D.
Hidden Treasure mine, S, D.
Hidden Treasure mine, Calif,

niddenite mine, N, C.

nigh-gradlng at Cobalt,
Highland Boy smelter.
Highland Mary mine, SOI,

Highland mine, Calif.

Hill, Alex. W.. Death of.

Hill, F. D. Diamond mining.
Hill, J- J-

. .,.„
Hill R. T. Some Mexican mining regions. "(>.i]

—Mitchell Mg. Co. 891. 1131
Hillebrand, W. F, Qualified chemists.
Hills Arsenic Co.
Hlnes, Murray Arnold.
Hlnrlchsen, F. W.
History of gold and silver.

History of smelting in .Toplln dishlct.

Hlsvlvania Coal Co.
Hitchcock, Charles R.
Hitchman Coal Co.
Hixon, H. W. Pyritlc smelting. 507. 1079.

343, 601, 603. 749, 836, 837, 939, 986
1033, 1130. 1178. 1223

—Sounding difficult piece of river. •1213
Hodson, L. C. Practical points it) mine

surveying, 1 13, 455
Hodgson, L, H, Acetylene safety lamps. 499
lIofTman, Chas. F. 271, 393
Hoffman, F. L. Barometer and explosions. 648
Ilofman, H. O. Pyrltic smelting. 1079
Hoist. Blast furnace with material, ^146

Hoist, Chain, for empty cars. ^740

Hoist, Counterbalanced skip. •352, 366
Hoist engine. Use for discarded—Speed

regulation, l^S
Hoists, Electric reel, 540
Hoists, Gas-power, ^91

5

Hoisting accident, Beldon colliery, 30

Hoisting at Mansfield copper mines, •671, 986
Hoisting at Yellow Dog mine. Mo, '922

Hoisting by Alden Coal Co. •1216
Hoisting, Electric, Grangesberg, Sweden.

Hoisting, Electric, near Lansford, Penn, •SRI

Hoisting —Electrlc-slgnal system. '771

Hoisting notes. 78. 124, 218, 317, 408.
,504, 5.53, 790, 886, 1125

Hoisting ropes and safety catches—Trans
vaal report, '819, 927. •971, 1016,

•1203, t795
Holby, C. E. Filing notes and cllpphigs. 1179

Holmes, G. L, Platinum In Yukon, 27,3

Holmes Lime Co, -J8
Holmes' automatic empty-car Hft- '74.3

Holv Terror. S, D. 90. 710. 7.56, 845, 1236

Home>!take Mg. Co.. S. D, 136, 185,
g 283, 376, 566, 1190, 1236

Homestake Extension, S. D, SO

Homestakc mine, Colo. '"OJ
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Homestake mine, Bullfrog. Nev. •''>••"••

ll,.m.>8tak- King N.-y.
-ii MO «U4

llonerluo uiliu-. Huh. 7*)J. .11. MU. »u*

Honey Uruuk coal Ulscoverleg. JIO. 501

llouey brook collliTy.
,',J"

Hook for removing converter crowim. •-,11

llootallu.iua mining district. -jj
Hoover. 1 " ' ' --

707
TOO. 7M

&07

U4&

Hoover Hold Mg. lo.

Honefeldt. Kobcrt.

Hopkins CO.. Ky .
«««• sciile

Hopkins. J. H
Hopkins mine. Colo

Horn Silver Mg. t"o.

Horseslioe mine. S. l>.

Hose coupling. Air, Clevelun.l

Hose, Non corrosive.

Hose. Note.s on.

Hostett.T CounellsvlUe ». oke I <

Hot blast. . , 11 . 1.

Hotel accommodations at Joplln. .M

Housevllle coallleld. lull.

Howarvl. Karl. I'eatU of.

.50
732

u::i, SU.
rjL'5

121, 510
-oa, 047

K45
•770
824

:i03. OHO
71(1

•H!<
450
1141
224

.SO,

;!i;

f steel
21, 30

074
• ion

103
-, Olio

12113. 120r.

tOll.t

lea.l.

111.-.,

t«3
oti4
3,''.0

220
410
122M
320
•153
1143
137

324. 843

Howe 11. .M. lltiw may iiuallty

rails Im' Improved?
-Not the dream of a dream>>r.

Segregation In Ingots.

Hovt. Henry Xl,

Hovt .1 » -Ulver Ulscliarge.

WX^l T'V^'^^'^'^^^S Manage

UOMlt.
'

^
Hubert property. Lolo.

Hiiglies. 1. S. Subllm.'d Willi.'

Hull Ir.in mine.

Humbert.' ti'eo. J., Ueatli of.

Humboldt Iron mine,

•lliiniboldt on I.a !.«/..

lluiul.oUlt mine, Oaxaca, Mex.

Humboldt Mg. Co., Mex.

lluntlnKnon Heberleln process. '5^1

Hurd. James 1>. 135
Hussey-Howe tract. Mien.

22is
Uutchlns. .T. 1'.

. ,.
'•'*• * .00

(jnld dredcine. Uuby, Mont.
, . „

-Notnenclature^of modern pUicer ""'"'"e-.^ga

-Essential data of placer In^estlgaUons.^^^^

-Dredging beach gravel near ^^FI^-^^^q

—Steam percussion drill P^^^}^''''- „„ l\\X\
^Testing placer ground with Keystone, ^llol

—Churn-drill placer prospecting. 'i«^_

llUl^SillloS: "t B^aVytes deposits. Flve.^^^

Islands, N. S. +1132
•Hydraulic and Tlac*''' Mining. '.^g^
Hydraulic classlflcrs. Boston m 11. 4S4

iivdraullc debris trouble in Calif.

[I^draullc gravel-Placer mining """'-.ogs

Hydr'aS!;^'" mining-Placer
investigation

^^^^^

HydrluUc mines. R-^ «P-°'"e faUf 1005, 1137

HVdraullcmlnlng applications Calif. ij»*

^^^?Sk'l,nc^s'""'s." .uuklfier tim
H7d?auncafiy -fperated -Pl'"/,'"-"'-^- ^52
Hydrochloric acid gas. Detecting.

^^^
Hvdro-Electrlc Co. -gn
Hydrogen sulphide In ml"«^- 732
Hvdrollth production in France.

Hypochlorite of lime. Anhydrous. 48.

Indian 'IVrrltory, Aapliall In

Indian Vallev mine, calif

--5:^,'^'^r:5r?^'^v
•Indiana Uept. of Geol. -Ueiwrt.

"

Indiana, Iron oro« *"

Indiana mine. '

'

Indlcali.ri,. 11"!

IndiiBirlal pi"
,

Indusirlal hIuiui i"ii., I'-'ioi"- •"

utlummablllty, >'u»l «»u".'.,»","l.'",';,,,

IngMlls. W. It
. ,

•*-..'"• •""'•

—••The Mineral Industry.

Mining porphvry ore ..f lllngbam.

-Mining iHirplivry ore of IIIngbHm.

ula.r and 'copper .melting, 8»U

- fopper mlne» of Kly, Nev.

I'roductlve and earning cnpaelts of

-louceniratlon upside down ;
(iolcon-

—Stepioi^'valley mill and amelter.

—.Silver lead mines. Kureka. Ne»

.

"Kcoiiomlcs of Mining

Ingots Further study of segregation

lnJect"orB, Notes on. 598, 700, »:»

!^^so"lb!>;n smelter analysis, •Sill

lnsol'ul.le"matler. Determination of.

liisolul.le slIlcouH residue.

sp.-iion "f i""'j'".""p:;;m \m
inspectors and accldenls, .'.;;»"•.,„;

-'ij;,^. 74s

Institution of Mg. & Met. O^Jo. 888, t7«5, t801

Insulation of wires

1187
»7»6
770
012
1125
1080
1077
8»a

lU, 074
t412
•431
•470

, '575
•075

•71tt

•705
•813

• lor.i

tll81l

•1011
2. 1100

402

817
024

450

913,

Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron

lr..i.

Iron
Ir.in

740. 780.

7bO,
Mi7. 254, 271.
.•ountrle«—
ared

..Inuiu In.

, .ii.ioi.tf luetU.KlB.

Sup., New develop-

Ht I ..llil

, Spain.
In Iralk

Llllii.-. '•f
region, l-ak.

uienlM.

Iron Silver Mg •
••

Iron huolilng in ^"
iron irad.^ o( ItlO.a...

lronw..ik» r.-ducllon»

Irving, .lohu Huer.

iS:!r:"ib:;ii'::^" |!;l-*r"'\^^
l„le lloyale, Ml.b. 1.15, .'0.., 1"4-.

11:11:; ^;!;;rz::::^i^r ..r.^:^^

&.Ar'Mei:,ii:;;^:"..-^^---
Iialv American coal In.

Hal'. Iron mllU In Southern.

a*
817
1100
UIU
740

780
083
115

•24f.

•253

;.>i

•JO I

325
753

1-234

»44

,
783

touu
:i54

OM^J

el.

of Weighls

Co,

•300
and

79»
91

•1072
1041
842

•781. 203
73:t

820

40'J

203
•910.

I

lliex district. Calif.

Ibex Gold Mg. Co.

l.e plant at coal mine.

Idaho corporation-tax law oplnnm.

IdlewiUI mine. Calif.

Idrla. cjuicksilver mines at.

Ikeda Hay Mg. Co.

Illinois coal production.

Illinois Geological Siirvey.

Illinois State tieol. ^"";-;,.°"'!^V"
Illinois. Inlverslty of. t2.5. 403.

Illinois Zinc Co. ,,„_

Imperial Co.. S. D 90. l."?6. .83,

Imperial Coal & Coke Co.

Imperial Cop. Co. Ariz. 403,

Imperial mine. Idaho.

Imperial Steel Works. -IfP*"- ,^
Increase In gold production, etc.

Independence mine. Idano.

^dependent anthracite "P""'"^^^^
Indexes. Uses of- A. I. M K. 'uoex.

ind?a .Occidents with "plosives In

India. Coal mining in. -»• »"-

!Sdi'a:KeXds'Sf Geological survey.

ISdla: snl^er'-Vrnports and exports of.

lsilt;;rg^V;^^!n!ji.^.^-p—
Indian lalK.r in MexliM..

Indian Queen mine, Calif.

Indian On. en CnnsnI. Mg. < o.

734.

710,

562.

4.13

990
225
218
68
33

1211
2Sl

1187
250
r703
1219
120
1087
\2^
653
505
558
749
564
1170
302
828
1126
828
t087
128
921
1005

r. 910
•621

87
372

Intercooier. Nordberg.

Internal l.inal Bureau
Measures.

International C..al & "'^'
,„

internallonal Coal C;-.. ^ '"
.

,

Inleniaiional Mg. i o. 'u t ..i"

lnternatl..nal Mg. Co. lii Onl.

}nternati..iial I'elroleum Congress.

International Salt t o.

Interstate coalmining agreement,

lola Mg. Co.. N. C.

lona Gold Mg. Co.

lone Coal and Iron Co.

lovanovltch. Douchan.
Iowa Coal Operators Ass...

Iowa Hill. Calif.

Ireland, Mines In.

Iridium. Notes on.

Irish Hill mine. Ca f.

ron and copper. Alloying »'

Iron and ore Product ion, lenii.

Iron and steel .ombinatlon, Brltlsn.

'iroS and Ste.^1 Institute pr..gram.
^^^^—••.lournal.' 10''9

YZ Xlt^'f^ilu^cr Modern America.

=8p'e"'VoX slags, casting, etc.

I7S"'r«"o^ries required to heat.

VZ ^^'^'^" ''""' ''"'"""

!ron*^^*c'us'hinan on corrosion of.

rr^oS-°F.l=ectSc"smXg-T..anlum.
Iron for pipes. Wood

,,\f/ „

YZ ',r?Sl.'p'er'Xt»s. inmience ^^.^

of. , 962
Iron in New •'"S^y.

,55, 3g7
iron industr.v. Russian^ ,,34
Iron Knob mine.

-^"Vinn 967 460.
Iron-mine taxation. Minn. •"'jV.g 593. 842

lESaHSrlHr^:
l^n-^^^Trrw"^?;LT ~? M'-
IroSoV deposits Mayarl^

Iron-ore discovery. crysiai

Iron-ore^dlscoverles. MesabL

1=:;: •^^'tiS-si.

Jack I'.it mine, Nev.

Ja.^kets. Corrosion of «"

:!;;;:ob::'•|.::^te;inlng metal- ill ;«;mM..;

.laeobK mine. S.-.- ';'•"•""• """-

Jade min.' ou Klamalh rlv. r.

Jaeger. (_). K-
,^^^ KlKenlineltenwes

•Jnhrbuch fue

s.-n."
Mex.
In.

984
370
945
705
110
1188
132
250
1214
960
304
690
311

458
795
1078
•145
308
•307
347
•81
136

920
253
•402
112
12

848

.Jalisco Mg. Co.,

Jamaica, t'opper

Jaui.'S, .\lfr.-d.

James, D. WUllK, I'eath of.

,lames, G. D. Nevada mining

James iron mine.

James township, Ont., M," •
"'•

Jame.s' Uanch smeller, <-»";.;,
Jamestown exposition—fu. 1

plant. , ,.

Provision for A. I. M. I'..

-.Mineral exhibits.

Jury of awards.
Janney's lllter.

span. Antimony pro'luctl.'" in

,'.110,

I. nations.

•905.
lesllng

357
•200

1182
450

278
751

1003
404
7-29

888
091

1

127
220

•,.40

IIMIO

r.i

lapan! Coal mine explosion

la pan, Mllke coal mines.

Japan. Mineral exports of.

Japan. Zinc Imports ol.

Jarvls. Iloyal P.

J.'ltrev inclosed motor coal

chine,
leltrev i.icomotive.

Jennie Gold Mg. Co.

li

003, 048
•735
780
1005
1101
185

7.5, 124
152
7-27

130
mining >»»•.„,.

• 1 80
•213

283, 404, 500, 012
7i»2. 995, 1142

Jensen's safety catch.

Jerusalem. British coal In

Jig, Cooley. , ,„„
.111; as .-lassiners In ore ilres.,1 *.
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Jumper* Mg. Co.
Jury of awurda, Jaiuestowu.
Jiistk-lu ) .\neias, Mvx,
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KulKurll uliii*.

I\;inim*^rrr. A. I.-

I, u.'Id. W. Va.
y liiUlf. Jupllll (list.
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Kvblcr, Joho T., IK-iitli of.

Krt'ly vs. Ophlr Ulll Mg. Co.
Krffrr. Kredcrlc. The Kiuma inlnc.

Kelghler, K. C.
Kellli. W. S. PyrUlc snieltlDg.

M.
11

89,

Coul

Kelly mine, N
Kelrlii, Lord.
Kemp. I'rot., on copper ores.

Kemp Van Go, J. C.
Kendall. J. D.
Kennedy, U. J., Death of.

Kennedy, Jas., Monument to.

Kennedy mill. Wis.
Kennedy mine, Calif.
Kennedy .Morrison process.
Kent Collieries, Ltd.; Kent

Conces., Ltd.
Kentucky central power-plant location.
Kentucky coal production.
Kentucky eibiblt at Jamestown.
Iv.rr IJke mine, Ont. 464, 507,
Kerr Lake Crown Heserve mine, Ont.
Kesten. 1".

Kestraner, W. Iron productions, etc.

K.'ttlis for frnlvanliing, tfraphite.
I, leld, Ncv. 375,

Co. 183,
i^ing Co.

vill practice. •HU, •1151, •

..-rarel claim, Calif.
mine, S. D.

Ktdtlic. I'llOS-

Klllion Coal & Mg. Co.
King Kdwurd company, Ont.
King. Sidney A., Death of.

King. S. B. l>eepest bore hole.
—Multiple arrangcmeDt of drills

794,
KinzdoD, George.
Klrsh's rope-strength testa.
KIser & Seymour mine, Calif.

KJellln Induction furnace.
Klamath Klver G. M. Co.
Kllndwortb. John L.
Kneeland. K. "Silica" and "insoluble"

in smelter analysis.
Knight Copper Co., Aril.
Knight. Jesse. 225, 279, 325, 372, 608,
Knox Coal Mg. Co. 654,
Knox. N. B.
Koch. W. E. Pyrltlc smelting. 749.

830. 837, 939, 986, 1033. 1079.
11.30, 1178.

Koehler mining camp. N. M.
Koertlng electric tempering furnace.
Kolschwitz, E.
K.rc J T

In Southeast.
'.'1 mining laws in.

-9.

.11 C, Death of.

.tt, Julius, on steel rails.

<'oal Co.
Kuiii. i,.o. F. 270. .360, 290,
-"f'rt'clous Stones In America."

Kutter's water-flow formula.
KjmnrlM explnslTes, Home.
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Mex.
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"Chinese."
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Mtitbraclte ro-

Ijibor conditions. Brass trade. Eng.
l4ibor rondltlons In IWeiico, Present.

•021.
l.atMir '^ndttlon* \^w fslcdonla.

• Vn.
ion. 888.

i mines'.
360,

Labor—Eight-hour strtlie, etc.. Angels.
'

79. 182. 320. 417. 512. 702,
t.abor—Fuel sllnatinn in Northwest.

200 IJibor In California. Mine. 320, 970
786 Labor—Interstate coui-niinlng agree-

;177, 10S7 ment. 829, 984
Labor—Mcsabi strike. 109, 180, 187,

220, 227, 272, 279, 418, 459, 704
Labor—Methods of paying wages. 358
Labor, Mining, In United Kingdom. 1005
Labor—Need of mining population. 047
Labor—Non-Eugllsb-spenklng miners. 1129
Labor—Proposed Calif, miners' federa-

tion.
l>nbor— Kemedy for strike evil.

Labor situation, Cornwall and Devon.
Labor, Transvaal. 126, 220, 249, 320,

419, 511, S67. 977
Labor trouble, Bingham. 3'2o, 512,
Labor trouble. Cobalt. 91, 133, 181,

280, 326, 377, 419
Labor trouble, Uoldfleid. 1128, 1134,

1177. 1181, 1221, 1227
Labor trouble, N. S. W. 1087
Labor trouble. Park City. 051. 703, 753, 942
Labor trouble. Wheeling district. 840
Uibor troubles, Ariz, copper dlst.

278, 371, 1232
Labor troubles, Indiana collieries.
"Lalioratorlumsbucb." etc., Orlhey's.
Laboratory of ColTeyvllle Zinc Works.
Laborer, Protection of colliery.
Lace diamond mine.
Lackawanna Steel Co.'s blowing en-

gines.
Ladies. Kio Tlnto Co.'s.
Lady of the Hills, S. D.
Laguna mine. Goldfleld, Nev.
Lake Iron ores and their quality.
Lake mine, Mich. 183, 505, 1146, 1141
Lake Superior Federation of Miners.
Lake Superior Iron & Chem. Co.
Lake Superior Iron-ore prices.
Lake Superior Iron region, New de-

velopments.
Lake Superior mining.
Lake View Consols mine.
Lakenau. C. B.
Lakeside Cop. Co.
Lamb. H. M. Mining in Quebec.
Lamb Process Copper Extraction Co.
Lamb, H. B. Barnes-King Devel. Co.

839. 836,
I.amberson. T. S.
Lammers. Theodore L.
Lamp with tungsten filament.
Lamps. Acetylene safety.
Lamps, Safety, .-Vbsence of, Swansea

mines.
Lumps, Safety—Detection of gases.
Lamps, Safety—Oils ; testing-lamps,

etc. 645. 095, 748,
Lamps, Use of locked safety.
Lancashire coalfield, England.
Land and mining laws in Korea.
Land frauds. Alleged Western. 34, 88,

137, 180. 1038, 1083,
Land, Location of mineral.
I^nd question. The public.
Ijind suspension near Sierra reserve.
Lands. Public—Petroleum locations.

048,
Lands, Question of the public.
Lands, Ke-locating mineral.
Land slide at Crow's Nest Pass.
Landstreet Coal & Coke Co.
Lang. II. Disposal of smelter smoke.
—Pyrltlc smelting. 001, 749, 830, 837,

939, 986. 1033, 1079. 1130, 1178.—Copper belt of California. •909,
•963, •1006

I.angiaagte mine. •819, '1204, 'liOS, '1206
Lansford electric power plant. 'SSO, 306
Lanyon Zinc Co. 648
Larder lake companies securing titles. 562
Larder lake district. The. 939
Larder Lake Proprietary, Ont. 711
Larlson, E. L. Influence of iron in

copper electrolysis.
Larson. Edward.

•827 Lassen Mg. Co.

1131 I^ast Chance decision.

75(5 LaszczynskI Brothers.
g94 Lathrop. Dr. Waiter.
j>47 l.atourette. Jas.

•153 l^atta Creek mine, Ind
IQQ Laughlin, F. D.

1044 Launder. Experimental—Water
800 '«8 sand.
g04 I-aurel Mill, Geological sections.

1085 Laurel Mfg. Co.
160 Laurel Run, Penn.

I>aurium, Greece, Smelters at.

•1119 Lavignino vs. Uhlig.
Law & Co.. Action against. 801

1233 Law. See also "Tax."
Law affecting coal mining in N. W. 980

268 Law-- Extrainteral case, B. C. 1168
400 '•""—Location without markings. 1134

Law— Disregard of mining regulations. 1030
•029 Law—Foreign corporations in Colo. 829
• '-,04 Law—Drift-mining locations in Calif. 271
• 883 I-nw In Calif., Enforcing fraud. SO. 706
943 Law, Labor—English brass trade. 400

Ijiw—Location of mineral land. 602
4,14 Law—Mining locations in Nevada. 127

Law of the apex. Remedy for. 975
1184 Law. Ontario mining. 943, 1185. 1215
•S.t" Law. I^ii.'l,.'. niiniliK 1101
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1109
772
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200
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I
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Law—Relocating mineral lands. 103
Law, Transvaal—Single mine outlet.

419
Law, Wyo.— Publicity in promotion.
Law. Yukon mining.
Laws, Ancient mining, Transylvania.
Laws and legislation in Santo Domin-

go, Mining.
Laws, Bolivian mining.
Laws in i-Corea, Land and mining.
Laws, Indiana coal.mining, etc. 79,

303, 408, 454, 510. 654, 755, 945, 1187
Laws of Colombia, Mining.
"Laws of Montana. Mining."
1-aws, Pennsylvania. 400, 422, 098,

753, 801
Laws, Russian coal-mining. 1075
Laws, Utah. 85, 1230
Lawrance, D. II.; Lost Bullion. 508, 1082
I^wrence colliery, Penn. 055
Lawrence, II. H. Centrifugal pumps

in coal mines. 597
Lawson, Andrew C. 670, 677
Lawson, Leonldas M. 895
Lawson, T. W. 324
Lawson, Wiiiiafn. 309
Lawton. "Lake Sup. Cop. .Mining and

Quincy Mg. Co." tl034
Le Rol Mg. Co. 284, 518
Le Rol. No. 2. 284, 419
Leach, Frank A. 13U, 179, 271, 747
Leaching, Differentiation by. Wis. zinc

region.
Lead and copper smelting at Salt

Lake. ^527,
Lead and zinc mines. North Wales.
Lead assay. The.
Lead deposits in Russia.
Lead, Determination of antimony in

hard.
Lead, etc.—Differentiation by leaching.
Lead discovery in Ontario.
Lead elastic in liquid air.

Lead in China.
Lead King mine, Nev.
Lead mining in Transvaal.
Lead production. United Kingdom.
Lead, The market for.
Lead mines in Oaxaca, Mex.
Lead mining and smelting, Granby.
Lead mining, Derbyshire, Eng.
Lead mining In Philippines,
iycad-ore production, North Wales.
Lead-ore smelting. South Wales.
Lead pig in Missouri, Oldest.
Lead production, British Columbia
Lead production, Tennessee.
Lead, Purity of commercial.
Lead-silver mines. Eureka, Nev

310

•871
170

1168

•202
310
009
924

1100, 1158
947
917
1018

505, 937
298

•388
65

495
441
58

445
200
690
304

1051
•801
1221
3o6

1233
1210
321
358
593
841
209
600

Lead smelting, Jqplin dlst.. History.
Lead statistics, U. S., 1906.
Lead, White, Sublimed.
Leadviile Explo. & Mg. Co.
Leadvllle, Extract from bulletin on.
League, The Mexican.
Lease system, Colorado.
Leaser has advantage, Where the
Lecomptou Consol. Mg. Co.
Lee, G. B. Steel-jacket corrosion.
Lee, Robert E.
Lehigh & Wiikes-Barre. 130, 704, 753
Lehigh Coal & Nav. Co. 84, 90, 180,

181, 376, 704, 710. 801, 991. 1170
—Electric power plant. Lansford. '359, 360
Lehigh coal measures—New supplies.

210. 502
Lehigh Valley Coal Co. 24. 74. ^105,

•263, 363, 451, 704, 789, 801.
995, ^1124, 1231. 1236

—Report. 3911—B'irst-ald organization. 833
Lehigh Valley R. R. Co. 1170
Leighton & Capps. ,

1119
Leith, C. K. 116, 177, 775
Leland Mg. Co. 372
Length of service and miners' pay. 1214
Lennox, L. C. 1030
Lens collieries. France. 935, 936
Leonard mine, Minn.
Leonard mine, Mont., power plant.
Leopold-Tyrone Cop. Co.
Leroy-Beauiieu on world's capital.
Levant mine, Cornwall, Sea in.

I^eviathan mine, Calif.
Levinstein, Ivan.
Levy, D. M.
Lewes River Dredging Co.
Lewis, Clancey M.
Lewis, .T. V. Glance as original cop

per ore.
Lewis, L. Colo. F. & I

by death.
Lewis, Raymond.
Lewis, T. L. Wage scale
Lewis, Volney.
I.ewisohn, Leonard.
Lewlsohn Bros.
Liberty Bell mine

Co. losses

1225. 1131

'195
823
403
558
•172
278
842
262
1167
177

68R

215
1228
844
84

1139
371

card system. UO,
890. 985

1032Licensed chemists.
Life saving apparatus law, French. 452
l<ift. Holmes' automatic empty-car. ^743
Lightner Mg. Co. 1184
Lightening Rige opals. 567
Lighting underground discouraged.

Electric. 80
1 li'lilnliig sliiicks In mine lunnel. 171
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370
tlQB
792
•187

278
Olht
1058
1214
121U
uoa
32

8U3
1128
IKtr.

.101

•7-ll(

281
1085
600

1 223
120
074
U48
U3S

1087
946
700

1189
276
893
220
940
•nil
1054
103
002
1214
1134
127

t987

•346

1173
•212

Lignite in North Dakota.
Mlu r. mine.
Llllluu Iklle, S. I).

l.llyJelllio Lottl Co.
Lime, Anhydrous liyuochlorlte of.
Lime rook deimslt sale, I'rovUo In.
Lime to 8(aiul, .Vllowlni; nluked.
Limestone production, II. S.
Limestone. Testing cement.
Limestone, \'lews on deposits In.
Lincoln. F. C
Lludeuiaii, K.
Lludentlial, Itobeit.
l.lndgreu. Waldemnr. I7ti, 172. 5U8,
Lindsey, (!. (i. S. 780,
Lining, llardlnge and 101 Oro tulie uiili.

SISO, 1131,
Link-belt conveyer, I'enn. hreuker.
Linton Ifitumiuous Coui i'o.

Linton coiiltleld mines connected.
Lion Iliil Consol. .Mines Co.
Liquation In uyrltle smelting. 343,

507, Oul, 603, 740, 830, 837, 939.
986, UP33, 1079, 1130, 1178,

Listing mining stocks Los .\ngele8.
Lltbograpblc stone In France.
Little Chief mine, Utah.
Little Clara Leasing Co. 1042,
Little Florence, UoidHeld. 88. 184,

422, 565. on, 089,
Little NIpissIng mine, Ont. 9u0,
Little Pearl Xlg. Co.
Little. S. \V., Death of.
Little Tonopah mine, Nev.
LlTermore, T. L.. .Ir.

Livingston, Clermont, Death of.
Llano del Deal, Spain.
Load of blue ground. Size of.
Loading coke. Nixon machine for.
Locan shaft, Nev. •

Locating mineral lands. Ite .

Location of mineral land.
Location of petroleum lands. 04S.
Locations In Calif., Mining-- Suit.
Locations in Nevada. Mining.
Lock. C. li. W. '-.Mining in .Malaya."
lA)Comotives. Fairbanks-Morse "Shef-

fleld" gasolene.
Locomotives. Notes on. 78. 748, 834,

1028.
Locomotives—Rack rail haulage.
Locomotives with gathering reel,

Naomi Coal Co.'s Baldwin elec-
tric mine. •202

Loddon Valley Co. 372
Logue, C. L. 177
Londonderrv Iron & Mr. Co. 893. 1190
Lone Elm Mg. & Smg. Co. 864, 865, 866
Lone Tree mine, Calif. •910, 964
Long & Derry. Colo. 328, 516, 564, 755. 945
Ix)ng Tunnel Co., Australia. ~ii2
Longrldge. C. C. "Gold Dredging." t275
Longyear & Bennett. 299, 770
Loomls. L. K. 1228
Lord Byron mine. Colo. 755
Lordsburg mining region, N. .M. •444
Loretto Iron Co. 460, 994
Lorlng, Frank C. 458, 510
Los Angeles, Listing stocks In. 126. 661
Los Angeles Chamber of Mines. 1214
Lost Bullion Spanish Mine fraud.

508, 279, 1082
Lost Packer mine. Idaho. 279
Louisiana, Sulphur mines of. '1107
Louisville mine, Colo. 35
Low, A. P. 456, 458. 700. 1081. 1228
Low, W. H. Determining antlmonv,

etc. 1225
Lowe Coal Co., W. Va. 283
Lower Mammoth, Utah. 86, 133, 225,

229, 613, 752
l..oyaiton company. Calif. 11.34

Lubrication of dredge bucket iiearlngs. •6!)

Lubrication of sprocket chains. 748
Lucas Co., Calif. 802
Lucke. P. K. 1135
Lucky Strike, S. D. 90. 655
Lucky Tiger mhic, Mcx. :!(!7. 324. 518
Ludwig Cop. Co. 36
Luhrig jig. ^18. ^76
Lulpaard's Vlel estate. 314
Lynch, G. E. Rack rail haulage. ^212
Lyon. Louis. 56

M
M. B. Coal Co. 330
Mass. Geo. J. 328
Mabou Coal Co., N. S. .331

Mc.\dams carborundum molds for alu-

minum. 639
McCarty. A. L. and E. P. 798
McCaustland. E. J. 32
McClure hot-blast stoves. "150

McConnell. Chas. S. '•59

.McConvey. James .T. 514
McCulloch. Geo.. Death of. 1228
McCune, J. W.. Death of. "00

McDonald. Harold. 006
UcDougall roasters, Steptoe Valley

smelter. °l>'

McFarlane. O. C. Method of excava-
ting rock In Large masses. 204

McGaw, Thomas, Death of. 751
Mc<ree, Geo., and partners. "34

McGee, George T.
.McGlil, Anthony.
.McCJraw, J. T. ; Mci.iaw
.Mclnnes, W. W. II.

.MacKeniie, Alexander.

.Maclieu/le, tieo. C.

.Ma<k.'n7.le, K. J.

.McKliiley Darragb, Ont. 180. 377.
1087.

018,

194,

051,

rrag
507, 008, 757. 103»

McKiniey tioid .Mines Co.
.MacLeod. M. N.
.McMecben, F. L. "Testa." i

Mae.Mlliun. C. 11.

.McMynn, John C.

.McNal>b mine, Ind., explosion.
McNair. C. A., Death of.
.Macqulsten, A. P. S. Concentration

process.
Machine. JelTrey Inclosed-motor mi-

ning.
Machine mined coal— Report.
Machine mined coal—Notes. 28. 598,

834, 930, 082, 1028,
Machinery Club of N. Y.
Machinery, tjuoting prices of.
Madge, wiiilam C.
Madison Itlver Power Co.'s pipe line.
.Maduro Mg. Co.
.Magdalena Development Co.
.Magenau, \Vm. Metallurgical vagaries.
MaglUln, B.
.Magneslte deposits, etc.. Northern

Italy.
Magneslte in Greece.
Magnet. Recovering broken tool with.
Magnetic. Sec "Separating," "Con

centratlon."
Magnetite at the Emma mine.
.Magnus, B.
.Magyar Coal Co.
Mahoning Ore & Steel Co.
.Maldenpek copper deposits. Servia
.Maitland, A.
Majestic Copper Co.
Malay peninsula. Tin mining. 639.

653, 785. •723. 822,
"Malaya, Mining In, for Gold and Tin."
Malcoimsou. J. W. History of gold

and silver.
Mailman exploration.
Mammoth coal seam.
Mammoth Cop. Co., Calif. 371. 440.

561. 608, 651, 702, 945,
Mammoth mine, Colo. 516, 564. 707.

803, 945.
Mammoth mine. Utah. 757. 800. 846.

942.
Manchuria. Coal mines In.
Manchuria. Mine tax In.

Mandaback Coal Co.
Manganese deposits in Haiti.
Manganese deposits In Caucasus.
Manganese exports of Japan.
Manganese exports. Turkish.
Manganese. Glenn county. Calif.
Manganese Industry. Prospects of

Indian.
Manganese mine In Queensland.
Manganese ore. Brazilian.
Manganese ore In Colo.
.Manganese ore. Philippine.
Manhattan Consol.. Nev.
Manhattan Ore Reduction mill.
Mansfleld Mg. Co., Ariz.
Mansteld. Operations and tendencies

of modern. •671,
Manways—Flat and pitching seams.
Maps. Mine. 113,
Marburg. Edgar.
Marcus shaft, Transvaal. •SIO. •I 204.

•1205.
"Margin" in smelting.
Maritime Coal. Uy. and Power Co.
Markers in Calif, copper belt.
Markle. G. ->. & Co. 36, 517,
Mnrkle, John.
Marquette Co., Mlcb., Accidents In
Marshall's discovery of gold.
Martin. G". C. Coal In Alaska.
Martin. J. S. •

Mary McKlnley G. M. Co.
Maryd Coal Co.
Marysvlllc Dredging Co
Mascot Copper Co.
Mascott tunnel, Utah.
Mason, Andrew.
Masonry, Strength of different kinds of.

Matamoras smelter. ^1054,
Matilda group. Mei.
Mattes Bros.. Mo.
Maunch Chunk red shale. •216,
Maunsell. R. E. H.. Death of.

Maurice. Wm. "Electric Blasting Ap-
paratus." etc.

May Consnlldated. 196,
Mavari Iron-ore deposits. 365,
Mavflower. Bullfrog. Nev. 375, 655,

844,
Mazatzal Cop. Co.
Mechanical production of low tempera-

tures.
Medal awarded the Jol'KNAL.
Medulla Mg. Co.
Medzlanka, Electrolytic copper produc-

tion.
Meeks. Reginald. Turned-hack shaft.

Salisbury uiiii,'

SOO
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12211
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113;.

1081
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1101
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»l 1711
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1135
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•780
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517
367
418

639
331
304

—Caving ayiitem, Meui.mlnei- range,— I mil ore mines <if M.-.!til.l i unge.'
lange.

33, 85,

377,

•190
507
376
067
116
253
948

1010
t987

1021
253
1220

990

1085

948
834
557
514
090
1158
152
411
So

919
351
1070
803
543
89

560
705

986
•26
455
970

1206
219
1190
911
612
798

1063
75
11

250
179
995
417
513
459
224
168

lUji'
•154
940
•501
559

t368
•197
284

994
944

889
888
844

100

•uu
•IK.'J

•24f.
•.^.44

•!M1K
;<on

114
1143

23
1177
1 I'-'T

.Ml

.M'

M.
M.-i ,1.,.

M' rig iiumtH>r.
M.
.Melii,.- 1 1,1.

.Meriomilli-e. I

.Menominee riiti_ ' *
.

Merchants' & miliars 1 ruiii>|.urtalloii
Co. 201

Merck. "Chemlcnl Reagents.' t322
Mercury. Ilichluride, lu nitroglycerin

explosives. 298
.Mercury In explosive!. Detection of. 443
Merrill. Chas. W. 276
Merrill, F. J. II. Copper In SoDora

quart/ veins. 408
Merton roasting furnaces. •102
Mesa III! Iron Co. 253, 2UU
.MesabI, Explosions on Western. 2U0
.Mesald iron <llscoverlcs. 34
.Mesalii range. Irun ..n- minca of. •lUS
.MesabI strike. lUli, 180, 187. 220,

227. 272. 279. 418. 409. 704
Mcsta Machine Co.'s blowing engines. ^148
Metal markets lu .Vugus,. 319
Metal nilnr-s. Gas In. 81
.Metal percentages In earth's crust. 1007
.Meuii produition. 1900, Statistics. 1221
.Metals Smelting Co. 1109
Mctaligesellschaft, Frankfurt. M
.Metalilcs. 318. 304
.Metallurgical collieries. 126
Metallurgical vagaries. ^261. 367, 507
Motonll yellow. 252
.Meter, "Victor" portable combination

Prlncl-
031electric.

Metric system and Peters'

files of <_'opper Smelting."
c system In Denmark.

Metropolitan property. Colo.
Mexican liurro. The.
Mexican gold and sliver exports.
Mexican .Mines of Fi ilro. report.
Mexican .Mines Syndicate.
.Mexican mining regions. Characteris-

tics of some.
Mexican petroleum production.
Mexican smelting works, Douglas Cop.

Co.'s.
Mexican units of distance.
Mexican Western Devel. Co.
Mexico. Copper mines of.

Mexico, Electric power In.

Mcxico-Jopiln Land Co.
Mexico, Low-grade zinc ores In.

Mexico, Mine titles granted In.

Mexico, Mines of La l.uz.

Mexico, Mining association for.

Mexico. Present labor conditions In.

Mexico— Railroad extensions in Oaxaca
Mexico. Railway rates in. 410. 411. 731
.Mexico, Salt production In. 626
Mexico—Tavlchc district mines.
Slexico. The drought In.

Mexico. The West Coast of.

—Traveling.
Meyer & Chariton.
Meyersteln, E. W

mining.
Miami Copper Co.
Mica In Shantung, China.
Mica mine. N. C.
Mica, New Wisconsin—Irvlnglte.
Mica production, (Quebec.
.\Iichaelson concentrator. Tests with.
Michigan, Coal mining in. ^594
Michigan copper-district statistics.

Michigan copper mine, Mich.
Michigan exhiliit at Jamestown.
Michigan gypsum Industry.
.Michigan Iron-mlnc nccidenU. 926, 1003
Michigan law—Maximum land hold-

ings.
Michiplcoten island silver and copper.
Midland mine. W. Va.. washery.
Midway. See "Tonopah-.MIdway."
Mlike mines, Japan. 75

Miiliy & How Coal Co.
Mildred Island Commercial Co.
Mill, llardlnge conical.
.Mill situation at Cripple Creek.

Key to Cornish

409,

080
387
706
211
761
801
377

631
744

150
321
464
626
272
462
821
702
103
32

621
727

625
646
304

•627
309

tSOl
1232
816
1234
•201

1161
605
1024
1129
1234
730
loiO

494
562
•1«

124
88

841
•925

506. 792. 901, 1185
Mills. C. C. Special tool steels. 739
Mills Mg. & Red. Co. 171

Miller. II. E.. Death of. '182
Miller. J. B. ,320
.Miller. W. G. 410. 460. 1182
—Cobalt mineral areo. 210
Miller's Lake. Nev., Platinum at. 306
.Milling. See generally more specific

words.
Milling at Cobalt. "98
Milling .Missouri ores. Improvementa

In 868. 887
Milling praellcc at Granadcfia mill. •637
MlilInK "sheet -ground" ore, Joplio

dist • 50. 17-2.

Minaret region. Calif.
MInas Gernes. Mining in.

Minas Vii'gas. Mix.

•922
4.V4

7><rt

5i;
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.Mluc, MtiiiuK. }>i'o gi'iipriill}' more
Iih turi.--

.\ll< iiiiiubiT ot men In. 1177
Mil 80, «4r.
Mil SyiiUlcatc. lOSli
Ml of AuiiTlctin. 174
Ml' »u
Ml - 1-9. C.S)-, !>7-l

Ml: lltt. 828
.Ml: ry, Hocogultlun ot. 344
.Mil me Co.

Wales. 'S"!,
170, 8U0

Ml; 872, •875
Ml. gpDiTwUy more Hpi >'lllc

MltUTllI I'im mliio, Nev. 1235
"Minora! IuilU!>Ir.v. TUc." t2l»
_(.;.., ,.,., 1.. ' vv Uayuioiul. f412
M.i t U>n uf. li02

Ml 'OatliiK. 1U3
Mn , t v>. 22l>

Mil zinc Co. •.141

Ml: Iron Mg. Co.
nirlKlon of.

05.'.

.MM 170. 172

Montreul Mg. Co., Wis.
Montreal river silver district.

240, 840
•544

Monuments at i:olfu.v and Ulsliop, Callt. 85
Monumeut.s Inspecllun of Canadian. 342
"Moody's Alaiiiiiil. ' tl2y
Moore. K. S. 988
.Moore lllter patenLs, The. 174
Moore. J. E. A. 050
Moore, L. 11. Crushing stieuglli of

coal. ^203
.Moore. K. K. 798
—ryrlllc smelting. 1033
Moore, Wllllnm A. 650
Mooring dredges, Uuby, .Mont. '69
Moose Mtn. Irou mines. Out

Ml:
.Ml:

.Ml

.Mi:

.Mil:

Mining Congrcu,

Mi:
Ml
Ml
.M

ill-

.M:

.Ml

Mr
Mil, ;.-^.

.Miuucftuia li'uu uvc ablpmeuts.

.Mlnnesotii, .Mine taxation In.

:.\vn Kxpiislllon. 'loS
1 lug College of 15. C. 200
St. of. 920. SSS. t795, 1»'.n

.; at ilrauby. .Mo. •3.SS

lesl Heserves. 747, 794,
1037

American. 940. 974, 450.
097. 88i, 893

Wluit Is a. 450
A. 1. See "American."

Suggestions for. 455
Co. 507

-e London. 038
'rpy Inclosed-motor. •789

l>lc Iron range
I of a.

M
M
.Ml

Ml
.Ml

ML- , . - < ".

.Mlosourl. See also "Joplln."

.Missouri. Kan. & Tei. U. U. Co.

.Missouri Kansas Mining Kxcbange.

245
647
1131
201

503. 558. 967,
400, 842

In DilUltll. 217. 508
V work : coinage. 300
for Canadian. 450, 320

of the.
II dlBt.

741
258
504

on,
1142
756.
1042
183Missouri Lend & Zinc Co.

Missouri ores. Improvements In milling.
868, 887

Missouri river electric power plants. ^1207
Missouri. Southwest. Sheet-ground mine. '877
.Mitchell. John. 751
Mltrh.-n Mining Co. 891, 892, 1131, 650

on ore deposition.

I he.
A.

M!
M
M
M
M
M
M..i;.; >, I'.

Mobiiwk mine. Mich. •

.Mohawk. Goldtleld. Nev.
Mohawk-Combination, Goldfield

1081
1210
1.32

608, 991
988
•864
1230

2, 898, 940
184, 689

228,
422, 611, 689

Mohawk Consol. Leasing Co. 1082
Mohawk. Frances-. <;oldfleld. Nev. 329. 708
Mohawk Jumbo, Goldtleld. 1S4. 611.

0S9. 708, 7.".0. 804
M ' -

i
I Co."!

M 973
M iii;. •497
M Hug aluminum. Carbor-

639
M line—Casting pig Iron. •30S
.M A , Death of. 1135
.\I \'alur of. 1225
M '.. 1 ..1". 328 . 421
M 282
M 1 at. •979
M : i: Tax; exijorts.

200, 72 , 020
Monnzlte production In 1006. 114
M.....I vi,-i...i Co. 331
V tem. Reform In V. S. 020
\l Co. OOH
\l •860
M .f wire with copper. 592
M . 3. Co. 328
M Ines. Disaster. •1121.

1177, 1224
M..t..,Knhela KIT. Consol. C. ft C. Co.

500. 1142
Morroy. I'edro L. 154
Monionn Coal Mines Inspector's Re-

.Moosehead group, Calif.

.Morgan rack locomotive.
Morning mine, Idaho.
Morning Star, 8. U.
Morocco Co.. Colo.
Morris, Chas. H.. Death ot.

.Morrison mlntM-al colloeliou.

.Mosher gold locations. Ont.

.Motor. Advanuiges of induction,

.Motors, Sparking of. etc.

.Mt. BischolT Tbi-Mg. Co.

.Mt. Lyeil mine. The.
Mt. Miller mine, Queensland.
.Mt. Morgan G. .M. Co., Ltd.—Report.
Mt. Pleasant Coke Co.
Mt. Radiant copper discovery, N. Z.
Mt. Summit coiileiy, Ind.
Mt. Tritle Cop. Co., -Vrlz.

Mt. Whitney Mg. Co.
.Mt. Zeehan Tas. S. L. Co.
Mountain Cop. Co., Calif.

701
Mountaineer Mg. Co:
Moyer. W. L.
Mrazek on migration of petroleum.
.Muck, Blasting tunnel—Steel sheets. 095
ivtucklng out," Machines for. 909
Muir, 1). Unwatering bv inclined skip. 'T2S
.Mules—Feeding, etc. 045, '1109
.Mullen. Wm. C. 458
.Multiple drill arrangement on Rand.

•589, 794, 1107
.Munro. Chas. II. 941
.Murledas, Felipe, Death of. 1228
Murphy, Frank .1. 309
Murphy rock drill, Sloping with. •117, 321
.Murray smeller. Utah. •575, 527. 990, 1037
.Mustang Sedan mine, N'ev. 403
Myers, A. B. 81
".Mysore Oeoiogioai Dept. Records." t087

N

. _. t4.%7

M
.M

1 «Uuntlon. 550, 'SSO
IS 1' * T. Co. 708

' -3 of." t519
M onl mines In. •1071
M In. 007, 760
M. I." ui.i > IMis nt. 1031
M. niniia To 122. '03.

• Him. 900. 1189. 1235
\I .1 c-olllerle!< •978
M MIS. Nev. 282
M ''n 845
\1 ir. GO
\l 1182
M 10.3.

.-.c,-., s'.s, im:;, 1080, 1180

110,
284, 801

278
•212
1085
1230
402
989
410
055

4
1028, 1173

013
1214
351

518, 507
311
805

•1202
32U
401
992
1083

132, •039,
970, 990, 113T

1037
1190

-Nail under water, Drivin
Nancy Helen mine. Onl.
Naomi Coal Co.
Naomi mine disaster.
Napoleon. Wash.
Natal coal mining.
National Bank mine

1078,

351
900
252
1080

91
1120

1189
355
1070
1143
1 230
137
748

181

New Jersey State Geologist's Report. t795
New Jersey Zinc Co. 50, 247, 423, 902
New Kielnfontein mine. 197
New Klondyke mine, Nev. 510
New Mexico, Development In coalfields

of. »s
New Mexico, Meerschaum in. 114
New Monarch Mg. Co. CIO, 755
New Ohio Washed Coal Co. •70
New-old districts in Cailt. 454
New I'lltsburgb C. & C. Co. 1141
New River I'ocahontas coailicid. '881
New River Smokeless Coal Co. '882
New South Wales gold prodiictlou. 457, 732
New South Wales. Mineral exports.
New Summit mine. lud.
New supplies of anthracite coal. 210
New York Flex. Met. Hose. & Tubing

Co.
New York Metal Exchange.
New York & Nev. Cop. Co. 077, '719
.New Y'ork. Ontario & West. 5111, 050, 1170
"New York State, Mining and (..iiiarrv

Industry of."
New Zealand. Coal in.
New Zealand gold production.
New Zealand, Metallurgical bonuses In

772, 892
New Zealand. Mt. Radiant copper. •1202
Newago screen. •1120
.Newcastle CoaKieid. Wyo. •930
Newcastle. N. S. W.. labor troubles. 1U8'
Newell, J. 1'.. Mg. Co.
Newhouse, Edgar _L.

Corp,Newhouse M. & S. 133, 283,
845, 948,

440
183
500

824
938

921
457

10.S5
359

.!25, 37:
Newhouse, Samuel
Newhouse tunnel.
Newman, Bruno.
Newport, Miss F.
Niagara Falls Power Co
Nicaragua notes—Duties
Nicholls, T. D.
Nichols Cap Co.. Que.
Nichols, E. Air vs. electric drills
-Nichols, Ralph. .sii

salt.

Bullfrog. 422,
844. 9',i4. 1043,

National Cop. Co.
National Foundry Co.
National Metal Co.
National Mg. & Smg. Co.
National Ozokerite Co.
Nationalities in Pcnn. coalfields.
Natural gas. See "(las."
Neal & Thorn.
Negative results in pvritic smelting.

343. 507, 601. 003. 749, 830. 837.
939. 980, 1033. 1079, 1130, 1178 1223

Nellson Wm. J. 1182
Nellie Blv mine. N. M. •443
Nemeha Gold Mg. Co. 504
Ncsbltt, T. M. 416, 559, 1139
Neuburger. "Ilandbuch der Praktis-

chen Elektrometallurgle." tl034
NculTer, Carl. 751
Nevada-Alpine mine, Nev. 1086
Nevada-California Power Co. 702
Nevada Consol. Cop. Co. •675. ^719.

•813, 947, T142—Report. 1018
Nevada county. <^alif.. monument. 008
Nevada County United Gold Mines Co. 373
Nevada-Douglas Cop. Mg. Co. 30, Oil, 894
Nevada Dredging Co. 417
Nevada mine. Calif. 1137
Nevada. Mining locations In. 127
Nevada. Platinum in. 306
Nevada Smelter & Mines Corp. 1189
"Nevada, S, C., Geol. Surv." tl29
Nevada Superior mine, Nev. Oil
Nevada-Utah M. & S. Corp. 800, 900
Nevada. Wi'slern. Mining In. 906
Nevada -Wonder mine. 357
New Brunswick Iron Co. 1190
New Caledonia and Its minerals. ^532, 050
New CaledonUi. Nickel mining In. ^582
New Caledonian notes. 948
New Century Co., Mo. 402
New Century Jig. •IS, 70
New CoHO Mg. Co. 053, 900
New England Homestake. 90
New Herlot mine. 197, •19K
New .Ingersfonleln mine. 15]
New Jersey. Mineral prnduellon of. 902

1142
179

374, 1231
559
510
254
776
304

1191
074

280, 842
Nichols, W. H. Shrinkage in values. 892
Nicholson, Frank. 1042, 1139— Roasting for magnetic concentra-

tion ot zinc ore. 171—Curtailment ot Joplln production. 648
Nickel-copper ore. I'vritic smelting of.'

343. 507, 001. 003, 749, 836.
837, 939, 986, 1033, 1079, 1130,

1178, 1223
Nickel discovery, Algoma district. 320
Nickel mining. New Caledonia. •582.

532, 050
Nickel-ore smelting. South Wales. 58
Night Hawk lake gold discovery. 400
Nine Mile Mg. Co.

"

421
Niobium, Production of metallic. 335
Nipissing Mg. Co., Ont. 91. 181. 280,

711, 840, 90n, 943, 1039
Nis, E. A. 510
Nissen stamps at Boston mill. •4S4
Nitric acid, Synthetic. 929
Nitrogen, Fixation of. 1222
Nixon patent coke machine. *119
Noble, E. St. George. 803
Noble, Elec. Steel Co. 417. .'i41.

1137, 1232
Nome. Dredging beach-gravel deposits

near. *955, 1210
Nomenclature of modem placer mining. •293
Non-metallic minerals in Philippines.

403, 557
Norambagua mine. Calif. 179, 182
Nordberg air compressor. New. *397
Nordberg compound steam stamp. '349
Norrie mine. Mich. *245
North Ameriiaii Portland Cement Co. 282
North Butte. 135. 1S4, *397. 402, 1183, 1234
North Butte Extension. 1043
North Calif. Mg. Co. 752
North Carolina exhibit at Jamestown. 730
North <'arolina. Garnet mining In.

North California Mining ,Co. 002,
North Carolina exhibit at .Tamestown.
"Nortli Carolina. Mining Industry in."
North Carolina monazite production.
North Dakota. Lignite in.

North llomcsfake Mg. Co. 90, 055, 1190
North Star Mg. Co.. B. C. 330
North Star Mg. Co., Calaveras CO.,

Calif. 944
North Star mine. Clear Creek co., Calif. 374
North Star mine, Modoc CO., Calif. 401, 515
North Star Mines Co., Nev. CO., Calif.

182, 610
North Wales. See "Wales."
Northern Calif. Water & Power Co.

Northern Light Consol.
Northern Pacific Coal Co.
Northfork jiroperty. S. D.
Northwest. I'^iiei situation in.

Nortliwestern Impr't. Co.
NorthwcKliTii Steamship Co.
Norton, v.. T.
Norton, J. P. Depreciation of gold.

440, 453, 749
Norway, Iron-ore concent rat ion in. 300, 870
Not the dream of a dreamer, etc. 074
Notebooks, Mine surveyors'. 114. 455
Notes and i-lippliigs. Filing. 321. 049.

890, 1179

275
894
•735
t003
114
351

371, 373, 417
325

805, '1072
710

•830
•1072

201
805
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Nnttdden, Norway. 920, 122'.'
Nmirse, CIibb. J., Death of. 080
Nova Scotia— Uarytes clc|ioalis, Kin-

lalnnils. •825
Nova Sootia Steel Co. 1100
Nova Scotlan coal mliieB, Kcsciic work. fllV)

Nueva t'unnnea. 371
Nuncr tunnel. I'lillf. ia4
NuttalltnirK. W Va., trravlly plane at. •7^2
Nyalltc, 1173

O'Brien mine. Ont. 123, 000
daxHca. .Mex.. ,'<onie notes from. 20«
Oaxaca, Kallroail extensions In. 727
Oaiaca Sni. & Kef. Co. 00(1
Olinlskl. J. UtiO
Oetllng and other frceslug systemK.

•6S4, 777
Ocuwa. C. 408
Khio Cop. Co. y77. 459, 470, 501, GOO. 108'2
Oil. See also "Petroleum."
Oil and gas, ..Vppulnchlan reRlon. r>S
Oil and water. Furnace for mixed. 507
t">ll-barKe towing across .\tliintlc 074
on districts, nullelln on CflUf, 1087
OH fuel on .Mexican railways. :t50
OH fuel, San I'eilro. etc.. It. R. S'Jtl

OH fuel. Texas Institutions iihandnnin;;. 12.'?

OH Into converters. Injecting crude. 'liSO
OH pipe line. MldwavMcKlttrlck. 417
OH, nilled pipe line for. 404
tlll-shale dlscoverv. Nevada. 51C
till. Testing cylinder. 452
Oils for safety lamps. fi4,".. Jim
Oilfield, New. In Caucasus. 121B
Oilfield. Tllliurv. Ontario. 770
"OllHelds. <;reen Co.. Penn. "

tl20
OilSelds of Oklahoma. 259
OJIbwav Mg. Co. SS, .1(1.-1, r.r.4. S44. 1085
Oklahoma. Oiltields of. 259
Old .\pple Tree mine. Mo. 1085
Old Colony Coal & Coke Co. 376
Old Dominion. .\rlz. 403. 513. 0.53, 705, 1130
Old Emma Mg. Co. 85
(">ld .Tackson Iron mine. 253
Old .Judge Mg. Co. 1141
Old Town mine. (^olo. 1231
Oliver Iron Mg. C"o. (See also V. S.

Steel Corp.) 34. 33. 05. 100, 220,
2-2e. •24t!. 253. 290. 41S. 460, 755.

067. 1030
Oliver. Mrs. James B. 6,50
Oliver, Robert S. 798
Olson. Carl. 559
Omaha-Cnllfornla Co. 373
Ontario. Colo. 1085
Ontario lode. Ida. 803
Ontario mining laws. 043. 11.S5. 1215
Ontario-Quebec mine. 518
Ontario Mg. Co.. Colo. 1140
Ontario Silver Sfg. Co.

132. 270. 377. r>.-,l. 711.";. T.-,J. -:,?.. 042
Ooregum Oold Mg. Co. 280
OpaU. Lightening Rlge. 5R7
Optn-hearth process for rails L'l. .30
Openplt mining. Mesahi range. '104
Open-pit zinc mine. Webb City. Mo. '.lOO
Operations and tendencic*.

Mnnsfeld.
Ophir mil Mg. Co.
Opie. Capt.
Opnerman. E. C
Ord mountains. Calif.. Strike at.
Ore breaking by hand. Cost of.
Ore-car imloadeV, Rapid.
Ore. Cost of culling lead-zlne.
(">re deposition. Modern views on.
"Ore Deposits. The Origin of."
Ore-dressing at Mansfeld.
Ore-handling plant. Cripple Creek
Ore-handling plant. Carrie furnaces

of modern
•071. OSfi

30. 753
11.35

84
653
210
402
364
1210
1509

•672, 986
•.352. 366

•145
300. 300. 364

light of modern
1067
00

986
224. 798

421, •R23. •1070. 12.34
1212
417

181. 802. 10S3. 1184
181

562, 705
Orthey's lahorntorv handbook ((?erman> t83
Osceola Consol. Mg. Co. 248. ^350. 708. 1085
Osceola mills. .Toplin district. •."lO. 64. 65
Ostherg. P.. and surfusion. 1014
Ostrup. .John C. 323
Otagawa. M. l.-.S. 5.50
Otter Tall country. Leases in. 418
Otto township discoveries. 410
Oudin. M. .\. "Standard Polyphase .Ap-

paratus." t609
Ouro Preto rjold Mines of Brazil. 1138
Overcasts in coal mines. Concrete, '448
Owens. W. D. Coal-mine ventilation e\

periments. 74. 80
Oxide plant. Antimony. '494
Oxygen for clearing fnm.Tce taphnles 1206
Ozokerite, Notes on. 364

Ore sorting bv hand.
Ores. Genesis" of. In

theorv.
Oregon Oil & Oas Co.
Oregon Sm. & Ref. Co.
Orem. Walter C.
Original Co.. Mont.
Oriskany sandstone.
Orovllle. Dredging at.
Orovllle Dredging. Ltd.
Orova -Brown hill.

Ortega Mc Co.

I'acltlti Coaat Borax Co.
I'acltlc Reduction Co.
Packing for vaiveii, .Xnbealoii
I'ju'klii); puin|is.

Patie, Wllllaiu,
Palmer, I.. .V.

try.

Paliullla, Mex.
Panama canal,
Panama ulekel
Pauamlnt silver camp.
PuuKuitch mlue, Nev

.321. 370. 1133
702
540

ll'.'U

84UDeath of.

.MleblKaii KypHuui Indua
•1010
030

DlKKlnK equipment of. 342
culnaue. 104

370, 512. 8U2
11 80

Insoluble sIIIcIoiih

etc.

Panic. CjiUHcs of the, etc. 820, 835, 1077, 108U
Paoner'a outllt Keystone drill practice.

.. .
*1""'

Panther I reck drainage tunnel. 370
Papoose tungslen iirouerty. 281. 132
Park City Inlior trouble. 001, 703, 753, 942
Park, RlcbarU V. UKH
Parker, lO W. 7, 170, 172, 177, 1075—Coal brlipicttlniS. 20!i
Parker, M. S. oou
Parker, W. J. 32
Parker gohl mine, .N. C. 1234
I'arlee, Norman \V. 700
Parmeiee, II. C

residue.
Parr, S. W. Ileut iiroduction
-Coalite.
Parrot Co., Mout. 463, 000,
Parrott, Lieut, t^ol. T. S.
Parsons. K. \V. Washing bituminous coal.—.Vrrangements for handling coal out-

put. ^740—^Fuel situation in Northwest. •SSO—Coal mining in southern W. Vn. •881— Coal mining sltuatlnn. Northern Wyo. '030
—Montana's coalllelils and collieries. '978—Operation of coal mines In .Mont. •1071—Disaster at Mouougab coal mines.

•1121. 1224
Parsons turbine engine. Test of a. 000
Pasmore, W. E. (Jard system In Colo.

800, 985
Paso de Sotos. Mex. lloi
Patents, New. 175, 414, 604, 790, 103.5, 1226
Patokn Valley C. & C. Co. 135
Paul. .1. W. 'Coal Mines. West Va." tl20—Need of mining population. 047
Paull. J. 112
Pautrat, G. Notes on antimony smelC-

729
'22'J

734
040
510
•10

ing
Payne, H. M.
Payne mine, B. C.
Peace river to Yukon. Trail from.
Pearce. R., on tin ores.
Pearl Fishers. Cevlon Co. of., Ltd.
Pearl Tatum Mg. Co.
Pearson & Son.
Peat. Ammonia from.
Peat .Association. .American. .560,

Peat-brick industry, Swedish.
Peat in the United States.
Peat Investigations.
"Peat : Its Cses and Manufaclure."
Peck. S. B. Coal washing.
Peckltt. Leonard.
Peletan. M.
Pellatt. Sir Heurv.
Pelton colliery, (it. Brit.
Peneplains.
Penhallegon. W. .T.

Penn Iron Mg. Co. •lOO,
Penn-Wyoming smelting works.
Pennsylvania anthracite discoveries,

1.33
216.
418.

'403
0!j8
331
060
222
801
564
744
017
700

1 1 25
745
1023
t322
•76
84

534
751

1220
294
840
•115
613

•500
1083

Pablo de los Santos.
Pachnca. Cyanide proces.s In.

Pacific Coal Co.

50
160
518

Pennsylvania Coal Co.
Pennsylvania laws. 400. 422. (!0S, 7.53, 801
Pennsylvania Mining Co., Calif. 4,50
Pennsylvania mining reports. .

280. 310, 452, 748
Pennsylvania No. 14 breaker. ^740
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.'s furnace. '173
Pennsylvania Steel Co. 284. 365
Pennsylvania. Workable coal seams of

western. 549
Pennsvlvanla's decline In coal pro<Inction. 082
Penoles Mg. Co. 846
Penwell Coal Co. 807
Peonage In Mexico. 'Oil
Peoples' Coal Co. 845
Peoples' Coal * Coke c... 30
Pereles. .Tudge. in.t.s. 1(I83

Perlngo group. Colo. 706
Perkin. Sir W. IT.. Death of. 130
Perkins. E. T. Mining and smelting.

C.ranbv. ••388

Perkins. Walter G. ^815
Perks, R. W. 416
Permonlte. 3J6
Perseverance Co. 4'20

Persia. Mining in. 344
Peru. Borax deposit. Salinas. 780
Peruvian petroleum fields. 1213
Peruvian railway cntract. 364
Peters on "pyrl'tc smelting." 1033
Peters' "Principles of Copper Smelting"

and metric system. 085
Petersburg Coal Co. 046
Petoskev Mg. Co. •002
Petraeus Smg. & Mfg. Co. •,S64. 807
Petroleum. See also "Oil."
"Petroleum." By Sir B. Redwo.id. t83
Petroleum compel if inn In China. S'J8. ,395

Petroleum Congress. International- Itu-

manian fields: Mrazek on migration
of petroleum ; Engler on origin of

Iietrulcuu ; chemical aecllou, ole.

Petroleum discovery lu southern I tab.

Pelroleuui dlscoverb-« III > allf.
Petroleum llcbls. I'eniMuii.
Petroleum In CanierlMiiy plulus.
Petroleum In .New Zealand.
IVtroleum In I'lilllppineH.
Petroleum In Ituiiiaiilii In 1000.
Petroleum In ltUH»la.
Petroleuui Indiislrv. llallun
Pelroleuui lanils, l.ucailoii
Petroleum productloi, < ..in

Petroleum pi'oUucI
IVtroleum prospe.

if.

rnlu.

soo.

048,

..hf
ciMifily,

u.

!.",, ' r. • •;l. 371, 005. 500,
I hlln. ic llvadinii <'. *t I. Co. 15, lid,

•203, '312, 500. 012, 780, 047 005,

—School of milling.— liopurc.
Philippine niM
PhlilppilieH. A
Philippines. M ^ .,

Plllliplilnes, N-iii iiu-uiiu*; liuneiiilp.

.'113

.'lOl

h41
I.' 1

3

0K2
1 2-.'4

4113

<l,'<li

407
344
1214
111(1

744

132
374
945

1231
UN
i;(!i

111.

4ll.i.

KlltM,PhlllMpines, Sulphur in.
Phillips, A. K. "Plane Surveying"
Phllll|.s, .1. .1., Death of.
Phoenix Reduction (.'o.

Phosphate discoveries, .New.
Phosphate mining in Tunisia. 308
PhoHjihate pruducllon, Teunesscc.
Phos|ihaie works and Imports. Jai'
Plagglo, F. C, A Co.
I'lcli.-r Lead Co. •803, 801
Picks, Note on.
Pickands. Mather & Co.

•00, 90, 200, 704. 094.
Picking belt. Capacity of.
Pier. Steel, at 'I'wo Harbors. 201
Pig Iron. See "Iron."
Pike. II. R.
Plies. Finding volumes of coal.
Piling method. Sheet. Syracuse shaft.
Plllar-androom method, Gogebic range.
IMIIars and mlue subsidence.
Pillars. Colliery— Notes. 28, 408. 1120
Pillars Crushing strength of coal.
Pillars In .loplln district.
Pillars. Shaft.
Plloii copper mine.
Plnchot. G. Use of dead timber.
Pine 11111 Coal Co.
Pine Tree mine, Calif.
Plnguico mine. .Mex.
Ploche, Nev., Wage reduction.
Pioneer Mg. Co., Alaska.
Pioneer & Bonanza mln*'.
Pipe and hose. -Non corrosh.

.

Pipe coverings. Notes on. ics.
Pipe, Driving and iiulilng.
"Pipe Flanges. Forged Steel."
Pipe ihie. Clearing frozen,
Pipe line for oil. Rifled.
Pipe line, Redwood, In Vukon.
Pipe line. Wood-stave, of Madison River

I'ower Co.
Plp<i lines in coal mines. Wood vs. iron

for.
Pipe lines. Freezing of colliery.
Piper, Wm. H., Death of.
Pipes, Air. Losses In.
Pipes from vibrating. Preventing blast. •

Pipes, Wooden—Notes. 452, 600, 834,
Piping, Notes on.

218, 269, 553, 508. 700 .'434,
Piston rod. Packing water end of.
Pittsburg Benton mine. Wis.
Pittsburg Coal Co. ^203
Pittsburg coal seam.
Pittsburg Coal Washer Co.
Pittsburg dust decision.
Pittsburg Lead &. Zinc Co.
Plllsburg Liberty mines, Calif.
Pittsburg & Montana.
Pittsburg-Salt Lake Oil Co.
Pittsburg & Westmoreland Con

1123
nnn

1039
364
320

310,
800,

1.35.

407,
Co.

,30,
Place, A. E. Tavlchc raining district.
Placer county, Calif., minerai-Uinds de-

cision.
Placer gold mining : Cariboo dist.
Placer ground with Keystone drill. Test-

ing. ^1151. •1111 •

Placer Investigations, Essential di

Placer mining. Nomenclature of m. .:

Placer mining in southern Chile and
Tlerra del Fuego.

Planes, Engine, anthracite field!
Planes, Note on.
Planes. Self acting Inclined : auto.

•104
•00

•240
•10(1
1220
•20;i
250
•24

•585
776
805
373
i:i7

1 230
044
•los
824
IO70
1151
t83
508
404
290

•345

12
490
751
1213
I 1 50
930

1173
408
000
on
540
••21

1

22<i

006
370

I'M.'!

512

805
62.1

983
no

"Plant Econ*)my."
Platforms in shafts closed down.
Platinum amalgam.
Platinum Corp.
Platinum deposits. British Columbia
Platinum discoveries In Russia.
Platinum In Colombia.
Platinum in Nevada.
Platinum In Santo Domingo, Probabi'
Platinum In Transvaal.

28,
lift.

741,

•202
163

1028

•743
tI29
,364

030
80

1044
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riatlnuiM III tbc Yukon. '213

PIntlniim nfiir l^-lfnn, Monl. 375
r ..lod—Note. «3n

Black-SAnd. 81
4t)1

i,.-,ut \ /.iiiL" t'o. 330
In. S. 1>. 131). 2-20, .160

•kn mine. Calif. 324, 1082
k G. .M. Co. 182, 010

Onllf. 108a
\V, l>cnth of. 569

^vraoiise shaft. •00. 400
\V. Vn. '881

1 • .illlorlcs, Inc. 137
l'uv.iihi.'iUui) lului'. i.'allf.

370. •1>10, 913, 903, 1010
l*o«tach and other freeilnc syatema.

•084. 777
Point Sal Mining Co. 1140, 500
IVInii.l. rt.'.ir.ilytlc copper production. 100
< transmlsaoln line. *157

708
\i'l>nriitu8 and Systems,

yt..i.aarJ. • tOOil

I'oormun mine. Ore. 282, 3.-J0, 403
r,.i..-. I? W 798
1 \ .1 of a niliilni;. 647
! ; r.lnEhiini. MlnlnK- •'31

! Ilinghmn. Mllllnc *47n
" Co. 133, 1042, 1231

loplln dist. 'lU. 04, 05
. ilil mining In Colomhln. .''27

' raorliil to. 410
Snll Lake. •57,''>

,ho. 1042
Co. 733
imerltc series. 'oOO

. . ..sic hessemer process. 074
BIncksnnrt prolilom. '251

•it In the Yukon. 275
.,„u«jon bv hclt. 34S. 16S. 1070

ITni M. 003. 048, 735, 730, 730—-X' siry In N. C." t003
'•' in .Vmerlca. Kunz on. t308

.1 mine. 151, 319
mine limber. 31
Street and the. 409

1 scams. 269
K. 1182
- r Co. 700

a. M. Co. 894
700
453

^. .\dvniice In. 311
. Quoting. 1179

rritumt: «i»'vk-''s. .^luklng-pump. •587
Primrose, J. S. G. Modem Mansfeld.

•671, 986
Prince Consol. Mg. Co. 894
Princess Gold Mg. Co. 371
Princeton Iron mine. 703
Pronilo mine, Fresnlllo, Mex. •53, 229
Productive and earning capacity of Ely. 'TIO
Prnrs Sr.> "TlmhiTlng."

. 1127
well drilling. 880

\.irth America. 377
I- • r^- yr.iiip of claims, southern

\r!.< ' * ' 299
V -. r>. W., rake calclner. '305

11. n. Anode-furnace charges. 171
of colliery laborer. 1222
mine and mill. Mo. 'S""

•"o., Pcnn. 805
'O.. S. D. 710, 1044, 1190
mine. 1237

600
n of the. 1174
Ion affairs. 1212
promotion. 1080

•724
ir, Cambria mini'. 931

I'ump. Imiirovtments In vertlcal-pliinger
sinking. '586

Pump notes. 2.'.9, 317, 318, Xfir., ."{64.

408, 482, .103. 553. .198. 04.".. 748,
790, 834, 886. 9,36. 1126, 1173

Pump, Sand—Keystone drill prnciice.
•1155. '1198

Pnmpa, Centrifugal, Installation and use
In •.ml mltux 597

oal mines. 1027
I copper mlnoi. *ai\, 986

.- for mine. 914
T.ii*. ^202
nt coal by heating value. 77
r w U.SS

423. 1 2.36
•444

. . Changing. 318
pyr r. 1009
Pyr Holta In.

... S36. 837,
1130, 1178, 1223

Pyr ". 122
Pt- ... on 795

904
•.'.ni

199
11 fin

mining. 284
457, 7.32

240

(Jueneau, A. L. 177
(Julcksaud. Sinking drop-shaft through. *9d
t,.>ulcksand. Sinking Syracuse shaft

through. •66
Quicksilver deposits, Transvaal. 443
Quicksilver In China. 152, 1106
Quicksilver mine, Nye county, Nev. 329
Quicksilver mines, Almaden. 1063
Quicksilver production, Russian. 1023
Quicksilver, Santa Clara co., Calif. 1041
Quiiicv Mg. Co. 1141

Sketch of. tI031

R
775

•212
964
•499

961, 1080
1212

630,

Ltd.
•55,
284,

•830
464
845
•153
1168
1081
404
272
920

794

liabblt lake U'uuore deiwslts.
Uackriill haulage In coal mines
Kadlum uiUie, OiUf.
Hull for converter bullion track.
Hall question. The steel.

Kail speclllcailon. Steel.
Kail strength question—Notes.

647, 058, 713, 903
Kails be Improved Mow may quality

of steel. 21, 30
Kails—Colllervtrack construction. •040, 795
Kails, Drilling. 748
Kaliroad extensions In OaxAca. 727
Kallroad freight rales, Mexican. 410,

411, 731
Kallroads and Northwestern fuel situ

ation.
Kalnes, M. K.
Ralney, \V. J.

Kamaleos In Mexico.
Rambler-Cariboo Mines,
Kameau, L.
Knmsdell, \V. K.
Hamsey, Sir William.
Hand banket. Origin of gold in.

Rand, Multiple drill arrangement on.
•5S9, 1167

Randolph, li. S. Silica sand Industry. '1211
Kandolph-Macon Coal Co. 375
Raton field, N. M. ^8

Raven, Mont. 1188
Ray Consol. Cop. Co. 371, 513, 052, 890
Raymond, K. \V. 209
—Marshall's gold discovery. 75
—Sir 15. Redwood's "Petroleum.' t83—Re-locating mineral lands. 103
—The uses of Indexes. 302
—."The Mineral Industry." t412
—Prof. Christy's address. 591
Read, R. A. Reflections of philosophi-

cal axman. 688
Read, Thomas T. 559, 751
Reading. See "Philadelphia & Read-

ing.
Real des Monte Co.
Red Dog gravel mine, Calif.

Red Dog mill, Joplin dist.

Red mil hydraulic mines.
Red Oak group, Colo.
Red Ore Mg. Co., Ala.
Redwood pipe lino in Yukon.
Redwood, Sir U. "Petroleum."
Reef, Gravel channel cut by.

Reel, Electric locomotives with gath
erlng. ^252

Refinery of Rlu Tinto Co., Port Talbot. •Ill
Refining metals in Canada. 456
Reflections of philosophical axman. 688
Reforesting mineral lands. 1031
Refrigeration, Sinking by. '684, 777
Kefuglo Syndicate. •ISS
Regulations. Disregard of mining. 1030
Reid, Geo. D. Seven Devils and Snake

River districts. ^401
Reigart, John R. 751
Reindeer mine, Colo. 1140
Reins Copper Co., Mont. 421
Rels, G. L. 217
Reliance Coal Co. 801
Reliance gravel claim, Calif. 179
Reliance mine, S. D. 517, 566, 1190
Re-locating hi Nevada. 127
Re-locating mineral lands. 103
Remedy for strike evil. 320
Rcnaud, Henry S. Licensed chemists. 1032
Reno wants American Mining Con-

gress. 893
Republic Iron & Steel Co. 1040, 1139
Kequa & Bradley. 677, ^722
Rescue work. Nova Scotlan collieries. 695
Rescue work, Russian collieries.

Rescue work, Scottish collieries.

Respiratory. See "Breathing."
Rests. Tlse of—Hoisting rope.

Result of the BolsC trial.

Resurrection Gold Mg. Co.
Retorts, Zinc, at Swansea, Wales.
Reuben Gold Mg. Co.
"Review of l.nke Sup. Cop. Mining"
Rex mine. Idaho.

64,

160
459
877
993
654
461
296
t83

393, 271

374
Rhodes. C. K. Tube-mill lining.
Rhodeslan mining regulations.
Rhodium. Production of very pure.
Rhosesmor mine, Wales. •871, 872,

Rhvolite dike. La Luz.
Rice. C. A.
Rice, G. S. Monongah disaster.
Rice. John A.
Rich. LIndenherg Steel Wks.
Richard, Louis M,

873,

1075
348

lOlO
221
462

•161
566

tl034
,
803
1131
943
203

•874
•108
1135
1224
1228
390
606

Richards, A. W.. basic bessemer pro-
cess. 674

Richards, Frank. 276
Richards, J. W. Calories requiried to

heat iron. •SI—Electric smelting of iron ore. 785
^Reference—Pyritic smelting. 1033
Richardson, Alex. Subslden<'o in un-

derground mines. •lOe
Richardson colliery. ^312
Richardson gold mine, Ont. 284
Kichmond-Eureka Mg. Co. '1051
Klchmond mine signal system. •771
KIckard, U. L. 282
Rlckard. T. A. "Economics of Min-

ing." tiiso
Rlckard, W. U., Death of. 416
Riemer, J. "Shaft Sinking under Difli-

cult Conditions." t457
Riaie, Caribou. •251
Rlllles, Question of—Sutton, Steele &

Steele's. ^441
Rilled pipe line for oil. 494
Right of Way Mg. Co. 186, 518, 806
Rio Dolores Xlg. Co. 88
Rio Grande. Black Rock canyon of. •633
Rio Tlnto Co. 822, 780
- Refinery, Port Talbot. 'Ill
Ritter Etienne A. 559
—"Origin of Ore Deposits." t509
"River Discharge." t699
River, Sounding dilBcult piece of. •1210
Rivet forges, I.arge-capacitv Buffalo. 508
•Road Making." Thos. Aitkeii. t]179
Roads for drills, Corduroy. ^1114
Roads, French treatment of maca-

damized. 822
Roasters. Lead blast. U. S. Smg.

Co.'s. 530
Roasters, McDougall, Steptoe Valley

smelter. 815
Roasting. See also "Furnace."
Roasting at Mansfield. •673, 986
Roasting for magnetic concentration of

zinc ore. 171
Roasting, Notes on. 318
Roasting, Pot, at Salt Lake. •575
Robert E. Lee mine, N. M. '442
Roberts, Geo. E. l.'JO, 626, 792
Roberts, Willard B. 273
Robertson, W. C. 1037
Robinson, Cyrus—Lead blast-roasters. 530
Robinson mining dist., Ely—Map. ^678
Robinson, Neil. West Va.'s future as

coke producer. 7
Rochester Cobalt mine. Ont. 377
Rochford-Wyoming Oil Co. 612, 995
Rock in large masses, Excavating. 204
Rock planes. ^27
Rockdale Lignite Co. 283
Rocky Mountain Co. '8
Roden Coal Co. 134
Roderick, J. E. 2S0, 316, 422, 556
Roechling-Rodcuhnuser fui'nace. 722, 785
Rogers, Brown & Co. 95, 775
Rogers-Goldfleld. 329, 563, 708, 756
Rogers, H. H. 555, 557
Rogersville quadrangle. 58
Rolling Mill mine, Mich. 1063
Roof falls. Notes on. 78, 452
Roosevelt tunnel. 1231. 1233, 372, 279
Rope, etc.. Transvaal report on. 927,

•971, 1016, ^1203, •SIO. 1795, 888
Rope-testing and machines. •971,

1018. ^1203, 936
Rope dressings. 973, 936, 1076
Rope, Notes on wire and other. 124,

218, 553, 790, 834, 886, 936, 982, 1028
Rope-strength tests, Kirsh's. 936
Rope transmission of power. Wire. 268
Rosamunda Works. ^217
Rosarlo Mg. Co. 518
Rosarlo Mg. & Smg. Co. 1237
Roscoellte in Colo.

'

1063
Rose, George, Death of. 606
Rose. T. K. Volatilization of gold. 297
Ross, J. K. L. 988
Ross mine, S. C. 229
Rollischild mine, Ont. 518
Rothwell, John B. 32
Rountree, Walter B. 988
—Crude oil in converters. 639
Rowe, W. T. Detection of mercury in

explosives. 443
Roval Consol. Mines. Ltd. 651
Royal Inst, for Adv. of Learning, B. C. 260
Rubles near Keystone. S. D. 845
Rublslaw quarrv. Scotland. *392
Kubv nelln. S. D. 710
Ruhv mil. Nev. •1051. 1055
Rubv mine. Colo 564. S07, 1041
Ruby, Mont . gold dredge experience. ^69
Rudnrer, C. II. Volumes through air-

ways. 80, 82
Ruggles. Mai. C. L. H. 070
Rumania, Oil in : Internat'l Petro-

leum Congress. ^781

Rumania, Petroleum, in 1906. O.Sfi

Rumble. (Teo. W. 324
Run-nf-mlne coal. Chicago pumping

stations. 644
Russell. Charles. g06
Russia and Siberia. Asbestos in. 346
RiiRsin—Caucasus manganese deposits. n5S
Russia, Fuel In. 407, 408
Russia, Gold dredging In. 303

Russia, Iron production of. 788
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Kussla, Lead uuU sllvvr doposltg In
Uusala—Now olltlt*l(], Cuucasus.
Itusali), riiitliiuui (llHcororloa iu.
ttussla—SlIuTltm ooppiT lululug.
ltU!)Sia, Sulphur In.

Itusshi I'lal Ininworks rt'ducllong.
Ku><sian rt.ml-iiiliilii^ l-t>Ki>lallous.

Kus'iau Iron and siwl Industry
i;M-.~ian Inin uro (or Uoriiiauy.
Ku^>ian (luk'ksllver proUucltou.
Kus^" t'hihfsc Ituiik.
Kuss.' I'lrslan Xlij. C"o.

Uubi froui iron. To remove.
Uutli mini'. Ely. Nov.
Uyaii. Edward' \'.

Uydlutf. 11. O.

15«,

070

UUij
1215
4U4

loa:;
ll»t>

•»S7
ItPTS

3!JT

•.•4l»

34b
344
Ulll
720
751
700

Sackoii. A It. «'. i I'. Co.
Sadille Mtu. .Mg. Co. 4(i;i,

Safety lati'bi's. Transvaal rrport on
rope and. •!SU1. •12Ut), K27, •'J71,

liPlti,
Safety Kevlces. Museum of. >J41.
Safely In mines, Urlllsh commission

'•'>• 125. ;t4,>>.

Safetj lamps. See "Lamps."
Safety levers—Transferring empty ears.
Safety. Srhool of. D.. 1.. & W. foremen's.
Saginaw IJ. M. Co. 136, 5«i>.
St. .Vll>ans group, Calif.
St Catberine-Kudlsell mine, N. C
St. Charles. 1!. E., Death of.
St. Clair, {.i. A.
St. Croix safety catch.
St. Ives. GoidHeld, Nev. 40:i
St. Joe Mg. Co.
St. Joe Lead Co. 88, 228, 611, 708.

1042.
St. John Uel Roy Mg. Co. 22li,
St. Lawrence I'yrltes Co.
St. Louis Iron Co.
St. I»uls mine, S. I).

St. Louis, liocky Mtn. & I'ac.
St. IVter sandstone.
Saline Illinois Coal Co.
Salinas. I'eru. Borai deposit.
Salisluiry mine, Turned-back shaft.
Salisbury, urange J., Death of.
Salkeld's "gold" discovery.
Saloon-keeper's suit at Hayden Hill.
Salt In India.
Salt in Nicaragua.
Salt Lake-Calif. Cop. Co.
Salt Lake, Lead and copper smelting

»t. •527.
Salt Lake Sm. & Ref. Co.
Salt market. The.
Salt production In Mexico.
Salt production in United States.
San Francisco, Cement in.
"San Francisco Earthquake and I'ire."
San Jose Me. Co.
San Miguel Cop. Mines. Ltd.
San Pedro. S. L. & L. .\. K. I{.

San Rafael property, Mei.
Sand. See also "Black." "Monazite."

"Tar."
Sand in suspension, Flow of water car

rylng. •53C,. 600
Sand industry. Silica. •1211
Sand production. U. S. 826
Sand pump—Kevstone drill practice.

•1155, 'iigs
Sandford, William. 535
Santa Brlgldji mine, Mci. 900
Santa Fe Cop. Co. 904
Santa Fe Gold & Cop. Co. 463
Santa Loreta M. & M. Co. 374 844
Santa Rita mines. Mex. .-.fi-

Santa Rosa Mg. Co. 705
Santa Rosalia. Mex. 630
Santo Domingo coal Imports. 1028
Santo Domingo. Gold mining in. '490
Santo Domingo. Mining laws and legis-

lation In. 'SSR
Sapphires. Artificial. 1165
Saratoga mine. Colo. 372. 374
Sargesson location. (>nt. 846
Satellite mine. Calif. 963, 965
Sault Ste. Marie memorial. 23
Saunders. \V. L. Electric air drill. 209
Saw mill, .\lden mines. •1217
Saxony. Mining employees In—Note. 683
Scale. Heat loss by boiler. t275. 4n.s
Scammel. E. H. Preservation of mine

timber. 31
Scheellte. See "Tungsten."
Schelllnger. W. l>. 798
Schmidt. E. C. Boiler scale. 1275. 403
Schneider. A. F. 1228
School of mines for South Walet. 208
School of illnes. I'roailo. •53
School of mining. I'. & R.'s. 41.s
School of safety. D. L. 4 W. foremen's. 1126
Schuylkill Coal & Iron Co. 612
Schuylkill. Discharge of dirt Into. 90
Schweder's safety catch. •819
Schwelnltz. H. 121
Sclattle granite quarry. •.191
Soofleld. F. W. 369
Scotland. Quarrying granite, .Aberdeen-

shire. •,19I
Scott, J. R.. Death of. 700

136
705

t785
1183

652

•744
1126
655
417
756
510
253
822
804
85

1234
1138
282
284
229
•8

1211
898
780
•73
32

547
33

128
776
992

•575
419
733
626
921
320
+987
1236
113S
826
656

Scottish •HilUeries,
.Scottish Sluokelesi
Scrnnlon Coal I'o

•Scranton, FriMl,
Screen, Newago.
.Screens, Coal -.Manuaueiie

Rescue work In.
Fuel Co. II

steel,

Screena, Woven wire vs. punched.
Screening appiiraius, 1 n i-.li;lnB at Ruby. •69
Sea In Levant lulm ,

i ..rinmll. •172
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aau
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Siena .Madre, CbaraclvrUtlo of We»t
•031
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508,
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Sears. Mortimer .\.

Searchlight Coal Co.
Seattle .Mg. Co
Seaver, John W.
Sebbeu, E. \V. ; Lost llullluu.
.Secondary enrichment.
Secrecy In the arts,
Seddou, W. Workable coal seam

ern I'enii.

Segregation Iu Ingots, Further study of.

Segregation In steel. j|
Selby Smelting * Lead Co. 001, 661, 123n
Selenium .Notes Price, production. Iio.'i
Self llldge & Maine Co.

,',,i;i

Sellers. D. 15. Gold dredging In Victoria. 5oii
Seneca rompany. .Mich. im
Seneca mine, Colo. 421, x.',.',

Senger. H. W. Elect rolyilc copper deter-
mination. "773

Senkler, E. c ;jv

Separating copper. ^72
Separating plant. Delaware & Hudson's

magnetic. 08I
Separation. Island's Cobalt-ore metaln. 753
Separation. .Magneii. Black sand. 81
Separation. Miignetli -.Notes. 270. 297, 31S
Separation of tin o.xide and wolframite.

Magnetic. jj^i

Separation process—American direct con-
centrator. •705

Separator, Newago. '1120
Separators, Wetherlll. Colo. Zinc Co."«. .S03
Serage. J. It. ^gn
Serpentine rocks. New Caledonia. .''134

Servia. Copper mines of. 115
Setting tirale-r in anthracite minee. ^404
Seven Devils and .Snake River districts. "401
Sevier Consol. .Mg. Co. 651. 1184, 12;t(i
Seward peninsula, Operations. 960, 121(t
Sewell, Barton. Statement of. 750
Shaft, Concrete. Woodward colliery. 655
Shaft connection. New method of. ^488
Shaft. Drop, sinking through quicksand. ^99
Shaft masonry—Notes. 2*19
Shaft mining. Changing from slope to. 553
Shaft. Setting engine. 1U2S
Shaft sinking at Goldlield, Cost. 1106, 1129
Shaft sinking by freezing process. ^684, 717
Shaft sinking in Joplln district. ^256
Shaft sinking—Notes. 78, 1220
Shaft sinking—Producing low tempera-

tures. S89
Shaft. Sinking Syracuse, Minn. •66. 46(1
"Shaft Sinking under Difficult Condi

tions
Shaft. Turned-back. Salisbury mine.
Shafts in anthracite Held.
Shafts. Steel, Gogebic range.
Shafts, Two—Transvaal law.
Shakespeare Cliff, Eng., Coal at
.Shale in Clarion county. Penn.
.Shaieen case; certllicjite law.
Shamrock vs. French Mtn.
Shannon Cop. Co. 403

t457
•73
•24

•245
t699
•092
346
801
707

705, 1232

41!

Shantung. China— Mica: diamonds. 816. 1159
Shareholders" Protective Asso. 1231
Sham. A. "Balancing of Engines." t1034
Sharpening drill bits. ^1197
Shattuck. Ariz. .327. 403. 705. 944
Shatluck Pattison syndicate. 51.S
Shaw. s. F. Milling practice, Granadena

mill. •837
Shearer. Barney. 276
Shearing machine. Operating. 9S«
Sheep Ranch mine. Calif. 324
Sheet ground mine. Southwest Missouri. '877
Sheet ground, etc.. Mining, Joplln disl.

•1117, '255
Sheet-ground ore. Milling, Joplln dlst.

•59, 172. •!I22
Sheets. Steel, in blasting tunnel muck. 695
Shelby, C. F. Hook for converter

crowns. •21

1

ShefDeld .\nneallng Wks. Co.'s process. 780—Bullion track for converters. ^499
.Sheridan c<inl (^o. •933. ^978
Sherman Con. Mg. Co. 711
Sherwln-Wllllams zlnc-oxlde plant. .898. 946
Shields, ("apt. Henry. Death of. 840
Shinn. James A. 840
Shockley. W. 11. Coal In ("hlna. 8.39. 1178
Shoshone Concentrating (^o. 1)40
Sbot-flrers and evils of solid shooting. 167
.Shotgun Creek chrome mines. 1232
Shovel. Steam. In the .\tlln. ••"iSS
Shovel. Steam. Stevenson mine. ^207
Snovels. Steam, at Bingham. '434
Shovels. Steam. Performance of. 636
Shrinkage In stock values, etc. 876. .892
Shiisbltna river country, .\laska 1084
Slam. Tin mining In. •72-';. 822
Siberia. Copper raining In. I1162
Sierra Buttes mine. Calif. 132
Sierra Bnttes Mg. Co., Ltd. 371

olntllUe.

(In I

In till In

ysla.
Slllea, Furnace to
Silica KHUd liiUuntry
Silica ware,
suicide ..r platinum
SIllclouK reHldue, Ina.'lubti
Silver liar mlio
Silver il.-li.,,llK

Silver ii

silver
silver
Silver I

silver
Silver
Silver, i:

Silver .

Silver 11

Silver In /.Im ..re. Paying for.
Sliver King Coalition.

33. 86. 179, 2'iJ, 330 iM.i
Silver King mine, Arlit.
Silver lake discoveries.
.Silver lead mliieN. Eureka. Nev
Sliver nilni'K, "l"avliiie illsirl.i, .Mei.
Silver mining In PblllpplMes.
Silver. Native. .Mlcbliileoteu Island.

817
•261, 8«T

•1211
77

404
729
900
1108

.llf. 134
42(1

•544
12."13

\lcan. Ilseul year. 761
II mint, Rellned. 45(1, 320
-'.lid and. 102\
etporis, Indian. U21
bina. 3B3, 1158

118

4ii;t

20(1

1184
792. 1222
800. 1087
366. 938

1168
1135
960
650
510

Scot-
•391

305, '627
559

niiver. ."xaiive. .Michliileoteu
Sliver produiilon. .\rizonu.
Silver production, llrlllHh Columbia.
Silver production. California. 1110.
Silver production In I', .s.

Silver yueen. Cobalt. 464,
Silver. The price of.
Silversmith claim, B. (".

SImlster, Charles.
Slmplon tunnel. Driving the.
Simpson. .Arthur H.
Simpson. W. .V.

Simpson. W. (;ranltc quarrying.
land.

Slnaloa. .Mex.
Singer. C. E.
Single Mutlei. Transvaal report on. 419, t099
Sinking pump, ImprovemcDts In vertical-

plunger. ^586
Sinking. Shaft. See "Shaft."
Sltruck .Mines Co.. Ariz. 754
Six Day .Mg. Co.. Colo. 706
Sizing. Advantages of—Missouri ores.

809 887
Skldoo Mines Co.. Calif. ' 702
.Skip. Counterbalanced, Cripple Creek.

•352, 366
Skip tripping device. Adjustable. •liei
Skip, Inwaterlng by inclined. •728
Skips. Elgbt-wlievled Salisbury mine. ^73
Slag building blocks In France. 368
Slag composition and disposal. ,307
Slag dumps at Eureka, .Nev. ^1058
Slags. Zinc In silver-lead. 73
.Slate. ("bni"acter of anthracite-mine. 78
Slate production In 1906. 745
Sleds, tse of stone. 1173
Slime and sand. Water flow carrying. '537
Slime plant. Consolidated Mercur. 1005
Sllmer. Wynne's. 873, ^874
Sloan, Samuel. Death of. 050
Slocan dlst., B. C., .\ntlmony. 104
Slocan Star claim. B. C. 1168
Slope and shaft mining—Note. 563
Slopes—Note on hlgbts. 79<»
Slopes. Bituminous coal-mine. 78
Slough Creek. Ltd. 1188
Sludge dust. Values In gold. 448
Sluice box for black sand. ^251
Sluice box. Fanner's. 1100. •1201
Slujka. G. Ancient Transylvanlan min-

ing. 772
Smelter- -Escape of arsenical fumes. 50
Smelter smoke. Disposal of. 273
Smeltersmoke question In Calif. 511. 561
Smelter-smok*. question in Germany. 311
Smelter-smoke question in Montana. 697. 750
Smelter-smoke question In Ontario 1138
Smelter snudLiii|ueiitiiin In T'tah.

L^ f"3T) 1137. 1184. 1202. 12.3(1

Smelters. .Wflfr-s and 697. 974
Smelting. Census nf ("anadlan. .34

Smelting In Joplln district. History of. •N61
Smelting. ""Margin"" In. 219
Smith Coal Co. !t95

Smith. E. F. ""ElectroAnalvsla." '+987

Smith. G. O. Work of I". S. Geol. Surv.
1010. 10.30

Smith Iron mine. 703
Smith. J. J. Producing low temperatures. 889
Smith. W. D. Minerals In Phlllpplneii.

403. 543. .%57

Smoke, Smelter. See "Smelter."
Smuggler I"nlon mine. Colo. 506, 890, 985
Snake River district. •401
Snedaker. J. .\. Glroux Consol. mines. 8.39

Snow gravel mine. Calif. 1(>82
Snowshoe (;. & C. Mines. Ltd. 284. 1165
Snowstorm mine. Idaho. 35. 228. 803
Soapstone. Market for. 11 7k
Soapslone prixliictlon. 1'. S. 924
SocletA PetroUa d"Italla. 344
Socletr Anonyme des Mines de Golden

River. 271
Socl^tc Anonyme Iji Florldlenne. 1123
SoclCtc des Mines du Ciilvre de Maiden

pek. 116
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Tauama region, Australia. 006
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Tar sands of Athabasca. 209
Tariff decision on scrap tin. 95
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Tariff on zinc ore. 221, 974
Tarr Mg. Co. 942, 945
Tarr, U. P. Montana coal situation. 550
Tasmania gold production. 45'7, 732
Tasmania, Mineral production of. 497, 732
Tavlcbe district mines, Oaxaca, Mex. 625
Tax in Manchuria, Mine. 557
Tax law, Calif.—Stock reductions. 85
Tax-law opinUin, Idaho corporation. 68
Tax law. Testing Utah license. 1230
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Telephone batteries. Care of mine. 7
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Temagami district. Discovery in. 753
Temescal tin mines, Calif. 85, 2^7
Temiskaming mine, Ont. 137, 56
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Temiskaming & Hudson Bay. Ont.
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Tennessee, University of. 131
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Texas Lignite Association. 947
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Tllburv oilfield, Ontario. 779
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Timber In nnthraclte mines. Setting. •404
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Timber-shaft method, Syracuse shaft. '68
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TImlskuiuiiii;. See '"IVmUkunilng.'
Tin, Curulnli, for tiultler in Spain
Tin - lilmiiiu proei'ss, I'oUuutb
Tin oxporu, etc., (Jblnii.

Tin In alloyii, DuteriulnlnK'
Tin In c'uitKo.

-Tin 111 t^tnilUvrn I'lilna.

Tin In Tastnanlti.
Tin uilnUiK In Calli:.

Tin mlnln); In Krzgeblrge.
Tin mlnliii; In Malay ponlnsula. UUII,

053, 785, 8-J2.

"Till, MInlui; In Malayu (or tiold and."
Tin mlnlnK In Slam. •72S,
Tin ore proiluilon, Cornwall nnU Uevoii.
Tin ori's, \'anulnK assay for. ill,

Tlu oildo and wolfraiuiti*, Mngncllc
Sfp» >'"<'>'>'

Tin, Purliy of commercial.
Tin, Tariff' decision on scrap.
TInol—New solder.
Tlntlc Mine Owners' Asso.
Tlntlc Mr. & Devel Co. Sec "Yampa."
Tlntlc Smelting Co. 51*", U13, 752,
Tip Top mine, Colo.
Tipple, t'yilndrlcal revolving.
Tllanlferous Iron ores, Wyo.
Titanium. 11 Hi, I ITU. IIT'J,

Titration of zinc lu alkaline solution.
Toblu Iron mine.
Todd, R. B. Goldlield, Xev., produc-

tion.—Kalrvlew. Nev.
Todd's, K. O., coal tipple.
Tolman. »'. I"., .Ir. Prospecting group,

Southern .\rlz.

Tomhov (iold -Mines Co. 33, 80,
Tombstone Consol. 324, 403. 754, 1040,

1139,
Tonopah-Belmont mine. 994,
Tonopah Kxtenslon. 565, 055, 1043,

1086,
Tonopah Midway mine. 329, 422,

463, 666, 844, 899, 1043
Tonopah Mg. Co. 229, 370,

Torreon smelter explosion.
Toughening metals. Method of.

Townsend, .V. T. Divining rod. 'IK'S.

Townsend, C. V. R.
Track for converters. Bullion.

Tracks, Cost of laying mine.
Tracks for transfer truck. Plan of.

Tracks In coal mines. Construction of.
•640,

Tracks. Laying mine. 218, 748, 886,

Trail from Peace river to Yukon.
Tramps Consol.. Nev. 184, 6.j4, 1043,^

1080,
Transcontinental Tunnel & Mg. Co.

Transfer truck. Mine-car.
Transformer power board. Lake Linden.

Transits. Selection of mine. 113

Transmission line. Calumet & Hecla's.

Transportation, t'eat in Iron-ore.

Transvaal. See also "South Africa,

"Rand." "Chinese."
Transvaal gold production, .luly. 628,

Transvaal. Lead mining In.

Transvaal mines. Subsidence in.

Transvaal miners' strike. 126, 226.

Transvaal labor problems. 249. 419
Transvaal, Mining and labor in. 86i^

Transvaal quicksilver deposits.

Transvaal, Recent cyanide-process im-

provements.
Transvaal report on rope and safety

catches. .819. 927, '^^^Oie._

2 III!

IUI3
1100
1225
121U
393
497
227
172

1010
t9S7
822
250

112
304
!t5

304
.-SOO

1230
1041
1073
330
112
730
326

089
1157
•8S4

209
991

1180
1043

1235

123.".

994
1191
110
774
416
•499

11
•744

795
982
966

1235
1038
•740
•158
455
•157
126

1044
917
•196

419
514

1119
443

65

279. 325
197.
197.

Creek.
1185
171

•871, 872, 87.T

1081

Transvaal—Single mine-outlet report-
419,

rransformers. Water-cooled, at Butte.

Transvlvanla, Ancient mining in.

Traveiing. West Coast of Mex.. 'b-'i

Travis. \Vm. H.. Death of.

Traylor onncentratlng table.

Treasuri' Mill Mg. Co.
Treasury mine.
Treasurv-Jumpers mine.
Treatment ''•»'«««• ,„Cripple

.^^ ^^^

Trego. F. IL. on zinc-ore roast^ing

Trelogan mine, Wales.
Trethewey. T. H. „_ .^, „,„
Trethewey mine, Ont. 34, 464, 84b.

Tri Bullion Smelting Co
Tri State Mining Asso.
Trickett. W. n.
Trimounlain mine, Mich
Trinity & Brazos Val. R. R. Co.

Trinity Cop. Co.. Calif.

Tripper. Automatic—Tail-rope

Tripping device. Adjustable skip.

Tronnh Mines.
Troops at Goldfield. 1128, 1134. 11_^.^^

Truck. Mine-ear transfer.

True Blue mine, .\ustralla.

Truesdale breaker. Surface arrange-

ment.
Truesdale. W. ^-•'

Trumhull. I-. W. "S"'

Tube mill. Hardlnge conical

888

t699
1209
772

,
394
f.50

•96.S

. 567
•198
•198

89. 279,
717, 840,

462, 707,

132
haul-

1237
517
1036
514

11^7
1229

,
702

•115
1161
652

1227
•740
732

•742

798
•925

lube mill Uulug, llurdlngv aud Kl Uro.
080, n:ii.

Tilt

III
1 for.

I'lii Mucentratui
Tutllui^', .Null CUM u«Utl,
I'Ullleipe luHII>,lll|>. IJIIt., Mup of.
'riiiitlra gravel, near Nome- •955,
TiiiigHteii. 8uu also 'Wolframite.'
TuiigHlen discovery by Cliluumeu,

Calif,
ruiigsieu discovery In Sardinia,
'luiigsieu lu Calif. 182, 28J, 132, 944,

III84,

TuiigBieii la Colo. 503,
'rimgKteii III Nev.
TuUKhleli In QlleenHlaiid.
Tmigsleii In Kleel. Lffect uf.

Tungsten mine. Puy les VlKUes.
Tungsieii production In 1900.
Tungsten .Sclieellie near Helena, .Mout.
Tunis. .Mining In. 308,
Tunnel, Drainage, Altu. 325
Tunnel, Drainage, Cripple Creek. 279,

372, 1231,
Tunnel driving.
Tunnel ilrlvlng. Notes on.
Tunnel driving. Rapid, Cripple Creek.
Tunnel, (it. West. Power Co. s.

Tunnel through Rockies. New.
boring machines for.

Test of N. V. Kdison's
Tunneling, N
Turbine engine.

Parsons.
Turbine pump. See "Pump."
Turbines. Steam. In German plants. •

Turnback take, Que., discoveries.
Turkey. .Viitlmony mining In.

Turkev. .Vsphalt in.

I'urkev Gulch -Mg. Co.
Turkey, .Mining In. 342, 774, 300,
Turiieii-bafk shaft, Salisbury mine.
Twin Buties Cop. -Mg. Co. 371, 403,
Two outlets—Transvaal law. 419,
Tybo mine, Nev.
Tyee Cop. Co. 11,
Tyrrell, J. B.

U

Uinta CO., I tjili, ifllsoniie and coal In.

Uintah Treasure Hill.
225. 279. 325, 507, 608

Undercurrents In copper.
Undercutting biiuminous coal—Note.
Underground illumluHlion.
Underwrlters Land Co. *60, 172,
Undeutsch safety catch.
Union Cop. Co., N. C- 136.750.898,995,
Union copper mine, Calaveras co., Calif

179, 324
Union copper mine, Del Norte co..

752,
Calif.

008,
461,

301

'.'i40

1210

841
354

I '.'32

504
1080
24U
1110
UOO
818
375

1 1 23
703

1233
G03
1220
794
1119
817
968

008

1107
753
•188

390
008
411
•73
754
t009
1180
1136
798

•918

, 757
835
504
80

•922
•822
1210

1137

-Mouatliv production,
I'lti il,,|. Iili.ilil. IImi,. • 1. 1:71. 740,

461,

34,

121E

Union mine, Inyo co., Calif.

Union mine, Manhattan, Nev
Union Hill mine, Calif-

Union Oil Co.
Union Pacific Coal Co.
United <^op. Co.
United Fourth Vein Coal Co.
United Globe. Ariz.
United Kingdom—Accidents from shot-

firing, hoisting, etc.
.'>97. 644. 316. 317,—.\nthracltecoal treatment.—.\ssay work of mint.—Coal. High price of railway.

—Coal-mine regulations.—.Coal situation.
-Coinage and slot machines.
—Coinage In 1900.
—Coke production.
—Cornwall and Devonshire mineral out

put.—Dover coalfield In England-
—Eight-hour day In mines.
—Kxplosives- -Trade and use.

—Fluorspar.

750.

366
354,

992
802
899
754
894
137
135
945
403

1220
045
306
099
1028
.';62

497
300
1123

—Gold mining.—Iron-ore supplies.
—Iron production. 740,

—Labor conditions in brass trade.

—I.almr, Mining.
—Lead production-—Mine-snfetv commission. 125. 348.

—Mining statistics. Various.— New coal discoveries In Eng.
—Permitted explosives In coal mines.

—Patents. New. _
17.1, 414. 004, 790, 1035,

—Steel production. Half year.

—Sulphate of ammonium production.
—Zinc Industry. 19ii0.

United Mercur G. M. Co.
United Mine Workers. 012. 829. 844.

1131. 1225. 840, 984, 091,

United Mines Co.
United Missouri Co. __ __„„
United Rleo Mines Co. 88, 993, 1180,

United States asphalt production, 1906.

—Copper production.
554. 410. 698. 1129.

—Gold and sliver produrtlon. 792.

---tlypsum productlon-
—Limestone production.
—Metal production, 1906.

250
092
454
303
968
962
870
780
400
1005
1018
052
030
095
596

1226
975
11

1100
179

1233
12.30
I'JOS

1187
030

1221
1222
1157
105M
1221

I I..

Ii.

Llii

lllK. .1

United - ' ,j.

I'ulted M „ BO,
United SluU'B Mg. («, LnWauU Vi.
United States Red. & Itef. Co.

410, 500, 001, 1133,
A Hlati-luelil.

United Siaieb Rubber Co.
United States Hmeltlns Co. 900, 1038
United StuleH Hmg., Ref. & Mg. Co.

100, 053,—Plant at Bingham Junction. •827, '

United Slati'N Steel I'orp I,See aUu
"OlIviT Iron -Mg. Co'/ 5. •O, 7,

110, l-'iO, 187, 418, 082, 848, 1015,
1030, 1078,— In Duluth. 217,

- Purchase of Tenn. Co.
937, 888, 903, 044,—Rail Bpeclllcatlons ; publicity.

United Verde Cop., Ariz.
United Verdi' Kxtenslon Mg. Co.
United Zinc & Chemical Co.
University. .Sec "California," "UllnoU,"

etc.
Unlonder. liapld ore-ear.
Unl il. Coat of.

I'lii . Inclined skip.
I'll" im in copper. The.
I'ruguay. .Minerals In.

Utah .\nllmony Co.
Utah I'onsol. 80, 225, 404, 527, 990,

1137. 1184, 1202.
Utah Cop. Co. 86, 109, 179, 279, 511,

703, 757, 815, 947, 1082, 1184

114
780
'J2I

024
3

711
M

378
171
550
7US
890

1185
1134
820
1134

752
529

130
508

1130
1212
403
502
217

—Mining: map; milling.
Utah Fuel Co.
Utah laws.
Utah mine. Fish Springs.
Utah Smelting Co.
Ute Contact mine. Utah.
Utica Mg- Co.—Strike- 320,
Utilization of black sand.

'431

180, ^830,
85,
613,

527,

417, 612,
81,

402
124
728
SK8
447
990

1'230

1 230
179
'.tK(t

I2:iii

ti.'i2

1 1 38
993
702
251

344Vaal river. Diamond digging In.

Vacuum process, Elmore.
•1103, 733, 842, 870, 1210

Vagaries. Metallurgical. •261, 307, .'>07

VaJenBader head protector. ^1218
Valentine Platinum Syndicate. 1101
Valley colliery, O. 805
Valuation of Minn, mineral lands.

558, 503, 907, 460, 842
Values, Shrinkage In. 876, 892
Valve improvements In vertical-plunger

sinking pump. •586
Valves, Nordherg air-compressor. ^398
Valves—Stop, check, blow-off- 696, 700
Van Brussel. J. B. Electric hoisting.

Grangesberg. Sweden. •1162
Van Dorl. K. Tin mining In Slam. '723
Van Houten coal mines, N. M. •O
Van Ne-ss. Wm. W. 369
Van Osdel. E. B. Titration of zinc In

alkaline solution. 730
Vanadium discovery In the -Vndes. 864
Vanadium. Ferro. 127
Vanadium ore. Duty on. 977
Vanadium steel. Large heat of. 110
Vance. Burton H. 511
Vandalla Coal Co. 510
Vandcventer L. & Z. Mg. Co. 330. 990
Vanner room. T'tah mill. Garfield. ^480
Vanners, Green's and Wynne's.

872. 873, '874, •875
Vanning assay for tin ores. 31, 222
Varden. R. A. 86. 842
Vauehan * Epton's rope-testing machine.

•971
Vaughan Bucket Dredging Co. 509
Vautln. «'. Compressed air In mlnlDg. ''•i'7

Vein system. La I.uz. Mex. •105. •I 53
Veins at Proafio mine. Mex. •,'•3

Venezuela gold exports. 114
Ventilating coal mines—concrete over-

easts. •449
Ventllaling fans and Induction motors. *. rt

Ventilating flat gaseous seam. ^20
Ventllaling notes. 23. 28. 78. 124.

40S. 452. 044. 790. 982. 1126. 1173. 12'20

Ventilation at Mansfeld copper mines.
•671. '.>86

Ventilation, Coalmine—Practical experi-
ments—Doors open, etc. 74, 80

Ventilation—Table of volumes through
airways. 80. S2

Ventilators for mines. Fan. ' '

Vera Cruz mine. N. M.
Vermillion river. Sounding. * .'

Vermont Cop Co. 990
Verona Mg. Co. 708, 1039
Veronica mine. Mex. 8-16

Vesta No. 4 mine, Penn. 834
Veta Madre. Mex. 'lOS
Veteran mine, Ely, Nev.

676. •680, 682. 720. 756, 1141
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"Victor" cuiubliiulluu electric meior.
Victor Kui-1 «'o. report.
Victor on h Has Co.
Victoria rhii-r .Mg. Co.
Vlctorlii. Ivcp li'iiil undcrinkliiBS In.
Vlrli>rla. Cutil ilrt'dtclllg In.

Victoria K<'l>l proilucllon. 4ST
Vlcliirln uiln''». N. M.
Victoria, S. 1«.

Vlclorln, Itnh
lullf. 'OIU, 013, 1105, out'.

n- I'o.

iiTiillvo Coal Co.
1 •iisol. C. M. Co.

...„....« .'xliinit at Janu'stown.
Virginia Inm, C. * C. Co.
-— Ui*|K>rl.

VIrclnIa Gulil Ms. Co.
VlrlBO * Sons, Wulcs.
VolatUliatlon of gold
Volunteer Iron ntliif.

Von Itolioii. W.Tner.
Von Sclircnk, llorntau.
Vo«i TrlKKiT ti. .VI. Co.
Voorhcoa, S. S.

Vulcan Cop. Mg. Co.. Calif.
Vulcan mini-s. .Mlcb. 102,

w

VI
VI
Vlr,

VhulL
Virginia

,-.S, 101
iluring molting.

.-lUI

•l,s;>

.ss

.~>ii;

yrj
oUll

1230
2S.T
Ml

liiiio

."..SI

.'SI

371
T3(i
3i;

779
ll.M

532
•-•97

253
335
S4

'"§*
77

373
•110

Wabas 1> Co., Itab. 1236
Wailil. 11. Jns , IK-ath of. 130
Wii.l.- w. It. llurro Mtns. cop. dist. 35,'.

\\,l^. -.,il... i:,.l.lil.-ld. IISI
\\.'^. ,il.-. 11. «i.kins CO.. Ky. 1131, 844. 1225
\\ ak;t'> and l.'nKth of Sf.fvloo. 1214
WaKM In llrltlsli Clumliln. 1210
WaKis Mi'th.ids of payhiK miners'.

N..vaila county, t.'allf.

35S
WaRca 417
Wa^cs .if ('lilnese on Hand. 770
Wag.s ..f .Mexican labor. •621, •627
Wacii,"
Walt.-.

r. P. .-v. Modem .Mansteld. •671 , 086
Itl.'bard .M.. Pcatb nf. 215

Wal.s. c.armlnlng (Ignres. 1125
Wal.'^. Ni.rlh foal dust In collieries. 1027
Wall's. N.»rtb. lead and zinc mines. •871
Wal.s. N.irtli. lead ore production. 441
Wn !.•!<. Norlb. zinc output. 368
Wales. .North, antbrnclte production. 317
Wal.s. Soutb, coal-mining prosperity. 1135

Wal.s. South, ce.dogical map. •57
Wales. S.iutb. mining and metallurgy. •57
Wal.s. S hhI.. ni,. Tlnto retinery. •111
Wn I of mines. 208
W:i ring dust. 1075
W.. .: works of Swansea. •161
Wal.., .Vl.Miut ui safely lamps. Swan

sea. f<33

Walker. Edward. Mining and metallurgy
In South Wales. '57

—Rellnery of Itl,. Tlnto Co., Port Talbot, 'ill—Zinc smelting works, Swansea, Wales. •lOl
—Briton Terry wks.. Cape Cop. Co.—Dover coallleld in England.—Lead and zinc mines. North Wales.—Elmore vacuum process at Dolcontb. •

—Zinc. Ot. llrlt.. 1906.
Walker. Killing of secret-service agent.
Walker. S. C, Death of.

Wnlker. S. F. "Electricity In Mining."—Shaft sinking by freezing process.—Care of plant during' process.—'Mechanical production of low temper
aturcs.—"Pocket-Book of Elec. Lighting." 1

W«ll, Col. E. A.
Wall Street and the I'resldent.
Wulla,.-. Jos. T.
Walllhan. .\. (7.

Walsh. Thomas F.
Wan Shan Chang mines.
Wang. C. V. Chinese coal production.
Wantland. W. M. 467.
Waring. W O. Zinc-ore analvsls.
Warrln.T. S. D.
Warrior Run Coal Co.
Wnrt. A c.

Waahi-ry. Northern I'aclflc mines. •

Washing, Notc^ on <'oal. <14.'>

Washing hltnrolnons .-fial, M.Mlerti meth-
ods.

Washing coal.
Washington colliery, Shaft sinking at.

•684.
S. U.

S.

'tie tunnel,
.r r*.wer Co.
's coal mines.

304
•692
•871
1103
1106
1038
1135
+ 413
•684
777

SSO
1034
895
409
9110

103S
•SI 7
152

1178
512
'297

833
36

1036
1073
698

•16.
•76

Wa
W;.
Wn
Wt
Ws'.
Wi
Wi.
W:.'
W.i'

.,f.

Water
Water
W«'
w
w...
Water
Water

Water
Water.

Mich.
.S4.

777
517
270
755

1141
•1072

7.50. 1185
1078

1007. 1210
i^lon. Flow

•.5.36. 600
-fhim for noo<1e<l workings. '312
1.

. ..riiT'i-l.l'.n In France. 732
1" 774. •1178
: mm reserviilrs. 77
I workings. Tapping. 644

bealern in boiler plonts.
In ore-dressing filrntix mill.

599.
pi- ' for: water Impurities.
1- 21S.

Water ral. : 'n of anthrnrlt.-

Water mnnral hy Inclined skip

218

830
12

2«n
S.34

728

Water rei|uired by diamond drill. 504
Water, Sea, In l.'ornlsb mine. •172
Water supply for coal breaker. Emergen-

cy. •1124
Wntei- under pressure. Approaching. 124
"Water-works Management." t83, 1003
Wjiteis. Alb.rt 1,. 559
Watering dust, Welsh coat mines. 1075
Watertown arsenal. Steel tests at. 970
Watt. Uobt., Ilealh of. 224
Weardale Lend Co. 460
Weatberbe, Il'A. "Dredging for Gold In

Calif.'' tllSO
Websl.'C, Wm. I!. 970
Wedge furnace. The. 173
Weed, W. II. Copper mines. Scrvla. 115
"Copper Mines ot the World." t322
—Baincs-Klng Devcl. Co. 749, 746, 836
Wcidmau, S. Wisconsin (Jeology. tll32
Welgel. W. M. Smelter-smoke disposal. 273
Weights of loose materials. 168
Weir & I'ellon group, Ariz. 562
Welding. Oxy-acetylene. 495, 1212
Wellington. Colo. (Sec also Mammoth.)

611. 803
Wellington. Swlckblmer's. Colo. 1187
Wells. Hulkley. 506, 890, 985
Wells pump themselves. Making artesian. 542
Wcllman-Scaver-Morgan electric reel hoists.

•540
Welsh. See "Wales."
Werdeu. F. O.
West Africa. Gold mining. 1906

275
254

1190
.'{94

627
376. 463,

1086, 1189, 1235
6

.'!on

1011
r,98

36

vl29
•881
t275
1211

West Coast Mines Co. 136, 283,
West Coast of Mexico. The.—Traveling.
West End Consol.. Tonopah

566. 805, 1043,
West Penn Rys. Co.
West Rand mines.
West, Thos. n.
West Virginia. Boycott of.

West Virginia coal exhibit. .lamestown.
West Virginia coal groups.
"West Virginia Coal Mines."
West Virginia. Coal mining In southern
"West Virginia Geological Survey."
West Va. & Penn. Sand Co.
West Va.'s future ns coke producer. 7
West Vulcan mine. Mich. 102. •IIS
Western .\ustralla gold production. 457. 732
Western .\uslralia. Mining in. 443. 828
Western .\ustraiia— State aid to mining. 4H9
"Western Australian Year-Book." tl29
Western Federation of Miners. 169. ISO.

187. 220, 221. 279. 418. 419. 459. 752.
500, ,S90. 985. 112S. 1134. 1177.

1181. 1221. 1227. 1231. 1233
Western Maryland coal company. 805
Western Zinc t^o. 1230
Westinghouse. George. 836
Westinghouse mica mines. 283. 1087
Weston. Eustace M. 606
—Cyanide-process improvements. 65—Multiple arr.ingement of drills on

Band. 'SSO, 1167, 794
—Transvaal report on safety catches.

•819, 1206
Wetherill separators. 303
Wethey. .\. 11. Dangerous occupations. 1215
Wetting sulphide surfaces. Experiments

769
1086
10S1

34

310
516
1108
787

1179
356
984
90

S04
1081
1117
806
798
515
510
370
790

on.
Wham property. S. C, gold And.
Wharton Steel Co.
Wheal .Tane mine. Cornwall.
Wheeler. 11. A. Differentiation by leach-

ing. Wlscf.nsin zinc region.
White .\Ips mine. Nev.
White. Byri«n N.. * Co.
White-damp.
White, E. E. Filing notes and clippings.

890.
White lead. Sublimed.
White Pine co.. Nev.. assessment work.
White Spar mica mine. S. D.
Whiteside and l.a Rue.
Whiteside. O. E. S.

Whitsett mine. Mo. 898. •

Wilbur iron mines, Ont.
Wilbur. Rollln H.
Wild Rose cation. Calif.
Wilder. L. B.
WIldmanMahonev properties.
Wilkes. .Tas. B., Death of.

Wilkinson. C. T. Fuel-testing plant.
Geological Survey. ^551

Wilkinson. W". Fischer. 700
Wlllev, D. .\. Louisiana sulpliur mines. *1107
Williams. Carter. 276
Williams. Foster k Co. 161. 163
Williams. .John I.. Death of. 1182
Williams. Lewis. Death of. 607
Williams Luman copper mine. Wyo. 423
Willow Creek mining district. 512
Wilson. E. B. Hydraulic Mining. tll32
Wilson. K. .1. 798
Wilson. "Ilvdraullc and Placer Min-

ing." tll.32
Wilson vs. Colo. Mg. Co. 1082
Wlnchell. 11. V. Genesis of ores In light

of modern theory. 1067
Winchester vs. Stevenson. 1038
Winder, .lohn H. 510
WIngate. Calif.. Discoveries at. 602. 654
Wlnlfrede Coal Co. ^8X4
Winnie & .Tohnnle. Calif. 182. 232
Winter dredging. Rnhy. Mont. •71

Wire Insulated by enamel. 913
Wire rope. See "Rope."
Wire, with copper, Coating steel. 592
Wires. Suspension of- Shaft connection. •488
"Wisconsin. Geoiogv ot North Cent." tll32
Wisconsin .Mining "Sciiool. 700
Wisconsin zinc region. Differentiation by

leaching. 310
Wislilione mill, Colo. 1082
Wllwnlersrand. See "Transvaal," etc.
Wolcotl. G. K. Sloping Willi air hammer

drill. •117, 321—Sloping at Cripple Creek, •1003
Wolf, 11. .1. 270
Wolframite, .Magnetic separalioii nt lin

oxide and. 112
Woifloiu' mine, New 566
Woilcreck process- -.\iiiiutinia from peat. 917
Wolverine & .\rizona. 562, 705
Wonder, Recent developments at. '357
Wood, d". R. .Mternating current In coal

mining. •!
Wood. II. E. rtili-,!ation of black sand. 81
Wood. 11. K.. & C.i. 1231
Wood slave pipe line, Madison, Ind. •345
Wood. Tingiey S. 611, 803
W'.Kni vs. iron for pipe lines in coal mines. 12
W.ii.d pipes Notes. 296. 452, 696, 834, 936
Wood, Weights of various kinds of. 168
\^'oodhridge, D. K. Metallurgical vagar-

ies. •201, 367, 507
---West Coast of Mexico.—Traveling. West Coast of Mex.—Iron ore. Crow Wing Co., Minn
- Iron-mine assessments. Minn.
Wooden rails in coal mines.
Woods. I.ee.

Woods. William.
Woodman. I'arker.
Woodward colliery. Penn.
Woodward Iron Co.. Ala.
Worcester Pressed Steel Co.
Worcester. S. A.—Cripple Creek ore handling

394
•627
775
967

•640, 795
700
276

371, 416
655, ^742
843. 1186

495
988

plant.
•352, 366
839, 1079

1042, 1138
549

6.

Word. Wm.
Work ('(.., Colo.
Workable coal seams of western Penn.
Working flat and pitching anthracite

seams.
World's supply of capital.
Wright. Carroll D.
Wright. Carv.
Wright. .John.
Wright lead and zinc mine. Can.
Wright. Lewis T. Pvritic smelting.

939. 9.S0, 1033, 1079, 1130.
Wright. Louis A.
Wykoff, A.. & Son Co.
Wynne's vanner and slimer.
Wyoming Coal Mg. Co.
Wyoming law—Promotion publicity.
Wyoming. Northern, coal-mining situa-

tion.
Wyoming valley. Mining anthracite.

•1169, ^1216

837
1178.

873.

•24
558
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798
840
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700
14
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1080
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X
.\imo Mg. Co.. Colo.

Yak tunnel. Colo. 516. 590. 1085.
Yale. Chas. G.
Yali^ -Donation to Sheffield S. S.

Y.'imada. F.
Yampa lield ; analyses of coals.
Yampa mine and smelter, Utah. 377,

527, 512. 703. 757, 900. 991. 996.
Yankee Consol., riah. ' 86,
^'ankei' .lohn mine. Calif.
Yard, 11. 11.

Yi'liow Doe niin.' and mill. •OS. 64. 255,
Hoisting. •922, 63,

Yellow-llead pass coal discovery.
Venesei Coti. Co., Ltd.
York run power plant.
Young .America iiiin*'. Calif. .515.

Young, .lohn W.
Yulia Consol. G.ild Fields Co. 85,
\\\hi\ East mine, T'tali.

Yuba mini'. Calif.
Yukon-.Maska boundary.
Yukon .Maska Transportation Co.
Yukon liasln Gold Dredging Co.
Yukon (^onsol.. Operations of.

203, 296, 331.
Yukon. Dredging in th.'

Yukon, Gold mining in ihe.

Yukon miners want. What.
Yukon, Platinum in the.

Yuk<in, Power plant in the.

Yukon Ter. .Miandoned claims.
Yukon Ter.. Gold robbers In.

Yukon. Trail from Peace river to.

88

12.33
416
650
941
•315

1082
464
182
602
946

, 172
226

1062
•1

654
798

,
417
703
945
976
201
1237

1143
1167
55H
976
273
275
1109
977
966

/.alinski. E It. Di'velopnunls at Wonder. ^357
Zi'ehan Montana mine. 875, 1IJ83
Zimmerman. D. H. 566
Zinc. See also "Spelter."
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Alternating Current in Coal-minmg Operations
A Number of Recent Installations Use This System; First Cost and

Cheap Fuel Favor the Central Plant and Power Transmission

B Y GEORGE R WOOD*
The advantages oi tlio alternating ctir-

rent system in coal-mining \v.>rk are most
apparent in the case of a number of opera-

tions under one management, in which ar-

rangement the items of first cost and

operating expenses are both in favor of a

central power plant with alternating-cur-

rent transmission, as against a separate di-

rect-Ci'rrcnt plant for each mine.

pacity mstalltd lor domg the same work.

The cost of buildings and foundations per

kilowatt will also be greatly reduced. Both

steam and electric units in the central

plant will be considerably larger, and on

account of the higher load factor, com-

pound engines using steam pressure of

about ISO lb. will be an advantage. The

use ot water-tulie boilers and c. .:iip und

hour, m case of small !.>. C. plants, to ic.

or less in the larger central stations, in

which case fuel will ainuunt to about one-

lifth, labor one-fifth, interest and deprecia-

tion one-third, and the balance, or about

one-fourth the total expense, will be oil,

supplies and repairs.

Low Voltage Pkeferable U.M'Ikuiuju.su

It is always desirable in iindcrKround

POWER PLANT, H. "C. FRICK COKE COMPANY, YORK RUN, PENNSYLVANIA

Costs of Installation and Operation

The first cost of installation will be

lower, if the plant is of fair size, on ac-

count of the higher load factor, with less

idle machinery, and lower kilowatt ca-

engines will reduce the coal consumption

to 3 lb. or less per i.h.p., and it is safe to

count on one boiler horse-power per kilo-

watt of electrical capacity. The saving in

fuel, supplies, labor and repairs will re-

work to operate at low voltage, preferably

not exceeding 300 volts on trolley, and

machine lines. With transmission lines of

I' J to 2 miles, where this potential would

require a large amount of copper, it is

•Consulting pleclrlcal enelncer, Park build-
ing, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

duce the cost of power at the switchtward"' possible to use a balanced three-wire sys-

from an average of about 2j4c. per kw. tern with grounded neutral, giving 275
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volts working poiciitial with 550 volts me-

tallic transmission, and several such sys-

tems have recently been installed ; but un-

less there is a lar^e number of small units

connected, such as locomotives, mining

machines, fans, etc., the balance in such a

system is hard to maintain, and its full

advantages are not realized.

The alternatins-current system, how-

ever, makes it easily possible, by location

of sub-stations convenient to the work, to

operate at a low potential, without the ex-

cessive copper cost or high transmission

losses inseparable from low-voltage in-

dividual plants. It is possible, in case the

underground workings arc extensive, to

locate the sub-station, with step-down

transformers and rotary converter, in the

mine, or directly overhead, in case surface

conditions permit, and advance with pro-

gress of the work. The D. C. three-wire

system mentioned above is also possible,

using 550-volt rotary converters, with

neutral taken from T connected step-

down transformers.

Bituminous Operators Six)w to Adopt

Altern.^ting Current

Bituminous-coal operators in the past

have been slow to realize the advantage of

alternating current distribution, or of cen-

tral plants as distinguished from individ-

ual power plants at each mine. The re-

cent era of consolidation in almost all lines

of manufacturing business has had its ef-

fect in the coal-mining industry, and it is

generally due to this consolidation and to

the operation of a number of mines under

one management that the number of al-

ternating-current plants has increased

more rapidly in recent years.

There are several coalfields which pre-

sent almost ideal conditions for a profit-

able central power-plant proposition. This

is especially true in the Pocahontas field

in southern West Virginia, where the ex-

treme length of tield along the railroad is

not over twenty miles, with a width rang-

ing from two to fifteen miles. There are

a number of similar opportunities in the

Pittsburg and Fairmont fields, but in all

these cases there were a large number of

small direct-current plants installed be-

fore the introduction and general use of

alternating current. To install a central

power plant under :he conditions named

would involve discarding a large amount

of apparatus which is giving good service,

and which is worth probably from one-

half to three-fourths of its original cost.

It would be entirely possible and economi-

cal to drive the direct-current generators

in these plants by means of synchronous

or induction motors, either through di-

rect connection or by belts, but the in-

vestment in engines and boilers is so large

that it would be difficult to persuade oper-

ators that such a change would be to their

advantage.

Eastern Kentucky an Ileal Locatio.v

FOK A Central Electric Power
Plant

One ul the best existing opportunities

fur centralization of electric-power gen-

eration is presented in eastern Kentucky,

where there are several corporations hold-

ing large tracts of coal land and leasing

same to individual operators. \ power

company, either owned outright by the

land owners or by outside capital, would

make it possible for lease-holders to oper-

ate economically without the expense of

installing their own plant, and it would

be easily possible for a power company

to furnish electric current at less than any

possible cost to small producers, and still

at a price returning large profit to them-

selves.

As noted above, the conditions in min-

ing work are quite different from those

obtaining in connection with railway or

large manufacturing plants. The cost of

coal is always at a minimum, and by use

of stokers it is possible to burn the refuse

and waste coal from the mines, which can

be profitably charged off at 60 to 70c. per

ton. It is therefore inadvisable to go to

any very great expense for turbines, con-

densers, etc., for the sake of best econ-

omy in steam production or consumption.

This applies especially to bituminous

lields. There is very rarely sufficient wa-

ter available for condensing purposes,

even were the advantages to be gained

sufficient to justify this course.

Equipment of a Central Plant

The ordinary central power plant for

mining works consists usually of direct-

driven units of such capacity that the re-

quirements of the field will not call for

more than five or six units. The poten-

tial foi which the generators are wound
is commonly figured at 1000 volts per

mile. The standard voltages, which are

most readily obtainable from the manu-
facturing companies, are 2200, 3300, 6600

and 13,200. A few plants v/ith other

voltages have been installed, especially

during the early days of this work. The
generators are usually wound to deliver

the desired voltage directly without re-

quiring step-up transformers. This in-

creases the strain on the generator insula-

tion, but since these machines are all of

the revolving-field type, with high-tension

coils wound on a stationary armature

frame, this item of insulation can be

amply provided for. The additional cost

and losses in the step-up transformers are

thus avoided. Since the field coils of these

alternators must be separately excited,

small direct-current generators are pro-

vided, and it is usual to drive one of these

by an independent steam engine, and one,

with capacity for the entire installation,

by an induction motor driven from the

bus-bars These exciters are usually

wound for 125 volts, and the station light-

ing is often taken from them. The sta-

tion switchboard will then include one or

more exciter panels, one generator panel

for each machine, and one feeder panel

for each outgoing circuit. The generator

current is handled in oil-immersed

switches, in which the working parts and

moving contacts arc cmirely under oil.

In highei potentials these switches are lo-

cated in separate brick or concrete cells

and operated by means of wooden rods

from the handle on the front of the panel.

The equipment required for the genera-

tors in addition to these oil switches con-

sists of an ammeter, volt meter, and indi-

cating or recording wattmeters; power-

factor indicators, frequency meters, syn-

chroscopes, ground detectors, etc., arc

useful and in large plants it may be said

essential.

Since direct current is always required

in minef, it is necessary to transform al-

ternating current to direct, and for this

purpose either rotary converters or syn-

chronous motor generator sets may be

used. A rotary converter is a machine

wound to deliver direct current when
suplied with alternating current, or will

deliver alternating current when supplied

with direct current, in certain proportions

as to voltage. When desired to trans-

form from A. C. to D. C. current, the

A. C. voltage should be supplied at about

62 per cent, of the desired D. C. voltage,

for a three-phase rotary, and practically

all the plants installed to dale employ

'ihree-phase current. This means that

lowering transformers must be provided

for use with rotary converters of such

ratio as will give the desired A. C. sec-

ondary voltage. The switchboard neces-

sary for this sub-station includes A. C.

and D. C. rotary panels and necessary

D. C. feeder panels. The A. C. rotary

panel usually handles the high tension

A. C. current, and is equipped with am-

meter, volt meter, and power-factor

indicator, together with automatic oil

switch, which serves the purpose of cir-

cuit breaker in case of overload. The
D. C. rotary panel is the same as a D. C.

generator panel, including circuit breaker,

main switch, ammeter and D. C. volt

meter. The feeder panels are equipped

with the usual switches and circuit

breakers.

Synchronous motor generator sets are

sometimes employed,, in which case no

step-down transformers are needed, since

the synchronous motor may be wound for

line voltage. This is a revolving-field

machine similar to the generator; it must

also be separately excited, and in this case

it may be excited from the D. C. gen-

erator which it drives. The switchboard

equipment would be practically the same

as for a rotary.

Underground Machi.verv

The underground machinery usually in

eludes mine locomotives, which use series

motors similar to those in street-railway

service, with more turns per coil, reduc-

ing the speed to about eight miles per
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'hour. The equipment of these locomo-

tives, which vary from 3 to 20 tons in

weight, is usually figured at about 10 h.p.

per ton of weight, as it lus been found

advisable to over-motor these machines,

thus avoiding a possibility of burn-outs

from overload. Mining machines arc now

very largely employed, and arc equipped

with shunt or compound-wound motors ot

from 12 to 20 h.p. capacity. Most of these

machines make a cut 3V3 ft. wide, 4 in.

high and from 4 to 6 ft. deep. The cut

usually requires about three minutes, and

there is then a period of from one to

three minutes required in ihoving the ma-

power required for these are also special

for each mine. Large station pumps, in

shafts or slopes, should be operated by in-

duction motors, which may be supplied

with current through insulated armored

cable.

'.\dvantaces of the Induction Motor

Generally speaking, all outside motors

should be of the induction type. It is usu-

ally possible to install transformers of

such capacity as may be needed to oper-

ate all the induction motors at one mine,

but where the line potential is not too

high large induction motors may be op-

for mining work are so marked that a

number of plants have been installed at

low voltage, for example, 550 volts, for

the purpose of supplying apparatus of this

character within short distances. These

motors will operate under conditions of

moisture and dust, where the direct-cur-

rent motor would not answer at all.

The work of driving conveyers, elevators

and crushers is especially severe on ac-

count of the large amount of coal dust on

and around this machinery, and since they

all require practically constant speed, the

induction motor is well adapted in every

respect to the work.

HOTAKY converter, VOLT TRANSFORMERS AND SWITCHDOARD, SUB-STATION, H. C. FRICK COKE COMPANY

chine into position for the next cut. With

a large number of machines installed, this

reduces the load factor to about 50 per

cent, and it is usually figured even less

than this, on account of the time con-

sumed in changing cutters and in moving

from one room to another. As is the case

with mining locomotives, this estimate

must be made with full knowledge of the

conditions of operation. Small electric

.

pumps are also operated by direct cur-

rent, using either shunt or compound-

wound motors. In some cases these

pumps are running but three or four

hours per day, and in others almost con-

tinuously, so that the calculation for

crated on primary voltage; this is not ad-

visable above 6600 volts. Induction mo-

tors are especially adapted for use on car

hauls, mine fans, crushers, pumps, etc.,

and in general for any service which does

not require frequent starting and stop-

ping of the motor. Probably 75 per cent,

of the trouble experienced with modern

direct-current motors is with commutators

or brushes, which trouble, of course, is all

avoided with induction motors, which

have no moving contacts. They will stand

extreme overloads, and require practically

no attention other than filling the oil

wells occasionally.

The advantages of the induction motor

For operating mine fans, where new

mines are opened, the induction motor is

not well adapted, since the speed of the

fan requires constant increasing as the

mine is extended. This, however, can be

accomplished either by changing the pul-

ley on the motor, or by so connecting the

windings of the motor that the number of

poles may be changed ; for example, a 4-

pole motor on 2S-cycle current will oper-

ate at about 720 r.p.m. at full load, and by

changing connections it may be readily

converted into an 8-pole motor, operat-

ing at about ,360 revolutions. The motor,

of course, will give half the capacity at

half the speed. A combination of a motor
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of this kind with a numtier of ilriviiiK

pulleys will oflcn give all necessary speed

variations on the fan. Induction motors

are especially well adapted to driving

mine fans after the mine is fully devel-

oped, on account of their reliability and

the small amount of attention required.

They arc also particularly well adapted

for driving centrifugal pumps for the

same reasons.

The Use of Waste Gases Under Boilers

A number of plants have recently been

installed using waste gases from bee-hive

coko overs under boilers. This is esp'."ci-

funnel head, and the gases and waste heat

are cmuluclcd under the boilers. In some
of ihe older plants an excess of air was

admitted, and combustion was complete in

the oven and in the flue, so that there was

no llame in the boilers, simply a dull, red

heat. In some of the later plants, with

better construction and increased draft,

combustion is completed in the boiler it-

self, and the results obtained are very

much better. .'\s high as 20 h.p. per oven

connected has lecn obtained in one or two

recent plants. Plants of this kind in con-

nection with a central electrical power

plant are expected to show very low

works with a total of about 2200 ovens.

One mine in the northern edge of the field

is a shaft operation, and a steam hoist

and steam fan are installed. In this mine,

locomotives, pumps and mining machines

arc operated from the central electric

power plant. All the remaining mines

have drift openings, and are operated en-

tirely from the central plant. This main

power station is located at about the cen-

ter of the field, and the maximum dis-

tance of transmission is at present about

four miles. There are installed here two

7.40-kw. and two 400-kw. 6600-volt, 3-

phase, 25-cycle generators, ''rivi-ii by

KE.M; view of SWirCHBOARU, YORK RUN POWER PLANT li i KRU'K OiKK (oMI'.WV

ally advantageous in coaltields where the

percentage of volatile matter in the coal

is higher than that required to coke the

coal. In the Pocahontas and New River

fields this is not the case, since the per-

centage of volatile matter does not as a

rule exceed 18 per cent., but in the Pitts-

burg field and in the Alabama district the

volatile matter will usually average above

30 per cent., and a large amount of power

may be obtained by proper construction.

For this purpose a large conduit is built

along the ovens and short flues laid from

each oven into this conduit. After the

oven is charged, a cover is placed over the

power costs, since the attendance required

is slight, with no fuel cost.

Recently Installed Alternating-cur-

rent Plants

A brief description of some of the more

recent alternating-current plants may be

of interest, since these plants are typical

of what is being done, and demonstrate

the wide range of application of thu sys-

tem.

.Vt' Gary, West Virginia, the United

States Coal and Coke Company, a subsidi-

ary organization of the United States Steel

Corporation, i> operating eight coke

cross-compound, non-condensing engmes.

The exciter equipment includes one 25-

kw., 125-volt generator direct driven by a

40-h.p. vertical marine-type engine, and
there are installed in addition one 25-kw.

and one 50-kw. mot ir generator set. The
motors on these sets are wound for 440
volts and are supplied through independ-

ent oil-cooled transformers stepping down
from 6600 to 440. There are eight sub-

stations installed, one at each mine, in

two of which are installed two rotary con-

verters, the rest having one each. These

rotary converters are 1 50-kw. capacity

each, runnini; at 740 rp.m.. and deliver
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direct current at 72-, volts. Each rotary

i-quipiiK-nt includes three 55-kw., Oboo- to

172-volt transformers, which arc all of the

oil-filled, self-cooled type, requiring prac-

tically no attention.

Method of Driving Mine F.vns

The fans at seven of the works arc

motor driven through belts, using 440-volt

induction motors of from 20 to 150 h.p.,

and four of the.sc, two of 100 and two of

150 h.p., are of the two-speed type with

taps brought out from wmdings, whereby

the motors niay be run at hall speed and

power during development of the mines.

At each works there are crushers, cen-

trifugal and deep well pumps, and in one

or two cases, car hauls and small electric

hoists, all operated by induction motors.

VoT supplying these induction motors

there are transformers installed at each

mmc, most of which are 75-kw. capacity,

stepping down from 6600 to 640 volts,

with 2!j-per cent, taps on primary to

compensate for drop in transmission line.

The centrifugal pumps mentioned have a

capacity of 600 gal. per inin. against 250

ft. head, and are driven by 75-h.p. motors.

There are in operation a total of 60 in-

duction motors with rated capacity of 4048

h p., and 59 direct-current motors operat-

ing from rotary converters, with a total

capacity of 2697 h.p., making a total con-

nected capacity of 5745 h.p., with station

capacity of 2300 kw. or 3067 h.p.

In connection with the main switch-

board of this plant there are installed re-

cording wattmeters on each generator

panel, showing output of each machine

;

they are also installed on each feeder

panel, recording the total amount of power

supplied to each operation.

The York Run Plant of the Frick

Coke Company

The York Run plant of the H. C. Frick

Coke Company, also controlled by the

L'nitcd States Steel Corporation, supplies

.:evcn coke works with 2300-volt, 3-phase

25-cycle current. The central power

olant is supplied from two boiler plants

using waste heat from bee-hive coke ovens.

These boiler plants are each at the center

of a line of 50 bank ovens and are there-

fore so ovens apart, or approximately 700

ft. Kach of these plants is drawing waste

gases from 25 ovens each way, or a maxi-

mum distance of 350 ft. In each of these

boiler houses arc installed three water-tube

boilers, with 3600 sq.ft. of healing sur-

face each. The engine room contains four

400-kw. 2300-volt generators, driven by

cross-compound, non-condensing engines

at 150 r.p.m , and the exciter equipment

includes one engine and one motor-driven

generator of 50 kw. each. There are also

in the main station two 200-kw. rotary

converters, supplied from six 75-kw.

22co-jiyo volt, oil-cooled transformers,

which rniaries supply direct current to the

adjacent operations at S=»-3oo volts. In

addition to this stilvstation there arc now

iiistalle<l three sub-stations, with one ad-

ditional under construction, each contain-

ing a duplicate 200-kw. equipment. .\t

each works direct ci;rrent is used for

operating mine locomotives, coke-drawing

machines, and motor-driven coke larries,

the latter of w-hich are equipped with 20-

h.p. series motors ; large induction motors

arc used on fans and car hauls operated

directly at 2200 volts, while small induc-

tion motors operating at 220 volts are

used on conveyers, machine shop, etc., in

connection with a three-wire lighting

system,

A New Plant in the Fairmont, West
Virginia, Field

In connection with the central power

plant of the Fairmont & Clarksburg Rail-

way Company, the Fairmont Coal Com-

pany is installing a number of sub-stations

with a primary voltage of 22,000. Four of

these sub-stations are now installed and

supply direct-current power at 275 volts,

operating locomotives, machines, small

pumps, fans, etc. Induction motors are

being installed on high-lift turbine pumps,

these motors taking current at 2200 volts,

supplied through independent step-down

transformers. The same company in the

Somerset county, Pennsylvania, field is

now installing two 300-kw. 2300-volt gen-

erators with one sub-station in the power

plant, also stepping up in the power plant

to 6600 volts for transmission to a mine

about 3K' miles, distant. The rotary con-

verters at this plant are 150 kv.'. each, de-

livering current at 275 volts, .and on ac-

count of the thin seams of coal and rapid

advance of the work it is expected to

move these sub-stations forward from

time to time, either locating theiu under-

ground or supplying direct current from

overhead through bore holes, tliui avoid-

mg long low'-tension, direct-current trans-

mission.

The Woodward Plant in Alabama

.^t Woodward, Alabama, the Wood-
ward Iron Company is now installing a

central electrical plant near its furnaces

and will supply the boilers with waste

blast-furnace gas. Three 400-kw., three-

phase, 2S-cycle generators are installed,

driven by cross-compound, non-condens-

ing engines at 150 r.p.m. This plant will

operate at 3450 volts, transmitting a dis-

tance of two miles to two coal mines, in

each of which the sub-station will be lo-

cated at about 10,000 ft. underground, a

total transmission of nearly four miles.

These sub-station equipments will each

consist of a 200-kw. rotary converter with

three 7S-kw. step-down transformers, and

will operate at 275 volts D. C. In No. i

mine, Et a distance of 4000 ft. from the

pit mouth, are located two 150-h.p. 3300-

volt induction motors driving triple.x mine

pumps, with capacity of 700 gal. per min.

each against 500 ft. head. These sub-

stations and pump motors are supplied

with current through high-tension ar-

nioreJ cables, consisting of three No. 2

conductors with varnished cambric in-

sulation and a double steel-band armor.

This armor is protected from corrosion

by an additional layer of jute saturated

with rsphalt. This cable is about i^
in. in diameter and is supported through-

out by a 7/16-in. double galvanized steel

messonger cable with clips at uitervals of

3 ft. The rotary converters will supply a

number of mine-haulage locomotives, also

small mine pumps, delivering water to the

main station pumps mentioned above.

For water supply at the furnaces there

will be installed two 12-in. turbine pumps,

each of 3000 gal. per min. capacity against

125 ft. head. These pumps are direct

driven through flexible couplings by

150-h p 3300-voIt motors, duplicates of

those installed underground. For supply-

ing direct current for small locomotives,

cranes, machine shop, etc., at the fur-

naces there will be installed two Iio-kw.

275-volt D. C. generators direct driven by

duplicate 150-h.p. 3300-volt motors. The
usual exciter and switchboard equipment

is provided.

Other Plants in Pennsylvania

.'Kt the mines of tJie Ellsworth Coal

Company, Ellsworth, Penn., in anticipa-

tion of a central power plant, rotary con-

verters have been installed for use as belt-

driven, three-wire generators. These are

standard railway rotaries delivering cur-

rent at 550 volts. A neutral wire is ob-

tained from the collector rings by use of

inter-coi;nected star connections of secon-

dary windings of three small 2200-volt

transformers. This neutral wire is per-

manently grounded and all machinery un-

derground operates at 275 volts between

either wire and the ground. When the

central pow-er plant is installed at a later

date these rotaries will operate as such,

with a neutral connection taken from the

T-connccted step-down transformers.

In the Connellsville district of western

Pennsylvania the West Penn Railways

Compiiuy operates a very extensive rail-

way and lighting system ' and also fur-

nishes power to a number of mining com-

panies. In many cases this power is

taken directly from the trolley circuits,

but the Railways Company has in other

cases installed for its customers synchro-

nous motor generator sets. This latter

method is preferable, since the fluctua-

tions in voltage due to railway load are

objectionable, especially where shunt- and

compoL'.nd-wound motors are used by the

.coal companies. With proper appreciation

of the diaracter of mining load, and ample

provision for additional and increased de-

mand, there should be quite a field for

work of this kind in mining districts,

since power companies should be able to

furnish current much cheaper than an or-

dinary small plant could produce it.

.^t Elirenfeld, Penn., there has been in

operation for several years an alternating-

current plant, supplying current to a sub-
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station about two miles uiulcrgroiiiul. In

this case rotaries were origiiia'ty installed

as belt-driven double-current generators,

the A. C. current from collector rings be-

ing stepped-up to 5000 volts for transmis

sion to the underground sub-station, while

direct current from the commutators was

fed into the mine trolley system at th"

pit-mouth. At a later date a larger gen-

erator was installed, and the rotaries sup-

plied with .\. C. current as customary.

The Cowanshannock Coal Company,

near Yatesboro, Penn., have installed one

1500-kw. Wwo-voll, bo-cycIe turbine unit,

operating at present one sub-station and

a number of 6600-volt induction motors

on fans and air compressors. These are

the only motors of this type operating at

such high potential, in the mining field.

StEANt Hoist Still Preferred for Wind-
ing FROM Sn.\LL0W Slt.SFTS

It will be noted from the al)Ove descrip-

tions that electricity has supplanted steam

in all departments of mining work, e.vcept

for hoisting from shallow shifts, where

the first motion steam hoist is still pre-

ferred. The recent development and re-

peated application of the Ilgner system to

this class of work, as described in a recent

issue of the Engineering .\nd Mining
Joi'RN.\L. and also as exemplified at the

St. Nicholas pit of the Grand Hornu
Company, in Belgium, obviates the neces-

sity for steam hoisting apparatus, and the

chief remaining argument against central

power generation with shaft mines dis-

appears.

In many districts in Pennsylvania. Ohio
and West Virginia, the nature of coal and

roof prevents the economical and safe use

of chain type of undercutting machine,

and the compressed air "puncher" type is

required. When electric power is availa-

ble, it is economical and convenient to

locate a motor-driven compressor at the

pit-mouth of each mine, the motor and
compressor running at constant speed,

and the air pressure being maintained

constant by a choking controller throttling

the intake.^ This arrangement saves pip-

ing, reduces losses, and requires no more
attention than the ordinary steam-driven

machine.

Many modern mining towns are now
electrically lighted, both in streets and in

miners' houses, reducing insurance and

returning good income on the required

apparatus. When alternating current is

available, small single-phase transformers

may be so located as ' to minimize the

amount of secondary wiring required, and
the regulation and consequently life of

lamps will be much better than if supplied

from a direct-current station.

The Future of West Virginia as

a Coke Producer

In fastening buckets to an elevating

chain, it is ad\-isable to use the button-

head and square-head bolts with a detach-

able sprocket chain. Flat-head bolts can

l)e used for fastening belts, and are much
better than lacing in many places.

liv Neil Robinson*

With the history of the coke industry

for the year 1906 closed. West Virginia

has reason to regard this past year as

marking one of the most important pe-

riods in her industrial existence. There

was a large increase in production, and a

number of new oven plants were con-

structed, but these gains were in response

to the strong current demand, and not

necessarily indicative of the position the

State is to occupy in the future. The
events of greatest significance that have

marked the year may be referred to,

briefly, as follows

:

Supply of Coking Coal

The West Virginia coking coals were

thoroughly tried out in by-product plants,

and have been given a well-earned posi-

tion as standards for that practice. As-

suming that the bee-hive oven will ulti-

mately be superseded by more economical

types, it is gratifying to know that our

coals will fully respond to the most ex-

acting requirements of advanced coking

methods.

In the report of operations at the St.

Louis testing plant, by E. W. Parker, J.

A. Holmes, and Marius R. Campbell, a

map was included which shows with great

accuracy every coalfield in the United

States. Very few publications by the

Geological Survey will receive greater at-

tention from iron and steel makers and

coal operators, than this map. When the

coalfields there outlined are sub-divided

into coking and non-coking groups, it will

he found that the areas capable of supply-

ing high-grade metallurgical coke are few

in number, and comparatively small in

acreage.

In the year 1905 there were 213 coun-

ties in the United States that produced

more than 100,000 tons of coal, each, but

there were only 21 counties that produced

more than 100.000 tons of coke. Seven

counties in Pennsylvania, with seven in

West Virginia, and three in Alabama,

furnished 81 per cent, of the entire coke

output of the United States for the year

1905.

Statisticians throughout the world are

gathering data for estimates upon the ex-

tent and tonnage of the unworked iron-

ore deposits available for the future.

Preliminary estimates have been made
for the most important beds in this coun-

try, and E. W. Parker, statistician for

the U. S. Geological Survey, has under-

taken the vital work of investigating the

fuel supplies that must be reserved for

the reduction of the .American ores.

KEStRVE i TEL KlK IhiiS .\1aK1N(;

Within the next two years practically

all of the undeveloped coking coal areas

will be opened by railways that are now
in process of construction, but where

properties are so located tliat they can he

operated in conjunction with iron and

steel plants, it is probable that a number
will be equipped for that purpose ex-

clusively, and will not enter the general

lra<le. The known ores in the Mesabi

district will eventually require a fuel sup-

ply that will be e<|uival<.nl to one coking-

coal seam with a thickness of five feet,

underlying a territory that shall be not

less than 300,000 acres in extent. All

the other oreficlds will require propor-

tionate reservations. The U. S. Steel

Corporation has already secured coal

lands in this State to the extent of 50,000

acres, and other iron interests are prepar-

ing to take similar action in West Vir-

ginia, Virginia, and Kentucky, where

realty prices have not as yet approached

the Pennsylvania levels.

West Virginia has coking, gas, steam,

?nd domestic coals of the highest grades,

a good geographical location, and excel-

lent transportation facilities. The State

has an open water-way to Cincinnati,

I^uisville, St. Louis and other cities in the

Mississippi Valley, by the Monongahela,

Kanawha, and Ohio rivers ; and, by the

Baltimore & Ohio: Chesapeake & Ohio;

Norfolk & Western: Coal & Coke;
Wabash: Western Maryland; Toledo &
Ohio Central ; Deepwater-Tidewater, and
other railway systems, so that our coals

and cokes have established markets from

the Atlantic Coast in the East to Ne-
braska in the West, and from Canada in

the North to Mexico in the South.

The advantages possessed by West Vir-

ginia cover every factor that is essential

for the permanent upbuilding of her coal

and coke interests under all ordinary

trade conditions, and this good position

will be immeasurably strengthened by the

movement for the direct affiliation of coal

properties with iron mines and furnaces.

.At the same time, the manufacturing

supremacy of the Pittsburg district will

be conserved by any development here

that will lessen the inter-state drain upon

the Connellsville basin, and West Vir-

ginia may almost hope to grow with the

friendly help of our powerful neighbor.

•Charleston, W. Va.

In mines where telephones are used

care should be taken to keep the batteries

in good condition, as they will gradually

become exhausted by evaporation and con-

tinued use. When batteries show signs of

weakening, they should be replenished.

It is then best to empty the cells and wash
all parts thoroughly : then recharge them

with 4 oz. of sal-ammoniac for each cell

and fill with clean water. When the

telephones arc placed in warehouses or

other places where the batteries are likely

to free<!C during winter months, dry bat-

teries should be used.
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New Development in Coalfields of New Mexico
The Four Koehler Mines in the Largest Coal Area under One
Ownership in the United States Yield 100 Tons Coal Per Hour Each

B ^' EDWARD K. J U D D =^^

Of the several distinct coalfields of

New Mexico the one now showing the

greatest activity is the Raton field, in

Colfax county, near the northeastern cor-

ner of the State. The field extends unin-

terruptedly northward across the Raton

mountains into Colorado, where it is ex-

tensively operated by the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company and by the Victor

Fuel Company. On the New Mexico

side the entire field, except the area of the

Dawson Furl Company (Phelps, Dodge

(.oinprises thick-bedded sandstones and

shales. Along Llie eastern outcrop the

strata dip 2 dcg. to the west, but toward

the center of the field they lie nearly flat,

rising, on the west edge, in a steeper fold.

The surface has been deeply eroded,

whereby the coal seams are now exposed

to advantageous development at number-

less points. There are three workable

seams within a vertical distance of 800

ft., but only the lowest, the Raton seam,

has been or is now largely developed.

In passing, it should be mentioned that

the Rocky Mountain Company's coal is of

good coking quality, though relatively

high in ash. The Raton field in northern

New Mexico and southern Colorado is

the principal source of supply of coke in

the West. Indeed, more than 70 per cent.

of the coke produced in the western fields

comes from that region. Analyses of the

coal from different localities and of the

coke are given in the accompanying table:

INTEKIUK OF KOEHLER MINE HIGHT, II FT. AT F.\CE

& Co.) and one or two other relatively

unimport-int tracts, is controlled by the

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific

Company, whose holdings include 299

square miles of coal land owned outright,

and 513 square miles in which the com-

pany has the mining rights and whatever

surface privileges it needs. This is the

largest area of coal lands under one own-

ership in the United States.

Coal of the Raton Field

The coal measures lie near the bottom

of the Laramie Mower Cretaceous),which

*Mlnlnc *nirln«T. 5B Fulton atreet. New
Tork.

The relative positions of the coal seams
and the character of the Raton seam are

shown in the accompanying columnar sec-

tions, which are reproduced from a report

on the district by d'Invilliers and Griffith.

The character of the Raton seam is sub-

ject to wide variations as to thickness,

quality and the position of bony streaks,

but in general it has firm roof and floor,

is but little disturbed by faults or folds,

and is neither better nor worse as a fuel

than the Colorado coal mined in large

amounts to the north. Intrusive sheets

of basalt occasionally are found in prox-

imity to the coal, which they have, in such

places, transformed locally into coke, an-

thracite or graphite.

COMPOSITION OP COAL AND COKE.

CO is

II

^5

'a-

faff
MS,

is

s

Katon Seam :

Mine section
Liim)) coal

le,

1.36
I.2li

1.49

0.96

1.93

0.68
0.44

92

34.42
3fi .'57

3(1.22

36.21

38.46

36.69

1 77

1.44
2 32

49.99
61.92
50.13
47.01

48.88

.W.ll

79.96
80.60
78.27
78.68

0.664
0.678
0.713
0.687

0.612

0.623

0.698
0.599

652

U.17
9 48

Wftsbed Bla(!k
Unwashed slack. ..

Tin Pan Seam :

Mine section
I'litatn Caftin Seam :

Mine section
Coke:
Van Houten
Tin Pan
Dawson*

ii;68
16.60

11.10

8.86

16.99
16.93
17 84

SeKundo, Colo.* 38 2.20 0.640 18.20

•The last two cokes are tabulated for com-
parison.
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Mine Operations

1 he Rocky Mountain Company's min-

ing plants are situated at Brilliant, Van
Ilouten and Koehler, all of which settle-

ments are on the southeast outcrop of the

coallield, and to the west and southwest

of Raton ; each is connected by a separate

spur to the Santa Fc railway or to the

new line of I06 miles just built by the

subsidiary St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, connecting with

the Colorado & Southern, the Santa Fc

and the El Paso & Southwestern, or to

both. The older mine at Blossburg has

mined by hand and with black powder.

I'"leclric haulage is used in the mines, but

outside, the loaded cars, carrying about

two tons of coal apiece, run by gravity to

the tipple. The mines are lighted by

electricity and ventilated by a Guibal fan.

Water has to be hauled in by the railroad

in tank cars. '1 he mine has a well

equipped electric generating plant, with

machine shops, etc., and employs 320 men.

The Koehler is the newest and the

largest of the company's operations. Work

began there in the spring of 1906. Four

mines, with a cap.ncity of looo tons each

the main and cross entries of the mine,

in which water is maintained at 3 pressure

of 40 lb. ; the working faces and the walls

and floor of the entries are regularly

sprinkled to lay the dust. The mine now
employs 150 men, but the force is rapidly

enlarging and will number 400 men by the

end of this year.

Water Supply System

1 he vicinity of the Koehler mines is

arid, but an abundant supply of water for

all the mining and washery purposes has

been obtained by a unique method. The

Cfrni ^> ,.^:'ii;e

;K,.,.,>,.rAxr:^.

..^''%^J>^^^^^^^1
olsoin
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Section of
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MAP OF NORTHERN NEW MEXICO AND SECTIONS OF COAL MEASURES

Suction of
Ratuu boam

been temporarily abandoned since its re-

cent disastrous explosion. All of the min-

ing operations are drifts.

At Brilliant, started in 1905, two mines,

facing each other on opposite sides of Dil-

lon cafion deliver their output to the same
tipple, the capacity of which is 100 tons

per hour. The seam at this point is 5 to

7 ft. thick, and develops no gas. Mining

is done by hand, but an electric haulage

system is being installed, and the mine is

ventilated by an electrically driven fan.

The mine employs about 1x5 men.

At Van Houten the outputs of three

mines converge at one tipple, whose ca-

pacity is 200 tons per hour. The seam

here ranges from 5 to II ft. thick and is

in ID hours, discharge over one tipple, to

which the loaded mine cars are hauled

over descending grades by electric loco-

motives. Electric gathering locomotives

will soon be installed. To supply power

for this haulage system, for lighting and

ventilating the mine, and for operating a

nearby washery and coking plant, an elec-

tric generating station containing two 500-

h.p. Babcock & Wilco.x boilers and two

150-kw., Westinghouse, direct-current

generators, has been erected. Current is

transmitted at 6600 volts to the mines,

where it is transformed to 500 volts for

consumption. The tipple is fitted with

screens and with an Ottumwa loader for

boxcars. A pipe line extends throughout

bottom of Crow Creek valley, in which

the Koehler plant is situated, consists of

gravel beds lying on an impervious stra-

tum of shale. It was discovered that a

considerable flow of water occurred at the

bottom of the gravel, so a shaft, 50 ft.

deep, was sunk through the. gravel, and

into the shale ; from the bottom of the

shaft crosscuts were driven in both di-

rections, across the axis of the valley, and

holes were then driven up through the

shale roof, thus draining the water into

the bottom of the shaft. A heavy pump
was then put in to lift the water from the

shaft and raise it 400 ft., through a 6-in.

main, to a 2,000,000-gal. concrete reservoir

on the hillside. From this the water is
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distributi'd by a pipe as required, and the

present supply affords about joo.ooo gal.

lier day.

W.XSHERIES

In connection with its coking plants

the Rocky Mountain company operates

two washeries. The larger is at Koehler

and the other, an older, at Gardiner, 3

miles from Raton, on the railroad to Bril-

liant. The Koehler washery, now just

being completed, has a capacity of IJOO

tons per 10 hours, and cleans Llie slack

from the Koehler mines. Stewart jigs

are used here. The washery at Gardiner

has a capacity of 800 tons per 10 hours

and draws slack from the mines at Bril-

liant and Van Houten. This washery

was built two years ago, and is thoroughly

modern; it employs the Century jig. No
coal is crushed for coking, since lump

coal is at present in greater demand than

coke, and the ovens are sufficiently sup-

plied by screened slack.

Coking Pl.\nts

Coke is made in beehive ovens of 13 ft.

diameter, and the output per oven is esti-

mated at 480 tons of coke per year ; about

1.7 tons of coal make one ton of coke.

The plant at Gardiner contains 186 ovens,

of which 102 are only one year old ; 70

men are employed. The plant at Koehler

contains 200 new ovens, none of which

has yet been fired ; they arc expected to

go into full operation July i, this year.

Markets for the Co.\l

.\t the present moment the principal

demand for Raton coal and coke comes

from the railroads, and the mines and

smelting works near the Mexican bound-

ary. To supply the smelters in this dis-

trict, coke has been brought from as far

as Pennsylvania, and the opportunity to

secure a not greatly inferior fuel from

northern New Mexico has gladly been

grasped. The Colorado cokes are at a

disadvantage in this consuming territory

by reason of the heavy grades over the

Raton mountains. The upper measures

of the Raton coalfield yield an exception-

ally good domestic fuel, and considerable

demand for this purpose has already been

established; with a slight diminution in

freight rates this coal will be able to com-
pete with the inferior Australian coals

imported on the Pacific coast. The rail-

roads, of -which several large systems

traverse the neighborhood, are important

consumers of the Raton coal, and are

finding it an economical substitute for

fuel oil, as the supply of the latter be-

comes more and more insufficient. Lastly,

the new St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway, paralleling the northern

boundary of New Mexico, gives access

to promising mining territories in the

vicinity of Baldy mountain, thereby cre-

ating additional coal markets. The three

camps now working are producing coal

at the rale of 100.000 tons per month, and

an output of 9oo,ox) tons for the year

I1J07 is conservatively predicted. For the

year 1908 the yield- of coal is expected to

reach 1,400,000 tons and of coke 175,000

Coa in Alaskc

.AccDidiiig Ic) a recent publicalion of the

United States Geological Survey the coal-

mining; industry of Alaska is .«lill practi-

cally ui.developed, tlie total production

for igotj—the year of greatest output

—

being 6660 short tons, valued at $jo,ooo.

The most active mining operations have

been on Cook inlet, in southwestern

.-Maska, on the Yukon, in Seward penin-

sula, and at Cape Lisburne, all undertaken

10 provide fuel for local use, by small

coastwise or river steamers, at mining

camps, and at canneries.

Alaskan coals have in recent years been

tfie subject of a large amount of special

investig.ition by the Geological Survey,

and in addition much information con-

cerning coal has been gathered each year

since regular geological work was begun

in .\laska, by survey parties working pri-

marily on other problems. .\ brief sum-

mary o: the results of these investigations

illustrated by a map showing the distribu-

tion and area of coal and ccal-bearing

rocks, is included in the "Report on

Progress of Investigations of Mineral Re-

sources of Alaska in 1906," published by

the Survey as Bull. No. 314. This sum-

mary, prepared by G. C. Miriin, is not

intended to be complete in itself, but it

supplements more complete and compre-

hensive summaries which have been al-

ready published and to wliich reference is

made, and is preliminary to more detailed

discussions that will be published on the

completion of investigations now in

progress.

The work of the season of 1007 will in-

clude studies of the coal-bearing rocks of

the southeastern part of the Territory

and of the Yukon coalfields so far as they

are accessible from Yukon river. Field

work was begun early in May by W. W.
.\twoofl, who is assisted by H. M. Eakin,

and Mr. Atwood reports the work in

southeastern Alaska already completed.

It is believed tliat the investigations this

year will add materially to existing knowl-

edge of the coal resources of the Terri-

tnrv.

Coalite

Special Correspondence

Coalite, the new smokeless fuel now be-

ing made in England, is made by coking

bituminous coal at a temperature not ex

ceedtng 800 dcg., and in an atmosphere of

>team under pressure. Some of the bitu-

minous matter remains in the coal, so that

coalite differs from coke by burning with

a clear, bright flame. The residual pro-

ducts are, to a certain extent, similar to

those obtained in coke and gas manufac-

ture ; but owing to the low temperature of

the process, no hard gas carbon is formed.

Instead of this, a product similar to nat-

ural bitumen is obtained, and it is hoped

that it will prove useful as an insulating

material for electric cables. Coalite has

now a rival in the fuel placed on the mar-

ket by the Scottish Smokeless Fuel Syn-

dicate, of Glasgow. The merits of this

semi-coked bituminous coal should befori

long be thoroughly brought to the r.olice

of the public.

Sulphate of Ammonia in Great

Britain

The production of sulphate of ammoni:

in Great Britain continues to incrcas

The output during 1906 was 289,391 'on^

tons, as compared with 269,114 in 1905,

and 245,990, in 1904. The largest propor-

tion comes from illuminating gas works,

the product from this source during 1906

having been 157,160 tons, which is about

the same as during the two previous years.

The production at the Scottish blast fur-

naces, where bituminous coal is used in

smelting, was 21,284 'ons in 1906. The
Scottish shale distilling works produced

48,534 tons of sulphate of ammonia dur-

ing 1906. The greatest increase was at

the coke ovens, and the production rose

from 20.848 tons during 1904, to 30.732

tons in 1905, and 43,677 tons in 1906. Pro-

ducer gas manufacture accounted for 18,

736 tons of sulphate nf ammonia last

vea r.

Cost of Laying Mine Tracks

A fair average itemized cost of laying

mine tracks on a level road for one mile

with 20-lb. rails is as follows

:

.?! .3/7 tons rails at S3o $1,100.00
2940 111. of 4x7/10 spikes nt 2c. . . . .">8.80

nr>~ splicp-Jolnts nt 22c 78..14
2(>40 cross-tics at 20c .'528.00

Laying tracks 630.00

Total $2,415.34

A similar itemized table for one mile of

level load with 40-lb. rails is as follows:

62 6/7 tons rails at $35 $1.948..'i7

4000 lb. ot ox>4 spikes at 2c 03.80
:{."i7 angle spllcc-Jolnts at 35c 124.95
2640 cross-ties at 25c 600.00
I-ayIng track 750.00

Total $3,577.32

The variable point in these averages is

of course in the cpst of laying track,

which i= affected by cost of labor, loca-

tion an-l other causes.

Centrifugal pumps may be either single

or double suction as determined by the

water entering the impeller from one side

or both sides. The double-suction type is

more suitable for very large capacities.
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Wood versus Iron for Pipe Lines in Coal Mines
Wood Pipe Withstands Acid Water Better than Iron and the

Cost of Furnishing and Laying is about 50 Per Cent. Less

B \ JOHN H HAERTTER=^
As a conveyance for walcr, no utlicr

mc.ins is so extensively used as that

of pipes. Wood pipe has been used for

many years and has in ahuost every in-

stance given good results. However, the

merits of lx)red logj, "continuous wood

stave pipe," and finally of the present

"machine made wood stave pipe," are

only individually known by those who

have used thcni, and then only if they

have carefully investigated, and noted un-

der different conditions and at differ-

ent intervals, the results. The recent

discussions about and the increasing de-

mand for machine-made wood pipe should

be sufficient reascn for arousing the man-

ufacturer and engineer to a thorough in-

vestigation of its qualities, besides bring-

ing to their attention, through the press,

trustworthy data to enable them to set

free any doubts they may new have.

The corrosive power of water has long

been to the engineer, and to industrial

or mining concerns, a most perplexing

problem. Nowhere are its effects so num-

«rous and destructive, both as to time and

«xpcnse, as in and ; bout the coal and

metal mines of the world, and only the

mining iran himself can fully appreciate

the many delays and aggravating cir

cumstances with which he is so frequent

1y confronted. To offset them, he must

invariably be on the alert, keep on hand

a duplicate of any special piece of machin

ery having the slightest connection with

the use of heavy mineralized water lest

a break occur and he is without parts

quickly to replace it. It is also necessary

to be constantly alert and to keep ac-

curate record of all parts rapidly aflfected,

so as to determine when their day of

usefulness is over, and the time at hand
to replace them with new material. How
often the operator has been deceived in

the probable length of service of certain

parts and thereby seriously delayed. Be-

sides this there occurs the unwarranted

expense for what is in reality only tem-

porary work, whereas the one great aim
in all improvcircnts is permanency. It

can be unhesitatingly said that if the

n-ine owner, operator or superintendent

would carefully estimate the amount of

machinery, pipinp, and fittings destroyed

by water on the basis of production he
would be amazed at results.

iMrt-RiTiEs IN Water.

Chemically pure water is rendered so

by excluding the foreign matter or or-

Harrf. fvnn

nanisms wliicli arc contained in it, and

is composed of two parts of hydrogen

and one of oxygen (H2O). However,

all natural waters contain foreign in-

gredients such as carbonic and other

acids, soluble minerals or organic sub-

stances. The different degrees of purity

arc, of course, dependent on the differ-

ent localities in which they originate.

Water possesses the quality of dissolv-

ing and holding in solution various solu-

ble solids, due to the carbonic-acid gas

which is contained in it. The lime in

niany waters is the scale-forming agent

in metallic .pipes, especially so where the

grade of the pipe is slight and the cur-

rent consequently slow, thereby requir-

ing the use of pipes of larger diameter

than would otherwise be necessary. Water

coming from coal mines or sulphur de-

posits contains amounts of sulphuric acid

sufficient to produce quick corrosion.

The impurities in water may be classi-

fied under three different heads ; namely,

corrosive, scale-forming and alkaline. The

corrosive are

:

Sulphuric acid HiSO<

Carbonic acid H^COa

Sulphate of iron FeS04

Calcium chloride CaCls

Magnesium chloride MgCU
Of these the most destructive is be-

yond question sulphuric acid, which is

found in varying quantities in the mine

waters of different localities. . We find

it destroying the valves, fittings, water

chambers, plungers and column lines of

pumps, T-iron rails, chute iron, the jack-

ets or segments of revolving and shak-

ing screens, and jig and conveyer line

parts in the breakers.

Water containing more than 5 parts

per loo.coo of free sulphuric or nitric

acid is liable to cause serious corrosion,

not only of the boiler itself, but of the

pipes, cylinders, pistons, and valves with

which it comes in contact.

I recall an instance where the water

chamber of a new l6-in. and ,^0x10x18-

in. conpound duplex puiiip in service

for a short time was eaten through in

an unusually brief period. At first only

a pin hole was detected by bubbles of

water appearing, and it was concluded

that the piece was defective and the

cause laid to a sand hole. The hole

increased rapidly in size and had to be

wedged continually. A new chamber had

lecn ordered promptly on detecting the

pin hole and before it arrived from

the manufacturer a chamber on the op-

posite or right-hand side of the pump

gave a similar performance. The cham-

bers were carefully examined and the

proof of the destruction by the sulphuric

acid was absolute. As a result the best

and only thing to do was to keep a

supply of two extra chambers for emer-

gency, and also duplicate pump fittings.

The water being pumped in this case

was, however, extremely bad.

AUVANTAGES OF WrOUGHT-IKON PiPES

Wrought-iron pipes have the advan-

tages over cast-iron pipes of lightness,

toughness, and pliability. These three

items enter into the installation of a

large pipe system to no small degree, the

first resulting in less freight cost for

transportation, and in ease of handling,

which means so much more to mining

industries where the pipe must be han-

dled at great bights, as in a breaker, or

reloaded and retransported to the inside

workings. Its second advantage, that of

toughness, allows it to be more roughly

handled and renders it less liable to

Ijreakage in transport ; the third, its plia-

bility, adapts it for bending to any re-

quired angle, thereby dispensing with

specially made fittings for such angles.

The lighter weight per foot also allows

it to be made in greater lengths, requir-

ing therefore fewer joints.

Points Favoring Cast-iron Pipes

The mining man must, however, lay

aside and disregard these advantages

when he is so frequently confronted

with the rapid corrosion and destruction

of the pipe, and consider other convey-

ances. In point of strength, durability,,

facility of making connections, and pro-

bably capacity of deliyery, cast-iron pipe

is far superior to wrought. It is much

heavier than wrought pipe but costs less

per pound, and foot for foot the prices

do not differ very much. The economy

lies in the transportation and laying. As

regards durability, I have long been con-

vinced that wrought iron corrodes much

more rapidly than cast. If any danger

of corrosion is feared, wrought iron

should rarely, if at all, be used. As to

capacity of delivery much has been writ-

ten and said about the flow of water

through different pipes, and there re

mains considerable doubt as to what de-

gree of accuracy the theoretical rules set

down for cast-iron pipes can be relied

upon, but practical experiments thus far

seem to prove that the discharge of cast

iron pipes is greater than that of lap-

welded or riveted pipe, probably due to
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the obstruction of the laps and the

rivctinR, and unless the engineer makes

a small per cent, increase in diameter for

the lapped pipe, he is frequently disap-

pointed with the results obtained.

Darcy in his experiments with pipes of

ditTirent diameters establishe<l the fact

that the n.iture of the inside surface

of a pipe had a remarkable ctTcct on the

ciuaiility and velocity by taking first a

clean smooth pipe and then one having

a dirty and rinigh surface and obtaining

strikingly different results. His various

experiments gave rise to the two classes

of cast-iron pipes, "smooth" and "rough,"

and led to adopting a coefficient for the

flow through each, that in the smooth

being in all cases half of that in the

rough.

From the fact that all pipes will in

time become more or less rough, it is

probably best to use the rough coeffi-

cient. While we have in mind the iron

pipe it might be added that the prices of

steel and cast-iron pipe have in recent

years greatly advanced in price and the

great demand for it renders the delivery

in any great quantity uncertain.

Fcr these reasons, the attention of in-

dustrial establishments and the mining

companies throughout the country is be-

ing turned to the merits of wooden stave

pipe. Most literature on the subject,

and there is little of it published in re-

cent years, treats of it. or at least men-

tions the use of wooden pipe as being

in the experimental stage. Investiga-

tion by anyone interested will prove the

contrary, and it is pleasing to know
that during last year the subject was

freely discussed, and it is hoped that this

discussion will be continued and the

actual tests and their results published.

The History of Mi;nicip.^l \V.\ter

M.MNS.

For centuries past wood pipe has been

used as a conveyer for water, long be-

fore cast-iron pipes were made, and

constituted the supply mains and distribu-

tion systems for public water supply. In

Rome the old sheet-lead pipes w-ere re-

placed by wood pipe generations ago. In

London the first city-water supply pipes

consisted of lead and wood mains, and

the lead was later on replaced by wood
pipe. The first public water system in-

stalled in America was by the city of

Boston, Mass., in the year 1652, and the

wood pipes which constituted the mains

were replaced with wood again in 1796,

and late: on, in 1848, with cast-iron pipe.

Wood pipe constituted the distributing

mains of New York City's first water

supply. Wood pipes consisting of spruce

pine logs bored out : mortised and tenon-

ed at the ends, with wrought-iron bands

fastened around each end, were used in

building the mains of the first public

water works of Philadelphia in 1799. and

were in continuous use until 1844. Some

were removed about 1819 and 1820 and

sold to Burlington, New Jersey, and

again used there as water mains in that

water system which had been constructed

of wood pipe in 1804. The city of Wil-

mington, Del , laid wood water pipe about

t8i6, and many of them are still in the

ground.

.\mekican Society of Civil Engineers.

In a recent discussion paper on the

durability of wooden stave pipe, T.

Chalklcy Hatton. hydraulic engineer,

states that "several years ago while build-

ing a sewerage system in Wilmington,

Del., some 300 ft. of wooden water pipe,

buried 8 ft. underground were dug up.

The pipe was a bored log of white pine,

full of water not under pressure, and

was solid throughout, although it was

laid prior to 18,37, how long before that

time was not known. The joints were

made by a tenon and spigot and were in

excellent shape. The log had cracked in

every case in two concentric rings about

equi-distant and at right angles to the

axis at several points ; no cracks, how-

ever, extended through the body of the

pipe. Every pipe was in this condition."

Cast-iron water pipe was first made in

America by Samuel Richards at Phila-

delphia in 1819 or 1820, and sold to the

City of Philadelphia for extending its

water system and to replace the old

wood pipes which were not of sufficient

capacity to supply the increasing demand.

At this early date the capacity of a wood
pipe depended on the diameter of the

log bored, the diameter of the bore sel-

dom being over 6 in., more frequently

3 and 4, consequently, when it was learn-

ed that a pipe could be cast having an

8- or lo-in. diameter, the larger supply

with one line of pipe consisted universal-

ly of cast-iron pipe from that time until

steel pipe was manufactured.

Continuous Wood-sta\-e Pipe

On the Pacific coast, as the States de-

veloped and a demand for water supply

sprang up the obstacles were so insur-

mountable and the cost of transportation

from the East so great, that munici-

palities and water promoters were prac-

tically prohibited from using cast-iron

pipes. Inexhaustible forests of pine,-

redwood, and fir were at hand, and the

making of wood pipe was revived, not

by boring the logs, but by turning out

staves of uniform width and thickness

and binding them together with steel or

wrought-iron bands, thus overcoming the

previous difficulty of earlier days ; the

production of a pipe of any required

diameter. The staves after being planed

on both sides to a circle corresponding

to the diameter of the pipe to be laid,

the edges cut radial to the circle and

with a bead left on one edge, were ship-

ped to the point where the pipes were

to be laid, and there built up into a

continuous pipe by binding the staves to-

gether. The thickness of the wood staves

was l\i to ij< in. and the bands were

spaced to conform with the pressure

which the pipe was expected to with-

stand. This constitutes what is known

as "continuous wood stave pipe." It

has been used for many years in the far

West, particularly for irrigation. The

principal cause of failure seems to be

found where a space, although small,

exists at the longitudinal joints, and the

fibers of the wood ^rc not in immediate

contact; in many instances the ends of

the staves contain cracks before being

built into the wood. Thus, are found

lodgment places for organisms whose

destructive work is at once commenced.

Unless the joints are perfectly matched

and tight and in direct contact we have

only to expect the ultimate destruction

of the pipe, in due time. Another im-

portant feature frequently overlooked is

the banding of the pipe. The bands

were not formerly, but now are, coated

with asphaltum pitch or some other pre

serving material and, it is claimed, are

free from oxide. It is also claimed that

the advantage of the system lies in the

fact that with the material on hand it

can be built on the ground, and then

too by only partially skilled workmen.

The statement may be correct so far as

was intended, but we must not lose sight

of the fact that while the material is

waiting to be worked up into the pipe,

organisms are findin;; their way into the

staves and the steel bands are taking

on a coat of rust. In this condition,

they are dipped into the preservative

and placed around the staves, when the

rust is covered and the deteriorating ef-

fect already begun, allowed to continue.

Furthermore it matters much as to what

extent we consider the term, "partially

skilled," for judgment must go hand in

hand with it, besides the men very often

work under unfavorable conditions.

.Ml the above conditions relative to steel,

iron and wood pipe, together with other

reasons, the hydraulic or municipal en-

gineer and industrial establishment must

carefully study and weigh in the in-

stallation of a permanent water-supply

system, while the mining man must go

further for the reason already stated,

namely, the destruction wrought by sul-

phuric acid in the great quantities of mine

water he is compelled to handle. The

rapid destruction of large quantities of

pipe has of necessity led him to seek a

more durable and cheaper material, and'

we come, therefore, to the "machine-

made wood stave pipe" now extensively

used throughout the anthracite and bi-

tuminous coalfields.

The pipe is made from carefully se-

lected Canadian white pine, well sea-

soned, and free from sap or black knots.

The bands used to bind the staves arc

of mild steel, from I'A to 2 in. in width-
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by about No. 18 gage, clean and free

from rust or scale, and arc coated during

the winding with a protective coating

of asphaltum, which ihorounhly covers

both faces of the band. In addition to

this, after the pipe is wound, it is placed

upon rolls which revolve through a hot

bath of the same kind of coating which

adheres to the outer surface of the wood
and bands, etTectually affording them pro-

tection from the decomposing and oxy-

dizing intUiences contained in the water

and soil through which they are laid.

The bands are spaced according to de-

sired pressure, and are spirally wound
under sufficient tension to draw the staves

tightly together. The pipes arc thor-

oughly tested by the manufacturer before

shipment with a' high-pressure pump.
Up to a pressure of 200 lb., it has all

the advantages over iron pipes. It is

not rusted out or corroded by spring

water and acids of other fluids, and is

more durable; its cost is much less both

in transportation and laying; it is less

liable to freeze, and if frozen, less liable,

from its elastic qualities, to burst. In

Elmira, N. Y., during the winter of 1903-

1904 the frost went unusually deep and
cast-iron pipe was frozen at a depth of

5 ft., but in no instance was wooden
pipe frozen ; in some places the latter was
only 3 ft. below the surface.

.^BAiTABILlIY OK WoOD PiPE.

According to the demand in the mining
region, wooden pipe is adapted for the

following uses, in the order of their im-
p«3rtance

:

I. Pine-stave water pipe for pump
and suction lines, for disposal of sul-

phurous mine water inside, where pres-

sure does not exceed 200 lb.

z Hard-maple pipe for flushing old
mine workings with culm or ashes from
bottom of boreholes or from shafts to

inside workings.

3. Fresh-water lines to or from res-

ervoirs, for boiler feed, company-house
supply, etc.

4- Pipes of small diameter, 3, 4, 5
and 6 in. for coal washing in breakers
and washerics.

Its adaptability for the first mentioned
use cannot be surpassed by any other
pipe. This has been demonstrated time
and time again where it has replaced the
iron pipes after their destruction and
given permanent service. Its uses for
pumping must not be understood to ap-
ply to pumping in general. In the coal
fields we have many small basins lying
within a larger ha.sin, and the constant
aim is to nach with the main pumping
system the lowest point of this larger
basin. As development progresses and
new territory is opened up the smaller
and individual or local basins are en
countered and our mining is on the dip,

and small pumps are required to keep
the openings free of water by pumpinj

to the sump of tlie main pump, which

throws the water through opening or

boreholes to the surface, and it is Ihi

head of water wliich the main pumps
work against which determines the class

of material for the delivery pipe. The
wood pipe is not to be recommended for

a pressure exceeding 200 lb., and taking

into consideration the pulsation of the

pump r,nd the pressure lo overccme fric-

tion, good judgment would probably ad-

vise the use of a 200 lb. pressure pipe for

a nominal pressure of 150 lbs. It may be

mentioned here that the increasing use

of centrifugal pumps, whereby the heavy

pulsation is eliminated and a constant

pressure attained, creates an additional

point in favor of the more general use

of wood pipe. However, for dip places

such as slopes or planes newly opened up

and for local basins, it has proven to be

the needed article and is fast coming
into universal use for this purpose.

The Use of St.we Pipes.

For culm or ash flushing, a stave pipe

of hard maple is coming into general

use. The filling of old workings, where
first mining has been completed is ex-

tensively carried on in the anthracite

coalfields, for the gaining of the. pil-

lars, and large quantities of pipe are in

use for conveying the water and mate-
rial to these workings. The culm or ashes

are in nearly all cases conveyed by
troughs from the breaker or boiler house
to a borehole and down the borehole to

the inside, and from here through pipe

lines to the chambers to be filled. It

has been the practice for some time -to

use 6-inch cast-iron pipe to carry culm
to different parts of a mine being filled

in, but for some time past the culm from
several anthracite washeries has been car-

ried through wooden stave pipe built to

stand a pressure of 160 lb. per sq. in.

It is stated. that in many instances this

pipe has already outworn four steel pipes

or two cast-iron ones, and is just as

serviceable as when installed. In service

the interior surface becomes polished and
the culm runs better than at first. At
the Bellevue mine of the Delaware, Lack-
awanna & Western Coal Company, 5500
ft. of this pipe is in use, and the

original cost was 50 per cent. less than
that of steel or cast-iron pipe. This
wood pipe was manufactured by A.
Wyckof^ & Son Sompany, Elmira. N. Y.

Effect of Mineralized Water on Wood
Pipe.

The tfffect of heavily mineralized water
on iron pipe is readily realized and its

rapid destruction is a matter of short
time. The solid particles of culm, and
the cinders of ash, rubbing against iron

pipe are constantly exposing fresh sur-

faces which the acid in the water prompt-
ly attacks, and its ability to withstand
destruction is thereby greatly diminished;

whereas wood pipe has licen found .0

become smooth after some little time,

and retains that quality, for the reason

that the acid does not afifect it. Were
it not for the fact that the acid affects

the fresh surface of the iron pipe, it

would probably retain the smooth char-

acter just as the wood pipe, besides its

life woiild undoubtedly be longer. This

flushing of mine workings requires many
changes and extensions in the pipe line

to reach the workings as the work pro-

gresses, and the advantage of wood pipe

in ease of handling, is readily seen.

Carrying Hot Asues.

At a colliery near Pittston, Penn., ashes

were conveyed from the boiler plant

through a concreted ditch to the top of

a shaft, thence down a 6-in. cast-iron

pipe in the shaft to the inside. Very
frequently the ashes were hot when the

water was put on, and the mixture travel-

ing for some distance was in a heated

condition. After five weeks of service

the pipe in the shaft, (which was ap-

proximately 200 ft. deep) from the top

to a point inidway down was found to

be so badly affected that it was removed,

and 6-in. wood pipe substituted. The
cause was due to the heating of the acids

in putting water on the ashes while hot,

and these acids were still heated on en-

tering the pipe, cooling only after they

had gone part way through the pipe. The
acids being heated, their destroying power
was stimulated and the destruction of the

pipe hastened. The wood pipe has been

in service for several months and shows
not the slightest deterioration. My be-

lief that wood pipe is not affected on the

inside by mine water is strengthened by

the hard and preserved condition of mine
timber taken from a mine flooded for

years. The hard-maple pipe for culm
flushing differs from the pine water pipe

in being of greater thickness to with-

stand the culm iricfion, but it is much
lighter and handled with much more ease

inside the mines than any other convey-

ance that could be used. It is a matter
of fact that the hard-maple pipe now in

use is the result of a suggestion made
some years since by a prominent anthra-

cite mining ofiicial. The pipe was manu-
factured at his suggestion and a trial

made, and the company for w-hom it was
first made is today using it in large

quantities.

Wood Pipe for Carrying Fresh Water.

Little need be said about wood pipe

for fresh-water supply. The quantity nf

water discharged through pipes depends
nn the head, the length of the pipe, upon
the character of its interior surface as

to smoothness, and upon the number and
sharpness of the bends. The lasting

qualities of wood have been demonstrated
many times by the existence of reliable

data showing instances where the pipe
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has lifiMi in service fur many years with-

out apparent diminution in service. The
pipe probably has, however, one advan-

tage for fresh water over its other uses,

namely, the constant pressure through-

out and the continued saturation of the

wood at all times. Its advantage over

iron pipe, besides those already meiition-

eil, lies in the velocity and quantity of

water delivered after being in use for

some time. Iron pipes will attain in

time a rough surface, reducing the veloc-

ity and quantity, whereas wood pipes,

known to have been ni service for years,

on removal show a smooth internal sur-

face and only a slight increase in inter-

nal diameter. The coefficient of rough-

ness A', deduced by Kutter, for the flow

of water is

:

A' =0.009 for well-planed timber in

perfect order and alinemeiit

;

o.oio for glazed, coated or enameled

stoneware and iron pipes,;

0.013 for ca,st-iron pipes to provide

for future deterioration of surface.

Wood Pipe C.\n be Laid Rapidly.

Another feature of wood pipe lies in

the fact that it can be laid rapidly in

rough open country, and curves can be

made by slightly springing the joints,

special bends being therefore unnecessary.

Near Greensburg, Penn., when destructive

floods visited the Pittsburg districts dur-

ing the early spring of the present year,

two carloads of 10- and 12-in. wood pipe

were delivered on the ground by the

manufacturers four days after the re-

ceipt of a rush order from one of the

coal companies in that region, and hur-

riedly laid, resulting in the prevention of

the mine being flooded for an indefinite

period and in a considerable financial loss

being averted. In Wilmington, Del., in

laying a 24-in. wood-pipe line, T. C.

Hatton found it' very convenient and ex-

pedient to commence at both ends of the

line, joining at the meeting place two
pipes having butt ends by means of an

iron clamp. It may be noted here that

the Butler Water Company, of Butler,

Penn., and the E. I. Du Pont Powder
Company, Wilmington, Del., have recently

laid six- and tive-niile fresh-water supply

lines of 24-in. wood-stave pipe, respec-

tively.

Wood Pipe as a Conveyer for Mine
Water.

For conveying mine water for coal-

washing purposes, wood pipe has no
' qual. its long and extensive use in the

coalfields, together with the results ob-

tained being sufficient proof. In the

middlj and southern anthracite coal-

fields, where the scams are pitching, much
rock and slate is loaded with the coal,

and the product that goes to the breaker

for preparation is accompanied by much
refuse and must invariably undergo a

thorough washing and jigging, requir-

ing daily a large supply of water, de-

pendent entirely on the amaunt of ref-

use, the condition of the coal, and the

daily output of the breaker. Frequently

a supply of fresh water caimot be ob-

tained or the cost where it is obtainable

is too high to |)ermit of its being used

for washing purposes, and mine water,

wliich is of necessity pumped out of the

mine, is conveyed to the breaker for use

in washing. Its action on the chute iron,

screens, and jig parts is known and a

like effect on the many pipes used should

therefore be self-evident.

During a recent conversation with a

former mine official, I asked his views

as to the merits of wood pipe for breaker

and washery purposes, and received this

reply, "Used under proper conditions and

in its right place, I would have no other.

At the National washery at South Scran-

ton wc had a 6-in. wood pipe connected

to a bronze elbow on the pump which

lifted mine water to the top of the

washerj, where two 4-in. branches of

wood pipe conveyed the water to boxes

which in turn supplied iron pipes run-

ning to the jigs The rapid destruction

of the iron pipes caused constant re-

newals, while the wood pipe was in good
condition after four years of hard ser-

vice, when the washery was abandoned."

The Philadelphia & Reading Coal

and Iron Company at its new Pine Knot
colliery, near Pottsville, Penn., containing

the most modern equipment, put 3-, 4-

and 6-ii". wood pipes in the breaker for

supplying the shakers and jigs in April,

igo6. The line has, however, only been

in use for three months, and, has not yet

been used for mine water for the reason

that, so far, an abundant supply of fresh

water has been available. In reply to

the writer's inquiry concerning the pipe in

question, the master carpenter of the com-

pany, under whose direction the work
was done, says "it is most too soon to

determine whether it will be a success or

not. The only eflfect I can see that acid

water would have, might be on the steel

bands holding the pipe together. Of
course these bands are supposed to be

protected. I have always felt it worth

while trying." The piping put in in-

cludes also a wood pipe and fittings for

spraying the coal on the loading line,

replacing the iron pipes, probably an en

tirely new feature.

Causes of Faillre in Wood Pipes.

Finally, it must be admitted that there

have been failures in wood stave pipe,

but they have, in almost every case, upon

investigation, been found to be due to

improper use and conditions. Failures

in cast-iron and steel pipes have been

many times recorded where the same
reason existed. Each kind of pipe has

its proper place and must be selected

only after the conditions which determine

which is the most desirable, have been

satisfactorily studied.

The life of the wood stave pipe evi-

dently depends upon two things : First,

the necessity of keeping the pipe under

pressure, such as will thoroughly satur-

ate the wood; secondly, the life of the

band which binds and holds together the

staves. .\s to the lirst, there need be no

doubt, for besides the instances quoted,

many other cases might be mentioned to

prove that the wood when subjected to

complete and constant saturation will last

a long time. As to the second item, the

aspbaltuni coating, if properly applied,

leads us to believe that the bands under

proper conditions will also show last-

ing quality.

As said before, probably nowhere does

the use of wood pipe demand so much
attenton as in the coalfields. Used
in the proper place and under proper

conditions its advantages over iron pipe

in and about the mines are many, and

nowhere is its advantage for quick and

cheap transportation and laying excelled.

At a colliery in Dunmore, Penn., a 6-in.

wood-pipe emergency line was recently

laid from the head of the shaft to a

natural channel for conveying mine water

for washery purposes. The work was all

done through rough, open country of

hilly nature. The cost per foot for han-

dling and laying was a trifle less than three

quarters of one cent. Many instances

might be stated where wood pipe has

been put in at a small cost, particularly

inside the mine where the pipe must be

re-handled several times, and where it

frequently requires several men to handle

one iron pipe, and very often block

and tackle. The laying of pipe in a

mine on a heavy pitching place is a slow

piece of work, and the advantage of the

lightness of wood pipe is readily evident.

Cost of Laving Wood Pipe.

Wood pipe, judging from the increas-

ing use in the coal regions by large and

small companies, has passed the experi-

mental stage, and has evidently come to

stay. The all important fact is that, while

it is for general purposes equal or almost

equal to cast iron, under proper condi-

tions, in the mining field particularly, it

has many times excelled the latter. The
diflFerence of cost per foot for furnishing

and laying wood pipe and cast-iron pipe

varies according to conditions and loca-

tion, but favors the wood pipe. However,

if wc take the average difference and com-

pute it at 6 per cent, compound interest, we
will find that if wood pipe only lasted a

certain time this computed figure would
relay the pipe and still net a better in-

vestment than cast iron. For example,

the approximate cost per foot for fur-

nishing and laying a 12-in. wood pipe is

$^.q6 less than for cast iron. The in- .

terest on this ditTerence at 6 per cent,

compoimd interest will relay the wood
pipe in twelve years and it would then be

a better investment than cast iron.
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Modern Methods of Washing Bituminous Coal
How Washing Has Made Possible the Mining of Coal Con-

taming Impiinlio*. Description of a Modern Washing Plant

B Y FLOYD W PARSONS
It has been but a few years since oper-

ating coal companies and prospective in-

vestors refused to consider the develop-

ment of any coal territorj- where the coal

seams were known to cor«tain a consid-

erable quantity of impurities. The rapid

advance in consumption and the decrease

in the available areas containing clean

coal beds, combini'd with the more mod-

ern methods of discarding impurities in

coal, have caused a change in conditions

until at the present time many seams are

being profitably worked that were not con-

sidered commercially valuable a decade

ago.

water; at the same time having a mechan-

ical agitator to stir the mass of coal and

impurities in such a maimer as to allow

the coal to be worked upwards so that

the impurities will sink below. The effi-

ciency of a jig may properly be measured

by its ability to make each particle arrive

at its proper level, so that it can be re-

moved mechanically.

Prelimin.xry Considerations

Before deciding upon any special sys-

tem of washing, or style of jig, it is ad-

visable to consider carefully the various

local conditions and the character of the

gredients. Similar samples of the ci)al are

put through solutions having a specific

gravity of 1.35 and less. Other experi-

ments are made with crushed portions of

the original sample by putting each size

through the same specific gravity solution.

Each sample is carefully analyzed for

sulphur and ash before it is put into the

solution; it is also imipontant to analyze

the sink and float of each sample after the

solution process. If it is the operator's

intention to use the coal for coking pur-

poses, several carload lots should be ac

companied to a washery where separate

tests are made ; the washed product is then

It is a mistake to consider that any

style of jig will successfully treat all

coals ; on the other hand, it is most essen-

tial to carry on preliminary experiments

so as to secure a machine with a correct

principle and a wide range of adjustment.

Coal washing is entirely dependent upon
the specific trravity of the various ingred-

icn» I in the product and for this

rea- feet separation is desired, it

is neccssafy to use a solution with a spe-

cific gravir\ tvi.:!i enough to float the coal

and low allow the impurities to

'ink. Si:. ..rn practice and the re-

qnircments of economy have so far found

the use of a chemical solution imprac-

ticable, the general scheme is to use

.Mim..\NU .MINE, PHU.1PPI. WEST VIRGINIA

product to be treated. It is most impor-

tant to know whether the washed coal is

to be used in the manufacture of coke or

shipped for fuel purposes. It is also es-

sential to consider the availability of a

proper water supply and the character of

the ground available for the location of

the washery. In this connection also it

is well to consider the cost of material,

operation and repairs. Better results will

also be obtained if careful laboratory

tests are made. To do this, it is neces-

sary to secure an average sample of the

coal as it comes from the mine or a par-

ticular screen; this coal in its natural

state is put through a 1.45 sp.gr. solution

to cause a separation of the various in-

re-shipped to the coke ovens and coking

tests carefully undertaken.

The Midland Mine in West Virginia

The new washery recently erected at

the Midland mine, near Philippi, West
Virginia, is a pioneer in that region. The
coal seam worked at the Midland mine is

known as the Tipper Frccport and is

reached by a gs-ft. shaft. The coal-bed in

this locality is about 62 in. thick and con-

tains one 7-in. parting of bone. The mine
is yet in its tpreliminary stages of develop-

ment; it is expected to use electric haul-

age and to mine coal with Sullivan elec-

tric machines. An extensive plant of bee-

hive ovens is being completed, so that the
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larger part of the output will be used in Whc-ti the crusher comes to speed, these easily accessible from the jiK-room. The
the nuinifacture of coke. The coal in hammers assume a radial position with elevator above mentioned is about 60 ft.

this vicinity runs high in sulphur and respect to the sh;ift, owing to centrifugal center to center and is of the "strap link"

contains some phosphorus; an average force, and in this position they swing type, the chain being l6-in. pitch and

analysis is as follows

:

above a curved screen. The coal is let working over square sprockets, two at the

Moisture „9-9* in at the rear of this tx)tating drum and is head and two at the foot of the elevator.
VolttUle Mutter 20.00

, , . ,
*• ., „ , j , . • j

l'"lxfcl Carlwn "•*" beaten down agamst the screen until re- Between the two strands of cham and at-

"' "j duced sufficiently to pass the mesh. The tached to rods which extend through the

SufDliur ^"200 capacity of this crusher is about 100 tons chains on either side, are the buckets

I'buspborus monnnn ^"^^ hour at 675 r.p.ni. The coal is sent which are triangular in section, being 34

to the crusher by means of a reciprocat- in. long by 10 in. projection by 16 in. deep.

The Washing Pl.vnt iiijr feeder driven from the same engine. 1 hese buckets are attached to alternate

After the coal is hoisted and dumped I he crusher and feeder are located direct- links of the chain; the travel of this ele-

by the self-dumping cages, the product is ly under the tipple and are not housed, vator at normal speed is 101 ft. per minute.

VIEWS OF WASHER PLANT UNDER ERECTION

\

MtWb UK WASHER PLANT NEARING COMPLETION

delivered from the tipple to a reciprocat-

ing feeder, which deposits it in the hop-

per of a crusher of the Pennsylvania type

;

here the coal is crushed below 'A in., and

is conveyed by an elevator to the jig bin

from which point it goes over the jig and
is delivered as washed product to the

washed coal elevator; the refuse from the

primary jigs and the screenings from the

washed coal being conveyed by the sludge

elevator to a re-washing jig. The pro-

duct from this last jig eventually reaches

the washed coal elevator and is conveyed

to the storage bin.

The crusher is of the hammer type and

is fitted with eight rows of hammers.

The space occupied by them is about 7 ft.

wide by 16 ft. long.

The crusher exhausts its first product

into a concrete pit, out of which rises an

elevator which conveys the coal to the

jig bins. This elevator is driven from the

same engine as are the crusher and

feeder. The engine used is an Atlas twin

coupled, the cylinders being 11x16 in. and

the speed 150 r.p.m. ; the drives are

through cotton belting to crusher and

feeder, and cotton belting and roller

chains to the elevator The elevator is

completely boxed in, while the engine is

inclosed in a projection of this main

washer building, the engine-room being

The Washerv Boiloing

This building has a ground space of 50

by 46 ft. including both engine rooms, and

a maximum hight of about 50 ft. above

main washer foundation. Under this roof

are included the crushed coal bin, sludge

bin, three jig tanks, sludge tank, slate

tank, overflow tank, settling tank and all

elevators and machinery excepting the

distributing conveyor on larry bin. The
width of the washer is made up of the

two primary jigs, sludge tank, re-washed

jig and slate tank, across the top of which

extends the line shaft, which is driven at

one end through belt connection to an

other pair of iixi6-in. engines.
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The crushed coal liin is directly back of

ihe primary jig and is so arranged that

the coal feeds into '.he jig hy gravity.

Back of the re-washing jig corresponding

to the crushed coal l>in is the sludge bin

which serves as a receptacle for the

refuse and screenings from the Jirst wash.

The jig tanks are 5 It 4 in by 8 ft. 4 in.

by IS ft. deep and in them are suspended

." .'\ •

-LJti

above this wooden bottom is secured a

metallic screen of fine perforations which

serves as a support for the material

which is being washed. This screen

pitches slightly toward the front of the jig

where a portion of the box is cut away

to permit passage of refuse to the tank

below. The jig is cut down 3 in. for the

full width in front to provide an overflow.

By means of a train of steel gears driven

from the line shaft and through a system

of cranks and levers from which the jig

is suspended, there is imparted to the jig

r. reciprocating vertical motion the stroke

being adjustalile from 2 to 6 in. and the

downward stroke being accomplished in

one-half the time required for the upward

stroke.

Method of Operation

The coal to be washed is fed on the real

of the jig and gradually worked forward,

filling the space above the screen. As the

jig moves down, the valve abo\'e men-

tioned opens, an amount of water pro-

portional to the stroke is forced up from

the tank below, and continues upward,

thoroughly agitating the mass of material.

As the jig moves up, the valves close and

the water is held in a quiescent state.

clined screen, below which is a chute for

conducting the water and screenings back

to the overflow tank, which is directly in

front of the jig tanks and connected with

them through inwardly opening hinge-

valves. These scraper conveyors conduct

the washed coal to the boot of the washed

coal elevator, from which point it is con-

ducted to the larry bin. The material

Fir-, s FIG. 4

tut; Jlk:> I IK*!.' l.llU't l''Il*l>l Ml lltM\\

wooden boxes 4 ft. wide liy 7 ft. long and

4 ft. deep in the clear, and fitted on the

nii(«id<> with frininn p1,ili>s having con-

ic tank sides,

water tight

joint.

In the botlom of each jig arc 12 up-

wardly opening hinged valves, and 16 in.

while the material suspended in the jig

settles in relation to its specific gravities.

The coal, being lighter than the impuri-

ties, is left near the surface, and when the

front of the jig reaches the level of the

overflow sill, it passes out with the ex-

cess of water. Immediately in front of

the jig is a slow-moving scraper-conveyor,

the blades of which scrape over an in-

which finds the level of the screen bottom

of the jig is permitted to pass out through

the slate gate and falls to the bottom of

the tank, where it is picked up by spiral

conveyors and conducted to the sludge

elevator which rises out of a narrow tank

at the side of the jig.

The screenings from the scraper con-

veyors settle to the bottom of the over-
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flow tank and are conducted by a second pacity of the washeries as abo\'e described Coal-mining Rights in Canada
conveyor to the sUidgre elevator. This lat- is 700 tons daily.

ter elevator deposits its load in the bin Cost of Operation

back of the re-washed jig. after which this As to the cost of operation, the actual T'^'^ ^,7^'^- ^'r "'!)' r
' Til

product is again re-washed and any coal
(^ eolleoted from practice show the

'° ^'- P"'' '^'?^'^ '" '^^^'^'^'^^
^f^f

^ th«

which it contains recovered. This jig ex- following-
"'"^ regulations for the disposal of coal-

»,-....=.; ;»c rn-,1 intn i Urcrf «Aftlincr tTrilf mining rights in the provinces of Mani-
hau>ts «5 coal into a large settling tanK, xHREE-JIG MACHINE WASHING 700 , , %

1 , u 1 ah f -,^^ i^
from which it is collected by a slow-feed TONS PER DAY. toba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, and in

•l^unfrwr inH ft^-nneiti-H alonir with th- Onp Hreman (night) per day $2.00 Yukon territory. Northwest territories,
elevator and deposited along witn tn. one flreman (diiy) per day 2.25 ,, ., , ,, • n , „,, r„i,„^K;, ,„M
primar>- wash in the washed coal elevator. One foreman per day 3.00 the railway belt m British Columbia, and

The refuse from this jig sinks to the bot- 8Se ^e^gTeer ' JAHends crusbcr) !

!

'. ! ! Ilo ^''^in that tract in the Peace R.ver dis-

trtm r.f tho rnnlf inH is oonvpved bv irrav- Four gallons of oil at 50c 2.00 trict containing 3,500,000 acres acquired
torn oi the tank, and is con\eyed d> gray

5,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^,^1,^^. ^^ ^j ^^ g^g r,„,„:„:„„ r,.„^ R,-if;=v, r^i„mhi:.
ity to the slate or refuse elevator and dis- IMinplng water (charged part to by the Dominion from British Columbia.

carded. The water from the primary jM^^'er^eentV ret«Ve'-24"t'ons at Vl.OO 21.0^
Such rights will no longer be sold, but

overflow is re-admitted to the jig tank on
^^^^^ ~J^.io ™^ ^^ ^^^^^^ *°'' ^ ^""^ °^ ^' ^^^" f

the Upward stroke of the jig. and the Per ton'ot'linalproduct.'.'.'.".' .'.'.' 6.5c. an annual rental of $1 per acre payable in

CnuUd Cial !fV\'
11111

JiK at Start of Upward Stroke

FIG. 6

cycle thus completed ; in other words the

jig is made to pump its own water. The
re-washing jig recovers its water from the

settling tank in a similar manner.

The sludge, slate and washed coal el^j-

vators are similar to the dry coal elevator

described, but the buckets are

On top of the larry bin is a

c .iivcyor
• -ting coal. All eleva-

tors and are driven from the

line shaft through chain drives. The ca

To this should be added o.Sc. per ton

for depreciation. Quantity of refuse is

not usually figured in ; in this case if

refuse is not figured the exist per ton of

washed coal will be zViC. For much of

the information contained above, and the

plans of the Midland Washery, I am in-

debted to Harvey Cory, general manager

of the Pittsburg Coal Washer Company,

through whose courtesy my visit to the

mine was made possible.

advance. Not more than 2560 acres will

be leased to any one applicant. In ad-

dition to the rent, a royalty at the rate of

Sc. per ton of 2000 lb. will be levied and

collected on the merchantable output of

the mine.

The Scottish coal miners have renewed

their demand to the Conciliation Board

for a 1254 per cent, advance in wages.
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How May Quality of Steel Rails Be Improved?
The Freijuent

Improvements m
Breakages o( Bessemer Sleel Rails. Suggested

Process of Manufacture to Prevent Fa"allures

B\ H E N R Y M . HOWE*
Alter making all rcasuiiable ullowaiiccs

for newspaper exaggeration, the great

number of breakages of steel rails is so

serious a thing that we may well consider

what steps can be taken to improve the

quality of rail steel, with a view to lilting

it better to endure the very trying condi

lions to which it is exposed.

It is not a sufficient answer to point to

the small number of deaths caused by rail

breakages. That the number of deaths

is so small is a matter of sincere congratu-

lation, but it is none the less a matter of

good fortune, pure and simple. It can

hardly be questioned that breaking rails

do threaten to derail trains, not every

time, not one in ten, if indeed one time in

a hundred. But the threat is there, and
if rail breakages should continue as fre-

quent in the future as in the past, it is

extremely probable that some one or more
of them will cause great loss of life. That
only one in a thousand of those who
drink Croton or Schuylkill water is actu-

ally stricken with typhoid fever is neither

proof that the w-ater is safe to drink,

nor justilication for neglect to take every

practicable precaution to better it.

Impatient with bessemer rails as they

are now made, it is easy to brush the bes-

semer process aside on paper, and say,

"Away with it, come let us have a better."

W'e may have to do this, to replace the

bessemer process with the basic open-

hearth, if not soon, perhaps in the not

very distant future. I refer of course to

the use of the bessemer process for rail

making, because for making tubes, small

eastings, and certain other products, it

has a decided advantage over the open-

hearth process. But it is not to be sup-

posed that the owners of our costly besse-

mer plants will sacrifice them in a lump
without considering carefully whether

their processes cannot be so improved that

bessemer steel rails can endure safely

what is now required of them.

In the present paper I will first point

out how it is that the open-hearth proc-

ess offers to solve the rail problem, and

I will then propose two means of improv-

ing the quality of bessemer rail steel. The
first of these is lessening segregation by

( l> liberal use of aluminum or its equiv-

alent; (2) by extremely slow casting;

and (3) by increasing the discard. The
second is lowering the finishing tempera-

ture, possibly by some modification of the

procedure in rolling, but more probably

by a considerable change in the section

of the rail. I finally consider the use of

•Professor of Metallurgy. Columbia Uni-
versity. New York.

dry blast, but see little rcas.ni ti> expect

benefit from it.

Though material benefit is to be ex-

pected from free dosing with aluminum
and slow pouring, both relatively cheap
steps, yet it is unlikely that they alone

will suffice, and some one or more of the

other and far more costly means probably

should be used.

The B.\sic Open-hearth Process

With ihe ukl relatively light wlieel

loads and the old conditions of manufac-
ture so favorable to good quality, a 70-lb.

rail with o.io per cent, of phosphorus and

0-35 per cent, of carbon did well enough.
But two important changes in conditions,

acting cumulatively, have made that com-
position unsafe. Either of these changes
alone might have sufficed to do this ; to-

gether their eflfcct is extremely grave. The
first of these is the great increase in

wheel loads, to resist the abrasion from
which a harder rail, and therefore one
richer in carbon, is needed. But this

higher carbon content, in and by itself,

increases greatly the harm which phos

phorus, the great embrittling enemy of the

steel maker, causes, as has long been
known and abundantly proved. The sec-

ond of these changes is the higher tem-

perature at which the present operation

of rolling rails ends, or the "finishing tem-

perature;" and it has long been known
that the higher the finishing temperature,

within certain limits, the more brittle the

steel is.

To make a rail which shall be safe

under the traffic of today, we must lessen

this brittleness, either by lessening the

phosphorus content greatly, or by lessen-

ing the embrittling effect of that phos-

phorus, or by both means jointly.

If the embrittling conditions of manu-
facture remain as serious as they now
arc, it seems to me extremely improbable

that the phosphorus content can be so far

reduced by the use of low-phosphorus ores

as to yield a safe rail, because there is no

sufficient supply of ore free enough from

phosphorus to yield the enormous quan-

tity of rail steel needed. But it would be

possible to effect this reduction by the

use of a dephosphorizing process. The
bessemer process leaves in the steel prac-

tically the whole of the phosphorus which

the ere contains, and it cannot be so al-

tered, under American conditions, as to re-

move phosphorus. But the basic open-

hearth process can readily remove the

phosphorus so fully that its embrittling

effect would no longer be important.

It would be years before the open-
hearth furnaces needed to replace the
present bessemer work could be built and
put iiuo commission ; what are we to do
meanwhile? We must reduce to a mini-
mum the bad effects of phosphorus. In-

deed, this reducing the harm done by
phosphorus is one of the chief merits of
the steps which I now go on to consider,

the steps of restraining segregation and of
lowering the finishing temperature. Let
us hope that by such means as these we
may improve the quality of bessemer rail

steel so greatly that for a long time to
conie it may do what is demanded of it,

even though we must expect that the in-

evitable continuous increase in wheel loads
and in speed will eventually call for a
still higher quality than can be given by
the bessemer process, even as thus bet-

tered. Progress should not and will not
stop. Wheel loads will ever be heavier

and trains will ever be swifter.

Lessening Segregation

Segregation, like the poor, will always
be with us, and we must fight it as we do
poverty. Steel which contains as a whole
0.07 per cent, of phosphorus ma*' contain

in its segregate 0.30 phosphorus; and,

though this segregate lies near the neutral

axis of the rail, yet even there it is a

source of danger.

In order to lessen the degree of what
we may call residual segregation, the seg-

regation which remains in the finished

rail, I advise three steps ; first, free use
of aluminum ; second, extremely slow

pouring, and third, greater discard from
the top of the ingot.

The use of aluminum will lessen segre-

gation materially, but it will lengthen the

pipe ; or, where no pipe exists it will in-

crease the tendency to piping. This ten-

dency in turn will have to be met by crop-

ping off and discarding a larger part of

the top of the ingot.

Extremely slow pouring should both

shorten the pipe and raise the segregate

toward the top of the ingot, in both re-

spects lessening the proportion of discard

needed in order to get trustworthy steel.

In that it thus shortens the pipe it coun-

teracts the pipe-lengthening effect of alum-

inum, which accompanies the beneficial

effect of that metal in lessening the de-

gree of segregation. That slow pouring

should have this effect of shortening the

pipe and raising the segregate, ought to be

evident on reflection ; and Professor

Stoughton and I have proved that it does
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have this effect by our experimeius witli

wax ingots.'

The pouring should be as slow as is

compatible with having the last of the

laJleful of steel still remain hot enough

to flow freely out of the ladle into the

molds, so that no serious skull of frozen

steel shall remain in the bottom of the

ladle. In order to increase the practicable

slowness of pouring, or in other words,

in order to prolong the time occupied by

the tilling of each individual ingot taken

by itself, without prolonging the pouring

of the whole heat so greatly as to cause

a large ladle skull, our proper course is

to cast two or more ingots simultaneously,

either through two or more nozzles from

a single ladle, or by means of a distribut-

ing funnel, or by artilicially keeping the

steel hot in the ladle by burning gas or

oil on top of it. Any one of these things

will cost care and money; but the result

should justiiy the expense.

Increasing the Discard

The richest of the segregate lies near

the top of the ingot, usually in the upper

20 per cent., often in the upper 10 per

cent, of its length. There is good reason

to hope that, by means of slow pouring,

it can always be kept in the upper 10 per

cent, even if aluminum is used freely.

To increase the discard of course is to

increase the cost of a ton of finished rails,

and to lessen the output of finished rails.

Howe\'er much this may be regretted, it

may prove to be a necessity. It is idle to

crop off only the mechanically unsound

top part 9i the ingot, and leave just be-

low the most dangerous, because the most

segregated part, the part in which the

phosphorus from the whole ingot is con-

centrated. Here we have to face the

music.

The degree to which the cost would be

increased and the output would be les-

sened by increasing the discard, has been

overestimated by many hasty writers. They

have assumed that a discard of say 20

per cent, would decrease the output by

20' per cent., forgetting that there is al-

ready a very considerable discard, and

that it would be only the excess of the

proposed discard over the present that

would decrease the output. For instance,

if the initial discard at a given mill were

10 per cent., and this should be raised

to 20 per cent., this step would decrease

the output not by 20 per cent., but by

less than 9 per cent.

LowniNG THE Finishing Temperature

It is well known that within certain

limits the higher the temperature at which

the rolling of the rail ends, the more

brittle will the rail be ; and that the power

of the rail to endure shock is increased

•Tb« lonaence of the Conditions of Caat-

InK on Piping «'"1 S*Rre««llon. «» Shown by

M'anii of W«% Ingot." Tratuaclions Amcr
ir«n ln«tmit» of Mlnlnit Engineers. April.
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by continuing the rolling process until

the temperature has sunk to a point at

which the metal itself has become so

hard that further reduction by rolling

becomes extremely difficult. The trouble

in applying this principle has been that,

wliilc it is easy enough to arrange mat-

ters so that the rolling of the thin web

and flange of the rail shall continue till

these parts are properly cool, yet, because

the head of the rail is so much thicker

than' the web and the flange, and because

it therefore cools so much more slowly

than they, it still remains very hot at a

lime when they have already grown so

cool and hard that it is not practicable

to reduce them farther by rolling. On this

account the rolling ceases while the head

is still far too hot, and through this the

metal in the head is seriously injured.

But this condition of things, though

convenient enough as far as the mere ad-

ministrative work of rail making is con-

cerned, is not necessary, if indeed it is in-

telligent. Today we may question whether

it is tolerable. If, as I understand, it is

to the interest of the railroads that their

rails shall have the greatest attainable

power of resisting shock, some method of

lowering the finishing temperature of the

rail head should be sought. What that

method shall be it is for rail-making ex-

perts to decide. That some practicable

method can be found we can hardly doubt.

To bring this about by some change in

the procedure in rolling may be possible,

but the difficulties are certainly very great.

The usefulness of the Kennedy-Morrison

process of setting the rail aside to cool

for a short time just before the last pass,

has been challenged on the ground that

the reduction which the final pass gives

is too slight to improve the condition of

the rail-head materially. This in turn

probably rests on the further fact that,

when the rail has grown as cool and rigid

as it is at this last pass, it is not practi-

cable to reduce one part, say the head, ma-

terially more than any other part, say the

flange ; because if we did, the greater re-

duction of the cross-section of the head

would elongate the head in the direction

of rolling, or parallel with the length of

the rail, so much more than the flange,

as to camber the rail very seriously. Such

unequal reduction by means of what is

called an "unbalanced pass" can be re-

sorted to earlier in the rolling operation,

when the metal is so soft that the camber

thus caused is immediately effaced by the

collars of the rolls, or by suitable pieces

attached for that purpose; but at the end

of the rolling, when the metal has grown

rigid, this effacing of a serious camber is

impracticable. Hence, after the rail has

been set aside for cooling in the Kennedy-

Morrison process, all the reduction that

can then be given to the head is the slight

one which can simultaneously be put upon

the rigid web and flange, a reduction so

-light that it does not remove the injury

caused to the head by its exposure to the

high temperature.

Like considerations stand in the way of

another plan which naturally suggests it-

self.. That plan is to adjust the passes in

such a way that the flange and web shall

reach their final size, or come very near

to it, at a time when the head is still much

larger than its final size; and then in the

subsequent passes give only very slight

reduction to the relatively rigid web and

flange, but heavy reduction to the head,

which would thus meanwhile be cooling

continuously.

Hut liere, as before, the difficulty arises,

tlial reducing the head materially more

than the flange in these proposed last

passes, would cause a camber so strong

that to remove it would be difficult if not

impossible.

Changing the K.mi. Section

.Vnother and an expensive way would

be to change the section of the rail in

ilic direction of making the web and

ll.uigc much more nearly of the same

thickness as the head. The present de-

sign is based on civil engineering rather

than on metallurgical considerations. The

vvcb, because it is so near the neutral axis,

does not, from a purely civil-engineering

standpoint, need to be very thick. The

flange, made very broad so as to prevent

ilie rail from being overturned by side

pressure, and also so as to prevent its

cutting into the tie. does not need great

thickness from a purely civil-engineering

standpoint. But the head has to be made

thick, in order to endure the concentrated

wheel load applied to its upper surface.

Manifestly, the head cannot be wide and

liiin like the flange; it must be thick and

relatively narrow.

Let us look back at these conditions. The

thinness of the flange and web compel

us to stop the rolling at a time when the

thickness of the head keeps it still too

hot foT its rolling to end. Well, now,

this thinness of the web and flange are

only permissive; they are .not obligatory.

|"here is no reason beyond that of ex-

pense why the web and flange should

net be heavier; indeed why they should

not be approximately as thick as the head.

If they were, then the cooling of the

web and flange would not thus outrun

that of the head, and the rolling of the

whole could continue until not only the

web and flange, but also the head, had

cooled off to a proper finishing temper-

ature.

.As men of sense we would not of

course carry this idea to its logical con-

clusions by really making the thickness

nf web and flange fiflly equal to that of

the head; but we may consider carefully

whether it would not be wise to go a con-

siderable distance in this direction, by

lessening the difference in thickness be-

tween the different parts of the rail: or in

otlier words by making the web mid flange
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iiiaicrially thicker than they now are. The

additional metal thus placed there would

he useful in perniittinK the rolling of the

heail to he prolonged till this part had

cooled to a safer temperature; and even

from a purely civil-engineering stand-

point it would not be wholly wasted, be-

cause it would certainly add materially

to the strength and stilTncss of the rail.

Dry Blast.

It is possible that drying the blast may

improve the product of the bessemer proc-

ess materially. Variations in the atmos-

pheric moisture lead to corresponding va-

riations in the temperature of the opera-

tion or "blow" itself, and an excessive

temperature is distinctly injurious to the

steel. Thus it may happen that the oper-

ator or "blower," havinghis conditions ad-

justed to give the right temperature when

the weather is moist, should fail to take

note of a sudden change to fair dry

weather, and that he should thereby let

his temperature rise too high, and thus

harm his steel.

But little weight should be attached

to this consideration, in my opinion. Va-

riation in the moisture of the atmosphere

is only one source of variation in the tem-

perature of the blast, and by no means

the most serious. Variations in the pro-

portion of silicon in the pig iron treated,

in the sensible heat of that iron, irf.the in-

itial temperature of the converter, arid in

the rapidity with which the blast is blown

through, all aflfect the temperature of the

operation, and they may act cumiilatively.

The rapidity of blowing vari^, not so

much with variations in the apparent

pressure of blast in the blast main, a£

with variations in the length of the tuy-.

tres, and often in th? number of tuyeres,

through the blanking or intentional stop-

ping up of some short tuyere. More-

over, these latter sources, of variation in

the blast temperature come upon the

blower suddenly and without warning,

much more suddenly than any variation

in the moisture of the atmosphere pos-

sibly can ; and coming suddenly and un-

foreseen are the harder to combat.

Finally, so long as these other causes

of variatfon in the temperature of the

operation continue, it seems idle to remove

any one single cause like that of variation

in atmospheric moisture, as is seen on re-

flection. .\ given balance will detect

underweight coins just as accurately when

there are two or more sources of under-

weight, as when there is only a single

source; just as accurately if, for instance,

the coins are liable to be underweight both

because of clipping and because of false

compositon and low density, as when they

are all of true density and fall short in

weight only, because of clipping. In the

same way the eye of the blower can hit

the desired temperature just as accurately

when there are three or more causes tend-

ing to disturb the temperature, as when

there is only one cause, of the same de-

gree of power as each of the others; so

that the removal of one cause of irregu-

larity dtfcs not increase the accuracy of

the blower's control as long as other

causes of like power remain.

It is indeed asserted that more second-

c|u.ility rails are made in sunmier, when

the air is moist, than in winter when it

is dry ; which means that there is less de-

fective or bad steel in summer than in

winter. This may indeed mean that the

moisture in the blast injures the steel di-

rectly in some obscure way, as for instance

liy impregnating it with hydrogen, besides

its indirect effect of injuring it by leading

to occasional excessive temperature when

the weather changes from wet to dry.

This, indeed, is' possible, and it would be

interesting to watch the results of direct

experiments with dry blast to test this

point.

Personally I am not inclined to give

much weight to this fact. If the atmos-

pheric moisture had a direct harmful

effect, then taking the summer months by

themselves, there should be fewer second-

quality rails in dry cool days than on

warm moist days ; so, too, in winter ; and

it is notorious that the warm winter days

are the moist days, and the cold ones the

dry days. But no such relation has been

established, so far as I know, even by the

most careful tests.

It seems, therefore, more probable that

the better quality in winter than in sum-

mer is due to some other cause, such as

the fact that the men, and especially the

blow-er, are physically in better condition

in the bracing weather of winter than

when they are beset with the heat of sum-

/ner. in the suijerheated- converting mill:

or the fact that (he lig^it is better in win-

ter, "when the paler sun does not light the

,coi}verting mill so brilliantly, and leaves

the blower's eyes more fully under the

influence of the bessemer flame, by the

cglor and brilliancy of which he chiefly

judges how to conduct the process.

Electric Processes

There remain the electric purifying

processes, by which the phosphorus may
be removed. But, according to the data

available, these would be so expensive in

the present stage of their development as

linrdiv to be worth considering.

A Memorial at the Sault Ste.

Marie

The sectional area of the main return

airways should always be larger than the

main intake. As the return air during the

greater portion of the year has a higher

temperature than the intake air, the rise

in temperature of the air increases the

volume of the return current. This in-

creased volume is also augmented by gas

generated in the mine, which is consider-

able in some of the gassy mines. On ac-

count of the mine resistance the intake air

is under a greater pressure than the re-

turn air, and for this reason the volume

of the return air is still further increased.

The Marine Review, of Cleveland, says

that the semi-centennial commission ap-

pointed two years ago to celebrate the

opening of the first canal at Sault Ste.

Marie to commerce will, some time dur-

ing the present summer, erect at the

Sault an obelisk in commemoration of the

event. The obelisk has been completed

at one of the quarries at Branford, Conn
The shaft is of hammered Stony Creek

red granite, is 45 ft. long, s ft. 5 in. square

at the foot, tapering to a dimension of I

ft. square and then finished to a point.

It weighs about 60 tons. Its shipment

has brought about a transportation prob-

lem that several railix>ad traffic men are

figuring out. The only solution seems to

be the use of a Pennsylvania Railroad car

which is used to transport heavy ord-

nance. The monument is boxed and

ready for shipment, and the foundations

are now being prepared at the Sault. The
obelisk was designed by Charles I. Mc-
Kim, of the architectural firm of McKim.
Mead & White. The contractors are

Norcross Brothers, of Worcester, Mass..

and Cleveland, O. The cost of the mon-
ument is $19,000, which sum was con-

tributed by the general government, tht

State of Michigan, and the transportation

and mining interests of the lakes. It will

be erected at Locks Park, close to the

great locks of the Sault canal.

Mining in Formosa

An article in Zeit. f. angew. Chem.

(May 17, 1907) gives some information

as to the condition of the mining industrj-

in Formosa. In 1905 the output from the

island amounted to 47,341 oz. of gold

from quartz mines in addition to 3050 oz.

obtained from placer workings
; 94,216

metric tons of coal, and 1121 metric tons

of sulphur. These minerals are obtained

from the mountainous regions 01 the

north and northeastern parts of the island.

The sulphur district lies north of Taihoku
and the gold region is southeast from Ki-

long, the coal region being between these

two.

The gold production from quartz ha?

doubled since 1902, and placer working*

are increasing rapidly. The gold-mining

concessions are owned by three Japanese

companies and the usual mode of recov-

ery is to cyanide and amalgamate after

crushing in Blake breakers and Hunting-
ton mills. The ore is silicious and carries

small amounts of antimony. The For-

mosan coal is better in quality than tha:

of Japan but the seams are thin and much
contorted. Operations on a large scale

have scarcely been made to pay and the

tendency now is to revert to a smaller

scale and more primitive methods.
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Working Flat and Pitching Anthracite Seams
Methods Employed When One Seam Overlies Another;

and the Use o( Manways and Chutes in Pitching Seams

B ^' M S . H A C H I T A

Methods of opening and developing an-

thracite coal measures depend on the geo-

logical structure of the underlying rocks.

If the coal crops out within the limits

of the property and if the measure is

'
flat, the method usually employed is a

water-level drift, but if the measure is

inclined, a slope is sunk directly in the

vein or a tunnel driven across the in-

tervening rocks ; or a shaft sunk in the

basin.

Developing a Flat Seam

In the anthracite coalfield where the

vein lies comparatively flat, shafts and

water level drifts are both coiumonly

used. Those veins found below water

level are usually opened up by shafts.

while those above water level by drifts.

The latter method is almost extinct, as

the surface measures are nearly worked

out, and there is no other way to reach

the deep veins except through the shafts.

When a vein is to be opened by a

shaft, the prevailing practice in the an-

thracite field is to locate the main open-

ing directly over the basin found on the

tract. In order to get this result, it is

absolutely necessary to have all the geo-

logical information obtainable represent-

ed on an accurate map with sections to

show the character of the geological for-

mations, so that the depth and the loca-

tion of the basin may be readily deter-

mined. The proper location of a shaft

has been recognized as a problem of

vital importance for the most economical

extraction of the coal.

Shafts

Shafts in the anthracite field arc al-

ways rectangular or square, and the sec-

ond opening is generally used as an up-

caM. Before reaching the bed rock, earth,

clay, sand, gravel, and hard pan are usu-

ally met ; the thickness of the wash de-

pending on local conditions. In the Wyo-
ming valley of Pennsylvania, it varies

from a few feet to 150 ft. When the

wash is not more than 50 ft. an ordinary

cribbing of heavy timber (usually 12x12

in.) or masonry cribbing is used, and

for much deeper wash, the use of a

double cribbing has met with success. The

main shaft is at once divided into the re-

quired compartments with heavv buntons,

alternating or "skin to skin," so as to

brace the cribbing against the lateral

pressure exerted by the wash.

The width of a shaft dcpaiils on tin.-

length of the mine cars, which varies

from 8 to II ft. so that the width

adopted for a shaft is usually from 9 to

IJ ft., while the required length is de-

termined by the area of the air-way n.ed

cd, and the number of conipartments for

hoisting. The compartiueiits are made
from 6 to 8 ft. wide, or on an average

about 6j4 ft. between the guides. For

a shaft with two conipartments the

length varies from 16 to 20 ft. ; 22 to 26

ft. for three compartments ; 30 to 38 ft.

for four compartments and 44 to 52 ft.

for six compartments. Wlien si.\ cotn-

sliafw, iiK-Ui(liiig the lime re(|uirod for

timbering and all stoppages, is from 250

to .(CO ft. per year. In comparatively

luird rock, the average cost of sinking

shafts for an average sectional area is

from $5.50 to $9 per cu.yd., solid, for

sliafts from 400 to 800 ft. deep. In gen-

eral the cost per cubic yard increases

with the depth.

.\t the foot of a shaft in the coal meas-

ures the usual practice . is to leave a sub-

stantial pillar to protect the shaft, known

as a '"shaft pillar," the size of which

depends on the character and the depth

of the overlying strata and the thickness

^£*V*'
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partments are provided, two are usually

used as up-cast, two are used for hoisting,

while the remaining two are held in re-

serve for future requirements. Such is

the case at the Exeter Colliery of the

Lehigh Valley Coal Company.

Size and Cost of .Anthracite Shafts

Some of the shafts in the anthracite

coalfield are of extraordinary sizes ; the

Woodward shaft of the Delaware. Lack-

awanna & Western Company is 10x53 ft-

This shaft was originally started 12x60 ft.,

hut trouble from decomposed rock made
it necessary to decrease its size. The
shaft at the Dorrance Colliery of the Le-

high Valley Coal Company is 13x52 ft.

The average progress made in sinking

cf the vein. 1-ig. 2 shows the size of

such pillar for a shaft 300 to 400 ft. deep,

together with the general track arrange-

ments, nccessar>' grades for loaded and
empty cars, dump ami pump room at the

foot of the shaft.

The method used in the anthracite

mines is almost universally the pillar-

and-breast system ; although the details

of the system under peculiar local con-

ditons vary so widely that a comparison
nf mine maps from different districts

gives the idea that the coal is mined by
entirely different methods, showing noth-

ing in common, but there are identical

features in all anthracite mining methods.

The chambers or breasts are long and

comparatively narrow ; they are driven
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|j.ir;ilUl III taoli I'lhcr wluri-viT iinssibli-,

:in(l are srparnted by reclaiiKiilar pillars

and connected by crosscuts for ventila-

tion.

The System now in L'se

The thickness of the veins now being

worked varies from 2'^ ft. np to 70 ft.,

and the dip varies from nothing to 90

deg. The plans in general may be divided

into two classes : First, workings in

seams pitching from horizontal to 25 deg.

are considered as flat workings and the

workings in seams pitching from 25 to

QO deg.. "pitch-workings."

In the flat seams, gangways arc usu-

ally driven from the foot of the shaft,

and when the roads arc sufficiently ad-

vanced breasts are turned off from the

upper side of the gangway, .^n airway

is driven parallel to the gangway for

ventilation, and it is separated by from

15 to 50 ft. of solid coal, and crosscuts

are driven through every 40 to 80 ft. in

Ki.iigway. thin turn it off to the usual

course ; see Fig. 4.

The width of the breasts and pillars be-

iwien them, vary according to the nature

of the roof, the thickness of the seam
.Tiid overlying strata. The prevailing

practice in the anthracite mines is for

a seam 200 to joo ft. deep, to have 24- ft.

chambers, and 26-ft. pillars, or 50 ft.

from center to center, when the seam
varies in thickness from 4 to 8 ft. For

a thickness of 8 to 15 ft., the breasts

are from 18 to 24 ft. wide and 32 to

;b ft. pillars, so that the distance from

center to center varies from 50 to 60 ft.

Crosscuts are driven through pillars

every 70 to 8b ft. in such a vein. In case

of the workings being gassy a brattice is

liuili either from the gangv^'ay, which is

the case if the breast is just started, or

fr(ini the inside crosscut; see Fie. 4.

Working Fl.\t Thin Seams

In wfrking flat thin seams, a'^j to 3^^

an ample sectional area for the ventila-

tion. If the seam has a side pitch the

crosscuts are usually driven from the

lower breast, so that the practice of

shoveling the loose coal is assisted by the

grade. This plan also prevents water

from accumulating in the face while driv-

ing. Every ninth or tenth breast is left

as a reserve pillar to protect the workings

from a general squeeze; but this block

is mined out when the remaining pillars

are robbed.

If the seam is thick, it is often mined
in benches ; the breasts arc first driven in

the lower bench and driven to the limit of

. IMfuroae .
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this pillar for air connections. The
average grade of gangways is about I'/i

per cent, with the load so that all the

coal mined will practically flow out to

the foot of the shaft by gravity, while

empty cars are hauled either by mules

or motors. The course of breasts with

respect to the gangway depends on the

inclination of the seam. If the vein pitches

from 2 to 4 deg., the chambers are driven

at right angles to the gang\vay, see

Fig. 3. When the seam pitches 4 to 10

deg., all the breasts are turned off slant

head or slant back, see Figs. 4 and 5.

From the figures it is readily seen that

the switch arrangements at the foot of

the breast in the former differ from the

latter. In the slant-head .system an easy

cune may be laid at the foot while the

slant back chamber must be provided

with a back switch ; however, in recent

practice, this back switching in the gang-

way is overcome by driving the breast

slant head frr 40 to 50 ft. from the

It. thick, the breasts are usually wider than

in thicker veins, so as to accommodate
the gob and the roof or the bottom rock

lifted for hight. The average hight

required frr a mule is s'/i ft. clear above

the rail. .Ml the refuse thus obtained is

carefully piled up on one side of the

chamlnr. while the track is laid on the

other side, and the center line of the

track is from 4 to 6 ft. from the rib, so

that when the pillars are to be removed,

there will be less dead work in getting at

the pillars. In lifting the bottom rock or

taking the roof down, the miners are usu-

ally paid 5'Sc. per in. per linear yard, or

St. .'2 per yd. for lifting the bottom 2 ft.

thick. In working such a seam, the width

of the breast should be maximum, so as

to make it pay. The prevailing practice,

however, is from 28 to 34 ft. wide with

from 22- to 16-ft. pillars between the two

breasts, and having crosscuts driven

every fio to -5 ft. The width of the cross-

cuts is from 8 to to ft. so that there is

FIG. 3. WORKINGS IN FLAT SEAM

Braitlct

HauHgn Roa-1^^- ^ |'

FIG. 4. METHOD OF WORKHNG AND VENTIL-

ATING A FLAT GASEOUS SEAM BY

THREE GANGWAY HEADINGS

the breasts, and then come back on the

top coal. The advantages in bench mining

are the props used are shorter, conse-

quently they are easily put up ; the work-

ings are more easily ventilated ; the coal

makes a better roof than fireclay or soft

slate. Experience has shown that when
such rocks (fireclay and soft slate") are

exposed to the mine air for any length

of time, they disintegrate very easily, con-

sequently the timbering of such a roof be-

comes an expensive item.

Developing a Basin

In developing a syncline or basin where

extensive mining is to be done, the method

commonly used is to drive two gangways
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and an airway between the gang\vays.

Breasts are turned off from both gangways

up tlie pitch; see Fig. 5. If the mine is

gassy, the gangways are made the intake

so that men and nuilcs working in the

haulage roads breathe, pure air and there

is less danger of a fire-damp explosion

;

also the two splits of air for this district

of the workings gives better protection to

the miners and laborers as there is less

smoke and sulphurous fumes from shot

firing.

When One Seam Overlies Another

When two seams are separated by a few

feet of slate or rock, taking down such

parting rock is expensive. The methods

used in mining under such conditions are

numerous: among the most noticeable,

ones, are: first, if the thickness of the

parting rock is from 3 to 7 ft. and the

upper seam is comparatively too thin to

be mined separately (see Fig. 6), the

breasts are driven in the lower vein first.

cal conditions, but when the inclination is

i-oniparatively uniform, the lifts are from

-50 to 350 ft. apart. The width of gang-

ways varies according to the character of

the roof, the thickness of the seam and

amount of refuse in the coal. If the vein

is more or less clean with a good roof

the width is 12 ft. An airway is driven

parallel to the gangway as in the flat-seam

workings. The airway width is from 6

to 10 ft., and a 25- to 3S-ft. pillar is left

between the airway and the gangway.

The chutes are from 6 to 8 ft. wide, and

are driven from the gangway every 40 to

60 ft., while the manway headings are

from 4 to 8 ft. wide and are opened in

the middle of every other pillar. The face

of the gangAvay is always 50 to 70 . ft.

ahead of the airway, so that when the

chute and heading men have driven up

the heading to the airway, they can start

a new chute without interfering with the

men driving the gang^vay. All the coal

mined in the airway is run down the chute

breasts are usually provided with one

chute, the end of which is projected into

the gangway at an elevation sufficiently

high to allow the mine cars to be placed

under it. A door is built at the end of the

chute, so as to keep the surplus coal in

the chute when the car is loaded. The

gob is sometimes piled on one side of the

breasts for skipping or robbing the pillars

in the future; in some cases the gob is

loaded out with the coal. The width of

the breasts for fairly good roof is from

24 to 34 ft. When the pitch is over 30

deg. the coal will slide without sheet iron,

but the refuse will come down with the

coal, on this account a different method is

sometimes used on such inclined seams.

Manw.ws and Chutes

When the seam is comparatively free

from impurities, the breast is driven up

with one chute from 30 to 35 ft., then it

is gradually widened out to its full width.

The chute is walled witlj planks a few

Alrwiiy

FIG 5

and as the workings in the lower vein pro-

gress, holes 3 to s f'. '1 diameter are

driven up from the lower workings every

35 to 40 ft. : thus the top coal is mined

with the lower measure. When the part-

ing rock is too thick, and the upper vein

can be mined by itself, then the system

used is to drive all chambers and gang-

ways over the corresponding workings in

the lower seam, or vice versa. The rea-

son for this method is self-cvideitt; the

strain of the pillars in the upper seam

is resisted by the pillars directly below

in the lower vein. Otherwise the pressure

of the upper pillar will shear the inter-

vening rock and results in a cave or a

general squeeze. This method is common-
ly used for seams separated by a .stratum

I? -4 than so ft. in thickness.

Working Pitchinc Seams

In working pitching seams, a series of

\iUi are turned off the slope; the distance

between any two lifts depends on the lo-

and the manway heading. A wheel-bar-

row is sometimes used to haul the coal to

the chute or heading. In order to avoid

using wheel-barrows the airway is started

from every other chute, and is driven in

both directions so that the airway men
may shovel the coal a maxinuuii distance

nf 20 to 25 ft. This method is not gen-

erally used if the mine is gassy. In case

the gangway gives off gas, a brattice is

sometimes built from the last heading to

a point sufficiently close to the face or a

fan boy may be employed to fan the air

from the foot of the last heading or chute

to the working face of the gangway. All

the headings are boarded up air-tight,

with man-holes 2x3 ft. in the middle.

When the pitch of the seam is from

14 to 30 deg., sheet iron is used on the

bottom of the breasts so as to aid the

movement of the loose coal, although coal

on a pitch less than 20 deg. will not slide

freely on sheet iron, consequently the

miners have to push the coal down. The

U i ^-^aole.o -

U / ;' 1; ,'; I

n ' '< I' ," 1

;
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FIG. 6

feet above the gangway, with an open-

ing in the middle 3x4 ft., through which

the supply of the coal is drawn. This

wall is locally known as a "battery." The
chute may be extended as the working

face advances, and be kept up to within

a few yards of the face. The manway is

built along the rib and is bratticed air-

tight, so as to send the current of air to

the face. The manner of building a chute

and manway depends on the thickness of

the seam, degree of purity of the seam,

character of the roof and pitch of the

vein.

If the scam contains a great deal of

refuse, the manway is generally used as

a chute, while the gob is piled up in the

center of the breast. The width of such a

manway varies from S to 8 ft., for a vein

8 ft. thick. For a thin seam with poor

roof and pitching less than 40 deg. the

breast is opened up by a single chute,

about 30 ft, long, and then the chamber

gradually widened out to the usual width.
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Tlic coal-way is made in the center of the

breast and is opened by two rows of props,

being 4 to 8 ft. apart, and the rows 3 to s

ft. apart. On one of these rows a brattice

is buih to send the air up to the workint;

face and this airway is used as a manway.

In thick seams on steep pitches, it has

been found impossible for the miners to

keep up to the working face as they have

nothing to stand on; hence it is necessary

either to build a platform in the face or

to leave the loose coal in the breast. If

the latter method is used then it is neces-

sary to provide nn arrangement to tap the

surplus coal from the breast. The loose

coal occupies about 70 per cent, more

space than the coal in solid, and the air-

way and n>anway occupy about 20 per

stock coal becomes very great ; on this ac-

count the battery must be built strong

enough to bear this pressure.

Haulage

The system of transportation used in

llai scam workings is similar to that used

in the pitch-workings. Planes and slopes

are generally useil both in pitch and flat

workings. Such haulage roads are usually

driven in the seam normal to the strike.

There are two kinds of planes in use,

namely gravity and engine planes. The

former is more extensively used as its

manipulation is very simple, furthermore,

its initial cost of installation and mainte-

nance is much smaller compared with the

latter. The necessary materials for a

—
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FIG. 7

cenL of the breast space, .--j that there is

So per cent, of breast for a coalway. The

timbering used in the breast depends on

the character of the roof. The manways

arc usually built of "Jugglers" or inclined

props, faced by 2- or 3-in. planks, and ar'2

made nearly air-tight so as to deflect the

air to the face of working. Fig. 7 shows

the general arrangement of props, chute,

and manway of such workings. In work-

ing a thick, steep pitching seam, as in the

Lehigh region of Pennsylvania, the chute

is driven up in the middle about 7 to 9 ft.

wide and 6 ft. high, for a distance of

about 30 ft., and after connection with the

adrway above, the breast is gradually wi-

dened to its full width. As the face of the

working place advances, the weight of the

Section Y-Y

gravity plane are few; they are, wire rope

twice the length of the plane plus about

150 ft., drum and rollers. The average rope

used for such service is plow-steel rope,

which has a very high tensile strength.

The diameter of the rope depends on the

weight of a trip which is usually from

two to five cars; assuming a trip made up

of five cars with 2yi tons burden per car,

and weight of each empty car J4 to"

that the total weight of the trip is 16%
tons, and if the plane has 17 deg. pitch,

the strain on the rope is 0.313 times the

weight of the trip or 5.09 tons. For this

purpose I- to ij^-in. rope is used. The
ropes generally in use have six strands,

a hemp center, and 19 wires to the strand.

The diameter of the drum at the head is

usually from '5 -to 7 ft. The track ar-

rangements at the head and foot of the

plane are very important as the economy

of the operation depends on the conven-

ience and the ease with which the cars

are handled. The width of the head and

foot of a plane is on an average about 18

ft. for two tracks, the center to center of

the two tracks is 7 ft., and the rails weigh

40 11>. per y(\. The grade at the head for

the loaded cars is from I to 2 per cent, in

favor of the load to the knuckle, which is

provided with a sulTicicntly large vertical

curve, the radius of which varies from a

few feet up to about 20 ft ; much depend-

ing on the wheel base of the car.<. The
gradi- for the empty track at the head is

usually the reverse of the loaded track so

that the empty cars will run in by gravity.

The track arrangements at the foot are

very much similar to those at the head,

hut the higher side of the road is used

for the loaded cars and the lower side

for empty cars.

Rock Planes

Rock planes arc usually driven to con-

nect upper seams. The pitch of such haul-

age roads varies from 10 to 18 deg., much

(U'pending upon the inclination and the

thickness of the intervening strata. The

dimensions of such rock work are usually

12 ft. wide and 7 ft. above the rail for

liight measured at right angles to the line

of the plane. A ditch 2 ft. at the top,

\>/2 ft. at the bottom and I'A ft. deep is

provided on one side of the plane so as

to protect the track in case the ujiper

vein makes water, see Fig. 8. Driving

-12- 1
\

MO

FIG. 8. STANDARD SECTION OF TUNNEL AND

ROCK 1-LANE

such rock work is usually done by con-

tract, and the cost per cubic yard de-

pends on local conditions; however, a

fair average cost in the anthracite coal-

field is about $3.50 per cu.yd. solid.

The Temperature ol Coke Ovens

Experiments have been conducted at

the Semet-Solvay coke ovens, belonging

to the Bridgewater collieries, Lancashire,

England, with a view of ascertaining the

temperatures of the charge. A Roberts-

Austen electrical pyrometer was used and

readings were taken of the temperature

in the exact center of the charge. From

the time the retort was charged, at i p.m.

until 10 p.m., the temperature did not rise

over 100 deg. C. The temperature then

rose by midnight to 200 deg. C. .^t i

a.m. it had risen to 350 deg. C. at 2 a.m.,

to 530 deg. C, at 3 a.m.. to 600 deg. C. at

4 a.m. to 700 deg. C, at 5 a.m. to 820 deg.

C, at 6 a.m. to 900 deg. C, and at 7 a.m.

to 920 deg. C. The increase during the

next four hours showed a slow rise to

1000 deg. C, at which time, 11 a.m., the

coke was discharged.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
IliiiiKnruns and halmns cause 85 per

ccut of the accidents in American coal

mines The Welsh miners are charged

with only 5 per cent, of the mishaps.

For a gravity plane having a heaN-j-

pitch, it is often l)est to use a pair of

drums and a pair of ropes so that each

trip can be kept under perfect control

with the brake. For a plane with a light

pitch a single rope can be used ; it should

be given one turn upon the bull wheel.

The best grade for mule haulage varies

from 1 to 2 per cent, in favor of the load.

If the haulwny has less than a i per cent,

grade, which is not sutTicicnt for drainage,

the road beoimes sluggish, and conse-

quently the frictional resistance is in-

creased ; also the wear and tear of the

rails and wheels, and as a consequence the

cost of maintenance are greater.

The chances of explosions in a gassy

mine are greatly reduced by dividing the

air current into t\vo or more splits. The

return air from each split should be di-

rectly discharged into the main return

airway. By this system of ventilation the

gases generated in one portion of the mine

do not pass into another portion, but are

carried out at otKe to the main return.

In operating compressed-air engines the

air should be brought in from some place

cool and free from dust, preferably out-

side of the engine room. The engineer

should be cautious in running the com-

pressor not to feed an unnecessary amount

of oil ii'to the air cylinders, as it is wasted

and tends to clog up the air-incake valves

and interfere with the proper oferation of

the compressor.

The deepest diamond bore hole in the

world was put down near Leipzig, Ger-

many. The object of the hole was to

prospec! for coal. The hole attained the

great depth of 5790 ft. At the surface the

diametir of the hole was 6 in. and at the

bottom it decreased to less than I in. The

total length of rorfs weighed 20 tons. It

took 10 hours to take the rods apart and

pat them together again.

Experience has shown that the wires

carrying a current of electricity from the

power house to the shaft should be in-

coiated with weather proof material, and

far underiground work where a better

quality of insulation is required, rubber-

covered wire shrrtild l)c used. For high-

tension lines, the usual practice is to use

tiare wires and insulate them with porce-

bin insulators. Ordinary weather-proof

insulators give no prtKection for inside

work where high pressures are used.

The cost of installing a compressed-air

plant is about the same as that of an

electric plant of the same rated capacity,

but the advocates of compressed air claim

that the operating cost is lower than elec-

tricity. It is also stated that renewals

and repairs with compressed air arc less

and that the plant lasts longer than any

other system. It saves the cost of in-

surance charges. Also air leakage is less

dangerous than electric leakage; com-

pressed air helps mine ventilation, and so

materially increases the safety of mines.

In using small sizes of anthracite cwal

for generating steam, the economy, and

consequently the efficiency of the plant,

depends largely upon the kind of grate

used in the boiler. Pin-hole grates, hav-

ing round holes about Ji in. diameter,

which have 10 per cent, air space, have

been successfully used with forced draft.

A grate bar of the herring-bone type, hav-

ing an air space ^ in. in width, is well

adapted for burning buckwheat coal, and

is usually used both with forced blast and

natural draft. The bar usually gives over

30 per cent, of air space, which is ade-

quate.

.\lmost all anthracite collieries are pro-

vided with fire protection by having water

pipe lines laid underground in the yard.

The size of pipes varies from 2 to 4 in.,

sometimes being even larger. Fire hy-

drants are connected to the lines at con-

venient places. They are easily closed as

the cut-off valve gradually reduces the

flow of water. The valve should close

against the pressure so as to avoid the

hammer of the water and prevent leak-

age. Valve rubbers of the best quality

should be used. The drip ^rod should be

at the side of the hydrant stand-pipe and

independent of the stem. The hydrants

are usually bronze mounted at all bearing

parts.

The Karharbari colliery of India has

adopted the following method of mining

coal : A modification of the pillar system

is used, as the roof is of hard sandstone,

and the workings are divided into dis-

tricts. The gangways and the main levels

are driven first to the e-xtremity of each

district, then the coal is mined back toward

the shaft in sections. When the pillars

are robbed, the strong sandstone roof

gives way in very heavy falls ; at times

an acre in area and 30 to 40 ft. in thick-

ness. Such falls create tremendous blasts

of wind, which blow out doors and stop-

pings. When there is an indication of

such a fall, all operations are suspended

until all is quiet again.

The point of the pick used in soft coal

mining is a very important factor in the

production of coal. A sharp-pointed pick

should never be used in mining soft, foli-

ated coal, as it will sink deep and become

firmly wedged in the vein and require

great exertion to loosen it after each

blow. A pick with a blunt point should

be used for such coal. For hard and brit-

tle coal containing many sulphur balls, a

sharp pick gives the best results. In min-

ing coal with a pick, the stroke of the pick

should be in the plane of the stratification,

and the work should be started from the

bottom.

The use of coal cutters in Great Britain

does not progress very fast, and only a

small proportion of the coal -s won by

this means. In the Staffordshire coal-

lield, usually known as the "Black Coun-

try," there were 30 machines in work

during 1906 as compared with 26 in the

prevous year. These were distributed

among 10 collieries. The other collieries

in this district, amountirig to 428, were

entirely without machine cutters. In the

north of England, which includes the

coalfields of Cumberland, Newcastle and

Durh.ini, there were altogether 210 coal

cutters at work at the end of 1906, an in-

crease of 59 during the year. In these

districts the proportion of coal won by

cutters to that won by hand labor is only

about 3 per cent. The variety of cutters

in use is considerable, about ;o different

types being in vogue. The motive power

is divided about equally between com-

pressed air and electricity.

Experience has shown that buckwheat

coal contains twice as much ash as egg.

The average ash content is' from 75^ to 15

per cent. It has been found that in a

boiler of good design 3.6 lb. of egg or 4

lb. of buckwheat coal will develop one

boiler horse-power; about it per cent,

more buckwheat is needed to make the

same amount of steam. In burning buck-

wheat a denser and more compact bed of

fuel is formed than when the larger sizes

of coal are used, and in order to force the

air for combustion through this bed a

greater suction or pressure is required. If

natural draft is used the bight of the

chimney becomes an important- factor.

Draft depends upon the size of the fuel

used, the manner of firing and the quan-

tity of ash produced. In general the fol-

lowing figures indicate draft in inches of

water at the damper : 0.3 in. draft per to

lb. of fuel per square foot ot grate per

hour; 0.45 in. for 15 lb. : 0.73 in. for 20 lb.

:

TOO in. draft for 25 lb. of fuel.
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" The Mineral Industry
"

I iiK .MiN£KAi. Industry, Vol. XV, cov-

ering llu- c.ilcndar ycir 1906, is now on

iho press, au<\ barring unforeseen acci-

ilenis in tlie press-room and bindery, the

lioi'k will be issued about July 31. This

will be earlier than for many years. In-

deed, in respect to promptness the forth-

coming volume is expected to beat the

best on record in the history of the pub-

lication. Certain of the early volumes ap-

peared a little earlier in the year, but in

their cases the editorial work was begun

nuicli earlier and was completed much

earlier than in the case of Vol. XV. This

necessitated going to press before the sta-

tistics of many important metals and min-

eral substances in foreign couiUries wcr^

available. In order to give "The Mineral

Industry" the ma.>cimum of completeness

in those particulars, it was considered best

this year to defer the end of the editorial

work until May 3}. The editorial work

was completed on that date, as planned,

and the reading of the final proofs was

sufficiently advanced to enable printing to

be begun June 20. The book will have

about 950 pages and in the coinprehen-

siveness of its scope is as elaborate as any

of its predecessors. .\s in the case of

Vol. XIV, the forthcoming volume is be-

ing printed directly from the type, where-

fore there will be no reprinting after the

first edition has been exhausted.

Copper at the Mid-year

.\t the end of the first six months of

1Q07 the situation in the copper market

, may be summed up as follows

:

(i). The constrmers who ceased buy-

ing three or four months ago are still out

of the market. Whereas, at the begin-

ning of last March they still considered it

necessary to contract for their require-

ments three or four months ahead, since

that time they have not considered it

necessary to pursue the same policy. Ob-

viously this manifests a great change in

sentiment. In the meanwhile the pro-

ducers have been filling their contracts

for delivery, and with the beginning of

July in general all coirtracts have been

completed. Of course, there are some

running irto July, but on the other hand

there is still unsold some June produc-

tion, and even some May production. .\t

the beginning of the year there was

about 8.000,000 lb. cf refined copper in the

hands of the principal refiners. 'Ihcir

stock 'is now surely larger, and will in-

crease so long as the consumers remain

out of the market. It is evident now, as

was surmised a month ago, that last

spring many important consumers over-

bought. This is manifested by the re-

sales that have been made by them, by

iheir requests to delay delivery, and by

their ability to remain out of the market

after July has begun.

(2). M the beginning of the year, the

statistical position was extraordinarily

strong, .^t the mid-year it is uncertain

what the statistical position really is. It

is claimed that the American production

has decreased, but the statistics upon

which such claims are made arc pure

guesswork. Anyway, the domestic pro-

duction is only one factor (true it is the

largest factor) in determining market

conditions, inasmuch as .\merican refin-

ers produce a large amount of copper

from imported material. In 1906 the pro-

duction of domestic mines was 917,620,000

lb., while the production of the principal

refiners was about 1,165,000,000 lb. By

the "principal refiners" we mean those

whose business is chiefly the treatment of

the crude product of the mines. How-

ever, they produce also a considerable

quantity of copper by the retreatment of

old material. There are als3 many small

refiners, whose business is confined to the

retreatment of old material, which in the

aggregate produce a large amount of

marketable copper, that never figures in

statisrics. In the absence of complete

statistics as to the refined product, esti

mates of consumption and the general

statistical position are at the best only

rough approximations.

(3.). Complete statistics af the imports

and exports of copper are as yet avail-

able only for the first five months of the

year. These show an increase in the im-

ports of 27,883,500 lb., which is greater

than any claim as to the diminution in the

rate of domestic production. On the other

hand, exports have decreased 43,572,500

lb., as compared with the corresponding

period of 1906. This falling off is exag-

gerated because of the strike of long-

shoremen at Xew York in May. where-

fore the exports in that month were un-

usually small, while the experts in June

have been rather large because of the

shipmem of copper that was delayed irt

May. However, even after making this

allowance, the exports of copper show a.
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dcv-ukd lalling o(F in 1907 as compared

with 1906. It is highly unlikely that con-

sumption in the United States has ex-

panded this year, as compared with last,

to an extent thiit would take care of the

increased supply.

(4). It is evident, liientorc, tli.ii ai

capital that is required to carry on busi- troubles, five miners charged with theft

ness at the greatly enhanced prices for of ore having recently been convicted.

Like the sons of highly esteemed parents

who go wrong, the "high graders" of

Cobalt have gone very wrong. It has not

commodities.

The Steel-rail Problem

The agitation for the improvement in

the mid y<ar the statistical position of the quality of steel rails has come quickly

copper is not so strong as it was at the

been sufficient to steal the ore for the

bullion which it will yield, but it has been

found more profitable to sell .'l to "pro-

beginning of the year, nor is it so strong

in Europe, where recent market condi-

tions have been somewhat similar to

those in the United States. James Lewis

& Son, in their last statistical circular re-

port the consumption in Great Britain

during the first five months of 1907 as

18.030 long tons against 28,919 in the cor-

responding period of 1906; in France, 22,-

168 against 24.728; in Germany (consump-

tion of foreign copper only')

against 38.804.

(5). As to the market price develop-

ments are still uncertain. The whole

world is awaiting the breaking of the

deadlock which has existed in .\Tnerica.

to a head. \ meeting of railway officials moters" for salting worthless claims,

and steel manufacturers was held last upon which companies can be incorporated

jvcek at which the matter was discussed, and paper certificates sold to unsuspecting

No decision was reached, but it is evident "investors." In this way the proceeds of

that both parties are in earnest about stolen ore are immensely multiplied.

correcting the defect which is conceded Truly, it has remained for Cobalt to de-

to exist. The chief question seems to be velop the art of "high grading" to the

how much more should the railways _be maximum of its possibilities. In corn-

called upon to pay for dmproved rails,

conforming to the Pennsylvania specifi-

cations. It is argued that such rails will

36,225 be 10 to 20 per cent, more costly than the

present ones, but should that advance be

made upon the present price for rails.

blunging the price for the new rails up to

$32 or $33 per ton, or should the steel

manufacturers recognize that they are al-

pariso with the Cobalt experts in this art

the high-graders of Cripple Creek, Gold

field and Kalgoorlie look like children.

An Unusual Hoisting Accident

The precautions to be taken in connec-

tion with the hoisting engines in mines

cannot be too great. At the Beldon Col-

The selling of the production in .\merica ready realizing an enormous advance upon
jj^j.^,^ ^^^^j. Newcastle-on-Tyne, England,

and the buying of the major portion ol

the consumption are both very much con-

centrated. The question is upon what

basis the big producers and big consum-

ers will agree for the business that must

ineWtably be done in the near future.

There has been recently a concerted effort

to hold up the price, to which the big con-

sumers ( who are really the big manufac-

the actual manufacturing cost and agree
^ sgrjoyj accident happened owing to the

to furnish something better for the same engineman following the mechanical in-

moncy, or only a small advance? stincts of long habit. The shafts at the

It is very opportune that Prof. Henry ^gUJery were being altered, and a tem-

M. Howe is able to present his views po^ary arrangement was made whereby

upon the steel-rail problem, which is by another shaft was used for bringing the

all means the leading metallurgical ques- ^^^ ^,p 3,.,^ down. It happened that at

tion of the day, in the present issue of the
jj^g engine, temporarily in use for this

JouRN.^L. Professor Ho\ve is strongly of purpose, steam was shut off by pushing

turcrs, not the consumers') arc apparently the opinion that the quality of the steel ^^^ [g^gp away from the operator, where-

not loathe, providing they can see that the rails can be greatly improved by cutting
^^ ;„ jj^^ engine which had been form-

ultimate consimiers will take their goods off a larger end of the ingot and altering
g^]y ;„ use for 20 years, the cut-oflf was

at the high prices which must be asked, the design of the rail section. It is im- effected by pulling it forward. After 20

So it is really upon the ultimate consum- portant to observe that the ideas of the

ers, and the general condition of trade engineers who have prepared the Penn-

and finance, that the future of the market sylvania specifications are essentially in

line with Professor Howe's recommenda

tions. Professor Howe presents the va-

rious phases of the problem in an ex-

tremely lucid manner, and bis article will

be sure to attract wide attention.

I

depends. Concerted action on the part of

the large producers may artificially sus-

tain prices for a while, but they cannot do

so in the long run if the ultimate con-

sumers will not pay. .\ccimiulation of

stocks means interest charges which soon-

er or later force disposal of the stocks for

what they will bring. At present the gen-

eral feeling in trade is more optimistic

than it was a little while ago, and we

may possiUy see an upward turn in cop-

per, but the general trend of price for all

the metals is likely to be downward. Set-

tlement to a more conservative basis will

not be regretted, because the financial

troubles that have lately disturbed the

markets both here and abroad, are due

in no %mM degree to the largely increased

years of one practice, it is not to be

wondered that the operator one day in

a fit of absent mindedness pulled the lever,

and brought steam to full-on, .so causing

a serious case of overwinding.

"High-grading" at Cobalt

Cobalt has heretofore had the com-

mendable reputation of being a moral min-

ing camp. There have been no saloons

or gambling rooms, and the evil of "high

grading." which has troubled Cripple

Creek, Goldfield, and oilier places where

the ore is exceptionally rich, has been re-

markably absent, although considerable of

the ore of Cobalt is semi-bullion. Now,

however. Cobalt is having its high-grading

.Apropos of the project to effect a com-

bination of the iron and steel manufac-

turers of Great Britain, similar to those

existing in the United States and Ger-

many, the London correspondent of the

Evening Post makes a reinark which

speaks volumes. He says, concluding his

report : "It is pointed out that it is most

difficult to complete such a combination in

England, as it is necessary to make public

all deals in referring them to the share-

holders of the various companies." If

that had been required by American cor-

poration laws, we wonder how many of

our present trusts would have been born "'
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Preservation of Mine Timber

1 have read with interest the article in

your issue of May 4 on the preservation

of mine timber from decay, taken from a

lecture delivered by John M. Nelson,

of Pottsville.

It seems almost a pity that when ex-

periments are being made to determine the

cflTect of certain preservatives on the life

of timber, in most instances only two or

three of the accepted methods of treat-

ment are tested. Hardly a month passes

without some new method being patented

or introduced to public notice. The ma-
jority of these are adaptations of earlier

inventions, though many present features

which it would be well worth the while

of large timber users to investigate.

One of the most important discoveries

in regard to timber preservation has been

a treatment with the by-products of sugar

refineries ; sugar, being a simple, stable

carbohydrate, is incapable, in the absence

of soluble nitrogenous of nourishing sep-

tic organisms. In solution it has a some-
what higher boiling point than water, and
it has been demonstrated in this country

that it possesses greater power of diffu-

sion through wood than water only, much
of the sugar absorbed cannot be parted

from the tissues of the wood although it

is not visible under a microscope either as

crystals or as drops of syrup ; chemical

analysis, however, proves its presence. Its

high boiling point gives it a penetrating

power which enables the pressure neces-

sary for so many other processes to be

dispensed with, and owing to the fact that

sugar possesses a distinct affinity for

wood, substances of an antiseptic and in-

sect-destroying character can be carried

into the wood by being dissolved in the

saccharine solution in which the wood is

treated.

Impregnation

The illustrations and figures you give,

of the different degrees of impregnation

obtained by treating wood with creosote

under pressure and in open tanks, is most
instructive. The fact, however, remaiiis

that if wood is to be efficiently preserved

against decay and insects it must be per-

meated with the preservative employed.

No mineral oil has a sufficient affinity for

wood, nor have the ordinary timbers, in

use for mining purposes, sufficiently ab-

sorbativc powers to secure complete im-

pregnation without the application of

vacuum or pressure. In the case of the

Powell process, the name given to the sac-

charine treatment of vsouu, no pres>ure or

vacuum is necessary. E.xp?riments to date

show that Powellized wood is absolutely

proof against any form of fungoid
growths and by a slight addition to the so-

lution can also be rendered immune from
insect attack.

Another point worth considering is that

any timber can be Powellized immediately

it is felled, and the plant being of a sim-

ple inexpensive character can be erected

where culling operations are in progress,

and from lime to time shifted further into

ihe forest. The boiling drives out the

air from the wood, as well as the moisture

which is in the sap, while the saccharine

matter in the solution coagulates the al-

bumen of the sap, thereby retaining all

its most valuable qualities. For mine

work little or no artificial drying is sub-

sequently necessary. E. H. Scammell.

London, May 31, 1907.

The Vanning Assay for Tin

Ores

In dealing with Cornish methods gen-

erally, a recent contribution to your cor-

respondence columns specially singled the

.above out for criticism, alleging that only

some 75 per cent, of the tin actually

present could be obtained by this method.

.•\s this opinion is not uncommonly held

in some circles it may be of interest if

I furnish some extracts from a paper re-

cently contributed to the Camborne
St'liool of Mines Magazine by Ernest

Terrell, then assayer at Glitters United,

and now manager of the Stormsdown
and Owlacombe tin and arsenic mines.

Made up samples were used, the matrix

materials having been previously analyzed

for tin and found pure in that respect.

Sample No. I, all through 30, none

through 120 mesh : Silica, 40 per cent.

;

iron oxides, 25 per cent. ; mispickel, 15

per cent. ; iron pyrites, 10 per cent. ; cop-

per pyrites, 8 per cent. ; tin oxide, 2 per

cent. Tin oxide recovered by vanning.

1.92 per cent., equivalent to 96 per cent

recovery

Sample No. 2, all through 150 mesh

:

Silica, 50 per cent.; mispickel, 10 per cent.

;

iron oxides, 35 per cent.: copper pyrites,

3 per cent. ; tin o.xide. 2 per cent. Tin

oxide recovered by vanning. 1.887 Pf
cent., equivalent to 94.35 per cent, re-

covery.

Sample No. 3. all sulphides roasted be-

fore vanning: Iron pyrites, 60 per cent.;

copper pyrites, 15 per cent. ; mispickel, 23

per cent ; tui uxhJl, j per cent. Im oxide

recovered by vanning, 1.90 per cent., equi-

valent to 95 per cent, recovery.

Pests on natural samples were also

made with the following results, the

chemical assay employed as a check be-

ing the hydrogen reduction method

:

Tin ( ) \ I iiK.

'"^An'^.'yHir
B.V V.nnln,. B«c„v.r,.

So. 1.

No. 'i.

.

No. 3.

.

I

Analyi

4.MS
O.M?„
O.MS

<.01".,

0.10%

W.I54

While the above figures, and others

with which I will not trouble you, as

ihey are readily accessible to anyone in-

terested in the question, speak highly for

the assay by vanning, there is no doubt

(hat a really rapid, accurate, and easy

chemical method is j;reatly needed. It

is not generally known that native tin

oxide can be reduced by acting upon it

with hydrochloric acid in the presence of

zinc (or of magnesium, aluminum, or

other high potential metals) ; but un-

fortunately the reduction is never com-
plete, some oxide always obstinately re-

sisting attack. I have found that reduc-

tion is assisted by allowing the hydro-

gen evolved to accumulate under pres-

sure, and would suggest further experi-

ment along this line by anyone setting

nut to solve the problem.

R. T. Hancock.
School of Mines,

Camborne, Cornwall, Eng.,

May 22. 1007.

Fluorspar

.Attached we send you a cutting from

the JoLitNAL with regard to production of

fluorspar. We are sorry that you have

overlooked the fact that we are the larg-

est producers of fluorspar, even above

that of the United States, as you state it.

With regard to the use of I'uorspar in

the melting furnace, we may say that the

merits of this are quite understood ; and,

as you say, the joint use of fluorspar and
limestone in the foundry is superior to

limestone alone. As to the cost being

high, we cannot qyite agree with you, in-

asmuch as it takes a small quantity only,

and does a large amount of work for the

money. There is no saving, but an ab

solute loss in comparison, when using

limestone alone.

Gecrge G. Blackweu., Sons & Co.

Liverpool, England, June 7, 1907.
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G. K. Alexander has left Denver, Colo.,

to take charge of a copper property at

Sparta, Oregon.

John Fritz was given the honorary de-

gree of doctor of science by Stevens In-

stitute of Technology on June 13.

VV. J. Parker, of New York, has gone to

Coluill. Ont., to take charge of a property

owned by N'cu York capitalists.

VV. R. Todd, president of the Quincy

Mining Company, has been in the Lake

district inspecting the properly of the

company.

J. R Finlay, mining engineer, of New

York, is at joplin. Mo., where he will

be engaged on professional business for

about a month.

F. X. Ciosselin, of Dawson, has been ap-

pt^inted gold commissioner for Yukon ter-

ritory. Canada, in place of E. C. Ser.kler,

appointed legal adviser for the Yukon.

B B. Thayer, assistant to President

H. H. Rogers, of the .Amalgamated Cop-

per Company, has gone to Butte to in-

spect the mines and smelters and prop-

erty in general belonging to that company.

E. Pwight Kendall, of New York, has

been in the zinc district of north

.\rkansas. on professional business, and is

now at Bartlesville, in the oil district of

the Indian Territory.

E. Lindeman, under instructions from

the Dominion department of mines,

Ottawa, has begun an investigation of the

iron-ore resources of Vancouver island

and neighboring islands, British Colum-

bia.

John E. Rothwcll. metallurgical en-

cireer for the Colorado Iron Works

Company, of Denver. Colo., is at Inde,

Durango. Mexico, where he is erecting a

concentration and cyanide plant for the

Inde Gold Mining Company.

Herbert Carmichacl, provincial assayer

and assistant to the provincial mineralo-

gist of British Columbia, has been de-

puted to make a reconnaissance of the

country- tril utary to -Mberni, west coast

of Vancouver island. His party includes

three assistants for survey and topograph-

ical work.

Andrew N. Fairlie, chemist with the

Tennessee Copper Company, Copper Hill,

Tenn.. has been elected secretary of the

.American Brass Founders" Association, a

recently organized association which will

have a co-fiperative relation to the Amer-

ican Foundrymcn's .Association and will

hold its annual convention at the same

time and place.

E. J. McCaustland. for the past five

years assistant professor of mining and

suri-eying in Cornell University, has been

appointed Professor of Mining Engineer-

inn in the University of .Alabama at

Tuscaloosa. .Mr. McCaustland lias

many years experience in the practice of

bis profession as a civil and mining en-

gineer and his work as a tcaclu-r has been

very successful.

\V. R. Ingalls, editor of the Journ.\l,

intends to leave New York, July 3. for a

Western trip, in the course of which he

will visit Denver, Salt Lake City and ad-

jacent mining ami smehing districts, sev-

eral of the mining districts of Nevada,

San Francisco, the Coeur d'Alene, and

Birtte, Mont. He will return to New

York nlx)ut the end of .August.

Obituary

to laboratories and m excursion to Put-

in-Bay Island by boat.

Mining Association for Mexico—Ac-

cording to reports from Torreon a con-

stitution is being drawn up for the for

niation of an association of mining men

in Mexico, the matter to be acted upon at

the meeting of geologists in Mexico City

within a few weeks. The association will

follow the lines of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. Among those

active in the movement are: Jose Maria

Garza .Adalpc, Torreon
; Juan D. Valler-

ello, and Jose J. Reynoso, Mexico City;

J. Navarro, Guadalajara; and F. Puente,

Sinaloa.

Orange J. Salisbury, of Salt Lake City,

mine owner and director of various cor-

porations, died in New York, June 18.

He was born in BufTalo in 1844 and was

one of the pioneers of the Rocky Moun-

tain region. With his brother Monroe

and J. T. Gilmer he operated lines of stage

coaches in the West before the days of

the railroads. Mr. Salisbury held large

interests in the Homestake mine and in

other properties in Idaho. L^tah and Ne-

vada.

Industrial \

Societies and Technical Schools

Engineering School of Colorado Col-

lege—Gen. W. J. Palmer has presented

this institution with the sum of $12,000

to be expended upon additional equipment

for the engineering laboratories fcJr

senior work.

University of West Virginia—.At the

.•mnual commencement on June 20 it was

announced that the board of regents had

decided to establish a chair of minirg en-

gineering. Work in the new department

will begin next fall.

American Society of Civil Engineers—
The annual convention of the American

Society of Civil Engineers will be held in

Mexico City from July 8 to 20. It is ex-

pected that about 140 members will leave

St. Louis on a special train July 4 for

Mexico City. Many interesting side trips

have been planned.

American Mining Congress—This or-

ganization has issued the call for its tenth

annual session, which will be held at Jop-

lin, Mo., November 11-16. 1907. James F.

Callbreath, Jr., Denver, Colorado, is the

secretary of the Congress, and Clay

Gregory, of Joplin, Mo., is the secretary

of the local executive committee.

Society for the Promotion of Engineer-

ing Education—Hk fifteenth annual

meeting will be held in the Rockefeller

Physical Laboratory, Case School of Ap-

plied Sciences, Cleveland, Ohio, July I

to 3. Headquarters will be at Hotel

Euclid, and in addition to a program con-

taining more than 20 technical papers and

entertainment features there will be visits

I he Bucyrus Company, Milwaukee,

Wis., with its Philadelphia agent has es-

tablished an office in New York in the

Singer Building, Broadway and Liberty

street, under the management of James

M. Reed.

Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N. J., has opened a sub-office in the Co-

lumbus Savings and Trust Company build-

ing in Columbus, O. The office will be in

charge of C. W. Cross, formerly of the

Cleveland office.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., issues weekly a list

of new and used rails and track supplies

of light and heavy section and of the tee

and girder type, as well as a list of nar-

row- and standard-gage and geared loco-

motives.

Cephas Whitney, of Demarara, British

Guiana, is fitting up si.x launches equipped

with lo-h.p. double-cylinder Mietz & Weiss

marine oil engines of the tunnel pro-

peller type, especially designed for the

shallow rivers of the interior. He recently

covered 285 miles on the Massaruni river

to the gold and diam.ond fields in a motor

boat equipped with an engine of the same

type.

Trade Catologs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park,

Mass. Folder, illustrated, paper, 35^x6

inches.

.American Locomotive Company, New
York City. Eight Wheel Type Passenger

Locomotives. Pp. 60, illustrated, paper,

6x9 inches.

Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. Bulletin No. 1513. Christensen

Portable Air Compressor. Pp. 4, illus-

trated, paper, Sxioj^ in. ; April, 1907.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufact-

uring Company," Pittsburg, Penn. In-

dustrial Series No. 13,101. Electrical
.

Equipment at the Hornell Shops of the

Erie Railroad. Pp. 24, illustrated, paper,

6x9 inches.
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Special Correspondence trom Mining Centers

News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

June 26—The saloon keeper of llayJcn

Hill, Lassen county, wlio sued the Lassen

Mining Company of that place for $5000

dainancs because the company refused to

employ men who visited the saloon, failed

in his suit before the Superior Court.

Meantime the company closed down its

mine and 75 or 80 men lost their jobs. As

it is the main support of the little camp of

Hayden Hill, the matter was of some lo-

cal importance. The mining company

protested against a license being issued to

the saloon, and offered to reimburse the

county for all losses sustained. It be-

came a question l)etween a small saloon

which produced nothing and built up

nothing, and a mining company employ-

ing 80 men and which has paid $500,000

in the past five years for wages. The su-

per\isors decided in favor of the saloon,

and the mining company closed down its

plant and mine. Then the saloon-keeper

sued the company, alleging personal ani-

mosity, but he has lost his suit. In the

meantime the company is opening a new

mine in Nevada county, having become

disgusted with its treatment in Lassen

county.

At a meeting last week of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Anti-Debris As-

sociation, the committee on dredge mining

reported that the dredge miners' associa-

tion of Oroville had agreed to landlock

their dredges as required by the associa-

tion. At the present time no damage is

being done, but the committee decided

that if the land-locking was not com-

pleted, in compliance with the under-

standing, before next winter, legal pro-

ceedings would be commenced to enjoin

the further operation of the dredges.

The Msrysville Dredging Company has

incorporated, with Robt. E. Cranston as

manager, and the following directors : T.

L. Livermore, president ; Bulkeley Wells,

vice-president ; S. L. Ames, F. H. Hamil-

ton, L. A. Shaw and J. P. Snook. The
stock to be issued represents shares paid

for in property owned by those now mem-
bers of the corporation. The company
owns 1200 acres of dredge mining land

six miles east of Marysville on the Yuba
river, a machine shop, two dredges, etc.

The company has heretolorc been known
as the Marysville Gold Dredging Com-
pany, but it was not then incorporated.

A. B. Strock is the superintendent in

charge of operations.

The Folsom Development Company, R.

G. Hanford, manager, has succeeded not-

withstanding opposition from "the out-

Miie" in getting numerous signer-, to the

petition for dredging out the uiuiscd and

ungraded streets on the edge of the town

of Folsom. The fact is that the opera-

tions of this company are so important

to the town that there would be little to

do there were it to suspend operations.

.\ graded street will be given to the town

in return for those dug up.

The Trinity County Development As-

sociation is actively engaged in promoting

the mining interests of that section, and

in advertising them. This is one of the

great gravel mining counties of California

;:nd has large quartz interests also. The

largest hydraulic mine in the world is

operated within its borders. Not one-

tenth of the gravel deposits have as yet

been exploited and th;rc is no law against

hydraulic mining as there is in most other

parts of the State.

Thompson Brothers, who have been

working under lease the old Walker mine

in Old Diggings, Shasta county, are re-

moving the pumps, hoist, etc., to the Idle-

wild mine at Georgetown, El Dorado

county, which they have also leased. The

Idlewild was a famous producer in its

day, but work has been stopped on it for

a long time. Thompson Brothers worked

in the mine years ago and are well posted

as to the conditions.

.•\t Grass Valley, the leading gold-pro-

ducing camp of California, miners, car-

men and machine-men are in demand and

are being advertised for. This shortage

of miners in the district has not happened

for years. The present condition of af-

fairs may be largely traced to the exodus

which took place to Goldfield and other

camps some time ago. There are more

than a hundred houses vacant in the town.

Siskiyou county surveyors are "viewing

out" the line for a new wagon road con-

necting the present county road on Horse

Creek with the Blue Ledge copper camp,

on the summit of the Siskiyou mountains.

Several hundred men are working in the

Joe Creek country, and several large mines

are being developed. .-Ml this trade has

gone into Oregon, while the mining camp

is in California. .\ .good road, with an

easy grade, is to be built, and an effort

made to divert this trade, or a part of it,

into Siskiyou county.

At Grass Valley, sufficient ore has beert

promised the promotion committee to con-

struct the advertising monument on the

line of the railroad at Colfax. In the

center of the monument a tablet will be

placed to contain the names %^i the mines

from which the ore was contributed. It

is proposed also to ask the supervisors for

peruns.Mun tu rchhjvc the county ore cab-

inet to the Stale .Mining Bureau in the

Ferry Building at San Francisco for ad-

vertising purpcises.

Salt Lake City

June 23—The ore and bullion settle-

ments reported last week amounted t-

$470,800. This, however, does not repre-

sent the value of all the ore handled by

the Salt Lnke valley smelters during the

period stated.

The articles of incorporation of the Sil-

ver King Coalition Mines Company have

lx;en filed. The organizafion is the cul-

mination of the transaction in which the

consolidation of the Silver King, and a

number of other Park City mines are in-

volved. F. Augustus Heinze is supposed

to be a leading spirit in this enterprise.

Former United States Senator Thomas

Kearns is mentioned as manager.

The ore shippers of the Tintic mining

district have been granted lower freight

rates on ore shipped to Salt Lake valley

smelters. Heretofore, freight charges

have been gaged by the "gross" valuation

of the ore. Beginning July i, the rail-

roads will charge $1.10 on ores netting $5

and under $10 a ton; $1.25, $10 to $15 a

ton
; $2.25. $15 to $20 a ton ; $2.50. $20 to

$50 a ton. and $3 a ton on ore netting over

$50 a ton.

The State board of equalization lias

made a ruling requiring leasers of mines

to pay a bullion tax in accordance with

the provisions of a law passed at the last

session of the legislature.

Denver

June 28—The Tomboy mines at Tellu-

ride are making a fine record and when

for the fiscal year ending June 30, the

sum of $562,500 will have been paid in

dividends, the total paid out for that pur-

pose since 1896 being nearly $2,200,000.

The percentage of extraction :s expected

to be raised still more and $100,000 has

been set apart by the directors for further

experiments in that direction.

The Northern Colorado Power Com-

pany has commenced supplying electric

current to Boulder and vicinity and will

shortly also supply the districts in the en-

tire northern portion of Colorado.

The Copper Price Mining and Smelting

Company, operating in the Red Gulch dis-

trict, west of Cafion City, has made a ship-

ment to the United States Smelting Com-

pany, the result being over 30 per cent,

copper, besides some silver.

For the second time the Union Pacific
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and holding companies arc in difficulties

with the United States authorities with re-

gard to titles to coal lands. The Govern-

ment has begun suit for the recovery of a

large area in HorsctJiicf canon, Wyoming,
alleging that the agents of th.: company
have secured title by fraud. William D.

Cornish, of New Jersey, vice-president of

the Union Pacific, and Dyer O. Clark, gen-

eral manager of the Union Pacilic Coal

Company, are among the defendants. This

suit will be tried before Judge Riner at

Cheyenne.

Superintendent Frank M. Downer and

Harry Tarbell, coiner of the Denver mint,

have been .'^uinmoncd to Washington.

Nearly .?oo men arc at present employed

on the great reservoir project of the Cen-

tral Colorado Power Company in Boulder

canon. The reservoir will contain 520,-

000,000 cu.ft. of water. A pipe line will be

constructed to a second reservoir near

Magnolia, whence two miles of steel pipe,

able to stand 3, pressure of 800 lb. to the

square inch, will carry the water to the

power plant, nearly 2000 ft. below in the

caiion.

The spelter output of the Colorado

mines during 1906 was over <)^,ooo tons,

valued at $5495,900, of which the Lead-

ville district alone produced about four-

fifths.

Duluth

June 29— Discoveries of iron ore on the

Mesabi range have been considerably

larger this year than was to have been

expected, considering how thoroughly the

range has been prospected and how scarce

expert drill rumiers now arc. It is pos-

sible that the finds of the year may equal

the year's shipments; if they do not, it

will be the first season since the Mesabi
became a factor in the market that they

have not done so. If work now under
way west of the Mississippi river is suc-

cessful finds of the year may considerably

exceed shipments. Much of the work of

this season is west of the river, and ex-

plorers are getting to the borders of Cass
county, where there are absolutely no
surface indications of the strike of the

range. Indeed, there are none worth
mentioning at any point west of the Mis-
sissippi. The fact that the Mesabi forma-
tion docs so disappear below a level sur-

face of drifts extending many miles north

and south, has made explorers very chary

of expending much time and money in

•t. And not only is the work
in the dark, but it is gener-

Icd that ores to be found will

the highly concentrated char-

acter of the central and eastern Mesabi,
but will partake more of the character

of those near the river on the east, where
development on a large scale has been

carried on for the past year or so, and
the Oliver Iron Mining Company is

spending many millions of dollars in the

dp\cl'>pmenf of the mines of Canisteo and
Trout lake.

Toronto, Ont.

June 28—1 he latest of the series of

bulletins issued by the Canadian Census

Bureau showing the growth of manufact-

uring industries gives the amounts of cap-

ital invested in 1900 and 1905. The capi-

tal employed in smelting has increased

from $10,483,112 in 1900 to $87,482,829 in

1905. Other noteworthy increases are

electrical apparatus and supplies, from

$5,267,397 to $14,393,666; Portland cement,

from $891,950 to $8,625,240; cars 'and car-

works from $2,475,602 to $14,248,654;

and iron and steel bridges from $1,755,379

to $3,341,754.

Several members of the Provincial Gov-
ernment, including Hon. Frank Cochrane,

Minister of Mines, Hon. Dr. Reaurae,

Minister of Public Works, and Hon.
Nelson Monteith, Minister of Agricul-

ture, who are on a tour of in-

vestigation through Northern Ontario,

visited Cobalt on June 24. The party

are making special inquiries as to the

needs of that section with a view of

allaying the discontent with e.\isting con-

ditions, which has lately taken the form
of threats of secession. While in Cobalt

the need of establishing smelters, or at

least taking steps to ascertain the values

of the ores before they left the country,

to be treated abroad, was strongly urged.

E. P. Earle, W. B. Thompson and J. F.

Thompson, of New York, accompanied by

W. B. Russell, Arthur Ferland and W. H.

1-inncy were in Cobalt recently, inspect-

ing the Violet mine, and the Chambers
Ferland holdings, which are to be ex-

ploited by a new company they are orga-i

izing, known as the "Chambers-Ferlan-i

Cobalt," with $1,500,000 capital. Develoi

ment will be started immediately with \\

H. Linney, as engineer in charge.

.•\t a meeting of the Trethov.-ey direc-

tors on June i, it was decided to pass the

quarterly dividend payable this month in

accordance with the report of Consulting

Engineer Frank C. Loring to the effect

that money was urgently needed for de-

velopment purposes. The report stated

that in addition to ore marketed there

were 6000 tons on the dump, Cobalt, hav-

ing value sufficient to yield by concentra-

tion $10 profit per ton, and an estimated

additional 14,000 tons of this grade not

extracted, above level No. i.

The wagon-road which the Provincial

Government has undertaken to build from
Boston station, on the Timiskaming &
Northern Ontario Railway to Larder City,

.

20 miles long, has been laid out by W. A.

Campbell, Deputy Commissioner of Public

Works, and construction will be pushed as

rapidly as possible in order to finish it

this summer. At present it costs $100

per ton to pack freight into camp through

the bush.

I London

June 22—In an article which appeared

in the Journal, June 8, some information

is given with regard to the Falmouth Con-
solidated Mines, Ltd., a company which

was recently formed to acquire the Wheal
Jane and adjoining tin mines in Cornwall.

The prospectus of this company has been

published this week. The capital is £150,-

000, of which £80,000 (£5000 in cash and
i75,ooo in shares) goes as purchase price.

.^n issue is being made of 55,000 shares,

which will provide £5000 for purchase

price and £50,000 as working capital. The
remaining 2000 shares are kept in reserve.

The bulk of the issue has already been

guaranteed, so the company should have

no trouble in going ahead. The plant to

be installed will be capable of treating 150

tons a day. The record of results ob-

tained by treating the ore is of interest.

During the last nine months or so' about

1350 tons of ore have been treated by an

old custom mill in the neighborhood, and
the average extraction has been 24 lb. of

concentrate per ton. When the new plant

is erected its performance will be looked

forward to with great interest.

The promoters of coalite have issued a

prospectus, asking for capital. The com-
pany is called "British Coalite Company,
Limited." The capital is £2,000,000, divid-

ed into 500,000 deferred shares of £1 each

and 1,500,000 ordinary shars oi £1 each.

The venders take the whole of the de-

ferred shares and £55,000 in cash as their

purchase price, in exchange for which
they give the patent rights and the land

and works belonging to them. The board

of directors is a thoroughly practical one,

the directors being business men of high

repute. The British patent is numbered

14,365 of 1906, but it is not yet published.

Briefly, the patent consists of making a

soft coke that will burn easily in an open

fire .grate, and the process is conducted at

only half the temperature of ordinary

coke-making. Coke at present is made
for two purposes : Coke for metallurgical

purposes has to be hard, and the tem-

perature for the production of a hard coke

is a high one. Coke produced in gas-

making is also hard, because the high

temperature is used in order to obtain the

greatest amount of illuminating gas. Mr.
Parker's coke is made at a lower tem-

perature because his chief object is to ob-

tain an easily combustible fuel.

There is considerable discussion going

on in commercial and scientific circles as

tc the validity of Mr. Parker's patent.

The allegation of the opponents of Mr.

Parker and coalite is that the process of

making soft coke has been known longer

than hard coke. Until the patent specifica-

tion has been published it is impossible to

argue on this point. It is obvious, how-

ever, that it is only some special plant or

process that can in this case be patented,

and not the product itself. Already the

Scottish Smokeless Coal Syndicate and

the Gas Light and Coke Company, of Lon-

don, are putting a similar product on the

market, undeterred by Mr. Parker's patent.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alabama

Jefferson County

Acton Coal Field — The railroad spur

has reached the field and shipping of coal

has begim.

Alaska

Keichikax District

Broii'H-Alaska Company—B. D. Brown,

of New York, president of this company,

and of the Alaska Smelting and Refining

Company, has sold his interest in these

companies to G. D. Muniford. who repre-

sents other stockholders. The company

owns and operates the Mamie mine, near

Hadley, Prince of Wales island, south-

cast Alaska, and the Outsiders' group,

near Maple bay, Portland canal, British

Columbia. N .O. Lawton is mine mana-

ger. The .\laska Smelting and Refining

iimpany smelting works at Hadley smelt

•lie ores of the Brown-Alaska mines and

such custom ores as are obtainable. Mr.

Mumford is now president of both cr>in-

panie«

Arizona

Cochise County

y/iii/Zi/r/t—The drift on the ooo-ft. level

in 60 ft. and has shown up a quantity

I sulphide ore. Bids for the building

ind equipment of a new smelting plant

have been received.

Yavap.^i County

Vc Kalb Milling Coiii/>aiiy^This com-

pany has been organized for the purpose

of taking over some claims in the Peck

mining district.

Logos Mines Company—This company,

pcrating in the Big Bug district, near

Mayer, has ordered a 40-h.p. gasolene

hoist and a five-drill air compressor. The
workings have reached a depth of 60 ft.

The ore carries gold and copper.

Octave Mining Company—This com-

pany now has its 40 stamps dropping.

.\l)Oul 100 men are employed in the mines.

CalKornia

Butte County

Biitle Mining and Det'clopmcnt Com-
iHj-^The Westcott property, on the

lagalia Ridge, near Skyhigh, is to be e.\-

>>ited by the new company, the officers

I which are G. W. Braden, president ; G.

•V. Walley, secretary, and F. W. Eilers-

iian, treasurer. Over $15,000 worth of

I velopment work has already been done.

I he mine as iK>w developed is cvideiillv

a feeder of the Mammoth Channel.

Glenn County

Manganese-—A wide deposit of mangan-

ese ore has been found near Stony Ford,

and will be developed.

Inyo County

Clima.r Hold Mining Company— .\

property in Bishop Creek district, four

miles from Chalfant, is being worked by

this new company. The mine is the north

extension of the old Sacramento claim.

/>i.vo Mines Syndicate—This company
has started work on the Badger claim, in

Gunter's canon. The mine is on the west

slope of the White mountains north and

east of Laws.

\evad.\ County

Antimony—A deposit of antimony ore

has been found on the ranch of Robert

Johnson, and will be developed by I.'C.

I felcr, of Grass Valley.

Banner—This mine on Banner hill will

jhartly resume pumping operations. The
operations were closed down last winter

on account of the lack of fuel.

Pi.i'.MAS County

Xciuton Mining and Development Com-
pany— S. J. Newton, manager, is about to

commence operations on properties about

Seven miles from Merrimac.

San Bernardino County

Manvel Mining Company—New parties

have control of the properties of this

company at Manvel and a pumping plant

is to he put in.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Chatauqna Claim—At this claim on

Little Ellen Hill, next to the Cleveland

claim of the New Monarch, machinery is

being installed.

Hibschle Shaft—.\bout 40 tons of lead-

silver ore is being shipped daily from this

shaft. With rail transportation too tons of

iron ore could be handled.

Iowa Gulch—Several shipments of gold

ore have been made from veins encoun-

tered in development work in the Chicago

tunnel, operated by the .\urora Mining

Company.

Reindeer Shaft—Shipments of silver

ore are being made from the upper levels

of the Reindeer on Rock Hill. The shaft

lias been sunk to a depth of 800 ft.

South Stneia Shaft—During the month
of May 300 tons of iron ore wcie shipped

from this shaft.

y.inc—Local zmc fiuyers are putting

forth efforts to secure all the available

zinc in the market. Immense bodies of

/.inc ore were recently opened up in the

Colorado No. 2 shaft of the Louisville,

while the Moyer has also increased its

zinc production. .\n unusual combination

of lead and zinc from the Tucson is be-

ing shipped to Kansas for treatment.

Idaho

Shoshone County

Snow Storm—The output for June ex-

ceeded that of any previous month in the

history of the mine. New bunk-houses

are being built and new machinery equip-

ment includes a 20-drill compressor driven

by a .300-h.p. motor and five induction

motors for the mill.

Michigan

Iron—Meno.minee Range

Crystal Falls—A shortage of men is re-

ported at nearly all the mines at Iron

River, Slambaugh and Crystal Falls. It is

stated that at least 500 men could be em-
ployed on underground and surface work
at the mines. The companies have been

drawing steadily on their stock-piles,

which are becoming depleted.

Minnesota

Iron—Mesabi Range

Oliver Iron Mining Company—This

company is pushing the stripping on its

Ohio group t>i four claims at Virginia,

and these will hereafter be operated as

one. About 40 ft. of overburden, which

includes considerable taconite, must be re-

moved. The mines were formerly oper-

ated underground in a desultory way. In

the Hibbing district the company has

pushed the stripping on the Sellers and

Pittsburg properties, but these will not lie

producing for some time to. come.

Hull-Rust—These mines, adjoining the

big Mahoning pit, are being enlarged, and

will soon be among the largest shippers

on the range.

St. James—Corrigan, McKinney & Co.

will begin shipments from this mine,

near Aurora. The ore is of bessemer

grade, and is mined underground ; the

shaft is down 225 fl.
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Montana

Bi'TTt District

Boston dr .Wtiii/iiiiii—A lo-incli vein of

Commercial copper ore has been struck at

840 ft. in the Greenleaf. The comixiiiv

is sinking a shaft 1500 or 1800 ft. on this

property, .ind this is the first ore in place

it has ciit. Daily shipments of ore to the

smelter aKgreRate 3400 tons a day. Dur-

ing the year ended June i the company

shipped 1,156,785 tons, an average daily

production of 3213 tons, the gross yield

of which was $14,376 per ton. The gross

proceeds for the vear were $16,629,643.50,

and the net proceeds, $7,049,988.28.

Parrot—At a depth of 1000 ft. sinking

has been suspended in the Little Mina,

and a station is being cut. Production

averages about 250 tons of ore a day.

Missoula County

Cfl/T .VoMit- Co/'l'cr Mining Company—
The annual report of this company oper-

ating mines at Clinton recommended the

sale of 25,000 shares of treasury stock at

25c. a share to provide funds for continu-

ing development work. Since the organi-

zation of the company 520 ft. of drifts

have been driven, the 300-ft. shaft has

been unwatcrcd and partially timbered, a

level and ma-station cut

chinerv ha;

at the 105-ft.

been installed.

Nevada

LVON COU.NTV

Ludivig Copper Company—A J. Orem

& Company, representing the Nevada-

Douglas Copper Mining Company, Yer-

ington. has purchased the mines of this

company. The properties are almost en-

tirely surrounded by those of the Nevada-

Douglas company and the purchase in-

creases the holdings of the latter company

to approximately 700 acres and 34 claims

and a fraction.

NvE County—Tonop.^h

Ore Sliipmenis— Shipments over the

Tonopah Railroad for the week ending

June 20 were ; Tonopah Company, 1490

tons ; Belmont, 225 ; TonopaJi Extension,

200; Montana-Tonopah, 99; Jim Butler,

63; Midway, 41; West End, 40; total,

2158 tons. There were 880 tons shipped

from Goldficld, making a total of 3038

tons. In addition the Tonopah Company
sent 2540 and the Belmont 1160 tons to

the mills.

operated by Madeira, Hill & Company,

Philadclphi.i, will re-iuiiic work July I,

after an idleness of si.x months. About

100 men and boys will be employed.

0/1/ Ihirlfigli—G. B. Marklc & Com-

pany, operators of th» Jeddo and High-

land collieries, have let a contract to Fred

Cuyle, of Philadelphia, for stripping an

extensive tract at Harloigh, covering the

old llarlcigh mines which were drowned

out and abandoned 20 years ago.

It'iirrior Run Coal Company—This

company has been granted permission by

the courts to dissolve. The stockholders

of the company were Fred A. Chase, S. D.

Warrincr. William H. Sayre, H. Drinker

and J. \V. Flatten.

Bituminous Coal

Connellsvillc Southern Coke Company

—This company has been organized at

Conncllsville with a capital stock of $200,-

000, to develop 283 acres of coal and sur-

face land opposite the town of Cheat

Haven
; 300 ovens will be built. The of-

ficers are : S. J. Harry, president ; Frank

E. Markell, vice-president
; J. R. David-

son, secretary ; and W. H. Brown, treas-

urer.

Pittsburg & Westmoreland—This coal

company, which recently acquired 5000

acres of coal territory in Washington and

Greene counties, has begun sinking two

large shafts near Amity.

Washington

Money prizes tolalliiiii $1250 will be of-

fered for two rock-drilling contests to be

held at the Spokane Interstate Fair, Sep-

tember 23 to October 5. Several trophy

cups, cash prizes and diplomas will be

awarded for camp and district mineral

exhibits.

North Carolina

.\SHK CmINTV

Ballou—The Virginia Iron, Coal and

Coke Company has purchased these iron

mines. The ore is magnetite and was ex-

Unsively used in early days.

West Virginia

Greenurier County

Peoples' Coal and Land Company—This

company has been organized at Charles-

ton with a capital stock of $1,000,000 to

develop 20,000 acres of coal land along

Gauilcy river, near Elk, in Nicholas and

Greenbrier counties.

T.WLOR County

Harrison Coal Company—This com-

pany, organized by Pennsylvania capital-

ists to develop coal lands, near Grafton,

will consitru'dt a power-house, tipple and

other necessary buildings. The company
wjll work the Pittsburg seam, and ex.peots

to ship from 20 to 30 cars daily.

Pennsylvania

.\nthr.\cite Coal

llarleigh—This colliery, owned and

Utah

Jl'.xb Coui>rrY

Tintic Ore Shipments—Ship-ments for

the week ending June 22 were 151 car-

loads, the contributing mines and respec-

tive amounts being : Yankee Con., 5

;

Victoria, i; Uncle Sam Con., 4; Ajax, 4;

Bock Tunnel, 9; Bullion Beck, 3; Carisa.

7 ; Colorado, 6 ; Centennial Eureka, 44

;

De Pue, 4; Eureka Hill, 9; Grand Cen-

tral, 3; Gemini, 5; Lower Mammoth, 9;

La Clede, 2; May Day, 5; Mammoth, 20:

Scranton, 6; Tintic Iron, 5.

Eureka Hilt—This mine has been closed

dowfi for repairs to the shaft.

Summit County

Park City Ore .S"/ii7'»i<?>i/.f^Shipmeniti

for the week ending June 23, were 2,313,-

500 lb., the contributing mines and

amounts being: Daly, 99,000; Silver King,

',475,140; Daly West, 982,000; Ontario.

69,000; Daly Jiidge, 960,000; Little Bell,

145,000; other mines, 145,000.

IVabash—Development work has been

resumed after a shut-down caused by sur-

face water.

Tooele County

Hidden Treasure—This property in Dry

Canon has been acquired by E. W. Clark

for the Ophir Hill Mining Company. The
ore will probably l>e trammed to Ophir

for treatment in the Ophir Hill mill.

Wyoming

Fremont County

Copper Mountain District—Holders of

claims west of this diiytriot recently or-

ganized at a meeting on Tough creek, and

decided to petition that the district be en-

larged to include all of th^t part of the

mountain east of the east line of the Wil-

low Creek district.

Canada

Ontario—Cobalt District

Cobalt Ore Shipments—Shipments of

ore for the week ended June 22 were as

follows: Bufifalo, 221,130 lb.; Coniagas,

435.*^6o; La Rose, 316,215; Nipissing, 160,-

000; Trethewey, 61,200. Total, 1,194,406

pounds.

Big Pete—Judgment was given on June

26 in an action against the Cobalt Central

Mines Company, confirming its title to

the Big Pete and holding the patent, given

by the government to Farah, the former

owner, to be unassailable.

Nova Scotia—A 6-in. vein has been cut

8c ft. south of the shaft. Assays show

200 oz. of silver per ton.

Silt'er Leaf—A rich vein, foiuid June 19

on the surface, on being stripped 50 ft.

was found to i'un 4 in. in width, carrying

much silver.

Japan

.According to a cable di-spatch received

at Victoria, B. C, serious labor disturb-

ances are reported at the Besshi copper

mines, near Miyanoshita, Japan. Ten

thousand strikers have burned mine build

ings, destroyed property, killed the chief

of police at Suimoto, and attacked a regi-

ment of soldiers sent to stop the rioting.

Damage done to the mines is estimated at

more than $i,ooo.oon.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.Vt"t' i'ork, July ,1—Lake coal shipments

are holding fairly strong, but prices have

receded ; most of the big co!isumers are

well supplied. The Northwest has big

stocks of coal and no shortage is feared.

In the East the situation is divided in

the bituminous market between a dull,

listless condition ui New York Iiarbcr and

strong demand in the far East. The vessel

shortage has not been relieved to any ex-

tent and freight rates are still being kept

at the former high level. Considerable

activity still obtains in the Alabama field,

but the market is dull in the middle West.

The usual monthly advance of loc. per

ton on broken, egg. stove and chestnut

coal took place July I. There has been

no change in the anthracite market.

Some difficulties have arisen over the

proposed transfer of the New York, On-

tario & Western to the New York Cen-

tral, and the New Haven company will

probably retain control of that road and

its anthracite properties for the present.

Co.\L-TR.\FKic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

June 22 were as follows, in short tons:

1906. 1907. Clinnges.

ADthraclto 1,9S5 TOa 2.G98.7J4 I. 713.022

Bituminous H 940 TS 17 955.e2< 1. 3,014.895
C..kf 6 OlB.741 6,69<1.937 I. 627.196

T..tnl 22.990.172 27.345,285 1. 4.355.113

The total increase this year, as com-

pared with 1906, was 18.9 per cent.

New York

.\XTHR.\CITE

July 3—The demand for hard coal con-

tinues light, but fairly regular. The

~mall sizes are in good demand, and are

in fair supply, except for pea and barley.

We quote prices as follows : Broken,

5^55: egg. stove and chestnut. $4.80: pea,

$3 ; buckwheat, $2.50 ; rice and buckwheat

No. 2, $i.90@2; barley, $1.50(01.60: all

f.o.b., New York harbor.

Bituminous

The Atlantic seaboard soft-coal trade

is extremely variable. The market in

New York harbor is weak, and there is a

good supply of coal on hand at tidewater.

Lijwer-grade coal has sold as low as

$J.25 and good Clearfield grades bring

a''out $2.40.

In the far East, however, there is a

heavy demand and lack of water trans-

portTition is still affecting the market.

.Mong the Sound trade is quiet and coal

is in fair demand. There is little doing

in all-rail trade, transportation being good

and cars in fair supply. In the coast-

wise market vessels are scarce although

it is believed that better conditions will

prevail in the market before long, and

indications are that freight rates will fall.

Current rates of freight are quoted as

follows: From Philadelphia to Boston,

Salem and Portland, $1.10; to Lynn,

NewburjTwrt, Bath, Gardiner and Ban-

gor, $1.25; to Portsmouth, $1.15; to the

Sound, 90c. ; with towages where usual.

Birmingham

July I—There will not be much sus-

pension of work at commercial coal mines

in this district. Several of the operators

recognizing the union miners have signed

the wage contract which has been in

vogue for the past three years, among
them being the Alabama Consolidated,

the Southern Steel, the Palos and one or

two others.

The old Connellsville mines, in the cor-

ner of Jefferson and Tuscaloosa counties,

which have not been in operation for sev-

eral years, recently purchased by Dr. G.

B. Crowe and associates, are again at

work. Coke is being produced on a large

scale, with the demand picking up. There

is not too much coke being produced un-

der natural conditions.

Cleveland

July 2—Shipments of coal up the lakes

have been heavy during the week, but

prices have fallen off under heavy local

receipts and a falling off in demand up-

lake. where dealers seem well supplied.

Local interests do not expect an improve-

ment until .\ugust. Sales of No. 8 slack

are quoted at $i.40@i.45 on track, Pitts-

burg grade 5c. hiirher, No. 8 run-of-mine

$1.85: ^ lump $1.95. Discount rates

dropped loc. on anthracite on July i.

Pittsburg

/i(/y 2 — The coal market is a trifle

stronger this week and prices are well

maintained at $l.l5'ai.20 for mine-run

coal at mine. Slack is firmer, the lowest

quotation for spot being 60c. a ton. and for

future delivery 80c. is asked. Nearly ill

the mines arc in full operation and there

is no complaint as to railroad cars. Most

of the product of the Pittsburg Coal

Company is going to the lake ports for the

Northwestern markets. Work on the

railroad extensions into the Greene county

field is progressing favorably and new coal

territory will be opened in a short time.

The Pittsburg-Buffalo Company expects

tc have its new shafts completed within

the next two months, when it will begin

work on a number of coke ovens. The
bulk of the coal from these chafts is to

go into the production of coke. All the

mines along the Monongahela river con- /

tinuc in operation and a large tonnage is

being loaded for shipment to Southern

ports when the rivers are again navigable.

Connellsville Coke—All spot coke at low

prices has disappeared and prices are

stronger, due to active buying for second-

half delivery. Strictly Connellsville fur-

nace coke commands $2.40@2.65 and the

product of the lower field is quoted at

$2@2.25. Foundry coke is firm at $3®
3.25 for any delivery. .-X contract for 35

cars for deliveries over a period of nine

months, dating from July i, was closed

this w^eek at $3.15. The Pickands-Magee

Coal and Coke Company closed a contract

this week and began shipments on 5000

tons of smelter coke for a Mexican inter-

est. The shipments are being made to

Baltimore and from that point to Tam-
pico, Mexico, by vessel. The Connells-

ville Courier in its summary for the week

gives the production in both regions at

419.574 tons. The shipments amounted to

14,625 cars, distributed as follows: To
Pittsburg, 516- cars; to points west of

Connellsville, 8577 cars ; to points east of

Connellsville, 881 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Imports of coal and coke into the

United States for the five months ending

May 31. were as follows:

1906. 1907. Cbanges.

Great Britain 6«,461 30.277 D. 46 ISg
Canada 695,920 S6<;,448 D. 129,474

Japan 11.496 61.220 I. 49 724

Auatralla M.lOd 150,661 I. 70,553
Other counirlM 4.101 1.159 D. 2.942

Total coal S58.086 799.765 D. 58.321

Coke 60.0S:) 62.;i52 I. 12.299

Total 90S.139 862.117 D. 46.022

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
England ports, but the bulk of the im-

ports of coal is on the Pacific coast. The
coke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germany.

Exports of coal and coke from the

L'nited States for the five months ending

May 31, are reported as below by the
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Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor:

1907. Chlllim'8.

»ii6.K"; I. :toi.y»9

3,4S3,U1» 1. 7J3.3U

4.<J<J.89II I.1.07R.3O3

34S.0W1 I. 4-J,19<l

ItWA.

Authrikclle im.HSX
Bituminous ,3,7UU.69ii

Tolnl COAI S.3M.5H7

Ooke 3011.41)11

ToIM 3.IW1.077 4.778,970 1.1.117.493

Ihcse figures do not include coal

bunkered, or sold to steamships engaged

in foreign trade. The coke exported

went chiedy to Mexico and eastern Can-

ada; the distribution of the coal was as

folloNvs

:

1900.

(.-aiiixin a.314.8M
Mexico 44f..231

Cul« aj7,»U
Ulhoi W. IndiM 140.664

Barope 34.W7
Otiier countries 90,9'W

1907.

:i,114 1»
494.198
3.^0,908

ai;l.U91

39.150
SlK.'iUII

Cliiinues.

I. 799 241

I. 47.927

I. 23,064

1. 73.:07

I. 4.403

1. 127,271

TolAl 3.3S1.587 4.4J9.890 1.1.075.303

The exports to Europe were chiefly to

Italy; those to other countries, to South

America. The exports to Canada—70.3

per cent, of the total in 1907—were, in

detail, as follows:

190f..

AnUiriiclte 620,683

Bituminous 1,688,299

1907.

948,500
2,1GS,663

1. 321,977

I. 477,264

ToUl 2,314.882 3.114,128 I. 799.211

There was a large increase this year,

in both anthracite and bituminous coals.

Iron Trade Review

which will include a number of firms

and companies, and will control between

SO and 60 per cent, of the British output

of finished iron and steel. The arrange-

ments are said to be well advanced, and

details will soon be made public.

Iron and Steel £.r/>or/.s—Exports of

iron and steel, including machinery, from

the United States for May, and the five

months'ended May 31. are valued as be-

low by the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Commerce and Labor:

1900. 1907. Changes.

M„v $16,085,722 »14 .693,643 1). $1 0i>2 079

Five'months... 70,638,763 76.966.100 I. (,320,337

The total increase for the five months

was 8.9 per cent. The leading items of

export for the five months were, in long

tons:

1900.

Pig iron 28.209

Billets. Ingois ,1: bh.oms 112.162

Bars 36437

Rallf. 1M,730

Sheets and plates. .

.

42.1.i2

Structural Bleel 40,091

Wire 7:M62
Nails and spikes 30.033

The notable decreases were in rails, bil

lets and nails. The chief increases were

in liars and structural steel.

Iron and Steel Imforts—Imports of

iron and steel, including machinery, in the

United States for May and the five

months ending May 31, are valued by thj

Bureau of Statistics as follows

:

Cliatmej*.

1907.

36 688
40.898
39 461

124.460
67 157

63.828
63.729

23,398

Changes.

X. 7,479

D. 66.264

I. 3,014

D. 29 280
I. 16,025

I. 13 137

D. 9.433

D. 6R36

Birmingham

July 1—Some small sales of pig iron

are still being made. Very little effort is

being made to push the trade. The pro-

duction in the Southern territory shows a

little improvement. The furnace of the

Southern Steel Company, at Gadsden, lost

another week's time on account of some

necessary repairing.

The attention giiven to the raw mate-

rial sup<plies is at last showing results,

especially in the output at the ore mines.

A large influx of foreign labor is noted.

A number of German laborers are getting

out -ore in Jefferson county.

Pig-iron quotations remain the same.

No. 2 foundry, delivery during the fourth

quarter oif the year, is $21.50 per ton.

Iron selling for delivery during the first

half of 1908 is still quoted at $18.50 per

ton. No. 2 foundry.

May
Five months..

1900.

$2,859,492

. 12.733.473

1907.

$1,6211,103

18,202,387

I. $1.01(1 oil

I. 5.,526,9H

jVftf i'ork, July 3—The markets for

pig iron and for structural steel, plates,

pipe and billets continue strong, although

pig-iron makers are beginning to feel a

slowing down of new business. Their

product is sold well into the first quarter

of 1908. The general pig-iron ma'rket is

decidedly easy at present. The threatened

strike among blast-furnace workers in the

Pittsburg district did not materialize and

furnace-owners do not anticipate further

trouble. Many rolling mills throughout

the country have shut down for the an-

nual repairs and this work will be rushed.

Our Pittsburg correspondent reports

that the rail-makers who figured on the

Cassatt specifications demand an advance

of $5 a ton for rolling the rails. The re-

port that there is friction between the

railroad company and the steel corpora-

tion regarding the new specifications for

rails is denied. There is a difference,

however, but it is of a commercial and

not a metallurgical nature. It was learned

that the Pennsylvania Railroad specifica-

tions for the 142,000 tons of rails it will

require next year call for a discard of 25

per cent, from the top of the ingot and an

increase in the severity of the dtop test.

There arc some other features, but they

are not of special importance. Rail mills

can make any kind of a rail desired and

the only trouble that may be encountered

will be on the price.

Reports come from England of a plan

for organizing a tru-t i^r i-ombination.

The increase for the five months was

43.4 per cent. The chief items of the iron

and steel imports

were, in long tons

:

for the five months

1907.

280.269
8,631

0,988
12,036

7,440
20 091

<:hauee8,

I. 101.616

D. 827

D. 1.430

I. 1.705

I. 648

I. 7,224

1900.

Pig Iron 124,644

Scrap 9 358

Ingots, blooms, etc — 8,424

Bars 11.930

Wire-rods 6.892

Tin-plates 19."67

The larger increases were in pig iron

and tin-plates. The only decreases were

ill scrap, ingots and blooms.

Iron Ore Movement—Ex^oris and im-

ports of iron ore in the United States for

the five months ended May 31 are re-

ported as follows, in long tons

:

19O0.

Eiporta 43.246

Imports 478,664

1907. Changes,

li.flin D. 29.200

538,767 I. 63 123

Most of the exports were to Canada.

Imports were from Cuba, Spain and Al-

geria.

Imports of manganese ore for the five

months ended May 31 were 68,449 tons in

1906, and 74,628 tons in 1907 ; an increase

of 6179 tons. Most of the ore received

this year was from India and Brazil.

Baltimore

July 2— There were no imports of

spiegeleisen and ferromanganese for the

week. The receipts of iron ore were

5500 tons from Cartagena, Spain. One

cargo of manganese ore, 6400 tons, was

received from Vizigapatam. India.

Cleveland

July 2—Ore shipments from Lake Su-

perior ports last month promise to figure

approximately 6,400,000 tons. The Cor-

riga;:McKinney and Pickands-Mather

mines are shipping the heaviest quantities

in their history and the movement to

lower lake ports is extremely large.

The pig-iron market carries an easier

tone, due to a light demand. Indications

arc that foundries are well supplied to

carry over until furnaces are in blast

again. Spot prices are quoted at $24 for

No. 2 foundry Northern, a few sales be-

ing made during the week at that price.

Last half delivery prices are quoted un-

changed at $23.90 for bessemer; No. i

foundry 24.50; No. 2, 24; No. 3, $23.50:

No. 2 Southern, $24.35; 8 per cent, sil-

very, $22.50.

The coke market is not as active as

during the last three weeks, but prices are

firm. Foundries are about all contracted

up for the balance of the year. Spot

prices on furnace grade are quoted at

$2.I5@2.45. Last half unchanged at $2.25

(0)2.50; foundry grade $3.I5@3 3S pi^i" ton-

Philadelphia

July 3—Dull pig-iron markets prevail

throughout this territory. The business

amounts only to small lots, mostly irons

for special purposes. The shading of

prices has retarded rather than stimulated

business. This condition will continue.

Makers are indifferent and even interest

in basic iron has subsided. Foundries are

well supplied to the end of the third quar-

ii-r and mills are not buying at present.

It is thought here that foreign iron wilt

weaken and if it does, there is a chanc6 of

doing some business. No. 2 for fourth

quarter has been quoted at $23 and forge

at $22.25. Basic iron for the same de-

livery, $23. Low ph.:)sphorus $27@27.SO.

Steel Billets—RoWmg billets are active

at $32@34 for early delivery. A good busi-

ness is expected but buyers do not need
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to act in a hurry as most of thcni have

placed contracts.

Bar Iron—Steel bars continue to sell

at a pri'Miiuni and present prices will hold

hccause of reflected conditions in western

mills. 1 he repairing season is on. Re-

tined commands 1.85c. in a largi; way. The
stores are doinK a good business.

Sht'ets, Pifies and Tubes—Sheets are

unchanged. Pipes arc high and hard to

^et. Big tube renewal-contracts are due
Mid a few have been already placed.

Plates—The rush of big orders in out-

side territory will help to maintain pre-

mium quotations on the business done
here. Boiler plates continue very active

and the mill people expect a large sum-
mer business. Tank, in small lots brings

i.godi^Jc. ; flange 2.10; marine plate 2.25®
-'50 and locomitive steel, 2.50.

Structural Material—Rc(\ecied western
conditions are keeping prices at the top

iiiitch. Considerable small business is com-
ing along for local requirements. Pre-
mium prices on this business is the rule.

Steel Rails—Much uncertainty sur-

rounds the rail situation. Light rails con-

tinue in good demand.

Seral>—No.*i steel is held at $18.50;

railroad at $20.50: Xo. I yard scrap,

$18.50: machinery scrap. $20.50.

Pittsburg

July 2—Outside of the large plants oi

the Carnegie Steel Company, most of the

iron and steel mills in the Pittsburg and
Valley districts, were entirely or partially

closed yesterday for- the usual annual re-

pairs. The McKeesport works of the

National Tube Company and about half of

the mills of the -Ajnerican Sheet and Tin
Plate Company will be down for about

two -weeks. .\11 the plants of the Repub-
lic Iron and Steel Company are idle, but

the repairs will be rushed as the company
is crowded with orders, the number of

specifications and orders on the books

July I being four times greater than last

year. .•Ml the large companies repoit an

excess of business compared with pre-

vious years, but there has been a decline

in new business lately. The Carnegie

Steel Company has received contracts for

plates for seven lake vessels which will

amount to about 22,000 tons. An order

for 8000 tons of steel for bridge work for

the 6reat Northern Railroad was booked

by the .\merican Bridge Company and

the McClintic-Marshall Construction

Company received an order for 1000 tons

for a viaduct. The sheet market con-

tinues strong, and it is probable that an

advance of $2 a ton will be ordered in

galvanized sheets, due to the high price of

spehcr. No change in black sheets will

be made this year, as sales have been

made for large tonnages for deliveries ex-

tending into the fourth quarter. Rail or-

ders are extremely light both for this

year and next vear delivery. Railroads

are evidently awaiting the result of the

controversy between the Pennsylvania

Railroad and the United States Steel

Corporation.

The Pittsburg Steel Company, the large

independent wire interest, yesterday gave

the Carnegie Steel Company notice of

cancellation of the five-year contract for

billets made about two years ago. This

contract was entered into for the purpose

of inducing the Pittsburg Steel Company
to abandon its plans for the erection of a

steel plant. It had the privilege of ter-

minating the contract in three years, and

has taken advantage of this feature of the

agreement by giving one year's notice. As
has already been mentioned the Pittsburg

-Steel Company has arranged to _ issue

$4,000,000 in bonds for the purpose of

providing funds for extensions to its

plant at Monessen, Penn. It proposes to

build eight 60-ton open-hearth furnaces,

a blooming mill and three Mllet mills.

Work will be rushed, and it is likely the

new steel plant will be in operation early

next year.

The pipe mills are still congested with

orders and new business is being offered

every week. Spang, Chalfant & Co. have

taken an order for 10 miles of i6-in. lin^

pipe, and La Belle Iron Works received

two large contracts, one for 20 miles of

i2-in. and the other for 10 miles of 10-

and i2-in. line pipe. The National Tube
Company has enough orders on the books

• to keep all of its plants running steadily

through the year.

Pig Iron—The pig-iron market remains

quiet. It is reported that the United

States Steel Corporation has taken the

15,000 tons of basic iron thrown on the

market through the failure of Milliken

Brothers. The iron was bought for de-

livery in the third quarter. The report

that the corporation took the iron has not

been confirmed, but it is known that it

got 510 tons that was loaded on cars at

the time shipments were stopped. The
only sale of bessemer iron was one lot of

1500 tons for fourth quarter at $23, Val-

ley furnaces. The price for prompt and

third-quarter ranges from $23 to $23.50.

Basic iron is about 50c. under bessemer,

and No. 2 foundry rules at about the same

price as bessemer. Gray forge is quoted

at $23.90, Pittsburg. The strike of blast-

furnace workers, scheduled for July i,

did not materiali7c. and 'here is not likely

to be any trouble. A meeting of furnace-

owners was held here yesterday, and it

w-as decided to ignore the workers' organ-

ization, but furnaces may adjust wages

and conditions with their employees if

they desire.

Steel—The Carnegie Steel Company is

reported to have bought fully 40,000 tons

of bessemer steel billets from the Cam-
bria Steel Company within the past few

weeks to take care of its outside con-

tracts, including the one with the Pitts-

burg Steel Company. Bessemer billets

are quoted at $29.S0@30, and open-hearth

at $3i@32. Plates remain at I 70c., ant!

merchant steel b.irs at i.6oc.

Sheets—The sheet market is decidedly

strong, although there is not much new
business in black sheets. Demand f>r

galvanized sheets, is heavy, and an ad-

vance of $2 a ton may be ordered. Black

sheets arc quoted at 2.60c. and galvanized

at 3.75c. for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—For spot shipmti.t

$64@65 is quoted, and for future de-

livery the price is from 50c. to $1 less.

Metal Market

NEW VOUK, July 3.

Gold and Silver Exporti and Importt

.\t all United .SIbIcb I'ortg In Muy and year

Mrtol. Exports. Importa. Exceaa.

OoM:
May 1907.. »t.S0S,444 * 2.641.879 Exp. tl.8«S.6f*

1906 . 5.7W.HH 34.Ull.inf imp. 29,18»,(.8«
Voar 1907.. 1J.41U.4U7 •jo,iifi.aM4 Imp. 7,8UC.r77

• 1906.. •tH,3r>t.Mi lai.uw.tttt. Imp. 31,814,:i7<-.

^illviir

:

May 1907.. 4,:i26.21(! 3,490,468 F-.vp, ' »29,:6K
1906.. 5.639,646 4,406,969 ., ..MSS.S*?

Vi'ftr 1907.. 23,HeM,6IU 18,803,408 5,065.14J
„ 1906.. 38,918,841 lll,9Ifl,81« D.OOJ.Cif.

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Stallstics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement,* New York
I'"or week ending .lune 29 and years from Jan 1

Gold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Ex|)ort8.
1
Imports.

Week....
1907
1»0«
1906

$ 5.12:1,760

24.000,089
5,7:18.021

30,878,999

1

t 66,848 » 2,-94.39:1

6.742,3081 2a.«fi9 020
44.760 034 31.003,906
0,490,036; 15.994.270

$ 35,782

864,202
1.062,114
1.8.';C,0'.'7

Exports of gold for the week were to Lon-
don and I'arls : of silver chiefly to London.
Imports, both gold and silver, for the week,
were from the West Indies and Mexico.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending June 29, shows loans $1,126.-

539,100, a decrease of $7,813,700: deposit.-.

$1,092,031,700, a decrease of $14,950,300,

as compared with the previous week. Re-

serve accounts show

:

Specie $187.184..'.00 $20O.792..'.i»l

Legal ten<ler8 87.275,.'.00 74.724.Ti«i

Total insh »274.4liO,O0O $275.517,'XIO

SurpluB »12.055.760 S iMV.T.-'

The surplus over legal requirements this

year shows a decrease of $3,117,325, .if

compared with the previous week.

Specie holdings of the leading banks '.f

the world, June 29, are reported as below,

in dollars

:

(lol.l. silver. T'.ti.:

Aaa"il Now York «200,792.iHi

Eulanil $177,721.10.-. 177.721. 10.^

France .')02.4«4.3:M $198,479,105 7fK1.94a,«40

Germany l8I,4.'iii.uoo r,o.48.^.(X)o 24l.9S5.00ii

81 am 77.7(111.000 129.la'i,(«il 20«'.,82.-..t)0(i

NetherlanOa.... 26.788.,'>o« 28,7:i5..viii 6."..r-24.i)uo

Belgium 10.120.000 8.000.000 24.180.(l«)

Italy 161.916.000 •.•4,.'iR8..'K>1 I8fl.473.60iP

RUBHlll 682.18R.0U0 ;12.'.110.0011 «15.09.'..U00

.\U8t.-Bungary. 228.600.000 63.140,000 391.f-40.U*'

Swexlen 20.706.000 20.705.1"

The banks of England and Sweden re-
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port Kolil only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver hi their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

lial ChronicU of New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the

I-a-it are reported by Messrs. Pi.xley &
AIhII as follows, for the year to June 20:

IlKKi. liK'T. Clmiujes.

I„,|U i ».063.r.l:l £5.S67.244 H. £ ;l,t»6 ;«»

China
Stmlto 1,710 H>i,J61 I.

Touj i»,««»se:t Msrj.fos u. £ a.ow tbt

Reteipts for the week were /5000 from

.\ustralia, £210,000 in bars and £31,000 in

Mexican dollars from New York ; £246,000

in nil. KxiKtrts were £131,100 in bars and

£-iX(xx) in Mexican dollars; £210,700, all

ti> India.

Indian cxchanRe has been steady, all the

Council bills offered in London being

taken to idogd. per nipeo.

Price! of Fortign Coins

llld. .\skod.

Mfllcaii ilollnrs «*I..'>J $0 .M

INTuvUn KilPflaiKl CliUcali 0.47>4 aM\
Vl.lorM w>vpr»lKIi8 *»!• 4.H7

Twenty fmn.-H 3.85 3.89

S|Miilah iS iMVtotAS 4.78'i 180

8II.TCB AND STERLING EXCn.\NGE.

^S

siiwm:.
1

J
811 ver.

M .M

s c2S
Zs 5 £

- 5 >m in9.
a 7 y * = o = 5^ " s c
g £ i, 3 is

6^H

z ©
•» au aC .js:

1

T.^ >ja.

*J7 4.8«M 67 » 30Ji «.86«a 81 A.

-JB «.<U0 «', aofi 2 4.8r.90 61% 31A
J9 t.lteo 6T, SI .1 4.8700 67X 31

New York quotations are for fine sllrer,

p«r oanei< Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling allTer, 0.025 One.

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

X .o r"^ , ^ -.a ,n
3
7

.a

1! c
o. L

(0
—

3 u M-3 1.^ 2 « is -S
QOO

M>t m 6.35 6.20
r. 0M on^ Wl'. 43 S.76 rS>s.4« fS)6.25

«». n 6.35 6 20
w 0M ®M'. V!\ 45V 5.76 ^36.40 «l«.25

r»\ 2a C.35 6.20
a 0M OM'. «X S.7S ra«.4ii fil«.25

XI n 6.30 r,.15

1 fi»»s; «nu 98S- 42 Si &.I6 (&6.S6 raX.20

s n 6.271

ffl«.32}

6.121

ffl«.17j1 0*IS (<«i'« «s 45V 5.75

s M
fa)«.32}

0.12t

(2)6.17}a (SBX »ZIV iwv. 4iS 5.25

liondoa qnotatlonn nro p^r lone ton (2240
lb. > atanclard copper, whirli Is now (he equiva-
lent of Itie fiirmer K.m.h'ic The New Y(^-
niiiitatlons for elertro.vtlr eopper are ror
cnkem. Inirotii or wlrehor-*. and represent the
iMilk of the lmnmrllon<i as made wllli con-
• unierm. l«sK New York. rash. The price of
laihode* Is I2.V. Iielow that of electrolytic.
The lend prlren are those quitted hy the Amer-
lean SmelilnK and IteilnliiK ''ompany for
nimr hy nhlpments of desilverized lead In 50-
ton lota, or larK'r. The nooiallons on spelter
are for ortllnary western brands; sjieclal
hrnnda rnmmand a pretnlnm.

Co/)/'.-r—The business of the past week

has again been almost eiuire!y with

foreign consumers, who have placed or-

ders for some good-size lots of electro-

lytic during the last day or two. Consum-

ers on this side have continued to remain

out of the market. However, it is an-

ticipated that the deadlock will soon be

broken. It is rumored that certain of

ihe sellers who have been holding aloof

for a long time back have this week of-

fered copper at the prevailing price. The

close is 23@23V4c. for Lake and 22@
22j4c. for electrolytic. The business in

casting during the week has been done at

It is reported from London that a

great many short commitments will have

to be covered during the early part of

this month, and the effect of this has

been felt in both spot and three mouths'

options, the close of which is cabled at

£99 17s. 3d. and £94 2s. 6d., respectively.

Statistics for the second half of June

show an increase in the visible supplies of

1 100 tons.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £102; best se-

lected, £106; strong sheets, £113.

Exports of copper from New York for

the week were 2721 long tons. Our spe-

cial correspondent reports exports for the

week from Baltimore at 1355 long tons

copper.

The movoment of foreign ciOipper in

Germany for the four "months ended .\pril

30 was :. Imports, 39,059 metric tons : ex-

ports, 2834; balance, imports, 36,225 tons,

a decrease of 2579 tons from last year.

Of the imports this year the Lhii-ted

States furnished 31,103 tons.

The Consolidated Copper Company, re-

cently organized with $50,000,000 capital

stock, will, it is reported and generally

believed, take over a number of copper

properties in Nevada, which are now be-

ing developed.

Till—The decrease in the statistics for

the month of June of 1400 tons started

the ball rolling, and under aggressive bid-

ding by the bull operators, the market ad-

vanced from day to day, closing very firm

at £199 for spot, £184 for three months'.

The unreasonable backwardation makes
legitimate buyers very cautious, and their

purchases are restricted to immediate

needs. Liberal arrivals have helped to

reduce the premium for spot, but it has

not altogether disappeared. Business is

being done in New York at 42;/i@42j4c.

Lead—The .American Smelting and Re-
fining Company reduced its price $10 per

ton, July 3, thus making the quotation for

desilverized lead at New York 5.25c.

.After the reaction reported last week,
the market in London has recovered and
closes steady at £20 155. for Spanish lead.

£20 T7s. 6d. for English lead.

St. Louis Metal Market—The John Wahl
Commission Company reports (July 2) :

Lead appears to be on the down grade

and the metal has few friends at the presr

cut time. Latest sales here are on basis

of 5.S7Hc., East St. Louis, for Missouri

brands, and even at these prices there are

more sellers than there .-ire buyers.

Speller—.A number of sellers have been

trying to force the market and, not finding

a ready outlet, they have lowered their

prices from day to day. Tlie market

closes weak at 6.27!/i(S)6.32^ New York,

(i.i2}/'@6.i7!/' St. Louis.

Weakness also prevails in the London

market, which closes lower at ±24 for good

ordinaries, £24 5s. for specials.

No decision has yet been rendered in

the appeal of the Government in the zinc-

ore case. The delay is causing consider-

able annoyance among importers and

others who are interested in the decision.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelting

Company will double the capacity of its

plant at Caney, Kan., and will add two

blocks of furnaces to its plant at Deer-

ing, Kan. These additions will be made

as quickly as possible. When completed

the company will have a total of 18 blacks.

The new smelter of the Bartlesville

Zinc Company, at Bartlesville. Kan., is

expected to be ready for operation by Oct.

t next. •

Antimony—The market is quite dead.

It is hoped that the bottom has been

reached, but this is uncertain. The only

thing that is certain is that no business

to speak of is being done at present.

Quotations are i3'/2(S)i4c. for Cookson's

;

I2@i3c. for Hallett's: and io(S;iic. for

ordinary brands.

Nickel—For large lots. New \'ork or

Oliver parallel dehvery, the chief producer

quotes 45(25oc. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are So(g65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver—Current prices in New
York are $41 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $42 for smaller orders. San

Fraucijco orders are $38(a'39 per flask,

according to quantities, for domestic or-

ders, and $37@'37.50 for exiport. The
London price is £7 per flask, but £6 163.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Minor Metals — For minor metals and

their alloys, wholesale prices are, f.o.b.

works

:

Per Lt).

Cadmium. 9i).S% t. o. h. Hamburg 1.40ffll.46
Chromlura, pure (N. Y.) 80c.

Copper, red oxide 60c.

Ferro.Chronie (70) ll>ic.
Ferro-Chrome 17 S^carhon, perlb.Cr.) lOXc
Ferro-Chrotne (6iv--l<!„ Cr.. 6% C.) 12c.

Ferrc-Chrome (Cr]-7l% Cr., 0.5% C). .

.

llHc.
Ferro Chrome (rx)-70i{ Cr. . lj( C. or less) 38c-
Ferro-Mnlybdenum (SO^i) »1.0ii

Ferro-Tltanlum (20°,;) 90c.

Ferrn-TuiiRsten (37%) 60c.

Ferro-Vanadlum (25-50°^,per Ib.vana-
dlum contents) $6.00

Maguoslutu, pure (N. \'.) 1.50
ManBaneae, pure OSfflW^ N. Y 75c.

Manpanese—Copper (30^5)70%) N. Y.. 46c.

Molybdenum (flS^gg",. N. Y.) $l.fi5

Phosphorus, foreign red (f. o. b. N. Y'.) 90c.

Ph'tsphorufl, American yellow (f.o.b.
Niagara Falls)

Tuugsten (best) pound lots
Ferro.sillcon (50%") spot. Ex. ship
Atlantic ports »110 »on.

V^ariations in price depend chiefly on

size and condition of orders.

42c.

1.35
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J'laliiium—No chaiiKC occurred during

the past week, ;ind refiners do not expect

any material change in price of the metal;

it is believed that if any change occurs it

will consist in a slight shading off from

pre>ent quotations. Prices remain as fol-

lows: Ordinary metal, $J0 per oz. ; hard

metal, $j8.50. Scrap is iiuoted at $J0@2I

per ounce.

Import* and Exporii ol Melali

C"<>/>/'<T — Kxports of copper from the

United States for the five months ended

May 31 are reported as below by the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor, in long tons, of

2H0 lb. eacli

:

ISKte. 19(17. Chnnges

uiviit Britnlu H.atS 7,170 D. 1.743

Belt-'luill '.lOS 484 D. 421

FrnilCP 16.;«9 n.43;i D. 3,!tr>ll

Itjilv a.K72 3,409 I. 637
«;«riimliy and HollniKl... 46,CW. 34,846 D. 10,840

Kussla 799 l.ltlO I. 3I-.1

Other Europe 6.406 3,764 D. 1,442

rnnnda 532 63« I. 4

C'tllun l.aoo . .. D. 1.200

Other .-ouiitrles 55 74 I. 19

Total motm 81.5«0 62.87« D. 18.684

In ores niicl matte 2.893 9,128 D. 768

Total 84.4.%3 65.001 D. 19.462

The total decrease was 23 per cent.

The actual quantity of ore and matte ex-

ported this year was 34,821 tons, of which

20.151 tons went to Canada, 54QO tons to

Mexico, the balance to Great Britain and

Germany.

Imports into the United States of cop-

per and copper material for the five

months ended May 31, with re-exports of

foreign metal, are reported as follows

;

the figures give the contents of all mate-

rial in long tons of fine copper

;

Metal. Id ore, etc. Total.

Mexico 16.746 T.Stt! 24,049

Canada 5.383 2.449 7,*t2

Great Britain 8.614 8.514

Japan 1,346 1.346

SouthAmertca 1,68:? 1.683

Other countiiee 9.635 734 10,369

Tot&llmportS 41,624 12,169 53,793

Re-exporta 178 .... 178

Net Imports 41,446 12.169 53 615

Net Imports, 1906 31.617 9.660 41.167

The total increase in the net imports

was 12,448 tons, or 30.2 per cent. The ac-

tual tonnage of ores and matte imported

from Mexico this year was 41,385 tons;

from Canada and Xewfoundland, 46,273

tons; from South .\merica, 12.251 tons.

The exports and net imports compare

as follows for the five months:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Exports 84,463 l>6,001 D. 19,452

Set Imports 41.167 63,615 1.12,448

Excess, exports 43,»6 11,386 D. 31,900

This shows a decrease this year of 73.7

per cent, in the excess of exports.

Tiii^Imports of tin into "he United

States for the five months ending May 31

were as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Chan»;e8.

Straits 6.504 6.616 D. 49
Australia 443 363 D. 80
OieatBrltalu II.6IC1 9.787 D. 1.723
Holland 203 653 I. 360
other Europe 776 483 D. 293
other countrlpf 30 24 D. 6

Total 19.528 17,726 D. 1 ,fdl

There was a decrease of 02 per crnl.

in the imports this year

/.All/— Imports of lead int.. tht- I nitid

States in all forms, with re-exports of Im-

ported metal, arc reported as below for

the five months ended May ti, in short

tons of 2000 lb. each:

1906. 1907. Changes
I^ad. metallic 4.180 7,(ia:i I, 2,863
l^ead In ores and case
bullion 32,833 26.216 D. 7.618

Total Imports 37.013 32.248 l>. 4.7(6
Re-exports 19.973 10,142 D. 9.831

Net Imports n tHO mm I. 5,066

Of the imports this year 21,341 tons were
friiin Mexico and ,^726 tons from Canada.

Exports of domestic lead were 97 tons in

1906 and 203 tons in 1907, an increase of

106 tons.

Sfcltcr—Exports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the United States for

the five months ending May 31 are report-

ed as below, zinc ore being in long tot;s,

the others in short tons

:

1906. 1907. CbanKes.

Spelter 1,847 304 D. 1,843
Klncdross 4.775 8,379 1. 604
zinc 01 OS 10,275 8,070 D. 2,206

Imports of spelter for the live months

were 2023 short tons in 1906, and 479 tons

in 1907; a decrease of 1544 tons.

Antimony — Imports of antimony into

the United States for the five months

ended May 31 were as follows, in pounds:

1906. 1907. Chaiiifes.

Metnl and reculus. 3,234,590 4,:)61,187 1.1.126.597
Antimony ore 616.336 1,466,043 1. 849.707

There was a large increase this year,

both in metal and ore.

Nickel—Imports of nickel ore and matte

into the United States for the five months

ended May 31 were 5703 tons in. igo6, and

6713 tons, containing 8,265,284 lb, metal,

in 1907. The metal contents were not re-

ported last year.

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide and

nickel matte for the five months were

4.717,181 lb. in 1906, and 4.784,163 lb. in

1907 : an increase of 66,982 lb, this year.

Platinum—Imports of platinum into the

United States for the five months ended

May 31 were 5310 lb. in 1906, and 3436

lb. in 1907: a decrease of 1874 lb. this year.

Qiiicksik'cr—Exports of quick^'lver from

the United States for the five months

ended May 31 were 252,842 lb. in 1906,

and 223.338 lb, in 1907 ; a decrease of 29,504

lb, this year.

Aluminum—Exports of aluminum from

the United States for the five months

ended May 31 were valued at $68,129 in

1906, and $131,247 in 1907 ; an increase of

$69,118 this vear.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin. Mo.. June 20—The highest price

of zinc was $51 per ton on an assay base

of $46'®48 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc.

The average price was $45,82. The high-

est price for lead was $76 for one l<>t,

I'losing the week lower at $68. The av-

er:ige price was $71 per ton.

The half-year now ended miarks the

nwst remarkable increase ever recorded in

the district, with an increase of 22^1
tons of zinc and <)0a6 tons of lead, the

value being $2,073,733 greater 'than the

first half of 1906. It is possible th.-u ihe

increase of the year will exceed 50,000

tons of ziiK ore, and the value be three

to four million dollars greater.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
lead from the various canips of the dis-

trict for the week ending June 29:

Zln<-, lb. Lea>l.lb. Value.

Webb Clty-Carlervllle.
JopIlD
Galena-Empire
Dueiiwej;
Alba-Neck City
.\urora
Hoilger

I

Orauby
Prosperity
Baxter Rprtniirs
Oronn^o

I

8puri;eon 1

Barcoxle
ZIni-lle
Cave springe

]

Sprliik'nold
Cailbat^e
Sherwood
Carl Junction

3.lll..v,o

2,464,640

1.137.370

1.284.110
614,930
613,9g»,
«40,ai»:

186,4',KI

262.270,
301,360
184,000
123.190;

140,840

,l24,:i«>

4I.'>.4.'W

20.3UU
322.97 IT

36.740

83,160
29.480
»4,6:iO,

C6.00O
92.800
118.240
63,:i3U

44.i:w

''il.66U

63.880

23,760
4.060

Totals. 12,776,2101 1.316.5601 $38e,»»

»1 12.473
74.791

42.182
38,1131

S1.40I
13.193
12,678
10.900
9.194
8,682
7,6:t4

7.161

4.132
3.688
3.310
3.33S
2.037
1.8C3
1.395

Six month 316,004.490 49,564,240 tS,373^16

Zinc value, the week. *292,792: 6 mos., $7,377,874
Lead value, the week, 94,137; 6 mos., 1.996.441

.\verage prices for ore m the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC ORE AT JOPLIK.
1

LEAD OBE AT JOPLnf.

Moutb. 1906. 1907. MoDtb. 1906. 1907.

January . ..

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
Novemlwr.

.

December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40 61
43.83
43.26
43.56
42 58
n.56
44.13
43.68

45.84
47.11
4«.66|
48.24
45 98
44.S2|

January ...

February ..

March
April.
May
June.
July
August... .

September.
October
November..
December..

Tear

76.20
72.8:1

7:t 73
75.13
78 40
80.96
74 31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81. 9R
81.88

83 63
84.68
82.76
79.76
79.66
73.66

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Platteville, Wis., June 29—The price

for 60 per cent, ore climbed up
to an average of f47@48, while the

lower grades sold at their usual prices.

The weather was quite favorable for

the entire week, the roads being fair,

but the usual shortage of cars pre-

vailing. The majority of the ore pro-

duced was sold and most of the ore for

the coming week has also been sold, leav-

ing no surplus in the bins.

The price of 84 per cent, lead was $78
while 75 per cent, sold at $68, It will be

noticed that lead is still off and the pro-

ducers all persist that they will not sell'

on the lower market. Sulphur and dry

bone suffered no material change.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for week crfling Tune

29, 1907.
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Ptalt»rlll«
B»ni.->n ixi.auo

BlchlniKl O".""
MInxml IH>lni ;m9,9H0

Llndon JM.WO
Oubaoitr an. 120

Harkor IM.OHO

Urinir.1011 I8O.0OO

a«l..nii 7».100

lUtwoy
Buii»onib«>-Hii«»l Oreon

/.111.- U<ail Sulphur
oro. lb. on>, lb. ore, lb.

19.090

B-i.ino

40.000

Nitrate of Soda—The market is quiet

but firm, with demand continuing good

and supplies about the same as usual.

Prices are unchanged. We quote 96 per

cent, for 1907 at 2.55c., with 95 per cent,

at 2.47c. For next year's delivery these

grades are quoted at 2.55j4c. and 2.50c.,

respectively.

M.CTO 40.000Toial tor w.»k 3.031.810

T«r to Juno» 49.(ioe.>*iM,959.no M9.W

The tonnage for the Shullsburg camp

has not been reported so far this year,

owing to the fact they do not ship ore

each week. The shipping figures, March

31 to June 25, were 877.300 lb., while the

net output lor the same period was 980,700

lb No report was received for the week

from Buncombe-Hazel Green camp.

Chemicals

Vrtt- York. July 3—Impo^ts of heavy

chemicals into the United States for the

five months ended May 3' are reported

as follows, in pounds

:

1906. 1907. Chaoges.

- ,w,lpr 47 SB'S 091 50.3«).fi61 1.2,765.670

:, 7747O.S4 9-i7(n.964 1.15,237.700

;;.... 9;247.00» 9.985.33« I. 738.330

Exports of acetate of lime for the five

months were 27.279,428 lb. in 1906, and

38.477,032 lb. in 1907; an increase of n,-

197,604 lb. this year.

p;ioj/>;ia/«—Exports of phosphates

from the United States for the five

months ended May 31 were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

„„tf. 431.404 395.203 D- 36.201

Zittii^rW. ::.'. _^ 12^ I- ».^*

jaM,_ 440.604 407,747 D. 32 867

The chief exports this year were 123,-

665 tons to Germany; 64,204 to Great

Britain; 63,819 to France; 34,596 to Italy.

5«;/>Aur—Imports of sulphur and py-

rites into the United States for the five

months ending May 3' we". '" '""K ^°^^

19M. 1907. ChongfiB.

37.r.44 13,361 D. 24.283

J'JS 572 244 38S I. 18.8ir,Bulphor.
Pirrltea.

Mining Stocks

New York. July 2—Early in the week

the tone of the market was somewhat de-

pressed and showed considerable weak-

ness, partly owing to the failure on the

part of New York City to fl0.1t a bond

issue; this, together with exports of gold

to France, kept prices down at first. This

condition, however, soon improved and

the general market gained in strength,

while mining stocks showed a decided im-

provement. Amalgamated and American

Smelting common had the best move-

ments, the former closing at $S6^, an in-

crease of nearly $1.50; the latter, after

going up and down during the week,

closed at about the same figure as a week

ago. United States Steel closed up $2^/^,

al $37. The curb market was inclined to

dullness and comparatively few sales were

made, at only fractional advances. More

strength was shown in industrial than in

mining stocks.

The Consolidated Copper Company has

been incorporated under the law? of Dela-

ware with $50,000,000 of stock, divided

into shares of $5 each. It is expected that

the company will take over certain prop-

erties in the Ely, Nevada and Utah fields.

It is believed that James Phillips, Jr.,

W. Hinkle Smith and Wm. B. Thompson

will be largely interested in the new com-

pany. Guggenheimer, Untermyer & Mar-

shall are the attorneys. In niaking the

par value of the shares $5 the fact was

taken into consideration that this is the

par value of early all the mining stocks

listed upon the London and Paris stock

exchanges.

The decrease in sulphur imports is due

to the utilization of Louisiana sulphur in

place of the Sicilian product. Estimating

sulphur contents of pyrites, the total im-

ports of sulphur were 127,893 tons in

1906, and 103,116 tons in 1907. a decrease

of 24.777 tons.

Copper Sulphate—Vunng the past week

prices have receded, owing to the depre-

ciation in the cost of copper metal. Quo-

tations are off 'Ac. to $7-25 per 100 lb. for

carload lots, and some independent pro-

ducers arc offering the salt at $712^2 per

too lb. Smaller lots bring 'Ac. more, de-

pending on seller and tcrnvs of sale.

Exports of copper sulphate from the

United States for the five months ended

May 31 were i6,539,4o8 lb. in 1906 and

5,646,745 lb. in 1907; a decrease of 10,-

892,663. The exports this year contained

the rqnivalrnt of about 706 short tons of

fine copper.

Boston

July 2—The market shows a decided im-

provement aftd the best copper shares are

materially higher, while there is a better

disposition toward the others. The hand

of T. W. Lawson is also apparent in the

sharp advance in Trinity and Balaklala

shares. The increase in the Osceola and

Tamarack dividends and an initial divi-

dend by the Old Dominion Company of

New Jersey also gave inspiration to the

trading. Amalgamated is up $2.25 to $86.75

for the week, and Copper Range over $3

to $81.62^^. North Butte has been well

bought, advancing $425 to $83.50. Trinity

had the most conspicuous advance, going

up over $6 today to above $29. Balaklala

is up $i.62Vi for the week to $10.62^,

and Butte Coalition $1.75 to $26.75. Bos-

ton Consolidated scored a $2.37'/^ rise to

$28.12'/^ and Isle Royale $i.75 to $21.75.

xMohawk is up $5 to $83, Old Dominion

$3.25 to $48.50, and Utah Cr-.nsolidated

$1.62^ to $53-50.

Osceola and Tamarack both broke on

the dividend announcement on June 27,

but subsequently recovered. The former

fell $5 to $130 and the latter, after falling

to $110, has recovered to $118. Osceola

directors declared a semi-annual dividend

of $7 and Tamarack $4. Both companies

earned a great deal more than these

amounts represent, but conservative ac-

tion prevailed. Calumet & Hecla benefits

to the amount of $158,697 by its owner-

ship of Osceola stock. Osceola's annual

meeting has been further adjourned to

Jan. 2, 1908, by agreement of counsel.

Calumet & Hecla is up $15 to $815- Vice-

president Thomas L. Livermore, of Calu-

met & Hccia, has had direction of Calumet

copper sales for 17 years and in an affidavit

he says that more than 1,000,000,000 lb.

of copper have been sold under his direc-

tion, at a total price of more than $128,-

000,000, and an average price of between

12 and 13c.

Bingham stock has recovered $1.50 dur-

ing the week, touching $16, and Calumet

& Arizona is up $13 to $160 on normal

trading. Michigan is up $1.5" to $14-25,

Parrot $1.50 to $20.50, Quincy $4 to $119.

and Wolverine $5 to $160. The new

$50,000,000 copper combination by the

Guggenheims to take over Nevada prop-

erties has not caused a ripple here.

Nevada-Utah has been the curb feature,

advancing to $6.25 here on heaN-y trading.

This company has an option on the Con-

solidated Arizona Smelting Company.

Shares of the latter sold on the curb to-

day for the first time at $5 Boston

& Corbin rose almost $2 on the curb to

$12.62'/, per share.

Colorado Springs

The local stock market see.ns to have

gone on a summer vacation. Prices are

slowly but surely dropping eveo day ;
the

entire list shows signs of a decided slump.

The El Paso Consolidated recently paid a

dividend, but a well authfenticated report

has it that the lower workings of this

mine are being flooded and in all prob-

ability will not be accessible until the new

drainage tunnel penetrates for enough to

relieve the situation.

San Francisco

June 28—The San Francisco stock and

exchange board has raised the rates of

commission of brokers dealing in mining i

stocks from o'A per cent, to i per cent. T

flat. The commission is still lower than

that charged in any other exchange in th-^

United States for the handling of mining

stocks. At Goldfield the rate is I'/i per

cent. flat. On the New York curb the

commissioners on a sliding scale that runs

from I per cent, a share for stocks sold

from 20c. to $1, to i2';-^c. a share for

stocks that bring $5 or more a share. The
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miniimim commission on the New York
curb is $1. .\t BuCte the commissions

range from ijjc. a share on stocks bring-

ing from J5 to 50c. a share to i2>-ic. a

share for stocks sold at $10 and upward.

The mintmum Butte charge is $12. The
old rate in San FraiKiseo of ol j per cent,

was based on dealings in stocks that sold

for hundreds of dollars a share. There

are few stocks on the present list that

sell for more than $1 a share now. There

are risks and delays in payments, and

there arc telegraphic charges and other

expetvses and the time taken up to be con-

sidered. San Francisco is still the cheap-

est place for payment of mining commis-

sions, even under the new rate, in this

country.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW TOBK July a

Name ot Comp. CIg.

Alaska Mine
Alu.Ni'v.M.SP.Co.
AmatRamated
ADa^'v>D<la*
Balaklala
BrltUb Cnl. Coi>..
Buffalo Cobalt
Butte & Lt-tDdOD..
Bulte Coalition*..
Butti- Cop. t Zinc.
Cot>ali Contact...
Colonial Silver
Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion Cop
El Rayo
Foster Cobalt
Furnace Creek
Olroux Mine
Qoia Hill
Granby. New
Oreene Gold
Greene e. & 8
OreeuWr i D.Val.
Guanajuato
Ouggen. Eip
Hanapab
McKlnley Dar....
Ulcmac
Mines Co. ot Am..
MltchellMlnlng..
Mi>nt.Sho. C.(New)
Nev. Utah M. (e S.
Newbouse M. & S.
Xlplsslng Mines..
Old Hundred
Silver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Copper
Unlop Copper..
Utah Apex
West Columbus

88-.'

lO.S,

''*

•i

3

13

5X
S

65

2

'>•

1\
"S

3*4,

2HS
50
1'.

6'4
1>.

2',

1;

11}.-

1'.
01

38 S
»4

11

S. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt. * Bef
Am.Sm. JcRer.pr.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel i Iron.
Federal M.*S..pf.
Inter. Salt
National Lead ...

National Lead, pf.
Plltaburg Coal ...

Republic I. * S ..

Republic I. JkS.,pf.
Bloss-Sheffleld
Standard Oil
Tenn. C. & I

n. 8. Red. & Ref..
U. 8. Steel
n. 8. Steel, pf
Va. Car. Chem
Va. I. Coal k Coke

118 <i

107'.

II

32 >i
8S
16
62

JSS
11

»;,
83
67 S
504

icji
37
100

26X

ST. LOUIS June 29

M. otCom. IHlgb.l Low.

Adams
Am. Nettle
Center Cr-k
Cent.C. iC.
C.C. k C. pd.
Cent, Oil...
Columbia..
Con. Coal..
Doe Run...
Ore. Blmet!
St. Joe

AO- .30
.05 OS
.50' 2.30
SO 66.00
50 77 50
,00110 00<

.00 4 50
00: 24.00;
00| 140.001

,27 .20
(lOl 16.001

BOSTON

Name o( Comp.

Adventure
AUouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet ,V Ariz...
Calumet ,(: Hecia*
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range
Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk*
Mont. C. * C.(neW)
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy.
Rhode island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
U. S. Smg. A- Rer.
U.S.Sm.i n.-.,|.rt

.

CTtah CopiMT
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

Julys

Clg.

3
47

36V
65»
13

16,>4

28
169

»"

sii^
16
14',
16'.

21 ,S

UK
57.

14H
»3>t

13%
sajii

i7H
134
20>-

119"

S,*4

3h
18 •

116
2!>

64
10X
48Jt
43
52',

160
IK

»Ex. Dlv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Ht
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Superior * Pitts
Troy Man

10«

'2X

i».

LONDON July 3

Name ot Com. 1 Cig.

Dolores |£1 10s
Stratton'slnd. 3
Camp Bird....

I

1 1

Baperanca 1 2 1

Tomboy 1 11
El Oro 1 a
Orovllle 16
Somera '

1

titah Apex 1 6
Arlz.Cop.,pfd S 3
Arlr.Cop..det.. 8 2

Od

3
3

3

9

6
10
3
1

8. FRANOIBOO JuneMJ
Name ot Uomp. 1 uig. I

CUUHTUt^K STOCKS
Uelcbor
Best \ Uelchor.

.

Caledonia
ChoUar
Con. Cnl. A Va
Cr.iwn Point
F.i»*iiequ«r
liiiuld ai Curry....
Hale k Norcross.

.

Mexican
Ophir
Overman
PotosI
Savage.
Sierra Nevada...,'
I'nion

i

ftah i

Yellow Jacket

TOSOPAII STOCKS
OoMtwi Anchor. ..

McNnniara
Mootana-Pltw.ex
North Star
Rescue
OoLDrfD Stocks'
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Ml
Comb. Krac
Conqueror
Daisy
Florence
Frances-Mohawk.
OoldOeld Con....

I

Grandma '

Great Bend
Red Hills
St. Ives

BULLFRoo Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire,...
Mayflower Con ...

'

Montgomer>' Mt..
Original

Manh.at'.n Stocks
Gol,l W.Hlgp
Manhattan Mg ..

PIneNut
Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse..

Jt
.70
.16

.08

.61

,17

.39

.16

.60

.42

1.80
.12

09
.06
,36

.26

.06

.88

.21

.28

.09

.30

.17

.06

.28

.48

3,45
.12

1.76
4.10
1.16
6.90
,11
.67

.47

.99

,27

.64

.35

.14

.09

.05

.00

.08

.20

.16

.04

NEVADA Joly 3

(Wolr Bros, h Co., New
York>

TONOPA B stocks" Cif

.

Tono'h MlueiifN. 13.00
Tonopsh Exteu... 1.75
Montana Tonop'ti, 3.16
llelnioni ' a 60
Tonopah Midway! 1.2U
West End Con.... .88
Jim Butler.

\

1,00

(loi.piTi) Stocks
Sandstorm

|

.40
Kendall i .30
Red Top 3.00
Jumbo I 3.00
OoldOeld Mining.! 1,20
Dla'dfleld B. B. C: .22
Atlanta .60
Mohawk il3.80
SUver Pick ,87
Laguna ,.l 1.20

BcLLFnoostocks'
Mont. ShoBhonoC.| 6 75
TrampsCou i .M
Gold Bar ' 64
Bullfrog Mining..! .10
Bullfrog Nat. B... .21
Homestake Con .

.

Manhat'n Stocks
Manhattan Con.. .46
Manhat'u Dexter. .13
Jumping Jack ... .08
Stray Dog lo
Indian Cam| OS

Monthly Average Price, of Metali

AVBRAGB I'RICE OK SILVER

Month.
New York.

1IM6. 190T.

06 288 68 <m
B« ].». •- -•>

64 f..

(14. 7'

00. U7.. -. ,

6e.SW4!U?."
68.106 ...

68.949i
67.927'

69.628
70.818
00 06O

London.

1906. 1907.

January
February
Uareli.,.
April

m IIS SI 76V
.... ,., ...

....J

Y^7 :;;;;;;:::;;;
June
July

.71

August
September
Ocu>bor
November

ti.ta
32.14S
82.671
.12. 008December

Tear 66.791! 80.808

New York, cents per floe ouoce; Ixindon,
pence per standard ounci-

AVERAGE I'RK I

NEW YOUK.

j
Electrolytic

: 1906.

Lake

1907. 1906. 1907.

COLO. SPRINGS June 29

Name of Comp. CIg.

Acacia 9!-.'

Black BeU
C. C. Con *H
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot .

.

El Paso 40 (i
FIndlay 68
Sold Dollar 6^
Gold Sovereign . .

.

4
Isabella 22
Index
Jennie Sample....
Jerr>- Johnson 6
Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines.. 'h
Vindicator 80
Work 16

January...: 18 310 24 404 [18
February..: 17 8C9|24 8«i)|i8
Uaroh 18 361 "i.'' ocd'ih'
April 18 376 J4 -in Id
May ;18.475 .'« IH8 18
June [18.442
July 118.190
August
September 19 033
October ...21.208
November. 21.833
December 22.886

Year 19.278 19.616

22.IJC5

419 24.826
lie 26 2:<6

641 26 6<V>

TU -it 072
719 24.140
686
706
328
722
308
360

1906. 1907.

.809 106 739

.147,107.388
111 100.694
798 98 625
.867 Iir2.376

.9»< 97.272

.187

.884

.831

.26«

.270

.226

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is
for cakes, Ingots or wlrebars. Ivondon, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

New Dividends

Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...|3« 390:41 648
February ..[36.403 42 102
March 36.062141.313
April 38 90040 v:»
Hay.. I43 31343.149
June 39.26042.120

Month.
: 1906. 1907.

Company.
fble".

R*"*- *"»

;july
August
8eptemt>er.
Octol)er
November.
December..

87.27B'.
40.806{.
40 61«'

42 R52,.

42.906,.
42.750 .

Av. year.. 189.819'

Am. Smelling k Ref., com.. July
Am. Smc iir.g& Ref.. pfj... July
Anaconda [J*lly

Rate. Amt,
Prices are In cents per pound.

10 AA ft t nnA ntm " —

:

July
July
July
July
July
Aug.

RufTolo MliiHs. Lid.
Central C. & C. com
Central c. & C, pfd..
F.l Oro
Esperanzn. Ltii

Inter. Nickel, j.fd. ..

Kerr Lake (Cobalt). July
Mines Co. of Am

]
Julie

New Idrla IJuly
July
June
July
July
July
Aug.
June
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
July
July
July

15 $2.00
1 1 75

17 1.75
10 03
15[ 1.50
16 1 2.')

12 0.36
18 1.32
I 1.50
1 0.15

26 02

Nlpl-slng
North Star
N. S. St. *: C<al,cnm
N. 8. St. i: Coal, pfd
Osceola
Philadelphia Gas
Silver Hill
St. Mary's Mineral Lanfl..
Tamarack
Tenn. C. I. & R. R.. com...
Tenn. C. I. i R. R., pfd
Tezultlan
Tonopah of Nev
V. S. SmeltlDg * Ref
Vulcan Dpilnniiig. pfd

0.20
IS
20

1.60
2 00
7.00
0.75

06
1.00
4 00
1 00
2.00
2.00
0.26
I 76
1.26

1 1,000,000

875.000
7,104,000

27,000
76,875
23.438

388.800
OOO.flOO

131.123
90.000
40.000
20.000
180.000
50.000
74.814
20,600
673,060
434.296

5.400
160,000
240,000
225,536

4,960

'250,600

0.')«,2o0

18.760

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York.

1906. 190T.

London.

1006. 1907.

January 6.600 6.000 16
February 6.4C4
March 5 360
April 6 404
May 6.686
June 6 780
July 6;760
August 6.760
September 8 760
October 6.750
November 6760
December 6!900

6 000 16
6.000 16
6.000 16
G.nno 16
5.7r.ll 16

16
17

18
19
19
19

19 B28
19 531
19.703
19 976
19.688
20.188

Tear 6.667 17.370

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER
Aummsnts

Comfisny.

Bullion, Nev
Challenge Con., Nev.
E na King. Cal
Exchequer. Nev
Forty-nine O. PI., n.
Honerine. Utah
Julia Con.. Nev
Mexican,. Nev
Nev. Superior, Utah
Savage, Nov

.

St. Joe, ftah
Wasatch. Utah
Vollow Jacket, Nov.

Dellnq.

Cabled through Hay-
den, Stone k Co., N. Y.

June
June
June
July
Jtin*^

June
June
July
June
Juno
Jane
June
July

Sale. Amt.

10 July
19 July
8 July
8 July

26
,
July

25 July
24 July
15

{
Aug.

17 July
12 July
"" July

July
Aug.

Month.

tO.06
0.10
0.03
0.06
O.OI
0.20
0.03
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.02
1.26
0.16

January .

.

February .

March.. ..

April
May
June
July
August
September
Octol>er ..

.

Noveml»er
Decomtter.

Year.. ..

New York. 8t. Louis.
I London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.9.17:

6 atc,^

6 006'.

6.027 .

6. 2161.

6.222 .

6 375'.

6 693 .

6.1i>8|.

6.732 6 337
6.814 6 934
6.837 6.066
6.6861 6 931
6.441 6.846
6.4l'.l 6 948

6. 856
5.878

.... 6 066
« 070

.. . 6.228
6.443

6 682 28
6.664 26
6 687 24
6.535 26
6.291 27
6.269 27

2«
2«
27
28
27

... .27.

2M 27.126
844 26 938
6«3 26 094
781 26 900
000 2.t 563
728 24.409
800:

6.04«[,

New York and St. Ix>uls. cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per. long ton.
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CHEMICALS. MINERALS. RARE EARTHS. ETC. -CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

ABKASIveS-
Ulti. K'-'^l drill quality, o&rai
CvN'ruiiJum. t.o.b. NIacara

FaJla, iK>wd lb.

Oralun •
Ooruudum "
Oru*lir<l Htoal. t.o.b. Pitts-

b«rf
'

ttnonr. In k<>(> : Turkub
Ik'ur "
Oralna "

}<ai<« Hour "
Oralua "

CbfwK^r floiu "
OralDe "

Prvknklll, f.o.b. BaatoD,
Pa., flour •

(IraltiB, In ke|C» "
Oarni^t. jx^r qiidlit; sb ton
Pumtrotlti'hK.Am Powil.lOOIb.

Italian, [M.wilonHl ••

Lump, p«»r miftllty .... "
BotlcuMlono, ground "
Lump, p4«r quality "

Il*»uKT». i*r quality "
8tp«l Emrry, t.o.b. Pltta-

burp "

ACIDS-
Aortic MK lb.

Boric "

BydroDuorlc, SOX "

««x
••

eox ••

Hydmclilorlc acid .JO", per lb
Nitric acid. 3»« per lb.

olpburlc acid. (0°. bulk, per ton..
80°. ICO lb. In carboys
W". bulk, ton
M*. 100 lb. In carboys
M*. bulk, ton

Oxalic ••

ALCOHOL—OrjUn gal.
B<-flned wood. »6ffl»7< "

ALUM—Lump 1001b.
Orotund "

Chr. -me Alum lb.

ALUMINUM—Sulphate, com'l. "

AM.MONIA-24 deg. lb
M •• ••

AM.MONIUM—
Br> mldp lb.

Carbonate "
Muriate grain
Lump . "

Sulpbate. 100 lb
Bulphocyanlde com "

chem. pure "

ANTI.MONY-needle. lump lb.. .

ARSENIC-White (nominal)

IM.UO

.W(s>n

.070.10

.06Vral.U«

.uijffl.oaj

.oiia.oa
.03ir3.04

.01

.08)0.04

R».l

ASPMALTUM-
Bfu-badnee per ton.
w..«t Indies
Egyptian lb.

011S"nlte, Utah ordinary per ton.
Trinidad
Calir<^>rola "

BABIUM—
Carb. Lump. tOOW Ig. ton.
Powdered 80ra»0» lb.

Chloride com'l ton.
Nitrate, powdered. In casks.. lb.

8ulphate rBlaoo Fixe)

BARVTES-
Am. Ground ah. ton.
Floated

Foreign Boated "

ISMITM 8ul>-Dltrate lb.

BLEACMINO POWOER-MX, 100 lb.

BLUE VITRIOL-lcopper sulphate),
carload, per 100 1b

.OllO.OU

.oalo.oaj
le.OO^SKIA.OO

i.cofari.oo

.011,^5). 01

J

.03(3.30
.0110.04)
.too. IS
.o&o.ao

.OISO-OTV

.oawffl.MS
.00^0.10
.oaxffl.03

.oe

.10

1.2,">®1.60

«.'ie04.6J)c.

tn up.
.MOi.ias

16.0001H.00
i.oooi.as

1800
.08Sffl.09

a.46,s
.70(3.76

SI. 76
1.86
.04'-.

1.26(31.80

.04S(3.a6'i

.04X(3.0«)»

.23

.07,S(3.08
.06 Si (3. 06 ^
.0«i(3.09]
3.10(33.125

.40

.10(3.11

.vmo.mH
.07j(3.07J

40.00(380.00
30.00(360.00

.14(3.18
36.00

SO.0O(332.SO
92.60(330.00

30.00(336.00
.02(3.02}
40.00 up

.05,S(3.06
.02)«

16.00(321.00
22.00

19.60(322.60

1.60

1.2601-40

BONE ASM lb.

BORAX
CALCIUM-Acetate, gray

Acetate, brown "
Carbide. Ion lata t.o.b. Ni-
agara Falls. N. T.. tor
Jersey city, S. i sh. ton.

Chlorlde.f.o.b. N. V ••

CBMEVT-
Portland. Am. 600 lb bM.
Foreign "

" Roeeodale." aoo lb
(In sacksl

Blag cement ,

CHROME ORB-
N'w Cale<loDla KS ex. ship
N T per Ig. ton

Brinks, t.o.b. PltUburg.H.. "

CLAY. CMINA-Am. common
sx-dock. H. T

Foreign ••

COBALT-OxIde . lb.

7.25

.02]O.04

.07iO.0e

2. 3602.40
1. 6001.66

68.00
14,7601».76

1,6601.60
2.26O2.90

.86

.66

7601.26

17.60^30.00
176.00

8.60O«.r0
U.10017. 10

COPPERAS—Bulk 100 lb. »o. 66

lu Ubli> .G60.76
lu bags • .60(3.70

CRYOLITE lb. .06J(a.06-

FBLOSPAR-Oround best. ..sh. ton. 14.00

FIRE BRICK.
American per M. 30.00O40.C0
Imported " 30.00(346.00

8C. Louis No. 1 • 16.00

No,2 • 14.00

Extra • 20.00(323.00

FIRE CLAY.
St. L<iul« mill, dom per ton 2.60

FLUORSPAR

—

Domestic t.o.b. shipping port

:

Lump Ig. ton. P.Ooffllii CK)

around " ll,6«fi)Ki.60

Oravol •• 4.25(34.60

Foreign crude ex. dock 8.00(310.00

PULLER'S EARTH—Lump. .100 lb. .80(3.86

Powdered " .8.'-.(3.90

QRAPHITE-
Am^rlcan. ore. common lb. .01(3.10

Artificial
•' 06

Ceylon, common pulv ' .023(3-03)

Beet, pulverized • .040.08
German, com. pulv " .0110-01)
Best, pulverized • .0l)O.02

Italian, pulverized " .01(3.02

OYPSUM- , _
Fertilizer sh. ton. 7.00

Powdered sh. ton. 10.00

INFUSORIAL EARTH—
Ground Am. beet lb. .OlJi

French Ig. ton. 66.00

German lb. .02iO.02;

LEAD—Acetate (sugarol) brown lb. .07?^

Nitrate, com'l " .ODKffl.og^i

MAQNESITE-Oreece.
Crude (950 ''• 'o°- 7.00(38.00

Calcined, powdered sh. ton. 35.00(340.00

Bricks, domes, i>er qual.
t.o.b. Pittsburg M. 160(3200

MAGNESIUM- „,
Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .80®! . 16

Sulphate (Epsom salt) ... 100 lb. . 90(31 .
(hj

MANOANESE-
Crude powdered

:

70O76K blnoilde lb. .OlJiO.Ol)^
76(386* blnoxlde " .01>i(3.02
86(390» blnoxlde " .OlJiffl.05

90(395* blnoxlde " .06^

Ore, 80JJ-86?i sh. ton. 36.00060.00

."WARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.60O10.00

MINERAL WOOL—
Slag, ordinary " 19.00

Selected •• 26.00
Rock, ordinary " 32.00
Selected " 40.00

MONAZITE SAND-
Ouar. 97*. with 5* Thorium
oxide, nominal lb. .08 and up.

NICKEL-
Oxlde, crude, lb. (77JJ)
tor fine metal contained.. .47

Sulphate, single lb, .130.18
double '• .090-11

NITRATE OF SODA-100 lb. 96* for 1907 2.55
96% tor 1908 2.47

95?J for 1909 2.50

9«5i Is 6)c higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .140-17

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge. Am. powdered " .07iO-07'
EngllHh glassmakers' " .08j(3-08i

Lltbopone " .03;ffl.07
Metallic, brown sh. ton. 16. 50(a 2'-^ <hi

Red " 16.00
Ocher. Am. common " B. 6009. 00
Beet 16.00
Dutch, washed lb. -02JO-03
French, washed .01)(3.02J

Paris green, pure, bulk " .2*5

Rad lead, American " .07',(S 07;
Foreign •• .OSiO.OS)

Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. .60'

White lead. Am., dry lb. .06^0-07
American, In oil .07J(3.07J
Foreign, In oil ' .lOiO-10

Zinc white. Am. extra dry.. " .06jO <i5j

Foreign, red seal. dry. . .. ' .07r3.07J
Green seal, dry " .08jO "HJ

PHOSPHATES—Acid 66(3«7)c per unit
•Fla., hard rock 10.25ffll0.60

land pebble esf; 5.76ffl6.(io

(Tenn, 78Oe0X 6.60(37.00

76X .'

6.00(ar,.25

68072S 4.0(lfn54.)5

»8o. Car. land rock 5.76ro7.'26
" " river rock

•r. o. b. Florida or Georgia porta. fF. o. b, Mt.
Pleasant, ton vessel Ashley River, S. C.

POTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal lb. ».08)ffl.<i9

Powdered or granulated.. " .u9(5) 09)
Bichromate. Am onjO 09
Scotch .11
Bromide.. .16

Carbonate (80(&)86*) .03>O-04
Caustic, erdlnarv .04j(S>.06i

Elect. (90*1 " .05)0.06
Chloride (muriate). 100 II'.. 1.90
Chlorate, powdered •

.0«i® 09)
Crystals 09(309}

Cyanide (98099*) • .100. 1»
Kalnlte. long ton. bulk. 8.60; bags. 9.60.

Permanganate lb. lOOlOJ
Prusslate, yellow " .16016}
Red .3Sffl 35

Sulphat*" 100 lb. 3.18j(32.'21}

PYRITE—
Domestic, Don-arsenlcal, furnace

size, f,o.l). mines per unit 11011)o
Domestic, non.arseulcal, flues, per
unit, f.o.lj. mines 10ffll0)c.

Imported non.arseulcal, furnace
size, per unit 13(5114

Imported, arsenical, furnace size,
per unit 12J0.13

Imported flues, arsenical, per unit. .08)0.09
non-areenlcal, per

unit lOjOllc.
Pyrlte prices are per unit of sulphur. An al-

lowance of 25c. per ton Is made when delivered in
lump form.

SALT—N. T. com. fine 280 lb. bbl.
N. T. agricultural sh. ton.

SALTPETER—Crude 100 1b.
Reflued, crystals "

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry Ig. ton
SUex
Lump Quartz '

Glass sand ••

.7201.U
304.40

4.2504.60
4.7.506.76

13.00016 00
13.00030.00
2.6004.00

2.76

SILVER—Nitrate, crystals oz. .43>i0.46X

SODIUM-
Acetate lb. .04,'4'O-04X

"Alkali," per 100 lb.. 68/4* 80O-87X
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.20(31.60c.
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb.. 76/60. .

.

1.75ffll.85
" powdered 03\O-03i

Salt cake, per 100 lb .660-66
Soda, monohydrate, perlb l^c.
Bichromate id. .07,>,'0.07J
Bromide " .16
Chlorate, com'l " .OBjO 0*.

Cyanide, ("lOOJiKCN ").... • • .IBO.M
Hyposulphite, Am •• 1.36up.
German •• 1. 6001-79

Phosphate 100 lb. 1.80O1 90
Prusslate " .09JO-10}
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y ... .1001b. .700.86
Foreign, f.o.b. N. T " 8001-00

Silicate, com'l 100 1b. .76©]. 16
Sulphate.com'l,(Glauber's salt) lOOIb. .600.60

" " calcined .660-86

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. 08}ffl.08j

SULPHUR—
Loulslana(prlme)to New York,Boston

or Portland Ig. ton
To Philadelphia or Baltimore "

Boll 100 lb.

Flour "
Flowers, sublimed '• ••

TERRA ALBA—French & Eng. 100 lb.

TALC—Domestic sh. ton.
French "
Italian, best ••

TIN—Bichloride, 60J{ lb.
Crystals "
Oxide, lb

22.12*
32.60

1.86(32.16
2.00(33.40
2. 30(33. 6«

.8601-00

URANIUM—Oxide

ZINC—Metallic ch. pure
ChU>rlde solution, com'l 20°
Chloride, granular
Dust
Sulphate

16. 00(325. op
20 00(336.00
36.00040.00

13 )i

.36?j up
.470.49

!l.60

.15

.02i
.04)0-06
.06iO.06)
.(I2j(3.02)

Note—The.se quotations are for wholesale
lots In New York, unless olherwlse speci-
fled. and are RPnerall.v subjeot to the usual
trade discounts. Readers of The Kngin-
EKUiNG AND Mi.NiNO .Idi'nx.^i, nre requested
to report any corrections needed, or to
sugprest additions which they may consider
advisable.
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Metal and Mining Companies— U. S.

Maine of ComiMtnjr aud
[>K-atlou.

41a«ka Moiliau, r.iAI'ka ...

lliu>kaTmi>lw«U.g lAI'kA..
Alaska I'lilt'vl. g... .\rkii

AmalKfti"'****^. ^'•- M-ul..
Am. 8IU. Alitor.. *-'"li'. V.f
Am. 0m. A Uvt. pf .. C. b
Am. Sim-ltom. Jit. A U. B

Am. am«ln»rB. pt. B U. 8
Anat'oiiaa.c Moiit .

Au 11 If Laurie, 1;.... I'tali. .

ArUoiia. c Aili ...

Atlantic. Ulcli ..

B. * U .l.k M" ....

Beck I uniiel. Lvs.l. I'tBli

Bliigliam Jt N.H.,c.p I'tHli.

Btvton A M<'Utaiin. Mi lit ..

Bull.B<vk..ti'hKui.B Utah.
Bunker Ulll .» Sull. hla
BuUt" toHlllli'ii."' » Mont
O&lumei.*; Arlionai Arli—
Calunici .« lUvla.f.iulcli

Oam|> mm, f . «— Oolo ...

Carlsa.o.K Iftali.

Oeniral Eureka, p.. Oal
Columbus Ci>u. o. .. I'lHli ..

Combl'tlouCo.O'fM NeTa«lu
Con. Mercur. g Itah.
Continental. 1. 1— Mo
Copiier Range Con. MIcb ..

OreeJe rmted.g... Colo
Cripple Creek Con f Colo.. .

.

Dalj- Judge, g. B. 1. ftali,

Daly Weet. g. a. 1 .
. ,riali .

.

De Lamar, g. e — Ida

DIUon.g I?"'"
Doctor Jack Pot....

Doe Bun, 1

^kton Con., f
tl Paeo. g
Fed. 8m , com
Federal »m., pf ...

FIndley.g ••
Francea-Moliawk.g
Qemlnl-Keystone ..

Gold King Con
Oold Sovereign —
Grand Central, g. ..

Gwin Mine, Dev., g
Hecla. s. I

Homestake. g
HornSUver.g.s.c.i.l
Inter'l Nickel, pf.

,

Iron Silver |Colo..

Jamison, g
Jerry Johnsor. ...

Kendall, g
Utierty Bell.g. s...
LIghtuer.p
Lower MamnU'tn. g
Mammoth, g. s. I...

Mary McKlnney. g.

Mobawk. c

Mont, ore Purch. ..

Monument, g
N.>viicla Hills, 8.(1...

New Century. I., 1..

New Idrla. q
New Jersey Zinc...

North Butte
North Star, g
Northern Llght.g.s

Old Dominion Cop.

Old Gold
OphlT.g. 8
Osoeola, o
Parrot, c.9

Pennsylvania, (....

Plaltevllle. 1. i—
Portland, g—
Qulncy. c

B. bRoy. t

Bocco HomeefkJ.a. _

Sacramento, g, ij. . . Ctah...
Salvator. g. s I Dtah .

.

6t. Joseph. I Mo
Silver Hill, g 8 ... . Nevada
Silver King, g. s. I . ctah...
Shannon. c — Ariz

—

Snowstorm. 6. 1 Ida
SpearOsb. g S. D. ..

Standard Con. , g e . Cal
Stratton'slndoi end Colo
Swuiiscn. g. s. 1 — Utah. .

.

Tamarack, c M Ich .

.

Teoneeaee, c Tenn .

.

Tomboy, g. s Coin
Tnnopah of Nev— Nevf.dn
T.-nopah Belmont.. Nevada
T'-nopah ExfusloD N<-^a<la
Ti'Dopah Midway.. Nevmla
rccle Sam, g.s.l— Utah...
Cnlted Cop. com... Mont ..

Cnlted. c. pf Mont . .

.

Cnlted, z. I, com .. Mo.- Kan
United, z. I., pf .. . Mo.. Kan
Cnlted, (Crtp'leC'k) Colo... .

Cnlted Verde, c— Ariz
Cn.8tates,pf.g e.c.l' Utah
C.S. Red. & Bet Pf Colo
Ctah. g.(Fl8hSp'g8) Ctab
Ctah Con., c Diab
Victoria. Ctah riah
Vindicator Ci n., g . Colo
Wolverine, c Ml< tx ...

Work.g Colo
TankeeCon Utah...
Tellow Aster, g Cal

Author- BIi»re«.

Capital Issued. P»^
Date. lAQlt.

ICU.UUOl

H-iU.UOOi

600,000

$1,0UU,IIUI lOU.UOO
6,0O0.0UI 'AIO.OUO
i.(»io.imii ido.'joo

IM.0U0.0U0l,630.(n»
: SU,000,000 60U0U0
W.OOO.UUO 600,000

I
17,000,000 170,000

I 3O.U00,U00 300.0U0
30.000.000 l;jui,0U0
6.0UI.1101I

-it, 000
3,776,000 3,(W,l,61iO

J,6U0,000 luo.ULO
4(H1,000 luo.OOO
100,000 1 mxj.uoo

a,ooo,mio a-jo.ooo
3 760,000 160.0001
1,000,1100 lou.oOOi
a.lKHMKIO 300 000
15.000,000 1,000,0001
•J, 600.000 200,000
J,6011,000

6,600.000
600,000
400,000

1,600.000 ^00,000
400,000 320,000

1.000.0001.000,000
650,00(' a'j.OOO

38,600,000 383,781
3,000,0001,626,000
2,000,000 1,000,000

;ill0.000 300,000
3.CHXI.0O0 180,000
400,000 67,180

1,L>60.000 1.260.000
3,000,001 3,COO,000
10,000.000 69.062
3,0110,000 a.600,000
2,600,000 2,460,000
10.000.000 60.000
20,000.00(1 120,000
1.250.000 1.260,000
1,000,000 1,000 000
600,000 6,000

6,760,370'5,760,370

2,000,000 2,000,000
260,000 260,000

1.100.001 100,000
250 000 1,000 000

21.840,000 218 400
10.000.000
12.000.000
10,000,000
3900 000
2,600,00*1 2,600,00(1
2,600,00( 600 00(1

700,000
126,000
IDO.OOt

10,000 eo(

l,6O0.0O(ill,3O4,26'i

2.600,00( 100,00(,

2,600,00(

300,00('

1.000.000:

300,00(

600 001

10,000,00(

6,000,00*

Q,500,00(

3,000,00*

7,600,00*

3,101,16* 2,101.160
302,40* 100.800

3,600,00*

2.300,00*

6,160,001
20,00(

3,000,000, 3.(X)0,000
;!,750.00(il 110,000

16.0001 16.00*
SOO.OOOi 300.000

1,000,00011.000.000
200.000 200,000

20.000,000
108,000

3,000,000
3,000,000
1,600.000 i.gboioob
1.500.000 1,600,000
2,000,000 178,600

6,600,000;i,000,007
600,000, 100,000

1,600,000 60,000
6,000,000 176,000
1,760,000' 300,000
1,000,0001.000.000
2.0OO.0CO 1.296,007
1.000,000 928.433
1.000,000 1.000.000
600.000 600,000

76,000,000 460,000
6.000,000
600.000
600.000

6.000,00«4,009,100
3,000,000 300,000

37,600,000 760,000
4,000.000 39,468 100
1.000.000 100.000 10
1,600.000 300.000
360.000 260.000

1,600,0001,600,000
1,600,000 60,000
1,600,0001,600,000
600,000 600,000

1 ,oai,ooo i(xi,(ioo

400,000

87.416
600.000
390,000

130,661
102,35f

I'.KI.OOO

400,00*

80,833

300,000
200.00(

300,00(

100,000
100.00(J

400,00(1

26O.0O(
4ao,oo(

281,689

96,16*

229,86*

61,60(

60t

1,000,00*'

108,000
160.000

300,000

* 6

26
6

100
100
100
100
100
26
100

26
1

0.10

6
26
10
10
16

10
26
6

1

1

6

1

1

26
100

1

1

1

20
6

1

1

100
1

1

100
100

1

1

100
1

1

1

10
0.26

100

26
100
20
10

1

6

6

1

1

26
1

26
26
1

6

1

6

100
16

10
6

26
1

3
36
10

100
40
1

26
1

1

1

1

10
1

20
10
1

1

10
6

5

26
26
6

1

1

1

1

1

100
60,000 100
92,400' 6
19.656 26

1

10
60

Total to
Date.

»l,672,;«illjan7
ii,2.H5,(m*i Jan.

3(H.,:nii Jan.
5<l,."i«*,7Bt< May
lll,|.A^.l»lo Julv
2*,*i.:i,o.'i;)!July

l,4a>,uoo'Mar.
.t.ci(«i,0(jo!jiine HH17

:t6,y5i».iKi*t .luly iyo7
4li6,0(il July 1906

6,182,341 Apr. 190«
UVO.OUO Feb. 1V06
40,000|l)pc. 1906

6!>6,O0o'Mav l'.io7

22.600 Hept. 1906
47,876,000 Nov. 1906 12.00
2,C.8«.40(J'Apr. 19(17

1
.10

H,1HC.,(I0(I1JUTU< 1907 .60

1.800.000'JULe 1907 .60
H.000.000 Juiii' 1907 6.00
muoo.duo June i»o7!20.oo

DiTldeod*.

Lateal.

lllUTit .60

1907 1.(10

19*17 0.30
1907
1907

1907

1907

.06

.02

.01

114

10

Coal, IroD and Olber InduatrialB— Uoittd Statea.

2 00
J, 110

1.76

1 60
1.26

1.76

.60

;t.K82.7(IO June 1907
66,0*J0 Nov. 1906

778,921 Mar. 1906
105,000

(W8,00(:

1.206,000
209.000

6.326,468

214 063
180,000

Apr. 1907

Sept. 1906
Dec, 1906
July 1907
July HHI7

July 1906
Mar, 1906

225,000, Apr. 1907
6,()0",00(l|Mnr. 1907

2,926,370 1 May 1906
31,876ljuly 1906

268.000!July 1906
1,316,913 June 11K|7

1,841,960 Fob. 1907

1.022,760 June 1906

2 348,760 Jllne 1907

3,861,260 June 1907

326.000 Aug. 1906
141,000

l,8;0.ooo

1,407.604

10.000
1 27H.001I

36.000
1,280.00(1

22.2*4, (H('

5,622,000
78(;,73(.

4.0,')0.00O

270,070
61,70*1

1,110,00*1

110,861

296,694
'.(..ilKl

2,120,00(

801,7(V1

1.400,00(

9 437.274

27,12*
20,0(Hi

211,60(

920,000
8,400,00(

6,000,00*

1,386,989

20,001

280,848
10,606

1,797,40*

7 035.6.V

6.692,724

284,926
89,60*

.387.080

Dec. 1906

July 1900

May 1906
Jan. 1906
May 190'

Mar. 1906
June 1907

.\pr. 1907

Juno 1907

Aug. 1907

July 1907

Apr. 1907

Apr. 1906
June 1907

Jan. 1906
Aug.
May
Oct.
Apr.
.luly

Jan.
Apr,

1906
1907

1900
1907
1907

1907

1906
Mar. 1907

Niv. 1906
.luly 1907

Feb. 1906
June 1907

June 1907

Feb. 1904

Hay 1906
Mar. 1906

July 1904

July 1907

Mar. 1907

July 1906
Oct. 1906

Apr. 1907

17.460.440 June 190'

9,600
112.000
258,000

6.600
.'i,258.357

81.000
U.OOO.COO

450,000
315,000

May 1906

Dec. 1906
Nov. 1906
Aug. 1904
June 1907

June 190
Jiin. 1907
July i»<n
June 1907

166,600 Jan. 1906

6.139,061 Mar, 1907

4,896,866 1 Apr. 1906
329,600 Mar. I'.io'

9,4211,000 July 1907

l,093.760|Jan. 190'

900,000 June 1906
3,2.10,000 July 1907

618,0(W:Apr. 1907

12
.01

.07

,20

.16

.02}

.60

2.00

.001

.OOj

.371

.60

.72

.01

.OOJ

.60

.Oli

.01

6.00

1.76

.01

1.10

10.00
.01

.OOi

.04

.26

.10

.60

.06

1.60

.10

.03

.03

.03

.16

.06

.06

.03
.'>.*0

16.00
.01

;

.10

.01

.20

3.00
!

2.00
.20

.06

.60

.06

.26

7.00

.26

.10

10.00
.04

4.60
.03

.02

.OOJ

.01

.16

.06

.33)

.60

.03

.Oli

.10

.12J

.1 1,1

4.00
1.26

.48

,26

.10

.16

.06

.01

1.76

278,630 Apr. 1906
300,000 Jan. 1907

130.000 Oct. 1906
6,176,000 Apr. 1907

1,600,000 May 1907 3.00

27,460 Oct, 1908 .06

28:),260 Apr. 1907 .60

380,071 Apr. 1906 .00)
18.686.322 May 1907 .76

3.937.600 July 190" .87)

946.317 July 1907 1.60
2(17.000 May 1907 .0:)

6.936.(100 .luly 1907 1.60

177..100 Mar. 1907 .04

1,605,000 Apr. 1907 .03

4,050,000 Apr. 1907 10.00

90,000 Apr. 1907 .01

140.000 Jan. 1907 .03

913,789 May 1907 .10

Name of Oompany and
L<H'allou.

Ala. *;•^n.. *;. A I..pr..iXla....
AUlBChalniem. pf .. D 8...
Ainer, Ag. Cheni.. pf. . tT. 8 . .

.

American *^nneni ... Pa
American Coal Md . . .

,

AxhoclaK'd Oil ..Cal.. .,

lii'thlnlxMu Hieel. pf.. Pa ....

Cainhrla Hteel Pa
Carllxiu Oil (al
Central C. k C. com.

. M<
Central C. \ C. pf. ..Mo
Central OH w, Vh,
Claremont oil Val,,,,
O'ol. A lloek. C.&I.pt. Ohio .

Consolidated Coal . .. Ill

o'onsolldatlon Coal... M(t . .,

Crucllile Kti<el, pf Pa
Empires, k I., pf.... N.J ..

Fairmont Coal. w. Vc
Four on Ca)....
General Chem. ( om.. U. S ..

General Cbem., pf n. 8...
George's O'k Coal — Md . ..

Imperial oil Cal....
International Halt
Jeff. 4 Cl'f C. fcl.cm Pa
Jeff, li Cl'f. C. * I.,pf Pa
Kern River oil Cal....
Lehlf'i Cial k Nav. . , Pa ...

Maryland C'.al.pf . . . . Met . . .

.

Monon li. Cial, pf. ..Pa
Monte Crlsto on Ctl
National Carbon, pf. .iD. 8...

National Lead.com.N.Y...
National Lead, pf....'N. Y...
Nat'l Steel & WIre.pf. N. Y. .

.

New Central Coal .... Md....
New River Coal. pfd. w. Va,
Pacific Coast Borax ., c^i ...

.

Peerlees Oil al
Penna. Salt Pa
Penna. Mcei. pfd Pa
Phlla. Gas, com Pa ...

Phlla. Gas. pf Pa ....

Pittsburg Coal, pf . . . Pa
Pocahontas Coll., pf.. w. Vn
Republic I. & 8., pfd. 111....
81o8s-Sheffleld. com.. Ala...
Slcise-Sbeffleld. pf Ala...
Standard Oil C. 8...

Tenn. C. * I., com... Tenn .

Tenn. C. 4 I., pf Tenn

.

Texas & Pacific Coal. Texas
Thirty-three Oil Cal ...

.

Union on Cal...
U. 8. 8teelCorp.,cm.. U. 8.,
U. 8. Steel Corp.. pf.. O. 8..,

Va. Carolina Ch., pf.. U. 8...
West moreland Coal . . Pa

Shares. DlTidends.
Author.
lied

Capital. Issued l" Total to

''J'
Date,

Latitat.

Dale. Aa.1.

t3.6OO.0C0 34.CS8 100 »9U6,'i«6 May 1906(1. T»
36,000,000 'JOU.OOO 100 3,213,760 Feb. 1904 1.7»
'2*1,000.000 181,630 i(«j 7,;n;.,M7o Apr. 1907 a.UO
2.UIO,000 •2*10.000 10 1.108,000 July 1907 .40

1.600.000 50.0<IO •26 2,1 '.15 ,000 Mur. 1907 7.60
31.(100.00021,000,000 1 (U0,000 Aug. 1906 .01)
16.000,000 160,000 100 900.000 Nov. 1906 .7t

60.000.1X10 900.000 60 H,2rj,600 Feb. 1907 03)
100,000 80,000 1 60,000 July 19U6 .09

6,l'i6.0O0 61,'i60 100 l,'J9H,7.'.li July 1907 1.60

1.876,0(Xi 18,760 100 l,'2H'.i,ilf>4'July I'Jt^'i 1.3»

1.600,000 60,000 '26 182.600{MBy 19041 .it

600,000 460.000 1 68.6O0IJune 1906
i

.01

7,000.000 69.244 100 17r,,0<t6 July 19071 1.50

6.000,000 60,000 100 350.000 July 1904 1,00
10,'250.OOO U«,600 100 8.'J.'.6.4O0|Apr. 1907 1.60

'26,000,000 260,000 100 2,rA'.,lK«l.)uh.' I'.iiiT 1.60

6,000,000 ^6,000 100 712.6U0!july 1907 8.(0

12.000,000 I'JO.OOO 100 1.384,000 Feb. 1907 3.00

600,000 300,000 1 106 406 July 1906 .01

12.600,000 74,103 100 1.74,'..12.'i Mar. 1907 2.aa

12,600,000 100,000 100 4.ri'.io,l7H!ju)y 19(r7, 1.60

2,600.000 '22,000 100 1.188,000 July 1904 8.00

1.000,000 100,000 100 KHO.UOO July 1906 .30

30.000.000 182,'J80 100 9'27,OIX> lii-c. 1906 I.OO

1.600,000 16,000 100 330,1>(J0|AUK. 1906 6.00

1,600,000 16,1100 100 8'26,5U0!Aug. 1906 3.«0
2,0*XI,0OO 20,000 100 39,600 May 1906 .U
17.378.6011 346,901 60 J.l.i.U.i.'JS May l'.io7 2.00

2,000.000 18.850 100 l.e'.ni 560 .loiio r.ioT 4.0*

10,000,000 100,000 KKI 3,154,946 Jan. 1906 ,>T

600,000 600 000 1 1'20,000 July 1906, .01

4,600,000 46.000 100 2.047,500 May 19061 1.T6

16,000.0*0 149,064 100 1,974 9r.ll July 191'7 1.25

16,000,000 149.040 100 16,324,3'28 June 1907 1.71

6,000.0* 26.778 110 631,561 May 190« 1.71

1.000.000 60,000 20 350,000 May iwn .40

4.tOO,OCC 37,617 1(10 H2.H51 May 1907 1.60

2.000,000 19,000 111(1 2,086,600 Aug. 1906 1.00

1,000,000 92.000 10 396,320 May 1906 .14

3,000,000 60.000 6(1 14,6'28,llOil Apr. I'.«l7, 3.00

26.000,000 168.214 100 7,61,'., 7*4 May I'.Hr- 3.60

•i8.963,029 679,061 60 K,0.10,040 Aug, 1907 .76

6,744,813 114,896 6(1 1,683,506 Mar. 1906 1.26

32,000,000 297,010 100 11,434.962 Apr. 19061 1.7S

1,600.000 15,000 l(K) 460.000 May 1907 1.60

26,000,000 204,169 100 4.»93.'246l.luly 1907 S.7»

7,600.000 76,000 100 9,4HO,'25o| ... 1907 1.'25

2O,0OO.0M 67,000 100 3.294,6(1(1 July 1907 1.76

100.000.000 970,000 100 334,530,000 June 1907 9.OB

22.663,600 226,536 1(K) 3.131.'.I88 May 1907 1.00

248.000 2,480 100 385,(H0!Mav 1907 2.00

2,000.000 20,000 100 1.9W,0Oi;i .Till,.. I'ii7 1.50

600,000 100,000 6 430.(111(1 .Inly VJ«6 .It

10,000,000 100,000 100 1.118,760 Miiy 19(15 .M
>60,000,()00 6,08;).025 100 «1,041,.'h11 July r.«j7 .60

•)60,281,10O 3,603,141 100 18I,149.^2-J7 Mbv 1907 1 T»

20,000,000 180,000 100 12.180,8r.9 JuH 1907 2.0c

3,000,000 60,000 60 8.680,000|Oct. 19061 3.60

Canada, Mexico, Central aid Soulh America.

•Previous to consolidation tl.43«.360 were divide**.

Author. ^''""- DlTldenda.

Location.
Ized puf

Capital. TaniiAd v^i Total to
Latest.

f
' Date. Date. Ami.

Amlstad y Conc'rdla . Mex . .

.

(480,000 9,600 60 (268,064 Jan. 1906 (1.71

Buffalo,? Ont.... 1,000,000 900,000 1*0 108.000 July l'."07 .0*

Butters' Salvador, g.. Salv .. 760,000 160,000 6 600,000 Apr. 1906 .'i»

Cariboo MtKln'y, p.. W. C... 1,250,0001,260,000 1 646,837 Feb. 1904 .04

Consolidated M 4 8.. B. C. .. 6,600,000 48,338; 100 694,100 May 1907 2.60
Oct. 1904

.62?Crow's Nest Pass B. C.. 3,600,000 140,000 '25 1.581,148 Apr. 1906

Dominion Coal. com. N. 8... 16,000.000 160.000, 100 2,2,10.000 July 1907 1.00

Dominion Coal. pf.. . . N. 8. .

.

3,000.000 30.000 100 3.330,000 Jan. 1906 4.00

Dos Estrellas. g. e— Mex .. 160,000 3.000 60 1.020.666 July 1906 13.M
ElOro.g. 8 Mex .. 6,760,0001,080,000 6 2.708.801 July 1904 .18

Esperanza. s. g Mex .. 2,276.000 466,000 6 6.721.649 July 1907 1.33

F' 8ter Cobalt, s Ont. . .

.

1,000,000 1,000.000 1 60,00*1 Jan. 1907 .06

Gronby Con B. C... 16,000,0001 136,000 100 2,5(W,630 Mar. 1907 3.00

Greene Con. Copper.. Mex. .. 8,640,000' 864.000 10 6,814,'20*< Mar. 1907 .40

Greene Con. Oold Mex . .

.

6.O0O.000; 600,000 10 300,000 July 1906 .30

OreeiiGold-SUy'r.ptd Mex ., 3,000,000i 300,000 10 120.000 Mar. 1907 .40

Guanajuato Mex.. 3,000,000 640,000 6 74,360iOct. 1906 .07)

Guggenheim Kxpl.... Mfx... 17,000.000 106,000 100 3.436,000 July mW 2.60

Kerr Lake, s Ont. .. 3,000,000 600.000, 5 ;tOO,OOl Tulv 1907 .16

LeKol No. 2. g B. C... 3,000,000 120,000, 36 716.40(1 Feb. 1907 .34

McKlnl' y Darragh.s Oni.... 3,600,0002,0*0,000 1 100.001 Mar. 1907 .03

Mexican Coal & CikeMex... 6,000,000 60,000; 100 600.000 Dec. 1906 S.OO

Mex. COD. M. 4 8. Co. Mex... 3,600,000 240,0001 10 480.000 May 1907 .60

Mines Co. of Am Mex... 2,O0O,00O3,C0O,C0O 1 2.665,000 June 1907 .O'i

N. Y. 4 Hind. Boe....C. A... 1,600,000 160,000 10 3.287,000 June 1907 .10

Nlplsslng, s Ont ... 6,000,0*0 l,20O.000l 6 1.140,000 July 1907 .16

North Star B. C. 1,600,0001.300,0001 1 361.u(llliDec. 1904 1.00

N. 8. St. 4 Coal, com . N. 8. .

.

6,000,000 49.876 100 '.i:l8.^2-28 July 1907 1.50

N. 8. St. *Coal, pf.... N. 8... l,0SO,00O 10.300 100 39C...1.'.(iJuly 1907 2.0(1

Penolee* Mex... 26O,t0O 2,6*0 100 8.213,376 Mar. 1907 JOOO
Platanlllo Max... WO,0CO 506,989 1 6.68( Sept. 1906 .00)

Beco, p. s.l B. C... 1,000,000 968,000 1 327.0*^ Apr. I90« .Oil

Silver gueen. 8 Ont. .. 1,600,0001,600.0101 1 I211.1"' Jan, 1907 .0«

Slocan star B. C... 600,000 600,0001 1 676,000 Dec. 1904 .06

8t. Eugene tm B. C... 3,600.000 3.203,000j 1 402,120i)ct. 1906 oa

Tezulttan Copi er Mex .

.

1,OUO.COO 10,000 100 July 1907 xuo
Tilt (X)ve. c N. F... 1.000.000 80,000 3 21.360 Jan. 1906 .a
Tretheway. s Ont. .. 1,000,0001,000,000 1 80,0(0 Mar. 907 04

Tyee. c B r... 940.000 180,000 6 136 POO Dec. 1904 .M

*M«ilcaD Currency.
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The editors of this paper read all the

crals. This index is published as a refere

Mining Journal to miss any important a

We wJlh itniliTtake to furnish a copy o

no price is quoted the cost is unknown.

there will be' some delay for foreign, pap

No accounts can be opened for these

those making small but frequent remittan

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred fo

men in distant mining camps. Where re

coupons upon request.

important publications of the world that

nee for all interested and to make it impo

rticlc published anywhere,

t any article (if in print) in the original

These papers are not kept in stock, but m
srs.

small amounts, but remittance must be se

ces, coupons are furnished at the followin

r $15.00. This arrangement will be especi

mittanccs are made in even dollars we w

relate to mining and the treatment of min-

ssible for readers of the Engineering and

language, for the price quoted. Where

list be ordered from the publisher ; hence

nt with order. For the convenience of

g prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00,

ally appreciated by foreign readers and

ill return the excess over an order in

ABRASIVES

360::—A WKASIVES—Modern Abrasive

Materials and Their Use In Shop Prae-

Ikc. J. Royden Plorce. (Eng. News.

June 6. 1907: 2 «>p.) Enumerates dlfTer-

ont kinds of abrasives, and discusses

nrlnclples of construction of abrasive

wheels, their form and the bond used.

20c.

ALUMINUM
3603—AlA•^^^•l -M—I'losress in the

Use of Aluminum In 1906. Joseph W.
Richards. (Ens. and Mln. Journ.. June
IB 1907- CMi PP) Enumerates a number
of' uses of aluminum, and discusses brief-

ly the casting, plating and soldering of

this metal and Its use In different alloys.

20c.

3604 — ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION —
The Use of Aluminum as an Electrical

Conductor. H. W. Buck. (Journ. Elec,

Power and Gas, May IS. 190 1; 3 pp.)

Enumerates various uses of alummum
as a substitute for copper In electric

Dower production and transmission, wltn

tables of dimensions and resistances

of aluminum wires and cables. 20c.

3605—METALLURGY of Aluminum in

1906- J. W. Richards. (Eng. and Min.

Journ. June S, 1907; 3 pp.) Reviews the

Status of the aluminum Industry during

1906 and describes the proposed exten-

sions of plants throughout Europe and
the United States. 20c.

AHTIMONY
SBoe—ANALYTKAI. METHOD—Ueber

,11. itlve Bestinimung des Antl-

„i ,
Elektrolyse Seiner Sulfo-

S F Foerster and J. Wolf.
; . , ktrochem.. May 10, 1907: 5Mi
,,. ,s the weak points of several

J.;. methods of determining an-

tlm..iiy. tabulates the results of many
attempts to develop an accurate proce-

dure and discusses the conditions Anal-

ly obtained wherein the final result was
accurate to within 0.05 per cent. 40c.

BARYTES

3«07—BARTTES GlilNDING PLANT.
K K Judd. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,

jjnv '. 1<>07; 1 p.) Description of the

a- nt of a typical barytes grlnd-

1 ijnd the machines used in

f, wnshlnK and drying. 20c.

CEMENT
; \IENT WORKS—An Electri-

,
. n Cement Works. (Blectrl-

17. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives a gen-
•it of the operating methods
lern cement plant where oil

,1 .verc recently abandoned In

favor of electricity for power purposes.

40c.

3Sft9—CHEMISTRY OF PORTLAND
CEMENT. A Upv1<-w of the. F. II.

Ma.«i-.n 'Mln * Sol. Press, June 8, 1907;

1
..J briefly methods of cc-

ire and analysis and dls-

•lon of It.i chemical con-

slUiiuiit^ t- Us setting properties. 2ui:.

I«l 0—PORTLAND CEMENT—The Re-
. . 1 •!.. 1 n It.mlc Composition

les of Portland
, m. Engr., May,

.I..T I •.1.1 before the Am
, . 2S. 1906. A study of

.n of various cements,
•.•iiipt to draw some relation
.mposltlon and physical prop-

S6n—WEST VIRGINIA—Portland Ce-
ment Resources of West Virginia. G. P.

Grlmsley. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May
25, 1907: 1 '/• pp.) Points out the fortu-
nate location ot this State as a center
for Portland cement production, and
enumerates some of the more valuable
deposits nt limestones and marls. 20c.

CLAY
3612^CLAY' WORKING—Methods and

Estimates of Cost of Handling Clay in

Clav Working Plants. J. K. Moore and
H. R. Straight. (Eng.-Contracting. June
5. 1907; 2 pp.) Paper read before the
111. Claywprkers' Assn.. giving brleHy
methods employed in excavating and
handling clay from banks to works, with
estimates of costs. 20e.

COAL AND COKE
3613—ANKYLOSTOMIASIS—Lutte cen-

tre I'Ankylostomasie, Dispensaire du
mlnleur. (Bull, de I'Union des Charbon-
nages, Jan. -Mar., 1907: 13y. pp.) Reports
of the very tliorough investigation upon
the conditions of the mines and miners
in the province ot Liege. Belgium, with
regard to infection by ankylostomiasis
germs, giving the statistics of microscop-
ical examinations made throughout the
province.

3614—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Cas-
slar Coalfields in British Columbia. J. J.

Bell. (Eng, and Mln. Journ., May 25,

1907: 1 p.) Gives a few facts as to the
extent of deposits of coal in this district,

the geological features and its nearness
to transportation. 20c.

aeis—cAi/)RiFic POWER of coal
—Le Pouvoir Caloriqiie des Combustibles
et la Formule de M. Goutal. E. Lenotale.

(Bull, de la Soc. Ind. du Nord de la

France, No. 137, 1906: 3 pp.) Discusses
the value of the formula proposed by
M. Goutal for determining the calorlhc
power of coal and points out its limita-
tions.

3616—CALORIMETER—The Rate of

Combustion and Pressure Developed in

a Calorimetric Bomb. F. G. Benedict and
F. P. Fletcher. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc,
May, 1907; 18 pp.) Describes the appara-
tus .and method used in an investigation
to determine the range of pressure and
different rates of combustion which are
produced in combustion bombs during
tests of various explosives. COc.

3617—COAL ANALYSIS from the Com-
mercial Point of View. J. T. Dunn.
(Coll. Guardian, May 24. 1907; 1 li PP)
Lecture delivered to the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne Commercial Inst., dealing with
some methods and principles of coal
analysis to determine the amount of gas
they will yield, and its Illuminating
power. 40c.

3G18—COAL ANALYSIS—On the Anal-
ysis of I-lgnitic and Sub-Bltumlnous
Coals. A. J. Cox. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.

May, 1907: SVj PP) Develops a method
for the analysis of non-coking coals,
lignite and sub-bituminous coal. 60c.

3619—COAL-DUST — Experiments Il-

lustrative of the Inflammability of Mix-
tures of Coal -Dust and Air. P. P. Bed-
son and H. WIddas. (Trans.. No. of Eng-
land Inst. Mln. and Mechan. Eng.. May,
1907: 4'/j pp.) Describes a modification
of the apparatus of Holtzwart and von
Meyer for testing mixtures of coal-dust
and air. and adapted to larger scale
r.perations than the original.

3620—COAL MlNIN(j—Investigations
i>f the Waste In Mining and Preparation

of Coal. E. W. Parker. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., June 22. 1907; IMs PP) Outlines
the scheme adopted by the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey in its present investigation of
waste in coal mining and washing. 20c.

3621 — COAL MINING— Method of
Working Seams Occurring Close To-
gether. J. Macvie. (Min, Engineering,
June, 1907; 3 pp.) Describes the mining
practice of the Houldsworth colliery,
showing plans of working and giving
costs of driving galleries. 20c.

3622—COAL MINING—The Technics of
Coal Mining. G. H. Wlinstanley. (Mln.
Engineering. June. 1907: 3 pp.) Contin-
uation of article previously mentioned
in this Index. 20c.

3623—COKE—Manufacture of Coke
from Western Coal. R. S. Moss. (Min.
World, June S, 1907: 1 p.) Gives a num-
ber of facts explaining how it is pos-
sible to produce good coke from West-
ern coals provided pnoper coking meth-
ods are u.sed. 20c.

3624—COKE-DRAWING MACHINES.
B. H. Abraham. (Mines and Minerals,
June. 1907; 14 p.) Supplements a pre-
vious article "by this author on coke-
drawing machines, giving in this instal-
ment data on the amount and kind of
work done, the quality of coke pro-
duced and operating costs. 20c.

3625—COKE OVENS—Die Semet-Sol-
vay-Koksofen. (Centralblatt der Hiit-
ten und Walzwerke, June .i, 1907; 2 pp.)
Deals with the characteristic features of
the Semet-Solvay oven for coking coal,
the process of operating it, and considers
the thermal quantities involved and the
l)y-products obtained. 40c.

3626—COLLIERY' OPERATION—Oper-
.ation and Equipment of the St. Clair
Colliery. Floyd W. Parsons. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., June 15, 1907; 3 pp.)
Describes several unique devices which
are used in the power house of this
Pennsylvania colliery and gives notes
on the equipment for haulage ana ven-
tilation. 20c.

3ri27—COLORADO—The Coals of Routt
County, Colorado. A. Lakes. (Min.
World, June 15. 1907: 2i(. PP.) Contains
analyses of some Colorado coals and
discusses the geological features of the
various coal-fields in this county. 20c.

362S— COMPOSITION OP COAl,S.
Prank P. Grout. (Eoon. Geology, Apr.-
May, 1907: 17 pp.) Describes a meth-
od of representing by graphical means
the comparative qualities of different
coals as shown by .analysis, and pro-
poses a classification of coal based upon
this schen\e. 60c.

3029-ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT—An
Alternating-ciirrert Coal-mining Instal-
lation. T. W. Sprague and C. K.
Stearns. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., June 8,

1907; 3\'. pp.) Gives details of the gen-
eral station and sub-station equipment
at the McKell Coal and Coke Co.'.s West
Virglnio, plant. 20c.

3630—ELECTRICAI, EQUIPMENT of
North Franklin Colliery at Trevorton.
Pennsylvania. (Mines and Minerals.
June. 1907; 1 p.) Gives general descrip-
tions ot the electrically driven fan, cen-
Iriftigal nvmijis and locomotives which
form part of the equipment of this col-
liery. 2O0.

3631—EXPLOSIONS—Barometric Pres-
sure and Simultaneous Explosions of
Gas In European Collieries. M. Mas-
cart. (Eng. and Min. .Journ., June 1,

1007: Vi p.) Translation from L'Echo det
iHncK, Apr. 4, 1907. of article previously
mentioned In this Index. 20c.
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3632—EXPlX)SIONS—Colfleiy Explo-
sions and Tholr CausfS. J, T. Ueiird.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., June 1, 19(i7, 4

pp.) lievUnvs tlie KiMuTal a»|>i-ils of
mine explusiuns, and considers vurlou.i
causes which may produce them, puylner
special attention to barometric changes
as contrlbulInK causes. ;0c.

3S33—EX1-I.OS1VES— Eniplol dcs Ex-
ploslfs dans les Mines de Iloullle dr
Bal^lque pendunt r..\nniV ISO^i. SltitU-
tJque comparative dresat'e d'apr^s les
documents ottldels. V. Watteyne and
L. Deno^l. (Ann. des Mines de Bclg.,
T. XII. 2 llvr., 1907; 54 pp.) Gives com-
parative statistics of the use of explo-
sives In coal mining In BelRlum durInK
1905, and comments at length upon the
facts brouKht out by them.
3C34—FMOI, TK.STING—Comparative

Cost of tOnergry In Different Fuels.
Charles E. L.ucke. iJourn. Elec. Power
and Gas, Juno '.". 1907; 1 p.) Compares
the heating: powers of various kinds of
fuel with their cost, and computes the
thermal etHclency from these data. 20c.

3C35—FUEL TESTING—Some Com-
parative Fuel Values. P. N. Evans,
(Purdue Eng:. Rev., No. 3. 1907; 4 pp.)
Compares briefly the efficiency of solid,
liquid and gaseous fuels,

3630—ILLINOIS—Properties of the
Willis Coal Mining Co., at Willlsvine
and Percy, 111. (Elec. Mln., May, 1907;
13>.j pp.) A general outline of the min-
ing conditions of the collieries of the
above company, and description of the
power equipment and electrical appli-
ances in use underground. 20c.

3637—MACHINE MINING — Practical
Problems of Madiine Mining. S. Mavor,
(Trans., No. of England Inst. Mln. and
Mechan. Eng., May, 1907; 7 pp.) Dis-
cussion by members of the Institute of
the above paper, which was previously
mentioned In this Index.
3C3S—MINE GASES—EI Grisu en las

MInas de Carbon. (Revista Mlnera,
June 8, 1907; 5 pp.) An extended study
of the composition, properties, and oc-
currence of gases In coal mines, includ-
ing an investigation of their flaming
temperatures. 40c.

3639—MINE GASES—Zur Theorie der
plotzlichen Gasausbriiche. A. Becker.
(Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. H.. June 1 and 8, 1907;
5 "4 pp.) Considers some of the factors
which may cause sudden emissions of
gas from coal mines. 60c.

3640—MONTANA COAL MINES. J. P,
Rowe. (Mines and Minerals, June,
1907; 3

1/2 pp.) General outline of mining
in the Montana coal fields, describing the
extent of development at the principal
producins mines, the methods of min-
ing and handling coal, and the machin-
ery used. 20c.

3641—PEAT COKE. HL Toltz. (Journ.
Assn. of Eng. Soc, May. 1907: lOVj pp.)
Reviews the present rate of coal" con-
sumption, and its bearing on the future
utilization of peat for coke, and gives a
description of a plant for coking peat,
together with operating costs. 40c.

3642—RESCl'E APPARATUS—Liquid
Air and Its Use in Rescue Apparatus. O.
Slmonis. (Trans.. No. of England Inst.
Min. and Mechan. Eng., Vol. LVII, Parts
2 and 3; 24 pp.) Contains criticisms of
various members of the mining profes-
sion as to the efficiency of the aerolith
apparatus as applied to rescue work in
mines.
3643—RESCUE APPARATUS— Ueber

den T'nfall mit dem Pneumatogenap-
parat. Type 1 a. auf Zeche Gnelsenau.
F. Back. (GlUckauf. June 1, 1907; 2 vu
pp.) Describes an Investigation into the
causes of the failure of an automatic
breathing apparatus of the pneumatogen
type, and recommends changes in con-
struction to prevent similar accidents.
40c.

3644—SAFETY LAMPS—The Tommasi
Electric Safety I^mps. D. Tommasi.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., June 1. 1907; U
p.) A description of a new electric safe-
ty lamp so constructed that the break-
ing of the glass bulb will not cause the
ignition of an explosive mixture by the
glowing filament. 20c.

3645 — SHAFT SINKI.NG Through
Magnesian Limestone and Yellow Sand
by the Freezing Process at Dawdon Col-
liery, near Seaham Harbor, County Dur-
ham. E. S. Wood. (Trans. No. of
England Inst. Mln. and Mechan. Eng..
May. 1907; 41 pp.) A description of shaft
sinking by the freezing method, as car-

ried out at this colliery, with very com-
plete and exact data upiin the coHt and
clticK-ncy of i>|it<ratluM. lliustrates work-
ing operations liy numerous plates and
<iluKram8,

3646—SLOPE SINKING—Slop6 Sinking
and Timbering. M, S. llachlta. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., June 16, 1907; '^j p.) A few
note.s on the methods of sinking and
limbering slopes for coal mines, and es-
timates of costs. 20c.

3647—STICAM ENGINES—Corliss En-
gines In Coal-mine Work. P. A. Staf-
ford. (Power, June, 1907; 1 p.) Points
out some of the advantages of Corliss
engines for use In coal-mine work, and
discusses several Indltalor cards taken
from the cylinders of tliis engine and
the compressors which it drives. 20c.

3648—SURVEYING- .Methods Used In
the Surveys of Coal Mines. U D.
Tracy. (Eng. News. May 30. 1907; 3 pp.)
Gives complete notes on extended prac-
tice in running surveys underground in
coal mines, and gives specimen maps
and survey plots; also sample pages of
note-books and computations. 20c.

3649—U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
Colliery Experimental Worii of the. C.
Hall. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., June 22.
1907; 1 p.) From a paper read before
the Coal Mln. Inst.. June, 1907, describ-
ing the contemplated experimental plant
of the U. S. Geological Survey, in which
It is proposed to test properties and
characteristics of various explosives, de-
tonators and safety lamps. 20c.

3650—WASHLVGTON COAL SITUA-
TION. R. P. Tarr. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., May 25, 1907; % P) A review
of early operations in the coalfields of
this Slate, with some. details of present
output, and a tew notes on the char-
acter of the deposits. 20c.

COPPER
3(i31—CALIKOKMA Copper In Shas-

ta County, California. Wm. Fqrstner.
(Min. and Sci. Press, May IS, 1907; 1 p.)
Gives some information as to the char-
acter of the formations in this district
and their bearing upon possible methods
of ore genesis. 20c.

3652—COPPER SMELTING PLANT

—

Chrome Plant of the U. S. Metals Re-
fining Company. Lawrence Addlcka.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., May 25, 1907;
5 pp.) Gives detailed information as to
the methods of sampling and smelting
ore at this plant, and the subsequent re-
fining of the copper matte, with details
of furnace practice. 20c.

3653—ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS for
Extraction of Copper from Ore. W.
Stoeger. (Min. Journ., Apr. 27, 1907; H
p.) Translation from Revue d'Electro-
chimie et d'Electrometallurgie. Mar.,
1907, giving some of the details of this
process of copper extraction as now car-
ried out at the Miedzianka copper mines
in Polish Russia. 40c.

3634—EQI'IPMENT—Novel Equipment
of Tywarnhaile Copper Mine. Edward
Walker. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June
1. 1907; IVj pp.) Gives details of opera-
tion at this Cornwall copper mine, where
the Elmore vacuum process is used to
concentrate the ores, and where producer
gas engines operate dynamos which fur-
nish power for the mine. 20c.

3655—MEXICO—Santa Cruz, a New
Copper Camp in Sonora. F. J. H. Mer-
rill. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June 1.

1907; V. p.) Very brief notes on the
character of the country rock In this
district and the extent of work done on
prospects. 20c.

365G—MEXICO—The Mining District
of Asientos. Mexico. B. Newman. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. June 1. 1907; 2 pp.)
Outlines general conditions of mining
and smelting In this Mexican coppei
camp, and gives some facts as to pres-
ent output. 20c.

3657—MILLING PRACTICE at the Os-
ceola Mill. I.»ake Superior. Lee Eraser.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. June 22, 1907:
3',4 pp.) General account of milling prac-
tice at this I..ake Superior copper mine,
giving details of Nordherg steeple-com-
pound stamps, classifiers, jigs and slime
handling apparatus. 20c.

365S—NEVADA—Copper Deposits at
Ely. Nevada. W. S. Bullock. (Mines
and Minerals. June. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives
a general description of the copper de-
posits of this camp, their character, ex-
tent and the development work so far
done upon them. 20c.

3659—NEW .ll';u.si:\ ,-,,, ,,..,.

Its of the New 1-

iiey Lewis. .1

1907; IS pp.) ,\ ,. „ ,,,,,,... ,,,, ,1,0
history of topper minliiK in .New Jersey
and a dlBcusaion of varluuH occurrvucen of
copper ores cluBHlfiud according 'o their
UBsociatioii with Igiiuous rocks, supple-
mented by a new llieory to account for
their origin. 00c.

3060—NEW SOUTH WALES—The
Queen Bee Copper Mine, Bee Mountain.
F. Danvers Powers. (Aust. Min. Stand.,
May 8, 1907; 1 >/j pp.) Gives details of
the mining mctliods employed In work-
ing tills copper mine and contains a few
notes upon the smelting equipment. 40c,

3001—ORE TRKAT.MENT — Roasting
and Smelting Copper ures. J. w. Rich-
ards. (Electrochem. and Met. Indus.,
June, 1907; 4 pp.) Proposes and solve*
several metallurgical problems aealing
with the composition of copper matte,
pyrltic smelling of ores and the heat
requirements and roasters. 40c.

3002—PHOSI'IIOIIUS IN COPPER
Kupfer und Phosphor. E. Heyn and O.
Bauer. (Metailurgle, May 8, 1907; 9^
pp.) Continuation of article previously
mentioned In this Index, giving many
diagrams of properties of different al-
loys of copper and phosphorus, such as
specific volume, density, plots of cool-
ing curves, etc., with an extended dis-
cussion of the results shown. 40c.

3003-SOUTH AFRICA—Copper Pros-
pects in the Middelburg District. J. P.
Johnson. (South African Mines, May
11, 1907; Vi p.) Brief notes on the de-
posits of copper minerals in this district,
describing their character and the
amount of development which has been
done. 20c,

3604—SPAIN—The San Vicente Mine.
Spain. Edward Walker. • (Eng. and
Min. Journ., June 22, 1907; 1 p.) A few
notes on the character and occurrence of
the ore bodies at this new Spanish cop-
per mine. 20c.

3665—TESTING of Copper and Its By-
products In American Refineries. G. L.
Heath. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. Apr.,
1907; 9 pp.) Contains abstract of com-
ments upon various articles which have
recently appeared in the technical press,
dealing with the analysis of copper dur-
ing its various stages of refining. 00c.

DIAMONDS
3666—SOUTH Al'KlCA-The Premier

Diamond Mine, Transvaal, South Africa.
R. A. F. Penrose. (Econ, Geology, Apr.
May, 1907; 10 pp.) Gives a few remarks
upon the general features of diamond de-
posits in South Africa, with specific in-
formation as to the mode of occurrence
of the diamond-bearing ground at the
Premier mine, its geological age and
origin. 60c.

FELDSPAR
3667—UTILIZ.\TION OF FELDSPAR

—

The Use of Feldspathic Rocks as Fer-
tilizers. A. S. Cushman. (Bull. No.
104, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Mav 27,
190"; 32 pp.) Deals with the availabil-
ity of potash in ground feldspar, cost of
grinding the rock and extracting the pot-
ash, and its pr»8sib]e eff*^ft upon land.

GOLD AMD SILVER
366S — AL.\SKA — The Beaches of

Nome. O. Halla. (Mln. and Sci. Press,
June 1, 1907; u. p.) Describes briefly
several of the old Nome beaches and
mentions the extent of work which has
been done, and the amount of gold
produced from them. 20c.

3669—BRITISH COLUMBIA PLACERS:
Past and Present— II and III. H. F.
Evans, iMIn, World, June 1 and 22.
1907; IVj p.) Mentions briefly the lo-
cation and extent of workings at several
of the principal placers In this region.
40c.

3070—BULLION ANALYSIS — Method
for Analysis of Gold-Silver Bullion. J.
E. Clennell. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
June S, 1907: 2 pp.) Outlines a rapid
process for the approximate analysis of
bullion, giving procedures for the deter-
mination of gold, silver, selenium, lead,
copper, iron and zinc. 20c.

3671 — CALIFOR:iJIA — The Ancient
River Channels of California. G. W.
Kimble. (Mln. and Sci. Press. June 8,
1907; 1^ pp.) An interesting presenta-
tion of the theories held concerning for-
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pan of tlie hydraulic goU\ In Ihls Mate.

'*0c
' «872-C-ANAI.A-N.-« Silver P'^^^^j!

In the Tomnsnml lUo.rvi-. U "• ^at

1S07 ^ •> «lvf8 the latest f'l<^t%'"

t*BarJ to the claim*, located ami the

to (I..-.- I" i-obalt. 20c.

MT (Mines anil Minerals.

,,;;!
.'

pp. 1 Conclusion of artl-

m''. ^ i.entlone.l In thi.s Index.

"

SS74—l-YANII>AT10N—Garvlns
Cjan-

<rt^ Proces-. <U A. Min. Rev.. June 1.

1907 IP " owes an outline of the de-

veloument of the cyanide process and

conlahts a brief description o the mod-

incatlons In apparatus and m%«"0<{*

wh'ch are the essential features of this

new process. ;!0c.

j675_,n-ANTDATION—Last Dralnlngs

HA White .Journ.. Chem Met and

MIn Soc of South Africa. Apr.. 190..

lU DP . Discussion l.y members of the

io'cletl- of the above-mentlo.ied raper

«"hlch was previously mentioned In this

.'?t-^;iii^-'i'?i.o^r"Uf.?. \'nd"Ti:

S^:i?s V'^rU\^p?^s.B
;i-'?n^n^t\;^>^p^vr^^
use on ores from this place. 20c

3677- CYANIDE PROCESS - Adalr-

fsher Process: A Criticism. H. 1.

Brett .So. African Mines. ,»•»>• 11-

"907"
•-, p.) Criticizes this a 1-sllmln^

nrocess of cyanide treatment in that It

]^as"not"ye?been tested "P-„„-,Jf ^,?
•ouio «nd that too great an outlay 01

capUal ?s required for Its installation in

proportion to the advantage gained. 20c.

•iSTS—CYASiniNO—On the Llxivlation

r' Ry "^InVr TT^^. ^u--
trate by i\anicie. 1. ' ' iqnT- 27
uin <!oc Nova Scotia. % ol. A. l»o.. ^1

on . Deianed account of a series of ex-

•^•^L-iirK. in extract gold from aurifer-

^r.. Tr "m.pvrUe. ?he fnvestigation being

u determine the relative merits of cyan-

ide and bromocyanlde solutions, the best

lime of leaching, best rate of percola-

uSk ami most ^economical strength of

solution. ,.

tc-a ini xVR PRESS—Notes on the

r^*;^-K'^Fme\?r'*efs;for Clarifying SO-

luMons S J. Truscott and A. Yates.

!"jou?n:. Chem.. Met. and Min So^^ of

^"It ^iVho%s1o^^the"d"acu slS-,^ of^t^Vr

paper which was previously mentioned

In this Index 40c.

3«R0_GOI>r. DRBDGING-Dle Gold-

baggerei In Europa. L St. «»'""•
meM. Zeit. f. B. u. ";, '^JJ?'/' CoAtin

-

-.=; and June 1. 1907: ir,M! PP-) po"*'"

nation and conclusion of article pre-

TousVy mentioned In »hl.<. Index, dealing

„v thr. present status of this Industry

T. with brief accounts of the

..f some of the larger opera-

,
. describes the testing of

.1 in the Balkans, giving
depths drilled, size of

,. of gold per cubic Inch.

3«'*l_Gf>Ur> r>RED01NG in Tierra del

Fuego J n. Roberts. (Min. Journ

ion? 1 1907 W P.» Contains a general
J,7,*^;.„V'a» to dredging operations In

Amerl.an country. 40c.

..,Vr> IrRKDGING — Placer
.. Canr.Tnla. G. U Holmes.

1907: 2 pp.) Gives
flredglng conditions

, few brief notes on
on of several typical

11. TEM.I'RinES. W. J.
'
.Min anil Scl. Press. June

1,1 Studies the occurrence of

. llurlde in Goldrteld. Nev. ores

of micrographs of thin «ec-

i«(,l_f;<.I.P vBIn's— Pistrlbullon of

j,,'f;„',1 Vi.1- in R.-U.t|..n to Mining Pol-
' ' ,„. (Journ. Min. Soc.

., 1* pp.) Considers
- i.f beddeil leads with

li.iU jvi-uuii i; ng cross-veins, and the

modltlcatlons which they require In min-

ing practice.

3685—IU.\HO—The Murray Gold Belt,

Idaho. T. L,. L.ammers. (Min. and bcl.

Press. May 18. 1907; 1 «i pp.) ^A few ob-

servations on the geological features of

this gold belt near the Coeur dAlcne dis-

trict, and some notes on the mining oper-

ations. 20c.

;u;se—MEXICO—Metallurgical Devel-

opment at Guanajuato. T. A, Rickard.

(Min. and Scl. Press. May 18, 190<. i¥i

pp.) Outlines the progress in gold and

silver extraction In this camp, and the

changes In practice necessitated by va-

riations In the character of the ore.

20c.

3687—MEXICO—The I.luvla de Oro

District. Mexico. R. H. Burrows. (Min

and Scl. Press, May 2r.. 190.; 3 pp.)

Gives an account of llic geological feat-

ures and describes the rock formations

In this Mexican camp, which is reniarK-

able for the richness of its tree-mlUing

ore. 20c.

3688—M1L,UING at Gladstone Colo.

George P. Scholl. (Mines and Minerals,

June. 1907; Hi PP.) Gives some details

of the practice at this mill which con-

centrates a pyritic lead and zinc bear-

ing ore and describes also milling prac-

tice at the Mogul mill which success-

fully concentrates low-grade complex ore

containing considerable amounts of zinc

blende. 20c.

3689_NEVADA— Goldfield. Nevada
(Min. and Scl. Press, June 8, 190(; 3 PP)
General account of the mining discov-

eries in this camp, with some notes on

methods of development and the dis-

tribution of the ore bodic.-!. 2nc.

3690—NEVADA— Tonopah. N^^adji

(Min. and Sci. Press, June 1, 190,; 1 14

PP ) Gives a brief history of tlie dis-

covery and the mining operations in this

camp, but pays most attention • to the

milling of the low-grade ores. 2Cc.

3691—NEVADA—Water Resources of

Nevada. H. Thurtell. (Min. and Sci.

Press, May 25. 1907; 2 Ms PP) Enumer-
ates and gives brief notes on principal

rivers and their tributary districts. 20::.

3692—NEW ZEALAND—The Undevel-

oped Gold Deposits of New Zealand W.
Green. ( N. Z. Mines Rec. Apr. 16. 190,;

lot., pp.) Considers the various sources

of gold which are yet undeveloped on

this island, including mention of sea-

coast deposits, raised sea beaches and
vein deposits. 40c.

3693—QUEENSLAND—Some Croydon
Gold Mines. B. Dunstan. (Queens. Gov. Mm.
Journ.. Mav. 1907; 12 PP) Outlines the

geological features of the Croydon gold-

field, and gives an account of the ex-

tent of the present mining operatlo.is.

60c.

3694—SCREEN ASSAY on the Meyer
and Charlton G. M. Under "The New
Metallurgv." C. Toombs. (Journ.. Chem.
Met. and" Min. Soc. of South -Africa.

Apr.. 1907: 1 p.) Discussion by F. T.

Chapman of the above-mentioned paper,

which was previously mentioned in

this Index. 40c.

3695—TUBE MILL IJNING. (Mines

and Minerals. June. 1907; </. p.) A brief

description of a tube mill lining made of

hard cast iron segments, provided with

riffles which catch the pebbles and car-

ry them nearly to the top of the mill.

Tests made upon this lining show that

it outwears silex. 20c.

3696—TUBE MILL PRACTICE. Notes

of Some Recent Improvements in K..

L Graham. (Journ.. Chem.. Met. and
Min. Sop. of South Africa. Apr., I!)n7 ; 3^2

PP ) Discus.ses the relative efficiency of

quartz and flint pebbles in tube mills

and lakes up briefly the question as to

proper percentages of water to solids,

and the percentage of material to be re-

ground. 60c.

3697—WASHINGTON—The Great Sil-

ver-I^ad District of the Cascade Range
In Washington. (N. W. Min. Jpurn--

June. 1907; 4 PP.) Gives the results of

a rapid survey and investigation of tke

mineral deposits of this range, wth
brief notes on the quantity and quality

of ore In some of the exploited veins.

3698—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The
Laverton. Burtville. and ETllstoun Aur-

iferous Belt. Mt. Margaret (3oldfleld^ C.

G. Gibson. (W. A. Geol. Surv.. Bull.

No 24 1906; 77 pp.. with many geologi-

cal' maps). Contains the report of In-

vestigations on the Mount Margaret

goldfield, including descriptions "f tha

different ranges, and the extent of min-

ing developments.

IRON AND STEEL

369<i __ BLAST-KIKNACE— I n d u c e (i

Draft with Hot-air Economizers for bteel

Works and Blast-Furnace Boilers A. J

Capron. (Engineering. May 24 1907. 4

PP ) Paper read before the Iron and

Steel Inst., May 10, 1907, Describing a

svstcm of induced draft in <,''?'"'"
"f''""

with hot-air economizers which »»''^«

the waste heat from the boiler in heat-

ing the air required for combustion The
application of this principle to blast-

furnaces is briefly discussed. 40c.

3700—BLAST-FURNACE GAS—Produc-
tion ftconomique de la Force Motrice

dans les Usines MC-tallurgiques par 1 U-

tilisalion du Gaz du Hauts-Fourneaux et

des Fours a Coke. I... Greiner. (Rev.

Univ. des Mines. T. XVIII. 1907. 2 trim-

Utre: 4 7 pp.) A thorough study of the

conditions which make for the economic

use of blast -furnace gas in gas engines

tor the production of power, as found in

European practice. Detailed fle"Le« of

costs are given, and the relative efflcien^

cies of blast-furnace and coke-oven

gases are compared.

3701—BLAST-FURNACE SLAGS—Zur
Bestimmung der ^eh-nelzpunkte von

Hochotenschlacken. M. Simonis^ (Stahl

u. Eisen. May 22, 1907; 2 PP-' ?'^!.^. ^of
account of tests made upon 16. types of

blast-furnace slags to dete_rmme their

fusing points. Samples of the slags

were finely crushed and formed into

cones of the same size as Segar cones,

alongside of which the slag is tested.

40c. „ .

3702—CARBON .\ND PHOSPHORUS in

Ste4l, Behavior of. Henry M. Howe
(Eng and Min. Journ.. June 8, !?"'•*

pp ) A discussion of J. E Stead's ex-

planation of the banding of carbon and

phosphorus and the theory of incompati-

bility. 20c.

Q703—CASTINGS—Heavy Steel Cast-

ings without Flaws. (Mod. Machinery^

Tune 1907; 2V- p) Description of a new
device for pre'venting piping In steel in-

gots by maintaining the upper Part of

the casting In liquid form ""til the en-

tire block has become solidified, thus

preventing flaws. 20c.

3704 — CHARCOAL PRODU<3TION—
Gasverhaltnlsse bel der Holzverkohlung

E Juon (Stahl u. Bisen. May -2 ana

fii 1907 10 V, pp.) An investigation into

the process of charcoal burning, with

reference to proper temperatures for the

operation, the character of the gases and

the heating of the ovens: the facts oh

talned are to be made the basis of ni-

provemenL in new oven construction.

^"3705-CHEMISTRY IN .STEEL WORKS
—Laboratorlumsbuch fur ^<len Eisen

huttenchemlker. M Orthey <P"b. t.^

IVo'^^To P^pT^-'a h^n'^boo'lc f^r th^/cS;
ist in a steel plant, giving analytical

procedures' for ?he 'lulck and accurate

analvsls of ores, Iron and steel, slags,

coa^and coke, according to the best and

most modern methods. $1.00.

!70fi—CLASSIFICATION OF bTEEI^
BlnheltlPche lenenmung von Elsen und

friurVe^r^b-an^s-^fuf
^ dlf i?^

o^i iscusses and explains various

Bd\^ =f^^^^-^V^
rj^pri^..^.^vFF'S^
i-^i;^i^s^^ffVh^i%£^ -;
glish designations may rearlll^

'"""o^-DETERlORATION OF STEEL-
The Ageing of Mild Steel. C. E Stro

rno7- v=°pi;r"?^pe'r''?ea-;^^ "%°r ^i^

SE SrpiSter^r;^hir"^i^
C,„„.i„<r iiip tendencv of certain kinds

^.r^eef to become brittle with age. 60c.

3708 -ELECTRIC Ft'RN^<"E -- The

Stassano Thermo-Electrlc Furnace. B.

ytnssano (Erg and Min. Journ. June

15 itoT 3 pp.) Describes all tHe Im-
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portaiil fi'iitiirfM of llilrt typi' of i>lec-
trii" funun'tv wllh iiotoH upim ItH optT-
atloii. mill Klves cxp<'rliiu-iital iluta by
wlilcli Its I'fholeiuy 1» loiiipuluU. 20o.

3709— lOIJ-^'TIilC SMKI.TINC",—nie Ge-
wlniiiiin,- voii lOlsfii uinl Stiilil iiiif i<l»>k-

trlschfin W't'K*' "iitl tliTiMi Aiisslr!»tfn fUr
(llf /,ukunf( In Norwi-K'tii iKI»i-n-Zel-
tiiiiK. Muy 11, I'JOT; I l.j pp. i Dlscusaes
the proiltirlloii of Iron anil Mt<>i-1 from
ores by oU'itrUlty from an i-ionomlc
staiiilpolnt. I'oiniMirInK the fosl of re-
ilui'liih' ores hy Kasus itrenerateil from
coke, ami by the eleetrle eurrent To
be I'olitlnueil. 40i*.

3710—FOROIKG PRKSS at Halesowen,
KnKlanil. (Iron Tr. Roy., June 13. 190i.
3 pp.) l>escrlhes the fcenerul arrange-
ment anil ei|uipment of a larKe steel
plant where hydratille presses are pre-
ferreil to hammers for for^int; blooms
anil billets. ;oo.

.1711 CAS ntonrCKK as au Auxiliary In
Iron HIasi-l'iirnaoe Praetlee. (Bl-
inonihly Hall. A. 1. M. K.. May. I!lii7 ; t

pp. I T)lseussii>n of the paper of the
above title hy U. H. l.^e. which was pre-
viously read before the Institute.

3712—HKATING KrRNACK—A Con-
tinuous Heatlnft Furnace. (Iron Age.
May :;3. 1907; 1 p.) Oesirlbes hy means
of several sectional cuts the construc-
tion of a new patented heating furnace
ilesijfned to secure better ilislriluil Ion of
name and gas, and provide against the
drawback resulting from the closing of
exit ports by the feeding of billets. 20c.

3713—IRON MINIXG—Achievements on
the Mesabl. (Iron Tr. Rev-.. May 23,
1907: 1 Uj pp.) Reviews the remarkable
progress made In mining and stripping
on the Mesahl during tlie winter sea-
son. 20c.

3714-IRON MININ("r PRAt.-TICE on
the Marquette Range. Reginald Meeks.
lEng. and MIn. Journ., June l.'i. 1907;
4 pp.) A description of modern operat-
ing conditions In this MIcliigan Iron
range. Illustrating the schemes used in
stoping and caving. 20c.

371S—IRON ORK RESERVES of the
I'nited States. John Birkinbine. (Cas-
slers Mag., June, 1907; 7 pp.) Re-
views the present rate of consumption
of Iron ore, and discusses its bearing
upon the possible exhaustion of present
knowti supplies. 40c.

37 li;—MINNESOTA—Developments in
the Coleraine District. (Iron Tr. Rev.,
June 20, 1907; 3 pp.) (jives a general
review of mining operations In the Canl-
teo and Holman pits of this iron dis-
trict, with a few notes on the extent
and capacity of the present equipment
which is Installed. 200.

3717—R,\I1.S—Das Richten von Elsen-
bahnschienen Im kalten und ^varmen
Zustande. S. von SchukowskI (Stahl
u. Eisen, June 5, 1907: 3 pp.) Discus-
ses In a general way the methods of
straightening rails In either hot or cold
condition, and the effects of each process
on the structure and properties of the
rails. 40".

371S—RIVETING—Nouvelle Machine &
rivet les Assemblages de Constructions
Metalliques. (I-a Mi^tallurgie. May 15,
1907: 1 p.) Describes the construction
of this riveting machine which is de-
signed to rivet steel shapes by usiub
metal pins whose two ends are simulta-
neously flattened and headed over. 40c.

3719—.ROLJ.^—Commande ^lectrlque
dun Ijimlnoir Reversible aux Acl^rles
Hlidegnrdehiitte (Sllf'Sle aulrichlennei.
G. de Taube. (G6nie Civ. June 8, 1907

:

3 pp.) Describes ami illustrates the
workings of electric reversible rolls In-
stalled at the Hildestarde smelter in
Austrian Silesia, and gives diagrams
showing the power requirements of the
roll train. 40c.

3720—SAMPLINtJ AND ANAI^YSIS

—

Probenahme und Analyse der Prohen auf
Elsenhiittenwerken. M, Orthey. (Met-
allurgle. May S. 1907; lO'i, pp.) Dis-
cusses methods of sampling and of anal-
ysing the samples as carried out In Iron
smelters and foundries. 40c.

3721—SAMPLING of Iron Ores. L.. S,
Austin. iMin World. June 22, 1907: IVi,

p.) Abstract of paper to be read before
the Lake Superior Mln. Inst., July 24-
27, 1907: describing present methods of
iron ore sampling, pointing out their
weak points and methods of Improving
them. 2flc.

3722—SCRAP IRON—The Growth of

the Scrap M.i\ .iTienl. U. E. P. Luty.
(Iron Tr. lti-\

, May Ml, 1907; 2 '^j pp.)
Gives some ilgiires as to the utilization
of scrap iron, and analyxes the extent
to which it IH used In various depart-
ments of steel production. 20c.

3723—SMEl/riNG PROCE.SS— I'eber die
Forlschrltte In der I'Musseisenerzeugung.
IL Weildlng. iZelt. f. ungew. Chem..
June 7. 1907; .S Vj pp.) DIhcummcs re-
cent advances In the production of In-
got Iron, taking account of the besse-
luer. laurllu, open hearth aud electric
processes. 4 0c.

3724—SPECIAL STEEL—Chrome-Nick

-

elstlthle. (Stahl u. Elsen, Mav 8, 1907:
5 pp.) Gives the results of an' extended
Investigation of the properties of nick-
el-chrome steel, as lompared with or-
dinary steels, the experiments being
made upon a series in whicli the per-
centages of nickel, carbon and chromium
varied respectively from 4.5 to 33; 0,14
to 1.04; and 0.49 to 20.6. 40c.

;t7L'« — STEEL ANALYSIS -- A New
of the Evolution of Modern Tool-Steel.
H. C. H. Carpenter. (Engineering, May
17, 1907; IVj pp.) Conclusion of arti-
cle previously mentioned In this In-
dex. 40c.

3726

—

STF:EL ANALYSIS—A New
Shaking Device for the Chemical I^abo-
ratory. J. M. Camp. (Iron Tr. Rev.,
May 30, 1907; 1 p.) Describes the con-
struction of a device for automatically
shaking chemical solutions, and espec-
ially applicable to the determination of
phosphorus In steel. 20c.

3727—STEEL MANIPACTURE—Manu-
facture of Steel fiiim I'Ie Iron Contain-
ing Chromium, Cobalt and Nickel. A.
W. Richards. (Engineering, May 24,
1907; 1 p.) Paper read before the Iron
and Steel Inst.. May 9, 1907. describing
a method for producing chromium steel
from pig iron, from which nickel and
cobalt are eliminated in a basic open-
hearth furnace. Tests on the steel pro-
duced by this method are included.
40c.

3728—TEMPERING FURNACES—Ueber
HilrteSfen. O. Goldsehmidt. (Stahl u.
Eisen, May 29, 1907; 7 '/j pp.) Illustrates
many types of tcmperlnR furnaces and dis-
cusses their characteristic feal\ires, such as
methods of heating, niaiiipulation of the
pieces to l>e tempered, etc. 40c.

3729—TINNING and Galvanizing Cast
Iron Castings. W. L. Churchill. (Metal
Industry, June, 1907: 1 p.) Explains
briefly the technicalities involved in the
method of tinning and galvanizing by
electrodeposltlon, with some practical
pointers which will ensure the success
of the process. 20c.

3730—UPPER SILESIA—Description of
the Iron W.orks. Fredrik Carlsson.
(Bihang till Jern-kontorets Annaler,
April, 1907; 19 pp.) Notes made by the
author when visiting Upper Silesia, 1900.
SOc.

3-.S1—VIRGINIA IRON INDUSTRY. J.
J. Porter. (Manufacturers Rec. June
20. 1907; 2Uj pp.) Studies the past his-
tory, present conditions and future pros-
pects of the iron industry In this State,
giving several analyses of characteristic
ores, and enumerating the more iinport-
ant productive mines. To be continued.
20c.

3732—WE3L.D1NG—Thermit Rail Vl'eld-
ing. M. J. French. (Electrician, May
17, 1907; 1 p.) Paper read before the
Street Ry. Assn. of N. Y., Jan 11. 1907.
giving experiences met with in the use
of thermit for rail welding. Including
notes on the best metliod of making
molds for the joint and the precautions
to be observed during the process of
welding. 40c.

MICA
3733—LITHIA-MICA—Irvlnglte. a New-

Variety of Lithla-mica. S. Weldman.
I Am. Journ. Scl., June, 1907; 3 pp.) De-
scribes the physical and chemical char-
acteristics and gives analyses of this new
variety of mica w*hlch was discovered
near Warsaw, Wisconsin. 60c.

PBTBOLBUH
3734—BAKU—The Oil Industry of Baku

during 1906. (Petrol. Rev., May 25,
1907; 2 pp.) Reviews briefly the gen-
eral conditions of the petroleum Indus-
try of this district, and describes the Im-
proved types of pumps and compressors
which are now being put to use thera.
40c.

3735—OIL TESTING— Investigation of
Kerosene oils and Ganolenes E. J. Uab-
eock. (School of Mines liiili . Unlv of
N. D., 1B07; 14 pp. I Explains the pui

-

poses of various tests required by law
to he made upon oils, interprets the re-
sults of tlie analv-ii-.s, ond points out
^ome Important cuiislihTatlonH In de-
termining the safety and lllumlnatInK
\'alue of oils.

373«—RUSSIA—The Ivir.deum Trade
of Ilaloum during 1906. (Petrol. Rev..
May 26, 1907; 1 i.j pp.) Abslract of Uie
consular report giving a ri'sum* of the
events during 1906 at this center of the
Russian petroleum export trade. 40c.

3737—RUMANIAN PETROLEUM IN-
DUSTRY during 190i; I Petrol. Re» ,

June s, 1907. 1 p. I Outlines the course
of the oil Industry In this country '(lur-
ing 1906. 40e.

3738—COLORADO-Sketch of the Oil
F'ieids of Colorado.. Arthur I.,akes.
(Mln. WId.. June 1, 1907, Ip. i Enumerates
several districts wiiere oil prospects are
known In (*olorado, and gives a few
comments upon the character of the for-
mation and the indications which have
been shown by putting down wells.
20c.

3739 — SOUTH AFRICA — Petroleum
Prospects In South Africa. C Sand-
berg. (South African Mines, May H and
E5, 1907; 2 pp. i .\ few notes on geological
features which generally lndi<'ate the
occurrence of petroleum, and a discus-
sion of the advisability of prospecting for
this substance In .-.•rlaln .-Jiuth African
•llstrlcts. ("

PHOSPHATE ROCK
3740—FRANCE—Der Abbau der Phos-

phate In Nordfrankrelch. O. TIetze.
(Gliickauf, May 25. 1907; 4 pp.) Notes
on the location and working meth-
ods used in the phosphate deposits of
northern France, where open cuts,
worked after the manner of the Michi-
gan iron ranges. ar»- it'. f:i\'or 4"*^

POTASH
3741—POTASH DEP(JSITS and Minine

In Germany. Gordon Ryce. MDres and
Metals. June 5, 1907; 2 pp.) Gives a
general account of potash mining as car-
ried out at the Stassfurt deposits, and
deals with the origin of the mineral, and
the uses to which the products are put.
20c.

QOICESILVER
3742—CHIN.\—Nam •• .Metliods of Min-

ing and Smelting l^uicksilver ore In
Kwelchow. China. H. Brellch. (Cas-
sier's Mag., June. 1907; I2\'i pp.> Gives
data relating to the wages, prices, ex-
change, laws, and customs used by the
natives of this district in quicksilver
mining. 40c.

SALT
374 3—SALT MINING—The Rock Salt

Deposits at Preesall. Fleetwood, and the
Mining Operations Therein. F. J.

Thompson.. (Coll. (5uardian. May 24.
1907; 1 p.) Paper read t>efore the Man-
chester Geol. and Mln. Soc.. May 14.

1907. considering briefly the history and
geology of the rock salt deposits at
Preesall, and the methods of shaft sink-
ing and mining in use there. 20c.

SODIUM SALTS
3744—SODUM NITR.ATE DEPOSITS of

Colorado. H. W. Turner. iMin. and
Scl. Press, May US. 1907; 1 '.j pp.)
Describes several occurrences of sodium
nitrate deposits In this State. unA gives
a few notes on Ilieii- «.-o!ogical features.
20c.

TIN
374.".—CORNWALI.,—Revival of the

South Crofty Tin Mines. Cornwall. Ed-
ward Walker. i Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
June S, 1907: l^pp.) Outlines the pro-
posed methods of mining and concentrat-
ing to be used in this tin district where
a large amount of tungsten In the ore
caused trouble In earlier times. 20c.

.3741! — CORNWALL — The Tin stream
Works of Red River. Cornwall. Edward
Walker. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. May
25. 1907; 2 "-J pp.) Notes on the con-
struction, operation and efticlency of the
"rag frames." a device peculiar to Corn-
wall and used In obtaining concentrates,
which can be treated on huddles or
round tables. 20c.
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3747_MKTAL>LUHOY — Kortschrltte

und NPMTiinjren In dor MctallurKle des
Zlii^ .ill In Elektrochemlschcr
III! Jahro 1906. H. MennltkQ
iKi. H Zelts., May, 1907; S PP.)
CouUiiuaii-'M of nrtlclo previously men-
tioned In this Index. 40o.

374S—SMEI..TING or Tin Sings. I*

Parry. iMIn. Journ.. Apr, 27 1907; 1 p.)

Gives dftnlls of pnteiilod niolhods for

Iho recovery of tin from slags either as

an Iron-tin alloy or n lead-tin alloy.

40c.

3719- TASMANIAN TIN I.SDUSIRY.
R. Stokes. iMln. World, June S and
32. 1907: 3Vj pp.) Describes the mln-
Ink operations of several of the princi-

pal tin producer.s of Tasmania. 40c.

S75(}_WASHlNGTON—A Tin Deposit
near Spokiini-. .\. H Whitman. (MIn.

and >•
1 IT.ss, Juno 1. 1907; 1 Mi PP-'

Gil rlptlon of the mlneraloglcal
o.

.

in th.> vicinity of a vein

of T... which has heen discovered
near Spokane. 20c.

TUMGSTEN

J751—ANALYSIS — Composition and
Analvsis of Wolfram and Hubnerlte. P.

NIcolardot. (MIn. Journ., May 18, 1907;

*i p.) Translated from Vomptct Ren-
ilu: r>oscrll)es n procedure for the an-

alvsis of tunKston ores In which the

effects of liiicrferlnK elements are con-
Idered. The method of analysis makes

Re-3760—FAULTS—How Should Faults be B. u. H. May 11, 1907, 2Vi pp.)

Mamed and Classified? B. WUUs and J. views and discusses some of the causes

A Reld (Econ Geology, Apr. -May. of divergence of bore-holes from the

1907; 14' pp.) Contains suggestions as perpendicular, in"

to the best way to conduct future in-

vestigations upon fault characteristics,

with a view to their proper classlnca-

tloi,. 60c.

3761—FOSSILS—North American Index
Fossils. II. A. W. Grabau and H. W.
Shlmcr. (Scl. Mines Quart. Apr., 1907;

101 pp.) Continuation, of the monograph
t^ . , „ ^ , ,. ,„ ,

which was previously mentioned in this in the Dutch East Indies. (Min. Journ.,

Index GOc '^"^^ !"• ^'>'^'' ^^ P-" Gives statistics of

40c.

3774—DRILLING — Nouveau Syst^me
d'Attache des Trepans. (Journ. du Pet-
role, May 20, 1907; 1 p.) Describes a
new method of attaching the boring bit
to a string of drill tools, so that it may
be quickly removed if a break occurs.
20c.

3775—DUTCH EAST INDIES—Mining

3702—INDIA—General Report of the

Geological Survey of India for the Year
1906. T. H. Holland, Director. (Records
of Geol. Surv. of India. Vol. XXXV, Part

1 1907; 59 pp.) Outlines the work Ac-

complished during the year 1906 by the

Indian Survey and deals with the depos-
its of minerals of economic value,

3763-INDO-CHINA—Note sur la G60-
logle et les Mines de la Riglon Com-
prise Entre Lao-Kay et Yunnan-Sen, II.

Lantenols. (Ann, des Mines, T. XI, 3

livr 1907; S2',.'.pp.) Studies the geologi-

cal features of the above region of Indo-

China and illustrates the main charac-
teristics of the district by many maps
and sections.

3704—NEW HAMPSHIRE — Contribu-
tions to the Geology of New Hampshire;
No. Ill, on Red Hill. Moultonboro, L. V.

Plrsson, with analyses by H. S. Wash-
ington. (Am. Journ. Sci.. June, 1907;

possible to fix exactly the formula 141/, pp,) Deals with the petrogr.aphy of
•: _ , ._ ..A. ^. l.„ ......|.in.!ntVlAHllfP<lin!ir)OULIt possible to fix exact

of definite minerals (0

ZINC

3752—ORE DEPLiSITS—Origin of Lead
and Zinc Ore Bodies in Joplin. Mi3-
sourl. District Otto Ruhl. (Min. Re-
porter. June 20. 1907; 4 pp.) Describes
the characteristic .features of the ore

formations In this Missouri district, and
derives a theory as to the mode of

their formation. 20c.

3753 — ORE DRESSING — Calamine
Dre.ising Works at Monteponl. Erminlo
Ferraris. (Eng. and Min. Journ,, June
8 1907; 2V4 PP) Gives several illustra-

tions and a sectional elevation of a
plant for separating calamine from a
dnlomite gangue. 20o,

3754—ZINC OXIDE—Versuche Uber die

Reduktion von ZInkoxyd, F. O. Doeltz

and C. A. Graumann. (Metallurgie, May
22, 1907; 3 pp.) Investigates the effici-

ency of various solids and gases as re-

ducing agents for zinc oxide, and tabu-

lates the different results secured. 40c.

3755—ZINC PRODUCTS— Zinc-Oxide
and Zinc-Lead Pigment Manufacture.
W F. Gordon. (Eng. and Min. Journ..

June 1, 1907; 4 pp.) Reviews the gener-
al principles of zinc-oxide production,

and discusses the development of old

smelting methods requiring pure ores

and anthracite fuel into the present

smelting practice which utilizes complex
or-'S and soft coal. 20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL

375S—ALASKA—A Reconnaissance of

AdrrtrnlfT I'Innd, C. W. Wright. (U. S.

,; -all. No, 287. 1907; 20 pp.)

I
.^neral distribution of the
m and their commercial

.iii'l describes the different

.lions exposed on this Island.

ITERATION OF PYRITE—
T linn of Pvrlte. A. N. Win-

..n. Geology. Apr.-May, 1907;

3 j.i. . .\n attempt to solve the problem
aa to whether pure water charged with
Kases by aeration will attack pyritc.

Experiments to determine this are de-

irrlbed and results obtained are given.

-H COLUMBIA—The Slm-
t of British Colmbla. C.

, , ,
• i-,,i Min, Rec,, Apr.,

1 fiij, pp.; from Summary
i;. , ,.rt nf the Survey of Can-

- - .- ,....,, .(.ith the physlo-
e» of glaclatlon ami sur-

' this region, and gives a
f..w .leposlts and extent
of II ". 20c.

:: >;K<>IX)0Y and Mln-
-XII. F. C. Nicholas.

i<me l.'i. 1907; 1 p) Enu-
us minerals of economic

with a list of Indications by
.r presence may be detected.

the'rocks occurring in the dikes in about
Red Hill, and gives some general con-

siderations regarding their origin. 60c.

3765—ORE DEPOSITION—Effect of

Wall Rock on the Deposition of Ore.

S W Miller. (Ores and Metals. May
"(i 1907- 2 pp.) Interesting observa-

tions on the geology of the metal-bear-

ing veins of Silver mountain and vicin-

ity in the San Juan region of Colorado.

20c.

3766—ORE GENESIS—Magmatic Ema-
nations. F. C. Lincoln. (Econ. Geol-

ogy Apr.-May, 1907; 16 pp.) Gives '

minerals and metal production of the
Dutch East Indies for the year begin-
ning Feb. 4, 1905. and ending Jan. 24,
1906. and sums up the general mining
situation. 40c.

3776—EXPLOSIVES — Dinitroglyzer-
Insprengstolfe. (Bergbau, May 30, 1907;
Ip.) Gives a few notes on the proper-
ties and characteristic features of the
new explosives made from dinitroglycer-
ine bases. 20c.

3777—EXPLOSIVES—Dynamite Thaw-
ing House. W, E, Joyce. (Mines and
Minerals, June, 1907; Vi p.) (lives draw-
ings and plans of a iiouse for storing
and thawing dynamite, which is used by
the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre Coal Co.,
at their collieries. 20c.

377S—EXPLOSIVES — Extrait d'une
Enquete sur les Miches de Suret6.
(Ann. des Mines, T.. XI, 2 livr., 1907;
12 pp.) Condenses the results of an in-
vestigation into the properties of safety
fuses for explosives, reviewing the ex-
periments performed, and the conclu-
sions reached.

3779—FEDERATED MALAY STATES.
Gold and Tin Mines of, with Especial
Reference to Pahang. J. B. Scrivenor.
(Min. Journ., June 8 and 15, 1907; 3 pp.)
-Abstract from Official Report of the
Geologist to the Federated Malay States,
giving a general account of the extent
of mining operations on the gold ^.nd
tin deposits of Pahang. To be continued.
60c.

3780—HAULAGE—Results Obtained In

condensed statement of the facts thus Transportation with Mining Locomo
far established upon the nature of eman- " • " .^..

ations from cooling igneous magmas.
60c.

3767—SILICATE ROCKS—Les Roches
Vertes. Paul F. Chalon. (Rev. Univ.

des Mines, T. XVIII, 1907, 2 trimestre

lives. S, Schauberger. (Bihang till

Jern-kontorets Annaler, April, 1907; 10
pp.) Gives the cost of transportation,
etc, w'hen using tenzine locomotives and
compressed air locomotives, 80c,

37S1—HOISTING—L'Extraction par le

32 pp ) A general study of green basic Systftme Koepe, S, Moulin. (Bull, de
rocks, investigating their composition, la Soc. de I'lnd. Minerale, T. VI, 2 livr.,

occurrence, properties, classification and 1907; 45',<; pp.) Describes in detail all

their relations to metalliferious deposits. of the features of the Koepe system of

3-6g UNDERGROUND WATERS—The hoisting, which is essentially an endless

Interaction between Minerals and Wa-
ter Solutions with Special Reference 10

Geologic Phenomena. E. C, Sullivan.

(Bull, No, 312, U. S, Geol, Surv,. 1907;

69 pp.) Gives the results of experiment-
al work In applying chemical methods
to the investigation of geological pro-

cesses brought about by action between

rope running in the shaft and over pul-
leys on the surface, and with cages at-
tached.

3782—HOISTING—Stresses in Hoisting
Ropes. J. F. Howe. (Mines and Miner-
als, June, 1907; y^ p.) Derives several
formulas for caTculating stresses in
hoisting ropes, taking into account the

underground waters and minerals, with stresses due to starting and stopping
special reference to secondary deposi- the cage. 20c.

tions of ore

3769—VEIN FORMATION — Mutual
Displacement by Intersecting Veins
Walter Harvev Weed. (C/ng. and Min.

Journ., June 15, 1907; 1 'A pp.) Discusses
number of Interesting cases of inter-

3783—HOISTING AND HAULAGE in
the Mines of Butte. B; H, Dunshee.
(Ores and Metals. May 20, 1907; 1 p.)
Abstract of address before the Mont.
Soc. of Engrs., considering present con-
ditions of haulage and hoisting in the

secting veins in Igneous rocks, and gives Butte district, where steel skip-bins and
a few theories concerning their forma- automatic dumping skips are much used,

tion and significance. ^Oc

MINING—GENERAL

3770 AFRICA—The Otavl Copper and
Lead Mines, J. Hartley Knight, (Eng.
and MIn. Journ.. June 15. 1907; !'<• PP.)

A few notes on the mineral occurrence
and the nature of the ore deposits In

this region of German West Africa. 20c.

3771—BORE HOLES—Determining the

Direction of Deep Bore Holes and Test-

ing Their Water Tightness. I Eng. News.
May 23. 1907; 1 p.) Describes the con-

struction of several devices for deter-

mining directions of deep bore holes,

also of ascertaining the water tightness

of diamond drill holes In their entire

length or of specified sections, 20c,

."1772—COLOMBIA. Its Resources and
Its Development. J. T. O'Brlan. (Min.

Wld.. Mav 25. 1907; 1% pp.) Outlines

the mineral resources of this country,

with especial reference to gold dredg-
ing and placer operations. 20c,

3773_niAMOND DRILLINC—Die Ur-
xnchen der Abwelchung der Tlefbohrun-
gcn vom Lot. A. Fauck. (Oest, Zclt. f.

20c,

37S4—HYGIENE-L'HygiSne de I'ln-
dustrie Mini^re au CongrSs Internation-
al de Milan. Dr. Gilbert. (Ann. des
Mines de Belg., T. XII, 2 livr., 1907; 46
pp.) Reviews very thoroughly the con-
siderations and discussions of Tarious
diseases peculiar to the mining and
metal industry, as brought out during
the proceedings of the International
Congress of Hygiene at Milan. Italy.

3785—IDAHO—The Priest Lake Dis-
trict, Idaho. Robt. N. Bell. (Min. Wld.,
June 22. 1907; i/, p.) Reviews the extent
of mining operations and the character
of the ores in this district of Idaho,
20c,

37S6—LABORATORY — The Mining
I/aboratory of Dalhousie University,
Halifax, N, S, F, H, Sexton, (Can, MIn.
Journ,, June 1. 1907; 7 pp.) General de-
scription of the arrangement and equip-
ment of the mining and metallurgical
laboratories of this college. 20c.

3787—MEERSCHAUM— Mining Meer-
schaum in New Mexico. A. F. Collins.
(Min. Wld,. June 1, 1907; 1 p.) A few
brief notes on the New Mexico occur-
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niiiis of tills siibatiincL', sliuwini; by II-

liistrailoiiH the extent of mining opora-
tlOIIH. iOf.

37SS—MINE IIUSIMTALS—Medical De-
purtineiit of the Colorado F. & I. Co.
Uiu'i'i'iice I..ewl8. tl^iiK. and Mlii. Journ.,
June L'?. 11107; 2 l.j l>I>) An aoioutit of
the oreanlnatloii and enulpineni or the
medical department of this company,
Khioh furnishes medical and surnical at-
tendance to employes and their famil-
ies for a nominal sum. 20c.

3789—MINK LABOR—Experiences with
Austrlans as Iron Miners. Robt. B.
Brinsinade. (EnK. and Min. Journ. June
S. 1S07; 1 p.) Describes the racial char-
acteri.stlcs of these miners, their elllclen-
cy as workmen and the effects of rivalry
between dUTeriMit clans. I'Oc.

3790—MINE URGANIZATIO.N—Sugges-
tlons for Mine Staff Organization. J.
Boyd Aaroiis. (Eng. and MIn. Journ.,
June :'2, 1907; 1!'... pp.) Detailed descrip-
tion of a plan for apportioning duties
and responsibilities of members of the
operating force of a mine and conduct-
ing the work of the dirterent depart-
ments. 20c.

3791- MINE SrBSIDENCK. A. Klch-
urdson. (Journ., Cheni.. Met. and MIn
Soc. of South Africa. Apr., 1907; 4 pp.)
IMscussion liy nieinhers of the paper of
above title, which was previously men-
tioned in this Index. GOc.

3792—MINE SUBSIDENCE— Etude sur
les .Vffalsements dus au.ic Exploitations
Houill^res. M. Salnto-Clalre-Deville.
iBull. de la Soc. de llnd. MinSrale, T.
VI, 2 llvr.. 1907; 29 pp) Reviews causco
of mine subsidence In all Its details, and
studies the phenomena met with In the
region around Westiihalla; also at-
tempts to derive a few laws which ap-
pear to govern this subject.

3793—MINING COSTS — Concerning
Costs. George Huston. (MIn. and Scl.
Press, May 18, 1907; 1 p.) Explains how
diminished eftlelency in mining and mill-
ing operations was concealed by an in-
correct method of cost-keeping. 20c.

3794—MINING COSTS—Expenses of
Development In Sonora. F. J. H. Mer-
rill. (Eng. and MIn. Journ.. June 15,
1907: li p.) Note.s on wage scales, costs
of supplies and general conditions at-
tending mining development work in
this Mexican State. 20c.

3795—MINING COSTS. RECORDS, ETC.—Costs, Methods and Records as Applied
to Small and MedlumSized .Mines. W.
.\. MacLeod. (MIn. Journ.. June 1. 1907;
1 p.) Paper read before the No. Queens-
land Min. and Mill Mgrs. Assn. Analyses
methods of cost keeping as usually prac-
ticed in small mines, and comments upon
defects in these methods and suggests
Improvements. 40c.

3796—MINING LAW — .\ Celebrated
Case. H. M. Hoyt, 2nd. (Min and Scl.
Press, June 1, 1907; 2 pp.) Reviews the
finding of the Court in the case of La-
vagnino vs. IThlig, 198 U. S.. 443, and
gives the author's opinions as to what
extent this decision will form a prece-
dent in similar cases. 20c.

3797 — AnNING LAW — Extralateral
Rights. (U A. Min. Rev., June 15, 1907;
1 p.) Describes several interesting
oases where peculiar types of veins led
to litigation under the present apex law.
The geological features of these cases
are touched on very briefly. 20c.

3798—MINING LAW—The Reform of
the fnlted States Mineral Land Law. R.
W. Raymond. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
June S, 1907; 1 p.) A dissertation on
the weaknesses of the present mining
laws in the United States, especially In
regard to mineral land laws, extrala-
teral rights, and the recording of loca-
tions. 20r.

3799—MONTANA—Early Mining His-
tory of Montan.T. K. T. Hammond-Fog-
arty. iMIn. World. June S. 1907; 1 >A pp.)
Reviews the earlv discoveries of minerals
In Montana, and gives brief notes ori
early mining operations in this State.

few approximate statistics of produc-
n are Included. 20c.

3S0O—PROSPECTING In I'ngava. (Can.
MIn. Journ., June 1, 1907; 1 p.) Contiim-
ntlon of .Trtlcle previously mentioned

this Index. 20c.

'.SOI—SHAFT SINKING at Bowburn
•Vinning. England. A. L. Steavenson.
(Trans. No. of England Inst. MIn. and
Mechan. Eng.. May. 1907; 3 pp.) Con-
tains some brief notes on the use of

piling for shaft sinkluK tliruuKh Kluclal
clay and Hand.

,iN(iJ SHAFT SlNKINi; Huh Schttch
tabteufoti nach tiem tjef rlervecfaliren von
I'oelHch. Kegel. ( lierghau, June (i ami
13, 1907, (J pp.) .-Vn account of the Poet-
Mch ByMteni of shaft sinking with the
help of the freezing method, giving at-
tenllon to the circulation and compres-
sion of tile freezing liquids, and regon-
> ration of the ammonia and carbon diox-
ide. 40c,

3803—SHAFT SINKING — Mechanical
Production of Low Temperatures. Syd-
ney F. Walker. 1 Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Juno 22, 1907; 4 pp.) Discusses princi-
ples of dirfereni refrigerating processes
which are used In shaft sinking, with
details on the compressing system, forms
of condensers and the ahsorpiion uyuiuni.
20c.

3S04—SOUTH AFRICA—Broken Hill
Base Metals. (South African Mines, May
S, 1907; 2 pp.) An account of the extent
of exploitation at this South African
lead-zinc district, and a general review
of the properties comprising the western
group of copper mines. 20c.

3805—SOUTH AFRICA—Mineral Pros-
pects and Resources of Rhodesia. (South
.-Vfrlcftn Mines, May 4, 1907; 1 p.) Re-
views briefly the present condition of
•several of the principal mines here, and
outlines probable future development.
2flc.

3800—SOUTH AFRICA — Mining In
Rhodesia, South Africa. (Eng. and MIn
Journ., May 25, 1907; 1 Mi PP) Gives a
lew statistics of mineral production of
this South African territory and reviews
the recent progress in mining, which
has taken place. Accompanied by map.
20c.

3807—SOUTH AFRICA—The Selukwe
Mining District. (South African Mines.
-May 25, 1907; 1 p.) Deals briefly with
the mining and operating conditions of
.several of the principal mines of this
important Rhodeslan district, with a
few notes on the chrome Iron ore de-
posits. 20c.

3808-SOUTH AFRICA — The Truth
About Swaziland. (South African Mines,
May 11, 1907; 2V, pp.) Gives a tew facts
about the conditions in this South Afri-
can region which was recently thrown
open to prospectors, and summarizes the
terms under which prospecting Is al-
lowed b.v the Henderson Consolidated
Corporation, which controls much of
the territory. 20c.

3S09—SURVEYING—Photographic Sur-
veying. Wm. Gritnth. (Mines ana Min-
erals, June, 1907; 1 p.) Brief descrip-
tion of a method ~of constructing topo-
graphic surveys and maps from photo-
graphs of a region taken from different
points outside it. 20c.

3810 — TIMBER PRESERVATION —
Methods and Economic Aspects of Mod-
ern Timber Preservation. G. Alleman.
(Proc. Engrs. Club, Apr.. 1907; 34 pp.)
.\ thorough study of all the features of
timber preservation, including investi-
gatons of the injury done by the pre-
servative and the economic features
which allow a saving by the use of pre-
served woods. 40c.

3811—TUNNEL LINING—RevStements
lie Galeries en Bfton Armfi aux Mines
lie Bfthune. (Genie Civ.. June 8, 1907;
1 V> pp.) Notes on the lining of tun-
nels and drifts in mines with reinforced
concrete, giving Illustrations of methods
of making forms and placing the con-
crete. 40e.

3812—VALUATION of Mineral Proper-
ties. T. A. O'Donahue. (Trans., No. of
England Inst. Min and Mechan. Eng.,
May. 1907; 20 pp.) Develops a new meth-
od for valuing mine with special refer-
ence to present practices in discounting
deferred values. A number of examples
In calculating sinking funds nn<I amorti-
zation charges are includr*'!

ORE DRESSING
3SI3 — FLOTATION PROCESSES at

Broken Hill. F. H. Jackson. (Min. and
Scl. Press, June 8, 1907; 2U, pp.) An
.account of ore cohcentr.ation by the
use of the Potter and the Delprat pro-
cesses, with descriptions of the appara-
tus used, and the general working of
the flotation systems. 20c.

3S14—FREE SETTLING .VELOCITIES
—Velocity of Galena and Quartz Fall-
ing In Water. R. H. Richards (Paper

read before the A. 1. M. E., N. Y.
Meeting, April, 1907; 2C pp.) Dencrlbes
ilie iippuratuH ttod luethodn uaed In de-
termining the velocity of ({raina of
quartz anil galena near the limit Of
sifting Hizu when falling under free
settling conditions, and tabulates the
ri^Hults secured.

3S15— Si"REE.N--A Hand Screen llBed
at Monleponl, Sardinia, Erminio Fer-
raris. (Eng. and Min. J<iurii., June 1,

11107; Vj p.) IIIURtrates by elevations
and photograph the construction of a
hand screen which Is useful In min-
ing camps where no milling plant Is at
hand. 20c.

METALLURGY GENERAL
3SI(i ALLoVS Kupfer, Silber uiid

Blel. K. Friedrlch and A. Loroux. (Met
allurgle. May 22, 1907; 3() pp.) Very ex
tended Inquiry Into the formation, com-
position and properties of alloys of cop-
per, silver and lead, both binary and
tertiary types. 60c.

3817—COOLING CITRVES—Methods In
OUlalning Cooling Curves. C. U A.
Schmidt. (Cal. Journ. of Tech., May
1907; 4 pp.) Describes the construction
and use of apparatus for recording auto-
matically the cooling curves of heated
substances. In which the corrections for
errors of observation are very small.
20c.

3818— ELECTRIC FURNACE — The
Economic Status of the Electric Furnace.
W. D. Bancroft. (Sibley Journ. of Eng.,
June. 1907; 5 Mi PP.) Gives a brief sum-
mary of the principal products now made
In electric furnaces, with their uses and
the advantages which result from their
method of manufacture. 40c.

3srj—FLI:E dust—The Settling and
Collection of Dust In Flues. L. S. Austin.
(Min. and Scl. Press, May 25, 1907; 1 p.)

Applies the principles relating to the
settling of sand and slime In water In

settling tanks to the settling and col-

lection of dust In flues. 20c.

3S20—SMELTER FUME QUESTION in

Great Britain. Edward Walker. (Eng.
and MIn. Journ., June-LS, 1907; Vj p.)

Reviews briefly the stluatlon In regaru
to smelter fumes In England and analy-
zes the provisions of the recent net pass-

ed in regard to this matter. 20c.

3821 — TESTING METALS — Nouveaux
Mi^canlsmes et Nouvelles Mfthodes pour
I'Essal des Mftaux. P. Breull. (Revue
de MC-canlque, Apr. 30, 1907; 51 pp) Very
thorough review of the present status of
testing metals In Europe, describing the
principal types of machines, their con-
struction, operation and maintenance:
contains also notes on various types of
appliances for automatically recording
the deflectloits of the test-pieces.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MA-
CHINERY

3822—AIR COMPRESSION—The Use of
Coolers in Air Compression. F. Rich-
ards. (Eng. and MIn. Journ., June 1,

1907: 1 p.^ Discussion of the principle
of cooling In air compression and of the
relative merits of anti-coolers and Inter-
coolers and after-coolers. 2uc.

3823—AIR COMPRESSOR—The Frank-
lin Air Compressor. (Eng. and Mlii.

Journ., June I. 1907; 1 p.) Gives a gen-
eral description of the essential feat-
ures In the construction of this com-
pressor, having simple or cross-com-
pound steam cylinders, and simple or
two-stage compressing cylinders, accord-
ing to different conditions. 20c.

.JR24—BOILER WATERS and Their
Treatment. W. M., Booth. (Chem.
Engr., May, inO" ; :? pp.) Gives a gen-

eral outline of water softening and the
nitration of the precipitate. 40c.

382.'^—BOILER WATERS—Commercial
Water Softening and Purification. Chas.

M. Hampson. (Paper read before the
Colo. Scl. Soc. May 4. 1907: S pp.) Classi-
fies the usual Impurities In boiler feed-
water and discusses various means of
eliminating them before introducing the
water into the boiler.

382(1 — BOILER WATERS — How to

Judge Boiler Waters from Analyses. J.

G. A. Rhodln. (Engineer, Lond., May
31. 1907; 1 p.) Gives the experience of

the author In making many analyses of
holler water, and his conclusions as to
the Inferences to be obtained by a con-
sidprnlinn of the results of the analyses,
top.
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SS2T—BOILER WATERS—Notes on the

SoftenInK of Feed Wiilor for Preven-
tion of Inorumntlon on the Inslilo of

Steuni H0II.T8. \V. 13. Hlyth. (Monthly
Journ Chiinilier of Mines of \V. Aiis-

trttllii Mar. 30. litOT^ * l'P.> Plsoiisses 11

few (jeneml principles of •water-softonlng
al!<o of the elienilslry of the soflening

proeeH*. SOf.

SS-..S _ DRIUI.INO — Well Drills for

Blum Holes on the runuma Oannl.

n'oinpresHed Air. May. 1307; I pp.)

r,lvi.« some InterestlnK ilelalls reKarillnn

III.- TIM.' of .IrlllInK riKS for ilrllling blast-

iiiK li..lfS at Panama, ami of operatlns
\arl..us air .Irllls from central power
plants. 20c.

3s;9 FAN — Stntlsche Wettermes-
siinKBversuche auf Hermlneschacht der

<irul.e KohUvald. Seldl. iCliickauf.

May IS 1>.I07: n'-. PP-I A Uelallcd out-

line of tests of a'Raiean ventllatlnpr fan

at the ll.-rmlne shaft of the Kohlwald
mine at Neunklrchen. itlvluB the method
of testing the calculations of the data

obtained.' and n discussion of the results

40c.

3S.irt FANS for Draft. Forced and In-

,l,u.,>,l_II. c. U Hul>bard. (Power.
June. 1907: :'•: pp. > directions for cal-

culating proportions and capacity of

fans, the horsepower reiiulred and the

volume of air delivered. 20c.

3SJ1 FLOW OF STEAM — Fornvulas
for the Flow of Steam In Pipes. G. F.

Gebhardt. (Power. June. 1907: 5 pp.)

Comparison of accepted formulas with
curves showInK the drop in pressure for

different pipe sizes and velocities. 20c.

:is:t::— r.AS kncine efficiencies.
U Balrstow. (Engineering. June 7, 1907;

I p.) Gives methods of computing etflci-

encles of jcas enitlnes as determined by
tests upon the temperatures and specific

luats of the gas mixture, and explains
the derivation of the constants which
are given. 40c.

3S:!3—GAS PRODUCER—Gazogene a

Combustible Pulvi'rls* Syst^me Marcon-
net. (Genie Civ.. May U. 1907; 1 >«. pp.)
Describes the construction and distinct-

ive features of -the Marconnet type of

gas producer, which Is designed to burn
pulverized fuel. 40c.

3834—GAS PKOPICER PLANT. Trials

with. W. A. Bijne and R. V. Wheeler.
.c'.i-* Engrs Mag., June 15. 1907: 2 pp.;
;i \.<tiKates the effect of using different
jin.unts of steam and various satura-
tion temperatures upon the quality of

gas obtained by producers and the
amounts of coal gasefled. 20c.

3S35—GAS PROIUCEIS PRACTICE,
Steam In. W. A. Bone and R. V. Wheel-
«>r. I Engineering. May 17, 1907; 6 PP)
Paper rend before the Irqn and Steel

Inst.. May 10. 1907. An account of ex-

periments made to determine the Influ-

ence of variation In the proportion of

air and steam in the blast upon the com-
position of the gas produced. 40c.

5316 — HOI.>^TING — Eln neuer Slcher-
heltsapparal filr Dampf-FSrdermaschin-
<>n. Puller. (Berghau. May 16, 1907; 4

pp.) Describes a new safety apparatus
for hoists which acts upon the throttle
lever to cut off steam, and so prevent
overwinding. 20r.

3337 — HOISTING — Modern German
Winding Plants. ..\. S. Ostrelcher.
(Journ. Transvaal Inst. Mechan. Eng.,
Mar., 1907; 10 pp.) Gives a critical re-

view of recent Improvements In steam
winding engines In Germany as pres-
seiued In two papers read before the
Society of German Engineers. 60c.

3'^3% —• Hf)ISTING —-Temporary Whini
for Hoisting. Guy C. Stollz. (Eng, and
Mln. Journ.. June l,",, 1907: u. p.) Gives
directions for constructing and operat-
ing a temporary whim which will be
suitable for prospecting shafts. 20c.

3S.in HYDRO KLEfTRIC POWER
PLANT The Huronian Company's Pow-
fT ! lit. R. A. Ross and H..

Hoi, I't-r read before Can. Soc.

of ' .\pr "<. 1907, advance
pro.if, n: n • Gives an ac-
count of th<. .n of the power
plant, the oil] ' the high falls on
the Spanish rlur ai.d the transmission
of the power to the smelter of the Can-
adian Copper Co . In the Sudbury district.

3940—INTERNAL COMftCSTION EN-
<JINE. J. U. HIbblns. (F.ngrs. List. May.
1907. 12 PP I Discusses briefly the his-

tory princlpl.s of operation, cycles,
methods of govnrning and performances
under tests of engines of this type. 20c.

3S41—LIGHTNING ARRESTERS FOR
DYNAMITE FACTORIES — Blltzschutz-

vorriclitungen fUr Pulver und Spreng-
storfuhrlken, sowio filr Pulver una
Sprcngstoffmagazlne. (Zelt dos Ober-
schleslschen Berg- u. Hdttenm. Vereins

.Miir. 1907; 4'.. pp.) Gives recommenda-
tions conci-rnfng the construction. In-

stallation, testing and care of devices de-

slgned to protect powder and dynamite
factories from liKlitning. 40c.

:!.<42—LOCOMOTIVES—Die Verhiitung
der Brandgetahr bei Nezol-Grubenloko-
moliven. Russell. (Glilckauf. Apr. 2i,

1907; 6 pp.) An account of the intro-

duction of benzine locomullvos in the

mines of Westphalia, with a statement
of the methods adopted there to pre-

vent mine tires, which are likely to re-

sult from their use. 40c.

3843-LOCOMOTIVES—Versuche mil

Grubenlokomotiven verschledener Sys-

teme Wex. (Gliickauf. May 4 and 11.

1907; 27 pp.) Investigates the efflclenc>

of several standard types of mine loco-

motives, including those tired by benzine,

benzol and driven by electricity. To be

continued. 60c.

3S.14—LUBRICATING OILS. Testing

of Lubricating Oils. W-. H. Jenkins
(Pract Engr., June, 1907; 2 pp.) Gives

a list of the requirements for good lub-

ricating oil. and simple methods where-
by these properties may be approx-
iiiiately determined. 20c.

3S45—MINE EQUIPMENT—Die Neu-
anlagen der Konigllchen Berginspektion

7,u Clausthal Schennen. ( Cliickauf.

June 1, 1907: 16'/i pp.) Illustrated des-

cription of the equipment of the mines in

the above district. Including power sta-

tions, hoisting apparatus, ore dressing

macliines, etc. 40c.

;i14(;— MlNlXfl AND METALLURfilCAL
MACHINERY in the Transvaal. A. McA.
Johnson. (Eng. Rev.. June. 1907; 10

PP ) Reviews the present installations

of power stations, and mining and met-
allurgical devices in this field, too.

3S17—MUCKING—The Park Automatic
Loader. (Eng. and Min. Jouni.. June

22 1907; 1 p.) Decribes briefly the es-

sential features of this machine which
is designed to do the work of a steam
shovel in the narrow space of a tunnel

or drift. 20c.

3848—MUFFLE FURNACES—A Com-
parison of Coal and Oil Muffle Furnaces.

G. J. Young. (Min. and ftci. fress,

June 1, 1907: 2 pp.) Gives the results

of comparative tests made to determme
the highest efficiency obtainable in muf-
fle furnaces using coal and oil as fuels.

20c.

3849—OIL BURNERS—Tlie Application
of Oil Burners to Steam Boilers. W.
Kavanagh. (Elec. World. May 4. 1907;

1>.. pp.) Gives some facts pertaining to

oil' burners, their structure and applica-

tion to steam boilers, with notes on best

methods of avoiding waste -in their use.

20c.

3850—PIPE COVERIN(5—Tests of Pipe
Covering. P. Dlserens. (Purdue Eng.
Rev.. No. 3. 1907; 5 pp.) Describes the
apparatus used and gives the results ob-
tained in a series of tests to determine
the value of different samples -of pipe

covering.
:{Sr>l PIPE DESIGN—A Solution of the

I'rolilcni (if DetenninlnK the Eciinomic Size

of Pipe for High Pressure Wnlcr Power In-

stiillallon. A. L. .\dnms. (I'l-oc. .\. S. C. E.,

May. UM>7: 4 p|i. 1 <;ivps n comparative data

fordelemiining the economic size of pilie for

conveying water under high jiressuies.

3852—POWER COSTS—C. EJ. Lucke.
(Elec. Rev.. May IS. 1907: 3 pp.) Paper
read before the N. Y. Section of the

American Electrochem. Soc. Feb. 26,

1907. A consideration of the principles

for depreciation of the plants In the
rases of oil. water, steam and gas power
plants. 20c.

3S53—POWER TESTS—Some Sugges-
tions for Carrying Out Power and Ef-
ficiency Tests on the Mine. H. C. Behr.
(Journ. Transvaal Inst. Mechan. Eng..
Apr.. 1907: 4 pp.) Continued discussion
of the paper of the above title which
was previously mentioned In this Index,
giving attention to the heat unit basis

of buying coal, methods of choosing the
best I'oal for a particular mine, and the
consumption of steam and power. fiOc.

3854_PRODUCTER GAS—Ueber Gas-
generatoren. J. KOrtlng. (Stahl u.

Elsen, Mav l.'i and June i"i, 1907; 34 pp.)

An extended discussion of the theory of

producer gas. tracing the changes which
take place in a producer and giving

manv analyses of gas, also a thorough
review of tiie present status of gas pro-

ducers, with illustrated descriptions of

many types iio-w iiv use. 60c..

3S.i5—PRODl-CER GAS—Power from
Producer Gas. G. W. Munro. (Purdue
Eng Rev., No. 3. 1907; 10 pp.) General
discussion of the theory and practice of

pow-er production by means of gas pro-

ducers.

SSr.fi—PRODUCER GAS ENGINES. G.

W Bisseli. (Iowa Engr.. May, 1907; 5

PP ) Critical discussion of some of the

results obtained by the U. S. Geological

Survey in testing the value of coals as

sources of producer gas.

38.i7—PUMP—Centrifugal Pump. E.

N Percy. (Journ. Elec. Power and
Gas. Mav 2.i. 1907: 2 pp.) Considers va-

rious principles relating to the design of

centrifugal pumps, their lifting power
and construction. 20c..

3S.';s PTTMP—The Roturbo Centrifugal

Pump. (Engineer, I^ond., May 17, 191/ 1.

1 p ) Describes the essential features

of construction of this new type of cen-

trifugal pump, wliich is claimed to over-

come tiie defects of the ordinary pump
running at constant speed, but with

varying heads. 40c.

SS'l') PUMPING—Mine Pumping witli

Direct-Connected. Electrically DrWeu
Turbine Pumps. P. H. Moore. (Can.

Min. Journ.. May 1, 1907: 2 pp.) Paper
read before the Nova Scotia Min. hoc.

describing a method of using turbine

sinking pumps, and comparing them with

steam and Jack-head pumps. 20c.

3860—RIVETED PIPE—Diagonal Riv_

eted Seams. B. Speed. (Cal. Journ. of

Technology. Apr. 1907: 3 pp.) An in-

vestigation into tlie stresses existing in

spiral riveted pipe and the mathematical
solution of the equation for evaluating
the stresses. 20c.

3861 — SAFETY CATCH — Bremsend
wirkende Fangvorrichtung. (Bergbau,
\pr 25. 1907; >/jP.) Describes and il-

lustrates the construction and principles

of a simple safety device wliich acts to

arrest falling mine cages gradually,

without sudden and dangerous shock to

the persons in the cage. 20c.

3862—SAFETY CATCHES and Safety

Brakes. K. Schweder, (Journ. So. Af-

rican Assn. Eng., Mar.. 19U7; lU pp.)

Briefly discusses several standard meth-
ods of arresting falling cages. SOc

3863—STEAM GENERATION and Ef

ficiency of Plant. G. Poole <Jo""i-
Brit Soc. of Min. Students. Apr., 190 1.

9 PP 1 Gives a general consideration of

the essential features of steam genera-

tion and plant testing.

3864 — S T E A M P L A N T — Unfallim
Dampfkesselbetriebe. (Zeit. des Ober-

sehlesischen Berg- u. Huttenm. Vereiiis

Mar.. 1907: 4 pp.) Describes an acci-

dent to the steam plant of the Duben-
sko mine Czerwionka. SUesia. where the

change to the use of superheated steain

caused the bronze steam pipes to fall

out of place. 40c.

38(i5 — TEMPERATURE MEASURE-
MENT—Practical Pyrometry. R. b-

Wliipple. (Journ.. West. Soc. ot Eng..

\pr 1907: 34 pp.) A very thorough
consideration of all the principal and
standard tviies of temperature-measuring
devices with a description of their con-

struction and operation, and discussion

of their limitations. 40c.

3.SB(i- testing; MATERIALS-.\n Au-

tomatic Measuring Instrument for Use
in Testing Laboratories. L. E. Hunt.

(Cal Journ of Technology. Apr. 190i. i

pp ) Describes the use of an automatic
mechanism which records the deforma-
tion of test-pieces when subjected to a

load In testing machines. 2()c.

,3KC>7- WASTE CASES as a Source (if

Power for the Operation of Electric

Railways. F. E. Junge. (Cassier's Mag.,

Apr 1907- 6 pp.) Studies the economic
features of generating power from
waste blast furnace gases and outlines

some general principles of by-product
power generation. 40c.

3H(;8 WELDING hy the Oxy-Acpt>'lene

Blowpipe. (Brass Wld.. Apr.. 1907; 2%
pn > Contains a few general notes on

the use of this new welding device and
describes the operation of welding cast-

ings by means of It. 20c.
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Proano, a Famous Mine of Fresnillo, Mexico
A Remarkable Development ol \'eins m .All Directions and ol

All Possible Dips, ^'ielded $800,000 Annually (or 67 Years

B \' JOHN A CHURCH*
In the State of Zacatccas, Mexico, a

mile from Fresnillo, there is a low, round

hill only 325 ft. high, and 2500x3500 ft. in

diameter at the base. It stands nearly

alone with wide valleys on all sides, ex-

cept toward the east, where the country is

Tolling. This is called the Cerro de

Proano, the Hill of Proano, from Manuel

Praiiio, a Spaniard, who found ore there

in 1515. It is the seat of remarkable

but they did- not prove to be rich enough

to be worth working. .\t least, that is the

lesson to be read from the frequent at-

tempts of the old miners to make mines

in them both by surface and underground

work, but always with rather speedy

abandonment.

E.vRLV History

How much minini; Proafio and his suc-

Zacatccana Mejicana, which worked them

until 1872, a period covering the introduc-

tion of steam power for pumping and

moving the arrastras. The "crime of '72"

brought that enterprise to an end, and the

mines were located by Senor Ortego. The
Compania Restauradora de Fresnillo be-

gan work in 1879, which was continued

later by the Compania de Fresnillo. Both

of these concerns treated surface ore and

crushing and shearing forces with subse-

quent mineralization by waters which car-

ried silver with some gold, but appear to

have been weak in silica. There is noth-

ing unusual in the situation except that, if

we may trust the Mexican miners, this

mineralization was confined mainly to the

limits of the little hill, and did not ex-

tend beyond it except on the west side, and
apparently not far there. There are veins

in the ground east of the hill in abundance.

•Consulting mining engineer, 15 William
street. New York.

6CH00L UF .MIXES, I'RO.XNO

cessors of the very early days did is not

known, but certain very irregular and nar-

row openings that are seen at many points

are supposed to be their work. Mining is

reported in 1715 and vigorous mining in

1751, but the records of production avail-

able do not go back further than 1832,

when the State of Zacatecas took posses-

sion of the mines on the mistaken theory

that their product would be a relief to tax-

payers . Revolutionar>' troubles brought

that period to a close in 1835, when the

mines were turned over to the Compania

made so much money that they were en-

couraged to pump out the deep mines, but

soon lost their encouragement, closing

down in 1903.

The yield of the mines in this working

period of 67 years was very considerable,

having been as follows : 1832-35, $6,454,-

696.84; 1835-72, $41,341,850.80; 1879-03,

$4,784,030.51 ; total, $52,580,578.24. These

figures were ascertained by going labor-

iously over the old mine books, which are

in perfect preservation. From the Mexi-

can point of view these books are elabor-
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ate mill exact, but they lack the figures of

cost, which modern practice finds valu-

able.

The fact that the mines produced a

yearly mean of nearly $800,000 for the

long terfli of 67 years, points both to great

activity and to at least a good grade of

ore. It is conjectured that a million and

a half tons of /'<i/ii> tailings are banked up

or scattered by the torrential rains over

the valley, and these would give an average

value of $J5 a ton. The mines were

visited early in the last century by several

well known metallurgists, who reported

by which in old times it was possible, I

presume, to reach every slope and drift in

tlie hill from every other, but these are

mostly inaccessible now.

Proano is notable for two incidental

results produced by its wealth. The State

built a school of mines there, and young

men had the benefit of study in an impor-

tant field of characteristic Mexican min-

ing. The scale on which this instruction

was prepared can be judged by the sub-

stantial and graceful building, shown in

Fig. I. It is about 125x150 ft. in size. The
other result was the construction of the

must have been about $300,000 a year. The
company paid $2,437,915.89 in the first 12

years of operation.

Geology of the District

The geology of Proano was studied by

Prof. Pascual Arenas, of the National

School of Mines in Mexico (City), who
says that the hill is composed of "vacia

gris mctamorfica," which is translated

"graywackc," and this formation he ex

tends across the valley to the porphyry

hills miles away. He gives the following

estimate of thicknesses : 1980 m. of gray-

the losses at 25 per cent. In 1840-42 the

ore yielded 40.8 oz. per ton, and the loss

was 8.75 02. .\n assay office was estab-

lished when the great hacienda was bui't,

about 1840, but abandoned for the odd
reaso" that its work did not correspond

to that in the large way.

There arc two deep shafts, 1200 and

1400 ft., and many that exceed 500 ft. The
deep working did not exceed 900 or loco

ft., but down to that depth it was very

extensive. All these deep openings are

full of water and though the hill above

the water is a veritable honeycomb of ir-

regular openings and connecting passages

VEIN SYSTEM, PROANO

largest l>aiio in Mexico, and therefore in

the world. It is 1150 ft. square, is walled

in completely, and has buildings around

most of its circuit. It was capable of

treating 3500 tons of ore a month, and

cost $340,132.79. It was finished about

the time of the war with Texas, and thn

Government forced loans of $1,292,713.43

from the company. Coming just while

the improvements at the mines were in

progress the company found itself $2,563,-

67s in debt, but during the next 10 years

the output was $14,951,318. As the costs

of mining and treatment were reduced in

this patio from $24.28 to $16.50, the saving

vvacke ; 290 m. of wavy clay slate
; 310 m.

of calcareous slate and shale; 1700 m. ol

metamorphic ("transition") limestone;

590 m. alternations of clay slate, gray-

wacke and limestone; total, 4870 m. This

geological column will have to be revised

for the "graywacke" that forms the top of

the hill is rhyolite, which lies on the slate.

The deep shafts are opened at the foot of

the hill, and more than half their depth

must be in slate. The extension of the

rhyolite or "graywacke" over the valley is

only supposition for the actual floor of the

valley is the recent limestone caliche.

Prof. Arenas thought the sedimentaries
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are Devonian. N'o fossils are found, but

he correlates the Proaflo measures with

those of Zacatecas.

The rhyolitc is a strongly altered alum-

inous rock, which shows little silica or

other inclusions. Analysis of some ore

samples gave 70 per cent, insoluble. Burk-

art says that "in the San Francisco ^haft

(1400 ft. deep) the dark-colored clay slate

alternates with very thin fine grained tay-

ers of graywacke which give the rock a

banded appearance."

Rem.\kkable Developmen't of Veins

The noticeable characteristic of Proafio

is the remarkable development of veins in

all directions, and with all possible dips.

both ways, too. The old explanation for

this complexity was tluit veins of similar

dip belonged to the same period of forma-

tion.

The central and strongest feature of the

system is the San Pedro vein, striking

X.W., with strong concavity toward the

north and dipping north 40-45 deg. This

vein cuts across the whole system, and
seems to divide the north from the south

veins. Probably it is a fault, but Professor

Arenas' map does not show veins faulted

by it, though it does show veins that stop

at the San Pedro. This vein has a well

marked hanging, but no foot near the sur-

face. The map fails to indicate the innu-

merable ramaU'os. or little irregular

the ramaUoi, the Veta Principal, Fig. 3, is

a good illustration of the conception

which Professor Arenas formed of thf

constitution of these veins. In addition to

several veins it shows some bodies of

ramaUos. and the old records mention

some of these as being very rich. I do

not believe these arc mere fancy sketches.

The hill is so honeycombed with openings

that Arenas probably had excellent oppor-

tunities for observation. He wrote a de-

scription of Proano, which discussed its

physical and geological features, and its

vein system. We have the two former

parts but the third is lost.

I confess I do not know which of thr

veins he depicts in this "veta principal.^

S. Pwlro Volii
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VETA PRINCIPAL, PROANO

Judging from the maps made by Profes-

sor Arenas there cannot have been any

great movement of blocks upon each other

or it would have been impossible to draw

the long straight lines by which the geo-

logists expressed their conception of the

vein system, and which are justified by

the few observations which can be made

now. A copy of his map, showing a N-S
vertical section and a horizontal section on

the level of the Colorado crosscut, 430 ft.

deep, is given in Fig. 2.

The whole system of veins may be

?aid to lie in a N.W.-S.E. direction, and

they have the extraordinary' peculiarity of

dipping with the slope of the hill on what-

ever side they outcrop. There are also

many N-S veins, and I presume they dip

stringers, which are especially abundant

near the veins. According to the old rec-

ords they are abundant 1000 ft. deep and

within 100 ft. of the outcrop they have

permitted impregnation of the foot for a

thickness of 160 ft. under the San Pedro

and quarries of this width have been

opened in the ore there. These quarries

are practically continuous, covering 875 ft.

in a total length of 1050 ft. They have

supplied the Imcicnda with more than 300,-

000 tons of ore. There is a long tunnel

275 ft. under the outcrop in which the San

Pedro vein is 57 ft. thick.

Occurrence of "Ra.maleos"

TJc other veins run from I to 8 ft. thick

and are very persistent in length, .^s to

It cannot be the San Pedro, which is the

most important of all for that dips north

and the "principal" southwest. Merrill

has lately called attention in the Journal

(April 6) to this kind of structure. I sup-

pose it will have to be classed as shearing,

but the term is not descriptive. Here is a

mass of rock which has been explored for

half a mile square and found to contain

several complexes or fractures which are

illustrated well in Fig. 3. The crushing

has produced not only the long and nearly

parallel lines, but wide short bunches of

small cracks which are as limited vertical-

ly as they are horizontally. What directed

(his concentration of effect upon these

spots is an interesting question. Shearing
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with movement ought to distribute the ef-

fects somewhat equally through the mass

but these ramali'os look as if the rock

fragment had been held firmly in place

while it was splintered.

AiisENCE OF Marked Faulting

It is plain from this sketch that Pro-

fessor Arenas did not discover marked

faulting, for I am convinced that this is

a map made from measurements, and not

a fancy sketch except as to the ramaUos,

which are beyond the reach of accurate

surveying. The crossing veins could not

be drawn as they are if they faulted each

other.

Anid and Buchan. English engineers,

who examined the mines when the State

sought the aid of English capital in 1834

say "more than 50 perfectly distinct"

veins have been found, and that the dip at

the surface was 70 to 80 deg., but lessen-

ing with depth. Even then the workings

were ver>' large for they say : "In fact

there can be no other mines in Mexico

which present such strong evidence of

large production in the past. The Cerro

(hill) is perforated in every direction and

almost its whole surface is composed of

what once formed its interior" (referring

to the dumps). There are 35 shafts on

the hill, and the openings underground

must be very extensive.

These interesting mines have been taken

over by Philadelphia parties, and their de-

velopment will be worth watching. While

the vein formation is somewhat like that

of La Luz. in having its origin in ramaUos.

there is a marked difference in the abund-

ance of quartz filling in one and the

almost entire absence of it in the other

case.

Zinc Mining near Monterey,

Mexico

Graphite Kettles (or Galvanizing

An article in the Brass World and

Platers' Guide (June, 1907) describes the

use of graphite kettles for melting spelter.

Iron kettles are rapidly attacked by the

melted spelter and not only is the kettle

finally ruined, but the spelter itself be-

comes saturated with iron and has to be

sold for dross. The use of the graphite

kettles will obviate this difficulty.

The method in use for holding the ket-

tlci is quite novel. In order to prevent

the graphite on the surface from burning

out, a second kettle of sheet or cast iron

is made to fit over the outside. A space

of a few inches is left all around the out-

side between the two kettles. This space

is filled with molten lead which effectually

prevents the air from coming in contact

with the outside of the kettle and thus

burning out the graphite.

Kettles that have been in use fo'r six

mnnlhs were recently uken out and they

bad deteriorated but very little.

Special Correspondence

Perhaps no other district in Mexico is

being so thoroughly worked by the vari-

ous zinc companies as that incliidiiig Mon-

terey. Here the most remarkable deposits

of zinc carbonates are being found, and in

all conceivable forms, .\lready five dif-

ferent companies have their buyers with

headquarters in Monterey—the Edgar

Zinc Company, tlie Cockerill Zinc Com-

pany, the New Jersey Zinc Company, the

American Metal Company, and the Metall-

gtsellschaft of Frankfurt am Main.

The last named company has recently

bought the mines and hacienda, with the

railroad connecting, of the Mines Viejas,

at Guadalupe, Villadama, about 30 miles

north of Monterey on the Mexican Na-

tional Railroad.

This property has been worked for many

years for an estate under the management

of James Morlan, then of Monterey. It

was also leased by him for several years

to the Guggenheim Exploration Company,

whose manager threw over the dump ore

containing 40 to 50 per cent. /inc. Soon

after the Guggenheims turned their lease

back to Mr. Morlan it was learned what

the heavy material going over the dump

was, and the property became the first

heavy shipper of zinc ore into the United

States.

About this time a hasty examination of

the property was made by Pope Yeatman

for the New Jersey Zinc Company, but he

seemed to think the price too high. From
then on the old workings were thoroughly

re-prospected and from the miles of the

old drifts and stopes a large tonnage was

obtained by stripping the sides, the' zinc

seeming to lie between the lead, which

had largely been removed, and the sur-

rounding limestone in the fissures and

fractures of which the ore occurs. About

the same time that Pope Yeatman visited

the Minas Viejas, some two years ago,

the Cruz del .\ire mine, then hut a pros-

pect, near Sabinas Hidalgo, about 25 miles

east of the Minas Viejas, was examined

by C. A. Bohn, who found the lead chang-

ing to zinc in the majority of the work-

ings and recommended the property as a

zinc producer. The work there since has

shown the correctness of his conclusions.

The greatest credit for the opening of

this section is due to Louis Lyon, who, in

searching the field for the L.inyon Zinc

Company in the spring of 1905, found the

large deposits of zinc ore on the proper-

ties of Pablo de los Santos, near Sabinas

Hidalgo, known as the Vallecillo. This

property is now shipping about 10 tons a

day of zinc ore, in addition to several car-

loads of lead ore. The mines of the Vence-

dora group, which until recently have

been leased to the Mi:'us and Meials Com-

pany of Monterey, are also to be worked

by Pablo de los Santos, who has a con-

tract for his zinc ore with K.insas City

smelters.

Besides the Cruz del Aire, which con-

tinues its regular shipments, tlie mines of

La Paz and Pachona add largely to the

output of the district, though the latter is

limited" almost wholly to lead and silver

ores.

The Escape of Arsenical Fumes

into the Atmosphere

In Cornwall, Devonshire, and the West

of England generally, there are 20 works

where arsenic is produced or refined. Of

these, two are devoted exclusively to the

production of pure white arsenic, from

the crude arsenic obtained at the roastin.?

furnaces at the mines. In view of the

present agitation relating to the discharge

of noxious gases, etc., into the atmos-

phere, it is of interest to note the results

of tests made by the inspector appointed

by the government under the Alkali Act.

There are 10 refining furnaces, at six

works, and the arsenious acid per cubic

foot of escaping gases averaged 0.040

grains. At 19 mechanical calciners at

seven works where the ore (chiefly tin

ore) is roasted to remove the arsenic, the

arsenious acid per cubic foot of gases es-

caping averaged 0.047 grains, .^t nine

places, there were altogether 31 hand cal-

ciners, or kilns, where the arsenic was re-

moved, and the effluent gases contained on

the average 0.033 grains per cubic foot. At

all these works the contents of arsenic in

the discharged gases varied considerably,

and the figures given in the tests ranged

from a trace to 0.084 grains per cubic

foot.

The arsenic works also discharge sul-

phurous fumes, and the tests at all the

above works show that on -the average

about two grains per cubic foot of effluent

gases escape into the atmosphere. It

must be remembered, in cqnsidering these

figures that the output of each plant is

small, and that the actual quantity of ar-

senic and sulphur escaping into the at-

mosphere is of no importance to the com-

munity. The works are far apart and the

neighbors are quite unaware of any nui-

sance. Under the new Alkali Act of 1907,

the government inspectors will be given

extra powers to deal with these works,

and will probably give some trouble to the

owners, though as a matter of fact, the

works require no supervision at all from

the point of view of the public health.

Recent determinations by E. C. Soper

showed that the temperature of the pro-

ducts of combustion in a 6o-ft. rotary ce-

ment-burning kiln was about 1300 deg. C.

as they escaped into the chimney, this cor-

responding to a loss of 24 per cent, of the

iwel supplied to the kiln.
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Mining and Metallurgy in South Wales
Excellent Coal Deposits and lion Ores Have Attracted

a Variety of Industries to This Part of Great Britain

B ^' L^DWARD WALKER
South Wales owes its industrial activ-

ity to the excellence and variety of its

coal deposits. In the coalfield, which ex-

tends 50 miles from east to west and 20

miles I'rom north to south, there is a

greater variety of coal to be found than

in any other coalfield^ Anthracite similar

to that produced in Pennsylvania, smoke-

less steam coal used by the navies of the

world, several .grades of bitummous coal,

coking coal, and gas foal running 33 per

cent, of volatile matter, are all found and

produced in large quantities. In portions

of the coal measures ironstone is found

and in earlier days it was smelted. The
iron and steel works which were founded

tor in the prosperity of the district, for it

enables ores of all sorts to be imported

cJicaply from any part of the world.

The Soi:th Wales CoALriELD

The geology of the South Wales coal-

field is very similar to that of the other

British coalfields. The coal measures lie

on the millstone grit, under which again

come the mountain limestone and the old

red sandstone. There arc three series, the

upper, the Pennant grit, and the lower.

The upper is composed of sandstones and

shales; the Pennant grit is entirely sand-

stones; and the lower is mostly shales.

There arc in the three series a total of 75

many bands of fireclay and of ironstone.

As already mentioned, the blast furnaces

now use no local ore, but obtain it from

.Spain and from the midland counties of

Kngland The chief iron producers are

(iuest, Keen & Nettlefolds. at Uowlais and

Cardiff, and the Ebbw Vale Company at

Kbbw Vale. A great deal of money has

been spent in recent years by these two

companies and the iron and steel practice

is well up to date. As, however, the

works do not admit strangers, I am not

able to give any account of modern steel

practice in South Wales.

South Wales is admirably suited for an

export trade in coal. There is a perfect

GEOLOGICAL MAP OF SOUTH WALES

to work the ore now depend entirely on

ores imported from Spain and elsewhere,

and on ores mined in the central counties

of England, and do not use any local ores.

The abundance and cheapness of fuel at-

tracted other industries to South Wales,

such as the smelting of copper, lead, zinc

and nickel ores. Tin-plates are made in

the Swansea district, and the industry is

most conveniently situated ; for steel, fuel

and acids are obtainable locally, and Corn-

wall, where tin is smelted, is only a short

distance across the British channel. The
fact that the coalfield and the works and

manufactories clustering around it are on

or near the seaboard is an important fac-

different seams of coal, and the total thick-

ness ot the series is 7000 ft. The lower

series is the most important, as it contains

the steam coals for which South Wales is

noted. To the northeast of the coalfield,

along the outcrop from Xeath valley to

Llanelly. there are deposits of anthracite

similar to those of Pennsylvania. In the

Merthyt district is found the famous

smokeless steam coal. All sorts and vari-

eties are found in other parts of the coal-

field. It should be mentioned that the

household bituminous qualities are not

equal to those found in the Northumber-

land and Durham districts in the north of

England. In the lower series there are

network of railways, and the ports include

Newpori, Cardiff, Penorth, Barry, Port

Talbot, Briton Ferry, Swansea, and Llan-

elly, all well equipped with dock accom-

modation and continually extending. At

the present time considerable extensions

are being effected at Cardiff and Swansea.

Copper Smelting in the Swansea
District

Swansea has been a metallurgical center

for over three hundred years, though its

industry did not become of any special

importance until the Cornish copper ores

began to be produced in large quantities,

a hundred and fifty or so years ago. Cor-
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nishmeii, such as the Vivians, Williamscs,

and others, then came over and estab-

lished works to treat their ores. After-

ward F.nglish firms such as the Elking-

tons and Grcnfolls, established works in

the district. For a long time the industry

flourished and Swansea practice became a

standard. Copper works abounded in

Swansea, and in the valley behind where

the villages of Landore, Llansamlet, and

Morriston, are situated. Further to the

east works were established at Briton

Ferry, Neath, and Abcravon, and to the

west at Llanelly and Pemhrey. In those

days the ores were roasted in the open,

and the desolation of the district was pro-

verbial. About 50 years ago the supply of

Cornish copper ores began to decline, but

about the same time large quantities of

ore and matte began to flow in from

North and South .\merici. South Africa.

.Australia, and other places, and for an-

other 20 years the copper industry con-

tinued to be prosperous. Ever since then

the supply of copper ore has been declin-

ing, and the custom smelters, which are

still in existence, cannot obtain as much
as they want. At the present time the

only custom smelters treating copper

ores that have survived are Vivian &
Sons, at Hafod, Williams, Foster & Co

,

at the Morfa works, both at the back of

Swansea, and Elliotts' Metal Company, at

Pembrey. There are two other copper pro-

ducers there, the Cape Copper Company
at Briton Ferry, which treats ores and

mattes from its own mine, and from the

Namaqua and Tilt Cove mines, and the

Rio Tinto Company, at Port Talbot,

where the company's bessemer bars and

precipitate are refined.

C.VUSES OF Dec.vdenxe

The cause of this decadence of Swansea
as a copper smelting district, is to be

found to some extent in the metallurgical

history of South Wales. Fifty years ago

Swan.-it-a had pretty much a monopoly in

custom smelting, and as is the case with

most monopolies, the profits were very

large. In fact, in buying ores, the Swan-
sea smelters had it all their own way.

They also kept their methods of smelting

so secret, that nobody felt equal to start-

ing any opposition. The sellers of the

Cornish copper ores do not seem to have*

kicked much about the low prices obtained

for their orps. hut the .\merican and Aus-
trali,an p- ion found that the

smelter* .. m a larger proportion

of pr.ifit than suited them. Consequently

copper smelting was studied in various

centers in America and elsewhere, and
the methods of treatment were re-invented,

or rc-con»»iluted, and then improved. It is

possible that I am too severe on the old

Swansea smelters in attributing this

the knowledge of copper smelt-

ly to the objection of their cus-

tonnTs to continuing ti pay their high

charges. It may be that the immense de-

posits found in America led the .Ameri-

can metallurgists to pursue investigations,

and evolve new methods, and to establish

modern custom sinelters that could draw

away business from Swansea. Whatever

the cause, this spread of the knowledge of

copper smelting changed the circum-

stances under which Swansea worked.

The establishment of works at most of

the principal mines, and of custom smel-

ters in all parts of the world, has sub-

jected Swansea to fierce competition.

None but the best managed works could

survive, and one after another the others

dropped out of the running. As a matter

of fact, those which are still in existence

have to depend on their rolling mills as

much as on their smelting plants for the

profit they make. Probably two-thirds of

their output of copper and brass sheets,

tubes, and wire, is made from bought in-

gots and only one-third from copper

smelted by themselves.

The Active Concerns

Viviar. & Sons, at Hafod, smelt all sorts

of ores and mattes, and at their rolling

mills at Port Talbot make finished prod-

ucts of copper, brass and yellow metal.

Their auriferous copper is used in mak-
ing copper sulphate, the sulphuric acid

being produced on the spot frcm roasted

ores. At Williams, Foster & Co.'s works

no auriferous or argentiferous ores are

boughc. Carbonates are smelted in rever-

beratorics with mattes, and the slags,

mixed with low-grade sulphide ores, are

smelted in cupolas. Elliotts' Metal Com-
pany makes a specialty of gold- and silver-

bearing ores and has an electrolytic refin-

ing plant. This company finishes its prod-

ucts at Birmingham, where the precious

metals are used in making Elkington's

gold and silver plate. The firm oi Nevill

Druce & Co., at Llanelly, continues to

operate its rolling mills, chough its smelt-

ing works are practically closed down.

Some of the custom smelters still ad-

here to their old policy of rigidly exclud-

ing strangers from their works, though

nowadays there is no secret practice of

any wide application to protect. Others

extend their courtesy to visitor.^ and can-

didly confess that, owing to the difficulty

in obtaining ores, they do not feel justi-

fied in making large capital outlays, but

confine themselves to studying economy
and adapting, wherever possible, new ideas

to their present plants.

The Swansea smelters confess that they

get only what may be called job lots.

Trial shipments from new mines come in

large quantities. If a mine succeeds,

Swansea thereafter gets the matte, and
finally only bessemer bars. At the present

time a good deal of ore and matte comes
from Chile, but gradually the supplies of

ore are diverted to the west coast of the

United States and the matte to New York.

. It is very likely that the Swansea smelt-

ers could give the world some mteresting

information as to economies in practice

adopted during recent years, but none of

them cares to give away what they con-

sider their only remaining stock-in-trade. |

The other two copper smelters, viz., the

Cape Copper Company and the Rio Tinto

Company, that have works in Swansea

district, possess mines of their own and

work urder more cheerful circumstances.

I propose in future articles to give illus-

trated aescriptions of the two works.

The Smelting of Le.\d and Nickel Ores

There are now only two producers of

lead, viz., Vivians & Sons at their White

Rock works, Landore, and Elliotts' Metal

Company at Pembrey. Both make a spe-

cialty of silver-bearing ores, but the sup-

plies of lead are not extensive, and it is

doubtful if the plants are anything like

fully employed.

Of nickel producers there are two. One
is the Anglo-French Nickel Company at

Swansea, which used to be called H. H.

Vivian & Co., and is under the control of

Vivian & Sons. The company has had a

chequered existence, but recently has

turned the corner. The other is the Mond
Nickel Company, at Clydach, six miles

north of Swansea, where the copper-nickel

mattes from the company's mines in On-

tario are refined by the Mond process.

Neither of these works admits visitors.

I sha'l deal with zinc smelting in Swan- J

sea district in a future article. I

Oil and Gas in the Appalachian

Region

The comments on the map of the

Rogersville quadrangle in the southwest-

ern part of Pennsylvania, just issued by

the United States Geological Survey, in-

clude the following I'otes

:

A more or less definite relation of oil

and gas to geologic structure in the

Appalachian region has long been recog-

nized, and the evidence at hand seems to

warrant the following generalizations re-

garding structural distribution in the

Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia

fields

:

1. When not affected by other con-

ditions, accumulations of oil and gas

show a definite relation to structure.

2. When both oil and gas occur they

are distributed according to their densi-

ties, the oil being in the lower and the

gas in the higher portions of the strata.

3. When salt water and oil are pres-

ent the oil generally lies above the water

level.

4. When salt water is absent the oil

occurs more irregularly.

5. Gas occurs most conuuonly above

the upper level of the oil.

Structure is not the only condition de-

termining the occurrence of oil and gas.

The structure may be favorable and yet

neither oil nor gas be found. The chief

requisite condition is the existence of rock

of such character as to act as a reservoir.
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Milling
*

'Sheet Ground" Ore in Joplin District

A Large Proportion Is Now Derived T^rom 1 his Class o( Ore, tlie

Low Grade o( Which Necessitates Milhnt] on an Increased Scale

B Y DOSS B 1< 1 r 1' A 1 N '

The Itrritory kiK>\vti as the Joplin

district extends from Alba and Neck
City on the north to Granljy on the south,

a distance of 40 miles; and from Baxter

Springs on the west to Aurora on the

«ast, a distance of 75 miles. With few

exceptions the structure and specific

gravity of the ores are of remarkable uni-

formity. Consequently it is. logical that

the single system of concentration exom-

plitieil in the "Joplin niill" should be uni-

versally employed in the district.

The Milling System ix General

The crushing machinery consists of

breaker and rolls. The breaker, a modi-

slightly niodil'ied in each particular mill

10 conform to the particular conditions.

In general the C>>oley jig contains a se-

ries of double cells or compartments en-

tirely separated from each other, and each

slightly lower than the preceding one in

the scries. Each half of every double

compartment is rectangular, varying from

az to 38 in. in width and from 32 to 48

in. in length. A horizontal sieve of wo-

ven wire, or perforated metal, divides

the front cell of each double compart-

ment into upper and lower compartments.

The depth from the top of the first end

v/all of the front cell to the sieve varies

from 8 to 9 in., while the same dimension

are used to catch the ore too fine for the

band jig.

The sizing screens which prepare the

ore for the jigs are of ^ in. to I mm.
mesh. Two general types have come into

i-.se in the district, viz. : the trommel, the

first introduced, and the "shaker" or

Cohen screen, both of which may some-

times be found in the same mill. They
are usually 36x42 in. and are made of

woven wire or perforated steel.

The Course of the Ore

After being hoisted from the mine the

ere is deposited upon a platform or in a

hopper several feet above the crusher. If

•
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fication of the Blake, is run at 400 to 500

r.p.m. The rolls consist of two iron

cylinders geared to each other and driven

liy a belt. Each cylinder consists of a

central core of iron fitted with an axle,

and a shell fastened with wooden wedges

upon the core. The rolls vary in diame-

ter from 14 to 36 in. and in width from

12 to 16 in., depending upon their particu-

lar use in the mill.

The separating machinery consists of

jigs and tables. The type of jig which

has found universal use in the Joplin dis-

trict is known as the Conley jig. It is

•.Toplln, Mo.

"-' I 111 \ M ii-i.. \ir. I. NiiUi II 'i| \\ i-.r.i; 1 11 1

of the lower cell is 5 to 6 in. The mesh a

of the screen varies from }^ to 1/16 in.

in diameter. The back compartment of

the double cell is designed wholly for the

perpendicular movement of a closely fit-

ting plunger operated by an eccentric.

"Rougher" jigs, those used to separate

loughly the coarser gangue from the ore,

usually consist of five cells ; the "cleaner"

)igs, used to concentrate the ore coming

from the rougher jigs, usually have six,

while the "sand" jigs for the finest ore

handled regularly by jigs have seven,

the number of cells increasing with the

fineness of the ore particles and their

tendency to escape concentration. Tables

platform is used the crusher is fed by

shovelers. The objection to this mcthorl

is that more men are required than oth-

erwise and the crusher runs a large por-

tion of the time without ore, thus produc-

iiig a waste of time and money so great

that the platform has almost entirely

given way to the hopper with automatic

feed. For best results the capacity of

the hopper should be about twice that of

the mill so Uiat when the ground work is

suspended for a day the mill need lose no

time and tice versa. The hopper is lo-

cated at the entrance of the shaft so that

the buckets can be readily emptied within

easy access of the crusher. Tlic amount
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•' material passing through the lioppcr

~ gaged by a gate operated by a wheel

and gear, which is attended to by one

man.

The ore is carried to the crusher by

means of a grizzly of perforated metal

with >4-in. holes, which is suspended on

lods and is vibrated by an eccentric.

passes to a screen, the oversize going

back to the rolls, the undersize passing

to the rougher jij,'. The overflow from

that goes to the tailing elevator, while

the chat ore, viz., that consisting of a

portion of ore with rock attached, goes

to chat rolls and again over the rough-

er. The hutch, viz., the ore from the

piles become so large that a second tail-

ing elevator is necessary, in which case

it is operated independently of the mill

by a motor of its own.

Charactek of the "Sheet Ground"

The most successful mill practice is

that which separates the largest percen-

TORTLAXn MILL NORTH OF WEBB CITY

POWER PLANT OF YELLOW DOG MILL, SHOWING 200-H.P. MOTORS AND AIR COMPRESSORS

From the grizzly the ore. which may
be in pieces 10 in. in diameter, goes to

the breaker and is reduced so that the

greatest dimension does not exceed 5 in.

and the smallest f4 '" Water is fed

into the breaker in sufficient quantity to

carry the ore readily to the rolls. The
rolls crush to ^ in. From them the ore

spigots of the jigs, is carried to the clean-

er jig. The hutch from the cleaner is

saved, while the overflow passes to the

settling tank for the sand jigs or tables

and the chat goes to the tailing tower,

as does also the overflow from the sand

jig. from which the hutch is saved.

It frequently happens that the tailing

t.ige of ore with the least degree of

crushing. Almost all of the Joplin ores,

however, are found embedded in rock as

irregular masses or finely disseminated

through it, the latter condition almost

universally obtaining in the section of

the district known as "sheet ground." In

this formation the ore lies in beds or
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sheets, which vary in thickness from that city itself is underlaid with the same been discovered. Instead of the capricious

of a knife blade to 20 ft. and with a few character of deposit, the easterly and wealth and ephemeral life of the pocket

breaks (due cither to pillars of barren westerly limits of the area being yet un- formation, the sheet ground furnishes the

clay or boulders of limestone) seem to

underlie at a depth of 150 to 200 ft. all

ilurpvr
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determined. Although the orebodies are lower grade but longer lived mine, and
iif great extent they are of very low even now is the most substantial feature

grade; the highest being 15 per cent, and of the mining industry in the Juplin

the average from 3.5 to 4 per cent. No district,

ore below 2 per cent, can be handled at

a profit under present conditions. The Requirement of Large Mills

fineness of the ore dissemination in- As a result money has flowed into

creases the difficulty, owing to the fine this special department of mining and

crushing necessary and the resultant liy far the most vigorous development

waste, even in the u§e of the most im- in the district has taken place in the

[roved methods. These obstacles, to- sheet-ground territory within the last

gethcr with the greater difficulty of break- 18 months. Drilling, shaft sinking, mill

ing the hard ground, make mining in construction have gone on at a remark-

it an undertaking requiring considerable able pace. Experience has already shown

capital and render watchfulness on the the careful operator one cardinal prin-

l.art of the mill force and the iiistalla- ciple of handling low-grade ore, viz.:
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the territory between Webb City and tion of expensive machinery essential the construction of a large mill. Only
Oronogo and south of Webb City for a factors to successful mining. To oflfset recently one of the finest 250-ton mills
distance of 3.5 miles. Indeed recent in- these disadvantages, however, is the cer- of the district closed its doors forever
vcstigations would go to prove that the tainty of result when once the ore has against 2 per cent, ore, the management
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maintnining that, to handle such ore nt

a profit, a mill of 500 tons capacity per

day is necessary, while it ought to be

of 1000 tons. Many of the owners of

smaller mills (ranging from 150 to 200

tons per clay) have attempteii to rem-

edy the ditVicully—and to a certain extent

have succeeded—by running their mills

far beyond their contract capacity. Some
of these. like the Osceola .\'o. i and No.

2, have even doubled the tonnage for

which they were built and with a con-

tract capacity of only 150 and 200 tons

respectively stand high as producers

smong other mills ranging from 300 to

500 tons daily capacity. Operators now
?re fully convinced of the efficiency of

the large mill and arc following the ex-

li ii electrically driven and cost $160,-

000. It operates on ore running from
1 1 to 30 per cent., has never mis$e<l a

dividend and never paid one less than

37 per cent. Owing to its iin|)ortance in

the zinc industry as a whole and especial-

ly to the concentration of sheet ore, the

Yellow Dog mill deserves special promi-

nence in the consideration of methods

imployed in the concentration of this

class of ore.

The power plant of this mill consists

of 12 three-phase alternating-current mo-
tors; two sets of transformers, one re-

ducing the electric current from 2300

volts to 280 and the second from 280 to

125. A seven-panel switchboard com-
pletes the installation. All parts of the

uhich bring the ore from the two 220-ft.

inclined shafts to the hopper of 2000

Ions capacity. A lo-h.p. motor operates

the machine shop. Power is furnished

by the Spring River Power Company, the

five larger motors t.ikmg it at 2300 volts

and the others at 280.

The bucket-conveyers, one for each of

the two inclined shafts, are the only

f'nes in use in the district. Each con-

fists of 320 buckets. 2 ft. long, i ft. wide

i-nd I ft. deep, linked together by four

bars of UjX/^-in. steel. The chain of

buckets runs on wheels, and the whole

conveyer, with an estimated weight of 40

Ions, is driven by means of a sprocket

located several feet above the hopper of

the mill. In the mine the lower end of

SECTION CD

fRO.MT ELEVATION

PLAN*. SECTIOX AND ELEVATION OK COOLING JIG

END ELEVATION

?mple recently set by the American Zinc,

Lcail and Smelting Company, which has

erected its fourth 300-ton mill. These
are the finest group of large mills in

the entire district and as examples of
those mills which have handled the sheet

ore most successfully, may be cited along
with the Portland, Osceola No. i, Os-
ceola No. 2, Golden Glow, Red Dog. and
Yellow Dog, of the Underwriters Land
Company.

The Yellow Doc Mill

The Yellow Dog mill, built by F. W.
Caulkins. of Webb City. Mo., is the fin-

est and most complete mill in the district.

It is 345 ft. long, of the 1000-ton type,

consisting of two wings of 500 tons each.

plant are on imk-pendent circuit breakers

and completely protected from lightning.

Of the 12 motors three of 200 h.p. each

drive three Ingersoll air compressors of

1500 ciLft. capacity per minute, the com-

pressors being driven by 30-in. leather

belts. From the compressors the air pass-

es through a 5-in. air line into a lo-in.

header and is from there conveyed into

four reservoirs, one of which is located

underground and three on top. Forty

<lrills are run with this equipment. Of the

other motors, two of 100 h.p. each drive

the mill; four of 40 h.p. each drive the

sand jigs and the centrifugal pumps with

which the mill is supplied with water for

washing the ore; two of 30 h.p. each

are used for the huge bucket-conveyers

the conveyer extends into a sump where

it is fed automatically from a platform

on which the ore has been dumped from

cars. With this equipment. 800 tons of

ore can be handled at each shaft per

eight-hour shift. There is also a large

electric hoist for each shaft for the pur-

pose of handling cars for lowering and

elevating men and supplies.

As both wings of the mill are indepen-

dent and similar, a description of one

wing will answer for both. From the

hopper where the ore is continuously

dumped from the conveyer it passes

through an automatic feed gate into a

grizzly 8 in. deep. 24 in. wide at the up-

per end and tapering to 22 in. at the

lower. The metal bottom of the grizzly
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contains -kt-in- perforations through

which a part of the ore sifts without

passing througli the breaker. The great-

rr part, however, passes directly into a

33-in. breaker which crushes it so that

the largest pieces are no greater than

1 5^x4 in. It then joins the undersize

from the grizzly and the stream is di-

%idcd, each half passing to its respective

wing of the mill. It is first received by

an elevator and carried to a 32x36-in.

woven-wire Cohen screen, the stream of

the oversize being divided, each half

passing through 36-in. rolls and back to

the screen. The undersize goes to the

rougher jig of five 38x46-in. cells. The
overflow from the rougher, consisting of

the coarsest barren rock, is carried out

pf the mill through the tailing elevator.

The chat ore from the rougher, drawn

and passed to its proper bin. The hutch

from the third, fourth and fifth cells

consists of blende free from gangue; it

is drawn into a trough and passed to its

bin, where it is stored for sale. The hutch

from the second cell, which consists of

an intimate mixture of blende and ga-

lena, and that from the sixth cell, consist-

ing of zinc concentrates with some tail-

ings, are passed over an elevator and

again over the cleaner. From the large

settling tank under the mill floor the

overflow passes to the sludge mill, and

the hutch to the sand jig, consisting of

six 26x34-in. cells, from which the over-

flow passes by special flume to the sludge

mill. The hutch from the first four cells

is saved in a sludge bin and sold, while

that from the fifth and sixth cells is

returned to the settling tank. At the

formation the Portland, Osceola No. i,

Osceola No. 2, Golden Glow, Red Dog,

differ from the Yellow Dog, only slight-

ly in the details of their equipment as

indicated in the accompanying table.

Det.\ils of "Sheet Ground" Mills

The power equipment of these mills

differs widely, not only in the character

of the power employed but also in the

amount per ton of capacity. The Port-

land is equipped with a 60-h.p. gas en-

gine; the Osceola No. i and No. 2 each

have 65-h.p. steam engines ; the Golden

Glow has a 7S-h.p. electric motor, and

the Red Dog a loo-h.p. steam engine.

Many of the mills are equipped with gas

engines instead of steam or electricity.

The ground is drilled with machine

drills ; the mills are all equipped with air

ioppv
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from the middle ore layers of the first

four cells and the spigot of the last, is

carried to a set of 19-in. chat rolls and

passed again over the rougher. The hutch

product drawn off from the spigots of the

first four cells passes into an elevator,

and from there to a feed tank, 4x6 ft.

in width and length and 5 ft. deep. The
float ore from this tank passes to a large

settling tank 20 ft. long, 6 ft. wide and

6 ft. deep, placed under the floor of the

mill. Most of the ore from the feed

lank passes into the cleaner jig contain-

ing six cells, 28x34 'f- The overflow

from the cleaner and the hutch from the

settling cell at the end of the jig pass

to the large settling tank. The hutch

from the first cell of the cleaner consists

of galena which is drawn into a trough

GROUND PL.^N, PORTLAND MILL

sludge mill the ore is passed over a trom-

mel screen of i-mm. perforations. The
oversize passes over a sand jig and the

undersize over Wilfley tables.

V.\RiATioNS IN Practice

Of the other mills representative of

the milling practice of the sheet-ground

compressors; gas is used where any fuel

is required either for power or heating

purposes; most all are lighted with elec-

tricity, and several, such as the Yellow

Dog and the Osceola No. i, are equipped

with ."Sijax machine drill sharpeners,

though most of the mills sharpen their

steel with hammer and forge. Other

l'i:i.\ll,.s (IF "SHEET GROUND" MILLS.

Name. Capaclt.v. c 1 u -l|.|-. JPlrst Bolls. Rougber. Cleaner. Sand Jig.

P'irtland

OBceoln No. 1 .

.

Osccnla No. 2 .

.

(ioldf^n OIow .

.

Kfd Dot!
Yellow Dog...

300 tons.

180 tons.
200 tone.

' 250 tons.
300 tons.
1000 tons.

16 in.

14 In.

IC in.

l.'i In.

1.') m.
22 in.

36 tn.

:io In.
:i(i In.
:«; In.

m: In.

an In.

6 cells. 30xM In.

G cells, 34 X 48 In.

5 cells, :!ii .1 42 In.

5 cells. 31 X 44 In.

f) cells. :i« K 40 In.

5 cells, 3M X 46 Id.

1st jig 7 cells.

28 X an In.

2nd Jig 7 cells,

2«x;iK In.

6 cells. 28 X :)ii in.

cells. 26 X 42 in.
.1 cells. 24 X :I4 In.

7 cells, 3U X 42 In.

6 cells, 28 X 34 In.

6 cells, 27x33 in.

(1 cells. 24 X :)4 in.

4 cells, 22 X 32 in.

cells. 26x34 in.
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minor dirtcrcnces in the mill oiiiiinnc-nt

are enibriiccd in the presence or absence

of tables, the number of rolls, and the

number and size of the jig cells. The

latter is an important item in the com-

pleteness of the ore separation. Where

the ore is of low specific gravity, and

finely disseminated in the chert, very

line crushing and sizing are required and

the jigs haiuUing such ore successfully

must have more cells of greater length

in proportion to width than tliosc hand-

ling heavier and less fmely divided ore.

As the equipment ditTers there is like-

wise a difference in the disposition of the

ore at various stages of the separation.

Differing from the Yellow Dog, the Os-

ceola No. I operates a second set of

rolls which receives the oversize from the

^-^-in. screen for the ore from the first

set. The chat rolls receive middlings

from the cleaner instead of the rougher,

but return them over the rougher. The

overflow from both the rougher and

cleaner passes to a settling tank. The

Osceola No. 2 sends the middlings from

both the cleaner and rougher over the

chat rolls, returning them to the rougher.

Both these mills send the ore from the

crusher to rolls without screening. The
Portland has a unique arrangement of its

jig machinery. From its two roughers

the first cleaner receives all the hutch

while the second receives all the chat.

The overflow from both cleaners passes

to settling tanks and the tailings from

Loth to sand jigs. The overflow from the

sand jigs passes to the settling tank from

which the ore passes over tables. The
rdvantage claimed for this arrangement

ft cleaners is that the material handled

by each is more homogeneous than in the

case of the ordinary method in which the

cleaners receive the hutch only from their

respective roughers.

These mills cited as examples rep-

resent in the aggregate every practicable

method of zinc-ore concentration known

to modern mill practice in the Joplin dis-

trict. Even with the utmost care in the

operation of these methods much of the

ore is still lost and the stream beds are

yellow with ungathered wealth. This is

a sufficient indication that methods are

yet far from perfect and fortune awaits

the inventor of that machine which will

save to the operator the thousands of

dcUars worth of ore washed from the

mills of the district every week.

[Note—In referring to the grade of ore

milled in the Joplin district, the author

means the yield of mineral that is ob-

tainable; that is, speaking of 2 per cent,

ore, he means ore that yields 2 per cent,

concentrate. Speaking of mill capacities

the capacity for an eight-hour shift is

meant ; that is, a thousand-ton mill is

one of capacity of treating looo tons ore

per eight hours.

—

Editor.]

Recent Improvements in the

Cyanide Process on the

Wilwatersrand

By E. M. Weston

It has always been acknowledged that

the addition of o.xidizing agents to ores or

to solutions treating ores that contain

ferrous salts and other cyanides has a

beneficial effect in hastening solution and

in preventing the destruction of cyanide.

Various chemicals, niter, barium dioxide,

hydroxil, etc., have been proposed, and

some have been used in practice. On the

Rand, however, it came to be considered

that the expense of their use was too

great a drawback and that the best oxid-

izing effect was obtained by aerating the

solutions. There did not appear to be any

other oxidizing agent available that was

sufficiently cheap and abundant to justify

its use on a large scale.

Quite a large area of the Transvaal in

the vicinity of the Main Reef is covered

by dolomite which contains a certain

percentage of the carbinates of mangan-

ese and iron. Solution has, of course,

gone on to a large extent, as shown by

the caves and underground streams in

this formation. The oxides of mangan-

ese and iron have been re-precipitated in

many places, in the form of hydrated ox-

ides, forming quite large and workable

deposits of wad or umber, with varying

proportions of the different oxides. These

lie near the surface and within a short

distance of the gold deposits, and can be

cheaply mined and delivered to the mines

along the reef. The attention of A. Adair

was directed to this matter, and he took

out a patent for the addition of about

0.25 per cent, of this material to slimes

under treatment. The results of experi-

ments made by the Geldenhuis Estate

Gold Mining Company and the Crown
Reef Gold Mining Company are said to

be most favorable. Results showed a

smaller consumption of cyanide and a

more rapid and complete solution of gold

in the slimes treated. Solutions going to

zinc-boxes were much cleaner, and the

formation of white precipitate was re-

tarded. Where slimes are taken from old

dumps 10 to 12 hours' contact has a most

marked effect in the solution of the gold.

Slimes also settle better. This .^dair

process is worked in conjunction with the

Usher process. The patent relates to a

method of forcing the solutions through

holes in pipes at the bottom of the vats,

so that a thorough intermixture of solu-

tions and washes with the pulp is ob-

tained. Owing, probably, to the effect of

the wad on the colloids of the sbmes, the

slimes tend to concentrate toward the

middle of the vat, and leave a layer of

clean solution on the top which can

be decanted off continuously. The re-

sults claimed for the combined process

are (i) a better extraction from slimes;

(2) one vat can treat a charge without

any transference; (3) time of treatment

is reduced by one-third, consequently

lesser caj) tal expenditure would be re-

quired for new plants and the capacity of

existing plants proportionally increased

;

(4) less power required owing to less

transference of slimes by pumping; (5)

cleaner solutions and better extraction in

zinc-boxes.

Treating a charge of slimes assaying

2.5 dwt. resulted in an unwashed residue

of 0.12 dwt. It is only right to point out

that similar extraction results are being

obtained by filter-pressing in the plants

designed by Denny Brothers without th'

use of wad. This process should, how-
ever, encourage the all-sliming policy in

existing dccantation plants, as an in-

creased extraction would be gained, since

most sand residues assay 0.3 to 0.5 dwt
per ton.

Lead Mining in Derbyshire,

England

Lead has been mined in Derbyshire

from time immemorial and at the pres-

ent time increased attention is being given

to the deposits owing to the high price of

the metal. In addition, the fluorspar

found with the lead has now a market
value, and many old heaps are being

worked over. It is hardly possible for

the deposits to be worked on a large scale

according to modern ideas, on account of

the nature of the local mining laws, which
are really the lineal descendants of thi

ancient feudal laws. There is no codified

mining law in England, but each district

has its own law founded on custom.

In Derbyshire the law is that any per-

son may mine on anyone's land without
asking permission. After a shaft has

been sunk and ore brought to the sur-

face, a jury of a local "barmote" is called

in to examine, and their duty is to "free

the mine." By this formality the miner
obtains right-of-way over the land in or-

der to take his ore to market. This law
applies only to lead ore. If there is any
other ore or mineral of value, then the

landowner has to be consulted and paid a

royalty. Though a man may obtain a

miner's privilege so easily, yet he is bound
by certain restrictions. He must work
the mine continuously or he loses his in-

terest, and a new proposer may obtain

possession in as short a time as six week:.

This method of exploiting a mine is

out of date, and cannot produce the best

results. As it is, the mines are worked
down to water level, and then abandoned.

There must be enormous deposits below
water level, which would pay for exploita-

tion on a large scale by men with plenty

of capital. There are numerous people

examining the deposits, but until the an-

tiquated law is altered or circumvented,

any great increase in activity is hardly

possible.
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The Syracuse Shaft on the Mesabi
How a Shaft Was Sunk through Quicksand by a Novel Appli-
cation of the Pneumatic Process, after Failure of Other Methods

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Recently there lias l>cen successfully

constructed on the Mesabi range, near

Biwatiik, Minn., a timber and concrete

mine shaft. This shaft is of ooiisiderablc

interest, owing to the extreme ditlicultics

overcome, and the somewhat novel appli-

cition 01 the pneumatic process to this

particular class of construction. The
work ill question is the shaft sunk for the

Syracuse Mining Company, a subsidiary

company of Pickands, Mather & Co.'s

holdings. tJ enable it to open up a rich

deposit of iron ore.

The history of the previous efforts to

put down this shaft is a two-year record

of disappointment and expenditure of

money. The orebody is adjacent to and
running under a lake of considerable size,

which adjoins it on two sides. Immedi-
ately on top of the ore deposit is 45 ft. of

treacherous quicksand. Owing to the

proximity of the lake the ground is satu-

rated with water, and it is particularly

difficult to sink a shaft through it by any
ordinary process.

The Cofferd.\m Method

The mit>ing company realized this be-

fore beginning operations, and made an
arrangement with the patentee of a

method of sinking open shafts through
water-bearing material, adopting his

method and employing him to superintend

the work. Operations were begun in De-
cember. 1904. The method as applied

consisted of a series of cofferdams driven

inside each other, the first one being suffi-

ciently large to provide space for the

other dams inside of it. Wooden sheet-

piles. 18 ft. long, were driven down
I'ound two sets of timbers, and the exca-

\ation started Inside the staves.

The first coflferd.>m was built and the

excavation and pumping were started in-

side of it. Very slow progress was made,
however, as the flow of water and sand

w's too great for the pumps to handle.

The next set of staves was started but

landed on top of a bed of large boulders

nnd could not be forced down. By this

time four Xo. 10 Cameron pumps failed

to handle the inflow of sand and water,

and it was apparent that the work could
nor be successfully .iccomplished by this

method. After a four months' trial the

m.'ning company decided to stop all oper-

ations at this point, and to change the lo-

cation of the shaft to a point some 200 ft.

south from the abandoned one. Here the

overburden is some 50 ft. thicker, but the

rhance of encountering tioulders was con-

sidered much slighter.

Tl.MUER Sll.SFT .\NU SHEET-riLlNU METHOD

The permanent mining plant, which had

already been installed, was accordingly

moved to the proposed site. As this plant

had to be taken up a steep hill, moving it

entailed considerable expense. At the

new site, the mining company with its

"iwn force sunk a large timber shaft to

the quicksand (atxjut 50 ft.) by the

method commonly employed on the Me-
sabi range. This consists of suspending

sets of timber about 3 ft. apart from the

surface. .\s the excavation proceeds

2xio-in. planks 4 ft. long are slipped in

back of these timl)crs, forming a com-
paratively tight wall to keep out the soil.

Each course of waling timbers, or each

set, as it is locally called, is suspended

from the set of timbers immediately

above it by l54-in. bolts, the top set of

timbers in turn being connected in a like

manner to large round timbers, called

bearing timbers, on the surface, which
span the excavation and carry the weight

of the shaft until it rests on the bottom.

From the surface of the quicksand it

was the intention to drive steel sheet-

piling to the ledge. The shaft was ac-

cordingly bu'lt large enough to permit a

steel sheet-pile cofferdam at the tottom
of and inside the timber shaft. Work
was started driving the steel sheet-piling

in November, igos, and continued until

the following spring.

The piling was driven from an ordinary

pile-driver derrick, which rested on the

timber shaft at the surface, and was sent

home by means of a special follower de-

signed by the manufacturers of the steel

piling. A 3000-lb. hammer was used and
at one period of the work a water-jet was
£ilso employed to assist the work of the

hammer. The piles were driven very

hard, and were of heavy section.

After the pile cofferdam was completed,

a No. 10 Cameron pump was installed

and the excavation started inside the steel

piling, waling pieces and struts being in-

troduced about every 3 ft. as the work
progressed, to keep the piles in place.

The excavating was accomplished with-

out much difficulty to a point about 20 ft.

below the top of the piles. Below this

point it proceeded very slowly. After

taking out a few feet of material the

quicksand would suddenly stai^ to boil

up from the bottom, accompanied by a

corresponding movement of the material

on the outside of the shaft. This badly

distorted the timber shaft and cracked its

timbers.

It became evident to those in charge

that tliere nnist be a bad leak or break in

the steel sheet-piling, and means were at

once adopted to overcome this difficulty.

.\ crib of loxio-in. timbers 3 ft.' high was
luilt at the bottom of the excavation in-

side the shaft, the intention being to load

this crib and force it down, with the hope
that it would overlap the leak or break ii>

die piling, and that then the work could

be prosecuted successfully. The crib was
forced down a few feet and then stuck;

so that, very little, if anything, was gained
by the scheme. In the meantime each pe-

riod of excavation was followed by an
upward boiling of the quickssnd at the
bottom. The material around the outside

of the shaft settled away, leaving the up-

per part of the shaft exposed. Hay, straw,

etc., were placed outside the shaft with
the hope that at each settlement of the
sand this material would be carried down
outside the steel piling and ultimately

stop the leak in it.

-At this stage it became necessary to sup-

port the timber shaft, as it had broken
away from the bearing timbers at the sur-

face, and was settling down and telescop-

ing the steel cofferdam. This was accom-
plished by stretching railroad rails and
timbers across the top of the cofferdam

and under one of the sets of timber of
the wooden shaft, allowing the timber
shaft to take a bearing on them. Pump-
ing was then resumed and pieces of sheet

iron were forced down alongside the
sheet-piles and every effort was made to

locate and stop the holes where the quick-

sand was entering the shaft. As a last

resort, grout was pumped down to the
ledge through a 2-in. pipe, it being with-

drawn and moved frequently. This was
allowed time to harden and the excava-

tion was resumed, .^fter advancing a few
feet the sand and water broke in from
the bottom and boiled up as usual. On
.\iig. I the mining company decided that

the shaft could not be sunk hy ordinary

methods, and it then called upon the

foundation Company, of New \ ork, which
devised plans and contracted to put the

shaft down to and far enough into the

ledge to make a water-tight joint with

the rock.

The Foundation Company's Method

The Foundation Company began opera-

tions early in October, 1906. The plan

was to line the upper or timber part of

the old shaft with reinforced concrete,

leaving a shaft 13 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 1 in.,

and having two hoisting compartments

4 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. i in. at each end, and

I
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one compartment of 6 ft. i in. by 3 ft. 6 in.

in the center for a pipe and ladder way.

A concrete roof was then to be built on

the upper ends of the steel sheet-piling.

The material inside the steel sheet-piling

was to be excavated and the shaft below

the roof lined with ioxi2-in. ;i:iibers, all

It was then decided to pump nut the

shaft as low as it had been excavated,

about 18 ft. below the tops nf the steel

sheet -piles, and to timber from that point

up to the point where the concrete roof

was to go ill. Next, to construct the roof

and line the old timber sJiaft with concrete

i

I

I

Kiev. !«,___ . .,, ,„,,.-, ,,,

Rock *n».\i«-^--v;4'.&rk>- ^At» •.•.»,

%
Steel sliect plllnir

Cuund badly broken

SaTiil

CONSTRUCTION OF SYRACUSE SHAFT WHICH WAS SUNK THROUGH QUICKSAND AT

BIWABIK, MINN.

to be done under air pressure. The tim-

ber was to be thoroughly calked, course

by course, until a joint was marie between

the bottom timber and the ledge. Pro-

vision was made to suspend the entire

weight of the timber lining from the roof

until it rested on the ledge.

from the top of the roof to the surface of

the ground. On account of the dangerous

condition of the timber shaft and because

it had been strengthened from time to

time with cross braces, which left very

little working room in the shaft, this or-

der of operations was found to be im-

practicable. It was very evident that the

lirst thing that must be done was to se-

cure and make safe the old timber shaft.

Work was immediately begun on this,

the lirst thing done being to transfer the

weight of the shaft from the tops of the

sheet-piles to the surface of the ground.

This was accomplished by putting in some

extra-heavy bearing timbers, 60 ft. long,

across the top of the shaft at the surface.

The old shaft was connected by twelve

i'4-in. bolts to these timbers. The cross

timbers and rails on which the shaft

formerly rested were then cut out and the

shaft was again suspended from the sur-

face.

Preliminary Work

A space 2 ft. in length was now cleared

of bracing, broken struts, etc., at the bot-

tom of the timber shaft and a concrete

lorm started to line the shaft. Great care

had to be taken in cutting out and shifting

the struts and braces to make room for

the concrete, which was deposited in sec-

tions about 2 ft. high. The timber in the

shaft was cracking and moving a good

deal of the time while this work was being

done, and it was hard to get men to stay

in the sJiaft. A few of the cross braces

were concreted in and, after the concrete

had set, were cut out and the ends dug

out of the concrete, the resulting space

being filled with concrete. This work
necessarily proceeded very slowly, tem-

porary braces and packs being used and

continually shifted. Then, too, the scarc-

ity and poor quality of the only labor to

be had contributed to make the work go

slowly. On Nov. 9 the concrete lining

had reached a point 10 ft. from the top of

the shaft and it was then considered to be

in a perfectly safe condition.

Horizontal reinforcing rods H in. square,

spaced 12 in. center to center, vertically,

were used in the concrete lining. A re-

cess 6x18 in. was left I ft. from the bot-

tom of the side and end walls to permit

the concrete roof to be keyed into them.

The shaft was then pumped cut to the

sand, about 18 ft. below the bottom of the

proposed concrete roof, and the work of

lining the shaft from this point to the

bottom of the roof with ioxi2-in. timbers

was commenced. This also was a ticklish

piece of work, as the bracing then in the

shaft at this point had to be removed and

solid timbering substituted. The sid-s

and ends of the shaft were linf.d, starting

from the sand, one course or set of timbers

resting immediately on the one below it.

The joints between the different sets were

well calked and hawsed with oakum.

The shaft was braced transversely by two

solid walls of 6xi2-in. timbers, each placed

I ft. 9 in. from the center of the shaft

I'hese also served as dividing walls and

subdivided the shaft into thre" chambers,

thus: A skip-way at each end 4 ft. 6 in.

by 6 ft. I in. and a pipe and ladder way
6 ft. I in. by 3 ft. 6 in. in the center. In

the four corners of the shaft were
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y 1. angles bolted to each set.

Til, 1 and braced the ends of ihc

timbers in a satisfactory manner.

The form for the roof was then sus-

licndcd from uxu-in. timbers extending

across the tinished concrete wa'.ls of the

shaft »<v twelve I ' 4-in. bolts, and work on

,1, roof was started. The roof

c,,i .1 slab of concrete s ft. thick,

the size 01 the shaft and extendmg into

the recess left when the lining was built,

as before mentioned. The roof was heavdy

reinforced with l!'4-i"- steel bars running

horizontally i" both directions about 6 ft.

center to center. Eight il^in- steel bolts

were built into the roof, and after the roof

had hardened sufficiently, the weight of

the timbering below the roof, which was

built on the sand bottom, was transferred

to these bolts, so the sand could be ex-

<:a\-3ted below the timber without danger

cf settlement.

ISTRODICING THE .\lR-SHAFT

.\ section of 48-in. air-shaft had also

been built into the roof, and when the

concrete had attained sufficient hardness

this shaft was continued up to a point 30

ft. above the roof. A Moran air-lock

was then connected to the top of the Qir-

shaft. and air was turned into the shaft

December i8, 1906.

The work of excavating the shaft and

lining the steel sheet-piles was carried on

rapidly for 12 ft., although the old crib

or timber lining, which was previously

mentioned, had to be cut out and sent to

the surface. All the timber lining -was

lowered through the air-lock and shafts

from the surface where it had previously

been framed. As each stick was put in

place it was suspended from the timber

above it by 2»/J>f^4-in. iron straps 24 in.

long, fastened to each timber by two

7x^-in. lag-screws. After 10 courses of

timber were suspended in this manner,

an iron strap of the same dimensions, ex-

cept that it was enough longer to engage

10 sticks of timber instead of one, was

fastened to the wall in the same manner,

and the upper end of the roof bolt as a

necessary precaution.

The size of the finished shaft inside of

the steel sheet-piling was somewhat

jmaller than was anticipated, and for the

first 25 ft. of this work there was a space

of from 3 to 6 in. between the timber lin-

ing and the steel piling. This space was

filled with rich concrete. As this had to

• be suspended from the roof as well as the

timbers, and had to be put in from the

bottom instead of the top, it was found to

be somewhat difficult. However, the gen-

eral line of the steel piling slanted toward

the center of the shaft, and it was not

long before the space inclosed by the pil-

ing was none too large to receive the

timber lining.

DimCULTlES ENCOUN-rEREO

At this point, 12 ft down, it was dis-

covered that four of the sheet-piles had

landed on a boulder, and had been de-

flected from their course and, as they

were further driven, curled up inside the

shaft in almost true circles of from 4 to

6 ft. diameters. These were cut off with

pneumatic tools and sinking resumed. On

account of the large space left open for

the escape of air, caused by cutting out

these four piles, and the peculiar nature

of the ground, great difficulty was expe-

rienced from this point downward to the

ledge It was almost impossible to keep

the water and quicksand low enough to

get in a set of timbers. In a good many

cases this could only be accomplished by

the aid of jacks and an air-jet.

More steel sheet-piles were encountered

as sinking progressed, piles that had

broken away from the general l'"'' «f ^be

piling, and had been forced mto the shaft

,rea^ Some of them had to be cut sev-

eral times as the excavating and timber-

ing proceeded. In all 143 cuts were made

in'the steel sheet-piles. This, of course

was slow work, as a good many of then

had to be cut 14 in. under the surface of

the sand and water to allow for placmg

the timbers.
, . o

The work was further retarded by a

fire caused by the flame of a miners

candle, and by the breaking down of an

air compressor, both happenmg at differ-

ent times, and it was not until March ,2,

1907, that the ledge was reached.

The Dominion Iron and Steel

Company

The report of the Dominion Iron and

Steel Company, of Sydney, Nova Soatia,

for the year ended May 31 last reviews

briefly the difficulty over the coal supply

with the Dominion Coal Company. The

excess cost of coal used over the con-

tract price of $1.28 per ton amounts to

$810,713, which sum has been charged to

a special account against the coal com-

pany, as part of the damages claimed

from it. Including this amount the earn-

ings of the year were $2,247,536, or

$1,563,151, after deducting interest

charges. Of this $810,713 was transferred

to contingent account, to offset the charge

against the Dominion Coal Company,

leaving $752,437 available for the making

up of deficits, etc., a credit balance of

$318,711 remaining. The increased vol-

ume of business and reserve stocks of

pig-iron and billets account for assets in

liquid assets of $447,863, current liabili-

ties being a little higher. The net indebt-

edness was $192,221 less than the previous

year. E.xpenditures on capital account

amounted to $306,355, including the bes-

semer plant, coke ovens and development

of ore deposits at Wabana. Exploration

has shown the ore property there to be

much more extensive and valuable than

was originally estimated, and capable of

furnishing a very large supply of ore

which can be mined at a reasonable rate.

Conclusion of the Work

It was the intention of the contractor

to stop the shaft at the ledge and, after

making a tight joint with the same, turn

it over to the mining company, but on

reaching the ledge it was found to be so

badly broken up and seamy that it was

finally decided to carry the excavation un-

der air into it. After going into the ledge

„ ft it was thought best to stop further

sinking under air pressure and finish the

shaft in the open. Accordingly a tight

joint was made with the ledge and air

was taken oflf on May 10. The walls of

the shaft were found to be tight and m

good condition. Very little water came

in, and that only in the center of the

ledge.

The contractor had a complete modern

equipment for the work, consisting of

air compressors, pneumatic tools, elec-

tric-light plant, etc., besides other plant

devices of which the company controls

the patents. Veo' little, if any, headway

could have been accomplished without

these aids. The Syracuse Mining Com-

pany was represented by C. H. Munger,

general manager, and the work was done

under the direction of F. W. Adgate, su-

perintendent for the Foundation Com-

pany.

Opinion on Idaho Corporation

Tax Law

Robert Lansdon, Secretary of State of

Idaho, in reply to an inquiry concerning

Use application of the new law of that

State requiring a license from incorpo-

rated companies, states that after con-

sultation with the attorney-gerieral he had

arrived at the following .conclusions :

"l. Only corporations doing business

are subject to this law.

"2. Only corporations having a capital

stock and doing business for profit are

subject to this law.

"3. Charitable, religious, scientific and

literary corporations, either foreign or do-

mestic, are not subject.

"4. If a corporation is not legally dis-

solved, or still does business under the

corporate name, or receives the benefits

of a corporation doing business, it is sub-

ject to the law.

"5. Mines that are not productive, or

mines that are not producing ore for ship-

ment or milling purposes, do not come

under the provisions of the law—in otlier

words, no mining properties or prospects

that are in a state of development are

subject to the law. I take it that it means

just those that are paying properties."
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Experience With Gold Dredges at Ruby, Mon.—II

fcllectric Powei lias Been lound Superior to Steam, Having a

Surer, Steadier Pull and Working Effectively in Cold Weather

In ilu- gold dredges at Ruby, Mont.,

w liicli wore described in an earlier issue,

experience with the buckets, tumblers

and la<l(lers has been similar :o that of

other dredging districts, and from the

liglit buckets lirst used has bten evolved

the present 7.5-cu.ft. bucket wv'giiing 1400

lb., with 4->s-in. pins, the I0-ci;.ft. bucket

on No. 2 dredge, weighing 2ltx) lb., with

4*4-in. pins, and the 1j.5-eu.ft. bucket on

the No. ,?. weighing 2800 lb., -.vith Sfi-in.

pins. Manganese steel pins aiid bushings

were tirst used and various other steel

alloys have been tried; but now locomo-

tive-tire steel pins and manginese steel

bushings are used, as they have been found

to give the best satisfaction. Multiple

eye articulations, with two on the male

and three on the female, are used most

successfully. Complete spare bucket chains

are kept on hand and each cii?in is con-

sidered and treated as a unit in repairing

and renewing. This method lias for its

object maintaining a uniform bucket pitch

in all the elements of the chain and thus

preventing excessive wear on the bucket

bottoms and tumbler faces by slipping, as

results when the uniformity of pitch is

destroyed. Another method for accom-

plishing the same end is by shimming up

between the tumbler and its wearing plates

as the bucket pins and bushings wear. In

this way the tumbler faces are kept up,

and though the pins and bushings wear
and pitch is increased, the relation of

buckets to tumbler faces is as if the

buckets and tumblers were new, and no
slipping occurs. These features are ex-

cellent.

Lubrication- of Bucket Bearings

.\ successful means has been evolved

for keeping the lower tumbler Joxes lubri-

cated. Protecting rings on the tumbler

boxes, so arranged as to tako the side

thrust of the tumbler while side feeding,

have annular spaces which are packed
v.ith flax packing ; the outer e;ids of the

boxes arc capped. Engine oil is used and
excellent results are had. The bearings

of the rollers on the bucket ladder are also

protected and lubricated successfully in a

similar way.

Such success has been attainid in lubri-

cating these bearings that it ::\u be pre-

dicted, with a fair amount of cert-tiii'v

that lubric.ited dirt-proof b-.jrings for

bucket pins are a promising development
of the future. The same device can be

applied to bucket pins ; considerations of

economy and expediency are. all that pre-

vent. With lubricated lower tumbler

bearings, lubricated bucket pins and

shimmed tumbler faces, the only great

wear of the future drejjge bucket having

these features would be that of the lips.

This may seem optimistic, but after the

success at Ruby it seems not only possible

but likely that the same ingenuity and re-

sourcefulness that have developed the

tlredge to its present efficiency under tre-

mendous disadvantages will result in ai'

efficiently lubricated bucket articulation

not like the "patent dirt-proof ariticula-

•MInInc enpinwr. No. ,12 Broadway. New
York. Thp drat article of this series was
l>iil>lishi'(l In ttie .loiBx.n. of June 20. pp.

MOORING APPARATUS .\NI) STEEL SUPER-

STRUCTURE

tion" and "protecting bearings" advertised

so extensively, but actually dirt proof for

an inconsiderable time at best. Such a

device would reduce operatinq; cost mate-

rially. Bucket pins and bushings have

been designed and used at Ryby so that

their life bears a certain relation to each

other, thus permitting systematic method

in renewals.

BiTixc Edges—Lappers

Teeth of numerous types, with different

shapes and angles of the biting edges,

have been tried, but all have been dis-

carded after a great deal of experiment-

ing, as it was found that they gave no

noticeable aid in excavating. Bucket roll-

ers of various materials have been tried,

manganese steel being one of the alloys;

white iron is now used. Bucket lips of

cast manganese steel are used; thjse for

the 12.5 cu.ft. buckets weigh 500 lb. each.

Some difficulty has been experienced

with the dredge ladders, aid checking

and cracking have been a feature of one

of them. This ladder is a trussed I-beam

of bcsscmer steel. It is thought that this

kind of steel is inferior for such purpose

and that open-hearth steel is superior.

The ladder for the No. 3 dredge is a lat-

tice girder in which a large number of

angles enter as elements; it "weighs 40

tons.

A device for preventing the loss of ma-
terial spilled from the buckets is in suc-

cessful operation on all the dredges. The
two sides of the ladder are connected on

the bottom faces by a sheet and a stream

nf water from the upper end keeps this

clean. Material washed down is dis-

charged on both sides of the buckets

about to round lower tumbler, by a de-

vice similar in shape to the roof of a

house, and at such a point as to insure its

being picked up in feeding laterally. Con-
siderable experimenting has heen done
with bucket castings; in one instance an-

nealed and unannealed castings were used

in the same bucket chain ; no difference in

wearing quality and strength was dib-

linguished.

SCREENIXC AND SlUICINC APPARATUS

—

Tailing Disposal

Trommels with rectangular orifices are

used. They are set level, with a spiral to

.idvance material through them. They
liave cast manganese-steel wearing plates

and friction rollers (ordinary car wheels)

for driving them. There are no pipes in

the screens, but water is fed into them
from bnth ends in large volume from
centrifugal pumps, but not under pres-

sure. It is probable that a screen pipe

with several powerful jets would be more
advantageous in washing the sticky mate-

rial encountered. Oversize goes over-

board on !;oth sides of the d; edge.

Fine material drops into a sluice paved
with strap longiti:Hinal and transverse

nngle-iron riffles. Quicksilver is used.

The sluice has a 7 per cent, grade. The
No. 3 dredge has a sluice 66 in. wide and

13s ft. long, and uses 12,000 gal. of water

per minute. Clean-ups are made every 10

days.

Tailing is discharged so as to leave
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open water between

at \\\t sides of the

loss ; an expansion

cent, occurs. .As w
the wet method of

pond must be kept

difficulty has been

was not possible to

sidern'''- .li'T.-r.M,.-,'

it and virgin ground

cut, thus preventing

of less than 5 per

ith all dredges using

tailing disposal, the

nearly full, and some

c.xpericnced when it

do this. Thus a con-

is nott'il wlion the

often lets go, showing the great power re-

quired in excavating.

This dredge is 130x48x7 ft. 7.62 in.

with a 4-in. crown to the deck, .\bout

400,000 ft. of lumber, board measure, were

used in its construction ; a total weight of

about 1000 tons of structural material

(lumber, steel, bolts and machinery)

wori' uccdeil.

.\RR.\NGE.MENT OF MOORING LINES

dredges work down stream, and as a re-

sult have about 2 ft. less depth of water

than when working up stream or across

stream.

Unusu.m. Fe.xtures of Design

It has been attempted in many designs

of dredges to localize as much as possible

the great strains, stresses and shocks

which result in the excavation of gravel

and in holding the dredge against the dig-

ging bank. With the dredge having a

single pivotal digging spud, conditions are

at the worst, for the shocks are trans-

mitted to the extreme stern (the spud

being located at that point) through the

digging machinery and ladder, main gan-

trj-, hull and spud 'rames. A number of

stresses difficult to foresee in designing

and hard to provide for in construction

and maintenance result and a heavy ma
chine must be provided from the lower

end of the digging ladder throughout the

course traveled by the stresses. Where
insufficient provision is made, remarka-

ble hull distortions and consequent diffi-

culties result.

It was with the idea of improvement

in this regard that a very unusual feature

was introduced in the design and con-

struction of No. 3, the dredge with 12 =;

cu-ft. buckets. The upper tumbler fram-

ing is connected directly to the .4 frame,

from which the mooring lines lead, by a

substantial steel superstructure. The 150-

h-p. bucket-drive motor is located on this

superstructure immediately behind the

opper tumbler. In this way shocks are

localized to a remarkable degree. This

motor is geared to the upper tumbler

shaft through two intermediate shafts, a

slipping friction, and a circuit-breaker set

at about 300 h.p. The circuit-breaker

This dredge began operating early in

September, and has 'been running about

80 to 85 per cent, of the time. The geared

connection of the 150-h.p. motor to the

upper tumbler has worked very well. All

of the gearing, except the 13-ft. gear

wheel on the upper tumbler shaft (which

is slightly out of line) meshes nicely.

The slipping friction works but not as

is not sufficient to sluice all the material'

that can be excavated. Changing to the

table system, so as to require less -water

and consequently less power, is being con-

sidered. The wear of riffles is now a

considerable cost item ; changing to tables,

would reduce this.

Steam vs. Ei.ectkicity

Wood was originally used ; row coal is

had at the dredges for $4.90 per ton and

electricity at about ic. per kw-hour will

soon be available. About 15 tons of coa!

are burned per day per dredge. The No. 3

dredge has motors, one of which—the

150-h.p. bucket-drive motor—is located on

an iron superstructure at the same eleva-

tion and behind the upper tumbler shaft,

and is geared to it through two interme-

diate shafts and a slipping friction. This

is a distinct innovation and if it works

satisfactorily it will probably mean its

adoption elsewhere. Belts have not proved

altogether satisfactory, but they have been

generally used on digging motors in pref-

erence to gears, as they have an element

of safety in their tendency to slip when
the buckets encounter obstructions. It is-

interesting to note that this motor is about

35 ft. above water level. The lloor of the

pilot house is about 40 ft. above water

level.

Numerous visitors to Ruby, particularly

those from Oroville, have criticized the use

of steam power. It was formerly thought

at Ruby that steam was essentially the best

power for excavating the tenacious gravel

encountered. Electricity ha? some of the

BUCKKT LINE. SHOWING TEETH

easily as with a belted motor drive, and

its consequent elasticity.

About six to nine buckets per minute

are discharged when e.xcavating bottom

and top gravel, respectively. On the No.

3 dredge there are three centrifugal

pumps, respectively 10 in., 12 in. and 14

in. in size. The water supplied by them

same disadvantages while driving the

buckets of a dredge as it has w-hen used in

hoisting from mines. Under the unique

conditions at Ruby and with one dredge

electrically driven and two steam-driven, a

basis of comparison is availabL*.

It has been found that electric power is

superior to steam by comparing the work-
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iiig of the new dredge with that of the old

ones. It has a steadier, surer pull, with

much less stalling action, and but slight

variation in the chain speed in hard dig-

ging is noted. The buckets seem to fill

more satisfactorily and there is much less

lacking, jerking and jarring. The am-

meter of the digging motor fluctuates be-

tween -30 nd 150 kw. It miy be said that,

from tJic mechanical and economical view-

points, electricity is superior to steam in

the dredging operations at Ruby.

There seems to be an excessive amount

I power used on the No. 3 dr'rdge when

compared with the No. 2 dredge, which

has lo-cu.ft. buckets and uses about 75

lip. in digging alone. It may be ex-

plained by noting the heavier bucket-

drive machinery, the heavier bucket chain

used and the steadier and more uniform

-peed, although this is hardly satisfactory

as an explanation.

Winter Work

The Ruby dredges are the first to run

throughout the winter in such n cold cli-

mate. In attempting this procedure, the

-:ime commendable initiative manifest in

other ways was showii. The successful

result signifies that with similar practice,

particularly when electric dredges hav-

ing belt slackers are used, dredging can be

made a twelve-month operation in nearly

every part of the United St?tes. The

Ruby operators have demonstiated that

dredging can be conducted in almost as

cold a climate as that in which a quart2

mill can be operated Formerlv it was

nioiiiclcr is J5 to J5 deg below 7ero, Fahr-

enheit. The steam dredges have warmed
their ponds with the water of condensa-

tion and have also, used live steam in com-

bating frost and ice. Ice is also chopped

from the sides, ladder and chutes. The
dredges are manipulated durini; the cold

wcrillier mi as \i> keip tin- parts most likely

many years. The temperature was con-

tinuously near zero during January and

at times as much as 30 deg. below 7ero, F.

The temperature of the drcdg.* pond was

34 deg. I", and the pond was kept from

freezing over at times only by moving the

dredge about. It was extremely diflicult

to dig into the corners of the cut by rea-

lilG BOULDERS. THE ROD IS 0. I5 FEET LONG

to freeze well exposed to the sun. The
ground to be dredged is kept fio'oded and

thus does not freeze. The diedge pond

does not freeze if operation is continuous.

Amalgamation does not proceed to as good

advantage when the water is cold, but the

inferiority does not seem to affect the per-

centage of extraction materi?.'ly. The

IiREDGE NO. 2 READY FOR FIXIATINC

thought that a dredge must be shut down
about the time other placer-mining opera-

tions ceased, and it was because of this

belief, rather than any other r'^ason, that

dredges in many instances were idle dur-

ing four or five months each year. This

as all been changed.

It is not an easy matter to opi rate dur-

ii.g the coldest weather, when the ther-

anialgam is softer and it takes lEore mer-

cury to do the same amount of work dur-

ing cold weather.

The No. 3 dredge which is electrically

operated has a boiler and steam piping to

provide warmth for the dredge- men, hot

water for clean-ups, and heat for the false-

bottomed sluice.

Last winter was one of the coldest in

son of the large accumulations of floating

ice. The accompanying illustrations show
winter conditions veo' well and also illus-

trate how the ice accumulations on the

hull make the No. 3 dredge draw more
water and consequently reduce its free-

board. This amounted at times to about

25 per cent, of the normal dr.ift of the

dredge.

Some of the greatest difficulties due to

the very cold weather have bien men-
tioned. Ice accumulated to such a depth

on the ladder that the ladder rollers were

out of sight and the buckets slid over ice.

Sheaves froze solidly, frozen material ac-

cumulated in the hopper, the outboard

pump suctions froze if the dredge was
shut down for long, and inside small pipes

and valves froze and burst. In January

about 5 per cent, of the total lost time

was due to the excessive cold ; the dredge

operated 72 per cent, of the time during

the month of January.

Capacities

Generally about 1.4 kw.-hours of elec-

tricity are used per cubic yard dredged.

In January 1.7 kw.-hours of electricity per

cubic yard were used. In .^pril only 1.25

kw.-hours were consumed, but the material

excavated was less indurated. The total

amount dredged in January was 81,000

cu.yd. in 539 hours; the total for April

was 108,000 cu.yd. 599 hours. It is thought

from the experience of last winter that it

will be advantageous to heat the dredge

pond during very cold weather, although

it will not be absolutely necessary to do

so.

No. I dredge, which has 7.S-cu.ft. buck-

ets digs about 1800 cu.yd. per day. No.

2 with lo-cu.ft. buckets, 2300 cu.yd. per
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day. No. 3 with 12.5-cu.ft. buckets

handles 3300 cti.yd. per day at a cost of

8c. per cu.yd. including depreciation, sal-

aries, general expense, etc. While these

yardage figures seem small as judged by

Californian standards it nuist be renicm-

liered that there is a difference in the

character of the respective gravels. A lack

of coordination between the digging,

screening and sluicing phases h.is a bear-

ing in this regard in reducing ilu' exca-

vating capacity.

Minor Devices

.\mong the most convenient is a tele-

phone system to the dredges. An ingen-

ious device allows considerable moving

ahead before attention need be given to it

to rearrange the connection with the

shore. It has been found that a blow on

the bucket lips as they are rounding the

upper tumbler facilitates discharge. A
small steam hammer has been installed to

<lo (be strikini;. It gives a blow about

the dredge. No. 2 dredge formerly had 6

in. crown to the deck ; it now has 6 in.

cup, making a total distortion of 12 in.

;

as a result the well of this dredge is 12

in. wider at the bow than it was origin-

ally.

Manipulation

There are no radical modifications in

this respect. Side feeding is used, but tbo

depth of lowering the buckets each time

varies* greatly, from several feet in the

loose top material to only a few inches in

the tenacious bottom gravel. Side feed-

ing is done with the engine running at

constant speed and the friction clutch

slipping much of the time. The dredge

crews formerly worked 12-hour shifts

with 30-niin. stops at noon and midnight

for oiling, etc.; of the 23 hours' running

time about 10 to 15 per cent, is lost. Now
three eight-hour shifts are used and no

regular stops are made.

As the Conrey company does its own

IN WIXTEK. SHOWING .MF.THIiri OF SHII'PING nUCKF.TS

equal to that of a man with a lo-lb. ham-

mer and it works well. I observed the

action in loosening adhesive material and

it was effective. It seemed to have had

no bad effect upon the buckets, although

it has caused a loosening of the rivets

holding the lips on the hoods.

Huu- Construction

.'\ new feature to prevent spreading of

the bow pontoons has been introduced in

the hull of No. 3; it consists in hog rods

crossing diagonally just aft of the well

and fastened to the outside of the hull,

thus t icing the two sides together. Some
• lit'.iilty has been experienced in the

wll spre.-iding, because of the great

weight of the ladder and buckets and by

pulling the dredge laterally from the hull

and not from the ladder in feeding the

buckets. A considerable hull distortion

has occurred in "cupping," caused by the

great weight of the ladder and buckets

l>eing sustained near the median line of

repairing and builds its own dredges, it

has installed a shop having besides the

common tools a 2SO-ton hydraulic press.

In building the No. 3 dredge, compressed

air for riveting and a steam derrick were

used to good advantage.

.Alterations

It is likely that dredges No. l and No.

2 will be changed to the stacker and table

type with spuds. They are also to be

converted to electric power. All these

changes are, of course, to lower dredging

cost. No. I dredge is eight years old and

its hull is in a dubious condition. No. 2

hull is badly distorted and it is possible

that neither of these hulls will be used

and new dredges may be installed.

All interested in dredging should visit

Ruby. Besides seeing a number of feat-

ures different from other dredging fields,

a vast amount of useful information is

given in a most generous way. Though
they are isolated at Ruby, and thus not in

lontact with other dredging operations,

little provincialism is encountered. The
dredging industry owes much to Mon-
tana ; formerly, operators at Bannack

solved many problems and now those at

Ruby, in a most admirable spirit, are

continuing the good work.

Black Mountain Mining Company

The second report of the Black Moun-
tain Mining Company, which owns the

capital stock of the Banco del Oro Mining
Company, operating the Cerro Prieto gold

mine, 36 miles southeast of Magdalena,

Sonora, Mexico, shows assets of $2,752,-

498 and states that the cyanide plant at

the mine is treating between 400 and 500

tons per day, partly ore and partly old

tailings. Since its completion the cost of

operation has gradually been reduced from

$3 to $2.43 per ton of ore.

Contracts have been let for equipment

to increase the capacity of the plant to

approximately 900 tons per day. Tube
mills will be employed to relieve the 120

stamps of fine crushing, practically doub-

ling the tonnage per stamp.

The main tunnel of this mine, 7x11 ft.,

has been driven 2000 ft. on the vein and

continues in ore unbroken. Steel ore cars

of 4 tons capacity are handled by an elec-

tric locortiotive. The average assay value

of all ore milled, including old tailings,

shows a yield of $5.30 per ton, $4.70 gold

and 60c. silver. The vein ranges in width

from 7 to 40 ft. Up to March 1, 1907.

104,546 tons of ore and old tailings had

been treated.

A pumping station has been constructed

at the San Domingo river, 2'/2 miles from

the mine and mill. An electrically driven

Gould triplex pump delivers water

through an 8-in. pipe to the reservoir. A
concrete dam at the mine, with a capacity

of 27,000,000 gal., is used for storage.

Power for all purposes, including the

light for the village at the mine, now
numbering about 2500 inhabitants, is fur-

nished by an electric-power plant at Mag-
dalena. This plant is equipped with

looo-h.p. P.abcock & Wilco.x boilers and

two Westinghouse-Parsons turbo-genera-

tors of 670 h.p. each.

Mineral Exports of Brazil

According to official statistics the min-

eral exports from Brazil in 1905 and 1906

were as follows

:

190.5. 1900.

Gold (bnr & scrap) S.SSlCa; 4,5(iS(a)
Diamonds .$449,172 $l,()."i."),444

Carbons 350,784 992,104
Precious stones. . . 278.925 438,750
Crystal 57,303 32,978
Monazlte 4,437r6; 4.352('!);

Graphite 3,.H95ra; 2.503ra;
Manganese 224,377C6; 121,331 ("6;

Mica l.SSSfa) 6,123ro;
CoppiT ore (i58(b) l.iSMb)
rinllnum 72('oJ ....

(It) Kilograms, (b) Metric tons.
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The Turned-bnck Shaft at the

Salisbury Mine

-So f;ir as is knuwn, this kind

unique in mining practice.

if shaft is

By Recin.ald Mkf.k.s

The Clevcland-CliflFs Iron Company, at

IshpiMuing, Mich., was confronted at the

Salisbury mine, with a prohlem for which

there were hut two solutions. The ground

hail caved under the eniriiie Imuse and the

lNCLIN.\TlnN OF THE S II AFT

I'roMi tin lower workings the shaft

comes up along the font at an angle of 52

deg.. then turns into the vertical for 50 ft.;

it then turns hack and enters the shaft-

house at aliout $2 deg. On account of

these turns an eight-wheeled-skip is re-

ipiired. the dit.iIK id rlitn<'iwi. Ills of

over aheaves sunk so that the skip will

clear iheni. The shaft has two 6t-t& of

tracks, those on the lianging side acting

merely as guides until the vertical section

is reached when they come into active ser-

vice, and at the last incline they carry the

whole load. Above ground only one set

of tracks is necessary. The skip, there-

fore, comes up on one set of wheels to the

vertical section and, at the last turn, it

turns over and finishes on the other set of

wheels. By constructing the shaft in this

manner, the ore is dumped directly into

the pockets and from these into the cars

below.

It is an undecided question whether

this double turned shaft luis or has not

proved more costly than the transfer of

the ore on a trestle would have been. The
double knuckle in the shaft has caused

considerable trouble, and the speed of

hoisting is necessarily reduced. Constant

attention is necessary to keep the shaft in

alinement, and it is probable that these

considerations more than offset the extra

handling of the ore.

DETAILS OF EIGHT-WHEELED SKIPS, S.\LISBURY MINE, ISHPEMINC

buildings and shaft were ruined. As the

former location was impossible, a new site

was necessary. The mine lay between

two diorite bluffs, with a moderately deep

pit between. .Mongside of one of these

hills was the only possible location for the

railroad tracks and ore-pockets. If the

shaft was brought up along the footwall

and continued above ground, the shaft-

house would have to be placed on the hill

opposite to the pockets, a trestle built and

the ore transferred a distance of about

400 ft. It was believed that this would be

costly and slow so. in 1897, Capt. .Arthur

Buzzo decided to bring the shaft up along

the footwall to within 50 ft. of the su:

face, then turn it to a vertical position,

and at the surface turn it back upon itself

and continue up to the pockets.

Method of Construction

Instead of sinking from the surface,

cross-cuts were run from the old work-
ings, and from these openings the shaft

was driven up in several sections, each be-

ing cut simultaneously. The location of

the shaft was in the solid diorite footwall,

200 ft. from the ore formation, which
gave rigidity and permanence, and at the

same time the orebody was easily reached
by crosscuts. Timber was placed in the

several sections, and tracks laid as the

work progressed, and where the sections

were connected it was found that the tim-

bers checked within a small fraction of an
inch, and the rails showed no appreciable

deflection. The lines were all furnished

by the company's engineers, and this shaft

and its equipment furnish an example of

originality and skill in mine engineering.

The widespread and abundant occur-

rence of zinc in the ores of the Rocky
Mountains is indicated by the slags made
in silver-lead smelting in the United

States, which average about 6 per cent.

SECTION THROUGH NO. 5 SHAFT, SALISBURY MINE, ISHPEMING

which as well as the details of timbering

and a section through the shaft, are shown

in the illustrations.

The haulage rope runs from the engin?-

and hoist-house, down the slope of the

hill to an inclined sheave, then up to a

second sheave, located near the bottom of

the shaft-house ; it then goes over a third

sheave, and is connected to the skip. At
the two turns in the shaft the rope passes

zinc oxide, or approximately 5 per cent,

metallic zinc. Estimating the smelting of

2,000,000 tons of ore per annum, which is

considerably under the quantity now. ac-

tually treated, and a product of 0.9 ton

of slag per ton of ore, there is annually

discarded in this form about 90,000 tons

of zinc, which is the result after that ore

has been so far as possible culled out by

the miner, or left behind in his slopes.
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Practical Experiments in Coal-mine Ventilation

A Series of Mine Tests Made for the Purpose of Investi-

gating Disputed Points Concerning the Action of Fans

BY W D OWENS
There has long been a desire to in-

crease the mechanical efficiency of the

ventilating Ian. In order to throw light

upon this important subject, I made re-

cently a scries of tests, which are sum-

marized and discussed in this article.

GRE.ATER Volume of Air with Constant

Speed Causes Greater Air De-

pression

1 was not able, during the tests carried

on. to get a diagram of the average

iteam pressure on the piston, nor was I

interested much in this matter, since from

iong experience I have observed that

whenever a greater volume of air is ad-

mitted into the fan, when running the

same- number of revolutions per minute,

the air deprH^ssion is reduced, and the

engine itself requires more steam admitted

int" t4ie cylinder, to enable it to keep up

the -same velocity. And this was the case

hefe; for when running the fan at 25 r.p.

ni. in the fourth test, it required more

>teain admitted into the cylinder than

when running 25 r. p. m. in the first test

in vacuum. In the first test there was

nothing but pressure developed, but in the

fourth test there was 69,740 cu.ft. of

air passing through the fan, and yet, there

was no visible depression in the water-

gage. .Again, when the fan in the fifth

test was running 5i!/2 r.p.m., it pro-

duced 136,800 cu.ft. of air, and yet there

was but 0.06 in. water-gage, and which,

according to the rule, produced

136.800 X o.o6 X S.I

330 o

While in the seventh test made, much
less steam was admitted into the cylinder

to make 50 r.p.m., than was admitted

during the fifth test, and yet according

to our formula, 8.22 h.p. was produced in

the air.

L'PON Opening all Doors, the Fan
Slows Down

In another test made, which is not men-
tioned in the series of tests here given,

a 20-ft, fan was running 78 r.p.m^: -and-

producing 1.2 in. water-gage, and by very

careful measun;mcnt of the Sir current, m
the airway about 100 ft. from the foot of

the shaft, 97,200 cii.ft' "of air was circu-

lating per minute. Upon opening all doors

inserted in the casing connecting the fan

with the shaft on the outside, the water-

gagc'^dicatcd 0.4 in., and the fan dropped

^ 1.29 h.p.

its number of revolutions fri>n\ 78 to 67,

with the same pressure precisely indicated

upon the steam gage. Now it is evident,

:ind is proved, in the foregoing tests, that

the quantity passing through the fan under

the latter condition, was as follows : V 0.4

: 97,200 cu.ft. :: V 1.2 • 161.352 cu.ft.,

or a pressure of 2.08 lb. per sq.ft , there-

fore, developing in the air

;

J.08 X 161,352 = 17.17 h.p.

DIvlaloD tupvrlntcoilont. L«blgb Valley
Coal Ciimpany, riltaton. I'eDD.

33.'-oo

wliik- with normal conditions the pres-

sure was 1.2 in. or 6.24 Ilx per sq.ft., and

therefore, developing

6 24 X 97,2 o o , , I^^ = 18 3S h p ,

33.000

and consuming precisely the same quan-

tity of steam per minute. In ainother

test with the same fan running 49

r.p.m. and producing 0.4S in. water-gage

;

all doors were again opened, with the re-

sult that the fan slowed down to 42 r.p.m.,

with the same steam pressure indi-

cated upon the steam gage.

No Standard Relative Horse-power

This is sufficient I think, to prove that

there is no such thing as a "standard rel-

ative horse-power" between that developed

in the steam engine of a fan, and the

horse-power produced by the depression

and volume of air in circulation, except

inder the same conditions.

The following tests were made on the

new mine ventilation fan installed at the

Kxeter Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal

Company. A test was made and taken

of the said fan May 9, 190S ; the dimen-

sions being as follows

:

Dimensions

Radius of fan 10 ft. I in.; length of

Jtlade on radial line, 5 ft. 9 in.; length of

blade on arc line, 6 ft. i in.; width of

blade, 6 ft. 8 in. ; width of pit circle, 6 ft

II in.; area of blade on radial line, 38.29

sq.ft. ; area of blade on arc line, 40.SS

.sq.ft. ;diameter of ports of entry (2),

"lo'ft. ; dimensions of port of discharge

•at: point; of ctit-ofT =: 6 ft. 11 in. X 5 ft.

;2J4 in. = 36.16 sq.ft. or only 23 per cent.

of the area of the ports of entry.

Dimensions of top of chimney or out-

let, after the same had been lined

with flooring on the back part, because

it had too much taper, causing the

current of air to whirl, and return down-

w'ard or backward; = 6 ft. 11 in. x6 ft.

4 in. = 43.75 sq.ft. The fan casing has

one large explosion door, and directly over

the shaft has two small bucket doors,

dimensions of one of the latter = 7 ft. 6

in. X 2 ft. 8 in. = 20 sq.ft. ; temperature

= 69 deg. ; barometer reading 2g'/z in.

Arc of blade being forward in motion and

tangent to "cut off."

First Test Made in V.'^cuum

Fan running 25 r.p.m. in vacuum, ob-

served water-gage = 0.25 in., read off

from three water-gages. Theoretical

water-gage for the velocity, according to

Murgue„ = 0.30 in., therefore the fan pro-

duced 83 per cent, efficiency of de-

pression.

Second Test Made i.n' Vacuum

Fail running 50 r.p.m. observed water-

gage = I in. (one of the water-gages

read about 0.96 in.). Theoretical water-

gage for the above velocity = 1.2 in.,

therefore, fan produced 83 per cent, effi-

ciency as in the first test. The velocity

was here double that of the first test, so

as to prove the perfect ratios of press-

ures between such velocities.

Third Test Made in Vacuum

Fan running 106 r.p.m. in vacuum, ob-

served water-gage = 4.3 in. Theoretical

water-gage for the above velocity := 5.4

in., therefore, fan produced 80 per cent.

efficiency. To run the fan this number of

revolutions per minute, the engineer had

to hold the steam governor weight in his

hand, and therefore the difficulty of keep-

ing the engine at a permanent speed

may account for the drop in the percent-

age of efficiency.

Fourth Test in Open Atmosphere

Fan running 25 r.p.m. in open atmos-

phere, all doors wide open, and all win-

dows taken out, so as to relieve the air

current from any resistance in entering

the fan. Observed water-gage = o in.

Quantity of air delivered = 69,740 cu. ft.

per minute. If the periphery speed is mul-

tiplied into the area of blade on arc line,

the quantity should read as follows

:

1583.25X40.55=64,200 cu.ft. per min.

Tlie fan, therefore, produced 8.5 per cent,

aliove this theoretical standard. The the-

oretical water-gage should read 0.305 in.,

which was entirely consumed in passing

the above stated volume of air through

the fan itself.

Fifth Test at Higher Speed

Fan running 51H r.p.m., same condi

lions as in test No. 4. Observed water-
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•gage = 0.06 in. Theoretical water-gage

for this speed should read 1.J9 in., there-

fore the observed water-gage indicated

about 4.6 per cent, of the supposed theo-

retical, and produced ij|fi,.Soo cu.ft. of air

per minute. I'he iiuautity the fan should

produce by multiplying periphery speed

into area of blade = IJJ.JSO cu.ft. Hence,

the fan developed 3.4 per cent, above this

calcidated standard. In the fourth test

we lind that the product of air = 8.5

per cent, above the same standard : But

in this test we find that 4.6 per cent, of

its theoretical depression was absorbed

in forcing the air into the fan ; and to

nearly the same ratio the loss in the quan-

tity of air is equal.

Sixth Te.nt, Lower Speed

l-'an running 30 r.p.m., with but one
bucket door open, area = 20 sq.ft. Ob-
served v,ater-gage = 0.35 in. Theoreti-

cal depression for 30 revolutions

should read — 0.44 in. Therefore the fan

develi ped a mine water-gage = 80 per

cent, of its initial depression, and pro-

duced 31,150 cu.ft. of air per min. or 40.4

per cent, of the quantity the periphery

speed into area of blade should have de-

veloped. .\nd since the fan produced 69,-

740 cu.ft. at 25 r.p.m., when the initial

water-gage was completely absorbed in

passing the said volume through the fan

itself.and which read 0.305. The depression

required to pass 31,150 cu.ft. should read

as follows: 69,740" : 0.305 in. ::3I,IS0":

o.c6 in. The mine water-gage developed

0.35 in. + 0.06 in. = 0.41 in. or a loss of

7 per cent. Considerable of this per-

centage might have occurred in not being

nlile to read the mine water-gage closer.

Seventh Test, Higher Speed

Fan running 50 r.p.m. with but one
bucket door open. Observed water-gage

about 0.97 in., theoretical depression for

this velocity should read 1.22 in., there-

fore, fan absorbed 0.25 in. water-gage,

and propelled 53,800 cu.ft. of air per min..

or 42 per cent, of the peripheo' speed into

area of blade, or nearly 39 per cent, of the

quantity the fan propelled when perfectly

free from mine resistance. .\nd since the

depression required in fourth test, to pass

69.740 cu.ft. through fan itself read 0.03S

in. The pressure required for this quan-

tity, 53.800, should read thus: 69,740':

0.305 in. : : 53,800' : 0.182 in. and 0.97 in. +
0.182 in. = 1.152 in. Again a loss of

about 6 per cent. The fan developed a

rine depression of 79 per cent, of its ini-

tial pressure.

FicHTH Test With One Blxket Door

Open-

Fan running 78 r.p.m., with only one

liucket door open, area := 20 sq.ft. Theo-
retical water-gage should read 2.968 in.,

ibscrved water-gage = 2.20 in., therefore,

fan absorbed = 0.768 in. of its initial de-

pression, and produced 89.810 cu.ft. of

air per minute. The quantity of air the

fan should produce on periphery speed

into area of blade shguld read 200,000 cu.

ft. Therefore fan developed nearly 45 per

cent, of this standard. The depression re-

quired to pass 89,810 through the fan, reads

:i> follows: 69,740' ; 0.305 in. :; 89,810':

050O in. and 2.2 in. -|- 0.506 in. = 2.706

in. 1 r 91 per cent, of the initial water-gage,

a loss therefore of about 9 per cent. The
mine watcr-gaKe equals about 74 per cent.

of its theoretical pressure.

Ninth Test, Bucket Doors Oi-en

Fan running 41 r.p.m., having two
bucket doors open, area = 40 sq.ft.

Theoretical depression for this speed =
C.82 in., observed water-gage 0.45 in., and

produced 78,190 cu.ft. of air per minute.

The depression necessary to pass this

volume through the fan should read 69,-

740': 0.305 in. :: 78,190': 0.383 in., and

0.45 in. -f 0.38 in. = 0.83 in., which is

practically the same as the theoretical wa-

ter-gage required. The quantity of air the

fan should have developed on periphery

velocity into area of blade = 105,200 cu.

ft., therefore, fan produced about 74 per

cent, of this standard, and developed a

irine water-gage of 55 per cent, of the

theoretical depression. ..Any fan develop-

ing 83 per cent, efficiency of depression in

vacuum upon the principles of Murgue's

theory is certainly a great success.

.All air measurements were taken three

ti:iies for each, and measured in eight

different places on top of the discharge

chimney. The following persons were

present when tests were made : D. P.

Thomas, mine foreman ; William Mat-

thews, mine foreman ; R. A. Mulhall,

outside foreman: .\. H. Browning, clerk;

and \V n. Owens.

Marshall's Discovery of Gold

By R, W. Raymond

Through a surprising slip of *he tongue,

in my extemporaneous remarks at the

first session of the late New York meet-

ing of the .\merican Institute of Mining

Engineers (Bi-monlhly Bulletin, No. 15,

May, 1007. p. 547), I named Sutter's creek,

California, as the stream in which Mar-

shall made (in 1848) his momentous dis-

covery of gold. At the very moment of

this blunder I held in my hand written

memoranda, with which I was perfectly

familiar, giving the true locality. More
surprising still is the circumstance that,

ip correcting for publication the report of

my remarks, I overlooked this palpable

error, for at lliat time I was mgngcd in

a somewhat extensive research and corre-

spondence for the purpose of preparing as

a contribution to the Transactions a care-

ful and complete statement of the events

attending Marshall's discovery, and I was
literally surrounded with books, letters

and other records, out of which the cor-

rection of my mistake was multitudinously

staring me in the face. Certainly an

author is not competent to correct his own
proofs. I found that out long ago, but I

did not expect, at my present age, to fur-

nish such a striking proof of it

'

Perhaps I should add a third surprising

event, that out of all the members of the

Institute (hundreds of whom knew, as

well as I did, the facts in the case) only

one man noticed my mistake and called

my attention to it. Ten to one, his wife

or some old pioneer friend called his at-

tention to it. I sliall not make him un-

comfortably proud by naming him here.

Some day, when I catch him in a mistake,

I will generously give him the chance to

right himself and thus return his friendly

service to me.

The foregoing elaborate explanation

has been written in order that due notice

may be attached to the following state-

ments :

1. Marshall made his discovery of gold,

not in Sutter's creek, but in the tail-race of

a sawmill at Coloma, about 35 miles from

Sutter's Fort, on the south fork of the

.\merican river.

2. This correction will be made in the

July number of the Bi-monthty Bulletin

and embodied in the report of my re-

marks, to be published in Vol. XXXVIII
of the Transactions.

3. I am engaged m preparing the his-

torical sketch above mentioned, which I

hope to make so comprehensive and ac-

curate that it will need no further correc-

tion. And I would rather make it thus

perfect than finish it too soon and leave it

defective. Wherefore I earnestly solicit

from members of the Institute and all

other persoTis having direct or indirect

knowledge of this subject, or of important

publications concerning it, such aid as

(hey can give through personal reminis-

cences or references to other sources of

information.

Coal Mining in Japan

The general method of mining coal in

Japan is the pillar-and-room system, the

size of the pillars being about 66 ft

square. The cutting of coal is almost en-

tirely done by manual labor. The amount of

coal mined per miner per 10 hours is 2.5

tons under normal conditions, and when
robbing pillars the output per miner per 10

hours is increased to three tons. Timber-

ing is seldom necessary in the mines as

the roof is generally of hard sandstone.

Steel and bricks are principally used in

building overcasts. As most mines are

\ery wet, pumping water is the most im-

portant factor in mine operations. In the

Miike mine.s, where the daily output is

about 4000 tons, there are 80 pumps in

use. About 90 per cent, of this number
are used in collecting the water at the

main sump at the foot of the shaft. The
daily output of water is about 4000 gal.

per ton of coal hoisted, against 900 ft.

head.
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Coal Washing

Bv St.m'xtox B. Peck*

Coal, as Unmd in the mine, consists of

coal proptr. slate, sulphnr (pyrites') and

soinctiines lire-day. The object of wash-

ing is to remove these impurities and

make the coal suitable for fuel or coking

purposes, and the removal is made pos-

sible by the differences in specific gravity

between the coal and the impurities.

If a number of different finely broken

substances of varying specific gravities be

shaken together for a short time in a box,

one section taken through the mass will

show it to have become more or less

stratified, the particles of the heaviest

material having found their way to the

bottom, the next lighter above these and

so on. This result would not occur at all

in a vacuum, and is accomplished more

readily in water than in air. The term

"washing," however, does not correctly

describe the process, which is not a wash-

ing at all in the usual meaning of thi

word, but a process of separating coal

from impurities through the agency of

water in conjunction with suitable ap-

paratus.

The specific gravity of coal is about

1 28. The specitic gravities of the impuri-

.A complete coal washery comprises

three separate processes: First, the prep-

aration of the coal ; second, the actual

washing or mechanical separation of the

coal from its impurities ; third, the recov-

ery, or separation of the washed coal and

the refuse from the water, and the dispo-

sition of these products in suitable bins

for subsequent removal.

To prepare the coal, it is crushed to nut

the actual washing, from the crude form

of the miner's sluice-way to hoppers

which contain revolving agitated arms.

The scientific washing of coal has re-

duced itself to the use of the jig, of which

there are two general types : one, in

which the water is caused to pulsate

through the material to be washed by the

action of a plunger; and the other, in

which the materia! is carried in a 1>o,\,

i.LUKK. <\.\9MkKk. BIO .M L UUV tOAL ANUiKU.N COMfANV, HKKRiN, ILLINOIS

tics are much higher. It is the usually

acceptf'l pn-tice in washing to save as

coal. • a specific gravity of 1.33

and ! reject all material having

a specitic gravity over 1.^5, as this does

not contain iti-mt'h r ,ril rn be worth

saving.

•Stffoond vlre-pipiilflcni. l.lnkTIcIt Mn-
rhlnrrj' Company, rhllnilplplilii.

LVHRK; W.\SHERV of the OHIO \V.\.SHtU lo.\L i.u.Mi'.\.\1 .\i CAkTER\ ll.LE,

ILLINOIS. C.\P.\CITV 60 TONS PER HOUR

with perforated bottom, which is moved
up and down in a tank of water.

The Stewart washery, which employs

tliis latter type of jig, is simple and has a

low initial cost. The coal, from nut down,

is delivered to the washery and sluiced to

the jig, which has a capacity of about 25

tons per hour: This jig gives good re-

sults with the coarser sizes of coal, but

the size of screen and the violence of agi-

tation necessary to separate properly the

coarser refuse from the coal is not suited

tc a separation of the finer materials.

For a thorough reduction of ash and

sulphur, the Luhrig system is better

adapted. An essential feature of this sys-

tem is the accurate separation of the coal

into five or six sizes before washing, and

no attempt is made to wash more than

about 5 to 7 tons of the coarse coal per

hour, or 3 to 5 tons, of the finer coal.

There is also a combination of both the

Stewart and Luhrig systems, in which the

nut coal is separated from the smaller

sizes and washed in Stewart jigs while

the smaller sizes arc treated by the Luh-

rig process.

The stroke of the New Century jig is

small and the action so gentle that it is

especially adapted for very fine separating

of refuse from coals intended for coking

purposes.

In detail, the Luhrig jig consists of

a rectangular box. with hopper bot-

tom, divided about half-way down from

the top by a partition. In one of the com-

partments thus made a relatively close-

fitting rectangular piston, actuated by an

size and under, and screened to separate

the crushed coal into four or five sizes to

facilitate the washing and selling of the

clean product : or, in a plant exclusively

for coking, a reduction of all the coal to a

size of yi in., or less.

Machinery E.mployed

Various devices have been employed for
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tcconlric, wurks up and down. Tlit ullicr

conipartnicnt is closed at tlu- holtoni o<

tlio partition by a sliKlitly inclined screen

plate. The entire jig is lilled with water

and the movement of the piston gives a

pulsating motion to this water, forcing it

up and down tliri.ugh the screen plate.

The coal for washing is received on this

screen plate near the partition and the

action of the water agitates the mass, sep-

arating the lighter material, the coal,

which flows off the top of the jig, from

the refuse which settles on the screen.

The excess refuse, beyond what is needed

for suitable depth of bed. is allowed to

lldW otT through a valve, thus preventing

accumulation of >uch a heavy bed of

refuse as to interfere with the proper

movement of the water through it. Pass-

ing through the valve, the refuse falls

into a compartment, in tiie bottom of

which is a slowly moving screw conveyer

bv which it is carried awav. This screw

valve adjusted l<> maiulain a bed of de-

sired thickness at" all times.

The ohar.ncteristic feature of the Stewart

jig i.s the basket, or box, with perforated

b Jtlom, into which the material to be

washed is fed, and over which the water

carries it. The box is suspended in a

tank of water from eccentric suspension

rods. These rods imparl an upward and

downward movenuM.t to the box, which

forces the water back and forth through

the perforated bottom, lifting the coal

which is then carried away by the stream

of water flowing from the top, while, of

course, the heavy material sinks on to the

screen plate, eventually working forwarti

and off into the water tank. This tank

has a hoppercd bottom which directs the

refuse into a conveyer. In which it is re-

moved.

-As previously mentioned, washing coal

being a mechanical process for separating

it from impuritie.i, it naturally follows

Evaporation of Waler {rem

ANALYSIS OF COAL BEFORE AND AFTER JlCCI.No.

BEFORE WA8IIIMO.

LOCATION or Mine.

AFTEB WASUINO.

CarlervlUe IHstrl.'t, III

riilrd Vein District, 111

MorKan O'uui.v. Ky
Park Couni.v. Mon
UoL-kliif; VaUey. o
Ort'ensbur;; District, Peon.
Khea Coiiuiy. Toiin
Skagit. Wa.-ib

Cambria, Wyo

Per Cent. Ash.

9.48
39.0
12.88
25.60
15.80
12 80
21.76
37.

M

18.21

Per Cent.

Sulpbur.

0.78

ilao
1.30
0.77

per Ci-m. Asli.

4. 85
8.3
7.65
8.50
8.00
5.14
9.14

11. Oil

11.72

Per Cent.

Sulphur.

0.611

2'87

0.87
0.69
0.48

Note—The Luhrlg and New Century jig
KIks. 1. 2. 3 and 4 on pape 18 of the .T»H'R

Lcinveyer may be made to scrx'e an entire

row of jigs side by side.

The refuse bed on the screen prevents

the finer coal being drawn through it by

the suction of the piston. The apparatus

for handling the fine coal, or Luhrig feld-

-par jig, is similar to the one just de-

^ribed, except that as the fine bed of

c fuse on the screen would offer too much
resistance to the action of the water, an

artificial layer of the feldspar is carried on

the screen. The heavy material works

'hrough this feldspar, but the- coal works

across the top and flows over the end of

the jig.

The jigging stroke of- the New Century

differential-motion jig is produced by a

cam acting against a roller on the plunger,

which lifts the latter, at the same time

compressing a spring against the fixed

beam. When the high point of the cam
passes the roller, the spring immediately

forces the plunger downward .vith a (|iiick

stroke, the force of which is regulated by

the adjusting nut of the spring.

The jjgging plunger has a large water-

way around it, which is sealed during the

<iuick down-stroke by a rubber flap valve

ihat yields during the up-stroke. The wa-

ter passes freely beneath the plunger when
it is ascending, but is forced to pass

'hrough the screen and coal bed on the

loscending stroke. As in the Luhrig jig,

•he refuse makes its own bed on the jig

-orefii ,-ind i< removed automaticallv by a

s described in above article, were shown In
NAL for July 6.

that before the type of washery is decided

upon the coal must be subjected to thor-

ough chemical analysis ; for how effec-

tually a coal may be washed depends

greatly on its particular character, the

form in which the sulphur occurs, and

the amount of fixed ash. Each washing

problem is individual and must be so treat-

ed. On this account, analyses of coals

taken before and after washing are of in-

terest as showing w'hat washing will ac-

complish. However, such figures do not

form a basis for comparison with coal

from other mines. For this reason the

partial list given in the accompanying table

i- offered as an illustration.

Purchase of Coal According

to Heating Value

S. S. Voorhees. of the United States

Treasury Department, at the recent meet-

ing of the Society for Testing Materials,

described a series of experiments looking

toward the purchase of coal according to

the number of heat units it yields under

test. He stated that the Government con-

tracts this year call for coal producing a

certain number of heat units, jr.d that he

expected that the saving effected in this

way would amount to fully lo per cent.

In his opinion all consumers cculd econ-

omize in expenditures for fuel in the

same wav.

Reservoirs

In liuilding reservoirs for operating

coal mines the daily evaporation of the

water should be carefully considered. It

varies accurding to the locality and the

season of the year. For the northeastern

parts of the United States the evaporation

of water amounts to 150 gal. per 24 hours

per .icre of water surface ; for the South-

ern States, it is 700 gal. per 24 hours per

acre of wafer surface. During the dry

summer months the water evaporates

al)out fwc time-; more rapidly than in the

winter.

Silica Ware

The ability to fuse silica into a pur^

transparent mass- has previously been ar

nounced in the scientific journals. The
scientific work of which the process of

manufacturing apparatus of fused silica i>

the outcome was carried out by two Eng-

lish scientists about 10 years ago; its com-

mercial importance was first recognized in

Germany. Johnson, Matthey & Co., Ltd,

of 48-81 Hatton Garden, London, has now
taken up the original process, and by suit-

able modifications to meet industrial re-

quirements is enabled to place this mate-

rial upon the market at a price which can

no longer be considered prohibitive. The
apparatus is manufactured from the pur-.

est silica obtainable. At a high tempera-

ture this substance melts, and yields a

viscid liquid which can by suitable means

be fashioned into apparatus having all the

appearance of ordinary glass. The appar-

atus possesses many properties which arc

likely to render it of great s-jrvice both

to science and to industry : thus, it can be

made white hot and -plunged into water, or

otherwise rapidly copied, without any dan-

ger of cracking; it is quite unattacked b\

water or acids, while ordinary glass under

similar conditions is appreciably dissolved.

The apparatus being transparent, and

consisting of pure silica in a thorough'v

fused and homogeneous conditi.in. fulfil ;

purposes for which the ordinary opaque

material is unsuitable. Fused silica does

not crack on subjection to the most vio-

lent and sudden changes of temperature.

It is unattacked by the volatile acids, with

the exception of hydrofluoric acid. It has

a melting-point approximately equal to

that of platinum. It is harder than ordi-

nary glass. .-Xbove 1000 deg. C. it is per-

meable to hydrogen and certain other

gases. Its coefficient of expansion i;

0.00000059 per 'C. (about one-seventeenth

of that of platinum). Its expansion, up to

1000 deg. C, is regular; above laoo dcg.

C. it contracts. As far as is at present

known, it shows no tendency to devitrifi-

cation. Its density is 2.2 (approximate-

Iv.)
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems PecuHar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
III substiniting wood for coal under a

boiler, the dimensions of the iuriiace

must be increased, mainly in hight, so

that by carrying a greater depth of fuel,

nearly as nuich by weight may be present

in the furnace as was necessary with coal.

When installing a furnace for mine ven-

tilation it should be remembered that the

unit of ventilating pressure, pounds per

square foot, is directly proportional to the

difference in the elevations between the

furnace and the mouth of the shaft. For

this reason a deep shaft gives a greater

ventilating pressure than a shallow shaft.

The coal measures found in West Vir-

ginia are divided into four groups : The
Pottsville, the .-Mlegheny, the Conemaugh
and the Monoiigahela. All of these coals

are of the soft, columnar variety, low in

volatile matter, ash and sulphur and high

in ti.xed carbon. All have the same chem-

ical composition as the Welsh Cardiff coal.

The supply house at mines should be

conveniently located and as near the shaft

or mine opening and carpenter and black-

smith shops as possible ; but should not

be less than 200 ft. from the mine open-

ing. The size of such a building depends

upon the quantity of supplies kept on

hand : it runs from iOX20 ft. to 25x50 ft.

in the anthracite field.

In sinking a deep shaft experience has

shown that the hoisting bucket is apt to

swing and at time* to tip over. To pre-

vent this, a wrought-iron frame or cross-

head is fitted to the guides so as to run

up and down, and is attached to the end
of the rope just above the hook. At the

lower ends of the guides, stops are pro-

vided so that the bucket may be lowered
to the bottom of the shaft while the cross-

head is caught by the stops.

It has been found that the slate occur-

ring in anthracite measures is consider-

ably lighter than ordiriary roof slate. The
lightness of the slate is due to the fact

that it is highly carbonized. The average
specific gravity of such slate is about
2.25. while the specific gravity of ordinary
rocDf slate is 2.70. The average specific

gravity of anthracite bone is about 1.85

against t.50 for the coal. In designing
jigs for anthracite coal these facts must
he thorougrhly considered and studied.

Gas produced from bituminous coal

diflFers from that made from anthracite in

that it contains a much larger percentage
of hydrocarbons, and consequently has
greater heat energy and also greater il-

luminating power, w^iich quality gives it

a special value in higii temperature work.

In order to utilize these hydrocarbons

the gases must be kept at a temperature

that will prevent their condensation. It

must be remembered, however, that a

very high temperature will break them

down and cause the deposition of soot.

In calculating the haulage capacity of

any locomotive or motor used in mines,

the draw-bar pull should be divided by

the sum total of the resistance, the re-

sistance due to gravity and the resistance

due <to ifriction. For a levql road, the re-

sistince due to gravity is zero, and the

resistance due to friction is on an aver-

age 15 lb. per short ton, so that the haul-

ing capacity of a motor would be D -f- 15

tons, in which D is equal to the draw-bar

pull. For a road having a grade of i per

cent., the hauling capacity of the motor

is: D -f- (is + 20) tons; for 3 per cent,

road it will become D -=- (15 -f-. 60) tons,

etc.

In making steam connections in an en-

gine room, it must be remembered that

by using a valve having an angle end.

one joiiiit in the pipe line is saved, be-

sides less space is occupied by such a pipe

than by an elbow and a straight valve.

.'Ml valves should be tested to at least

three times the working steam pressure,

and they should be so made that the stuf-

fing bo.\ can be repacked under pressure.

The case rings should have double joints

and should be heavy to permit their be-

ing unscrewed from the body and re-

placed after they have been ground to the

gate rings. The body and cover flanges

should be grooved to hold the packing.

Rubber packing is usually used for gas-

kets.

In gasifying bituminous coal exiperience

has shown that the best results are ob-

tained from a good, clean coal, low in ash

and moisture and high in volatile matter.

A poorer, quality of coal does not make
as good a gas nor can the producer be

driven as hard. The size of coal is not

very important when Jthe coal cakes, as

it then fuses together into large masses,

which when broken with a bar, make the

fuel bed porous and open. The nut size is

a very convenient one for use in the pro-

ducer, and run-ofnmine is also used with

success. When anthracite is used, the

most economical coal is buckwheat, which

is cheap, besides containing very littl?

moisture and only a low percentage of

fusible ash.

In driving a slope in the bituminous

coal fields, where a considerable amount
of gas is generated, the dimensions of the

slope should be about 16 ft. wide and 6

ft. high in the clear above the rail. Air-

ways, 10 to 16 ft. wide, should be driven

on each side of the slope, and pillars 30 to

35 ft. wide should be left between the

slope and the airways. The crosscuts

should be driven every 60 to 75 ft., and
all left hand crosscuts should be between

the two on the right-hand side. .\ll air-

way coal should be hoisted up through the

main slope by connecting the airways with

the sections from the slope. At least

every third crosscut should be made a sec-

tion or slant head crosscut so that the

tracks may be laid with an easy cunre.

Past records show that France lias the

lowest death rate resulting from the fall

of roof in coal mines. This is due to the

thorough method used in timbering gang-

ways and working' faces. The system

briefly described is as follows : Bairs 10

to 15 ff in length are supported upon

posts set I meter (39.38 in.) apart. The
bars are placed parallel to the working

faces and are set im. apar^t. They are

made of iron, either an I-beam or square

in the cross section and a're driven above

the last cross-bar at the face, leaving

about I'A ft. of the face unprotected be-

tween the ends of the bars. As the face

advances, short poles are set up to support

the last bar before the next bar is put up.

The miners are not allowed to work Un-

der unprotected roofs. The coal is mined

and broken down by wedges, no blastin-j;

powder being used, which enables timber-

ing close to the face.

E.X'perience has shown that slow 00m-
liustion and a coUiSequent low temperature

in a boiler is not economical ; for the

greater the difference of temperature be-

tween the fire box and the chimney, con-

sistent with complete combustion, the

greater is the utilization of heat. To il-

lustrate this point more clearly, if the tem-

perature of combustion oould be inicreased

from 2000 deg. F. to 4000 deg. F. without

increasing the temperature of the chim-

ney gases above 500 deg., only about one-

eighth of the heat in the ooail would be

lost, instead of one-quarter in the lower

temperature; and if the temperature of

the fire box were 1000 deg. and the tem-

perature of the chimney gases 500 deg. F..

the loss wrould be one-half of the total

heat in the coal. The best utilization of

heat energy under boilers is secured by,

first, perfect combustion ; second, the use

of the least amount of air; third, the

maintenance of the greatest possible dif-

ference in tomipcrature between the fire

box and the chimney.
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.\l a reccnl session of the Indiana legis-

lature an amendment to the mining law

was passed, prohibiting miners from using

a drill in excess of I'A in. in diameter in

drilling a hole in coal for blasting pur-

poses. The reason for the enactment of

this law was primarily to prevent blown-

out shots, although the operators who

favored it also claimed that the use of

3- to 35^-in. drills, which were formerly

employed, had resulted in decreasing the

output about 12 per cent. The miners

have taken a different view, however, and

the president of the United Mine Workers

for District No. 8 has issued a call for a

meeting of block-coal miners, to be held

July l6. to take action on the new legis-

lation.

The niiiKTS claim that the limitation of

the drill has reduced their earning power,

because it reduces the amount of powder

used m a shot. It is claimed by those in

sympathy with the mine workers that the

law limiting the use of powder to six

pounds is sufficient to do away with the

danger of blown-out shots, which have re-

cently been the cause of many serious

disasters.

When State legislatures begin to investi-

gate the quality of powder used, instead

of so carefully regelating the quantitj.

the number of fatalities resulting from

blowii-out shots will be reduced, and such

delicate questions as have now arisen be-

tween operator and miner will be simpli-

fied. The work of investigating mine ex-

plosives, also, and the preparation of a

table of permitted explosives by the proper

authorities will certairfly result in great

good to the coal-mining industry as a

whole, as has aWes^y been proved in

Great Britain.

The Copper Situation

In commenting on the situation in cop-

per last week, reference was made to the

deadlock existing between some large sell-

ing companies on the one hand, and the

large consumers of copper on the other.

It was apparent that the situation could

not continue much longer, as few of the

manufacturers who are the chief users of

the metal were supplied beyond the cur-

rent month. It has been evident that they

would soon be obliged to come into the

market, unless the ultimate sales of cop-

per—that is, its marketing in fiijisheJ

fjrm with consumers—had fallen of to a

more serious extent than seemed at all

probable. On the other hand, there was

n ) doubt that stocks of metal in sellers'

hands had increased to a considerable ex-

tent. Our market reports showed also

that the small current sales have been

made at lower figures than those at which

thi- large selling companies have been

h >lding the metal.

1 his week the deadlock has apparently

been broken, sellers having accepted the

position, and copper is being sold for im-

mediate delivery and for the next three

m mths at figures considerably below

those for which certain sellers have

been holding out. They have decided

that it is better policy to acquiesce, in

some degree, in buyers' views. In other

words, the waiting policy of the past two

months seems to have resulted m favor

of the buyers.

It is too soon to say how far the re-

duction in price has stimulated purchases

of copper, though there are indications

that the result may be considerable sales.

The accumulation of stocks above referred

to is, in one way. more apparent than real

;

the stocks are, for the time being, held by

sellers, instead of being in the manufac-

turers' storehouses.

The fall in prices still leaves copper at

a higher figure than it had reached for

many years prior to the present ; and it

does not seem probable that there will be

a great recession. Much, of course, de-

pends on the general condition of busi-

ness, concerning which there are various

opinions ; though a more hopeful feeling

now seems to predominate.

A California Miners' Strike

The strike of the miners at .\ngels, in

Calaveras county, California, still con-

tinues, and the mines are completely

closed down. The strike was based on a

demand for an eight-hour day. which the

mine-owners refused to grant, on the

ground that any concession would wipe

out the narrow margin of profit on which

they had been working. The complete

lock-out has had its effect on the strikers,

and it is now understood that the miners*
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union would lie glad to compromise in

any way, as long as the union will be

recognized. It is reported that the men

would accept anv kind of an offer for a

compromise underground, and let the top-

men remain as ihcy were, but as the mines

were not getting more than S'j hours in

a shift that is called 10 hours, the mine-

owners cannot sec their way clear to of-

fer any compromise, preferring to tight it

out even if the properties are tied up for

a year. The town of Angels is fast being

depopulated and many of the business

houses are closing out. while some miners

have left and more are leaving. In this

case two .Xmericans and one .\ustrian

succeeded, by fomenting a strike, in pre-

venting the payment of $45,000 per month

in wages.

"Most of the owners think the strike will

be broken before long, and if it is called

ofT there seems no doubt that men can be

obtained. Miners who have worked many

years at Angels will flock back as it is an

ideal camp for them. They can board

where they please, and have other advan-

tages. Moreover when men have been ac-

customed to working in wide veins, as at

Angels, they do not like narrow veins.

The owners and managers do not think

they can afford to recognize the union in

any w;jy. as it will mean more trouble in

the near future. If they gave in now it

would produce a strike among the miners

in .\mador and Tuolumne counties with-

in 24 hours, as the men there were ready

to go out when the strike w-as called at

Angels. The conditions there, however,

have prevented any spread of the move-

ment.

Underground Illumination

In the Joi-RN.\L of May 4, 1907, the fol-

lowing item appeared in the page of "Col-

liery Notes." "An experienced mine man-

ager in a Western State is credited with

the assertion that electric mine lighting

does not bring compensating results, in

that it fosters idleness rather than indus-

try on the part of the men in the ground.

For this rca.son it has been decided to re-

move all electricity from under ground at

the mines controlled by this engineer, sup-

planting this modern light with the old-

fashioned miners' oil lamp, worn on the

hat."

We have received various inquiries in

respect to the above statement, not ques-

tioning the latter but seeking more in-

formation. This was quite natural, inas-

much as the views expressed were rather

unique and contrary to what would prob-

ably be formed from an off-hand con-

clusion. In taking up the matter further

with the engineer to whom these views

were due, we received the following in-

teresting communication.

"In regard to the fact that a well lighted

mine is likely to make the miners feel

sociable, this first came to my notice in

Globe, Arizona, where we had worked out

a huge cavern and had about too men

working in one room. Later, in Leadville,

Colo., I noticed the same tendency to a

social session when the workings were

brilliantly lighted. I have watched the

same thing with a great deal of interest

here in Joplin, as our sheet ground work-

ings are specially adapted to lighting by

electricity. Here, of course, it is not a

matter of so much importance, as all

shoveling and tramming are done by con-

tract and the expense of the visiting is

limited to that done by machine men and

their helpers. We have generally found

that if a man has just sufficient light to

enable him to do his work, there is little

or no tendency for him to loaf, while if

the room in which he is working is bril-

liantly lighted, the tendency to visit other

machine men and workers is irresistible

and frequently one good raconteur will

entertain 15 or 20 workers who gather

around a pile of broken ore where he is

sitting. I have discussed the matter with

a number of other superintendents and find

that they also have noticed it."

The engineer who expresses the above

opinion is of high standing and long ex-

perience, who is well capable of deducing

a sound conclusion. It would be extreme-

ly interesting if other engineers and mine

operators would communicate the result

of their own experience upon this in-

teresting and important subject. In the

particular case cited above, the remedy

w'ould appear to be the employment of

more gang bosses and it may be that in

mines where there are many gang bosses

under the shift foremen there would be

no such experience to report. However,

if that be the correct deduction, the re-

sult would be the same, viz : Too much

illumination underground may lead to off-

setting results, either through more in-

efficiency of the men or the increased cost

of supervision to keep them up to the

standard of efficiency.

Investigating the Action o{ a

Mine Fan

In our issue of May 11 (page 919) at-

tention was called by a mining engineer

from West Virginia to a statement made

by a prominent enghicer at a mining insti-

tute. The question in doubt was whether

or not a fan would run away if some

accident should cause the doors in the

mine to be blown out and the air to be

short-circuited. The engineer quoted

made the assertion that the fan will slow

down and that the machine at such a time

will perform its greatest work in foot-

pounds while running free and open to-

the atmosphere.

The publication of these statements

brought us many letters from mining en-

gineers in various parts of the country,

asking for more conclusive tests along

this line. In this issue, on page 74, Mr.

Owens has furnished a description of many

practical experiments which deal exhaust-

ively with this subject, .\ttention is

called to the results here obtained, which

practically corroborate the statement of

the engineer previously quoted.

Enforcing the Law in California

The California State Mining Bureau,

under the energetic leadership of Lewis

M. .-\ubury, has succeeded in securing the

conviction of another promoter of worth-

less mining schemes. In this case, one

E. W. Emmons, who by false representa-

tion induced people to invest in the Drum-

mer Boy mine near Yreka, in Siskiyou

county, has been found guilty after an ex-

tended trial and has been sentenced to the-

State prison for five years. The State-

law'S are now such that it is possible to get

such people behind the bars more easily

than before, and this will have a deterrent

effect in the future.

No PH.\SE i.N" the subject of coal mining

requires such constant attention as venti-

lation, and for this reason it is frequently

necessary to coinpute the volume of air

passing through the various airways. In

order to abbreviate this necessary work, a

table prepared by C. H. Ruderer is pub-

lished on page 82 of this issue and will be

found of great benefit to mine engineers

and superintendents. The table is pre-

pared for all probable readings of the

water-gage, and by using the constants

given for the various lengths it is appli-

cable to all cases.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arismg in 1 eclinical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries (or Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Calories Required to Heat iron

I he cotiiinunicntion of Major Stassano

in yiiiir issue of recent date contains infor-

mation of vaUie to those interested in the

electro-metalhirgy of iron and steel, a sub-

ject of rapidly increasing importance. For

this reason, therefore, if for no other, at-

tention ought to he called to the fact that

the curve of heat content in steel, on page

Ii,i7 is totally misleading from the melt-

ing point of iron up to 2000 deg.

The heat in iron at 1900 deg. is un-

doubtedly about 450 calories, and at 1600

deg.. the melting point, 300 calories, when
uumelted, but about 370 calories, at 1600

deg,. when melted. The curve errs there-

fore, in totally ignoring the latent heat of

fusion, which has never been experimen-

tally determined, but which the writer

has calculated by two different thcrmo-

chemical principles to be 69 or 70 calories

;

it also errs in taking the specific heat of

Utilization o( Black Sand

.My altentiiin has been called to J. \.

Kdman's article on the auriferous black

sands of California, which appeared in the

Journal of June i, 1907. With all due

respect to the ability with which Mr. Ed-

man has presented this interesting infor-

mation, I cannot refrain from criticizing

what he terms the first step in reduction.

In (his he suggests the magnetic removal

.11 the magnelic material from the non-

magnetic minerals. This is entirely wrong,

and will result in serious losses of the two
most important values it is endeavored to

recover, viz. : the gold and platinum. It is

true that the former is non-magnetic,

while the latter is decidedly magnetic, due

not so much to any magnetic attractability

it possesses in itself, but probably to mi-

nute particles ot iron mechanically atached

to it, although invisible. The gold losses

occur by entanglement w-ith the large vol-

>f black sand have (he wrong impression

of the application of the m.-ignct, I trust

the above will tend to correct it.

Hf.nkv II. Wood.

Denver, Colo., June 20, HJ07.

Ttapmlun ! d«|NM c 9X1 MU MO <iOU TOO dOO WO 1000 1100 ISOO 1300 1400 ISOO ICOQ ITOO IWO l-Jn 3)00

D1.\GR.\.\I SHOWING THE NUMBER OF CALORIES REQUIRED TO HEAT IRON TO DIFFERENT

TEMPERATURES

liquid iron as about 0.44 when in all prob-

ability it is 0.22. The comparison of the

curve as it is, and as it should be, are

about as shown in the accompanying dia-

gram.

The question of the specific heat in the

melted state not being the very high quan-
tity—0.44—used by Stassano is of im-

mense importance in those thermo-elec-

tric processes which receive melted steel

and simply raise its temperature and keep

it fluid while under treatment. The fact

that some 70 calories is absorbed as latent

heat in melting pure iron, at 1600 deg.,

is also of great significance as a thermo-
electric consideration, because this amount
of heat, if not disappearing as latent heat,

would raise the temperature of the iron

some 300 deg. Centigrr-de.

Joseph W. Richards.

Lehigh I'liiversity, June 13, 1907.

One cubic inch of water evaporated un-

der atmospheric pressure is converted

mto appro.ximately I cu.ft. of steam.

ume of highly magnetic iron which is be-

ing carried oflf. If one applies a current,

such as is applied in the operation of the

\\'etherill separator to a black sand con-

centrate, all of the platinum it contains

will pass into the magnetic products. This

fact I demonstrated years ago.

.^fter I separate the gold and platinum

from the black sand by simple wet con-

centration, in which operation it is gener-

ally an easy thing to recover 90 per cent,

of the gold and 100 per cent, of the plati-

num, I use the Wetherill separator to re-

move the platinum from the gold. Over
four years ago I made use of this mag-
netic property of platinum to separate it

completely from the scales of osmiridjum

which are almost always associated with

it. I prepare my platinum shipments for

market in this way, obtaining products of

great purity. Hence it is evident that spe-

cific-gravity separations should preced?

any magnetic separations in order to re-

cover successfully the chief values,

.\s sn many people in the examination

Gas in Metal Mines

1 have noticed with much interest the

discussion, in the Journal, of the libera-

tion of gases in coal mines, due to the

change in the barometric pressure, but in

this I do not remember to have seen any-

thing applying to metal mines; conse-

quently the following may be of interest,

although it is not claimed that gas was
liberated. However, judging from what
was observed it is possible that this may
be the explanation. One case has fallen

under my direct observation, and I am in-

formed by reliable persons that they no-

ticed the same conditions in their mines
on the same days. On June 13 the con-

tractors in a small mine complained that

they could not continue work, as the tal-

low candles they were using would not

burn; thinking that they could use stear

inc candles, they were given some of

these, but they soon returned with the

same complaint that the candles would

not burn, nor would the large torch which

they had taken with them. The only light

that would burn for any time was a small

carbide lamp. The same difficulty was
noticed in another small mine, on the

same day, when the contractors used a

lantern instead of candles. On June 14

my attention was called to the same
trouble in another small mine and also in

one of our large mines, where the ventila-

tion is not very good.

These difficulties all occurred at about

the same time, and directly after a very

decided change in the atmospheric con-

ditions. Unfortunately there is no barom-

eter with which to note the changes ; but

they were very marked, as on the evening

of June II it began to rain after a dry

season of some six months or more; on
the evenings of June 12 and 13 it again

rained. The trouble was first noticed the

afternoon of June 12; during the day of

June 13 it became so bad that all work
was suspended for the day in the small

mines. The country rock is shale and

limestone. The elevation of the mines is

alx)ut 7200 ft. above sea level.

Is it probable that some CO.- was lib-

erated due to the change in atmospheric

pressure? A. R, Mvf.rs.

Superintendent M. Guggenheim's Sons

Mines,

Tepezala, Mexico, June 18, 1907.
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New Publications

Water-works Management \nd Main-
tenance. By Winfred D. Hubbard

and Wynkoop Kicrsted. Pp. 429; il-

luslratcd. 6x9 in.; cloth, $4. New
York, iix>7; John Wiley & Sons.

CONTRIliUTIONS TO ECONOMIC GeOLOGY.

1906 Part 1—Metals and Non-metals,

except Tuels. U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, Bull. No. 315, 1907. Pp. 505;

illu<-trated. 6x9 in.; paper. Wash-
inston, 1907: Government Printing

Oftice.

The individual reports contained in this

volum; have been noted in the "Mining

Index" of the Journal.

Forged Steel Pipe Flanges. Pp. 96;

illustrated. 8xio,'4 in.; piper. Chi-

capo: The .\merican Spiral Pipe

Works.

This publication deserves more notice

than the ordinary trade catalog, owing to

the inclusion in its pages of several tables

useful to engineers. One of these gives

weight and other particulars Ts to spiral

riveted pipe, of all dimensions from 3-in.

to 40-in. inside diameter, with the approxi-

mate bursting pressures, as determined

by test.

Labor.\toriu.msbuch Fuer Den Eisen-

huettenchemiker. By Max Orthey.

Pp. 30: 7x9! i in.; paper, i mark, 80

pf. Halle, a. S., Germany, 1907 : Wil-

helm Knapp.

This is the first of a series of laboratory

handbooks for the chemical and allied in-

dustries, edited by L. Max Wohlgemuth,
which are subsequently to be republished

in hound volumes. The first bound vol-

ume will comprise m parts, among the

authors of which are some distinguished

names in analytical chemistry.

Petroleu.m. By Sir Boverton Redwood.
Second Edition, Revised, Enlarged and

Re-set. Contains valuable Bibliography,

New Maps, Illustrations, etc. Two
volumes ; pp. 1064, 65^x9 in. ; cloth,

$i,V50. London, 1907: Charles Grif-

fin & Co.

Of this voluminous and invaluable com-

pendium the first edition was published in

1896. At that time the distinguished au-

thor had been for nearly a quarter of a

century connected as consulting expert

with the petroleum industry of the world

;

had visited the principal oil regions and

refineries in America, Russia and else-

where ; had studied in Europe, Asia and

America the methods of the production,

refinement, transportation, distribution

and utilization of petroleum : and had kept

himself, as a necessary concomitant of his

daily practice, acquainted with the suc-

cessive steps of progress in every depart-

ment of this immense industry. These

circumstances, as he frankly declared in

the preface to that edition, both qualified

and disqualified him to prepare such a

work as the publishers desired and the

public, in view of the importance of the

subject and the paucity of its authoritative

literature, earnestly demanded. No man
wlu) was not alloat on the current, at once

so deep and so swift, of this new and re-

volutionary development in modern life,

cuuKl dace to estimate its volume, velocity

and results, or to describe its incidental

eddies and their eflfects. Y.-l, on the

other hand, no man thus alloat and con-

tinuously occupied with the duties of navi-

gation, could stop to make maps or meas-

urements, or even to report progress.

Sir Beverlon Redwood solved this diffi-

culty years ago through the cooperation of

many friends, competent to appreciate, ar-

range, complement and edit the mass of

information at his disposal. In preparing

this second thoroughly revised .ind greatly

enlarged edition, he has pursued the same
wise plan—to an extent even greater, if

we may judge from the acknowledgment

conspicuously printed on the back of the

title page, in which the following eminent

gentlemen are named as his chief co-

laborers, and the special sphere of each is

stated

:

(1) W. H. Dalton, F. G. S., F. C. S.,

late of the British Geological Survey, who
gave special attention to the section deal-

ing with the geological and geographical

distribution of petroleum and natural gas,

besides compiling the invaluable bibliog-

raphy and the excellent alphabetical index

which constitute already (and, as years go

on, will constitute in ever-increasing pro-

portion) a chief element of the value of

the work. I may frankly confess, right

here, that (being still hot with residual

indignation from the study of a recent

foreign work, crammed with valuable

facts, and provided with a logically ar-

ranged and minutely subdivided table of

contents, but no alphabetical index), I

would certainly have handled this work,

if it had lacked that feature, in a manner

to make the publishers "sit up
!"

(2) Arthur W. Eastlake, M. Inst. M. E.,

-A.. M. I. Mech. E., who cooperated on the

sections treating of the production of

petroleum, natural gas and ozokerite, the

refining of petroleum, and the important

statistical appendix A.

(3) Robert Redwood, F. C. S., \vhose

labors were devoted to the section on the

transport, storage and distribution of

petroleum, and to appendix B, which gives

more particularly the statistics of its

marine transportation.

(4) Capt. J. H. Thomson, His Majesty's

chief inspector of explosives, at the Home
Office, who prepared the uniquely com-

prehensive and useful section which con-

cisely states the statutory, municipal and

other regulations of all civilized countries

concerning the testing, storing, storage,

transport and use of petroleum and its

products. I notice, by the way, that in

this compendium the several States of this

nation are separately catalogued, and the

peculiar regulations of each reported.

(5) I'rof. Vivian B. Lewis, F. I. C,
who has contributed valuable .iddilions to

the section on the uses of petroleum and
its products.

(6) John Wishart, of the O.ikbank Oil

Company, of Glasgow, who assibtcd Mr.
Redwood on the section describing pelro-

leuin transportation, storage, etc.

If I add to the foregoing list of compe-
tent authorities the statement that these

two octavo volumes, comprising 1064

closely printed pages (of which the statis-

tical appendices, the bibliography and the

index occupy ^69), and including 138

tables, 14 large plates and 337 -.ngravings,

treats successively and with abundant de-

tail of the history of the peirolcuin in-

dustry ; the geological and geographical

distribution of petroleum and natural gas;

their physical and chemical properties;

their origin; their production (together

with that of ozokerite) ; the refining of

petroleum; the industry of shale-oil and
allied industries ; the transport, storage

and distribution of petroleum ; the testing

of crude petroleum and its pr'.ducts, and
ol other similar materials; their manifold

uses ; the statutory or other regulations

concerning them ; and the stdtistics of

trade, tariffs, etc., which belong to the

subject— if I add all this, I say (and the

intelligent reader will perceive that I have,

in fact, done that very thing), 1 complete

thereby a much more fair as well as useful

review of Sir Boverton Redwood's book
than if I had merely picked out of it,

here and there, particulars for adverse

criticism. I confess that I would feel

little inclination to mar with such com-
ment my hearty praise of a work like this,

undertaken originally to supply h real and
great need, executed with patience and
care, and with competent assistance, and
now reissued, with many additions and
improvements made in the same spirit.

But I am bound to. confess that I have
not found in it defects worthy of such

criticism, even if I had been disposed to

ofifer it. Examining, for instance, the

section treating of the origin of petroleum

and natural gas—a subject with the litera-

ture of which I was more ?r less ac-

quainted— I found in it no dogmatic state-

ment, but something far better, namely,

a very complete synopsis of the various

theories heretofore advanced, with ade-

quate references to the publications con-

taining them. This summary, taken to-

gether with the really remarkable bib-

liography at the end of the second volume,

is worth much more to the student than

any one expression of individual views,

however authoritative.

In short, this work seems to me to have

been well planned and well executed. It

is clearly and logically arranged, hand-

somely illustrated, and adequately in-

dexed, and Sir Boverton Redwood may
well regard it as a worthy monument of

his long, active and creditable career.

R. W. Raymond.
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Personal

Mining ntiil motnlliirelcnl ontilnei'rs nio In-

vllill lo kflM) TllR Enuinkkkini: .VXl> MIX1N<1
JoiHXAL luforiui-<l of their mnvi'inoius iiiiil

np|iotn(nipnts.

J. B. Tyrrt'll has returned to Toronto,

Ont. froni Larder Lake.

T. B. Bassett is examining copper prop-

erties in Mexico for Denver capitalists.

J, Argall. manager of the Iron Mask

mine, Kamloops, B. C, has returned from

I-!ngland.

P. Ci. Lidner, of New York, has gone to

California on professional busiress. He
will lie absent about one month.

All.an C. Bernard has opened an office

at Tucson, Arizona, for general consult-

ing work as a mining engineer.

Dwight E. Woodbridge, mining en-

gineer of Duluth. Minn., has returned to

th.it citv after an extended visit in Mex-

i.

Alliano Brand, lecturer on metallurgy

at the Charlnttenburg Technical School,

Berlin, Germany, committed suicide on

May 8.

R. .\. Varden, of thj firm, of Bainbridge

Seymour & Co., leaves London on

June 22 'to examine mining properties in

^^cxico.

H. C. Hoover, of the firm of Bewick

Moreing & Co., is expected to arrive

in England in July after nearly a six

months trip to Australia.

F. Lynwood Garrison, mining engineer

of Philadelphia, Penn., who has been in

California and elsewhere, on professional

business, has now gone to Mexico.

E. C. Oppcrman, fornu-rly ore purchaser

at Guanacevi, Durango, Mexico, for the

National Metal Company, has been ex-

amining mines at Gold Hill, N. .C

Herman von Schrenk, E. B. Fulks and

.\. L. Kammerer have opened an office at

Tower Grove and Flad avenues, St. Louis,

Mo., as consulting timber engineers.

Horace V. Winchell, of St. Paul, Minn.,

chief geologist for the Great Northern

Railway Company, recently visited the

Boundary district of British Columbia.

Roy W. Moore is on the Sonora river,

Sonora, Mexico, about 80 miles below

Cati.iiica. examining the .Xrtimisa mine,

which is under bond to Denver capitalists.

Frank A. Ross, general manager of the

D.-ily Riduciif m Company, has returned to

IKdliv. .Siuulkamccn district of British

Columtia, from a business visit to New
York.

Henry G. Bradlce has been admitted

to the firm of Stone & Webster, Boston,

Mass., the other members being Charles

A. Stone, Edwin S. Webster and Russell

Robb.

Alexander Henderson, of Vancouver,

B. C, has been appointed commissioner

of Yukon Territory, Canada, to succeed

W. W. B. Mclnncs, who resigned last

winter.

James Philips. Jr., the well known cop-

per operator, of Boston, Mass., acccom-

panicd by W. S. Newman, has been on

a visit to the Gold Hill Copper Mines in

North Carolina.

O. B. Perry is visiting the Guggenheim

hydraulic gold properties in the Cariboo

district, B. C. He is accompanied by

John F. Ncwsoni, of Leland Stanford

University. California.

Henry S. Washington, New York, and

Vohiey Lewis, of Rutgers College, have

formed the firm, Washington & Lewis,

consulting mining geologists, with (jffices

at No. 95 Liberty street, New York.

J. A. Whittier, manager of the Good-

enough Mines, Ltd., has returned to

British Columbia after having wintered in

California. He will begin the season's

work on the Grey Copper mine, Slocan.

Edward T. Perkins, of the Granby Min-

ing and Smelting Company, Granby, Mo.,

who has been in southeastern Missouri,

for a month or more, on business in be-

half of this company, has returned to

Granby.

.\. D. Hatfield has resigned as secretary

and treasurer of the Wellman-Seaver-

Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio. He
is succeeded by W. H. Cowell, heretofore

connected with the .A.lgoma Ste.l Com-
pany, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

William Edenborn, a director of the

United States Steel Corporation, has been

elected president of the Sheffield Steel and

Iron Company, to succeed Leonard Peck-

itt. The operating headquarters of this

company have been removed to Slicffield.

Ala.

Walter J. Browing, general manager of

the Mazapil Copper Company, at Concep-

cion del Oro, Zacatecas, Mexico, informs

us that there is no truth in the reports

that have been circulated of his appoint-

ment as manager of the Rio Tinto mines,

in Spain.

R. W. Brock, of the geological survey

of Canada, has been employed by the

Ontario bureau of mines to make an ex-

amination of the Larder lake region.

Later in the summer he will join W. H.

Boyd in the Lardeau district of British

Columbia.

Machinery Club of Nczu York—A pros-

pectus of this new club has been issued.

Temporary offices have been opened at

No. 26 Cortlandt street, and the follow-

ing house committee has 'been appointed

:

Thornton N. Motley, Percy A. Ware, E.

H. Benners, Charles A. Schieren, Jr., and

George A. Howells. The membership

committee is as follows : J. R. Vandycic,

(iforge L, Gillon and Charles B. Crook.

Other committees will be appointed as the

necessity arises.

Societies and Technical Schools

L<tsi- ^icliool of Applied Science—Mem-
bers of the junior class of the mining de-

partment are making their annual trip to

the copper and iron district of northern

Michigan. The party is accompanied by

Professor Smith. Members of the soph-

omore class, under the direction of Pro-

fessor Cadwell, are studying mine sur-

veying at Boyers, Penn.

industrial

The Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company has issued a pamphlet

entitled, "Westinghouse Mining Equip-

inent," containing a detailed description of

the electric equipment of El Oro mine in

Mexico.

The Laclede-Christy Clay Products

Company, St. Louis, Mo., succeeds the

Laclede Fire Brick Manufacturing Com-
pany and the Christy Fire Clay Company,

both of that city. The two plants will be

known as the "Laclede," and the

"Cliristy," respectively, and will be oper-

ated as heretofore.

Trade Catologs

R. D. Wood & Co., Philadelphia. Penn.

Centrifugal Pumps for Water Works and

High-pressure Fire Service. Pp. 38, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in. ; 1907.

Liberty Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burg, Penn. Bulletin No. 40. Liberty

Oil Purification system Type "O" for

System Use. Bulletin No. 41. Liberty

Oil Purification System Type "L" fo"

Hand and System Use. Pp. 4, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in.

Construction News

. Mojaz-e. Kern County. California—The

Big Three Company will erect a lo-stamp

mill

Havillah District, Kern County, Cali-

fornia—The King Solomon company is

preparing for a new mill.

Xcvada County, California— The Ke-

nosha Mining Company is about to install

electrically-driven pumps and a hoist.

.\fono County. California—A concen-

trating plant is to be built at the Indian

Queen mine. George H. Hewitt is gen-

eral manager.

Dahlonega District. Kern County. Cali-

fornia—L. B. Thomas and Daniel Spauld-

ing, of Los Angeles, have purchased tlie

Pine Tree and Buckeye claims and will

erect a mill.

Mauto, Pennsylvania—The Lehigh Coal

and Navigation Company will shortly be-

gin the construction of a mammoth coal

storage yard, which will have a capacity

of more than a half million tons.

I
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the li\dustry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

July ()—Thi- mino-owncrs at Grass Val-

ley, Nevada county, have agreed to con-

\
tribute eiiouKh rock from their mines to

' construct a c|iiartz advertisitig monument

at Colfax on the line of the Overland

railroad. The monument will lie lighted

a night. Meantime another monument,

not of an advertising nature, is to be erec-

ted by the miners of Bishop, Inyo county.

This will be a life-sized bronze figure of

,ui ordinary, cvery-day burro, the animal

which has played so important a part in

the mining development of Bishop as well

as of other regions. Doubtless if suitable

-teps were taken thousands of miners in

"thcr places would contribute their mites

to District Recorder J. \V. Clark to help

out the plan.

Now that San Bernardino county is be-

.;mning to have so many active mines and

that the mining industry is progressing so

rapidly the old and once famous silver

c:imp of Calico gives signs of renewed

activity. In the early "eighties" there were

twenty producing mines at Calico and

very high-grade ore was taken out, but

when the price of silver fell and the wa-

ter level was reached Calico began to run

down hill and has been virtually aban-

doned ever since. Now a number of the

companies are preparing to reopen their

mines. Some of the old mines will

be drained and their lower levels properly

prospected and developed.

The old mining town of Brown Valley

in Yuba county is also taking on new life.

The Dannenbroge and Pennsylvania

mines, now under bond to Chas. D. Lane,

are being thoroughly developed and tested.

Good ore has bten found and a new mill

is being put up. J. C. Campbell, of

Nevada City, has also bonded the Old

Flag, Bessie, Hilbert and Burris, lying

north of the Lane properties. Some ma-
chinery has been moved on to the Bessie

from the Old Fl.ig and sinking is being

tirosecuted. The dispute over land titles

has been settled by purchasing the rights

of the agricultural claimants, making it

-afe to do more extensive prospecting of

he various ledges known to exist.

Numbers of mining companies are re-

Uicing their capital stock in view of the

~tatc law in regard to graduated taxa-

tion of corporations. The tax is payable

between July i and Sept. I. .Among the

Nevada county companies which have

held meetings and reduced capital stock

re the following: Yuba River Mining
i^ompany reduced from loo.ooo shares at

Sic to the same number of shares at lo

1 cuts , Twin Cities Oil Cuinpany, from

$J50,ooo to $10,000; Grass Valley Invest-

ment Company, from 10,000 shares of

$10 to 10,000 shares at $J each ; Coal-

inga Banner Oil Company, from 400,-

000 shares at 60 cents to same number at

2 cents; California Mining Company,
from $1,030,000 capital stock to $100,000;

New Blue Point Mining Company, from

$10,000,000 to $1,500,000; Powning Min-

ing Company, from $750,000 t;i 75,000

shares: Hartery Consolidated Mining

Company, from $1,000,000 to $ioooa; St.

John Mining Company, from $1,000,000 to

$10,000; Planet Consolidated Mining

Company, from $5,000,000 capital stock to

$10,000.

It is expected that active work will be

commenced again on the old Tenescil tin

mines in Southern California. Pittsburj;

and Arizona men are expected to take

hold of them. The property now belongs

to the United States Consolidated Tin

Mining Company and has been idle for a

long time. The Southwestern Mining

Company is also .jbout to begin operations

on its tin mine in San Gabriel canon and

a tunnel is to be run to strike the lode

1000 feet below the surface.

The Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields

Company is proparing to construct three

new dredges along the Yuba river this

year, each to cost about $1^0,000. Out-

side of the castings the iron work will be

done at the shops at Marysville. The
Marysville Gold Dredging Company will

also build two new dredges in the Yuba
tield.

Up in Siskiyou county the work of

opening the Salmon river stage line is

completed a^id daily trips are made to

Sawyers Bar. In the same county a new
locality for stone, etc., will l;c opened up

by the building of the California North-

ern road which leaves the main Southern

Pacific line at Weed and runs through the

Grass Lake and Butte Creek country.

There are gold, copper and other mines

in this section as well as beds of stone,

but none have been developed though

considerable prospecting is now being

done. A wagon road is also to be con-

structed from CofTce Creek mines south

of Callahan. The Blue Gravel mine lease

on the mine south of Yreka has expired

and it is thought that a new company

will take hold of the property. It was at

one time a large producer but litigation

has held matters b.ick for some years.

It is expected that the Mammoth com-

pany of Shasta county will be shipping

ore from mine to smelter bv the new com-

1 inatiijii electric tramway and gravity

tram by October. The smelter will be

by that time running live furnaces in-

stead of two as at present.

The little 1 ightner mine al .Mleghany,

Sierra county, the $250,000 option of

which was given up by Senator Jones

ar.d others about a year ago, seems to be

keeping up a remarkable record of gold

production. The most recent result was

$75,000 from 1900 lb. of ore and this has

been repeated several times within the

year. The county of Sierra is showing

up a number of productive mines par-

ticularly about .\lleghany and Forest City.

Salt Lake City

July 3—The consolidation of the Bing-

ham Central and Bingham Standard Cop-

per mines has been completed by the for-

mal transfer of both properties to the

Bingham Central-Standard Consolidated

.Mines Company, which has been organized

with Samuel Newhouse as president

;

D. C. Jackling, vice-president ; William M.
Bradley, secretary, and H. P. Clark, treas-

urer. The management of the property

will be vested in an executive committee,

consisting of Charles W. Whitley, D. C.

Jackling and W. E. Hubbard.

The directors of the Daly Judge Mining

Company have decided to pass the regular

quarterly dividend, which was due in July.

There has been a recent change in man-

agement and steps are about to be taken

to provide facilities for the treatment of

the zinc ores, of which the property is

abundantly prolific.

Important developments are being made
in tlie mines of .Mta. The principal mines

are the Columbus Consolidated. South

Columbus Consolidated. .-Vlbion and City

Rocks, with several others on the verge of

becoming regular producers. The old

Emma mine, one of the earliest producing

mines in the State, is about to be reju-

venated by a syndicate, which is to be

known as the Old Emma Mining Com-
pany.

The Utah Supreme Court has recently

rendered an important decision regarding

assessable and non-assessable mining

slocks. Some months ago the St. Joe

Mining Company, a non-assessable organi-

zation, was changed to an assessable com-

pany by a vote of two-thirds of the issued

stock. .\n assessment of joc. a share was

thereupon levied; but Ellen Gary and

others refused to pay it and brought an in-

junction suit in the District Court to re-

strain the secretary of the company from

disposing of their stock, amounting to
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about joo.ooo shares, at delinquent sale.

The restraining order was denied, where-

upon the case was appealed to the Su-

preme Court, where the decision of the

lower court was reversed. The legislature

of l"tah in 1905 enacted a law making it

possible to change non-assessable to as-

sessable stock companies by a two-thirds

vote of shareholders. The Supreme Court

holds that the law is not applicable to

corporations organized prior to 1905 and

that with them a unanimous vote is nec-

essary to make such a change.

The eastern section of the Tintic mining

district is attracting widespread attention

at the present time, which is due to the

sensational developments made recently in

the Colorado and other mines in the im-

mediate vicinity. .-Vs a result there has

been a decided upward turn in Tintic

stocks.

The Columbus Consolidated Mining

Company, operating at .Alta, has declared

its regular quarterly dividend of 20c. a

share for payment in July. This company

has paid ssc. a share this year.

The property of the .•Kmalgqmated Ne-

vada Mines Company, located in the Black

Horse and Osceola, Nev., districts, has

passed into the control of Willard F.

Snyder, of Salt Lake, and associates.

The third section of the initial unit of

the Utah Copper Company's n.ill at Gar-

field, Utah, has been placed in commis-

sion. The plant is now treating 1500 tons

of ore daily from the Utah copper mine

of Bingham.

The Silver King Coalition Mines Com-
pany, the organization which r-cently came

into existence to take over the Silver King

and other mines in Park City, will pay

its initial dividend in July. Payments are

to be made quarterly on the basis of 12

per cent, per annum on the capitalization,

or $750,000. The original Silver King

company disbursed $10,900,000 in divi-

dends.

More than S3.000.000 has been paid by

Utah mining companies during the first

half of the year. Seventeen of them have

disbursed the sum of $2,857,4^5, as fol-

lows : Beck Tunnel Consolidated, $245,-

000; Bullion Beck, $30,000; Century,

$6000; Colorado, $80,000; Columbus Con-

solidated, $105,000; Daly Judge, $225,000;

Daly West, $216,000; Grand Central,

$82,000; Horn Silver. $40,000; Lower
Mammoth, $19,000; Silver King, $50,000;

Swansea. $5000; United States, $785,485;

Utah, S18.000; Utah Consolidated, $900,-

000; Victoria, $30,000; Yankee Consoli-

dated, $15,000.

the great drop in silver in '93, has looked

like a graveyard of ruined hopes. Now
all is activity again, and the old mines

which made it famous—Yankee Girl, Gus-

ton, Gennessee-Vanderbilt, Congress and

others—are being opened, and adjoining

properties are preparing to follow suit.

Reduced expenses by modern mining and

milling methods, and higher prices for sil-

ver, lead and copper, have caused the

change, for the great bodies of ore were

never exhausted.

In the Sneflfels district the Camp Bird

is credited with a production of $200,000

per month, and the Revenue Tunnel and

silver mines of the Caroline Mining Com-

pany, which in the past are said to have

produced over thirty millions, arc being

worked again under the leasing system.

.Across the mountains from these mines

on the Savage fork of the San Miguel

river the Tomboy Company pays $562,500

dividends for the year closed June 30, re-

serving $397,555 for improvements, a to-

tal net earning of $960,055 for the year.

Most of this comes from the .Argentine-

Cincinnati claims, on a vein parallel to the

original Tomboy vein. The Japan- Flora,

on another parallel vein in the same basin,

has been transferred to the Mines Selec-

tion Company, of London, England. .An-

other series of claims on the Columbia,

an extremely rich vein, also paralleling

the .Argentine vein, have been taken over

by the Mines Finance Company, of New
York.

Speaking of high places, it may be in-

teresting to note that all these successfullly

worked mines have their outcrops at from

10,000 to 12,500 ft. above tide-water.

.At Cripple Crek, where the production

is still around $1,250,000 a month, the

leasing system is being almost wholly

adopted, and the future of the camp seems

to depend, to some extent, on the success

of the district cyanide mills, and more

largely on the lowering of rates by the

other mills and the railroads, so as to

permit of the profitable treatment of ores

varying from $4 to $10. As this will mean

the movement of a very heavy tonnage,

which will otherwise remain on the dumps

a<- waste, and as there is a liberal margin

of profit on the existing railway rates and

mill charges to permit of the reduction, it

it is probable that this will conic. The

new drainage tunnel, from Gatch Park, is

being built by the tunnel company, as the

contractors "laid down."

Londc

Denver

July 2—Snow is now off the high places,

where, in Colorado, Providence seems to

have placed most of the best mines, and

work for 1907 is well under way.

In the San Juan region, between Silver-

ton and Ouray, the railway is running into

ihe Red Mountain district, which, since

June 29—.A company has been formed

in London, called the Anglo-Mexican Oil-

fields, Ltd., for the purpose of acqjiiring

oil lands on the San Carlos and Guada-

lupe estates, near the town of Pichucalco,

Chiapas, Mexico. The properties have

been reported on by Dr. Olszewski, who
has considerable experience in oil forma-

tions in Galicia and elsewhere, and by

Ernest Nicklos. Mr. Bergheim. the pro-

ir.oter of the company, has interests in

Galician oilfields. At the present time

very little work has been done on the prop-

erties to prove their actual value, so the

capitalization of the company, £250,000,

seems a large amount. However, all Lon-

don capitalizations are open to this criti-

cism. The geology of the district is of

interest.

The Castner-Kellncr Alkali Company is

already enlarging and extending its new
works near Newcastle-on-Tyne, which

commenced operations about 18 months

ago. The new works were built at New-
castle instead of at Weston Point in

Cheshire, where the main plant is situated,

chiefly because electricity is much cheaper

in the Newcastle district. The new works

principally produce sodium, which is used

in tlic manufacture of the cyanide put on

the market by the Cassel Company.

.An interesting new departure in plati-

num mining is that of the Platinum Cor-

poration, which has recently been formed

in London for the purpose of working cer-

tain lands in Russia. The promoters of

this scheme are the directors of Claudius

-Ash, Sons & Co., a firm which has an ex-

tensive business in dental supplies. In

order to free themselves from the plati-

num market, they desire to have a supply

of their own. The directors and share-

holders in the Claudius Ash company are

putting up a large amount of capital for

working these concessions. The Platinum

Corporation will be worked by a different

organization from the Claudius .Ash com-

pany, though of course the control and in-

terests will be identical.

I have from time to time recorded the

troubles of the .Avino Mines of Mexico,

Ltd. Ralph Nichols some time ago rec-

ommended additional expenditure for ex-

ploring purposes, but the capital was ex-

hausted and shareholders were chary of

putting up any more money. It was there-

fore decided to have another examination

to confirm Mr. Nichols' opinion before

going any further. .Accordingly Gordon

Hardy, of New York, who knows Mexico

and has been connected frith the Dolores

mine, was requisitioned. His report has

just come to hand. His conclusions are in

complete opposition to those of Mr. Nich-

ols, both as to the extent and value of the

ore reserves and the prospect of success-

fully treating the ore. The directors have

decided to have still another examination

and have engaged R. .A. Varden, of the

firm of Bainbridge, Seymour & Co., of

London, to proceed to the mine and give

his opinion. In the meantime instructions

have been given to Mr. Nichols to reduce

expenditures at the mine in every possible

direction and to extract sufficient ore to

meet the necessary expenditure during

the next three months. Further comment

on the situation I will reserve until Mr.

Varden's report is received ; but in the

meantime I may say that I shall be content

to take his opinion as final.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING

Caliiornia

Amador Coi'Nty

Bunker Hill Mining Coiiifany—The av-

erage of 31 days' milling at this mine,

Amador City, in May. was $5.40 per ton.

The usual monthly dividend of three

cents per share was declared.

South Eurrka—A crosscut is being run

on the 2300 level to encounter the ledge.

C.^L.^VERAS COVNTV

Cxi'in Mine Dezrlof'incnt Comfiany—
The output of this famous old producer

has not been up to the mark of late, and

an assessment of 20 cents a share has

been levied to meet liabilities. This will

raise $20,000,

El Dorado Covntv

Gravel Hill—Frechette & Delwisch are

moving the mill, machinery and buildings

of the Delwisch mine to this property.

Green I'alley Mining Comfany—This

company has been organized to build and

operate a dredge in the Dormody ranch.

\V. F. Gormley. B. F. McLaughlin, A. L.

Shinn and others are directors, with

offices in Sacramento.

Trimble Placer—This property, as well

as the Tanksley placer, has been bought

by George Buchler and J. B. Fountain,

who intend working in the creek channel

for seam diggings.

Two Channel—.\t this property, near

Georgetown, owned by H. E. Picket,

leasing companies are doing all the work.

Txvo CorxTv

Bonnie Claire—On this property, in

Gold Mountain district, owned by \V. G.

Emerson, .'\. Thompson, and others, of

Los Angeles, the new mill is in operation.

Coeofah—In this tunnel at Skidoo 4

ft. of high-grade ore has been found.

Granite Contact Mines Company—This

company has obtained possession of the

Gold Bird claim, in Skidoo district.

Inyo Mines Syndicate—This company
is about to commence operations on the

Red Rose group, where high-grade ore

has been foimd.

Sew Coso Mining Comfany—The
Lucky Jim mine, of this company, at

Keeler. is shipping ore tri the smelters.

Southern Belle Mines Company—Su-

perintendent Vandercook is opening the

250-ft. level of the New Year. The foot-

wall of the vein was struck on that level

20 ft. from the in -'ire.

Kern County

Around Moja''e—The Queen Esther is

milling 150 tons of ore daily. The Karma-
.^jax is being retimbered and developed,

.^t the Fairview four stamps are being

added to the mill, and three so-ton tanks

to the cyanide plant.

HaHlah District—The King Solomon

is installing a hoist and making ready for

a mill. .'Xt the Mammoth a five-stamp

mill is being built. The McKidney is to

he incorporated and started up.

Pine Tree and Buckeye—These claims

on Dahlonaga district have been pur-

chased from Rolfers and Hansen by L. B.

Thomas and Daniel Spaulding, of Los

.Vngeles.

Mariposa County

Red Cloud and Marble Mining Com-
pany—This company has been organized

with A. L. Wagner as president and E. P.

Pitman as secretary, to work the two

mines named, which include five full

claims.

Mono County

Indian Queen—This mine, which was

years ago a steady producer, has been

purchased by a company of which L. S.

Brown, of Springfield, Mass., is presi-

dent ; George H. Hewitt, general mana-

ger, and S. J. Alderman, superintendent.

Nevada County

California^At the bottom of the 260-

ft. shaft in this mine at Deadman's Flat,

a rich orebody has been encountered.

Champion Mines Company—The good

ore from the shoot over which there has

been so much liti^tion in this mine at

Nevada City 's keeping the 20-stamp mill

busy, and 120 men are employed. The
.shaft of the H'.me claim is now 800 ft.

deep.

Conlan Mining Company—The mill is

running at full capacity, and the ore de-

veloped is expected to pay all the ex-

penses of past prospecting, and the con-

struction of the present plant, ''"he com-

pany has bought the Lafayette and Comet

claims.

Nevada County

Kenosha Mining Company—This com-

'pany is about to install electrically driven

pumps to sink 1000 ft.; a hoist will also

be put in.

Lost Chance—A 60-ft. upraise at the

end of the 400-ft. tunnel has shown up a

good pay streak of gravel running about

$2 per car. The mine is owned by J. M.
O' I learn.

Olla Mining Company—This company

is developing the McPherrin mine, at

Graniteville, and has the tuiuicl in 500

feet.

Plumas County

Solomon Group—W. W. Savcrcool and

associates have found rich quartz in this

mine on the north fork of the Feather

river, nine miles from Seneca.

Sacramento County

Blue Ravine Mining Company— In the

new shaft, about a mile from the old one,

above Folsom, this company is drifting in

good gravel.

San Diego County

Picacho Basin Mining Company—This

Los Angeles company has bought from

the master in chancery a number of mines

and a quantity of costly mining machin-

ery, shops, apparatus, etc., located at Pic-

acho.

Shasta Countv

Drcdging—The Horsetown dredge, in

Clear creek, owned by the Shasta Dredge

Company, is having its test run. The first

dredge built was burned, the second was

unsatisfactory ; this is the third.

White Oak—This old mine, near Shasta,

has been purchased by H. O. Curamings.

Yankee John Gold Mines Company—
Ore rich enough to be sacked for ship-

ment to the smelter has ,been found on

this property at Centerville, eight miles

from Redding.

SiERR.\ County

Del Norle-Scotia—This property at

Forest, owned by Smith and Crafts, has

been leased to F. E. Jameson, of Alameda.

Siskiyou County

French Company—On this gravel prop-

erty, near Collahans, closed by litigation

three years ago, work has been resumed

by Fred Beaudry. Five miles of dit..he5

are being cleared and repaired, prepara-

tory to hydraulicking.

Snook & Burns—This mining ground,

consisting of 160 acres, has been pur-

chased by J. ^^. Morrison, of Yreka.

Tuolumne County

Grizzly—Preparations arc being carried

on for the erection of a loo-stamp mill,

the machinery for which is on the ground.
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Colorado

Dolores County—Rico

.-l//uH/iV Cable — Recent development

work in this group, owned by the United

Rico Mines Company, has <,rcs«lted in sev-

eral important discoveries. The zinc

blende ore is a huge irregular deposit.

The first and second levels arc practically

all ore, with a dip to the south and west.

In the south upraise from the third level,

rosin zinc and calamine, the silicate of

zinc, were encountered. This gives the

Cable a great variety of minerals—gold,

silver, copper, lead, zinc (black jack), zinc

(rosin), silicate of zinc and bismuth, to-

gether with specular iron.

Croup Tumul Dumr — Sluicitig and

hand jigging on this dump is yielding a

concentrate of 92 oz. silver and 56 oz.

gold, with some lead, on a basis of twenty

into one. The dump contains about

750,000 tons.

Rio Dolores—At a recent meeting of

the Rio Dolores Mining Company at head-

quarters in Milwaukee it was decided to

await the construction of the Stalniann-

Germer concentrating plant and smelter

at Rico before deciding upon a concen-

trating method for its ores. The com-

pany has about 500,000 tons of low-grade

ore available.

Ute—An upraise of 175 ft- from tunnel

level to contact shows constantly increas-

ing values in this is-in. vein of the United

Rico Mines Company on Dolores moun-

tain.

M'c//i>ig/oii Groii/>—This group, owned

by David Swickhimcr and Louis Haber-

niann, is shipping three cars per week of

5 per cent, copper ore carrying some silver.

Lake County—Leadville

A. V. S- iWfiimV—Changes and im-

provements have given a new lease of life

to this property. The mine has a hoisting

capacity of 200 tons daily, but for the

present 100 tons will be shipped daily. A

body of high-grade zinc ore was recently

opened and there are bodies of lead car-

bonates which can be worked to advan-

tage.

Big English—The Gold Bug Company

is preparing to erect a mill in order vo

treat the low-grade gold ores uncovered

in the property, and in the meantime is

taking out occasional lots of crude shit-

ping ore.

California Gulch—A 3- ft. vein has been

encountered in the Grover Cleveland tun-

nel, which shows gold, silver and copper.

Iowa Gulch—There is a plan on foot to

drive a tunnel from the bottom of this

gulch, with an outlet in Empire gulch,

which will fully developi this territory.

Considerable high-grade ore was encoun-

tered while driving the Chicago, or, as it

is generally known, the Ready Cash Tun-

nel, and several shipments have been made.

Iron-Sili'cr GroMwrf—Several new leases

are being opened in this district in Cali-

fornia gulch, and a large amount of iron

and carbonates is being shipped.

Morocco—Prom 300 to 500 tons of man-

ganese ore is being shipped daily to the

Pueblo steel works from this company's

ground and the Stars and Catalpa-Cres-

cent are adding to this supply.

Placer A/iiiing—Placer operations on an

extensive scale have been begun in Colo-

rado gulch, the work being carried on by

the Ximo Mining Company under the per-

sonal direction of Col. Timothy Kyle.

Only a small portion of the ground, which

in its entirety covers 134 acres of patented

ground, will be worked this season, as a

large portion cannot be worked without

modern appliances. All of this large acre-

age is virgin ground.

Sunday Shaft—\ body of oxidized ore

was recently encountered in this shaft on

Ball mountain, which will materially m-

crease shipments. The shaft has been sunk

to a depth of 100 ft. and prospect work is

kept well ahead.

Larson. The company will have its main

offices in the Lyceum building, Duluth.

Missouri

St. Francois County

St. Joe Lead Comfaity—Fire destroyed

the new No. 2 mill and the tin roasting

furnaces at the Hoffman shaft on June 24-

The plant is a total loss, and will reduce

the lead output of the St. Joe Company

40 per cent, until the mill can be recon-

structed. The mill had a capacity of 1000

tons, and was one of the latest and best

designed concentrators in the lead belt.

The plant will at once be rebuilt and steel

will be employed as far as possible.

Indian Territory

Choctaw Nation

Milby & Dow Coal Cohi/xihj'—This com-

pany is sinking a new shaft on its property

at Dow, and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

railroad is building a line to the mme.

J. Tonkin has been made superintendent

of the company.

Creek N.vnoN

Gas at Gibson—LATge volumes of gas

have been struck and exploitation work is

going forward rapidly.

Texas Oil Company—The pipe line

which this company is building from

Tulsa to Port Arthur, Tex., is nearing

completion.

Victor on and Gas Company—This

company suffered a loss of more than a

half million dollars at Tulsa during the

tornado and electric storm which recently

swept through the territory.

Michigan

Keweenaw County—Copper

Ojibway—A gang of men is clearing a

road into this property and sinking on

the two shafts will soon be under way.

The overburden consists of about 30 ft. of

soft material easily removed. The opera-

tion of the mine will be in charge of

Henry Roberts, superintendent; Andrew

Formiss, engineer; and Capt. Trcvarthen

mining captain. The organization of the

Ojibway Mining Company consists of the

following officers, elected recently at Du-

luth : Dr. L. L. Hubbard, president;

Charles A. Duncan, first vice-president

and treasurer; Gustav Huggart, sec-

ond vice-president. The directors are:

Thomas F. Cole, L. L. Hubbard,

Chester A. Congdon, James Hoatson,

Thomas Hoatson, Charles D'.\utremont,

John D. Ryan. Chas. A. Duncan and O. J.

Montana
Choteau County

Havre Coal Mining Company— This

company, at Havre, is preparing to put

in a complete and modern electric coal-

mining and handling plant that will em-

brace in the line of machinery the follow-

ing: Coal-mining machines, electrical lo-

comotives for workings, electric locomo-

tives for tram service, electric hoists for

incline work, 250-h.p. steam-nl;int electric

generators, 100 two-ton coal cars, auto-

matic tipples, screens, etc. Tt is calcu-

lated to give the plant 500 tons capacity

for eight-hour shifts. The coal seam

varies from 5 to 6 ft. in thickness.

Nevada
Esmeralda County—Goldfield

The Florence Leasing and Mining

Company has sunk its shaft 385 ft. on its

lease, and is driving to intersect the rich

ore lenses that were encountered at the

28s-ft. level.

IVhite Rock—The lessees report having

cut a rich vein in a crosscut from the

315-ft. level.

Little Florence—Between 50 and 60

tons of sbiipping ore are being daily

raised and shipped in bulk. The average

value is $350 per ton. Between June 8

and 20 the output of ore amounted to 746

tons valued at $228,880; or an average of

$340 per ton. The lessees are making

arrangenients to increase the production

to 300 tons per day.

Mohazvk Ledge—The shaft has reached

the 310-ft. level, and a icrossicut west of

that level has cut a vein between 18 and

20 ft. 'in width. The company has de-

cided to sink the shaft to the 400-ft. level

before shipping the ore.

Humboldt County

Special agents of the Federal Govern-

ment have been sent out from Denver to

investigate the title to a large amount of

coal land in Humboldt county, Nevada,

patents for which are said to have been

secured by the Central Pacific Railroad

Company through fraudulent means. Un-

der the general railroad grant of 1862, by

the terms of which alternate sections were
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granted, certain provisions were made as

to the reservation of mineral lands, con-

taining precious metals.

Xye, County—MANHAnykN

Breyfoglf—M this property, situated

on Mustang hill, the main shaft has

reached a depth of IJO ft., and has lately

been equipped by a power hoist.

Gold ll'i-dct'—The shaft has been sunk

to the loo-ft. level and arrangements are

in progress for the erection of a power

hoist. In several parts of the workings

ore of milling grade has been cut.

Maiihatltin Colisolidatcd—The rich vein

recently cut in this property has a fair

width of ore of shipping grade and across

its face it carries ore of milling grade.

At present only ore of shipping grade is

mined.

Mustang—The orelwdy in the cross-

cuts at the 260-ft. level is gold-bear-

ing throughout. .\ large proportion is of

shipping gi^de.

Otero—Sulphide ore is coming in at the

lower levels, and the country is becoming

more settled. .-X large amount of milling

ore is accumulating on the dump awaiting

the completion of the Manhattan Ore Re-

duction Works. A new hoist is being in-

stalled.

N'vE County—Tonop.\h

Ore Shipments—Shipments over the

Tonopah Railroad for the week ending

June 2- were ; Tonopah Company, 910

tons : Tonopah E.vtension, 210 : Belmont,

200: Montana-Tonopah, 135: Midway, 41

;

total. 1496 tons. From Goldfield. 1330

tons were shipped, making a total of 2826

tons. In addition the Tonopah Company

sent 3250 tons and the Belmont 740 tons

to the mills.

Belmont—Shipments of picked ore con-

tinue to go forward at the rate of 200

tons weekly.

Jim Butler—Large ore reser%-es have

been developed and shipments averaging

60 tons per week of high-grade ore are

regularly being made.

Rescue—The shaft has reached the 650-

ft. level. A number of stringers of ore

bearing quartz have been cut and the as-

say values arc sufficiently high to war-

rant picking and sacking.

West End—The new main shaft has

reached the 150-ft. level. The weekly

ore shipments average about 40 tons.

New Mexico

Grant County

Central District—In the Old Hanover,

C. R. Cramer is doing re-stoping. and is

preparing to explore some in the Emma.
Hanover Xo. 2 and Nora claims. .\ Mil-

waukee syndicate has recently acquired

the Philadelphia and Copper George

groups.

Central District—Upper Basin—

\

wagon road has been run to the -Anson

S. group. The Gladstone, Mar'.ilehcad,

Bryan and McKinley groups are along

the upper contact, and are opened by sev

eral shafts. The greatest development,

however, on this contact is done in the

Huinboldt mine of the Hermosa com-

pany, of which H. C. Anchor is manager.

Here the shaft has reached a depth of

500 ft. ; it is planned to sink to 1000 feet.

Copper Flat and Rough Rider—T. W,
Beam, of Denver, Colo., has acquired this

group. The mines will be developed un-

der the cJiarge of T. C. Garee. Machinery

has been ordered for deepening the shafts.

Gold Hill Camp—A strike of gold ore

has been made in the Roosevelt mine at

80 ft. depth. .\ new road has l>een con-

structed from the Alumogen district, to

connect the mines of the Meerschaum

Company of America with Silver City,

via Scott's sawmill and Pinos .\ltos, with

a saving of 25 miles.

I'inos Altos—A new hoist has l>ecn

erected at the Hearst shaft with the ex-

pectation of sinking to the 1200-ft. level.

.s"i;ii/i; Rita—On Lee hill, the com-

pany expects to sink the shaft on the

Oxide claim to 1000 ft., if necessary, to

penetrate the underlying limestone and

explore for orebodies on this side of

Santa Rita basin.

Tyrone Camp—The Tyrone Develop-

ment Company, directed by Link and

Jack Merrill, is engaged in extensive de-

velopment. Four shafts have been sunk,

from 200 to 600 ft. deep.

Socorro County

Little Fannie—This mine of the Mo-
gollon Mountain Investment Company
has reached 550 ft., where a crosscut

shows the vein to be 20 ft. wide with good

ore. The maiii shaft of the Cooney mine

is being sunk to the 8oo-ft. level, while

the large concentrator is .treating low-

grade ore. The 100-ton cyanide plant of

the Last Chance mine is running mainly

on ore extracted during development

work.

Zinc Dc-celopmcnt—In the lower levels

of both the Graphic and Kelly mines,

zinc is increasing at the expense of the

lead. The latter metal shows only. 2 to 8

per cent, in the lowest Kelly Icnse, while

the zinc is 25 to 35 per cent. : higher up in

the sulphide zone much of the ore ran

8 to 14 per cent. lead, with the zinc only

20 to 25 per cent. Preliminary work is

advancing slowly for the erection of 1

custom zinc smelter at .\lbuquerque by

the Tribullion company, but the actual

construction may be postponed till the

concentrator at Kelly is running success-

fully.

Magdalena District—The Spring lode

has been Ixiught by the Tribullion com-

pany from Colonel Eaton for $5000. A
Joplin company has been inspecting all

the claims in South Kelly and has bought

all those for sale at moderate prices. The

large IxiiU-rs, steam hoist and is-drill air-

comprr>Mir are in place at the Traylor

shaft of the Kelly mine.

Mogollon District—An association has

lieen formed by the leading mining men
to boom the camp, with T. J. Currau,

president ; K. C. Cleveland, vice-president,

and Ernest Craig, secretary and treasurer.

Its first work will be the esLaltlishment of

automobile and telephone lines to Silver

City.

"Sierra County

Hillsbnro District—At the Columbia

mine, ruby-silver ore has lately been

struck. The dynamiting of the hoist of

the Milwaukee Mining Company, and of

the power-room of Hitscher Bros., by ma-

licious persons, has considerably crippled

the operation of those plants.

North Carolind

Alexa.nuer County

lliddenile—This mine is again being

opened by Cary Wright, gem expert for

the -Xmerican Gem Syndicate. It is re-

ported that hiddenite and other precious

stones arc being found. This is the only

locality in the world where hiddenite is

found. It is a beautiful emerald green

gem.

Catawba County

Catau'ba Gold—This mine is working

400 tons of material per day by the Erd-

man method. Capt. .A. J. Overton, N. C,
is manager.

Guilford County

Deep Rifer—This mine is bein? opened

up by F. J. Conroy, of Colorado. The
mine has a record for good copper-gold

ore.

Raxixilph County

Asheboro Copper—This mine is being

reopened and expects to resume ship-

ments within 30 days.

Rowan County

Gold Hill Copper—This mine was taken

out of the hands of a receiver some
months ago and is under new manage-
ment. The main shaft is down 800 ft. and
the ore shows well in gold and copper.

Southern Mining Company—This is a

new company organized in Joliet, III., by

E. L. Hollingshead and others to work a

property in the town of Gold Hill. The
workings are down about 50 ft. A 10-

stamp mill is in process of erection.

Oregon

Baker County

Belcher—It is the intention to erect i

20-stamp mill this season, and place the

electric drills in commission. Most of the

machinery is on the ground.

Constellation Group—L. B. Swiggert
states that he has sold this group in the

Cable Cove camp. The group lies near
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the California and consists of nine full

claims, and has been uncovered 600 ft.,

showing an orebody 4 ft. in depth.

East Eagle Placers—Three N'o. 4 giants

are at work on this property, 28 miles

east of Baker City. There is plenty of

water, and the company has installed an

electric light plant, and is working day

and night in three shifts.

Gem Mine—A strike has been made in

this mine in the Susanville camp of high-

grade copper, gold and silver ore on the

2S0-ft. level.

Mining Association—At a meeting held

June 7, the Eastern Oregon Mining As-

sociation organized by electing J. K. Ro-

mig, president; J. W. Messijer, first vice-

president; F. H. Dean, second vice-presi-

dent ; W. J. Patterson, third vice-presi-

dent, and James H. Howard, treasurer,

with a full advisory board from the dif-

ferent precincts. There are sixty mem-

bers in the association.

Standard Mines—The 100-ton mill is

running, and concentrates are being

shipped to the Sumpter smelter.

Malheur County

Oregon Oil and Gas Company — This

company will explore the Ont.irio field for

oil. The following are the officers : W. L.

Hi.\on, president ; A. E. Clark, vice-presi-

dent; Frank H. Richardson, treasurer;

C. W. Taylor, secretary and manager.

A rig will be placed on the Pogue tract,

another on the Idaho side of the river,

and a third at some point in the foothills

west of Ontario.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

In disposing of the suit instituted by the

city of Philadelphia to restrain coal com-

panies operating in the Schuylkill valley

from discharging coal dirt and refuse into

the river, the supreme court on June 25

approved the report of the referee. The

referee found that the complaint against

the companies for pollution of the water

was well taken, but that since the suit was

begun the matter had been remedied. The
court ordered the costs apportioned among
the following coal companies : Philadel-

phia & Reading Coal and Iron Company,

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company,

and Silver Brook Coal Company.

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company—^This company's statement for

May and the 11 months of its fiscal year

from July I to May 31 is as follows

:

Hny. Klf*vf>ii Mos.

BaroiDK* «i.4a7.S68 tas.tiR.oia

Kip«DS«a 3.1«8.3(n 33.488,184

NalMrnloRS % ia».tK, t 1.9]g,835

For the 11 months there was an in-

crease of $4,648,714 in carning^i; an in-

crease of $4,268,434 in expenses ; and a re-

sulting increase of $380,280 in net earn-

ings.

Bituminous Coal

Pittsburg Coal Company — This com-

pany makes the followhig statement for

May and the five months ended May 31 :

May. Five Mos.

Net carnlllKS »451.638 tl,974.471

Depreciation of coal lanas.... $ (JO.%7 » •284,(i86

Depreciation of plant 79.502 416,R2!)

Interest 88,033 461,301

Totalcharges $229,402 $l.lM,87i;

Surplus $222,236 $ 832,5<.I5

.\s compared witli 1906, there was, for

the five months, an increase of $131,758 in

net earnings, and of $220,090 'ii surplus.

South Dakota

Custer County

Gold Ochre—An important strike has

just been made by James Demereau on

this claim. The vein is 8 ft. in width and

is a white and bluish granulated quartz

with streaks of telluride and running

high in gold.

IVhitc Spar Mica—Machinery is being

installed at the electric plant at the White

Spar and New York Mica mines. The

force of men at the mines is steadily in-

creasing, and good quantities of mica are

being taken out.

Lawrence County

Branch Mint—Work will be resumed

on this property on a larger scale than

ever before, .'in entire car of powder, a

car of cyanide and 50 cars of coal have

been ordered. The mill will be worked

up to its full capacity from the start

:

18,000 tons of ore are now in the bins,

enough to run the mill for a month.

Homestake Extension—Within 30 days

active work will be begun on this prop-

erty and New England Homestake. C.

E. McHugh, of Deadwood, is president

and general manager of both companies,

and the fiscal agents of the company have

just turned over to him $52,000 to be used

in liquidating the company's debts and

for development work.

Imperial Dakota—The annual meeting

of the Dakota Mining Company will be

held in Deadwood this month at which will

undoubtedly be effected and consolidation

of this company with the Imperial. This

latter company now owns a controlling in-

terest in the Dakota and at the meeting

the directors elected will be Imperial men.

A large part of the .'tock is controlled by

Robt. S. and W. W. Jamison, of Dead

wood. Work will be resumed at once on

the two properties and a mill built for

the treatment of the ores.

Lundberg, Dorr and Wilson—J. V. N.

Dorr states that this company will resume

operations as soon as he can obtain suf-

ficient men. The mill at Terry will start

within a few days.

North Homestake Mining Company—
This company has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $6,000,000. The com-

pany will operate on the Penobscot,

liitberto owned by .-Vlexauder Maitland.

The ore shoots are in the Cambrian form-

ation. .\ 100-ton cyanide mill has been

operating on the property, but the capac-

ity will now be increased. The officers

are : .-\lcxandcr Maitland, president

;

James Root, Chicago, secretary and treas-

urer ; A. J. Plowman, E. R. Baldwin, and

E, W. Miller, all of Deadwood, directors.

Lucky Strike— .-^t the annual meeting

held in Deadwood, June 20, it was decided

to recommence work on the mill, for

which the grading and the foundations

liave already been completed. The mine

has l.een pumped out and work will be

resumed there also. The mill will be a

wet cyanide with capacity of 200 tons

daily. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: N. G. Blakeslee, of

Baral:oo, Wis., president ; C. A. Allen,

of Deadwood, vice-president and general

manager ; H. F. Seiter, of Tracy, Minne-

sota, treasurer; Lee Swift, of Tracy, sec-

retary, and Frank Allen, of Deadwood,

superintendent. These ofiicers constitute

the board of directors, together with E.

M. Cassidy, Charles Pearson, and M.

liickey, all of Whiting, Iowa.

Pennington County
Grand View—Operations have been sus-

pended for a short time owing to the re-

cent washouts. The five-stamp mill of the

company has been in constant operation

for more than a year, and is reported to

have made a net profit of $30 a day.

Gordelia—Work on this property on

Silver creek is being pushed rapidly with

.?ood results. A body of ore 20 ft. wide

has been opened up, and the company is

now figuring on a mill. The ore is prac-

tically free milling. L. M. Kearney is in

cliarge of the work.

Lady of the Hills—.-X New York com-

pany has londed this ground and is en-

gaged in active development work. The
ground consists of about 35 acres and is

located on the antimony belt at Silver

City, north of Rapid creek. A 50-ft. shaft

which was sunk on a cross sheet of high

value is being sunk deeper. The ground

has been partly opened up by a r.umber of

shafts, tunnels, and cross cuts.

Holy Terror—The work of unwatering

this mine has been begun and by Septem-

ber it is expected that the mine will be

dry. A large flume has been liuilt and a

boiler set up.

Utah

Ji'.sp. County

Tintic Ore Shipments—Shipments for

the week ending June 29 amounted to I44

carloads, the contributing mines and re-

spective amounts being: .Ajax, 3; Beck

Tunnel. 12; Bullion Beck, 7; Carisa, 6:

Centennial Eureka, 38: Colorado, 6;

Eagle & Blue Bell, 6; Grand Central, 6;

Gemiri. 5: Lower Mammoth. 6: May
Day, 5; MamnKitli. 16; Scranlon, 6; Tin-

tic Iron. 9: Uncle Sam Consolidated, 5;

Victoria. 2 ; Yankee Consolidated. 6.
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Washington

Stkvens County

.Viipij/t-iiii—The British Columbia Cop-
per Company denies a report which ap-

peared ill a recent issue of the Journal
announcing the completion of plans for a

500-ton cyanide plant. The company has

a large body of ore which may ultimately

be cyanidcd, but no plans have been made.

A tram 4100 ft. long to a spur for the

transportation of sulphide ores is in oper-

ation. There are two compressors of seven-

and three-drill capacity and not one si.x-

drill compressor as reported.

West Virginia

R.xLEiGH County

B(>iij>i.rii Coal Company—This con;pany,

Charleston, has l)een incorporated with a

capital stock of $50,000 to develop a tract

of about 1000 acres of coal land cii Upper
Pinev creek.

Canada

Albert.v

Alberta Coal and Coke Company—This

company is opening a mine near Lund-
breck. Plans for a plant for an out-

put of 6000 tons a day are being prepared

by Chicago engineers. H. N. Galer is

manager of this property, conjointly with

the Intemationnl.

Alberta Railway and Irrigation Com-
fany—An agreement, to cover two years,

has been reached between this company,
which owns the Lethbridge colliery, and
the United Mine Workers of America,

representing the men working in the com-
pany's coal mine. The company has con-

ceded recognition of the miners' union,

which it had long refused. The agree-

ment settles wages disputes and the ques-

tion of eight hours' work at the face in

the mine. P. L. N'aismith is the com-
pany's manager.

International Coal and Coke Company
—H. X. Galer, manager of this company,
says that its coal mines and coke plant at

Coleman, which were closed during the

recent labor troubles, are again working
to full capacity, 1600 tons of coal a day.

About 1300 tons of coal are sold daily for

steam purposes, and the balance made
into coke, which is sold to a Boundary,
B. C, smelter.

British Columbia—Bound.\ry District

Crotf'j Xext Pass Coal Company. Ltd.

—The directors have authorized the ex-

penditure of $1,250,000 for (he further de-

velopment and equipment of the com-
pany's coal mines at Coal Creek, Michel
and Morrissey, in Crow's Xest Pass. G. G.

S. Lindsey, managing director, and James
McEvoy, chief engineer, have gone to To-
ronto. Ont., to submit plans to the di-

rectors. EflForts are being made to ob-
tain 400 to 500 more men.

Hall Mining and Smelting Company—

Preparations are being made for the fur-

ther enlargement of the ore-roasting

equipment of the lead-silver smehiiii;

works at Nelson. A Huntington-Hcber-

lein rcxister and converters will be added.

J. J. Campbell is general manager, and
Selwyn G. Blaylock ^uult-r superin-

tenddent.

Briti.sii Colu.mbi.\—RossL.^Nu District

Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company of Canada, Ltd.—Ore receipts

at this company's smelting works at Trail

during May totaled 27,363,959 lb. The
chief shippers were the Center Star group,

Rossland, 17,312,780 lb.; Le Roi No. 2,

Rossland, 4,261,380 lb.; Victoria, Nelson,

1,948,520 lb., and St. Eugene, East Koot-

enay, 1,154,145 lb. Ten other mines

shipped the remaining 2,687,134 lb. Ores
containing copper, gold and silver totaled

24,696,640 lb. ; silver and lead, 2,375,973

lb. ; and gold and silver, 291,346 pounds.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Cobalt, Ore Shipments—Shipments of

ore for the week ending June 29 were as

follows : Buffalo, 60,000 lb. ; Coniagas

434.000; Colonial, 40,000; Nipissing, 63,-

120; Right of Way, 56,500; Trethewey,

102.000; total 755,620 pounds.

Chambers-Ferland—Development is be-

ing pushed under the management of W.
H. Linney, formerly of the Nipissing

Mining Company. A gang of 125 men is

employed in trenching and cross-trench-

ing. Six silver-bearing calcite veins have
so far been discovered, on the two most
|)romising of which shafts are being sunk
and other veins are being developed by
open-cuts.

Colonial Silver—Two tunnels have been
driven into the diabase mountain, one be-

ing in 265 ft. and the other 330 ft.. A
winze has been sunk in one at about
200 ft. from the entrance and some ore
was extracted with good silver contents
and native silver. The plant consists of
three loo-h.p. boilers and a 12-drill com-
pressor. Superintendent Fred Coombe is

in charge of a force of 75 men.

King Edward—A tunnel has been
driven 500 ft. into the diabase mountain
and good ore is being taken out. Thirty-
five men are at work under Superinten-
dent McCaskill. The plant consists of a

12-drill compressor and two 80-h.p. boil-

ers.

Nipissing—.A. strike was declared by 300
miners, engaged in surface work on this

property, on July 2d for an increase in

wages. They were getting $1.75 per day
and board and demand $2. The strikers

left without notice or the submission of
any formal demand. The Miner's Union
has appointed a committee who will meet
Manager Drummond and it is expected
that the difficulty will shortly be adjusted.

.\ tunnel is being constructed about 200
ft. below the surface to extend from
Peterson lake to Cobalt lake to drain the

ground for exploration and development.

Mexico
State of Me.xico

in Oro Mining and Railway Company,
/-/</.—According to the company's official

report, an iniportant change in the min-
eralization of the San Rafael vciniwas re

voaled by development at the looo-ft.

level. Above this level the values were
in oxidized ore and ranged from $5 to $20
per ton. At about 1000 ft. the character

of the ore changes into sulphide and the
workings have entered what apixrars to

be the zone of the original permanent
water level. Oxidation has not followed

any horizontal plane, and the present ac-

cepted theory is that the 1000- ft. level

north of the San Rafael vein is following

or running along ihe irregular surface of
this unaltered sulphide ore, and in con-

sequence the drift is sc«metimes in unal-

tered ore, and at others within the oxi-

dized zone hitherto worked above.

The North drift first entered the San
Rafael vein about 200 ft. north from the

Somcra shaft, at which point the vein

was in oxidized ore of little value. Pro-
ceeding north the next 50 ft. of the drift

showed some evidence of sulphide ore,

and gradually improved in grade as the
amount of this sulphide increased, until

at a point 258 ft. from the shaft a body of
sulphide ore was encountered which has
been pro^-ed to be 8 ft. in width. As this

drift advanced, daily samples were taken,

showing in some cases, values in excess
of $100 gold per ton, and it may t>e safely

assumed that the average value per ton
of this orebody is $50. At a point 280 ft.

north of the shaft the drift again entered
oxidized ore, in which it has continued
for 70 ft., the values obtained therefrom
being of only low grade.

.•\t a point in the north drift 220 ft.

from the shaft a crosscut has been
driven west a distance of 100 ft., where it

has encountered a vein that may prove
to be the southerly extension of what is

known as the West vein in the Esperanza
property adjoining. This vein also show*
sulphide ore, and at the point of inter-

section gave an average value of $50 in

gold per ton. The drift has now been
advanced a distance of 99 ft., all of which
has been in ore, and has exposed an ore-
t>ody about 7 ft. in width, some portions
of which have shown high values, the
whole averaging at least $25 per ton in

gold.

The South drift on the looo-ft. level

has followed two small veins of good
milling grade, showing considerable
quantities of sulphide ore. Further on
these two veins united. The average
width of this orebody is 2^ ft., and it

gives an average value of not less than
$40 per ton in gold.

Developments on the 1150-ft. level have
just been commenced, and the drifts both
north and south will be advanced with
all possible s(>eed to undercut the ore-
bodies encountered in the looo-ft. level,

as described above.
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Coal Trade Review

NfU' York. July 9—Coal in the Eastern

market is plentiful, but in'poar demand.

In fact coast ports have mare than they

can take care of. In the West also, coal

is plentiful but shippers have been careful

to restrict the supply so as to reduce the

possibility of demurrage charges at cen-

tral points. But in spite of these precau-

tions there has been considerable coal in

Chicago on which demurrage has been

charged.

The unusual activity in the far East

still continues, and this territory is calling

for coal. The difficulty has been to lind

vessels for the market. So strong has

been the demand that cargoes have been

ntovcd at the old winter rates, and con-

sumers have been willing to pay the high

freight charges. The shortage of ves-

sel in the coastwise coal trade is proba-

bly due to the fact that these vessels finvl

it more proht.ible ta carry ice to supply

the heavy demand.

In the .\labama district the new wage

scale of 47'A^57'A<:-. depending upon the

price of pig iron, was signed by the oper-

ators. Coal is in demand, and is quickly

absorbed. It is predicted that .Alabama's

output will pass 15,000,000 tons this year.

Cars are in good supply, and arc running

through on schedule.

Coal-traffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railway Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

June 29 were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1007. ClinngflB.

ABthnclte a.08S,l35 2.837.IM I. 7Sl 999

BItQmlnoos 1S.620.'2I1 18.7:1.^831 I. 3.215.620

Co^e C291f.91 6.9*6,112 I. 691.421

Total 23.900.tf)7 28.BS9.U77 I. 4.659.040

The total increase this year was 19 5

per cent.

The total tonnage reported by the South-

western Interstate Coal Operators' Asso-

ciation for the five months ended May .31

is as follows, in short tons

:

I'.Ht". t'hftngeB.

MUaoarl I l.l.'.i."l!> I. 12.1.798

Sanwii. < 2.r.24.2l-.2 1. 7ifi.l84

ArkJ»ui««..V... ...... >-U.VM vr.%v.> 1. :«i7.B2l

iDdUn Territory.... l.n«n,.vv) 1.12.1.91H 1. I24.:t65

Xot*l 4.»4(l.2»0 6,«29,4r>« 1.1.'»4.168

In .Vpril and May, 1906, the mines in

the association were closed down on ac-

count of the miners' strike.

The coal and coke tonnage of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway for the n

months of its fiscal year from July i to

May .11 was as follows, in short tons:

Coal.

New River 5081.716

Ksuawha S.SSS.ri-W

Kentucky 169 107

Oonnoctlng lines... 371.704

Total 8.981.269

Total, 1906 8.644.747

Coke.

203.018
93,820

118,245

415.089

441.063

Total.

6,284 733
3.4.V2.479

lliO.lOT

490 039

9,390 368

8,986,810

The total increase was 410,548 tons, or

4.6 per cent. Deliveries this year of ton-

nage originating on the line were :
Points

west of mines, 3,912,098 tons coal and

218,093 tons coke; points east, 1,624,316

tons coal and 78,751 tons coke; tidewater,

3.073,061 tons coal.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad To.p Railroad for

the year to June 29 were 500,201 tons.

.Anthracite coal shipments in June are

reported at 5,944,260 tons, being 55,012

tons less than in May, but 268,242 tons

more than in June. 1906. For die six

months ended June 30 the shipments by

companies were, in long tons

:

,,
ISKJB.

,

Tone. Per Ct.

Reading 5,154.323 30.3

Lehigh Valloy.... 4,317,788

N. J. Central 3,156,226

Lackawanna 4,311,584

Del. & Hudson.... 2,576.072

Pennsylvania 2 172.258

Erie ". 2 612,368

N. Y..Ont. & W... 1,086,182

17.0
12.4
17.0
10.1
8.6
10.3
4.3

,
I'.ltiT.

Tons. Per Ct

0,761.398
5,582.314

4,311.090
6,153 251
3,208,177
2,991,380
:i,535,677

1,360,802

20.6
16.9
13.1
16.7
9.8
9.1

10.

K

4.1

Total 25.385,801100.0 32.884 596 100.0

The comparatively small tonnage in

1906 was due to the suspension of mining

ill .<\pril and a part of May, while discus-

sions between operators and miners were

going on.

New York

Anthracitf,

j„ly 10— The anthracite coal market

continues quiet and featureless. There is

an abundance of coal in local yards and

sufficient supplies are available for all de-

mands. The scarcity of small sizes, which

formerly prevailed, no longer exists, and

hard coal in all grades and sizes is readily

obtainable. Prices remain as follows:

Broken, $4.55; egg- s'°ve and chestnut.

$4.80; pea, $3; buckwheat, $2.50; rice and

buckwheat No. 2. $1.90(0)2; barley, $1.50®

1.60; all f.o.b. New York harbor.

BlTUMl.NOUS

There is no apparent change in the

situation along the Atlantic seaboard. In

New York harbor there is an abundance

of coal, which is behig offered at low

prices, ranging from $2.25 for ordinary

grades up to $2.40 for good Clearfield

coal.

The demand in the far East remains

unabated and consumers have difficulty in

uhlaiiiing sufficient supplies to meet the

demand an account of the continued

shortage of vessels sailing lo this terri-

tory. Trade along the Sound seems to ,

be in a position midway between the tvvo
j

extremes. Transportation from mines to

tide is up to all demands, and there seems

to be no complaint from shippers with

regard to car supply. Coastwise vessels

still maintain the same rates of freight

prevailing for several weeks ; these are

quoted as follows : From Philadelphia to

Boston, Salem and Portland, $1.10 ;
to

Lynn, Newburyport, Bath, Gardiner and

Bangor, $1.25; to Portsmouth, $1.15; to

the Sound, 90c. ; with towages where

usual.

Birmingham

July 8—There has been a general re-

sumption of work in the coalfields of Ala-

bama among the commercial operators.

Those mines, which were idle during the

past week pending the signing of the

wage contract, made considerable repairs-

about the mines, such as moving boilers,,

putting in new boilers, or other work that

was necessary. A. J. Reilly, secretary of

the Commercial Coal Operators' Associa-

tion, met the officials of the United Mine 1

Workers of America of this district, and

renewed the wage scale that has been in

effect for the past three years. The wage

paid ranges from 47^@57^c. per ton,,

and is based on the average selling price

of pig iron. The operators had asked for

some concessions in that there should be

one pay-day monthly, and that the miners

should be allowed a laborer. The miners

would not grant the conoession. There is

a strong demand for coal and the gen-

eral resumption of work in the district

means much, notwithstanding that the

union miners control only one-fifth or

one-sixth of the industry of the district.

Chicago

July 8—Except for the threshing busi-

ness, the coal market is very quiet. Both

Western and Eastern coals hold up well

in price, under a bearish tendency in the

market. The explanation of this is the

fact that shipments are fairly well re-

stricted this summer, so as to prevent the

usual ruinous accumulations of coal on

track that must be sold at a sacrifice to

escape demurrage. Yet there has- been

demurrage coal ; more of it, indeed, than

salesmen could wish. The amount, how-

ever, is not large as compared with accu-

mulations in former years, and there are
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evidences of a general tendency to hold

down consignments closely to actual

neeJs.

Western coals are most active in tine

•iizes. screenings being in brisk demand

at $1 ,?5'(i 175. Run-of-niine from Illinois

and Indiana mines is cjiioted at $l.05@

J.50, and lump and egg sell for. $i.8o@i.75

wlien salable at all, the demand being

small.

Supplies of domestic coals being laid in

are as yet small, and all grades of Kastern

coals, from anthracite to gas coals, are

dull. Hocking Valley coal sells for about

$3.15: not much Pittsburg N'o. 8 and

Voughioghcny coal is coining forward,

but perhaps enough to supply the demand,

at $->.QO for Pittsburg No. 8, and $3.30 for

Voughiogheny, i^-in. size. Smokeless is

selling at $3.i5@3.35 for run-of-mine,

with the demand steady, but not large.

.\nthracite sales are small in both coun-

try and city.

Cleveland

July q—The coal market shows a slight-

ly improved tone, owing to freer move-

ments up lake. Many boats arc being di-

verted here to load. Contract figures still

hold on large cargoes, but a large busi-

ness is being done in small shipments with

50c. the prevailing rate. Prices on track

remain unchanged from last week.

The Chamber of Commerce reports the

following figures for June: Received:

Anthracite, tons, 16.149; bituminous, 514.-

311 ; by lake, 600. Coke, 59,700. Iron ore,

by rail, 3539 gross tons ; by lake, 1,035.429.

Pig. bloom and railroad iron, 64,407 ; by

lake. 1450. Other iron and castings, 45.192.

.Manufactures, 60,527 tons; by lake, 615

tons. Forwarded: .\nthracite, Itpi tons;

bituminous, 5398, by rail; by lake, 417,150.

Coke. 2608; iron ore, gross tons, 761.385;

pig. bloom and railroad iron, 27,311; by

lake. 2300. Other iron and castings, 66,-

571. Manufactures, 34.084; by lake, 11,-

962. Shipments of iron ore from upper

lake ports will equal over 6.500,000 tons

for the month.

It is expected in railroad circles that

the Gould interests will make Lorain their

regidar shipping port instead of Cleve-

land. The new line from Lorain through

Wellington, will make this possible.

Indianapolis

The demand for domestic coal took a

decided slump during the past week of hot

weather, with a slightly better demand for

steam coal. Notwithstanding the decreased

demand, prices have advanced from 5 to

10 per cent. Terre Haute is the clearing

house or freight junction from which

more coal is freighted than any other point

in the State. The early completion of the

Southern Indiana Railroad, a direct route

from Terre Haute to Chicago, known as

the Walsh road, is regarded with much
favor, since it will at once become a com-
petitor to other roads to Chicago.

Pittsburg

July 9—The holiday last week was re-

sponsible for curtailing production, as but

little work was done in the last three

days. All mines are in full operation this

week, and there is an ample supply of

railroad cars. It is impossible to accu

mulate a large supply of coal at the river

tipples, and once more all the loaded coal

was cleared out of the pools and harbor,

the rivers being navigable for three days

last week. Prices remain unchanged, and

are on a basis of $i.i5@i.20 for mine-run

coal at the mine. Slack has advanced

slightly, and is quoted this week at 75@
85c. for spot and on contract.

Coniicllst'illc Coke— Prices continue

strong and are a trifle higher than last

week. Standard Connellsville furnace

coke is quoted at $2.50@'2.65 for spot and

second-half delivery, and the product of

the lower Connellsville region is quoted

at $2.35<<i 2.50. Foundry coke remains

firm at $3(3)3.25 for any delivery. The

Courier, in its summary for the week,

gives the production for both fields at 412,-

016 tons. The shipments aggregated 14.-

526 cars, distributed as follows: To
Pittsburg, 51 ID cars; to points west, of

Connellsville. 8595 cars; to points east of

Connellsville. 821 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Shipments of coal from Nova Scotia

mines for the five months ended May 31

are reported as follows, by companies

:

1906. 1907. Changee.

Dominion 1.0B8.58.'i 999,73.5 D. 58,850

N. 8. StePl 191.356 16:i.624 D. 27.731

Cumberlnnrt 190.217 142.217 D. 48.000

Acndla '.W.457 112.265 I. 1:1,798

Intercolonlnl 111,5.55 109,523 D. 2,032

Inverness .'>4,46»< 74,975 I, 20.617

TotJll 1,7U,B27 1,(102,329 D. 112,298

Only two companies showed increases.

The total loss this year was 6.5 per cent.

Iron Trade Review

Xeti' York. July 9 — The tone of the

market remains practically unchanged.

The buyers and sellers of pig iron are

playing a waiting game, but prices main-

tain themselves at practically the same

level, with an occasional sale at perhaps

50c. per ton less than a few weeks ago.

The furnaces are producing to their full

capacity and few stacks are out of com-

mission at present.

The situation for finished steel products

i^ unchanged, there being a good demand

at regular prices, though we do not hear

so much about premiums being paid.

Steel rails, however, are at a standstill,

pending an agreement between producers

and consumers on the question of new
specifications and increased price.

In the South the pig-iron business is

quiet, with a little business doing for

fourth-quarter delivery. Sales of steel

have slackened and this market is quiet.

In an interview with Judge Gary, pub-

lished this week, the chairman of the Steel

Corporation avows himself hopeful of the

future. Some recession in business is

probable, he thinks, chielly because our

capital resources have been strained and

it is dillicult for the time being to raise

money for new enterprises. This will not

be more than a temporary check, however,

and new business will come in later. At

present the Steel Corporation has all its

works fully employed, and llierc is no

apparent decrease in the volume of busi-

ness for the immediate future.

Baltimore

July 9—Imports <if ferromanganese for

the week were 1698 tons; of spiegeleisen,

211 Ions. One cargo of manganese ore,

7350 tons, arrived from Bombay, India.

Receipts of iron ore for the week were

:o,6oo tons, all from Cuba.

Birmingham
July 8—The pig-iron market continues

quiet. Some little business is being trans-

acted, in small-sized lots, for delivery

mostly during the fourth quarter of the

year. During the past week a few orders

for iron to be delivered during the first

half of the coming year were received by

the larger companies in this district. Spot

prices are not as strong as they have been,

caused by the unwillingness of manufac-

turers to make effort to secure this trade.

Fourth-quarter iron is quoted at $21 per

ton. No. 2 foundry, with $22,50 prevail-

ing for the third-quarter product. Iron

for delivery during the first half of 1908

still commands $18.50, No. 2 foundry.

The Southern Steel Company is to blow

in a furnace this week. The Sloss-Shef-

field Steel and Iron Company has been

delayed again by structural steel workers

on one of their furnaces in the Sheffield

district, and it will be toward the last of

this month before the furnace is blown in.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company is filling orders right along

though reports in some sections are to the

contrary. Raw material supplies ar^

easier now than they have been for some

time, and manufacturers are confident

that the efforts to increase the supplies of

ore will come up to all expectations.

One of the larger steel mills in this dis-

trict has been running a little slack lately.

Cast-iron pipe concerns continue to do

well, production being large and ship-

ments nearly equal to the output.

Chicago
July 8—Summer quiet has apparently

fallen on the iron trade. Sales of pig

iron are small, for both quick and future

delivery. The market, however, does not

show signs of weakness in the sense that

furnace ageiits are trying to sell their iron

against the resistance of the melter. On
both sides—that of seller and that of buy-

er— it seems to be a waiting market. The
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melter is content, with considerable ton-

nage unclonbiedly to be placed for third-

and fourth-quarter deliveries, to await a

lower market. The seller is, or professes

to be, equally content. He certainly is

not materially lowering his prices, and he

stands firm on the ground that there is

much iron to be sold, for supplying.needs

of business in sight, whether the sales

come soon or late. In this judgment he

seems to be supported by the logic of

present and prospective conditions.

For delivery in the next three months

Southern No. 2 foundry iron brings $21

Birmingham, or $25.35 Chicago, while

Northern iron brings $2S@25.50; the mar-

ket seems slightly firmer for Northern

than for Southern. For deliveries in the

last quarter of the year about $20 Birm-

ingham for Southern, and %zi for North-

ern are the standard quotations. There

are large inquiries for iron to be used in

the early months of 1908, but few sales.

Coke is stationary, with the supply good

and little demurrage coke on hand to

force down prices. Connellsville 72-hour

sells for $5.85, and West Virginia 72-hour

for $5.40 per ton.

Cleveland

July 9—Pig iron is quiet on a better

supply, with $24 quoted on spot shipments.

Quotations covering the third and fourth

quarter are: No. I foundry Northern,

$2j@24.50; No. 2, $23.50(a;24: No. 3,

$23^23.50; bessemcr. $24@24.40; No. 2

Southern. $23.85@24.85 ; 8 per cent, sil-

very. $22^22.50.

The coke market is dull, and prices

have been shaded somewhat. Foundry is

quoted at $3@3.25 last half, while sales

are reported on furnace coke down to

$1.90 against the asking price of $2.25.

Pittsburg

July 9—The fact that no new business

of any consequence is being plactd is not

apparent in the operation of the iron and

steel plants in the Pittsburg and sur-

rounding districts. With but few excep-

tions, all the mills are running and will

be kept going steadily with orders on

the books. The Carnegie Steel Company
has not an idle mill and but one of its

54 blast furnaces is out. It is the stack

at Mingo on which repairs are being

made, and the furnace likely will be in

blast again next week. The only idle

plant of importance in this district is the

McKeesport works of the National Tube
Company and those will be running in a

few days. The new blast furnace of this

company at McKeesport is almost com-

pleted and is scheduled to be blown in

early next month, which will give the

company four blast furnaces at that place.

Many of the small foundric> are idle for

repairs, which is unusual, as heretofore

repairs were made around the first of the

year, when an inventory of stock was
taken. Foundrymen at last have learned

tliat hot weather is the time for repairs

and stock-taking, as a foundry is an un-

comfortably cold place in the winter.

There is absolutely nothing doing in

steel rails and has not been for over two

weeks, either for this year or igo8 de-

livery. The last order of any size booked

by the Carnegie Steel Company was taken

about the middle of June. The placing of

large orders for next year now awaits

the result of the conference on specifica-

tions between nine representatives of the

.\merican Railway .Association and a like

number of representatives of rail-making

concerns. It is not likely the railroads

will agree to pay $5 a ton more for rails, but

it seems probable that a satisfactory price

will be agreed upon for rolling rails ac-

cording to the proposed specifications.

Business in all finished lines is extreme-

ly light but occasional" small orders are

being booked at regular prices. None of

the lines commands premiums and de-

liveries are somewhat improved. In sheets

and plates, however, shipments are not al-

together satisfactory, although the mills

are rapidly catching up. There are but

few sheet mills idle for repairs, and all

the plate mills are being operated to ca-

pacity.

Pig Iron—The pig-iron market con-

tinues dull, but this is always expected at

the opening of the second half. It can-

not be said that prices are much weaker

as there are few transactions on which to

base quotations. Basic iron has declined

more than any of the other grades and it

is reported that oflfers of basic at $22,

Valley furnaces, have been rejected. A
lot of 150 tons of prompt bessemer sold

today at $23.25, at furnace, which is

equivalent to a cut of about soc. on spot

iron. F'or fourth quarter the minimum
quotation is $23, Valley furnaces. A num-
ber of inquiries have been received for

bessemer iron for delivery in the fourth

quarter and for the first half of next

year but there is not likely to be much
buying for a few weeks. The furnaces

continue to quote $22, Valley, for bes-

semer for delivery in the first half. Small

lots of No. 2 foundry were sold during

the week at prices ranging from $23.90

©24.90, Pittsburg. Gray forge is remark-

ably firm. A sale of 150 tons for prompt

delivery was made at $23.40. and a trans-

action involving 15,000 tons has been

closed. As the interests of the seller

and buyer are identical, no price was
given and it would have no effect on the

market. The ascertained average of bes-

semer iron for June was $24.15, Pittsburg,

a decline of 3c. compared with the selling

price for May.

Steel—The crude-steel market shows

but little change and no transactions of

apy consequence are noted. Bessemer

billets remain at $29.5o(S?3o, open-hearth

billets at $31(^32, sheet and tin bars at

$31. Merchant steel bars are strong at

1.60C. and plates at 1.70c.

Sheets—The mills are catching up on

deliveries, l)ut will not be al)le to fill all

orders on the books before the fourth

quarter. Prices are firm, black sheets be-

ing quoted at 2.60c. and galvanized at

3.75c. for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—The ferro market

is weaker and for prompt delivery $6i@
62 is quoted. The most important trans-

action reported was the sale of 1000

tons at $60, deliveries to begin in .\ugust

and run through the year.

Cartagena, Spain

June IS—Messrs. Barrington & Hok
report as follows 'for the first half of

June : Shipments have been 13,440 tons

tj Great Britain; 17,150 tons to Rotiter-

dam
; 5500 tons to Philadelphia ; a total

of 36,090 tons. Just now there is little

movement in local prices, in faet there is

not much inclination shown by iron-

masters to buy any heavy quantities of

ore for forward shipment ; this can only

be due to the fact that consuimers have

large quantities of ore already bought

and do not think there is any harm in

waiting. Miners are not inclined to listen

to lower prices. Some recent freight

rates paid have been : Cartagena-Mid-

dlesboro, 6s. ^d., f. d. ; Cartagena Mary-

por\t, 7s. 9d., f. d. ; Cartagena Maryport,

8s. f. d.

Current quotations, f.o.b. shipping port,

are : Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, 9s. 9d.@
IDS. 3d. ; special low .phosphorus, ids. 9d.

;

specular ore, 58 per cent., 12s. 6d. For

manganvferous ore, same delivery, 35 per

cent, iron and 12 manganese, is 14s. 6d.

;

no higher grades on the market.

Pyrites—The quotation ifor iron pyrites,

40 per cent, iron and 43 sulphur, is lis.

pd. per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

London

June 14—Exports of iron and steel,

and of machinery, from Great Britain for

the five months ended May 31 are valued

by the Board of Trade returns as fol-

lows :

19a;. 1907. Ohansp«
Ir..n and Steel.. £I6.4-27,:tOO £19,674.907 I. £4.247.607
Machinery 10.710.728 12,441.616 1. 1.730,893

New Ships 2,486.616 4,689.095 I. 2,202.479

Total £28.621.639 £36.80.5.618 I. £7.180.979

The total increase was 25,1 per cent.

The leading items of the iron and steel

exports were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
M^lron fi48.678 861,734 1.313,056
Wrnnghtlron 79,354 93.8,50 I. 14,496

U Us 164,479 171.622 I. 7.143
Plates 99.223 141.985 I. 42,762
Slieets 184,626 209.120 I. 22,494
Steel shapes, etc 76,321 103,434 I. 27,113
Tln-pIates 162.742 172,487 I. 19,745

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 1,732,513 tons in 1906, and 2,216,106

tons in 1907 ; an increase of 483,593 tons.

Exports of pig iron to the United States

ibis year were 262,269 tons, an increase

of 165,94s tons over 1906; of tin-plates,

28.432 tons, are increase of 7850 tons.

Imports of iron and steel and of ma-
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chinery into Great Britain for the tivi-

months wore valued as follows

:

IlKM. 10U7. ClinUKes.

Iroii and itte«l... i:4.0'J4.343 X'i.«t>l,HlA l>.]:i,:U'j,t'JH

Machluory i.lHa.jcu i.ajn.oau I. H5.8'i7

Total JE0.3O7.Mti M.IW.MJ D.JEl, 11*8,701

I lie total decrease was U).l per cent.

The chief items of the imports were, in

long tons
:

"

1!H)6. I9(n. Clianges.

Fl( Iron XSSiW SII.3W U. 4.S03
Wr.iuglii iron M 009 •JS.d.VJ 1). SH.liiO

Stool blMets. eta 'JIIIN73 1X1,478 D. 140,897
Bars aud slinp«8 j; 5'iH 5.484 D. 23,044
Structural aloel 71,079 35,328 D. 38.351

1 he loial quantities of iron and steel

were 617,634 tons in igo6. and 3+2,366 in

igo7 ; a decrease of 275,268 tons.

Imports of iron ores into Great Britain

for the five months were, in long tons

:

190S. 1907. Cliangps.

Maaicaulferous orer. 149 97'.) 153.5'.n> I. 3,020
IrOD ores 3.308.298 3.149.096 D. 159,202

Total 3.4:8,277 3.302.695 D. 155.682

Of the ores imported this year 114,840

tons of manganiferous and 2,458,611 tons

of iron ores came from Spain.

Duneidorf, Germany

Jiiiu- 12—Imports of iron and steel,

and of machinery, into the German Em-
pire for the four months ended April 30

were, in metric tons

:

1906. 1907. ChauRes
Iron nud steel 143.H69 222.202 I. 78,333
Maehtuerr 24.781 24,408 D. 3,373

Totnl 171,050 246.610 I. 74.960

Exports for the four months are re-

ported as follows

:

Zrou nud ateel..
Mnehlnery

1.2117.792 1.104 407
92 203 102.652

Changes.

D. 103 385
I. 10,449

Totnl I,i99,995 1,207 069 D. 92,»36

Imports of iron ore for the four months
this year were 2,077,040 metric tons ; ex-

ports were 1,369,738 tons. Imports of

manganese ore were 114,184 tons; ex-

ports heing only 1374 tons.

Duluth

E.xploration on the Cuyuna range, west

of Duluth, is said to be making a better

showing than before, and several deals

have been closed recently for tracts there,

The most important of these was a lease

by Rogers, Brown & Co., for a tract in

section 29-47-28, near Rabbit lake, for

which they agree to pay at least one year's

royalty of 25c. a ton on 25,000 tons, and
on which they will sink a shaft at once.

This tract was explored by the Oliver

Iron Mining Company last year, and
abandoned, as the company found noth-

ing of N^lue; but the Orelands Company,
owner of the land, did exploratory work
later, and staites that it has found a

width of ore of about 250 ft. running from

55 <o 60 per cent, iron.

The Oliver Iron Mining Company is

doing a great work at Virginia, where its

Oliver, Ohio, Lone Jack and Norman
mines are located. The stripping of these

mines to form one pit has been under

way since the early part of winter, and
shipments arc now in full activity, but

arc not so large as might lie made, if the

ci>m|Kiny was not held kick by the re-

(luiremenls of furnaces. The pit will be

exUiiiUd .iTuI made an immense one.

Metal Market

.M'7\V YOKK. J11I.V 10.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

.\l nil I'nltt'il States I'orts Id May and year.

-M •l«l.

Gold : 1

May 1»OT.
190<

Ymht 1907..

1906..

Mil •nr :

May 1907..

1906..
Yoar 1907..

• 1906..

Export*.

>4,605,

6,72J,

12.410,

28.3.V1

23.85*1,

28.918,

Importe.

t 2.114 1.H79
34.911 .II2K

20.21ll.9K4

ri(l.llW.f,9>'

3.4110.458

4.406.96t
18.803.40(-

19,916.811

Ezceas.

Kxj., »l.K«:),.Vi5

Imp. 2<.I,1H8,K80

I nip. 7,806.577
Iri>|>. 31.814,376

K.V|), S29.758

l.l:)3.5)(7

5,065.142

9.002,025

The.sc sIntiMiii'nts cover llio lota! movement
i>i' Hold and silver lo and I'loiii ilie Inllwi
Slate.s. These nellies me furnished liy the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Cold and Silver Movement, New York

l-'or week entllnj; .luly and years from Jan 1.

Oold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Exports.
1
Imports.

Week...
1907
1900 .

.

1905

$1,187,1(10
26.0«7,4«'.l

5.8W.II21

37.912.09H

S 12,624

5.754.992
44.91.').264

635.085

$ H67.S1I;

2.1.520.K12

:il,995,7r,2

10.658.324

$ 4,974
Wi9,17i;

l,lD5.i;02

l,902.93;t

I'lxport of K"I<I for the week were lo Krance
and Cermnn.v: of sIIvit lo Ijondon, Imports
for the week, lioih uold and silver, were from
Slexleii and South .\meileu.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending July 6 shows loans $1,115,-

724,300, a decrease of $10,814,800; de-

posits, $1,078,540,200, a decrease of $13,-

491,000, as compared with the previous

week. Reserve accounts show :

Specie »181.'JH1.000 $199,710,600
Lefial tenders 84. 270.000 70.780.800

Total cash .
$.li.'..561.000 $270,491,300

Surplus $6,465,076 $ 856,250

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows a decrease of $1,653,025,

as compared with the previous week.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, June 29, are reported as below.

in dollars:

Ool.l.

Ass'd New York
Englanil
France
Germany
Stain
Nettiorlands....
Belgium
Italy
Russia
Aust.-Hungary.
Sweden

$no.044,565
1>54,.'>59.«.W

r.5.7lKI.IK10

77.745.000
2«.!1I4..VI0

15.720.000
111 1.980.000
.5«P.995.000

227.115.000
22.000.000

$198,1.50.425

51.920.000
1 W.^K^.lXiO

28.69;l.000

7.860.000
24.1S8..50(l

32.910.000
62.3M.0O0

Totnl.

$199,710,500
176.044. .'.55

752.710.275
2O7.lWO.0W)
207.iaii.000

65.607.500
2;)..WO.0O0

186.118.500
«l:t.905.000
289.495.00ll

22.0110,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. 1 he New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cittl Chronicle of New York,

Shipments of silver from London to the

l".ast are reported by .Messrs. Pixley &
.Vbell as follows, fur the year to Jur.e 27 ;

India...
China..
Straus..

1906. 19u;, ChuuKm,
.... Z 9,400,263 £6 019 924 L). t 3.350 33U

644.012 I.

Total. £ 0,402.01$ £6 599.9MI D. £ 3,80M UT?

Receipts for the week were £7000 from

New Zealand, il8,ooo from the West In-

dies, and /i47,ooo from New York; a

total of £172,000. Exports were £38,650 in

coin to the Straits; £i.i6,ioo in bars, and

£26.580 in Mexican d ill.irs to India; $221,-

3.10 in all

Indian exchange has been slightly

easier, and the Council bills offered in

London brought an average of i6.o6d. per

rupee, a slight decline from last week.

Shipments of silver to India have been

comparatively light.

The movement of gold and silver in

Great Britain for the five months ended

May 31, was as follows:

Oold : 1906. 1907.

Imports C -II.660.0I!! f21266.'«l
Bzports 10.920.029 13.940.864

Excess. Imports £ 3.739.984 £ 7.324.517

SIlTer:

Imports £8793,050 £7.886.641
.Exports 9,092,738 7,913.493

Excess, exports £ 299,682 f 26.951

Of the silver imported this year £4,923,-

946, or 62.4 per cent, of the whole, was
from the Unitfcd States. There was £374,-

025 imported from China this year.

The movement of gold and silver in

France for the three months ending

March 31 was as follows

:

. 1906, 1907.

. , Fr 17fi.:)93 000 Fr. 3O.299.0UO
10 918,000 r,6,l'18 000

I. Fr.l66 476.000 E. Fr,36.719,000

Oold:

Imports
Exports

Excess

Silver:

Imports
Exports

3h:b(2 i«)o

36.913,000
:t6 447 000
25.337.000

Excess, Imports Fr. 1.469.000 I, Fr. 11.110.1100

Imports of copper and nickel coins for

the three months were 29,000 fr. in 1906,

and 23,000 fr. in 1907; exports were 95,-

000 fr, in 1906, and 22,000 fr, this vear.

The American Can Company and
others have been defeated in litigation

over the classification to be accorded
scrap tin. The product was returned for

duty as waste not specially provided for,

with duty at the rate of 10 per cent, ad
valorem. It was claimed to be free of

duty as scrap made from .\mcrican tin

returned. The further point was made by
the importers that as scrap brass is ad-

mitted free, and as brass contains tin,

scrap tin should also be admitted free.

The board is unwilling to grant relief, as

the decision says there has been no at-

tempt to comply with the treasury regu-

lations affecting the return of American
merchandise.
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Price! of Foreign Coins

Bid. AskiHl.

Mexlrnn dollars lO.Wi; W.M
ivruvliiii »..|«» nnd Chllwui OATU I'.SOi^

Vli-i.Tlii ii..v.>r«>li!UB 4.85 •«.«7

Twenty (miicK 3.WS 3.Mi

BiAiilsli JS |>os«tns 4.TH>, 4.80

' IlLINO BXCKANQE.

is 9

a =

11

Silver.

3

04

2£ II

4

6

4.NWS
4 8701) .7S

3»A
31

31

s

i>

10

4 X7()5

4.8<;9S

4 8600

G7».

67X
07 >4

SIH
31

31

New York i|uotallons are for fine sliver,

per ounce Troy. Ix>ndon prices are for ster-

llni: sllviT. 0.025 fine.

Other Metals

Copper. Tlu. Lead. Spelter.

Ifii a £ -= .s
>»~ CD""

sS. 1?
1 1.

3
-9 31

la 1.^ 2 2
S50 ceo

4 99 >,

MS 21V 6.20 6.06

.1 (W» (SF^i^i 99X 42S S 25 (S)«.2S ffls.io

->.•S 21'.- B.20 B.06

6 O-a fir.-J^ 42,S 5.25 (S)».26 ®«.10

•as 21^ 6.15 6.00

8 033 ®22>^ ioo,s 4l'> 5.2s ffi6.-20 ©6.05

21'. 21

X

6.15 6.00

(Wa^ fflrii.V W 4Hi 5. -25. ffl6.20 ffl6.05

21'. 21s 41'; 6.15 G.OO

10 »ti'-, ffl-Jl', »:\ (341'. 6. -25 ©6.20 ffl6.C6

London qiiolallons are per long ton (2240
111. I standard copper, which Is now the equiva-
lent of the former g.m.lj's. The New York
(|ucitatlons for electro.vtlc copper are for
cakes. Ingots or wirebars. and represent the
bulk "f the transactions as m.ide with con-
sumers, basis. New York. cash. The price of
cathodes Is i>.125c. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelling and ReBnlng Company for
nearby shipments of desilverized lead In 50-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter
are for ordinary western brands : special
brands command a premium.

Co/>/>iT— 111 the earlier part of the week

the market continued in practically the

same condition as for some weeks past.

Consumers continued to hold back, and

the largest selling interest continued to

quote the same price as it has been nam-

ing for the past month, without, however,

making any sales at that tigure. Some
sales were made for cvport by other con-

cerns, at about the prices given in our

Ia5t issue. The domestic business was
largely nominal, and confined to small

lots for immediate delivery. On July 9 it

was announced that the leading seller,

above referred to, had reduced its price

for electrolytic copper to 22c., .a drop of a

fraction over 3c. from that previously

asked : thus approaching the point at

which actual sales had been made by

other interests. This example was fol-

lowed by one or two other sellers, who
had been holding for higher prices. At the"

same time, it was reported that the Calu-

met & Hecia had made sale; nf Lake

copper at 23c. for July and August. These

announcements, of course, produced some

excitement in the market ; but this was

coupled with a good deal of uncertainty.

The time has been too short to judge

properly of the effect upon buyers ; but up

to date it cannot be said that there has

been any special effect upon sales. It is

probable that manufacturers have not yet

had time to figure upon the eflfect, but

the developments during the next few

days ought to show whether or not the

lower prices will tend to stimulate the

general business. There can be no ques-

tion but that there is a very heavy re-

serve buying power which will make it-

self felt as soon as confidence in the fu-

ture course of the market is rc-cstal)lished.

The close is quoted at 2i>^@22;^c. for

Lake copper; 2i54@2iV4c. for electrolytic

in ingots, cakes and wirebars; 2o!^@2ic.

for casting copper.

The heavy short interest has helped to

sustain the price of near-by deliveries of

standard copper on the London Metal Ex-

change, but the lower quotations for re-

fined sorts have caused heavy selling of

the three months' option, resulting in an

unusual backwardation. The close is

cabled steady at £98 for spot, £90 for three

months'.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote: English tough, iioi ; best se-

lected, £105; strong sheets, £112.

Tin—The rapid advance in the London

market was followed just as quickly by

an entire collapse, which caused a break

in the price of both options of about £12.

The close is cabled at £188 ids. for spot,

£180 IDS. for three months'.

Consumers here are necessarily very

suspicious of the manipulation, and there

IS a general tendency to await develop-

ments before entering upon larger com-

mitments. A small business is being done

at 4\%@4i'/2S.

Lead—The quotation for desilverized

lead remains unchanged at 5.25c. New
York.

The London market has held steady

throughout the week, and closes at £21

for Spanish lead, £21 2s. 6d. for English

lead.

Spanish Lead Marfe?/—Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena.

Spain, under date of June 15: The price

of pig lead has been 94 reales per quintal;

silver, 13.75 reales per ounce. Exchange

is 27.93 pesetas to £1. The price of lead,

on current exchange, is equal to £18 i6s.

lod. per long ton, f.o.b. Cartagena.

Spelter—Rumors from the West indi-

cate that stocks of spelter are accumulat-

ing at the smelting works. This has made
buyers very reticent, while, on the other

hand, the selling pressure has become

much more urgent. The market closes

weak at 6.i5@6.20c. New York, 6@6.osc.

St. Louis.

The London market has rallied some-

what and the closing quotations are

cabled as £24 7s. 6d. for good ordinaries

;

£24 i2s. 6d. for specials.

Zine Sheets—The base price is $8.60 per

100 lb.,—less discount of 8 per cent.— f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 60-lb. cases

for gages No. 9 to 22, both inclusive

;

widths from 32 to 60 in., both inclusive;

lengths from 84 to 96 in., both inclusive.

The freight rate to New York is 27.50c.

per 100 lb. The new classification, effect-

ive Aug. I next, will make the minimum
weight on a carload of sheet zinc to all

Eastern points 36,000 lb., equivalent to 60

casks of 600 lb. each, in place of 50 cask:-,

the minimum today ; that is, 20 per c^nt.

increase.

Silesian Spelter Market—Under date of

June 27, Paul Speier writes from Breslau,

Germany, that the market is in the midst

of the usual dullness attendant upon the

approach of summer.

Zinc dust was in depnnd, being quoted

at 48.75@49 25 marks per loo kg., f.o.b.

Stettin.

The movement of /.inc ores and prod-

ucts in Germany from January I0 May
was. in metric tons

:

,.—Imports.—

,

,—Exports,
190li. 1907. 1906. 191

Spelter 12,861 12,240 22,767
Zinc sheets :)6 61 .5,870

Zinc scrap 841 .'540 2,144
Zinc-dust 4i'S

Zinc oxide 2,756
Lithoiione 625 90;) 3,069
Zinc ore 79,126 73,705 17,702

1907.

25,627

7,818
2.676
983

7,166
3,481

12,421)

Antimony—The market continues weak

and featureless ; the tone abroad is a lit-

tle stronger but practically no' business is

being done in either the local or foreign

markets. It is stated that the prices

given below couljj be slightly shaded for

spot shipment. Quotations are I25^@I3C.

for Cookson's; io.)4c. for Hallett's; io'4

@io34c. for ordinary brands.

Nickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 4S@soc. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver — Current prices in New
York are $41 per flask o'f 75 lb. for large

quantities and $42 for sinaller orders. San

Francisco orders are $38@39 per flask, ac-

cording to quantities, for domestic orders,

and $37@37.50 for export. The London
price is £7 per flask, but £6 16s. 3d. is

quoted by jobbers.

The quicksilver output of the .A. .Auer-

bach Company, the largest producer in

Russia, shows a considerable decrease thi.^

year. For the four months ended April

30 the total was 169,221 lb. in 1906, and

120.975 lb- i" 1907; a decrease of 48,246

lb., or 28.6 per cent.

Platinum— No new developments oc-

curred during the past week and prices re-

main stationary. Refiners now believe

there will be practically no change in the

metal until the fall. Quotations are as

follows : Ordinary metal, $26 per oz.

;

hard metal, $28.50. Scrap is quoaed at

$20(a2i per ounce.
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Missouri Ore Market

Jof'liii, Mo.. July 7—The highest price

paid for iriiic was $51 per ton on an assay

price ot $4(>((i'.j8 per ton of (M per cent,

zinc ; the average price was $46,441.

The highest price paid for lead was
claimed to be $60 per ton, but the week's

end price was $57, averaging $56.94.

The Fourth of July was made the oc-

casion of a holiday of from one to three

days, reducing the output approximately

J5 per cent, and the shipment correspond-

ingly.

Following arc the shipments of zinc and
lead from the various camps for the week
ending July 7

:

Ztiic. lb. Lead, lb. Value.

Webb CUy-Cartervllle.
Joplln
Galeno-Emplre
Duenweff
Prosperity
Alba-Neok City
.\apora
Or»»no(fo
ZInelte
Badger
Spur^eon
Sherwood
Cave SprlDfts
Sarev'txlt^

Baxter SprliiKS
PInyter
Stott City
Reeds
Carthage

3,.'iT.->.690

i.iim/ioo
SaT.J.'iO

7W.330
607.010
640,100
645.060
m.ano
ISS.OJO
161,340
106,010
!H1,700

93.780
M.870
fiS.lOO

M,570
53.790
43,330
38,980

6j7,'.i40 $

Totals I 9,031,580 1,341,470 $247,699

I'.W.IIIO 4C.:il<-.

163,430 ac.iiil

99.150 a(i,22-j

173.570 19,1K4

7.160 16,u;«
14.610 11,981

5.409
4,439
3,781

47,670 3.805
6,670 3,447

3,156
1,493
1,437

6,070 1,42«

1
1.314

..... 973
954

27 weeks 3'.>5,02r.,070 50,895,710 $9,621,514

Zinc value, the week. $209,494; 27 weeks. $7,586,868
Lead value, the week, 38,206; 27 weeks, 3,034,646

.\vcrage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

zinc ORE AT JOPLIN. ' LEAD QBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. { 1906. 1907. Montb. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40 51

43.83
43.25
43.56
42 58
41.55
44.13
43.68

45 84
47.11
48.66
48.24
45.98
44.82

:3

January . ..

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
jSeptember.
lOctotier ....

November..
December..

1

Y'ear

75.20
72 83
73.73
75 13
78 .'40

80 96
74.31
75.:)6

79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.58
82.75
79.78
79.66
73.66

Year 43.34
1

77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plattcville , Wis., July 6—The price of

60 per cent, ore went up to its usual pitch

this week, selling at $48. Nearly all the

ore that was mined was sold and was in

great demand, leaving no surplus in the

bins. All the mills seem to be producing

and working a full force of men, although

the supply of men does not as yet meet
with the demand, there still being a scarc-

ity of jig men all through the district.

Several of the new mills in the district

are nearing completion, which will mean
a rise in tonnage. One of the camps in

the Platteville district recently purchased

a roaster, which will be put in operation

within a few weeks. The general outlook,

from the producers' point of view, is very

good, and if the car supply and better

railroad facilities are supplied, the dis-

trict will be the "Mecca of southwest

Wisconsin."

The price of 75 per cent, lead was oflf

this week, selling at $31 per 1000 lb. The
bins will continue to have a surplus while

the market is dropping, as the producers

claim that they will not sell under pre-

vailing conditions.

Dry-bone and sulphur remain about the

same.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending July

6. 1907:

Camps. /Inc Load Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore. lb.

Platteville 377,870 31.020
Benton 693,890
Ha/.i'l lireen 604,500
Livingston 153,000
CubaClty 145,840 82,670
Oalena HLt-iOO

Toialforweek l,'.iic,a)0 113,690

Year to July G 51.836 415 2,072,8C0 339.160

Owing to the condition of the wires we
were unable to get a report from several

of the larger camps, but expect that the

tonnage will be included in next week's

report.

CIlemicals

Xczi' York. July 10—The general chem-

ical trade is quiet and dull, which is usual

at this time. There are no special features

in the market, the general line being dor-

mant.

Copper Sulphate—Trade is limited and

the reduced prices still hold. It is not ex-

pected that the tone of the market will

ciiange for some months. Prices remain

at $7.25 for carload lots, with smaller par-

cels bringing $7.50 per 100 pounds.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is quiet

but firm. The consumption of nitrate con-

tinues steady and prices have not changed.

We quote 96 per cent, for 1907 at 2.55c.,

with 95 per cent, at 2.47c. For next year's

delivery these grades are quoted at 2.SS5^c.

and 2.50c., respectively.

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, of New
York, give the following statistics of ni-

trate for the United States, in long tons,

as of date July i :

190fi. 1907. Changes.

Slocks. Jan. 1 13,100 13,0.W) D. 50
Arrivals, 6 mos l.W.eSO 133.01.-. D. 20,635

Total supplies 16«.7R0 I46.1195 D. 20.685
Deliveries, 6 mos 154.955 144.595 D. 10,3i»

stocks, Julyl 11,825 1.500 D. 10.326

Afloat tor D. 8 80.000 120,000 I. 40.1)00

The quantities afloat include all cargoes

due to arrive at United States ports by

Oct. 15 next.

Mining Stocks

S'ew York. July 9—The tone of the mar-

ket strengthened early in the week and

mining stocks gave promise of a small

boom. However, this strength wn- n..!

mainiained and prices receded a little and

stocks closed fairly weak. .Amalgamated

Copper had a decided rise, closing up $5

to $gi on quite large sales. .American

Smelting common closed at $ii87|{ after

touching $120 Tuesday. United States

Steel common closed at $J7, the same

price as a week ago; the preferred ad-

vanced slightly, closing at par. The rest

of the stocks on the Fxchange were with-

out special feature.

The curb market developed strength only

to lose some of the gains at the close of the

week ; the coppers were fairly steady, the

leaders being Cumberland-Ely and British

Columbia Copper. The Cobalt stocks were

weak, Nipissing declining to $io>i at the

close. Other Cobalts were wilhf)Ut in-

terest. The Nevada stocks showed some

activity and fairly large sales were re-

corded. Goldlield Consolidated was act-

ive and closed strong around $8J^. There

was little or no activity among the iiiuus-

trial stocks on the curb.

Boston

July 9—The first effect of the breaking

of the deadlock today between the pro-

ducer and consumer of copper was to

cause prices to slide back after a week

of strong market in copper shares. This

is expected to be only temporary and can-

not be considered a bear point. It has

been a week of little news of importance,

but prices have been strong. Amalga-

mated has been boomed by Lawson, with

the result that a $7.62}^ advance has been

recorded to $93-8714, the close tonight,

however, being at $90.87^^.

North Butte enjoyed a good rise, touch-

ing $90. with the final tonight almost $5

better than a week ago, at $87.50. Cop-

per Range rose $4 to $85.25, closing to-

night at $83. Mohawk is up $4 to $87;

Parrot $2.25 to $22.75 : arid Utah Con-

solidated $1 to $54.50. The latter stock

continues under pressure and is less

buoyant than the rest of the list. Trinity

has been heavy after a good rally on Law-

son's return. It has gone oflf $,1.25 to

$25.75. Calumet & Hecia is up $30 to

$845. and the other stocks of better grade

have been buoyant, although showing

slight net changes for the week. At-

lantic had a $3 spurt to $16; Franklin rose

almost $2 to $16.75 : La Salle $2 to $16.50,

and .\rcadian crossed $8.

It is figured that 20 dividend-paying

copper stocks listed on the local exchange

are disbursing at the rate of $52,375,800

per annum, an average of $8 on 6,675,300

shares. The par value of the same is

$350,305,500, which shows returns of 14.95

per cent, on the par. The point is made
by President Paine, of the Copper Range

Consolidated, that the copper industry in

the future must look to low-grade ores

for supplies, as is now being done in iron.

The merger of the British Columbia

Copper Company, Ltd., and the Dominion

CcinDir Company is talked of as a possi-
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bility. Both are curb issues. The former

is around $9 and the latter $6.

Superior & Pittsburg made a $3.25 spurt

on the curb, touching $I9-7S- Nevada-

Utah holds well around $6.

8. FRANOISOO Julys

Name ot Oomp.
|

Clg.

Colorado Springs

July 6—The local stock market is still

dull and featureless. Prices are lower

than for many months. Portland made a

substantial advance in the last week, but

this stock is never very active. The de-

claring of a dividend of 4C. per share is

<he prob.ible cause of the advance. Sink- ^^

ing has been resumed at the 1 200- ft. level tosopah stocks

in th-ift No ^ of this mine. The Isabella ooidon Anchor...
in snail iiu. - "'

j . :i,„ :„ McNamurn
is reported to have made a gooQ striKe in Montana-Pitta.ex.

virgin ground, but the report has not North star

caused the shares to advance.

C0M8T0CK Stocks

Belcher—
Best Jb Belcher..
Caledonia
Chollar
Con.Oal. .M Va—
Crown Piilnt

Exchequer
Qould scurry—
Hale ft Norcroea.

.

Mexican
Ophlr
Overman
POtOBl
Sava»r<\
Sierra Nevada. . .

.

Union
rtab
Yellow Jitoket

STOCK QUOTATIONS
SEW YORK

Name oflvnil

July 9 BOSTON July 9

Name of Comp.

Alaska Mlno
Am.Nev.M.«t.«-".
ATialgamat*Mj •. ..

Aflacondn*
BalaklalH
Brillahoa. Cop..
Batralo Col>Mt....
Butte k Loi doii..

Bulle Coailllon. ..l

Butt.'Oop. t. Zinc.
I

Cobalt Com ict .

.

Colonial Silver...

Cum. Ely MiDlng.
Davis Daly
Dominion C<>p—
Bl Kayo
Foster Cfha-I
Furnace cit-ek

—

Olroux Mlu«>
Gold Hill
Oranbj . New...
Greene 0-<ld—
Greene O. & S
Oreenw'r * D.Val.
Gaanajuato
Guggen. Exi
Hanapah
McKluir) D.>r
Mlcmac
Mines Co. of Am..
MltobeUMlnliiK..
Mont.Sho. C.(Now)
Nev. Ctah M. K 8.

Newh..u«e M. * S.

Nlplsslng Mines..
Old Hundnxl
Silver Qu''"!'

Stewart
TenneBsou \,opp«r
l7nl0D Copr«r
Ctah Apex
West (>)luniDus..

91

69.>a

10 ,

1

13

6«
6

68

u
9
i

Clg.

".I 1

ik'
-6

inn
so

4V«
I'l

-'•

f.

I'S
.11

ihi

39

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Adventure
AUouf/.
Am. 7.11.c
ArcaiUnu
Atlaiiilc.
Blnglwiiii
Boston I'ori

Calumet al Ariz..
Calumet k Uecla
Centennial
Con. Morcui
Copper Range..

.

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can

|

lale Royal
La Salle
Mass
MlchlKaii
Mohawk*
Mont. c. 5 0.(new^
Nevada
North Biiit«
Old Colon J

Old Domliilnn
Osceola
Parrot —
Pboei'lx
Qnln.v
RbOUu la.iilld

Santa T"
Shannon,
Tamai'Ki'k
TrInI"-
rnltua Cop., com,
n. s. on
U. S. Smg. <i Ref..
r.S.Sm.t Re.,i)d.,
Utah Copper
Victoria
WashlugK
Winona
Wolvi-ih.H
Wyan*lott*..

Am. Agrl. Cbem..
Am. Smelt, k Ref.
Am.Sm. k Ret.,pf
Bethlehem Ste«il..

Colo. Fuel k Iron.
Federal M.kS.,pf.
Inter Salt
National l.-nd ...

National I>Had, pf.

Plttsburic Coal

—

RepuMl'- I * S...

Bepubllcl.«8..pf.
Bloss-HbeOleld

.

Slanrlarl oil..

Tenn. C a I...

r. H. Hod. s Ref..
U. 8. Steel...
U. 8. Steel. |.t

Va. Car CIhto
a. I. Coal a Coke

37

a8«
171
84!!

31

sin
16X
16iJ
17

21
16

io

86H

ii'

87

47 Ji

132
22%

122"

1^';

26>i

10>i
49Ji
43
S3
8

'f>H
16Sm

Rescue

GOLi>Ki'D Stocks

Black Ant»
Blue BmIi
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Conquerer
Daisy
Florence
Frances-Mohawk.
Gold Held Con..
Grandmfl
Great Bend ...

Red HIllH
St. Iveo

BCLLFKOO STOCKS
Amethyst
Bonnie cinire
Mayflowei (ton...
Montgomery Mt..
Original

Manhat'nSTOCKS
Gold Wedtfo
Manhattan Mg..
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder.
Stray Doc
Yellow Horse.

.

.24

.70

.15

.08

.61

.17

.39

.10

.60

.42

1.80
.12

.38

.26

.05

.88

.31

.08

.26

.18

.06

.31

.46

3.46

l!85
4.90

NEVADA July 10

(Weir Bros, k Co., New
York)

Monthly Average Prices ol Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

TONOPAH STOCKS

Tono'h Mlneot N.

Tonopah Exten. .

.

Montana Tonoph
Bt^lniont
Tonopah Midway
West Eud Con—
Jtm Butler.

QOLDFi'D Stocks

Sandstorm
Kendall
Red To)
Jumbo
QoldHeld Mining.
Dla'dfleld B. B. C.

Atlanta
Molmwk
Sliver Pick
Lagun
BcllfkooStocks
Mont. ShoshoneC.
Tramps Con
Gold Bar....
Bullfrog Mining..
Bullfrog Ni.t.B.
Homeslake Con
Manhat'nStockb
Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Dexter
Jumping Jack....
Stray Doe
Indian Ciinip

Clg.

12.87*
l.a7j
3.31)

3.37*
1.17?

.875

1.08

.65

.48

1.02

.26

.64

.40

.06

.05

.08

.20

.45

.32

4.00
4.00
1.371
.24

.66

15.26
.60

1.37J

6.76
.47

.63

.16

.22

.46

.13

07
.16

.05

January ...

February...
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November..
December .

.

New York.

1906. ' 1907. 1906.

68 288 68.673

66 108 68.836

64 697 67.519

64 766 65.462
6697665. 981

66 394 67.090

66 105 .

66 949

67 927

69 523

70.813
69 050

30 US
30 464
29 864
29 984
30 968
30 186
30 in
30 6-'i'

S1.4I«
82 UK
82 (•71

32. "03

Year 166.791

New York, cents per fine

pence per standard ounce.

30.Wf

1907.

31 769
31 B52
31 :t25

30 253
10.471

30.893

ounce ; London,

COLO. SPRINGS July 6

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black ISoii

C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot.
Elkton
El Pnsu
FlnUlny
(lold Dollar
Gold Soveielgn.

.

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sami'le...
Jerry Johnson..

.

Mary McKlnney.
Pharmacist
Portlaid
Un. Gold Mines.
Vindicator

I
Work

Clg.

9>i

"*y.

i%
7!,'

42
63

68!-i

45i
1 30

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

KEW YORK.
LOHBON.

ElectroIytlc| Lake.

1906. 1K7. 1906.

18.419
18 116
18.641

18.688
18.724
18.719
18 r.v.

IK -M\
1'.' H2H

21 .722

22 :i'.iK

2,1 :i6o

1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February..
March
April
May
June
July
Aupnst—
September
October . .

.

November.
December.

18 110
17.869
18 361

18 376
18.476
18.442
18.190
18 3811

19.(133

21.20;l

21,h;«
22,KK5

24.404
24 869
26 066
24 224
24.048
22.665

24.826
26.236
26.560
26 260
25 072
24.140

78.8«»
78 147

81.111
84.79S
84.867
8S.994
81.167
83.864
87.8:n

97.21"
100.2:'

106. 2 Ji

106.730
107.356
106.694
98.626
102. 37i
97.272

Year 19.978 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes. Ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds

sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January .

.

February

.

March
April
May
June

1906.

36 390
36.403
36 662
38 900
43 313
39.260

New Dividends

Company.

,
Lid.

•Ex. DlT. tEl. Rights.

BOSTON CURB

ST. LOUIS Jaly6

Ahmeek
Arir. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
iRsven
Sbawmut
Superior
Superior & Pitta.
Troy Man

H. ot Com. {Blgb.j Low.

;

80

'b«
10?i
9X
9«
IK
1«

.66

i«

.\cacia
Anaconda ....

Bald isn't-

Baltic, Mien..
IJuffnlo Mines,
Central C. h C, cm
Central C. & C, pfd
C dumbus Con
Coniagas (Cobalt)
Crows Nest Pa'-s

ElOro
Eaperauza, Lto
Monon E. C. & C
New house
Nlplsslng
North star
N. 8. St. k Cual, com
N. S. St. k Coal, ptd
Orovllle
Osceola
Philadelphia Gas
Portland
Tamarnck
Tenn. C. I. & R. R., com
Tenn. C. I. * B. R.. pfd . ^
Tonopah ol Nev iJuly 22

United Copper I
Aug. 61

Pay-
able.

1907. Month.

41 648
42 102
41.313
40 93H
43.149
42.120!

July
Augii»t
September
October .

.

November

.

December.

At. year.

1906.

87.27S
40.<w
40 M'
42 K.VJ

42 '

42

89,811

1907.

I

Bate.^ Amt.
Prices are In cents per pound.

July 10

July 17

July 1

July 1

July 10

July 16

July 16

July 6

July 1

July 1

July 12

July 18

July 25
Aug. 31

July 20
June 27

July IB

$0.01
1.76
0.03
10.00

03
1.50
1 25
0.20

02

62i
0.36
1.32
3..in

0.60
15
20

1.50

July IB! 2.00
July 6

July 29
Aug. 1

July
July 23

Aug. 1

Aug. 1

12t
7.0(1"

0.75
04

4.00
1 00
2 00
0.26
1.76 I

$15,000
2,100,000

6,000
1,000,000

27.000
76,875
23,438
56,707
20,000
87,500

388,800
600,600
350,000

i80,(XI0

50,000
74,814
20,600
87,500

673,060
434.296
120,000
240,000
226,636

4,960

250,000
787,600

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month. ,

New York. London.

January B

February .-I?);
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Year

.

5 360
B 404

B 686
6.7iO
6 7.50

6 7511

5 760
6.750
B 750
6 900

New York, cents per pound,

pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

Assessments

Company.

LONDON July 10

Name of Com. I Clg.

Adams
Am. Nettle.
Caoter Crk
Cent. C. h C.

C.C. k C. pd.
Cent. Oil...

Colombia..
Cod. Coal..
Doe Ran.,
ora. Ulinet.1
81. Joe I

.40 .so!

04! at
2.«<) 2.20
6« no 65. oil

77 no 75 .'*

115 00 110.(10

6 00 4 »l

2« 00, 23 00
160 00,140 On

Dolores £1
Stratton'slnd.l
ICamp Bird....
[Bsperanza—
iT^pmboy
El Oro
Orovllle
Some.a
rtali A|<.x...
Arlx.(4<p.,pfd
Aril Cop.,def.

6s 3d
3

1 1

2 1

111
I 8
017

40 .:«

, U.

18 '

Cabled through Hay-
ten, BIOD* k Oo., N. Y.

Alleghany, Cal
Blrchville. Cal
Black Copiier, Ctah.
Challenge Con.. Nev.
Crown Point, Nev...
r.nierald. Utnli

Exchequer, Nov
Forty-nine G. PI

Honerlne, Utah.
Julia Con., Nev..

La Pnlma, Mex..
Mexican, Nev...
Nev. Superior, Utah.
Sheba O. k 8., Utah,
Wabash, rtah
West'n Mines Co.. N.
Yellow Jacket, Nev,
Zelbrlght. Call I July

January . .

.

February..

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November

.

December..

Year

New York.

1906.

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
5.997
6 006
6 OOfi

6 027
6.216
6 222
6 376
6 593

6.198

1907.

St. Louis.

1906. 1907.

London.

190A.

« 732
6 814
6.837
6 685j 6 931!

6.441
6.419

6 3371 6 582 28.32$

6924! 6 664 26.844

6 066! 6 687 24.66S

6 535 26.781
6.291 27,000
6.269 27 728

26 800

6.846
B 948
6 866'

.

6 878 .

6 066 .

6 070 .

6 225
« 44.3

6.048 ,

26 !"B
.

27 SC-t
,

28.015 ,

27
"

27.9;»'j..

27. 020'..

1907.

27.125
if. 938
2C..094

25 900
26.563
24.469

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.

London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Caving System on the Menominee Range
Norlh ot Llrujland Method lias Been Radically Modilird. Block-

caving, Sub-lfvcl and Back-sloping Methods. A New Power Plant

B"^f REGINALD M E E K S

The Mciioiiiinee iron range extends

from about Vulcan, Mich., westward to

a point a few miles beyond Iron kiver. The

western end of the range has been ne-

glected heretofore, because of the high

phosphorus content of the ore; but now

that high prices prevail for iron ore, min-

ing in this portion of the range has as-

sumed considerable activity. At Iron

River, Crystal Falls, Stainhaugh and Flor-

ence nearly all the companies are working

or developing mines, and at Green Valley,

and are generally more narrow than those

of the .Marquette range. Many of the

companies have had to contend with se-

vere water trouble and the beds of

treacherous quicksand, overlying a num-

ber of mines, have made it diflicult to sink

shafts. Moreover, the walls do not dip

as uniformly and a shaft sunk well into

the footwall may, at depth, penetrate the

ore on account of the. divergence in the

direction of the walls. The (jogcbic range

on the other hand, has many dikes, some

phosphorus and is suitable only for foun-

dry pig-iron.

The mines on the eastern end of the

range have both bcsscmer and non-bess"

mer ores, and in some cases the two

grades are found not only in one mine,

but sometimes in the same stopc. Such

conditions necessitate careful sampling

and mixing and frequently the methods of

mining must be either changed or modi-

fied to suit each case.

All these varying conditions of geology

just cast of Stambaugh, Pickands Mather
4 Co., Youngs, the Buffalo & Susquehamia

(Rogers, Brown & Co.'), the Common-
wealth and other companies are proving

the ground by diamond drills and test-

pits. The Green Valley mines so far are

nothing more than prospects.

To the mining engineer the Menominee
range presents more interesting and dif-

ficult problems than any of the other

ranges. The orebodies have not the

regularity nor continuity of the Gogebic,

SINKINI. .\ IIKOP SHAFT THROLT.H OLICKSANI

of which intersect. Aside from this the

Gogebic is remarkable for its continuity.

Charaitek of the Orebodies

On account of the varying character of

the orebodies no uniform method of min-

ing can be laid down for the Menominee
rai:ge and a number of different systems

have been adopted to suit conditions. In

the eastern half of the range bessemer ore

is found in large quantities, but to the

west of Iron mountain the ore is high in

and mining, together with an inflow of

water of from 500 to 3000 gal. per piin.,

and the beds of quicksand 40 t ) 125 ft.

thick, present problems which are over-

come only by the closest study and thi

application of skilful engineering.

Bi.(KK-( AviNc Method for I.ow-crade

Bessemer Ore

.At one of the mines at Iron mountain

there is a large body of bessemer ore y>

interstratified with thin seams of jasper
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that the iron conlcnt is reduced to about

45 per cent. The extremely low phos-

phorus (.0.004 per cent.) enhances the

vahie, but the grade of the ore will not

permit of any but the cheapest methods

and limber must be entirely eliminated in

actual raining. As the ore is so low in

phosphorus it may readily be mixed with

high-Kradi- high-phosphorus ore and still

keep the mixture within the bessemer

limit.

The caving system as practised in

northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Min-

nesota has many modifications. The sim-

ilarity between the systems is great, in

some cases, whereas at other times the

difference is more marked. To say that

a mine is using the "caving system" con-

veys only the idea that the ground above

the deposit caves when the ore has been

removed but does not make cl.ar which

of the several methods is being employed.

In opening and mining a large orebody of

low-grade ore such as is mentioned above,

shafts are sunk at each end of the ore-

body, in the footwall, and the main foot-

wall-drift is carried the whole length of

cept that they are now 50 ft. apart in-

stead of 30 ft. as before. The miners

shovel the ore into cars which arc pushed

back to the main drift and hauled to the

shaft by electric locomotives. The ore is

worked back from the hanging to the

foot wall and as it is removed the roof

descends ; when sandstone or other roof

rock appears, work is stopped and a new

vertical slice is removed. In this way all

of the ore, except the small quantity

mixed with the sandstone, is extracted.

While the ore is being mined itom one

level the main crosscuts, the crosscuts and

the footwall drift are being driven on the

level below and these are completed be-

fore all the ore on the upper level ha-^

been taken out.

Block-caving w-ith and without Chutes

Another method of block-caving does

away with shoveling the ore after it has

caved, but necessitates cutting a large

number of raises, or chutes, through which

the ore runs into cars. This method re-

quires timber in the crosscuts and later

the pillars must be removed. It is prob-

Preliminary Development
The shaft is sunk near one end of the

orebody and a crosscut run lo the hang-

ingwall. A hangingwall drift then ex-

tends the whole length of the ore. In

that portion of the mine whcr; the block-

caving system is to be used crosscuts are

run to the footwall at a distance of 24 ft.

between centers. Along these crosscuts

15-ft. raises are put up every 14 ft., and as

they are staggered, there will be a raise

every 7 ft. along each crosscut. At a j
hight of 15 ft. the raises are connected

both parallel with and at right angles to

the walls. This divides the block, which

may be 200 to 250 ft. square, into many
small pillars about 14x24 ft., each of which

lias a raise at the corners. These raises

are made funnel shaped at the top and act

as chutes, down which the ore readily

mills. The pillars are then blasted down,

working from the foot to the hanging-

wall, and the block of ore above, lacking

all support, crushes into small iragments,

which fill the chutes and may be drawn

nut into the cars below. Large lumps of

ore sometimes clog the chutes, but a stick

mWEK PLANT OF THE PENN IRON MINING COMPANY DAM ACROSS STURGEON RIVER

the ore. Two main crosscuts extend from

foot to hanging wall, 250 ft. apart. Be-

tween these a crosscut is run every 30 ft.,

extending also from wall to wall. Other

crosscuts are run, at right angles to the

first set, also 30 ft. apart. This divides

the orebody into pillars, 30 ft. square, cov-

ering a rectangle approximately 250 ft.'^

on each side. The crosscuts are 8 ft.

high and about 7 ft. wide. When 'these

openings have all been made, a stope is

cut up to the level above (100 ft. high)

at both the foot and hanging walls. This

frees the ore from the walls and the pil-

lars give the only support. The pillars

along the hanging side arc then under-

cut for 8 ft., and the ore 100 ft. in hight,

250 ft. long and 8 ft. thick, being unsup-

ported, caves down and breaks up, of its

own accord, into fine pieces. Another 8

ft. is then undercut and this is continued

until the whole block has caved and has

been broken into small pieces and fine

dirt. This gives a great mass of broken

ore about 250 ft. square and too ft. high.

To extract this, new crosscuts are driven

tLrough the broken ground as before, ex-

able that the rehandling of all the caved

ore is more costly than cutting raises and

timbering chutes and crosscuts, but no

comparative data are available. In both

methods of block-caving the ore is suffi-

ciently soft to permit caving, and yet is

unlike some of the soft ore of other

ranges. In character it lies midway be-

twten the hard and soft ores of the Mar-

quette range. The method of mining,

whether by the block-caving or the sub-

level system, is determined by local con-

ditions. Cheapness, width of orebody,

character of ore, strength of roof, etc.,

enter into the choice of methods.

The method of block-cavmg, using

chutes to draw down the ore, is in suc-

cessful practice at Crystal Falls, Mich.,

and elsewhere. The mine visited has an

irregular orebody with walls which con-

form to no uniform dip or direction. The
phosphorus content of the ore ranges

between 0.50 and i per cent., which

limits it to the manufacture of foundry

pig. Hence mining costs must Le as low

as possible and timber must be Iniiitcd to

the drifts, crosscuts and chute-

or two of powder quickly relieves the con- j
gestion. Drawing is stopped when the I
roof begins to come with the ore.

Sub-level Caving System

.All through the Menominee range the

sub-level caving system is used and it is

only where the nature of the ore permits

of, or requires, block-caving that the lat-

ter method is carried on. This method

does not require the elaborate system of

frequent crosscuts and permits ar earlier

extraction of ore, for which reasons it is

preferred by many mine managers. The

crosscuts are run from the hangingwall

(or footwall if advisable) drift and raises

are staggered, as in the block-caving sys-

tem. The levels are usually from 100 to

125 ft. apart, and in the mine visited the

distance was divided into three sub-levels,

each separating 20 vertical leei of ore.

The main-level drifts are 7 ft. high and

14 ft. of ore is left at top arid bottom

of the space between levels.

The chutes are cut funnel shaped at

the top and are about 14 ft. high. A raise

is then put up to the level above and the
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ore is iliviiled into tlirtc, loiir or five p.irts

by siib- levels runninR parallel to and in

line with the crosscut running through

the center of the orebody. At the upper

sub- level, crosscuts are run at right annles

and 40 ft. apart. These are txtemled to

the two walls. The ore is broken down,

differences are inatlers of detail only, and

;ire arranged to suit conditions. Each

sub-level is worked back toward the raises,

and as the ore is removed, timber and

hiK^ing are set in place. If the ground

will not cave naturally, the supports arc

blasted down. This method is similar, in

lower slice. The sub-level method, or, as

it is called locally, "subbing," is the most

popular system on the Menominee range.

Back-stopinc

The pillar-and-room method of mining

without the use of square-sets or other

"

Longitudinal Section

1^

CS=S=k:

Cross Section

BLOCK-C.»iVINr. USING CHUTES TO EXTRACT THE ORE

beginning at the set of timbers farthest

from the raise and working back to the

raise. Three lo-ft. holes are drilled into

the breast, one being horizontal, and the

other two slanting up and dowi. As the

ore is removed, the cap or roof settles

lower and lower. When this rock begins

tc appear with the ore, work is stopped

and another 8-ft. slice is taken out. In

this manner all of the ore is removed from

the Upper sub-level. While the work is

progressing, ore is also being mined on

the lower "subs." but the miners on the

upper sub-levels are always in advance of

those immediately below, so as not to

endanger the men.

Timber and supplies are sent down the

raises from the main level above, and the

•re is shot down to the level below into

>ars. These are pushed to the main drift

.Tiid trammed by electric locomotives to

the shaft.

The sub-level caving system is used,

with slight modifications, at different

mines, some using three sub-levels and

others four or five. Nor are the levels

always the same distances apart. These

IXHJil -f Stope

IIACK-STOPING IN BARO IRON ORE

many respects, to the "top-slice" system

practised on the Marquette range, and

differs principally in the general arrange-

ment of the workings and the frequency

of the raises. Also it is not necessary to

remove the entire top slice a-id cave the

ground before starting the second or

timber is known as "back-stoping" and is

used where the deposit is extremely long

as compared to the width, and where the

ore is quite hard and strong. The main

shaft is usually sunk near the center line

of the orebody and back in the footwall

about 60 to 80 ft. A main drift runs
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through the center of the deposit, and

the main crosscuts arc driven at right

angles to the drift, witli crDSscuts every

45 to 50 ft. StagRcrcd raises are cut 24

ft. apart, along these crosscuts, which di-

vides the level into pillars JO ft. thick,

the length heing limited to that of the

orcbody. The raises are the usual hight,

14 ft, and are funnel shaped as in the

other nicthod. The ore is then stoped

out, above the raises, and for the full

length of the orebody, or that portion

mapped out. These stoptes are about 30

ft. wide and extend up to the level above,

leaving only an arch to support that level.

The ore blasted down tills the stopc and

1

cave, and which have strong, uniform

walls.

Conditions at the E.vst End of the

R.\NGE

The orebodies at or near Vulcan, Mich.,

are irregular, being, for the most part,

steeply dipping and quite narrow. They

are rarely more than 100 ft. thick, and

usually occur between walls of slate and

jasper. ,Both bessemer and non-bessemer

ores occur, but the latter grade is much
lower in phosphorus than the ore at Iron

River and Crystal Falls. By careful grad-

ing the non-bessemer ore can be kept at

about CIS phosphorus.

The orebodies dip from vertical to 45

I

T !—
111. 11;. 1! r

1 V'i,"U

-U- i
T^.

I

I .Minn

n

The deposits have been proven to a

depth of 1500 ft. ; below this no explora-

tory work has been done.

.•\t the West Vulcan the flow of water

suddenly increased from 300 gal. per min.

to 2000 gal., later decreasing to about 1 100

gal. per min. This water is handled from

the main pumping station, 1000 ft. from

the surface. Here are located three

pumps, two triple-expansion and one

compound, and three more triple-expan-

sion pumps are placed 200 ft. below to

lift to the upper set. A small pump is

sufficient at the bottom of the mine.

.\ feature of this group of mines is the

power plant, whicli has just l>een com-

1 r

zr N 'if]

iilbl^Vfl < 'ivinff

TWO METHODS OF MININB IN THE S.\ME MINE

supplies the necessary footing for the

miners and machine drills. When the

broken ore begins to fill the stope too

nearly, some is drawn from the chutes

and this allows the men n^pre room in

which to work. When all the ore is

broken down it is withdrawn from the

chutes down which it readily runs. Fin-

ally, when the stopes arc empty the pillars

are undercut and are blasted d)wn simul-

taneously by the more expert miners and

these pillars again hll the chutes and the

ore is withdrawn as before.

.Alisolutcly no limber is required for

nnning and the method is applicable to

narrow deposits which arc t'lo hard to

deg., and contain many "horses" of jasper

or lean iron ore.

Several methods of mining are used at

the Vulcan mines, the caving system be-

ing given the preference where practica-

ble. Square-sets or, with extremely nar-

row deposits, stulls are used. The ore Is

reached by crosscuts from vertical shafts

driven in the footwall. The East Vulcan

shaft sinks vertically and then turns and

follows the footwall. At the West Vul-

can mine crosscuts disclosed an orebody

which gave no surface indications. A
shaft was started to meet the deposit, but

was abandoned, and the ore is now taken

out through crosscuts to the older shaft.

plcted at Sturgeon Falls on the Sturgeon

river. Work began Sept. I, 190S, and the

machinery was installed in April, 1907.

The equipment consists of four pairs of

LetTel turbines, connected to a horizontal

shaft, and having a speed of i8o r.p.m.

To this shaft is connected a 1500-kw.

General Electric Company's generator, de-

livering current at a pressure of 66oo- volts

over three miles of transmission line.

This power will be used at all of the

company's mines at Vulcan, to drive the

underground locomotives, hoist the skips,

operate the pumps, light the surface

plants, etc. The plant was constructed by

the com]).iny's engineers.
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Rights of Original Locators and Re-locators of Mineral

Claims on Public Lands. A Discussion of Court Decisions

BY ROSSITER W. RAYMOND
If a lodc-Iocation upon public mineral

land withdraws from the pulilic domain

the tract it covers, so long as the con-

ditions of possessory title are complied

with by the locator, and if failure to per-

form the annual "assessment-work" pre-

scribed by the I'nited Stales i-tatutes (to

say nothing of failure to comply with

any other requirements, local. Territorial.

State or Federal ) makes the said tract

open to rc-KcatioTi. "in the same manner

as if no location of the same had ever

l)een made," does this relapse of the said

tract into the pullic domain validate the

rights of junior locators, made after the

original location, hut prior to such aban-

donment thereof, and overlapping the

whole or part of the previously located,

and thus forfeited, area?

The Decision of 1905

This question was decided by the

United States Supreme Court in a high-

ly questionable way. on May 29, 1905. in

the celebrated case of Lavagnino vs. Uhlig

(198 V. S., 443), by an opinion practically

declaring that the abandonment and for-

feiture of a prior location validates the

claims of overlapping junior claims, lo-

cated before the forfeiture of the senior

claim. This decision "is ably discussed

and controverted by Henry M. Hoyt. 2d.

in the Mining and Siicntifii- Press of

June I. I think he is logically right in

his contention that, if a given tract has

been, and so long as it continues to be.

segregated from the public domain and

transferred to private possessory owner-

ship by reason of a valid mining location

of it. no private title can be legally in-

itiated to any part of it by acts performed

during the period of such segregation.

On the other hand. I think it cannot well

he questioned that the tmiversal custom

has been to regard every recorded claim

of possessory mining title as good agf.inst

all subsequent claimants, and entitled to

complete validity as to all those parts of

its area, to which the rights of prior

claimants have lapsed.

As to the status of a miring location,

the United States Supreme Court has

made declarations which are not easily

to be reconciled. In many cases, prior to

1897 (for example, in the leading case of

Belk vs. Meagher. 104 U. S.. 284), it de-

clared in substance that a perfected valid

mining location operated to withdraw the

tract from the public domain, and to

make it, so long as such appropriation

subsisted in unimpaired validity, private

property.

In accordance with tins doctrine, it was

held by the lower Federal courts that en-

trance upon a located claim was a tres-

pass, through which no legal title coidd

be initiated by the trespasser. Thus, in the

case of Montana Company vs. Clark (42

Fed. 626), it was decided that a location,

required under the statute to have parallel

side-lines, was not valid if it had the

form of a triangle, and could not be made

valid by placing stakes beyond its limits

upon prior locations, so as to make a

rectangle, and "claiming" the said rect-

angle, while "disclaiming," at the same

time, the portions thereof already covered

by location, so as to leave, in fact, as the

real location on public land, only a

triangular tract.

The L.\st Ch.\nce Decision

This decision was never reviewed at

Washington : but, some years later, in

Del Monte Company vs. Last Chance

Company (171 U. S.. 55, 84) the United

States Supreme Court took the opposite

view, ingeniously arguing that a lodc-Io-

cation was "withdrawn from the public

domain," not completely, but only in such

a way that the United States still held it

as a trustee for the rights of the loca-

tor. In this decision, the Court said:

"A valid location appropriates the sur-

face, and the rights given by such a lo-

cation cannot, so long as it remains in

force, be disturbed by any acts of third

parties."

But the Court declared also, that it did

not necessarily follow that a later lo-

cator might not lay some of the lines of

his lode-location upon the tract of a

senior location, for the purpose of ac-

quiring rights not to conflict with the

claim having priority. On this point, the

decision says

:

"Certainly, if the rights of the prior

locator are not infringed upon, who is

prejudiced by awarding to the second lo-

cator all the benefits which the statute

gives to the making of a claim?"

While this statement may have been in-

tended to cover no more thaq the plac-

ing of boundary-lines upon an existing

prior location, simply to secure for a later

location the required or preferred rect-

angular form, and not for the purpose

of acquiring any contingent future right

to part of the area of the said prior lo-

cation, yet both its language and its logic

go much further. For it practically as-

serts that, so long as the senior locator is

not wronged, nobody else is wronged by

the act of a junior locator establishing

iiu ciMTlapiJiiig clanii ; .'.nd tins doctrine

might easily be (as, indeed, it has been)

extended to cover all the rights which the

junior locator might have initiated by his

location, if there had been no senior lo-

cator at all—in other words, it declares

in sultslance that the extinguishment of

the senior rights renders valid against

everybody the junior rights, which were

already valid against everybody but the

seiior.

Who is Wronged?

Taken in this wider application, the

rhetorical question of the Court, "Who
is wronged?" could have been promptly

answered. The United States is wronged:

because it never undertook to surrender

its mineral Innds to any other than actual

first locators ; because it gave notice that

it would resume possession upon the

failure of such locators to fulfil the con-

ditions of possessory ownership ; and be-

cause both the letter and the spirit of its

over-generous offer of possessory title

excluded the notion that such title could

be prophetically or conditionally acquired

by parties who. upon a given tract, es-

tablished no occupancy aid made no de-

velopments, but simply put up stakes in-

dicating expectation, and waited for a

lucky inheritance of the rights of their

predecessors. Moreover, the citizens of

the United States, engaged in the dis-

covery and location of mineral deposits on

public lands, are wronged, because they

have been assured by the statute that,

when (not before) a given location has

been forfeited, the tract which it covered

is open to re-location, as if it had never

before been appropriated ; yet, when they

attempt to act upon this explicit assurance,

they find that a /rr-location nullifies re-

location.

It may be that neither the decision in

the Last Chance case, cited alxjve, nor

any of the later decisions which followed

that precedent, went quite so far as this

:

but the Lavagnino decision unquestionably

took the final step in the series. L'nder it,

everybody may set up his potential claim

to any part of an existing mining loca-

tion, not yet surveyed for patent ; and,

when that location is legally forfeited or

abandoned, it does not necessarily be-

come subject to re-location, but may fall,

in whole or piecemeal, into the hands of

waiting prc-re-locators. in the order 'of

their priority.

The Right of the Pikst Comer

In my judgment, this decision simply

reflects the old notion of the pioneers.
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formed before the I'nitcd States had as-

serted by any statute its rights as owner

of the pubhc mineral* lands—the notion,

namely, that these lands and their valu-

able mineral contents belonged, under

such limitations and conditions as might

be locally established, to the first comer;

that whenever, and to whatever extent,

his rights should fail, they reverted to the

second comer: and so on, without any

opportunity for the intervening assertion

of the superior right of the United States

as the real owner.

Decisions of the Federal courts prior to

1866, and the terms of the Acts of 1866

and 1872, aided in confirming this notion,

which has seriously afTccted the construc-

tion of later -statutes by the United States

Supreme Court itself,

I do not now care to argue further as

to the propriety- or consistency of the de-

cisions of that tribunal. So far as I can

see, it has fallen into contradictions

which will ultimately require some retrac-

tion or adroit reconstruction of its declar-

ations.

Indeed, if I correctly understand the

later decision in Brown vs. Gurney (201

U.S.. 184), this necessary process has al-

ready begun. For that unanimous opin-

ion, delivered by Chief Justice Fuller,

contains the following plain announce-

ment of the old and sound principle which

had been overridden in the Lavagnino

case:

•Of course it is essential that, at the

date of a location, the ground located on

should be part of the public domain."

The decision proceeds explicitly to deny,

as to the ground in conflict, the claim of

an overlapping location made before the

abandonment of a prior location, and to

recognize the possessory title of one

made after such abandonment. How the

Court reconciled this utterance with its

previous decision in the Lavagnino case,

nobody knows, and possibly nobody will

ever know. The Lavagnino case was

cited as authority for the plaintiff in

Brown vs. Gurney: but 1 do not find any

mc'-tijn of it in the decision. Perhaps

that was the wisest way to deal with it.

It is not the business of any inferior

court to explain a contradiction which the

Supreme Court has left unexplained; and

every lower court is justified in accepting

as conclusive the latest deliverance of the

highest tribunal, whether it be. at the

same time, clearly consistent or not. Fol-

lowing this rule, the Supreme Court of

Uuh, in the recent case of Lockhart vs.

Farrell (86 Pac. Rep.. 1077). aftc men-

tioning the revolutionary effect of the

Lavagnino decision, and declaring that it

dots not l)clicvc such an effect to have

been intended, says: Tt is sufficient for

XM that we follow Brown vs. Gurney,

more recently decided," etc.

.\ clear, careful and convincing discus-

sion of this and other decisions, by

Grant H. Smith, of Salt Lake, appeared

in the Mining and Scientific Press of June

15, as a coinnient upon the article of Mr

Hoyt, to which I have referred. Mr.

Smith does not controvert, but, on the

contrary, complements and confirms, the

views of Mr. Hoyt

Antimony in Slocan District, B. C.

Special Correspondence

Necessary Reform of the Law

But what interests me, at this time,

more deeply than the maintenance of con-

sistency, or any attempt to recover it, on

the part of the United States Supreme

Court, is the consideration that all em-

barrassments of this particular class could

be simply and completely removed at

once by the wholly unobjectionable meas-

ure which I suggested in my recent ar-

ticle in* the Engineering and Mining

Journal on "The Reform of the United

States Mineral Land Law"—namely, the

establishment of the rule that locators of

mir.iiig claims should be required to initi-

ate their rights by suitable notice to the

United States. The creation of potential,

secondary and expectatory rights could

thus be cut off, as it ought to be. For

the main source of the trouble now is,

that when any individual records a mining

claim overlapping some other claim, the

county clerk or the district recorder

makes no objection thereto, and the

United States Land Office receives no

notice thereof. In fact, neither authority

possesses knowledge enough to decide

whether the alleged location is on unap-

propriated public land or not.

So long as the United States does not

know what land it owns, it cannot re-

quire possessory owners or prospective

purchasers- to have that knowledge, and

it will be obliged to continue saying to

them: "Claim (within the prescribed lim-

its of size) whatever ground you want,

and maintain your claim according to

Federal and local regulations (which do

not, however, finally determine its original

validity or its exact boundaries) as long

as you choose. Whenever you, or any

other applicant, shall desire to buy of me

outright the ground thus claimed, then,

and not before, I will have it surveyed,

and there shall be a free fight among the

claimants; whoever of them does not en-

ter the fight, will be counted out; and of

the rest, I will recognize the victor, and

give to him a deed for. the land, together

with such mining rights as he may sub-

sequently find it to convey." And this

impotent promise to give, at an indefinite

future time, to the survivor or victor

among an indefinite number of claimants,

a quitclaim title to an indefinite tract,

conveying indefinite mining rights, the

United States Supreme Court is called

upon to recognize and interpret as a sys-

tem of mining law!

The discovery late last season of stibnite

on the north fork of Carpenter creek, in

the Slocan district of British Columbia,

has been reported by the gold commis-

sioner for that district to the provincial

department of mines. The Golden Crown

Gold and Silver Mining Company, Lewis

Hind, Three Forks, manager, owns the

property—the Alps group of three claims

situated on a branch of the north fork of

Carpenter creek, 8j4 miles from Three

Forks and about 7000 ft. abave sea level

The ore occurs in a quartzite dike about

30 ft. in width and traceable for .? to 4

miles. Ore has been found in quantity in

three places along a distance of about 600

ft. Each good showing is where the vein

appears to have been pinched by the in-

trusion of very hard schist. In two places

the ore seems to be in place, lying on the

schist, which is the footwall, while quartz-

ite is the hanging. As a rule the ore

occurs clean, but in places it is mixed with

soft, yellow quartz and is then difficult to

sort. Where first found it was in large

lumps of high-grade ore, occurring in de-

composed quartzite. These weigh up to

1600 lb. The ore contains as high as 67

per cent, antimony, and small silver and

bismuth values as well. The greatest

width of ore is about 4 ft-, where the vein

is well defined. The ore is to be shipped

to Scotland for treatment and shipments

will be made after the construction of an

aerial tramway about 4000 ft. long, already

arranged for, shall have been completed.

Substantial quarters are to be built for

the accommodation of a number of men.

The Am. S. & R. Co. Smelting

Works at Chihuahua Mex.

The Republic of Panama has provided

for the minting of subsidiary nickel coins

to the amount of $25,000. The coins are

to be made from an alloy of 75 per cent.

nickel and 25 per cent, copper.

It is announced that the furnaces of the

Chihuahua smelting works of the Ameri-

can Smelting and Refining Company will

be blown in abouf Nov. I. The structural

steel work of the blast furnace building,

the power house, machine shops and

sampling is completed and the brick work

of the furnace is ready.

The brick stack will be 370 ft. high

with an inside diameter of 16 ft. About

eight miles of track have been laid, con-

necting with the Mexican Central, the

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, the

Chihuahua & Pacific and the Mineral road

to Santa Enlalia.

A hotel has been built for employees

and 192 houses for laborers. Provision

has been made for a complete water and

sewer system which will embrace all the

buildings of the plant, officers, residences

and houses for laborers. At present about

350 men are employed, largely skilled

mechanics
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The Mines of La Luz, Guanajuato, Mexico—

I

Some New Points in the Geology o( an Important Section of

the Guanajuato District Which Is Now Being Reopened

The briiail area which cunlains tho

mines uf Guanajuato has a length of

nearly 13 miles, about N. 40 \V., and a

width ot 10 miles. The Veta Madre
passes through the whole length a little

south of the center, in a direction N.

;S W., but with a strong curvature, the

concavity being toward the south. The
vein is covered by a multitude of claims

stretching over a width of nearly two

miles. Near the eastern side of the rec-

tangle lie the connected districts of San-

ta Rosa, Pcregrina and Cubo, about six

miles long and lying in a general N. 50

W. direction, but strongly concave to-

ward the northeast. Santa Rosa claims

cover .a width of a mile and a half, but

at Peregrina llie district is less than a

mile wide. In the extreme northwestern

corner of the rectangle is La Luz district,

five miles long and 1.5 mile wide, 'with

an a.xial direction of about N. 45 W.
In writing aboiJt the Pinguico' mine.

1 spoke of the valuable geological work
in progress under the direction of Prof.

C. W. Botsford, the head of the engi-

neering department of the Guanajuato De-

velopment Company. This work has ad-

vanced far enough to afford data of

great importance in the study of the

whole Guanajuato district.

I have not visited Santa Rosa or Per-

egrina and therefore except them from

anything I have to say about La Luz dis-

trict, which is the one of the three that

I have had some opportunity of study-

ing.

The Schist

Much of the area between La Luz and
the Veta Madre, and including the whole

of La Luz, having a width of more than

four miles, contains either as surface e.x-

posure or underlying rock a dark red felds-

pathic agglomerate or a dark aluminous

"schist" which underlies the agglomerate.

Professor Botsford informs me that the

schist is found at Santa Rosa, though in

diminished thickness, which makes it

cover practically the whole Guanajuato

rectangle.

One of the important determmations by

Professor Botsford is that this schist is a

propylitic alteration of the agglomerate.

.\s the schist is the country rock of many
of the mines on the Veta Madre and all

La Luz veins, this conclusion of Professor

Botsford must form one of the funda-

•Consultlng mInlDg engineer. 15 William
street. New York.

'Tlie JocRNAL, Nov. 24. 1906.

uKiital factors in the geology of Guana-

juato and I examined the evidences with

Kreat interest upon which he relics

On the surface and for 30 to 50 ft. in

depth this rock looks somewhat like a

shale though not shale in structure, but

in the ravines, especially that of Bolaiii-

tos river, 1500 ft. below the highest hill

lops, its true character is discernible. In

color it has the shades of gray, green

and brownish red, or purple, with which

we are familiar in roofing slate. In tex-

ture it varies from complete schistosity

to a dense, fine grained and extremely

hard rick with granular fracture, and to

a sub-agglomerate structure and finally

to a rock in which the agglomerate struc-

ture is preserved fully though both ma-

trix and pebbles have been highly al-

tered. Occasionally coarse crystals of

hornblende mixed with quartz are found

and sometimes there is a resemblance

both in texture and composition to a fine-

grained porphyry, but this resemblance is

not sufficient to place it among the

"meta" eruptives. Small, lath-like feld-

spars are infrequent but are seen.

The crucial test of Professor Botsford's

identification comes at the points where

the completely schistose rock occurs, for

immediately adjacent to them, in evei^

case, are points where the agglomerate

structure is more or less well preserved.

Alteration has rounded the angular peb-

bles of the agglomerate and the appear-

ance is much like that of an ordinary

conglomerate, though consisting of feld-

spathic rock only.

Metamorphic Agencies

Since it is reasonable to conclude that

the conditions of heat, access of water

and other metamorphosing agencies

which produced the uniform alteration

of this rock over so great an area and
thickness were in themselves fairly uni-

form, we may conclude that the diflfer-

ences we see are due entirely to varia-

tions of pressure. Undoubtedly it is so

at the places where real schistose struc-

ture and well preserved agglomerate are

in juxtaposition. The pebbles have been

proscrvod because in some way they have

been defended against the prevailing

pressure, and the schists are schists be-

cause those points had to bear not only

their own proper load but also the load

which should have been distributed to the

pebbles.

.VII of the appearances which I have

described occur in patches. There is no

continuity of texture or color. I doubt

if any one condition seen in the ravine

extends farther than 100 ft. and usually

the changes are more frequent. Else-

where in the district schistosity has de-

veloped over considerable areas. There

is not the slightest appearance of sedi-

mentation even in a highly altered form.

After examining the "schist" minutely I

accepted Professor Botsford's conclusion

without reserve.

The alteration of the agglomerate is

of the kind called propylitic and though

the word propylite has been discarded as

the name of a rock on account of early

misconceptions concerning the recks to

which it was given, it might be better to

rename this member of the Guanajuato

series propylite as indicating its eruptive

origin and the character of its altera-

tion as well as the fact that its forma-

tion seems to have introduced the long

continued and immensely eflfcctive series

of changes which have made Guanajuato

a great mining field.

Results of Botsford's Investigations

Thus the first result of Professor Bots-

ford's work is to establish the true re-

lationship of this widely extended and

important formation, the home of Guan-

ajuato's wonderful veins, removing it

from the class of sedimentaries where it

has reposed for a hundred years and

placing it in the class of eruptives. The
unaltered agglomerate remaining is sup-

posed to have a thickness of 1400 ft.

and the schists which were formed from

its lower portion about 3000 ft. There

is an old shaft at La Luz, La Asuncion,

more than 1400 ft. deep, which is en-

tirely within the schist. The hills rise

500 or 600 ft. above its mouth and a mod-
erate allowance for erosion and for fur-

ther depth below the -shaft make up the

remainder of the estimate which, it is ap-

parent, may easily be an underestimate.

Another important result of the geologi-

cal work is the location and partial sur-

vey of an extensive granite area east

and northeast of La Luz veins and cov-

ering not only all La Luz district but

also the whole area between La Luz and

the north end of the Veta Madre. This

is undoubtedly the "syenite" of the older

geologists, and I shall show presently that

Humboldt gives a description of it which

is accurate in observation, but which

was evidently very puzzling to him.

The Granite

The granite is cut off from the area
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containing the veins of La Liiz by three

faults. One lies along the eastern edge

of the district and has a N.-S. strike. In

it are the Bolanitos, La Joya and other

veins which dip eastward contrary to the

general dips of the district. The second

is also a N.-S. fault, but it lies on the

west edge of the district and is probably

itc. the (like and the Bolaiiitos-La Joya

vein is shown in Fig. I. The relation

of La Joya to Bolanitos is such as to

make the existence of a cross-fault be-

tween them probable. I have examined

the northern part only of the granite,

down to the southern end of the Bolaiii-

tos vein. The part farther south and

less we accord to that rock a greater

thickness than it is believed to have had,

it follows that the vertical displacement

of the east block could not have exceed-

ed 1000 ft. and may have been not more
than 600 ft. The granite west of the

district is found opposite the Jesus Ma-
ria mine, 75 meters below the eroded top

Granite

nc. I. VEINS I.N I,A LUZ DISTRICT, GUAN.\J V-MO, MEXICO

the line which the La Luz vein occupies.

It dips west. The third is an E.-W.
fault situated just north of the district

and now contains a dike 100 ft. thick of
a rock which, in its decomposed ex-

posures, strongly resembles rhyolite.

This dike runs nearly, if not entirely, to

the Veta Madre In all cases the fault-

ing is normal The position of the gran-

thc eastern extension are put in after

Humboldt's description.

There are several matters of interest

revealed by the granite. Though it oc-

cupies downthrown blocks we see the

bottom of the mass, all the ravines cut-

ting down to the schist below, and inas-

much as the summits of the higher hills

must be near the top of the schist, un-

cf the higher hill near by. This indi-

cates a vertical displacement of 100 me-
tei^s or more.

The comparative age of the granite is

indicated by the fact that the inclusions

it contains are schist. It must, therefore,

be later than the propylitization of the

agglomerate. These inclusions are in

immense numbers ; in fact, the granite is
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subordinate in quanlity to the schist

which it incloses. On the whole I judged

that only about 40 per cent, of the mass
IS granite, even in the heart of the area

;

and cast of the southern part of the Bo-

lanitos vein the proportion is not greater

than JO per cent. 'I'he contacts of gran-

ite and schist are often vertical or in-

clined strongly and the masses of schist

are of every size from hundreds of feet

thickness to small boulders. As usual

it is the small things that are hardest to

explain. I can comprehend the method
by which the angular fragments reached

their present position ; but how were the

boulders rounded? They never saw the

surface until present-day erosion revealed

Ihcm. Perhaps it :s significant that I

faw them only on the edges of the granite

where grinding nay have taken place as

the cover of the laccolith was lifted grad-

ually, or perhaps lifted and lowered al-

ternately.

The Laccolith

There can be no doubt that the gran-

ite is a laccolith which covers several

square miles of territory between La Luz
rnd the Veta Madre. Apparently the west-

ern edge was thin, perhaps a great sill

covering the district. Erosion has also

been active and near the veins the gran-
ite is not more than 300 ft. thick. Two
miles to the northeast it rises to a sum-
mit called Buenavista mountain, probab-
ly 1200 ft. higher. It covers the whole
territory north of the dike to Las Palmas
river, a mile and a half, and extends
eastward to the Valenciana mine of the

Veta Madre. This is an extent of at

least six miles from east to west and five

miles from north to south.

The occurrence of the granite at the

Veta Madre rests upon both ancient and
modern testimony. Humboldt says

:

'•On digging the great pit (tiro general)
of Valenciana they discovered banks of
syenite, ot hornblende slate and true

serpentine, alternating with one another
and forming subordinate beds in the clay

slate." He comments on "this extraordi-
nary phenomenon of a syenite alternat-

i'lg with the serpentine" and no wonder.
I aicoliths had not been invented in his

day. Theodore Dwight informed me
that granite boulders had been encoun
tered in the Nueva Luz shaft, sunk in

the hanging of Valenciana. There, as

c\-erywhere else, the occurrence was of a

confused mass of granite and schist.

The Rhyoute Dike.

-Another of the late discoveries may
have played an important role in the
Veta Madre. While not shown in Fig
I, the rhyolite dike has been followed
over nearly to the Esperanza mine of the
Veta Madre, a mine north of the Valen-
ci.nna. Humboldt, after commenting on
the "immense mass" of silver taken from
'the vein of Guanajuato." $165,000,000 in

j8 years, enough to affect prices in Eu

rope, says that it was all taken from the

vein between Esperanza and Santa

Anita, 2600 m. in length (8500 ft.). That
is to say, the richest part of the Veta

Madre lies just south of the line of this

rhyolite dike just as the richest part of

La Luz district lies just south of the dike

itself. If study of Esperanza ground dis

closes the dike there, Professor Botsford

will have added two very important mem-
bers to the Guanajuato series, besides de-

termining the true constitution of a third.

The strike of the rhyolite dike is S. 80

E. and its dip N. 70 deg. Its western

end passes out of the granite into the

schist, but runs out in 400 or 500 yd
Bearing all the above points in mind the

following extract from Black's transla-

tion of Humboldt's "Essai Politique'

(1811), V. Ill, p. 183, will be read with

interest

:

"From the mine of Esperanza, situ

;;ted to the northwest of Guanajuato, to

the village of Comangillas, celebrated for

its hot springs, the clay slate during an

extent of more than 20 square leagues

serves for a base to beds of syenite which
alternate with transition greenstone.

These beds are in general from 4 to 5

decimeters (15 to 19 in.) in thickness;

and they arc inclined by groups, some
times to the northeast, sometimes to the

west, and always at angles of from 50
to 60 deg. In traveling from Valen-

ciana to Ovexeras we see several thou-

sands of these banks of greenstone alter-

nating with a syenite, in which quartz is

sometimes in greater abundance than feld-

spar and amphibole. We find veins of

(jreenstone in this syenite and crevices

filled with syenite in the beds of green-

stone."

Kel.ation Between Granite and Schist

Humboldt's language depicts the inex-

tricable confusion of granite and schist

fiagments very well and what he says of

the high dips of the contacts is true

They not only stand 50 to 60 deg. but

often are vertical. The "veins of green-

stone" in the granite are flat slabs of

schist, a foot thick, standing vertical in

the granite.

It is clear that the granite is not an ex-

treme alteration of the schist. The in-

numerable contacts are always sharply

defined and nowhere was any sign of
passage of one rock into the other no-
ticed. The granite was subsequent not
only to the propylitization of agglomer-
ate but also to the fracturing of the

schist and the completeness with which
it penetrated a mass of schist, miles in

diameter and perhaps 900 ft. thick, shows
that it must have been under great pres

sure, a pressure that would have lifted

a weak roof and produced a surface flow

rather than an injected mass. There may
have been such a flow ultimately, but
the formation of this laccolith points to

a strong roof. Fourteen hundred feet of

agglomerate may have been sufficient.

Only eruptive flows, rhyolite and ande-

site, overlie the agglomerate and La Luz

rhyolite dike, to which we would nat-

urally look for the local flow of that

rock, is younger than the granite. At
all events the granite entered under such

pressure that it penetrated the fractures

in the schist and tore up the intervening

fragments, producing a lifting effect that

must have broken the roof eventually,

thus preparing it for its complete removal

subsequently by erosion.

The Faulting

The faulting was subsequent to the sol-

idification of the granite, the weight of

which may have had some effect. The
Veta Madre and Bolafiitos-La Joya faults

are both normal and dip toward

each other, but there is no evidence of

any intimate connection between them.

The immense amount of faulting in the

whole Guanajuato region indicates se

vcre and long continued stresses and the

weight of the granite may have deter

irined their effect locally.

La Luz district seems to mark the

westward limit of the laccolith and its

eastward limit seems to be near the Veta

Madre (Valenciana tiro general is about

a mile from the outcrop). I have spoken

of its penetrating a mass of schist 900

ft. thick. This is based on the assump

tion that the laccolith is, or was, only

1500 ft. thick and that granite forms onlj

^o per cent, of its mass. Both of these

assumptions need further study for their

confirmation, for the thickness given is

probably a minimum. Room for this in-

jected material could have been made b>

faulting or by raising the cover of the

schist and I am inclined to think it was
the latter action that took pfcce. Wheth
er the granite tore out great masses of

schist and floated them upward or moved
them sideways it must have formed a great

plastic mass! What effect the presence

of this plastic mass had upon rock move
ments cannot be told in the present state

of our knowledge. .As it occupied the

top of the schist I do not see how it

could have produced any deep-lying ef-

fects. If the roof gave way with ex

plosive suddenness the release from pres-

sure may have c ntributed to the fault

ing.

Humboldt speaks of the syenite as

being often predominatingly silicious.

Perhaps he refers to aplite dikes which

are not infrequent, for the granite I saw
is richest in feldspar with moderate quartz

and less hornblende.

Succession of Geological Events

The position of the granite at the top

of the schist is important because of its

hearing upon the future of La Luz mines

.All the mine shafts are opened at about

the middle of the schist, or in the middle

third of its thickness. The outcrops

uuist be below the level of the granite.
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even it it ever covered the ground in

wliicli ihey lie, and there is no probabil-

ity that this rock will be found in thf

mines.

No sedimentary rocks are known in

La Lii/ liiit it is supposed that t]ie schist

rests on shales here as at the Vcta

Madre. When the granite is thoroughly

explored dikes of various rocks will bt

found. Fragments of diorite, of a dark

brown porphyry with glassy crystals and

of a red porphyry with large phenocryst«

are found in the ravines but their locality

has not been discovered. A thin seam

of gray rock, much decomposed, with

small inclusions of serpcntinoid mineral

iiiav In- basalt

fault is the only fact we have that indi

cates the time relation of the ore deposi

ti.'ii

In I. Vein System

The accompanying maps, Figs, i and 2,

and I he sections, Figs. 3 and 4, show tht

peculiar arrangement and contrary dip:

of these veins. On the western side of

the district is a vein about five miles

long which, beginning at the north end

is known as La Luz-Purisima-San An
lonio vein. Its dip is west, about 60 deg

The vein has a strc^ng concavity toward

the east, its three divisions having the

following strike and appro.ximate length

as measured' on the map:

up p.irtly from Mexican sources and the

structure is not so simple as shown there.

It has not been possible to identify all

the veins shown on the Mexican •map

which gives El Pabellon an east dip,

while the vein which is now pointed out

3s Kl Pabellon has a west dip. Prob

ably there is a fault vein east of it which

has the east dip and which was not found

in the recent survey.

The arrangeincnt of the veins rescm

hies an ellipse with the more important

veins distributed nn the boundaries. It

is a district of great veins, as the fol-

lowing list shows. They are entered in

order from west to east and in the three

sections, northern, central and southern:

a5o Nuevo
Slope

^Guadalupe
Stopo

FLU. J. SECTION OF LA LLZ VEIN

Erosion has been strong. .\ll the ag-

glomerate, some schist and all the gran-

ite above the vein area of the district have

been removed and if there was overflow

from the rhyolite dike, that has disap

peared also. The succession of events

seems to have been

:

1. Propylitization of the agglomerate.

2. Crushing and splinteringof the schist.

3. Entrance of the granite into the up-

per part of the schist.

4. Faulting on the line of Bolanitos-La

Joya and La Luz veins and of the dike.

5. Continuance of the formation of ore.

It is not certain that this process had its

beginning after or before the faulting.

The presence of ore in the Rolanitos

Strikes. Lengths.
S 21 E 9,167 ft.

S 44 E 6,250 ft.

S 69 E 11,140 ft.

I.a I.U7.

I'urlslma
San .Vntonlo

Total length 26.557 ft.

The central or Purisima portion con

tinucs northward beyond its junction

with La Luz, forming the Plateros fork,

4000 ft. long and dipping west like the

rest of the system. The mean direction

of the whole vein is N. 40 W.
On the eastern side of the district there

is a corpplex of veins 20.000 ft. long

which dip west. The northern veins of

this complex are nearly parallel to La

Luz vein, the central ones are parallel

to Purisima, but the southern ones spread

out like a fan. The map. Fig. I, is made

North. Length. Dip.

La Luz 9,167 ft. W.
Peru 2,700 " W.
Santa Rita 3,600 " W.
I'erlco 4.800 " W.
Bolanitos 7,250 " E.
San Pablo, la branch of Bo-

lanltosi 4,000 •• E.
Center.

Purisima & Plateros 9,000 " W.
.Melladlto 3,300 " W.
Xonil)re dc Dlos 2..')00 " W.
I.epanio 5,100 " >

La Jovn 7,200 " E.
South.

Cocinera 1,250 E.
I»urdps 2,250 E.
San Antonio 11.140 W.
Santa (iertrudls 1.300 W.
La Lol)a 4..S00 W.
Emma 4.800 \V.

Kl Palwllon 3,900 \V.

Melladito atid N'ombre de Dios are

two small veins in the footwall of Puri-

sima and dip into each other according
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10 the Mexican maps. Lourdcs and

Cocinera arc hanging-wall veins of San

Antonio. Sonic of the lengths given by

tht old surveyors are said to be exag-

gerated, but cm the other hand the out-

crops are frequently obscured and may
not have been thoroughly picked up -in

our rapid survey. The map brings out

the important fact that La Luz is a dis-

trict of westward dipping veins which

has been broken on its eastern edge by

an eastward dipping fault now filled with

ore.

POSITIO.N' OF THE \'EINS

It will be noticed that the veins are

crowded together and more in number at

the two extremities of the district than

in the center. Near the Bolafiitos-La

Joya fault there are a score of short

outcrops running in various directions.

Some of them are probably fractures

due to the drag of the fault and I pre-

sume others will be found when the other

parts of the district are resurveyed. The

belief in .the district is that these

"branches", enrich the main veins at the

have no veins, has been crushed power-

fully.

From all these facts, the somewhat

elliptical arrangement of the veins, the

tangle of crossing veins, the distribution

of ranialros everywhere, the reduplication

of veins at the north and south ends,

I judge that the veins have been formed

by end pressure, parallel to their strike.

The force operating was great enough

to open two lines of fracture five miles

long besides others from a half mile to

a mile in length. The depth of mining

on these fractures is only 1000 ft. at pres

ent, but they are undoul)tedly very pro-

found.

The curvature of the veins may point

to flow of the rock and if the center of

the district is really so barren of veins

as the Mexican maps indicate there may
have been crowding there. There is no

doubt that the pressure and the spiin

tering of the schist, like all the meta-

morphosing agencies, were regional, af-

fecting the entire Guanajuato rectangle.

The effects appear to have been intensi-

fied or concentrated on three lines, La

Placer Gold Mining in the Cari-

boo District, B. C.

// V
^^""^

Bimi'Vliti Ml.

^^i^. Granite

/ScbiHi aud
yHiaeW Sbnie.
/ Crrta.raus.

Schist

/

:^El rio.V. SHIIWINc; F0RM.\TI0NS

juncture. The distribution of these veins

near La Joya vein is shown on Fig. 2.

The line of the veins is more sinuous

in the southern end of the district than

in the northern and more sinuous on

the western side than on the east. The
fault veins are remarkably straight and

the parallelism between La Lu7. vein and

the Bolanitos fault is noticeable. The
two parallel fractures Melladito and

Kombre de Dios, within 300 ft. of Pu-

risima, show a- tendency to slabbing

which is also visible in Fig. 2.

" The rock near the veins is crowded

with irregular seams of quartz and cal-

cite, called ramalcos, stringers. They
are more or less abundant even at a

c.nsiderable distance from the veins.

In going down the Cuervo shaft, which

is 210 ft. from the Bolaiiitos outcrop, I

saw ramaUos as soon as the solid r ck

was reached, about 20 ft. down. The
numerous shafts and pits all over the

district, so far as T have seen it, show
ramolfos everywhere. Evidently the

whole district, except perhaps the center

of the ellipse, which the map shows to

Luz, Veta Madre and Santa Rosa-Pere

grina, and it is possible that, when the

whole area has been surveyed carefully,

facts will be discovered that will indi

cate the causes for this concentration

The east dip of Bolanitos fault is due

probably to the local eflFect of the gran

ite. Otherwise La Luz veins have a dip

generally parallel to the Veta Madre and

their strike is also parallel to that of the

north end of the Veta Madre.

(To he continued.)

In a novel method of toughening metals

lately introduced the metal to he treated

is placed in a closed retort with a small

quantity of mercury, says the London £11-

gineer; the retort is subjected to pressure,

and as it is heated to a point bclnw melt-

ing temperature, a current of electricity is

passed through the metal. Besides in-

creased toughness, greater resistance to

sea-water corrosion is imparted. The
hardening is especially adapted for iron

and steel, but is claimed to be useful for

other metals.

Numbers of men are being taken into

the Cariboo district, B. C, to work on the

placer-gold properties acquired from the

Consolidated Cariboo Hydraulic Mining

Company last year by Guggenheim inter-

ests, afterward incorporated as the Cari-

boo Gold Mining Company. Others are

being employed in excavation and con-

struction work on an enlarged water-sup-

ply system. Special stages convey the

men about too miles from Ashcroft, on

the Canadian Pacific main line ot railway,

to Bullion, the company's headquarters in

British Columbia.

The old company obtained water for

gravel washing from Morehead, Boot-

jack and Policy's lake reservoirs, but the

ditch was cut aw^ay for nearly a mile and

three-quarters, and washing cannot begin

this season until after the lower section

of the new ditch, from the Spanish lake

system, has been completed, some time in

July. The snowfall on the watershed sup

plying this inine was greater last winter

than for several winters.

The mine is equipped with a gravity

tram, hydraulic elevator and Loveridge

derrick, ard much preparatory work has

been done. -The new water-supply sys-

tem, known as the Spanish lake system, is

designed to overcome the chief difficulty

under which the old company operated.

.Much preliminary work on the Bullion

section was done before the coming in of

the winter. Steam shovels are on the

ground. The total expenditure on the
\

Spanish lake system last season was nearly

$100,000 to complete it a further expendi-

ture of $450,000 to $500,000 will be re-

quired.

A Large Gates Crusher

The new stone-crushing plant of the

Dolan & Shepard Company at Gary, 111.,

which has a rated capacity of 300 cu.yd.

per hour, contains a No. 9, "K." Gates

crusher, remarkable for its size. The top

of the crusher hopper is 32 ft. from the

ground and stands on a heavy concrete

base rising ig ft. from the floor. The
output passes through two circular screens

4 ft. in diameter and 12 ft. long, which

separate all pieces under 21/2 in. in diam-

eter, the size used for blast-furnace flux.

The big crusher is capable of producing

aproximately .woo tons of crushed rock in

10 hours.

Up to two or three years ago the stand-

ard size of rotary kilns in use in cement

manufacture was about 60x6 ft. : at pres-

ent the preferred size is from 7 to 8 ft.

in diameter, and from 60 to 100 ft. long,

a kiln of 100 ft. in length being favored

by the majority of the progressive manu-

facturers.
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Refinery of Rio Tinto Co., Port Talbot, Wales
New Works lor the Production o( Copper liujots, Wire-bars and

Cake> from Precipitate and Bessemer Bars Obtained in Spain

B~T EDWARD W A L K K R

I'li'.i! a few >oars ago the inuttes and

prceipilales produced at the Rio Tiiilo

mine in Spain were treated at the com-

pany's works at Cwmavoii, a few miles up

the valley from Port Talbot. Subse-

quently the bessenierizin!4 process was in-

troduci'd in Spain and the work at Cwma-
von was correspondingly curt.iiled. The
only operations left for ;he W'elsli works

were Iht refining and the production of

^ngots, wircbars and cakes. As a good

part of the works was rendered useless, it

was coi.sidered a suitable oppcrtunity to

move the scer.e of operations to a more
favorable situation, and a piece of ground

on the seaboard was secured, ininiediately

adjoining the Port Talbot docks. Here
, th>- MOW rctinory \va> oroctoil. and opera-

draw i.p to the works and disciiarge di-

rectly into theni. The works also adjoin

the Great Western Railway, wliich com-
municater with nianuf.tcturlng centers

where the copper is consumed. Two other

local coal railways have termnii at Port

Talbot, so that cheap fuel is at the doors

of the works. Port Talbot is also in com-
nnniic;.tion with Hamburg and French

ports, and the distribution of the cotn-

pany's products to customers on the Con-
tinent is accordingly facilitated. On the

return jcwrney the company's steamer car-

ries coal and other stores to the works in

Spain.

Casual observers might ask why the re-

fining or copper was not moved to Spain,

as well as the rest of tlv,- operations. It

operations on the most approved and most

economical principles. Also, the Rio Tinto

was not exactly a prosperous concern un-

til it came under the management of those

who are responsible for the present re-

modeling of the plant. It is only fair,

therefore, to give every credit to C. W.
Fielding, the chairman of the company,

and to George Deer, the nvnager at

Cwmavon, for the excellence of the work
at Port Talbot.

The accompanying view shows the

"Don Hugo" being unloaded. There are

two T.emperley transporters worked elec-

trically, which carry the bags of precipi-

tate and the bessemer bars into the ore

sheds. There are live refining furnaces,

i-ach of 10 tons c.ipacilv Tlu-v an- not

L.VDLES SUPPORTED BY OVERHEAD BEAMS

tions commenced about a year ago. Why
the old works were located at Cwmavon is

not quite clear, for it is a few miles both

from the seaboard and from the Great

Western Railway, and the cos: of trans-

port wa? therefore unnecessarily increased.

Probabl\ the situation was chosen because
it was at the foot of a steep hill, up which
a fluo was built to catch dust and dis-

charge the gases in an elevated and isolat-

ed spot.

Co.WTN'IENCE OF THE N'eW LOCATION

The position where- the new. refinery is

locate.l is an ideal one, for the company's
vessel. "Don Hugo." bringing the besse-

mer bnrs and precipitates from Spain, can

is, however, as cheap to carrv bars and

precipitates to South Wales as to carry

refined copper, and the carriage of the

necessary fuel to Spain is obviated. Be-

sides, South Wales is a more convenient

distributing center for refined copper

than Huelva.

WIkii the new refinery was built the

plans nnd arrangements were worked out

on the most scientific and methcdical prin-

ciples. There is not a belter designed or a

better administered refinery in existence.

Some people may say that a rich company
like the Rio Tinto can afford all the latest

and niOsl improved plant, but I would
point out that it is not always the rich

mines and companies that conduct their

WATER-JACKET Fl'RNACE

all in use at once. At present about

20.000 tons of copper are passed through

the refinery every year.

The Refixing Process

The copper contains some precious

metals, but there is no electrolytic refin-

ing at present. The refining furnaces

present no novelty except that they are

double the size of those hitherto used in

South Wales. The charging wagons are

operated electrically, being passed along i

line ovet the tops of the furnaces. The
slag is discharged from the side instead of

being raked out at the front of the fur-

nace. The furnaces are charged about

6 o'clocl. every evening, and thf refining
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proccii is completed .nboiit 10 o'clock in

ihe morning.

The old ladles carried by Iiand have

been abolished and larger l.'.dles, the

weight of which is suppirlcd on carriers,

have been substituted. On* of the illus-

trations shows a ladle containing five or

six hundredweight supported on a travel-

ing carriage that runs on rails. The handle

at the other end is form'ed in such a way

TIk- slag and copper from the furnace are

not discharged into molds li.\cd in the

ground outside the furnace, but direct

from the spouts into molds which are car-

ried on cars. These are shown in the il-

lustration.

The whole of the lifting and carrying

of materials is eflfcctcd by electric power,

and the amount of hand labor t= reduced

to a miniiTiuni. The power i.s supplied by

The Magnetic Separation of Tin

Oxide and Wolframite

RIO TINTCi REFINERY—THE DON HUGO DISCHARGING

In separating tin oxide from wolframite

by means of the magnetic separator the

Cornish mines have found an unexpected

difficulty. Though tin oxide is not mag-

netic, considerable quantities of it pass

over with the wolframite. This difficulty

has been met with both at East Pool and

at Glitters, and the engineers at these two

mines have arrived independently at a

solution and devised a method of remov-

ing this hindrance to the success of the

magnetic process. The patent taken out

ly F. Dietzsch, consulting engineer, and

J. Paull, manager of the Glitters mine

(British Patent 23,567 of 1906) contains

interesting details. It may be said in

passing that the East Pool engineers com-

bat the validity of the patent, claiming

simultaneous or prior invention.

The patent in question states that it has

been found that in magnetic sepa-

rators for treating tin-tungsten ores

magnetic substances adhere to the non-

magnetic particles and so cause the

non-magnetic constituents of the ore

to be drawn out with the wolfra-

mite. This is found to be the case es-

pecially after subjecting the ore to a mag-

netic roast. The invention consists in

treating the ore chemically so as to re-

move the magnetic iron oxide, or to re-

duce it to a non-magnetic oxide of iron.

that th'.- ladle can be guided to lip up and

down, end to rotate round the axis of the

rod which carries it. There is therefore

no difficulty in scooping a ladletul out of

the furnace. The carriage on which the

ladle-rod is pivoted runs on wheels,

which are provided with ball bearings,

and a metal weight slides on the handle

side of the ladle rod so as to counterbal-

ance th<^ weight of the charge. After the

ladle =s filled, it is withdrawn and brought

to the molds, which are duly charged.

After solidifying, the contents of the

molds are tipped into the water bosh for

cooling. The water boshes contain as an

inner lining a sort of cradle with perfo-

rated sides, so that when sufficient ingots

or bari have accumulated the cradle and

its contents arc elevated by means of a

travelinp electric crane, which runs the

length of the building, and carried to the

stock room.

Other ladles used for casting large

cakes hold five to ten hundredweight, and

these art not supported on carriages that

run along the ground, but are suspended

from wheels that run along the girders.

These arc shown in another illustration.

The molds in which these cakes are cast

are not tipped into water, but arc carried

by the electric crane to the cooling bath. ^

The slags from the refiniuK furnaces

contain from 4 to 6 per cent, cf copper.

These arc smelted in a water jacket fur-

nace, which is shown in the illustration.

L.\1>LE ON TKAVELI.VG tAKKI.AUE .\NI) \V.\TER T.\NKS. RIO TINTO REFINERY

dynamos coupled direct to Westinghouse

high-speed steam engines running at 425

r.p.m. The works also contain a labora-

tory, an interesting feature of which is the

installation of electric heaters

This is done by leaching the ore with

sulphuric acid and subsequently washing

and drying before passing it to the mag-

netic separator.

The limit of capacity of a centrifugal

pump is fixed only by the limit of pipe

sizes and sizes of passages in the pump.

Pig iron containing only 0.40 per cent,

titanium has been produced in electric

furnaces from sand containing 17 per

cent, titanium oxide.
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Some Practical Points on Mine Surveying
Slovenly Habits an Unmixed Evil, Accuracy liivulviiuj Liule More

Expense. Greasy Note-books May Be Replaced by Filing Cards

BY LAURENCE C H O D S O N ^

At many mines wli-re the engineer may

have ti> undertake tlie development, there

will probably be but one instrument for

all the surveying and leveling. It is evi-

dent that it must be an all-around instru-

ment, and that if it is to lill all its func-

tions in the very best way, it must possess

a number of conflicting qualities. In such

a case the selection of the instrument

becomes a matter of compromise. It

must be of high enough grade to allow

of good triangulation work and not too

sensitive for rough usage; light enough

to carry around the surface, and on dis-

tant surveys in a mountainous country,

and the horizontal circle graduated to 20

seconds of arc. For average surface

work, moderately high magnifying powers

sre demanded, but the underground work

will be at close range, and in poor light

where small magnification is better. Tak-

ing all things into consideration, probably

a 4 to 4j4-in. horizontal circle reading to

20 seconds, full vertical circle, U-shaped

standards, light irtinmtain transit will out-

line the best instrument for the work.

It should be procured from the best Ameri-

can manufacturers, and will be ex-

pensive. Something can be saved by omit-

ting some of the usual extras. The U-
standards and small circle will do away

with a compass in the usual place. This

omission will be disapproved of by some,

largely from habit, I believe. As a mat-

ter of fact, the compass, as an attach-

ment to the transit, does not earn its salt,

and is a distinct disadvantage in the cor-

rect construction of the instrument itself.

That the compass is not used, in fact

scarcely expected to be used, is shown

by its being put in the most inconvenient

place for reading, and where at best, it

cannot be read accurately.

Position of the Compass

The best place for the compass is in

a trough which can be placed on the tel-

escope and taken on or off as occasion

requires. The length is then not limited

to the distance between standards, but

to the length of the telescope. It is there-

fore more accurate, since the sensitive-

ress of a needle is proportional to its

length ; it is in the proper position for

observation, and the angle between the

magnifying needle and the point to be

f>bserved can be accurately measured and

read un the transit vcrmera. 1 his ar-

rangement should satisfy the most exact-

ing. Those wlio merely use the com-

pass occasionally to guard against gross

errors of angle reading, will find a pocket

compass suflicicnt. The latter, especially

if it is a Bruntun pocket transit, can be

used to advantage in taking side notes.

The U-stanilard offers so many decided-

ly valuable constructive advantages that

its use is to be always recommended. It

will permit of lighter and at the same

time more substantial construction. It

presents a better appearance and is less

apt to get out of order. Many would hes-

itate to use a 4-in. horizontal circle in

triangulation work, but the amount of

such work is small, permitting of extra

care in repeating angles and of doing

it on clear, still days.

An auxiliary telescope is not so much

of a necessity for this class of work as

is usually supposed. Certainly if the shafts

follow a vein inclined at the impossible

angle for one telescope, and if there is

a reasonable amount of such work to do,

the purchase of the extra telescope is

justified. But if its use is only a con-

venience once or twice a year, a makeshift'

method should be used when required

and the $50, more or less, saved used in

the purchase of conveniences which will

pay their way.

The Subject of Tapes

Don't stint on tapes. A loo-ft. tape

will be the standard and if only one such

is purchased, it will not last very long.

A number of men in the party or around

the mine can use a tape and probably only

one man the instrument. Get two or more

vest-pocket tapes for miscellaneous work.

A long tape, 300 or even 500 ft. in length,

will pay for itself in a short time in sur-

face work in a rough country. A good

many mine measurements fall between

100 and 200 ft., so a 200-ft. tape is some-

limes just the thing. It will pay to study

(he question of tapes carefully. Have

all graduations in feet and tenths or

finer and the other side blank, not in feet

and inches, which leads to confusion,

sometimes to errors, and encourages bor-

rowing habits on the part of the mine

larpcnter and timbcrman.

A good reel for each tape is a necessity,

making for a contented chainman and a

long-lived tape. The tape manufacturer

Note— Sllglill.v cnnrtenRed (loni an article In
thp Inira Enyincir. Mav. 1007. VII, 111,

127 1X2.

•MInlne enclneer. Ftepartment of Geolopj'
anrl Mining EnKlneeilni;. Ames. Iowa.

'For n methni] of rnrr.vlnc n survey down
a shaft lijr transit without auxiliary telescope,
S<'e KVOINEEBINO AND JIlMNO .loIllN.M.. May
ic. inos.

provides fancy reels which nine times out

of ten arc worthless. Unless absolutely

sure of the make, the reels should be

left out of the order and the mine black-

smith should be consulted.

Inexperienced help will be the rule,

therefore all practical small conveniences

should be ordered. For example, levels

tor plumbing rods will save time and tem-

per. In the office the stadia slide-rule

will be a great convenience in working up

topography. The busy surveyor will be

nmply justified in ordering slide-rules and

log and traverse tables.

Mine Maps

The office exists mainly to furnish a

place to work on the mine maps and to

consult them. The place of honor should

be furnished the map tables. The scale

to which these maps are drawn will de-

pend on the amount of detail to be

shown. Not much can be given on a

scal% of more than 50 ft. to the inch.

Many mines have a length of a mile on

tne lode and a width of two claims or

1200 ft. If one map is used, a sheet

60x106 in. will be required. Frequently

mines have maps of this size and larger,

with no better means of drawing on

them than a flat table of the same size.

The draftsman must stretch out flat on

tiiem when working up the middle areas.

There is no better back-breaking device

made. The maps are ahvays dirty and in

poor shape. The whole work is a botch

and a money loser.

It will pay in the beginning to give the

present and future needs of the mine, in

the matter of maps, a thorough study.

Without going into the subject very deep-

ly, it may be pointed out that the facts

to be shown on mine maps naturally group

themselves as follows : Those facts which

illustrate the character of the surface

ground and improvements and their re-

lation to points underground ; the kind,

extent and nature of ground pene-

trated in all underground openings;

geological data, surface and underground,

and metallurgical facts, as the value and

kind of ore. Their use follows two gen-

eral lines; they are the official records of

the past and present development of the

mine, and they are essential or of great

help in planning development work and

improvements.

Whether there should be a set of maps
fot each of these groups of facts will de-

pend upon the individual case. In gen-

eral the work of mapping will be greatly

systematized and the readiness with which
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the maps can be coiisiiltcJ will be im-

vrovcd if the attempt to attain the im-

jossiblc be abandoned in the beginning.

All details cannot be shown on one map

nor is it desirable that they should be.

Take the surface group for illustration.

One map will be needed, showing property

lines, roads, trails, buildings, streams, etc.,

and for the surveyors convenience, some

of the permanent survey points. So far a

small scale only is needed; in fact the

small scale is best, since the eye can grasp

essential facts, when brought together on

one compact sheet better than scattered

over a larger surface. However, some

parts of the surface, for example around

the shafts and mill, require greater detail.

These data should be given on separate

sheets, called detail sheets and finished

as required. Their numb.-r, the scale,

etc., should be planned in the begin-

ning, their position shown on the main

map, and reference points given on

each detail sheet, so they can be

l.rought together and displayed as a

whole. The underground facts should

be treated in the san\c way. In order to

make the plan a consistent one, a style

sheet should be worked out in the begin-

ning, showing just what facts are to be

placed on the main map, what on the de-

tail sheets and just how each fact is to

be represented. With this style of map-

ping the equipment of the office is simpli-

fied. The maps will all be of the same

size on Whatman's mounted drawing

piper or similar material, and drawn on

a convenient drawing table. All maps

can be kept flat and filed in drawers in

a compact manner away from dust. If

the powers that be demand all details on

a large map of small scale then a long

table with rounded edges and rollers un-

ilcrneath for taking care of the extra

width is needed. Some protection should

he provHded for the map where it passes

r.ver the edge of the table.

SL'RVEYINC

Before surveying begins, the surveyor

should look over the field, and fix upon

the proper position for permanent monu-

i.iuits. The system should be planned

as a whole, allowing of course, ample room

for expansion With good judgment in

their selection, a small number of tri-

sngulation stations can do such excel-

lent service that any point required on

the mine surface can be reached by a

.TOO-ft. tape from the instrument set up

within view of two triangulation stations,

if the country is suited to triangulation

work at all.

Any survey worth doing, is worth do-

ing well an<l preserving both in the notes,

and on the ground, unless from its nature

it is a temporary aflFair Beware of the

word temporary—no one can always sure-

ly say what will be temporary or per-

manent in a survey.

This question will soon arise. "What

>;egree of accuracy is necessary?" It is

i-sually considered accurate enough in a

mine survey if the closure is within a

vphere of i ft. So far as any one closed

survey is concerned this is certainly good

enough, but who can tell what the end

of any particular survey will be? A suc-

cessor may pick up an intermediate point

:nd project it on into an important sur-

vey, and the first surveyor become dis-

credited. There is a satisfaction in do-

ing good work with good closings, that

is of far-reaching effect in the esprit de

corps of any surveying party. Beware of

slovenly habits. Is anyone gifted enough

10 say just what amount of slovenly

work can be done in any particular case,

resulting in just the allowable error and

no more? .^ftei all how much is saved

liy doing unimportant work just a little

bit carelessly? The survey in which the

closure allowed is say i ft., may. in fact,

liearly always does, cost just as much

as the one in which the allowed survey is

say 0.2 ft.

Note-Books

Note-books are a source of trouble

in any survey, more especially in under

I round work. The surveyor who can

keep a clean note-book which tells any

t.ther surveyor just what was done, and

how, in a wet mine, using candles for

light, is a rare man. This greasy book

has to be handled in the office when map-

ping, causing soiled hands and maps.

.\gain if an engineer is employed in the

office he will often need the book when it

is in use underground. Bad as the note-

took is it is better than the opposite plan

oi taking notes or. scraps of paper and^

transferring them to clean note-books.

This practice prevails at one well known

mine. It is hardly necessary to point out

it? faults.

I have tried the following plan which

!-tems to eliminate all difficulties. Cards

of the size of ordinary filing cards, are

ruled in columns for note taking. Sheets

of papei of the same size are ruled in

the same way. These are placed in an

envelop of oiled paper, the front of the

envelop being printed with the same form

as the card, and bearing the same serial

iunnb-,T. For note taking the outside of

the envelop is used, but copies are pre-

served on the card and sheet by means of

carbon paper. The clean card is filed in

a card-index cabinet and is not to be

removed from the office, while the sheet

is kept in a loose-leaf note-book, which

can be carried whenever it is needed.

By good indexing and use of different

colored cards for each class of surveys,

all notes become instantly accessible at

all times, no matter what note-book hap-

pens to be out of the office.

The export of gold from Venezuela in

igo6 was valued at $439,684. against $295.-

-t8 in 1905.

Production of ^4onazite in 1906

.\ccording to the V. S. Geological Sur-

vey, the monazite produced in the United

States in 1906 all came from North and

South Carolina. The output of crude

sand amounted to approximately 2,000,-

000 lb., averaging about 30 per cent,

monazite. The grade of this sand was

so variable, and the prices realized on

different lots were so irregular that

cleaned sand has been used as an estimate

of the quantity of monazite produced,

an additional reason for so doing being

furnished by the fact that the greater

part of the crude material is cleaned by

local mills before shipment, and the grade

brought up to 80 per cent or more of

monazite. On a basis of 80 per cent,

production. North Carolina produced

607.275 11). of the mineral, valued at

$125,510; and South Carolina, 148,900

Ih., valued at $26,802; the total for

the United States amounted to 846.17S

lbs., valued at $152,312. The production

for 1905 amounted to 1,352,418 lb., valued

at $163,408. This amount represented

in part crude and in part cleaned sand—

a fact that explains the increase in quan-

tity without corresponding increase in

value.

The condition of the monazite mar-

ket in the United States in 1906 was

fairly strong, despite the fact that the

price of thorium nitrate, which is n inu-

factured principally from monazite. was

reduced nearly one-half early in the year

by the German thorium combine. Though

made with the intention of killing all

competition, this cut has resulted only in

the temporary closing down or the bank

riiptcy of a few of the smaller com-

panies.

Meerschaum in New Mexico

Mines of meerschaum are located in the

Diablo range of mountains, about 20 miles

northwest of Pinos Altos, to which a

branch of the Santa Fe Railroad runs

from Deming. There have been stripped

two true fissure veins, continuous for 1500

ft. each, in which meerschaum is carried

between strongly defined walls in widths

of 20 in. A wagon road is now being

built from the mines to Pinos Altos, a

distance of 20 miles, and when this i-

completed the meerschaum will be mar-

keted. The properties belong to the

Meerschaum Company of .\meri:a.

Recently a fire and load test of a re-

inforced concrete beam has been made.

The beam, 17 ft. A'A in. long, was heated

up to about 1000 deg. C. under constant

load. The beam sagged while the tem-

perature rose, until almost S in. out of the

straight three hours from the start, and

upon cooling the total deflection was

83/16 in. Large pieces of concrete had

scaled from the beam.
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Tail-rope Haulage with Con-

tinuous Drive

An iiiKoiiioiis mechanism for reversing

I lie direction of ore-cars, dumping into

pockets, is in use at the West Vulcan

mine of the Penn Iron Mining Company,

at Vulcan, Mich. Instead of the usual

nu-thixl of reversing the driving motor or

engine, the reversal is accomplished by

changing the direction of rotation of the

sheave. The details are shown diagram-

matically in the illustration herewith. The
shaft M, connected to an electric motor,

turns the gear A engaging with the gear

B; this tunis the shaft .V in the opposite

direction to M. The shaft .V carries

gears C and F, which mesh with gears

D and /; externally and intern,Tlly respec-

tively; gears D and E will therefore turn

M opposite directions. The latter rotates

An .\utomatic Triim-eu

The car used with this tail-rope haulagp

is designed to dump from the side into

any one of several bins, depending upon

the grade of ore being hoisted. The bot-

tom is inclined at about 45 deg., which

allows the ore to slide out by gravity.

Only one-half of the volume of the car

holds ore, but as each of the t\»o cars

used carries one skip-load, this makes

little difference. The car is well buill

throughout, and is giving satisfactory ser-

vice on the trestle. At each pocket there

is a tripper, which is set at a dilTercnt

hight troni the next one. The wheel A
is set, at the shaft-house, so as to come
in contact with the desired tripper which

causes the wheel to rise, carrying with it

the bar B C. This lifts the bar D E,

which, in turn, brings up the lever F.

lowering the catch C, which is pivoted at

H. The door-catch being disengaged from

)\
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The Copper Mines o( Servia

lU W'ai.tkk Harvey Weed*

Copper mining in Servia has been car-

ried on for many years, though the amount
produced has been small and no deep

mining has been attempted. .A few years

ago the government, in order to develop

the mining industry, adopted a i.ew policy,

granting concessions for large r-rcas, cov-

ering the more important deposits, as an

inducement for the investment of capital

in the building of transportation lines and
roads, and for the proper development of

DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF REVERSING-GEARS DETAIL OF RELEASING DEVICE
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SIDE-DUMPING CAR USED WITH TAIL-ROPE HAULAGE

the hollow shaft H, and the former the

- >lid shaft G, which fits loosely in H. The
sheave / fits loosely on G and is wide

enough to allow three or four turns of the

rope R. Several sheaves and ropes may
be used on the same set of shafting. The
friction clutch K K m bolted to shaft

H and similarly clutch L L is fastened

to shaft G. When K K '\% thrown in

against / the sheave revolves with shaft

G, and when L L engages the sheave re-

verses and rotates with shaft G. The
motor-shaft M revolves in a constant di-

rection at all times.

C . permits the door to swing free and the

ore slides down the inclined bottom into

the pocket. By using this system electric

locomotives or tramming by men is dis-

pensed with, and the ore is handled with

cr)nomy and despatch.

Silicon is not necessarily the cause of

carbon coming down as graphite. Phos-

phorus reduces the percentage of com-

bined carbon and the depth of the chiU,

while for manganese the reverse holds

good. Aluminum reduces the depth of

chill and converts white iron into gray.

the deposits themselves. The result of

this work is now apparent ; one of the

two companies produced 1,257,289 lb. of

copper in the last half of 1906, while the

other company has completed its prepara-

tory work and finished a reduction plant

consisting of concentrating mill, smelting

plant and acid works, and will be an ac-

tive producer in 1907.

The mines are situated in the eastern

part of the country, in the eastern spurs of

the Balkan mountains, a region which

'OpnloRliit and mining engineer, 42 Broad-
way, New York Cltj*.
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has been devoid of railroad or water trans-

portation except that afforded by the

Danube river. This stream, which forms

the northern boundary of the country, is

navigable for six months of the year and

has heretofore been the only outlet. The

copper and gold mines of the region have

recently been described by lovanovitch,

who gives a full account of their history,

geological features and present condition,

and these notes arc abstracted from his

work.'

The two districts of greatest importance

are Maidcnpek and Bor, located about 80

miles southeast of Belgrade. The Maiden-

pck district has long been knoNvn to stu-

dents of ore deposits, having been de-

scribed by von Cotta and other well-known

writers many years ago. The village, near

which the mines are located and from

which thev take their name, is 10 miles

from Milanovac on the Danube river.

An overhead wire tram connects the mmes

and the river. The Belgian company

which owns the mines (La Societe des

Mines du Cuivre de Maidenpek) controls

the entire district, having a concession of

18,800 hectares (46.455 acres). Under the

old regime the ores, which averaged about

3 per cent, copper, were treated in blast

furnaces producing a black copper, which

analvzed q6 per cent, copper: 2.10 iron;

0.6- sulphur; 0.05 zinc; 0.06 nickel; 0.03

cobalt; traces of antimony and arsenic,

and 13.214 oz. of silver and 1.244 oz. of

gold per ton.

The district is underlain by gneiss, mica-

schist and amphibolite, forming the south-

em continuation of the crystaline schist

belt of the Carpathian range. Argillaceous

Paleozoic slate and Mesozoic limestone

and dolomite cover the country generally,

but in the mining district they are cut by

igneous rocks, the oldest being serpentine

and olivine euphatites with later andesites,

this complex being cut and overlaid by

dacitcs and microgranite-porph'-ries which

are genetically related to the ore deposits.

The ores contain chalcopyrite as the

dominant ore mineral. butboriMtc.covcllite

and copper glance also occur. The gaiigue

is quartose. Pyrite masses wi«h admixed

magnetite and chalcopyrite also occur, the

ores carrying from 0.3 to 1.5 P" cent.

copper, which will be extracted after acid

has been manufactured. The new works

will treat about 120 tons of 3 per cent, ore

in the furnaces and 280 tons of the pyritic

ore will be treated each day in \he lixivia-

tion works.

The ores are found at the contact be-

tween andesitc and cither mica-schist or

limestone; but veins in the andesite also

occur. Quartzitic deposits are found in a

belt 4 miles long, with a coordinate width

and depth.

The Bor deposits are in a district about

y, miles south of Maidenpek. The dis-

trict is a volcanic plateau avenging about

1500 ft. above the sea. It lies in the midst

of hills of Cretaceous limestone 800 to 3000

ft. high. This plateau includes a group

of little villages, Bor, Zlot, Metovnica, etc.,

from which the deposits take their names.

Throughout the entire district andesites

of varying color, texture and mineral

composition prevail. They arc mainly

amphibRlc-, augite, or hyperslhcne-ande-

sites. The ores consist mainly of pyrite

and chalcopyrite, usually in a liard, com-

pact and uniform mixture, which tills the

entire vein.

The Compagnie Francaise des Mines

de Bor owns the St. George concession,

which covers the communes of Bor,

Krivelj and Ostrelj, comprising a so-year

concession for 2400 hectares and a renew-

able lease on 6500 hectares mere. The

ores occur in fissure veins traversing an-

desites and volcanic tuffs and breccias.

The veins are wide, varying from 50 to

103 ft. (at Cuka-Dulkan). They have a

general north-south course and extend

along a belt a mile or two wide and 10

miles long. They are from 1300 to 1967

ft. apart, but are not traceable for more

than a few hundred feet along their course.

The veins are usually found at the contact

between solid, unaltered andesite, and

propylite, the altered form. This latter

rock covers large areas. The vein filling

at Bor and at Krivelj consists of pyrite

and of chalcopyrite, with covellite-bornite,

chalcocite and enargite, as well as small

amounts of galena and blende. The ores

contain small but recoverable values in

gold and silver. Rich ore also occurs in

fragments and balls scattered through a

mass of leached kaolinized rocU.

As indicating the size and richness of

the deposits, lovanovitch gives the re-

sults of the detailed sampling of several

veins. That of Cuka-Dulkan .Rave 6 per

cent, copper with 29 to 75 per cent, silica

and II to 23 per cent, iron for ;he average

of all samples taken i m. apart across a

vein 27 m. wide. At Krivelj the vein is

12 m. wide and carries an average of 5.5

per cent, copper as bornite, g'ance and

chalcopyrite. At Crveno-Brdo there are

three irregular ore chimneys and the de-

posit has been developed for a length of

250 m. and a depth of 70 m., showing an

average width of 26 m. and a content of

7 per cent, copper. Limonite gossan out-

crops ai;e common in almost all the ra-

vines of the region.

The new Bor reduction works contain

two Fraser & Chalmers blast furnaces,

four converters and 360-h.p. Bibcock &

Wilcox boilers. The book contains anal-

yses of clays and quartz used for con-

verter linings as well as of roasted ores,

flue-dust, slags, etc. The latter vary from

0.38 to 0.64 per cent, copper. A branch of

the Budapest-Constantinople Railway is

under construction to the district.

Mocse Mountain Iron Mines,

Ontario

Special Correspondence

The Canadian Northern railway system

having been completed as far as the

Moose mountain iron mines, in Hutton

township, Ontario, some 30 miles north of

Sudbury, shipments of ore will shortly

be commenced. According to Eugene

Coste, of Toronto, there are in these

mines millions of tons of excellent ore.

For the time the ore will be transported

by rail to the lake and shipped thence to

smelters at Midland and Hamilton, in On-

tario, and probably to United States

points as well. There is another ridge of

iron-bearing country about 30 miles north

of Moose mountain, and the early exten-

sion of the Canadian Northern railway to

these deposits is expected.

Professor Coleman, of the Ontario Bu-

reau of Mines, some time since examined

the Hutton township iron range (see

Report of the Ontario Bureau of Mines,

1904," Part I, pp. 216-221). A report by

Chas. K. Leith, professor of economic

geology, University of Wisconsin, who

made a somewhat detailed examination

of the area during the fall of 1902, was

pul.lished in the report for 1903 of the

same bureau (pp. 318-321). In making a

comparison with the Vermilion iron range,

of Minnesota, Professor Leith notes sev-

eral points of similarity, but in other re-

spects there is a marked difference.

Among the latter is the character of the

ores, the Moose mountain ores being mag-

netite while those in the Vermilion range

are hematite. Professor Leith further ob-

serves that the differences noted are such

that in the absence of any structural con-

nection with the Vermilion district any

correlation of the Moose mountain and

Vermilion iron-bearing series wculd be a

mere guess.

Professor Coleman gives the following

analysis of iron ore from Moose moun-

tain :

Per cent.

Ferric oxide 58.30

Ferrous oxide '^°-^°

Sliioa {22
Alumina i'no
I.lme i-S2
Magnesia .

.

^gSc
Sulphur .. 0-^fJ
Pliosphorus ^^i.'-

Manganese "'"
Titanium None.

Total Iron
^^-^^

The ores are similar in character to

some of the Swedish magnetites. The de-

posits are controlled by the chief owners

of the Canadian Northern Railway.

•Or ft cnlvre en Serble orlenlnle" par

Poocbnn loviinoTUcb. Dunod Plnnt. Paris,

1IK17. Price. 10 francn.

Recently the United States Steel Cor-

poration at its works at Canton, Ohio,

made a heat of 30 tons of vanadium steel.

If a can of gasolene be left open near ^i

flame it is likely to explode by ignition of

its vapor and water is useless as a means

of quenching the flame. Alcohol does not

have this objection as it mixes with water

in all proportions, and in so doing be-

comes non-inflammable.
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Sloping With the Air-hammer Drill
A Record o( Practical Experience in Sloping and Other

Mine Work with the Air-hammer Drill at Cripple Creek

B Y G . W O L C O T T*

I'he past few years have witnessed a

great deal of experimental work by mine

operators and mining-machinery manu-

facturers upon the problem of producing

a rock drill that would replace the cum-

bersome and costly piston machines here-

tofore in use, which have held their

own in spite of many recognized draw-

backs. Most of this experimental work

has been with the development of the

air-hammer drill. It is the purpose of

this article to record the actual results

where this type of drill has been in oper-

ration for a considerable length of time.

The Findley Consolidated Gold Mining

Company has had this type of machine

in operation for a considerable length

of time and has entirely replaced the

piston drill with it for overhead sloping

operations. The machine used is the

Murphy rock drill, manufactured by the

from () to 8 ft. between the broken rock

and the roof. In starting to drill all

that is necessary is to lay a short plank

on top of the muck pile, place the point

of the air-feed upon this and start the

machine. In practice it is easy to begin

drilling in less than 15 minutes after en-

tering the stope, all that is necessary be-

ing to bring the machine to place and

connect the hose. A plank to stand the

air-feed upon is not even necessary, as

when the broken rock lies rather close to

the roof the end of the air-feed can be

thrust into the muck pile and drilling

carried on as well as with a plank to rest

upon.

I have seen a miner when short of

steel put in a S-ft. hole with one length.

This was done by starting the hole with

the end of the air-feed well down in the

muck pile, and drilling to the end of the

and this, catching the falling panicles of

dust, throws them into the eyes of the

operator. This is overcome by the miners

by placing a hood over the end of the

machine, with a rubber band holding it

tightly around the steel above the shank.

This hood is usually made by cutting off

a portion of the leg of a pair of discard-

ed overalls, and turning one end down

over the other, the rubber band being first

placed in the middle. By this simple de-

vice the dust difficulty is almost entirely

overcome.

A New Form of Bit

The drill used at the Findley mine is

a radical departure from that usually

used with machines of this type. Usually

the six-point bit has been used with hol-

low steel ; and the six-point or cross bit

with solid steel. .At the Findley, the single

-Tj-

FIG. I. METHOD OF STOPING

C. T. Carnahan Manufacturing Company,

Denver, Colo. It is not the purpose of

this article to advertise any particular

make of drill, as there are now several

machines on the market, any of which

miy be better or worse than the one here

in use. The point to be emphasized is

the fact that the air-hammer drill has

come to stay, and to my mind, is destined

to replace almost entirely the heavier pis-

ton machines for all overhead work. For

sinking and drifting it has not as yet

so clearly demonstrated its superiority,

at least not to my knowledge.

Method of Stoping

At the Findley mine the machine used

is surmounted with the air-feed attach-

ment. The method of sloping is the or-

dinary filled stope system, as represented

in Fig. I. The ore is drawn out from the

slopes so as to leave a working space of

•Cripple Creek, Colo.

air-feed; this done, the machine was

raised upon a plank and finally two large

boulders were placed one upon the other

on top of the plank, the machine being

mounted on them and the hole completed.

While this does not of course represent

good practice, il shows the adaptability

of the machine.

Prevention of Dust Trouble

Considerable adverse criticism has been

offered on account of the amount of dust

raised in the stope where hollow steel

is used with part of the exhaust escaping

through the steel. This is indeed a se-

rious objection to this style of drill. How-
ever, under most circumstances, hollow

steel is not necessary for overhead slop-

ing, and with solid steel the amount of

dust raised is, under proper working con-

ditions, much less than would be the

case with the piston drill. With the

Murphy drill a part of the exhaust es-

capes around the shank rf the steel.

bit is used as illustrated in Fig. 2. With
this bit it is necessary to turn the steel

one-half way round instead of one-quar-

ter or one-sixth, as with the other types.

In general appearance this steel seems

unwieldy and inefficient. Difficulty would

be expected in starting holes or stoping

faces and from fitchering in seamy

ground. From the blunt point (about 90

deg.), poor cutting efficiency also would

be expected. In practice, however, it

has given the greatest satisfaction. While

fitchering more readily than the six-point

drill, it will pass seams much more read-

ily than the piston machine, and a hole

may be started on a sloping face with

very little difficulty. With the blunt

point it is possible to give the bits a

very hard temper without danger of

breakage. By referring to Fig. 2, it will

be noticed in the plan of the bit that the

distance between the corners of the b't

a-h and o'-fc' is greater than that along

the chisel point c-c\ It is therefore evi-
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tlent the the corners u'-c, a-c, b-c' and

b'-c' must act as cutting; edges, and to

this fact the drill owes, in a great meas-

ure, its efficiency.

The amount of rock to be cut in a hole

varies as the square of the distance from

the center, and on this account the fur-

ther from the center of the bit the greater

should be the number of cutting edges.

To make the matter clearer, reference

should be made to the small diagram

marked D, Fig. 2, in which .'I B is the

diagonal of a parallelogram, while CC
being equal to one side must be shorter.

Therefore CA, BC, etc., must act as cut-

ting edges, as the chisel point CC will not

cut a hole of sufficient diameter to per-

mit the rotation of the entire bit. It is

impossible in practice to make a bit that

B

C

FIG. 2. BITS FOR DRILL

will correspond mathematically in cut-

ting edges to the amount of rock to be

cut, but the nearer this is accomplished

the greater should be the drilling capac-

ity before re-sharpening. In practice, if

the number of puints be multiplied the

necessity of making the bits small renders

it impossible to form one that will stand

in hard rock ; while in soft rock the

bit will not clear itself of the cuttings.

Both of these difficulties are overcome

by the style of bit here shown, and we
have in it one that will stand well in

hard ground, and also clear itself read-

ily in soft ground.

Stopinc Capacity

With regard to sloping capacity it is

impossible to make an absolute compari-

son between the air-hammer drill and the

piston drill, for the reason that the

amounts of rock broken will vary with

the quality of the ground. Moreover, in

narrow veins the value of tlic air-hammer

drill is not nieasured solely by the amount

of rock which it will break.

At the Findley mine most of the veins

are in phonolite, which varies greatly in

hardness, but in most cases is dry enough

so that holes will clear themselves read-

ily up to an angle of 20 to 30 deg. from

the vertical. Sloping operations are car-

ried on as shown in Fig. i. Holes are

drilled parallel to one another and at a

slight angle from the vertical so as to al-

low the drill cuttings in falling to clear

the machine. With the air-hammer drill

it is possible to place the holes as desired

and in the proper direction, while with

the piston drill, using a bar, the holes

must radiate from the bar as a center,

and furthermore, the number of holes

drilled is limited by ground in reach

from the set-up. In ground such as is

found in the Findley mine, the 2%-in.

piston drills will not average over 25 ft.

of drilling per eight-hour shift, and the

depth of hole drilled is very seldom over

5 ft. With the air-hammer drill the

average number of feet drilled is 40, or

over, and the holes will average over

5 ft. in depth. Seven- and eight-foot

holes are not uncommon in good drilling

ground, the bottom of the hole being a

little over I in. in diameter. Some diffi-

culty is occasionally met in getting drills

out of the hole where the ground does

not clear readily, and for this purpose

the tool shown in Fig. 3 is used. It is

simply an iron bar shaped at the end

like a chuck wrench, which is placed

over the shank of the drill and pounded

with a single jack. Solid steel, 13/16 in.

diameter, is used for all lengths of drills,

the shanks being upset upon the steel.

Breakage of shanks or bits is comparative-

ly rare.

.Advantages of the Air-Ham mer Drill

With the bits used the chisel point is

seldom dulled, and the steel is usually

discarded from the fact that when the

outer cutting edges are slightly worn it

becomes difficult to turn the bit in the

hole. For this reason it is desirable that

the sides of the bit a c a'— & c fc' in

sharpening should be slightly concaved.

This gives the bit a longer life as well

as adds to its cutting efficiency.

With regard to the air consumption, a

fair comparison can hardly be made on

the basis of the number of cubic feet of

free air per minute. Such a comparison

would be unduly favorable to the air-

hammer drill. The piston drill is run-

ning at most no more than one-half of

the time in an eight-hour shift, while the

air-hannner drill is running the greater

part of the time. On this account the

ai^-hammer drill, while perhaps not con-

suming one-half the amount of air per

minute that the piston drill will, may con-

sume almost the same amount per shift.

This same fact is the reason for the

larger number of feet drilled. It is a

mistake to assume that the value of the

air-hammer drill lies in the fact that it

will drill faster than the piston machine,

for under most circumstances it will

not. Its value lies in the fact that it

can be more simply and lightly con

structed, thus entailing less expense for

first cost and less for repairs ; and to the

fact that less time is consumed in the

stope' in setting up. tearing down, chang-

ing steel, etc.

At the Findley the air-liammer drills

have replaced the piston drills for both

raising and stoping. In driving raises

they have the disadvantage of not being

able to pull the cut holes as well as the

larger drills, as, owing to the smaller

holes, the powder cannot be placed at

FIG. 3

the bottom of the hole where it is de-

sired in this class of work.

There are comparatively few American

smelters who are equipped, or are in a

position, to extract silver and lead from

the zinc ore which they treat. There will

doubtless be, however, an extension of in-

terest in this direction. 'In such cases, as

the smelters are especially in the market

for this class of ore, the practice in pur-

chasing is similar to the European. Thus,

one contract for Canadian ore provided

for the payment of silver in excess of 8

oz. per ton at the rate of 50 per cent, t

the New York quotation for silver. C in

an ore assaying 20 oz. silver per ton, 40

per cent, zinc, and over 5 per cent, lead,

a price of $9.50 per ton f.o.b., London,

was made in August, 1905; with a zinc

variation of 7Sc. per unit above or below

40; and a silver variation of 40c. per oz.

above or below 20.
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New Machine for Drawing and Loading Coke
A Device Which Employs Drags or Hooks of the Usual

Form Operated by Means of Wire Rope and Winding Drum

B Y

In the inamilacHirc of ciikc frmn bee-

hive ovens drawing or pulling the hot

coke from the ovens is hard, hot, dis-

agreeable labor, requirii\g strong men who
can endure great heat. The usual practice

in the production of furnace and foundry

coke from bee-hive ovens, burned from

;8 to 72. and in some instances 96 hours,

the drawing is all done by hand, the oper-

ator first wetting down tlie hot coke in

the oven, when with a hook or drag, or

an implement called a "beaver" the oper-

ator pulls the steaming hot coke in small

batches out at the oven door and lets it

fall at his feet to cool, with or without

more wetting. The coke is much brighter

when watered only in the oven.

After the coke is thrown back on the

yard and allowed to cool and dry out, it

is loaded into the railroad cars by what

are termed loaders. The loading is ac-

complished by shoveling or forking the

coke from the yard or wharf over the

side and top into the car, or it is some-

times run into the door of the car on a

wheel-barrow. In case of box cars the

loading can only be accomplished in this

way, or by throwing into the middle of

the car and again shoveling it back into

the ends of the car. No class of labor

is harder to obtain or hold than coke

n labor. For this reason the operators

coke ovens in some sections of the

South are paying this labor in cash every

night in an effort to attract capable men
from other work and maintain a suffi-

cient force to keep the ovens in opera-

tion. Negroes and Italians have so far

proved best adapted for this heavy, hot

work, as American labor is rarely equal

to the task.

The results accomplished depend upon

the varying conditions at each coking

plant, such as the size and design of the

ovens, the character of the coal used, the

size of the charge, the time of burning,

the width and hight of yard or wharf, the

character and size of railroad cars to be

loaded, the method of handling them, and

many other conditions and contingencies.

But under the most favorable conditions

the labor is so strenuous and disagreeable

that not more than three or four ovens

per day per man can be depended upon.

At some plants the puller and loader work

together, attending to the pulling and

loading of the coke from a given num-

ber of ovens, rarely more than six or

eight ovens per day for two men, and

•National Coal and Coke Company, Chat-
tanooga. Tenn.
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this they regard as a task and do not at-

tempt more. In summer time it is usual

for the puller to commence work at 3 or

4 o'clock in the morning to accomplish his

task before the intense heat of the day

comes upon him.

Coke Suffers from Want of Prompt

Attention

It is said that making coke is like bak-

ing bread, when it is done it begins to

burn or deteriorate, unless it is promptly

attended to. Allowing it to remain in tfie

oven after it is ready to pull, not only in-

jures the coke by loss and increase of

ashes, and loses the use of the oven for

another charge, but to some extent per-

mits the oven to cool, which is heat lost,

to be regained only with and at the ex-

pense of the next charge.

At the present titne coke oven labor is

in such great demand that every excuse

to lay off is accepted or availed of, which

results in the finished coke being held in

the ovens. A scarcity of cars, an accumu-

lation of coke on the yard, and every

other excuse i? availed of for a lay-off,

all at the expense of the quality of the

coke, the output of the ovens, and en-

hanced cost of operating and produc-

tion.

The Substitution of Machines for

Manual Labor

Several machines have been devised to

overcome these difficulties, but many ob-

jections have developed among which are

the following:

1. A specially designed oven for the

purpose with large doors and other re-

quirements, nearly level bottoms, etc.

2. The machinery is heavy, unwieldy

and more or less complicated and uncer-

tain in its results. Some machines are

operated by electric power and require

high-class operators.

3. Machines are expensive in first cost

or investment, and the ovens and equip-

ment are a loss, if the installation is not

successful.

4. Some machines injure the ovens and

shorten the life of tVie plant, tearing out

the door jambs and the tile bottoms.

5. Some machines require a clear

yard, or they cannot operate when most

needed.

6. Other machines carry the coke di-

rect, while hot, from the oven to the rail-

road car without permitting it to cool of?

making necessary a stoppage of opera-

tions when there are no railroad cars, etc.

The Nixon Patent Coke Machine

The accompanying illustration of the

Nixon coke machine, shows that the coke

is drawn by means of the same charac-

ter of hook, drag or beaver, as is used by

hand, but of a heavier and stronger con-

struction, and the manipulation in engag-

ing the hook is done in the usual way,

but the pulling is done by machinery in

much larger chunks or batches, so a

smaller number of loads, pulls or drags,

should practically empty an oven. This

device permits the directing and manipu-

lating of the drawing tool the same as

the present hand operation. The equip-

ment of an ordinary plant of ovens with

this machine when conditions are adapted

can be done for approximately $2500, in

some instances for much less.

No change in design, construction or

operation of the ovens is necessary. The

plant can be operated one day or one

week with this apparatus, and the next

week or the next day return to the pres-

ent hand method without a single change.

By this method every other oven can be

drawn or every other pile of coke loaded.

Yet the device can be used either to draw

or to load the coke, or do both, or to

clean up the yard by drawing or stacking

up the coke.

Construction of the Machine

There is a line of track on top of the

ovens between the funnel heads and the

coping; the closer to the coping the bet-

ter, so that the track is anchored safely.

On this track is mounted a small quick-

motion, reversible hoisting engine oper-

ated from a line of steam or air pipe near

the center of the ovens, or alongside one

of the track rails operating the usual

charging car. Connection from this sup-

ply pipe to the hoisting engine is accom-

plished by using a length of air or steam

flexible hose, long enough to cover two

or three locations of the engine. The

hoisting engine carries about 100 ft. of

li- or ^-in. wire rope, which works

around a sheave at the extremity of the

boom in front of the ovens. The hoist-

ing engine is mounted on wheels and

easily moved from one place to another

on the track.

When the conditions warrant, the

power can be connected to one of the

axles, that the engine may be moved by

its own power when desired. The guid-

ing sheave on the end of boom in front

of the ovens is on a swivel bearing, open

style, and quickly moved from place to

place, vertically or horizontally to permit
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the proper pull ref|uired in manipulating

the coke-drawing hook, or drag, and the

loading rake or the buggy or receiving

car. The pull rope is attached to a

hook at the end or middle of the handle

of the drag or rake, or up at the hook

where the latter is joined to the handle.

This permits a direct pull from where

the honk 1-i iiicam-il, or h.is c.inv;ht in the

coko

Operation of Dr.wving

Thi- coke puller operates the hook or

drag in the same way as at present, ex-

cept thai he catches loads three, four, or

five times as large or heavy, and has the

pulling out done by the hoisting online

As soon as the load is delivered on the

yard the pull rope is released entirely

wiggling and sweeping manipulation of

the present hand method can be accom-

plished, but it is not required with this

device.

Loading on Cars with Chute and Rake

For loading coke, the operation is sub-

stantially the same as for pulling, except

that the loaders use a chute or duct with

a screen bottom to sift out the breeze,

which chute leads from the yard to the

top or into the door of the railroad car

to be loaded. The loading rake consists

of an implement made of two or three

large coke forks bound togollicr and hav-

ing a short handle, to which is attaclu-d

the pull rope from the hoisting engine.

The sides of the rake are provided witli

stops or lugs that prevent the loading

another load of coke, repeating this oper-

ation until all the coke accessible to the

railroad car is loaded, when the chute,

sheave, rake and hoisting engine and

boom are moved to another car, or to an-

other pile of coke. The chute being ad-

justable is made longer or shorter as re-

quired. A "windrow" of coke on the

yard can be pulled over out of the way

of the drawer or into a pile with the

rake before placing the chute and com-

mencing loading into the railroad car.

Receiving Car or Buggv

Where conditions permit, that is, where

the coke-oven wharf is of sufficient width,

instead of using the apron and trestle for

the purpose of getting the coke as drawn

fropi the oven l)ack from the oven door.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF NIXON S NEW DEVICE FOR DRAWING AND LOADING COKE

and run off, that the puller may return

the hook quickly to the oven without in-

terference : as soon as it is caught again

he signals the hoisting engineer to pull,

then as quickly as the load is out of the

door, he calls to the engineer to back

oflf the rope.

In drawing coke, when the bulk of the

coke Is removed from the oven, the puller

moves on to the next oven, leaving the

cleaning out of the small leavings to his

assistant, who prepares the oven to re-

ceive an immediate charge of coal, while

the oven is still hot. The different points

of attaching the pull rope to the hook is

expected to enable the puller, together

with proper handling of the hoisting en-

gine, to get around the door jambs and

always get a slr.night pull at the coke en-

gaged Consider.ihlc twisting, turning.

rake from dropping into the chute or the

teeth from catching in the screen bottom.

The rake is expected to pull 300 to 600

lb. of coke at a load. The loader sets up

the chute so the end projects over the

top or into the door, then sets the rake

behind a pile of coke on the yard, and di-

rects the hoisting engineer to pull. The
loader manipulates the rake by a handle

provided with a hook, by which he forces

the loadmg rake to remain down behind

the load of coke it is pulling. The sides

of the loading chute extend three or four

feet beyond the screen bottom over into

the car, thus preventing the loading rake

from dropping into the car when the load

of coke is discharged.

When this is accomplished, the loader

with his hook, pulls the rake, which the

hoisting engineer has released, back for

and out in the middle of the yard or

wharf, without forking, a car or buggy

can be used. This buggy has both ends

sloping and narrowed in, so that its end

may enter the oven door and permit the

coke drawn from the oven to drop into

the buggy. The latter is equipped with

small flange wheels. When the buggy

is full of coke and no railroad car is

available for loading, the pull rope can

be attached, and the car pulled as far out

into the yard as desired. The wheels

of the car strike a chock when the con-

tinued pull of the rope is exerted, and the

back end of the car is then raised and the

coke dumped on the yard.

Loading Directly in Railroad Cars

Where railroad cars are available, and

it is desired to load the coke direct from
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the oven into the railroad car, instead of ithwIub WovBu»«i6<k- IJS.uo nlnnf 2 cons«iuent rrrtnrfinn in InaH
. LoadlDB. say8car»«i»j.ou .. woo *"'""• ^ consequent reauction in loaa-

dumpnig the coke on the yard, a pair of ___ i„g and drawing; 3-uninlerri.|)icd and
skids carrying light rails with bent ends, »•»•""

easier operation, belter quality of coke,
can be set up from the yard to the top Equipped with the loading device, the bctler yield from coal; 4-110 stoppages on
of the railroad car. Hie pull rope is requirement to cover 50 ovens and their account of cars, labor not showing up or
then attached to the receiving car which o"'P"t daily would be: laying („y (jesjjes insuring greater out-
is pulled to the top of the railroad car, uhawiso. put and better quality coke- 5—(he ex-
where the wheels strike the bent rails,

} i-^f'^^'.'Il.'f'r/.Wo-i^.-^iinui
" "*'

=•"'?'<-• ^--'l °"' discloses the great reduc-
dumpmg the coke, after which the car »j.o.ie.cii •

6.0U tion in the cost of drawing and loading
descends by its own weight to be again

i 'lliowo^No^^'ik'n out ov.u.. eu.-.; l.w the coke from a battery of ovens, be-
loaded. The receiving car should be of ^^^ sides the other important advantages of
a capacity to unload an oven at a few

lom.ino continuous operation,
loads. The bottom of the car could be

i loador to oporaw, rake rr

made of bar iron, so that the ashes and ,
>"'>-'i:y «.oo Eouii'ment

^ 11, ,, r
1 rnnu toBelchut«or»klilB. ISO

hne coke breeze would sift out in 2 m«ii to follow ».60 The equipment consists of a small
handling. —__ „j j^ hoisting engine mounted on wheels. It is

Double Batteries of Ovens savinK-aKaiuM »n.ooper dny iiTio
•'^versible and has both quick and slow

..-, ., , motion. About 100 ft. of 'A- or ii-in.
Where the batteries of coke ovens are \^

"•"
."=^"'f.

">Y«^-vng car or buggy ^.^^ .^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ .^ J^^
doubled or the plant consists of a series ^;>;' '-="l'"g J'^^t'r. '^^^ force will prob-

,^^^^ ^^.^,^ ^^ _

of batteries placed beside one another -bly be required.
^ ^^^^ ^_.

P^'
^^ J^

with one intervening railroad track to ,

The cost of charging, leveling, daub-
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^1^^^ ^^^^J ^^

cover the ovens on both sides, it is pos- '"S. cleaning up, of the engineer, coke
j^^^^ ^^ j^_. ^^

«

sible to place a light trestle and track boss, etc., is he same in both cases, ex-
^^^^^ .

^^ ^^^^ )^^^^ ^^^
over the railroad track from which the «P tha with the increased output the

or buggy and skid tracks ; a duct or chute
hoisting engine can pull direct from the '^o^' "f 'his labor, mostly on per diem

^^ ,^^j ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ _.^^^ ^^^^
ovens and yards on either side without ^a'«. «0"W be less per ton of coke with

^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
an mtervening sheave for the pull rope, 'he oad.ng apparatus, than in the usual

^,^^,^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^ ^,^^ J^^^^^
this arrangement covering one side of hand practice

^.^^ ^,^_^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^^ ^^^
both batteries of ovens. Under some con- I' does not appear excessive for six

convenient
ditions of this character, it is possible to ""-'" ^y working together, interchanging '

pull the rope from one battery across the ='"d relieving each other, to draw 50

yard and railroad track to the other, o^"-'"* ^^''cn the heavy labor of pulling is Fan Ventilators (or Mines
working across the intervening railroad preferred by the machine. Nor is it ex-

track whether encumbered with cars or cessive for four men working with the
r p r *

not. It will be observed that the small P""'^" to adjust the chute, the skids or
^'' Robert Urimshaw

tracks on top of the coping of the ovens tracks, the loading rake and the receiv-

can be connected by circular or other con- '"& cJir or buggy, to drag or dump the A paper by H. Schweinitz upon this

nections, thus permitting the same ma- '^°'^'^ '"to eight railroad cars in a day, subject goes very thoroughly into the mat-

chine to operate on both sides of the when relieved of the forking, or wheel- ter of arranging to have sufficient ven-

battery of ovens. '".? up grade. A good smooth concrete tilating capacity for the final maximum
pavement on a coke yard greatly facili- extension of the mine, and, during the

Brace Posts May Be Dispensed With tatcs the handling of coke and ashes. meantime saving power as far as possible.

Where the conditions are suitable, that In 'h's connection there may be dis-

is. where the coke yard or wharf is nar- ^ "" Hoisting Engi.ves tinguished two kinds of ventilators-

row, the posts and runway to carry the If 'lie coke is to be lifted vertically those driven by steam engines, and those

sheaves may be dispensed with, and an some distance, and the railroad cars used which are driven by direct- or alternating-

iron boom attached to and carried by the are largely box cars, two hoisting en current electric motors.

hoisting engine can be used. At the gines may be required so that loading and

outer end of the boom is a guiding pulling can go on at the same time. This Steam-driven Fans

sheave, and on the under side some feet would perhaps increase the cost of oper- Where the fan is driven by a steam en-

from the end, is a detachable and flex- ation $3.00 to $3.50 per day. When box gine, it is easy, by throttling the latter,

ibly attached pair of stiff legs or supports cars are to be loaded, it may be neces- to run it more slowly and thus save

of the telescope type; this permits shift- sary to fill up the center of the car, and power. If for example the fan, at a speed

ing the boom to any place. These stiff then drag the coke back into the ends of ot 300 r.p.m., removes 3000 cu.ni. with 100

legs or braces are attached far enough the car with the rake. ni"i- vacuum measured by the water col-

back to permit the end of the boom carry- It is the usual practice when railroad umn (say 0.29 in. of mercury), its useful

ing the guiding sheave to extend over or cars arc scarce, or there is coke on the effect will be shown by the formula

:

into the railroad car being loaded. yard in large or small quantities, not to A'' = 3000 X 100-^ (75 X 60) =60.7 h.p.

pull the ovens, leaving the coke exposed But if at first there need be removed
C0.MPARATIVE Cost to burn more or less with consequent only 2000 cum., there need be made, the-

With a battery of 100 ovens, producing loss; interfering with the operation and oretically, only 200 r.p.m., as the amount

48-hour coke four days and 72-hour coke certainly not improving the quality of the removed is in proportion to the rotation

two days in the week, or a battery of 150 succeeding charge. With the mechanical speed of the fan. .\s the pressures are

ovens, producing regularly 72- and 96- drawer, the coke may be pulled back or according to the squares of the amount of

hour coke, both of which require the stacked up on the yard out of the way, air removed, the hight of column h, will

charging and drawing of 50 ovens per whether there are cars available or not. be

day. with an average product of about 2000' X 100 -;- 3000' = 44.4 mm
3 to 3'/2 tons per oven. The drawing and Summary of .-Vdvantages and the useful effect A^ will be

loading will, with the hand method, re- The advantages claimed for the patent 2000X44-4-^(75x60)^197 h.p.

quire 15 or 20 men. at a cost approxi- coke machine are

:

mafely as follows: I—Much less labor required around the 'Eoglneer. Hanover, Germaoy.
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In this connection if we consider the

useful power of the amount of air re-

moved we have

:

hA"

therefore

F.A,

.V

V,

and -J— =

','

If the duty lie 0.8, the necessary power
wdl be, in the first case, 66.7-^0.8= 83.3

h.p. and in the second 19.7 -r- 0.8 =: 24.6

h.p.

El£CTRICALLY DRIVEN FaNS

With a fan driven by electricity, it is

much jnorc difficult to remove the air and

save power in proportion. The follow-

ing methods may be adopted :

( 1 ) Throttling the air outflow.

(2) Lessening the rotation speed of

the fan by throwing iA a resistance to the

electric current.

(3) Lessening the rotation speed of

the fan by using a smaller driving pulley

or a larger driven one.

In the first case it must be so arranged

that all the air going in the direction of

the ventilator must pass through this lat-

ter. The best way is to arrange in the

suction shaft a place that is easy to get

at. This must not, however, be too near

the fans, otherwise the whirl caused by

the throttling will have a bad effect on

the fan. As regards the saving to be

reached in this way, the following exam-
ples will be of use

:

(a) An electric-driven fan delivers

under certain conditions 3000 cu.m. of air

with a vacuum of 114 ram. water column.

The work of the fan is therefore

:

.V = 300OX 114 -^ (7h X6o) = 76 h.p.

(b) If the suction shaft is throttled so

that the fan takes in only 2500 cu.m. when
the fan makes the same number of turns

as in a, and the vacuum remains the same,

the work of the fan will be

iV= 2500X 114 H- (75 X 60) = 65.3 h.p.

(c) If the cross section of the suction

shaft is diminished, so that only 1750

cum. cin pass to the fan, the work of the

latter is:

A'=i753X >I4H- (75 X 60) = 44.3 h.p.

According to this calculation, throttling

the suction shaft would permit consider-

able saving. In practice, however, this

has not been shown to be the case.

In the examples given above, there has

heen shown to be a power consumption of

lij. 82 and 6Q h.p. The mechanical duty

was therefore, in each case, as follows:

(0) 76^89= 0.854

(ft) 63.3^82= 0.809

( f ) 44.3 -4- 69= 0.642,

The duty is therefore greatest where
the fan is worked to full capacity, and

fewest when the suction is throttled. The
consumption of electric current was 66

kw. in the first example n; 61 kw. in the

second example; and 51 kw. in case c.

In the second method, that of lessening

the rotation speed of the fan; if a resist-

ance be switched in the motor circuit, its

speed will be diminished, and the air de-

livery also lessened, however, there will

be but little current saved, as current will

be lost by heating of the resistance coil.

The third method to vary the width of

the pulleys, and with this the speed of the

fan, is the one most used in practice. As
an example : Assume that in the condi-

tion where the pulley diameters are

changed caused air deliveries of 3000,

2500 and 1750 cu-m., respectively, then,

(a) With 3000 cu.m. and a vacuum of

114 mm. of water, the useful effect will

be, as under I (o),

.V = 3000 X 1 14 -^ (75 X 60) = 76 h.p.

(b) With 2500 cu.m. delivered, the

speed must be run down correspondingly

;

and the water column will be according

to the formula

:

h : /i, = V : Vx, or,

/ii = 114 ^ 3000 X 2500 = 79 mm.
The useful effect of the fan will be

.V = 2500 X 79 -H (75 X 60") = 43 h.p.

(f) With only 1750 cu.m. per min., the

fan must have a corresponding speed; the

depression will be

:

h,= 1750'' X 114^3000' = 39 mm. of

water, and the useful effect of the fan will

be

.V.= 1750X39^ (60X75) = 15-2 h.p.

Here, also, the duty will be lower with

only partial use of the entire capacity of

the fan. Now to compare the results of

the first and third methods

:

First Third

(a)

V = 3000 cu.m.

/i ^ 114 mm.
A'= 76 h.p.

(b)

f '1 = 2500 cu.m.

/ii = 1 14 mn; A = 79 mna.

A'; = 63.3 h.p. A' = 43 h.p.

(c)

I's — 1750 cu.m.

/i-.- = 1 14 mm. hi = 39 mm.
.V:= 44-3 h.p. Ar2= 15.2 h.p.

.•\s a formula:

N
N. V.

N_ y>

min., and 1750 cu.m. is enough for the

night shift, the saving in 12 hours, if the

kilowatt hour costs ic, would be $1.80,

and in a year of 300 working days the

saving would amount to about $774-

/'.

From this it results that the third men-
tioned method, that is, lessening the speed

of the fan by changing the driving pulley,

or the driven one, or both, effects the

greatest saving of power. There arc, how-
ever, cases where this would not pay, or

where for other reasons it should not be

employed. In such cases, it would be best

to choke the suction shaft. In mines

which are free from fire-damp, and

worked only by day, it would not be very

serious to let the foul gases accumulate a

little during the night and on Sundays

and holidays. If, for example, the fan

has a maximum capacity of 3000 cu.m. per

A New Portable Pyrometer

.•\ special form of pyrometer for prac-

tical use in determining temperatures of

molten metals has been designed by Wm.
H. Bristol, of New York, inventor of the

low resistance thermo-electric pyrometer.

The portable indicating instrument may'

be carried by hand from place to place and

the temperature of a molten metal taken

within two or three seconds. The possi-

bilities and value of an instrument of this

kind will be appreciated by those interest-

ed in foundry work. The outfit complete

consists of a portable indicating instru-

ment connected to a special thermo-elec-

tric couple, the two elements of which are

disconnected and left without insulation.

When the tips of these elements are slightly

immersed into the molten metal an electric

connection is made and the reading on the

irstrument will be the same as if the

ccuple had been originally joined. The
advantage of this plan is that the tips of

the wires forming the elements almost

instantly assume the temperature of the

molten metal and the time-lag error is

eliminated.

This form of couple has been success-

fully applied in measuring the temperature

of molten metals, such as cast iron, copper,

aluminum, brass, bronze and otlier alloys.

When the tip of the couple becomes worn
away by continued use, a fresh portion is

exposed to the molten metal and the read-

ing will be the same if the couple has not

been very materially reduced. A separable

jimction is provided so that fresh tips can

be conveniently applied before enough of

the couple has worn away to appreciably

affect the resistance and cause an erro-

neous indication on the instrument.

In the operation of the Delprat flotation

process by the Broken Hill Proprietary

Company, experiments were made last

year with a modified separation vat, l6'/2

ft. deep and not lead lined. The results

of this modification were so satisfactory

that all the old shallow vats are now be-

ing replaced by deep ones, which have an

increased capacity and produc a higher

grade of concentrate. In the last official

report of the Proprietary Company it was
stated that no difficulty of any kind was
experienced with the flotation plant,

which worked with great regularity. In

\icw of this stateinent. it is difficult to

understand the reasons for the troubles,

which some of the other companies

at Broken Hill have been experiencing

in the introduction nf fl itation pro

cesses.
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V^'illiatn Glenn '" ''"'' occum-ncc of its raw material,

vi/., chronic ore, made his services ex-

ci'pliniially valuahlc.

W illi;iiii (ilfiin, aged 66 years, manager Mr. (iknn was a sludciit and a scholar.

of ihf Henry Bower Chemical Manufact- lie spnke holh I'Vench and German, and

nrinn Company, formerly the Baltimore was .i fellow of the .American Association

Clirome Works, Baltimore, Md., died Feb. for the Advancement of Science, .a mem-
10, 1907, from congestion of the hmgs. her of the .American Chemical S iciely, of

Mr. Glenn had been ill for 12 months, llie Society of Chemical Industry, and of

but had been confmod to his home for the /Xmerican Institute of Mining Kn-

only three weeks. gineers. He was the author of a number

Mr. Glenn was bom at Norf.ilk, Va., of scientific papers and articles on en-

-Vpril 6. 18.10. and was educated at Dr. ginecring and chemical subjects which

Webster's school. He left school when showed his high professional attainments,

he was 15 years old to become a chain- He was among the first to point out the

bearer in the engineering corps of the nature of dust explosions. Personally, Mr.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. His apt- Glenn was a man most generous in his

ness drew to him the attention of the en- views of life, and as one of his intimate

gincer in charge. John H. B. Latrobe, and business associates remarked "1 believe I

he was rapidly promoted. He was a few have never heard him speak an unkind

years later placed in charge of a section word of any man." He had high ideals

of the road near Cumberland. During this ^n"' I'ved up to them. Mis loss is keenly

lime Mr. Glenn studied mineralogy, and felt by his company, his friends and his

laid the folmdation for a career as a min- profession,

irg engineer, which he later took up.

When the Civil War broke out. Mr Cement Production in Canada
Glenn enlisted as a private in the Nor-

folk Blues. Confederate .\rmy, and served By j j Ball
with distinction in the engineer corps, be-

ing promoted to colonel. \Vhen Johnston -, , . , r .1 j ^ •

, , .,. ^, ,
Ihal the use of Portland cement m

surrendered, Mr. Glenn was present and ,- ^ ' 1.1.... , ,
*^ . , Canada is mcreasing at a remarkable rate,

witnessed the signing of the papers, .\fter 1 .1 . .u 1 . » n 1 . 1,

, , , , . ^ ^. , ,
and that the market is not likely to be

the war, he became chief engineer of the , ,. j t. j .•

T, >,. • ^ T o 1
glutted bv overproduction as was at one

I vson .Mining Companv. In 1871 he mar- . r ' j • l u .u c r., -,. „ , ' T^, , , time feared, is shown by the figures for
ried -Miss tvelvn Constance Blackman, of ^ i_- l i_ u -i j u ^u
.. , •- , _, ,. , ,

1906, which have been compiled by the
-New Jersev. Mrs. Glenn died about a ..-..•• r ^u • u u r ^u

\, _, . , ,
statistician of the mines branch of the

vear ago. Mr. Glenn is survived bv one ^ , . , «
V. u . c r-i ^ 1"

Geological Survey,
son (Robert Sterling Glenn) and one ^.. , , ^- ^ a

,... ^, , r~ ,, ^, ^ rifteen plants were in operation in 1900,
daughter (Miss Charlotte Seawall Glenn). .^, ^ , 1 . •, •. i i . , „

.,r, >.' ^, T^ , • with a total dailv capacitv of about 10,500
In 1084, Mr. Glenn went to Baltimore . ,1 ^^r ^u "1 ' r^ .

, , , , T^ , . bbl. Of these eleven were in Ontario,
and became manager of the Baltimore ^ • ,^ . • xt o .• j
_, ,,, , , . , , , two in Quebec, one in Nova Scotia and
Chrome Works, which were then owned • r. -^^ l ^ 1 u- a. 1 ^ i
, , _ _, _, ... one in British Columbia. At least four
nv the Tysons. The lysons had various , ^ , . .• -.i

. . :,,.,, plants are under construction, with an
mming interests, cspeciallv in Vermont, .• , v r _ t. 1,.,,,„, . ',

, , , initial capacity of 4700 barrels,
which .\lr. Glenn continued to look after. ~, ^., j • ,- . j •

, , , T^ , • ^, The quantity made in Canada during
.AS manager of the Baltimore Lhrome ., , ,,,
... , , . ,. , ., ,

the year was 2,152.562 bbl., an increase
Works, he was in direct touch with the ,, ,,, ,

'

, , . , . , of 610,004 bbl., or 30.6 per cent, over 1905.
mineral industry, his company being the -r-i. . 1 , ^ 1.1 ,

, , . ,
The total sales were 2,110.764 bbl. an in-

largest consumer of chrome ore in the , .c 1 l,
,, . , _

, , , , ,
crease of 773,216 bbl, or 57.4 per cent.

United States, and on the other hand was „, • l 1

, , . , .. , . , . over 1905. 1 he average price per barrel
closelv identified with an important

, , . ^ »
, : , ,, , at the works in 1906 was $1.40 as corn-
branch of metallurgical and chemical en- j -.i. » • tu . . 1 1

_, , , ... pared with $1.42 in 1005. The total value
r.cermg. Through these various busi- , .,j ^ a- ^ o

t , , , , ,, of cement sold was, 1906, $3,164,807; 190S.
iS connections he developed valuable j.

, . , , . , . $1,913,740.
ras, which led to several important t, • . , ^1 j . .,,.,,.,_ Ihc imports of Portland cement into

. apcrs published in the Encixeerixg and ,-- , • ^ .-

,, , , , -7- , r Canada in 1906 were 2,430,760 cwt., cqui-
.MiNi.vc, Joi-RNAL and the Transactions of , ^ t., r ,, , t-i.

, . , ,,. . r- valcnt to 694,503 bbl. of 350 lb. each. The
the .\merican Institute of Mining Engin-

, e. o ^ t_ tvalue was $778,706, being an average of
eers

$1.12 per barrel. The duty is \2YiC. per
After the Baltimore Chrome Workswere

,,^,„^^^,, p^„„j^ ^^^ i^p^^j j„ ,^. ^^^
taken over by the Henry Bower Chemical equivalent to 9I7,=;S8 bbl.. at an average
Manufacturing Company, Mr. Glenn con- p^icc of $1.24 per barrel.
tinned in the position which he occupied at _ _ _
, . ,,.,,,. .r-, COXSUMPTIO.N OF CeMENT IX CANADA
the time of his death. Mr. Glenn was notIt r 1 -rt , . v.«- Cnimdlftii. Imported. n.-.,„i m.inly the manager of the Baltimore works •""^-

Bbl. Bbi.
touu boi.

1 the company, but was also the valued i""! :ti7.066 5.'.5.!ioo 872.9fi«

, . J „ , ,
I'.lil-' S!H..'i9« M4.954 I.13!».M6

.inviser and counsellor of the manage- laos &i-.-\\ 773,fi78 i,4oi.4i',i

ment of the entire business. His great JSIS;::::::: 1 alS onS SjS
knowledge of the technical side of the i''0«:!:!.":; 2:ii;i;764 (•.94;.W3 2:814>.7

business, combined with his wonderful Little cement is exported from Canada,

theoretical knowledge, not only as to the The consumption is therefore practically

manufacture of its products, but also as represented by the production plus the im-

ports. The accompanying table shows the

increase in the consumption of portland

cement during the past six years.

History

.\ brief reference to the history of the

cement industry in Canada will be of in-

terest. Its manufacture practically dates

from the year 1891, when operations were

begun in a very small way at .Marlbank

and Shallow Lake, both in the province of

Ontario. The output of the first year

aniounled to only 2033 bbl., a trifle more

lh:m one of the modern plants can pro-

(liice in a single day. In 1892 the pro-

duction increased to 20,247 bbl. and in 1893

to 31,924 bbl.

During the next decade the increase

each year exceeded lliat of the previous

year, roughly speaking, by 50 per cent.

In 1901 four factories \*ere making port-

land cement ; now . there are nineteen.

.\iiiong the new works projected are a

branch of the Lakefield Portland Cement

Company at Montreal and new works for

the Canadian Portland Cement Company

at Port Colborne, the Lake Erie end of

the Welland canal, both of which will be

equipped with the most modern machin-

er\.

Coal in Southeast Koolenay, B. C.

Special Correspondence

Owing to lack of railway transportation

facilities in other parts of the coal-bearing

districts of the Southeast Kootenay, Brit-

ish Columbia, the only coal-mining com-

pany producing coal is the Crow's Nest

Pass Coal Company, which last year

mined 806,901 tons, making its aggregate

production of coal for nine years, to end

of 1906, 4,253,815 tons. Concerning other

coal lands in this district the local mining

commissioner has reported as follows:

The Imperial Coal and Coke Company,

having uncovered coal on the different

groups of licenses held by it on Fording

river, has obtained leases over 89 lots,

covering 53,851 acres of land. The pre-

liminary survey of a railway route to these

properties has been completed.

The Elk Valley Coal Company, holding

44 licenses and leases on upper Elk river,

has discovered coal on several of its

claims, and is continuing the exploration

of the others.

Coal has also been discovered and.leases

have been granted on 41 lots, covering

26,240 acres, lying immediately north of

lot 4588, on upper Elk river. Coal licenses

covering 13.440 acres on the north fork of

Michel creek are in force.

K syndicate holds 16 coal leases at the

northern end of lot 4593, covering 10,240

acres.

On account of the increase of cost of

fud oil, the State institutions of Texas

are reported to be about to abandon its

use and return to coal.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Pecuhar to Bitummous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In order to obtain a continuous How of

air at the working faces of a mine, a

system of double doors should be used at

all the main points along the gangways

;

this arrangement permits the opening of

one of the double doors for the passage

of cars and men without interrupting the

steady flow of the air.

When overcasts are used in a mine,

there is less waste of air by leakage than

when doors are iised ; overcasts are also

less liable to be destroyed than doors in

case of an explosion. When properly

constructed overcasts are used, a larger

amount of air is circulated by the same
power, and each split can be more easily

supplied with pure air from the main in-

take than when doors are used.

Unloading coal from the hold of a ship

and delivering it to a bin located from 800

to looo ft. sway from the vessel, and then

the furth'r corvt'nuous delivery to the

boilers by means of mechanical conveyers

costs about 4C. per ton for a capacity of

over 25.000 tons per year. The coal is un-

loaded from the vessel and discharged

into the hopper in the elevator by a steam

shovel, and is drawn from this hopper

into the conveyer by means of a filler and
then carried to the bin.

It has been found that there is greater

security in approaching accumulations of

water underground when the water is sub-

jected to great pressure, or is under con-

siderable head. When this latter condition

prevails, the water gives evidence of its

presence by seepage through the coal seams
and the surrounding strata, earlier than

would occur when the pressure on the

water is small. It is true, however, that

more care and caution must be exercised

when approaching a large body of water
under considerable head.

For any running rope, the long 20-ft.

splice should be used. In most cases the

rope can be applied endless, and in such
cases should be forwarded already spliced,

sc as to be available for immediate use.

In cases where the endless rope cannot
be put on, the rope must be put around
the sheaves, hove taut by pulley blocks

and the splices made on the spot. In case

the ropes are to be spliced by the manu-
facturers, the measurements given them
should consist of the exact distance from
center to center of the shaft and the exact

diameter of the wheels on which the ropes

are to run.

The recognized advantages in rope

drives are many, among them being econ-

omy in first cost and maintenance. In

drives where more than 200 h.p. is trans-

mitted, and where the shafts are more
than 30 ft. center to center, the cost of

rope drives as compared with belts varies

from IS to 50 per cent, in favor of the

former. This advantage increases rap-

idly as the distance between shafts and

the amount of power transmitted increases.

The average life of a rope on a properly

designed drive is from eight to ten years.

In using wire ropes, experience has

shown that it is economy to increase the

load rather than the speed, as the latter

greatly increases the wear. Rope is dam-

aged more and quicker by rust than by the

wear and tear of constant use. For in-

clines, transmission and traction purposes,

it is well to use coarse wire ropes, run-

ning over large drums and large sheaves.

All overlapping of wire ropes on drums

should be avoided. Galvanized ropes

should not be used for running ropes.

Steel flat ropes are sewed with annealed

cast-steel wTre. The sewing wire should

always be softer than the steel wire cr>m-

posing the rop"

At the Miike mines, in Japan, there are

.Tt present nearly 6000 employees. Out of

this number about 1000 are miners, 800

carriers and 1000 timbermcn. Women
and coi>victs form about 40 per cent, of

the total number of employees. Miners

are paid by the ton and the best miners

also get a bonus besides their regular pay.

All employees are paid every two weeks.

The company has organized a complete

school system for the education of the

children of its employees. The students

are graduated from the elementary

schools at the mines, and then they are

admitted to the company's technical in-

stitutions. In this way an opportunity is

given them to qualify for posts of higher

responsibiliity.

Careful observation has shown ^!iat

where hoisting ropes are used for mod-
erately heavy work, the cable wil! last

four to eight years, much depending upon
the care of the rope and the size of the

.sheave. A rope ^ in. in diameter, after

eight years of continuous service, had a

tensile strength of 11,000 lb. as against

13.600 lb. when new, showing that during

the eight years it lost 20 per cent, of its

total strength. Another test of a round
rope having all the outside wires broken
showed a loss of 33'/] per cent, of the

original strength. In general, those ropes

that give warning of their deterioration

by the breaking of the outside wires first

are safer and better ropes than those whose
inner wires break first, leaving the outside

intact and apparently in good condition.

Conveyer boxes used in the washery

and breaker should always be made of

kiln-dried lumber, as any shrinkage causes

the conveyer to run out of true ; they

should also be dressed on both sides, ex-

cept for very rouiJ'h work. For 4-in. con-

veyer boxes, i-in. lumber should be used;

for 6- and 9-in. boxes, i^^n. lumber; for

i2-in. boxes a 2-in. thickness is required.

In order to get the best service out of

the conveyers, they should be run close

to the bottom of the trough. For 4- and

6-in. conveyers, the play should be % in.

;

for larger sizes, 3/16 in. Experience has

shown that it is most economical to run

a conveyer which is made true at a high

speed. A 4-in. conveyer can be run over

100 r.p.m., a 6-in. conveyer 175 r.p.m., and

a 9-in. conveyer can make 250 revolu-

tions.

The tail-rope system of haulage, two

drums with friction clutches, usually on

cue line shaft, forms a system most com-

monly used in the anthracite coalfields.

The ease with which the trip can be

switched off into the different entries and

its simplicity of construction give it con-

siderable advantage over some other sys-

tems. There is usually one-third more

rope used in the tail-rope haulage than in

the endless-rope system; but. as the end-

less system requires the same diameter

of rope throughout its entire length, while

the tail-rope system is made up of a larger

main rope and a smaller tail rope, two-

thirds of the rope in the latter system is

therefore small rope, which reduces the

cost of the extra rope required in the tail-
j

rope mctjiod to less than the cost of the

uniformly larger rope used in the endless-

rope system.

In designing cylindrical and conical

drums, it should be remembered that the

strained coils of rope on the drums com-

press the metal of the drum shell and re-

duce the diameter. The reduction in

diameter takes place near the middle of

the drum's length, while near the edges,

where it is supported by arms, the com-

pression is considerably less, so that the

drum becomes curved convex toward its

axis. The drum recovers its normal

diameter when the coils are unwound and

the strain is taken off. As a consequence

of these conditions it is the best practice

to reinforce a drum shell by longitudinal

inside ribs ; if such ribs are not deep

enough, they will be bent with the drum
surface and are liable to crack. If extra

metal is used at all, it should be ' con-

structed in the drum itself, as the use of

light ribs is a source of weakness.
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A New Production o( Cadmium

ll is interesting to report the inaugura-

tion of a t\ew metallurgical industry in

llic I'liitcd States, even if it be only a

small one. This is the production of

metallic cadmium, which has been under-

taken by the Grasselli Chemical Company

at Cleveland, Ohio. Heretofore cadmium

has been produced only in Belgium and

Silesia. The production of the former

country was never large, and recently the

world's supply has been furnished by

Silesia >alone. The ore of the Joplin dis-

trict is, on the whole, immensely richer in

cadmium than the ore of Silesia, but un-

der the general conditions of zinc smelt-

ing in this country it has not been con-

sidered worth while to attempt to save

cadmium as a by-product, which would

have involved the separate treatment of

the f:rst blue powder and oxides ; and the

use of prolongs, at least during the first

part of the distillation, to effect the max-

iiiirni recovery. Moreover, the produc-

tion of so much cadmium as would be

possible from the Joplin ore would in-

evitably cause the price for that metal to

tumble heavily. It will be interesting to

await the eflfect of the new production

which has already been begun. The pro-

duction of the metal in this country was

not inaugurated until after an attempt to

mari<et the cadmium-bearing by-producr

in li!ii-ope had failed

The British Commission on

Safety in Mines

.\ year ago the British govc-nment ap-

pointed a royal commission to inquire

into the advisability of introducing new

legislation in connection with th? working

of mines, especially with a view of de-

creasing the many dangers to which min-

ers are exposed. We would remark that

this commission must not be confused

with a similar commission appointed at

about the same time to inquire into the

effect on the coal trade of a proposed

eight-hour day for miners.

The commission on safety was in-

structed to inquire into a great many sub-

jects, such as the danger from dust, the

right sort of lamp to use, a standard of

ventilation, rescue work in cases of ac-

cident, etc. It was soon foun 1 that the

ground to be covered was very extensive

and would take vears to deal with. It

was decided to take one subject at a time,

and the lirst two subjects to be con-

sidered were the question of watering or

allaying dust, and the provision of breath-

ing apparatus for facilitating rescue wurk

after explosions.

1 he report on the rescue question has

now been published, and a preliminary

one on dust should appear before many

weeks are over.

The report on rescue work is a com-

plete compendium of the present state of

knowledge relating to apparatus which

can be used for enabling a rescuer to

breathe in a foul atmosphere. A large

amount of the information his already

been published in the Transactions of the

Institute of Mining Engineers, of New-

castlc-on-Tyne, and also in the French

government reports and elsewhere, but in

the collected form now issued the inform-

ation is of much greater value, and the

present report will prove invaluable to

those who desire to study the subject.

The report is far too lengthy to publish

here, even in abstract, but a few points

may be mentioned.

The apparatus described are divided

into four heads. The first consists of a

helmet such as is used by divers, through

which a current of fresh air is pumped

In the second, the wearer breaths into

and out of a bag, in which sjine means

of absorbing the carbonic acid is provided,

and o.xygen out of a cylinder i- used for

breathing. The third t>'pe provides per-

oxides of sodium and potassium, which

not only supply oxygen but also absorb

the carbonic acid. In the fourth type,

liquid air is used for breathing purposes.

The relative advantages of these different

types are discussed. The commission

came to the conclusion that all of them

were difficult of use, if not dangerous, in

the hands of anyone who is not physically

fit and well trained in their operation.

For this reason it considered that the

time had not yet come to recommend the

compulsory adoption of such apparatus. It

lecommends, however, that colliery own-

ers should take steps to adjpt thera vol-

untarily, in a tentative way at first. The

proposal is that each colliery, or group of

collieries, shall have a rescue station, and

that the owners shall supply the appara-

tus, if the men will join in making a

thoroughly fit and efScient rescue corps.

It is evident that unless the apparatus is

always ready and the corps of men kept

in thorough training the rescie stations

would be useless.
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The commissioners express themselves

as doubtful, whether nny great saving of

life will ever be effected by means of

these breathing appliances and rescue sta-

tions, arguing that the fatalities will occur

long before the rescuers can got to work.

In any case the apparatus, if required for

the rescuer, would also be required by

the rescued, and such a supply of appara-

tus would not be feasible. The commis-

sion relies on other uses of the apparatus

in reconunetiding their adoption, such as

the general investigation of the condi-

tions underground, which would help in

re-starting or reorganizing the system of

ventilation, and also the use of the ap-

paratus for ascertaining the nature of un-

(lerground fires.

It is interesting to note in this con-

nection that, two months ago. the French

government issued regulations making it

compulsory to provide these breathing ap-

paratus. It is probable that the Cour-

rieres explosion has had a good deal to do

with the suddenness of the decision. A
translation of the detailed regulations for

the use of the apparatus in the French

collieries is given in the report of the

British Royal Commission, and we refer

our readers to that source of information.

A Feat in Transportation

The transportation of iron ore from the

mines of the Mesabi range, in Minnesota,

to the docks on Lake Superior, ha.s

reached a point which probably exceeds

any record of the kind heretofore made.

In one day recently the Duluth, Missabe

& Northern Railroad brought down to its

Duluth docks 126,000 tons of iron ore.

This tonnage was equivalent to the load-

ing of 15 of the largest class of lake

steamships: and to the receipt of 65

train-loads of ore. This means further

that a train of 40 or 50 ore cars passed

over the line, on an average, each 22 min-

utes of the 24 hours, empties going back

to the mines at the same intervals. With

this there has been no serious accidents on

the line and traffic is proceeding with

great ease. The road is in the enviable

position of having more equipment, both

in rolling stock and terminals, than is nec-

essary for this volume of traffic and can

increase its tonnage considerably if mines

can supply the ore and ships can take it

away.

Thi> [•Mil. .11 15 -Mimewhat unique for

an ore road nowadays, and is due to the

foresight of the Steel Corporation in pro-

viding amply for its ore roads. The cor-

poration is now making arrangements for

a still greater traffic on both of its ore

roads next year, and expects the tonnage

of 1908 to be in excess of that of 1907.

The Great Northern road, too, is caring

for its ore business with more ease than

in any recent year, and there are few, or

no. complaints from mines along its lines.

Rut unless there is some settlement of the

labor difficulties at lake shipyards the sup-

ply of tonnage for 1908 will hardly keep

pace with the ability of the railroads to

deliver ore to the vessels. Large as the

present lake tonnage is, a considerable in-

crea.se will be needed if the ore traffic of

iqoS on Lake Superior is to exceed that

of the present season.

Listing Mining Stocks

Metallurgical Collieries

i lu- tendency of the larger metalhirgical

companies to provide their own fuel sup-

ply is a most notewortliy feature of their

present practice. Among the latest to

make this move are the Illinois Zinc Com-

pany, which is now developing a colliery

at Deer Park, about five miles from its

works at Peru, and the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company, which is open-

ing a large colliery at Cokedale, in Riley

caiion. Las Animas county, Colo., and is

building a washery and an extensive coking

plant. The coking plant consists of stand-

ard bee-hive ovens, the market for the bi'-

products of a retort-oven plant being too

uncertain in Colorado to justify the in-

stallation of that more expensive type of

plant.

It is particularly worthy of note- that

both at Deer Park and at Cokedale great

pains are being taken to prepare a high

class of accommodations for the em-

ployees. Cottages of excellent character

are being built, the necessities for social

life are being provided, the streets are

being well laid out and trees and lawns

are being planted. This attention to an

important sociological problem is quite in

keeping with the spirit of the age. The

men who have to spend their working life

in a coal-mining camp are entitled to this

consideration, even if the money expended

in this way does not yield any direct profit.

However, we are confident that it will

yield a commensurate return through the

increased efficiency of the workmen. The

more contented a man can be made, the

better workman he is likely to be.

The Chamber of Mines at Los Angeles,

Cal., has voted to adopt a new plan—or

rather an old plan revived—relating to

investigation and reports on mining prop-

erties. This embraces the division of

mines into two general classes. One class

will include mining properties that are to

be registered with the chamber and for

which the chamber's certificates will be

issued. The other class will consist of

mining prospects upon which it is desired

to have the report of the chamber after

investigation. The registration fee for

the first class will be $50, and for the

second class $25, with the provision that

a more detailed examination will be made

at a subsequent time upon the payment

of an additional $25. The mining com-

panies will be charged in all cases with

the actual cost of the investigations.

.A.11 this sounds well ; but why com-

panies desiring reliable reports do not

themselves employ reputable mining en-

gineers to do the work for them, instead

of a chamber of mines, is not explained.

This sort of thing has been tried several

times in San Francisco, but has met with

no success, no mines of any importance

having ever applied fur such registration.

The Witwatersrand Miners'

Strike

The Journal's v Johannesburg corre-

spondent this week reports that the miners

have practically lost their fight against the

mining companies on the Rand. Few. if

any, stamps are hung up, and if production

suffers, it is not by reason of lack of ore,

hut because the material s^nt to the mills

is not sorted so carefully as usual.

Late cablegrams from the Transvaal

announce the resort to dynamite on the

part of the miners to enforce their de-

mands. The first fatality occurred at Boks-

burg, where a hotel is reported to have

been blown up, resulting in the death of

three men and the injury of many others.

At one of the mines a native was caught

placing a stick of djTiamite at a point

where its explosion would imprison a

number of white miners, presumably not

in sympathy with the strikers. The resort

to violence seems to mark the last stage

of the contest, for the strikers are seldom

willing to hazard the loss of popular sym-

pathy by committing outrages of this kind

until all other means have failed.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and hujuiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Ferro-Vanadium

What is the present market price of

vanadium, and what is the demand for

this substance? ^^y sources of informa-

tioi) are very nu-ager and an early reply

will be much appreciated. R. P. N.

The metal, vanadium, is never marketed

in the pure state on account of its refrac-

tory nature. Alloys of iron and vana-

dium are for sale which contain from 25

to 50 per cent, vanadium and all impuri-

ties, such as carbon, silicon, sulphur, phos-

phorus, etc.. are guaranteed to be less than

2 per cent. For practical purposes the 25
per cent, alloy is usually employed on ac-

count of its fusibility, and steel makers
are beginning to utilize vanadium for cer-

tain special steels. It is reported that the

United States Government has contracted

for armor plate alloyed with vanadium.
The selling price is based upon the

vanadium content of the alloy and current

quotations are $5 per lb. of vanadium.
Thus a 25 per cent, ferro-vanadium alloy

would bring $1.25 per lb. The demand at

present is strong, one producing company
reporting that English and French con-

tracts had practically exhausted its supplv.

Mining Locations in Nevada

Will you kindly give space for the in-

closed letter, copies of which have been

sent to the Secretary of the Interior and
the Commissioner of the United States

Land Office, at Washington, D. C. It is

considered that the points contained in

the letter are of vital importance to those

interested in mining operations, not only
in Nevada, but in others of the Western
States. George D. J.^mes.

Vernon, Xev., June 13, 1907.

Letter

Sir—There are several questions at

the present time with relation to mining

claims in the State of Nevada, for which
official authority is absolutely necessary.

.\mong others

:

Whether a prior locator has the advan-

tage of a subsequent locator in the way of

defining his boundaries, supposing he does

not have his sur\-ey made in the first

place. A prior locator, for instance, has

his claim running northeasterly and
southwesterly. 750 ft. each way, along the

course of the lode or vein. A subsequent

locator establishes a monument in an op-

posite direction, and desires to have a

sur\-ey made, while the prior locator has

not the means to make a survey at the

time of location, or within 90 days from

the date of said location. After the sub-

sequent locator has had the survey made,

and his posts established, can the prior

locator have a survey made and run

across the boundaries of the subsequent

locator, in which a considerable portion of

the latter's claim is forfeited?

There are many cases which we find in

this district in which monuments are

found, and no notices contained therein

;

also posts of the regulation size on which

there are no notations. Are these monu-
ments in which no notices can be found

to govern, when a locator states that they

are the monuments of his claim? And
how can a satisfactory survey be made?

If a location notice is stated as run-

ning northeasterly and southwesterly, or

northerly and southerly, can the course in

a transit line be defined as any point be-

tween north and east? For instance;

North, o deg., i min. east ; north, 89 deg.

59 min. east? I do not understand where-

in a course northeasterly should not run

any point between north and east.

There is an idea prevailing in this dis-

trict, as well as in many others in the

State of Nevada, that as long as 240 cu.ft.

of work have been accomplished in con-

nection with the location work, such work
constitutes a valid location within the

meaning of the law, and it is immaterial

whether the work is 10 ft. long, 6 ft. deep,

and 4 ft. wide, or 10 ft. deep, 6 ft. wide

and 4 ft. long.

The law states that a vein must be ex-

posed in place, but as the whole country

is mineralized, and in this especial part of

the district there are simply a series of

blind ledges, it is almost impossible to ex-

pose the vein or lode in order to literally

comply with the law, for the reason that

almost all the ore can be shipped from a

milling standpoint, and it is not necessary

that a series of porphyrytic dikes be

shown on the ground.

There are a few instances wherein the

dikes crop out very prominently in the

Seven Troughs mining district; some of

these show simply burnt over-throws, so

that they cannot be taken as criterions, or
actual outcropping dikes, or masses which
permeate the district, and the district ex-

tends for at least 20 miles from north to

south, and from 4 to S miles from east to

west.

It is suggested that a law be passed that

at the time of location of a claim, a sur-

vey should be made, or monuments con-

taining definite information be erected for

the licncfit of subsequent locators, in or-

der that they may know wherein they

stand in reference to their boundaries, and

not to allow that simply location monu-
ments be established. It is not fair to the

other locators.

.At the present time notices are placed

in monuments under stones of all shapes

;

some of them are exposed to the weather,

and others are buried in the monuments.

They should be placed in a can, so as to

be covered, and in a conspicuous place.

We also find many cases in which ad-

joining claims bear practically the same
name. For instance ; "Sage Brush No
I." "Sage Brush No. 2," etc., etc. There
may be a dozen of this nomenclature na-

ture, and because of the influence of the

weather the No. i or No. 2 may be

effaced. It is suggested that each claim

should bear different names, otherwise it

is extremely diflicult in the case of sur-

veys to make proper connections, not

knowing to which claim the monuments
refer.

A person locates a claim, and within

90 days another locates an adjoining

claim. The prior locator does not com-
plete the location work. The subsequent

locator performs his work. When the

claim of this subsequent locator is de-

fined by monuments or boundaries, can he

cover the ground that would have been

on the location made by the prior locator?

The subsequent locator does his location

work, and erects his monuments before

the 90 days of the prior locator expire.

If it is not within your province to an-

swer these questions, kindly refer this let-

ter to the proper official from whom a re-

ply will be greatly appreciated.

How to Outline an Electrolytic

Copper-refining Plant

During 28 years' experience as a me-
chanical engineer in the mining-machinery

branches I have two or three times been

confronted with the rather difficult prob-

lem of giving the approximate cost of

electrolytic refineries.

The existing refineries are but few in

number and as a rule are hermetically

closed to visitors. The few mining engin-

eers in charge of such plants talk little

and write less, and the literature covering

this interesting process is consequently

incomplete.

What 1 know about this subject, there-

fore. I have mostly picked up from mining

men I have met or corresponded with,
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and by comparing the different reports,

adding and subtracting, 1 have come to

some sort of understanding how, at least

appro.ximately, to outline electrolytic re-

fining plants. How well I have succeeded

can best be seen when my article has been

criticized by correspondents of the Encin-

EEjtiNc AND Mining Journal, as I hope

it will be.

One ampere-hour of current will de-

posit, according to European experience,

I.l8j grams of copper. Now i oz. equals

j8.35 grams, and in a lo-ton plant the de-

posit of copper per hour will be

:

.oX »ocoM. _3 ,t,
.

J4 noun

call it 833 lb. ; hence

833 X 16 oz. X a8.35 grams
I 183

"= 319,398 ampere-hours.

Let us suppose that the whole deposit

has to be accomplished in one installation

and let us figure 75 vats in three series of

25 each; then the generator would have

to furnish

:

^ ^''"— =1 4259 amperes.

The voltage required per vat should not,

in a well-designed plant, exceed 0.6; but,

allowing for local conditions, purity of

the anodes, etc.. 0.75 or 0.8 will be a safe

maximum. For 75 vats we wiU then have

75 X 0.8 = 60 volts, and 60 X 4259= 255.540

watts = 342 h.p. to deposit 10 tons per 24

hours, or 34.2 h.p. per ton as a maximum

figure. But, as stated above, n voltage of

0.6 per vat should be ample in a perfect

plant, and based on this figure we have

7SXo.6r=4S volts, and 4259X 15=191.655

watts = 257 h.p.. or 25.7 h.p. per ton of

copper deposited.

1 have figured on a current density of

12 amperes per square foot anode and

cathode surface, and for a generator will

take maximum figures 342 h.p. and add 10

per cert, for loss in efficiency, making a

total of 376. or call it 375 h.p., which I

will divide up on three generators of

125 h.p. each.

It is possible that the current density

I have figured is behind time, ns the pro-

cess probably had advanced in the last year

or two; but, assuming 12 amperes per

square foot to be correct, w-.; will need

*
'

= 355 sq.ft. anode surface in each

vat, say 360 square feet.

Figuring a superficial area of 8 ft. per

anode, we will have
^6o = 45 anodes in

each vat. Making the size of the anodes,

say. 18x32 in., will just give us 8 sq.ft. for

both sides.

.Anodes should be made obout i in.

thick and should have cast on a lug with

a hole suitable for a copper Kook. The
width of a vat depends upon how many
anodes wc pJace and connect on each sin-

gle positive conductor bar. Sui pose we
place three on a bar and allow 2 in. space

between them and 2j^ in. between anodes

and sides of tank ; then width of tank will

be 63 feet.

Dividing the 45 anodes by o. we will

have 15 rows. A space of 2 in. should be

allowed between the electrodes, and as

we should always have an anode between

two cathodes, it follows that we will, in

this case, have 15 rows of anodes and 16

rows of cathodes.

Fifteen rows of anodes i in. thick = 15

in. ; 16 rows of cathodes, about % in.

thick = 2 in., and 32 spaces of 2 in. = 64

in., making total length of tank 81 in.

Allowing 10 in. space below anodes will

give us a depth of 42 in. Size of vat

would be 7 ft. long by s ft. 3 in. wide by

3 ft. 6 in. deep.

At each series of vats the positive

terminal of the generator is connected

with two copper bars, well insulated,

which should rest on the vat. Slightly

elevated above these two bars two nega-

tive copper bars are placed, which at the

end of the vat are bent and extended into

the next vat as positive bars in line with

the terminal bars in the first vat ; and so

on from vat to vat, until the end of the

series, where the last pair of bars is con-

nected with the negative terminal of the

generator. Iron cross-bars from which

the anodes are suspended rest on the posi-

tive conductor bars, and iron bars carry-

ing the cathodes rest on the s'ightly ele-

vated negative conductors.

Very important for a commercially suc-

cessful operation is to have the solution

H:0 + CuSOi circulate not only rapidly,

but also quietly, in order noi lo disturb

the mud.

In Germany a few years back a device

was in use which not only purified the

solution, but also gave good insulation

and perfect mixture. It was arranged as

follows : Under the suspended anodes

and cathodes was placed a leaden tray, on

which the mud was collected, with what

gold, silver or other metal there might be

present. This tray rested on wooden

strips placed in the bottom of the vat. A
2-in. or 2j^-in. lead pipe was placed in the

space below the tray and at the end of the

vat, bent in an angle of 90 deg. and ex-

tended up a little above the level of the

solution, with a leaden hood nt the top

fastened to the vat. Inside this leaden

pipe was a glass tube, extending down
about half-way of the vertical part of the

pipe, where it was drawn out ;o a point.

The lower part of the hood extended

down a little below the solution level.

The hood also had a plug, allowing the

glass tube to be raised or lowered.

Air was blown through the glass tube,

and at the pointed nozzle of same, half-

way down the leaden pipe, bubbles were

formed, which lowered the specific gravity

of the solution there and made the solu-

tion rise and overflow through the leaden

hood. As the solution all the time en-

tered the leaden pipe at the bottom under

the tray, a constant circulation and per-

fect mixing take place.

Occasionally the solution was circulated

from one tank to another, but for this

purpose a common leaden siphon was

used.

To arrange for all the anodes in a vat

to be raised or lowered in a battery and

to be transferred by the help of an over-

head crawl or a light traveling crane, is a

matter of mere local interest and can be

designed to suit conditions. Also the size

of the power plant can easily be deter-

mined from the figures above.

What I am after is, as .stated above, in-

formation necessary to enable me to out-

line an electrolytic refinery with such rules

and data as I have on hand. I trust that

my brother engineers will forward what

information they may have acquired on

this subject, and by criticizing—and cor-

recting, perhaps—my rules and figures

bring about a clearer and safer under-

standing of the difficult task of designing

an electrolytic refining plant.

Charles C. Christensen.

Chicago, June 26, 1907.

Salt in Ind la

The primitive method of salt extraction

practiced at Bawgyo in northern India is

described in an interesting manner in the

records of the Geological Survey of India

for 1907. The existing well is square in

section, measuring 3x4 ft. 8 in., and is

about 45 ft. deep, the level of the brine

standing about 7 ft. below the surface of

the ground. The brine is bailed out with

an ordinary bucket at the end of a bal-

anced pole, enough being taken out at a

time and stored in troughs made of hol-

lowed-out logs to keep the boiling pans at

work until the well fills again. Bailing

for a period of about nine hours lowers

the surface of the brine 11 ft. in the well,

amounting to about 1000 gal. At intervals

during the bailing several buckets of brine

are poured back into the- well with as

much force as possible, in order to mix

up the brine which remains below.

Boiling is carried on in shallow iron pans

holding about 6 gal. It takes about two

hours to evaporate the contents of each

pan to the extent required, which is not to

dryness, but to a point at which the residue

is of the consistency of wet mortar and a

crust begins to form on the surface. The
wet mass is then ladled out into a cloth,

allowed to drain and cool, after which it is

packed in baskets for sale. The solid con-

tents of the brine contain on an average

about 60 per cent, of sodium chloride and

35 per cent, of sodium sulphate. This

last substance is of especial interest, as it

may become of importance in the event of

the establishment of a wood-pulp industry

in Burmah, which would require consider-

able amounts of sodium sulphate.
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New Publications

Plant Economy. By H. P. Dennis. Pp.

8; illustrated. 6x65< in.; paper. Pub-

lished by the Bristol Company, Wa-
terbury, Conn.

This is a brief discussion of the econ-

omy of power plants, and the advantages

of determining accurately the various

losses in the tlues and stack, the efficiency

of economizers, feed-water heaters, super-

heaters, etc.. by means of recording ther-

mometers.

Proceepini^s of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Educa-

tion, Fourteenth Annual Meeting.

Ithaca. N. Y., July :; and 3, 1906,

Volume XIV. Edited by D. C. Jack-

son. C. L. Crandall and W. T. Ma-

gruder. Pp. 300. 5!-2.\8.'<i in.; cloth.

New York, 1907 : Engineering New.s

Publishing Company.

This volume, as its title indicates, is the

annual report of a society devoted to en-

gineering education. It contains lists of

officers, members, books and periodicals

for engineers, and statistics of technical

education, besides numerous papers and

discussions, all dealing with the training

of engineers.

Oilfields and Gasfields of Green Coun-

ty, Penn. By Ralph W. Stone and

Frederick G. Clapp. U. S. Geological

Survey, Bull. No. 304. Pp. no; il-

lustrated. 6x9 in.; paper. Wash-

ington, 1907: Government Printing

Office.

The authors have assembled all avail-

able knowledge, published and unpub-

lished, concerning the occurrence of oil

and gas in this county. The report de-

scribes the rocks from the surface to the

bottom of the deepest well ; the geologic

structure, with a contour map of the

Pittsburg coal; the oil and gas sands; and

the oilfields and gasfields with sugges-

tions for their further development. Many

well records are given, and triangulation

stations and bench marks are described.

Coal Mines in the St.\te of West Vir-

ginia—Twenty-fourth .Annual Re-

port for the Year Ending June 30,

1906. James W. Paul, Chief Mine

Inspector. Pp. 471. 6.\9 in.; paper.

Charleston. W. Va., 1907 : Depart-

ment of Mines.

The report is the largest and most com-

plete review of mining conditions in West
Virginia, yet issued by the inspection de-

partment of that State. Many vital prob-

lems are dealt with, and details of im-

portant experiments are included. The
statistical tables are unusually complete,

while a directory of mines will be found

useful to those interested in the industry.

That section of the report devoted to

fatal accidents explains the casualties in

detail, and is deserving of careful perusal.

W'e.stern .'Xi'.stralian Year-book, 1902-4.

(Thirteenth Edition). By Malcolm

A. C. Eraser. Pp. 1283; illustrated.

5'/ixS'/3 in.; board covers. Perth,

U'. A., 1906: A. Curtis, Government

Printer.

1 his book is devoted to an elaborate

description of the History, Geography,

etc.; Government; Vital Statistics; Towns
and Cities; Finance; Land and .Agricul-

ture; Trade and Commerce; Mineral Re-

sources; Industries; Education, Law,

Crime, etc. ; Public Works ; Statistics and

Miscellaneous Data. The work contains 73
illustrations and 16 maps and diagrams.

The section devoted to the mineral re-

sources, comprising 144 pages, gives a

history of the early discoveries of min-

eral in Western Australia; the geological

features of the country; mineral produc-

tion for 1903 with the totals up to and

including that date; statistical informa-

tion concerning various metals arranged

by camps or fields ; tables of production,

arranged by metals, for the years 1850 to

1903 inclusive.

The book contains much valuable infor-

mation of the resources of this Australian

State.

.\ Geologic Reconnaissance in South-
western Nevada and Eastern Cali-

fornia. By Sydney H. Ball. U. S.

Geological Survey. Bulletin \o.

308. Pp. 218; illustrated. 6x9 in.;

paper. Washington, 1907: Govern-

ment Printing Office.

The observations of the U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey party, from June to Decem-
ber, 190S, inclusive, furnish extremely val-

uable information on the geological for-

mations of the intensely interesting min-

ing districts of southweitern Nevada and
eastern California. The book contains a

wealth of detail concerning the rocks and

general character of the ore deposits in

and around Goldfield; along the ranges

north of Pahute Mesa ; in the Shoshone
and Skull mountains and hills in the vi-

cinity ; in the Bullfrog hills; at Death

Valley, and many other localities. A
section devoted to hydrology will prove of

value to the prospector in this desert re-

gion and the important signs of water ap.-

pointed out as well as the water levels of

the several valleys. The bulk of the book
is devoted to .stratigraphic and descrip-

tive geology and under these heads the

rocks of the entire regions are discussed

in detail. A large geological map show-
ing contours and elevations is one of the

features of the work, and while the author

apologizes for certain inaccuracies he

trusts "it may prove not only an aid to the

prospector and miner, but a contribution

to the geology of this interesting district."

Moody's Manual of Railroads and Cor-

poration Securities. 1907. Pp. 2550.

ft^i^g'A in.: cloth, $10; full leather,

$12. New York, 1907: Moody Cor-

poration.

A book of this class defies criticism ; its

full value can only be ascertained by long

use. As, previous volumes have been

clmracierizcd by care and accuracy in

compilation, it is safe to say that the

present one is worthy of confidence. The
volume before us covers, in a broad way,

the four great departments or divisions of

American corporate enterprise and indus-

try. 'I hesc four fields of corporate ac-

tivity are as follows: Steam Railroads,

Public I'lilities, Industrial and Miscel-

laneous Corporations and Mining Enter-

prises. The "Manual" furnishes uniform

information regarding practically all cor-

porate undertakings in each of these

fields, and covers not only the United

States of America but the Dominion of

Canada and the Republic of Mexico also.

Important enterprises of interest to

Americans in Cuba and South Americi
are also covered In^all, the "Manual"
reports the facts (if we include the re-

ports of banks and financial institutions)

on over 20,000 distinct corporations. Full

data are furnished regarding 1512 active,

operating railroad corporations, 1129 elec-

tric traction companies, 1158 gas, electric

light and electric power companies, 267

water supply companies, 259 telephone,

telegraph and cable companies, 1510 ac-

tive, operating and producing, industrial

and miscellaneous corporations, and 880

active or operating mining companies.

The essential statistics are also given re-

garding more than 13,500 banking, insur-

ance and other financial companies in

.Vmerica. and the important and useful

data regarding all government bond and
stock issues, which are dealt in or quoted

in the .American markets are given

in convenient form for the banker and in-

vestor. The general make-up of every

statement in the book has been planned

with the ideas of quick reference. All the

data of use or value to the banker, broker,

investor or business man generally have
been included and are presented in ac-

cordance with a uniform plan. Each state-

ment contains the date of incorporation

of the company, its location, a description

of its property and its business, facts re-

garding its capitalization, dividends paid,

etc. ; full descriptions of all bond issues

and mortgages ; income accounts and bal-

ance sheets wherever obtainable, names of

officers and directors, with addresses and
other useful information. In the entire

volume 6132 distinct bond issues, and over

7500 different capital stock issues are fully

described. This total does not include the

capital stocks of banks, trust companies
and financial institutions. L'niform data

regarding the latter, including in many
cases the par value and dividends paid,

are also given. The full capitalization rep-

resented in the book, not including the

capital of banks, trust companies, etc.

(given in statistical form) is $36,248,668,-

000. This capitalization is embraced in

about 6700 different companies. The pro-

portion which is within the borders of the

United States is in excess nf J;j,(oo.orio,.

000, in the aggregate.
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Personal

MIdIiii; mill iui>talliirKlcul I'liKlni'ois ari- lii-

vlittl III kwi) The Knui.nkekino am> Minino
JiU'itSAL Inioriued of tlielr luoveiuoutH and
(ppnlDtmentd.

Wynn Meredith, of San Francisco, C.il.,

was recently in Vancouver. B. C.

Richard A. Parker returned to Denver

a few days ago and left for New York.

S. F. Shaw is examining mines in the

Ocampo district, in Chihuahua. Mexico.

R. Alvin Weiss, of New York, is in

Montana in the interest of eastern capi-

talists.

Donald Gillis, general manager of the

Schwab properties in Nevada, is in the

Lake district, Michigan.

Clancey M. Lewis, South Bellingham,

Wash., has returned from a business trip

through the Slate Creek district.

Theodore E. Schwarz has returned to

Denver from a professional trip to .Arizona,

and leaves next week for Leadville, Colo.

C. A. Chase, of Denver, spent several

days in Jefferson county, Mont., recently

examining mining ground for Boston

men.

P. D. Wilcox, of Denver, Colo., was in

the Manitou Lake, Ont., gold district last

week in the interests of a Denver syndi-

cate.

Robert T. Hill, mining geologist, of

New York, is examining coal lands in

Wyoming. He will return soon to New
York.

Eticnne A. Rittcr, of Colorado Springs,

Colo., was a recent visitor to copper mines

in the Boundarj- district of British Co-

lumbia.

Frank C. Willis, of Hills & Willis, Crip-

ple Creek, is spending a few weeks on

professional business in Gunnison county,

Colorado.

Lucicn Eaton, superintendent of the Iron

Belt & Shore mines. Iron Belt, Wis., was
ill Victoria, British Columbia, with his

bride, in June.

J. C. H. Ferguson, Pacific Coast repre-

sentative of the Midvale Steel Company,

is on his way to visit the works, in Phil-

adelphia, Penn.

Benjamin F. Tibbey, for years manager
of the Parrot mine in Butte, but now'

living in Utah, is visiting Montana on

mining business.

March T. Chase, superintendent of the

works of the Mineral Point Zinc Com-
pany at Depue, 111., is in Europe, on his

wedding journey.

J. A. Ede has recently returned from an

extended trip through Mexico, and leaves

in a few days to examine some of the iron

mines of the Mesabi, Minn.

Dr. James Bonar, of the Canadian civil

service commission, has been appointed

deputy master of the Royal Mint about to

be established at Ottawa, Ontario.

J. K. Turner, consulting engineer lor

the .v. D. Myers mining interests, has re-

turned to Reno, after a three weeks' in-

spection trip of the mines at Ely. Nev.

John D. HoflFman, of San Fr.inc':co.

Cal., and Howard W. DuBois, of Ihihi-

delphia, Penn., are examining a hydraulic

gold-mining property in the C:iriboo dis-

trict, B. C.

M. A. Meyers, of Buffalo, is in Port

.\rthur, Ont., in company with several

New York capitalists in connection with

the opening up of the silver properties of

the district.

George L. Walker, of Boston, spent ten

days in Butte, Mont, recently, and then

left for the north, intending to visit Brit-

ish Columbia, and mining districts of the

west and south.

E. Koischwitz. formerly connected with

Otto Reimers & Company. Yokohama.

Japan, is now in charge of the mining and

ore department of the Dr. Schulten Com-
mercial Laboratory, Calcutta, India.

Francis A. Thomson, formerly of Ne-

vada, temporarily appointed professor of

mining and metallurgy at Washington

State College, Pullman, Wash., has now a

permanent appointment to that chair.

Charles Olden, of London, who went to

Butte about two months ago to inspect

mining ground in the interest of English

capitalists, has gone to Wyoming to ex-

amine two properties. From there he

will proceed directly to London.

Royal P. Jarvis, who has filled the chair

of mining engineering and metallurgy for

the past four years in the Washington

State College, Pullman, Wash., has re-

signed to accept the professorship in min-

ing recently established in the U^niversity

of Tennessee.

Edward Stables, of London, England, is

at Victoria, B. C, awaiting completion of

arrangements for the acquirement by the

Vancouver Company of the Lenora mine

at Mt. Sicker, Vancouver island, before

reopening the mine which adjoins the

well known^Tyee mine.

Charles R. Hitchcock, formerly mining

engineer at the Quincy mine, has been ap-

pointed superintendent at the Adventure

mine succeeding Samuel Brady. The new
superintendent has been connected with

the Quincy mine since 190 r and is a

graduate of the Columbia School of

Mines.

Dr. George W. Maynard, after having

spent five weeks examining copper prop-

erties in the Whitehorse district, Yukon
territory, left for Vancouver, B. C, on

June 19. He intended before returning

to New York to visit the Monitor Copper

Company's mine, near .Alberni. and t!".p

Tyee Copper Company's smelting worl s

at Ladysmith. both on Vancouver Island,

B. C.

George E. Roberts, for nine years past

director of the I'nited States Mint, has re-

signed that position to become president of

the Commercial National Bank, of Chi-

cago. Mr. Roberts' administration of the

Mint has been a successful one. and many

improvements have been made under his

direction. He is an acknowledged author-

ity on financial matters. His successor as

director of the Mint is Frank A. Leach,

who has been in the service for a number

ol years, and who has been for some time

past superintendent of the Mint at San

Francisco.

Obituary

Dr. Sidney .\. King, of Kingsville, Essex

county, Ont., died on July 8 of Bright ~

disease, aged 65. He was largely inter-

ested in oil wells in the western Ontario

iiilfields. and was instrumental in piping

i::itural gas from South Essex to Windsor

and Detroit.

.\lexander W. Hill, Milwaukee agent

for the Milwaukee-Highland Zinc Mining

Company, died suddenly of heart disease

in his office on July i. He was 5S years

old and came to Milwaukee from New
York 30 years ago. He was interested in

the lead and zinc district in southwestern

Wisconsin.

James Waddell, for many years a resi

dent of Wyoming valley, Penn., and op-

erator of the Waddell colliery, at Lu-

zerne Borough until about eight years

ago, died at Carthage, Mo., July 5, of

heart disease. Mr. Waddell was born near

Edinburgh, Scotland. 73 years ago. and at

an early age came to Pennsylvania where

he was active in coal mining for many
years, later becoming interested in mine;

in Missouri.

Sir William Henry Perkin. ihe discov-

erer of aniline dyes, died in London. July

14. He was born in 1838. Last year the

jubilee of his discovery that waste coal

tar could be made to yield innumerable

valuable compounds was celebrated both

in this country and in England. The in-

dustries founded upon his discovery give

employment to 120,000 men in Germany
alone. More than 700 distinct colors are

produced from aniline, besides many other

important substances.

Societies and Technical Schools

Michigan College of Mines—The State-

legislature has appropriated for the colleg.

of mines at Houghton $43,000 for a new
central heating and power plant, and

$75,000 for a library and museum building.

Colorado College—The thirty-third an-

nual bulletin, issued at Colorado Springs.

Colo., contains besides a historical sketch

of the institution, the yearly calendar,

lists of instructors, courses of study, re-

quirements for admission to the various
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• leparmuiits and other iiiforiiiation. The
Jepartinciit of mining and metallurgy is

under the direction of Prof. Thomas T.

Read.

Lokf Superior Mining Institute—The
I ilL)winK papers arc annoiniecd for the

.iinuial meeting which is to be held at Du-
luth, July J4-27: "Sampling of Iron

Ores," by L, S. Austin, of Hougliton,

Mich.; "Biographical Sketches," by J. H.

Ilearding, of Evelcth, Minn.; and "'ITie

.Standard Boiler House of the Oliver Iron

(.".impany." by .V. M. Gow, of Uuluth,

.Minn. Spencer S. Rumsey, V. A. Coke-

fair and others will also present papers,

the titles of which will be annouiiced

Liter.

intvcrsity 01 i cniicssic— I'he board of

trustees of this university at KnoxviUe has

riccntly established a chair of mining and

metallurgy. The present equipnunt and

the courses hitherto otTercd will be greatly

increased. The plans for the mining and

metallurgical laboratory comprise a com-

plete equipment for a modern assay labora-

tory, with gas, coal and coke furnaces ; an

ore-dressing laboratory, with small .uid

standard-size machines ; a metallurgical

laboratory equipment with smelting and

roasting furnaces of various types ; with

<'ther necessary appliances for carrying

t-Ut experiments on the treatment of ores

and the retining of products. Provision

will also be made for investigations along

I. leciro-metallurgical lines and in metallog-

raphy.

American Brass Founders' Association

—This new association was organized in

Philadelphia on May- 22, and will be de-

veloped along lines similar to those of the

.\meri:an Foundrymen's Association.

I hose eligible to active membership are:

Producers of non-ferrous metals or their

alloys; producers of manufactured goods

from such metals or alloys; manufactur-

ers of supplies used by producers of

metals and metallic goods ; and persons

holding positions of responsibility with

the producers and manufacturers de-

scribed. The organization began with a

-barter membership of 5o, and the fol

lowing officers were elected : Charles J.

Caley, president; .\ndrew M. Fairlie, Mc-
Cays, Tenn., secretary, and John H. Shee-

ler. treasurer.

Industrial

The offices of De Golia & Atkins, mine
operators and dealers in mineral products,

San Francisco, have been removed to Xo.

1020 Crocker building, corner of Market
and Post streets.

The Northern Engineering Works,
Detroit, Mich., recently shipped a 24-ton

crane having a 62-ft. span to the power
station of the Buffalo & Susquehanna

Coal Mining Company at Sagamore.
Penn.

The .American Electric Furnace Com-

pany, 45 Wall street, New York, has taken

over all the business pertaining to electric

furnaces heretofore carried on by the

American Griindal Kjellin Company, of

New York, and the Induction Furnace

Company, of Newark, N. J. The new

company acquires all of the patents taken

out by F. A. Kjellin and E. A. Colby,

which were formerly owned by the sep-

arate companies.

The Gcsundheit-Osgood Company, New
^ork, has been organized to carry oii the

l.usiness of manufacturing engineers and

business methodizers. The purpose is to

serve industrial firms in a consulting ca-

pacity with the object of developing their

earning power by improving methods of

.Tccouuting, equipment and process, etc.

The members of the firm are Maurice

Gesundhcit and Henry Osgood.

Robert W. Hunt & Company, of Chi-

cago, will inspect the materials for the

Southern Pacific Company's pipe line and

all pumps and machinery. The line in-

cludes 256 miles of 8-in. rifled pipe and

machinery for 24 pumping stations, con-

tainirg 46 duplicate pumps, and 72 boilers.

Tile pumps will be provided by the Jeanes-

villc Iron Works, Hazleton, Penn. ; the

pipe by the Lorain plant of the National

Tube Company, and the boilers by the

Fdgemoor Iron Company, Edgemoor, Del.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Du Bois Iron Works, Du Bois, Penn.

Steam and Power Pumps. Pp. 31, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo Blacksmith Tools. Pp. 8, illus-

trated ;
paper, 3x7 in. ; 1907.

The D. T. Williams Valve Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio. General Catalog. Pp.

T64, illustrated, paper, 5x7 in.

K.olesch & Co., 138 Fulton street, New-

York City. Earth's Gear Slide Rule.

Circular, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

The Wood Shovel and Tool Company,

Piqua, Ohio. Shovels, Scoops, Spades..

Drainage Tools. Pp. 61, indexed, illus-

trated, paper, 8x11 in.

Machinery Buyers' Magazine. The

Morse Brothers' Machinery and Supply

Company, Denver, Colo. Pp. 48, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.; June, 1907.

D'Olier Engineering Company, Phila-

delphia, Penn. Bulletin, Series T, No. 8.

Centrifugal and Turbine Pumps. Pp. 8,

illustrated; paper, 7x10 in.; June, 1907.

McCall Ferry Power Company, 60 Wall

Street, New York. Bulletin No. 3. Elec-

tric Power from the Susquehanna River.

Pp. 26, illustrated, paper, 9x11 in.; June.

1907.

.Mlis-Chalmers Company. Milwaukee.

Wis No. 4006. .Allis-Chalmers Belted

Generators Type ".KB." I'older and

monthly calendar; illusirai.-d. paper, 3x6

in.; June, 1907.

Rockwell Engineernig L impany, 26

Cortlandt St., New York. No. 10. Rock-

well Rod Heating Furnaces. No. 11.

Rockwell Bolt Healing Furnaces. Pp. 4,

illustrated, paper, 6xg in.

Utah Mining Machinery and Supply

("ompany. Salt Eakc City, Utah. Bullelii\

No. 400. Callow's Settling and Pulp

Thickening Tank. Pp. 16, illustrated,

paper, 8^x11 in.; June i, 1907.

The New York Flexible Metallic Hose

and Tubing Company, 173-177 Lafayette

St., N. Y. Bulletin No. 25. "Nyflcxmct"

Lead Covered Flexible Metallic Hose and

Tubing. Pp. II, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

General Electric Company, Schenec-

tady, N. Y. iBulletin Xo. 4495. Direct-

Current Fan Motors, Type Dl. Pp. 4. '•

lusitrated, paper, 8x10^ in. ; June, 1907

Bulletin No. 4506. The Edison Gem Fil-

ament 50 Watt Lamp. Pp. 8. illustrated,

paper, 8xio^ in.; June. 1907. Bulletin

No. 4516. MR Circuit Breakers. Pp. 4.

illustrated, paper, 8xioH in. : June. 1907.

Construction News

£/.v. r(7ii7i- Pine County. Nevada^Thc

McDonald I^Iining Company is preparing

plans for a new so-h.p. hoisting plant.

Lawrence County, South Dakota—The

Pluma Mining Company plans to install

a cyanide mill. T. A. Harding is secre-

tary.

Slate Creek District, Whatcom County.

Washington—The management of the An-

acostes mine has announced the intention

to erect a lo-stamp mill this season.

Pennington County. South Dakota—The

Standby Company intends to equip its

60-stamp mill with cyanide tanks. J. B.

Baker, of Lead, is one of the chief owners.

Iron County, Utah — The Jenny Gold

Mining Company will probablv enlarge

its milling plant in the near future and

will install cyanide equipment. C. A. Short,

at Gold Springs, is manager.

Ontotiagon County, Michigan—The

Winona Copper Company plans to erect

a stamp mill at the mouth of Misery river

a short distance from the mine. The

mine office is at Winona, Mich.; the main

office is at 199 Washington street, Boston.

Boundary, British Columbia—Surveys

have been ordered by M. M. Johnson,

consulting engineer and managing di-

rector of the Dominion Copper C impany,

for an aerial tramway it is planned to con-

struct from the company's mines at

Plucnix five miles down to its smelter at

Boundary Falls. Continued shortage of

railway cars necessitates other provision

for conveyance of ore to the smelter, the

treatment capacity of which is now 1200

tons daily.
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Special Correspondence trom Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Frjncisco

July 10— It is hoped that within a

month two of the big producers at Angels,

Calaveras county, the Utica and Lightner

mines, may be able to start up again on

the open-shop plan with the old ninc-hour-

day schedule. The mines have been

closed down some time owing to the

strike of the miners' imion.

The Southern Pacific Company has

started men grading for an extension of

the main line from Wabuska, Lyon coun-

ty. N'ev., to reach .\urora in the same

State, and then Bodie and Masonic mining

district in Mono county, Cal. Bodie is one

of the old camps and still has several pro-

ducing mines. Masonic is a comparative-

ly new district, but there are numerous

properties under active development,

many of them vdry promising, and a few

are shipping ore.

The extreme northeastern county of

this State, Modoc, is about to be pros-

pected for oil. The first field is at Canby,

20 miles from .Mturas, H. G. Betts has

formed the Modoc Oil Company, which

has secured the right to explore about

1000 acres at Canby, the owners of which

are to receive 10 per cent, of any output.

The old drift mining town of Iowa

Hill, on the Iowa Hill divide. Placer

county, has been in a state of decadence

for some time, but lately people have been

investigating the mines and there is a

prospect of a revival. The famous Big

Dipper remains closed down. The Morn •

ing Star drift mine, which paid consecu-

tive monthly dividends for nine years, is

worked out. Those working and still pro-

ducing more or less are the Booth River

claim, Dewey Consolidated, Gleason,

Gould, Hazelroth, Independence, Indian

Canon, McGcachin. Schwab Canon tail-

ings. Truro, Washington, and a few

smaller ones. These are all drift mines,

and there still remain four miles of

known gravel channel as yet undeveloped.

The 25-ton electric smelter at the Pitt

River iron fields, in Shasta county, has

been put in operation with Dr. Heroult,

the inventor of the process, in charge.

While pronounced successful, only a few

tons of pig iron have thus far been made,

but already a 2000-ton smelter is planned.

The plant was erected by H. H. Noble, of

Heroult, Shasta county.

Several new discoveries of tungsten ore

have lately been made in the Randsburg

district, Kern county, and mines are being

opened. The Winnie and Johnnie mines

were first worked for gold and about $80,-

000 extracted, but the properties are now

considered more valuable for tungsten.

The ore has been sold to the Primos

Chemical Company of Primos, Penn-

sylvania, but mast of the ore is now
shipped to Hamburg, Germany. The Pa-

poose and Churchill properties ,-ire owned

by the firm of Geo. C. Blackwell's Sons

& Co., of London, Eng., who ship a car-

load of concentrates monthly.

The arrival of the machinery for the

new skipway of the Shasta King mine,

owned by the Trinity Copper Company, is

considered to dissipate the doubts as to

that company operating the mine, which

lies west of Kcnnett, Shasta county, .^t the

mine 60 or 80 men have been at work for

several months, getting it ready for

steady shipment of ore to Coram as soon

as the Ralaklala smelter is completed. It

is understood that the Trinity company

has contracted to deliver Soo ton? daily

for five years.

Three machine drills have been set at

work in the Hornet mine of the Mt. Cop-

per Company, in Shasta county, and 1500

tons of ore daily are being shipped to the

company's smelter, near Martinez, on San

Francisco bay. These shipments will con-

tinue until all four furnaces of the Kes-

wick plant are ready for operation. Only

one is being run at present, and the others

are being rebuilt.

The Blue Ledge Copper Company, of

Xew York, is expected to make the final

payment of $200,000 due in September, for

the Blue Ledge copper mine. Under the

superintendency of J. W. Carnahan the

company has done thousands of dollars'

worth of development work. The Blue

Ledge is 27 miles from Oak Bar, Siskiyou

county. Supervisors are now considering

the .proposition of building a good wagon
road from Oak Bar to the piine.

The old gold mining section of Happy
Camp, in Siskiyou county is coming to

the front as a copper region. A great

many locations have been made of copper

claims in the immediate vicinity, and also

to some distance down the Klamath river.

The larger part of the country for many
miles in every direction from Happy
Camp is said to carry surface evidence of

being mineralized, copper being the prin-

cipal ore. .\ number of claims have been

bonded and are to be prospected. Thus
far no production whatever has been

made.

The Sierra Buttes mine, Sierra City,

has been started up by the Hayes Bros., of

San Jose, who bought it from the English

corporation, which ran it for 40 years or

more. The mine is one of the oldest in

the State, and has yielded altogether

about $12,000,090. It now has 80 stamps

crushing ore.

The old EI Dorado Water and Deep

Gravel Mining Company, with an exten-

sive ditch system and water right, in El

Dorado county, has been sold to San

Francisco men. The company was formed

in 1873, and at one time it carried on ex-

tensive hydraulic mining operations. The

property is now mainly valuable for its

ditch and water rights.

.\nother mine supposed to be the fa-

mous lost Breyfogle, has been found in

southern California, this time in the

Funeral range, back of Greenwater, Inyo

county. The recent find is on one of the

highest peaks of the range, and it has

caused a stampede from Greenwater and

the surrounding country.

Salt Lake City

July 12—The .\merican Smelting and

Refining Company has its new bag house

in commission at its Murray smelter,

w^hich was erected at a cost of approxi-

mately $150,000. It is the largest in the

world and the management of the com-

pany believes it will prove entirely effi-

cient in the collection of flue dust and the

suppression of fumes. Suspended in this

house are 4160 bags, 30 ft. long and 18 in.

in diameter. This material, if spread out

in one piece, would cover an area of 15

acres. The building is 100x216 ft., and

contains four compartments with valves

so arranged that any compartment may be

opened or closed as desired. In the con-

struction of the plant, 2,400,000 brick were

used ; also, 350 tons of steel. The smoke

coming from the reverberatories is forced

into the bag house by mefans of a huge

fan, handling 250,000 cu.ft. of gas per

minute. The size of the fan is 16x6 ft.,

and requires 125 h.p. of electrical energy

to operate it. The bag house is large

enough to take care of the fumes from

16 reverberatory furnaces, or just twice

the number the company is now operating

at Murray. It is the intention of the

smelting company to ship the arsenical

dust collected to Everett, Washington, for

re-treatment and final disposition.

The Ontario Silver Mining Company
has begun draining its mine by means of

pumps, and the management is confident

that within a short time work can be re-

sumed in the drain adit tunnel, which has

been closed by caves for more than two

years. The company has experienced a

great deal of difficulty in getting men
willing to work in the face of the tunnel,

not knowing how soon the pent-up waters

might break loose. For several months
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the company paid ils employees $^ 50 per

day of eight hours, and when the de-

mand for an additional 500. a day was re-

fused, the men struck and the matter was

never settled. It was after this that the

management decided to use pumps.

Dividends were declared during the

week ending July 6 by the following Utah

companies: Newhouse Mines and Smelt-

ers, $,100,000; Lower Mammoth, $9500;

May Day, $8000.

The ore and bullion settlements re

J, rted by Salt Lake banks for the first

half of the year, aggregated a little more
than $14,000,000.

The Centennial Eureka Mining Com-
pany has tiled suit against the Bullion

Beck & Champion Mining Company, to

confirm title to the Solid MuUloon and

two other lode-mining claims.

Denver
July ij—.After long litigation the ex-

ecutors of the Sfratton estate have an-

nounced that they have decided not to

ask for a rehearing in the Supreme Court

in the matter of the payment of the in-

heritance tax and to pay into the State

treasury the sum of $384,000. which in-

cludes the accrued interest.

Thi- directors of the Portland Gold
Mining Company have declared a quarter-

ly dividend of $120,000, bringing the total

disbursed by the company to $7,507,080.

.Arguments in the case of James F.

Burns against the officers of the Portland

Gold Mining Company, on the latter's

motion that they be not compelled to

show the records of the corporation to

Mr. Rums, who alleges incompetency and
mismanageliicnt. were heard at Cheyenne
yesterday before Judge Matson, in the

District Court, and the matter was taken

under advisement

A syndicate of N'ew York men and
local capitalists has organized the Hydro-
Electric Company for the purpose of con-

structing a plant to supply power and light

to the Montezuma and .Argentine mining
districts. .Although the main object of

the enterprise is for the benefit of the

Pennsylvania mines, power will also be

furnished in the surrounding districts.

In consequence of a cloudburst in Clear
Creek canon the track of the Colorado &
Southern railroad has suffered serious

damage, and for several days the ore sup-

ply from Clear Creek and Gilpin counties

to the smelters will be cut off.

Several conferences have been held

here during the past few days between
Deputy State Labor Commissioner Swan-
son and W. Z. Kinney, and Frank L.

Ross, of the San Juan Mine Owners' .As-

sociation, in regard to the settlement of

the labor trouble in the Silverton district,

and it is still hoped that the matter will

be arranged without a strike.

The ore-testing works of Henry E.

Wood & Co., at Denver, were completely

destroyed by fire July 7. They were fully

insured. .A new plant will probably be
built.

Dulutl.

July 14— I he priigrain oi llit- nu euiig ol

the Lake Superior Mining Institute, which

will be held at Duluth and the Minnesota

iron ranges July J4 to 27, will begin with

a visit to the power plant of the Great

Northern Power Company, which will

then have in motion the largest water-

power unit in existence, 10,000 h.p., and

will be installing two more of 'the same

capacity. .At that evening's meeting in the

Commercial Club rooms at Duluth one

leading paper will be by the chief en-

gineer of this power works.

There is some danger of trouble with

dockmen on all ore-shipping piers of the

.Minnesota district; they are unwilling to

n.aintain the agreement they entered into

with the railways at the beginning of the

season. There is also some talk of a

strike of members of the Western Federa-

tion of Labor on the Mesabi next week,

but the Federation is rather weak and one

steam shovel additional vs'ould almost

make up for any loss from the withdrawal

of its members. Dockmen were settled

with for the season .on a basis of $2.25 and

$2.50, the latter for night men, for the sea-

son until cold weather,; but the men do

not seem to care to maintain their side of

the agreement, and want an advance of

2SC. per day.

.Another model town, though on a

smaller scale, is to be built at Princeton

in the Marquette district, by the Cleve-

l.ind Cliffs Iron Company. .A tract of 300

acres is to ,be cleared immediately, seven

miles of streets built and the same length

of sewers, water mains, etc., to be laid,

and six miles of fences erected, all before

a single dwelling is to be permitted. .A

number of houses will be erected by the

company and will be sold on long time and

at practically cost to those employed, or

going into business at the town.

Scranton

July II—Officials of the Pennsylvania

Coal Company are fearful that their col

lieries in the vicinity of Pittston, Penn.,

may be flooded, owing to the great amount

of surface water which finds its way into

the workings since the extensive cave-in

which occurred in that section. To pre-

vent such a disaster the roof of the Grand

tunnel is being propped. There is danger

that the immense volume of water which

drains a number of the mines might be

dammed, with serious results.

.A conference of the mine inspectors of

the anthracite region was held in Hazleton

on July s. when a number of subjects in-

cident to the department were discussed

and some prominence was given to the

frequency of fatal accidents in the region

and the best method of reducing fatalities.

It was the general opinion that greater

care should be exercised with regard to

pillar robbing and the construction of

more adequate air courses in gaseous

mines. Those attending the conference

were: Chief Inspector James K. Rod-

erick, John Curran, Pottsvillc; C. J. Price,

Lykens ; L. M. Evans, 11. D. Johnson,

H. O. Prytherch and David T. Williams,

Scranton ; Thomas H. Price, Wilkes-

Barre; James J. Walsh, Wilkes-Barre;

H. MacDonald, Pittston ; A. B. Lamp,

Pittston ; P. J. Moore, Carbondale ; D. T.

Davies, Wilkes-Barre; L. O. O'Donnell,

Centralia ; J. W. McLaughlin, Shamokin ;

P. M. Boyle, Kingston ; David Roderick,

Hazleton; Isaac Davies, Lansford.

Toronto, Onl.

July 13—Since the strike of miners at

Cobalt on July 8 it is estimated that 1500

miners have left the camp, many of them

having gone out of the country. F. A.

.Acland, of the Labor Department at

Ottawa, has been endeavoring to effect a

settlement and urged the men to return

to work as provided by the conciliatioA

law, which, however, they refused to do.

The law as passed last session renders it

a criminal offense for miners to go out

on strike without first submitting the case

to the officials and endeavoring to obtain

a settlement, but in this as in other in-

stances, this feature of the law has proved

a failure. Nearly all the mines have

been closed during the week. The Timis-

kaming mine has accepted the union's

terms and the men have returned to work.

Everything has been peaceful and orderly

and the Government has prohibited the

sale of liquor in the camp.

London

July 6—The shareholders of Stratton's

Independence. Ltd., have approved of

Philip .Argall's scheme for treating the

dump of ore. Mr. .Argall estimates th.it

the dump, which, by the way, is really an

ore-house dump, contains 600,000 tons of

ore and averages $3.60 per ton. The cost

of roasting at Cripple Creek precludes its

adoption on this dump ore in bulk. The
treatment of the ore by raw cyaniding

yields only 50 to 60 per cent, of the gold

contents. Mr. .Argalls plan is to crush to

1/30 in. aperture and concentrate. In

this way about a third of the gold con-

tents of the ore can be obtained in con-

centrates averaging $25. This concen-

trate it will pay to roast. The remainder

after concentration consists of 20 to 30

per cent, of slimes and 60 to 70 per cent.

of sands. It is well known that in these

ores the slimes contain far more gold than

the sands. In a specific sample of 100

tons of dump ore, about 5 per cent, was

obtained as concentrates averaging $25,

23 per cent, as slime at $5.50, and 73 per

cent, as sand at about $1.60. All through,

the resulting extraction is over 70 per

cent. The recovery of $3.60 ore is about

$2.52. It is estimated that the operating

cost will be $1.50 per ton, so that the

profit obtainable will be $1 per ton. Mr.

.Argall also gives details of the vast

bodies of low-grade ore still in the mine.
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Alabama

Bibb County

Cohabit Soutlun, Coal CoMi/xiny—Min-

ing has been begun on a scam opened by a

new slope which is down 300 ft. Ship-

ments are expected to be made within a

few weeks. T. Y. Scoggins is the engi-

neer in charge.

Rodcn Coal C<jm/>o.iy—This new com-

pany will develop 4200 acres of coal lands.

It is reported that a plant will be erected

at a cost of $225,000 to produce 4000 tons

of steam coal per day. B. F. Roden, of

Birmingham, is president.

Arizona

Graham County

ArUona Copper Company, L(rf.—This

company reports the production of its

mines at Clifton for the month of June at

1 32 1 short tons of copper.

dump bins, sluices, etc., are nearly com-

pleted.

Golden Hatchet—This gravel mine has

been bonded and development work has

been begun.

Taylor—Ihxs mine, formerly the Idle-

wild, is being reopened and will be un-

watered to the 200 level, from which point

operations will be carried on north of the

shaft.

Fit'i'oM — The mill building is nearly

ready to receive the machinery at this

mine. Georgetown.

Kern County

Givynne-ht this mine, Piute mountain,

a large force of men -is cutting timbers

for the new tunnel.

Silver—D\\nh3.v Miller and Rainey have

made another find on the divide between

Indian creek and Back canon. The ore

runs high in silver and considerable is

being taken out.

superintendent, the main shaft is down

250 ft., and a gasolene hoist and mill are

to be put in.

Lytle Creek—On the south fork of this

creek, while driving a water tunnel, Dickey

& Shephard have found gold and cop-

per ore.

San Diego County

Mesa Grande Gold and Gem Mining

Company—It is reported that this Los

Angeles company has received the largest

shipment of gems ever made from its

mines.

Arkansas

Newton County

Spanish Lamar Mining Company—Ov-

ganization of this company has been ef-

fected at Harrison, with the following of-

ficers : A. Kibbs, president ; E. R. Springer,

vice-president and general manager, and

John Bunch, secretary and treasurer. The

company will develop zinc properties in

Newton county.

California

Amador County

Kennedy Mining and Milting Company

—At this property, Jackson, good ore at

the 300-ft. level is a matter of encourage-

ment for other mines on the Mother Lode.

Butte County

VP and '56—These old claims at Yankee

Hill, owned by the Hearst estate, which

have been idle many years, are being re-

opened.

Cau^veras Counts-

Nuner TMnitf/—This tunnel, near Moke-

lumne Hill, is in 2000 ft. and rich gravel

is being taken out. A new engine with

hoist has been installed at the end of the

tunnel to bring the gravel up the 40-ft-

incline and to hoist the water. The gravel

is cemented and is milled. J C. Rodder

is superintendent.

El Dorado County

Cooky—At this mine, Brazil, Giga & Co.

have opened a fine body of gravel. The

Nevada County

Birir/ifi/Zt' — Operations have been re-

sumed at this mine, near Graniteville, with

Fred Medlin as superintendent. The ma-

chinery and pumping plant will be im-

proved.

Mountain I'iew-At this mine, at Wash-

ington, E. B. Miller, superintendent, the

small mill is again running steadily.

Murchie Extension—At this mine, near

Nevada City, the upraise from the 300

level shows a high-grade ledge.

Olio—This mine, formerly the McPher-

ren, M. A. Spotswood, superintendent,

now has its tunnel in 500 ft., but there are

still 700 ft. to be run to cut the ledge.

Olympus Mining Co»i/'any—This Spo-

kane, Washington, company has taken

over the Gold Mound mine at Deadman's

Flat, near Nevada City.

Posey—This mine, J. Goodwin, super-

intendent, is being examined by Oakland

men, who will incorporate a company and

place it on the market if they are sat-

isfied.

San Bernardino County

American Group—This property, near

Amboy, has been bonded for $i3S.ooo by

H. M. Glidden, of Spokane, Washington.

Crackerjack Bonanza Gold Mining Com-

pany—In the tunnel of this company a

2^4-ft. ledge of high-grade ore has been

found.

Dry Lake Mining Company — At this

mine, north of Victor, A. P. Preciado,

Shasta County

Union Hin-Aiter the surface deposits

had been sluiced off, some rich pockets

of gold have been found in the gravel

banks of this mine.

White Oak—F. H. Griffith has bought

this mine in Lower Springs district.

Yankee John—At this mine, eight miles

west of Redding, some very high-grade

gold ore is being taken out.

Sierra County

Thornburg—The strike in this mine at

Forest City is arousing much interest in

the district. The ledge is 3 ft. wide and

shows free gold. It will be drifted upon

both ways.

Siskiyou County

Nordheimer—This old mine on the Sal-

mon river has been sold to men from Palo

Alto, Santa Clara county. The mine was

owned by Wm. Lord, C. W. Lord and

N. W. Carter.

Sheba—This mine in Scott valley will

soon have its mill running on quartz from

the fourth level.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

The present year is conceded to be one

of the most active in Lake county in sev-

eral years. Among the new shafts be-

ing sunk are the new Alhambra placer

shaft on Rock hill where good ore leaders

have been found, and the shaft on the

Delaware property on Rock hill which has

reached a depth of 270 ft. in porphyry.

Electric machinery is used in the Dela-

ware shaft.

June Tonnage—The production of the

Leadville district for the month of June

was about 77,000 tons including the dump

material handled by the mills. The ap-

proximate value of the ore shipped is $14
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per ton. In addition to this is the gold

sent to the mint from the Ibex mine.

Carbonate Hilt—The Little Nell prop-

erty has reached a body of carbonates and

50 tons are being shipped daily. From

the various Star leases, shipments of sev-

eral hundred tons of manganese are be-

ing made daily to the Pueblo steel works.

The Garbtilt—About 300 tons of copper

sulphide are being shipped per month

from this property. The veins are found

in porphyry.

Sugar Loaf— Mineral which accumu-

lated during the winter months in the

Virginius mine is now being hauled to

the smelters. The Dinero tunnel is being

pushed by machine drills and is in 800 ft.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Siratlon's Independence—This com-

pany has decided to build a cyanide works

of 6500 tons capacity per month at Cripple

Creek. Work will be begun immediately

under the direction of Philip Argall, con-

sulting engineer for the company. Mr.

.\rgall is still in England, but will return

shortly.

crease of 4,577,854 tons, or 90.12 per cent

as compared with the production of 1900,

and more than three times the output of

1896.

Idaho

Lemhi County

Scu' Copper District—.\bout 25 claims

have been located in what is believed to

be a new mineral belt on the borders of

Custer and Lemhi counties. Copper sul-

phides have been found near the surface.

Shoshone County

Hldorado Mining Company—This com-

pany has been incorporated to develop a

group of four claims known as the Mother

Lode. Mother Lode Fraction, Copper

King and Copper Crown Fraction, all sit-

'lated about a mile east of Kellogg.

Indiana

Clay County

Coal Cars—The Chicago & Eastern Il-

linois Railroad, penetrating the heart of

the Indiana block coalfield, has ordered

2000 drop-bottom coal cars, each of 50

tons capacitj-, in order to take care of the

increasing traffic for the summer months.

Pike County

Paloka rallcy Coal and Coke Company

-The mines and property of this com-

pany in the county have been transferred

tc George H. Hurst, assignee, subject to a

mortgage held by the Binghamton Trust

Comp.iny, of New York. The mines are

among the largest and best equipped in

southern Indiana, being lighted and oper-

ated by electricity. The mines will be

operated for the time being by the

assignee.

Kentucky

Coal Production—State Geologist C. J.

Norwood, in his report for 1906, shows a

production of 9,598.527 tons of coal, an in-

Michigan

Houghton County

Centennial—The new hoisting plant at

No. 2 shaft has gone into commission.

Isle Jioyal—This property has taken

over the Hussey-Howc tract of land—the

consideration being $220,000. This prop-

erty adjoins the Superior.

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—The company has begim en-

larging the Belmont shaft from a two-

compartment to a three-compartment and

will retimber it as soon as practicable.

C'i'i)/i/ioM—Fire in a slope between the

600- and 700-ft. levels about 125 yd. west

of the shaft of the Minnie Healey

caused a temporary suspension of min-

ing in the Minnie Healey, West Colusa

and Leonard mines last week, but work

has been resumed in all of the prop-

erties except the Minnie Healey, the shaft

of which is used as an outlet for the gas

generated by the fire. Boston & Montana,

Butte & Boston and Coalition are fighting

the fire together, as it concerns all of

them. The origin of the- fire is not known,

but is said to be due to spontaneous com-

bustion of material used to fill the slope.

It has been burning about seven weeks,

but was not definitely located until a week

ago. The gas is drawn up the shaft by

means of fans placed near the mouth of

the opening, this being the only method of

handling it, as the shaft is a downcast.

La France—This company, the only as-

set of United Copper in Butte, is mining

an average of 96 tons of ore a day and

developing its lower levels. The old drifts

and crosscuts, driven by the Lexington

Company years ago, have not been ex-

tended far enough to show ore. The
lower level, at 1450 ft., contains a 14-in.

vein of pyritic copper ore on which little

drifting has been done. -Ml of the ore

mined now is coming from the upper

levels.

Xorlh Butte—The drift in the Edith

May vein west of the crosscut at the 1800

has been extended 306 ft. the full width

of the vein and sloping will begin this

week. The drift east of the crosscut is 50

ft. long, but does not show such good ore

as the west drift. The larger part of the

shoots are west. The company is mining

between 1200 and 1300 tons of ore a day

and driving its two crosscuts north, the

face of the one on the 1600 being in Ber-

lin ground and that of the other, j8oo,

being close to the Jessie vein.

Pittsburg "S" Montana—The company

has begun crosscutting for its veins on

the 1400, but will not reach them from

the main shaft, No. 2, for a little time.

It is mining at this depth through a

series of winzes from the 1200 and is

therefore positive as to the mineral possi-

bilities of that level. The quantity of ore

mined and shipped each day varies, but

will probably average 150 tons.

Nevada

NvE County—Tonopah

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore over

the Tonopah Railroad for the week end-

ing July 4 were : Tonopah Company, 982

tons ; Belmont, 237 ; Tonopah Extension,

190; Midway, 85; Montana-Tonopah, 36;

Jim Butler, 36; total, 1566 tons. Ship-

ments from Goldfield were 1550 tons, mak-

ing a total of 3116 tons. The Tonopah

Company, in addition, sent 2810 tons and

Belmont 780 tons of ore to the mills.

White Pine County—Ely

Boston Ely—The company has made the

final payment of the purchase money and

has completed arrangements for pros-

pecting. Work will be resumed in the

mine within a few days.

Butte Ely—The Bee Hive shaft has

been sunk 290 ft—the last 100 ft. being

in ore. The Westphalia shaft is 220 ft.

in depth and is in good sulphide ore. It

is proposed to start a drift at the 270-ft.

level and connect with the Bee Hive shaft.

The company's surveyors are surveying a

route for the pipe line for water from.

Water caiion, about 18 miles distant.

Chainman —• Mining has been resumed

on this property. The title to the claims

has been perfected by the purchase of the

whole of the interests of Mrs. Mary
McGill in the Aultman, Johanna, Johanna

No. 2 and Great Western claims. The
directors have also secured several other

adjoining claims.

Ely Central—A body of copper sulphide

ore has been cut in the Weber shaft at a

depth of 400 ft., believed to be a con-

tinuation of the Eureka lode of the

Nevada Consolidated mine.

Ely Consolidated—The shaft has been

sunk to a depth of 560 ft. and is in a

body of iron sulphide carrying a little cop-

per. Ore is being developed in the Ris-

ing Sun claim at the 40-ft. level.

Ely National—This property embraces

the claims formerly owned by the .Ana-

conda, Mizpah Verde and Ely Jumbo com-

panies. Work will be resumed under new
management shortly.

Giroux Consolidated—Ore is being reg-

ularly shipped to Salt Lake smelters from

the .\lpha claim. TTie ore carries gold

and silver in addition to the copper. The

chief -workings are at the looo-ft. level.

McDonald—The shaft has been sunk to

the 270-ft. level and is in a body of ore

showing copper and gold. A new air com-

pressor and a set of six machine drills

have been installed. Plans are being pre-

pared for a new so-h.p. hoisting plan;.
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North Carolina

Rowan Countv

Union CofptT—This property is paying

well under the careful management of

Captain Griswold, of Gold Hill. One or

two carloads arc shipped daily to the

American Smelting and Retining Company
at Perth Amboy. N. J., yielding 31; to 4

per cent, copper and some gold and silver.

The manager has done away with the use

of all smelting and concentrating machin-

ery now on the property. The ore from

the mine is hand-picked and put directly

into cars. The mine is opening up large

reserves, at the same time keeping up its

rate of shipment.

Oregon

Douglas County

(. ofr,-r Quarry—This copper mine has

been sold to a Mr. Carl, of Los Angeles,

Cal., by the owners, Richardson & Cook.

The mine is situated a few miles cast of

Yoncalla. and ore from the property won

both silver and bronze medals for exhibits

of copper ore at Lewis & Clark fair, 1905.

Lane County

Combinaliott—Rich silver ore has been

struck in this property operated by Clark

brothers.

Twin Rocks—The crosscut is now in

140 ft. W. H. Winings, of Illinois, a

director of the company, will direct work

this summer with the manager, Lewis

Hartley.

Il'est Coast Mines Company—This
company, which has taken over the prop-

erty, debts, etc., of the Oregon Securities

Company, recently shipped 20 tons of con-

centrates to the Tacoma smelter, and re-

turns received give values of $50 per ton.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Delaware & Hudson — This company

has established headquarters for its engin-

eers in Pottsville, in the territory where

during the past two years it has purchased

valuable coal lands. The engineers will

immediately make surveys to locate the

coal seams. The company acquired a total

of 3300 acres of coal land at less than

ij^c. per ton and at the same time ac-

quired 2 per cent, of all the unmined an-

thracite in Pennsylvania. All of the tracts,

with one exception, will require deep

mining. It is estimated that mining at the

rate of 3,000,000 tons a year, the company
has sufficient coal for 65 years.

Delmcare, Lackaivanna & Western—
This company on July 8 began developing

the great coalfield in Hanover township,

near VVilkcs-Barre, which has the richest

deposits of coal in the anthracite region.

Two new shafts are to be sunk and the

work will occupy two years. The shafts

will be the largest in the system of the

company and the breaker to be erected

will be larger than the Truesdalc breaker,

at present the largest in the world. The

coal is of an aggregate thickness of 92 ft.

One of the sJiafts will be upon the site of

the old Dundee shaft, which was sunk in

1851 and which soon after its completion

was abandoned, owing to the gaseous

nature of the mine. The old shaft was

10x16 ft. and it will be widened to 12x48

ft., while a similar shaft will be sunk about

100 ft. distant. The second shaft will

really be an air course and supply shaft,

so that there will virtually be but one

colliery.

Lehigh & IVilkes-Barre—This company

is also sinking a shaft in Hanover town-

ship and will develop the valuable lands it

owns in this vicinity.

Honey Brook Colliery—Mine Inspector

John Curran states that the recent ex-

plosion in the Honey Brook mine was

one of the saddest in the history of the

anthracite industry. Nine men lost their

lives owing to the "white damp." The
accident took place in the old slope which

was flooded 15 years ago and abandoned

because of a fire. Recently the water

lowered 225 ft. and about two years ago

the operators took steps to drain it out.

.A. tunnel was driven from the Buck

Mountain to the Gamma vein and three

holes were drilled from the face to the

water. The men have been engaged in

taking daily measurements of the water

making trips into the slope to ascertain

the progress made. July 12 two of them

made the usual trip and not returning

within a leasonablc time, two others were

sent to investigate the cause of the delay.

They did not come back either but four

lights were seen burning in the distance.

Presuming that some slight accident had

occurred two more men were sent to as-

sist them but no response was received

from them, whereupon the fourth set was

hurriedly despatched and failed to send

any tidings. James Laffendo, foreman,

and a companion then set out and had

gone to within lOO ft. of the body of water

when Laffendo pitched forward and fell

upon his face, his companion, who was a

few feet in the rear, escaping and running

quickly to daylight where he gave warn-

ing. None of the men were rescued alive.

This is the first accident that has oc-

curred in the anthracite mines which will

come under the operation of the new em-
ployers' liability act.

Bituminous Coal

./. R. Sackett Coal and Coke Company
—The plant of this company at Union-

town, consisting of 30 ovens, 30 or 40

acres of coal lands, coke crusher and

other machinery, has been purchased by

the Iron City Coal and Coke Company, of

Pittsburg. The plant will be known as

the Dorothea works of the purchasing

company.

South Dakota

Custer County

Catawasa—A steam hoist has been in-

stalled. The vein of ore is 4 ft. wide.

Chicago Mica Company—A long lease

has been given parties in Sioux City, Iowa,

on the mica mine owned by this company,

work to be started this week. The com-

l)any was formerly the Black Hills Porce-

lain, Clay and Marble Company,

Globe—This property, adjoining the Sag-

inaw mine, has been purchased by some of

the stockholders of the Saginaw company

ahd is to be developed thoroughly.

\ezv Strike—A. T. Feay and William

and George Schenk have discovered a vein

of high-grade ore on the Goldfield group,

near the ranch of Ernest Bellemore, Dell

Dickson is also interested in the new field.

Saginaw Cold Mining Company— This

company has its mill building inclosed and

machinery for a lOO-ton mill is being in-

stalled. The process will be amalgama-

tion, concentration and cyaniding, A new

shaft has been started on the north end of

the ground in ore,

Lawrence County

Cleopatra Company—R, B, Hughes, gen-

eral manager, at Spearfish, states that the

crosscutting on quartzite has encour.tered

a large amount of ore. The company pro-

poses to explore further and resume oper-

ations in the mill.

Globe Gold Mining Company — This

company has recently cut through a ledge

of porphyry ore 35 ft, thick. The com-

pany is building a mill to use the Ogden
process. Recently 57 acres of additional

groiuid have been secured, which gives

dumping space for tailings and also car-

ries ore,

Homestake — The mine has been un-

watered to the 6oo-ft, level. Five of the

six stamp mills have resumed, with 800

out of 1000 stamps. The sixth, the

200-stamp Homestake mill, will resume

-

shortly, .-Xbout 800 miners are at work in

the open cuts and in the upper workings.

Imperial Company—This company will

begin sinking the Dakota shaft to quartz-

ite, having acquired the control of the

Dakota stock. The shaft will develop

several surrounding properties.

Mills in Qpcration—Nearly all of the

cyanide mills hi the county have resumed

sir.co the strike was settled. The Lund-

burg-Dorr, Imperial, Golden Reward, Mo-
gul and Wasp No, 2 mills are in operation.

The Dakota mill will not resume for the

present, all of the Dakota properties having

been consolidated with the Imperial com-

pany. Repairs are being made on the

Gilt Edge-Maid mill and the Golden Crest
j

mill is to be increased to 200 tons ca- '

pacity before resuming. The Golden Crest i

Company is issuing $200,000 bonds at De-

troit, Mich.

Pluma Mining Company—The company
has recentlv sunk a shaft in the east sid«
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ol l.caJ iSo il. deep, following a vchi ol

ore supposed to be a leader to the Home-
stake Caledonia vein. The shaft is 150 ft.

east of the hanging; wall of the Caledonia

vein. Repair work is in progress in the

old workings in the conglomerates and

quartzite. where over 200,000 tons of ore

are blocked out. An electric hoist of

1000 ft. capacity has been ordered. The

company proposes to install a cyanide an-

nex to the 40-stanip mill. The ore will

be crushed to 10 mesh, passed through the

stamps and thence to Chilean mills, which

will give a daily capacity ^f ,ioo tons.

Tennessee

.M.M KV COLNTV

Staiitlaril I'lu's(>liati- aitd Chemical

Cdih/iiIii.v— This company has been organ-

ized in Chicago, 111., to develop phosphate

lands ill Hickman and Maury counties.

The following officers have been elected:

W. E. Pierce, president ; J. O. Grittith,

vice-president, and E. Nicodenius, secre-

tary. Operations are in charge of Eugene

Worley, of Centerville, Tenn.

Utah

Jlab Countv

Tintic Ore Skif^iiwiits—Ore shipments

for the week ending July 6 amounted to

1,15 carloads: Ajax. i: Beck Tunnel, 8;

Bullion Beck. 8; Carisa. 8; Centennial

Eureka, 41; Colorado. 7: Eagle & Blue

Bell, 5 ; Gemini. 5 : Godiva. 2 : Grand

Central, 3 ; Lower Mammoth. 8 ; Mam-
moth, 2; May Day, 4; Scranton, 6; Tintic

Iron, 9; Yankee Consolidated. 5; miscel-

laneous mines, 7 cars.

Cfitti-nnial Eureka— .\ new steel build-

ing is being erected over the hoisting plant

at this property.

East Crown Point Mining Company—
This company has been organized to oper-

ate in the Tintic district. J. .\. Jensen, of

Er.rekr-, is president.

Ibapah Gold Mining Company—This

new company will operate in Spring Creek.

E. F. Hall, of Salt Lake City, is president

and J. W. Rooklidge, vice-president.

Scranlon — This company is shipping

lead and zinc ores. The mine is the larg-

est zinc producer in Utah. Several per-

niarei t mine h;iildirgs are to be built this

year.

S.\LT L.xKE County

Bingham Mary—The company is put-

ting in a tramway which will be operated

between the mine and the Rio Grande &
Western Railroad.

South Columbus—This Alta company
will shortly install a large compressor

plant, which has already been ordered.

Regular ore shipments are to begin soon.

Summit County

lotca Copper—This company has re-

sumed development work after a cessation

of operations of two months, due to dif-

ficulties with water.

Vallejo — Leasers are shipping high

grade silver ore.

L'tah County

.\ alinnal Ocoherite Compjn\^— 1 his com-

pany has started its mill, near Colton, and

is turning out a mineral-wax product.

The plant is built to handle 50 tons of

n:alerial daily.

Virginia

T.\ZEWKi.i, County

Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries

Company. Inc.—This company has been

formed by the union of the Pocahontas

Collieries Company and the Pocahontas

Consolidated Company. The capital of

the new corp.iration is $2,800,000 6 per

cent, cumulative preferred, and $5,000,000

common stock. .-X bond issue of $20,000,-

000 has been authorized. The officers of

the new company are: Isaac T. Mann,

president ; Charles S. Thome, first vice-

president ; Jenkin Jones, second vice-prcs-

iilent ; James E. Jones, general manager

;

J. Walter Graybeal, secretary; and Wil-

liam S. Wood, treasurer.

Washington

Wh.vtcom County—Sl.vte Creek

District

Bonita—The lo-stamp mill and the

cyanide plant are in operation, and a 40-

ton Bryan mill is to be put in.

Granite Creek Mining Company—This

company has let its placer p:opertics to a

development company consisting of

former stockholders, Jaques Brothers &
Ferguson. Mr. Thomas Swansborough,

of Placerville, Cal., is th.^ pipe-man in

iharge and Clancey M. Lewis is consult-

ing engineer.

Minnesota Mining Company—The

company has purchased a four-stamp mill,

and is building a dam across Canon creek

for power purposes, and continuing the

wagon road from the North American

camp to its mill site.

Wyoming

SWEETW-.\TER CoUNTY

Superior Coal Company—Three of the

company's coal mines at Rock Springs

have been closed down as the result of the

suits recently filed by the G:)vernment

against the Union Pacific Coal Company
for the recovery of lands allegid t'< have

been obtained by fraud.

Canada

Ont.\rio—CoB.ALT District

Cobalt Ore Shipments—Shipments of

Cobalt ore for the week ending July 6

were as 'follows: Buffalo, 120,000 lb.;

Coniagas, 272.000; La Rose, 60,115; Mc-
Kinley, 48,000; Nipissing. 102,170; Ini-

Ipcrial Cobalt, 37.5.10; total 639,815 pounds.

Timiskaming—Superintendent Harmon

reports that nuggets were taken out re-

cently weighing 1225 lb. .\t the lio-ft.

level the vein is j ft. wide.

Mexico

ClillU .M1U.\

Palmilla~T\w mill and other building'i

at this mine in Parral, owned ami operated

by Pedro .Mvaradu, were de-lroyed by

fire, July H. The loss will be several thou-

sand dollars.

Guanajuato

/'i'ha'kiVo—This mine of the (juanajuato

Development Company is shipping to the

smelter daily abiint 23 tons of ore. yield-

ing $150,000 monthly. A large quantity

of lower-grade ore is being treated in lo-

cal mills. The company's own mill is

nearly complete.

Humboldt .Mining Company—This com-
pany is sinkir.g three shafts, one for the

purpose of cutting the Pinguico bonanza
vein, where it is supposed to pass into <\te

Humboldt property.

Australia

Western .Australia

The gold output in May is reported at

'45.490 oz. fine, which is 15.450 oz. more
than in .April, but 11.531 oz. less than in

May. 1906. For the five months ended
May 31 the total was 761.604 0/.. fine gold
in IQ06 and 701,73' oz., or $14,504,780, in

1907; a decrease of 59.873 oz.. or 8.5 per
cent. Dividends paid by Western .Austra-

lian companies are reported at £724,750
fur the first five n;onths this vear.

Europe

Spaix

Exports of minerals from Spain ior the

three months ended March 31 are re-

ported as follows, in metric tons:

1906. ItlOT. CbaOKM.
I ron ore 'i,490,468 2,327 ,«-J0 D. 162 MS
Cnp|><>r ore 2SI0,907 S3«,025 I. 4.1,11K
Mai k'ancseorx 23.115 ai.Wf. D. 1,769
Zlncnre 36.416 41..i74 I. 9 128
Lead ore i.iOH 1.418 I. 3iw
Pyrites 239,111 315,835 I. 7li.724
Salt 106,023 116,716 I. lO.tiyj
Sulphur .Mj 1 D. 544

Exports of metals for the three months
are reported as follows, in metric tons:

1906. 1907. Cbaogeit.
Ipnnndstiel 10,".»27 11.1154 I. 127
COpp«r preclliUeli* 5.706 .i.-M.; D. 1.721
C.pper 2.01.-. 2.101 I, :)84i

Zluc la 379 I. Slii

Lead 37.(U4 I5,;tl0 I, 7.i<ic.

Imports of chemicals this year were
7982 tons; of fertilizers, 33.140 tons of

phosphates and 26.264 tons of basic slag.

South America

British Guiana

Gold exports for the five months endeil

June 1 were 38.570 oz. bullion in i>)(5,

and 24,912 pz. in 1907; a decrease of ij,-

658 oz. The bullion reported this year

was equal to 21,067 oz. fine gold, or

$435,462, Exports of diamonds were 1050

carats, valued at $8336, this year.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.V<-:i' York. July 17—The general coal

market is variable. In some sections of

the country considerable activity is no-

ticeable, while elsewhere a dull, uninter-

esting market has set in. In the Alabama

field all the mines are producing to their

full capacity and there is a demand for all

the coal produced. Considerable new de-

velopment is mider way.

In the middle \Vc.<t business is dull, ex-

cept in the harvester trade, which is ab-

sorbing considerable coal.

Along the Atlantic seaboard the scarc-

ity of vessels and the unprecedented de-

mand for coal has kept freight rates well

up to the winter schedule. The situation

is such that the shipping clerk should

have a free hand in the matter of deliver-

ies. With the increasing limitations of

the railroads, as to cars standing at tide,

and the scarcity of vessels on the other

hand, it frequently happens that a matter

of 5c. will determine whether or not a

consumer will get shipments.

The anthracite market also has a vari-

able tendency. In the East producers re-

port a quiet demand, with plenty of coal

of all sizes. The Qiicago market is dull

and with no demand.

Co.\L-TR.\FFic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

July 6, were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. ClmiiEes.

Anthracite S,l»4 IWt S.gBll.MS I. 765.177

BltumlOOUB i».<»fllir7 10.»1'J.-J7(I I. 3,:il0.163

Coke e.iUWi 7.211 .'.13 I. 6'.I7.171

Tola! J160MU7 lB.380.liiK 1. <,772..'>11

The total increase this year was 19.5

per cent.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the year to July 13 were 531.618 tons.

Shipments of bituminous coal and coke

over various railroads in western Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia are reported

as below, in >hort tons, for the five

months ended May 31

:

n«n * Ohm
v.- •

1

1 :

N"r 1' K \ " '

Conl.

111.4 :«a 2,<n«,<)94

1 M:i:n
j.»2a.(".7<

-.. 1.IUO.810

Tf.tftl.

12.R)«4,3U
:).neo.2.vi

:t.:iHh.f,97

il.3M.:U2

U.WM.Ci'.

TolAl X.iiO.TOt 6.0i«,ir» 31,.'.22.ill

Totnl, ISO* W.9J7,Ii95 6,(1»0.987 30,flll..WJ

The total increase was 910,649 tons, or

3 per cent. In addition to the tonnage

given above the Bahimore & Ohio carried

320,529 tons of anthracite in 1906, and

401,484 tons in 1907; an increase of 140,-

955 tons.

Shipments of coal over the roads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association for the five

months ended May 31, are reported as be-

low, in short tons

:

190G. 1'.I(I7. Chiinges.

HwklliK Vlllley 1,432,740 1,44K.H;)!I 1. 1C,01W

Tolwlo sOhloCeill.. 6'.I5,444 081,62.'i I. H6.0H1

Bnlllmoie & Olllo.... r.43,H14 802,371 I. 218,557

WlieellliK .t L. F.rlf. 9n2.1li:l 1.414.:!08 I. 461,90.'.

Cleve., Lcialll & Wh. 7MI.27C. 1.073,',I18 I. 292,642

Znne8vliu>& Wosterii 404,703 i;2r,,:ni I. 220,681

Tole.lo Dlv, ViMi Cii. 939,785 l,03-->.828 I. 93,043

L.Erlt\.\lllniice&Wli. 300,439 504.5.'.ti I. 204,117

Marietta. Col. 4: Clov 8,920 I. 8,920

Tiit«l 0,000,(194 7.1^2.739 1. 1,691,94"

The total increase this year was 26.3

per cent. The shipments in 1906 were in-

terrupted by the strike in April and May.

Tonnage originating on the Southern

Railway for the four months ended April

30, is reported as follows, in short tons

:

Tennessee district, 475,095 : Alabama dis-

trict, 786,163 ; total, 1,261,358 tons.

Coal receipts at Boston for the six

months ended June 30, are reported by the

Chamber of Commerce as below

:

190C. 1907. Changes.

.\lllhrarltc 785,970 1.027,672 1.241,702
Bituminous 1,604,028 1.615,777 I. 11.749

Total ilomPStlc-.... 2,289,998 2,643,449 1.263,461

ForplRn coal 368.787 176,106 D. 93,682

Totnl 2,658.785 2,818,654 I. l.'.9,769

Most of the foreign coal comes from

Nova Scotia, but some is also received

from Great Britain.

Coal receipts at St. Louis for the five

months ended May 31 were 3,050,941 tons

in 1906, and 3,107,946 tons in 1907; an in-

crease of 57,005 tons.

Coastwise shipments of coal from the

leading Atlantic ports for the five months

ending May 31 are reported as follows

:

Anthrnclto. Bituminous. Totnl.

Sew York 7,279,722 5.630.388 12 810.11(1

Plliiadelpbla... 959.493 1.917,928 2.877 421

Baltimore 103.410 1,469,775 l..'.7:),:85

Newport News.. ........ 1.114.574 1.114.574

Sorrolk 657,971 r.57.971

Ti.Uil 8,342,625 10.()90,i;3G 19,0,33.261

Totnl. 1906..,. 6,406.632 9,233 203 16.638.936

The total increase this year was 3,394,-

326 tons, or 21.7 per cent. New York in-

cludes all of the New York harbor ship-

ping ports.

New York

Anthracite

July 17—The local market for hard coal

shows little strength and differs mater-

ially from the conditions elsewhere, nota-

bly in the Middle West. Supplies are plen-

tiful and small sizes are more abundant

than they have been for a long time.

Prices remain unchanged as follows:

Broken, $4.55; egg, stove and chestnut,

$4.80; pea, $3; buckwheat, $2.50; rice and

buckwheat No. 2, $i.90<S)2; barley, $1.50®

1.60; all f.o.b. New York harbor.

BiTUiMlNOUS

The -Xtlantic Seaboard soft-coal trade

shows some signs of strength in that the

market is absorbing without much trouble

most of the coal coming forward. Thj
demand for coal in the far East continues,

but is still limited by water transporta-

tion facilities, and consumers in this ter-

ritory who have figured on water freights

dropping 30 or 40c. per ton, have been dis-

appointed. Indeed the question is wheth-

er the present rates of freight will not ad-

vance materially when the fall pressure

for coal sets in. If the rates advance much
vessels will come from other lines of

trade, which will tend to level the higher

quotations to a certain extent.

Trade in the far East is calling for

considerable coal, and in some instances

coal has been purchased from the open

market to keep things moving; where

consumers are limiting freight to any ex-

tent they are apt to go short of coal, be-

cause shippers will give the preference to

purchasers not limiting the rate. Trade

along the Sound shows some demand for

the specialties, although the market is in-

clined to be dull on the lower steam

grades. Sound boats are not available as

in previous years, at this season, and the

shipper has to calculate several days

ahead to relieve the coal standing.

New York harbor trade is dull on cur-

rent business but contractors are taking

fair amounts of coal. Good grades of

steam coal can be bought for $2.60 f.o.b.

New York harbor shipping ports, while

the lower grades sell at ,25c. below this

price.

Transortation from mines to tide is

fairly regular although not quite up to

schedule. Car supply is good in most

cases. In the coastwise trade vessels are

still scarce, and in demand. It has been

noted that some vessels which are not

regularly in this trade are being utilized.

We quote current rate of freight from

Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and Port-

land, $1.10; to Lynn, Newburyport, Bath.

Gardiner and Bangor, $1.25 ; to Ports-

mouth, $1.15; to the Sound, 90c.; with

towages where usual.

Birmingham

/i(/.V 15—Every ton of coal that can be

mined in .Mahama is in demand. Posi-

tively no interruption to the activity in

the coal trade has taken place because of

the warm weather and there appears to
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lie as imidi canst- for a steady operation

ul the mines during llie sunuiier as in

the winter. The work of developing in

the coalfields of Alabama increases and
much foreign capital is coming this way.

Recent statements by H. F. De Bardele-

ben and otiiers show that European cap-

ital is becoming interested in Alabama
coal properties. The new mines being

opened arc being ecpiipped in the best

possible inaimer showing intentions of

long and steady operations. The first

I \plosion in some time in Alabamu mines

was experienced, during the past week,

.It the Palos Coal and Coke Company,
'lie man being killed and five injured.

The State mine inspectors are making an

iivestigation. An examination for first-

iiid second-class mine fonnien is on this

ueek. This is the first examination by

the new board appointed by Governor

Comer.

Chicago

July 15—The coal market continues

luiet but fairly firm. It would be a dull

iiarket, but for the fact that sales are

(Tge for a summer season, and the usual

ii-murrage evils, though threatening and
ppearing occasionally with regard to cer-

• lin coals, are not general. The only ac-

tivity is in the harvesting coal trade,

which is becoming large, and is using

- >mewhat higher grade coal than form-

rly. Fine coals are in active demand for

K-am purposes. Eastern coals in gen-

eral are in light demand, and are not like-

ly to become active before autumn,

Illinois and Indiana run-of-mine sells

iof $i.65@2. on the great bulk of ship-

ments : lump and egg for $i.8o@2.7S, and
-oreenings for $i.3o@i.6o. The tendency

f prices on these coals is downward,
hough no marked drop will come if con-

:ijTiments are as well restricted during

the rest of the summer as they have been
up to the present time.

Smokeless is in steady demand, though
there has been considerable coal sold at

low prices because of accumulations on
track. Run-of-mine smokeless brings

$3.15, for Pocohontas and New River,

with lump at $3.65. Hocking Valley has
been in somewhat larger supply than de-

mand, and sells for $3.15. Pittsburg and
Youghiogheny are in light demand, i^-
in. selling for $2.90 for Pittsburg, and
S.V30 for Youghiogheny. Anthracite sales

re in general very light.

Cleveland

July 16—Heavy shipments up-lake and
i;rading of coal on docks have increased
the supply of slack here. Prices are off

IOC., with No. 8 quoted $1.40 on track,

^-lump $1.80 and run-of-mine $1.90. De-
murrage coal is' hurting values, owing to

overplus in town.

The coke market is dull, with foundry
grades selling at $3@3 25 on last-half de-
livery, and furnace at $2.io@2.25 per ton.

Francis L. Rojbins, in company with

.1. VV. Ellsworth & Co., M. A. Manna &
Co., and other large car owners, have

called a convention to be held in Cleve-

land on Aug. 1 and 2 to devise a remedy
for car-seizure and mishandling of cars

by railroads when cars arc under ship-

ment. The meeting promises to be well

attended, as Cleveland, Columbus, Wheel-
ing and Pittsburg dealers are anxious to

do away with the troubles that have so

long prevailed in the coal trade, pertain-

ing to the diversion of their privately

owned cars.

Pittsburg

yi(/_v It)—Conditions in the coal markets
of this district remain practically the same
as last week. Nearly all the mines are

running, and there is no complaint of a

shortage of railroad cars. The Pittsburg

Coal Company is taking all the available

tonnage of the independent concerns and
shipping it to lake ports on its contracts

for the northwestern markets. The ship-

ments during the past week have been un-

usually large, and it now seems certain

that all contracts for the lake trade will

be filled this season. The rivers were
again navigable for a few days, and the

little tonnage that had accumulated since

the shipments to Southern ports the pre-

vious week was sent out. Prices remain

the same, and are firm on a basis of $1.20

for mine-run coal at mine. Slack is again

in good demand and is quoted at 85@goc.

.\ fire broke out at the large Hazel mine
of the Pittsburg-Buffalo Company, on July

14, and, despite energetic efforts to put it

out, is still burning: considerable damage
has already been done. It may be neces-

sary to flood the mine. Fire also broke

out at the Braznell mine, and the mine
was flooded. Both mines will be out of

commission for a week or two. The
Hazel mine is one of the most important

in the Pittsburg district.

CouncUsville Coke—The coke market
continues strong, and there has been no
change in quotations. Standard Connells-

ville furnace coke for both spot and future

shipment is quoted at $2.50@2.6s, and
from the lower region at $2.35@2.50.

Foundry coke remains firm at $3@3.25.
The Cowri^ in its summary for the week,

gives the production at 313,820 tons. The
shipments aggregated 13,269 cars, distrib-

uted as follows ; To Pittsburg, 4926 cars

;

to points west of Connellsville, 7491 cars;

to points east of Connellsville, 852 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Imports of coal into Spain for the three

months ended March 31 were 533,571
metric tons, a decrease of 16.765 tons a.--

compared with the first quarter of 1906.

Imports of coke were 62,759 tons, an in-

crease of 14,761 tons.

The coal bunkered, or supplied to

steamers engaged in foreign trade, at

L'nitcd States ports for the five moiitlK

ended May 31 was 2,566,802 tons. Add-
ing this to the exports, previously re-

ported, makes a total of 0,990,'jy2 tons

sold for Consumption beyond the limits of
the United Slates.

Iron Trade Review

Sew Vork, July 17—The dullness which
is generally expected in the pig-iron trade
at this time, has set in and few new or-

ders are being booked. Active produc-
tion, however, is still going on and shows
no signs of letting up. The furnace com-
panies are so well supplied with orders
that they are glad of a chance to catch
up with their back orders.

In the South, furnaces are rather short

of ore and this, together with a weaker
demand, will tend to decrease production.
In the Pittsburg district business is quiet

so far as new orders are concerned and
other lines of iron and steel arc- similarly

affected. The same state of affairs exists

in Chicago, but the production does not
seem to diminish to any extent.

Ill the Philadelphia market the makers,
who have been wishing for a respite are

having that wish gratified. The market is

exceedingly quiet for all kinds of pig iron

including basic.

Foreign iron is in light demand, amount-
uig to a little more than 500 tons per day.

Pig Iron Production—The reports of

the furnaces show that on July i there

were 336 coke and anthracite furnaces in

blast, having an aggregate weekly c.ipac-

ity of 257,800 tons ; a slight increase over
June I, and the largest weekly .capacity

ever reported. Taking the estimate made
by the Iron Age for coke and anthracite

stacks and making allowance for the char-

coal furnaces, the approximate production
of pig iron in June was 2.266,000 tons.

This would make the total for the half-

year ended June 30 not far from 13,500,-

000 tons.

Lake Superior Iron On-—Shipments of
iron ore from the upper Lake ports for

the season to July i are reported by the
Cleveland Marine Reziew as follows, in

long tons :

I'-Tt. 1900. 1907. ClinilKxs
Ksrniinbn 1,788.108 l.K-.U.al.l I. 86.807
Mnrc|lU'tt<.' S02.8H7 7fl'.l.aV.> D. .a.HiS
.\»lilnnil I.IHN 763 I,04'.l,:).-,7 D. l;f.i «00
Su|«rlor l,7.'>;i.77.'i 2.31h.iiii 1. 5fi5.i:«;
Duluth a.iai.js.'i i.osi.iMi; I. giisii
Two Harbors. .. .'..i7i;.52m /j,<i;to wu; I. .v)..vk

Total 11 211 .v.m 12 GK."-. 6J< 1 1.444.028

The changes in the port statements
show that the ircrease this year has come
almost entirely from the Mcsabi mines.

A press despatch from Duluth states

that on July i6 the ore-handlers and other
workmen on the Duluth docks went out
on strike. Probably the trouble will be
settled soon ; if not. it will cause a serious

delay in ore shipments, coming at the

hight of the season. The strike is for a

general advance of 25c. per day in wages,
and has been pending for some time.
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Birmingham

July 15— llic priuliKtion of pig iron in

Alabama will probably show a decrease

for this month, several furnaces during

the past week having lost much time be-

cause of the short ore supply. The de-

mand is still a little quiet but manu-

facturers arc showing no apprehension or

iniirnatiniT that there is any weakness in

siyht. A few sales are being made for

delivery during the fourth quarter of the

present year, $21@ji.S0 per ton, No. 2

foundry, being the figures given out. Or-

ders are also still coming in for delivery

during the first half of 1908, this iron

holding firm at $18.50 per ton. No. 2 foun-

dry. Practically no spot iron is being

sold in this district, the greater number

of furnaces having about as much as they

can do to deliver on their old orders.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company has leased the big brown-ore

mines at Champion, in Blount county, a

dozen or so miles north of Birmingham,

and active preparations are in hand to

operate the property. The ore is rich

and the property valuable. The Sloss-

Sheffield Steel and Iron Company and the

Tennessee Company own the property

jointly but ten years ago there was a

dispute as to the operations and the ore

has lain there without being disturbed.

General Manager Ball, of the mining de-

partment of the Tennessee company, an-

nounced during the past week that the

property had been leased and that exten-

sive preparations were being made to

operate the mines there again. The state-

ment is also made that iron-ore mines in

Wayne county, Tenn., will be developed.

A railroad line will have to be built. This

ore is to be used in furnaces around

Sheffield.

Announcement is also made that the

Tennessee company has decided to double

the size of ' the new steel plant and

material has been ordered for the addi-

tions, so that when the new mill is com-

pleted work will be under way on prac-

tically a third steel plant at Ensley. The
old steel mill is doing fairly well and

there is a strong demand for all the steel

ingots and shapes that can be produced.

and selling agents assert that the market

will continue firm as to prices, with large

sales certain as soon as melters shall

make up their minds generally that there

is to be no slump. Every business indi-

cation argues continued heavy consump-

tion of iron locally, and there is no pessi-

mism to be found. The summer inactivity

extends to much business in iron and steel

products, though structural steel demands

are promising.

Southern No. 2 foundry is held at $20

for last-quarter delivery, Birmingham

($24..iS Chicago), and $2i@2i.5o for

third-quarter delivery. Northern No. 2 is

quoted at $25@25.50 for the last half, the

higher price for early, and the lower for

late deliveries. Lake Superior charcoal is

comparatively active at about $27.50, small

lots being in demand. Inquiries continue

for 1908 iron, but little business is being

done.

Coke is quiet, with Connellsville 72-

hour a little lower, selling for $5.75. West
Virginia 72-hour brings $5.40 per ton.

Baltimore

/lily it>—Receipts of spiegcleisen at

this port for the week were 1150 tons; of

fcrromanganesc, 1354 tons; of ferrosili-

con, 783 tons. There was also 6349 tons

of pig iron. Other arrivals included 50

casks of manganese ore and 744 tons

chrome ore. Receipts of iron ore were

10,170 tons, from Cuba.

Slccl Billets
—

'1 he conditior.s forbid any

change for some time. The lack of de-

mand mikcs no impression on prices. For

nilling billets, l.usiress would be accepted

at $32.50.

Scrap—A collapse has befalUni the

scrap market within a few days. Scrap-

dealers in anticipation of a heavy demand

gathered everything available into their

yards, or have it under control. Now they

must get their money l;ack on some lines.

I

Chicago

July 15—The pig-iron market is very

quiet, with no indications that activity

will arise before the end of the month.

Sales arc almost wholly of small lots for

quick delivery, and are few. Inquiries on
contract requirements are reported good,

Cleveland

July 16—Shipments of iron ore from

Lake Superior ports total 12,685,630 tons,

so far this year. Of this amount June

shipments aggregated 6,433,369 tons, an

increase of 17.2 per cent, over June, 1906.

Vessel tonnage is in great demand, and

while railroads are ofiferir.g good facili-

ties here, better service could 1)e had.

Rates continue strong.

The pig-iron market is easier under in-

creased supplies of ore and there is a

lallirg off ill late contracts. Prices for

third and fourth quarter are: Bessemer

$24(a 24.40; No. I foundry Northern,

$23.75@24: No. 2, $23.25(fi 23.50; No. 3.

$22.75(a23; No. 2 Southern, $23.85@24.85';

i;ray forge. $22(0^22.2$ per ton.

Philadelphia

July 17—The qinc.-l which set in early in

July continues and there is not the slight-

est disposition shown on either side to

disturb the serenity of the pig-iron

market. With the prospects of an

additional capacity of over 5,000,000

tors from about 33 furnaces, built and

building, there is a conservative feeling

with reference to future demands, which

may be mistaken for weaki-.ess. There
is, of course, some little buyii-g. Premium
quotations are disapptarina; but this does

not involve weakness. New ::nd large re-

quiremei'is are in sight l;ut they may not

be covered soon. Foreign mat?rial is of

slower movement and new or^lers are not

being phced ahead. Local dealers in fact

have slightly shaded prices on Middles-

lioro. Basic pig is quiet for the present

but it may create a disturliancc at any

lime.

Low phosphorus is quoted at $28; basic

tor last quarter, as low as $22 and as

high as $23 for third quarter. No. 2 foun-

dry is quoted at $22.50 last quarter; forge,

$2I.50@22

Pittsburg

July 16—There is a fairly gnod run eii

small orders in almost all of the finished

iron ai'.d steel lines, but the markets gen-

erally are dull so far as new business is

concei'ned. .-Ml the mills on the operative

list are running to capacity and seem to

be catching up on deliveries, except in

some lines where the mills are filled for

the rest of the year. 1 he exception is in

merchant pipe and plates. The pressure

for bessemer steel billets has eased up

somewhat, as the Carnegie Steel Company
has discontinued rail luaking at its Ohio

works and the plant will be opera ed dur-

ing Jhe rest of the third quarter exclusive-

ly on billets. The demand for billets

from the wire interest of the L'nited

States Steel Corporation is unusually

heavy, owing to the backward spring.

All the plants of the wire company are

leitg opeiated to capacity and there will

1 e no time for annual repairs until late

in the fall. The Carnegie company has

been forced to cancel a nuiuber of its

outside obligations for billets as it can-

not afford to close any of its fii ishing

mills. The plants of the Republic Iron

and Steel Company, which were closed for

repairs, were started again on Monday,

July 15, and it is not expected that there

will be any interruption. The wage scale

has been submitted to a board of concilia-

tion as the iinal conference with repre-

sentatives of the Amalgamated Associa-

tion of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers failed

to reach an agreement last week. Henry

W. Heedy, of Youngstown, will represent

the Republic company and the workers

I'.ave selected Benjamin I. Davies, an at-

torney of Birmingham, Ala. These two

will meet in a few days and select a third

when the arguments of both sides will be

heard. It may be decided to increase the

I oard to five members. There will be no

ilifliculty in completing the board as a list

of names from which a selection may be

made has already been approved by both

sides. It is confidently expected that the

board will decide in favor of a contiiui-

arcc of last year's scale. The award must

l-.e made before Aug. 10. M?ny of the

ir.dcpendent interests have signed the

.Amalgamated scale, subject to the scale

that will be adopted later by the Repub-

lic company. The union wage scales in

all other lines have been settled. The

demand for iron bars is light but price-

remain firm at i.75@i.8oc. Pittsburg.

'I here is a good demand for structural
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material but it is cuiitincd (o small or-

ders. The most important contract lati^ly

was taken by the McClintic-Marshall

Construction Company and calls (or 1500

tons for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railroad. \ew business in wire pro-

ducts is heavier than at any time thi.s

year and an advance of $J a ton is ex-

pected to he ordered at an early date.

No new steel rail business of any con-

sequence is being booked. It is reported

that the Carnegie Steel Company has

sold its capacity for the year. The Edgar

Thomson works are producing rails at the

rate of 75,000 tons a month.

fig Iron—The week has been the dull-

est of the year in the pig-iron market.

There were no transactions worth record-

ing and no inquiries of any importance

were received. While some consumers

are not covered for the late months in the

year they evidently prefer to wait, as

there is a prospect that prices will de-

cline. In all sales made during the past

two weeks prices were lower. Basing

quotations on sales of a few small lots,

bessemer is being held around $23.25.

Valley furnaces ; basic at about $22.50

;

Xo. 2 foundry, $2j ; gray forge at $22.

Steel—The market is easier, owing to

an increase in production. Bessemer bil-

lets are strong at $30 and open-hearth

billets at $3i.so@32. The Carnegie Steel

Company has received the contract for

plates, bars and shapes for another lake

vessel, making the tenth this season, which

calls for about 3000 tons. The Burlington

is in the market for 2000 steel cars which

will require about 20,000 tons of plates.

Prices are firm at 1.70c. for plates and

1.60C. for steel bars.

Sheets—There is no change in the mar-

ket. Black sheets are still quoted at 2.60c

and galvanized at 3.75c. for Xo. 28 gage.

Ferro-Maiigaiiese—For prompt ship-

ment $61 to $()2 is still quoted and for

fourth quarter $60 to $61 is named.

Dusseldorl, GermaDy

June 30—The German Iron and Steel

Union reports the production of the Ger-

man blast furnaces in May at 1.094.314

metric tons of pig iron. For the five

months ended May 31 the total output

was, in metric tons

:

-1907.-1W6. .

Tmis. Per Ct. Tons. Per Ct.

Ff'UiKlry iron ... s61t.so4

Fi->rKe Iron 3KI.K46
su>elpl«.... 374,.t:w

Bessemer piK. .. •2u«,:«4

Thomn» pig 3 29i>.H<w

17 1 905.274
7 U 334.1559

7.3 421.198
4 II '.IIO.fVIK

64 li 3 14!',74.t

17.0
6.3

3.8
G6.0

Total 5.09.'i.311 100.0 .).311.G17 100.0

This shows increases in foundry iron of

35.470 tors: steel pig—which includes

spiegeleisen, fcrromanganesc. ferrosilicon

and all similar alloys—46,659 ; bessemer

pig, 524; Thomas or basic pig, 158,940.

There was a decrease of 25,287 tons in

forge iron, leaving the total gain 216,306

Ions, or 4.2 per cent.

Sault Sle. Mane
July 13—The movement of freight

through the Saint Sle. Marie canals dur-

ing Jime was extremely heavy, being

8,8<>s,442 tons. This places the connnerce

to July I of the present year greatly in

excess of any year since the canal was
opened. For the season to July i the total

trathc was, in net toiis

:

Iwm. l'.Ki7. cliaiiKrB.

EasI-t>ouu<l l'J.II'.>.<ia7 I3,i'>4»,l(i.1 I. 1..U0.43N
W«st-t><>UDd 2,765.113 4,13U,'JI4 I. 1.374,101

Tcml 14.H77.7KO l-,7HH.3r.l I. •-'.910 .VW

The larger increase this year was in

west-bound freight, the proportion of

which to the total was 18.6 per cent, in

1900, and Ji.3 per cent, in 1907. The min-

eral freight ircludcd in the totals was, in

net tons, except salt, which is in barrels

:

190(1. 1907. OhnilKes.

.Mltbrarlte 192,0«:t 435,940 I. 213.8.">7

BUunillLOtlK '.Mil, 114 3,3II5,.57'J 1.1,194,468

TotAlcoal i,:i03.197 3.741,512 1.1,438,815

Iron ore 10,3«;.94H 11,»40.412 1.1,47.3,464
Pig .^ manu. Iron 12'.>,.558 102,iUN D. 26.940
Copper 34.301 J2,100 D. 12,201
Salt, bbl ISI.Iftt l.'.7.0K5 I. .'.,1102

The number of vessel passages this year

was 6372, showing an average cargo of

2792 net tons.

Metal Market

NEW YORK, July 17.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

.M nil Uiiiled Sl;iles I'oits In May and year.

Metal. F.xpoi ts. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

May 1907. $4,505,444 $ 2,641.879 Exp. $1,863,565
• 1906 5.722,148 34.911.ir28 Imp. 211.188.880

Year 1907.. 12,410.407 20.216.'.<84 Imp. 7.806.677
" 1906.. 28.3,54,322 60.168.698 Imp. 31.814.376

Silver

:

May 1907.. 4,326.21i; 3,49«.46> F.xp. 829,758
1906.. 5,539,.'i46 4,405,96' 1,133,587

Year 1907.. 23,868,610 18.803,46J- 5.065,142
„ J906.. 28.918,841 19.916,81' 9,002,026

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These lipures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Cold and Silver Movement, New York

Kor week ending .luiy 13. and years from Jan. 1

Gold. Sliver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week...
1907
1906 ....

1905

»-J.77tl..VII

28.861.11:0

5.900.K73
37.912.098

$ 4r,2.71K(

6.217.782
45.9111.672

649.1197

t 1.138.344
24.005.18i;

33.945.097
17.i:)2.438

$ 47.:l88

90<!.604

1.151.265
1.943,180

Exports of gold for the week were chiefly
to Paris :of silver to London. Imports of gold
for the week were from Paris and the West
Indies: of sliver from South .\merlca.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the Xcw York Clearing House for the

week ending July 13 shows loans $1,104,-

.S35,goo, a decrease of $10,888,400; de-

posits, $1,070,759,800, a decrease of $7,780,-

400. as compared with the previous week.

Reserve accounts show :

1906. 1907.

Specie $182.94I..<00 $201,818,000
Legal tenders 85.87'2.,500 7-2.749.000

Total cash .

8ur|.lus

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows an increase of $6,030,800,

as compared with the previous week.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, July ij, are reported as ImIow,

in dollars

:

(li'I'l. Kllvar. Total
Au'd New York I*i1,h18.ooo
England $l7:,itOM,'i70 177 mx "70
France .'.7.,.,.y...;.j n;r.;.--. u-. n.: r.« ..

Oerninny
Binln..
NetherlnndH...
Belgium .,„
Italy rat
Russia I ijQu
Aust.-Rungary. 227,jji,i«»j Ci.u.ju.uuij iuuiiiiUOO
Sweden ao.iWO.iJOO 20,090.000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements arc from
the cables to the Cotiimerciat and Finan-
eial Chronicle of New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.\bell as follows, for the year to July 4:

1906. 1907. Changes.
India £9.580 863 £6.301774 D. £ 3 279 0K9
China ;...
Straits 1.750 544,012 I. mV.MI

Total £9,.Vi2 6I« £0.845.786 D. £2.736 8*7

Receipts for the week were £301,000
from Xew York. Exports were £251,850,
all to India.

Indian exchange has been fairly steady,

all the Council bills offered in London
b.-iviiig been taken at an average of i6.04d.

per rupee. The Indian bazars have been
buying silver more freely.

The gold and silver movement in

France for the four months ended .\pril

30 was as follows

:

G.'W ; 1906. 1907.

Imports Fr. :tO7,891.000 Fr. 53,213,000
Exports 4i(0t«,000 72,310,000

Excess I. Fr.20T ki«,0O0 E. Fr.l9.1M,000
Silver:

Ini|X)rts .S4.S86,000 jl.5"8.000
Exports 51.907.000 46.878,000

,Excess Imports Fr. 2,679,000 Fr. 4.710,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins were
36,000 fr. in 1906, and 32,000 fr. in 1907:

exports were 106,000 fr. in 1906, and 125,-

000 fr. this vear.

$208,813,800 $274,567,000

$12.8:111.800 $ 6.877.060

The Treasury Department estimate of

the money in the United States on July i

is as follows

:

In Treasury. In Clrcul'D.

Gold coin (Ido. bullion Id
Treasury) $ '225.U06..844 $ 698.762.1»'J9

Goldcenlfleales 75.271,370 602.lC3.49'.i

Sliver lollnrs 4.7»'2.012 81,61«4.518
Sliver oerlin.ates 5 401,738 470,375,»;2
Subsidiary silver 8.804,4ol 121.755.970
Treasury notes of 1890... 12.4.55 5.i>7.">..545

f. S. notes 3.1lfi7.:l24 342.71:t.e»2
Nat. Bank notes 13.097. 8.Vi 59ii,u90,83S

Total $3:16,1163.999 $2.9l4,:m,'2S6

PLipiilation of the United States, July

I, 1907. estimated at 85,956,000: circula-

tion per capita, $34.20. For redemption of

outstanding certificates an exact equiva-

lent in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the account of monev held as
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assets of the Government. This state-

ment of money held in the treasury as as-

sets of the Government does not include

deposits of public money in national-bank

depositaries to the credit of the treasurer

of the United States, amounting to $179,-

087,527. The amount in circulation July

I showed a decrease of $25,440,313 from

June 1; but an increase of $169,858,426

over July i last year.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Mpxicnn doUiira $0.62', $O.WJ<
Ponivlnn soira anil CliUeiU] 0.4'V 0.60\
Vlcl.'rlii K^vorPlBUS ;... 4.8S 1.87
Twenty fmiios S.SS 3.89
BiAiilsli Ji pesetas 4.T8Si 4.80

SILVER AND STEELING EXCHANOE.

r. '
t Silver.

u -
= 3

is ^1

G7\

a a

31A

3

as

11

o

x8

c"

II
11 4.8<S60 15 4.8676 6^H 31A
13 4.MS0 6TS Sl>. 16 4.8660 67Ji 31>..

IS 4 8««0 «7,\ 31/, 17 4.8680 68>. 31H-

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.025 One.

Other Metals

Cpper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

.o i^ A a j:a .a
a

1! 1 =
p.K

3 HI
lauo 1! 2 2 1^S50

11

V

1\H
11 0-21S

21

S

97 41 5.2.5 6.10 5.05

1* ati (anxM 96 S 41 5.25 6.10 5.95

MS 21 6.05 6.90
u »->2 (»J1 s 41 5.25 ®t.io fS)5.95

21

S

20\ 6.05 5.90
IS (Sfti r»2Ui WS 40»i 6.25 fse.io ffl5.96

21 S 2ii»;

1« am
SIS

©21 '4 91

2ll>,

40X 6.25 6.05 5.90

17 ozi r»21,S 94 40 >^ 6.26 6.05 5.90

It
leti

qii

cnk
bi.

mit
car
Th.
Irn-
n»Mi

Hin
• ri- for

I-' are per lone ton (2240
r. which Is now the equlva-

;: til. lis. The New York
If copper ore for
-, nnd represent the
as made with con-
rash. The price of
that of electrolytic.
quoted by the Amer-

- ;iuil liiilnloK Company for
nts of (l('Mltv*Ti7.ed lead In i)f>-

"s;«'r. The tpioiattons on spelter
urillnary western brands: special

brands command a premium.

Copfer—The market shows no appreci-

able change from our Inst report. The re-

duction in prices made by a leading seller

has not resulted in any considerable busi

ness. Sales, both for home and export

trade, have been of small quantities and
chiefly for near-by deliveries, and no

large consumers or manufacturers have

been in the market. Prices are there-

fore largely nominal, being based on

small transactions. Evidently consumers

have not yet made up their minds that

present prices will prevail, and it is there-

fore not surprising that business should

be of very small volume. Such orders as

present themselves arc eagerly competed

for, and lower prices have been accepted

from day to day. The market closes at

2i^@22c. for Lake copper; 20j4@2i54

for electrolytic in ingots, cakes and wire-

bars; I9j4@20^c. for casting copper.

The present uncertainty has given the

speculators in London a splendid oppor-

tunity to use their talents, and the fluctu-

ations in the standard market have been

accordingly violent. In the early part of

the week the market declined from day to

day, at one time dropping below igo for

spot and £86 for three months', but since

then there has been a reaction under

heavy covering by the bears, which set

the market back at the close to £94 for

spot, £88 IDS. for three months'.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote: English tough, £96; best selected,

£100; strong sheets, £107.

Statistics for the first half of the cur-

rent month show an increase in the visible

supplies of 400 tons.

Exports of copper for the week from
New York are reported at 1247 long tons.

Our special, correspondent gives the ex-

ports from Baltimore for the week at 552

long tons of fine copper.

Copper Sheets—The base price of cop-

per sheets declined from 32c. to 28c. per

lb., at which price they are now quoted.

Copper Wire—Quotations are variable,

from 2554c. to 24^0. being named. The
former price for No. 0000 to No. 8 was
2714 c.

Tin—The forecast of Banka sales to

be made during next year, showing an
increase of about 3000 tons over those to

be made this year, had a weakening effect

upon the London market, which declined

abruptly to £184 5s. The domestic mar-
ket followed suit immediately, but even at

the lower prices established no inclination

is shown by consumers to buy more free-

ly. The weakness has become the more
pronounced as it is reported that the chief

consumer of tin in this country has

turned seller of this commodity. The
market closes at £183 for spot, £179 155.

for three months, in London, and at 40j4c.

in New York.

Lead—The quotation for desilverized

lead remains unchanged at S.25C. New
York. It is reported, however, that some
of the smaller sellers who have lead on
hand are willing to accept a material dis-

count froiTi the prices of the American
Smelting and Refining Company.
The London market has weakened and

closes lower at £20 for Spanish lead, £20

2s. 6d. for English lead.

, The movement of foreign lead in the

United States for the five months ended

May 31, is reported by the Bureau of- Sta-

tistics as below : the figures given being in

short tons

:

190C. 1907. Changes.
In bond, .Tan. 1 k,148 5.691 D. 2,457
Imports, Ave mouths 37.013 32.248 D. 4,765

Total supplies 45.161 37,939 D, 7,222

Ro-exports. five months .. 19,973 10.142 D. 9,831
lu bond. June 1 ll.'iV2 8,058 D. 3,194

Total deductions 31.225 ls.200 D. 13.025

Halance 13.936 l'.i.739 I. .i.sns

The balance has, presumably, entered

into consumption in the United States.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John
Wahl Commission Company reports as

follows : Lead is dull at the late decline.

Missouri brands are selling in a retail

way only on a basis of about S.i2j^c.,

East St. Louis. Buyers feel timid about

futures, even at present low prices.

Spelter— The demand is still rather

slack and the lower prices which have

been held out by sellers have not, so far,

stimulated business to any considerable

degree. The close is easy at 6.05 New
York, 5.90c. St. Louis.

The London market does not show any

stamina either and has fallen back to £24

for good ordinaries, £24 55. for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is $8.60 per

100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.—f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 6o-lb. cases

for gages No. 9 to 22, both inclusive;

widths from 32' to 60 in., both inclusive

;

lengths from 84 to 96 in., both inclusive.

The freight rate to New York is 27.50c.

per 100 lb. The new classification, effect-

ive Aug. I next, will make the minimum
weight on a carload of sheet zinc to all

Eastern points 36,000 lb., equivalent to 60

casks of 600 lb. each.

Aittiiiiony—There has been some buy-

ing, in a small way, by consumers who
believe that the bottom has been reached,

and that prices will go up. Aside from

these purchases the market has been feat-

ureless. Quotations are I2@i254c. for

Cookson's ; io'/2@iic. for Hallett's; gH®
lie. for ordinar}' brands.

Nickel—For large lots. New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver — Current prices in New
York are $41 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $42 for smaller orders. San
Francisco orders are $38@39 per flask, ac-

cording to quantities, for domestic orders,

and $37@37.50 for export. The London
price is £7 per flask, but £6 l6s. 3d. is

quoted by jobbers.

Platinum—The market remains station-

ary and little change is expected by re-

finers for some time. There are not many
inquiries for the metal and no abnormal

conditions to affect the price. Quotations

are as follows: Ordinary metal, $26 per

oz. ; hard metal, $28.50; scrap is quoted at

$20@2i per ounce.
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Wisconsin Ore Market

PlalteviUe, Wis.. July ij—The price of

60 per cent, ore remained about the same

as last week, selling lor $47@48. The
tonnage is a little more brisk this week,

owing to the fact that some of the mills

which were shut down for repairs are

again turning out ore. Mostly all of the

> re produced was sold, leaving no surplus

ill the bihs. The outlook for the coming
week seems to be good, as most of the

ore is already sold.

Lead is still descending, So per cent,

selling for $64, while 75 per cent, sold for

$58; the bins are becoming well filled,

awaiting an advance in the market, the

producers not wishing to sell at these

prices.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending July

i.^. 1907:

Cam pa.

PlattevUle
Buucontbe-Uawl Grreu.. 5'J9,40O

Benton 4^.190
HiRblana iSH.WO
Galena 146.300
Llnilon I'JT.OOO

Barker I52.9;i0

LlvlnKXton ''5,000

Cuba Cltv S4,000
Mineral Pi>lnt Ss.lJO

Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb ore, lb.

34.-..7X0

Total tor week 2.561,9*0

Tear tOjulyG 54 067,395 3.072,800 M9.1C0

[n reporting the tonnage for the Shulls-

burg camp for March 21 to June 25, in

the issue of the Joi-rnal for July 6. a

stenographic error occurred. The correct

figures should be 877.300 lb. zinc ore and

98.700 lb. lead ore.

Missouri Ore Market

JopUn. Mo., July 13—The highest price

for zinc was reported at $50 per ton, on

an assay basis of $46@48, but this does

not reflect the true condition of the mar-

ket, as a considerable quantity of medium-
grade ore was advanced 50c. and $1 per

ton. The average price was $45.26.

The highest price paid for lead ore was

$58 per ton, an increase of $2 over the

closing price of last week. Medium grades

sold at $55@57 per ton, and the average

was $56.94. Large quantities of this min-

eral are being held for an advance in

price, it being the general opinion of- pro-_

ducers that the metal will recover at least

a part of the losses that have come with

startling rapidity and depressing force

upon the miners of this ore.

.\n option on the Cockerill smelters is

said to be out. and much speculation is

rife as to whether the New Jersey inter-

ests or the subsidiary companies of the

United States Smelting. Refining and
Mining Company are to become the own-
ers. For the first time in the history of

zinc mining in Missouri the zinc smelting

business appears to be assuming a centra-

lized ownership. It has been under more
independent control than any of the

metals in the past, but the time seems

approaching when the market will come
under more united control.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and of lead from the various camps of

the district for the week ending July 13

:

Webb OllyOortervllle.
Jrtpllii

Galena (Kaim.)
DuenwoK
AlbA-N«i-k City
'Jranby
On>nnno
I'ro8|K»rlty
.\ur.>ra
Knilt^er (Kuns.)
Spurtceun
Uaiier SprliiKS(I. Ter.)
Carthajfe
Cave Springs
Slierw*»otl
Carl Junction
Sarcoxlp
Reeds

SSlnc, lb. iLsad.lb.i Value.

4.1:

J.4T

l,S>
l.'.'in,inii

1,032.3.10

I,:I40,(IU0

702,0)0
.HlU.UlO

3.U.02U
257,2.10

154 .170

144,920
12:1,690

',10,470

711,210

41,220
60.950
41.K20

r",ii>'

44.94(1

11.240

Totals 13.93.1.050 1.2«I..'.I0 $352,148

1.472

.1.13

.111

12.1143

2.1,2«2

20.050
16,351
M.SIiH

6.7311

6.431
5,611

:l.369

3.0211

2.2<17

1.998
1,814
1,401

901

2S weeks 3,'W.'.N11 ,120 62,185.220 $9,97;),6(10

Zlni- value, llie week, t31.-..372; 2H weeks, »7,9(r2.240

Lead value, the week, 3(1.774; 2k weeks. 3.071.4JO

.Vverage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC OBE AT JOPLIN. 1 LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.
1

Mouth. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
.August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47 37

43.08
44.63
40 51
43.83
43 25
43.56
42 58
41.55
44.13
43.68

46.84
47 11
48.fi«

48.24
45 98
44.82

January . ..

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October....
November..
December.

.

Year

75.20
72.83
73 73

75.13
78.40
80.90
74.31
76 36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.53
84.58
82.76
79.76
79.66
73.66

Year 43.24 77.40

Chemicals

-Vt'-i' Y'ork, July 17—The general chem-

ical trade is slightly reactionary and

prices as a whole are easy. The bi-chro-

mates have advanced and other competi-

tive chemicals have increased in price.

The metal salts are inclined to be easy

and have a slightly lower tendency.

Copper Sulphate—The demand for this

salt is fairly good and supplies seem to

be plentiful. The price will depend upon

the course of the copper metal market,

but it is not expected that there will be

a sudden or increased demand at this

time. Prices have suffered a further de-

cline, carload lots selling at $7 and

smaller amounts at $7.25 per 100 pounds.

Nitrate of Soda—The market shows a

firm tone with demands strong and sup-

plies fairly good. We quote nitrate of

soda for spot delivery at 2.45@2.5oc. with

next year's delivery quoted at 2.42}^c. for

the 95 per cent, and 2.50c. for 96 per cent,

quality.

Mining Stocks

New York, July 17—Mining stocks

showed little or no activity during the

week, and the public does not seem to be

interested to any extent at present, .\mal-

ganiaiicl (.".ifipcr 1' n nar-

row limits. ;iiiil ci 1- lower

than a week ago at $90.25. American

Smelting common was slightly stronger,

closing at $119^. United States Steel

common closed up $1 to $38, and the pre-

ferred closed at $ioo7ii.

During the week 100 shares of Home-
stake sold at $73 per share. The direc-

tors of the Tennessee Copper Company
have declared a semi-annual dividend of

$2 per share, payable August 15, which i.s

an increase of 75c. over the last dividend,

paid in January.

The curb market was irregular, and

had little movement. The Cobalt silver

slocks showed slight declines due to the

general strike among the miners of that

district. The copper stocks were a little

stronger, Cumberland-Ely and British

Columbia Copper being the leaders.

Boston

July 16—The market for copper shares

clearly indicates that the recent sales of

the metal have not clarified the situation.

Toward the end of last week prices of

stocks improved under the guidance of

the trading element in the exchange, but

as the situation seemed to darken, prices

again worked lower and stocks are oflF

materially from a week ago. However, a

point to bear in mind is that the produc-

ing companies got but little more than

19c. on an average for their copper

during 1906. Very few companies were

able to obtain the high prices quoted the

past few months.

Little or no talk has been heard of the

.Amalgamated dividend, to be declared

July 18, so the belief is general that the

usual rate will be declared. The stock

has varied from $87.3754 to $91-75. with

the final tonight slightly below a week

ago, at $90.50. Copper Range broke $3 to

$79.50, closing a trifle above this, and

North Butte broke $5.25 to $82. with the

close $83. Old Dominion showed a little

strength and rose $1.75 to $49. Saturday,

closing at $47. This company has started

its fifth furnace, which will give it in-

creased production. Utah Consolidated

has fared badly, marketwisc. making a

low price at $45, with the last today at

$46.50, against $53-25 a week ago. Re-

port is persistent that there is a fault in

the values, although there are those who

believe that it is largely a market move-

ment.

Boston Consolidated closed with a net

decline of $1.75 for the week at $27, and

Butte Coalition with a decline of $l.62?-<

at $25.37'/ : Calumet & Arizona is off

$7, to $164 : Greene-Cananca, $1 to $16.25

;

Isle Royale, $1.50 to $i9 5o: Michigan.

$1.50 to $1+50; Mohawk. $4.75 to $87.50:

Osceola. $4 to $128; Parrot. $325 to

$19.50: Quincy. $7 to $115: Trinity, $2.50

to $23.50: U. S. Smelting, $1.75 to $48.50:

and Wolverine is offered at $163.

U. S. Coal and Oil spurted to $11. This

company's net earnings arc showing con-
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Mderablc increases. Balaklala is off to g. fraNCISCO

$9 62' J. The GugRcnhcims are reported

to have disposed of their holdings in this

company, and have relinquished their op-

tion on 100.000 shares of new stock at 5io

per ^hare. Boston & Corbin has been the

curb feature, and sold up $2 to $1487"=

n active trading.

July 10

Olg.

Colorado Springs

July 13—The local mining stock market

is still suffering from the attack of leth-

argy which took hold of it some time ago.

There has been little or no fluctuation in

the prices of stocks the past week, except

Elkton. which has advanced almost

and closed strong on today's market.

2C.,

STOCK QUOTATIONS

SEW YORK July 10

Hfcrne'eTcomp. ClB.

1

I

AlaakaHlne
Am.Nf>v.M.»P.Co.
AoaalKftmated *. .

.

AnaconJa"
Balaklala ... . ...

Brlilali Col. cop..
Buffal" Cobalt

—

Buti« * London..
BulM Coalition ..

ButU'Cop. liZliic.

Oolialt Coutaei ..

Colonial silver .,

Cam. Ely Mining
Darls Divly

|

1';

Dominion Cop...
Bl Bayo
Foator Cobalt
Furnace Creek. .

Olroux Mine
OoUl Hill
Qranby. Sew —
Greene Gold
OreeneO. k S ...

Oreenw'r& D.Vnl
Ouanajuato
Ougffeu. Ezp
Hanapab
McElnley Dar....
MIcmac
Mine* Co. or Am.
Mitchell Mining..'
Mi'Ot.Sbo. c'.(Sew)
MeT. t'tab M. k S
Newbouae M. * S.

NIplsetug Mines..
Old Hundred
BllTer Queen
Btewart
Tenneaaee Cop'i*.
[7nlon Copper

—

I' tall Apex
Weal Columbu*..

BOSTON July 16

Kame of Com p.
\

ClB.

9"'.

io'

'i

IS
a-'-'i,

**

9S'

6».

"V.

iji

3iax
so
1

4s!

3
7S

1"%

as
4U

«x
»

S. y. ISDCSTRIAL

Adventure
Allouei
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
AtlHDtlC
Blncbam
BoetoD Con
Calumet * Aril...

Calumet i Hecla
Cenlriinlal
Con. Mercur—
Copper Kange .

Daly-West ... . .

Franklin
Greene—Can
lele Royal
LaSalle KH
Uaaa '

Mtcblgan
Mohawk
Mont. C. i: C.(new,
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion—
Osceola*
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy.

I

tl

Rhode Island.
Santa Fe
jShannon. n?«
Tamarack.. —
iTrlnlty :

MS
United C.p., com
0.8. Oil

r. S. Smg. k Ret.

D.S.Sm.i Re..pd.
Ctah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

3S

i3«

IC.7

si"

If.

16U

US
8'i

83^

«"
130

•211

1

Name of Comp.

COM8TOCK 8T0CKH

Belcher
Best R Belcher.

.

Caledonia
ChoUnr
Coll. Cnl. k Va...
Crown Point. ...

Exchequer
Oouldk Curry. .

Hale * Sorcrow
Mexican
Ophlr
Overman
FutosI
Savage
Sierra NevBili. .

Union
Utah
yellow Jacket..

TONOFAH STOCKS

OoMen Anchor ..

McNamara
Monlniii I'ltts ex
North Star
Rescue
GOLDFl'D STOCKS

Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt —
Comb. Frac
Conqueror
Daisy
Florence .

Frances-Mohawk
OoldfleUl Con....
Grandma
Great Bend
Red Hills
St. Ives 1

BCLLFROO stocks!

NEVADA July 1"

(Weir Bros, fc Co., New
York)

TONOPAH STOCKSl Clg.

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

•HICK <'l" SILVER.WKH.VCIO

Month.
2.1

.65

.16

.08

.60

.10
.3.'.

.13

60
.38

l."«
09
11
ieo
.34

26
06

.'.«!

.I'.l

.30

.08

.25

17

06
.30

.W
> 911

!i»

I 90
4 77

1.20
H.12
.13

.64

.48
1.00

Tono'bMlneof N
Tonopah Exten...

Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tonopah Midway
West End Con—
Jim Butler.

GOLDFI'D STOCKS

Sandstorm
Reiidall
Bed Top
Jumbo
Goldfleld Mining
Dla'dflold B. B. C.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
BCLLFBOO STOCKS

Mont. Shoshone C.

Tram I'S Con.. ..
I

Gold Bar ,

Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B ..

Homestake Con..

MANnAT'NSTOCKSl
Manhattan Con..
Manhafn Dexter
Jumping Jack. ..

Stray Dog
Indian Camp

12.37J
1.7.5

3.25
3.37 J

I.IH
.85

1.0I-.

.47

.83
4.00
4.00
\.50
.2S

.62

16. 0"
.B.'i

l.M

7 IHl

I

*'">
' 70

!

-ifi

.22

.47

.13

m
.16
.05

January ..

February..
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November.
December.

New York.

1906.
I

1907.

. 66 288 68 673

. 66 108 68.836

64 597 67.619
'.. 64 766 65.462

.. 66976 66.981

... 66'394 07.090

... 66 105

... 65 949
.67 927

... 69.623

... 70.813
.,69 050|

London.

1906.

30 118
30 464
29.854
29 984

30 968
30 186
30 113 .

30.629
31 483

32 148
32 671

32 003

1907.

31 769
31 862
31 325
30.2.53

30.471
30.893

.WERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

Electrolytic

NEW YOBK.

1900.

COLO. SPRINGS July 13

Amethyst '

••'i

Bonnie Claire !
.61

.36

.15

.07

Maynower Con.
Montgomery Ml..
Original

j

Manhat'n STOCKS

Gold Wedge
Manhattan Mt; ..

Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder. .

Stray Dog
Vol low Horse

.07
07

.07

.25

.16

.05

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell

C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pol

.

Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign..
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample. .

Jerry Johnson. .

Mary McKlnney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Vn. Gold Mines.
Vindicator
Iwork

Clg.

7S
66

40S

January..
Februaiy
March ..

April
May
June
July ....

.\ugn8t..
September 19.033

October ... 21.203

November. 21.833

December |22.8«5

18 ;U0
1'

IS ;ir.i

ilH :v

18.4'

118.442

18 190

18 380

1907,

24 404

24 Htlil

2."t n(

24 224

24.048
22.065

1906.

18.419 24 825

LONDON.

1906.

IH 11025.230
1k'04125.5«I

year 19 27

IH IW.H

18.724
18 719
18 585
18.706
19 328
21.722
22 398
23'3.'i0

200
25.072
24.140

19.610

78 869
78 14'

81 HI
84 793
84 867

83 iK14

81 167

83 804

87 Krt

97 269
100.270
105.220

1907.

106 739
107.366
106 694
a8 625
102.375
97.272

282

Vork.cents_per.pound.^E.^o^l|New

S^H?ng!'prr'?o^g"tonV standard copper
wirebars.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT

January
February
Mar.h ..

April ....

May
June .. ..

36.390
36 403
36.662
38 900
43 313
39 260

New Divid^nJs

C impany.
Pay-
able.

41.548
42 102
41.313
40 938
43.149
42.120

July
August
September
October ..

November
December

.\v. year

NEW YORK

1906. 1907.

37 275 ...

40.606 ..

40 5161 ..

42 852....

42 900 ..

.

42 7.50 . .

.

39.819

Prices are In cents per pound.

3S

64X
11

48?.
43
46j;

7S

Am. Zlac, Lead & Smg Aug.

Anaconda July ''

Bunker Hill «: Sullivan July 8
- • 'Aug. 3

Am. Agn. Chem..
Am. Smelt, k Ref.
Am. 8m. kRet-.pt.
Bethlehem Steel..

Colo. Fuel t Iron.
rederalM.AS..pf.
Inter. Salt
National Lead ...

Nall'.nal lyad.pt.
Pittsburg Coal
RepuMli I A 8...

BepubllcI.A8..p(.
BloM-Sheffleld...
Btaodapl ull
Tenn c. k I

U. 8. Red. k Ret
V. 8. Steel

U. 8. Bteel, pt
Vn. Cur. Chero
Va. I. Coal k Coke

Ill's
106

I

32S

16 :

62S,

»4

."S
.TWiS

•Ex. DIv. tEx. Rights.

I

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek '. —
Arli. Com ....

iBIack Mt 6?i
lEastButte lOS
iHancock Con 10

Keweenaw 9M
Majestic 2S
Raven IH
'Shawmut 51

lsm«rlor 10

jSui^rlor * PItU.. ic>%

Troy Man

Camp Bird, Lid |Aug.

C lumbus Con IJuiy

Doe Kun
Esperanza, Ltd
Frances M.jhawk

—

Jameson
Kendall
Monon R. C. & C . . .

Newhouse
NlplbSlng
N. Y. * Hon. Rosarl'

OrovlUe
Osceola
Philadelphia Oas. .

.

PlttH. Lead k Zinc
Tam

July 15

July 18

July 11

July 181

[July 24
Ijuly 25

JAUg. 31

July 20

July
"

July
July 29

Aug. 1

July 16

a^x: ::::;:::.::.• Jul?

»

Tenn. C. I. & R. B-. com... [Aug.

Tenn. C. I. k R. R.. Pt<l
*"f,- ,.

Tenn. Copper i*"t-_ '

Tonopah of Nev July a
United Copper *"»•

1»0.75
1.76

60
24

0.20
0.50
1.32

10
02

0.02
3.60
0.60

16
0,10

12i
7.00

76
0.02
4 IKI

1 00
2 00
2' 00
0.26
1.76

$45,000
3,100,000

IKO.lKtO

196,800
66,707
29.,531

600,600
01,000
7,K00

10,000
360,01X1

301 1,000

180,IKI0

1;-..000

I 87,600
673,060
4.34,296

I 20,000
240,000
226.636

1
4,960

360,000
260,000
787,500

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

London.New York.

Month.

January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November..
December ..

Year

.

1906.

S.OIHJl

5 404

5 3.50

5 404
5 685

1

5 750
5.7.50

8.750
6 760
5 750
5 760
5.900

5.6.57

1907.

6.00(
6.CKKI

O.UKI
r. IIIHI

O.WKI
5.760

1906. 1907.

10 8.50,19 828

lf,'o:ti;19 531

l.i'922 19.703
'1,50 119 975

10 725,19.688
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The Modern American Blast Furnace
How the Modern Blast Furnace Is Constructed; How It Is

Charged, nnd How the Blast Is Supplied and Heated

BY BRADLEY' S T O U G H T O N *

In the modern blast furnace, according

to American practice, much attention has

been paid to the various devices for hand-

ling the material and charging the fur-

nace. The object has been to save time,

to keep the furnace working to full capa-

city, and to dispense with manual labor as

far as possible.

H.\NDHNC THE R.WV MaTER1.\L

Behind the blast furnace are situated

two long rows of storage bins, one of

which is shown in elevation in Fig. i.

These bins are filled by bottom-dumping

railroad cars, which bring the ore to the

naces, working at top speed, the amount

of material which must be dumped into

the top during 24 hours will frequently

exceed 2000 tons, and the charging must

go on for 365 days a year with never a

delay of more than a few hours at a time.

In the modern type of furnace this load-

ing is accomplished altogether by mechan-

ism operated and controlled from the

ground level, and no men are required to

work at the top of the furnace. Fig. i also

shows such a furnace in process of load-

ing. A double, inclined skipway extends

above the top of the furnace. One skip

discharge^ its load of ore. fuel or flux,

also closed at the bottom by a similar bell.

The lowering of this bell is also controlled

by mechanism operated from the ground

level. At intervals this operation is ef-

fected, and the content of the hopper al-

lowed to fall in an annular stream, dis-

tributing itself in a regular layer on tOj.

of the material already in the furnace and

reaching to within a few feet of the bot-

tom of the bell. As the upper bell is now
held up against the bottom of the upper

hopper, there is never a direct opening

from the interior of the blast furnace to

the outer air, so that the escape of gas,

re«nltin(? fnrnif-rK- iti thf' Iiitilt tl.'inu- rising
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furnaces, or by mechanical apparatus

from the great piles of ore stored con-

veniently near. Between and under these

two rows of bins runs a track on which

little trains of ore buggies are trans-

ferred back and forth, being first filled

with a weighed amount of ore, lime-

stone or fuel, and then switched into a

position where they can deposit their con-

tents into the loading skip of the blast fur-

nace.

Lo.VDINX THE FURN.^CE

In one of the big modern American fur-

•Adjunct professor of metallard In
tlie School of Mines. Columbia Cniverslty.
New York.

into the hopper, while the second skip is

at the bottom of the incline ready to be

loaded with its charge.

Double Bell .\nd Hopper

The upper hopper of the , furnace is

closed at the bottorn by an iron cone,

known as a "bell." This bell is pressed

up against the bottom of the hopper by

the lever of the counterweight, as shown,

but may be lowered by operating the

cylinder shown at the side to allow the

charge to fall into the true hopper of the

blast furnace. In this way the true hop-

per of the furnace is progressively filled

with ore, flux and fuel. This hopper is

from the top of the blast furnace when-

ever material was dropped into the inte-

rior, no longer occurs at our modern

plants.

This is not the only means of hand-

ling the raw material for the blast fur-

nace. Several varieties of mechanism are

extensively used, but the description given

heretofore is illustrative of the general

principles of labor-saving handling in con-

nection with charging the blast furnace.

The Blast Furn.\ce and .Accessories

The blast furnace itself consists of a

tall cylindrical stack lined with an acid

(silicious) refractory firebrick, the gen-
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BLAST FURNACE WITH' MATERIAL HOIST AND HOT-BLAST STOVES

eral form and dimensions being shown in

Fig. I. The hearth or crucible is the

straight portion occupying the lower 8 ft.

of the furnace. Above that extends the

widening portion, called the bosh, which

reaches to that portion in the furnace hav-

ing the greatest diameter. The stack ex-

lend'; throughout the remainder of the

furnace, from the bosh to the throat. The

brick work of the hearth is cooled by

causing water to trickle over the outside

surface.

Tuyeres

Through the lining of the furnace, just

at the top of the hearth, extend the tuy-

eres—eight to 16 pipes having an internal

diameter of 4 to 7 in., through which hot

blast is supplied. The "tuyere notches,"

or openings through which the tuyere

pipes enter, as well as the tuyeres them-

selves, are surrounded by hollow bronze

rings set in the brick work, through

which cold water is constantly flowing to
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Skip Pit

FIG. I. SECTION OF BLAST FURNACE AND MAIERIAL HOIST

protect them from being melted off at the

inner ends. The number and size of the

tuyeres are regulated in proportion to the

diameter of the hearth, the volume and
pressure of the blast, etc., so that the ve-

locity of the blast shall distribute it as

evenly as possible to the very center of

the furnace.

Discharge Holes

On the side of the furnace, and 30 to

40 in. below the level of the tuyeres, the

"cinder notch" or "monkey" is situated.

This is protected by a water-cooled cast-

ing, and the hole is closed by an iron plug,

or bott. In the front, or breast, at the

very bottom level of the crucible is the

iron tap-hole, from which all the liquid

contents of the furnace can be completely

drained. This is a large hole in the brick

work, and is closed with several balls of

clay.

Bosh
The hottest part of the furnace is near

the tuyeres and for a few feet above them.

In order to protect the brick work of the

bosh from this heat a number of hollow

wedge-shaped castings are placed therein,

through which cold water circulates. The
brick work is furthermore protected by a

deposition of a layer of carbon, similar to

lamp black, on its internal surface, cov-

ered by a. layer of a sort of slag, replac-
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ing part of the brick work. This deposi-

tion of carbon comes about through the

reaction of the furnace operation itself.

For the correct conduct of the smelting

operation, and especially for the carrying

off of the sulphur m the slag. it. is neces-

sary that a very powerful reduction in-

fluence must exist; this reducing influence

is produced by an excess of coke and one

of its results is the precipitation of finely

('ividfd carbon on the internal walls of

,\. , r ., .„ It i~ (liis th'ii Inycr of slag

and carbon which is most effective in

protecting the acid lining of the furnace

from the corrosive action of the basic slag.

Hot Blast

The air for smelting is driven into the
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furnace by blowing engines up to 2500 h.p.

each, -and capable of compressing 50,000 to

65,000 cu.ft. (4875 lb.) of free air per

minute to a pressure of 15 to 30 lb. per

sq.in., which is about what one furnace

requires'. It actually requires about four

to five tons of air for each ton of iron

produced in the furnace. After leaving

the engines and before coming to the

furnace the air is heated to a temperature

of 800 to 1200 deg. F. by being made to

pass through the hot-blast stoves. A bat-

tery of the blowing engines used is shown

in the accompanying engraving, which

gives an idea of the size and power of

the engines required.

Hot-blast Stoves

Each furnace is connected with four

stoves. These are cylindrical tanks of

steel about no ft. high and 22 ft. in diam-

eter, containing two firebrick chambers.

One of these chambers is open and the

other is filled with a number of small

flues (see Fig. 2). Gas and air are re-

ceived in the bottom of the open chamber,

in which they burn and rise. They then

pass downward through the several flues,

in the annular chamber surrounding the

open chamber, and at the bottom pass out

to the chimney as waste products. In

passing through the stove they give up the

greater part of their heat to the brick

work. After this phase is ended the stove

is ready to heat the blast. The blast from

the blowing engine enters at the bottom

of the flues, passes up through the outer

chamber, down through the central cham-

ber and to the furnace. In this passage it

takes up the heat left in the brick work by

the burning gas and air. Sometimes

there are three passes, instead of two, as

described. In a blast-furnace plant one

stove is heating the blast while the other

three are simultaneously in the prepara-

tion stage, burning gas and air. By

changing once an hour a pretty regular

blast temperature is maintained. The gas

used for the heating is the waste gas from

the blast furnace itself, which amounts to

about 90,000 cu.ft. per minute at a tem-

perature of 450 deg. F., and has a calorific

power of about 85 to 95 B.t.u. per cu.ft.

The latent and available heat of this gas

is equivalent to approximately 50 per cent.

of that of the fuel charged into the fur-

nace. Only about 30,000 cu.ft., or one-

third of this gas, is needed for keeping the

stoves hot and the remaining two-thirds is

u'^ed to produce power. If the stoves be-

come clogged with dust, a larger amount

of gas is required to keep up the tem-

perature.

Power from Waste Gas

The waste gas comes down the down-

comer, settles out dirt in the dust-catcher,

and is then led to the stoves or the power

producer Thi» gas varies in composition

but will average about 61 per cent, nitro-

gen, 10 per cent, to 17 per cent. CDs and

22 per cent, to 27 per cent. CO. The lat-

ter can be burned with air to produce

heat. If burned under boilers, the avail-

able gas will generate enough power to

operate the blowing engines, hoisting

mechanism, and other machinery used in

connection .with the furnace. At several

plants the gas available for power is

cleaned carefully and utilized in gas en-

gines, whereby much more power is ob-

tained, the excess over that necesasry to

furnish blast and the mechanical require-

ments of the furnace being usually con-

nace, character of slag made, etc., but will

extend from the level of the tuyeres to a

few feet above them ; that is, about to the

top of the bosh. It will require perhaps

15 hours for the material to descend from

the top of the furnace to the smelting

zone. During this descent, it is upheld

partly by the resistance of the upward

rushing column of hot gases', partly by

its friction against the walls of the fur-

nace, and partly by the loose column of

coke which extends through the smelting

zone and to the bottom of the furnace and

which alone resists melting in the intense

heat of this zone. The blast, entering the

furnace through the tuyeres, consists of

23 per cent, by weight of oxygen, 77 per

cent, by weight of nitrogen, together with

varying amounts of water vapor from

moisture in the air.

In a subsequent article the chemical re-

actions taking place in the furnace itself

will be fully explained.

'At f> de«; F. nod atmo«phprlc pr<>s»nre

eh 1000 cu.ft. of air wdghs "."> pounds.

FIG. 2. MCCLITRE HOT-BLAST STOVE

verted into electricity and transmitted to

more distant points. A battery of gas-

driven blowing engines at the works of

the Lackawanna Steel Company at Buf-

falo is shown in the accompanying en-

graving.

Smelting Practice and Products

The furnace is filled with alternate lay-

ers of fuel, flux and ore, down to the top

of the smelting zone. The exact location

of this zone will be dependent upon the

volume and pressure of blast, size of fiir-

The Gayley Dry Blast

An excellent record was made at the

Isabella furnaces of the Carnegie Steel

Company with the Gayley dry blast in

May. A comparison of the work of No. i

furnace, working with dry air, and of

No. 2 furnace, blown with natural air,

both using the same materials, shows the

following results

:

Dally Coke.
Product. Consumption.

No. 1, dry air 4.'>9 tons. 2,029 lb.

No. 2, natural air :I51 tons. 2,372 1b.

This shows that the average product per

day was greater by 108 tons, or 30.7 per

cent., with the dry-air blast than with nat-

ural air, and that the fuel consumption was

343 lb. per ton, or 14.4 per cent., lower.

The extraordinary results obtained with

the furnace blown with dry air have been

achieved in spite of its bad condition, it

being in need of re-lining, having now
produced nearly 612,000 tons of pig iron

on one lining.

In cement works having 6x6o-ft. rotary

kilns, it generally requires 200 lb. of coal

to burn one barrel of cement. Slack coal

is generally used, the percentage of ash

varying from 5 to 15. Some manufact-

urers have reduced the fuel consumption

to 85 lb., but in the majority of cases it is

about 120 lb. per barrel. This does not

include the coal used in drying the raw

material and drying the coal itself, nor

the coal required for power ; these items

increase the consumption to about 150 lb.

per barrel. With an average price of coal

at $2,. the cost of fuel per barrel is con-

sequently 15c. According to E. C. Soper.

the average cost of manufacturing Port-

land cement in a modern plant in the Le-

high district is 70c. per barrel.

"There Is a great fall In" the pressure of

the blast between the tuyeres and the throat,'

which represents the work done by the ali-

In supporting the stock.
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Diamond Mining

Bv Frank D. Hiixf

For a loiiK time it was supposed that

diamond mines in South Africa were only

to be found in the neighborhood of Kiin-

berley and in the district farther to the

east, in the Orange River Colony, where

the Jagersfontein and Koffyfontein pipes

are situated. Within the last few years,

however, diamond pipes have been found

in many other parts of the country, and

among then\ may be mentioned the Pre-

mier, Montrose, and Schuller pipes near

Pretoria, in the Transvaal ; the Lace and

New Randfontein Reefs pipes near

Kroonstad, and the Victor pipe near

Boshof, in the Orange River Colony;

while the Peizer, New Weltevredc, and

Frank Smith have been discovered to the

northwest of Kimberley.

Value of the Diamonds

The price of diamonds has been con-

trolled for some years by a powerful com-

bination of diamond merchants in Lon-

don. No difficulty has been found in

maintaining the price, and since the Boer

war, more particularly, the value per carat

has been steadily rising. The question as

to the possibility of keeping up the price

of diamonds with a largely increased sup-

ply in prospect is one that is frequently

asked, and leading authorities are agreed

that at least twice the present annual sup-

ply could be absorbed without affecting

the price per carat. It is considered,

however, that as regards only the better

class stones there will always be a de-

mand. The value per carat of the dia-

monds recovered from the principal pro-

ducing mines according to their latest re-

ports is : De Beers and Kimberley,

$12.68; Wesseltoh, $8.86; Bultfontein,

$8.38; Dutoitspan. $16.78; Jagersfontein,

$13.86, and Premier, $5.64.

The first four mines all belong to De
Beers Consolidated Mines. These figures

are merely averages, and do not imply

that there are no good stones found in

the Premier mine, or no poor ones, say,

at Dutoitspan. Every mine produces a

certain amount of rubbish worth about

$2.16 a carat, and the percentage of these

poor stones found determines the average
value of the yield. Thus at the last

Premier meeting one of the directors

pointed out that 75 per cent, of the total

money value produced was represented

by diamonds worth $12.60 per carat and
the balance of 25 per cent, was made up
of diamonds worth $2.16 per carat

Similar variations in value occur in the

stones found in all diamond mines. As
showing the gradual increase in the aver-

age price realized per carat during the

last 20 years, the following figures, taken

'AlMtract of article In Boijy Cornular and
Trade Reports, June 15. 1907.

tAmerlcan consul at Amsterdam.

from the report of the New Jagersfon-

tein mine are of interest; 1887, $6.80;

1891, $8.92; 189s, $7..)0; \&)tj, $8.28; 1903,

$13, and 1905, $13.88. Since ihe issue of

the report for 1905 tlii.' average price per

carat has risen a further 5 per cent.

Output of Diamonds

According to their annual report for

1890, the combined output from the De
Beers mines and New Jagersfontein was

about 1,550,000 carats, while in 1899 the

two companies together produced some

3,130,000 carats. At the outbreak of the

Boer war, however, the diamond-mining

industry became completely disorganized,

and the mines have apparently hardly yet

returned to the 1899 rate of production.

Thus, according to the reports of De
Beers and New Jagersfontein for 1905, it

appears that the total number of carats

won by these companies for the year was
about 2,166,000 carats, or a decrease of

960,000 carats as compared with the fig-

ures for 1899. It should be understood

that the figures are merely approximate,

as it is impossible, to find from the De
Beers report for 1903 the number of

carats actually recovered.

As a set-off to the shortage in the out-

put of these older companies, the Pre-

mier mine during 1905 won 845,652 carats,

so that the total output from South

Africa is at present very nearly what it

was at the period just before the war.

The other South African producers have

been of little importance, but there are

at least three mines which are expected

some day to turn out large quantities of

diamonds at a handsome profit. These

are the Lace, the Roberts Victor, and the

New Randfontein Reefs mines. Of these

the Lace mine has already produced over

60,000 carats, is fully equipped with a

washing plant, and has some 750,000 loads

of blue ground on the floors. It will

very shortly enter the regular producing

stage, and a grade of from 14 to 20 carats

per 100 loads washed is anticipated. The
Roberts Victor and the New Randfontein

Reefs are little more than prospecting

ventures at present. In each case, how-
ever, a pipe has been found, and prelim-

inary trials with a small washing plant

point to a return of rather over 20 carats

to the 100 loads, the average quality of

the stones found being very satisfactory.

Future Output—DEVfELOPMENT in

Working

Any estimate of the probable future an-

nual production of diamonds must neces-

sarily be a very rough one, but it is ap-

parent that there will be a large increase,

even if no further new discoveries are

made. By 1908 it may be assumed that

the new mines discovered will be equipped

and will have become regular producers.

The probable increase in the output of

diamonds for that year compared with

the 1905 returns may be estimated as fol-

lows : The return? from De Beers and

Jagersfontein will be assumed to be the

same as in 1905. The increase is figured

at 1,200,000 carats for the Premier mine,

80,000 for Lice, 100,000 for Roberts Vic-

tor, and 200,000 for the New Randfontein

Reefs, or a total increase of 1,580,000

carats. No account has been taken of

the many low-grade mines whose output

is not of sufficient importance to aflfect

the total in any serious way. Among these

may be mentioned the KofTyfontein, Kam-
fersdam, New Wcltcvrede, Frank Smith,

and Pcizer mines.

The Premier Mine

The Premier is by far the largest and

most valuable individual diamond mine
ever found in South Africa, and it is

probably not an exaggeration to say that

it is one of the most valuable mines of

any kind e^•er discovered in the world. It

is estimated that when its full plant is at

work it can make profit at the rate of

$9,648,000 a year, the life of the mine on

this basis being well over 50 years. Con-

siderable interest will be taken in the at-

tempt which is to be made at the Schuller

mine to treat blue ground in tube mills.

The diamondiferous ground at this mine
will not decompose when subjected to

atmospheric agencies, so that it is neces-

sary to disintegrate it by mechanical

means. If crushers or rolls be used for

this purpose the diamonds, which are

brittle, although extremely hard, are

broken as well as the matrix, but in th*-

grinding action which takes place in a

tube mill it is thought that the diamonds
will be separated from their inclosing

minerals without being fractured. Exper-

iments carried out on a small scale point

to the feasibility of this arrangement, and
it further experiments prove successful,

the adoption of tube mills will revolution-

ize the treatment of blue ground in dia-

mond mines by doing away with the ex-

pensive and tedious process of flooring,

which adds both to the cost and the capi-

tal expenditure.

According to the new Transvaal dia-

mond law, the government has a right to

take up to 60 per cent, of the profits of

any diamond mines found in the colony,

after allowing for all capital expenditure

necessary to equip the mine. A law on the

same lines has been promulgated in the

Orange River Colony, although in this

colony the maximum share that the gov-

ernment can claim is 40 instead of 60

per cent.

. Prices Advanced—Yield and Profits

Nearly all the diamonds cut in Amster-

dam are of South African origin, and are

sold under contract by the De Beers

company to the syndicate in London, alt

others engaged in cutting diamonds being

compelled to buy their "rough" from the

syndicate. On June 30, 1906, a new con-

tract was entered into between the De
Beers and the syndicate for five years, by

which prices of the various series were
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raised 20 per cent., the syndicate paying

for rough diamonds now an average price

of $16.80. The average vahic per carat

of the yield of the several mines last year

was as follows : De Beers and Kimberley,

$14.86; Wcssdton, $10.50; Bnltfontein,

$10.30; Dutoitspan, $19.42. At a recent

meeting the chairman of the De Beers

mines said: "Turning to the accounts it

will be seen that the diamonds produced

realized $27,051,627, as against $23,168,919

for the previous year, an increase of $3,-

882,708, this enhanced output being readily

disposed of by the syndicate to whom we

sell our production. The demand for

diamonds is increasing to such an extent

that we have been compelled to largely

extend our washing operations in order to

cope with the requirements of the indus-

try, and I should not be surprised if the

sales for the year ending June 30 ne.xt

largely exceed the quantity sold during

our last fuiancial year. This is not the re-

sult of any spurt in the diamond market,

but the demand has been strong for the

last seven years and appears to be still

visibly increasing. The demand is so

great that despite the growth of the out-

put our diamonds realized a much higher

price per carat last year than during the

financial year ended June 30, 1905, Amer-

ica again being our best customer. It was

decided two years ago to accumulate suffi-

cient blue on the floors to give the benefit

of two wet seasons before being treated.

Two years ago there were less than 4,000,-

000 loads of blue on our floors. Today

our stock of blue amounts to over 8,300,-

000 loads."

L.\RGE Dividends

The profitable nature of this great

monopoly is shown by the fact that a

semi-annual dividend of 20 per cent, has

been declared on the preferred shares of

the De Beers mines and a dividend of 35

per cent, on the deferred shares. The

report of the Premier mine (Transvaal),

contains interesting data. Its production

for the year ended October, 1905, was

<S45.652 carats. The company declared two

dividends of 125 per cent, on the common
shares and one of 400 per cent, on the de-

ferred shares. Such enormous dividends

out of the 40 per cent, of the profits, left

after paying the Transvaal government

its share of 60 per cent, of the profits ac-

cording to law, show the remarkable po-

sition of the company. The output for

the 12 months ending during the fiscal

year was 899,746 carats, or an increase of

54.094 carats over the previous year.

While the De Beers company paid $450,-

000 to the Cape government last year as

direct taxation or participation in profits,

the Premier company paid the Transvaal

government $1,787,075 during the same
period. According to an article by an

.\merican authority, the De Beers mines

had prridiiced up tr> May I, 1903, over

$500,000,000 of uncut diamonds.

Moving De Seeks Offices to Xew York

On the somewhat startling idea of mov-
ing the selling offices of the De Beers

Consolidated Mines from London to New
York in order to escape the English in-

come tax (a double tax of about $500,-

000, inasmuch as the Cape government im-

poses a $500,000 income tax) and back

taxes of $3,500,000, I prefer to quote the

words of the chairman at a late meeting.

The chairman said : "The real business

of the company—that of producing dia-

monds from the soil—is absolutely con-

fined to Kimberley. If the London office

were closed tomorrow, it might incon-

venience the English and continental

shareholders and would certainly decrease

the company's purchases of mining ma-
chinery and supplies in England, which
amounted to $2,170,800 for the two years

ended June 30 last, but it would not make
the slightest difference to our mining

operations. The London office, which is a

source of expense to the company, is of

some service to the English and continen-

tal shareholders, and is of great importance

to English manufacturers and merchants

;

but it would be too expensive a luxury to

prolong its existence at a cost of over

$482,000 per annum to the shareholders.

Considering that .America purchases more
tJian half our diamond output, as against

one-sixth consumed in England, it would
be quite feasible and not bad business for

the company to move the London office to

New York."

Quicksilver in China

The latest methods of mining and
smelting quicksilver ore in Kweichow,
CJiina, are described in Cassier's Magacine

(June, 1907). The principal and most ex-

tensively worked deposits in this province

are the Wan Shan Chang mines, and ac-

cording to the best available information

they have been worked since about 1358.

They are situated in the prefecture of

Toon-Yen in the province of Kweichow,
about 1324 miles from Shanghai.

Up to about 30 years ago, when gun-

powder was introduced iiito the district,

the mode of mining wa'^ by hammer and
gad, and in the larger workings rock was
broken by means of fire In mining the

ore is followed up just as it occurs, with

an entire disregard for the most elemen-
tary rules of mining, which naturally re-

sults in a series of workings intricate and
tortuous beyond description. In mining
the ore, holes are seldom drilled beyond'

15 in. deep, and the drills used are J4 in.,

with steel points at both ends. The pow-
der used if made at the mine. Owing to

the defective mixing of the ingredients of

the powder and to the inferior quality of

the niter the explosive force is not very

great, an average shot breaking roughly
100 to 200 lb. of ore. As soon as a shot is

fired the miners rush forward to the face

to prevent others from stealing the ore.

rile mines may be classed as private

mines, acquired and worked by private

companies, and public mines, which are

worked by individual miners. In a pri-

vate mine the men are employed on day's

wages or on tribute, w-hich means that the

company assigns a portion of the mine to

one or more men, who supply their own
tools, explosives, etc., and are allowed to

work without any restrictions, on the un-

derstanding that the ore mined is to be

retorted in the furnaces of the company,
wliich retains a certain percentage of the

quicksilver extracted.

In the retorting furnaces there is a sys-

tem of holes known as percentage holes

so arranged that the amount of quicksilver

collected in them is about 20 per cent, of

the total, in the case of lean ores, and 40
per cent, in the case of rich ores. All of

the quicksilver caught in these holes is the

property of the owner of the furnace and
is the charge paid by the miner for having

the ore smelted. .About 50 lb. of ore is

charged into the furnace, which is heated

with wood fuel. In the case of rich ores

the residue withdrawn from the furnace

after retorting is ground, sluiced and ;he

concentrate retorted again. The losses

are estimated at between 30 and 40 per

cent, of the total amount.

Statistics of production are very unre-

liable, but during the last years the out-

put averaged about 4000 lb. of quicksilver

per month. The product is exported from
Toon Yen either in pigs' bladders or iron

flasks to other parts of China, where it is

used for the manufacture of vermilion,

for which there is a great demand through-

out the Chinese empire.

Mineral Exports of Japan

.'According to a British consular report

considerable progress has been made in

methods of sulphur refining in Japan, and

the production and exports are increas-

ing. The exports were 22,548 long tons

in 1905 and 28,030 tons in 1906.

Increased demand for domestic coal re-

sulted in a decrease in exports, which

amounted to 26,534 long tons in 1906. The
amount of coal supplied to foreign ships

was 95,278 tons in 1906, as against 91,882

tons in 1905.

Manganese is produced in large quanti-

fies at the Birika mine in Shiribeshi pro-

vince, between Hakodate and Otaru. Hith-

erto the supply has been consumed locally,

but in 1906 the output was greatly in-

creased and direct exports were made to

Liverpool, New York and Antwerp,

amounting to 4817 short tons as compared
with 208 tons, the total exports in 1905

which all went to New York.

Ergin is a liquid fuel, w'hich has found

much application in Germany. It is ob-

tained from tar by a secret process, and

has a heating power of 16,500 B.t.u. per

pound.
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The Mines of La Luz, Guanajuato, Mexico—II

The Veins Are Stringers Known as "Ramaleos" and the
Old Mines Hnvr Produced About Sixty Million Dollars*

BY JOHN A CHURCH*
Veins in the Granite

The length I have given Bolanitos,

7200 ft., is its length in schist only. On
reaching the dike, it crosses in a direction

slightly more westerly than its normal

course and continues in the granite for

a further distance of 4000 ft. It has

there the same eastern dip. The Burgos

is another vein in the granite, nearly par-

allel to Bolanitos and also dipping East.

Its length is 4000 ft. and it does not cross

the dike.

The veins In the granite are strong and

continuous, but it is said their ore was
not equal in richness to that in the schist.

As the mines there must have reached

the schist in a few yards of depth a com-
parison between these veins and La Luz,

etc., might lead to a determination of

their comparative age.

The veins reached the dike at various

angles, Bolaiiitos 27 deg. and Burgos

20 deg. Whether they are faulted by the

dike is not known. There has been no
opening of wide crevices such as the rub-

bing action of pressure angular to the

dike might produce. The feature of La
Luz formation is the ramaleos, the coales-

cence of which has formed the veins and
orebodies. In this connection it is in-

teresting to note that the fault vein Bo-
laiiitos-La Joya is a bundle of ramaleos

like all the other veins. This fault has

been spoken of so often in connection

with the granite that it may be well to

emphasize here the fact that South of

the dike it is entirely in schist. The
granite is in its hanging several hundred
feet away. North of the dike it is in

granite, but this rock is so shallow there

that the vein must enter schist at a

small depth.

The "RAM.AiEos."

There have been large stopes in La
Luz mines and solid reaches of quartz

and calcite 3 to 15 ft. thick and hun-

dreds of feet long. They always run
out in ramaleos and undoubtedly were
formed from them. Neither the word
ramaleos, meaning a branch, nor the word
stringer, which gives an impression of

straightness, correctly describes these

little veins. They are extremely curved
and twisted. They are subject to sudden
increases in thickness and often are 2 to

4 ft. thick but probably are short, lack-

ing the continuity needed to make them
veins. This disposition to swell probably

•Consultine mining engineer, 15 William
•treet. New Tork.

indicates solution of the walls. In gen-

eral the value of the ramaleos is less

when they are isolated than when they

have coalesced into a great vein. They
will form a subject of curious study

when the mines come under close daily

observation.

A Peculiarity" OF La Luz Mine

One of the pecularities of La Luz mine
is the existence of stopes in the footwall,

wljich are 10 ft. thick, 100 ft. long and
60 ft. high, which must have been a

mass of rather widely separated rama-
leos. These stopes are the only ones in

the mine which are entirely free from
waste. Probably the whole mass of rock

was taken to the surface, the schist

knocked oflf and the quartz sold. The
walls of these stopes still show many
ramaleos, but the values are low when
the whole width is taken. Probably these

bodies, which lie 40 or 50 ft. from the

vein, were found by following ramaleos,

but the walls of the crosscut do
not show remnants of ore that jvould

tempt a miner. One such slope might be
an accident, but there are many of them.

The deposition of gold and silver was
very irregular, some of the ramaleos be-

ing rich and others nearly worthless.

They vary from 100 cents a ton to more
than 100 dollars. When regular mining
permits these deposits to be studied, it

may be found that there were two periods

of deposition.

La Luz and Purisima have been the two
great productive veins of the district,

each having many mines on it. La Luz-
Refugio group has mined rich ore lately

from bodies that were unknown to the

old miners, above the 750-ft. level. La
Luz vein ends on a line with the dike

1200 ft. distant, which, if prolonged, would
cut it oflf. It is noteworthy that just at

that point there is a short vein, called

San Bernabe, which runs out from La
Luz just in line with the dike, and it

dips north like the dike, as Fig. i shows.

The Refugio Syndicate.

La Luz, Bolaiiitos and several other

veins are owned by a group of Americans
who have formed the Refugio Syndicate.

They have 7417 ft. on La Luz, covering

several mines that had great fame in

former times. The San Vicente. Refugio,

Santa CTara. San Juan de los Mucha-
chos. La Luz and others arc grouped now
under one name. They are proposing to

build a modern mill on Bolanitos river

and to mine extensively. They have a

large amount of old fillings and low-grade
ore that experience at Guanajuato shows
can be treated with profit and when the
old workings are passed there is no
doubt they will be in a large and valuable
vein.

I have described the vein as an assem-
blage of small stringers, and it is in-

teresting to note that the eflFects of this

structure are exactly the same as in

veins of otticr types. Fig. 2 is 'a hori-

zontal section, through stopes in the

Refugio mine. It shows two of the large

stopes, San Marcos and Carmen, occupy-
ing concavities that face to the East and
two others, smaller, called Agapito and
Santa Clara, lying in concavities that face

westward. In Fig. 3 an effort is made to

ascertain whether the dip has any in-

fluence upon deposition, but the sections

show extreme irregularity. The Afio

Nuevo and Guadalupe stopes indicate that

the so called "vein" is really a collection

of wide stopes in a line, but without any
thing like a connected fracture.

Old Stopes

Some of these stopes are opened to the

surface, but in general the vein is said

to be leached for the first 200 ft. from
the outcrop. I took pains to ascertain the

proportion of stopes to vein area in that

part of the workings that has been sur-

veyed, and found that in a length of 700
m., or 2,500 ft., there was 30.6 per cent,

of stopes, 26.4 per cent, of leached vein

and 43 per cent, of vein that has not been
stoped. A considerable part of the latter

will yield profitable ore to proper meth-
ods of mining and the proportion of slop-

ing ground to barren vein must be con-
sidered unusually large.

The old stopes are fallen in and too
dangerous to be surveyed, but judging
from what could be seen of them they
were 10 to 20 ft. thick. One was 425 ft.

long and 400 ft. high (vertical, dip being
60 deg). Another 115 ft. long and 375 ft.

high and a third 125 ft. long and 165 ft.

high. These dimensions show that the

mineralizing solutions acted as they al-

ways do, concentrating on defined lines,

both horizontal and vertical. The "vein"
is wide, being often 100 ft., and usually

the ore is either on the hanging or foot,

but sometimes it cuts across the veins.

The filling is quartz and calcite. the lat-

ter perhaps a little the more abundant.
Pieces of a carbonaceous slate with quartz
veining found on one of the dumps led

to an investigation to determine whether
the underlying shale had been reached.
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but it was found that the schist had been

carbonized along some small seams.

Whether this action was abundant enough

to indicate the character of the vein wa-

ters cannot be told now. A cavity of con-

siderable size was found to be encrusted

with opaline quartz covered with small

quartz cr>sta1s on which were myriads

of apophylite crystals.

Present Exploitation

The mines are not wet, the long San

Bernabe tunnel (4300 ft.), yielding only

30 gal. a minute at the end of the dry

season and 300 gal. at the end of the

wet season. These figures throw a

humorous light upon the plans of a for-

mer tunnel scheme, which was to drain

\ Stii. Clara
Sbalt

St.. CI... Jl S.uJutD

FIG. 2. STOPES IN REFUGIO

the ground under this San Bernabfi tun-

nel by a bore two miles long.

At present, there is one modern plant

in the district. It is on La Paz mine,

owned by the Amalgamated Gold Mining

Company of which Lawrence P. Adams

is man::ger. The workings are said to be

1200 or 1400 ft. deep. The mine is

profitable and pays dividends.

The re-opening of these old mines is

one of the interesting events of the pres-

ent day It has been a privilege to go

over Humboldt's work and note the in-

dustry and acute observation of that cele-

brated javant. Humboldt was amazed by

tlie revelation of mining wealth in Mexi-

co. He wrote "The mine of Guanajuato,

the richest of all America," and compares

it with the production of European mines.

He declared that the area which includes

San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas, Catorce and

Durango, about 200 miles square, was the

greatest mining field in the world. La

Luz was unknown in his day and with

other mines has had a rich production in

recent years. The modern exploitation

of Guanajuato is proceeding along con-

servative lines, large amounts of old

dumps and fillings being milled, while the

mines are prepared gradually for syste-

matic work, and the rich discovery of

Pinguico gives hope of finding other bon-

anzas that the antiguas missed.

The Output of La Luz.

Whenever a Mexican antigua is brought

into the market the public is usually in-

formed that it has produced its millions

in former times, and the number of mil-

lions is given with unstinting generosity.

It is common to be informed that a

mine never heard of before has produced

ip, 30 or 80 millions, and I suppose we

have all had the curiosity, though not the

time, to add up all these '"statistics" to

see whether the total would not exceed

the whole wealth of the world. In my re-

cent visit to Guanajuato, I had occasion

to inquire into the report concerning some

of these multi-million mines and I con-

fess to 'being surprised by the character of

the proof adduced.

Humboldt who went through the same

experience at the same place, having

spent a month at Guanajuato, showed

that under Spanish rule there was a sys-

tem of official records which are trust-

worthy as minima of production. To

some extent bullion and rich ore might

be conveyed out of the district surrep-

titiously and thus lower the official record,

but otherwise the entire bullion product

of each district passed through the local

mint and its value through the local tax

office, while such part of it as passed out

into the great world was recorded in the

statistics of exportation.

Records of Former Operations.

Besides these sources of information

the old account books of the mines are

preserved by roomfuls and they are very

complete and exact to an eighth of a

real, i. e. 1.5 cent. The business was

managed just as we manage it now, the

mine selling its ore to the reduction

works, even when both were under the

same ownership. For instance, La Luz

books which I examined, showed the

gross value, mine cost and the profit by

difference and the latter was checked by

a statement of the dividends paid. In

addition there was a column in which

the costs and deductions of the hacienda

\tQTc estimated for each lot, and since the

rest of the work was done so carefully, I

July 27,, 1907.

doubt that this estimate washave no

judicious.

In the year 1844, the accounts of La

Luz mine sum up (in gold value like all

figures presented here).

DlvlBlt.le prnflt.... $ 708.590.92 Dlv.pd. $701,933.92

Mine oxpenacB .',16,899.03

Hacienda charges
and deductions
(est.) 296.377.00

$1,621,872.96

The only addition I have made to these

figures is to add them. In the books the

hacienda item is entered, but the sheet

shows only the mine gross $1,225,495.95.

the expenses and the profit.

FIG. 3. VEINS OF THE M.\TILDA GROUP

A Mexican mining engineer of high

standing, Pedro L. Monroy, made a

study of the Guanajuato district for the

Government, covering every possible sub-

ject, statistical, geological and historical,

and published a book of 675 pages in

1888. He says La Luz mine paid in 14

years, 1843-1856, $7,016,841.45. and a'so

that the mine produced at least $40,000,-

000, and I was curious to trace his reason-

ing. I found that the mine was worked by

lessees who received only ii-24ths, while

the owner took i3-24th of the profit.

Therefore the read profits were:
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OwDPm Khare i» -i^ . .. $ 8,29a.C30.iM La Luz furnished the most brilliant period capacity of 25 tons per hour. The stock

in the whole history of Guanajuato for will be run into the elevator boots in divi-

Addln« lor costs *il.*Jo!tj7'.?i !-o"t» ciiTS't I imagine that the adjoining mines of La sional charge cars, which provide for the

. . .„. ,„„., ,„ Luz, San Juan de los Muchachos, Refugio, delivery of the material in proper propor-
We havp Monroy's est. «iu»Ki.(«io.i>u ^ ' . r ^ „ , ^- ti j- 1 t I1 . ^.... Plateros and La Paz were all in bonan- tions. The discharge from these elevators
A payment of 381,4 per cent, in divi-

^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^.^1^ ^ product greater per- will be into steel bins located one at each
dcnds throughout a period of 14 years

^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ f„^„^^^_ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^
IS certainly a very good record. The

,^^ ^^^^ j^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^i„ ^e run directly into the fur-
avcragc lessee's profit per year was $1 -

.j,,^^ ^^^^^^ ^^,,_y ^^ ^uz district did nace. A thorough mixing of the charge
093.534 and the banner year was i&^

^^^ ^^.^^ continuous prosperity prob- will be secured during the passage
with lessee s profits of ;f2,894.424. As

^^,y ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^,y ^^^ ^_. ^^^ ^^^„ ^^^._ through the elevator boots into the charge
my object in going into these statistics

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^j,j ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ bins ^n^j {^0^ there into the furnaces.

was to obtain an irreducible minimum
^^..^^ ^^^^ ^^ Guanajuato, eight miles away The sampling of tJie ores will be done

figure of output. I adopted 40 per cent.
^^^ j,^^ movement of say 50 tons of ore mechanically. One-tenth of the total ton-

profit, as a hgiirc which would give a
^,_^.,^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ j,^^ important mines "age will be cut out mechanically by

conservative estimate of gross yield in the
^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ _^^^,^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^^^^ ^^^ means of a Vezin automatic sampler

case of mines whose statistics I could not
^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^,j ^^ supported only by "counted on trucks, with a capacity of 30

get and about which I knew only the
^j^j^ ^^^ tons per hour. This one-tenth, which will

total dividend payments. There are two ' be the sample proper, will be sent in a nar-

of these.
^ _

row-gage car to the sampling works,

L« Lui ijniJ B8»i>ove.. $15.3(».47'2 29 MeXlCail bmclting Works or the where il will pass successively through

'^•^}::^!^?!^: ^o^jSM^vro.. .0% Douglas Copper Company the crushers, rolls and samplers. These

„ —

,

latter machines will cut out two equal
Expenses, both mines.. $38,wi.it73. 65 Expense 60% , , , ,, , ,

portions of one-hundredth each, and these
Total production ».w.i,5i.78-j.42

^^^ smelting works now in process of two portions will pass through the finish-

This IS the product irom 5120 ft. of
_^^^,ji^^ ^^ Fundicion, Sonora, Mexico, by i"g department of the sampling works as

La Luz vem divided among the two
„^^ Compania Metalurgica y Refinadora independent samples, and from there go

mines mentioned. Unfortunately the rec-
j^, p^^j^^^^ g ^^ ^i,l ^^ jhe operating to the l.'tboratory.

ord ends there for Monroy does not
^^^^^ .^^ ^^^-^^ ^^ tbe Douglas Copper The service of the plant throughout will

even mention the name of Santa Clara, Company. The plant is situated on the be by means of a 36-in. gage railway; all

Refugio or San Vicente, three mines
^^^^ ^-^^^ ^^ j^e Cocoraqui drainage, IS3 material will be moved by locomotives,

which cover 2,297 ft- on the same vein
kilometers from Guaymas. A well has '"eluding the slag and matte. The matte

and which have been very productive, ^een put down on the side of the creek 'adles will have a capacity each of 10 tons

nor the product of the Plateros vein,
jo a depth of 100 ft., in which the com- °f matte and will be mounted on 36-in.

The Purisima, io,oco ft. long, and many p^^^. ^as already encountered an abundant S^S^ trucks. The converter building will

others known to have been in bonanza are supply of water The plant will have a ^e separated from the furnace building by

also left out of his statistics. As the capacity of 600 tons " distance of about 200 ft.

great bonanza was in La Luz, I will allow The power plant will consist of Mor-
these mines only $40,000,000, though this ^ison suspension firebox boilers of 150 h.p.

SotiRCES of Ore

estimate seems to be low. each, to work under a pressure of 150 lb. The principal source of the ores for this

I obtained notes of other mines as fol- -phe blower engines are tandem-compound, plant will be the properties of the com-
'Ows

:

built by the Bates Machine Company, and pany, all of which are located in the dis-

f*'"1"5* An" 'i *?o'?o'''ilS'IS direct connected to 150 cu.ft. Roots high- trict of Alamos, El Cobre mines being the

Melladlio i,iu,856.95 pressure blowers. The generators, two in better known. The company has been de-

$8.3W.355.23 number, were built by the Western Elec- veloping that property for the past four
LftLazassbove

^^iSI'iS!! S trie Company and are direct connected to vears. The development work has been
other mines 40,000,000.00

vertical cross-compound Bates engines, extended to a depth of goo ft. and to a
*]|o QOO 000 00

"'
' The current will be direct and of no length along the vein of approximately

The Total Production of Gitanajuato volts for lighting purposes and sundry one-half mile. The engineers of the com-
I do not pretend that this is a fair esti- other uses, and 500 volts for power trans- pany estimate that the ore developed

mate of the product of this district, but mission. The engines will be run con- will be sufficient to keep the plant in

I feel certain that it has output as much densing All the machinery throughout operation for five years.

as this from the mines in the northern the plant, including the pumps, will be The company has a concession from the

and central portions of the district. Bon- motor driven. government covering the plant and rail-

anzas have been mined in the southern jhe furnaces were built by the Power way, including telegraph and telephone

part also, but I do not know their prod- and Mining Machinery Company and are lines between its properties and to the

uct. or even their number. The yield of 44x160 in., with 14-ft. charge column, port of Tobari. At present all freight is

the whole district -has been estimated by The settlers are 15 ft. in diameter by s ft being handled by means of Holt traction

others at 350 millions and at 200 millions, deep. The furnaces are connected with engines Each truck has a capacity of 10

and I am inclined to think that both are the stack by means of 6-ft. steel down- tons of net freight, and the trains consist

high. takes irto an 11 -ft. balloon-shaped steel of from five to six trucks. All of the

While La Luz has not had the con- dust chamber, connected with the stack material for the rock work about the

tinucd activity of its great neighbor, and base. The stack proper is a self-support- work;, amounting to approximately 3000

its reputation has been absorbed in that ing steel structure, having a lower diam- tons, hi'S been brought in by these engines

of Guanajuato as the name of the whole cter of 12 ft, and an upper diameter of from the foot hills north of Fundicion.

field, it has had its period of splendor. 8 ft. The total hight will be 177 ft. above By Sept. i the company will be in the

Monroy says that Guanajuato has had two the ground line. market for the purchase of ores carrying

periods of maximum brilliancy, one when gold, silver and copper. The mechanical

the V'alcnciana bonanza, and the other Handling the Material equipment of the plant will be such as to

when the La Luz bonanza was found. Material will be delivered to the charg- enable the shipper to accompany his car-

He shows what the growth of population ing floor by means of Jeffrey steel-pan load of ore, see it sampled and get his re-

was at each period. It is possible that roller-bearing elevators, each having a suits in from one to three days.
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Electric Power at the Calumet & Hecla
I ligh-tenjion Altoinatiiig CuiH-nl 1 las Supplanted Slcam llirouglioul

the Mine and Mill. Coniplttc Ec|uipnu-nt 1 las Jusl Been I'inished

B Y CARL L C . FICHTEL
In 1900 the Calumet & Hecla Mining

Company began remodeling its stamp

mills at Lake Linden, and electric power

was adopted to drive the Chilean mills,

rolls, jigs, etc. Motors of 440-volt, 3-

phase, 2S-cycle type were decided upon

and this necessitated the erection of a

power plant. The only available current

at that time was from a small lighting

plant generating single-phase, 123 cycle.

The first two units of the present plant

were installed consisting of two looo-kw.

generators of the revolving field type,

generating at 440 volts. One of these is

connected direct to an .'\llis-Chaliners

vertical tandem-compound engine ; the

other is driven by a rope-drive connected

to a remodeled hoisting engine, which

runs at 50 r.p.m. The size of the driving

pulley is 32 ft. and the driven pulley, at-

tached to the generator, is 11 ft. 6 in.

.Attached to the generator shaft is the

revolving part of the exciter for this

unit. Located in this part are also a

steam-engine exciter and a motor-driven

exciter, together with the switching ap-

paratus ; this completed the plant which

generates and transmits power at 440

volts direct to the various mill buildings

located in close proximity to the power

plant. Steam was furnished the plant

from a large central boiler plant about

100 ft. away.

The Ch.\nge to Electricity

The adoption of electrical power to re-

place all small steam engines at the mine,

thus eliminating the loss of steam through

condensation in long pipe lines, necessi-

tated the enlargement of the plant ; con-

sequently an addition was built to the

original plant.

In this addition are installed and in op-

eration two new units, and a third is

being rapidly assembled. These electrical

units are similar to the two previously

installed, but are of 2000 kw. capacity

each and generate at 13,200 volts. They
were built by the General Electric Com-
pany, of Schenectady, N. Y. They are

direct connected to a marine-tvpe encinc

havmg a 24-in. high-pressure and two 40-

in. low-pressure cylinders working on a

48-in. stroke. These engines were

originally built for hoisting purposes by

the L P. Morris Company, but were never

used. An extended shaft, with a fly-wheel

attached, was fitted to these engines and

on it the generator field was pkced be-

tween the fly-wheel and an outboard bear-

ing.

.\ll the generators are built lor parallel

operation, a bank of transformers being

placed between the old 440-volt side and

the new 13,200-volt side for either step-

ping the voltage up or down as the case

may be. On the high-tension side, be-

sides the generators and transformers,

are two motor-driven exciters of 600

amperes and 125 volts, built by the Bul-

lock Electric Company, and one General

Electric Company's motor-generator set

of 250 kw. capacity, generating at 2200

volts, 60 cycles for- lighting purposes. The

transformers are air cooled and have 370

kw. capacity each ; they were furnished

by the Wagner Electric Company. Two
ventilating fans force the air through

them.

The bus-bar compartment is built be-

neath the generator floor. The buses are

controlled by automatic oil switches

placed on the generating floor and under

- W-Top-

'Electrical department. Calumet & Hecla
mine. Calumet. Michigan.

POLES USED IX TR.\NSMISSI0X LINE

the switchboard gallery. These are in-

closed by brick encasement and operated

by motors.

SWITCHBO.VRD

The switchboards on both the 440- and

13,200-volt sides are black enameled slate,

furnished by the General Electric Com-
pany. The 440-volt board contains two

generators, two exciter and six feeder

panels. The generator panels are

equipped with ammeter, voltmeter, indi-

cating and recording wattmeters. The

e.Kciter panels, ammeter and voltmeter and

the feed panels have ammeters on the

face of tlie board and recording watt-

meters on the back.

The high-tension board is similar to the

440-volt board in construction ; it is made

up of two generator panels ; and mounted

on each are ammeter, voltmeter, power-

factor indicator and recording wattmeter,

two feeder panels with ammeter and volt-

meter, two blank panels, one transformer

panel and one tie-panel connecting the

two boards.

There are also the two exciter panels,

motor and generator panels, four feeder

panels and two panels for constant-cur-

rent transformers for arc lighting. The

feeder panels each contain three amme-
ters for registering the current on each

leg of the three-phase system. The arc-

lighting panels contain ammeter and re-

cording wattmeter. Lighting arresters,

and reverse-current relays protect from

lightning and excessive over-loads, etc.

Transmission Line

Current is transmitted, from the power

plant at L.ike Linden to a substation at

Calumet, a distance of five miles, at 13,200

volts pressure. Two complete and inde-

pendent lines are erected of cedar pales,

having 9-in. top and placed 7 ft. in the

ground; each line is built to carry two

complete circuits, only one on each line

being installed at the present time. There

are three stranded copper wires to a cir-

cuit, each being 350,000 cir. mils., sup-

ported . by porcelain insulators of the

Niagara type; 2j4-in. locust pins are used.

Two 5x6-in. Georgia pine cross-arcs are

placed on a pole, the top one being 7 ft.

long, the bottom one, placed 24 in. below,

is 10 ft. long; an equilateral triangle is

formed by the wires which are 36 in. on

a side. This is shown in the illustration.

This form of construction is carried on

throughout, the poles being placed 100

ft. apart and of suitable length to con-

form to grade. Double-pole construction

is used when crossing railroads or other

lines, and a four-pole tower with strain

insulators is placed at right-angle turns.

Substation

The current on entering the substation

passes through disconnecting switches,

oil switches and through the transformers

where it is stepped down to 2300 volts

for distribution. The substation contains

two banks of air-cooled transformers of

500 kw. capacity each ; two blower sets

furnish the ventilating through openings

in the cement floor; the basement of the

building is absolutely air-tight and is used

as an air reservoir for this purpose.

There are also in this station two 350-

kw. motor-generator sets for lighting pur-

poses : these consist of a 350-kw.. 60-cycIe,

three-phase, 2200-volt generator and a5io-

h.p.. 25-cycle, three-phase. 2300-volt in-

duction motor, together with their exciter.

These are mounted on a common bed-

plate, and all the revolving parts are on

one shaft. These were furnished by the
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Wi-stinghoiise Electric and Manufacturing

Company.

There are two separate switchboards,

one containing the incoming high-tension

feeders and outgoing 2300-volt, 25-cycle

power circuits, the other being used for

lighting purposes entirely.

The power board is composed of two

incoming high-tension feeder, two trans-

former- and eight outgoing 2300-volt

fctdiT naiiils This board is equipped

volt induction motors are used entirely;

they are belted to Chilean mills, and drive

the .shafting which operates the jigs, rolls,

Wilfley tables, etc. ; they range in size

from 20 to 50 h.p. and are about 40 in

number. There is also a 700-h.p. induc-

tion motor geared to a 60-ft. sand-wheel.

This wheel is used to elevate water and

sand, as it passes out from the mills.

At the mine 2300-volt motors are used

in ,t11 rock linn<c=. sliips, etc. where prc-

cranes, of which there are several. Elec-

tric lights are placed on the man cages,

and are lighted by means of storage bat-

teries

The mine maintains a complete Game-
well fire-alarm system, and its hospital is

equipped with a fine X-ray and therapeu-

tic outfit, which receives direct current

from a small motor-generator operated

from the lighting circuit.

Storage batteries, which furnish cur-

rent for assaying purposes, are charged

by means of a mercury-arc rectifier. In

short nearly everything electrical, except-

ing "wireless," is to be found in this com-

plete equipment.

^JO-KW. TR.VNSFORMER POWER BO \Rll .\ND FEEDERS IN SUBSTATION

The electromagnet consists essentially

of a core of soft wrought iron surrounded

by a coil of insulated copper wire, through

which electric current is passed. So long

as the current flows the iron is a magnet,

with north and south poles, and if sus-

pended freely it would align itself with

the needle of the compass. By reversing

the direction of the current the poles are

reversed. The straight electromagnet is

an uneconomical form, because of the

great dispersion of the lines of force. In

order to concentrate the latter the core is

bent into U-form, and the poles are

caused to approach closely together. Fur-

ther concentration is effected by tapering

,the pole pieces. The space between the

poles, through which the lines of force

with two separated sets of buses, auto

matic oil switches and reverse-current re-

lays. The two incoming feeder panel-

are equipped with two ammeters and

voltmeter ; the transformer and outgoin;^

feeder panels each contain an ammeter.

The lighting board is composed of two

motor-, two generator- and exciter-panels,

twin feeder and two constant-current

transformer panels. The inductiDn-motor

panels have mounted thereon one amme-
ter, oil switch, time-limit relays for over-

load protection and the lever of the start-

ing device, which is located in the base-

ment
The generator panels have an A, C.

ammeter, indicating wattmeter, voltmeter,

and direct-current ammeter for field ex-

citation, and time-limit relay. Recording

wattmeters are placed on the back of the

board Rheostats, for controlling the ex-

citing current, are placed in the basement

and are operated by a sprocket and chain

from the board.

The feeder panels each contain three

ammeters for registering the current on

each leg of the three-phase system. Each

board is made of black enameled slate

and is mounted on angle-iron frame-work.

They were furnished by the General Elec-

tric Company.

Vajuous Uses of Electricity

At Lake Linden, where are located the

large stamp-mills of this company, 440-
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M.\RINE-TVPE ENGINE DIRECT CONNECTED TO 2000-KW, GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATOR

viously small engines were used. For

these purposes, there arc installed 27-h.p.

and three loo-h.p. motors. Underground

pumping is done electrically. Four iio-

h.p. motors are geared to reciprocating

pumps, these being 440-voIt type. Current

is transmitted underground at 2300 volts,

and a set of transformers at the pumping

stations cuts it down to 440 volts
; 440-

volt motors are used throughout for the

pass, is called the magnetic field. The in-

tensity of the magnetic field depends upon

the size of the magnet, the form of the

magnet, and the number of ampere turns

in the coil, i.e., the product of the amperes

of current flowing in the coil times the

number of turns around the core. The

attraction of any magnetic substance

varies with the intensity of the magnet

and its distance from the magnet.
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The Russian Iron Industry

Consul Alexander Heingartiler writes

from Riga that notwithstanding the de-

pression in the Russian iron industry the

extraction of the southern hematite ores

continues to increase. This is due to the

Tjxp'xd growth in the export of these ores

to Silesia and Westphalia, which rose

from 220,000 tons in 1905, to 460,000 tons

in 1906, or about 10 per cent of the output

in the latter year. In view of the small

available quantity of these ores, estimated

at only 66,000,000 tons, this increase in

the export is causing some anxiety to the

local mill owners, as the other ores of

the district are of poorer quality and less

importance, the output having decreased

from 180,000 tons in 1899 to 28,000 tons in

1906. The peninsula of Kertch, on the

other hand, possesses valuable deposits of

iron ore, estimated at 466,000,000 tons, but

owing to the backward condition of the

industry in this region the yearly amount
of ore smelted is not above 250,000 tons.

The mines of the Ural, where the larg-

est deposits of iron ore are to be found in

the Empire, have been forced to restrict

their output. It is hoped to extend the

market for these ores to the south, and

by a reduction in freight rates and a more
thorough utilizing of the inland water-

ways, to lay down the ore at the Don
foundries for about $3 84 per ton, a price

only slightly higher than the local hema-

tite ores. If the south can obtain the

Ural ores at that figure the future of its

iron industry is assured, and the local

mill owners can view the export of their

hematite ores to Germany with indiffer-

ence.

Production of Pig Iron

In the manufacture of pig iron there has

been since 1900 a certain displacement in

the local production, as appears from the

following table

:

District. 1900. 1905.
''"^''^ij"''

Tons. Tons. Tons.

South Russia 1.177.600 1.656,800 2.730.000
Ural 811.000 660,000 996.000
Central Russia. 230.000 84.375 385,000
North Russia 35.680 12.700 66.250
Poland 203,4(i0 246.700 B62.60O

Total 2.847.740 2.660,575 4.729.7.50

The overproduction of 1900 and an only

slightly smaller output in the following

year caused a large accumulation of

stocks, which were disposed of only by a

great curtailment of production during

subsequent years and a reduction in price.

Their favorable situation, with regard to

the principal markets, their use of coke

as fuel, and the introduction of important

technical improvements have enabled the

South Russian iron mills since 1904 not

only to return to the level of the produc-

tion of 1900. but also, owing to the high

tariff on the foreign article ($14.40 per

ton for ordinary brands, $24 per ton for

speciall, to extend their markets to the

north and northwest.

The capacity of the Russian furnaces is

much larger than the present output and

the limit will net have been reached, even

slunild the per capita consumption of iron

in Russia increase to that of Austria or

Sweden.

The prices of pig iron at the most im-

portant markets of south and north Rus-

sia for the years 1904-6 were about equiv-

alent to the prices abroad. With a re-

duction of $1.60 per ton in the present

cost of production (about $12.50 to $12.80

per ton), which is considered possible

with a more up-to-date equipment of the

mills and improved processes in manu-
facture, it is expected that Russian pig

iron will soon become an article of ex-

port.

M.\NUFACTURE OF IrON AND StEEL PRO-

DUCTS

Rails are manufactured in four districts,

the South leading with a production ir

1905 of 290,000 tons out of a total of

373,180 tons. With pig iron costing $12.50

per ton, the cost of production in the

more modern mills is about $19.85 to

$20.85 ; in the others about $24.40. In the

smaller rolling mills of the Ural the cost

approximates $27.25, owing to the large

amount of manual labor employed in

manufacture and the greater quantity of

raw material used.

As the yearly requirements of the Rus-

sian railroads, with a length of 60,000

versts (40,000 miles), are about 257,140

tons of rails, and the capacity of the mills

707,140 tons, not only can Russia supply

its own home demand, but also furnish

a large quantity for export. To gain the

foreign markets, however, the mills will

have to reduce the price at least $1.90 per

ton below that of the international rail

syndicate. Of structural shapes of all

kinds there were produced in 1905 1,176,-

000 tons, the bulk of the production, or

two-thirds, falling to the south. Of iron

and steel plates and sheets, the south is

the largest producer, with an output of

126,640 tons out of a total of 230,460 tons.

The capacity of the mills is 536,350 tons,

exclusive of roofing plates. The demand
for boiler plates exceeds the supply, and
a small quantity, 8840 tons, was imported

in 1905.

Roofing plates are also manufactured in

all districts, although the Ural is the

largest producer, with an output of 175,-

180 tons out of a total of 213,260 tons.

Formerly the Ural had a monopoly of

this manufacture, supplying even foreign

markets with the article, and should the

Russian mills modernize their processes

a revival of this export trade is con-

sidered possible. The district still holds a

dominant position in the Russian mar-

kets owing to the uniformly fine quality

of the plates, charcoal iron alone being

used in manufacture.

Wrought Iron

The general decline in the consumption

of iron has also necessitated a curtail-

ment in the production of wrought iron,

estimated for 1906 at 15 per cent. The
causes that have led to the decline bring

still in force, relief can only be looked

for in an export of the surplus products,

which in view of the increased European

requirements appears now possible.

The important question remains wheth-

er the Russian mills are technically so

well equipped as to be able without loss

to supply the foreign demand. This can

be unhesitatingly affirmed in view of the

fact that Russian iron products are sold

at home at equal and in many cases lower

prices than the foreign article. For the

realization of an export, which in view of

the present condition of the industry is

becoming a necessity, " certain reforms

have to be effected, among which are

lower freight rates, in view of the enor-

mous distances of the iron centers from

the European markets, and an organiza-

tion of the industry for export purposes

and the creation of a staff of special

agents and travelers.

Pig Iron for Argentina

The sale by a south Russian mill of

8000 tons of pig iron to Argentina at a

price of $14.40 per ton at mill, or $2050

delivered, and the decision of the min-

istry of finance at a meeting on railroad

tarifl^s to reduce, in the interests of the

domestic industry, the rates on the state

railroads on iron and steel products were

two events that occurred recently.

Novel Use for Discarded Hoist

Engine

At the north shaft of El Oro min.",

Mexico, the steam cylinders of the hoist,

which is now operated by electric current,

are used for speed regulation in a novel

way. All machinery at the mine and cya-

nide plant was recently equipped with

Westinghouse motors for the use of cur-

rent brought from the power plant at

Necaxa, 171 miles distant, and among the

numerous steam motors superseded was

the engine of this shaft used chiefly for

raising and lowering men and timber.

The new motor is a 120-h.p. variable-

speed induction unit coupled directly to

the pinion shaft of the hoist. In lowering

a cage down the shaft the pistons of the

old engine are made to compress air in

the cylinders so that by opening or clos-

ing a valve fine speed regulation can be

obtained.

Not only has the use of steel largely

increased in the manufacture of conveyer

chains, but steel elevator buckets are used

much more extensively than heretofore.

They possess distinct advantages over

malleable buckets in many ways. They
are more durable, less liable to break, and

can be made in a variety of shapes and

sizes that would not be possible in mal-

leable iron.
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Electrolytic Production of Copper

from Ore at Medzianka,

Poland^^

assistance. A similar plant is now under

construction in central Asia.

By W. Stoecer

Medzianka is an old copper-mining lo-

cality about 55 miles north of Cracow, and

140 miles east of Breslau, which, although

formerly of considerable importance, had

been abandoned for nearly a century. Re-

cent explorations by Laszczynski Brothers

led to the discovery of a belt of ore-bear-

ing limestone about 1% miles long and

150 ft. broad, containing copper ore in-

terspersed in strips '/• to i in. thick with

calcspar and some quartz. The mineral

is almost entirely copper glance. The de-

posit has been proved to about 150 ft. in

depth.

The produce of the mine is divided into

rich ore with 50 per cent, of copper, which

is separated underground, and mixed ore

with 16 to 20 per cent, containing calcite

and pieces of limestone, which is im-

proved by hand-picking at the surface.

The ore as brought from the mine is

crushed by rolls, mixed with 5 per cent,

of damp brick earth and molded into

blocks, which, when dried by the waste

heat of the furnace, are subjected to a

partial roasting in a low kiln fired from
the outside, with a free access of air,

which converts the copper into sulphate

and oxide.

The roasted ore is crushed fine and

lixiviated in lead-lined tanks, with the

spent liquor of the electrolytic baths con-

taining about 5 per cent, of free sulphuric

acid. .\ liquor containing about S per

cent, of copper and i per cent, of free

sulphuric acid is obtained. After passage

through a filter press, this is electrolyzed

in vats of about 35 cu.ft. capacity. Insol-

uble anodes of lead plates m cloth bags,

and thin copper cathodes are used. A
current of 1000 amperes at 2.5 volts, cor-

responding to a density of about one am-
pere per square decimeter of cathode sur-

face, is used, producing metallic copper,

free sulphuric acid and oxygen. The de-

posited copper, about i.i gram per am-
pere-hour, is nearly equal to the theoreti-

cal amount. The power consumed per

kilogram of copper is 2.28 kw.-hours or

3'/2-h.p. hours. The liquor is exhausted
in about JS hours, when it' is returned to

the e.xtraction vats for the treatment of
fresh ore. The cathodes remain in the
bath for abrfut a month, when the deposit

(l to 154 in. thick) is removed and sold.

It is of greater purity than ordinary elec-

trolytic refined copper. The four baths at

present in use are served by a Siemens
dynamj of looo amperes at 12 volts out-

put. The whole process is so simple that

the entire plant is supervised by a single

man in the mill, without any other trained

Abstract of sn article In Oett. Zcit. 1. B
B.. 1906. p. 387.

A Brazilian Geological Survey

The Republic of Brazil recently cre-

ated a geological survey, and Prof. Or-

ville A. Derby was appointed chief of

the service, with the following assistants:

Di. Miguel Arrojado R. Lisboa, to have

charge of the investigation of the gold,

iron and manganese deposits in the State

of Minas; Dr. Luiz Filippe Gonzaga de

Campos, who will probably undertake

geological studies on the Rio Purus in

Ihi Estado do Amazonas; Dr. Francisco

dc Paula Oliveira, who will proceed with

his studies of the coal deposits of Santa

Catharina and Rio Grande do Sul.

Professor Derby, the chief of the ser-

vice, is a native of the State of New
York, having been born at Kelloggsville in

1851. He entered Cornell University in

1869, graduated :;i 1873, and took his

master's degree in 1874. He accompanied

Professor Hartt to Brazil in 1870, 1871,

and again in 1872. In 1874 Professor

Hartt went to Brazil, leaving Mr. Derby

as assistant in charge of the department

of geology at Cornell. A geological sur-

vey of Brazil (Commissao Geologica do

Brazil) was inaugurated in 1875 with

Professor Hartt as chief, and on this Mr.

Derby was appointed assistant geologist.

He reached Rio de Janeiro in 1875, ^tid

he has lived in Brazil ever since. He was

connected with the geological commission

as long as it lasted ; upon its suspension

and after the death of Professor Hartt he

was appointed director of the geological

section of the national museum in Rio de

Janeiro. In 1886 he was made director

of the geological and geographical sur-

vey of the State of Sao Paulo, a position

which he retained until 1905, when he re-

signed.

Among the authorities upon Brazilian

geology Professor Derby is at the head.

His papers on the subject number some-

thing over one hundred, and other writ-

ers upon Brazilian geology have also

drawn largely upon his rich store of in-

formation. In addition to his own di-

rect contributions he has been instrument-

al in securing the cooperation of many
of the best specialists in the world to

work up and describe special collections.

For example, the " Cretaceous Paleon-

tology" of Brazil, by Dr. C. A. White,

and the "Paleozoic Faunas of Para," by

Dr. John M. Clarke, are monumental
contributions to the geology of Brazil that

were made possible by Mr. Derby's eflforts

and cooperation. The well-known writ-

ings upon Brazilian mineralogy and pe-

trography by Dr. E. Hussak were also

made possible by Professor Derby's ap-

pointment of that able geologist to a po-

sition on the Sao Paulo survey. .Xmong
Mr. Derby's most noteworthy direct con-

tributions to geological literature are his

papers on the origin of diamonds, on

the nephelcne rocks of Brazil, and on the

geology of the lower Amazonas.

Cyanide Process Replaces the

Patio in Pachuca

The patio process is giving way to the

more modern cyanide process even in its

birthplace, the historic camp of Pachuca,

Hidalgo, Mexico. The Real del Monte

Company, a subsidiary corporation of the

United States Mining, Smelting and Re-

fining Company, has two large cyanide

mills in course of erection, and since ex-

periments have proved the success of

cyanide treatment of Pachuca ores other

mining companies are adopting the

process.

One of the oldest of the patio haciendas

has the honor of being the pioneer opera-

tor of the camp to use the cyanide pro-

cess. The Compania Beneficiadora de

Metales, Hacienda de San Francisco No.

I, after an idleness of about six years,

started in with its changes last year, and

now has for several months had in suc-

cessful operation a model concentration

and cyanide plant. The method of hand-

ling the ores from the mines is roughly

as follows

:

The product of La Luz mine is brought

by rail to the mill and thrown upon two

grizzlies with 25-mm. spaces, passing

thence to a Dodge crusher and on to

thirty looo-lb. stamps, dropping 90 to 100

times a minute in solution. The mate-

rial passes through a 20-mesh screen to

Wilfley tables, and the tailings to separ-

ators. The fines go to the tanks and the

coarse to ball mills to be ground to 100

mesh. The tanks are of a special design,

the invention of Albert Grothe, known as

the "Pachuca tank," and are agitated by

compressed air. From the tanks the ma-

terial goes to Butters filter presses.

Influenced by the success of this plant

the stockholders of La Union Hacienda,

another of the old patio plants, at the

suggestion of Francisco Narvaez, manag-

ing director of the company, decided on

the installation of the cyanide process

and orders for the change have been

given. The two plants of the Real del

Monte Company are bbth of 180 tons ca-

pacity, so planned that they can be

doubled with little difficulty. Both are

expected to be in operation by .August.

Here also fine grinding has been found

necessary and Butters filters will be used.

The introduction of the cyanide process

in Pachuca means not only that much
lower grade ore may be handled than be-

fore, but also that the greater part of all

the old dumps, the accumulations of cen-

turies, will be reworked.

The spectrum of the light coming from

the mercury vapor lamp contains all the

prismatic colors except red.
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The Zinc Smelting Works of Swansea, Wales
Six Smelters Produce about 43U Tons a Week, Mostly from Cus-

tom Ores and Partly from Ores Imported from Italy and Alrica

B~^V^ EDWARD WALKER
Though the force of circiimstancos has

deposed Swansea from its ii\tliience in the

copper world, tlie district still holds its

own in the metallurgy of zinc, and this in

spite of the keen competition of the Bel-

ZlNC-SMELTING WoRKS
There are six zinc-smelting works in

South Wales, all in the Swansea district.

The largest are the works of Vivijin &
Son8, at Morriston, the English Orown

CHARGING THE RETORTS

liaiik plant belonging to Williams, Fos-
ter & Co., produces 60 tons a week, and
the extension now building will shortly

raise the output to 120 tons a week. These
works used to belong to the Grenfclls, but

the business was some years ago amalga-
mated with Williams, Foster & Co. The
an)algamated firm bears the name of Wil-
liams, Foster & Co., and Pascoc
lircnfcll & Sons, Limited, and owns
the copper and zinc works, formerly

carried on separately. There are also two
smaller zinc producers, viz., the Villiers

.'spelter Company and the Swansea Vale
Spelter Company, which produce about 30
tons a week each.

Of these companies only the English

Crown Spelter (Company has a mine of its

iwn; this is situated in Italy, and pro-

luces calamine of fair grade, also blende.

I he company depends on its mine for

.liout half of its supply of ore, and thf

rest of the ore treated consists of cala-

mine, blende, zinc ashes, etc., bought in

the open market. Vivians has certain in-

terests in mines in the north of Africa,

but otherwise the whole of the output in

Swansea comes from custom ores.

There is no production of zinc from
ores in any other district of Great Britain,

though there are smelters in Bristol, Liv-

gian and German smelters who are far

more favorably situated with regard to the

supply of ores. There is only a small

production of zinc ores in Great Britain,

and curiously enough a good deal of it is

mined by foreign companies and exported

to Belgium. The output of the Swansea

smelters is about 30,000 tons of spelter

per year. The amount of spelter and

manufactured zinc, not including zinc

oxide, imported into Great Britain from

Europe and .\merica, is about four times

that figure. It will be seen therefore that

the Swansea smelters have to exercise

all their ingenuity in business matters and

technology in order to maintain their po-

sition. They never had any such monopo-
ly as was enjoyed by the copper smelters,

so that their business has been built up in

keen competition with other parts of the

world. Ten or 15 years ago, when zinc

was low in price, the sources of supply

were not abundant, but since the rise in

price, the available ores have increased,

and the smelters can get all they want.

In fact, the conditions are so satisfactory

that increases in plant are in hand or in

contemplation. Zinc ores, with any con-

siderable contents of lead, are not smelted

in Swansea, and the purchase of Broken
Hill concentrates is not even thought of.

RETORTS IMMEDIATELY AFTER CHARGING

Spelter Company's works, at Port Ten-

nant, and Dillwyn & Company's works, at

Llansamlet. The first-named produces

about 180 tons a week, and the other two

about 150 tons a week each. The. Upper

erpool and Glasgow, where galvanizers'

waste is dealt with.

A plant is being built by the Central

Zinc Company, at West Hartlepool, at the

mouth of the Tees, in the north of Eng-
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land, for the purpose of smelting the zinc

concentrates obtained by the flotation pro-

cess of the Central mine, at Broken Hill,

belonging to the Sulphide Corporation,

and it will probably be in working order

by the end of the current year. In the

meantime experimental work is being car-

ried on at a small works, near Swansej.

There is some expectation of the Zinc

Corporation commencing similar works at

the old Rio Tinto plant, at Cwmavon, but

as the corporation has got itself into a

tangle for the lime being, the smelting

plans are at present in abeyance.

MET.MXURCICAL PR.^CTICE

At the present time the gas-fired Bel-

gian furnace is in use at the four princi-

pal works. Previously, coal-fired Belgian

furnaces had been in use in some works,

and coal-fired Silesian furnaces in others.

The change to the modern furnace took

place at diflferent times, from 10 to 20

years ago.

The works of the English Crown Spel-

ter Company are typical of the present

Welsh practice, and I give herewith a

number of views of the works, distilling

furnaces, and roasting furnaces. At the

English Crown Spelter works there arc 14

furnaces in all. of which 13 is the average

number in use throughout the year. Each

furnace consists of 154 retorts, half on

one side and half on the other. There are

only two tiers, additional rows not being

encouraged owing to difficulties in charg-

ing and tapping when the tiers are so

high up. The furnaces are of the Siemens

regenerative type. The dimensions of the

retorts are, length about 5 ft., internal di-

ameters 11x71/2 in., and thickness of walls

1 in. The clay used is a mixture of Bel-

gian clay and burnt Stourbridge clay. At

the present time the retorts are made by

hand, but a hydraulic press, made by Meh-
ier, of Aachen, is in course of erection. A
similar press was erected at the Upper

Bank works of Williams, Foster & Co., .1

few months ago, and is now in active op-

eration. It is expected that owing to the

denser structure of machine-made retorts,

their life will be much greater than the

hand-made retorts which are more or less

porous. After manufacture the retorts are

allowed to dry at the ordinary tempera-

ture for six weeks, and subsequently at

gradually increased temperatures in dry-

ing houses for another six weeks. After

being placed in the furnace the life of the

hand-made retort is about two months.

The smelting mixture consists largely

of calcined calamine, with which is mi.xed

roasted blende, and galvanizers" waste and

flue dust, and also blue powder, oxide, etc.,

from previous charges. The reducing

agent used is anthracite from the IcKal

coalfields. The retorts are charged in the

morning from 8 to 11 o'clock, and the

first tapping of zinc takes place at 3 or 4

o'clock in the afternoon. Two subse-

quent tappings take place at further inter-

vals of six hours. When the morning
shift begins the work at 6 o'clock the next

day the retorts are cleared out and pre-

pared for the next charge. The condens-

ers attached to the end of the retorts arc

made of cheap local clay, and after a time

are ground up and mixed with the smelt-

ing charge to recover the metal absorbed

by them. The prolong attached to the

end of the clay pipe is made of ordinary

sheet iron.

The calcining of the calamine is done

in hand furnaces, and until recently the

roasting of the blende was effected in the

same way. At the present time Mcrton
furnaces are being introduced in most of

the works, and considerable economy in

labor and fuel is being eflfected. The last

unit or so of sulphur is not removed
owing to the considerable expense of so

doing. The view shows a five-tier and a

three-tier furnace operated by the same
driving gear. The blende is first dried

in a straight-line furnace, is then passed

through a ball mill, and then distributed

to the Merton furnaces.

The recovery of zinc averages 86 to 90

per cent., according to the quality of ore

used; about a quarter of the loss is in the

residues. It is very seldom that ores con-

taining more than 2 per cent, of lead are

used.

.\t the English Crown Spelter works
it is not considered necessary to ignite the

carbonic oxide coming away from the re-

torts, and in the illustration it will be

seen that the gases are not burning. The
works stand on the seashore and are iso-

lated, so that there is plenty of fresh air

to dilute the effluents. At the other

works, which are situated in the closed-in

valley behind Swansea, the gases are al-

ways l)urnt, and in addition hoods are

built over each furnace to carry gases,

fumes, etc., upward out of the working
space as quickly as possible.

In the above outline of present Welsh
zinc practice, I have not been able to give

e.xact analyses of the ores, the constitu-

tion of the charges, or the working costs.

The strenuousness of the- conditions un-

der which the smelters have to work
makes the publication of such details in-

advisable.

Engine Planes in the Anthracite

Field

Engine planes are of many kinds

;

some have engines at the head and haul

the loaded trips up, the empty cars

being run down by gravity, while others

have an engine at the head and haul the

empty trips up. allowing the loaded cars

to run down by gravity. There also are

those systems where the engines arc lo-

cated at the foot of the plane, and haul

ihc loaded trips up the plane, permitting

the empty cars to run down by gravity.

The disadvantage in the last method is

that the length of rope and number of

rollers are double besides necessitating a

sheave wheel at the head. Also the cost

of the installation is greater together with

its maintenance. The arrangement of

tracks at the head and foot of such planes

is similar to those in the gravity planes.

In liauling cars from the faces of work-

ings to the foot of a shaft, there arc two
distinct stages in which the loaded cars

arc brought to the shaft; first, collecting

the loaded cars from the working faces

to a point from which the general haul-

age begins; second, from Ihc latter sta-

tion to the foot of the shaft cither by

motor, tail-rope, endless-rope or other-

wise. The gathering up of the loaded

cars, and distributing the empty cars to

and from the general station or branch

is done by animal power, and this part

of the haulage road is made as short as

practicable, as mule haulage is more
expensive (average mule power per hour

is iSc.) than mechanical haulage. There

are many different kinds of haulage used

in the anthracite field; but the most com-

mon types are those of the tail-rope sys-

tem where the character of the gradient

is more or less irregular and there is the

impossibility of grading the road. Motor
systems of haulage, both compressed air

and electric, are used where the grade of

the road is more or less uniform, and less

than 3 per cent, (generally in favor of

load). Usually 40-lb. rails are used in all

the mechanical-haulage systems.

Under ordinary conditions, considering

delays at turnouts, etc., the average daily

work done by a mule underground is

about 50 per cent, of the ordinary work
done outside. An average mule hauls 25

net ton-miles per day; the average cost

of a mule per day is $1.20, so that the cost

per ton-mile for average mule haulage is

about 4.80c. The cost per ton-mile of me-
chanical haulages varies, but the fair aver-

age is from % to ij^c. for compressed

air haulage ; 2 to 2^<c. for tail-rope and

2 to yAc. for electric haulage.

Coal in Borneo

An article in the Australian Miuing

Standard gives an account of the discov-

ery of coal in the island of Borneo. Coal

measures, which are reported to be very

extensive, have been found on the Brunai

river in the northeast province of the

island, where facilities for working are

such as to permit of coal being marketed

at a very low cost. The river, which is a

deep, broad and navigable stream, runs

past the outcrop and sea-going vessels are

able to anchor very near to the mouth of

the tunnel. In the early part of 1906 a

shipment of 1500 tons was made to Hong-
kong, where there is said to be a market

for practically all the coal that can be pro-

duced.

Capital for exploiting the deposits has

been furnished by Hongkong investors,

who have secured concessions which in-

clude ID seams of bituminous coal of

various thicknesses, the work now being

carried on in a scam i8j4 ft. thick.
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Determining Volumes of Coal in Bins and Piles

Methods and Formulas

of ,Different Formses

for Finding tlie

Either Intact

Dimensions of Mass-

or Partly Tapped

BY CHARLES ENZIAN
The term "coal" should not be taken

literally as the methods recited may be

employed for any granular material which

upon freely depositing will assume some

uniform slope; or expressed in another

way, becomes stationary at a definite

angle with the horizontal known as "the

angle of repose."

During the past few years the question

of storing coal has become a vital one, and

FIG. I

the area of the base may be computed,

and applying the formula

:

Vol C = 1/3 h X area of base.

These operations involve cubical or con-

ical principles—familiar to every reader.

It is universally understood that gran-

ular material, if delivered from a fixed or

variable point always at the intersection

of the slopes of the pile, will form a right

cone, if its base (or receiving floor) is

horizontal. If the base is not horizontal,

the pile will always contain the proper-

ties of conical sections, the applied prin-

ciples of which will give good results. I

have had occasion to make these estimates

and from "check piles" obtained results

within 0.1 per cent, error, which is con-

sidered good, owing to the multiplicity of

varied conditions entering into calcula-

tions of this character; such as mixing

coal from different localities, of different

specific gravities; percentage of moisture;

reduction of size, etc.

The first step in making an estimate of

material in bins or piles should be to de-

termine its specific gravity. Coal will

3£ •.¥ 5fr '?<< -iTts ii. t!'

If properly constructed, space being avail-

able, the slopes on bottoms C D and D E,

will be very nearly the angle of repose,

27 deg. for anthracite.

When discharging from the chute A
the "natural line of fill" will be A F, the

line of repose.

By handling, the bin may be filled to

line A B. This, however, may become an

expensive operation when the distance

A B is greater than 30 ft., requiring then

more than one handling with the shovel.

Assuming that the bin had originally

in consequence many systems of storage

have been patented. The problem before

the engineer is to determine the volume

of coal in storage either in bins or piles,

the two systems generally used.

To determine the volume of coal in

bins the rectilinear dimensions may be as-

certained either by direct measurements or

by deductions.

In a free conical pile (not surcharged),

if is only necessary to determine the dif-

ference of elevation between base and

apex, and the angle of repose from which

•DlTlslon cnitlnper. Lebleb Valley Coal Com-
pany, Wtlkes Barre. Pa.

FIG. 3

vary from 1.325, bituminous, to 1.51 an-

thracite. The next step should be to com-

pile a table showing the number of cubic

feet per ton, either long or short, as the

case may require. It is always desirable

to have results in terms of market units.

Methods of Compilation

Whenever possible the writer compiles

these tables to 10, thus simplifying the

work to practically subtraction, which may

be entrusted to the cheapest help for

checking.

Let it be required to determine the

amount of coal in bin, A B C D E, Fig. I.

been tilled to line A B but has been drawn

upon through hopper H to line A K,

the simplest method is to determine the

volume per lineal foot of length of cross-

section ABODE and deduct from this

the volume per lineal foot of length of

cross-section A B K. Multiply the re-

mainder by the length of bin and the

product is the volume A K C D E. This

is known as the "deduction method."

Of course the same methods apply to

a bin of cross-section A B C D E F,

Fig. 2. This is- a type of bin constructed

so that two cars may be unloaded or

reloaded simultaneously. This is a matter
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of great importance to colliery and dock
managers in times of shortage of cars.

This bin can economically be construct-

ed to a width of 60 ft. and if desirable

be filled to line A B. The advantage of

this type over Fig. i is obvious.

Assuming that the bin has been drawn
to A G B, then knowing the area of

oross-section ABC . . . FA, dc-duct

irea of cross-section removed, or vacant,

./ G B, multiply remainder by length of

bin and product is volume remaining in

A G B C . . . FA. The bins .ire meas-
ured vacant and cross-section calculated;

the lengths are generally variable, and
therefore measured in each case.

The Volume of Free Piles

The term free pile will be understood

to designate a pile formed by freely de-

positing material from scraper or con-

veyer lines, or from contained receptacles,

such as bags, buckets or stationary chutes

discharging from fi.xed points in the ver-

tical plane passing through the vertex of

the pile formed, the material being allowed

to assume its natural repose. The pile

thus formed upon a horizontal rcceivin'5

or storage floor, will be a right cone. 11

the storage floor is not horizontal, the

pile formed will be a compound figure

which may be resolved into a right cone,

.ind truncated inverted cone passing a hor-

izontal plane at the intersection of the

shortest slope and the storage floor. With
rare exceptions, the storage floors are hor-

izontal, or with uniformly graded slopes,

so that the calculations are greatly simpli-

fied.

A system of storage recently patented

deposits the coal in prismoidal piles by a

conveyer or trimmer arm provided with

sectional chutes. The arm moves longi-

tudinally upon two tracks along the stor-

age floor. The tracks are of different ele-

Thc discussion will therefore be con-

fined to the fundamental pile, the

cone.

Let it be assumed that the coal has

been deposited by a conveyer or scraper

line method as in Fig. 3, a system fa-

miliar to mo>t engineers.

The two fixed arms A B and B C con-

cast-iron troughs or chutes about 36 to

48 in. long. These chutes are inserted as

the pile increases or are removed when
the point of discharge is to be changed.

The arrangement of the chutes is a

matter of choice, but the conveyer line

with its weight of flights will have a

more uniform travel if the chutes are

FIG. 4

TABLE NO. 1.

Lbhiqh Vallbt Coal Company.

Table of Cubic Ft. per Ton (2240 lb.) of coal of various sizes.

Leuioh reoion. WYOMINO REOIOS.

Tons. Sizes. Tods. Sizes.
.

tons.

Buck. Pea. Nut. stove.

38.5

Egg. Bro. Bro. Egg. Stove. Nut. ' Pea. Buck.

41.4 42.1 38.4 38.8 39.4 1 40.1 40.0 39.8 39.4 41.1 40.4 1

2 82.8 84.2 7S.8 77.0 77.6 78.8 2 80.2; 80.0 79.6 78.8 82. 2| 80.8 2

3 124.3 126.3 116.2 115.5 116.4 118.2 3 120. 3I 120.0 119.4 118.2 123.3 121.2 3

4 lia.6 168.4 163.6 154.0 155.2 157.0 4 160.4 160.0 159.2 157.6 164.4 161 .6 4

5 207.0 210.5 192.0 192.5 194.0 197.0 5 200.5 200.0 199 197.0 206..1

1

202.0 6

g 148.4 262.6 2:10.4 231.0 232.8 236.4 6 240.6, 2t0.0 238.8 236.4 246.61 242.4 6

i».K8 294.7 268.8 269.5 271.6 275.8 7 280.7 280.0 278.6 275.8 287.71 282.8 t

331.8 330.8 307.2 308.0 310.4 315.2 8 320.81 320.0 318.4 315.2 328.8 323.2 8

S7S.6 378.9 346 6 346.6 349.2 354.6 9 360.9 360.0 368.2 3M.fl 369.9 363.0 9

10 414.0 421.0 384.0 385.0 388.0, 394.0 10 401.0 400.0 398.0 394.0 411.0 404.0 10

vation, one of such elevation as to receive

coal discharged from cars ; the other at

such elevation as to discharge at the de-

sired hight of pile.

The calculations of such piles being a

slight modification of those for conical

piles, need no further discussion, involv-

ing only the prismoid with half-right

cones at the ends of the pile.

sist of shallow latticed angle-bar trussed

girders, A B, the elevating arm and B C,

its anchor, inclined slightly more than the

angle of repose of material piled. Arm
A B carries a conveyer line with flights

spaced about 24 in. center to center. The

bottom angles of the truss are riveted,

legs facing, so that they may receive the

flanges of half-circular flanged sectional

all inserted and removed to suit the point

of discharge.

A pile formed, upon the horizontal re-

ceiving floor A C, by this method will be

a right cone, if discharge is free in all di-

rections (Vol. = '/3 H X area base). The
base of which is defined by H the hight of

point of last discharge, or of a radius =
//— ian a. The angle of repose («) and

H are determined by means of an engi-

neer's transit and tape.

Volume of Sitrch arced Piles

In times of pressure for storage capac-

ity the floors are often overloaded 100

per cent. This means surcharging the

piles; accomplished by means of side or

lateral chutes to conveyer trough and in-

clined on a less pitch than the angle of

repose of material. The delivery of mate-

rial over these chutes must be assisted

and hoes or shovels are employed. The

surcharged pile will then assume, in hori-

zontal projection, a shape as in Fig. 4.

To determine the volume of such a pile
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it is necessary to locate carefully the base

by means of surveys ; care being exer-

cised to choose the instrument points or

stations so that all necessary auxiliary

points may be observed from them. From

the stations, the points of change in con-

tour arc observed, the vertical angle and

distance carefully measured. Tlie meas-

ured distances are then resolved into hori-

zontal and vertical components, from

which are then calculated the elevations

of the various points observed. These are

plotted, preferably, on regular cross-sec-

tion p.npor loxio spaces per inch, and a

Calculation of Tapped Piles

With the improved systems of storing

material, comes also the mechanical means

of transferring or re-loading for re-ship-

ment. This, in conical piles, is accom-

plished lij a horizontal transfer arm, on

single-rail supports, radially extending

over the floor to a length equal to the

greatest diameter of the pile, moving

about a pivot conveniently located to cover

two floors. The transferring arm carries

a scraper line, flights about 24 in. centers,

traveling in a horizontal plane. The arm

of a right cone, is a parabola ABC,
Fig. 6.

The contents of a free pile tapped as

described may be determined by the fol-

lowing formula

:

Vol. = area of parabola, ABCX'A
perpendicular distance from line B F to E
= Yi ab X Vi P: from similar triangles

X
J— = —^, therefore p =

hut,
2/;

Ian. a

therefore

, then p =

X 2 h''

X h

b '

b tan. a '

. ah''

tan. a.'vol. = %ab X y, ^^^„„

These dimensions are obtained by one

operation of the transit and measurement

of the cutting face /J C= 0.

Ordinarily the calculation has to be

made graphically, as the theoretical or

ideal conditions seldom exist, and must

therefore be treated as the surcharged

piles which are calculated by contouring

and end-area method as outlined above.

In American copper refineries high-

grade anodes are universally used. Usual

compositions are: Copper, 98 to 99.5 per

cent. ; silver, to 300 oz. per ton
;
gold,

o to 40 oz. per ton; arsenic, o to 2 per

cent.; small amounts of antimony, bis-

muth, iron, nickel, sulphur, selenium.

/"

FIG. 5 FIG. 6

FIG. 7

contour projection drawn. The intervals

of contours, not greater than 5 ft., de-

pend upon the regularity of the pile. By
means of cither rectangles or a plani-

metcr the area of each contour is calcu-

lated. Then by the end area formula,

(area A + area B) X interval, or more

accurately, {A + B + V~A X B) X 54

interval, determine the volume of consec-

utive frustums of the pile.

The Y level could not satisfactorily be

used for cross-sectioning of this character.

may be swung into any desirable aline-

ment by means of a clutch engaging a

sheave on a vertical shaft driven by the

scraper line.

When transferring is started on a pile

the transfer arm scraper line will cut a

straight line {A C, Fig. 5) along the base;

the material will, in assuming its angle

of repose, develop a face similar to that

developed on a cone by passing a plane

parallel to one of its sides, the cutting

side ; this, as is known from the properties

tellurium and silicon. Impurities with

soluble sulphates go entirely into solution

and grow cumulatively. Selenium and

tellurium and the precious metals go en-

tirely into the slimes. We have therefore

a triple separation. The usual products

are only copper at the cathode, silver and

gold from the slimes, and sometimes cop-

per and nickel sulphates from the elec-

trolyte. Selenium and tellurium, especially

the latter, are easily recoverable from the

slimes, were there sufficient market.
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Shot-firers, and Evils of Solid

Shooting
'''

liv George II,\KRisoxt

A Krcat many lubor leaders and others

advocate sliot-firers as the acme of relief

for all the dangers connected with sjlid

shooting, and where large quar.litics of

powder arc used in or.e blast in coal

mines. Legislative bodies in several min-

ing States have enacted hws providing for

shot-tirers in mines md.r such circum-

stances, the blasting to b- done at night

after the miners have left the mine. With

all due respect to the opinions and

honesty of purpose of these advocates of

shot-tirers, it is evident that a great many

of them are not considering this impor-

tant question in the broad sense it de-

serves and should be considered. They

are only dealing with part of it by provid-

ing a means by which the liability to dan-

ger is reduced to the lowest possible num-

ber ; or, in other words, they are not seek-

ing to remove the danger, but simply to

transfer it from the men who are respon-

sible for it to the innocent shot-firer who
is induced to accept that position because

of the small e.xtra wages. The best, and

most busiress and statesmanlike manner

of dealing with the question is to remove

the cause of danger as far as practic::bh

and to that extent the effect will disap-

pear.

Remove the C.vuse of D-\.\ger

Let arrangements be made to undercut

all coal that can be profitably undercut by

hand or machinery. If there is any that

cannot be successfully mined in that way
it may then be necessary to consider the

wisdom of employing shot-firers. In any

mine, where, from the presence of fire

damp or any other cause, shot-firers

would be necessary, we believe the mine

should be provided with a sufficient vol-

ume of air, as all mines ought to be, to

allow shots to be fired any time during

the day, the air promptly diluting and

carrying away the powder smoke. The
shot-firer should be a man of wide prac-

tical experience, good judgment, and

clothed with a great deal of discretionary

power in the firing of shots. He should

examine the manner in which the hole is

drilled, the amount of powder used in it,

see that the place is properly posted, and

that no danger from falling roof or

standing gas exists. If not satisfied on

all these points, he should have the power

to refuse to fire any shot, and prohibit its

being fired. There is no end of reasons,

which are well known to any goo;!, prac-

tical miner, why shot-firing at night has

many disadvantages and entails consider-

able loss and annoyance to the best class

of miners: besides, the fatalities to shot-

firers in the last year bespeak the dan-

gers they as=«mc.

•From advance eop.T of the 1906 report.

tChlef Inspector of mines, Columbus, O.

We frankly admit that there arc a

great many men employed in the mines

whose manner of carrying their mine

lamps surticiently exposes the (act that

they are not capable of being trusted to

drill holes, charge and fire them with

safety to themselves and others, and we

believe provision ought to be made for

the execution of such work by cxperi-

ei"ced men ; but we admire the wisdom

and foresight of any man who shuns the

position of shot-firer, in which he Arould

be a target for the unpractical man, the

unskilled driller of holes, and worse still

the unscrupulous powder fiend who is

afraid to fire his own shots.

Solid Shooting

It may be well to take into consulora-

tion the wasteful methods of producing

the coal, which is yearly becoming scarcer

and increasing in value. It is not neces-

sary to refer to the methods in other

countries, or in other States; the people

of Ohio have sufficient motive for a com-

plete study of this question in the de-

structive and dangerous methods within

the confines of their own State. Coal,

though supposed to be owned by individ-

uals and corporations, is, to some extent,

the treasure of the people, stored in the

interior of the earth, a legacy bequeathed

by nature for the use and comfort of the

people, and the Commonwealth of Ohio

surely has a right to see that future gen-

erations are not deprived of the advan-

tages and coinfbrts derived from the use

of coal on account of the present un-

justifiable, wasteful and dangerous

methods of producing it.'

Following the death of three miners

who had returned too quickly to a room

in Egypt No. i mine, in Tuscarawas

county, after firing a large amount of

powder in one blast, and who were over-

come and suffocated by the carbonic

oxide, I accompanied W. H. Turner, in-

spector for that district, to New Philadel-

phia, where a conference was held with

representatives of the operators and

miners, and considerable information was

gathered as to the reckless use of blast-

ing powder and the destruction of prop-

erty and danger to life and limb resulting

from this most baneful of all known sys-

tems of producing coal.

It is common knowledge that in mines

in Tuscarawas county, and in other solid-

shooting districts in the State, holes are

bored in the solid coal from 6 to 18 ft.

deep, and from 6 to 18 lb. of blasting

powder used in one charge. The general

results of such a procedure are that min-

ers are frequently knocked down by the

concussion of a single blast ; trap doors

are wrenched off their hinges, stoppings

and brattices blown out; props that have

been placed to support the roof are swept

out of place; loaded and empty cars are

often turned over; iron and wooden track

rails arc twisted and broken to pieces ; the

coal is shattered to slack, and a large por-

tion of it blown back along the room or

eriry wlu-re the blast takes place, and is

irrecoverable.

SiiMi-. C'i),\Ls Nut Sebiouslv Affected by

L.MiGE Quantities of Powder

1 here arc some kinds of coal that are

Mill seriously affected by the use of a

large quantity of powder in producing it,

but most bituminous coal, where blasted

before being undercut, is si jarred and

the effects of the powder so disseminated

through the seams and facings of the vein,

lint when the product is exposed to the

atmi: sphere, rain and sunshine, it falls to

pieces like quicklime, and if it is handled

two or three times it reaches its destin-

ation f'r.ally depreciated in value, disap-

pointing to the consumer, and a source of

annoyance to the shipper. The roof in

the mines is jarred and shaken by con-

tinual concussions from too large charges

of powder used by unskilled miners, until

the inevitable result is a grinding creep or

squeeze, destroying airways and haulways,

entailing unnecessary and endless expense,

and burying in the earth hundreds of

thousands of tons, of pillar coal which

could be mined cheaply.

There are many more reasons which

could be advanced against this pernicious

system of mining. It has done more to

make the calling of the miner a perilous

one than any other cause; placing in the

hands of an influx of unskilled laborers,

the life of every man who enters such

mines.

The great amount of fine coal and dust

gathered along the sides and roof, and

scattered through every chamber of the

mine, is a continual source of danger,

combustible in its nature and always liable

to cause destructive mine fires, and at any

moment a "blown-out" or "windy" shot

may take place, igniting a quantity of

smoke or gas, raising and igniting the dust

and carrying destruction and death

through every part of the mine, as has

frequently ocurrcH. There may be seams

of coal that cannot be profitably mined

at this day to compete with others unless

this method of mining is resorted to; but

it is very questionable if there is any jus-

tification for developing a mine in a vein

of coal or territory surrounded by nat-

ural disadvantages to the extent of in-

ability to meet fair competition, and mak-

ing calculation on overcoming that in-

ability by the sacrifice of human life and

limb. Aside from this, it is safe to say

that 90 per cent, of all the coal blasted

off the solid in Ohio can be successfully

and profitably undercut either with hand

or by mining machines. The argument

is usually advanced that it would cost

more to produce the coal, which, in some

instances, is probably true ; but the en-

hanced value of the product would more

than offset the extra cost, independent of

all the destruction to property, waste of

cial and sacrifice of life and limb; more-

over, preference would be given to skilled

m'.rers.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from tfie Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
A strong draft in the chimney is less

liable to interruption by gusts of wind

than a sluggish draft.

One authority says that in blasting rock

of average hardness, J<i to 'A lb. of powder

is required per cubic yard.

Oak wood weighs 58 lb. per cu.ft. solid

and its specific gravity is 0.93; yellow pine

weighs 41 lb. per cu.ft., solid, and has

a66 specific gravity.

For general purposes the following is

an approximate estimate of Uie weight of

loose materials : 14 cu.ft. of chalk weighs

one ton; 18 cu.ft. of clay, 21 cu.ft. of

earth, 19 cu.ft. of gravel, 22 cu.ft. of sand,

respectively, will make one ton.

It has been conservatively estimated

that there are 140,000,000,000 tons of

minable coal in Alberta, Canada. The qual-

ity of the fuel is graded and estimated as

follows : steam and anthracite, 65,000,-

000,000: bituminous, 25,000,000,000; lig-

nite, 50,000,000,000 tons. In the southern

portion of Saskatchewan Province there

are 27,000,000,000 tons of workable bitu-

minous and lignite coal.

The hight of a chimney depends on the

kind of fuel used. One authority says a

chimney should be about 75 ft. high for

free-burning bituminous coals; 115 ft.

for slow-burning bituminous and from

125 to 150 ft. for anthracite coal. If sev-

il boilers lead into one chimney, the

heaviest work for the chimney is just

after firing. It is very bad practice to

fire all boilers or all doors simultaneously.

The walls of a good furnace should

have as few openings, such as doors, etc.,

as possible, since every break in the bond

of the brick work increases the tendency

to cracks, \yhich can never be entirely

avoided, and which cause leaks detri-

mental to economy. Double walls with air

spaces between them should always be

employed wherever practicable, so that

the unavoidable drafts through cracks

may be heated and utilized for secondary

combustion.

The following table gives the weights of

various kinds of wood per cord and the

coal equivalent of each in heating value.

The weight given is that of a cord of 128

cubic feet:

WfXMl.
WxiKht Coal
Ivr C •rd. EqiilvnteDt.

Hickory or hard mnple 4,500 lb. 2.000
Whilo oak 3.8.'.0lb. 1,711
B«><K:h 3.230 lb. 1 ,445
ChMlnut or poplar 2.350 1b. 1.044
Arrragr pine 2.000 1b. 800

These determinations are approximate

and vary, of course, with the condition of

the wood.

It has been demonstrated in practice

that a tube or Hue of a boiler has much

greater strength against internal than

against external pressure. It is much

easier to maintain circulation tli rough a

tube than round about it. It is also easier

to clean the inside of tubes than the out-

side when they are grouped close together

in the boiler. A standard iron pipe will

stand 2500 lb. internal pressure to the

square inch before rupture, while the same-

pipe would collapse under a much less

external pressure.

In burning coal, anthracite requires less

air than bituminous coal. As a surplus

of air is required for complete combus-

tion, from 20 to 26 lb. of air are allowed

per pound of coal. The average amount

of air chemically required is 13 lb. per

lb. of coal. By taking the air at 62 deg, F.

and chimney gases at 500 deg. F., this

means that in order to attain perfect com-

bustion, 6 to 14 per cent, of the calorific

value of the fuel must be sacrificed in

drawing the surplus air through the furn-

ace. Besides, there is a loss in the cool-

ing of the gases, which lessens the quality

of heat transmitted to the boiler.

The maximum load per square inch al-

lowed on different kinds of masonry work

for bearing plates is as follows : For gran-

ite, 1000 lb. per sq.in.
;
quartzite and hard

sandstone, 700 lb. ; shale and flagstone, 400

lb.; hard stone rubble, 200 lb.; port) and

cement concrete, 200 lb. ; hard brick work

in cement mortar, 175 lb. ; ordinary brick

work, 100 lb.; mortar, 120 lb.; gravel or

sand, 60 lb. per sq.in. . Bearing plates on

brick work may be considerably reduced

in size by placing a strong fiat stone un-

der them. The area of the stone should

be proportioned and should be at least

equal to its projection beyond the iron

plates.

Forced draft is often used with good

results. It should be an adjunct merely,

and not be expected to replace a tall

chimney. Combustion is not as perfect

under pressure as under a slight vacuum.

.•\ little leakage of air inward through

the furnace walls helps to supply hot air

for combustion and reduces and counter-

acts losses by radiation. Excessive forced

draft, however, which more than counter-

balances the draft of the chimney will

increase radiation and by leakage through

the walls and doors may cause consider-

able loss, besides interfering with the

fireman by making the boiler room hot

and uncomfortable.

For continuous use a double belt is the

most economical in the long run, except

en small pulleys, or for light duty. Triplex

and quadruple belts are sometimes used

for heavy duty. The belt speed should be

4000 to 4500 ft. per min. The idler pul-

leys should be located on the slack side of

the belt, about one-fourth of the way from

the driving pulley. Belts are more dur-

able and work more satisfactorily if they

are made narrow and thick rather than

wide and thin. As belts increase in width

they should also be made thicker. For

dynamo and electric motors the ends of

the belt should be fastened together by

splicing and cementing, instead of lacing.

Belts should be cleaned and greased every

five to six months.

The presence of sulphur in some of the

different steam-pipe coverings makes it

imperative that moisture must be kept

from the coverings to prevent the water

from combining with the sulphur and

forming sulphuric acid, which will attack

the pipe. Much of the inefficiency of

coverings is due to the lack of attention

given them. All coverings should be

looked after at least once a year and given

necessary repairs. Each 10 sq.ft. of un-

covered pipe will condense, in winter, 105

lb. of steam during a day of 10 hours.

Under the same conditions the same pipe,

insulated with the best covering, will con-

dense about 814 lb. of steam ; in summer
these figures will be reduced respectively

to 8 lb. and 65^2 lb. of steam.

In setting a boiler of the Heine type

the front water-leg must be placed firmly

on a set of strong cast-iron columns,

bolted and braced together by the door

frames, dead plate, etc., and forming the

fire front. This is the fixed end of the

boiler. The rear water-leg rests on

rollers which are free to move on cast-

iron plates firmly set in the masonry of

the low and solid brick wall. Whenever
the brick work closes in to the boiler,

broad joints are left which are filled in

with tow or waste, saturated with fire-

clay or. any other pliable refractory ma-

terial. The boiler and its wall are there-

fore free to move separately during ex-

pansion or contraction without loosening

any joints in the masonry. On the lower

and between the upper tubes are placed

light fire-brick tiles. The lower tier ex-

tends from the front water-leg to within

a few feet of the back one, leaving there

an upward passage across the rear ends

of the tubes for the flame and gases. The

upper tier closes in to the rear water-leg

and extends forward to within a few feet

of the front one, thus leaving an opening

for the gases in front.
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I he strike of the miners employed by

the Oliver Iron Mining Company, on the

Mesabi iron range, from all accounts sb

far received, is likely to be a troublesome

one. The Oliver company represents the

iron-ore interests of the United States

Steel Corporation, and the strike seems to

be directed chiefly against that company,

though at least one large independent

mine is involved. It was preceded, by a

few days, by the strike of the ore-handlers

at the Duluth docks, but that movement

docs not seem to have had any direct

connection with the present one.

Briefly, the officers of the Miners' Union

on July 18 served notice on the Oliver

company of a demand for increased

wages. The schedule asked for was, on

eight-hour shifts, $2.50 on outside or open-

pit work
; $3 for underground work

; $3

for firing, pumping, blacksmith and other

skilled work
; $5 for engineering and me-

chanical work. Ten days was given the

company for an answer; but without

waiting that time the men went out on

July 20, completely stopping work on the

range, which had already been tied up, in

great part, by the trouble at the Duluth

docks. The men who were not members

of the union seem to have joined in the

stoppage, doubtless considering it most

prudent to do so, in view of the attitude

of the union miners. The company, it is

reported, will refuse to make the conces-

sions asked; but this rumor is not based

upon any positive indications, or state-

ments from its officers. In fact, they seem

to have been rather taken by surprise at

the precipitate action of the men. There

had been no previous negotiation, and no

complaints had been filed of any import-

ance. It looks very much as though the

present strike was largely for the purpose

of forcing some recognition of the union

and its power. Quite possibly this may

make the matter more difficult of settle-

ment than a simple difference as to rate

of wages would be. The time for the

strike was well chosen to secure success.

The Lake Superior district for a num-

ber of years was measurably free from

labor troubles. About three years ago

the Western Federation of Miners sent

men to organize the region, at first meet-

ing with small success, but later gather-

ing in a number of members, especially

on the Mesabi. Since then there have

been a number of small troubles, but no

general strike until the present time. The

miners and laborers on the Mesabi arc al-

most all foreigners, Finns, Swedes and

Italians predominating, in the order

named Unlike those on the Old Ranges

and in the copper country, they arc rather

inclined to a semi-nomadic life, owing to

the closing down of many of the mines in

the winter. Should the strike continue

for more than a few days, it is probable

that many of them will leave, as this is

just the season when they can get work in

the harvest fields of the Northwest. In

that case it will be difficult to get a full

force together again this season.

The effect upon the iron trade depends

chiefly on the duration of the strike. It

has been the policy of the Steel Corpor-

ation to carry large stocks of ore in the

furnace yards, and there will probably be

no immediate shortage there, though some

merchant furnaces may suffer. But mines

and carriers have been working to their

full capacity in anticipation of the needs

for next winter, and the loss of time in

the bight of the season may mean a scar-

city of ore later; especially if the present

demand on the furnaces should continue.

Unless the season of navigation should

last longer than usual, it will be impossi-

ble to make up for time lost now. Win-

ter rail shipments are costly, and the

chances are that the railroads will not be

in a position to handle large quantities of

iron ore. A long strike will mean a se-

rious situation for many iron and steel

companies, and for the Steel Corporation

itself.

Copper Production

One of the governing factors in the de-

clining tendency of copper is the increased

production in the United States. The

statistical guesses, which have been pub-

lished, showing a decrease in the produc-

tion during the first six months of the

year have been incorrect. Certain com-

panies have made a slightly decreased out-

put because they have been mining their

lower grade of ore to take advantage of

its increased value at the high price for

copper, but other companies have in-

creased their output for the same reason,

and the production of new mines has been

coming into the market.

From now on the increase in produc-

tion will be rapid, particularly in Utah.

Early in July the Utah Copper Company

put the fourth section of its Garfield mill

in operation and it is now concentrating
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aooo tons of ore per day and producing at

the rate of nearly 17,000,000 lb. of refined

copper per annum. The remaining eight

sections of the mill, which will give a

total cap.icity for 6000 tons of ore per day,

will be ready for operation soon, while

the Boston Consolidated is rapidly bring-

ing its porphyrj- mine and Garfield mill

(3000 tons per day) into readiness for

production. The smelters of the Salt Lake

valley are congested with copper ore and

the liio Grande railway is finding great

difficulty in moving the tonnage out of

Bingham on account of insufficient equip-

ment. These are limiting conditions upon

the increasing production of Utah for the

present, but the capacity is being ex-

tended as rapidly as possible. The Gar-

field smelter is to be practically doubled

by the end of the year, machinery intended

for the San Bruno works being now in

course of installation there. The urgency

of the situation in Utah was one of the

reasons for the suspension of construction

at San Bruno.

Plans for a great new production of

copper have been in execution for two

years back. They are now beginning to

be consummated and the various enter-

prises will be reaching the productive

stage rapidly. First the Utah Copper

Company; then the Boston Consolidated;

Balaklala ; Nevada Consolidated ; and

within a year perhaps the Copper River

district of Alaska. Besides these there

are many smaller enterprises. The cop-

per production of the United States will

show an important increase in 1907, in

which Utah will show the largest gain,

not only proportionally but also in the di-

rect amount It is to be remarked, more-

over, that all of the great enterprises

which are now coming to fruition are to

be producers of copper at comparatively

low cost and have been planned on a

basis for the metal that is much lower

than exists at present

The Division of Mineral Resources

An order from the director of the

United States Geological Survey, pub-

lished on another page, announces an im-

portant change in the Division of Mining

and Mineral Resources, to which is as-

signed the duty of collecting and com-

piling the statistics of mineral production.

Dr. David T. Day, who has been the re-

sponsible head of the division for 21 years

past, and who organized and built up this

work, retires at his own request He will

not leave the Survey, however, but will

devote his time to the comprehensive in-

vestigation of the petroleum resources of

the United States, for which special pro-

vision has been made. To this subject Dr.

Day has given much time in the past, and

he will now be free to continue its study

without the pressure necessarily involved

in supervising the work of the entire di-

vision. That work has brought him into

contact with mining men all over the

country, and he is one of the most widely

known members of the Survey.

His succcssor^wiih the title of "Chief

Statistician," is Edward W. Parker, who

has been his chief assistant for a number

of years, and who is also widely known

from his work in collecting the coal and

coke statistics and from his service as a

member of the .\nthracite Strike Commis-

sion. It is sufficient to say that Mr.

Parker is thoroughly familiar with statis-

tical work, and that it will be carefully

and intelligently conducted under his

charge.

The work of the division will now be

divided into two coordinate branches. In

addition to his responsibility as chief of

the division, Mr. Parker will have special

charge of the branch dealing with the pro-

duction of the non-metallic minerals—of

which coal is the chief—and of iron ore;

while the output of metallic ores and of

the metals, with the exception of iron,

will be under the charge of Waldemar

Lindgren. The acceptable work in this

line done by Mr. Lindgren for the past

year or two is known and recognized by

those who are in contact with the divi-

sion, and are working on similar lines.

The Lead Assay

We have frequently urged that the fire

assay for lead should be relegated among

the obsolete methods along with the fire

assay for copper. We believe that there

has been a certain progress in this direc-

tion, but so far it has been confined to the

more purely technical work. The smelter

and millman, realizing that they can ac-

curately determine their metallurgical re-

sults only if they know correctly how

much lead they have in the ore treated,

and recognizing that the wet assay is the

only one that will afford such knowledge,

have in many cases discarded the fire

assay for their technical purposes. But

the smelters of the far West continue to

buy ore on the fire assay and the miners

continue complacently to sell their product

OTi the same inaccurate basis. It is strange

that the miners do not insist upon settle-

ment for their ore upon the wet assay, and

that only. If they should take a strong

position in this matter, the smelters would

sooner or later be obliged to meet their

views, because their views would be right.

It is scarcely necessary at this time to

discuss further the inaccuracies of th'.- fire

assay, because that subject has been gone

into fully in our columns and those of

other technical journals, and in the trans-

actions of various technical societies. It

is recognized that the fire assay for lead

is commonly too low in its results, occa-

sionally too high, but anyway nothing bet-

ter than a piece of pseudo-scientific guess-

work. This being the case, the smelter

without doubt takes care that the chances,

at least will not be against him. At any

rate, the miner who sells lead ore on the

basis of the fire assay does not know how

much lead he is selling; he knows only

how much he is being paid for.

In demanding of the smelters that the

wet assay be adopted as the uniform basis

of settlement, the miners would not be

creating a precedent, because for many

years all of the lead ore produced in Mis-

souri has been bought and sold upon that

basis. This means approximately 30 per

cent, of all the lead that is produced in the

United States. They are upon the only

correct and rational basis in the market-

ing of lead ore. The miners of the Rocky

Mountains should endeavor to get upon the

same basis as soon as possible in spite of

opposition from smelters who are disin-

clined to make the change.'

The Modern Blast Furnace

The article on the "Modern American

Blast Furnace," by Professor Bradley

Stoughton, on another page of this issue,

is a condensed description of the latest

practice in this country, in the construc-

tion of the iron blast furnace. It in-

cludes the latest improvements in charg-

ing and handling raw material, which

have enabled our furnaces to make out-

puts of pig iron far in excess of anything

before attempted. In fact it is the me-

chanical handling apparatus, and the cast-

ing machine which have made the larger

furnaces possible.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles m the Journal, and Inijuiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Roasting for Magnetic Concen-

tration of Zinc Ore

Size of Anode Furnace Charges

in Copper Refining

On page 1205 of the Journal, Vol.

LXXXIII, F. H. Trego, under the above

caption, says : "As a matter of fact the

Mills roaster is running whenever they

have the ore which they wish to treat in

that manner."

This statement is certainly misleading.

Mr. Trego built the roaster for the Mills

Mining and Reduction Company under a

guarantee. George Y. Bast, manager of

the Mills Mining and Reduction Company,

gave the roaster a careful test, and the

results proved that it fell short of the

guarantee. The Mills mine produces

from 120 to 160 tons of raw concentrate

weekly, and we are obliged to sell this at

a sacrifice to the Mineral Point Zinc

Company, in consequence of the fact that

the plant furnished by Mr. Trego is un-

able to handle it.

Fr.\nk Nicholson.

Joplin. Mo., June 24, 1907.

Lightning Shocks in a Mine

Tunnel

In a letter received from the general

manager of a mining property in -Colo-

rado, in which we are interested, the fol-

lowing singular phenomenon is related,

and it occurs to us that it may be of in-

terest to your readers, as it would also

be interesting to us to know if there are

any similar cases on record

:

"During a severe electrical storm this

afternoon, a miner holding a drill in the

deep tunnel, 2400 ft. in from the portals,

was so severely shocked he could not let

go of the drill. The man who was strik-

ing did not feel it, but the drill man was
badly frightened. To my mind, this

proves the continuity of the vein to the

upper surface tunnel. 600 ft. above, al-

though no connections have yet been

made. In the upper tunnel there are 703

ft. of steel track running in on the vein

and extending out-doors 100 ft. to a high

dump where the 'wireless' could collect,

charge the vein, and send its energy to

the mine below."

VVc might add that the ore is sulphide,

heavily charged with white iron pyrites,

and carrying fairly high values in gold.

W. D. Johnson & Co.

Xcw Yor'n". July 15. 1907.

The following note, signed by John

Clark, who is in charge of the refming

furnaces at the Chrome refinery of the

United States Metals Refming Company,

is of interest

:

"On July 8 the banner charge to date

was cast from furnace No. i. Of course

it was not all put in at one filling, part of

the charge being put in on Sunday. The
figures are, for good product, 413,469 lb.

The bad product amounted to seven pieces

or 3500 lb. The casting was started at

7 a.m. and finished at 12:15 P-ni-i over 25

tanks of stripper anodes being cast. This

is the largest production of our plant for

one charge, and the largest for a refming

furnace anywhere, as far as I know."

These record charges are made on Mon-
day mornings, because the furnace is re

filled on Sunday. The average weight per

charge cast is somewhat less. For in-

stance, for the week ending June 12 this

same furnace cast six charges, the average

weight being 308,564 lb. It is interesting

to note that about 10 years ago, in the most

modern refining works, the average weight

of charge cast was from 42,000 to 48,000

lb. These furnaces were not equipped

with mechanical apparatus for casting the

copper. Since that time several casting

machines have been developed, which are

now in general use. The casting speed of

the Walker apparatus, with single-bar

molds, when working on wircbars, was
from 20,000 to 30,000 lb. an hour. By the

use of a double-bar mold this casting

speed was doubled. Correspondingly, the

speed of casting anodes has been increased

by making heavier castings, and in the

case mentioned above the casting speed is

about So.ooo lb. an hour.

With the increase in casting speed the

size of the furnace was increased, from

time to time, from 100,000 to 150,000, and

then to 200,000-lb. charge. At this point

the question of getting the charge into the

furnace begins to become a limiting con-

dition. The ordinary speed of filling by

hand, with air-lifts for placing the mate-

rial on the paddles, is 35,000 to 40,000 lb.

per hour for each charging door. Ordi-

narily there are two charging doors per

furnace, but with a 300,000-lb. charge this

would require, say. four hours for filling;

which, with the four hours required for

casting, and a certain amount of time re-

quired for miscellaneous work, makes a

working day much longer than the men

can stand, because the work is very hard

on them.

Some of the recent large furnaces have,

therefore, been provided with four charg-

ing doors, but the arrangement of the fur-

nace with respect to casting apparatus and

waste-heat boiler is then not as convenient

as is the case when only two doors are

used for charging.

The question of charging these large

furnaces becoming an important one, has

developed the mechanical diarging crane

which was recently described in the

Journal. With this crane two men can

charge 300,000 lb. in one hour, whereas,

with two charging doors working, it would

require, for hand charging, a gang of 10

men for four hours to charge the same

amount.

It is belived that by the use of the

charging crane another limitation to the

size of furnace charges has been removed,

so that at present there is practically no

limit to the size of the charge, except

that caused by the fact that it is not desir-

able to limit any plant to a small number
of units. For instance, a plant handling

12,000 tons of cathode a month will have

about 480 tons to cast per working day,

which could be handled by three furnaces,

with one spare furnace to be used in emer-

gencies, and when the other furnaces are

being repaired. It would hardly seem de-

sirable to attempt to cast this product with

two furnaces, with one spare, as then an

accident to one of the furnaces affects too

large a percentage of the total capacity.

The improvements outlined above,

whereby a record charge is now cast, ap-

proximating 10 times the weight of charges

in use 10 years ago, have been obtained

entirely by the substitution of mechanical

methods of handling material for hand

work, and the progress in other depart-

ments of copper-refining work has prac-

tically all been along the same lines, as

the chemical and metallurgical features of

the process have not been substantially

changed. H. H. Prosser.

Salt Lake City, Utah, July 15, 1907.

The Deepest Bore-hole

In the Journal for July 6, we note, in

your colliery notes column, an item re-

garding the deepest diamond bore-hole in

the world. We believe that this is in-

correct, as our information shows that

the deepest diamond-drill bore-hole was

put down in Upper Silesia, in 1900, to a

depth of over 6700 ft. The next deepest



hole was bored with a Sullivan class F'

diamond drill on the Rand, South Africa,

in igos, and was 63^0 ft. deep. This

record was somewhat advertised at the

time, and we believe you published infor-

mation in regard to it.

SuLUVAN Machinery Companv,
per S. B. King.

Chicago, July ID, 1907.
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The Sea in the Levant Mine, United States Geological Surveyin the Levant

Cornwall

J. S. Martin, inspector of mines, gives

an account, in his report for 1906, of the

incident tliat happened during (hat year at' chief of the Division of Mining and Min

The following order was issued by

Director George Otis Smith on July 20:

"The resignation of Dr. David T. Day as

The Yellow Dog Mill in

Joplin District

the

In the description of the Yellow Dog
mill in the Joplin district, in the Journal
of July 13, p. 63, you have made a slight

error in describing the basket conveyer.

The article says that the chains connect-

ing the buckets are bars of I'A^'A-m.

steel. This would carry the impression

that it was ordinary steel. Instead they

are made of the very finest quality of

steel and drop forged, which gives a much

the Levant mine, Cornwall, when the sea

broke into some of the old workings. The
mine is situated at the edge of the cliffs

at Pendccn, near St. Just, not far from

Lands End, and, like some others in the

same district, extends for a considerable

distance under the Atlantic ocean. In

1893 a serious accident happened at an ad-

joining mine, Wheal Owles, owing to the

levels being flooded by sea water ; so it is

not to be wondered that when, last year,

sea water made its appearance in the levels

of Levant, the men refused to go to work,

although the amount of water was not

really serious. For some time the exact

source of the water was not ascertained,

but eventuallv it was traced to the Phil-

eral Resources has been accepted to take

effect Aug. i, and Edward W. Parker

is hereby designated to succeed him, with

the title of Statistician in Charge.

"The plan of co-ordinating administra-

tive control and scientific supervision

adopted in the Division of Geology and

Paleontology has proved so satisfactory

that it seems advisable to extend it

further in the Geologic Branch. At the

present time two sections will be estab-

lished in the Division of Mining and Min-

eral Resources to provide for such scien-

tific supervision of the work of the divi-

sion.

"1. Metalliferous ores, except iron, in

charge of Mr. Waldemar Lindgren.

SECTION OF LEVANT MINE ENLARGED SECTION, SHQWING CONCRETE WORKS

wider surface in the wearing parts, and,

of course, costs much more.

Naturally we are very much interested

in this system. The Underwriters' Land
Company has been using one of these

elevators for about 2% years, and the

second one was put in about six or eight

months ago. The chain in the first one

shows very little wear up to the present

time. The superintendent, W. O. Coats,

informs the writer that the labor cost of

elevating the ore a distance of 300 ft. by

these elevators is less than 0.5c. a ton.

If this be true, then you will readily

understand the importance of this sys-

tem of elevating ore. It is much cheaper

and much better in every way than the

old system. As we understand it, this is

one of the largest zinc-producing mines

in the world.

C. O. Bartlett.

Cleveland, O., July 15.

lips shaft, which had not been in use for

50 years and was full of debris. This

sJiaft, as is shown in the diagrams, was

sunk right on the edge of the cliff. It was

found that the waves had eroded the side

of the cliff and made a communication

with this shaft at A, the hole being about

4.5x3 ft. Only at high tide and in

stormy weather did the water go through

the hole and into the shaft. The water

percolated through the debris and fell into

the 40-fathom level, which, as is shown

in the illustration, runs right under the

sea. The matter was soon remedied by

building a concrete dam from A to B.

Inspection at C showed that the dam is

quite effective.

A cubic foot of natural gas contains

approximately 1000 B.t.u.

Interest in the tin mines of the Erzge-

birge of Saxony and Bohemia, has recently

been revived. On the Saxon side there

arc old mines at Geyer, Schonfeld,

Schwarzenberg, Seiffen. Zinnwald and

Ehrenfriedersdorf and, on the Bohemian
side at Flatten, Barringen, Neudeck, and

Joachimsthal.

"2. Non-metalliferous minerals, and

iron, in charge of Mr. E. W. Parker.

"Mr. Lindgren's connection with the

work of this division has already con-

tributed much to the increased value of

the report, and the new form of organiza-

tion here outlined is merely the recogni-

tion of an actual condition.

"The section chiefs are expected to con-

fer freely in planning for the work of the

division, and for the execution of these

plans, as approved by me, Mr. Parker as

the administrative chief will be respon-

sible."

Dr. Day has been relieved from the

charge of the division at his own request,

and will hereafter devote his time to the

investigation of the petroleum resources

of the United States; a subject to which

he has already given much attention.

Steel troughs, valves, hoppers and

chutes are used almost exclusively in

large plants, where formerly these were

made of wood.
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The Wedge Furnace

A new furnace of the McDougal type

has just been placed on the market by the

Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Com-
pany. It is the Wedge furnace, one type

of which is shown in the cut herewith.

This furnace has the following features:

The revolving central vertical shaft to

which the arms are attached is 4 ft. in di-

ameter, giving easy access to the center of

the furnace. With this type of furnace

the two opposite arms can be secured by

bolting them together in the center of the

vertical shaft. The bolts or other fasten-

ings which secure the arms are thus not

exposed to the flame of the furnace. The
arms are rendered durable by an efficient

system of cooling. An air pressure is

maintained by a fan or other similar

means on the interior of the vertical

shaft, the only escape for the air being

through the arms and thence out through

pipes in the interior of the vertical shaft,

which forces a definite air circulation

through each arm. There is no machine
work on the arms excepting where the

right- and left-hand arms bolt together in

the center of the furnace.

The vertical shaft is constructed of steel

protected from the flame by an exterior

covering of brick which revolves with the

shaft. The brick are supported on cast-

iron rings, which are riveted to the ver-

tical shaft in such a position that they are

a protection to the brick in case of work-
men spudding the floors of the furnace.

The right- and left-hand arms are shoved
through opposite openings in the vertical

shaft. Inasmuch as an air pressure of a

few ounces is maintained on the interior

of the vertical shaft, any leakage around
the arms where they enter the vertical

shaft would be from the shaft into the

combustion chambers, but this is entirely

prevented by a cast-iron lute filled with
fine asbestos, which makes a tight joint

without necessitating any machine work
on the furnace arms. The circulation of

air through the arm is effected by means
of a diaphragm in the center of the arm,
which forms a passageway for the air or

water, whichever is used for cooling, out

along the bottom of the arm and back
along the top of the arm, so that the en-

tire arm is effectively cooled.

If air is used for cooling, as shown in

the cut, the flow of the air is confined by
a hood and a lute underneath the large

gear at the bottom of the furnace, the lute

being filled with water. After the heated
air has been carried upward from the

arms through the pipes, the hot air is col-

lected by another hood, whence it can be
allowed to escape into the atmosphere
through a stationary vertical stack, or it

can be carried through a branch pipe to a

louver-board drier where the ore can be
dried before being carried up to the feed
tank on top of the furnace.

The rabble teeth are readily removed
by reaching in from the exterior of the

furnace with a hook and sliding ihem off

from the arm. In classes of work where

the rabble teeth and the holders, which

both slide off together, do not corrode,

only the plain rabble blade requires to be

replaced when worn out, while the holder

continues in use. This arrangement of

the rabble teeth is an improvement over

the rabble tooth described in the applica-

tion !•'•.. I- !. M'- w.i,.,. to the I'nitod

is supported solely on the six heavy rol-

ler bearings underneath the furnace.

A test was recently made of two of

these furnaces when in operation roast-

ing cupreous iron pyrites fines in connec-

tion with the maiuifacture of sulphuric

acid. The furnaces tested were 20 ft. in

diameter, and each furnace was roasting

at the time 12 tons of pyrites in 24 hours,

or 24 tins in 24 hours for the two fur-

TBE WEDGE ROASTING FURNACE

States Patent Office in September, 1898,

which showed the rabble blade and rabble

holder as one casting; the present con-

struction, whereby the rabble blades only

require to be replaced, reduces repairs to

a minimum.
This vertical shaft with its arms is en-

tirely supported by roller bearings under-

neath the furnace. It is held central by a

center pin without the customary step at

the bottom of the shaft. There are no
other bearings for the central shaft, which

naces, and the indicator showed the power
consumed by the two furnaces thus oper-

ated as 3 h.p. One No. 6 Sturtevant fan

was used for circulating air through the

arms of the furnace, and the complete

tests showed as follows: Friction load,

engine and shafting, 10 h.p. ; same with

Sturtevant fan, 15 h.p.; same with two
furnaces added, 18 h.p. The power con-

sumed increased only 3 h.p. when two
furnaces were in operation.

In furnaces of this type there is often a
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loss in capacity whore the iiKUerial is fed

in at the top at only one point, the mate-

rial not being spread evenly in that case

over the top floor, and usually only one-

third of the top floor is utilized in con-

sequence. This loss of capacity is over-

come in this furnace by feeding the ma-

terial into the top floor of the furnace at

a number of different points. In the fur-

nace 20 ft. in diameter six feed-spouts

are used sj that the material is very

evenly distributed. Four short arms are

attached to the vertical shaft above the

top arch of the furnace, and the ma-

terial to be fed into the furnace is de-

livered into an annular tank or bin on top

of the furnace, where it is evenly spread

by means of plow teeth attached to the

short arms. On each arm there is a

knocker which in turn engages each of

the six feeders, as shown in the cut, each

arm thus emptying each of the six feed-

pipes, which are immediately closed

again by a counterbalance after each arm

passes, and the plow teeth which imme-

diately follow throw material into the

spouts again, thus keeping them sealed

against the escape of gas from the fur-

nace.

As the material to be roasted feeds

down through the furnace, first outward

and then in toward the center on alter-

nate floors, it is, of course, met by the

ascending current of air and combustion

gas, in the same way as in other fur-

naces of this type. With some material

this tends to flux the material as it passes

through the drop-holes through the floors.

This furnace is provided with poke-holes

through the shell by means of which all

these drop-holes near the outside periph-

ery of the furnace can be conveniently

cleaned and kept open. The drop-holes

near the center of the furnace are always

readily accessible from the larger doors,

but this device of poke-holes through the

outer shell makes it always possible to

conveniently reach the outer drop-holes

through the furnace floors.

The outer shell of this furnace is ^-in.

steel throughout, and is constructed of

eight vertical sheets without any horizon-

tal seams ; the vertical seams are double

riveted with ^-in. rivets. The drive of

the furnace is provided with shear-pins

which shear off before any mechanical

part of the furnace can be subjected to

enough strain to break anything.

The horse-power r:quired in the normal

operation of the fijrnace is so small that

a shear-pin 3.'i6 in. in diameter is suffi-

cient to rotate the furnace when carry-

ing its full load.

The capacity of a furnace 20 ft. in

diameter when roasting sulphuret ores

under the conditior> that prevail at the

Western smelters is from 70 to 85 tons

through one furnace in 24 hours. The
capacity of the same furnace roasting

pyrites fines tmder the conditions neces-

sary for the manufacture of sulphuric

acid by the chamber process is from 12 to

18 tons of fines in 24 hours, according to

the sulphur contents of the fines to be

roasted.

This large capacity is secured by the

following features:

1. Utilizing the full capacity of the

top floor of the furnace.

2. The large diameter central shaft

gives such a convenient and substantial

means of securing the arms in the shaft

that the objections to a furnace of a large

diameter are removed, and while the area

of the shaft, 4 ft. in diameter on the in-

side with its brick work outside, is about

IS sq.ft., the additional area secured at

the outside of the furnace by making it 4

ft. larger in diameter is 113 sq.ft. for each

floor of the furnace, whereas the furnace

has seven floors. The 20-ft. diameter

furnace of this type has '.a floor area of

nearly 1800 sq.ft. It has therefore an

area and a capacity from four to five

times as large as the small McDougal

type furnaces, many of which are in use

in the Southern States, and it has a capa-

city of from 30 to so per cent, more than

the McDougal type furnaces used in the

Western smelters. The advantages of

this large capacity are very apparent

when the following features are consid-

ered.

A plant of ten 12-ft. furnaces, for ex-

ample, would require a house to shelter

them approximately 114x53 ft. in case

they were placed in parallel rows. The

same capacity could be secured by two of

these large furnaces which, allowing for

ample clearance on all sides, would call

for a house 69x44 ft. The saving in the

cost of the house for sheltering the fur-

nace should offset the additional cost of

the larger' furnace.

The centralizing of the work in the

larger furnace greatly simplifies the eco-

nomic handling of the material to and

from the furnaces. Where these large fur-

naces have been installed the handling of

the material to and from the furnaces has

been accomplished with great economy,

as compared with the cost of installing

and operating appliances for handling the

material to a larger number of units.

Further, this furnace is built along such

heavy and substantial lines that the loss

of capacity by stoppages is less than in the

case of smaller and more lightly con-

structed furnaces at present in use.

One of these furnaces has ample capa-

city to operate a set of acid chambers of

200,000 cu.ft. capacity.

The inventor of this furnace, Utley

Wedge, of Philadelphia, was the origina-

tor of the application of the muffle prin-

ciple to furnaces of the McDougal type;

this is covered by U. S. patent No. 6S4,33S-

One form of the furnace with the central

vertical shaft of large diameter is shown

in the cut herewith, which represents a

furnace with one working floor with a

muffle both above and below the work-

ing floor. This style of furnace has been

constructed 32 ft. in diameter, and has a

capacity when used for the chloridizing

of ore of from 70 to 80 tons in 24 hours.

This furnace, 32 ft. in diameter, has been

in use in connection with the chloridizing

of cuprous ore. Many of the details of

its construction are very similar to the

20-ft., seven-floor furnace described

above, excepting that the cut shows the

arms cooled by water instead of by air.

This furnace construction is protected

by patents in Germany, England, Belgium,

Norway, Sweden, France, and elsewhere.

I

New Publications

The Use of the N.^tional Forests. Is-

sued June 14, 1907, by the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture. Pp. 42; il-

lustrated. sx7 in. ; cloth. Washington,

1907; U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture.

The Juneau Gold Belt, Alaska. By

Arthur C. Spencer. A Reconnais-

SAKCE OF Admiralty Island, Alaska.

By Charles Will Wright. U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, Bull. No. 287. Pp.

161 : illustrated. 6x9 in. ; paper.

Washington, 1906: Government Print-

ing Ofiice.

The Columbia Engineer. Transactions

OF the Engineering Society of Co-

lumbia University, 1906. Pp. 100;

illustrated. 6^4x9"4 in.; cloth. New
York, 1906: Engineering Society of

Columbia University.

Contents : Hydraulic mining in British

Columbia, by H. W. Dubois. Coal-mine

fires, by R. V. Norris. The creation of a

manufacturing plant, by W. B. Snow. The

microscopic examination of metals, alloys

and other opaque material, by William

Campbell. Substantial performance of a

building contract, by George D. Russell.

Some of the relations of railway transpor-

tation in the United States to mining and

metallurgy, by James Douglas. Our pres-

ent weights and measures and the metric

system, by H. R. Towne. ,

The Moore Filter Patents

We are informed that the three years'

litigation involving the well known Moore

filter patents for treating slimes has come

to an end, with the result that all rights,

titles, interests and claims now rest with

the Moore Filter Company, whose New
York ofiice is at 40 Pine street. The

company is represented in the West by J.

V. N. Dorr, 204 Bank building, Denver,

Colorado.

Out of 880 mines which are operating

in the United States, Canada and Mexico,

379 report gold values, 308 report copper,

and the remainder report silver, lead, co-

balt, zinc, oil, etc.
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy
A Selected and Classihed Liil ol New Invenlions Described

during the Past Month in the Publications of the Patent Offices

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH I^AIENTS

A cupy of the spoclflcatlous of any of

tlii'Sf patents Issuod by Ihc Uulteil Slates
I'aii'Ut Ollk-e will bo luiilled by TiiK K.NUIN-

KEUlNti AM) XllNlMl JolUNAL UpoU tUC I'C-

ci'lpt of 1'5 eeuts. lu ordeiliiK apecltlciitlons,

eon-*'spoudoul9 are re(iui'stt'0 to give the

number, uaiue of Inventor inul date of Issue.

ALUMINUM

CASTING ALLOYS. Method of Casting
.\luminum Alloys. William A. McAOams,
Uav Shore. N. V. tU. S. No. S5i),U12 and
!SM"i.!<!<S; July ». 1907.

KKKRACTOKY rRODUCTS. F. Engel-
horn. Miinnheiiii, (Jermaiiy. Improved
method of forming dishes and other
.Hrtliles out of molten alumina mixed
with other oxides. tBrlt. No. 16.714 of
liioi;: .Iiiiie L';i, I'.HiT.)

COAL AND COKE

BRIQUETS. J. Buss, and C. Fohr.
Maisbach, Germany. In making briquets
of fuel, the use of napthalene as a blnd-
11 g agent used hot, the heat being sup-
plied during the process by means of
superhe«ited steam. (Brit. No. 28,576 of
1906: June 29. 1907.)

BRIQUETS—Method of Preparing Fuel
Briquets. Harry W. Jordan, Syracuse,
.N". Y., assignor to Seinet-Solvay Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.. a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. (U. S. No. S57,287; June 18,

1007.)

COAL CUTTERS. H. Hirst, G. Hough-
ton and W. Elvln. Densbury. An Im-
proved arrangement of drills for coal
cutter, so that first a short drill and
afterwards a long drill may be used In
cutting a hole without moving the ma-
chine. (Brit. No. 18,306 of 1906; July 6,

1907.;

C«.1.\L CUTTERS. W. Kracht, Giessen,
Germany. Improved carriage for carry-
ing coa'l cutters. (Brit. No. 15,781 of
1906; July 6, 1907.)

CO.M. CUTTING MACHINE. F. W.
llurd. Glasgow. Scotland. In the Inven-
tor's coal cutting machine, methods of
tilting and adjusting the bar so that
there shall be no 1 acklash. (Brit. No.
:• 1.125 of 1906; June 29, 1907.)

COAI^-MINING DRILL-POST. Paul
I'.ommes, Pittsburg. Kan. (U. S. No.
^i8.217; June 25, 1907.)

COAL-MINIXG MACHINERY. Arthur
H. Gibson, Easton. Penn., assignor to In-
Kersoll-Rand Co., New York, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of New Jersey. (U. S. No.
«i0.207; July 16. 1907.)

COKE. T. W. Drinkwater and H.
O'Connor, Edinburgh, Scotland. Remov-
ing arsenic from coke by sprinkling the
-••al with salt, the effect being to form
hloride which Is volatile. (Brit. No.

.•«.599 of 1906; June 29, 1907.)

PE.\T M.VCHINE—Machine For Form-
ing and Compressing Peat. Robert S.

1-awrence. Boston. Mass. (U. S. No. 858,-
S79; July 2. 1907.)

PEAT M.\CHINE—Machine for Form-
ing and Compressing Peat, etc.. Into
Blocks or Cakes. Matthew C. Sharp-
neck. Boston. Mass., assignor to Ameri-
can Peat Machinery Co., Portland, Me., a
Corporation of Maine. (U. S. No. 858,352;
June 25. 1907.)

PEAT-MACHINE. Matthew C. Sharp-
neck, Boston. Mass.. assignor to Ameri-
can Peat Machinery Co., Portland, Me., a
Corporation nf Maine. (U. S. No. 858.353
and 858,354; June 25, 1907.)

PEAT MACHI.NERY. J. Stevens and
A. H. Hughes. London, England. Im-
proved press of the filter type for com-
pressing peat Into blocks and removing
moisture. (Brit. No. 11,621 of 1906; June
1.=;. 1907.)

SCREENIN(3—Screen-Scraper For Coal
Tipples. William E. Thot-nen. McMechen.
W. Va. (U. S. No. S5S.312; June 25. 1907.)

COPPER

COPPER EXTRACTION. L. Jumeau,
Paris, France. In the Inventor's process
for extracting copper, dissolving precipi-
tated cuproso-cupric sulphite In ammonia
and electrollzlng the solution. (Hrlt. No.
.'.90 of 1907; July 6, 1907.)

COPPER WIRE. S. O. Cowper-Coles,
London. England. In the Inventor's pro-
cess for produiliig coi>per wire by clcc-
trolytlcally d*-i)usitiiig copper on a re-
volving mandrel on which spiral grooves
are scratcheil. methods of obviating the
crystalline .structure of the unwound
strips. (Brit. No. 21,349 of 1906; June
15, 1907.)

PYRITIC SMELTING—Process of Py-
rltlc Smelting. Henry Arden, San Diego,
Cal. (U. S. No. S60,512; July 16, 1907.)
SOLUTION TREATMENT. U Jumeau,

Paris. France. Treating copper solutions
with sulphurous acid, and reducing the
copper from the sulphite so formed by
the action of sulphuric acid. (Brit. No.
414 of 1907; July 6, 1907.)

GOLD AND SILVER

ALLOT. S. O. Cowper-Coles, London,
England. An improved method of mak-
ing standard silver in which zinc only is
the alloying metal. (Brit. No. 28,587 of
1907; June 21, 1907.)

IRON AND STEEL

BLAST-FURNACE, TRAP FOR FUR-
NACE-TOP CONSTRUCTION. Samuel E.
Hitt and George M. Black, Cleveland,
Ohio. (U. S. No. 858. 1S2; June 25, 1907.)

CUPOLA - CHARGING MECHANISM.
Sherwood S. Knight, Birmingham, Ohio
lU. S. No. 858,004; June 25, 1907.)
FLUX FOR IRON. Joseph Davles. Bir-

mingham, England. (U. S. No. 858,582;
July 2, 1907.)

IRON TUBES. S. O. Cowper-Coles,
London, England. In the production of
iron tubes electrolytlcally direct from
crude iron or iron ore, keeping the elec-
trolyte charged with iron oxide by means
of stirrers, the elTect being to obtain a
brighter and less spongy deposit. (Brit
No. 28,897 of 1906; June 15, 1907.)

PERMEABLE IRON. R. A. Hadfield,
.Sheflield. England. Improvements in
the inventor's iron of low hysteresis
action and high permeability, with the
object of increasing Its malleability.
(Brit. No. 11,974 of 1906; June 21, 1907.)

ROLLING MTLLS — Feed-Table for
Rolling Mills. Sigmund V. Huber, Pitts-
burg, Penn. (U. S. No. 857.283; June 18,
1907.)

ROLLING MILLS— Guiding Device
for Rolling Mills. Karl Koziel. Lu-
gansk. Russia, and Helnrlch Becker,
Ruhrort, Germany. (U. S. No. 859,390;
July 9. 1907.)

SMELTING IRON SANDS. H. W. Lash,
Cleveland. Ohio. .\ method of smelting
iron sands by mixii.i-' with finely divided
rl<r-lron and fuel and reducing In a fur.
I ace. (Brit. .\o. 3.N7 if 1907; June 15, 1907.)

TE.MPERATURE REGULATION. J.
Flohr. Dudelange. Luxemburg. In the
basic bessemer process, the use of balls
of Iron scale for the purpose of decreas-
ing the temperature during dephosphor-
i-/ing. (Brit. No. 16,440 of 1906; June 21,
1907.)

TEMPERING DEVICE. R. E. B. Cromp-
ton, London. England. A machine for
taking small steel articles out of inuffle
furn.ices and plunging them Into the
hardening bath. (Brit. No. 20,445 of 1906;
June 20. 1907.)

NICKEL

ORE TREAT.MENT — Treatment of
Ores Containing Nickel. Ralph W. E.
Maclvor. London, England, assignor to

Metals Extraction Corporation, Limited,
London, England, a Corporation. <u S.
No. 859,776; July 9, 1907.)
RECOVERY OF NICKEI^-Process ofRecovering the Nickel Contained InHuslo .Mikel I'recli.itat.'S. Herbert H,iJow and Walter S. Gales, .Midland, Mich.,and Arthur E. Schacfer. Clevilnnd, Ohio.

aBsigiiors by mesne asSlKriiiioiits, to On-tario Nickel Co., Ltd.. Worthlngton, Can-
ada, a Corporation of Canada. (U. S. No.
857,927; June 26, 1907.)

RARE METALS
\ .\NAIiU'.\I .\LL')YS—Process of Pro-

ducing Vanadium and its Alloys. Fred-
erick M. Hecket. .Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

" Electric Metallurgical Co., a
H of West Virginia. (U. &> :': June 25, 1907.)

SULPHUR AND PYRITES

PYRITES BURNING. United AlkaliCompany, and J. Morton. Liverpool, En-
gland. For removing dust from the gasescoming from pyrites burners, placing
magnetised plates across the flue, which
attr.act the dust. (Brit. No. 17,461 of
l!t»6; July 6. 1907.)

SULPHUR BURNI.VG. T. A. Clayton,
London. England. In sulphur burning
furnaces, an Improved method for regu-
lating the air admission valve. (BrlL
.No. 16,340 of 1906; June 15, 1907.)

TIN

TIN EXTRACTION—Process of Ex-
tracting Tin From Tin Ores. Heln-
nch Brandenburg, Kempen-on-the-Rhlne,
Germany. (U. S. No. 859,184; July 2, 1907.)
TIN EXTRACTION FROM IRON—

Process For Extrac'ting Tin From Iron
Containing Tin Products, llelnrich Bran-
denburg. Kempen-on-ihc-Hhine Ger-
many. (U. S. No. 859,594; July 9, 1907.)

ZINC

ELECTRODE MA.NTJFACTURE. H.
Rollet, London. England. Making zinc
poles for electric batteries by extending
the metal cold at high pressure through
a small die. (Brit. No. 16,159 of 1906;
July 6, 1907.)

GALVANIZING. F. W. Gauntlet and
the Sherardlsing Syndicate, London Eng-
land. In tl e process for galvanizing or
otherwi.se coating iron articles with
metals by heating the Iron In contact
with the powdered metal, improvements
consisting In the addition of Inert bodies
such as powdered silica to the powdered
metal. (Brit. No. 9959 of 1906; June 29.
1907.)

ZI.NC DISTILLATION FURNACES. P.
Schmidt and A. Desgraz, Germany. In
gas tired zinc distilling furnaces. Im-
proved arrangements of the gas Inlets
so as to he able to regulate the temper-
ature more satisfactorily. (Brit. No. 11,-
191 of 1906; June 15. 1907.)

ORE DRESSING

CLASSIFIER. a. E. Trotter, Algiers
A classitier for minerals in which the
physical shape of the particles Is made
use of In seiarating particles of the
same specUlc gravity and volume. (Brit.
No. 17,081 of 1906: July 6, 1907.)

CRUSHER. Thomas L. Sturtevant.
Quincy. and Thomas J. Sturtevant, Wei-
lesley. Mass., assignors to Sturtevant
Mill Co., Portland. Me., a Corporation of
Maine. (U. S. No. 859.348; July 9, 1907.)

CRUSHERS — Hammer for Crushers
and Pulverizers. Milton F. Williams. St.
Ixiuls. Mo., assignor to Williams Patent
Crusher and Pulverizer Co., SL Loula,
Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. (U. S.
No S58.772: Juir t. 1907.)
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June li. 1907.)

maBnotlo n.aterlal from J^e
belt (Brli

"io M 4'' of 1906; June la. 1907.)
" Mvi-VRTIr SEPAR.M'OR. S. O. Cow-

aratmg metallic "''es ' ^'','"
..^''^^o 1O86

from non-maBnetlc ores. (Brit. no. ivoo

of 1907; June 15, 1907.) „„„ ,

•""onE 'concentrating machine
Alberf H. Stebblns. Uttle Rock. Ark.

fu S. NO. S59.024; July 2. 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATOR. Chrlstoffer A^

Chrlstenscn. Oretown, Ore. (U. b- "o.

859.433: July 9. 1907.)
^ T,t

'"ORE^'CRUSHER AND PULVERIZER.
Adolph J. Fetter. Los Angeles, Cal. (U.

S No 859.835 ; July 9. 1907.)

ORE - GRANUUATOR.
,

H°'%8:'''\,, =

r^Sni?n%"\^na'i?icV..n%t^M°a^ni ac'fi-r:

3?tor\^n^a^r:^&^i"3C^^^
H.^scl Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. S58.

456 July 2. 1907.)

"of4: WASHER OR,CONCi:NTRArOR.
EnorA. Wall. Salt Lake C ty. Utah. (11.

a No. 859.354: July 9. 1907.)

DIM -v-E-RiyiN-a MILLS—Air-Separator

For PuWeHzlns and Grinding MUls.

fames'^w' Fullel Jr.. Catasauqua, Penn.

lU S. No. 857.988: June 25, 1907.)

PULVERIZING OR GRINDING MILL
James W. Fuller. Jr.. Catasauqua. Penn.

(U S No. S57.932: June 25. 1907.)

SCREENING-MACHINE. William A.

Kldnr>% Butt^. Mont. (U. S. No. 8o9.669.

July 9. 1907.)
. ,

SEPARATION—Method of Electrical

o „.?lti^n Henrv A. Wentworth, Lynn,

ffa« a"slB"or '[o'^Huff Electrostatic

Separator Con.pany. Boston Mass a

rorporatlon of Maine. (U. S. No. 859,998.

July 16. 1907.)

SFPARATOR. Newton Brothers. Derby,

E^l^rmr An electro magnetic sfParato'%

eancclally .lesKmed for removing Iron

compoumlB from china clay or other ma-

terials used In the manufacture .,f china

and earth ware. (Brit. No. 13.845 of 190b,

June 29. 1907.)

STAilP-MILL. James E. Brooks. Craw-
fordavllle Ore., assignor of one-half to

James (^ Munkers Crawford_svllle. Ore

(U. S. No. S59.0M: July 2. ISOi.)

MKTALLUBGY—GEHEEAL

1„« out Metallurgical Reduction and

^^^n^^''^. S"^a".i62^2ffufy 2:

!!°4eS^'it'^ertTo^°ia fro||g

^fca-Filtr|^^^t^9;J2tlrB
^.^t^t'^vl^^nla. ^(U. S. ^TsZ%T^n..

"i^ai^kd-^uSKJ^Is-^AU^rn:
petersson, Alby, Sweden. (U. &• !>">

858.621: July 2, 1907.)

ORE-ROASTING PROCESS. Arthur R
Wllfley. Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. saa.i^".

'"refining- Electrolytlcally Refining

Metals. Anson G Betts. Troy, N.

(U S. No. 857.378; June 18, 1907.)

SMFLTING SUX.PHIDE ORES. J. 1-

rarrlfk and S Pattinson. Johannesburg,

So Afrl?r In smelting ^"Iph.de ores

treatlng'the matte Produced with dUute

aclri for the production of suipnureLieu

hydrogen, which is subsequently used

as a fuel in the smelt ng process. (Brit.

No. 22,166 of 1906; July 6, 1907.)

FI ECTRIf- FURNACE PROCESS OF
MAKING L'.W-r-ARBON METALS OR
AL1> YS Kr.-.l.rl.k M. Becket. Niagara

Falls N Y.. asslKnor to Electro Metal-

lurK^ial Co a Corporation of West V^r-

KlnTa. (U a No. 858.780; July 2, 1907.)

MFTAI Lie- vii.i-; H. Jaeger, Kalk.

r!«,m»nv \ for producing ox-

J^.. of met.; ' Lrly stannic oxide.

Lv for^K r.. " '• '"rtal In the form

of a spray l.v means of superheated

Steam and thus bringing It Into contact

wUh air <Brlt. No. 15,591 of 1906; June

15. 1907.) . „
ORE REDUCTION—Method of Carry-

MINING MACHINERY AND APPARATUS

BELT CONVEYKR. Edward G. Thotn-

as. Brookline Mass. (U S Nos. 857.7(1

and S57,7-2: June 25, 1907.)

RFTT-rONVBYER IDLER. Ferdinand

Ir^Hnk^^S^IC'^bhS: £
S=.^'''ri.'\^No-857^37^-fSre"l7,

BELT CONVEYERS — Cai''"y'"^:^2y

fo? B^lt Conveyers, Etc. Raymond W.
oill Aurora, 111., assignor to Stephens-

Adamson Mfg Co., a Corporation of Illi-

nois ?U.sko. 857.610: June 25, 190,.)

CONVEYING APPARATUS — Copbina-

nation Hoist, Aerial Tramway, and Auto-

maUc Dumping Device. Peter M Mac-

K^nikle Butler, Nev.. assignor of one-

^alf to Key Pittman, Tonopah Nev.

VU S NO. 858.814. 858,815 and SoS.SlB,

Juiy 2. 1907.)

DEEP BORING APPAKATUS. G.

Koerner, Nordhausen. Germany. An ap-

Daratus for use in deep boring for the

Object of registering the deviation m Uie

bore holes from the vertical. (Brit. No.

7797 of 1906; July 6, 1907.)

DRFnoES Apparatus for Moving

Dr'^^g^e?.'' William''?!. Silver and Charges

A Bunyan, Hammond, 111. (U. S. wo.

858,033; June 25. 1907.)

HOISTING APPARATUS-Safety Ap-

pliance for Hoisting Mechanisms Wil-

liam F Buch. Cleveland, Ohio. (U. b. NO.

857,382': June 18. 1907.)

HOISTING APPARATUS — Safety

Mechanism for Hoisting or Hauling Ap-

par'a'lus Tor Mines. ^^Sn^'^'^
i^%f-P:

East Rand. Transvaal. (U. S. No. 857,

286: June 18, 1907.)

MINE - DOOR - CONTROLLING APPA-
RATUS. Amos S. Robinson Nelsonvi le.

Shio. (U. S. No. 859.522; July 9, 1907.)

MINE PROPS. F. Nellen and A
Voieht Essen. Germany. Adjustable

m°ne props r;iade of artiflcial stone.

(Brit NO 7108 of 1907; July 6, 1907.)

MINE PROPS REMOVAL. E. Barber,

Rugeley. Improved apparatus for re-

movfnl^nine props. (Brit. No. 13.469 of

1906: July 6, 1907.)

MINER'S CANDi^E - HOLDER^ John

r F Woodworth, Silverbell, Ariz. (U. fa.

No 859.277: July 9, 1907.)

MINER'S CANDLESTICK. Henry
Laukka, Virginia,. M'V"--,^^'e"°^,

t°

Otto A Polrler, Virginia, Minn. (U. fa.

No. 859,672: July 9, 1907.)

MINERS-I^MP BRACKET. Augustus

H Rohleder. Ashland, Ohio. (U. S. no.

859.844; July 9. 1907.)

MINER-S-LAMP BRACKET Charles

C Kellv. Belle Ellen. Ala. (U. fa. NO.

'TiNERS-IaNTERn' holder. Thom-

as R. Jones, Wlkes-Barre Penn. (U. S.

No 860,097; July 16, 1907.)

ROCK - DRILL. John B. Marshall,

Ti-^Cvo., vrill New South Wales, Aus-

traUa (US. No 858^95: June 25. 1907.)

.u?h°^gn?l"a?,^" "/^^rov^ed^ilfrneffjr

iSrirlll^^ »^?/ri^^ o?i90V!

June 29. 1907.)

ROCK DRILL OPERATION — Means
for Supplying Explosive Vapors for

Opeiatin^g Rofk-Drills. Otho C. Duryea
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Natiianal

Sas Drill Co., a CorporatKjn of Califor-

nia (U. S. No. 858,586; July 2, 1907.)

SAFETY LAMP. J. Gallltord. Man-
chlste? England. Improved ^miner's

saflty lanip which will enable the lamp

?o be used In Inspecting the roof of a

working (Brit. No. 16,755 of 1906: July

6, 1907.) ^^ ., .

OAT^'P-TY T.AMPS E. A. Hailwood,

Lel^s^^E^Xla^.'^Al; improved wick tube

for miner's safety Jamps (Bnt. No.

15 097 of 1906: June 29, 1907.)

SAFETY LAMPS. O. M. Muller, Gel-

senklrchen, Germany. An improved

^\tnetlc\"lly releasable lockln| devu=e

for miners' safety lamps. (Brit. no.

5849 of 1907: June 15, 1907.)

WIRE - ROPE - TRANSMISSKDN DE-
VICE Edward Y. Knapp, Eureka, Cal.

(US. No. 859,670; July 9, 1907.)

METALLURGICAL MACHINERY AND
APPARATUS

AMALGAMATING TABLE — Shaking
amalgamating Table. George T. Hood
and William Si. Cochrane Johannesburg.

Transvaal. (U. S. No. 860,474, July 16.

'

CASTING METAL SHEETS — Appa-

ratus for Casting Metal Sheets John F.

Miller. Trail, British Columbia, Canada,

assignor of one-half to Walter H. Al-

drfdle. Trail, British Columbia Canada.

(U. S. No. 857,885; June 25, 1907.)

CRYSTALLIZATION TANKS. J. H.

Dennfs and Co., Liverpool, ^England.

Tanks for crystallizing sulphate of cop-

per built of brickwork lined with suit-

^be tiling, in place of the usual wooden
tanks lined with lead. (Brit Nos. 14.278

and 14.279 of 1906; June 15, 1907.)

ELECTRODEPOSITION — Apparatus

for Electrolytic Deposition of Metals.

Herbert C. Harrison, London, and Josej^h

Dav Weston-super-Mare. England said

Day assignor to said Harrison. (U. fa.

NO. 858,341; June 25, 1907.)

PEBBLE-MILL LINING--Lining for

Pebble Mills. Max F. Abb 6, New York

NT 'U S. No. 858,129: June 25, 190/.)

RETORT CHARGING --Machine for

Charging Retorts. Leotis W. KirK,

Putbfo, ^Colo., assignor of one-half to

William L. Hartman, Pueblo Colo.

(U S No. 857.074; June 18. 1907.)

TANKS FOR ELECTROLYTIC WORK
-M'tt't.ol of^Lining Tanks for Electro

ivtic Work. John F. Miller, Trail Brit

ish Columbia, Canada. (U. S. No. 857,886,

"temperature M E a S U REMENT.
FL Morse New York, N. Y. Improved

apparatus for judging temperatures by

tL'^ color of metals undergoing harden-

ing and annealing. (Bnt. No. 16,248 of

1906; July 6. 1907.)

TUBE MILLS. A. Smart, Erith. Lon-

don" England. In tube mills form.n

the grinding surface of a '-0"ugated

form so as to prevent .the pebbles or

balls from sliding. (Bnt. No. 1270 01

1907; June 21. 1907.)

FURNACES

FT.FCTRIC FURNACE. Paul L. T.

hI^ouU La Praz, France, assignor to

"ocleteElectro-Metallurglque Franca.se,

Froges, IsSre, France. (U. S. No. 858. (l».

July 2, 1907.)

FLECTRIC FURNACE. S. O. Cowper-

Coles London' England. An improved

Sectric furnace tor smelting f ore%°J-

the calcination of cement. (Bnt. NO.

596 of 1907: June 21, 1907.) „^,„_
VT FCTRIC FURNACE CHARGING—

Method of and Means for Charging Elec-

?r?c Furnaces. William H. Huffman Nl-

„<,ort Fnlls N Y., assignor to Inter-

nfuonaf Acheson Graphite Co. Niagara

Falls N Y a Corporation of New Jer-

sey (U S. NO. 860 477: July 16, 1907.)

FIECTRIC - FURNACE PROCESS.
Franf von'-KUgelgen and George Q.

Howard. Holcombs Rock. Va. (U. S. No.

858.400; July 2. 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES—Heatlng-Bar
fo^'^llectrlc Furnaces^

y^'-^'^^^^'s^ N^
r/7^?ri";Tunrill9°0^'^i

''•

^ ^ ^^„HEATING - FURNACE. Joh"S°"
Hug'^esT Wlssahickon penn. (U. S. No.

857.285; June 18, 190(.)
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Personal

MiulDi; and motallurKloal enKlnrei'3 are In-

vited to kiH'p Tub UNciiNKKUiNO and Mini.no
JouitNAL InformiKl of tlielr movements iiud

u|ipolutment8.

J. H, Robeson, of Clear Creek county,

Colo., has returned from a visit to Parral,

Mexico.

D. N. Harper, of Paris, France, has

been in Gilpin county, Colo., looking after

mining interests.

H. P. Tweed has returned to Denver

from Arizona, and is on professional bus-

iness in Nevada.

Clancey M. Lewis, of South Belling-

liani, Wash, has taken offices at No. 316

Pacific Block, Seattle.

C. L. Loguc, now with the Western Ore

Purchasing Coinp.iny, Millers, Nev., spent

last week in Goldlield.

\V. R. Ingalls, editor of the Journal,

left Denver a few days ago for Salt Lake

City and the Pacific Coast.

J. W. Astley, of Victoria, B. C, is at

Georgetown, Colo., e.xamining mining

property for English clients.

E. A. Reser, of New York City, is in

Colorado, looking over mining interests in

Gilpin and Boulder counties.

General Manager McKeever, of the

Copper Range Consolidated Company, is

at the property, in Michigan.

W. W. Degge, president of the Welling-

ton Association, of Boulder, Colo., has

left on a visit to Eastern points.

Richard M. Atwater, Jr., of Helena,

Mont., has returned from South America,

after an extended professional trip.

F. E. Himrod, of New York city, has

returned home after a visit to his hold-

ings, in Clear Creek and Gilpin counties,

Colo.

Anthony McGill has been appointed by

the Canadian Government as chief analyst

of the Inland Revenue department, at Ot-

tawa.

W. T. Hedges, an English mining en-

gineer, is engaged in making an inspec-

tion of the Cobalt and adjoining mining

areas.

R. H. Hewitt, president of the Magnus
Metal Company, has been elected a direc-

tor of the National Copper Bank, New
York.

Judd, mining engineer, of

in Cobalt, Ont., examining

property for New York

Edward K.

New York, is

some mining

parties.

E. C. Lindemann, of Boulder, Colo., is

making an examination of mines in the

Western States, in the interests of in-

vestors.

H. W. Hardinge, of New York, has

left for Canada and an extended visit

to Colorado and the West on professional

business.

M. N. MacLeod has been appointed
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general manager of the Canadian North-

ern Railway system, with headquarters at

Winnipeg.

Lafayette Hanchett, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, has been in Clear Creek county,

Colo., looking over mining and milling

properties.

Forbes Rickard, of Denver, has been

making examination of Gilpin county,

Colo., properties in the interests of east-

ern capitalists.

Henry Snell, superintendent of the Ari-

zona Commercial Company, and of the

Superior & Boston, is in the Lake coun-

try, visiting his parents.

.Albert H. Fay has returned from Alas-

ka, and is now mining engineer at the

barium and zinc works of John T. Wil-

liams & Sons, Bristol, Tenn.

E. J. Wilcox, manager of the Waldorf

properties in Clear Creek county, Colo.,

has returned from a visit to Arizpe, near

Cananea, Mexico, to examine mines.

Francis A. Thomson, head of the de-

partment of mining at the State College

of \Vashington, is on a tour through the

mining districts of East and West Koot-

enay, B. C.

Eugene Coste returned to Toronto this

week from Alberta and Saskatchewan,

where he has been engaged in exploration

for oil in the interests of the Canadian

Pacific Railway.

Adolph Hirsh, secretary and treasurer

of the Diamond Drill Carbon Company,

of New York, has left for a three

months' visit to London, Eng., going from

there to Brazil.

Louis D. McCall, of Chicago, 111., pres-

ident of the Jefferson-Calhoun and Cal-

houn Tunnel Mining companies, operating

in Gilpin county, Colo., has been visiting

these properties.

S. A. Worcester has completed the de-

sign and installation of a three-ton over-

balanced-skip hoisting plant for the Find-

ley mine, shaft No. i. Independence, Colo.,

and is now at Victor.

A. L. Queneau, superintendent of

smelting works with the Zinc Corpora-

tion, Ltd., has resigned to accept a simi-

lar position with the Bartlesville Zinc

Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

C. C. Whiting, of New York city, pres-

ident of the Whiting Mining Company,

has been at Georgetown, Colo., looking

after interests in the Terrible property, in

which Senator Elkins is interested.

C. H. MacMillan, late general superin-

tendent of the plant of the Dominion Iron

& Steel Company, of Sydney, N. S., has

resigned his position and is succeeded by

W. C. Mitchell, of Chesterfield, England.

G. F. Stevenson, of Los Angeles, Cal.,

part owner of the Hahn's Peak placers, in

Routt county, Colo., is looking over the

property accompanied by C. Jaincs and

D. N. Diggles, capitalists, of San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
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Reginald Francis, an English mining

engineer, arrived last week from Swan-

sea, Wales, on his way to Canpnea,

Sonora, Mex., where he will examine the

properties of the Pennsylvania & Can-

anea Copper Company in the interests of

English capitalists.

W. l-'ischer Wilkinson, mining engineer,

of London, arrived in New York July 21,

and will spend some time visiting mines in

this country and Mexico. He is accom-

panied by D. O. Caldecott, who is well

known for his long and active service in

the mines of the Transvaal.

F. E. Butcher, for several years man-

ager of the foreign sales department of

the Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing

Company, Columbus, Ohio, has taken an

interest in the American Concentrator

Company, Joplin, Mo., becoming vice-

president and general manager.

Prof. C. Kenneth Lcith, who has for

many years been connected with the U. S.

Geological Survey, and wrote the Mesabi

range monograph, is on that range this

summer, revising his report and the ac-

companying map, for publication in the

final volume of the Lake Superior geol-

ogy, which is to come out next year.

Dr. David T. Day has been relieved of

the charge of the Division of Mining and

Mineral Resources of the United States

Geological Survey; his successor being

Edward W. Parker, long connected with

the division as statistician. Dr. Day will

devote his entire time to the study of the

petroleum resources of-the United States.

Obituary

Benjamin Corey, of San Francisco, Cal.,

well known in mining circles in Phoenix,

Ariz., was killed at Manchester, N. H.,

on July 4, by being thrown from a car-

riage. He was 65 years old.

Dr. Edwin Gilpin, deputy Commissioner

of Works and Mines, of Nova Scotia,

died at Northwest Arm, near Halifax, on

July 10, as the result of a paralytic stroke.

He was appointed provincial inspector of

mines in 1879 and was made deputy com-

missioner in 1886. He was regarded as

one of the best authorities on mining in

Canada.

Angelo Heilprin, head of the Sheffield

Scientific School of Yale, for seven years

president of the Geographical Society, of

Philadelphia, explorer and author of

many treatises on volcanoes and other

scientific subjects, died in Philadelphia on

July 17, from tropical fever which h6 had

contracted while exploring in South

.\merica. Professor Heilprin won fame

as an explorer. He was bom in 1853 in

Hungary and was brought to this country

at an early age. He took up the study of

natural science and devoted his attention

particularly to paleontology and geology.

He visited the Klondike and Alaska in

1898 and 1899. In 1891 he accompanied
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Lieut. Peary to the ice fiylds of Green-

land ar.d studied the ice-cap and its re-

latioiK to the glacial period, and later

he:idcd a Peary relief expedition. He
studied the volcanoes of Northern Africa

and of Mexico, and was the first to prove

that Orizaba is higher than Popocatapetl.

His work. "Mont Pelec and the Tragedy

of Martinique," records his observations

on that famous geologic disturbance.

Soceties and Technical Schools

Ltihc Siifiiiiir Mining Institute—
Notices have been sent out postponing in-

dctiniicly the annual meeting which was

to have tuen held at Duluth July 24. The

idleness of the ore docks and the suspen-

sion of all mining operations on account

of the strike is given as the reason for the

postponement.

McGill University—Plans have been

completed for the construction of the new
engineering building at the university,

Montreal, to replace that destroyed by fire

last .-Xpril. It will be somewhat larger

than the one destroyed and in every way
in keeping with the first-class equipment

to be provided and thoroughly fire-proof.

The cost will be about $275,000. The
architect is Prof. Percy E. Nobbs, of

McGill University and the contractors

Byers & Anplin. Montreal.

industrial

The D. T. Williams Valve Company has

issued for free distribution three pam-
phlets and a new catalog, describing the

engineering specialties manufactured by

that firm.

The branch office of the Sullivan Ma-
chinery Company at San Francisco, of

which Howard I. Walsh is manager, has

been removed from No. 319 Howard street

to No. 26 Fremont street.

At the ar.nual meeting of the stockhold-

ers of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Com-
pany, held in Jersey Cit>', N. J., the retir-

ing board of directors was re-elected, with

the exception of J. B. Dennis and E. G.

Statesburg, who were succeeded by
L. Oudin and W. N. Reynolds.

The Isthmian Caral Commission has

ordered 24 Sullivan class Y-8 channelers

for channeling the walls of the canal when
it passes through rock. The work includes

almost all of the "wet prism" in the Cu-
lebra division, 9 miles long, and also the

walls of the locks at La Boca and Mira
Ftores.

The Minneapolis Steel and Machinery
Company, of Minneapolis, Minn., has es-

tablished an office in the Phccnix building,

Butic, Mont., under the management of

J. E. Lanning. The firm manufactures

engines, gas producers, coal-handling ma-
chinery, ore-conveying devices and other

equipment.

The East Pittsburg works of the Wcst-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company is turning out 16 locomotives for

coal mines in West Virginia and Ken-

tucky, one for an iron mine in Sweden,

another for a power company in the State

of Washington, and is constructing a

complete electric motor equipment for a

phosphate mine in Florida.

The Webb City & Cartersville Foun-

dry and Machine Works is a consolidation

of five plants manufacturing mining ma-

chinery in the Joplin district. Mo.
The firms combined were : Webb City

Iron Works, Cartersville Foundry and

Machine Works, Jasper County Foundry

and Macliine Works, with one plant at

Joplin and another at Cartersville, and

Oror.ogo Foundry Company. The officers

are : W. R. Caulkins, president ; T. F.

Coyne, vice-presidant ; H. B. Owens, sec-

retary and treasurer; W. G. Bryant, gen-

eral manager.

In the United States Circuit Court for

the northern district of New York, Judge

Ray handed down an opinion in favor of

the General Electric Company in its suit

t3 restrain Corliss, Coon & Co., of Cohoes,

N. Y., from further infringement of

Eickemeyer patent No. 677,308, in the use

of some induction motors manufactured

by the Allis-Chalmers Company. The
feature of these motors which formed the

b.Tsis of the suit, was the relation between

the number of slots in the field and the

number of slots in the armature whereby
all dead points or locking positions are

eliminated from the motor. The court

holds that the patent is valid, and is in-

fringed by the defendants.

Trade Catalogs

I

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

Scully Steel and Iron Company, Chi-

cago, III. Stock List. Pp. 146, illustrated,

paper, ^Yzxy in. ; July and August, 1907.

American Spiral Pipe Works, Post-

office Box 485, Chicago, 111. Forged Steel

Pipe Flanges. Pp. 94, illustrated
;
paper,

8x10 in

Hendryx Electro Cyanide Company,
Denver, Colo. Catalog No. 4. Hendryx
Process. Pp. 20, illustrated, paper, syixS'/^

inches.

Ingersoll-Rand Company, 11 Broadway,

New York. Bulletin No. 2010. "Crown"
Pneumatic Hammers. Pp. 24, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in.

.\merican Electric Furnace Company, 45
Wall street. New York. Bulletin No. i.

Electric Furijaces. Pp. 12, illustrated,

paper, 7J4xio in.; June, 1907.

The Westinghouse Machine Company,
East Pittsburg, Penn. The Westinghouse

Storage Battery. Pp. 50, illustrated
;
pa-

per, 4^/^x6 in.

I

Ore Reduction Compar.y, Limited, To-
ronto, Canada. Centrifugal Concentrat-

ing or Separating System. Pp. 8, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 inches.

Warren Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany, Sandusky, Ohio. Bulletin No. 30.

Revolving Feed Alternators. Pp. :2, il-

lustrated, paper, 8x11 in.; May, 1907.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Seven-

teenth street and .-Mleghany avenue, Phil-

adelphia. Penn. "Saving Exhaust Steam

Under Difficulties." Folder, illustrated,

paper, 8^.xii in.

Jacobson Machine Manufacturing Com-
pany, Warren, Pa. Bulletin "C." The
Jacobson Gas and Gasoline Engines for

Stationary and Portable Purposes. Pp.

16, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Joshua Hendy Iron Works, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Panoramic view of San Fran-

cisco, Cal., taken from the vicinity of

Seventh and Markets streets immediately

before and after the fire, April 18, 1906.

Two engravings, 27x8 in.

A. Wissler Instrument Works, 601-615

North Broadway, St. Louis, Mo. High

Grade Engineering, Surveying, Mining,

Scientific and Recording Instruments and

Supplies. Contains numerous tables and

data. Price $1. Pp. 166, indexed, illus-

trated
;
paper, 5x8 in.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Bulletin No. 1094. Belted

Direct-Current Generators. Type LF. Pp.

8, illustrated, paper, 8xio>/2 in.; April 15,

1907. Bulletin No. 1095. Enclosed Alter-

nating-Current Multiple Arc Lamps 104-

Volt, Type A C M, Form C. Pp. 8, illus-

trated, paper, 8xiojX in.; May 10, 1907.

Bulletin No. 1096. Type A Transformers.

Pp. 8, illustrated, paper, SxioJ^ in.; April

25, 1907.

Construction News

Laivrence County, South Dakota—The

Success Mining Company has decided to

build a mill on its property near Roubaix.

Central City, Colorado—The Grand

Central Mining Company is about to in-

stall a new compressor plant. Peter F.

Daly, Central City, Colo., is superinten-

dent.

Silver Creek, Pennington County, South

Dakota—The Cordelia Mining Company
is considering plans for a mill to treat

practically free-milling ore. L. M. Kearny

is manager.

Russell Gulch, Colorado—An electrical

plant is to be installed on the Iron Duke
property by Louisiana and Mississippi

capitalists. A. H. Heller, Central City,

Colo., is manager.

Black Hawk, Colorado—A new com-

pany is reported to be in process of form-

ation for the purpose of erecting a large

concentrating plant. H. W. Kane, Cen-

tral City, Colo., is conducting the ne-

gotiations.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City. San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

fuly 17— I he exceptionally rich strikes

of ore in the Tightner mine, in Sierra

county, are having a good effect in the

region for M miles around Alleghany.

Most of the ore is of the "candle box" or

specimen variety, and pockets of the rich-

est kind of gold ore have been taken out.

In the same county the Reliance and

Keystone gravel claims covering nearly

2000 ft. of the famous Keystone channel

of Chipps Ridge, have been leased by

Francis De Lawney, and the work of ex-

tending the tunnel begun some months

ago, is to be crowded as fast as men can

be secured to do the work. The mine is

owned by M. W. Mather, of the Croesus

Mining Company, and Henry North.

The Minarets region, in the high Sierra

of Madera county, is again attracting at-

tention of prospectors. There is deep

snow there still, and the work is difficult.

Some discoveries have been made in the

cinnabar district, on Bald mountain,

which is about 60 miles east of Lake City,

Modoc county. Several new locations

have been made which yield ore of high

grade.

In addition to the closing down of the

big gold mines at Angels, in Calaveras

county, the largest copper mine in the

county, has also discharged 80 men and
quit work. This is the Union mine, at

Copperopolis, which within the past year,

has established extensive reduction works,

and begun developments of great extent.

The smelter will also stop work.

Some of the dredging companies at

Oroville have been asking for a reduction

of taxation assessment owing to the dam-
age done by the spring floods. One
dredge was virtually destroyed and two
more were capsized and badly damaged.
The Board of Equalization refused to

make any reduction.

The first shipment of oil through the

Standard Oil Company pipe line com-
pleted recently, will probably be run into

the Midway fields, Kern county, within a

week. The main line is of 8-in. pipe,

while the branch lines are 6 in.

Over about Horse Mountain, the new
copper district in the east central part of

Humboldt county, there is a great deal of

active work in locating copper claims and
in opening and developing that section.

Several companies have been formed to

• prospect for copper.

The new director of the mint, Frank A.
Leach, formerly superintendent of the

U. S. mint, at San Francisco, was for

many years a publisher and editor of

iiewspapcrs at V'allejo ai.d Oakland, Cal-

ifornia. He has been interested in drift

mines in Placer county for many years,

and owns aho large copper interests in the

new districts in Trinity county.

The new camp of Quail Springs, in San

Bernardino county, is the latest scene of

an important strike of silver-copper ore.

The new strike is about one mile from

the Silver King group of the Kennedy

Brothers.

The Oustomah property, including the

original Pennsylvania mine, has been sold

to the Hayes Brothers, of San Jose, and

is to be put in working order at once. Al-

together the purchase includes some 5000

feet on the vein. Another sale in the

same vicinity is that of the Norambagua

mine to Pittsburg men, who will install a

complete pumping and hoisting plant, and

then devote its energies to sinking and

opening up new ground. The mine has a

fine record as a producer.

Two old mines, long idle, about to be

reopened, are the Belle Union, near the

Xorth Star, at Grass Valley, Nevada

county, and the Brush Creek, on Wood-
ruff creek, near the Mountain House,

Sierra county. The Brush Creek is to

have an 800-ft. tunnel to drain it. At one

time, years ago, the mine paid handsomely

but the owners were driven out by water.

The shaft is about 250 ft. deep.

Salt Lake City

July 18—The United Mercur Gold

Mines Company has been organized to

operate and develop a group of claims in-

cluding the Ingot mine, adjoining, and in

the vicinity of the Consolidated Mercur

Gold Mines Company's mine. Samuel

Newhouse is named as president.

F. Augustus Heinze's representatives

have closed a deal for the purchase of a

smelter site about two miles south and

west of the old Garfield Beach bathing

resort on the south shores of the Great

Salt lake, and within four miles of the

smelter operated at Garfield by the

.\merican Smelting and Refining Com-
pany. The property purchased, it is un-

derstood, will be conveyed to the Miners'

Smelting Company, recently organized

under the laws of the State of Maine, and

in which Mr. Heinze is a controlling

spirit. The proposed plant will be built

with the view of entering into active com-

petition with the American Smelting and

Refining Company, for the treatment of

all classes of ore in addition to handling

the output from the properties operated

by the Bingham Consolidated Mining and

Smelling Company, in liin«ham and

TiTitic; the Ohio Copper Company, in

Bingham; Silver King Coalition, at Park

City; Western Utah Copper, in the west-

ern part of Tooele county. The initial

unit will handle, it is claimed, at least

2000 tons of ore daily.

The Consolidated Mercur Gold Mines

Company is opening up the old Brickyard

mine, one of the properties operated suc-

cessfully by Captain DeLaMar, when he

owned the Golden Gate mines in Mercur.

A recent sampling has revealed extensive

bodies of developed ore in the mine. AU

of the equipment for the new slimes plant

should arrive by the middle of August

A portion of the plant is being tried out.

The consolidation of the Star Consoli-

dated and Black Jack mines, in the Tintic

district, has been consummated. The cap-

ital stock of the Black Jack is to be

doubled, and the new issue is to go to the

present shareholders of the Star Con-

solidated.

The initial dividend of the Silver King

Coalition Mines Company, 3 per cent, of

the capital stock, or $185,000, has been

posted for payment on July 31.

The fifth steam shovel ordered by the

Utah Copper Company, at Bingham, has

been placed in commission, and the fourth

section of the new concentrating mill, at

Garfield, has been started. The latter is

now handling 2000 tons of ore daily, while

the Copperton mill, in Bingham canon is

treating looo tons. On this basis the

Utah company is producing from 30,000,-

000 to 35,000,000 lb. of copper annually.

Denver

July 19—On July 17 a disastrous cave-

in occurred in the Cripple Creek district,

this time fortunately without loss of life.

It took place on Battle mountain, at the

Sratton's Independence mine, at a point

between the main shaft and the Portland

ground. Damage to the extent of about

$50,000 was done, partly to the Victor

water system. More than 500 ft. along

the surface sank, from 6 to 12 ft., and No.

2 shaft house was wrecked.

At its annual meeting, held on July 15,

the Mary McKinney Gold Mining Com-

pany passed the quarterly dividend, be-

cause the property had been shut down

for several weeks, made necessary by the

need of repairs and new machinery. There

is $30,000 in the treasury of which $20,000

has been set aside for subscription to the

drainage tunnel fund.

The annual report of the Elkton Con-
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solidatcd Gold Mining Company, sub-

mitted to the stockholders on July 15,

shows profits for the year of $330,000, out

of which nearly $200,000 was paid in

dividends. The former officers and direc-

tors were re-elected. It is expected that

the mine will be drained in a few months.

A meeting will be held tomorrow at

Silverton, to decide on the question of the

strike among the miners of the San Juan

district. The miners ask for an 8-hour

day at $3, working at present 12 hours

at $3.50. A referendum vote will decide.

In round numbers the Leadville output

for the month of June is calculated at

77,000 tons.

It is the intention of Henry E. Wood
to rebuild the testing works at once, prob-

ably on the same site, and in the mean-

time consignments of ore will be taken

care of at other plants.

The Federal government has com-

menced suit against the Utah Fuel Com-
pany, for having fraudulently acquired

coal land in Gunnison county, Colo.

The Columbia-Menona properties, to-

gether with the 30-stamp mill, near Tellu-

ride, have been transferred to the lona

Mining Company.

There is a scarcity of miners in Clear

Creek and Gilpin counties, where a good
deal of new work is under way.

A great deal of activity is going on in

the section of Gilpin county between Rol-

linsville, on the Denver, Northwestern &
Pacific Railway (MoflFat road), and the

top of Dory Hill divide, which separates

that slope from the mines of Black Hawk
and Central City. A branch railway is

projected, and work commenced, at Pac-

tolus, on the railroad, which, in its south-

ern course, will tap these mines and bring

their concentrated and smelting product

to Denver, via the Moffat road. The ores

are chiefly auriferous pyrite in a quartz

matrix, and readily amenable to concen-

tration. The plans for a 200-ton concen-

trating mill are already drawn, and the

mill is to be erected at Pactolus. Hith-

erto the ores of this slope were dependent

on a wagon haul of 10 miles or more to

the mills or railway at Black Hawk, and
the grade was too low to stand it. The
name of this new line is the Gilpin &
Clear Creek District Railway, and its

length is to be about 17 miles.

Duluth

July 22—No one can tell what the

strike of ore-dock men at the head of the

lakes will amount to, nor how long it will

continue. It is sufficient to state that, for

a week, no ore has gone from the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern docks, and that all

other docks which handle ore from Min-
nesota mines have been closed nearly as

long For the week preceding this strike

these docks shipped about 1,250,000 tons,

and the Duluth, Missabe & Northern was
moving ore at the rate of 525,000 tons a

week. The striking laborers have tied up

all mines and railroads, and the ore ships

of the lakes, and there is a daily loss now
of about $90,000 in wages on account of

the demand of 750 men for 25 cents more

per day, and the breaking of the agree-

ment they made at the beginning of the

season. The men now repudiate this

agreement, and say that a mere verbal

understanding is of no weight. The three

railway companies affected are not anx-

ious to settle on any compromise basis

with men who do not regard their agree-

ments and the docks, mines, and ships

have simply ceased business.

A factor in the situation which is not

generally known outside of the immediate

vicinity of the mines, is the attitude of

the miners. For some little time there

has been talk of strike among the mem-
bers of the Western Federation of Labor,

which is reasonably strong on the Mesabi

range, and has several flourishing lodges

there. These lodges this week balloted on

the question of strike or no strike, and

decided to strike on July 29, if their de-

mands were not granted by that date. It

was thought that, with the men at the

mines enforcedly idle on account of the

trouble they would not be half so likely

to make demands of their own as if every-

thing was going on smoothly, and the

cessation of operations for a few weeks

might prevent or forestall any mine

strikes this year. But this did not prove

to be the case. Though on July 19 the

Federation gave notice that a strike might

be called on July 20, the morning of July

20 found its notices, calling out its men
immediately, posted at all mines. The

members of the Federation, there-

fore, went out last Saturday. As
there were few men working in mines on

ore, the stripping crews were taken off,

and all work is suspended about the Me-
sabi range. While the great majority of

miners are not members of this federa-

tion, they have all gone out for the pres-

ent, and only the future will determine

how soon the bulk of the crews will be

back at work. It is, just now, the most

complete tie-up that has ever taken place

in the Lake Superior region. It is known
that, if the dockmen win their contention

now, and go back at an increased scale,

they expect to make another attempt, and

for still higher wages, in the course of a

few weeks, so that any acceptance of their

proposition now would be merely helping

them to start a second fight soon, and

would by no means settle the wage scale

for this season.

The demands of the Western Federation

are for an 8-hour day, a base of $2.50 per

day for unskilled labor, rising to $5 for

machine men, no contract labor, and, in

case any contracts are made, that they be

not with individuals, but with the officers

of the Federation. In the meantime the

Federation has raised its initiation fee

from $3 to $5, and is furnishing sinews of

war for the Moyer-Haywood fight.

On account of idleness of docks and

suspension of mining operations it has

been decided that the annual meeting of

the Lake Superior Mining Institute, that

was to have been held July 24, shall be in-

definitely postponed, and this notice has

been sent out.

Scranton

July 22—Stormy scenes marked the an- S
nual convention of the first district of the f
United Mine Workers, which was held in

Wilkes-Barre, last week, resulting in Rep-

resentative Timothy D. Hayes being

roundly condemned for disloyalty to the

organization in the State legislature.

Hayes voted against the bill increasing

the number of anthracite mine inspectors

and other measures fathered by the union M
and made some attacks upon the officers, f
The convention decided to reduce the in-

itiation fee temporarily. Arrangements

are also being made for a visit by Presi-

dent Mitchell to recruit the membership

roll.

After toiling since 1827 at the shore

end of a tow line the Lehigh canal mule

has reached the end of his day of use-

fulness, and now gives way to tne ciectric

motor. In the presence of a large number

of spectators a test was made at Mauch

Chunk of an electric tow on the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Company's canal. A
narrow-gauge track has been built on the

towpath for a distance of three miles and

from this a lo-ton electrical motor hauled

a large canal boat. The test was most

satisfactory, there being but little wash to

the banks, which was the problem of fast A
travel. The entire canal will now be T
equipped in this manner.

An official statement has been made

that the Delaware & Hudson Railroad

will not attempt to build a new railroad

into Schuylkill to tap the new coal lands

it acquired within the past two years.

.\rrangements have been made with the

Pennsylvania road for the transportation

of the coal to tidewater.

W. H. Dettery, former secretary of the

conciliation board, and one of the most

conservative leaders of the mine workers,

has entered the employ of the Lehigh Val-

ley Coal Company as an inspector. His

duty will be to inspect inside places from

which complaints have been received, and

thus reduce the number of grievances to

be taken before the conciliation board.

M. J. Flaherty, outside superintendent

at the Nottingham colliery, has been pro-

moted to assistant superintendent of all

the collieries of the Lehigh & Wilkes-

Barre Coal Company, on the easterly side

of the Susquehanna river, and will be suc-

ceeded at the Nottingham colliery by

Joseph Becker, formerly outside superin-

tendent at the Lance colliery. Alfred Ash-

ton, formerly assistant superintendent at

the Nottingham colliery, will succeed Mr.

Becker and William Jones, breaker boss

at the Nottingham, will succeed Mr. .A.sh-

ton.
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Two new breakers are to be built by

the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company

this year. One will be located midway

between Nos. 8 and 9 west of Lansford,

and the other at Nesquehoning.

Operations have been resumed at the

Hallstead colliery of the Delaware, Lack-

awanna & Western company after being

abandoned tor many years owing to the

workings being flooded.

The Morea colliery, operated by the

Dodson Coal Company is idle pending re-

pairs to the breaker, one of the abut-

ments supporting the structure having

given way.

The Natalie colliery, Mt. Carmel.

which has been idle for many years, has

been acquired by Ncal & Thorn, of Scran-

ton, who will begin the repair work im-

mediately. The same firm recently se-

cured the Buck Run colliery near Miners

Mills.

Commissioner C. P. Neill has reported

that the average tidewater selling price of

anthracite coal for the past .nonth was'

$4.57, thus giving the mine workers an in-

crease of one per cent., the first since

the annuil reduction of 50c. in the price

of coal.

Toronto, Ont.

July 19—The disturbance caused by the

strike of miners at Cobalt is gradually

subsiding and the situation is improving

with the resumption of work by several

of the mines including the Nipissing,

Coniagas, Trethewey and McKinley-Dar-

ragh. The union miners have modified

their terms as to wages and will accept

a 9-hour shift in place of the 8 hours pro-

posed by their schedule. This has been

accepted by the City of Cobalt and

McKinley-Darragh. In other cases non-

union men have been taken on. Many of

the strikers have left the camp. One effect

of the strike will probably be the elimina-

tion of some of the wild-cat enterprises

and over-capitalized concerns, on which

development work has been started.

A decision was given this week in the

action brought by the Florence Mining

Company against the Cobalt Lake Mining

Company, to set aside the grant held by

the latter on the groimd of a prior dis-

covery. The trial of the main issue was

recently postponed pending the decision

of the Canadian Government as to dis-

allowing the special legislation of the

Ontario Legislature, confirming the title

of the Cobalt Lake Company. In the

meantime the Cobalt Lake Company ap-

plied to the court for an order to the ef-

fect that in case of an adverse decision

it should only be liable to the extent of

the net profits of the mine during the in-

terval. The order was refused by the

court which ruled that, in the event of the

action being unfavorable, the Cobalt Lake

Company would be held liable for the

gross receipts : the company to pay costs

of the application in any event.

The new Del Norde Smelting and

Refining Company, incorporated in Ari-

zona with $10,000,000 capital, has given

out a contract for the construction of a

smelter at Ville Marie on the Quebec side

of Lake Timiskaming. with a daily capa-

city of 300 tons, to be completed within

one year from date. The town of Ville

Marie aids the enterprise by contributing

a free site and a cash bonus of $8000, be-

sides exempting the company from taxes

for 20 years. The old Wright lead and

silver mine, which was closed last sum-

mer on account of freight and smelter

charges having absorbed the profits of

mining, will be the main source of supply.

There are six other mines being devel-

oped in the district close to the Wright

mine. It is uncertain as yet whether the

company will undertake to treat Cobalt

ores.

London

July 13

—

.\ company called the Deer-

lodge Consolidated Mines, Ltd., has been

floated in London with a capital of

£250,000 to acquire and work the Deer-

lodge, Emery, Carbonate Hill, Dewey and

other claims about 30 miles from Butte,

Mont. The properties are gold propo-

sitions, carrying some silver and lead. The
characteristic of the lode is that there is

a paystreak which can be shipped to

smelters, while the remainder of the lode

can be concentrated. The company is be-

ing floated by the same group of men
who introduced the Esperanza mine in

Spain and the Mitterberg in Austria, and

Mr. Robert .'\ddie is the mining engineer

who has furnished the reports. Another

American mine now being introduced to

the notice of the London investing public

is the Blue Bell which is situated in the

Larder Lake district, of Northern On-

tario. The shares offered are 1.000,000 at

$1 each in the Blue Bell gold mines, Ltd.,

a Canadian company with a nominal cap-

ital of $5,000,000. Very little is known of

the property in this country. In the

literature issued by the firm who are sell-

ing the shares here a great deal is made

of samples of ore containing gold and

silver aggregating $42,000 per ton. If

there were much of this ore. it would

hardly be worth while selling stock in

London. The De Lamar Company, Ltd.,

working in Idaho has not been able to

work at a profit during the past year.

The amount of ore treated was 13,897 tons

averaging $13.70 per ten. The mine re-

venue was £34,381, but as the total ex-

penses were £40,702 a loss of £6533 was

suffered. The chief difliiculty is the ex-

cessive cost of coal and timber. Arrange-

ments are now being made with an ad-

joining company, the Trade Dollar, for

the supply of electric power. The latter

company has a large installation of elec-

tric plant, the power being obtained from

the Snake river.

The financial position and prospects of

Oroville Dredging, Ltd.. are now ejcactly

determined. The company owns, as is

already well known, a number of dredging

properties in California. Mr. Hammon
estimates the ground to contain 14,000,000

cu.yd. of a total value of $15,000,000, and
a net profit of nearly $10,000,000. It will

take 16 years to treat this ground with

the twelve dredges owned by the com-
pany. Already two years' work has been

done so that the life of the property from
now is 14 years. It has been decided by

the shareholders that dividends shall be

continued on the present basis of 2.5 per

cent, per quarter until such time as a

reserve of $250,000 shall have been built

up. This will happen in less than a years'

time. Afterward dividends at the rate of

15 per cent, per annum will be distributed.

Two of the leading West Australian

gold mining companies have issued their

reports for 1906 during the past week,

the Oroya-Brownhill and the Great

Boulder Proprietary. The first named has

made a profit of £394,996 out of which

dividends at the rate of 80 per cent, per

annum have been paid. The amount of

ore treated was 128,180 tons and the gold

yield was 148,203 oz. valued at £630,318.

Development has recently disclosed very

large quantities of lower-grade ore in ad-

dition to continued discoveries of ore

equal in quality to that mined last year.

The Great Boulder Proprietary made a

profit of £329,495 during 1906 and £262,500

has been distributed as dividends. The
ore treated amounted to 149,943 tons

which in the sulphide mill yielded 146,317

oz. Battery tailings also yielded 4346 oz.

bringing the total to 150,712 oz. valued

at £554,797. The ore reserves blocked out

amount to zYi years supply averaging $18
a ton, and developments continue to open

up large bodies of profitable ore.-

The report of the Tyee Copper Com-
pany, Ltd., Vancouver Island, for the year

ended April 30 shows that the prospecting

and development at the mines has not

yet disclosed any new orebodies. The di-

rectors and manager are still hopeful,

however, that discoveries may be made.

Though the orebodies are being depleted

it is a matter of congratulation that the

customs work at the smelter is increasing

in a satisfactory way, so much so that in-

creased plant is in contemplation.

Some time ago, when writing of the bo-

nanza discovery at the Esperanza mine
near El Oro, Mexico, I mentioned that the

discovery had had a cheering effect on the

shareholders of adjoining mines through

which the same or similar veins passed.

This optimism has already been justified

in the case of the Oro Mining and Rail-

way Company. According to reports on
the development of the San Rafael vein

on this property it appears that at the

1000-ft. level this vein changes from

oxidized to sulphide ore and the gold con-

tents of the sulphide ore vary from $50

to $100 per ton, as compared with the

average of $10 to $15 in the oxidized ores

above. The level is being very fully de-

veloped and explored.
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Arizona

Graham County

ArUono Copper Company, Ltd.—The

report of the half year ending March 31,

shows profits of $i,346.S97 which includes

$55,238 brought forward from the pre-

vious half year. The dividend for the

half year en the A preferred stock and on

the 7 per cent, preferred stock amounted

to $58,877. Out of the balance the directors

have decided to pay 2s. 3d. on the pre-

ferred ordinary and deferred ordinary

shares, the same as for the corresponding

period of last year.

Yavap.u County

DeKalb Mining Company—Thh com-

pany has made an important strike in its

mines near Crown King. At a depth of

only 30 ft. a lead of lead-silver ore has

been uncovered, the width of which has

not yet been determined, but the whole

bottom of the shaft is in ore which as-

says in silver and lead. Development

work is being rapidly pushed.

Jerome Mines Development Company—

This company, on July I, made the last

payment upon the Harryhousen group of

mines, situated near Jerome. For more

than six months the company has been

prospecting with a diamond drill. These

mines adjoin the United Verde on the

north.

Verde Grande Copper Company—Ihh
company, operating near Jerome, is in-

stalling a steam hoist, and preparing to

prospect its ground to greater depth.

California

Alpine County

Hercules—The strike of shipping ore

found on the 800 level of this old mine

proves to be on the apex of a widening

ledge. The mill cannot be started up

until the dam is repaired.

Morning S/or—McLarley & Ely, of To-

nopah, have a bond on this property at

the head of Mogul canon. The old tunnel

run by the English company is being

cleared out, and the shaft has been

drained by pumps. No ore shipments

have been made for many years.

Butte County

Butte Star—Pennsylvania men have

bought this mine on the Magalia ridge.

Considerable capital is now being invested

in that locality.

Mammoth Channel Cold Mining Com-

pany—This company, which recently

bought the Mammoth and Magalia Chan-

nel ground, near Magalia, is about to sink

a three-compartment shaft.

Cal.vver.vs County

American Mineral Milling Company—
This company of Fruitvale, Alameda

county, has purchased the old Chalk mine

between Comanche and Wallace.

Inyo County

Crackerjack Gold Company—This com-

pany has its tunnel in 325 ft., and its shaft

down 100 ft.

Death Valley and Ahalada Company

—From these mines two to three carloads

of ore will be shipped weekly, from

Green water.

Death Valley Mining Company — This

company has shipped from Greenwater

two more carloads of high-grade ore.

Kern County

Winnie & Johnnie—J. W. Barter and

Val Schmidt, of Los Angeles, have pur-

chased this tungsten mine, three miles

west of Randsburg, for $30,000, and are

now sinking two shafts on narrow veins.

Several new discoveries of tungsten in

that region have been made lately.

Madera County •

Hildrcth—Tonopah, Nevada, men are

inspecting the Ryan claims at this old

camp, with a view to purchase.

Modoc County

Discovery—On this claim, near Fort

Bidwell, two shifts of miners are now at

work drifting on the ledge found last

winter.

Nevada County

Marcotte—While grading for a new

stamp mill Fred Marcotte struck a wide

ledge near his group, the quartz panning

plenty of colors.

Norambagua—Plans have been com-

pleted for new and heavy machinery for

this mine, at Grass Valley. Work is to

be pushed at once on the lower tunnel.

North Star Mining Company—This

Grass Valley company has declared a

dividend of 20c. a share, aggregating $50,-

000.

Placer County

Prairie Flower—Lizano & Hurst have

leased this old mine, at Canada Hill. The

mine was formerly the Paip.

Secret House—Fred Snyder has found

a quartz ledge in Black canon, adjoining

the Alameda Quartz mine.

Plumas County

Boston Emma Mines Company—This

company has just put up a S-stamp mill,

which is to be enlarged to 15 stamps dur-

ing the summer.

Gold Stripe—-This mine, near Green-

ville, is being examined with a view to

purchase. It is being worked by Maurice

Benedict and .-Mex. Thompson.

Plumas Mohawk Gold Mining Company
—-This company, at Johnsville, is prepar-

ing to install Huntington mills of 400 tons

daily capacity, and is putting about $200,-

000 on its new equipment.

San Bern.\rdino County

Tzvcnty-nine Palms—In this desert dis-

trict there are now ten mines in operation.

The Gold Park Company is employing 18

men and adding power drills to its equip-

ment. -A-mong other properties being de-

veloped are the Queen, Hexie, Lost

Horse, El Dorado and Porcupine. The
Taylor-Sullivan Company is opening sev-

eral groups.

Shasta County

Gold Leaf and White Oafe—Both these

mines, H. O. Cummins, superintendent,

are preparing to ship large quantities of

silicious ores to the Mountain copper

smelters.

Yankee John—Phenomenally rich ore

continues to come from this mine, where
the rich discovery was made a few weeks
ago.

Sierra County

Black Jack—This claim in Jim Crow
caiion is being reopened after an idleness

of 27 years.

Empire—This mine at Gold Valley, near

Downieville, has started operations after

si.x months" shut down. The 20-stamp

mill has been remodeled.

Neversweat—This property, near Alle-

ghany, has been bonded by L. P. Wood-
bury and associates of Chicago, 111., and

an old tunnel is being reopened and re-

paired.

Siskiyou County

Oregon Mining and Water Power
Company—This company, D. I. Jackson,

manager, has sent a Keystone drilling

plant to its mine, four miles below Happy
camp. The gravel is to be prospected.

Nordheimer—This old hydraulic mine,

on the Salmon river, 24 miles from Or-

leans, has been sold by William Lord, to
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I'alo Alto and Los Angeles men. 'I'he

iiime people have also bought the Mark-

useii hydraiilii: mine, near Orleans.

Kciiting—The Thomas Keating group,

i.> miles south of Callahan, has been

bonded by A. L. Bellews and associates.

.\ mill is to be erected.

Trinity Cou.nty

Salmon Suiiiitlit Mining Company—
This new company is to open a group of

claims on Salmon summit. Areata, Hum-
boldt county, men are the promoters.

Tuolumne County

Mountain Lily—The main tunnel is in

1700 ft., and is being run ahead fjr the

specimen shoot.

Mc.llfinc—This Mother Lode mine is

being pumped out by Whitcomb & Jorey,

of San Francisco.

Spring Gulch Mining Company—Work
on the loo-stamp mill of the Grizzly, Dead
Horse and New Albany mines, now con-

solidated, is progressing rapidly.

Indiana

\V.\kkicK County

Cali-doniii Coal Mining Company—The
company pleaded guilty to violating the

State mining law upon charges preferred

by State Mine Inspector Epperson, in

seven counts, and fines were assessed in

the sum of $69.75. Tlie violations con-

sisted of a failure to make a m )iiihly re-

port to the inspector.

Greene County

Nciv Summit—About 300 miners work-

ing in the mine, went on a strike because

the company refused to discharge the su-

perintendent. The strike was unauthor-

ized by the district union, and under the

agreement the miners will be fined $1 per

day for the eight days they were idle, or

an aggregate of $^400.

ing of this shaft will be necessary tu show
the true character of the iormaiion.

Colorado

Las Animas County

Segundo—It is reported that the Colo-

rado Fuel and Iron Company has succeed-

ed in purchasing the strip of ground be-

tween its coal lands and the railroad

tracks, which will make it possible to get

out coal economically through a new
opening.

Lake County—Leadville

Barllett Tunnel—Two carloads of ore

are being shipped daily from the tunnel

on Sugar Loaf. While some of tlie ore is

dump material, a much better quality is

coming from the vein.

Cold Ore—Several samples of ore run-

ning high in gold were recently brought

into a local assay office from a gulch near

Homestake. The vein is said to be a foot

wide and is a fissure between porphyry

and granite.

Hibschle Shaft—About two carloads of

lead ore are being shipped daily from the

Hibschle property, and as soon as the

railroad switch is completed the lessees

will ship 100 tons per day.

Matchless—Several sets of lessees are

ae work on this property on Fryer Hill.

A new shaft has been started.

Silicious Ores — A great demand for

silicious ores has recently arisen among
the smelters and a considerable tonnage
is being shipped from this district, prin-

cipally from Fryer Hill. The ore is very

low grade.

Yak Tunnel— The tunnel has settled

down to steady growth and e.xpansion.

The Yak is at present shipping about 200

tons of various kinds of sulphide ores.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Calumet & Hecla—Work on the foun-

dations for the new rc-grinding mill and

boiler house is progressing rapidly and

one of the 200-ft. self-supparting steel

stacks is nearly complete. At the electric

power plant the third 2000-kw. generating

unit is being assembled. At the mine the

company is erecting a large brick pattern

shop, an adjunct to the new foundry,

which is to be put into commission this

week.

Keweenaw County—Copper

Gratiot—Sinking is going on in the two

shafts of this property with all possible

speed. No. i shaft is down nearly 200 ft.,

and when this depth is reached a plat will

be cut and a level started. No. 2 shaft,

which is just north of the Mohawk, is

down appro.ximately 350 ft. ; at a depth of

220 ft. a level was started and drifting is

continuing north and south. Both shafts

are being sunk on the vein, and very good

rock is being accumulated on the stock-

pile.

Cliff—The spur on the Keweenaw Cen-

tral to this property is about complete,

and as soon as this is finished a shipment

of rock will be made to the Tamarack
mills, and a test run put through.

K C2i.'ecyia7v Copper Company—Mandan
shaft is bottomed in a very encouraging

formation at a depth of 750 ft. The com-

pany has let a contract for a number of

dwellings which will be ready for occu-

pancy in a month or so, and as soon as

ready the force working at this property

will be increased.

Onton.\con County—Copper

Lake—The site for a new shaft is be-

ing rapidly cleared away, and sinking will

be started as soon as possible. Much in-

terest will be taken in the property, as a

number of drill cores taken showed that

the Baltic lode traverses its land. The
cores were well mineralized, but the sink-

Miuouri

Zinc-Leau District

Badger-Peacock—On May ij a heavy

rain causing a flood in Spring river com-
pletely inundated the camp and curtailed

the output at least 300 tons per week.

Since that date nine pumps have been

steadily at work lowering the water at the

rate of 10,000 gal. per iniii. I'/j ft. pi-r day.

It is expected that the mines will be pro-

ducing again next week. A dyke has
been built along the river bank which, it

is believed, will combat any future rise in

the river.

.Vi-Ji' Slieet Ground—The many drill

strikes immediately south of, and in the

city of Webb City have set mining men
to wondering if it will not eclipse the

wonderful sheet ground section north

of that city. Col. James O'Neill has

proved the sheet ground formation on
the old Sucker Flat, and now A. D.
Hatten and others have made rich strikes

at a depth of 200 ft. still south on the

Troup land. The sheet of ore is 10 ft.

thick and runs 7 to 10 per cent, in ore,

which is considerable better than the

mines north of Webb City.

Mercantile, No. i—Two months ago the

Mercantile mill No. I operating on a sub-

lease on the Guinn land north of Webb
City, was consumed by fire. The company
has placed a contract for a steel frame
mill and work has been begun. The
framework will be entirely of steel in-

closed with corrugated sheeting. The
only wood about the mill will be the jigs,

which are always wet. The cost of the

mill will be 25 to 30 per cent, more, $22,-

000 against $17,000 for a frame mill, but

there will be no insurance expense. This
will be the first steel frame mill in the

district.

Missouri Lead and Zinc Company—
The new concrete power house of the

company is about completed and the new
900-h.p. Westinghouse generator has been
installed with its 30-ton fly-wheel and a

Porter & .-Mien engine. The 8-in. pump
which draws the water from the 1370-ft.

well on the lard has also been installed.

When completed the company will have
1700 h.p. and will supply power for all

purposes on the lands.

Power Shovels—While one company is

preparing to settle the shoveler question

in the sheet ground mines at Webb City

by installirg a steam shovel, another in

the Duenweg district is going to introduce

a shovel operated by compressed air.

Montana

EuTTE District

Anaconda—The shaft on the High Ore
is 2855 ft. deep snd will be sunk 30 ft.

more. .-K large station will be cut at the
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2800- ft. level and about a year will elapse

before the veins are tapped from the sta-

tion. The company is using the electric

haulage system on the 2200- and i6oa-ft.

levels and is preparing to install one at

the 2000.

Boston & Montana—The company is

mining and shipping to its plant all the

ore that can be treated by present facili-

ties, the quantity aggregating 3350 tons a

day. It is running short of coal, as are

also some of the other Amalgamated com-

panies. The shaft on the Greenlcaf is

80s It- J<-"cp and will be stopped tempo-

rarily at the 1000, where the vein cut at

840 ft. will be crosscut. This vein is about

11 ft. wide, and although not solid com-

mercial ore, it contains stringers from 5

to 10 in. wide that will average well in

copper. Its course is northwest by south-

east, and dips south.

Coalition—This company has made a

strike of copper ore 40 ft. south of the

shaft at the 2200-ft. mark of the Corra

mine. The vein is 46 ft. wide and is prin-

cipally first class. The company has

finished crosscutting it and is beginning

to drift in both directions from the point

of intersection. This body of ore apexes

below the 1900-ft. mark and is of a bet-

ter grade than any other ever discovered

in the property. The company is now
going after it at the 2000 and will soon

resume sinking in order to get it below.

The ore production of Coalition is only

about 1200 tons per day at present, the

result of a suspension of mining in the

Minnie Healey on account of gas from
fire in the upper levels. Preparations for

a resumption of ore extraction in the

lower levels of this mine are in progress,

but the output will be hoisted through

the shaft of the Leonard.

North Butte—The daily production of

this company remains about 1250 tons a

day. Development of the Edith May vein

at the 1800 is progressing. The face of

the crosscut north of the Jessie at the

1600 has not encountered the Berlin vein,

but is advancing rapidly. No attempt to

open the Berlin from the surface will be

made until the suit between Harry Gas-
sert and Morgan Strong over a portion of

the proceeds of the sale of the Berlin

group to the North Butte Company is

decided.

Nevada

E^MERAU>A County—Goldfield

Atlanta—The Boom shaft is down to

the 380-ft. level. The lessees on the Cher-
ok«e claim have cut the vein at the 200-

fL level, and assay returns are satisfac-

tory. The shaft has been sunk to the

3Cio-ft. level, and a crosscut will be started

to cut the vein at that depth. The Flor-

ence Hopkins shaft is down to the 380-ft.

I*vel. It is proposed to start four cross-

es:' itely with th* view of picking

u; Florence vein.

Little Florence—A new 6o-h.p. hoist has

been installed, and is hoisting about 70
tons of ore daily. This output will be in-

creased to 120 tons within the next fort-

night. Good ore has been developed in

several parts of the workings between the

2S0-ft. and 300-ft. levels where the vein

averages 2^ ft. in width. The main shaft

is being sunk at the rate of 6 ft. per day,

and has now passed the 325-ft. mark. It

is proposed to cut the vein at a point 100

ft. below where it was opened in the

Mohawk Florence ground by means of a

crosscut from the 370-ft. level.

Mohawk—The recent find in the south

drift on the 450-ft. level has developed

into the largest and richest orebody on

the field. The general trend of the vein

appears to indicate that it is a continua-

tion of the rich veins developed in the

Gold Wedge claim on the Jumbo Exten-
sion.

Mohawk Jumbo—The vein in the south

drift on the 450-ft. level is 5 ft. in width,

and is of shipping grade. The prelim-

inary assay returns are high. The ore be-

ing shipped from the old workings aver-

ages 70 tons per day, valued at $120 per

ton.

Simmerone—The west crosscut on the

25Q-ft. level is out 130 ft. from the shaft.

The eastern crosscut on the same level is

out 100 ft. Some fine looking quartz has

been cut, and it is proposed to follow up
the vein by drifting. The crosscut will

also be continued.

Velvet—The lessees of the Algie claim

have sent the shaft down past the 260

level. Several low-grade veins have been

cut. It is intended to continue sinking to

the 300-ft. level before drifting and

crosscutting:

NvE County—Bullfrog

Belle—The shaft has reached a depth

of 250 ft. and at this point there has been

a considerable improvement in the size

and prospects of the vein. It is proposed

to continue sinking to the 300-ft. level be-

fore drifting.

Denver Annex—The tunnel on the

Louisville ledge is in 100 ft., and has cut

the vein which is 3 ft. in width and car-

ries good values.

Golden Scepter—The Hobo ledge has

been cut in a crosscut east from the 100-

ft. incline. It is 4 ft. in width and aver-

ages $20 per ton in value.

Original Bullfrog—The new shaft has

been sunk to a depth of 30 ft. It is pro-

posed to continue sinking to the loo-ft.

level before drifting on the vein.

Tramp Consolidated—A large force of

men continues to be employed and vigor-

ous prospecting and development work is

being done. The Eclipse drift has been
run 600 ft. south from ths crosscut tunnel,

and the vein carries good values for the

greater portion of the drift. The Tramp
tunnel is duplicating this drift at an in-

creased depth of 113 ft. The winze be-

low the fourth level in the Denver claim

is down 160 ft. It will be continued to

the 200-ft. point before a crosscut is

started.

Nye County—Manh.\tt.\n

Dexter—A shipment of 28 tons of ore

from Leases Nos. i and 2 recently sent to

Salt Lake returned $300 per ton. It is

probable that furtlicr shipments will be

made shortljt

Federal—Development operations have

been started on this property, situated in

the Willow Springs section of the field.

Surface prospecting resulted in the dis-

covery of a promising ledge, and the com-

pany determined to sink a shaft to the

200-ft. level to develop it. A power hoist

has been ordered.

Mustang—The output of ore is aver-

aghig 3 carloads per day. It is chiefly

high grade, and is sacked as soon as

broken down. The workings continue to

develop well, and large ore reserves have

been opened up.

Nye County—Manhatt.\n

Thanksgiving—The main shaft has cut

a 3-ft. vein at a depth of 250 ft. The ore

assays well and appears to carry tellur-

ium. In some respects samples of the

vein resemble the telluride ore of Cripple

Creek.

Mustang Extension—The new shaft has

been sunk to a depth of 70 ft., and will

be continued to the 200-ft. level as rapidly

as possible with the view of developing

the orebodies opened up by the old shaft.

Otero—The shaft has been sunk to 120

ft., and has been re-timbered from top to

bottom. A powerful hoist has been in-

stalled and sinking will be continued

working three shifts. The workings are

looking well and ore of good milling

grade is showing in several places.

Nye County—Tonopah

Ore Shipments—Shipments over the

Tonopah Railroad for the week ending

July II were: Tonopah Company, 950
tons; Montana-Tonopah, 115; Belmont,

275 ; Jim Butler, 90 ; sundry small mines,

25 ; total from Tonopah, 1455 tons. Gold-

field shipments were 1610 tons, making a

total of 3065 tons. In addition the Tono-
pah company sent 2630 and the Belmont
loio tons to the mills.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Coal near Hcckschcrville—The Miners-

ville Water Company, in constructing a

storage dam near Heckscherville, recently

uncovered a thick bed of coal. The coal

is belived to be the Lykens Valley seam.

Colonial Collieries Company—This new
corporation has acquired the property of

the AntJiracite Coal Company, formerly

the Natalie Coal Company, and has begun

development work. The property consists
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of 2754 acres of anthracite coal land in

Northumberland and Columbia coun-

ties. The new company includes the firm

of Madeira, Hill & Co., of Philadelphia.

The officers are: P. C. Madeira, presi-

dent ; James N. Neele, vice-presidet ; and

L. C. Madeira, secretary and treasurer.

South Dakota

LAWKt.NcE County

AiiifrUan Eagle—A 14- ft. body of

ore was encountered while excavating

for a mill site. .\ large amount of

ore has been opened up in the fiat forma-

tion from which former shipments to the

Hildebrand mill netted $6 per ton.

llsmeraldii—Kmil I'aust, who owns this

property in Blacktail gulch, will start up

his mill this month. Improvements are

being made for the saving of slimes.

Hidden Fortune—H. J. Mayham, the

original promoter of the Hidden Fortune

and Columlius companies, reports the con-

solidation of the two and that the work

is to be started at the mine and mill

within 30 days.

Homestiike—This week the Homestake

mill with 200 stamps was started, which

gives full capacity, 1000 stamps in opera-

tion. The water in the mine has been

lowered below the 6oo-ft. level. Little

damage on account of the flooding of the

mine has resulted in the lower workings.

The company has installed the air lift

system in the Ellison shaft throwing wa-

ter from the iioo- to the 300-ft. level,

where it is discharged through the Sav-

age tunnel. There are two 8-in. pipes

with a 2-in. air pipe in the center and a

6-in. pipe with a i-in. air pipe in the cen-

ter. A head of 800 to 1000 lb. of air is

used. The inflow of the mine is estimated

at 1000 gal. per mimite.

Utah

Box Elder County

Lakeside Copper Company—It has been

demonstrated that the ore deposits of this

property lie in blanket form and that they

can be successfully treated by leaching.

Salt Lake Copper Company—This cor-

poration is shipping ore regularly to the

Salt Lake smelters from its property near

Lucin.

Juab County

Tinlic Shipments—Carloads of ore sent

to the Salt Lake smelters for the week
ending July 20 were: Ajax, i ; Beck Tun-
nel. 9; Bullion Beck, 5; Centennial

Eureka, 34; Colorado, 6; Carisa, 8; Eagle

& Blue Bell, 4; Grand Central, 3; Lower
Mammoth, 5 ; La Clede, i ; May Day, i

:

Mammoth, 5; Ridge & Valley. 3; Star

Consolidated, l; Scranton, 7; Tintic Iron,

6; L'ncle Sam, s; Yankee Consolidated, 4.

May Day—Additional equipment is be-

ing installed in the mill belonging to this

company.

Salt Lake County

South Co/iim<>ii.t—Regular shipments

from this mine at Alta have been inaugu-

rated. The ore carries silver, lead and

some copper.

Summit County

loiva Copper Company—Ore shipments

have been inaugurated from this property

at Park City.

Neiv York Bonanza— Preparations are

being made for the resumption of work at

this mine after a shut-down of several

weeks.

Ore Shipments—Shipments from Park

City mines for the week ending July 20

aggregated 3,069,505 lb. the mines and

amounts being : Silver King, 654.505

;

Daly West, 900,000; Daly Judge, 1,061,-

000; Little Bell, 280,000; Daly, 90,000;

Copper Apex, 40,000; Iowa Copper and

others, 44,000 pounds.

Washington

Lewis County
Crescent Coal Company—The mine and

coal lands of this company have been pur-

chased of Beall Foster and business as-

sociates of Tacoma. About 200 acres of

land about four miles west of Chehalis

are involved.

Canada

British Columbia—East Kootenay
District

Sullivan Group Mining Company—
The published report of ore production

for the month of May at this company's

mine, situated near Kimberley, East

Kootenay, is as follows: On hand April

^o, 3370 tons ; mined in May, 2210 tons

;

total, 5580 tons. Shipped to company's

smelter at Marysville, East Kootenay,

2259 tons; on hand May 31, 3321 tons. At

the smelter 2478 tons were smelted dur-

ing the month ; bullion shipped, 402 tons,

valued at $46,482. Smelter production for

nine months ended May 31 : Lead, 6,040,

489 lb. ; silver, 140,000 ounces.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore from

Cobalt camp for the week ending July 13

were : Buffalo, 60,000 lb. ; Coniagas, 319,-

200; Foster, 52,000; McKinley-Darragh,

So.ooo; total 511,200 pounds.

Right of IVay—A dividend of 7 per

cent, has been declared, being the second

at this rate within three months. All

mining so far has been by hand but a

compressor is now in and the company

expects to get out two carloads per week.

McKinley-Darragh—Open-cut work is

being prosecuted on the new No. 7 vein,

near the southern boundary of the Xipis-

sing property. It is rich in native silver

and more than 15 tons of ore have already

hccn taken nut. A shaft will be sunk on

this vein which will he the fourth on the

property. The new centrifugal pump on

the cofferdam has been completed and

pumping has begun.

Africa

Tkansvaal

Gold production in June is reported at

.S07.S59 oz. fine ; a decrease of 16,918 oz.

from May, but an increase of 48,502 oz.

iver June, 1907. For the half-year ended

June 30 the total was 2,656,449 oz. fine

gold in 1906, and 3,138,732 oz., or $64,877,-

590, in 1907; an increase of 482,283 oz.,

this year.

The Witwatersrand Native Labor As-
sociation reports that during June 6132
natives were distributed to the mines, and
8014 left through expiry of contracts and
other causes, and there was consequently

a net loss on the month of 1882. At the

end of the month there was a total of 89,-

787 natives employed on the mines. .\

telegram from Johannesburg, dated July

9, states that of the 53,409 Chinese coolies

who were in the Transvaal on May 30. 70
died in June, and 1842 were discharged
for repatriation, leaving the total number
in the country 51,497 at the end of June.

West Africa

Gold production in June is reported at

24,250 oz. bullion, being 604 oz. less than

in May. For the half-year ended June 30,

the total was 104,171 oz. in 1906, and 144,-

484 oz. in 1907; an increase of 40,313 oz.

The bullion reported this year was equal

to 135.623 oz. fine gold, or $2,803,322 in

value.

Asia

India—Mysore

Kolar Gold/ield—The reported gold out-

put in June was 44,741 oz. bullion, being

34O oz. less than in May, and 3075 oz. less

than in June, 1906. For the half-year

ended June 30 the total was 292,956 oz.

bullion in 1906, and 268,211 oz. in 1907; a
decrease of 24,745 oz. The bullion re-

ported this year was equal to 241,390. oz.

fine gold, or $4,989,531 in value.

Japan

A brief cable from Tokyo reports a

great disaster resulting from an explosion

in a coal mine at Toyuka, in Bungo
province, on July 20. The cause of the

explosion is not given ; presumably it was
gas. There were 470 men at work in the

mine, and practicallv all of them were
killed.

Australia

QtJEENSLAND

The Mines Department reports the pro-

duction of gold in June at 34.509 oz. fine,

or $713,301 in value.

Victoria

The gold production for the half-year

ended June 30, is reported at 366,317 oz.

fine. Or $2,571,772 in value.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals. Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

There is consiaerable activity along the

Atlantic seaboard, due principally to the

shipments of coal to the far East. The

continued lack of water transportation fa-

cilities, together \vith a desire on the part

of the consumers to lay in, at this early

date, their winter supply, is responsible

for this condition. With summer condi-

tions prevailing on the railroads it is be-

lieved that enough coal will come forward

to keep the trade along the Atlantic sea-

board well supplied; but there are some

in the trade who are talking of a large

shortage and higher prices in the fall.

In the Alabama field considerable de-

velopment is going on, and the demand

continues strong, and prices are holding

firm. Little or no stocking is going on

which argues for the continuance of a

strong demand in this field.

The production in the Pennsylvania

field shows an increase, and prices hold

firm, except for slack, which has been of-

fered as low as 25c. per ton in some quar-

ters.

The middle West is quiet, but prices

show no tendency to drop. However, the

only real demand is among the har-

vester trade, and here the demand is ac-

tive. But this is the only class of trade

that is calling for much coal.

COAL-TRAFTIC NOTES

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

July 13, were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

ADihrftclle a.23.'..iSM3 J.WS.aW I. 769.097

BltumUloUS 1«.666.51!> a).Ut«'..01K I. 3,499.499

t; .Ho 6 747.%47 7.4f«J.lM) 1. 736.603

Xol»l »M9.ft49 30.M4.44« I. 4,994,799

The total increase this year was 19.5

per cent.

New York

Anthracite

July 24—The anthracite market is dull,

although there seems to be more activity

than during the same period of other

years. The dullness is felt more in egg

size than in broken, stove or chestnut;

small sizes are a little more active and

demand for this season is fair. We quote

prices as follows: Broken, $455; ^88-

stove and chestnut, $4.80; pea, $3; buck-

wheat, $2.50; rice and buckwheat No. 2,

Ji.gCn'a; barley, $i.so@l.6o; all f.o.b.

New York harbor.

Bituminous

The Atlantic Seaboard soft-coal trade

is looking better than it has for some

weeks. There seems to be a shortage of

coal for this season of the year, and most

shippers have full order-books. Water

transportation is showing a slight im-

provement, with a better supply of vessels,

although the rates continue at the high

figures which have prevailed so far this

summer.

Trade in the far East is calling for con-

siderable coal and consumers seem to bo

an.xious to accumulate their winter sup-

ply, a condition which anticipates the

usual winter stocking by a month or si.x

weeks. A few weeks ago there was a

hesitancy shown in paying the prevailing

high freight rates, but at present, instruc-

tions are coming forward removing the

limits on charters in order to get the coal

forward promptly. Trade along the Sound

is not as active as farther east, but it is

perceptibly better than a few weeks ago,

and what was expected at this time ; it is

much better than at this time last year.

New York harbor trade shows a plen-

tiful supply of coal on hand, although de-

mand about takes care of this supply.

Conditions prevailing are better than at

this time last year. Good grades of steam

coal bring about $2.60 in this market. All-

rail trade is slow, and the stocks that

were put in early in the season by this

trade seem to be holding out satisfac-

torily. Transportation from mines to tide

is about up to schedule, and car supply is

up to all demands.

In the coastwise market, vessels are in

slightly better supply, but freights show

no tendency to be weak. We quote cur-

rent rates of freight from Philadelphia to

Boston, Salem and Portland, $1.10; to

Lynn, Newburyport, Bath, Gardiner and

Bangor, $1.25; to Portsmouth, $1.15; to

the Sound, 90c. ; with towages where

usual.

coal operators who signed the scale a

year ago.

There is still a demand for every ton

of coal that can be mined in this State,

and prices are holding firm. Very little

coal has been stocked so far in this sec-

tion of the country for winter use. Judg-

ing from the development well in hand,

the extra demand for coal in the winter

will be met. No less than six new mines,

with an average daily output of seven

hundred tons, and more, will be in opera-

tion by the fall.

The mining laws introduced in the leg-

islature in the early part of the session

are still on the calendar, and are opposed

strongly by the operators.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company has started on a contract of 30,-

000 tons of coke, for Monterey, Mexico.

Delivery will be made at the rate of 5000

tons a month, and the shipments will be

mostly by rail. It is understood that the

coke was sold above $4 per ton at the

ovens. The company has also received

orders recntly from the Atlantic Coast

Line and Central of Georgia railroads,

which will warrant active operation of

the coal mines through the summer, those

lines stocking coal for winter use.

Cleveland

July 23—The coal market continues dull

and easy. Anthracite is in large supply

and dealers have an overplus, after filling

contracts. Some sacrificing is reported.

On account of the trouble up lake, some

vessels have come down light to load coal,

and a large tonnage is being moved up

this month.

Coke rules dull and easy with furnace

grade selling last half delivery at $2.25@

2.50 and foundry at $3@3.50 per ton.

J

Birmingham

July 22—Development in the Alabama

coal fields continues active. The Red

Feather Coal Company, operating mines

at Lucile, in Bibb county, during the past

week signed the wage scale with the

union miners and at the same time an-

nounced that employment would be given

to more men. The company has let a

contract for the erection of a number of

houses for the miners. With but two ex-

ceptions the miners' union has succeeded

in renewing contracts with all commercial

Chicago

/i(/.v 22—The wholesale coal market is

quiet, but prices in general are tirin, with

no prospect of a slump and with demur-

rage evils not so great as in former sum-

mers. Except for the harvesting business,

there is no activity in the sales of bi-

tuminous coals, and anthracite sales are

only slightly increasing as the consequence

of the closing of July and the ending of

the discount for the month.

Illinois and Indiana bituminous bring

about the same prices as last week—$1.75

@2.65 for lump and egg; $i.65@2 for

most of the run-of-mine sold; and $1.25®

1.65 for screenings, the average being per-

haps IOC. lower. Fine coals are being
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sold largely, but the supply is so great

that prices tend to drop rather than to

rise. Shipments are fairly regular, how-

ever, and there seems no danger of a

sudden increase, the situation being well

understood by Western operators.

liastern coals are not only quiet but

the amount sold is small of nearly all

kinds. Hocking Valley brings $3.15;

smokeless $324 (run-of-mine) ;
Pittsburg

No. 8 is in even supply and demand at

$j.90 for l!4-in. and Youghiogheny brings

$330 for i4-inch.

Indianapolis

July 2J—The denuinj for Indiana coal

has been unusually good. While the de-

mand for domestic coal fell off lake ship-

ments and the high stage of water in the

Ohio river, together with storing of coal

by the railroads, kept the mines in full

operation, rather an unusual thing at this

season of the year.

After a stormy session of the executive

committees of the operators and mine-

workers at Terre Haute, July 16, the

vexed top-coal question was practically

settled. The matter has been put in the

hands of a joint committee, and it is un-

likely that further misunderstanding will

arise in this matter. According to the

plan adopted any top-coal difficulties will

be referred to a special committee made

up jointly of miners' and operators' repre-

sentatives who will decide whether, in

their opinion, it is necessary to knock

down the coal in question. The finding

of the joint committee will be final. This

question recently came to a crisis at the

Rosebud mine, where miners shot down
top coal, and were discharged by the op-

erators. The discharged miners, accord-

ing to the agreement, will be taken back

to work without prejudice and without

pay for the days they lost.

The committee of miners from districts

8 and II that called on Governor Hanly,

for the purpose of securing a suspension of

the law relating to the size of bit allowed

in drilling holes in the coal for blasting

out quantities of coal, were advised by

the governor that he had no power to sus-

pend the operation of any law. He urged

them to study all the phases of the law,

secure all the facts and bring their griev-

ances and recommendations to the next

legislature—which body alone had the

power to repeal or amend a law. Present

at the conference was State Mine Inspec-

tor Epperson and denied that the law had
decreased the output of the mines or the

wages of the miners.

eessful operati.in, and today all records

of production in the district were broken

at Hazel when 13s railroad cars were

loaded. A number of new electric loco-

motives are being installed at the mine,

and the output will be greatly increased.

.\ sudden storm along the Monongahela

river last week caused a flood, and did

considerable damage to coal loaded and

to the tipples along the stream. Barges

were swept away and sunk. It is esti-

mated that the loss will amount to over

?50o,ooo. The rivers continue navigable,

and coal is being sent to lower ports as it

is mined. Prices remain firm on the basis

of $1.20 for mine-run coal at the mine.

Slack, however, has declined, and some

operators are offering it as low as 25c. a

ton. The large producers will not sell at

less than 70c. and are storing it until the

demand improves.

Conncltsz'ille Coke—There is no free

coke in the Connellsville region for de-

livery this year, but there is some in the

hands of dealers that is being held at

good prices. Standard Connellsville fur-

nace coke is quoted at $2.50^2.75, and

from the lower region at $2.35@2.So.

Foundry coke is firm at $3@3.2S for any

delivery. The Courier, in its summary

for the week, gives the production in both

fields at 395,998 tons. The shipments ag-

gregated 13,450 cars, distributed as fol-

lows: To Pittsburg, 4891 cars; to points

west of Connellsville, 7764 cars; to points

east of Connellsville, 995 cars.

Pituburg
July 23—Production in the past week

was greater than in a like period for sev-

eral years. There are plenty of railroad

cars, and most of the mines in the dis-

trict are being operated to capacity. The
fire at the Hazel mine was put out after

three days' hard work, and the loss will

not exceed $4000. The mine is in suc-

cokc exports included 5710 tons to the

United States.

The coal production of the German Em-
pire for the five months ended May 31

was, in metric tons

:

IMM. 1907. Cliiuivca.

Cuul IMI.Uln.AlH lt79U7.(U'J I. 1,U<)1.U68

Uruwii cimi .... '/j.iua.NU'j u.ma.ttH l. a.uwi.uca

Foreign Coal Trade

Shipments of Nova Scotia coal for the

six months ending June 30 are reported

by companies as follows:

190fi. 1907. CtaaogeB.

Dumiulou 1,430.3% 1.3«C,306 D. H.OyO
N. 8. Slwl aei.'.Ua 240.685 D. -U.iJS

CumberlanU •>2:t.474 176.527 D. 40.il47
,

Acadia 125.320 142.894 I. 17.674

Inverness 72.658 103.037 I. 30,3TJ

Intercolonial 139.643 131.897 D. 7,646

Total 2,2SC,304 1.181,346 D. 74.958

This shows a total decrease this year of

33 per cent

Imports of coal into Germany for the

five months ending May 31 were, in

metric tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Cool 3.362.341 4.485.481 I.1.12.t.l40

Brown coal 3,547.574 3,641.673 1). 6.901

Total 6.909,915 S.On.UA 1.1.117.239

Imports of coke for the five months in

1907 were 184,164 tons; of briquets, 65,845

tons ; of peat fuel, 4535 tons.

Exports of coal from Germany for the

five months ended May 31 were as fol-

lows, in metric tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Col 8,192,139 7,949.197 D. 242.942
Urowucual 7,938 7.5'.>7 D. 341

Total....; 8,200,077 7.966,794 0. 243,283

Exports of coke for the five months in

1907 were 1,504,478 tons; of briquets.

484,997 tons ; of peat fuel 8683 tons. The

TiituI nillieil.. 7U.50a,47tt 82.604.196 I. 3,164.090

Ciikc niaile 8,141.713 8.824,207 I. 683,494
llrli|ilHUi nloilo. 6.814.723 0.:t86.K34 I. 670.911

A large proportion of the briquets is

made from brown coal, or lignite.

Exports of fuel from Great Britain,

with coal sent abroad for the use of

steamships engaged in foreign trade, are

reported as follows for the half-year

ended June 30, in long tons

:

Coal
Coke

. 211.648.462

339.918
699.620

29.676,774
416.737
709,702

I.

I.

I.

3.127 ,:n2
76,819

Briquets 10,182

Total export;.
Steamer coal

. 27..'Jn.9O0

. 8.'."'.i'.>.522

30.802.213
9,102.823

I.

I.

3.214.313
1U3.301

Total 36.687.4-22 39,905,036 I. 3.317.614

The exports to the United States, in-

cluded above, were as follows

:

1906. 1907. Cbangrs.

To Atlantic ports 20 563 10,417 D. 10,146
To Pacinc iHjrIs .....23,425 19.681 D. 3.744

Total... 43.988 30.098 D. 13,890

The larger exports this year were to

France, 5,289,833 tons; to Germany, 4,168,-

788; to Italy, 4,106,120; to Sweden, 1,535,-

775 tons.

Iron Trade Review

New York, July 24—Interest this week
in the iron and steel markets is centered

in the trouble in the Lake Superior ore

region. A strike of the dock laborers at

Duluth and Two Harbors has extended

and this week the Western Federation of

Miners ordered out all the miners. That

the situation is regarded as serious was
indicated by the prompt action taken by

the United States Steel Corporation. A
meeting was held at headquarters in New
York July 23 which was participated in

by representatives of the leading ore in-

terests. It is reported here that it was

decided to oppose the demands of the

workers for an advance in wages and fill

their places. This will be a difficult task

as there are fully 30,000 men employed in

the region and a majority of them are ex-

pected to join in the movement for an in-

crease in pay. While the result will not

have any immediate effect on pig iron pro-

duction the loss in ore will be felt later

on. If the strike becomes general the loss

in ore will amount to about 200,000 tons a

day, according, to one of the officials of a

steel concern. Most of the furnaces are

well provided with ore for several months,

particularly the furnaces of the United

States Steel Corporation. No one is

worrying about the situation for the pres-

ent. One of the good results of the trouble

was in stiffening a declining pig-iron mar-

kit.
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It is 'reported thnt the United States

Steel Products Export Company has se-

cured the contract for 12,000 tons stand-

ard steel rails for the Japanese Imperial

Railway, and that the order for 6000 tons

for the Cananca, Yaqui & Pacific has been

placed for export to Mexico. The first

r.amed company also has secured a con-

tract for 10,000 tons of steel rails for the

extension of the Victorian State Railway

system in Australia, as well as an order

for heavy girder rails for New Zealand.

The Transcontinental Railway Commis-

sion has awarded contracts for 65.371 tons

of steel rails to the Dominion Iron & Steel

Company and the Lake Superior Corpora-

tion. The Dominion Iron & Steel Com-

pany gets 44,000 tons, and it is understood

the contract price is $34 a ton, meaning

$1,496,000. The contract with the "Soo"

Company is for 21,371 tons, which at $34

a ton means $726,000.

Trade in the South is generally dull.

Recently a few thousand tons of spot pig

iron were offered at soc. below regular

quotations and was so quickly absorbed

that it would indicate a need for iron

among consumers. The trade in the Mid-

dle West is dull and listless. Steel in bil-

lets and shapes is in better demand and

prices hold firm.

Baltimore

July 23—Exports for the week from

this port included a considerable quan-

tity of rails and fastenings, as follows:

1030 tons rails, 36 tons fastenings, and 75°

tons steel ties to Bocas del Toro ; 453 tons

rails, and 393 tons steel ties to Port

Limon; 4082 tons rails and 518 tons

splices to Colon, Panama.

Imports for the week included 246

casks ferrosilicon. Arrivals of iron ore

were 4500 tons from Cuba.

Birmingham

July 22—.\n optimistic feeling prevails

among the Alabama manufacturers of pig

iron despite the fact that there is but little

buying going on at present. A few thou-

sand tons of iron, offered on the market

in this district recently at a price fifty

cents under the regular quotations, was

quickly taken. Some small sales of iron

for delivery during the first half of 1908

are still being made, but it is stated that

the price is under $18.50 per ton. No. 2

foundry. The iron offered practically for

spot delivery recently was quoted at $21

per ton. So. 2 foundry, the quotation that

is given for iron for delivery during the

fourth quarter of this year. Outside of

this little offering there is no spot iron

1.1 be had in this district. The July pro-

duction in Alabama is likely to show a

considerable falling off, the decreased ore

supply causing several furnaces either to

bank fires or run slack for several days

at a time.

Ch.ircoal iron is in good demand and

readily brings $26 per ton. The Shelby

Iron Company has almost covered its

probable make for the balance of the year.

This company has let contracts for the

construction of four stoves at its furnace

plant at Shelby, Ala. Later on steps will

be taken to rebuild one of the present fur-

naces, probably ceasing the manufacture

of charcoal iron. This company has two

furnaces in operation side by side, one

manufacturing charcoal and the other

coke iron.

The steel situation is still bright. The
production is again steady and every ton

finds a demand. No apprehension as to

the future in steel is expressed.

Chicago

July 22—Except for a sprinkling of or-

ders for small amounts of pig iron for

delivery within the next three months, the

market is lifeless. There is no disposi-

tion by buyers to contract for iron now,

though inquiries show some interest in

needs of the last quarter and the first

quarter of 1908. It is the expressed be-

lief of dealers in pig iron that the market

will remain quiet but firm until the end.

of the summer and then become active.

To all appearances there will be an in-

creasing business in small lots for quick

delivery throughout the summer, for

melters are hurrying forward orders and

running short, in many cases, on their im-

mediate needs.

For third quarter delivery Northern

No. 2 brings $25.50 and Southern No. 2

$20.5o@2i ; Birmingham ($24.5o@25.3S

Chicago). Fourth quarter prices are about

$25 for Northern and $20 Birmingham for

Southern, with the price shading upward

for intermediate deliveries.

Coke is q(uef and shows a downward
tendency In prices, the demand being

light and ;sh'iptnents abundant. Connells-

ville 72-hour brings $5.75 and West
Virginia 72 hour $5.40.

Cleveland

July 23—Duluth, and Two Harbors,

Minn., and Superior, Wis., are completely

tied up with the ore-handlers' strike and

in consequence receipts from up lake so

far this week have been very light. The
first half of July, however, shows a larger

tonnage movement than in June, though it

is anticipated that the ore-handlers' strike

will cause a falling off for the balance of

the month.

The pig-iron market is without feature;

demand is slow and prices eas)'. No. 2

foundry is selling for spot delivery at $23,

and offerings are not attracting much at-

tention. Quotations for the third and

fourth quarter : Bessemer, $23.90(5)24.25

;

No. I foundry, $23.50@24; No. 2, $23®
23.50; No. 3, $22.50@23; No. 2 Southern,

$23.8s@24.85 ; Gray Forge, $22@22.25 per

ton.

Philadelphia

July 24—Business in pig iron has fallen

still lower. Large consumers in this ter-

ritory are satisfied to let the market drift

as it pleases. The only sign of life is in

oflfcrings of foreign iron. Despite hot

weather foundry consumption is heavy,

while mill consumption is moderate. Low-

phosphorus is $27. No. 2 foundry, for

fourth quarter, $22.50; forge, $22, with

probability of lower quotations.

Steel Billets—The quotation today is

$32.50, with little business to report. Con-

sumers arc not disposed to enter into

new engagements and manufacturers have

all they can attend to.

Bur Iron—Mills are resuming and man-
ufacturers have enough secured business

to make them rather indifferent. There

are inquiries for larger quantities of com-

mon iron, but no certainty of orders being

placed before August.

Sheets—The larger users are taking no

interest in the market. Manufacturers ex-

pect to be busy all through the year.

Pipes and Tubes—Merchant pipe is in

good supply for immediate delivery.

Tubes command the customary extreme

figures, but new business is unimportant.

Plates—The mills are well supplied with

business and are pushing production in

order to be in shape to handle car build-

ing orders.

Structural Material—There is no busi-

ness in large orders. Small orders are

more numerous. Quotations are close to

2 cents.

Steel Rails—Light section business is

good and traction orders are coming
along. A good business has been done in

exports.

Scrap—Scrap has weakened, or rather

fancy quotations have been wiped out.

No. 1 steel scrap is today $17.50; choice

railroad scrap, $19 ; old iron rails, $25.

Pittsburg

July 24-—Interest is centered principally

in the situation at Lake Superior, and de-

velopments in that quarter are being

eagerly watched.

In finished iron and steel lines there is

but little change. There is some new
buying, but the tonnages are small, and

in the aggregate the business is regarded

as fairly large for an extremely dull

period of the year. The Carnegie Steel

Company has taken several small orders

for standard steel rails, and with the

Ohio works on billets this company is

practically sold up for the year. It is re-

ported, but not officially confirmed, that

the Carnegie company is making impor-

tant changes in the process for manufac-

turing rails at its Edgar Thomson works.

One of the changes contemplates making
4-ton, instead of 2-ton ingots. In order to

accomplish this the soaking pits will have

to be completely rebuilt. The improve-
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nicnts contemplated will cost several mil-

lion dollars, but better rails will be pro-

duced.

An effort is being made to adjust the

wage difference between the Amalga-

mated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin

Workers and the Republic Iron and Steel

Company. The matter is now being con-

sidered by the board of conciliation, which

IS in session at Cambridge Springs, Penn.

This board has been increased to five

members, and is composed of Henry W.
Heedy and Warner Arms, of Youngs-

town, representing the Republic company,

and Benjamin Davis and John J. Buckley,

representing the Amalgamated Associa-

tion. These four have selected M. J.

Hanley, a retired mill manager of Mun-
cie, Ind., as the tifth member. Both sides

are well represented at the conference,

and are advancing arguments m support

of their claims. The worKers are insist-

ing on a stiff advance, and the manufac-

turers are showing that an increase in pay

is not warranted.

Pig Iron—The trouble in the ore region

has already had the effect of strengthen-

ing the pig-iron market. Late last week

sales of bessemer iron aggregating 3200

tons, were made at $22.50, Valley furnaces,

for July delivery, a cut of $1 a ton from

sales previously made for third-quarter

delivery. Today a sale of 1000 tons of

bessemer was made at $22.75, Valley, for

prompt shipment. It is doubtful now that

this price can be duplicated, and unless

the ore strike is promptly broken prices

are likely to advance. The Valley fur-

naces are well supplied with ore, and

some will not be affected by the strike for

from two to four months. The Carnegie

Steel Company has blown in one Mingo
furnace that was out for repairs, and this

week furnace K, of the Edgar Thomson
group went out for relining. According

to the monthly report of the Bessemer Pig

Iron Association 97 per cent, of the fur-

naces using Lake Superior ore were in

operation on July i. The United States

Steel Corporation is operating 92 of its

93 furnaces, and all of the furnaces of

the association, the Pennsylvania Steel

Company, and the Cambria Steel Com-
pany are in operation. Foundry iron is

lower, sales having been made at $23.50,

Valley furnaces, and gray forge is held

firmly at $22.90, Pittsburg, for any de-

livery.

Steel—There is an improvement in de-

liverits on billets, and the price is firm at

$30 for bessemer and $3i.50@32 for open
hearth. Sheet bars are quoted at $31. The
Lackawanna Steel Company yesterday

sold 500 tons of bessemer billets. Steel

bars remain at i.6oc., and plates at 1.70c.

Sheets—There will be no advance in

prices of galvanized sheets as was ex-

pected, owing to a decline in prices of

Speller. The market continues strong,

black sheets being held firmly at 2.60c.,

and galvanized at 3.7SC for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Mangaitese — The market is

stronger for prompt shipment, one sale

having been made at $65. For late deliv-

ery $6i@62 is quoted.

Price* of Foreign Coini

Metal Market

NKW YORK. July 24.

Cold and Silver Exports and Importt

At all United States I'ortB In June and year.

Mftal. Exports. Imports.

Gold:

.Iiinul»07..
•• 1906 .

Ypar 1907..
•• 1906..

»a),H7j,iw
3.'i6li.3U'J

afl,:tOO,73'J

31.610,714

$ 2.U0.7(l»
•.',3ll9.*ll

21.444.074
02.637.778

Exp. $21,731,371
K87.3H

• 14.e.Vl.n*8

Imp. 30.1(27 .004

Silver

:

lutlK 1907..
•• 1906..

Year 1907..

,. 1906..

6.;)60.ft'.l',l

4.MH.:W6
33.437.2-i7

M.aw.aou

3.41K,7r2

3.7(10.()12

22.3C.7.777

23.C7li.828

Ex|i, 1,9I1,KH7

7!W.374

.. 11.0l'.',l,46O

6.M2.3S1

These statements cover the total movement
of Kold and silver to and from the United
States. These Hpurps nre furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending July 20 and years from Jan. 1

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports,

W«>k
1<I07

inoii

1905. ..

«92
2X.8M.12-.

5,900.,'.7:)

37.914.943

$ p.w.sr.i

6.4lr.,lM3

4r..l(l9.IVst

793.f.29

$1.064,2f.l

25.729.477
34.942.fi44

ls.o:in.79n

$ 200.010
1.10i;.574

1.292.471
2.11.7.401

Exports of silver for the week were chiefly
to London. Imports for the week, both pold
and silver. wt*re from the West Indies, Slei-
ico and South America.

The foreign trade of the United States

for the six months ended June 30 is re-

ported as follows by the Bureau of Sta-

tistics of the Department of Commerce
.ind Labor

:

Exports, merch'dlse..

1906.

$8.'i7.m2.728

1907.

S940.46ll.31R

Imports 637.3r>9.3:w 751 .2'>S.S.'-,()

Excess. Imports.... *2-J0.4«3.398 $189 191.468

Add excess of exports, silver 11.009.450

Add excess of exports, gold 14.s.'>C.6.'>8

Total export balance $2is.ll7..'.7r>

The gold and silver movement in de-

tail will be found in the table at the head

of this column.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending July 20 shows loans $1,106,-

250,000. an increase of $414,100: deposits,

Si.o-2.991,300, an increase of $2,231,500, as

compared with the previous week. Re-

serve accounts show

:

1906. . 1907.

Specie $19.1.0(>6,300 $2O4,7r)8,30O

Legal tenders 87..')09.500 72..'67,6O0

Total cash $280,575,800 $277,336,900

Surplus »19.;f.ll,000 $ 9.088.076

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows an increase of $2.-68,900

as compared with the previous week.

Indian Exchange has been slightly eas-

ier, the Council bills offered in London
bringing an average of 16.03d. per rupee.

Buying of silver in London for Indian

account has been stcadv.

Illd. Axkx.1.
Mexican dullnrs $u..vii, *u.56)t
I'eruvlnn Hatna and CbUMUi 0.49 u.ol
Vi relgua 4.85 4.87

1 1 a.KS a.HU
.". I -»enia 47«', 4.80

NlLVKk A.-Mi n 1 L.IU. !..>•, r.A< IIA.^'Jb.

_^

JS ^^ ^•8
r V a a
/ -

7 iS.

1 MH
4.t>t^'4X> fi" 4 31^,

A.mid *»'.'. 31«

1 SIlTsr.

M
a

55
"J

c 6
'a

!;; u k a a a
a Sa ^5 ^£

22 4.8680 •95,- 31(1

2:1 4.8090 08J* 3UJ
24 4.8700 m\ 31»l

New York quotations are for fine sliver,

per ounce Troy. London prices arc for ster-

ling silver, 0.026 fine.

Other Metali

Copper. Tin. Lead, Speller.

ia
T U .a'

= S

a
u

a .a

So 11 S s
>50 mo

18
21s

©2-2
20V

ffl21 94 40,', 5.25
«.00

©6.05
8.85

©5.90

19

21'..

(322

20Jf
94 40K 6.25

6.00
©6.05

5.85
©6,90

20 ©22
20V

(3)21 40>4 5.25
0.00

©6.05
5.85

©6,90

22
21V

ffl22

20,S
®21 94 >i 41>.' 5.25

6.00
©6.05

5.85
©5.90

23
2i'.r

®2-2
20>i

ffl21 93>f 41

X

5.25
6.00

©6.05
5,86

©5.90

24

21>4
(32-2

20>i
©21 96 41 >i 6.25

6.00
©6.05

5 86
©5.90

London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former g.m.b's. The New York
quotations for electroytlc copper are for

cakes, Ingots or wirebars, and represent the
bulk of the transactions as made with con-

sumers, basis. New Y'ork, cash. The price of

cathodes Is 0.125c. Iwlow that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Relining Company for

near-bv shipments of desilverized lead In 50-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brands: special

brands command a premium.

Co/>/>t'r—The market continues in an

unsatisfactory state. Business is at a

minimum, and the one consolation rests

in the fact that any change in conditions

can only be for the better; in fact, the

falling off has been so marked that it

must be due to a holding back of busi-

ness among ultimate consumers. This

business, however, will be forthcoming as

soon as confidence in the future of the

market is restored. Meanwhile independ-

ent sellers arc eagerly competing for such

small business as presents itself, partic-

ularly for export, and prices are again

somewhat lower. The close is quoted

2i'4@22c. for Lake copper; 20'/^@2lc. for

electrolytic in ingots, cakes and wirebars

:

i9^@2o'4c., for casting copper.

The fluctuations in the London market

have been narrow throughout the week,

the market having the appearance of a

deadlock between the contending factions.

The close is quiet at £96 for spot, £88 for

three months'.
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Retinctl and manufacUircd >orts we

quote: English tough, £96; best st-lcctcd,

£100; strong sheets, £107.

Ti'ii—The London market moved within

vcr>' narrow hmits. The squeeze of the

shorts seems to be over for the present,

in consequence of which the contango be-

tween spot and three months' tin has

gradually become smaller. The market

closes over there at £183 ss. for spot, £181

Ss. for three months.

Business in this market is of a retail

nature only. The spot supplies, which

are not very large, are closely held by a

few lirms, who arc realizing premiums

over the import price, and for such tin as

is wanted 4i!4c. is being paid by con-

sumers.

Lfad—The quotation for desilverized

lead remains unchanged at S.2SC. -New
York. Outside brands are freely oflFered

at a discount.

The London market has been quite firm,

and the close is cabled at £20 los. for

Spanish lead. £29 12s. 6d. for English lead.

Sf'anish Lead Market—Messrs. Barring-

ton & Holt report from Cartagena, Spain,

under date of June 29: The price of pig

lead has been 95.75 reales per quintal

;

silver, 13.88 reales per ounce. Exchange
is 28.20 pesetas to £1. The price of lead

on current exchange is equal to £19 os. gd.

per long ton, f.o.b. Cartagena. Exports

for the week were 809 tons argentiferous

and 100 tons deslverized lead to Mar-
seilles; 250 tons desilverized to Hamburg;
a total of 1 159 tons.

Sfielter—Business has quieted down,

and the market is barely steady. Such
transactions as take place are of a retail

character. The close is easy at 6@6.0Sc.

New York, 5.8s(a5.90c. St. Louis.

The London market declined further,

and the close is cabled at £23 15s. for good
ordinaries, £24 for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price has been

reduced 2Sc., and is now $8.35 per 100

lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.—f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 60-lb. cases

for gages No. 9 to 22, both inclusive;

widths from 32 to 60 in., both inclusive;

lengths from 84 to 96 in., both inclusive.

The freight rate to New York is 27.50c.

per 100 lb. The minimum weight on a

carload of sheet zinc to all Eastern points

is 36,000 lb., equivalent to 60 casks of 600
lb. each.

Antimony—The market shows no signs

of life and the same condition exists

abroad. There seems to be a slight ten-

dency to better prices in the foreign mar-
ket but quotations at any material advance
are not considered reliable. Quotations

arc li^ii|,-jc. for Cookson's; iw3>io!/jc.

for Hallett's; 9^i@!oJ4c. for ordinary

metals.

Nickel—For large lots. New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer
quotes 4S@S0c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are so^sc, same delivery.

Qtiicksii^cr—Current prices in New
York are $41 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $42 for smaller orders. San

Francisco orders are $38^39 per flask, ac-

cording to quantities, for domestic orders,

and $37@37.5o for export. The London

price is £7 per flask, but £6 i6s. 3d. is

quoted by jobbers.

Platinum—An unexpected st ffenii g oc-

curred on Tuesday in the platinum mar-

ket, but no reason is assigned for the in-

crease in price. The demand seems to be

fairly good for this time of the year and

no shortage is apparent. Quotations are

as follows : Ordinary metal, $27 ; hard

metal, $29@29.So; scrap is quoted at

$22(a'22.5o per ounce.

Britiah Mela! Importi cod Exports

Copper—Imports and exports of copper

in Great Britain for the six months ended

June 30, were as follows, in long tons ; the

totals giving the copper contents of all

material

:

1906. 1907. CliangP.s.

Copper orp 46 689 S3.646 I. 7.866

MattP and preclpltato... 36 142 34.0>0 D. 2,122

Fine coi per .37.289 33.307 D. 3,982

Tolnl Imp., tine cf-ppcr. 69 939 66.672 D. 4,257

ExportR 21.128 27.1.S9 I. 6,011

Re..xi)Oiti< 8.8.64 10,831 I. 1.977

Total exports 29,982 37 970 I. 7,988

Balance, ImportP 29,947 17.702 D. 12.246

Of the imports this year the United

States furnished 129 tons of matte and

10,084 tons of fine copper, against 1996

tons of matte, and 11,963 tons of copper

in 1907.

Tin—Imports and exports of tin in

Great Britain for the six months ended

June 30 were as follows, in long tons.

1906, 1907, Changes.

Strait" 19,289 17,094 D. 2,196
Australia 2,090 2,606 I. 516
Other countries. . . 1,463 1,649 I. 196

Total Import".. 22,832 21.348 D. 1,484

Exports 3,883 4.661 I. 678
Re.exporti> 17.483 14,671 D. 2,912

Total export." .. . 21,366 19,131 D. 2,236

Balance. Imp.... 1,466 2,217 I. 7.61

Imports of tin ore and concentrate were

11,256 tons in 1906, and 10,610 tons in 1907,

a decrease of 646 tons. Of the imports

this year 8526 tons were from Bolivia.

Lead—Imports and exports of lead in

Great Britain for six months ended June

30, were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. ChanKOS.
Cnlteil States 9,.641 7,297 D. 2.244
Spain 66,.610 63,366 P. 2,144
Australia 26 900 26 620 D. 2.80

Germany 9,370 3,268 D. 6,112
Other countries 1,791 6,6!'4 I. 3 ',103

Totol Imports 102.112 96 235 D. 6,877
Exports 22,480 25,807 I. 3,321

Balance, Imports 79,626 69.428 D. 10,198

The lead credited to the United States

is chiefly Mexican lead, refined here in

bond.

Spelter—Imports and exports of spel-

ter in Great Britain for the six months
ended June 30 were, in long tons:

spelter 43.843

zinc sheets 9.309

July 27, 1907.

1907. Changes.

45,218 1. 1,375

10.1U6 1. 797

Total Imports .

Exports
63,1.52

3,823

56.324 I. 2,172

2,649 D. 1.274

Balance. Imports.. 49,329 52.776 I. 3,146

Imports of zinc ore are not reported

separately.

Quicksilver—Imports of quicksilver into

Great Britain for the six months ended

June 30, were 1,934,771 lb. in 1906, and

2,803,946 lb. in 1907; an increase of 869,-

175 lb. Re-exports of imported metal

were 985,106 lb. in 1906, and 1,131,722 lb.

in 1907; an increase of 146,616 lb. this

year.

Wisconsin Ore Market

i'lattevilk, Wis., July 20—The price of

60 per cent, ore remained about the same

as last week, selling at $47. Zinc seems to

hold its own, and all the producers are

confident that the price will not go below

$42. The Platteville district is now run-

ning at full capacity again as the various

plants that were making repairs to their

mills have nearly all resumed work, and

are marketing the ore just as fast as it is

mined, leaving no surplus in the bins. The

weather has been ideal, and with the con-

tinued supply of cars, which is promised

by the roads, the market will be well sup-

plied for months to come. There are ,

several new mills being built in the dis-

trict, and new contracts are coming in

fast, giving an assurance of plenty of ore

still to be mined. Several new roasters

are also being, built, and put into opera-

tion as fast as possible.

Lead is still off in price, being due

mostly to an over-production at the smel-

ters, and this price may last for some time

to come ; but the bins are being stocked

up as the producers will not sell at this

figure. Lead is still selling at $29.50 per

1000 lb. for 75 per cent. lead. Sulphur

and dry bone hold their own in price.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending July

20, 1907

:

I

Camps.
Zinc Lead Sulphur

ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

Platteville 117,450

Buncombe-Hazel Green.. 938,100
Mineral Point 667.000 64,600 106.900

Highland 488,670 ....

Benton 326,390 62,220 . ..

Linden... 237.200
Galena 136,400
Rewey 129.000

Cuba City 69.100 86,200
Livingston 50,000

Total torwfipk 3,056,210 201,920 105.900

Year to July 20 .57,142.606 2,274.720 335,000

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., July 20—The highest price

reported paid for zinc was $50.50 per ton,

on an assay base of $45@48.50 per ton of

60 per cent. zinc. The average price was

$45.90.

The highest price reported paid for lead

was $61 per ton, with medium grades sell-
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ing al $58^60. The average price was

$5002, a Rain of $J per ton.

With the New Jersey zinc interests at-

tempting to bear the zinc market, it is

noteworthy that the .American Zinc, Lead
and Smelting Company, and other smelt-

ers, cantrollod by the United States Smelt-

ing, Refining and Mining Company, are

keeping prices up, with a higher avemge
price. A representative of the new smel-

ter at Bartlesville, in which the Guggen-
heim^ are supposed to be interested, was
in the district during the week endeavor-

ing t3 make five-year contracts for zinc

ore on the Belgian plan of purchase.

One producer was reported locally as

h.Tving signed a contract to deliver 100

t 'ns per week, beginning in September.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
1 lead from the various camps of the

J'.^triot for the week ending July 20:

Zluc, lb. Lead.lb.i Value.

Webb CItjr-CartervlUe.
Joplln
Oaleim
Duenweft
Alba-Neck City
arauby .

Aorora
Proeperlly
Ornnngo ..

Spurireon
Bailger..

,

Baiter, springs '

Carthage
Sherwood ...

Zlnclte
Barci'Xle
Reeds

Totals 12,119.4ai

3.177.5«0 419.|-,60:$ 85.222
•i.».W,lGO 220.490 74,880
1.3M,6lM 110,700 :14,237

1.H9.900 57.350 2«,f.6l

8e3,C()0 21.158
7S0.0U0 3?..(HX) 11,360
172,500 16.050 10.212
265.770 81,610 8.570
2ta..'>90 6,281
266.770 29.520 6,097
ass 310 5,882
ie.\5iii 3.931
J34.020 3,283
99.210 28,270 3,073
79.2* 1.942
62.930 1,446
43.620 1.003

997,6501 $307,227

29 weeks ..351,110.520 62.185,220»10,280,887

Zinc value, the week, $278,783; 29 weeks, $8,181,023
Lead value, the week, 28 444; 29 weeks, 3.099,864

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZISC QBE AT JOPLIN.
I
LEAD QBE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth. 1906. 1907.

45 84
47 11
48.66
48.24
45 98
44.82

Month. 1906. 1907.

January . ..

February..
March ....

April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October ...

November .

December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40.51
43.S:t

4:1. 2.i

43 56
42 58

41. .55

44.13
43.68

January . .

.

February ..

March ...

April ....

Mny
June
July
August
September.
October
Sovember.
December..

1 Year

76.20
72.83
73 73
75.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.58
82.75
79 76
79.66
73.66

Year 43.24
1

77.40

Ch-emicals

.V«y York, July 24^The general mar-

ket is heavy and inactive, due to the usual

depression of the summer. This condi-

on prevails along practically all lines of

chemicals in the local market.

Copper Sulphate—The market for this

salt is neither weak nor strong. Some
business is being done in a quiet way, and

-.lies are reported at $7 per 100 lb. for

".irload lots, and $7.25 for smaller quan-

tities according to seller and terms of

sale.

S'ilrate of Soda—The market for

nitrate of soda continues strong, and
prices are easily maintained. The de-

mand at present is not as strong as dur-

ing the past few weeks. Shipments for

July, while normal, were not as heavy as

for June but figures arc not yet avail-

able. We quote nitrate of soda for spot

delivery, nominally at 2.SOC. for q6 per

cent., and 95 per cent, at 2.4S^-A7l''ic.

These grades for 1907 delivery are quoted

at 2.47}^c., and 2.42j4c., respectively.

Sulphur— Emil Fog & Sons, in their

letter from Messina, Italy, under date of

July I, report that the definite board of

directors of the Italian Consorzio has been

elected and consists of mine owners and

lawyers, with the total exclusion of the

commercial clement.

It is believed, in Italy, that the large

stock of sulphur, bought at a cheap figure

from the .Anglo-Sicilian Company, should

have been unloaded on the United States

market. The low price, at which it could

have been sold, would have tended to un-

dersell the Louisiana market, and increase

the consumption of sulphur at the ex-

pense of iron pyrites. The result of not

disposing of this sulphur is that stocks

are increasing at an alarming rate, and it

has become a problem where to store the

raw material coming from the mines.

Exports of sulphur from Italy during

May were reported to be 23,260 tons,

compared with 37,180 in May, 1906, a de-

crease of 13,920 tons. The total exports

from January to May inclusive were 174,-

327 tons, against 219,446 tons in the same
period of 1906. These exports show a de-

crease of 45,119 tons for the period.

British Chemical Trade—Exports of

heavy chemicals from Great Britain for

six months ended June 30, were as fol-

lows in cwt. of 112 lb. each:

1900.

Klenching powder 481.660
Muriate i.f ammonia. .56 987
Sodansh 789.4M
Blcnrbf-nntc f'f soda. 178.319
Caustic soijn 794 9.58

Soda crystals 81.904
Soda sulphate 428.fi7s

Sulphuric acid 61092

1907. Changes.

6.51 069 I. 69.409
86.954 I

l,101..">f,9 I.

20S0.14 I.

720 446 D.
82.225 D.

4.50.446 I.

39,799 D.

28 967
312.131
29.713
74..512

321
21.768

11,293

Copper sulphate exports were 37,765

tons, in 1906, and 38,956 tons, in 1907; an

increase of 1191 tons.

Imports of chemicals and raw materials

into Great Britain for the six months
ended June 30 were, in long tons:

Nitrate of prtash 104.4.'i4

Nitrate of soda 62.097

1907. Change".

119 491 I. 15.0.57

77,842 I. 15,745
Phosphates 241..'»fl 261217 I. 19 821
Sulphur 213 8.30 180.894 D. 32.942
Pyrites 389.410 410.082 I. .30,672

Estimating the sulphur contents of the

pyrite, the total imports of sulphur in

1906 were 369.601 tons, and 344,927 tons

in 1907, a decrease of 24,673 tons.

Mining Stocks

New York. July 24—The market has

shown no life and has been purely pro-

fessional with little interest taken by the

outside public, .'\malgam.ited Copper has

remained quiet but toward the end of the

week it ,idvaiiced tliglilly and closed at

$92, higher than a week ago. .\merican

.Smelting common closcil ;it $117 on raiht-r

light sales for this stock. United Slates

Steel, both common and preferred, was

weak and the strength which the common
had gained, due to rumors of an increase

in dividend, was lost in the uncrrlainty ex-

isting in the iron ranges of Minnesota.

The common sold oflf $1.50 to $.^6 50.

During the week 100 shares of Home-
stake were sold at ?82.so which is an ad-

vance of $9.50 over a similar sale a week

ago. This would indicate that the start-

ing of the mill and the overcoming of the

difficulties have restored confidence in this

stock. The curb has been listless except

in the Nevada stocks and certain of the

coppers. British Columbia copper an-

nounced an initial dividend of 40c. payable

Sept. 4; and there have also been rumors

of an amalgamation between this com-

pany and Dominion Copper, which has

caused the latter stock to strengthen

slightly. The Cobalt stocks continued to

attract little attention and are generally

weak. Several of the Nevada stocks were

largely dealt in and for the time being

seem to be quite active.

Boston

July 23—There has been a monotonous

dullness in the copper share market, al-

though the tone of late has been firm.

The consensus of opinion is that the red

metal has got to seek a lower level.

Prices, as a rule, are slightly above

those of a week ago, even though there is

little life. The placing of Amalgamated

on a regular 8 per cent, dividend basis has

given considerable inspiration, although it

is feared that this was done to offset the

declining tendency of copper metal. Cop-

per Range is $150 better than a week

back at S80.50 Mohawk $1,75 better at

$82.75 and North Butte rose $3 to $84,

with reaction to $82. Amalgamated

yielded $l.62j4 to $88.62!.<, but rallied to

$92.50 today, closing firm. Calumet &
.Arizona is up $4 to $167 while Calumet

& Hccla is off $25 to $800 even. Quincy

closes with a net gain of $2, at $118.

Tamarack has varied from $105 to $109.

Osceola closes at $127 and Wolverine at

$163.50.

Utah Consolidated still continues a

mystery. It recovered from $45.50 to $47.

and then went off to $43-25 on only or-

dinary trading, with the final today a

trifle better than a week ago at $46.

The Boston Consolidated sent over 20.000

tons of ore to the Garfield smelter during

June.

Bingham Consolidated, it is said, has

purchased a new smelter site, paying $50,-

000. This is to evade the smoke nuisance.

Balaklala is reported to have $700,000 cash

on hand, or more than enough for present

construction requirements.

.\dventure is still diamond drilling for

the Baltic lode. There is talk of con-
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solidation of Shannon and the Arizoii

Copper Company. Boston & Corbin ha

been the curb feature, advancing $1 to $15,

its best price, losing the advance subse-

quently.

Colorado Springs

July 20—Trading in mining stocks on

tile local exchange has been better this

week than for several weeks past. Just

now Nevada stocks seem to be off a little

and not so much in favor with the local

people. Buyers are beginning to turn their

attention more to Cripple Creek stocks

again. The most active traders this week

were Elkton, El Paso and Gold Sovereign.

These stocks, however, dropped a few

points below last week's quotations.

STOCK QUOT.ATIONS

NEW YOKK Ju..

Nome of Oomp. Clg

AlukKMIne 1

Am.Nev.M AP.Co.
AmalgamateU*... 92
Anaconda* 57 'j

Balaklala 8',

Brlilah Col. Cop.. lOX
Buffalo Cobalt 2'.

Butte & London..
ButieCoalltlon. .. 2.-.S

v July 23

P- ClK.

AJvouture
Allouei
Am Zinc 34
Arcadian"
Atlantic 12 >i

Butte L'op. kZlnc.
Cobalt Contact !

Colonial Silver
Cum. Ely Mining.
Davl« Daly
Dominion Cop
El Kayo
F'-Kter Cobalt
Furnace Creek
Olroui Mine
Oold Bill
Granby. New
Greene Gold
Greene O. & S
Orocnwr ,t D.VnI.
Guanajuato .

Gufgen. Kxp
Hanapab

I

MoKlnley Dar
Ulcmac
nines Co. of Am..
Mltihell Mining..
Monl.Sho.c.(New)
Mev. Ctab M. k 3.
Kewbouee M. h S.
NIpUsIng Mines..
Old Hundred
Bllver Queen
Btewan
T«nne»see CopT*

.

Union Copper
rtah Ap^x
WestColumbus

S. Y. IM

.4,"i

1?.
9

Jl.V

75

).

"5
i

212S
50
1

4S
I'..

3

16

10 S

2>i

6H
111

Blughara
Boston Con
Calumet & Ariz...
Calumet k Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Morcur
Copper Range
Daly-West..
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont. C. & C.(new)
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion*...
Osceola*
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy.
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon.
Tamarack*
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. on
C. S. Smg. k Ret..
U.S.Sm.l:R«..pd..
Utah Copper
[Victoria
Washington
'Winona
'' -Iverlne

: andotte.

Am. Agrl. ('Ii>'iii

Am. Smelt. 4 Kef
Am.Sm.i Ket.pf.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel A Iron.
re.l,.ralM.*S..pf.
Inter. Salt
National Lead
National I.eail, pf.
PUlnl.urK Coal....
Ke|.uMl- I. k S...
Bepubllc 1.4 a., pr.
Slosa-Hbeffleld
Standard oil
Tenn. C. k I

C. S. Red. 4 Bef..
C. 8. Steel
U. 8. Steel, pf
Va. CAr. Cbem
Va. I. Coal 4 Coke

26?,
11-.7

800

80>i
16

na
15?i
19H
13

is"
82 >^

2Ji

82H

44
127

118

5M

107

64K
11
48
43
40«

leay.

V. tEx. Rights.

jTON CCEB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Superior 4 Pitta..
Troy Man

ST. LOUIS July 20

M. o( Com. |Hlgh. Low.

Name of Com.

A'lam** .

.

Am. Nettle.!
CenK>r Cr'k
Cent. C. 4r
C.C. 4 C. pd
Cent. oil.

Colombia
Oon. Coal
Dee Boo

.

Ora. Bimet
St. Joe. ...

Dolores £1 6s 3d
Stratton'slnd. »
Camp Bird.... 1 1

Rsperanza 3 5
Tomboy 111 3

oro 1 8 »
vlllo 16 9
i'-ra 1 6 3

\I-x.... 1 8 ^
; .pfd. 3 3 1

'
' |.-.def.. 3 2 3

Clg.

. SCISCO July 17

.\.L.i.u of Oomp.

COMSTOCE Stocks
Belcher
Best A lielchor..
Caledonia
ChoUar
Con. Cal. 4 Va—
Crown Point
Exchequer
Gould 4 Curry—
Halo 4 Norcross.

.

Mexican
Ophlr
Overman
Potosl
Savage.
Sierra Nevada.,..
Union
Utah
Yellow Jacket....

TONOPAH STOCKS
Golden Anchor

.

McNamara
Montnna-Pltts.ox.
North Star
Rescue

LONDON July 24

Clg.

OOLDFI'D STOCKS
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt..
Comb. Frac...
Conquerer
Daisy
Florence
Frances-Mohawk.
Goiuneld Con..
Grandma
Great Bend. . ..

Red Hills
St. Ives

BULLFROG STOCKS
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire.
Mayflower Con. ..

Montgomery Mt
Original

Manhat'nStocks
Gold Wedge....
Manhattan Mg.
Pine Nut ,

Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse.

.

.29

.75

.20

.11

.69

.21

.42

.16

.(>3

.66

2.10
.14

14

.73

.40

.36

.06

.90

.19

.29

.24

.17

.05

.33

.62
2 80
.12

2 40
5 60
1.25
8.47
.18

.77

.54

.98

.64

.40

.14

.07

.07

.06

.07

.25

.17

.04

NEVADA July 24

(Weir Bros. 4 Co., New
York)

TONOPAH STOCKS

Tono'h Mine of N.
T<inopah Exten...
Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tonopah Midway
West End Con
Jim Butler.

GOLDFI'D STOCKS

Sandstorm
Kendall
Red Top
Jumbo
Goldflold Mining.
Dla'dfleld B. B. C.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
BULLFROG STOCKS
Mont. ShoshoneC
Tramps Con
Gold Bar
Bullfrog Mining..
Bullfrog Nat. B...
Homestake Con..

MANHAT'NSTOOKS
Manhattan Con..
Mauhafu Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp

Clg.

12.76

1.C2J
3.25
3. IX)

1.03
.80

1.02

.^5

.30

4.25
4.26
1.55
.25

.61

17.00
.64

1.50

6.75
.47
.70

.16

.22

.46

.14

08
.16

.05

COLO. SPRINGS July 20

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black PeU
C.C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample

—

Jerry Johnson—
Mary McKlnney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
vindicator
Iwork

8K
'*%
5

7
56

42

22

16

78
17

New Dividends

Company.

6)i
95i

.60

lOX
1«X

Acacia
Alaska Mexican
Alaska Treadwell
.\malKamated
Am. Zinc, Lead ,S: Smg
.\rl/.ona Copper, pfd
Arl/.ona Copper, dof
British Columbia
Boston 4 Montana
Cambria Steel
Camp Bird, Ltd ,

Consolidation Coal, com
El Oro
Newhouse
New Rlvor Coal, pfd
Osceola
Philadelphia Gas
SllvcirKInc Coalition
Tenn. C. I. & R. R.. com...
Tenn. C. I. 4 R. R.. pfd ....

Tenn. Copper
United Copper
U. S. C. I Pipe 4 Fdy., com.
U. 8. 0. 1. Pipe 4|Fdy., pfd.

Assessments

ibled through Hay-
. Stone 4 Co.,N. y.

Company. DcUnq. sale. Amt.

July
July

30 Aug. 20 $0.05

Bader, Cal 24 Aug. 13 05

Blrchvllle. Cal July 10 Aug. 1 0.02

Cedar Creek. Ida.... July 13 .Aug. 3 0.003

ChrlHtmas, I'tah— July 15 Aug. 6 0.005

Crown Point, Nev... July 24 Aug. 14 0.10
Emerald, Utah Aug. 16 Sojjt. 7 O.OIJ

Exchequer, Nev July 8 July 30 0.05

Giant. Utah. July 10 July 31 01

H.HdIlKht. Ida July 20 Aug. 20 0.003
Lrton Creek, Ida July 17 Aug. 5 0.01

McKlnley, Ida July 27 Aug. 29 O.OOA
0.10Me,\lran, Nev July 16 A>lg. 6

Norrlson, T*tah July 19 Aug. 3 0.01

Oqulrrh Utah July •n Auc. 12 0.00}
Reindeer. Ida. A UK. 18 Aug. 27 0.01

Shelia O. 4 S., Utah. July 30 Nov. 2 0.10
Skylark, Utah July 10 July 27 0.005
W.«tn Mines Co.. N. Aug. 1 Aug. 31 0.02
Zelbrlght, Cal July 15 Aug. 6 0.05

Monthly Average Prices ot Metals

AVERAGK I'RICE OF SILVER

Month.

January—
February . .

.

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November..
Docember..

New York.

1906. 1907.

288 68.

108 68.

.197,67.

706iC5.

976 66,

394,67.
105! . .

,

949
,927

523
813
060

year 66.791 30.868

London.

1906. 1907

30 113
30 464
29.854
29 984
:tO 968
30 186

30 113
30 529
31.483
32 148
32.671
32.003

31.769
31.852
31.325
30.253
30.471
30.893

New York, cents per fine ounce :
London,

pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OP COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
Februaiy..
March —
April
May
June
July
August—
September
October . .

.

November.
December.

18.310
17.869
18.361
18.375
18 475
18.442
18.190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.885

24.404
24.869
25 065

24.224
24.048
22.665

18.419
18.116
18 641

18.688
18 724
18.719
IS..585

18.706
19.328
21.722
22.398
23.3.50

24.825
25.236
25.660
26.200
25.072
24.140

78.869
78 147

81.111
84.793
84.867
83.994
81.167
83.864
87 831
97.269
100 270
105.226

106 739
107.356
106..594
98.626
102.375
97.272

Year 19,278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic la

for cakes. Ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June

1900. 1907

36 390
36.403
36.662
38.900
43 313
39.260

41 548
42.102
41.313
40.938
43.149
42.120

Month.

July
August
September.
October
November

.

December..

Av. year.

.

1906. 190

37.275
40 606
40.516
42.852
42.906
42.750

39.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York.

Month.

January
February . .

.

March
April
May
June
July
.\UgU8t
September...
October
November...
December ...

Year 5.657

1906. 1907

5.600
5.464
5 350
5.404
5 685
6.750
5 7S0
5.750
5.760
6.760
5.750
5.900

6.000
6 000
6 000
6.000
6.000
5.760

London.

1906. 1907

16 8,50

16.031
15 922
15 959
10 725

16.813
16 .525

17.109
18.266
19 360
19 281

19 609

1I7.37O

19.828
19.531
19.703
19.975
19.688
20.188

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1007. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January
February . .

.

March

June
July ...

August
September .

.

October
November . .

December...

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.006
6.006
6.027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6.693

0.732
6 814
6.837
6.686
6.441
6.419

6 337
5.924
6.0.56

5.931
5.846
6 948
5.856
5.878
6.056
6.070
6 226
6.443

6 582
6 664
6.687
6..535
6.291
0.269

28.225
25.844
24 663
25.781
27.000
27.7'>«

26,800
26 938
27 563
28.075
27 781

27.938

27.125
25.938
26.094
25 900
25.503

24.469

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.

London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Iron-ore Mines of the Mesabi Range
Opened m 1692, the Mines of the Mesabi Now Produce 62

Per Cent, of the Total Ore from the Northern Ranges

B ^
1< E G 1 N A L D M E E K S

The history of the first discoveries of

iron ore on the Mesabi range in Minne-

sota, was fully given by Dwight E. W'ooJ-

bridge, of Duhith. Minn., in an inter-

esting series of articles published in the

Journal of January to May, 1905.

In i8q2 the mines of the Mesabi range

began shipping and the first feeble effort

of the Mountain Iron mine was 4,245 ton>

which comprised the total for the range

that vear. Fourteen vears later this mini

These remarkable shipments were made
possible by the existence of vast beds of

soft ore and the simplicity of extraction.

Prospecting for Ore

It is rare that ore comes close to the

surface and outcrops are unkown. More-

over there are no surface indications to

guide the prospector. In some cases the

test-pits of moderate depth revealed ihi

deposit. The usual method of prospect-

deposits and they extend over great areas.

The ore is soft and contains considerable

limonite or yellow ocher, and is almost

entirely within the bessemcr limit for

phosphorus. In a number of the mines

the ore is highly silicious. On account

of its soft character it is necessary to

mix Mesabi ore with considerable harder

ore from the other ranges in order to

prevent clogging the furnaces.

STRIPPING THE SURFACE WITH A GRAB AT BUHL. MINN.

iiippcd more than 2.500.000 tons in one

year. So rapid has been the develop-

ment of the Mesabi range that it is al-

most incomprehensible. Where it took

the Marquette, the Menominee and the

Gogebic ranges 46 years to produce a

combined output of 46,000.000 tons of

ore, the mines on the Mesabi eclipsed this

record in 11 years. Of the total ore pro-

duced in the Lake Superior Region, 36

per cent, has been shipped from the great

Mesabi range.

ing however, is to bore with either a

diamond or churn-drill. Diamond drilling

costs $6 per foot on the Mesabi while

churn drilling costs but half that amount.

The former method is however, by far

the more prevalent.

Overlying the great shallow beds of

ore is an overburden of from 20 to 135

ft. of sand and gravel, interspersed with

boulders of varying size. The ore is

rarely found at a depth greater than 300

ft. There is practically no dip to the

Fee Owners and the Mining Companies

Years ago the land was taken up by

settlers who, acquired it under the home-

stead law. These pioneers cut the lumber

and never dreamed of the vast mineral

wealth under their feet. Some of the

original holders sold to lumber companies

and the rest held on to their land. When
ore was discovered a few acres were sold

to mining companies but the great ma-

jority of land owners soon learned that
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they could realize better profits by leas-

ing the properly to the companies for a

tertji of years and receiving a royalty of

from 15c. upward to as high as $1 per

ton. These two royalties represent the

extremes ; an average would probably be

abotit 37liC. per ton.

It is customary for a number of fee-

owners to employ an agent to represent

their interests. This agent must make fre-

quent inspections and see that the operat-

ing company is living up to its contract,

and is developing and mining the property

to the best of its ability. It is probable

that more than $8,000,000 per annum is

paid to the fee-owners on the Mesabi
range. This same system is in vogue on
all of the other ranges and the big com-
panies own outright, comparatively little

land. .\s some of the leases are for as

long as 50 years and as the mining com-
panies own outright comparatively little

to produce a minimum tonnage a lease

may virtually amount to ownership in

some cases

world. To the mining engineer, perhaps,

the open pit docs not appeal. One mining

captain from one of the other, ranges re-

marked that the method of "mining" was

only "ore farming," and he was not far

wrong. The work comes more within the

province of a civil or a railroad engineer

than it does within that of a mining engi-

neer. However, the majority of mines are

being worked by underground methods,

but the greater tonnage .comes from the

open pits.

When the mines were first opened it

was calculated that one foot of overbur-

den could be removed for each two feet

of ore underneath. Later this was modi-

fied to foot for foot and now even better

is done. The enlargement and perfection

of the steam-shovel has made this pos-

sible, and the cost of stripping, has steadily

decreased with the increased efficiency of

new methods and equipment.

Open Pits

There are several points to be con-

The workings of the Mahoning Steel

and Ore Company at Hibbing and the ad-

joining Hull-Rust mine of the Oliver

Iron Company, the Mountain Iron pit

and the Fayal mine at Eveleth, four

mines in all, produced nearly 30 per cent,

of all the ore produced on the Mesabi

range in 1906.

At the Mahoning pit the railroad tracks

approach the orebody on the west end

and instead of making straight cuts as

with all other mines, the tracks are laid

so as to form an elongated spiral going

down into the deposit in steps.

The shovels scoop up the ore with great A
rapidity, from three to six cubic yards T
being the capacity, and a train of 20 to

30 cars is loaded with wonderful dis-

patch and is hauled out of the pit. All

day and all night, during the shipping

season, these shovels are busy, and year

after year the tonnage increases. At

the Mountain Iron mine, the holder of the

production record, the cuts are taken in

one direction and the cars are hauled

it_i >.. ^ .^^^-^f^ mmt' ,\n..^ -^:, ^.. : v^. le^aa

Fortunes Made Over Night

Figuratively speaking, fortunes have

been made "over-night" by obtaining op-

tions from the land-owners, proving min-

eral and selling these options, for large

advances, to mining companies. Duluth

has many citizens who have made for-

tunes in options. The owner of the land

acquired it perhaps, for nothing or els'

paid a few dollars per acre for the timber.

These men have later been made wealthy

either from .royalties or from the sale

of the land.

With such possibilities and with the vast

tonnage of grain and iron ore being

shipped from its docks it is not surprising

that Duluth has grown and prospered

in the last decade.

Mining on the Range

The great open pits at Hibbing, Vir-

ginia, Eveleth, Mountain Iron and else-

where furnish examples of iron ore ex-

traction which, for speed, volume and

economy are not equalled anywhere in the

AN OPEN PIT AT HIBBI.NG, MINN.

sidered before deciding upon stripping the

overburden and extracting by steam-

shovel.

To be economical the ratio of overbur-

den to ore must not be too great, and

there must be sufficient known ore to

warrant the great expense. Again the

company must control a suitable approach

for railroad tracks to remove both ore

and stripping and the topography of the

land must be such that the locomotive

will not require too great an effort to

get out of the pit with a loaded train.

Moreover there must be acquired a suit-

able location, not too far distant, to dump

the overburden. Some mines transport

dirt and gravel many miles because they

cannot find a locality nearer the mine

and this is naturally costly. The royalty

which the fre-owner receives also enters

into the problem and frequently decides

the question But where conditions war-

rant the open pit is a marvel as a pro-

ducer.

out of tile pit up two inclines. The over-

burden at this mine is about 70 ft. thick

and was stripped from an area of about

300 acres. This represents the removal

of nearly 40,000,000 cu.yd. of gravel and

rock before the ore is entirely exposed.

During the winter stripping operations

are continued, but no ore is mined. The

shipping season starts about .'\pril i and

ends about Nov. l, but this is entirely de-

pendant upon the weather and may be

longer or shorter. The ore is largely

transported over the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern or the Duluth & Iron Range

railroads. Both of these roads are oper-

ated by the United States Steel Corpor-

ation. The charge for hauling to the

Lake port, which averages about 70 miles,

is about 80C. per ton.

A New Departvre in Surface Stripping

It is not often that a radical depart-

ure from the beaten paths of engineering

practice is made, and when such a step

is taken it brings forth much adverse
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iTiticisni, ami many calamities arc pre-

dicted. The clam-shell grab bucket has

been used for years to unload vessels and

to load from stock piles. Howe & Mason

conceived the idea of applying this prin-

cipal to strip the surface and later to re-

move the ore by means of a specially

designed clam-shell bucket which is the

largest of its kind ever constructed. These

engineers succeeded in interesting the

Jones &• l.aughlin Steel Company, and c in-

tracled to equip the Grant mine at Buhl,

Minn., with the "grab" which has been

operating for more than a year. Until

some of the many difficulties which have

t)eeii enc'iunltri'd have lioon ovorcomc. no

road track and, when the surface has

been stripped, the cars will be luaded

directly from the f>il. It is natural to

expect failures and delays when it is re-

membered that groat forces are involved,

and that this is the first attempt to apply

the clam-shell on such a large scale. De-

lays have been caused by breakages and

the work has thus far progressed slowly.

Oper.\tion of the Bucket

The clam-shell travels over to the 'ex-

cavation on one side of the track, de-

scends to the bottom of the pit, and the

powerful jaws start to close when the

liiukot is lifird The maximum capacity

SIRF.\CE AND ORE .\T THE LEONARD MINE, CIIISHOLM, MINN.

details will be given out by the con-

tractors, but a full description will be pub-

lished at a future date. Briefly the method
is as follows

:

Two steel towers 170 ft. high, are

placed on tracks 1150 ft. apart. These
towers are built with three legs, the back

leg of each running on a separate track.

Between the towers are stretched eight

wire cables on which a carriage runs

which also carries the cables operating

the grab. The entire mechanism is con-

trolled and operated from a small tower,

situated at one end of the property. The
moving force is electricity and the man
in the tower can, by throwing switches,

control every movement of the whole de-

vice.

Between the two towers is the rail-

is said to be 11 cu. yd. but it is rarely

that the grab is able to take up more than

half of that amount. WTien the bucket

takes its load it travels along the cables

to the dirt pile on the opposite side of the

track where it drops the dirt. Lying on

the pile is a boulder which probably

weighs close to 20 tons. This was carried

from the pit to the pile by the grab and

is a forcible illustration of the power in-

volved.

Men who are used to steam shovels

scoff at the clam-shell for this work and

predict failure. It must be remembered

that hundreds of difficuties have arisen

which have been overcome only by the

most patient and skilful work by the en-

gineers in charge. It may be that the

methcd will eventually prove more costly

than the steam-shovel, but if success is

attained, the experience gained from this

first attempt will prove beneficial in an-

other trial. It is generally conceded that

the bucket will work better in ore than

in overburden since much of the trouble

has been caused by boulders. It is in-

tended to replace the dirt in the excava-

tion after the ore has been removed in-

stead of transporting it a long distance.

Then the other half of the (troperty will

be strippe<l and mined.

Underground Mining

The problem of underground mining

on the Mcsabi range is comparatively

simple, and is the same as is used on the

.Marcinettc range and known as the "North

(if England" method. This method was

described in the Journal of June 15 last.

The ore on the Mesabi contains in some

mines at least, considerable sand in lay-

ers or bands, which frequently prohibits

mining in certain portions of the mine

on account of the high silica content.

Aside from this the ore formations arc

extremely regular. Under the deposit is

a formation of taconitc which is similar

in some respects to the jasper of the Me-

nominee range. This layer forms what is

practically a horizontal footwall and be-

low this no ore exists. Therefore a fair-

ly clear idea of the total production can

lie obtained, and plans can be made ac-

cordingly, from diamond-drill holes.

There is one mine, the Leonard at Chis-

holm, where underground methods were

•superseded by an open pit. In this mine

no approach is possible, now that the sur-

face has been removed, and so a modifica-

tion has been adopted. The steam-shovel

loads two small cars alternately. These

are drawn by a dinky-engine to a shaft,

a relic of underground days, and dump

into one of two balanced skips which

conveys the ore to the . surface and into

the pockets.

The Leonard ore is a mixture of red

and blue hematite and yellow ocher. It

is very soft and easily shoveled. Stand-

ing in the pit the visitor can see the timber

of the old drifts protruding out into the

air, since the bottom of the pit is more

than 50 ft. below the old level. There is

an overburden which averages nearly 70

ft. thick. This is shown quite clearly

in the illustration.

L'Induilric Elcctriquc gives a new

method of preparing tantalum by the use

of cathode rays. The metal is connected

to the anode and is placed at the focus of

the cathode rays, which are concentrated

on it by a mirror. The cathode rays

cause rapid fusion of the metal ; by means

of a magnet their action and direction can

be controlled in a simple manner and the

adjustment of the rays on any part of the

metallic mass obtained. This apparatus

will work with alternating currents.
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Subsidence in Underground Mines
A Summary o( Investigations upon Certain Problems in Mining

That Heretofore Have Received Comparatively Little Attention

BY ALEXANDER RICHARDSON ===

The subjfct of miiio ^ubsi^J^.llcc is one

whicli hitherto lias liad little attention paid

to it on the Witwatersrand, owing to the

comparative immunity from anything se-

rious in the nature of crush or creep

;

there have been, however, within the last

few years several heavy falls of ground,

and it is only natural to expect that, as

the workings become more extensive, so

will these cavings occur more frequently.

Surface Effects of Subsidence

The surface efTccts of subsidence have

been closely studied by many able colliery

engineers, and the conclusions they ar-

rived at are briefly as follows

:

(i) Beds do not break at right angles

to the planes of stratification.

(2) In stratified deposits the zone of

subsidence is limited by a sort of dorne,

which has for its base the area of the ex-

cavation.

(3) Where the beds are horizontal, the

dome is symmetrically arranged about its

axis, but where the beds arc inclined, the

dome is no longer symmetrical about its

axis, and this axis departs further from

the normal to the planes of stratification as

the inclination increases. Vertical, nor-

mal, axis of figure of dome, line of maxi-

mum subsidence, all these coincide when
beds are horizontal, but are distinct when
beds are inclined.

(4) Generally roofs of hard rock fall

all at once in large blocks, while soft and

laminated rocks sink in slow and regular

manner. The fracture of the roof is

caused more often by the weight of the

first beds than by the pressure of the up-

per masses, and much before this pressure

can have produced its effect.

(5) Faults, dikes and other geological

features, the hight of the excavation, the

manner in which it is made, and its depth

below the surface have an important bear-

ing on the shape and dimensions of the

zone of subsidence.

Favol's Rules

M. Fayol, the chief investigator of these

phenomena, enunciated the following two
rules for his own guidance

:

(i) The hight of the zone of subsidence

where sandstone predominates in the

strata and the beds have a less inclination

than 40 deg., and when the area is infinite,

does not exceed 200 times the hight of the

excavation.

(2) When the area is limited, the higlit

of dome is about twice the breadth exca-

vated for excavations less than 6 ft. up to

four times for excavations more than 6

feet.

Cracks in the ground are generally dis-

posed in multiple lines, discontinuous,

meandering, irregular. They are some-

times very wide, but as a rule they are

not deep ; long rectilinear cracks and those

which continue without interruption from

the surface to the excavation are excep-

tional.

With the deeper mines the effect is

more in the nature of a pull over in the

case of buildings than an actual down-

ward movement.

Careful and efficient stowing is the only

remedy. As mentioned in the foregoing

summary, beds do not break at right an-

gles to the planes of stratification, and for

the due protection of surface objects it is

necessary to know what the angle of frac-

ture will be, that is, the angle which the

plane of fracture makes with the horizon-

tal plane. The usual rule is that for mod-

erate dips the angle of fracture lies half-

way between the vertical and the normal

to the planes of stratification ; or, expressed

in mathematical form : Angle of fracture

= go deg. — Y2 d where d'is the dip in

degrees. For dips greater than 30 deg.

the formula, proposed by Hausse, should

be used.

Tangent of angle of fracture =
I + COS.* d
sin. d COS. d

The following results are calculated by

this formula

:

Dip.

10
20
:to

40
.so

60
70
80
90

Angle of Fracture.
90°—00'

S5°—10-

80°—30'
76°—10'
73°—00'

70°—50'
71°—00'
74°_00'
80°—50'
90°—00'

Proper Location of Pillars

*MlDlnK ••nglneer with Trfnsury Gold
Mini-!). I. Id . rinv(>liintl. Transvnnl.

t.SllKhlly cnnil'-niMKl from a paper In Journ.
Chcm., Met., and if<n. 80c. of South Africa,
M«rcb. 1007.

From an inspection of the accompany-

ing diagrams it will be seen that the only

instance of complete unconformity to this

law was on the Treasury ; in the other

cases where surface effects were observ-

able the lower angle of fracture was, with

the exception of the Windsor, where it

was vertical, in approximate agreement

with it. The upper angle of fracture in

the Windsor, Bonanza and May Consoli-

dated is not in agreement, being below the

•A simpler formula Is : tan. A — 3 coseo.
2 a + cot. 2 (I.

normal. If tlicrc were any uniformity in

the dip of faults it might serve as a guide

10 the probable angle of fracture, but no

such uniformity exists.

Having determined the angle of frac-

ture, the locating of a pillar to support a

given surface object becomes a simple

problem, the solution of which is readily

effected graphically. All that is necessary

if to construct a cross section of the mine

showing the surface object and the reefs

underlying it. Then from each end of the

object draw lines cutting the reefs toward

the rise side and making an angle with a

horizontal plane equal to the angle of

fracture. The portion inclosed within

these lines will then be the pillar required.

The lateral displacement of the pillar

in plan to the rise side when the 90—
5^2 d formula is used will be / tan. Yz d

cos. d, where f is the depth in feet to the

excavation.

It is obvious that a pillar so located will

not be in accordance with the "Mines and

Works Regulations," where it is laid down

that a pillar must be left not only verti-

cally below the surface object, but for

such a distance beyond as may be consid-

ered necessary.

It is only possible at present to estimate

very roughly the minimum depth from

which the effects'of caving will not reach

surface, and at which therefore pillars for

the protection of the surface may be dis-

pensed with.

Colliery Experiences

Among collieries there are numerous

instances of the effects of caving reaching

the surface from great depths, notably

one in Wales, where the surface sank from

6 to 10 ft., although the seams lie under

cover of from 1800 to 2400 ft. Newstead

Abbey was entirely undermined by long-

wall, the seam being 3 ft. 8 ifi., and the

depth 1680 ft. ; the resulting subsidence of

23 in. occasioned no damage to the build-

ing whatever, the lowering of the surface

being gradual and uniform. At Sunder-

land, where the measures contain 50 per

cent, of hard-rock beds, seams at a depth

of from 1400 to 1800 ft. have been worked

for 70 years without reference to the sur-

face. On the other hand, in the Midland

and South Yorkshire coalfields, where the

cover is composed largely of soft shales,

the effect of workings at as much as 2000

ft. is appreciable on the surface.

In cases where a pillar has been left the

subsequent pull over or draw on each side

has often caused more damage than if no

such pillar existed. It was observed that
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a cessation ni work lor any time fre-

quently caused a serious dilTerence of

level due to the arrest of the wave of sub-

sidence following the face. Colliery opin-

ion seems to be that if the seam is swept

out in a rapidly moving face, little dam-
age will result when the depth is over

i/X) ft., and that at ijoo ft. the effect will

he negligible.

Experiknlks on the Rand

Local experience on this head in view

of the figures quoted above is reassuring.

The ma.ximnm depth from which caving

produced surface eflfccts was at 710 ft. on
the Champ d'Or. Other depths from which
there were surface effects are : Bonanza,

566; May Consolidated, 650; Treasury,48o;

New Kleinfontein, J40; New lleriot, 490;
Windsor, 425. On the Geldenhuis Deep
an area of 620 on the dip by 1000 on the

strike at depths of from 650 to 924 with a

total average stope width of 15 ft. sud-

denly caved, but of this there resulted no
surface indications whatsoever. The cav-

ing on the French Rand, which took place

between depths of 720 and 1040, also failed

10 cause any surface disturbance. From
these examples one may be justified, then,

in concluding that the effects of caving at

a depth of 1000 ft. will never reach sur-

face.

Owing to "draw" the boundary of the

area of surface disturbance has sometimes
extended considerably beyond the bound-
ary of the area of underground disturb-

ance, not only on the dip side, as would
be expected from the angle of fracture,

but also on other sides as well. Thus
on the New Kleinfontein the surface was
affected to a distance of 25 ft. back from
the outcrop and to a distance of 60 ft. on
each side beyond the underground limit.

On the Treasury-Jumpers the surface was
affected 140 ft. north of the underground
limit, and to a maximum of 100 ft. east

and 200 west, but on the dip, contrary to

expectation, the underground limit ex-

tended to a maximum of 300 ft. beyond
the surface limit.

Influe.n'ce of Faults and Dikes

The direction of surface cracks some-
times bears a close relation to the strikes

of faults and dikes and to the boundaries

of unworked ground. The width of these

cracks rarely exceeds 6 in. or the differ-

ence of level of the sides 6 in. Widths of

8 in., with a difference of level of 6 in.,

were recorded on the New Kleinfontein,

a difference of level of 8 in. on the Wind-
sor, and a width of 10 in., with a differ-

ence of level of 10 in. on the Treasury for

200 ft. along the outcrop of a small dike.

When selecting sites for surface plant, the

outcrops of faults and dikes should as far

as possible be avoided, as they form lines

of weakness which may become lines of

maximum subsidence.

One very objectionable feature is the

suddenness of these cavings. One day a

roof may seem passably sound and the

next day it may be all down. Beyond the

fact that the hanging wall of certain slopes

is shaky, and that some pillars show signs

of taking weight, there is little to indicate

that an extensive fall of ground is about

to take place, nor can any prediction be

given of when it will take place. When
pillars begin to scale and split, it is well

to prepare for trouble, and if much crack-

ing is heard in the hanging, the sooner

precautions are taken the better.

Unworked ground is naturally the chief

controlling factor, but faults and dikes

have often exercised great inlUience on the

extent of the disturbance. The caving on

the French Rand was to a great extent

controlled by two faults in the central

section of the mine; also on the May Con-

solidated ; on the Geldenhuis Deep by a

25-ft. shaft pillar on the east and a 6-ft.

dike on the west ; on the Treasury-Jump-

tion of the mine appeared to be on the

move, the pillars commenced to crush,

and a great deal of cracking was heard.

The caving started first in the hangin,;

wall of the Main Reef, and in some places

the whole 36-ft. parting settled down into

the Main Reef stopes.

At the Windsor the South reef hanging

began to crush a fortnight before the

main caving.

At the Treasury, about two months be-

fore the occurrence, the western shaft

pillar at the fourth level began to show

signs of taking weight. The adjoining

stopes had been standing for about seven

years and probably the pillars would have

sufficed to sustain any ordinary pressure.

Just at this point, however, there is a

synclinal fold extending right across the

mine which pitches sharply up on its

southern dip against a strongly developed

/.o

Is
8 Average Totul width

ot Slopes Caved -10

Extendlni; E to W 3S0'

INCLINED SH.\Fr, MAY CONSOLIDATED

ers by solid dike ground on the east and a

S-ft. dike on the west ; on the Windsor by

a fault on the east and by faulted ground

on the west ; and on the New Kleinfontein

by unwrorked ground.

Causes of Collapse of Ground

The predisposing causes of the collapse

of ground are various, but the final de-

termining cause is of course insufficient

support. On the New Kleinfontein ample

pillar support had originally been left, but

owing to the presence of a high percentage

of iron pyrites in the reef of which these

pillars were composed and the length of

time (seven to eight years) they had been

exposed to atmospheric influences, their

strength had become greatly reduced, with

the result that the hanging of the Main

Reef gradually came in. bringing with it

the leader, and a sudden general subsi-

dence eventually took place.

At the French Rand, before the actual

caving occurred, the ground in that por-

fault plane with broken ground, conse-

quently the roof required more support

than would usually be the case. Eventu-

ally the hanging wall of the South Reef

fell in large blocks, crushing in the un-

derlying stopes with it ; another and se-

verer fall took place .-i week afterward.

Stresses in Deep Masses of Rock

The question of the stresses set up in

deep masses of rock unsupported for hun-

dreds of feet horizontally is a very com-

plicated one. In the extreme case of

steeply inclined faulting planes or dikes

cutting the roof near the supports or

abutments and dipping away from each

other as they descend, there would be

practically nothing to carry the huge

wedge above, while, where the strata are

unfaulted. one would be justified in con-

sidering the mass as a huge slab sup-

ported on two or more sides or as a lever

hinged at the bottom erf the workings.
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Avprnge Totol Width
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?
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Section. Through No. 5 Shaft
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Plan

No Surface Disturbance
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of Slopes Caved =7 6'
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1
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FRENCH RAND
Section 340 ft. West of Champ Dor Section

SECTIONS OF WITWATERSRAND MINES
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Isolated pillars stand little permanent

chance of supporting deep masses of rock.

The latter is never perfectly rigid and

must tend to sag in some degree between

its final supports, and the pillars must in

time scale and crumble. It is true that

over very extensive areas the pressure on

the roof of an excavation, assuming the

beds to be horizontal, will become, in

time, equal to the weight of the superin-

cumbent strata ; under no circumstances

is it immediately so, since the overlying

beds must have some carrying strengrth.

Crushing Strength of Quartzite

There must therefore be a limiting

depth dependent upon the crushing

strength of the rock which forms the sup-

port at which no excavation can be kept

open indefinitely. Herewith is a tabulated

statement of certain tests undertaken by

the Johannesburg municipality to deter-

mine the compressive strength of local

quartzite. (Table 1.1

and the percentage of pillars can be found

by multiplying the above figures by the

cosine of the dip.

TABLE II. PROPOIITION OP PILLAK8.

pfrceMtace t t .\r<>a a»

Pn>«»ure IMIlArH with <'4iiiiur''i*-
Depili III

Feet.
per Square

Iiicb.

l»« atreiiiittis of

10.000. 1
16.000.

1.000 I.2U 13.3 8.1

1.000 ' a.M4 M.« IS..1

a.000 3.«7e 30.8 34.

S

4,000 4.M88 48.

y

33.6

6.0UU fi.lIO Bl.l 40.7

«,000 7.83'i 78.3 48.

U

7.000 8.654 84.5 57.0
8.000 «.77« 97.

8

1)5.3

9.000 10.998 73.3

10.000 la.iao
.
"'*

ll.UOO 13 44'i 89.(1

u.ooo 1 14 .C-'i '.'T . 7

M.^them.\tical Determinations

In the actual present-day conditions,

where the slope areas are not very e.x-

tensive, and where, therefore, the weight

of the upper masses is supported by their

TABLE I. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OP QUAKTZITE CUBES.

Locality.
Level IDimensions.
Feet. Incties.

o
a

Total fibst
PBKSSCRE. FB.tCTCBE.

Roblnsou Cr.M. So. 2Shaft 1,000

Salisbury It. M 1.000

City ami Suburban G.M.. l.OPO

Oltv and Suburban G.M.. 1.000

Vlllnge M. K. ti. M 1.600

Vlllasic M. K.G. M 1.500

Village M. R. a. M 1.600

Kot.lnsoii G.M. No. 3 8batt 2.000
RoMuson G.M. No. 2 Shaft 2,000

Cliv and Suburban G. M .

.

2.00O

FefrelraG. M 3,0,0

R-blnaoDG. M 3,500

4Hx4)ii*
.

4 X4 X4>.
3.33x3.32x3.25

4x4x4
4.36x4.33x4.20
3.f.'.lx3.75l3.60

414x4*4x4^,
3.66x3,72x3.70

3',x4x3i,
4.11x4.19x4.25
3.88x4.04x3.6 : e i

4.5 X4.51x4.35|fa

19.12!

16.00
11.11
If. 00
18.40
13.84
18,06!

13,66
15 .W
17.33
15 IW

,
20.29|

77.0
63.4
,>3.2

46
46,8
59,36
77,5
50.73
55.fi

5.1 6

53,5
91.

C

8,054
7,950
9,577
6,750
4.978
8,580

8,681
7.427
7,175
6.457
6,696

9,029

18.6
32
34.9
39.0
29.4
45.81
36
42.17
18
38 6
10.4
09.0

£ =

1.945
4,000
6,289

4,875
3,196
e.e-K)

3,987
6.175
2.322
4.48.1

2,092

6,8C4

'2.84

2.75
98

How Pressure
Was

Transmitted.

Steel plates
Steel plates

,.i,o Layer of Hand
J 69 Steel plates
2.77 Steel plates
3.88 Layer of sand
2.89 Steel plutos
" '"^ l-ayer of sand

Steel plates
Steel plates
Steel plates
Steel plates

2 80
2 88
2.69
2,81

,3.04

From this it will be seen that the mean

ultimate strength is 7521 and the mean

specific gravity 2,83.

It must be noted in connection with

these tests that the specimens were not

accurately prepared and that the pressure

per square inch which a cube of a few

square inches area is capable of resisting

becomes very much greater when that

area forms a portion of the flat surface of

a large block. With these considerations

in view 10,000 lb. per sq.in. is here taken as

the probable figure, although at great

depths even 15,000 might be exceeded.

The limiting depth at which excavations

can be kept open indefinitely assuming the

strata to be horizontal can be arrived at

by ascertaining the hight of a column of

rock whose weight will equal its compres-

sive strength. The pressure exercised by

a column of quartzite I ft. high and i

sq.in. area is 2.83 X 0,036 X 12 = 1:222

lb. This divided into io,oco, and 15,000

gives 8183 and 12,275, respectively, as the

limits of depth for the two strengths.

The accompanying table (II) shows

the percentage that would under these

conditions have to be left as pillars.

Where the strata are not horizontal the

pressure per square inch of inclined area

/ = length of side of slab or dis-

tance from center to center of

pillars.

L = length of side of a slab which

will only support its own
weight.

W = total distributed load which

the slab will carry in addi-

tion to its own weight.

K = compressive strength of quart-

zite in pounds per square inch

(10,000).

t = thickness of slab in feet.

w = weight of a cubic foot in

pounds (180).

d = diameter of pillars in feet

The accompanying table (III) shows a

few results obtained by these formulas

:

F6 — 106

Bending.

,0.2 l^2i±
\ w

3. W = 106 X K X '* — /* X < X w.

Shearing.

L Fs= 34.2Xrfx>t
i' X !t>

L =5.85^—̂ --.

3 W. = (34.2 X dX k — fX w)l.

Wher?
F6 ^ factor of safety for bending.

F* = factor of safety for shearing.

TABLE III. BBSULTS.

shkabiho.

own strength the problem can be appro.x-

imately solved by calculating the sustain-

ing power of square slabs of rocks, contin-

uous on all sides, supported at regular in-

tervals on pillars, of homogeneous mate-

rial and uniformly loaded. On account of

the different flexures that corhe in be-

tween the pillars definite formulas are

very difficult to arrive at, the following

are therefore merely suggested as a rough

solution of such a case

:

'

From the above it appears that slabs

usually break by shearing and that the

strength to resist this depends on the size

and distance apart of the supports.

Advantages of Filling Stopes

The proposal to fill the stopes with sur-

face material is, of course, carried into

execution in hundreds of coal and ore

mines, and could be largely adopted on

outcrop mines with steep dips, and al-

though such a system would probably

prove an economic failure on the deeps

and deeper deeps, there is much to be

done in the way of utilization of waste

sorted out underground.

.Among the advantages of underground

sorting and the subsequent building of

the material into packs may be men-

tioned—increased safety of the mine, re-

duction in the number of pillars cut, con-

sequently an increase in the percentage of

ore-reserves recoverable and a decrease

in the cost of breaking ground, increased

value of rock hoisted, decreased quantity

trammed and hoisted—for the latter alone

the cost on the deeper deeps will proba-

bly be 2s. a ton—^better ventilation, there

being fewer openings through which the

air can dissipate itself. Its chief disad-
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vantages u ,j labor and

timber costs and the danger of losing

reef.

The importance of some form of waste-

lilliag system is becoming generally rec-

ognized, especially on the older outcrop

properties. The Jumpers Mining Com-
pany may be quoted as a succes.sful ex-

ample of its adoption. In this mine 20

per cent, of the rock broken is sorted out

ui the slopes, and either built inside log

pigsties or used as simple filhng. In the

upper levels large areas of reef are being

extracted from subsided ground by a

process of back-stoping and resueing.

Briefly, the waste is blasted down tirst and

firms the filling, being augmented where

necessary with material from the ash

ilump; on this arc laid J-^-in. iron plates

nf a suitable size and ordinary coal sacks

to form a temporary floor; the clean reef

is then blasted down on this. Timber is

only used for passes from the level below

down which the ore is dumped, and no

pillars being required a complete extrac-

tion of ore results.

In other parts of the mine where the

dip is flatter and this method cannot bf

applied the sorted waste is used for filling

inside log pigsties and for packing in be-

tween them, and it is owing to the sup-

port these aflford that mining in this

hea%7- disturbed ground is rendered pos-

sible. The costs for timbering and filling

work out at is. 3d., and 3d. per ton

crushed. No doubt, there are many other

mines here where sorted waste is largely

used for support, and others where the

unfavorable conditions and the cost of its

employment would render such a system

impracticable.

Though it has been often advocated, no
engineer has as yet ventured to introduce

on the Rand on any large scale a system ot

mining analogous to the "longwall" of

collieries which aims at the complete ex-

traction of the mineral, leaving no solid

pillars to interfere with the regular set-

tlement of the hanging wall on the pack.

With the increase of worked areas and
depths some modification of this method
may eventually have to be adopted.

So.ME Practical Suggestions

As our present methods are not likely

to be departed from for some time it

would be well to consider in what way
they can be made to afford more protec-

tion. In the first place all shafts must be

made absolutely secure. Where a vertical

shaft intersects the reef series a pillar

should be left all round of a minimum
size of 100 ft. to the rise by 50 ft. on the

other sides. Incline shafts should be

sunk so that the roof is not less than 30
ft. below the nearest workable reef, the

side pillars of incline shafts m reef to be

at least 30 ft. wide. The maximum dis-

tance, center to center, of stopc pillars to

be so ft-, and thcfe pillars in the different

reefs to be superimposed over one another

so that their common axis is at right

angles to the dip, or, in other words, they

are to resist pressure acting at right an-

gles to the roof. Their minimum diame-

ter to be 10 ft. Both sides of faults and
dikes, or other well-developed planes of

weakness to have a liberal supply of pil-

lars. Special attention to be paid to un-

derground sorting and to the deposition

of the resulting waste.

Water should be kept to the levels and
other recognized drainage channels, and

excluded from access to free stope foot-

walls; by converting the dry cementing

material between the bedding planes into

clay, water is a potent factor in bringing

down ground. The upper reef to be sloped

in advance in order that the other faces

may follow on in undisturbed ground,

but where an efficient filling system is

used the lower reef may be sloped in ad-

vance, as a slight settlement will tend to

ease the reef above and permit of easier

breaking. Should a subsidence unfor-

tunately occur all resulting surface cracks

must be well rammed in and the filling

kept slightly above the surrounding level.

These suggestions may increase ex-

penses, but low working costs can never

be defended if there is any possibility of

mining operations becoming in any way
hampered or endangered by a too zealous

economy. In conclusion, I wish to empha-

size the importance of noting and placing

on record all the facts relative to a sub,-

sidence while the indications are still

fresh.

ful feature is the inclusion for the first

time of a list of the metalliferous ship-

ping mines of British Columbia, arranged

according to districts and showing name,
locality, owner or agent and address of

same, and character of ore. This list is

largely restricted to mines that shipped

ore in 1900.

The report is freely illustrated with

well-finished half-tone views, sketch maps,
diagrams, etc. Prominent among these are

the reproductions of 34 of the photographs
taken between Essington and Edmonton,
and these are of particular interest now
that preparations are being made for the

opening up of the extensive area of coun-
try known as the Peace river district.

Of the statistical tables, the accompany-
ing will serve to show the mineral pro-

British Columbia Mines in 1906*

The Annual Report of the Minister of

Mines for British Columbia for 1906 con-

tains the usual statistical tables showing

details of mineral production and values,

customary review of the 3'ear's operations

MINERAL PRODUCTION BT DISTRICTS
AND DIVISIONS.

Location. 1905.
! 1906.

Ciriboo MUilDf.' DIvislou ..

Quesnel MlnlDK Division..
OmiDeca Mining Division.

$300,000
96.000
10.000

$355,800
39,600
10.000

Total CakibooDistbict
c.\ssiar district

$406,000

501,372

6,339,164

100.273
632,664
970,544

3,672,878
145,660

$5,421,909

32,684

6,356,410
1,533

125.461

$405,400

656.699

6.171.024

268,111
515.709
532,228

3,223,587
120,717

$4,660,352

20.314

8,698,470
2,624

78,617

East Kootenay District
Atnsworth Mining DlvlsioL
Nelson • "
Slocan
Trail Creek "
Other Divisions

Total w. Kootenay Dis.

Lillooet District
Osoyoos. Grand Forks and
Greenwood Divisions

similkameon "
Yale

TOTAL YALE DLSTRICT...

Co.iST DISTRICT (Nanalmo,
Albernl, Clayoquot. yuat-,
slno, Victoria)

$6,483,404

4,273,869

$8,779,711

9.382,146

Total by Districts $22,461,375 $24,980,548

duction for 1906 in comparison w-ith that

of 190S and 1904, respectively. The value

of the total production of British Colum-

MINERAL PRODUCTION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Customary
Measure.

1905.

Quantity. I Value.

Gold, placer.
Gold, lode

Total gold.

Silver..
Lead
Copper.
Zinc...

Total motallUerous

.

Coal
Coke
Other materlale.

Total production.

Ounces.
Ounces.

48.465
2.38.660

Ounces. 3.439.417
Pounds. 56.580.703
Pounds. 37,692,251
Tons. 9,413

T. 2240 lb.

T. 2240 lb.

1,384,312
271,785

$ 969,300
4,933,102

$5,902,402

1.971.818
2.399.022
6,876.-222

139.200

$16,288,664

4,152,936
1,358.925
660,800

$22,461,326

Quantity.

2.990.262
52.408.217
42.990.488

664

1,517.303
199.227

$ 948.400
4.630.639

$5,579,039

1.897.320
2.667.578
8.288..'j6o

17.100

$18,449,602

4.1)61.909

996.135
982.900

$24,980,546

Total Pro-
duction In-
clud'gl90B.

S68.721.103
41.016.697

$109,736,800

25,.586.00S

17.626.73'.!

36.540.578

$179,495,125

} 79.334.798

5.813.799

$273,643,722

a Not included in report.

and progress, reports of gold commission-

ers and other district officials, and several

special reports, chief among these being

that of William Fleet Robertson, provin-

cial mineralogist, on a journey he made
last summer from Essington to Edmon-
ton, via Skeena river, Babine and Stuart

lakes, and Peace river. A new artd use-

bia from 1852 to 1906, inclusive, was

$273,643,722 in estimated value.

•Report of the Minister of Mines for 1906.

The development of electric power in

mining in Mexico is shown by the records

of shipments of Westinghouse machinery

to the three camps. El Oro, Guanajuat.^

and Pachuca. Motors to the number of

600, having an aggregate capacity of

35.000 h.p.. have been furnished.
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Minnesota Iron-ore Shipment?

Srn I \i. Correspondence

All, and pirhaps more, of llie iii..reascd

shipment of iron ore for this year is com-

ing out of the Mesabi range, and the ac-

tivity there is vast. The tremendous ship-

ments that arc planned for this year are

tearing things to pieces all along that dis-

trict, and there was never a year in which

so many changes in the surface condi-

tions were made. More mines are chang-

ing from milling and underground work

to steam shovels, and bigger holes are

being torn in the ground than in any pre-

vious season. As an instance of the sort

of work going on, it may be interesting

to note that during June 210,000 cu.yd. of

overburden were moved off the Canisteo,

the record month by at least 50,000 yd.,

.ind 125,000 yd. came out of the adjacent

llolman property. At the Canisteo, Su-

perintendent Grecnway is working six or

seven shovels in stripping. During May

the removal at this mine was 150,000

vards.

Season schedules of the three Minne-

sota railways engaged in the iron-ore

traffic have been made up and show some

indication of what is looked for from

Minnesota. The Duluth, Missabe &
N'orthern road, which last year moved

11,220,000 tons of ore, is scheduled for a

total traffic this year of about 14,000,000

tons: and the Duluth & Iron Range will

handle, if it comes up to schedules, almost

precisely 1,000,000 tons more than the

8,200.000 it moved during 1906. The

Great Northern will also increase its rec-

ord of 6,130,000 tons by nearly a million

tons. In other words, the two Minne-

sota iron ranges, from which the total

shipments of 1906 were 25,600.000 gross

tons, are scheduled this season for a busi-

ness approximating 30,000,000 tdhs. These

are the estimates made soon after the be-

ginning of the shipping season, by ship-

pers, of the ore sold by them, or that they

expect to forward during the year. They

are, to be sure, liable to be changed, and

are quite pliable, but the shippers en-

deavor to reach them, and in some cases

exceed the early estimates. Last year sev-

eral independent shippers were able to in-

crease shipments materially over the esti-

mates made early, and on which the rail-

roads based car allotments and dock space.

It may be considered settled that, allowing

for unexpected contingencies of strikes,

accidents to transportation facilities and

the like, nearly 29,000,000 tons of ore may

be moved from Minnesota this year.

Michigan districts last year shipped 12,-

800,000 tons, and have averaged for the

past three years not far from 11,200,000

tons. They are easily capable of a pro-

duction in 1907 of 12,500,000, and will

doubtless reach that amount, barring acci-

dents and unforeseen contingencies.

Out Siiii'i'iNG Piers

I he various roads that have been erect-

ing new shipping piers have completed

them, and all are now in service, result-

ing in belter facilities, and a m.jre easy

handling of the tratfic It is probable that

during July, the shipments of bjth the

Great Northern and the Duluth & Iron

Range roads, will show a marked in-

crease over June, when they moved a

combined total of 2,522,000 gross tons.

.N'o. 5 dock of the latter and No. 4 of fK^

former, are new. The latter is of 100,000

tons capacity and contains 374 pockets,

holding 250 tons each. As the cost of

these docks is now well up to $3000 per

pocket, the investment in one of them is

no small matter. Formerly an ore pier

cost on the average about $2000. per

pocket, but that was with lir timber at $16

per thousand feet. Now it is $26, and it

is a fact that to piece out for construc-

tion this season both companies have been

compelled to pay as high as $40 for fir

sticks. The constantly increasing cost of

timber and other material has brought

prices nearer the expense of steel for

dock purposes, and the Duluth &. Iron

Range road is now preparing to erect a

steel ore pier, the only wood in which

will be lining for pockets. It will prob-

ably cost as much as to build three wood

piers, and must, therefore, last about 40

years to show a profit over wood, if the

freedom from danger of fire to docks

structure is not considered. This danger

is, however, very serious and might easily

have a very marked effect upon ship-

ments of ore and calculations of steel-

making concerns. Fire that would now

destroy one of the larger docks of either

of the upper lake roads might curtail

shipments to such an amount as to make

a scarcity of steel the coming 12 months.

The Duluth & Iron Range cannot make

its new dock more than 142 pockets long,

as the water grows very deep. It will

soon begin driving piles for the founda-

tion; these will be cut oflf 5 ft- below

water level, and capped by concrete piers

10 ft. high, on which the steel structure,

of channels, I-bars and angles will rest.

It is expected to have it ready for next

spring. The Great Northern also expects

to build a new dock for 1908, and may

use steel as its main construction mate-

rial.

Improved Transportation (or

Alaska

.V new variety of mica, called Irvingite,

has been discovered in the pegmatite

veins in the vicinity of Wausau. Wis., and

is described in the American Journal of

Science, (June, 1907). The crystals vary

in size from the fraction of an inch to

over an inch in diameter, and have well

developed basal cleavage and prominent

prismatic partings. The mineral is ex-

tremely tough and elastic and fuses easily.

.\nalysis shows the mica to contain a con-

siderable amount of lithia and chlorine,

and a relatively large amount of silica

and soda.

According to President Joblin, of the

Tanana Mines Railway Company, which

operates a narrow-gage railway between

Fairbanks, Chcna, and the surrounding

erecks, about $450,000 will be ex-

pended for further construction and

equipment this season. One prop jsed ex-

tension leaves Gilniorc, taps the Chatanike

and will h.ivc its terminus si.mcwhcre be-

tween Cleary and Chiinak creeks, the dis-

tance being about 20 miles. Some experi-

ments will be tried with gasolene motors,

and if successful it is thought a two-hour

service will be maintained between Fair-

banks and the creeks.

Transportation of supplies is the great

problem of inosf mining camps, and no-

where has this difficulty been more keenly

felt than in the far North. It is there-

fore with some satisfaction that the min-

ers and operators of the Yukon basin

watch the growth of the river steamer

service. The value of the Yukon trade is

now coming to be more generally recog-

nized. Of two steamship companies re-

cently formed the Yukon Alaska Trans-

portation Company is organized under the

laws of Maine with a capitalization of

$1,000,000. The company will soon put a

fleet of steamers on the Yukon to operate

between Dawson, Fairbanks and St.

Michael. Andrew F. Burleigh is named

as president. The Merchants & Miners

Transportation Company, a corporation

organized at Seattle, expects to operate a

fleet of vessels along the Yukon to St.

Michael and thence to Nome. The com-

pany is now purchasing boats in San

Francisco and Portland. Of the full fleet

of nine which it expects to put on, three

will be put into service this summer. Two
are Columbia river boats formerly ply-

ing between Portland and .\stori.i.

The Guggenheim-Morgan interests have

secured control of the Alaska Steamship

Company and the Northwestern Steam-

ship Company. The two companies have

been merged, but will continue to operate

under their former names. The same in-

terests control the .Maska Central Rail-

road and lately have purchased the title

to the Valdez, Cordova & Catella railroad

and have also secured a steamship line be-

longing to the latter. These roads have

but little mileage constructed but own
rights-of-way and terminals. They seem

in no hurry to push construction. It has

been further reported that the Guggen-

heims now hold a controlling interest in

the White Pass Railway and the river

steamers which operate between White

Horse and Dawson ; but this has not been

confirmed. The White Pass road has

been owned chiefly in England.

There arc approximately 600 lb. of raw

material required to produce one barrel of

Portland cement clinker.
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Placer Mining in Southern Chile

and Tierra del Fuego

Sl-ECiAL CORRESPONDENCK

The gold placer workings in Chile at

the southern extremity of the South

American continent, and those on the

island of Tierra del Fuego, are probahly

Operators in the Field

A number of large companies are op-

crating here. One large English company

and several other companies have been

organized in Buenos Aires and Valparaiso

to work with modern machinery. Five

dredges and one hydraulic plant have been

installed. While not all have been suc-

cessful, some have shown promising re-

I'ORT OF PUNTA ARENAS

registers lower than 15 dog. below zero

F. in winter, and in the summer season,

the thermometer never goes higher than

80 cleg. F. The climate is healthful, al-

though disagreeable in the summer on

account of heavy and frequent, rains.

PuNTA Arenas

Punta Arenas is the principal port and

treaty point, and has d. population of

.ibout 10,000 inhabitants. It is not like

most South American towns, but is laid

out with wide street.s like any modern
North American town. It has a system

of water works, sewerage and plenty of

hotels. There are two banks ; the munici-

pality owns a large theater; and there are

a number of large buildings, which would

be an ornament to any town of its size.

There is also a coal mine about four

miles from Punta Arenas. A small rail-

road line from the mine runs directly to

a wharf, where the coal can be delivered

into small vessels from cars loaded at the

mine.

The cost of living is as low, if not

lower, than in the United States. The
fact that Punta Arenas is a free port no

doubt has something to do with this. Out-

further sjuth than any others in the

world. The richest of these discoveries

were made at latitude 55 deg. 20 min.

south and 67 deg. west of Greenwich on

an island known as Lennox island. About

25 years ago gold was discovered on this

island, and worked successfully by sea-

faring men who happened to be in that

vicinity, and who made the first discov-

eries. The placer gold was found upon

the beach, and seemed to be the result of

concentration caused by the action of the

sea.

The diggings were very rich in years

past, and many small fortunes were taken

out by the miners, but at the present

time no work of this kind is being carried

on there, all the rich deposits or pockets

having been worked out. There are,

however, also lower-grade beach sands,

and an English company has taken up a

tract of ground, and is at present instal-

ling a dredge which will be completed,

and in running order during the coming

season.

The more notable of the placer mines

arc situated on the island of Tierra del

Fue;;,!, and on the Straits of Magellan, in

latitude 53 deg. 20 min. south, and longi-

tude 70 deg. 40 min. west. The forma-

tion of this gold-bearing district is an

auriferous gravel which covers the whole

of the region. While all of this is not pay

gravel, there arc numerous rivers, which

seem to have concentrated and deposited

gild in diflfcrcnt localities in quantities

sufficient to pay, where modern machin-

ery can be used. There arc localities on

the Straits of Magellan where placer min-

ing has been carried on by hand, and it

has paid fairly well, but no fortunes have

been taken out, as was done on Lennox
island.

MOUNTING A DREDGE, TIERRA DEL FUEGO

suits. One company in particular was re-

cently handling, with one dredge, 1200

cu.yd. per day of gravel, that would av-

erage 30c. per yard, at a cost of about 7c.

a yard. It is the opinion that there are

large tracts of land which can be dredged,

and which will run from 20 to 30c. per

cubic yard. While these tracts have been

taken up by individuals, and are being

held for speculative purposes, there is no
doubt that some can be had on reasonable

terms.

The general impression that this region

is cold and eternally frozen up is en-

tirely wrong. The thermometer seldom

side of gold mining, the principal industry

of the country is sheep farming. The
price of meat is very low, because there

are no good markets; meat is really the

cheapest food to be had. Regular steam-

ers run from Liverpool, stopping at Punta

-Arenas every fortnight on their way to

and from Valparaiso; there is also a line

of German steamers running directly be-

tween Hamburg and Valparaiso, calling

at Punta Arenas.

All business transactions carried on

with foreign firms are done in English

currency, but the unit of value in Chile is

the peso, wliich lliiotuates from 16 to 19
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pesos per ii sterling, .\nyone contem-

platiiiif going there should buy English

gold, for merchants and banks pay no

more for $5 gold than for an English

pound.

Unskilled native lahar can be had for

from 4 to 8 pesos per day. A great deal

of skilled English labor is contracted for

at Buenos .\ircs, there being many skilled

mechanics there.

Operations o( the Yukon

Consolidated

transmitted from the company's power

plant, on Twelve Mile creek.

It is claimed that this method has two

important advantages over the dredge.

Everything is removed from the bed-rock

;

the dredges, it is said, do not remove the

rather large boulders sometimes encoun-

tered upon the bed-rock surface. An op-

portunity is also given to secure all the

gold held in the surface of the bed-rock.

This process has been used in the gravel

beds at Oroville. Cal.. and, it is believed.

International Petroleum Congress

Horace G. Knowles, American minister

to Roumania, states that the third Inter-

national Petroleum Congress and exposi-

tion will be held in Bucharest in the early

part of September, and that the Rouman-
ian government e.\tcnds an invitation to

the United States to send delegates to the

congress and for .American manufacturers

to partic-ipatc in the exposition. It is ex-

Special Correstonde.vce

The Yukon Consolidated Gold Mining

Company, which represents Guggenheim

interests, has begim work on all its various

projects. The four dredges installed last

year are working continuously. Pits for

four additional dredges are to be exca-

vated this summer, and if the material ar-

rives dredges will be installed. The new
and old dredges are on lower Bonanza

and on the lower Klondike creek, in the

Yukon.

To work the narrower beds of gravel PUNT.A .ARENAS, TIERRA DEL FUEGO

r.ANKS .\T PUXTA ARENAS

encountered farther up the creek a new
scheme is being applied. If this proves

successful no dredges will be installed

along the upper narrower courses of the

gold-bearing creeks. It consists of two
steps : first, ground sluicing away the top

soil, muck, etc., which is valueless so far

as gold is concerned ; and, second, hydrau-

licking the gravel down to bed-rock.

.After the top soil is removed, a trench or

drain is cut, e.xtending down into bed-

rock several feet. Into the bottom of

this drain, and below the bottom of the

gravel bed, sluice boxes are placed. At
the lower end of the drain a sump is dug
in which a pump is installed sufficient to

lift out all the water coming through the

drain, and also an elevator to remove the

gravels washed in by the hydraulicking

process. By this means bed-rock is

washed off clean. All pumps and eleva-

tors are to be operated by electric power

it will prove highly successful in the

gravel beds of the north.

The Consolidated company has again

commenced work on its big ditch line.

Two dipper steam-shovels are now work-

ing and a third will be installed as soon

as it arrives. The steel pipe for the in-

verted siphon across the Klondike river

valley is arriving, and is promptly trans-

ferred to wagons and sent out to its place.

Several million feet of lumber for flume

purposes will be cut this year at the com-

pany's mill on Twelve Mile creek. A
large proportion of this will be held till

winter and then freighted to the ditch by

means of sleds.

pected that the oil producers and refiners,

the manufacturers and dealers in ma-
chinery, appliances, and devices for pro-

ducing, refining, and using petroleum

from every country in Europe and Asia

will attend or be represented at this con-

gress. The minister adds

:

"In view of the very short time inter-

vening and in order to accommodate any

-American manufacturers who may desire

to exhibit their products, I will have re-

served in the exposition hall sufficient

space for such exhibits. I will also ar-

range with some competent person to take

charge of the American section, and ex-

hibits can be forwarded to 'American

Representative, International Petroleum

Congress and Exposition, in care of

.American legation, Bucharest, Roumania.'

Shipments can be made from New York
by White Star line to Liverpool and

Johnston line to Bucharest, or the Medit-

erranean Steamship Company, from New
York direct to Bucharest. Machinery,

appliances, devices, motors, engines,

lamps, stoves, photographs, pamphlets,

etc., will be received and every effort

made to give them the best showing possi-

ble in the exposition at a nominal expense

to the exhibitor.

The new buildings of the Clausthal

Bergrakademie were opened on May 14 to

16 in the presence of numerous distin-

guished guests and old students of the

school.

Johnson, Matthey & Co.. Ltd , of 48-81

Hatton Garden, London, have succeeded

in producing iridium and rhodium of such

extreme purity as to render these hitherto

practically unworkable metals so malleable

as to enable their being used for the man-
ufacture of such apparatus as basins, tubes

and flasks. These metals, having a very

high melting point, and being almost un-

attacked by acids, should prove of great

value in chemical research.
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Method of Excavating Rock in Large Masses
In Removing Red Granite from a Railroad Cut, 25-{oot Holes Were
Loaded with 325 Pounds Black Powder or 1 50 Pounds Dynamite

BY GEORGE C^ MCPARLANE-
The followuig notes are taken from ex-

perience in heavy rock excavation on the

hne of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad

in the region north of tlie Lake of the

Woods. The rocks of this locality con-

sist of hard granites, traps and diabase of

the Laurcntian and Huronian systems.

Owing to the extreme hardness of the

rocks the expense of drilling is very high,

consequently deep holes and heavy blasts

are used wherever permissible.

Hand and Machine Drilling

In the smaller cuts hand steel is used

for putting down the blast holes, which

are often drilled to a depth of 30 ft.;

i-in. steel is used, and the same gage,

i-V^ in., is carried throughout. The holes

are started with two hammers on a drilll.

and when down 5 or 6 ft. the drill turner

also swings in with a hammer; the rapid

blows jump the steel enough to bore a

fairly roimd hole. The average depth

drilled per day by three men is 16 to 29

ft., and 45c. is the average price paid to

foot drillers.

Steam drills are generally used in the

big cuts, a 3-in. machine drilling to 25 ft.

and a 3%- to 3;-^-in. machine drilling the

depths of 30 and 35 ft. In using steam

the only change required for an air drill

is a steam front head and thin paper gas-

kets in the outer joints. Flexible metal

steam hose is used exclusively, the oiler

being placed at the end of the steam pipe

to lubricate the hose as well as the ma-

chin*. When several drills are run from

the same boiler, a sight-feed lubricator can

be placed on the main steam pipe. This

saves the runner the bother of oiling and

insures a regular and continuous lubrica-

tion of the hose and machines.

The life of the metal hose is about six

months, as against two months for the

best grades of rubber steam hose. When
drilling over 20 ft. the steam pressure is

run up to 115 lb. or more. During the

past winter drills were operated when the

temperature was 45 deg. below zero, some

of the machines being 500 to 600 ft. from

ihp holler

Drill Steel

For deep holes the drill steels are made

up for 24-in. runs, the starters being

gaged 3'/i in. and the gage being dropped

'/i to 3/16 in. for each succeeding steel, so

as to finish the hole about 1% in. The

bits are forged with long, heavy shoulders

and very little clearance to reinforce the

corners of the cutting edge and prevent

'MIolnE nod Hrll cngtnpor. Kenora, Ont.

cxctssive wear in the gage. The last two

or three drills of the set are usually fitted

with blunt chisel bits.

The cheaper grades of drill steel are

used almost exclusively ; the high-grade

brands of bar and cruciform steels require

to be forged and dressed at low heat, and

even when properly dressed and tempered

wear as fast the the low-priced drills. The
latter, while they can be forged at a much
softer heat, will not stand excessive upset-

ting, and it is often good practice to weld

on short lengths of heavy steel to form

the bit.

In tempering, the bit should be tough-

ened by heating to a bright red heat, then

plunged into the water ^ to J4 in. and

held there 15 to 20 sec, soused a few times

until tJie part out of the water is cooled

sufficiently to show no color, and finally

immersed in the tub until cold. If tem-

pered in this manner a drill will show

]/2 in. of cutting edge, with a fine gray

temper backed by softer tough metal.

Method of Drilling

The usual practice is to drill the blast

hole on the center line of the cut. A 15-ft.

hole is set back 15 ft. and a 3-ft. hole 25

ft. from the face of the cut. I prefer to

drill two holes 10 ft. on each side of the

center line and burdened not to exceed

15 ft. In this case very little drilling is

necessary to square up the bottom of the

cut. Where the cut is much more than

30 ft., it is best to take it out in two

benches. In granite the average footage

drilled by a machine is 30 ft. per lo-hour

shift, while in trap and diabase 20 to 25

ft. is considered a good shift's work.

After drilling, the bottom of the hole is

chambered to the required size by spring-

ing with dynamite. In the bottom bench,

where a heavy lift is required, no more

than a foot of the hole is chambered; in

the upper benches it is permissible to

chamber 2 or 3 ft. of the bottom. In the

first case each spring would be loaded un-

til the dynamite raised 8 or 10 in. ; in the

second, a 12- or is-in. raise would be

permissible. The first springs are held

down by 5 or 6 ft. of water tamping and

detonated by a cap-and-drop fuse. The
fuse, usually 12 in. long, after being split

is held under water for 5 or 6 sec. to kill

any fire hanging in the taping, and then

dropped into the hole. Unless the drop

fuse were dipped in water, it might ignite

dynamite adhering to the sides of the hole,

causing a premature explosion. After each

water spring, tlie hole is blown out with

steam or pumped out with a sludge pump.

Usually two or three water springs will

be used ; the succeeding springs are tamped
up with sand and detonated with a bat-

tery.

Two exploders are always placed in a

hole, as it would be exceedingly hazardous

'to draw the tamping in case of a misfire.

Misfires with a battery are, however, ex-

tremely rare. Usually the spring will not

throw the tamping if more than 6 or 7
ft. are used.

Blasting

Springing is continued until it is es-

timated that the pocket is large enough
to hold the blasting charge. The charge

is computed from the number of cubic

yards the blaster estimates will be thrown
out. The springing opens up the rock

jointing and indicates very closely where
the burden of the shot will cleave from
the solid and the successive springing

charges indicate the ratio of enlargement

of the pocket. At least 60 lb. of black

powder or 40 lb. of dynamite should be

loaded for each 100 cu.yd. of the shot.

The following are typical springing and
blasting charges: (i) A 2S-ft. hole, bur-

dened 18 ft., in the bottom bench of a

45-ft. cut—first spring, two sticks (60 per

cent, dynamite) ; second spring, four

sticks ; third spring, 10 sticks ; fourth

spring, 25 sticks; fifth spring, 60 sticks;

sixth spring, 100 sticks ; seventh, 180

sticks; blast charge, 325 lb. black powder.

(2) A 2S-ft. hole, burdened 12 ft., in the

upper bench of a 4S-ft. cut—first spring,

six sticks (60 per cent, dynamite) ; sec-

ond spring, 20 sticks ; third spring, 60

sticks ; fourth spring, 12^ sticks ; blast

charge, 325 sticks (150 lb.) of 40 per cent.

dynamite.

The effective force of the blast is a

short powerful blow equivalent in length

to about one-half the diameter of the

powder charge. This blow is transmitted

in all directions. In the immediate vicinity

of the powder charge the compression is

so great as to crush and pulverize the

rock. As it expands toward the free

faces its energy becomes absorbed by the

elasticity of the rock, and the recoil from

the compression throws the rock out, the

propulsion being assisted by the backlash

of the wave of compression from the

solid behind the shot. The rock is heaved

out not so much by direct propulsion from

the seat of the explosion as by the mo-
mentum of the transmitted shock which

is greatest near the free faces. The natu-

ral rock jointing materially influences the

results of a heaN-y blast. Large irregular
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juintiiiK such as is fduiid in the granite pouring in the powder, lowering the lake down, set up. and ballast a 3S-ft.

where quartz and feldspar predominate primer and lead wire and thei^ pouring derrick.

cause the most trouble. <lown dry sand. Of course this is taking Stone boats running on pole tracks

bin chances, fur the hole is liable to plug furnish the cheapest means of taking out

Conditions Affecting the Blast up with the first keg. Black powder- can rock where the haul is less than (oo ft.

. . be used onlv when the hole is dry. A In winter the haul may be extended in-

The heavy sprmgmg opens up the jouit-
^^_^^ ,^_^|^ ^.^;_ ^.^^^^ ,^^ ^,^.^.^, ,^y ^.^.^^^ ^ delinitelv. The track is made by laying

ing and the blocks sh>ft irregularly on the
^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^ dynamite in the pocket, two li.ies of tamarack poles 5 ft. 6 in.

bed planes, often completely closing oft
,j,.^.^ ^^^^^^^ _.^.^^_._.^^ _^^^^^, tamping than' apart, for a two-horse team; or 3 ft. apart

the drill hole. Here is one great adv.-int-
j^.,,^,,,;,^. ^^^ ^„,y ,,,^ ^olc itself but f.-r a three-horse team. In the former

age ot inachine-drilled holes, for owing
.^jj ^.^^^.^^^ showing in the rock above the cases both horses walk inside the pole

to their greater diameter they permit of
^,_^^j ^^^^_,j ,^^. ^^^^^^ ^^.j^,^ ^^^, ^^^^ ,^^^^. .^ „,^ ^^^^^^ „„,y ^^^ ^jj.jj^ horse,

considerable shifting before the hole is
, ^.^^^j ^^^,^^ ^,^^^.^ ^^^^ ^j ^^^^^^_ p^^^.^^^ .^^^^ p^,^.^ ^^^^^^^ ,,^. f^j^,y straight, 20 to

cut off. The effect of floors ;.nd s ips be-
.^^^_ ^,^^_^, ^^ .^ ,^ ^^ ^^ p^._. ^^_^j ^^,^^ ^^ j, ^^^^ ^,,j ^ ^^ 8 -^ -^ dia,„eter. The

tween the explosive and the free faces is
^^^.^^ ^,^,.^,^^._. jj,,,^,,,;,^. ,„,r ,,,3^,^ p^^^,,,^.r butt end of one pole is hollowed out for

to cause the rock to cut off at one of
^^,.,| j,^_.^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^1^^^^

..
^^^^ ^^^^ j^.^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^ ^.^ ,^ ^^^^-^.^ ,h^. ,^p „f „,^ „^^,

these floors while the rock around the
^^^^^^ ^,^^^^._^ ^_p ^^^ _^^^_^.,^ ^^, p^^^j^^j p„,^. ^^^ ,,,^. j^j^t fastened with a 2-in.

explosive is merely crushed and shattered.
^^^-^^^-^^^ ^Vith large burdens the heavy hardwood pin. The upper part of the

These slips and floors dea.len and de-
^p^i^^^j^g ^p^.,,^ „p the seams so much poles are peeled, and even joints are kept

fleet, or at least nnpertecily transmit, the
^,^^^ excessive powder charges are re- so that the track can be shifted from side

shock of the explosion. On the other
^^^.^^_j ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^_ ^_^^ ^1^^ explosive to side of the fill.

hand if the slips .ind floors are behind and
.^ ,.^^,^, ^^ ^..^^ ^^^^ through a scan. A tongue switch is put in a couple of

imder the blast charge, the momentum of
^^^ ,^_^^.^ ^ ^^^^j.^^ ^^ot. The muck hundred feet from the face of the cut and

the rock ahead of the shot would tear
^^^_^^ ^ ^.^^^ ^^,^^,^. 1^,^^^ .^^ ^^^^^^„^. ^^^^^^ _^ ^^^^^^^ ^_.,^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^,_^ _^^^^^ p.,^ .^he

back to these slips .and floors, giving a
^^^^ ^^^^_.^^.^ ^^^^^^ block holing or bull- stone boats are made of lo or 12 tama-

great deal more muck than would be ex-
j^^._^^ ,^^j^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^ handled. The rack logs about 7 in. in diameter and 8 ft

P**^ ..... most economical shots are from holes 16 long, held together by two l^^-in. hinged
The slips and floors put a practical limit

,^ ,^ ^^ ^^^p ^^^ burdened from 12 to rods. The logs run crosswise on the pole
to the size of the blast. I hnd that this

^^ ^^^^ j^ j^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^hat a heavy track; on the under side of the boat the
limit IS reached with 30-ft. holes.

i,iast throws the rock far, the bulk of the ends of the logs are slabbed down I i^ in.

burdened 15 ft., and throwing out from
_,,^^^^ ^eing heaved out 20 to 50 ft., and to keep the boat from running off the

400 to 800 tons of-muck.
^.^^r^. rgrcly arc any fragments thrown track. Eye-bolts are put in at the ends

The remark is often made that water is
„,„re ,han 150 feet. for hauling. In winter the pole track is

the best tamping for dynamite. As a
j^^j ^^^^ -^ ^^.ar,„ weather greased with

matter of fact I note that, in springing. Results of the Bl.\st black oil, about i gal. per 100 ft. being
water tamping is always blown even if

. , mnnJrpH oarV. Hnv In winter a team will

the hole is full of water, whereas 7 or 8 About 20 per cent, of the muck from a
^'^^vd rock and h umm^r T .1^

ft. of sand tamping is seldom blown out <-vy shot is shovel ^irt
;

about 30 per
"'^^^.^-^'J.h.terage LdT 6x8-1

unless the rock is very tough and the -"' =''" be lifted or rolled on the boats y^-^
c

g ^^^

bottom of the hole dead on the solid. "^ -- by the muckers
;
the remaining 50

°^\;i^_^^ ,_^f,, J^^^ ^ ^JJ^^ 3„,
per cent, consists of large blocks from i

'^" '* ^""
, ^ ^

, .

Lo,BivG to 50 yd. in volume. 'A derrick or team -^i'' "^"" "" ""^^ °"' ^'""^ -l^ ^ ^ ''°^'^

of horses will handle blocks up to I'A P^"" ^'^'^'

The following precautions should be
^.^j _ g^j occasionally blocks of 2^ to 3 r p Fvr»v.Tivr

observed in loading blast holes. The ^.^^^^ j,„ j^rger than these must be
^"'' ""^ cxcanatino

loading stick should be a single straight- i,roken up either by block holing or bull- In the accompanying table the cost of

grained stick i;4 in. in diameter at the joking Block holes are drilled from 6 excavating and moving a cubic yard (4400

middle, tapering to i in. at the ends. It is
j^ ^g in. deep, a 6-in. hole for a i'4-yd. lb.) of red granite, steam drills being

made by dressing down a long tamarack
^^^^.j^ ^^^ ^ 48-in. hole for a 30-yd. used for drilling and stone boats and pole

sapling. Before loading a hole, put in the
^q^i^ Some contractors use baby drills tracks for hauling out the rock, the aver-

loading stick for ten minutes and see that
f^^ block holing, but I believe hand age bight of the cut being 46 ft. and the

it is cold for its entire length as it is with-
^teel to be preferable. Long flat rocks

drawn, because a hole may be cold on the ^^^ broken by bulldozing, about i lb
^"^'^ "'' Exc.avatixg Red Oramte

bottom and hot a few feet above. After ^f jyiiamite being required per cubic
«••"• C"Vd.

a heavy spring the holes should be al-
^.^^^ jf t^e stones are round or rhom- "Drilling blast hnies »o <m8

lowed to cool for hours: sometimes the
j^^jj ;t j^ ^^j g^^j practice to bulldoze l-ni.or, eprlnging and loading holpg 0.^1

gases catch fire after an explosion and
^^^^^ ^i^^^ieT..:.:::.. :::::::::.'.:.'. o.oM

burn quietly for an hour or more in the wirp i>iploders ^ ""^

hole. Never load partially thawed dyna- Handling Loose Material »«••»*

mite, and in loading a ragged hole do Hau'llinn tbo Broken iiock.

not skin the cartridges. Simplv slit the Three methods are in general use for Block holing and bulldozing fo.iw

paper in two or three places. If loose bandling the broken rock
:
for short hauls.

Jf^'li"?;.:::;::::;.::;;:;:::..;;:; „><>

dvnamite is put in, it lodges in crevices Po'<= fac'^s and stone boats are used
;
on ^;^

along the sides of the hole and is liable 'o"g hauls and light cuts, hand loading on ticnoral expenae. _o^
to be exploded bv the blow pipe or churn low cars ; and on heavy cuts the cars are ^^^, „^,
drill used to draw the tamping after firing '"a^ed with derricks operated by hand.

the springs. Use exploders with lead horse or steam power. Since the rock has average haul 500 ft. The item of general

wires as lone as the hole ^ be raised only the hight of a car, a expense covers the cost of hauling in the

Ragged holes are more easilv loaded hand or horse derrick loads almost as outfit and of buildmg log c.,mps for men

with black powder than with dvnamite. f^st as a steam derrick. The derricks are etc. Aside from tins item the actual cost

I have loaded holes in which the springing set up on the edge of the cut and require of breaking and haulmg the rock is 87c.

had shifted the rock so that a loading to be shifted for each 40-ft. advance of per cu.yd., or a little less than 40c. per

stick could not be shoved down, by simply the cut. It requires six men one day to Ion.
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The Chemistry of the Iron Blast Furnace
The Successive Chemical Reactions Which Occur as Iron

Ovv \ > Reduced to Pig Iron in the Blast Furnace

BY BRADLEY STOUGHTON *

In the first article of this series', the

construction of the blast furnace and its

appurtenances were outlined ; in the pres-

ent one the chemical reactions which take

place when the furnace is in operation are

traced and explained.

The large engraving herewith illustrates

one of the first steps in supplying the fur-

nace with the raw material on which it

works. It shows a steam shovel at work
on one of the great deposits of iron ore

on the Mesabi iron range in Minnesota.

Chemical Re.\ctions in the Upper

Le\'els

As soon as the iron ore enters the top

of the furnace, two reactions begin to

take place between it and the ascending

gases

:

(1) 2Fe,0, + SCO = 7CO, 4- 4Fe -f C.

(2) 2Fe,0, -f CO = 2FeO + Fe=0,

-f C0=.

These reactions continue with increas-

ing rapidity as the material becomes hot-

ter. The carbon formed by reaction (i)

deposits in a form similar to lamp-black

on the outside and in the interstices of

the ore. This reaction is, however, op-

posed by two reactions with carbon diox-

ide gas:

(3) Fe+ CO, = Fe0 + C0;
(4) C + CO= = 2CO.

Reaction (3) begins at a temperature

of about 575 deg. p. which is met with

about 3 or 4 ft. below the top level of the

stock, and (4) begins at about 1000 deg.

P., or 20 ft. below the stock line. Reac-
tion (4) is so rapid that the deposition of

carbon ceases at a temperature of iioo

deg.

All the way down the ore is constantly

losing a proportion of its oxygen to the

gases. At higher temperatures than iioo

deg. F., FcO is stable and practically all

of the FeiO>, (or Fe.0. if magnetite is

being smelted), has been reduced. At 1300

deg. F. solid carbon begins to reduce FeO.
Practically all the iron is reduced to a'

spongy metallic form by the time the tem-

perature of 1475 deg. is reached. This is

about 45 ft. from the stock line and less

than 30 ft. above the tuyeres. At 1475
deg. F. the limestone begins to be decom-
posed by the heat, and only CaO comes to

the smelting zone. The foregoing facts

are summarized in Fig. 1. It is not sup-

posed that these figures are exactly cor-

rect for the different levels, and it is prob-

able that they change from day to day

and from furnace to furnace. It will be

seen that the upper 15 or 20 ft. of the

stock is a region of Fe20a and FcsO.,

gradually being converted to FcO by CO
gas, and forming quantities of COj gas.

If these reactions are the only ones, the

top gases would contain no CO, and have

no calorific power, but reaction ( i ) pro-

duces both metallic iron and carbon, both

of which reduce COi and waste much
energy as far as the blast furnace is con-

cerned. Thus (3) Fe -|- CO2 =^ FeO
-f- CO, absorbs 2340 calories, but wastes

Stock 75-

Ltno

oorio

55

450 °F

20

15-30

35-

25-50

15 -eo

770° F

1090° F

1410 ° F

1730° F

2050" F

2370° F

i
5-1- 70 Poet

J t 27.50° F
Tuyeres ^**oooc» 00

(1) aFcoOj -t- 800 = VCO: + 4Fe+C ( begins)

(2) 2Fe203 -(- CO = 2FeO + C02+Fe.03(begln3)

575' (.3) Fe + CO2 = FeO + Co (begins)

750^ (6) F02O3 + 3C = 2FO+3CO

102.5" (4) C + CO2 = 2C0 (rapid)

IIUU Deposition of carbon ceases.

1300" (7) FeO + C = Fe + CO (begins)

. „ (7) FeO -t C
^*'^

(8) CaCOs

Fe + CO (complete)

CaO -I- CO 2

18:iO''(4) C -I- CO = 2CO (prevails)

C02 cannot exist below this level.

Sniolilngl

•Adjunct profpniior of mplnlliirsy, Scliool
of MInPK. Coliimhla T'nivor»lty, New York.

'Thl» Jochnai. for July 'J", p. 14.".

( 9 > SIO2 + 2C = SI -H 2CO

(10) FeS I- CaO -1- O = CaS 4- Po

(IP MnOj+ 2C = Mn + 2C0

(12) 1-2 06+ 5C .= 2P 4- .iCO

FIG. 1. DIAGR.\M .SHOWING CHEMICAL ACTION IN HI.AST Ft'RNACE
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68.040 calorics, while (.4) C + CO: =
2CO, absorbs 38,880 calorics.

From 20 to 35 ft. below the stock line

is the region of KcO, gradually being con-

verted to metallic iron sponge by carbon.

On the lower level of this zone the lime-

stone loses its COs which joins the other

furnace gases. From 35 ft. down to the

smelting zone is the region of metallic

iron. This spongy iron is impregnated with

deposited carbon which probably to some

extent soaks into it and dissolves, in a

manner like in nature, but not in degree,

to the way ink soaks into blotting paper.

This carburization of the iron reduces its

melting point and causes it to become

liquid at a higher point above the tuyeres

than it otherwise would.
'i v'

On reaching the smelting zone the'ifon.

melts and trickles quickly down over the

column of coke, from which it completes

its saturation with carbon. At a corre-

sponding point the lime unites with the

coke ash and impurities in the iron ore,

forming a fusible slag which also trickles

down and collects in the hearth. It is dur-

ing this transit that the different impuri-

ties are reduced by the carbon, and the

extent of this reduction determines the

characteristics of the pig iron, for in this

operation, as in all smelting, reduced ele-

ments are dissolved by the metal while

those in the oxidized form are dissolved

by the slag. Only one exception occurs

;

namely, that iron will dissolve its own
sulphide, FeS, and, to a less extent, that

of manganese, MnS, but not that of other

metals as, for instance, CaS.

CHEMICAL RE.\CTI0NS IN THE SMELTISC

ZONE.

There is always a large amount of silica

present in the (foke ash and some of this

is reduced according to the reaction

:

SiO= + 2C = Si -1- 2CO.

The extent of this reaction will depend

on the length of time the iron takes to

drop through the smelting zone, the rcla-

tiv«( intensity of the reducing influence

a^tLthe avidity with which the slag takes

tijl silica. A slag with a high melting

point, will trickle sluggishly through the

smelting zone, and cause the iron to do

thf'isAme to some extent, thu» giving it

more chance to take up silicon. A higher

temperature in the smelting zone, which

increases disproportionately the avidity of

carbon for oxygen, will promote the re-

duction of silica. We can produce this

higher temperature ty supplying hotter

blast. A larger proportii n of coke to

burden^, will further promote this reac-

tion, because this nni only increases the

amount of the reducing agent, but also

raises the temperature, and therefore the

chemical activity of this agent. Thus the

coke has both a physical and a chemical

The biirclpn l« the nmnunt of mnlprlnl ttiat

tb<> rnkp linn lf> mi-ll. Wp llEhti-n tho l>ur<li?n

t>y IncrpasInK Ihi" amount of coko and vice
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influence in increasing the intensity of the

reduction in the smelting zone. A basic

slag, because of its avidity for silica, will

oppose the reduction of silica, and is one

of the principal means of making low sili-

con pig iron. This is in spite of the fact

that the basic slags are sluggish, and

therefore trickle slowly through the smelt-

ing zone, thus exposing the silica longer

to reducing influence, and also increasing

the temperature of the materials in this

zone (l) by causing them to pass through

it more slowly and absorb more heat, and

(2) by reducing the level of the smelting

zone nearly to the tuyeres, which confines

the intense temperature to the smaller

area, or, in other words, diminishes the

; passage of heat upward.
' Sulphur conies into the furnace chiefly

in the coke. It is partly in the form of iron

mono-sulphide, FeS, and partly in the

form of iron pyrites, FeSs, which loses

one atom of sulphur near the top of the

stock and becomes FeS, which will dis-

solve in the iron unless converted to sul-

phide of calcium, CaS. This is brought

about according to the explanation of

Prof. Howe, by the following reaction

:

FeS -t- CaO + C = CaS + Fe + CO.

The CaS passes into the slag, and the

odor of sulphur is very strong when the

slag is running from the furnace. It is

evident from this reaction that intense

reduction, which increases the silicon in

the iron, has the contrary effect on the sul-

phur, and this explains the common obser-

vation that iron high in silicon is liable

to be low in sulphur. Indeed this relation

is so constant as almost to be a rule. There

are two exceptions, however: (i) Increas-

ing the proportion of coke has a doubly

strong influence in putting silicon in the

iron ; as regards sulphur, on the other

hand, it has a self-contradictory effect;

by increasing the amount of sulphur in

the charge it tends to increase it in the

iron, which is partly or wholly counter-

acted by its effect in the above reaction.

(2) A basic slag may hold silicon from

the iron, and it also holds sulphur from

the iron by dissolving CaS more readily.

In other respects the conditions which

make for high silicon make also for low

sulphur. Particularly is' this true of a

high temperature in' the smelting zone,

and the term "hot iron" has (Jome to be

synonymous in the minds of blast-fur-

nace foremen with iron hiuh in silicon

and low in sulphur.

Manganese is reduced by llic tulluuinw;

reaction

:

MnO: -i- 2C = Mn + 2CO.

The amount of manganese in the irofi

is dependent, to a certain extent, upon the

character of the ores charged, but it may

be controlled somewhat by the character

of slag made, because an acid slag will

carry a large amount^fff inanganese away

in the form ofc iSi,fJi4!ate of manganese.

Mn SiO,.

With a certain unimportant qualifica-

tion, the amount of phosphorus in the

iron is controlled by the character of the

ores charged, and districts or countries

having high-phosphorus ores must make

high-phosphorus irons. This is not an

insuperable objection, because the pres-

ence of phosphorus, even up to 1.5 per

cent., is desired in certain irons for foun-

dry use, and the basic processes for mak-

ing steel can remove this element.

Chemic.\l Influence of the Bl.«iST

FURN.\CE

The chemical influence of the blast fur-

nace is a strongly reducing one and this

is produced in order, first, to reduce the

iron from the ore, second, to get rid of

the sulphur, and third, to saturate the

iron with carbon. Many attempts have

been made to provide a process wherein

the reducing influence was not so strong,

and thus to produce a purer material than

pig iron, because it is the intensity of the

reduction which vitiates the iron with

carbon and silicon. The great weakness

of all such processes, however, is that

they do not get rid of the sulphur, which

is the most objectionable impurity that

iron is liable to contain, and which is

not satisfactorily removed by any process

after once it makes its way into the iron.

Finally, to saturate the iron with carbon

renders the blast-furnace operation very

much cheaper, because pure iron melts

at a te'mperature much higher than can

readily be obtained in the furnace and

melted iron is handled much more cheaply

than it could be if allowed to solidify.

Even the presence of silicon is an ad-

vantage.

A School of Mines for Soutfi

Wales

.•\ scheme is on foot for the establish-

ment of a mining school in connection

with the University College of South

Wales and Monmouthshire. It is pro-

posed to raise an initial fund of ^30,000.

Dr. Grifliths, priricipal of University Col-

lege, has the matter in hand and is mak-

ii;g urgei'.t appeals to the owners of mine

lands, owners of collieries and to the min-

ing population. The Miners' Federation

has already passed a resolution in favor

of a levy on the members for this pur-

pose. Considering the importance of the

mining industries of the district, it is a

wonder that such a school has not been

established before now. The constantly

increasing application of modern machin-

ery, the introduction of electrical plant,

miring at greater depths and under more

dangerous conditiors, are all going ahead

in South Wales at present ; and it is ap-

propriate that the special conditions under

which these improvements are carried out

should be studied and taught.
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American Institute o( Mining

Engineers

Ihc AiiK-ncan Institute of Mining En-

gineers held its annual sununer meluig at

the King lidwarj Hotel, Toronto, Onta-

rio, on July 2j and 24. About 200 mem-

bers and their friends, including many

ladies, were present. President John

Hays Hammond occupied the chair. An
official welcome on behalf of the city of

Toronto was tendered by J. J. Graham,

chairman of the Civic Reception Commit-

tee, which was fittingly replied to by

President Hammond.
Dr. Rossitcr VV. Raymond, the secre-

tary, was presented by Dr. James Doug-

las, of New York, on behalf of the insti-

tute, with a fine oil painting of himself, as

a tribute of appreciation for his long and

assiduous service. In acknowledging the

gift Dr. Raymond made a feeling and

witty reply in the course of lyhich he

pointed out that the word ".\nierican" in

the institute's title' was continental in its

scope and not limited to the United States.

The announcement was made that Dr.

Charles D. Walcott, late of the United

States Geological Survey, had been made
an honorary member.

A paper on the destruction of the salt

industry at Salton, San Diego, Cal., by

the floods, resulting from the overflow of

the Colorado river, was read by Prof. W.
P. Blake.

The Policy of Secrecy

Dr. James Douglas, New York, read a

paper entitled, "Some Reflections on Se-

crecy in the Arts," in which he contended

strongly that the limitations by which

technical workers were in many cases

prevented from communicating their ex-

periences and receiving helpful sugges-

tions from each other, were prejudicial to

progress. It was a mistake for large man-
ufacturing and mining concerns to im-

pose such restrictions, and to enforce a

rigid rule of secrecy. There was no di-

versity of opinion among technical work-
ers as to the need of open-mindedness and
the free interchange of opinions. Every
limitation meant the concealment of some
fact or principle, which could not attain

its full development without the co-opera-

tion of many minds and suggestions from
different sources. Faraday, Rontgen, and
other leading scientists, communicated
iheir discoveries freely. The mistake of

a policy of secrecy and suspicion was il-

lustrated by the decay of the copper
smelting industry of England. Financial

success and public approval could be bet-

ter attained by mutual help and unre-
served publicity, and works ought to be
open to every respectable technical work-
er with as few restrictions as possible.

Coal BRiQiremNC

Edward W. Parker, of Washington,
read a paper on "Coal Briquetting in the

United States." He accounted for the

slow progress of this industry ui the

United States, as compared witli the high

state of development attained in Europe,

by the abundant supply here of cheap raw

fuel. Attempts to exploit patent or secret

processes for which extravagant claims

had been made, but which turned out to

be unprofitable, had also discouraged in-

vestment, in the anthracite region of

Pennsylvania opposition was offered by

operators to the introduction of a manu-

factured domestic fuel which would com-

pete with the prepared sizes of anthra-

cite. The lack of assurance of a regular

supply of coal-tar pitch at reasonably low

prices had been assigned as another cause

holding back the briquetting industry.

I'here was, however, a "getting together"

of the coal-tar producing and the briquet-

ting interests, and the period of failure

and discouragement had passed. The

manufacture of briquetted fuel was being

placed on a substantial footing. The

paper gave detailed descriptions of sev-

eral briquett.ing plants erected within the

last two years.

In the evening a reception was given to

the members of the Institute at the Legis-

lative Buildings by the Provincial Govern-

ment. Speeches of welcome were made

by Chief Justice Moss, acting governor

;

Hon. Frank Cochrane, minister of mines,

and Hon. J. J. Foy, which were appro-

priately responded to by John Hays Ham-
mond, who spoke of the Canadian mining

engineers as the peers of any in the world

and congratulated Canada on the wonder-

ful development, now in progress. Dr
Raymond, Dr. James Douglas, Captain

Hunt and Professor Blake also made ad-

dresses.

On Wednesday, July 24, at the opening

of the meeting Dr. Raymond called the

attention of the members to an invitation

received from the Nevada Mining and

Scientific Society of Goldfield, Nev., to

hold a meeting at Goldfield. The matter

was left for future consideration.

Corrosion of Steel Jackets

Letters were read from G. B. Lee, su-

perintendent of the Copper Queen Con-

solidated Mining Company, of Douglas,

Ariz., in which he directed the attention of

Dr. Douglas to a remarkable instance of

the corrosion of the steel water-jacket of

a furnace, which after five months' use

was found to be badly pitted. Rotary

pumps of cast iron circulating water for

the condensers in the power plant were

also badly pitted at certain points, the

metal being eaten away at those points 14

in. for a space of an inch or two, while

the adjacent parts were not affected. No
action at all was detected in the boilers,

which on inspection were found to be in

thoroughly sound condition, after being

in use for 2% years. The singular fea-

ture of the case was the absence of corro-

sion in portions of the metal exposed

quite as much as the parts affected. The

water, obtained from wells 500 ft. in

depth, had been repeatedly analyzed, but

nothing to explain its action had been de-

tected. The company is having water-

jackets made of charcoal iron in the hope

that it will not be so readily affected.

Samples of the corroded metal were pro-

duced, and the attention of members di-

rected to the case in the hope that some

explanation might be found.

The Electric Air Drill

"The Electric Air Drill" was the sub-

ject of a paper by William L. Saunders,

of New York, illustrated by calcium light

views showing the drill in operation. Mr.

Saunders gave a brief account of the re-

peated experiments and researches of Edi-

son, Elihu Thompson and others with the

object of applying electric power to rock-

drilling—a problem that had been before

mining engineers for 20 years, in the so-

lution of which fully $800,000 had been

expended. Edison thought he had solved

it 16 years ago, but the solenoid drill had

not sufficient power of pull. He claimed

that the electric air drill based on the

principle of air pulsation was the only

drill that accomplished the drilling of

rock by electricity with commercial suc-

cess. The Ingersoll-Rand Company had

installed in mines about 100 electric air

drill plants which had given satisfactory

service. The principle of pulsation of air

by electricity had been applied to other

machines, and had been introduced for

the process of cutting grooves in marble

in the Vermont marble quarries in place

of compressed air. The speaker explained

the difference between the mechanism of

the electric air drill and the compressed

air drill. The cylinder in the former was
built without valves, and the chuck was

of more simple character, dispensing with

bolts and more easily adjusted.

An animated discussion followed the

reading. In reply to questions, Mr. Saun-

ders explained that the electric air drill

gave a peculiar blow combining a push

and a pull, the compressed air acting h'ke

a spring and forcing the drill back. This

rendered its extraction, when caught in

the rock easier than in the case of other

drills. He estimated the saving, of fuel at

50 per cent. The cost of the drill was
about 20 per cent, over that of an air-drill

equipment, and though the latter might do
as much work the saving in fuel would
make it the more economical.

Tar Sands of Athabasca

Dr. Robert Bell, of Ottawa, Ont., read a

paper on the "Tar Sands of the Atha-

baska District," which he stated exceeded

in extent any similar deposit elsewhere,

covering an area of 1350 square miles,

with an average depth of 150 ft. and rep-

resenting about 1 1,000,000 tons of tar sub-

stance apart from the sand. It would be

good material for the manufacture of oil

and could also be used for fuel, paving

and roofing.
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A short discussion ensued, during which

Eugene Coste, Toronto, Out., advanced

the theory of the volcanic origin of oil and

gas, urging that geologists had failed to

take into account the extent to which

gaseous emanations from the center of the

earth -had affected the geological forma-

tions. Dr. Bell contended that petroleum

had a vegetable origin.

Minerals of Cob.vlt

The afternoon session was opened by a

paper by Prof. Willet G. Miller, of To-

ronto, provincial geologist of Ontario, on

the "Cobalt Mineral Area," illustrated

with calcium light views. The Cobalt re-

gion was unique in its association of ores

which was altogether unlike anything

found on this continent elsewhere, though

similar conditions existed in Saxony and

Bohemia. This uniqueness was charac-

teristic of other mineral deposits of On-

tario, such as corundum, amber, mica and

nickel. He accounted for this on the

ground that the rocks of Ontario be-

longed to an older formation than those

in other parts of Canada, and most of the

American continent, while the newer

rocks were presented showing the geo-

logical formations of Cobalt, Professor

Miller explaining that the silver-bearing

veins were mostly in the Huronian, though

some were in the Keewatln and some in

the later diabase. Sometimes, however,

when a vein passed from Huronian into

the underlying Keewatin, the silver con-

tent disappeared while the cobalt and

nickel continued. An old French map,

published in 1744, was exhibited, showing

that at that early date some of the min-

eral resources of the northern country,

were known, a spot on the east side of

Lake Timiskaming, where a galena de-

posit existed being marked as "Bale de la

Mine." He remarked that had the early

explorers discovered the riches of Cobalt,

the French would doubtless have flocked

to the country in such numbers that it

might have changed the history of 'the

continent The silver area of Cobalt was

embraced within a tract of 6 or 7 square

miles though cobalt and nickel had been

f I elsewhere in the district. He re-

<1 it as premature to pronounce

tely as to the value of the newer dis-

ics on the Montreal river as they

had not been worked out in detail.

Geoi/)gy of the Sudbury District

.Mfred E. Barlow, of Ottawa, presented

a paper on the "Sudbury Mineral Area,"

illustrated with calcium light views. He
described the peculiar geological forma-

tion showing how all the orebodies were

situated at the margin of a laccolithic

mass, their origin being due to magmatic

differentiation, though secondary action

had no doubt had an important influence.

These orebodies showed much uniformity,

varying but little in their constituents.

Though nickel had been discovered as

early as 1856, it was not until 188^ that

mining really began, since which time ore

of the value of $50,000,000 had been taken

out.

Visit to Cob.\lt .\nd Suubury

This concluded the business of the

meeting. A number of the members left

the same evening on the excursion ar-

ranged by the Ontario government to Co-

balt, Temagami, Sudbury and the Moose

Mountain iron district.

Land and Mining Laws in Korea

Speci.vl Correspondence

The Marquis Ito, Japanese Resident-

General in Korea, has for some time past

had a large staff of Japanese lawyers em-

ployed in drafting laws for Korea, and

one of the principal causes of the strong

feeling against the Japanese among /Amer-

ican merchants resident in, or doing busi-

ness with, the Orient, is the- evident de-

sire of these law-makers to favor the

Japanese in every way. Prior to the Jap-

anese occupation of the country, the Ko-

reans were an agricultural people, who

were little given to litigation, and conse-

quently possessed few laws. Personal and

real property were transferred by simple

written notes, or contracts, termed

"Bunki." The principal laws in the em-

pire related to crimes. During the Jap-

anese occupation it is charged that the sol-

diers and camp followers manufactured

and circulated a large number of false

"Bunki" and defrauded the natives of ex-

tensive tracts of land. This led to strong

protests being made by the Korean Gov-

ernment to the Japanese resident general.

The latter on learning of the seriousness

of the situation ordered the Law Commis-

sion to draft a temporary land-transfer in-

strument. This was done and resulted in

the Land and Buildings Certification Reg-

ulations Ordinance (Imperial) of Oct. 31,

1906, and the Land and Buildings De-

tailed Rules of Operations Ordinance

(Department of Justice) of Nov. 7, 1906.

In accordance with these, land, buildings,

personal property and mortgages may be

transferred by formal contracts certified

by a "Kun" magistrate or a "Pu" prefect.

Such a legal instrument constitutes a

sound title. Should, however, a contract

be made between a native and a foreigner,

in addition to the above certification the

document is required to be examined and

certified to by the foreigner's consul, or

resident government official. A contract

between two foreigners requires certifica-

tion by their consul only.

Formerly foreigners could only own
realty in the foreign settlements in the

principal towns and within the boundaries

of the "Ri" zone around them. In ac-

cordance with the new ordinances the

whole empire has been thrown open to oc-

cupation by foreigners.

The Real Property Commission is still

at work on the drafting of real-property

laws. These are being based on those in

operation in Japan.

The principal mineral products in Korea

at present comprise placer gold, and silver,

copper, coal and graphite. Formerly min-

erals were worked by natives on mere oc-

cupation licenses, and by a few European

companies on government concessions.

The Japanese have introduced a new min-

ing law, and numerous mining regulations

the principal clauses of which are as fol-

lows :

1. Mines already in operation, aban-

doned mines and mine ditches of which

the ownership cannot be definitely ascer-

tained, become State property.

2. To anticipate evils of monopoly,

mining districts are to be of fi.xed extent,

and mining is prohibited in prescribed

localities to protect public interests; but

in case of necessitous mining operations

private lands may be compulsorily expro-

priated.

3. Full protection will be extended to

certain mining concessions hitherto held

insecurely and their cancellation will be

disallowed except in cases where the law

provides otherwise. The concession rights

may be made the object of transfer by

sale, gift or succession, and of mortgage.

4. Taxes will hereafter be levied on

mining products and mining districts, in

place of the hitherto diversified claims

fees, which were charged by the Govern-
ment for concessions.

5. In the event of rival claims for a

concession, grant will be made according

to the priority of application.

5. The boundaries of mines belonging

to the Imperial household will be re-de-

fined and publicly announced.

The mining laws took effect on Sept. I,

1906, and are administered by the mining

bureau, which is composed of Japanese

ofiicials under the charge of the minister

of agriculture, commerce and industry,

who is also a Japanese ofKcial.

It is claimed by foreigners resident in

Korea that mining will henceforth be

practically a monopoly of the Japanese

Government, excepting in the cases of

concessions obtained by Japanese capital-

ists, unless pressure is exerted by the va-

rious governments whose citizens may be

concerned.

The cost of breaking ore by hand, down

to 2 in. size, with labor at 37J^c. per hour,

.

for 25 tons per day, will be 662/3C. per

ton. Rock breaking can be done at that

figure, however, only when the men stand

up to the work, and use the right kind of

hammer, which should have a head 6 in.

long, weighing about 2.75 lb. (being

forged from a V/2 octagonal bar of the

best steel) and a long, springy handle of

oak, ash, hickory, or hornbeam.
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A Hook for Removing Con-

verter Crowns

Uv Charles F. Shelbv*

I take pleasure in sending you a blue-

print copy of a drawing of a machine that

1 have used for several years past for the

purpose of removing the "collars" or

"crowns," that persist in forming on the

top of the converters used in bessemeriz-

ing copper matte.

The method of procedure in removing

a collar is to pick the instrument up with

sary by reason of the fact that a large

number of these "collars" enntain suf-

ficient metallic copper to give them a

strong and tenacious hold; so much so

that at times Hl.ey arc equal to the effort

of lifting the entire converter. This, of

course, is a rare instance ; but neverthe-

less it is encount'cred in daily work and
necessitates the building of the collar-re-

moving machine of suflicient strength to

withstand the work thrown upon it.

No further explanation of the opera-

tions of the instrument is necessary ex-

cepting possibly the cause of the clevis or

shackle at the extreme lower end. This

The Mexican Burro

Vice-Consul -General Albert de Baer, of

.Mexico City, reporting on the commercial
posibilities of the Mexican burro, says:

The Mexican burro, or donkey, is an ani-

mal which, in spite of its lowly condition

and almost poetical patience, has played

an important rote in the commercial life

of Mexico. The traffic between the rail-

road stations and interior points must still

be handled by burro transportation. While
the ox cart is in use in many parts of the

country, the burro is much the swifter car-
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the crane and lower it into the throat of

the converter; then the collapsible arms
will fold together into a space practically

half that they occupied when open, and

on entering the larger part of the con-

verter will open up again, so that by rais-

ing the entire instrument again the pro-

jecting arms should engage with the col-

lar and either break or remove it entirely.

As will be noticed, the machine is of

extra strong design which is made neces-

•Superlntendent Reduction Division, Can-
•OMi Consolidated Copper Company. Cananea.
Mexico.

HOOK FOR LrFTING CONVERTER CROWNS

is made necessary in order to free the ma-

chine from heavy collars that are removed

intact. As they rest on the arms it is

obviously impossible to remove them in

any other way excepting over the top

shackle of the machine. On account of

the weight it is necessary to let the crane

perform the operation by suspending it

from the lower shackle.

Important deposits of manganese ore

are reported to have been discovered m
Tunisia.

rier. The burro is also an important fac-

tor in the mining industry, chiefly as an

ore carrier.

.\n animal of average weight, 500 lb.,

will carry in the neighborhood of 200 lb.

Very few burros are sold in the City of

Mexico, the principal market being in the

States of Guerrero, Hidalgo, Puebla and

Oaxaca. Prices vary from $12.50 to

$17.50, United States currency, and in

the City of Mexico a burro trained to

certain work will bring an average price

of about $20.
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Rack-rail Haulage in Coal Mines
How the Rack-rail and Cog-wheel Are Used to Supplement

Ordinary Traction Where Steep Grades Occur in Mines

BY GEORGE L Y N C H =^

The use of rack-rail haulage in mines

dates back to early times as regarded

from an engineering standpoint. The

first installation of which we have au-

thentic record was in 181 1 at the Middle-

ton collieries in England, where Blenkm-

sop perfected a steam locomotive provided

with a sprocket or cog-wheel outside the

driving wheels, which engaged a rack-

Tail laid outside of, the parallel to the

itrack rails. This locomotive worked suc-

>cessfully hauling coal.

iEarlv History of R.\ck-rail H.\ulage

The engineers of that time did not ap-

preciate the adhesive power of the driv-

ing wheels on the rail and, at first, en-

<]eavorcd to avoid the danger of slipping

hf making a positive drive. Working on

this line Vignoles and Ericcson, in Eng-

land, in 1830, and Sellers, in this country,

in 183s, patented center rail devices to in-

crease the eflfective friction and drawbar

pull of locomotives. It was soon found

in practice, however, that the friction of

the driving wheels upon the rail was suffi-

cient for all ordinary work, and the rack-

rail fell into disuse except upon very steep

grades.

One of the earliest rack-rail installa-

-tions of any importance in this countrj'

wras the scenic road up Mt. Washington,

in New Hampshire. This road was

opened in 1869, and has continued since

then hauling thousands of passengers

every summer without serious accident.

The maximum grade is about 331/3 per

cent., and the average about 25 per cent.

The railway at the Rigi, in Switzerland,

was copied after this installation.

Another notable rack-railroad in the

United States is that up Pike's Peak, in

Colorado, which was opened in 1891. The
maximum grades are about 25 per cent.

It is usual to specify grades as the size of

the angle with the horizontal, regarding

100 linear ft. of track as the unit.

During the last 20 years there have

been numerous installations of combined

friction, traction and rack-rail locomo-

tives both in this country and in Europe,

the rack-rail being used only on the

grades. In these locomotives the rack

sprocket is mounted on a separate shaft

and is driven by a pair of cylinders placed

between, and independent of the cylinders

actuating the driving wheels. Steam is

supplied to these cylinders only when the

locomotive is running on rack-rail.

*Ui>rbBDlcal engineer of mlnp<i. Ilyito I'nrk.

Ifaaucbnwtta.

W itli (he nitroduction of electric loco-

motives, the motor was applied also to

rack-rail haulage, in Europe perhaps to a

greater extent than in the United States.

Within recent years there have been a

number of electric rack-rail installations,

using either direct or alternating current,

in Germany, Italy, and elsewhere.

The system which is commonly em-

ployed abroad utilizes a rack-rail made

from a rolled steel section similar in

shape to the ordinary T-rail with teeth

cut in the head.

In most cases the sprocket is mounted

on a shaft separate from the axles, and is

either driven by a separate motor or"

clutches are provided so that the track

wheels may be thrown out of gear when
the sprocket is engaging the rack-rail.

It is, of course, not feasible to gear the

sprocket and track wheels rigidly together

since the correct relation of forward

travel would exist only when the track

wheel tires were new and unworn. Any
diminution of diameter due to wear would

necessitate a slipping of the track wheels,

each revolution equal to the loss in diam-

eter multiplied by 3.1416, in order that

they might keep up with the sprocket

which would necessarily advance the same

number of teeth, and thus the same linear

distance per revolution until worn out.

The Maximum Grade

In practice the ma.ximum grade upon

which it is safe to take a friction traction

locomotive is not greater than 12 per

cent. In mine haulage when the locomo-

tive forms only a small part of the weight

of train it is rarely economical to run on

long grades which exceed S per cent.

Short grades of much steeper slope may
be run over successfully when other con-

ditions are favorable, such as dry rail and

level space at bottom of grade for get-

ting up speed when ascending, or for stop-

ping the trip when descending.

The limits of efficient mining on rack-

rail may be taken roughly as from 5 per

cent, to 20 per cent. Above 20 per cent.

some form of rope haulage must be used

to get the coal or ore out of the mine.

A Rack-rail Locomotive Recently

Designed ^

It is only within recent years that prac-

tical electrical rack-rail locomotives for

mines have been placed on the market.

One such locomotive was invented and
perfected by E. C. Morgan. It was at

first intended for use with rack-rail only,

the track wheels being mounted on four

stationary studs without springs, and be-

ing free to turn independently like the

vvlieels of a car. .\ 75-h.p. motor was

bolted to the top of the frame and geared

directly to the sprockets which were two

in number, they being mounted so that

their centers were in line with the wheel

centers. The wheel base was very short,

24J/' in., which allowed the machine to

run on very sharp curves and offered the

additional advantage that the sprockets

could be connected by a master gear

mounted midway between them and main-

taining the teeth always in the same re-

lation. The rack-rail was composed of a

flat strip of soft steel with rectangular

perforations spaced 3.14 in. centers, the

bridges of metal left between forming the

rack teeth. The latest form of rack is 4

or 41/2 in. wide, and 5^ in. thick, the per-

forations being 1% in. long by J/2 or 2 in.

wide, the 2 in. size being used at switches

and curves. This rail was supported on a

foundation of painted wood and carefully

insulated from the ground, serving the

double purpose of a rack haulage rail and

a third or conductor rail for supplying

current to the motors. The electric return

is through the track rails as in friction

traction locomotives.

Details of Construction

The sprocket shaft was at first insu-

lated from the locomotive frame, the

power being supplied by a pinion of wood
or other insulating material. In a later

type of locomotive the axles were made
continuous from wheel to wheel, the bear-

ngs being solid sleeves in the lower part

..f the frame. The wheels .were keyed and
clamped to the axles so as to be removed
readily when necessary for repairs. In this

type the sprocket was mounted on a sleeve

or quill running freely on the a.xle and
driven by steel gearing from the motor.

The sprocket proper was a ring of steel

with teeth extending inwardly and out-

wardly, the inner teeth or projections be-

ing few in number and adapted to be

bolted into an insulating hub composed of'

wood and fiber, so that only the outer

ring was charged by contact with the

third or rack-rail. The current was col-

lected by springs or brushes, which also

served to hold the sprocket in a central

position when crossing breaks in the

rack rail at switches, etc. To allow for

variations in gage, each sprocket was
free to move iJ4 in. on each side of the

center line of rack-rail.

Method of Laving the Rack-rail

•The rack-rail was laid at a uniform
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hight of I'/i in. from top of track rail to

top of steel strip. The wooden covering

or insulation extended above this so that

the top of the completed rail was from 3^
to 4 in. above the track rail, necessitating

a clearance of at least 41^4 in. for all roll-

ing stock. The usual practice was to lay

the rail 5 in. off the center of the track,

but it could be laid central when desired.

In crossing switches of short radius, it

was necessary to cut out the rack-rail for

a distance equal to some multiple of the

pitch plus lis in., or the length of one

perforation. The sprockets being held

rigidly in relation to each other by the

master gear, the forward sprocket was
sure to register properly after crossing

the gAp so long as this occurred before

the rear sprocket left the end of the rail

on the other side. The maximum gap

possible with a 24j4-in. wheel base was
2i)'i in., although a gap of 26J4 in. was
preferred as safer.

On switches of long radius it was nec-

essary to use throw rails or insulated

pieces of rack-rail hinged at one end and
adapted to be thrown across the gap to

make a continuous rail for the locomo-

tive to follow. The rack-rail was, of

course, connected electrically at each gap

by a heavy insulated cable passing under

(he track rail of the switch or crossover.

When this rack-rail was carefully laid and
properly kept up, the electrical leakage

was very small. Of course, if water was
allowed to flood the tracks, or coal and
slate to accumulate about the rail, the

leakage became enormous.

The Single Motor Type Most Success-

Ftn,

.\ later type of locomotive was equipped

with two 8o-h.p. motors, the other details

remaining the same, except that the frame
was made somewhat longer and heavier.

This locomotive was not so successful as

the single motor type, as the greater

drawbar pull and heavier pressure of loads

when descending grades combined with

the long overhang at the ends, tended to

raise one of the sprockets out of the rack

rail and cause accidents. The manufac-
turers of this locomotive have therefore

gone back to the single-motor type of unit,

preferring to string together two or more
units to get greater power. They thus

retain the short wheel-base, and the abil-

ity to cross gaps in the rail by having the

sprockets geared together on each unit.

It is usual to equip these locomotives
with air brakes and to supply a tender or
braking unit for carrying the elctrical air

compressor, reservoirs, etc.

The charged third rail proved in prac-

tice to be very costly to keep up, and was
regarded as a source of danger to the

men. In practically all later installations,

therefore, its use has been discontinued,

the current being supplied by a trolley

wire, and the rack-rail used for haulage
only.

There arc very few mines in which the

grades are such that rack-rail is required

throughout. In most cases there are

stretches of level track in the headings,

and the jard and switches at the tipple

are made level wherever possible. The in-

stallation of ra';k-rail in the yard also in-

troduces complications in the switches.

For this reason the combined rack-rail

and friction traction locomotive has been

introduced. In these installations the

rack-rail is laid only on steep grades and

their approaches, the locomotive working

on friction traction at other times. This

removes the complication at the tipple and

makes it possible to attain a high speed on

friction traction on the level places. A
simple form of sprocket starter, consist-

ing of a steel casting with teeth of grad-

uated hight, may be used at the ends of

the rack-rail for guiding the sprockets

into mesh, but it has been found that

simply bending down the end of the rack

and spiking it to the ties answers the

purpose in most cases.

The first combined rack and friction

traction locomotives were built with the

sprockets and track wheels geared to-

gether to run at the same peripheral

speed. As previously stated, this was
found impracticable except when the tires

were new, on account of the changed re-

lation of advance per revolution as the

diameter of wheels diminished w-ith wear.

It was necessary, therefore, to supply a

clutch, thrown either by hand or by com-
pressed air, for cutting the track wheels

out of gear when entering upon the rack-

rail. If the motorman forgot to throw
this clutch at the top of a grade, the re-

sults were usually rather picturesque.

The systems of rack-rail used in this

country in mines, while manufactured by
different companies are mainly alike ex-

cept in small details. Certain disadvan-

tages which might easily be remedied by
a change of design without losing any of

the present advantages, are apparent to

every practical man who is obliged to

work with or install rack-rail. A state-

ment of the disadvantages, and a sugges-

tion of an ideal system to correct them,
may be of interest to mining men working
with rack-rail, and may lead to sugges-

tions of value from others.

Locomotive Should Be at Head of

Trip in Descending Grades

The rack-rail elevated above the track

rails, requires a small diameter sprocket

which clears the cross rails at switches,

etc., thus making it necessary to cut

notches for clearance. It is, however,
difficult to anchor properly to the ties, and
is nearly always knocked out of place

whenever a car or locomotive is derailed.

The necessity for throw rails on all

switches, except those of very short ra-

dius, is a source of danger in the chance
of a man forgetting the throw rail when
throwing a switch in the darkness of the
mine, and allowing a train to run upon it

and be derailed.

It is usually considered good practice

in laying out a mine to have the grades

in favor of the loaded trip. Such a dis-

position of grades gives the advantage of

economy in power, since the locomotive

has to haul only the empty cars, the

loaded trip descending by gravity ; it also

greatly simplifies the drainage of the mine.

The main work of the rack-rail locomo-

tive in more than half of the installations,

therefore, is in holding back the loaded
trip.

In many cases, also, the car couplings

are not sufficiently strong to- stand the

strain of holding more than 10 or 12

loaded cars, on a 10 per cent, grade. It be-

comes necessary to put the locomotive at

the head of the trip when descending

the grades. This is, of course, the best

place for the locomotive as it absolutely

removes all danger of runaways from
breaking apart.

The design of locomotive composed of

a number of separate single motor and
braking units, is excellent from the manu-
facturer's standpoint, since it requires prac-

tically only one set of patterns which serve,

with slight modifications, for all sizes of

locomotives. It is obvious, however, that

such a locomotive placed at the lower end

of a trip when descending a grade, is ex-

ceedingly likely to double up and ca;iic

a bad accident on account of the light

weight and comparative irresponsibility of

the individual sections.

The ideal rack-rail system which shall

avoid all these troubles, is as yet in the

future. The following suggest'ons which

are the results of the experience of many
mining inen may lead in its direction.

The Ideal Rack-rail System.

This system contemplates the use of a

rack-rail of the same hight as the track

rail and preferably of a trough or chan-

nel section. This hight of rail would nec-

essitate cutting slots in the cross rails of

switches, etc., for clearance of the sprock-

ets, but the superior stability of the rail

when laid, and the absence of throw rails

and other complications would more than

make up for this expense. This rail

would need to be supported only at in-

tervals of 4 or 5 ft. apart instead of on

every tie, thus simplifying the work of

installation. Simple cast-steel frogs

could be used at switches, the locomotive

following the line determined by the track

rails. There are thus no movable parts

on the rack rail which is practically con-

tinuous from end to end, rendering it nec-

essary to gear the sprockets together by

a master gear or idler.

The pitch diameter of the sprocket is

equal to the tread diameter of the track

wheels. The sprocket is geared directly

to the motor. The track wheels are con-

nected to the sprocket through a compen-

sating devict, preferably an automatically

reversing ratchet so arranged that the an-

gular velocity of wheels may at any time

exceed that of the sprocket, but the wheels
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are caught and driven by the motor when-

ever their angular Mlooity tends to be-

come less, as when the locomotive runs

off the rack rail and the motor starts

to speed up when that strain is removed
trom the sprocket.

.\ sliijht lost motion between the sprocket

and axle gear serves to reverse the ratchet,

the friction between tlie sprocket sleeve

and motor bracket being sufficiently great

at all times to render this positive.

The motors should have spring suspen-

sion, as the drive on rack rail is positive,

and the shock of starting a load is too

great for the gears without some cushion.

The locomotive should consist of a sin-

gle unit of as heavy weight as possible.

The frame should be of cast iron sup-

ported on springs at the journals. The
wheel-base may be as great as 72 in., but

should preferably be about 44 in. This

allows of placing the motors in tandem,

leaving a large space at the controller end

for the motorman.

\iR Brake Not Satisfactory on Rack-
Rail Locomotive

The locomotive should be provided with

a hand-power brake working on a screw

and nut so as to be self-locking. The
air brake is not satisfactory on a mine
rack-rail locomotive, on account of the

danger of applying the emergency stop

on a grade when the motorman gets

frightened, or loses his head. It is not

practicable to block up the emergency po-

sition as it is required in traction and

the service stop is too slow for switching.

The screw hand-brake furnishes an emer-

gency stop amply quick for all purposes

and has the advantage that the motorman
can "feel his trip" on the grades, and can

keep a long trip of cars well bundled,

with less danger of climbing each other

than would be possible with air.

Two sprockets are ample to hold back

any load at present handled by locomo-

tives in mines. Where the sprockets are

of large diameter with involute teeth of

4 in. or greater pitch, at least two teeth

of each are in contact with the rack-rail

all the time. With a heavy locomotive

and a long wheel-base, there is very little

danger of the teeth being forced out of

mesh on any grade up to 20 per cent.

The compensating device between

sprocket and track wheels being automat'c

in its action, would allow the locomotive

to be driven at full power from one end
of the trip to the other, without special

attention from the motorman when engag-

ing the rack-rail, as the lost-motion be-

t\veen sprocket and gear would allow the

former to place itself in mesh regardless of

how the teeth might encounter the rack-

rail starter.

The device would have the additional

advantage of reversing when the brakes

were applied when descending a grade on
rack-rail, thus introducing a powerful

braking cfTect due to the wheels slippmg
ill an effort to keep up with the sprocket.

an effect which increases as the tires wear.

A locomotive of the type described, run-

ning on rack-rail llush with the track

rail, could safely be placed at either end

of its trip of cars with the assurance mat,

given reasonable care in installation, it

would be as free from danger of .nccidcnt

as any friction traction locomotive run-

ning on level track.

duties of that office had he lived a week

longer. His death, which was due to

diabetes, with which he had been afflicted

for sonic time, occurred at his home in

Denver, April 7, 1907.

Colorado F. & 1. Company's

Losses by Death

By Lawrence Lewis

A strange fatality has attended the high-

er officials of the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company during the past four years.

Alfred C. Cass, vice-president, died July

4, 1903, of tuberculosis; Julian A. Kebler,

who on account of ill health induced by

overwork had resigned his position as

president and general manager but three

months before, died Nov. 20, 1903, of

apoplexy; John L. Jerome, who up to a

short time before had been treasurer, died

Nov. 21, 1903, of heart failure; C. A.

Parker, who had given up his position as

traffic manager to assume in Cincinnati

an even more responsible place with a

railroad, died in November, 1904; Frank

J. Heame, chairman of the board of di-

rectors and successor to J. A. Kebler as

president, died Feb. 25, 1907, of peritoni-

tis ; Richard M. Waite, formerly assistant

to tlie president and just on the eve of

assuming the duties of vice-president, died

.April 7,' 1907, of diabetes; and John T.

Kebler, general manager of the fuel de-

partment, died April 12, 1907, of ptomaine

poisoning. A review of Mr. Hearne's

career was printed in the Journal for

May 4.

Richard M. Waite

Richard M. Waite, when still in his

early 30's, became one of the leading fig-

ures in the Colorado Fuel and Iron Com-
pany. Six years and a half ago Mr. Waite

was but a voucher clerk in the auditor's

office on a salary of $65 a month. One
day he suggested to the auditor and to the

president an improvement in method in

some detail of accounting. The sugges-

tion was adopted and as a reward he was

made chief clerk in the president's office.

In 1902 he became assistant to the president-

When President Julian A. Kebler resigned

in 1903, Mr. Waite left the company tem-

porarily ; but, yielding to the requests of

Frank J. Heame, he re-assumed his posi-

tion at an increased salary. Throughout

the trying period of reorganization under

Mr. Heame, Mr. Waite acted as Mr.

Hearne's right-hand man, with increasing

satisfaction to his employers. In the

changes incident to the death of President

Hearne in February, 1907, Mr. Waite was

scheduled for the position of vice-presi-

dent, and he would have entered upon the

Joii N Kkuler

John T. Kebler, younger brother of

Julian A. Kebler, was born in Cincinnati

39 years ago. After graduating from the

University of Cincinnati, he came in 1889

to Colorado and spent a year prospecting

for coal and gaining a thorough knowl-

edge of the coal resources of the Stat(

under R. C. Hills, geologist for John C.

Osgood. Mr. Kebler was then transferred

to Iowa, where he was made superintend

ent of the White Breast Fuel Company,

in which Mr. Osgood was a controlling

factor. In 1893, when Mr. Osgood and

J. A. Kebler organized the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company, John T. Kebler was

recalled to Colorado and made superin-

tendent of the Old Rouse mine near Wal-

senburg. He was next promoted to the

position of superintendent of the western

division of the fuel department of the

company, with headquarters at Glenwood

Springs. In January, 1900, he was made
general manager of the fuel department

?nd general superintendent of the Colo-

rado & Wyoming Railway, which positions

he held at llie time of his death, which

occurred in Trinidad, Colorado, April 12,

1907.

Like his elder brother, John T. Kebler

was a many-sided man. No one had a

more thorough knowledge of the coal

measures of Colorado than he. In addi-

tion to his technical knowledge he

possessed great executive ability and the

quality of winning the personal loyalty of

his subordinates. When in the fall of

1903 John Mitchell called a strike of the

United Mine Workers in Colorado, the

burden of breaking the strike fell upon

the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and

upon Mr. Kebler. His life was repeatedly

threatened and in the midst of the strike

his brother died. Lesser corporations and

lesser men would have yielded to the de-

mands of the union, but he kept up the

fight, going from camp to camp, hundreds

of miles apart, cheering disheartened su-

perintendents, snatching sleep at odd mo-

ments during more than three months,

until the strike was broken and John

Mitchell had been given his only note-

worthy defeat.

Mr. Kebler was so well known as the

general manager of the greatest coal-

mining company of the far West that only

a few dreamed of his intimate knowledge

of the classics and his fine appreciation of

literature. He was a member of the Den-

ver, University and Country clubs of Den-

ver and a great favorite.

A mixture of lead woo! and graphite

is now being successfully used for pack-

ing valves.
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N ew Supplies of Anthracite Coal
Recent Discoveries Upset Established Geological Theories, and

Point to the Existence of Coal-seams in Unexpected Locations

BY W JOYCE *

A new coal vein just opened in the

Black Creek district, of Pennsylvania, fur-

nishes another remarkable proof that the

theory which holds it impossible to find

coal beneath the red shale or green sand-

stone is grossly misleading, and is re-

sponsible for the slow development made

in anthracite mining. Through the Black

Creek coal find, geologists who have been

regarded as good authority in mining

circles are gravely contradicted and com-

monly accepted theories concerning the

terminal moraine are in danger of being

labeled for future time as myths. This

is, at least, the positive conclusion reached

by the man who has disproved such au-

thority by actual demonstration in the

Black Creek district, has shown that the

leading mining men of the anthracite re-

gion were wrong in following the old

geological formula, proved beyond the

shadow of doubt that coal exists where

reports in the Geological Survey say it

did not, and gives promise of having min-

ing towns long ago abandoned restored

to former life and renewed activity.

Discovery of a New Seam

Such sweeping claims must necessarily

be supported by strong and well-balanced

evidence. It is supplied by James M. Boh-

lin, the most profound geological student

and most extensive prospector living in

the mining region. Mr. Bohlin has pros-

pected not only for others, proved veins

and strata for individuals and corpora-

tions, but has continued the work on his

own account during all of his spare mo-

ments of the past 30 years. Although in

many instances in the past he proved to

mining men representing corporations

that coal was available where the writ-

ten authority said it was not, his position

was not regarded seriously. The latest

evidence in this direction is too strong to

admit of contradiction or be met by de-

rision. Two important disclosures are

made in the Honey Brook district of the

Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company,

where the scam was found beneath what

was accepted as the red shale, adding 100

years to the life of the mine, and that

after Messrs. Richards and Hadesty, then

in charge and now general manager and

district superintendent, respectively, for

the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and

Iron Company, had concluded there was

no chance of finding coal there. General

Manager Stearns, of the Pennsylvania

Coal Company, went farther by placing

himself on record denying that coal ex-

•FrMland, rennBjrlTanla.

isted where Mr. Bohlin now shows two

excellent veins.

Large Sums Spent in Prospecting

Some years ago the Pennsylvania, or

Susquehanna Coal Company, purchased

an extensive tract in the Black Creek dis-

trict adjoining the Hazleton territory.

This district is shown to be along the edge

of the anthracite area in the Geological

Survey, and the company hoped to be able

to find some paying veins. When Irving

A. Stearns took charge as general man-

ager of the company he did not share the

notions that coal existed in that belt. The

work of prospecting was followed never-

theless. In land and prospecting some

$150,000 were spent. In his report to the

Geological Survey Mr. Stearns indicated

that this money was paid out to prove

that no coal existed along the very line

that now promises to become the most

valuable asset of that corporation. After

this, various individuals and small cor-

porations did prospecting in this district

with indiflferent success. Meantime Boh-

lin had been conducting experiments, bor-

ing and drilling along the Nescopeck

mountain, which is supposed to mark the

line of the terminal moraine. He was con-

vinced early that from traces found by

him adjacent to the valley leading be-

tween Black creek and the Nescopeck,

that the Black Creek tract would yield

mineral.

Among others who took a lease on this

land declared barren by the leading min-

ing authorities, was former sheriff of Lu-

zerne county, James G. Harvey, who

knows nothing about coal strata or geo-

logical vagaries. This fact possibly led

him to accept the old prospector's advice

in opening his shaft. The result is that

Mr. Harvey is now through the Wharton

and Buck Mountain veins, and has before

him a property too great for his individual

capital to properly develop, because his

facilities for preparing the output are in-

adequate, and modern methods will have

to be adopted. The work of developing

is now in progress while in the Honey

Brook district the seam is yielding heavy

tonnage.

Familiar Rules of Geology Thrown
Aside

In pursuing his investigations Mr. Boh-

lin long ago refused to follow familiar

rules of geology. He became convinced

that while undoubtedly correct in the

fundamental law, confusion had been

thrown about essential features by failure

to be specific in discussing what consti-

tutes the top and bottom. This fact he is

satisfied has caused most of the mining

men to mistake the upper or false for the

real strata. The Mauch Chunk red shale,

known to be below the coal measures, has

a double ; the latter appearing above causes

the trouble. The Lehigh coalfield, which

lies between the Wyoming and Schuylkill

regions, has contained scarcely any of the

richer coal seams. The geological theory

which says the missing seams were

washed away by itinerant bergs, Mr. Boh-

lin regards as nonsense. From the moun-

tain summit overlooking the Nescopeck

creek at its source, and which forms the

northern boundary line of the anthracite

deposits in the middle field, across the

valley to the Nescopeck mountain, which

is used in geology to mark the route of

the terminal moraine, Mr. Bohlin made a

thorough investigation. On the Nesco-

peck he has found coal which is far re-

moved from the accepted boundary. He
holds that nature is perfect in her oper-

ations of construction and destruction;

that the strata are uniform; that the ap-

pearance of synclinals and anticlinals can

be accounted for by this natural law if

time is taken to investigate it, and that it

would be quite absurd to accept the theory

that wandering glaciers are responsible

for the seeming phenomena shown by the

appearance of minerals in districts foreign

to their unknown bed. He holds that the

missing coal veins of the Lehigh field never

left that field and are still intact, and will

at some future time be supplying heat

and energy. The following is Mr. Boh-

lin's statement

:

The Original Coal Measure Has Not

Been Touched

The Lehigh coalfield lies between the

Lehigh and Susquehanna rivers, forming

an apex from which drainage flows each

way. The coal veins resemble fissures in

an overlying formation, where an under-

lying one had forced its way upward.

The different basins in this field are con-

sidered more nearly exhausted than either

of the other coalfields. Nevertheless I

make the assertion that this field contains

more unmined coal than has yet been

taken out of the ground ; in fact, the orig-

inal coal measure has not been touched.

The structural formation of the various

basins indicates a common origin which

has generally been accepted as an indica-

tion that the different basins are parts of

a larger formation which once covered a

vast area.

Professor Lesly has advanced the theory

that the entire State of Pennsylvania was

at one time covered by coal formation.
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Mr. Smith, the geologist of Philadelphia,

has arrived at the conclusion that only

about 17,000 square miles were originally

covered by anthracite coal. The quantity

of coal contained in the present area, he

believes to be only 1 or j per cent, of the

original quantity.

As only about 4&\ square miles of pro-

ductive coal land have been located, it can

readily be seen that there is a great lati-

tude for investigation, and conjecture as

to what has become of the missing parts.

The supposed absence of coal measures

over the large area intervening and ad-

joining the various basins has been ex-

plained as being due to glacial erosion.

This is an excellent theory, but it will

not stand close investigation. It teaches

us that thousands of feet of coal measures

and other strata from the North Pole

south to the so-called terminal moraines

were ground away and absolutely lost.

Only by a seeming miracle, still unex-

plained, the small portion was left, proba-

bly by oversight. Topographical condi-

tions are also explained by the same

double-acting hypothesis.

Every phenomenon presupposes an ade-

quate cause, or, rather, a combination of

causes. Pressure, or rather differential

pressure is, of course, the underlying

cause for every phenomenon. Since the

beginning of creation nature has been

busy destroying her own work. In fact,

destruction and reproduction seem to

constitute the scheme of nature. These

two factors in the earth's development are

the underlying principles in geographical

phenomena, action and reaction. In one

place the land is removed, in another it

accumulates, producing a substance which

must be represented by an uplifting else-

where.

This is exactly what took place when
the anthracite formation was produced on

the ocean floor. The unequal distribution

of the load produced various sized

troughs, which again became component
parts of the whole.

In brief, this was the process which

probably produced present conditions in

the anthracite region. This is, of course,

only a part of the general process by

which the continent became uplifted, and
its divisions of land and water formed.

This hypothesis is founded on actual ex-

isting geological conditions. It can thus

readily be seen that we must look for the

missing parts under overlying formations

which now partly or wholly hide them
from view.

From what has been said it will be seen

that the present scattered basin represents

only that portion of the original coalfield

which underwent the greatest uplifting

when the overlying blanket formation was
formed. I know, from personal investiga-

tion, of nearly all the coal basins in the

eastern middle coalfields, that they finally

turn over and disappear, under such over-

lying formations, and can therefore be

followed and become the source of a future

supply of anthracite coal.

An Experimental Plant for Saving "o' so simple and is scarcely out of the

experimental stage.

Zinc Oxide

The Steel Corporation in Duluth
Bv Paul Speier*

The following details relate to an ex-

perimental plant for the recovery of zinc

oxide fumes during the distillation pro-

cess as carried out at the Rosamundc

Works in Germany.

The contrivance consists of a system of

tubes which has an outlet in a single tube

of about 500 mm. diameter. This tube

leads to a room which is separate from

that in which the distillation takes place,

and contains an air-tight chamber of

large size. In this chamber the zinc oxide

vapors give up those particles having the

greatest weight, the filtration being aided

by having the vapors pass through a cur-

tain consisting of a large number of fine

wires.

From this chamber, which retains as

dust only an insignificant part of the ox-

ide, the vapors pass through a second

chamber which contains a number of

ll u u u
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The Minnesota Steel Company, branch

of the United States Steel Corporation,

has commenced the work of surveying its

site in Duluth, Minn., and G. L. Reis, who

is to be its manager, is on the ground. It

is not probable that any work can be done

this year further than to erect some dwell-

ings and tenements for employees, 10

make railway connections with the

ground, and to complete a thorough typo-

graphical survey. Mr. Reis docs not ex-

pect to be able to place foundations for

mills, etc., till next year. The plant is

intended to include at the start, by-pro-

duct coke ovens, one modern blast fur-

nace, si.x or seven open-hearth furnaces,

billet and finishing mills to care for the

product.

The company has bought a large tract

of land facing on St. Louis river and Du-

luth harbor, with more than three miles

of water frontage and 1700 acres of land,

in addition to the riparian rights. The

site lies some two miles up river from

the works of the Zenith Furnace Com-
pany, which operates a 200-ton furnace

and Otto coking works, and is eight miles

from the harbor entrance.

B.\GS FOR ZINC OXIDE RECOVERY

filters S, which are cylindrical sacks of

very thick fabric. Ordinary sacks are

fastened on the end U and the zinc oxide

collects in them.

The difficulty in the final recovery of

the zinc vapors, which ordinarily tend to

escape in rather large amounts, lies es-

pecially in the fact that the gas is very

hot and very dilute, or in other words, it

contains more vapor than it does dust.

The apparatus shown has two means of

overcoming this difficulty. First, a cer-

tain cooling of the gases is attained by

passing the fumes through a long passage

and through the first chamber with its

suspended curtain of wires. Second,

within the filter 5" the oxides acquire a

certain density, since the air M which

surrounds the sacks is drawn off by a

ventilator, so that all the gases are taken

out through the fine pores of the filter

fabric, leaving the zinc oxide.

I am indebted to the engineers who

constructed the plant for the above de-

scription and sketch. Plants have been

erected for the recovery of zinc oxide

which is in solid, or dust form, but the

problem of saving vaporized zinc oxide is

•Brealaa. Slleala. nrrmiinT.

New Zinc Smelters

It is reported that the United Zinc aid

Chemical Company is planning to build

zinc-smelting works at Springfield, 111.

The zinc-smelting works of Hegcler

Bros, at Danville, 111., which have been

under construction for some time past, are

nearly ready to go into operation. These

works will produce sulphuric acid as well

as spelter.

James Latourettc, who used to operate

a zinc smelter at Marion, Ind., is now

building a small plant at Clarksburg, \V.

Va., which is intended chiefly for the

smelting of galvanizers' dross, and simi-

lar material

The smelters at Lauriurn, Greece, in

IQ06 treated 180,102 metric tons of ore,,

which yielded 12,127 tons of lead, contain-

ing an average of 1504 to 1793 grams of

silver per ton. The result of the year in

the western district is considered satis-

factory, but there are serious apprehen-

sions of the exhaustion of several of the

ore-producing strati belonging to the

French Sunium Company s concession,

and it is expected that work will very

shortly be reduced to a great extent. The

opinion of several engineers with regard

to the geological formation of the metal-

liferous area is that deep l)orings should

be undertaken, and it h probable that the

various companies interested will join in

such prospecting.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
A chimney should have not less than 25

to 35 sq.in. area for every square foot of

grate surface.

The return-steam pipes of a boiler should

be as low as possible, or the water will

lodge in the pipes and cause a cracking or

pounding noise.

One cubic inch of water evaporated un-

der ordinar>' pressure equals approxi-

mately I cu.ft. of steam. Steam at atmos-

pheric pressure flows into a vacuum at the

rate of 1550 ft. per sec, while it flows

into the atmosphere at the rate of 650 ft.

per second.

In making steam connections from the

boiler to any distant point, expansion

joints must be provided on the line. If

such joints are not well adapted, as in a

straight line, the line should be laid on a

ID to 30 min. curve, so that the curvature

will accommodate the expansion.

In case of foaming in a steam boiler,

close the throttle and keep it closed long

enough to show the true level of the water.

If the level is sufficiently high, feeding and
blowing will usually suffice to correct the

evil. Using dirty water or changing from
salt to fresh water sometimes causes

violent foaming. If such is the case, check

the draft and cover the fires with fresh

coal.

For a support for a tension weight,

manila rope is better than a wire rope as

the latter tends to become crystallized,

though appearing perfectly sound on the

outside. A manila rope will not break

without giving warning of coming failure.

As very small sheaves are usually used

for conducting the rope from the carriage

to the weight, a wire rope being less

pliable than manila does not lend itself

as easily to sharp bends.

Internal furnace boilers can be used to

grtat advantage in mines or isolated places

where the cost of brickwork and castings

is considerable, as they are self-contained,

that is, they are independent of a masonry
setting, cast-iron fronts, buck-stays and
tie rods. Such boilers are therefore ca-

pable of being moved from place to place

with little expense. They are also econo-

mical in the consumption of coal, as there

is no brick setting to absorb and radiate

the heat.

In tubular boilers the h.-ind holes should

often be opened and if the boiler is fed

in front and blown off through the same
pipe, the mud or sediment in the rear end
should often be removed. Safety valves

should occasionally be 'raised with cau-

tion as they are liable to become fast and

therefore useless. The gage cocks should

also be kept clear and in constant use.

Carefully examine blisters as soon as they

appear, and have them trimmed or

patched, as required.

The diameter of the slush and water

holes from the surface to the mines

should be from 2 to 5 in. larger than the

diameter of the intended pipe which

should be of rough iron. This allows

some space outside of the pipe which may
be run full of cement paste, thus forming

a solid, water-tight casing for the pipe.

In case the water is acid and the pipe cor-

rodes, the hole will still have a water-

tight lining. If the water contains a great

deal of sulphuric acid it is better to use a

wooden pipe instead of wrought-iron

piping.

The first duty of a fireman when he en-

ters the boiler room is to ascertain how
many gages of water there are in the boil-

ers. Never start up nor replenish the

fires until the condition of water in the

boilers has been determined. Records

show that many accidents have occurred

and many boilers are ruined from the neg-

lect of this precaution. In case of low
water, immediately cover the fires with

ashes or fresh coal and close the ash-pit

doors. Do not turn on the feed under any

circumstances, nor open the safety valve.

Leave the steam outlets as they are.

In using a water heater at a boiler plant

it has been generally recognized that. an
open heater is superior to the closed or

pressure type, which is in constant need

of repairs, besides not being as efficient as

an open heater. In operating an open

heater the water is brought into direct

contact with the exhaust steam. This

steam when condensed amounts to nearly

one-sixth of the entire feed water and is

an important item where the water has to

be bought. In a pressure heater it is hard

to prevent the tubes from becoming
choked with scale, which reduces the effi-

ciency of the apparatus.

The first move in laying a mine track is

to put the ties in proper position ; they

should he placed low in the road, as it is

much easier to raise them than to lower
them after the rails are spiked on. Where
joints occur, the broadest ties should be
selected. For a main-haulage road, ties

should not be over 30 in. from center to

center. At the curves the broadest ends

of the ties should be on the outside and
the ties should be placed radially to the

curve : they should be held rigidly against

the rails at both ends by spikes, but the

spikes should not be hammered down too

tight, as the heads are apt to crack off

from bending the neck of the spikes.

In mining a fairly thick is-ft. seam of

coal, dipping from 35 to 45 deg. with a

bad roof, one of the best methods is to

drive up chutes 8 to 10 ft. in pairs con-

nected by headings for air, and slanted

across the dip making the grades of the

chute about 30 deg., so that the coal will

run down by its own gravity without

sheet iron. When the chutes are driven

up the required distance, the coal is mined
back in short sections, leaving the gob

and allowing the roof to fall. Batteries of

props should be built across the chute

every 20 to 30 ft., so as to prevent the

gob from coming down the chute and to

keep the face of the workings clear. This

method of mining is a little high in cost

per ton mined, but a greater per cent, of

the coal is won by this system.

The saving of by-products, or the utiliz-

ing of waste power, has become common
with some of the coal operators in Indi-

ana. The Black Diamond coal mines,

owned by Louis Stock, near Boonville,

have just completed the erection of a big

brick boiler and engine room, and begun

preparations to install a new ice plant.

This plant will be run in connection with

the coal mines and a 20-ton equipment

will be put in. A large new boiler has

been put in position, and will be used to

furnish power for both the mines and the

ice plant. The water from the mines will

be used for cooling purposes, while the

lake water will be used for making the

ice. One feature of the new plant will be

the installing of filtering apparatus which

will take all impurities from the water.
,

For a deep shaft hoisting engine at

high speed, one authority advises the use

of a steam brake with an iron band, and

lined with wearing segments all around

the brake ring. For a comparatively shal-

low shaft engine, the block brakes acting

on a segment of the brake ring and oper-

ated by a hand lever are frequently em-

ployed. The bands should be in halves,

one over and one under the drum, and at-

tached on the opposite side of the drum

from the engine by adjusting screws to

regulate their length. The other ends

should be jointed on opposite sides of the

center of the motion of the lever. The

band encircling the drum spreads the

pressure and reduces its intensity per unit

of surface and lessens the compressive

and torsional strain on any given point of

the drum.
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Wt; have received several letters re-

questing us to define the term "margin" as

used in connection with the purchase of

ores and the treatment of the same. In-

asmuch as two, at least, of the communi-

cations referred to above arc from metal-

lurgists actively engaged in smelliiiK, it

is evident that there is a misunderstand-

ing as to the use of the term. In ex-

pressing our own understanding of it, we

do so with the feeling that others may

hold different opinions, and we hasten to

say that we shall welcome a discussion of

the subject, to which our columns are

open.

Literally, the margin is the difference

between what a smelter realizes from an

ore and what he has to pay for it. (We

say "smelter" merely for convenience, the

same applying of course to the millman,

refiner, or treater of ore or metal in any

way.) This may be called the "actual

margin," but obviously it is a figure that

can be arrived at only by periodical bal-

ancing of the ledger, and then only when

corresponding metallurgical "cut-ofFs"

have been made. The actual margin is

consequently equivalent to the margin of

profit. Deducting the expenses of smelt-

ing, etc., from the actual margin, the profit

(or loss) is determined.

.\11 other uses of the term margin refer

to estimates or approximations which the

smelter makes as a guide in the conduc-

tion of his business. In this connection

we believe that the commonest use of the

term "margin" is the difference between

the cost of an ore and the metals extract-

able from the ore at any given period. In

other words, if the value of spelter at St.

Louis is 6.IC. per lb. and an ore which will

yield looo lb. of zinc is purchasable at

Joplin for $47 per ton, the margin on that

ore is $14 per ton. We take the case of

zinc ore, because in the Joplin district that

ore is not yet bought generally on a slid-

ing scale, and the margin is an ever-vary-

ing and highly important consideration.

When ore is purchased on a sliding scale

the margin is more uniform, and under a

perfect sliding scale it may be quite uni-

form. However, a perfect sliding scale is

rarely devised. It is frequently the case

that a uniform margin is undesirable, or

at least impracticable. When the prices

for the metals are low, the smelter may

content himself with a smaller margin

than he ought to have on the average in

order to keep his ore supply at the desired

maximum by paying a bonus, so to speak,

to the sellers of the ore. Thus the margin

may be variable not only with the lime but

also with the metal market.

In estimating the approximate margin,

therefore, its relation to the actual margin

will depend upon the conditions of each

individual business. If, for example, a

smelter were buying silver on the basis

of the daily quotation and were selling

its bullion product daily at the market

price, which is the practice of the largest

producer of silver in the United States,

the estimated margin should be close to

the actual margin; if, however, the smeller

be taking in ore at the daily quotation and

selling the product, lead for example, at

irregular intervals according to market

conditions, there is- likely to be a wider

difference. Moreover, every smelter nec-

essarily has a large stock of metals in

reserve, in transit, etc., the amount of

which may rise or fall, which, together

with the fluctuations in the market, may

cause the actual margin to differ widely

from the estimated. Some smelters in-

tentionally introduce the element of spec-

ulation in this way ; but in the more con-

servatively managed businesses it is com-

monly reckoned that these fluctuating con-

ditions will even up in the long run, and

the temporary differences from the esti-

mated margin are charged to "quota-

tional profit or loss." Obviously the esti-

mated margin plus or minus the quota-

tional profit or loss will then correspond

to the actual margin, assuming, of course,

that operating costs, metallurgical ex-

tractions, etc., turn out as estimated.

In the purchase of many ores, settle-

ments are made on the average weekly or

monthly quotation, while in Europe settle-

ments are frequently made on the basis

of the annual average, payments being

made according to the monthly averages,

with an adjustment at the end of the year.

Of course such arrangements tend to re-

duce the effect of temporary fluctuations

and bring the estimated margin and the

actual margin closer together.

Our definition of the term margin, there-

fore, is the difference between the value

of the metals extractablc from an ore and

the cost of the ore, in each case on the

basis of the works (although not nec-

essarily on that basis). .As commonly em-

ployed, however, the term margin means

the estimated difference on the basis of
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quotations at any given time or period,

which may be called the "estimated mar-

gin," "approximate margin," "quotational

margin," etc., to distinguish it from the

actual margin, which can be computed

only after the metals extractable from the

ore have actually been extracted and sold.

There is no necessity for the introduction

of the terms "gross margin." "net mar-

gin," "margin of profit," etc., which lead

only to the confusion that doubtless in-

duced our correspondents to address us

upon the subject. The margin which we
have defined above is the margin of

profit; that is, it is what the profit must
come out of. After the smelting costs,

etc., have been deducted, the remainder

is not the "margin of profit," or "net mar-

gin," but is the profit itself. The profit

may be either gross or net, according to

whether it is the remainder after deduct-

ing direct operating costs, or direct oper-

ating costs plus amortization and other

capital charges.

The Mesabi Iron Miners' Strike

The Mesabi range strike situation

cleared up very much immediately after

a visit to the range of Governor Johnson,

of Minnesota. The governor went to the

range for the specific purpose of notifying

strike leaders that, while the State had
no right nor desire to force any man to

work who did not wish to do so, it did

intend and would use all the power at its

disposal to maintain its position, to see

that no man who wanted to work should

bt interfered with, and that it would take

such steps as might be necessary as soon
as the need might rise, and that without

waiting till bloodshed or riot had begun.

About the only argument appealing to

striking foreigners is that of the power of

the military and the appearance of uni-

forms, and the governor's statements had
a most soothing effect. Without violence

and intimidation this strike cannot last, as

the leaders cannot hold their men to-

gether; and it has been their continual

threat, during the earlier days of this

strike, that riot and murder would be done
to those unwilling to join them. Gov.

Johnson did not think it necessary to call

out troops to prevent trouble, in which he

differs, perhaps, from those that believe

prevention is better than cure, and that it

is no disgrace to an executive to be ahead

of the situation. But it may be quite

probable that his precautionary statements

will avert open riot. The situation has

been a very serious one—with thousands

of strikers, foreigners unacquainted with

the English language or .'\merican insii-

tutious, a considerable proportion of them

of anarchistic tendencies and without

quieting influences of any sort, permitted

for some years to carry their red flags

and rehearse their anarchistic speeches

in public ; in possession of dynamite, guns

and ammunition, and inflamed by the

worst element of outlawed union labor,

some trifling incident might have burst

into flame of riot from one end of the range

to the other. Sheriff's deputies would be

of little value in such contingency; it is

the uniform only, representing the consti-

tuted authority of the country, that will

attract and arrest attention.

While the Mesabi range strike has held

the center of the Lake Superior stage dur-

ing the week, the dockmen have not been

idle. They have organized into a union,

and have signified their intention of affil-

iating with the Great Lakes longshore-

men's association as soon as this strike is

over and they are permitted to join. It

is not probable that the iron ore roads

will permit any organization affiliated

with the longshoremen to operate on

their docks, and it is quite evident, too,

that the docks will resume work in some

way, in a very few days. All of them are

full of ore, and terminal yards are

crowded with loaded cars, so that ore

could be shipped for several days with

r.o beginning of receipts from mines. This

dock ore will be moved very soon, prob-

ably beginning the present week, or sooner.

But for mistaken counsel to the dock-

men they would have been by this time

ready for work at the old scale and with-

out concessions. The iron ore roads can-

not afford to place themselves in any po-

s'tion where dock troubles at some lower

lake port would shut down the docks, rail-

ways and mines, and this would be the

logical and inevitable outcome of an af-

filiation of ore dockmen with the long-

shoremen's union.

This strike, serious as it might have

been, and as it still may be, has not been

without its value. In this, reference is

not made to the immediate state of the

ore market, which has not been all that

might be desired for a midsummer mar-

ket, sales of ore having been of late ex-

ceedingly difficult to make, and buyers

slow to fill fall requirements. It has had

its lesson on other employees of the range

roads and mining companies. The uni-

versal opinion has been that roads and

mines could not stop business, that ship-

ments simply must go forward, that the

furnaces would soon shut down without

ore, and that the Steel Corporation would

never permit such a catastrophe. The

men have now learned, and this applies

to every class of employees, that the mines

and roads can shut down and give no in-

dication of an over-desire to resume , that

they can and are willing to fight for a prin-

ciple, indefinitely, if necessary ; that at n&

matter what cost, agreements must be

maintained and the undesirable and law-

less unions kept out. On account of the

fact that the Steel Corporation is con-

sidered a shining mark, it has been ob-

liged during this strike, as d-iring all other

unpleasant complications on T akc Super-

ior, to stand the brunt of any Ti^hl, and

the attitude of the manageniPtii of the

Oliver Iron Mining Company which is its

Lake Superior mine company, and of its

two railways, has been beyond criticism.

The Western Federation presumed too

m-.;oh on the "shining mark" Us ofri-

cers were evidently not acquainted with

the p'.iblic sentiment that ha^. since the

organization of the SUel Cc-poratinn,

grown up in those parts of Minnesota

where the Oliver Iron Mining Company is

known. This public sentiment rallied im-

mediately to the help of the steel trust. Al-

most every range town at once took steps,

through its citizens, to protect the corpo-

ration's property, to guarantee safety to

men desirous of continuing work, to keep

out agitators and organizers for the West-

ern Federation, and to show in every way

its friendsJiip. Without attempting any in-

vidious comparisons, there was a long time

when, in northern Minnesota, no such

universal feeling would have been aroused

by any attempt to injure the big mining

companies. That it is so now is due

very largely to the broad, liberal, friendly

and honest attitude maintained by the

Oliver Iron Mining Company under the

direction of T. F. Cole and his asso-

ciates in the management.

The Pittsburg Dust Decision

Some time ago the Jones &^ Laughlin

Steel Company was enjoined from so oper-

ating its Eliza furnaces in Pittsburg that

gas and dust should escape into the air,

causing damage to neighboring property.

The furnaces in question used a large pro-
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portion of soft Mesabi ores, and all ef-

forts to stop the escape of dust proved un-

successful. For this reason the court

adjudged the officers of the company in

contempt, as they had not complied with

the law.

The result of this litigation in which

the officers and directors of the Jones

& Laughlin Steel Company in Pitts-

burg are defendants has an important

bearing rpon the dust question. The

officers proved that they had made re-

peated and more or less successful

efforts to prevent the emission of dust,

but Judge James S. Young in the Com-

mon Pleas Court lined them individually

for contempt of court because the diffi-

culty had not been entirely removed.

The judge seems to have been con-

scious of the apparent injustice of the de-

cision for he says: "The evidence in this

case shows most conclusively that neither

trouble nor expense has been spared by

the defendants to prevent the escape of

ore dust, and for this purposes $285,000

has been spent and in addition the com-

pany has lost $200,000 in shutting down

furnaces to make experiments. We are

satisfied that the defendants have made

every effort to comply with the decree.

It is insisted by counsel for defendants

that these eflforts are conclusive evidence

that they have not violated the spirit of

the decree, and therefore could not be at-

tached for contempt. We cannot agree

with the position that this is a good

answer to the charge that the decree has

been violated."

In other words no amount of effort to

prevent the escape of smoke and dust into

the air is sufficient to defend manufact-

urers from attacks so long as their ef-

forts do not entirely succeed. It is an

engineering possibility, although seldon

economically practicable, to prevent the

escape of dust from a blast furnace, at

times, and the use of soft Mesabi ores has

increased the trouble. It is impossible to

carry on metallurgical operations without

the production of some dust and dirt and

the escape of some gases and odors which

may be considered prejudicial to health.

Smelting works are not usually built in

residential districts where expensive furn-

ishings are likely to be damaged, but com-

fortable homes cluster about every pros-

perous plant. It seems that under the

present reading of the law the manufact-

urers have no assurance that they will

not be compelled to suspend operations by

neighbors whom the activity of the plant

has attracted to the vicinity, unless they

purchase outright territory for miles

around the site.

This decision brings us no nearer a so-

lution of the problem. No doubt there

will be other decisions and other laws less

onerous than those at present in force.

Communities cannot afford to dispense

with all industries for the sake of pure

air.

The Result of the Boise Trial

The final acquittal of W. D. Haywood,

secretary and treasurer of the Western

Federation of Miners, after the long trial

at Boise, seems to have turned chiefly on

two points. He was tried on the charge

of conspracy to murder Governor Steu-

nenbcrg, of Idaho, and the chief witness

was Orchard, a former member and ac-

tive agent of the Federation, who took

an active part in the crime, by his own

confession. There is no charge so dif-

ficult to prove in court as that of con-

spiracy ; the evidence must be either cir-

cumstantial, or that of an accomplice,

which is always open to doubt or suspi-

cion of motive. In this case there was

no question of the fairness of the trial,

nor of the honesty of the jury. The twelve

men who rendered the verdict of not

guilty evidently distrusted the testimony

of Orchard, and held that it was not suf-

ficiently corroborated by other evidence;

and in this they seem to have been sup-

ported by the judge's final charge. Prob-

ably this ends the present case, for it is

likely that Moyer and Pettitone, the

other accused officers of the Federation,

will not be brought to trial, now that the

case against Haywood has failed.

Notwithstanding the acquittal of the ac-

tual defendant, the trial will have a

marked effect. While the evidence failed

to convince the jury of the technical

guilt of the accused man, it has been

widely read all over the country, and its

main points, we believe, have been gen-

erally accepted as true, with a corres-

ponding effect upon public opinion. The

same thing may be said of the rebutting

evidence. The Western Federation must

change its methods, if it is to escape uni-

versal condemnation which must, in the

end, be fatal to its objects. And in turn

the violence with which its violent plans

have been met in the past must give way

to better methods. If Haywood has been

acquitted, his union has not been cleared,

and it will suffer the consequences.

One of the first of these is the strong

public opinion which has developed in Min-

nesota, which seems likely to cause the

failure of the present strike, and to drive

the Western Federation out of the Lake

Superior iron ranges. There is little

doubt that this was, at least in part, due

to the disclosures in the Boise trial.

Perhaps it is too much to hope for im-

mediate improvement ; but it to be hoped

that we have in sight at least the begin-

ning of the end, and that murder and

violence will gradually cease to be rec-

ognized methods in labor disputes. The

extent of their use hitherto has been

known to some by actual experience, but

the general public has known little of it,

and has not realized the conditions which

the testimony in this case has brought

out. ,

The Tariff on" Zinc Ore

The importers of zinc ore into the

United States are considerably disturbed

over the delay of the United States Cir-

cuit Court, in rendering. a decision in the

appeal of the Government from the recent

decision of the Board of General Apprais-

ers in the matter of the importation of

zinc ore. A decision was confidently ex-

pected by the end of last May, but it has

not yet been made. The importations of

ore have gone on without interruption, the

importers paying the duty under protest,

but this is a hardship, inasmuch as even

if the decision be in favor of the im-

porters their money has been tied up in

the meanwhile with loss of interest. This

is the more aggravating in view of the

fact that the ruling of the Board of Gen-

eral Appraisers was so sweeping in their

favor. Whatever be the decision of the

Circuit Court, the case is likely to be

taken to the Court of Appeals, which will

mean further delay. In view of this situ-

ation, and the magnitude of the amount

involved, the courts ought to expedite

this case with all possible despatch.

The Index to Volume LXXXIII of the

Engineering and Mining Journ.\l ac-

companies this issue; presenting, as usual,

full references to the varide contents of

that volume. Subscribers who fail to re-

ceive this index, and who need it for

reference, are requested to notify us

promptly.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

The Vanning Assay of Tin Ores Heat Production and the Con-

stituents of Coal

With regard to R. T. Hancock's

letter which appeared in the Journal for

July 26, 1907. p. 31. I wish to add a few

remarks. .As far as my experience goes,

the results of vanning tests on tin ores

depends to a considerable extent upon the

nature of the gangue accompanying the

ore, as well as the skill of the vanner,

but in no cases have I found that the tin

recovered by vanning was 95 per cent, of

that found by careful chemical analysis.

Mr. Hancock quotes Mr. Terrel's work

in this direction, but as the tin oxide re-

covered by vanning hardly ever contains

more than 75 per cent, metallic tin and

often is as low as 65 per cent,, it ii ob-

vious, as pure SnOs contains 78.6 per cent,

metallic tin, that it is not much use com-

paring chemical assay with vanning; un-

less the percentage of tin in the vanned

product is given and also figures as to

the quantity of ore used and weight of

van obtained.

Cornish ores in many cases run between

30 and 40 lb. of black tin per long ton.

or rather under 2 per cent, and an er-

:or of say 0.2 per cent, in the analysis,

which is quite possible, in the case of an

ore containing 40 lb. of black tin to the

long ton or about 32 lb. of metallic tin

(= 1.4 per cent. Sn) would amount to 15

per cent, of the total tin contents.

Mr. R. Pearce. who has had a great ex-

ptrience in tin ores, published in the Jour-

nal some years ago a series of careful

investigations with regard to the matter

under discussion, which I do not repro-

duce here, but the average result of three

different skilled vanners on the same sam-

ple showed an average recovery of 78'/^

per cent, of the tin actually contained in

the ore as per chemical analysis. Mr.

Porce employed an artificial mixture rep-

resenting the minerals generally asso-

ciated with cassiterite, and had the actual

ore as it is mined been used, I dare say

the recovery might have even been lower

than 78'/2 per cent.

Taking all these points into considera-

tion T do not think that Mr. Walker in

his recent articles on Cornish mining is

very far off the mark if he puts the van-

ning recovery at 75 per cent., in short.

•he vanning test is generally looked upon

SL' a guide to the tin recoverable within

reason, provided careful and up-to-date

drtfsing operations are employed, but not

to the total tin which can be found by

chemical means. O. J. Steinhart.

London, July 19, 1907.

In the JouRNALof June 29, p. 1242, there

appears an article by Professor S. W.
Parr, which treats principally of certain

instruments used in the analysis of coal, in

connection with which, however, refer-

ence is made to tw6 features concerning

coal, one relating to coal proper, or in

other words, fuel free from ash and moist-

ure to which the writer is disposed to at-

tach the term of pure coal ; the other

concerning itself with sulphur and its

treatment.

With reference to the first feature, it

is hardly correct to assume that engineers,

as a class, refer to the moisture and ash-

free composition as "fuel." One of the

difficulties in connection with the under-

standing of any such complicated problem

as the general one in question, is that of

the proper definition of words used, and

there is much confusion and misunder-

standing occasioned by the use of the same

term by different people to express en-

tirely different things, therefore it is by

all means desirable that an agreement be

arrived at regarding terms that shall be

employed, and a few suggestions are of-

fered later. Personally, the writer con-

siders that the word fuel should be used

to designate the generally moist coal com-

position as it is shipped, received and

placed in the furnace, therefore we may

have mine-run and lump coal, or screen-

ings, which would be specifically design-

ated as fuel, when it is necessary to em-

ploy the word coal in another connection.

In other words, fuel would be the general

term applied to the product handled in

service. It seems, however, that the ex-

pression which engineers have generally

used to designate the moisture, and ash-

free composition has been "combustible"

instead of fuel, and inasmuch as the

former is decidedly incorrect for the rea-

son that "comliustibie" includes also nitro-

gen and water of combination, the writer

has endeavored for some years to estab-

lish the term "pure coal" as applying to

the fuel free from ash and moisture. This

particular term has been selected as a

simple and convenient vehicle for the con-

veyance of the idea, therefore it conforms

to and is in harmony with the terms

"moist coal" and "dry coal ;" thus we have

(i) Moist coal; (2) Dry coal; (3) Pure

coal
; (4) Combustible.

It is true that the phrase moisture and

ash-free as used largely in Europe is more

definite and to the point, but it is a cum-

bersome expression, inconvenien/ in use.

'But things are what we call them ; for

example, the term "monkey wrench" no

doubt does not convey in itself the specific

service to which this particularly useful

tool is applied, but the expression is well

established and thoroughly understood.

In the study of radium and radio-active

substances, for instance, this same trouble

of limited vocabulary presented itself, but

was remedied by the invention of new and

special terms, rendered possible owing to

the fact that the entire field of study was

confined to a small coterie of men, for

which reason these new expressions could

be readily accepted by all concerned, some-

thing altogether impossible where the gen-

eral public is taken into consideration.

It is most desirable that some agree-

ment be reached regarding the use of

words and terms, and it would be well if

a general discussion by your readers could

be secured. The writer would suggest

that the following definitions be recognized

and used

:

1. "Fuel" may be used in all instances

where the word coal is required in its

proper sense, therefore when the compo-

sition is to be considered in any manner

which would result in confusion, the term

fuel could be used.

2. "Clean Coal." The expression pure

coal is sometimes used to designate fuel

coal which has not mixed therewith loose

rock, slate, clay, etc. This, however, is

not a good term, because even these cleaii

pieces of coal contain ash naturally mi.xed

with the combustible matter, and for that

reason cannot be considered as being pure,

but the words clean coal. are calculated to

convey the clearest and most definite im-

pression.

3 "Pure Coal." This expression is pro-

posed to designate the fuel free from

moisture and ash.

4 "Standardized Pure Coal" to be em-

ployed to designate pure coal to which a

sulphur correction has been made, as de-

scribed by Professor Parr.

5 "Combustible." Under this head

should be gathered the carbon, hydrogen,

sulphur associated with the pure coal, as

well as any sulphur derived from pyrites

in the ash, because if the roasting of the

pyrites results in the liberation of sul-

phur which is burned, producing heat,

such heat is of equal importance to the

same qu.mtity which may, for example,

be derived from carbon. The idea under-

lying this suggestion is, that the analysis

should conform to the combustion process

as closely as possible, because the econo-

mic problem involved in the expenditure
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of such an enormous amount of money

as that required to furnish fuel for in-

dustrial tiics, demands that the laboratory

process shall lend itself to the require-

ments of industry rather than that the

processes of nature be expected to con-

form themselves to laboratory methods.

An important question involved is the

"purity" of the pure coal composition.

Contention has been made that sulphur is

an impurity. Now, if there are any forms

of coal which do not contain this con-

stituent, it might be permissible to con-

sider sulphur as an impurity. Inasmuch,

however, as all coal contains sulphur in

some amounts, and that the larger portion

of it is in combination in some form with

the other elements composing the coal (in

distinction from that in pyrites') and for

the further reason that it does produce

heat, it is certainly as truly a portion of

the coal as is carbon or hydrogen, not-

withstanding the fact that it is an ele-

ment of inferior quality, and of objection-

able character as compared, for example,

to carbon. It is obvious that the moist-

ure contained in the fuel is evaporated

with the application of heat, passing away

and leaving the residue chemically im-

changed. therefore it is proper to consider

it as something separate and distinct

from the coal itself. Likewise when the

coal is put on the fire, combustion pro-

duces a residue which we call ash. This,

however, cannot in any sense be con-

sidered as any portion of the coal, because

in this connection coal is something which

produces heat, although it is one of the

components of the fuel composition.

Therefore our ultimate conception of coal

as a chemical combination is the "pure

coal," which is made up of carbon, hydro-

gen, sulphur, nitrogen and water of com-

bination. If we attempt any further di-

vision, it results in the breaking up of

the chemical composition into its elements,

under which condition it can no longer be

considered as coal.

Inasmuch as the expression pure coal

is the only one which has to any con-

siderable extent been employed in this

-ountry instead of the erroneous expres-

i'ln "combustible", the writer can see no

advantage in its abandonment, because in

in so doing additional confusion will be

caused. Prof. Parr in offering a sulphur

correction has evolved a new and distinct

scheme having marked value for certain

definite purpose. It is not, however, suit-

k able in any sense to take the place of the

term suggested. It is something entirely

independent of it and should be designated

by a separate and distinct name.

It is not true, referring to sulphur, that

"it is not now enumerated with the true

fuel constituents." The principal trouble

which chemists have had with sulphur is

due to the fact that laboratory reasonings

.md processes are followed in the consid-

eration of the problems involved. The

Ricatcst and best value of laboratory work

should be to furnish information which

can be correctly applied to that great and

important process, wherein the fuel is used

in service, and the analysis should con-

form in all respects as closely as possible

to that of the true combustion process,

and the enormous economic significance

connected with the burning of one thou-

sand million tons of coal per annum
should be a surer guide than the reason-

ings which may be involved in discon-

nected laboratory study.

Criticism has been directed to my ar-

gument that the heating power of the pure

coal is constant for a seam or a particu-

lar locality of such seam, and the reason

given is that the sulphur is variable. This

is, of course, true, sulphur being the only

constituent varying in amount large

enough to exert sufficient influence to be

nidicated by the result in calorimetric pro-

cesses. But to make this matter clear,

let us select a locality containing a number

of mines working in the same seam— it

will be found that the average heating

power of the pure coal will be the same

in adjoining mines or in fact all of them

;

and that this may and does hold over

quite large areas, even to a whole or a

iir.mbcr of counties, in at least a number

of instances. It is a fact, however, that

fuel which may today be supplied from a

particular mine might average higher in

sulphur than that supplied the next day;

or likewise the quantiy of sulphur

may differ between mines of a group

from day to day, but after a few

s;mples have been averaged, the pure

I'tating power values will be found to be

tiu same; therefore it docs not make any

(lifftrence to a purchaser if heating power

i'. a little lower to-day owing to high sul-

phur, because he knows that to-morrow

the sulphur will be lower and heating

power higher. It follows, therefore, that

rs far as the establishment of exact values

;n fuel is concerned, the pure coal may b-;

considered as a constant, and if the source

of supply be known, heating power need

not be determined.

The question regardmg constancy of

the heating power of the pure coal has

come up recently in Illinois, owing to the

fact that an attempt has been made to

standardize and locate errors in some ol

the calorimetric processes employed, and

it was found that in referring the results

obtained by certain calorimeters to those

of the Mahler form of instrument, that

disagreement existed between results ob-

tained at different times on diflferent sam-

ples, when heating power was reduced to

a pure coal basis as was necessarily done,

owing to different ash content in vaiious

samples tested. Further consideration de-

veloped the fact that disagreement was

caused by variation in sulphur in the dif-

ferent samples; therefore a sulphur cor-

rection has been employed, thereby pro-

ducing standard quality of test material to

be used in comparison of instruments. For

ihis purpose Professor Parr's suggestion

is very useful and has done much to as-

sist in eliminating error due to inaccuracy

of calorimetric method, and credit is also

due in this connection to the Illinois Geol-

ogical Survey and the Fuel Engineering

Company of Chicago, It is my suggestion

that this pure coal to which a sulphur cor-

rection has been applied be given the name

of "standardized pure coal" as before men-

tioned.

Chicago, July 24, igo;. A. Bkment.

New Publications

Map Showing the Railroads and Their

Connections in the Connellsville

Coke Region in Pennsylvania. J.

B. Hogg. 18x26 in. ; paper. Connells-

ville, Penn., 1907; Published by the

author.

The Mining and Quarrv Industry of

New York State. Report of Opera-

tions and Productions During 1906.

By D. H. Newland. N. Y. State Mu-
• seum, Bull. 112, Economic Geology

16. Pp. 80. 6x9 in.; paper, 15c. Al-

bany, N. Y., 1907: New York State

Education Department.

This is the third of the series of annual

reports intended to afford a summary of

the current discoveries, developments and

production of minerals in the State. The

value of crude minerals, including 30 dif-

ferent materials, during 1906 was $37,118,-

430, an increase of $1,647,443, or about S

per cent. Progress in iron mining was

one of the notable features of the year,

the output amounted to 905,367 long tons,

the largest reported since 1891 and an in-

crease of 78,318 tons over that for 1905

There were 11 mines under exploitation,

the number including three which began

production during the year.

Annual Report of the Minister of

Mines for the Year Ending De-

cember 31ST, 1906, being an Account

of Mining Operations for Gold,

Coal, Etc., in the Province of Brit-

ish Columbia. Richard McBride,

Minister of Mines. Pp. 276; illus-

trated. 7x10 in.; paper. Victoria, B.

C, 1907: Printed by Richard Wolf-

enden.

Production and progress in the mineral

industry of the province are given in as-

sembled tables and in detail. The statis-

tics have been compiled from smelter and

mill returns, and the operations of each

camp and district are described with great

care. The totals for the year are com-

pared with those of the past four years,

illustrating the remarkable progress in

productive mining during this period.

The attention given the various camps,

including descriptions of geological feat-

ures and climatic conditions as well as

the extent and nature of the operations

renders the volume especially valuable to

non-resident investors. An excellent map

accompanies the report.
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Personal

MlnlnR mill nioCallurKli'iil cnK'nws are In-

vlieU to kwp Tub IO.noinkkkino am> Minino
JoiRSAi. Informed of tbelr movements and
ppololments.

Godfrey D. Doveton, of Denver, Cole,

is in the City of Mexico on professional

business.

Louis \V. Mill, president of the Great

Northern Railway, lately visited the Siniil-

kameen district.

Victor G. Hills, of Hills & Willis, Den-

ver, has returned from an examination of

the Spaulding district, Custer county,

Colo.

F. B, Smith, provincial inspector of

mines for Saskatchewan, has been in-

specting recent coal discoveries in the

Eagle Lake district and neighborhood.

.Arthur W. Jcnks has returned to Port-

land, Ore., from a trip through eastern

Oregon and British Columbia, where he

spent several weeks examining mining

properties.

T. B. Burnite of the engineering and

sales department of the John A. Traylor

Machinery Company, Denver, Colo., has

been appointed superintendent of the com-

pany's works.

J. P. Hutchins has returned to New
York from a professional trip to North

Carolina, and will leave this week for

Nome, Alaska. He expects to be absent

about two months.

R. C. Davidson, of London, Eng., is in

Montreal, his services having been se-

cured by the Montreal Harbor Commis-

sioners in connection with a project for

harbor improvement

H. S. Denny, of the firm of Denny Broth-

ers, London, has returned from Montreal,

and will leave shortly for a two-month's

professional trip to the Black Hills, So.

Dak., and Butte, Montana.

F. W. Harbord, the English metallur-

gist, has sailed from England for Sydney,

N. S. He is called as a witness on behalf

of the Dominion Iron and Steel Company

in their action against the Dominion Coal

Company.

William Fleet Robertson, provincial

mineralogist for British Columbia, is ex-

amining Highland valley claims, in the

.Ashcroft section of Yale district. He will

go thence to Nicola valley,- where several

coal mines are being opened up.

Thomas C. Dougherty, of New York,

and W. J. Dickson, representing English

capitalists, have • returned from an ex-

tended tour of the Larder Lake district.

They found indications of oil near the

Hight of Land, about 25 miles north of

Larder.

Prof. Robert H. Richards has returned

from six weeks in camp in the White
Mountains spent in revising the appendix

to his book on ore dressing. He if now
in the West, and expects to visit Flat

River, Mo., Great Falls, Mont., Salt Lake

City, and Denver.

George Mitchell, president of the Mit-

chell Mining Company, has gone to Mex-

ico where he will inspect the works and

1 eduction plant at the company's property

at La Dicha, Guerrero. He will make a

tour of inspection over the route of the

railroad which the company is building

from Port Marques on the seacoast to the

mines.
*

Walter C. Orem has resigned the gen-

eral management of the Utah Apex Min-

ing Company, of Bingham, which position

he has filled since the inception of that

organization. He is manager of the Ne-

vada Douglas Copper Company, operat-

ing at Yerington, Nev., and will devote

practically his whole time to the latter

hereafter.

Andrew Mason has retired from his po-

sition as superintendent of the New York

Assay Office, but will remain in the ser-

vice as assistant superintendent. Mr.

Mason has been connected with the New
York office for 53 years, ever since it was

first opened, and was previously in the

Philadelphia mint. He has-been superin-

tendent for many years. His successor as

superintendent is Kingsbury Foster, of

New York, whose appointment seems to

have been made for purely political rea-

sons.

Industrial

Obituary

Karl Howard, a graduate of the mining

department of the University of Califor-

nia, well known to California mining men,

died recently at the mine he was develop-

ing in Willow Valley, near Nevada City.

Mr. Howard was for some years identified

with the copper mines at Spenceville, Ne-

vada county, Cal., and took great interest

in the copper mining industry of that

State.

Robert Watt, a California pioneer ban-

ker and merchant, who died recently in

San Francisco, first settled in Nevada
county, where he was identified with ex-

tensive mining interests for many years.

From 1851 to 1880 he conducted inining

operations in Grass Valley and other dis-

tricts in Nevada county, and is well re-

membered by all those who were ever in-

terested in that gold mining region. Mr.

Watt leaves a large fortune, the founda-

tion of which was laid in his gold-mining

days.

Societies and Technical Schools

iVorccsler Polytechnic Institute—The
commencement of the Journal issued by

the institute contains besides a report of

the exercises, the names of graduates and

the speakers, a number of papers dealing

chiefly with electric traction.

The Lake Shore Engine works, Mar-

quette, Mich., has secured a site for its

new shops in the Ely Park addition to the

city, and work has been begun. The

Worden-.'Mlen Company, Milwaukee,

has the contract for the steel work. H.

H. Williams, president and general man-

ager of the company, states that the con-

struction will be of steel and brick

throughout. The new plant will include

the following buildings : machine shop,

80x240 ft.; foundry, 80x160 ft.; black-

smith shop, 40x130 ft. ;
pattern shop, 40X

60 ft. ;
pattern storage house, 32x100 ft.

;

power house, 32x60 ft. In addition there

will be an office building. In all the shop

buildings will be railroad tracks, to facili-

tate the handling of materials.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

John Callahan & Company, Chicago and

Seattle. "How To Clean a Boiler." Pp.

8, paper, 3}/$x6 in.

Keystone Lubricating Company, Phila-

delphia, Penn. "The Test of the Friction

Load." Folder, 3x6 inches.

Construction News

Pennington County, South Dakota—

A

200-ton cyanide mill is to be built at the

Montezuma mine to treat ore and tailings.

Crown King, Yavapai County, Arizona

—The DeKalb Mining Company will soon

install a hoist and other machinery at its

lead-silver mine.

Cranitcville, Nevada County, California

—The Birchville mine will install addi-

tional machinery and new pumps. Fred

Wedlin, Graniteville, is superintendent.

Apex, Gilpin County, .Colorado—^The

.A.pex Gold Mining and Milling Company
will erect a new plant at the Bonanza

mine. W. S. Barrick, Apex, Colo., is su-

perintendent.

Victor, San Bernardino County, Cali-

fornia—A lo-stamp mill is soon to be

erected at the Fortuna mine, one of the

several properties owned by the Dry Lake

Mining Company. A. P. Preciado, Victor,

is superintendent.

Central City, Kentucky—The Gish Can-

nel Coal Company, recntly incorporated

to develop cannel coal mines, is in the

market for rails, pumps, pipes and mine

supplies, S. J. Gish, Central City, is sec-

retary and general manager.

Ladies Caiion, Sierra County, California

—The Sovereign Mines Company will

shortly build flumes to bring water to its

mine between Sierra City and Downie-

ville, and will also erect a lo-stamp mill.

Horace A. Moore is superintendent.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

July 25—The Northern Electric Rail-

way Company has installed a rock-crusher

near Oroville, on the Marysville road, for

the purpose of furnishing material for

ballasting its roadbed. The crusher is

successfully utilizing the rock debris from

the dredgers of which there is an unlim-

ited quantity. .\t Folsom, in Sacramento

county, another dredging field, the Fol-

som Developing Company has gone into

the rock-crushing business. The com-

pany is laying tracks at Dredge from the

Southern Pacific Company's line, to the

new crusher site. Machinery for the new

crusher site is on the way from the East.

It is expected to have the crushing plant

in operation within the next 60 days.

Then all the cobbles that are thrown

aside by the big dredges in their search

for gold will be crushed, to be used in

building construction. The capacity of

the new plant will be 50 cars a day. If

all these cobble piles made by the dredges

are thus utilized, the Anti-Debris people

will be deprived of one of their strongest

arguments against gold dredging, that it

defaces the country with ugly rock piles.

There has been some adverse comment

in the fact that the Folsom Development

Company has obtained a permit to dredge

certain streets which are on the map of

that town. The facts are, however, that

the only streets upon which the company

has operated, while a part of the original

townsite, have been practically unused for

years and in portions of which mining

operations were carried on years ago. The

company acquired all the property m-

cluded in the blocks of land involved, and

it was no more than right that if it de-

sired the streets abandoned that they

should be so as long as the property of

nobody else suffered thereby. Most of the

land that is being dredged has been the

source of but little revenue to the town or

county, while thousands of dollars are put

into circulation" through the operations of

the Folsom Development Company.

A rock crusher is now being put in

place near Folsom by the company to

crush cobbles turned to the surface by the

dredges. It will have tbe capacity of

clearing away the cobble piles as fast as

the dredgers pile them up. Many more

men will be gpven employment, a material

will be put upon the market for which

there is a great demand and the cobble

piles will gradually disappear, leaving the

land in as good shape, and in many in-

stances better, than formerly.

Reports from up-country and from all

parts of Nevada county seem to indicate

that the mining industry is unusually ac-

tive. Many properties are being bonded

and considerable outside capital is com-

ing in. Many of the mines, closed down
in former years because of lack of meth-

ods which would now make them profit-

able, will again be started up.

The Klau quicksilver mine in the Las

Tablas hills, is the last one of the larger

San Luis Obispo quicksilver mines to

close down, the cause being given as scar-

city of labor. Owing to lack of demand
for the metal, and its low price, numbers

of California quicksilver mines have

closed within the past year. The New
Idria, of San Benito county, is supposed

to be the only one in the State which is

making any profit to speak of.

Salt Lake City

July 26—A controlling interest in the

Uintah Treasure Hill Mining Company
at Park City has been purchased by Jesse

Knight, of Provo. The property of the

corporation consists of 19 patented and
three unpatented lode-mining claims. De-

velopment work upon an elaborate scale

is to be carried on.

The ore and bullion settlements re-

ported last week by Salt Lake banks

reached a total of $558,000.

Si.x Utah mining companies paid divi-

dends during July to the amount of $365.-

500. Contributing to this amount were

the Colorado, $120,000; Silver King Coal-

ition, $185,000; May Day, $8,000; Beck

Tunnel Consolidated, $40,000; Utah, $3,-

000 and Lower Mammoth, $9,500.

The Utah Consolidated Mining Com-
pany is carrying out its plans looking to-

ward the construction of a new smelter

in Tooele county. There is little likelihood

of any construction work being done this

year, but the management will probably

go to the extent of drawing the plans for

the proposed plant and let the contracts

for material and equipment for delivery

early next year. It is the intention even-

tually to connect the new smelter and the

mine by means of an adit tunnel, but

pending its construction an aerial tram-

way will be utilized for the transportation

of ore between the mine and point of re-

duction. The tramway will be about 13,-

000 ft. in length. The company's en-

gineers have recently completed a survey

of this line and also that of a standard-

gage railroad which is to be built to a

point of connection with the Western Pa-

cific, Rio Grande Western and San Pe-

dro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake lines near

Garfield. The length of this road will

be about 14 miles.

The construction department of the

Western Pacific railroad has reported that

this road is practically completed as far as

Steptoe, Nev., where a junction will be

formed with the Nevada Northern rail-

road. The company expects to inaugurate

its first regular train service out of Salt

Lake some time in August and will then

enter into active competition for business

derived through the operation of the mines

at Ely and other eastern Nevada mining

districts!

The Ibex Gold Mining Company has

undertaken the construction of a 12-mile

pipe line to supply its camp with water.

The property is situated in the Detroit

mining district. The company was re-

cently organized and is about to begin an

active campaign of development

Oil has been discovered near Virgin

City, Washington county. It was en-

countered at about 600 ft. depth and. the

flow from several wells amounts to well

up into the hundreds of barrels a day.

Coal deposits exist in this region. En-

gineers in the employ of the San Pedro,

Los Angeles & Salt Lake are looking

over the district and if it proves to be

important, a branch line of railroad will

be built.

Denver

July 27—The Golden Cycle mill, at Col-

orado City, of 700 tons daily capacity,

built by Philip Argall, has entered the

lists against the smelter trust, by making

a treatment charge on Cripple Creek ores

of $4, for ore of a value of $8 per ton,

and paying the freight; and also agreeing

to accept sampler controls on contract

ores. As the company gets about 300

tons per day from its own mine, it will

give the mill room for 400 tons of cus-

tom ores. At the present railroad rate of

$1 per ton, it will give the company $3

for treatment. If it can make this pay,

and is not bought out by the powerful

competitor, it will be a tremendous stim-

ulus to the mining and marketing of the

low-grade ores of this still marvelous

district.

The railroad rates on high-grade ores

are excessive, as the roads have charged

for many years at the rate of 3 to 5!4c

per ton-mile from Cripple Creek to Den-

ver for ores from $40 to $300 per ton

value, and are now proposing to make the

same rates to the mills at Colorado City.

Two cents per ton-mile would pay well.
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ns the actual cost to the roads should not

be over a'Ac. per ton-mile. So there is

ample margin of profit for reduction in

rates, rather than an advance. If the

rates are made as proposed for the Colo-

rado City mills, it would mean 8 to 14c.

per ton-mile, as the distance is about 45

miles.

The rock in the Cripple Creek mines al-

ways stood well, and so careless timber-

ing was the rule rather than the excep-

tion, and surface rights were not re-

spected. Hence the cave on Stratton's

Independence of a stope said to be from

the 300 level to the surface, and 500x600

ft. in extent, putting the Midland Ter-

minal tracks and the Victor water works

out of commission. The orebodics have

been sloped from the 500 level to the sur-

face, but the exact extent of the cave has

not been given. (%

Dividends amounting to $600,000 have

been declared in the Cripple Creek dis-

trict for the six months ended June 30,

190". Tonnage of ore for the same period

was 290,427 tons, the gross value of which

amounted to $7,179,811.

The State has won its suit to collect

$350,000 inheritance tax from the W. S.

Stralton estate.

districts, on the west side of Iron county.

Immediately around Iron river there is

much activity; there is the new James

mine, belonging to the Mineral Mining

C onipany, in which arc officials of the

Pewabic Mining Company. The James

was explored some years ago by Crerar,

Clinch & Co., of Chicago, but was aban-

doned on account of the outlook for iron

in 1904, which for a few months was not

^ rosy as Uie iron trade might have

« ished. The James company has now de-

veloped, on the levels reached by former

operators and beneath them, good deposits

of ore, and a considerable shipment will

be made this year. Just south of the

James is the Konwisky fee, also leased by

the Mineral Mining Company, and under

development by a large sha'ft and drifting.

The same company has another property

south of the James, on which diamond

drills are operating, and on which a large

body of ore has been proved to exist.

Duluth

No step has yet been taken by tlie Oliver

Iron Mining Company toward the devel-

opment of lands that may have, or will,

come to it imder the Great Northern ore-

lands contract, and it is now of course im-

possible that any tonnage shall be shipped

from Great Northern lands by the Oliver

company this season. This fact, coupled

with the improbability of any material

shipments from the new Coleraine dis-

trict, now under tremendous development

by the Oliver company, places an enormous

burden on mines already opened. The
district to feel the brunt of this pressure

is Hibbing, and the Oliver shipments from

there for this year will amount to 9,000,000

tons. The Hull mine, surface develop-

ment of which was commenced 18 months
ago, will this season turn out a vaster ton-

nage than perhaps any mine in the world.

It is now engaged in stripping and mining

on such a scale that the place is scarcely

recognizable after a few months' absence.

It is a very large and desirable orebody

and some remarkable records in low costs

of stripping and mining have been made
there of late. The Mountain Iron mine,

last year chief shipper from Lake Supe-

rior, will this year fall below 2,000,000

tons, and it is probable that several of

those mines from which large shipments

have been expected may disappoint their

operators.

There has been a very important de-

velr.pmcnt in certain parts of the Meno-
miniT range during the past year or two,

equaled by nothing on Lake Superior aside

from the Mesabi. This has been especially

noticeable in the Iron River and Stambaugh

of £180,000 were created and of these

£83,420 have been redeemed to date. In

March, 1908, bonds to the amount of

^75,435 become due, and at the present

time there is no expectation that the

necessary funds can be obtained out of

revenue. Arrangements are being made

for the renewal of as many bonds as pos-

sible, and probably about £50,000 will be

renewed in this way, leaving £25,000 to be

provided out of revenue. The company,

though somewhat hampered with large

capital account and debenture debt is in

excellent financial position, for it has a

reserve fund of £80,000 invested in first-

class securities. This fund, however, is

kept in hand for unforeseen eventualities

and will only be used as a last resource

when all other methods of providing capi-

tal fail. It should be mentioned that the

company has now been in existence

seventy-six years.

Toronto

Premier Walter Scott, of Saskatche-

wan, is in communication with the De-

partment of the interior at Ottawa with

the object of having the coal seam re-

cently discovered near Eagle Lake de-

veloped by the Provincial Government

for the use of settlers. Crude tests show

a 50-ft. seam of lignite of good quality,

occurring a few feet from the surface,

about six miles north of Eagle lake. The

find is regarded as of great value, owing

to the scarcity of fuel in the district, and

Premier Scott is desirous to secure the

mining rights for the Provincial Govern-

ment.

An exploring party headed by Dr.

Dowling, of the Canadian Geological Sur-

vey, sent out into the Rocky Mountain

region by the German Development Com-
pany of Montreal and Ottawa, an or-

ganization backed by Berlin capitalists,

has reported the discovery of coal de-

posits near the Yellow-head Pass where

the mountain will be crossed by the Grand

Trunk Pacific.

London

The output of the St. John Del Rey

Mining Company, of Brazil, for the year

ended February 28 was 79,461 oz. of bul-

lion realizing £263,755. This gold was

obtained from 139,040 tons of ore. The
working costs in Brazil were £204,336, and

after allowing for other costs the profit

for the year was £47,779. Of this profit,

£5110 is transferred to funds to provide

for new works, and £9823 to bond re-

demption account. Interest on debenture

bonds takes £6811, and preference share

dividend £10,498. The dividend on the

ordinary shares absorbed £14.339. being at

the rate of 2;^ per cent. One of the sub-

jects now engaging the attention of the

directors is the paying off of the deben-

ture bonds. In 1891 bonds to the amount

Johannesburg

June 17—The returns for the month of

May show how little the economic war

raged against the mines by the Trans-

vaal Miners' Association has so far af-

fected the output. In spite of the

strike of practically 90 per cent, of the

white underground men, scarcely any

stamps have been hung up. There are

two reasons for this : In the first place

the coolies and Kafirs are not "green" at

the work, the Chinamen being now skilled

men. For this reason the white men

could not have struck at a more inoppor-

tune time. Had they waited for thou-

sands of raw Kafirs to arrive, they would

have had a better chance of winning their

fight. In the second place the loyalty of

the few men who remanied at work, and

of the entire stafifs, managers, mine cap-

tains, etc., has been such that they have

all gone into the mines to superintend the

work, and have been successful in keep-

ing the stamps running.

On May 31 there were in South Africa

53,409 Chinese coolies available for the

mines. If this number could be main-

tained there would be little difficulty in

keeping the present mills at work, but un-

fortunately by the end of the year nearly

20,000 coolies will have served their time,

and will return to China in all probability.

The announcement made day before

yesterday by the prime rrfinister at Pre-

toria that the Chinese would be repatri-

ated as their contracts ended has caused

a powerful impression here. People have

hoped against hope that the threat of re-

patriation would not be exercised, and

even now many believe that the declared

intention of the Government will not be

carried 6ut. The prime minister reiter-

ates the old argument that there is any

amount of Kafir labor to be obtained for

the mines, but the experience of the past

is entirely against such an assertion.

The first crowd of coolies will leave the

East Rand mines for China this montli.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
The trial of W. D. Haywood, secretary

.!i(l treasurer of the Western Federation

of Miners, for conspiracy to murder for-

mer Governor Frank Stcunenberg, which

has been followed with the greatest in-

terest by everyone connected with mining,

resulted on Sunday morning, July 28,

in acquittal. The acquittal was on tech-

nical points and was foreshadowed in

Judge Fremont Wood's charge to the jury

in which he interpreted the law on con-

spiracy, circumstantial evidence and the

corroboration of a confessed accomplice.

Mcsabi Range Strike—Laie reports

from Duluth, Minn., state that striking

iron-ore miners are returning to work in

increasing numbers. Firmness on the

part of the mining companies, the visit to

the district of Governor Johnson, and the

attitude of the citizens, who are deter-

mined to prevent violence and bloodshed,

all contribute to a material relief of the

situation which appears to be improving

daily and hourly.

Arizona

Y.\v.\p.\i County

Logan Coffer Company—This company

has resumed work after an idleness of

over two months. A hoisting plant is to

be installed at once, and sinking continued

to a depth of 200 ft. before laterals are

run.

Monica Mines Company—This company

is' making extensive improvements at its

mines, near Kirkland, in the Weaver dis-

trict. .\ new mill will be installed dur-

ing the coming year.

Of/fltr Mining Company—This com-

pany is operating its 40 stamps on good

ore. running the mill two shifts.

California

C.\L.\VER.\s County

Duryea—The men working this old

claim in Chili gulch contemplate work-

ing the old tailings with a dredge. The
bed of tailings is about 35 ft. deep, 60 ft.

wide and extends about two miles.

Mokelumne Mining Co"i/>aMj'—This

company will run its gold dredge by elec-

tricity hereafter.

I.N-YD County

Black Canon—Water has been piped

1000 ft. down Marble canon to this mine,

and a track and ore-car system is being

put in bDth tunnels.

California-Ne^'ada Mining Comfany—
This Denver company has begun opera-

tions in a group of 10 claims at the head

of Black canon, 15 miles from Bishop.

/?iig/imt-—These claims at Skidoo have

been bought by Challcrton & Condon, of

Goldficld, Nevada. The new owners, it is

reported, will proceed to develop on a

large scale.

Nev.\d.\ County

Banner—The pumps of this mine, Ne-

vada City, have been started, and it is ex-

pected that in about five weeks the under-

ground works will be unwatered.

Mountain View—At this mine, Cafion

creek, near Washington, high grade ore

is being mined.

Murchie Mining Comfany—The old In-

dependent vein in this mine, Nevada City,

lost years ago, has again been found in

the face of the 400-ft. drift.

Placer County

Golden West—Operations are about to

be resumed on this drift mine, the tunnel

having been found to be intact.

Riverside County

San Jacinto Land Comfany— It is stated

that English capitalists have an expert at

work in the Temescal tin mines, on which

they have secured an option.

S.sN Benito County

Dallas Mining Company—R. W. Dallas,

J. M. Couch and L. B. Hawkins are open-

ing a deposit carrying sapphires, at a

point close to the Kings county line.

San Luis Obispo County

Twill Peaks Asbestos Company—This

company has been organized to work as-

bestos deposits near the city of San Luis

Obispo. The directors are C. H. Brown,

C. N. Gabe, H. G. Wheeler and J. A.

Renetzy.

Siskiyou County

Helena Mining Co»i/>(i«y—This prop-

erty at Callahan, also known as the Mc-

Kean, will resume operations shortly.

Colorado

Boulder County

Kohinoor Development Company—This

company at the annual meeting held at

Milwaukee, Wis., increased its capital

stock from $10,000 to $25,000 and elected

the following officers : W. B. Lewis, presi-

dent; Arthur Mortimer, vice-president;

Jaocb Poppert, secretary-treasurer : John

D. Kohlmann, manager.

i'/i'rfc—The shaft building and machin-

ery were damaged to the amount of $,t'j<x)

by fire, and are to be replaced. Senator

H. M. Teller, of Denver is the owner,

ihc property being located at Gold Hill.

Clear Creek County

Eclipse—Eastern people have taken a

bond and lease on this property on Alps

mountain for $33,000, and are going to

construct a ijcw mill at the mouth of

Eclipse gulch, the ores to be conveyed by

wire tramway from mine to mill.

Freeland Development and Transporta-

tion Company—At the annual stockhold-

ers meeting the following officers were

elected: president, J. R. McKinnie, Colo-

rado Springs ; vice-presidents, Charles

Brewer, and J. J. Elliott ; secretary-

treasurer, G. E. Armstrong, manager,

George E. McClelland, Idaho Springs,

Colo.

Hoosac Mining and Tunnel Company—
At the annual meeting of the stock hold-

ers held in Denver the following officers

were elected ;
president and general man-

ager, E. D. Quiglay, Idaho Springs, Colo.

;

vice-president, A. T. Thompson; secre-

tary-treasurer, H. S. Maddock. The com-

pany is operating near Idaho Springs.

Ohio Belle Group—Louisiana people

have taken a lease and bond on this prop-

erty in the sum of $20,000. The group

is situated in the Montana district.

Snowdrift—This group in Griffith dis-

trict has been sold to Dr. C. A. Black, of

Memphis, Tenn., and Frank A Babcock,

of Denver. The property is credited with

a past production of $100,000.

Gilpin Cocntv

..On account of a cloudburst which

washed away several miles of tracks of

the Colorado & Southern Railroad on

July 9, operations have been hampered, to

the extent that at a number of mines it

was necessary to lay off the working

forces, so as to economize in the use of

coal for pumping purposes. Mills using

steam power were obliged to hang up

stamps until coal could be brought in.

Aduddell—A big strike is reported in

the 400-ft. level, where 7 ft. of gray cop-

per ores have been opened up. A. D.

Bellis. Central City, is manager. The

property is being operated under a lease

and bond.

Eureka—It is reported that this prop-

erty in Eureka district has been sold by

J. C. Jenkins, Central City, Colo., to

Harvev Finch and associates of Pontiac,
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Mich., ihc consideration being $45,000.

The property has been a consistent pro-

ducer during the past few years, worked

under the leasing system.

Eureka Mining Company—Indian Ter-

ritory capital has become interested in

the Eureka group in Blafk canon, Pine

Creek district, and machinery is to be in-

stalled. J. G. Slrifflcr, Tolland. Colo., is

in charge of operations.

Frontenac Syndicate, Lid.—English cap-

italists have purchased the Frontenace

group of claims in South Willis gulch,

Russell district, and Henry P. Lowe, of

Denver has been made managing director.

An electrical plant of 100 h.p., and com-

pressor is to be installed, a new and large

shaft building is to be erected and heavy

operations are planned. W. H. Paren-

teau. Central City, Colo, is superinten-

dent.

Gilpin Ore and Reduction Company—
This new company, capital stock $200,000,

with H. W. Kane and H. I. Jones, of

Central City and T. Dunstone, of Black

Hawk, incorporators, is making arrange-

ments for the purchase of one of the large

mills on North Clear creek to be re-

modelled into a concentration plant.

Iroquois—Chicago people have become

interested in this group near Russell

gnlch and will arrange for the installa-

tion of machinery, T. R. Cudahy, Cen-

tral City, is manager.

San Juan—This property on Quartz

hill is being sampled by Collins & Wiley,

of Idaho Springs, and there is prospect of

early resumption.

Smuggler Group—Deeds have been filed

conveying to H. H. Temple, of Kansas

City, Mo., for a consideration of $22,000

this group of 10 lode claims and one

placer claim, Wisconsin district. Arrange-

ments are to be made for installation of

machinery.

Square Deal Mining Company—Three

carloads of machinery have been received

at Rollinsville depot for the new dry pro-

cess mill for this company on the Gettys-

burg property in Lump gulch. The Krom
process is to be used. A. M. Waillard,

Gilpin, Colo., is manager.

Lake County—Leadville

Colden Eagle—Preparations for exten-

sive mining through the Yak tunnel, and
the shaft, are being made by this com-
pany, which controls the Forest Queen
property.

Highland Chief—A vigorous campaign
is being carried on by lessees, and ship-

ping will soon be resumed.

Jennie June—This mine in East Ten-
nessee park, is prepared to ship steadily.

Nisi Prius—A new lessee on the prop-

erty will install an electric plant.

Penn—From the No. 1 shaft of the

property, on Brcece hill, 100 tons of iron

ore are being shipped daily and an equal

amount is being taken from the Gorman

and Lanphier lease, on the No. 3 shaft.

Silent Friend—This property on Little

Ellen hill is on a steady shipping basis;

a new plant of inachinery is installed. The

ore hoisted is a carbonate carrying gold.

Swisher—lh\s tunnel on Sugar Loaf

mountain, has been driven a distance of

1000 ft., and the lessees have reached a

body of ore in the vein which runs high

in gold.

Idaho

Shoshone County

Antimony—This mine near the mouth

of Pine creek and about two miles from

Kingston has been bonded to G. W. Har-

ris. The property has produced consider-

able antimony ore but has been idle sev-

eral years.

Peacock Copper Mining Company—
This company has been organized by Wal-

lace men to develop a group of five claims

located in the St. Joe district adjoining

the properties of the Wonderful and the

Eagle mining companies. J. H. Nord-

quist is president.

Snow Storm—The mine is shipping 525

tons of ore per day directly to the smel-

ters and 125 tons to the leaching plant.

There are 176 miners on the payroll and

50 surface men. A single round of holes

in the No. 3 west slope recently broke

down 100 tons of ore.

near future. The lode is expected to be

cut at a depth of 800 to 900 ft. ; cross-

cuts willbe driven at different points to

intersect the formation.

Hancock—The new shaft on this prop-

erty is down 130 ft., and concrete pillars

are being placed for the collar of the

shaft. Th6 combine'd engine, compressor

and boiler house is completed, and foun-

dations for the machinery are placed. The

work of assembling the new Sullivan

hoist is going forward with all possible

haste. No. i shaft of the old property is

down a little below the nth level, and

stations are being cut for drifting on this

level. At the 9th and loth levels good

copper rock is being hoisted.

Missouri

St. Francois County

St. Joseph Lead Company—O. M. Bil-

harz, consulting engineer of the company,

informs the Journ.\l that the fire at the

No. 2 mill and the roasting furnaces at

Hoffman shaft caused much less damage

than reported in the issue of July 13. The

building of the roasting plant only waS

destroyed, this plant being a half mile dis-

tant from the mill. The fire did little

damage to the roasting furnaces, 14 of

which are in operation. Operations have

not been interfered with and the output

has not been reduced in the least, the

other roasting plants being fully able to

take care of the mill product.

Michigan

Houghton County'—Copper

Baltic—Sinking is going on in all four

shafts of this property. No. 2 shaft is

down to the nth level; No. 3 to the i6th

level, and Nos. 4 and 5 are down to the

15th and 13th levels, respectively. At.

No. 3 shaft a steel rock house is being

erected, and a new stone dry or change

house is to be erected, to accommodate

about 400 men. Two Nordberg compound

heads have been ordered for the mill

which will increase the capacity 50 per

cent.

Champion—The rock house at E shaft

is being raised and enlarged to admit the

increase of the bin capacity to about 800

tons each. All rock houses at the mine

will be similarly changed to take care of

a greater tonnage of rock. .At E shaft a

new hoist has been installed and two

large hoists of 5000 ft. rope capacity have

been ordered for shafts B and C. Two
Nordberg compound heads have been or-

dered, which will make a total of six

heads. Large settling tanks are being

placed in the wash to reduce loss in tail-

ings.

Copper Range Consolidated—The shaft

on the Globe property is down 263 ft. or

35 ft. in rock ; at this point a sump is be-

ing cut to take care of the water. The
shaft house and hoist are nearly com-

pleted and sinking will be resumed in the

Nevada

ESMER.VLDA CoUNTY—GoLDFIELD

Daisy—The crosscut on the 210-ft. level

this week intersected a 4-ft. vein that

gives high assay returns. It is believed to

be a continuation of the rich vein that was

stoped in the 150-ft. level. • Lessees in

several parts of this mine are mining

large orebodies and are regularly shipping

high-grade ore. Negotiations have been

closed for the purchase of the Daisy An-

nex claims, and the directors have op-

tions over another neighboring group.

Mohawk Combination—The combined

leases on this property are producing 200

tons of ore per day, and arrangements are

being made for increasing the output. At

present the value of the ore shipped is

$15,000 per day, but in- the fall months

this value will be doubled. The vein in

the 275-ft. level of the Kalfus shaft is 20

ft. wide, and is gold bearing throughout,

all of shipping grade.

Nye County—Manhattan

Express—Mining has been resumed on

this property, and the shaft will be con-

tinued to the loo-ft. level. The outcrop is

over 4 ft. wide, and carries ore of milling

grade.

Granny—Some rich ore is being sacked

and shipped. A pumping plant has been

ordered to enable sinking to be resumed

on the double compartment shaft.
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.WMjriifij;^Rich ore is Ih-imk sacked in

the workings at the 150- and J50-ft. levels.

Some of the ore is so rich that it has to

be stored in a vault.

Olt-ro—The north and south crosscuts

.It the loo-ft. level are in ore. The vein

runs through a porphyry and schist for-

mation similar to that in the Mustang
mine.

H'olfloiii-— .-X new vein 5 ft. wide has

been cut that nin< .it riulit aiicK •; t.i the

main vein.

NvE County—Tonopah

Ji»i Butler— .\ large tonnage of milling

• re is being raised daily. Shipments at

present average 50 tons per week, all this

ore being obtained innn tlie development

work.

Tonofah—Preparations are being made
to reopen the Red Plume shaft, near the

Midway. The electric hoist is in place,

and the gallows frame and shaft are to be

thoroughly repaired. The hoists on the

Mizpah and Silver Top claims are kept

busy day and night raising a large tonnage

that is going forward to the smelters and
mills.

Pennsylvania

Bituminous Co.\l

Pittsburg Coal Company—This com-
pany makes the following statement for

the half-year ended June 30:

1906. 1907. Changes.

.... »'i,3«4.123 $2,e'25,10'.l I. $140,687E&rDlDKti.

Depl*»tlon of coal
Ulanils $ 369.844 $ 351.880 D. $ 17,964
Deprtvtatlon o t

plant 5«8.184 494,824 D. 13.260
Interest on bonds SBS.aiS 650,293 D. 37,765

Total charges.. $1,526,086 $1,397,097 D. $128,989

Net earnings... $ 858.336 $1,128,012 I. $269,616

There was a decrease of 407,614 tons in

coal mined, but an increase of 27,427 tons

in coke made.

South Carolina

Cherokee County

Ross—Another carload of tin ore has

been shipped from this mine, near Gaff-

ney. The orebody is located on a tract of

890 acres owned by S. S. Ross. About
60,000 lb. of ore have been shipped from

the mine, which is worked by means of a

150-ft. sha^f.

South Dakota

Custer County

Canton—The machinery for the con-

centrator is being set up. and the company
will soon resume work in its gold mine.

St. Louis—The .American Mica Com-
pany has taken over this property on a

bond, and has commenced unwatering and

developing. The mine is 7 miles east of

Custer.

Lawrence County

Beaver Creek—'\hc first steam dredge

ever used in the Black Mills is being in-

stalled for phicer work on the company's

1000 acres in the Bear Gulch district.

Gilt Edge ;l/iii'(/—Superintendent R. N.

Ogden is conferring with stockholders on

plans for early resumption. The prop-

erty has been idle since the first of the

year.

Pluma—A cyanide annex is being built

on the 40-stamp mill. A vein said to be

the mother lode of the Homestake vein,

has been encountered.

Pennington County

Cochran—This property, south of Roch-
ford, is developing a large body of free-

milling and cyaniding ore. A small Hunt-
ington rfiill treats the ore during the sum-
mer months.

Utah

Juab County

Tintic Ore Shipments—From the Tin-

tic district for the week ending July 26,

132 carloads of ore were shipped : Ajax,

2; Beck Tunnel, 8; Carisa, 4; Colorado,

6; Centennial Eureka, 44; Eagle & Blue

Bell, 3; Godiva, 2; Grand Central, 6;

Gemini, 5; Lower Mammoth, 10; Laclede,

i; Mammoth, 11; May Day, 3; Scranton,

7; Swansea, i; Tintic Iron, 4; Uncle Sam
Consolidated, 5; Victor Cons ilidated, 2;

Yankee Consolidated, 4.

Loiver Mammoth—The management of

this company has ordered a larger elec-

tric hoist, and will open the mine below
the 1700 level.

Salt Lake County

City Rocks—The management reports

the strike of another high-grade shoot of

ore in this property at Alta.

Canada

British Columbia—Atun District

Atlin Consolidated Mining Company—
This Guggenheim organization has com-
menced the season's work on Tar flats,

where it last year installed a 70-ton Bu-
cyrus steam shovel capable of handling

3000 cu.yd. of gravel per day.

Pine Creek—J. M. Ruffner's steam

ditcher machinery, weighing about 30

tons, has been received and placed on a

scow. More laborers are required to op-

erate the plant.

Spruce Creek—A gold nugget weighing

56 oz. was found on June 23 on unoccu-

pied ground covered with tailings.

British Columbia—Boundary District

British Columbia Copper Company—

A

new record was made at this company's

smelting works during the last week in

June, when 13,647 tons of ore were

smelted. Of this quantity 9209 tons came

from the company's mines ; the remainder

was custom ore.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore from
the Cobalt camp for the week ending July

20 were as follows: Coniagas, 275,180 lb.

;

Hudson Bay, 45. 170: Nipissing, 63,550;

Silver Queen, 87,000; Silver Leaf, 43,518;

total, 514,418 pounds.

Cochrane—A vein containing large

quantities of native silver has been en-

countered 5 ft. below the surface.

Mexico

Zacatecas

Proaiio—L. H. Taylor, Jr., No. 2030
Land Title Building, Philadelphia, Penn.,

informs the Journal that he has secured

control of these famous old mines at

Fresnillo.

Africa

Rhodesia

The gold output reported for June was

54,918 oz. bullion, being 2250 oz. more
than in May, and 7254 oz. more than in

June, 1906. For the half-year ended June
30 the total was 264,466 oz. bullion in

1906, and 291,775 oz. in 1907; an increase

of 27,309 oz. The bullion reported this

year was equal to 259,670 oz. fine gold, or

$5,367,379 in value.

Europe

Spain

A special report from Cartagena, Spain,

states that the drainage product for that

part of the iron sierra known as the Llano

del Beal, where many rich mines are un-

able to work beyond a certain depth, ow-
ing to the water, has hitherto not been

the success that was anticipated, owing

to unexpected difficulties and unending

flow of water. The syndicate that was
formed to undertake the work on pay-

ment of a royalty on the production from

the mines within the zone affected, has

decided to study some further project

for reducing the water.

South America

Chile

Compania Mincra de Gatico—This com-

pany, which has its offices at Santiago and

its works at Gatico, Chile, is the successor

of the Sociedad de Minas y Fundiciones

de Gatico, a company which had previous-

ly absorbed several smaller concerns, in-

cluding the operations owned by Artola

Huos, Gatico and Cobija. The present re-

duction works include one 36x84-in. water-

jacket furnace and a cylindrical converter,

the capacity being 100 tons of bar cop-

per per month. A new furnace, 38x144

in., is nearly completed, and will double

the producing capacity. George W. Wa-
ters, Gatico, Chile, is manager of the

company.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Nnv York, July 31—The strength

whicli has been displayed in the Atlantic

seaboard bituminous trade has been rec-

ognized by consumers and these are en-

deavoring to lay in a large portion of

their winter supply. At the same time

supplies of coal arc large and transpor-

tation both on land and water is good,

there being no delays due to storms or

fogs and accordingly large supplies of

coal are going forward to the consumer

which will undoubtedly cause the present

demand to ease off. No one is looking

for dullness in the trade from now on

and the feature remains, as in the past,

the unusual condition in water transpor-

tation. A few in the trade still contend

that there must be a reaction in the price

of water freights but it seems to be the

general consensus of opinion that prices

will not materially react. Along the

Sound there seems to be a shortage of

vessel tonnage due to the fact that barge

transportation companies are seeking out-

side freights which are higher.

The markets throughout the middle

West show strength, although transac-

tions are on a small scale.

In the South there seems to be no di-

minishing in activity and pfices hold firm.

The anthracite market is dull and shows

little activity except in small steam sizes.

CoAL-TRAFFIC NoTES

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

July 20, were as .follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Antbrsclte 2.:n-.7i3 .1.106,737 I. 769 014

Bituminous 17.H6.MM M.Si-l.lOS I. 3.683.591

O.ke 6984 699 7.734 99,'. I. 750,296

Tot*l 26.468.026 31.670.927 I. .->.20'i.901

The total increase this year was 19.7

per cent.

New York

Anthracite

July 31—The market for prepared sizes

is dull and tminteresting, there being no

special features to report. However,

the trade in small steam sizes seems to be

brisk and supply is fairly well up to the

demand. Aug. 1 will see an increase of

IOC. per ton on prepared sizes which will

then be as follows: Broken. $4.65; egg,

stove and chestnut, $4-90 Small sizes

•will remain as formerly at $3 for pea;

$250 for buckwheat; $i.9«S>2 for rice

and buckwheat No. 2; $i.50(a>i.6o for

barley ; all f.o.b.. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The tone of the Atlantic seaboard soft-

coal trade continues strong, and there

seems to be a good demand for coal with

a fairly large supply. Freight rates to

the far East continue at their former high

level. Trade in the far East is ex-

tremely active and the list of orders in

the hands of shippers does not grow less

and some urgency is noted upon a small

proportion of these orders. More small

craft seem to be reaching the lower ports

than heretofore, but this is limited in

character and a proportion of light craft

and small tonnage will have to be shipped

from New York harbor shipping ports.

Trade along the Sound is growing in ac-

tivity, especially with the higher grades

of coal.

New York harbor trade is the dullest

of any point on tide-water, yet the de-

mand absorbs all the coal coming forward

and fair grades of coal find a market

when not already placed ; the amount of

unplaced coal is not large because pro-

ducers do not care to take the chance

of being caught with much coal on this

market. Good grades of steam coal

can be bought at or about $2.60 f.o.b.

New York harbor shipping ports. All-

rail trade continues to be dull, and stocks

are fairly intact. Transportation from

mines to tide is good although the trans-

portation records this year are not as

good as last year. Car supply is up to all

demands.

There is practically no change in the

coastwise vessel market, and freights are

quoted from Philadelphia to Boston,

Salem and Portland, $1.10; to Ly/in, New-
buryport, Bath, Gardiner and Bangor,

$1.25; to Portsmouth, $1.15; to the

Sound, 90C. ; with towages where usual.

Birmingham

July 29—All the mining companies in

.Alabama have contracts on hand which

will keep them busy for some time, and

no delays are experienced in the oper-

ation of the mines. The Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company is pushing the

work at the mines looking to the largest

possible output. Good prices obtain for

coal in this State. The railroads are pay-

ing $1.72, and more per ton for coal at

the mines against 95c.@$i.io eight years

ago. Miners are greatly in demand.

Coke is again very -trong, and all of-

ferings are quickly takeii at good prices.

More inquiries are being received here for

coke and the indications point to the pro-

duction for several months ahead being

covered before the summer is over.

Chicago .

July 29—The wholesale coal market ^

continues quiet but firm. Much coal from

western mines, that in former summers
was shipped to Chicago, is now finding

other markets, and the local demand is ,

larger than ever before. Eastern coals I
are quiet. Anthracite sales are increas- I
ing as is natural for the end of the month, I
but are not heavy, and the market fore-

sees the same rush for anthracite with

the coming of cool weather. Considerable

Eastern coal is being stored, and the mar-

ket for Eastern products is in general

fairly satisfactory to dealers.

Fine coals from Illinois and Indiana

mines are in greatest demand, but ship-

ments are so large that prices are no

higher than last week. Run-of-mine

brings $i.6s(S)-2: screenmgs sell for $1.25

@I.5S, and such lump and egg as finds a

market is quoted at $i.7S@2.6s. The har-

vesting trade uses much of the better

grades of Western coals.

Hocking is firm at $3.15, Youghiogheny
brings $3.30 for three-quarter inch and
Pittsburg No. 8 is at $2.90 for l54-inch.

the demand for the latter two kinds being

light. Smokeless is said to be holding up

well to the circular prices of $3.35 for

run of mine, and $3.65 for lump. There is

little Eastern coal seeking a market to

escape demurrage.

Cleveland

July 24—The local coal market is show-
ing soft spots in prices. The trouble does

not seem to lie with any overplus in the

city, but with the heavy supplies and over-

production at the mines. Pittsburg No. 8

slack is quoted 40@soc. at mines, making
the local price $i.30@i.40 on track.

Dealers admit transactions at lower fig-

ures on special sales. Cambridge slack is

particularly weak, with a number of sales

reported during the week at $i.25@i.30.

The lake trade in coal is unusually heavy,

but there are indications that consumers

up-lake are well stocked up.

Coke shows a slight improvement.

Large interests have held out for ad-

vanced prices and the result has been an

improvement in spot deliveries. Furnace

is quoted at $2.25^2.50 and foundry at

$3@3-50 tor last half delivery.
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Indianapolis

July JQ—The railroad companies in In-

diana have sent out men to induce tlie

people along their lines to store coal dur-

ing the summer months and not wait un-

til winter, when the roads may be una-

ble to furnish cars sufficient for the de-

mand.

The "check-off" of $8 a man from the

pay roll of the 300 miners at the New
Summit mine, near Linton, on account of

the stampede strike for eight days in vio-

lation of the State agreement, has aroused

much bitterness and only 10 per cent, of

the men accepted their pay with the de-

duction. Those refusing to accept their

pay envelops threaten to bring suit for

collection. This action, however, is being

discouraged by the miners' officials, for

the reason if the individual miners go
into court and break any part of the State

agreement between the miners and opera-

tors, it might be an entering wedge for

the operators to annul any feature of the

agreement which is distasteful to them.

Pittsburg, 4692 cars ; to points west of

Conncllsvillc, 86o<) cars; to points east

of Connellsville, 896 cars.

Pittsburg

July 30—The coal market shows but lit-

tle change compared with last week.

Prices remain firm on a basis of $1.20 for

mine-run coal at the mine, but slack con-

tinues weak. Sales this week have been

made around 40c. a ton. The Mononga-
liela River Consolidated Coal and Coke
Company made some additional shipments

to the lower ports during the week and
all the mines are busy. The Pittsburg-

Buffalo Company expects to be taking

coal out of the new Rachel shaft early in

August. The shafts being sunk by this

company are the largest coal shafts in

the world. A strike of about 2,000 min-

ers in the Youghiogheny field is seriously

restricting the production of the Pitts-

burg Coal Company. The men were

called out by the United Mine Workers
for the alleged reason that the annual

agreement was being violated.

The Pittsburg Coal Company makes
the following statement of coal and coke

production for the half-year ended June

.30:

Plttsbarg Die..
Hocking DIs...

Total miDi'd.

Coke made

1906. 1907. Changes.
8.70T.073 8.374.965 D. 332.108
682,777 607.271 D. 75.506

9.389,850 8,982.236 D.

216.771 •244.198 I.

407.614

27,427

This shows a decrease of 4.3 per ceni.

in coal, but an increase of 12.6 per cent,

in coke.

Conncllsvillc Coke—There are no

new developments in the coke mar-

ket this week. Prices continue firm

on the basis of $2.50 to $2.75 for stand-

ard Connellsville coke and $3 to $3.25 for

foundry coke, for any delivery. The
Courier in its summary for the week
gives the production at 405,107 tons in

Tjoth fields. The shipments amounted to

14.197 cars distributed as follows: To

Foreign Coal Trade

Imports and exports of coal in Bel-

gium for the six months ended June 30

were, in metric tons

:

I luportH

:

Coal
C4lkO
Iirlqueu

lliOil. 1907. CliaoeOB.

.. 2.602.G00 2,M<'.l.leu D. 1.1,510

183.307

64.486
ISt.IMl I. 1.644
77.488 I. 12.1(72

Total 2.850,45.1 2.8515511 I. 1.106

Exports

:

Coal 2.45:1.441 2.246,529 D. 20fl.',il'J

Coke 4'i8.3)<0 418.82;) I). »,5,"p7

Brli|U0t8 2rj(C.1) 214.000 1. 1,986

Total 3,093,841 2,879.358 1). 214.483

The imports and exports nearly balance

each other ; the total excess of exports

this year being only 27,999 to"s, against

243,388 tons last year.

Iron Trade Review

Net earnlnitg fur (juarler |4S,S03,T05

Ih'liri-fliitlou, rfnervi', elo |U,72;i,J!JO
Inli'ri'Ht nnil aloklOK fund U,Oa(l,nOS
[>lvl<l<-iidM ^,84U,43a
Spc'c-lal Apiiroprlatluua 1U,B(M),OUO

Total |<12,00a,02a

rinal Hurplui $3,407,080

The dividends paid were $6,304,919 on

preferred and $2,541,513 on common
Slock. Of the special appropriations for ad-

ditional property, new plants, construction

and discharge of capital obligations the

sum of $10,000,000 was for cacistrurlion

work in connection with the new Gary
r.nd Duluth plants.

The earnings for the half-year ended

June 30 compare with last year as fol-

lows :

r.ioii. 19117. ClianKen.

First quarter.. He fi:i4.4'.>o »39 12-2.192 I. r.'.4H8.oi«

Second quart'r 40.125,0:t3 45 S0J,70J 1. 6.378.672

The suspension of operations in the ore

fields is cutting down production and
shipments at the rate of about 1,000,000

tons a week but the loss will not prove
serious as at the rate of shipments last

month it is estimated that fully 45,000,-

000 tons would have been brought down
this season compared with 38,500,000 tons

Ust year. It is conceded now that this

great tonnage will not be needed and the

loss of a few million tons will not be

felt. The strike came at a time when
pig iron was declining and it had the ef-

fect of temporarily checking the decline.

In the South business is dull on new
contracts, but production is being pushed

along as much as possible. It is reported

that some Northern consumers are con-

sidering entering the Alabama market for

spot iron. The middle West is not ac-

tive although the furnaces are making all

the iron they can.

Pig Iron Production—The American .

Iron and Steel Association reports the

production of pig iron in the United States

for the half-year ended June 30 as fol-

lows, in long tons ; comparison being

made with the first half of last year

:

1906. 1907. Cbauges.
Coke & anthracite. I2.3'.i.-i.l79 13,272,248 I. S77.069
Charcoal Iron. 207.7'i2 205,796 D. l,9-i6

Total... . . 12.602,901 13,178.044 1. 875,143

The total increase lliis year over the

first half of 1906 was 6.9 per cent. The
gain was wholly in coke iron, charcoal

iron production being practically station-

ary. As compared with the second half

of 1906—when the output was 12,704,290

tons—there was an increase of 773,754

tons, or 6.1 per cent. Fuller comment on

these figures is reserved until next week.

United States Steel Corporation—The
preliminary statement for the quarter

ended June 30 shows income account as

follows

:

Halt year.... t76.759.523 $84.620 197 I. $7.H«6,674

The unfilled orders on the books on

July I amounted to 7,603,878 tons of ma-

terial ; which compares with 8,043,858

tons on April i ; 8,489,718 tons on Jan.

1 ; and 6,809,589 tons on July 1 of last

year. The board declared the usual divi-

dends of i^ per cent, on preferred and

o]i per cent, on common stock.

Baltimore

July 3(#—Imports for the week included

1681 tons ferromanganese, 1584 tons spie-

geleisen and 605 casks ferrosilicon. One
cargo of manganese ore, 5000 tons, ar-

rived from Brazil. Receipts of iron ore

were 17,000 tons from Cuba.

Birmingham
^

July 29—Alabama pig iron is quiet, but

the future prospects are looking better.

Reports circulated here during the past

week were to the effect that consumers,

getting their iron heretofore from North-

ern furnaces, were considering the advis-

ability of jumping into the Southern field

and taking up all the spot iron they could

locate, and also making contracts for de-

liveries during the next six months. The

iron manufacturers are getting out all

iron possible in order that when the time

comes for the handling of the cotton

crop there will be no delay.

The differences or fight between the

.\malgamated Association of Iron and Steel

Workers and Sons of Vulcan, the unions

among the puddlers, will cause a shutting

down of the Birmingham rolling mills

( Tennessee-Republic) earlier than was

intended. The Sons of Vulcan still insist

on a contract being given them, which

has been refused by the company. There

is a fairly good demand for finished iron

. nd steel at good prices.

Chicago

July 2g—The market for pig iron con-

tinues very quiet, with no signs of radical

weakening, but rather a slight increase in
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the business being contracted for on fu-

ture deliveries. Sales of quick-delivery

iron are small and scattering. Inquiries

are numerous for iron to be delivered in

the first quarter of 1908, indicating a

probabilit>- of good contract business in

the near future. Iron and steel products

in general are dull, the nearest approach

to activity being in the structural iron

trade.

Southern No. 2 foundry iron brings $20

Birmingham ($24.35 Chicago) for the last

quarter of 1907, and $18.50(0)19 for the

first quarter of 1908. Quick-delivery iron

brings $2C@2t Birmingham. Northern

No. 2 is at $25 for last-quarter deliveries,

'

with 1908 iron about $24, and third-quar-

ter deliveries, $25.50.

Coke is quiet, but a trifle stronger, with

contract business increasing. Connclls-

ville 72-hour brings $5.75, and West Vir-

ginia 72-hour, 25@35c. lower than Con-

nellsvillc.

Philadelphia

July 31—More uncertainty prevails this

week as to what pig-iron prices are likely

to be for winter delivery. Both basic and

bessemcr iron have weakened, but pro-

ducers decline to admit that the weak-

ness is permanent. Foundry iron has

weakened. This was immediatelj* followed

by a number of orders, indicating a fair

demand. Forge is also weaker. No. 2 is

quoted at $22.5o@23 ; forge, $20.50@2i

;

basic, $22, and low phosphorus, $27.50.

Steel Billets—Business has been done

at ^^2. The present policy seems to be to

go slowly as to covering. The actual con-

sumption is heavy, and there is consider-

able new business.

Bar Iron—Early and spot deliveries are

more numerous in small lots, ranging

from i.85(S;'2c.

Sheet Iron—.\n excellent demand, both

in large and small lots, is again reported,

and the situation is strong.

Pifes and Tubes—The mills keep filled

up with large orders for merchant pipe,

but very little new business has been done

in tubes.

Plates—Large car-building orders have

been placed and mills are asked to bid on

work. The orders are to be placed at once.

Structural Material—The State mills

arc gathering in a good deal of business

for fall construction, for which outside

prices are charged. Prices, it is said, are

shaded as usual on heavy orders.

Scrap—The scrap market is quiet and

buyers have disappeared. No. i steel

scrap is offered at $17.50. Railroad at $19,

machinery scrap at $19.

Pittsburg

July 30—There have been no transac-

tions in pig iron of any consequence as it

is believed there will be a decided decline

in prices when the trouble in the Lake

Superior ore regions is adjusted. A set-

tlement is confidently expected to be

made before the end of the week. No
concessions are to be made to the strikers

and men who refuse to return to work

under the old conditions will be dropped,

and their places will be taken by new

men. It is known that the United States

Steel Corporation has a large number of

men at various works that are available

for the ore regions. At the Ohio works

of the Carnegie Steel Company it is esti-

mated nearly 3000 men have been engaged

during the past few months as laborers,

and most of them can be spared. The

new men are foreigners, and were em-

ployed upon their arrival in this country,

and sent to different parts of the country,

where they could be of service and also

available in the event of trouble.

There is no change in the markets for

finished steel products, and the mills are

still well filled with orders and specifica-

tions on old contracts are satisfactory.

The hearing of arguments before the

board of conciliation in the wage dispute

of the Republic Iron and Steel Company

and the Amalgamated Association of

Iron, Steel and Tin Workers closed to-

day. The sessions began last Wednesday

at Cambridge Springs, Penn. It is likely

the board will make an award within the

coming week, and that an agreement will

be reached on the basis of last year's

scale.

Pig Iron—Late last week a sale of 1500

tons of bessemer pig iron was made for

prompt delivery at $22.50, Valley furnaces,

and this price may be regarded as the

maximum for August delivery. It was

learned during the week that the United

States Steel Corporation has offered to

take 15,000 tons of bessemer for August

at a flat price of $22, Valley furnaces, and

negotiations are pending. About 1000

tons of No. 2 foundry iron were sold dur-

ing the week at the same price as besse-

mer, $22.50, Valley furnaces, but some

.
large producers refuse to quote less than

$23.50. No transactions in gray forge

are noted and the price is nominal at the

last sale several weeks ago, $22.90, Pitts-

burg.

Steel—The market remains about the

same as last week, and shipments of bil-

lets continue to improve. Bessemer bil-

lets are firm at $30 and open-hearth at

$3i.50@32. Plates remain at 1.70c., and

steel bars at l.6oc.

Sheets—Specifications on contracts are

very heavy, but new business is light.

Black sheets are still quoted at 2.60c., and

galvanized at 3.7SC. for No. 28 gage. The

decline in spelter has prevented the con-

templated advance in galvanized sheets.

Ferro-Manganese—The market is quiet

but prices remain unchanged, prompt

ferro being quoted at $65 in small lots,

and for future delivery prices range from

$6i@62 a ton.

Metal Market

NEW YORK, July 31.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

At all United States Ports In June and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess,

Gold;

June 1907.. $23,872,140 » 2.140.769 Exp. $21,731,371
" 1906 . 3,266,392 2,309.080 887.312

Yearl907.. 36,.-i00.732 21,444,074 • 14,8.')6.658

" 1906.. 31,610,714 62,637,778 Imp. 30,927,064

Silver:
Juno 1907.. 6.360,5!l'.l 3,448,712 Exp. 1,911,887

•• 1906.. 4.518,;)86 3,760,012 768,374

Yoar 1907.. 33,437.227 22,367,777 „ 11,069,450

.. 1906.. 29,219,209 23,676,828 6,642,381

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending July 27 and years from Jan. 1.

Period.
Gold. Sliver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906
1905

28',864',i25

6,903,003
37,919.443

t 69,387
6,486,030

46,042.245
S4S.44r.

$ 923.680
26,653,057
35,8.50,648

18,480,684

$ 12,434
1,119,008
1,240,894
2,273,513

There was no gold exported for the week

;

the silver went chiefly to London. Imports
for the week, both gold and silver, were from
the West Indies and Panama.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending July 27 shows loans $1,123,-

163,700, an increase of $17,913,700; depos-

its, $1,095,772,900, an increase of $22,781,-

600, as compared with the previous week.

Reserve accounts show

:

Specie $194,450,900 $210,461,500

Legal tenders 89,470,800 72,750,400

Total cash $283,921,700 $283,201,900

Surplus $18,892,476 $ 9,268,675

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows an increase of $170,600

as compared with the previous week.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, July 27, are reported as below,

in dollars

:

GoM. silver.

Ass'd New York
England _.

.

France
Germany
Spain
Netherlands....
Belgium
Italy
Russia
Aust.-Hungary.
Sweden

$182,249,
662,242
171,765,

77,915,

28,6:19,

16,176,

163,300,

.584,481),

127,720,

20,690,

,145

,996 $196,749,030
,000 47,600.000

128,.530,000

28,811,500
8,088,336

23,102,000
33.640.000
61,945,000

000
,600

665
,000

,000

000
,000

Total.

$210,451,600
182,249,145
768.992,026
219,:t55,0U0

206,445,000
57,461,000
24,266,000

186,402,000
618,020,000
189.665,000
20,690,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are

from the cables to the Commercial and

Financial Chronicle of New York.

The Treasury Department has bought

200,000 oz. silver for the Mint ; 100,000

oz. at 6g,42ic., delivered at New York,

and 100,000 oz. at 69.84c., delivered at

New Orleans.

Shipments of silver from London to the
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East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to July 18:

Other Metali

1906. 1907.

India £ 9,886 9«S £6.730,174 D. £ 3,lI>U,78tl

Chink 110.600 11. lUi.(XX)

airalu 1,7M 644,013 I. M'J.'.I^'.'

Total £10,005,313 £7.2S0.186 D. £ •J,;a5,li"

Imports for the week were ii8o,ooo, all

•m New York. Exports were ii6oo

Egypt and £170.100 to India; £171,700

in all.

Imports and exports of gold and silver

at the port of San Francisco for the half-

year ended June 30 are reported as be-

low :

Imports : CuId Bullion Total

Oold $733,321
Silver 102.346
Exports

Gold 2.200
Silver 577.986

$1,300,042
1.578,655

3,456
745.835

$2,041,363
1,081,091

5,656
1,323,821

The export movement has been light

this year.

The movement of gold and silver in

Great Britain for the half-year ended

June 30 is reported as follows:

Gold : 1906. 1907.

Imports £23.036,1191 £23.447.012

Eltx.rts 17.561,343 17,561,849

Excess, Importe f .5,475,648 £ 5,885.163

Slivt"r:

Imports £10.337 ,7.-il £ 8.908,993

Exports ll,a'iO,M0 9,169,210

Excess, exports £ 713,189 £ 360,217

Of the silver imported this year £5,718,-

45S, or 64.1 per cent of the total, came

from the United States.

The movement of gold and silver in

France for the five months ended May
31, is reported as follows:

QoM:
Imports
Exports

1906. 1907

Fr. 316,272.000 Fr,
86 029,000

95,069,000
73,lffl.OOO

Excess, Imports.

,

Silver

:

Fr. 229,343,000 Fr. 21.946,000

Imports.
Exports..

68,821.000
63,687.000

66.657,000
63,012,000

Excess, Imports

.

Ft. 5,1:J4,000 Fr. 3,645,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins were

45,000 fr. in 1906, and 40,000 fr. in 1907;

exports were 119.000 fr. in 1906, and 150,-

000 fr. this year.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Mexican dollars 10.54 J0.5C

PentTlan soles and Chilean O.49I4 0.50,^

Vict<irla sovereigns 4.85 4.87

Twentyfrancs 3.80 3.86

Sp&nlsh 25 pesetas 4.78i; 4.80

SILTEB A>1> STEELING EXCHANGE.

S^

SUver.
1

J
SUver.

i!
a" b"

.

K >;
= 6

>.

B 3

m&3
; a

c £

3
•9 ^& ss 32 9 S3 i£
11 4.8690 68\- 31

S

29 4.8720 69'. 31H
.« 4.8716 69 31V 30 4.882S C9,S 31

U

4^ 4 8715 69'. 31JJ 31 4.87;, 69>i 31

U

New York quotations are for fine silver.

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Copper. Tin. Lead. HiMilUtr.

.

A a £ .n

k.

11
.a
52
5 <•

k*

ll

u *3
1.^ s s £s no

31 30*4
ISM^ ®30V 94 41 {.35 6.05 6.80

21 20 ><

mi\ (SrMH 92 40 >t S.38 B.go B.76

21 30
021 '. fsruiii 40 ^i 6.25 6.90 6.76

21 20 5.S5 5.70

ffl2IS (Srioti 90 40 t.35 ®5.90 ©6.76

21 20 6.85 5.70

©21s (snoa 87 40 6.3S (2)5.90 ©5.76

21 20 6.85 5.70

(3»1S (Stiua 86 40 S.36 05.90 ©B.7S

London iiuotatlons arc per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, which Is now tbc equiva-
lent of the former g.m.b's. The New York
quotations lor electroytlc copper are for
cakes. Ingots or wlrebars, and represent the
bulk of the transactions as made with con-
sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of
cathodes Is 0.125c. below that of electrolytic.

The load prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Iteflnlng Company for

near-by shipments of desilverized lead in 50-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brands; special

brands command a premium.

Co/>/'er—There is little or no change

from last week, and the market continues

exceedingly dull. Buyers still hold back,

being apparently reluctant to begin,

though their stocks are diminishing in

volume from day to day, and must soon

be exhausted. This stagnant condition of

the market is causing a great deal of con-

cern. Orders on the part of domestic con-

sumers, as already intimated, are not

forthcoming, in spite of lower prices

quoted from day to day, at which, how-

ever, some small business is being done

for export. There have been rumors of

a reduction in price on the part of one of

the large producers, but this has as yet

not been officially confirmed. The mar-

ket closes weak at 2i@2ij4c. for Lake

copper; 20@2O}4c. for electrolytic in in-

gots, cakes and wirebars; I9j4@i9j4c. for

casting.

The expectation of lower prices for re-

fined sorts has induced a great deal of

selling in the London standard market,

causing a sharp break in both spot and

three months' options, which close weak
at £86 and £82 los. respectively.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote: English tough, £90; best selected,

£94; strong sheets, £100.

Exports of copper from New York for

the week were 1087 tons. Our special

correspondent reports the shipments from

Baltimore for the week at 822 lorfg tons.

Copper Sheets—The base price of cop-

per sheets is now 28c. per pound.

Copper Wire—The base price for sizes

from No. oooo to No. 8 is now 2454®
-SVa^- per pound.

Tin—The market has been exceedingly

uninteresting, with no business, practi-

cally. The London market was rather

weak and i|iii>tatiuns to domestic con-

sumers were made on basis of importation

prices. Spot tin is quoted at 40c., while

the London market closes easy at £182 for

spot, £181 for three months.

Lead—The quotation for desilverized

lead remains unchanged at S.25C. New
York. Independent sellers are quoting

considerably below the price of the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company, and

it is reported ihat business has taken place

in St. Louis at sc, against 5.i7!'ic., the

price for desilverized.

The London market is easing up and

supplies are reported as being more plen-

tiful. .The close is steady at £19 los. for

Spanish lead, £19 12s. 6d. for English

lead.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John

Wahl Commission Company reports as

follows : Lead is dull, with very little do-

ing. Prices are nominally sc for Mis-

souri brands.

Spanish Lead Afarket—Messrs Har-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of July 15 : The price

of pig lead has been 97 reales per quintal

;

silver, 14 reales per ounce and exchange
28.16 pesetas to £1. The price of lead,

on current exchange, is equal to £19 ss.

6d. per long ton, f.o.b. Cartagena. Ex-
ports for this week were 100 tons desil-

verized lead to Liverpool.

Spelter—The decline in the market has

not yet been checked. Consumers as-

sume a waiting attitude, being well sup-

plied for some weeks ahead. The close

is easy at 5.85@5.90c. New York, 5.70®

5 75c. St. Louis.

Reports from abroad are altogether of

a similar character, and a further decline

brought the quotation down at the close

to £23 2s. 6d. for good ordinaries, £23,

ys. 6d. for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is now
^35 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

60-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive; widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive ; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

hiclusivc. The freight rate to New York
is 27.50c. per 100 lb.

Spanish Zinc Ore Market—Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of July 15, that the

market is quiet. Shipments for the week
were 4850 tons blende to Antwerp.

Antimony—The market remains quiet

and buying is from "hand to mouth." It

is reported that the situation abroad is

better and that prices are inclined to be

higher. Quotations are iKgiiJ'ic. for

Cookson's ; io@io;'2 for Hallett's
; 9%®

10/4 for ordinary brands.

Nickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 4Srt?soc. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50(S;<J5C., same delivery.
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Quickiiher—Current prices in New
York are $41 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $4J for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $3S@39 pcr

flask, according to quantities, for domes-

tic orders, and $37@37-50 ior export. The

London price is £7 per flask, but £6 i6s.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Platinunt—A further advance has

taken place in tlie platinum market, but

as before no definite reason is ascribed

by the refiners. It is probable that the

scrap, which was thrown on the market

in such large quantities when prices were

at their maximum, has been nearly used

up, creating a temporary scarcity of the

metal. At any rate the demand does not

seem to be extraordinary, and would

hardly account for the rise. Quotations

are as follows: Ordinary metal, $28:

hard metal, $29.50; scrap is quoted at $22

@23 per ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., July 27—The highest price

paid for zinc ore was $50 on an assay base

of $45@47.so per ton of 60 per cent. zinc.

It is reported that one bin sold on a base

price of $48. The average price was

$45-54.

The highest settling price for lead was

$62, ranging down to $60 for best grades,.

but one choice bin of this mineral was

sold for Monday's delivery at $64 per ton.

The average price was $59.80.

The company that has been purchasing

heavily and holding up prices, this week
dropped $1 per ton on its base offerings,

and although a heavy shipper from last

week's purchases, bought little ore this

week.

Output conditions are no less favorable

than at the beginning of the month, the

large new mills started being offset by a

decrease in other quarters. Some mines

have been placed on single shifts, and a

number are running short-handed from
lack of men. An Idaho man is in Joplin

now booking the best miners for situa-

tions in the Coeur d'Alenes mines.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
of lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending July 27:

zinc, lb. Leail.lb.i Value.

Webb Clt7-Carl«mile.
Joplin
Oftlena
Alba-Nivlt city
On. unit"
Du9liw*<c
Prosperity
Granby
Anrora
flpurffoon
ItAxtf«r Rprlnfcs
rnvt. springs
Wnniworth
Stole City
BArc<'Zl(<

ZInclle
Plnyter

a.MS.Kio
2.730,180
1,000,300

944,!>G0

fiOl.SOO

442,430
6*0,01)0

430,710
MS.irjO
H,470
M,130
86,180
63,890
«9.mo
46.M0
40,6X0

Totala.. . : 11,963,840

879,7a0l$119,075

294,770 74,377
130,2301

'

35,720
8",390i

71,4701

20.000
17.900,

611,120

00,360

27.280
a.3,131

15.160
14.MH
12,641

9,000
8,62(1

6.2Sr>

3,489
2,024
1,894

1,449
1,411
1,183

966

1 ,6fl9,4;iOl $.322,429

Seron months 3«3,0r;3,.3<iO 64,852,.100tlu,im,3lG

zinc Talue. tb» week, •2T2,n02: 30 weeks, $8,4M.6X'i
Lead value, tbe week, 49,927 : 30 weeks, 2,149,791

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

t.-iMo

:

.'JN. . 'Kl, A 1
lori 1 N. LEAD QBE AT JOPUN.

Moillh. I'.UHl, i;iin. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.r>8

44. K!

40.51
43.83
43.25
43 6(!

42.58
41.56
44.13
43.68

45.84
47.11
48. (u;

48.24
46 08
44.82
4,'i.79

.January ...

February ..

March
April.
May
Juno
July
August
September.
October
November..
December.

.

Year

76.20
72.83
73 73
76.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
76.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79 76
79.86
73.66
68.18

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Platteville, Wis., July 27—The ore

market held its own this week both by

a good production and also in price, 60

per cent, zinc selling at $48. All the ore

produced has been sold, leaving no sur-

plus in the bins. Lead is still off and

as stated last week is expected to stay at

$29 per 1000 lb. for some time to come.

The ore-bins are full as the producers

refuse to sell while the market is so low.

There have been several new contracts

let the last week for new mills to be

built in this district, and new strikes of

ore are being made daily, all tending to

make this district rank among the fore-

most in the northwest.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending July

27, 1907:

Camps. Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

Platteville 76.460
Benton 3)2.060
Buncombe-Hazel Green,. 302,000 55,000
Linden 341,630
Highland 266,500
Galena 215.000
Mineral Point 162,400
Livingston 145,000 ....

Cuba City 87,400
Barker 69,630
Rewey 66,(K)0

Total tor week 2,062,070 55,000

Year to July 27 69,205,576 2,329,720 335,060

Chemicals

New York, July 31—The general mar-

ket is stationary and the volume of busi-

ness is small. Metallic salts are inac-

tive and are influenced by the reactions

in the metal markets.

Copper Sulphate—The demand for this

salt continues fair with supplies up to all

requirements. There has been no change

in prices, quotations remaining at $7 per

100 lb. for carhDad lots and smaller quan-

tities ruling at $7.25, according to sel-

ler and terms of sale. It is reported

that independent dealers have shaded

carload prices to $6,875 per 100 lb., but

sales at this figure are rare.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is very

strong on the South American coast, but

is rather quiet here. Supplies seem to be

ample for all demands. Prices remain

firm at 2.soc. for 96 per cent, spot deliv-

ery, with 95 per ct-rit. bringing 2.45c.

For 190S delivery these grades are quoted

at 2.47I/2C. and 2.42^c. respectively. Deal-

ers are loath to quote on 1909 salt.

Miining Stocks

New York; July 31—The market has

been decidedly weaker and prices closed

lower than a week ago. Amalgamated

copper sold off during the week and

closed at $88, a net loss of $4. American

Smelting common closed $2.25 lower, at

$114.75, and U. S. Steel common closed

about the same as last week. The feature

of the curb trading was the heavy selling

of Nipissing, by what is believed to be

Boston interests. This stock was attacked

and sold down from io5^ to yj-i. This

was brought about by rumors that the

next dividend would be passed, although

the last dividend was paid only 11 days

ago. This report was emphatically de-

nied from headquarters ; the strike situ-

ation, while clearer, has also had a weak-

ening effect upon the Cobalt stocks. Ne-
vada stocks were active and considerable

business was done in them.

Boston

July 30—The weak position of copper

is reflected in the mining-share market

and liquidation has been noticeable in

spots the past week. Prices in the stock

market are lower for leading shares but

the market is almost entirely professional.

Amalgamated is off $5.62^ to $87.87}^,

Copper Range dropped $2.37}^ to $78, and
North Butte $2.75 to $79.75; Utah Con-
solidated went off $2.25 to $44.50, and

Trinity, after stiffening to $24, fell back to

$21. In some cases slight recoveries are

to be recorded, but they are unim-

portant.

Calumet & Hecla, which hung around

$800, is $2 below this tonight. The com-

pany's annual report was issued July 26.

Arizona Commercial and Shannon have

gone off slightly, while Boston & Corbin

owned and managed by the same people,

has gone up on the curb. Arizona is off

$2.50 to $22.50 and Shannon has lost

$1.25 to. $16. Corbin, on the curb, has

risen $3.25 to $17,875^ with the final to-

night $15.8714. Butte Coalition is off $1

net for the week to $24.25 ; Calumet &
Arizona $2 to $165; Centennial $1.50 to

$28; Franklin $1.50 to $13; Michigan $1

to $13; Old Dominion $2 to $42; Osceola

$1.50 to $126.50; Quincy $3 to $115; Tam-
arack $6 to $101 ; and Wolverine $6.50 to

$157. Nipissing has been heavily sold on

the curb and is off $3.50 to $78754. The
.American Gold Dredging Company, a
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favorite speculation a few years ago, has

been li^iuidated and stockholders are get-

ting a final payment of (joc. a share on

surrender of stock certilicates. There are

90,000 shares outstanding.

8. FRANCISCO July 34l

Colorado Springs

July 27—There has been greater

strengtli in the mining stock market on

the local exchange the past week than

for several months. Trading was con-

fined to the mines list almost exclusively.

The most active traders have been Dante,

Elkton, El Paso, Gold Sovereign and Isa-

bella. Under heavy selling Gold Sov-

ereign showed the most strength. The
entire market seems to have a better tone.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK July 30

Name of Oomp. Olg.

AUskaUlae
Am.Nev.M.iP.Co.
Amalgamated
Anaconda
Balaklala
Brltlsb Col. Cop..
BuCTalo Cobalt
Butte & London..
Butte Coalition. ..

Butte Cop. kZlnc.
Cobalt Contact
Oolonlal Silver
Oum. Ely Mining.
Darls Daly
Dominion Cop
Bl Rayo
Foster Cobalt
Furnace Creek.. .

.

Olroux Mljje
Gold Hill
Oranby, New
Oreene Oold
Oraene a. & S
OreenWr Jt D.Val.
Ouanajuato
Ouggen. Exp
Hanapati
MoElQley Dar
Mlcmac
Mines Co. of Am..
MItcbell Mining..
Mont.Sho. c.(New)
Nev. Ctah M. & S
Newhouse M. ft S
NIplssIng Mines.
Old Hundred
BllTer Queen
Btewan
Tannessee Cop'r.
Union Copper
rtah Apex
West Columbus.

1

56,Si

at.s

13

68

s
8
17.'

"m

76

3H'

H

3.H

"*%

8S
tH

\^

"k
6X
10

N. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt, k Ret.
Am.Sm.4Rer,pI.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel 4 Iron.
Federal M.*S..pt.
Inter. Salt
National Lead
National Lead, pf.
Pittsburg Coal....
Republic I. * s. ..

BepubllcI.AS.,pr.
Sloss-Sheffleld
SUndard Oil
Tenn. C. k I

C. 8. Red. 4 Ref..
U.S. Steel
U.S. Steel.pt
Va. Car. Chem
Va. I. Coal h Coke

U4\
106

3i>i
83
16
59 'i
98

56
300

lOOH
27

ST. LOCIS Julys?

N. ot Com. High. Ix>w.

.\dams
Am. Nettle
Center Cr'li 2
Cent. C.AC. 68
C.C. AC.pd. 81
Cent. oil... 110
Columbia..; 7
Con. Coal... 28
Dee Run.. lliO
Ora. Blmet.
at Joe 17

.80

.03
2.16

68.00'

Ou! HO 00:

oolioo.oo,
00 4.60
00 27.00,

oojiso.oo'
40, .361

001 13.00I

BOSTON July 30

Name ot Comp. Clg,

Adventure
Allouex
Am. Zinc*
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet k Ariz. .

.

Calumet & Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range
Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Boyal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont. C. j: C.(new)
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion*. .

.

Osceola*
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy.
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
I7nlted Cop., com*
D. 8. Oil
V. a. Smg. 4 Ret..
U.S.Sm.i Re..pd..
Utah Copper 1

Victoria '

Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

46
34
6

is'
26',-

1(»
798
28
.46
78

15V
IS
ir,'.

i»\

13 S

80X

42Ji
12s

116

6X
3>i

16?,'

102
21 Ji

62 »i

lOJi

48X
«S
45

57

1>4

•Ex. Div. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Superior 4 Pitts.

.

Troy Man

6«
9
10

8K
2'»

If.
.49

10
KH
IK

LONDON July 31

Name ot Com. Clg.

Dolores £1 7s fid

Stratton'slnd. 2 6

Camp Bird.... 10 9
Esperanza 1 2 3 11)
Tomboy

|
1 11 3

Bl Oro 1 8 9
Orovllle 016 fi

Somera '

1 6 3

Utah Apex.... 16
Arlz.Cop.,ptd. 3 3 1

Arlz.Cop.,det.. 3 2 3

Cabled through Hay-
den, Stone k Co., N. T.

Name ot Cnmp. Olg

ComrrocK btooks
Belcher
llKBl k lielcher.

.

Caledonia
Cliollar
Cou. I'al. k V»
Cri»wn Point
Exi'liequer
liould ACurry...
Hale .^ NorcroBS.

.

Mexloan
Ophir
Overman
Potosi
Savage.
Sierra Nevada
Union
Utah
Yellow Jacket

TONOPAll STOCKS
Golden Anchor...'
McNamara
Moulana. Pitts.ex.
Norib Star
Rescue

OoLuri'D Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Conquerer
Daisy... .

Florence
Frances-Mohawk.
Gold Held Con

I

Grandma
,

Great Bend
Red Bills
St. Ives

BcLLFRoo Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire
Mayflower Con...
Montgomery Mt..
Original

Manhat'n Stocks
Gold Wedge
Manhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder. .

Stray Dog
Yellow Horse

.87

l.ir>

.46

.11

.70

.34

.47

.17

.M

.80

2.38
.20
13
.65

.46

.35

.07

.1>6

.18

.28

.09

.22

.16

.06

.34

.59
2.46
.14

2 12
6 50
1.10
8.60
.16
.76

.64

.95

.29

.60

.38

.14

.07

.07

.06

.07

.20

.17

.04

NEVADA J

(Weir Bros, k Co.

York)

ToSoi-Aii BTOoiti;

Tono'h Mine ot N.
Tonoprili Exten...
MohUtna 'I'onop'h
Utdiuolil
Toiiopah Mlilway
West Klid I'uu....
Jim lluUer.

QoLori'D STOCK!
Sandstorm
Kendall
Red Top
Jumbo
(ioldilold Mining.
lJla'dn«ld U. U. 0.

Atlanta
Mohawk
SUver Pick
Laguna
BULLFnOOSTOOXB
Mont. SliostaoneC.
Tramps Con
Gold Bar
Bulltrog Mining..
Bulltrog Nat. B...
Homestnke Con..

Mandat'sStocks
Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack...,
Stray Dog
Indian Camp

uly 31

,New

"Oiir
19.371
1.02!
3.06
a. 001
.02

.80

.98

COLO. SPRINGS July 27

.40

.28
3. 76
3.76
1.46
.26

.60

16.60
.60

1.46

8.60
.41

.69

.14

.22

.4b

.13

.08

.16

.07

Name ot Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black BeU
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot .

.

Elkton
El Paso...
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample
Jerry Johnson
Mary McKtnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

m
5«

64
41

4X
23>i

'5,\

iii"

.16

79
"

I6K

New Dividends

Company. Pay-
able.

Rate.

.\malEnmat.id Aug. 26 $2.00
Am. Zinc, Lead 4 Smg Xvg. 1

.\rlzona Copper, ptd July 30

.\rlz'>na Copper, det July 30
British Columbia jSept. 4

Boston 4 Montana
|

Cambria Steel Aug.
Camp Bird, Ltd Aug.
Dos Estrellos. July
Newhouse Aug.
New River Coal, ptd Aug.
North Star July
Philadelphia Gas Aug.
Silver King Coalition July
Tenn. C. 1. 4 R. R., com Aug.
Tenn. C. I. 4 B. R.. ptd Aug.
Tenn. Copper Aug.
United Copper Aug.

July
July
Sept.
Sept

United Verde
United Zinc, ptd
U. S. C. I Pipe 4 Fdy.. com
U. S. C. I. Pipe 4 Fdy.. ptd.
Utah (Fish Springs) July
Work July

75
54
64

0.10
12.00
0.75

24
O.GO

60
1 50
20

0.76

i'66
2.00
2 IIU

1.76
0.76
0.50
1.00
1 00
03

0.01

13,061,750

46,000
i,MT,:iu

137.040
122.000
l,«00,00<)

675,000
196,800

1.800
300.000
56,425
.'>9,000

434,296
187,600

226,636
4,960

350,000
787.600
226.000

9,778

121.063
121,0^
3,000
15,000

Assessments

Company.

Alpha. Nev
Bader, Cal
BIrchvllle, Ca.\

Cedar Creek, Ida—
Chollar. Nev
Chrlf«tma». Uiah—
Crown Point. Nev...
Emerald. Utah
Grand Pad no. Cal..
Loon Creek , Ida—
M'-xKnn, Nev
Morrison. Utah
Ml. Pleos't Con.. Cal.
Patterson Creek
Reindeer, Ida.
Shebn O. 4 S., Utah.
Skylark. Utah
Union Con., Nev—
Wosfn Mines Co., N.
Zelbrlgbt, On)

Dellnq.

July
July
July
July

i Aug.
July

1 July
i
Aug.

1
Aug.

I
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Jnly
Aug.
Aug.
Jnly

Amt.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
.Sept.

Oct.
17

I

Aug.
15

I
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
July
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.

to. 05
06

0.02
0.003

10
0.005
0.10
O.OM
0.02
0.01

10
0.01
0.03
0.10
0.01
0.10

005
0.10
0.02
0.06

Moolhly Average Price* o( Metali

AVBRAGE TKICB OP BILVEU

Month.

January .. '«"

February..
March
April
May 1 "

June "'.^3

July <*

August tr.nt
H<tpt4*mt*er 67.^r27..

Oct.iber .• (».523...
Novemt>er 70.813 ...

Deoemlwir i69.US0 . ..

Year 66.791 vi ^-^

New Y'ork, cents per flne ounce; London,
pence r*T -^f rip<!rtr(l f.-i-i.'e.

.\\ l.l;.\i.l. i:i' ].> OF COPPBtt

NEW YOIIK. 1

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 190B.
1
1907. 1: l'JU7.

January... 18.310 24 4U4 18 119 21 Bi'il 78.809 IOC 739
February.., 17. WW )4.tK-.'.l IN im 2.', 2.1-; -> "- 1..- 156

Marcb .... I«.:ud '2.'* in'..'. |H Ml r. .'.' M
AprU 18 37!1 n.j-n IK l'.H.M 'i* •Ji. • 25

May 18.47.1 24.u»n IH.T'jl i-, 07. 175

June 18 442 ri.iM 18 719 21.11 -72

July IH.19(I 21.130 18 .VlS.'il .VJ '16

August 18.380 18 700 .. -.. . ...

September I9.03;t 19,328 Ml.Kll ..

October ... 21.203 21.722 97 260 ...

November. 21.833 22.:»8 100.270 ...

December 22.885 2:1.aw 105.226 ...

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Elecrolytlc Is

for cakes, Ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVEIIAGB PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907.

January ... 38.39011.548 July..
February .. 36. Iu:ti42.1ir2 August

Month.

March .

April...
May....
June ...

:»i',.(V,2!ii..n:t

:IH IKHJ io.'.t;tM

43 313:43.149,
:t9.26o'42.120'

September.
Oomber ...

November
December.

1906. i»n.

37.276
40.G06
40.616
42 av2
,42.906
42.760

Av. year. . 39.819

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York.

1906.
I
1907. 1908. 1907.

January 0.6OO' fi.ooo 16

Februory 5.464 6.000 16,

March ' 6.350 6.0O0 15

April
,

5.404 6.000 16

May I 5.685 6.001)1.-1.

June 5.760i 5.7iillli'.

July 5.760; 6.288 IC,

August 5.750 17,

September 5.760
October.
November.
December.

Tear.

6.750
6.750
5.900

19 828
19 631
19.708
19,975
19.688
20.188
•JU.35U

6.667 17.370 .

New York, cents per pound. London,
pounds sterling per long ton.
"

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER
"

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. ' 1907. 1906.
1
190T. 1906.

|

1907.

January
February
March

J&y:-.-.-.:;::
June
July
August
September..
October
November. .

December...

6.487
6.076
6.209
6.07-
6.!'.'

6 U"
6.001.

6.027
6.216

6.322
6.376
6.593

6.7'-
6.-'.

6;225
6.443

27.781
27.938

-

Y'ear <.1W 6.048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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CHEMICALS. MINERALS. RARE EARTHS. ETC-CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

»..fi S.....I anil quality, curat..

Civrb..run.lum. f.o.l). Niagara
r»ll». I'ow.' 'D.

Uraluf „
CV'runiluiii

Oruabc^ 8te«l, t.o.D. ««»•
bars

bnerr. in kefs: Turtub
lk>ur "
Oralob

Nax<« Oiiui
__

OraliiK •
,,

Cb(»(*t«'r HoUi
UraluH

Prcksklll. M'.o- Baatou.

Pa., dour
Oralns. lu k»Kr

Oarni"t. ixT quality.. ..Kb ton
Pumlc<'at"ii«.Aiu.P"Wil.lOOlb.

lULllau. i.ow.lonM
Lump, iRT qualltj

Botteutiti'iu". grnuiul

Lump, i*r quallt! ']

Rougo, i*r quality
Stwl Emory, f.o.b. t-iiw-

burr

*aDs-
ii-.<ilc»X
Boric
Byilrunuorlo, 80%

60S

...lb.

*gS.UO

.loffi.n

.07®. 10

.OlJffl.O'Jj

.oijffl.oaj

.osira.MS
oij

.OSiO.Oi)

.OlJffl.OlJ

.oajffl.oaj
a6.0OCdl36.llU

1.60ffl2.00
.01!»(S.Uli

.03f3l.'^u

.O'iJW.O^i
.06®. •J6

.06®. 30

.OTSffl.OTX

.09)t(S-10

.02)t®-03
.06

.10

COPPERAS-BuU lOU lb.

lu Dbln
Id bags ;

lb.CRYOLITE
PELDSPAR-Urouud best. sh. ton.

FIRE BRICK. ,„
Ameriiiiii • per M.
Iniporti*u
81. i,oul8 No. 1

N0.2 "

Extra

FIRE CLAY.
St. LouiB mill, (lorn per tou

FLUORSPAR-
DouK'Btio f.o.b. ablpplDg port:

Lump Ig.ton.

Orounii
Forelgu crude ex. dock

FULLER'S EARTH-Lump..l00 1b.

Powdered

URAPMITE- ,.

Aintrliran, ore, commoE— lb.

Arilllclal
"

Cfyloii. commou pui\ '*

Bewt, pulverized "

Gorman, com. pul\
"

Best, pulverized "

Itallao, pulverized
"

to. 66
.G6®.16
.60®.70

.06)®.065

H.OO

SO.OO®iO.(lO
30.00®46.l)0

1(5.00

14.00

20.00(ai'23.00

2.60

POTASSIUM— „,_„
Bicarbonate crystal lb. ».08i®.09
Powdered or granulated.. " .09®.0aj

Blcbromate, Am " .08J®.09
Scotch " -11

Bromldt " -16

Oarbcuiate (80®86)l, " .03;®. 04

Caustic, ordlnarj' " .n4i®.u5i

Elect. (900 " .u.'iJffl.UH

Chloride (muriate). 100 lb.. 1 »0

. Chlorate, powdered " .09i®.09j
Cry»tali- " 09®09i

Cyanide (98ral99)() " .18®. 19

Kalnlto, long ton, oulk. 8.60; bags, 9.60.

Permaunanate lb. 10®10J
PrusBlato. yello» " .16®. 16}

Hod "' .38®. 36

Sulphat. 100 1b. 2.18j®i.2U

8.00®10.00
U.60®13.60
S.OOffllO.OO

.80®. 86

.85®. 90

.01®. 10

.06

.02i®.03*
.04®. 08

.01J®.01j
.oij®.o2
.01®.U2

Hydrochlorto acid .W. per lb...... .,l;2f®):^''

nunc acid. 3«» per lb. l-JS®*
.6^,

f;
tulphuilc acid. 60°, bulk. i*r ton.. *" "^

BO" 100 lb. In carboya .86®l.liS

SfW: bulk, ton .
16.00®18.U0

at', 100 lb. In carboys l.oo®i..i6

64', bulk, ton

.(ftl.ALCOHOL—Oram... ..
Beflned wood. t60m>

ALUM—Lump 11)0 lb.

Ort^und
Chrome Alum

ALUMINUM-8ulpbato. com'l.

AMMOMA-24 deg. lb

J6 •• "

lb.

lb.
AMMONIUM—

Bromide
Carb^'nate
Muriate grain '.'.

Lump
Sulphate. 100 lb

Sulphocyanlde com
•• " chem. pur© "

ANTIMONY—needle, lump lb....

ARSENIC—White (nominal) "

K-l "

ASPMALTUM- ^,^„
Barbad.ot. per ton.

Wt'si Indleb "
Egyptian lb.

OlUonlie.utan ordinary per ton.

Trinidad
Callfnrnlii

**
Carb!"Lump. B0®90)( Ig. ton.

Powdered 8U®90* lb.

Chloride com'l ton.

witrate powdered, lu ctMjkB.. lb.

lilanc Kl.\e per lb.

..Bh. ton.
•ARYTES— ^

Am. Ground
nnate.1

Foreign floated "

•IS.MUTH—Sub-nitrate lb.

•LBACHINQ POWDER-36%, 100 lb.

BLUE VITRIOL-(copper sulphate),
rarload. per lOOlb

BONE ASM ">•

BORAX "

IB 00

.08?i®.(l«'.i

2. <(;'•,

.70®. 16

$1.76
1.86
.04 J»

1.26®1.60

.04X®-06X

.23

.07,S®-0«
.06!,®. 00'.

.0»i®.09j
3.10®3.12J

.30

.40

.09®. Ill

.07«®.07>,
.O7J®.07J

40.00®80.00
30.00®60.0n

.14®. 18

36.00
30.00®32.60
22.60®30. 00

30.00®36.00
.02®. 021
40.00 up

.05>4®-"6
.02,14'

14.00®21.00
22.00

19. 60®22. 60

1.60

1.26®1.40

OYPSUM— . .

Fertilizer sh. ton.

I'owdored sb. ton.

INFUSORIAL EARTM-
Oround Am.best 10.

French '^,\?°"'

German lb.

LEAD—Acetate (sugar of) brown lb.

Nitrate, com'l "

MAQNESITE-Greece.
Crude (960 1«- tOD-

Calcined, powdered sh. ton.

Bricks, domes, per qual.

f.o.b. Pittsburg M.

MAGNESIUM-
Chloride, com 1 100 10.

Suliihate (Epsom salt).. .100 lb.

MANGANESE- ^

Crude p«iwdered

:

70®75« blnoxlde lb.

76®8S)( blnoxlde "

86®iio« blnoxlde "

90®9.'>i( blnoxlde "

Ore. 80%-86K sh. ton.

MARBLE-Flour sh. ton.

MINERAL WOOL-
Slag. ordinary
Selected "

Rook, ordinal J _"_

Selected

7.00
10.00

.OlJi
66.00

.U2i®.02J

.09i-J®.09Ji

7.0O®8.0O
32. 611®40. 00

160®200

.80®1.16

.9U®1.0l)

.01>4®.01)i
.01>^®.02
.015i®.06

.06J
35.00®60.00

9.60®10.00

PYRITE—
Domestic, non-arBenlc**» '«rnac«
size, f.o.b. mines per unit llffllljc

Domestic, non-arsenical, fines, per
unit, f.o.b. mlnefl 10®10jo.

Imported non-arsenical, furnace
size, per unit .13i®.14

Imported, arsenical, furnace size.

per unit 12i®.13
Imported fines, arsenical, per unit. .08jffl.09

" non-arsenical, per
unit 10i®llo.

Pyrlte prices are per unit of sulphur. An al-

lowance of 26c. per ton Is made when dellTered In

lump form.

SALT—N. y. com. flue 280 lb. bbl.

N. Y. agricultural. . . .sh. ton.

SALTPETER—Crude
Refined, crystals .

.

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry.

Sllex
Lump (quartz
Glass sand

.Ig. Ion

M0NA2ITE SAND— ,
.

Guar. 97)(. with H Thorium
oxide, nominal lb.

'^'^^ofld^ crude, lb. (77JO
for fine metal contained..

Sulphate, single lb,

double "

NITRATE OF SODA-100 lb. 96)( for 1907

96% for 1909

19.00
26.00
32.00
40.00

.08 and up.

.47

.13®. 18

.09®. 11

2.66
2.47
2.1)0

.72®1 11

3®4. 40

4.26®4.60
4.76®6.76

13.00®16.0«
13.IJU®30.00
2.60®4.0a

2.75

.43)4®.45>i

.04'4®.04X
..

.8(I®.87S

Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.20®1.60c

Soda, caustic, per 100 lb.. 76/60. .. 1.76®1.85
powdered 02)i®.03}

Salt cake, per 100 lb 66®. 86

Soda, monohydrate, pent, 1.4tol.75c.

Bichromate lb. .07>i;®.07i

Bromide " -16

Chlorate, com'l " .09®.09J
Cyanide, ("lOOJi KCN ").... " .1^.1»
Hyposulphite, Am-. " ••2.*".P

German " 1«'®J-'S
Phosphate 100 lb. 1.80®1.90

Prusslate " •"^i®;"!
Sal soda, f.o.b. N. Y 1001b. .70®. 86

ForelgB, f.o.b. N. Y .80®!. 00

Silicate, com'l 100 lb. ''*®J.-i^
Sulphate.com'l,(Glauber's salt) 100 lb. .60®. 60

" •• calcined .66®. 86

SILVER—Nitrate, crystals oz.

SODIUM-
Acetate lb.

"Alkali," per 100 la.. 68/48.

96% Is 6Jc higher per 100 lb.

-best lb.

tu-
tor
,sb. ton.

CALCIUM- AceUte, gray. .

.

Acetate. brf,wn
Cu-blde. Ion loui I.o.D.

agara Falla, N. T.,

JeraeyClty, N J

Chloride, f.o.b. N. ^

CBMErrr- _ ..
Portland. Am 600 lb

Foreign
" Boeendalp.' aooib. ..

(In aackB)
Blag cement

«'1?e:^C?l?.f:nla «,S ex. .hip

S. T i^rlg. ton

Bricks, f.o.D. FlttaburgM.. "

dJkV. CMINA-Am. common^^ exdo.k. N. T
;;

Foreign

.02J®.04

.07i®.06

2.36®2.40
1.60®1.68

66.00
14.75®19.76

1.66®). CO
2.26®2.gO

.86

.66

.76®] .26

17.6Q®20.00
176.00

S S0®9.f0
11 Mian. 60

.sh. ton.

lb.

COBALT-Oxldp

.14®. 17

.07i®.07J

.08i®.08J
.03;®. 07

16.50®22.00
16.00

8.60®9.00
16.00

.02j®.03
.OU®.02i

.26

.ir,[iu>.oi\

.()8i®.08i
.60!

.06j®.07
.07)13.07*
.10i®.10|
.06J®.06i
.07i®.07j
.08j®.08J

PMOSPHATES-Acld 66®67»c per unit

•Fla., hard rock 10.2r,®10.60

land pebble 68% .'>.7r,®i;.oo

tTenn.,78®80% S-K'SS76% 6.00®0.25

68®72% 4.00®4.25

tSo. Car. land ro<:k 6.76®7.26
f« M river rock ....

•F. o. b. Florida or Georgia ports. tF. o. b. Mt.

Pleasant. JOn vessel Ashley Klver. S. C.

OZOKERITE
PAINTS AND COLORS—

Lltharce, Am. powdered.
English glassmakers'..

Llthopoue
Metallic, brown
Bed

Ocher, Am. common.
Beet
Dutch, washed
French, washed "

Paris (jreen, pure, bulk "

Rad lead, American "

Foreign "

Turiwntlue. spirits bol., per gal.

White lead. Am., dry lb.

American, In oil "

Foreign, In oil "

Zinc white. Am. extra dry.. "

Foreign, red seal, dry. ... "

Green seal, dry "

STRONTIUM—Nitrate ,1b.

SULPHUR— „ ^ „ .
Loulslana(prlme)to New Tork.Boston

or Portland Ig.ton

To Philadelphia or Baltimore ....
"

Roll 100 lb.

Flout " "

Flowers. Buuiiuiou " "

TERRA ALBA—French k Eng. 100 lb.

TALC—Domestic sh. ton.

French.. "

Italian, best "

.08J®.08J

22.12i
22.60

1.86®2.1t
2.00®2.40
2.20®2.60

.86®1.00

TIN—Bichloride, 60% .

Crystals
Oxide, lb

lb.

URANIUM—Oxide

2I1MC—Metallic ch. pure
Chloride solution, com'l W
Chloride, granular
Dust
Suli»haie

16.00®26.00
20 00®26. 00

S6.00®40.00

.12>i
.24'; up
.47®.49

3.60

.16

.02t
.045®. 06

.05S®.061

.021®.02J

Note—Thene quotations are for wholesale

lots In New York, unless otherwise speci-

fied and are genorally subject to the usual

trade discounts. Readers of The Bnoin-

BRitiNO AND Mining Journal nre requested

to report anv corrections needed, or to

sugeesl additions which they may consider

advisable.
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Metal and Mining Companies

—

Coal, Iron and Other lDdu«trials— Uoiled States.

Biiaree. DiTldende.

Ida
Jolo
Colo
Mo
Colo
Colo
Idaho. .

.

Idaho....
Colo.

Alaska Ut-iK-au, g.^Arka ..

ll««kaTn>a<lw»U.g.lArka..
Alaaka I'iiIuhI. g...iArka..
AniAlKnutHttHl, c, . .'Modc..
Aixi.Hiii.&ltor.,ooiii. |D.8
Am. Bin. .t H<<f . pr . . U. S
Am. 8nii'lt**rft, i>f. AC. S

Am. 8mt<lt*ni. iif. B U. 8
Alli./llii.-.L<*a>l\8lli. Klin

AnacoudA.c Mont ...

Annie Laurie, g— Cttah
Artaoiia, c Arli
AllanlU-, c Mich —
Beck Tuiiuol, i;.s.l. Utah
Blnghaiu .*! N.H..c.g I'tali

Boeloii & Montana. Mont
BuU.Bivk.M'liiiiu.K rtali

Bunker II 111 .« Still. Ida
Butte i'oHlUlou.i- » M>>nt . - .

Oalumet .t ArUonai' Arl£
Oalumet « Ue*;la,i-. Mich
0am |> Blr<l, g., 8 Culo
Carlaa. c.i; [Utah
Central Eureka, g. Cal
Oolumbu9Cun. t'...:i;iab —
Oombl' tloD Oo.G' t'd

! Nevada .

.

Oon. Mercur, g ; rtah
OontlntMilHl, s. I Mo
OopiH»r liauge Con. Mich
Oreede I'nlled. g. .. C<ilo

Cripple i'rt>ekO"n g ?olo

Daly Judge, g. 8. I.. Utah
Daly WN>t, g. a. I .. Dtah.

De Lamar, g. e .

DlUon.B
Doctor Jack Pot
Doe Run, 1

Elkton Con., g.

.

Zl Paso, g
Fed. Sm., com.

.

Federal 8ra., pf.

FIndley. f
FraucesMohawk.g! Nevada
Gemlul.Keystone .. Dtah...
OoldKlngCon Colo..

Orand Central, g... atah.
Owin MIne.Dev., g.

Becla. 8 I

Homeetake. g
Hom8llver.g.8.c.i.l
Inter'l Nickel, pf.

Iron Silver
Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson. ...

Kendall, g
Llderly Bell.g. s...,

Llgbtuer.g
Lower M.Hininolb, g
Uammutli. g. s. I..

Mary McKlnney,g
Mohawk, c

Mont ore Purirh
Nevada Hills, s.g.

Hew Century, c, I.

Nf'whOTlse M. .'; 8.c

New Idrla. q
New Jersey Zluc . .

Korth Butte
Horth Star, g
Northern Light.g.s

Old Dominion Cop.
OldOoM
Ophlr, g. 8

Oeoeola, c
Parrot, c.8
Pennsylvania g...

Pitts. I.. 4 Z., \.z...

Portland, g
Quincy, c

B*b Boy, z
Booco Bomeet'k.l.B.
Bacramenio, g, q. .

.

Balvator, g. 8 I Utah
St. Joseph. 1 Mo
miver Hill, g 8 .... Nevada
Silver King. g. s. I . Dtah...
Shannon. c

Snowstorm, s. I

—

Spearflsh. g
Standard Con., g. s

Btratton'slndepend Colo..
Swansea, g. s. 1 — Utah
Tamarack, c Mich...
Tennessee, c Tenn ...

Tomboy, g. s Colo
TonopahofNev— Neva'la.
Tonopah Belmont.. Nevada.
Tonopah Ext'nslon Nevada.
Tonopah Midway.. Nevada
Uncle Sam, g.s. I...

United Cop. com.

.

United, c. pt
United, 1. 1., com .

United, t. I., pf ..

United. (Crtp'leC'k) Colo.
United Verde, c Ariz. .

.

nn.8tatee,pl.g.s.c.l» rtah..
tl.B. Bed. ft Bet Pf Colo...
Utah, g.(Fl8b Sp'gsi Utah..
Utali Oon., c Dtah.

.

Tlctorla, Dtah Dtah..
Vlndlcatnr Con., g . Colo...
Wolverine, c Mich.
W. rk. g Colo...
T«nkeeC.,n Dtah .

Yellow Asler. g Cal

tl.UUU.UUO
s.ooo.oou
l,oao,uui

IM.OUO.UUU I

6U.0UU.UUU
BO.UUU.UUU
17.UUU,UUU
SU.UUU.UUI
3.750.UCI0

nu.uuui luu
auu.uuul luu

au.uuo.uuu 1,'jou.uuu m
6.OUO.UUO icwu 100
3,775.0UU J.otcj.fjo'

•J.SOU.UUU lud.uuui M
lUO.WKIl.uOU.OUOO.IO

a.oou.uuu 'i'j«,uuu (
3.76U.UUU 15O.0UO
l,0UU,0OO 1UU,U00
3,UU0,UUU 300 UUU
IJ.OOU.UUUl.UUU.UUU
•2.5UU.UOU -JOU.UOU

lOU.UUU'

S'JU.llUUi

500.0UUI
39tt,i'Jil

Cal
Idaho...
8. D
Dtah....
N. Y. ...

Colo
Cal
Oal
Mont . .

.

Colo
Cal

: Dtah
Dtah
Colo
Mich . .

.

. . Mont . .

.

. Nevada.

.|Mo
.iDtah ...

leal
D. 8... .

Mont ...

Cal
Dtah. . .

.

Aril
Colo
Nevada.
Mich . .

.

Mont . .

.

Cal
. Mo
. Colo
. Mich . .

.

Mo
Nevada

.

Dtah...

3.MI11.UUU

s.eou.uuu
goo.uou
tuu.uuu

1,&U0,UU(I suo.'uuo
4UU.U00 3.>o.UUU

l.OUO.UUU I.UOU.UUU
55U,UU -W.otJU

38,S0U.0U1 383,781
a.OOO.UOU 1,624.000
a.nou.uut-j.oou.iiiin

sou UOO 300.1X10
3.6U0.l)U(l 18U,11(XI

4*l,l«IO 67,180
l,3il0.a«11.260,(X)U
3,00O.UOli J.OOO.UIXJ

10,WK1,lXXi yj,M2, 100
s.ooo.ixMi j,,sai.i)oii 1
2.600.1X10 2,460,lXJ0; 1

lO.OOO.(XX) CO.OUO] 100
ao.ooo.ooo iao,u(io 100
l,'«0,(XK)i.28(|,0(X)' 1

1.000.000 111,1.000 1

600,000 5.000' 100
6,760.370 5.75U.370' 1

i6U.O(K) 250,0l»J 1

1,(00.000 100.000 10
250.000 1,000.000!0.26

•21.840.UOO 218 4U0 100
400.UUU 26
87,4161 100

500,U0U| 20
390,000

130,661
102.2661

I'.KJ.UtXJ'

4UO,U0O

Ariz..
Ida..
8. D.
Cal

.

rtah.
Mont
Mom
Mo.-Ean.
Mo.-Kan.

10.000.000
12,000.000
10.000.000
3.900 000
2,600,000 i.eoolooo
2,600,000 600 000
700.000
126.000
190.IX)ii

10,000 ouo
1.600,000 1,304,262
2.600.000 100.000
2.600,000
l.OOO.OUO

3110,0 10

li.OOU,000

6uaouo
10.000,000
6,000.000 400,000
2,600,000 260,0001
2,000,000 400,000
7.600,000 281.689
2.101.150 2,101,160
302,400 100,800

2.600,000 96,160
2,300,000 229,860
6,160.000 61,600[ 100
1.000,(10(1 1.IXIO.IHXII 1

3,000,iX)0:t,uoO,lK)0

3,750,IKM) 110,000
16,000 16,000

300,000 300.000
l.OOO.UOO 1,000,000
200 (XX) 200,000

20.000,0001,000 000
108,000 108.000

3.000,000 160,000]
3,000,000 300,000
1.600.0001.600,000
1,600,0001,600.000
2.000,000 178,600
6,600,0001,000.007
600,000 100,000

1.600.000 60,000
6.000,000 176,000
1,760,000. 300,000!
1,000.0001,000.000;
2,000,0001,296,007
1.000.000 928.433
1,000,0001.000,000
600.000 600.000

80.833
200.000
300.000
COu.OOO
100,000
100,000 100

16

10
6

26
1

3
26
10

1 76.000,000 460,000
60.000
92.400
19666

6 000.000
600,000
600.000

6.000,00*4.009,100
3.000.000 300,000

37 600,000 760,000
4,000.000 39,468 100
1,000.000 100,000 10
1.600.000 300.000
260.000 260,000

1.600.0001,600,000
1,600.000 60.000
1.600.0001,600.000
600,000 600,000

1.1100,000 1(¥).0(0

•Previous to consolidation 61.436. 'J6u were divide^.

l,43o,uuu Mar. luu(j 1 6u
3.UUU,UUU June lil07i 1.26

(aj.(««l .Vug. I'.KPT .7.^

36,950,(XXl .1 uly l«l'i 1.76

4e6,UUI July I906 .60

«,l82,3«l'Apr, 1906 .06

VUU.UUU Feb. 1MI6 .02

665,0(XJ May I '.107 .04

22,600 sept. I90«l .10
47,876,lx«i Nov. 1906 12.00
2,l'itW,40U Apr. 11107 '.10

'.i.rjc.ixxi ,ruly 190" .6U

I.8OU.0OO JuLe l'.M7 .60

8.U10 0IX) June 19(j7i 6.00
ia3.400.ti(«i ,Iune liioT'lO.OO

4.079.500 Aug. l'.io7 .21

66,000 Nov. 11)00 .01

778,921 Mar. ltKil.| .07

166,000 July l'.K)- .20

688,000 -Sept. 1906 .16

l.-2O6,00O Dec. 1906 .02J
209,000 July 1907 .60

6,;)26,45» July I'.KiT 2.00

214 U63 July 1906 .00)

180,000 Mar. 1906 .ooj

22:.,l«Xi Apr. 1907 .37)

.>,('A)7,ooo Mar. I'.to" .60

2.926,370 .May Itfud .72

21,876 July 1906 .01

268,000 July 1900. .00)

1,346,444 July I'.IO' .60

1.879 4(iu . I une 1907 .01)

1,022.760 June 1901. .01

2 348 750 J uue 1907 6.U0

2,8('.1,250 June 1907 1.76

326.000 Aug. 1901 .01

sat.ouii July i'.'u7 0.10

1.860 000 July 1906 10.00

1 407.504 May 19<ln .01

1,278.000 May 1907 .04

36,000 Mar. 1906 .26

1.28U.0001June 1907 ,10

22,244.040 Apr. 1907 .60

5,C22,00olJune 1907 .06

786,7J6:Aug. 1907 1.60

4,050.0OOlJuly 1907 .10

278.470 July 1907 .02

61,7uOJApr, 1906 .03

l,120.000|July 1907 .02

110.857 1 Jan. 1906 .16

296 694* Aug. 1906 .06

19.KX) July 190" .O.''.

2. 120, (XX. Oct. 1906 .06

801 .7I» Apr. 1907 .03

1.4i)0,UOO July 1907 5 10

9 437 274 Jan. 1907 16.00

20.0011! Mar. 1907 .10

228.8iio!June 1907 .01

300,0.0|July 1907 .50

920.00O|July 1907 .20

8.400,000 Feb. 1906 3.00
6.000,00o!junel907 2.00
l,430,989!july 1907 .20

20,000 Feb. 1904 .06

280,843 May 1906 .60

10,606 Mar. 1906 .06

1.797.400 July 1904 .26

7 035 6.'. 1 July 1907 7.00

6.692.724 Mar. 1907 .26

284.926 July 1906 .10
2O.tX)0!julv l'.K)7 .02

7,5(l7,OS0iJuly 1907 .04

17,460.446JJuue 1907 4.60
9,6UO May laoe .03

112 (100 Dec. 1906 .02

258.n(X) Nov. 1906 .00)
6,500 Aug. 1904 .01

6.258,3.57 June 1907 .16

81 OJO June 1907 .06

11,000,000 Jan. 1907 .83)

450 000 July 1907 .60

360,000 July 1907 .03

166.600 Jan. 1906 .01)

6.139.061 Mar. 1907 .10

4 896.866 Apr. 19061 .12)'

329.6(XI Mar. 1907 .05 1

9,420,000 July 1907 4 00
!

1,443,750 Aug. 1907 2.00
900 000 June 1906 .48

3,150.000 July 1907 .26
'

618,00;i Apr". 1907 .10

276.530 Apr. 1906 .16

300,000 Jan. 19071 .06

130 000|Oct. 1906 .01

6,962.500|Aup, 1907 1.76

1.600.000 May 1907 3.00
27,45C' )ct. 190f' .06

293.02)- July 190', .60
i

280,071 Apr, 1906 .00)
18.810.322 July 1907 .76 I

3.937,.5O0 July 1907 .87)1

946,317 July 1907 1.60

270,000 July 1907 .00 I

6.936,000 July 1907 1.60 1

177.600 Mar. 1907 .04
|

1,606.000 Apr. 1907 .08 1

4,(>.50,0ai Apr. 1907 10.00
lOS.OiXi July 1907 .01

I

140.000 Jan. 1907 .03

913.789 May I»ii7 .in I

. Con.. C. k I.,pt.
' iitt.ChalmerB. pt .

.

.\iiier. Ag. (.'titun.. pf.

American Ouieni...
American Coal
AssoclaUvl on
Betlileliem Hlexl, pf..

Cambria 8le<<l

Caribou Oil
Central C. k C, com.

.

Central C. & C, pf. .

.

Central Oil
Clareuiont oil
Col. i: U<vk. O.ft l.pr.

Consolldatetl <'oal . ..

Consoiiilailon Coal...
Crucible Ktcel. pf
EmplieS. A I., pf...
Fairmont Coal
Four on
General C'heiu. com..
General Cliem., pf. . ..

Oe<irge"H C'k Coal
Im|>erlal Oil
International Salt
Jetr ft Cl'f C. ftl.,cm
JelT. ft erf. C. ft I.,pf.

Kern River Oil
Lehigh Coal ft Nav. ..

Maryland Coal.pf
Honou K. Coal, pf, ..

Monte Crl.sto Oil
National Carbon, pf.

.

Natltmal Lead.com.
National l.«*Ad. pf
NafI Steel ft WIre.pf.
New Central Coal . . .

.

New Itlyer Coal. pfd.
Paclflc Coast Borax..
I'eerlees Oil
Peuna. 8alt
Peuna. wteel, pfd
Phlla. Gas. com
phlla. Gas. pf
Pittsburg Coal, pf
PiKahonias Coll., pf..

Republic 1. ft 8., pfd.
8lose-Sheftleld, com..
Sloss-Sheffleld, pf—
Standard Oil
Tenn. C. ft I., com ...

Tenn, c. ft I., pf
Texas ft PadOc Coal.
I hlrty-three Oil
Dnlon Oil
U. 8. 8teelCorp.,cm.,
V. 8. Steel Corp., pf..
Va. Carolina Ch., pf..

Westmoreland Coal .

.

D 8...
r.8...
Pa
Md....
Cal....
Pa
Pa. ...

.

• al....
Mo....
Mo...
W. Va.
cal....
Ohio .

.

Ill

Md. ..

Pa
N.J...
W. Va.
Cal....
D. 8...

C. 8...

Md....
Cal....

Pa'.'.'.'..

Pa
Cal....
Pa. . .

.

Md....
Pa
Cal ...

.

D. 8...

N. Y...

N. ¥...
N. Y. .

.

Md....
W. Va.
Cal....
al....
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
W. Va.
Ill

Ala...
Ala...
D. 8...

Tenn .

Tenn

.

Texas
Cal....
Cal ... .

D. 8...

D. 8...

D. 8...

Pa

24,(

200,000
181,630
2UU,0UU
60,0UU

•2,600,000
26,000,000
ao.uoo.uuo
2,00U.U0U
l,6(XI.0UO

21,000,00021,000,01)0

16.000,(X«) 15U,(X*J

6U,U0O.0O0

108(000
6,126,000
1.876.000
1,600,000
6UU,UIU

7.0U0.UUO

6.UUU,000'

10.260,000
26.000,000
6,000,000
12,000,000

600.000
12,600.000

12,600.000
2,600,000
l.OOU.OOO

30.000,000
1,600,000
1,600.000
2,000,000
17,378,600
2,000,000
10,000,000

600,000
4,600,000

16,0UO,0< U
16,UUU,000

6,0OO,0<

1.000,000
4,000.00c

2.000.000
1.000,000
3,0(10,000

26,000,000
28,953,029
6,744,813

32,000,000 297.010
1,600,000 16,000

26,0(0,00(1 204.169
7,600,000 76,000

20.000,000 67,000

100,000.000 970.000
22,663,600 226,636

248,000 2.480
2,000,000 20,000
600,000 100,000

10.000,000 100,000

660,000,000 6.083,026
360.281,1003,603,141
20,000,000 180,000

3,000,000 60,000

900,01 X)

80.000
61,260
18,760
60,0(X)

46U,UOU
69,244
50,000
102.500
2&O,0(XI

26,000
120.000
300.000
74.103
100,000
22.000

lOu.uuu
182,280
15.UU0
15.0OU
2O,0OU

346.901

18,860
100,000
6<X)000
46.(X)0

149.064
140,040
25.778
50.000
37.817
19,000

92,000
60,000

168,214

679,061
114.896

I" Total to
Latest.

Ami.

l«U6,266iMay 1UU6 tl.71
3.2l3.76olFeb. IWH 1.7»
7,:i7r..H7() Apr. I'Mfl

l.l(iH.(xxj .luly 19o7
2.lu5.ixtMMnr. 1907

(UMl.lHXI ^\^n
9(.(l.i»lo N..V

I9U6:

19UA
1 907

3.00
.40

7.60

.01)

.76

.(/»

1 6«
1.26

26
(d

l.W

I.9-..

182,bXI,Mn> 1U04

I .'«.5Uu!Jullel90.^

100 17I..UM July l'-'07

100 360,u(Xi'july I9U4. I.Ob

100 i.UXl.l.-X) July 1907 1.60

100 2.rr.,ixxi juii.- i'.«j7 i.eo

100 712.600 July 1UU7 3.(0

100 1.314,000 Feb. 1907 3.00

1 106 406;july 1VU6
100 l,74.'..Ii'. Mar. ltfo7

100 4.«90,I7H July 1907

100 1,188,01X1 July 1904

100 8»O,U0U July 1906

100 927,0<iU l)i-c. 1906

100 3;«1,1XXI Aug. 1905

100 B25,5<Xi Aug. 1906

100 39.5<X) May 1905

50 25.614.(.93 May 1907

100 l.B'.rj 6(»|june l'.M.r7

100 3.
.

'.04. m.'. July 1907

1 120.(xxi July 1906

100 2,«47.5(«l May 1906
100 1,971 9i<. July 1907

100 l«,3.'l.;c.at June 1907

1(jO 631.561 May 1906 1.7i

20 350.000 May 1907 .40

100 l69.2T''i Auii. 19117 1.60

100 2,086..5O0 Aug. i906

10 396,320 May 19U5

60 l4,5-2K.(XXI,Apr. 1907

100 7.615.714 May 1907

50 8,050,lHo!Aug 1907

50 l,583,5u5lMar. 1906

100 11,4.34.962, Apr. 1906, 1.76

100 4fX).(X«j May 1907 1.68

100 4.893,246 .Julv 1907

100 9,480.2.50 .... 1907

100 3 2'.i4.fi(AP July 1907

100 334,530,(X«) .June 1907

100 3,I31.'.W May 1907

100 3»5,lKO|M«y 1907

100 l,9(iO,000|Julie V.nn

6 430,000 Jul> 1906

100 l,118,706!May 1905

100 OtVOlL-MlJuly 1907

100 181.149.227 May 1907 1 T«

100 12,180.80 July 1907 2.0*

60 8,68U,000|oct. 1906J 2.60

.01

2.0*

1.60

3.00

.20

1.00

6.00

2.60

.13

2.00
4.IN
;i.to

.01

l.W
1.26

1.76

1.00

.14

3.00
3.68

.71

1.16

3.76

1.26

1.76

9.08
1.00

2.00
1.50

.18

.0*

.60

Canada, Mexico, Central and South America.

Name of Company and
Location.

Amlstad yCkiDc'rdla. Mex..
Buffalo, 8 Ont...
Butters" Salvador, g.. 8alv .

Conlagas (Coball) Out. .

Uarlboo McEli 'y, g.. B. C.
Consolidated M ft 8 . . B. C .

.

Ck)plapo. c c hlle .

OroWs Nest Pass . . . . B. C.

.

Dominion Coal, c(.ni. S. 8..

Dominion Coal, pf— N. 8..

Doe Estrellas. g. ^ Mex .

El Oro, g. 8 Mex .

Esperanza, s. g Mex .

F- ster Coball, s ont...

Qrsnby Con B. c .

.

Greene Ckm. Copper.. Mex..
Greene Con. Gold Mex .

.

OreenGold-Slly'r.pfd Mex .

Guanajuato Mex.
Guggenbelm Expl.:.. Mex..
Kerr Lake, s Ont..

.

LeEol No. 2. g B. C.
McRlnlT-Darragb.s oni...
Mexican Coal ft (TokeMex..
Mex. con. M. 4 8. Co. Mex..
Mines Co. of Am Mex..
N. Y. ft Bond, Ho- C. A..

mplsslng. 8 Ont ..

North 8lar B. C.
N. 8. Kt. ft Oial, com. N. 8.

.

N. 8. St. A O'Sl, pf.... N. a..

Penolee* Mex..
Platanlllo Max..
Reco, g. B.I H. C.
Silver Queen, » Ont,..
Slocan Star B. C.

.

St. Eugene con B. C.

.

Teiultlan Copper— Mex .

Tilt Oove, c S. F..
Tretheway, s Ont..

.

Tyee.c B. C.

Author-
ized

Capital.

Shares. Dividends.

Issued.
Par
Val. Total to

Date.

Latest.

Date. Ami.

$480,000 9.600 60
1,000,000 900.000 1(0
7W.0O0 150,000 6

1,000 I <xu.(« 10.000 1

1.250,0001,250.000 1

5.600,000 48,338 100
112,600 10
140.000 26
150.000 100
30,000 100
3.000 60

6

6

000.000 1

136,000 100
8«4.0O0 10
600.000 10
300.000 10

3,000,000 640.000 6
n.UO.OlO 1U6,0(« 100
3,000,000 600,000 6

3,000,000 120,000 26
2,600.0002.0(0.000 1

6.0l«,n00 60,000 100

1,126.000

3.500.000
16.000,000
3,000,000
160,000

6,750,0001,080,000
2,276,000 466,000
1,000,000
16,000,000
8,640.000
5,0110.000

3,000,000

2.500,000 240.000
2,000,0002,(00,100
1.600.000 16O,0UI

6,000,000 1 200,000
1,600,0001,300,000
6.000.000 49.876
1.030.UX) 10.300 100

260.100 2,500 100

600,000 206,969 1

1,000.000 968.000 1

1.600.0001.600,0.0 1

600,000 5(n,000 1

3,6<10,0003,1<W.OOO 1

I.OUO.UOO 10.000 100

1,000,000 89,000 2
1,000,0001000,000 1

940.000 inn.noo 6

8268.064 Jan.
108.000 July
6UU.(XX) Apr.
211. ixx) July
646.837 Feb.
594, UX) May

3.000.900 Oct.
2 018.Mb July
2,2.50. txx) July
3,33O,0(X) Jan.
I.(r20.&.'5 July
3 82:) 'Jixi July
6.721.649 July

60.(Xx> Jan.
2,.'i<VJ.rao Mar
5,ei4.2lX) Mar.
soo.ux) July
120.000 Mar.
74,260 Oct.

J.4.15.01X) July
;ioo.ooo July
71I..40O Feb.
liKi.m o Mar.
foo.ixo Dec.
4S'i.(XiP May

2.7(i5.(X«l July
2.2".'2.l«0 July
l.llo.O(Xi July
35I.IXXI Dec.
«i8.22H July
3'.»(i..V.o July

8,2IS,3;6 Mar.
6.581) Sept.

327.n(<2 Apr.
120,00(1 Jan.
576,(X<) Dec.
402,130 Oct.

. . July
21.360 Jan.
8u.(XH) Mar.
136 MX) D'-c

1906 ti.n
1907 .01

19U6 .36

1907 .ir2

1904 .04

1907 2.60
1904 1.304

i;x)T .82)

1907 1.00

1906 4.0e

1906 13.6*
1907 .37

1907 1.33

1907 .06

1907 3.00

1907 .40

1906 .30

1907 .40

19U« .07)

1907 2.60

1907 .16

1907 .34

1907 .03

1906 S.OO
19U7 .60

1907 .02

1907 .10

1907 .16

1904 1.00

1907 1.60

1907 2.00

1907 20.00

I9ue .OOJ

1906 .01

1907 .08

1904 .08

1906 .OS

1907 3.00
1906 .U
907 04
1901 .34

•Mexican Curr<*ncy
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The editors of this paper read all the

erals. This index is published as a refere

MiN'iNG Journal to miss any important a

We will undertake to furnish a copy o

no price is quoted the cost is unknown,

there will be some delay for foreign pap

No accounts can be opened for these

those making small but frequent remittan

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred fo

men in distant mining camps. Where re

coupons upon request.

important publications of the world that relate to mining and the treatment of min-

nce for all interested and to make it impossible for readers of the Engineering .\ni>

rticlc published anywhere.

t any article (if in print) in the original language, for the price quoted. Where

These papers are not kept in stock, but must be ordered from the publisher; hence

ers.

; small amounts, but remittance must be sent with order. For the convenience of

ices, coupons are furnished at the following prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00,

r $15.00. This arrangement will be especially appreciated by foreign readers and

mittances are made in even dollars ^e will return the excess over an order m

ABRASIVES

3S69_ CALIFORNIA — Dlatomaceous
Deposits of Northern Santa Barbara
Countv. Cal. R. Arnold ana R. Ander-
son. {V. S. Oeol. Surv. Bull. No. 315. 190i;

10 pp.) Considers the principal features

of the most Important deposits of in-

fusorial earUi and trlpoll, and gives

some notes as to their physical and
chemical properties.

ALUM

3870_ALUM DEPOSITS—The Gila
River Alum Deposits. C. W. Hayes. (U.

S. Gool. Surv. Bull. No. 315, 1907; 8
1/2 PP-_)

Gives the results of an Inquiry into the

geological relations and Important fea-

tures of these New Mexico alum de-

posits.

ANTIMONY

3S71 _ .-VNALTTICAI. .METHOD— The
Determination of Small Amounts of An-
timony liv the Ber/.elius-Marsh Method.
C. R. Sanger and .1. A. Gibson. (Journ.

See. Chem. Ind.. June 15, 1907; 4^4 pp.)

A thorough investigation into all the
factors which affect the determination
of traces of antimony by this evolution
method. 80c.

BAUXITE

3872—BAUXITE DEPOSITS—Des Gise-
ments de Bauxite. C. Helson. (Li'Echo

des Mines. June 20. 24 and 27. 1907; 2V4

pp.) Deals with the bauxite deposits
of the world, giving a general descrip-
tion of some varieties of bauxite, with
analyses and notes on its use; also
deals with the geological relations of

French bauxite deposits, and French
methods of exploitation. GOc.

CEMENT
3873—IOWA—Portland Cement Ma-

terials near Dubuque, Iowa. E. F.
Burchard. (U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. No.
S15. 1907; 6 pp.) Investigates the
natural resources of this territory with
a Tien° to the production of Portland
cement, and gives analyses of the llme-
stont^.s and shales.

3S7 4—WYO.MING—Portland Cement
Materials In Eastern Wyoming. S. H.
Ball. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. No. 315.

1907: 13 pp.) Considers the suitability
of several deposits of limestone and
halo in Wyoming as a raw material
for porllnod ccmrnt manufacture, and
studies briefly the economic features
which must be taken into account.

COAL AND COKE

3S7r.—AI^SKA COAI> FIKLDS, G. C.
Martin. 1 r. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. 314. 1907;
7 r f ' i":ii» with the geology of the coal-
I . ks In Alaska, and takes up
t ">r of the coal as shown by
8'>'r.i, ...i.ilyses.

3S7B_COAL. HANDLING—Die Kohlen-
f,",r.!.r.]i.^- In .M.l.nu. A. Gerke. (Zelt.
.1- ( B. u. HUtlemiinn-
I 1907: 6 pp.) Dlscus-
!< of loading and con-
veying coal uitilerground and of hoist-
ing It, with special reference to reduc-

tion of costs in these departments of

coal mining. 40c.

3877—COAL MINING—Rib Drawing in

the Connellsville Coke Region. G. S.

Baton. (Mines and Minerals, July, 1907;

lu. pp.) Gives some notes on the methods
used in rib drawing in this region, and
discusses the means adapted to mining
thick seams under moderately heavy
cover. 20c.

3878_COAL MINING—The Panel Re-
treating Svstem. S. J. Jennings. (Mines
and Minerals, July, 1907; 2% pp.) Gives
an account of the adaptation of the panel
system for mining thin seams of an-
thracite, and includes comparative costs

of three systems of working. 20c.

3S79—COAL MINING—Working Flat

and Pitching Anthracite Seams. M. S.

Hachita. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 6,

1907: 3Vi pp.) Deals with methods em-
ployed fn coal mining when one seam
overlies another, and contains some
notes on the use of manways and chutes
in pitching seams. 20c.

3SS0—COAL WASHING—Description
of Washing Plants in Operation. W. G.

Wilkins. (Proc. Eng. Soc. W. Penn,. June,

1907; 20 pp.) Describes two complete
washing plants, including the breaking,
crushing and handling machinery. 40c.

3SS1—COAL WASHING—Modern Meth-
ods of Washing Bituminous Coal. F. W.
Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 6,

1907; ZV- pp.) Describes the construc-
tion and operation of a modern coal

washing plant, with drawings of ma-
chines used. 20c.

3882—COAL WASHING—Process of

Coal Washing. S. Diescher. (Proc. Eng.
Soc. W. Penn., June, 1907; 22 pp.) Deals
with the theory of jigging coal, de-
scribes the construction of several forms
of jigs, and takes up the principles of

calculating screen sizes and capacities.

40c.

3883—COAL WASHING. S. B. Peck.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 13, 1907;

H4 pp.) General summary of the meth-
ods of improving the quality of coal by
the elimination of impurities by wash-
ing. 20c.

3884—COKE—New Machine for Draw-
ing and Loading Coke. W. M. Nixon.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 20, 1907;

2'A pp.) Describes the applloation of

wire rope and winding drums to the
ordinary form of drags and hooks for

drawing coke-ovens. 20c.

3S85—COKE—The Future of West Vir-
ginia as a Coke Producer. Nell Robin-
son. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July G, 1907;

'A p.) Discusses the present supply of

coking coal in West Virginia, and the
amount in reserve applicable to Iron

making. 20c.

3886—COKE—The Manufacture of

Coke from Western Coal. R. S. Moss.
(Min. World, July 6, 1907; lli pp.) Deals
with the construction of a special type
of coke-oven applicable to coking West-
ern coals. 20c.

3887—COKE BURNIN(3—The Carbon-
isation of Durham Coking Coal and the
Distribution of Nitrogen and Sulphur. A.
Short. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.. June 15,

1907: 3'i pp.) Refers to the carbonisa-
tion of Durham coal In patent coke-
ovens, with analyses of the by-products
and the distribution of gases In them.
80c.

3888—COMPOSITION OF COAL—Heat
Production and the Constituents of Coal.

S W Parr. (Eng. and Min. Journ., June
29 1907; 4 pp.) Consider the effect

which the various impurities in coal

have upon its heating value and dis-

cusses modifications in metliods of de-

termining them dependent upon these

effects. 20c.

3889—ELECTRIC POWER—Alternat-

ing Current in Coal-mining Operations.

George R. Wood. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

July C, 1907; 6 pp.) Deals with the use

of the alternating current in coal min-
ing and shows how low first cost and
cheap fuel favor the central plant and
power transmission. 20c.

3890—ELECTRIC POWER PLANT at

the Cambrian Collieries. (Engineer,

Lond., July 5, 1907; 21/2 pp.) Contains

details of boiler installations and the

arrangement and equipment of the gen-

erating station tor this colliery where
electricity is largely used. 40c.

3891—EXPLOSION at Urpeth Colliery.

J. B. Atkinson. (Min. Engineering, July,

1907' 4 pp.) Gives some notes on an ex-

plosion in this colliery which was caused

by flame from a permitted explosive, and
in which there was considerable dif-

ficulty in determining the relative in-

fluence of coal-dust and fire-damp. 20c.

3892—FLOW OF AIR—Table of

Volumes through ' Air- ways—Cubic Feet

per Minute. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July

13 1907; 1 p.) Tabulates the amount of

air passing through various sized open-

ings at different velocities and pressure.

Illustrates its use by the solution of an
example. 20c.

3893—FUEL TESTS—A Review of the

United States Geological Survey Fuel

Tests under Steam Boilers. L. P. Breck-
enridge. (Journ. West. Soc. Eng., June,

1907- 63% pp.) Describes the equipment
of the fuel testing plant of the Survey,

the methods adopted in running the var-

ious tests, and discusses in detail the

significance of the results' secured. 40c.

3894—KANSAS—The Atchison Mine,

Atchison, Kansas. C. M. Young. (Mines
and Minerals, July, 1907; 1 p.) Brief

account of the equipment and methods of

mining on this property which is the

deepest bituminous mine in the United
States. 20c.

3895-MINE GASES—Zur Theorie der

plotzlichen Gasausbruche. A. Becker,
(Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. H., June 15 and 22.

1907; 4V^ pp.) Conclusion of article pre-

viously 'mentioned in this Index. 60c.

3896—NEW MEXICO—New Develop-
ment in Coalfields of New Mexico. Ed-
ward K. Judd. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Julv 6. 1907; 3Vj pp.) An outline of

coal mining in New Mexico, dealing with
mine operations, washeries, coking plant

and market for the product. 20c.

3897—NEW ZEAI..AND—Working of

the New Zealand State Coal Mine. John
Plummer. (Min. World, July 20, 1907;

1 p ) Gives some brief and general

notes on the industrial and mining con-

ditions in this Government colliery. 20c.

3898—RESCUE APPARATUS — A
Unique English Rescue Apparatus for

Mines. F. C. Perkins. (Min. Reporter.

July 4, 1907: 2 pp.) An account of an
English rescue appparatus which produ-
ces oxygen by chemical means in quan-
tities as required, thus, avoiding the dis-

advantages of compressed oxyg.en. 20c.
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3S99—RESCUE APl'ARATl'S—Borlcht
Uber Verauehe mil AliiuinKsapparaten.
Gralin. (GlUekauf, Juno :":;, l'J07; 6 pp.)
An account of tests made upon several
types of hieathlnjr apparatus, elvlntt IlK-

ures on their etilcloncy ami suitability,
also notes on their physiological effeolB
on the users. 40c.

3900—SllAKT SI.N'KING—Die Gefrler-
schacht-AnlaBe der Grubc Kleln-Rossoln
bel Stlurlnson (Lothrlneen.) Jungst.
(GKlckauf. May :5. 1907; 3Mi PP-) An
account of the application of the freez-
ing process to the sinking of a shaft
for the Klein-Rosseln coal mine In Lor-
raine. Details of piping and refrigerat-
ing apparutus are given. 40c.

3901—VKNTILATION— Tract ical Ex-
periments in Coal-mine Ventilation. W.
D. nwens. (Kng. and Mln. Journ., July
13, 1907; IVj pp.) Describes a series of
mine tests made tor the purpose of In-
vestigating disputed points concerning
the action of fans. 20c.

COPPER

3902—ANALYTICAI> METHOI'—Esti-
mation of Copper by Titanium Trichlo-
ride. E. U Rliead. ^Mln. Reporter, July
4, 1907; 1 p.) Abstract of paper In Journ.
of Chem. Soc, L*>ndon, Oct., 1906. Gives
the procedure for a copper assay in
which an acid solution of a cuprlc salt
is reduced by titanium trichloride. Re-
sults of tests upon tlie accuracy of the
method are Included. 20c.

3903—ASSAYING COPPER MATTE,
The use of Zinc in. D. M. Levy. (Bull.
No. 33, I. M. M., June 20, 1907; 1 Vi PP.)
Discussion of the above paper which
was previously mentioned in this Index.

3904—BRITISH COLUMBIA COPPER
COMPANY'S MOTHER LODE MINE,
Boundary District of British Columbia.
E. Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ., July 1,

1907; o pp.) Describes the extent of op-
erations of this copper company, its
equipment and Uie methods of mining
and smelting. 20c.

3905—COPPER MINING on the Col-
orado River. J. G. llately. (Min. World,
June 29, 1907; 1 p.) Some brief notes on
the different copper minerals found in
this region, 20c.

3906—COPPER REFINERY of Rio
Tinto Co.. Port Talbot, Wales. Edward
Walker. (Eng. and Min. Journ., July 20,
1907; 1^ pp.) Describes the apparatus
and processes of refining Spanish pre-
cipitate and bars In the new retlnery
of the Rio Tinto Co. 20c.

3907—DETERMINATION OF COPPER—The lodometric Determination of Cop-
per. F. A. Gooch and F. H. Heath. (Am.
Journ. Scl.. July, 1907; 9^4 pp.) Contains
an experimental study of the accuracy
of the various steps In the procedure
for determining copper by this method,
these points previously having been sub-
ject to much dispute. 60c.

390S—ELECTROLYTIC COPPER—The
Electrolytic Process of Copper Recovery.
W. Stoeger. (Min. Journ., July 6 and 13,
inoi;: 1 p.) Translation from "Metal-
lursle." giving an account of the theory
and the operating details of a process
for producing copper directly from ores
by electrolysis. 60c.

3909—ELECTROLYTIC COPPER RE-
FINING I'LANT, How to Outline an. C.
C. fhrlstensen. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
July 20. 1907; 1 p.) Gives the author's
ideas as to the various conditions which
must be considered and the calculations
which must be made In designing an
electrolytic copper renning plant. 20c.

3910—LOW-GRADE COPPER CAMPS.
Three I>arge. E. A. Ritter. (Min. World.
July 20, 1907; 1 U pp.) Deals principally
with the geological features and the or-
igin of the copper deposits of Bingham.
Utah. Ely. Xev.. and the Boundarv dis-
trict. B. C. 20c.

3911—MINE WATER—Precipitating
Copper from Butte Mine-water. A. F.
Bushnell. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., June
39. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives a few details of
the methods pf extracting copper from
mine-water by the box and the tower
systems. 20c.

3912—NEVADA—A Visit to Ely. Neva-
la. J. W. Abbott. (^Mln. and Sci. Press,
.'une 1.1. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives an ac-
count of the present condition of mining
development at this mining camp. 20c.

3913—SERVIA—The Copper MInea of
Sorvia. Wulter Harvey Wood. (Ens.
anil Min, Joui n., July 20. 1907; 1 p.)
Some brief notes on the character of
the ore deposits and tin* extent to
which the principal mining companies
have carried thoir operations. 2Uc.

3914—^SMELTING of Copper Ores. J.

W. Richards. (Electroclieni. and Mot.
lud., July, 1007;) 8olve» « uuiuber of
prolilems connected with tlie smelling
of copper ores, such as the calculation
of the cliarge, heat losses, composition
of nmtle, etc. 40c.

3915—SMELTING—Waste Hoat Boilers
for Copper Smelting Furnaces. (En-
gineering Record. July 6, 1907; 1 p.)

Describes an interesting Installation of
waste Ileal boilers at the <_'ohisii-l'arrot

Mining and Smelting Company's plant
at Butte, Mont., witli drawings of the
furnaces and flues, and connections be-
tween the boilers and the furnaces. 20c.

3916—UTAH AMALGAMATED COP-
PER COMPANY. (S. L. Mln. Rev., Juno
30, 1907; 2V. pp.) Some general Infor-
mation upon the mining situation in

this district and the extent of develop-
ment attained by this company. 20c.

3917—WASHINGTON—Report on a
Copper Property in Washington. Mllnor
Roberts. (Paclrlc Miner, June, 1907; 2

pp.) Describes tlie outcrop and occur-
rence of minerals in various places In
the Cascade mountains of Washington,
and gives assays of the copper-bearing
minerals. 20c.

391S—WYOMIN<3—Copper Deposits of
the Hartvllle Uplift. Wyoming. S. H.
Ball. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. No. 315,
1907; 14 pp.) Some notes on the char-
acter of the formation and the ore de-
posits of the Hartvllle region.

FELDSPAR

3919^MAINE—Feldspar and Quartz
Deposits of Maine. E. S. Bastin. (U. S.
Geol. Surv.. Bull. No. 315. 1907; 10 pp.)
Contains a few notes on the methods of
mining feldspar and quartz as practiced
in Maine, and the uses to which they
are put.

3920— NEW YORK—Feldspar amd
Quartz Deposits of Southeastern New
York. E. S. Bastin. (U. S. Geol. Surv..
Bull. No. 315, 1907; 5 pp.) Notes on the
geological relations of these deposits,
including description of the two princi-
pal quarries.

FULLERS EARTH

3921—FUXiLER'S EARTH—Properties
and Tests of Fuller's Earth. J. T. Por-
ter. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. No. 315.
1907; 23 pp.) Sums up the results of
tests to determine the suitability of ful-
lers earth as an oil clarifier. and dis-
cusses several theories to account for Its

peculiar properties.

GOLD AND SILVER

3922—AI^VSKA—Gold Fields of the
Solomon and Niukluk River Basins. P.
S. Smith. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. 314.

1907; l(t'i pp.) Enumerates tlie different
producing fields of these river basins,
and gives the leading facts relating to
them.

3923— ALASKA—The Circle Precinct.
A. H. Brooks. (U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull.
314. 1907; 17^4 pp.) Notes on the de-
velopment of various creeks within this
district, with a few statistics of gold
production during past years.

3924—ALASKA—The Kougarog Re-
gion. A. H. Brooks. (U. S. Geol. Surv..
Bull. 314. 1907; 18 pp.) A general In-

vestigation into the suitability of this
region as a mining district, which ap-
pears to be one where considerable cap-
ital Is necessary for successful mining
operation. 20c.

3925—AL^VSKA—The Nome Region.
F. H. Mofflt. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull.

314. 190"; 19 pp.) An Investigation of
the probable bed-rock sources of Nome
placer gold, .-ind the processes governing
Its present distribution.

3<)26—AMAIjGAMATTON—Pan Amalga-
mation. H. W. Bangle. (Mln. and Scl.

Press. June 29. 1907; 3 pp.) Outlines the
chemical reactions which take place In

the process of pan amalgamation anJ

Rivea various hlnla to finaurv ths moat
efflcient operation of '

' * SOc.

3927—BLACK SA.\ of
Black Sand. R. II. It •"•i

Mln. Journ.. June
Contains description
ing gold and platlnun
erala from black f

feature being the api
lie clttBslncatlon to an Mrciiniiry buji.c.

2UC.

3928—BLACK SANDS—The Aurifer-
ous Black Sands of California. David
T. Day. (.Mines and Minerals. July. I'.iu7:

I'/i pp.) Gives an odlchil • • r

the scope of the work
the Government in Invct-'

sands, and the results a.

It, pointing out some of tl

held by misinformed peiM
these sands. 20c.

3929—CALIFORNIA—Geology of the
nodle District. California. R. P. Mc-
Laughlin. (Min. and Scl. Press, June 22,

1907; 2 pp.) Describes the chief geolog-
ical features of this district, which was
a large producer of gold la the past.
20c.

3930—CALIFORNIA—Geology of the
Coffee Creek Mining District. N. S.

Stines. (Min. and Scl. Press, July 6,

1907; 1 p.) Gives In brief a few of the
principal points connected with the geol-
ogy of llie country and the mining and
the milling of the ore from this district
of Trinity Co., Cal. 20c.

3931—CY'ANIDATION—The Filtration
of Slime by the Butters Method. E. H.
Hamilton. (Mln. and Scl. Press, June
22 and 29. 1907; 10 pp.) Gives some notes
on the inception, design and methods of
working of this process of slime hand-
ling, illustrated by several drawings of
filter-frames and pump-connections. 40c.

3932—CYANIDATION—Vacuum Slime-
filters. A. G. Kirby. (>Un. and Scl.

Press, July 13, 1907; 2 pp.) Shows the
Importance of maintaining perfect work-
ing conditions In vacuum filters and
gives some of the experiences of the
author In plants using both the Moore
and the Butters systems. 20c.

3933—CYANIDE PRACTICE at the
Homestake Mill. F. L. Bosqui. (Mln.
and Scl. Press, July G, 1907; 3 pp.) Gives
some notes upon the present cyanide
practice of the Homestake mill. 20c.

3934 — CY'ANIDE PROCESS — Recent
Improvements in the Cyanide Process on
the Witwatcrsrand. E. M. Weston. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ.. July 13, 1907: H p.)

Gives some notes on the use of "wad"
which contains various proportions of
manganese dioxide as a means of In-

creasing extraction from cyanide solu-
tions. 20c.

3935—DALY-JUDGE MINING COMP-
ANY, Report on the Property of the.

P. A. Gow, A. M. Howat. G. S. Krueger.
and F. H. Parsons. (Bull. Colo. Sch. of

Mines. May. 1907; 40 pp.) A complete
report upon the situation and opera-
tions of this mine, including notes on
the geology, surface and underground
equipment, mining system and methods
of concentration. 60c.

3936—GOLD DREDGING—La Dragage
de rOr dans les Monts Ourals et en
Siberle. (Revue Mineralurglque. June,
1907: Hj pp.) Gives brief information
upon dredging apparatus and working
costs in Siberia and the Ural district
of Russia.

3937—GOLD DREDGING PRACTICE at
Ruby, Montana. J. P. Hutchlns. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. June 29 and July 13.

1907; 7 pp.) Tells how the Conrey Placer
Mining Co. has met a series of ditflrult

conditions in handling clayey gravel and
boulders. 20c.

3938—INDIA—Report on the Gold-
bearing Deposits of Lol Twang. Shan
States. Burma, T. D. La Touche. (Re-
cords. Geol. Surv. of India. Vol. XXXV,
Part 2. 1907; 12 pp.) Sums up the re-
sults of an investigation on the extent of
the gold-bearing deposits of these
States, giving information as to the mode
of occurrence and the results of assays.

3939—MEXICO— Proatio. a Famous
Mine of Fresnlllo. Mexico. John A.
Church. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. July 13.

1907; 3 pp.) An account of the early
history and present condition of this
mining camp, which is characterized by
a remarkable abundance of veins, ond
practically no faulting. 20c.
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S8<0—MEXICO—The Historic Mines of
Proaflo. P. w. Meyers. (Mln. World.
July 1). 1907; 3 pp.) Gives an outline of
the history of mlnln^r In this camp and
contains a few notes on present con-
ditions of mining operations. 20c.

3941—MEXICO—The Mines of Ul Luz,
Guanajuato. Mexico—I. John A. Church.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ.. July 20, 1907; BVi
pp.) Deals principally with the geol-
ogical features and the vein system In
the Lia Luz region of Guanajuato, where
mining operations are now being re-
sumed. 20c.

3942—NEVADA—Some Interesting Ne-
vada Mining History. (Pacific Miner,
June. 1097; 8 pp.) A review of the dis-
covery, development and present con-
dition of the mines In and about Gold-
field. Bullfrog and Rhyollte. 20c.

3943—NOVA SCOTIA—The Gold Mining
Industry In Nova Scotia. E. Percy
Brown. (Can. Mln. Journ., July 15, 1907;
5 pp.) Re\"iews the past progress and
present state of the gold mining Industry
In Nova Scotia, pointing out some of the
reasons for Its present stagnation.
3944—NOVA SCOTIA—The Richardson

Mine. Percy Brown. (Can. Mln. Journ.,
June 15, 1907; 3\i pp.) Describes the
mining and milling practice of this
company, which uses the bromo-cyanlde
process for treating Its stamped tail-
ings. 20c.

3945—PLACER MINING—^Examining a
Placer Property. George W. Maynard.
(Mln. World, July 6, 1907; 1 p.) Gives
an account of the methods used In sampl-
ing a placer property, panning the sam-
ples, and assaying the concentrates. 20c.

3946—SILVER AND LEAD MINES,
The Great. T. A. KIckard (Mln. and
Scl. Press. June 22, 1907; Hi pp.) Sum-
marizes and compares briefly the re-
lative outputs of the largest lead and
sliver mines of the world. 20c.

3947 — SILVER-LEAD SMELTINGPRACmCE—IV and V. T. S. Austin.
(Mln, and Scl. Press, June 15 and July 13,
1907: H4 p.) Gives very brief mention
of the loss of gold in refining base
bullion separating slag from matte in
copper smelting. 40c.

394 S—SOUTH AFRICA — The Giant
Mines of Rhodesia. (South African
Mines, June 1, 1907; 1% pp.) Reviews
the extent of mining operations in sev-
eral Rhodeslan districts. 20c.

3949—STAMP MILLIN(3—A Light Bat-
tery Frame. F. A. Thomson. (Bull.
Colo. Sch. of Mines, May. 1907; 4 pp.)
Describes the erection of a stamp battery
and Its foundation In a district where
no timber larger than 8x8 and less
than 20 ft. long was available. 60c.

3950—TIBETAN GOLDFIELDS. M.
Maclaren. (Mln, Journ., June 22, 1907;
IH pp.) Sums up the present state of
our knowledge upon the character and
extent of the gold-bearing area of Tibet,
the extent of which Is considerable. 40c.

3951—YAK TUNNEI^The Yak Mining.
Milling and Tunneling Company. H. C.
Armlngton and H. W. Stotesbury. (Bull.
Colo. Sch. of Mines. May, 1907; 18 pp.)
Gives some notes on the methods of
tunneling, timbering, hauling and dis-
posal of waste as used In this drainage
tunnel. 60c.

GRAPHITE

3952—WYOMING—Graphite In the
Haystock Hills. Laramie County, Wyo
S. H. Ball. (U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull.
No. 315. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives a brief
statement of the occurrences of graphite
In this district, and the commercial con-
ditions attending Its possible exploita-
tion. 20c.

G7PSUH
3953—NEW Ml-rxICO—Gypsum in

Northwemern New Mexico. M. K. Shaler.
<V. S Geol. Surv.. Bull, No, 315, 1907;
6 pp, ) Mentions briefly the stratigraphy
of the region where these gypsum de-
posits occur, and considers the possib-
ility of exploiting them.

IKON AND STEEL

3954—ALABA.MA—The Brown Iron
Orea of the Russellvllle District, Ala-

bama. E. F. Burchard. (U. S. Geol.
Surv., Bull. No. 315, 1907; 8 pp.) Studies
the geological relations and character-
istics of the brown Iron ores of the
Russellvllle district of Alabama.

3995—ALABAMA—The Clinton or Red
Ores of the Birmingham District, Ala-
bama. E. F. Burchard. (U. S. Geol.
Surv.. Bull. No. 315, 1907; 21 pp.) Studies
the geological relations and character-
istics of the Clinton beds of Alabama,
Including a few notes on mining develop-
ment.

3956—ALABAMA—The Gray Iron Ores
of Talladega County, Ala. P. S. Smith.
(U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. No. 315, 1907;
23 pp.) Describes the mines and pros-
pects in this district, with a few state-
ments as to their probable origin, and
tlieir economic importance.

3957—ANALYSIS OF IRON, report of
Committee on Standard Methods for the.
(Trans. Am. Fdymen's Assn., May, 1907;
3 pp.) Gives procedures for the determ-
ination of silicon, sulphur, phosphorus,
manganese and total carbon as adopted
by the Committee on Standard Methods
of Analysis.

3958—BLAST FURNACE—V. Horace
Allen. (Iron Tr. Rev., July 11, 1907;
2 pp,) Considers some of the principles
of slag formation and tlie best classes
of flux to use in tlie formation of the
particular slag best adapted to an ore,
20c.

3959—BLAST FURNACE GAS—Produc-
tion £;conomique de la Force Motrice
au moyen des gaz mC'tallurgiques. C.
Dantin. (G(?nie Civ., June 29, 1907; 4

pp.) Reviews European practice in the
utilization of blast furnace gas as a
source of power, especially as exempli-
fied at the works of the Socifite Cock-
erill, at Seraing, Belgium. 40c.

3960—BLAST FURNACE PRACTICE,
T. F, Witherbee, (Paper read before the
A. I, M. E., New York meeting, Apr,,
1907; 13 pp.) A discussion of two papers
on this subject by F, L, Grammer and
J, E. Johnson, Jr.. wliich were previously
read before the Institute.

39G1—CAST IRON—Manganese in Cast
Iron. H. E, Field, (Trans, Am, Fdy-
men's .4.ssn.. May, 1907; 3% pp.) Treats
of tlie general effect of the use of man-
ganese in cast iron in relation to its
Influence on hardening -carbon content,

3962—CAVING SYSTEM on the Menom-
inee Range, Reginald Meeks, (Eng, and
Min, Journ,, July 20, 1907; 4 pp,) De-
scribes the different systems of mining
now in use on this range, and briefly
outlines general mining conditions there.
20c.

3963—CONVERTING SMALL CHARGES—Precede de Production d'Acier en
Petltes Masses. (La Metallurgle, May
29, 1907; 1 p.) Describes a process of
blowing small amounts of pig iron to
steel in a converter, ferrosilicon being
added when the carbon flame appears,
in order that the oxidation of the sili-
con may furnish sufficient heat to offset
the previous cooling of the bath by the
blowing. 20c.

3964—CONVEYING APPARATUS FOR
ROLLING MILI^S — Hebe und Trans-
portmlttel in Stahl- und Walzwerksbe-
trieben. G. Stauber. (Stahl u. Eisen,
July 10, 1907; 86 pp., 1 plate.) Describes
various types of machines and con-
trivances for lifting, carrying and con-
trolling material and apparatus in roll-
ing mills, including many detailed il-
lustrations. 40c.

3965— CUPOLA FURNACES—Cubilot
a Recuperation SystSme A. Baillot. C.
Dantin. (Gdnle Civ., June ir,, 1!107 ; 1 p.)
Gives a general outline of tlie Ballott
type of regenerative cupolas, and a brief
description of an installation of this
system in a French foundry. 40c.

3966—EDUCATION—Die Giesserel-An-
asen der Konlgllchen Fachschule filr die
Elsenund Stahllndustrie des Siegener
I.andes zu Slegen. (Stahl u. Elsen, July
3. 1907; 4 pp.) Contains a brief account
of the appliances and methods of in-
struction carried out In a foundry trade
school at Slegen. Germany. 20c.

3967—ELECTRIC SMELTIN(5—Heroult
Electric Steel Process. (Electrochem.
and Met. Ind., July, 1907; 2Vi PP,) Gives
a number of illustrations of the largest
plants in this country, producing steel
by the Heroult process. 40c.

3968—FOUNDRIES of the Atlas En-
gine Works, Indianapolis. (Iron Tr.
Rev,, July 11, 1907; 2 V4 PP-) Describes
and illustrates many features of the
foundry and equipment of this company,
20c.

3969—GAS ANALYSIS—L'Enregistre-
raent et I'Analyse Automatiques de I'An-
hydride Carbonique dans les Gaz. L.
Fabre. (Rev. de Chim. Industrielle, June
15, 1907; 11/, pp.) A description of the
Hallwach's apparatus for automatically
determining and recording the amount
of carbon dioxide in gases. 40c.

3970—GERMAN STEEL PLANTS, Mod-
ern Machinery in, F, C. Perkins. (Iron
Tr, Rev., July 4, 1907; 2 pp.) Describes
different types of modern heavy mach-
inery used in steel manufacturing plants
in Germany. 20c.

3971—IRON AND STEEL PLATE—
History of the Manufacture of Iron and
Steel Sheets. W. C. Cronemeyer. (Proc.
Eng, Soc. W. Penn., May, 1907; 19 pp.)
Outlines the development of the process-
es now used in rolling iron and steel into
sheets, and gives brief notes on the art
of covering the plates with other pro-
tective metals. 40c.

3972—IRON MINING Operations in the
Mesabi. (Iron Tr. Rev., July 4, 1907; 2

pp.) Reviews the extent and nature of
operations of stripping and mining in
various mines on the Mesabi range, 20c.

3973—IRON ORE DEPOSITS—A Study
of the Iron Ore Deposits of Almeria.
(Min. Journ., July 6 and 13, 1907; 1V4 PP.)
Contains a general description of the
geological features of these deposits and
takes up tiie discussion of various theor-
ies as to their origin. To be continued.
40c.

3974—IRON PIGMENT—Southern Red
Hematite as an Ingredient of Metallic
Paint. E. F. Burchard. (U. S. Geol,
Surv., Bull No. 315, 1907; 5 pp.) Gives
notes on some occurrences of iron ore in
the South which could profitably be ex-
ploited for use as pigment.

3975—IRON PIGMENT—The Mineral
Paint Ores of Lehigh Gap, Pennsylvania.
E. C. Eckel. (U. S. Geol, Surv., Bull. No,
315, 1907; 2% pp.) Deals briefiy with
the geology and character of the iron
pigment deposits of Lehigh Gap. 20c.

3976—MAGNETITE DEPOSITS of the
Cornwall Type in Berks and Lebanon
Counties, Penn. A. C Spencer. (U. S,

Geol. Surv., Bull. No. 315, 1907; 4 pp.)
Gives the results of an investigation in-
to the probable method of origin of the
above deposits.

3977—MINNESOTA—Coleraine District
Mesabi Range. (Min. World, July 6.

1907; 1% pp,) Contains a brief review of
the methods of mining and stripping on
this range, and the manner of washing
the ore wiiicli is rather low-grade in
some places, 20c,

3978—ORE HANDLING on the Mesabi
Range, (Iron Tr, Rev., July IS, 1907;
1 p,) Describes the methods in use for
analyzing ore shipments and the subse-
quent mixing of the ore in order to se-
cure uniform shipping cargoes, 20c,

3979—PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
STEEL, F. W. Harbord. (Engineering,
June 14, 1907; 2 pp.) Paper read before
the Iron and Steel Institute; an inquiry
into the relations existing between the
process of manufacture of steel, and its

physical properties. Tests were carried
out on bessemer, Thomas, and acid and
basic Martin steel. Published in Ger-
man in Metallurgle, June 8, 1907. 40c.

39S0—RAILS—Experiences with Lim-
ber and Stiff Rail Sections. P. H. Dud-
ley. (Iron Age, July 4, 1907; 4 pp.)
Compares the relative durability of stiff

.and flexible rail sections and deals with
the effect of slag, mill treatment and tlie

use of dry blast upon the quality of the
rails. 20c.

3981-RAILS—How May the Quality of
Steel Rails Be Improved? Henry M.
Howe, (Eng. and Mln. Journ., July 6,

1907; 2V2 pp.) Discusses briefiy the var-
ious operations in the manufacture of
steel rails which are likely to cause
flaws, and suggests Improvements in the
process of manufacture in order to pre-
vent failure. 20c.

3982—RAILS—Open-Hearth Steel Rails.
B. Talbot. (Iron Age, June 27, 1907:
2 pp.) Paper read before the Am. Soc.
for Testing Materials, June, 1907, giv-
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liiK some notes on tlu- inctlioilH of inll-
InK and the rosnlLs of ilriip testH upon
raiLs niaUo by tli«> <-oiittntiou8 pi'oi't^ss

whlt-h is a iniMllili'ailiM) of tht* i»pon-
hearth niethoil of niiiniifui'ture. L'Oc.

3!i»3—RAII.iS — The CorrutfutUin of
Ralls lEnKlneiTlntf, Jnne H. 1»07; SM,
pp. > In\e»tlKato.s pnsslhle caviHcH nf In-
<-(|vialltl<'S In rails, and Klve.s niiirh I'x-

perlinoiitul data npon the i'lmipoHlllon
and physical proportle.s nf rails , which
have hecomo corruKnted after short ser-
vice. 10c.

39S4 — RA1I>! — The Muniifacture of
Steel Ralls. J. C. Bayles. (fasslor's
MaK*.. Jvil.\'. lloiT. r. Vj PP-* Considers the
InllnciUM' of the liessenierl/inK process
upon ihi' iiviallly of steel from which
rails are rolled, ami shows thai varia-
tion iif midsture In the hlnst is proh-
ahl.v respiinslhle foi" differences In qual-
ity of the llnlshed pro.lucl. 4()c.

3KS,-.—ROLI^ING MI 1.1.. WORK. Notes
on. n. H. Reddy. 1 Iron Tr. Rev., June
I'T. 11*07; ;i PP- > <»utliiifs and cotnnn-nts
on n few methods in use for desiKnlUK
rolls for steel mills. ::oc.

39St: — SHKIOT MKT.M. MANIPULA-
TION. F. I. Kills. il'roc. Knif. Soc. \V.
Penn.. .May. 1907; 9 pp.) Contains a
summary of the present state of rolling
and shearing metals. 40c.

39S7—.>*PKt'IFIC HICAT—Die spezi-
Hsche Wilrme de.s Elsens. P. Oherhofter.
iMetalhirKle. June L'2 and July S. 1907;
IN I.J pp.) Describes the course of a
thoroutrh investigation undertaken to de-
termine the specitic heat of iron. 60c.

3!i!>!> — .SPECIFICATIONS — The En-
forcement of Specifications. C. B. Dud-
ley. I Iron .\Ke, June 27. 1907; 5 pp.)
Presidential address before the Amer.
Soc. for Testing Materials. June 20. 1907.
considering the relations between the-
consumer and producer and the present
attitude adopted in enforcing specifica-
tions. 20c.

3989—STEEL WORKS—C.as and Elec-
tric Power In Continental Steel Works.
J. B. van Brussel. 1 Eng. Mag., July.
1907; in pp.) Gives a general outline of
the extent to whicii gas and electric
power have been applied in large iron
and sleel works in Continental Europe.
40c.

aO'.iii — TI-:M1'I:I!I:I) STICEL - K.Vher-
ches sur les Const luiants des Aclers
Tremin's EITectui^s n» l.aboniiolre d'Easais du
Conservatoire national <les Arts et Metiers,
n I'arls. 1'. Itreiill. ilSnII. Soc. de llnd.
Mlmiale. T. VI. •_• llvr.. l!io7 ; i;il pp.. .'()

plates I. Studies tile properties and struc-
ture oi' tempere4l steel, and discusses in de-
tail the results obtained.

;!:.91 — TCNGSTEN-STEEL, — Kohlen-
stoff-Wolframstahle. T. Swinden. (Met-
allurgie. June s. 1907; 2.')'.j pp.) Paper
read before the Iron and .Steel Inst.,

studying the effects of varying amounts
of carbon upon steel having a fixed con-
tent of tungsten. .\nal>'ses of the diff-

erent steels, results of strength tests, of
heat treatment and metallographlcal ex-
aminations are given. 40c.

r.992—VIRGINIA IRON INDISTRY.
J. J. Porter. ^.Manufacturers' Rec. June
27 and July 4. 1907; r. pp.) Conclusion
of article previously mentioned in this
Index, dealing with the character of the
fluxes and fuels cotnmonly used, and
with the cost and pniHts of making pig
iron at various plants. 40c.

399;'.—WYOMI.Nfi—The Hartvllle Iron
Ore Range. Wyoming. S. H. Ball. 1

1'. S.

Geol. Surv., Bull. No. :U.'i. 1907; 15 pp.)
A preliminary description of the Hart-
vllle range, taking account of the geo-
'"glcal features of tbf' cr.untry, atid the
\tent and tllstribution of the ore.

;'.994—WYOMING — TItaniferous Iron
Ore of Iron Moimtain. Wy<iming. S. H.
Eall <V. S. C.eol. Surv.. Bull. No. 31.t.

1907. 7 pp I Studies tlie geology of the
Iron Miuintain deposits i.f titnniutn iron
ore. and considers tlteir commercial pos-
"Ibllitles.

LEAD

399:.—ARIZO.NA—I.ead-Sllver Deposits
of Mowry, Ariz. R. B. Brinsmade. (Mines
and Minerals. July. 19o7; '^ pp.> Gives a
few nt^tes on the milling and smelting
methods in this camp, but deals prin-
cipally with the caving method of min-
ing, whereby ^0 per cent, of tlie ore Is

won without the use of timbers, 20c.

39911— I.E.VO S.MIOI.TI.NC.

—

-I'Mber den
Blel-ll.i»treaktlotispni/.eHS. R. Schenck
and W. Itassba'cb. 4 Mfiullurgle, ,IuIn' S,

1907, 13 pp.) Au i-xpcrlMO'iilal Iticiulry
Into the nature of the ri-ailloiiH wlilch
titke place In tlie roast redtn-tlon procoHH
of lead smelting, atitl the particular i-on-
ditions which make for tlie bent elllclency
during the roasting ami the HUbHei|uent
rcai'tlon. 40c.

MICA

3»!I7—NORTH CAUiiMNA—Mica De-
posits of Western North (Carolina. D.
B. Sterrett. ( U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. No.
SIS. 1907; 23 pp.) Describes the general
geoKigy and oi-currences of mica In this
.Sttlte and gives an account of operatbms
as they tire now carrietl on at the |irlii-

clpal tnlnes.

399S—ONTARIO—Mica In Ontario. E.
T. Corklll. (Can. MIn. Journ., June l.^i,

1907; 3I1, pp. > Reviews the mica InduB-
tr.\' of Ontario, giving the latest Inform-
atliui upon It. 20c.

3999—WYOMING—Mica In the Hart-
vllle fi>lift, Wyoming. S. H. Ball. ( U. S.
Geol. Surv., Bull. 314, 1907; 21 pp.)
I>escrlbes briefly the mica prospects In
Wyoming, and the commercial conditions
which affect their operation.

NICKEL

40110—ELECTROLYSIS OF .NICKEL
SOLI'TIONS—Periodisclie Erscheinungen
bel der i'^lektrol.s'se vt>n Nickelsjilzen. A.
Thiol and A. Windelsclimidt. (Zelt. f.

Elektrmhem., June 14, 1907; 8M1 PP-) An
inouirx- Into the causes tif periodic var-
iation in vidtage and amperage which
occurs .luring the electrolysis of nickel
salts in oxalic acid solution, and deter-
mined to be ilue to the formation and
breaking up of a hydn^xlde having the
composition Ni (OH),. 40c.

4001_N1CKEL DETERMI.NATION —
Kine neue Bestinimungsmetbode des
Nickels und Hire .\nwenilung in der An-
al,\'se zur Trennung des Nickels vom Ko-
balt und Zink. H. Grossmann and B.
Schuck. (Chem. Zelt.. May 2'\ 1907; 2

pp.) Gh'es the procedure f(>r a new
tnethod of determining nickel, also of
separating it froni col alt and zinc b.v the
use of dicyandiamidlne S(dutlon as a re-
agent and gives data as to the accuracy
of the jirocedure. 20c.

4002—OREGON—Nickel Deposits of
Nickel Mountain. Oregon. G. F. Kay.
ir. S. Geol. Surv., Hull. No. 31.'>. 1907;
7'j pp,) Gives the results of a brief stu ly
nf these nickel deposits to tletermine
their pndiable extent and their source.

PETROLEUM

4003—ALASK.A — I'cti i.huiu at Con-
troller Rav. G. C. Martin. <1". S. Geol.
Surv.. Bull. 314, 1907; 14 pp.) Reviews
the different occurrences in this .\laskan
region, considers the outlook for profit-
.ible exploitation, and mentlon.s the dlfh-
culties of drilling and operating.

4004—CALIFORNIA—Preliminary Re-
port on the Santa Maria Oil District,
Santa Barbara County, California. R.
Arnidd and R. Anderson. if. S. Geol.
Surv,, Bull. No, 317; 69 pp,) Gives de-
tailed information as to the geological
formations and the extent of develoji-
ments In the exploited area.

400.1 — CALORIMETER for Volatile
Liquid Fuels. Specially Adapted for Pet-
rol. W. H. Rawles. (Journ. Soc, Chem,
Ind,. June 29, 1907; 1 '-j pp, ) Describes
the construction and tlie manner of op-
erating a modlflcatlon of Darling's ap-
jiaratus adapted to determine the cal-
oriflc power of liquid fuels. 80c.

4in)(;_»)RirjI..INC,—Illustrated Notes on
the Drilling of Oil Wells. George Rice.
lOres and Metals, .luly .">, 1901; 1 p.)
(Jives a general account of the various
tools used in drilling wells, and flsblng
for lost parts, and the use of sand pumps
and casings, 20c,

40117—NEW SOCTH WALES — Shale
^Mning in New Soutli Wales. 1 1'etrol.
H.'V.. July 6, 1907; 1 p.) Outlines briefly
t'e pri>gress of recent developt»ients In
the shale mining Industrv in this r.iun-
Iry. 20c.

loos—<).NTAIlli>—The New Tilbury und
Romney Oil Fields of Kent County,
(liilariii, l-;ilKene Coste, (Paper reu.i !
foru tlic Can. .MIn. Inst,, Toronto 11
Ing, 1907; ailvaiice copy; T-j pp) 1

scribes the extent of the above oil ii.
1

the nature of the oil and gas, 10. m..!
of drilling, price and iruniiporlatloii.

4009—TRINIDAD—The Oil Field* of
Trinidad. (Pelrol. Rev.. July >>. 1907; 2

pp.) Mentions the different features
which point to the presence of new idl

llelds aiid considers a new theory bear-
ing upon the origin of the famous im-
libalt lake. 40c,

PHOSPHATE ROCK

4010—ARKANSAS— Developed Phos-
phate Deposits of Niirlhern ArknnsiiH.
A. H. Purdui-, IV. S. Gc.il, Surv,, Bull.

No. 315, 1907; II pp.! (iiitlliws the ex-
tent of development among \ arlous phos-
phate beds, and gives a general theory
as to their origin. 20c.

4011—I'ENNSYLVANIA — Phosphorus
Ore at Mioint Holly .Springs, Penn, G.
W. .Stose, (I'. S. Geol, Surv., Hull, No.
315. 1907; 9 pp.) Contains an aicinint
of the discovery, development and orig-
in of the phosphorus ore at this place,
and deals briefly with, tlie manufacture
of phosphorus from the material.

4012 — PHOSPHATE DEPOSITS in

Western I'nited States. F. B. Weeks and
W. F, Ferrler. ( U. S. Geol, Surv,, Bull,
No, 315, 1907; 14 pp.) Enumi'rates var-
ious deposits of pbospliale-b.-arlng mat-
erial of Importance throughout the West-
ern States and comments briefly upon
their geological features. 20c.

RARE HETALS

4013—CARNOTITE In Rio Blanco
County, Colo. II. S. Gale. (U. S. Geol.
Surv., Bull. No, 315, 1907; 0'/- pp,) Enu-
merates the principal known deposits of
this mineral In Rio Blanco county.

4014 ~- TIIALI.ir.M — Contrlbullons lo

the Chemistry nf Tlialllum.—II. L, F.
Hawley. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, July,
1907; 7 '/j pp.) Gives a new method for
the gravimetric determination of thall-
ium and describes the characteristics of
\'arious thallium compounds. 60c.

4015—PERT—Vanadium In Peru. J. J.

Bravo. iMin. World, .luly 6, 1907; Vi p.)
Gives some notes on a few occurrences
of vanadium ore in this country. 20c.

SALT

4016—INDIA—Note on the Brine-well
at Bawgyo. .Northern Shan .States, T.
D. l,.a Touilie, (Records, Goel, .Surv, of
India, Vol. XX.XV,. Part 2. 1907; 4 pp.)
Contains a few notes on .the geological
features and methods of working this
brine-well where operations Iiave to be
interrupted every nine hours in order
to let the well All up again.

4017—SALT MAKING—Treatment of
the Pan Scale of Salt Pans, and of Its
Products. F. Bale. (Journ, Soc. of
Chem. Ind., .May 31, 19"7; 1 pi Relates
to recent Improvements in working up
the scale left In evaporating pans, and
recovering useful products from It. 80c.

SAND

401S—(5LASS-S.\.Nli INDrSTUY of In-
diana. Kentucky and oliio. E. F. Bur-
chard, (f. S. Geol. Surv. Bull. No. 315,
1907; 16 pp.) Detailed ilescrlptlons of
some of the chief glass-sand properties
In these States, with a few notes on the
methods of preparation In the local
glass-making lndustr>-.

4019—GL.VSS S.VND.s—Notes on Vari-
ous Glass Sands. Mainly I'ndeveloped. E.
F. Burcbnrd, (U. S. Geol, Surv.. Bull.
.N'o. 315. 1907; 6 pp.1 Enumerates the
greater part of the known subordinate
occurrences of glass-sand In various
.states,

SULPHUR

4020—UTAH—The Cove Creek Sulphur
Beds. Utah. W. T. I>ee. (V. S. Geol.
Surv.. Bull. No. 315, 1907; 5 pp.) Gives
some general statements as to the char-
acter of the ore and Its probable origin.
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TIN

4021—DETINNINO—Electric Detlnnlng
of Tlnplato Scrap. G. Crude. (Mln.
Journ., July 13. 1907; Uj p.) Contains a
few general ohserviitlons on the tech-
nical and Industrial features connected
with the recovery of tin from scrap by
•lectrlclty. 20c

4022—TASMANI.V—Mount Blachoft Tin
Mine, Tasmania. R. Stokes. (Mln. World.
July 13. ISO?: 3 pp.) Gives a general
Idea of the location and character of this

tin mine, and a description of the pro-
cess of milling the ore. 20c.

4023—TASMANIA — Mount Cleveland
Tin Field. Tasmania. (Aust. Mln. Stand.,
June 5, 11107; 2 pp.) Outlines the scope
of operations and the flnaiulal conditions
of the chief producing companies In this
field. 20c.

4024—TASMANIAN TIN INDUSTRY—m R. Stokes. (Mln. World, June 29,

1907: 2 pp.) Describes hrlefly the meth-
ods of bucket dredging and lode mining
as practiced In the Tasmanlan tln-fleld.

SOc.

4025—WASHINGTON—A Tin Deposit
Near Spokane. A. R. Whitman. (Mln.
and Scl. Press, July 13. 1907: 1 p.) Very
brief notes on the occurrence of tin ore
In this district and tlie economic con-

whkh now Influence Its explol-
20c.

ditlons
Utlon.

ZINC

4026 — GALVANIZING — ZIngage i\

Ctaaud et Galvanisation Electrolytlque.
(La Metallurgie. June 19. 1907; 1 p.) A
greneral review of the art of galvanizing
both by the method of dipping objects
In a zinc bath, and by electrolytic means.
20c
4027—MILL.— New Klmberly-Wilfley

Mill. (Mln. World, July 13, 1907: 1 p.)
Describes ,1 y a flow-sheet and brief
comments the concentrating process to
be used in treating a zinc-iron sulphide
ore in Colorado. 20c.

4028—MILLING "SHEET GROUND"
ORE In JopUn District. Doss Brittaln.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., July 13. 1907; 6

pp.) Gives an account of the present
methods of milling sheet ground ore as
practiced in Joplln where the low grade
of the deposit requires large scale opera-
tions. \'arlous flow-sheets of typical
mills and details of jigs are included.
20c.

4029—ORE REDUCTION—New Process
of Reducing Zinc Ore. (Lead and Zinc
News, June X, 1907: 3V4 pp.) A summary
of the patent specification of a new pro-
cess of zinc ore smelting in which the ore
and materials necessary for carrying out
the reaction are placed in a furnace
chamber in which the charge Is rotated
by means of a current of gas or air,
the reaction taking place during the ro-
tation. 20c.

4030—TENNESSEE—The Zinc Belt of
Claiborne and Union Counties, Tennessee.
W. C. Clarke. (Mines and Minerals,
July, 1907: 1 p.) Gives a brief outline
of the various zinc formations In this
district, and the prospects of taking up
their dpvplnpment. 20c.

XCOHOHIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL

4031—AI^\BA.MA—Limestone and Dol-
omite in the Birmingham District, Al-
abama. C. Butts. (U. S. Geol. Surv.,
Bull. No. 31.1, 1907: 9 pp.) Describes
briefly the principal limestone forma-
tion In this district, and gives analyses.

4032—ALASKA—Geology and Mineral
Resources of Iron Creek. P. S. Smith.
<U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. 314, 1907; 7 pp.)
Reviews the physiography and general
geological features, and describes the
present state of mining development.

4033—ALASKA—Reconnaissance In the
Matanuska and Talkeetna Basins, with
Notes on the Placers of the Adjacent
ReClooa. S. I'nlEC and A. Knnpf. (V. S.
Geol. Snrv.. Bull. 314, 1907: 21 pp.)
Gives ^fnuf Infrirmatlon upon the gen-
eral gerili'ity of this territory, and dis-
cusses tli*' economic aspects of copper
and gold occurrences.

4034—AI*(\SKA—Reconnaissance on the
Pacific Coast from Yakutat to Alsek

River. E. Blackwelder. (U. S. Geol.
Surv., Bull. 314, 1907; 6Va V>1>> An ac-
count of an exploration of the north-
western part of the coastal strip of
southeastern Alaska, describing briefly
the geological formations and mineral
indications.

4035—ALASKA— The Bonnlfleld and
Kantlshna Regions. L. M. Prlndle. (U. S.

Geol. Surv., Bull. 314, 1907; 22V4 PP-)
Sums up the results of Investigations as
to the extent of the resources in gold and
coal to be found in these regions.

4036 — BRITISH COLUMBIA—Recon-
naissance Up West Fork of Kettle River.
II. F. Evans. (Mln. World, July 13, 1907:
1 p.) Brief mention of an exploration
and the rock outcrops of the region
around the west fork of Kettle river. 20c.

4037—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Ge-
ologv and Ore Deposits of Franklin
Camp, B. C. R. W. Brock. (Paper read
before the Can. Mln. Inst.. Toronto meet-
ing, 1907, advance copy; 16 pp.) Con-
tains some brief notes upon the character
of the ore deposits in this camp and
the chief geological features. 20o.

4038—GENESIS OF ORB DEPOSITS

—

Der Stammbaum der Erzlagerstiitten.
O. Stutzer. (Oest. Zeit. t. B. u. H., June
29, 1907: 2M pp.) Deals with the origin
of ore deposits, citing the silver depos-
its of Freiberg as examples illustrating
the themes touched upon. 20c.

4039—GENESIS OF ORES. H. V. Win-
chell. (Mln. and Sci. Press, July 13, 1907:
3 pp.) Addre.«s delivered before the
Mont. School of Mines, June 6, 1907, out-
lining prevalent modern theories of the
genesis of ore deposits, giving special at-
tention to some points which have hith-
erto been neglected in text-books. 20c.

4040—INCLINATION OF STRATA —
Neuer Stratameter und Bohrlochsnei-
gungsmesser. Freise. (Oest. Zeit. f. B.

u. H., June and 22, 1907; 5% pp.) Sup-
plements two previous articles of this
character, and discusses the construction
and application of some devices for de-
termining the direction of strike and
dip of strata which are penetrated by
deep bore-holes. 60c.

4041—INDO-CHINA—Note sur la Geol-
ogic et les Mines de la Region Com-
prise entre Lao-Kay et Yunnan-Sen. H.
I>antenois. (Ann. des Mines, T. XI, 4

livr., 1907: 121 pp.) Continuation of ar-
ticle previously mentionpd in this In-
dex. The present instalment contains
chapters on coal, lignite, copper and Iron
mines, and gives some notes on several
deposits of miscellaneous minerals.

4042—METAMORPHOSIS—The Meta-
morphic Cycle. C. K. Leith. (Journ. of
Geol., May-June, 1907: 10% pp.) Deals
with the changes undergone by sedimen-
tary and eruptive rocks under the In-
fluence of metamorphic agencies. 60c.

4043—ORE DEPOSITION—The Forma-
tion and Enrichment of Ore-Bearing
Veins. George J. Bancroft. (Paper read
before the A. I. M. E., New York meet-
ing. Apr., 1907: 23 pp.) A discussion of
various theories of ore formation and a
presentation of the author's own views
on this subject tending to show that vol-
canic action and circulation of rich solu-
tion. are the primary factors in vein-for-
mation.

4044—ORE DEPOSITS—Ein Beitrag
zur Kenntnls der Tektonik der Erzla-
gerstatten am Schneeberg bei Sterzlng
In Tirol. B. Granigg. (Oest. Zeit. f. B. u.

H., July 6, 1907: 5% pp.) Deals with
some principles applicable to the study
of veins and ore deposits in determin-
ing their extent and sources. 40c.

404.1—ORE DEPOSITS — Suggestions
for Field Observation of Ore Deposits.
5. F. Emmons. (Mln. and Scl. Press, July
6, 1907: 2% pp.) Gives some Ijints upon
the principal points to be considered In

the examination of ore deposits with a
view to determining their structure and
geological history. 20c.

MINING—GENERAL

4046—ALASK..\—Lode Mining In South-
eastern Alaska. C. W. Wright. (U. S.

Geol. Surv., Bull. 314, 1907: 2S pp.) Notes
on the occurrance of gold and copper

ores in the principal producing districts

and those likely to become so.

4047 — ALASKA — Non-metalliferous
Mineral Resources of Southeastern
Alaska. C. W. Wright. (U. S. Geol.

Surv., Bull. 314, 1907: 8 pp.) Mentions
the occurrences of marble, granite and
gypsum and the probable markets for

these substances.

4048—ALASKA—The Mining Industry
in 1906. A. H. Brooks. (U. S. Geol.

Surv., Bull. No. 314: 20 pp.) A review
of the progress in the mining industry
during 1906, summing up by districts

the work accomplished.

4049—COLORADO FUEL AND IRON
COMPANY—-How One Corporation Helped
Its Employees. Lawrence Lewis. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ., June 29, 1907; 5 pp.)
Outlines the development of the system
of the above company for bettering the
welfare of its employees through the es-

tablishment of clubs and reading rooms.
20c.

4050—FEDERATED MALAY STATES
—Gold and Tin Mines of the Federated
Malay States, with Especial Reference to

Pahang. J. B. Scrivenor. (Mln. Journ.,

June 22 and 29, 1907; 1% PP-) Conclu-
sion of article previously mentioned in

this Index. 60c.

4051—MINE ACCOUNTINC3—A Card
System of Mine Accounts. R. S. Handy.
(Mln. and Sci. Press, July 13, 1907; 4%
pp.) Describes a card system for the
keeping of detail cost accounts of the
diftenent departments as distinguished
from the general bookkeeping accounts.
20c.

4052—MINERAL CLAIMS—State Pro-
visions for Location of Lode Claims. R.
S. Morrison. (Ores and Metals, June 20,

1907; 1 p.) Tells how the discoverer of

minerals in Colorado must proceed in

order to secure his rights under Federal
Statutes. 20c.

4053— MINING LAW— Extralateral
Rights. (L. A. Min. Rev., June 22, 1907;
i/j p.) Continuation of article previous-
ly mentioned in this Index. 20c.

4054—MINING LAW—Grubstake Con-
tracts in Law. R. L. McWilliams. (Pac-
ific Miner, June, 1907; 1 p.) Discusses
several aspects of the grubstake con-
tract, and sums up the latest views on
the question as now held by the courts. 20c.

4055—MINING LAW—Re-locating Min-
eral Lands. R. W. Raymond. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., July 20, 1907: IVi pp.) A
discussion of court decisions dealing with
the rights of original locators and re-

locators of mineral claims on public
lands. 20c.

4056—NEW YORK—The Mining and
Quarry .Industry of New York State.

D. H. Newland. (N. Y. State Museum,
Bull. 112, 1907; 80 pp.) Reviews the pro-
gress of the mining Industry in this

State during 1906, and gives statistics

of output of all the mineral and quarry
products. 20c.

4057 — ORB HANDLING — Conveying
Methods at New Klelnfontein. (South
African Mines. June 22, 1907; 1 p.) Gives
some notes on the various systems of

conveying ore In use at this property,
the svstem being designed to handle ore
in slopes, on the surface, in the mills and
the cyanide plant. 20c.

4058 — PROSPECTING — Interesting
Cases of Misleading Prospecting. G. H.
Ashley. (Min. World, July 6, 1907; 1

p.) Discusses some cases when the use
of the prospecting drill is likely to be
misleading, and the caution necessary In

using it in a faulted region. 20c.

4059—PROSPECTING—Some Notes on
the Use of Well Drills in Prospecting for
Minerals, with Examples of Cost of Op-
eration. (Eng. Contracting, July 3, 1907;

2 pp.) Gives detailed statements as to

the cost of drilling wells for prospecting
purposes by percussion drills. 20c.

4060—PURCHASING DEPARTMENT—
The Work of a Purchasing Department.
(Mln. and Scl. Press, June 22, 1907: 1V4
pp.) Contains notes on the organization
of the purchasing department of a min-
ing company, with hints on the placing
of contracts and the quality of material
to be specified. 20c.

4061 — ROOF SUPPORTS— Concrete
lioof Supports. (Mines and Minerals,
July. 1907; H4 pp.) Describes the suc-
cessful application of concrete supports
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In the mines of the Philadelphia & Read-
ing Coal and Iron Co., of Pennsylvania,
and t^lvos some notes on the method used
In replacing timbers by concrete. 20c.

401;;—SHAFT CONSTRI'CTION — The
Turned-liuik Shaft at the SalUhury Mine.
R. Meeks. (KnK- ami Mlii. Journ , July
13, 1»07; 1 p.) Describes how two dif-
ferent turns wore made In a shaft which
had been ruined by caving. In order that
the new shaft might be brought out near
the ore-bins served by the old shaft. 20c.

4063—SHAFT SINKING—Das Scliach-
tabteufen nach dem Oefrlerverfahren
von Poetsch. Kegel (Bergbau, June 20,
1907: 2 pp.) Conclusion of article pre-
viously mentioned In this Index. 20c.

1061—SHAFT SINKING—The Syracuse
Shaft on the Mesabi. (Eng. and MIn.
Journ., July 13, 1907; 2H PP) A des-
cription of shaft sinking through quick-
sand by a novel application of the pneu-
matic process after the failure of many
other methods. 20c.

1065—SHAFTS — Schachthochbrechen
mit Erwelterung von unten nach oben.
Herbst. (GlUckauf, June 22. 1907; 3V4
pp.) Describes some of the methods
used In enlarging old shafts and start-
ing a new one, by working from below
to above. Illustrated by diagrams of
timbering and manner of Installing hoist-
ing apparatus. 10c.

1066—SIBERIAN MINES and Mining
Conditions. A. U Simon. (Bull. No. 33,
I. M. M., June 20, 1907; 11 pp.) Discus-
sion by members' of the Institution of
the above paper which was previously
mentioned in this Index.

4067—SIGNALLING—Die elektrlschen
Schachtslgnalanlagen. Schmiede. (GlUck-
auf. July 6, 1907; 4 pp.) Describes sev-
eral systems of electric signals applic-
able to hoisting shafts in mines, giving
details of the electric circuits. 10c.

406S—SOUTH AFRICA—Two Rhode-
stan Ventures Reviewed. (S. African
Mines, June 22, 1907; 1 p.) Gives a few-
notes on the mineralogical features of
the Somabula diamond fields and on the
character of the low grade deposits of
the Falcon mine. 20c.

4069—STOPING with the Air-hammer
Drill. G. E. Wolcott. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ-. July 26, 1907; 2 pp.) Record of
practical experience in stoping and other
mine work with the air-hammer drill at
Olpple Creek. 20c.

1070—SURVEYING—A Graphic Solu-
tion of the Direct Solar Observation. J.
Underbill. (Bull. Colo. Sch. of Mines,
May, 1907; 5 pp.) Develops a method
whereby reference to a series of dia-
grams will give the graphical solution
of the spherical triangle In which three
sides are given and the azimuth angle Is
required. 60c.

1071—SURVEYING — Some Practical
Points on Mine Surveying. L. C. Hodson.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 20, 1907; 1'.
pp.) Reprint from the "Iowa Engineer,"
May, 1907. giving a number of hints on
up-to-date methods of mining surveying
as compiled from the author's exper-
ience. 20c.

4072—TUNNEL—The Cost of a Small
Rock Tunnel. F. L. Pruyn. (Compressed
Air, June, 190"; 2 pp.) Gives cost de-
tails as calculated by the author while
driving a small rock tunnel, and dis-
cusses briefly the relative Importance of
»arlous parts of the work. 20c.

4073—Tt^NELING—Mlnlftg Operations
In New York City and Vicinity. H. T.
Hlldage. (Paper read before the A. I.

M. E.. New York Meeting, Apr., 1907; 38
pp.) Describes the construction of the
railroad tunnels beneath New York City
and its rivers, with Illustrations of the
enttlng shields and the methods of shoving
them.

4074—TUNNELING—Western Practice
In Tunnel Driving, w. P. J. DInsmoor.
(HIne and Quarry, June, 1907; 2 pp.)
General description of methods employed
In driving tunnels and handling muck,
as carried out in the Cripple Creek dis-
trict. 2nc.

ORE DRESSIIfG

4075—MAGNETIC SEPARATIO.N'—Im-
proved Magnetic Sejtaratlng Machinery.
R. T. Clegg. (Mln. World, July 20, 1907;
1 p.) Describes the construction of a
roaster and magnetic separator for the

treatment of ores containing lead, xlnc,
copper and Iron in combination. 20c.

METALLDKGY—GENERAL

4076—BI-AST FURNACE VS. REVER-
niCRAToRY. J. W. Nelll. (Mln. and
Scl. Press, June 29. 1907; IVt pp.) An ex-
position of various features which must
be considered In determining whether
the blast furnace or reverboratory Is

more suitable for ore smelting. 20c.

4077—ELECTRIC FURNACE In Steel
Making and Copper Smelting. T. Scott
Anderson. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., June
29. 1907: 1 p.) Reviews briefly the gen-
eral question of electric ore smelting,
and describes several forms of furnaces
for tills purpose patented by the author.
20c.

4078—FURNACE CHARGES—Calcula-
tion of Furnace Charges. R. Chauvenet.
(Mln. Reporter, July IS, 1907; 1 Mi PP-)
Gives methods of solving the various
problems relating to calculating furnace
< barges, 20c.

1079—INSOLUBLE RESIDUE—Deter-
mination of Insoluble Residue. (West.
Chem. and Metallurgist, June, 1907; 3

pp.) Gives the methods used In various
largo smelters for determining Insoluble
slllclous residue, and deflnltlons as to
Just what Is meant by this term by dif-
ferent chemists. 60c.

10S0—MELTING POINTS OF ALLOYS
-—Ueber die Veranderung des Schmelz-
punkets der euteklschen Gemlsche. C.
Benedicks and R. Arpl. (Metallurgle,
June 22, 1907; 3 pp.) Studies the pe-
culiar action of eutectic mixtures which
under certain conditions may be heated
above their melting points without fus-
ing. 40c.

10S1—METALLIFEROUS WASTE—The
Systematic Treatment of Metalliferous
Waste. L. Parry. (Min. Journ.. July 6

and 13, 1907; 3M. pp.) Discusses some
economic principles which bear upon the
utilization of waste products of smelting,
takes up their sources of supply and
methods of treatment. To be continued.
60c.

1082—ORE REDUCTION—The Electro-
lytic Reduction of Low-grade Ore. Day
Allen Willey. (Elec. Rev., July 13. 1907;'

2% PP) Describes the plant and op-
erating methods of the Tacoma Smelting
and Refining Co., of Washington, where
lead and copper ores are reduced by the
use of electric furnaces. 20c.

4 0S3—SLA(3—Disposal of Slag from
Smelting Works. Herbert Lang. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ., June 29, 1907; 2 pp.)
Brief notes on methods used by a com-
pany In Lower California for the disposal
of Its slag, which Is being used In the
construction of a breakwater. 20c.

4084—SMELTER FUMES—Search for
the Causes of Injury to Vegetation In an
Urban Villa Near a Large Industrial Es-
tablishment. Perslfor Frazer. (Paper
read before the A. I. M. E., New York
meeting, Apr., 1907; 58 pp) A detailed
account of the methods pursued In In-
vestigating the sources of Injurious smelter
fumes and their effect upon vegetation.

4085—SMELTER SMOKE—Gases vs.

Solids; An Investigation of the Injur-
ious Ingredients of Smelter Smoke.
(Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, July. 1907; 20

pp.) Gives the results of a thorough
investigation Into the Injurious effects
of solids and gases in smelter smoke. In-
cluding many analyses of the different
Ingredients of smelter fumes. 60c.

4086—SMELTER SMOKE—The Deter-
mination of Arsenic and Other Solid Con-
stituents of Smelter Smoke, with a Study
of the Effects of High Stacks and Large
Condensing Flues. W. D. Harkins and
R. E. Swain. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.
July, 1907; 28 pp.) 60c.

40S7—SMELTER SMOKE—The Dispo-
sal of Smelter Smoke. Herbert Lang.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., June 29.' 1907; H4
?p. ) Suggests the application of a Hue
or the purpose of conveying smelter
fumes to a considerable distance from the
works where Its liberation will be harm-
less and gives estimates as to coat and
the power necessary to produce suction.
20c.

4088—SMELTING FLUX—Developing a
Slllclous Ore Supply. (Mineral Wealth.
June 15. 1907; 2% pp.) Deals with the

methods employed and the result! ao-
compllalied by several operators in the
Shasta county belt for oblaliiliig a re-
liable supply of Hlllolous ore fur use ua
flux In their copper furnucea. 'Mc.

1(iS9—SCitlTH WALES — Mining and
Metallurgy In South Wales. Edward
Walker. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., July IS,

l'."07: 1 Vj pp.) A review of the present
situation as regards mining and metal-
lurgy In this dlHtrlct, giving a few cause*
for the decailence of the district aa a
copper smelter. 20c.

4090—THIN METALLIC SECTIONS

—

A New Apparatus for Polishing Metal
Sections. K. VV. ZImmerschled. (Journ.
Am. Chem. Soc, June. 1907; 5Vj pp.) De-
scribes the construction and operation of
n machine designed to polish metal sec-
tions, and suitable for individual use In
large laboratories. 60c.

UINING AND MICTALLUKGICAL
CHINERY

HA-

4091—AIR COMPRESSOR PRACTICE

—

Standards of Klliclency In Air CoinpreK-
Bor Practice ; The Air ("ompreHsor as ua
Air Meter. Frank Richards. (Pract.
Engr., July 12, 1907; 1 p.) Takes up the
proper definition of elTlciency as applied
to air compressors, and discusses the In-
fluence of temperature and the effect of
inlet valves upon It. 20c.

4092—CAGE GUARDIAN—The Hanley
Cage Guardian. Albert Hanley. (Trana.
Mln. Inst, of Scotland. Vol. XXIX.. Part
1, 1907; 2 Ml PP) Contains several de-
tailed drawings and a description of a
device to guard a cage from excesalve
speed, breakage of guides or holatlng
rope.

4093—COMPRESSED AIR: Its Produc-
tion and Use. (Compressed Air, June,
1907: 2Mi PP) Deals with the conditions
which should be found In a perfect com-
pressor, and considers several valve sys-
tems and transmission problems. 20c.

4094—CRANE.S—Vertical vs. Horizon-
tal Cranes; A Comparison. (Pract. Engr..
July 12, 1907; 1 V4 PP-) Sums up the
relative merits of vertical and horiz-
ontal cranes, and considers their struc-
tural strength and cost of construction.
20c.

4095—ELECTRIC HOIST and Its Ap-
plications. (Iron Tr. Rev.. July 18. 1907;

6 pp.) Comments briefly on various ad-
vantages of electric hoists and describes
some of the different arrangements
which have been made In order to sat-

isfy peculiar local conditions In hand-
ling structural steel and shapes, stone,
coal and metal ladles. 20c.

4096—FAN VENTILATORS for Mines.
Robt. Grlmshaw. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,

July 20, 1907; 1 p.) Gives a number of

calculations relating to the relative ef-

ficiencies of steam and electrically-driv-
en fans. 20c.

4097—GAS-CALORIMETER — Beaaly'a
Recording Gas-Calorimeter. (Engineer-
ing, July 12, 1907; 2 pp.) Describes the
features of this new type of recording
gas-calorimeter, which gives a continu-
ous record of the calorific power of the
gas, and which has been found to adapt
itself readily to considerable variations
in the heating power of the gas under
tost. 40c.

4098—GAS PRODUCER PLANT of
the FIrth-StlrlIng Steel Co. (Engineer.
July 15, 1907: 2Mi PP) Gives a general
outline of the arrangement of this gas
producer plant, the methods of handling
the coal, and the operating efflclency.

20c.

4099 — GAS PRODUCERS — General
Principles In the Construction of Modern
Gas Producers. R. E. Mathot. (Eng.
Mag.. July. 1907; 18 pp.) Contains many
points bearing upon the construction and
Installation of gas producing plants and
comments upon various new features of
design. 40c.

4100—HOISTING ROPES— Kritlache
Stellen Im Schachtfdrderselle. W. Wlrtz.
(Bergbau, June, 20. 1907; 3 PP) An In-

teresting consideration of weaknesses In

hoisting ropes, pointing out the places
where they are most likely to develop.
20c.

4101—LOCOMOTIVE EXPLOSION—Ex-
plosion of Air Locomotive. (Mines and
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> 1 lun- oi.. DD ) Considers

^l"'^h;ch-'rasV.-/>;'.ou^iy mentioned in

*'"/,.',"''" OirFLTEI. - Chansing from

S'^S£=^=^^en.^o^
Iw. t.ii>v 1 l\E^5 Wood versus Iron

I'^Vso" 4 P? cSmparU the relative

,.ritV;.{\ast Iron anil wood pipes and

SrJ^'.l^.aiU of methods of laying and

InB Coal & Iron Co. :0c.

"'!,0-—Pl-MPING MACHINERT—Some
Note; oif PumplnK Machinery. A Mun-

sey-fhompson. '•">;'".. Tj'^"^7'^i„'';'x:

J'/n'd'TdSsfo'n -o ' the 'ad?a,\tages%f

d'Serent tvpe's of"pumps and their proper

fields of application. liOc.

41f,S_rrMFING-Xotes on^Pun^P'"^
nnn.utions and Limitations. W. ». Par

5^r .Trtns Eng Soc, School of Pract.

Scf' T.Tronto. No 19. 1905-1906. 10 PP.)

Vesc7u\ls 'imereut types of P"mps and

"onsKlirs the conditions under wh.ch

each ivpe is most efficient.

4109—PIMPS—I>es Pompes Centrifuges

«'-
rrnu" di"'v-!:ssoKrde."i„.|---

Ro%-:" .'.^^pp'r "^^^ a^erthoj.
ouKh Uudv of the principles relating to

^en^HfiKal pumps and considers various

factor." which produce \ariations in

pressure and their effects.

41.,,—PCMPS—Steam Pumps vers"/

T,.rhine pumps. R. C. Williams. (Power,

JuKlSoT 7 P) Compares the relative

costs and efficiencies of reciprocating

and turbine pumps. 20c.

4111—PYROMETRY in Modern Work-
•hii Pr-Tctlce C R. Darling. (Engi-

Sel?lng Unel4. 190-!; 1% PP.) D^.^^'^Jf
various types of

yy^""'^\^":^^l^'J°'lo
structlon, operation and the uses to

wh"ch each particular type is best adapt-

ed. 20c.

PE TRANSMISSION—Power
., bv Manila Fiber Rope,

lune" 1. 190-; 2 pp.) Gives

..iitllne of the development of

power transmission by ropes, a"d de-

scribes English and American systems

of continuous and multiple drives. 20l.

4113—SHAFT GCIDES fo>-„pases J"
Deep Shafts. R. Wilson. (Mln. Bt^gi-

neerluK. .luly. 190T; 4 PP.) A conslder-

ath.n of lb.- relative advantages of rigid

and nexll.le guides with details of first

cost and maintenance. 20c.

4111—STEAM TLRBINE PLANT in the

Black Hills. H. B. Brydon.( Engineer

June 1. 1907: 5 pp.) Gives some
.IrtHlls of the ....ulpment of this South

r^ikota plant where there is installed

a very extensive system of turbines, and

a modern electric generating plant. 20i.

4ns—ai-RVEYING INSTRUMENTS—
•\l

' ' icrlsche un.l gtodatische in-

vom kiinlgl. ungar. Oberber-
O Csetl E. iJolezal. lOest.

V..,. f r. u. H.. May IS June 1, S 15 22

an.l "t 19":; 22 pp.) Describes ami lllus-

trai." the construction and characteristic

featur.ii of Improved surveying Instru-

m"nt" adapted to mining and geological

. w..rk 11.40.

Ills-TEMPERATCrRE MEASl RE-
MENT—Principle and (Operation of the

Kcrv Radiation Pyrometer. C. H. Wilson

r«Sr^;"i;^=v^«^^
Inir temperatures over 500 aeg. i^., "J

slhtlng a telescope Into a furnace and

reading the result directly on a scale.

""4,17—TOOL ROOM CARE and Econ-

omy F O de Saussure. ( Eng. and Mln

Journ. June 16, 1907, 2 pp.) "" ""<L«„5
complete plan for

»""-'"t „f , ecklng
k.^pntne track of thent, and of cliecKine

U,e losses and the cost of repairs to

broken tools. 20c.

41 IS—WELDING in Place. 11. A-^?"^'?,"

Keene (Eng. Times, July 11. 1907; 1%
PpVpesrlbfs several of the more Im-

no tant and recent Inventions for wed-

C in place and discusses their relative

merits. 20c.

4119-YAK TUNNEI^The Electrical

Equipment of the Yak Tunnel Robt.

K nenz (Eng. and Mln. .louin., Ma>

5 19oT' 6 DP ) Describes various feat-

ures oV the electrical Installations of

thfs draining and haulage tunnel In

Leadvllle. Colo.. 20c.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

41-0 ~ ATMdSPllEHlr NITUIJGKN -
The "Fixation of Atmo.'.pheric N't':"Se"-

F Howies. (Eng. Rev.. July, 190,; ,V4

>;, ) Treats of two methods of produc-

ng high tension electric arcs for con-

verting atmo.spheric nitrogen into an

available form, and describes many types

of furnaces used in the process of nx-

Klion. 20c.

4121—LIME BURNING—Der belgische

Schachtofen zum Brennen von Kalk. J.

Lambock. (Tonindu.strie Zeit., Ma> 11

and IS. 1907; 4 pp. 1 Deals with the

cost of burning lime in Belgian cupola

furnaces, giving data on fuel consump-

tion capacity, quality of product, etc.

^Oc. ,,, ,

41».>_SULPHURIC ACID—Procede de

Conce'ntration de I'aeide Sulfurlque O.

Offenbach. (Rev. de.s Produits Chim.,

Tune 1 1907; 1 Vi PP-) Describes the

process of concentrating sulphuric acid,

and gives critical comments on the var-

ious steps. 20c.

4123—SULPHURIC ACID—The Intlu-

ence of Phvsical Comlltion and Chemical

Composition of Commercial Lead on its

Durabilitv for Pan-concentration of bul-

pluiric Acid. W. B. Hart (Journ. Soc

I,r Cheni. Ind.. May 31. 1907; 7 pp.) \ ery

complete review of the various processes

of refining work lead and of the effects

of the Impurities left in the lead by these

processes upon, its use in sulpluuic acid

manufacture. 80c.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

Ti
(K
a gtn^-i.il

4124-ASSAYING—Assayers Pouring

Mold. J. J. Bailey. (Mln. Rep., May 23.

1907- i<. p.) Describes an ingenious de-

vice
'

fo'r use by assayers whereby the

lea<l button is separated from the slag

in the mold itself without the necessity

of hammering the slag off after cooling.

20c.

412.'. - ELECTUO-AXALYSIS — Elnrich-

tung zur AusfUhrung Elektroanalytisch-

er Schnellmethoden. A. Classen. (Zeit.,

f Klektrochem.. May 3. 190,; 5 pp.)

Gives the results of an investigation of

the principles and factors bearing on

rapid analysis by electrolysis. 40c.

4106 — ELECTUl I ANALYSIS - Uebei-

Elne'n neuen Apparat fi'r Elektrolytische

schnellmethoden. F. C. Frary. ^«''tj-

Elektrochem.. June 7, 190 r; IVi PP-'

Describes several new types of appar-

atus for making rapid electrolytic deter-

minations, including those using wire

gau/.e and mercury electrodes. 20c.

41o7_FiiRROCYANII)ES—A Method
for the" Qualitative Separation and De-

tection of Ferrocyanldes. Ferricyanides

and Sulphocyanldes. P. E Browning
and 11. K Palmer. (Am. Journ., Sci..

Jtine 1907; 2ix, pp.» Gives the results of

successful attempts to determine a meth-

od for the detection of small amounts of

ferrocyanldes and ferricyanides in the

presence of each other. COc.

41 OS — IRON DETERMINATION—

A

Method for the Estimation of Iron in

the Presence of Titanium. F. A. (iooch

accuracy of Ihc mclliod .
(>0c.

4129—METAL ANALYSIS-Fortschrille
auf dem Gebiele der Mclallanalyse O-

Brunck. (Chem. Zeit.. June 5, 1907; -i

DP ) Summarizes the notable publica-

tions wl i-h have recently appearea

Showing the progress ^vlnch fas been

made in the art of anuly/.ing metals, -"c.

1130—METAL 1.:LECTR0LYSIS—The

Ff^ec of sulphuric Acid on the Depos-

Itfon of Metals when. Using a Mercui.v

Cathode and Rotating Anode. ^^
KoVlock and E. F. Smith (J^'""-

^'i';
Chem S<.c. .lune, 1907; 9 V-i PP) Inves-

Ugates the effect of varying amounts of

siflnhuric acid in the solution upon the

erectrolytic decomposition of certain me-

tallic substances. hOc.

41!1_S0LUBIL1TY. E. C. Bingham-

,\m Clem. .Journ.. July, 1907; 26 PP.

Vn in. , rv into the nature of chemical

s,dubility.- and an investigation into the

effects which various factors have upon

this property.

4,3.)—TELLURIDE ORES—Some Ex-

periences in Assaying Telluride Ores. J.

N McLeod. (Min. World, May 18, 1»0,,

1 'n 1 Gives the experiences encountered

nVssa>ln| unusual satuples of telluride

ores and discusses the losses which took

place during the assay. 20c.

4133—TIN—Die Quantitative Trennung

des Zinns von Mangan, Elsen und Chrom
durch Elektrolyse. N. A. Puscli.n. (Zeit

f Elektrochem., Apr. 19, 1907, I PP)
(iives procedures for determining tin ta>

electrolvsis in the presence of mangan-
ese! iron and chrome, and tabulates the

results of experiments wherein the ac

curacy of the methods was tested, -uc.

4134 TIN—The Electrolytic Deter-

mination of Tin with the Use of a Ro-

tating Anode. L. F. Witmer, (Journ. A.m.

Cheni Soc, Apr.. 1907; 4 V, pp.) An in-

veiftTgation into the possibility of deter-

mining tin bv this method, showing that

ui mSv be precipitated rapidly and ac-

curaTely upon a"^ rotating anode trom

ammonium sulphide electrolyte. 80c.

4135_TIN CATHODES—the Use of

Tin as a Cathode for the Rapid Quanti-

tative Electrolytic Deposition of Zmc.

CoDoer Silver, Cadium and Nickel. L. L
ihe?wood and G. Alleman. (Journ. Am.

Chem. Soc, July. 1907; 9V. PP-)^, Invest-

igates the suitability of tin cathodes as

Substitutes for platinum during the elec-

?rolvt c determination of the above ele-

ments, and tabulates the results of all

the tests made, tiOc.

41 SB-TITANIUM—The Colorimetric

Determination of Titanium. J. H. \\ a -

ton Jr. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Api..

1')n7- 4 PP ) Comments upon various

methods of determining titanium color-

imetricallv and develops a new proced-

u^lwherebv the bad effect of an excess

of ferric chloride is largely eliminated

allowing a satisfactory and rapid deter-

mination of the titanium. 80c.

I

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

4137—CEMENT—Ueber den 1-^!'^"-

,.ne-st>rozess der hydraulischen Binde

mifte'^ fPortland-zement. P"'''-"«l^"

und Trasse- Ronian/.emente . Dr Roh-

;^?- D^l^^u^^es'-aSy^^ tl^3ing

water which is used in the mixing. 40t.

4, 3S—CONCRETE—Comparative Tests

of Sandstone and Slags as Concrete Ag-

B-regates. H. S. Kesner and F. ^^ •
Do,"

fittle (Min. Reporter, July 4 and 18

1907 4 pp.) Contains the resu ts of

"usiiing tests of different samples of

concrete made from various slags an(^

c r she 1 stCne. and sums up the genera!

c-onciusions obtained from the figures

4139—FERRO-CONCRBTE and its Ap

Dllcatlons T. J. Guerltte. (Trans No

of Fnglan.i Inst. Mln. and Mechan. Eng.

Mar 19(?- 14 pp.) Contains genera

Jfrlnclpes used \\\ designing re nforce.

?on" rele, and c.-mments "PO" various en

gineering structures in which it na

been used.
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Mining Methods on the Gogebic Iron Range
Steel Shahs and Headframes Are Replacing Wooden Construction.

The Orebodies Are Continiiou?, but Intersected by Many Dikes

e'^i^ REGINALD M E E K S

The Gogebic range extends from about

Hurley, Wis., across the State line into

Michigan and eastward to a few miles

beyond Wakefield, Mich. This range is

of later development than either the Me-
nominee or Marquette but its discovery

and development preceded those of the

between east-west and northeast-south-

west ; there is no exception to this rule

on the range. The walls themselves, un-

like those on the Menominee range, are

uniform and regular, dipping steeply to

the north. Above the quartzite hanging

walls are found the black slates and it

to explore for copper but failed to dis-

cover the red metal.

Exploratory Methods

So regular is the formation on the

Gogebic range that the mining companies

adopt a system of exploration which at

STEEL HE.\DFR.\ME AT SHAFT A, .NORRIE MINt, IKmSW h.ii .mk H

Mninesota iron ranges by a considerable

period.

The geological formations of the

Gogebic range are surprisingly uniform

and consist of a lower stratum of granite

with chloritic slates overlying and above

these the quartzite walls. The strike of

the formations, all along the range, lies

has been proved that no ore occurs ex-

cept between the gray and black slate.

To the north of the range the country

rock changes into trap, called "copper-

rock" lofally, in which are found indi-

cations of copper, but nothing to warrant

extensive exploration.

Some years ago a company was formed

first sight would seem to be risking much
capital and labor. The first step is to

determine the formation by means of test-

pits and from their knowledge of ad-

joining properties or near-by mines the

engineers choose a site which they consider

the most promising. A completely equipped

shaft is then sunk in the slate foot-
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wall to a depth varying from 600 to 1,000

ft. The newer shafts on the range are

constructed of steel and have compart-

ments for two skips, a cage, a ladder-way,

counter weight and pipes. This construc-

tion follows the sinking, the bearers

being usually not more than two or three

sets behind the bottom of the shaft. .\t

convenient depths, crosscuts are driven to

open the orcbody, which may be cut at

a moderate or at a great depth or no ore

may be found at all. in which case two

years and many thousands of dollars work

may be entirely lost. However if ore, sat-

isfactory in quantity and quality is found,

the shaft is ready for immediate service.

In the steel lined shafts on the Gogebic

it is customary to use timber bearers for

about 40 to so ft., where the shaft is in

sand, and then start the all-steel con-

structi(in at the ledge. This style of

shaft has proved more satisfactory in

every particular than the older timbered

pletcd the shaft will conform to the lines

shown in the accompanying illustration.

This will give spaces, 5 ft. I in.xs ft.

6 in. for two skips, a cage compartment

5 ft. I in.x9 ft. 4 in. and ample room

for counter-weight, ladder and pipes. In

each set there are eight 4x7.s-in. I-beams

bolted together with 3x3x^-in. con-

necting angles. The sets are about 8 ft.

apart and are connected by I-beams,

angles and sometimes also by 6x6-in

limbers. Above and at the water level

the hanging side of the shaft is lined

with 2-in. planks.

Steel IIf..\d I"r.\mes

The tendency to the use of steel for

lioisting construction .is shown in the

liead-frames used with the new steel

shafts. The one shown in the accompany-

ing illustration is typical of several on the

fiogebic range. This is at A shaft of the

Xorrie mine operated by the Oliver Iron

Mining Company. This is buih for two

~l I
(ith Lovol

'

PILL.VK .\Sl) ROOM METHOD OF WORKING NARROW TpEPOSITS

shafts, and there are a number of mines

so equipped on tbe Gogebic and the

other ranges.

All-steel Sh.\ft Construction

TTie new shafts being sunk on the

Gogebic ore formation are very thorough

in construction and minimize warping,

buckling and many of the common shaft

troubles. When finished they give ex-

cellent .service and, if the orebody has

proved satisfactory, they more than re-

pay the expense of construction.

The new shaft of the Montreal Mining

Company at Hurley, Wis., has not yet

reached the ledge, and at present the en-

tire weight of the shaft is supported by

bearers laid across the shaft opening.

These consist of two 60-lb. steel rails and

a 14-in. square stick of Oregon fir. So

great is the weight to be supported that,

in a span of about 17 ft., there is a

deflection of 1.5 in., although the shaft

is down only about 45 ft. Wlien com-

skips, a cage and a counter-weight but

some in the district are even larger.

The head-frame is built of latticed col-

umns, reinforced by I-beams, and the

type is the most complete and satisfactory

I have seen. The ore dumps directly into

the pockets, built in the frame, or else

is transferred to cars and sent along the

trestle to the stock -pile.

Mining Methods

The mines on the Gogebic range do not

employ any methods of mining which are

not used on some of the other ranges.

Three systems are in vogue one of

which, the sub-level caving method, has

been described in an earlier issue. Next
to "subbing," mining with square-sets is

the most popular. The third method is the

pillar-and-room system used at only one

mine, I believe, where the deposit is

exceedingly narrow.

The most remarkable feature of the

orcbodies on this range is the complex

system of jasper dikes. These some-

times parallel each other, but at times in-

tersect. It has been found that in the

latter case the richest ore is found close

to their intersection. A study of the

orebodics of the Gogebic range with

special attention to the numerous dikes,

is being made, at this time by Kenneth

Leith, of the United States Geological

Survey. Such a study will throw much
valuable light upon the occurrence and

effect of the dikes, which are more num-
erous on this than on any of the other

ranges.

Mining with Square Sets

The miners, when questioned, say that

mining with square-sets permits of a

larger extraction, with less effort on their

part, than in tlie sub-Icvel caving system.

The metliod permits the breaking down of

a larger volume of ground per shot, and

the ore falls through the timber into

chutes from which it is drawn into cars.

However, in the early days when this

method was more common, timber cost

only about one-half what it does to-day.

The method is especially applicable to the

Gogebic range on account of the numer-

ous dikes which make ordinary caving

methods either difficult or impracticable.

With the square-set method the ore may

be extracted up to the lower side of one

dike and continue on the upper side to the

next above. Under these conditions

square-sets are advantageous and the sys-

tem is used in many mines of the range

in conjunction with the sub-level caving

system.

Laying out the Mine

The general arrangement of the mines

using square-set timbers is practically the

same as in the other methods. The shafts

are sunk in the foot-wall and crosscuts

are run to the orebody. A main drift is

then extended around the orebody, and

crosscuts run at right angles to and

parallel to the main drift, so as to fur-

nish convenient tramways. The orebody

itself is divided so as to form alternate

pillars and rooms each three sets of tim-

ber (about 24 ft.) wide.

The sets are supplied with cinites placed

about IS ft. apart, and as the ore is brok-

en above, it drops down the set of timber

and is drawn into the cars below. As

ground is broken down a new set of tim-

ber is placed upon those already in place

and the room grows higher an<l higher.

Wlicn all the ore has been extracted the

standing pillars are then attacked in the

same manner, the workings above and the

roof, being supported by the timbers.

Narrow Deposits

Most of the mines on the Gogebic

range are sufficiently wide to adopt cither

sub-level or square set methods, but in

tlie case of one deposit the width is only
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al)out 30 ft., while the length is more than

1700 ft.

This mine is worked by the pillar-and-

rooni overhand sitopinK method. The

levels are run about 75 ft. apart, and the

ore is sloped out, filliuR the rooms as the

ore is broken down. The rooms vary in

this range, and in addition a number of

smaller independent companies are min-

ing.

At the old mill of the New Jersey 7inc

Company, at Franklin Furnace, N. J.,

including jig runners and drying con-

centrate $0.1477; general, including fore-

men, enginenicn, electricians, loailers, etc.,

$0.2683; total $o.S.13S- In tl»e new mill

of the company, which is of 1000 tons ca-

pacity per 24 hours, the operating cosi is

about 40c. per ton, not including interest
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.^LL-STEEL SH.\FT CONSTRUCTION ON THK (JXiEBIC RANGE

shape and size to meet the existing condi-

tions.

Such narrow deposits are r.->re on this

range, and this method of mining is not

characteristic. .

The Gogebic ore is entirely in the besse-

mer class and is in demand. Xearly all

the large mining companies operate on

which was of 200 tons capacity per i.'4

hours, the cost of separation was 74-54C

per long ton, of which 53.3SC. was for

labor, 8.77c. for coal and 124.Se. for mis-

cellaneous supplies, and repairs and re-

newals. The labor was divided as follows

:

crushing house, including drying and

hand picking $0.1175: separating house.

and amortization. The cost of this mill

was about $600,000. or $2 per ton of an-

nual capacity. This is stated, however, in

terms of long tons, and the capacity is

somewhat underrated. It would doubtless

be more nearly correct to estimate the

cost of the plant at $1.75 per 2000 lb. of

annual capacity.
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, , • Ti,„ rlUfnre be- eovernor withheld his approval and the

TKe Ca... . Hecla M.n.n. ^^-Hf^ .^^V^: b^XX^^ ^^^^^^^^^^Co^y ..e p.d.ed ..^ .he ^^C.^. - --.^-^^^^
The report of this company for the year We are «"^-">;-^-fJ :, IfnTw UnLd States Circuit Cottrt for the west-

ended \pril 30. .907, includes statements of rock stamped,
•-^"J

the product ,s now
^.^^^.^^ ^^ ^.^^^.^^^ .^^^^^ ^„ ,„j„„,.

of the various ;ubMdiary companies. The at the rate of about 9,000.000 lb. of copper
^.^^ ^^^^._^^^ ^^^^^._^^ ^.^^^^^_.^ ^^ ^^^„,.

present abstract refers to the Calumet & P^J^'"'-^
^

. .. „^ ,„ ;„ acting other business at the annual mee.t-

Hccla proper, the subsidiary companies "Excellent progress .s ^emg made m
^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^., ^„ p„^, ),,,,,

beng reserved for a separate account. "P-^ '^e Kearsarge ™d^l^^^^^
,he court could decide whether, as alleged

The general account of the Calumet & I9 and 20 are below the ".nth kvel, and
^. ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^, ,bove

?ccla proper was as follows on April 30. No 2t has reached
^''/^

"^-f J. ^;t^,°";f related, was contrary to the laws agamst

•906 an^'d ,"907:
£::;io:;^:3 The^grou^d^^^iffa^otenel

-nopolies and combinations to control

C... „,.„e.. , 'Z.. * i:-;c«: i.~«o is promising. The irregular occurrence of P--^
.^ ^^^^^.^^ ^ ^„;^, ;„ .^e

SSSTnN.y... 16.1XH) is.oco pay values m the Kearsarge lode both m
„g„t ^f t^e Osceola and the other

*Tr.1";s.oo^: 7,8n...n« «..««.23 D. i.6M4,i length and depth of the lode, and the low
^^.^^ ^^^^^ „^^,d was to increase

r:;r.'rri '1S;^ ^^ ?-:
• ^ro" ='^"^Se vame of the copper contents

J^^^.^^ ^^^ ,„^„ costs, and our pur-

'^r.[,T.;'fu"n,. \^ ^»f^
i;. ,,}•«? make it desirable, if not essential, for P

.^^ ^^^^^^ ^„^,ld „,t be,
Bni.r..c...v»..u« i.»».>« 1:^1::^

'• '"•°^'
constantly successful results, to operate

f^^'
„,;,; ^^ control the price of cop-

TotAi asset!... »n.9if..aoi ».i»-.«« I). »i.if.<.' 'Jn
^^ ^^ ^^^.^j ., i^^gth of the lode as is prac-

^^ _^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ ^j^^,, ^^^^ jhe case

Draft* ouufiiK » :w.48i » 127.6O1; I. * »JAf ticable. . r
; decision as quickly as possible,

BUI. p..a.io.. U...«. ..uj;.s^
Y. '5^o;'ff "In view of this and of our large stake

'°.^l
«;«;/«; ^^^^ ^^^ .^.i,;,, ^1,1 con-

Tot.i.lab-t.e.n:^S:S^2 sTTSI^ ..»«i..-.3« in this lode in the LaSalle company s op-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,^^j^,, ^^^ p^^p,, j^tent with

r;:7;r^o r;;^^ d«3 600 876
"«'*°"5' ^= determined that it would be

purchased the shares. Later the

Bl.. ...ets.. «0.«9.819 »..(«8.943 D. »3.«K.,8,6

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^ ^^^p^„y ,^
Tame plaintiff filed another bill in the same

The course of the development and acquire interests in the Osceola, Allouez
^^^^^ directly against this company, based

equipment fund during the year was as ^nd Centennial companies, in the lands of
^^^^^ j^.^ ownership of 23 shares in this

follows

:

which companies copper in paying quanti-
^^^^^^^^^ acquired on April 6, 1907, after

Balance. May 1. 1906 ^^'IrA'^Si
''" ''^^ '"''=" discovered in the Kearsarge

^^^ occurrence of the acts complained of,

^n''tfr:!,t""ro°cllv%' ^""- V WV..::
'•

90;996 'ode in a tract of several miles adjoining
^^^^^.^^^ .^ ^^^.^.^^ ^^ ^t^er grounds set

-

,„ ofiR ^40
"""^ '"'"'"« location in the North. Ihe

.^ ^^.^ ^^^^ bill, that as this company

P.Td'"'or' "land«' mining Vtoik.' dV-
""''8"^'^ °f '^^ 1^"^= °* '^"^ companies

^^^ ^^^^^ companies in which it holds a

velopment expen8es.^etc. 9,223.395 with each other and their vicinity to this
j^^j^^ityof the shares, together have

Balance April 30. 1907 ?45,145 company's mine and the contiguity of the ^^^^ ^^^_^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^f land, their own-

The insurance fund shows a balance 'and of the Osceola to that of this com-
.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^he Michigan statute

Mav , S of $990,858; interest received, Pany, and of the LaSalle company, also
^^^^ ,^^ ^^^p^„^, ^^^11 hold more than 50-

$l6-'^TJal $Vo37 583 Losses paid seemed to us to' offer the opportunity of ^ ^^^^^_ ^^^ ^bat, notwithstanding the

dur'ml'the yeir wer;^7,742, leaving a economical cooperation in mming between
^^^^^^.^^ ^.^^^ by the law of .905, our

bal.nce of $949.841 ; of which $536,136
'^ese several companies. purchase of shares in other corporations

was in cash and $4.3.705 in securities.
"Induced by these considerations, and

^.^^ „„,awful. We shall endeavor also to

During the ve.nr the company produced "nder the authority given by the unam-
^^^^^ ^^is case to the earliest decision.

mineral eaual 'to 46297 tons refined cop- mous vote at the annual meeting of this .,^^.^^ company owns 42,978 shares of

per as against 4V652 tons last year. The company, held Aug. 16 .905, we pur-
^^e Allouez Mining Company, 100000

Sr^u t^ rehned copper was 46.949 tons, chased 42,978 shares of the Allouez, 46,080
^^ares issued; 46.080 shares of the Cen-

For the orevious year the product of re- shares of the Centennial, and 22,671 j^,^^;^! Consolidated Mining Company,

fined copper was 50,5iS tons. The price shares of the Osceola companies at a ^^„^ ^bares issued; 20,000 shares of the

of coDoer varied from i8i4 to 26'4c. per total cost of $7,398,267. Our advent in the pr„„te„ac Copper Company, 20,000 shares

J
Allouez and Centennial companies was

i^g^gd; 50,100 shares of the Gratiot Min-

'There have been paid during the past welcomed by the shareholders. The
j^g company, 100,000 shares issued; 161,-

»ear three dividends of $20 each and one shareholders of the Osceola company, in ^^^ ^bares of LaSalle Copper Company,

If «.- ^,Hr,„ «— in all
response to our Circular mviting those ,02 077 shares issued; 18,000 shares of the

President \gassiz says- "On the Cal- who favored the election of a board of Ma„j,ou Mining Company, 20,000 shares

«niet conglomerate the extension of the directors at the annual meeting called for
j^^^^^j . ^^ g^, ^bares of the Osceola Con-

wb-shaft in the 'five forties' from the 57th March 14, 1907. to include a majority to
^^bdated Mining Company, 96,150 shares

level has been continued northward. It be elected from the list given in the cir-
.^^^^^. ^^^^^ ^bares of the Superior Cop-

has now reached the 65th level. The qual- cular, sent proxies representing shares
Companv, 100,000 shares issued."

i,y of the rock in its vicinity has improved which, with our own shares, amounted to

u . A .i„f r.( th/main hndv of a arge ma ority of the shares outstand-
somewhat, and that of the main body ot

^^,^^^^ ^^^^„.^ ^^,^;^^ i^ substituted

the conglomerate remains much as here^- f ^l^_^^.^^_^
.^ ^^^ ^,^^^^i^ p^^^^^^ ,be

Tft „ lls'If hS"no
°

2 and 3 an nual meeLg of the Os'eola company, a reaction between the metal and the oxide

shaft pi las of Hecla Nos. 2 and 3
^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^.^,^ .^ ^^^^^^, ^^ ,^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ -^ ,„ ^i„l,„t as to eject the

South ""'^^°• ": Q
, tbat company, was, without notice to in- contents of the crucible. The reaction can

; l^H^are mo t encou 'gin? 0.1 terests adversely affected, passed through be brought under control by mixing 30 to

?v'1 all M Taf i at thr^th level both houses of the Michigan legislature 40 per cent, of calcium fluoride, or 10 o

Ais lode No. '3 shah IS ««
'^^ ^'^^^''^

;„ baste, which bill in its terms took 20 per cent, of calcium oxide, with the

S°\'th and N^l7 at he 6th TOs away the right of mining companies to contents of the crucible. Met..llic calcium

the .ath ^'"^ Na^i7 a the 6^. Thi
y^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ .^^^^^^ ^^ aluminum in

*" / X fo Toninrwhen the tim previously purchased under the authority pouring steel, but without success, as the

ToZ in an about 7rftorshaftsi:d of the act of 1905. Upon protest made calcium oxide cannot be eliminated f.om

84.100 "it. of drifts. No. 18 shaft is to be for us and others similarly interested, the the metal.
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Labor Problems in the Transvaal

Si'Eci.vL Correspondence

All kiiuls 01 opinions and evidence are

being given before the Government niin-

iig commissions now sitting in Johannes-

burg. These commissions have been ap-

,1 )inted to inquire into the numerous min-

ing problems that must be solved, such as

the use of white labor in the mines, the

increased efficiency of colored labor, the

use of labor-saving devices, ventilation

and alleged grievances of the miners.

One of the great grievances of the min-

rs is short measurement in contracts.

Many witnesses have given evidence,

miners, surveyors and others. It appears

that there is no dispute in linear measure-

ments, for the miners can check the dis-

tances with their tapes, but the trouble

arises in sloping, when the miner is paid

by the square fathom taken out. He does

not as a rule understand the system, and

in consequence seems to think he is al-

ways being imposed upon, whereas the

evidence goes to prove that on the whole

the contractors have received over-meas-

urement, to make their pay up to a fair

tigrure. One of the most experienced of

the surveyors, in his evidence stated that

the miners agreed that 6.\6 ft. represented

a square fathom, but they could not un-

derstand why 3.\3 ft. did not represent

half a square fathom.

The question of how much work a

white miner is able to supervise is also

being investigated. The miners claim that

two rock drills is all one man can look

after, but this assertion has been entirely

disproved since the strike, for on a num-
ber of mines one energetic man has su-

perintended six and eight machine drills.

Of course, he has skilled Kafirs and
Chinamen to do the work. With raw-

Kafirs it would take a man all his time to

look after one machine drill. The ques-

tion of how much work one mmer can

superintend depends entirely upon the

helpers.

But by far the most important problem

that has yet been discussed before the

commission is the labor question. The
Government has irrevocably decided

against Chinese, in spite of the warnings

of prominent mining and financial men.

There are a few men who declare the

Chinese can go without injury to the

mines, but they are not prominent. The
plea of most of the experts was for re-

duced working costs, without which the

days of the Rand are numbered. Mr.

Rcyersbach, president of the Chamber of

Mines, made a statement showing that the

grade of the Rand ore has been con-

stantly falling since the Rand was first ex-

ploited, so that today it is about $7.50, if

the ore is picked. Taking, however, the

average value of all ores exposed in the

mines today, good, bad and indiflferent,

one can say that the ore reserves of the

Rand stand in the neighborhood uf ^.50
per ton. Mr. Reycrsbach quulcs Ross K.

Browne as an authority to show that,

given favorable conditions and a sympa-
thetic government, it is not impossible to

get the costs down to $3 to $3.90 per ton

instead of the $5.25 to $SS0, which now
prevails. With costs in the neighborhood
of $.|, there would be an enormous ton-

nage of payable ore ready for crushing,

and the future of the Rand would be as-

sured. It is claimed that, under these

conditions, although the number of white

men employed in individual mines would
be reduced, the grand total employed by
the industry, due to its expansion, would
reach a maximum. To get working costs

.if $2 means a constant and sufficient sup-

ply of common laborers, preferably Chin-

ese. But as the Government has decided

against Chinese, the low working costs of

$2 will never be reached. The industry

must work on another scheme. What
will happen is probably this: Each rock

drill will be run by a white man, receiv-

ing a small wage, from $2 to $2.50 per

day, assisted by a Kafir. About ten or a

dozen of these machines will be superin-

tended by a skilled miner, receiving a sal-

ary of about $168 per month. In the hand
stopes it seems highly improbable that

white men will actually use the ham-
mer, and here the Kafir will be used as

in the past. One white miner, however,
will be responsible for a larger number of

native drillers than in the past. The white
men, probably Dutchmen, will be used to

a certain extent on tramming. They will

do this work on contract. Where Dutch-
men have been employed in the past on
contract work tramming, they have an-
swered fairly well. They are, of course,

more expensive than Kafirs.

The strikers still seem to think there is

a strike on, but no one else thinks so. In
spite of all their efforts the mines are able

to keep going, and although there is some
inconvenience due to the loss of many
skilled men. the stamps keep hammering
away.

A Compound Assay Furnace

W. J. Fleck (.UiJi. and Sci. Press.. May
4, 1907) describes an arrangement where-
by the capacity of a portable gasolene fur-

nace may be increased materially when
the cost of fuel, the expense of building,

dust and slow heating operate against the

building of a larger furnace. The arrange-
ment consists of a large standard char-

coal furnace erected beside the small char-

olene furnace, and fired with dry wood.
The charged crucibles are first placed in

the charcoal furnace and heated until

slow fusion begins. The crucibles are
then quickly transferred to the gasolene,

which is kept at a high heat, when quiet

fusion begins at once, and in 10 minutes
the crucibles are usually ready to pour.

With this arrangement 16 assays may be

melted and cupeled in a single-crucible

combustion No. 5 Hoskins furnace in four
hours, or 50 assays in a No. 6 four-cru-

cible furnace in the same time.

The flux used is first dried in open pans
at a temperature of 200 deg. F., and then
intimately ground and mixed with the ore
in a small wedgewood or glass mortar.
The mixture is then transferred to the
crucible, and a quick quiet fusion and a
clean homogeneous slag is the result, the
crucible being only slightly attacked on
account of the short time of fusion. By
this simple elimination of moisture and
gases the need of salt or any other cover
is obviated.

Tungsten in Queensland

During 1906 nearly 95 tons of scheelite

were exported from Queensland. The
principal exporters are Donaldson Broth-
ers, Macrae's Flat, owners of the Golden
Point and Mount Highly gold and scheel-
ite properties. The lode at Mount Judah,
at Glenorchy, near the headwaters of Lake
Wakatipu, has been opened up during the
past year, and a few tons of scheelite pro-
duced. Considerable attention has been
devoted to other lodes that are known to
exist in Macrae district, and on the
Lammerlaw and Leaning Rock ranges,
also at Barewood. At the Top Valley, in

Marlborough, scheelite of excellent quality
is found closely associated with the aurif-

erous lodes, and a fair quantity of the
mineral has been exported.

The refractory material, i.e., fire-clay,

required for the preparation 01 the retorts

for zinc smelting, must be of special char-
acter, which can be determined absolutely

only by practical trial. Zinc smelters are
extremely conservative in iheir use of
fire-clay. Among the abundant clay re-

sources of the United States, there is very
little employed except the clay dug at St.

Louis, Mo. This clay is used exclusively

by the smelters of Kansas, Missouri and
Illinois. The smelters of Pennsylvania
and Virginia, who are remote, also use it

The United States Zinc Company, at

Pueblo, Colo., after using St. Louis clay,

developed a satisfactory material locally,

and there is no doubt that many suitable

clays exist in the United States, which
could be used if the conservatism of the
smelters could be overcome.

A report in London Engineering (June
II, 1907) says that on account of the

scarcity of iron ore in Germany, and the

decrease in the exports of Swedish iron

ore, several German metallurgical con-

cerns have contracted with the Dombrovo
and Donetz iron-ore mines in Russia for

the delivery of 35,000,000 poods of iron

ore to be delivered before the end of
July.
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The Output o( Minerals in

Cornwall During 1906

Special Correspondence

1 he orticial figures giving the output of

minerals in Cornwall and Devon during

1906 have just been published in the gov-

ernment report. The output of tin con-

centrates in Cornwall was 6226 tons, and

in Devonshire 32 tons, and there was also

produced iiii oi undressed tin ore. These

figures are almost identical with those of

the previous year. Until the full details

of the production are published in a sub-

sequent report it is undesirable to en-

large on the subject here. It is sufficient

to say that the figures are pretty much

what was expected, as was outlined in an

article that appeared in the Journ.\l in

January last.

Copper .\xd Arsenical Pyrites

The figures for the output of copper ore

in Cornwall and Devon during 1906 are

4170 tons, as compared with S466 tons

during 1905. The production of arsenic

and arsenical pyrites during 1906 was

1599 tons and 610 tons, respectively, as

compared with 1528 tons and 641 tons, re-

spectively, in 1905.

Labor and the Present Situation

J. S. Martin, the inspector of mines,

makes some interesting remarks in his re-

port. The labor difficulty is well reflected

by his statement that the labor of the

present day in Cornish mines consists

very largely of boys and youths under 20

years of age, and of old men. He is out-

spoken in his opinion about the boom in

Cornwall being overdone, especially in the

press, and is of opinion that before any

further companies are floated or mines

started, those companies which have al-

ready iHcn floated should bs allowed to

show what, under good management, they

can do. His remarks on this subject may

be quoted at length :

"The year has been a prosperous one

for the Cirnish and Devonshire mines,

due rather to the high prices obtained for

the minerals wrought than to any increase

in the quantity. Thus, tin (white metal)

attained a hitherto unrecorded price

(£215 per ton) m May; copper, if it has

not attained a record price (£109), has

not been so high for many years past; and

wolfram has been ranging at high figures.

The result has been a boom in Cornwall

which seems to be getting overdone. I

deprecate the overdoing of the boom as

murh as I advocate, and have advocated,

a steady investment in good and well-

managed mines in the county.

"At present almost every sett in the

county is being run after, presumably

with a view to promotions and company

mongering, which, however much it may

appeal to individuals, is not for the per-

manent good of Cornwall.

"The industry is now in a very interest-

ing stage in consequence of the high price

of tin ; the larger mines working are all

making profits and it remains to be seen

whether these profits will be dissipated in

the payment of large dividends in order

to enhance the present market value of

the shares, or applied, as so much needed

in the best of them, to generally strength-

ening their position by improved mining

and dressing plant, e-xploration and de-

velopment with a view to increased re-

turns in the future, and the permanent

enhancement of their values. I anticipate

too much of the former line of action and

too little of the latter. Memories are pro

verbially short in these matters, and all

the more so in mining properties which

are treated too much as speculative coun-

ters by all parties, from directors down

to the smallest shareholder.

'Several new companies have been

formed during the last two or three years

with considerable nominal capital, of

which a portion only is provided in cash

for development and working purposes;

the remainder, which is usually for good-

will, promoters, etc., being non-productive.

Managers of the new school, who claim

scientific mining education combined with

more or less practical experience, have

been appointed to each of the principal

mines started under important companies

which have been floated. They profess to

be able, with the capital available for the

purpose, to create payable mines, with

cfiicient development for permanency and

the most up-to-date mining and. dressing

machinery, etc. They will, however, have

to pay dividends not only upon the money

expended in developing the mine above

and below ground, but also upon the large

sums of unproductive capital added in the

flotations for goodwill of leases and for

promoters' profits and expenses. To ob-

tain satisfactory results under these con-

ditions the mines (which must be classed

as low-grade propositions) will require to

be worked extensively and with a consid-

erable weekly output, probably 1200 to

1500 tons or more, containing not less

than 25 to 35 lb. of black tin to the ton."

Methods of Mining

Mr. Martin's remarks on the absence of

systematic prospecting and on the slow

progress of machinery to make up for

scarcity of labor are also of interest:

"There has been a tendency during the

year to increase the number of rock drills

at work in the mines, but the fact that,

notwithstanding the inducements held out

by the remarkably high price of tin, the

mines have not been able to increase their

outputs, indicates clearly what I have

maintained for years past, that develop-

ment work has not been carried out as it

should have been. I have referred to the

mines severally in past years, but do not

propose doing so this year, as I have very

little to say that would not be more or

less a repetition of what I have already

said. I consider that the number of rock

drills at work, although largely increased

since I first commenced remarking on the

subject years ago, is not yet nearly sufln-

cient at any of the mines to do them jus-

tice, and to meet the deficiency already

existing as regards labor, a question

which may be expected to become more

acute. A mine like Carn Brea, which has

sufficient compressor power on the

ground, should, I consider, be using two

or three times the present number. Wheal

Grcnville, now Grenville United, Ltd.,

should, as I have urged for years past,

have many more at work, in order to do

the mine justice; here want of funds can-

not be alleged, as it has been paying divi-

dends, thus differing from Carn Brea, but

I suppose a desire to show immediate

profits, even though comparatively small,

rather than prospective larger ones in the

future, is not unnatural -with mine com-

mittees."

I

M ines in Ireland

The output of minerals in Ireland con-

tinues to be small. The production of coal

during 1906 was 93,662 tons, of which 74,-

915 tons were anthracite. Kilkenny is the

chief county that produces coal, and its

output was 6i,S5S tons of anthracite. The

only other counties that had any appre-

ciable output were Tipperary and Queens,

which produced anthracite, and Roscom-

mon, Leitrim, Sligo, Tyrone and Antrim,

which produce bituminous coal; but the

production in those counties is very small.

The total number of people employed in

coal-mining operations in Ireland was only

785 during the year 1906. In days gone

by Ireland used to produce copper and

gold, and we hear a good deal from Lon-

don about the revival of these industries.

The official report of the inspector of

mines gives small encouragement to the

hopes of a revival of mining in the coun-

try. The copper mines, of which so much

has been heard, produced during 1906 only

3000 tons of ore, valued at about £4000;

and probably the value was chiefly in the

sulphur. The county of Antrim produced

6654 tons of bauxite, valued at £2728, and

considering that the British Aluminum

Company used to draw its principal sup

plies of ore from Antrim, the smallness of

the present output is noticeable. Ireland

also produces iron ore, in .\ntrim and

Londonderry, and lead ore, which con-

tains some gold and silver, in Donegal.

The mineral riches of Ireland, however,

are almost an inappreciable quantity.

In setting a tube mill, special care is

necessary with the foundations on ac-

count of the constant hammering of the

revolving jiehbles and the vibration of the

spur gears, which tend to crystallize and

break the anchor bolts and drive the mill

into the concrete.
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The Black Sand Problem

By F. Powell

I'rofcssor Richards' paper in a recent

number of the Jolrnal outlining a meth-

od for the preliminary concentration of

black sand, prompts me to otTer a sugges-

tion based on my personal experience

of some years ago, though at the time

the object was rather to get rid of the

black sand than to save it.

For a number of years I was interested

in one way and another with gold dredg-

ing on the Snake river in Idaho, and a

number of experiments were tried with

different forms of gold-saving appliances.

One of the devices used in a common
sluice box was known to us as the Cari-

bou rifHe with a blanket beneath it.

These riffles were simply sheets of per-

forated steel placed over the blanket in

the bottom of the sluice in a series of

low flat steps, the up-stream end of the

sheets resting on the blanket and the

lower end raised about 2 in. with sheets

3 ft. long. This form of riffle is eflfec-

llic sand and delivered it to the main
l.iunder beside the sluice box, and thence

tu burlap tables. Control of the dis-

charge was provided partly to avoid rob-

bing tJie main sluice of too much water,

and clear water was added in the main

l.uinder. Another point in the regula-

tion of the discharge was based on the

thecry that the gold too light to be saved

on blankets, coaled more or less with

black sand would be carried on and be

caught after the black sand or most of

it had been removed. The heavier gold

that came with the black sand had a

chance to be saved on the burlap tables.

Fffective for Colu-cting Black Sand

The sluice box described with the mod-
ified undercurrents and discharge under

control was very effective in extracting

the black sand. The action was not

only one of screening but of classifica-

tion as well. The discharge could be

regulated so that only a highly concen-

trated black sand came through, the

lighter sand being carried on over the

wooden riffle to the next screen. To-
ward the lower end of the sluice more

Longitudinal Section

CARIBOU RIFFLE AND UNDERCURRENT

five in saving very fine gold in a sluice

box, provided that the box is not over-

crowded, which results in the filling up

of the space under the riffles or screens

with black sand. Efforts were therefore

directed toward the removal of the black

sand and its treatment on outside blanket

sluices or burlap tables.

Arrangements of Perforated Sheets

.•\ modification of the riffle arrangement

designed to utilize the screens in a ser-

ies of undercurrents consisted in boring

a row of i-in. holes 3 in. apart across

the bottom of the sluice box under the

lower end of each screen. A wooden

slide with holes to match was placed un-

derneath to give means of regulating

the discharge by partly closing the open-

ings. The screens were of No. 10 steel

with %-m. round holes ii in. from cen-

ter to center, so that nothing large enough

to choke the holes in the bottom of the

sluice could get intc) them. The blankets

were cut so as not to cover these holes,

and a strip of wood 'A in. thick was

rf.iled inside across the bottoi.i just be-

low each row, forming a small riffle.

Small launders placed crosswise caught

and more of the quartz and other sand

would of course be discharged, but by

reducing the openings the degree of con-

centration could be increased. I was

iiot concerned with the saving of black

send, and the black sand thus saved did

not carry with it the very elusive gold

dust that remains in suspension almost

indefinitely in a moving current, espec-

ially with sand and gravel : nor did the

removal of the black sand in the upper

portion of the sluice aid materially in

saving lighter eold further down.

The subsequent experiments are not of

present interest, unless it be merely to

say in passing that much of the Snake

T.'ivcr gold is too fine to settle at all in a

sluice box, and the sluice wis abandoned

for a shaking screen which drained as

well as screened the gravel, this screen

being, I believe, the prototype of those

afterward used at Oroville. "But that

is another story." The black sand ex-

irricted by this method would, without

doubt, carry with it any platinum or rare

metals not previously caught in the sluice

itself.

My suggestion is this, that the Cari-

bou riffles as described" are superior to

the common iiiidereurrmt and can be

easily installed. The product will be

well adapted to further treatment by

magnetic separators or otherwise, being

more highly concentrated than the sands

direct from the ordinary undercurrent.

The main item of cost is the screens.

To get the small holes of 1.^-in. diameter,

it is necessary to use metal not much
over '-i in. thick, costing about 25 to 30

c. per ft. Slots will choke much more

quickly than round holes ; J/^-in. holes

will pass all the black sand ordinarily

met with and a coarser screen will not

give the same degree of concentration.

Sheets 'A in. thick will stand about two

months in a sluice box with the average

run of gravel. They can be protected

against heavy stones with bars of pick

steel riveted to them lengthwise, say 4

ill. apart, which will add greatly to their

life. This applies to the ordinary hy-

draulic mining operations where the black

sand is worth the expense of handling as

a by-product, as well as to' operations in

which the recovery of black sand is the

main object.

§
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Cross Sectian at A-A

EcoNo.Mic Questions
In the latter case, assuming a deposit

of sufficient extent and with sufficient

content of magnetic iron to make it worth
while, the first requisite is a simple

method of preliminary concentration

with large capacity and low cost of in-

stallation and operation. The method
described above would seem to answer
Ihe requirements, but it is of course ap-

plicable only under the same condition as

liydraulic mining and dredging. In these

cases the black sand itself is more than

likely to be a by-product.

In its application to dredging the Car-
ibou riffle undercurrent can be placed on
each gold table at the lower end and be-

low the Hungarian or other riffles used

for saving the gold. A mercury board or

a blanket under the screen would also

serve as a gold saver, while the black

sand could be drawn off as before, col-

lected in a sump and pumped, with a cen-

trifugal pump to the upper deck, or to an

auxiliary plant on a separate boat for

re-treatment for the extraction of plati-

num, etc. Profit in dredging depends on

capacity more than on any other one

thing, even at the risk of some losses, and
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any complication of the gold-saving ap-

pliances liable to cut down capacity or

liable to derangement and consequent

stops, is to be avoided. The introduction

of the undercurrent suggested would seem

to be free from the objections named.

If it failed at any time this would not

interfere with the main operations of the

dredge.

With regard to magnetic iron sand as

iron ore and its recovery for use as the

basis of iron and steel making, a good

many questions are involved not at all

connected with the mere concentration or

even the smelling. These are the least

of the difficulties. But much has al-

ready been written on this aspect of the

subject. It is chiefly a case of "first

procure the hare."

The accompanying sketch shows the

sluice and undercurrents as actually used.

A possible improvement would be to make

a slight transverse depression just above

the wooden riffle, say a V-groove 1 in.

deep and 2 in. wide, which would be al-

ways well filled with black sand so that

the lighter sand would be washed over

upon the next screen.

Electric Mine Locomotives with

Gathering Reel

Two electric mining locomotives re-

cently built by the Baldwin Locomotive

works for the Naomi Coal Company, pos-

sess some interesting features. The en-

is 3 ft. 6 in., and the width 4 ft. 5 in. The

total weight is about 12,000 lb.

The electrical equipment has been fur-

nished by the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company. The locomotive

is equipped with two No. 60 motors, each

of 15 h.p. capacity, and designed for 500

According to Indian Engineering (May
n, 1907), the mining of amber in Burma
is conducted in a primitive manner by dig- ELECTRIC MINE LOCOMOTIVE, NAOMI COAL COMPANY

volts. They are operated by one R-86-B

controller.

The gathering reel, which is an inter-

esting feature of the design, is operated

by one K-2 motor, and driven by means

of bevel gears. The reel is arranged to

carry 300 ft. of 5^-in. wire cable. It is

placed at the rear end of the locomotive,

and the cable is paid out between guiding

rollers.

The general equipment includes a hand
brake, sand bo.xes with spouts for all

wheels, gong, and electric headlights

front and back. The top flooring is re-

movable, so that all parts of the locomo

tive are readilv accessible.

ELECTRIC MINE LOCOMOTIVE WITH GATHERING REEL

ging pits as near as possible to where am-

ber has been found before, to a depth of

45 ft. and if nothing is found at that

depth the pit is abandoned. Three men
usually work in partnership. One man
digs a three hours' shift, the other two
sitting at the pit's mouth and drawing up

earth until their time comes to go below.

The amber industry brings but little rev-

enue to the Government.

gines are built for a track gage of 3 ft. 8

in., the driving wheels are of cast iron

with chilled tread, and measure 28 in. in

diameter. The wheel base is 3 ft. The
side frames are of cast iron, placed inside

the wheels, and supported on coiled

springs, which are mounted upon the

boxes. The bumpers are also of cast iron.

The length of the engine is appro-^imately

12 ft.; the bight, exclusive of the trolley,

A very delicate indicator of the presence

of hydrochloric-acid gas in the atmos-

phere is metanil yellow. The popular name
for this substance is "dolly" cream dye

and it is used for giving curtains, etc., a

creamy tint. The full scientific name is

"the sodium salt of meta-amido-benzene

sulphonic acid-azo-diphenyl-amine." Its

value as a test for hydrochloric acid was
accidentally discovered. At an alkali plant

in the north of England something went

wron;^ with the connections and hydro-

chloric acid escaped. Among the neigh-

bors the fashion for "dolly" cream pre-

vailed at the time. They found that their

curtains were changed from cream to a

heliotrope tint. On investigating the cir-

cumstance the alkali inspector found the

usefulness of this substance for testing the

presence of hydrochloric acid. Free chlo-

rine anc sulphurous gases have no effect

on its color except to bleach it.
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New Developments m llie Lake

Superior Iron Region

Special Correspondence

The Old Volunteer stockpile, owned by

the Oliver Iron Mining Company, at Pal-

mer, Marquette range, is being cleaned

up, and the entire 25,000 tons on hand

will be sent off at once. This was decided

upon prior to the Mosabi strike, but other

old piles will doubtless be attacked soon

as a result of the suspension in Minnesota

and as much ore as possible will be moved
from the old ranges. Cascade range

mines, of which Volunteer is one, have

not been a< active this vear as was ex-

Mdercd merchantable ore, and which will

be taken out. The history of this mine is

typical of many in the lake region.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I'aul

railway is to go after a share of Menomi-
nee range ore traflic from all points, and

has made some connections with the Wis-
consin & Michigan road, and let some
contracts that will take it to important

mining centers not heretofore touched. It

will also build a cut-off that will permit

larger trains and better service. It enters

fields that have been held exclusively by

the Chicago & Northwestern road.

G. A. St. Clair, who is developing the

gcoo acres of the Mcsaba Iron Company
on the eastern Mesabi, in townships 60, 12

and 13 is meefinR with cncnurniifement.

.\ L.\KE SL'PERIOK HE.\D-FRv\ME AND TRESTLE

pected, and but little ore has been shipped

as yet. The Volunteer is under option to

.A. Maitland, who is exploring with a drill.

It is not impossible that the Volunteer

has better ore at depth than the former

operators have been able to mine from
present openings.

The Old Jackson mine, first producer on
Lake Superior, is now under development
by the Cleveland Cliffs company, and
.ibout 500 tons a day are coming out of

South Jackson pit. Developments in

progress will permit twice as much ore to

be taken out. This property was aban-

doned as exhausted years ago, after prac-

tically continuous operation for more than

40 years, but there seems to be a very

considerable tonnage of what is now con-

Widespread outcroppings of hard hema-

tite ores occur at several points along this

distance. Indeed it was these outcrops

alone that first gave rise to the hope that

merchantable iron ores might exist in

northern Mimiesota, and it was as the

result of the first, and fruitless, explora-

tions of these outcrops that led to the dis-

covery and development of the hard ores

of the Vermilion range. Exploration at

that time, and occasionally subsequently,

found these surface croppings to be thin.

Mr. St. Clair has been working far more
thoroughly than any previous explorer. In

fact he has put down as many as 45 drill

holes to the 40-acre tract, and his test

pitting has been at times as high as one
to the acre. As a result he has come to

the conclusion that a considerable amount
of ore will be developed on these lands,

and he is preparing to increase his opera-
tions. Most |of his work has been near
the old so-called "syndicate operations" in

60-12, where are the most impressive out-

croppings to be foimd on the entire Mesa-
bi range.

Mr. St. Clair is also opening the old
Mailman exploration, one of the first finds

of soft hematite found on the Mesabi, and
located in section 12-59-14, almost imme-
diately to the west of his 60-12 opera-
tions. The Mailman was under option by
the Lake Superior Corporation, in 1902,

and about 250,000 tons of a splendid soft

bessemer hematite was measured up, cov-
ered by a very slight surface. This was in

addition to some tonnage of ores found
by the old Mailman shafts, and which was
then of little immediate value. The Mall-
man was at that time six miles from a
railway and the Lake Superior Corpora-
tion did not care to incur the expense of
getting in. But now a road is operating
within three miles, and the situation is

different. Construction of the Duluth &
Iron Ranee is proceeding to the Mailman,
on its way to the "syndicate" group of St.

Clair. He is stripping the slight surface
over the thin soft ore and sinking a shaft
into the banded ore east of it, and expects
to commence shipping Mailman ore in

September, and" to get out 25,000 tons this

year. Some Mailman soft ore went as
low as 0.007 in phosphorus.

The Corrosion of Iron

At a recent meeting of the American
Society for Testing Materials, Dr. Cush-
nian, of the Department of Agriculture,
made the statement that oxygen plays only
a secondary part in the corrosion of iron

and that the best preventives of rusting
are to be found in the most effective oxi-
'lizing agents such as chromic acid and
Its salts. His theory is that the attack on
ihe iron is not made by oxygen but by the

liydrogen ion, which is a hydrogen atom
that carries a static charge of electricity.

Even pure water contains some such ions,

and in acid solution, dissociation is

greater and hence the ions are more
abundant, which explains why acid waters
corrode iron more readily than pure wa-
ter.

The action between the hydrogen ion

and the iron is conceived to be electroly-

tic and the efficiency of chromic acid and
its salts in preventing rusting lies in the

fact that they polarize the iron so that it

is not acted upon by the charge carried

by the hydrogen ion. This property of

chromic acid of rendering the iron inert

appears to be of a permanent character,

but the commercial aspect of the question

has not yet been investigated so that it is

impossible to say how important a preven-

tive process of treating iron with chromic
acid might become.
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Pig Iron Production in 1907

The American Iron anJ Steel Associa-

tion has received from the manufacturers

complete statistics of the production of

pig iron in the United Stales in the first

half of 1907. The production of pig iron

in the first half of 1907 was 13,^78,044

gross tons, against 12,724,941 tons in the

last half of 1506 and 12,582,250 tons in the

first half of 1906. The following table

gives the half-yearly production since

1904, in long tons.

First SeconJ ,.

UMt. Half.
'*'*"^-

igi>| .• ll,17S,4;tH ,s,;li).6'.l5 10 4'.17.033

moo ii.i63.i7s ii.sag.aw M.oua.aso

lOUt W.5«J.'J40 12."W,1M1 23,307.191

WOT 13.<78,M4

The increase in production in the first

half of 1907 as compared with the second

half of 1906 amounted to 753.103 tons, and

as compared with the first half of 1906 to

895.794 tons. The production in the first

half of 1907 was much the largest in any

half year in our history and it was larger

than that of any whole year prior to 1899.

As late as 1894 the world's production of

pig iron amounted to only 25,600,000 tons,

which we will certainly exceed in 1907 and

almost reached in 1906.

The classification of iron made is as

follows, comparison being with the first

half of 1906:

190(1. 1907. Olianges.

FoutuJry * tofKP . . 2.879.5.'» :l.242..'..V.l 1.363,020
B«l<semer pig . ... 6 884,881 T.185,K78 1.300,997
Bute pig 2.4<!1.27r> 2.671.136 1.221,861
Ch&rcoal Irc.li 207.7-22 2a->,796 D. 1.926
Spiegel and rerru.. liJ0.83:i 172.67.'> I. 11,842

Tota.'. 12..182.a''>0 13,478.044 I. 89r>.794

The bessemer pig included this year

95^69 tons of low-phosphorus iron. The
production of spiegeleisen alone in the

first half of 1907 was 143,992 tons. Of
ferromanganese alone the production in

the first half of 1907 was 28,683 tons.

The classification according to fuel used

is as follows for 1907

:

Tons Per ct.

Coke 12,514.014 92.9
Anthracite and coke 739,30.5 5.5
Anthracite alone 18,929 0.1
Charcoal 205,796 1.5

Total 13.478,044 100.0

The production by States in the first

half of 1907 was as follows, compared with

that for the first half of 1906:

1900. 1907.

Maasachanetts and Con-
necticut 10.218 8,746

New York 746,271 859,125
New Jersey 167,820 195,245
fennnylvanla 5.rt8S,743 5,964,884
Mnrrlnnd 194,907 221,14.'>

Virginia 257.806 260,912
(Jeorgla and Texas 46.8B5 26,173
Alalmma 825.090 861,771
WeKt Virginia l.'?6,662 151,643
Kenliirky 3.''i.533 79,013
Tennpww 203.569 193.371
Ohio 2.675.812 2.815.174
IlllnoU 1,011.639 1,263.258
MIrhlgan 175,672 197.330
Wlscnnaln and Minnesota 190.940 160.04.1
Mimoarl. Colorado and
Oregon 214.694 220,209

Total 12..'i82,250 13,478.044

The chief producing States this year

were Pennsylvania, with 44 3 per cent, of

the total: Ohio. 21.9; Illinois, 9.4; Ala-

bama and Xew York, with ().4 per cent.

each.

The whole number of furnaces in blast,

on June 30, 1907, was 359, against 340 on

Dec. 31, 1906, and 323 on June 30, 1906.

The number of furnaces idle on June 30.

1907, was 83, against 89 on Dec. 31, 1906,

and 106 on June 30, 1906.

During the first si.x months of 1907 the

number of furnaces actually in blast dur-

ing a part or the whole of the period was

382, as compared with 374 during the last

half of 1906 and 361 during the first half

of that year.

On June 30, 1907, there were 29 furn-

aces in course of construction, all of

which will use coke for fuel, as follows

:

N"ew York, i ; Pennsylvania, 10; Alabama,

i; Ohio, 9; Indiana, 5; Illinois, 2; and

Wisconsin, 1. In addition three furnaces

were being rebuilt on June 30, of which i

coke furnace W'as in Virginia, i coke

furnace was in Alabama, and I charcoal

furnace was in Michig.in. One abandoned

charcoal furnace "in Tennessee may also

be revived in 1907.

On June 30, 1907, there were 13 pro-

jected furnaces, all of which, if built,

will use coke for fuel, as follows; New
York, I ; Pennsylvania, 4 ; Ohio, 2 ; Indi-

ana, 5; and Michigan i. The construction

of some of these furnaces is to be com-

"menced at once ; work on others may not

soon be undertaken.

Iron Production in Caiiada

The American Iron and Steel Associa-

tion has received direct from the manu-

facturers complete statistics of the pro-

duction of pig iron in Canada in the first

six months of 1907. The total production

of all kinds of pig iron in the Dominion

in the first half of 1907 amounted to 270,-

100 long tons, as compared with 259,947

tons in the last half of 1906 and 282,010

tons in the first half. This is an increase

of 10,153 tons over the last half of 1906,

but a decrease of 11,910 tons, as compared

with the first half. The following table

gives the production as classified, com-

pared with the first half of 1906

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Bessemer Iron 79,0.'>l 7:i,023 D. 6 028
Basic Iron 13r>,298 I61,4(i3 I. 20.10.';

Foundry, torge, etc 67.661 35.674 D. 31,987

Total 282.010 270.100 D. 11,910

Of the iron reported in 1907 there were

265,253 tons made with bituminous coal

or coke, and 4847 tons with charcoal.

On June 30, 1907, Canada had 14 com-

pleted blast furnaces, of which 10 were in

blast and four were idle. Of this total 12

were equipped to use coke and two to use

charcoal. In addition one coke furnace

was being built on June 30 and one char-

coal furnace was being rebuilt. Three

coke furnaces were also partly erected on

the same date, work on which had been

suspended for some time.

During the first half of 1907 the total

number of furnaces in Canada actually

in blast for the whole or a part of the

period was 12, of which 10 used coke and

two used charcoal. The number that

were idle during the whole period was

two coke furnaces, one blowing in for the

first time in July. The rebuilding char-

coal furnace is not considered in the

statement.

Gold Mining in West Africa

During 1906

The output of gold in British West

-Mrican mines continues to show an in-

crease. The output during igo6 was 230,-

957 oz. bullion, estimated to be worth

£892,291. This return compares with 171,-

049 oz., valued at £653,820, during 1905,

and 104,460 oz., valued at £378,480, in

1904. Of the amount for 1906, the Gold

Coast Colony contributed 154,925 oz.,

while Ashanti contributed 76,032 oz. The

Gold Coast Colony showed the greatest

proportional increase, the figures for 1905

being 102,790 oz. The companies account-

ing for this increase were the Abosso,

Abontiakoon No. I, Bibiani, Broomassie,

and the Tarkwa & Abosso. The largest

producers were the first three, the Abon-

tiakoon No. I leading the way with 39,814

oz., being an increase of 29,093 oz. over

1905. The other two had an output a few

thousand ounces less. In Ashanti the

chief producers were Ashanti Gold Fields,

and Akrokerri, with 42,301 oz., and 23,063

oz., respectively.

In addition to the above production

from mines, there was an output from

dredging on the gold coast and Ashanti of

15.154 oz., being an increase of 2447 oz.

over 1905.

The extraction at the banket mines

totaled 86,586 oz. from 135,980 tons, and

at the quartz mines, 127,799 oz. from 157,-

163 tons of ore.

The Niagara Falls Power

Company

The Niagara Falls Power Company now
has available for power generation on the

American side of the Niagara river two

complete plants, with an aggregate ca-

pacity for an output of about 77,000 elec-

trical horse-power, and a considerable re-

serve in power-generating machinery;

and on the Canadian side of the Niagara

river a plant with installation for a con-

tinuous output of 40,000 electrical horse-

power, one lo.ooo-h.p. generating unit being

held in reserve. From the combined out-

put of these plants about 95,000 electrical

horse-power now are yielding revenue.

It is expected that before the close of 1907

substantially all of the combined output

of these plants will become revenue pro-

ducing.

The whole importation of platinum into

the United States is made from Paris.
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Ground Breaking in the Joplin District
Holes Are Drilled with Air Drills and Squibbed before Charging.

About I Pound of Dvnamilf Is l^eciuired Pt-r Ton of Rock Broken

B Y DOSS BRITTAIN*
The tirni yrouiid breaking is taken to

include tJie proce.'-s of so loosening the

; round as to enable it to be readily loaded

into buckets or cars and hoisted from the

shaft or drift. In the Joplin district arc

encountered two varieties of ground, the

l.ard and the soft. Hard ground consists

of massively bedded rock requiring heavy

blasting to loosen it. Such ground is to

be fi>u!i(l ihrouiihoiit the district in the

variety which stands readily without sup-

port, except from occasional pillars left

from the formation itself, requires timher-

n;g to prevent caving and is most promin-

ently exemplified in the Bumblebee 'mine

at Joplin and the Midnight mine near

Belleville.

Bkeaking I1.^RD Gronnd

\11 linrd-crrnimd Iiro:ikinp i"; done with

have to be changed with a frequency vary»

ing with the hardness of the ground and
the skill used in tempering. In most
cases a change is required every 2 or 3
ft. while in others a bit can be used for

twice this distance. The bit employed
most commonly is known as the bull-head

bit with the cutting edge in a straight

line. Some of the larger Webb City

minos. however, employ the diamond-cdce

A DRIFT IN THE KANS.\S CITY MlNt FOUK Mlt£S SOUTHW'EST OF JOPLIN

-ame localities as the soft ground but more
xtcnsively, even to the exclusion of the

ppcarance of soft ground in the sheet

I'lrmation in the vicinity of Webb City.

The Yellow Dog Mine at vv'ebb City and
the Grace mine on the Granby land at Jop-
hr. furnish well known examples of hard-

ground mining which has become the most

extensive in the district.

Soft ground is that which is so un-

-table as readily to be loosened with pick

and bar or at most with a light charge of

rowder. Such ground, unlike the hard

•Joplin. Mo.

machine drills and powder. The type of

drill in most common use is the Sullivan

VC, and the Ingcrsoll C 24 for shaft sink-

ing, and the Sullivan UF2 and the In-

gersoll E 24 for heavy stoping. A few-

lighter and a few heavier drills of the

same makes are in use, but are not com-
mon. Nearly all the machine drills in

use are air drills, though some steam drills

tind employment in the district. Hand
steel cannot be said to find a use there in

breaking hard ground ; it was discarded

when dcefiiT mining began. In ordin-

ary ground an average eight-hour shift's

work for a drill is 45 ft. of holes. Steels

bit with the cutting edge arranged in the

form of a cross. In shaft sinking the

holes are usually started with ij^-in. steel

and finished with the l-in. size. In sto-

ping the holes are usually started with i.'i-

in. steel and finished with the I'/i-in.

size. If the holes are deeper than 10 ft.

Ihey are usually finished with still smaller

steel.

Charging

The holes drilled with these steels are

fired either with powder manufactured by

the Independent Powder Company or that

of the DuPont Powder Company. In
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tithcr case the explosive is in the form

of sticks weighing li lb. each. Placing ex-

plosives and firing are among the most im-

portant details connected with ground

breaking, for upon these depend the

amount of ground broken per pound of

powder and, consequently to a large ex-

tent, the cost of ore production.

In order to break the greatest amount

of ground at the least cost it has been

lound advisable in most cases to squib the

cleaned with a bloxf-pipe made for the

purpose, and charged with the heavy

charge.

In charging, the sticks are usually split

down the side so that when tamped they

will spread readily. Each stick is placed

on the sharp end of a spoon and pressed

to the bottom of the hole where it is

tamped with a round wooden tamping

stick of oak or hickory, 8 to I2 ft. long.

It is also an occasional and perilous prac-

drawn up over the fuse above the primer

and securely tied with a stout string. As

additional precaution against moisture in

very wet mines the tar melted from a piece

of fuse is allowed to drop around the

junction of the cap and fuse before intro-

duction into the starter. The latter, after

being prepared to suit local conditions,

is inserted into the drill hole in intimate

contact with the charge. The hole is then

tamped full of clay and gravel to prevent
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holes before putting in and firing the

charge intended to accomplish the work

of real ground-breaking. Squibbing is

the process of enlarging with powder the

drill-holes so that they will hold more

pov.der than otherwise, thus enabling each

blast to lift more ground than if the holes

were charged without being enlarged. It

is done with from one-half to one stick

of dynamite, and is repeated sometimes as

many as three times in very hard ground.

Two or three slight explosions so enlarge

the hole that it will hold from 50 to 75

sticks of powder. The hole is then

tice to use an iron tamping bar. The last

stick or part of stick passed in contains

the cap, or primer, and fuse, electric fir-

ing being employed in the district only for

sinking purposes. This last stick is called

the starter and is prepared by making a

round cavity in the end of the mass of pow-

der with a sharp stick. The primer is slipped

over the end of the fuse and tightly

crimped with a pair of pincers or the teeth

so as to prevent water from moistening

the primer. The end of the fuse bearing

the primer is then inserted into the hole

in the starter and the paper covering is

SECTION OF SHAFT

FIG. 2

the charge from being wasted by blowing

out through the hole, and the blast is

ready for firing, which is the only thing

i-.ovv necessary to complete the utility of

the drill and dynamite. About i lb. of

dynamite is required for every ton of

ground broken in drifting, and 25 lb. to

the foot for sinking shafts of ordinary

tize.

Shaft Sinking

With these agencies, aided by pick, bar,

and shovel, ground breaking, shaft sink-

ing and sloping, is accomplished. Regu-

larly shafts in the Joplin district are rect-

angular, 4x6 ft. although in the Webb City

sheet ground larger shafts, 6x8 ft. are

common as well as those containing from

two or three compartments each of these

dimensions, the larger compartment shafts

bting necessary for hoisting the immens:

quantities of ore in a given time required

in order to handle the low-grade ores at

a profit. In the larger shafts, one com-

partment is generally used as a pump shaft

;.nd the others for hoisting, although

sometimes one is reserved as a man-way.

Shafts are sunk to solid rock with the

use of pick and shovel, and sometimes a

little powder for popping the larger bould-

.rs or spudding the ground that does not

yield readily to simpler methods. The

boulders are popped with a small amount

of powder, one-half to one and one-half
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sticks, cillior placed on top and weighted

down with a small rock, or tamped into

a shallow hole in the boulder. The pro-

cess of spudding consists of driving a

spud or sharp piece of iJ-^-'U- steel from

3 to 5 ft. into the ground and hring the

1 ole thus formed with four to live sticks

o' powder.

When the shaft reaches solid ruck,

11 AN or Mi.\rr

\

sccTio:: or sm.aft

FIG. 3

in Fig. I. The four holes occupying the

middle of the shaft, and known as .sump

holes, arc inclined, or look" inward to-

>Aard the center of the shaft at an angle

of about 30 dcg. from the perpendicular.

Thty have a slant hight of about 5 ft. and
pull vertically about 4 ft. Four other

holes are driven about 1 ft, from the cor-

iitrs respectively and look sliiihtly nutward

are followed by tJic side holes and these

by the comer holes. The reason for the

order is evident when the ana blasted

out by each series of shots, as indicated in

Fig. I, is considered. Figs. 2 and 3 in-

dicate other arrangements of holes for

shaft sinking which are now rarely used

except for shale or other soft forma-
tions
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which in this district usually consists of

limestone or hard flint, heavy blasting is

necessary. It then becomes the problem
of the machine man so to arrange' the

holes that the powder will break in the di;-

sired direction the greatest tonnage of

rock possible. As unbound or free rock

blasts better than bound rock, whose po-
sition is strengthened by surrounding rock

the powder charge is so arranged that the

rock to be lifted lies in the path of least

resistance to the explosion. As a rule

12 holes are drilled into the bottom of

the shaft and are arranged as indicated

FIG. 6

sc that the shaft will break to a uniform

width as it progresses downward. Like-

wise the four holes near the middle of the

sides look outward for the same purpose.

Both the corner holes and those at the

sides are simk about 4 ft. so that they will

Vull vertically the same distance as the

simp holes, which are fired first. Thes?

Drifting

The process first described is continued

until the shaft reaches the desired depth,

when a drift usually 6x8 ft is started

horizontally into the ore or in its direc-

tion. Progress is made in much the same
manner as in sinking but more rapidly

on account of the greater convenience in
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working and the assistance afforded I'v

the cooperation of gravitation and tlie

force of the powiler. The arrangement

of the holes is shown in Fig. 4, the same

principles obtaining as to depth, inclina-

tion, and indicated order of tiring as in

the case of shaft-sinking.

When the ore is reached, or, if the drift

started in ore, when it re.iches a distance

sufficient to keep the shaft from caving, it

is widened to 30 to 50 ft. or until the

width of the ore deposit is embraced.

This wi(lcnc<l excavation, the heading of

5. 'I he first four holes at either end of

the heading are drilled 5 ft. deep, the

others 7 ft. The next series of heading

holes after the first is fired, is arranged

with the shallow holes at the reverse end

of the heading so that each scries of shots

leaves the face of the heading at other

than a right angle with the direction of

the drift thus releasing or unbinding the

rock to be blasted. The shallow holes are

fired first for the obvious purpose of mak-

ing the deeper shots more effective. The

holes drilled in the first stupe arc ar-

Re.moving Ore
The heading and stopes are kept the

width of the drift. The roof is kept

trimmed for safety, every part of it which

does not give forth the sharp ringing

sound of solid rock being blown down
with small charges of powder. The tops

of the stopes are kept leveled so that there

will be ample room and a suitable sur-

face for the men, and the faces of the

heading and stopes are kept perpendicular

for convenience in drilling. When the

stopo is loosened by blasting', tile bnikeu

U.VDERCROUNn SCENE IN THE MISSION MINE. E.WTER SPRINCiS

which is usually 8 ft. high, the hight of

the drift, of which it is but a wide ex-

pansion, proceeds along the top of the ore-

body. If this be more than the hight of

the heading in thickness, a step, or stope

is taken up. Should there still be ore in

the drift more stopes are taken up until

the orcbody is exhausted. Regularly two

stopes arc carried at once, giving the wide

drift a depth of 30 ft., including 8 ft. for

the heading and 1 1 ft. for each stope,

which begins at the shaft, thus keeping the

floor of the narrow drift always on a level

with that of the wider drift so as to furn-

ish a comparatively level surface for haul-

ing the ore to the shaft. The heading and

stopes are kept about 10 ft. ahead of the

slope below.

For carrying such a drift the holes for

blasting are arranged as indicated in Fig.

ranged as also indicated in I'"ig. 5.. in two

rows of three holes each, one at each cor-

ner and one r.ear the middle of the top

and the bottom of the stope. They arc

fired in the order of their num'.ers in the

illustration, the upper middle hole first,

then the upper corner holes, the lower

middle hole, and the lower corner holes.

The lower or bottom stope is drilled as

indicated in Fig. 5 with a row of three

holes at the bottom. .Accordingly as num-

bered the middle hole is the first one fired.

then the corner holes.

All the holes in the whole drift, except

those at the top of the heading which

look in such direction as is necessary to

follow the top of the ore deposit, look-

downward at an angle of appro.ximatel\'

10 deg. so that they will hold water nec-

essary for drilling.

rock tends t" fall upnu tlic stope below

and continues to slide, or is "brunoed,"

pulled with a short-handled shovel, down

upon ;i platform at the foot of the lower

StOIH-.

.\ platfiirni. closigned fur the purpose of

affording a smooth surface for shoveling,

projects against the foot of the low-er

stope and receives all the broken ground

from the heading and stopes. It is 16 ft.

long, extends the entire width of the drift

and is built of 2xi2-in. oak boards which,

having to be moved often to keep up with

the stope, are laid loosely on finely pul-

verized ground to furnish a level surface.

It is at this platform that the cans are

filled by the shovclcrs.

The cans, each of 1000 lb. capacity, ar;'

brought on cars which nm on tracks laid

on the floor of the drift, the usual ar-

rangement being indicated in Fig. 6. On';
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track leads from the shaft throuijli tin-

narrow drift and divides into three

branches, one for the center of the drift

and one for each side. One car is pro-

vided for each branch.

This system of operation is continued

until all the ore, with the possible excep-

tion of the pillars left to support the

roof, is exhausted on the level being

operated. If, after one drift has been

cut as far as the ore extends laterally, there

should still be ore in the floor of the mine,

other slopes arc taken up after the man-

ner of the first. However deep the suc-

cessive removal of stopes shouUi render

the workings, the floor of the narrow

drift, beginning with the shaft, is always

kept on a level with that of the wide

drift, thus giving at all times a level floor

for the cars.

Supporting the Roof

It is oficn the case that so many stopes

are taken up that the distance from the

floor to the rpof of the workings is 100

ft. and more. Even then the ground may
be rendered perfectly safe if the roof has

been properly arched, is properly inspected

from time to time, and supporting pillars

are left every 50 or 60 ft. These pillars

vary in size and frequency with the sta-

bility of the ground. Such supports are

necessarv' even though the pillars be of

solid ore. If they contain ore, which they

do in the majority of cases, they are

blasted down after the exhaustion of the

rest of the deposit. Those farthest

from the shaft are first blown down and

the others in the order of their distance

from the shaft, the most distant always

being first removed. The ground being

unsupported is left to cave, which is

exemplified in the district by large

caved areas sometimes covering acres of

ground.

Soft ground is usually so loose that it

has to be timbered to keep the ground

from caving, and it can generally be

handled with pick. bar. and shovel. Of-

ten, however, light blasting is necessary,

spudding usually being sufficient. Disre-

garding older methods, there promises to

be an innovation in the process of handl-

ing soft ground in the Joplin district. The
use of the steam shovel is proposed in

some of the mines of the Lehigh camp 10

miles northwest of Joplin. The ground is

very loose consisting largely of creek

gravel and fragmentary rock in a matrix

of blue clay. Crystals of finely dis-

seminated jack exist throughout a large

area of this formation and to a consider-

able depth. A large cave of former work-

ings furnishes an excellent starting point

for operations, and, though the plan is

tentative and could not be expected to

be widely employed, it is considered by

many of the operators of the district to

be feasable under these particular con-

ditions.
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The development of the Oklahoma oil-

fields is as yet only in its infancy. I

spent several months in the field last

sununer studying the geological structure

of the rocks, and the conditions under

which oil and gas occur. During the past

winter I visited numerous oilfields, actual

and prospective, and I find that approxi-

mately nine-tenths of all the oil and gas

so far obtained in the region comes from

three anticlinal folds, which trend nearly

north and south.

Producing Fields

The easternmost of these folds lies

along the Verdigris river, the oilfield be-

ing known as the AUuwe-Coodys BlulT

field. The oil is obtained at a depth of

450 to 600 ft. The second anticline lies

not far from the 96th meridian, passing

from the Kansas line south past Dewey,

Bartlesville, Tulsa, Red Fork, and the

now famous Glenn Pool. The oil along

this fold comes from a depth of 1200 to

1700 ft. The third region is farther west,

near Cleveland, Okla., where there is

evidence of a short anticline. The oil at

Cleveland is obtained at 1700 ft. depth.

Recently, at least three new localities

have been found, all of them a number

of miles south of the region heretofore

known to be productive, near Muskogee,

Okmulgee and Wcwoka. The relative im-

portance of these new fields can be de-

termined only by extensive development,

but there is no known reason why they

may not become as prolific as the proved

territory farther north.

Other Promising Regions

The most significant fact connected with

the whole subject is, however, that much

of the region in east central Oklahoma,

where no prospecting has been done, con-

tains numerous anticlinal folds similar in

structure to those in which the oil and

gas have been found farther north. The
geological conditions are such as to war-

rant the prediction that at the present

time not one-third of the prolific territory

of the new State has been prospected, and

not one-tenth of it developed. If these

predictions are correct it is evident that

the Oklahoma oilfield is destined shortly

to become the most important field in

America.

The wear in centrifugal pumps, caused

by grit entering between the shaft and

casing sleeve, may be obviated by forcing

a tarry mixture of rosin, dissolved in hot

linseed oil. into this space from a large

grease cup.

•Professor of Oeolocy. State rnlverslty of

Oklaboma. Norman. Okla.

At a meeting of the Stale Geological

Commission recently held at Springfield,

plans for the season's work were approved

and a number of appointments made. '1 he

coal surveys, which are being carried on

in co-operation with Uie United Stales

Geological Survey, will be under the di-

rection of F. W. Dc Wolf, assistant State

geologist.

The detailed mapping, which was car-

ried west last year as far as Harrisburg,

will be extended to llerrin, with the ex-

pectation of completing the first set of

maps across the State in another season.

In this work Mr. De Wolf will be as-

sisted by A. J. Ellis.

Fiom East St. Louis similor surveys ate

being carried east to Buxton. These sur-

veys are being executed by Prof. J. A.

Udden, assisted by I. R. Broman. In

the Springfield district the work begun

last year by T. E. Savage will be ex-

tended by F. W. De Wolf and J. C. Jones.

In the Peoria district a report covering

last season's work is already nearing com-

pletion.

In the laboratory Professor Parr and

W. F. Wheeler will continue their studies

of the composition and character of Illi-

•lois coals David White, oi the United

States Geological Survey, spent May and

June in a general study of the paleontol-

ogy of the coal-beds of northern and

western Illinois and is to return to the

State in September for further work in

southern Illinois. On his return, he will be

joined by George H. Ashley, who made

the coal survey of Indiana and is now-

working in Pennsylvania.

The Portland cement materials of the

State are to be thoroughly studied in the

next two years. The field work, which is

under the general charge of Prof. U. S.

Grant, has already begun. G. H. Cady

is mapping the older limestones of the

northern counties: A. J. Ellis spent June

and part of July with Mr. Savage, tracing

the LaSalle cement rock to the south, and

John Udden followed the Carlinville lime-

stone down into Perry county. Messrs.

Savage, Udden and Stuart Weller are

now studying the limestones found along

the Mississippi river, in the southern part

of the State, and expect to extend their

surveys eastward to the Wabash river.

Samples of all available limestones arc

being taken and forwarded to Urbana

for analyses. The laboratory investigation

of these materials will be carried on un-

der the advice of A. V. Bleininger, late of

Ohio, but now connected with the ceramic

department of the State University.

The work of the clays of the State will

include the completion of a report upon

the paving brick clays by Messrs. Rolfe,

Purdy, Talbot and Baker, and some addi-

tional investigations of fireclays by E. F.

Lines, who joins the survey for the pur-

pose of taking up this work.
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The oilfields of the State are to be

studied and the report, issued last year,

brought up to date. A detailed topo-

graphic map of the area southwest of

Robinson is now being made, and data

regarding oil borings in various parts

of the State collected. Field studies of

the Casey-Robinson field will be taken up

by H. F. Bain in the fall.

In planning the topographic work of the

season account has been taken of the new

duties of the survey, with reference to

drainage, and the study of lands subject

to overrtow. The field work of the pres-

ent season is, therefore, being carried on

in territory adjacent to the Kaskaskia,

Big Muddy, Little Wabash, Embarrass

and Sangamon rivers. In the special

drainage surveys now being undertaken

the sur\-ey is to have the co-operation of

the Internal Improvement Commission

and of the United States Department of

.Agriculture.

The preparation of educational bulle-

tins for the use of the schools is to be

continued under the direction of Prof. R.

S. Salisbury, with the help of A. C. Trow-
bridge, at VVheaton, and J. C. Jones, at

Springfield.

Mining Regulations in Bolivia

The Society of Chemical Industry

The celebration of the twenty-fifth an-

niversary of its foundation draws atten-

tion once more to the genuine sphere of

usefulness of the Society of Chemical In-

dustry. The simultaneous grant of a

royal charter of incorporation very suita-

bly indorses the high esteem in which the

society is held among practical men.

It is only a short time ago that we gave
some account of the history of the socie-

ty, so it is not necessary to refer on this

occasion to its origin, history and scope.

Suffice it to say that the society has over

4000 members, and has branches in all

parts of the world. The yearly subscrip-

tion is probably the lowest of any society

of position, being only $6. For this sub-

scription members receive not only the

usual benefits of a society, but they are

supplied with an invaluable semi-monthly
journal. It is noteworthy that it is not
attempted to make the membership a cri-

terion or measure of the professional or

personal standing of its supporters.

The society has always taken a mili-

tant attitude in promoting the interests

of the chemical industo', and has by no
means confined its energies to the read-
ing of papers or the production of a
journal. For instance, it took up suc-

cessfully the question of freeing alcohol

from excise duty when used in manufac-
tures. It has also been very much to the

front in agitating for patent law reform,

in workmen's compensation legislation,

and in the organization of international

exhibitions. Technical education has re-

ceived its careful consideration, and it is

represented on the council nf the new Im-
perial Technical College.

On April 20, 1907, the Bolivian Govern-

ment issued an important decree relating

to mining in that country. The decree

relates to mining concessions, duties of

adjoining mine-owners, method of mak-

ing applications, surveying and setting of

landmarks, approval and registration of

claims and titles and causes for forfeiture.

The most important points of the decree

are summarized herewith.

It is necessary for a person holding a

grant for placer working, blanket veins or

surface beds, to make a second applica-

tion in case he discovers veins in the sub-

soil of his property. Operators in a min-

ing group are liable to be forced to take

common measures at their own expense

to check floods which endanger the ex-

istence of their mines, and to drain the

mines which have become flooded. Appli-

cations for mining claims must be made
only upon official paper of a certain size

and bearing a special stamp issued by the

Government. Upon failure to do this, the

prefect shall order the payment of said

stamped paper plus four times its value

within 24 hours. If the person fails to

make such a payment, his application shall

be disregarded. The survey, fixing of

landmarks, and entries shall be effected

within 70 days from the date of the first

publication of discovery, but this rule is

not to be operative when the distance and
isolation of the mining claims applied for

do away with any fear of causing dam-
ages to other claims. Non-compliance with
any of the articles relating to the notifica-

tion of discovery, application for mining
license, etc., is likely to lead to the for-

feiture of titles.

Mining and Engineering College

in British Columbia

expressed the hope lliat other chairs would

be endowed by friends of the Institution in

the near future.'

A summer school, for instruction in

practical mining, is to be established in

one of the mining districts of the province.

It is announced that the mining depart-

ment of McGill University, Montreal,

Quebec, will make British Columbia the

I'tadquarters for practical mining educa-

tion for the university mining classes, as

well as for local students.

.At a meeting of members of the Ro>al
Institution for the Advancement of Learn-
ing in British Columbia held lately in

Vancouver, it was reported that a site for

the new college building had been se-

cured from the Government for a term
of years. Under the terms of the lease

the society will be required to spend $150,-

000 for educational purposes during the

first seven years, and during the term of

the lease $150,000 in permanent improve-
ments. It was decided to take immediate
steps toward erecting the new building,

to cost approximately $100,000.

Up to the present time four chairs have
been endowed in part or in whole in the

college. The Robert Dunsmuir chair of

mining and chemistry by Hon. James
Dunsmuir; the chair of civil engineer-

ing by A. C. Flumerfelt; the chair of

pure and applied mathematics by F. Car-

ter-Cotton, and the chair of modern lan-

guages by the McGill University graduates

resident in British Columbia. The Board

Monazite in Brazil

Consul-General G. E. Anderson, of Rio

de Janeiro, reports that contrary to the

impression which seems to exist in the

United States there has been no increase

in the export tax on monazite in Brazil,

although the practical effect of the course

of the business in that country has been

such as to lead to conditions amounting

to an increase. The federal authorities

continue to charge about 50 per cent, on

exports, or rather they allow the person

handling the sand 50 per cent, of the sale

value, taking the balance. In Bahia the

ta.x remains at 27 per cent, ad valorem

plus $4.85 per ton specific export tax. In

Espirito Santo the tax has been 20 per

cent, ad valorem plus £1 ($4.86), £2 or £3

per ton specific duty, depending upon

whether the exporter, a third person, or

the government owns the ground from

which the sand is taken. The state legis-

lative assembly of Espirito Santo has been

debating the question of an increase in the

tax imposed by that State, but as yet no

action has been taken.

The quality of the deposits of monazite

sand now being worked in Brazil is not

so good as it was formerly. It is not so

rich in thorium and is more difficult to

secure. So long as the tax on the sand re-

mains at the former figure, and while the

percentage of thorium is decreased,

there is in fact an actual increase in the

tax on thorium. Taking the Brazilian

fields as a whole this decrease of richness

and corresponding increase of taxation

has been considerable.

Exporters of the sand say that they can

do no business in the United States be-

cause the present tariff of 6c. per lb. is,

at 5 per cent, of thorium, an actual tax of

$1.20 lb. and is practically prohibitive for

them.

A proposition for the government mo-
nopoly of the monazite-sand business has

been considered, but the failure of the

coffee scheme, at least the very question-

able nature of its results, has not given

any further encouragement to the scheme

for monopoly, but it is probable that this

fact will in itself lead to new legislation

and probably to less satisfactory condi-

tions. The exports of the sand from

Brazil in 1906 were 4,351,600 kg., valued

at $480,843, as compared with 4,437,290

kg., valued at $485,184, in 1905.
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Some Metallurgical Vagaries and the Results
How Some Wild 1 lieories of Ore-treatment and Smeltmg Were
Tried in a District in the Soiilliwest, and Resulted in F'ailure

BY D WIGHT E. WOOD BRIDGE*
A lew weeks ago it was my fortune to

visit an old and long-abandoned copper

camp, once active through the exertions

of chloriders and others, and now again

in the initial stages of development.

Ores and Mining Conditions

So far as is known the ores of this

camp are low-grade silicions carbonates,

carrying up lo, say, 70 to 75 per cent,

silica, and 2.5 to 3 per cent, copper, with

very slight precious-metal values. The

district is in the center of one of the most

barren deserts of the Southwest ; to the

north the nearest water hole is 45 miles

away, to the wo<t 100 mile?;, and south

ricd an average of about 3 per cent, cop-

per, and he took occasion to point out that

this is a higlier average percentage of

copper than is carried by the rock of the

famous Calumet & Hccla mine, which has

paid its stockholders more than $100,000,-

000 in dividends. The owners of this fab-

ulously rich piece of ground arc unable to

understand why it is that a part of their

property of greater value than the Calu-

met & Hecla fails to furnish any profit,

and they reach but one conclusion when
all their efforts to earn dividends from

this territory return ihem nothing but as-

sessments. Their obvious and simple con-

viction is that all mining men are liars.

FURNACE TO VOL.STILIZE SILICA AND S.WE PURE METALS

and east approximately similar distances.

Water at the camp is in small volume and

much of it is so impregnated with hydro-

gen sulphide as to be disagreeable. There

is no railway within 45 miles, and the

nearest coalfields are at least 1000 miles

still further. For an area of perhaps two
Or three miles by half a mile the sur-

face is well stained with the green of cop-

per, and a very large proportion of the

rock over that area will, when broken,

show copper stains. There are some shal-

low vertical shafts and pits, and one ver-

tical shaft of about 200 ft. in depth, all of

these without any material horizontal

workings. One mining man, who made an
elaborate report on the property of one
company owning the deepest shaft and
surrounding ground, stated that the shaft

and surface colorations contiguous to it

for an area of something like 40 acres,

proved a tonnage of copper ground
amounting to 25,000,000 tons, which car-

'MinlDg englDPor. Duliitb. Minnesota.

All these preliminary remarks are nec-

essary for an understanding of the pres-

ent situation at this camp, which affords

one of the most interesting examples to be

met anywhere of the vagaries of the

human mind when led by a smattering of

pseudo-science, combined in due propor-

tions with charlatanical mystery, and

leads one to ask, again, why are experi-

mental processes usually attempted at ex-

perimental mines, and why does a little

false science, or false metallurgy, appeal

so strongly to the average business man ?

EXTR.\ORI)INARV METALLURGY

There have been attempted at this place

some of the most remarkable fly-by-night

metallurgical processes by those who
would appear to be direct descendants of

the Rosicrucians and of Count Cagliostro.

In one of these experiments the copper

company, whose ground is richer than that

of the Calumet & Hecla, has spent be-

tween $50,000 and $75,000. and has to

show for it a mass of pipes, steel boxes.

tanks, valves and furnaces. This plant is

based on the ingenious and somewhat

novel theory that nitrogen is the cause of

all slags in the smelting of minerals, that

without nitrogen there will be neither

slags nor fluxes. Consequently smelting

was to be done in a vacuum, which would

not only exclude that most injurious

and active gas, nitrogen, but also

by impounding in the furnace all the

vapors and fumes of combustion, would

return in metal the full values of the ores

subjected to reduction. Silica, and what-

ever other elements were undesirable,

were to be volatilized and passed out of

the stack. By the vacuum processes em-

ployed, every atom of carbon and every

other substance forming fuel qualities,

would be utilized in combination with

o.xy-hydrogen in the reducing flame,

thereby, as stated, by the inventor, se-

curing remarkable economy in the reduc-

tion of metals.

A pair of furnaces was built. These
have tap-holes one ^bove another, in

order that the various metals, raised to a

separating heat at diflferent points in the

furnaces, might be drawn off properly. It

was planned that all metals contained in

the most complex ores would be reduced

and saved at their proper temperatures.

.\n oxy-hydrogen flame was expected to

do most of the work, and it was stated

that this would give a heat like the elec-

tric arc. In order to raise the heat to cer-

tain excessive temperatures, other flames

were added to this, but the oxy-hydrogen
flame produced a perfect combustion by
means of superheated steam, a small

amount of carbon and a vacuum, and the

resultant heat was similar to that of the

electric furnace, and capable of reducing
to gaseous matter any substance known.
I am sorry that all this must be in my
own unscientific language. I have no
doubt the inventor would have done much
better, but I was forced to accept my in-

formation from what sources were at

hand. It is scarcely necessary to state

that such a heat required some quite re-

fractory substance for furnace lining, and
this the inventor secured by a most in-

teresting combination of substances, with
some of which the public mind associates

high fire-resisting qualities. This mixture

consisted of various parts of powdered
asbestos, red clay, graphite, a high pro-

portion of sodium silicate, mineral wool,

common sand, etc., etc. This dope, when
plastered on the walls of the furnace,

hardened till it was diflicult to dent and
was pointed to with the utmost pride by
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the inventor and his associates ; but its re-

sistance to great heat, despite the inclu-

sion of asbestos and graphite, might be

questioned.

Results of Experiments

Unfortunately this furnace has never

been blown in, and an invention which is

founded on revoUitionary principles still

remains untested. Some slight disagree-

ment arose between the inventor and his

representative on the ground, and the

officials of the company and their watch-

man, in the course of which the repre-

sentative was shot and thrown off the top

of the furnace, and as the result of this

the inventor is now suing the company

for $100,000 damages.

Two less costly operations are now in

the initial stages, on the same property.

One of these is a leaching process, de-

pendent on a costly acid and a dynamo
current, and the other on partial reverber-

ator}- smelting. In the first, which is

known as the Anderson process of treat-

ment of silicious carbonates of copper, the

soluble copper compounds of the crushed

ore are dissolved in hydrofluosilicic acid,

the liquid is then filtered, and the copper

is deposited by electrolysis, using carbon

anodes at about i volt pressure. A dy-

namo is used to generate current. By the

action of this current the cuprofluosilicic

solution loses its copper, regains its hydro-

gen and is ready for use again. This ex-

periment has reached the construction

stage.

Recent Operations

A portion of the ground formerly

owned by the leading company, has re-

cently been sold to a Boston concern,

which has paid a minor part of the pur-

chase price. This concern is arranging

with a metallurgist, who proposes to

crush the ore, reduce the carbonates to

metallic copper in a reverberatory flame,

and then again crush, so that the metallic

copper particles can be concentrated out

of the gangue. In connection with this

experiment the facts I have stated above
as to coal and water might have some in-

fluence on the economical operation of the

process.

One experiment along conventional

lines that seems to promise something is

under way at this property. It is based
on the hope that the carbonate ores may
develop into sulphides with depth, and a

long crosscut is being driven from the

bottom of the 200-ft. shaft, cutting the

formation at right angles. This is al-

ready showing indications of enriched sul-

phides, and the gentleman who has leased
a part of the property on the theory that

he may get something worth developing
is much encouraged. His work differs

materially from any that has ever been
done in the district.

The Determination of Antimony

in Hard Lead

Dr. H. Beckman describes in Zeit. f.

iiMgcic. Chctii. (June 14, 1907), a novel

and rapid method for the determination

of antimony in hard lead. The method
depends on the determination of the melt-

ing point of the alloy investigated, taken

in connection with the cooling curve of

lead antimony alloys, which is shown in

the accompanying figure.

The analysis is quickly carried out by

melting some of the lead in a porcelain

crucible, inserting a thermometer, and
then waiting for the bath to solidify. The
thermometer is made with two sets of

graduations, the temperature being

marked in black on the left of the capil-

lary, and the corresponding per cent, of

antimony being etched in red on the right

side. One has only to read the per cent,

of antimony corresponding to the posi-

tion of the quicksilver when the alloy

solidifies. The moment of solidification is

easily determined, as the metal becomes

, ^
-^

,^
/

"l^V^
:.,s

Lead wool is soft lead shredded to the
thickness of heavy thread.
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relation of temperature and antimony
content

distinctly viscid, a ring of solidified lead

appears on the wall of the crucible, and
the thermometer is moved around in the

bath with some difficulty. An analysis

can easily be carried out in five minutes

and the amount of antimony can be deter-

mined accurately to the nearest o.i per

cent.

As a general thing the thermometers

are graduated only from p to 10 per cent.

antimony. Reference to the diagram will

show that there are two percentages of

antimony, as for instance 12 and 14, which
have the same melting point. This fact,

also the fact that with high percentages

of antimony it is much more diflficult to

determine the melting point, makes the

method uncertain when antimony in ex-

cess of 10 per cent, is present. The diffi-

culty is, however, easily overcome by
adding a definite amount of soft lead to

the assay in those cases where it is known
to be high in antimony, and after deter-

mining the percentage in the mixture,

calculate the amount in the original

sample.

This method has the great advantage
that it allows no errors due to segrega-
tion. The sample may be dipped directly

from the furnace, and then tested and all

danger of obtaining an incorrect sample

of borings from a segregated plate or in-

got is avoided. During the cooling of the

metal being assayed, no segregation can

take place as the amoiuit used is too

small. The thermometers are manufac-
tured by the firm of Dr. Siebert & Kiihn

in Kassel, Germany, and have been used

in some smelters for a year and a half

without accident and with considerable

satisfaction.

The Use of Zinc in Assaying

Copper Matte, etc.

D. M. Levy (Trans. I. M. M., May 16,

1907) has substituted zinc for aluminum
for removing the copper from solution

in the assaying of matte in which iron is

also to be determined. Zinc does not in-

terfere with the delicacy of the iodide es-

timation for copper, so that method may
be used. The author finds that with zinc

a more complete separation is obtained

than with aluminum, the conditions are

less rigid and the method is more suitable

than the thiosulphate, and can be advan-

tageously used with most copper-bearing

materials met with in works practice, es-

pecially when both copper and iron have

to be determined. The zinc used is in

thin strips about 3x0.25 in. rolled up for

about half their length, so that they float

vertically in the liquid and extend the

whole depth of the solution.

• The assay is conducted by dissolving

the matte in fuming nitric acid, diluting

with 20 c.c. of water, 5 c.c. strong sulphur-

ic acid added and the solution heated to

copious white fumes. When cool 60 c.c. of

water are added, and the solution heated

to a gentle boil when the zinc is intro-

duced and a small funnel inserted in the

mouth of the flask. When the precipita-

tion and reduction are complete, the funnel

is washed and removed and a glass wool

plug placed in it. The solution is then

decanted through the wool, the flask

rinsed out with dilute sulphuric acid sev-

eral times, passing the rinsings also

through the wool. The iron in the filtrate

is then immediately titrated with per-

manganate or bichromate. The funnel is

then replaced in the mouth of the flask,

a little nitric acid poured on the wool to

dissolve any copper there, washing with

about 20 c.c. of water. The funnel is re-

moved and the iodide method for copper
proceeded with in the usual way. A blank
should be run on each fresh lot of zinc.

A unique method of transporting a

boiler was resorted to by the Kingsford
Foundry and Machine Works, of Oswego,
N. Y. The boiler was of the cylindrical

marine type, designed for 150 h.p., and
the roads were so soft that they would
not support a wagon with such a load.

By rigging a pipe through the furnace for

an axle, the boiler was rolled nine miles

over and around the hills.
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The Ultimate Crushing Strength of Coal
How Tests Were Made to Determine tlie Resisting Power of

Anthracite and Bituminous Coals. The Results Obtained

BY JOSEPH DANIELS AND L. D. MOORE ==

The tests descrilu'd in this article were

undertaken in connection with a study of

the size of coal-mine pillars. While the

number of tests made is small, and the re-

sults rather divcrRent. the work so far

done mnj- he considered as only prelimin-

ary to further exhaustive tests on the

subject.

In order to understand more clearly the

dilficulties accompanying the work, a state-

ment of the conditions and problems

which had to be met will not be out of

place. Specimens of anthracite coal were
furnished by the Lehigh X'alley Coal

diamond saw did not cut fast enough; the

circular saw split the edges of the coal

and did not work rapidly enough ; the

hack-saw was slow and laborious, and we
could only saw out one j-in. cube in about

an hour and a half, .\side from the slow

rate of cutting, our main diflicully was
in keeping our saw blades straight and

the cut faces were neither flat nor parallel.

We soon realized the difficulty of work-

ing under the conditions and appliances

we had, and we gave up the idea of saw-

ing the coal. Then the coal companies

came to our rescue.

Squaring ths Faces of the Samples

Alhough the specimens noted above
were sawed to size, there were but few of

the pieces which had plane and parallel

bearing faces in the testing machine. In

such cases the loading was eccentric, and
the high corners spalled and cracked oflT

just as soon as pressure was applied. To
overcome this effect, one of the dies on
the testing machine was shimmed or

blocked up enough to make the bearing

uniform. The bearing faces of the bitu-

minous coal specimens were coated with

a thin layer of plaster of paris, which was

L

litCl.ME-Ni uF CO.VL, rKEr.\k£L) .\ND READY FuK CKUiUl-NO

Company and the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal and Iron Company, and specimens

of bituminous coal by the Pittsburg Coal

Company. Some of the specimens of an-

thracite had been sawed into cubes and

prisms, although some of the coal was

uncut and in the rough ; the bituminous

had been simply broken along the cleat and

bedfling planes to give appro.ximate shapes

and sizes.

Preli.mi.n-.\ry Work
Our first undertaking was to saw the

rough anthracite pieces into prisms. We
tried a diamond saw on a petrographical

lathe, a circular saw used for cutting

brass, and finally a hand hack-saw. The

•Department of Mining, Lehlgti UnlTerslty,
South Betbletiem, t'enn.

tEiporimrnts carried on in the testing
l»tKiratory at I.otilph L'nivprslty.

Character of Sa.mples

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company sent

us a series of sawed anthracite specimens

in the following sizes : Cubes 4x4x4 in.,

prisms 4x4x8 in. and 4x4x12 in., the bases

in each case were 4x4 in. The base was
intended to be parallel with the bedding in

order to reproduce the conditions ex-

isting in mine pillars, but on examination

we found that in some cases the bedding

planes made a slight angle with the base,

and in several instances the bedding was

perpendicular to the bases. The Philadel-

phia & Reading anthracite specimens

were of various sizes. 2x2x2 in., 2x2x4 in.,

3x3x3 in., 4XX4.X4 in., 4x4x8 in. and 6.\6.\6

in., and showed the same variation in di-

rection of bedding that the others did.

The Pittsburg bituminous specimens gen-

erally approximated (ini'iv^i in

allowed to harden for a few days before

testing, to make them flat and as nearly

parallel as possible. In some cases, sand

was used to give a uniform bearing.

The greater number of tests were made
on a ioo,ooo-lb. Riehle standard automat-

ic testing machine equipped for compres-

sion. For crushing some of the larger

pieces of coal, a Riehle hydraulic testing

machine was employed. The indicator was

used with the standard machine for get-

ting curves showing the relation between

the maximum load and the amounts of

compression. Fig. 5 shows some of the

typical curves obtained for both the an-

thracite and bituminous coals.

Table No. i shows the result of the tests

on 45 anthracite samples. Besides the

name of the colliery and scam from which

each sample was i.bt.-i'ni il «! h.-ne tri.-d
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t.aulk No. 1.- compression tests on .wthr.xcite coal.

Name
of

Oolliery

.Mupic Hill.

S«im

I'

Character
Coal

I

r..|>>I>lit ... 41 Slight cracks

Miilillr •plil 40 SoumI

36
30

Bottom rtplit 45

rsOlto
gWcMt Brookmde

3 Draper

M
s
J Pine Knot

"Phninix Park

B
•Good Spring

SW. Shenandoah

Bear Valley

KoKle Hill

top chipped

Buck Ml.

.Mammoth
No.51.yken9

V.
Orchard

.Mammoth
Kurk .Ml.

Oro!*l>y

Diamond

Mammoth

Top Split

Bottom "

Buck Ml.

.Maramolh

Diamond

Partirie

SliKhl. Sli|{ht.

not vis. . .

.

Indication

,

17 '; corner off

11 Cr. vert, and
I lior Kcv, thin

12 l.'^plit on 10

32 Cr. 2' notch
out 'Indication

2 Vert, cracks

3 ; Sound '

SO* Slight cracks

AH Sound Slight middle
40 Slight cracks '' bottom

4 Sound

7

5
6

44

46

43

69*
68*
57

Slight lop

Indication

. \V. PrimioseSO* Crackcl

1

1

'

Holmes
1

58 Verl. cracks

- Top Splil
Skidmore

62
60

Sound
Cracked

Buck Ml. 61 Sound

ocmca Pitlslon 17 Sound

m 15 Cr. H lo
cleat

Company

—

a

a

a Marcy
12
21
23
24

Sound

]§HddeIb«TcNo.2 Clark

5ihRe<IA.'<h

16

8
-

^
•

JS

6th ;

9
10
20
22

25 Chipped and
cracked

William A Bates 10 Sound

« m
11 Cracked

1

H" at mul

.

Indication

iJ^'at top
Intlirntion
SliKht
Topbony 1*

Indication

Cleat
Size of

Test Piece

Direction
of

Force
1
^r^ 25?

Good

Indication

Good

x2' x4'
x4" x8'
x2- x4'

x2" x4'
x4' x8"

x8"
x4-

x4" x8'
x4" x4'

4- x4- x4-
4' N3(i:.x'3li"

x3-
'xSii

x6"

x6"

x6-

x6-

x6'

x3"
'x3?-4"

x4"

x4"

x3"
x6"
x4"

x4'

X4''

x2'
x6"

x6"

xG"

xe'
x6"

x6'

x4-

4' x4' x8'

x4'
x4"
x4"
x4-

X4''

x4'

Good

Indication

4-
4"
4-
4'

x4"
x4"
x4"
x4*

4' x4"

4' x4

4* x4

xl2"
x4"
x8"
xl2'

x8-

x4''

x8'
xl2"
x4"
x8"

xl2'

x4'

xl2'

ir.»

21°
12°

12°
7»

J. to hetlding

i

12°
25°

28°
1.

30°
J.

J.

60°

J.

L
i
27° 10 .'<ide

20° to side

20° to side

L
i.

X

1
20°

mm.

1 4

7

2

6

iH

5

hi

3

3

10

0.25
34

0.20

0.75

0.20

0.25

0.50

0.66
1.35

I .26
1 SO
0.25

0.20

0.25

0.16
1 .16

.16

2.50

1.25

.00

Maxi-.ES =

Load

lbs.

mOK^
Ills.

8710 2178
30260 1,S91

8170 2042

13000
48500

14000

8310

48400
11700

24300
26640

55430
19600

33710
13480

26620

20580

3250
3030

3500

2078

3025
2930

1520
1665

3464
1400

3870
1260

1664

1290

Method of
Failure

Flew apart.. . .

Cracked and
^
spallnd

Flew to pieces
Split and bulg-

ed
Spalled and
flew to pieces

Spalled off

Split not cr\ish.

Side split off

Split not crush.
Split off vert.

Flew to pieces
Crushed

Flew to pieces
Crushetl

2(',L'00 201 1

17(1 L'.'id.")

10730 26:S2 Flew to pieces

8400

4250

6770
8830
67500

35400

77300

50530
27800

48680

4328

3360

2100

1062

1690
2208
1875

083

2147

1400
773

1352

2705

376

1112

Spalled at mid-
dle

Split notcrusi

Crashed and
flew to pieces
Craslied and
flew to pieces

Cra.slicd and
flew to pieces

Split not crush-
ed

Sheered and
crushed

Crush com-
plete

Broke along
crark

Brokeiiot crush
.05 37."),S(I 2:( 19 Crush fine

1 .00 32tlL'(l L'04(l

0.73 237411 M.S4 Half broke off

& rest bent like

column

Split vert.

Broke com-
pletely

Broke at top

2.00

2.12
1.00

18230

37040

22900
24810
21580
28100

23590

1 .90 18480

0.00,13300

1140

2353

1430
1550
1349
17.56

1474

1155

831

Remarks

Top plastered

Die blocked
one side

Top plastered

Swivel under
die

Both faces
plastered

Sand on bot-
tom

Sand on bot-
tom

Die blocked
one side

Bottom slight-
Iv round

Bottom slight-

ly round

Sand used on
top

Shims under
die

Bot. bony, top
soft, massive

T op broke,
crushed .

Fail like col-
umn

One side split

off

Die blocked

Photograph

Sand bottom

Top slightly
round

Used sand on
faces

Sand on top

Sand

Note: 'Test on Riehb- 150,000 lb. Hydraulic Machine
Other tests on Riehl.: 100.000 lb. Standard .\utomatic.

TABLE No. 2.—COMPRESSION TESTS ON BITUMLXOUS CO.\L.

Nafiir
or

Colliary
f

Sample

No.

1

1

Char-
acter
of

Coal

PartinE
G- „ „(- Direction

Duration

of

Test

Per

Cent,

of

Com- prc8.sion

Maximum
l«ad Method of Failure Remarks.

min.

i
S5«
29

Sound. Slight Good.. 7' x7' x8W- J.tobe<ldinK. 25
4 1.28

S8000
42300

1184
1538

Flew to pieces. . . .

Hu!gptl A- crushed
Plaster ho(h faces.

5' xS'A'xBH" 1
r. ?7 " "

S' x6' x6- J. 5 1.16 2100f) 700 Crvi^hfil line " '• "

"
- -

6" xflli'x6'4'
6- xSH'xO'i'
6' x6- x6-

X
X
X

5
14
6

1.44 44000
76S(K)
21030

1333
1506
584

Crushed line ....

fi i.i«
" 6W-x6>i'x6Ji- X 6 374((0 890 " Bot torn face

in 34 Indication 6^'xG- x5" X 6 1.40 34230 lOlO " Both
II a.'; 5Vi'sVi'Ti5\i' X 6 0.13 24 ISO 1000 " " " " "

I? T, 6- x7- x6M- X 3 i.sn 52900 1260 M H " " "

Kl 4' .xS- xS- IX 4 1.10 23.S00 1190 " " u "

M ;'( 3H't4' tS' i. .50 15140 1081

Note: •Test.* on UiehW I.W.OOOlb. Hylraulic .Machine.
Others on Riehlf? 100,001) lb. Slan.lnrd Automatic JInchine.
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to state briefly in iliis table tbo character

of the coal and the indications of parting

and cleat in the specinion. The size of

the test piece is stated in every case—the

first two ihnu-nsiuns are those of the base

or bearing faces and the third is the hight.

The figures in the direction of force col-

umn need some explanatitn. The in-

lentii>n was to have the line of force per-

pendicular to the bidding, but this was

not possible in many cases, because of the

way in which the test pieces were sawed.

In four cases, tests Nos. 16, 10, 22 and 25.

on coal from Ile-delberg No. 2 colliery,

the bedding was parallel to the direction

of the applied f< rco. In the other cases

where the perpendicular sign is not given,

the figures indicate the angle which the

bedding made with the bearing faces

:

the time of tests everaged between 4 and 5

minutes. The percentage of compression,

wherever noted, was obtained by re-plot-

ling the curves obtained on the testing

machine indicator, and scaling these

curves. The maximum load column gives

the loads at which the test pieces failed

completely. Figures for the breaking l.:uid

or first crack are not given, as they are

not true indications of the actual break-

ing load under the conditons of our

testing. The next column gives the crusli-

ing strength per square inch, and is ob-

tained in every case by dividing the maxi-

mum load bv the cross-section area of

iKSTIXi; MAC II INF. USED FOR LlP.VL CKVSUING TESTS

each test piece. The method of failure

and remarks columns need no explanation.

Table No. 2 shows the results for bi-

tuminous coal, and is similar to that for

the anthracite. No data were received in

FIG. 2. .\XTHRACITE SPECIMENS .\HfcK Ul.lSU CRUSHED

regard to the names of collieries or seams

from which the specimens were obtained

so these items have been omitted.

Discussion of Results

.•\n examination of each table will show

the important results to be deduced,

namely ; the percentage of compression,

the crushing strength per square inch, the

method of failure, and the relation be-

tween the crushing strengths of cubes

and prisms.

In the anthracite table we see that the

percentage of compression, or rather, the

ratio of the amount of compression to

the hight of the specimens, varies from

zero to 2.50, averaging approximately 087

per cent. There seems to be no uniform-

ity in the amount of compression of the

specimens taken as a whole or between

specimens from the same seam. For ex-

ample, the Top Split coal gives values

of 0.25, 0.34, 0.25, 0.16, which show a wide

variation, as does the Buck Mountain,

which gives the following values, 0.25,

1.35, 0.25. 1. 16.

The per cent, of compression of the bi-

tuminous specimens shows a greater uni-

formity. If we omit the two lower values,

the range is from 1. 10 to 1.44. The aver-

age of the tests so taken is 1.28 per cent.,

but if we include the two lower values,

the average is approximately i per cent.,

more nearly agreeing with the result of

the anthracite tests. Viewed in the light

of the conditions of our experiments, it

is doubtless true that the bituminous coal

has a greater percentage compressibility

than the anthracite product.
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FIG. 3. BLOCKS OF BITUMINOUS COAL AFTEK BEING CRUSHED. NO. 2 SHOWS PLASTER OF I'AHIS COATING

FIG. 4. IM-ll AL BLOCKS OF CRUSHED COAL SHOWING MODE OF FRACTURE
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Effeit.-s of P.xktinc.s and Cle.\ts on doubtless iruf that ilic structure plays

Strfni;tii of a Coal a prominent part in determining what
In order to make a just comparisun of the crushing load will be when the dircc-

the values of the compressive strengths of tion of the force is not perpendicular to

the coal, the soundness, the effect of part the bedding. To determine exactly what
ing and cleat, the size of the test piece, the relation is, a number of specimens,

'21 -^ •24 '26 *27 ^aT

FIG. 5. COMPRESSION CURVES

3S

each of the same size from the same
block of coal, should be cut with the

direction of the bedding perpendicular,

parallel, and making intermediate angles

with the bearing f.ici-N, for test pieces.

Few of our specimens had perfectly

tlat and par.illel bearing faces, and we had
to shim and wedge our dies, and use sand

and plaster to build up the irregular faces

It follows that most of the test pieces

were eccentrically loaded, and as a con-

sequence the values are somewhat lower

than they would be for imifurm loading

As we did not measure the eccentricity, no
calculations were made to determine the

effect of the eccentric loading. With per

feclly flat and parallel bearing surfaces,

and uniform bearing, the first crack, or

breaking load, could be determined with

reasonable accuracy, but under eccentric

loading and irregular faces, the first crack

would bear no definite relation to the ap-

plied load. These considerations also

affect the method of failure.

Most of the anthracite pieces split ver-

the direction of the load with respect to

the bedding and the manner of loading,

must be taken into account. Two speci-

mens of coal of the same size from the

same mine, may show widely different

crushing strengths, due to difference in

structure, depending on the position of the

sample, with respect to the hight of the

seam and the workirxg place in the mine.

Partings in the test piece seem to have a

tendency to make the coal stronger,

whereas a cleat favors vertical splitting

under the compressing load. The test on

Seneca- Pittston (No. 15), in which there

was a decided cleat crack parallel with the

direction of the force, indicates this. This

specimen was 4x4.\8 in., sound in every

other way as far as could be told by su-

perficial observation, but as soon as the

load was applied, the specimen split along

the crack, and was entirely gone at a load

of 376 lb. per sq.in. In general, the speci-

mens showing cracks gave lower crush-

ing strengths.

In noting what effect the direction of

pressure has with respect to the bedding,

little can be said. The West Brookside,

No. 5, Lykens Valley specimen, 4X4.X4 in..

with bedding 30 deg. to the bearing sur-

face, gave a crushing strength of 3464 lb.

per sq.in., against the Pine Knot Crosby

specimen of the same size, but with the

bedding 60 deg. to the bearing surface,

and a crushing strength of 1664 lb. per

sq.in.

With the Heidelberg. No. 2, Fifth Red
Ash, test No. 10. 4x4x12 in. block, di-

rection of force parallel to bedding, a

crushing strength of 1550 lb. per sq.in.

was given, and the specimen from the

Sixth Red .\sh. Test No. 25, same size

with force parallel to bedding, gave a

crushing strength of 14-4 lb. per sq.in.

The latter specimen failed like a column
with sheared and bulging sides. It is

TAP-LK .NO. ,3.

COLLIEHY SEAM
, 2x2x2 2x2x4 3x3x3 6x6x6 4x4x4 4x4.\8 4\4xl2

Maple Hill Top Split. .

.

' 2178
u it

1891"
Middle Split

« (1

Bottom "

2042
3250

If • • * •

.(

"
3030u

a.VKi
u "

! 2078
" :"""i 3025

u
BuckMt.... 2930

a u
1520

Otto .Mammoth 1665

3464

W. Brookside. .\'o. 5 Lyk-
ens V. . . . 1

Draper
Pine Knot
PlxiMiix P:irk

Good Spring

.Man-.moth. . 3870
("rosby

Diamond. . .

ioe-i
1 1290

.Mammoth. . 29H
.1 u

\V. Shenandoah

H
Bear Valley

Top Split. .

!

2305
2682

2100
10()2

Bottom
.Split

HuekMt....
.Muminoth. .

Diamond. .

.

W. Primrose
Holme.s
Top Split. . .

.Skidmore. . .

1090
2208

Eagle Hill. .::;;:;:; l.SV.n

" " 9S3 1

2H7
H(M)
773

13.52

" "

" •'

(I it

BucJi.Mt....
Seneca Pittston 2705

"

(376)
iii2

"

"
Marcy 1 2349

" .<
'

2040
iisi

" u

Heidelberg No. 2. . . Clark 1140
•'

5th Red Ash 2353

u

William A. Bates. . .

U
1430

1550
6th 1349

17.W
1174'

1

1155

.\verage3
1

2.369 2321 3390 1549 1999

ISO! (

liirluij-

inK all

1950 1405
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tically .ind spallcd off or flew apart with

a crash, the cracking occurring quickly

and without warning. In a few cases, the

pieces held together in fair shape, appar-

ently crushing without flying apart. The
photographs, Figs. 2, 3 and 4, illustrate the

method of failure.

In the case of the bituminous coal tests,

the method of failure was quite different.

In but one case did the specimen fly to

pieces. The usual method of failure was

by bulging and crushing fine, the speci-

mens retaining its general shape till the

dies were released, when the piece would

collapse into fines. In the case of the

bituminous coal, the vertical cracks also

appeared as the first indication of break-

ing. In both the anthracite and bitumin-

ous, the "working" of the coal could be

easily distinguished and detected, but the

final failure was distinct and peculiar to

each kind of coal.

Action of the S.\MrLEs Under Pressure

It was noticed that the crushed coal

bore some weight after the maximum
load had been applied. By running the

weight back on the scale beam, it was pos-

sible to measure the amount. The amount

varied with the extent of the failure.

Where the failure was complete, the coal

bore little weight ; where crushing had

not been complete, the coal bore greater

amounts, sometimes increasing slightly

with increased compression, showing that

there was a slight readjustment of the

pieces of coal. The observed results are

as follows.

ANTHRACITE.

Tnt »o.
1

Weight In Lb. Uethod ot Failure.

S«
1

Bore DO weight Flew t^v pieces
40 'lISO Cracked and spalled
*1

1
KO SIdo split oir

«4 'saoo Flew to pieces

43 »1S0
!

Spalled and flew to
pieces

47 6«« then rose to 8200 Spalled oil

49 9530 then rose to 11000 Crushed

BlTrXINOCS.

Ttmt No. Weight Lb. 1 Method of Failure.

3.1

i.t

30.000 Crushed fine
7 Sio Crushed flne
O.SOO Crushed One
11.770 Crushed flne

anthracite to have a higher value on ac-

count of its greater compactness, hard-

ness, and more uniform structure.

It will be observed from Table 3, that,

if we omit the values for the 3x3x3-in.

specimens, the crushing strengths per

square inch are lower for the 4x4x4-in.,

than for the 2x2.x2-in. pieces, and similarly

for the 6x6x6-in. pieces. The results for

the 3x3x3-in. samples were obtained from

but two tests, one value of which is vcr>

high, and it is probable that a larger num
her of tests would show a value interme-

diate between the values for 2-in. and

4-in. cubes. In the case of the prisms, a

comparison of the 4X4x4-in., 4x4x8-in.,

and the 4x4xi2-in. tests, shows that as the

hight increases, the strength decreases

Conclusions

The observations to be deduced from

the foregoing are that the crushing

strength per square inch of small cubes

is greater than that for larger cubes ; and

with a constant base area, and increasing

hight, the crushing strengths become

smaller.

Further study of tests is necessary to

carry this investigation to a complete con-

clusion. A large number of test pieces

of various sizes and shapes taken from

different places in the mine.together with

data on the character of the coal, the

amount of cover overlying the seam at

the place where the sample was obtained,

and any other information regarding the

general features of the coal, will assist

greatly in this investigation. From the

results of a large number of these tests,

and others that will soon be carried on.

it may be possible to develop a working

formula for the size and shape of mine

pillars.

have the rope in two or more sections.

The advantage of sectionalizing the rope

is mginly in the greater case of handling

it.

Conciliation in the Anthracite

Region

Wire-rope Transmission of

Power

No definite comparison can be made be-

tween the unit crushing strengths of the

cubes, nor between them and the prisms.

The values for the anthracite samples is

shown in Table 3, and may be enumerated

as follows:

ATESAOC CBrBIIIXO STRENOTH PES EQ.IN.

Cubes

:

PrIsmH

:

J I J I 'J In. .*!«!> ll>. 'ixax 4 In.. WJl lb.

S 1 3 I :i In. :««! lb. 4x4x 8 In.. 1W)1 Ih.

4x4x4 In., im> Ih. 4 X 4 X li In., 140.^ lb.

« X e X A 10.. IMO lb.

The average crushing strength per sq.

in. ; the value for the 6x6x6-in. anthracite

somewhat lower than that for the anthra-

cite. The average sire of the bitumin-

ous test pieces was approximately 6x6x6

in.; the value for the 6x6x6-in. anthracite

pieces is 15.19 lb. We should expect the

In using wire ropes engineers generally

require a factor of safety of from five to

seven, i.e., the working load on the rope

is one-fifth to one-seventh of its breaking

strength. In practice, ropes for shafts

usually have a factor of safety of five and

for slopes where the wear and tear are

greater than in shafts, the factor of safety

should be seven. The distance to which

wire-rope transmission can be applied va-

ries from 50 ft. up to several miles. An
example of long-distance rope transmis-

sion is found at the falls of the Rhine in

Switzerland, where 800 h.p. is carried

across the Rhine for a distance of two

miles, and distributed among 70 different

factories, situated in various places, and

embracing many styles of arrangements.

Rope transmission is much cheaper than

shafting or belting, and is used in places

where a belt or a line of shafting would

be too long to be used economically. In

extremely long distances it vs better to

On behalf of the anthracite coal opera-

tors a statement was given out at New
York recently relative to the results of

conciliation in the settlement of questions

arising between the anthracite miners and

operators. The Board of Conciliation

created by the Anthracite Strike Commis-
sion of 1902 has not a single case before 1;

it today. The operators say that it must
be assumed that if the miners have no

complaints to make they are satisfied with

the way they are being treated. Of the
'

work of the Board of Conciliation the

statement says

:

During the four years of the commis-
sion's existence 159 differences between

the coal operators and their employees

have been settled. The board itself—com-
posed of three representatives of the

operators and three of the miners—has

disposed of 132 of the cases, and an even

division of the board has made it neces-

sary to refer only 27 cases to an umpire.

Of these appeals he sustained the com-
plainant in only six cases. E.xperience

gained in handling the complex questions

involved' has enabled the board to render

its decisions with increasing promptness,

and of the 159 cases presented 49 were
disposed of within less than a month.

Of the grievances considered, only one
was presented by the United Mine Work-
ers of America, as a body representing all

the miners. Thirteen were presented by

the operators and 146 by the miners. By
the board's decisions 29 cases were sus-

tained, 115 not sustained or withdrawn,

and IS settled "through the influence of

the board."

Almost every element of the miners'

welfare is involved in controversies

brought up for consideration. The dis-

charge of an employee, failure of another

to secure reinstatement, suspension of a

contract for loading dirty coal, requests

for a half-holiday on pay day, and scores

of other questions come before the board.

Questions affecting wages have been

rarely brought before the board, for the

reason that the Anthracite Strike Com-
mission settled upon a minimum scale of

wages, which was renewed for three years

by the miners and operators at the ex-

piration, .April I, 1906, of the original ar-

rangement. To put the miners upon a

profit-sharing basis the commission fur-

ther awarded that for every advance of

5c. above $4.50 in the wholesale selling

price per ton of domestic sizes of coal at

tidewater, the wages of every man about

the mines should he increased i per cent,

above the schedule.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Pecuhar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In pumping water from a mine it should

be remembered that by doubling the diam-

eter of a pipe, its capacity is increased

tour times.

The props used in working faces should

be round timber, and they should be cut

square at each end, so as to bear evenly

over the whole sectional area.

The Lancashire coalfield is one of the

most important coal measures in England.

It contains about 18 workable veins, the

two most valuable beds being the Arley

seam, and the cannel coal, which latter

has Wigan for a center and gradually

thins out in all directions. The seams

generally dip toward the sea.

The strata overlying coal seams consist

mainly of sandstone, shale and loose

earth ; taking the average specific gravity

of the strata as 2.3 to 2.4 or 150 lb. per

cu.ft., the following is the pressure of the

strata at various depths:

Doplh. Per Sq.Ft. PerSq.In.
100 yards. 141.0 tons. 2.184 lb.
800 yards. 161 tons. 2 498 lb.
900 yards. 181.0 tone. 2.808 lb.
1(100 yardp. 201,0 tons. 3.120 lb.
I&ou yards. 3<)-i tons. 4.6801b.

Properly prepared bricks are more suit-

able and cheaper material for shaft lining

than stone. They should be rich in alum-
ina and entirely free from lumps of cal-

careous matter. If they do not contain

sulficient alumina, they will be porous
and liable to crumble, while if they are

too rich in alumina they will be too

smooth to hold tight against the mortar.

Lumps in bricks swell on exposure to

moisture and fracture the bricks. Fire-

clay bricks are the best kind for shaft

lining.

When mine water contains a large quan-
tity of acid, it is the practice at several

anthracite mines to use cast-iron column
pipes lined with thin pine lathes. The
lathes are narrow strips with the sides

planed ofT at a bevel to fit the radius. They
should be put in when dr>- and fitted close

without being too tight, for if they are

too tight they will swell and buckle out

of place. The ends should be dressed off

to meet without buckling when the flange-

belts are screwed tight. The life of such
a pipe column depends on local conditions,

but a fair average is from 5 to 15 years.

In building the masonry work in the

upper part of a shaft, experience has

shown that, for stone work, a stone hav-

ing schistose structure should not be used,

as it rapidly disintegrates from exposure
to the atmosphere. A hard compact sand-

stone should be used for such purposes.

1 he blocks should be of moderate size

and uniform shape. In using very small

blocks it is necessary to use a large

amount of mortar, which is not desirable

and should be avoided. Elach block

should be tooled on five sides and the

rough side should be placed in contact

with the shaft side.

The determination of the existence of

coal in any locality, whether the locality

is new or bordering upon another local-

ity where the measures are known to ex-

ist, is purely a geological problem. The
r.pplication of geological knowledge in

such investigations should be wide and

very general in character. Experience

obtained in mines is of a local character

and is not sufficient for such purposes. A
knowledge of the broad facts of geology

is absolutely necessary, together with ac-

curate mineralogical knowledge ; having

this the prospector is able to search for

coal in a systematic manner.

A screen for screening bituminous Coal

should be made of bars capable of ad-

justment so that the mesh can be changed

to meet the requirements of trade. The
bars should be made of malleable and cast

iron. They are usually 4^ ft. long, made
with rough nogs at each end and at the

center. There is a '/i-'m. hole through

each nog, allowing a group of five or more

bars to be firmly riveted together, thus

forming a uniform mesh over the whole

surface of the screen. The riveting to-

gether also greatly facilitates the removal

of the bars when a larger or smaller mesh
is required. The bars should be thinner

at the lower edges than at the surface

edges in order to avoid clogging.

The usual practice in testirig a steam

boiler is to employ hydraulic pressure to

twice the working pressure. The hangers

should be uniformly tight and the ends

free to move by the expansion. The
brickwork should be examined and the

fire should not reach the shell above the

water line; the safety valve should be

free from sticking. The feed and circu-

lating pipes should be free from binding

so that the expansion will not shear off

the flanges and the gage cocks should be

unobstructed. For internal inspection the

boiler should be blown off. The safest

method of ascertaining the thickness of

suspected sheets is to drill a small hole

through the metal and measure the thick-

ness ; after examination the hole can be

closed by a rivet.

In approaching abandoned workings ex-

perience has shown that water and gas

are the principal elements of danger. The
usual method employed in the anthracite

coalfield is to drive a pair of headings.

keeping the bore-holes in advance at least

ID ft. ahead on each flank ; one of the

headings should be kept a few yards in

advance of the other so as to be used for

a return, so that in case gas is liberated

from the old workings, the men can re-

treat to the intake. The crosscuts should

be as small as practicable, usually 4 to 6

ft. wide, and should be driven above the

bottom so that when the water is tapped

it cannot flood both headings. If the

vein is too thin to follow this plan, then

the crosscuts may be driven within 5 ft.

of the other heading and the roof can be

taken down. Failure to take these sim-

ple precautions often costs many lives.

To make concrete for engine founda-

tions or retaining walls mix, while dry,

one cubic yard of broken rock small

enough to pass through a 3-in. mesh screen

one-half cu. yd. of sand and one barrel

of Portland cement. Water should not

be added until it is ready for use, then

add enough water to make a thick mor-

tar, mix in small quantities and use at

once; thoroughly tamp with a suitable

bar. The cement will set enough in 24

hours to carry a load and in three days

it w-ill be hard enough to run machinery

on. In case gravel is used instead of

"broken stone, it must be clean and uni-

form in size. For rubble masonry, use

five yards of stone and one yard of sand

to one barrel of cement. One-third yard

of stone is required for one yard of ma-

sonry. For the walls of boiler-houses

use one yard of sand and one barrel of

cement per 1000 bricks.

The cost of timbering demands that

there shall be as little waste as possible,

and the safety of the workmen demands

that the method adopted shall be efficient.

To secure the maximum safety with the

least cost in timbering, under all circum-

stances, will task the ingenuity and knowl-

edge of the most clever mine superinten-

dent. Economy is essential in the present

state of coal mining and a saving may be

effected by an intelligent system of tim-

bering. An experienced miner knows

the spot where a prop is required and

where it is unnecessary. It should be re-

membered that there is no economy in

using inferior timber because of its cheap-

ness. In Welsh mines, brick and stone

archings are frequently used in the main

haulage roads, especially at the foot of

shafts. Such supports on the long run,

arc the most economical. Much of the

value of props in mines is wasted by

failing to place them with the direction

of the roof pressure.
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Diamonds in Arkansas

An Arkans.15 company is developing a

iliainotid deposit which Messrs. Kunz and

Washington, of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey, helieve to be the most prom-

ising that has heen opened in N'orth Amer-
ica. The company holds an area of 600

acres in Pike county, and within an area

of 30 acres 130 diamonds have been found.

The diamonds include all sizes, shapes,

and colors, ranging in weight from 1/64

carat to 6I4 carats and the color varies

from dark brown to canary and the high-

ly prized blue-white.

John Wesley Huddleston, living near

Murfrccsborough. found the first diamond
on his farm last Fall and sent it to

Charles Stiflft, a Little Rock diamond ex-

pert, who, after two others were found,

sent them to a New York firm which re-

ported favorably on the gems. Then Mr.
Stifft visited New York and induced Dr.

Kunz, the gem e.xpert, to visit the deposit

in January, by which time 21 diamonds
had been found. Dr. Kunz was impressed

with the geological features of the district

and advised those interested in the discov-

ery to prospect the ground thoroughly.

The country rock is a coarse-grained

.sandstone which is intersected by perido-

tite dikes. Most of the diamonds have
been found in the surface soil, and in dc-

c imposed peridotite. One small diamond
was found in a solid peridotite matri.x.

Dr. Henry S. Washington is making a se-

ries of thorough petrological analyses of

the rock formations in the district and a
full report on the deposit w^ill be made by
Dr. Washington and Dr. Kunz. This re-

port will form a feature in a bulletin on
the occurrence of diamonds in the United
States which will shortly be issued by the

U. S. Geological Survey.

Dr. Kunz stated that the deposit is sit-

uated near the village of Nashville, about
60 miles from Little Rock. The property

is all controlled by one company, and is

being actively prospected. The course of

the owners so far has been conservative.

One hole has been sunk 186 ft., and
another 140 ft., and both are in the igne-

ous rock all the way.

Dr. Kunz takes a great interest in the

development work and states as the result

of his recent visit to the scene of the find

that he is of the opinion that at last a gen-
uine, permanent diamond mine has been
found in the United States. Much will

depend pn the manner in which the prop-
erty is developed. .\ diamond was found
in -Arkansas in 1842, another in 1846, and
others in 1888 and 1889. Only recently

has the right kind of an investigation been

made of the peculiar geological formation.

This is the first time a diamond has
been found in a matri.x in the United
States. Dr. Kunz has traced diamonds
found in Wisconsin, Michigan. Ohio and
Indiana and found them ti be within the

glacial moraine, which carries their source

north of lakes Superior and Huron.

About 200 individual diamonds have been

found in the gold mines of central Cali-

fornia. One was found near Richmond,

Va. ; one in Montana and one in Idaho.

But all these stones were found to have

floated from other places.

None of the Arkansas stones have yet

been cut, but their quality is pronounced

by Dr. Kunz to be superior. The region

in which they were found is amply sup-

plied with coal, wood and water for oper-

ating purposes.

Small diamonds have been found in iso-

lated spots at different times in the track

of the glacial moraine from the northern

district of Ontario to a point a little north

of St. Louis, and about 400 miles north

of Nashville. Although large conglom-
erate deposits occur near the new find in

Arkansas, Dr. Kunz is of opinion that the

conglomerates are in no way connected

with the moraine deposits and are of

much later date. The Arkansas diamonds
are believed to have originated in the per-

idotite dike formation, while the diamonds
are believed to have been derived from
the decomposition of volcanic rocks in va-

rious places between the Lake Superior
district and northern Labrador. By plot-

tiijg backward the courses of the glacial

slri;e from the places where the different

diamonds have been found in the moraine
drifts, the probable locality where the lines

would nearly converge has been found to

be in the northern portion of the Labra-
dor peninsular. The distance between St.

Louis, Mo., andnorthernLabrador isover
2000 miles. The striae have not been
shown to run in this area in a contin-
uous and straight course, and the glaci-

ation has been shown to have occurred at

different periods of time. The stris on
the cast coast of Hudson's Bay generally

strike in a southerly direction, while at

the southern extremity of the bay they
strike southwest. On the Canadian shores
of lakes Superior and Huron the glacia-

tion has sometimes been in a southeasterly
direction, and this possibly accounts for

the finding of diamonds in several por-
tions of the State of New York. The
moraine matter is largely composed of

boulders and pebbles of jasper.

In a report on the discovery of a dia-

mond near Milwaukee, Wis., in 1894, Pro-
fessor Hobbs pointed to the fact that

there are basic intrusive rocks cutting

through shales containing considerable

quantities of carbonaceous matter in sev-

eral parts of the Menominee Range on the

northeastern boundary of Wisconsin. As
those formations in some respects resem-
bled the South African diamond forma-
tions he was of opinion that the Wiscon-
sin and possibly Indiana diamonds origi-

nated in the Menominee Range. Frag-

ments of the Indiana drift, however, were
found by Messrs. Barlow and Wilson, of

the Canadian Geological Survey, to be

identical with similar drifts in northern

Ontario. The prevalence of jasper and

jaspilite is a marked feature of these

drifts and they are also characteristic of

the iron-ore formations in the Michipico-

ten and other iron-ore districts north of

Lake Superior.

A detailed investigation of the Indiana

drift material was made for the Canadian

Geological Survey by Dr. F. D. Adams, of

McGill University, and he reported thai

in more than 30 different samples he dc

tected over 200 specimens of rocks and

minerals. Roughly the drift matter was
comprised as follow-s : Laurentian

gneiss, 14.4 per cent.; quartzite, 29.8;

chert and jasper, 32.7; iron ore 9.6; ani-

phibolite and green schist, 6.3; trap, 0.8;

sandstone, 4.0; limestone and shale, 2.4 per

cent. These are typical of fragments of

the Laurentian pegmatites, the Huron-
ian and Keewatin iron-ore rocks, and the

Keewenawan sandstone formations.

Although at present indications do not

appear to point to any direct connection

between the Arkansas diamond deposits

and the more northern moraine deposits

in which diamonds occur, it is not impos-

sible that further exploration will show

that the point of origin was in the north.

The further developments of the Arkan-

sas deposits will be followed with inter-

est. Should diamonds be found in situ

in Nashville peridotite dikes it will not be

possible to connect the recent diamond

finds with those in the moraine deposits.

Otherwise it is probable that renewed at-

tention will be given to the investigation

and prospecting of the moraine forma-

tions.

Besides the design and arrangement of"

the magnets of ore separators the method

of presenting to them the material to be

separated is of great importance. This

is done usually by distributing the mate-

rial in a thin sheet by means of a shaking

tray, a traveling belt, or by spreading it

over a magnetic drum. The rapidity with

which it is passed into the magnetic field

is a highly important consideration. For

example, in testing a mixture of magnetite

(strongly magnetic), rhodonite (feebly

magnetic), and blende (very feebly mag-

netic) on a machine of high intensity, it

was found that at a certain speed of the

belt only the magnetite was attracted. At

a reduced speed, the rhodonite was par-

tially attracted. At further reduction the

rhodonite was completely attracted and

the blende was still uninfluenced. At still

further reduction the blende was com-

pletely attracted. The size of the parti-

cles is also of importance. Theoretically,

there should be no difference on this score,

save that a closer adjustment of the dis-

tance between the magnets and the sheet

of ore is possible with evenly sized par-

ticles, but practically it is found that rea-

sonably close sizing gives the best results

in magnetic separation, and in well de-

signed mills this is arranged for. The
treatment of the very fine ore is a serious

difficulty in magnetic separation.
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TIk- recent decision of Secretary of the

Interior Garlield reversing a decision of

the commissioner of the General Land of-

fice, in the matter of certain gravel tracts

in Placer county, California, is of marked

interest to those engaged in the drift min-

ing industry of thai State. Timber lo-

cators tried to patent lands on the lava-

capped ridge of the Forest Hill divide, and

mineral claimants filed a protest. These

protestants were Frank A. Leach, the re-

cently apopinted director of the LTtiited

Stales Mint, and Chas. F. Hoffman, rep-

resenting the Societe .\nonyme des Mines

de Golden river. The protestants averred

that the lands in question were jnore val-

uable I jr mineral than for timber or agri-

cultural purposes. Secretary Garfield

agrees with them ; reverses the General

Land Commissioner and declares the

groimd to be mineral in character. In

doing so he cites the maps and testimony

prepared by Ross E. Browne, "an eminent

geologist and an authority on deep-chan-

nel placer deposits of the character in-

volved." He also cites the testimony of

Waldemar Liiidgrcn, as given in the text

of the Colfa.x folio of the United States

Geological Survey.

It was really a matter of indirect proof

thai seemed convincing to the geologists

and miners interested, but this had been

entirely disregarded by the commissioner

of the General Land office. That official

stuck by the detail of the laws which pro-

vides for actual discovery of mineral of

value on the ground. Should this pro-

vision be always enforced, no one could

locate a drift mine. L^sually such buried

auriferous channels are 500 to 900 ft. un-

der a barren lava cap: and where the

mouth of a bedrock tunnel perhaps 5(X)0

or 6000 ft. long is located to open the

channel, there is no mineral to be seen.

Yet the drift miners spend thousands of

dollars in advance of possible profits to

open these buried channels. An instance

may be cited where only a few days ago

gravel was finally struck in the long-

sought for channel at the end of a 600D-

ft. tunnel, where the owners had paid 136

consecutive assessments, covering a period

of 12 years from starting the tunnel. This

also is in Placer county, in California.

If miners are willing to spend their

money to open these hidden channels, the

law ought to recognize their existence.

This final decision of the Secretary of the

Intcriiir is of sreat importance in this con-

nection, for if the ruling of the Land

Commissioner had held, it would he im-

possible to holtl together a sufficient num-

ber of undeveloped claims to justify an

enterprise, and drift mining on a large

scale would be given up in California. It

would seem as if some separation of sur-

face rights from those underground could

be cflfccted, ami thus end the present dif-

ficulty. The miners, of course, need tim-

ber for drift mines but only enough for

that purpose. .\t the Hidden Treasure

drift mine on the Forest Hill divide, the

largest of the kind in the world, they use

1,500,000 ft. fif timber yearly to hold up

the ground. But in this mine and the

several claims contained, there are 20,000

ft. of tunnel already cut, and it is 2'/j

miles underground from the mouth of the

tunnel to where the men are breasting out

the gravel to be sent out on the electric

tramway to be washed.

In view of all the facts. Secretary Gar-

field's decision seems fair 10 the drift min-

ers, while it works no injustice to agri-

cultural or timber claimants. It is marked

by common sense and a full recognition of

the facts aflfecting the case.

Iron Production in 1907

In the first half of 1907 the blast furn-

aces continued the activity which marked

the entire preceding year. 1 he increase in

producing capacity, for which preparations

were made in 1906/' also began to show its

eflfects in an output exceeding that of

any previous half-year on record; and,

indeed, greater than that of any full year

in our history prior to 1899. The figures

collected by the American Iron and Steel

.Association show the following production

for the first half of 1907. comparison be-

ing made with the first half of the pre-

ceding year

:

, l'.K)6. . , 1!K)7 ,

Tons. Wr Ct. Tons. Per Ct.

2,M79.5;t9 ii.V 3,24> S.VJ 24.1
i;..sH4,88l M.7 7.1WI.K78 5:1.3

J,H'.l.27S I'.l.S 2,fi71,l;)6 I'.l.H

207.722 l.fi 2u.'..7»ll 1.5
1110.833 1.3 17-.'.r.7.'i 1.3

Kounilry & forgo.
Bessemer pig ....

Basic pig
Charcoal Iron
Spiegel fc ferro . .

.

Total ia..V>2,250 ItlO.O 13.478.044 IIXI

The chief charge^ in proportion were

the increase in foundry and forge iron

and the decrease in the percentage of bes-

semer pig. Basic iron showed a smaller

proportionate increase than for several

year past: hut it is quite probable that

some of the iron classed as foundry and

forge went to the basic furnace.
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The number of furnaces in blast during

the whole or part of the first half of 1907

was 382. The average number in blast

during the half-year was 350, giving an

approximate output of 38,509 tons per

furnace, or nearly 213 tons per day. This

shows the greater proportion of larg^

stacks now in use.

The approximate consumption of iron in

the half-year was as follows, neglecting

stocks on hanil, which were probably

about the same on June 30 as on Jan. i

:

rroductloD 13,478,044
Imports 331,144

Total 13,809,188
Exports 41,645

Approximate coDSumptlon 13,TCT,543

This shows a consumption for the half-

year of appro.\imately 358 lb. of pig iron

per capita in the United States.

The production by districts may be ar-

ranged as follows

:

looe.

N.F.nfl.l X.V.AX..I. •.YU.Jm
MurylnncJ 184.907
SntUliorn Slfttes l.e05.92£
PeoDsylvanle 6.688.743
Ohio 3.G75.S12
Illinois 1.011,639
MIcb.. wis. * Minn. 366,621
West of Mississippi 314.694

1907. I'hnngoB.

1.063.116 I. 13S.8U7

M1.I45 I. 26.338
1.B12.883 I. 67,368
6.9C4.884 I. 276.141
2.816.174 I. 139,362
1,263,258 1.261.619
3*7.375 D. 9,246
220.209 I. 5,616

Total 12,682,250 13,478.044 1.895,794

This district classification gives an in-

dication of the ores used in our pig-iron

production. Necessarily, the State lines

are not an exact guide, but the inaccura-

cies in great part balance each other. Thus

the New York furnaces which use Lake

ores probably offset the Pennsylvania

stacks in the Lehigh and Susquehanna

valleys, which use local ores. From the

classification given it is evident that ap-

proximately 77 per cent, of the iron made

this year was from Lake Superior ores,

which supply the furnaces of Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio, Illinois and the Northwest.

The Maryland group of furnaces uses

chiefly Cuban ores. The Northwestern

group is fed by the Lake mines ; in the

South and west of the Mississippi local

ores are smelted.

The only group showing a decrease was

in the Northwest, where the decline was

due to the gradual decrease of the char-

coal iron industry.

Separating Copper

The assertion that Sir William Ramsey

had succeeded in dissociating at least one

of the metals which have been consid-

ered elements, first made a few months

ago, is now repeated by cable from Lon-

don, with some positiveness. In this case

it is reported that the eminent chemist

has, by treating copper with gas evolved

from radium, separated it into an un-

known gas and into lithium, a lower

member of the same series. As he prom-

ises, according to the cable, full particu-

lars in a short time, it will be well to wait

for this account before accepting the

statement as it comes to us now.

That some—possibly all—of what we

now call elements, may hereafter be sep-

arated and shown to be really compounds

is believed by many chemists. If it is ac-

tually proved that this has been done in

one or more cases, our present system of

chemistry will have to be revised once

more—as it has been many times before.

L'ntil something positive reaches us in

the present case, it will be well to sus-

pend belief as to the transmutation of cop-

per.

Electric Power in Mexico

The application of electric power is

likely to have quite as far-reaching an

cflfect upon the mining industry of Mexico

as the introduction, many years ago, of the

li.xiviation process and later the construc-

tion of large custom smelting works.

Each of these steps in the progress of

reduction rendered available ores which

before had been too poor or too refractory

to handle at a profit. The use of cheap

electric power is eflfecting another reduc-

tion in costs, which will bring a great

tonnage of material within the range of

profitable treatment.

There is no better climate for mining

operations than that of the mining regions

of Mexico, and the labor is excellent and

cheap. The only factor necessary to

make the conditions ideal for mining and

metallurgical industries is a supply of

fuel and powder. The country's resources

of coal and oil have not as yet been suffi-

ciently developed to "satisfy the needs of

metal minin,g. Power costs have been

high in comparison with other items on

the expense sheet. The utilization of

power from the rivers and streams of the

east and west slopes of the central plateau

promises to remove this last disadvan-

tage and to render the country as suit-

able for industrial purposes as any other

region in the world.

The first effect of the new supply of

mechanical pcv. cr is felt in the great

camps where mining and milling are car-

ried on in the same inclosure, hut there is

reason to believe that industries of strictly

metallurgical character will soon feel the

beneficial influence. With abundant and

inexpensive power there is no reason why

electrolytic refining should not be carried

on as economically as at points nearer the

market. Highly skilled labor requiring

years of training to develop a high .ffi-

cicncy is less essential in electro-metallur-

gical operations than in t!ic older pro-

cesses of refining; so that in this respect

the industry will be at no greal ..lisnd-

vantage.

The perfection of electric procesjcs for

the production of iron and steel opens an

attractive field in Mexico. Raw material

of all kinds, except coking coal, is at hand

in abundance, and there is a growing de-

mand for superior grades of steel. Witb

sufficient sources of current and practical

methods for converting iron ore intO'

steel, there is no place in the world where

the industry would be more likely to.

flourish than in Mexico,

The Mesabi Strike

.•\lthough the representatives of the

miners' union are still haranguing and

urging the men to stop work, the strike

in the iron mines of the Mesabi range is

practically at an end. The strikers had no-

reasonable grievance which might be

twisted into an appeal for popular sym-

pathy, and the strike necessarily failed.

Although many men have left the field

and the work of getting out ore is not

yet as systematic as might be, the ore

docks at the head of the lakes are work-

ing steadily and trainloads of ore are mov-

ing regularly.

Mining on the Lake Superior ranges-

is a high-pressure industry and the records-

which are the constant aim are achieved

only by operating at the highest speed and

efficiency. The strike has injured the

chances for a record tonnage for a year.

It is estimated that the shipments for the

month of July were about 3,000,000 tons less-

than they would have been had no trouble

occurred. The Old Ranges have been

drawn upon for cargoes as heavily as

possible, but it will take some days to re-

store efficiency in the mines affected by

the strike, and even a day lost is a seri-

ous matter in the short shipping season.

The lake fleet will be obliged to move at

top speed to carry the forty million tons-

which the furnaces will require this sea-

son.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and ln()uiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Disposal of Smelter Smoke

I have road Herbert Lang's article on

the disposal of smelter smoke, by convey-

ing it to barren tracts of land in long

flues, which appeared in the Journal of

June 29, with much interest. Mr. Lang's

proposal is a good one under certain con-

ditions, and has many points to recom-

mend it, especially when the topography

of the country is favorable to the erection

of such flues, and the damage done to

surrounding vegetation would warrant the

expense.- 1 see no reason why such an

installation should not be entirely feasible

from an engineering standpoint, as it

would be similar to the practice employed

where bag-houses are in use, where all

furnace gases are handled by mechanical

draft.

Although the item of low first cost

would be in favor of a wooden flue, of

the A section, as suggested by Mr. Lang,

upon consideration there appear to be sev-

eral serious objections to its use, or the

use of any form of wooden flue; the least

of which would be the danger of fire.

Neither would the action of the sulphur

gases be a serious draw-back. In the A
form suggested, where the ground forms

the bottom of the flue, there would be a

rapid decay of the side boards where they

rested on the ground, due to the moisture

from the ground and the continual warm
temperature from the gases. This might

not be the case in a very dry climate. The
principal objection to any from of wooden

flue would be its tendency to develop leaks

from shrinking, cracking and warping of

the boards, as mentioned by Mr. Lang.

In an installation of this kind the sup-

pression of all leaks would be of primary

importance, as in a short time, with a

wooden flue, the combined area of the

leaks would easily equal or surpass the

area of the conduit within a mile. If the

gases were forced through under pressure

by the fans, there would be a constant

leakage of sulphurous gases all along the

line, close to the ground where they would

be most destructive ; and on the other

hand, if the fans were operated as suction

fans, there would be a constant increase

in the volume of gases to be handled, and

a consequent increase in power consump-

tion.

The sheet-steel tube has the most points

to recommend its adoption, as it would be

fairly durable and cheaper than brick or

concrete, and could be put up very rapidly.

Moreover, it has less surface exposed in

proportion to the sectional area than a

brick or concrete flue, and the power re-

quired for propulsion of the gases would

be correspondingly less.

In the example stated by Mr. Lang

of conveying 25,000 cu.ft. per minute, of

gases three miles through a s-ft. tube, his

estimate of 32 h.p. required is either the

theoretical amount or else is much too

lov . By the general formula

would be the exception rather than the

rule. W. M. Weicel.

Bannockburn, Ont., July 25, 1907.

Platinum in the Yukon

/- = i s

in which />=:loss of pressure due to friction

in lb. per sq.ft. ; s = area of rubbing sur-

face in sq.ft.; r:= velocity in feet per min-

ute; a = area of section; k^a constant,

taken in this case as, 0.000,000,001,9.

I find that there would be a theoretical

horse-power required of 29.5. Taking into

account the mechanical efticiency of the

fan, motor and transmission line, and also

the gradual reduction of cross section of

the flue between clean-ups, due to ac-

cumulation of flue dust, which would re-

quire the fans to be driven at high speeds,

I think that fully 50 to 55 h.p. output

would be required at the power-house.

.•\s 25,000 cu.ft. per minute of gases rep-

resents a rather small smelting plant, the

first cost (using Mr. Lang's estimate of

$15,000 per mile) and operating costs of

an installation of this kind would be a

rather heavy proportionate amount of the

total operating expenses of the smelter

;

but it would undoubtedly solve the dif-

ficulty where the harmless disposal of

the smoke is an absolute necessity.

Besides the engineering features there

are other points which would present

themselves, among the most important of

which might be the question of the right-

of-way over the property where the flue

would have to pass. There would surely

be a prejudice against it in the minds of

some of the land owners, and the smelt-

ing company would not be in a position

to obtain a right-of-way at a fair price by

condemnation, as in the case of a trans-

portation company.

One point in favor of the general plan

is that it could be put into operation at

plants at any time subsequent to com-

pletion without in any way interfering

with the method of smelting in use or

rearrangment of plant.

Of course the feasibility of the whole

thing depends upon the location, some-

where within reaching distance, of a bar-

ren tract of land of sufficient area or

elevation to permit the harmless discharge

of the gases into the atmosphere, which

In looking over some back files of the

JouRN.\L and clipping out items of in-

terest to me, I found in your issue of Oct.

26, 1906, an article headed "Platinum in

the Yukon." Perusal of this recalls to

mind a trip which I took in 1900 to the

country described in the paragraph, in

search of the metal named, and the

results of that trip may be of interest to

some of your readers even at this late

date.

In the year 1898 I was associated with

the late Willard B. Roberts, of Chicago, a

mining engineer, who, even at that date,

foresaw the rise in the price of platinum

and was interested in prospecting for

platinum and other metals and gem
stones, which were apparently out of

the beaten track of the average prospec-

tor.

Roberts became acquainted with and in-

troduced me to a party who had numer-

ous dredging concessions or leases in the

Yukon Territory, and who had organized

a huge company to work some of them,

and had made some elaborate prepara-

tions for working them about the time

the Spanish war broke out. The war

stopped the sale of the stock and as the

preparations made were on a grand scale,

the funds in hand were insufficient and

the venture was bankrupted. This party

showed us a miscellaneous collection of

reports, affidavits, statements, letters, and

the like, and induced Roberts and me to

sift them out and combine the pertinent

parts of the mass into a tangible report

which would illustrate the main features

of his scheme. As I was familiar with

gold dredging in this country and, from

hearsay, in New Zealand, we were re-

quested to make statements as to what

could be done with a dredge and what it

would cost to build a small, prospecting,

drag-bucket excavator, for working a

small portion of the river bed at some fa-

vorable spot for demonstrating the feasi-

bility of the scheme when worked with a

large dredge. Both Roberts and I were

dazzled by the weight of seemingly good

evidence that platinum, gold, osmium, iri-

dium, irodosmine, etc., were to be found

in the bed of the stream and only required

proper machinery for their recovery. I

am also going to plead youth, inexperi-
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ence in the ways of mining sharks and a

glorious optimism, as an excuse for col-

laborating with this party.

The report ( ?) was compiled from the

evidence at hand and included letters from

parties who had supposedly mined on the

Hoot.ilinqua river; extracts from such

letters; statements of working costs taken

from the catalogs of dredgo builders

and from letters from dredge operators

;

in some cases the letters, affidavits, etc.,

wire published in full. We also included

extracts from both Canadian and United

States Government reports, which seemed

to bear on the subject. Later Mr. Rob-

erts compiled a prospectus from the mat-

ter included in the report ; some outsiders

were interested and a stock company was

firmed, some money was subscribed and

Roberts and myself were given stock m
it to compensate for the work we had

done and for work we were to do later.

It was arranged that Roberts should go

north in the spring and make an exam-

ination and report and a payment of $5000

was made to the party owning the lease

to bind the bargain ; the balance of the

price was to be paid part in cash and part

in stock after the machinery was at work.

Shortly after this was done, Roberts was

taV'.-n with pneumonia and died ; in the

spring the president of the company in-

sisted that I should go and see the prop-

erty and in accordance with his wishes I

secured the company of an old mining

friend and we went.

We had been informed that there was

a Hudson Bay conipany store at the junc-

tion of the river and Teslin lake ; that

there was a regular line of steamers go-

ing up and down the river all the time,

and that miners could be seen working

the banks and bars all along the stream;

that three men took $2100 in a week's

lime with a rocker on the point of a bar

about 20 miles from the mouth of the

'tream, while others had taken as high as

$15 per cu.yd. in platinum—platinum was

S15 per ounce at that time—and that we
could reach the property in about 10 days

trom Chicago by steam and rail all the

way. It wris also stated the maximum
current on toe Hootalinqua was a little

^>ver five miles per hour.

We outfitted at Victoria, fortunately for

a\ built a boat at Bennett, freighted our

own stufT down to the mouth of .the river

ind camped on the point between the

Hootalinqua and Thirty-Mile rivers.

Here we m.ide a rocker and prospected

such of the bars at the mouth of the river

iS we could reach with the rocker in a

skiflf: we merely dug as deep as water

would permit, rocked the gravel and

panned the concentrate down to a condi-

t'.^n of abir.it halt black sand and half

gray sand, dried it and saved the sample

in a tight tin can, each sample separately.

Sometimes we sampled a cubic yard of

K'avel, sometimes we put through 10 cu.

yds. before cleaning up, but each sample

w t m.irkfd with its lociti'.n. ;tm^tiint.

and (laic. Later I hired a Canadian boat-

man and guide and kept on up the river

to a point about 90 miles from the mouth.

The lease our company had purchased was

on a tract 80 to 85 miles above the mouth

of the river and for about 10 miles below

our last camp I prospected on every bar

with a pan, shovel and a drill made by

the Prospecting Tool Company, of Stam-

ford, Conn. This drill was about 3 in. in

diameter, and we made holes with it some

18 to 20 ft. in depth. The sa'nplcs ob-

tained here, as well as all samples ob-

tained along the river, were carefully

panned clown and dried, and then placed

either in tight cans or in bottles which

had been brought for the purpose, .^fler

returning to civilization these samples

were carefully cleaned from the gray

sand and lighter detritus and were ex-

amined for the rare metals. They all con-

tained traces of gold, but none of them

showed platinum, although they were

tested by numerous competent assayers;

nor did any of the assayers who exam-

ined these samples discover iridium, os-

mium or any of the kindred metals or

combinations. There were no miners

working on the river, and but few traces

of any prospecting having been done, the

gold on the Hootalinqua is very fine—as

fine as any found on the Snake river, in

Idaho, or finer—and in no case did we
find even gold in suflficient quantities for

dredging, although on one bar we put

down a shaft 27 ft. We prospected all

the way, getting colors in every pan, but

colors so fine that a cubic yard of. this

gravel only carried i.6sc. in gold by

weight. I brought back and turned over

to the company intact some 20 samples of

concentrates from the gravels on its prop-

erty. I also had 10 examined by each of

three different assayers. and I examined

the balance myself, with the results noted

above. While I did not find values suffi-

cient to repay working, I did find that

:

1. The paragraphs as to the finding of

gold, platinum, osmium, etc., on this river

could all be traced back to the party who
sold us the lease or to his employees.

2. That the assayer who tested the

black sands for him, and who was sup-

posed by us to be a reputable employee of

the United States Government, was in

truth employed by him as a member of

his expedition, and that another man who
had made affidavits as to the finding of

the metals there, was also a member of

his expedition who, as we later found out

from his own written statements, had he

lived in Scriptural times, would have been

so famous that Ananias would have never

succeeded in getting his name in print.

3. That this same party who sold the

lease to us had sold it or other leases on

the same river to three parties before he

had approached us, and had in each case

gotten a $5000 to $10,000 cash payment
before they went to look at the property,

and that the purchasers had examined the

property in each case and found nothing

and had so reported to him, and had tried

to get their money back from him. In

fact they had, in one case, even threatened

his life.

4. That one of the most trusted of the

employees of this party had written him a

letter which was in his possession at the

time he sold us the lease, to the effect that

there was no pay on the Hootalinqua

river at all either in gold, platinum or

anything else. This letter he always in-

sisted was written by the employee at the

solicitation and instigation of an Eastern

capitalist who desired to get the leases

liom him chcajily.

Your article states that "a more recent

test on IS oz. of black sand, recovered

from 200 lb. of original gravel, yielded 0.7

gram of platinum." From my experience

the greatest amount of black sa.id I found

in any place was about l/i oz. from 20 lb.

original gravel, and this would mean that

at least 300 lb. would be needed lo sup-

ply IS oz. of black sand. I am inclined

to think that the average would be nearer

500 lb. than 200, to concentrate to 15 oz.

I have known of this party, since the

fiasco I relate, endeavoring "to enlist San

Francisco and Honolulu capital in his en-

terprise," and to publish reprints of arti-

cles regarding the "Hootalinqua Mining

District"—which, as you know, embraces

Livingston creek, and in fact all of the

paying creeks in the Big Salmon country

as well as the Hootalinqua river, and is

known as the Hootalinqua district be-

cause the recorder's office is at Hootalin-

qua Post—to further his schemes.

The guide who was with me was a

member of the Canadian Government

party which surveyed this river, and was

therefore familiar with the landmark's all

the way. He stated that the survey was

made late in the fall, and when the river

was exceptionally low, and that the cur-

rent velocities were taken then. The
river rises early in the spring and keeps

high all summer, going down only when

the sun ceases to thaw the snow on the

hills surrounding the Nijutlin river and

Teslin lake ; at the time I was there, from

.\pril to .\ugust, it was from 16 to 18 ft.

higher than when the current velocities

w-ere taken. This means, of course, that

the velocities were double those shown on

the record, or even more than double. We
had difficulty in getting up stream with a

i6-ft. light Peterboro canoe. In one or

two places we could make only a few

miles per day.

If this statement will keep any of your

readers from losing his time or money

on this Hootalinqua proposition, I will

consider my time well spent; and that a

partial atonement for my early credulity

is made by this warning.

G. L. Holmes.

San Francisco. June ig. 1907.

In 1906 there were 20 electric furnaces

ir. operation in Europe on tiie production

of iron and steel.
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New Publications

iHIRTEENTH BlENNlAL RErORT OF THE

Bi'REAu OF Labor Statistics of the
State of Illinois, 1904. 6x8'/j in.

;

cloth. Springlield, HI., 1907: Phillips

Bros.. State Printers.

l->rECT ok Scale on the Transmission

OF Heat Through Loco.\iotive Boil-

er Tubes. By Edward C. Schmidt

and John M. Snodgrass. University

of Illinois, Engineering Expcriiuent

Station, Bulletin No. 11, .Xpril 1, i()07.

Pp. J4; illustrated. 6x9 in.; paper.

L'rhana, Illinois, 1907 : Published liy

the University.

West Virginia Geological Survey.

County Reports and Maps. Ohio,

Br(X)ke and Hancock Counties. By
G. P. Grimsley. Pp. 378; illustrated,

with 8 maps in separate cover. 6x1)

in. ; cloth. Morgantown, W. Va.,

1907: I. C. White, State Geologist.

Contents : The history and physiog-

raphy of the Pan Handle area. The geol-

ogy of the Pan Handle area. The eco-

nomic resources of the Pan Handle area.

The climate and soils of the Pan Handle

area. Maps showing the areal geology

and geological outcrops of formations of

Ohio, Brooke and Hancock counties; also

lil map of the Pan Handle area.

In writing the present report on the

geology of the Pan Handle counties, the

preface says, an effort has been made to

state the facts in a style intelligible to the

people of. those counties and of the State,

at the same time not losing sight of scien-

tific accuracy. To the trained geologist,

many of the discussions may appear old

and worn, and from his paint of view,

perhaps could well be omitted ; but most
of the people within the borders of these

counties are not familiar with these sub-

jects. Technical descriptions clear to the

geologist, are often without significance to

people following other lines of work. The
volume includes information along the

lines of local industries which should

prove serviceable to the public school

teachers in their work of instruction.

Scientific agriculture has become a sub-

ject of interest and importance to the

farmers, and while they do not accept all

the theories advanced under this head,

they do see the value of many suggestions

offered by trained investigators in these

lines. The study of the soils, their good
and bad characters, the corrective methods
and materials, are subjects of such im-

portance that the government has estab-

lished at Washington a Bureau of Soils,

.^rraiigemcnts have been made for co-

operation between this department and the

West Virginia Survey, whereby the soils

of the counties will be studied, their va-

rieties marked in colors on maps, and the

methods of improving the soils investi-

gat;d. One of the first of these reports

IS included in this volume, and is the work
of tw- trained men with a nnmber of

years' practical experience in soil study,

T. A. Caine and G. W. Tailby, Jr., whose
careful report deserves special attention.

Gold Dredging. By Captain C. C. Long-

ridge. Second and revised edition.

Pp- 339; illustrated. 7.\9,'j in.;

cloth ; JOS. net or $8. London, 1907

77ic Milting Journal.

Contents: Introduction. The dipper,

spoon or shovel dredge. The grab or

clam-shell dredge. Suction pump
dredges. The submerged jet dredge. Cen-

trifugal and hydraulic dredge. The bucket

tlredge. Details of bucket dredge con-

struction, equipment, etc. Horse-power

required in dredging. Separation of the

material dredged. Gold recovery appli-

ances. Process of cleaning up. Per-

centage of gold saved. Quantity of water

required for washing, etc. Disposal of

the tailings. Working costs. Capacity

and cost of dredges. The balance between

profit and loss in working. The selec-

tion of dredges. Dredge crew's. The
working of dredges. Difficulties of dredg-

ing. Dry and semi-dry placer machines.

Selecting, prospecting and valuing

ground. The use of dredges. Objections

to dredging. Dredging leases. Capital

required by dredging companies. The
progress of the dredging industry. The
future of the dredging industry. Power
excavators. Dredging returns. Fields

for gold dredging. Dredging regulations.

Captain Longridge has shown consider-

able industry in collecting from printed

sources a large amount of what has ap-

peared since the first edition of "Gold

Dredging" was printed ; so the second

edition is more bulky. He has been in-

discriminate in this and excerpts are in-

cluded from the catalogs of dredge man-

ufacturers, who, having dredges to sell,

have painted sometimes with more im-

agination than accuracy. This results in

a rosy optimism that is a predominant

tint throughout the book. Reprinting ar-

ticles written by those who would boom
the sale or promotion of dredging enter-

prises has made for the same result.

The searcher for exact information will

flounder somewhat; for a large mass of

contradictory opinions is published, and

Captain Longridge does not lend a helping

hand by commenting in any way or ven-

turing an independent opinion. He treats

his readers with subtle flattery, and they

must do the culling.

The book is valuable to all those inter-

ested in gold dredging, who have not time

to keep a scrap-book of their own, and as

such is well worth its price. It recom-

mends itself particularly as an example
of what industry, scissors and paste-pot

can accomplish. There are a number of

interesting illustrations borrowed from

catalogers (who, in depicting dredges that

they never built, in turn had borrowed

them from other catalogs). This is some-

what misleading.

Should Captain Longridge publish a

third edition, we recommend that he viiit

one of the dredging regions, such a^ '.

Zealand or California. The same mi ;

try he has shown, exerted in this way,

would probably have more valuable if less

bulky results. S. C. L

Power Plant in the Yukon

Vice-Coiisul G. C. Woodward, of Daw-
son, reports that an important work, con-

templated in the near future, is the con-

struction of a large power plant of approx-

imately loco h.p. near the western boun<l-

ary, on the Yukon river, about 50 miles bc-

1<AV Dawson, for the purpose of furnishing

electrical power to dredges on the Forty-

mile creek and its tributaries in Alaska

and the Fortymile and Klondike rivers in

Yukon Territory. The company has a

power house in Dawson and furnishes this

city and Grand Forks with electric light,

and Dawson with water for household

purposes and a hydrant system for tire

purposes. On the completion of the power
house at the boundary, the company in-

tends doing away with the works at Daw-
son, other than to hold it as a reserve in

case of accident to the new plant. The
fuel used in the present plant is coal taken

from the company's mine on Coal creek,

at which place llie proposed plant is to be

situated, the idea being that it is cheaper

to convey electricity than coal. The out-

put of the mine last year amounted to

about 8000 tons, the entire output being

used by the company in Dawson. This

coal, landed at Dawson by the company's

steamer, cost about $12 per ton.

Garnet Mining in North Carolina

Mining for garnets has come to be an

important industry in Madison county. X.

C, quantities of the mineral beingshipped

e.nch month from Marshall and Hot
Springs. Perhaps the richest garnet mine

in western \orth Carolina is located in

what is knosvn as the "Little Pine Sec-

tion." This mine is owned and operated

by F. O. Werden, of Philadelphia, Penn.,

who plans to enlarge operations and in-

crease the output. New machinery with

steam drills will be installed, and the

mine will be lighted by electricity, so that

operation may g.> on day and night. The
garnets taken from the mine are used

mainly for commercial purposes, but some
handsome and clear stones have been

found. It is estimated that 125 tons of

garnet are shipped each month. Several

clear garnets of two carats and one of five

carats have been taken from this mine.

Wear in sand launders may be greatly

reduced by the use of cross riffles capped

with iron which device makes practically a

sand bottom. Such a launder needs a

somewhat steeper slope.
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Personal

.MiuliiK anil nii'tnllurKUnI i-im'liu'eis me In-

vito! to kWIl TlIK EMilSKKlllNO .\ND Ml>MNO
JoiBXAi. Informed of tliolr luovenients and
appolDtmcnts.

P. G. Lidner, of New York, has gone

to Cobalt, Ont., on professional business.

Franklin Scarle, of New York, has been

looking after mining interests near Cen-

tral City, Colo.

E. S. Wiard, of Denver, is at present

ill the Silverton, Colo., district on profes-

sional business.

H. F. A. Riebling, of Colorado Springs,

Colo., has gone to Wyoming and the Pa-

cific Coast on mining business.

Forbes Rickard, of Denver, has been

examining mines in Gilpin county, Colo.,

in the interests of Eastern investors,.

Carter Williams has been appointed

manager of the Chamberlain-Dillingham

sampling works, at Georgetown, Colo.

A. J. Mc Millan, of London, England,

managing director of the Le Roi Mining

Company, has arrived in Rossland, B. C.

R. Alvin Weiss, of New York, has re-

turned from a professional trip to mines

in Montana, Washington and British Co-

lumbia.

L. S. Austin, professor of metallurgy

at the Michigan College of Mines, passed

through Denver a few days ago on his

way West.

B B. Thayer, representing H. H. Rogers,

of New York, is making his quarterly in-

spection of the Amalgamated mines in

Butte, Montana.

Leo Goldsmith, who has been in Canada

for the past three months developing

n'olybdenite properties, has returned to

New York City.

J. C. Haas is examining copper claims in

the Bella Coola mining division, in the

British Columbia coast district, for Spo-

kane, Wash., principals.

Edwin Higgins, Jr., of Butte, Mont, is

inspecting mines in Idaho for Eastern

men. From there he will go to British

Columbia on a like mission.

T. L. Livermore, Jr., has resigned as

general superintendent of the Cienequita

Copper Company of Sonora, Mexico, and

• is at present in Boston, Mass.

S. A. Josephi, of Denver, manager of

the East Notaway mine, in Gilpin county,

Colo., has returned from an Eastern and
foreign trip on mining business.

P. Kesten, chief engineer, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Central Mining
Institute (Zcntrale fiir Bcrgwesen, G. M.
B. H.), Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany.

James C. H. Ferguson, Pacific Coast,

representive of the Midvale Steel Com-
pany, has returned to San Francisco from

. a visit to the works in Philadelphia, Penn.

William M. Cooper, manager of the

Capitol Prize Mining Company, of George-

town, Colo., has gone to Pittsburg, Penn.,

and other Eastern points on a business

trip.

R. H. Stewart, manager of tlie mines of

the Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company of Canada, has left Rossland,

B. C, for Ottawa, Ont,, on a month's va-

cation.

W. T. Hedges, of London, who has been

inspecting the Cobalt and Temagami min-

ing areas, has sailed for England carrying

with him extensive options on mining

propositions.

P.' Davidson Ahier, formerly manager of

the Idaho-Alamo silver-lead mines in the

Slocan district, B. C, has been appointed

manager of the Cariboo-McKinney gold

mine in the same province.

H. J. Wolf, formerly with the Camp
Bird Mining Company, in San Juan

county, Colo., is now superintendent of

the Stanley Mining and Milling Com-
pany, at Idaho Springs, Colo.

E. Brydon-Jack, late in charge of the

department of civil engineering in Dal-

housie College, Halifax, N. S., has been

appointed professor of civil engineernig

in the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

Charles W. Merrill, of Lead, S. Dak.,

has returned from a business trip to Cali-

fornia and Nevada. The C. W. Merrill

reported missing in the "Columbia" disas-

ter, was another person bearing the same

name.

George L. Walker, editor of the Boston

Commercial, after having spent a week

visiting copper mines and smelters in the

Boundary district of British Columbia, has

left Phoenix, B. C, for California and

Nevada.

Barney Shearer, superintendent of the

stamp mill for the Wolverine and the Mo-

hawk Mining Companies, at Gay, Mich.,

has tendered his resignation, to take effect

Sept. I. His successor has not yet been

named.

H. Tibbetts, formerly superintendent of

the Fairview Golden Boulder mine, Fair-

view, Nev., has joined A. Hamilton, in

the firm Hamilton, Tibbetts & Company,

mining engineers and brokers, Los Ange-

les, Cal.

J. Nelson Nevius, of Minas Prietas,

Sonora, Mexico, has returned from a

professional trip to Copala and Panuco,

Sinaloa, and has gone to Central Cali-

fornia on a six weeks' trip, with head-

quarters at Gilroy.

Frank Richards has been appointed

managing editor of Compressed Air,

which will hereafter be published by the

Compressed Air Magazine Company of

No. II Broadway, New York. He suc-

ceeds W. R. Hulbert, resigned.

William Woods, formerly superintend-

ent of the Boston-Occidental Mining

Company, at Apex, Colo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Terrible

mine of the Whiting Mining and Milling J

Company, at Silver Plume, Colo. 1

William C. Madge, engineer of mill

construction for the American Smelters

Securities Company, has resigned, and

will open a consulting engineer's office in

Salt Lake, where he will make a specialty

of ore-dressing plant design and con-

struction.

H. C. Hale, manager of the Mineral

Ridge Manufacturing Company, has re- j
signed to join F. B. Duncan, formerly I
manager of the Akron Electrical Manu- 1
facturing Company, in the firm of Hale & 1

Duncan, contracting and designing engi-

neers, Schofield Building, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Obituary

Henri-Joseph Forir, general secretary

of the Societe Geologique de Belgique,

died at Liege, on July 15. Funeral ser-

vices were held on July 17 at the resi-

dence, No. 25 Rue Nysten.

J. S. Hamlin, sales agent of the car-

equipment department of the Ohio Brass

Company, died at his home at Mansfield,

Ohio. July 26. He had been actively

engaged in railway work for many years.

Societies' and Technical Schools

Colorado School of Mines—Beginning

with the fall term a course in practical

mining will be conducted at a mine situ-

ated on the south slope of Mount Zion, a

half-mile west of Golden. A force of ex-

perienced miners are at work opening the

mine.

Hudson Club—This luncheon club in

which many men prominent in coal, the

machinery trade and engineering are in-

terested, has been formed with quarters

in the new West Street Building, New
York. The membership will be limited.

F. R. Eden, No. 134 Cedar street, is the

temporary secretary.

Industrial

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company is

issuing a folder entitled, "How to Clean

a Boiler," which describes the Magic
l)oiler compound now offered for sale by

the company.

The Morgan-Gardner Electric Com-
pany, Chicago, 111,, has been awarded the

contract for the installation of a complete

electric haulage and mining machinery in

the Glen coal mines at Peabody, Tenn.

The Northern Engineering Works, De-

troit, Mich., recently shipped a s-ton

three-motor electric traveling crane to the

South Rocky Mount .plant of the Atlantic
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Coast Line Railway Company. The span

is about 72 feet.

The Atlas Engine Works, Indianapolis,

Ind., announces the appoininient of Otto

Dieckniaiin, Jr., as manager of the direct

v:ilcs office of the company in St. Louis,

Mo. The office will he in the Chemical

Building as heretofore.

The Western Tube Company, of Ke-

wanee, 111., is distributing an illustrated

price-list folder describing the "Kewanee"
tlange union. A convex malleable iron

joint seated upon a brass scat gives a

tight joint without the use of a gasket.

The Foundation Company, of New
York, has been awarded the contract for

Miking a mine shaft on the Swanzy range

;;car Ishpeming, Mich. The dimensions

are 21x17 ft., and the shaft will be sunk

through about 70 ft. of water-bearing ma
tcrial.

The Vredcnburg Company, Monadnock
building, Chicago, 111., has been organ-

ized to carry on a consulting practice in

engineering and general technical adver-

tising. The manager, Clarence Vreden-

burg, was editor and manager of the En-
gineering World from its inception until

its recent sale.

The Tallerday Manufacturing Company,
Los Angeles, Cal., announces that C. B.

Johnson has acquired the interests of F.

G. Tallerday, in that firm. The officers of

the company are now C. B. Johnson, pres-

ident ; H. G. Tallerday, vice-president ; W.
P. Finnerty, secretary, and S. W. Hudson,
treasurer.

The new buildings of Kcuffel & Esser

Company, at Adams and Third streets,

Hoboken, N. J., were formally opened on

July 20. The buildings are of reinforced

concrete, one being used for offices and
the other being devoted to manufacturing.

The New York office of the company is at

No. 127 Fulton street where it has been

for nearly 30 years.

The Green Fuel Economizer Company,
Matteawan. N. Y., is installing a mechan-
ical draft plant for the fuel testing laboia-

tDry at the Jamestown Exposition. There
will be three 300-h.p. boilers, each

equipped with an engine-driven loo-in.

fan, and a 3S-ft. stack. The fans will be

so controlled that the draft can be regu-

lated either by hand or automatically.

The Ajax Metal Corripany, of Phila-

delphia, f*cnn., on July 31 obtained a

favorable decision in its suit concerning

infringement of its patent covering plastic

bronze in the Circuit Court of the L'nited

States, District of Jersey City, Judge
Archibald presiding. The decision sus-

tams all the company's claims in regard

to priority and the right to sell its pro-

duct.

The Detroit Carbuilding and Equipment
Company, a new corporation of Detroit,

Mich., has acquired a plant consisting of

seven acres of land at Dix and Waterman
avenues. Detroit, car sheds and shop

buildings equipped with all necessary ma-

chinery. The plant is prepared for the

immediate resumption of operations, and

will be devoted to llie manufacture of all

kinds of freight and logging cars. About

500 men will be employed.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt IS acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Western Tube Company, Kewanee, III.

The "Kewanee" Flange Union. Pp. 4, il-

lustrated, paper, 5x8 in.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo Electric Disk Wheels. Pp. 4, il-

lustrated, paper, 3j4x6}^ inches.

James Beggs & Company, 109 Liberty

St.. New York. Feed W'ater Filtration.

Pp. if), illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

The Pneumatic Machine Company, Sy-

racuse, N. Y. Electric Coal Puncher.

Pp. 23, illustrated, paper, J'AkQ'A in.

Sullivan Machinery Company, Chicago,

111. Bulletin No. 56. Sullivan Mining

Hoists. Pp. 24, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.;

1907-

Barrett Manufacturing Company, New
York. Cost of Tarviating Macadam
Streets. Pp. 16, illustrated, paper, 4x9

inches.

John .\. Traylor Machinery Company,
Denver, Colo. Bulletin F. Pumping Ma-
chinery. Pp. 2.V illustrated, paper, 7x10

inches.

American Locomotive Company, New
York City. Si.x Wheel T\'pe Switching

Locomoitves. Pp. 62, illustrated, paper,

6x9 in.

The Burt Manufacturing Company,
.\kron, Ohio. Burt Oil Filters, Exhaust

Heads and Ventilators. Pp. 79, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 inches.

The Green Fuel Economizer Company,

Matteawan, N. Y. Bulletin 107. Drying

Materials in Industrial Plants. Pp. 16, il-

lustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

J. Bishop & Company, Malvern, Pcnn.,

and Philadelphia, Penn. Refiners of

Platinum, Gold and Silver. Pp. 39, illus-

trated, paper, 5x8 in. ; 1907.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Record No. 62. Balanced

Compound Locomotives. Pp. 31, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.; 1907.

Colorado Iron Works Company, Den-

ver, Colo. Catalog No. 6C. Stamp Mill-

ing Machinery. Pp. 71, indexed, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in. ; 1907.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Penn. Record No. 61. The Steam

Locomotive of the Future. Pp. 36, il-

lustrated, paper, 6x9 in. ; 1907.

Mussens Limited, Montreal, Canada.

Catalog No. 15. Railway, Mining, Muni-

cipal and Contractors' Supplies. Pp. 639,

indexed, illustrated, cloth, 5x8 in.

Allis-Chalmcrs Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. No. 4005. Allis-Chalmers Steam

Turbines and Generators Recently Put in

Service. Pp. 4, illustrated, paper, 3' jx6

in.; May, 1907.

The New Century Contracting Com-
pany, I Madison Ave., New York. The
New Century System of Fire Proof Con-

struction. Pp. 22, illustrated, card board,

5x7 inches.

Fulton Iron Works, San Francisco.

Cal. Catalog 106. Machinery for Gold

and Silver Mining, Amalgamating and

Concentrating. Pp. 94, illustrated, in-

dexed, paper, 8x10 inches.

The .\rlington Manufacturing Com-
pany, Canton, Ohio. Arlington Technical

Paints for Railroad Use. Pp. 8, paper,

4.X9 in. Arlington Galvanized Steel Paint.

Pp. 4, paper, 3'j4x6 inches.

.Arthur Koppel Company, Machcsncy

Building, Pittsburg, Penn. Bulletin No.

205. Manufacturers and Consulting En-

gineers of Industrial and Portable Rail-

ways. Pp. 12, illustrated, paper, 8x10 in.

Buffalo Steam Pump Company, Buffalo,

N. Y. Catalog 187. Buffalo Pumps,
Steam, Power, Centrifugal, Turbine; con-

tains also useful tables, diagrams and
other information. Pp. 132, illustrated,

indexed, paper, 6.\9 in. ; 1907.

Rockwell Engineering Company, 26

Cortlandt Street, New York. Catalog

.Nos. I, 2, 3 and 4. Oil or Gas Furnaces.

Pp. 4. Brazing Furnaces. Pp. 4. Catalog

F. Rockwell Fuel Oil Burning Appli-

ances. Pp. 18. Pot Furnaces for Lead
and Cyanide Hardening, and for Melting

Soft Metals. (Oil or Gas Fuel). Pp. 8.

All illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.
; July, 1907.

Joshua Hendy Iron Works, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. Bulletin 104. Hendy "Stand-
ard" Ore and Rock Cars. Pp. 3, March,

1907. Bulletin 105. Hendy Water Gates,

Reservoir Gates, Ball Joints. Riveted

Sheet Steel Pipe,. Pipe Line Accessories

and Hydraulic Data. Pp. 35, February,

1907. Bulletin 106. Hendy Giants for

use in Hydraulic Placer Mining and
Earth Excavations and Fills for Railroad

and Reservoir Embankments. Pp. 15.

."Vpril, 1907. Bulletin 107. Rock and Ore
Crushers. Pp. 7, May, 1907. .-Ml illus-

trated, paper, 7x10 inches.

Construction News

Goose Creek, Baker County, Oregon—
.\ double-compartment shaft is being sunk

on the Only claim and the management is

considering the installation of a lo-drill

compressor plant and a hoist for sinking

1000 feet.

Caricoso, Lincoln County, New Mex-
ico—The Buster Brown group is to be

equipped with a steam hoist and air drills.

The Muldoon shaft is to have machinery

to sink 500 ft. W. A. Mclvcrs. Carizozo,

is manager of both properties.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

July 31—The question of the value of

tailings of a mine, from a county as-

sessor's point of view, was the basis of a

case in Mono county. The supervisors,

sitting as a board of equalization, sus-

tained the action of the county assessor,

in placing a valuation on the tailings of

the Standard Consolidated Mining Com-
pany, of Bodie. The question before the

board was a reduction of the assessment

on about loo.ooo tons of tailings at the

Standard mine. The company refused to

place the tailings on the report of

the taxable property of the company
and .Assessor Borland assessed 100,-

000 Ions of tailings at $1 per ton. This

was objected to by Manager A. C. Lassen,

who attempted to prove that the tailings

were valueless. Supervisor Rickey in

making the motion to sustain the assess-

ment roll, said: "Mr. Lassen has appeared

before us with his witnesses and his

books, and in my opinion has proved that

the tailings are of value and of a value

above $1 per ton. Therefore 1 move that

the assessment made by the assessor be

sustained." The motion was carried by a

unanimous vote.

From Genesee, Plumas county, comes
the report that outside capitalists have

bonded nearly all of the properties in that

camp. One copper company has struck

a new 14-ft. ledge at a depth of 127 ft.,

and plans to commence the shipment of

concentrates to the smelters. This com-
pany now- has 3000 ft, of underground
workings. Albert Ball has* bonded the

Reward, L'ncle Sam and Eagle properties

for the Boston syndicate that is building

a smelter at Bald Mountain, Nev., and has

a force of men at work developing each

property.

The Southern Tuolumne Miners' .Asso-

ciation has recently been organized to pro-

mote the mining interests south of the

Tuolumne river, in the county of the same
name. A. P. Dron is president and H. S.

Richardson is secretary. These local

miners' associations can accomplish great

good in advertising their sections of the

State, and aliio in preventing unscrupu-

lous men from selling stock in worthless

mines.

About 40 years ago the Leviathan mine,

at Marklecville, Alpine county, was
worked to some extent, and 3000 tons of

ore averaging 35 per cent, copper, were
hauled to the Dayton mill. The low price

of copper and the expense of hauling

caused the owners to abandon it. Now a

San Francisco and French syndicate has

bonded the old mine and will immediately

develop the property. This mine is situ-

ated at the head of Leviathan creek.

The National Forest Service has issued

a circular under date of July 6, 1907, in

which it is stated that the only jade mine

in the L'nited States is situated in Siski-

you county, on the Klamath river, near

Happy Camp, and is in the Klamath Na-
tional Forest Reserve. The circular fur-

ther states that samples of the jade were

sent to Germany, where they were tested

and the mineral pronounced to be of a

standard grade and capable of taking on a

high polish, and that preparations are now
being made to develop the mine and ship

the rock to Germany. A permit has been

secured from the forest service for build-

ing a road to the mine. It is the policy of

the service to lend assistance in develop-

ing mines situated in any of the reserves.

Horse Mountain, the new copper dis-

trict in the east central part of Humboldt
county, somewhere near the Willow Creek

section, has been attracting considerable

attention from prospectors and miners

since George Henderson opened up his

copper deposits there. Several local com-
panies at Eureka have been organized and
nearly the entire country has been located.

A deed has been recorded in Santa
Cruz county for two tracts of land with

limerock deposits deeded by the Holmes
Lime Company to Rudolph Spreckels, of

San Francisco, the consideration being

$25,000. There is a proviso in the deed
that if any of the lime rock is used or sold

to be manufactured into commercial lime,

the property will revert back to the own-
ers, but it is specifically stated that it can

be used for the manufacture of cement or

any other purpose except lime. This is

one of the methods of the "lime trust" to

keep control of the lime business in Cali-

fornia.

On July 17 seven tons of pig iron were
drawn from the electric furnace at

Heroult, Shasta county, where the experi-

mental furnace has been constructed by
H. H. Noble, under the Heroult process.

Dr. Heroult was present at the first tria'.

For steady work more electric power is

required, and this will shortly be siippfied.

The essential features of the process
seem to have been successful, only a few
minor difficulties having been experienced.

Near by in the same county is an excel-

lent productive chrome mine owned by C.

F. Dougherty and L. H. Brown, and it is

expected that if the production of pig iron

at Heroult is successful chrome steel can

also be manufactured. The mine has re-

cently shipped a large lot of chromite for

lining the furnaces of the smelter at Ken-

nett, and another carload is going to the

Mammoth smelter.

The Moosehead group of gravel mines

in Calaveras county, near the Sheep

Ranch mine, has been sold to New York
men. The claims cover some hiuidreds of

acres, all of the ground being patented.

Numerous prospect holes prove the gravel

to be over 100 ft. deep, with an average

width of 400 ft. The company owns sev-

eral options, which will be taken up, to-

gether with several dam and reservoir

sites. .\s soon as the dams are con-

structed water will be stored and furnish

adjacent properties at all seasons of the

year. .Among the great ditches used by

the company are the San Antonio, which

cost $100,000. Besides the placer ground
the Moosehead contains several large

quartz veins. Two giants are being oper-

ated at present, with a monthly produc-

tion of $3000. The mine is equipped with

a 5-stamp mill which is being put in

shape for service. A survey recently made
sh,)W5 that the rich vein system of the

Sheep Ranch traverses the Moosehead,
and the chief attention of the new owners
will be concentrated in the development of

the ledges.

Bisbee, Arizona

July JO— It does not look like a very

large increase of copper production in

.Arizona for the second half of the yei.

The troubles at Bisbee early in the yeai

have been well known, and had a more
serious effect on future product than they

did on the immediate output. Now there

is trouble at Clifton and there are very

strong signs of difficulties at Globe, while

Jerome is always liable to interruptions

from bad ground and labor. These four

districts produce nearly all the copper

made in the territory, the scattering

camps in Yavapai, Pima and Cochise

counties having but a small total as yet.

During the progress of the fight between
the producers of Bisbee and the Western
Federation of Miners one of the main
objects of the mine operators was to prove

that they were not dependent on the

federation, and they maintained produc-

tion and perhaps, increased it a trifle

But this was, of course, at the expense

of dcadwork. for it was impossible to place

enou,e;h men underground to maintain pro-

duction and carry forward the important

developments necessary to open such prop-

erties, as. in particular, the Superior &
Pittsburg. While the number of men
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ikiiiv: •!( Bi$b«e has been steadily

:ninK for some months, and is now
practically normal, the development of the

mines still suffers to some extent and the

increase in prodnclion that had lieen ex-

pected diirinn the latter pa't of itjo" has

not been accomplished, and cannot be. In

this way Bisbee camp, the chief producer

of the territory, will continue to drag

somewhat for a considerable period. With

the remaining chief camps of the territory

the difficulty is more immediate. Clifton

has a strike at the smelter of the Arizona

Copper Company and is due for another

of its periodic floods pretty soon— it has

not had one for months.

.At the Superior & Pittsburg mine the

management is centralizing surface equip-

ment at the Junction shaft, which is 150

ft. lower at the collar than some of its

other shafts. .-MI pumping will be done at

this shaft, and with this end in view the

company is now cutting, at the 1200-ft.

level, a large station to hold 4500-gal.

pumping engines that will hoist water to

the 1000- and 900-ft. levels, where are

large engines for throwing to surface.

The mine is now making about 4500 gal.

per min. from its Brigg.s, Hoatson and

Junction shafts, and all of it is to be di-

verted to the Junction when the new sta-

tion is ready. Some magnificent carbon-

ates of copper are being mined at Junc-

tion, but the main production is still from

the Cole shaft, which is ser\-ing a con-

siderable part of the company's opened

ground. In the part of the mine formerly

belonging to the Pittsburg & Duluth com-
pany the largest slopes opened in Bisbee

for a year or two have been developed

and fine oxides and sulphides of copper

are coming out. In the Hoatson shaft a

station has been cut on the 1200-ft. level

and drifting is beginning to reach a large

area of ground which was leached very

thoroughly on the 1000- and 1 100- ft. levels,

and where copper is reasonably looked

for. Production is running about 400 to

450 tons of ore per day.

Salt Lake City

Aug. 2—The Uintah Treasure Hill

Mining Company has been organized and
has absorbed the Treasure Hill Mining
Company, operating at Park City. In ad-

dition to the latter the Kentuck group of

claims has been acquired and a deal is

pending for the acquisition of the Creole

mine. Jesse Knight, of Provo, is at the

head of the new organization and devel-

opment work upon an elaborate scale is

about to be inaugurated.

The new slimes plant built by the Con-
ilidated Mcrcur Gold Mines Company,

at Mercur at a cost of $25,000, is a dem-

onstrated success and President John

Dem says it will be possible to save 50c.

a tnn more from the ore treated than has

been possible heretofore. The plant, when
run up to its capacity, will handle 400 tons

a day and another unit of 200 tons capac-

ity is to be added. The company owns

a large tailings dump, containing about $1

a ton in gold, which will be re-treated.

The management of the Ontario mine

at Park City is working heroically to

bring about normal conditions in the On-

tario drain tunnel adit, which was closed

by caves about .',' j years ago. The
avenue has been cleared to a point be-

tween shafts N'os. 2 and 3. Recently, ow-

ing lo difficulty in getting men to work at

the face, pumps were installed and an ef-

fort is being made to unwater the mine by

that method and with very encouraging

results. During the past week, however,

the management succeeded in getting men
to go back into the tunnel and work is

progressing there while pumping opera-

tions are in progress. .\s a precautionary

measure, the ground ahead is being pros-

pected by means of diamond drills.

Advices have been received by Salt

Lake shareholders of the Lost Packer

mine in the Loon Creek, Ida., district to

the effect that the new smelter has been

placed in commission and is producing a

matte of the value of about $400 a ton in

gold, silver and copper. It is expected

that 1500 tons of matte will be produced

before heavy snowfall closes the roads for

the winter. James Ives, of Salt Lake, is

president of the company.

The compilation of the annual report

of the Utah Copper Company is in pro-

gress and Manager R. C. Gemmetl in his

statement will say that there are 15 miles

of underground workings and that an

area covering fully 40 acres of the por-

phyry ores had been opened. It is esti-

mated that the company has blocked out

40,000.000 tons of 2 per cent, copper ore

and 60,000,000 tons of a slightly lower

grade. The actual cost of mining and

milling is estimated at 45c. a ton, with ad-

ministrative, ta.xes and other costs added,

not to exceed 68c. a ton.

The ore and bullion settlements re-

ported by Salt Lake banks during the

month of July am.iunted to about S2.250.-

000.

Denver

August 3—The output of the Cripple

Creek district for the month of July,

amounted to $1,160,000, 51,000 tons, a

slight decrease, compared with the pre-

vious inonth, caused by several large pro-

ducers being temporarily closed down for

various reasons.

At a meeting of the mine owners, held

yesterday, it was decided to 'advertise

again for bids for the construction of the

drainage tunnel. I..ately, since the firm

which had contracted for its completion,

threw up the contract, operations have

been carried on in company account.

The advertisement will call for bids for

a tunnel 5x8 ft. as well at 7 x 10 ft,

which is the present size.

A meeting of the Cripple Creek Mine

Owners' Association was held at that place

yesterday, and u is understood that the

association will demand a rigid enforce-

ment of the card system. The meeting

adjoined until 2 o'clock, August S, at Col-

orado Springs.

A jury, consisting of prominent busi-

ness men was chosen in the Federal Court

yesterday to try the case of the Govern-

ment against the promoters of the Lost

Bullion Mining Company, charged with

fraudulently obtaining funds through the

use of the mails.

The lately organized Tri-Bullion Smelt-

ing Company of New York will at once

commence the construction of a 50-ton

smelling plant at Canon-City to be

gradually increased to a capacity of 200

tons.

Cloudbursts in different parts of the

State, together with labor troubles, espec-

ially among the switchmen of the Colo-

rado & Southern system, have contri-

buted to more or less stagnation in the

transportation of ores to the smelters.

From present appearances, a general

strike of trainmen on the different sys-

tems is a possibility.

Duluth

Aug. 3—Ore docks at the head of the

lakes are working steadily, ore trains are

running and though the members of the

Western Federation of Labor are still

holding meetings and endeavoring to in-

duce men to stop work, they are the only

people on the Mesabi range who do not

know the strike is over. The strike has

made a direct difference in shipments for

July of about 3,000,000 tons, and will make

a slight loss for some time to come, as it

is impossible to resume at full swing im-

mediately. Some men have left the re-

gion, and the dissarrangement of marine

schedules will be felt more or less ser-

iously. Tonnage has been turned as

much as possible to the old ranges and

shipments from them have been increased

to the limit, while coal shippers and the

grain trade have taken advantage of the

situation and moved as much of their

product forward as they could, in the an-

ticipation of a sharper demand from the

t re men later. The amount of coal to be

brought up in the later months has been

curtailed to the capacity of the docks.

The lake fleet will be obliged to move at

r.tmost speed to make a total of forty mil-

lion tons of ore for the year, and that

much will be required by the present

melting of Lake ores.

Two mines will be opened adjoining

the Kinney, in section 14-58-19, both by

independent concerns, and both small. One

will be by shaft, the other by stripping,

and a contract will be let in a few dajrs

for this work. The stripping pit of the

Kinney is being enlarged as fast as pos-

sible. It has been a milling property

beretofore, but should have been opened

for stripping in the first place, and for-
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luer managements have suffered mater-

ially by reason of the error made.

The Spring mine, formerly the Mail-

man property, is being made ready for

the shipment this year 01 about 25,000

tons, and the DuluUi & Iron Range road

is, being extended to the mine.

No ore can be shipped from the Cole-

raine district this season, unless it be a

small tonnage front the Holman mine, late

in the year. The district will be a very

large producer during 1908, however,

and should make a most important ad-

dition for many years to come. The

stripping and other preparations under

way are tremendous.

At Ncgaunee the new Empire mine,

which has been under development foi

a year or more, is beginning shipments

and will try to produce 50,000 tons this

year. It is owned by Oglebay, Norton

& Company, and produces a silicious ore.

Also at Negaunce the Regent group, of

the Oliver company, is carrying out an

extensive building program. This will m-

elude a change in hoisting, etc. New

drys, machine shops, engine houses, etc,,

are being provided. The Blue mine shaft

will be sunk 160 ft. to the 900-ft. level

and will be opened on that level. At

the Prince of Wales the shaft will be

deepened 460 ft. to a deptli of 1070 ft.

In both these mines long rock drifts have

been started on the present bottom levels

to reach ore. In one case these drifts

will be more than 700 ft. long and the

other will be nearly as long.

At Ishpeming the Oliver company is

carrying on extensive improvements at

its Section 21 mine, consisting of new

standard dry and boiler houses, boiler

plant, etc. The mine is idle underground,

but shipments from its old stocks are

under way steadily. These stocks are

large, covering about all the ground avail-

able about the shaft. In time a complete

electric plant for tramming, lighting, etc.,

will be installed for this and adjacent

mines of the company, and foundations

for the power house are now in place.

employees and 3.5 ".028 tons per inspec-

liir.

Dealing with these comparisons Inspec-

tor Roderick says; "In the anthracite

fields of Pennsylvania the number of m-

spectors has been increased since 1900

from 8 to 20 and in the bituminous field

from 10 to 20 in the hope that the aug-

mented number might result in bringing

about a decrease in the number of acci-

dents. The records show, however, that

the reverse has been the case, and it will

be necessary therefore, to resort to some

other method to bring about this greatly

desired result."

Lond.ondon

Scranton

Aug. 5—James E. Roderick, chief of the

State department of mines, last week,

made public his report for the year 1906,

the chief feature in which is the admis-

sion that the increase in the number of in-

spectors has not brought about the ex-

pected decrease in the number of acci-

dents. Camparing the United States with

Great Britain he points out that the latter

has 38 inspectors with 103 mines in charge

of each inspector, in addition to a num-

ber of quarries with a total of 18,642 em-

ployees under the inspectors' jurisdiction

and a total output of 6,663,870 tons for

each inspector. Pennsylvania has 20 bi-

tuminous inspectors with 69 mines each

with a total of 7,093 employees, and a pro-

duction of 6,476,649 tons per inspector.

Pennsylvania has also 20 anthracite

inspectors for 32 mines each, with 5,818

Toronto

AiigKSt 2—Dr. .\. P. Coleman, who has

been exploring the iron ranges cast of

Lake Nipegon in the Thunder Bay dis-

trict, reports to the Ontario Bureau of

Mines that the deposits in the vicinity

of Red Paint river are of fair promise.

R. II. Flaherty is prospecting with a dia-

mond drill with satisfactory results. A

small body of good hematite ore has been

found near the Eastern end of the range.

The strike situation at Cobalt continues

practically unchanged. Several of the

mines which adhere to the mine-owners'

schedule have shut down, including the

University, Drummond and Silver Leaf.

A few men are retained at the La Rose

though operations are practically sus-

pended. The Xipissing has ab.out 300

men at work. Other mines are working

with reduced staffs, which in some cases

are gradually being increased. Many of

the strikers have found work in the Lar-

der Lake district.

One of tlie first shipuients of good ore

from James township on the Montreal

river was received in Toronto. It con-

sists of about 30 lb. from a newly dis-

covered vein 4 in. wide on a claim located

about % mile from the Montreal river by

the late Charles E. Turner and was for-

warded by James Gifford. The samples

are similar to the Cobalt silver ore.

Owing to the backwardness of the sea-

son and the interference with mining oper-

ations by swarms of black flics, the Pro-

vincial Government has extended the time

for initial work on Larder Lake claims

until Sept.' 30. According to regulations

30 days' work must be done on a claim

within 90 days after registration, which

has been found impossible in many cases.

The members of the .\mcrican Institute

of Mining Engineers wlio left on July 24

for a trip to the mining regions of North-

ern Ontario, were accompanied by Hon.

Frank Cochrane, minister of mines, Hon.

Dr. Pync, minister of education and other

officials. The party spent nearly three

days at Cobalt visiting the leading mines

and the two following days were oc-

cupied in visiting Lake Temagami and

the neighborhood. The Sudbury nickel

mines, the Moose ivlountain iron mine and

the Vermilion gold placer mines were also

inspected"

An unexpected dilficulty has been ex-

perienced by the Ooregum Gold Mining

Company of India in connection with tlie

proposed issue of new capital required for
^

new developments and new plants. It

was proposed to issue 137,000 new shares

at los. each in order to raise further capi-

tal. It appears that applications for only

'

38,544 shares have been received. It has

always been the practice of John Taylor &

Son's companies to charge as much expen-

diture as possible to capital account instead

of meeting expenses for extensions out

of revenue. The question of the wisdom

of the two methods need not be discussed

again. It is sufficient to record the fact

that the shareholders in one of this group

of companies have objected to the issue

of new capital at present. The Ooregum

is a paying concern and is well able to

provide the money for these extensions

out of revenue, and the directors have had

no reason to do othervyise than to suspend

dividends until the addtional expenditure

has been met.

The directors of the Zmc Corporation

own up to the fact that the administra-

tion and finances of the company are in

somewhat of a muddle. The corporation

bought up large stocks of Broken Hill

tailings which were to be treated by some

flotation process for the production of

concentrates that could be smeked for

zinc. First the Potter process was tried

and more recently the process which is

at work at the Sulphide Corporation's

mine was heralded as the triumphant sol-

ver of the situation. It appears now that

this process also has given less satisfac-

tion than was expected and I understand

that trials are being made with the El-

more vacuum process. The company

has come to the end of its financial re-

sources and it is proposed to issue new

capital in the shape of £182,000 preference

shares. The new shares are to take the

whole of the profits of the company until

they have received too per cent, in divi-

dends and they are then to become 20

per cent, preference sharing afterward

equally with the ordinary shares. These

are onerous terms and make the ordinary

shares of rather doubtful value. The

prospects of the company are by no means

pleasant. Even supposing the zinc con-

centrates can be obtained by a flotation

process, it is by no means certain that

zinc sulphides containing 8 to 9 per cent,

of lead will be a desirable material for

smelting.

A new company called E! Progreso

Mexican Mines, Ltd.. has been brought to

the notice of the public this week. The

mines are in the State of Sinaloa, and ap-

pear to be promising gold producers.

Ralph Nichols has made an examination

and written a report for the vendors and

the directors also have a confirmatory re-

port by W. J. A. Palmer.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alaska

Coffer Kivir Riiihvuy— It is announced

ihnt the Guggenheim interests have given

instructions that construction work is to

be rushed on the Copper River & North-

ern railway with three shifts of men
working night and day. A hydro-elcetric

generating plant is being installed at the

mouth of Copper river, near the new town

of Katalla, and another at Abercrombie

rapids 50 miles above Katalla. The in-

tention is to complete the railroad as far

as Abercrombie rapids before winter shall

set in.

Arizona

Yav.\pai County

Crou-n King—This company is pushing

work in the old mines at Crown King,

and it is reported that good ore is beinf

"pened up.

United Verde—The smelter at Jerome
has been shut do-vn most of the last week

for repairs. Rapid progress is being made
in driving the tunnel; p feet per 24 hours

was driven by hand and it is expected

that this record will be excelled upon the

installation of machines. The bore is

9.\7 ft. and the ground is hard. It will

cut the United Verde vein at a depth of

1000 feet.

California

Butte County

Butte Mining and Det'clofmcnt Com-
pany—This company has commenced ac-

tive development work on the Butte mine,

near_ Sky High. The tunnel will be ex-

tended 200 ft. to reach the Mammoth
channel.

Diamond Mining—"Tex" Rickard and

associates have bought several hundred

acres of land from T. L. Vintin, of Cher-

okee, supposed to contain diamonds, and

have organized a company to prospect the

property. The corporation is called the

Cherokee Diamond Mining Company, of

America.

Cal.weras County

Moosehcad—New York men have pur-

chased this placer property adjoining thfc

Sheep Ranch mine.

Stanislaus Po^cer Comfany—This com-
pany has commenced active operations at

the San Domingo gravel mine, using the

waste water coming from the Utica mine.

El Doraixj County

Roundout—Superintendent G. S. Estey

has abandoned the old works of this mine

Ml lilairs district, and is sinking a new
shaft. The water is being taken out by a

siphon.

Humboldt County

Markusen—The new . owners of this

mine, near Orleans, J. H. Fehely, super-

inti'ndcnt, arc to build a new flume,

which with the ditch, will be three miles

long. A derrick is being put in to handle

the large boulders.

Kern County

Atolia Mining Comfany—De Golia &
.\tkins, managers of this company, state

that the Papoose and Churchill tungsten

properties in the Randsburg district, are

not owned by George G. Blackwell, Sons

& Company, London. England, as reported

in the Journal of July 20. The proper-

ties are owned exclusively bj' the .\tolia

Mining Company, of San Francisco.

Maripos.\ County

Jumbo—A 6-ft. ledge has been struck in

this mine on the South Fork, above the

Hite mine. The property is under bond
to the John Bunting Company, of Oak-
land, California.

Nevada County

Gaston—It is understood that arrange-

ments have been made to resume opera-

tions at this mine which closed down last

February. The lower tunnel is to be

continued 2800 ft. further to reach the

ledge.

Standard Mining Comfany—This com-

pany, which recently purchased the Nor-

ambagua mine, at Grass Valley, has be-

gun work. The main tunnel has been re-

timbered.

Placer County

Bath—The old channel in this mine has

been found by F. M. Browne and the

Hoffman Bros. The main tunnel Is to be

repaired.

Rio Vista—The mine near Forest, bet-

ter known as the Cash Rock, is about to

be reopened.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

Denver—Idaho Springs and George-

town business men will operate this prop-

erty near Silver Plume.

Gold Coin—^A one-fourth interest in

this property located on Griffith mountain,

near Gior^ciottii, has been transferred to

Homer Davenport.

.V/oMii( SneffcLs—This group in Argen-
tine district has been purchased by Messrs.

Farrager, Sylvester and Gilccn, of George-
town. Colo.

GiLPi.v County

-After two weeks' tie-up due to wash-
outs, regular traffic on the railroads has

been resumed. Some coal is being

brought in, sufficient to relieve the present

scarcity.

AduddcU—.\ controlling interest in this

property in South Willis gulch has been
secured by Franklin Searic, of New York,
who has also recently purchased the For-
far mine in Russell district and the Barnes
mine in Quartz Hill district

Lake County—Leadville

Alhambra—'YWxs shaft which is being
sunk by the Ovens Leasing Company has
reached contact and drifting has begun.

Several other enterprises are also under
way, among them being the old Shadbolt
shaft on the Nisi Prius ground.

Casey—The lessees on Crown Point are

shipping from 600 to 800 tons of ore a
month.

Crescentia—lhc Rebate Mining Com-
pany, is shipping from 20 to 30 tons of
lead sulphide daily. The Reindeer, an-
other of this company's enterprises, is also

producing considerable mineral.

Eha Emma—This property on Ball

mountain has been placed on a steady
shipping basis, the silicious ore carrying

gold. The Sunday is also making regular

shipments.

Forest City—Shipments of low-grade
semi-silicious ore are being made from the

dump on Yankee hill. This material finds

a readv market.

Indiana

Kno.x County

Vineenncs Codferatii'e Coal Comfany—
This company has filed articles of incor-

poration, the object being to do a general

mining business and to open coal mines in

Indiana, with home offices in Vincennes.

Marion County

Linton Bituminous Coal Company—The
creditors of this company, recently de-

clared a bankrupt, have selected the Ger-

man-.-\merican Trust Company, of In-

dianapolis, trustee to administer the as-

sets. The company was organized in 1903
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by Indiana and Ohio stockholders. After

an expenditure of $127,000 in the purchase

of 700 acres of coal' land, in the equipment

and initiatory operation, the company was

forced into bankruptcy with an indebted-

ness of $40,000. The holdings arc valu-

able and there is a fair prospect that all

claims will be met in full. The com-

pany's mines and land will be sold some

time in September.

Michigan

E.\TON CoUNTV

jVt>r//i American Portland Cemenl Com-

pany— .•\. F. Gerstell, vice-president of

this company has bought 400 acres of ce-

ment land, near Bellevue, a site for a

plant having a capacity of 3000 bbl. of

cement per day. Plans have been per-

fected for the location of four new plants

in different parts of the couiUry which

are expected to be ready for operation in

the summer of 1908.

I
Houghton Countv—Copper

Atlantic—'X\\c shaft on section 16 is

down approximately 650 ft. and within

200 ft. of the loth level of the Baltic mine.

A drift from this level is within 150 ft

of the .-Vtlantic boundary line and shows

good value.

Calumet & //<r<r/o—Diamond drilling ii

being carried on to ascertain the location

of No. 18 shaft which is to be sunk this

summer. This shaft will be located at th--

north end of the property, and will strik«;

the Osceola amygdaloid. With this shaft

in commission the company will have a

stretch of about 11,000 ft. on the lode.

Tamarack—This company is consider-

ing the advisability of installing electri-

cally operated sub-hoists in the deep

working shaft, to eliminate the great

strain in hoisting from the lower levels.

Montana

BiTTE District

Boston & Montana—lhc West Colusa

mine is still closed on account of gas from

the Minnie Healey permeating the work-

ings. No attempt will be made to oper-

ate this property until the source of the

fumes is reduced. The Badger State

shaft is 480 ft. deep, 80 ft. having been

made this month. Through this shaft the

Badger State and .\uraria will be de-

veloped.

Coalition—The crosscut south of the

l8oo-ft. station of the Rarus, has tapped

the vein, one of the large ones in the

property. The company is mining ore on

the lioo-ft. level of the Minnie Healey,

and will open the 1300 and 1400 in a few

days. Gas from the fire is passing

through openings on the 1000, which pre-

vents the prosecution of work there. Bos-

ton & Montana will hoist the ore through

the Leonard shaft. The company is min-

ing about 1 100 tons of ore, and receiving

about 200 tons as its share from other

companies.

North Butte—The face of the crosscut

going north of the i6oo-ft. level of the

Jessie is supposed to be within 100 or 200

ft. of the Berlin vein. The company is

mining its usual quantity of ore, about

1250 tons a day, and drifting on most of

its principal veins.

work on the Sutro tunnel level, making

a total of six companies operating from

that base and covering a length of 1^
miles of territory.

Nevada

Nye Countv—Bullfrog

Monte Crista Zinc—J. R. McDonald.

Guy Fruit and W. E. Higman, Jr., of

Rhyolite, have sold the Monte Cristo

claims in the Good Springs district to

P. Clark for $250,000. The property em-

braces three zinc claims. The ledge car-

ries, it is stated, a width of 49 ft. and the

small amount of work performed has dis-

closed at least 2000 tons of high-grade

shipping zinc ore. A force of 20 men is

employed, and teams are hauling the ore

to the Clark railroad, a distance of six

miles.

White Pine County—Ely

Ely National Copper—Through the con-

solidation of the interests of G. L. Rickard

in the Ely Jumbo Copper Company, con-

trolling seven claims, and the holdings of

Max Strauss, of Denver, consisting of the

Anaconda-Verde-Mizpah group of twenty

claims and the Cowan group of four

claims, this company, with a capitaliza-

tion of $5,000,000 owning 620 acres, has

been organized in Denver, Colo. The fol-

lowing officers have been elected : Max
Strauss, of Denver, president

; James B.

Grant, of Denver, ex-governor of Colo-

rado, vice-president ; Thomas Keeley,

president of -the First National Bank of

Denver, treasurer ; Edward B. Morgan, of

Denver, secretary ; G. L. Rickard, of Ely,

assistant secretary and resident manager.

The holdings of the Ely National lie di-

rectly south of the possessions of the

Giroux and Nevada Consolidated and are

surrounded on two sides by the claims of

the Ely Bonanza and Manhattan Ely Cop-

per companies.

Storey County—Virgin i.\ City

Best & Belcher—Dr. Ferdinand But-

terfield, owner of the controlling interest,

states that work in this famous old mine

will be resumed immediately. The work

will begin near the level of the Sutro

tunnel.

Brunsivick—Messrs. Bawden and Tre-

dinnick have resumed mining operations

on what was formerly knrvvt'n as ttie

Brunswick lode territory of the Hale &
Norcross, abandoned several years ago

by that company, and subsequently located

by Bawden and Pearce. The work will be

performed on the 300-ft. level of the m-
cline shaft.

Gould & Curry— It is reported that

this company will undertake exploratory

New Mexico

Gk.xnt County

Apache—This range is eight miles long

by two miles wide, and its ore showings

lie along a great fault, called the McKin-

ley. The Hachita Copper Development

Company owns 4000 ft. along this fault

and its openings show copper ore of good

grade. The most active mine is the Cop-

per Crown recently sold to capitalists for

$100,000. The Apache group is explored

by shafts to 60 ft. depth and some copper

ore has been found. The Choppo group

has developed several thousand tons of 3

to 10 per cent, copper sulphides, while the

owner of the Antia group have found

some likely copper-bearing gossan.

Monarch Mining and Development

Company—The vein in the new zinc-lead

district in the Black range, is said to be

30 to 40 ft. wide, and of good grade. A
road has been built 30 miles to the rail-

road at Lake Valley, and a 100-ton mill

for separating zinc and lead minerals, has

been built.

Santa Rita—Powers & Company have

begun steam pumping on their lease
; J.

Tofretz is developing his lease on the

Oxide claim, and the shaft of Worthing-
ton & Head is below the 200-ft. mark.

New York

St. Lawrence County
St. Lazvrence Pyrites Company — The

first cargo shipment of pyrites concen-
trates was made from Ogdensburg Vi

Wisconsin the second week in July. The
concentrates were forwarded to Ogdens-
burg from the company's Stella and
.America mills.

Oregon

Baker County

Peacock—William Hertry Harris, Presi-

dent of the Eagle Mountain Copper Min-
ing Company, and George W. Boggs, have

acquired a lo-year lease of a two-third in-

terest in this mine in the Seven Devils'

district. They propose shipping ore to tlu

Sumpler smelter via Council. Ida., .it

once.

Poorman—The crosscut disclosed sul-

phide ore 56 ft. wide and the vertical depth

gives 125 ft. of backs above the tunnels.

The management completed a wagon road

preparatory to putting in a large compres-

sor. The property is under bond to W. B.

Gladding, of New York, for $250,000. This

bond includes also the Sovereign mine in

the same camp. Goose Creek. Clark M.

Knight is manager.

Sovereign—K tunnel is now in about
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700 ft. on Coin creek. On the Only
claim a double-compartment shaft is being

sunk.

Lane County

Coiiihinalion—R. II. Clark and Slicrman

Clark, of New York, are developing this

silver mine. The whole face of the tunnel

is in ore and has been for some distance.

Hiaziratha—The miners drifting in on

the ledge broke into rich ore recently.

Miiii-riil Point — Salem business men
bought 6j acres of the color-bearing soil

on the Willamette river and formed a

company for the purpose of manufactur-

ing sienna paint. A factory site has been

selected and n\achincry purchased.

H'est Coast Minej Ci>iiii'aii\—-This co.ii-

pany. successor to the Oregon Securities

Company, will drive t:i'.inc! from 2200

to 2500 ft. long to open up the property

at Bohemia at a depth of about 1500 ft.

Hitherto only the frec-millinq: orebodits

nearer the surface have heen developed

J. A. Cade is superintendent.

Pennsylvania

.\nthr.\cite Co.\l

Pardee & Company—The new breaker

built at Cranberry for the purpose of re-

covering coal from the culm banks began
• 'l)erations on July 27.

South Dakota

Custer Couxtv

Continental Coffer and Smelling Com-
pany—A two-drum hoist and other ma-
chinery has been ordered for further de-

velopment of this property at Keystone.

/. R.—Superintendent Crocker has re-

sumed work after unwatering the mine,

which was flooded by a cloudburst.

Madill—George Madill, the owner of

this group, has bonded his ground to East-

em men who e.xpect shortly to begin work
on a large scale.

Peerless—The Western Chemical Com-
pany has started operations on this ambly-

gonite property in Keystone.

IVeslinghouse Mica—The company has

voluntarily granted the 8-hour day to all

its employees with 10 hours' pay. and is

developing with an increased force of

miners.

Lawrenxe Couxtv

A ma Queen—The Sherman Bros, have
just recovered in a crosscut a vein of

gold-bearing quartz rock that was lost

some years ago. The vein is increasing

in size with development. A plant is to

be installed on the property located on
Bo.\ Elder creek, near Custer peak.

Burlington—One shift of miners is de-

veloping the property located three miles

from Redfern. A shaft is being sunk on
a vertical and is down 140 ft.

Colden Reward—A test of consider-

able interest is being made at the mill.

which resumed in June after changing

from the ilry to the wet crushing process

and increasing the capacity to 300 tons

daily. The first cleanup since resumption

proved satisfactory and the full 300 tons

are now being treated daily.

Ilomestake—The water is below the

700-ft. level and the big pumps on the

8oo-ft. level should he working in a couple

of weeks. The Star shaft has been

straightened and the hoist raised and is

again in plumb and ready for operations.

Imperial—.Vrrangcnionts have been

made to supply the mine with electricity

by rutming a pole line 7 miles from Black-

tail to Bald Mountain.

Mogul—Over 300 tons of ore per day
are being treated in the new cyanide mill.

The Mogul shaft workings are unwatered.

Two new triplex pumps have been in-

stalled in the Ben Hur claim to lift water

from the tunnel.

Puritan—The property in Strawberry

is being cleaned up and put in shape to

resume operations with the new- 200-ton

cyanide mill.

/ 'ictoria—Preparations are being made
to reopen the 200-ton cyanide mill of the

company on Squaw creek, near Deadwood.
Development during the past few months
has disclosed two new shoots of good-

grade ore which will be treated with ore

from the X'ictoria Extension property ad-

joining.

Tennessee

Maury County

Akin Phosphate Company— This new
company of Columbia is said to own 300
acres of phosphate lands which have been

thoroughly prospected, and which will be

developed at once. The officers are

:

J. D. Dobbins, president ; M. C. Akin,

vice-president ; and R. C. Bwing, secretary

and general manager.

Texas

Jefferson County

Sulphur Shipments—Shipments through

Sabine for June and July are reported to

amount to 36.700 tons, of which 4500 tons

went to foreign ports and the remainder

to points along the .\tlantic coast.

Milan County

Rockdale Lignite Company—This com-
pany has purchased the Wallace lignite

mines, near Rockdale. San Antonio firms

which consume lignite are interested.

Utah

Beaver County

Hecla—This property, in the Bradshaw
district, east of Milford, has reached the

producing stage. J. M. Reynolds, of Salt

Lake, is manager.

Lulu Mining—This company is install-

ing steam-hoisting equipment to take the

place of the gasolene plant, which
cannot be used to greater depth than 500
ft., the present lowest level of the mine.

Ntwhouse Mines and Smellen Com-
pany—The management has let a contract
to sink the main shaft below the sixth

level.

Iron Countv

y. 11/11.- I, old Mining — This company
marketed a bar of gold bullion in July of
the value of abi.ul $1000. Some extensive
orebodies of milling grade have been de-

veloped on the 150- and 175-ft. levels.

Juab County

Tintic Ore .S/ii/iihi-mW — Shipments for
the week ending .\ug. 3 amounted to t44

carloads, the contributing mines and
amounts being: Ajax, 3; Beck Tunnel,
II

; Bullion Beck, 4; Carisa, 8; Centennial
Eureka, 42; Colorado, 7; Eagle & Blue
Bell, 11; Gemini, 5; Godiva, i; Lower
Mammoth, 10; Mammoth, 12; Grand Cen-
tral, 8; Ridge & Valley, 2; Scranton, 6;
Tesora, i ; Oncle Sam Consolidated, 5

;

May Day, 5 ; Yankee Consolidated, 3.

Beck Tunnel Consolidated— The new-

equipment for the shaft house has been
installed and will be in operation within a

week.

Crozi-n Point — This company has ar-

ranged to get power from the Colorado
mine compressor.

Eagle & Blue Bell—At a point 600 ft.

north of the shaft and in hitherto unpros-

pected territory has been developed a large

body of high-grade shipping ore.

May Day — Ore is being taken out

through the Uncle Sam mine, which was
recently acquired by the May Day com-
pany.

Star Consolidated — The operation of

this mine, which was recently consolidated

with the Black Jack, will be resumed.

Salt Lake County

City Rocks Mining—This company has
finished re-timbering the old City Rocks
tunnel, which had not been used for a

number of years, and has begun taking
out ore for shipment. A total of 630 tons

was shipped from other portions of the

mine in June and July. W. S. Zehring,

of Salt Lake, is manager.

Tooele Counts-

Honerinc Extension — Ore shipments
have been inaugurated froni this prop-
erty at Stockton.

West Virginia

Marion County

Lozce Coal Company—This company
has been organized at Fairmont to open a

coal mine, near the Monongalia county
line, the output to be shipped I>i riv.-r

E. Trickett is secretary.
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Wisconsin

Crawford County

Of. i.oiiis Iron Coml'any—This company

has begun the development of iron mines

near Prairie du Chien. The deposit is

estimated to contain 75,000,000 tons of

ore.

Canada

British Columbia

liiir,\iscd lyagcs—At Rossland the Le

Roi and Lc Roi No. 2 mining companies

have advanced miners" wages in order to

retain sufficient men. The advances are sub-

stantially as follows: Machine nun, from

$3.50 to $4 per day ; muckers, $3 to $3.25

;

shaft men, $4 to $4.50; timber men, $3.50

to $4-

British Columbia—Bol-xdarv District

Snowshoc Gold and Copper Mines,

Ltd.—An official report of this company

of London, England, shows that during

seven months ending April 30 the mine at

Phoenix produced about 31,000 tons of

ore. Shipments prior to September 30

averaged approximately 0.08 oz. gold and

0.3 oz. silver per ton, and 1.4 per cent,

copper. Preparations arc being made to

maintain an output of more than 10,000

tons per month.

Consolidated Mining and Smelting

Company of Canada—This company, which

owns the Trail smelter and large mines

at Rossland and in East Kootenay, is ex-

tending its holdings in the Boundary dis-

trict where for a year it has operated un-

der lease and bond the Snowshoe mine at

Phoenix. Recently it secured between 20

and 30 claims situated in Phoeni-x camp,

near the Granby Company's mines.

British Columbia—Queen Charlotte

Islands

Ikcda Bay Mining Company—Japanese

fishermen fishing oflf Moresby island of

the Queen Charlotte group last year found

float copper ore. Prospecting back from

what is now Ikeda bay they discovered a

copper-bearing ledge. A company was

formed in Japan and mining operations

undertaken. An old stern-wheel steamer

has been beached and converted into a

camp. Beside sleeping quarters for the

company's 86 men (including officials

and resident physician) there are on the

steamer an assay office and a small hospi-

tal. There are 13 mineral claims in the

group, each named after a Japanese

flower, commencing with the Chrysanthe-

mum claim. There is a paystreak of high-

grade copper ore in the ledge and about

1200 tons of roughly sorted ore are wait-

ing shipment to a Vancouver Island smel-

ter. .X wharf 160 ft. long has been built

and construction of a tramway to the

mine is in progress. The success of the

Japanese has attracted attention to

Morseliy island which is being extensively

prospected.

British Columbia—Slogan District

Rambler-Cariboo Mines, Ltd.—At the

annual meeting held recently at Kaslo,

the old officers were re-elected. Shipment

of ore from the mine has been resumed

after nearly three years of practically no

production.

British Columbia—Texada Island

Marble Bay—Labor troubles at the

mine having been adjusted, shipment of

ore to the smelter at Tacoma, Wash., has

been resumed. The output runs from

1000 to 1200 tons per month. The mine

is owned by the Tacoma Steel Company.

British Columbi.v—West Kootenay..

Receipts of Ore—Shipments of ore re-

ceived by Kootenay smelters during five

months ending May 31 amounted to T08,-

072 tons.

XovA Scotia

Dominion Iron and Steel Company—
The suit of this company to recover dam-

ages for breach of agreement to furnish

coal against the Dominion Coal Company
is now before the court at Sydney, all

endeavors for an amicable settlement hav-

ing failed. The amount involved is prob-

ably larger than in any case ever tried in

a Canadian Court.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore shipments—Shipments of ore from

Cobalt for the week ending July 27 were

as follows : Buffalo, ,60,000 lb. ; Coniagas,

312,000; Hudson Bay, 45,170; La Rose,

80,000; Nipissing,^ 60,975; Trethewey 50,-

300; total 563.275 pounds.

Cobalt Lake—No. 5 shaft has been tim-

bered and the work of sinking is proceed-

ing. Drifting will commence at the 93-

ft. level. On No. 4 shaft there is a drift of

38 ft. along the vein and 20 ft. under the

lake, no trouble being caused by water.

Poster—About 80 men are working.

Shaft No. 5 is down loo ft. and No. 6,

67 ft. These shafts 405 ft. apart on the

surface are now connected and altogether

600 ft. of underground work has been

done. It is reported that a new orebody

has been found.

Ontario—Hastings County

Richardson Gold—This mine, Eldorado,

has been purchased by G. S. Lockwood,

who will pump out the old shaft and pro-

ceed with development work. Reduction

works will be erected if the showing of

ore warrants it.

Ontario—Moose Mountain Range

Moose Mountain Iron Mines—The Ca-

nadian Northern Railway has been com-

pleted to Moose mountain, in Hutton

township, about 30 miles north of Sud-

bury, Ont. It is expected that shipments

of iron ore to Canadian blast furnaces will

shortly be made. The mines are con-

trolled by the Canadian Northern inter-

ests. About 30 miles further to the north

there is another rich deposit.

Ontario—Port Arthur District

Hanson Consolidated Silver Mines, Ltd.

—Active operations have been carried on

for some time at the East End and West
End Silver Mountain property, comprising

about 1360 acres, by this company. The
main shaft at the East End is down about

Soo ft. and at the West End mine a depth

of 185 ft. has been reached, at which level

a tunnel is being run to connect the shafts,

which are about 3000 ft. apart. Good ore

has been encountered all along and stope

pockets have been placed at convenient

points which now contain about 100,000

tons of ore. The ore crusher has four bat-

teries of five stamps each and its capacity

is 52 tons per day. The plant is in full

operation and additional machinery has

been contracted for, the present plant

being inadequate to deal with the ore pro-

duced. Captain Pritchard, superintend-

ent, is in charge of operations.

Quebec

International Portland Cement Com-
pany—A record output was made in July,

62,946 bbl. being shipped as compared with

60,502 bbl. in June. A half-yearly divi-

dend of 6 per cent, has been declared.

Cuba

Spanish-American Iron Company—This

new corporation of West Virginia, the

$2,400,000 stock of which is all owned by

the Pennsylvania Steel Company, has

been formed to develop 27,870 acres of

iron-ore lands at Mayari, near Nipe bay

in the province of Oriente. The property is

located on the north coast of Cuba and

is estimated to contain 600,000,000 tons of

iron ore. The company is constructing a

standard-gage railroad which will connect

the harbor terminals with the mines.

Electrically operated drying and storage

plants, and loading and discharging docks

will be provided. The o,re is at the sur-

face and is to be mined by steam shovels,

and is said to be low in phosphorus. The

Pennsylvania Steel Company and the

Maryland Steel Company have con-

tracted to take a minimum of 1,000,000

tons of ore per year.

Mexico

DURANGO

Boca dc Cobrc—This property, located

at San Luis de Cordero, Partido de Nazas,

is making daily shipments of 10 tons of

ore to the Torreon smelter. The ore con-

tains silver and about 5 per cent, copper.

Chihuahua

Greene Gold-Silver Company—The gen-

eral offices of this company have been re-

moved from Temosachic to Concheno,

where the principal mining operations arc

carried on.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Xi-w )'ork. .tug. 7—The outlook in

ihe t-astern coal trade is encouraging

especially in the far East and other points

of the Atlanlic seaboard. Most contrac-

tors are calling for winter supplies and
some of the shoahvater port consum-
ers arc making strenuous efforts to

get coal into their bins. This condition

is about a month ahead of the usual time

for stocking and producers were not en-

tirely prepared for the extraordinary de-.

niand upon their shipping facilities. The
higher grades of coal are in greatest de-

mand, although even the lower grades are

sharing the general condition. Perfect

weather has to some extent relieved the

situation in the East and vessels have
been enabled to make quick trips with no
time lost in loading or discharging. This

has put considerable coal into the hands
of consumers but the demand is still

strong in the far East.
,

Lake traffic has become congested at the

upper ports, with the result that at Lake
Eric ports coal has accumulated and is

moving slowly. With the ore strike

settled the boats will come down and re-

lieve the congestion on their up-trip.

In the South the .\labam.i railroads are

taking considerable coal for winter use,

which keeps the Southern market in an

active condition. When the demand starts

among consumers, the railroads will be in

a position to furnish plenty of cars.

The threatened strike in the coalfields

in the Pittsburg district is discussed in the

Pittsburg letter.

Chicago trade is active in bituminous
coal, especially for the better grades used

in the har\ester trade. Some September
business is being booked and prices con-

tinue firm but not high.

The anthracite trade is dull for new
business except in small steam sizes

which are a little scarce and in good de-

mand.

COAL-TR.AFFIC NOTES

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

July 27, were as follows in short tons:

ADttarsclce . .

.

Bltumlnnus..
Coke

1906. 1907. Changes.
J.iru.tvv, :).21«.4T.> I. "M H0«
iT.soT.caj -.'i.fi'jT.M.'i I. :i.H'>ii,iii3

7.>l« (88 7.'.l9<,ir.'4 I. :7,'>.0)l'.

the Suiilhern Railway for the live niuiiths

ending May ji is reported as follows:

Tennessee district, 59S.98o; .Mabama dis-

trict. 948.761 ; total, 1,544,741 short tons.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the year to .Aug. 3 were 592,185 tons.

Total 27.4G0.78S 32.840.411 I. .l.aTS.eM

The total increase this year was 19.6

per cent.

Coal tonnage originating on the lines of

New York

Anthracite

August 7—The market for prepared

sizes shows no activity and little interest

is displayed. However, small steam sizes

are in good demand and while at present

the supply is sufficient to take care of the

wants of consumers, this condition is not

expected to last when the fall and win-

ter demand sets in, and it is predicted that

small steam sizes will sell at a premium.
Vessels in the anthracite trade are scarce

along the .\tlantic seaboard and especially

so on the Great Lakes. At Buffalo there

is considerable congestion, but now that

the ore boats arc coming down the lake

with ore it is expected that the lower ports

will be relieved. Prices are as follows:

Broken, $4.65; egg, stove and chestnut,

$4.90; small sizes remain at $3 for pea;

$2.50 for buckwheat
;
$i.90@2 for rice and

buckwheat No. 2; $i.5o@i.6o for barley;

all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

.•\long the .\tlantic Seaboard considera-

ble strength is shown and the fall demand
has apparently commenced and is ex-

pected to continue. There are considera-

bly more vessels available for this trade,

and since shippers are well supplied with

orders they have a fairly good choice of

points to which to charter. The far East

is calling for more coal than any other

consuming territory. This condition is

due to the shortage of vessels earlier in

the season, and to the fact that consumers
are recognizing prevailing conditions.

Trade along the Sound is active and the

demand seems to be growing. Discharg
ing facilities in this territory are improv-
ing which helps conditions materially.

New York harbor shows a better demand
although prices have not been affected

;

good grades of steam coal still bring $2.60

f.o.b. New York harbor shipping ports.

.Ml-rail trade is slightly better; pro-

ducers are having so many demands made
upon them from other points that they

are not urging this trade to take on coal.

Transportation from mines to tide is up
to schedule and car supply meets all de-

mand. In the coastwise vessel market,

vessels are in belter supply and although
they arc asking slightly higher rates, the

freight schedule remains the same. Wc
quote current rates from Philadelphia to
Boston, Salem and Portland, $1.10; to
Lynn, Newburyport, Bath, Gardiner and
Bangor, $1.25; to Portsmouth, $1.15; to

the Sound 90c.; with towages where
usual.

Birmingham

tug. 5— Alabama coal producers are
shipping coal to large railroad systems and
other consumers, who are preparing them-
selves for the winter. The Central of
Georgia, the Seaboard Air Line, the At-
lantic Coast Line and other railroads have
been stocking coal in great quantities

lately. .As a consequence, Alabama mines
are working on full time. Every miner ap-

plying for work is employed. In the south-

eastern and in the western part of Jeffer-

son county and in Walker county, to

which points railroads do not yet reach,

coal is being stored near the line of the

railroad mapped out, and when the tracks

have been laid, traffic can be started at

once. The railroad will reach this dis-

trict about Aug. 20.

While much coal is being shipped from
this State to New Orleans and into Loui-

siana, it is not believed that the proposed

Pennsylvania shipments of independent

coal can do any more harm than has been

done heretofore. The Monongahela com-
pany has been shipping large quantities of

coal for the past few years into New Or-
leans. Much coal goes from this section

into Louisiana by rail. A good demand
for coke prevails, but no further business

for this product is being sought by the

manufacturers in this district.

Chicago

Aug. 5—The wholesale coal market con-

tinues strong in comparison with previous

summers and it is the general opinion of

the trade that it will continue so to the

end of .August. .Mready September de-

mands are being anticipated by some deal-

ers and consumers. General consumption

of all grades of bituminous coals is heavy,

the harvester trade, though starting late

because of the backwardness of the sea-

son, being very large. For industrial and
railroad uses the demand is also heavy.

Chicago continues to be less troubled by
demurrage coal than for many years.

Prices are not high, but continue firm and
have not sagged appreciably since ihr be-

ginning of the summer.
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l-inc coals are still leading for steam

purposes. In the harvester trade the bet-

ter grades of lump arc chiefly in demand.

Illinois and Indiana run-of-mine brings

$i.t)5((iJ. lump and egg, $J@2.75 and

screenings $l.25®i.65. Brazil block is in

demand at $J.8o.

Eastern coals are tirmer, there being but

little sagging in prices from demurrage.

Smokeless is steady though not in heavy

demand at $3.i5(ir3-^5 for run-of-mine, and

$3.65 fjr lump. Hocking Valley brings

$3.15. Pittsburg Xo. 8 and Youghiog-

heny are in light demand but not over-

supply, the former bringing $2.90 for I'A-

in. and the latter $3.20 for J^-in.

.Anthracite is selling well though most

orders now being tilled arc at July prices.

Cleveland

Aug. 6—The coal market shows no sign

of improvement. Conditions at the docks

govern the situation. At Lorain the

tracks are loaded with coal, which boats

are not moving fast enough to clear. The

mines are producing heavily, and while the

season rate of 50c. on slack is well main-

tained, heavy arrivals here are necessitat-

ing sacrifices in prices.

The following rates are quoted : No. 8

slack 50@6oc. at mine; f.o.b., Cleveland,

$i.45(S'i.5o; Cambridge. 50c. at mine, or

Si.JO Cleveland. Goshen slack is quoted

at $i.75@$i.8o on track here. Demur-

rage coal is bringing any price from $1.20

to $1.40. No. 8 mine-run is quoted 95c.

at mine; ^-in. lump, ?i.05 at mine.

Despite recent talk of a coal famine in

the Northwest, it is stated by local ship-

pers that the vessel movement has been

so hea\-y up-lake that railroads are una-

ble to remove congestion at the upper lake

docks. A number of local shipers are

under embargo on account of the condi-

tion of their yards in Cleveland, railroads

refusing to deliver more coal until stocks

on hand are diminished. Dealers in gen-

eral have taken advantage of present

prices, which are much less than last year,

to load up consumers under contract, and

the result is that the market is very much
-ted. .\ prominent local dealer

1 today that there is enough coal in

the city to last a full month and more for

all local use, should the supply at the

mines be shut off.

f^onditions at the upper lake docks are

•
:

'1 that if a clearance is not effected

. the local market may be swamped
' return shipments.

Pittsburg

.'lug. 6—The curlailmcnt of production

of the Pittsburg Coal Company due to

the strike of miners in the Youghiogheny

field of the Pittsburg district, is inter-

fering to a certain extent with shipments

to the lake ports for the northwestern

markets. As told last week the trouble is

over an alleged violation of the wage

agreement. .-MthouKh the cimpany denies

that it has not complied with the pro-

visions of the scale, it has agreed to cor-

rect any evils that are shown to exist.

Despite this offer the officials of the

United Mine Workers refused to call oflf

the strike but threatened to extend it to

all the mines of the company. Finally

they agreed to meet the representatives of

the company in conference yesterday and

file a list of grievances. Owing to the ill-

ness of President Feehan, of the miners'

organization, the conference was post-

poned and may be held some day this

week. The Pittsburg-Buffalo Company

continues to increase its production and

all of its mines are breaking records.

More miners are being employed and the

outlook is for a banner year. Railroad

cars are being furnished to meet all re-

quirements and there is no indication of a

shortage. Prices remain firm on the basis

of $1.20 a ton for mine-run at the mine.

Outside of the troiible at the Youghio-

gheny mines of the Pittsburg Coal Com-

pany all the mines in the district, both

river and rail, are in full operation.

Coiinrllsville Coke—There is but little

coke available for any delivery this year

and none at all for spot shipment. Prices

have advanced and strictly Connellsville

furnace coke is quoted at $2.75(0)3 and

foundry at $3.25@3.50 a ton. The Courier

in its summary for the week gives the

production in both fields at 404,997 tons.

The shipments amounted to 14,098 cars

distributed as follows: To Pittsburg, 4666

cars; to points west of Connellsville.

8468 cars; to points east of Connellsville,

964 cars,

Foreign Coal Trade

I'JOC. 11K)7. ChangeB
Authraclto 9-it.'277 l,liM,4'29 I, '271, 15-.!

Bituminous .... 2,131,1112 2,9:)ll,;!88 1. 807,776

Total 3.054.889 4,133,817 I.1.U78.928

There was a large increase this year,

in both anthracite and bituminous coals.

Imports of coal and coke into the

United States for the six months ending

June 30, were, in long tons, as follows

:

I'.KIi;. 1907. ClmiiKOS.

Great Britain liO.rilil 20,378 D. 46,186
Onnnda 805,8;i8 679,,583 D. 126,266
J'lpnn 11.726 81.3.54 I. 69.628
Australia 94.114 168.HG5 I. 74.161
Othor countries 4,1.')0 1.287 D. 2,863

Total coal 982,992 961.467 D. 31,625
Coke 62.171 7-2.873 I. 10,702

Total 1.04.';,163 1.0'24.340 D. 20,823

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
England ports, but the bulk of the im-

ports of coal is on the Pacific coast. The
coke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germany.

Exports of coal and coke from the

United States for the six months ending

June 30, are reported as below by the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor

;

1906. 1907. Changes.

Anthracite 948.403 1.2M,S.54 I. 264,961

Bituminous 3,347.406 4.4.-)4 888 1,1,107.482

Tolal coal 4.295.609 5,668,242 1.1,372,433

Colie 376.786 434 636 1. .->7.S-,0

Total *.67'2.o95 6,10-2 878 1.1.430.283

These figures do not include coal

bunkered, or sold to steamships engaged

in foreign trade. The coke exported

went chiefly to Mexico and eastern Can-

ada ; the distribution of the coal was as

follows:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Canada 3.064.889 4,133,817 1,1.078,928

Mexico 512.531 ,6.S6.5-38 I, 42,997

Cuba 368,798 400,669 I. 31.871

Other W. Indies I7ll 801 2-29.630 I. .68,726

Europe 48.701 54,490 I. .6,795

Other countries lio.owi 264,202 I. 1.64,110

Total 4,295.809 6.668.242 1,1,372 433

The exports to Europe were chiefly to

Italy; those to other countries, to South

America. The exports to Canada—72.9

per cent, of the total in 1907—were, in

detail, as follows

:

Iron Trade Review

Xew York, Aug. 7— With the settle-

ment of the strike in the Minnesota ore

regions and at the ore docks the shortness

of ore will not be as serious as was feared

at first. Laborers are returning to work
and ore is being sent down the Lakes as

rapidly as possible. The furnaces in the

Pittsburg district are now going off basic

and are making bessemer iron, for which
there is a good demand. The leading in-

dependent interest is in the market for

bessemer iron instead of being a seller.

In the South the demand is not partic-

ularly strong and furnaces are not book-

ing much future business. Western trade

is also quiet, and while prices are not suf-

fering a material decline, still there seems

to be a tendency to slightly cheapen iron.

Foundry iron is quiet at present, but it is

believed that consumers will soon be in

.the market for fall and winter iron, which

will strengthen the market for this class

of iron.

Steel in billets, structural shapes and

rails continues in good demand.

July orders for structural steel taken by

the American Bridge Company aggregated

46.000 tons. With the exception of July,

1905, when orders for 53,000 tons were re-

corded, this is the largest business in that

month in the history of the trade. Orders

taken by others than the United States

Steel Corporation, which controls the

.American Bridge Company, brought the

total July business in structural shapes up

to about 100,000 tons.

Iron and Steel E.vforts—Exports of

iron and steel, including machinery, from

the United States for June, and the six

months ended June 30, are valued as be-

low by the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Commerce and Labor

:

1906. 1907. Changps.

.June $14,085.00;) $17.226,2,69 I, $3,141.-256

Six months 84.72.3.766 04,191,369 I. 9,467,698

The total increase for the six months
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was 10.1 per cent, i he leading items of tional opeii-liearth furnaces to be con- lent. Some concerns have reason lo luok

export for the five months were, in long structcci at tjic Knslcy steel plant by the (or fotnulry orders for delivery laic this

tons: Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Com- year. 'I he mill people arc at work bnt

liioo. 1001. I'liniiKea. pany. This addition to the new steel only here and there are buyers fur for^e.

P'*"'"^ •••, /'*•*>*' <•«" '•••?'> plant will be completed about the time A few mills have followed the rule all

B«r« 13,137 ittiiHi I, B,iicip that the new nulls are ready for operation. ahJUK of not liuyuiK far aheail and their

8h(>«t»an.i'i'>iates.!!!!" 'eoiow 'ot.iIwI "i! 17.011
When all ini|iroveuients are completed the managers now I elieve they will soon be

wire'""^"''"""' mm: 75'iS D l3J-ll
1"''^*'^^"' '•"P:"-"'')' w'" l>e increased three- alle lu buy at still lower prices. The

NikUs soil spikM st.tiQ TD.MCi D. i.iM fold. There is a strong demand for steel present outlook is not calculated to make

Billets, rails and wire continue to lose "' ^" shapes and good prices prevail. It is consumers hurry. Basic pig is perhaps the

ground while structural steel, sheets and admitted that a strong inquiry has been strongest on the list. Fair (|uotations for

plates made substantial gains. received as to the probable make next No. 2 arc $22.50; Forge, $20; Basic, $21.50.

Iron and Sl,-fl /iii/>cr/j— Imports of *'""'" -Vera/-—Some scrap dealers have at-

iron and steel, including machinery, in the traded buyers but only by making prices

United States for June and the six Chicago right from their point of view. Other

months ending June 30, are valued by the Aug. 5—The pig-iron trade continues dealers will not come down from June

Bureau of Statistics as follows: quiet, sales being chiefly of small lots for prices, believing that a fall demand will

190(1. 1907. Chniiires. (ielivery within the nexl five months, with •''ke all the scrap they can get at good
Juii». ...... w.8»7.tiM W.27J.W9 [.» 374,637 occasional ordcrs for 1908 deliverv, but Prices. No. 1 steel scrap is bringing $17.
six mouttia 15.tj;13,i>^5 'J1.5;ll.<vi() t. s.'JOl.SAl

' -n i-„i . -i j
the disposition of the mclter is still to • "tre is very little choice railroad scrap

The increase lor the six months was
,,^,^, ,,„ f^^^„, ^^^^^ contracts. There is to be had for immediate .Ielivery; old

27.4 per cem. The chiet items of the iron
„^ pronounced weakening of prices, iron rails are offered at $22,50.

and stee imports for the six months
,,,^^^,^,,, j^^,, ^.^,„ ^^ ^^^^^^^ „^^^ („^ ^^^

were, m long tons

:

1 1 -^ 1 1 ^ .. 1 i-». 1

less than it brought two weeks ago. Pittsburg

PU.ro. ,47!! i TiZl* ^'^^'"«""^"'^- "'-^'i^ "f the melter continue
_.,„^, ^^he strike in the ore regions is

?°cro'«.b.ooms;elc.::;; .oTw ^'I'Z i: f^
large and U seems only a question of time

,,„„ically over, operations having been

»S^-v. »«.;^ iW ;• "6
^'V''^ 'V' 'T'"^

agam heavily.
,.^.^„„,^j .^^ ,„„^, ^f „,^ ^,j,,^.^ j„ ,,,„ ^^ ^

r^^::::. ::::.:::: ^ ^I'^l \: e.«J
For founh-quaner delnery Southern

at others a few miners have delayed re-

The imports increased considerably dur- f^:/,-^'^ 8-'"<^icaf̂ '°'fl'''[h''"fZ
'""""^' ''"' ^" "' '''^''"''^ '" ^' ^'''^

ing June, especiallv m pig iron.
($-M.3.--fr, 248. Chicago) ^r the third

at work before the close of the week. All

fron OrnUn- „.:., r n, ^

""'''''',' ' """ "'"' ^ '®^' "'°'^' ^'"
'^e dock laborers returned to work last

nor of
•'^'''•."" '-^:^.l°f^=""l

™- cording to the urgency of the shipment.
,,,,k, and the same wages and conditions

the six nlhs'
'"

I V""^''/'^""
'°'

-^'"^'"r"
^'°- ' '^°" " ''"°'^'' =" ^''® prevail as before the trouble began. It is

oorted .s f tws \""' ' "'
'"' ""'^ .^°' '''

^T''
''"'''"' ^''"' " '"''= variously estimated that Uie suspension ofported as follows, m long tons^ premium on early shipments. Lake Su-

^„jp„,^.„,^ ^^^ ,„ ,,, ^,^i,^ ^,„
^
,„„„„^ ^^

Exporu 7;!^i Z;.D. «!n5
P--'^h----;''-"isfirniat$.>7@27 25 from 3.000,000.0 4.000,000 tons.

I-Por" »«».in «09.275 I. 41064 Fo-" ^r^' q"J>r"-'r of 1908 delivery. South- x^t^^ business in finished iron and steel

Most of the exports were to Canada. ^!"'' [""' $>8(S'i8.5o Birmingham, and products is confined to small orders. No
Imports were from Cuba, Spain and .\1-

' "^ ^''^" *'^3-50(G'24. contracts of any importance have been
geria. ,

Cake is holding well at $575 for 72- placed for over a week. All the mills in

Imports of manganese ore for the six ^l°"l
Connellsville with southern cokes .^^ ^^^^^^^^ eontinue busy on old contracts,

months ending June 30 were 1 10.041 long *^^-^ *'• and specifications are regarded as unusu-

tons in 1906 and 95,841 tons in 1907; a a"'/ good for the dull midsummer season,

decrease of 14,200 tons. Most of the ore Cleveland The merchant pipe and the plate mills

received comes from Brazil and India. -'"g- 6—Repjns Ircini the various iron- have about all the business they can turn

ore mines up the lakes show shipments out this year. The structural, the steel

Birmingham during the month of July of 4,849,117 tons, bars and sheet mills also are well filled,

.lug. 5—The .Mali.iin.i pig-iron market ^^ against 5,762,772 for the July last year; but v.ill have some open capacity later in

is quiet and the make is not as brisk as
^ decrease of 913,665 tons. The ship- I lie year. The Carnegie company has not

manufacturers would like to see it, both
'"ents for the present season were 17,534.- taken on any new contracts for standard

as to quantity and qualitv. The Sloss-
''''' ''"^ "P '° ^"=- '' *" increase of 530,- steel rails, but it has about booked its

Sheffield Steel and Iron Company has its
''•' '""^ ^'''" '^^* J*^^""- capacity for the year, as its Ohio rail mill

Philadelphia furnace at Florence, Ala., in
Heavy sales of spot delivery pig iron is exclusively on billets. This company

blast at last. This furnace having a ca-
'"''^'^ ''^'^" recorded during the week past, lias been a buyer of billets for some time,

pacity of 200 to 250 tons per day, has been
'"'".''* delivery sales being light. The fol- During the past 10 days it bought 1000

thoroughly repaired and a skip hoist
lo^^ing prices are quoted: Bessemer, tons of bessemer billets from the Lacka-

added. There arc five furnaces still un- ^-3 00(0,24.2$ ; No. i foundry Northern, wanna Steel Company, 3000 tons of bes-

der repair in this district, but it will be
523.5ag24; No. 2, $23@23.5o; No. 3, stmer billets from the Pennsylvania Steel

some time before these furnaces will all
$---50(S;23; No. 2 Southern, $23.85@24.85

:

Company and 1500 tons ot opcn-hcarth bil-

be ready for blowing in.
'^ray forge. $22<g'22.2S. lets from an eastern producer.

There is very little spot iron being sold
Q"otations on coke remain stationary, pjg /,oH-Thc United States Steel Cor-

e.xcept silvery gray, for which $23.50 per '"" ""^

'l'^*^'
improvement in demand for poralion succeeded in getting 10,000 tons

ton is being paid by the consumers. As ^^^^ shipments is noted. of bessemer pig iron for August delivery

lo raw material, no improvement is yet
Dk-I J 1~L-

"' ^^^' ^^"'^J' furnaces. It had asked for

noted in this section. The strike in the
rniladelphia 15.000 tons, but the iron was not avail-

Mesabi district did not have any effect on •''"« 7—No large business has been re- able, although it is likely that it may be

the .Mabama iron market. Railroad trans- ported and even the small order business later, as a number of furnaces li.ivc gone

portation is sufficient for pig iron, cast- I'as fallen off. There are a few inquiries off basic iron and are making bessemer.

iron pipe and similar products, and no for steel-making pig. '1 he decline in prices The tonnage will be furnished by the Bcs-

complaints are heard from that source. on fourth-quarter shipments has not been scmer Pig Iron .Association, as the leading

Ground has been broken for two addi- sufficient to stimulate inquiries to any ex- independent producing interest has been a
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buyer lately, instead of a seller, and has

been inquiring for 5000 tons for August

deliver)'. As the price to the Steel Cor-

poration is regarded as 50c. under the

market, the minimum price for third-

quarter may be considered as firm at

$2^.50, Valley furnaces. The Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany this week bought 200 tons of bes-

scmcr for prompt shipment, for which it

paid $22.75. The sale to the Steel Cor-

poration has brought down the average

for July, the negotiations having been

practically concluded in that month. The
average is $22.41, Valley furnaces, or 84c.

below the June average. A reaction is

expected in the besscnicr pig-iron market

and there is not likely to be a decline, at

least not during the third quarter. The

market for foundry and gray forge is ex-

tremely dull and prices arc nominal. No. 2

foundry is quoted at $23.40 and forge at

$22.40, Pittsburg.

Sti-t-l—There is an improvement in de-

liveries of steel billets, but jyices remain

about the same, bcsscmer billets being

quoted at around $30 and open hearth at

$3i.50@32. Plates remain at 1.70c. and

bars at 1.60c.

Sheets—The sheet market is unchanged,

black sheets being quoted at 2.60c. and

galvanized at 3.75c. for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Mangancse — Prices for prompt

shipment continue around $65 and for late

delivery $61(062 is quoted.

London

July 13—Exports of iron and steel, and

of machiner>', from Great Britain for the

six months ended June 30, are valued by

the Board of Trade returns as follows

:

190t>. 1907. Changea
Irnn and SI.«1.. £18.418.116 £2:1.6.58.946 I. £5.240.829

MacblDOrjT 12.7M.219 14.931.703 I. 2.1KII.4M4

New Sbl|je 6.811.192 5.571.H47 D. 2:i9.345

Total £.38.9S0..-.27 £44.162.495 I. £7.181.968

The total increase was 19.4 per cent.

The leading items of the iron and steel

exports were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

PIglrrtn 706.4I* 1.061,275 1.354.807
Wrought Iron 94.706 109 003 I. 14.297

Rails 191.909 220,461 I. 28..'i52

P|at(>8 119.899 102.273 I. 42.374
8h<-<<t>i 217,354 214,038 I. 26.684

Hbrol shapes, otc 143,031 174,845 I. 31.814

Tln-plalcs 177.288 20.'>,273 I. 27,985

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 2,107,435 tons in 1906, and 2,692,682

tons in 1907; an increase of 585,247 tons.

Exports of pig iron to the United States

this year were 329,552 tons, an increase

of 115,178 tons over the same period in

1906; of tin plates, 33,197 tons; an in-

crease of 8423 tons.

Imports of iron and steel and of ma-
chinery into Great Britain for the 'six

months were valued as follows

:

1906. 1907. Chnngrs.

Iron and st««l... £4,722,463 £3,149.435 D.£1.4'3.0I8
UachlDcry 2.139.228 2.742.872 I. 103.646

Tout £7.361.681 £8,992,.108 D.£l,369 373

The total decrease was 18.6 per cent.

The chief items of the imports were, in

long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Pig Iron 41,6;)0 39,628 D. 1.902
Wrought Iron 61348 30,201 n. 31,147
stool lilllPt-), etc 307,163 149,614 D. 167,539
Barn and shni>f» 32 679 7,168 1). 25,511
Structural stucl 84,881 42,197 D. 42,684

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 721,199 in 1906, and 415,222 tons in

1907 ; a decrease of 305,977 tons.

Imports of iron ores into Great Britain

for the six months were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Manganlterous ores. 176 989 183,731 I. 7,747
Iron ores 3.885,879 3.710,162 D. 169.717

Total 4,001.863 3.899.893 D. 161.970

Of the ores imported this year 183,731

tons of mangaiiiferous, and 2,874,176 tons

of iron ores came from Spain.

Cartagena, Spain

July 15—Messrs. Barrington & Holt re-

port a weaker market, owing to light de-

mand for early shipment. Mines are

busy, however, on contracts.

For iron ores prices are, f.o.b. shipping

port; Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, 9s. 9d.@
los. 3d. ; special low phosphorus, los. 9d.

;

specular ore, 55 per cent., 12s. 6d. For

manganifcrous ores, same delivery. No.

3 ore, 35 per cent, iron and 12 man-

ganese is 14s. 6d. ; No higher grades on

the market.

Pyrites—The price of iron pyrites, 40

per cent, iron and 43 sulphur, is lis. 6d.

per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

Metal Market

NEW YORK. Aug. 7.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

.\t all rnlted States Ports In June and year.

Metal.

Gold:

Juno 1907.
•• 1906

Tear 1907.
•• 1906.

silver

:

Juno 1907.
• 1906.

Year 1907.

,. 1906,

Exports.

$23,872,140
3.266.392

36.300,732
31,610.714

6,360,699
4,618,386

33,437.227
29,219,209

Imports.

$ 2,140,769
2,369,080

21,444,074
62,537,778

3,448,712
3,700,012

22,307.777

23.670,828

Excess.

Exp. $21,731,371
887.312

" 14,866.668
Imp. 30,927.064

Esp. 1,911,887

768,374
11,069,460
6,642,381

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending Aug. 3 and years from Jan. 1.

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906
1906

$.'>13,6.?0

29.377.766
6.925.003

63.733.202

$ 103.100

6.689,130
48.121,932

942,558

$ 1.413,412

28.066.469
36.677.318
19,061,714

$ 69,.551

1.178.659

1.290.796
2.317.310

Kxports of gold for the week were chiefly
to Paris ; of silver to liOndon. Imports for
the week, both gold and sliver, were from
the West Indies and South America.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Aug. 3 shows loans $1,126,-

950,700. a decrease of $'?.787.ooo: depo^it^.

$1,090,302,400, a decrease of $3,529,500, as

compared with the previous week. Re-
serve accounts show.

1906. 1907.

Specie $196,647,200 $210,3;!9,70O
Legal tenders 87,725.;i00 71.969.100

Total cash $283,272,500 $282,298,800

Surplus $14,122,675 $ 7,473,200

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows a decrease of $1,785,475,

as compared with the previous week.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, .\ug. 3, are reported as below,

in dollars

:

Gold. Silver. Total.

ASS'd New York $210,;)39,70O
England $179,19K,+10 179,198.410
France 560.140.975 $195.1Ifi,17.-i 7.')5,2ti3,160

Germany lC2,8;).'i,000 45,125,000 207.960.000
Spain.. 77,955,000 128.900.000 206,856,000
Netherlands.... 28,848,500 28,721,500 57,670,(KX)

Belgium 16,600,000 7,800.0(XI 2.3,400,000
Italy 168,410,000 22. .182,000 190,992,000
Russia 584,480,000 33,540,000 618,020.000
Aust.-Hungary. 128,100.000 61,930,000 190,0;i0,00O
Sweden 20,095,000 20,695,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold onh'. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

The Treasury Department estimate of

the money in the United States on Aug. i

is as follows

:

In Treasury. In Circul'n.

Gold coin (Inc. bullion in
Treasury) $213,201,144 $ .566,036,725

Gold certificates 80.469,480 014,461,389
Sliver dollars 7.036,863 81.256,067
Sliver certificates 10,251,563 463.816,437
Subsldiarv silver 8,587,949 122,248.618
Treasury notes of 1890... 9,950 6.881,050
n. S. notes 5.576,.546 341,104,470
Nat. Bank notes 10.876,682 680.619.204

Total $:M2.010.177 $2,781,323,560

Population of the United States, Aug. I,

1907, estimated at 86,193,000; circulation

per capita, $32.27. For redemption of

outstanding certificates an exact equivalent

in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the account of money held as

assets of the Government. This statement

of money held in the treasury as assets of

the Government does not include deposits

of public money in national-bank deposit-

aries to the credit of the treasurer of the

United States, amounting to $145,709,521.

The amount in circulation Aug. i was

$133,018,696 less than on July I, but $23,-

074.122 more than on .Aug. I of last year.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.-\bell as follows, for the year to July 25

:

India..
China..
Straits-

woo.

; 10,416 963
213,700

1,750

1907. •

£7,087.674

Changes.

D. f 3,328.389
D. 213,700

644,013 I, 542,262

Total ... £10.031413 £7,631.686 D. £ 2.999.827

Receipts for the week were i/ooo from

the West Indies and £141,000 from New
York, a total of £148,000. Exports were

£,^51.400. all to India.
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The moveiucnl ot gold and silver iii

France for the six moiitlis ended June 30

is reported as follows

:

Ool.l :

Im|K>rl«..
Ei|Hir(«..

1908. 1W)7.

Fr. ajs.wj.ooo Fr. iTi.uui.uoo
8a."iio.ouo Ta.iHii.ooo

Exct^M. liupiirtA.,

surer:
Fr. aiJ.43-i.000 Fr. ST.UU.OOO

W.lsri.OOO
74,ti(X),uuu

H3.<'>4,000

^,ft»8,oao

Imiiorls
EzporCa

Eioeu, Imports Fr. T.SK6,000 Ft. a.HKl.OOO

Imports of copper and nickel coins were
5^,000 fr., face value in iyo6. and ^S,ooo

fr. in li)07- Exports were 137,000 fr. in

1900, and 184,000 fr. this year.

Prices o( Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
M»xK-ilii J.^llara lO.MS $O.SC
Peruvian 9olt>s and Clilleau 0.49>^ O.SOS
Victoria Si ivprelgns 4.85 4.87
Twenty francs S.80 3.86
Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78)i 4.80

SILVCK AND STERLINU EXCHANGE.

11

SU •er.

&c
ft
13

Sliver.

<

ji
u

Is
z3

a

a a
5i

u

3-S

1

i

s

4.8700

4.8665

4 8670

69».

69»i

697i

82A
32>i

5

«

7

4.8660 69,'i

4.8670 69\
4.8660 69S

32A
32A

New York quotations are for fine silver,

I)fr ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.025 fine.

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

3
<

u

Hi

0'
.

Is
1! s

2
c S50

.a

QQO

1

3

3

«

«

"J

JOS
mi
JOS

Oil
ao

oaos
30

30
03OK

20
aaos

19«
O20

19 ,S

(2r20

19,-i

©19X
19 1<

fflWX
1»

«319>>

19

12)19S

80 >4

85 >i

83

40

39'.

S9\

39 »4

39S'

6.25

6.25

5.25

6.05

6.25

6.25

6.80
(35.90

6.80
ffl5.90

5.80
O5 90

6.80
OS.90

6.80
ffls.so

6.80
ffl5.9U

5.65

©5.75
5.65

(35.75

5.66
05.75

6.65

ffl5.-6

5.65
®5.76

5.65
®5.76

London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, wblcb Is non- the equiva
lent of the former g.m.b's. The New York
quotations for electroytlc copper are for
eakes. ingots or wirebars, and represent the
t)ulk of the transactions as made nitb con-
sumers, basis. New York. cash. The price of
•cathmles is 0.125c. tieiow that of electrolytic.
The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Hetlning Company for
near-by shipments of desilverized lead In .10-

ton lots, or lareer. The quotations on spelter
*re for ordinary western brands ; special
l>rand8 command a premium.

Copper—The market continues dull, and

without appreciable change in condition.

Sales have been small, and prices are

largely nominal. The expectation of an

early revival in business at the present

level of prices is being abandoned. There

does nut seeni lo Lie any iigure in sight at

which consumers can be interested, and
this is perhaps the only reason why rela-

tively high nominal quotations are still

the rule. While exact figures for con-

sumption cannot be obtained, there seems
to be no reason to doubt that it has re-

cently shown a decided falling oflf; and it

is reported that good sized quantities of

copper arc accumulating at the diflTerent

producing centers. The market closed

llat at 20@20|'ic. for lake; l9®i()!k. for

electrolytic in cakes, wirebars or ingots,

and I9@l9,'4e- for casting copper.

Reports which have been published in

some of the New York papers as to "con-

ferences" of copper producers are abso-

lutely without foundation.

In London, the standard market shows
the activity of speculators, who are dis-

counting a more severe drop in refined

sorts, and the close is almost at the low-

est, being cabled as £83 for spot and £80

15s. for three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts are

quoted : English tough, £85 ; best selected,

£89; strong sheets, £95.

Statistics for the second half of July

show an increase of 200 tons.

Exports of copper from New York for

the week were 1271 tons. Our special

correspondent reports the shipments from
Baltimore for the week at 775 long tons.

Copper Sheds—The base price of cop-

per sheets is now 28c. per pound.

Copper Wire—The base price for sizes

from No. 0000 to No. 8 is now 24^®
25 54c. per pound.

Tin—Prices here are now on about a

parity with foreign quotations, the market

on the other side having declined from
day to day. Quotations from London are

cabled at the close at £174 15s. for spot

and £174 ss. for three months.

Business in the domestic market is of

small volume, the metal being quoted at

38.50c. at the close today.

Exports of tin from the Federated

Malay States for the four months ended

April 30 were : Perak, 8187 ; Selangor,

5067; Negri-Sembilan, 1386: Pahang. 623:

total, 15,263 long tons. This is a de-

crease of 204 tons, or 1.3 per cent..

Lead— The quotation for desilverized

lead remains unchanged at 5.25c. New
York. Brands outside of the control of

the American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany can be bought at a considerable dis-

count, both in this and the St. Louis mar-

kets, the quotation for Missouri lead in

St. Louis having been as low as s cents.

The close from London is cabled as £19

2s. 6d. for Spanish lead and £19 5s. for

English lead : but. considering the weak-

ness in all other metals, lead is holding

its own astonishingly well.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John

Wahl Commission Company reports as

follows : Lead is dull. Missouri brands

arc <jl>tainable at 4.97!'j((i'Sc., and arc sal-

able only in very limited quantities.

Spiinish Lead Market—Mean. Barring-

toii & Huh report from Cartagena, Spain,

under date of July 22; The price of pig

lead has been 97 realcs per quintal ; silver,

14 reales per ounce ; exchange, 28.30 pe-

setas to £1. The price of lead, on current

exchange, is equal to £19 12s. lid. per long

ton, f.o.b. Cartagena. Exports for the

week were 33 tons desilverized to Mar-
seilles and 312 tons argentiferous lead to

London.

Speller—Consumers, being well supplied,

are holding ofT, and on this account the

market has a very dull appearance. Prices

are slightly lower, and the close is quoted

at 5.80 to 5.90c. New York and 5 65(2)5.750.

St. Louis.

A severe break occurred in the London
market, where the quotation declined daily

throughout the week, closing at the low-

est, the quotations being cabled at £22 for

good ordinaries and £22 5s. for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price has again

been reduced 25c., and is now $8.10 per

100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.—f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 60-lb. cases

for gages No. 9 to 22, both inclusive

;

widths from 32 to 60 in., both inclusive;

lengths from 84 to 96 in., both inclusive.

The freight rate to New York is 27.500.

per icx> lb.

Spanish Zinc Ore Market—Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of July 22, that the mar-

ket is quiet. Exports for the week were

900 tons blende to Antwerp.

Sitesian Spelter Markel-P^ul Spcier

writes from Breslau under date of July

27 that the zinc market is in uncertain

state on account of a marked tendency on

the part of consumers, especially galvan-

izers, to hold aloof from the market.

Prices at points in Upper Silesia vary

from 47.SO@49.50 marks per 100 kg.

(.ii4@5-36c. per lb.) Zinc dust 4785®
48.50 marks per 100 kg. (5.l6@5.24C. per

lb.) f.o.b. Stettin.

E.xports and imports of zinc and zinc

products from Germany for the first six

months of 1906 and 1907 were as follows

in metric tons.

,—Eii">rti>.-.
I9U«. 1907.

28,038
7,397
3.485

21.498

3.671

31.a61>

9.049

3.368
14.670
1.1B3
8.708

4,401

^Imports
>

1906. 1907.

Spelter 16.560 I4.5IS

zinc sheets 38 71

Zinc scrap 1,065 604

Zinc ore 93.316 88.305
Zluc-dusi 498
ZIncozlde 3.174
Ltthopbone 800 1.085

There was a decrease in imports, but

a gain in exports.

.-Ijiliinony—The market shows no signs

of life either here or abroad. There seems

to be no buying even at the prevailing low

prices. Quotations are ii@ii;4c. for

Cookson's : 9c. for Hallctt's ; and 9)i@loc.

for ordinary brands.

Met el—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45'asoc. per lb., according to size
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and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are $o(ff65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver — Current prices in New-

York are lower, at $40 per flask of 75 lb.

for large quantities and $41 for smaller

orders. San Francisco orders are $37.50(S'

,?8.50 per tlask. according to quantities, for

domestic orders, and $}(i.$o<(i'i7 for e.\-

port. The London price is £7 per flask,

but £6 l6s. .vl. is quoted by jobbers.

Pltitinum—There was no change in the

platinum market during the past week.

The demand continues good and there

seems to be no shnrtage of supplies. Ow-
ing to a typographical error, the price of

hard platinum was reported last week at

$J9.50 per oz. ; this should have been

$30.50. Prices are quoted as follows

:

Ordinary metal, $28; hard metal, $30.50;

scrap is quoted at $22@23 per ounce.

Cadmium—Paul Speier reports from

Breslau, Germany, that the cadmium mar-

ket is quiet ; first quality cadmium guar-

anteed 99.5 per cent, is quoted at ii75@

1250 marks per 100 kg., equal to $1.27®

'•35 Pf pound.

.l/i'nor Melals— For minor metals and

their alloys, wholesale prices are, f.o.b.

works

:

Per Lb.

Cadmium, 99.6% t. n. b. Hamburg $1.27^1.36
Ohmmlum. pure (N. Y.) 80c.
Oopper. r*Hi oxide 60c.
Ferro-Ctirome (W) 9c.
Ferro-riiroiue ("-Itjcarhon. i*erlb.Or.) lO^c.
Ferro-Chromoiii<-71°, Cr.. 6'i C.) 12e.

F<?rr -Chrome (i"*-:!". Cr., 6.5'^ C.)... llHc
Ferro Chmmo (iW-TO* Cr. 1% C. or lesa) 38c-
FernvM.'ljbdoDum (SO^ii $1.00
Ferrf-Tllanlum (M°i) 80c.
Ferro-Tuiigsien (3"%i 50c.
Ferro-Vanadium t25.50?a,por Ib.vaua-
dlum conlonts) $5.50

MaiCDeslum, pure (N. Y.» 1.50
MaDfranese, pure '.*fai'.''.t°,; X. V 75c.
Mangane»e—c.iii|>fr (3iV(ii"0%) N. Y.. *6c.
Molybdenum (9e(a'.>9°.. X. Y.) $1.80
Phoaph.iruK. foreign rt-d (f. o. b. N. Y.) 90c.
Phoephorns. .American yellow (f.o.b.
Niagara Falla) 42c.

Tungsten <beatt p'.uud lota $1.32
rerro-SUlcon (50»„( spot. Ex. abtp
Atlantic porta $110 ton.

\'ariations in price depend chiefly on

"iize and condition of orders.

Imporii and Exporit of Melals

Copper—Exports of copper from the

United States for the six months ended

June 30 are reported as below by the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor, in long tons, of

2240 111. each

:

1904. 1907. CtaBUges.
Or.'.t r.rr Lli, 11.191 8.690 D. 2.001
11- • l.Me 6,17 D. 651
Fr 17.891 13.971 D. 3,920
11"^ 3,«80 t.'iti I. 7lH
Oerniitny and Holland... 66,161 4«,240 D. 9,911
Russia 1,009 1,495 1. 4.V->

Other Eurofie 6,930 6.060 D. 870
Canada 827 803 I. 178
China 1.402 ... D. 1,402
Ullier counines 82 54 U 8

Total mnlal 99.*l| 81.014 D. 18,267
In ores and malle 3,453 2,649 D. 004

Total lOa.734 83.583 D. 19,171

The total decrease was 18.7 per cent.

The actual quantity of ore and matte ex-

ported this year was 40.755 tons, of which

33,276 tons went to Canada, 7239 tons to

Mexico, the balance to Groat Britain and

Germany.

Imports into the L'nited States of cop-

per and copper material for the six

months ended June 30, with re-exports of

foreign metal, are reported as follows

;

the figures give the contents of all mate-

rial in long tons of fine copper

:

Metal. In ore. etc. Total.

Mexico 19.109 9.05:) 28,182
Canada 175 2,913 9.088
llroftt Britain 9.429 9.429
Japan 2.139 2.139
South America 1,863 1.853
Other countries 11,034 735 11.769

Total Imports 47.880 U.R'A 02.410
Re-exports 163 153

Net Imports 47.733 14.551 62 287

Net Imports, 1906 37,981 11.423 49,404

The total increase in the net imports

was 12,883 tons, or 26.1 per cent. The ac-

tual tonnage of ores and matte imported

from Mexico this year was 52,771 tons;

from Canada and Newfoundland. 58,369

tons; from South .\merica, 14,831 tons.

The exports and net imports compare

as follows for the five months

:

1906. 1907. Cbanges.

Exports 102,734 83.663 D. 19,171

Net Imports 49.404 62.287 1.12,883

Excess, exports 63,330 21,276 D. 32,064

This shows a decrease this year of 60.1

per cent, in the excess of exports.

Tin—Imports of tin into the United

States for the six months ending June 30

were as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

straits 7.201; 7,311 I. 106
Australia 608. 608
Great Britain 13,919 11.400 D. 2..519

Holland 240 708 I. 469
other Europe 867 618 D. 249
other countries 33 66 I. 23

Total 22.782 20,601 D. 2.181

The total decrease of imports for the

half-year was 9.6 per cent., as compared

with last year.

Lead—Imports of lead into the United

States in all forms, with re-exports of im-

ported metal, are reported as below for

the six months ended June 30, in short

tons of 2000 lb. each :

1906. 1907. Changes
Lend, metallic 7,067 7,037 D. 20
Lead In ores and base
bullion 39,350 30.632 D. 8,718

Total Imports 46,407 37.B69 D. 8.738
Ke-e.\port8 24.263 16,!i06 D. 7.957

Net Imports 22,144 21.303 D. 781

Of the imports this year 25,953 tons

were from Mexico and 4420 tons from

Canada. Exports of domestic lead were
112 tons in 1906 and 251 tons in 1907;

an increase of 39 tons.

Speller—Exports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the United States for

the six months ending June 30 are re-

ported as below, zinc ore being in long

tons, the others in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Spelter 2.601 357 D. 2,204
ZIncdrnss 6,781 5,497 D. 1.284
ZlDOOres 16,108 8,270 D. 7,K)S

Imports of spelter for the six months
were 2025 tons in 1906 and 487 tons in

1907 : a decrease of 1538 tons.

.hitiiiioiiy—Imports of antimony into

the L'nited States for the six months

ended June 30 were as follows, in pounds

:

1900. 1907. Changes.
Metal and roKUluS. 3,860,019 4.772.622 I. 912,003
Antimony ore 882,958 1,874,032 I. 991,074

The imports of ore have continued to

increase but the imports of metal and

regulus for June were less than for the

same month in 1906.

Xickel—Imports of nickel ore and matte

into the L'nited States for the six months

ended June 30 were 7090 tons in 1906, and

7S60 tons, containing 9.489,398 lb. metal

in 1907. The metal contents were not re-

ported last year.

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide and

nickel matte for the six months were

5.970,541 lb. in 1906, and 5,239,990 lb. in

1907; a decrease of 730,551 lb. this year.

Platinum—Imports of platinum into the

L'nited States for the si.x months ended

June 30 were 5902 lb. in 1906, and 3751 lb.

in 1907; a decrease of 2151 lb. this year.

Quicksilver—Exports of quicksilver

from the United States for the six months

ended June 30 were 263,147 lb. in 1906,

and 275,386 lb. in 1907 ; an increase of

12,239 lb. this year.

Aluminum—Exports of aluminum from

the United States for the six months

ended June 30 were valued at $108,493 in

1906, and $181,229 in 1907; an increase of

$72,736 this year.

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plattsz'ille, IVis., Aug. 3—There are sev-

eral new prospects in the district that are

ready for mills, having proved sufficient

ore available to make them paying propo-

sitions, while others are just nearing com-

pletion. The present outlook is very en-

couraging throughout the entire district.

The zinc ore, for the week ending Au-
gust 3, held at $47. There is no surplus

zinc ore in the bins, being sold as soon

as it is ready for the market, while the

lead ore is piling up, due tp the falling off

of the market price.

Lead still sells at $29 per 1000 lb., while

sulphur and dry-bone sell at the usual

prices.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending Aug.

3- 1907:

Camps. Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

riattcville 401,737
Hazel Green

—

Buncombe . . 632,4.10
Benton 381,610
Highland 355,750
l.intlen 200.400 41,400
Ilarker 187,500
Culm City 190,300
LivluRston . . . 145,000
Mlnoial Point 143,600
Rewev 127,000
Galena 76,700
Kodatz 60,000
Stiullsburg .... 62,000

Total for week 2,902,047 103,400
Year to Aug. 3 62,107,022 2,433,120 335,060

It will be noticed that there is a new

camp, Kodatz, in this week's report.

With weather conditions as they have
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been in the past weeks and Willi proper

supply of cars the tonnase lias held up

very well, aggregating between J,ooo,ci(X>

and 3.000,000 lb.

Missouri Ore Market

Joflin, Mo., Aug. 3—.The highest price

paid for zinc was $50 per ton,- the assay

base price ranging from $44(0147.50 per

•<n, and the average price was $44.78.

The highest price paid for lead was $64

per ton, medium grades selling at $.!;6@

OJ per ton. and an average of $(X).04 per

ton.

Price reductions on zinc ore have been

carried on very conservatively for several

weeks, by shifting ore down the scale

from one base price to an offering of sec.

per ton lower. This week it came the

turn of the higher grades to get a cut, and
a number of producers declined to accept

the reduction. .\s a consequence outly-

ing camps were visited and the holdings

taken up. The shipment is nearly 1000

tons below the average, and the output is

low, so the stock increase will be very

light.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
t lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the week ending .\ug. 3

:

Zinc. lb. Lead.lb. Value.

Webb Clty-Cart«rvtUe
Joplln
Oaleoa
Duenweg
Prospeiltjr
Oronogo

.

.

Aurora
Alt>a-Neck City
Crranby
Bailor Springs
SpurgMn
Zlnclte
.Sorlncaeld
Sarcvzle
Carl Junction
Bailgor
Carthage
SherwtxKl.
SUitlOlty

Totals.

3.93C,(XXI 729,240 $ 90.873
l.Ml,4'.>U 276.310 52.724
87;),O!0 12'.t..3«0 24,397
7;«;.i70 116,500 20.787
ees.g-io 102.61.0 18.819
626.230 55.470 16,139
798.(150 11,480 15,072
561,.MO 13,766
630.000 46.500 9.600
•il7.030 127,4:)0 8,758
168 UIO 72,800 4.677
121,100 2.725

85.330 2.559
78.6110 1.809
45.450 24,610 1.806
64.310 1.608
63,.170 1,552
3».'.160 14.600 1 363
48 230 1,109

10.519 470 1.792.510 »290.03;t

31 wwks 373,622,830 60,644.SIO»1D.893.S49

Zinc value, ihe week, $236,217; 31 weeks, $8,689,742
I^ad value, the week, 53.816: 31 weeks, 2,203,607

.Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table:

ZTSC OBE AT JOPLIN. 1 LEAD OBE AT JOPLIK.

Mouth. 1906. 1907. MODth. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
'in.^

iibe'r'.!

• ir.ber..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40 51

11. V.

44.13
43.68

45.84
47 11
48.66
48.24
45 98
44.82
l.i 79

January ...

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

1
Year ....

76.20
72.83
73.73
76 13
78.40
80 96
74.31
76 36
79.64
79 84

81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79 76
79.66
73.66
58.18

Tear 43.24 77.40

Chemicals

A'ttt' York. Aug. 7—The general market

shows little life and activity is not ex-

pected until fall. Imports of heavy chemi-

cals into the United States for the six

iiuinlh-. i-nded June 30 are reported a^ fol-

lows, in pounds

:

JUU6. 1907. Changes.
Blra.-hllig|H.w.ler 55 978.740 56 993 913 I I.nr P'
PoKwh nalts ION li;j.J77 IIJ 041,764 1. :i

SoilHWllls lO.lWS.'.rjil ll.(KU544 1.

l-txports of acetate of lime for the six

niiinlhs were 31,134,47^ lb in 1906 and

43,j.»4,o6i lb. in 1907; an increase of

.',o8g,58c) lb. during 1907.

Coffii-r Sulf'hate—The market has shown
no change either in price fluctuation or in

activity. Large producing interests con-

tinue to quote $7 per 100 lb. for carloads

and $7.J5 for smaller lots, but certain in-

dependent jobbers claim to be selling at

$6.87'/i per too lb.

Exports of copper sulphate from the

United States for the six months ending

June 30 were 17,713.771 lb. in 1906 and

5.973.804 lb. in 1907, a decrease of 11,739,-

967 lb. during 1907.

Xilrale of Soda—The local market main-

tains its strong tone and prices advanced

2V<c. on all grades. The demand is active

and the strength displayed on the South

.\merican coast still continues. Prices are

C|uoted as follows : For 96 per cent., spot

delivery. 2.52!-jC. ; 95 per cent., 2.S0C. ; for

1908 delivery, 2.50c. and 2.45c., respect-

ively, for these grades.

Shipments from South American ports

for the six months ending June 30 were

743.000 tons, as compared to 710,000 tons

in the same period in 1906, according to

W. Montgomery & Co., London. Con-

sumption in the L'nited States during the

same periods was 354,000 and ,?,?S,ooo tons,

respectively.

Phosphates—Little or no new business

is reported and deliveries are mostly on

old contracts and in small lots. Quota-

tions are not frequent and prices remain

at about $6 for 75 per cent. Florida land

pebble.

Messrs. J. M. Lang & Co. report ship-

ments of phosphate rock through the port

of Savannah during the month of June as

follows : Germany. 12.779 tons ; Great

Britain, 3135: Belgium, 2640: Italy, 530;

total, 19.084 long tons.

Exports of phosphates from tJie L'nited

States for the six months ended June 30

were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Crude 502.969 600 008 D. 2.961

AUottaer . .. 10.861 14 249 1. 3,388

The chief exports this year were 149,235

tons to Germany; 92,326 tons to Great

Britain ; 75.599 tons to France : 36.688 tons

to Italy.

Sulphur—Imports of sulphur and py-

rites into the United States for the six

months ended June 30, were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Sulphur 46.945 18 622 D. 28.323

Pyrites 272071 290.992 I. 18.921

The decrease in sulphur imports is due

to the utilization of Louisiana sulphur in

place of the Sicilian product. Estimating

sulphur contents of pyrites, the total im-

ports cf -ulphur were 155.773 ton-, in 1006

and 133,019 tons in 1907, a decrease of

22.754 tons.

Mining Stocks

.Vfu' York, Aug. 7— .Mining stocks suf-

fered during the week, the losses being

more than for any single week for s imc

time. The decision, handed down by

Judge Landis, imposing a line of $29,00%-

000 on the Standard Oil Company had a

depressing effect upon stocks largely

owned or controlled by the Standard

people. .Amalgamated Copper, which is in

close sympathy with Standard Oil, was

heavily sold and fell off from $KK, the

close last week, to $83'/it, closing at $8oV^.

.American Smelting common also weak-

ened and closed at $107, showing a loss

of $7.75 for the week. U. S. Steel com-

mon was weak, closing at $3354; the pre-

ferred closed at par.

The weakness on the Exchange was re-

flected on the curb and the Cobalt stocks

and coppers were noticeably dull and

showed a downward tendency. St:indard

Oil closed at $498^ per share.

Boston

Aug. 6—There have been heavy losses

among the active mining securities follow-

ing announcement of the fine imposed upon

the Standard Oil Company. Amalga-

mated suffered a loss of $5.6254, closing

at $82.25 on considerable selling. Copper

Range dropped $3-75 to $74-25 and N irlh

Butte closed low at $73 5°. a loss of $6.25

for the week. Utah Consolidated fell off

$1 to $43.50 and Mohawk was weak, clos-

ing at $74. Trinity was lightly supported

and closed down $3 at $18.

Calumet & Hecia was not largely

traded in but the bid and asked price re-

ceded with the rest of the list. Tonight,

at the close, $785 was asked for the stock.

Arizona Commercial and Shannon lost

several points, closing at $18 and $14.75 re-

spectively. In fact nearly the whole list

of stocks is selling much lower than a

week ago. Calumet- & .Arizona lost $6,

closing at $159. .A few of the older divi-

dend-paying stocks have barely held their

own but the general tendency has been

weak and support has been lacking. The

uncertainty of the copper metal market,

and the shrinkage in prices of stxks in

clo.se sympathy with Standard Oil is re-

sponsible for the depreciation in values.

Strange to s.iy the st3ck of the company

directly affected by the decision of Judge

Landis has not been hammered down as

much as some of the other securities.

The curb stocks followed the lead of

those on the Exchange and fell off sharp-

ly. Corbin closed at $1375. showing a

loss of $4.1254 for the week. N'ipissing

held its own. after the sharp decline last

week, and closed at $7S7'4. the same as a

week ago.

Other closing prices were : Old Domin-
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ion, $37.75; Rhode Island, $4-25; Quincy,

$iot); Winona, $6; Centennial, $j6; Os-

ceola, $120; Tamarack, $93; Franklin, 12;

and Butte Coalition, $22,371/2.

Colorado Springs

.iiii-. J
- 1 he local mining slock market

has . been quiet and featureless the past

week. The entire mines list has declined

a few points, except Isabella, which was

noticeably stronger; however it had but

few sales.

The July output of the Cripple Creek

mines was 47,886 tons with a value of

$>, •71,572. The recent rainy weather in

the district has had a tendency to inter-

fere with the operation of some of the

mines and to this is attributed the cause

of the dull market.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK

>'amo of Coiup.

.\la»kn Mint*
Am.N.'v.M.fcP.Co.
.\llinl^ntnnttMl
Ann -oiMln

Bnlnklnin
Bcillsli rol. Oop..
BufTiiIo t'obaU ...

Biilli- k I.'MkIou..
Billt'l'.mlltlon ..

BuTr^ r .;, ^t Zinc.
I t....

I I"....

I 'I i.lllt!.

DinN IMIy
DomlnlooCop—
El R.TT"
y I..

1 k....

80 Ji

61

K

(i.'I'l Mill

Oranby, N>w..
Oreen • Oolil...
Or«H>no O. k S .

<iri'f<n«'rk D.Val.
(tiiniinjunti

(liik'k-'-li. F.\p
IIiilia{.flb

M' KiTilH) Dnr
Ml»"nin«^

Minos *'o.i>t Am..
Mtii'h>!ll Mining..
Mont.Sh... ('.(Skw)
Nt-v. rinh M. k S
Nt.wh.ns.. M. k S
NliilsslUk' Mines .

Ol'l HuM.lre.l...
3llver vu»M>n
St<<wiir«

T«nn?eae« Cop'r
I'nlrin Copper
t*uih A|M»x
Woat t;olumbu8..

S. Y. ISDCSTBIAL

Kn.t

Into

Affrl. t'lH-ni..
" S: Itef

r.pt
-'"«!..

. . .. Iron.
>rni M.AS.pf
r. Salt

I -I'l ...

.I.pf.
il ...

Ai H ..

'. t..pr.

>....

• < .k 1

Auf. 6

Niiliu- 01 tttuip. Clg.

Adventure
AUoiioz
Am. Zluc
.\rcn<llnn.

Atlantic
BlliKlmni
Boston Con
Cnlumet & .\rlz. ..

t'nhiinet fc Hocla.
Centt'iinlnl
Con. Mffrur
Copper Kango
Daly-Wost
Frnnkllu
(Ireone—Can
Isle Royal
Iji Salle
Mass
Mloblgan
Mobawk
Mont.C. &C.(new)
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qnlncy
Ithode Island
Santa Ke
shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., i!om*
U. S. oil
t;. S. 8mK. fc Ref .

S.Sm.s Re..pd .

riah Copper.
Victoria ....
Washington..
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte,...

SH

14
2a
159
770

.46"

74«4
16
12

U%
16
13

la

74

13

73X

37 Ji

120
18

169"

4«
3

14?i
93
18

68K
wa
47

42X
43H

6
155

1

•Ex. Ulv, tEl, KlKbts,

BOSTON Cl'UB

Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
Kast Butte
Hancm-k c.>n
Keweenaw
Majestic
Haven
Shawmut
Sui>erlor
Huperl'T k Pitts ,

Troy Man

LONDON Aug,

Clg.

.'.res £1 Tb 0<1

tratton'slnd. a 6
amp Bird .., 1 6
•(— raiijui 2 1 a

itoy 110
TO 1 7 6
Ille 16 6
•ra 1 6 3

•1 Apex,,,, 1 3 9
Cop„pM. 3 3 1

/ Cop. .lief , 3 2 3

S, FRANCISCO Aug. 1

of Comp.

6

»Ti

.40

ia"
IK

Clg.

coMsrocK Stocks

Belcher
Best * Belcher..
Caledonia
ChoUar
Con.Cal. * Va—
Crown Point
Exchequer
Oould ACurry...
Hale & Norcross.

.

Mexican
Ophlr !

Overman ;

PotosI
Savage
Sierra Nevada
Union
Utah
Yellow Jacket....

TONOPAu Stocks
Golden Anchor...'
McNamara
Montanu-Pltts.ex
North Star
Bescuo
GoLDFi'D Stocks

Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Conquerer
Daisy.....
Florence
Frances-Mohawk.
Qoldfleld Gon
Qrandma
Great Bend
Red Hills
St. Ives

Bdllfeoo Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire...
Mayflower Con.

.

Montgomery Mt..
Original

Manhat'n Stocks
Gold Wedge...
Manhattan Mg.
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse..

.29

.87

.33

.10

.6U

.26

.36

.14

.69

.56

1.00
.12
11

.5H

.33

.29

.06

.91

.09

.21

.12

.05

.33
B.i

2 17

.12
1 87

6.56
1.07
8.22
.16

.75

.60

.93

.29

.48

.37

.15

.07

.06

.05

.06

.18

.16

.04

NEVADA Aug. 7

(Weir Bros, b Co., New
York)

To.voPAB stocks

Tono'h Mine of N.
Tonopah Kxten...
Mentana Toiiop'hi
Belmont 1

Touoiiali Midway
West End Con
Jim Butler.

I

GOLDFI'D stocks

Sandstorm
Kendall
Hod Top
Jumbo
OoldHeld Mining.
Dla'dQeld B. B. O.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
BullPhoo Stocks
Mont. ShoshoneC.
Tramps Con
Gold Bar —
Bullfrog Mining..
Bullfrog Nat. B...
Homestake Con..

Manhat'n STOCKS
Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp —

Clg.

12. CO
i.a-i
3.011

3.06}
.76

.70

.'JU

.44

.30
4.00
4.011

1.60
.'27

.60
17.00

.6(1

l.liO

6.50
.*i

.66

.18

.81

.42

.12

.10

.16

.08

COLO. SPRINGS Aug, 3

Name of Comp, Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
0, C, Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot,,
Elkton
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample

—

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

4)4
5?»

63*,',

38
M
6V,
4>.

23j;

'eji

6K
65

1.16

78"

16«

New Dividends

Company.
Pay-
able.

Amalgamated
Beck Tunnel
British Columbia
Boston & Montana
Bunker Hill * Sullivan...
Cambria Steel
Camp Bird. Ltd
Con. M. JK s. Co. of Canada.
Doe Run
Gen. Chemical, com
Hocla
Mexican Con. M. 4 S
Newhouse
New Klver Coal, pfd
Philadelphia Gas
Philadelphia (ias. pfd
Tenn. Copper
United Copper
United Zinc, pid
U. 8. C. I Pipe * Fdv.. com
U. 8. C. I. Pipe k Fdy., pfd .

U. 8. Steel
,
pfd

Utah (Fish Springs)

Aug. i

July
Sept.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sei>t.

Aug.
Aug.
July
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
July

$2.00
04

0.40
12 00
0.60

76
24

2 50
0,60
2 00
0.02

60
60

1 60
0,76
1 25
2 00
1,76
0,60
1,00
1 00
1 75

0,03

Assessments

Company.

Alpha, Nev
Bader, Cal
Chollar. Nov
Confldeneo. Nev
Crown Point. Nev ,,

Grand Paclflc, Cal,,
Mexican, Nev
Morrison. Utah
MI. Pleas'tCon..Cal.
Patterson Creek
Bolmleer. Ida.
ShebaO k S.. Utah.
Sierra Nevada. Nev.
Union Con.. Nov
WeHfn Mines Co., N.
Zelbrlgbt, Cal

1 ii.led through Hay-
li.uu, 14 cjj; I'len. Stone k Co., N. T.

Dellnq.

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Aug.
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
July

Sale. Amt.

Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.

tO.06
05
10

0.20
10

0.02
10

0,01

0.03
0.10
0.01

10

0.10
10
02

0.06

Moathly Average Prices ot Metals

AVERAGE TRICE OF SILVER

Month.

January—
February

—

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November...
December...

New York.

1906. 1907,

(•,5.28R l'.8.

6(i lOK IW,

64 5117 07,

64 765;(i5,

66 970 65

Y'ear.

65.394
65.105
65 949
67 927
69 623
70.813
69 060

791 30.868

London.

1906. 1907.

:il.769

SI. 852
31.325
30 253
30.471
HO. 993
31.366

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,

pence per standard ounce.

40,000
122.000
1,)100,000

180.000

675,000
196.800
120,845
29,631
148.206
20.000

I'iO.ntXI

3IKI.000

66.425
434.296
150,000
360,000
787,600

9,778
121,063
121,063
«,30r,,197

3,000

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906.

18.419
18.116
18 641
18 688
18 724
18 719
18.685
18.700
19..128
21 722
22.398
23.360

1907. 1906. 1907.

January,,.
February-
March —
April
May
June
July
August
September
October ...

November,
December

18,310
17,869
18,361
18,37,T

18.47.'i

18 442
18.190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.885

24 404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24.048
22.065
21.130

24 826
25.230
25.600
25 2110

25 072
'24.140

21.923

78 869 106.739

78 147 107.366
81.111,106.694
84 793' 98.626

84 867 102.376

83 994 97.272

81.167 95.016

83.864
87 831

97 269
100.270

105.226J

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282|

New York, cents per pound. Elecrolytlc Is

for cakes. Ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907,

January ...

February ,.

March
April
May
June

36.390
36.403
36 662
38 900
43 313
39.260

41.648
42.102
41.313
40.938
43.149
42.120

July
August
September.
October ...

November

.

December..

Av. year.

.

37.276
40.606
40 516
42 852
42.906
42.760

41.091

39,819

Pripes are lu cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OP LEAD

Month,

January
February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December .,

Tear 5.657 17.370

New York.

1906. 1907,

6.600
6.464
5 360
5.404
5 685
5.750
6.750
6,750
6 760
6.760
5.760
6.900

6 000
6 000

000
6.000
6.000
6.760
6.;

1906. 1907.

16 860
16 o;!i

16 922
15 969
16 726
16 813
16 526
17 109

18.206
19 360
19 281
19.609

19 828
19 531
19.703
19 975
19,688
20,188
20,360

New Y'ork. cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

New York. St. Louis. London,

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906, 1907.

January
February. . .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November. .

December. ..

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.006
6 006
6.027
6.216
6.222
6 376
6 693

6.732
6 814

0.8;i7

6.685
6.441
6.419
6.072

6 337
5.9'i4

6 056
5,931
5,846
6.948
5 856

5.878
6 066
6.070
6.226
6.443

6.582
6 664

6 687

6 635
6.291
6.269
6.9'22

28 2'25

>rt 844
24.6ia
25 781

27 000
27.7'28

26 8IK)

26 938

27,663
28.075
27.781
27.938

27.V26
25.938
26.094
26.900
26.6M
24.469
23.850

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.

London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Nomenclature of Modern Placer Mining
The Numerous Classifications of Placers Are Discussed m General

and in Particular. Origin of Placers and Methods of Exploitation

B Y J H U T C H 1 N S=^=

.\ccording to its Spaiiisli signilicaiicc a

placer is a gravelly place where gold is

fouiul. especially by the side of a river,

or in the bed of a mountain torrent.

There is unfortunately no one term that

is entirely comprehensive. The word
placer is the most generally used on the

western continent and it has come to have

.1 general application to deposits that, in

liroad heads, depending upon their origin

liy transport or in situ. Placers of trans-

port are those the contents of which have

been transported to them from a distance

by water, ice or wind. .Mluvial and di-

luvial placers are placers of transport, as

also are those where ice, as glacial or

lloating ice, or wind, were agents of trans-

port.

is generally applied t<i material c.\i.-.tiiig

in placers where, as in peneplains of

present rivers, there may not liave been a

great lapse of geologic time since their de-

position. Present placers are those where
agencies of deposition are going on.

Among such arc the flood plains, banks

and beds of existing streams. Alluvial

placers exist in the beds of streams as

L

1

1

L
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having been laid down by water, are usu-

ally gravelly. Thus all deposits having an
origin directly or indirectly due to aque-

ous agencies or possessing characteristics

of a gravelly type even though flowing

water, except as percolations, had nothing
to do with their origin, are called placers.

Ge.ner.\l Cl.\ssific.\tio.\ of Pl.xcers

Placci-s may be classified under two

'MiDing eDglneer, No. 52 Broadway, New
lork.

Alluvial Placers

.Alluvial placers are those that have been

deposited by streams in their normal sea-

sonal fluctuations. They may be ancient,

recent or present. Thus the "buried

rivers" of California, .\ustralia and else-

where, existing as they often do under

many hundred feet of fluvial material, vol-

canic cjecta, and other debris, are alluvial

because they were deposited by streams

;

such placers are ancient. "Recent" has of

course a purely relative meaning, but it

bars, as debouchments, as flood-plains, as

peneplains, as high benches and as old

channels, depending upon their locations

relative to the present water courses.

Bars are deposits of fluvial material

above or below the water line of present

streams ; their occurrence is due to pe-

culiarities of gradient and direction or to

anything that temporarily decreases stream

velocities. The wonderfully rich gravel,

first worked in California, occurred on the

bars of present streams.
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DcbouclmuiU placers arc those that ex-

ist where a marked change of gradient re-

sults in a reduced stream velocity. They

exist at the mouths of streams, or where

streams, in debouching from a hilly or

mountainous region into a valley, encoun-

ter a change of gradient and topographic

features that together make for the depo-

sition of material. It is not easy to dis-

tinguish between such placers and those

of the rtood-plain type and there is no dis-

tinct line of dcmarkation between them.

They often occur contiguously, the de-

bouchment placer nearer the mouth of the

stream or where the abrupt change of

gradient occurs, and the flood-plain placer

where a less gradient is found. Debouch-

ment placers occur where streams empty

into lakes, estuaries and seas and they

are then called deltas.

Flood-plain placers pcouf on the Hats of

bcnclies. Such are the isolated remains

of parts of the "white channels" of Cali-

fornia and the Klondike which, in having a

large part of their cross-sectional area re-

moved by erosion, appear as bench do-

posits.

Old channels arc the remains of pre-

existent streams which generally have

been covered by some capping of volcanic

material, as the result of a lava flow, and

thus protected them from subsequent ero-

sion. Earth movements which have

abruptly shifted streams from one to an-

other course have had the same result in

preserving these ancient streams. They

are generally, although not always, above

the present rivers but subsidence, filling

and shifting the old stream have in many

instances resulted in the occurrence of old

channels below the level of the present

water courses. The old streams also have

CROSS-SECTION SHOWING ANCIENT, RECENT AND PRESENT ALLUVIONS

rivers and they owe their existence to the

deposition of material by floods. The
typical flood-plain deposit generally oc-

curs in the lower reaches of a river where

the gradient is low and the current is not

great enough to have transported and de-

posited heavy metallic particles. Thus it

is exceptional to And ore in such de-

posits.

Peneplains

Peneplains are deposits of material at

a comparatively slight perpendicular dis-

tance above stream channels. They are

commonly called benches or terraces, and

arc remains of a former stream deposit

which erosive agencies have not degraded

with the general lowering of the region.

High benches or terraces have gen-

erally the same origin as peneplains but

they occur at greater relative elevations.

They may, however, be fhc remains of an

entirely different pre-existcnt river sys-

tem vrhich, in appearing as ter/aces,

through peculiar erosive cflietts, are called

all the peculiarities of present streams,

bars, peneplains, etc.; in addition they pos-

sess features that do not seem to be the

result of fluvial action such as is going on

at present. This circumstance is readily

explainable if proper allowance is made
for the diflference of climate and meteo-

rology of the geologic past.

Diluvial Placers

Diluvial placers are those deposited as

a result of deluges or abnormal floods.

They may occur in a variety of ways, but

they are rather limited in number and

importance and are of greater geologic

than economic interest.

The placers deposited by ice transport

are numerous and extensive . and they

sometimes possess sufficient metallic con

tent, to permit profitable exploitation,

though generally there are very few such

deposits; the circumstan(fes of deposition,

unless aided by fluvial action are not con-

.ducive- to, the occurrence, of ore. There

ary numerous deposits, .probably ,deposited

by ice, that were subsequently much modi-

lied by fluvial action and their metallic

content concentrated in less volume of ma-
terial and in such degree as to allow their

present profitable exploitation. Such de-

posits are, of course, classed as alluvial.

Glacial ice has laid down placers as lat-

eral and terminal moraines. Inasmuch
as streams generally occur at the terminal

points of glaciers, and usually at their

sides near the terminal, material deposited

at these places has sometimes predoniinat- ^
iiiK alluvial characteristics. ^

Floating ice, occurring in streams as

the thaw progresses, transports considera-

ble material which may have been accu-

mulated as the stream froze, by the ag-

glomeration uf anchor ice particles with

adhering gravel picked up off the stream

bed. or by detritus falling onto the ice

from the banks.

Placers Formed in Situ

These are generally the result of sap-

rolitic and corrosive action. They are

those resulting from saprolitic action alone

or by saprolitic action aided by percolat-

ing and rain water or by saprolitic action

aided by wind. Litoral deposits either of

lake or sea beaches are in situ placers.

Saprolitic action rarely takes place with-

out the aid of percolating water, though

it sometimes occurs. Such placers are

rare and not of interest. Saprolitic ac-

tion, in conjunction with percolating and

rain water has resulted in the formation

of a large number of placers, metallifer-

ous in large variety. This action is really

a metamorphosis and the resulting de-

posits are not properly placers though they

are so considered in the legal aspect. Thus
the strict meaning of placer has to be lib-

erally construed to include saprolitic de-

posits. They often occur intimately re-

lated with placers of transport and there

is generally a slight degree of superlicial

transport by rain water on saprolitic areas

with coiisc(iuent superficial concentration.

Saprolitic action in conjunction with wind

which acts to remove the lighter decompo-

sition products sometimes occurs ; it is in-

frequent and of merely passing interest.

Of saprolitic areas in general it may be

said that they are difficult of successful

exploitation and of limited area and un-

certain value. The circumstance that they

are often so cohesive as to make the ex-

traction of metallic content well nigh im-

possible often prevents their successful

exploitation, even where a comparatively

rich ore is found. The gold placers of

the Appalachian system arc examples.

Littoral placers are formed in situ al-

though there have been, in many of them,

a considerable vertical movement and con-

centration during extended periods of

geologic time. They are often formed

by aid of fluvial agencies which transport

material to the beaches hut subsequent

wave action results in a deposit possessing

no alluvia! attributes and they are thus

classed as littoral. Such placers may o?-
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cur on present or old sea. estuary and
lake beaches. Some of the placers at

Nome are excellent examples of such
bench <leposits.

Marine, estuarine. and l.icustrinc placers

are those that occur on sea. estuary and
lake bottoms. They ,ire similar in nearly

all respects to littoral pl.iccrs and fluvial

.nction u>ually has the same relation to

their deposition as is noted above in con-

junction with littoral placers.

Placeks othek th.\.\ Auriferous

In this article the placers that have been
considered are those containing gold ; and
of the gold placers those particularly

which owe their origin to alluvial agen-

cies, that is, to the action of streams.

Inasmuch as there are platinum, tin, dia-

mond, copper and other alluvial placers

of economic importance, this article is not

comprehensive in not considering them

mining consists in the excavation, trans-

port, sluicing and washing of material, and
the means of accomplishing these results

are numerous and varied.

The drift placer is that which, in hav-
ing its valuable content concentrated in a

comparatively shallow stratum somewhere
in the gravel section under such a depth
of overburden as to make it uneconomi-
cal to work it by open cutting, is ex-

ploited by drifts with shafts or tunnels.

This pay stratum may or may not be on
or near bedrock, though generally it is

near it. Various mechanisms arc used in

drift mining; these include steam, hydrau-
lic, steam-electric and hydro-electric mo-
tors in excavating, transporting, screen-

ing, sluicing and wasting material.

It is not simple to determine the va-

rious conditions that may have a bearing

upon the profitable exploitation of a placer

which requires other than unmodified

SiK-li mechanisms have not yet been oper-
ated on a scale tliat can handle more than
a few cubic yards per day with one ma-
chine. This work is sporadic and gen-
erally of economic insignificance. It is

well to note, however, that there are nu-
merous dry placers of considerable volume
and reputed richness awaiting the evolu-
tion of a machine that will do on a com-
mercial scale what has been, in some in-

stances, successful in a laboratory way.

BEACH GRAVEL

A Redwood Pipe-line in the

Yukon

As a part of its Twelvc-Mile-Klondike
water supply system for hydraulicking on
Bonanza and other creeks, one of the

Guggenheim companies—the Yukon Con-
solidated Goldfields—is constructing a
redwood inverted siphon line some 14.000
ft. in length. This line is being built over
rolling and rugged country where the dip
is not of sufticienl depth to require steel,

yet conditions are not favorable to trestle

building or making a detour for a ditch.

The redwood pipe, about 2000 ft. of which
bave been constructed, is 48 in. inside di-

ameter. The length of the staves varies

from 10 to 24 ft., their width is 5% in.,

and thickness 1-5^ in. In constructing the

pipe the staves are broken at alternate

joints, so continuously overlap. They are

held in place by ' round rods of yi-in.

soft steel. The staves were taken from
California to the Yukon last summer,
landed at Twelve-Mile on the Yukon
river, and during the winter hauled in

sleighs along the pipe line. Construction

is under the direction of C. W. Bromley,
who is an expert at this class of work and
who lately completed in Utah a line IC

miles in length and of similar material.

Completion of the Twelve-Mile line be-

fore next winter's snow- is expected.

particularly, but the essential data for aur-
iferous placers apply rather generally to

the others as well ; little else except the

methods of extracting the valuable con-
tent are different. Thus in this consid-

eration of the data of gold placers essen-

tial for determination, before it can be
decided that work can be carried on at a

profit, the matter noted also has a direct

application to most of the other alluvial

placers.

Methods of K\i"i.()it.\tion

Open-cut placers are worked by either

hand or animal labor or by m.nchincry.

Hydraulic methods with water under lit-

tle or (treat pressure, or modified hydrau-
lic methods including the use of hydrau-
lic elevators, or hydraulic or steam or
hydro-electric or steam-electric motors
may be applied. Floating dredges, or dry

excavators with any one of a considerable

r.umber of methods of handling the ex-

cavated material, may be used. Placer

hand methods. Generally liydraulic

means, in its great variety of application,

is used in some phase of operation and
this may require long ditches and large

reservoirs in a region of rough topo-
graphy. This feature makes any investi-

gation of this type include extensive pre-

liminary and final surveys.

Dry Placers

There is a class of placers which may
have been deposited in any of the ways
noted above ; the meteorological conditions
may be such that there is no water to wash
them. They are the so-called dry placers

and they are worked in a variety of ways,
including dryers, jigs, air-blasts, magnetic

separators, and other means in diverse

combinations to extract the metallic con-

tent. The process is generally of the fol-

lowing sequence: Drying, pulverizing,

screening, jigging with magnetic devices

or with air blast from bellows or fans.

Copper Ore Gems

'I he name "azurmalachite" or "azur-

malachite" has been given by Dr. George
F. Kunz to the natural mixture of azurite

and malachite, which occurs sometimes in

concentric layers, one within the other,

as in the form of .stalactites, or as botryoi-

dal masses, which when cut cross-wise

show their regular or irregular bands,

rings or markings of the blue azurite

combined with the green malachite. This
is found in beautiful specimens of large

size at Bisbee and other copper mines in

.'\rizona. The name is a result of the re-

cent introduction of a quantity of this ma-
terial in the less expensive form of

jewelry, the stones being cut for cuff

buttons, rings, scarf-pins, etc. There are

some magnificent specimens of azur-mala-
chite from the copper districts in Arizona
in the Morgan collection of gem stones in

the Mertopolitan Museum, New York.
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Zinc-ore Analysii

G. C. Stone and W. G. Waring (Joum.

Am. Chem. Soc, XXIX, pp. 2(yj-2b()) in

the report of the sub-conimitli'c of the

American Chemical Society on zinc-ore

analysis, have proposed the following

nio<liticution of the Waring method

:

The weighed sample is decomposed by

acids or by fusion as the case may be,

and the zinc brought into solution as

sulphate. Nitric acid if used in the de-

composition is expelled by evaporation,

first with hydrochloric acid and then with

sulphuric acid, or by two evaporations with

sulphuric acid, in either cases evaporating,

finally to dense white fumes. The mass

is dissolved in 25 to 40 c.c. of water and

enough sulphuric acid added to bring the

free acid content in the solution up to

10 or 15 per cent. The solution is boiled

with a piece of sheet aluminum for 10

'iiin. or until reduction is complete. The
'lution is filtered and washed through a

Iter containing a piece of aluminum in-

• a beaker containing a rod or strip of

the same metal. When cool, a drop of

methyl orange is added and the solution

carefully neutralized with sodium bicar-

bonate to a light straw color. Dilute

formic acid (20 per cent, strength) is

added drop by drop until the pink color

is just restored, then 5 drops more. Di-

lute hydrochloric acid, one part strong

acid to 6 parts water may be substituted

for formic acid when ammonium sul-

phocyanate is to be introduced. The so-

lution is now diluted to too c.c. for each

o.i gram zinc possibly present, and if

much iron is present 2 to 4 grams
ammonium sulphocyanate introduced, the

aluminum removed, the solution brought

nearly to boiling and saturated with hy-

drogen sulphide. The zinc sulphide is

allowed to settle and then filtered and

washed with hot water. The filter and

precipitate are placed in a large beaker

and treated with 8 to 10 c.c. of strong

hydrochloric acid and 30 to 40 c.c. of

water until the zinc is in solution. The
zinc is determined gravimetrically as pyro-

phosphate or volumetrically with ferro-

cyanide.

The use of ammonium hcptamolybdatc

' I per cent, solution) as an indicator is

recommended in the volumetric method,

provided all free hydrogen sulphide has

been previously expelled by heating. If

a blue color still appears in the test drop,

a cr>stal or two of sodium sulphite is

added to the zinc solution to decompose
any remaining hydrogen sulphide. The
separation from cadmium is complete with

aluminum but traces of copper may re-

main and be precipitated with the zinc

but it does not redissolve with the latter.

Sodium or potassium hydro.xide may be

used to neutralize the major portion of the

acid, finishing with bicarbonate.

The hydrogen sulphide need not be

passed in under pressure if the solution is

ililutid a^ ilincled. I lie ga^ should be

passed through the sulution until u drop of

the liquid blackens a drop of cobalt or

nickel sulphate or chloride made alkaline

with ammonia. It is very important to

pass the gas rapidly through the zinc so-

lution which should be kept quite hot dur-

ing the precipitation. The excess of for-

mic acid should be maintained. The
authors strongly recomnicn<l the gravi-

metric delcrminalion.

The Volatilization of Gold

During Melting

Bv Uk. T. KiRKE RDSK.f

It has long been known thai gold is lost

by volatilization during melting in mints,

but the amount of the loss has not been

determined exactly. Moissan has recently

shown (Compte Rciidiis Vol. 141, page

97") that gold can be distilled rapidly in

an electric-arc furnace, and has given re.i-

sons for believing that its boiling point at

atmospheric pressure is about 2530 dcg. C.

.\t such temperatures specimens of gold

have been found to lose as much as 50 per

cent, of their weight in a few minutes. In

1893 1 found that pure gold {Journal of

Chemical Society, Vol. 63 p. 714) begins

to volatilize in ordinary furnaces at a tem-

perature just below 1100 deg., and that the

loss per minute at 1250 deg. is four times as

great as that at 1 100 deg. I also showed that

the standard gold-copper alloy is more vola-

tile than pure gold, and that the alloy loses

proportionately more copper than gold, al-

though owing to the absorption of gases

or other impurities during melting, an In-

crease of fineness may not be observable

in all cases. The temperature of the gold

pots in the melting-house furnaces has

been found to vary between 1100 and

1200 deg. The melting point of standard

gold is 951 deg.

.\ssuming that the loss by volatilization

varies directly as the area of the exposed

surface of the molten metal, then, judg-

ing from the results of experiments on a

small scale the loss would amount to about

0.2 per 1000 per hour at 1200 deg. on a

charge of 1200 oz. of gold.

The rate of loss during melting does not

depend entirely on the temperature and the

length of time in the furnace. The pass-

age of a current of air over the surface

of the molten metal is verj' deleterious in

increasing the amount of volatilization, so

that if the lid of the crucible is removed
for any purpose the loss is increased. The
presence of volatile impurities in bullion

also causes increased loss. When the bul-

lion is melted, they pass off, carrj'ing gold

and copper with them. It is probably due

to this cause that a number of pots were
rejected on assay in the past year as in-

correct in composition. By the methods

ot assay any luck of uniformity in the

composition of the fine ingots used for

making standard bars would be detected,

but the presence of volatile impurities

would not be detected.

Volatilized gold is condensed and solidi-

fied almost at once and is caricd forward

by the furnace gases in the form of fine

dust. Where the draft impinges on

any solid body some of the gold is de-

posited, but it is difficult to collect the

whole of it. In the mint furnaces, the

brickwork surrounding the flues is colored

purple with deposited gold, and a sample

of 103 oz. of dust recently taken from in-

side the flues was found to contain 1.39

per cent, of gold. At the Sydney mint

some years ago Leibius found that the

sweepings taken from the coping stone of

the melting-house stack contained 1.46 per

cent, of gold and 6.06 per cent, of silver. It

is evident that in this case some of the

volatilized gold must have been carried

away into the air and irrecoverably lost.

In order to reduce the loss of volatilized

gold, collecting chambers have been at-

tached to the flues of melting furnaces in

a number of mints. .\ chamber of this

kind was recently built at a cost of $900

at the Philadelphia mint.. In the course

of little more than six months after it

was built the dust collected in the chamber

produced a bar containing gold to the

value of over $4500, or nearly one ounce

in 10.000 oz. melted.

The total amount of loss of gold by vol-

atilization in ordinary melting furnaces

is never larger and probably seldom ex-

ceeds 0.1 per 1000 in melting a charge of

1200 oz., but it represents a considerable

percentage of the final waste after allow-

ance has been made for the gold in the

sweepings, .^n unrccovered melting loss

of 0.1 per 1000 would correspond to over

£200 on a coinage of i 1,000,000. as on an

average gold is melted somewhat more

than twice in being converted into coin.

•From the annual report, 1906. of the
Kn.val MiDt.

trhemlat and asaayer at the Royal Mint.

In modern magnetic separators the

dropping of the magnetic material is gen-

erally effected by mechanically causing it

to pass outside of the magnetic field,

which may be done in various ways. (l)

The magnetic material may be prevented

from coming in direct contact with the

magnet by means of a traveling belt, or a

revolving cylinder of non-magnetic sub-

stance, to which the magnetic material

will cling as long as in the field, but

from which it will drop as soon as re-

moved from the field. (2) The magnetic

material may be attracted directly to the

pole, which by revolution or change in

electrical connection may suffer a change

in polarity, or become non-magnetic, thus

dropping the attracted particles after re-

moving them from the stream of non-

magnetic. (3) The magnetic material may
be attracted directly to the pole and be

removed therefrom by means of a brush

or scraper.
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Some Notes from Oaxaca,

Mexico

Speciai, Correspoxdex'-e

The Hilly acccssiMe lead mines in the

iiclong to the tirni of L. R. Hanier

They are 18 miles south of the City

oi Unxaca, and u miles from the end of

the railroad which is now being built to

these mines. The properties in this group

consist of 130 claims, covering a length of

1)4 miles, and a width of '4 mile in .1

compact block. The ore carries a small

amount of gold, from 0.5 to 6 kg. of

silver, 10 to 45 per cent, lead, and 30 to 60

per cent, o.xide of iron. The formation is

a porphyry lime contact, with the ore-

bodies deposited in the lime near the con-

tact. There are extensive old Spanish

workings on these properties, and also

evidences of 10 or 12 old adobe smelters

located up and down the creek near these

properties Three years ago the .above

silver ore: the Veronica, which has just

started shipping ore which runs well in

silver ; the Providencia San Carlos,

which has started shipping- silver ore,

with some gold ; and Esquadra, which is

shipping about $10,000 per month of silver

ore.

In the Sierra Juarez, about 20 miles

southeast of Oaxaca, is the Natividad,

which is one of the oldest dividend-pay-

ing mines in the State.

Bichloride of Mercury in Nitro-

glycerin Explosives

.\ good deal has been heard iu Great

Britain recently with regard to the produc-

tion of various nitroglycerin explosives

of disputed value by Kynochs, of Birming-

ham. It is alleged that small quantities

of bichloride of mercury are added in or-

der to enable the insufficiently purified ex-

plosives to pass the official heat test, which

cotton, niitably metallic iron derived from

the machinery during manufacture. Thi^

prolongation of the heat test is not due to

any preservative effect of the bichloride,

and the evolution of nitrous vapors takes

place in the presence of the bichloride ex-

actly as it does when no bichloride is pres-

ent. Some of the metallic mercury, how-
ever, produced as above explained, volatil

izes at the temperature of the heat test anil

combines with the iodine liberated by the

nitrous fumes, thus preventing the forma-

tion of iodide of starch. Originally, no

doubt, ihc bichloride was introduced with

the object of raising the heat test of the

explosive, perhaps in the mistaken view

that the higher test indicated greater sta-

bility. This, however, is not the case

On the contrary, there is some evidence

showing that it rather reduces the stabil-

ity. The addition of bichloride of mer-

cury thus raises the heat test without in-

creasing the stability of the explosive, and

an insufficently purified explosive may
therefore pass the heat test which, without

H.V.MER SMEI.TER, OAXACA. MEXICO

firm secured these lyines, exploited and

developed them for about two years, and

then built a smelter of 50-ton capacity,

which has been running for about six

months, and has produced in that time

about $400,000 worth of lead bullion, av-

cr.iging 10 kg. silver, 2 to 4 oz. of gold

and 95 per cent. lead.

.As the amount of ore opened up in the

development work is more than the small

furnace can handle they have just bought
another smelter of lOO tons capacity,

which wdl be erected and running in a
sliort time. These nvincs produce all the

flux that is necessary for the smelter, and
have been securing silicious ores from the

I avichc mining district. The Taviche

district i^ .nbuut 25 miles southwest of

Oaxaca, on the Oaxaca & Ehutla Rail-

road. The producing mines in Taviche

are the San Francisco, which produces
:ibout $25,fKX) worth "i ..re per month,
c.irryin(j silver and «'1<I; the Conejo-

Blanco, which product? $20,000 per

month, the value being in silver and
gild; the San Juan mine, -.vhich pro.luced

l.Ht year a little over $700,000; the Zapote,

w!iich produces $15,000 per month of 4-kg.

they would not do in the usual course

without the addition.

In this connection it is of interest to

have Dr. Dupre"s view of the effect of the

presence of mercury. Dr. Dupre is chem-
ical adviser under the Explosives Act.

In his official report he mentions his re-

search work undertaken for the purpose

of detecting mercury in various explo-

sives and refers to the cause why he un-

dertook this research, .^n accident had

occurred at Treffgarne, South Wales, by

the explosion of some of Kynoch's gelig-

nite, which was being thawed in an ordi-

nary warming pan, heated only by warm
water. This gelignite on examination was
found not only to have been insufficiently

purified, but also to have contained mer-

cury. .'Xttention was thus called to the

possible presence of this material in other

explosives. The mercury, added in the

form of mercuric chloride, has, even when
in extremely small quantities, a remark-

able eflfect in prolonging, or masking, the

heat test. The effect is not due directly to

the mercuric chloride, but to llie metallic

mercury derived from it by reducing

airents, practically always present in gun

sucji addition, uoidd have been rejected-

On this account the addition of bichloride

of mercury or of any other material which

has the effect of masking the heat test, has

always been prohibited by the Home
Office.

Such a prohibition is absolutely essen-

tial as long as the heat test is accepted for

testing the purity of explosives, and after

four years of special investigation of this

and other published tests. Dr. Dupre's con-

fidence in the value of the heat test is

greater than ever. The heat test, more-

over, is the only test published up to now
which is applicable to nitroglycerin as

well as to nitro-cellulosc explosives. The

confidence in the value of the heat test has

been still further strengthened by recent

experience, on a large scale, in actual

practice.

Dr. Dupre mentions tli.it there is soin<-

reason to believe, though his information

was not authoritative, that the German

government favors the addition of bichlor-

ide of mercury to gun cotton used in mili-

tary explosives, as it is supposed to pre-

vent wet gun cotton from becoiniuK

moldy. Gun cotton properly made, how-
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ever, shows no such toiKlcncy, if kipl out

of coiilacl with uiatfrial likely to become

moldy.

Witli regard to the testitiK for the pres-

ence of mercury in explosives, the usual

test is to place a small parcel of gold

k-af in the vapor evolved at a tem-

perature of 70 to 80 deg. C, and then to

test iho ).;old loaf for mercury. Dr. Dupre

does not linU this at all a satisfactory test

and recommends the spectroscopic test in-

stead. This test, besides having greater

delicacy, has the additional advantage of

detecting the compound of mercury as

well as the metal itself. The methods of

preparing explosives for tiiis spectroscopic

test arc still being elaborated and will be

iniblished later on.

plished and the way it was done, before

It is possible to appreciate the hard work
neccssftry to make up for the lack of

money, and to keep things going against

heavv odds.

Note on Prospecting a Group of

Claims in Southern Arizona

Bv C. F. ToLM AX, Jk.

In describing a piece of work which

was <Ione jointly by an old man

and a young man, the latter just grad-

uated from the University of Arizona,

1 cannot claim that modern mining

methods were used, or that the work

was economically done considering the

time and labor expended. I give it, how-

ever, as an example of what can be done

under unfavorable circumstances by pluck

minus money. It was pluck which made

the old man work himself sick, and which

kept the young graduate's nose down close

to the grindstone.

The properties are 26 miles from Tucson,

Arizona. The last eight miles are over a

mountain trail, and all provisions and sup-

plies have to be packed this distance.

Work was started June 15, 1906, and had

been carried on just a year up to the time

I visited the claims. During that time the

two had done 140 ft. of work, including

one 50-ft. and one 2S-ft. shaft, the rest

being lo-ft. holes. All work was in bard

rock, some of it being solid quartz of the

hardest variety.

The partners were not able to afford a

winillass and buckets, and the rock had

to be shoveled to the top of the 50-ft. and

25-ft. shafts from one stage to another.

Ihey had no bellows. Wood was used in-

stead of coal or charcoal and the forge

was built so as to create a draft when
the wind blew. At the first sign of a

str mg breeze all other work w'as dropped.

a rush made for the forge and the steel

sharpened.

1 he total expense of the year's work
was $215.40. This includes the outfit of

drills, hammers, etc., which they b^ught

second-hand ; one burro with bridle, pack-

saddle and hobbles ; food and clothing for

the entire time, and the expense of 12 trips

to Tucson. This makes their work cost

them $1.54 per foot.

It is necessary to see the work accom-

Explorations on the Western

Mesabi

SpKCI..\I. CoRRESro.NnKNCK

.\ full account was given in a recent

letter of a few of the explorations now in

progress on the western Mes.-ibi. That
included, however, only a small part of

this work, and more is given below :

Probably the most important explora-

tory development of the year, so far, at

leasit, is a find oi ore in section 14-57-21,

on a Stiite lease, by G. H. Crosby and

others. Their blueprints show a very con-

siderable tonnage, estimated by some as

high as 10,000,000 tons, much of which is

fairly good-grade non-bessemer. One in-

teresting fact concerning this exploration

is that a drill was driven through 171 ft.

of hard taconite and is now 75 ft. in good

ore beneath it, and still going in ore. This

is one of the deeper taconite holes of the

range. It is understood that this find of

ore is tied up with one of the large steel-

making concerns. Crosby and associates

are drilling on section 11, just north of

14, and hope to find ore there. Perhaps

the ne.vt most important find of recent

months is in sections 5 and 6, 58-15, on

both sides of Embarras lake, where Long-
.vear & Bennebt have options on several

tracts, and are developing extensively. On
the south side of the lake, in the N. W. 14

of the S. W. % of section 5, one hole has

been put down more than 540 ft., and

there are about 300 ft. of ore, beginning

at 180 ft. down. This ore is of fair grade,

averaging about 55 per cent. iron. Other

holes do not show as deep a deposit, but

look well. On the north side of the lake,

in the N. F.. % of section 6, a considerable

body of the same ore is being shown. In

all several million tons have been proved

there. In section 11-58- 19, Messrs. Jen-

nings Brothers, of Pittsburg, and John
Helmcr, of Duluth, have found about

1,850.000 tons of quite good ore, and are

preparing to mine it, expecting to begin

operations in about a month. In section

14, same town, and just south of the

Helmcr find, the Oliver Iron Mining

Company has a small new deposit of

about 1,000,000 tons. A small Iwdy of ore

has been found in 9-58-18 and another in

14-58-19, the two containing perhaps 250,-

000 tons. Pickands, Mather & Co. have

been working in sections 2, 9, 10 and

11-56-23, and are still exploring portions

of the tracts. They have some very good
ore there, and a lot of very poor. In .sec-

tion 16-57-22 the Republic Iron and Steel

Company is drilling, and has found some
encouraging signs of orcbodies, but noth-

ing merchantable as yet. On the east end
of the range the St. Clair, work, in lands',

of the old Mesabi Iron Contpany, under'

way for nearly a year, has not shown the

anticipated .results, and it is doubtful if

more ore has been found there than has

been kimwn to exi.st for many years. In

general deeper work is carried on now
than in the past, and the ground is

searched much more carefully, with more
holes to the forty and more care in ex-

amining the rock taken up. Some very

deep work is under way in 36-59-15, so far

withont result.

Iron Trade ol Bilbao, Spain

.According to the latest estimates', the

population of Bilbao is about 100,000, the

majority of whom are dependent on the

iron mines and iron industries. All ore

exported is subject to a tax, a considerable

portion of which is devoted to public

works for improving the river, port and

harbor, with a view of making Bilbao an

important general port. In this way the

town hopes to preserve its prosperity when

the iron-ore resources arc exhausted.

Bilbao is already a port of call for large

vessels from Great Britain and the north-

west of Europe, plying to Central and

.South .America.

There was a slight decrease in the ship-

ment of iron ore during 1906, but the

mines are not likely to be exhausted for

many years. The general quality of ore

has deteriorated. Ore that would not

have been accepted some years ago is now

bought eagerly. Old tailings and debris

heaps are being washed, and even hand

picking is being resorted to. Few new

iron-mine concessions have been applied

for in this district, because the area is

already almost entirely taken up. Tempted

by the high prices and demand, several

Bilbao houses continue to prospect and

acquire properties in more remote tracts,

hoping that eventually railway communi-

cation may be provided. The steel works

in Bilbao, foreseeing the approaching ex-

haustion of the mines whence tJiey at pres-

ent draw their supplies of ore, are negoti-

ating for the purchase of mines in Asturias

and Leon.

.According to the British consul at Bil-

bao, only Cornish tin is used for solder

in the fish and fruit packing industries

and in general commerce in the north of

Spain. German makers copy the Cornish

brand "Lamb and Flag," and a good deal

of the German I in imported from Ham-
burg and Rotterdam bears this mark. Cor-

nish tin, however, always carries the name

of the smelter as well, and as the German
tin carries no such name the two pro-

ducts can be readily differentiated by

those who know.

'From tli<> Brlllsli folrimi)!* report for 1008.
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Open-pit Zinc Mine at Webb City, Missouri
Operations at the Bradford-Kansas City Zinc Company's Mine Are
Open to the Air, the Orebodies and Formations Being Plainly Visible

BY F. L Y N W O O D G ARRISO N*

It is not often one lias an opportunity

•"f seeing a mining operation condnctctl

open to the light of day and the free air

of heaven, the oreliodics exposed to view

as plainly and well delincd as in those

hypothetical models wc were wont to

gaze upon with becoming wonder and in-

spiration in the callow days of our min-

ing school education. The accompanying

photographs which I took a year ago at

the mine of the Bradford-Kansas City

Zinc Company near Webb City, Mo., ex-

In making these photographs the cliici

object was to show the relation of the

orebodies to the chert and associated lime-

stone. This was perhaps best effected in

Figs. I, 2 and 3, wherein the light-colored

masses (usually nearest the surface) are

limestone, and the darker the chert and

associated zinc blende. The ore-bearing

chert at the upper levels and spots (not

cavities) shown in these photographs is

lean, almost too much so to mill. The
general formation of the rocks might be

upper part of the photographs are some
of the old workings which arc perhaps not

over 75 to 80 ft. below the surface, and
were cut out before the present open-cast

system of working was adopted. The ore

at the lower levels, carries little galena,

following in this respect the almost uni-

versal custom of the district, since what-

ever system of paragcnesis is accepted, the

lead ores come first nearest the surface,

then the blende, and the marcasite (iron

sulphide) at any or all levels.

hibit some of the features of such an ex-

traordinary operation. The orebodies

here come very near the surface, galena

having been mined in the older workings
within 2$ ft. of the grass roots followed,

as is iisnal in this district, by zinc blende

at a somewhat lower level.

I do not know the history of this mine
but it seems likely in those days the work
was carried on under cover in the usual

manner. The robbing of pillars probably

caused the roof to cave in, necessitating

its subsequent entire removal, an opera-

lion no doubt justified in this case by the

general shallowness of the orebodies. The
great pit or crater thus created is about

.joo to 400 ft. in diameter, and at the time

the photographs were taken 125 ft, deep at

the lowest stopcs.

MlnlDK nil civil rnglncpr. riillnilpl|ihln.
I'rnn.

likened to a pudding, the limestone form-

ing the crust, the interior being made of

chert breccias and limestone with bodies

of ore scattered through it like the plums

in the time-honored dish that adorns our

tables on Christmas day.

Features of the Workings

The lower slopes as they appeared at

the date of my visit, (May, 1906) are well

shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the great

benches of material shown being cemented

chert breccias carrying from about I'A to

5 per cent, zinc blende. Occasionally it

may be richer, but as a general thing in

the Joplin region the content of the zinc

mineral (not metallic zinc) does not ex-

ceed these figures, perhaps as a rule the

general average is not over 3 to 4 per

cent., especially in the so called sheet or

blanket deposits which are relatively lean.

The cavities and caverns shown in the

NO. 3

1 he method of hoisting the ore at this

mine is simple. The loaded cars are

pushed by hand from the stopes to a hop-

per, through which they are dumped into

large buckets that are hoisted to the apex

of the tower of frame work shown in

Figs, 7 and 8; thence the bucket is car-

ried by an overhead trolley on a single

rail to the mill a few hundred feet distant.

The general aspect of the mine or quarry,

as one may choose to term it, may be

gathered from F'igs, g, 10 and II, the last

pliotograph showing part of the mill and

tailing dump.

In order to sort ore by hand to the best

advantage, the ore should be rinsed with

water, so as to make the minerals show

distinctly. The picking room should be

well lighted. The pickers should be able

to throw the ore from them, not draw it

toward them.
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The Uses of Indexes

'I he following Preface to the forthcom-

inK complete nnnlytical and alphabetical

ii'dex 01 \'ols. 1 to XXXV, inclusive, of

the Transactions of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, here published

in advance through the courtesy of the sec-

retary, will be interesting and suggestive

to non-members, as well as to members, of

that society.

PkKI \CK

The great additional value given to pro-
fessional books by adequate alphabetical

and analytical indexes has been recognized
from the beginning in the publications of
the Transaitioiis of the .\meriean Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. The first 10

volumes, edited \.y Dr. Thomas M, Drown
as secretary, were provided with indexes
as well as tables of contents. Moreover,
he included in \'ol. V (published in 1877)
a consolidated index of Vols. I to V, in-

clusive; and. at the time of his resigna-
tion in 1884. he had prepared a similar
index of Vols. I to X, inclusive, which
was published in the following year.

The indexes of the annual volumes from
Vol. XI on were made much more exten-
sive than their predecessors. Casual men-
tions as well as important discussions were
nicludcd: the geographical localities of
mines or works alluded to in the text
were added in the index; and numerous
cross-references were introduced, with the
purpose of making it easy for the student
to discover at once what the Transactions
contained, either of thorough treatment or
of hints and clues to further inquiry, con-
cerning any topic. locality or person within
their scope In order to extend the ad-
vantages of this larger scheme to the ear-
lier volumes, a consolidated index of Vols.
I to XV inclusive (published in i8S8^
was prepared by compiling the several an-
nual indexes, and introducing additional
items for those preceding Vol. XI. Vol.
XX, issued in 1892, contained a similar
consolidated index for Vols. XVI to XX
inclusive: and in 1897. a separate index
^olumc. covering Vols. XXI to XXV in-

clusive, was published. These four in-

dexes, for Vols. I to XV. XVI to XX,
XXI to XXV and XXVI to XXX re-

^IKctively, bound together into a book of
about 950 octavo pages, have constituted
fur the last 10 years a consolidated index
to the Transactions which they cover
with the single difference that the book
bad to be consulted four times when
a single comprehensive index would re-
quire to be consulted but once. This
disadvantage, however, was relatively
small, compared with the great conveni-
ence of finding by four trials in one book
what would otherwise call for 30 separate
s. arches in 30 books. Moreover, the pos-
session of the one might be most useful
ii ,T student who did not possess the 30,
' y indicating to him what thry contained.

and thus enabling him to make further in-

quiry without fruitless labor. To this fea-

ture of value in such indexes, I shall pres-

ently recur.

The New Index

The usefulness of the compound four-

fold index referred to, is proved by the

fact that the supply of copies has been ex-

hausted. In view of this foreseen event,

it was decided to issue, instead of the

customary additional five-year index, a

complete consolidated index of Vols. I

to XXXV inclusive, which should take

the place of all preceding ones; and iMiss

L. Iv Howard, the accomplished and in-

defatigable librarian of the Institute, has
been for more than two years engaged,
with coiiipetent assistance, upon this la-

borious task. The result, embodying a

compilation of the former index volumes
and the annual indexes of Vols. XXXI to

XXXV inclusive, with numerous correc-

tions, improvements in classification, ad-
ditional cross-references, etc., is the pres-

ent book, concerning which I desire to

offer the following conuncnts :

I. Th;it tills index is absolutely free

from error, it would be ridiculous to as-

sert. '1 he atnu)sphcrc of an office and
library crowded with daily visitors and
overwhelmed with daily routine work docs
not permit such careful, intense and mi-
nute revision as technical perfection re-

quires. While many errors contained in

our former indexes have been detected

and corrected in this one, some have
doubtless been brought forward into it.

In this respect, I beg (though I hope it

is unnecessary) to say, that with regard
to this, as to every other, publication of
the Institute, our rule and practice is, to

be grateful, not annoyed, when we re-

ceive notice of an error, and to acknowl-
edge and correct, not hide or ignore it.

Notice of any errors discovered in this

liook is therefore earnestly requested.

2. It would be likewise unwarrantable
to claim for the present index a complete
and consistent logical arrangement. In-

deed, I am disposed rather to assert for it

a higher merit—namely, that of a method
more elastic than any fixed system. The
controlling purpose has been, to make
sure that the reader, seeking cither the

name of a mine or process, or the forgot-

ten title of a paper or its author, or, on
the other hand, desiring to be put upon
the track of an inquiry concerning some-
thing which may or may not be mentioned
in Ihe Transactions, and wishing to be

positively assured as' to that point, before
looking elsewhere, shall be satisfied as

quickly as possible. Hence, in the con-
struction of our index, we put ourselves
in the reader's place, and often introduce

a cross-reference not logically required by
the text, because it may help him, if he
has forgotten the term actually employed
in the Transactions. In .short, we make
the index, not a mere concordance of

words, but also a dictionary of topics and

ideas. .And, as to any proposed cross
reference, our rule is, "When in doubt, put
it in !" For it cannot harm anybody, and
it may help somebody.

The result of this system, if systein it

can be fairly called, has been, I know,
that many members of the Institute have
formed the habit of going first of all to

the index of our '[ ransaclions, sure of

learning at once and without troublesome
search, whether and to what extent, these

volumes can aid them in any investigation

they are called to make. 1 need not em-
phasize the folly of publishing, in these
days, books on technical subjects without
alphabetical indexes—a sin for which the

most elaborate table of contents does not

atone, and which, having repeatedly
brought its own punishment, has well

nigh gone out of fashion, as unprofitable

sins are wont to do. But I may be per-

mitted to express my surprise that so

many editors and pidilishers of books in-

tended for permanent reference, having
taken the trouble to make indexes, do not
take the small further trouble of making
them adequately, abundantly, even unnec-
essarily and ostentatiously, full. There
is no better recommendation of such a

bonk to the potential purchaser, because
there

.
is no equal guaranty of its con-

tinued value to the actual purchaser.

Practical men look to books for aid in the

form of energy given or saved to thcni.

Now m v" is the formula for energy ; and
in this case ;" is the information wanted.
V is the speed with which it can be ob-

tained. In other words, m represents the

value of the text of a book, and ~v the

effective aid furnished by the index; so

that the permanent usefulness of the book
is represented by the text, multiplied by
the square of the index! This may be

j

questionable mathematics, but it is un-

questionable experience, as the practice of

nearly half a century qualifies me to de-

clare.

.3. Comparatively few of the members of

this Institute possess complete sets of its

Transactions. The number of such com-
plete sets now on hand is very small

—

perhaps twenty-five. The volumes have

never been stereotyped, and it is not likely

that any of them will be reprinted. The '1

Institute maintains at more than a bund-

red important niining centers throughout

the world, free sets of its Transactions.

open for consultation without fee, by all

suitable applicants. This list cannot well

be increased. If this new consolidated in-

dex of 35 volumes would be useful only to

those who possess, or may hereafter

possess, all of those volumes, the large

cost of its preparation and publication

would involve a most unwarranted and

foolish outlay. I wish, therefore, to urgi

upon all students and practitioners,

whether members of the Institute or not,

the following considerations concerning

the special value of this Index to those

who have not the volumes themselves.
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liiUced, Ml a certain sense, such ai> in-
'"^'""'^ of Electrical Kngiticers, the tity (here was f.47-- •>,

<lex is more useful to the non-possessor '"aK""l'cent building ni which our head- .l6,6oj m. gold. 1 he largest quanmy of

than to the possessor of the books. I'or
<l"'"-l"s arc now permanently located. «old was extracted by the dredge of the

the latter can, at the cost of sonic extra
'^"*^ consequence of this arrangement is Moscow Timber Industry Company in the

labor, t^ d out what each volume cnii
'''"' ''^'-" •''•"''ies of the three societies arc Ural, which during 175 days saved .?.138

tains, whereas the former, haviiiK at hand
''icomniodated together in the uth and <>z., and washed S/J" 5,300 cu. ft., working

neither books nor indc.v, is ullcrlv ignoi- '""' ^'o"" °^ """ '^"'"'''"K- These li- lQ.7Slir.|)cr day on .in aver.igo. Thisdredge

ant whether the Tra,,soclio,is coilld help
'"•^''"' aggregating more than 50,000 was b.ult by the Poutilov Works .a St

him or not 1 often receive letters from
I'""''*' l>:""Pl''^>s. etc., comprise perh.ips Petersburg. 1 he dredgcis very s .lid, kit

members thus situated, inquiring what our
""= '"°'' complete record of modern en- the e.Kccssive price of these machines.

Transactions contain on this or that sub- K""^<'f '"K practice in the departments of from $75,000 to $85,000 each, prevents their

ject; and while 1 do my best to satisfy
'''^ ''"'*'^ societies which can be found in general introduction. The price given

them, 1 cannot be sure that my hasty
'•'*= United States—for specifically Amer- includes the cost of the pontoon and

search is complete and conclusive'; and 1
'"" Practice, perhaps the best in the the erection of the dredge on the sp .1.

am obliged, whenever practicable, t.j re-
"'"•''l- -^^ ''"= P''"'^"' '""<=' ^^"i' arc sepa- 1 he following average figures p.t

fer them to some library containing tin
'''"^''>- """«' and administered by the dredge arc from data given as to the 3.'

volumes, and bid them do their own lunu-
''"" 'oc'eties

;
but, so far as their use is .Iredgcs in the Ural and Siberia:

ing. But, on the contmrv. if a member, concerned they constitute practically one
,v„rklnK days In inon 17.',

finding in the index the title of a paper.
'''""''^^•- '° ^^'"^'' «'^'' "'ambers of each so- waking hour, in l!)0«

VsW iii
•

-S^^I

•

or the record of any remarks conccrnim;
'^"''>' ='"^ ""^"^ properly mtroduced have ,\„ij ..^tri^^i^d.. ::..:.:':... :.1M6 or.

.... I • L I
' free access \Vc hone bv iiicars of in- Avorngc pnr cu.yd 0.1012.'S oz.

a subject in which he is interested, writes
aeciss. >> l nope, u\ iinars 01 in

to the secretary concerning it. 1 can easily,
'''^^*^* ^"^ catalogs, to extend this ad- The results cannot be considered as suc-

and always do gladly, tell him in reply
vantage to members at a distance, who cessfjil. since the exploitation of the

what IS the nature, length, etc.. of the said
'"^' '')"* '"^ enabled to consult books and dredges cost more than the gold extracted,

passage , whether we can furnish it to him Periodicals by correspondence, to obtain ihc failure is explained by the fact th.ii

in separate pamphlet form, etc.. etc.—these "^^P'^^ °^ '^'^^ ^"'^ drawings, etc., etc. dredges constructed by Russian work'^,

being particulars which my clerks can as-
Toward this end, the issue of the present other than the Poutilov Worl.s. have prov-

certain for me at once. Moreover, mem- '"^^'' '^ ^" important step. ^.^ to be too weak to do the work, and

bers of the Institute send me, not in-
5- Finally, this volume has not been ,heir buckets were not large enough,

frequently, valuable professional papers, in
stereotyped; the edition is limited to 2500 Two foreign dredges are working in

which previous contributions to the 7>(7M.s-
"topics; and orders received will be filled Russia; one owned by M.-irshall, Son &

actions, directly or indirectly dealing with
'" succession, according to their dates, Co., an English firm, and the other by

the same subjects, arc igi->red. It is my "'"'e <''<^ supply lasts. the Conrad Company, organized in Hoi

theory that the author of an Institute
'^ ^^ R.sv.mono. l;,nd

paper should recognize what his fellow-
Secretarv.

members have done before him in the Low-grade iron ores and impure graph

same line. Of course, if he fails to do Gold Dredging in Russia ''« have been smelted by electricity with

this, it is because he does not possess success in Norway, the resulting pig iron

the back volumes of our Transactions, and u c u '"^'"'^ °* ^^"^ ^ood quality.
. . , . . tSV o. tJOCOVIN.

is not acquainted with their contents. It

is the duty of the secretarv to call his at- tu r i a^ 7;„^ r„™..,„., «f n„„
temion to this omission; 'and the result Gold dredges are of recent date in Rus- The Colorado Zinc Company, of Den-

ic^uii =
Colo., has four standard Wetherill

is not only extra abor for the secretarv sia and were put in use only five or six • y ".'
u- u... o^.^.l^.l<ll>,

j .1 , .. ij iTiachines in operation. Each machine has
but often also some unnecessary iiiorti- years ago. Bearing in mind that the gold- "'"'•" " ,,^ ,

-• • , .

vv.^j.:><.ij
J . 1 • . J • T3 three double-pole magnets, giving six

fication to the author, who is obliced to mining industry has existed in Russia over . . ^ ^ , •
, u

recast his paper in the light of the new in- '5o years and remembering the primitive P.°'"'s at which magnetic materia can be

formation furnished to hfm. All this would '"ethod of washing auriferous sands, the 'f
^^ ^^ '^e main belt and separated from

be avoided if the author had bad at hand rejection of old plants alone ought to pre- '^^^ non-magnetic ma erial. The ore dis-

simply an index of the Transactions upon sent a large opportunity for the work of
charged oyer the tail end of the Weth-

the consultation of which he could have dredges. Moreover, there are in Russia
erill machine is immediately treated by a

obtained from the secretarv. in advance, a great many rivers and lakes with aurif-
^bke electrostatic machnie. The capacity

both guidance and aid..
' -ous channels, where dredges might f

the standard Wether.il separator on

^ But there is another and more im- ^^ '-d- Eastern Siberia and especially
^;;t' ^^sTng^'h P to exdt "he^ag

portant reason for recommending to all
"^e Amoor region, presents fields where P l-^-'™

J^J/ ^"/hin The c!
mining engineers metallurgists etc

American dredges might be introduced. "'\ ^"° °P"="c "'.<=
"^^hine. The ca

6 <;ii^iii(.eis, iiieiaiuiri,ibi5, cic.
i ,i:„„,,. „f .. j,.j„, pacity of the plant is 300 tons per week,

whether members of the Institute or not.
The easy and cheap delivery of a dredge l-

' '

wet crushincr and con
the acquisition of this volume. Namely, "n be made, duty free, at Vladivostok or

f;„j,P;°^r,o rel^ the e^rCand s lie-,

the issue of it by the Institute is part of
Nicolaievsk, on the Pacific coast, but in-

eentration to remoxe the lead (and s.lc.
uy luc iiibiuuit 15 part 01 ... , , , , , , , when present), settling the s imes for

a plan, the full realization of which is ZZlnTZf rlw!^ -"^ product, drying the mixed .inc-iron
scarcely yet in sight, while every step ,0-

'"l^rP^rimln. Crul.iy Offi-e of the concentrate and treating it on four
ward Its complete accomplishment is. in

JJ",,^^" ^^^^''^^ ;J f,ft Rus h Wetherill machines, followed by four
my judgment, to be regarded as an es-

so'd and platinum industries 11 Russia
.machines Conseouentiv if all the

srnti,! »,;„ which represents the interests of the gold "'^'^'^ macnmes. (.,onaequenll>. it all tne
'"'"' ^''"-

and platinum industry of all Russia,
"ude ore passed over the We.henlls. it

The IvsriTHTP I irrvrv ^as collected and recently published some ^^°"''' ^' '"^ than .1 tons per day. Mak

interesting data on the production of the '"« allowance for the lead concentrate and

•\s is well known, the generosity of Ural and Siberian dredges in Russia in '"r '''e slime, it would appear that each

Andrew Carnegie, for many years a mem- 1506. There are in all about 40 dredges of the Wetherill machines, under the

b«r. and now an hc>norary member, of this working in Russia at present; information above conditions, averages in steady work.

Institute, has provided for this Institute, has been obtained as to the work of 32 fully nine tons per day of Leadville mixed
toc'tlicr with the .American Society of of these. They extracted 43.081 oz. troy sulphide ore
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Briton Ferry Works of the Cape Copper Co.
Ores from Namaqua and Tilt Cove Are Calcined in Cylindrical and

Mechanically Rabbled Furnaces and are Smelted in Reverberatories

B Y EDWARD WALKER
By far the largest copper-smelting

works in South Wales is that owned by

the Cape Copper Company. As mentioned

in a previous article, there are only five

works in South Wales where copper is

produced. Three of them are customs

smelters, one is the refinery of the Rio

Tinto Company, and the fifth is the Cape
u.irW'i .It Briton Ferry, which is the only

The Cape company smelts its poorer

ores at the mine and produces a matte

running from 48 to 50 per cent, copper.

This matte is shipped to Swansea and then

sent by rail to Briton Ferry, as also arc

the richer ores, which consist of mi.K-

tures of bornite and chalcopyrite averag-

ing 26 per cent, copper. During 1906,

matte amountinpr to ! 1.240 tons and ores

VI'K (C)I'I'F.R WCIUKS liRirnN FF.Kin

quite a different nalure. They run 3]/2

per cent, copper and 35 per cent, sulpliur,

and contain a few pennyweights of gold

per ton. During 1906, the amount treated

was 27,945 tons.

The total output of copper at Briton

Ferry during 1906 was 10,812 tons, of

which 793 tons were in the form of sul-

phate and the remainder as ingots. Of
this amount 7223 tons came from Cape

ores and matte. 2936 tons from Namaqua
ores and matte, and 653 tons from Tilt

Cove ores.

Methods of Treatment

The ores and matte from the Cape and

Namaqua mines are first calcined and then

treated in reverberatories, where a white

metal containing 76 per cent, copper is pro-

(lucird. This white metal is refined by the

direct method invented by T. D. Nicholls,

the metallurgist of the company. This di-

rect process has been described by Dr.

F'eters in "JNIodern Copper Smelting," and

in a paper read before the Jnstitiution of

Mining and Metallurgy by Christopher

James. According to this process, some

of the white metal is calcined and mixed

v.'ith uncalcined white metal, the resulting

one where ores belonging to specific mines
are smelted.

Sources of Ore

The Cape Copper Company owns mines
in Namaqualand. in the western portion

of Cape Colony. The poorer ores are

smelted on the ' spot, and tlie matte so

produced together with the richer ores

are shipped to Briton Ferry for treatment.

The company also treats in a similar way
the ore and matte produced at the ad-

joining mine owned by the Namaqua Cop-
per Company. A third source of ore is

the mine of the Tilt Cove Company in

Newfoundland. The Namaqua company
is an entirely independent organization.

but the Tilt Cove mine is leased and man-
aged by the Cape company.

The ore from these three mines shows
signs of not being exactly inexhaustible.

and the Cape company is always on the

lookout for supplies from other sources.

The company finds the same difficulty in

meeting with other ores in the open mar-
ket as is experienced by the Swansea cus-

toms smelters. It is also open to pur-

chase another mine outright, but the prices

demanded are always based on the Lon-
don mining stock market's valuation of

mining property, and are far too high to

permit them to be discussed on a com-
mercial basis.

.SMELTING WORKS, CAPE COPi'ER COMP.\N"V

amounting to 5278 tons were treated at

Briton Ferry. Similar ore and matte are

received from the Namaqua mine. The
matte averages 54 per cent, copper and the

ore runs from 12 to 28 per cent, copper,

averaging 17 per cent. During 1906, the

Cape works treated 883 tons of matte and

',?.897 tons of ore from the Namaqua mine.

These ores and mattes from the two mines

arc much of the same nature and are

mixed in treatment. The gold and silver

contents are not sufficiently high to war-

rant extraction.

The ores of the Tilt Cove mine are of

reaction between the sulphide and oxide

removing all Uic sulphur and so producing

copper.

The calciners employed at the Cape

works consist partly of revolving cylin-

ders, and partly of the traveling rake

type ; the latter are gradually being in-

creased owing to their economy over the

revolving cylinders. Some of the cylin-

ders still in existence are 60 and 80 ft.

k;ng. The rake calciners are built ac-

cording to the designs, of D. W. Prosser

of Neath. One of them is shown in the

accompanying illustration. They are sim-
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ilar in design to the straight-line calciner.

There is only one floor, anil the rakes arc

lew and travel slowly. The rakes on en-

tering and leaving pass through double

doors and make the return journey out-

side and underneath the structure. Heat-

ing is effected by means of gas. The

plant above. .About Jo.ouo tons of cliain-

ber acid is produced every year in this

way. Some of it is used in the manufac-

ture of sulphate of copper on the spot,

and the rest is sold to the local manufac-
turers of tin-plates who appreciate it ow-
ing to its entire freedom from arsenic.

then calcined and treated in reverberator-

ics. The metal produced is stripped and
the resulting gold Uittoms are treated in a

lurnacc which produces granulated shot

The sjiot is used in the manufacture of

sulphate of copper. In this operation the

gold and silver in (he shot arc deposited

IHE I'RO.S.-KR KAKK l..\i.ei.\Kk

^Smm ^'^t^m,^^. d
-2

^BBSS)w
; \ <l 1

\ -^™
STEEL-COXCRETE CHIMXEV .\T .NEW POWER HOUSE AERI.M. TR.WIW.W

ores and mattes operated on arc not dif

ficult of treatment, and from the point

of economy the rake furnaces give good
results.

The Tilt Cove ore; are first burned in

Icilns where combustion is maintained en-

tirely by the sulphur contents. The sul-

phurous gases pass to the sulphuric acid

.\rr.angement of Smelting Pi.,\nt

The burnt ore coming from the kilns is

sent to the cupola house, where it is

smelted in conjunction with the slags

from the reverberatories. There arc four

cupola furnaces, each of 70 tons capacity,

three of which are in use at one time.

The matte produced in these cupolas is

as mud which after treatment in another

process is sent away as slimes.

The works are equipped with electrical

transporting plant by means of which the

various products are handled. One of

the illustrations shows the electric car-

riage and wagon in mid air. The ore com-

ing from the breakers and crushers is ele-
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vatcd to a bridge shown in anotlicr illus-

tration, by means of which it is delivered

to heaps as required. Other illustrations

accompanying this article give a general

view of the works, and a view of a new

double concentric chimney made of steel

:,nd concrete, in course of construction.

This double chinuuy is to take the place

of two of iJic large square section chim-

neys adjoining.

The works arc situated at a good dis-

tance from any habitation. They are on

the Great Western and the Rhondda rail-

ways, and also on the canal, and being

only a few miles to the east of Swansea

are favorably placed for the reception and

shipping of ores and products.

Assay Work in the British Mint

Meerschaum in Asia Minor

Dr T K Rose chemist and assaycr to

,hc British Mint, reports that a much

l:,rger number of gold assays were made

during 1906 than during any prev.ous

year owing to the very extensive issue of

coins during the year. The total number

was 31.309. of which 8524 were assays of

ingots. .5,570 assays of bars, 4^57 assays

.,f coin and 3058 check assays on fine ami

standard gold. The mean assay of the

sovereigns struck at the mint during 1906

was 916.694. and that of the half sovereigns

0,6604 The assay of the sovereigns and

half sovereigns was 916.667 as compared

with 9.6.661 during 1905 The mean assay

of silver coins struck during 1906 was

.,'48.3 as comp-ired with 925109 during

iyo5 The total number of assays of sil-

ver was .3,67.?. distributed proportionally

in a manner very similar to that of the

gold assays.

Once a year portions of metal removed

from gold and silver ware assayed and

hall-marked by the assay offices at Bir-

mingham, Sheffield and Chester are sub-

mitted to the chemist at the Royal Mint.

During 1906 this assaying was done on

July .3. In every case the gold and sil-

ver contents of the wares were found to

he appreciably greater than the legal

standard. For instance 22-carat (91666)

ware from Sheffield was found tr, average

919.06 and .5-carat (625) from Birming-

ham averaged 629.2 fine.

.\ccording to a recent United States

consular report, meerschaum in a raw

condition is soft, light, and non-transpar-

ent The color is whUe, with an occa-

sional blending of yellow, red, or gray.

It is dug up in nuggets, some of which

•ire of enormous size. The meerschaum

district, in Asia Minor, extends from the

town of Eskischehr, on the Anatolian rail-

way line, almost due eastward to the city

of'\ngora. The diggings are about 10

hours by camel train from the railway

station. The conditions of labor are very

primitive. Every digger works independ-

ently and on his own account. The Gov-

ernment demands 15 per cent, as a tax on

the mineral which is removed from the

field. .

The most of the meerschaum of Asia

Minor finds its way to Vienna, where it is

used almost exclusively in the manufac-

ture of pipe heads and cigar holders. In

recent years fashion and competition have

done much to injure the Austrian export

trade in meerschaum pipes, and indirectly

the output of meerschaum in Asia Minor.

In recent years a meerschaum industry

has also sprung up in the United States,

where many emigrant Austrian cutters

and polishers are doing well. This has

also had the effect of greatly reducing the

exports to the United States. Fifteen

years ago 60 per cent, of the meerschaum

exports from Vienna went to the United

States, but Germany has since supplanted

America as Austria's best customer.

possible to secure sufficient hands. Al-

together the outlook is no better than

when I wrote my last notice of the com-

pany in the autumn of 1906.

The Grecian AsphaU Industry

A few aspects of the condition of the

asphalt industry are given in the Zett. f

angew. Chcm. (July 5. iW)- The first

discoveries of the asphalt deposits at

Marathonopolis on the western side of

Peloponnesus, were made about five

years ago. The material is a pure lime

rock richly impregnated with bitumen. On

the surface of the deposit the sun has

bleached the rock to the color of ordinary

lime, and this action has been attended

by an enrichment of the lower part of the

deposit. The material contains from 15

10 35 per cent, bitumen, which is about one

quarter fixed asphalt and three quarters

liquid petroleum. Dry distillation of the

asphalt yields an oil which can be used in

the manufacture of oil-gas, but which is

more advantageously applied to the ex-

traction of the bitumen. This last process

is carried out either by the use of the oil,

by heating the rock in a current of gas

or acetylene to melt out the bitumen, or

by extracting with benzol. The chief use

of the bitumen is in the manufacture of

an asphalt paving mastic which contains

approximately 15 to 17 per cent, bitumen.

Platinum in Nevada

The British mint struck an unusually

large number of gold and silver coins dur-

ing 1906 The total value of the gold coins

was £.2.165.000. as compare,> with £6,500,-

000 during 1905. and an average of £7,if7,-

554 during the years 1896-.905. The face

value of the silver coins was £1,705,070, as

compared with £510.691 ^"""8 '905, and

an average of £.,068.403 during the years

,896-1905. During the year gold bullion

valued at £.2,54'-o66 was taken mto the

mint, and the face value of light coins re-

ceived for recoinage was £2.700,000. The

deficiency in weight of th- >v..h.lrawn

coins was £30,06. in all.

Iron Ore Concentration in Norway

Si'Eci.vL Correspondence

The progress of the Dunderland Iron

Ore Company, which has embarked on the

vast enterprise of concentrating and bri-

quetting iron ores in Norway, is still em-

barrassed by unforeseen difficulties. For

some vears past I have in these columns

referred to the troubles of this company.

The chief trouble during the past year has

been the defect of the fine grinding ap-

paratus. The plant erected could not cope

with anything like the amount of mate-

rial expected, and was not able to crush

to a fine enough mesh. A new plant is

now in place, and is stated to be giving

greater satisfaction. Another trouble ex-

perienced recently is the choking of the

hematite magnets with particles of ore,

which greatly reduces their efficiency and

prevents the recovery of the iron. As re-

gards the briquetting it is stated that this

section of the enterprise gives satisfac-

tion, though owing to the irregularity of

the work done, it is impossible to give any

idea of the actual cost of the operation.

Up to the present time only 17,000 tons of

briquets have been shipped and sold.

The company has also suffered from labor

difficulties, and has found it next to im-

Copper-nickel-platinum ores of Bunker-

ville district in northeastern Lincoln

county, Nevada, occur in diabase eruptives

in schist. The dikes, striking northeast-

southwest, are of an average width of •

about 20 ft. and have been traced for

several miles. There are three nearly

parallel dikes, only the middle one of

which has been exploited. The assay value

of the ore exposed is reported as 4 per

cent, copper, 2.5 per cent, nickel and Vi

oz. plalininii. *

Recently a large area of country around

Miller's Lake, a dry desert pan near

Stonewall mountain, some iS miles south-

east of Goldfield, has been located for

platinum-mining purposes. The ground

has long been known to contain black-

sand deposits which are in places aurifer-

ous; but the returns from a recent ship-

ment of the black sand to a smelter at

Seattle, Wash., showed a platinum value

of $38 in addition to gold and silver

values. The ground will now be thor-

oughly tested for platinum.

The British consul at Trieste, Austria,

reports that several bauxite deposits have

been discovered in Lesina. which is one

of the islands in the .Adriatic, forming

part of the State of Dalmatia. New coal

mines have recently been opened 'ip in the

same state.
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The Operation of the Iron Blast Furnace
Details ol tlu' Working of a Blast f'urnace. Disposition of

llie lion and llie Slag. Difficulties Sometimes Encountered

BY BRADLEY STOUGHTON»=
In pnviuus articles the construction of

the blast liirnuce has been outlined, and
an account given of the chemical reactions

which occur in smelting iron ore. In the

present article the working of the furnace

when in blast is outlined, with an account

of some ditficulties encountered in its

operation.

Drying the Blast

The water vapor blown into the furnace

(derived from the moisture of the air) is

tiliiivalent to from 0.33 to 2 gal. of water

per 10,000 cu.ft. of blast, or ij^ to 8 gal.

per minute, depending on the humidity of

the atmosphere. Though this steam is as

hot as the blast, it materially cools the

smelting zone of the furnace by disso-

ciating there. The reaction H2O =: H2 +
O absorbs 58,060 calories, or i lb. of steam
absorbs 7,110,000 calories. The hydrogen

and oxygen reunite in a cooler part of the

furnace and return the same amount of

heat, but this does not compensate for

that taken away from the smelting zone

where it is most needed. For this reason

a few American plants, and at least one in

England, have adopted James Gayley's in-

vention of drying the air by refrigeration

before it is drawn into the blowing en-

gine. This results in greater regularity

of furnace working and valuable saving

in fuel. In fact so great is the economy
shown in this respect that there was a

tendency at first to receive the results

with skepticism. However, J. E. Johnson,

Jr. has explained this saving, in a very in-

genious and skilful manner by showing

that every blast furnace has a certain

"critical temperature" below which it will

not perform any smelting, and that the

theoretical temperature of combustion of

the smelting zone is only a little above this

"critical temperature." To increase this

small interval between the two therefore

greatly increases the "available heat,"

though the change in nominal temperature

be small."

Slag Disposal

On account of its lower specitic gravity

the slag floats on top of the bath of iron

in the hearth and accumulates frequently

until it reaches the bottom level of the

tuyeres. Four or five times every six

•Adjunct professor of metallurgy. Sbcool
of Mines, Columbia University, New York.

'If further explanation of this arRument Is

needed. It may be found In the followlnc
simile: Water bolls at 212 dec F. If the
temperature of a boiler Is 2C2 deR.. there Is

a certain pressure of steam. If we Increase
the temperature onl.v 50 deg.. we double the
pressure; yet .'iO dec. appears small In com-
parison to 2fi2 degrees.

hours the plug in the cinder notch is

pierced with a steel rod and the cinder

above this level allowed to run out. It

flows down an inclined iron runner for a

distance of 15 to 30 ft. and pours info an

iron ladle on a standard-gage railroad

track, whence it is drawn away by a loco-

motive and poured out on the slag dump,

."^lag varies in composition according to

the will of the blast furnace manager, anil

^'inu- typical analyses are given in Table

the percentage ul lime ni the limestone

and other materials charged into the fur-

nace. Since all the lime charged goes

into the slag, the amount of the latter will

be equal to the weight of lime divided by

the percentage of the lime in the slag.

Thus if we use per ton of iron 1300 lb.

of limestone, containing 50 PC cent, of

lime, there will be 650 lb, of lime charged

for every ton of iron made. If the slag

made contains 40 per cent, lime, then the

TABLE I. COMPOSITION OF BLAST I'URNACE SLA08.*

SLAO.
\

IBOM.

SIO.J

10

11

li
13

H
ir,

16

17

18
I'.l

•20

>l

IW
a
34

33.10
31.27
24. 2«
32. 6«
32.28
34.60
34.98
34.70
;«.6K
29.86
2K.95
30 62
32.55
30 OS
31.40
36.08
37.19
36.86
32.06
3:1.57

36.38
36.36
33.70
36 11
35.10
:t5.84

A1,0, OaO

14.93
14..17

11.6;i

13.50
9.38
7.94
12.05
11 44
11.

M

12. 0«

12 04
10.47
11.13
11.44
11.50
la 85
12.65
10.74
11.97
10 66
11.76
10.21
12.50
14.21
14.75
14.34

40.76
41.02
40.25
48 28
46 95
46 47
41.33
41 .27

45 %
46.20
49.30
49 13
47.16
16.36
44.86
41.69
35.47
42.46
42.46
44.11
38.19
40.10
38.12
28.41

,

27.95
32.71

MgO Feo s

9.B7
10.30
13 28 :::.:::::;::

'.1 44

9 .W
10.47
9.r,2

'.i.nr.

ti.rl'.i

11.41
8.46
7 49 . . . .

».76

7.25 0.64 1.63
ll.:)2 0.90 1.70
6.62 63 1 54

10.25 o.ea 1.76
K 6-, 0.81 1.74
12.32 ;io 1.60

10.95 0.99 1.28
11 00 0.S2 0.96
22 38
22.28
17.46

Total
not In-

.'ludlni;

S.

96.46
98.16
98 32
98.90
98.13
99 3»
97.98
97 37
'.18.26

98.51
98.76
97.71
97.45
96.04
98.22
98.41
97.63
97.31
97.37
97.09
98 63
98 60
98 30
100 12
100.08
100.35

I 3.37
3.18
4.81
1.25
0.70
0.69

I tr.

tr.

O.Ot
O.OU
0.11
0.06

2.60 o.ai
2.32 0.02
1.27

1.27
0.57

20
0.16
0.18

0.20
2.16
1.92
1.60
1.59
0.94

O.Oi

0.02
ir.

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.020
0.029
,0.028

,0.032
0.017

1.13 0.040
0.66 0.095
0..50 0.101
1.37 0.048
1.85 0.038
l.r>0 0.034

'Cuban ore, toot turDacn.

" warm.
• c<>ol.

KpaiilHh on*, hot furim<''

ctiul furuuco.

].jLkuur<j uitd
part a n-

I

Hut ruriioct*.

Fairly hot.

tbracltel
coal: most- I Normal.
lyConnella-

|

vlUe Ccike.
I
Cool.

Lrikeoroand f Av. ot 8 we**ki«.

J
Av. i>f 7 weekK.

f At. ,->f 7 wpeka.
Couu e lls-
vllle Coke.

33.21 13.67
34 84 11.75
31.77 11.98
35.."> 12.05

11.08
11 79

9!05
8.86

.\verage8 for hot furnaces—
40.68 ,

41.30 I

45.58
40.52

-XverJitres for moderate or cool furnace

—

9.81 1....

8. 36 I....

10 86 I 1.26
20 71

98.64
97.68

3.79 1 tr. ic'uban ore.

3:1.16 10 27 45..57
30 73 11.32

,
47.36

,

:14.76 11.30 40.12
1

35.:t5 14.43
1

29.69
,

0.68 1.66 97.66

98.8*1

97.75
98. .".I

lOO.lB

2.46
1.27
1.79

0.025 Spanish ore.
0.020
0.027 Lake ore.

.1.

1.40

Cuban ore.
Is

0.88 10.07

U.36 10. u< 'Spanish ore.
0.81 U.0C3 Lake ore.
1.01 0.040

Note—All slags are from Steelton furnaces except Nos. 24, 26
mixture was the same In all the cases where Spanish ore was u8e<l.

and 26. The ore

•From The ilanufacluie and Piupcrticn of Iron ami Steel, by H. H. Campbell, p. H9.

I. Slags high in lime are sometimes

treated with additional lime to make a

good grade of portland cement, known

as "Puzzolani." The amount of cinder

made will depend on the amount of slica,

alumina, etc., in the ore, the amount of

coke ash and the amount of flux, which

will also depend on the desired slag

analysis. Under favorable circumstances

the slag may weigh slightly less than half

as much as the iron produced ; under

other conditions it may weigh nearly twice

the iron.

The amount of slag may be calculated

from the amount of lime (CaO) in the

furnace, which may be calculated from

weight ui slag will be 650 -f- 0.40 = 1625

lb. per ton of iron made. The accompany-

ing table gives the composition of a num-
ber of slags.

Iron Disposal

Immediately after the last "flushing,"

that is, removal of cinder, the tap hole

or iron notch is opened by several men
drilling a hole in it with a heavy pointed

steel bar. Out of this flows too to 150

tons of liquid pig iron, with which is car-

ried along ,30 tons or so of slag. The

"skimmer" is situated about a dozen feet

in front of tlie furnace. It is an iron

plale extending down almost to the bottom
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of ihc runner. The slag is deflected by

this plate into a runner of its own which

leads it off to a slaR ladle such as de-

scribed before. The heavier pig iron flows

under the skimmer and is distributed to

six or seven brick-lined ladles on a

standard-gage railroad track. It is then

drawn away to the steel works, or, if not

wanted there, is poured into iron molds

at the pig-casting machine.

There are several types of molding ma-

chine but a common form is ilhistrated

in Fig. I, and consists of a long contin-

uous series of hollow metallic molds car-

ried on an endless chain. .-/ is the pig-iron

ladle pouring metal into the spout, whence

it overflows into the molds as they travel

slowly past. The pig iron chills quickly

against the metallic molds and by the time

it reaches the other end of the machine,

it consists of a solid pig of iron which

drops into the waiting railroad car as the

chain passes over the sheave. The pig

iron is now in a form convenient for

transportation or for storing until needed.

The molds travel back toward the spout,

beneath the machine and hollow side

down. At the point C they are sprayed

with whitewash, the water of which is

iiig the iron the pigs are broken away

from the sows, which are also broken

into pieces with a sledge, and then all

carried over and thrown into a railroad

car.

In making "basic iron," that is, iron for

the basic open-hearth steel process, the

molds for the sows and pigs are perma-

nently made of metal, so that the iron will

not carry acid sand into the basic hearth.

IHREGVL.SRITIES IN BlAST-KURN.SCE WORK-

ING

The blast furnace is by no means a per-

fect machine, and great difticulties arise

in the working of the furnace, and in

maintaining a uniform grade of product.

The chief of these difficulties result from

localized chilling of the scmi-nioltcn

charge. This is most liable to happen in

the upper part of the smelting zone,

where a little lump of pasty material may

attach itself to the walls of the furnace.

This has the effect of hindering the de-

scent of that part of the charge above it.

and of deflecting the hot gases to other

parts of the furnace. The result of the

first action is to disarrange the order and

evenness with which originally horizontal

FIG. I. CASTING MACHINE FOR PIG IRON

quickly dried off by the heat of the mold,

leaving a coating of lime inside to which

the melted iron will not stick. This me-

chanical casting is a great improvement

over the former method of cooling iron in

front of the blast furnace, because of the

severity of the work which this involved

and which, in hot weather, was well nigh

intolerable to human beings. It also gives

pigs which are cleaner, that is more free

from adhering sand. This silicious sand

is objectionable especially in the basic open

hearth furnace.

Sand Casting

This method is still used at some fur-

.naccs because of the capital needed to in-

stall machines and their high cost for re-

pairs. Moreover, foundrymen often pre-

fer the sand-cast pig because they are

able to tell by the appearance of its frac-

ture what grade of castings it will make,

which they cannot well do with iron cast

in metal molds. In the sand method the

<ast house extends in front of the furnace

and its floor is composed of silica sand in

which the molds or impressions to receive

th.; liquid iron arc made. The main run-

ner extends from the tap-hole down the

middle of the floor, and the space on

either side of it is used alternately for al-

ternate castings. The plan of the ar-

rangement is shown in Fig. 2. After cool-

rings of stock come down into the hearth.

The obstruction is also liable to receive

chilled materials from above and to build

itself out toward the center. When the

furnace is working badly, these scaffolds

may occur at two or more places at the

same time and cantilever out toward the

middle. This will cause a "hanging" of

the charge, and may become so bad as to

cause a complete arch over the smelting

zone, through which it is impossible to

drive the blast. Sometimes the scaffold

may be broken down by suddenly cutting

off the . blast pressure and allowing the

full weight of material in the furnace to

come upon the obstruction ; but some-
times it is necessary to cut a hole in the

wall of the furnace and melt it out with a

blow-pipe burning oil or gas, or with some
other form of heat.

The scaffolding of a furnace and hang-

ing of the charge are more liable to hap-

pen when large percentages of the earthy

Mesabi ores are used, and in this type of

practice localized hanging and slips are

not infrequent. When the slip is exten-

sive in character, and a large amount of

material is suddenly precipitated into the

hearth, the upward rush of gases re-

sembles an explosion inside the furnace,

and may do damage to the charging ap-

paratus, and throw a part of the stock out
of the top of the furnace. Some furnaces

arc provided with explosion doors, which

fly open under pressure and relieve the

strain, while the practice in other in-

stances is to fasten everything down as

tight as possible and prevent the rapid

escape of the gases.

There is also a large amount of hang-

ing due to the action of the blast tending

to drive the stock before it up into the

stack of the furnace, and thus compress

it. This action is more liable to take

place with fine ores.

Cooling of the charge also results in

some cases in the freezing of material

over the mouths of the tuyeres. The solid

layer may sometimes be broken away
with a bar, and thus allow the blow to be

continued until more heat can be brought

down into the hearth. Sometimes it is

necessary to melt out the frozen material

^
Skimmer

Son

r

1 U U U U U U L

UUqUUUL
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1

'

FK;. 2. ARR.\JJGEMENT OF CASTING HOUSE

with a blow pipe, and in extreme case's it

may even be necessary to break through it

with explosives, .'\nother difficulty some-

times met with is freezing up of the metal

in the lower part of the hearth, so that it

is impossible to open the tap-hole. Then

a new tap-hole must be made by boring

through the front of the furnace at a

higher level, from which the iron is

drained, and then the heat gradually

worked down until the whole hearth is

melted out and normal conditions estab-

lished. The bad work of a furnace is

often cumulative in its effects, because ir-

regularities in the smelting zone have an

effect upon the top gases which, in turn,

derange the work of the stoves and hence

the hot blast.

These irregularities in smelting have a

disturbing effect upon the character of the
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irou made, and the changes sometimes

come suddenly and without warning. For

instance, a sudden precipitation of cold

material into the hearth will chill the

smelting zone and cause the silicon in the

iron to be low, and the sulphur high. The
same effect will be produced by the leak-

age of several gallons of water into the

hearth through the burning out of a tuy-

ere or the cooling ring of one of the

tuyeres.

The General Mining and Finance

Corporation

The annual report of the General Min-

ing and Finance Corporation, Ltd., which

controls and t>perates nine gold mines in

the Transvaal, for the year ending Dec.

31, 1906, shows that the capital of the

corporation is now 1,875,000 shares of £1

each, fully paid up and all issued, of

which 1,874,000 shares are ordinary shares

and 1000 founders' shares. The premium
of Ss. per share on the issue of the 625,000

new shares added to the amount standing

to the credit of the premium account,

makes a total of £593,750.

Operations for the year resulted in a

profit of £21,011. which, added to the bal-

ance brought forward from 1905, gives a

total credit balance of £36,122. The aim

of the directors during the year was to

secure the best possible results from the

mines already crushing, and to proceed

with the development of these properties

on which work had been begun rather than

to seek for new investments. The results

for the year were disappointing. The
turnover financially was less than in any

previous year, while, with stagnant share

markets and unsettled mining conditions,

there were few opportunities to engage in

new business.

The total issued share capital of the

ine subsidiary companies at the end of

iic year amounted to £4,704,424 of which

'.le corporation's holdings were £1,165,980.

i he corporation also owns £134,975 of the

debentures issued by these companies.

In contrast to the heavy fall in

.larket values during 1906, the returns of

the four producing mines show a con-

siderable improvement. The Meyer &
Charlton, Van Ryn, Roodepoort United

nnd New Goch treated 768,744 tons of ore,

lelding gold and other revenue of the

value of £1.350,282 and giving a gross

profit of £462,654. For 1905, the tonnage

treated was 607,471, the gold and sundry

revenue amounted to £992.549 and the

gross mining profit to £311,773. In 1906,

161,273 more tons were crushed, yielding

'.157.733 additional revenue, and providing

jn increased profit of £150,881. The num-
ber of stamps running at the end of last

year was 460, as compared with 385 in

December, 1905. The working costs for

ilic 768.744 tons crushed amounted to

£887,628 or an average of £1 3s. id. per

ton. as compared with £1 2s. sd. for 1905,

£1 Ss. 3d. per ton during 1904, and £1 8s.

jier ton in 1903. Although the average

operating expenses for 1906 show an in-

crease as compared with 1905, there has in

reality been an appreciable reduction, more
especially in the undergiound costs. The
ore reserves of the four producing mines

total 2,240,000 tons of an average assay

value of 8.8 dwt.

The Meyer & Charlton declared divi-

dends of 60 per cent,, absorbing £60,000;

the Van Ryn paid 20 per cent., equivalent

to £100,000; making a total distribution

for the year of £160,000. The dividends

paid by these mines, together with those

paid by the Roodepoort United, since their

inception, amount to £1,309,808.

The profits earned by the Roodepoort

United and New Goch companies are be-

ing applied toward the reduction of their

indebtedness to the corporation for sums
advanced to enlarge their equipments and

extend the underground development.

Owing to the conditions which have

prevailed, it was impossible during the

year to obtain either the necessary un-

skilled labor or provide the additional

working capital required to commence
milling operations at the Aurora West,

and consequently this mine remains closed

down.

At the Cinderella Deep, a considerable

tonnage was developed and a reef body of

high average value and great width was
exposed. Plans are being prepared to

erect a mill of 80 stamps, and it is an-

ticipated that gold production will com-
mence about the middle of 1908,

At the Rand Collieries, shaft sinking

was continued. No. i shaft having at the

end of the year reached 1347 ft. and No.

2 shaft a depth of 1489 feet.

An amalgamation scheme has been ar-

ranged between the West Rand Consoli-

dated Mines, Ltd., the West Rand Mines,

Ltd., and the Violet Consolidated Gold
Mining Company, Ltd., On the outcrop

section of the combined properties, the

West Rand Mines, a large tonnage of ore

has already been developed, which it is

estimated will yield an average recovery

of between 30s. and 32s. 6d. per ton. It

is intended eventually to provide a large

central reduction plant, commencing as a

first instalment with a mill of 100 stamps,

which should be in operation in about 18

months provided that the necessary un-

skilled labor is available and that there

are no unforeseen interruptions.

The report further states that during

the greater part of the year, mining op-

erations were hampered and rendered

more costly by the limited supply of na-

tives. Much of the black labor forth-

coming was of an inferior class, unsuit-

able for underground work, and did not

remain on the fields for sufficient time to

gain even moderate efficiency. The action

of the Witwatersrand Native Labor As-

sociation in throwing open the whole of

South Africa, with the exception of

Portugese territory, to independent re-

cruiting, a step forced upon it by political

agitation, resulted in an increase of the

rale of wages paid and heavier recruiting

fees, without the general labor force be-

ing materially augnu-ntod. Toward the

end of the year, extraneous causes, such

as the cessation of public works through-

out South Africa, and the restriction of

operations by certain of the mines, re-

sulted in a temporary surplus of Kafirs

becoming available.

The Crown Reef Gold Mining

Company

The annual report of the directors of

the Crown Reef Gold Mining Company,

Ltd., of the Transvaal, for the year end-

ing March 31, 1907, shows a total revenue

for the year of £360,424 on an issued cap

ilal stock of £120,000. Two dividends,

Nos. 34 and 35, each of no per cent., were

declared during the year, making a total

of 1979 per cent, paid during the 19 years

that the mine has been in operation.

The reduction plant handled 244.644 tons

during the year as against 232,493 tons f tr

the previous year and the working costs

amounted to 21s. 8.5d. per ton, showing a

decrease of 3s. 6.5d. The actual reduction

of profits due to the approach of the end

of the mine's life was only 3s. 6.25d. per

ton. The chairman estimates that the de-

veloped ore will be sufficient to keep the

mills in operation for z'/i years. The ore

milled during the year decreased in value

from 51S. to 44s., a shrinkage which was
expected as the mine has reached the stage

when working faces where machine drills

can be employed are becoming limited,

leaving no chance for selection.

The introduction of three tube mills for

regrinding improved the e.xtraction 6.22

per cent. In the treatment of the ore

crushed, the mill recovered 61.57 pcr cent,

of the value and the cyanide works. 26.96

per cent, from sands, and 6.63 per cent,

from slimes.

Hand sorting is extensively practised on
the Rand for removing waste from the

comparatively low-grade gold ore of th.i;

field, although the cost of stamp milling

is only about $1.10 per ton. From 10 to

30 per cent, of the ore is picked out at a

cost of 14c. per ton of material picked.

this being done with native labor at 50c.

per day. There would obviously be a

large saving, even if the wages for labor

were $3<n'3 5o per day. It is to be re-

marked that this result I's accomplished
on material of low specific gravity (prob-
ably not more than 2.8). It is to be re-

marked further that the work is per-

formed with such efficiency—in spite of
the fact that there is far less distinctive-

ness between ore and waste than tlierc is

between galena (or blende) and g.mgue
minerals—that the waste culled by hand at

certain mines assays less in gold than the

final tailings from the cyanide plant
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Differentiation by Leaching in

the Wisconsin Zinc Region

Bv H. A. Wheeler*

A striking feature 01 the old Upper

Mississippi lead region, now known as the

Wisconsin Zinc district, is the very

marked predominance of lead above the

pennancnl water level and the great pre-

ponderance of /inc below the water-level.

1 he $50,000,000 worth of lead that was

produced by this region from 1830 to

1870, when it was our main source of

supply, was derived from an area about

(X) miles north and south by 70 miles east

and west that lies largely in southwest-

ern Wisconsin and overlaps into north-

western Illinois and northeastern Iowa.

The zinc output that has recently been

growing so rapidly has mainly been de-

rived from an area only ^o miles long by

25 miles east and west, and as this lies

entirely in Wisconsin it has created the

erroneous impression that the new zinc-

lields of Wisconsin were a different dis-

trict from the very much older and bet-

ter known L'ppcr Mississippi lead region.

Character of the Wisconsin Zinc Dis-

trict

The facts are that the Wisconsin Zinc

district is that portion of the old Icadfields

in which the ground-water is so moder-

ate that it has been possible to re-work

the old lead mines below the water level.

As zinc is the predominating ore below

the water level, the present active mining

camps are essentially zinc producers, with

only a small output of lead as a by-pro-

duct. As the fact is becoming better

recognized that zinc occurs under or is

closely associated with the old lead mines,

although it has been difficult for the old

lead miners to appreciate it, the area of

the zinc belt is being e.xtended until it now
covers almost the entire lead region. The
Illinois and Iowa portions of the district

are now being developed and give much
promise as to their future zinc output, al-

though tile water problem will usually be

more serious, on account of the general

dip of the formation toward the south-

west. In the shallow ground or above the

water level, the ore is nearly always lead,

which usually occurs as loose fragments

and sheet-like forms of galena in a soft,

yellow to brown ocherous mass, or as

large co'Stals lining old caves or crevices.

LEAOtiiMG Action

If any zinc occurs, it is generally in the

form of "dry-bone" or the carbonate, with

occasional chunks of limonite and iron

pyrite. Below the water level, zinc-blende

or "jack" is the predominating mineral,

with which is always associated more or

Jess iron pyrites and minor amounts of

galena or lead. The iron pyrite (or "sul-

phur" as it is locally called) is usually in

*MinlnK •"nglno'T. St. Loala.

the form of marcasite and it often oc-

curs in large amounts, while the lead is

:ihvays in subordinate quantities and is

usually about 2 to 5 per cent, of the zinc.

If the three intermi.\cd sulphides of zinc,

iron and lead once occurred in the upper

or dry ground as they are now found be-

low the permanent water level, as is usu-

ally regarded by geologists before o.\ida-

tion and leaching occurred, it has always

been an interesting problem why the shal-

low ground is so rich in lead and the lower

ground so very much poorer. For it was

not an infrequent occurrence, before the

shallow lead diggings were exhausted, to

(ind local enrichments, from which car-

loads of clean galena would be shipped out

by a pair of leasers, that would assay from

80 to 84 per cent, lead after a trifling

amount of hand cleaning. While recently

examining the new Cottingham mine of

the Etna Zinc Company, at Benton, Wis.,

I had an opportunity of seeing this prob-

lem being solved at the new strike that

has just been made on this property. For

on further sinking an old shaft that geo-

logical evidence indicated would open up

good ground, a rich sheet or flat was
found that was 6 to 30 in. thick and con-

sisted mainly of zinc and lead with minor

amounts of iron. On following this to

the southeast, an extensive cave was en-

countered that had formerly been in-

crusted or lined with a solid sheet of the

mixed zinc, iron and lead sulphides, as

frequently occurs in this district. The in-

teresting feature about this cave is the

fact that it is now just above the water

level, yet the water level has only very

recently, geologically speaking, been low-

ered below the cave—in fact, when the

underground channels are gorged by the

spring floods the cave is temporarily sul)-

hicrged. ThL- oxidation and leaching pro-

cesses are consequently in full opcraU.)ii

and on an orebody that is so unusually

rich as to make it clear why rich lead

deposits should occasionally be found

above the water level. For the zinc

blende is now being oxidized by down-
ward percolating air and water into the

soluble sulphate and being carried away in

solution. This oxidation is accompanied
by physical changes that have altered the

jack or blende into a soft, porous, earthy,

white to gray condition that has no re-

semblance to the usual bright primary
forms of blende. In fact it was not even

recognized by the miners, who would not

believe it was "white jack" until it was
analyzed.

The iron pyrite is similarly oxidizing

into the soluble sulphate of iron, but as

the latter meets the underlying limestone,

there is an interchange, the iron being

thrown down as the ferric-hydrate in a

soft,- earthy, brown mass or ocher while

the calcium sulphate passes oflf more ok

less completely into solution. Carbonic

acid would necessarily be produced by

this decomposition of the limestone and
quite appreciable amounts of it are slowly

exuding through the porous orebody, in:

fact enough to extinguish a candle when
held closely to a fresh face of ore.

The lead, however, is unaffected by the

surface waters, so it is concentrating

through the loss of the other sulphides

into a very rich deposit of loose pieces in

a bed of soft ocher. The process has not

sufliciently advanced to result in an ex-

clusive bed of lead, as much of the zinc

and a little of the iron still remain. But
the orebody is so phenomenally rich, as

the pay-streak of solid ore is over 3 ft.

thick in places, that in a very short time,

geologically, a fine residual body of lead

ore would have resulted. It is thus pos-

sible to see now in the Etna mine the

very interesting process going on by which
the shallow deposits of lead were formed

from prior mixtures of the sulphides of

zinc, lead and iron ; and as this particu-

lar orebody happens to be very rich, a fine

orebody of lead would have resulted had

not the present energetic Chicago opera-

tors discovered it and inaugurated its

conversion into dividends.

CONTR.SSTS IN NEIGHBORING ]\IlNES

. In the adjoining Pittsburg-Benton mine,

which works a similar rich sheet of ore,,

the leaching of the orebody has not ad-

vanced as far as in the Etna, so there is

relatively considerably more pyrite and

less lead, although much of the jack or

zinc blende is in the secondary form of

"white jack."

About 1500 ft. west of the Etna mine is

the Corr mine, where another rich sheet

of ore was recently discovered by drilling.

In the Corr orebody, the leaching action

is about completed, as it consists essen-

tially of a sheet of lead in a thick, soft

ocherous bed, in which occur only oc-

casional fragments of "bone" and iron

pyrites. The zinc has practically all

leached out, the pyrite has been thoroughly

oxidized into limonite and ocher and the

lead remains as a sheet of granular frag-

ments of galena. Thus can be seen in

these three rich adjoining mines, whose
orebodies occur at about the same hori-

zon, a completely leached and therefore

simple lead orebody in the Corr mine, a

partially leached orebody that is high in

lead yet rich in zinc in the Etna mine,

while in the Pittsburg-Benton mine leach-

ing has only just begun, so that it is es-

sentially a zinc mine with only minor

amounts of lead.

The orebodies occur in the usual "Ga-

lena" limestone formation of the district

and about 40 ft. or so above the "oil-rock"

or Trenton limestone (Lower Silurian)

formation. The difference in the progress

of the oxidation and leaching in the three

orebodies is due to a marked variation in

a combination of topographic and geo-

logical conditions by which the access of

air and surface waters has been greatly

facilitated in the Corr mine, has been

less favorable in the Etna and still less fav-

orable in the Pittsburg-Benton orebody
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The Sulphur Smoke Question

in Germany

Bv Alfred Gradenwitz

While there arc in Germany stringent

regulations controlling the installation of

chemical works generally, there are no
special requirements for factories in which

sulphur smoke is produced. Present prac-

tice is controlled by these general regu-

lations and by custom justilied by pre-

cedent.

Chemical works have been subject to

a license law since January 17. 1845, these

plants being liable to cause inconvenience

or danger to owners or inhabitants of

neighboring buildings and to the public at

large. The conditions prescribed by the

Trade Code (Gfiverbeorditung) are calcu-

lated to remove, or at least to reduce to a

tolerable measure, this danger or incon-

venience. Those who do not conform to

the conditions stipulated are subject to

fine or imprisonment according to .\rticle

147, Part II, of the Gewcrbcordnung,
which reads as follows :

"Whoever erects an industrial plant sub-

ject to special license, owing to the situ-

ation or condition of the locality (Arts.

I and 24), unless such license has been

given, or alters or transfers the locality

or carries out any material change in the

operation of the plant, will be liable to a

fine of $75, or to imprisonment in the

case of insolvency."

.According to the regulations, the licens-

ing authorities can require that sulphur

gases be prevented from escaping either

wholly or in part. In fact, the authorities

in most cases satisfy themselves before is-

suing a license, that measures have been

taken to remedy any of the evils men-
tioned. Should the emission of gases

prove objectionable or dangerous in course

of operation, authorities may insist that

necessary measures be adopted. Further

regulations to this effect will be found in

the German Civil Code, .\rticles 906, 1004,

lOli. 1017, 1027, 1065, 1034 and 832. In

regard to sulphur smoke in sulphuric acid

works, the usual requirement is that the

gases from the Gay-Lussac towers shall

not contain more than a certain proportion

of sulphur dioxide.

Conditions Regulating Blende
Roasting

A case typical of German methods of

dealing with the question, is recorded in

the annual report of the factory surveyors
for 1881, page 193. A zinc-smelting plant

was situated in an inhabited neighborhood.
The authorities required that all sulphur
contained in the blende should be utilized

for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. It

was further stipulated: (i) that with the

gases, no more than s per cent. s«lphur
dioxide be allowed to escape into the at-

mosphere; (2) that the chimney be at
least 100 m. high; (3) that a metallurgical

officer, sworn in especially by the local

police, daily make analyses of the gases

passing to the chinuicy with an Drsat ap-

paratus, or with other apparatus pre-

scribed by the government, the result of

these analyses to be recorded in a special

book; (4) that on re(iuisition by the gov-

t-rnment an apparatus for quantitative an-

alyses to be made of the sulphurous acid

contained in the escaping gases, be pro-

vided; (5) that contractors keep perma-
nent records of the amounts of blende

treated, as well as of the percentage of

sulphur contained in the crude and in the

roasted material, and of the amounts of

lime used for absorbing the sulphurous

acid, these records to be at all times open
for the in,spection of the government
official.

Similar requirements are made in licens.

ins other chemical factories which gen-
erate sulphurous acid smoke, such as

glass works, in which SO: is formed by
the reduction of sodium sulphate. The re-

quirements, however, depend to some de--

gree on the special operation to be li-

censed. .\ process of absorbing the es-

caping sulphurous acid by means of quick-

lime is used for eliminating the objec-

tionable gas. Another process is described

in "Handbuch der Praktischen Gewer-
behygiene," by Dr. H. Albrecht. This is

the Kosmann process (German patent No.
13123) based on the use of calcium sul-

phide, in which the following reacting

takes place.

5SO.. + 2CaH.Sr + 2H:0 = 7S = 2 (Ca-
se. -i- H:0.).

At many places smelter smoke is washed
in coke towers rinsed with water, steam-jet

blowers, stirring plants and other me-
chanical means.

Mount Morgan Gold Mining

Company, Lid.

The twenty-second annual report of the

Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company,
Ltd.. .Australia, shows a total revenue of

^934.431: the expenditures were £571,618.

leaving a balance of £180,536 after the

payment of £162,500 in dividends and
writing ofif £24,699 for plant, machinery
and property. Of the surplus £30,000 was
set aside for the erection of an insurance

fund which will enable the company to

carry its own risks and save the large

sums annually paid in premiums.

Consideration of the advantages which
would be gained by the erection of an
electrolytic refinery for treating blister

copper in Australia led to the formation
of the Electrolytic Refining and Smelting
Company of Australia, Ltd.. in which the

firm of A. Hirsch & Sohn. Halberstadt,

Germany, is also interested. G. -X. Rich-
ard, general manager, recently visited all

the principal copper refineries in the

L'nited States, and plans for the erection

of a plant, probably near Sydney, are in

course of preparation.

The oxidized ore treated was furnished

by the open-cut workings and amounted
lo 120,373 tons, yielding 35.313 oz. tine

gold, a decrease of 17,560 oz. from the

yield of the previous year, due to a fall-

ing off in the grade of the ore. These
workings arc approaching the 3lS-ft.

level, at which depth sulphide ore comes
ill.

The removal of overburden by steam
shovel has been continued during the year
to carry clown the open-cut to the 362-ft.

level. From the un<lcrgrouiid workings
114,902 Ions of sulphides were mined.
This ore, with 564 tons of silicious sul-

phides from the acid works, yielded 61,371

oz. gold and 364 tons of copper as precipi-

tate.

The cost of treatment of oxidized ores

at the West works increased slightly,

owing to an increase in the percentage of

pyrites necessitating longer roasting and
a greater consumption of chlorine. The
vat capacity of the Mundic works for the

treatment of sulphide ore was doubled

'during the year. In the copper reduction

works 193.923 tons of material were
treated, yielding 3757 tons blister copper,

containing 3723 tons copper and 47,215

oz. gold and representing a recovery of

88 per cent, of the copper and 101.8 of

the gold. The acid works produced 4793
tons sulphuric acid.

Development work, comprising 1725 ft.

of driving and 1628 ft. raising and sink-

iiiji. was not directed toward increasing

the ore reserves but some portion ex-

tended beyond the area included in pre-

vious estimates, and a quantity probably

equal to that already extracted has been

added \(> the reserves.

riu- gcrcral advance in prices of com-
modities, which has been so marked in

recent years, is common throughout the

world, and in fact appears to be greater

abroad than at home. The Bureau of
Statistics has recently made comparison
of the prices of twenty-five articles of im-
port and of the same number of articles

of export for the ten months ending
.April, 1907. Taking these articles and
giving to each its proper weight according

to the value of the trade in order to ob-
tain a proper weighted average, it appears

that the average advance in price of the

twenty-five articles imported was 55.2 per

cent, and of the twenty-five articles ex-

ported 38.06 per cent. Of the articles im-

ported the advance in the case of pig tin

has been 207 per cent., copper 127 per

cent., raw cotton 69 per cent, lumber 64

per cent, hides and skins 63 per cent,

wood pulp 56 per cent, and pig iron 22

per cent. Of the articles exported the ad-

vance has been for sawed lumber 105

per cent, copper 91 per cent, boots and

shoes 31 per cent, leather 29 per cent,

wheat 28 per cent, com 27 per cent and!

steel rails 21 per cent.
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A Mine Dam to Recover Flooded Workings
How Difficulties Were Overccme in Constructing a Dam to Permit

Unwatering Coal-mine Workings Which Were Already Flooded

BY JOHN H. HAERTTER*
Tlic construction of mine dams is a sub-

ject of much interest to the mining world,

especially so when the question at issue is

the permanent sealing of immense bodies

of water of great head, as in case of a

mine fire, where it is desired, as a last re-

sort, to isolate one portion of the mine to

flood another ; or where two collieries are

worked jointly and one is to be aban-

doned.

Purposes of the Dam

While the dam here described was not

designed and built to be a permanent one

for any of the purposes just stated, yet

the c.\i5;ting conditions under which it waj

built and the methods of procedure will, it

is hoped, prove beneficial and interesting.

workings of tlic Richardson colliery swing

around the hill into the Buck Run basin

on the south dip. The location of the col-

lieries is geographically shown in Fig. i.

The Thomaston colliery was abandoned

in the early part of 1898, its western terri-

tory, south of Buck Run, having been but

partially worked, and then only on the

north dip or Mine Hill side. In the early

part of 1901 the Buck Run company

pumped out the old Rohrersville colliery,

another early operation, the workings of

which extended to a point 300 ft. east of

the present Buck Run Daniel vein hoisting

slope, one lift below water level. Plans

for future development were carefully laid

out and the tonnage to be derived from the

pillars of the abandoned Thomaston col-

lieading, -|- 1007 ft. Penetration east or

west from the air hole was rendered im-

possible by the presence of black-damp in

large quantities. A partition was put in

the air shaft, a brattice extended down
to the foot of the air hole, and a battery,

with a door in it, was placed in the monkey
heading. A 2-in. steam line was laid from

the colliery boiler plant and a small fan

placed over the shaft. This permitted a

safe daily measurement of the hight of

the water by some competent person, who
started the fan a few minutes prior to

descending. At the same time weather

conditions were noted in connection with

the rise and fall of the water.

An attempt to open water-level courses

would have proved futile from the num-

FIG. I. IX)CAT10N OF THE COLLIERIES WHERE THE D.\M W..\S CONSTRUCTED

The dam was built to unwater and recover

territory already flooded.

The Buck Run Coal Company's colliery

is located at the west end of the Heckscher-

ville valley, in the southern anthracite coal-

fields, about three miles almost due west

of Mincrsville, Penn., between the Peaked

Mountain and Mine Hill anticlinals. The
workings adjoin to the north those of the

Glendowcr and Richardson collieries and

to the cast and south those of the Rich-

ardson and Thomaston collieries of the

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company, and are protected on the east

by a barrier pillar of 400 ft. thickness ; this

unusual width was adopted to take every

precaution against conditions known to

exist at the time some of the early work-

ings were abandoned. The apex of the

Peaked Mountain anticlinal in the Daniel

and Skidmorc veins tails out 6000 ft. east

of the Buck Run slope and the north dip

•Englnper with LetalKli Vnll«"v f'nnl Pom-
panr. Wllkps-Barr«, Penn.

liery was included in the proposed output.

The pillars would soon have been

reached had it not been for the great

strike of 1902 when the Richardson col-

liery, which until then was keeping the

Thomaston water down to an elevation of

"1- 780 ft., was abandoned and the pumps
removed. The water from the two col-

lieries and from the various operations on

both sides of the valley, extending from

Rohrersville on the west to Mine Hill gap

on the east, a distance of five miles, pre-

vented, without great expense, the early

recovery of the Thomaston pillars.

In the latter part of 1904, various

methods for reaching the Crosby vein

pillars were discussed. For an examina-

tion of the Thomaston side, immediate

access was to be had by means of the air

hole at the shaft marked A (Fig. 2),

where shaft ladder and manway steps

were still intact and in good condition.

The level of the water was found to al-

mo';t reach the elevation of the Murphy

erous cave-ins which would have been en-

countered along the roadways in the long

distance the work woifld have to be done,

and from the fact of their having been
abandoned so many years before. An up-

right boiler and a large Knowles pump
were installed at the Thomaston hoisting

slope about 9000 ft. east of Buck Run, and
pumping carried on continuously. Levels

were carefully run and checked between
the shaft A, the slope and the Skidmore
air hole C; (Fig. 2) the elevation of the

water at the three places was ascertained.

All three elevations differed and showed
conclusively that falls were blocking the

water in its courses to the pump. Further
proof of this was furnished from the fact

that the rise and fall of the wat^r at the

air hole did not correspond to that at the

pump. After a number of attempt-

pumping was abandoned.

Sinking the Shaft

The next step taken was to start down,i
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,a. drilled up the pitch (or ^ ft, an., two

,1,. .h-.fl B (Fig 2). :nul vcntihu.on commenced. The meas
cast-iron pipe. 6

"

'"he '^oc'-ui n e,:^^ for' a 'dan., nren.cnts were from now on made at the
-«,°/^/,^^.,„^^„. ,„, driven .n.o it^

'Wch ouldt^ all ventilation and serv. location (or the dam.
^,,^ ^^,.. „,„,, .„„e and (ema e and

fa wT or setting down material (or Precautions Taken „.e exposed or down-p.tch <^nd
Jlan^ed

.,:t;::nin« th' dam. The hreas.s no,
^ , ^.,, ,,.,. ,, «,,e valve was hol.ed on and across .ts

.avins been surveyed, only an approx.- On Jan.

mate location for the shaft could be

chosen. .\ breast, thought to be dr.ven

nearly to the outcrop, was selected and

upon reaching the vein a narrow hole was

driven down the pit in the scam for 30

It., when a ?hort heading on the east nb.

holed into the breast, was selected on Jan.

28, 1905. The door in the battery of the

monkev heading at shaft .1 was opened

Mine Hill .MiUcllnal

no. 2. PLAN OF GLENUOWER COLLIERY

lious miners were selected and a narrow

breast was started from the Buck Run

second level East Crosby north-d.p gang-

wav and driven 78 ft. from the monkey

heading, when a narrow hole was com^

menced from the face of the breast and

driven 20 ft., making a total distance

driven of 98 ft. from the air course. Horn

the face of this narrow hole a 6-m. hole

flange were placed two heavy wrought-

iron bars, which were in turn backed up

by heavv timbers securely hitched, thus

making 'it impossible for the pipe to be

washed down the hole by the water after

tapping. Everything having been secured

3./,.in. drills were put in the pipe and

drilling commenced from tiie face of the

narrow hole. The water was tapped
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March 6, 1905, after drilling 50 ft., when
the drills were withdrawn from the pipe

and the valve closed. The idea of the pipe

was to prevent the chipping out of the

hole by the water, in its mad rush, making

possible the chance of losing control of the

flow. Precaution was taken against a

possible flood by having an emergency

dam prepared in the tunnel across the

basin. Stout props were firmly hitched in

the sides of the tunnel and material kept

on hand for quick service if needed

Constructing the Dam

Preparations were at once made to con-

struct the dam. On March 17, when the

1)osses and mine foremen, with tlic super-

intendent and general manager in charge,

a wood and clay dam was built next to

the sand bags. The plank and material

for this dam was all prepared in the

monkey heading for immediate use and

despatched down a timber chute to where

the men were building the dam, thus

enabling the builders to work with rapid-

ity. This was a diflicult piece of work,

the men working in exceedingly cold wa-

ter which reached to their shoulders.

Two ij-in. props were placed in the gang-

way, 2 ft. apart, on an east and west line

close to the ditch, and set securely in the

roof: one prop was directly opposite an

The Dam Proves S.«lTisfactory

A man was immediately despatched to

open the gate valve. The water after

rui-ning for some time was seen to lower

on the west side of the dam, showing that

more water was going through the dri'I

hole than was leaking through the dam.

and all felt confident that the work would

prove satisfactory.

From now on every chance to gain on

the water was taken advantage of. In

dry seasons the pump handled, in addi-

tion to the Buck Run water, as much of

the Thomaston as it was capable of do-

ing, .^t night, with high pressure at the

PLAN

mEM!i2MxM
x>:Ui';^^^U.> > ^-^: U'^- -^<l

Culm Breast

:iid Dam or
(Pennauoat)

^WfW^^b^^Mi

W '2nd Dam

1st Dam

"
SB

\

M.e UONAL \ ll.V. O.N A-n

-90-to Drill Hole

water reached almost to the roof of the

gang^vay, a dam was built of sand bags

and the gate valve opened. A big com-

pound duplex Jeancsville pump, 16, 30 and
10x18 in., at the foot of the Buck Run
slope forced the water to the surface. It

was hoped in this way to gain on the wa-

ter, west of the sand bags, and to lower

it at least enough to permit men to get

into the heading to place props. After the

water had been running for some time it

was found that its level on the east and

west sides of the sand bags was the same,

proving conclusively that the dam was not

holding, and that the pump was not gain-

ing. On March 22, with a competent force

of men, consisting of the best miners, fire

FIG. 3. CONSTRUCTIO.V OF DAM

old gangway prop on the high or up-pitch

side. Opposite the second prop a third

timber was set close to the high side and

2-in. planks nailed across the gangway on

the east side of the props. With matched

lumber the gaps between the ends of the

planks and the roof and sides were patched

up as well as possible, after which clay

and oakum were packed in and well

rammed. Remarkable endurance was
shown by the men ; the work commenced
at 7 a.m. and was completed at midnight;

some of the men were out of the wa-

ter only long enough to cat lunch. The
nailing of the plank and the patching with

matched lumber were all done under water,

:u:d were extremely tedious and difficult.

\\\\5?

pump, a good stream was handled. Meas

iircments were made every day, and -h

record kept of the hights of the water on

both sides of the dam. For various rea-

sons rises and falls took place ; these

were caused by continuous rains, occa-

sional low steam at the pump, etc. In

the early part of May, after a continued

dry spell, the water left in the dam low-

ered rapidly and on Sunday, May 14, it

was ankle deep, retaining its former hight

on the east side of the dam. Good

hitches were cut into the roof and sides,

but before a trench and hitches could be

cut in the bottom, the bore hole became

blocked and the water rose rapidly. A
3-in. pipe was driven down the drill hole
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from llie upper cmuI later on. alter tlic dam
was tinislieil, forcing throuKh particles

which had blocked llic hole and further

trouble of this kind was averted.

The props were hurriedly placed, planks

nailed on, matched lumber pointed and

driven vertically into the floor, and the

space filled with clay and oakuiu. While

the atteu)pt was not entirely successful,

it was a much better one than any pre-

vious, since the water was not so high,

and the patchir.g coidd be better acconi

gamed ; a breast was ilriven through 400
ft. west of the drill hole for 'a counter-

chute, after it was positively known that

the water was successfully ami pernia-

nently dammed off.

The F'uel Famine in the Western

States

Sl>ECI.tL CoKKKSI'ONDCNCe

There are two kinds of diamonds set

in the bits nsetl in coalfields. These pre-

cious stones are called bori and carbon.

The former is llie real diamond, which
on account of its liuperfcctions is not fit

fur jewelry. Its shape is nearly spherical

The story is a simple one and tJie ac-

companying map will, perhaps. icU it

mure succinctly than the letter press. The
facts, however, are these: The grade of

the Denver. Northwestern & Pacific Rail-

way is now ill llie southeast portion of

^-

THE ^.^MP.\ FiEi.n in the center of area affected bv fuel famine

plished. In a feu days the gangway west

I the dam was drained. A good sub-

stantial dam was immediately built and a

6-in. pipe, with gate valve attached, was
inserted. The mine inspector approved
the construction of the last dam and in

iddition suggested the immediate placing

of a 2-ft. breast of culm next to the dam
to render it absolutely safe for the men
to rob the pillars.

Thus a territory containing 30 pillars,

.?50 ft. long and 24 ft. wide, besides gang-
way stump pillars, which at the time were
"therwise inaccessible, was rapidly

and it is not often used in sizes larger

than a pea, and is usually set on the outer

edge of the bit. A carbon is set vertical,

as it is not so liable to catch in cracks,

as in the irregular shaped and sharp-

edged carbon. Carbons resemble in shape

small, irregular pieces of weathered an-

thracite buckwheat coal. When a bit is

set with both bort and carbons, the car-

bons should be set vertical and inside the

cutting edges. The price of bort. at

present, is about $t8 per carat, while car-

bons are worth about $80 per carat. Eight

stones should be set on an ordinarv bit.

Colorado, and advancing into the center.

of a virgin coalfield of 1200 square miles,

or 768.000 acres, in extent, the aggregate

workable thickness of the seams being 50

ft., and the quality excellent. Forty

square miles of this coal is anthracite and

semi-anthracite, and the balance bitum-

inous; there are at least 800 additional

square miles of lignites and inferior bi-

tuminous coals which have not been taken

into account. Indorsement of these state-

ments will be found in the report of the

L'nited States Geological Sur\'cy, pub-

lished as Bulletin 285
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During the past winter, in the States

adjoining and surrounding Colorado, a

very severe fuel famine existed, which

will be still more acute in the winter of

1907-8, and which I believe, cannot be re-

lieved until the coals of the Yampa field

are brought into market by the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific Railway. Kansas

and Nebraska especially are sufTering for

coal, and can only be supplied by the

completion of this line through the coal-

fields. This will mean that the surround-

ing States will be furnished with an ample

supply of high-grade, clean bituminous

coal at the same price, or less, than they

are now paying for poor lignite and other

inferior coals, and with only a half sup-

ply at that.

But the fuel famine in the States sur-

rounding this virgin coalfield is of small

moment compared with the fact that its

speedy opening is one of national import-

ance. It is a fact that there are no steam

coals suitable for the bunkers of battle-

ships or liners, on the Pacific slope. The

coal brought as ballast from Australia,

crops, have been classed as non-coking,

it has been proved that as the workings

get under cover, and away from atmos-

pheric influences, the coal will coke.

It is also stated that the copper smelters

in Utah are going to revert from the ord-

inary method of copper smelting to the

reverberatory furnace, producing a low-

grade matte, which system calls for raw

coals instead of coke.

As the Western limit of the Yampa
coalfield is only 50 miles from the Utah-

Colorado line, and 250- miles from Salt

Lake City, this fact will still further em-

phasize the importance of bringing the

coals of this field into the western as well

as the eastern markets.

The accompanying table gives a num-

ber of analyses of coals from the Yampa
field, including the three classes of coal

found there, which are referred to above

as anthracite, semi-anthracite and bi-

tuminous.

During the ten years 1896-1905, inclu-

sive, there were 4793 deaths in British

ANALYSES OF REPRESENTATIVE YAMPA COALS.

Locfttlon, Thickness. Moisture. Vol.Matfr. Fli. Carb. Asb. Sulphur.

Anthracite :

Elkbeart
Colo Aiith. Co

30 In.

6 rt.

10 tt.

14 tc.

80 In.

14 (t.

7 ft.

11 ft.

6 ft.

M ft.

10 n.
S ft.

20 ft.

« ft.

li. -

1.60
0.80

4.51
1.20
0.70

6.80
6.50
5.00
3.50
3.60
6 50
4.30
6.40
7.10
7.80

5.80
8 40

4.97
14.20
13.60

36.68
31.50
36.00
32.00
37.00
32.60
39.20
34.55
34.20
34.46

88.10
86.90

79.91
70.90
76.90

51.97
57.19
63.00
00.00
55 50
58.50
63.80
52.46
56 40
52.16

4.50
3.90

10.61
13.70
8.80

4.20
4.60
7.00
4..-)0

4.40
2..i0

2.91
G.50
3.30
6.70

Trace.

Seui-a.nturacite :

Flkhead Trace.
Trace.

Colo \Qtb. Co

BrroMiNocs:
Elkhead
Colo. Anth. Co
Wadge

2.i

0.21

Oak Creek
Trout Cre'-k
Fish Creek
Wolf Creek
Dry Crook
DryCreek

0.39
0.10

1

0.08

and from British Columbia to San tran-

cisco, and the Washington, Oregon and

Montana coals are all more or less soft

and dirty, this being proved by the fact

that our battleships coaling at San Fran-

cisco have been using Welsh, Scotch and

Pennsylvania coals, when, with a through

connection with the Coast, the anthracite

and semi-anthracites from the Yampa
field could be laid down at Pacific Coast

points, at a profit, for half what the above

coals cost. And the Yampa bituminous

coals are bright and dense, do not slack,

nor cake in combustion, and are excellent

carrying coals for ships' bunkers, and all

steam purposes. This is of special im-

portance in view of the probable increase

of our fleet in the Pacific.

There is another enterprise in connec-

tion with the Yampa coalfield, which,

though at present in a crude state, will,

if it proves successful, mean increased

value to that territory. That there is a

coke famine among the big smelters of

Utah, Nevada and California, is well

known. So acute is it that they are r.t

this time importing coke from Germany
to San Francisco at a cost of $17.50 per

ton. While our surface coals, or out-

coal mines caused by falls of ground.

Of these deaths 3195 took place at the

working face, 1577 on the roads while

working or passing, and 21 while in the

shaft. The number of accidents has not

varied greatly from year to year. With

the hope of mitigating the danger at the

working face, new rules were introduced

in 1904 dealing with the systematic tim-

bering, but unfortunately the new rules

have not been effective.

That the continual watering of coal

mines to prevent dust is costly, cannot be

denied, and it may also have an injur-

ious effect on the health of the miners. It

is suggested that explosions may be miti-

gated by having wet zones here and there,

across which the explosion could not

travel, or that the roadways might be laid

with non-combustible material at certain

places, such as broken stone or sand, with

the same object in view. In one colliery

in Staffordshire, England, the roads at a

special central point, are bricked over,

whitewashed and kept continually clear,

so that an explosion may be prevented

from traveling from one part of the col-

liery to another.

Notes on Pennsylvania Mines

Special Correspondence

In the annual report for 1906 of J. E.

Roderick, chief of the Department of

Mines of Pennsylvania, it is claimed that

out of the 557 persons killed in the anthra-

cite mines, 274 were the result of their

own carelessness ; 69 to the carelessness of

others; 188 unavoidable, and 26 resulted

from accidents for which the responsibil-

ity could not be determined. Mr. Rod-

erick claims that the figures show that

two-thirds of the accidents were due to

the negligence of the victims and that the

remaining one-third may be taken as the

reasonable percentage of accidents to min-

ers. He fears that it seems impossible to

adopt any method either by legislative

enactment or by special rules that will

tend to lessen the loss of life among the

mine workers.

To lessen the danger from coal dust in

bituminous mines he states that shooting

from the solid must be abandoned and the

dust properly watered and taken from the

mines in water-tight cars.

Discussing the question of ventilation

the chief inspector is satisfied that the va-

rious companies have made adequate pro-

vision for keeping pure air in the mines

and urges that insufficient ventilation is

due to the carelessness of the foremen.

Speaking of mining examinations the

chief believes that it would be an excel-

lent plan to hold examinations for candi-

dates for important mining positions and

to allow say, 300 points for personal qual-

ifications
; 300 for oral and 400 for writ-

ten examinations, out of a possible 1,000.

Mr. Roderick states that he has no au-

thority to prevent the robbing of pillars

and quotes a recent decision of Justice

Meztrezat, of the Superior court to up-

hold this contention.

Dealing with the child labor question,

Mr. Roderick makes positive statements

that no boy under 14 years is employed in

anthracite breakers and that no boy un-

der 16 years is employed inside the mines.

It is possible that the parents make false

statements of the ages, but, he adds

:

"This department does not approve the

piesent provision of the laws but it is a

duty to enforce them." He believes that

the minimum age at all the mines should

be 14 but if the State insists on 16 years,

the department will enforce the law.

Some provision should be made for the

widows and orphans ; while the State for-

bids the boys from working until they at-

tain the proper age it should make some
provision to overcome this hardship.

Pernionite, one of the new blasting ex-

plosives, which is made by the Carbonitc

Company at Schlebusch, Germany, con-

tains 41 to 44 per cent, of nitrate of amon-
ium, 31 to 34 per cent, of perchlorate of

potassium, 9 to 11 per cent, of trinitro-

toluol, with 2 to 4 per cent, of wood meal

and 9 to 12 per cent, starch.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Pccuhar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In iliick scams of coal the over-cast

should be driven in the upper part of the

seam, leaving a bridge of solid coal be-

tween the two air courses. "

In Kngland where all coal is raised

through shafts, it has been shown that

during 1 1 years, one life is lost by rope

breakage, for every S'/i million tons of

coal raised. Calculations based on the

same statistics show that a man may
ride up and down a shaft on a cage every

day in the year for 6840 years before

meeting with a fatal accident.

.\n ordinary hose should not be used for

the chemical fire extinguisher which has

been recently introduced in the anthracite

coalheld as it is readily affected by the

chemicals which crystalizc the internal

structure and cause it to wear out quickly.

In case a rubber hose is used such a hose

should be made of ingredients that will re-

sist the action of the chemicals. Hose
one inch in diameter costs about 60c. per

foot.

Because of neglect or lack of caution,

accidents to miners caused by blown-outs

shots are common. .-Xccidents may happen

when the hole is drilled too far into the sol-

id or when the shot is laid too deep ; a large

hole with too little tamping will gener-

ally cause a blown-out shot. A mixture

of different grades of explosives is often

the cause of accidents, also firing two or

more shots at the same time is apt to give

a windy shot, which should be avoided,

especially in a dusty mine, as it is apt to

cause a dust explosion.

The importation of coke into the north

of Spain continues to decrease, being 65,-

738 tons in 1906, as compared with 68,817

tons in 1903. Practically the whole of

this comes from Great Britain. The de-

crease is due chiefly to the larger local

production by the Altos Homos iron

works. The total consumption of coke in

the Bilbao district during 1906 was 309,-

081 tons, of which 218,693 tons were made
by the local iron works, 18,650 tons were
obtained from the Sabero coal mines, 6000
tons were made by gas works, and the re-

mainder imported, as already mentioned.

In locating a winding engine with ref-

I erencc to the headframe of a shaft it is

important to place the engine at a certain

distance to give sufficient lead so that the

rope will coil regularly on the drum with

the least amount of friction, but the lead

must not be increased to such an extent

"hat the rope will be subjected to violent

filiations; the latter difficulty is some-
ne^ overcome by placing bearing pulleys

between the drum and the sheaves. Such

pulleys, if used, should run freely on a

shaft of suflicient length to allow them to

travel laterally with the rope as it coils

;ind uncoils from the drum.

The output of anthracite in South

Wales during 190() was 3,042,216 tons, as

compared with 2,789,178 tons in 1905. The

increase in the output has been uniformly

maintained year by year. In 1888 the out-

put was only 906,258 tons. It cannot be

too often mentioned, in order to remove a

popular error, that this Welsh anthracite

is not the smokeless steam coal for which

South Wales is famous, but is a coal iden-

tical in composition and fracture with

Pennsylvania anthracite. This anthracite

is very little used for domestic stoves, but

is chiefly employed in malting, for drying

hops, and, nowadays, for producing suc-

tion producer gas.

, In anthracite and bituminous coalfields

second-motion hoisting engines are grad-

ually being replaced by first-motion en-

gines, especially for deep shafts (over 25c

it.) In using the first-motion engine, ex-

perience has taught us that the drum
should run loose on the main shaft and be

provided with removable phosphor-bronze

bushings which can be replaced when
worn out. The drum should be driven by

pow-erful clutches of the brake-band type,

and be controlled, when lowering, by pow-

erful strap brakes. The engine should

be provided wilJi link-motion reversing

gear, which allows the cages to run in

balance and also allows the use of an early

steam cut off in the cylinders, thus giving

an economical distribution of steam. The

engine should be controlled by small lev-

ers at the engineer's foot plate, through

which liquid under pressure operates the

various clutches, reverse gear and brakes

The hose is the most important element

in the fire equipment at a colliery. It

should be either rubber or cotton : the

latter is preferable as it has greater

strength with less weight as compared

with rubber hose. A cotton hose should

be multiple woven so that every thread

bears the strain. It should be made in a

number of plies according to the pres-

sure. The most important feature of the

weave is that the whole outside ply may

be worn out or cut without affecting the

strength of the plies under it. It being

flat woven, when reeled it is in its natural

[osition which fact should be kept in mind

when comparing it with a circular-woven

hose, which when reeled, is subject to

great strain on the edges, causing the fab-

ric to weaken and to wear out quickly.

Flat woven hose has a smooth water-way

so that the friction is reduced to a mini-

mum.

In loading coal coming from a steep

breast, the proper construction of a bat-

tery is important, for upon its strength

and stability the safety of the loader de-

pends. In starting the battery, it often

happens that the whole mass of loose coal

in the breast will come down several feet

with great momentum; if the battery is

not wedged tight it is apt to be destroyed.

A set of double timbers across the chute

should be put up against the top slate;

the collar should be long enough to reach

across, and the legs should be spread lyi

tc 2 ft. on the solid bottom at each side to

get a rigid foothold. One end of the bat-

tery prop is then placed in the footholes

cut in the bottom rock and the other end

laid on the collar and wedged tight. The

planks and slabs should be spiked across

the props. The top of the battery should

be flat so that the fine coal may be heaped

on it and so form a cushion which saves

the structure when falls occur in the

empty breast.

In setting up a pump it is well to re-

member that dirt or rubbish in a steam

cylinder will wear it away, hence a steam

pipe should be thoroughly blown out be-

fore connecting up the pump. After the

connection is made, take off the reverse

valve covers, remove the valves and blow

the steam through, then wipe out the

pockets and thoroughly cleanse and re-

place the valves. A pump should be

placed as near the water as possible. If

hot water is to be pumped, the supply

should be located above the pump and de-

livered to it from a head as it cannot well

be lifted by suction for the vapor de-

stroys the necessary vacuum. It is well

to supply a suction pipe with a vacuum

chamber close to the pump ; on long lines

or on pumps run at a high rate of speed

this is an absolute necessity as it causes

a uniform flow through the piprs and pre-

vents pounding. When doing heavy work

a pet cock should be placed in a suction

pipe, between the vacuum chamber and

the pump in order to keep the air cham-

ber supplied. AH surplus air will pass

with the water into a discharge pipe and

form an elastic column which will pre-

vent pounding and the resulting shock on

the pumps and pipes. In oiling a steam

cylinder never use tallow or any oil that

corrodes or gums the working parts.

Only the best refined mineral, sperm or

lard oil should be used for this purpose.
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In installing a pump it is essential that

its capacity should be in excess of actual

miu.rements in order that it may be

speo.U-d up and still supply the necessary

amotint of water even when a leak causes

temporary loss.

Some of the cement manufacturers, us-

ing oxfco-ft. rotary kilns, claim an output

of 400 to SOD bbl. per day per kiln. Some

of the mifls in the Lehigh district, which

have lJ5-ft. kilns, have made as high

as 750 bbl. per day per kiln.

The electric smelting of zinc ore is one

of the possibilities of the future; in fact

it is being practiced already in Scandina-

via This substitutes water-power foi

part of the coal required in the ordinary

process, although it cannot replace the

coal required as reduction material.

Pyrite is changed into the magnetic sul-

phide by roasting for 15 to 20 minutes at

dull red heat (600 dcg. C). The mm-

eral becomes black, indicating the forma-

tion of the magnetic sulphide. If browh-

ish or reddish particles are manifest, it

is an indication that the roasting has

gone too far, oxidation having been be-

gun, which is undesirable.

.A. highly interesting use of preheated

air is found in cement manufacture. It

has been found that by heating air by the

discharged clinker and blowing the air

thus heated into the kiln, in sjme in-

stances as high as 10 per cent, of the fuel

has been saved. In other words, the fuel

consumption has been decreased 10 per

cent. This points out the possible advan-

tage of a similar procedure in connection

with ore-roasting furnaces.

.\lmost every magnetic separator now

on the market is patented. The art is,

however, an old one, and the broad prac-

tice is incapable of monopoly. In most

cases the patents are only on particular

types of machine, or portions of machines,

and in view of the long history of this

method of separation, which dates back

to 1847, possibly earlier, and the great

number of separators devised since that

time, it is likely that many forms manu-

factured under patents at the present time

would prove upon investigation to have

been anticipated.

The automobile manufacturing industry

has led to a great increase in the con-

sumption of special steels, especially

nickel steel, nickel chrome steel, and

vanadium steel. With nickel chrome

steel, properly made and afterward prop-

erly treated, it has been found almost im-

possible to break one of the teeth in a

six-pitch gear by means of a heavy ham-

mer. So successful were these gears that

they rendered it possible to run an entire

season sometimes without the breakage or

serious injury of a single tooth. Vana-

dium steel has some properties that arc

even more remarkable and valuable.

The roasting as a preliminary to mag-

netic separation may be done in a re-

volving cylinder, or in a furnace of the

McDougall type. A furnace of the latter

type costs, erected, from $5 to $6 per

square foot of hearth area. Either the re-

volving cylinder or the McDougall type

of furnace makes a rather large percent-

age of flue dust, and an ample dus'.-set-

tling chamber should be provided. This

chamber should be of such section that the

velocity of the furnace gases passing

through it will be reduced to 4 ft- Per s<=c-

01- d and l-efore the gases are allowed to

escape in the chimney they should remain

in the chamber long enough, say 15 sec-

onds, for the dust to settle.

The voltage at the switchboard re-

quired to force the current through the

tank-house in electrolytic copper rehning

depends upon a number of factors. The

resistance is made up of metallic resist-

ances, liquid resistances, contacts and

counter electromotive force. The metal-

lic resistances can be figured on Thom-

sons law that the cost of power lost

should equal the interest on the invest-

ment in copper. As the continuous oper-

ation gives a load factor of 100 per cent,

the rule can be applied without the usual

allowances. As regards the investment

the copper can be considered as so much

extra metal tied up in the process. Any

density under 1000 amperes per square

inch will run cool enough. The liquid re-

sistance of the electrolyte is largely in-

fluenced by its chemical composition.

The purification of solutions in electro-

lytic copper refining is almost always done

hv working up a certain quantity regu-

larly into copper sulphate, and adding

fresh acid to the electrolyte. If the puri-

fication requirement is heavy the blue-

stone department becomes disproportion-

ately large, and consequently copper run-

ning high in arsenic is most unwelcome.

Antimony and bismuth are seldom pres-

ent in sufficient quantity to cause trouble.

Various chemical methods of purification

have been tried with the object of regen-

erating the electrolyte and returning it to

the circulation, but there are few sub-

stances that will precipitate arsenic in an

acid solution, and further the action of

such reagents does not seem reliable

probably due to differences m form of

arsenic compounds present at different

times.

Besides coal, the important factors in

zinc smelting are labor and refractory

material. In Europe, coal is the largest

single item in the cost of smelting; in the

United States, labor is the largest, the

rate of wages being higher than in Eu-

rope. While the labor cost in smelting a

ton of ore is a fundamental consideration

in determining rentability, there is an-

other important consideration which must

be reckoned upon in starting a new plant

in a new locality. This is the question of

obtaining skilled men. The zinc smelter ,s

m,ide, not born. There is no metallurgical

process in which so much is dependent

upon the skill of workmen as .
m zinc

smelting; nor is it possible to eliminate

manual labor by mechanical devices to so

great a degree as it is in other smelting

processes. No matter how perfectly the

zinc smeltery be designed; how elaborate

its construction; and how modern its

methods-poor smeltermen will neutralize

all the advantages planned by the engi-

neers.

In the smelting of zinc ore there are

two prime considerations: (l) The quan-
•

tity of fuel required per ton of ore is
(

greater than in any other of the com-
,

mon metallurgical processes. In the best I

practice of the world, about two tons of T

coal are required per ton of ore, whde in

inferior practice the proportion is much

larger It is therefore cheaper to take

the ore to the coal than to take the coal

to the ore. (2) The zinc smelting process

requires ore concentrated to a rather high

grade On the average, ore to be smelted

in Belgium or Rhenish furnaces, should 1,

contain approximately 40 per cent, zinc in

the raw blende. Inasmuch as such ore

will yield upward of one-third of its

weight in spelter, so long as the ore is

taken to coal on the direct line to the final

marketing of the spelter, the waste car-

ria>^e so to speak, is only on two-thirds

of "the weight of the ore, and it may be

actually less than that, inasmuch as the

ore is usually rated as a lower class of

freight than metal, and a portion of its

lead and sulphur contents may be

utilized.

In calcining blende-siderite ore, to make

the siderite magnetic, it is necessary to

expose the mineral to a bright, cherry-

red heat (850 deg. C.) for only 10 to 20

minutes. The mineral particles blacken

and become so strongly magnetic that

comparatively large pieces can be lifted

by a very small horse-shoe magnet. The

o're loses weight through the expulsion of

the carbon dioxide of the siderite and the

second atom of sulphur of any pynte that

may be present, but the heating should

not be prolonged so as to cause the blende

to roast. The ore is withdrawn from the

furnace red-hot, and emitting a strong

odor of sulphur dioxide, but the latter

disappears immediately and the particles

of blende are observed to be coated with

an infinitesimal film of white zinc oxide.

These are evidences of a properly con-

ducted calcination. When properly con-

ducted, the siderite can be lifted out by

a magnet of extremely feeble intensity

and a very clean separation can be made

from the blende. A low intensity of mag-

net is desirable not only because of its

less consumption of electrical power, but

also because a higher intensity of mag-

netism may hft out some of the

blende, when the latter contains combineC

iron.
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Tlic metal markets generally at tlic

present time have fallen into an un.satis-

f.ictory position. To a considerable cx-

tcnl this is the reaction from the ccccssivc

activity and high prices of the earlier part

of the year; bnt in part also it is due to

movements, the extent of which it is dif-

licult to gage properly. It is true that

business in many directions is active, and

that there is a promise of measurable con-

tinuation of such activity ; but it is also

true that there is a feeling of uncertainty

as to the future. This may be sentimental

in large part, l)ut sentiment lias a great

deal to do with business; and a lack of

confidence in the future may have an im-

ixirl.int effect on present transactions.

Just row this feeling is more apparent in

Wall Street than elsewhere, but its mani-

festations on the stock exchange are not

without their effect.

The copper market has felt the effects

of the situation strongly. For several

weeks there has been an almost total ab-

sence of large transactions, and the small

business offered has been taken at gradu-

ally decreasing prices. The large manu-

facturers, who consume important quan-

tities of the metal, have been wholly out

of the market for over a month past.

Most of them stocked up largely early in

the year, but in many cases they must be

approaching the end of their supplies. It

is impossible to determine to what extent

actual consuniption, as gaged by sales of

finished goods, has fallen off. There has

been a decrease, but how great it is dif-

ficult to determine, and statements which

have been made vary so widely, that it is

evident they are not based on any

thorough knowledge of the situation. The

stringency of the money market, however,

and the difficulty of securing capital for

new enterprises, or extensions of old ones,

have an important effect. Little or no

change in the market can be anticipated as

long as the present policy of holding back

is continued.

How long this can last is an open ques-

tion. The general belief is that buyers

must come into the market before long,

and that the midde of September must

see some movement to replenish manu-

facturers' working stocks. The accumu-

lation of metal in producers' hands has

been considerable, but as compared with

last January, for instance, it is in large

part merely a transfer. Then the stocks

were in manufacturers' storehouses, which

musi now be nearly empty; now they are

with the producers. On the hopeful side

it may be said that we are now sure of at

least average crops, and that business is

generally in sound condition, and not at

all liable to experience anything approach-

ing a panic, A period of rest and ad-

justment was needed, and recovery may

not be far dist.int. The volume of actual

business is still large, and is likely to con-

tinue in that condition.

The other metals have followed chiefly

the same course as copper, and there has

been a general recession of prices. They

arc still at a high level, however, and

there is no occasion to look for further

rapid falls in price or demand.

The Control of the Diamond

Output

Recent despatches from London report

that the De Beers Company has bought

the control of the Premier mine in the

Transvaal for a very large sum. This

action is not at all surprising, though it

had not been expected to come so soon,

and the preliminary negotiations have

been conducted very quietly. The Pre-

mier mine had reached a point of produc-

tiveness where its owners could at any

time attack the control of the diamond

market which the De Beers Company has

held for so long. Very probably no such

action would have been taketi, but the

possibility existed, and the De Beers peo-

ple seem to have thought it best to pro-

vide against it.

This purchase of the Premier gives the

De Beers Company control of more than

90 per cent, of the diamond output of the

world. For years past the chief supply

has come from its mines at Kimberley in

the Orange River Colony, and it was not

until the Premier became a large 'and

steady producer that any competition at

all was even possible. The only other

output of the precious stones is from

Brazil and British Guiana, with occa-

sional additions from Australia; and none

of these productions is of serious im-

portance. We noted last week a discov-

ery in Arkansas, but its value is as yet

entirely prospective.

So far the De Beers Company has ex-

ercised its monopoly of the trade with

judgment. There has been a steady in-

crease in prices, but so gradual that it was

hardiv felt bv the trade, and was not con-
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spicuous, unless comparisons extended

over a considerable period of time. It

may be expected that the same policy will

be continued in the future. The diamond

market has been good for some time past,

as might be expected in a period of gen-

eral prosperity. This has been especially

the case in the United States, which last

year absorbed about 60 per cent, of all the

diamonds sold.

It is a comment upon human nature

that the richest and strongest mining com-

pany in the world-the De Beers Com-

pany-is engaged in mining not a useful

metal or one which finds employment as

money, but gems which are almost wholly

a luxury used for personal adornment,

:,nd which arc a sign of the wealth of the

owner.

A Remedy for the Strike Evil

Zinc Ore and Spelter

From Linton, Indiana, come accounts of

the practical -Operation of the method in

force in that State for mitigating the

strike evil. The method pYomises to be

popular among employers if not among

their men. The agreement made between

the Indiana coal operators and the miners'

union last spring, fixing the rate of wages,

provided a penalty in the form of a

check-off" or reduction of $1 a day in

the wages due in case the men should for

any reason break the agreement. Re-

cently 300 of the men employed at the

Mount Summit colliery walked out be-

cause the management refused to dis-

charge the superintendent. The strike

lasted eight days and under the agreement

$2400 of the wages due the men passed to

the credit account of the company.

Many of the miners objected to the

"check-off" upon their pay envelops, and

the trouble threatened to be prolonged in-

definitely. Some even employed attorneys

to bring suit for collection. But the dis-

trict president of the union realized the

danger of persisting in a violation of the

agreement, and threatened to cancel mem-

bership cards in case the suits were

pressed. His counsel prevailed and the

majority acquiesced in his judgment.

The operation of the plan brings to the

understanding of the most irresponsible

employee a concrete realization that there

are two sides :o all agreements, and the

"check-off", if once experienced, is likely

to act as a powerful prophylactic if it

does not eflfcct a permanent cure.

The decline in the price for spelter to

5.65, St. Louis, presages an interesting sit-

uation in the relation between the market

for ore and metal. Ore of 60 per cent.

grade is quoted at $4.S. wherefore the

margin is only $i.7S@2 per ton of ore, an

amount that is much too small to leave

the smelter any profit worth mentioning

after he has deducted amortization and

interest charges. However, the smelters

have enjoyed two fat years, particularly

the last. The miners are now having their

iimings. Such swings in favor of one or

the other have been the history of the

zinc industry for many years.

The reasons for the decrease in the

price for spelter are quite clear. Con-

sumption has fallen oflf; in several lines

tliis is in evidence. On the other hand,

the smelting capacity and the offerings of

ore are steadily increasing. But the in-

teresting question is, how far can the de-

cline in spelter go? If the smelter is to

have a fair margin, the price for ore even

now ought to be $44- That would be get-

ting uncomfortably near the danger point

for the "sheet ground" mines of the Jop-

lin district, whose output would probably

begin to be restricted at $40 per ton.

months by a labor-union strike, have de-

cided now to discharge all employees ex-

cept watchmen. No attempt will be made

to open the properties before next spring.

The principal mines in the camp are the

Utica, Lightncr and Angels, but there are

numerous smaller producers. The place is

being virtually deserted, there being no

interests there not connected with mining.

The Utica Company, which owns an ex-

tensive ditch and water-right system, by

which the mines were operated, has been

offered a good price for this by the new

Stanislaus Electric Power Company and

has the offer under consideration. The

Utica has been a heavy producer for years,

having yielded during some periods as

much as $1,800,000 a year. During the

past three years the annual output has

been much reduced, and there has been

little or no profit, the mine being an ex-

,
pensive one to work owing to the neces-

sity of unusually heavy timbering. If the

water rights are sold, it may be some

years before the property starts up again.

With the big mines at Angels closed, Cal-

averas county will have a poor showing

of gold yield for 1907.

Cement in San Francisco

Mine Labor in California

At Grass Valley, the greatest gold-pro-

ducing quartz district in California, it has

been necessary in the past for men who

wanted positions in the mines to file an

application a month or two in advance.

Now men who have some kmowlcdge of

mining are in great demand. Good, stout

boys can also find plenty of chance for

employment in the mines, which has not

always been the case. It will be remem-

bered that some months ago the miners at

Grass Valley wanted higher wages, but

the mine-owners successfully resisted the

demands. The miners, however, have left

in large numbers and gone to the big

camps in the State of Nevada, where

higher wages prevail than in California.

This condition prevails nearly all over the

State, but it is more marked at Grass Val-

ley, owing to the large number of miners

employed there.

In some other quarters a different con-

dition prevails, and labor conditions have

reacted upon the mines. Thus the mine-

owners of Angels, in Calaveras county,

whose mines have been closed down some

Immense quantities of cement are being

used in the reconstruction of the buildings

in San Francisco. Since the great fire

1,300,000 barrels have been imported from

foreign countries, 200,000 from States out-

side of California, and over 1,000,000 bar-

rels of California origin have been taken.

There are three large cement factories in

operation in California, each of which has

doubled its capacity this 'year, and three or

four other large plants are approaching

completion. Lime and clay deposits, sit-

uated close together, are earnestly sought

for and most of the known ones have

been purchased by cement-manufacturing

companies. The construction of reinforced

concrete buildings in San Francisco to

take the place of the brick ones destroyed

in the great disaster is responsible for this

big demand for cement in one locality, but

its general employment is increasing and

iv.ay make work for the new plants.

The EXiMK.vrio.N of the Hcroult patents

has made the manufacture of aluminum

free in Europe, but in the United States

the process is still subjeot to the Bradley

patents, which do not expire until 1909.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Teclinical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and In()uiries (or Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

The Air-hammer Drill

As uiy company has just placed an order

with the Carnahan Manufacturing Com-

pany of Denver, Colo., for several air-

hammer drills, I was greatly interested in

a very lucid article by S. E. Wolcott, re-

lating his experience with them in the

Findlcy mine, in the Journal of July 20,

1907. I would like him, however, if he

can manage to do so, to give us an idea

through the columns of your paper as to

the wear and tear of the same, and to

state what parts are most liable to first

need repairs. T. S. S.

Oaxaca, Mex., Aug. 3, 1907.

Low-grade Zinc Ores in Mexico

There is a great opportunity here for a

moderately cheap process of separating

zinc from iron in low-grade calamine ores.

Mexico awaits with impatience the intro-

duction of an economic process of treat-

ment, whereby the large quantity of 25

per cent, zinc, now marketless, may be

^.ived.

.Seven veins of calamine in the same
i.ice give the following ratios of iron to

zinc:

Fe. Per rent.

I 25 K
II 37.3
III 7.7
IV 16.2
V 12.4
VI 22.3
VII 30.1

Zu. Percent.

26.2
3.2
12 1

13.5
38 6
32 6
9.S

20 years 1 have made a practice of col-

lecting all available information relating

particularly to chemical processes. Natur-

ally such collection would comprise clip-

pings, notes, sketches, etc. The problem

was to file lliese in a manner requiring

little time and labor, but so that every

kind of information bearing upon a cer-

tain subject would be grouped conveni-

ently for instant reference.

After trials of various schemes I pro-

vided a number of "Century" files, invoice

size, containing alphabetic indexes. Only

a portion of an index is used in each file,

because the alphabet has to be distributed

through a number of file cases to accom-

modate the bulk of papers collected. For

each subject a folder of plain paper is pro-

vided and labeled. Notes, sketches, clip-

pings are laid within the folder. The

folders, with their contents, are stored

within the indexed filing cases. To pre-

vent loss of clippings, small notes, etc.,

these are pasted upon sheets of paper be-

fore placing in the folders.

.\ file of this size accommodates a full

page of the Engineering and Mining

Journal or a sheet of legal-cap paper,

which is adopted as standard for writing

notes and descriptions upon ; further, it is

clear that plans of double legal-cap size

can be filed by once folding.

Schuyler Frazier.

Bristol. Va., Aug. 3. 1907.

Only Nos. Ill, V and VI can be mined,

under the present circumstances, because

.of the large amount of iron contained.

At Rinconada, Saltillo, and many other

points in the Mexican calamine district,

reat quantities of mineral are thrown
ilo the canons because the zinc is less

than 30 per cent. The presence of zinc

smelters in Mexico will doubtless make it

•ssible to use 25 per cent, ore, but there

ccnis to be little immediate prospect for

le relief of the Mexican zinc producer.

I earnestly invite personal corespond-

iico from any of your readers who can

-t a method of concentration for

w-gradc ores.

Thorinc.ton Chase.

Rincon.ida. Mexico, Aug. 6. 1907.

Filing Notes and Clippings

and there is no delinite price per unit of

boric acid, nor any other unit upon which

borax mineral is bought from producers

by refiners. Cheap labor is such an im-

portant factor in the production of borax

in foreign countries that the United States

product cannot hope to compete abroad,

and there arc no exports of domestic borax

from Uiis country at the present time.

The possibility always exists, however,

that large borax operators would be will-

ing to consider the acquisition of deposits

of crude material, if they are of such size

and quality as to threaten too dangerous

competition.]

I read with interest the article in the

TnuRNALof April 20, 1907. by G. B. Levings

n the subject of clipping and filing. For

The Borax Industry

Having under consideration a project

to develop some borax mines, I would ask

you to advise me as to the condition of the

borax market: if prices paid are on nat-

ural or refined mineral, where is the best

market, and whether or not this substance

is controlled by combination or corpora-

tion. J. L.

Ventura, Cal., Aug. 5, 1907.

[The borax industry of the United States

is practically in the hands of the Pacific

Coast Borax Company, which mines and

refines its own product. There are a few

outside mines and refiners who produce a

small amount of bora.x, and who live prob-

ably because the Pacific Coast Borax Com-
pany does not consider it worth while to

make competition hot for them. The re-

quirements of these outside concerns for

raw material are so insignificant that they

have but little interest in developing new

sources of supply. Under these conditions

the prospect for marketing a new sup-

ply of borax mineral is not very attractive

The Franco- British Exhibition of

1908

There can be little doubt that the ex-

hibition planned to be held in London
during the summer of 1908 promises to

be the most important aflfair of the sort

ever held, at least in the Old World. The
object of the promoters is "to demonstrate

to the world the products and resources

of the British Empire and of France and

her colonies," and the official title is the

Franco-British Exhibition of Science, Arts

and Industries. The names of the chair-

men of the committees of the various sec-

tions are some indication of the influential

nature of the enterprise ; they are all

presidents or past presidents of learned

and scientific societies. We would draw-

special attention to the mining and metal-

lurgical departments. Sir Hugh Bell,

president of the Iron and Steel Institute

of Great Britain, is chairman of the iron

and steel section. Prof. W. Gowland,

president of the Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy,is chairman of the metallurgical

section dealing with metals other than

iron and steel. Maurice Deacon, president

of the Institution of Mining Engineers, is

chairman of the committee dealing with

mii'.injc engineering. .Mfred Mond is chair-

man of the chemical industries section.

Our readers will no doubt follow the en-

terprise with great interest.

The following data are of interest to

persons interested in Mexican mines, or

engineers who have examinations to make
in Mexico: The Mexican league (Ugua)

= SOOD varas = 2.6035 miles. The Span-

ish league = 2.6335 miles. The vara is

2.7^9368 ft. (Some authorities erroneous-

ly give it as 2.782 ft.) One square vara

's 7.55902.14 sq.ft. in area.
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New Publications

Metals Free from Carbon Produced by

THE Allminothermic Method. Pp.

18, 6x9, paper. New York: Gold-

schmidt Thermit Company.

The Goldfielus of South Africa. South

\frica Handbook. No. 39- PP- 28.

5x6 in., paper; illustrated. London,

England: South Africa. Price, 6d.,

or 30 cents.

Butt-welding Wrought Iron and Steel

Pipes and Rods by the Thermit

Process. Pp. n. 6x9, paper. New

York: Goldschmidt Thermit Com-

pany.

Chemical Reagents. 1 heir Puritv and

Tests. A new and improved text

based on and replacing the latest

edition of Krauchs "Die Prufung

der Chemischen Reagentien auf Rein-

heit." By E. Merck. Authorized

Translation by Henry Schenck. Pp.

250 6x9 in.: cloth. $1.50 net.

New York, iw: D. Van Nostrand

Company.

Hebe und Transportmittel in Stahl

UND Walzwerksbetrieben. By Dr.

G. Stauber. Pp. 85, i plate; illustrat-

ed, 7.5x11 in.; paper, 4 marks. Dus-

seldorf, Germany, 1907 :
August Bagel

Company.

A reprint from Stahl und Eisen, giv'mg

an extensive review of the present state

of development of conveying apparatus in

metallurgical plants and rolling mills.

Thirteenth Biennial Report of the

BuRE.\u OF Labor Statistics of the

State of Illinois, 1904- PP- 665,

6x9 in., cloth. Springfield, 111.. 1907:

Phillips Bros., State Printers.

The appearance of this report was de-

layed by various causes and this will un-

doubtedly impair its present usefulness,

for conditions have changed materially

since 1904. Still, as matter of record its

full statistics will always have a value.

The contents arc divided into two parts.

The first division is the third presentation

of the statistics of manufacturers in Illi-

nois, the data for which were collected by

the United States Census Department.

Part II is devoted to a consideration of

the working time, earnings and general

home conditions of coal miners and others

employed about the mines of the State.

covering the calendar year of 1903

Contributions to Economic Geology,

1906; Part 1 — Metals and Non-

metals, Except Fuels. By S. F. Em-

mons and E. C. Eckel, Geologists in

Charge. Bulletin 3«5. United States

Geological Survey. Pp. S05. with

maps; 6x9 in., paper. Washington,

1907: Government Printing Office.

The volume is a collection of a number

of smaller publications issued during the

year and all noticed in the Mining Index

of the Journal. Besides an introduction

by C. \V. Hayes there are reports of in-

visligations of metalliferous ores, by S. F.

Emmons; of iron ores, structural mate-

rials, etc., by E. C. Eckel ;
articles on the

development and statistics of production

of gold and silver; copper; nickel and

uranium; lead and zinc; iron and manga-

nese ores, aluminum and bauxite; port-

land, natural and puzzolan cements ;
lime,

magnesite, etc. ;
gypsum, plasters, etc.

;

clays and clay products: building stone

and road metal; glass-making materials;

quartz and feldspar; mica, graphite, etc.;

mineral paint; abrasive materials; phos-

phates and phosphorus; and sulphur and

pyrites.

Pe.\t: Its Use and Manufactuke. By

Philip R. Bjorling and Frederick

T. Gissing. Pp. I73; illustrated, 5x8

in.; cloth. London, 1907: Charles

Griffin & Co., Ltd. Philadelphia:

J. B. Lippincott Company.

| he chief obstacle to the use of peat as

a fuel is the difficulty of removing the

large proportion of water which it con-

tains in its natural state. The present

volume is the result of a suggestion made

by the late Sir Clem£nt Le Neve Foster,

and aims to describe the methods and

classes of machinery used in the prepara-

tion of peat for commercial use. Not only

are successful and partially successful

methods described, but also several that

have failed ; so that the volume is a hand-

book for investigators as well as a treatise

for those engaged in practical operations.

The subject is treated in a comprehensive

manner and the matter is well classified

and arranged. It covers not only the lat-

est practice in the preparation of manu-

factured peat, but also the tools and meth-

ods employed in localities where this ma-

terial has been a staple fuel for centuries.

liiE CoprEK Mines of the World. By

Walter Harvey Weed. Pp. 375; il-

lustrated. 6'/g.x9^ in-: cloth, $4-

New York, 1907: Hill Publishing

Company.

Contents. Part I—Geology of Copper:

Distribution of copper deposits. Produc-

tion of copper. Mineralogy of copper.

Geologic distribution and occurrence. Out-

crops and gossan formations. Genesis of

copper deposits. Classification of copper

deposits. Part II—Descriptions of the

Principal Copper Mines of the World:

Copper Mines of Europe. Copper De-

posits of Asia. Copper mines of Japan.

Copper deposits of Australasia. Copper

mines of South America. Copper de-

posits of the West Indies and Central

.\merica. Copper deposits of Canada and

Newfoundland. Copper deposits of Mex-

ico. Copper deposits of the United States.

In the first part of this work the author

gives a general account of copper de-

posits, with the broader features of dis-

tribution, geologic occurrence, nature of

the ore, etc. In this he has not gone

into the broad fields of physical chem-

istry or metallurgy, nor attempted to dis-

cuss the financial merits of particular

properties. 1 he deductions drawn arc

based upon the facts presented in the sec-

ond part of the work. In that part an

endeavor has been made to gather the

evidence at first hand, so far as possible,

or from the monographs of reliable in-

vestigators. The descriptive matter aims

to give an account of only the world's

more important mines, including those that

are present producers, and of others which

are of importance because of their past

history, or because their study enables one

to make a more trustworthy diagnosis of

newly discovered deposits. An attempl

has been made to give precedence to prac-

tical matters. This may not always be

apparent; but the fact has been clearly

brought out, in recent study of ore de-

posits, that the genesis, structural rela-

tions, and the occurrence of secondary en-

richments really determine the value of a

deposit as well as its method of exploita-

tion and the nature of the ore which it

furnishes.

The present work is the outgrowth of the

need felt of a book presenting the known

facts concerning the copper deposits of

the world. It is confessedly in- part a

compilation; for, while the writer hns

seen almost all the big mines of the United

States, Canada, and Mexico, which furnish

two-thirds of the world's output, he has

culled freely from the detailed studies of

others for descriptions of them, as well

as of foreign districts. Much interesting

matter concerning the lesser and econom-

ically unimportant deposits of Europe ha%

lieen omitted in the attempt to present

more than a mere collection of mine de-

scriptions, and to keep the matter written

within a reasonable number of pages.

Many important occurrences receive but •

short accounts, and many deposits of no

present importance are fully described.

The first circumstance is due to a lack of

reliable information ; the second, either to

a belief in the future importance of the

deposit, or to a desire to prevent the

waste of money on worthless properties.

The illustrations include a number of

maps and geological sections, and some

photographic views of prominent mines.

There is a complete and detailed index.

The book is especially timely, in view of

the active search for .copper which is in

progress at present, as a result of the

great increase in demand for the metal.

It will be found of value by all who arc

interested in copper.

Denmark imported 2,668,500 tons of coal

during 1906 as compared with 2,375,500

tons in 1905. Almost the whole of this

came from Great Britain, While there

was an export duty on coals shipped from

Great Britain, German coals found an

inlet into Denmark to the extent of lOO,-

000 tons a year. Now that the duty has

been abolished, it is likely that this Ger-

man trade will cease.
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Personal

Minln;: iiiKt iiH-ttilliii-Kli'ul I'li^^iiit't'rn tii-c In-

vlti'il til kiv|i Tilt: i;si;i\Ki:iiiNU ami MiMMi
Jiit'itNAi. Inforineil uf tholr luuviMiitMUs niiil

•ppulntnu'Uls.

G. A. Ovcrstroin li:is returned to Salt

Lake City from a trip to Mexico.

George H. Aylaril, manager of tlie

Standard mine in the Slocan district,

B C, i^ in Ohio.

Herman C Bellinger, who has been in

Nevada and L'tah durinK the past si.x

months, is in Uutte.

.Mlrcd C. Siehoth has returned to Flo-

rence, Ari., after a trip through southern

Arizona on professional business.

S. Hoover, treasurer, and W. E. Trous-

dale, auditor, of the Tciniessee Coal, Iron

and Railroad Company, have resigned.

Dr. Joseph \V. Richards, professor of

metallurgy in Lehigh University, has gone

to New Mexico on professional business.

Edward K. Jiidd, of New York City,

has returned from Cobalt, Ont., and has

left for Colorado on professional business.

Dr. A. P. Low, Canadian Deputy Min-

ister of Mines, is looking over the work
of the Geological Survey and visiting the

leading mining districts of the West.

Ben B. Thayer finished his inspection

of the Amalgamated properties in Butte

on .Vugust 5, and started for New York
on August 6, going by way of Salt Lake.

Frank Bay, until recently city controller

of Marquette, Mich., has resigned to ac-

cept the position of land agent with the

Calumet & Hecla Company at Calumet,

Mich.

E. .-K. Haggen, of Revelstokc, B. C.
has been in the Lardeau examining the

BrcKidview, St. Elmo, True Fissure and

Blue Bellgroups on behalf of Cincinnati

investors.

VV. J. Sutton, geologist for Dunsmuir
interests who own coal mines on Van-
couver island, has been looking over coal

lands in the Nicola district of British

Columbia.

Juan de la C. Posada, of Posada &
Gonzalez. MedcUin, Cr)lombia. is in New
York examining mining machinery with

special attention to equipment employed
in the cyanide process.

Donald G. Forbes, formerly manager of

the Silver Cup mine in the Lardeau dis-

trict. B. C, is in the Similkamecn district

as consulting engineer for the Silmilka-

meen Mining and Smelting Company.

J. S. Fenn, of Spokane, and J. W.
••rank, of Reno, Neb., have returned from
the oil fields at Fort McKay on the

.\thabasca river. Mr. Fenn located three

oil channels for the British American Oil

Company, of Seattle.

John C. Ostrup, who designed the Bos-
ton elevated-railroad structure and many

important bridges and structures for the

.American Bridge Company, has been

chosen to fill the chair of structural engin-

eering at the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology, lloboken, N. J.

Obituary

Dr. .Xugust Dupre, chemical adviser of

I he explosives committee of the British

Home Office, died on July 29. Dr. Du-
pre had been connected with the explo-

sives committee since 1873 'ind was a Fel-

low of the Royal Society. He was born

at Mainz, Germany, in 1835 and was edu-

cated at Darmstadt, Giessen and Heidel-

berg. In 1864 he became a lecturer on

chemistry at Westminster Hospital

School. In 1871 he was appointed chemi-
cal referee to the medical department of

I he Local Government Board.

Societies and Technical Schools

Carnegie Library, Pittsburg—The Tech-
rology Department is making an exten-

sive collection of trade catalogs and H. W.
Craver, technology librarian, invites ad-
vertisers in the Joi-r.v.\l to contribute

trade literature. The catalogs will be cata-

loged under both firm name and subject,

and be made accessible to the public.

Stevens Institute of Technology—John
C. Ostrup has been appointed professor of
structural engineering. Professor Ostrup
is a graduate of the Polytechnic School in

Copenhagen, Denmark, later studying at

the Chicago Engineering School, and has
had a large and varied experience in im-
portant work extending over 17 years.

Industrial

The Sprague Electric Company, No. 527
West Thirty-fourth street. New York, has
issued a new bulletin describing flexible-

armored hose for steam or compressed
air. suitable for transmission lines.

In the suit of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company vs. Wag-
ner Electric Manufacturing Company, of
St. Louis, Mo., on Westinghouse oil-cooled

transformer patent No. 366,362, damages
were awarded to the Westinghouse Com-
pany amounting to $l32>433-,^5.

The Risdon Iron Works, San Fran
Cisco, Cal., has chosen the following of-

licers, the election being necessitated by
the death of Captain Taylor : Augustus
Taylor, president ; W. H. Taylor, Jr., vice-

president ; H. D. Rogers, secretary; P. H.
Postlethwaitc, superintendent

; J. W.
Rolph. auditor.

The F. W. Braun Company, Los Ange-
les, Cal., wholesale druggists and dealers

in assajers' supplies, has been divided,

F. W. Braun, president and general man-

ager, continuing the branch devoted 'to

assay and chemical apparatus and scientific

instruments under his own name, while
the wholesale drug business will be con-

ducted by the Brunswick Drug Company.

The Colorado Iron Works Company re-

ports orders for smelting equipment from
all quarters. While the bulk of this busi-

ness is from the United States and from
Mexico, orders for furnaces and smelting

plants are going through the shops for in-

stallation in France, Japan, Chile and New
Zealand. The furnace included in the

Chilean plant is designed for hot-blast

smelting, and the New Zealand order em-
braces the complete equipment of a hot-

blast copper-matting plant with sampling

plant.

Trade Catalogs

.As noticed elsewhere, the technology

department of the Carnegie Library of

I'itlsburg is making a collection of trade

catalogs, and will be glad to receive cata-

logs of any of the advertisers in the

JoL'RN'.\L. These catalogs will be given a

prominent place on the shelves, carefully

cataloged under both firm name and sub-

ject, and made accessible to the public.

Catalogs should be addressed* care of H.
W. Craver, Technology Department. Car-

negie Library of Pittsburg.

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Warren Webster and Company, Cam-
den. N. J. The Webster Grease and Oil

Trap. Pp. 6, illustrated, paper. 3''$.\6

inches.

The McMyler Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Locomotive Cranes,

Bridge Conveyors, Grab Buckets, Car
Dumpers. Pp. 75, illustrated, paper. 6x9
inches.

.\llis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,
Wis. No. 4007. Gates Rock and Ore
Breaker Style "K." Pp. 4, illustrated,

paper. 3^x6 in,; July. 1907. .\lso Month-
ly Calendar.

Construction News

Gold Springs, Utah—The Jennie Gold
-Mining Company is preparing to add a

cyanide department to its mill.

Milford, Utah—The States Mining (.nni-

pany, which has acquired the old Lincoln

and Creole mines in Beaver county, is

preparing to install mill equipment. The
post-office address of the company is Mil-

ford. Utah.

Charleston, IVest Virginia—The M. B.

Coal Company will install mining machin-

ery and construct coke ovens on the prop-

erty recently acquired from the Cardiff

Co^fl Company. C. C. Sharp, Charleston.

W. Va., is superintendent.
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Special Correspondence trom Mining Centers

News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver. Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

San Francisco

August 7-lhc gold-Jredging companies

are engaged in removing their offices from

OroviUe, Marysville, etc., to San Fran-

cisco The Nevada Gold Dredge Com-

pany. Garden Ranch Dredging Conjpany,

Gold Run Dredge Company, Oroville Gold

Dredge Company, and Ophir Gold Dredge

Company now have offices at No. 268

Market street. The principal offices of the

Boston & California Dredge Company,

Boston & Oroville Dredge Company,

Feather River Exploration Company, Oro-

ville Dredge Company, Ltd., Bear River

Mining Company and Calaveras Gold

Dredge Company are now in the Mer-

chants Exchange Building, California

street. The officials of the companies can

now be found at these addresses instead

of as formerly, at the points where the

dredges are being operated. Consolidation

of interests has doubtless brought about

this change.

The Keystone Dredging Company, in-

corporated some months ago by W. P.

Hammon, C. M. Derby, N. Cleveland,

F. C. Van Deinse and A. E. Boynton,

owns 160 acres of land on the Yuba river

between the dredging lands of the Yuba

Consolidated Gold Fields Company and

the Marysville Dredging Company, While

no dredges have been built to work this

land, it is expected that one or more will

shortly be built.

The California mining companies are

determined not to have the experience the

Nevada men have had, in losing money

by "high-grading." George Johansen,

who stole rich ore from the Bonanza

King Company of Trinity county, was

vigorously prosecuted, and has been sen-

tenced by the judge to a year in the State

prison.

The old Sheep Ranch mine in Cala-

veras county has been closed down again.

After 20 or more years of idleness it was

re-opcncd some years ago and subsc-

(|iient1y rhaiiged hands. The present

tr tinancial ones, several attach-

n; .j; been placed on the property.

This mine paid well for many years, and

Haggin and Tcvis, the former owners,

realized millions from it. The vein is

not large but the ore is rich.

ThouRh the Union Copper mine at Cop-

|. Calaveras county, has closed

,! .;, it is said, to a low grade of

ore, supplies continue to be received,

which leads local people to believe that

the mine will resume before long.

Geo. W. Rumble, of Sunset Mining

Company fame, is out of ihf State

prison after 18 months' confinement under

a sentence of using the mails to defraud.

He worked the Old Glory and Amo hy-

draulic mines in Butte county enough to

induce people to invest. It is estimated

that Rumble made $250,000 out of his fake

mining scheme. He represented that he

was secretary and general manager of the

Sunset Mining Company, with a capital

of $10,000,000 at $1 a share. Gold-bearing

Mack sand in unlimited quantities worth

from $500 and $800 a ton was the prin-

cipal product of great treasure deposits,

according to Rumble. He secured many

victims, paying some of them 2 per cent,

monthly dividends out of the funds con-

tributed by subsequent victims. Rumble

was convicted three years ago and his

sentence was delayed 18 months by ap-

peals to the higher courts.

The miners of the Plumas-Eureka

mine, Johnsville, Plumas county, have

gone on a strike. The mine is up the

mountain a mile from the boarding house,

and the men were ordered to be at work

at 7 instead of 7 :30 as before. The morn-

ing following the posting of the notice,

not a single employee reported for work.

This dispute comes at a very unfortunate

time, as the Plumas-Eureka mine, a fa-

mous producer in the early days, has been

idle for many years, and only last year

work was again commenced with the ex-

pectation of starting the 40-stanip mill

on the property within the next few days.

Bisbee, Arizona

Aug. 8—The Calumet & .\rizona and

Copper Queen smelters are making copper

at the rate of 4,000,000 and 9,500,000 lb.

per month, respectively, both of them do-

ing some custom work. In the Calumet &
Arizona large finds of rich ore have been

made on the 9S0-ft. level of its Mag claim,

which was supposed by many to have

been pretty well worked out. There is,

however, a large area of excellent ground

in this claim, and it will be many years

before it is worked out, unless the history

of the camp proves a false prophet.

The Greene-Cananea has ordered three

more large converter stands and is recon-

structing its present smelting works as

fast as convenient. The site of its new

works has been selected and material is

being ordered. This plant will have smelt-

ing capacity for about 3000 tons and will

cost in the neighborhood of $2,500,000. It

will more than double the output of

Greene. Ore of high grade is now being

hoisted from the Cananea Central part of

the property and is going to the smelter,

thereby enriching the copper contents of

the mass, for Cananea Central's bonanza

vein runs better than 6 per cent. An elec-

trical hoisting plant good for 2000 tons a

day has been installed at the Central, but

of course will not te used to anything like

capacity for a long time, probably not un-

til the new smelting works is completed. 9

The Humboldt smelter, which is under-

stood to have been purchased by T. W.

Lawson and associates, includes a 400-ton

concentrator, lead and copper stacks, a 'il

200-ton blast furnace and two xoo-ft. re-

verberatory furnaces. It has been doing
,

a custom business exclusively but holds |

some promising copper prospects.

The Bisbee Extension Company is de-

veloping claims about 7 miles west of \

that city, in the granite. So far the prop-

erty is highly speculative, but it is in the

hands of engineers who are willing to

stand on their chance. The work is now

said to be showing some copper in fault

planes.

Shipments of lumber to Cananea mines

from the mills of the Sierra Madre Land

and Lumber Company's property have be-

gun and as soon as the large mill is in

operation will be very much larger. It

looks as though lumber shipments from

there would be an important factor in the

reduction of costs to all mines near the

Mexican border.

The long fights about the ownership of

El Tigre gold mine, between the Kansas

City owners and the Harriman south-

western interests, lias finally ended in the

decision of the Supreme Court of Mexico,

in favor of the Kansas City stockholders,

who have been in possession, under the

courts, since nearly two years ago. The

$290,000 in gold coin offered in part pay-

ment by the Kansas company, and stored

for many months in the vault of the Bank

of Bisbee, will now be distributed to the

original owners, most of whom arc .Ari-

zona people.

Copper Chief mine, east of Florence, in

the Kelvin district, is now shipping a few

loads daily to the railway, and will make

railway shipments as soon as rates are es-

tablished. The ore shipped is a high-grade

oxide.

Operations at the Tombstone Consoli-

dated are still suffering severely from ex-

cessive water, though depth is being

slowly gained and the reduction works

are busy, besides which, there are ship-

ments to the El Paso smelter. The com-
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pany has recently authorized a large addi-

tion to its bonded debt in order to pro-

vide additional funds for pumping and

development operations.

The production of the Calumet & .\ri-

. ma smelter for July was about JOO tons

•f blister copper less than the average,

and that of the Queen was also somewhat
less than usual.

Salt Lake City

.August 9—The miners of Bingham have

made a request for higher wages and the

managers of the various companies have

refused to consider the proposition, giv-

ing as a reason, the chaotic condition of

the metal market, the probability of a fuel

famine more serious than the one e.\-

perienced last winter and the inability to

get the desired tonnage of ore from the

mines to places of reduction on accoimt of

inadequate transportation facilities. It is

certain that the operators will not budge
one iota from this position and if the de-

mands for more pay are pressed, the mines
will be closed down. There has been con-

siderable uneasiness manifested among tlic

men for some time. The Bingham miner.s'

union has been gaining in strength and
has now enrolled in its membership about

I JOO, out of a possible 2000 employed in

and about the mines. Trouble seems in-

evitable, unless the wiser heads in the

union and out of it are able to control the

situation. The miners of the camp are

mostly foreigners and a great majority

of them are socialists. With this clement
to contend with, there is no telling what
moment a break will occur. With the

acquittal of Haywood fresh in their minds,

the union miners have become more agres-

sive. If the worst should come, the mines
of the district could be closed without

serious injury other than the loss of the

usual income from ore sent to market.

There is no pumping to be done and there-

fore the danger from flooding can be

averted.

Plans are being matured for the driv-

ing of a drain tunnel adit under the camp
of Alta. The Columbus Consolidated and
South Columbus Consolidated companies
will be large shareholders in the enter-

prise and will put up the bulk of the

money for construction. The length of

the proposed adit will be about 4000 ft.

and it will be used as an outlet for ore

from the several mines interested in the

project.

Engineers in the employ of the Nevada
Utah Mines and Smelters Corporation

have been conducting an examination of

the property of the Blackbird Gold and
Copper Company, in Beaver county, and
it is said an option has been given on a

control of the stock. The Blackbird ad-

joins the Cactus and Comet mines and

consists of 98 patented and a number of

unpatented lode mining claims. The
Nevada Utah already owns the Comet
mine.

A special meeting of shareholders of

the Northern Light Mining and Milling

Company has been called to consider a

proposition to consolidate with the Chlo-

ride Point and Columbia mines and to

form what is to be known as the North-

ern Light Consolidated Mining Company.
The meeting occurs on September 5.

An effort is being made to bring about a

consolidation of the West Quincy and

Thompson mines at Park City.

Five LUah mining companies have

posted dividciuls so far this month: the

• iemini, for $50,000; Utah, $3000; Lower
.Manmioth, $9500; May Day. $8000; Uncle

Sam Consolidated, $10,000.

.\rticles of incorporation of the Uintah

Treasure Hill Coalition Mining Company
have been filed. It is to have a capital

•<tock of 1,000,000 shares of the par value

of 50c. each. The basis is the Treasure

Hill, Kentucky and Typo groups of claims

at Park City, Utah. JcSse Knight, of

Provo, Utah, is president, and W. Lester

Mangum, of the same place, secretary and

treasurer.

Denver

August 10—Isabella, the old leader of

the Colorado Springs market in the boom
time of Cripple Creek, is said to be in rich

ore again. At one time the company re-

ceived $316,000 in one check as proceeds of

two carloads, or about 40 tons of ore;

somewhere about that time the shares

touched $2, and they are now selling

around 24c. The company has paid $742,-

500 in dividends. Since then it was con-

solidated with the Empire State, which

has three cross-veins to the Isabella, and

large orebodies at and near the inter-

sections. The company now has its own
mill at the mine, and is said to be treat-

ing $5 dump ore at a profit.

The Denver smelters arc not getting

such a supply of ore as will enable them

to run at their full capacity, and the

.American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany is selling the old Grant smelter,

which was closed in 1903, when the work-

men went out on strike, and has remained

so ever since. It is rumored that it will

be pulled down.

A great deal of prospecting and surface

development is being done on the metal-

liferous veins of Grand and Routt coun-

ties, in anticipation of the arrival of the

Moffat road at Steamboat Springs next

summer. The mountains of the Gore and

Park ranges are full of prospectors, as

also those of what is known as the Hahn's
Peak district; and west of, and immedi-

ately contiguous to, these mountains is

the Yampa coalfield of 1200 square miles.

Professor George, of the State university.

State geologist, and his three assistants,

are just returning from an inspection of

this region and we shall have their re-

port shortly.

The Golden Cycle mill at Colorado

City, which had just inaugurated a sched-

ule of cheap rates, by which the low-grade

ores of Cripple Creek could be trcate<l at

a profit, was partially destroyed by fire on
the morning of July 7. The fire broke

out in the old roasting building. The
origin is as yet a matter of conjecture,

but it appears that flames issuing from the

forced draft gas-producer grates of the

roasting furnace set fire to the wood-work
of the old building. Another account in-

dicates an explosion from coal dust, the

llamcs from the furnace igniting the fine

dust from the conveyer belt, which dis-

tributed the coal to the various furnaces.

.\ll statements agree that a fierce flame

broke out suddenly in the old roasting

room of the original Telluride mill, and
that the flames spread rapidly to the old

bedding floor of the building adjoining,

1 hence to the sampler, from which place

flames are said to have extended over a
clear space of 200 ft to the general office,

which was also consumed. The works
are separated into two parts by some brick

buildings, and big brick dust-flues. To
those who know the plant, it will

be best described by saying that every-

thing south of this main dust-flue

has been consumed, covering about 4'/^

acres of buildings and ore-bins, in which
latter it is said about 15,000 tons of ore
was stored. The fine-grinding depart-

ment, leaching buildings and refinery are
intact. The loss is .variously estimated at

$300,000 to $400,000; insurance reported to

be $300,000. It is said the plant will be
re-built.

The Newhouse tunnel, with its portal at

Idaho Springs, in Clear Creek county, and
its present terminus three miles away
under the Gilpin county mines, in the

vicinity of Central City and Black Hawk,
intersects deep down below their mine
workings, a belt of veins, which in the

past 40 years is estimated to have pro-

duced from their upper portions, gold to

the value of upward of $70,000,000. It

is probable that the early investors in this

project have never received any profits

from, or interest on, their investment, but
those who have stayed in have now
brighter prospects for the future. Quartz
Hill and its surrounding hills are wet
ones, and its many mines, which had as

a rule good ore in the bottom of the work-
ings on their main lodes, are idle, chiefly

on account of the cost of pumping and
hoisting. With the approach of the

tunnel, which is already draining these
mines, and which, at the rates of haulage
charged on ore and waste, will bring the
same to the surface at less than half what
it can be hoisted for, will put all these idle

mines into commission again. The laterals

are driven at the expense of the owners
of the various mines which they are in-

tended to tap, the cost being rebated to

the mine in haulage charges for their ores

and waste, a very business-like arrang^e-

ment. For instance, the lateral which has

been driven on the great Saratoga vein

is now underneath the cage shaft, with a-
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raise being put up to meet it. It is ru-

mored that some of the people connected

with the tunnel, which was driven chiefly

with English capital, arc sampling the

ores in the mines of Quartz hill, with a

view to obtaining leases on them, which,

if they succeed in doing, will probably

prove a profitable and safe enterprise.

The strike of the switchmen of the

Colorado & Southern Railway is at this

juncture a more than ordinary curse on

Colorado, as it is the bight of the active

season among the mines, smelters and
every other enterprise which needs fuel.

Their business is paralyzed, and in many
instances closed down. It is also close on
the time when winter stores of coal are

laid in, so that the distress likely to be

caused is more sharply accentuated.

Duluth

August 10—While the Mesabi range

strike is still in force, according to the

leaders of Western Federation affairs,

ore to the amount of 80,000 tons a day is

coming over the Duluth, Missabc &
Northern road, and nearly the average to

other dock systems. These are almost the

average shipments for the time preceding

the strike, and it is one of the most re-

markable things connected with this

whole business, that the roads have been

able to pick up the ends and get down to

business so rapidly after being out of bus-

iness altogejhcr. Ships are coming steadily,

though somewhat bunched as yet, and the

month of August will probably show as

large a tonnage moved as during any
month in the history of the Lake Superior

ore trade. Shovels are all busy at surface

mines and some big records will be made
this week ; most of the underground prop-

erties are getting their force back, al-

though it is more difficult for them than

for the steam shovel mines, and it will be
some time before they are producing at

the old rate. In the meantime the others

make up the totals.

Contracts for the steel ore shipping pier

referred to in this correspondence have
been let to the Barnett & Record Com-
pany, of Duluth, the price for the entire

work being in the neighborhood of $1,250,-

000. This is the first pier of its sort ever
built, and would not be undertaken now
but for the belief that the ore pier has
reached its final slate as regards size and
style, and for the. fear of fire crippling

woad piers. It will be entirely of steel,

.on a concrete base, and the pockets will

be wood-lined. It will be known as No. 6,

Duluth & Iron Range road, and will be
located at the west end of Two Harbors,
in a rather restricted space, so much so
that It cannot be as large as the other

docks there. This pier will cost about
three times as much as a wood one of

corrcspondir-? capacity.

The old Humboldt district, on the north

range, Marquette county, is to be active

once more, by reason of the re-opening

of the Humboldt mine, which has been

idle since 1891, though a small tonnage

was shipped later from stocks. There is

still about 2000 tons of stocked ore on

hand, mined in the old days, and this will

be shipped at once. The old main shaft,

685 ft. deep, will be re-timbercd, the mine

unwatered, new machinery installed and

extensive development carried on during

the coming winter. The ore in the dis-

trict is known as pockety, and horses of

rock troubled former mine operators,

though a total of more than 730,000 tons

were taken out in the early days. This ore

is a hard magnetite, of good grade and

some ore is supposed to be in sight under-

ground.

At the Tobin mine recently, 1680 tons

of ore were hoisted in the lo-hour shift,

from the 700-ft. level and in a 3-ton skip,

or at the rate for the full 10 hours of 56
skiploads per hour, and probably, consid-

ering the delays incident to starting the

shift, to about one skip per minute for the

time actually consumed in operation.

This is about the record that used to be

made at the Auburn mine, Mesabi range,

when it was active, and is by no means
unknown on Lake Superior.

Toronto

Aug. 9—Owing to there being no
smelters in Canada capable of purifying

ore sufficiently for coinage purposes, the

new Canadian mint will have to look to

the United States for refined metal.

When arrangements were made for the

establishment of the mint at Ottawa it

was understood that a smelter would also

be erected, and the matter was left in the

hands of the Department of Mines ; but

no action has been taken. It is stated

that 1,000,000 oz. of silver will be wanted
at the mint in November. The ore will

have to be shipped across the border for

treatment and brought back as refined

metal.

The recent order of the Canadian rail-

way commission prohibiting the use of

lignite coal for railroad purposes, except-

ing in the winter months, owing to the

danger from sparks, is strongly oppo.sed

by lignite mine-owners near Edmonton,
.'\lbcrta, who are supplying the Canadian

Northern with this fuel. They have

asked for a reconsideration of the order

and experts have been sent to Edmonton
to make an investigation. The Canadian
Northern Railway is experimenting to se

cure appliances that will obviate the dan-

ger from sparks.

The discovery of J. B. Miller, of Sault

Ste. Marie. Ont., of a rich nickel deposit

near Worihington, Algoma district, is re-

ported, consisting of a vein 100 ft. wide
with high metal content. No information

on the subject has been received by the

Provincial Bureau of Mines, and the of-

ficials are not disposed to attach much
importance to the report.

There is little change in the strike sit-

uation at Cobalt. So far remarkably good
order has prevailed considering the num-
ber of men out of work. Some men are

coming in but they do not care to work
in the mines near the town. A number
from Michigan have obtained work in the

Cross Lake district. The majority of

men now employed are surface workers,

little underground development work be-

ing in progress. It is estimated that there

is at least $4,000,000 worth of low-grade

ore now on the dumps. The latest move
on the part of the strikers is an attempt

to organize the car-repairers employed in

the shops of the TimLskaming & Northern

Ontario Railway at North Bay, so as to

bring them out on a sympathetic strike.

Sept. I is the date now set for the

completion of the plant of the Montreal

Reduction and Smelting Company at

Trout Lake near North Bay, the opening

of which has been repeatedly postponed

owing to delays in the delivery of

machinery.

Johannesburg

./»/_v 15—The strikers made every effort

to bring out all the workers on the Rand

on July 4, in order to finish the strike,

and get their terms. In spite of monster

demonstrations, the day's results were

practically negligible. Scarcely anyone

left work, and the mills kept hammering

away quite merrily, as if nothing had hap-

pened. Now that the battle is lost, the

leaders are seeking pastures new, and are

leaving the men stuck in the bog, into

which they conducted them.

The showing made by the mines for

June, in spite of the strike, is very credit

able. Many of the mills ran full time. In

order to keep the stamps at work the

amount of waste rock sorted out was

much less than formerly. Some mines

have stopped sorting entirely for the time

being. The Luipaard's Vlei Estate mine

once more makes a remarkably high rec-

ord in the mill, namely, 8.5 tons per day

of 24 hours. This is probably a world's

record for a stamp mill. The total June

output was 507,559 oz., valued at £2,155,-

976, showing a decrease of 16,918 oz.,

valued at £71,862. Of this amount the

Rand contributed 487,956 oz. valued at

£2,072,707. During the month, one devel-

oping mine, the Hercules, which is sink-

ing a seven-compartment shaft, decided

to close down. The Robinson mine was

the premier producer during June, turn-

ing out 23,054 oz. and making a profit of

£65,000. Next on the list is the Simmer

& Jack, and third comes the Robinson

Deep.

Now that the strike is practically over,

July should show a big improvement. It

will take some months yet to get the in

dustry on the footing it enjoyed before lb'

beginning of the strike.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Arizona

CtKTHlSE Col'NTV

I'hc Coppir Queen Mining Company is

to install rli-ctric pumps for its general

work undersround at Bisbee. leaving the

present plant for emergency purposes. It

is also to revise its underground methods,

so that all ore will be hoisted from one

shaft 100 ft. Ijwer and a mile or two
southeast of its present main hoisting

works. This is the new Sacramento shaft,

which is now being equipped and which is

the only shaft the company has in rock.

Electrical tramming will be used for all

underground main trams.

July's production from the Shattuck
mine, was the largest on record, amount-
ing to 400 tons per day during the latter

part of the month, and it is being main-
tained at that rate. Half of this, a sul-

phide ore, goes to the Old Dominion
smelter, and the rest is treated at Douglas

by the Copper Queen works. Large ore-

bodies are being cut on the 900-ft. level.

The Shattuck interests have taken prop-

erties adjoining the Bonanza de Cobre at

Cananea and will develop them at once.

These lie close to the Calumet & Sonora

Catilina group, which is showing good

ore, both of copper and silver-lead.

In the Chiricahua district, good copper

ore is being taken out of the Taylor-

Cardwell property, and considerable other
,

development is under way over a wide

area of the mountains north from Rodeo.

Three properties that the Calumet &
Arizona company is developing, in Pima
county, at Mammoth and in the Tur-
quoise district north of Bisbee, are all

looking well, and the company expects to

make mines of them all. Considerable ore

is being shipped to Douglas. The three

will cost, if bought. $1,575,000.

V.\v.\PAi County

Bannic Mines Company—A new strike

has been made at the mines, near Walker

:

18 in. of high-grade gold ore has been

opened in a cross-cut.

Dekalb Mining Comfany^This c impany

operating near Crown King is putting up
a permanent camp. A steam hoist will

be installed in the near future.

.Vt-u' Copper Find—J. P. Storm reports

a discovery of medium grade copper ore

five miles west of Jerome Junction, the

ledge being to ft. wide. This is the first

discovery of any importance reported in

that district.

Caliiornia

A.M.\l>OR Cor.NTV

Biiilinglon Gold Mining Company—On
this mine near Sutter creek 1500 ft. of

development work has been done. To the

ID-stamp mill 10 stamps are now to be

added, and 10 more Inter on. The shaft

is down 450 feet.

Cold Top—From this gravel mine at

Pine Grove. J. B. Batz, superintendent,

nuggets up to $100 value are being taken.

A restraining dam has been built on the

middle fork of Jackson creek.

Butte County

Sales—Wilson & Snyder have sold to

Senator Rockwell of Nevada 30 acres of

gold-bearing land near Oroville for $15,-

000. M. E. Gunn has sold 160 acres near

Pentz to G. R. and C. M. Hendrix and

P. M. Ream, so that they now own {x)0

acres joined by a tunnel, and the miners

are already in the gravel channel.

Fresno County

Florence Mack—The discovery of a

large body of cinnabar is announced in

this mine near Coalinga.

Kern County

Tehachapi Mining Company—This new
company has bought from the Minnehaha

Company, five claims in Hamilton district,

"on Indian creek, the Hamilton tunnel site,

and the "Hitchbird" mine. There is a

small mill on the property.

Mariposa County

Copper—J. A. Salisbury of San Frart-

cisco has acquired possession of a newly

discovered body of copper ore near In-

dian gulch, 12 miles from Merced falls,

and will at once erect machinery and start

work.

Rufe Pierce—The purchasers of this

mine (formerly the Grimshew). four miles

from Hornitos, paid the $20,000 from the

earnings of the mine in 11 months.

N'evada County

Home—From this mine at Nevada City,

now owned by the Champion Mining

Company, 55 tons of high-grade sulphurets

are being shipped to the smelter.

Omaha & California Mining Company
—This company at Spcnceville. M. A.

Daugherty superintendent, has discontin-

ued shipping ore for the present, the tests

having proved satisfactory ; the mine will

now be more fully opened up.

Placer County

Georgia Hill—This old mine near Yan-

kee Jims has been started up with E. W.
Drummond as superintendent.

Homeslake—This quartz mine near

I'orest Hill, idle for years, is being re-

opened.

Plumas County

Arcadia—A Nevada company has taken

a working bond on this mine in North

caiion, near Greenville.

Consolidated Copper-Gold Mines Com-
pany—A. Philbrick, president of this new

company, which is developing a group of

15 claims on Ward creek, reports that the

property has eight parallel veins from I to

30 ft. wide, carrying gold, silver and cop-

per at the surface. In the bottom of a

,^0-ft. prospect shaft a 24-in. streak of al-

most pure chalcocite has been encoun-

tered. The company will install a lo-drill

compressor and will drive a 2300-ft. cross-

cut tunnel to cut the veins at a depth of

1500 ft. Several new companies have be-

gun to develop the district.

Cooper Mountain—These properties,

among them the Italia, Green Ledge, Cop-

per and Colman mines, at Genesee, have

been bonded by Carruthers and Philbrook,

and operations will commence at once.

Riverside County

Gypsum—The 14 gypsum claims in Iron-

wood district, in the eastern part of the

county, have been bonded to Allen Jones.

San Bernardino County

Copper Chief—The Ventura Develop-

ment Company has sold this group of five

claims in Silver Mountain district to Judge

J. A. Day of Ventura for $12,500.

Crackerjack District—A double com-

partirient shaft is being sunk on the Bo-

nanza property. .\ number of mining deals

have taken place recently, among them

transfers of the Apex, Bolivian and Cactus

groups. Montana men have bought up

several claims.

Family Mining and Milling Company—
This new company in Cima district is

shipping a carload of silver ore weekly

San Diego County

Xtible—This property at Descanso has

been sold by Thomas Noble to F. M. El-

liott, of San Diego.
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Shasta County

Conner Claims—The Stauffer Chemical

Company, of San Francisco, is working

this mine at Lower Springs under bond.

New machinery has been installed.

Golden Calf—Luke and Thomas

Mitchell, owners of this mine on Flat

creek, which has been shipping ore to the

Selby and Keswick smelters, have bonded

it for $45,000 to A. E. Monnette, of Gold-

field, Nevada.

Milton—This mine, Lower Springs dis-

trict, has been sold to a Minneapolis

company.

I'ulcan Copper Mining Company—

A

wagon road for hauling in machinery is

being built to this mine, 10 miles from

Kennett.

SiERii;\ County

Alaska—This company, at Pike City, is

putting in poles for an electric line from

the Rome power house. It is a wet mine

and electric pumps of large capacity must

be used to keep it drained.

Rainboiv—The first clean-up has been

made at the new lo-stamp mill of this

mine, near Alleghany.

Reliance and Keystone—These gravel

claims on Chipps ridge have been leased

to F. de Lawney.

Siskiyou County

Copper—At Oak Hollow, five miles

north of Scott valley, new copper mines

under bond to F. H. Dakin, Jr., of San
Francisco, are being developed. Other
copper prospects in the county are being

examined, with a view to development.

Helena Gold Mining Company—This
company, with A. Sydney Addison, of San
Francisco, as the new general manager,
has resumed operations on the McKeen
mine.

McKinley—This old mine, on Humbug
creek, idle for years, is about to resume
operations.

Salmon River Consolidated Mining
Company—This company is putting in a

power line from its mine at Rollin to the

company's ditch at Sawyer's Bar.

Spencer—This mine on Humbug creek,

which has been long idle, has been bonded
to Portland, Oregon, men who are get-

ting ready for operations.

Tuolumne County

Big Mill—Work on a loo-stamp mill is

in progress for the Dead Horse and Lady
Washington workings near Tuolumne. A
long tunnel from the Lady Washington
has tapped the Dead Horse mine and the

latter is being drained through the tunnel.

Yuba County

Campbell—At this mine at Smartsville,

E. B. Tarr superintendent, the gravel is

to be broken up by crushers and then

washed.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Big Evans—Besides the Mammoth and

Little Evelyn, three new shafts are being

sunk.

Covey Lease—From 25 to 30 tons of

carbonate ores are being hoisted daily

from the Hibschle shaft. The shaft has

reached a depth of 440 feet.

Half Moon—While blasting recently a

vein, known as the Ideal, was uncovered.

Hoffer Shaft—Owing to the amount of

surface water operations have temporarily

ceased at the Hoffer shaft, north of Pov-

erty Flats.

Ibex Mining Company—The Little

Johnny is producing regularly about 7000

tons of ore per month.

Iron Silver—Good carbonate ore is be-

ing taken from the upper contacts of the

Dome shaft which was sunk a few years

ago.

Long S- Derry—The new company
which took over the property of the

Anona Mining and Milling Company has

secured a lease on the Old Long &
Derry property, and will prosecute a cam-
paign of development work. A tunnel

will probably be driven from the Iowa
gulch side.

Monarch Mining Company—In order to

connect with the Winnie shaft, the com-
pany is driving a drift from the Cleveland

in which a streak of ore was recently en-

countered. The Winnie shaft is making
regular shipments of high-grade ore.

Nil Desperanduin—Some large bodies

of low-grade ore were lately discovered at

the 6so-ft. level in this property on Rock •

hill, but at the present low prices, will

scarcely pay to ship. The lessees have

discontinued work at this point but pros-

pect work will be continued.

Sunday—A steady tonnage has been

maintained since the opening of the ore

in the lower levels. The mineral, which is

the Breece hill silicious ore, carries both

gold and silver.

Swisher Tunnel—This tunnel on Sugar
Loaf mountain, has reached a distance of

1000 ft. and a vein has been cut which
runs high in gold.

Ouray County

Mono-Baltic Mining and Smelting Com-
pany—Joseph Irving, general manager of

this company, reports that developments

have rendered the erection of a smelter

desirable. The company, formed last

spring, owns a number of claims includ-

ing the Baltic, Saratoga and Maud S.

The workings show large bodies of low-

grade ore and fairly rich pyritic bodies

carrying 7 per cent, copper, besides many
thousand tons of oxidized silicious ore

carrying silver.

Michigan

Menominee Range—Iron

Crystal Falls— It is reported that a

body of iron ore has been discovered on a

property controlled by George J. Maas, of

Marquette, in the Michigamme valley.

Many drill holes have been put down, but

without success until recently, when the

new orebody was encountered at a depth

of 740 ft. It is said to be low-grade.

The Mansfield is the only working mine

in this valley.

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—The company is cutting a

station at the 2800-ft. mark in the

High Ore and will open the veins at that

depth. It is milling ore on the 2400-ft.

level, the lowest point at which the veins

have been opened.

Boston & Montana—Mining has been

resumed in the West Colusa mine, the gas

from the fire in the Minnie Healey having

almost disappeared. The company is ship-

ping 3350 tons of ore a day and has re-

serves in all of its opened mines. It is

hoisting through the shaft of the Leonard

the ore mined by Coalition in the lower

levels of the Minnie Healey.

Butte & Bacorn—The crosscuts north

and south of the looo-ft. station of the

Calumet are passing through mineralized

vein matter, one having penetrated this

class of material 50 ft.

Coalition—This mine is shipping about

1400 tons of ore a day, having increased

the quantity by a partial resumption of

mining in the Minnie Healey. The com-

pany is developing the vein cut at the 1800

of the Rarus and is extracting good ore.

North Butte—The company is mining

about 1250 tons of ore a day, not taking

particular pains to secure anything save

second class. The first class is to be re-

served for the winter season, when quan-

tity will be superseded by quality.

Parrot—Tht shaft of the Little Mina is

1000 ft. deep and has been connected with

the looo-ft. level of the Mountain Consoli-

dated. The ore of Little Mina and also

that of the Clear Grit will be raised

through the Little Mina shaft. The com-

pany is extracting about 300 tons of ore a

day from its main workings.

Trenton—.'\bout 400 tons of ore a day

is being extracted from the Gagnon mine

and more vein is in sight on the 2 100- ft.

level than at any point between the 1700-

and 2ioo-ft. levels.

Nevada

Esmeralda County—Goldfield

Combination Fraction—The east drift

at the S20-ft. level has cut a vein which

lias been followed along the hanging-wall

f.ir 130 ft. The ore is of milling grade.

It is proposed to sink the shaft deeper, to
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enable a crosscut being run to cut the luile

100 ft. below the present level in the hope

that the ore will be higher in grade.

Ella ll'onde-r—A high-grade vein has

been cut in this property at a depth of 115

ft. The mine is in the eastern portion of

the field. The management is of the

opinion that the mine will shortly be able

to yield regular shipments.

flort'itce—The Rogers lease on the Red

King claim of the Florence has struck ex-

traordinarily rich ore in a drift on the

310-ft. level. The find was made a little

to the south of the famous Little Florence

claim. According to the surveys recently

made the vein runs north and south, and

evidently crosses the O. K. Fraction near

the southeast corner post. It cost the

lessees over $50,000 to reach the vein.

Seven local miners took up the lease two
years ago, L. H. Rogers being the man-
ager. After a year's fruitless search,

their funds gave out and the Warner-
Stewart Company of Chicago purchased a

half interest fo.r $25,000.

Florence Hof>kins—The shaft is down
380 ft. Several veins have been cut and
good assay returns have been obtained.

The country, however, has been broken

and faulted. But recently the country has

been of a sounder nature and is im-

proving.

Frances Mohawk—A first shipment of

18 tons of ore has been made to the Salt

Lake smelters. The vein is apparently the

same as that opened up in the Mohawk
Jumbo, near the side lines of which the

strike was made. The vein lies about 216

ft. southwest of the shaft on the 365-ft.

level.

Golconda—The F. M. Phelps lease on
the Golconda claim of the Consolidated,

has a shaft down 135 ft., and will sink to

J50 ft. before crosscutting. The Stanton
lease on the Golconda is down 50 ft. and
will also go to 250 before any lateral work
is attempted. Both leases are being de-

veloped under the direction of J. B.

Higgins.

Sandstorm—The company has granted

leases to three different parties, including

James Atkinson, the former manager of

the mine. In the early days the lessees

made fortunes on this property.

Vek-el—The Combined Mining and
Leasing Company has cut a vein in the

Sunrise claim at a depth of 350 ft. The
ore is of milling grade at present, but is

rapidly improving in value. It has been

driven on for a distance of 35 ft.

Nye County—Ione

Quicksilver Mine—A cinnabar deposit

in a lime and felsite formation, which has

been developed since the first week in

January of the present year, gives promise

of developing into a producer. The owners

are endeavoring to equip the mine with a

plant, including a smelter. The mine com-

prises an area of 480 acres, situated in the

lone, or Union mining dislrici, ,;ibuut 90

miles northwest of Tonopah. A ledge

yielding mercury has been traced by out-

crops through the whole length of the

leases. Prospecting shafts show that the

ledge is a well-defined contact dep.i-ii'

N'vE County—Hann.mwh

Nezvhousc—The damage caused by the

tire last month has been entirely repaired.

The north crosscut on the 300-ft. level

has penetrated the ledge a distance of 6 ft.

The ledge is between S and 6 ft. wide, and

carries silver and gold, the ore being of

the same character as that in the Mizpah,

at Tonopah.

Silver Glance—The winze from the old

workings is down about 40 ft., and a good
grade of shipping ore is being extracted

and sacked.

Nye County—Tonop.ah

Midway—The new 20-head mill has

been erected and has undergone a satis-

factory trial run. Its capacity is 80 tons

per day. The arrangement of the plant

is as follows : From the ore bins in the

mill, the ore goes to the stamps, which

crush it enough to let it go through a No.

S-mesh screen. It is then passed through

a Huntington mill, which reduces it to a

N'o. 30 mesh. The pulp is then passed over

Wilfley tables and the remainder of the

value is extracted by cyaniding. After

treatment, the tailings go into ore cars,

which run down by gravitj- to the end of

the tailing dump and are there emptied.

At the end of the dump is a movable
trestle, running on rollers, which can be

shifted forward as occasion demands.
While not in motion, the rollers are se-

cured in position by the use of big wooden
chocks.

JVest End Consolidated—The work of

removing the steam hoisting plant from
the Ohio-Tonopah shaft to the new
double-compartment working shaft is pro-

gressing rapidly, and the installation will

be completed by the first of September.

New Mexico

Lincoln County

Jicarilla—In this camp the Wisconsin

Mining and Milling Company has closed

its mill for repairs. The Fleming Fox
Copper Company has equipped its shaft

with steam-hoist and air drills, ;iiid will

go to a depth of 250 ft., before beginning

to crosscut for the copper vein. On the

.Mbatross claim a large vein of $8 gold

ore has been laid bare by an open cut and
the owners believe the showing is good
enough to warrant a mill. .Anchor gulch

gravel is being sluiced for gold by Hat-

ford and Greene ; while in Rico gulch, the

McKinley dry concentrator will be given

a trial by the Rico Mining Company.

Xogal—In this district W. A. Mclvers
is planning to equip the Buster Brown
group, at Carrizozo, with a steam-hoist

and air drilU, .i; ;i.i.v me'li;!-; brcii opened

for a lonK distance .Mr. Mclvers Um also

sold a half interest in the Muldoon claim

for Jis.ooo.

Hopeful—The Mines Management syn-

dicate is employing 50 men at the mines,

and it is proposed to furnish electric

power from a plant to be erected at ,some

nearby coal mines.

H'hite Oaks Cam/<—The Wild Cat

Leasing Company is mining and milling

ore from the two Homestakc claims. At
the Old Abe mine the mill must be reno-

vated.

Rio Arrid.\ County

Hopewell—On the placers in the Head-
stone district. Superintendent J. P. Gill

has been working two shifts of men with

good results, and has also a sawmill run-

ning on Deer Trail creek. The Dixie

Queen Mining and Milling Company has

been dismantling the Bonnet mill, for

transportation to the Red Jacket mine,

and is erecting a new mill in its stead. A.

H. Cooper recently bonded the 16 to I

group to Boston people for $12,000. On
the Whale claim, a new vein has been

struck.

Taos County

Iron Mask—In this mine, in Red River

district, a strike of ore, appearing like

gold tellurides in quartz, has been made.

Ohio

Cvv.\HOCA County

The Upson Nut Company has pur-

chased the 200-ton blast furnace of the

Corrigan McKinney Company in the

Pittsburg district. The company has

operated this furnace under lease for the

past three years and will continue the

manufacture of merchant iron.

Oregon

Baker County

Ca/iYorHia—Manager Richard Addoms
has commenced the delivery of a 100-ton

trial shipment to the Sumpter smelter. A
good body of shipping grade ore has lately

been opened up in the lower tunnel.

Coal Discovery—A discovery of a thick

vein of coal was made V/i miles south-

east of Geiser, in Baker county, and two
miles from the Sumpter railroad by A.

Jones and James Richardson.

Golden Star—This property, under the

management of J. W. Messner, is pre-

paring for the erection of a so-ton con-

centrator which will make it possible to

mine 100 tons of ore daily.

Farrell—The Cincinnati syndicate which

owns this mine has opened up a large

body of high-grade ore at a depth of 400

ft. The same syndicate is operating the

Gillette Kogar properties, including 32

claims north of the Iron Dyke on Snake
river.
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Oregon & Idaho Invfstment Com-

pany—This company has purchased for

$10,000, a group of seven claims adjoining

its property, the Poorman, in the Goose

Creek cnmp, 25 miles east of Baker City.

South Dakota

Custer County

Gerlie Tin Mining Company—The op-

tion held by Pennsylvania capitalists has

expired and E. C. Johnson, of New York,

the owner, will likely soon resume control.

Hills City .-trsc-nic—A representative of

a New York chemical house is in Hills

City to look over the arsenical ore de-

posits. Samples from several properties

have been shipped.

Lawrence County

.•Jhut.iVijii Eaglv—A new ore ledge 8 ft.

wide has been encountered almost at the

surface.

Arkota—A contract for another 100 ft.

of shaft work has been let.

Bt-over—Watson and Clark arc dredg-

ing for black sands.

Cuslcr Pra*—Superintendent O'Brien

announces that the company will resume

within a few days. The property has been

idle since 1903. Both pumps and skips will

be used to unwater and new machinery

will be installed including a steam hoist.

(J/ofri-—Completion of the crosscut tun-

nel shows the main ore ledge to be 40

ft. wide. A new tunnel has been started

to tap the ledge deeper.

Golden Reward—From the old dumps

and crevices around the Golden Reward

smelter, idle for several years past, S. R.

McKinney has cleaned up over $40,000.

On a contract with the company, he took

the former refuse and worked it over on

two Wilfley tables and a jig, shipping thi

concentrates to an Omaha smelter.

Queen Esther—Large veins have been

uncovered by tunneling and are increas-

ing in size with development.

Pennington County

Bridget—A newly organized Colorado

company has leased this property west of

Keystone and will sink a shaft and oper-

.ate on a large scale.

Holy Terror—E. A. H Tays, of the

"United Mining Company, has examined

•the mine. New skips will be put in to

facilitate unwatering the shaft.

Joe Dollar—G. Karr reports a rich shoot

in a drift showing free, coarse gold.

Coinmonui\illti—.\ S-it- vein uf high-

grade lead-silver ore has been encountered

at a depth of 400 ft.

Frisco Contaet—A large body .if low-

grade ore has been encountered.

Slates Mining Comfany—'YUh com-

pany, operating the old Lincoln and Creole

mines east of Milford, has ordered equip-

ment for an aerial tramway and for a

small milling plant. D. States. Milford,

Utah, is president of the company.

Ju.\n County

Eureka Railway—This road is to be

operated in connection with the Tintic

smelter, and will connect the latter with

the principal mines of the Tintic district.

About one-half of the grading has been

completed.

called in this field, and also has its own
power plant. The officials of the com-

pany, known as the Platteville Lead and

Zinc Company, are considering the build-

ing of an aerial tramway from the shaft

to the mill.

Vandeventer Lead and Zinc Mining

Company—The board of directors, on July

24, let a contract to A. W. Grannis, Jop-

lin. Mo., for the erection of a concen-

trating plant with a capacity of 50 tons in

10 hours. The Vandcventer ore was en-

countered at a depth of 26 ft. and occurs

in sheet formation ; a portion can be mar-

keted without milling. The company
owns i6a acres of land and has 250 ft. of

drifts and crosscuts.

Summit County

Park City Shipments—Shipments for

the week ending .\ugust 10 amounted to

3,603,920 lb., the contributing mines and

respective amounts being: Silver King,

1,496,920; Daly, 170,000; Daly Judge, 737,-

000; Little Bell, 130,000; other mines,

129,000 pounds.

Silver King Coalition—The enlargement

of the mill will increase the capacity one-

half.

Tooele County

Honerine Extension—This mine has re-

ported in the Salt Lake market with its

initial shipment of ore.

West Virginia

Fayette County

.1/. B. Coal Company — This company
has purchased the holdings of the Cardiff

Coal Company on Armstrong creek and
will open additional mines, install machin-

ery, construct coke ovens and erect build-

ings. The transfer includes 2500 acres

of coal lands in fee, a leasehold on 5250

acres and four mines in operation, with a

daily capacity of about 1800 tons. C. C.

Sharp, Charleston, is superintendent.

Wiisconsm

Grant County

Utah

Be.aver County

Ctdar Mining CoMi/>jny—This company

is putting in a compressor. Ore shipments

arc being made and the company will

probably pay its initial dividend in Sep-

tember.

Wyoming

Lar.kmie County

S. H. Ball, of the United States Geo-

logical Survey, gives some information as

to the occurrence of titaniferous iron ores

in Wyoming. The ore occurs in Iron

Mountain in southeastern Wyoming about

eight miles west of Iron Mountain sta-

tion on the Colorado & Southern Railroad,

from which it may be reached by wagon
road. It is approximately 40 miles north-

west of Cheyenne.

The mass of iron ore forms the main

deposit of an igneous dike 1% miles long

and 40 to 300 ft. wide. The ore is a

black, granular, holo-crystalline rock, with

. metallic or sub-metallic luster and shows

a high percentage of titanium. At one

time the Colorado Fuel and Iron Com-
pany worked several months in hauling

ore from the deposit to the railroad, from

which place it was shipped to the smelters

at Pueblo. In view of the possibility of

utilizing this class of ore, these deposits

promise to become of considerable im-

portance because of their great extent.

Enterprise—This mine, situated within

the city limits of Platteville, is one of the

great zinc producers in the county. The
mine began drilling operations and sink-

ing a shaft in 1899. The mine now has

several shafts, varying from 125 to 200 ft.

deep, all of which are operated with day

and night shifts. The mill is situated on the

line of tlie Chicago, Milw^iukee & St. Paul

road and also has access to the servio? of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. The
mill is modern in every respect and was

recently equipped with a new 8-cell jig. It

is also equipped with a crusher, concen-

trating tables, a roasting and magnetic

M-parating plant, "the roaster," as it ts

Canada

British Columbia—Boundary

Granby Consolidated—Work has been

begun to further increase the capacity of

this company's smelting works nt Grand

Forks. A. B. W. Hodges, local manager,

states that the eight furnaces are to be

lengthened, thereby increasing the total

capacity by 1000 tons and making the

maximum treatment capacity of the works

about 4500 tons a day. Enlargement of

furnaces will be spread over a year, so as

to keep most of them in blast while the

work is in progress.

British Columbi..\—East Kootenay

District

North Star Mining Company—Ship-

ments from the mine for the year ended

May 31 were about 1600 tons. The direc-

tors report a net profit of $27,381' on the

year's operations. N. McL. Curran, Cran-

brook. the company's manager, reports
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net rctiiri:* trim .>rt shipineius oi $.5.1,000.

Prospecting with the diaiiioiid drill fruni

the 200-ft. level is in progri;ss. A big body

of lead-zinc ore has been opened in the

Slcinwinder property and an experimen-

tal shipment has been made to the smelter

at Coflfeyvdle, Kan., to determine the

treatment question.

Slocax District

Payiii' Mine—The mine and concen-

trating mill have been sold by public auc-

tion to Senator Forget, of Montreal,

Quebec, for $tio.ooo. Prior to 190J divi-

dends totaling $1,363,000 were paid out of

earnings. The concentrator, w-ith pro-

vision for saving zinc, was constructed in

ipot.

Nov.v ScoTi.x

Mabou Coal Coiiil<aity—On July 16 the

mining and railway property of the com-

pany. Cape Breton, were sold by the

sheriff, at the suit of the Eastern Trust
Compan.v. for $Jio.ooo. the purchaser be-

ing \V. .-V. Henry, representing the bond-

holders.

Victoria—.\ dividend has been an-

nounced of 7 per cent, on preferred stock,

12'.. per cent, on common stock and aY}
per cent, on deferred shares of this Mond
Xickel Cwipany mine.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Cobalt Ore Shipments—Shipments of

ore from the Cobalt area for the week
ending .\ug. 3 were as follows: Buffalo,

100.000 lb.; La Rose, 105.405; Xipissing,

.547400 : N'ova Scotia, 66,000; O'Brien,

61,000; total. 679,805 pounds.

City of Cobalt—A vein 2 in. wide, qar-

r.ving 8000 oz. silver to the ton, besides

.T high percenta,ge of niccolite, has been

encountered at the 52-ft. level, just south

of the Nancy Helen property.

Ontario—Lake of the Woods

Bully Boy—A. Strelow, one of the di-

rectors of this gold mine. Lake of the

Woods district, has arrived at the prop-
erty to Complete arrangements for re-

opening. The shaft is down 215 ft. with
drifts of 100 ft. each way on the vein. .\t

the bottom of the shaft the vein is 14 ft.

wide. Sloping will shortly be undertaken.

Yukon—Bonanza Creek

)'ukoii Consolidaled—This Guggenheim
company has begun work both above and
below Discovery, Bonanza creek, and has

made a departure from hydraulicking

methods heretofore prevailing in the- Klon-
dike. The new system involves first the

groimd-sluicing of the creek bottom proper
by hydraidic head, then setting sluice

bo.vcs in the bedrock, and then hydraulick-

ing down the gravel into the bedrock
flume, whence it is conveyed to a sump at

the lower end of the claim. An endless

conveyer belt acting as a tailings stacker

carries the water and washed gravel clear

of the creek bed, tlui-, allowing the bed-

rock to be thoroughly cleaned up. The
creek bottom will afterward be used as a

dump for tailings from the hill and bench

claims on both sides of the creek. The
conveyer and pump are electrically oper-

ated, the power being transmitted by pole

line from the company's hydro-electric

power house on Twelve-Mile, about 30

miles distant. Operations are being di-

rected by Chester .\. Thomas.

Yukon—Dawson District

Judge Burbidge, of the Canadian federal

exchequer courf, is in Dawson hearing

suits brought by the Dominion Govern-

ment to oust the concessionaries from the

Bronson and Ray concessions on Bonanza

creek, and the .\nderson concession on

Ihiuter creek, all of which have been de-

clared cancelled. These concessions, cov-

ering miles of ground on two of the rich-

est creeks in the Klondike, have remained

for years practically unworked, hence the

action of the Government. The Guggen-
heim interests are in possession of the

.Anderson concession and arc preparing to

install on it a big gold-dredge.

YfKox

—

White Horse

Whilchorsc District— Thart is much
activity among the copper mines of this

district, all the miners obtainable being

employed and every spare team is engaged

in hauling ore to the Yukon & White Pass

Railway; 35 tons of ore are being shipped

daily to the Tyee smelter from the

Grafter. The Copper King, operated by

the Pennsylvania Syndicate, has 30 men at

work and is accumulating a considerable

'onnage of ore.

Pueblo—Byron X. White has received

tramway rails, ore cars, etc., for his mine,

from which he has shipped about 1000

tons of ore.

Pennsylvania Syndicate—This company,

represented by Colonel Thomas, has bond-

ed many claims m the Whitehorse camp
and is having them examined by mining

engineers.

Copper King—.\ well defined vein car-

rying bornite and chalcopyrite was struck

on May 20. The orebody is similar to

that of the Carlisle mine which lies

adjacent.

Grafting—A mine discovered several

years ago about six miles from White
Horse, and abandoned owing to the great

cost of supplies is being reopened and is

known by this name. R. Lowe is man-
ager.

I here is a smelting works at N'acosari,
operated before the ores of this mine were
sent to Douglas, which is still in shape
for use should occasion require, but no
ore is going there now. There is much
development around Nacosari, and among
the more important properties is the
Copper Queen group, which Iv H. DeVorc
is opening for a syndicate of Duluth men.
I his shows copper and silver values from
the surface, and the present operation is

expected to cut good ore at 390 ft. below
the apex. The property is about 8000 ft.

from the Nacosari railroad and less than
three miles from the Moctezuma mill and
smelter.

Africa

Transvaal

The cable reports put the gold produc-
tion for July at 532,000 oz. fine, showing
a gain of 24,441 oz. over June, and an in-
crease of 40,207 02. over July, 1906. For
the seven months ended July 31 the total
was 3,148,242 oz. in 1906, and 3,670,732 oz.
in 1907; an increase of 522,490 oz. The
fine gold reported this year was $75,867,-
829 in value.

Europe

Greece

The present situation of the magnesite
industry in the province of Eubcea is

summed up in an article in the Montan-
Zeitung (July i, 1907). The magnesite
deposits are about 3 or 3.5 km. from the
sea and arc very advantageously situated.

The structure of the deposit is such that
mining can be carried on with very little

capital. The material is shipped raw or
calcined. Although the magnesite is amor-
phous rather than crystalline, it is in great
demand and prices per metric ton are
given as follows: 93 per cent., 30 fr. ($6) ;

95 per cent., also material calcined at 600
deg. C, 90 fr. ($18) ; calcined at 1000
dcg. C, III fr. ($22.20). Completely cal-

cined material (1600-1700 dcg. C.) is

quoted at 130 fr. ($26) and upward. Both
prices and demand are increasing.

Mexico

SoNOR.V

August 8— The Moctezuma Copper
Company, of Nacosari, belonging to

Phelps, Dodge & Co., is pushing its

2000-ton concentrator, to replace the 750-

ton w.irks now handling Pilarcs ores.

New Zealand

The Mines Department reports the ex-
ports of gold from the Colony for .April

and the four months ended .April 30 as be-
low, in ounces of bullion

:

IWIfi. 1907. CtaBCgF*.
•^I'rll 44.692 a5.»69 D. 1X.62S
Four rooDlbs 174.S81 144,088 D. 30.193

The bullion reported this year was equal

to 135,624 oz. fine gold, or $2,803,330. The
exports of silver for the same periods
were, in ounces

:

1906. 1907. ChBDgmi.
April «»,ot« Bi.rra d. 7.774
F,.ur mnotllB 331.913 394.513 I. BJ.fOO

The greater portion of the silver is ob-
tained from the gold-mines in the Haur-
aki mining district.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.-lugust 14—There seems to be a strong

tone to the trade along the Atlantic sea-

board, and the demand is fairly general.

The various shippers report good order

books to dispose of any coal coming for-

ward, and the volume of shipments is at

present large and not interfered with by

weather conditions. This permits of large

quantities of coal going into the hands of

consumers which tends to keep conditions

steady. At some points complaints are

heard of a shortage of labor. This has

been brought about, in some instances,

by unsteadiness of product which has

largely resulted from a lack of cars in

the past

The activity in the soft-coal trade is

confined to points on tidewater, and does

not apply to the all-rail trade. This class

of trade is easily reached, and has been

well stocked for some time. Consumers,

therefore, are in no immediate need of

coal shipments.

In the South the railroads have been

taking on their winter supplies of coal so

as to have cars available when the fall de-

mand starts in. The mines in the Ala-

bama field are producing to their maxi-
mum capacity and several new producers

arc entering the field. Western coal is

fairly active for this time of the year, and
prices hold firm for most grades.

In the anthracite trade, business is dull

and prepared sizes are plentiful. In the

small steam sizes, there is a better de-

mand, and it is probable that there will be
no diminution. There was a rumor that

the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron
Company intended to advance the price of
small steam coal 2Sc. per ton on Sept. i.

Principal producers of anthracite clairh

to know nothing of this contemplated in-

crease, and it is generally discredited.

However, the producers have, for some
considerable time, been making every
eflfort to reduce the percentage of small
sizes made, and that these efforts have
been partially successful is evidenced by
the shortage, all spring and summer, of
the smaller sizes, especially pea. With the

rapid progress in large buildings, operat-
ing their own power plants, the demand
for small sizes, especially in New York
city, has steadily increased and it does not

seem improbable that an advance in price

is bound to come in the near future. In

fact, one of the largest producers confi-

dently predicts an advance when the

winter demand begins.

CoAL-TRAFFIC NoTES

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
lines east of Pittsburg for the j'ear to

Aug. 3 were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Clmfiges.

Anthracite 2.628.497 3,3:«.;W2 I. 803.896
Bituminous 18.440,238 22,410.402 I. ;i.970.1f>4

Coke 7.458,360 8,261,428 I. .SU3.078

Total 28.427.086 34.004,222 I. 6,677,137

The total increase this year was 19.6

per cent.

Anthracite shipments from Buffalo by

lake for the season to Aug. I were 950,360

tons in 1906 and i,4SS,730 tons in 1907, an

increase of 505,370 tons.

Anthracite coal shipments in July are

reported at 5,602,435 tons, an increase of

620,987 tons over July, 1906. This is the

highest tonnage ever reported for July.

For the seven months ended July 31 the

shipments, by companies, are reported as

follows, in long tons

:

, 1906 , , 1907. ,

Tous. Per Ct. Tons. Per Ct.

Reading 6,091.421 SO.l 7.933,624 20.0
Lehigh Valley.... 6,287,163 17.4 6.685,105 17.1
N. J. Central 3,747,210 12.3 6,044,968 13.1
Lackawanna 6,138,008 10.9 5,9.S2 905 15.6
Del. «: Hudaon.... 3.000,515 10.1 3,778,458 9.8
Pennsylvania.... 2,601,026 8.6 3,413,417 8.9
Erie :. 3.123.165 10.3 4.170,458 10.8
N. Y.,Ont. & W... 1,318.161 4.3 1,67.S.196 4.1

Total 30.367.249 100.0 38.487.030 100.

The total gain was 8,119,781 tons, or

26.7 per cent. All the companies showed
increases. The Lehigh Valley tonnage

includes that of the Delaware, Susque-

hanna & Schuylkill in both years.

New York

Anthracite

Aug. 14—The hard-coal market is in-

clined to be dull and supplies are more
than sufficient to meet the demand. Small

steam sizes, however, are becoming scarce

and it was rumored that the price was to

advance on all grades of small coal. This

report emanated from Philadelphia, but

local representatives of the largest anthra-

cite producers claim to know nothing of

such a raise. It is a fact that small coal

is not being produced in large quantities

as heretofore, and with the ever increas-

ing demand the rumor may prove to be a

forerunner of future conditions, as was
predicted in the Journal of Aug. 10.

Prices are as follows: Broken, $4.65;

egg, stove and chestnut. $4.90 ; small sizes

temain at $3 for pea, $2.50 for buckwheat,

$l.go@2 for rice and buckwheat No. 2,

$i.50@i.6o for barley ; all f.o.b. New York
harbor.

Bituminous

The Atlantic seaboard soft-coal trade

continues strong and the demand is fairly

general. The tone of the market contin-

ues decidedly good. In the far East con-

sumers continue to call for large amounts
of coal and producers are sending it for-

ward to these ports in a steady stream.

A helpful feature this year is that the

loading and discharging of vessels has

been very speedy, no doubt induced by

the loading and discharging clause called

for by the vessel charter party. Trade
along the Sound is taking on more coal

and is ordering still more as the season

advances; this started with the better

grades and, owing to scarcity, the lower

grades shared in the demand.
New York harbor trade shows a good

tone and there seems to be no surplus of

coal on hand
; prices remain the same as

last week, at $2.60 for good grades of

steam coal. All-rail trade shows no par-

ticular demand. Transportation from

mines to tide is fairly good, coal generally

running through on time. Car supply is

up to all demands.

The coastwise vessel trade is steady.

Vessels strive for 5c. additional, but sel-

dom get it. There seems to be a little bet-

ter supply. No change in freight rates is

recorded and prices from Philadelphia are

as follows : To Boston, Salem and Port-

land, $1.10; to Lynn, Newburyport, Bath,

Gardiner and Bangor, $1.25 ; to Ports-

mouth, $1.15; to the Sound. 90c.; with

towages where usual.

Birminghan)

Aug. 12—The coal production continues

steady and every ton is being moved as

fast as it is being mined. Some of the

larger consumers have laid in a large

stock of coal, so that there will be no

hindrance because of a scarcity of fuel in

the winter. Good prices obtain and some

inquiries are being received for deliveries

during the winter. There is need for con-

siderable labor in this State in the coal

mines.

The Three Rivers Coal Company, with

a mine or two in the western part of Jef-

ferson county and in Walker county, is

having financial troubles and W. M. Dren-

nen has been appointed receiver by the

Federal court. There will be no loss of

time at the mines of this company while

the complications are being straightened

out.

The best of feelings prevail in coal cir-

cles throughout Alabama and the future is
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looked to with much expectation. The
home consumption is healthy, while the

railroads are watching the conditions

closely to look out for their own inter-

ests.

Some of the coke makers in this State

have withdraw n from the open market,

preparing for the winter. The Tennessee

Coal, Iron and Railroad Company will

soon start up its coke ovens at Blocton,

in Bibb county, again, after several years'

idleness. The orders recently booked from
Mexico City and other points will require

considerable coke, and then no chances will

be taken on the possible needs at home in

the winter. The best prices prevail for

'.be product.

Chicago

Aug. 12 — The wholesale coal market

continues quiet but firm. There is a dis-

position to easier conditions on some
grades of Illinois and Indiana coals, owing
to increasing shipments which are said to

be due to larger operations at\the mines.

Consumption, however, is heavy.-and it is

probable that the good sense of operators

will restrict shipments until the autumn
trade sets in. Prices on bituminous coals

are not high, but they are not fluctuating

and promise to go higher with the re-

sumption of cool-weather buying.

Run-of-mine from Illinois and Indiana

mines, the chief steam coal, brings $1.60

@2.io. Lump and egg from the same
mines, in light demand, sell for $1.75®
2.50: and screenings, a size much in de-

mand in the summer months, sell for

$I.2S@I40. Brazil block is in good de-

mand at $2.80 for i;4-inch.

Eastern coals are in better condition,

practically all grades being firm. Smoke-
less brings $,i.i«g'3.35 for run-of-mine

and $3.65^3.90 for lump. Pittsburg No. 8
is in good demand and has no over-supply,

at $2.90@3. Youghiogheny is a fair seller

at $3.20 for ^-in. and $3.30 for lump.

Hocking Valley is firm, though not in

liea\'y demand at $3.15. The demurrage
evil is not troubling Eastern coals to any

fxtent

.\ntliracite sales are steady but light,

the September prices for autumn trade

lieing too near to induce heavy buying be-

fore the end of the current month.

Pittsburg

-'"« 13—The trouble between the Pitts-

burg Coal Company and the United Mine
Workers over an alleged violation of an

agreement at the Youghiogheny mines was
satisfactorily adjusted during the week
and a general strike was averted. The
strikers, numbering about 2000, returned

to work on Monday, Aug. 12. All the

mines of the Pittsburg Coal Company are

in full operation and shipments to lake

ports for the Northwestern trade are

being rushed. While the curtailment of

production due to the strike was serious,

orticials of the company arc confident that

all contracts for the Northwest will be

filled before the close of the navigation

season. Prices remain firm on a basis

of $1.20 for mine-run coal at the mine.

Connellsi'illi' Coke—The coke market
continues strong and there is no spot coke

to be had. The production for both re-

gions is practically sold up for the rest of

the year. Furnace coke is quoted at $2.75

@3 and foundry at $3.2S(S>3.so. The
Courier in its summary for the week
gives the production in both fields at

419,025 tons. The shipments aggregated

14.555 cars, distributed as follows: To
Pittsburg, 4878 -cars; to points west of

Conncllsvillc, 8853 cars ; to points east of

Connellsville, 824 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

The output of coal in the Nord and the

Pas-du-Calais, the two chief districts of

France, for the six months ended June

30 was 9,539,564 metric tons in 1906, and

11,921,467 tons in 1907, an increase of

2,381,903 tons. The light output in 1906

was due to strikes of the miners.

Coal production of the Transvaal in

May was 339.551 tons, from 25 collieries.

Sales of coal were 246,652 tons, the

average price realized at mines being

$1.27 per ton.

The coal consumption of British India,

including Burma, for the full years is re-

ported as follows in long tons

:

1!)05. 1906. clinnges.

^.417."39 9.201.714 I. 843.975Production
Imports 197.784 •226.366 I. 2H.581

Total supply.

Exports

8.615.623 9.488.079 I.

1.144.680 1.394.732 1.

872.666

260.052

.\pp. oODSumptlon 7.470.m3 8.093.347 I. C2-.',.'i04

The quantity consumed by the railroads

in operating is reported at 2,668,424 tons

in 1906 and 2,878,281 tons in 1907 ; being

about 35 per cent, of the total. Of the

coal imported in 1906, there was 199.275

tons from Great Britain.

Iron Trade Review

August 14—The general tone of the iron

markets is dull, but there seems to be no

signs of any material weakening. Blast

furnaces are making up to practically full

capacity and the dullness is entirely on

new business. The strike on the Mesabi

range has not seriously affected the esti-

mated total production, and ore shipments

from the northern ranges arc heavy.

Western business is light, but prices

hold firm. In the Pittsburg district the

Carnegie Steel Company has purchased
billets and steel rails in large quantities,

.ind the sale of 5000 tons of spot bcssemcr
iron to this company is recorded. The
seller was a concern usually in the mar-
ket as a purchaser.

Basic iron is more active than other

grades and considerable sales were re-

cently made. Forge is in a little better de-

mand, but foundry iron is somewhat
slack.

Several contracts for structural steel

have been let and it is reported that ten-

ders were made this week on 13,000 tons

of structural steel for three New York
city piers. No contracts have been let to

date.

The net earnings of the Sloss-Sheffield

Steel and Iron Company for the quarter
ending July 31 amount to $429,895. The
surplus, after paying charges, was $190,-

895 for this period.

Pig Iron Production—Ihe. total weekly
capacity of the coke and anthracite fur-

naces in blast on Aug. i was 514,150 tons,

a decrease of 14,000 tons from the July
report. Taking the estimate made by the
Iron Age and making allowance for the

charcoal furnaces, the output of pig iron

in the United States in July was 2,294,500
tons ; making, for the seven months ended
July 31, a total of 15,772,044 tons.

Lake Ore Shipments—Shipments of iron

ore by ports from the Lake Superior re-

gion for the season up to Aug. i are re-

ported as follows, by the Marine Review,
of Cleveland, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changps.
Bscanaba 2,665 505 2.R12.879 [1. 247,374
Marquott«- 1.264.794 1.34'.l.«U-. 1. 95,011
.\8blnn>l I.fi7'.l35'.i 1.707.107 I. 27 74M
Su|X>rlor 2.671 ..Ull :),0«1.C64 3 I. 410.128
Duluth 4,982.;CI1 .'..I.'>l,:tr.5g 1. lf,9.034
Two Harbors. .. .t.8.')0.943 3,431 ,921 ];, D. 419,022

Total 17,004.46>< 17..'>:14 741 I. 530.273

The effects of the strike were shown
in July, the shipments for that month
liaving been 5,762,772 tons in 1906 and
4-849,117 tons in 1907, a decrease of

9'3.655 tons.

Birmingham

Aug. 12—With the pig-iron market in

Alabama still dull, the manufacturers ap-

pear to be lying back, waiting for the

consumers to come into the market and
begin making their purchases. Positively

no inclination is apparent to make con-

cessions to secure business and, despite

lunujrs that prices have changed, the fur-

nace companies give out statements of

no change in quotations. Iron for deliv-

ery during the first half of the coming
year is quoted at $18.50 per ton. No. 2

foundry. Iron for delivery during the

fourth quarter of this year is quoted

around $20 per ton. No. 2 foundry.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company has blown in its No. 2 furnace at

Bessemer. 12 miles from Birmingham, af-

ter 10 months' idleness, during which

time considerable repairs have been made
on the furnace. The stack has been re-

lined and other work done about it. The
daily capacity will be about 200 tons.

Three other furnaces are being worked

on in this district and should be ready for

blowing in within the next 30 to 60 days.

.*^nmr improvrmi^nf i<^ nrttrd in thr r.iw-
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material supply and it is believed that in a

short while all needs will be met. Despite

the little dull spell in selling, the manu-

facturers are confident that the conditions

will remain firm and in a short while the

buying will be on in earnest.

Railroad facilities are still good, and,

though the cotton movement will soon

start, there is no apprehension about

scarcity of cars.

Steel, finished iron and steel, cast-iron

pipe, soil pipe and kindred products in

Alabama are in good demand, with steady

prices obtaining. The future prospects in

all these commodities appear to be bright.

Baltimore

_lug, 13—Exptin- ir.iiii this port lor the

week included 2500 tons of steel rails and

153 tons of splices to Cienfuegos, Cuba.

Imports included 636 tons of ferroman-

ganese and 5000 tons of pig iron, from

Great Britain. Receipts of iron ore were

SgSi tons from Spain and 11,200 tons

from Cuba : 17.152 tons in all.

Chicago

.-fug. 12—The pig-iron market continues

very quiet. There is much talk about a

slump in prices, but on standard grades of

iron there is little weakening. Leading

furnace agents say the market is firm and

will continue so on the light business that

apparently will last until the end of the

summer. Xo. 2 Birmingham is said to

bring $19.50 on desirable orders for the

third quarter, making the Chicago price

$23.85. For most of the business done $20

would be nearer an average price on quick

shipments, with fourth-quarter needs rep-

resented by $i9(a'i9.50, Birmingham.

Northern iron is firm at $24(825 for the

last half of 1907. the higher price repre-

senting immediate needs and the lower

contract requirements for the last months

of the year. On 1908 business Southern

is quoted at $18 Birmingham or $22.35

Chicago, and Northern at $23.50.

The business of the present is almost

wholly small lots, with no substantial ex-

cess prices for quick delivery, the demand

for such lots having become unimportant

in view of the fact that there is little busi-

ness being done. The demand for iron

and steel products continues large, with

little prospects of a change and the seem-

ing certainty that melters must use large

amounts of iron in the near future.

Coke is firm at $5.75 for Connellsville

72-hour and Southern coke 15c. to 50c.

less.

Philadelphia

Aug. 14—Interviews with a few of the

larger consumers of pig iron today show

the condition of the crude iron industry,

from the buyers' standpoint, to mean de-

lay in the further placing of orders. Most

of our furnace people profess absolute in-

difference as to what course buyers pur-

sue. There is more interest shown in

basic pig than in other kinds of iron but

no important transactions are reported.

Xegotiations for two or three lots are

held up. Buyers have concluded to watch

And await developments. Small lots are

selling daily, especially of foundry grades.

The pipe iron makers are more likely to

he heard from than others as they have

not fully covered their needs. Low
phosphorus was asked for yesterday.

I^orgc is held firmly by most furnaces.

No. 2 foundry is quoted at $22.50; forge

at $20 ; basic, $21.50 : and low phosphorus at

$27.50.

Steel Billets—Vigorous conditions con-

tinue and the only thing which obstructs

the placing of a good deal of liusiness is

that manufacturers arc not willing to talk

business on any other basis than $32®
32.50.

Bars—If there is any weakness it might

be found in common iron but only large

orders, to be filled at the convenience of

manufacturers, would draw out conces-

sions. The mills are all busy and refined

iron and steel bars in small orders arc

firm at l.85@l.95c. Inquiries are now un-

der consideration for late delivery.

Pipes and Tubes—Merchant pipe is very

strong and active and boiler tubes are as

high as ever under oversold conditions at

mills. The local demand is active.

Sheets—Mills arc booking orders for

still later delivery. Users of all kinds of

sheet iron are looking far ahead and some

are carrying larger supplies than for years.

Plates—The latest information is to

the effect that large car-building orders

will be placed early in September and that

this influ.x will be followed by large or-

ders for material. The conditions so long

prevailing still continue as to retail de-

mand, and prices. Even premium prices

are paid for special accommodations.

Structural Material—The State mills are

booking a good deal of business; in fact

the midsummer demand is phenomenal.

General construction requirements arc

pouring in and quick deliveries are re-

quired. Such busine^ is handled with

greater ease than a few months ago.

Steel Rails—The long deferred under-

standing as to composition, size and de-

tails of mechanical construction are

awaited with interest. The builders of

trolley lines cannot get rails fast enough.

Light rails are selling well and a large

amount of work has to be delivered be-

fore cold weather.

Scrap—There has been sliding to lower

levels this week. No. I steel scrap is of-

fered at $17; railroad is held at $19; No.i

yard scrap at $16.50; and machinery

scrap $19. The scrap dealers look for a

rising market.

This expectation is, however, based on

the probable revival of demand about

which there is some uncertainty as yet.

In the mean time the dealers are actively

gathering scrap in anticipation of future

needs.

Pittsburg

.iugust 13—Business in linisbed iron

and steel lines continues light, but fairly

good for a dull period. The Carnegie

Steel Company this week booked orders

for 9000 tons of standard steel rails and

2000 tons of light rails for delivery this

year. There is no buying for next year,

and will not be, until after the conference

of representatives of the American Rail-

way Association and the rail makers.

Most of the members are enjoying their

summer vacation, and it is not likely that

a meeting will be called before the middle

of September.

An indication of the great business

being done by the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany is partially revealed in its purchases

of bessemer and open-hearth billets. It

was learned this week that since the first

of the year, to date, the company has

bought 86,500 tons of billets. All of these

purchases are applied on contracts, and

all contracts that e-xpircd on Jan. i and

July I were not renewed. In addition to

the large outside purchases the Ohio

works of the company have been on billets

exclusively since July i. In the second

quarter, 56,000 tons of billets were bought

from independent steel interests, and in

July, 30,500 tons were purchased. New
finishing mills have been added since the

billet contracts were taken, and the coni-

panycan now use all the steel it produces.

The board of conciliation, to which was

referred the wage dispute between the

Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel

and Tin Workers, and the Republic Iron

and Steel Company and the Western Bar

Iron Association, made an award on

August 10, after two weeks' session at

Cambridge Springs, Penn., in favor of the

workers' organizations. The decision was

a surprise to the representatives of the

manufacturing interests, and they asked

for time to refer the matter to the chief

officials before signing the scale. This was
granted and the mills are still in opera-

tion. Unless the scale is signed within a

reasonable time, a strike will be ordered.

Under the terms of the award, the pay of

the puddlers is to advance with each

twentieth of a cent increase in the average

selling price of bar iron for two months,

over the base of the scale which is $5 a

ton with bar iron at ic. a pound. The
increase is 12J/2C. for each twentieth. The
present average based on the July adjust-

ment is 1.6c. or one twelve-twentieth, and

means an advance of 50c. a ton for the

puddler, making the rate $6.50 instead of

$6 as at present. Heretofore, wages of the

puddlers advanced 25c. a ton with every

increase of o.ic, beginning when bar iron

sales average 1.3c. Now the advance be-

gins when bar iron sales are 1.05c. when it

is $5.i2j/:J, and I2^c. increase with each

one-twentieth cent increase. In the bar

and i2-in. scale, the rollers' and <:atchers'

wages remain unchanged, but all other

workmen are advanced 5 per cent. The
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only other important cliangf l^ an atlvaucc

of 5 per cent, on all jobs in tlie S"'J«".

lo-in. hoop and cotton tie mill scale.

I'ig Iroii—W. P. Snyder & Co..

the leading independent producers, who
were buyers about the first of the month,

caused some surprise during the week,

by becoming sellers and sold the Steel

Corporation 5000 tons of bessemer iron

for .Vugust delivery at $J->. As the Steel

Corporation invariably received a conces-

sion of 50c. a ton in its outside purchases

of bessemer pig iron, it was thought that

the market was established at $22.50, val-

ley furnaces. The rule was not observed,

however, as the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company bought sev-

eral small lots of bes>cmer, for prompt de-

livery, at $22.25 (& 22.40. There have been

no transactions in foundry and forge iron,

and prices are purely nominal : No. 2 foun-

dry is quoted at $2^.40 @ 23.90 and gray

forge at $21.90, Pittsburg.

Slffl—Outside of the purchases of bil-

lets by the Carnegie Steel Company, there

has been nothing doing of any conse-

quence in the crude steel market. Besse-

mer billets are strong at $30 and open

hearth at $32. Plates remain at 1.70c. and

bars at 1.60c.

Slii-cis—The sheet market is quiet as to

new business, but the mills are still far be-

hind on deliveries. Black sheets are firm

at 2.60c. and galvanized at 3.75c. for No.

28 gage.

Ferro-Miinganise—Prices are somewhat
lower for prompt shipment, $63(a'64 being

quoted. For late delivery $61 can be ob-

tained.

Cartagena, Spain

July 27—Messrs. Harrington & Holt re-

port on iron and mauganiferous ores:

There is but little inquiry for any class

of ore at present, and as freights are con-

siderably stiffer not much ore is being

shipped. The local market is somewhat
dull, and owing to holidays most mines
have stopped work several days this

week. Shipments for the week were

4200 tons to Great Britain and 3650 tons

to Rotterdam
', 7850 tons in all.

For iron ores prices are, f.o.b. shipping

port : Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, 9s. 9d.@
IDS. 3d. ; special low phosphorus, ids. 9d.

;

specular ore, 55 per cent., 12s. 6d. For
manganiferous ores, same delivery. No.

3 ore, 35 per cent, iron and 12 man-
ganese is 14s. 6d. : no higher grades on
•lie market.

t'yritcs—The price of iron pyrites, 40

per cent, iron and 43 sulphur, is iis. gd

per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

June, lyo6. For the half-year ended June

30 the production was as follows, in metric

tons

:

liioo , ,__ii>o*.

—

ToiiB. I'«r ft. ToiiB. J"«r Ct.

Fnuiiilry iron.... 1.U50.H7H 17. a I.CJU.V/M 17.

J

Foricv Iron 41u,Hlfl U.U 3()4,Smi 6 3
Stoet piK 4M.t07 7.1 WI,IU<7 7.U
liossvniur piK. .. 'nx.tvj 3.0 iaMiw ».7
ThuliinH pig avna.MU lU.ll l,13H.ft73 fit. II

Dusseldorf, Germany
July 31— The German Iron and Steel

l.'ni(in reports the output of the German
blast furnaces in June at 1.044.336 tons of

pig iron, an increase of 22.521 tons over

Tobii D.in.iw loo.o o.^iss.ugs iuu.d

This shows increases of 44,347 tons in

foundry iron
; 47,280 tons in steel pig,

which includes spiegelcisen, ferromanga-

ncse, ferrosilicon and all similar alloys

;

'75.o,!4 tons in Thomas, or basic, pig.

There were decreases of 25,130 tons in

forge iron and of 2704 tons in bessemer

pig. The total gain this year was 238,827

tons, or 3.9 per cent.

Imports and exports of iron and steel,

including machinery, in the German Em-
pire for the half-year ended June 30 were,

in metric tons:

Imports: I'JlW. 1907, Clmnges.

Iron and stool .. . . -iK.VM 383.UH7 1. 127.IM<'.l

50,282

433,369. . 298.627Total I. 134.742

Exports

:

Iron and steel... .. 1.774.992 1.680.S65 D. 94.627
Machinery . . 190.969 154,762 1. 23.7H3

Totnl 1,90.5.9111 1.836.117 D. 70,844

There was a large increase in imports,

but some falling off in the exports.

In 1906 the Grangesberg mmes, Sweden,

produced 620,606 tons of iron ore, and the

profit enabled a dividend of 125^ per cent,

to be paid. The output from the Gelli-

vare mines amounted in 1906 to 894,746

tons, against 916.368 tons in 1905. In the

Kiiruna mines the output amounted to

1.488,021 tons in 1906. against 1.391,402

tons in 1905.

Metal Market
NEW YORK. Aug. 14.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

.\t all rnltiHi Stales Torts iu .Iiiiie and year

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Juno 1907.. $23,872,140 t 2,140,769 Exp. $31,731,371
• 1906 . 3.266.392 2.3f.9.080 887.312

Tear 1907.. 36.300.732 21.444.074 • H.SSe.fK'W
" 1906.. 31.610.714 62.537.778 Imp. 30,927.064

Silver;
.Iunel907.. 6,360.699 3.448.712 Exp. 1.911.887

•• 1906.. 4.618,386 3.760.012 768.374
Year 1907.. 33.437.227 22.367.777 11.009.460

„ 1906.. 29,219.209 23.676.828 6.542.381

The joint slatemcnl of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Aug. 10 shows loans $1,110,-

)S3..30". a decrease of $16497400; de-

posits, $1,076,904,600, a decrease of $22,

397,800, as compared with the previous

week. Reserve accounts show :

1906. iwn.

Rpoi-le $1HK.U»«,000 $20<l,:U6,70U

L»Bal tondors nA.U5H,(ioo 7ii.n<0,(iuu

These statements rover the total movement
of Bold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Cold and Silver Movement. New York

For week ending Aug. 10 and years from .Tan. 1

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Exjiorts. Im porta.

Week... .

1907
1906 ....

1906

$807 ..WO
30.lWi.255
."s.ari.oai

37,929.84:)

$ .W,8;i2

fi.t.48,022

48,2S7.()(n

971. 'i^'.'

$1..'137,541
iti.OW.OlO
S7.i:«i.i'i:)

2U,l;w.:i.-.i

$ 49,674
1.TJ8.2T)

l.3(n.i-.i(,

2,:tl7.:l»8

Imports for the week, both gold and sliver,
were from Mexlro. the West Indies and South
America. The exports of gold for the week
were to Amsterdam and Panama : those of
silver to London.

Total cash $273,997,600 $27ll.9«fl.7W)

HurplUa $ H.271.626 $ 7.760.660

The surplus over legal requirements

this year shows an increase of $287,350.

as compared with the previous week.

Sp'ecie holdings of the leading banks of

the world. Aug. 10, are reported as below,

in dollars:

(•<>i<i.

ABs'rt Now York
England
France
Germany
Spain
NetbertandB
Belgium
Italy
KusHla
Aust. -Hungary.
Sweden

$176,312
660.171.

174.265,
7H,U15

29,189,

16.026,

168.410,

s»a.:>iu,

227.185,

20,«95,

,34U

(Km $l'.".',,i»iis.5]."

,000

.uuu

500
M'A
,000

,000

,000

.000

4H.4:i.'i,ooo

12K.:t05,(X)0

28,;)2t,000

8.013.336
22.582.00(1

34.246.000
61.446.000

T..ml

$20i:.:mm.7uu

176.312.;M0
'.....17'.i..M5

2.'J.7l)0.oil<)

20fi,:fJ«,(J0O

67.612,500
24.1)40.000

190.992.C)U)

6i0.7(;5,0C0
2><».iC10.ni)0

20,095.000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the

F.ast are reported by Messrs. Pi.xley &
.\bcll as follows, for the year to Aug. i

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
India ;i0,K18313 £7,224.414 D. £ 3.693 899
fbllin 213,700 D. 213.700
Straits 1.760 644,012 I. 542.262

Total £11.033.763 £7.768.426 D. £ 3,265.:<37

Receipts for the week were £5000 from
Chile and £i56.(xx) from New York;
£161,000 in all. Exports for the week
were £136,840, all to India.

Indian Exchange has been fairly steady.

the Council bills offered in London being

taken at an average of 16.03d. per rupee.

The buying of silver in London for India

continues good, both for government ami

private account. This Indian demand has

heen less affected by the higher price of

silver than had been generally expected.

Werner von Bolton claims to have suc-

ceded in producing pure metallic niobium.

Its chief properties are as follows : Spe-

cific heat, 0.071 ; density, 12.7; specific elec-

tric resistance (for I m. X i mm.'), 0.187;

hardness less than steel ; semi-ductile

;

crystalline aspect (rhomboid crystals) in

fracture: melting point estimated at 1950

-deg. C. Niobium at high temperature

easily combines with nitrogen and hydro,

gen, but with oxygen a brownish film pro-

tects the niobium from further attack. It

unites with 3 per cent, of carbon and is then

hard enough to scratch quartz. Nitric

acid, hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid and

aqua regia do not attack it.
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Owing to heavy selling on China ac-

count, the silver market was forced down

to 31 5/i6d. in London; but on sudden

buying to cover at market, on Augiist 14.

the price was raised to 32%^. At this

price buyers were satisfied and market

closes weak.

Price* ol Foreign Coins

Bid. Askod.

PoruTlnii Bolos and ChllMU O*"'*
J™''

Twmiiy frB.K-9 3.80 ».»

8i>nnl»h JA iH>«<<t«» *•"*>• '•""

SILVER AND STBttLINO EXCHANGE. •

MlviT.

u
<

'J

11

Silver.

<

IS

i&
4.8645

4.8686

4 8640

15

C3

£

M
u

«

d

3£

»

9

10

«9

68«

SHI 13

13

14

4.B640

4.8(1.'.0

4.8650

6S

1 60S

31A

32).

ducements offered having apparently no

attractions for them at present. Stocks m
manufacturers- hands seem to be holdmg

out belter than had been anticipated. The

close is weak at I9@i9'/=c. for Lake cop-

per; i8@i8'/2C. for electrolytic m mgots,

cakes and wirebars; I7^@i8^c. for cast-

ing copper. „ .1, •

London bear operators had it all their

own wav and succeeded at one time in de-

pressing prices of standard copper to f76

for spot. £73 15S- for three months. I he

market closes somewhat steadier at £78

for spot, £75 I2S. 6d. for three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough. iSo; best selected,

m-, strong sheets, £92. „ , .

Exports of copper from New York for

the week were 1522 tons. Our special

correspondent reports the shipments from

Baltimore for the week at 75i long tons.

Imports and exports of copper m Ger-

many for the half-year ended June 30 are

reported as below, in metric tons

:

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. I-ondon prices are for ster-

ling silver. 0.925 One.

Imports.
Exports.

1906.

66,679
&,S64

1907. Changes.

59.637 D. 7,042

4.130 D. 1.434

Other Melals

Copper.

Si

sS,

laHO

14

1»K
',TWS

1

19

isao

19

(SPO

19

(81»X

§2

ffll9

18X
<S)19

KH
ffll9

18

ffllSK

18

Tin. Lead. Spelter.

Is
lao

80X

76S

78

38K

38«

37?;

37

3GH

6.25

6.26

6.25

6.25

6.25

6.25

5.80
©6.90

5.80
06.90

5 80
(St5.90

5.75

^35.80

6.75

ra)6.80

6.75

©5.80

.0

IS

000

.65

©5.75
5.65

©6.76
5.66

©6.75
1.60

©5.65
5.60

©5.66
5 60

©5.65

London quotations are per long ton (2240
1..' standard copper, which Is now the equlva^

loot of lie former K.mbs. The New lorK

nuotat ons for electroytlc copper are for
"..".." ^n..„t^ or wirebars. and represent the

transactions as made with con-

«. New York, cash. The price of

.p 125c. Ijelow that of electrolytic.

cos are those quoted by the Amer-

\ag and ItPtlnlnE Company for

i.mfnis of desilverized lead in 50-

..r Inrc-r Th"- quotations on spelter

orillnarv western brands; specialtun !•

bran'l-

Co/>/'ir—The market continues in the

same unsatisfactory condition as reported

for two or three weeks past. Business

has been almost completely at a stand-

still ; a little has been done for export, in

small lots, but practically nothing for the

domestic market On this account prices

are largely nominal, but competition for

the little business going has brought

down quotations still further and showet^

a declining tendency. The lower level

reached, however, does not seem to bnng

larger consumers into the market, the m-

Net imports euis 35.507 D. 6,608

The total decrease in the net imports

this year was 92 per cent.

Copper Shects-7ht base price of cop-

per sheets is now 28c. per pound.

Copper M^iVf—The base price for sizes

from No. 0000 to No. 8 is now 24>4@

25^c. per pound.

Tin—The decline in prices, both on this

and the other side, has continued, but at

the lower level it seems that consumers

are taking a little more interest than here-

tofore. However, no business of large

proportions has materialized so far. Quo-

tations from London are cabled at the

close at £164 los. for spot, £164 for three

months, while business in this market i.s

being done around 36^c. at the close to-

day, a decline of -20. for the week.

Shipments of government tin from the

island of Java are reported as follows by

British Consul Rose, in long tons; in

1906, 9807 tons; in 1905, 9334 tons, and

in 1904, 11,749 tons. The private tm

shipped was 1935 tons in 1906 as against

2237 tons in 1905 and 3077 tons in 1904-

Lfod—There is no change to report in

this market, the quotation of the Ameri-

can Smelting and Refining Company for

desilverized lead remaining at S.25C. As

reported last week, some business is being

done at lower prices, and in St. Louis,

sales of Missouri brands have been made

at Sc, or a shade below.

The London market has recovered

from its temporary depression and an ac-

tive business is reported there. The close

is cabled at £19 12s. 6d. for Spanish lead,

£19 15s. for English lead.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John Wahl

Commission Company reports as follows:

Lead continues dull. Missouri brands

have sold at 4.9SC-, and demand is limited

even at that price.

Spanish Lead Market—Mtssrs. Barring-

ton & Holt report from Cartagena, Spain,

under date of July 27 : The price of pig

lead has been 97-25 reales per quintal;

silver, 14.25 reales per ounce; exchange,

28.24 pesetas to £1. The price of lead, on

current exchange, is equal to £19 5s. Sd.

per long ton, f.o.b. Cartagena. Exports

were 193 tons argentiferous and 100 tons

desilverized lead to Marseilles.

Spelter—The demand for this metal has

been very light, and every new order is

being eagerly competed for by sellers. On

this account, values show a declining ten-

dency, and prices are quoted at S-75@S-8oc.

New York, S.6o@S-65c. St. Louis.

The London market is reported as

steady at the lower level reached, and

closes at £22 2S. 6d. for good ordinaries,

£22 7s. 6d. for specials.

Zinc Sheets — The base price is now

$8.10 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

6o-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive; widtlis from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive ; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freight rate to New York

is 27.SOC. per 100 lb.

Spanish Zinc Ore Market—Utisri. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of July 27, that the

market is dull. No shipments reported

for the week.

Antimony—The market is weak and un-

steady, but this condition is believed to be

only temporary. Recently, considerable

ore was forced upon the market, caused

by advances being made against the ores

by bankers, and forcing the miners to

throw over their holdings.

Quotations are io34@ii'/ic. for Cook-

son's; io^@io/2C. for Hallett's; and

9@954c. for ordinary brands.

Nickel—'For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the, chief producer

quotes 4S@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@6sc., same delivery.

Cadmium — . Paul Speier reports from

Breslau, Germany, that the cadmium mar-

ket is quiet; first quality cadmium guar-

anteed 99.S per cent, is quoted at ii7S@

1250 marks per too kg., equal to $1.27®

1.3s per pound.

Quicksilver — Current prices in New

York are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37-50@38.50

per flask, according to quantities, for do-

mestic orders, and $36.50@37 for export.

The London price is £7 per flask, but £6

i6s. 3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Platinum—The platinum market remains

the same as last week and the demand seems

to be good. Supplies are fairly up to all
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dciiiand*, but the price holds firm. The
general opinion is that any change in the

price of the metal will be toward a higher

scale, but no reason is given for this be-

lief. Prices are quoted as follows : Or-

dinary metal, $28; hard metal, $30.30;

scrap, $2l.50@22.50 per ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

Joflin, Mo., Aug. 10—The week opened

w ith a 50c. decline in the base price of zinc

ore, producers generally letting their ore

go, and the shipment was large. The easy

movement of ore, coupled with the strike

at the Lanyon smelters, thus reducing the

uemand for zinc ore, hastened the down-
ward movement in price, and the week-

end otTerings were as much as $1.50 per

ton less than at the opening. The highest

price was $49, the assay price opened at

$45@47. closing at $44@46. The average

price was $43.78, exactly $1 less than the

previous week.

.As high as $64.50 per ton was paid for

lead, medium grades ranging from $58®
62 per ton. The average price was $60.16.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and of lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Aug. 10:

Webb Clty-CirterrUle.
Joplln
OaleDa
Alba-Keck City
Duenweg
Ornnogo
Baxter Springs
Aurora
9raDby
Proaperlty
Spurgeon
Carthage
Batlger
Sarcoxle
Zlnclte
Cave Springs
Reeds
Stoit city

Zinc. lb. Lead. lb. Value.

3.932,0MI
a.TOo.MO
1.097.620
873.090
601.630
571.270
308,1S0'

6«1.330
780,000:

236,0601
308 210
12t,260'

81;. 160
109.6901

91.980
72.910
-13.660

45.870

f.90,070

288,170
131,870

115,326

156.910
21.980
65.(100

75.430

35,740]

17.766

5,640

$111,172
r,2,839

29,201
20,953
17.377

13.079
11.640
11.642
10,100
7.695
5.677
2,982
2.642

2,522
2,11.5

1.869
1.047
1,044

Totals 12.20y.3r,0 1.003.8:;0 »315.396

32 weeks 385,826,190 58.248.l.40$11.208,745

Zinc value, the week, $267,146; 32 weeks, $8,966,8««
Lead value, the week. 48,2.50 ; 32 weeks, $2,251,857

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZUCC ORE AT JOPLIN. [
1

LEAD OBE AT JOPLIS.

Month. 1906. 1907.^ HODth. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February..
March
April
MV
June
July
August
September.
Ocwjbor
Sovember..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40.51
43.83
43.25
43.56
42.58
41.65
44.13
43.68

45.84
47 11
48.66
48.24
45 98
44.82
45.79

January ...

February ..

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September.
October....
November..
December..

Tear

75.20
72.83
73.73
75 13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75 38
79.84
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84. S8
82.75
79.76
79.66
73.86
58.18

Tear 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plalli-ville, Wis., Aug. 10—The buyers

from the different parts of the country
are expressing themselves as being en-

tirely satisfied with the future, as well as

the present situation, of this district. All

the ore that was mined during the past

week has been sold, leaving the bins ready

to receive next week's output.

Zinc ore sold at $47 per ton while lead

sold at $27.5') per 1000 pounds.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending Aug.

10, 1907:

Zluc Lead Sulphur
^'""''•-

ore, lb. ore. lb. ore, lb.

Platlevllle Ki^
Highland 436,000 62,3U0

Benlou 28l,IU<i 160.000

Oaleoa 220,000

CubaOUf 2U7.00O

LlndoD 178.450

Mineral Polut 124.180

Livingston 108.000
Barker 47.000

Total for weak 2,122,933 212.300

Tear to Aut;. 10 l>4.230,S67 2.645.420 3.1«,0«0

Hazel Green-Buncombe reported no

ore shipped last week, on account of their

mill being shut down for repairs and gen-

eral overhauling.

Chemicals

Netv York, Aug. 14—The general tone

of the chemical market is quite firm for

this season and prices hold well. There

is a slight unsteadiness in the metallic

salts due to the falling metal market, but

the decrease in the price of the metals has

not appreciably affected that of the salts.

Copfer Sulphate—The market is very

quiet and little business is being done

while the, uncertainty in the metal market

exists. Prices remain unchanged from

last week at $7 per 100 lb. for carload lots

and $7.25 for smaller quantities.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is firm

and prices are steadily maintained at the

former high level. For spot delivery, 96

per cent, is quoted at 2.$2''4c. and 95 per

cent, at 2.47^@2.50c. Futures bring 2.5SC.

and 2.50C.. respectively, for these grades.

No quotations are available for 1909 de-

liverv.

Mining Stocks

New York, Aug. 14—The storm which

was collecting over the local stock market

broke Monday and prices crashed, creating

almost a panic. Some of the best railroad

issues broke many points and the mining

stocks followed suit. Earlier in the week
Standard Oil seemed to be resisting the

attacks made upon it but the stock weak-

ened anil was hammered down to $420

per share, a loss of over $80 for the week.

One of the biggest losers was Granby

Consolidated, which receded $17.25 for

the day, recovering $5 Tuesday, and clos-

ing at $115. Amalgamated Copper closed

at $74-^s after touching $70. The loss for

the week was $5.75. .\merican Smelting

common was a heaN-y loser, selling as

low as $93 Monday, but on Tuesday re-

covered some of its loss and closed at

$99'^- United States Steel common did

not show as large a loss as some of the

other higher priced stocks. It closed at

$3a;4, a loss of $1.25. The preferred was
sold down as low as $92!''^ and closed at

The curb acted in sympathy with the

exchange and prices fell off, at a wild

^.cramblc to sell. Nipissing continued its

downward course and, lacking support,

sold as low as $6J4> recovering fractionally

at the close.

The other curb stocks liave been freely

sold and prices have sagged off materially

froin their former levels.

Boston

Aug. 13

—

A depreciation of over $360,-

000,000 in 40 copper stocks from the high

prices recorded early in the year tells a

story unprecedented in copper history.

Including the principal curb stock^,

the shrinkage would be considerably over

$400,000,000. .Amalgamated contributes the

greatest amount of tliis loss with about

$78,000,000. The stock market the past

week has been one of steady liquidation

and constant declines. Rallies have been

of little or no consequence until today.

.'\nialgamated went off over $10 during

the week to $70.12^4, w'ith recovery to

$74-37,'--- Brokers reported that the feel-

ing was much improved today, as the sell-

ing had ceased and there was some in-

quiry at the decline. The Western de-

mand for mining shares has been accom-

panied by cash, which is a favorable sigii.

Copper Range broke more than $9 to $68,

with a $2 recovery, and North Butte was

freely offered, causing the price to break

$12 to $61.75, with recovery to $66. Ari-

zona Commercial fell $3 to $15; Bingham

$4 to $10; Boston Consolidated $4.25 to

$i&75; Butte Coalition $3 to $19.50;

Greene Cananea $2,371/2 to $12.50; Michi-

gan $1.75 to $11.25; Old Dominion $775
to $30; Parrot $4 to $14; Shannon $1.50

to $13-25; Trinity $2.25 to $15-75; Winona

$1 to 5, and La Salle $3 to $10. Recov-

eries followed in all of them tonight.

Calumet & Hecla broke $31 to $739 per

share; Mohawk $8 to $66; Osceola $16.50

to $103.50; Quincy $19 to $90; the latter

recovered to $99. Tamarack went off

$13 to $80 ; Utah $4.50 to $39 ; U. S. Smelt-

ing $8 to $39, and Wolverine $12 to $143.

Balaklala went off $1.50 to $6.50. This

company's new smelter is expected to be

completed Oct. i. Butte Coalition, Greene-

Cananea and Calumet & Hecla mining di-

rectors meet shortly to take dividend ac-

tion. The report is again current that

.Amalgamated interests are looking for

control of the .American Smelting and Re-

fining Company from the Guggenheims.

Net earnings of the U. S. Mining and

Smelting Company for the first six months

of the year are stated to have been

$'.917,736. against $1,472,169 for the same

period of last year. Curb prices have fol-

lowed the regular exchange. Boston &
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Corbin has been conspicuous with a $J.~5

lircak to $ir, witli recovery to $12.50.

Xipissing and Superior & Pittsburg have
;ilso been active on the curb at declining
(trirr-;

Colorado Springs

Aug. 10— Trading on tJio local mining
exchange the past week has been fairly

good, but prevailing prices have been
•several points lower than last week. The
n)illion-dollar reduction plant of the Gol-
den Cycle Mining Company burned this

week at Colorado City. This had a some-
what depressing effect on the market, un-

til it was learned to a certainty that the

plant would be rebuilt at once. Today's
prices show more strength.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK .\UK. 13

Name of Comp. I Olg.

.\lB-knMtm'
Am.\.'v.M.*P.C.i.
.\nial^iiin(ite<l . ..

\nn nln..
Bnlnkl&ld
Brlil!<li Col. cop..
Buffnlo robolt ...

Biitlo & London..
Bult>'i\wntlnn. ..

Blltlol'oli. tziuc.
r.^twiU i'"ninct
• 'oloMlnl SUver
*"iini. Kl.v Mining.
Dnvl^ Imly
Dominion Cop.. .

El Hay..
Fi'sUT (''.(inlt

Furnai'.' Creek ..

filn.ux Mlno
liol.l Hill
Ornnl.y. N..w.
tirvone iJoM
•iroone (?. k S
(iroenw'r,t D.Val.
triianiijiiuto

(UKK**". Exp.
UaiiajMth
M.'Klnlpy Dar
MI'.'raae
Mlnr« Co. f.f \m..
MII<-)K>llMlnloK..
Mont.Shn. c.{Now)
Nev. I'tah M. * S
N.*wh..ll8*' M. 4 S.
Xl|>l«"lni; Mines
1)1. 1 Hun.lrtxl
Sllvor t^iKM.n.
SU<wart
Tenneaaoo Cop'r.

.

t'nlon Copper...
rtah .\p*'X
We»l Columbus

46

as

19 Ji'

IS
7*.

9XS
s
4

60

H
Sh
i

i>,
78
3

168

K
%
3S
IS
o

'''>

4
'4

11'.

6X
"«

32
1

SX
10

X. T. IXDCSTRIAL

Am. Airri. cht.ni
.

.

BOSTON Aug. 13

Name of Comp. 1 Clg.

.\<lvBnturo
Allouoz
.\m. Zinc
Arcadian. .. ..

.

Atlantic
BlUKliani ...

Boston Cou.. .

.

Calumoi A- .\rlz..

Caluniot J; Hocla
Contpnulal ... .

Con. Morcur
Copper Kango. ..

Daly-West
Franklin... .

Greene—Can. . .

.

Isle Royal
La Salle.. .

Mass
MlcUlgan . . .. .

Ml.hawk
M..nt.C.&C.(new)

.

Nevailn
North Butte
lolcl Colcnv
Olil Dominion* .

t>.-iceoia

Parrot

.

Ph..enl.x
yulncy
Rhode I{«land ...

Santa Fe
Shannon,
Tamarack
Trinity
rnlteil (.'op., com.
V. s. on
V. S. Smg. 4 Ref..
r.S.Sni.* Re.,pd

.

Utah Copper. . .

.

Victoria
Washington
Winona
w«.Iverlno
Wyandotte

I 35
29 f.'

Hi
11

11«
HOJi
147
739
22

133i
10

18>^

"X
lOX

iiji
67
2

11

65X

siji

106>i
15
1

98)4
4

2)i

82

16Ji
S6

9)i
40«
39X
40

5K

'..l.r.|

i.pr.

*8... 22!,
. S..pf. 77

'!.... 48
- 'U. iK
Tenn. «. . A 1

l, S. Ke.|. * Bof
' - -' S2,V

If . .. Mii
•n.... 21

• . J. (U>ke

.ST. LOl'IH ADC. 10

I 16
I 3

S. Flt,\.\» 1^(11 Aug. i'

Name of Coini Clg.

COMSTOCK STOCKS
Bi-lcher...
Ui-si & Belchoi .

Caledonia
|

I'hollar
Con. Cal. & Va
Crown Point. . .

,

Exchequer
Gould i Curry
Male & N.trcross.
.M.'Xlcan
Ophlr
OTornian
PotosI
Savage
sierra Nevada
t'nlr.n

rtah
Velli.w Jacket.

TONOPAH STOCKS
Cioiden .\nchor
McNumara
Montana-Pllts.ex.
North Star. ...

Rescue
Goi.DFi'i) Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Ml
Comb. Frac
Conquerer
Daisy
Florence
Frances-Mohawk
Gold Held Con....
Grandma ...

Great Bend ... ,

Red Hills
St. Ivps

Bri,LFBOG Stocks
-\methyst
Bonnie Claire
Mayflower Con . .

.

^lontffoniery Mt..
Original

Makhat'n stocks
Gold Wedge...
^lauhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse..

.57

.90

.35

.10
,60

.26

.36

.13

.70

.RS

1.02
.13

11

.63

.33

.29

.06

I 06

12
.24

09
.15

12

.06

.43

.60
2 20
.14

1.76
6.30
1.15
8.52
.19

.78

.68

.94

.24

.43

.37

.16
-.07

.06

.06

.06

.20

.03

.'\ugUit 17, lOO/.

NEVADA Aug. 14

I Weir Bros. & Co., New
York)

TONOPAB STOCKS
Touo'h Mine of N.
Tonopah Exten
Mt.ntaiia Tonop'h
Belmont
Tnnopab Midway
West F.ml Con..
Jim Butler

GoLBFi'D Stocks
Sandstorm . . .

Kendall. .

Red Top. ..

Jnnibo.... ,..

Gi.ldfleld Mining.
DladflelU B. B. C.

Alliiula
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna.^

BcllkkooStocks
Mont. ShOHhone C.
Tramps Con. . .

Gold liar
Bullfrog Mining,.
Bullfrog Nat. B...
Hoinestake Con..

Maniiat'nstocks
Manhattan Con..
.Manhat'u De.KIer.
Jvimplng Jack ..

Stray Dog
"udian Camp .

tng.

11.00
1.23
3.00
2.75
.76

.66

.83

.44

.29

3.60
3.60
1.60
.26

.56

16.00
.50

1.50

6 00
.35

65
.13

.20

.42

.12

.08

.17

.08

COLO. SPRINGS Aug. 10

Name of comp.

.\cacia
Black Bell .

C. 0. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
F'lndlav
Gold Dollar
(ioid Sovereign. ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample. ..

Jerry Johnson. .

.

Mary McKlnney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines.
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

»>i

5X
6«
61
36
39
6
4

20Ji

.10
7

80
16

New Dividends

Company.

Amalgamated ..

American Coal
.\m. smelters Sec, .\.

Am. Smelters Sec, B
British Columbia
Boston .^ Montana
Bunker Hill k Sullivan. .

Cambria Steel
Camp Bird, Ltd
Df>e Run
Gemini-Keystone
Gen. Chemical, com
Mexi -an Con. M. & S
Newhouse ,...
New River Coal, pfd...
N. Y. * Hon. Rosarlo
Philadelphia Gas
Philadelphia tias. pfd ...

Tenn. Copper.
rncleSam
United Copper
D. S. C. I Plp» fc Fdy.. com.
U. S. C. I. Pipe ft Fdy., pfd..
U. 8. Steel, pfd

Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Aug. 26 $2.00 93,061,758

;Sept. 3 1.25 62.500
Sept. i; l.m 255,000
Sept. 1 1.25 375,000
Sept. 4 0.40 122,000

12.00 !,«00,00l)

Aug. 5 0.60 180,000
Aug. 15 0.76 675,000
Aug. 3 24 196,800
Aug. 15 0.60 29,631
July 29 10.00 50,(100

Sept. 3 2.00 148.206
Aug. 26 50 120,TX)0

Aug. 31 0,50 300,000
Aug. 1 1.50 56,425
Aug. 24 O.in 16,000
Aug. 1 0.76 434.296
Sept. 2 1 2.1 l.W.OOO
Aug. 1b1 2.00 360,000
Aug. 101 0.02 10,000
Aug. 6l 1.75 787,600
Set.t. 21 1.00 121,063
Sept. 2 1,00 121.063
Aug. 30 1.75 f.,3on,J9:

Assessme nis

i iiroiigb Hay-
IC.IM, I4.UU, I'^uu. siouo k Co., S. T.

Company. Delinq. Sale. Amt.

Alpha. Nev July 30 Aug. «) $0.05
Bader, Cal July 24 Aug. 13 0.06
Chollar, Nev Aug. 19 Sept. 12 10
C"nB(lence. Nev Aug. 27 Sept. 17 0.20
Cr.wn Point, Nev. .. July 24 Aug. 14 0.10
Grand I'adflc, Cal.. Aug. 10 Oct. 2 02
Mexican, Nev... July IB Aug. 6 10
Morrison, Utah July 19 Aug. 3 0.01
Mt. I>leas'tCon..Cal. July 29 Aug. 19 0.03
Patterson Creek Aug. 3 Aug. 26 0.10
Rnlnileer. Ida Aug. IH Aug. 27 0.01
SbebaG * S., Utah. July 30 Nov. 2 0.10
Sierra Nevada, Nev. Sept. 4 Sept. 26 0.10
Union Con., Nev Aug. 12 Sept. 3 10
Wesfn Mines Co., N. Aug. 1 Aug. 31 02
Zell.rleht, Cal July 15 Aug. 6 0.05

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Montb.

January 65.288
February ,60.108
March 64 697
April , . .64 766
May :66 976
June 66 394
July '66.105

August ,65.949
September.... 67 927
October |69.523
November

J70.813
Docember. 69.060

68 673
68.835
67.619
66.462
66.981
67.090
68.144

Year 166.791 30,868..

London.

30 113
30 464
29.8.54

29.984
30.968
30 185
30 113
.30 529
31.483
32.148
32 671

32 003

31.769
31 862
31.326
30 253
30.471
30.893
31.306

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OP COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 190(!.

18.419
18.116
IK 641

18.688
18 724
18.719
18.585
18.706
19.328
21.722
22.398
23.350

1907. 1906.

78 869
78.147
81.111
84.793
84.867
83.994
81 167

83.864
87.831
97.269
100.270
105.226

1907.

January...
February.
March ....

April .

.

May
June
July
August
September
October . ..

November.
December

18.310
17 809
18.361
18 375
18.476
18 442
18.190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.885

24.404
24 809
25 065
24.224
24.048
22.665
21.130

24 825
26.236
25.560
25 260
25.072
24.140
21.923

106 739
107.356
106.694
98.626
102.376
97.272
95.016

Y'ear 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE prK:e of TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.
1
1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January .

.

February .

.

30 390
36.403
36 662

41 548
42.102!

41.313
40.9.38

43.149:

42.120

July 37.276
August 40.606
September. 40.516
October ... 42.852
November. 42.906
December . 42.750

Av. year . 39.819

41.091

April .

May
June

38.900
43 313
39.260

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York. London.
Month.

1900. 1907. 1900.

16 8.50

1907.

January 6.60O 6.000 19 828
February 5.464 6.000 16.031 19.531
March 5.3.60 6.000 15.922 19.703
April 6.404 6 000 15.959 19.976
May 5.685 6.000 16.725 19.688
June 6.760 5.760 16.813 20.188
July 5.750 6.288 16.525 20.360
August 5.760 17.109
September. 5.760 18.266
October 5.750 119 350
November 6.760 19.281
December 5.900

5 657

,19.609

Year 17.370

New York, cents per pound. London,
pounds sterling per long ton.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Essential Data of Placer Investigations
Points to Be Ascertained and Precautions to Be Taken in the

Examination and Valuation of Placer Ground belore Exploitation

B ^' J H U T C H 1 N S^^^

An examination of gold or other placers,

to be of value, must embody certain funda-

mental information and. in addition, other

data will be found to be of the utmost im-

portance. In a previous article the no-

menclature, relating to placer deposits and

mining, was described in detail. The scope

of this article lies along economic lines

environments ; peculiarities of locus, cli-

mate, meteorologj", topography, geology,

fauna, llora, labor, etc., in detail should

be mastered for they have an important

bearing on the design, construction and

operation of placer mining machinery.

The features to be ascertained are as

follows : ( I ) The existence of a sufficient

and characteristics of bedrock; (l7> Oc-
currence and characteristics of frozen ma-
terial ; (i8l Water supply; (ig) Power;

(jo) Labor; (21) Mining and labor laws

and regulations, import and export duties;

(22) Governmental stability; (23) Cost

of supplies, etc.; (25) Operation cost;

(25) By-products.

Tc'lMi.KAl'H-i I NKWdK.MJLE TO DREDGING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

and deals with the conditions which exist

in the field.

M.\ix Points for Investig.xtiox

The salient points of placer investigation

•nay be ascertained largely by drill pros-
pecting alone or by shaft sinking alone or
by shaft sinking with drifting, and cross-

cutting, or by using test hole? of both large
and small diameter. The drill and shaft
methods of course each have respective

preeminent advantages.
Placer mining is extremely sensitive to

•MInlns enilnppr. T>-2 Broadnav. Npht York.

volume of material and the ratio of its

volume to its richness; (2) The geology of

the deposit and its environs ; (3) Trans-

portation facilities and accessibility; (4)

Climate; (5) Meteorology; (6) Fauna and

flora; (7) Topography; (8) Dumping
ground; (9) Superficial conditions; (10)

The occurrence, distribution, average value

and peculiarities of the metallic content;

(11) Degree of induration; (12) Depths

and average depth of the deposit; (13)

Occurrence and characteristics of bould-

ers; (14) Occurrence and characteristics

of clay: (15) Occurrence and cliaractcris-

tic> of buried timber: 1161 O.-f-itrrcnce

WoRK.\l)LE VOLL'.MES

The existence of a sufficient volume of

material to warrant the installation of ma-
chinery can only be proved by such ex-

tended investigation as delineates the de-

posit laterally and vertically. It is diffi-

cult to state exactly how large a volume

of material and what value of metallic

content are essential, but as a general

proposition, when there is a small metallic

content in a deposit, there must be a large

volume of material so that large capacity

and consequent low working cost can be

had.

Tbi- l.irgest dredges now operating ex-
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cavate about 2,500,000 cu. yd. per year

which is about 50 acres of ground 30 ft.

deep or 100 acres 15 ft. deep, therefore

about 500 acres of 30 ft. ground and 1000

acres of 15 ft. ground would be needed

for a dredge of such capacity allowing a

life of 10 years. Such a drerlgc can work

easy material containing a content of 5c.

per cu.yd. at considerable profit.

Some small areas of dredging ground

have been proven to contain over $1 per

cu. yd. Assume that a dredge's life is 10

years; then about 00 acres of 15 ft. ground

Or 30 acres of 30 ft. ground would be

worked. Much less than the areas noted

above would be ample tj justify the in-

stallation of a dredge on ground contain-

ing such rich content, unless environment

draulic mining is a distinct art. To my
mind the laying out of an hydraulic mine

is a greater test of capacity than the open-

ing of a quartz mine."

It is merely necessary to note that such

mines, in often using 100 second-feet under

;. pressure of 200 lb. per sq. in., generally

must have large reservoirs and long

ditches over rugged topography to con-

serve and carry water respectively. There-

fore, any investigation must include con-

sideration of all matters aflfecting these

phases. To ascertain the average. value of

the metallic content of the large deposits

of gravel worked by the hydraulic method

is the most difficult work that the mining

engineer and mining valuer has to do.

Such deposits may cover hundreds of acres

miles along the course of a channel being

mined are sometimes made in this work.

Cross-sectioning from this data, to locate

the probable depth of the channel is thus

accomplished. Test holes of small diameter

are also used to cross-section channels.

The ratio of volume to richness is gen-

erally one of prime import. The richer the

gravel the smaller the volume necessary

for profitable exploitation. Inasmuch as

placer mining is usually the exploitation of

large volumes of low grade material, yield

ing an inconsiderable amount of profit per

unit of volume, this ratio is an all im-

portant consideration.

Tr.-\nsportation

This is a most important feature for it

DIFFICULTIES RESULTING FROM INSUFFICIENT DUMPING GROUND

were ver>' hostile and consequent cost

high. The above examples illustrate what
are ample for a large and a small dredge

respectively, but what is sufficient in any

particular instance is determined by the

particular circumstances.

The largest hydraulic mines each work
over 10,000 cu. yd. per 24 hours. Such a

tremendous volume of material often hav-

ing a gross value of only a few cents per

cubic yard must be worked on this large

scale to reduce working cost. To open,

equip, and operate hydraulic mines re-

quire engineering and managerial skill of

the highest type. J. H. Curie says:' "Hy-

'••The Gold Mlncii of tlio World.'
edition, p. 3ft2.

Second

with an average depth of several hundred

feet and contain materials which in their

physical characteristics and content are

varied in a remarkable degree.

EXI>L0IT.\TI0N BY DRIFTING

The problems of investigating deposits

thought suitable for exploitation by the

drift method are often extremely intricate.

Many of them have their valuable content

distributed in an entirely irregular way
through a plexus of ancient channels either

erf contemporaneous or of different geo-

logic ages and at the same or at different

depths, beneath a mass of detritus many
hundred feet deep. Long lines of under-
ground levels, sometimes extending for

affects the design, construction and opera-

tion of machinery. Thus the diflftculties of

transport may make it essential to section-

alize machinery to a great degree and to

use particular materials of great strength

or lightness or peculiar devices easily trans-

ported and repaired; operation is governed

largely by considerations of transport.

Many features have a direct bearing upon

transport ; so any circumstances that may
affect this important feature in any way

should have great weight in any considera-

tion. Accessibility, in directly affecting

transport, is also very important. The ac-

cessibility of a property and its distance

from an important commercial center are

essential data.
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Climatic Conditions

Climate affects the design, construction

and operation of placer-mining mnchiiiery,

besides governing the length of the work-
ing season. Thus, for dredging in frigid

climate, particular design is needed to per-

mit operation in cold weather. Hulls for

dredges operating in the tropics should be

of steel on account of the rapid dc-ay of

wood. Bad climate usually means poor
fuel; in the tropics there is always trouble

with the boilers through rapid scale forma-
tion, excessive losses by radiation into a

humid atmosphere, etc. Rvibber stacker

belts are not suitable for the tropins.

largely from unsuitable iood
;
guuil, nour-

ishing, wtU-cooked food is very difficult

ti) get in the tropic mining district. Draft
animals and beasts of burden do not thrive

in the tropics.

Meteorology

Meteorologic conditions are of prime im-
portance. A few of the most important

features are rainfall, which may affect the

water-transportation of supplies, fuel, etc.,

where streams may be almost dry in dry
seasons or torrential in wet seasons, or
hauling on land where roads may become
imiia^-<aliK- in wi-t .mm-ci'- F! K i,i-.->,Tit

water, or even w . s ihai lose the

water of their p. , , high and dry.

E.xtremes of lempcruturc either ul heat or

colli, humidity or dryness arc generally

harmful to parts of the ordinary type of

dredge used in temperate zone;).

Fauna and Flora

The fauna and flora of a region have an
important bearing on any investigation.

For instance monkeys and sloths may
climb poles and short circuit two phases

of. a high-tension electric transmission sys-

tem. Wood-boring insects, ants and others,
.iit-uV w...,rlen dredges, houses, flumes,

Tropic climate often has abnormal sea-

sonal changes and durations; therefore the

investigation of alluvion in tropic coun-
tries must be conducted with this import-
ant circumstance in mind.

Tropical climate at low altitudes, where
dredging ground usually exists, is notably
unhealthful, so much so that there must
be several extra men of the executive
force, to allow for frequent vacations and
sickness. Malarial and other fevers, dys-
entery and other derangements of the ali-

mentary tract, beri beri, pneumonia, rheu-
matism, leprosy and elephantiasis are a
few of the common ailments. These result

DKEliGINC GROUND I.\ THE TROPICS

operation and endanger dredges that may
be working in rivers that became torren-

tial and carry large quantities of floating

logs, trees and other debris. Such ma-
terial, in accumulating on the lines of a

dredge, may break them and sEt the dredge
adrift. The total annual rainfall and its

distribution must be ascertained if hydro-
electric power is to be considered. Severe
wind and electrical disturbances may af-

fect operations and damage electric power
equipment. Floating ice and ice jams en-
danger dredges. Forest fires are menaces
or worse. Drouths may prevent operation
or cause losses in sluicing with muddy

dani>, bridges, poles, etc., and also honey-

comb wood cut for fuel unless it is used

within a few months after cutting. An
installation was made in South .\merica

and in such a way that it necessitated the

laborers working in about 6 to 10 in. of

water ; stingrays were so numerous and
vicious that considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced, it being inexpedient to drain the

pit.

The flora of a region may have consid-

erable bearing upon exploitation. Clearing

a dense growth of large hard trees of

tw-isted grain, hence unfit for fuel, may
cost several hundred dollars per acre. Cut-
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ting a dense swamp jungle bristling with .

thorns and teeming with wasps, scorpions,

spiders, and snakes is consequently costly.

Large deep roots and stumps are a draw-

back to all kinds of open-cut mining. The

presence of a large amoinit of decaying

vegetable matter and humic acid in water

has a direct eflfect in causing scale in boil-

ers to a most troublesome degree. It is

often impossible to get any other water in

the tropics.

The quality and quaiuily of fuel per

acre, if steam power should be used, nnist

be investigated verj- carefully. It is gener-

ally assumed that trees for fuel are very

numerous in the tropics. This is a gross

error. Many of the trees can not be cut

up into cord-wood except at prohibitive

cost by reason of their hardness and twist-

ed grain. It has been found that, in some

instances, less than X) per cent, of the esti-

niated number of cords of wood that an

acre should produce, if judged by temper-

ate zone standards, has actually been cut.

The rest was too hard or otherw-ise un-

suitable. This is a most serious circum-

stance.

The investigation inust include the con-

sideration of trees tit for timbering or

for lumber to build.

T0P0GR.^PHY

Topographic features of not only the de-

posit actually under investigation but of

the neighboring country as well, must be

ascertained under usual circumstances.

These may influence the design, construc-

tion and operation of a dredge, as, for in-

stance, where dredging ground is very

rough and more or less rolling.

The feature of possible hydro-electric

power installation must include the con-

sideration of topography and orography

for ditch and reservoir possibilities re-

spectively. Hydraulic and drift mining

often demand careful topographic investi-

gations of extended areas.

Dumping ground for the disposal of

tailing from hydraulic and drift mines is

an extremely important feature. Certain

kinds of material, in expanding largely on

the dump, or in having a part transported

to great or small distances, influence con-

sideration of tailing disposal. Meteorologi-

cal conditions in causing heavy freshets

that transport tailing bear on this cir-

cumstance.

Superficial frost, marsh, etc. are among

the more important superficial conditions

;

others, such as drift accumulations and

water marks also indicate occasional

floods, etc., that must be noted as possibili-

ties.

The degree of induration is an import-

ant characteristic of any deposit, for it has

a potent and direct bearing upon the de-

sign, construction and operation of placer

mining machinery. Whefe alluvion is

much indurated, heavy, powerful and cost-

ly machinery is essential and operating

. .-t is high. To determine this feature

I \.n.tly requires care and experience. A

large per cent, of the failures in dredging,

hydraulicking and drifting have been due

to encountering material so indurated as

to be unworkable at a profit with the ap-

paratus installed. It has also occurred in

some of these instaiices that subsequent in-

stallations of heavier and more powerful

machinery have resulted in surprisingly

profitable exploitation.

The Depth of the Deposit

The depth of bedrock or to bottom (if

a false bedrock) or to the limits of profita-

ble dredging depth arc features of easy or

difficult solution as the conditions encount-

ered vary. Ordinarily it is not difficult to

ascertain the depth to bedrock, ' although

the occurrence of large boulders of the

same rock as that of the country on or

near bedrock may lead to incorrect as-

sumptions unless care is used. False bed-

rock as tuff or hard-pan may puzzle dur-

ing the early stages of an investigation in

unfamiliar area. Where alluvion is deep

and continues to a great depth with low

metallic content it is a difficult matter,

particularly if the alluvion is hard to ex-

cavate, to determine the profitable dredg-

ing limit.

The depths to bedrock arc of great im-

portance in hydraulic and drift mining but

• particularly as influencing opening, equip-

ment and operation.

The occurrence and size of boulders are

difficult to determine for a similar reason

as that in deteriuining the lateral distribu-

tion of valuable content. Many big bould-

ers may be fatal to operation and they may
occur in an altogether irregular way. Their

existence in a stratum of indurated ma-
terial is a serious obstacle to dredge opera-

tion and is also a difficult matter of defini-

tion. There are parts of deposits in which

the occurrence of big boulders may be an-

ticipated ; there are in former channels,

margins, particularly where steep hills

bound the area, where streams of heavier

gradient discharge into it and at contin-

ences in general.

Big b.oulders may be fatal to hydraulic

and drift mining though they are obstacles

in a less degree than in dredging.

(To be continued)

Inspection of International

Boundary Monuments

Si'Eci.vL Correspondence

The present digging equipment on the

Panama Canal consists of 63 steam

shovels, 32 of 95 tons, 28 of 70 tons and 3

of 45 tons each, while 15 more 95-ton

and seven 4S-ton steam shovels are to be

delivered this year (Iron Age August 8.)

There are also 184 locomotives in service,

228 steam or pneumatic drills and 73 ma-
chine or well drills. While there was a

falling off in the rate of digging in May
and June, due to the rainy season, it is

expected that 1,000,000 cu.yd. a month

will be reached later in the j-ear. The to-

tal excavation necessary to dig the canal

was figured at 111,280,000 cu,yd. To July

the amount taken out was 8,651,802 cu.yd.

.At 1,000,000 cu.yd. a month the channel-

ing would be completed in 1915.

O. H. Tittman, superintendent of the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey;

Chas. D. Walcott, secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institute; L. D. Burling, assistant

curator of the national niuscnui at Wash-
ington, D. C. ; and Wni. F. King, chief

astronomer in the astronomical branch of

the Canadian department of the interior,

are examining the boundary monuments
placed along the international boundary

line between the State of Washington
and British Columbia, from the Simil-

kameen district east to the crest of the

Rocky mountains. These gentlemen rep-

resent the international commission which

has in charge the work of delimiting the

boundary between United States and

Canada, and their duty includes the ex-

amination of the boundary monuments
and determining whether these have been

properly placed.

The new monuments have replaced old

ones and where necessary additional ones

have been erected. They are of aluminum
bronze and bear two brass plates marked
"Canada" and "U S.," respectively. They
are placed at all important points, at in-

tervals varying from yi to zyi miles. Each

is about 4 ft. 8 in. high, and is a miniature

replica of the Washington monument.

Mining in Turkey

The British Consul at Uskub, which is a

town in Turkey, not far from the Servian

border, writes glowingly of the mineral

riches of his section of the country. He
says : "There are mines of every descrip-

tion in the province, and the mineral

wealth of the country is said to be com-

parable with that of the Transvaal, but

ivving to the great difficulties of transport

and the insecurity of the country, few

mines have been exploited up to the pres-

ent but concessions are now being more

eagerly sought after. Gold, silver, cop-

per, iron, chrome, lead, antimony and

manganese, besides coal (lignite), have all

been found, and fresh discoveries of lodes

are continually being made. A British

company will this year start working a

silver and lead mine near Kratova, which

is believed to have very good prospects

;

i; was worked by the ancient Greeks and

is one of the mines mentioned by Her-

odotus. The chrome inines near Kalkan-

delen cannot yet enter into competition

with the New Caledonian chrome mines

cwing to the costly transport of the min-

eral to the coast. Coal mines are plenti-

ful, as at Kalkandelen. Prisren. Yeniky,

etc., but the quality does not appear to be

\ery satisfactory. There are quarries of

excellent building stone on every side.

Further, a small slate quarry is situated

at Papadia. and supplies local needs."
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Negative Results in Pyritic Smelting
An Attempt at Pyritic Smelting ol Copper-Nickel Ore<. |-urnaces

Used and Their Construction. Tests Made and Results Obtained

B Y G

In January and l-Vhruary of igoii an at-

.nipt was made to treat, by pyritc sntelt-

ng, the copptr-nickcl orts of the Sud-

Iniry district, Ontario, Canada. .-Mtliough

ihc results of the various test runs were

i a negative character, a brief description

of the experiment as a whole may prove

interesting.

The furnaces were of nuulern design,

50XJ04 in., with an available higlit of

^'iilunm of 10 ft. 9 in. above the tuyeres.

The blast, supplied by blowing engines,

was plentiful and all other conditions

were good except perhaps the method of

feeding which consisted in dumping the

-idc-tipping cars directly into the furnace.

1 his adverse condition so far as pyrite

-melting is concerned was met by hand

feeding the coke and silica.

Each test was carefully planned before

it was begim ; all necessary slag and matte

fall calculations were made and the con-

struction of the charge and the method of

feeding established. In every case the

furnace was prepared for the test by feed-

ing several slag charges for the purpose of

-melting out any tuyere accretions that

might have existed.

On the regular running the furnaces

were fed on heap roasted ore using silica

as a flux to take up the excess of oxide

of iron. The coke consumed was about

13 per cent, of the charge. .K furnace

matte was made carrying from 30 to 35

per cent, copper and nickel. This product

was blown up, in ordinary copper con-

verters, to 80 per cent, metallic content

and shipped to a refinery for parting.

I-Iight test-runs were made on the un-

roasted or green ore and one was made
on the low-grade matte resulting from

these tests for the purpose of determining

the amount of concentration that could be

effected. With the exception of the seventh

run the duration of the tests was ex-

tremely short, lasting from two to four

hours only and the amount of charge fed

varying from 18 to 60 tons. The seventh

run was of seven and one-half hours" du-

ration and the amount of charge fed was

145 tons. The coke used varied from 3'-S

to 6 per cent, on the charge.

The furnace difficulties in the first six

trials commenced within an hour after add-

ing the first green ore charge. In the

last two trials four hours and two hours

respectively elapsed before trouble began.

The first noticeable change was the quick

and large increase in the quantity of

matte flowing from the furnace spout

•Metallurgist, .311 East sirwt. San Fran-
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ami the ilecrease in the quantity of slag

made. The grade of matte also inuncdi-

atcly fell from the usual 30 to 35 per cent.

10 a 12 to 15 per cent, copper and nickel.

The above condition would last from half

an hour to one hour. The matte would

then slack off in quantity and the slag

stream grow colder and smaller until all

the .symptoms of a freeze-up were at hand.

On the feed floor the surface of the

charge would look well for about an hour,

then the blue flaine of the sulphur would

die out and bright spots of fire or chim-

neys would show in three of four places.

When the danger of a complete stoppage

became pronounced the furnace would be

returned to its normal charge and. al-

though no furnace was lost during the

test, some careful nursing had to be prac-

tised at times.

The failure of the furnace to oxidize

was at once recognized and all conditions,

which suggested themselves as possibly

interfering, were eliminated in the first

four runs. It then became evident that

there was some other interfering cause.

The action of the furnace and th- results

of the smelting pointed to a liquation or

separation of a more fusible portion of

the ore. that is, a separation and removal

of the sulphides from the least fusible

portion of the ganguc. It had been ob-

served that the copper-nickel matte

seemed to run and be more liquid at a

lower temperature than a corresponding

grade of copper matte. There were no ac-

tual data of temperature measurements at

hand to corroborate this, however.

A determination of the construction of

the less fusible portion of the ore and

ganguc was made by calculation.

As a basis for figuring the average

analysis of the green or unroasted ore

was taken : this was. in percentage, as

follows

:

SiO.-, 10.10: Fe. 4+68: .\W^. 6.85: CaO.

1.19; MgO, 1. 14: S. 27.48: Cu. 177; Xi,

5.62; total, 98.83.

Resolving this into the component min-

erals so far as the sulphides were cnn-

cerned gave the following

:

Chalcopyrite (CuFeS). 5.11: pentland-

ite (NiFeS), 16.05: pyrrhotite (Fe.S,),

51.28: residue (iron as FeO), 9.10; SiO:,

10.10; Al,0^6.85: CaO, i 19: MgO. 1. 14:

total residue, 28.38. Bringing the sum of

the constituents of the residue to 100 gave

the following result: SiO:, .15.58 per cent.;

FcO, 32.06; A1:0,, 2413: CaO, X18;

MgO, 4.

A consideration of this result helped

very materially in arriving at the probable

cause of failure; for, as it stands, the

residue is simply iinsmcllable. Further,

as pyritic slags as a rule will only carry

about 7 per cent, of alumina, altJiough

they may at times be forced up to K or 10

per cent, for short periods, this aspect of

the difiiculty stood out with increased

boldness.

If the copper-nickel mineral liquates as

assumed, and carries with it sufficient

pyrrh'otite to make a 14 per cent, copper-

nickel matte, then there would be re-

moved by such liquation, assuming the

same relation of copper to nickel as ob-

tains in the ore. 28 per cent, of iron, leav-

ing a remainder of 16 per cent. Deduct-

ing from this again the 7 per cent, of iron

in combination with the silicate minerals

of the gangue, there would be left but 9

per cent, iron for the production of matte,

a quantity totally inadequate for the pur-

pose.

If the quantity of iron necessary to

bring the matte to a 35 to 40 per cent,

grade could have been oxidized, the heat

generated by the iron and the accompany-

ing sulphur, plus that obtained from the

addition of 2 to 4 per cent, coke to the

charge, would have been sufficient to carry

on the smelting. The silica required to

take up this iron plus the oxide of iron

formed would have diluted the alumina to

a point within the amount that a pyritic

slag would carry.

Theoretically an ore of the analysis

given should have made no trouble in

pyritic smelting. From experience, with

the nickel left out, it is certain that an ore

of this construction would have given no

trouble.

The liquation of the pentlandite or

nickel-bearing mineral and the carrying

with it rapidly out of the furnace a certain

amount of the pyrrhotite seems to offer

the only explanation of the cause of fail-

ure in keeping with the facts observed.

.•\fter the above consideration four at-

tempts were made to run the ore by add-

ing to it up to one-third of its weight in

slag and one-tenth its weight in limestone

for the purpose of diluting and slagging

the aluminous residue of the ore. The

increase of flux necessitated the raising of

the coke to 6 per cent. One of these tests,

while successful to some extent as an ex-

periment, was. as a method of treatment

neither practically nor commercially so.

They all served, however, to demonstrate

further the fact that the trouble was

undoubtedly due to the copper-nickel min-

eral smelting at a comparatively low heat,

forming a low-grade matte, which quickly
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left the furnace without sufltcring much

oxidation. Further, that there was left

behind an infusible residue or skeleton of

mineral with insufficient iron and sulphur

to supply cither heat or flux.

From all these experiments there was

accunuilated quite a quantity of low-grade

matte ; too low, in fact, to blow up in the

converters. The last experimental run

was made for the purpose of concentrat-

ing this matte by an oxidizing smelting.

This was successful inasmuch as the grade

of the matte was raised from about 14 to

3g per cent, copper and nickel in less than

three hours. At the end of that time the

furnace showed signs on top of coming

trouble, but the run was not continued

long enough to develop its nature or ex-

tent. .As usual in concentrating-smelting,

the matte at the furnace spout was very

hot and there was a small breakaway at

the breast. The following morning there

was a violent explosion in the sump and

an examination of the "connection jacket"

showed that it had been burned through

by the extra hot matte the day previous.

It may be noted here that copper-nickel

matte is a most active agent in cutting

iron, steel or copper jackets in any posi-

tion around the furnace and the utmost

care must be taken to protect them. Matte

leaks or breakaways between jackets have

to be stopped immediately or they will

cut through the metal and an explosion

will result. The ordinary water-jacket

spout of the copper furnace could not be

used at all. its place being filled by a

chrome brick sump.

A final word as to the liquation of sul-

phides from the gangue of the ore in this

class of work. I have been unable to

hear of another case like this and I be-

lieve that it is peculiar to this ore. If any

other metallurgist has observed this phe-

menon. I would be pleased to hear of

it either through the JotniNAL or privately.

A Recognition of

Bravery

Miners'

Talc in Austria

A report in Rn: des Prod. Chim. (July

IS. 1907 I ^ays that beds of talc of demon-

strated purity and thickness have been lo-

cated in the province of Styria, in the

commune of Floing, at 1280 m. above sea

level. The deposits have already been ac-

quired by M. Elbogen of Vienna who

owns the concession of all the talc mines

in Austria. In order to insure the proper

grinding of the product of all his mines

when in full operation, M. Elbogen is al-

ready arranging to extend his grinding

and renniim plant very considerably.

An expedition equipped by the Russo-

Persian Mining Company, which has re-

ceived mining concessions in the province

of Karadagh from the Persian Govern-

ment, has gone to Persia, to investigate

the mineral resources there, and to inspect

the River Araxes with a view to opening

navien;;r.n on it.

The visit of King Edward to Cardiff, on

July 13, was made the occasion of the an-

nouncement that a decoration is shortly

to be established and awarded for courage

displayed by miners in times of calamity.

The decoration will rank with the Victoria

Cross, and will place the miners' valor

and self-sacrifice on a level with the hero-

ism met with on the battlefield. The an-

nouncement was made in the course of one

of the king's speeches. He said:

"I trust that the report which has re-

cently been submitted by the commission

in regard to the use of rescue apparatus

will lead to the adoption in this and the

other colliery districts of measures for

facilitating the work of rescue in the event

of those disasters, which still, unhappily,

occur from time to time. I have often

read, with a feeling of admiration and

pride, how, on such occasions, when num-

bers of miners are cut oflf by falls of

debris or other obstruction from the outer

world, their fellow-workers, undeterred

by their perfect knowledge of the danger

of the attempt, eagerly volunteer to assist

in the work of rescue. The whole coun-

try applauds, and is grateful for the cour-

age and devotion of such heroes. But I

have for some time felt that insufficient

means exist of giving a worthy and last-

ing public recognition of these brave

deeds. I propose very shortly to estab-

lish a decoration, bearing my own name,

to be awarded to the courageous men who
in the mines and quarries of this country

endanger their lives in order to save the

lives of others."

was the first to apply modern and syste-

matic methods to the exploration of Mon-

techino. As a result of the efforts made,

the yearly output increased from 800 in

1903 to 2000 tons in 1905. This company

in 1905 had 28 wells in operation and had

exploited only about one-ninth of its con-

cession.

The region about Vellia is exploited

by the Socicte I'Vancjaise du Pctrole, which

in 1905 had an output of 1870 metric tons.

This company operates a refinery at Mon-
techino. Both of these companies are in

good financial condition, having paid 40

per cent, dividends in 1905. In 1906 the

Societa Petrolia d'ltalia was formed in

Genoa. It not only purchased both of the

above companies, but also- set itself ener-

getically about the task of exploring all

the petroleum deposits of the country,

Italian petroleum is especially adapted to

the extraction of benzine, which is of con-

siderable importance to the country on ac-

count of the increasing value of the petro-

leum industry; it is less suitable for yield-

ing lubricating oil. In 1906 the output of

naphtha amounted to 20.000 metric tons.

The Italian Petroleum Industry

.\ brief review of the petroleum indus-

try in Italy is given by the Chem. Zeit.

(July 27, 1907). There are three produc-

ing districts in the country; the Emilia in

the provinces of Parma and Piacenza, the

Abruzzi district, and in Sicily. The Emilia

district is the only one of the three in

which exploration has been carried out in

a modern and rational manner. The first

well was bored in i860. It was 70 m. deep

and yielded about 50 liters of naphtha per

day. In 1870 a French company was
formed which bored several wells and

succeeded in obtaining a very good prod-

uct. .\ refinery with a capacity of 600

metric tons per day was established in

1880 in Borgo St. Dounino. Later two

other refinery plants were built in Fioren-

zuola and in Mailano, and boring was

carried on by the Caucasian system with

the best results.

The greatest part of the Italian petro-

leum comes from Montechino and Velleia,

in the province of Piacenza. A French

company was organized in 1903 with a

capital of 1,200,000 fr. and this concern

Diamond Digging in the Vaal

River

.\ South African mining company has

recently equipped a barge on the Vaal

river with a complete driving outfit for

half a dozen drivers, and has engaged in

the work of seeking diamonds in the river

bed. The barge is moored at a point about

35^ miles below Klerksdorp. A wire

rope is stretched across the river from the

Transvaal to the Orange River Colony

side, to enable the barge to be kept in

position in mid-stream, and from this the

divers descend and work in from 48 ft. to

52 ft. of water. At present the divers

have no light to enable them to see and

are working for three or four hours at a

stretch in icy cold water and intense dark-

ness. All they are able to do at present

is to grope around, move the big boulders

with the crowbar, and scrape up the

smaller stuff from the bed of the river,

emptying it into a large iron-bound wire

drum which takes about half-an-hour to

fill. When full, this is hoisted on to the

barge, dumped into tubs and roughly

sorted to throw away large stones and to

retain the gravel and pebbles among which

the diamonds are found. The deposit is

far too heavy to gravitate and is sorted

wholly after having been roughly screened

through coarse sieves. The returns for

the first month's operations are reported

to be satisfactory and arrangements arc

being taken to secure an electric lighting

plant which will simplify the miners' work

and increase their efficiency.

Accuracy of construction of centrifugal

pumps with regard to packing rings to

prevent leakage of air into the suction end

of the pump is of importance.
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The Wood-stave Pipe Line of

the Madison River Power

Company

Mv W . Bklcicer*

The Madison River Power Company
operates a power plant in western Mon-
tana, which supphes electric power to the

city of Butte and the vicinity. .\ heavy

crib-work dam is built across the Madi-

son river, 14 miles from Xorris, Mont.,

from which the water is led through a

wood-stave pipe along a grade at the side

of the cation a distance of 7635 ft. to the

power house. The original pipe-line is 10

and found that the actual quantity of

water delivered under the conditions given

was 580 cu.ft. per sec, or IS per cent, in

excess of that shown by the formula.

This amount corresponds closely with the

formula if iV be used as o.u.

The grade upon which the first pen-

stock was built was made of sufficient

width for a second pipe to be laid parallel

with it, and it was recently found neces-

sary to provide a u-ft. pen-stock for the

additional water supply desired. Using

Kutter's formula with N equal to 0.12,

this pen-stock is capable of delivering

alwut 950 cu.ft. per second.

Supporting the Pipe

One of the interesting problems in con-

the staves bciuK made 4 in. thick to carry

the weight between these points, and to

get sufficient arch action to prevent the

top of the empty pipe from collapsing.

These staves were of Oregon tir, 12 in.

wide, and from 12 to 24 ft. long.

The pipe is banded with ?i-in. round

rods, with adjusting nuts, spaced 12 in.

apart at the upper end, where the head

will be 20 ft., and 7 in. apart at the lower

end where the head will be 30 ft. The

accompanying diagram shows the design

for the steel frame and the stresses which

were used in working it out. Taking the

pipe as simply full of water with no pres-

sure at the top, the radial pressure on any

part of the inside of the pipe is propor-

Hole 1 L .' .\ 2 X U ^
Material Medium Steel
Itlveis »,' Dlam.

cup L

Symmetrical about C.L.

SUPPORT FOR I2-IT. WOOD-STAVE PIPE LINE, MADISON, MONTANA

ft. in diameter, carrying water at a maxi-

mum velocity of 8 ft. per sec. The total

fall from the level of the water above the

dam to the tail race is 123 ft, of which

115 ft. are utilized by the power house.

Using this loss of head of 8 ft, the

volume of water available at the power
house, figured from Kutter's formula in

which .V equals 0.13, gives a discharge of

506 cu.ft. per sec, or an average velocity

of about 6',
'2 ft. per sec. After the plant

was put in operation M. Hcbgen, the gen-

eral superintendent of the company, made
a series of tests by the Pitot tube method.

•Engineer with J. G. White 4 Co., 43 Ex-
chance plaee. New York.

nection with the design of this exception-

ally large wood-stave pipe was that of

supporting its weight and of strengthen-

ing it against collapse during filling and

emptying. At these times the water ex-

erts no upward pressure against the top

of the pipe, and there is almost no tension

in the circumferential bands. To assist in

maintaining the circular cross-section the

lo-ft. pipe is supported at intervals of 4

ft by a steel frame, which bears con-

tinuously against the lower half of the

circumference of the pipe. This general

scheme has proved satisfactory, and was

adopted for the new line. It was decided

to support t!u- pipe at intervals I'l = ft ,

tional to its vertical distance below the

top. Working out this pressure on the

right half of the pipe, and plotting from

the center of the pipe, gave the epicycloi-

dal curve shown. It was found that this

cur\'e is that generated by a point in the

circumference of a circle of diameter

equal to the pressure at the center of the

pipe, revolved on a similar circle drawn

with the center of the pipe as its top

point. To use this curve in finding the

pressure per sq.ft. at any point on the in-

side of the pipe, draw a radius to the

point in question, and scale on this radius

the distance from the center to its inter-

section with the curve. The lateral nres-
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sure on the upper half of the pipe is 5625

lb., one-third of which was considered as

taken by the top band and two-thirds as

concentrated at the top of the steel frnnie.

The total lateral pressure is 22.500 lb.

Subtract the *niall amount of stress al-

lowed in the lop band, and the horizontal

stress on the frame at tlie bott.>m of the

pipe is found to be 20.O25 pounds.

DlSTRini'TtON OF THE I''oRCES

The forces a h, h c, etc.. given around

the circumference at i ft. spacing, repre-

sent the total pressure for 5 ft. lineal, con-

sidered as acting radially against the pipe.

The force diagram is represented by the

lines a b, <• rf. etc., and the working lines

of the frame are shown under the right

-idc of the pipe. Resultants of the smaller

forces were found that can be considered

as acting at the intersection points of the

frame. These arc the forces A B. B C.

etc. The force polygon is the line A B C
D E P J F X M A. This shows little

stress on the web members, and a stress

on the ring that is nearly uniform be-

tween 20.000 and 21,000 lb., which was the

object desired in designing the outline of

the frame. The nia.ximum stress on the

web members comes when the pipe is half

full, or when the supports are not at the

same level, and these sections were made
larger than the stresses shown would re-

quire in order to accommodate such ir-

regular conditions.

The ring angles are two 2x2.x'4 in..

with a gross area of 1.88, or a net area of

1.50 sq.in., which at 15,000 lb. per sq.in.

tension are good for 22.500 lb. The side

posts are designed with two 2!/2X2j/2X^i-

in. angles, which are good far 22,000 lb. 'in

c.'nipre;<ion. using the formula

15.000P =
I -I-

/'

I3.50O »'

in which / equals 6 ft. The ring thus de-

signed weighs about 420 lb. or 84 lb. per

linear foot, showing a slight saving in

weight over the o'd lo-ft. frame.

Clay and Shale in Clarion

County, Penn.

The clays and the shales of Clarion

county, Penn., are reported upon in Bull.

315 of the United States Geological Sur-
vey. Both clays and shales are abundant
within the quadrangle, the shales being

suitable for the manufacture of brick and
tile and arc well scattered over the en-

tire region. The workable deposits of

flint cLiys are confined to the northern

part of the area. Recently there has

been a revival of interest in these deposits,

as a result of the beginning of construc-

tion of a new railroad that will pass near
some of the best deposits. The cl.iy makes
a fair quality of firebrick and the coal

and natural gas that are available in all

parts of the region, aflFord cheap and effi-

cient fuels.

Gasolene Locomotives (or Mine

Use

One of the latest developments in the

line of mechanical haulage is the gasolene

locomotive. These machines are now
made small and compact, so as to be suit-

able for mine haulage. The manufactur-

ers, Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. 111.,

first designed these locomotives to suit the

requirements of contractors, industrial

plants, etc., but the increasing demand for

a machine that would handle coal cheaper

than rope haulage or an electric system,

led them to modify this type to meet the

exacting conditions of mine haulage.

The gasolene locomotives as built at

present, may be operated on either gaso-

lene or denatured alcohol. In gaseous

mines, the use of alcohol is most desir-

able since it gives absolutely no odor.

One of the main features of this machine

is its weight which will allow its being

readily transported from plact- ii |il;icc.

Speed .\.\u Control

The speeds range from 4 to 16 miles per

hour, subject to change if the conditions

demand, and it is possible to run the ma-

chine at any speed for any length of time

without damaging the engine. The frame

is of heavy steel construction well braced,

and suitable provision will be made for

the carrying of ballast to increase the

traction. The brakes are of the standard

railway type, and the wheels are made
from heavy special white iron with heavy

chilled tread and flange. The wheels are

18 in. in diameter, complying with the

M. C. B. standard as to tread and flange.

Each locomotive is equipped with a

sand box and snow brushes in winter.

Suitable spring drawliars of specified

hight are attached at Until ends. Gaso-

lene and water tanks of ample capacity

are supplied. The burnt gases are car-

ried through a mufl^ef to the stack,

which causes the air to rush through the

radiator, having a tendency to keep the

radiator much cooler.

SHEFFIELD GASOLENE LOCOMOTIVE FOR MINES

The locomotives are built in two sizes,

handling 10 and 25 tons respectively at a

load.

Det.mled Description or Locomotive

The engine used is a four-cylinder, 25-

h.p. water-cooled, improved automobile

type, of heavier construction than the or-

dinary automobile engine, and is equipped

with a governor, which operates on the

carbureter, thus insuring the operator

against any possible danger from racing

the engine or tearing it to pieces through

inattention or careless handling. The
transmission is of the planetary type, and

has three equal speeds in either direction.

.Ml gears run in oil and are inclosed in an

oil-tight case, which is easily accessible

for inspection. The gears are always in

mesh and it is impossible to strip the

teeth by bringing the various speeds into

'

play. .Ml gears arc exceptionally large

and made of special steel to withstand the

constant and severe service.

The control of the machine is all that

can be desired. The operator has a full

vision in all directions, and all the levers

are within easy reach. Taking all things

into consideration, it is probable that the

introduction of gasolene locomotives for

mine haulage will prove satisfactory. The
main item of expense in the present sys-

tem of mechanical haulage, is the installa-

tion of the initial plant, and this cost will

be practically eliminated when gasolene

locomotives are used.

A stock company has 'been formed to

develop the rich asbestos deposits of the

Minoussinsky district in Siberia, says

L'Echo des Mines (June 17, 1907). Th';

deposits are easy to operate, and arc lo-

cated in an inhabited region, and only

about ij km. from the Yenissei river.

This will 'be the first exploitation of as-

bestos in Siberia, although Russia ex-

ported about 225.000 poods in 1904, 266.000

poods in 190S, and 405,000 poods in 1906.
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Charging a Modern Iron Blast Furnace
How the Ores, Flux and Fuel Charged in a Blast Furnace

Can Be Adjusted ti) Proilute Delinile Results in the Output

BY BRADLEY STOUGHTON*
In the prevums articles of tliis scries' the

iisiruotion of the blast furnace, the

Jieniical reactions which occur in the

furnaci-, and some points in its operation

have been described. In the present one

the variations reiiiiired in the cliarge of

the furnace, to produce the required re-

suhs in pig iron, arc considered.

Dimensions ok Bl.xst Klknace

The size of a modern blast furnace is

limited by the conditions of its work.

The hearth may not be nnicli more than

15 ft. in diameter, or the blast from the

tuyeres will not be distributed evenly to

the center. The batter of the bosh walls

cannot be much more nor less than a

certain amount, because they must give

-iippurt to the charge above them', and

it allow the solid coke to slip down them.

The hight of bosh is limited because its

lop must be practically the same as the

top of the smelting zone, that is, no solid

material except coke should descend into

the bosh. These conditions therefore limit

the diameter of the top of the bosh to

not much more than 22 ft. From the bosh
'

the stack walls must decrease in diameter

upward in order that the descending

charge, which swells in the reactions that

take place from the throat downward,
lall not become wedged in the stack, as

;he throat must have a sufficiently large

diameter properly to charge the materials

;

this limits the hight of the stack. Modern
furnaces are therefore usually built about

90 ft. in hight. and an increase above that

limit has resulted in some cases in a de-

crease rather than an increase of fuel

economy.

CALCULATING A BlAST-FURN.ACE Ch.\RCE

Let Ms assume that we desire to pro-

duce a slag containing 55 per cent. lime.

IS per cent, alumina and 30 prr cent.

silica, and that the materials, from which
the charge, is to be made, analyze accord-

Mntprliil. il il 'il

'1
g

re. A
•re.B

• oke ash
I.wiieftU>De ..

6

20
46

3

'3

1
13
18
2

11
16
SO
4

60
50
10
•2

•Adjunct professor of metallurity. School
of Minps. Columbia Vnlverslty. Npw York.

'This JorBSAL, July 27. Auk- 3 and Aug.
17. I!t07.

ing to Table I. .\ssume furthermore that

the coke ash is equal to 10 per cent, of

the coke, and that the iron we are going

to make will contain about i per cent,

silicon.

Silicon in the Iron—This last assump-

tion necessitates allowing a corresponding

amount of silica, because the silica re-

duced and absorbed by the iron will not

be available for slag-making purposes.

One per cent, of silicon is roughly equal

to 2 per cent, of silica ; we may there-

fore make the requisite allowance by sub-

tracting from the silica in each material

an amount equivalent to 2 per cent, of its

iron content. Thus we begin to make up

Table II.

TABLE II.

^ ^ ^' .

Mfttcrial.
« <s 2^ £'!

s. Si e.

ore. A .-, 3 11 6)1

Ore. B '2 12 16 m
coke ash ao IK 50 10
Limestone.. 46 s 2 * 2

Magnesia-—In considering slags magne-
sia is classified under the head of lime.

We cannot do this, however, by a simple

addition of the figures of the percentages,

because i per cent, of magnesia will do

the chemical work of 1.4 per cent, of lime,

on account of the difference in molecular

weight (CaO = 56: MgO = 4o). Conse-

quently, we multiply each percentage of

magnesia by 1.4 and add the sum thus ob-

tained to the percentage of lime in each

material, thus obtaining column two in

Table III.

TABLE III.

Material. CaO. Al,0,. SIC,.

Ore, A 9 2 10

Ore. B la 16

eoke asli

Limestone 50
18 1 60
2 4

Self-fluxing of Materials—It is evident

that in so far as each of the materials in

Table III contains all the componentsof the

slag they will partially flu.x themselves.

For example, the 2 per cent, of alumina

in ore -A will theoretically combine with

4 per cent, of the silica (2 per cent. X
(30-=- 15) =4 per cent.) and 7 per cent

of the lime (2 per cent. X (55-^ '5' =
7.3 per cent. ) to make a slag of the de-

sired proportions, and leaving unfluxed

percentages as in the first line 'if Table IV.

In the same manner we may use up all

of the lime in ore B by uniting il with

weights of alumina and silica in propor-

tion to the percentages of these com-

ponents in the slag. Similar simplifica-

tions in the analysis of coke ash and lime-

stone may then be calculated, and Table

IV will be completed.

TABLE IV.

Material. eao. Al.ll.- hlU,.

Ore. A

43
1.1.0

«
14

eoke ash
LImeatone

30

Weight of Charge—Let us assume that

we arc going to make one ton of pig iron

for every ton of coke used in the charge,

and that the coke will be put in

charges weighing 11,000 lb. each. This

weight includes about 10 per cent, of

moisture, dust. etc.. so we calculate with

il as if it weighed only 10,000 lb. Now
let us determine how much ore will be

put in each charge. The ores average 55

per cent, of iron; therefore, 10,000 -=-0.55

= 18,000 lb. ore must be in each charge.

AJiusting the .thiniinn and Silica—
Xext adjust the. different niateri;ils so

that the weight of alumina shall be 15/30

of the weight of silica. In the first rough

approximation of this we may neglect the

coke ash because the weight of this ash is

so small in relation to the other mate-

rials. Therefore only the two ores need

be apportioned and we quickly find by

trying a few mixtures at random' that 60

per cent, of ore A mixed with 40 per

cent, of ore B will give the desired rela-

tioil*: 60 per cent. X 6 -^- 40 per cent. X
14 = 920 parts of silica; 60 per cent. Xo
-f 40 per cent. X 1 1.5 = 460 parts alumina

;

^2.= il No^ draw Table V and enter
9J0 30
10.800 lb. of ore A (=60 per cent, of

18,000), 7200 lb. of ore B. 1000 lb. of

coke ash (= 10 per cent, of 10,000), and

the percentages from Table IV. -Ml the

squares in this table may then be filled in

except those marked .(. B and C.

Adjusting for Lime—It is now only

necessary to determine the amount of

total lime that shall bear the correct

relation to the alumina and silica cal-

culated. This we do by means of

the method shown in the figures next to

Try flmt 50 per wnl. of rach and »e «ee

that there Is too mnch alumina : therefore

try less than .'>•' per rent, of the ore having
the mom alumina, and corn'spondlnply more
of the other, and we have It.
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lAbl.l'J V.
Power Transmission by Belt

Mab<rlul.
Oil). Al,

Wclctit
O3 810,.

y. Lb. H
ai6....
.... 11.6
....13.0

B34MI

Lb.

6

Lb.

"r<: \ lU.KOO 3
7.S00 ..

1.000 ..

1' H.080 4»

M8

f.'ko n«h
Llnixsiono

130 39 390

Totnl Ih A 3Bm' fl" •.><M6

To obuin tht> toul pounds ot lime

:

AI.O, - »*< -. .15 : 1.1 = M13 lb.
SIO, — 3I>|« . 85 -i- ;to a 3751 lb.
.n t>rni:t< of x\l:i nn.l ;i7M = 3683 lb.

1 .ilik' \'. \\c enter this in the square A of

Table V. The figures at the square B are

then obtained (3682— 216= 3466), and
thence the weight of limestone to be used

(3466-;- 0.43 = 8050).

C/i^c*irig //it- Calculations — We now
check up all the calculations by making up

Table VI, in which we go back to the orig-

inal percentages found by chemical anal-

ysis and given in Table I. In making up
this final table, however, we use our ex-

perience in making slag calculations and
estimate slight changes. For example,

Table V shows us that the alumina comes
a little low in relation to silica; therefore

In transniiiiing power by belts, the re-

sistance of the belts to slipping is inde-

pendent of their breadth, therefore there

is no advantage to be derived from in-

creasing this dimension beyond what is

necessary to enable the belt to resist the

strain it is subject to. The ratio of fric-

tion to pressure for belts over wooden

drums is, for leather belts when worn,

0.47, when new 0.5, and when working

over a turned cast-iron pulley, 0.24 and

0.27.

A leather belt will safely and continu-

ously resist a strain of 350 lb. per sq.in.

of cross-section, and a section 0.2 sq.in.

will transmit the equivalent of a horse-

power at a speed of 1000 ft. per min. over

a wooden drum ; a section 0.4 sq.in. will

transmit equal power over a turned cast-

iron pulley. In high-speed belting, the

tension or the breadth of the belt should

be increased so as to prevent slipping.

Long belts are in general more effective

than short ones. The upper side of a pul-

ley should always carry the slack belt.

In order to throw a belt upon its pulley,

it should always first be laid over the pul-

TABLE VI.

Ore. A
ore. B
Coke osb...
Liniestooe

.

Weight,
lb.

10,100
7,600
1,000
8.200

Total weights.

CaO + MgO.

%
9
2

20
50

Lb.

A1,0,

%
93B 2
152 12
200

I

18
4100 2

=54.8%

Lb.

SIC,

%
208 11
912 in

180 30
164 4

14C4

=14.9%

Lb.

1144
1216
600
328

60
60
10
2

3188 '

(a) 206

2982
=30.3%

Lb.

6.240
H.KIH)

100
164

<a) 2 per cent, ot 10,304.

we increase ore B, say, by 400 lb., and
decrease ore A correspondingly. But
ore A is high in lime; therefore we use
a little more limestone to offset this re-

duction.

These figures are much closer to those

desired than the limit of accuracy in fur-

nace operation. The chief difference is

that we are making a little more iron with
10,000 lb. of coke than we intended. If

any change seems necessary, it is then well

to reduce the weight of ore A to 10,000 lb.,

leaving everything else the same. This
will lighten the burden and bring the cal-

culated lime, alumina and silica even
clo.'.er to the desired figures.

Phosphorus and Manganese—No ac-

count has been taken in the calculation

above of the phosphorus. This is neces-

sary sometimes. For example, if ore A
happened to be very high in phosphorus
we could not use so large a proportion of

it. It would then be necessary either to

secure another ore low in both phosphorus
and alumina, or else to make a slag with

less alumma. The same line of reason-

hig applies to manganese.

ley which is not in motion, and then it

should be thrown over the edge of the

moving pulley upon its face.

Vears of experience have shown that a

belt will transmit about 30 per cent, more
power, with a given tension, when the

grain (the smooth side of the leather) is

in contact with the pulley than when the

flesh side is turned inward. The leather

is also less liable to crack as the structure

on the flesh side is less dense and the

fibers yield more easily. .Mso belts ad-

here better to smooth than to rough pul-

leys. The adhesion is about 50 per cent.

greater on a pulley covered with leather

than on a smooth iron pulley. Large pul-

leys or drums may be covered with narrow
strips of leather or with longer strips

wound spirally. Pulley covers are manu-
factured in strips of any required width

and of uniform thickness.

.Ml leather belts should be kept soft

and pliable by using tallow occasionally

and neatsfoot or liver oil, with a little

resin when they show signs of hardness

and dryness.

In using rubber belts, they should al-

ways be kept free from grease and animal

oils. When they slip, apply a little boiled

linseed oil to the inside of the belt and

sprinkle fine chalk powder over the oil.

Finding the Length of a Belt

In order to find the length of belt re-

quired, add the diameter of the two pul-

leys, multiply the sum by 3^, take one-

half of the product and add it to twice

the distance between the centers of the

two shafts. In calculating the power of

belting, it has been found that a l-in.

single belt, running at a speed of 1000 ft.

per min. will transmit one horse-power,

while a double belt of the same dimen-

sions, running at 700 ft per min., has an

equal capacity. In general the horse-power

of any belt is equal to its speed in feet per

minute multiplied by its width and divided

by 1000 for single and by 700 for double

belts.

Rescue Work in Scottish

Collierifs

Now that the question of the use of

breathing apparatus for coal mines in case

of explosions and underground fires is

receiving so much attention in Great

Britain, as evinced by the recent report

of the Royal Commission on Safety in

Mines, it is of interest to note what is

being proposed in some of the Scottish

coalfields.

• About a year ago a serious accident oc-

curred at Lumphinnan's colliery in Fife.

.A.n old fire that had been bricked off years

before began to show signs of revival,

and suddenly some of the men delegated

to repair the brick stopping were over-

powered. The coal owners in Fife met

together subsequently and with the assist-

ance of the inspector of mines made a

thorough examination of the various ap-

paratus on the market.

Eventually it was decided to adopt Gar-

forth's instrument, that known as the Weg
apparatus, described in the report of the

royal commission. A central station is

to be built at Cowdenbeath, which is a

central point for all the Fife collieries,

and equipped with 20 such apparatus. It

is to be in telephonic communication with

all the collieries. About five sets of ap-

paratus are to be kept at each colliery,

and all the officials and 20 men at each

colliery are to be instructed on the con-

struction and use of the instruments.

The Fife district is, more than any other

coalfield, in need of these breathing ma-

chines, owing to the liability of the coal

to spontaneous combustion. Even when
the burning section is dammed off, quan-

tities of carbonic oxide appear.

It is stated that the Russo-Chinese Bank
is closing its assay offices in Blagovescht-

chensk and Nikolaieffsk, on the Amur, in

Siberia, because of the losses incurred in

connection with these establishments.
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The Nordberg Compound Steam Stamp
Steeple-compound Steam Stamps in the Lake Superior Copper

District. Relative Ktonomy of Simple and Comoaund Types

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
The use of the steam stamp has been

general for a long time in the mills of

the Lake Superior copper district, owing
to its large capacity and rapid work on

the groat quantities of rock which must be

crushed.

I'p to 1003 the stamp most commonly in

use in the copper district was the simple

stamp. This consists of a steam cylinder

20 in. in diameter by 24 in. stroke fitted

with four Corliss valves. The cylinder is

mounted on a heavy casting or entablature

which serves to connect it to the four col-

umns, which in turn are supported b\

heavy sills anchored to the foundation.

The columns carry two sets of guides

which serve to support the stamp shaft

and stiffen the whole construction. The
piston rod extends through the entabla-

ture to a large bonnet where it is con-

nected to the stamp shaft proper. In or-

der to protect the stamp against too high

a lift, the entablature is provided with a

large stuffing bo.\ filled with rubber and

covered by a plate against which the bon-

net strikes before the piston strikes thi

top-head.

The lower end of the stamp shaft is

dovetailed, so as to take a chilled cast-

iron shoe weighing about 800 lb., the tc^-

tal weight of the reciprocating parts be

ing about 5500 lb. The mortar is se

cured to solid cast-iron anvil blocks by

means of links which are shrunk on, and

the most recent practice is to have anvil

blocks rest directly upon a concrete foun-

dation, to which they are connected by

anchor-bolts. The mortar is covered by

a top plate supported by four distance

pieces and bolts, and the cylindrical mor-

tar screens are secured between this top

plate and mortar proper. At the amygda-

loid mines the general practice is to use

5^-in. mesh mortar screens. At the bot-

tom of the mortar there is a chilled cast-

iron die and the inside of the mortar is

lined throughout with chilled liners. The
mortar is fed with rock through a hop-

per. The ma.ximum sizes of rock fed to

the stamp are pieces whose smallest di-

mension is about 4 inches.

The stamp is provided with a throttle

live so constructed that steam admitted

to the bottom can be throttled independent-

ly of steam admitted to the top. Each of

the four valves is driven by a separate ec-

centric, the steam valves directly, and the

exhaust valves through wrist plates. The
eccentrics v.hich drive the valves at bot-

tom of cylinder, or those which control

the lift, are mounted on a shaft which is

driven at uniform speed by means of a

belt; the eccentrics which drive the valves

on top, or those whicli C(jntrol the blow

of stamp, are mounted on a shaft driven

from the first by means of a drag link,

which therefore gives it a non-uniform

motion, resulting in a very fast motion at

opening and closing of the valves. The
connection between the valve drive rods

;'nd stems is niado adjustable, so that

valve setting may be quickly done. In

order to facilitate this the bonnets are

provided with brass plates representing

a cross section of the cylinder ports; re-

volving inside of this, and keyed to the

k.xtendcd valve stem, is another plate rep-

resenting the valve ; hence the relation be-

tween, valve and its seat can be observed

; t all times.

.-.it.AM M.\.>1P, SHOWING v.\ I. V r. ' .r % ;
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The averaRe practice is to operate these

stamps concIensinR, under a steam pres-

sure of about lis lb., at a speed of 105

tc 110 blows per minute. Under these

conditions their capacity is from 475 to

550 tons per 24 hours.

An inherent disadvantage of any simple

stamp is the large clearance made neces-

sar>' by the variable thickness of the rock

between shoe and die, also by the allow-

ance for the wear of die and shoe, the

haust into a large receiver, from which

the low-pressure stamp would take its

steam. Two sets of such stamps were in-

stalled in the stamp mill of the Champion
Copper Company ; the high-pressure cyl-

inders being 21 by 24 in., low-pressure

cylinders 32 by 24 in. Piping was so ar-

ranged that either stamp could be oper-

ated independently of the other. These

staifips when tested demonstrated all the

economy expected of them, stamping prac-

the economy. This was often impractica-

ble for the reason that each set of stamps
represented 50 per cent, of the capacity of

the entire mill.

The SxEEPLE-coMrofNi) St.\mp

In order to overcome this disadvantage
it was determined to make each stamp a

self-contained compound, and in 1904 such
a stamp was installed in the Osceola mill.

The general construction of the stamp be-

--^^.*^!fesa^_

^M-fr K-K^^-f

STEAM STA.MP, 20X24 IN., NOROBERG MANUFACTURING COMPANY

latter losing from 4 to 6 in. of its thickness

before it is renewed. Under actual con-

ditions of operation the clearance is in the

neighborhood of 20 per cent.

The First Compound Stamp

In 1902 the problem of how to increase

the economy of stamps was carefully con-

sidered, and it was finally determined to

operate two stamps as a cross-compound

engine, the high-pressure stamp to be oper-

ated with 160 lb. steam pressure and ex-

tically twice as much rock per ton of

coal burned as the simple stamp. This
was considered an excellent showing in

view of the fact that when these stamps

were designed there were very few ac-

curate data as to the power or proper

steam distribution of simple stamps from
which proper proportions of compound
stamps could be determined. Such an
arrangement of stamps, however, pos-

sessed the disadvantage of having to be

operated in sets of two in order to secure

low the entablature is the same as for sim-

ple stamp. The steam end. however, was

made steeple compound, having cylinders

TSyi and 32x24 in. Figs. 1 and 4 show the

construction of the steam end of this

stamp. The low-pressure cylinder was

mounted above the high-pressure cylinder

so as to facilitate removal of pistons, etc.

In this stamp tlic weight of reciprocating

parts is about 7S00 lb. in all.

The general construction of valvejgear

for the high-pressure cylinder is the same
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as for the simple stamp Tlic low-pres-

sure cyliiuler. lanvever, is provided with

only two valves placed at the top. The
under side of the low-pressure piston is

in constant connection with the condenser,

eCDiiDMiy and capacity of the stecplc-com-

poinid stamp ''ts compared with the simple

stamp at the Osceola mill, provisions were

made so that each stamp could be operated

by a separate boiler, and the coal and rock

TABLE I.

Compound
8tami>.

Simple
STA SI r.

D«to { Auic. 1-87. 1904.

Duration ot teat .M ilays.
T»»u» p«»r tlay (VKC.rt

Ton» por '.'4 hours TW.t,*

TouB rock per ton coal snia
Poiislbte tiours running lime 1 A7fi.o
Actual iLoure ruiinln>; tliue.,... OA*.t!&

L-i«t «lrui>
1

16.6
Lost lime per cent 2.8"^
Hteam preaaure 1 148.(1

Kecoiver preasure " thi.o

Areraee temperature teed water 303. 11

Jaii.l8tnFeb.l3,
IWM.

2* ilays.
M:i.;t

6'i N

ft76.a

iti.!<

10, r.

I.-',
in

IMCIIKAHE DDE TU CuMPOUMIl
STAMP.

rulta.

143.3
1M.9
23.

S

Per Cent.

•2(1.4

38.

U

40.0

l.Tfl"

FIG. 6

IM I .'fix 24"

COMPOUND STAMP
REVS. 1(M

FlC. 5

20"l 24"

SIMPLE STAMP

INDICATOR DIAGRAMS, SIMPLE AND COMPOUND STAMPS

thus eliminating a large amount of clear-

ance. All the lifting effort is done in the

high pressure cylinder. Fig. 5 shows a

set of typical indicator cards frpm a

steeple-compound stamp.

In order to determine the relative

weighed. Each test covered a period of

24 working days, hence results show prac-

tical working conditions. The compara-

tive results obtained are shown in the

accompanying Table I. .^s 3 result of this

test the Osceola mill was completely

equipped with l:ii stamps

and the actual rcM. iring tlu

year 1906 as compared to the year I(>04,

v.Jicn the mill was equipped entirely with

simple heads, have confirmed the economy
as determined by above tests.

The steeple-compound stamps arc now
in operation in many stamp mills in the

Lake .Superior district

Lignile in North Dakota

.According to the United .Stal^-. '...

logical Sur\'cy, all of the mineral fuel pro-

duccd in North Dakota is lignite, exten-

sive beds of which underlie the greater

part of the western part of the State. The
lignite beds arc local in development, and
careful prospecting by drilling is essential

Deforc development can be undertaken.

The deposits vary in thickness from a few

inches to 33 feet.

The lignite is brown in color and as it

comes from the mine contains about 40
per cent, of moisture, some of which it

loses on exposure to the atmosphere. On
account of its heavy percentage of moist-

ure and rapid disintegration on exposure,

it does not stand transportation well ; its

sale is restricted also by competiti jn with

Pennsylvania and West Virginia coal,

which find their way into this country by
way of the Great Lakes. Briquetling the

lignite has thus far not proved very suc-

cessful, but it is hoped that some method
may be devised whereby it m.iv lir mnn-
satisfactorily utilized.

Driving a Spike under Water

It is sometimes necessary, says the Iron
Age, to drive a spike under water, and
much difficulty is experienced in the opera-

tion. It has been suggested that a piece

of gas pipe large enough to hold the spike

comfortably, and small enough to keep it

upright, might be used in conjunction with

a steel drift slightly longer than the pipe.

The length of the pipe will depend upon
the depth of the water, while the drift

should leave a hand-hold above the pipe.

By means of this expedient nails can Uc

driven in several feet of water, and at any
angle desired, as the spike will necessarily

go at the angle at which the pipe is held,

and the drift readily transmits the ham-
mer blows to its head. This has been
found a great help in building bottoms for

foundations.

The only active manganese mine at

work in Queensland in 1906 was thi

Mount Miller, at Gladstone, which pro-

duced 1 113 tons of high-grade ore, aver-

aging 77-75 per cent., and reaching as

high as 86.26 per cent, of manganese-
dioxide.
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A Cripple Creek Ore-handling Plant
A Single, Counterbalanced Skip, Discharging into Self-dump-

ing Cars, Adds 33 Per Cent, to the Capacity of a Shaft

B Y S. A, WORCESTER
In this district one notable characteris-

tic of the usual practice is the breaking

and hoisting of the entire vein matter with

little or no sorting in the mine. At the

surface this mixture is first passed over

inclined wire cloth screens with H- to i-

in. openings. The screenings usually car-

ry higher values than the sorted ore. Af-

ter screening the ore is either sorted dry

or washed and then sorted wet. Prob-

ably 80 per cent, of the crude ore is re-

jected and sent to the dump. This ac-

counts for the immense waste dumps of

the district, also for the large hoisting

plants necessary for a comparatively mod-

erate output of ore. The slimes which re-

sult from washing usually carry consider-

ably higher values than the screenings.

Electric power is now being supplied by

the power companies operating in the dis-

trict at such low rates that even the lar-

gest mining plants are finding it more

economical than steam. While there is al-

ways the possibility of a rise in the price

of current, there is fully as great a proba-

bility of a rise in coal as past experience

has shown. Thus it happens that electric

power is rapidly growing in favor.

Counterbalanced Skip Hoist

The hoisting arrangement here illus-

trated is of a type little, if at all, known

in this State. One end of the %-\n. plow

steel hoisting rope is attached to the

skip of two tons capacity, while the other

end, after passing several half turns around

each of the hoist sheaves or druihs, is at-

tached to the overbalance weight, which

balances the skip with all attached parts

plus one-half the average load. The

tail-rope, attached below the skip

and over-weight and passing under

the sheave near the bottom of the

shaft, keeps the hoist ropes in constant

balance. The work of the motor, there-

fore, is only that of hoisting the actual

load, plus friction. To do the work of

hoisting two tons of ore, the hoist first

raises 2000 lb. of unbalanced ore, then run-

ning in the opposite direction raises the

;ooo-lb. overbalance of the weight

The arrangement at first proposed con-

templated sinking a shaft 1500 ft. deep

with two hoisting compartments and a

manway and equipping it with a double-

drum electric hoist of ordinary standard

type. Upon being consulted, I pointed

out that by using the overbalance system

here illustrated, on which patent is now
pending, and by including a single skip

•ConnilllDg mecbanlcal eoglncer Victor,

Colo.

01 sufficient size, the required hoisting ca-

pacity can be obtained with the present

shaft which has one hoi.sting compartment

and a manway. This arrangement elimin-

ates the expense of the new three-com-

partment shaft, and reduces the size of

hoist required fully 33 per cent., with

proportionate reduction in cost of cur-

rent.

The continuous-rope system wears much
longer Uian the drum hoist for the reason

that the rope winds always in true aline-

nient and does not rub on itself as when
winding several laps on drums. The skip

is to be filled by dumping the mine cars

directly into it and to discharge its load

into a side-dump car which travels from

the head frame to the ore house. The
bridge on which it travels has a 5 per cent,

grade and after the loaded car has run

down to the ore house by gravity and dis-

charged its load, it is drawn back to the

head frame by a light cable. The cable

runs over a sheave at the head-frame and

winds on a small drum in the hoist room.

A similar rope, winding on the under side

of this drum and passing over a sheave at

the shaft has a weight attached and hang-

ing in the manway. This weight is suffi-

cient to return the empty ore-car, but is

cverbalanced by the loaded car. Its speed

is regulated by a governor brake and it

is automatically stopped at dumping and

loading points, by the same brake, the

stops being set by levers controlled by the

engineer. The car cannot start with a

load until the skip, commencing to de-

scend, releases it. The dumping cams
also hold the door open so that all fine

stufif will run out before the car returns to

ihe loading position.

Method of Handling

The engineer's levers for setting the

dumping cams in the ore house have a

mechanical arrangement similar to that

used with block-signal systems in railroad

work, the five levers being consecutively

numbered and connected to the dumping
cams by wires. They are also connected

to automatic stops at the drum, which stop

the car at the proper dumping point.

Dumping at nearly a right angle to the

grizzly is a feature of value as compared
with those arrangements which dump par-

allel, because by checking the flow the

screenings have a better chance to drop

through the grizzly and less fine stuff is

carried over with the coarse ore. The
.Tiigle of the v.ire-cloth screens is adjusta-

ble to suit different ores, whether dry or

wet and sticky.

The five ore-washers have bottoms of

^-in. plate with J^-in. perforations. The
spray pipes above the washers have 14-

inch perforations and are supplied with

pressure water by a 3-in. rotary pump with

direct-connected induction motor. The
slimes washed from the ore return with

the water to a tank having a baffle which

reduces the current to a very low velocity.

A baffle is also provided for the pump
suction, so that there are no rapid cur-

rents in the body of the tank to interfere

with the settling of the slimes.

The ore is pushed over the front of the

sorting tables and drops into the ore bins,

while the waste is pushed over the side

of the tables into waste spouts which con-

verge at the upper end of the waste

washer which, although larger, is otherwise .

similar to the ore washers. The question

may here be asked, why not make the

ore washers longer and do all the wash-

ing at one operation? The answer is that

the second washing is found to have an

added effect because new surfaces are ex-

posed to the spray. In one plant now
operating in this district it is found prof-

itable to wash the waste three successive

times.

1 he head-franio and ore house are made
high in order to dump the waste at the

hight of the present shaft collar. The
slimes drier is a steam-heated plate, on

which the slimes are thrown when the

tanks are shoveled out. The sorting ta-

bles are perforated and any drip from the

washed rock returns to the tanks.

The main timbers of the head-frame

.nrc butt-spliced with ends simply squared.

The usual practice differs from this in us-

ing the scarf or diagonal splice, w-hich is

not only more e.xpenfive but also weaker

for resisting compression, the only strain

which these members are ever likely to re-

ceive. The bracing of this head-frame

consists of light material closely spaced,

whereas the usual practice is to employ

heavy braces, in many cases as heavy as

the main timbers, and with long spacing.

Expensive framing is avoided as far as

practicable, the only mortising being done

at the ends of the girts. The bracing,

instead of being framed together, is spiked

to the frame, a construction which is am-

ply justified by its constant use in railroad

work.

Placing the two hoisting sheaves in the

same plane centralizes the strains and

makes the head-frame cheaper and more

symmetrical than the usual arrangement

of parallel sheaves.
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Advantages of Continuous-rope System

The continuous-rope hoisting system is

of particular value where the peak of load

is to be reduceil to a minimum. This is

especially true in localities where the peak

of load for any month regulates the cur-

lent charge for that month. In some such

cases the cost of current for the unbal-

>3 1 C. S. Hope.
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capacity of the plant. The sheave hoist,

with its short shafts and narrow frame

and fomidntion, is of course a less ex-

pensive machine than the drum hoist, and

as the tail rope has very little more than

its own weight to carry, and its breaking

would not endanger the skip, a cheap rope

or almost any second-hand rope will an-
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anced hoist will be as much as three times

that of a well designed overbalanced con-

tinuous-rope hoisting plant. As nearly

all of the mines in the Rockies begin on

a small scale and usually sink shafts with

one hoistway and one manway, the change

to a three-way shaft, when a large tonnage

is to be hoisted, is an expensive under-

taking. By using a skip of twice the

usual length, it is quite feasible to hoist

twice the usual load and thus double the

swer its purpose. The outlay for rope is

therefore less for the continuous-rope sys-

tem than for the double-drum hoist, which

requires two full-length ropes for full

load.

A considerable amount of scheelite (cal-

cium tungstate) associated with wolfram-

ite and other tungsten ores has been dis-

covered in Sardinia.

Deflocculated Graphite

Edward G." Acheson delivered an e.x

pcrimental lecture at the Niagara Falls

convention of the .American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, illustrating the prop-

eries of a recently discovered form of

graphite. This graphite is produced by

adding water, gallotannic acid and ammo-
nia to unctuous graphite as produced in

the electrical furnace. Under these con-

ditions the graphite is miscible with the

water. When it is mixed with water,

tannic and ammonia the graphite assumes

what is called a deflocculated condition, a

condition of fineness beyond that obtain-

able by mechanical means—one approach-

ing the molecular state. Deflocculated

graphite in water has been used success-

fully instead of oil in sight-drop feed

oilers and with chain-feed oilers. It pos-

sesses the remarkable property of prevent-

ing rust or corrosion of iron or steel. The
deflocculated graphite has also been suc-

cessfully employed with kerosene oil as

an effective lubricant.

American Coal in Italy

The following information as to the en-

trance of American coal into Italy is

given by L'Echo des Mines (July 15,

1907). It seems that the Italian railroad

called for bids from several English col-

lieries to furnish 150,000 tons of steam

coal to be delivered between June 20 and

Aug. 20. Some firms contended that it

was impossible to deliver such a large

.Tmount of coal in so short a time, and

upon so little notice, and others sent in

bids which were too high. Considerable

surprise was caused when it was learned

that the contract for the whole amount

was placed in the United States, and al-

ready shipments have been made. It is

also reported that German firms have

placed orders for American coal to be de-

livered in Spanish and Italian ports.

The danger of misinterpreting official

figures and statistics is well exemplified in

the case of the importation of mining ex-

plosives into Great Britain. A glance at

the oflicial returns of imports shows appa-

rently that foreign explosives are making

rapidly increasing inroads, for the impor-

tation of nitroglycerin explosives has in-

creased steadily from (in round figures')

a million pounds during 1900 to three and

a half million pounds during 1906. On

further investigation it is found that tlie

bulk of these are not real imports, and

that most of the explosives are only sent

to British ports for the purpose of being

trans-shipped to other boats, which take

them to their ultimate destinations. The

chief explosive used in Great Britain that

is imported from abroad is carbonite,

which is made at Schlcbusch in Germany,

and the amount used in Great Britain

during 19^6 was 569,8,^.1 pounds.
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Burro Mountains Copper District

Bv William Rucers \Vaue.»

The Burro Mountains are situated in

<Jrant county, New Mexico. The present

railr.iad point at Silver City is 15 miles

distant, but a survey has been completed

for a spur and construction will commence

shortly. Freight is handled by wagons

irom the railroad for $3.50 to $4.J5 per

ton, depending on the e.vact location of the

mine and the volume of its business.

History of the Camp.

The first attempt to work the copper

deposits of this district was made in 1881,

when the Valverde Copper Company
^afterward the Southwestern Copper

Company) erected a reverbcratory fur-

nace at Paschal. The railroad terminated

at Deming in those days, and it cost $15

Sampson mines, together with the other

property of the Southwestern Copper

Company, and erected a concentrating mill

Today the mill is treating nearly 250 tons

per day of ore averaging between 3 and 4

per cent, copper. The ore reserves are suf.

ticient for a number of years and are rap-

idly increasing The Comanche Mining

and Smelting Company acquired property

alxjut the same time and has been develop-

ing. Several other companies have come

into the district and today development

is going on over a large area. The Che-

mung Copper Company, formerly the Ty-
rone Development Company, took over the

Burro Chief group of claims last year and

is developing three shafts. Large bodies

of ore have been encountered. The same

men are also developing the Alcssandro

group and the Houston group of claims.

The Copper Gulf Development Company is

working two shafts with good results. The
.\zure Mining Company has one deep

shaft developing fissure veins and is in-

GeOLOCV OF THE DISTRICT

The area of copper dep • lihly

si.x miles wide and nine m : ex-

tending in a northeasterly and southeast-

erly direction. The area is comp i^ed of

granites cut by numerous dikes of por-

phyry. Sedimentary rixks do not exist in

the area except for a few conglomerates of

small extent formed from the cementing

<if old arroya beds. These are often cop-

per stained, due to the copper waters in

the arroyas.

There are two classes of orcbodies,

(hose occuring in the porphyry dikes, and

fissure veins in the granite. The por-

phyry ores are the larger and more im-

portant, and the biggest of these ore-

bodies so far developed are confined to the

large porphyry area near the center of the

district around Leopold and Tyrone. Here
orcbodies 150 to 2(» ft. wide are encounter-

ed.

The ore is mainly black sulphide of cop-

per (chalcocite) occurring as a secondary

1

1

NO. I SHAFT, CHEMLNli COPPER MINE

per ton to haul freight from there to the

Burro Mountains. This fact and high

prices for labor, together with the small

supply of high-grade ore, soon closed the

plant. Another attempt to work deposits

in the district was made two years later

when a smelter was built at Oak Grove.

This attempt failed also; in fact the fur-

naces never ran long enough to get

thoroughly hot.

From that time till 1904 the district was
idle as regards copper ores, except for a
few titful attempts by leasers, especially

in the St. Louis mines. Turquoise mining
has been actively pursued for the past 18

years and was the only mining going on
during the idle period in copper.

Present Operations.

In 1904 the Burro Mountain Copper
Company took hold of the St.Louis and

*UlDlDg engineer. Burro Mountains, New
Mexico.

NO. 2 SHAFT, CHEMUNG COPPEK MINE

Stalling a prospecting drill to explore the

porphyry ground adjoining the Burro

Chief group.

The National Copper Company has

proved that the ore is not confined to the

vicinity of Leopold and Tyrone in the

center of the district, because lying about

four miles to one side, the company has

opened a vein in granite 60 ft. wide. It

will probably begin the erection of a con-

centrator this summer. This deposit

carries some good chalcopyrite ore, the

only one of its kind so far developed in the

district, and the indications are that the

ore will extend to great depths.

One thing that has delayed the develop-

ment of the district is the fact that most
of the outcrops are only slightly stained

with iron and copper, little workable car-

bonate ore showing. The largest bodies

occur in porphyr\- and often have no out-

crop at all, or one so faintly marked as

I . make it difficult to recognize.

NO. 3 SHAFT, CHEMUNG COl'PtK MINE

enrichment. These sulphides may be en-

countered at a depth of 75 to 500 ft. So
far the bottom of the orcbodies has not

been reached. The ore occurs in lenses,

often of great extent, which generally

strike across or diagonally to the trend of

the formation. In the porphyry the meet-

ing of many slips permitting easy access

of water causing decomposition and soft-

ening is favorable to the deposition of

ore. These lenses have been fed by so-

lutions, deriving their copper from large

areas of surrounding slightly mineralized

porphyry, leaching downward and lateral-

ly. The presence of broken and softened

ground has permitted these solutions to

deposit their copper, the precipitation be-

ing due to the reactions between pyrites

and copper sulphate. Iron gossans are

lacking at the outcrop of these lenses

probably because of a second leaching and
re-deposition of the black sulphide zone

In this zone much of the iron has been re-
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nitived in solmioii ;is ;i sulphate and when

surface erosion brings this zone near the

surface the copper again leaches down. As

little iron remained in this zone a second

leaching removes most of the remainder.

Sometimes small bunches of carbonatt

ores are left, also a moderate iron gossan

Many of the best orebodies are not in-

tlicatcd on the surface. One of the best

surface indications is a yellowish dis-

colored porphyry which has been leached

of its original hornblende and mica

crystals. When such altered discolored

|iorphyr>' is present over large areas and

near the center of the district the ground

is considered favorable.

The second and less important ore-

bodies, fissure veins in granite, occur as

fissures of the replacement type. They are

generally indicated by occasional bunches

of carbonate ores, a moderate iron stain

and bunches of quartz, along the outcrop.

The quartz generally disappears on sink-

ing, and the CTrbonate ores p^ivc place to

are sufficient to run the camp many years

and many more will undoubtedly be dis-

covered in the next few years.

Sublimed White Lead

By L. S. Hughes

The need for protective coatings caused

by modern conditions of building has

caused the introduction into paints of a

large number of new compounds. The

impetus was given about the middle of

the last century by the discovery of a pro-

cess for manufacturing zinc oxide from

ores and a few years later E. O. Bartlett

applied analogous methods to the produc-

tion of a white-lead pigment from lead

sulphide, or native galena. To differ-

entiate the new material from the Dutch

or corrosion process white lead, it was

named according to its manufacture "sub-

limed white lead." The process of manu-

the product was a mixture of free lead

oxide and neutral sulphate of lead or the

true basic sulphate. Research has recently

demonstrated the latter view to be tin-

correct one.

Sublimation, when it is possible, is by

far the most efficient and convenient means

of purification for any substance, for the

reason that the number of compounds

capable of forming a vapor which con-

denses as a dry dust is exceedingly small.

It is only because of this property of lead

sulphide that a pure material can be pro-

duced directly from tlie ore. The proce^^

has the further manifest advantage of

producing the material with particles of

absolutely uniform size and of a degree

of fineness that cannot be even approxi-

mated by any process of mechanical grind-

ing.

But, in spite of its apparent simplicity

and convenience, the manufacture of sub-

limed white lead includes a number of

carefully guarded secrets. It is only by

-30 TUN CO.N'CEXTR.MING -MILL, LEOPOLD I'ROSPECT SHAFT, NATIONAL COPPER COMPANY

an iron-stained reddish or yellowish clay

and rotten granite on sinking until the

sulphide zone is reached. Some of these

veins carry' carbonate most of the way
down to the sulphides but these oxidized

ores are too poor to work. Leaching has ex-

tended to much greater depths in the fis-

sure than in the porphyry due to the more
open formation of these veins. In one of

the Chemung Copper Company's shafts

a fissure vein is leached at 250 ft. while

sulphides exist in the porphyry east of it

on the same level and were encountered

while sinking this shaft at 180 ft. The
.\zure Mining Company has a fissure vein

which is leached below the 400-ft level.

The fissure veins are always near a por-

phyry dike and parallel with them. It

seems probable that the porphyry dikes

influenced the mineralization of the fis-

sures.

The district seems to have a promising

future. Not more than 25 per cent, of the

copper land is yet under development. The
present known bodies of low-grade ore

lacture lias changed only in details since

it was inagurated at the Lone Elm smel-

ter at Joplin, Mo., and in its present form

is a good example of the methods used in

producing fire-process pigments generally.

In outline the manufacture consists in

feeding pulverized galena over an open

coke fire, the furnace connecting directly

with a flue through which the lead fume is

drawn into a series of settling chambers by

a suction fan, passing thence into a bag

room of the ordinary type, where the

condensed fume—now purified by the ex-

tensive air floating it has received in its

long passage from the furnace to the

screen system—is strained from the air

and furnace gases, and is collected ready

for the market.

Chemically, the process is an oxidation

of the lead sulphide to the basic sulphate

of lead which sublimes in the heat of the

furnace and condenses into an impalpable

and non-crystalline sublimate in the cool-

ing flues. For a long time it was a sub-

ject of frequent argument as to whether

their discovery of these difficulties and

the means of surmounting them that the

original manufacturers have been enabled

to obtain a monopoly of the manufacture.

.\ttcmpts have been made to produce it

by other companies, but they ended in

complete failure.

A consular report from Monterey, Mex-
ico, gives some information as to the in-

creasing use of fuel oil on Mexican rail-

ways. The Mexican Central Railway is

now taking 4000 bbl. of fuel oil daily

from the Mexican Petroleum Company.

The cost is $1.10 a bbl. All new engine-,

purchased by the Mexican Central are

equipped for burning oil, and engines av

being constantly remodeled in the gener.il

shops in Aguascalientes. Oil-burning er

gines will be soon placed in service on il

Chihuahua and Guadalajara divisions ' 1

the Central. Storage tanks are being pi'

pared at Guadalajara, Yurecuaro, Zap'
'

Ian and La Vega, and metal delive ,

tanks are now being erected.
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Re( ( lit Developments at Wonder

r.v Inw \Kii K. Zalinski'

1 Ik- new Ijiaiicli of llu- Soutliern Hacilic

railroad now connects IHazen with F-'allon.

At present one train a day connects with

the Tonopah-tiokllield line. Freight is

w iniloaded at l-'allon, and a large

MtiMI of hiMiluT and >;n|ipli<'< i>i hcinif

<o it is now p '-^iiui- I I make Wonder the

>anic night. Anloniohilc connections are

also established from Wonder to Tono-

pah, ahovit 150 miles by the road.

Wonder has grown rapidly. The popn-

latiun has almost donbled since December,

there being at present in the neighbor-

hood of 8cw in the camp and vicinity. A
large amount of building, is in progress,

and the town presents an air of life and

bnstlc. .Substantial frame houses are re-

town 01 \ I KM, north of the Spider &
Wasp, is growing rapidly. It has a board

ing-honsc for the miners on this side,

and frame buildings are being erected.

The pipe-line from Bench creek has

been completed, the trench dug and pipe

laid, but as yet is not connected. Water
will be brought to a stand-pipe, or tank on

the ridge just north of Wonder, for di'^-

tribution. The line will soon be in

operation •

m^m

T^' ^^cSjT 3
Ifcj ^^^^to^^Kc^^r S3kL.^^I «7'. -".^E^s.^^^^-^^.^a 1

11.*^ •

I K;, 1. ST.\aE ST.\T10N \1 .S.NNIl Sl'KlNCS FIG. 2. TOWN OF WONDER

Fit;. 3. NKVAl>.\-\Vll.N-llKR .MI.N'E FIG. 4. \V.\SP OLTCRUl" AND LA IM.ATA MOUNTAIN.--

brought in. The stage road from Fallon

to Wonder is in good condition. Two
Concord stages have been put on the line,

and the trip from Fallon to Wonder is

made in a day. Four changes of si.'c horses

are used. Fig. i shows the stage station

and well at Sand Springs. ' Sand moun-
tain ( .^eolia^ origin) is in the back-

ground, and stands out sharply against

the basalt-covered hills. An automobile

line has also been established and makes
ihe run in about 5^ hours. Autos con-

nect with the afternoon train from Hazen,

'MiDini; engineer, Salt r.akn City. T.'tah.

placifig tents. New hotels, restaurants,

stores, etc., have begun business, beside

the customary number of saloons and

dance halls.

There are now a number of brokers on

the ground, and the town will soon have

a stock exchange. Lawyers, promoters,

surveyors, and people of all trades and

description, are pouring into the district,

and a good size boom is in progress. Two
newspapers have been established. Fig. 2

shows the town at the present time, look-

ing southwest.

Hercules is also growing. It has re-

cently been granted a post-office. The

The Mines
One shipment of ore has been made

from the camp by the Vulture mine. This

ran $200 to $300 to the ton.

The Nevada Wonder is sinking a shaft

west of the tunnel and below the last

visible outcrop of the ledge, to strike it

on the northern dip. The shaft is down
100 ft. and is reported to have struck

good ore. Ground has been cleared for a

hoist. The Jack Pot shaft is down to the

loo-ft. level. An 8-h.p. gasolene hoist has

been added to the equipment. This is

giving good satisfaction and three shifts

arc being worked. Fig. 3 shows the
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licad-tninu- and engine house, with sacked

ore in the foreground. The sorting house

is in the center. Drifting is heing done

on the loo-ft. level and 4 ft. of ore ex-

posed. The high-grade streak is about

3 ft. wide. The andesite bordering the

ore is fractured and kaohnized. It often

contains horn-silver in the cracks with-

out any accompanying silification, though

considerable hematite and limonite stain-

ing occurs. The Jack Pot will soon make

its first shipment.

The Spider & Wasp leases continue to

attract attention. Lease No. 7 has sacked

ore and a shaft is now being sunk to

strike the ledge at a lower level. On
Toohey's lease. No. 13, the tunnel cut the

vein as expected. Raising and sinking is

now being done on ore from 'the tunnel

level. The Spider & Wasp Company will

soon begin work on its own account.

Fig. 4 is a view taken looking north-

west, the outcrop of the Wasp ledge in

left center. La Plata mounteins are

across the valley.

Geology

.\ correction is offered regarding former

statements as to the geology of the dis-

trict. The rhyolite dike on the Nevada

Wonder, artd also on the Spider & Wasp,

is not the direct hanging of the ledge as

stated, but is separated from it by 100 to

200 ft. of kaolinized andesite. This rhy-

olite dike is younger than some of the

north-south andesite dikes, and crosses

two of them on the Desert Queen claims.

Methods of Paying Miners'

Wages

Bv Joseph Daniels*

The methods of paying wages to miners

have varied in every country and district

with the change from the condition re-

sembling slavery in the sixteenth century

to the present day of labor organizations

and perfected methods of mining. Every

period has had its particular method of

payment; some of these are historically

interesting.

Early Methods

In the early days of mining, the owner
or master set the rate and method of pay-

ment, and his word was usually law. He
had absolute rights over the workman and
could prevent the latter from selling his

services to another mine owner. Today,
the right of employer is not so absolute

;

the influence of organization and law have
given the worker more freedom. The
labor organization may set the rate of

compensation ; the law provides for the

hours of labor and the methods of pay-

ment. So now the miner is free to move
about and sell his labor in the best market.

•Department of mining engineering.* I<e-

liigh I nlver«llj'. South B<>tlilehein. Peon.

This constant adjustment between the

operator and the miner has resulted in a

number of systems of payment of wages

based on local economic conditions. For

the purpose of classification, they may be

divided into two classes, the day-labor,

and the piece-work or contract-labor divi-

sions.

Day Labok and Contract Svste.m

Payment by day labor is the simplest

and most universal method of payment in

all mining countries. Wages are based on

the actual working time of the miner, and

necessarily in this system, superinten-

dence is a large item of expense. Gener-

ally this method of payment is applied to

unskilled labor, or labor which is not di-

rectly engaged in mining. The piece-work

or contract system is more complicated,

and is based upon other factors than the

actual time worked. It usually considers

quantity of work done, in other words, it

pays for speed and value. In a great

many cases, the day and the contract sys-

tems are combined.

In the piece-work system, the most gen-

eral method of payment is that based on

the amount of work done, either in ton-

nage or yardage. Any payment by vol-

ume excavated is usually calculated on the

basis of weight per unit volume, but there

is no necessary relation between the value

of the material and the amount of exca-

vation or mining. At the De Beers mines

in South .\frica, excavation of the "blue

sjround," the diamond-bearing formation,

is paid for per load of 16 cu.ft. ; and at

Rio Tinto, Spain, mineral is excavated by

(he ton, the number of tons being found

by multiplying the number of trucks by

the average or appro.ximate weight in a

standard load. In most of our coal mines,

coal is paid for by weight at the bank-

head scales, although narrow work is

paid for by yardage ; the price of yardage

in every case being computed on the aver-

age number of tons of coal in a cubic

yard. In metal mines development work,

such as shafts, winzes, raises, drifts, and

levels, are usually paid for per foot or

yard of advance.

Other Methods of Payment

The "Hole-Contract" system is based

on the number of feet drilled in any shift.

Payment is made at a certain rate per foot

drilled ; the rate in this case does not in-

clude firing or loading which arc done by

other sets of men. This method of pay-

ment is employed in British Columbia at

Rossland, at Mineville, New York, and

several European localities. A modifica-

tion of this system is employed in coal

mines where payment is made for machine
undercutting, and for shot-firing, on the

basis of number of tons mined per shift.

The tribute system is historically inter-

esting for it was in operation at the copper

and tin mines in Cornwall for many cen-

turies. This method of payment was based
fin the value of the mineral extracted.

Briefly stated, the miners speculated oil

the value of the ore in a "pitch" or work-

ing place, and they bid for the contract to

mine the ore for a certain proportion of

its value, the mines paying the cost of

breaking the ore, hoisting it to the sur-

face and dressing it. The owners or "ad-

venturers" auctioned off the pitches for

a definite period, usually one month, the

lowest bidder securing any one pitch. This

'dutch" auction procedure is explained by

the fact that the richer the ore in a pitch

the greater the percentage return per ton,

hence the low bidding. The tribute sys-

tem is still maintained in a modified form
in Cornwall, but in this country the Colo-

rado lease system is in common use.

The Colorado Lease System

The Colorado lease system is based on

the old Cornish tribute system, but it has

eliminated many of the latter's uncertain-

lies and disadvantages. The method works
out as follows : The lessee takes a certain

block of ground on contract, to be worked
entirely at his expense, the owner furnish-

ing the necessary supplies such as tools,

powder, fuse, candles, etc. ; the lessee pay-

ing for these and for the cost of hoisting,

and any other expenses of handling the

ore, out of the value of the mined mate-

rial. He also pays the owner a royalty

on the value of the ore obtained. The
ore stoped out on any lease is kept sepa-

rate, and when enou-gh has accumulated,

it is shipped to a sampler where its value

is determined, the lessee paying for the

cost of sampling. The royalty is figured

on the gross mill returns ; then the cost

of supplies furnished and hoisting ex-

penses are deducted, and the balance paid

to the lessee. This system finds great ap-

plication throughout most of the mining

camps in the West. In Alaska and Cali-

fornia, the large mining and ditch com-
panies control hydrauhcking machinery
and water work placer proposition on a

"lay" or lease, paying the owners a certain

percentage or royalty on the amount of

gold recovered.

Other Methods

Many other methods of payment are in

vogue in different mining districts, meth-

ods which are local, but which in the

main, embody the principles of the sys-

tems already outlined. Among these are

sliding scales, premiums or bonuses for

rich, selected ore, but in every case the

additional coiiipensation over that of day
labor is paid to the miner to encourage

his skill and intelligence in developing

orcbodies to their fullest extent, thereby

increasing the production and the value of

a mine. Employers are generally realiz-

ing that contrac.t systems are far superior

to the old day-labor method when dealing

with skilled miners.

Centrifugal pumps that have given trou- !

ble from choking have been relieved by '

the use of smaller discharge pipes.
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Electric Power Plant at Lansford, Pennsylvania
Great Plant Which Will Furnish Electric Power to Collieries of

Lehiiih Coal and Navujation Company and to Outside Entfr()rise»

B Y W J O ^ C E

Sixteen years ago the Spraguc Electric

Motor Cimipany was ennageil in nn en-

ileavor to convince anthracite mine owners

that the motor offered a cheaper and more

effective method for applying power than

did steam. This idea has since been germ-

inating and in the development now tak-

ing place there is furnished a striking

ilUistration of the country's deficiency as

it relates to demands upon UKinufacturers

and particularly electrical appliances.

Slowness in Adopting Electric Power.

It was about 1890 that the Spraguc

Company engaged a special representative

to go among the anthracite mine owners

and induce them to adopt electrical hoists,

motor pumping and electric transporta-

tion apparatus. It was related of a mana-

ger of one of the larger coal companies

of the Wyoming Valley at the time, that

he did not believe in innovations and

could not be induced to look kindly upon

a proposition to even try motor power

in any way. His policy was to adopt iioth

ing in the way of new mining machinery

until it liad tirst been demonstrated b>

yond the shado\y of doubt that it wa
practicable, safe and economical. Eve;

then he was slow to concede that new

ideas would supplant the mirie equipment

with different apparatus. Time did n

convince the manager soon enough i

save his position awl the inevitable chan;-:

came.

Xow, however, electric mining equi]

ment has come and the scale upon w-hic'.

it is being inaugurated shows conclusively

that there is no lack of confidence in ef

ficiency and money saving.

.\x Immense Undertaking

With so many years for maturing it

is not strange, therefore, that the real

introduction of electrical power in the

district is marked by an outlay of capital

and elaboration and plans such as would

have dazzled the pioneer coal operator.

There are now two great electrical plants

being installed in the anthracite district

The first and the one nearest completion.

- that of the Lehigh Coal and Naviga

I'ln Company, which is now putting

le finishing touches upc>n a plant that

will not only furnish light for the Panther

Creek valley, hoist coal from the deepest

mines, run breaker machinery, ventilat-

ing fans, pump water and transport the

al, but will have enough power left to

' peratc the street railway; T",-, transmit

•Frcpland. Pennsylvania.

the same power to metropolitan centers

is a feature of the enterprise that Iki

received consideration. While this part of

the plant here described is yet to be de-

veloped, the fact that such possibilities

are considered is in itself significant. Tli.-

priibleni of fuel is simplified in the im-

mense culm banks wliich have been an

eye-sore to the people of the mining dis

tricts and represent expensive waste to the

operate r. 1-Vom these banks most of thi

fuel to be used under boilers supplying tli

first power for operation c^'n^uios will \>

taken.

No doubt, it was such a possibility that

-upgesied the installation of the Lehipli

besides the helpers ami many small bat-

teries (if Ihiilcrs. l-\illowing these will

dis.'ippear the mine mule. .\s the company

has already ciinlracled with the Eastern

Pennsylvania Railway Company to ri.n

traction cars, has arranged to light the

boroughs of Summit Hill, Coal IJate and

Lansford. an outside earning is at once

begun. There is a double advantage ile-

rived in this way, because the power cor-

poraton is enabled to furnish light to

these towns far below what it cost a

private concern.

Description of Plant

engines for fxrnishing power to trolley and mines

Coal and Navigation Company's plan

when President Riley first gave approval.

That the same ideas were fully grasped

by the superintendent, Baird Snyder, is

shown in the manner in which he carried

out the plans and offered as part equip-

ment to the new president, W. A. Lath-

rop, the greatest electrical power plant in

the anthracite field.

Cost of Plant and S.wings EFFFXTEn

The new plant will cost $1,000,000. Six-

teen coal mines will be supplied witl;

power therefrom. Apportioning the out-

lay of money between the given number

nf mines this sum is not so large as would

appear at first glance. There is an im-

mediate saving of 1500 tons of coal per

ironth. with about 50 firemen displaced

pany is located at l^insford and is housed

in a building 125x190 ft. Dodge & Day,

of Philadelphia, are the engineers. Tlie

work of construction began 14 monili-

ago and, while it is not yet completed

it is in such shape that it can be pushed

as speedily as changes at the mines de-

mand. The main structure is fire-proof,

the only wood used being in the window

frames, the walls are of brick while c^'ii

Crete is used generally throughout. The

main floor rises 10 ft. above the foundn

tion proper. The floors arc of concrete

arches and steel iron beam construction,

the basement leing so built as to permit

the use of air ducts, placing cables, water

sluices, ash-pits and channels for coal

storage. In this connection the same

p'ans are observed as in the original de-
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signs, making ample provision for tiiuirt

development.

The Boiler Roo.m

To the boiler room particular atten-

tion was given. Here the labor-saving

idea is scrupulously maintained. The
supply of coal is regular and constant

;

the ash-pits are supplied with the travel-

ing belt system which carries the ashes

through a sluiceway to the dump. The
liremen's work is further taken care of

l«y mechanical water feeders which regu-

late themselves and maintain a given

water level in boilers at all times. Tin-

feed-pump attached is operated auto-

matically, stopping and starting as the

rise or fall of water in the boilers may
demand. Three batteries of Maxim boil-

ers are used, being of 600 h.p. each, and

arrangements are now complete to add

1000 h.p. more. In the main part of the

building, new electrical devices have been

introduced. A Niles-Bement crane of

20 tons capacity travels the entire length

of the building, and the transformer room

is taken care of by a 7j4-ton Maris crane.

In the center of the room are two large

generating sets for furnishing the alternat

ing current, one of 1500 h.p., and another

of 750 h.p. There is now being completed

another of 750 h.p. and two 400-h.p.

600-volt railway units ; two soo-kvv. rota-

ries that mav be used either for street-

sub-stations are designed for a capacity

of 600 kilowatts.

SUB-STATIONS

Sub-Stations have been built at Xo. 4

and No. 6 collieries and plans are be-

ing made for sub-stations at No. 8 and

tax on the power increases, another 31W-

k\v. machine will be added.

.\t .\"(). 6 colliery, where the operation.,

do not require such great current, a 300-

kw. machine lias been placed, with room
for additions.

Another line to Nesquchoning, four

COMMERCIAL LIGHT PLANT AT LANSFORD

6WITCHB0.^Rn FOR niSTRIIlUTINC. CURRENT TO MINES

railway work or as invcncn rniancs to

furnish power for the mines. For the

mines two miles distant from the main
power house, 2300 volts will be used and .

for the mines beyond this distance, 10,000-

volt transmission line are in-tallcd The

No. 10, the entire mine and l)reakcrs be-

ing wired for the application of motor
power to machinery, fans, tramways, re-

volving screens, rollers, jigs, etc. At No.

4 mine a rotary sub-station of 300-kw.

capacity has been installed and as the

miles away, furnishes power to a sub-

station which is designed to transmit

power to the various mines in that valle^-

The current for this section will be

stepped up from 2300 to 10,000 volts. The
station is fitted w^ith two iso-kw. rotaries

nf 300 volts each. With the introduction

iif electric power in this district a most

perplexing problem to the mine-owner
is made easy of solution, a condition which

resisted all efforts in the past. The ciir-

lent will be used here in connection with
I he tunnel work operating the drills an 1

• lir compressors. A four-mile tunnel i-

lo be driven in this way through the Ncs
i|uehoning mountain. This will drain all

the mines beyond, furnish a natural drain

ige and entirely eliminate danger of

lloods which have been a serious menace
.IS well as expense in the past. This

innnel will also be used as a tramway hy

which coal will be transported to the sr

face, thence to Hauto. These two plans

'if improvement mean a saving of mnp
thousands of dollars annually besides pr

\ iding practically a new lease of life for a

large and valuable territory.

A new machine shop 100x160 ft. di-

mension has been built and fitted to be

operated by electric power with all modern
appliances.

liLIXTKH 1 Iaulage

Up to the present time orders have

been placed for 15 electric motor loco-
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mutives which will be used in h;iiiliiiK

about the mines where mules are at pres-

ent employed. These arc being placed

as quickly as they can be supplied by the

builders, and of course, mules and men
are bein({ reduced in numbers. There .t-i

270 mules used in this work, about _\':

drivers, and many more patchers and run-

ners. Electric haulage is now fully r^

.

ognized in connection with mining. t)f

the locomotives being placed, two are of

150 h.p. two of 100 h.p. and eleven of ;a

h.p.

The greatest change is taking place in

the pumping tlepartment of the several

mines. In this district, owing to the many
dips in veins, numerous pumps were in

stalled, and these along with attendants

and mechanics, kept an army of men con-

stantly employed. To meet the dem.ni
'

for effective drainage and at the same

time do it as economically and safely as

possible, a system has been adopted which

the less expert mine foreman can follow

Thi< aims ^o limit the lit- >( oach pump

men were required, three on each shift,

there being four lifts in each mine, while

under the new method three men will be

able to handle the work. This it is csti

It is a question whether the application of

electric power in lhi« connection would

be as satisfactory as the old system The
steam hoists on all main slopes will not

l

f
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to 300 ft. in each mine, and as there ar<.

now 14 in active operation with about an

equal number of lifts in each opening it

is easy to estimate the scale upon whic'

this feature of the plant will be operated,

l iidcr the old system the services of 12

mated, will be maintained with a saving

of about 1200 horse-power.

Electwcal Hoisting

For the present no material change will

be made a.t the many hoisting plants

be disturbed until appliances offering bet-

ter results than are at this time apparent

are introduced. Human life being in

volved in this feature directly, mine op-

erators will at least, await practical test.s

of motor hoists on deep openings with
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heavy loads before consenting to change.

This applies strictly to main openings,

shafts and slopes, lor swift movement.

Water and timber hoists, however, are be-

the proposition of natural drainage cannot

be considered, the water hoist is decidedly

the best. The limit to a draft has been

governed by available power. In some

ing equipoed now. The water hoists have places cylinder boilers 25 ft. in length are

been very successful and this fact will used, and in times of heavy water on

do much to break up the prejudice against a double shaft line they have met all

lOSUlBIIOD. Coverp.i Sl7.e.
1 Test Voltage Applied. Feet.

It. or Cambric. I-oail. No. 6. .'>.00(i for 1(1 nilimtes. IVi

K. or Cnmbrlo. 3 CoD'l. Lea<l. No. c. ."),00ll tor 111 minutes. 45

It. or I'fiaibrlc. ;) BraM Cotton. No. 6. .'i.OlK) lor HI minutes. v.ir,

It orlVinibrlc. Lead. 6.V).000 cm. 1..->IKI tor 111 minutes. 30
It. or CAiubrlc. I.on(l. SflO.OOii cm. 1..VK) for 10 niluutes. 130

R. or Cambric. :i Bralil t'otton. No. 0. Jii.iKm f..r 10 minutes. 50

Paper or C. s coiid. Lead. No. 1-.. jii.imo tor 10 minutes. 32

Paper or 0. :i Braid CottOD. No. 4. jomm for 111 minutes. '.10

9-2000 Volt l.lslitnlng Arresters.
2-30O Volt I.lKhtnlng Arresters.
50 Mlnorallnc Hnslilnus for lO.OOO volts.

.^0 MInerallac Clips for same.
120" Terminal Hells wlUi caps and bushings.
36 G.E. No. 40.2SS rorcelaln Insulators.

36 Pins' for same similar to r,.K oat. No. 40,253.

shutting oflf power as the water recedes

and applying it as the water rises. In

this connection when compared to steam,

where a full head must constantly be

carried to the point where the regulation

valve is located, there is no danger of

bursting valves, always a serious menace

to deep mines.

Construction

Another plant of immense size estab-

lished by a coal mining concern and with

the same ends in view is being erected in

Lower Luzerne. The latter cannot b

compared with the subject of this sketch,

for years to come at least.

The firms working on the construc-

tion of this plant are : Allis Chal-

mers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., West-

irighouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

I
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the use (I electric power on main hoists

The water shafts on which the electrical

hoists are used, have automatic cut-oflFs

and brakes. They have shown that dan-

ger of a runaway can he minimized, while

in efficiency they will compare well. From
comparisons it has been demonstrated the

cheapest drainage for deep mines where

ARRANGE.MENT OF SWITCHES AND TRANSFORMERS

emergencies without particular strain. It

is only a question of a short time when
all coal mines not having natural watei

level will be drained in this way. The ap-

plication of power is bound to increase

under these conditions. In the present

plant the rise and fall of water in the

sump governs the movement of motors

pany, Pittsburg, Penn., Walker Electric

Company, Philadelphia, Penn., General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,

Crocker Wheeler Company, .Ampere, N.

J., Maxim Boiler Company, Starrucca,

Penn., Kellogg & Company, New York,

United Electric Construction Company,

Philadelphia, Penn.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mming

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In order to prevent excessive wear and

breakage of rollers used in a breaker, it

i-i important that all bearings under strain

should be in line and in perfect contact

throughout their entire length.

James Epperson, Indiana Stale Inspec-

tor of Mines, is continuing his enforce-

ment of the new mine laws of the State.

Of the various charges made, the prepond-

erance of violations arc those of shot-firers.

In one instance an operator was arretted

and tined for failure to provide light at

the bottom of the shaft.

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company has

opened up the largest coal stripping in the

world at Lattimer, Penn. Prospect work

-hows the coal-bed to be 1300 ft. wide and

;o ft. thick, extending from Lattimer to

Hrifton. a distance of about six miles.

Rough estimates show that the stripping

will produce more than 500 tons daily for

J period of over 200 years.

To find the diameter of a pump cylinder

to pump a given quantity of water per

minute (100 ft. of piston speed per min-

ute'), divide the number of gallons by 4;

then extract the square root, and the

I.roduct will be the diameter in inches of

the pump cylinder. To find the capacity

of a cylinder in gallon^, multiply the area

iu inches and divide the result by 231

which will give the capacity in gallons per

single stroke.

In starting a new crushing machine it

it well to remember that all oil boxes

should be packed with clean cotton waste,

and plenty of oil of good quality should

be used. The toggles have lips and pro-

jections for holding in waste and retain-

ing a surplus of oil and they also keep

the toggle bearings free from small pieces

of broken stone and dust. The machine

should be run at least a day without a

load as a new machine is liable to heat un-

til worn down to perfect bearings. Watch

the journals.

In the mines of Great Britain and Ire-

land, gunpowder continues to be the prin-

cipal explosive used. During 1906 the

amount used was 13,912,814 lb. Ailer gim-

powder comes Gelignite with 1,485,711 lb.

Bobbinite with 1,215.085 lb., and Sa.xonitc

with i,iiQ.o88 lb. After these come Car-

bfinite with 569.833 lb., and then follow

VVestfalite with 511.992 lb.. .Ammonite with

507.669 lb., Monobel with 473,688 lb. and

Roburite with 460.829 lb. The total quan-

tity of explosives used during 1906 amount-

ed to 22,162,048 lb., as compared with 20.-

316.194 lb. in the previous year.

Manganese steel is the best material for

screens to be used in the preparation of

anthracite coal as it is tough and resists

wtar. Mine superintendents say that the

>i;iving in wages of the repair gang alone

pays the cost of the manganese steel.

Screens of the soft steel type wear out

completely with use, whereas, a mangan-

ise steel screen is simply polished by use.

On account of its strength and toughness

manganese screens can be made lighter,

consequently it requires less power to

operate the plant than when screens

made of oilier kinds of material are used.

The size of a diamond bit, consequently

the core extracted, depends on the char-

;'cter of the strata. Experience has shown

that a small bit, not over '/i in., can be

used in a country w-here the strata arc

more or less uniform. The rate of drill-

ing is more rapid than when a larger

bit is used, consequently the use of the

small bit saves labor as well as wearing

less on the carbon. In drilling through

disseminated or soft and friable strata,

the bit should be from 2 to 2% in. in diam-

eter so that the core extracted will be

about l^ in. ; in bituminous coal the core

extracted should be at least 2 in. in diam-

iti-r.

The hose used to convey steam should

bi entirely different in both material and

construction from ordinary water hose.

It musr be <o m:ide that it will resi-t pres

sure as well as heat. In order to get the

best results from steam hose it is well to

use a good many plies and avoid turning

the steam into the hose at a higher temper-

ature than is necessary. L'sually steam

hose will withstand a temperature of 240

deg. F. When the hose is subject to a

continuous heat greater than this, the rub-

ber will harden and the hose deteriorate.

L'nder ordinary circumstances the pres-

sure of steam should be below 40 lb. to

keep the temperature of the steam within

the limit of 240 deg. Fahrenheit.

An experienced mine superintendent

who says that inclined troughed belt con-

veyers should be used instead of a verti-

cal bucket elevator, bases his opinion on

the fact that the troughed belt conveyers

have a much larger capacity, can be

driven faster, have fewer wearing parts

j.nd less power is required to operate them

as there is less friction in operation ; there

is also less danger of breakage and they

are practically noiseless. When installing

a belt conveyer, the trough idlers should

be placed about every 4 to 5 ft., while

the bottom idlers should be from 10 to 12

fi. apart. The top and bottom guides, if

used at all, are placed at long intervals

apart. The idlers should be lubricated

ilirdugh hollow shafts. .X belt 10 in. in

width li.i-. .1 i-.iu.iiiiv iif JO Inns per

hour.

Expcriiiice lia.s taught us lliut ui re-

cording bore-hole sections there has been

confusion in regard to the character of

the strata, as there arc no two drillers

who call the same rock by the same name,

and much valuable data has been lost on

this account. In order to get a more ac-

curate account of a bnrc-hole section by

recording the hardness of each stratum

that has been cut through by the drill, a

sc;.le of hardness has b^'cn adopted as fpl-

lows, beginning with the softest : i, Talc;

2, Gypsum ; 3. Calcite ; 4, Fluorite
; 5, Apa-

tile: 5, Orthoclase; 7, Quartz; 8, Beryl or

topaz ; 9, Corundum ; 10, Diamond. Any
one of two minerals that scratches the

other is the harder, and by testing an un-

ki:own hardness of rock by those given in

this scale, the degree of hardness of any

given core may be obtained. For in-

stance, a core that will scratch calcite,

but is in turn scratched by apatite, would

be estimated for hardness at 4, but should

it also be scratched by fluorite its hard-

ness would be 3',';. Having the hardness

of a stratum together with its physical

appearance and composition it is a com-

paratively easy matter to identify the

stratum.

.•\ magneto-electric machine is largely

used in firing high explosives in and about

coal mines. It very often becomes tem-

porarily deranged through the accumula-

tion of dust or some other foreign sub-

stance between the platinum contact points

and by the surface of the commutator be-

coming tarnished by the mine atmosphere.

In order to adjust and clean the machines,

remove the rear of the case and the small

pin near the lower end of the firing bnr

the shelf upon which they rest, are next

and then pull the firing bar out of the

case. The works of the machine, with

the shelf upon which they rest, are next

partially removed from the case, and the

springs which press upon the commutator

.Tud the yoke which holds in place the

spindle upon which the commutator re-

volves are disconnected. The commuta-

tor should then be cleaned with a piece of

fine emery cloth. Due attention to these

details and careful preparation of the

wires and fuses saves a great deal of

trouble and delay. The machine should

be cleaned at least once in six months if

used in mines. The precautions should

be carefully followed in order to secure

economv and success.
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Mclallics

With j-in. lump ore, a 36-in. picking

belt running 35 ft P" •"'"• will have a

rapidity of 35 tons per hour of ore.

For maximum efficiency in launders, the

transported particles should move with a

velocity one-half that of the transporting

current.

High-speed, narrow-faced rolls appear

to be losing ground in concentrating mills

and the present tendency is to ui^e mod-

erately wide- faced rolls.

Zinc chloride for timber preservation is

of little use when the limbers are to be

exposed to water, as the zinc solution will

be leached out in a short time.

Power required for trough-belt convey-

ers averages about 0.00015 h.p. hour per

ton per foot of horizontal distance car-

ried, plus o.ooi h.p. per foot of hight ele-

vated.

A method of shaft sinking has been

tried in France, in which cement slurry is

forced through boreholes into soft, fis-

sured strata in order to form a wall of

concrete within which sinking can be per-

formed.

Lead and tin can be obtained very pure.

Good brands of commercial lead contain

99-95 per cent, of lead and is often even

purer. Lead is the purest metal which is

made commercially. Good brands of tin

contain 99.8 per cent, pure tin.

To secure the maximum efficiency in

hand sorting, it is necessary to have good

supervision (since any system of contract

work is difficult to carry out), good light,

and all arrangements which may increase

the convenience of the pickers.

The American Vanadium Company re-

ports that a sulphide of vanadium has

been discovered in an immense quantity

in the Andes, and that it is now pre-

pared to furnish vanadium in the form of

ferro-vanadium in any quantity desired.

.Arsenic, antimony and bismuth go part-

ly into solution, in electrolytic copper re-

fining, and partly into the slime, depend-

ing on the form of combination in which

they exist in the anode and various sec-

ondary reactions taking place in the elec-

trolyte.

In order to avoid the freezing of pumps,

operated by compressed air, during winter

months, it is necessary to reheat tjie air

near the pumps. The application of heat

to the compressed air will also increase

the efficieiKy of the pump with very little

additional expense.

The increased demand for zinc ore

during the last few years, which is by all

means likely to continue, has made valu-

able as a by-product in many cases what

was formerly an objectionable impurity,

to be culled out so far as possible and

thrown over the dump.

It may be safely .reckoned that with

proper picking taciliiii-s, and ore crushed

to l^4-in. size, with wages at 37!^c. per

hour, an ore yieldinn 6 per cent, of lead

n:ineral and 12 per cent, of zinc mineral

can be culled for the two minerals at an

average cost of 66c. per ton of mineral

produced.

It has now been demonstrated tliat the

reason copper and iron will not alloy is

on account of the carbon that the iron ab-

sorbs in melting. If the iron and copper

be melted together in a clay crucible so

that no carbon can be taken up, the re-

sulting alloy is perfectly homogeneous and

free from any separated nodules.

In firing cement kilns there is a great

difference between the flame of natural

gas and the ordinary pulverized coal

flame. The coal flame flares in a gradu-

ally increasing "cone," while the gas flame

is similar to a "mushroom" and the heat

zone is much nearer the discharge end of

the kiln than in the case of the coal

burning system.

Ozokerite differs from gilsonite in that

it will not burn, but the physical appear-

ance of the two minerals is very much the

same. Ozokerite bears a close resemblance

to rubber, and when held over a blaze will

melt. It is used in sizing calico and paper,

and is employed also by oil-refining com-

panies in combination with petroleum to

prepare various products.

When it is the intention to close down a

mine for an indefinite period, it is a wise

thing to place a substantial platform in the

shaft some distance below the collar, and

preferably at the natural water level. In

the event of the upper portion of the shaft

caving, the debris may fall no farther than

the platform, which will result in a saving

it' case it is desired to re-open the mine.

The present high price of arsenic is as-

cribed by Revue des Produits Chimique

(May is) to the enormous demand for

this material in South America, and espe-

cially in Brazil. In the latter arsenious

acid is employed to destroy certain para-

sites of the coffee tree. There is reason

to believe also that a combination among

the chief producers has something to do

with the elevation of tbe price.

In the electrolysis of fused sodium

nitrate the best yields of nitrate and oxide

arc obtained with graphite electrodes.

Rise in temperature, or increase in the

current density, gives a better yield, and

direct current is better than alternating.

.^n increase in voltage diminishes the

yield. Superimposed on the action of the

current is the reducing action of the

powdered graphite formed from the elec-

trodes during electrolysis.

There are two types of centrifugal

pumps, the volute and the turbine. In the

former, the water is discharged into a

volute or spiral shaped discharge cham-

ber which terminates in the discharge

pipe. In the latter type, guide vanes are

arranged in stationary passages around

the circumference of the impeller to di-

rect the flow of water and reduce its

velocity, so that it may leave the im-

peller without waste of energy.

It is reported by Engineering, May 10,

1907, that the Peruvian Government has

contracted with .\merican capitalists, rep-

resented by Alfred MacCune, "for the con-

struction of a railway to the Ucayali,

which is one of two large confluents of

the Amazon. \t\ existing Peruvian line

from Lima runs eastward to Oroya, about

125 miles. .A. subvention of £2,000,000 is

proposed to be granted to assist the con-

struction of the proposed extension.

.According to the Iron Age (June 13.

1907) an improvised electro-magnet con-

sisting of a piece of steel 3 in. in diame-

ter, on one end of which was woimd a

coil, protected by copper sheathing, was

used to recover a broken jar rein from a

well which was being drilled. Long leads

were attached, and the device was lowere.l

into .the boring. When a current of 1 54

amperes, at 220 volts, was turned on and

the magnet pulled up there was brought

up with it not only the broken tool, but

all the metal particles or borings which

had been in the hole. The resistance of

the coil was 125 ohms, and consisted of a

7-in. spool 9^-2 in. long of No. 18 magnet

wire.

At El Oro, Mexico, it has been found

by test that the efficiency of a tube mill

increases in direct proportion to the

amount of pebbles in the mill up to a cer-

tain point. The Danish pebbles used cost

$36.80 per ton at the mill, the average

pebble consumption being 5 lb. to the ton

of sand. The consumption of lining plates

is about 1.2 lb. per ton of sand. Some

preliminary comparative tests of the costs

of grinding and regrinding by tube mills

showed per ton of sand passed through the

mills, $0,367 using steam and $0,274 using

electric power. The cost of grinding fine

sand was found to be far greater than for

coarse sand, on account of the greater

wear of pebbles and liners.

Tinol is a new solder, which consists

of a soft solder metal, tin and lead in

varying proportions. This composition is

disintegrated to a very fine piwdcr and

mixed with dry-powder soldering fluxes.

It is then worked up into a ipaste or vis-

cous fluid with glycerin, alcohol or other

such media. This paste was spread over

the joints and the joints made cither by

simply warming or by passing over the

hot soldering irons. It has been found

possible to join all sorts of junctions

which otherwise would have had to be

made by other methods, such as screw-

clamps, etc. The conductivity experiments

show 4 to 5 per cent, higher value tor

tinol, while a strength-test gave similar

results in comparison with the older

methods of soldering.
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The Mayan iron Ore Deposits

1 he aiiiiiitiiicunciu ni ilic .i|iciiiiu4 .•! an

iinmnisi- liody of iniii on- at Mayari,

Cuba, by the Spanish .\nicrican Iron Com-

pany, a siihsitliary corporation of the

IVnnsylvania Steel Company, is of Rreater

importance to the .American iron an<l sled

iinliKlry ihan any sinj-Ic itiin of news

since the prehminary estimates of the pos-

sibilities of the Mesabi range were made

pnhhc about I*"' years ago. Careful esti-

mates of the great deposits on the north

coast of Cuba give an available supply of

more than 600.000,000 tons, making an ad-

dition of 5 per cent, to the world's store

of iron ore, according to the figures com-

liiled by the Swedish Government and

published about a year ago. The pre is

of a remarkably uniform g^ade and is low

in phosphorus, so that the change from

the bessenier to the basic process of steel

making which has been predicted as a de-

velopment of the near future may he post-

poned for many years. The ore field has

a pleasant climate, so that operations of

mining and shipping may be carried on

without interruption, a great advantage

as compared with the climatic conditions

of the iron ranges at the head nf I.ako

Superior.

The officers and engineers of the Penn-

sylvania Steel Company deserve great

credit for the thorough and systematic

manner in which they have set about to

render the deposit available for commer

cial purposes. There were many diffi-

culties of a technical nature to be over-

conic. The ore is of a clayey character,

containing high percentages of water and

alumina. The material may be excavated

by steam shovel, but for convenient hand-

ling a special form of dumping car had to

be provided, and arrangements for drying

and sintering to be devised. The propor-

tion of alumina gives rise to peculiar slags

in the blast furnace, requiring careful

handling. The presence of chromium in

tlic ore presented unusual metallurgical

problems which have been thorouehly

worked out. The work of development

has so far advanced that terminal docks,

storage plants and railroads are under

constructiof. and 5000 tons of the ma-

terial have been converted into steel rail-

which are now in use on the Pennsylvania

railroad, showing that all the conditions

have been successfully met.

Whether or not this discovery will pave

the way for the development of a steel in-

dustry on the .'Vtlanlie seaboard on a scale

coinparnMc- with that of the operations in

the F'lttsliurg and Chirai.'
'

mams to be seen. The ii .

ore front Mayari to the docks near Phila-

delphia and Raltimiirc or to the harbors

of eastern Virginia should be no more-

costly than shipping by rail to Duluth, by

water to ports on Lake Erie and Lake

Michigan, and thence by rail to ihe fur-

ii.i.i- I he location of great industries

is not a matter of choice or whim, but is

governed by laws of supply and trans-

portation costs. The eastern States have

long held the great markets for iron and

steel products, and the opening of this

enormous body of iron ore cannot fail to

have an influence, the effects of which will

be felt for many years. The cost of the

ore will, of course, be increased by the im-

l)orl duty.

The announcement will no doubt be wel-

come to the gentlemen who have been

worrying about the future supply of raw

material for the steel industry. It will

give them an opportunity to revise their

figures and should induce them to have

greater faith in future prospects. There

are immense tracts of territory still unex-

plored, and if a single discovery in a

region by no means unknown to the ex-

plorer can add 5 per cent, to the total

known supply, it is only reasonable to sup-

pose that other sources will come to light

long before present supplies are exhausted.

The Sulphur Situation

The Sicilian sulphur producers seem to

be still unable to realize their present

situation. Our latest correspondence states

that a conference was recently held, at

which were present representatives of the

Consorzio Obbligatorio—which now con-

trols the Sicilian output and export of

brimstone—and of the chief .American

producer. The .American delegate not only

refused to make any arrangement to give

the Sicilian producers a part of the .Amer-

ican trade, but also announced that, in

case of any hostile measures, the producers

here would export sulphur to Europe. .At

this, wc are told, the Sicilian delegates

withdrew "in just indignation." The Con-

sorzio is now discussing the possibility of

crushing competition by exporting some

of its stocks to this country at a low

figure.

The situation is shown by the statistics

of the trade. In the twelve months ended
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June 30 last the exports from Sicily fell

from 408,921 tons in 1905-6 to 338,473 tons

ill 1906-7, a loss of 20.8 per cent. The

sales to the United States decreased from

59,939 tons in 1905-6 to 13.-59 tons in

1906-7, a loss of 77.8 per cent. Moreover,

this decrease was progressive during the

year, only 11 tons being shipped to this

country in the month of June. That is,

the American trade is practically gone;

but the Sicilian producers still seem to

think that this is only a temporary con-

dition. They cannot realize that their

monopoly of the trade is gone, so far as

this country is concerned. Moreover they

do not seem to know huw largely the use

of pyrites has grown in Great Britain and

Germany: chiefly as a result of the high

prices of brimstone, which were main-

tained by the monopoly.

Meantime the unsold stocks of sulphur

in Sicily, which were 287,878 tons on July

I. 1904, had increased to 439.6oi ton's on

the corresponding date in 1906, and to

513.4(18 tons in 1907; an increase of 78.3

per cent, in three years. The Banco di

Sicilia. which has been financing the Con-

sorzio. is at the end of its resources and

can advance no more money unless the

Government extends special aid.

Thus the Sicilian producers are facing

two alternatives, a severe curtailment of

production, or a heavy reduction in prices.

In either case they are sure to have serious

trouble with the miners, who are a diffi-

cult class to deal with in Sicily. They

cannot continue to pile up unsold stocks,

for their borrowing power is exhausted.

The situation is anything but a pleasant

one for the Consorzio.

by the introduction of electric towage, the

power 10 be supplied from this, or some

other plant at its mines.

It is not only possible, but probable that

this plan may be largely extended in the

future. 'Ihere are great possibilities of

economy in the operation of large electric

plants at the mines, where coal can be

delivered directly to the boilers, saving

much expense in sizing and iircparation

for market and utilizing much slack and

small coal which now goes into the culm

pile. Willi the added saving in the trans-

portation of the coal, the transmission of

electricity from such plants for lighting,

heating and power ought to present an

attractive field for engineers.

The Counterbalanced Skip Hoist

The article by S. A. Worcester, on an-

other page of this issue, describes a hoist-

ing plant of a type which has been little

used at Cripple Creek, or in other Colo-

rado districts. The advantages of the

counterbalanced hoist and the continuous

rope system are well shown in the article,

and the diagrams fully explain and illus-

trate the system. It will repay a careful

study. Doubtless other engineers may be

able to see what disadvantages may attach

to its operation, and may be inclined to

criticize .some of the details of the design.

The author, however, makes out a strong

case in its favor, and his description will

be read with interest.

a strong and steady buyer and has not

been discouraged by the recent rise in

prices. This indicates a prosperous year

in that country, and it is likely that good

buying will continue for some months to

come.

The demand for silver for manufac-

turing purposes has also been good most

of the year, though it has recently show?d

some signs of falling off in volume. 1 his

has not, however, been sufficiently marked

as yet to affect the price of the metal.

The Eight-hour Day in British

Mines

The Price of Silver

Electric Plants at Coal Mines

The description of the Lansford Electric

plant of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation

Company, given on another page of this

number, is of interest, not only on account

of its size and special features, but also

because it will probably become the start-

ing point of a new policy. That is the

generation of electric power at the coal

mines for distribution to outside indus-

tries. Heretofore, the electric plants in

the anthracite region have been for min-

ing purposes only. The new plant at

Lansford is already arranging to furnish

light to neighboring towns and power for

an electric railroad. The Lehigh Coal and

Navigation Company is also planning to

increase the carrying capacity of its canal

The price of silver has been well main-

tained and has, in fact, risen recently

when other metals were falling. Last

week it passed 32d. per ounce in London,

and closely approximated 70c. in New

York, the highest figures for a number of

years, with the exception of the closing

months of 1906, when these prices were

slightly exceeded.

There has been no unusual demand for

coinage in this country, where the Mint

purchases have been lighter than they

were a year ago. France has taken some

quantity, but no unusual amount. The

support to the market has come wholly

from the East. Tt should rather be said,

wholly from India. China has not been a

buyer at any time this year; and, in fact,

has reversed the usual movement several

times during the year by shipping round

lots to I.ond'.n. India, however, has been

Following the issue of the report of

the Royal Commission on the eight-hour

day for miners, the British government

has introduced in Parliament a bill for

carrying the eight-hour day into effect.

This bill cannot possibly be discussed in

the present session of Parliament, and its

introduction is a formality, the object of

which is to let the. country know the

nature of the proposals which the govern-

ment will submit to a future session. The

report of the Royal Commission did not

contain any pointed recommendations, but

merely hinted that men should work

harder during eight instead of nine hours

and not take so many holidays; and that

masters should provide improved ma-

chinery for increasing the rate of output.

The government has adopted the eight-

hour day from bank to bank under cer-

tain limiting conditions. The time to dis-

cuss the propositions in detail will be

when the bill is presented to Parliament

in its final form.

Diamonds in Arkansas

In the Journal of Aug. 10 the statement

was made that a detailed investigation of

the Indiana drift material was made for

the Canadian Geological Survey by Dr. F.

D. Adams. To give credit where credit is

due we wish to say that the samples, of

which there were 30, were collected by Dr.

George F. Kunz, independent of any geo-

logical survey, and submitted, together

with a paper on the "Occurrence of the

Diamond in North America," at the Otta-

wa meeting of the Geological Society of

America, in December, 1905.

AlteT the meeting the samples were ex-

amined by Dr. A. E. Barlow and Dr. F. D.

Adams for Dr. Kunz and were described

by him in the "Mineral Resources" tor

1905.
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Metallurgical Vagaries

rile story by Dwi.nlit E. W'oojbridgc,

in ihc Journal ot Aug. 10, of a burlesque

smelting venture in the Southwest, where-

by the evil int)uence of nitrogen in slag

formation was to be avoided by volatiliz-

ing silica in a vacuum, with the net result

of putting the particular unkillcd fools

who backed it out of pocket to the extent

of $75,000, excites wonder that such utter-

ly extravagant nonsense can be commer-

cially exploited. The Beam process, the

Keeley motor, Bryce's antimony-gold, and

other notorious fakes, had usually some
semblance of a scientific basis, or were

shrouded in mystery ; but here conies one

frankly reveling in extravagant physico-

chemical absurdities, and money-spending

suckers do not fail him

!

It brings to mind a similarly astonish-

ing case developed, not on the far desert

where the worker of wonders is safe from

molestation by persons who might en-

lighten the holders of the purse strings,

but in a great city where metallurgy is

extensively applied. Several years ago I

was stopping over at St. Louis, and was

asked to look at a small lead smelter in

the suburbs, with a view to its rescue

from a series of difficulties. That things

liad not gone smoothly was not surprising,

considering that it had been built and run

—or rather, not run—by a chronic in-

ventor, for whom nothing "standard" was

good enough, h is his metallurgical ex-

ploits before he attempted lead smelting

that I refer to particularly, as an astonish-

ing example of the power of silly pseudo-

scientific frauds over the guileless business

man. As I remember the circumstances,

he first gained the attention of these St.

Louis men by presenting a scheme for ex-

tracting aluminum from clay by elimin-

ating silica in a treatment with boiling

liydrofluoric acid, collecting the resulting

gaseous silicon fluoride in water with

formation of hydrofluosilicic acid, accord-

ing to the well known reaction. I do not

recollect how he was to recover his metal-

lic aluminum from the residue, nor could

I follow the intricacies of the process in

the mass of huge steel cylinders, con-

•densers, furnaces, etc., which remained

near the smelter erected by the same

parties, after some $100,000 invested had

failed to produce any aluminum. The re-

markable thing in thi-; change of the com-

pany's object from aluminum to lead pro-

duction, was the retention of the same

metallurgical genius to build and run it.

Ity llus luue 111- had made other discoveries

which he worked up in an elaborate ma-
chine shop specially provided ; among
them a sort of artificial "bean" which

would sprout and grow gold. This seemed

to greatly encourage his backers, and they

urged forward the work of building the

lead smelter that was to run on the rich

galena ores of central Missouri.

I found the plant to consist of two small

rcverberalory hand roasters, a small blast

furnace and a mongrel Scotch hearth, be-

sides power plant, etc., and there was in

all these appliances hardly so much as a

boiler-feed pump that had not been made
from special designs of the inventor-metal-

lurgist, at what cost may be imagined by

engineers familiar with machinery built to

order. There were a hundred and one

"improvements" touching every detail of

construction and operation : the most

startling being a Scotch hearth with a bell-

aiid-hopper arrangement, whereby an in-

herently intermittent process was to be

made continuous. When I was there, the

failure of a trial run with this curious ag-

gregation of novelties, in the course of

which less pig lead was obtained in the

clean-up than had been melted down in

the hearth to blow in with, had finally ex-

hausted the patience of the backers, and

the inventor was deposed. One marvels

the more that it required years and a

small fortune to arrive at this result,

knowing that the impression given by this

genius was not that of an eloquent swayer

of men's views, but a very conuuonplace

crank. And this in the heart of a com-

munity affording high-grade engineering

advice for the seeking.

Wm. M.\genau.

Gomez Palacio, Mexico, Aug. 15. 1007.

The Lucky Tiger Mine, Sonora,

Mexico

The Supreme Court of Mexico, by a

unanimous decision, seems to have ended

the vexatious litigation concerning this

property in favor of El Tigre Mining

Company of northern Soiiora. The prin-

cipal mine of this company is the Lucky

Tiger and the case has been of peculiar

interest on account of the circumstances

through which it originated and in its re-

lation to the security of American invest-

ments in the Republic of Mexico.

In igo3 B. F. Graham organized El Tigre

Mining Company, of Mexico, and trans-

ferred to it his title to the mine. He then

organized the Lucky Tiger Combination

Gold Mining Company, with offices in .Ari-

zona and Kansas City, and transferred to

this latter company the slock of lil Tigre

Mining Company. Of this company he was
president and general manager and was
in personal charge of the Lucky Tiger

mine. The mine rapidly developed into

rich property and the Kansas City stock-

holders alleged that (jrabam persuaded the

creditors, to whom payments were yet due

on the purchase price, to organize a new
company, the Ensenada Mining Company,
with Mr. Graham as president and general

manager. A short time previously he had

lesigned from the presidency of El Tigre

.Mining Company.
Of the two payments still to be made

for account of the purchase price, $48,864

was due July 6, 1905, and representatives

of El Tigre Mining Company arrived at

Bisbee to make the payment, July 3

;

strictly in accordance with the terms of

the contract, the payment was exacted in

gold coin, a shipment of which, however,
was secured on time from Los Angeles,

California. The Kansas City parties al-

lege that the payment was duly and prop-

erly tendered, but Mr. Graham claimed it

had not been properly made and refused
to receive it. Affidavits were introduced
by both sides later on, in support of these

allegations.. The following day Mr. Gra-
ham took a special train from Bisbee, Ari..

into Mexico with a body of armed men
and took possession of the property for the

Ensenada Mining Company, and the liti-

gation which has just ended was com-
menced immediately, under the direction

of Judge D. J. Haff,of Kansas City, Mo.,
representing El Tigre Mining Company.

El Tigre Mining Company re-took pos-

session of the mine Dec. 13, 1905, with the

intervention of an official receiver, ap-

pointed by the local authorities. In Feb-
ruary. 1906, Mr. Graham resigned from
the presidency of the Ensenada Mining
Company and was replaced by Epes Ran-
dolph. Ch'er $250,000, constituting pay-

ments for account of the purchase price,

awaits the Ensenada Mining Company in

the bank at Bisbee, Arizona, they having
refused to accept it.

The whole transaction has been fol-

lowed with much interest by everybody
interested in the security and character of
Mexican investments. Allegations have
been freely made by friends of both parties

that a policy of delay was being pursued,

.Tnd that it would not be possible to obtain

substantial justice.

Looking back, however, over the whole

history of the suit, the procedure com-
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parts very favorably with that of our own

country, and it must be considered that

the action of the courts has been prompt

tnd effective.

We trust that the litigation, which was

hoth of a criminal and civil character,

IS now entirely ended and that the prop-

erty will he developed to the extent it de-

serves, unhampered by further difficul-

ties,
^v. -v.

El Paso, .XuR. 12, 1907.

Chemistry of the Iron Blast Furnace

1 would like to call attention to the fol-

lowing statements, in view of Prof. Brad-

Icy Stoughton's article on "The Chemistry

of the Iron Blast Furnace," in the Journal

of Aug. 3 last. The results were obtained

in February, 1904, during research experi-

ments made upon raw sulphide ores, such

as molybdenum, iron and nickel. 1 quote

two instances of these experiments, first

with ferrosilicon of 15 per cent, silicon

and second with ferrosilicon of 30 per

cent, silicon; in both cases when equal

weights of sulphide ore containing about

30 per cent, sulphur were fused in the

electric furnace, copious whitish fumes

were evolved, producing a hard and very

brittle alloy containing: First case, 5.78 per

cent, silicon ; 4.76 per cent, sulphur
;
88.88

total FeNi.

Second case, 8.10 per cent, silcon
; 0.75

per cent, sulphur; 90.6 per cent, total

Fe+Ni.
I he presence of silicon sulphide was

proved in the volatile portion ; it was also

observed to be absorbed in. or combined

with, a mixed calcium sulphide-silicide,

which product disintegrates fairly rapidly

on exposure to the atmosphere; when

added to an excess of water, bubbles of

sulphureted hydrogen and gelatinous silica

form in the water.

I do not offer this as a probable explan-

ation as to the role of the FeS in a blast

furnace in opposition to Professor Howe's

explanation, because the temperatures are

so wide apart; but does the FeS in the

blast furnace actually become reduced be-

fore it reaches the bath of molten iron

alloys? If the silicide and sulphide reac-

tion does take place, what becomes of the

silicon sulphide? Would this be decom-

posed by the moisture in the blast air or

in the furnace gases?

On page 37 in Professor Howe's "Metal-

lurgy of Steel" he quotes the fact that

Percy experimented with sulphide and sil-

icide of iron and found practically no al-

teration or reaction. These conditions of

Percy's experiment are no more the con-

ditions in a blast furnace than is the con-

ilition in the electric furnace like a blast

furnace.

Molyb<lenum sulphide compounds do

not submit well to treatment in the elec-

tric furnace, because of the oxidation of

the volatile oxide which collects on the

cooler electrode, or in the flue.

Max. M. H.\fp.

Ottawa, Ont , Aug. 12, 1907

New Pubhcations Mining in Tunis

ij.KCTKic Blasting App.\r.^tus and Ex-

plosives WITH Special Reference

TO Colliery Practice. By Wm. Mau-

rice. Pp. 166; illustrated. sV^'^^''-

in.: cloth, $3.50 net. New York,

1907: D. Van Nostrand Company.

London: The Electrician Printing

and Publishing Company, Lid.

Contents: l-:iectric fuses and detona-

tors. Exploders. Wires and c.ibles.

resting. l':xplosives and explosive risks.

Practical applications. Laws and regula-

tions relating to the storage and use of

explosives. Home Office memorandum on

the permitted list test.

This book is the result of the author's

practical experience as manager of a col-

liery. It is intended to give concise in-

formation concerning the approved kinds

of apparatus, the classification and prop-

erties of explosives, and the best known

means of preventing accidents in the use

of them. Special attention has been paid

to the needs of underground officers and

of shot-firers. While it is based on Brit-

ish practice and the requirements of the

British mining laws, it includes much in-

formation which is of use in all mines

and collieries where electric blasting ap-

paratus is in use.

New Observations on the Occurrences

OF Precious Stones of Archaeologi-

cal Interest in America. By George

Frederick Kunz. Pp. 23 ;
7x10^ in.

;

paper. Quebec, Canada, 1907: I^"s-

sault & Proulx.

In this paper, which has just issued

from the press, the author gives a brief

resume of certain precious stones and

ornamental materials, and a description of

the localities furni.shing them. No at-

tempt is made to refer to what has been

described previously and only those dis-

coveries are mentioned which have been

made in the last five years, both on this

and other continents, and described by

the author in various publicatioiis.

The gem materials discussed are: (i)

Turquoise in the United States, Mexico

and South America; (2) nephrite m

.Maska and British Columbia; (3) jadite

in Guatemala, Mexico, South America

and Siberia; (4) beryl in North Caro-

lina; (S) agatized wood in Arizona; (6)

•.halcedony (a mention of the famous in-

scribed Borgia Chaldean agate ax now in

the Morgan collection of the American

Museum of Natural History, New York) ;

(7> obsidian in Mexico; (7) amber; (8)

catlinite, or Indian pipestone material.

The British consul at Tunis gives some

interesting inforniatiou dealing with the

mineral industries of that country during

u)o6. The output of phosphates is given

as 800,000 tons, of which 75i.4-2i tons was

the amount exported, as compared with

508,039 tons during 1905. A large propor-

tion of this comes from the Gafsa Com-

pany, the figures for their output being

500,000 tons. It is stated that this com-

pany's deposits are practically inexhaust-

ible and that next year the output will

have increased to 1,000.000 tons. It is

very likely that to meet this increased out-

put a new railway will be built, and also

that a new harbor will be constructed at

Gades.

The production of lead and zinc ores in

Tunis does not appear to have increased

during 1906. The actual figures of pro-

duction are not available and there are

only the exports given. The export

of zinc ores was 27,058 metric tons during

1906, as compared v, itli ,13."4Q tons during

1905-

The export of lead ores was 21,602 tons

during 1906. as compared with 20,740 tons

during 1905. Copper ores amounting to

1041 tons were exported during 1906, as

compared with 626 tons in 1905.

The zinc ores went to Great Britain,

Belgium and France ; the lead ores to

France, Belgium and Italy, while the cop-

per ores went nearly all to Italy.

During the last two or three years iron-

ore deposits in the northwest portion of the

country have been opened up. A company

called the Beni-Felkai Mining Company,

Ltd., has been formed in London to work

iron-ore deposits, ironmasters in Barrow

and Middlesborough being interested in

the project.

The zinc output of North Wales was

7548 tons of dressed ore during 1906, as

.ompared with 7667 tons in 1905. The

value remained about stationary during

the two years. The chief center of zinc

output is the zinc-lead zone of Flint and

Denbigh.
'

Slag Building Blocks

Ctsnsul Alphonse Gaulin reports that in

France a building block is used in build-

ings of the cheaper class. the chief ingredi-

ent of which is slag. To obtain satisfac-

tory results the slag selected should con-

lain the smallest possible amount of cin-

ders and coal. It should first be crushed

or sifted and then mixed with cement and

lime. Water is added to complete the

mixture, which is afterward placed in spe-

cial molds and subjected to heavy pres-

sure. Blocks of various sizes are made

out of these molds, the largest being about

8 in. high, 20 in. long and 10 in. wide, and

the most common size measuring 2'4 in.

hi?h. o in. long and 4'/4 m- wide. The

slag from which the smaller blocks are

made is crushed much finer than that

which forms the larger blocks. The mix-

ture is technically known as "agglomeres

de machefer," and the blocks as Machefcr

blocks.
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Personal

MliiliiK uiiU im-tBllui'Klcal eniiluci'm arc 111-

vlii'il to ki'.'ti The Kngnickrimi and Mim.no
loriiNAi. lufuruipd uf (lieir uiovpiueniR and
iippolnliiifiits.

Jnnies P. Gr;ivr>. sttnt.iiy ih.imihi of

the Victoria, is a visitor at the mine.

K. .Mviii Weiss, of New York, lias gone
to Denver, Colo., on professional business.

President Gay, of the Wolverine and

.Mohawk mines, is on the lake looking

liver the properties,

A. H. Ristcdt, of Idaho Springs, Colo.,

1^ making a business visit to Cleveland.

()., and other Eastern points.

Quincy A. Shaw has returned to Bos-

ton, after spending a few days at the Calu-

met & Hecla mine. Michigan.

James MacNaughton, general manager
of the Calumet & Hecla properties, has

gone to New York and Boston.

J. W. Boyd, of Idaho Springs, Colo., has

j;one to Elizabeth, New Mexico, to exam-
ine mines for Eastern capitalists.

B. Hochschild, vice-president of the

.American Metal Company, has returned

to New York from a trip to Europe.

H. W. Hardinge has returned from a

Western trip and is en route for Cobalt,

Ont., to be absent about two weeks.

C. D. Mallete, of Garden Grove, Iowa,

has been looking after mining interests

near Rollinsvillc. Gilpin county, Colorado.

G. W. Miller, of Denver, Colo., is ex-

amining a mining property near Pocatello,

Idaho, in the interests of Western capital-

ists.

J. O. McClung, manager of the Kala-

mazoo property, near Georgetown, Colo.,

has gone to West Virginia on a business

visit.

F. W. Scofield has resigned the position

of manager of the Utah plants of the

.\nierican Smelting and Refining Com-
pany.

D. P. Rohlfing ot Salt Lake City has

recently made an inspection of the Gold

Hunter mine in the Coeur d" .Alene, Idaho,

mining regions.

Fred Scranton. a graduate of the Utah
School of Mines, has gone to Peru to

enter the employ of the Cerro de Pasco

Mining Company.

Dean Blakeslee, of Concordia, Kansas,

has been looking after mining interests in

the Kansas district, Gilpin county, Colo.,

during the past week.

H. Vincent Wallace of Xogales, .Ari-

zona, has returned from a professional

trip to Yavapai county, and to San Fran-

lisco and Oroville, Cal.

Director Hyams, manager of the Os-

ceola Consolidated, has returned after an

extended visit to the various properties

with which he is connected.

Frank J. Murphy, until recently at Vel-

Rrdena, Durango, Mexico, is now super-

miendent of the Yampa Smelting Com-
pany, Bingham Caflon, Utah.

I". L, Bosqiii has been appointed metal-

lurgical engineer for the (Joldtield Con-
solidated .Mines Company, and will have

charge of the ore testing and mill instal-

lation.

John R. Stanton is making a four weeks'

inspection tour of the Stanton properties,

the Mohawk, Wolverine, .Atlantic and

.Michigan copper mines in the Lake Supe-

rior district.

R. P. Clark, of Ashtabula, O., president

of the Black Hills & Denver Gold Mining
Company, has been visiting the property

ill Gilpin county, Colo., with a party of

stockholders.

William Lawson, formerly mining en-

gineer for the Hoensocket mine, Jasper

county, Mo., is now at Mascot, Tenn.,

looking after the interests of the Holston
Zinc Company.

W. J. Chalmers, of Chalmers & Will-

iams, manufacturers of mining machinery,

Chicago, III., has taken permanent quar-

ters in the Commercial National Bank
building, Chicago.

The President of the United States has

appointed Walter Renton Ingalls, editor

of the Engineering and Mining Journal.
a delegate at large to the next session of

the American Mining Congress.

Dr. David T. Day, of the United States

Geological Survey, sailed from New York
for Europe this week. He will attend the

meeting of the International Petroleum

Congress at Bucarest, Roumania.

William W. Van Ness has returned to

London from the Pyrenees, where for the

past year he has been engaged in erecting

a 200-ton silver-lead concentrating mill

and a 7-km. aiirial wire-rope tramway.

.•V party consisting of President T. F.

Cole and J. B. Cotton, of the Oliver Iron

Milling Company, with their wives, and

L. D. Ricketts, of the Greene-Cananea

Copper Company, is traversing the great

lakes this week on the steamship "T. F.

Cole." of the U. S. Steel Corporation's

fleet.

Spring Lake, Mich. He was born in

Cambridge, Ohio, 60 years ago and had
been engaged in the coal business during

his entire active life

Obituary

p. R. Budd, president of the Budd Coal

Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, died at the

Monongahela House, Pittsburg, from can-

cer on .Aug. 8. Mr. Budd was also presi-

dent of the Highland Automobile Com-
pany of Pittsburg.

George W. Delamater, president of the

Pennsylvania Steel Tie Company, and in-

terested in the American Aluminum Coat-

ing Company, Pittsburg, committed sui-

cide, .Aug. 7, in his office in the Diamond
Bank building, Pittsburg. Financial trou-

bles and worry are given as causes.

Homer C. Fordyce, for 35 years general

manager of the Wilmington Coal Mining
and Manufacturing Company, died sud-

denly on .Aug. 8 at his summer home at

Societies and Technical Schools

Apfalachian Engineering Associatton-r-

I his body will hold its summer meeting
at Newport News, Virginia, on September

7, the Hotel Warwick being headquarters.

Engineers visiting the Jamestown Expo-
>iti<>n at that time are invited to attend

the sessions.

Sociitc Geologique de France—This as-

sociation will hold a special meeting in

the Causses and the Cevennes, October 3
to 1 1. Sessions will be held along the

route at Tourncmire, Vigan, Ganges and
.St. Hippolytc-du-Fort. Secretary Jean

Uoussac has issued a program including

map, itinerary, full direction for travel,

etc.

Industrial

rile North Coast Engineering Company,
Seattle, Wash., fuel oil-burning equipment,

will move on Sept i to No _'i«)! Second

avenue, Seattle

The William Powell Lomiiany, .No 2525

Spring Grove avenue, Cincinnati, O., man-
ufacturers of iron and brass specialties for

engine and boiler rooms, has issued a new
catalog containing, besides descriptions of

the full line of products, a series of tables

and information of practical interest to

the engineer.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Company,
Springfield, Ohio, in a pamphlet describ-

hig the Lagonda automatic cut-off valve,

gives the results of a series of experi-

ments carried out to show the efficiency

of this type of valve in case of accident,

the breaking of a steam main or fitting on

the line, or when one boiler in a battery

gives way.

Trade Catalogs

The Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, O.

Monthly Bulletin. Pp. 20, illustrated, pa-

per, 6x9 in. ; August, 1907.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Bulletin No. 10. "Cleve-

land" -Air Hammer Drills. Pp. 16, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.

Sullivan Machinery Company, Railway

E\chani;e. Chicago, 111. Bulletin 51-E.

Th/; Sullivan Rock Drill for Excavating
Rock. Pp. 16. illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Construction News

Central City, Gilpin County, Colorado—
The Santa Loreta Mining and Milling

Company is considering plans for a large

air-compressor plant. J. W. Tucklield,

Central City, Colo., is superintendent
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

.lug. 14—Aside from the copper de-

M-lopmeiits at Grceiiwater and adjoining

districts, there arc other camps wliich are

improving and which show that Inyo

' i-ounty is once more becoming an impor-

tant mining field. Numbers of the oU
camps which were producers 25 or 30

vcars ago are being reopened, while sev-

eral new districts are being prospected

with good results. The men who recently

purchased the big low-grade dumps of the

old Ccrro Gordo mine, 22 miles from

Kceler, expect to realize large sums from

their enlerprisc. At the time this prop-

erty was worked, in the early sixties, it

yielded rich silver-lead ores, but high

prices for working and for smelting final-

ly caused a shut-down. For the last few

years John Gunn has been working the

mine under lease, and shipping small lots

of ore to the smelter by way of Keeler.

Doubtless the mine itself will be worked to

a greater extent if the experiment with

the dumps is successful. In the Panamint

range, in the same county, C. G. Eddie

and H. S. Le Compte have found silver

prospects which are considered very fa-

vorable. Prospectors are going in num-

bL-rs to this new Panamint camp, which is

some miles distant from the old one of

the .same name. The great heat of that

desert section makes the trip thereabout

dangerous at this time of the year un-

less the men know the roads and the lo-

cation of water holes.

Ubehebe is another district of Inyo

county now attracting attention. Tono-

pah men have located about 2000 copper

claims and high-grade gold ore has also

bi'cn found. .\ large company is to be

formed to open these properties, which

are in the Panamint range. A is-mile

pipe line will be necessary to bring water

to the mines. The Lila C. mine, in the

Death Valley region, owned by the Pa-

cific Coast Borax Company, has the larg-

€st vein of colemanile ore ever found in

this country, and the company will, as

soon as the railroad is finished, draw its

entire supply of borax from that source,

abandoning its old mines near Daggett en-

tirely.

Whilf important developments in cop-

per claims are being made at many points

in the southeastern part <it California,

notably at Grcenwater and vicinity, in

Invn county, the same may be said of the

cnppcr claims in the northeastern portion

of the State, in Plumas county, and of the

northwestern portion, in Trinity county.

In the three counties named large de-

posits of copper ore have been found and

are being opened. But in neither one

have any smelters been provided, nor

have railroads been built. A railroad

will soon be provided for the Inyo mines,

and the Western Pacific will furnish

transportation for the Plumas mines

within a year. .*\. railroad is planned for

the mines in Trinity county also, but no

start has been made upon it, though sev-

eral hundred men are working in the

mines of the Blue Lead section. The ore

in this section is of a very satisfactory

character, but at present there are no

means of satisfactory transportation or

smelting. The copper belt in Plumas

county stretches from the southern side of

the Genesee valley southwesterly to

Mountain Meadows and the north fork

of the Feather river, below Big Meadows.
The miners are holding their claims by

annual assessment work, and are doing

some development, but no shipments are

yet being made. In the Shasta county

copper region extensive developments

have taken place, and there are several

large smelting plants while others are be-

ing built.

The Pocahontas copper mine, near

Lewis, Mariposa county, has recently

shipped a number of carloads of high-

grade ore from Le Grand station to the

Pejlon Chemical Works, at Bay Point, on
San Francisco bay, thus adding a new
shipper to the California copper mines.

Only 145 ft. depth has been attained on
the orebody, but a new hoist is to be put

in so as to sink 500 ft. deeper. It is the

intention eventually lo put up a smelter

at the mine. David Ross is the superin-

tendent of the property.

The three Georgia Slide scam mines, in

El Dorado county, have been worked on
the open-cut system for 50 years, but on
the last one, the Blue Rock, a shaft is be-

ing sunk on the vein so as to properly

drift at depth. The Beattie and Pacific

mines have been worked underground for

the past two years. These peculiar mines
have made a large production in the past

and now that tliey are being worked on an
underground basis, instead of open cut,

may show an increased output.

.^t the head of Poorman's creek, in

Plumas county, Nevada, operators have
secured 260 acres of patented mining
ground, and a l6o-acre tract farther down
stream, the latter to serve as a dumping
place and restraining reservoir for the

tailings. The pipe line to furnish water
for the three giants is nearly completed.
This creek has been noted for its heavy
gravel deposits, hut the localitv has onH-

been mined near the surface, and not 3

per cent, of the ground has been worked.

The Pittsburg-Liberty mines, at Ma
sonic. Mono county, have a large ledge of

ordinary ore, but through it run streaks

of ore of very high grade. This latter is

to be shipped to the smelters, but the rest

of the ore will be treated at the com-

pany's owri mill and cyanide plant in the

district. More active development will

now be done on the property as richer ore

has been discovered of late. Wingfield &
Nixon, of Nevada, held an option on a

third of the property, but let it lapse, as

the owners of the mine refused to grant

an extension. The Red Rock mine in the

same district, owned by Samuel Smith,

has also recently struck a ledge of high

grade.

The South Yuba Water Company, in

Nevada, did not begin this year to draw
from its mountain lakes until Aug. 5, this

having been one of the best water sea-

sons the company has had. The supply

up to the date mentioned had been drawn
from the natural How in the streams fed

by the melting snow at higher altitud'-s

^
The large amounts of snow which fell in

the upper mountains last winter and the

cold summer following, account for the

"abundant water supply.

Anticipating another heavy winter like

the last one the mine managers in Grass

Valley district are arranging to put in

larger and auxiliary pumps, and also to

equip the plants with both steam and elec-

tricity, so that they will be in a position

to handle the water in their properties, >io

matter how bad the weather is. The
Sultana is having an immense electric

liunip made, which is to be placed on the

Soo-ft. level of that proper'ty. On a 2100-

ft. incline it will have a capacity of 3000
gal. per min. The Empire is installing a

230-h.p. compressor, so arranged that it

can be operated either by steam or elec-

tricity, and should one means of power
fail this winter the other will be used.

Numbers of claims have recently been
located in Meadow Lake district, Nevada
county, and renewed activity is expected.

This has led to considerable claim jump-
ing, and several of the older mines of the

district have been jumped.

It is again reported that the Wildmau-
Mahoney properties at Sutter creek,

.•\nia(l(ir county, have been sold, this time

to W. J. Murphy, of Chicago. 111. He will

make arrangements to pay off the indebt-

edness, if a reason.ible compromise can

he effected with the claimants. The pur-

ch;ise will take in adjacent mining
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The Mammoth Copper Company's new
short railroad from Quartz, on the

Southern Pacific, opposite Old Diggings,

Shasta county, to the Quartz Hill mine,

will be completed and in operation, August

15. The railroad is a narrow gage, three

miles long. Two locomotives will belong

to the little railroad, one being kept in re-

serve though it is e.xpected that at times

there will be work for both to do, for

.JOG tons of ore are to be shipped every

day from the Quartz Hill mine to the

smelter at Kcnnett. Opening the railroad

will make it necessary to employ a much
larger force of miners at Quartz Hill,

which, it is to be remembered, will pro-

duce ore for flu.xing purposes only. The
narrow-gage cars will dump their loads of

ore into bunkers, the ore will be delivered

to standard-gage cars of the Southern

Pacific and brought to Kennett. The dis-

tance from Quartz to Kennett is about 10

miles.

The Northern California Water and

Power Company, which recently acquired

the Eureka Lake Company's interest in

the Badger Hill gravel mines, Nevada
county, and now has full control of the

property, proposes to work it on an ex-

tensive scale. The Northern California

Company is said to have secured the bulk

of the gravel-mining rights along the blue

lead for a distance of about 10 miles, be-

ginning at Columbia Hill and extending

toward Bridgeport, and to be preparing

for their development on a very extensive

scale by the drifting process. In the past

the lead was hydraulicked, but sufficient

fall could not be obtained to bottom it,

and the major portion of the coarse gold

was passed over.

The property embraced by the Republi-

can, Mammoth and Orcutt mines near

Groveland. Tuolumne county, which for-

merly were operated by the Sierra Buttes

Mining Company, Ltd., of London, are in

the market, and investors have been inves-

tigating concerning the values that they

contain. Good ore was struck in the Mam-
moth shaft about 12 years ago. The Eng-
lish company about that time closed all

its mines in California, including the

Sierra Buttes. Eureka Mills and Uncle
Sam. to devote exclusive attention to

properties in South Africa.

A new Los Angeles corporation, called

the Princess Gold Mining Company, has

bought a mill, crusher, cyanide outfit, etc.,

and intends working the low-grade ore in

Little Tejunga canton, in the Tejunga
mining district, distant about 22 miles

from the city of Los Angeles, 7 miles from
San Fernando and 6 miles from Pacoima
(the nearest railway station"), on the line

of the Southern Pacific railway. This min-

ing district lies in the mountain ranges

northeasterly from San Fernando and
northwesterly from Los Angeles, over-

looking the San Fernando valley, and
within the liinits of the San Gabriel tim-

ber and land reservation. The district is

not a new one though little has been

dune heretofore with the claims which
were of too low grade for individual

effort.

Bisbee, Arizona

.-lug. 16.—The Copper Buttes Mining
Company, which has a large tract near

Kelvin, on the Phoenix & Eastern road,

has just made a contr.ict with Los Angeles

parties owning a lixiviation process in

successful operation elsewhere, for the

leasing of the mine for a term of years,

the lessees to erect and have in operation

in four months a works capable of treat-

ing 300 tons per day, and to increase this

to 500 tons as soon as practicable. The
lessees arc to pay 40 per cent, of the net

proceeds to the company, which will use

the money for the development of its

lower ore zones. There are large areas of

2 to 3 per cent, carbonate orebodies on

and close to surface at this property, and

mining can be done at slight expense. The
Copper Buttes company has been opera-

ting in a more or less continuous manner
and under several managements for a

number of years, and has a large number
of shareholders few of whom understand

what the requirements of a mine are. Its

headquarters are at Minneapolis, but the

control is now held by mining men of

Duluth, Minn.

Lewisohn Bros, of New York, interested

in Arizona for many years, have taken a

bond on the Nueva Cananea, lying to the

northwest of the Greene Cananea, and will

explore at once on a considerable scale.

This syndicate had an option on the Cana-

nea Central property of the Greene some

time ago, but did not see that it was

worth the money asked, and has been

anxious since its wonderful success to get

into the camp.

S. W. Clawson. who has been manager
of the Copper Queen mines at Bisbee for

many years, is to be succeeded by Parker

Woodman, who has been in the employ of

the Phelps-Dodge interests for a long

time at various properties. Mr. Clawson

resigned some months ago and leaves the

employ of the company this month.

The Twin Buttes Copper Mining Com-
pany has cut rich ore in its property south

of Tucson, on the 300-ft. level of the

Morgan shaft. There are no data from

which to judge the extent of the find.

Twin Buttes has been developing steadily

for several years and has done a large

amount of work. Its copper production

has been fair for a new property.

.•\ "oo-h.p. turbine generator set for the

Caluniot & '.Arizona smelter power house

is being insinlled. also a pump of 5000

gal. per minute capacity, for smelter pur-

poses. The present five furnaces of the

works will be increased from 300 to 500

tons daily capacity e.ich as soon as the

work can be done. Material is now being

collected at the works. When these five

have been enlarged two more will be built,

piving a total ?me'.ting capacity of 3500

tons a day I iiu will Uc UM.a lur the

Calimiet & Arizona company and the

Superior & Pittsburg, the larger share

for the latter company.

.*\t the Copper Queen reduction works
at Douglas a rcverberatory furnace for

smelting flfle dust, such as was built ex-

perimentally at Morenci, has been com-
pleted. If successful, as expected, others

will be built so that all flue dust from the

furnace plant will be smelted in furnace

slag instead of being briquctted. Nine

furnaces of the ten erected are in opera-

tion, and an addition of 125 ft. is being

put on the smelter building, and one of 90

ft. to the power house. It is probable that

the Copper Queen works will be in shape

to make up to 12,000,000 lb. a month in

the course of a couple of years or so. Not

all the work now planned can be com-

pleted during 1908. The new reverbcratory

for flue dust will receive the slag from the

first settler, and into the stream of slag

the dust will be blown by a jet, and thus

melted without forming more dust, while

the copper saved from the dust and the

more complete separation of the slag will

be tapped out from the bottom of the fur-

nace.

Production at Morenci of the Detroit

Copper Company is running about l./OO,-

000 lb. a month, and there is no disposi-

tion to change. The new converter plant

is saving considerable money in the

handling of material, and also in a higher

saving of copper.

The Ray Mining Company, at Kelvin,

is operating a joo-ton concentrating mill

and is figuring on very greatly increasing

the capacity. Ray ore is claimed to run

as high as yA per cent, copper, which is

considerably better than the old company

was ever able to save. There is probably

an enormous body of ore in the Ray

deposit but attempts heretofore to operate

it have resulted in disappointment.

After a brief strike the .Arizona Copper

Company's smeUing works at Clifton have

resumed operations with a reduced force.

The smelter is not liable to be turning out

its custonwry amount of copper for some

time.

Phelps. Dodge & Co. are building

at the Dawson coalfields large churches,

schools, auditoriums to seat more than

2000 people, recreation parks with seats

for 1000 or more, and other improve-

ments of the sort.

General Manager L. D. Ricketts. of the

Greene-Cananea. has gone to Duluth to

confer with the directors and President

Cole. It has been decided that the new

smelting works shall consist of three fur-

naces each 54 f»- '""S- settlers at the ciids.

and furnaces and converters in one build-

ing. Construction of these works begins

as soon as material can be assembled and

the necessary contracts let. and when com-

pleted the present works will be scrapped.

All tracks through the new works will be

standard gage, and everything will be in

large units. The company is now shipping
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;il)<nit 2CX) tons a day fri)iii the Cnnanc-a

Central workings but chiefly in the prog-
ress of development, as the new extrac-

tion drifts are not far enough to permit

regular mine operations. A working shaft

eijuipped electrically has been sunk in the

foolwall of Honanza vein and- extraction

drifts arc being run out gridiron fashion,

from which raises will be driven to con-

nect with the present exploratory workings
of the Honanza. This vein has been cut

on the joo-ft. level, and is -till .is rich a<

higher up.

Salt Lake City

Aug. 15— lixisting conditions in Bing-
ham as regards the tran.sportation of ore
to the smelters are deplorable. One com-
pany, the Boston Consolidated, has given
up trying to obtain railroad cars to move
its product and. as a consequence, has
dropped 300 men from its employ. Until

conditions change for the better, the man-
agement will make no move toward ex-

traction. Summed up in a nut shell, the

Rio Grande's head officials have not ap-

preciated the importance of the develop-
ments made in Bingham during the past

lew years and have not improved the road
and equipment to keep pace with the

growth in population and in the building
up of new enterprises. The Bingham
I ranch probably earns as much as any
other like mileage of track owned or ope-
rated by the Gould management, yet it

cannot handle the business of the camp.
It hasn't equipment enough and it is

doubtful, even if the road Jiad all the en-
gines and cars it can operate conveniently.
if it could give satisfactory service to its

patrons, especially when the concentrating
mills at Garfield begin to demand from
6000 to 12,000 tons of ore a day. Because
of a car scarcity last month, the Utah
Consolidated Mining Company could get
to its smelter only slightly more than half
its usual tonnage. With this situation to

contend with and the probability of an-
other fuel famine this winter, the outlook
for the immediate future is anything but
promising. It certainly looks as if the

operators would have to take the trans-

portation question into their own hands,
unless the Rio Grande takes prompt steps

to meet the demands of its patrons.

The cutting off of 300 men from the pay
rolls of the Boston Consolidated has had
the effect of stopping the agitation for

higher wages among Bingham miners.

The ore and bullion settlements reported

last week amounted to a total of $603,000.

Some unrest is manifested by miners in

the Tintic district and there is consider-

able talk of demands for higher wages.

The present wage scale of the camp is

:

$2.75 for muckers. $.i for miners and $3.25

'or machine men, which is 25c. a day
more all around than was paid at the be-

ginning of the year when operators made
a voluntary advance.

Dividends will be paid within the week
by se^•c^ Tintic mining companies : Colo-

rado. $120,000; Gemini, $50,000; Beck
Tunnel, $40,000; Lower Mammoth, $14;-

.soo; May Day, $8000; Grand Central,

$12,500; Uncle Sam Consolidated. $10,000.

The stockholders of the Indian Queen
and Leland Mining companies have rati-

fied the plan to consolidated the Beaver
county i)roperties owned l)y those corpora-

lions. The- Indian Queen Consolidated

Mining Company has been organized to

operate them. Jesse Knight of Provo,

Utah, is president of the new organization.

(iood progress is being made with the

work of constructing the first 2000-ton

section of the Ohio Copper Company's
new mill in Hingham. Some of the steel

structural material is up. The contractors

insist that they will have thr plant ready

for operation in November.

Denver
Auiiusl 15—The contract fcir driving tlie

Cripple Creek drainage tunnel has at last

been let. The El Paso Consolidated Gold
.Mining Company was the successful bid-

der, and as that company's mines arc

most largely interested in its completion,

this important undertaking will now be en-

ergetically pushed forward. The contract

is for 15,000 ft. at $25 per foot.

The fir.st drainage and transportation

tunnel scheme for Cripple Creek was the

Pikes Peak Tunnel Railway, which was
brought out in London just to years ago,

with a capital of $50,000,000. The pro-

jected tunnel had its eastern portal at Col-
orado City, and its western one at Mari-
gold, not far from the one now being

driven, passing directly under 'Victor at

a depth of about 1500 ft., with laterals

through the other portions of the dis-

trict; the total length was 18 miles.

The Earl of Dunmore was on the board
of directors ; Sir Douglas Fox, of Sim-
plon tunnel fame, was the consulting en-

gineer ; and Lord Thurlow and other

great names were connected with it; but

the British public did not come in, and
the project fell through.

Since the burning of the Cycle inill at

Colorado City, there has been some appre-

hension among the miners of Cripple

Creek that treatment rates would be raised.

This, however, has not been the case, for

the United States Reduction and Refining

Company states that no advance in rates

will be made to those whose ores were
being treated at the Cycle mill, which is,

of course, eminently fair and proper.

Connection with the Saratoga mine cage

shaft was made in the lateral from the

Newhouse tunnel on August 8, and this

marks the era of the entrance of this tun-

nel undertaking to the great belt of pay

veins which in the past 30 years have pro-

duced the golden millions of Gilpin

county. These veins will be intersected

at depths of from 1500 to 2200 ft., and
great results should now be attained. Up
to the intersection of the Saratoga vein,

the tunnel was driven through compara-
tively barren territory, but now it is in

the lie.-irt of the gold belt which has made
(lill)iu celebrated in the annals of the

\\ est. The connection was made at a

pniiit more than 2'/. miles in from the

tunnel portal, and the lateral was about

2500 ft. in length. This furni,shes ventila-

tion for the tunnel, for hitherto the only

surface connection was on the Gem mine,

which vein was intersected about 8000 ft.

in from the entrance. The length of the

Newhouse tunnel is stated to In- n(jw 17.-

540 ft.

London
./»/,'. 8—The deep-lead undertakings in

Victoria are not proving very profitable

to I'.nglish investors. Australian miners

and capitalists have during the past 40

years done remarkably well by opening up

these buried river beds. The Victorian

government has done a good deal in help-

ing those who wish to exploit the de-

posits, and geologists, such as Reginald-

Murray, J. W. Gregory and Waldemar
1-indgren, have spoken in high praise of

the projects. The districts so far ac-

quired by English companies have proved

to be of much less value than was ex

pectcd, and at the present time the direc

tors, the shareholders and the engineers

are experiencing a period of mental de

pression.

The strip of country acquired was large

enough to provide work for six different

companies, all of which are located in

Bewick, Moreing & Co.'s offices. The most

important is the Loddon Valley Company
and the work was concentrated on the

property belonging to this company. For

three years pumping was energetically

carried on and toward the close of last

year the water in the overlying strata was
at last brought under control. Since then

the buried leads have been worked to some
extent. Unfortunately the results so far

obtained have been negative. Very few

payable patches of ground have been

struck, and the prospects of finding any-

thing are rather gloomy. In the mean-

time the funds of tbe company have been

exhausted and this week the shareholders

have agreed to a reconstruction of the

company, with the object of raising fur-

ther capital. The Victorian government,

considering that encouragement is re-

quired, has signified its willingness to

spend fSooo at the present time in aiding

the company, so that opinion in Australia

is favorable li> tin- iiltiintate success of the

project.

These deep-lead propositions originally

came to England during the Whitaker
Wright regime and at the time of the col-

lap.se of that group they were taken over

by the Bewick, Moreing group at the same
time as the West Australian mines.

Bewick, Moreing & Co. were quite aware
that these deep leads would present con-

siderable difiiculties and desired to have
the best independent geological advice that

could be obtained. That is how it was
that .Mr, l.iiulgrcn came to visit the district.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING

California

Am.MKIK ColNTV

s<iM//i liurckii Mining Coml<tiny—A new

111 has been found on tho cast crosscut

•m tlic Jjioo level of tins mine near Sutter

creek. Superintenile-.it l-'iucliley will shortly

install a new electric puiuii at the 2500

level 111 raise the water 500 feel.

BlTTE ColNTV

P. I'. Sififcr Mining Contt<any— In this

roperty near Magalia, the 500-ft. ilouhle

lupartnient shaft has reached gravel,

« hich is reported to be of satisfactory

value. An electric power plant is beinjc

built.

C.\L.\VER.\S CofNTV

Bluf Jtiy—This mine at Jesus Maria

will now be operated by a larger force of

men, rock of good quality having been

found in the shaft.

Ciiliiirras Mining and Dii'clofnicnt

Conifitny—This company, Geo. W. Kirk-

ley, manager, is constructing a new ditch

to bring water to its quartz and hydraulic

mines, which were formerly known as the

-Keuros.s mines.

K. C.—The owners of this mine near

.\ngels, having found good paying ore,

will sink to the 500 level.

Kekn County

Karnm-Ajax CoHSotidaled Mining Com-
pany—This company at Mohave has

opened a 7- ft. ledge on the 1400 level of

the Karma, at a point just missed by the

former owners.

Pi'iii' Tree—This old mine, worked for a

time 30 years ago, is being developed and

reopened by Los Angeles men, with C. M.

Hauselman as superintendent. The "oo-ft.

shaft is being deepened to 1000 feet.

Strike—A strike of high-grade gold ore

has been made on Indian creek in Ham-
ilton district, eight miles from Paris. This

ore has been found in several claims, the

(irst strike having been made on the

Henry Ward.

Nevad.\ Covnty

Badger Hill—The Northern California

Water and Power Company will probably

work this old property by drifting. The

company now has 10 miles along the chan-

nel from Columbia Hill to French Corral

I'vsides the Malakoff and other claims

round Bloomfield.

Channel Cold Company—This company,

Aning the old Blue Tent hy<lraulic mine.

will soon have its new gravel null run

ning. The mine will be drifted.

Co-operative Mining and Development

I (iHi/'diiy—This company will be com-

pelled to put up its new mill a mile below

the mouth of the tuimel, near the town of

Washington, and will put in a railroad

track for transporting ore.

Taii-icii.'— Superintendent Wilson is

opening by tunnel a large body of low-

grade ore in this mine at Relief.

A'<"iii/iJ Connty I'nited Gold Mines

Company—This company has been organ-

ized to work the Austin mine near Nevada

City wilh the following directors: II. A.

Moss of San Francisco, L. B. Bullens and

v.. W. Rose of Kansas City, and F. E.

Ware and W. S. Beard of Nevada City.

Omaha-California Company—This com-

pany, owning the South Yuba mine, ex-

pects to work its large deposit of copper

and gold ore at Spenceville by means of

steam shovels.

Pl.\cer Cou.nty

(jeorgia Hill—This old mine near For-

est Hil! has been reopened with R. W.
Druminond as superintendent.

Ophir I'alley iMining Company—This

company at Ophir, owning the Hathaway,

Kirkwood and Eureka quartz mines, is

about ready to start up, the new and com-

plete electric power plant having been fin-

ished. A R. Eastwood is superintendent.

Pn'M.AS County

Indian I alley—.\t this mine near

(ireenville, a 20-stamp mill with cyanide

plant is about to be installed. The plant

will he near the mouth of the ,1000-ft.

tunnel.

The I 'oleano—.\i this point on the

Middle fork of the Feather river, .\. Sla-

back is developing a lo-ft. vein of gold-

bearing quartz.

S.\N Hernakiiino County

Dicky Bird— .\ good strike is reported

on this property owned by Gilbert and

Hathaway, near Cave .springs.

Quail Springs District—Several rich

strikes have been made in this district

west of Crackcrjack, the principal one

being in the Silver King mine owned by

the Kennedy Bros.

Shasta County

Milton—This inine in Lower Springs

district, recently sold to a Minneapolis

company, will shortly have an electric

hoist. .\ new shaft is to be sunk.

) ii/iciii L I'ppci Milling I. miipiiiiy- tn-.i-

mond drills are being used in opening up

ihe claims of this company locauil be-

tween the Trinity Copper and Balaklala

mines. The company is composed of many

small stockholders in northwestern Cali-

fornia. A wagon road is being built 10

haul in machinery.

While Oak—\n the main shaft of thii

mine in Lower Springs district a 3-ft. vein

of specimen ore has been found.

SiEKRA County

Dancri—.\. G. Burton and R. .\. Riefe

have taken an option on this claim near

Downieville, and are organizing a com-

pany to develop it.

Plumas-Sevada Mining Company—This

company is about to opeii up a copper

claim on the Last Chance section, seven

miles from the Chilcoot tunnel.

Kio Antigua Mining Company—This

company, operating on the South Fork

property, thinks it has the extension of

the famous Tightner ledge, the vein hav-

ing been cut in a tuiuiel run to tap a

gravel channel.

Kenton—A. B. Royal and others are to

open this old claim on Kanaka creek, near

Alleghany, by extending the tunnel 500 ft.

Siskiyou County

.S'/ii'/'d^This mine on Patterson creek is

producing good quartz and the mill is

shortly to be started up.

Ten Lakes Mining Company—This com-

pany, owning eight claims on the summit

of the divide between Scott and Shasta

valleys, nine miles from F.dgewood. has

struck good ore.

Trinity County

Globe—At this mine, Dcdrick. 25 men

are at work, and the 5-5tamp mill is kept

running steadily.

l.a Grange—.\t this extensive hydraulic

mine near Weaverville the giants are

being run 16 hours daily. A larger water

supply is being arranged for.

Colorado

BouLitER County

Interocean Gold Mining Company—At

the annual election H. J, Smith, of Chi-

cago, was elected president and H. S.

.Merrill, of Chicago, general manager.

I'nited Stales Gold Corporation—This

company has purcha.scd the big milling

plant of the Wall Street Gold Extraction

Company, in bankruptcy, for $17,000, for
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the treatment of ore; from it^ own prop-

erties.

Clear Creek County

Lillli- Mallic—On account of a break-

Jown of the 12-drill air compressor, oper-

ations will be suspended for a couple of

weeks at this property on Chicago creek.

.Vtir>/i Star—A rich strike has been

made in this property in East Argentine

district, assays showing high value in sil-

ver and gold. F. Bonliam, Georgetown,

Colo., is the owner.

Saratoga—Connections have been made

during the past week with the looo-ft.

level of the Saratoga mine in Gilpin

count)', through the workings from the

N'ewhouse tunnel below Idaho Springs. A
lateral was driven about 2000 ft. and an

upraise of jbout 300 ft. was made to get

under the west lower level of this prop-

erty, draining several miles of workings

and providing ventilation throughout the

Saratoga mine, as well as in the Xcwhouse
tunnel workings. Operations have been

partially suspended for a number of years

on account of water troubles. Besides

unwatering these mines the connection

makes it possible to handle the immense
bodies of low-grade ores economically

through the Newhouse tunnel to the mills

at Idaho Springs. John Owen, of Idaho

Springs, is manager. Eastern people are

figuring on taking up the option calling

for $500,000 on this property, which is

owned by Berry Bros., of Detroit, Mich.

Fremont County

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company—This

company has bought the right to 240

acres of coal land north of Williamsburg

from Simon T. Smith, and will, it is re-

ported, open another mine.

Gilpin County

Champion Mining and Milling Com-
pany—At the stockholders' meeting held

recently the following officers were

elected : President and general manager,

S. P. VVeller, Denver ; vice-president, C.

D. Mallettc, Garden Grove, Iowa ; H. C.

Doolittlc, Kansas City, Mo., secretary

and office manager; treasurer, L. N.

Brown, Kansas City, Mo. The offices of

the company are to be moved from Kan-
sas City to Denver, Colo.

Freight Blockade—After a six-weeks"

tie-up on the Colorado & Southern road

regular freight traffic has been resumed.

The lie-up has interfered greatly with

the shipments of ores to the Denver
smelters, and the production for July and
August will be small on account of the

small working forces at the mines.

Gou'cr Mines Syndicate, Ltd.—At a

depth of 1425 ft. on the east side of the

shaft in the Running Lode mine, near

Black Hawk, smelting ores have been

opened up in what is practically virgin

ground, showing gold, silver and copper.

Hearne Gold and Copper Mining Com-

pany—This company has been incorpor-

ated with capital stock of $500,000, with

F. W. Hearne, F. Wild and Harry Kane,

of Central City, as incorporators. The

company has a five-years' lease and bond

on the .\nchor property in Russell dis-

trict, on which it purposes installing

heavier machinery. The property has

been idle for a number of years on ac-

count of water, but has recently been

drained by the Newhouse tunnel work-

ings. Examination shows large bodies of

low-grade concentrating as well as me-

dium-grade smelting ores.

Pctnabic Consolidated Mines Company
—.^t llic annual stockholders' meeting the

following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, treasurer and general manager, J.

C. Fleschhutz, Central City, Colo. ; vice-

president, D. N. Harper, New York; sec-

retary, W. A. Funk, Central City, Colo.

Santa Loreta Mining and Milling Com-
pany—The directors are figuring on the

installation of a larger air-compressor

plant, sinking the shaft several hundred

feet and actively working the property

on company and leasing account. The
property was recently purchased for $50,-

000. J. W. Tuckfield, Central City, Colo

,

is superintendent.

Lake County—Leadville

Coal Situation — The railroad strike,

should it continue, would virtually mean
the closing down of several mines which

have not sufficient coal to tide over the

interim. The coal shortage is also likely

to affect the electric-light plant, on which

the city and several of the mining proper-

ties depend for power. The strike mate-

rially affects the tonnage and in many cases

the production of ores has been cut in

two, while the smelters have reduced their

smelting capacity.

Delaware — The shaft is down 450 ft.

and has developed an interesting geologi-

cal formation, which is being watched

with great interest by the mining men of

the district. .'Vfter passing through 350 ft.

of white block porphyry, 50 ft.'of gray

quartz porphyry was passed and the shaft

is now in coarsely crystalline porphyry.

Dinero Tunnel—.\ distance of over 1100

ft. has been reached in the tunnel on

Sugar Loaf mountain, but at this point a

heavy flow of water has retarded opera-

tions somewhat.

Fanny Rawlins—The lessee on this prop-

erty on Breece hill is now prepared to

take out ore.

Hopkins—A vein in this pr6perty, near

the summit of Mount Sheridan, was re-

cently opened which gives good assays in

silver and lead. One great difficulty in

mining this property is the expense of get-

ting in supplies and getting the ore to the

market.

O'Donovan Rossa — The shaft. South

Carbonate hill, has reached a depth of 520

ft. and there is 80 ft. yet to be sunk before

drifting to the west will be started. .'\t

present the bottom of the shaft is in a

disturbed state of broken material, talc,

granite boulders, etc., the Pendery fault,

previously known as the Carbonate fault.

Yankee Doodle—Lessees operating this

property are taking out ore from the

450-ft. level. Oiv account of the railroad

strike the ore is being held in the bins.

Routt County

Blevins Mining Company—This com-
pany, which has been operating a placer

dredge on its property in the .Jack Rab-
bit district, 20 miles northwest of Craig,

has sold its holdings for $100,000 cash to

Philadelphia capitalists. The property

consists of 356 acres, and the new owners
will spend $50,000 more for equipment.

Teller County

Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining
Company—The quarterly report of this

company shows total profits for April,

May and June, of $78,185. The total re-

ceipts for ore, after deducting freight and
treatment charges, w-cro $184,192 and mine
expenses were $85,415. The company
shipped in all 5205 tons of dry ore and
lessees' shipments amounted to 1231 tons.

F. J. Campbell, general manager, reports

that a large amount of development work
is contemplated for the immediate future

in driving drifts into unexplored portions

of the property. Mill experiments are

being carried on for the purpose of find-

ing the proper treatment for the ores be-

fore proceeding with the construction of

a large mill for which the directors are

creating a reserve fund out of the profits.

The usual quarterly dividend of 3c. a

share was declared.

Idaho

Shoshone County

Rex—Capitalists in Montana and Wash-
ington have secured control of this mine

near Wallace. The property is situated

on Nine Mile and has been idle for some
time because of litigation. The ore con-

tains lead and silver and the property

ic well developed and is equipped with a

200-ton concentrator which is to be re-

modeled. The Rex was formerly known
as the 16 to i mine.

Indiana

Fountain County

New Coal Field—Steps have been taken

to develop a new and rich coal field in

this county. With the assurance of a new-

railroad a large area of coal-bearing land

in this county has been purchased by

capitalists from Indianapolis and Chicago.

The sinking of shafts and the construction

of the road will be begun simultaneously.

Greene County

Lalla Creek—A recent test of the ca-

pacity for production of the mine near

Clay City showed an output of 79 flats of

34 tons each, or more than 2500 tons of
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'i.il per day. Oi tlie three seams of coal

underlying this property, which are in

thickness, respectively, 3, 5 and 7 ft., only

the first and second are being worked.

W.\RKn.K County

Hicks Coat Mining Company—This

nipany, of Booneville, and other syndi-

cates have purchased and taken options on

several thousand acres of coal land in this

county. A new field of "block" coal will

be developed.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Ahmcck—Sinking is being continued in

No. I shaft below the seventh level and

in No. 2 shaft below the ninth.

Alloues—No. 2 shaft is down 500 ft..

and is being sunk at the rate of about 100

ft. a month. Foundations are being built

for 10 new dwellings.

Calumet & Hccta—A portion of coal

dock No. I, at Hubbcll, was destroyed by

fire. The company has broken ground for

its new No. 18 shaft, which will be located

at the extreme north of the property, and
is to be sunk on the Osceola-Amygdaloid
lode.

Superxor—This company is sinking be-

low the sixth level in \o. i shaft and is

passing through a more uniform forma-

tion than was encountered in the upper

levels. The rock continues to show up

well in copper.

Tamaracti—No. 3 shaft is temporarily

shut down to permit changing the large

single conical drum of the hoisting engine

to a double conical drum. Stoping and
drifting is being carried on and the rock

stacked.

Michigan—The new mill is about half

completed. When finished it will have a

capacity of 700 tons per day. The mine is

shipping 500 tons daily to the Atlantic

mill. The new mill will cost between

$150,000 and $200,000, all of which is

being taken out of the earnings.

Missouri

Randolph County

Randotph-Macon Coat Company—This
company's properties are advertised to be

sold under foreclosure of a mortgage held

by the Central Trust Company, on the

premises at mine No. 2 in Huntsvillc, on
Sept 14. The decrees of sale were ren-

dered recently by the United States Cir

cuit Court for the northern division of the

eastern district of Missouri and the

United States Circuit Court for the cen-

tral division of the western district of

Missouri.

new Constans method is being used with

success. The system is one of settling and
agitation by treating the slimes after being

separated from the sand. The tailings

are dumped into a tank and the slimes

overllow into lower tanks and to the

patented agitator. The sand is drawn
from the tanks and treated in the agitator

separately. The agitator is in the form of

a large funnel, a spiral raising the con-

tents from the bottom, spreading them
and carrying the solution to the outer

edge through a leaching cloth into the

zinc boxes. In the same district Wool-
man & Edwards are working the old tail-

ing of the Bald mountain, running a 150-

ton cyanide plant with profit.

I'tatinum—In the Warm Springs gulch,

nine miles from Helena, are a number of

profitable gold properties. Recently Wil-
ton Browne, assayer and chemist of

Helena, has discovered that the gold ores

from this district carry platinum in the

shape of sperrylite. Tests of ores from
four or five of the mines show from $4
to $i8 per ton platinum. Further investi-

gation will be made.

Rock Rose Mining and Milting Com-
pany—This company, operating west of

Fort William Henry Harrison, is install-

ing machinery and making preparations

for sinking to the soo-ft. level. A promis-

ing body of copper ore is being developed.

Scheelite Deposits—Scheelite ores have
been found in the Marysville district near

Helena, carrying a larger percentage of

tungsten than the ores in Park county.

The Japanese government has experts in-

vestigating the deposits in the State, and

a company has been formed to exploit the

properties.

Montana

Lewis & Cl.\rk County

Bald Butte Tailings—l^zTsen & Constans
are at work on tailings from the Bald
Butte mine, gathered years ago by Mr.
Larsen on his ranch below the mine. The

Nevada

ESMER.ALDA CoUNTV—GOLDFIELD

Columbia Mountain Annex—This prop

erty, situated on the west side of Colum-

bia mountain, will shortly be developed.

At present the company's attention is be-

ing devoted to its promising lease on the

Silver Pick mine.

Grandma—An English company has se-

cured a three-years' lease of this mine,

which adjoins the Kewanas, that recently

struck a bonanza, and a diamond drill

plant has been erected. A contract has

been let for a steel gallows frame and a

loo-h.p. hoist to enable the shaft to be

sunk to a depth of 1000 ft.

Jumbo Extension—The Mohawk Ledge
lease has made a rich strike on the 310-

ft. level. The rich streak is about 20 in.

wide at the point of discovery. Several

weeks ago, in the west crosscut a strike

was made near the side line of the Mo-
hawk and returned encouraging values.

The latest strike was made in a crosscut

to the northeast, near the line that di-

vides the Mohawk Ledge and the Higgin-
son lease blocks. It is apparently a con-

tinuation of the Higginson vein. .\ ship-

ment of about 50 tons of ore has been
made. 'i"he lease has been extended to

March i, 1908.

Kewanas—'Vhc new ledge in the 420- ft.

level is over 8 ft. in width and in addi-
tion to its high gold value carries from 2

to 7 per cent, copper. President Schloss
is of opinion that aside from the fact that

the strike greatly enlarges the gold-bear-
ing areas in the Goldfield district, consid-
erable importance is attached to the oc-
currence of such good copper values. The-
vein apexes the company's ground and is.

not the Red Top or the Laguna. The
workings are not yet deep enough to cut

the latter veins, but they doubtless will be
found on the Kewanas ground, although
it will require a depth of at least laoo ft.

to reach them.

Laguna—]. H. Macnullan & Co. have
secured a lease on the Miss Jessie claim,
and have re-started sinking in the
three-compartment shaft. The shaft is

at present 190 ft. in depth, but will be run
down to the 6oo-ft. level. The lessees are
erecting the efficient plant they used on
their successful lease on the Frances Mo-
hawk mine, on the Jessie lease.

Lander Cou.vty

Reno C/fliw.f—Charles S. Warren, of
Butte, Mont, and associates have pur-
chased the Reno group of mining claims
near Tenabo, and it is said that operations
will begin at once. The property consists
of three claims, the Reno, Winnemucca, and
Ollie, situated between the Gem claims of
the Reliance Mining Company and the
claims of the Gold Quartz Mining Com-
pany.

NvE County—Bullfrog

Gold Grotto—The workings are ham-
pered by water which percolates in from
a slate dike that was recently met in the
crosscut tunnel, .^ssay values continue
low.

Homestake—l\\e drift on the 400-ft
level is out 900 ft, and is in ore all the
way. The vein is over 30 ft. in width,
and has an assay value above milling
grade. Large reserves of milling ore have
been opened out The company has dc'-

cided upon the erection of a mill and
cyanide plant. Plans for a large water-
supply plant are also being drawn by the
company's engineers.

Mayflower—The shaft is approaching
the 400-ft level. The ore is improving
m value as it is being developed in the

lowest workings.

Montgomery Shoshone—It is oflScially

announced that although the new mill and
cyanide plant are primarily for dealing
with the company's own ore, the company
has decided to set aside a part of the mill

for some months to accommodate the

mine-owners on the Bullfrog field. Some
of the best ore at present is coming from
the Polaris workings.

Original Bullfrog—Ihe new shaft has
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n-aoluU a (Kpth oi So It. anil is in proni-

ishiR count ry carrying copper stau\s

Wlu'ii tin- vein is cut in the footwall tlio

-haft will follow it down, as it does not

deviate much front the vertical.

Nye CoisTY—ToNoi'.Mi

Orf ^Vii/>m,'ii(J—Shipments of ore to

the sntelters over the lonopah Railroad

lor the week ending .Vug. 8 were
:

Tono-

pah Company. ".W tons; Belmont. 2H>:

lonopah Kxiensiou. 210: Midway, <K>;

Montana- lonopah 8^; Jim Butler. .^5 •

total. I.?**) tons. Shipments from GoUl-

licld were 815 tons, making a total of 2184

tons. In addition die Tonopah Company

sent l/tK). and the Belmont 440 tons to

ihe mills.

C-rmoii-Aiiicriiiin — This property,

which is situated in the northwest sec-

lion of the Tonopah district, and com-

prises a large number of claims, will be

prospectc<l by means of a diamond drill.

The shaft is down 260 ft., and a drill has

been installed at the bottom with the

view of cutting out a core to a depth of

jooo ft. A large amount of attention is

now being given to prospecting the out-

side mineral ground. Owing to the great

depth of rhyolite capping, prospecting

work is difficult and expensive.

Mhfah Extension—'V\ic main shaft has

I.een re-timbered and put into working

shape. The miners are engaged in fol-

lowing the stringers which appear in the

ledge. Charles Knox, of Philadelphia, is

the largest active shareholder in this com-

pany.

Tonol>ali—It is reported that a j6-ft.

vein carrying high assay values has been

cut in the 600- ft. level in the Valley View-

claim. The new strike is the greatest

<ver made in the claim.

H'csl End Consolidated—The new

double-compartment shaft has been con-

nected with the west drift at a depth of

230 ft. The management intends to con-

tinue sinking and make connection with

the drift on the 400 level as quickly as

possible.

Ohio

11 \RRisoN County

Magyar Coal ComZ-di'V—This new com-

panv has purchased the property of the

\Vai.ash Coal Compai.y at llopedale, in-

cluding 600 acres of coal land and build-

ings. The company is to be operated on

the cooperative plan. The directors and

officers are Hungarians. Frank Kurutz

is president and Julius Borsh, secretary,

both of Wheeling. West Virginia.

cf PottstowM capitalists headed by iMl^ar

S. Cook, president of the Warwick Iron

and Steel Company, has reopened the old

••.\lid<lle Mine Holes" in Warwick town-

ship which had been idle for 17 years

The workings have been unwatcred arcl

100 tons of ore arc shipped to the W'ar

wick furnaces dailx. The nnti)ui will 1)

increased.

Nye County—F.mrview

Fairvinv Eagle—.\ ledge 4 ft in width

and giving high assays has been cut m
the 200-ft. level. The discovery is of spe-

cial significance, for the reason that it was

made on a ledge running parallel to the

Nevada Hills ledge, which is about 600 ft.

distant.

North Carolina

Montgomery County

Carolina Barytes Co"i/'<"'.v—This corn-

pany has filed an amendment to its

charter, increasing its capital stock from

$jo,ooo to $40,000.

tola Mining Company—Capt. M. 1-

Jones returned from his mine at Candor,

bringing a gold bar worth $5000, said to

be the result of 15 days' work.

Oregon

B.vKER County

Creenhorn—P. Basche and W'. F.

Butcher, owners of this mine in the

Greenhorn, camp, about ->6 miles west of

Baker City, in the Blue mountains, have

let a contract to make a 20D-ft. upraise

from the lower to the upper level.

Snake Rk-cr—.\. H. Willis reports that

all the copper mines lying along Snake

river are very active, and that the Pea-

cock, on the Idaho side, is shipping ore.

The I'arrcU group and the Gillctt-Kogar

groups arc working 30 or 40 men on the

Oregon side. Other properties near by

are being developed.

Pennsylvania

.AnTHK.\( ITE Co.\L

Li-high Cool and Xarigatioii Company

—This company on August 12 began ex-

cavation for a new breaker at Jeanesville

upon property which had been practically

abandoned for years. During the con-

struction of the breaker the various mines

will be re-timbered and prepared for oper-

ation. Kingsley & Wcscott. of Scrantou,

have been awarded a contract for build-

ing a new breaker at Xcsquehoning to

replace the old- No. 1 breaker. The Nes-

(luehoning breaker will retiuire fully a

million and a half feet of lumber.

Panther Creek Drainage Tunnel—The

Portland Construction Company has been

awarded the contract for the construction

of a tunnel between Mauch Chunk and

Nesquehoning by which the Lehigh Coal

and Navigation Company will drain its 13

collieries in the Panther Creek district.

The tunnel will be 7200 ft. long and is to

be completed in two years.

Bituminous Co.\l

Old Colony Coal and Coke Company—

The property and holdings of this com-

pany after prolonged litigation have been

sold at public auction to G. W. McClure.

one of the directors of the company, for

$340,000. The property consists of two

mines and lOO coke ovens, with about 5000

acres of land near Ligonier, Westmore-

land county, with two tipples and build-

ings. It also includes one mine and about

1300 acres of coal land in Moiindsville,

West Virginia.

Chester County

Opening Old Iron Mines—A company

South Dakota

Custer CouNT^

Saginazv—Two shifts of miners are

driving a tunnel to tap the orehody. It is

ir. 342 ft. from the main shaft. Machinery

is being installed in the lOO-ton cyanide

mill.

Slip-lTiitler—Owing to the slump in tlu-

price of antimony, shipments have been

ordered stopped. Work will be abandoned

until tlu' material is in greater demand.

L.\wRENH'E County

Dakota—The hoist from the Titanic

propertv has been moved over to hoi^'.

ore from the 80-ft. level while the shafi

is continued to quartzite. The old Dakot:i

luiist burned ilown Jan. I.

Golden ReziHird—M the annual stock-

holders' meeting it was decided to in- ,

crease the mill capacity from 300 to 403

tons daily by the addition of two new

mills, one Chilean and one Huntington,

and to improve the treatment of sUmes.

Honiestiikc—Both the Homestake and

Star mills are to be overhauled and reno-

vated. An aerial tramway is to be con-

structed for transportation of slimes from

the bins to the cyanide plant. The water

has been lowered to the 900-ft. and the

miners have been put on two shifts to

give the skips more time to unwater. The

slime plant is treating about 1000 tons

daily. Its capacity will be 1700 tons when

all the presses are installed.

Pen'n).\i;ton County

Everly—Good values ,arc being taken

out of this placer ground and a larger

force of men is to lie put on.

Dakota Fo'i<.'er — A io,ooo-h.p. power

plant is to be installed two miles below

Placerville. It will furnish power to the

Central Hills properties.

Golden West—A body of c jpiier pyrites

was found at a depth of 7° ft '" the shaft.

Grand PiVie—.\nothcr large shipment

of concentrates from the 5-stamp mill has

been sent East and two more shipment-

will be made in a few days. The vein 1-

widening with (lei)th and the value in-

creasing.

/,) /)(i//(i)-—The new strike proves one

of the richest in the hills. .\ shoot, carry-

ing free gold and yielding high assays, is

being uncovered in the tunnel at a depth

of too ft.

Mainslay—Kvw York parties repre-

sented by W. W. Trimpi of East Orange.
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\ .1 ,
piirdiascd tilt mill fur $7000. All

*itlit> will In- paid and work will Ik- n-

sitiucd.

(/"/iiuii—This mica property has been

hoiidcd to l".astcrii parties rcprcsontcd by

Joseph P. Labaw of Hopewell, N. J., ami

work will be resumed.

Utah

Salt I.akk Ohntv

Ohio ('<»/>/>i-r—The work of extending

the Mascott inmiel of the Dallon & Lark

mine into the property of this company is

progressing steadily. The objective point,

where coiineclioii will be made with the

present main workings of the mine, is

about gooo ft. in. Ore will be taken out

through this avenue to the mill now being

constructed near the entrance. Room has

been provided for two tracks and electric

haidage.

7"iii(iV Miniiin iiiul Dtfr/o/>i)ii-ii/ Com-

faiiy—This company, owner of the Yam-

pa mine in Bingham, and operating a

smelter in that camp, made net earniii-Jts

during July of about $100,000. The man-

agement expects to begin shortly the erec-

tion of a new aerial tramway, which will

greatly facilitate the handling of ore and

will overcome to a very large extent ex-

isting transportation difficidties.

Sim MIT County

I'ltrk- Cily Sliipwciits—Shipments (or

the week ending .Vugust to amounted to

1 169 tons, the contril)uting mines and

amounts being: Silver King, 621 ; Daly

Judge. 473; Daly, 61 : Little Bell. 64.

Oitltirio—Slow headway is being inadc

with the pumping operations, but the man-

agement confidently expects to free the

mine of water.

Wisconsin

Grant Covntv

Emfirc—This mine within the limits of

Plattcville is shipping from three to five

cars ^er week, although it has shipped

410 c»rs in 40 weeks. The mine is ihc

largest producer of ziiK ore in the dis-

trict, it began prospecting in 1901 and

built a mill in 1904. The shaft has reached

a depth of 160 ft., and work is carried on

in d.iy and night .shifts. The plant in-

cludes an i8x48-in. Corliss engine, thr^t

125-h.p. boilers, four 8-cell jigs, concen-

trating tables, an 8-drilI air compressor,

a roasting and magnetic separating plant,

and electric light equipment. The com-

pany has paid $240,000 in dividends.

Fred Krog, Platteville, is president.

Canada

XoVA SCOTFA

Dominion Coal Company—The output

for July was 312^15 tons, as against 318.-

J^i tons in July. 1906.

Dominion Iron and Steel Company—
T he evidence for the defensi' in the action

of this company against the Uominiun

Coal Company for breach of contract,

Mow in progress at .Sydney, has been put

in. .\ number of experts and officials of

the company testified that the coal from

No. (), to which exception was taken by

the plaintiffs, was a good commercial coal

adapted for domestic use and steam pur-

poses. Mo attempt was made to meet

the issue raised by the steel company and

show that it was suitable for coking or

steel manufacture, the contention of the

coal convpany being that under the con-

tract it was not bound to furnish coal of

that quality. The judge refused to hear

evidence as to negotiations previous to

the signing of the agrcenuui

Ontario—Cohalt Distkh t

Cobalt Ore Shifnienis—Shipments of

ore from the Cobalt mines for the week

ending .'Vugust 10 were as follows: Buf-

falo. 60,000 lb.; Nipissing, 64,360; Silver

^ueen, 176,000. Total, 300,360 pounds.

Cobalt Contact—An l8-in. vein of sil-

ver and argentite has ben found about

100 ft. from the main shaft, ore extracted

at 10 ft. running from 9000 to 12,000 oz.

silver per ton.

Foster—.-Kt this mine 75 men are at

work and five drills are in operation.

Vein Xo. 6 has lengthened and broadened

and the wall rock shows good silver con-

tents. Rich ore has been found at the 7C-

ft. level of No. 5. Vein No. 8 is making

;i good showing at its junction with No.

5 on the surface, and at 70 ft. There is

enough ore at present blocked out to pro-

vide work for 12 months.

King Iidi\.'ard—Work on this mine,

which had been suspended since the strike

began, was resumed on August 15 with a

force of 35 men. The management will

pay union wages, but make no discrimina-

tion between union and non-union men.

McKinlcy-Darragh—Crosscutting on

the Kendall vein has been done for 100 ft.

to an average depth of 15 ft. .\ssays of

the ore show 12,000 oz. silver to the ton

and the vein also carries niccolitc. The

concentrator plant is being installed and

will shortly be at work.

Rochester Cobalt—While installing the

new compressor a vein was discovered

on bed rock containing chalcopyritc. iron

and galena.

Ontario—Larher Lake

Bluebell Larder Lake Company—Su-

perintendent Hobson reports that speci-

mens from two of the company's claims on

the southeast corner of the lake show free

gold and good assays. A winter camp is

being erected on Spoon's bay. The shaft

on claim 501 is down 22 ft., at which level

the vein is 3 ft. 6 in. wide, and the ore

improving with depth. It shows free

gold.

Ontario—Manitou Lake Area

Location H. l\'. 77—This property, ad-

joining the Victory gold mine, has been

purchased by .Major J. E. V Verckcr,
president of the Manitoii .Mmcs Com
paiiy, for $40,000.

Mexico

CllJIIUAHt'A

Chihuahua Copper Company—"XhU
company, incorporated in Arizona, will

develop the Hathaway copper properties
and the adjoining Justinia y Anexas, be-

yond Urique in the western part of the
state in the Cliorreros mountains.

Cuatro .Vfiior.'j—This new company has
bought the Los Vigas property, at San
Sostenos, on the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient Railroad, from George Iv Voor-
hees, Jr., of Santa Barbara, Cal., and has
unwatcred the mine, made alter.itions in

the mill, and is shipping a carload a week
of copper concentrates to the .Xmerican
Smelting and Refining Company's agency
in Chihuahua.

Coakuila Mining and Smelting Com-
/>.(«}•—This company has taken a lease on
the Filipinos, 25 perliiieijpias belonging to
R. M. and J. M. l)ud|«v, and adjoining
the Los Viiras. at San g(i,ieiios.

' |)ropcrty ii\ l)»^j Chorreros
niuui.,.^..„ ;,c.ir th« Hath*w.iy, is being

developed by th* Prospecting Company
of North .\nKri«a under the nianrfgrcnient

of B. L. Jones.

/fj/><V(iH;<j—This properly at Santa Eu-
lalia has been taken up by New York in-

terests.

/;.jmry»/(/<i— 1 hese 12 pertincncias ad-
joining the Mina Vieja, at Santa Lulalia,

have been acquired under a two-years'
lease and bond from Manuel Gameros by
Messrs. Jacobs, Skeels and Anderson of
Chihuahua.

Mexican Mines Syndicate—This, com-
pany is said to have given up its copper
interests in the Chorreros mountains, and
to have concentrated its efforts upon the
country about Cusihniriachic where it is

sinking three shafts on the La Reina
properly and remodeling the old mill .it

Buenos Aires.

San Toy Mining Company—The aerial

tramw.iy from Santa Kulalia to the rail-

road has been completed, and 100 tons of
ore are daily shipped to the Torreon
smelter.

Central America

Costa Rica

In Costa Rica the gold mines operating
during 1906 were the Abangarez (iold-

fields, the Esperanza (late the Boston)
mine in the .Abangarez district, and the

Colburn mine at Pozo .\zul near Chomes.
Development work is proceeding at the

Montezuma mine in the Barranca district

and at the Machuca mine in the Agua-
cate district. The amount of bullion ex-

ported from Costa Rica during 1906 was
valued at $538,472, an increase of Q0.6 per

cent, over the previous year.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Xnv york, .-lug. 2\—The anthracite

market has been quiet, with no change

manitest from the conditions of recent

weeks. Tlic demand for small steam coal

continues good, but nothing has been done

toward raising prices, though an increase

continues to be talked about. The coast-

wise trade is good, with a better supply

of vessels.

The seaboard bituminous trade is also

quiet, with little change. Prices have not

varied, and the demand has been suffi-

cient to take up about all the coal reach-

ing tidewater. Car supply has been good

for the season, and there has been no

difficulty in getting coal to market.

In the West, demand continues good,

but at many mines operators have been

working part time, to avoid overstocking

the markets. There is more disposition in

the West than in the East to put in stocks

for the winter, and this has encouraged

the trade; at the same time it will help

to prevent the trouble from car-shortage

that is sure to come later. Lake trade has

been active, shipments from Lake Erie

ports have been heavy, and the lake towns

will have a good supply when navigation

closes.

CoAL-TR.\FFic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Aug. to were as follows, in short tons

:

19M. 1907. Cbanges.

AOtbracltP i.61.S.769 3.4W.0T2 I. 822,303

Bituminous I'.l.OH.lXV. 2:l.l(».0C3 I. 4,164,098

Coke 7.691,970 8,&30,6I2 I. 838,542

TOUI ».3.'>2,704 35.167,647 I. i).814,943

The total increase this year was 19.8

per cent.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad .Top Railroad for

the year to .\ug. 17 were 631,768 tons.

Receipts of coal at Boston for the seven

months ended July 31 arc reported by the

Chamber of Commerce as follows :

ItMK. 190T. CImilKCS,

Anthrarlto 911,5113 1,137,408 1,326.815
BItumlnoas 1.752.481 1,792,430 I. 3«.949

Tola! <lnoi<Wltc.... 3,M4.074 3,029,K» 1.365,764
For»l(tII coal 419,487 :<10.60e D. 10H,H82

Tol»l 3.a83.t«l :i..-M0,443 I. iM.Wtt

The foreign coal comes chiefly from

Nova Scotia, but some is received from

Great Britain.

New York

ANTHRAaiE

lug. 21—In spite of the approach of
fall there is no disposition for the anthra-
cite coal trade to show any activity, and
the continued dullness of the summer
months is still in force. This statement
can be qualified, however, in that the de-

mand for small steam sizes is pronounced,
and the business in this branch of the

trade is quite satisfactory. .'\s yet no ad-

vance in these small sizes has taken place,

in spite of rumors that it would happen.

We continue to quote prices as follows

:

Broken, $4.65 ; egg, stove and chestnut,

$4.90; small sizes remain at $3 for pea,

$2.50 for buckwheat, $i.90@$2 for rice or

buckwheat No. 2; $i.5o@i.6o for barley;

all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The Atlantic seaboard soft-coal trade

is calling for more coal than seems to be

available at this time. All producers are

working at full capacity, and a continuous

stream of coal is coming forward to mar-
ket. All consumers are trying to get in

their winter stock of coal and consump-
tion appears to be very large. Prices do

not seem to advance much, notwith-

standing these conditions, but with the

approach of fall and prospective cold

weather it is the opinion of many that an

advance in price will soon take place.

Trade in the far east is calling for and

is receiving large quantities of coal, and

it appears difficult to supply needs in many
quarters. The demand originally started

with better grades of coal but is reaching

far down the list at this time. Consumers

do not hesitate to pay the prevailing cur-

rent rate of water freights. This item is

going to add 30c. per ton to the cost of

coal on the greater part of the shipment

to Eastern consumers.

Trade along the Sound is active, and it

is believed that this condition will prevail

for the balance of the year. Lack of Sound
barges has interfered to some extent with

deliveries, and is doing so now. It is un-

fortunate that this territory could not

have taken on more coal earlier in the

season.

The New York harbor trade is absorb-

ing all the coal coming to market and

prices arc strong, with a tendency to ad-

vance. We quote for better grades of

steam coal $2.6o@2.7o f.o.b. New York

harbor shipping ports. The all-rail trade

is showing a little more activity than it

did, but prices are unchanged. Good steam

coal can be bought at $i@t.io. f.o.b.

mines. Car supply is fairly good and
transportation from mines to tide is fairly

regular and about up to schedule.

The coastwise vessel trade is in good
condition and vessels are in a little better

supply. Freights are holding at about the

usual ligures, which we quote as follows

from Philadelphia : To Boston, Salem and
Portland $1.10; to Providence, New Bed-
ford and the Sound 90c. ; to Lynn, Saco
and Bangor $1.25; to Portsmouth $1.15;

to Newburyport and Gardiner $1.30; to

Bath $1.10; towages included in the case

of Saco and Gardiner.

Birmingham
Aug. 19—No change is reported in the

coal situation in Alabama, the market be-

ing active and the production greater than

it ever was. While the legislature of Ala-

bama failed to adopt general mining laws

to amend those which have been in opera-

tion for years, appropriations were allowed

for the office of the State inspector which

will give him better opportunity for look-

ing after the work. The report of the

Alabama Car Service Association for the

month of July shows a good increase over

previous months. Steady prices obtain for

coal. There is still need for coal miners

in all parts of the State. The Sloss-Shef-

field Steel and Iron Company is selling

surplus coal and coke. The Tennessee

Company had been selling surplus coal

and coke for some time; recently, how-

ever, announcement was made that the

company could not remain much longer

in the open market.

Chicago

lug. 19—Quietness continues in the

wholesale coal market, with prices fairly

well maintained and no extensive evils

from too large shipments. The threshing

business is reported to be unusually good

and, having begun late, will doubtless last

to a later date than usual. Consumption

for steam purposes is heavy and there is

much buying in the open market, owing to

the reluctance of consumers last spring to

enter into new contracts. Domestic coals

are almost at a standstill.

Illinois and Indiana run-of-mine sells

for $i.50@2.io, lump and egg for $I.7S@

2.50 and screenings for $i.30@i.40.

Eastern coals are firm, with no marked

change, smokeless bringing $3-20@3.35 for

run-of-mine and Hocking Valley $^.IS@

3.25. The demand is not heavy for these

coals, but steady. Youghiogheny at $3.20

and Pittsburg No. 8 at $3 are in fair de-

mand.
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Cleveland '"*>• '»"'• C""*™- is no disposiiion to buy far ahead just at

.•i,,i'. .'0-A distressing condition is at
'"°'""^^'"" "•'«"' "'"'' '• ^' P'""":

„ ,
-

present prevailing in the Cleveland coal '•"•"i WVm u„v,,6.mD. U7,.r,. ^
/'« ''"" '^ "dually the hrst to feel a

, . ci 111 .1 f"" '" prices. 1 here has been a gradualmarket. Shippers and jobbers yesterday I'vnnrfc nf rn\i,- fnr ih^ Inlf v^tt in i i- • .. . .

...
." /.,.' , /

i.\ports ot cokt lor tlie nalt-year in decline—especially in mater a for 1008were sacriliciiii; prices heavily in order to ..m-r wfr,-- i Rm oj fnns- nf hrlmifU 1 i- • ,

, , .111 ' 1.003,5-3 tons, ot Dnquets, delivery—going on for some weeks, but
realize on arge consfgnmeiits which have ,., ,-„ nf n*.i» fnol ii in fnn« THa .l- • . .

=>,'">

. ,,. . .u 1 1 ,
5//.370, ot peat tiiel, 11,141 tons. 1 he this has not been acccniuated by the pres-

becn de ivered at their yards here over cnin- »vnnr«c wi-r^ rhii^fiv tr, Prinr^ nnH . • . . . 7 >-
!>-

>, ,
I M 1 I u I 1

exports were chieny to trance and ent situation. It has only suspended newSunday and Monday, and on which de- .\„4ir;T tb.-v inrlnrlf-H mi 3 tnnc in th^ , . i , . ,,. . . .

, 1 u II .•
.\u»iria, tni\ inciuatn 0413 tons to tne transactions for the time being. F n shedmurrage charges have been collecting. r„i.,.,i «,•,.. « . 1 1 ,

••">."
.,-. u II I J 1 I

•"'"" states. material also shows no change n pr ccs,
this has all been caused by an order Imnort'; nf rml in r.prnnnv fnr Ihp .1, u .1 1 • •••...

, . ., o , . „ r\u- D 1 1

""pons 01 codi in uermany tor tne though the new business doing is ighl.
issued by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

i,;,if.j.ear ended June 30 were, in metric
forbidding the shipment of coal over nine

(p,,<.

.

railroads connecting with that system Baltimore
, ,,-,,11 I I • 1906- 1907- CllftllKi'S.

through Cleveland. Local coal companies
j,^.^, ^ ,^, ^..^ ^^^^^ i.i,6».-io.: Wu^. 20-lmports for the week included

aflFected by the embargo are nonplussed Brow, co.u i.m.iS, «.34i.a63 I. H-.-.77S
,^62 tons ferromanaganesc and 324 tons

over the situation, and have been forced Tot^.i h.37u.36o lo.iai.wi i.i.7.-,o.yHi ferrosilicon. Receipts of iron ore were
to sell out at heavy losses. The reason

, , . , . . q8co tons from Cuba The imnorfs aUn
civen for olacinc the embargo is that the Imports of coke tor the six months in

9°°° °"^ "^°'" *:"''=' / ""^ ""iports also
given lor placing tne eniDargo is tnat inc

tons • of briauets Sire-;-
""^'"^*^'l '5,54i pigs spelter, from Rotter-

road IS greatly in need of cars for its own "-^v "<^'^"- -4—75J tons, oi oriqueis, 03,705

,

^^^^
use. It is not known when the embargo of P^-^t '"«'• 5>27 tons.

'

will be lifted. The following prices are 'H"^ production of coal in the German

quoted on No. 8 district grades at the I'mp're for the half-year ended June 30 is Birmingham

mines: Slack, 45@50c. ; mine-run, go® reported as follows, in metric tons: Aug. 19—The pig-iron market continues

95c.; H-in. lump, $i@i.05. Prices yester- j9q6 jg^. Changes. 1"''^' **"' ''"= manufacturers arc not in the

day however, ran from 20c. to 35c. plus coal (i7.M7.296 69.57i.«i i. 2,314,136 least alarmed. Quotations remain firm,
. . , , J , Brown conl 2C.'.>11,'J7k 29.602,022 I. 2,6110.044 „,:,l, „ e 1 u • • j -fu
treight charges and demurrage. _L_1_ '

' ' with a few orders being received. The
Total niine.1.. •.>4.i«i.273 OT.173.463 I. .-..ocH.iHO producers in this State have covered their

Coke made ;l.778.480 10,62'.l..'i61 I. 851.081 „,„K,K|„ „,„!,.. f„_ .u 1 . i. r .1.
Briquets made. fi.»56.63i 7.721.908 I. 764.277

P^obable make for the last quarter of the
Pittsburg year. The quotations for iron to be de-

A„S 20-Production of coal in the
•'^ '"Se proportion of the briquets is Hvered during the first half of 1908 are

Pi'ttsburg district is at the highest point "'^^' '^°"' brown coal, or ligTiite. still $18.50 per ton, No. 2 foundry. The-

and shipments are unusually good, there
Exports ot luel from Great Britain, with manufacturers are making every effort to

being an excellent supply of railroad
''°^^ ^«"' =>'^''°=»<^ ^°^ 'he use of steamships deliver on the orders on the book. A

cars The Pittsburg Coal Company is
«="gagcd in foreign trade, are reported as local mishap disturbed the make at North

breaking all records in its movement of
'""°^" ^°'" '^e seven months ended July Birmingham furnace of the Sloss-Sheffield

coal to the northwestern markets. Re- ''' '" '""S tons: Steel and Iron Company during the past

ports received here this week show that a906. 1907. Changes. ^^''^^'^- '^^^ raw-material supply has im-

19,895 more cars of coal were loaded at Coal 31,576,024 35.774,437 1.4,198,813 proved. The Sloss-Sheffield and others

the Duluth and Superior docks, and B?lq*uet8'. ....;:.:: 83.^261 Im'Mt i' isImI
^"'•^ stocking raw material for use during

shipped in the second quarter of this year Total exports.. 32.827.832 37,130,970 i. 4,303,i38
''^^ winter.

than in the same quarter in 1906. The steamer coal 10,670.372 10,755,349 i. 78,977 Labor is again scarce at the ore mines,

rivers are not navigable, but all the river Total 43,504,204 47,886,319 i. 4,382,116
^^'"^ ^ome of the companies in this dis-

mines are in full operation, as there is a „, , ,, . , ^
'"^'- Foreign laborers are becoming

good supply of empty coal boats and ,

^^"^ .^^P°^'^ t° "^« United States, in- dissatisfied and in many instances are

barges in the pools. Demand continues
eluded m the above, were as follows

:

quitting.

fairly good, and prices remain unchanged 1906. 1907. Changes. S'^.^'' finished iron and steel, foundries,

on the basis of $1 ii;(a)l 20 for mine-run To Atlantic ports 21.479 io,«i6 d. io,784 machine shops and other interests are in

coal at mines
ToPacncpor.s 28^ 20^ d^j^

fi„, 3,,3p^ Considerable repairs are being

Con„cllsz-ine CoK^-There is practically
'""'' *'•""' ''''' "'''*' ""'''-' --'' "^e Bessemer rolling mills, even

no change in the coke market. The de- The larger exports this year were to ,1
"'^ P'^"* '' '"operation. About 20

mand exceeds the supply, and no coke France, 6,246,063 tons ; to Germany. 5,228,-
P^'^^dlers are needed at the Gate City

can be had for spot shipment. For later 821 tons ; to Italy, 4,977,415 tons ; to Neth-
rolling mil s. The big Birmingham mills

delivery it is possible to get an occasional erlands, 2,247,212 tons. "^ 'I"'^.'' "'""g"^ "'^P^'" ''"' ''""8 P"^'^^''-

tonnage at good prices. Standard Con- -
^^""^

'f
^ '"°"e ''<='"3nd for finished

nellsville furnace coke is quoted nomin-
, x J D "

""" " ^ """''

ally at $2.75@3 and foundry at $3.25® "°" ^ ^^°^ Keview

3.50 for any delivery. The Courier, in Chicago
its weekly summary, gives the production The iron market, so far as new business .-ing. 19- 1 he pig-iron market shows as
at 407,735 tons for both regions. The is concerned, has been dull and quiet after yet no signs of activity and hardly exists,
shipments aggregated 14,334 cars, distrib a fashion that has not been seen for many except for a little trading in quick-de-
uted as follows: To Pittsburg, 4572 months. There has been a cessation of livery lots. These lots are small in vol-
cars; to pomts west of Connellsville, orders for pig and finished iron, which ume, though perhaps increasing slightly

8855 cars
;
to pomts east of Connellsville. shows that the financial situation has had in number. No premiums are being paid

^7 cars. its effect, and that buyers are waiting to on quick-delivery lots ; the market barely

see how matters turn before they come allows maintenance of standard quota-

Foreian Coal Trade '"'° '''^ market again. This does not mean tions. For last-quarter delivery and first

any cessation yet at furnaces and mills, quarter oi 1908 quotations appear to be

nearly all of them being still busy on based on small lots and a good-sized order
Exports of coal from Germany for the orders, which will take some time to fill, could probably name its own figure of 50c.

half year ended June 30 are reported as It does not, for the present, mean any to $1 below the quotations.
Hows, in metric tons

:

considerable change in prices, though there Southern iron brings for delivery in
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August ami Scptemlu'r $jo ISiriiiiiigliani

and is (|iiotc(l at $19.50 for tlic fourth

quiirliT, making the Chicago quotations

$.'4 35 and $J.?.85 respectively. Nortliern

is at $i4C(iJ5 for the last half, the lower

price representing business now being

done for quick deliveries. Lake Superior

charcoal iron is qiiotc<l at $27.50 for last-

half delivery.

Mellers apparently arc ruiuiing very

close to their needs and when they come
into the market for iron will buy heavily,

in the judgment of those who follow the

local markets closely. The facts that in-

quiries are beginning to increase and needs

of business to all appearances will con-

tinue heavy, are pointed to by confident

sellers as evidence that the market cannot

long remain depressed.

Cleveland

Aug. 20—The local ore market continues

steady. Shippers e.xpect that the record

of 6.433,,?69 tons for June will not be

equaled this season. Vessel tonnage is

in only fair demand, the coal rate remain-

ing at joc. to Duluth with ore the same

as before.

Pig iron is featured by inquiries for

'September and fourth-quarter iron, with

some demand for early 1908 delivery. The
following prices are quoted : Bessemer,

$23.40(« 23.50 : No. I Northern foundry.

$23.50<ii24: No. 2, $23@23.5o: No. 3. $^2-5o

@23: No. 2 Southern, $23.85@24.35 ;
gray

forge. $22@22.25 per ton.

Philadelphia

Aug. 21—Sellers are not making vigor-

ous efforts to sell and consumers are not

over-anxious to buy. Nothing has arisen

to disturb conclusions arrived at some-

time ago as to the probable course of the

market in the near future. The greater

irregularity observed today is due to

differences of opinion, and not to compe-

tition. Buyers throughout eastern and

middle Pennsylvania are working up as

much iron as ever, but they arc not so

anxious to control large stocks. Blast-

furnace people indulge in the hope that

the fall revival of demand will harden

prices. Basic pig appears to have weak-

ened. No. 2 X foundry is generally

quoted al)out $22; gray forge, $19.50®

$20; basic. $19.50(0:20.

Sled Billets—Mo.st 01 the buying heard

of is done in small lots at $32(n,'32.50. The

larger consumers are remaining out of the

market. Some business in forging billets

ha.i been done at $36.

Bars—The bar trade continues active

and a large volume of business is being

done, some of it for late delivery at

shaded figures.

5/if<'/J—The card, 2.8o@3.20c., is main-

tained without any trouble. The demand

is largely for small quantities but some

mills arc working on large orders.

I'ipcs ami I'uhcs—But little now Inisi-

ness is going into the mills just now but

the shops using tubes are working up as

much stock as ever.

Plates—The fact that preinium (juota-

tions arc frequently paid for plates, es-

pecially boiler plate, shows the condition

of trade. On the other hand, in large

orders, especially for car work, prices lean

in favor of buyers, as mill owners arc

more anxious for forward deliveries than

they were some time ago.

Structural Material—This month so far

has been one of activity in shapes. Small

lots arc in active demand for construction

purposes in this territory.

Steel Rails—Out mills have a good

bunch of orders for trolley roads. The

demand for light rails this year has been

a surprise.

Scrap—The larger dealers, in the ab-

sence of business of moment, are carrying

a large stock of hope. They imagine steel

scrap No. 1 is worth $i7-5o. No, i

wrought railroad is quoted at $18.50. and

machine castings about the same.

Pittsburg

Aug. 20—The booking of several im

portant contracts for structural material

by the McClintic-Marshall Construction

Company prevented this week from be-

ing the dullest of the year in the matter

of new steel business. One of the con-

tracts was for the steel work for njw

piers in New York, which will require

about 13,000 tons. The company also has

taken 2000 tons for railroad bridges for

the Baltimore & Ohio, 1000 tons for the

new plant of the .\rmstrong Cork Com-

pany, at Lancaster,- Pcnn., and 2000 tons

for a Government naval training school

at North Chicago. .^ decided dullness is

apparent in almost every line of finished

iron and steel products. However, there

i.s a fair run of business in plates and

shapes. No orders of any consequence

have been booked in sheets and tin-plate

for over a week. The mills arc almost

caught up on all orders, and there has

been practically no business booked for

the fourth quarter. .\ number of the tin-

plate plants of the .American Sheet and

Tin Plate Company are closed and re-

pairs are being made, but the company is

still operating about 97 per cent, of its

sheet mills. The Carnegie Steel Com-
pany will not feel the falling off in orders

until late in the year, as its order books

are well filled. The National Tube Com-
pany is still taking on new business, but

lately has been forced to refuse some

orders as shipments cannot be guaranteed

within from two to three months. This

company has more unfilled contracts than

at any time in its history. Tin-plate is

one of the inost disappointing lines, as the

mills have barely enough business to run

them through this (|uarter. Pig tin has

been declining rai)idly, but sn far there

is no talk of a cut in tin-plate, or in fact

any of the finished lines. Prices are being

well maintained for all linished iron and
steel products, but all premiums for

prompt shipment have entirely disap-

peared.

The Republic Iron and Steel Company
and the Western Bar Iron Association,

after .several days' hesitation, were prac-

tically forced to sign the new wage scale

favorable to the workers. This scale

gives the puddlers an advance of soc. a

ton dating from Aug. 12, and is the high-

est rate paid in many years. The inde

pendent mills that signed the .\malga-

mated .Association scale subject to the

action of the leading interests are also

bound to operate under the new scale un-

til June 30, 1908.

Pig Iron—The pig-iron market is life-

less this week, as no sales of note have

been recorded. The market is somewh.it

firmer, however, since a lot of low-pric>-(I

foundry iron offered by a Lake Erie fur

nace has been disposed of. It amount'- '

to about 4000 tons of No. 2 foundry and

was sold in the East at a price equal to a

tririo less than $22, Pittsburg. No 2

foundry is now quoted at $22<a;22.50, Val-

ley furnaces, equal to $22.90^23.40, Pitts-

burg. There is no demand for basic and

gray forge, and both grades are quoted

noiTiinally at around $21, Valley furnaces^

or $21.90, Pittsburg., Three small lots of

bessemer iron were sold during the week
at different prices ranging from $22.50 to

$23, Valjey furnaces, but the itiarket for

future delivery is around $22. The Cam-
bria Steel Company has blown in another

furnace with an annual capacity of 150,000

tons, and that company will not be a

buyer of outside iron again this year.

Since Jan. I it has been taking about

30,000 tons each quarter, but has nfit

bought beyond Oct. i. The Carnegie

Steel Company is operating all but one of

its 55 blast furnaces, the idle one being

No. I of the Clairton group, which w-ll

be in again before the ,end of the com-

ing week. With full production of its

furnaces it is not likely the Steel Corpor

ation will come into the market again

this year, unless it is necessary to bolster

the market. Bessemer iron inay be

quoted .it around $22, Valley furnaces.

Steel—There is a more pronounced

scarcity of crude steel, and prices remain

firm, bessemer billets being quoted at $30

and open-hearth billets at $32. Plates re-

main at 1.70C., and merchant steel bars al

1.60c.

Sheets— The market is ciuiet. but tin-

miris are fairly busy on old contracts

Prices are unchanged, black sheets being

<|Uoted at 2.60c, and galvanized at 3.75c.

for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Mangancsc—The market is dull

and $62.50 might be shaded for prompt

delivery, while $61 is quoted for fourth

quarter.
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.liiK 17 I lu- Iri-iKhl miivfiiK'Hl iliniiiuli

llio Saiill caiutls ill July showed tlu- clToct

of ilic sirikos in tlic Lake country, llu'

lotal was 7,i<)3.-J3l> short tons, or i,()7.>,J0«i

tons less than in June. Kor the year to

Aug. I the total freight passing was. in

^hort ton> :

Eaat-bouutl.
Woat-tKiuiitt

18.S8I>,4UI

4.7JI.IM

IW~. CIltUlk'OA.

lH.»0li.»48 1. ,MU,'.I47

I'. (Tft.JllT 1. 1.I»1.(I6"

Total 2-.'.«10S5l JlDHl.eM I. J .3- 1 004

I he lunnhcr of vessel passages this year

was 9165, showing average cargo of 2725

tons. 'I he mineral freights incliulcd in

the totals were as follows, in short tons,

except salt, which is in harrels :

The total qnantillcs of iron ami ^l.'el

were 811,85.? '""'' '" li)<^<, ami 510,808 tout

in li>37; a decrease of 300,985 tons.

Imports of iron ores into (ireal Rritain

for the seven months were, in lonj; Inns:

1»M. laoT. cii*D(Ka.

Mangauirsrout oras. 3(17,047 JiiA.oll Ii. J.a'M

irou <>r«« 4,418,»7« 4.31'J.4II1 II. lll«,4V.^

ToMi i.tVi.Otia 4,I117,4I>3 D. ION,.UI

Of llie ort-^ imported this year, 158,4(18

tons of niaiiganilerous, .iiid .^,46.2,990 tons

of iron ores came from Sp.iin.

Autbra*lt4^
Bllumliiouiji

lOOiI.

811,847
;i,'i48,5u:i

IWIT.

I>33.X)S

4.H8U,48U

0hnilK6H.

I. 810.478
1. l,li31,IM;l

Total ooal .... 3.»7(i.:i60

Iron ore ir..018.s0<i

PiK .t roanu. tniu isfi.ea.'s

Copper 6'i.6&T

llllllillligatoue. .. 64U
Salt. l)bl 207,678

.'..erj.B'.M

ir..:i(>4.448

14U.4ril II.

3.'..jyi n.
100 D

UH.4U0 D

I. l,'.l4J.4f.l

I. m.'i,ii:i7

411,154

17.866
.MO

13.378

Iron ore this year was 65.5 per cent, of

the total tonnage: and coal, 2J.i per cent.

London

.lufiusl 10— K.xports of iron and steel,

and of machinery, from Groat Britain for

^thj, seven months ended July 31, are

valued by the Board of Trade returns as

follows

:

Iron and Stoel.
Machlnory . ...

New Ships

Total

1906. 1907. Change*.

£ai.9S'.>.6sl £2S.OO:i,«-26 1. £6.071,144
15.1Kl,8!lCi 18.0.W,407 I. -i.strtl.oll

r.,:«0,833 6.281.7B'.l LI. 148,574

... £43.494,410 £52.a<5,98H I. £8,791,578

The total increase was 20.2 per cent.

The leading items of the iron and steel

exports were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Pig Iron MCH.761 1.344,82K 1. 876,067

Wi-ought iri.j. . lll,9tlJ 129,'22<.> I. 17,247

B«ll» .. •J37.7S5 154,02M I. 16.243

Platee .. I48.2-24 1!>4,H47 I. .'>1,723

HiMetS . 255,505 a»l'.>.69l-. I. 34,191

Steel shapee, etc... .. lB9,5fO 20<;.-ifii I. 36.«93

Tln-iihitea . . 20B,874 213,210 I. 86,336

The total quantities of iron and stee!

were 2,535,213 tons in 1906, and 3,167,204

tons in 1907; an increase of (131,991 tons.

Exports of pig iron to the United States

this year were 365,081 tons, an increase of

229,123 tons over the same period in 1906;

of tin-plates, 38,487 tons, an increase of

9177 tons.

Imports lit iron and stee! and of m:i

thincry into (ireat Britain for the seven

months were valued as follows:

1906. 1907. Changes.
£4.31t4.61« £3.91.-.,314 D. £1.469,304

3,0Nl..'>4:i 3.249,747 I. 168,2(M

Metal Market
.\i:\\ viiKK. .\iiK ;:i.

Cold and Silver Export! and Imporli

.Vt all t'ult«*d Slates I'urts In July and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Jui.v I'.iii:.. ( 7.478.8I'.6 * 3.8'.I0.962 Exp.$ 4.087,404
1'.I06

. 1.302,248 9,834,833 Imp. S..'.;i3,085

Year 1907.. 43,779,098 24,K59.60'.l Kip. 18,919,48'.l

• 1',I06.. 82,912,962 72,372,111 Imp. 39,459.149

SUver:
Jul.v v.m.. 5,9,'-.5.062 3,361,100 Exp. 2..'>98,9S2

•• I'.IOC... 4..S60.6'28 3.277.706 1.082.92'i

Year l'.K17.. 33,174,251 25.:,'.6.711 9.417,640

., 1906.. 37,797,855 26,9.>4,B34 „ 10.843,321

Tlu'.s*' staUMuents cover the loliil movcni«>nt
of j:»ild and silver to and from the t'nlted
Stales. These lliiuies are furnished by tlie

Rnreau of Statistics of the Department of
("ommerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

I'oi- week endiu); Aufc'. 17 nuU yems fioni .Ian. 1

Period
Gold. SUver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907

1906
1905

$ .le.ooo

:t0,241.265

5.940.603
37.929.848

$ 74,.'iin

6.722.5:«
48,444.963
1.027,178

» 1.844, 4'.IT

8O,'.i48..'-i07

SS.2.V1.63S

20,987..'i6'.l

t 3r..7Hi

1.2(H.014

1.377,(,80

2.3K).849

iiiil separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The Kiiropean statements are from
the caltlcs to the Comiiii-nial and Finan-
cial Chronicle of New York.

Kxporis of t'old for the week were chiefly
to Cnlia ; of silver io l^iudon. Imports for
Itie week, liotli ;;old niul silver, were from
the Wesi Indies and .Mexico.

1 he joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending .-Vug. 17 shows loans $1,096,-

221,100, a decrease of $14,231,200: depos-

its. $1,0.59,457,300. a decrease of $17,447,-

.?oo, as compared with the previous week.

Reserve accounts show :

1906. 1907.

Specie »1X9.129.000 $203,988,300
Legal tenders. 81,411.500 70.170.100

Totnlcash »270..".40.500 »201.1.W.40U

Surplus $ 7,ini.,wo t 9.-.>y4.07.".

The surplus over legal requirements

shows an increase of $1,533,525, as com-
pared with the previous week this year.

Iron and steal..

Uacblnery

Total. X8,«66,161 £7,166.061 D.£l,301.100

The total decrease was 15.3 per cent.

I he chief items of the imports were, in

Inni; tons :

1906. 1907. Changes.
Pig Iron 48,621 51,269 I. 2.648
Wmuglit Iron 705.55 95,660 II. 34,995
Steel btlletx. etc 337,451 176,774 D. 160.677

Bars and shapes 87 126 9.015 D. 28,111
iltraetaral steel 96,505 54,4X'i D. 42.a«0

Aaa'd Kew York •203,9l«,:iO(l
England $179,274,406 17.1.274,405
France 5«0.iV.-,.915 $198,941,21.-. 754.197.130
Germany . . 174,265,000 4M.:B5.000 222.600.OUO
Biialu 77,850,000 128.035.000 2O5.8H5.nO0
Netherlands. .. 29,505,500 28.1.56.000 57.il61.5Ul
Belgium 16,066,665 8.028.:l:t5 24.185,1100
Italy 169,226,000 2:).62O..50<) 192.B4.'..6<lll

Russia 586.505,000 34.520.000 621.lK.'.,0l)ll

Aust.-Hungarr. •227.1.55,000 60,965,000 JKs, 120.000
Sweden ao,r>9o,oao 20,090,0011

1 he hanks of Kngland and Sweden re-

Iiort gold only. The New ^ork banks do

Shipments of silver from London to the

l-'asi are reported by Messrs. I'ixley &
.Xliell as follows, for the year to Aug. 8;

1906. 1907. •baiigos.
t'l'lla £10,964 113 £7,81B,9'J4 II. £ 3,647,189'"'

249.4U)
542.262

China
Htralta

24:1.4011

1.750
II.

644.012 1.

Total £11.209.263 £7.860.ua« b. £ a,34H,:i27

lm|iiirts for the week were ii5i,ooo in

bars and £5000 in .Mexican dollars; £156,-

000, all from .\ew York. Exports were
iiooo to I-^gypt and £92.500 to India; £93.

500 ill nil

.Specie holdings of the leading hanks of

the world. .Xug. 17. are reported as below,

in dollars :

liicliiMi exchange has been stea<ly, the

Council bills oflfercd in London being all

taken at an average of 16.03d. per rupee.

Buying of silver for Indian a'ccouiu has
fallen ofT for the present.

The foreign trade of the L'nited States
for the seven months ended July 31 is

valued as follows by the Bureau of Statis-

tics of the Department of Commerce anil

Labor

:

Exports, luerch'dlse.
Imports

1906.

$969 .5:)6,002

739,951.779

1907.

$1.0|-.9,216,7ai-.

876,m:(,246

$l»:i,172.4hu

9,417,5411

.. 1K,919,48'.<

Excess, e.x porta $229,684,22:1
Add excess of exports sliver
\'\'\ excess of exports, gold

Total export balance $221,.509,509

1 he movement of gold and silver in de-
tail will be found in the table at the head
of this coluMiii

The movenieni of gold and silver in

(ireat Britain for the seven nionihs indcd

July 31 was as follows:

Gold : 190C. 1907.

Imports £2.'i,7H9,34B £27.15s.812
Exports 19,106,168 19,769,643

Excess, Imports £ 6,683 185 £ 7,.')99,169

Silver:

£11.756.812 £ 9..'i62.262

12.529,404 10,700.2:(6

Imports
Exports

Excess, Imports £ 772.772 £1.137,974

/Of the silver imported this year £6,316,-

003, or 66 per cent, of the total, came from
the L'nited States.

Price* of Foreign Coim

Bid. Asked.
Mexican dollaxs $0.52V $0.64 >«

PeruTteD soles and Chilean 0.48 0.50
yiotorla sorerelgns 4.86 4.87
Twenty (ranoa s.80 S.86
Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78>i 4.80

SIl.VKR AMI STERLl.N'Q EXCHANGE.

«S

surer.
|

.6

surer.

« ¥
a" S"

t» qS 3«— J3 t-i ^S
i.B aa feo K a a a

< is as < ^S xS 5£
15 4.86H5 «BX 8IH 19 4.8760 «8'. 81

A

16 4.8700 «• MH 20 4.S766 »V "A
17 4 8140 «« »iH 21 4 8786 MS SI/,

New York iiiiotatlonN are for line sUrer.
per auner Troy. I,.iii.i.,n 1. rices are for iter-

Itax aUrer. 0.925 l\n-
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OiKer Meuli

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spel ter.

A #*• -•"" .a
K- .a •2- s~h

.& ^ i
ki

^1 r^
u

31
Is 1.^ s 5

S5Q
Isso

JSV "^ B.70 5.56

IS (tfl'-". -ffisv :c,w 38%; 5.!B ffl6.76 (36.60

18'. 17V e.flii 5.50

1« (3111 S, 018'» 7T« SIX s.as ffl6.70 (36.66

18X 17V 5.00 5.46

IT ©1'". (oils'* S7X 5.32 (2)5.65 (35.60

18", 17 V 5.60 6.«
19 m-'\ ^lx<t 77X 37 S 5.'U ffl5.6« (35.50

u\ I"\ 6.60 6.46

tt> Ol'JVt (318 '« 78V 37V s.as 05.6.'. (35.60

18 »« 17V 5.60 6.45

91 01

»

rsi8 7!1 36V 6. as 06.65 (35.60

Ix>Ddon quouitlons are per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former grnh's. The New York
quotations i for electroytlc copper are for

cakes. InKots or wirebars, and represent tho

bulk of the transactions as made with con-

sumers, basis. Now York, cash. The price ot

cathodes Is 0.12r)C. lielow that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company for

near-by shipments ot desilverized lead In 50

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brands ; special

brands command a premium.

Copper—There is very little change in

this market since our report of last week.

During the week business was again of

small proportions, such transactions as

took place being mainly for export to the

other side, where there is a small though

steady demand, which is being readily

met. Domestic consumers have not

changed their attitude in spite of the

prices at which metal is being offered to

them by a number of sellers.; these ought

to be attractive, particularly when they

are compared with the nominal point at

which a number of the larger sellers are

holding the metal. They have not been

successful apparently in drawing the

larger buyers from their waiting position.

It is expected, however, that there will be

a more general interest in the market the

beginning of next month, as doubtless

stocks in the hands of manufacturers are

getting very low. The close is still un-

settled at i8j4@i9c. for Lake copper;

I7>i@i8c. for electrolytic in ingots, cakes

and wirebars; l7'A@i7Hc. for casting

copper.

The oversold condition of the standard

market in London is making itself felt,

and .15 the supplies of copper are small

and concentrated in a few strong hands,

the bears have had some difficulty in cov-

ering their commitments, except at higher

prices. The market, after showing a

rather firm undertone all week, reached

£80 for spot and £77 15s. for three

months', but the tendency at the close is

weaker, the quotations being cabled at £79

for spot, £76 15s. for three months'.

Statistics for the first half of the cur-

rent month show an increase in the visi-

ble supplies of 1300 tons.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote : English tough, £79 ; best selected,

£85 ; strong sheets, £91.

Tin—The London market during the

week recovered some of its severe decline

and closes steady at £166 12s. 6d. for spot,

£166 ss. for 3 months. It touched as low

as £162 lor both spot and three months.

Notwithstanding the lower prices quoted

in this market, no interest is manifest

among consumers, who are supplying their

immediate wants only. The buying there-

fore is of a hand-to-mouth character

;

while spot tin has been rather scarce, still

small quantities could be had at only a

slight premium over import prices. The
market closes at 365/2C.

Exports of fin from the Straits in July

are reported at 4660 long tons. For the

seven months ended July 31 the exports

were 33,114 tons in 1906, and 32,463 tons

in 1905 ; a decrease of 651 tons.

Lead—The market for desilverized re-

mains unchanged at S-^Sc. per lb., f.o.b.

New York. Brands not controlled by the

largest interest can be bought at consider-

ably less.

Freer offerings from .\ustralia as well

as from this side brought about a decline

in the London market, which, however, re-

latively speaking, is holding exceptionally

well. The close is cabled at £19 for Span-

ish lead, £19 2s. 6d. for English lead.

Spelters—Business in this metal shows

a decided falling off. There is some pres-

sure to sell stocks which have accumulated

in the hands of producers, and as a result

prices are declining from day to day, the

close being weak at 5.6o@5,6sc. New
York; 5-45@SSOc., St. Louis.

The London market is barely holding its

own at £22 for good ordinaries, £22 Ss. for

specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price has again

been reduced 35c., and is now $7.7.S per

100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.—

f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 6o-lb.

cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both inclusive

;

widths from 32 to 60 in., both inclusive

;

lengths from 84 to 96 in., both inclusive.

The freight rate to New York is 27.SOC.

per 100 lb.

Antimony—The market is dull and list-

less, both here and abroad, and no busi-

ness to speak of is doing. Prices are a

trifle lower than last week, quotations be-

ing ioV2@iic. for Cookson's; 9^@ioc.

for Hallett's; 9@9^c. for ordinary

brands.

Nickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 4S@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are S0@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver—Current prices in New
York are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37.So@38.SO per

flask, according to quantities, for domes-

tic orders, and $36.S0@37 for export. The
London price is £7 per flask, but £6 i6s.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Platinum—The platinum market re-

mains the same as last week, with ample

supply and good demand. The prices are

quoted as follows: Ordinary metal $28;

hard metal $30.50 per ounce. The market

for scrap is a trifle stronger than last

week, quotations being $22@23 per ounce.

British Metal Import! and Export!

Copper—Imports and exports of copper

in Great Britain for the seven months

ended July 31, were as follows, in long

tons ; the totals giving the copper contents

of all material, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Copper ore 53.421 64,179 1.10,758
Matte and prri'lpltntf. .. 41.928 41,634 D. 294
Fine copper 43,003 37,994 D. 6,009

Total Imp., tine copper. 69,309 66,229 D. 4,080

Exports 23,441 30.446 I. 7.004

Re-exports 9.33H 11,481 I, 2,143

Total e.-spi.rls 32,779 31,926 D. 863

Balance, imports.. 36,630 33,303 D. 3,227

Of the imports this year the United

States furnished 391 tons of matte and

11,913 tons of fine copper, against 3130

tons of matte, and 14,590 tons of copper

in 1906.

Tin—Imports and exports of tin in

Great Britain for the seven months ended

July 31, were as follows, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Straits 21,883 20,436 D. 1,447

.Australia 2.486 3,064 I. 678
Other countries... 1,732 1,773 I. 41

Total imports.. 26,100 26,272 D. 828

Exports 4.730 5,263 1. 62:5

Ke-eiports 18,987 10,619 D, 2.468

Total exports.... 23.717 21.772 D. 1.945

Balance, imp.... 2.383 3,600 I. 1.117

Imports of tin ore and concentrate were

12,797 tons in 1906, and 12,515 tons in

1907, a decrease of 282 tons. Of the im

ports this year 10,140 tons were from

Bolivia.

Lead—Imports and exports of lead in

Great Britain for seven months ended

July 31, were, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

UnltB.I states 11,348 11,876 I. 628

Spain 66,968 62,7.38 D. 4.2:i0

Australia 31.213 28,249 D. 2,964

Germany 10,787 3,308 D. 7,479

Other countries 1,863 7,46fi I. 5.603

Total Imports 122.179 113,637 D. 8,642

Exports 20.676 28.954 I. 2,278

Balance, Imports 95,603 84.083 D. 10.820

The lead, credited to the United States

is chiefly Mexican lead, refined here in

bond.

Spelter—Imports and exports of spel-

ter in Great Britain for the seven months

ended July 31, were, in long tons:
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IWii. 1IM7. t'liaiiKeit.

>|i<>lt<<r Mfi6i 93.UM I. 1.0X1

/llie alieeta It.OSO II.4U4 I. 404

Totiil lui|>DrM «3,UI)A K4.S'.>'.' I. 1,4»7

EllM.rts iMi 3. via D. 1.437

Dninm-e. Imp<irts.. SM.SXI 01,4117 I. 3.1i'.i4

Imports of zinc ore are not reported

sep.'iratcly.

Quiiksiki-r—Imports of quicksilver

into Great Britain for the seven months
ended July 31, were -',759,701 lb. in 1906,

and J,&45,346 lb. in 1907 ; an increase of

85,645 lb. Re-exports of imported metal

were 1,103,102 lb. in 1906, and 1,431,618

lb. in 1907; an increase of 328,516 lb. this

yi:ir.

German Metal Import! and Exports

Imports and e.\ports of metals in Ger-
many for the half-year ended June 30 are

reported as follows, in metric tons

:

Imports.
Copper 57,157
Tlu 6,611
I>>ail 37,3m
Sp.'ll«>r 15,3'20

Nickel MM
.\luiulDum 1,948

Speller includes zinc sheets and other

manufactures. The imports and exports

of ores, other than iron and manganese,
for the half-year were as follows, in

metric tons

:

and lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Aug, 17:

Exports. liiil lU<'t-'.

a.iUl Imp. m.sie
.t,4S!l Imp 3,131

17,3:tl! Imp. I'J,',l6ti

4.'S.364 Exp. 3U,034
CAi: Imp. 647

l.Olki Imp. »«•>

Imports. Exports.

Oold ore 30
Silver ore 2.123
Cop'roreSp.vrltes 11,286
Tlu ore 8.146
Lead ore 61.598
Zinc ore 88.206
Nickel ore 1C.876
Tun^dten ore .... 1,116
rranluni ore. etc. 538
Cbrome ore 11,305

46
7.222

H5
785

14.700

'iio

"75

Balance,

Imp, 30
Imp. 2.077
Imp. 4.064
Imp. 5,061
Imp. 60.813
Imp. 73.506
Imp. 16.876
Imp. 1.006
Imp. 538
Imp. 11.230

Molybdenum ore and other ores of rare

metals are included with uranium ores.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Aug. 17—The highest price

reported paid for zinc was $48 per ton for

4; 2 tons of concentrate
; $47.50 being the

general high price. The base price ranged

from $43 to $45 per ton of 60 per cent,

zinc, and the average price was $44.94,

showing higher than last week on account

of a shortage in zinc silicate shipments.

The highest price paid for lead was $65

per ton for one bin, another bin of 1,000,-

000 lb. selling at $63, while the week-end

offerings were only $56 per ton. The av-

erage price of the week was $60.56.

Only during one year, 1905, in the his-

tory of zinc mining, have the producers

succeeded in restricting the output to the

needs of the trade. That year a uniform

price was maintained. Last year prices

slumped far behind 1905, This year now
promises to be a repetition of last, and

may show even a greater loss, because of

the unlimited output creating a reserve

stock of 6000 tons. The smelters have

attempted to carry the load, but cannot

do it longer and are forced to restrict

their purchases, and the surplus stock is

forcing prices down.

Following are the shipments of zinc

Zluo, lb. Lead. lb. VulUO .

Webb Ottjr-Oarlsrvllla. 2.506..^40

l.MO.O'JO

1,0»4.«20
KI3.950
4,W.780
468.400
419.310
310.400
200.730
210.140
106.480
IIW.IOO
114,630

64,520
116,480

56,710
56,620
68.460

K78.790
254.640
I2H.240

126.890

'j'i.oio

SS.8S0
3.930

39,130^

o'.sio

10.040

-

•HS.lUt
52.733

Duenweg.
,

Qaleua
Alba-N'eok Olty

28.5112

32,349
11,084
10,790

Aurora
BpurgeoQ

9.41'K

11,9113

Datlser
Prosperity
Stotl City

0,246
a.06«

2.402

Barooxlo
IMayter
Carl JiiDCtlon
Baxter Spring*

2,887
1,739
1,6.14

1,470
1.304

1,243

Woniworth 1.0«2

Totals 9.090.580 1,63(),3.10 $260,2(10

33 weeks .394.816.770 69.77N.'.ll'0$ll.469.3ll6

Zinc value, llie week, $204.27(1; 33 week*. $9.1W,164

Lead value, the week. 46.344 ; 33 weeks. »2.29k.201

.\vcrage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC OBE AT JOPLIN. LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December.

.

47.38
47.37
42. r*
44.63
40 51

43.83
43.25
43.56
42 58

41.66
44.13
43.68

45 84

47.11
48.60
48.24
45.08'

44.82
45.79

January . ..

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December.

.

Year

76.20
72.83
73.73
75 13
78.40
80.96
74.31
76.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79.76
79.66
73.66
68.18
. .

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Platteville, PVis., Aug. 17—The produc-

tion of the entire district continues to hold

its own, showing an increase in some
camps. The ore-bins are not suffering

from over-filling, as the ore is sold as fast

as it is ready for the market, and with

favorable weather conditions as they were

in the past it ought to keep moving right

along with the present market price.

The price of zinc ore remained the same

as last week, ranging from $47(S)$48 per

ton. Lead also held last week's price of

$29.50 per i(X)o lb. Sulphur and dry-bone

sold at the usual price.

The following is the shipment of the

district, by camps, for the week ending

Aug. 17:

^ zinc Lead Sulphur
^*™P"- ore. lb. ore. lb. ore, lb.

Buncombe-Hazel Greeu.. 383.800

Benton 305.910 166.730

Highland 3.W.600

PlattevlUe 350.720 48.210

Galena 235.000

Mineral Point 206.0O0

Cuba City l.")5.000 89.000

Linden 115.110

Barker Ofi.840

Livingston (H).OOO

shulUl.urc 43.100

Mining Stocks

New York, Aug. 21—The stock market

continues in depressed condition. There

have been slight reactions, but the general

lone has been weak, with no signs of im-

mediate recovery. The discoiiratjing fea-

ture is the absence of outside buying, not-

withstanding the low prices at which good

securities can be had. At the close it

was further depressed by the announce-

ment that more gold had been taken for

export. Foreign markets are not much
better than our own, and money seems

scarce and dear all over the commercial

world.

Amalgamated Copper sold down below

$68, closing at $68;4.. American Smelting

common sold at $93^2, and Utah Copper

at $2i}i. United States Steel closed at

$3oJ4 for the common and $92^ for the

preferred.

The course of the curb market was
parallel with that of the Stock Exchange.

There were occasional rallies, with a

weak closing, and very little outside buy-

ing.

The coppers were most in demand, and
Boston Copper held its own well, closing

at $i8yi. Cumberland-Ely sold at $6J4

;

British Columbia at $8; and Greene-

Cananea at $12^. The Cobalt stocks

were weak, Nipissing selling at $6'4.

Little was done in the Goldfield and To-
nopah stocks.

Total for week

.

Year to Aug. 17..

... 2.1137.080 303,940

...66.507.037 2.94'.>.;i60 3.16.000

It is possible that there will be a slight

decrease in the tonnage next week, on ac-

count of the several county fairs opening

up; it is thought that several of the larger

camps throughout the district will be af-

fected by having to close down for a day

or so at a time.

Boston

Aug. 20— Still further recessions arc to

be noted in the market prices of mining

shares the past week, although recoveries

have followed the lowest. Prices a week
ago, or so, were jammed down to a point

which invited the investor with cash and

since then prices have been at a slightly

higher level, although the final today was

considerably below a week ago.

Two dividend anouncements were made
during the week, while a few are deferred

owing to the fact that maiiy of the direc-

tors are out of town and perhaps for other

reasons. The Parrot Silver and Copper

Company announces a regular quarterly

dividend of 25c. a share and Butte Coali-

tion a regular quarterly dividend of 50c.

per share. Calumet & Arizona and Quincy

mining dividend declarations are overdue.

The foremost feature is the attack made

by T. W. Lawson on Copper Range, which

caused the price to break to $57 75. with

rally at the close tonight to $62.50, which

is $4.50 below the price a week ago. Offi-

cials of the company are on record as

predicting that the $8 rate per annum will

be iTiaintained. At present there are about

4200 stockholders. Amalgamated touched

$65.50 in this market Aug. 15, and $65 in

New York. Calumet & Hecla is oflf $24

to $715 for the week, and Calumet & .Ari-

zona, after advancing $8 to $155. fell back

to $148. Morth Butte broke $575 to

$60.25, but is back to $65.25, and Old
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Doininioii ftll $.?.75 to $J7.J5. with recov-

ery to $J975. Osceola t>rokc $Q to $98,

rallviiiK to $104; yiiincy S<i to $04. rc-

covfriiiR $t, aiul Tainarnck $8 to $74, with

a $5 recovery.

L'tah Consolidatcil ran off $4.75 to

S35-J5. clo.'siiig at $37.50 tonight, and U.

S. Smelting fell $J.25 to $38.50. Boston

Consolidated yielded $J.25 to $18. with

partial recovery. Labor conditions in the

l'tah mining camp are becoming critical.

Arizona Commercial toucheil $i.!.25, clos-

ing tonight at $t5; Kinghani $10.50, closing

at $IJ; Hntte Coalition $18. closing at

$I9.J5; Greene Consolidated $ii.87,'/j; Isle

Royale Sij.u'-i, closing at $15.25; Michi-

gan $10.75.

The curb market has been little differ-

ent, with selling pressure uppermost.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

S. FR.\Nl'I8CO Aug. IS

vi« YORK Auk- ID

Com p.

.\iiuiku.Ulu<>

.\ni.X<'v.M.*l'.r...

.VmAltrnmatod . .

.

.\nat'<>iitln

liAlnklnla
l)rlll!ih lot. Uop..
HnfTuIo Cobnll . ..

Billtf * l>Ml<l,i||..

Bultt* t'.mlltloil. ..

Bulto I'op. k Zlni-.

rohnit t*ontfu-t

*'oIonlnl SIlvtT
funi. Ely MInlni;.
Davis DnI.v
Dominion Cop—
El Knj-o
Foster CobAll
Fiimac»> Crw>k
Ulrnax Mine
Gold Bill
Graiiby. New....*.
Greene Gold
Greene <t. 4 s
Greenw'r A D.Val.
ituanajuato
Gufciren. Exp. ...

UanapAh
McKlnle.v Dar
Mlfniai-
Mlneeco, i.f .\m..
Mlu-hell Mllilni;..
MoMLSho. (.(Nkw)
\>». riab M. k s
Newhouae M. 4 S
Nlplaalnf! Mines.
Old Hundre<l....
Hllrergneen
Stewart
Tenneasee Cop'r.
I'nlon Topper..

.

rtab.\pei
Weat Columbus.

CIS.

6'.

is"

i'"

9X
4».

3Ji
Sli

H
7)»

1%

i'li

IN
75

Vi
180

38

IJi
*•.

4>.

11

V

7

i)i

"i

10

BOSTON Aug. 20

Naiue of Com p. Clg.

N. T. 1SDC8TRIAL

Am. Airrl. CTi»'m..
Am. Hmi-it. ft Kef.
Am.Hm.* Kct.pf.
Bethlebem steel
I'olo. Fuel A Iron.
Fe<lernl M.fts , pr.
Inter. >4iiji

Natl<,nal I>ead ...

National Lead. pr.

Pitiabiiri; c.nl ...

Itepiihll,- I. 4 .H. ..

Replltillr I.tH.pf.
sloea-Sh.-melil
standard on
Tnnn. c. * I

i:. H. Ite<l. ft Ker..
U. 8. Steel
r. 8. Steel, pf ....

Va. Car. ITiem
Va. I. Coal ft Coke

Adreuture
Allouez.
Am. Zinc
jArt-adlnn
.Mlimtli' .

Hln^ham
Boston Ton
Calumet A .\rlz. ..

Calumet & Uei'ln.
Centennial ....
Con. >Ien!ur
Copper Kango
Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Mlcblgan .. .

Mohawk
Mont.C.*C.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
I*hoenix
Qulney
Rhode island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trtnlty
United Cop., com.
U.S. OU
U.S. Smtt. ft Rer..
f.s.sm.ft Re..p<l..
Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

96

»>i
74
1.'.

•M

iv'h
'0,'-,

*f>',

410

»•!

atS'
aj :

47

ST

a.

Adama .a»|

Am. Nettle M
Center r'rk t -.,.

lent. !. k •

i-r. *c.
1

cvmi. oil..

Columbia.. 4

Con. f>>al.. r.
Dos Ran... 14<>

Ora. BImet.
St. Joe 1'

2X
35

'5"

10
12
19 Hi

150
715
2Ui
40
C2X

io"
12
IB,-,

11

*K
ll>i
67
2

65"

29«
104

ua
95"

v,
13>i
79
17

64)i
9
39 'j

39)i
37X

6

144
.90

•Ex. DIv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Blaik Mt
Fjuit Buite
llftn''n,'k Con, . .

.

Keweenaw
MaJeHtli-
lUivon
Shuwniut
Superior
Sui*rl..r ft Pitts..
Troy Man

60-

9
8
2
lA

13«
iX

London
VriTTl'' fif Com,

Aug. 21

Hind.
iM....

Clg.

£1 88 Oil02c
19

2
1 7

1 S
16

1 1

015
3 3
S 2

R

9
r,

3

1'

8

Uay-
V.

Name of Comp. Clg.

COMSTOCK STOCKS
H.'lcher .18
HcHt ft Bekdier.

.

.76
<'aledonla .31

Cliollar .05

<'on. t-'al. ft Va .70
Crown Point .24
F.x<'liequer .33

Gould ft Curry.... .19

Hale ft NoriToss.

.

.58

Mexlinn .65

ophir
t»verinan '.

.1

I'otosI
Savage
Sierra Nevada ...

I'ulon
Utah
yellow Jacket...

TONOPAH STfX'KS

(toideii -\nclior ..

McNaniura
^loutana-Pltts.ex.
North star
Rescue

OOLDF!'I> STOCKS
Hlook Anta
HhieBnll
Coluinl.la Mt ....

Comb. Frac
conquei^er
Daisy
Florence ... ,

FranccR-Mohnwk
Gouineld Con
Grandma
(ireat Bend
Red Hills
St. Ive.s

Bi'LLFRoo Stocks
.\raethy8t
Bonnie clttlre..
MnyHower Cou.
M"ntKonlP^^• Mt
original

Manh.vt'n Stocks
Gold Wedge...
Manhattan Mg.
Pine Nut
Kuby Wonder
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse.

.

1.00
.11

.10

.54

.25

.3.1

.05

.IH)

.10

.24

.06

.16

.10

.05

.18

.58
2 D7
.14

1 66
4 60
1.16
7.65
.20
.68

.61

.86

.25
39
.34

.10

.08

.05

.25

.11

.03

NEVADA A
iWelr Bros, fc Co.

York)

ug. 21

New

TONOPAU STOCKS
Tono'h Mine or N.
Tonopah Exlen...
Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tonojinli Midway
West Entl Con...
Jim Butler.

GOLUKI'l) stocks
Sandstorm
Kendall...
Red Top
Jumbo
Goldneld Mining.
DIadlleLil B. B. C.

.\tlanla
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
Bt' I,I.FRO<i STOCKS
Mont. Shoshone C.

Tramps Con.. .

Gold Bar
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B ..

Honiestnke Con..

MANHAT'N STOCKS
Malihattixn Con..
Manhnt'n Dexlor.
Jumping Jack .. ..

Stray Dog
Indian (.lamp

Clg.

10.50
1.12J
3.00

i™
.60
.80

.40

.25
3.75
3.76
1.37 J
.24

.!>3

14.00
.53

1.37i

6.00
.3.11

60
.13

.20

.40

.12

.08

.17

.08

COLO. SPRINGS Aug. 16

Name of Comp.

Acacia . . ..

Black Bell
C.C.Con
Dante
Doctor Ja<;k Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlav
Gold Dollar
Golil Sovereign. ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample....
Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKinney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work.

Clg.

4,'»

i%
6

48K
40

37K

20^

5

5

47
4

.05

New Dividends

Company. Pay-
able.

.\malgamated Aug.

.\roerlcan Coal Sept.
Am. Smelters Sec. A 'Sept.
Am. Snit'lters Hoc, B |Sept.

British Columbia Isept.
Boston ,t Montana I

Cambria Steel
]

Aug.
Doe Run |.Vug.

holores. Ltd
I

Aug.
Oien. Chemical, com 'Sept.
Mexican Con. M. ft S ;.\ug.

Mines Co. of Am jAug.
National Lcad.com Oct.

,
pf<l. Sept.

Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

National Lead
Newhouse
N. Y. ft Hon. Rosarlo.
Parrot
Philadelphia Gas, pfd
Sloss-Shemeld, pfd lOct,
standard oil Isept.
I!. 8. C. I Pipe ft Fdy.. com..lS«>pt.
C. 8. C. I. Pipe ft Fdy.. pfd . ISept.

U. 8. Steel, pfd
I
Aug.

Yellow Aster |Aug.

Rate.

$2.00
1.25
1.50
1.26
0.40
12.00
0.76

60
0.15
2 CO
0.50
0.02
1.25
1.76
0.50
0.10

25
1.26
1.75
6.00
1.00
1.00

1.75
0.20

Amt.

13,061, TfiS

62,500
255.000
375,0(10

122,000
1,S00,000

675,000
29,631
69,396

148,206
120,000
40,000

186,318
260,820
300,000
16.001)

67.463
150,000
117,280
Fi,e20,(>oa

121,063

121.063
6,30fr,49T

20,000

AMenments

Company. Dellnq. Sale Amt.

July
July

an Aug.
Aug.

W fO 05
Bader. Cal 24 13 0.06
Chollar, Nev Aug. 19 Sept. 12 10
Confidence. Nev Aug. 27 Sept. 17 0.20
Crown Point, NeT. .. July 24 Aug. 14 0.10
Grand Pacific. Cal.. Aug. 10 Oct. 2 0.02
.Marli>osa c. k M.. C. Aug. 13 Sept. i 10.00
Mt. Plea8'tCon..CBl. July 29 Aug. 19 0.03
Patterson Creek Aug. 3 Aug. 26 0.10
I'la'-er (^ueen, Cal... Sept. 10 Oct. 7 O.OOi
Reindeer. Ida. Aug. IK Aug. 27 0.01
Sailor Consol., cal.. Sept. 10 Oct. 7 0.01
ShebaG. ft S.. Utah. July 30 Nov. 2 0.10
Sierra Nevada, Nev. Sept. 4 Sept. 25 0.10
l^nlon Con., Nev Aug. 12 Sept. 3 0.10
Wosfn Mines Co., N. Aug. 1 Aug. 31 0.02

Monthly Average Prices ot Metals

.\VK1{A(;K I'ltlCE (IK SII.XKH

Montb.
New York.

January |65.288|

February 66.1081

March 164.597

April .. .64.765!
May 66 976
Juno 165.394

Julv 65.105
August |65.949j
September 67 9271

October 169.523

November '70.813

December . . 69.050

68.673
68 835
67.619
66.462
G6.981
67.090
08.144

Y'ear. 791 30.868 .

30.113
30 464

29.854
29 984

30 968
30 185

30 113

.30 529
31.483
32 148
32 671
32 003

31.769
31 8.';2

31.326
30 253
30.471
30.893
31.366

New York, cents per fine ounce
pence per standard ounce.

London,

AVERAdF rnicES OP COPPER

NEW YOKK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907.

24.404

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January... 18.310 18.419 24 825 78 869 106.739

February.

.

17.869 24.869 18 116 25 2.36 78 147 107,356

March — 18 .161 25.06.5 l,H.f.41 25..500 81 111 106.594

April 18.376 24.224 1K.IW8 26 20(1 84.793 98.625

May 18 475 24.048 18.724 25.072 84 867 102.375

18.442 22.66.5 18.719 24.140 83.994 97.272

July 18 19U 21.130 18.585 21.923 81 167 95.016

August 18.380 18.706 83.864

September 19.033 19.328 87.831

October ... 121.203 21.722 97.269

November. 21.833 22 398 100 270

December 22.885 23.350 105.226

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. Ijondon, pounds
slerling, per long ton. standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT .NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ..

February .

.

March

36 390
36.403
36.662
:18 900
43 313
39.260

41.548t

42 102
41.31.'i

4U 9:i8

43.149
42.1201

J"ly
August. ..

September.

37,275
40.606
40.516

41.091

October ... 42.852

May..
June

November

.

jDecember .

1

Av. year .

42.906
42.750 ... .

1

39.819

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September. ..

October
November
December—
Year 6.667 .

New York.

5.600
5.464
6 350
5 404
5 685
5 760
6.760
5.760
5.750
5.760
5.750
6.900

6 000
6 000
6 000
6 000
6.000
5.760
6.288

London.

17.370 .

19 828
19.531
19.703
19.975
19.688
20.188
20.350

New Y'ork.. cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF .SPEI^TER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis, London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January 6.487 6.732 6.337 6.682 28 226 27.126

February . .

.

6 076 6 814 5 924 6 664 25.844 26.938

March 6.209 6.837 6.060 687 24.563 26.094

April
May
June

6.078 6,685 5,931 6,536 25.781 25.900

6.997 6.441 6.846 6.291 27,000 26.503

6.006 6.419 5.948 6.269 27.728 24.469

July 6 006 6.072 5 866 6.922 20.800 23.860

August 0.027 5 878 26.938

September .

.

6.216 0.0.50, 27.663

October . . . 6.222 070 28.075

November . 6.376 0.225 27 781

December. .. 6 693

6.198

6.443 27.938

Year 6,048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London Is pounds sterling per long tern.
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The Essential Data of Placer Investigations— II

Points^ to Be Ascertained and Precautions to Be Taken in the

Examination and X'aluation ol Placer Ground l)e(orc' Exploitation

B ^' J

In the previous arliolo llic Ktnenil in-

lliicnce of geographical and lopogra|)hical

conditions was treated ; also the intluenco

of depth of deposit and some other local

condition*. In the present paper the va-

rious matters affecting cost of operation

and consequent prohaMe value of dc-

Iioiif; are further coiKidcrod in dclail

H U T C H 1 N 3:'=

licularly eonmion, wlure, as in the tropics,

saprolitic action by the agency of perco-

lating waters laden with huniic acid and

vegetal:U' matter, is very rapid. Particu-

lar design, construction and nnr.ipulatinn

are needed for clay. Usually valuable

metallic content does not exist in clay

l'iil>, tile circiun>taMci.> of depu^iliini dul

in contact with them, it wotdd be not

only unnecessary but even harmful as

well, to attempt to manipulate it so as to

cause disintegration, for this would teml

to bring the metal into contact with clay

and clayey material with resultant ad-

hesion and loss. A considerable clay con-

Uiit ninki^ .'1 larce siippiv of w.it r (;=:cn-

STK \ \l .-IICIVKI. WORKING IX THE .\TI.IX. BRITISH COLUMBI.\

The 1 xterferenc-e of Ci..\v

Clay may interfere seriously with the

excavation, discharge from the buckets,

screening and sluicing of material. It

may exist in beds as overburden or inter-

colated or in lenses or as a content and

mixed with the alluvion. It is likely \(-

be encountered in countries having, like

granite, large proportions of fclspithic

constituents in the country rocks and par-

•Onsiiliiiig inlniD); englncrr.
N>»v York.

llroaclwny.

I f still water or slow current not being

conducive to a contciTiporareous transport

and to lodgment of heavy metallic par-

ticles at the same place. But subsequent

saprolitic action may have changed ma-

terial having metallic content to a clay;

thus does gold occur in a clayey bedrock

or bottom. The determination of the con-

dition of the metallic occurrence in clay,

or clayey inaterial, or merely near or in

contact with them is a matter of import-

ance for, if the metal is merelv near or

tial for paddock dredging, as clay goes into

suspension and, in making the water

muddy, causes losses of small particles of

gold. Clay is a drawback to hydraulic

and drift mining operations also but

to a less degree. Hydraulic mining

of clayey gravel or that having clay

overburden and beds, includes the use

of long sluices, drops, etc., and thc5e

are often eflFective in thorough disin-

tegration. Clay in drift-gravel can gen-

rrallv be avoided in excavation and not
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allowed to mix with tlie gold-bearing

gravel. When drift gravel is clayey, sim-

ilar procedure, to that noted above for

hydraulic mining, must be resorted to.

Buried Timber

Kuruil timber is a serious obstacle to

dredge operation and has been fatal to

several installations in New Zealand,

Australia and the tropics. Its occurrence

is generally irregular. Its condition may
vary from one of almost perfect preserva-

tion to one of complete decomposition.

Where as in the tropics logs of hard wood
over 5 ft. in diameter and over 50 ft.

long, in a perfect slate of preservation,

have been found, it would he disastrous to

Difficulties of Frozen Ground

Perennially frozen ground is common in

frigid climate. There are large areas now
unworkable because of this condition

which is an obstacle to excavating, screen-

ing and sluicing by mechanical methods.

Frozen ground is generally found in the

valleys of small creeks, where there is an

inconsiderable sub-surface flow- of water

and where overburdens of muck and moss
are encountered. Solidly frozen gravel

can not be worked successfully by any

mining method not first employing natural

or artificial means of thawing. It is not

impossible to excavate frozen ground with

powerful machinery and powder but the

( Bulletin 314 L'. S. Geological Survey,
Pp. 32 and 33). Generally a larger cost

than this will be noted for solidly frozer>

ground.

W.MF.R Supply .^nd Powek

\\'ator is indispensable to placer mining
operations and a large supply of cheap

water is needed for hydraulicking ; m some
instances over 100 second feet. .\ con-

stant supply though not always indispens-

able is advantageous. A comparatively
small supply (0.5 to i second-fool) is usu-

ally ample for a gold dredge, unless there

are features like excessive seepage and a

large clay content that make more water

necessary. A constant supply is usually

COLD S-'VVING .\PP.\R.\TU.S OF A IIODKRN DREDGE

any enterprise inaugurated without a full

realization of such occurrence.

It often happens that a large [K-r cent.

of the valuable metallic content is found
on and in the bedrock to a depth of sev-

eral inches, often as much as several feet,

$0 detailed information in this regard is

valuable. Its hardness, contour and ir-

regidarities must be known ; the penetra-

tion, of metallic content into it, is im-

portant, for this may have progressed to

such a depth that much of the gold can

not be recovered at a profit, .\ sticky

saprolilic bedrock with metallic content

makes difficulty in sluicing. Rough, jag-

ged, blocky bodrnrk !< .i irrlons drawback
to recoverxv

metallic content cannot be extracted un-

less the material is first thawed.

Frozen gravel is a serious obstacle to

hydraulicking and drifting. .Ample thaw-

ing areas must be provided for hydraul-

icking to permit sun, air and water to

have a maximum warming effect. Drift

gravel, if frozen, must be thawed artifici-

ally. The cost of thawing may vary con-

siderably and it depends upon the condi-

tions encountered. Muck and other ma-
terial having a large content of water

thaws slowly. "Dry frost" yields to thaw-
ing agencies much more rapidly. A cost

of 29c. per cu.yd. is given by A. J,

Beaudette' for steam-thawing material

partly frozen to a depth of about 18 ft.

necessary if continuous operation is an-

ticipated. Drift mining in working com-
paratively small amounts of material needs
little water. Sub-surface supplies arc of-

ten to be had by drilling. It often occurs

that it is not necessary to supply water to

a dredge pond by reason of the water
level of the placer being convenient.

Dredging is now being carried on by
using water, under pressure, directly on
the dredge by means of impart wheels.

The water is carried abroad by articu-

lated pipes. Hydro-electric installations

may give cheap power particularly well

adapted to the operation of placer-mining

'Government mining
Tcri-itof.v.

enirineor fof Yiiknn
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machinery. Sicam power requires coal,

oil or wood fuel. The cheapness of get-

tiuK such fuels must be carefuly investi-

i;ale(l

Labok

I'nhealthful climate causes bad labor

ciindilions and tropic climate at low alti-

tudes always has inefficient and, therefore,

Kenerally costly labor. A wage of about

50c. per day may seem conducive to cheap

exploitation ; in I'eality, and particularly

wheit machinery of any sort is used, labor

co.'.t is often high through its low ef-

ficiency.

These must be known for obvious rea-

sons. The possibilities of difficulties re-

iilting from exploitation and the forma-

tion of hostile associations, such as have

harassed hydraulic mining in California,

.Tre worthy of consideration in placer min-

ing investigations which contemplate the

treatment of large volumes of material.

Cost of Supplies, Ixstall.mions and

Operatioks

Food and supplies for men and beasts

of burden and their costs must be investi-

gated. These are generally in inverse

proportion to difficulties of transport.

Mining supplies and repairs are similarly

affected. The possibilities of dependin;:

upon local sources for various supplies

and repairs must be carefully considered.

The costs of installation and operation

under conditions peculiar to the area un-

der investigation are important.

Installation and operation costs in new
and inaccessible areas are difficult to as-

certain. Both these considerations, when
applied to areas of hostile environment

must include liberal allowances. Placer

mining of the open-cut type particularly,

is extremely sensitive to seemingly unim-

portant factors. The greatest care is

needed lest some of these factors be over-

looked in an examination.

By-products

By-products are of increasing import-

ance. Thus platinum, iridium and other

metals of the same group, whose value

is greater than that of gold, must be

sought and saved. Much of these metals

is lost through ignorance of their charac-

teristics and value. Diamonds, nionazite,

rubies, zircon and other minerals occur in

placer deposits, and there may be other

by-products, such as valuable timber. The
occurrence of black sand must be ob-

served very carefully. Its characteristics

and currents may have an importani: bear-

ing upon the conclusions.

A discussion of the various phases of

placer investigation would make a bulky

volume; this article is merely to empha-

size the features noted, with the partic-

ular idea of showing that the investiga-

tion of placers is a delicate matter requir-

ing care, experience and judgment and,

in addition, keen observation and gen-

eral practical knowledge to a great degree.

The Arizona Copper Company

Ltd.

The report of the Arizona Copper

•Company, Ltd., for the half-year ended

.March ,?l last covers the pi-riod during

which operations were hampered by the

bursting of the Detroit dam and by the

difficulties in obtaining supplies of coal.

-Nevertheless a net prolit of £248,178 was
made, and £170,988 distributed as divi-

dends. .\ suitable amount is being kept

on hand for capital expenditure required

10 make good the damage.

We give the following extracts from
Manager James Colquhoun's report

:

"The half-year opened under very encour-

aging conditions. The mills were ready

to make an iiKrease in output, and the

market value of copper had advanced.

Ihe outputs in October and Novembe.-

were an improvement on the three pre-

ceding months. We were still short of

miners, but our forces were increasing.

On Dec. i rain commenced to fall and
it continued without intermission until the

night of Dec. 3. The dam of the Detroit

Copper Company gave way, and our rail-

way was practically destroyed. The lower

portion of our smelting plant, our ma-
chine shops, the round house, and all of

our railroad yards were buried in the de-

bris. Our car repair shop, a large brick

building, was absolutely destroyed ; many
houses and the contents of a lumber yard

had been carried down Chase creek, and
most of these were piled up in a con-

fused mass in our smelting yard. Pro-

duction was, of course, at once suspended,

r.nd our forces were diverted to the work
of repair.

"By Dec. 23 the Coronado railway was
in shape to resume traffic, and the fur-

naces were also ready to resume smelting.

Shortage of fuel, however, made for fur-

ther delay, and, as a result, the combined
outputs of December and January
amounted to no more than 1 176 tons of

copper. But for those untoward circum-

stances the output of the half-year would
have been 7444 instead of 6144 tons of

copper, and the cost would have been

much less.

"We have also suffered from shortage

of fuel. This was due to the inability of

the Santa Fe railway to carry the traffic.

Our stock of coke was sufficient to tide

us over, but the coal stock was inade-

quate, although it amounted to more than

three months' supply. Fuel was pur-

chased freely in El Paso, Chicago, and
Xew Orleans, but while it was easy to

buy, it proved impossible to obtain de-

livery on account of the general shortage .

of cars. The shortage, which commenced
at the end of last July, still continues.

"The development of the 700-ft. level,

Coronado, is meeting with gratifying re-

sults. The discovery of 5 per cent, ore

at a depth of 805 ft. is a most encourag-

ing indication. The unchanged condi-

tions on the tjoo-ft. level, west shaft,

merely show that at that point the shaft

iTiust go deeper to strike sulphide ore.

.Mtogether, everything urges us toward
deeper mining on the Coronado vein. The
new vein in the Petaluma i> an exceed-

ingly valuable discovery. .\i for the

Clay, ore of good value is now bemg ex-

tracted from this property, which will be

best developed by following the ore and
mining it as it is uncovered. The Queen
and Mexican groups are now in shape to

yield a fair output of ore of higher than

average grade. The indications arc that

these groups will prove highly produc-

tive.

".Votwithstanding the flood and other

troubles, the quantity of ore tre.'.tcd was
practically the same as during the preced-

ing term. The yield, however, fell from
2.14 to 1.95 per cent. The decline in

yield was, I believe, due to the shipment

of a good deal of exceedingly low-grade

material, much of which was unfit for

shipping. Closer supervision is required

in the Humboldt country."

At the smelters 55,379 tons of ore and
concentrates and 1300 tons of slag and
tailings were heated, yielding 5679 short

tons of metal. In addition 465 tons of

fine copper were produced from precipi

tate. In the concentrators 44,597 tons of

concentrates were produced from 303,980

tons of ore. In addition unconcentrated

ore to the extent of 10,737 tons was
smelted. The average yield of the ore

mined was 1.96 per cent.

The Russian Iron Industry

The following ligures showing the con--

dition of the Russian iron and steel in-

dirstry during the calendar year 1906 are

communicated by a correspondent from
official sources. The figures are in met-

ric tons

:

Pit Irou Bl'le". riutoUM

StOCke, .Inn. 1 766.40k 148.876 (05.807
Proflu.-tlon. 1906... 2,641.7X1 2.643.:ti4 a.307.(i30

Total.... 3,40K.131 2.7K9.230 2.713.637

Stocks. De<-. 31 I,2><u,7i2 ]t«,oer> :S4 912

L'oo8Umptlon 1,118,389 2.601.164 2.3'H,f3S

The consumption given is only that of

domestic products, as the imports and ex-

ports are not included. There are six

producing districts in the Empire, of

which South Russia and the Ural are the

more important, followed by Poland, the

Moscow, the Volga and the Baltic dis-

tricts in the order named.

The metric system has been introduced

in Denmark by a law of March, 1907.

The law provides that the old weights and

measures may be used for a period of

five years in conjunction with the new.

However, all government and local au-

thorities may use the old system for only

two vears to come.
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Mining and Smelting at Granby, Missouri
Geology and Ores ol the Granby Zinc-Lead District. How the

Ores arc Mined, Treated and Smelted and the Mines Developed

B \' EDWIN T. PERKINS ==

:.i Granby mining district is situated

in the central part of Newton county. Mo.,

and i<; about J5 miles southeast of Joplin.

is on the main line of the Te.xas

•11 of St. Louis & San Francisco

r.iilroad, and a branch of the Missouri

Pacific railroad connects the district with

Webb City and Joplin. Thus, the facili-

ties for markctinj; the ore are not only

good, but there is competition, so that the

rate is much lower than formerly. While

in m.iny respects the character of the ore

deposits here is different from those im-

mediately about Joplin. the Granby field

is a part of the Joplin lead and zinc

district.

In the year 1847 a miner named I'^os-

ter, returning from a prospecting trip

farther west, stopped here over night.

Seeing some rock taken from a shallow

hole made for a well, he recognized it as

lead ore and remained in the district for

several years. Many people were at-

tracted and considerable ore was mined

and smelted on Scotch hearth furnaces

erected for that purpose. During the

Civil War it is said that both the Confed-

erate and Federal armies smelted the lead

and made bullets as they passed back and

forth over this territory. For several

years prior to the building of the railroad

in 1870. the zinc ore had been saved, the

miners realizing that it would be of value

when the railroad made it possible to

market the ore. The production of this

•-.re soon ranked above that of lead, which

place it has held ever since.

Geoux;y

The area has a general slope toward the

north, the surface being broken by val-

leys of more or less intermittent streams

which empty into Shoal creek. Passing

over two or three miles of rough and
broken country, the prairie is reached,

which is the usual flat country found back
from the "brakes" of the larger streams.

It is on the edge of the prairie and on
the broken slope toward Shoal creek that

most of the mining in this community
has been done.

Most of the rocks encountered in this

.-irea belong to the Mississippian age,'

and arc mostly broken flint, passing into

tlint and limestone. The thickness of the

'Minlni: nni) iiiptnlliirelcal fnelnccr.
Granby MInInK and SmelliuK Oiniimnv,
<;rant>j. Mr>.

Trohohly llif K<>okiik formation. Si-c
"GroloKy of Iho Granby Aroa." I>y E. IC.

Biirklpy and II. A. Buphlor. Vol. 2. .Spcond
StTks ftt fhP Rrpttrt of thp MIsHoin'l Riippaii
.•f Grr.loL'v and Mlni'«.

Mint varies from a few feci to possibly

150 ft. The limestone is sometimes

found at shallow depths, and when it is

solid, or not interlaid with (lint it is con-

sidered unfavorable to ore deposits. The
.Vlississippian limestone is about 400 ft.

thick and it is in this formation that the

ore occurs.

Above the Mississippian limestone there

are small isolated areas of sandstone and

shale belonging to the Pennsylvanian

period. These are found on the slopes

of the hills and the prairie, and were evi-

dently deposited in the low places made
by the erosion after the Mississippian

period, and are the small remains of a

formation that was probably rather thick.

The economic ores of this district arc

those of zinc and lead. Of the former,

the more important at present is the sil-

icate ; though frequently carrying zinc

carbonate, it is nearly always the hydrous

zinc silicate. This comprises about two-

thirds of the output of the camp and is

the "silicate" or the "gray-jack" of the

miners. Zinc sulphide or blende is the

ore ne.\t in importance, and forms about

IW'O-ninths of the total output. It is

called "rosin" jack by the miners. Lead
sulphide, with a little lead carbonate,

makes up about one-ninth of the total

output of the camp. Granby is noted for

its variety of oxidized minerals, both as

ordinary crystals, and as pseudomorphs
after other minerals, especially calcite.

Many beautiful specimens of calamine,

smithsonite. hydrozincite, cerussite, pyro-

niorphitc and leadhillite have been found.

Ore Deposits

The first mining done here was for lead

ore which occurred usually in irregular

shallow deposits, mainly galena crystals

which had a coating of partly oxidized

material; mi.xed w'ith the clay was sonu
cerussite or dry bone. .\s the mining
went deeper the lead ores became asso-

ciated more or less with zinc ores, es-

pecially silicate, which was counted

worthless as there was no market for it.

Later this was saved on the dump anil

finally worked over.

The silicate deposits occur in "ruu'^."

which are more or less clay-filled openings

between layers of flint and clay. These
evidently have been and often are still

underground water courses and usually

occur in from two to four deposits, one
below the other, with a layer of flint sev-

eral feet thick between the deposits of

silicate and clay. These runs are from a

few feet to sometimes 40 or 50 ft. wide.

averaging aliout 15 fl., and seem to have

a definite relation to the deposits of lime-

stone around the edge of which the runs

almost invariably follow-. These lime

"bars" seem to be thick, often coming close

to the surface and extending to consider-

able depth, and, dipping at a tolerably steep

angle, form one side of the ore deposit.

The other side of the ore deposit is usu-

ally marked by a peculiar dolomitic lime-

stone, which is silicious, and on this ac-

count called "sand" by the miners. This

seems to have some relation to the sur-

face remains of the Pennsylvanian period,

though just what has not been deter-

mined. At any rate the miner here hunts

for the sandstone outcrop, and going to

one side or the other looks for the more
or less loose, broken flint and clay forma-

tion W'hich is usually found above the run.

While some silicate has been found near

the surface, most of the runs are found

between the levels from 50 to 150 ft.

The blende largely occurs in flint, de-

posits of which are so familiar throughout

the Joplin district. They usually occur

at a greater depth than the silicate, but

when they are found at or near the sili-

cate level the ore is mi.xed, being blende

partly o.xidized to silicate. This makes a

mixed product which, though the zinc con-

tent is greater, commands about the same
price as the straight silicate ore. Thu
deepest deposits of blende worked so far

have, been at 215 ft. but ore has been

friiind in drill holes as deep as 300 and at

500 ft., but it is only of late that interest

lins been attracted to these deeper levels.

1 hey are now being sought after and be-

fore long something more definite will b'.'

learned concerning them.

Miking .\Nn Milling

The methods of mining and handling;

the ore in the Granby district may seem

crude but they are well adapted to the ex-

isting conditions. The machinery is such

that it can be easily moved from place to

place as it becomes necessary to abandon

one shaft and move to another. In the

hard face ground where the orebody and

the adjacent rocks are hard and solid

enough, pillars of the solid rock are

sufficient. Steam drills are used to ad-

vantage in breaking this rock, and the

standard of a day"s work is more the

amount of dirt broken than the number of

feet drilled, the amount of drilling being

dependent on the situation. The holes are

usually squibbed to permit of more powder

being used in the final shooting. The

liroktn dirt, handled in cans of from 600
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:o 1500 11). capacily, is tramiiicil lo the

-haft on trucks, hoisted and dumped into

tile hopper of the mill. The details of the

mill vary with nearly every case, depend-

ing on the kind of ore to be hanilled.

whether it contains lead and silicate, or

merely blende.

At the mill the ore goes to a crusher

•f the Blake type, to rolls, then to a ,'<-

in. tronnuel. the oversize returning to the

rolls, the undersi/.e going lo a rougher jig

'•f five cells ,50.\40 in. with 'g-in.

grates. The hutch from the first three

cells of the rougher goes to the cleaner

lig with five cells 24x36 in. with 7-mcsh

-creen. The hutch from the fourth and

nfth cells of the rougher goes to a 1/16-

'.n. trommel, the undersize to the sar.d jig.

and finally silicate, all from one jig of

four cells. Referring to the diagram, one

can see that the ore is thoroughly sized be-

fore going to any of the jigs, first by

trommels and later the fines by hydraulic

separators. The ore from both tlic hutch

and from above the screens is wheeled out

to receiving bins, the chats to the second

pair of rolls and the tailings, after accu-

mulating in settling boxes, to the tailing

and sand dumps.

The silicate "diggins" are usually in a

mixture of broken flint and reddish brown

clay, and require timbering. Sometimes,

when the caprock is sound, merely a post

now and then is all that is necessary, but

otherwise the timbering must be carried

right along with the work, and requires

Iil.\r,R.\M SHOWING METHOD OF HANDLING ZINX ORE

the oversize to the rolls and back to the

trommel and to the sand jig. The chats

from the rougher and the cleaner go to

rolls over screens and to the sand jig.

This method is adapted to handling a

'arge amount of dirt with a small percent-

age of ore.

The mill of the Granby Mining and

Smelting Company is especially ;i iapted

to handling high-grade ores and separates

advantageously mixed ores of galena,

hlendc and silicate. Often four grades of

ore arc obtained— t'lrst lead ore, then clean

Merdc. then mixed blende and silicate.

considerable skill. Sets consisting of two
posts and a cap are placed about 6 ft.

apart and covered with spiling and filling

to hold the roof. The width varies with

that of the orebody; if wider than 12 ft.,

a heading is carried as far as practicable,

then another heading is run beside the

first one and carried up to 12 ft. wide, and

so on until the full width of the orebody

is taken out. The first heading run is

filled with waste rock from the subsequent

headings. The ore. which is usually much
covered with clay, is dumped upon a plat-

form, where it is washed by the stream of

water pumped from the mine. This mix-
ture of ore and flint is thrown over a

lV4-in. screen, slan<ling at an angle of 45
deg., and the coarse sorted by hand pick-

ing. This makes up the lump ore. The
material that is part ore and part flint is

pounded up and either again hand sorted

or, if too finely mixed, thrown witji the

undersize from the screen upon the lianj

jig, from which two products are ob-

tained: "nut" taken from the jig sieve

and "sniittem," which comes from the iig

box under the screen.

Marketing the Or£

Though sometimes outside smelting

companies get a carload lot of ore, the

hulk of the product is sold to the Granby
.Mining and Smelting Company. The lump
silicate is shipped to the smelter as it is,

the nut and sniittem containing from o to

80 per cent, ore are concentrated at the

mill and a product averaging 43 to 45 per

cent, zinc is made. The price is advanced
or lowered $1 for every point over or be-

low 44 per cent, zinc, and a deduction <if

65c. per point each of sulphur, iron and
lead over I per cent, is made.

The Water Problem

Since deeper mining has been underta-

ken and the ground has become open
from old w^orkings, both the surface and

the underground water has to be handlid.

and during wet seasons this is almost im-

possible with the best of pumps. The
favorite pump is a derrick lift pump, which

is a modification of the old Cornish lift

type and capable of handling large quanti-

ties of water and more advantageously

than steam pumps, even to a depth of 215

ft. If work were carried on continuously

a steam pump could handle the water witl>

more economy than the lift pump, but as

only one shift is worked, the water rise?

over night, making the lift pump almost a

necessity under the present system.

Methous of Prospectin'c

While the churn drill is used rather ex-

tensively for prospecting with the silicate

deposits, shaft sinking is far more preva-

lent. The runs of ore are irregular, often

pitching down 12 or 15 ft., and if very far

from the shaft it is.considered cheaper to

sink a new shaft rather than rip up the

bottom of the drift to where the ore has

pitched down. In sinking on a new loca-

tion, it is the plan to try to get immedi-
ately over the run so that the shaft will

he in softer ground. If the shaft does not

go down on the channel it is next to im-

possible to drift out to it unless there is

.-mother shaft or drill hole to give the

depth ; for the channel may have pitched

up or down, the flint and clay surround-
ing it giving no hint as to the location of

the orebody. The churn drill c<"juld be

advantageously employed to replace a

great deal of this shaft prospecting and
there seems to be a tendency in this

direction.
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Labor

Miners arc scarce with wages at $J for

e.ghl hours- work, but as the muies are

nearly all operated under the general leas-

ing system, most of the men prefer to

work for themselves, one or more miners

interesting one or more merchants. Two

lots each xo ft. square go with each shaft

operated. The Granby Mining and Smelt-

ing Company assists the miners workmg

on its land in sinking the shafts by fur-

nishing machinery and coal and paymg

$150 for sinking 100 ft. on a sliding scale.

If'no ore is found the miners owe nothmg

to the company ; but the coal bill and the

advance paid in sinking the shaft are

charged against the ground; so that

should ore be found later, the bills are

paid by applying a small percentage of

each week's turn-in on the amount. In this

manner it is possible to prospect and

operate mines on very limited means.

method, the lead being usually refined and

the slag run through the blast furnace.

At Granby the plan is to make a pure soft

lead in the first process and with as little

slag as possible.

Lehigh Valley Coal Company

Smelting

All the zinc ores produced are shipped

to the smelters in the Kansas gas fields,

in St. Louis, or in Illinois. However, all

the lead' ore mined in the Granby district,

and a considerable amount from the Jop-

lin district arc smelted here. The ore is

first cleaned over the mill, making a prod-

uct that will assay 82 to 85 per cent. lead.

This is smelted on five Jumbo furnaces,

which are a modification of the Scotch

hearth furnace. The charge is 12,400 lb.

galena, 1200 lb. white fume, 400 lb. blue

fume, I bushel lime, about 1000 lb. coal

being used per shift, and is smelted by

four men in about 10 hours. In working

the fires the men alternate, two being be-

fore the fire about 15 or 20 min. ; then they

are relieved by the other two. About 85

per cent, is obtained as lead; 9.5 per cent.

as white fume, which assays 73 per cent.

lead ; 3 per cent, as blue fume assaying 66

per cent, lead, and 2.5 per cent, slag con-

taining 40 per cent. lead. The gases from

the furnaces are drawn by a 6-ft. Ameri-

can blower fan through a steel settling

chamber where the blue fume is obtained,

and then through about 200 ft. of steel

trail and goose-necks and conducted into

a bag house of 640 bags, 18 in. in diameter

and 30 ft. long, where, the white fume is

obtained. The fume is allowed to accumu-

late, is burned and again run over the

furnace. The men are required to make

65 per cent, of lead by weight from the

mineral, 60 per cent, from the white fume

and 50 per cent, from the blue fume, for

which they arc paid $2 per day, and for

every pound of lead above the " per cent."

they receive 'A cent apiece. Their wages

average more than $3 a day.

While this system of smelting lead has

been practised at Galena, Kan., Joplin,

Mo., and Collinsville and Alton, 111., the

degree of perfection at these places has

not been up to that attained at Granby. At

the former places it is used merely as a

preliminary step to the blast furnace

This company operates the coal proper-

ties attached to the Lehigh Valley Railroad

Company, and is controlled by that com-

pany. Its report for the year ended June

30, 1907, shows capital stock, $1,965,000;

funded debt, $I2,957,S00; certificates of in-

debtedness, $10,537,000. These certificates

represent chiefly advances made by the

railroad company. The income account

shows surplus, July I, 1906, as $1,974,453;

net earnings for the year, $111,250; total

$2,085,703. Improvements and adjustments

made ' amounted to $297,839, leaving a

balance of $1,787,864.

The total production of anthracite coal

from the lands owned and controlled by

the Lehigh Valley Coal Company and

other companies in which it and the Le-

high Valley Railroad Company are in-

terested, through ownership of stock, was

7,667,666 tons in 1905-6, and 8,867,25s tons

in 1906-7; an increase of 1,199-589 tons, or

15.6 per cent. The coal produced and pur-

chased last year by the Lehigh Valley Coal

Company and affiliated companies was

87.1 per cent, of the anthracite coal trans-

ported by the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

From the operations of the Snow Shoe

property there were mined 187,390 tons of

bituminous coal, as compared with 210,728

tons for the previous twelve months.

The Lehigh Valley railroad transported

last year—not including supply coal for

its own use—a total of I4,374,2i6 tons of

coal and coke. The revenue from this

tonnage was $15,110,899, being 4i-9 Per

cent, of the gross earnings of the road.

The net results for the fiscal year have

been seriously affected by many adverse

circumstances. At the beginning of the

year a cave-in occurred at Warrior Run,

resulting in an explosion of gas that fired

the mine, making it necessary to flood the

entire operation. In October E.xeter

breaker was demolished by a tornado.

Centralia breaker was idle for a period

of seven months due to the breakage of

machinery and the need of extensive re-

pairs that could no longer be deferred

without endangering the entire plant. Not

only was the tonnage from these opera-

tions lost to the company at a time when

most needed and productive of the great-

est profit, but the expense of reopening the

Warrior Run mine and repairing the

damaged breaker was so heavy, combined

with other conditions, as to reduce the

earnings to a minimum for several

months. The anthracite coal-handling

plant and storage yard at South Chicago,

with a stock of coal exceeding 40,000 tons.

was entirely destroyed by fire in Xovcin-

ber, and, although partially covered by in-

surance, the loss of these facilities was an

The Iron Age (Aug. 1. 1907') reports

that on July 5 the 2000th heat was made

in the i.S-ton Hcroult electric furnace of

the Rich, Lindenberg Steel Works at

Remscheid-Hasten, Germany, on the same

hearth. The furnace has been in steady

operation since March 22, 1906, running

on liquid metal from an open-hearth fur-

nace It was only when the latter had

to be rcleived that the electric furnace

was charged with cold scrap. The do-

lomite hearth was patched after every

heat It is still intact and promises to

stand an additional large number of

heats. The cover alone, made of silica

bricki had to be renewed every three to

four weeks; this takes about two hours

and can be readily done on Sundays.

additional burden upon the company. Fur-

ther, the shortage of cars was so severe

during ihc winter and early spring as to

require many of its collieries, spread over

the extended region in which the com-

pany's operations are conducted, to close

down frequently during that period with

less than a day's output, and this, with the

inability of connecting roads to move

promptly to destination such tonnage as

had been sold, resulted not only in an ex-

cessive cost of operation, but prevented

the sale of coal during a time when it

could have been marketed at the greatest

profit.

The Warrior Run colliery and alsj Ex-

eter and Centralia breakers, which were

rebuilt and enlarged to permit of handling
^

a greater tonnage, are now in full opera-

tion. The new Sayre colliery at Mt. Car-

mel is also in successful operation. The

work of rebuilding the coal-handling plant

and yard at South Chicago, with an in-

creased capacity, on a basis permitting of

more economical operation than the old

plant, was begun immediately after the

fire, and the same will be in operation be-

fore the winter. The construction of an

addtional coal-storage building and dock,

with a capacity of 75,000 tons, together

with necessary machinery for handling

anthracite coal, at Milwaukee, has been

authorized, and the work is under way.

New retail coal yards and trestles have

been established at Fifty-ninth street, Chi-

cago, and Syracuse, and a new trestle is m

process of construction at Geneva.. The

coal-handling plant and storage yard at

West Superior, and the yards at Thirty- ,

first street, Chicago, and Walden avenue. |
Buffalo, are being enlarged. The total

cost of this work to June 30 was $167,855.

In addition to the foregoing, improve-

ments and betterments amounting to $708,-

169 were made to the various collieries

during the year, of which amount $250,000

has been charged to the special appropria-

tion made from the income of the previous

fiscal year. With the rebuilding of the

operations mentioned, together with the

improvements under way, and the property

in a better physical condition than former-

Iv, the future is encouraging.
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Granite Quarrying in Aberdeen-

shire, Scotland *

By William Simi-sox

The largest masses of granite in (ireat

Britain are found in Aberdeensliire ami

the adjoining counties in Scotland. The

granite mountains are the highest ground

in (ireat Britain, and provide some of the

grandest scenery in the British islands.

1 he tJwns of .Aberdeen and Peterhead

:irc the centers of the granite trnde The

Vberdeen town, and the Keuinay, Tom's

l-'orest, Tellybourie, and Corrennie, which

are further inland. Of all these quarries

the Rubislaw and the Kenmay are the

most extensive, and are in fact the largest

in the United Kingdom. Kemnay granite

is much in demand for engineering work,

such as bridges, dock walls, etc. Peter-

head granite is used almost entirely for

decorative work.

Xonc of the granite is "mined" ; the

work is all done in open quarries. The
surface of the granite is covered with a

thick layer ^f hard lionM-r chy, and the

FIG. 2. WORKING FACE, SCLATTIE GRANITE QUARRY

main area extends from the seacoast west

about ^5 miles, with a width varying from

10 to JO miles, and there are several

smaller detached areas. The remainder of

the ciuntry consists of .\rchaian rocks,

with here and there some old red sand-

stone. In the Peterhead district the

granite is red in color, but in the remain-

der of the district gray is the predominat-

ing color. The largest quarries are the

Rubislaw, Sclattie, Dancing Cairns, and

Oldtown, which are situated not far from

•Abstract of a pap«r read before the Brit-
ish Institution of Mecbnnlcal Engineers.
July. 1907.

top parts of the granite are generally

worthless owing to decomposition. The
method of working is to remove the over-

burden and top parts of the granite by

means of very extensive open pits usually

jval in plan. The rock of commercial

value is found in isolated "posts," cut oflf

from each other by "bars" of inferior or

worthless rock. The joints are very irreg-

ular, which makes the quarrying addi-

tionally difficult. Fig. I gives a good idea

of the method of excavating and of hand-

ling the rock. At some of the quarries

the depth is as much as 300 ft.

Opening vv a yuARK\

.•\fter a sufficient top area has been

opened out in which to conduct operations,

the quarry is deepened by sinking in suc-

cessive benches or "dips" of 40 to 60 ft. at

a time, and if possible the actual depth uf

the dip is determined by a natural hori-

zontal bed-joint, so as to facilitate the ex-

cavation of the rock, but, should this nut

be met with, a dip is rarely carried down
more than 70 ft. In working out a dip, a

shaft is first opened at an extreme point

of the quarry floor close up to the side or

wall of the quarry, and from this shaft

operations are extended outward, until the

whole area of the floor has been excavated

to the level of the new dip. The shaft is

Slink as quickly as possible the full depth

to the main bed-joint, and is opened out

laterally to meet the "master" joints

traversing the quarry in the direction of

working, and thus obtain the best possible

working face bounded by. rock-joints. The
presence of such joints largely determines

the direction in which the rock is to be ex-

cavated, and a working face assumes the

ippearance shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

E.XCAVATION

Ihc rock is removed by baring and

lilasting, and for this purpose the working

face is usually divided into two benches.

The top bench is first worked back to

meet a good vertical joint, a distance gen-

erally of 20 to 30 ft. from the face, after

which the bottom bench is excavated and
the rock entirely removed down to the

level of the floor of the dip, Fig. 2. Ver-

tical shot-holes up to 21 ft. deep are used

to blast out the upper parts of the

benches, and breast holes to remove the

basal parts of the working face where
there are no bed-joints. These latter are

placed at an inclination of about 10 to 15

deg. to the horizontal, and are drilled up

to 21 ft. long, as the nature of the rock

may require, Figs. 2 and 4, and are cal-

culated to increase the efficiency of the

blast and level up the quarry floor. As it

is not convenient to use the ordinary rock-

drill tripod for such holes, a special frame

made of timber is employed for this pur-

pose on which the rock-drill is mounted,

the frame being loaded with stones to

steady it, Fig. 5. As the rock is blasted

out the blocks are lifted from the working
face by cranes and cablcways, but the

larger masses, beyond the power of the

liftiiig appliances, are further broken up
as they lie.

Rock Drilling

The drilling of shot-holes is done by

power-drills worked either by steam or

compressed air. Hand-drilling is only re-

sorted to where it is impossible or incon-

venient to use a machine-drill, as in bring-

ing down dangerous parts of the quarry

wall. The machine-drills are chiefly of

the Ingersoll or Henderson types, and the

usual motive power is steam. .\t Kemnay
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quarrics air-drills have Ik-cii in use, along

w:tb steam, for several years, and the m-

stallation is being further extended, while

at Rubislaw quarry a complete new air-

c .mprcssins plant, ..f the IngersoU-Rand

,vpe. driven by =' loo'^'- sl'""l-«°"";^

electric motor, has quite recently been laid

down f.n exclusively working the rock-

drills, the pressure being 100 lb. per

square inch.

The drill-bits used arc the chisel, cross

and Y forms. The practice of the various

..uarrics in the application of these bits to

drill a hMe differs considerably, some pre-

ferring to use almost exclusively the cross

bit throughout, but. more commonly,

l-.olcs arc started with cross or Y bits and

imished, if deep, with chisel-bits for about

the latter half of the hole. The results,

however, in the speed of drilling do not

varv much, as a hole 21 ft. deep takes on

an average about a working day ^of 10

hours to complete under ordinary circum-

stances, the speed of drilling being higher

than this average at the beginning, and

less at the end.

In drilling a shot-hole a change of bit

is made at every foot of depth drilled, and

the successive diameters are gradually de-

creased by 1/16 in., owing to the conicity

.f the hole caused by the wear of the bit,

so that a hole 21 ft. deep started with a

^'4-in. diameter bit terminates with one

V in. diameter. Water is removed from

the shot-holes by a small iron closed

bucket, from 9 to 18 in. long, made from a

piece of tube I'A in. diameter, let down by

:i light chain, and the sludge by a sludge-

pump, and sludge-spoons of various

lengths. The sludge-pump consists of a

piece of iron tube from 4 to 6 ft. long, and

I >4 in. diameter, fitted with a plunger and

long iron handle. The end is conical,

with an inlet hole of H-'m. diameter.

Blasting

In granite quarrying the main object is

to obtain large blocks, and explosives

must therefore be applied judiciously and

in a sparing manner. Coarse gunpowder

is used in the Aberdeenshire quarries for

blasting purposes, as higher-grade ex-

plosives, such as dynamite and gelignite,

shatter the rock too much, and arc not

used at all, except to blast away bad rock

or in very wet places. No general for-

mula can be given to determine precisely

the amount of the charge for a- blast,

owing ta the very irregular nature of the

rock, but it is estimated that one pound

of gunpowder should produce 8 tons of

rock under ordinary conditions of quarry-

ing. In blasting out a long face, vertical

holes are drilled right down to the hori-

zontal bed-joint, and at a distance back

from the working face generally equal to

their depth, and small charges of gun-

powder used, the object being to heave the

mass on its bed without shattering it. If

one end of a working face is bound, as is

sometimes the case, a narrow trench is

blasted forcibly out between the quarry
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«;ill ;iiul the working face Ui pcrniil thi^

iiii'thud of blasting being carried oiil. The

mass having thus been shaken and the

'ints developed, it can be bhisted off into

:iialler blocks, and dragged from the

-•e. l"or breast blasting, where there arc

' natural beil-joints. the shot-holes arc

-iially placed in line close together with

ii.mt iK' in. of clearance between each

• the top, I'igs. J antl 4. bnt bith the po-

lion and ninnber are decided by (he ac-

;.d rock-joints, and the quantity of ma-

rial to be dislodged. Groups of three,

i e, and seven holes arc common, and

Use may be drilled parallel, radially or

. different planes. If dry, vertical shot-

lioles are liUcd directly from the top with

loose powder passed through a cctpper

tiller, but in the case of. wet holes, both

vertical and inclined, the powder is made

up into a cartridge by tilling it into thin

waterproof tubing, and tying the ends se-

curely. Dry breast holes arc loaded from

a |>icce of open end copper tube, ij-j i"-

in diameter, lixed on the end of a long

wooden rod. The regular shot-holes arc

tired electrically, and the detonator or

electric fuse, is placed about 9 in. from

the surface of the charge in the loose

holes, and is tied up with the cartridge in

wet holes. At some quarries a time fuse

is also inserted into the charge of each

shot-hole as a safeguard against electrical

misfire. The charge is rammed home
with a timber ramrod, and the holes are

steiumed or tamped with granite dust.

The electric wires of the shot-holes are

connected up in series, this method being

preferred to that of in parallel, and the

charges are fired by a high-tension electric

exploder. The firing is done either dur-

ing meal hours, or when work has been

stopped for the day, unless the nature of

the blast is such that the men can readily

find safe cover in the quarry. A steam-

jet is used at some of the quarries for

effectively washing out the tamping and
charge of a misfire shot-hole, instead of
'' iring a new one alongside.

Sulphur in Baluchistan

Consul-General W. H. Michael fur-

nishes the following particulars from the

results of the examination of the sulphur

mines of Sanni made by the geological

department of Baluchistan. India. The
mines, it is stated, have not been worked
for many years and have collapsed to

such an extent that they have become very

difficult of access ; besides which, parts of

them have caught fire; some of the clay

bands are said to be so full of sulphur

that they burn readily. The amount of

sulphur impregnating the rock seems quite

sufficient to hold out prospects of remun-

rative working, especially taking into ac-

>unt the favorable situation of the mines

at the edge of the Minhhi plain.' In the

ncighlx)rhood of the sidphur mines the

rock is traversed by numerous veins of

alunite.

Copper Mining Conditions in

Chile

In an article to the London j\/i». Joiint.

(July JO, 11)07) a correspondent gives

some informatiun as to conditions in cop-

per mining in the province of .Atacama in

Chile. It appears that the greatest dif-

ficulty is the scarcity of labor, the natives

being unwilling to work any more than

enough to provide themselves with a bare

living and the means of dissipation. All

labor in the mines has to be by hand, as

the altitude luakes machine drills ineffi-

cient when they are operated with com-

pressed air and the electric drills which

have been installed are not running;

whether the fault of the drills or of the

workmen no one knows.

1 he grade of the ore worked is over

per cent, copper, unless worked for flux,

in which case 4 per cent, ore is utilized.

The waste filling and dumps of the larger

mines will yield 4 per cent. ore. and on

some of the smaller prospects the grade

of the waste is 5 per cent, oxidized pre.

The smelters at Lota and the Sociedad de

.\tacama quote only for 10 per cent, ore,

though if good smelting ore, they are

willing to accept 6 per cent. An unusual

feature in the copper deposit is depth to

which the oxidized zone extends. In the

Dulcinea mines it varies from 350 to 400

m. from the surface, and in most mines in

this province it exceeds 200 m. This im-

plies that the smelting of the ore is not

economically possible unless the propor-

tion of pyrite and oxidized ore is adjusted.

Coke comes from England and timber

from the United States.

Mining laws are said to be very liberal.

.\ claim of one hectare in area is taxed

$10 a year, and once it is surveyed by a

government engineer, is freehold as long

as the fee is paid. There is no labor con-

dition. Freight on the government rail-

way is not high, but it is difficult to ob-

tain cars without expensive "seeing" of

officials. Private railways give better

service, Inii rates arc somewhat higher.

The British consul at .-\nioy. China, re-

ports that the Standard Oil Company is

actively proceeding with the erection of

a tank installation. The new tank is to

hold 750,000 gal. of oil and should be

completed by the end of the year. It is

also intended to establish small storage

tanks at the chief towns in the district, to

be supplied by tank-junks sailing from

.-\moy. Ten years ago the oil imported

at .\moy was almost entirely Russian

.ind American, in equal quantities. Dur-

ing more recent years Suiuatra has sup-

plied most of the oil, accounting during

1006 for 75 per cent., while .\merica sup-

plied the. remainder. When the new tank

is in operation, it is expected that .Amer-

ica will win back a good deal of the oil

trade.

Gravel Channel Cut off by Reef

In the Hidden drift nune in

Uic l''orcst ilill Divide in Placer county,

Cal., reference to which was made in the

JoUKNAL of Aug. 10, they some time ago
met a "reef" which extends nearly across

the gravel channel, cuttitig out the gravel

entirely. It is bedrock 14 to 16 ft. above

the regular bed of the channel .and the

superimposed bedrock comes down on top

of it, leaving no signs of any gravel what-

ever. They have now mined through this

with a tunnel about 1400 ft., and are near-

ly across. Below this "reef" the channel

is regular in character and grade, and in

the upper or Damascus side they know
the chaiuiel level, so this intrusion is very

puzzling. Harold T. Power, the owner

and manager, says that in 31 years .jf drift

mining he has not met a similar occur-

rence. The reef came in about 2;.'2 miles

from the mouth of the tunnel and ap-

peared suddenly, as if uplifted straight

from below. Charles Hoffman, who was

for years in charge of the Blue Point mine

on the same Divide, says that at one time

the channel was suddenly cut off, and it

was found 60 ft. below its normal grade,

though it eventually came in at the proper

level. A cross section of it, however, had

subsided or sunk fx) ft. below where it

had been. In the Hidden Treasure a re-

verse movement seems to have taken

place, the bedrock having risen about 16

feet.

Tin, Silver and Coal in Southern

China

The British consul at Wuchow, south-

ern China, reports as follows

:

"'There has been a large increase in the

export of tin in slabs, the quantity rising

from 393 cwt. in 1905 to 1093 cwt. in 1906.

Of this 561 cwt. came down under tran-

sit pass, the rest being brought down in

native junks, and paying 't'ung shui' en

rout.

"The San Ch'a Shan silver mines are

situated 15 miles to the northwest of

Kueihsien, a town on the Hsiin, or South

river, about 160 miles above Wuchow.
The mines have been practically closed for

some time after rumiing at a loss of £200

to £300 a month. The cost of running

them latterly was about iCoo a month, in-

cluding about 5d. a day each for about

250 coolies, and the output was valued at

from £300 to £400 a month. The coal used

for smelting was Japanese, the monthly

consumption bc'ug about 100 tons. The

cost of delivery at the mines was £2 per

ton, inclusive of 12s. per ton for carriage

by coolies over the hills from Kueihsien.

"The Na P'o coal mine, near Nanning,

which, on account of the increased demand

for native cpal was rc-opened and worked

by the authorities as an official specula-

tion, has been doing fairly well."
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The West Coast of Mexico
Notes of a Traveler along West Coast of Mexico. Resources of the

Country, Transportation. Business Methods and Labor Conditions

BY D WIGHT E. W O O D B R I D G E===

Because of difficulties willi the Yaqui

Indians of central Sonera, and of the late

Mexican revolutionary troubles, the carry-

ing of arms and ammunition into western

Mc.\ico from the United States has been

strictly forbidden. Carrying such contra-

band across is the one cardinal sin in the

eyes of the Mexican customs officers, and

multitudes of engineers and prospectors,

.who should have known better than to try

crossing with guns, have seen their guns

and revolvers confiscated and, unwilling

to proceed without a protection they con-

sidered necessary, have turned back at

the border.

An application to General Torres, at

Torin, Sonora, backed by some valid rea-

son or some good recommendation, will

be countersigned and forwarded to the

ministry of war at Mexico City, and in

tight or ten days will result in the arrival,

at the custom-house where one intends to

enter the country, of a permit in proper

form. It is useless to attempt to carry

guns, or evfcn a 22-caliber revolver, with-

out this permit in full and proper style. It

is useless, too, to attempt to use this per-

mit twice, or to re-enter the country with

a gun that has been in already, even though

on permit, or to use a permit for any ar-

ticle not especially and specifically de-

scribed in the document itself. To be sure

there are always ways of getting any ar-

ticles across a boundary line, and very

many guns are taken across at the most

carefully guarded offices. 1 know of one

invoice of three repeating rifles, five big

icvolvers and iioo rounds of ammunition

that went across one night on the train,

nearly all for one party.

E.XASPERATING DeLAVS

While the delays of Mexican travel are

the constant subject of jokes and are

well known, it is probable that few people

realize how constant, discommoding and

unnecessary they are. On a recent trip

of my own, arriving at Guaymas to take

the steamer down the gulf of California,

or the "sea of Cortez," as the Mexicans

quite naturally wish it called, I met Amer-

icans who had been waiting 15 days for

the ship on which wc sailed, and this in

spite of the fact that the Compania Na-

viera del Pacifico, owner of the vessel, had

ships enough on the coast to make a depart-

ure every three or four days. But the com-

pany is operated on the principle that it is

t)ctter to knock out your competitor than

to do business yourself, and its ships are

•MInloK rnKln>^r. I>uliitti. Mlnnesola.

bunched so as to leave Guaymas and

other competitive ports in fleets during

the day or two preceding and following

the monthly sailing of the American ship

"Curacao." .'\n .American who is com-

pelled to lie by at any of the nerve-wear-

ing ports along the west coast for a week

or two on account of the attitude of the

company, will always wait a day or so

longer for a comparatively comfortable

trip on a ship whose cooking is American

and whose beds are not a mere name. The

"Curacao" leaves Guaymas regularly on

the i7tli of each month and San Fran-

cisco on the 7th. I know of nothing more

aepressing to an average American whose

time is valuable than a wait of a week or

10 days at Guaymas, with its heat, its

smells, its poor hotels, unless it be a simi-

lar wait farther down the coast.

By November one will be able to go by

train south from Guaymas as far as San

Bias, on the Fuerte river, and can there

get a stage,- which will put him in Culia-

can in one day's travel. While this is by

no means recommended, it will avert the

catastrophe of a wait.

As business is now conducted along the

west coast of Mexico it is frequently 60

days after one orders a piece of machinery

before it arrives at the port of debarka-

tion, after which there may be another de-

lay of indeterminate length before it

reaches its destination. By that time one

has probably made shift with something

else and the need of that special machine

has passed. This, naturally enough, does

not inure to the advantage of American

equipment concerns and agencies located

in the centers.

The 300-mile run from Guaymas to Al-

tata usually consumes four or five days,

for the ship makes the detour across the

gulf to one or two ports of Baja Cali-

fornia, stopping at Santa Rosalia, the seat

of the Boleo Copper Company, and at La
Paz, where the pearl fisheries of the coast

are headquartered.

.\ltata

.\ltata is entered by a tortuous channel,

buoyed by the Mexican Government, but

constantly filling up, until the casting of

the lead now shows a depth of but two

fathoms and a half, for a considerable

distance. In the heavy sea that frequently

prevails, or in a fog, this is an exceed-

ingly diflScult passage to make. The port,

like many on the coast, has no piers, and

all freight is handled in lighters and on

men's backs. -Vn insufficient lighterage

capacity is quite common, especially when

the Naviera company, in the pursuance

of its policy, has two or three ships in

port at one time. I have seen a steam-

.ship anchored four days outside an inhos-

pitable river mouth taking on a few hun-

dred tons of sugar, because but one small

lighter was available.

I'rom -Altata to Culiacan, the capital of

Sinaloa, there runs a railway about 40

miles in length. Trains go up to the

capital and back in one day, and after a

day's rest repeat the trip. But woe to

the traveler whose ship drops anchor off

the railway depot so late that there is

less than an honr to accomplish the 1000

ft. intervening between him and the train.

The general manager and conductor of that

lofty service has a deep, abiding grudge

against all human kind, and if he can

leave a man for 48 or 72 hours on the

llea-infested, pig-ridden, sandy, tropi..-al

beach called by compliment Altata, he

will do so. As the railway company is

willing to run a special train to Culiacan

for $100, or will furnish the passenger

with a handcar for $6.50 per person, there

may be method in his reasoning.

The beauties of the customary tropical

landing are exemplified at .Mtata. No
-Viagara Falls hackman, in his palmiest

day, could equal the fight over fares that

takes place at that landing. It is too in-

tensely ludicrous to be maddening, even
though it so delays the traveler that he
sees his train pulling away without him.

But these degenerate longshoremen do
work

! The heaviest load I have seen

them carry from lighter to beach and up
the sand, was an upright, piano, and bar-

rels of salt or cement are not infrequent

loads. Sugar, down the coast, is boxed in m.

loo-kg. packages ; these, weighing 220 lb.,

arc universally and easily handled on the

backs of longshoremen, .^nd here I

would say, that the peons and Indians of

the west coast are not lazy, but arc will-

ing to do the hardest sort of work, need-
ing merely a proper incentive and compe-
tent direction. Guided rightly by men
understanding the labor-saving manner
of work, they would accomplish tre-

mendous results.

Culiacan

Culiacan is a delightful little capital, a

city of handsome senoritas, sunshine and
music, and just now is receiving quite an
influx of .Americans, chiefly engineers en-

gaged in the location of the new Southern

Pacific concession that will ultimately

connect San Francisco with Mexico City.

This influx will increase as construction
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Ill-gins, and one is naturally curious about

ilio ri'siilt. The Americans to arrive will

not all lie men of character and stamina,

and till- peculiar temptations of Mexico

will (Iniditless have their etTect, while the

influence of those men on the natives may

be most deplorable. In the past, outsiders

In that country have been too few to have

much intluence in any direction, for in

Culiacan the number has averaged scarce-

ly four to 1000 inhabitants, and in the in-

terior it is far less,

Sol'TllER.N 1'aCIFIC DEVELOPMENTS

The Southern Pacific concession is ex-

pected to open the ei-.tire west coast to

eiUerprise anti to develop the mineral, tim-

ber and agricultural resoures, all of which

are generally supposed to be very great.

This railway connects at Guaymas with

the Ferrocarrill de Sonora, a subsidiary

company of the Southern Pacific, and is

built west to Alamos and south to Cocorit,

both in Sonora. By fall it will cross the

Fuertc river at San Bias, probably run a

branch line to the gulf of California at

the fine harboi; of Topolobanipo, and con-

tinue on its way south through Sinaloa.

Preliminary work is under way out from

Culiacan, some contracts for right of way,

etc., have been let there, construction has

begun at Mazatlan, 150 miles farther south,

and will be pushed both ways, and is

under way out of Guadalajara, in Jalisco,

and tlie chief engineer of the company as-

sures me that the line should be through

in two years.

.-Xt Guadalajara this road connects with

the Mexican Central and thereby with the

entire Government system, and at the

northern boundary with the lines of the

Southern Pacific from Benson. There is

also a concession for a line from Guay-
mas northwesterly to a connection with

the main line at Yuma, which will mate-

rially shorten the distance from San Fran-

cisco to the City of Mexico.

.'\nother concession permits a line down
the Rio Yaqui from the present terminus

at Cananea to a point on the new road just

west of Guaymas. This will be built

shortly. It will pass through a good min-

eral region and will assist greatly in sub-

jugating the Yaqui Indians,

Certain rights as to width of concession

make it improbable that the main south-

erly line will go farther into the interior

than now planned, or about 40 miles at

most, so that it seldom reaches the foot-

bills of the main sierras. This being the

•case, the road will have less effect on min-
eral and timber development than is gen-
erally believed,

N.\Ti'RAL Resources

There is much fine agricultural land
along the coastal plain, and this will be
extensively developed, though it suffers

from lack of moisture and will require

elaborate irrigation to be made generally

fertile. The Government has just estab-

lished the irrigation service in Culiacan

and will make surveys of the entire region

with the idea of curbing the greed of wa-

ter speculators and of planning for de-

velopment of storage dams, etc. The man-

ufacture of sisal rope, which has made
Yucatan a State of millionaire planters,

will be extensively developed along the

west coast and will doubtless have an im-

portant effect.

In timber, that along the coast is chielly

what we would call rare woods—mahog-

any, ebony, Spanish cedar, various fine

oaks, logwood, etc,—most of them so heavy

that lloating in streams is out of the ques-

ticin and transportation by any other means

dithcult. The pine on the western sierras

is so far up and surrounded by such deep

barrancas that it will require a balloon

line to get it out.

In mineral wealth Sinaloa is not what

outsiders generally suppose. Gelogically

it may be doubted if the steep west slopes

of the Sierras have not suffered too much

from erosion to give profitable deep mines,

and so far as explorations have proceeded,

veins are generally narrow. Geographi-

cally the mines are still far back from the

railway, which is to traverse the coastal

plains. It will be several days' hard^jour-

ney from the road to and out of most of

the districts. Topographically most mines

are in barrancas or great cations, rising

frequently almost vertically many thou-

sands of feet, where a hard day's mule

ride will advance the traveler, but a few

miles. These canons rise from compara-

tively near sea level to the high levels of

the sierras. There are, near the corner

of Sonora, Sinaloa and Chihuahua, bar-

rancas rising practically straight up 7500

ft,, one especiall)', the Barranca de Cobre,

being magnificent and terrible in its

grandeur.

Developmentally, western Mexican mines

are notoriously bad. While the work nn-

dcrground may not be unsafe gophering,

as it certainly is occasionally, it is rare to

have development more than a few months

ahead of stoping, while prices asked for

old properties are not based on what is in

sight or can be brought there in a reason-

able time, but on an indefinite continua-

tion of present profits, capitalized at some
low interest rate. If a mine has been a

profitable producer for, say, 200 years, like

(juadaloupc de los Reyes, there exists in the

Mexican mind no reason for doubting that

it may so continue another such period,

though there may be not more than

two or three years' development ahead.

Guadaloupe is by far the largest and is one

of the very few large producers in the

State ; it has a 30-stamp mill, tube mill

and cyanide plant. Its ore is chiefly sil-

ver, carries some gold, and is hand-picked.

Its earnings are about $100,000 per year.

Sinaloa is by no means thoroughly pros-

pected and doubtless time will reveal many
properties that will be highly profitable.

My remarks as to mining conditions are

general, and are subject to exceptions.

.As to most of the districts of the west

coast, it is safe to say that an ore must

carry from $50 to $60 per metric ton to

be worllt considering, «

I'kICES .\NU .\cUi.MM<i1)AT10NS l.N SlNALilA

The traveler through Sinaloa will be in-

terested to note the variations in price

for all articles and for accoinmodaiions.

Costs of everything will increase directly

in proportion to the acquaintance of the

native with "Gringoes" or Americans.

.\n almood of niais will cost twice as

much near Culiacan as at Chacala, for in-

stance, and zacale, or bundle of dry corn

fodder, will be loc. in one place and 5 or

(ic. at some neighboring l>ueblocilo not fre-

ipicnted by the occasional stranger. There
are not a few places in the hills where

it is impossible to get mais or zacalc for

one's mules or lorlillas and frijolfs fur

oneself. In such times of drought as re-

cently occurred, it is impossible to get

water without payment, and scarcely then.

One traveling through the interior of the

west coast will do well to carry sufficient

provisions for his party, depending on the

country for occasional additions, and not

to depend on the country for his entire

diet. He will not only save his stomach

and temper, but also much time. With
his own little Khotal oil burner or alco-

hol cooker, he can get a meal at any time

of the night, and so start out in the cool

of the morning, or ride all night, stop-

ping at any waterholc.

It is well enough to remember that the

natives have lived in the region for some
time, and for this reason know how to

get along; therefore, the foreigner who
persists in working or riding through the

heat of the day, while the inhabitants are

resting in the shade of their ramadas, is

not only foolish, but subjects himself to

calcnlura and many other dangerous ill-

nesses. Many of the civil engineering

parties working on location for the South-

ern Pacific are learning this by serious

.'ind costly experience. Ride at night when
possible, always in the cool of the early

daylight, and lie by, especially in the hot

season, from, say, 11 o'clock in the morn-
ing until 4 in the afternoon. That should

be a rule.

Except in the rainy season, which offi-

cially begins on the day of St. John the

Baptist, June 24, there is little need of tent

or slicker, and either is a useless weight

.V good folding cot with blankets enough
rolled in a dust-proof tarpaulin, are am-
ple. It is not wise, nor is it usual, for

the traveler to sleep inside the houses

which are ordinarily built, in the western

interior, of wattles and mud and roofed

with palm thatch. The newcomer will

doubtless be somewhat astonished for a

while at the size and curiosity of the au-

<liences of native ladies and gentlemen

who will assemble in each little pueblo

as he makes ready for retiring or dresses

in the morning light. The same joyous

and appreciative curiosity is expressed

when he cooks a meal.
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Automatic Acetylene Generator

(or Chemical Laboratories

r.N K' vMioi.i'n B01.UNG*

riie acciylciic I4as generator OcscnbcJ

in this article is one which 1 recently de-

signed and built, especially for chemical-

laboratory reciuirenients. Hearing in mind

the published reports of tests applied to

,omc of the acetylene generators now on

the market, my attention was especially

.hrcctcd to the poor chemical design of

,ome of them. The inventors had pro-

duced machines that were automatic m

their action, but were extremely low in

their efficiency, consuming a large amount

of calcium carbide to produce a relatively

small amount of pure acetylene. Briefly

reviewing the faults, it is necessary to

draw attention to the main defect, which

is that of allowing the carbide to come

in contact with an insufficient volume of

water in the reaction chamber, thereby

causing the chemical reactions to proceed

with the evolution of heat and consequent

breaking up of some of the carbide into

other gases of the hydrocarbon series,

which are low in illuminating power. This

is a very serious drawback to some of the

smaller sizes of generators and its ulti-

mate result is the reduction of the yield of

gas, and also of heat units per cubic foot

of gas. so that the generators do not de-

velop anywhere near the theoretical vol-

ume of gas. Most of these machines ap-

pear to have been designed more from

a mechanical standpoint than from a chem-

ical one, with the ultimate result of large

carbide consumption. From a scientific

point of view the only proper way to ob-

tain the maximum output from a given

weight of calcium carbide is to provide an

.'ipparatus v.hich can be so operated that a

small quantity of calcium carbide is

brought in contact with a large volume of

water, so that the heat of the chemical re-

action can be absorbed in a very large

volume of water ; the gas thus obtained is

pure acetylene containing about 98 per

cent. CiHi.

The Bulling Gener.mor

The general design as shown in the

rlrawing contains some original features.

The first that may be mentioned is the

automatic appliances for maintaining a

rorstant evolution of gas from the appa-

ratus without any personal manipulation.

The generator consists of two heavy gal-

vanized-iron tanks, one of which telescopes

within the other, the lower tank having a

heavy cast-iron ring at the rim, on which

arc screwed two upright pieces of iron pipe

;

these are joined at the top by a flat iron

bar, with brackets for pulleys, v.hich also

carry counterweights. The upper tark

has soldered into its top a pocket of gal-

vanized iron for holding calcium carbide,

•md is lilted from an opening in the cover

closed by a screw cap. The bottom of the

pocket terminates in a chute which is

closed by a flap-valve. The lever carrying

the rubber llap has a counterweight at-

tached, to balance the weight of the flap

closing the carbide chute. Near the bot-

tom of the upper tank is soldered a piece

of i6-mesh iron-wire gauze, the function

of which is to retain all carbide which

falls from the pocket above under the sur-

face of the water for about 4 in., thereby

allowing a large volume of water to react

on it, and allowing the calcium hydroxide

formed to slip througli llie meshes of the

gauze to the bottom of the lower tank,

where it can be removed from time to time

by blowing off from the sludge pipe.

To charge the generator, the cap is un-

screwed on the carbide pocket and filled

the generator may be considered in a posi-

tion to do business and will operate auto-

matically until its charge of carbide is ex-

hausted. The llcxible rubber-hose con-

nection between the upper tank and the

gas main is made of sufficient length to

allow a perfectly free movement of tele-

scoping.

.'\l)VANT.\GES OF ThIS GENERATOR

The generator is exceedingly simple in

its construction and has few parts, but it

also combines the best arrangement for

securing the highest yield of pure acety-

lene gas, and provides an abundant supply

of gas at all times.

Another important feature is the pre-

servation of the carbide in a moisture-

proof chamber ; this is of the utmost im-

portance, because carbide has a decided

tendency to absorb moisture and so give

off acetylene even when the generator is

not in action. This of course would lead

to a decided waste of material. The ac-

tion of the water on the carbide on the

wire screen at the top of the column al-

lows fresh water to be in contact, which

is the best arrangement possible. The
attachment of a dessicating and purifying

train is unnecessary with this apparatus,

and I have found the gas entirely free

from phospliine and sulphureted hydrogen.

Now that calcium carbide can be pro-

duced and sold at a very reasonable price,

I see no reason why it should not replace

the gasolene generator, which has for a

long time been the source of gas in labora-

tories situated in isolated districts. It is

safe to transport, and, being a solid, does

not leak or waste, as is the case when
gasolene is shipped long distances. With'
proper burners a most satisfactory heat is

obtained for chemical-laboratory opera-

tions.

•Chief chcmliit. Nova Srnein Steel nnd ConI
roinpany. Sydney Mlnen. <'npe Breton.

DOI-LING ACETYLENE GAS GENERATOR

with small lumps of calcium carbide, the

lower tank is filled with clean water up to

the top, and then the upper tank is placed

if position, the counter-wire ropes or cords

attached, and the weights so adjusted that

the requisite pressure on the gas-distrib-

uting pipes is secured. In the meanwhile

the terminal of the tripper-rod is attached

by a hook to the balanced carbide valve,

thus dropping a few pieces of carbide on

the wire screen ; an evolution of gas pro-

ceeds instantly, which gradually fills the

upper tank and so raises it almost out of

the lower one. The gas valve on the dis-

tributing pipe is now opened and the mix-

ture of gas and air that is in the upper

tank is allowed to escape. This is neces-

sary in order to get rid of any air which

may be in the tank and connections, and

so avoid having an explosive mixture of

gas and air. After the upper tank settles

in the lower and more carbide is dropped.

Asphalt in Turkey

Acording to the Montan-Zeit. (Aug.

I, 1907) the asphalt min.es of Selenitza

were in regular operation during the

whole of 1906. The production for the

year was 6000 metric tons, of which 4800

tons were exported. The capacity of the

mine will be much increased by the ex-

tension of the tramways and the erection

of new refining furnaces, .\bout 320 men
are employed, all of whom, including the

minor officials, are natives. The manager

is French. Wages are low but the cost

of production is nevertheless high, on ac-

count of the lack of easy means of trans-

portation. In order to transport material

to the harbor the company is obliged to

employ numerous pack-trains, which are

extremely expensive on account of the

high price of fodder and the short life of

the animals.

In order to prevent the waste occa-

sioned by hewing ties, a prominent rail-

road has recently specified that its new

ties nnist be sawed.
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A New Development in Air Compressors
A IVlaclniic 1 hat at Constant Spet'tl /Xuloniatually Varies the Vol-

ume ol Air Delivered to Meet tli<- Constantly f'luctuatinr) Demand

BY F R F: D I-: R I C K A . H A L S E Y i

The driving of air comprcssori by elec-

tric motors has introtlucod a new problem

into air compressor design. A fundamen-

tal feature of air compressor service is

that the consumption of air is variable be-

tween wide limits, and the delivery of the

air by the compressor must meet this

condition—a substantially constant pres-

sure beinp niaintained while the volume

action of the compressor is entirely sus-

pended from time to time, and the more

recent device of throttling the suction of

the machine. Motor-driven compressors

arc now called for in considerable num-
bers and of large sizes, and the problem is

of growing importance. The machines

here shown were made by the Nordberg
Manufacturing Company, the one shown

sure during the remainder of the stroke

and compressed again during the return

or compression stroke, the result being, in

eflfect, to vary the working length of the

stroke as required, the delivery of air be-

ing varied in the same ratio, while, ex-

cept for possible leakage of the valves and

piston, no loss is involved in the process.

The valves are nf the Corliss pattern

FIG. I, THE NORDBERG CONSTANT SPEED VARIABLE DELIVERY AIR COMPRESSOR

of air delivered is such as to maintain this

constant pressure under a constantly

fluctuating consumption. With compres-

sors having independent steam engines

the requirements are naturally and usu-

ally met by varying the speed of the com-

pressor, but with motor-driven machines

this method of regulation becomes im-

practicable and other expedients must be

resorted to, among such expedients being

the use of unloading devices by which the

Note

—

From the Amrrican Machitii'tt, .\nj:.
•.'.', 10(17.

tK»HI« 1-. Xnii-rirntt Milrhhlial.

in the half-tone being for the Aktiebolget

Maskiniflfar, Sweden, while the one from

which the indicator cards were taken was

made for the North Butte Mining Com-
pany. This latter machine has cylinders

of 2J and 36x42 in. and a normal caaci'y

of 3500 cu.ft. of free air per minute.

The Principle or the Machine

The desired result is here obtained by

closing the inlet valve before the stroke is

completed, the air in the cylinder being

then expanded below atmospheric pres-

actuated by the regular Nordberg full

stroke gear, the closing being by a dash-

pot, as in steam engine practice, and con-

trolled by a pressure governor, making

the machine entirely automatic.

The Valve Gear

Fig. I is from a photograph of the ma-

chine, taken with the machine stand-

ing on the crecting-shop floor, and

shows its general appearance. Fig. 2 is

a side view of one of the cylinders, taken

from between the frames, and shows

clearly the general construction of the
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valve gear. The wrist-plate is driven by full, one-half and nearly zero load. The
the reach rod a, while the releasing gear compressor being compounded, the cards

is driven by the rod b. which oscillates

the arm c about the fixed center d.

The two reach rods f / to the releasing

tams, are connected to the three-armed

rocker g h i, swiveled to the lower end

of c. i being connected by the link / to the

radius fork k to which the pressure gov-

ernor / is connected. It is obvious that

under the action of the eccentric rod

the parallelogram of parts cijk will

oscillate as such, the arms g h maintain-

ing a vertical position and giving equal

are double in all cases, the upper one of

each pair being from the low and the

lower one from the high-pressure cylin-

der. Fig. 5 shows the action of the gear

beautifully. Taking the crank end card,

the suction valve opens at the beginning

of the stroke at a and remains open until

mid-stroke is reached, when at b the re-,

leasing gear acts and the valve is closed.

From 6 to f tlie air contained in the cyl-

inder expands until at f, when the end of

the stroke is reached, compression be-

gins—the expansion and compression lines

being practically superimposed until at-

mospheric pressure is reached, when the

compression proceeds in the usual man-

ner. The action of the high-pressure

valves is precisely similar, except that

the expansion and re-compression of the

air is from the receiver pressure instead

SIDE ELEVATION SHOWING VALVE HEAR

movement to both knock-off cams. Should,

however, the pressure governor draw

arm i upwarl, g h will be inclined to the

left and the parts will, as before, oscillate

as a parallelogram, g h swinging in its

inclined position but maintaining paral-

lelism with itself while the two ends have

again the same movement and the release

of the valves is altered.

The Releasing Mechanism

The rcleas'ng gear is another beautiful

piece of mechanism and is clearly shown
in Fig. 3. The main valve moving piece

has three arms a b and c, the wrist plate

link being connected to a, the releasing

la.ch d to b, and the governor cam arm
e to c. The governor cam arm is con-

nected to the governor by the rod / and
has thus a compound motion—one by

which it swings bodily about its swivel

pin at the top, and another by which it is

adjusted laterally by the governor. The
cam arm at its lower end is composed of

two circular arcs struck from the center

above, the two arcs being connected by a

short incline. The roller at the end of

arm g, which is keyed to the releasing

latch, rides within the cam groove as arm
g swings under the action of the main ec-

centric and releases and engages the latch

as the roller passes the jog in the cam
groove—the position of the release being

determined by the governor as already

explained.

Indicator Cards

The unique action of this gear is clearly

shown in Figs. 4. s and 6 which give in-

dicator cards under conditions of nearly FIG. 3. THE NORDBERG FULL STROKE VALVE GEAR
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of from the atmosphere. The action will the cylinder, and whatever be the pressure thus prevented from lifting from its seat

be seen to be precisely the same as that within the cylinder, the same pressure is which, without this provision, might be the

-f steam cylinder admission valves, open- niaintaiiie<l lnhind the valve, wh^cli is case.

FIG. 4. NE.\RLY FULL IX).\D

Sprlni; IS

Mm.

Vac.

taibt.

Siirliii: 00

FJC. 5. HALF LOAD

INDICATOR CARDS. SPEED 74 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE

FIG. 6. NEARLY ZERO LOAD

ing at the jend of the stroke and closing

at a point determined by the governor.

In order to overcome mechanical dif-

ficulties each cylinder is provided with iti

own governor, and the perfection of ac

tion of these governors will be seen al

once from the figures attached to the

cards, giving the intercooler and receiver

pressures, the extreme variation of the

latter being but three pounds.

The Valves

Fig. 7 gives a section of a cylinder head

and its valve. The inlet valve is shown

as open, the closing movement being t<y

a turn to the right. When closed the

port a opens into the main port entering

PLAN SECTIO.V FIG. 9. SECTIONAL ELEVATION

THE NORDBERC INTERCOOLER
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The Intercooler

Figs. 8 and 9 show Mr. Nordberg's lat-

est pattern of intercooler, in which noth-

ing has been spared to insure perfect

cooling. The economy of coinpoiind com-

pression depends entirely upon the per-

formance of the intercooler—many com-

pound compressors being the reverse of

economical because of the imperfect action

of the intercooler. The margin of gain

due to compounding is not large in any

event, and with some inevitable loss due

to the forcing of the air tlirough two ex

tra sets of valves, this margin may

more than disappear unless the inter-

cooler performs its function properly, and

reduces the air to very nearly its original

itmpcrature. The flow of the water and

air in opposite directions through the in-

tercooler in order that the air at exit

may have the advantage of the coolest in-

riiming water is common, but I have never

before seen so complete a provision to

compel the water to flow equally through

all of the tubes, and thus insure that all

parts of the cooling surface shall be

(qually effective. The tube plates are

shown at a a, while complete tubes are

shown at 6 6 and others—cut oflf to avoid

confusion—are shown at c c. The air

enters the intercooler at d and is dis-

charged at e, while the water enters at /

and is discharged at g. Baffle plates li h h

guide the air in the manner indicated by

the arrows iii, while baffles in the water

heads insure the flow of the water in the

opposite direction as indicated by the ar-

rows j j j.

its initial temperature when entering the

low-pressure cylinder. The ratio between

the two horse-powers is called the ef-

ficiency of compression and is shown in

the efficiency curve at the top of the dia-

grams, this curve extending from an out-

put of a little over 200 to one of 3600

Labor Conditions in the Brass

Trade in England

C^ill

FIG. 7. THE VALVES
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Efficiency op the Machine

The efficiency of the compressor is in-

'^icated by the diagram. Fig. 10, in which

the line for the actual indicated horse-

power has been taken directly from the

cards shown in' Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The line

for the theorectical indicated horse-power

is based on the assumption of adiabatic

compression in each cylinder, with perfect

cooling between the cylinders and no valve

loss—perfect intercooling being under-

ttood to mean the reduction of the air to

cubic feet per minute. The curve will be

seen to be remarkably high, and espec-

ially so for the smaller loads.

New regulations relating to the condi-

tions under which brass is cast have been .

i.ssued by the English Home Office under

the Factory Act of igoi. These new rules

relate chiefly to the provision of proper

exhaust to remove the fumes, and to the

provision of means for washing the hands.

The following are the new rules as is-

sued :

I. Pouring of brass shall not be car-

ried on unless there be

:

(a) An efficient exhaust draft for the

removal of the fumes at or as near as

possible to the point of origin ; and

(b) Efficient arrangements to prevent

the funics from entering any room in tin

factory in which work is carried on ; and

(c) Free openings to the outside air in

the upper part of the room.

i. There shall be provided and main

tained in a cleanly state and in good re-

pair, for the use of all persons employed,

a lavatory, imder cover, with (l) a suffi-

cient supply of clean towels, renewed

daily, and of soap and nail brushes, and

(2) with either

:

(a) A trough with a smooth impervious

surface, fitted with a waste pipe without

plug, and of such length as to allow at

least 2 ft. for every five such persons, and

having a constant supply of warm water

from taps or jets above the trough at in-

tervals of not more than 2 ft. ; or

(b) At least one lavatory basin for

every five such persons, fitted with a waste

pipe and plug or placed in a trough hav-

ing a waste pipe, and having either a con-

stant supply of hot and cold water, or

warm water, laid on, or—if a constant

supply of heated water be not reasonably

practicable—a constant supply of cold wa

ter laid on and a supply o~f hot water al

ways at hand when required for use by

persons employed.

3. No female shall be allowed to work,

in any process whatever, in any room in

which pouring of brass is carried on.

4. No person employed shall leave the

premises or partake of food without

carefully washing the hands.

5. No persons employed shall carry on

the pouring of brass without using the

apparatus provided in pursuance of Regu-

lation I a.

German iron masters feel the scarcity of

iron-ore supplies acutely. The Rhcnish-

Westphalian blast furnaces import 40 per

cent, of their ore from Sweden and a

similar amount from the Luxembourg-
Lorraine districts. The Swedish ore is

mostly phosphoric, and the quality of the

Lorraine ores is also disappointing.

Tn days gone by Frankfort-on-the-Main

was the center of the German money mar-

ket. Today the position is held by Berlin

and Frankfort occupies a secondary place.

The report of the Frankfort stock ex-

change, which used to be the standard

authority, is now of little importance and

docs not appear regularly. Frankfort is

still distinguished, but in other ways. It

is becoming the center of advanced

scientific research, and it is the seat of

two of the most influential firms interested

in metallurgical operations.
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The Seven Devils and

River Districts

Snake

By George D. Rcid

This copper-bearing section lies in

\\ ashington county, Idaho, and Baker

county, Oregon, the Snake river running

through it and forming the boundary be-

tween the two States. The first discov-

eries on Snake river were made some 40

years ago by placer miners. Since these

early discoveries, the ilistance from a rail-

way and lack of cheap transportation fa-

cilities have greatly retarded development.

Ilie Northwest Railway, long projected

and at last under construction and as-

sured of completion, will overcome this

drawback. The new line will pass along

Snake river from Huntington, Oregon, to

Lewiston. Idaho, close to most of the

mines and prospects and within 10 miles

i all. This railway is being constructed

\>y the Oregon Short Line and will event-

ually become the main Union Pacific out-

let to Portland and Puget Sound points,

ivoiding as it does the present steep haul

over the Blue mountains.

The Seven Devils District

The principal mines of the Seven

Devils district are the Blue Jacket,

Helena, Queen, Legal Tender, Alaska,

Crescent, Lockwood, White Monument,

tion, but chietly because of expensive

trai\sportation.

I am reliably informed that in six

niimlhs the Blue Jacket mine shipped

about <xx) tons of ore containing high

copper and moderate gold and silver

valui'-i. This ore had to be hauled by

some time ; and at Landore, another

camp, a custom smelter was operated for

some time. Both these plants were closed

on account of the cost of fuel and fluxes.

The ore of the Seven Devils district con-

sists chietly of bornite, chalcopyrite and

malachite, occurring in a diorite and lime

SNAKE RIVER FROM OREGON SHORE

SNAKE RIVER FROM OREGON SIDE

Peacock, South Peacock, Arkansas and De-

corah. There are also hundreds of un-

developed claims surrounding these mines.

All these properties mentioned have been

worked off and on for the past 20 years.

The reason that they have not been

worked regularly is in part due to litiga-

wagon to Weiser, Idaho, a distance of

nearly 100 miles. From there the greater

part of it was shipped to New York by

rail. Even under these conditions the

leasers are said to have netted a profit.

.\t Cuprum, one of the camps in the dis-

trict, a small smelter was operated for

formation. Garnet and epidotc are two

very characteristic associated minerals.

The new railway will be reached from

the Seven Devils district by a wagon road

from Cuprum to Ballard's Landing, 3

small settlement on the Oregon bank of

.Snake river. A second road is projected

from Cuprum to the river down Indian

creek to the new camp of Copperfield.

Two aerial tramways are also projected

from the mines to the railwaj'.

The Snake River District

The Snake River district, while really a

part of the same copper-bearing area as

the Seven Devils section, lies along the

river at a much lower altitude, and in-

cludes both sides of the Snake from Squaw
creek on the north to Pine creek on the

'iouth. On account of the lower elevation,

different mining conditions exist from

iliose in the upper camps. The summers
are hot and dry, and a mild winter with

little snow makes all-the-year mining easy.

Physical conditions make tunnel mining

more practicable than in the Seven Devi'?,

and so far no shaft mining has been at-

tempted on the Oregon side of the river.

The principal camp is at Homestead, al-

though other settlements are fast spring-

ing up along the river from the impetus

given by the coming of the railway.

The geology of this portion of the cop-

per-bearing area is somewhat complex.

Overlapping the tops of the mountains on

the Oregon side are the lava rim rocks.
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These rocks are characteristic of this por-

tion of the Northwest and are a part of

the Columbia river basalt flow which cov-

ers great areas in the States of Ore-

gon and Washington. Under this basalt

is the mineral-bearing formation. Orig-

inally it consisted of a number of the erup-

The principal properties on the Ore-
gon side of the river are the Iron Dike,

McDougall, Farrell, Rand-McCarty and
Roger-O'Toole groups, but many other

claims are being developed, and consid-

erable activity is manifest throughout the

whole disirxt. Among those on the Idaho

the southern part of the district at Ox
Bow. It is the intention to carry the

waters of the river through three parallel

tunnels, the river here making such a

sharp bend as practically to parallel its

own course for about two miles. A large

power-generating plant will be installed

at the outlet of these tunnels to furnish

light and power for many towns and

mines in eastern Oregon and western

Idaho, and the completion and operation of

this plant will be of great value to the

district by furni'^h-ng cheap power to the

mines that require it.

Considerable capital h;,s lately become
interested in the district. There is some-

thing of a boom going on, but so far

there seems to have bcin little wildcatting

or undue inflation of values. The next

ypar or two should see a number of mines

rdded to the list of producers.

iiu.\n;.-~TE.M), oKKGiix, IX 1906

A description of a rapid ore-car un-

loader is given by the Eng. Record (July

3, 1907). The device has been installed

on the Duluth ore docks of the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern . Railroad to replace

manual labor in breaking up or dislodging

the ore in bottom-dumping ore cars when
discharging into storage pockets. A trav-

eling crane spans the unloading tracks

above the pockets, the cross-traveling trol-

ley of w'hich carries vertically adjustable

racks of blades which may be forced

down into the load of ore in a car with a

tive rocks, such as quartz porphyry, rhyo-

lite, andesite, diabase and diorite. At

least two movements of the crust seem

to have taken place, shattering the orig-

inal formation and forming a crushed zone

or belt, extending from the Seven Devils

in Idaho across the river into Oregon and

under the basalt flow.

In the Seven Devils the formation has

been much less altered than on the Ore-

gon side of the river and evidence of rock

movements and shattering grow more

conspicuous as the basalt flow rocks are

approached. In my opinion this would

indicate that the shattering was directly

caused by. the lava outbreaks, and that it

was the cause of the mineralization of

the resulting stockwork. The basalt cliffs

show that at least eight or nine different

flows occurred and the number of layers

can be easily counted by the terraces or

benches they have formed.

Since these movements of the crust the

crushed zone has been partially metamor-

phosed by the action of water and other

agencies, until now it is hard to identify

what the original ro'-k mass may have

been.

The ores of the district consist chiefly

of chalcopyrite, pyritc, bomite and chalco-

cite, carrying almost always some gold and

silver. Malachite and tetrahcdritc are also

present, the latter occurring especially at

one or two properties near the river on

the Idaho side.

ENTRANCE, NO. 3 TUNNEL, IRON DIKE MINE

side may be mentioned the Lime Peak,

River Queen, Azurite, Chipman and Mc-
Carty groups.

Water Power

The Idaho-Oregon Light and Power
Company is at present engaged in the con-

struction of a dam across Snake river in

pressure of eight tons. Then by the longi-

tudinal movement of the bridge the

blades may act as a sweep to clear the car

of contents from either end to the hop-

per. All three movements of the crane

arc electrically operated, so that the

blades may be rapidly spotted over any

car on any of the unloading tracks.

I
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Production of Arizona Mines
i

Special Correspondence

The mining companies of Arizona are

taxed this year under a new law, some
provisions of which have been heretofore

referred to in the Joi'rnau This law pro-

vides that every mining company whose

gross production in any one year is of a

value of $3750, or more, must submit to

the Territorial auditor and county asses-

sor a statement of the products for a

basis of assessment, it being further pro-

vided that the assessed valuation of a pro-

ductive mine shall be one- fourth of its

gross product in the year.

It became necessary, therefore, for the

auditor to compile a statement of the

gross product of all the mines in Arizona

The average valuation for 1906 of the

various products, as figured in the sched-

ule, is as follows: Copper, 19.278c. per

lb.; silver, 66.791c. per ounce: gold $20.67

per ounce.

Loss of Heat Due to Boiler

Scale

Bv L. V. Brf.cken'ridce

The engineering experiment station of

the University of Illinois has issued Bul-

letin No. II, "The Effect of Scale on the

Transmission of Heat through Locomo-
tive Boiler Tubes," by Edward C. Schmidt
and John M. Snodgrass. This bulletin

describes a series of experiments begun in

1900 to determine the relation of the heat

loss due to scale to the scale thickness.

UUUSS I'KODITCT OF THE MINES OF ARIZONA FOB THE TEAR 1906.

Companies. COPPEB,
LB.

Gold,
GUIIOES.

SILVER, . Value
0UKCE8. ; Pboduct.

71.711,813
3<;.i»S1.3«7

lt,tM1.8"B

3,M1,680
I

7,S73

14:1

Oocnnino 8
GUn V

10

n
VI

13

U
IS

lirnhani 16
17

18

19

JO
MarU'pu'jl
Mohave 2*^

23
Ptma n

JS

26
27

28

SonuC. 29
Tavnpnl So

31

32
33
34

Tuma 36

1 Crtppor gueen ConaoUdalrd— Blsbee. 1

a *'alu!iit»t ,^: Arizona
3 Superior ,^ Plttabur;;
4,Shnttuck .\rlzoiia

5 T»^mb9t.-no t.'«inaolldaioil Mines Tombstonei.
6 Two companies, uo returns,

assessed tiill value '.

7 Mlseellauoous. four coropanlesl
CaDyr»n Copper GraDdvlewl
old Dnmtulon Copper I Olobe. !

CnltedOlMbe •
1

Saddle Mountain MlntDR. Chrlstmas.l
Live Oak I OIol>e. !

Gibson Topper
j

'*

.\riEona Commercial Copper
I

"

Miscellaneous, three compan'sj •

Arizona t'opper Clifton.
Detroit Copper Morencl.
Shannon Copper <"llfton.

New EuKlnnd i CTIfton Clifton.
Miscellaneous, five companies
Relief Gold

I

.

Gold Road Exploration Gold Koadsl

.

Miscellaneous, four companies;
I mperlal Copper Silver Bell.j
Twin Huttes Mining
Helvetia Copper
TIpTopC'pper TipTop.
Miscellaneous, two companies
MlpcHiianeous, two companies
tTnll**d Verde Copper .lerome.
Ideal Mlnlnc .t Development .. McCabe.
De Soto MlnUiK Humboldt.
Con^'ress Con<*olidated Congress. .

Commercial Mining Pretcott.
Miscellaneous, twelve compa's
King of .\rlzona , Kofa.

Totals, sixty-two •ompanles 255,012,165 ' 125,016

917.242
26.798

16,602,186
4,6(»7.537

2,3;».492
1,714,074

1,106,100
U39,102

1.692.343
•25,937.006

19.B«8,412
9,592,773
1,140,770
698,013

27,653
4,385,246
700.329
379,823
298,890
161,000
46,136

38,827.363

518.895
1,128,327

694,126
820,762

7!04.3

'4.923

1,798

437

70
698
43

738
36,299
1,346

28

382.211
194 .4.51

32,.'>«4

577.221

466.431
334

74,123
6,277
16,410

16
12,913
14 .696

903
10,410

iiioss
13,643

3,107 1

23,340
10,472
24,744

13,013
I

40.605 I

44,327
11,294 .

3.898
I

iii|
73,373

428,317
139,766
19,259
11,407

.

iniooi '

4,395 I

$14,236,428

7,337,748
1,768,377

489,986
650,218

17,600
683,410

5.383
3,286,125
891,772
470,515
330,439
213,234
181.040
305,972

4,973,421
3,762,671
1,868,96;)

228,508
1,50,130

14,778
561,629
90,081

874,994
142,553
76,446
.57,620

29,466
133,684

8.038,126
497,152
249,047
•222,794

131,114
6.55,866

284,593

2,704,045 $,53,801,781

in order to arrive at the total mine-ta.x

roll. The statement shows the names and

locations of the principal companies, their

gross products in copper, gold and silver,

and the gross valuation of all. In some

cases the latter item includes returns from

baser metals, which, however, in most

cases are negligible in amount and value.

The smaller producers have been grouped

under miscellaneous under each county.

The accompanying table is compiled from

the returns for 1906 made to the auditor.

There are productive mines in 11 of the

13 counties of .\rizona. There are 62

companies in the Territory which come
into the "productive" class under the law.

It is certain that the gross valuation for

the Territory of all products of mines, $53,-

801,781. representing sworn returns of all

the companies, is very close to the actual

product, if indeed it is not actually cor-

rect.

1 he experiments comprise tests on single

tubes as well as tests of the entire locomo-
tive boiler. The results of all the tests,

plotted with reference to scale thickness,

show great divergence in the heat loss,

which is ascribed to diflferences in scale

structure.

The conclusions derived from the tests

are summarized as follows

:

1. That for scale of thicknesses up to '/i

in., the heat loss may vary in individual

cases from insignificant amounts to as

much as 10 or 12 per cent.

2. That the heat loss does increase with

thickness in an undetermined ratio.

3. That mechanical structure of the

scale is of as much or more importance

than thickness in producing this loss.'

4. That chemical composition, except in

so far as it affects the structure of the

scale, has no direct influence on heat

transmission.

Non-metallic Minerals in the

Philippines *

By W.-.RREN D. SMITHt

Coal is the most important non-metallic

mineral occurring in the Philippines. It

is found in practically every island of the

group and in many cases is associated

with petroleum. The quality of the coal

is pretty regular throughout the archi-

pelago; it is a sub-bituminous coal having
ihc appearance and specific gravity of
lignite, but the carbon content and the

streak of bituminous coal. The more
promising fields at the present time are as

follows: Cebu, in the r.egion behind the

towns of Compostela and Danao; the

island of Polillo, which is on the east

coast of Luzon about opposite Manila;
the southern portion of the island of Min-
doro in the vicinity of Bulalacao; Bantan
island, about 12 miles northeast of Lcgaspi
in Albay province ; the northern portion

of Dinagat island, just north of Surigao,

Mindanao; and near Escalante in the

northeast corner of the island of Negros.
These coals have stood up fairly well

in testj under stationary and marine boil-

ers, but they are not entirely satisfactory.

.•^pparatus is now being erected under the

joint supen'ision of the Department of

Chemistry and the Bureau of Science to

test the ni rits of these coals in gas

producers.

Small amounts of petroleum have been

discovered in three localities ; in Tayabas
province on the e?st coast and Cebu
province on the west coast near Toledo
and Algeria. It is stated in connection

with these deposits that there is only one
concern in the islands which can handle
oil. and that it is not willing to go out of

its way to look into a proposition which
does not offer large returns. If, however,
someone were to develop these properties

and establish several good wells, the com-
pany might then take hold of them.

Of other minor minerals it appears that

the present knowledge of their extent and
possibilities is rather vague. Materials

for making portland cement are very fair

in quality and the limestone and shale

beds are near each other. Gypsum deposits

are known but are not very near the raw
materials for the cement. No beds of

natural cement are known. Deposits of

phosphate rock, asbestos and manganese
ore have been located but practically no
exploitation of them has been undertaken

as vet.

Superphosphate works have been

erected on Hikoshima island, near Shi-

moneseki, Japan, and phosphate rock is

imported from Christmas Island. The
amount so imported from August 26, 1906,

until the end of the year was 5459 tons.

•Ab.stracf from the Far Ftutem Rev^eu!
.Tune, 1007.

tnovpmment eeolO)rt'»t.
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Setting Timber in Anthracite Coal Mines
Reasons Why It Would Be Impracticable to Have a Special Tim-

ber Corps Instead of Having the Props Placed by the Miners

bT JOHN FL H A E R T T E R ^^

1 ne tinibcriiig ui a mine in a thorough

manner is an important factor in safe min-

ing and in the amount of c'-'al won without

the destruction of the pillars and the con-

sequent caving of certain portions of the

workings.

It is pleasing to note that mining journals

are endeavoring to keep pace with modern

methods of mining whereby the mining

man can keep in touch with subjects cov-

ering the conditions of the present time.

The Journal of June 15, 1907, in its edi-

torial on "Some of the Present Problems

in Coal Mining" presents for discussion

nine subjects of much interest to the min-

ing industry, the sixth of which prompted

me to express my views. They are here

stated because of the interest taken in the

subject on different occasions, and for the

purpose of obtaining the views of others.

The methods for setting props and all

timber, and the number and size of the

sticks required arc determined by the lo-

cality, and such conditions as the thick-

ness of the seam, the character of roof

and floor, the width of opening and the

depth of mining below the surface.

Locality.

As to locality, a vast difference exists

between the Wyoming region or upper

field and the Lehigh and Schuylkill re-

gions, or middle and lower fields re-

spectively, not only in the timbering of the

working places but in many other ways.

In the upper field the seams lie in an al-

most horizontal position while in the mid-

dle and lower fields they vary from hor-

izontal to vertical, averaging about a 45

deg. pitch. They are horizontal or nearly

When this is not done, the only other

means at hand is heavy timbering or cogs,

the latter being used quite extensively and

with success. In the lower field the

squeeze extends down the pitch and the

crushing of the pillars, if only to a small

degree, causes the pillar to slide and the

entire moving mass slides down the pitch

crushing everything before it as far as the

openings extend. The methods for tim-

bering to check its progress must be the

best to suit the occasion and produce the

desired effect.

Methods of Timbering

The tendency of the roof is to fall in the

direction of the force of gravity as the

line f g, Figs. I, 2, 3. This force, however,

is resolved into two forces where the roof

is solid and has a tendency to hold to-

Fig. I Dip 3 Deg. Fig. 2 Dip 45 Deg.

SETTING OF MINE TIMBERS

Fig. 3 Dip 70 Deg.

I assume that the question is raised by

reason of so many accidents recorded

yearly resulting from a fall of roof, in

many instances caused by improper tim-

bering on the part of the miner, who is

either careless or incompetent. However,

the question could not be satisfactorily

solved without considering the other con-

ditions connected with it and I have con-

sequently treated it in a general way.

The question asked, in its published

form, reads : "Is it the better plan to have

the miners set their own props, or to em-

ploy a corps of experienced men to set

props?"

The question undoubtedly applies to the

timbering of working places in general,

and not strictly to the setting of props

only; considered in this light I have, in

many cases, used the word "timbering,"

meaning the rendering safe of a working

place in general.

•Englnper with I.PhlKl> ValNy Coal Com-
pnnjr. wllkeii Burr?, Pennsylvntiln.

so only when they approach the anticlinal

or synclinal axis or when swinging around

the nose of an anticlinal from a north to

a south dip and vice versa.. Consequently

in the lower fields the methods for timber-

ing exceed greatly in number those of the

upper field. In addition to the various

standard methods for timbering in the low-

er field the foreman or miner is frequently

confronted with the squeezing of exten-

sive portions, treacherous roof, running of

pillars and other conditions which not only

require prompt action, but also demand
great care and judgment on the part of

the men selected to do the relief work.

A squeeze in the Wyoming region is en-

tirely different from one in the lower

fields. In the former we find the over-

lying strata coming down vertically in one

solid mass, crushing the pillars, and it is

generally advantageous to extract enough
pillars to give the mass a loose end to

check its spread over a large territory and
thus confine it to one of smaller extent.

gether as shown by the line a f parallel to

the dip of the seam and the line 6 f at

right angles to the dip. The line 0/ is

equalized by the opposing force existing

in the roof itself and the only force or

pressure to be provided against is that rep-

resented by b f; and since the resisting

force of the floor is at right angles to the

dip, it is self evident that the most ef-

fectual position for posts or props for sup-

porting the roof is at right angles to the

dip.

From the figures it is clear that the

greater the inclination of the seam the

less is the weight on the props. The props

are, in practice, slightly inclined up the

pitch—or underset as it is termed—so that

the least settling or sliding of the roof

will tighten them. It will also be noticed

that the greater the inclination the greater

is the tendency to slide. Fig. I shows the

method of support in a flat seam as in

the Wyoming region, while Figs. 2 and 3

ripply to the Lehigh and Schuylkill re-
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gions, except that the caps ^rc seldom used

in breast work in the latter lields, the

head of the post simply being driven into a

hitch cut in the roof. These conditions

are of importance in the plans for ihc ex-

traction of the coal and the timbering of

the place.

The question at issue in its stated form

applies to the three tields and must there-

fore, be answered in a manner that will

meet the conditions in all.

The Miner Knows D.\ngerous Condi-

tions Best

First of all, it is a fact that the miner

himself, aside from the foreman or fire-

boss, knows the conditions of his workini.;

place best, laying aside the fact that many

miners of roaming nature only work in

one place for several days and then go to

another, iwt remaining long enough to

study the conditions, which is also true of

men employed to do company work, in

eluding those hired as timbermen. The
average miner knows the nature of the

working face at all times, more particular-

ly that of the roof, for the reason that he

is constantly taking heed and studying its

actions for his own safety. Some of the

seams carry a good roof throughout and a

few props over a big area will often prove

sufficient : others carry a roof of variable

nature which is constantly changing, fre-

quently in a short distance; while still

others carry a roof which is always treach-

•Tous. Whom could we expect in the two

last cases to know the conditions better or

to be more careful than the miner himself

in timbering his place properly, for the

reason that he would place his own life

in jeopardy were he to do it in a reckless

manner? Furthermore, no one aside from

a cautious foreman will be as well ac-

quainted with the conditions which cause

a sudden fall of roof without previous

warning, as frequently occurs in the third

case just mentioned.

A Large Corps of Timbermen Would Be
Necess.\ry

We admit that a corps selected from a

number of experienced miners could in

many cases stand the timber in a more
workmanlike manner and better results

might be obtained in the way of accidents,

falls and delays in transportation. How-
ever, some plan would have to be adopted

whereby a required number of the corps

could be kept within the immediate vicin-

ity of the working faces, and from the ex-

tensive limit to which some of the work-

ings in present-day mining reach, we
would be compelled either to carry a large

corps of timbermen, in addition to the

present company force, in order that thiy

would be on hand at the proper time, or

allow a working place to stand idle await-

ing the arrival of one or two of the corps

from a remote corner of the mine after

some time had already elapsed in getting

word to them, and we can readily see the

amount of time which would be wasted

day after day. The mine foreman of to-

day has trouble enough now to watch and

keep busily engaged the company hands

required to transport the coal from the

working faces to Ihc surface besides the

attention and duties required of him

10 fulfill the mine Iaw<; as well as

FIG. 4. SETS SPACED 5 TO / FT. C. TO C.

Full of Loose Coal

PLAN

the rules of the company he is

serving. The officials in charge from the

early days to the present time have been

well acquainted with the fact that com-

pany hands, unless closely and continually

guarded, will not render a full day's ser-

vice. We arc led to bclie\e that the same

thing would be true in the case of the tim-

ber corps, especially if iheir work were

scattered throughout different portions of

the mine when a foreman or his assistant

could not have them under iheir < ve. A
good example is furnished by .issuming

that a portion of the roof in ;i chamber

of one part of the mine has fallen and

there is still hanging another piece which

might be secured by immediate propping.

The miner having received orders to do no

more timbering leaves his working place

and informs .someone in charge of what

has occurred. A messenger is despatched

lor the timber gang. In the meantime the

rock falls, covers the roadways and, be-

sides being dangerous, is idle until the fall

is cleared away. Had Ihe miner been

the proper person to dress the roof or se-

cure it with timbers, he would have taken

immediate steps to do so and, even grant-

ing that he might not have been able to

keep up the rock, the time lost would have

been taken advantage of and the delay

made shorter.

Discrimination by the Men

In the event of a corps having been or-

ganized for timbering purposes we would

doubtless find that certain members of it

would soon be on disagreeable terms with

the miners for various reasons, .-^gain

partiality would be shown in timbering a

friend's working place in preference to

another who, through prejudice, would be

compelled to wait though in point of

turn the latter should be first. The nat-

ural result would be dissatisfaction among

the workmen, and a consequent delay in

the work in general.

Many miners have an off-day immedi-

ately following pay-day or during a holi-

day season. If the miner fails to report

for work and the timber gang is laid

idle on that account, it is only necessary

for them to return home unless the mine

foreman has other duties for them to per-

form. On the contrary if the miner re-

ports for work and the timberman does

not, then the miner can only blow the

day's coal for he is not allowed to proceed

further until the place is timbered. The

point is this, in the first case matters will

be as they are now, but in the latter the

delay in working the place and the loss

in tonnage is increased. These occur-

rences would be frequent as experience

has often proven.

In general the setting of props or posts

to support the roof in the upper field is

the same for chambers as for roads and

ver>' little double timbering is done in

comparison to that in the lower fields

where a set of two legs and a collar con-

stitutes the timbering of the gangway or

road for its entire length (Fig. 4), and

where the props in the chambers serve as

the uprights against which a plank is

placed to hold the refuse or coal as the

case may be; the outside of the wall so

formed constitutis the sides of the man-
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way and aircourse while the rib of the

jiillar forms the other side.

Practical Cases

The chambers, as already stated, are

on an average dip of 45 deg. The props

are spaced 3 ft. apart and the planks or

slabs, 6 ft. long, are joined at every other

prop and constitute what is termed a

length. The chambers vary in length from

150 to 250 ft. pitch measurement, from the

air course below while the thickness of the

scam varies from 3 to 12 ft. Assuming a

chamber to be 200 ft. long and the seam

8 ft. thick wc can readily see the amount

of timber required when we know that as

many as 60 chambers are working at one

time, not considering the amount of gang-

way and relief timbering constantly being

put in. Fig. 5 shows a chamber, like this, in

plan and section. The progress made per

day, on an average, is about one length or 6

ft. of coal extracted with the necessary

timber, dependent entirely on the thick-

ness of the seam and the hardness of the

coal.

No Timber Corps Probable in Lower
Anthracite Fields

The suggestion to have a timber corps

in the lower field will never receive much
attention. In many chambers as described

above, the seam is of a free nature and the

pillars are found to chip and creep. It

would be out of the question to have any-

body excepts the miner to timber such a

place for it must frequently be done im-

mediately after a shot has been fired in

order to secure the place and prevent its

closing. On numerous occasions the fire

boss on his morning round has found
manways blocked tight and only the miner
who knows every foot of ground is per-

mitted to enter the place to open it and
put it in safe condition. It often happens
that the place must be abandoned on ac-

count of its dangerous nature and we can
sec how absurd it would be to send into

such a breast anyone strange to conditions

as would be the case with a timber corps.

A New Scale of Wages Would be

Necess.\ry

Another point not to be overlooked
would be the establishment of a new rate

of wages for the miners after the work of
timbering would no longer form a part
of the duties he contracts to perform. At
the present time the miner must set all

timbers required to render safe the roof
and ribs, together with shooting the coal

and loading it into mine cars and laying
the road, for all of which he is paid a
lump rate per yard or per car. If we
take away from him the work of standing
the timber we must also reduce his rate

per yard and here is where the disagree-

able business dealings with the miners
would commence. This applies to gang-
ways and chambers of upper and lower
fields. In the lower fields the breast miner
only blows the coal and sets the timber

but the amount of timbering to be done

and the carriage up a chamber, dipping

from 45 deg. to vertical, forms quite an

item and a big reduction in the present

rate per yard would naturally follow the

taking away of this work from the breast

miner.

There would be no end to labor and

wage disputes and the nearest way to a

settlement of the grievances, which would

arise, would be the creation of another

conciliation board or a big increase in the

membership of the present one. In this

connection wc must remember too that

under the present arrangement of compen-

sation of "the miners, a mine foreman is at

all times at liberty to order a set of tim-

ber or props taken out and replaced by

the miner and at the miner's expense, if

the same are not set to the satisfaction of

the foreman or his assistants. On the

other hand timber carelessly placed by an

unconcerned, disinterested company-hand
would have to be taken out and replaced

at the company's expense and the cost

for dead work would increase.

Mine Laws Concerning Timbering

From Section i, Article XI, of the mine

Uiws, it is to be construed that the tim-

bering was intended to be done by the

miner for the reason, already stated, that

he is the one who knows the condition of

the working place. The law reads : "It

shall be the duty of the owner, operator,

superintendent or mine foreman of every

mine to furnish to the miners all props,

ties, rails, and timbers necessary for the

safe mining of coal and for the protection

of the lives of the workman. Such props,

ties, rails, and timbers shall be suitably

prepared and shall be delivered to the

workmen as near to their working places

as they can be conveyed in ordinary mine

cars, free of charge."

Whether or not the present question pre-

sented itself at the time the law was
framed, I do not know, but I do know that

the law in its present form would have to

be revised if the timbering of the working

places is taken away from the miner and

entrusted to a timber corps.

Section 2 of the same article would also

apply if the present method should be

changed. "Every workman in want of

props, etc., shall notify the mine foreman

or his assistant of the fact at least one

day in advance, giving the length of the

props or timber required ; and in case of

danger from loose roof or sides, he shall

not continue to cut or load coal until the

said props and timber have been properly

furnished and the place made secure."

Here we are confronted with the cir-

cumstances mentioned before, that the

miner would be obliged to await the arri-

val of the tinibermen and until the place

was secured.

By Section 3, same article, the company
is held liable for damages arising from a

failure to supply timber as required by

Section 1. We can readily understand

that this liability would be greatly in-

creased. Undtr the present system the

miner, injured through his own failure to

order the timber and secure the roof and

sides, has no redress. On the contrary if

the timbering is to be done by a corps and

a failure to set the timber at the necessary

time resulted in a fall of roof and the con-

sequent injury to the miner, notice of a

suit for damages could be expected. I

have only expressed my views from the

anthracite standpoint. In a general way
the modes of timbering can be compared

to the bituminous fields as regards flat

seams. However, not knowing the bitum-

inous methods for paying the miner to-

gether with other details of importance,

the question in that field is left for bitum-

inous men to answer.

Surely the question is one of vital im-

portance, and grows more complicated

every year. Deeper mining is on the in-

crease, and while most attention is paid

to the size of pillars and width of open-

ings the question of timbering also be-

comes more important.

From the facts before me I am of the

opinion that the miner is the proper per-

son to set the timber, not because he is

always the most capable but for the rea-

son that he knows the exact nature of the

roof overhead as well as the sides and

floor forming his working place.

At any rate the best timbermen to be

found in the region today are the men
who have mined for years. Their years

of experience have made them experts in

timbering. If a corps of experienced men
were selected to timber the mines we
would without doubt pick them from a

band of old experienced miners. Then
why should we take from the miner this

duty?

I have considered the question for some

time and have this suggestion to ofifer.

Since so many accidents in the mines re-

sult from falls of roof due to iinproper

timbering or direct neglect in timbering,

and since in spite of the laws, the con-

stant instructions from competent fore-

men, and the efficient minfe inspection ser-

vice, these accidents are increasing yearly,

we believe that some one person, relected

for his ability as a timberman, his know-

ledge of the character of the coal seams

and overlying strata, should be invested

with authority; his specific duty would be

to instruct the miner, in the placing of

timber and make him obey. This would

offer a better solution to the question than

the employment of a corps to do all tim-

bering. ."Vny sensible and intelligent man
so selected would at once feel the re-

sponsibility attending such work entrusted

to him and I believe that good results

would follow. We have the mine boss and

the fire boss. Why could we not have

the timber boss?

According to Kandikyn, a Russian en-

gineer, the deposits of anthracite coal be-

tween Berdinsk and Platoflf in the Upper
Urals are of immense extent.
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The Effect of Barometric Varia-

tion on tfie Outflow of Gas

in Mines

l!v \V. II. BiKiTii

In tlic opinion of mine superintendents

who have watclied the effects of barometric

variations, no doubt can exist that gas

outflows arc brought about by them, and

undoubtedly most serious colliery disasters

usually come with a heavy barometric fall.

In directions other than mining, support

is given to the very great inlluence of

barometric variations. Two particular in-

stances will be here cited. In the course

of boring for water in the Wealden area

of southeastern England the stratum was

the Weald clay. The boring was carried

unlined for considerable distances, at times

ahead of the lining tubes. The matter of

barometric influence on bore holes was

discnssed and attention called to the be-

havior of the clay during periods of high

and low barometer.

The argument took place at the time of

a public holiday of about three days' dura-

tion, and it was confidently expected that,

as usual, on returning to work after so

long a stoppage, the hole would be found

closed in considerably. But the barometric

pressure had remained high throughout

the holiday, and much to the operators'

surprise the line of tools passed freely to

the bottom of the dry unlined clay bore-

hole, and subsequent experience has shown
that the main cause of shrinkage of the

diameter of the hole was air pressure

locked up in the earth during times of

high barometer.

In the Wealden area of England I had

a well 200 ft. deep in which to fix a pump
at a depth of 100 ft. from the surface, as

regards the upper barrel, the lower bar-

rel being placed down a bore pipe which

stood up 100 ft. from the well bottom, the

two pumps balancing each other on op-

posite cranks at the surface frame, and the

upper pump drawing from a tank placed

100 ft. below the surface as the delivery

tank of the lower pump. The well was
in the Ashdown sandstone, a peculiar

Wealden stratum, in which there are nu-

merous seams of coal. These coal seams

vary from a sixty-fourth of an inch to

about a sixteenth of an inch in thickness.

The rock is seamed with this fine coal. It

is not a Carboniferous rock, geologically

speaking, but the coal is nevertheless a

true bright coal and exists in fine thin

sheets

Effect of Barometric Change on Gases

IN a Well

When the barometer was rising the at-

mosphere entered the well and poured

into the rock, where it acted freely on the

large surface exposure of coal and a large

amount of carbon dioxide was generated.

.•\s soon a> the barometer changed the re-

verse plan was set up, and so great was

the output of carbon dioxide from the

uiouth of the well tliat it extinguished a

lighted candle standing several feet away.

On several occasions the man engaged on

the pump fixing was overcome with gas.

This occurred in spite of many precautions

based on the knowledge that often a

candle would not bum if dropped simply

below the surface stage board.

To keep the pump fitter safe he was

strapped on the well-sinkers' horse or seat-

board and lighted candles were placed 20

ft. above and below him. An india-rubber

air-pipe, fed from the surface, was placed

so as to blow directly upward upon his

mouth and nostrils. An old miner kept

his eye on the candles, with injunctions

to have the man at once wound up if

cither candle went out ; still, with all these

precautions the man was insensible more
than once. It was surprising how soon

the well, which was 4 ft. in diameter,

would become perfectly clear if the

barometer rose ever so little, or how, on

the contrary, if the barometer fell, the

well would at once fill with dioxide.

The gas was manufactured from the

fine coal and would accumulate several

times a day, following the diurnal and

subsidiary undulations of the barometer.

It afforded, by reason of the production

of carbon dioxide, a singular proof of the

part that the whole earth plaj'S in breath-

ing the atmosphere. Here was a dry,

freshly cut rough rock surface, about 2600

sq.ft. in area, and capable of swallowing a

lot of air which had to enter by the mouth
and flow down the well. It is therefore

easy to understand how the quality of the

air in the well could so quickly change its

character.

Fan Shoi;ld be Speeded When
Barometer Falls

The hole had a capacity of about 2400

cii.ft., and if the barometer varied 14 '"•>

at any time, this variation alone repre-

sented 1/120 of the well contents, or 20

cu.ft. With the surrounding rock all

porous, a small change in pressure makes

a difference of 2400 cu.ft. within a very

short radius of the well. In a mine where

the barometer may fall an inch, this rep-

resents fully 3 per cent, of the volume of

air in the mine. In other words, if the

goaf is filled with gas, enormous volumes

may sweep into the workings when a de-

crease in pressure occurs.

Considering that with an exhausting fan

there is always a pull on the mine air, the

speeding up of the fan will not produce

any serious difference compared with the

effect of barometric fall. It is therefore

wise to run the fan and pull the gas out

of the mine as fast as possible, for the

barometric variation is of greater effect

than is the slight extra speed of the fan.

No ordinary human agency can cope with

the expansion of the air of a mine when a

heavy fall of pressure takes place. The

gas will pour into the entries from both

goaf and face as soon as the pressure is

released. The flow of gas ceast-s almost

as soon as the bartmieter stops falling, for

the goaf is open and easy of access to the

air and will at once establish an equilib-

rium of pressure. Probably the danger

comes from the sudden or copious flow

from the -goaf and is soon over, but the

steady flow of gas from the coal must be

dealt with by the fan for some time. It

should be a simple matter to cause a fan

to vary its speed as the barometer varies.

Fuel in Russia

.Xn article in London Liiniiuu-rtin; gives

a summary of the Russian fuel industry.

The requirements of Russia, reduced to a

coal basis, amount to rather more than

26,000,000 tons per annum, of which about

13 per cent, only is imported. During the

years 1905 and 1906 the output of petro-

leum in the Baku district, owing to strikes

and other disturbances, was so materially

reduced that the large stocks were ex-

hausted, and a fuel famine began in the

beginning of 1906. What is called the

Central Region, in the Moscow district,

with its extensive textile industry, was the

first to suffer. The consumption of fuel

in that district amounts to about 30 per

cent, of the consumption of the whole

Russian industry ; naphtha being mainly

used. As affairs in Baku did not mend,

users began to look for fuel at less ruin-

ous prices from elsewhere. At the in-

stance of the Government the question

was made the subject of a conference, and

there is reason to believe that a cheaper

and more regular transport of coal from
the Donetz and Tula coalfields and also

from the Baltic ports may be brought

about. The output of coal from the

Donetz district is steadily and rapidly in-

creasing, that for 1906 being 1,613,000

tons more than during 1905. To remove

the difficulties in the way of transport

it is proposed to build a new double line

of railway some 40 versts (27 miles) long,

and to doubletrack the existing line,

which is 514 versts (243 miles) long.

Russia has also, through her concession

from the East Chinese Railway Company,
entitling her to carry on mining undertak-

ings within 100 versts (66 miles) of the

Manchurian Railway, access to large coal

deposits in Manchuria. The war with Japan

cost Russia the rich coal mines at lantai

and Funchan : but the coal mines at

Dschalainor, which are only 2 versts (I'/i

mile) distant from the railway, remained

in Russian possession. These mines are

being worked by the railway company,

which has also commenced working the

coal deposits at Udsiminsk. There are

also rich coal deposits in Northern Man-
churia, within the concession area, but

the working of thc-c has not yet been

taken in hand.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In shot-tiring, the practice of shortening

the fuse or not using a fuse that will

reach to the outside of the hole, is per-

nicious. This practice is followed for no

other reason than to save a few pennies in

fuse, at the risk of the miners' lives.

In cleaning the coal on a breaker plat-

form picks with a single curved point and

a hammer-head should be used. Picks of

this kind may be considered as combined

pick and sledge and are found efficient in

clipping slate from the lumps of coal.

In designing a boiler [lant at a colliery,

it is well to make the floor a few feet be-

low the natural level of the ground so

that the supply of fuel may be dumped
directly in front of the fireboxes. The
same result may be obtained by building

the fuel track on a trestle close to the boiler

house so that the coal may be dumped
into the chutes and run directly to the fir-

ing floor in front of the boilers.

In supplying water from a river or well

where the water level fluctuates from

time to time, a vertical, sJiort-stroke pis-

ton type of pump with the cylinders sepa-

rated has been found to act successfully.

This arrangement permits the water cyl-

inder to be placed below and the steam

cylinder at the surface connected with the

necessary rods and guides. This over-

comes the inconvenience of having to go

down into the river or well, also the cost

per gallon for pumping the water is re-

duced.

At one of the newer mines in Ohio,

near Wheeling, W. Va., all of the coal

produced is mined by machines. The aver-

age output for several Goodman machines,

based on 12 shifts, shows a production

of 120 tons per machine per shift, each

loader getting from nine to ten tons of

coal per shift. It is stated that si.\ men,

working a total of 65 days of eight hours

in loading after one machine, made
$2665,4, an average of $4.10 per man per

day. It is said that the repair costs in

operating the machines amounted to less

than 0..13C. per ton of coal produced.

The Indiana coal operators do not be-

lieve the miners will be permitted to drill

a larger hole in preparing for powder
shots than contemplated in the new law,

which limits the bit of the drill to 2}4

in. The miners say that by using what is

known as the one-jaw bit instead of the

two-jaw bit commonly use, the pivot can

be placed at tiie side of the bit instead of

in the center and a hole nearly 4 in. in

size can be drilled. It is said the miners

have an opinion from the Deputy Attorney

General, that it would be only a technical

violation of the law, which say; notliing

about the size of the hole.

State Mine Inspector Epperson used his

rrcrogative conferred by the last Indiana

legislature, and arrested George Dodge

and Wm. McQuade, both superintendents

of mines in Linton, Indiana, the first for

his failure to report a mine accident to

him and the second for his failure to com-

ply with an order from the inspector to

make certain repairs and improvements in

the mine he was superintending. Heavy

fines were imposed on both nit-n. In

these arrests Inspector Epperson, for the

first time, acted as police officer or ex-

ercised powers recently granted him.

Experience shows that when the fan is

located directly over the upcast it is sub-

jected to more danger from fire than

when located a few feet away from the

shaft. Besides the fire protection that

results, the latter location permits the use

of the shaft for occasional hoisting when

making repairs. No pipe-line nor wire

shouiu be strung into the mine through

the up-cast, if it can be possibly avoided

as the exhaust air contains carbon diox-

ide, moisture and sulphurous gases which

corrode the metals quickly. All pipe lines

should be placed in the down-cast shaft.

The experience of engineers has shown

th.1t an ; verage condensing engine of

standard type requires from 20 to 30 limes

;he amount of the feed water for condens-

ing purposes or about i to ij/a gal. of con-

densing water per minute per indicated

horse power. It is absolutely necessary

that the air pumps should be placed lower

than the condenser. A good air pump

and condenser should give 25 in. of vac-

uum and make available about 10 lb. more

mean effective pressure with terminal

pressure. A good condenser will save one

fourth of the fuel or increase the power

of an engine one fourth with the same

amount of fuel.

In mining bituminous coal the direction

of the cleat frequently determines the di-

rection in which the working faces should

be advanced in order to win the maxi-

mum amount of coal with the least

amount of labor and at the same time re-

duce the amount of small coal or slack to

a minimum. But in the system of work-

ing-rooms or chambers adopted in an-

thracite mining, the inclination of the

measures determines the course in which

the chambers should be driven. Hence

it is impossible to lay out the workings

so that the working faces will be driven

in a direction pre-determined from the

direction of the cleat.

In packing the water end of a piston

rod it should be remembered that too

tight pnokiii"- will cause the rod to wear.

If the mine water contains much acid the

tendency of the piston rod is to corrode

at one end more quickly than at the other

end. In such cases, the ends of the rod

become unequal in diameter and the lar-

ger end cannot pass through the stuffing

box into the water cyinider. In order

to avoid this so that the end of the rod

that enters the water cylinder should not

pass in to the steam cylinder and vice

versa. Sometimes the rod is made in

two pieces, one half of steel and the other

half of bronze, joined by a clamp. In this

arrangement the end that wears out the

more easily can be replaced by a new one

as often as necessary without renewing

the whole rod.

In re-opening old workings experience

has shown that it is well to drive gang-

ways parallel to the old gangways by tak

ing a skip from the pillars as the old gang-

ways are apt to be more or less caved

tind it would not pay to remove the caved

material and retimber them. In order to

recover the pillars between the breasts,

narrow chambers should be driven or a

skip taken on one side of the old breast.

The chambers should be as narrow as

practicable in order to avoid much tim-

bering. When the face reaches the de-

sired distance, then skippmg the pillars

should be extended to the full width of

the pillars at the face, and when retreating

the whole pillar may be recovered. How-
ever, a stump of 20 to 30 ft. of each pil-

lar should be left at the foot of the breast

to protect the gangway.

A chain hoist up the plane to the head

of a breaker should be provided with an

cflfective system of blocks to stop the car

in case of a runaway. The most econom-

ical method is to make the blocks of oak,

shod with j4-in. iron on the sides of the

rail. The blocks should be screwed to the

plane at the lower ends so that the fasten-

ings will act as a hinge. The blocks should

be kept in position on the rail by a green

oak rod a few inches in diameter, which

as it is elastic, acts as a spring. The rod

should be fastened to the block and to the

plane by means of staples so that, as the

car goes up the plane, the wheels will

push the blocks aside and allow them to

slip back into place after the car has

passed. After being dumped the cars

should return on the empty track which

should always have a descending grade of

from 0.75 tn i per cent,
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Wall Street and the President

One of the alisiirdities of tlie present

niicl-snninicr is llic theory, gravely dis-

cussed hy tlic press and by people in gen-

eral, that the policy of the administration

in pursuing lawless corporations is re-

sponsible for the decline in the stock mar-

ket. The President is not hostile to com-

merce and industry or to the corporations

that are honestly engaged in business ; he

is merely proceeding against lawless

trusts, which through their disregard of

the statutes enacted by Congress have

been for years engaged in unfair dealings,

and through their rapid absorption of the

wealth of the country were throttling in-

dustry. If there is any political responsi-

bility for the present situation it is with

them, not with the administration. Suc-

cessful piracy might give an ephemeral

prosperity to the ports where the gains

were spent, but no one would argue that

for that reason the welfare of the people

was being properly promoted. If the

cleansing of our industrial stable is going

to produce a panic, by all means let us

have it, ar.d the sooner the better, so that

we may start over again on a jound

basis.

But of course we arc not going to have

a panic—the industrial condition of the

United States is too sound for that—and

the policy of the administration in pur-

suing a few prominent malefactors ought

to have no other than a good effect. In

leading the lambs to their last slaughter

the pied piper of Boston advanced precise-

ly this as a reason why people should buy

stocks. Because financial circles had been

purged, ergo stocks were a safer invest-

ment than previously. The argument was

sound, but it was advanced prematurely

and the prophet failed to read correctly

the signs of fundamental conditions which

were then strongly in evidence. Even now

there is so much deliberate mystification

from those who are blind or those whose

interests are not suited by a recognition

of the facts, that the public view of the

situation is confused.

The fact is that the cause which has

operated to reduce values is of world-

wide effect. Great Britain, France and

Germany suffering from it just as Amer-

ica does. Briefly the cause is the enor-

mous industrial development of the last

few years which in spite of the greatly in-

creased production of gold has led to cap-

ital requirements largelv in excess of the

supply. The undertakings of new work

have been immense. These produced

greatly increased demands for labor and

material, elevating wages and prices 25 to

100 per cent, and constantly making it

more difficult for the resources of capital

to carry things on. This has been mani-

fested by the increasing dcarness of

money ; the rate on real estate mortgages

has risen in many cases to 6 per cent., and

recently the trust companies have been

paying 3 per cent, on balances, whereas

it is but a little while ago that they would

pay only 2 per cent. It was inevitable

that the time should come when a contrac-

tion in business would be compulsor>'. In

the grand finance these changes do not

occur suddenly, although the public

awakening to the fact that a change in

conditions has been in progress may be

sudden. We will not attempt to say when

the present change began, but certainly it

was clearly in evidence as long ago as

last March.

To blame President. Roosevelt for the

present situation is ignorant, thoughtless

and unjust. The weakness in the stock

market was preceded by a weakness in the

markets for commodities, especially tor

the metals. Yet with few exceptions the

newspaper commentators have failed to

see that the administration, if responsible

for one, must also be responsible for the

other. One intelligent enemy of the ad-

ministration perceived this and charged

that the President's attacks on a few law-

less trusts and railway companies had so

frightened the ultimate consumers of com-

modities that they wouia no longer buy

copper, lead, spelter, etc. ; hence the de-

cline in their values ; and hence the decline

in the stock market. Truly this was a

reductio ad absurdum.

The Mill Situation at Cripple

Creek

The destruction of the Golden Cycle

mill, at Colorado City, Colo., has precipi

tated trouble between some of the mine-

owners of Cripple Creek and the milt

trust. The facts arc about as follows:

The Golden Cycle company, in order to

obtain long contracts—say two to live

years—cut from $1 to $3 per ton, accord-

ing to the grade of the ore, below the

rates previously exacted by the mill trust

Immediately upon the Golden Cycle mi"!

st.irtini; full operations, one of the two
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ailway Rates in Mexicoplants owned and operated by the mill cleaned up there \va? an indebtedness of R
trust had to suspend operations, so the .tbout a half million dollars, which nevor

Union mill, at Florence, was closed down, ''^s been paid, and a large proportion of
^,^^ „,^. j^^^ of (1,^. statements which one

its ore supply being contracted for and "'e loss fell upon the Cripple Creek ship-
^^f o,,^ correspondents makes elsewhere in

treated by the new Golden Cycle mill, P"»- The reduction company was not
,,,15 jg^^g 5,,^ contemplated increases in

and for several months past the mill trust willing to meet the rates that were quoted
^^^^ railway rates on ore in Mexico are ex-

has been running at only half capacity. for the treatineni of ores by the Golden

The unfortunate destruction by fire of Cycle company, and consistently held to

the greater part of the Golden Cycle mill

put it out of the market, and the mines

which had contracted their ores there

awoke u> ili.- fact that the contracts con-

tainc.l ;:iuse, relieving the \w\\

from all iibl;i;ations until it resumed op-

erations, and lengthening the contract by

the time of the mill's enforced idleness.

N'ow these mine-owners have either to

pay the price exacted by the trust, or close

down their mines. .•Ml of them are

threatening to close down pending the re-

building of the Golden Cycle mill, and we

are informed that some have already

done so.

The position of the mill trust is clearly

outlined in a recent interview given by J.

D. Hawkins, general manager of the

United States Reduction and Refining

Company. Mr. Hawkins stated that his

company had no desire to increase rates,

but it would not grant a contract rate to

Golden Cycle patrons who contemplated

doing business with his company only un-

til the Golden Cycle mill resumed oper

ations. The contract rate on 1.25 oz. ore

is $6.50 per ton, while the open rate

is 59, this being the schedule at the Goldon

Cycle mill when it was operating. Re-

plying to the charge that his company is

forcing some of the big producers of the

carap to close down because of exorbitant

'.itiN demanded for ore treatment, Mr.

il.iwkins said:

"The Golden Cycle company went into

the market and constructed a large plant

on a new process based on laboratory re

jiilts as far as Cripple Creek ores were

• "lu-emcd, and without any verification in

i> tiial commercial operation, either as to

what its metallic extraction would be, or

what would be the cost per ton for hand-

!mg, and made treatment rates which were

based, not on what it knew the costs and

i-xtractions would be, but on what it

thought they would be.

"Several years ago another company

started operations and it h.ippened to he

at the same point and based on precisely

lortionate and likely to be so unwise that it

is difficult to understand why they should

be countenanced by the Government, which

practically controls the railways of the

Republic, The policy of the Mexican

the low schedule which it had been quot

ing all along, for the reason that it was

not willing to receive ore on a basis that

would result in no profit and possibly a Government heretofore has been to pro-

loss to the reduction company. Now. ,„Q(g (),(, fining industry in all reasonable

after the disaster, we do not intend to in-
^^.^^^^ taxing it only (and chiefly by direct

crease the rates and will be glad to enter taxation) a fair contribution toward the

into contracts with shippers at the rates support of the Federal and State adminis-

quoted, which are precisely the same that trations. This has been a wise policy, be-

were quoted constantly during our period (.3^,5^ j^y (j^^ development of the mines,

of competition with the Golden Cycl? agriculture, manufactures and other in-

mill." dustries have been stimulated, which have

According to Mr. Ilawk-ins, the Golden inured to the great benefit of the Repub-

Cycle company has refused to release its \i^ Q{ course, if the miners are now to

patrons from contracts with the mill, tak- i,e mulcted by a large amount, it is clear

ing advantage of the fire clause in the that not only they, but also all the people

contracts. We quote Mr. Hawkins at who are more or less dependent upon

considerable length in order to give fully them will suffer.

his side of the dispute, which is of great ' The new schedule is the more sur-

importance to the ore producers of Crip- prising, inasmuch as the Government is

pie Creek. They claim, with a good deal only a partial participant in the spoils,

of justification, that the rates charged by Part goes to private pockets. The only

the luill trust are extortionate and are defense for the ne\v policy that will hold

throttling the mining industry of Cripple water is that the railways are not realizing

Creek. .Mr, Hawkins' recent remarks arc a proper return upon the investment in

certainly disingenuous. The Golden them ; but if that be the case, why has not

Cycle company, to be sure, had not been that conclusion been reached before this

in operation long enough to determine a late day ; and why are not the rates in-

year's average of extraction and cost, and creased on all commodities and passenger

its technical management was open to traffic as well? However, the magnitude

some criticism, but it was by no means of the increases is such that there is evi-

e.xperimenting with an untried process, dently more behind the matter than the

Ten years ago there was a contest for proper desire to earn a fair profit, and the

supremacy in the treatment of the Cripple graded schedule savors of the unholy plan

Creek ore between the chlorination and of charging all that the traffic will bear.

cyanide mills in which the former won, Naturally there is a great outcry among

but the victory was over a comparatively the ore producers of Mexico. The situa-

undeveloped cyanide process. The Golden tion is one which ought to cause the social-

Cycle mill was planned by Philip .\rgall, ictic agitators, who have been commending

than whom no one has had so much expe- the nationalization of the railways of

rience in the treatment of Cripple Creek

ore by the cyanide process, and in it he

aimed to embody the metallurgical im

provements suggested by his highly suc-

cessful work at Florence. It was unfor-

tunate that the Golden Cycle company

did not allow him a free hand, and did

Mexico, to pause and reflect. Also,

the Mexican Government ought quickly to

reflect upon the danger of tampering with

the welfare of the goose that lays its

golden eggs.

The .\merican production of copper in

not have his services at the beginning of 1906, according to the Geological Survey,

its campaign; but nevertheless its mill was 906.591,947 lb., against 917620,000 re-

the same principles as the above, 'and the and process embodied sufficient of his ported by the Journ.\l. The Surveys

result was that it ended in the bankruptcy ideas to deprive Mr. Hawkins' disparag- figure is too low and doubtless will be

c'lTf. and after its aflfairs were finally ing remarks of their point. corrected in its final statement.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arismg in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Imjuiries (or Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Mexico's Proposed New
road Tariffs

Ran

Wo in Mexico arc confronted witli the

icniarkalilc condition of linditiR the prin-

cipal railroads of ilic country making
splendid earnings, according to their last

reports, and having more freight than they

have been able to handle for over a year

;

yet endeavoring to persuade the Federal

Tariff Commission to api)rove an entirely

new system of ratings and classifications

on all ore shipments over the Mexican
Central and Mexican National railroads.

These roads, witli the lines operated by

liilled at the actual valuation, according

to smelter returns, before freights have

been deducted, and upon said valuation

make three classilicalions, as follows: The
first class to include ores that have a value

of over $50, Mexican, per metric ton; the

second class those of a value between $50

and $J5, Mexican, per metric ton ; the

third class those of a value under $25,

Mexican, per metric ton. This will com-

pel the shipper to throw a greater risk

upon the railroad, so that the latter may
charge a higher freight rate for the higher

grade ores. They could not well claim

that it cost more to haul the richer ore,

but may justly claim that they must cover

To .\<il'.\SlALlESTES.
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•Distances are In kilometers (kilometer = >i mile),
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'' MaT III Is the sblpplDg point tor tiuanajuato.

Rates are in Mf.xlcan curr6ni-> per

them, go to make up the great Mexican
railroad merger in which the government

is to hold a controlling interest. This

spring has seen the minimum carload

weight raised from 10,000 to 15,000 kg.,

thus working a hardship on many who
will henceforth have to pay local freight

rates because of inability to make up the

required minimum weight. This will,

however, be felt by the mining interests in

very few instances. It is the recent move
of the railroads, in the introduction and

presentation to the government of a new
schedule of rates on ore shipments, that

threatens to cripple the mining and smelt-

ing industo' seriously throughout the

entire Republic.

Present R.\tes and Cl.\sses

Heretofore the railroads have generally

accepted ores for shipment on a release

valuation of $25, Mexican, per metric ton,

and the shipper has assumed insurance

and taken upon himself the risk against

loss, in order to obtain the cheaper rate for

transportation. It is now proposed by the

railroads that all ores Ii..- shipped and

or protect themselves by reason of the

greater risk assumed. This, certainly, was

a bad enough move, yet would perhaps not

cause so much opposition, in view of the

fact that the richer ores could stand a

higher rating. But the railroads, not sat-

isfied with tjiis means of adding to their

receipts, have also* proposed to raise the

rates on even the third-class ores mate-

rially, even largely. Under this third class

the former release valuation would permit

shipments to be classified.

The Old and New Rates

These proposed changes, however, may
litst be shown by the accompanying con-

densed tabulation of the old rates and the

proposed new rates from some of the prin-

cipal shipping points to smelting plants at

.Vguascalientes, Torreon and El Paso:

It needs only a glance at the foregoing

table to see the enormous increase in the

freight rates from a minimum of about

10 per cent, (for where it is less than that,

as from Pacluica to El Paso, third class,

it is on sucJi long hauls that they would

never be indulged inl to over 100 per

cent., as from Marti! to Aguascalientcs,

first class. The latter would catch a large

percentage of Guanajuato ore, rich silicious

and high-grade copper and iron sulphide

concentrates gr)ing to Aguascalientcs. It

is estimated that this means an increase in

freights all around of about 50 per cent.,

calculated on the last 12 months' ship-

ments, or close to $4,ocx),ooo, Mexican

currency, to come out of the pockets of

the miners. It is a most serious blow that

is intended, and one under which the min-

ing industry cannot stand. It means, if

carried out, the cutting off of much low-

grade ore and the closing down of many

properties.

Possible Action

It might be said that these rates have

been worked out by the railroads and al-

most surreptitiously presented to the gov-

ernment for approval ; the proposed in-

crease has not been made public and is

not as yet generally known. The newspa-

pers (which in Mexico means the Mexi-

can Herald) have been remarkably quiet

on the subject. By quietly working in this

manner the railroads have prevented any

combined action among the mining fra-

ternity until now it may be too late ; for,

though not as yet approved, the railroads

are urging approval with all possible in-

sistence. It is to be hoped that all im-

portant shippers who have any influence

whatever in Mexico will take some strong

and immediate individual action with the

president of the Tariff Commission, Lie.

Don Luis Mendez, First Calle de Damas,

No. I, Mexico City.

It has been intimated that this may be a

clever move of the government to have

these new rates established before it takes

over the control, so as not to have the

blame. The expected increased returns

would pay the interest on the bonds which

the government is to guarantee. But if

these new rates cause a curtailment of

shipments, it may mean a greater loss in the

volume of business and receipts there-

from than could be compensated for by the

increase in rates. B.

Mexico. .Aug. 20. 1007.

During 1906 there was exported from

Salonica, Turkey 3600 tons of mangfan-

ese, which went to Servola, Liverpool,

Marseilles and Rotterdam. There was

also exported 5600 tons of chrome. The
Cassandra Mining Company exported

from Stratoni 16,300 tons of manganese,

.ind 35.000 tons of iron pyrites.
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New Publications

The Mi.nek,\l Inulstrv, Its Statistics,

Techxolooy and Trade During 1906.

Volume XV, Supplementing Volumes

I to XIV. Edited by Walter Renton

Ingalls. I'p. 954; illustrated. 6J'4X

g'i in.: clolli, $5. New York, 1907:

Hill Publishing Company,

tents. Aluminum. Alundum. .\m-

c and ammonium sulphate. Anti-

mony. .'Vrscnic. Asbestos. Asphaltum.

Rar>tes. Bauxite. Bismuth. Borax.

Bromine. Calcium carbide. Carborun-

dum. Cement. Chromium and chrome

ore. Coal and coke. Copper. Coppcr.is.

Corundum and emery. Cryolite. Feldspar.

Fluorspar. Fuller's earth. Garnet. Glass,

tii'lil and silver. Graphite. Gypsum,
loiline. Iron and steel. Lead. Lime-

stone. Lithia. Magtiesite and magnesium.

Manganese. Mica. Mineral wool. Mo-
lybdenum. Monazite. Nickel and cobalt.

Ochcr and iron oxide pigments. Petro-

leum. Phosphate rock. Platinum. Po-

tassium salts. Precious stones. Quick-

silver. Salt. Silica. Silicon. Sodium
and soda salts. Strontium sulphate.

Sulphur and pyrite. Talc and soapstone.

Tantalum. Tin. Tungsten. Uranium.
N'anadium. Zinc. Literature on ore de-

posits in 1906. Improvements in sampling

and assaying. The advance in ore dress-

ing in the last decade. Progress in ore

dressing and coal washing in 1906. Min-
eral statistics of foreign countries. Index.

This new volume of "The Mineral In-

dustry" deserves high praise in many re-

spects. Such a publication may receive

credit for the interesting monographs,
prepared by experts, with which it is en-

riched, while it is, at the same time, de-

ficient in the correctness and comprehen-
siveness of its statistics. Or it may chal-

lenge admiration by an early publication,

effected at the cost of statistical com-
pleteness or up-to-date accuracy. It is in

all these particulars that I recognize with
pleasure the merits of this volume.

To begin with the date of its publication

f considered, as it should be, with regard
to the date of the information it con-
tains). I note that the editorial work was
completed at the end of May, indicating

an e.xceptional degree of alertness and in-

dustry on the part of Mr. Ingalls and his

assistants. Concerning the inevitable

statistical omissions involved in such
prompt and rapid work, I may say that I

find them surprisingly few and unimpor-
tant. The summary fcr the world ap-

pears to lack recent figures from China,

Japan and Russia. But reliable statistics

from these countries, if they could have
been secured by waiting a month or two
Cwhich I take leave to doubt), would
scarcely have outweighed the disadvan-

tage of the delay. I can heartily say that,

taken as a whole, the contemporary pic-

ture of the mining industry, not only of
the I'nited States, but also of all other

countries, presented in this volume, is un-

equaled—nay, unapproachcd—by any other

publication in the world.

With regard to the monographs, treat-

ing of separate industries, and prepared

by recognized authorities, this volume

does not fall behind its predecessors

—

even those of the time of their glory,

when RothwcU put into "The Mineral In-

dustry'' not only his own genius and en-

thusiasm, but also more money than it

ever repaid. I am glad to believe that,

as a result of his endeavors and sacri-

fices, the general appreciation of this

uniquely valuable series has grown so

great as to warrant its continued publica-

tion upon a scale worthy of his aspira-

tions. For I can well remember how,

after his death, the abandonment of "The

Mineral Industry" as an unprofitable en-

terprise, was seriouslj' contemplated. That

its publication has not only been con-

tinued, but brought up to the old standard

of excellence, is matter for gratitude on

the part of an innumerable host of read-

ers, and for special praise, at this time,

of Mr. Ingalls and his co-laborers.

To return to the monographs—the list

of authors comprises many names clothed

with authority, such as those of L. S.

Austin, H. Foster Bain, William M. Cour-

tis, James Douglas, Charles H. Fulton, H.

O. Hofman, James F. Kemp, Charles R.

Keyes, George F. Kunz, C. E. Locke,

Charles E. Munroe, D. H. Newland,

Joseph W. Richards, R. H. Richards,

Bradley Stoughton and H. A. Wheeler.

But some of the best articles are from

men less widely known. The authors of

these contributions are fairly divided

among instructors, editors, and practis-

ing experts. I may do no more than call

attention to a few passages which have

impressed me on a hasty examination of

the book.

C. G. Atwater furnishes an interesting

summary of the situation as to by-product

coke-ovens, supplementing the articles by

F. Schniewind in Vols. X and XI, and re-

cording not only the statistics of produc-

tion, but also the changes of construction

and practice. Mr. Atwater, who has had

experience with both the Otto-Hoffmann
and the Scmet-Solvay types of by-product

ovens, states impartially the features and

the commercial progress of each. There

seems to have been a comparative lull in

construction. During the four years end-

ing with 1906, there were only 177 Otto

and 400 Semet-Solvay ovens added to the

number in use or preparation. By-pi'o-

duct ovens of other types show a net in-

crease of 95; and the total of all kinds

is now 4306, as against 3634 at the end of

1902. These figures I have reached with

some labor, after making in the table of

Vol. XI the corrections required by Mr.

Atwater's present statement. His own
statement of the total increase is 642, in-

stead of 672, as I make it, the difference

being, I suppose, explained by his quali-

fying remark, "counting those that will be

completed by ihu date of the issue of this

article." The discrepancy is not impor-

tant, except as it emphasizes the ambi-

guity of statistics which include intention

as well as achievement. But Mr. Atwater

furnishes the remedy by giving in another

table the annual production of coke from

by-product ovens, from which it appears

that, although the number of such ovens

has apparently increased, during the last

four years, not more than 18 per cent., the

product has increased about 29 per cent.

This means, not at all that the ovens have

increased in individual efficiency, but only

that the tabulated number of ovens, four

years ago, included many not then in op-

eration, which have come into operation

since. Another measurement of progress,

stated by Mr. Atwater, is, as he himself

indicates, likely to be. misleading, namely,

the percentage furnished by by-product

ovens of the total coke product of the

United States.

Nevertheless, after all explanations and
qualifications, there is certainly a pause in

the progressi-ve use of by-product ovens

which needs to be accounted for, and the

significance of which is only enhanced by

the fact that, according to Mr. Atwater's

tables, the additional Semet-Solvay ovens

of the last four years are mainly those

which have been installed by new corpor-

ations, controlled by the owners of the

patents. Mr. Atwater testifies (with com-

plete warrant, as I think), to the com-
mercial success of these enterprises ; and

it seems to me that this furnishes part of

the explanation of the comparative lack

of new licensees for the by-product pat-

ents. Namel}', the profitable management
of such plants, involves so many commer-
cial and administrative, as well as techni-

cal, conditions that the owners of the pat-

ents prefer the inauguration of new enter-

prises, wholly managed by their own
thoroughly trained experts, to the acqui-

sition of new licensees, for whose man-
agement they will be, in some degree, im-

potently responsible. On the other hand,

the prosperity of the last four years is

itself a sufficient explanation of the in-

difference of capitalists to improvements

promising new economies. Necessity is

not only "the mother of invention," but

also the patroness who forces the recog-

nition of her offspring by society. In

other words, "flush times" never are, and

"hard times" always are, the times of

greatest progress in the industrial arts.

The account of progress in the metal-

lurgy of aluminum, furnished by Prof.

Joseph W. Richards, is intelligent but un-

satisfactory. Probably Professor Rich-

ards, who is recognized as the leading

.'\merican authority on this subject, knows

inore than he is honorably at liberty to

tell. But I do not see why he could not

have said plainly whether the Hall pro-

cess of "differential smelting" for the pro-

duction of pure alumina from bauxite is,

or is not, now used by the Aluminum
Company of .America. Professor Rich
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Ills described that process at tl\e Bclh-

rlieiH meeting ol the American Institute

1 Mining Engineers, in February, 1906,

.iiid his account of it was published in

\oI. XIV of "The Mineral Industry." But,

so far as 1 am aware, it has never been -

authoritatively declared that this most in-

-:rnious and novel process had actually

iperseded in practice the humid meth-

ods previously employed for the purifica-

tion of bau.\ite ; and in the volume now

before me. Professor Richards, describing

the enormous development of the Amcri-

in aluminum industry, simply says that

:i the greatly enlarged chemical plant at

I ,i^t St. Louis, "the process used is the

same as lierctofore." The only hint as to

the nature of that process is the inference

which may be drawn from his allusion to

the evaporating plant as "the most com-

plete and largest of its kind ever built."

This certainly seems to indicate a humid

process as the basis of the enterprise. If

that is a fair conclusion, what has become

of "differential smelting?"

The section on Copper, compiled and

I dited by Mr. Ingalls, comprises contri-

butions concerning various regions from

Dr. James Douglas (Arizona), Robert N.

liell (Idaho), W. Spencer Hutchinson

(Michigan), B. E. St. Ciiarles (Mon-
tana), Charles R. Keyes (New Mexico),

I.. H. Beason (Utah), F. S. Mance and

H. L. Hancock (Australia), C. A. Bohn
I Mexico), W. Spencer Hutchinson

( N'cwfoundland), and M. Otagawa
(Japan). Of these, the last is, perhaps,

the most freshly interesting and valuable.

Mr. Otagawa speaks frankly, knows
whereof he speaks, and enjoys the advan-

tage of handling a subject novel to most

of us. The same section contains a re-

sume of progress in the metallurgy of

copper, by Prof. L. S. Austin, of the

Michigan College of Mines, which covers

the recent advances of both theory and
practice, including many accounts of new
American plants, which have appcart^d

• luring the year in technical periodicals.

Profs. R. H. Richards and Charles E.

Locke have supplied to the chapter on
Gold and Silver an intelligent synopsis of

progress in gold milling, and Alfred

James and J. P. Hutchins have pcr-

tormed a similar service for the treatment

•f gold ores, and for hydraulicking and
dredging respectively. Mr. James gives

to Australia the credit of leadership in

"up-to-date methods, high extractions and
low costs."

Prof. Bradley Stoughton reviews the

subject of the iron-ore supply, giving

.!;ood reasons for an optimistic view, and
discusses the more notable novelties and
change' in the metallurgy of iron and
steel. The great advance of the basic

open-hearth process he justly places

among the most important developments

of the year. Other cardinal improv"-

mcnls are the employment of electrical

power transmission and the introduction

of electric smelting. It appears tljat, at

the end of li>jO, JO electric iron or steel

furnaces were running in Europe, one in

England and five in the United States and

Canada. Perhaps the most significant

event of the year, however, was the ac-

tion of the United States Steel Corpora-

lion in ordering gas engines aggregating

io2,doo h.p., to be operated with blast-

furnace gas. The year before, the Lacka

waima Steel Works, with 40,000 h.p., was

the only American plant including such

engines, whereas Germany had them to

the extent of 385,000 h.p. This nation,

which was far in the rear, now becomes a

good second to Germany.

Prof. H. O. Hofman contributes one of

his valuable compilations of progress in

lead smelting. The burning question of

smeller smoke is briefly touched upon.

Next year there will be more to say about

it ; for both the lead and the copper

smellers of the country are unmistakably

"up against it."

Harold C. George, in the chapter on

Petroleum, cinphasizes the continued de-

cline of the Appalachian field, and the

still more rapid and sudden falling off in

the production of the Texas and Louisi-

ana districts. It is clear that the future

of the industry must lie largely in other

countries.

Prof. Charles E. Munroe's contribution

on Petroleum Refining in the United

States (abstracted from Census Bulletin

No. 70, issued in 1905) is highly interest-

ing.

Passing over many other attractive and

instructive chapters, I must notice in clos

ing, the valuable articles of Professors

Kemp and R. H. Richards. Professor

Kemp, after an interval of two years,

brings up to date his record of the liter-

ature of ore deposits : and Professor

Richards, with the aid of Prof. C. E.

Locke, presents a wonderfully full and

careful survey of progress in ore dressing

and coal washing. F. F. Colcord, chief

chemist of the American Smelting and
Refining Company, gives the latest news
in the field of sampling and assaying.

The tables of the mineral production of

different nations ,and a minute and co-

pious index, conclude the book. It is a

pity that comprehensive statistics of

China, Russia, and Japan, could not have

been included, at least in the forin of ap-

proximate estimates. There is, in fact, a

good deal of information concerning these

countries scattered through the volume,

which ntight have been jnade the basis of

general estimates. But it is hard to find

fault with a piece of work so much better

than anything else of its class.

R. W. R WMOND.

Electricity in Mining. By Sydney F.

Walker. Pp. ,^85: illustrated, s'^x
814 in.; cloth. $3.50 net. Xew York,

1907 : D. Van Nostrand Company.

Contents : Definitions, units, etc. Elec-

tric mining signals and telephones. Elec-

tric lighting for mines. The generation

of electricity. Uistriliutioci of power by

electricity. The application of electricity

to driving machines, etc., in mines. Faults

in electrical apparatus. Index.

This book is, of course, written from
the standpoint of English practice mainly

;

but it contains much matter that will be

applicable to mines elsewhere. It is writ-

ten for the purpose of bringing into con-

densed form all that has been done with

electricity in mines up to date; no easy

matter, when we consider the rapid prog-

ress which has been made in recent years

in electrical science and its practical ap-

plication.

In Chapter 1, the author has given the

usual resume, made as full as possible, of

the underlying principles of electricity,

with the terms, etc., in general use. In

Chapters II and III he has given short

descriptions of signals, telephones, and

electric-lighting apparatus in use about

inines. In Chapter IV he has gone fully

into the question of the generation of elec-

tricity economically; discussing every pos-

sible source of power that may be avail-

able, and every possible source of econ-

omy. In Chapter V are discussed the

principles and practice of the distribution

of electricity, as it is applicable to mining

work, giving descriptions of methods of

distribution, even some of those that have

been applied in a feiv cases only. Chapter

VI deals with the application of electricity

to the different machinery about a mine. In

writing this chapter, the author had be-

fore his mind the fact that there is a

large number of engineers, who are en-

gaged in the application of electricity to

mining work, and who necessarily are not

familiar with the working of mines, when

they first come to them. It has been the

author's endeavor, in writing this chapter,

to provide information that will enable

the electrician to form a safe idea of the

power he must provide in each case, while

on the other hand he has endeavored to

show mining engineers and mine managers

how that power is to be delivered, and

liow they are to know when they have the

proper amount. In Chapter VII the

author has given a few simple rules for

the discovery of causes of failure, and has

endeavored to give a few simple rules

that can be applied by any engineer who

has acquired a certain knowledge of elec-

tricity, with apparatus that can be em-

ployed in any mine in any part of the

world.

Offici.\l Proceepings of the Western

R.MLw.w Club for the Club Ye.\r

1906-1907. Pp. 397; illustrated. 6x0

in.: cloth. (Thicago, 1907 '

W.sf.rn

Railway Club.

I'ndf.rground Waters of Missouri,

Their Geology and Utilization. By

Edward M. Shepard. U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey, Watcr-Supply and Irri-

gation Paper No. 195. Pp. 222; il-

lustrated. 6xg in. ; paper. Wash-
ington, 1007: Government Printing

Office.
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy

A Selected and Classified List o( New Inventions Described

during the Past Month .n the Publications of the Patent Offices

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PATENTS

c..

all:

SOI.l'Klt
ton Kills

» ...iiv ,.1 111. SI" iiuatlons of any ot

PBU-ut oilkv will IH- lualU'il l>y liii. l-^^

oinJeuiv. vM> Mining Joiknai, uimu the

?i?oli t or :5 .ents. In oiderlnB sPe'-j"*^?"

Uoiis \-. ir.-si.oiul0Mts arc rciucsted to

Klve the number, name of Inventor and

date of Issue.

ALOHIRUM
RKm-OTIoN OF ALUMINUM COM-

pJVHJnS-i^ 1- Kenman, Upsala. Swed-

en Red^lnp aluminum compounds such

Ss',wv "f by mixing wlthanammon-
?,f

•
! boating, thus producing a

'"
- salt of alumina and 1 ber-

aila. tBrit. No. 15,590 of

:., 1907.)

r.iK ALlMl.xlM. t-aile-

i.'iii.; unaton Mass., assignor to

BORAX

WASTE PROULCTS. A /oy and The

Liverpool forax Co Ltd. LU erpo
^^

?o"rix"manufa'tu?e^ consi's^tin'g of mag-

i-£;,;;3rofsiii^''^orp3^
them with "'Biuates and flb e to rorm

boiler coverings. (But. Nc n .M 01 i="<.

July 20. 1907.)

COAL AHD COKE

Li^^^sii?;^^V"l:^?'"^°- ^"^
and SS2.S3J; Aug. b, 1907.)

roAI -CLTTINU MACHINES. Ernest

He'cRel'' SoSnJa'ny^
^f,^-;^-!?,' f^^^^Zl'.

i°all""iyst:m' rr;.';r:,"ved '°;net'h'ods'7f

TountlnV the ™o^°^-.^°
Ag'o^ '"jZ il.

space. (Brit. No. o4 of 190 (. Ju'V -"

S^cor-',>L"r?t. To-»%"f^ me-
Aug. 3, 1907.)

POKE-DRAWER. George C. I^"a'|:

Connelisvllie. Penn. (U. S. No. 861,292.

Julv 3". 1907.) _ _
„-«An.?aL^m^.^-^^=w^n^^^'J.f^ass^S£

1907 ) ,

VENS F. J. Collin, Dortmund
Improvements in horizontal

r. e roke ovens. 1 Brit. No. i650

of IJuT. July .;"• l-'07.)

COPPER

rol'PEK AND BRASS SCRAP REFIN-
IN??' "^r fallow. Newcastle on Tyne
••,,,!- land. A nux for use in reflnlnK

m' r and bras.s scrap consisting of

..,, ,,1 parts of chalk and fluo^Par with

sniailer amounts of glass borax and coal

,lu!.l. lUrlt. No. ir..«12 of 1906, July i»,

1907.)
PlATIVi; WIRE. J. B. Clemens. Paris,

France Improved method of producing

rheetwirc .hlnly coated with copper.

(Brit. No. 135 of 1907: Aug. 10, 1907.)

PYRITK- HMELTING -: Apparatus for

tank tor asltajing- cyanide solutions.

(Brit. No. 1,3)4 of 1907: July 27, 1907.)

METAL RECOVERY FROM SOLU-
TIONS—Methods of recovering precious

metals from solutions. I.saac Anderson,

McCabe. Ariz., assignor ot one-half to

Samuel A. Whipple. McCabe. Ariz. (U.

S. No. 801,628; July 30, 1907.)

SLIMES TREATMENT. Charles E. D.

usher, Jeppestown, Johannesburg, Trans
vaal. (U. S. No. 860,775; July 23. 1907.)

GRAPHITE

GRAPHITE POWDER. E. G. Acheson,
Stamford. Ont. The use of tannin com-
pounds for preventing graphite powder
from becoming nocculent. (Brit. No.

7,775 of 1907; Aug. 3, 1907.)

IRON AND STEEL

Pyrl'
SI. 1

J'lM

Penn. iL. S.

Cbristopbcr Antoonovich,
Vlussia. iC. S. No. 8C1.603;

Method of
r ores and
Pittsburg.

.N ,. ... :.- .\ug. R. 1907.)

FELDSPAR
xnPATMENT OF FELDSPAR—Ex-

,r.-^yi7;n(Vf Potassium Compounds from
Aureliua J. Swayze. Great

N. J. (U S. No. 862,676: Aug.

GOLD AND SILVER

CYANIDE SOLUTIuN.<. W. A. .Mer-

ralis. San Francisco. Cal. An Improved

AGGLOMEHATINi; IKON ORES—Pro-
cess of agglomerating jiulverulent iron

ores, wnihelm Schumacher, Oberdi^ en-

dorf, Germany, assignor to Ernest llial-

mann. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 862,-

666; Aug. 6, 1907.)

BL.VST FURNACE GASES. C. Flossel,

Munich, Germany. Improved rotary ap-

paratus for removing dust from blast

furnace gases. (Brit. No. 14,496 of 1906;

July 13, 1907.)

BLAST FURNACES—Automatic Slip-

Return Pipe for Blast Furnaces. Austin

J. Fulton, Sharon. Penn. (U. S. No. bbO,-

970; Julv 23. 1907.)

CHARGING .iU'PARATUS. Wellman-
Seaver-Morgan Co.. Cleveland. O. Im-
proved apparatus for discharging and
charging steel and other furnaces. (Brit.

No. 18,430 of 1906; July 19, 1907.)

CHARGING DEVICES. B. W. Head
London, England. Improved gripping

devices for cliarginK and discharging
ingots into or out of furnaces. (Brit.

.V<S 19,540 of 1906; Aug. 10, 1907.)

COPPER PRODUCTION—Method of

Recovering Sulphate Crystals. Horace
E Horton, Waukegan. and Frederick C.

Gedge, Evanston, HI., assignors to Amer-
ican Steel and Wire Co., Worcester,

Mass.. a Corporation ot New Jersey. (U.

S. No. 863.279; Aug. 13. 1907.)

DRY AIR BLA.ST. G. Cattaneo and J.

Schlesinger. Berlin. Germany. Drying
air for use in blast furnace, etc.. by pass-

ing it through a sliower of cold liquid

such as chloride of magnesium. (Brit.

No. 13.935 ot 1906; July 13, 1907.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING. A. T. Simpson
Balbao, Spain, and A. E. Bourcond Lon-
don, England. Improvements m the in-

ventors' process for electric smelting of

iron ores, especially with relation to the

regeneration of the escaping gases. (Bnt.

So. 21.770 of 1906; July 27. 1907.)

FBRROSILICON—Process of Produc-

ing Ferrosilicon. Edgar F. Price. Niag-

ara Falls, N. Y. (U. S.. No. 861,224; July

23. 1907.)

IRON SMELTIN(3—Cluirge Mixture for

Tron-Smeltlng. Horace W. Lash, Cleve-

land. Ohio ^T. s. NO. 862.978; Aug. 13.

1907.)

MAGNETIC SEPARATOR. Metallur-

gi^a Patent Aktiebolaget. Stockholm.

Sweden. A magnetic .separator for pul-

verized Iron ores in which the ores float

on water and the magnetic particles are

lifted out bv the mas-'nets. (Bnt. No. 210.

of 1907; Aug. 3. 1907.)

MANGANESE STEGI—Method of Man-
ufacturing Metals and Compositions Used
Therein Hans Goblschmidt and Otto

Well Essen-on-the-Ruhr. Germany, l-iled

Mav 2 1906. Serial No. 314.890. (U. S.

No Sfi'o 799; July 23, 1907.)

PERMEABILITY OF IRON R A.

Hadflcld. Sbefneld, England. Method of

Iricrcasinir the permeability of the in-

ventor's silicon irons t.^ make them more
suitable in .-lectrlc work. <Brit. No. 2.377

cf 1907; Aug. 3. 1907.)

SCALE REMOVAL, S. O. Cowper
Coles I^ondon. Fnglai.d. Removing scale

from Iron articles by placing them in an
air tight chamber and introducing hydro-
gen gas. (Brit. No. 23.664 of 1906; July

27. 1907.)

SILICOSPIEGEL^—Process of Producing
Silicospiegel. Edgar F. Price, Niagara
Falls N Y. (U. S. No. 861.225; July 23,

1907.)

STEEL MANUFACTURE—Process for

Preparing Steel of High Grade from
Ordinary Iron. Adam Massot, Jr.. Mutter-

stadt, Germany, assignor to Fritz Andre,

Haardt. near Neustadt a/H, (Germany.

(U. S. No. 861,999; July 30, 1907.)

NICKEL AND COBALT

ALLOY—Xva Accumulator Aktiebola-

^et Jungner, Stockholm, Sweden. In

c-Iectric accumulators, substituting for

nickel used as anode, an alloy of nickel

with iron, copper, or zinc. (Bnt. No.

6.522 of 1907; July 13. 1907.)

POTASSIUM SALTS

CAUSTIC POTASH — Salzbergwerk
Neustassfurt and Theilnehmer, Zschern-
dorf Germany. A method of producing
crystalline hydrate ot potash as a com-
mercial article. (Bnt. No. 6,405 of 1907.

July 27, 1907.)

SALT

CHLORINE MANUFACTURE. G. B.

Rambaldini. Milan, Italy. In the elec-

trolysis ot substances such as common
salt tlie arrangement of currents of the

electrolyte and of the supply of salt to

be decomposed in such a way as to make
it possible to work without a diaphragm.
(Brit. No. 8,039 of 1906; Aug. 3. 1907.)

SLATE

SLATE WASTE. T. Morgan and P. S.

Armstrong, Liverpool. England. Utiliz-

ation of slate waste by crushing fine and

using it as a road-making suijstance.

"Br"f. No. 6.863 ot 1907; July 20, 1907.)

VANADIUM

VANADIUM ORE TREATMENT—Pro-

cess of Treating Vanadium Ores Felipe

de Lucio, Huaraucaca. Peru. (U. fa. ino.

S63.076; Aug. 13. 1907.)

ZINC

(CALAMINES—Process to Utilize the

inferior Calamines Francisco SMoy^no.
.\guilas. Spain. (U. S. No. 86i,41(, Aug.

13. 1907.)

SCREW M.KMI'.VCTrUE. S. Frank.

Frankfort on Main. Germany. Produci-

ng zinc rods .suitable for turning into

sc?ew" etc as a substitute tor brass by

forcUig cast rods of cyfindrical forms

hroulh holes ot smaller cross secUon

by high pressure. an(i when cold (Bnt.

Xo 1 167 of 1907; July 13, 1907.)

csTTT-PHlDE ORE TREATMENT —
Treatment of Sui"hide Ores Containing

zmc Ralph W. E. Maclvor Dondon
Engiaml assignor to Metals Extraction

ron'oratior. .T imited. London England,

an Incorporated Company. (U. S. MO.

863,411; Aue. IS. 1'-'"' )

MINING—GENERAL

MINE TIMBERS. G. Keller, Brsenach

Germany. Improved form of toggle

lolnTed struts used in min ng (Bnt.

No. 27.264 of 1906; Aug. 10, 1907.)

ORE DRESSING

rONCKNTRAIING TABLE. H. L. and

P A Sulman I,..n.lon, England. A form

of iMui lie or concentrating table on

whi<^l" he material to be treated Is per-

b^dicallv ro ed over by a squegee so

hat the a°'tion of the water running
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No 'J.'-'Sl of ''-'"''• ^"^- •*• ^
CoNCi^NTKATuU .... or Sau. Conee^

liiitor. li-.'doil.k A. '\i.7«.;.,-,
vniiuii.. Mil

»£i';K;|SjA,.SiTis:',s
ci,i..e.y ".'<i MUU..K

^"•.^^'i/i'.^.v;''^'
"""

.II s No stil Ts7 ; J>il.v .HI. rJUi.i

1907 Aug. 3. 19U7) ^ .

II.- V Tuvlor, London. EMKland. A

wimkee, Wis., "ssis""' cornoratlon

''o;<^'sKrAUAT.ON^-i;.oc..s^„^^tir^Si:

S^No iiU 7S2: July -M. TJO..»

'luly"23. 1907.1

METALLURGY-GENERAL

CASTING METAI^^
up Tfru^P-^-

don, England. I"^^fP,>„HKir oourlng. by
ture of '"«',»,«;> .^If'^eur en ts^ ""(Brit^-No.

V^sa"/ o? 1900 July 27. 1907.)

'^EIECTRir FURNACE CHARGNO--

EI.ECTRIC SMELTING. Pau^_^L. T.

SOL-16t6
Electro-Metallurgique r

jSO;
Froges. France. (U. ».

'"^LrCTROLVsiNG-Metnod or^Deposl.

Wln^.^env|£F " " ^^^ "^
661: July 23. 1907.) onnTTPTION—
ELECTROLYTIC ORE REDUCTI^^^^

Apparatus for Elettrol>uc ne ^
?I^etals from ores or =aUs. C^ha

^ ^^

l^'l'm'Tuly SO.fsJV.)

"METAi^fc Bm^PmOfS T,-rrd °f

r„^re?L"oi.'jrL'iu'-.snra^^^^

U"n"'""?U "s"" No" 862 871 -"au^: 13. 1907.)

"°- * -nor-iTMFNT— \rt of Treating
ORE TRE.aLTMEN' ^Yen Uranium.

Ores Containing Tungsien
Robert

vanadium. Molybdenum, etc K
^^^

McKniglit. Pttsburg la r
^ ^^^

on I'.iiie. Serial ^o -ii.iii- ^

862.987; ^ug. 13. 190^-^ Lining
RETORT "^I'^^^^^lmith ind Gull-

rord''c'^"Glyn.r'\%.fKan. (U. S. No.

'sro'701; J">^.
2/:^^^"pUnT Victor R.

tlniious OiesmeltlnK Process 10
„pQ,.e,.,

atory Furnaces.
J'''"-'^^;^^ to Lafayette

Colo., assignor of 0°^.
"^.'{n,,.

" Filed Mar.
Ilanchett, Salt .'

f'^^-r, •?«•» Ofi7 (tJ. S. No.
18 1007. Serial No._ .lo-i.o"'

•

'^

^''sm^EHlNG |,^I^./mm, and T. Ha.-

T.- P.aterof^"l|d; .inc. tin et-
,^S

mpans of .•; "",'1,5'' ^'^passing the plates
methylatcl !'J'^'^l\:,^''i^^Jllure and heat.

Zrn. Nrl7'9^Tof^90^5^"Aug. 3. 1907.)

MIKING MACHINERY AND APPARATUS

paratus for Bolt t^o"^^^'^
Orange. N. J.

5;'.^4r%'.%-^" 2^e^o/T9^o6:^'/uly^^t

'^^.l^WEVERS^FlUer Apparatus for

^f-rff. S^o' 8?r^>J^
July 30^190^

CONVEYING APPARATl.S-TrlP^.j;^^

or Peliv.>rer fo^ Con%e>inB w
_^^_.

Lin-oln Moss. New ^ orK. r-. i^
.^

to Robins conveying Belt Co.. i>ew

N. Y.. a Corpurullon of N«w Jersey. tU

S No. 863.202; Aug. 13. 1907.)

r.i.-i.i- BORING Al'l'ARATUfe. A.

itiiicV FUelen" C.oVii.any. In.provoinent

!.''\Vo'-meclla.i»iu f- '.peiatlnK d«*P

l.orlng apparatus. (Bilt. No. ».«
.

-

1907; Aug. 3, 1907.)

iivi'I VGE F V. Martin, Ipswlcli.

'•^r^r^;'^or"'"BHt'Nr'i^r^?
i^i^r'^riir-iToY)*"'"'
ii\riAUK T. Krrlngton. Newiaalle

Muullng 'oiu- broHks (Brit. No. .l.i"i

1'106; Aug. 10. 1907.) -.,„««

>;l\". OQS- Aug. Li. 1907.)

rr'''n,l^rn".^'..u^r'p'rs provld.,^^^

1 Q 1 ^07
TTTBRICATING METHOD. T. L^"?^?'

•STa^^lVy^liu-^llgnf Vl^t
N^o 'Mr.OS of 1906; Aug. 3, 1907.)

METAL MINE PROPS. F. Nellen andwmmm
xriv^ CAR AXLE. Charles A. Keller,

Ro'sedfl^^'^^iid^ S. NO. 862.643; Aug.

"''

J^vpVar motor. John B. Merwin.

Springfi^W^^'^' (I? S. NO. 863.077; Aug.

^\itnf''pROP H. Lowe. Mansfield. A

of 1906; July 13. 1907.)

AirVL-RS DRILL Enos Clark, Mid-

land In •. assignor' of one-half to ^^on-

lud R. l.uets. Midland, Ind. (U. S- ^o.

S63,50S; Aug. 13, 1907 )

^^^I^^SI^^I^^i. ^Th^as^-hn-
stone. Muskegon Mich. (U. b. "o.

S59: July 30 1907 ) „ ^ a R. Glbbs,

MO. '"'•"='' "-^^ , „ , V Rice Borden-
ROCK nR"jLS.

n^^ 'improvements in

(Brit. ^"^ '''"•
, V Rice Borden-

ROCK l^RIL^^rock drill? actuated by

No 123 of 1907; Aug. 3. 190,^)

S.\FETY DEVICE for Mine-Shafts.

^rS"'jur3o:'i9"o?.r"'
"' '

'"sIfety lamps f^J„,^,r,'-^lt

and reunited. 1 tirn. .<"

'"i'TONE CUTTING. I. M. McKay. Fruit-

va'Je'^^^??..^ imp-ved blades Of stone-

•sawing machines where ='^'='=',„
.^ vo

^"'.1' as abraldlng material (Brit. No.

1.012 of 1907; July 2.. 1907.)

METALLURGICAL MACHINERY AND

APPARATUS

T-i-oVACF CHARGE DISTRIBUTION.
«' r Wlcheli rties.ernold. A sw nKlnc

m AG l\U .U..I..,- lipped SluK-Car.

1 1,.,
.' Hi., ki.e.- Chlciig... lil., aHslgiior

'u'Alils.Cl. ImirA .0,. .Milwaukee, Wis.,

!" olrporutioi. of N.w Jersey. (U. «
No. 863.259; Aug. 13. 1907.)

Ti;UE UK 1-E»»L10 M'LL. RIohaM
F Ablio, Now York, N. \. (U. » no.

.s(i:i.(S3; Aug. 13, 1907.)

FURNACES

iCi^ICCTHIC FURNACE. A. Reynold-,

I uMd.Vn England. An electric luriiacu in

w"l.h"iho heat '» K'-'^'-at*,'?,
"."irrVhemnco of loose carl...n einbed.le.l ill the

rmibie lining, the carbon l'"'"« «"•

.losed in solid .arb-naccouB n'al'-r al-

(Hrlt. No. 26,981 of 1906; Aug. 1«, 1907.)

ELECTRIC Fl'UNACKS. E. Gronwall,
V 1 liKlhlud anil O. .Slahlane, Ludvlka,

.;\vede Inprovld method of placing the

prini.uy coil in o'-"-V'^ '",Gr''B isVoftransformer type._ (Brit. No, 6,193 of

1907; July 27, 1907.)

El-KCTRIC FURNACE. I. Moscljkl,

Fieib IB. Switzerland. A form of eiec-

ilc furiace in which Is produced an

xtra long arc while using an alternat-

ing current at a compiiratlveiy low ten-

sion. (Brit. No. H,259 of 1906; July 2".

1907.)

li-I FCTRIC FURNACES. Socifit* Pro-

cedes RGlrod.Ugine. France. Improved

metl?ods of circulating the water used

or cooling the crowns of electric fur-

naces. (Brit. No. 3.276 of 190.. Jul> .7,

'"fI FCTRIC INDUCTION FURNACES.
Johannes Harden. London. England, as-

ifgnor to GrOndal KJellin Co Limited,

London, England. tL. S. No. 861,031,

July 23, 1907.) , „
PT RCTRIC FURNACES. S. Z. de Fer-

rantl London, England. Improvements
n the inventor's electric furnaces. (Brit.

No '13.949 and ,3.949A of 1906; July 19.

^^FLECTRIC INDUCTION FURNACES.
O Frick. Stockholm. Sweden. An lin-

pfoved winding for electrcsme ting fur-

naces of the induction type. (Brit. No.

'9 271 of 1906; July 27. 1907.)

;o?/.f."Ie^s'"pro?e?eT^^in,^a^rVsf?4^n'|

(Brit No. 1,080 of 1907; July 27, 1907.1

TTI FCTRIC MUFFLE-FURNACE. Al-

hP?t L ilarsh Lake Bluff. 111., assignor

'o'^Ho'^klnr CO., Ciy.cago III , a Corpo -

Mtlon of Illinois. CU- S. No. 861,(44. jui.

'"'pit'eL CONNECTIONS. A. H. Cooper

•in^FD Morgan. Mlddiesborough. Eng-
; 1 ill mi-tallurgical furnaces improved

MELTING FURNACES. A.. Koch Han-

S. No. 862.229; -Vug. 6. 190i.)

ROASTING FURNACE. George E.

Kl^k.^Toledo. «\>,'«;a„\%«l«Tis.°a^Co?:

SJ.'?.J{Vo^n%f^"New"'erSet"H'. S. No. 863.-

187- Aug 13. 1907.)

nol^TlNG FURNACE-Water-CooledROAM i;^'> ' i^^iv
,. Furnaces.

Stirring f^'ia"
,

f°'
,,?,°"^,,kec Wis.; (U.

William J. r!'"'^7vA"}rn^ Aug 13 1907.)
u No Sfi3 139 and 863.140. Aui,. u. isv

Allis-Chalmers ^^o.. MI'^auKe ^^
Corporation of New Jersey. (

"h-s^;^ -:^^?^^g-«^-
?,lrp%^oi!J5 .o7nTVor"V£^J^;Ur-r

arm«

SMELTING FURNACE George G.

Vivian. ne"/er„^"'^in?heu Salt Lake

'p?.\VLna^f"'^T'^.N
"'^862.6"; Aug. ..

1907.)
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Personal

MlnlDK mill iiU'tallurRlcnl cagliioers me In-

Vll«l to kl'<>I> TllK KNISINEERIMi AM> MlNlSO
JtiL-RSAi, Infiirim-d of their movemonis and
appoiatmeDts.

Alfred Frank, one of the Hcinze en-

gineers, has gone to Alaska to examine

copper prospects.

VV. J. Judson, of Woodbury, Conn., is

making an inspection of properties in the

Manitou I-akc gold area, Ont.

Herman C. Bellinger, formerly with the

smelter at Crofton, B. C, spent a few

days in Bntte, Mont., recently.

.\. H. Wethey, general manager of

W . A. Clark's properties in Montana, will

be a visitor in New York about Sept. 15.

Ernest A. Stone, of Toronto, has ac-

cepted the professorship of civil engineer-

ii K in Dalhousic University, Halifax, N. S.

Jules de Catelin has been appointed ad-

n.inistrator delegate of the Conipagnie

I'rancaise des Mines du Laurium, to suc-

ceed O. Maggiar.

R. H. Wolff, of New York, American

representative of the Heroult process for

the electric treatment of iron ores, sailed

for a short trip to Europe.

H. T. Hulst has been appointed chief

engineer of the Marquette range iron

mines of the United States Steel Corpora-

tion, succeeding Andre Formis.

J. T. Shadforth. ironmaster of New-

castle-on-Tyne, England, is in Vancouver,

B. C, in connection with the erection of

a modern steel plant backed by British

capital.

Walter S. Stephan has left the employ

of the Wellman-Scaver-Morgan Company

and has opened an office as consulting

mechanical engineer in the Citizens' build-

ing, Cleveland, O.

F. D. Laughlin, formerly vice-president

of the Atlantic Brass Company, has been

appointed Eastern sales agent of the Pitts-

burg Pneum.ntic Torjl Cmipany, with

headquarters in New York.

R. VV. Perks, M. P., of London, Eng., is

in Ottawa, conferring with the Canadian

government in regard to a proposal on be-

half of a company he has organized to

build the Georgian Bay canal.

Charles G. Yale, of San Francisco, asso-

ciate editor of the Journal, will visit the

Jamestown exhibition as a member of the

jury of awards, and about Sept. 20 will

spend a few days in New York.

C. V. R. Townsend, agent of the Cleve-

land-Cliffs Iron Company's land depart-

ment, Negaunec, Midi . ha* been appointed

a member of the commission to investigate

forestry conditions in Michigan.

Dr. H. M. Ami, of the Canadian Geo-

logical Survey, and Dr. Adams, of McGill

University, Montreal, have sailed for

Europe as Canadian delegates to the cen-

tenary meeting of the Geological Society

of London.

H. S. Denny, consulting engineer, of

London, who has been examining prop-

erty at Butte, Mont., returned to New
York last week and from here proceeded

to Dcadwood, S. D., whence he will re-

turn shortly.

Parker Woodman, assistant superin-

tendent of the Copper Queen mines, Bis-

bee, -Arizona, has been appointed super-

intendent of the same property to succeed

S. V. Clawson who has resigned after

many years of service.

Charles H. Benjamin, who occupied the

ehair of mechanical engineering at Case

.School of Applied Science, Cleveland, for

a number of years, has been elected dean

of the schools of engineering of Purdue

University, Lafayette, Indiana.

Charles T. Hutchinson, for several

years manager of the departinent of min-

ing machinery of the Union Iron Works,

San Francisco, has resigned to accept a

similar position witli the Joshua Hendy
Iron Works, also of San Francisco.

W. R. Ingalls, editor of the Journal,

returned this week from a Western trip

of seven weeks, in the course of which he

visited La Salle, 111., Denver, Salt Lake
City, Ely, Eureka and other districts in

Nevada, San Francisco, the Coeur d'Alene

and Butte, Mont.

W. A. Green, fonnerly with the Illinois

Steel Wire Company, Ims been appointed

treasurer of the Tennessee-Republic steel

companies to succeed L. Hoover, resigned.

T. M. Nesbit, of Binningham, Ala., audi-

tor for the Republic company, will act as

auditor for both companies.

Societies and Technical Schools

Obituary

F. T. Delashmutt, recently appointed

receiver for the A. H. Whitsett Coal Com-
]iany, was instantly killed by an explosion

in the company's mine near Shelburn, Ind.

The explosion seriously injured the mine
boss and completely wrecked tlie tipple

over the shaft.

-\ tablet in memory of Prof. T. Posepny,

ihc eminent Bohemian geologist, will be

unveiled at his native town, Starkebach,

Bohemia, on September 8, 1907. After a

procession in the morning. Dr. Philip

Poeta, professor of geology and paleon-

tology in the University of Prague, will

deliver an address after which the tablet

will be unveiled.

William Henry Rickard, for more than

30 years manager of the mines and smelter

at Pontgibaud, in the P&y de Dome,
France, died at Redruth, Cornwall, on

July 17, aged 71 years. He was a younger

brother of Thomas Rickard, now living in

London. When operations at Pontgibaud

ceased about 10 years ago he retired, for

tiie past few years living in Cornwall, the

home of his forefathers.

Morrison Mineral Collection—This col-

lection, which was exhibited at the

World's Fair at Chicago and for which
its owner, E. G. Morrison, was awarded
a gold medal, has been placed in the

hands of Geo. H. Parker, No. 207 South

Broadway, Los Angeles, for sale. It is

said to be the most valuable private col-

lection of minerals in California; it con-

tains about 10,000 specimens, all collected,

labeled and cataloged by Mr. Morrison,

who was recently killed in a street car ac-

cident at the age of 80 years.

Industrial

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

Company, Milwaukee, has issued a pam-
phlet describing electric-crane controllers.

In addition to full descriptions and illus-

trations of five types of crane and hoist

controllers tlie publication contains con-

nection and dimension diagrams, repair-

part charts, etc. An improved form of

contactor for handling heavy currents is

also described.

The Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company has been granted a

preliminary injunction restraining the

Wagner Electric Manufacturing. Company
of St. Louis, Mo., from making, selling or

using self-regulating transformers which
infringe the Stanley patent granted March
I, 1892. The injunction was issued by the

United States Circuit Court for the south-

ern district of New York.

Ira E. Stevens, agent for the Stevens

fan and other mine equipment, Chicago,

111., recently received an order from the

Northwestern Improvement Company, Ta-

coma, Wash., for a 7^-ft. Stevens fan, to

be driven by a Terry steam turbine. The
fan will furnish 150,000 cu.ft. of air per

min. with a 3-in. water gage. This is, so

far as known, the first attempt to operate

a mine fan with a steam turbine.

The I'irm Samuel Weil & Co. succeeds

the firm Cerf. Hirsch & Co., New Or-

leans, La., which was dissolved April 27.

Samuel Weil has resumed his residence

in New Orleans and the new firm will

continue to occupy the present offices. No.

232 Canal street. J. M. Cohn, who has

assisted for many years in the manage-

ment of the Bluefields. Honduras, estab-

lishment, has an interest in the new firm.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

The Denver Fire Clay Company, Denver,

Colo. Assayers' and Chemists' Supplies.

Pp- 350. illustrated, indexed, paper, 7x9^^

in. ; 1907.

Fred M. Prescott Steam Pump Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis. Catalog No ?o.

Prescott Pumping Machinery. Pp. 146,

illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.; 1907.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt 1 ake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

.lugust 21—The number of gold dredg-

ers is rapidly increasing in California.

Three of the largest size have been or-

dered for the Yuba Consolidated Gold

l-"ields Company for use in the Yuba River

field, near Marysvillc, and two more for

the Marysville Dredging Company in the

>amc region. At Oroville, in the Feather

River field, a new one was put in com-

mission last week by the Oro Water,

Light and Power Company, and the same

ciimpany will shortly have still another.

The Pacific Gold Dredging Company, al-

ready owning three dredgers, will add one

more, as will the Oro company. The

Feather River F.xploration Company,

Ltd., has ordered lumber for another

dredge. On the Fahey ranch, five miles

from Oroville, the Gardella Bros, have a

dredge nearly completed, and will soon

begin on another on the Kentucky ranch,

near Wyandotte. Up at Callahan, Siski-

you county, a new dredge is being built

;

and there are prospects of several being

put in Greenhorn creek in Nevada county.

The city trustees of Oroville have de-

cided to enforce the terms of the con-

tract made by James C. Gray, owner of

lands being operated by the Nevada

Dredging Company, with the city in re-

yard to leveling the dredged ground.

Early in 1906 the trustees adopted an or-

dinance declaring dredging in the city

limits a nuisance. The dredger people

thereupon obtained an injunction in the

United States District Court. The city

filed an answer, but before a hearing was

had a comprorriise was reached. Among
the terms was one that dredger ground

should be leveled within a certain time.

The Hearst Memorial Mining Building

at the State University, Berkeley, Califor-

nia, will be formally dedicated this week.

The building is a magnificent one, and is

fully equipped for the use of students in

mining and metallurg}-.

The Standard Oil Company's Midway
MoKittrick pipe line will be ready to

handle oil by Sept. i, though no oil will be

sent in to the Kern river station until the

pumping plant is completed, some months

hence. No offers of contracts have yet

been made to any of the McKittrick pro-

ducers, however, and as most of the pro-

duct is already contracted for. it is prob-

able that the oil will not be handled as

early as anticipated. Articles of incor-

poration of the .\ssociated Pipe Line

Company of California have been filed in

the county clerk's office by the five direc-

tors of the company, E. E. Calvin, Wil-

laim F. Herrin, George L. King, W. S. Por-

ter and Frank H. Buck. The company

proposes to operate a pipe-line system for

the tr.tnsmission of oil throughout the

State, and will have its principal place of

business in this city.

Miners continue scarce in Nevada

county, the leadihg gold-producing county

of the State, yet the wages paid are rea-

sonably good and the climate excellent.

The mines above Nevada City have a

nine-hour schedule, but they pay machine

men $,V50 a day, car men, $3 and black-

smiths $4. A number of operators up

that way are trying to add to their crews

and are having a hard time getting the

help they need. In Nevada City and

Grass Valley districts the eight-hour sys-

tem prevails. The prevailing prices paid

machine men range from $3 to $3.50 a

day, car men from $2.50 to $2.75, and

blacksmiths from $3.50 to $4.

The Heroult electrical iron smelter in

Shasta county will now be run without

interruption. Four casts of pig iron ot

six tons each have been turned out so far,

and Shasta county is now on record as a

regular producer of pig iron. Ten men

to a shift are required at the smelter, m
addition, of course, to a force of miners.

Since the Northern California Power

Company recently started its system, it

has an abundance of power to meet pres-

ent demands, and the Heroult plant can

be run without shut downs. The Noble

Electric Steel Company has been incor-

porated, with H. H. Noble, of the North-

ern California Power Company, at its

head. It is now the intention to double

the capacitj' of the smelter, and put in a

railroad and an electric tram. A plant to

manufacture electrodes will also be in-

stalled.

In the mountains of the San Bernar-

dino range, especially on the desert side,

much prospecting is now being done, and

numerous mines are being developed.

Prospectors are working all along the

country from Victorville to Needles. The

smelter at the latter point, which for

years had rather a precarious existence,

has lately been enlarged twice, and is

running three shifts of men. New ma-

chinery is being put in. A number of

small mining towns have recently been

established in the more prosperous sec-

tions of the desert region of San Bernar-

dino county.

The section lying east of Alleghany and

Forest, in Sierra county, is attracting

considerable attention, though very little

development vv.irk h:i< been d^mc. Around

.\llcghany numbers of prospectors and

miners have lately come in and consider-

able work is in progress. Some of the

mines are paying well and anyone with

claims making any kind of a showing,

can readily dispose of them.

In the Blue Ledge district of Siskiyou

county, on the borders of Oregon, a num-

ber of strikes have recently been made,

in the St. Albans, Blue Extension and

Blooinfield groups. On the St. .Mbans a

so- ft. ledge carrying $20 a ton in gold and

from 4 to 8 per cent, copper, has been

tapped by the main tunnel. More than

500 ff. of development work has been

done on this property, which is an east ex-

tension of the Blue Ledge. This group is

owned by Portland and Spokane mining

men. The Seattle Mining Company is

planning to erect a smelter on Seattle

bar, four miles below Joe bar, and near

the confluence of Elliot creek with the

.\pplegate river. This smelter will not

only treat the ore of the company's mines,

but will do general custom work. The

Forestry Department, through its local

officials, has granted the Blue Ledge

Company permission to operate a tram-

way across a portion of the Reserve, the

tram to connect the adit tunnels with the

ore bins. From this it is evident that the

company is contemplating the erection of

a smelter, the plant to be located at some

point between the mine and Joe Bar.

.'\t Angels, Calaveras county, the min-

ers' strike continues and the mines re-

main closed. Superintendent Chalmers,

of the Lightner, has been instructed by

his directors to erect a fence around the

property and keep the works closed until

the men returned on the same conditions

as were in force at the time the strike was

called. At the present time there is no

prospect of a settlement in either the

Utica or Lightner mines. If the Utica

company sells its water rights, flumes,

ditches, pipe line and power plants to the

Stanislaus Electric Power Company, as

appears probable, it will be a long time be-

fore that mine will again be worked.- The

owners have stated that if the strike is

not settled within a month, they will let

the mine fill up, as it will not pay to keep

handling the water during the winter sea-

son. A large number of the Calaveras

merchants have suflfered such great loss

on account of the strike that it has been

necessary for them to sell out their inter-

ests and leave the section. It is reported

that fully 50 per cent, of the business

houses have either sold out their stocks

or closed down.
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Duluth

August 24—State mineral options and

private options for a large amount of land

in the northern Otter Tail country have

been taken out this week by B. Magiffin,

representing Duluth mining men. This is

about 100 miles southwest of the western

extremity of the Mcsabi range, as at pres-

ent determined, but along the general

strike of the range, if projected. Nothing

is known of the evidences and informa-

tion that led Mr. Magiffin to take these

leases, which are but the last of many

that he has taken up in various parts of

northern Minnesota during the past two

or three years, though it is known that

the region carries more or less of what

has been generally supposed to be the float

of the regions to the north and east, car-

ried down and deposited as terminal mo-

raines.

There is a great deal of drilling and

development on the Mesabi extension west

of the Mississippi river, in townships 55-

-5. SS-26 and others, and there are re-

ports of considerable depths of ore being

cut by drills. But the ore is said to be

uniformly of low grade, and to be cov-

ered by a great thickness of drift. Ex-
ploration in that section is conducted by

guesswork, and is not a job for parties of

small means.

The Mesabi strike is by no means over,

and groups of idle men are to be seen in

every mining town and on every corner,

waiting till their wages are , raised and
their hours shortened before going back.

They have been misled by the strike agi-

tators, who are desirous of continuing the

difficulty as long as possible, but who have

already appealed for funds with which to

carry it on, alleging the use of what they

had in channels where it is known that

very little has been used. General offi-

cers of the Western Federation are in

charge of the strike and are holding their

men well in hand, violence being at a dis-

count and drunkenness almost unknown
on the mining locations of the Mesabi at

present. It is doubtless due very largely

to the refusal of brewing companies to

ship in beer and of the saloonkeepers of

the district to sell indiscriminately, that

there has been no outbreak of riot. The
Oliver Iron Mining Company has brought

in several hundred Austrians from other

districts, who have been put at work in

surfape mines of the Hibbing district.

No disturbances followed this importa-

tion, in part on account of the presence

of many armed deputies and guards, who
make the range resemble, to some extent,

an armed camp. Some of the deputies

have been too free with their guns and
several men, some of whom have been

working miners, have been injured. Very
little can be done for a time in operating

the important underground properties, and

all efforts arc directed toward sending out

ore, which must come from the open-pit

steam shovel mines. The steam shovel is

a great strike breaker. Most of the un-

derground mines of the range are ship-

ping no ore except from stock and few

are working at all. There is little strip-

ping at surface mines, for there are not

men enough to act as miners and strippers

as well. The result will be an extensive

development, both surface and under-

ground during the coming winter, when
miners will not be needed for shipments

and can be turned to other work.

Shipments this week from all Minne-
sota roads have averaged about 130,000

tons per day, which is a considerable de-

cline from maximum but doubtless suffi-

cient to give the furnaces all the ore they

will require during the coming winter.

There has been a sharp lessening of de-

mand for ore on the part of the non-
bessemer producers; the bessemer produc-
ers are still pushed for all they can for-

ward, and the requirements of the year
will fall materially beneath vlip early sea-

son expectations.

Representatives of the Western Federa-
tion of Miners have met with a curious

reception at various points in northern
Michigan and Minnesota the past week.
They have gone to the different ranges,

ostensibly to collect funds to assist the

miners of the Mesabi in their struggle

against the Steel Corporation, in reality,

probably, to organize those ranges as well

as the Mesabi. In every town they have
advertised meetings or attempted prose-

lyting, they have found business men
rising solidly to prevent their remaining
and to stop their meetings. These men
have gone so far as to compel the organ-

izers to leave town at once and they have
made representations as to what would
occur if the organizers returned. The
organizers have found no place, on the

Marquette, Menominee or Gogebic ranges

to lay their heads, much less collect funds.

Mass meetings have been held, resolutions

passed, and the visitors evicted in com-
pliance with the orders of what may be

called vigilance committees. Perhaps the

most significant feature of the situation

has been the fact that the miners them-

selves have taken part in the meetings

and subsequent events.

Indianapolis

Aug. 24— Indiana coal operators say

there has been a better demand for coal

at the mines during the summer than for

several years past. This is not due, how-
ever, they say, to the desire of consumers
to profit by past experience and lay in

their coal supply before fall, but because

of the increased consumption of coal for

industrial uses throughout this State.

A number of mine-owners recently made
a tour of the State and report that the

industrial growth and development in In-

diana is surprising. New industries are

being started and old ones enlarged on
every hand, and there has been scarcely

any suspension during the present sum-

mer. They also think that the increase

in population is not properly realized when
taking into account the increasing demand
for coal.

The Indiana operators confidently ex-

pect some relief from the car shortage

ne.xt winter under the new law, but think

there will be a shortage. It is evident

that the electric railroads of Indiana pro-

pose to take a hand in transporting coal'

from the mines. Those already in opera-

tion are building branch lines into the

coalfields, while a new road is being sur-

veyed through a territory in Warrick

county interlaid with thick veins of coal

of e.xccllent quality. That the road will

be constructed immediately is indicated by

the rapidity with which mining companies

and capitalists are taking options on every

available acre of coal land adjacent to the

proposed road.

The Monon people have constructed a

new road 50 miles in length from Wallace

junction west into the heart of the coal-

fields. This line will be opened for busi-

ness Oct. T.

Back of the recent corporation of the

Covington & Southeastern Railroad is said

to be a project to open up a new coalfield

and make it tributary to the Chicago mar-

ket. A large area of coal-bearing land

has been purchased by the syndicates and

surveys for the new road have been made

from Covington to Crawfordsville.

Scranton, Penn.

Aug. 25—Notwithstanding the existence

ofthe conciliation board and the excellent

work it has rendered, 900 employees of the

Pennsylvania Coal Company have gone

out on strike at the Short Mountain col-

liery. The miners have been complaining

for some time regarding the dockage sys-

tem, it being alleged that some cars have

been dumped and put through the breaker

without giving the miner credit. One

miner, it is alleged, was docked as many

as 18 cars in two weeks and when he

opened his due bill he found, that notwith-

standing his work, he was in the debt of

the company. A conference was held be-

tween the officials and some of the leaders

of the men and it is expected that the men
will return to work on the understanding

that the grievances are to be settled

within two weeks and in the event of

failure to do so to refer the questions in

dispute to the conciliation board.

A school of mining has been established

by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal Com-
pany for the benefit of its employees, who
number 30,000 and are scattered through-

out so collieries. Six towns have been

selected as the centers and the school

moves from town to town until the circuit

has been completed. The employees will

be given free transportation in a special

train to attend the school and addresses

upon mining subjects will be given by the

best talent available.

.\ novel arrangement was carried out
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last week by llic cuiployccs of ihc Lacka-

wanna railroad at tht Avondalc mino who

desired to suspend work so as to attend

the annual picnic of the "Keg Fund." The

general superintendent, Col. R. A. Phillips,

suggested that owing to the rush of orders

the men should go to work an liour earlier

and leave the mine at II a. m., in time to

:iUend the picnic. The company would

huild the stands for the picnic and furnish

the lumber. The men gladly accepted the

• iTcr and no time was lost at the mine.

I he Dodson colliery of the Plymouth

I'oal Company at Plymouth has been

closed for several weeks to permit of ex-

tensive repairs to the breaker.

Toronto

.tugiist 16—Prof. Willet G. Miller, pro-

\ nicial geologist of Ontario, left this week

in a tour of inspection to the gold region

f the Abitibi district, where some im-

portant finds have recently been made. He

was accompanied by Noah Tinimins, of

(-"obalt.

Valuable mineral discoveries are re-

I'orted to have been made in Otto town-

ship, which lies about 12 or 14 miles west

"I Larder lake. Numerous samples of

ore showing gold and silver have been

-ecured from six claims held by Middle-

ton Crawford, of Parry Sound, Out.,

where several shafts have been sunk. One

.'f these is on a vein 3 ft. wide at the

depth of 25 ft., the rock containing galena,

silver and lead, and on the side is a black

schist formation showing free gold. A
-ection of jasper quartz found at 12 ft.

also carries gold. A large ledge of quartz

shows gold on the surface and good

samples were obtained. A company to de-

velop these deposits will be formed.

The line of railway to run from Sud-

bury to Cobalt has been definitely located,

it runs through mineral country nearly

the entire distance, much of it being al-

ready staked. It connects with the Timis-

kaming & Northern Ontario road, near

Cobalt, and running westward skirts the

•orth shore of Portage bay. Crossing the

Montreal river it runs southwest to Eagle

lake, thence to Sharp Rock portage and

southwest to Obabika lake, along the west

shore of which it runs for some distance

till it crosses over to the Sturgeon valley.

It will give facilities to some valuable

gold properties, and in the region nearer

to Sudbury will tap a rich iron ore dis-

trict, where many locations have been

staked. The road w-ill be about 90 miles

long, and no heavy grading will be needed

except near Sharp Rock portage.

The striking miners at Cobalt, on .\ugust

0, met at the station a party of 37 Nova

Scotia miners, brought in by the mine-

owners under contract, and induced them

to refuse to work. The contract specified

that they understood that there was labor

trouble, but the men state that they were

assured by the agent who engaged them

that the strike was practically over.

Others coming in later have also joined

the ranks of the strikers. Yesterday the

ButTalo .Mines, Ltd., secured from Judge

l-'ak-onbridge an injunction prohibiting

the Cobalt branch of the Western Fed-

eration of Miners from interfering with

employees or inducing them to go on

strike or break (heir contracts.

A party of prominent business men from

New York State, including William Muir,

B. E. Strong, Andrew R. Koehlcr, William

W. Watson, James C. Patterson and U. L.

L'pson, guests of J. H. Jewell, of the Erie

Cobalt Mining Company, passed through

Toronto on August 14 en route for Co-

balt and Larder lake.

Chas. H. Gage, chief consulting engin-

eer of the Salt Lake Smelting and Refin-

ing Company, has returned from an in-

spection of the ground at North Cobalt,

where, it is stated, the company proposes

to erect a large smelter at a cost of

$2,000,000, with an initial capacity of 250

tons per day. Operations, it is said, will

be begun by Sept. i and the work pushed

forward as rapidly as possible.

London

August 8—The first annual report of

South Crofty, Ltd., has just been issued.

In some recent articles on Cornwall, I

have referred to South Crofty as an ex-

ainplc of the reorganization of an old

Cornish mine on modern principles. Dur-

ing the year ended June 30, most of the

crushing has been done by the old Cor-

nish stamps, but 40 head of California

stamps have now been started and an-

other 20 head are in course of erection.

The amount of ore crushed during the

year was 11,412 tons, and the recovery was

117^ tons of tin concentrates which sold

for £13,153 ; 37 tons of wolframite which

brought £5596; and 160 tons of arsenic

(arsenious acid) which sold for £4244.

The total income was £22,993. An addi-

tional magnetic separator is being in-

stalled and three new furnaces for recov-

ering arsenic are being erected.

The decrease in shipments from Le Roi

No. 2 has caused shareholders some an-

xiety, so that the directors have consid-

ered it advisable to issue a general state-

ment of the position of things. They ad-

mit the restricted shipments and explain

that it is due partly to the shutting down
of the customs smelters, and partly to the

severity of the past winter and the scarcity

of labor. The mine itself is, however, in

a fair condition and considerable bodies of

ore have been opened up. The company

is also actively testing the Vancouver

group of silver-lead mines at Slocan,

which promises to develop into a valuable

property.

Johannesburg

July 29—Much excitement has been oc-

casioned not only throughout South Af-

rica, but in England as well, over a bill

that the iioiha ministry proposed in the

Mouse at Pretoria last week. This bill is

referred to by the public as the "Beer

Bill," and it was introduced for the pur-

pose of making it legal to sell beer, ale,

etc., to Kafirs working on the mines. Pro-

tests have been sent to Pretoria from the

churches, temperance societies, commercial

societies, the Mine Managers Association,

and other bodies. The government has

wisely decided to withdraw the unfor-

tunate bill.

There is a persistent rumor just now
that the opposition has induced the minis-

try to reconsider the whole question of

Chinese labor at a short session of parlia-

ment to be held in November. If the

rumor proves correct then the whole com-

munity will take hope, for if the question

is reconsidered the Chinese will not go.

At almost all the mines the Chinese are

getting up petitions, asking for the privi-

lege of signing on again for three years.

In their original contracts the coolies are

given the option of renewing for three

years.

All the strikers have sent delegations

to the managers asking to be taken on

again. There are few positions open on

the mines, and the majority of the strikers

will either leave the country or join the

ranks of the unemployed.

In the future it is probable that a larger

number of white men will be employed

on the mines to do rough labor. These

men will be able to earn from £7 los. to

£10 per month. As the board paid on the

mines at the present time varies from £6

to £6 IDS., a man with so low a wage

would not have much left for his board.

Some months ago the government ap-

pointed a commission to inquire into the

law regarding the working of a mine with

less than two shafts or outlets. It is un-

lawful for a mine to do any work, save

development, when there is only one shaft.

Several mines on the Rand find this law

hard as they have only one shaft, and not

sufficient money to put down another. The

commission makes some important recom-

mendations to the government. In the

first place the report admits the danger

of working a mine when there is only one

shaft, but they advise the appointment of

a permanent commission of five members

to decide in each particular case whether

stoping operations be allowed. Provided

every precaution is taken as regards venti-

lation, fire, etc., the commission recom-

mends that stoping be allowed in a mine

having one shaft only, if the mine ceases

all development work, save what is neces-

sary to make the connection with a neigh-

boring mine shaft, as soon as the winning

of ore commences. The report has given

satisfaction. It will soon now be possible

for a mine, with a large tonnage developed

and only one shaft, to win some of its

ore, and raise sufficient cash to push

through to another shaft in a neighboring

mine. The government will no doubt ac-

cept the recommendations.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alaska

Sheet Creek Option—The first payment

on this option lield by Colonel Sutherland

of the Perseverance Company has been

met. The company plans to drive a tun-

nel through the mountain to make an out-

let on Gastincau channel, and to erect a

1500-stamp mill at this point.

California

.•\M.\noR County

Defender—In this mine, at Defender, a

small body of fine ore has been found on

the 200-ft. level, running north. The

mill will shortly be started up on this

rock.

Illinois—This old claim, si.K miles from

Sutter creek, is being reopened by J. W.
Buchanan and others. The mine has not

been worked for over 50 years.

Butte County

Mammoth Channel Gold Mining Com-
pany—At this gravel property at Magalia.

E. R. Argesinger, manager, extensive con-

tracts have been let for sinking a shaft,

driving a tunnel, etc.

C.\L.\VER.\s County

Calaveras Mining and Development

Company—This company, G. W. Kirkley,

manager, is preparing to operate the old

Kenross mine, near Whiskey Slide. A
4J4-mile ditch will bring in water from

Quintal gulch. There are both quartz

and gravel mines on the property.

P^iVrtiio—These gravel claims, near

Angels, John C. Benson superintendent,

have a 500-ft. shaft and 2500 ft. of drifts,

etc. The claims are wet ones, but large

pumps will now be installed, operations

having been resumed.

El Doraix) County

.4lpine^lh\s property, owned by

George Wingfield, is to be equipped with

compressors and machire drills.

Isabel—In this old gold mine. Garden
valley, owned by G. M. P. Bennett, of

Placerville, an important discovery of

copper lire carrying gold has been made
in the old shaft.

Toylitr— At this mine Thompson Bros

arc keeping the pumps running night and
day, and will soon have the water down
to the first level.

Inyo Count',

'lyon Gold Mining Company—
i iiiv at Ljiws has purchased a

complete power plant, consisting of en-

gines, air compressor, drills, etc.

Gold Discovery—There is considerable

local excitement over the discovery of

high-grade ore six miles north of Oasis

and three miles south of the Lookout

mine.

Indian Queen—Work under direction

of G. H. Hewitt has brought the work-

ings into good copper ore. Lower down
it is expected to find large bodies of lower

grade ore.

Silver—On ground owned by Keith,

Ramsey and Witherell, nine miles south

of Greenwater, at Willow Creek basin,

higli-gradc silver ore has been found.

Nev.^d.\ County

Banner Mining Company—In this old

mine, now being reopened, the 700 level

has been reached, and the Knowles sta-

tion pump recovered.

Cold Spring—In this drift claim, near

Nevada City, the gravel deposit recently

met has been driven into for 90 ft., and

a cross-cut is being made to see whether

or not it is the old Harmony channel.

Idaho-Maryland Company—At this

old mine. Grass Valley, Bray Wilkins,

manager; as soon as timbers arrive, the

work of reopening the old shaft will be

commenced, and from its bottom sinking

will be resumed.

Sugar Loaf Hill Mining Company—
This newly organized company is to oper-

ate the old Coan mine, at Indian Flat,

Nevada City district. Thomas N. Coan
is manager.

Pl.\cer County

Cash Rock—Work has been resumed on

this claim in the middle fork of the Ar-

kansas river. A dredger will be built in

the river for handling the tailings. The
mine has been worked off and on since

the early 50's.

Gravel—E. W. Drummond has bonded
all the gravel claims on the northern

slope of Georgia hill, south of Yankee
Jims, from the Mameluke claim to the

western end of the hill. The M.imeluke

tunnel is being reopened.

Northern California Gold Mines Com-
pany—This company is now employing 75
men, on the Herman mine, and grading

is being done for the new electric power
plant. Much new machinery has recently

been purchased. The present lo-stanp

mill will be increased to 40 stamps. F. R
Sherwin is superintendent.

Plumas County

Dredging Ground—.'\lfrcd Hoppen, of

Alameda, has bonded the William Short

property, at Greenville, and is drilling it

to prospect the gravel, with a view of put-

ting in a dredge.

S.\N Bern.\rdino County

Dry Washers—Henry Fountain, W. H,

Laird and A. C. Clark, of New York,

have secured title to 1000 acres of placer

ground in the Coal Yard camp, 20 miles

north of Barstow, and have made a con-

tract with Calvin Baker to install 20 dry

washing machines.

Ivaupah Mammoth Gold and Copper

Company—This San Diego company has

acquired a group of 25 mining claims in

the Ivanpah Valley region, and a mill

will be put up.

Lucky Strike—On this mine, in Millard

cafion, six miles northeast of Banning,

good copper ore carrying gold and silver

is being mined by Paris & Entwistle, who
are opening a group of 12 claims.

Teh.\.m.\ County

California & Massachusetts Copper

Mining Company—This company, working

the Tom Head mines, continues blocking

out ore, and is finding native copper fre-

quently. The compressor plant will be

hauled to the mine as soon as the bridges

are finished.

Trinity County

Brozcn Bear—Charles L. Reynolds, of

San Francisco, has secured an option on

this famous old mine, at Deadwood. The
mine has been worked by lessees the past

few years, and has a high record of bul-

lion production.

Tuolumne County

Eagle-Shawmut Mining Company—.^t

this mine 100 stamps are being operated.

Twenty new concentrators will soon be

added to the mill, and a double hoist is to

be installed in the winze at the 1250 level.

Mount Jefferson—This mine at Grove-

land will soon be put in operation. Tt

was closed down owing to high cost of

water and power, but with the coinple-

tion of the electric plant, this difficulty is

overcome.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Brcecc—Lessees on Breece hill are pro-

ducing about 100 tons of iron ore daily
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Hid expect to increase this tonnage

teadily.

Cln'eland—One of the richest goUl veins

Ml the Leadville district is located ni this

property in SouUi Evans gulch, invncd

,nd operated by the Monarch Mining

I'linipany. The vein runs high in gold,

-ilver, lead and copper. The ore channels

liffer somewhat from those in other parts

I the district; besides the vein mentioned,

immense bodies of low-grade ore are cn-

cnuntered. The mine has reached a depth

. if 614 ft. A streak of ore which averages

4 in. in width at\d carries 2 oz. gold, 70

/. silver anil 70 per cent, lead, was en-

, ountercd while cutting a station at this

point. Streaks of solid sulphides are found

ill the pay mineral, while next to the sul-

phides streaks of oxidized matter and

talc are found, which yield gold in a

pUicer digger's pan. The high-grade ore

is picked out and sacked at the breast of a

drift and, when this is worked out for sev-

eral feet, blasting brings down the second-

class material.

oarbult Property—T'le shaft on the

property has been sunk to a dcptli of 600

It. and arrangements for further sinking

have been completed. The lessees have

been developing a profitable vein of cop-

per ore.

Grand Vic-v Grouf>—\\'. F. Pease is

perating this group in Empire gulch.

"Several shipments of good lead-silver ore,

encountered in one of the tunnels, have

been made and the question of putting in

a switch is being discussed. In exploring

the property large bodies of low-grade

re have been discovered and it is the in-

ention of the lessees to erect a mill as

~oon as necessary tests are made.

Fanny Razvlins—About 25 tons of oxi-

dized and sulphide ores are being shipped

from the orebodies.

Fryer Hill—Since the railroad strike

has been settled, conditions on Fryer hill

are again at normal and shipping has been

renewed. The Silver and American are

taking out a considerable amount of sili-

cious ores, the former shipping two tons

per day, while the Tip Top, Climax and

Dunkin are adding their quota. The

Robert E. Lee has been put in first-class

condition and about a car of silicious ma-

terial is being shipped daily.

Hopkins Property—At this property a

rock slide recently occurred east of the

tunnel. When the loose material had

been cleared away it was found that the

slide had revealed a vein 7 ft. wide at the

'op and s ft. at the bottom, and assays

of samples from the face showed gold,

silver, lead and copper. The lessees have

turned their attention to the new vein and

have commenced shipping the ore.

Seneca Shaft—A good body of iron ore

has been broken into in this shaft. Ship-

ments will soon be made.

Idaho

Custer County

Lmpire Copper Company — This com-

pany, which owns the smelting works at

.\lackay and mines consisting of j8 claims

with more than five miles of umkrground
workings, reports the production of more

than 4,000,000 lb. of copper during the

past year. The Oregon Short Line has

built a standard-gage line 85 miles long

to the smelter from its main line.

Shoshone County

Flynti Group Mining Company—This

company which owns a group of 14 claims

.uljoining the Frisco and the Black Bear

I'raction, near Wallace, will drive a

4000-ft. tunnel to cut the ledge at a depth

of about 2000 ft. Machinery has been

purchased to facilitate the work.

A'lM^ Mile Mining Company—The direc-

tors of this company have levied an as-

sessment of two mills a share on the cap-

ital stock payable on or before September

2. They decided to run a raise from a

point about 3000 ft. from the portal of the

lower tunnel to connect with the upper

tunnel.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Calumet &" Hecia—At the annual meet-

ing of this company held in Boston, .\ug.

21, counsel for A. S. Bigelow of the Os-

ceola Mining Company, presented a long

list of questions regarding the operations

of the company. The questions referred

to the cost of operations in detail, mining

costs, smelting costs, character of rock

treated, the- amount of refined copper ob-

tained, etc., and certain explanations con-

cerning the balance sheet contained in the

report recently issued. President Agassiz

stated that he would answer certain of the

questions, but that he would refuse to

consider the others because the informa-

tion might be used against the company's

interests, and that the stockholders had

authorized the officers to withhold in-

formation which would be of a detrimen-

tal character. He stated that the mill

which the company is erecting at Buffalo

is designed for electrolytically refining

20.000,000 lb. of copper anodes annually.

The cost of rebuilding mills up to the

present time had been $850,000, spread

over a period of four years. The La Salle

mine, property of a subsidiary company,

has one shaft in promising ground and

the other shafts have struck the lode.

The Gratiot in the Nonesuch shaft has

found promising ground, but the other

shafts show only sporadic traces of cop-

per. The directors of the company were

re-elected by a vote of 75,072 shares of

which 65.094 shares were proxies sent to

the management by shareholders.

Montana

Butte Distuct

AniuonJa—On account of a strike uf

inachinists the company is operating the

Never Sweat mine only half time, but is

making up the ore shortage at the other

n.incs. The hoisting engine of the Sweat

requires the attention of mechanics almost

continuously, for the ground on which

the foundation rests is settling. A large

station is being cut at the 2800- ft. mark

in the High Ore shaft, but some time

will be required to finish the work.

Boston & Montana—Mining has been

again suspended in the West Colusa on

account of gas from the Minnie Healey,

and will not be resumed for about two

weeks, by which time it is expected that

new openings will be carrying off the gas.

The company is maintaining its output

of ore by working the Pennsylvania and

Mountain View more rapidly.

Coalition—The company has drifted and

connected the opening with a winze at

the i8oo-ft. level of the old vein cut re-

cently. This connection gives the level

plenty of air. The fire in the Minnie

Healey is still burning, but it is said to be

well in hand, having been surrounded by
the fire-fighting crew. An air shaft is

being sunk almost directly above the fire

and is between 600 and 700 ft. deep. It

is expected to reach the burning zone in

about two weeks. The connection will

give the fumes an up-draft and clear the

w^orkings of the West Colusa, so that min-

ing can be resumed. The company is

shipping an average of 1250 tons of ore

a day.

A''or//i Bm(/i-—-Drifting on the Edith

May vein is progressing at the i8oo-ft

level and the face of the crosscut on this

level is nearing the Jessie. The Berlin

vein has not yet been tapped by the cross-

cut on the 1600. The company will begin

sinking the main shaft to the 2000 in a few

days.

Original Company—This company has

cut a 6-ft. vein of copper-silver ore at 500

ft. in the Elm Orlu, on which it is sink-

ing a deep shaft to develop this mine and

the Poser, both owned by the company.

Bulkuhacker—The company has ceased

shipping ore on account of the drop in the

price of copper and passed the monthly

dividend of a cent a share. It has re-

sumed sinking and is experimenting with

a leaching plant to treat its output. The
ore is a silicate of copper and will not

concentrate. Thousands of tons of it are

exposed in the mine, which is east of the

flat.

Butte 6- Bacorn—The face of the cross-

cut south of the looo-ft. station of

the Calumet is supposed to be close to the

second vein. Drifting is in progress east

on the north vein, and when No. 2 is cut

south a drift will be carried west on it.

Reins Copper—The company has opened
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7 ft. of good copper ore 011 the 900-ft.

level and is making regular shipments

from it. 300 tons having been extracted

during one week.

Nevada

Esmeralda County—Goldfield

Chkago-riorence—lWts lease on the

Florence is being developed by a crosscut

at the 160-ft. level. The ground is only

120 ft from the southern line of the Little

Florence and it is expected that the rich

vein now being worked in that property

will be picked up in the crosscut.

Consotidaled—Hl^c Mohawk-Combina-

tion Lease is shipping 160 tons of high-

grade ore daily. The fortnightly divi-

dends average ?50,ooo, but they will short-

ly be increased.

Dixif—M the 360-ft. level a large body

of huh-grade milling ore has been devel-

ci-cd. Shaft sinking will be resumed.

Lilllf Florence—^hl: lessees expect to

increase the daily shipments of ore to 150

tons The ore shipped to Aug. i returned

$575302, from which dividends amount-

ing to $300,000 were paid. Ore is now

being raised from a winze at a depth of

300 ft. The vein is 6 ft. wide.

Rochester—The drifts at the 200-ft.

level are following a large vein carrying

good milling ore. Sinking will shortly be

resumed.

Simmcrone—lht crosscut on the 250-ft.

level is approaching the vein which on the

surface yielded bonanza ore.

OreShifments-Ore output for the week

ended Aug. 15 is reported as follows:

Shipped to smelters, 47" tons ;
to Nevada-

Goldfi?ld Reduction Works, 2072 ;
to West-

em Ore Purchasing Company, Columbia,

708; to Combination Mill, 560; total, 3810

tons.

proaching the Polaris vein which will be

developed from this level. Work in the

Polaris is confined to blocking out ore.

The new hoisting plant has been erected

and will shortly undergo a trial run. It

is capable of serving all purposes to a

depth of 1500 ft.

National Bank—Thh property has

joined the regular shippers. The shipping

ore is raised from the 200-, 300-, and 400-

ft. levels. The most important of recent

developments are the finding of a nev^r

vein in the cross-cut from the 400-ft. level

and the cutting of a large vein carrying

milling ore in the western face of the 300-

ft. level.

Shoshone-Extcnsion—Tht shaft is down

400 ft. A large amount of lateral develop-

ment will be carried out at this level

tons; Belmont, 109; Tonopah Extension,

180; Montana Tonopah, 175! Jim Butler,

80; Midway, 46; total, 1349 tons. Ship-

ments from Goldfield were 1531 tons, mak-

ing the total over the railroad 2880 tons.

Besides tlie rail' shipments the Tonopah

Company sent 3400 and the Belmont 1250

tons to the mills.

North Carolina

Randolph County

Asheboro Copper Mining Company—

A

contract has been let for a reduction plant

to cost about $15,000. A. J. Thurber,

.^sheboro, is president.

NvE County—Bullfrog

Bonnie Claire—A contract has been let

for hauling the shipping ore to the smelt-

ers and the first shipment will go forward

within a week. The new lo-stamp mill

is in operation.

/ridioMfl-This mine has recently changed

hands and will now be developed by a

California company known as the Gold

Note Mining Company. The new owners

will start sinking operations at once. A

new plant has been ordered.

Lucky Jack—The main shaft has

reached the 320-ft. level. It will be sunk

to the 400-ft. level where crosscutting will

be undertaken with the view of intersect-

ing the Shoshone veins.

A/ayflou-fr—The shaft has been carried

down to the 400-ft. level. Cross-cutting

lias been started at this level, and the vein

will be cut within the next fortnight.

Monlsomery-Shoshonc-The shaft has

been sunk to the 550-ft. level. Drifting is

in progress at the 500-ft. level on one of

the large ledges which carries milling ore.

The cross-cut from the 400-ft. level is ap-

NvE County—Manh.\ttan

Big Mogul—The shaft on the Union

Claim is down SO ft. and is in broken vem

matter containing bunches of ore of ship-

ping grade.

Doanc Lease—The shaft is in vein mat-

ter showing free gold and all the material

raised during the sinking is being saved

for mill treatment.

GoHW-PH()iam—High-grade ore is be-

ing raised in this lease.

Ntc County—Tonopah

German-American—This mine is being

prospected by means of a newly installed

diamond drill. The drill is installed at

the 568-ft. level, and bores at the rate of

12 ft. per day.

Jim Bm //(?'—Development operations

are being pursued on the 400-, 500- and

6oo-ft. levels. In addition to a large quan-

tity of milling ore stored on the dumps.

regular shipments of high-grade ore are

going forward to the smelters weekly.

Little rono/>a/i—Mining has been re-

sumed on this property, which is situated

on the fiat country westward from the

Midway and northwest from the Tono-

pah Extension. Some of the rich veins

in the Midway mine are believed to run

into the Little Tonopah.

Midway—The long north cross-cut of

the 8oo-ft. level is out over 400 ft. The

drifts on the ledge cut on the 800-ft. level,

280 ft. north from the shaft, are both in

ore of good milling grade. The ledge has

a uniform width of 8 ft. This mine is

shipping from 40 to 60 tons of 6re to the

smelters every week.

Montana—A. battery of 20 stamps in the

new 40-stamp mill has been started on the

company's ore. The full plant will not

start up for some time owing to lack of

power. The power is furnished by the

Nevada Electric Power Company from

its generating station at Bishop, Cal..

and the plant is not at present sufficient

to meet the demand upon it.

Ore 5;ii>"ii?"<.r—Shipments of ore over

the Tonopah Railroad for the week ended

Aug. T5 were: Tonopah Company, 759

Pennsylvania

Bituminous Coal

New Mining Commission— Governor

Stuart has appointed the commission to

revise the bituminous-mine laws of the

State under the Stineman resolution

adopted by the recent legislature.

The commission will bold its meeting in

Pittsburg, where all interested may ap-

pear and give their views as to needed

changes in the laws.

The action of the legislature was the

result of inability to agree upon any law

regarding the soft-coal mines. The resolu-

tion required that the eastern and western

sections of the soft-coal regions be repre-

sented and allowed the operators and min-

ers to submit names from which the gov-

ernor named the commission. The mem-

bers of the commission are: George W.

Schleuderberg, Pittsburg ; Robert A. Shil-

lingford. Shannon, Allegheny county;

William Currie, Lilly, Cambria county,

and Chief of Mines Roderick.

Laurel Run—Work on a tipple on the

coal land on Jacob's creek, recently pur-

chased by W. H. Cochran, of Dawson, has

been begun, also grading for the three

miles of railway. The property includes

about 1000 acres of the Freeport vein. A

string of coke ovens will be built at Laurel

Run and a coal yard will be opened in

Lower Tyrone.

Southern ConncUsville Coke Company—

This company has let a contract for open-

ing a mine and erecting 100 coke ovens on

its coal land at Cheat Haven. A part of

the ovens will be ready for operation

within 60 days. The coal will be carried

from the drift mine to the ovens by aerial

tramway.

South Dakota

Cl-stkr County

Harifaldi-A 4-ft. ledge of good gold

ore has been opened up. State Mine In-

spector N. Treweek is making his annual

tour of mines in this vicinity.

Black Hills Porcelain Clay and Marble

Company—The mica mines west of Custer
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have been leased to Sioux City capitalists,

who will operate extensively. The com-

pany has been reorganized, Chicago in-

terests succeeding stockholders in Michi-

gan and Ohio.

L.\WRENCE County

A ma (Jut-t-n — Ore averaging high ni

gold is being developed in the new shoot

discovered by the Sherman brothers. It is

partly free milling and is in a vein 6 ft.

wide.

Branch Mint— President J. D. Hardin

has returned from New York and is to

start the new 500-ton mill at Galena at

once.

C. O. D.—Alex Beckman and associates

of Central City have bonded this group of

claims to Eastern parties, who will com-

mence work at once.

Gold Qiici-n—Operations have been re-

sumed and the mine is now being unwa-

tered. The shaft will be continued from

the 2io-ft. level and new drifts will be

started.

Elliftic—A party of stockholders on a

visit here decided to order more drift

work and the continuance of the shaft to

quartzite.

Lundberg-Dorr & Wilson Mill— Fred

Pennington, Jr., has taken charge of this

property, the owners having gone to Utah

to be connected with other interests.

About 100 tons a day of custom ore is

being handled.

Puritan—George V. Ayres has been ap-

pointed temporary receiver in order to

liquidate debts prior to resumption of

operations.

St'cnccr & Bock—H. McClellan and

associates of Broken Bow, Neb., have

taken a bond and lease on the claims just

over the county line. Machinery will be

installed and development work done by

drifting.

Pennington County

Golden li'est—Stockholders from Chi-

cago have inspected the property and taken

Superintendent Smith east to secure more
machinery to increase the capacity of the

plant to 150 tons per day.

Ohio-Deadwood—P. H. Murphy is in

the East arranging for a resumption of

operations with the Ohio stockholders.

Wisconsin

Lafayette Countv

Leekly Estate—This property, compris-

ing 413 acres upon which are situated the

Ollie Bell and the Penna-Benton, has been

purchased by the New Jersey Zinc Com-
pany. The company also owns 120 acres

adjoining and is said to be considering the

purchase of other tracts in the Benton

district.

Wyoming

Lakamik Cuu.s'tv

Williams Luman—In this new copper

mine at Dcpass on the southeastern end

iif Copper mountain rich strikes of oxi-

lized ore and native copper have been

made. State Geologist H. C. Ueeler slates

that the vein has been developed by an

open cut and by a tunnel. No shipments

have as yet been made

Canada

Nova Scotia

Dominion Iron and Steel Comfiany—
The trial of the action of this company

against the Dominion Coal Company for

breach of contract begun at Sydney on

July 30 was brought to a close August 20.

T he expenses are estimated at about $100,-

000, the testimony of witnesses cover over

1000 pages of foolscap and the exhibits

in the case number 350. Judge Longley

stated that he would render his decision

in about three weeks or a month.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Cobalt Ore Shipments—Shipments of

ore from the camp for the week ending

Aug. 17 were as follows: Buffalo, 60,000

lb. ; La Rose, 43.000 ; Nipissing 296,808

;

Timiskaming, 119,011; total, 518,819 lb.

American Silver King—About 12 men
are at work on a recently discovered vein

from 3 to 5 ft. in width. Stripping has

been done for 200 ft., assays showing from

900 to 1200 oz. of silver to the ton.

Cobalt Lake—E. L. Fraleck, engineer,

reports that in shaft No. 4 the station at

the 86-ft. level has been blasted out and
sinking continued to 92 ft. A station has

been cut at 95 ft. on shaft No. 5 and

drifting begun.

Gillies Limit—The first half of a 12-

drill compressor has been installed and

work will be begun as soon as adequate

labor can be obtained. The shaft is down
115 ft. and the drift at the 65-ft. level has

been run 150 ft. east and 60 ft. west.

O'Brien—During the past few weeks

several good finds have been made. The
best vein has been stripped for 60 ft., and

three small but rich stringers found run-

ning through wall rock shot with silver

for a width of 3 ft. The stringers run as

high as 4000 oz. to the ton. A mass of

ore runs unbroken for 60 ft. One of the

other veins is rich though narrow and two

others are fair. The mine has 130 men at

work.

ii( the lull ni.uinii.il Railroad. Ernesto

Madcro, of Monterey, is president of the

company. The increase of capital is be-

ing financed by the Mexican Mining and
Industrial Corporation, Ltd., a new Eng-

lish company.

DURANGO

lioca del Cobre— Several traction en-

gines arc to be used in transporting ore

from' this mine to Bermejillo station, in

place of the burros now carrying ore to

Pedricenn. A road has been built which

avoids crossing the Nazas river.

SiNALOA

El Progreso Mexican Mines, Ltd—
Shares in this company to the number of

120,000 are offered in London at ss. each.

The purpose is the development of the

following mines about 120 miles west of

the city of Durango: El Oro, El Manan-
tial, .Animas, El Progreso, El Refugio,

and Plomo Chico, comprising an area of

about 90 acres.

Mexico

COAHUILA

Compania Carbonifera de Sabinas—
This company has completed arrange-

ments to increase its capital to $5,000,000

in order to double the production of coal

which is now 1000 tons per day. The
property covers about 20,000 acres of coal

land 20 km. west of the Sabinas station

Africa

Rhouesi.v

Gold production in July was 54,271 oz.

bullion, being 647 oz. less than in June.

For the seven months ended July 31, the

total was 310,839 oz. bullion in 1906, and

346,046 oz. in 1907; an increase of 35,147
oz. The bullion reported this year was
equal to 307,981 oz. fine gold, or $6,365,967

in value.

Other production reported this year in-

cludes 47 tons copper; 416 tons lead; 64
tons antimony ore; 24 tons scheelite; 2

tons wolframite; 5703 tons chrome ore

Coal production from the Wankie mines
was 66,243 in 1906, and 66,076 tons in

1907; a decrease of 167 tons.

Transvaal

The complete returns for July show a
gold production of 532.7" oz. fine. For
the seven months ended July 31, the total

was 3,148,242 oz. in 1906, and 3,671,443 oz.

in 1907 ; an increase of 523.201 oz. The
fine gold reported this year was $75,882-

525 in value.

The Witwatersrand Native Labor .\s

sociation reports that during July 7952
natives were distributed to the mines,

while 8146 are included under the heading
of time expired and other wastage; the

loss of natives is, therefore, 194, which
follows a more serious loss of 1882 in the

previous month. The total number cm-
ployed at the end of July at all the mines
outside the Robinson group was 83.593, as

against 89,787 in June and 76,995 in July,

1906.

West Africa

Gold production in July is reported at

22,498 oz. bullion. For the seven months
ended July 31, the total was 120,250 01.

bullion in 1906, and 166,982 oz. in 1907:

an increase of 46,732 oz. The bullion re-

ported this year was equal to $3,242,786^

or 156,884 oz. fine gold.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review '^'"^'' -f-'-O^S tons of anthracite coal in their contracts, to say nothing of tran-

lyod. anil 535,141 tons in 190": an increase sicnt business. The demand seems to pre-

of 108,100 tons. vail not alone at the seaports but along
\i~c I ork. Aug. 20 I he anthracite -jjic ^^^\ tonnage over the roads in the the line also, so that arrivals at tidewater

trade is quiet, and shows no material Ohio Coal Traffic Association for the six do not show any particular increase, in

change troiu the last report. The demand months ended June 30 was as follows, in spite of accelerated production. Prices
for the coastwise trade to New England short tons: on the steam sizes have advanced by 25c.

IS improving slightly, the usual fall spurt
^^^ ^^^._ ^,„„^g^, per ton, in view of the present shortage,

beginning early this year, apparently. The Ho<kiiiK vniiey 1,720,112 i,797,i;-.i i. 77,-.60 pea coal now selling for $2.95, buckwheat
demand for small or steam sizes is a little Toio.io jcohi..cent.. 702.WH 82f;,.w i. u».m , ^ . , ^ , , ,

Bnitlmore & Ohio.... 7r)7.7n i.o.w.'J.w I. :iOi,.';47 lor $2.43, rice lOr $2.15, ana oariey lor
more pressing than it has been. The west- Whoelint- & l. Erie i,oi4,.aa i.ros.u.i l. ms.m

$j 7 er ton, f.o.b. New York harbor.
em iraae, especially tne LaKe traae, is zoiiesviiif& western 46c..fi76 772.046 i. ;)0.i,37i The prepared sizes, as yet, show no ap-
rather quiet

:
probably on account of the

j;;i^;,';;.{il;;;'„;;|^\;.-;;; '-Ji^iJPJ '-^^ { ^^i^ proach of activity, the vacation season not
heavy shipments early in the season. Mnriettn. ioi.&ci«v. 3,099 11,327 I. 8,228 ijgjng over Prices on them remain at
The Eastern bituminous trade is in good Total 7.030.331 11,3112.152 1.2,331,821 $4.65 for broken and $4.90 for egg, stove

condition. Demand appears to be steady, ^, . . . nr,H ^iioctmit
, ,. . , Ti, .* The tota shows an increase ot 33.2 per ''"" "-nesinui.

and supplies are not in excess. The coast- ''
'

wise trade, like that in anthracite, is good, '^^"}- °^''''[ '^^\ ^'^^^-
. ,

,
Bitu.minous

A . c .!,« --. , „i .1, Coastwise shipments ot coal from the
andact.ve forthe easonof the ear.

^^.^^ ^^^^^^^.^

P^^^^^

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^f^^.^^, ^^^^^ ^,^,,g ^,,^ ^^,^„^i^
Ihe western coal trade is in a.r con-

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^:^ seaboard continues to have a strong tone,
dilion. At one or two points there has > J ^^..^

, ^^^^^^^ everywhere. Produc-
heen excessive suppiv, but at most large .\nthrncite. liituminous. Total. f . 1 ,u » *., (

1

'';,
,

. ,.„^ Now York 8,691.079 KMT.iGS i.V238,547 ers are mining all the coal that their facU-
consuming ceners there has been httle PMjadeiphla .. 1.176,352 2,318.347 3,494,699

ities will permit, and complain of only the
nrpisnre In make inimefliate sales This Baltimore 12.5.837 1,7.52.502 l.K78,33'.l f

>
1- j

prc-sure to maKc immeaiate sales, inis
^g,^,,^^ News 1.321,001 •1.321.001 ordinary troubles, such as car shortage

has been secured in most cases, however, Xortolk 78i,6l« 781,618 j . u ij ti u u
, ,. . . , . , , . and miners holidays. 1 here has been
hv limiting shipments from the mines. T-otrn 'iK'iiaBR i9S)n<iir, 22 714 104 • • r ^ u ^ j
,: . , ,. , ., ,, .

'""^ i,h.|->.2b8 12.820,931. 22,114,-04 jome inouiry for export, but producers
Notwithstanding the troubles of last win- Total, I90ti.... 7.9-24.274 10.952010 18,876,284 .• r • 1

,. c ..... . , , are satisfying home requirements first.
tcr, the disposition to put in large stocks ti. ^ . . ' ,.i,- , o n • j j 1

, , , . f , . Ihe total increase this year was 3,037.- Prices seem strong, and advances have
of coal does not seem active, and there is „,„ . , . . ^ j . . ^

,. , . . J • , , 920 tons, or 20.3 per cent. been noted in some instances.
little business doing in excess of current ^ , • . ,. c^ t • / n t, r t- • n- r 1

, , V- ,
,

Coal receipts at St. Louis for the six The far East is calling for large amounts
demand. .Next month, however, may ,, jit , .,/;/; ^<-i . . .-, . .t,
, . ,../,. , months ended June 30 were 3,026,261 tons of coal, which seem to be absorbed
bring some realization of the winter needs. . ^ j , i.i:o ,»-,„„ , ,0 ,„*

. ,
, a- '" 1900, and 3,668,022 tons in 1907; an in- promptly on arrival. Some producers re-

Transportation and car suppiv are suffi- i ., »/c, »
i-

«- j .
, ,,

, , , , ,
• crease of 41,761 tons. port progress on their contracts, but others

ciently «ood, and few complaints are ^^^ ^^^, ^^^^^^^ originating on the firid difficulty in keeping up. A large
car on is ea .

y^^^^ ^j ^j^^ Southern Railway for the six volume of coal is steadily going forward

C0AL-TR.\FFIC NoTES months ended June 30 was: Tennessee i„to consumers' hands, and must soon
district, 888,723; Alabama district, 1,072,- rnake some showing on winter supplies.

Shipments of coal and coke originating 702; total, 1,961,425 short tons. The Sound is demanding large tonnages
on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company s

p,„^^„,g Coal Co«,/>a«y-This com- and the better grades in particular are not
Imes east of Pittsburg for the year to

^^^^,^ statement for the seven months ?oing forward as fast as desired.
Aug. 17 were as follows, in short tons:

^^^^^ j^^.^ ^^ j^ ^^ ^^„^^,^. ^^^^^ i^ j^^^ Y^^^ ^^^^^^ i^ ^^^i^^^

1908. 1907. Changes.
chansM absorbing all coal as quickly as it arrives.

Anthracite 2,6x8.105 3,532,117 I. 844.012
^^^- ""'• t-nangfs. ,,,,,. , T,. r

BltomlDoiu l9,«6K.38fl 23,969.2.54 I. 4.300,808 EarDing8..^ $2,846,054 $3,102,431 I. $256,377 and then looking for more. Prices for
*'**• i.-Mm 8,795.377 I. 870.516

pgp,et,on „{ coal the good grades of s^cam coal are quoted

Totrt 30.»l,3.52 86,896,748 1. 6.015.39I1 lands $ 4.35.930 $ 419.054 D. $ 16.876 at $2.65rt?2.70, f.o.b. New York harbor
Depreciation 672,235 573,099 D. 99,136 ^ ' ' '

The total increase this year over last ""«"" '^"° '«^'^'^« " ^'•'^^» shipping ports.

has been 19.9 per cent. Total charges.. $1,793,640 *i.63i.379 d. »162,261 All-rail trade is a little more active and

Shipments of bituminous coal and coke Net surplus.... i:^!^^ i^^ii^i i. $418,638
'^"""S" '"q">'-y '= "oted. This has, no

over various railroads in western Penn- _, . . , ,,
.

<'""bt, resulted from the increased de-

1 • . tir -xf , • , ,r the increase in SUrp us this year was manH nt tirlpwater wbirh has pntired cnal
sylvania and West Virginia for the half- „ . -i-i. j V <• 1

, j
tiaewater, wnicn nas enticea coai

I . T I 1- 1 .19-8 per cent. Ihe depletion of coal lands Uipre at the evnense of line trade Trans-
year ended June 30 are reported as fol- "

, . „ j , „ ,

^"^''^- ^' ^"'^ e.\pense 01 line traae. i rans

lows, in short tons

:

is made up by a fixed charge on all coal portation from mines to tide is fairly

'"'"^"- steady and about on schedule. Car sup-
Conl. . ,.. Tolnl.

, .
"

. , ,., , . •

Ball.*Ob|.. 12.703.078 2.885,460 1S.588..538
'''>' '^ ''""'>' K"™'' ^M^<^"Sh SOme shippers.

Burr.. Rxb. k Pitts. 3,489.734 3i3,6M 3.7Kf,:)8« Nev/ Yoflc especially on the Baltimore & Ohio, com-
I>.lin.lln«i.N.V.Cen. 4,022.292 42.69'2 4,0<V4,9H4

i-»c»y i ui i^ f
j

iMttf k I.. F.ri<. .'..iKi.tioo 2.ii«.5.ii:. 7.838.915 plain of shortage.
x..rf..ik*w...t^ri... .•.>«.w 1,291.037 „979.;to2 Anthracite •

Vessels in the coastwise market are more'

Total 3i.K)7.i><9 7.i-7,!»rrf. .M,-2'2.5,r27 Aug. 2&—The feature of the hard-coal plentiful, although rates in general still

^"'"'•i*'* ».3ra..tio 6,700.608 36.oo9.9:i«
^^^^^^ ,,,55 ^^.^^^ j,. j,,^ difficulty in sup- hold up to their last winter's level. There

The tota! increase was 2,215,189 tons, or plying the demand for the fine sizes of^ have been a few offers on very large craft

7.6 per cent. In addition to the tonnage steam coal. Some of the largest producers at a little below current quotations. Rates

given above, the Baltimore & Ohio car- are having trouble even in keeping up with from Philadelphia now are as follows:
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To Bo-itou, Salcni anil I'ortlaiid, $1.10;

ti> Providence, New Bedford and tlie

Sound, 90c.; to Portsmoutli, $1.15; to

Lynn and Bangor, $i.-'5; to Bath, $i.Jo;

to Saco, $i.25@l.30, and to Gardiner,

$i-30@l.35; towages to the last two ports

in addition.

Birmingham

.liig- 26—Coal and coke iu .Mabama are

in strong demand. Tlie production is

lively and the output of the mines and

i.vens is being liandlc<l just as quickly as

it can be loaded on cars. Good prices ob-

tain. The operators annoiuice they have

rders on hand which will require active

pcration through the entire summer,

while the winter trade is beginning to

-how itself. Much coal is to go from this

ction to Louisiana, especially to New
'rieans, this winter.

The coke trade is strong. Some of the

manufacturers are preparing to put on old

ke ovens to help out.

Chicago

Aug. 26—The coal market is improving.

I'' th western and eastern coals have been

1 remarkably good demand in the last

week, and firmness is apparent in prac-

tically every grade, fine coals alone being

weak. The end of the summer normally

finds this condition, and this year's devel-

pments are about two weeks ahead of the

M.ason. .Anthracite has developed also as

a seller in the last week, owing to the ap-

proach of the end of the discount period.

Eastern coals especially are strong.

There has been a good deal of buying

I Illinois and Indiana lump coal lately

nd this demand promises to continue.

Most of the lump brings $i.85@2.20, car

price at Chicago. Run-of-mine brings

?i.6o<a2 and screenings are much less in

mand at $i.20@i.40. The demand for

u estcrn coals is accompanied by a lack of

^my surplus in the Chicago market, and

quick shipments from the mines are de-

manded, evidencing the needs of con-

nmers. Threshing business continues

iicavy.

Eastern coals arc, in general, not plenti-

ful. Smokeless is actively in demand at

S3.90 for lump and $3.35 for run-of-mine

;

Hocking is also in good demand and

brings $3.i5@3.2S; Youghioghcny and

Pittsburg No. 8 are scarce, the former

bringing $3.25 for ^-in. gas, and the latter

$2.95 for 1'4-in. Some of the eastern

agents report lack of cars as a reason for

delayed shipments.

the lirst two days this week, and about

5.000,000 bushels of coal went to the lower

markets. .\ larger tonnage would have

been shipped, but for the fact that the rise

was uuexiiected, and there was a delay

in lowering the wickets at the Davis

Island dam, making it necessary to take

most of the coal through the locks.

Coiiiii-lln'ilU' Coke—The coke market

continues strong, and there is no change

in prices, standard Connellsville furnace

coke being quoted at '$i.7-,(iii and foundry

:'t $3.25(113.50. The Courier in its sum-

mary gives the production for the week
in both fields at 420,146 tons. The ship-

ments aggregated 13,362 cars, distributed

as follows: To Pittsburg, 3849 cars; to

points west of Connellsville, 8604 cars; to

points east of Connellsville, 909 cars.

Ir<jn Trad»; Review

Pittsburg

Aug. 2"—The demand keeps up well,

and while there does not appear to be any

weakness in prices, it is believed on a good

tonnage the minimum prices could be

-haded. Quotations, however, remain on

the basis of $1.15^1.20 for mine-run coal

.It the mine. The rivers were navigable

Foreign Coal Trade

Imports and exports of coal in France

for the half-year ended June 30 are re-

ported as follows, in metric tons

:

Imports: . 19U6. 1907. Ctjanges.

<^oal 7.209.a20 7,4*),710 I. 'iH.aao
coke l,l.W,i50 1.0GB.790 D. 'J1.46U

Briquets 2ll".fi0« 324.340 I. .'>C.74U

Total 8.«3.-..170 8.«14,840 I. 179,670

Exports :

(,'oal C43.010 5'.13,800 D. 49,210
Coke 80.960 70.600 1). 10.360
Brl.iut"l9 .-.2,760 44,190 D. 8.670

Total 776,730 708,590 D. 68.140

Imports are chiefly from Great Britain

and Belgium. E.xports include coal sup-

plied to steamships at French ports.

Imports and exports of fuel in Belgium

for the six months ended June 30 were as

follows, in metric tons

:

Imports: 1906, 1907. Clianges.

Coal 2.602.260 2.5S9,16U D. 13,110
Coke 1n3.:107 184.971 I. 1.664

Briquets 64.4S6 77.458 I. 12,972

Total 2.850.053 2,861.579 I. 1,626

Exports

:

Coal 2453,441 2,246,.529 D, 206,912
Coke 428.380 418.823 D. 9,5.17

Brlqui^ts 212,030 214,006 1. 1,970

Total 3,093,8.'>1 2.879.358 1). 214,493

Imports were chiefly from Germany and

Great Britain ; exports chiefly to France

and Holland.

The coal bunkered, or furnished to

steamships engaged in foreign trade at all

United States ports in June was 426,134

tons. For the si.x months ended June 30

it was 2,992,936 tons, .\dding this to the

exports, previously reported, makes a total

of 8,661,178 tons of coal sold for con-

sumption beyond the limits of the United

States.

Production of coal in Belgium for the

half-year ended June 30, with stocks on

hand July i, arc reported as below, in

metric tons

:

UKX"., 1907. cliaDKOS.

ITOdUi'tlOD 11,87U,'.I40 11,868.955 D, 1,985

Stc.-k8,.I«ly 1.... ;t62,333 4.i9.I01 I. 96.768

The number of men reported at work

in coal mines during the first half of 1907

was 140,863: showing an average output

of 84 tons per man.

A't'w Vork, Aug. 28—The iron and steel

markets are still dull, so far as new busi-

nes is concerned. There is a general hold-

ing back on contracting for future deliv-

eries. The furnaces and mills, however,

continue busy on existing orders, as for

some time past. Buyers seem to be wait-

ing developments.

In pig iron there seems to be sonic dis-

position on the part of furnaces to make
concessions and lower prices for next-year

deliveries are talked about. The .Mabama
iron men have made a cut of $1 on No. 2

foundry for first-half delivery, and oilier

furnaces have quietly accepted lower fig-

ures. For nearer deliveries there does not

seem to be much demand just now. Some
orders for basic iron arc reported, but not

in large quantities.

In finished material the only activity has

been in plates and to a lesser degree in

structural material.. Otherwise the mar-
kets arc quiet, so far as new business is

concerned.

Whether this is only a temporary lull, or

whether it will continue for some time, is

just now the question of primary import-

ance in tlie trade.

Lake Ore Shipments— Iron ore ship-

ments from the Mesabi range for the first

half of the season, now over, are in ex-

cess of schedule ; that is, every one of the

three roads reaching the lake from Minne-
sota mining districts has shipped to date

more than half the amount of ore it

figured, at the commencement of the

season, might be called for. To be sure

the first Half of the year is looked on to

care for more than half the year's ore

traffic ; but on the other hand there have
been considerable cancelations of orders

at some mines, and the schedules have

been materially reduced, especially in some
grades and classes of ore. It is quite safe

to assume that, if things continue as now,

there will be ample ore moved in the

season, and that all other lake traffic will

be well in hand before any probability of

winter. Minnesota shipments have been

about 15.300,000 tons to date, of which all

but about 1.000.000 tons has been from the

Mesabi. Last year to this period they

were 14,450,000 tons: a gain this year in

spite of a late opening, a dock strike and

a miners' strike, of 850,000 tons. .\s the

old ranges have shipped in excess of last

year to date, and done inofe than half their

season's total, as coal shipments into the

west have been excessive to date, and as

all other business has been pushed while

mines and docks were idle, the lake fleet

is in shape for handling whatever may
come to it this fall.

Baltimore

.lug. 27—Imports for the week were

light, and no ferromanganese was re-

ceived. .Arrivals of iron ore were 9950
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ions from Cuba and 51 -'5

Algiers; 15,075 tons in all.
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tons from

Birmingham

.lug. 20— Iron pnci-s arc off $1 per ton,

anil the effects of the dull market are be-

ing felt here. No. 2 foundry is now quoted

at $19 for delivery in the fourth quarter

of this year, and at $17 for deliveries in

the first half of 1908. There is but little

spot iron selling for the reason that the

manufacturers have none to dispose of.

E..T. Shuler, of the Southern Steel Com-

pany, said a few days since: ''Our com-

pany has four furnaces in blast, the prob-

able make for the balance of the year prac-

tically sold up, the demand for steel pro-

ducts sufficier.t to warrant a steady opera-

tion of both the mills at Gadsden and

Ensley and some inquiry being received

as to the probabilities in the future."

Other prominent iron and steel men,

when questioned recently, stated that while

the iron market is quiet, no complaint can

be made of the conditions. The produc-

tion in Alabama shows little, if any, im-

provement. Every ton produced is being

shipped about as rapidly as it is being

taken from the cast sheds. The railroad

facilities are satisfactory.

Preparations are being made by ma-

chine shops and foundries for enlarge-

ments of plants in this district. No change

is noted in the steel situation in this State.

Chicago

Aug. 26—Quietness continues in the pig-

iron market, sales being very light in num-

ber and tonnage. Here and there an

order for delivery in the first quarter of

1908 appears, but the market is essentially

still confined to small lots for delivery

within the last quarter of this year. The

only sign of activity is in the field of in-

quiries, which arc giving hope to sales

agents. Premiums are not offered or de-

manded on qMick-delivery iron, quotations

practically representing small lots for such

delivery.

Southern iron for delivery in Septem-

ber brings $20 Birmingham on small lots

($24.35 Chicago). For last-quarter de-

livery 50C. @ $1 less is the figure and for

the first quarter of next year $18 is quoted.

Northern iron remains at $24(0)25 for the

last half, the lower quotation for late and

the higher for early delivery. Local fur-

naces have practically no iron left for the

last quarter, and for the first quarter quote

nominally $23. It is difficult to say at what

figure a large order for 1908 delivery

could be placed, the demand not existing.

The general outlook for business and

the iron trade continues good, and it is

difficult to see that the present depression

can last much longer. Even a policy of

buying only for the needs of the im-

mediate future must result in much larger

sales than are now being made.

Coke is stronger, with Conncllsville 72-

hour selling for $59° and West Virginia

coke for $5 40 per ton.

Philadelphia

Aug. 28—Brokers and furnace agents

who watch the markets closely express

the belief that the improvement of the

general financial situation, now confidently

awaited, will be followed by more confi-

dence in the crude-iron market, more

sales and steadier prices. All kinds of

crude iron arc in the same category th's

week. There is no movement to report,

but some agents say ihey have opportuni-

ties for selling iron if they will yield a

point. Basic promises to awaken interest

before any other. It has suffered its full

share of decline. Foundry iron has stood

still, more because of the attitude of

makers than the unwillingness of buyers

to buy. The m\\\> are eating into their

stocks and furnace shipments are being

made. Prices are where they were a

week ago.

Steel JBi7/f/i—Shipments are being

made on old orders with promptness, and

consumers are awaiting . supplies which

they simply want in their possession

Prices are $3i.5o@32.

Bars—Large consumers are figuring on

the possibilities of better terms later on.

and in two or three instances have made

offers considerably under current quota-

tions. Btiyers say cheaper pig iron ought

to mean cheaper bars. Best refined and

steel bars are i.Ssc

Sheets—The card rates are easily main-

tained, although large consumers are not

anxious to anticipate.

Pipes and 7"!/&(?.s—Business is lighter

and naturally so. The oversold condition

of the mills warrant strong and steady

prices.

Plates—.\ll reports are favorable. Our

smaller requirements for boiler plate

count up well. Every shop is busy. The

shipyard people will be in the market

shortly. Nothing is known of quotations,

as new business is light.

Structural Material—We have had a

quiet week at the offices. Nothing is

transpiring to make news. There are sev-

eral big enterprises in the East that will

call for fabricated material on a large

scale.

Steel Rails—In the absence of large or-

ders for standard rails, it can be said that

orders for trolley line constructions are

up to expectations.

Scrap—The scrap market is behaving

badly. Dealers are refusing to purchase

new supplies until there are some signs

of buyers. Quotations mean nothing this

week.

Pittsburg

Aug. 27—There are scarcely any encour-

aging features in the iron and steel mar-

kets this week. Some mills report a good

run of new business, but in small orders

only, and specifications are coming in very

satisfactorily in some lines. The tin-plate

trade is decidedly dull and bar iron has

weakened considerably, prices this week

being about $2 a ton lower than have

been quoted for several months. The

mininnun quotation on iron bars this week

is i.6sc. Steel bars remain strong at i.6oc.

and there will be no change, as large con-

tracts have been made for deliveries

through the year and the first half of igos

at that figure. The plate mills are prac-

tically filled up for the year and there i.s

but little open capacity for the structural

mills. Business in structural stfeel has

been active for several weeks and negolia

tions are on for several large tonnages that

may result in contracts shortly. A favor-

able indication for the steel-rail trade for

next year was a request received during

the week from a certain railroad by the

leading railmaker that the same tonnage

it took for this year be reserved for 1908.

This road took about 75,000 tons of stand-

ard bessemer-steel rails this year. In

steel-rail circles it is said that the differ-

ence over specifications will not interfere

with the tonnage for next year. The rail-

roads must have rails and it is confidently

expected .that a satisfactory adjustment of

specifications will be made, when the com-

mittee to which -the matter was referred

gets together and takes action. The re-

port that the relations between the rail-

roads and the railmakers are not altogether

harmonious is dejiied. The railroads want

good rails and the makers want a fair

price. These matters, it is believed, can be

easily settled. The Carnegie Steel Com-

pany did not book any orders for standard

sections this week, but took several fairly

good contracts for light rails. The active

demand for billets has stopped and prices

are lower. The last purchase of im-

portance was 3000 tons of open-hearth

billets by the Carnegie company.

Pig Iron—The iron market is decidedly

lower and a serious slump in prices would

not be surprising. When the Cambria

Steel Company blew in its new No. 8 fur-

nace, with an annual capacity of 150,000

tons, it withdrew as a buyer and the iron

it contracted for, for delivery in the third

quarter, has been thrown on the market.

It was thought this would cause a drop in

prices of bessemer iron, but up to date

$22, Valley furnaces, is the minimum.

This is indicated by the purchase of 6000

tons of bessemer iron by the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Company from W. P. Sny-

der & Co. The iron is for September de-

livery and the price was $22 a ton. East-

ern furnaces are offering foundry iron in

this market at reduced prices and this has

caused a weakness. On an inquiry for 600

tons of No. 2 foundry one interest quoted

$22.25, Pittsburg, today. This represents

a cut of nearly $1 a ton from the price

named a week ago. The order was not

placed, and it is presumed the sale was

made by another interest at a lower fig-

ure. There is no demand for basic iron,

and gray forge continues weak, $21.gc^
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Pittsburg, beiuK a uoiniiuil *juolatiou, but

on a good orJcr it is possible iImI this

price could be shaded.

5/«'t'/—The demand for cruilc ?icei iias

fallen off and bessenier billets are about

$1 a ton lower, being quoted at S^O, Pitts-

burg. Opcii-lieartli billets may be had at

$3i('J3'-53- Sheet-bars are in strong 'c-

mand and remain tirni at $31. Tank plate

is still quoted at 1.70c. and steel bars

at 1.60 cents.

.iVitvfj—No new business of any conse-

quence is being placed, but the market is

not considered to have weakened, prices

remaining at 2.60c. for black and 3.75c.

for galvanized sheets, No. 28 gage.

I^crro-Miiiisancse—The market is a triHe

weaker, a sale of two carload lots for

prompt shipment being reported at $62,

Pittsburg. For fourth quarter $61.50 is

quoted.

Sdlt Lake City

Aug. 24—There is a possibility of a rail-

road being built into the iron and coal

fields of souUiwestern Utah in the near

future. The discovery recently of oil in

the Virgin City district and apparently in

commercial quantity has attracted capital

to the undeveloped resources of the re-

gion. A syndicate of prominent Utah

and Nevada mining men has acquired ex-

tensive interests in coal lands, as well as

in oil lands, and has otTered to enter into

a contract with the San Pedro, Los An-

geles & Salt Lake Railroad to guarantee

40o5 tons of freight daily for a period of

live years as an inducement to build a

branch line from Lund to Cedar City,

thence to the oilliclds, a distance of about

70 miles, and thence down the Virgin

river through a rich agricultural and fruit-

raising country, and on to the south-

west, striking the main line of the San

Pedro again at Moapa. The total length

of the proposed horse-shoe line would be

about 135 miles. The syndicate has also

informed the railroad officials that it is in

position to build the railroad itself, pro-

viding, of course, that an agreement as to

future traffic arrangements can be ar-

ranged satisfactorily. In Iron and Wash-

ington counties are situated some of the

most extensive iron deposits in the world

and these would be rendered available by

the building of the proposed road. How-
ever, owing to the prevailing scarcity of

fuel throughout the West at the present

time the opening of new coal camps is

important. Some L^tah smelting com-

panies have recently placed orders for

coke in Pennsylvania, which is evidence

of how alarming the fuel situation really

is. The various Utah smelting plants

consume about 1000 tons of coal and coke

daily.

I hough the sierra tuiitimies fairly active

and stocks are considerably increasing, the

local market is dull owing to the falling

off in demand and the reduction in export

due to the present high freights. Ship-

ments for the week were 3100 tons to

(Jreat Britain and 0550 tons to Rotter-

dam
; 9650 tons in all.

I'ur iron ores prices are, f.o.b. shipping

port ; Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, gs. 9d.@

10s. 3d. ; special low phosphorus, los. gd.

;

specular ore, 55 per cent., 12s. 6d. For

manganiferous ores, same delivery, No.

3 ore, 35 per cent, iron and 12 manganese,

is 14s. 6d.; no higher grades on the mar-

ket.

Pyrites— Ihc price of iron pyrites, 40

per cent, iron and 43 sulphur, is lis. pd.

per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

Cartagena, Spain

^"g- 3—Messrs. Barrington & Holt re-

port on iron and manganiferous ores

:

Metal Market

Gold and Silver Export! and Imporu

NEW YORK, Aug. 28.

.\i all luited Stales I'orts in July and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Quia

:

July 1907
I'.KM",

Year UK)7..
19UI1..

% 7,n8.:ir.B

ia.77»,098
J-2.912,»o2

$ 3,390,962
9,834 .3a3

24,859,ltua

72,372,111

Elp.» 4.087.104

1 f . . 2, «I5

Exp. lx^'1,1-9

imp. 39.459,149

Silver:
.July 1907.

•• 19U«;.

Year 1907.

.. 19mi.

6,9.')5.062

4.t<t>U,(.'2»

35.174,-.i61

37,7a7.B55

8,361.10.

3,277.7o.

25,750,71.

2(1,954,53,

Exp. 2..'>93.952

l.U!!2,922

9.417,640
10.b43,32l

These statements cover the total movement
"i gold and silver lo and from Ihe Inlted
islates. These BRures are furnished hy the
Uureau of Statistics of the Department of
I'ommerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

Kor week ending .Vug. 'Jl and years from Jan. 1.

Period.
Oold. SUver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week...
19U7
19U0
1905. ...

$1,112 069
;il.>5.1,324

5.y4i>.to.

.)«,045.»4l

$ 44.979
li.767.611

1».771.4».

1.211,»5-.

$1.1.54.119

3J,102,li21

3»,»5ci.4..t

21,885,99.

$ C3,0t9
1.327.113
1,39»,I>4U

2,450,»24

$ 1,04^,38J ,600, a decrease of $11,073,700,

as compared with the previous week Re-

serve accounts show :

IU0«. 1907.

Spnvle tlnd.ua-J.HOU »2Ui,u:i<.,nOU

Legal (aDdem Rl,72U.'JUO i.'j.ci.u.Mio

A^o'd Now York
iLuKlaud $184.1t<3.l60

6«2.i)li«.7l6 »193.9.i6,010

174,205,000 4»,J35,U0O

77.0-25.000 128.540.000

29.(.15.500 2b.Uo8.5oO

15.663,J35 7,77D,lio6

169,225,000 23,6-20,500

5«t>,5«).000 34.520.UOO
-227.-2.1.'->.OUO 6u,74U,UOO

•2O.095.0U0

$303,036,800
184.183,160
756,(r24,7-26

Oermuuy
b. am
Nethurlauds—
lii-lttium
1 laly

22j.tjOO.UO0

200.105,000
57.0T4,UUO
•2;t.:)o0,ooo

192,845,600

Icusola
Au»l.-Uuugary.
BWodou

02l.085,oU)
287,975.000
20,695,000

Total coali .

.

taM.IKifiOO KI72.073,iiaO

Surplus • 4,»0,(nS $ 8.976,400

The surplus over legal requirements

shows an increase of $682,325, as com-

pared with the previous week this year.

Exports of gold for the week were chiefly

to Uermany ; of sliver to London. Imports
for the week, both gold and silver were from
Mexico and South America.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Aug. 24, are reported as below,

in dollars

:

Gold. silver. Ti.tal.

Shipments of silver from Londun lu the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.'\bell as follows, for the year lo Aug. 15:

1906. 1007. Cliniiges.

India r ll.O'.I.I.Kia £7,7059-i4 D. £ S.lfJ.SOa

China 243,400 1). 211.400
StrallH 1,760 S44.U13 I. &4^2,an3

Total £11,340983 £H,^249,»36 D. £ 3.091.047

Receipts for the week were i7000 from

the West Indies; £146,000 in bars and

£12,500 in Mexican dollars from New
Vork; a total of £165,500. Exports were

£650 to Port Said ; £369,800 in bars and

£19,000 in Mexicans to India ; £389,450

in all.

Indian exchange has been steady, and

the Council bills oflfered in London were

taken at an average of 16.03d. per rupee.

Some silver has been shipped from China

to India, and there has also been buying

in London on Indian account.

Price* of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Mexican dollars $062S$064S
Peruvian soles and Chilean 48 .10

Vti-tcirla sovereigns 4.8S 4 87
Twenty francs 3.H0 3.86

Spanish -25 pesetas 4.78 4.B0

SILVER AND STEOLINO EXCHANGE.

SUver. 1

>*S

Silver.

i i
a o a

5 3
'Ts ^fi

«-« o S
fe
" * a aa t " * a as

3
S5 ^8 Sg < ta is Sfi

22 4.8760 61% 31A 26 4 8700' 68'., SIX
23 4.8760 67X 31)4 27 4.8680 eS% SIX
24 4 8720 68 )i 31 rt 28 4 8C65; 68 31A

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver. 0.925 flne.

Other Metala

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. 'Ihe New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

lial Chronicle of New York.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Aug. 24 shows loans $1,088,-

152,000, a decrease of $8,070,100; deposits,

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

a ="xi A .0 •s ..D
fr't'" c "

A ta, 1! S,

s
< U HO 1! i

a u -3xo

18H 17S t 56 5 40

22 ffil9 (Si» iVi 38X S.25 :S:, r.r. ffs.so

18*. 17>,' 40

33 ®19 018 1 77 S 86X 6.25 <6

18 17>jl .. .".i .. 40

24 S19 ffll8 |. .. 37 6.26 (S6 60 (»*»
18 17S 5.66 6.40

2« fflio ffll8 1
7.1^1; S7 6.2s (36.60 I95.M

18 17 S 6.66 6.40

71 1319 018 -.an 37 (» 6.23 ffl6.«U ffi».«»

18 17S 6 55 6.40

38 ai> ®18 791i 37\ 6.» 03.00 06.4S
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London quotations are per long ton (—40
lb.» standard copper, which Is now the e.iuhn-

lent of the former K.m.bs. Ihe New iorK

quolnilons for elect roy tic copper ave for

cake^ UiKots or wlrehnrs. niul represent the

bVilk of the transactions as made with con-

suiiiers luisls. New York. cash. The price of

ca hodCK Is O 1-jr.c. W'low that of electrolytic.

The ad pries are those „..oted l)y the Anier-

lean SniellliiK and KelinInK C«n.pany for

near bv shipments of desilverized lead In i.O

?on lota or larRer. The quotations on spel er

ire for ordlnSry weste'rn brands
;

special

brands command a premlmii

The price of silver 111 l-..iivU.ii uii Aug.

19 was given in our last issue at 31 4/'6d.

Tliis was a misprint: the correct figure

for that date is 31 9/i6 pence.

The silver market, owing to tlie absence

of the Indian government from among the

buyers.has not shown any special strength.

General orders, however, have kept the

situation moderately steady.

Cottf— lt is reported from different

quarters that a great many of the do-

mestic consumers are very low in copper.

;,nd while they have so far not entered the

market, it is hoped that this event will

not be deferred very much longer. In

fact, there are rumors of some sales of

Lake copper at rather lower prices than

officially quoted, but the transactions have

not been large enough to attract general

attention. European consumers have for

some time past been buying only from

hand to mouth, and (as they have no

s-.ocks) they are right along placing orders

for small quantities. They are managing

their purchases so cleverly that they are

able to make them at steadily receding

prices. The close is unsteady at l8@i9c.

for Lake copper, I7j4@i8c. for electro-

lytic in ingots, cakes and wire-bars, 17^

@l7'/ic. for castiilfe copper.

The standard market is keeping up its

nervous fluctuations, going up one day

and reacting the next. In the early part

of the week there was a sharp decline

from the high prices reached at the close,

and during the remainder there has been

a recovery which practically makes the

closing the same as last week, the quota-

tions being cabled at £79 Ss. for spot, £77

t5s. for three months'.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £79; best selected,

£85; strong sheets, £91.

Exports of copper from New York for

the week were 1525 long tons. Exports

from Baltimore for the week arc reported

by our special correspondi-in .it 2R^ lona

tons.

Cotpt-r !ineels—The base price oi cop-

per sheets is still 28c. per pound.

Copper Wire—T\it base price of copper

wire has been reduced. For sizes from

No. 0000 to No. 8 it is now 2^%c. per

pound.

7,„_Thc London market has taken a

sudden upward turn. It is reported that

buying by the largest American consumer

has brought about the advance. In the

home market the advance in the price has

not brought forth a freer buying move-

ment, and supplies continue to be taken

in a hand to mouth way by domestic con-

sumers. The market in London closes at

£169 15s. for spot, £169 5s. for three

months'. Business here in retail lots is

being done at Z7V* cents.

Lcad—'X\\& trust price for desilverized

remains unchanged at 5-25C., New York;

5.i7yk., St. Louis. Outside producers have

sold at 5. IOC, New York, and as low as

4.95c.. St. Louis, and their offerings have

been liberal. There is evidently some ac-

cumulation of stocks of lead.

The London market has been steady

throughout the week and closes un-

changed at £19 for Spanish lead, £19 2s.

6d. for English.

The movement of foreign lead in the

United States for the half-year ended

June 30, is reported by the Bureau of

Statistics as below, in short tons

:

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37SO@38.So P'^r

flask, according to quantities, for domes-

tic orders, and $36.So@37 for export. The

London price is £7 per flask, but £6 i6s.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Cadmium — Paul Speier reports from

Breslau, Germany, that the cadmium mar-

ket is quiet; first quality cadmium guar-

anteed 99.5 per cent, is quoted at ii75@

T250 marks per 100 kg., equal to $1.27(0)

1-35 per pound.

Platinum—The market for platinuin has

recorded a slight advance in price within

the past week. Ordinary metal is now
selling for $28.50 and hard metal for $31

per troy ounce. The price for scrap con-

tinues to advance slowly and now ranges

$23(@24 per ounce.

1906. 1907. Changes.

lubond.Jan. 1 «.14K 5.691 D. 2,467

Imports, six moiitlis 40,107 :f7,6(i9 D. 8,738

Total slippllOB.... 64,666 43,360- D. 11,196

Ue.export8,sl.\ months.... 24,2(3 16,306 D.

Inbond.Julyl 6.773 6.607 D,

7,967
166

Total deductions 31.036 22,913 D. 8.123

Balance 23,619 20,447 I>. 3,072

The balance has, presumably, entered

into consumption in the United States.

Spelter—Ihe market for this metal ap-

pears to be distinctly weak, owing to a de-

cided falling off in inquiry from consum-

ers. It is understood that the- consump-

tion for the manufacture of brass has

greatly decreased, but so far the galva-

nizers have bought up to their maximum

capacity. It is now feared that the pres-

ent weakness is due to an actual falling

off in the requirements of galvanizers.

The market closes easy at 5-5S@S-6oc.

New York, S40@5-4Sc. St. Louis.

The London market is quoted £21 15s.

for good ordinaries, £22 for specials.

Zinc Sheets—Ihc base price is now

$775 per '0° lb.—less discount' of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

60-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive: widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive: lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freight rate to New York

is 27.50C. per 100 lb.

^/itfiinOH}'—The market is dull and

lower, and an improvement in conditions

is hardly to be looked for until the ac-

cumulation of stocks is disposed of. Cur-

tailment of production will help in this.

Smelters claim now that there is no profit

in the business at the ruling price.? for

ore and metal. Quotations are io^(giic.

for Cookson>: 9^@lOc. for Hallett's;

and 8^^(g9!4c. for other brands

Sickel—Vor large lots. New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@65c., same delivery.

Qi(ir<rji7tvr—Current prices in New

York are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Aug. 24—The highest price

paid for zinc was $47 per ton, on an assay

base price of $4i(@44 per ton of 60 per

cent. zinc. On account of heavy silicate

shipments from Granby and Peoria the

.•ivcrage price of the week, all grades, is

$40.98 per ton. The highest price paid for

lead was $62 per ton, w-eek-end offerings

being at $56 per ton. The average price

was $59.08.

Following are the shipments of zinc and

lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the week ending Aug. 24:

Webb Clty-CarterriUe
Joplin
Oranby
Duenweg
Galena
Prosperity
Alba-Neck City
Ornnogo
Aurora
Bpurgeon
Baxter Springs
Badger
Carthage
Barcozle
Zlnclte
Sherwood
Peoria
Playter

Totals

Zinc, lb. Lead.lb.i Value.

2.128.330
1,894.440
1.166.000
677,360

628,690
380,560
532,530
248,110
219,910
257,510
169,230
191.240
ur,MO
147,660
87,210
36,660
164.360
54,110

691,840'

328,010;
110,000
55.300
95,410l

268.000
49.760:
61,140i

10,670]

13,180
41,450

5,180;

13,3901

$66,168
62.190
17,840
16,244
16.966
16,796
13,448
7,093
6,016
6.777

4,402
4,303
3,274
3,100
3,417

1,341

1,315
1,136

9,119,4.50 1,72.3,1101 $237,824

31 weeks .....404,036,220 61,602,100$11,697,189

Zinc value, the week. $186,906; 31 weeks, $9,318,069

Lead value, the week, 60,919; 31 weeks, $2,319,120

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC OBE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth.

January . .

.

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August

—

September
October . .

.

November.
December.

Year

1906. 1907.

17.38
17.37
12.68
41.6;)

10 61

13.83
43.26
13.66
42,68
11.66 .

11.13
13 68

16 81
17 11
18.66'

18.21
15.98
41.82
15.79

LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Month.

43.24

January . .

.

February ..

March
April.
-May
June
July
August
{September
October

i
November.
December.

Tear .

1906. 1907

76.20
72.83
73 73

76 13

78.10
80 96

71.31
76 36
79.

M

79.81
81.98
81.89

77.40

83.63
84.68
82.76
79.76
79.66
73.66
68.18
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The output is being gradually curtailed

by mines closing down that cannot pro-

duce ore at the present level of zinc and

lead prices, A year ago zinc was only $J

per ton higher, but lead was $J0 per ton

higher, and while no money was then

made on zinc alone, a profit was secured

irnni the lead production. 13oth ores

being low at the same time this yeai re-

duces prospective profits to a minimum.

Various estimates place the cost of oper-

ating in the sheet ground mines at $40 to

$44 per ton. This is a large increase in

t«i> years, the cost coming from tlie high

price of explosives, repairs and the Jieavier

installation expenses, as well as the higher

price of labor in the mines. Some talk of

concerted action is in circulation, but as

mine operators are farther apart now than

for a number of years, it is probable that

an enforced shut-down is all that will

bring them together.

Chemicals

.V<"c Vork, Aug. 2\—The general chem-

ical market remains quiet and rather dull.

Xo new or active business is expected un-

til the fall trade begins to open, ne.xt

month.

Co/>/>iT Sult'hatc—'iio considerable busi-

ness is being transacted at present, the

lisposiiion being to await some definite

.ction in the metal market. Prices re-

main unchanged from last week, the lead-

ing producer quoting $7 per 100 lb, for

oarload lots and $7.25 for smaller quanti-

ties.

Xilratt- of Soda—.\lthough the market

is in good condition and a satisfactory

business doing, quotations have fallen a

little from the high level. For spot de-

livery 96 per cent, is quoted at 2.45c. and

95 per cent, at 2.40c. For 1908 delivery

these grades are 2,50c. and 2.45c., respec-

tively,

Phosfhates—]. M. Lang & Co. report

shipments of phosphate rock through the

port of Savannah, Ga.. during the mon'h

of July as follows, in long tons : Ger-

many, 6856; Great Britain. 3165: Italy,

1064; .\ustria, 517; total, 11,602 tons.

Siill'hur—Messrs. Emil Fog & Sons re-

port from Messina, Sicily, under date of

July 29, as follows : Exports of sulphur

from Sicily for June and the half-year

ended June 30 were, in I'^ns r.f \nxa kg.

each

:

19(N'. l'»C. 1 h iDgeB,

•Tuno
Halt yonr
Stc.ks. Jul.v 1

'il.-M*

.... «3.-:h
43".l flOl

ao.4oi)

194.777
513.4GS

I>.

D.
I.

3.838
4a.9.->7

73.867

For the fiscal year ended June 30 the

total exports were 408.921 tons in 1906,

and .V38.473 tons in 1907; a decrease of

70.448 tons. Ihe exports to the United

States were 59.939 tons in 1906. and 13.-

259 tons in 1907. a decrease of 46.680 tons,

or 77,8 per cent,

.\t a recent meeting of delegates of the

(.'iinsorzio and of .Mr. l"rasch, held at

Rome, the latter would not relent, but

slill demanded the total exclusion of

Sicilian brimstone from the American

market. Mr. Frasch's representative also

claimed a right to export to Europe. The

Sicihaii delegates broke off negotiations

;ind withdrew. It remains now to be seen,

if the present administrators of the Con-

si )r/io will possess the courage to dump

the cheap stock inherited from the Anglo-

Sicilian Company on the .\merican mar-

ket, and, if they dare assume the responsi-

bility of the consequences that such meas-

ures will entail. However, there is an-

other and still graver problem looming in

the background—the money question.

Compelled by necessity, the Banco di Sici-

lia will henceforward advance only three-

fifths instead "f four-fifths on brimstone

warrants and, in spite of threats of strikes

and protests from those exercising mining

rights, this institution means to stick by

its decision. On the other hand, in order

to alleviate as much as possible the present

strained position, another 4.000,000 lire

were granted to the Consorzio. If the

production is not reduced, these sums will

last only a very short time and new credits

will become indispensable. The govern-

ment after the Nasi disturbances will cer-

tainly do everything in its power to con-

tent Sicily. It is, therefore, to be hoped,

that additional funds and means may be

found, in order to postpone the crisis for

the present,

British Chemical Trade—Exports of

heavy chemicals from Great Britain for

seven months ended July 31 were as fol-

lows in cwt, of 112 lb. each:

laOfi, 1907. Chnnces.

Hlenchlllg powder,... 568.890 62B 901 I. .'>8.Dn

Murlnte of nmmonln. 6«.f.66 99.8711. :I3 20B

Soilaash 933.182 1.268 902 I. M.WSO
BICBrbr.nnU^ of soja, 214.0fi9 2.M.719 I. 41,C«0

Cnustlc so.ln 916.441 «42 773 D, 73,071

Sodn crvstnla 99,25.1 100.658 I. 1.403

Smln 9Ulplmtf> ,".06.703 564.0'27 I. 57,264

Sulphurle iicld 54.482 43.917 D. 10.565

Copper sulphate exports wxre 39.191

tons in 1906 and 40.201 tons in 1907; an

increase of loio tons.

Imports of chemicals and raw materials

into Great Britain for the seven months

ended July 31 were, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Clianpes.

SItrnte of potash 137,229 136,4il2 D. 707

NltrnWof soda 71.562 84.382 I. 12.820

Phosphatos 2H4.890 307.722 1.22.832

Sulntaur l.>08:t 10.815 D. 4.26S

Pyrltos 454.977 459.289 I. 4,312

Estimating the sulphur contents of the

pyrite. the total imports of sulphur in 1906

were 197,074 tons and i94-53i tons in 1907;

a decrease of 2543 tons.

/'yriff.j—Quotations for domestic py-

rites, non-arsenical, are iKaiiVjC. per unit

for furnace size; 10(5'I0'ac. for fines.

Prices for foreign pyrites are higher than

ihcy have been. I4^I4'/2C. per unit being

quoted for furnace size, non-arsenical,

with io^^@iic, for fines. The tendency

iif the market is upward and it is thought

that foreign may reach 15 or 16c, per tmit

before the end of the yeur.

Mining Stocks

.V.-ic York. Aug. 28—The general stuck

market is still depressed and uncertain.

There have been small rallies followed by

small advances on alternate days. The

market has been entirely pi

.

however, so that these changi

nothing—except that the situatii.n 15 still

uncertain, and with a depressed lone.

Of the leaders. Amalgamated Cupper

closed at $7o'4, after selling down to $<i8;

.\merican Smelting common closed at

$95>/i; Utah Copper, $23^-^; United Slater

Steel $31, with $93,'<i for the preferred

The curb market has followed the lead

of the ICxchange with small fluctuations

in both directions. Business has been

rather dull, the copper stocks making the

best show of trading. Boston O.pper

varied from $i8j<; to $20^4; British

Columbia between $6K- and $7; Cumber-

land Ely hung around $7'/j. and Greene-

Cananea around $12'/.. There was a little

trading in the Tonopah and Goldficld

stocks, but no material changes. Cobalt

stocks were in some demand, but gener-

ally at low prices. Nipissing, however, re-

covered some of its recent losses, selling

up to $81/. and closing at the highest.

Boston

Aug. 27—Net results in the prices of

leading mining shares the past week show

little or no change, although for a spell

they had quite a sharp rally late last week.

The calling of loans by leading institu-

tions, particularly the National Copper

Bank of New York, on copper stocks, held

in this city, had a depressing effect, which

is reflected in current quotations. Chicago

money, it is said, that has been in use in

this city for a year and over, has also

been called, adding to the disturbance.

The deadlock between producers and con-

sumers still exists, according to all that

can be gathered. The shut-down of the

Butte mines on account of the Butte ma-

chinists' strike may help the situation.

.\malgamatcd, which advanced $i.62.Va

to $71,37!/^, went back to $68.87"/j today,

closing the same as a week ago, at

$69,62'/., Calumet & Hecla rose $15 t"

$730, but lost it all, while Calumet & Ari

zona rose $7 to $157, on declaration of

the regular quarterly dividend of $5. pay-

able Sept. 21. Copper Range and North

Butte sold together today at $64,25 I'le

former touched $67 last week, a^'ani^t

$62.50, the final a week ago, and North

Butte $66.25, against $65. the close a week

ago. Quincy has been under pressure

After advancing $3 to $98, it yielded to

$^1.50. Old Dominion stitTened to $31,

and reacted to $29,50. This company h.is

done a wise thing by having contracted

for a supply of coke, so that its operations

will not be restricted this year by lack of

fuel, Butte Coalition is up $1.25, ne'.
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for the week to $20.50. It was but a lit-

tle over a year ago that this company's

stock was put out at. $15. Since then it

has touched $45.

Mohawk rose $4 to $70, reacting to

$68.50, and Osceola rose $6 to $110, losing

all but $1 of it. Trinity is $1 lower, net,

at $16, while Utah Consolidated spurted

$4.50 to $+2, holding all but a fraction of

it.

The annual meeting of the Calumet &
Hecla mining company, Aug. 21, was not

blocked, even "though A. S. Bigclow,

president of the Osceola Company, with

his 23 shares of Calumet, made every

effort to do so with a long list of ques-

tions.

Nipissing has been the curb feature,

holding most of the advance.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

S. FRANCISCO Aug. 22

NEW YORK Aug. 27

Nnme ot Cnrap. Clg.

.\lm-kn MlMO
Ani.X.'v.M.*P.Co.
AninlKafiintod . ..

.\iia<-oiii1n

Bnliiklaln
Brltl!>h i'<a. 0.>ii..

Butrnli. r..balt ...I

Uuti«< & L'>n(lon..
But .'iVnUil'in ..

Biuu<('.i|i. tZlnc.
Oiilinli I '.iimct ..

Oil.iiilBl silver. ..

Cum. Ely Mining.
Davin Dnly
Dominion Cop
El Bay.
FosltT*'' limit
Furnace Creek
Glfoux Mine
0..i(l Hill
Granby. Now
Ctrcne G<.lil

Gre«ne G. it S
Oreenw'r Jt D.Val.
Guanajuato
GuKg*-n. Exp
Hanapali
McKluley Dar
Mlcmac
MlnenCo. ..t Am..
MlirhellMliiinR..
Mont.Sh". c.(New)
Xev. Itah M. * S.
Newhi'UHH M. k S.
Nlplr^Mlng Mines..
OM Huii<lre<l
Silver (Vueen
Stewart
TeriiieiM*ee Cop'r.

.

I'lii.iii Copiier....'
Itnti Ap<'X
Weal Columbus..

46N
7S
7

iH

i9)i

iJi
7'.

9\
4S
3Jt

6«

7

IK

Hi
76

180

K
4

'

u.
2X
6

4

10)4
8
ax
1

i«
34S
1

6H
9

X. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Cliem..
An. -M.r I! .k Ref
' -

'
r..pr.

i -t-el..
I ron

.

! -^..pr.

"l".'.'.
-• MLpf.
I al...
1 ^ S ..

' s.,pr.

:>l

• . i I..'.'.'.'.

i.-l. k Ref..

'II . . ..

I'oke

94 !4

96H

23 "i

71
15
46

hU
19 S
71

46"i
440

aov

20

.
I"

I ' . ' 11
I'Tit ml ..

'•liimi.ln..
<'on. r'^al..
Doe Knn ..

<tra. Blmet.
SU Joo

- IDS Aug. 27

..t Comp.

.Adventure

.AUouez

.\iii. Zinc

.\ix*aillan

Atlantle
Bingham
Boston C<)n
Calumet .v .\rlz. .,

Calumet .^ Uecia,
t'entennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range
Daly West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
M..nt.C.iC.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
old Colony
Old Dominion....
Osceola
Parrot
Ph<w*nli
Qulncv
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
U. s. Smg. & Ref .

U.S.Sm.s Re.,pd
.

Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

Clg.

2K
34

12
12

2D>i
155
715

ii"
«5
1354
10 ti

12«
15«
IS

ii"
68 >4

64 )i

105

14X

92>i
4

»K
K%
79
16
52

38Ji
39

41X

'sji
142

•Ex. DIv. tF.X. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
Kluit Bulto
Hani:' ck Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Su|)erlor
Suijerlor Jt Pitta .

Troy Man

iji

H.T. LOUIS Aug. 24

^ rc.nj. )HlKll.| L<J».

lONnON Aug. 28

ciiT"

:i 68 Od
2

ro.

: 1 ."1 ".. (>
11.'. IK) IIM ml

5 no 4 .VI

27 im i.^ Mil

150 00 140 00
37 .»

IT.OO i6.ao|

lllo

>'iiiera
rtali AjH'X
|Arlz.<v,p..|,M
Arli.Cop..def

19

2 1

1 8

1 5

016
1 1

15

3 3
3 2

Name of Com|i Clg.

CoMSTocK Stocks
Belcher
Be.st k Belcher..
Caleilonla
Chollnr
Con. Cal. * Vo....
Crown Point
E.xcheqtier
(i.Mild iiCurry
Hale & N'.rcrose.
M'-xIcan
Ophlr
Overman
1> .t..9l

Savage
Sierra Nevada ...

Union
Utah
Vell-'W Jacket

TONOP.\H STOCKS
G'.lden .\nchor
McNamnra ...

M'-ntana-Pltts.ex.
N.>rth Star
Rescue
GoLBFi'D Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt ....
Comb. Fiac
Conquerer
Daisy... .

FL.rence ... .

Frances-Mohawk.
Goldneld Con....
Grandma
Great Bencl
Red Hills
St. Ives

BtiLLPROG Stocks
.\methyst
Bonnie Claire....
Mayflower Con . .

.

Montgomery Mt..
Original

MANHAT'N STOCKS
Gold Weilge
Manhattan Mg ..

Pino Nut . \

Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse.

.

.22

.76

.32

.19

.84

.24

.38

.27

.68

.69

1.05
.11

17

.90

.33

.40

!99

.14

.25

.'ie

.12

.06

.33

.50
2 12

.14
1 55

4.70
1.10
7.60
.20
.67
53
.90

.26

.45

.34

.10

.07

.06

.25

.16

.03

NEVADA Aug. 28

(Weir Bros. * Co., New
York)

TONOP.4H STOCKS
Tono'h Mine or N.
Tono|.nli F.xten ..

Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
T'-noiah Midway
West End Ciin
Jim Builer

GOLDFI'D STOCKS
Sandstorm
Kendall
Red Top
Jumbo
Goldneld Mining
D.lndlleld B. B. C
.\tlanta
Mohawk
Sliver Pick ,

Laguna
BtFLLFKOGSTOCKS
Mont. Shoshone C.
Tramps Con
Gold Bar
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B ..

Homestake C^.u.,

MANHAT'N STOCKS
Manhattan Con..
Mnnhat*n Dorter.
Jutnping Jack ...

Stray Dog
Indian Camp

COLO. SPRINGS Aug. !

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C Con
Dante
D.'ctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Soveielgn. ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample ...

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKinney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. G.'ld Mines..
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

8«

'4«

5
6

46K
37
38

'4"

20><;

4K

05

6«

New Dividends

Company.

American Coal
Am. Sm.'Uers Sec. \...
\n\. Smelters Sec., B..,
British Columbia
Bost^.n A Montana
Butte Coal Itlon |Sept.
Gen. Cliemli*al, com Sept.
Jamison, (';ii jSei.t.
Mexl.:au Con, M. & S 'Aug
Mines Co. of Am 'Aug
National Lead.com Oct.
National Lead, pfd Sept.
Newhouse Aug.
Parrot Isept.
Philadelphia G»s. pfrt Sept.
Republic Iron k Steel loct.
Sloss-ShelTleld. pfd 'Oct.
Standard oil |sept.
U. 8. c. I Pipe * Fdy., com.lSept
V. 8. C. I Pipe k Fdy., pfd..
tr. S. steel, pfd
Yellow .%8ter..

Sept,
Aug.
Aug.

Rate. Amt.

$1.25
1.60
1.25
0.40

12 no
60

2 (10

02
60

0.02
1 25
1.75

60
25

1 25
1 76
1.76
0.00
1 no
1 00
1 76

0.20

62.600
2S.'i,0e0

375.000
122.000
l.i'OO.OOC

600.000
14K,206

7,800
120,000
40,000
186,318
260,820
3(10,000

57,463
1.50.000

437.5110

117,950
.".,«2n.0O0

121.063
121.063
C,300,j9:

20,000

Assessments

Cable*! through Hay.
don. Stone It Co.. N. Y.

Company. Dolln(i. Sale. Amt.

Black Diamond, X}.. Aug. 31 Sept. 30 $0 01
Bullion, Nev Sept. 12 Oct. 4 05
Butler Liberal, D .. Aug. 10 Aug. 31 0.01
Caleflonia Sept.

Aug.
12 Oct.

Sept.
2
12

10
10(hollar. Nov 19

Con. Cal. «; Va Aug. 14 Sept. 4 25
ConDdence, Nev Aug. 27 Sept. 17 0.20
Con. Imperial Aug. 27 Sept. 19 01
Douglas, Idaho Sept. 16 Oct. 4 0.008
Grand Pact lie. Cal.. Aug. 10 Oct. 2 02
Mirlposa c. k M.. C. Aug. 13 Sept. 2 10 00
Mt. Diablo. Nor .... Aug. 20 Sept. 16 20
Na-sau Cop , c«l .sept. 16 O-t. 14 0.10
N, \. Bonanza. Utnh Sept. 2 Sept. it 0.02
Placer tjueen, (;nl .. Sept. 10 Oct. 7 o.noj
Sail .r ConBoi.. Cal.. Sept. 10 Oct. 7 0.01
ShebaG & S.. U'ah. J ly .10 Nov. •> n 10
Sierra Nevada, Nev. Sept. 4 Sept. 26 10
Union Con., Nev Aug. 12 Sept. 3 10

Monthly Average Prices fo Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Clg.

10.621
1.10
2.95

2.62J
.70

.60]

.83

.40

.28
3.60
3.60
1.55
.24

.53

16.00
.54

1.65

6 00
.35

.60

.13

.17

.42

.12

.08

.17

.08

January 65 288 68 673
Feuruary 66 108 68 836
March '64 697|67 619
April !64 706 06,462
May !ti6 976!65.9K1

June 165 394 67.0911

July l66 105108.144

August |fi6 049
September 67 927
Oct .her

1
69 523

November |70 813
Decern ber |69 . 060

Year |66 791 30 868

30.113
HO 464

29 864

i'i 984
to 9(>K

311 186

HO 113

HO 529
31 483
32 148

32 671
32.003

31 769
31 852
31 325
30 253
30 471
30.893
31 366

New York, cents per fine ounce

;

pence per standard ounce.
London,

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906.

18,310
17 869
18 361

18 375

18 476
18 442
18 190
18 380
19 o:i3

21 203
21 833
22.885

1907.

24 404
24 869
25 065
24 224
24.04S
22.665
2i.l30

1906.

18 419
IS 116
18 641

18 688
18 724
18 719

18 586

18.706
19 328
21 722
22.398
2:j.360

1907. 1906.

78 869
78 147
81 111

84 793
84 867

83.994
81 167

83.864
87 831
97.269
100 270
105.226

1907.

January...
Februaiy
March ....

AprU
May
June
July
August—
September
October ...

November.
December

24 826
26 2:16

25.560
25 260
25 072
24.140
21,923

106 739
107 366
106 594
98 626
102.376
97 272
95.016

Year 19 278 19 618 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton. standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January
February
March . .

.

April ....

May
June

1906. 1907.

36 390 41 ,548

36 403 42 102
36 662 41.3131

38 900 40 938;

43 313:43.149
39.260142.120

Month.

July '37.275

August 140. 606
September |40 616
October ..

November

,

December.

At. year.

42 8.62

42 906
42.760

39.819

Prices are In cents per poun(3.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January

—

Fetiruary ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December .

.

New York.

5 600
5 464
5 360
5 404
6 68S
5 760
5.7.60

5 750
3.7.50

5 760
5 760
5,900

Year.

6 000 16
6 000 16
6 000 16

6.000 15
6.000 16
5.760 16
5.288 16,

17

18
19
19

19.

86019 828
031 19 531

922 19.703
959,19 976
725 19.688
813 20,188

5.657 17.370

20.350

New Y'ork, cents per pound. London,
pounds sterling per long ton.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

January .

.

February .

March.. ..

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Noveml)er

.

December.

,

Year

New York.

6 487
6 075
6.209
6.078
6.997
6 006
6 006
0.027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6 693

6.198

6 732
6 814
6,837
6 685
6.441

6.419
6 072

St. Louis. London

1906. 1907. 1900. 1907,

6 3371

5 924

1

(i 066'

5 931

1

5 846
5 948
5 8.66

5 878
6 0.66

6.070
6 226
6.443

6 682-28 226
6 664 26 844

6.048

6 687
6 536
6 291
6.269
5 922

24 563
26 781

27 000
27 728
26 800
26 938
27.563
28 075
27 781
27.938

... 27.020

27.125
25 938
26 094
26 90O
26.563
24.469
2:3.860

New York and .St .Louis, cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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Mining the Porphyry Ore of Bingham
Two Companios Will Mine 10,000 Tons per Day trom a Mountain

o( Ore an J Will Produce 80,000,000 Pounds o( Copper Yearly

BY WALTER RRNTON INGALLS
The oxprcssion " a inoiiiilaiii of ore" is mining a nuiiiiilaiii. At some future date orisiiial mountain. N'o one would venture

common in the literature of promoters, the top of a mountain of considerable pro- to predict when this transfer will be com-

but there are only a few cases in which portions, even as mountains go, will have plctcd. I'lven on the enormous scale of

that description is accurate. The miner- been cut off for three or four hundred feet, operations for which equipment is now
nl:/oil inoii/(Hiite. cominoulv called "piir- llic ;i<H;u-t*iiI lmiU'Iu-s will li;i\c lucu i'lllcil lU'.'irK' rt-.t'K- -lo.ooo t"ii^ iif iiir fn_T dav

—

,:*^/* A^'K
LOWER WESTERN PORTION OF THE UTAH COPPER COMPANY

Tills iihotogniiib. nlilch Is taken looklne
portions iif the Itah mine. The main adl
tond around the shoulder of the mountain a
s«:lldated, the ore of the lattiT mining ou
on the same side of the mountain as tho

phyry" of Bingham, Utah, however, con-

stitutes literally a mountain of ore, and
the operations of the Boston Consolidated

Mining Company and the Utah Copper

Company can be characterized simply as

north, shons the trestle over BlDKbam eanon. nhleh eonneets the eastern and western
IS enter Ihi- umunialns on eaeh side at this level. The tracks on the same level ex-
t the extreme riKht of thf iphntouiaph Into Carr Fork, and thence to the Boston Con-
I this way, although ilii' wnrklni;s of the IVii|ih.vry mine of the Boston Consolidated are
SI' of the I'lah ropi»f'r t'oinpany, but al)f)Vf the latter.

with discarded rock and the bulk of the it will be many, many years before the

mountain will have been distributed in reserves of ore (as reckoned now) are

the form of tine sand and slime over the exhausted ; and before that time an im-

slopes leading down to the Great Salt mense quantity of mineralized rock that

Lake near Garlicld, 27 miles from the is not now considered ore may have be-
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come so through changes in conditions of

exploitation.

Geoixwy

The complex geology of the Bingham

district has been ably described in a re-

cent monograph of the U. S. Geological

Survey by J. M. Boutwell, and it is un-

nccessarj- that I should make any attempt

to give more than a general idea of the

occurrence of the important orebodies.

The latter are of two classes, viz. (i) the

lenses of pyrites, which are found as re-

placements in limestone in a sedimentary

formation; and (2) the dissemination of

sulphide minerals (chalcocite, bornite,

chalcopyrite and pyrite) which occurs in

an immense dike of monzonite cutting the

sedimentary formation. There is possibly

^Alt. about 6000 ft.

Boston Consolidated is also favorable in

that respect ; its shipments at the present

time probably assay approximately 2.5 per

cent, copper. On the other hand the ores

of the Commercial mine of the Bingham

Consolidated and the mines of the United

States Mining Company are of compara-

tively low grade in copper and are valu-

able largely as a flux, on the basis of

which profitable silicious ores from Tintic

and elsewhere can be smelted. This ex-

plains the metallurgical development of

the several companies. The Utah Con-

solidated (Highland Boy) and Yampa
smelt only their own ores, the object be-

ing simply extraction of their copper. The

United States and Bingham companies

conduct a custom smelting business in

which their Bingham ores are a valuable

referred to. This is where the property

of the Utah Copper Company is situated.

The dike shows on both sides of the

cafion, rising high on the slopes of the

mountains on either hand. The property

of the Boston Consolidated adjoins that

of the Utah Copper Company on the west

and at the beginning is far higher up, cov-

ering indeed the very top of the mountain,

but the surface lines of the two properties

are irregular and in going farther up the

cafion the boundary line of the Boston

company comes farther down into the

canon. The general situation is shown in

the accompanying sketch of a cross-sec-

tion on a general easterly-westerly line

through the lower part of the two proper-

ties. The Sulphide mine of the Boston

Consolidated is entered from Carr's fork.

BOSTON CONSD.

(Id golDg soutti the line between the

two companies comes further down

r iDio llie canon.)

CROSS-SECTIONAL SKETCH SHOWING OCCURRE.^JCE OF OREBODV

another important class of ore deposit as

exemplified in the property of the Ohio

Copper Company, where sulphide minerals

occur as a dissemination in quartzite, one

of the sedimcntaries of the district, which

is said to show a large quantity of ore

similar in grade to the monzonite, but this

I did not examine.

The lenticular deposits are of great size,

single lenses yielding upward of 250,000

tons of ore, attaining large dimensions in

length, width and thickness. They con-

sist generally of a friable pyrites, which is

occasionally zinky and always is silicious.

At the best this ore shows 8 to 15 per

cent, excess of iron over silica, but a good

deal of it is only neutral.- Its copper con-

tent is variable. In the Highland Boy

mine it has been particularly high. The

Yampa mine is said to have high-grade

orebodies, and the Sulphide mine of the

basic flux that also yields some copper.

The Boston Consolidated ships its ore to

the Garfield smelter.

The Porphyry Ore

Bingham is situated in a long narrow

gulch, which rises steeply. Near the

mouth of the gulch is the first concen-

trating mill of the Utah Copper Com-
pany. A mile or so farther up is the

Yampa smelter, perched on a steep side-

hill. A little farther up are the lower

terminals of the aerial tramways of the

Highland Boy mine and the United States

Mining Company, then the railway station

and about a mile above that the principal

part of the town of Bingham. Carr's fork

then makes off westerly from main Bing-

ham cation. In the latter, somewhat inore

than a mile above the town, the cation

cuts through the dike of monzonite above

and the approach to its Porphyry mine is

also that way.

The monzonite dike is more or less

mineralized over a large area, but the pay-

able portion, i.e., as considered at present,

is believed to be comprised in a large

somewhat elliptical area beginning near

the scene of present operations of the

Utah Copper Company, and extending

southwesterly. The porphyry has here a

copper-stained capping, or leached zone,

which is from 30 to 150 ft. thick. The
capping is thinnest near the bottom of the

gulch, where the erosion has been greatest.

In going up the sides of the mountain the

thickness increases. The cap-rock is

brownish from oxidation of iron and fre-

quently shows brilliant stains of azurite

and malachite in the seams. It contains

a stnall percentage of copper and some
day itself may be considered as payable
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ore, but at present it is simply "waste."

Under the capping is a zone of secondary

enrichment, containing the snlphide min-

erals (chalcocite predominating), which is

100 to 300 ft. thick. This is a grayish,

non-weathered porphyry, in which the sul-

phide minerals arc very finely dissemina-

ted—so finely that crushing to approxi-

mately 30-mcsh size is necessary to lib-

erate them satisfactorily for concentration.

There are portions of the deposit where

the mineralization is coarser, some par-

ticles being as large as o.r in. in diameter,

but in general the dissemination is e.x-

tremely fine, so that to casual inspection

the porphyry shows no mineral, looking

M!nply like gray rock. .\ prospector might

w.ilk many times over the occurrence of

such material in place without thinking to

have it assayed, as indeed was the ex-

perience at Bingham. But in the light of

present knowledge attention will doubtless

be more sharply directed toward similar

occurrences. However, it is to be re-

marked that even if this great mineraliza-

tion of Bingham had been appreciated 10

.years ago, it is doubtful if engineers

would have been prepared to handle it on

I he broad, economical lines that they are

doing at present. Nevertheless, it is worth

while to remark that several years before

the exploitation of the property of the

Utah Copper Company was bcgim it was
examined by D. C. Jackling, now the gen-

eral manager of the Utah Copper Com-
pany, and R. C. Gemmell, now the genera!

superintendent of that company, who were

then on the engineering staff of J. R. De
Lamar. They reported favorably upon the

property, but Capt. De Lamar either did

not appreciate its value or was not pre-

pared to take it up. Later Mr. Jackling

interested McNeill, Penrose and others of

Colorado Springs, who organized the Utah

Copper Company, in which the Guggen-

heims eventually purchased the controlling

interest.

The Zone of Second.\ry Enrichment

The zone of secondary enrichment con-

forms generally to the contour of the sur-

face. There are variations in the de-

gree of mineralization, but over large

areas the mineralization is quite uniform.

The amount and grade of the ore in this

zone are largely matters of the basis of

figuring. There are large sections which

will go 2 per cent, copper and even a lit-

tle upward. The Utah Copper Company
estimates that it has actually developed

39,000,000 tons of "positive" and "prob-

able" ore that will go 1.8 per cent, cop-

per; on the basis of ore having a mini-

mum assay of 1.25 per cent, copper and a

probable average of slightly better than

15 per cent, it is believed safe to assume
100,000,000 tons in the 60 acres now par-

tially developed. The Boston company
estimates that it has developed 58,580,000

tons that will assay 1.5 per cent, or better

in an area of 49 acres, estimating the

thickness of the ore at 300 ft. It esti-

mates that It has 150 acres of porphyry

Uncluding the above 49 acres) that con-

tains I per cent, copper or more. The
best developed block in the Boston prop-

erty is estimated to contain 10,626,000 tons

averaging 1.92 per cent, copper.

Under the zone of secondary enrichment

the porphyry contains 1 per cent, of cop-

per or so, and when estimates of the ton-

nage are reduced to that basis they be-

come a wild revel of ciphers. In this'

main mass of primary ore the predomi-

nant sulphide is chalcopyritc.

It is to be carefully explained that these

estimates, extravagant as they may ap-

pear, are not mere guesses, but are sound

engineering computations. The property

of the Utah Copper Company has been ex-

traordinarily well developed by drifts and

raises, and that company possesses not

only the results of many samplings both

by its own and by independent engineers,

but also has the result of actually milling

350,000 tons of ore taken out in develop-

ment work, which averaged 1.983 per

cent, copper. The sampling of the same
opening's by the Guggenheim engineers

showed an average of about 2.03 per cent.

The underground workings in this mine

aggregate nearly 17 miles, and it is a »e-

markablc record that so great an amount
of driving has been done in less than four

years, the work having been begun Sept.

20, 1903.

Mine Develoi'Mexts

The BOiSton mine has not been so thor-

oughly developed. The drifting, raising,

etc., in it amount to only 31,000 ft., or,

say, six miles. In comparing the esti-

mates of tonnage with the lineal develop-

ment in the case of the two companies

the difference is obvious. Yet this is no

disparagement of the management of the

Boston company. On the contrary, I am
led to wonder if the L'tah mine may not

have been over-developed. The porphyry

is after all rather uniform and it must be

mined without close discrimination ; any-

way, both companies contemplate mining

the whole of the enriched zone. The Bos-

ton company had the advantage of the re-

sults of the costly work of the L'tah com-
pany in proving the uniformity of the ore

occurrence, and it seems to me has been

correct in relying upon a less amount of

actual opening. It is questionable whether

the L'tah company would have done so

much drifting had it not been consider-

ing that it was developing its mine with

the view of extracting the ore by caving.

Of this, however, more later. Neither

company has done any extensive diamond
drilling. The ore is soft and seamy and
does not give any core.

Both mines were admirably situated for

economical development, their ground be-

ing capable of entry by adit levels, while

the L'tah company was able to go into the

mountains on both sides of the gulch, and

the rise of the mountains is so steep that

the adits rapidly gain depth. Besides the

cupper, the ore coiitams a little gold and
silver, chiefly gold. The precious-metal

value may be generalized eiMiscrvatively

at 25c. per ton. If we say .'Sc. per ton in

gold and silver, and 30 lb. in copper, and
multiply by the tonnage estimates, wc get

stupendous figures. Even at the milling

rate of 10,000 tons per day, for which the

equipment will be ready by Oct. l, 1907,

or, say, 3,600,000 tons per annum (it being

planned to operate every day save the

few holidays), the life of these mines will

probably exceed that of many of the men
who are now developing them ; and ihcy

arc nearly all young men.

Methods of Mining

The methods of mining arc as unique

as the mines and have involved the solu-

tion of many difficult problems in their

development. At first sight the impres-

sive feature is their colossal scale. An
idea of this may be obtained from the

panoramic view which accompanies this

article. The essential features are the

first introduction of the steam shovel in

metal mining west of the Rock/ moun-
tains, and some natural conditions which

temporarily, at least, limit the complete

application of this cheap method of min-

ing in one of the porphyry mines of Bing-

ham. The methods employed by the two
companies differ materially in several im-

portant particulars. The Boston com
pany is using steam shovels exclusively

and expects to continue to do so. The
Utah company is at present mining both

by the steam shovel and by the caving

system, but aims gradually to abandon the

latter.

The steam-shovel work does not require

any very minute description because it is

in detail similar to the same kind of work

that is done in the iron mines of Michi-

gan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and to

steam-shovel excavation in general. As
applied at Bingham, the steam shovel is

first put to work removing the gravel and

,cap-rock, which is called "stripping." The
stripping is necessarily kept well ahe^d

of the digging of ore. Up to date the

Boston company has been engaged solely

in stripping, its mill not yet being ready

to receive ore ; the Utah company is both

stripping and digging ore, it having been

milling 3000 tons of ore per day since

about the middle of July. In the steam-

shovel work the ground is taken down in

benches, which are from 30 to 50 ft. in

hight. It has been found undesirable to

put a steam shovel at work against a bank

much higher than 30 ft., because of the

danger of the bank caving down. The

Boston comjfcny has one Vulcan shovel of

3 c'u.yd. capacity and three Marions of

5 cu.yd. The Utah company has four

Marions. The men operating these shov-

els are chiefly men who have been engaged

in railway work or iron mining in the

East. According to them the Bingham
porphyry is favorable digging ground. It

is certainly a revelation to the Western
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mining man to sec une of these |iuwertul

niuchiiies claw up 5 cu.ytl. of porphyry

from a rock face, swiiiR the shovel over a

car ami deposit its load in the fraction of

a minute.

Loosening the Gkounu

1 he Hostim company loosens the ground
hy sinking holes with churn drills and ex-

ploding; larue charges of dynamite in them.

It has live Keystone drills for this work.

These use a 5^-in. hit, making a hole

ah.. Ill l\' . in in ,|i .ni.l.T \v|il.-l> i^ vn,,l

glycerine is used, the former grade being

most commonly employed. This grade

Costs it.sc. per Ih. at Bingham. As much
as 225,000 tons of rock have been dislodged

by a blast of nine holes, the powder cost

being about 1.5c. per ton.

In the Utah mine the ground is loosened

by means of 3'4-in. Ingersoll air <lrills,

which put down holes 20 ft. deep with

1'4-in. steel, star hits. These holes are

put down IS to 20 ft. apart, about 20 ft.

back from the face. It is obviously a less

. (t,.;. 1,1 iinthnd fif loosening the ground

honlder~

up.

jiiirc further breaking

Ha.n'dling the Rock

The Boston mine is laid out with tracks

of J. ft. gage and grades not exceeding 2.5

per cent. On these are operated iH ton

Porter locomotives, which draw trains of

12 cars of seven tons capacity each. There
are 12 of these locomotives. The Utah
mine has tracks of 4 ft. &</! in. (standard)

gage at grades as high as, 5 per cent. The
•! • " '•'• 45-ton locomotives and

.STE.\M SHOVEL, UTAH COPPEH CO.MPANY

This photograph shows several of the drifts run for the development of the mine, which h.Tve lH>i-n uncovered liy
the steam shovel excavation.

to a depth of 150 or 160 ft. The holes are

put down 15 to 20 ft. below the level of

the bench that is being broken so as to

insure loosening of the ground below the

level on which the steam shovel is at

work and prevent the existence of un-

broken knobs in the floor, which would be

troublesome to the shovel. The holes are

put down about 30 ft. apart and at such

distance back from the face of the bench
that the horizontal distance from the face

at the bottom will be about 30 ft. From
six to nine holes are shot at a time, with

1200 to 4700 lb. of dynamite per hole. Dy-
namite with 40 and 60 per cent, of nitro-

than that whicli has been adopted by the

Boston company. The extensive charac-

ter of the underground workings in the

Utah mine is practically prohibitive as to

the use of churn drills there.

By either method the ground is so thor-

oughly shaken up that the shovels have
no difficulty in handling it. One of these

shovels will easily handle a boulder of

several tons' weight. Such boulders as

fall too big for the shovel to take up are

blasted while the shovel is idle between
trains, but the porphyry is -so seamy and
is so thoroughly shattered by the main
blasts that there are mmpar.-itively few

two standard railway cars per train. Here
the steam shovel loads directly into the

car which is to take the ore to the mill.

In the Boston system transfer is neccs

sary. The latter is effected by running the

trains of narrow-gage cars around to the

Carr fork side of the mountain and dump-
ing into bins which discharge into the cars

of a four-track gravity railway, about 1600

fl. long at 30 to 40 per cent, grade, dis-

charging into a 3000-ton cylindrical steel

tank at the main railway track connectirg

with the Rio Grande system. This track

skirts the mountain, passing through a

tunnel .iIicMt ?m ft l..ng. and connects
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with the Rio Grande in the main working

yard of the Utah Copper Company. From
this point the ore ol both companies goes

to the mills at Gartield, 27 miles distant,

via the Rio Grande "high line." The

branch of the Boston company is about

one mile long and is costing about $60,000,

which will give an idea of the cost of

railway construction under difficult con-

ditions in that vicinity.

It will be observed that there is a rad-

ical difference in the methods adopted by

the two conipanics for the h.-indling of the

material. The L'tah eliminates all re-

handling from the time the steam shovel

originally loads the car, but gains that

advantage at the e.xpense of a heavier

train equipment, including locomotives of

such size that two men arc required in the

cab, together with a brakenian, according

to union rules, while the Boston locomo-

tives are handled by one man each. By

the use of narrow-gage tracks the Boston

company gains the advantage of more

elasticity in the laying-out, which is of

considerable importance on so steep a

hillside, at the e.xpense of an inevitable

transfer, and in this particular case of

two transfers. The second transfer, how-

ever, is necessitated by the natural posi-

tion of the property so high up on the

mountain. Both transfers are made by

gravity, but men are required at the head

and foot of the tramway. The additional

expense per ton of ore on this account

ought not to be large. The principal ob-

jection to it is perhaps the danger of a

breakdown which would temporarily cut

oft the mine from the mill.

DlSPOS.\L OF THE STRIPPING

While the natural position of the Bos

ton property puts it at a certain disad-

vantage in the matter of getting the ore

down the mountain, as pointed out above,

it confers a very important advantage in

another respect. This is the disposal of

the stripping, which is simply run around

to the Carr fork side, as the cars receive

it from the shovels, and dumped down the

hillside upon the quartzite formation,

where it finds a final resting place. The
Boston management estimates that it has

capacity for piling 42,000,000 tons of

stripping upon the quartzite, within a mile

of the property, which under the most un-

favorable circumstances would correspond

to the extraction of 84,000,000 tons of ore.

This is assuming that the relative thick-

ness of cap-rock and ore zone are as 1 :2.

or, say, 150:300 ft., which figures are ap-

proximately correct for the portion of the

property that is now being worked. I do

not know if any estimates of the actual

relative thickness of cap-rock and ore

over the whole of both of these properties

have been made. It is certain, however,

that the thickness of the cap-rock in-

creases in going up the mountain, and al-

though in going southeasterly the Boston

company has some comparatively low-

lying ground, on the whole the amount of

stripping to be done from the Boston

property is doubtless considerably more
than from the Utah. In this connection

it may be noted that the Boston company
is beginning operations at the point

where its cap-rock is about the thickest.

The ratio of cap-rock to ore in the part

of the Utah property that is now being

worked is about 1 :5.

The disadvantage of the Boston com-

pany in the matter of greater volume of

material to be removed cuts much less

figure in the mind, however, when the

conditions at the Utah property arc stud-

ied. There this question immediately

arises : although the amount of stripping

is comparatively light, being as little as 30
ft. at some points near the bottom of the

canon, what is going to be done with it?

The headquarters of the mine, and the

main openings into the mine are right at

the bottom of the cat'ion, down which

passes the stream of the cafion ai.d the

county road. The dump-room immedi-

ately adjacent to the mine is now very

small indeed. Of course, the exigencies

of this 'iituation are fully appreciated by

the Utah management ; so much so, in-

deed, that it has made a contract with

the Rio Grande railway to remove waste

rock to the mouth of Bingham canon at a

cost of 7c. per ton for the carriage ; and
now, evidently foreseeing that the rail-

way company may not be able to move the

tonnage, the Utah Copper Company itself

is grading a line for several miles down
Bingham canon, this grade being above

the Rio Grande high line.

It is clear that the disposal of waste

will be a good deal more costly to the Utah
company than it will be to the Boston,

and because of this problem, and possibly

for other reasons, the caving system of

underground mining, for which the mine

was originally opened, will not be en-

tirely abandoned. This is manifested by

extensive developments in preparation for

caving which are now being carried on in

the mine, and by the fact that the main
adit levels on both sides of the cafion are

being enlarged to 12x14 f'-. so that regu-

lar railway cars can be run into the mine

to receive ore directly from the chutes.

It is hoped, however, that in the course

of two or three years sufficient ground
can be stripped to enable all of the ore re-

quired by the mill to be dug by steam
shovel, and the company is planning its

operations with that in view.

The Caving System in the Utah Mine

The caving system as practised in this

mine is simple and efficient. The ground
is cut up by drifts and crosscuts into

blocks 50 ft. square or 100 ft. square. .\

large part of the development work is

done with 50-ft. blocks, especially in the

west mine. From the main level raises

are put up to the cap-rock at an angle of

about 55 deg. Sub-levels are opened at

vertical intervals of 30 to 33 ft. The cav-

ing is conducted from the top downward.

block by block. In starting the cave in

any block, raises (or mill hulcs) arc put

up from the sub-level next below opening

into the block to be caved with funnel-

shape tops, and slopes are opened into the

block from the sub-level on which the

caving is to be done. The ore stoped falls

down into the funnel-shape openings of

the mill holes and is drawn off through

chutes into cars on the sub-level next be-

low, or perhaps lower down, and is

trammed to the nearest main raise, through

which it is dropped to the main level.

These raises arc made at the angle of

so to ss deg., because at that the ore

slides down freely and can be handled
most easily.

The effect of the sloping on the sub-

level to which the cave is to be brought
down is to leave the upper part of the

block supported by pillars. The caving
is then brought about by robbing and
shooting down the pillars until they will

no longer support the weight and the

block crushes down, the cap-rock follow-

ing. When the pillars have been cut

down to small dimensions, holes are drilled

in them, loaded and fired, knocking out
the legs so to speak; but sometimes the

roof will not cave down for two or three

days. The caved material is finally drawn
off through the mill holes. It will be re-

membered that this mine has been de-

scribed as occurring on both sides of a

canon with rather steep sides, the cap-rock

and the ore beneath it sluping approxi-

mately the same as the sides of the moun-
tains. Consequently in an easterly-west-

erly cross-section the mine has the gen-

eral shape of a triangular trough. The
caving is begun at the rims of the trough
and is brought downward step by step in

a broad section. One such section has al-

ready been caved completely down on the

eastern side of the canon, showing on the

surface as a broad depression extending

up the mountain side. This section is at

the lower end of the property. Similar

sections will now be caved going up the

caiion.

The Mathematics of the Caving

System

In order to get a good understanding of

the caving system of mining it is neces-

sary to analyze the results that are

achieved by it. Taking the case of the

mine of the Utah Copper Company, a

block of ground opened by drifts at so-

ft, centers, the sub-levels being 33 ft.

apart, will contain 50 X SO X 3i — 82,500

cu.ft. The drifts run around the block

are about 7 ft. high and 2.5 ft. wide.' Con-
sequently 7 X 2.5 X 190 = 3325 cu.ft. of

ore are removed from the block by drift-

ing, which is a comparatively expensive

form of mining. This part of the mining
cost might perhaps be reduced by develop-

ing by means of drift stopes, but it i?

The actual width of the drifts li about
."1 ft., but of course only ono half of that
Is changeable to any particular block.
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highly desirable to avoid the use of tim-

her in these developments, merely as a

matter of expense, and in the Utah mine

it is considered that 5 ft. is as wide as it

is desiralili- to make the drifts, .\nyway,

drifting in this mine is clieap, 5.N7-ft.

drifts costing only $,? per foot, and raises

$j. Scarcely any timber is used. Now let

us suppose that fonr raises, 5.X7 ft., each

.1,1 ft. long, have been put up into the

block, the excavation in this .way is 4 X .S

\ 7 X ii = 4620 cu.ft. .\ssuming then

that 35,000 cu.ft. of stoping arc done in

the block, the total excavation by drifting,

raising and stoping per block is 33,<)43

cu.ft, or about 40 per cent, of the total

(8j,500 cu.ft.). John McDonald, the

foreman of the Utah mine, informed me
that 40 per cent, of the ore was about the

proportion of the extraction in the above

way in that mine. On that assumption, 40

per cent, of the ore is subject to the reg

ular mining co;ts, while on the remain-

ing do per cent, which i< caved down <;\ib-

muckers, $J.75 ; liinbernien, $3.25 ; hand

trammers, $J.75. (This scale was estab-

lished Dec. I, 1906, being an advance of

JSc. per shift all around, and is to be in

effect so long as copper is at or above l8c.

per lb. at New York.) Under these con-

ditions the mining in the regular way

should be done for somethmg less than

$1.20 per ion. The caved ore can prob

ably be removet^ for 15c. per Ion. If then

four tons of ore were mined at $i.ao per

ton, or $4.8a and six tons at 15c. per ton

or ijoc., the total for 10. ions would be

$5.70, or 57c. per Ion. It would not be

proper to estimate that figure as 4he prob-

able cost of mining by the caving system

in the Utah mine, because a considerable

part of the development work has already

been done (approximately 17 miles having

been done). As a matter of fact the cav-

ing at present is said to be costing a few

cents per ton less than I have estimated.

The cost will be somewhat reduced by

(Ir.Twins <lircctlv into the raihvav car<!

7

m^ '•:^>*-'

peeled thai 90 per cent, uf the ore will be

extracted, but upon this point there is

considerable difference of opinion among
the caving experts. The ore is drawn off

until waste begins lo appear, but natural-

ly the line of division is not kharp and.

there is inevitably some mixture of

crushed cap-rock as ihe latter follows

down.

With respect to the main adils which

are now being enlarged lo full standard-

gage railway size, the cars are to be op

crated \mderground by electric locomo-

tives, The adits have several branches

which lake the cars lo convenient chutes,

everything bting arranged like a system

of spur tracks on the surface. There is

a large, straight tunnel into the Pilares

mine, at Nacozari, Mexico, into which

narrow-gage railway cars are pushed from

the main line from the mill, but so far as

I am aware the mine of the Utah Copper

Company is to be the first one into which

the larpe car^ of a standard-gnge rail-

~TEAM SHOVEL IX OPERATION, UTAH
COPPER COMPANY

KEYSTONE DRILLING RIG, BOSTON

CONSOLIDATED

STEAM SHOVELS IN OPERATION, BOSTON

CONSOLIDATED

stantially the only cost is that of drawing

it off from the chutes, tramming to the

main chutes and thence removing to the

surface.

Cost of Mining, by the C.wing System

The estimates which I shall give arc

purely tentative, but will serve to illus-

trate the general conditions. The mine is

opened by large adit levels through which

the ore is drawn in trains of side-dump-

ing cars by means 'of electric locomo-

tives. The haulage is comparatively

short. The ore is comparatively soft and

breaks easily. In driving a 5x7-ft. drift,

two shifts (eight hours each) with a 3;.x-

in. Ingersoll drill advance about 7 ft.

The mine is quite dry and the ventilation

could hardly be surpassed. Scarcely any

timber is required. The ore stands about

15 cu.ft. to the ton. The scale of wages
is; machinemen, $3.25 per eight hours;

helpers, $3; hand-steel miners, $2.75(5)3:

However, it is evident that the cost of

mining by the caving system, economical

as it is, will be a good deal higher than

by the steam-shovel work.

FvKTHER Points Respecting the C.wing

System

It is obvious from the previous analy

sis that the caving system as practised at

the Utah mine, and indeed any form of

the system, becomes more economical the

more development work can be reduced.

In the Utah mine the sub-levels were

originally driven only 16 ft. apart. The
interval was then increased to 33 ft,

which, of course, cut down the amount
of driving to one-half. Why not then in-

crease the interval further? The answer

is that as the blocks become larger the

control of the process becomes more diffi-

cult and among other things there is dan

ger of increased loss of ore. As prac-

tised at present in the Utah mine it is ex-

way are to be run. There is no particular

boldness about this, but the expedient is

certainly novel and illustrative of the

broad scale upon which these mines are

being developed.

Cost of Steam-shovel Mining

I do not suppose that as yet anyone

knows very closely what the cost of the

steam-.sliovel mining is going to be. The
method is being applied under new con-

ditions and construction is going on side

by side with the actual mining, making it

difficult to separate precisely the expenses.

The bulk of the primary construction will

have been completed this fall and in 1908

the companies will have a straight operat-

ing year, wherefore by Jan. i, 1909, some

reliable figures ought to be available. In

the meanwhile it may be said that the pre-

liminary estimates of the respective man-
agements appear lo be amply conservative.

The managements of both companies ad-
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vised their directors that the cost of min-

ing would be 40c. per ton. Actually the

Boston Consolidated is now mining the

overburden for about 25c. per ton. How-
ever, this is being done with entirely new
equipment and the account for repairs and

renewals is doubtless somewhat below what

eventually it will be. The wear and tear

on a steam shovel (which costs $12,000

f.o.b. works) is extraordinarily severe and

the life of the machine is only three or

four years. The wear and tear on the

locomotives and cars is equally severe.

On the other hand, it is certain that a

good deal of anticipatory v.ork is being

charged up in the present cost of mining.

It is probable that the average cost of

mining and removing material will come
down to 20C. per ton. On that basis the

cost of mining one ton of cap- rock would

be 20c. and two tons of ore 40c., a total of

the ore of the Boston Consolidated will

be extracted somewhat more cheaply than

that of the Utah Copper Company, at

least until the latter is able to abandon

the caving system.

1 spent only two days on these proper-

ties, which are of such magnitude and

complexity of conditions that a month's

study would be none too long to arrive at

a thorough understanding of the working

conditions, and it is therefore to be un-

derstood that the estimates which I have

made are nothing more than hasty approx-

imations. I have felt, however, that a

better understanding of the problems in-

volved in the mining of this gigantic ore-

body, the differences in the methods

adopted by the two companies, and the

conditions which will affect the profits

from their exploitations would be reached

if the various conditions, methods, etc.,

tion of the silver-lead mines, and amounts

to $2,442,105. Coal is responsible for an

increase of $1,725,210, and the quantity ex-

ported is greater by 533,852 tons. The
oversea trade continues to exhibit a

marked expansion, and the quantity of

coal shipped to places outside Australasia

during the six months totals 1,521,095 tons,

having a value of $3,745,460. The outlook

of the coal industry for the balance of this

year is excellent. Very extensive orders

have been placed with Newcastle col-

lieries by the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company and other large users on the

Pacific coast in addition to the large naval

contracts for the coaling of the large

Pacific battleship fleet. In connection

with the production of copper and tin, an

increase in value of $823,730 and $387,025

is respectively indicated. A comparison

of the figures of the second quarter of this

:4^
INCERSOLL DRILLS. VT.\H COPPER COMP.^NV OKE TR.M.N". BOSTON CONSOLIDATED

60c., which would be 30c. per ton of

ore.

On the whole it appears likely that the

cost to the Utah Copper Company will be

about the same, possibly a little less, in

so far as the steam-shovel work is con-

cerned, because, although the cost of dig-

ging alone by its system may be a little

higher and the cost of removing cap-rock

will doubtless be considerably higher, the

proportion of cap-rock to be removed is

materially less, the proportion where work
is now being done being probably not

more than 1:5. If, then, the cost of dig-

ging cap-rock were 20c. per ton, removing

the same 7c. per ton and digging ore 20c.

per ton; and if 0.2 ton of cap-rock were

removed per ton of ore, the cost per ton

of ore would be 25.4c. per ton. The final

cost per ton of ore delivered to the mills

will depend naturally upon the relative

proportion of the whole ore won by cav-

ing and by steam shoveling. In view of

the necessity for extracting a certain pro-

portion by the former and more costly

system, it would appear that on the whole

were represented by figures. In a subse-

quent article I shall discuss the transpor-

tation of the ore to Garfield and the mill-

ing operations to be conducted there.

Mineral Exports from New
South Wales

The Under-Secretary for Mines has fur-

nished a return showing the quantity and
value of silver, copper, tin and coal ex-

ported from New South Wales during six

months ended June 30, 1907. The figures

are as follows : Silver, ingots and matte,

167,330 07-., value $108,815; silver-lead con-

centrates, 202,591 tons, $8,328,760; copper,

ingots and ore, 5979 tons, $2,682,930; tin,

ingots and ore, 1506 tons, $1,324,670; coal

(to Australasian and other ports), 2,675,-

672 tons, $6,129,955. The total value of

exports is $18,575,130. These figures in-

dicate a net increase for the half-year of

$5,378,070, as compared with the cor-

responding period in 1906. The largest

advance occurs in the value of the produc-

year with those of the first quarter shows
that the mining industry continues on the

up-grade. The exports for the June quar-

ter are valued at $9,447,855, as against $9,-

127,27s for the March quarter, or an in-

crease of $320,580. The value of the cop-

per and tin ore imported into the State

during the half-year for treatment here is

$259,385 and $444,910 respectively.

1 he mines of Cobalt have shipped up

to July I, 1907 13,862 tons of ore of an

estimated value of $10,000,000. From sta-

tistics collected by the Toronto World, it

is calculated that the production of the

present year will probably reach $11,000,-

000. The output for 1904 was 158 tons,

valued at $136,217; in 1905, 2144 tons,

valued at $1,473,196; in 1906, 5129 tons

valued at $3,900,000. The production of

the first six months of the present year

was 6431 tons having an estimated value

of $4,890,017, or more than the entire out-

put of last year and nearly half the total

production during the life of the camp.
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The Question of Riffles

Si'ECi.\L Correspondence

The readers of the Joukn.\l are all more

or less familiar with the various pamphlet

catalogs issued by the manufacturers of

the different types of riffled-top concen-

trating tables, in which the advantages of

some form of gradually sloping groove are

substituted for the rectangular cross sec-

tion of the Wiltley type of rifHe, as for in-

stance, the spiral piano. It is undoubtedly

true that the Wiltlcy form of riffled sur-

face, as well as all the other modified

forms of riffled or grooved table tops, tends

to destroy the stratification of the differ-

ent minerals and gangue, in their passing

over riffles. The gently slanting grooves

and slanting-sided riffles have for their

aim, the modifying of the disturbing

features of the riffle or rectangular sec-

tion. Obviously the extreme limit of this

modification would be a perfectly smooth

table top without any riffles, or grooves,

or unevenness whatever. Upon such a

top, the stratification would not be dis-

turbed by the passing over the riffles or

grooves. This, however, is practically im-

possible in any form of wet concentrating

table. It has actually been accomplished,

however, in a new form of top as now
provided in the Sutton, Steele & Steele

dry table.

In this table, the air under constant

slight pressure passes up through the per-

vious top, causing the ore to move or float

evenly. The riffle effect in this new form

of top is obtained by narrow, tapering,

diagonally terminated strips of paper

upon the under side of the muslin top.

These impervious strips of paper cause a

series of dead lines, corresponding to the

position of the riffles, which present no

unevenness of the surface, do not upset

or destroy the stratification of mineral,

and yet the slight retarding is suflScient to

give all the separating effect of riffles so

that when the table is in operation, it has

exactly the appearance of a riffled tabic,

1 ut when the table is stopped, the entire

covering of ore is in stratification, and

with the streaks of separated metals. So

nearly perfect is the action of this table

that carbonates of lead and copper are

saved satisfactorily, even the azurite and

malachite separating into blue and green

streaks.

The accompanying diagram shows the-

great capacity—44 tons per day on coarser

sizes, down to 15 tons on fine dust. The
almost incredible saving shown is un-

doubtedly assisted by the degree of sizing,

but in all cases, the separations are much

sharper than upon any form of wet table.

The great capacity is due to the greater

mobility of material and great speed of

table movement.

The interesting point is that finally.

upon a dry concentrating table, is found

the ideal form of riffled top. the riffles be-

ing below a smooth and unobstructed

deck.

In the accompanying sketch, Fig. i,

.-( i< tlif pcrvioii-- •'•i\\ n; II ti jm-

\r \

KIG. 1. SECTION OF RIFFLES

pervious paper strips; C C, supporting

ribs; D, bar, or open cloth to support

paper strips. The table upon which the

diagram. Fig. 2, is based is given here.

T^SOOO

pany, Furcka, Utah, is a tabulated state-

ment made from a tola! of 84 assays made
while a carload of concentrates was being
turned out on a Sutton, Steele & Steele

dry concentrating table from ore sized in

a Kcedy dry ore sizer. The memorandum
is as follows: "Total concentrates 61,359

lb. Average assay of heads 9.77 per cent.

Ph. Weight of heads 382,776 lb. Tails

difference. Average assay of tails 0.8 per

cent. Pb. Average assay of concentrates

56,58 per cent. Pb. .\verage recovery of

lead contained in heads 92.77 per cent.

Note tendency to concentrate by sizing;

26-mesh stock assayed 6.85 Pb. while 173

mesh shows 21.71 per cent, Pb. Note also

tile cfiurse of grinding. System of grinding

Kranulates the ore— it docs not tend great-

ly to sliming. Note the small percentage

of the fine sizes ; and above all note the

high percentage of recovery of lead, 92.77

per cent. The lead in the ore is in both

galena and carbonates. Yet the average

tails contained only 0.8 per cent. Pb. Sil-

ver recovery does not show as well as the

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III in 1 1 SA' 1 1 1 1 So' 1 1 60^ M lie 1 1 1 1 813 I M I M M 1 1 1 1 ixQl 1 1 1

1
1

1
1 <!.](,

Number of Meshes oer Lineal Inch

FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY DIAGRAM

TABLE II.

•
'"'ado

TABLE I.

Mesb. Lb. ! Lb. Time.
Cons. Heads. Min.

Cons. Heads
per ! pr>r

Hour. Hour.

26
36
50
62
72
86
lie
140
200

12,896 89.955 1.315
3.345 23.715 40O
3,128 17.278 350
2.616 13.119 265
2.827 14.213 280
1.883 10.157 260
2.069 9.643 245
1 .706 6.623 290
968 3,808 160

588
502
636
615
607
462
506
253
S64

4.104
3.561
2.963
3.087
3.050
2.441
2.361
1.371
1.432

ToUUfl.. 31.437 I8S.6U 3.5S5

lead owing to the fact that the silver in

the ore is not all combined with the lead.

It is largely in chloride form showing in

the cleavage of the quartz. Also some
free silver finely disseminated in the

quartz. The saving of the silver was
about 70 per cent, of the total content.

;),65,i mln. = 69.25 hr.

31 437
'

' = 630 lb. cone, per hr. (all sixes mlied).

-i7^,^ = 3.181 lb. heads per hr. (all sizes mixed).
59.25

Total average Pb. loss In lalls. 0.8 per cent.

Table II, from the Cactus Ore Com-

During 1906, the North Wales lead

mines produced 8347 tons of dressed ore

valued at £102,197, as compared with 8249

tons valued at .i76,9io during 1905. the

rise in the value reflecting the increase in

the market price of the metal. The chief

increase in the output was in the Mont-
gomery district where it rose from 752

tons to IS37 tons. On the other hand, the

product of the Flint and Denbigh mines

decreased from 691 1 tons to 6201 tons.
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Influence o( Iron in Copper

Electrolysis

small amount of nitric acid added to a

cold solution of volume 200 c.c. can ex-

ercise scarcely any oxidizing action.

By E. L. Larison *

The metal most frequently associated

with copper is iron, and the separation of

these two is the commonest which the

analyst must make. Qualitatively the

separation presents no difficulties by elec-

trolysis; that is, in depositing copper by

an electric current there is no danger of

contamination by iron, and the separation

is complete. .'Xn examination and com-

parison of current densities, voltages, and

time required for the deposition of a given

quantity of copper in the presence of vary-

ing amounts of iron, shows that quantita-

tively its influence is a considerable

matter.

The following results show the retarda-

tion of varying amounts of iron. The ma-

terials used were CuSOi— SH2O and

FeSOi— 7H:0. The iron was oxidized

by nitric acid in each case and after neu-

tralization with NH.OH, 2 c.c. each nitric

and sulphuric acids were added.

No.
fuso,.
Grams.

FeSO..
Grama. Amp. V.

"4

9J

s

g
c

1.

3.

3.

0.6
.0.6
0.6

0.36
0.60

0.7
0.8

0.75-0.8

3.1-3.6
3.3

2.9-3.0

16
16
15

0.0870
0.0822
0.0766

The following on i-gram samples of two

grades of matte and a heavy sulphide ore

:

u 0}

No. Material. Amp. V.
»2

I. ' Matte. 26.23 47.07 1.65 3.0 100
X Matte. 46.38 ia.65 1.70 3.2 85
3. Ore. 33.43 2.46 1.35 3.5 64

These latter results were obtained with

rather high current density and using a

stirrer. They show the eflfect of high iron

percentages in practical daily determina-

tions. It is striking to note that in No. i

0.^707 gram Cu was deposited in a little

less than double the time required for

about 1/20 of that amount in Xo. 3.

It is usual and almost essential to effect

decomposition, and solution of copper, by

means of nitric acid. The iron present

will always exist then as a ferric salt

when the solution is put on the battery.

The following results, obtained with salts,

show quite clearly that it is iron in the

ferric state that retards the operation.

No. I contained no iron. No. 2 con-

tained iron in the ferrous condition. In

No. 3 the iron was oxidized to the ferric

state by nitric acid, .\fter making neutral

with ammonia, 2 c.c. each nitric and

sulphuric acids was added to have con-

ditions the same as in practice. This

No. CuSO.,
Oram

FeSO,,
Ornni. .\mp. V.

Time.
Minutes.

1.

2.

3.

1

1

1

1

1

in
1 :l

1 :l

S.6
HI

60
6S

•Chemist, Ducktown Sulphur, Toppor and
Iron Company, Isabella, Tennessee.

The current apparently must reduce a

certain amount of the ferric iron to the

ferrous condition before all the copper

can be deposited. A solution going on the

battery usually contains at the start

CuSO., (Fel. (SOOa, HA H:SO„ HNOj
and possibly small amounts of other salts

which can usually be neglected.

At the cathode copper is deposited and

hydrogen set free. The solution is very

ready to use hydrogen however, and few

bubbles of it can be seen. It probably re-

acts mostly with the ferric sulphate and

slightly with the nitric acid. Ferric sul-

phate is reduced to ferrous

Fe=(S0.)3 + 2H = 2FeSO. + H2SO.

Nitric acid is reduced to ammonia ' which

is immediately neutralized by the excess

of nitric and sulphuric acids.

HNO3 -f 8H = NH.OH + 2H,0

In time this reaction may proceed so far

as to make the solution alkaline. Hydro-

gen bubbles also appear in increasing

numbers as the reduction proceeds.

.At the anode, in a solution like the

above, oxygen is given off freely from the

start. It is due both to a decomposition

of water by the current, and by the SOi

ions set free in the breaking up of CuSO..

Very often the anode is slightly covered

with manganese or lead oxides.

The process of electrolysis exercises in

the main a reducing influence on an elec-

trolyte such as the above. Further re-

duction, and probably the retardation of

the deposition of copper, comes about

through some such reaction as the follow-

ing:

Cu -f Fe...(S0.)3 = CuSO,, X 2FeS0.

That is, copper already deposited or on

the point of being deposited is attacked

by the ferric sulphate and dissolved,

thereby also reducing the ferric to ferrous

sulphate. When the process has gone on

for a time, the electrolyte becomes so

dilute with respect to the ferric sulphate

that the last of the copper is able to keep

its place upon the cathode. This accounts

for the difficulty of, and comparatively

great time necessary for, the removal of

the last few milligrams of copper from a

solution high in iron. When using a

stirrer and high currents, a very small re-

duction in the current density is quickly

followed by the re-solution of much of

the deposited copper. It seems as if the

copper is able to keep its place on the

cathode only with a certain electrical, or

reducing tension.

.A frequent occurrence with solutions

high in iron is the formation of a "brown

ring" similar to the characteristic test for

nitric acid and nitrates. This indicates

re-oxidation of the ferrous salt by the

nitric acid and usually means a slow de-

position of copper. If the solution be
stirred after this brown ring appears a

large part of the deposited copper will be
quickly dissolved.

In order to determine the extent of re-

duction, whether there is any uniformity

about it, and the effect of stirring, the fol-

lowing figures were obtained. The solu-

tion in each case contained 2 c.c. each ni-

tric and sulphuric acids and the volume
was 200 c.c. The amount of iron reduced
was determined by titration with perman-
ganate, after all copper was deposited.

Solution Stibbed.

u d s 1
,-

No. Material. ^"a S

£

a
S Tliiie

Minute

1. Matte. 25.23 19.39 5.84 1 65 3.0 ! 100
2. Matte. 46.38 40.13 6.26 1 70 3.2

i
85

3. Ore. 33.43 20.62 6.81 1 35 3.6 64
4. 0.2g.Fe. 0.16); O.OSg 0.1 2.6 100

SoLnTioN Stationary.

\n Material. h 1
f1

V
Time.

&'-' P <!
Hr. M.

1. Matte. 26.23 16.10 9.13 0.3 2.4 13
2. Matte. 46.38 37.5 8.88 0.3 2.S 10 46
3. Ore. 33.43 23.49 9.94 0.3 2.5 5 46
4. 0.2g.Fe 0.057g 0.143gj 0.1 2.5 100

In each of these cases only a small part

of the iron is not reduced. There seems

to be a fairly uniform amount remaining

too, at least, in each group taken separ-

ately. In the stirred solutions from S to

6 per cent, of the iron remains in the fer-

ric state, while if they are left stationary

from 9 to 10 per cent, remains. This re-

duction cannot be considered as merely

incidental, because of the very obvious re-

(tardation of copper deposition, also be-

cause of the' uniformity of the reduction.

It is to be expected that it would have to

proceed farther in the stirred solution for

the reason that a solvent is always more
effective if circulated.

Circulation of the solution not only

allows the use of higher current densi-

ties and thereby more rapid work, but it

gives the current greater efficiency as the

above results show. Less ampere-hours

are necessary to deposit a given amount
of copper if a solution is stirred, than if

it is stationary. This is due not only to

the fact that the solution is kept uniform

and the copper deposits more rapidly, but

also the reducing effect on the iron is

much greater and consequently the dis-

solving power of the solution is decreased

much sooner. The retardation when
using a stirrer, while distinctly noticeable,

is not so important as when the solution

is stationary. A very rapid method of

reducing iron before applying the current

would save time. The ordinary methods
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of reduction all have objections or take

too much time to be of advantage.

The influences of iron in copper elec-

trolysis may be summed up as follows

:

1. High percentages i)f iron in the fer-

ric condition materially retard copper de-

position. I-'errous salts have little or no

effect.

2. The ctfcct of the electric current in

the usual solution is to reduce ferric salts

to ferrous. This reduction must proceed

to a certain point before all the copper

will remain on the cathode. This point is

about the same whatever be the iron and

copper percentages, but it varies some as

the solution is circulated or stationary.

J. Rapid circulation of the solution by

a stirrer permits the use of high current

densities without sponging, thereby mak-

ing deposition faster. The current also is

more efficient for both depositing copper

and reducing iron.

Mining in Western Australia

In a recent speech the Premier of this

State said that the mining industry of the

State employs over 20,000 men, of whom,
on Dec. 31 last, 15,111 were employed in

mines, and the balance in digging and

prospecting. The Government has given

every possible assistance to prospecting

parties, of which during last year it fitted

out no fewer than 22. The high prices

ruling for copper and tin have stimulated

the search for those minerals. From Kim-
berley to Phillips river copper deposits

are being prospected and opened up. The
copper production for the first three

months of 1907 at Phillips river alone is

valued at £20,983. while for the whole of

1906 it was valued at £25,270. In the Mt
Morgans district the Anaconda mine, for

the first three months of 1907, reported

copper ore to the value of £18,454, while

the total reported production for 1906

amounted to £21,934. Mining has never

been more prosperous in the history of

the State. During the first four months

of this year the State produced copper to

the value of £86,735, and tin to the value

of £59,992. The output of coal has slightly

increased. During the coming year it is

proposed to construct water works for the

mining and domestic supply of Leonora

and district, and to make an ample supply

of salt water available for the Norseman
district, and at the same time deliver fresh

water stores in the recently constructed

tank for boiler purposes. An effort will

also be made to keep pace v\ith, and pos-

sibly go ahead of. the prospector, and sink

wells, cut tracks, and generally open up

the country, particularly in the far north-

ern districts.

Values in Gold Sludge Dust

A few particulars concerning the work-

ing of a device for saving values lost

by dusting during the preparation of zinc-

box precipitates for smelting are given by

the Journal of Mini's of Western Austra-

lia (June 29, 1907). A hood, suction fan

and mecJianical dust-collector system was

installed in the clean-up room at the Great

Boulder Perseverance mine at a cost of

$300 and subsequently operated as required

during the period from Oct. i, 1906, to

June 8, 1907. All screening and mixing

of sludges was done under a pyramidal-

shaped hood, fitted with side curtains

reaching to within a few inches of the

floor level. By means of the fan the dust

was drawn upward, sucked away through

an opening in the top of the hood, and de-

hvered to the dust collector, from which

the recovered material was removed at

the end of the period indicated. The quan-

tity of dust recovered was 16.3 lb., contain-

ing 29.756 oz. of fine gold valued at $615.

The total weight of sludge handled dur-

ing the eight months' period was 20,784 lb.,

and from litis 46,790 oz. of fine gold were

recovered by smelting. The recovery of

gold from the dust, though insignificant

when compared with the total values

handled, justified the cost of installation

of the system.

The Detection o( Mercury

in Exploiives*

South African Quicksilver

Deposits

.\ccording to South .-Ifruan Mines

(July 13. 1907) there are fairly extensive

quicksilver deposits in the Transvaal,

which promise to be capable of supplying

the needs of the gold-mining interests

with whatever amount of quicksilver

they require. Quicksilver claims in the

eastern Transvaal and near Hector Spruit

on the Delagoa Bay line, have been

worked to a small extent. The most

promising deposits, however, consist of

two blocks of claims belonging to the

Campbells Mercury, Ltd., and are located

about 18 miles from Hector Spruit. On
the northern block of claims is a creek

in which native quicksilver has been

found.

The native metal assays three to four

ounces gold and two days' sluicing yielded

40 lb. of quicksilver; but it is not stated

from how much material this came. There

are really two creeks which contain native

quicksilver and at their intersection the

amount present is greatest. This occur-

rence of native metal in such quantities is

unique and will doubtless result in con-

siderable discussion and investigation in

mining and geological circles.

A great objection to certain water-gas

producers is that when steam is turned on

it quickly cools the red-hot coke, but by

blowing air in with the steam in the right

proportions this trouble is obviated.

The position of Russia as the leading

producer of manganese ores is now seri--

ously threatened by the extensive devel-

opment of deposits of manganese ore in

India.

Hv W. A. Hakureaves and W. T. Rowe

The use of a very small quantity of

mercuric chloride (one part in 200,000) in

explosives is suflicient to mask the quali-

ties of the explosive when subjected to the

Abel heat test, and will increase the time

of reaction many minutes. The auUiors

have devised ,a method of demonstrating

the presence of merucuric adulterants by

extracting the mercury in metallic condi-

tion and use their process in the govern-

ment laboratory of South Australia.

One hundred grams of the substance

to be tested is ground up in a mortar with

an equal amount of purified French chalk,

the grinding being done in small quanti-

ties at a time. The mixture is put in a

flask in a water oven and attached by

glass tubing passing out of the oven

to a Woolff's flask or other absorption ap-

paratus containing 50 c.c. of water, with

0.75 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid. Aspira-

tion is applied gently to the whole system,

w hile the flask is heated to the temperature

of boiling water. In about two hours'

tiiTie the mercuric chloride will be trans-

ferred to the dilute sulphuric-acid solu-

tion in the absorption apparatus.

Electrolysis of the solution with a gold

cathode and a platinum anode, using a

current of about 0.5 amp. at 2 volts, will

yield an amalgam on the cathode which

may be weighed and the experiment made

quantitative where the quantity of mer-

cury is large. With the small quantities

usually present, no decided deposit will be

visible on the gold. The gold foil is re-

moved from the electrolyte while the cur-

rent is still running, washed in distilled wa-

ter and alcohol, dried, rolled into a cornet

and inserted into a small glass scaled tube,

6 mm. in diameter and about 35 mm. long,

which has its expanded mouth ground flat

to fit snugly against a microscope glass

slide. The glass tube is fitted in the hole

in a stout brass plate and then very gently

heated, after a dry microscope slide has

been placed on the top. A sublimate will

be obtained on the glass slide, and care

must be taken not to raise the temperature

sufliciently to re-volatilize this. The slide

on being examined under the microscope

(about 250 diameters) by transmitted and

reflected light will show globules of metal-

lic mercury of large or small size, ac-

cording to the skill with which the heat-

ing has been conducted. If the globules

are very small they may not be readily

recognized as mercury, but under the con-

ditions of the metliod any small opaque

dots, showing brilliant specks by reflected

light, must be mercury, and a repetition

of the test willl probably show larger

globules.

Vourn. 80c. Chem. Ind., .Tuly ,31, 1907
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The Lordsburg Mining Region

New Mexico

By Fayette A. Jones*

Of the many older mining regions of the

Southwest that have remained quiescent

for a number of years, by reason of the

greater attractions at Cripple Creek, and in

Alaska and Nevada, few possess as much

interest in the history of pioneer mining

as is centered about the old camp of

Shakespear, now included in the region of

Lordsburg, New Mexico.

Geography and Environs

The Lordsburg mining region lies im-

medialcly south of the village of Lords-

burg and embraces the low, short Pyramid

range of mountains. This mountain

range extends approximately 18 miles in a

north and south direction and is about 8

miles across from east to west.

This region has better transportation

facilities than is found in most mining

districts. It lies between the main line of

the Southern Pacific railway on the north

and the El Paso & Southwestern system

on the south; the Lordsburg & Hatchita

railroad connects with the other lines at

Lordsburg and Hatchita. This latter

branch extends along the east side of the

district and terminates in the copper camps

of Clifton and Morenci to the northwest.

The village of Lordsburg is a division point

0^ the Southern Pacific railway where e.x-

tensive machine shops are located, and

contains about 1000 inhabitants. The gen-

eral elevation of the region is approxi-

mately 4600 ft. Most of the district is

accessible to vehicles, being traversed by

a system of good roads.

History

This region was first invaded by pros-

pectors about 1870. These consisted of

the overflow of the more adventurous

characters from the gold camps of Eliza-

bethtown and Pinos Altos to the north,

and from the silver mines at Chloride -Flat,

near Silver City, New Mexico. These
pioneers suffered many hardships from
lack of water and from the continued

harassing of the Apache Indians. A few
years later a stampede for this new
"Eldorado" took place.

Prominent among the earlier arrivals

was a man by the name of Ralston, who
founded the old camp of Ralston, after-

ward called Shakespeare (see sketch map).
Ralston was a man of much energj',

wealth and influence, being a banker in

San Francisco at the time. Later on finan-

cial disaster overtook his mining ventures

and he was supposed to have committed
suicide by drowning, since his body was
found in San Francisco bay. Most all

the substantia! development of the district

in the early days was done by Ralston.

Unscrupulous persons at the time of the

first excitement circulated stories that the

great quartz dikes, that traverse the dis-

trict in the vicinily of Shakespeare, were

almost solid masses of gold and silver.

On top of this extraordinary announce-

ment came the report of the discovery of

diamonds near Lees peak. In an incred-

ibly short time the original hamlet of Rals-

ton had grown to be a city of 3000 in-

habitants, and it assumed the name of

Shakespeare. As soon as the falsity of

of Shakespeare. During the year 1902 a

California stock-jobbing concern erected a

small water-jacket furnace on the north

side of the Southern Pacific tracks at

Lordsburg, ostensibly to smelt the ores

of the region. The construction of this

plant was simply a ruse to fleece the pub-

lic, as it was blown in but once. In 1883,

what is known as the Leidendorf mill was
erected at a cost of $125,000, to treat the

silver ores from the old Viola (now Ve-
nus) mine. This plant is a 20-stamp pan-

*MInlDtr eneincer and economic geologist,
AlboquPT'ine, New Jlexico.

the reports became known, the exodus of

fortune hunters from this camp was more
rapid than their ingress. The period of

greatest activity was in the year 1880, at

the time when the construction of the

Southern Pacific railroad had reached

Lordsburg.

In the latter part of the seventies an

attempt was made to smelt the ores of

the district on the ground, as evidenced

by an old slag dump a short distance north

amalgamation mill, and ran spasmodical-

ly, with more or less success, until it

closed down indefinitely in 1893. .\ small

Woodbury concentrating plant with one

3-ft. Huntington mill was erected in 1894.

to treat the low-grade copper-silver ore of

the Robert E. Lee mine; this mill shut

down in 1898. Two or three attempts

were made at concentrating and milling

the ores of the region at various points, but

without any apparent success. The last
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and most disastrous of these ill-advised

projects was tlie mil! erected in the village

of Lordsbvirg to work the ores from the

Lena mine; this plant was compU'tcd in

the spring of 1902 and ran only a few

months.

The Lordsburg region has produced to

late from the time of its discovery, ap-

proximately I750.000 in silver, copper,

gold and had. Their importance is shjwn

by the abive order.

Geology .\nd Ores

The Pyramid range of mountains ap-

' pears to have had its birth at the close of

the Tertiary. The focal point of dynami-

cal energy was centered about Pyramid

peak, from which the range of mountains

took its name. The principal eruptives

, forming the chief country rocks of the re-

j
gion are, generally speaking, andesite por-

^ phyries, verging into dacite in the north-

central part. Hypersthcno-andcsitL- scom>

hundred feet, the Pyramid range has

necessarily been materially reduced from

its original hight. A proof of this state-

ment may be seen in the massive quartz

dikes that stand conspicuously above the

surface in the vicinity of Shakespeare and

also at Lees peak. These dikes are strik-

ing in their magnitude and persistence, and

are genetically related to the ore deposits

01 the region, since they are themselves

mineralized. Other dikes of a more basic

character exist in the central and southern

parts of the region. The general strike

of all the dikes and veins is confined,

generally speaking, to a northeast and

southwest direction.

The veins of the region may be divided

into two general types: (i). True fissure,

as the Eighty-five mine; (2). Sheared or

shattered zone, as the Nellie Bly and

Robert E. Lee.

The mineralized vein filling of the first

lyp,' is chiefly quartz: and in some in-

M.

^<*dt'^

QUARTZ DIKE CROPPING

to be the most prevalent type, and is, at

times, chrysolitic in character. Augite-

andesite occurs rather more sparingly,

oftentimes having a crystalline and granu-

lar texture, passing into aphanitic ,and

fluidal phases. Andesite breccia, rhyolite

tuffs and basalt are other lithologic

features existing in certain localities. At
the southwest and southeast sides of the

range remnants of the upper series of

Carboniferous limestone yet remain, hav-

ing survived the effect of the enormous
erosion that has taken place since the re-

gion was elevated. This limestone is the

nly stratified rock observable in the re-

gion.

Owing to the great depth of Pleistocene

wash and later alluvial deposits in the sur-

rounding valleys, filling up the adjacent
primitive lake basins to a depth of several

stances there are brecciated aggregations

of the original quartz filling and wall-rock,

leceniented with silica, indicating a sub-

sequent disturbance by the reopening and

additional filling in of the original fissure.

In the locality of the Nellie Bly, a later-

al crushing and subsequent movement has

taken place along the principal fault-planes,

the movement being toward the south-

west. Mineralization in this instance per-

meates the altered andesite rock, indicat-

ing that metasoniatic action has taken

place.

Ascending magmatic vapors and waters,

following lines of least resistance, have

doubtless played the most important role

in the distribution of the primary types of

mineral deposit. Subsequent action of de-

scending oxygenated waters has altered

the primary sulphides near the surface and

re-deposited the metallic compounds at

greater depths, forming zones of secondary

enrichment, as found in almost every in-

stance in the deposits throughout the re-

gion. Closer study of these deposits tends

to the belief thai the ores have been dis-

solved and re-deposited, perhaps -more

than once, before reaching their present

position, thus receding in direct ratio as

encroachment by erosion advances.

This process is unquestionably still in

operation. \ noticeable ;md interesting

feature occurring along and near the shear

zones, in the vicinity of Pyr;imid camp, is

the cpidotization of the andesites, indi-

cating an advance in their alteration.

It might be remarked that the Lords-

burg mining region is conspicuous in its

surface features of mineralization. No
deep mining has ever been done. The
uniformly favorable results attending the

deeper workings, at something like 300 ft.,

indicate that the ultimate success of the

region would lie in deep mining. .\ further

favorable consideration in this section, rel-

lative to its future possibilities in copper,

is that it lies well -inside of the great cop-

per belt of the Southwest.

Beginning at the north end of the dis-

trict and passing to the south longitudinal-

ly with the range, the occcurrence of the

ores encountered in the various sections,

taken in the order of their importance,

are: (i). Copper, silver and gold (Shake-

speare section ; (2) Lead, silver and cop-

per (.\berdeen section); (3). Silver and

copper (Pyramid' section); (4). Silver

.ind lead (Silver Tree section).

The following is a list of minerals, so

far as is now known, that exist in the

Lordsburg mining region

:

Silver Ores—Argentite, ceragyrite, py-
rargyrite( ?), stephanite, sternbergite, pro-

ustite(?), embolite(?), and native silver

( sparingly).

Col'pcr Ores—Chalcopyrite, bornite, ma-

lachite, azurite, chalcosite, covellite, te-

trahedrite. melaconite, cuprite, chrysocol-

la and native copper (sparingly).

Lead Ores—Galena and cerussite.

Gold Ores—Free gold, and gold in as-

sociated ores.

Miscellaneous minerals — Pyrite, hem-
atite (specular iron, brown and red oxide),

rhodochrosite, psilomelane, sphalerite and
smithsonite (sparingly).

Non-mctallics in Vein Fillings—Quartz,

calcspar, baryta, fluorspar, talc and clay.

What is declared to be the oldest pig of

lead in the State of Missouri is in posses-

sion of the Granby Mining and Smelting

Company, at its smelter in Granby, Mo.
It was smelted in i860 by Blow & Ken-

nett, who began the operation of a lead

smelter in Granby in 1856. The bar is

19 in. long, 4^i in. wide at its widest side,

I,'4 if- at its narrowest, and 4 in. thick.

It weighs 80 lb., and shows the brand al-

most effaced bv the marks of time.
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The Blaisdell Pressure Filler

Recently a pressure filter has been de-

vised by the Blaisdell Company of Los

Angeles, Cal., designed to supersede the

present vacuum systems of separating

slimes from water and extracting cyanide

solution from pulp. Reference to the ac-

companying figure will indicate the essen-

tial features of the apparatus. A steel

cylinder contains a series of filter leaves,

the number of which is varied according

.to the capacity desired ; connections are

provided for vacuum and pressure pumps
and for slime, water and solution.

The filter leaf consists of a series of

non-porous (Columns provided with drain-

age grooves, on each side of which is a

covering of canvas large enough to over-

IILAISDELL PRESSl'RE FILTER

lap the entire frame, and stitched so that

no leakage can take place to the interior

of the leaf. Charging tanks holding slime,

wash water and wash cyanide solution

empty into the filter by gravity and receiv-

ing tanks below the cylinder take the dis-

charge. In operation the slime from the

agitator vats is forced in to the pressure

cylinder, where the clear solution passes

into the filter leaves and out through the

discharge pipes to gold-solution tanks for

precipitation, the slime remaining as a

cake on the outside of the filter leaves.

When the cake is about 2 in. thick the

flow of pulp is cut oflF and the surplus re-

maining in the cylinder is returned to the

storage tank. Wash solution is then in-

troduced and forced through tlie cake,

surplus solution being returned to its

tank when washing is complete.

While these transfers of liquids are tak-

ing place, a partial vacuum is kept within

the leaves, so as to make the cake adhere.

and when washing is over, air or water

under pressure supersedes the vacuum

and causes the cake to drop off and be

discharged through the bottom of the cyl-

inder.

One of tlie filter leaves is supported by

a weighing device, which shows the prog-

ress of formation of the cake, and an in-

dicator connects with an electric bell when

ihc proper thickness is reached. Seven

different sizes of filter are constructed,

with rated capacities varying from 12 to

500 tons of dry slime per 24 hours.

" Depreciation of Gold
"

Bv J. Pe..\se Norton!

Hydraulically Operated Copper

Cqnverter

The converter equipment now being in-

stalled by the Mammoth Copper Company,

Kcnnet, Cal., consists of two hydraulically

operated stands and eight shells, 96 in. m
diameter and 150 in. long, built by the

AUis-Chalmers Company. The shells and

the stands are of the type recently de-

scribed and illustrated in the Journal,

except that the tilting of the vessel is per-

formed by hydraulic means. Each stand

is provided with a pressure cylinder 18 in.

in diameter having a stroke of 7 ft., suffi-

cient to rotate the shell through 180 deg.

The piston is fitted with four metallic

packing rings. The upper end of the cylin-

der is secured to a flange on the bottom

of an A frame and at each end are bolted

independent heads. The upper head is

fitted with a brass neck bushing and a

stuffing box. With this arrangement it is

possible to take the piston and rod out

through the top. The driving stand is a

cast-iron box-section A frame with

bearing surface at base, arranged for se-

curing to foundation with four i^-inch

bolts. The upper portion of the driving

frame is designed to receive the turning

mechanism, which consists of a cast-steel

rack and shrouded spur gear. The rack

is connected at the lower end to the pis-

ton, and opposite to center line of shaft

at the upper end a guide is arranged, with

a sliding surface. The gear is keyed to a

hollow steel shaft which has fitted to its

driving end a universal coupling, arranged
so that the shells will rest true on the

rollers. On the head of the shell is a

groove, which matches a tongue on the

universal drive; the main gear is turned

around until the tongue is vertical, when
the shell is placed, and there is clearance

enough on each side of the tongue for

keys. There is a sheet-steel housing for

each frame, which covers the driving gear

to prevent dirt from getting into the oper-

ating parts.

1 he necessity of a thorough investiga-

tion by a Congressional Commission cov-

ering the economic conditions governing

the production of gold, the cost of pro-

duction, the probable output of gold for

the next decade, the supplies of money as

well as the question of adequate currency

supplies, and the course of wholesale and

retail prices with recommendations as to

remedial legislation, is again emphasized

by the extraordinary conditions now pre-

vailing throughout the business world.

Present Conditions

The extraordinary conditions prevailing

at the present time—on the one hand vio-

lently declining security prices, time dis-

count rates at record figures, political at-

tacks threatening every form of business

activity through its effects upon that sub-

tile element which for a better name has

been termed in its disastrous aspect "lack

of confidence;'' and on the other hand, a

continued advance, but slightly checked

as yet, in commodity prices, an increase in

the cost of living which is becoming griev-

ous to the laboring and middle classes,

showing its results in strikes and discon-

tent, and above all, the development of a

radical, impatient spirit among the popu-

lations of the earth—all these character-

istics of an era of great inflation. In

nearly all periods of inflation arising

from progressive changes in one direction

of the standard of value, whether gold or

silver, these characteristics have been

marked.

The true condition of affairs was per-

haps first emphasized by Robert J. Good-

body, but the great irrtportance of the de-

preciation of gold failed to impress the

business mind until the publication of a

series of articles in Moody's Magazine.

which were afterward edited for a sym-

posium under the title of "The Gold Sup-

ply and Prosperity" by Byron Holt. In

1905, Frank A. Vanderlip wrote, "When
we remember that in 1885, the production

of gold was but $115,000,000; when we
remember, further, that the entire mone-

tary stock in the world is about $5,700,

000,000, we can calculate that the output

for the mines in the next 14 years prom-

ises to equal a total as great as the pres-

ent monetary stock of gold. These figures

are startling. They perhaps suggest the

possibility of a disturbance in values."

How seriously values have been disturbed,

the business world now recognizes. Yet.

as Mr. Holt succinctly stattes : "If has

been seen that a rapidly increasing out-

put and supply of gold docs, for a time at

least, give an artificial stimulus to indus-

•SIlKlitly rondi-nspd from nn article pn-
lltlpd "Necpssll.v of ft rnnei'pssional Oommls-
slon on Gold I»pprpcijiiion." in Moody's Marl-
azinc, SpptPmbtT, IDOT.

tAssistanI prof<'ssor of nolltlcal pconomy,
Yalp t.'nivpislty. New Haven. Conn.
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try that has llic appear.iiui.- ot genuine

prosperity. 1 hat it is not real and whole-

some, because not founded on a just dis-

tribution of produtts, has been shown. In

fact the prosperity superinduced by risuig

prices has many dark sides to it at all

times. Some of these are: speculation

in stocks, commodities and real estate;

mcreased cost of production and of liv-

ing; labor troubles; general unrest; in-

ability of workers to purchase, at the high

prices asked, ihe total products ottered

and needed ; glutted markets ; closed

mills; and, if an increase of gold is not

always forthcoming, a decline in prices

that will result in depression and panic."

The phenomena which these financial ex-

perts predicted have since developed to

some extent. The seriousness of the dis-

turbance and its far reaching effects have

not yet begun to be appreciated.

\\'e.\k Points in the Situ.\tiox

It the country today is standing on the

verge of one of the greatest commercial

and industrial crises in its history, only

by clearly appreciating the e.xtreme grav-

ity of the conditions, can we hope to es-

cape the most disastrous effects. Already,

the financial markets are approaching a

chaotic state. The stock market, >vhich

represents so accurately the prosperity and

hope of the investing community, now,

with demoralization in the ascendency

and hope abandoned, is really not at all

the weakest point. Stocks are made for

purposes of oscillation. Bonds and land

mortgages are not. A 60 per cent, de-

crease in the value of shares is borne with

more or less fortitude by the holders. But

when bonds and land mortgages decline

30 per cent., it generally means bank-

ruptcy for the corporation. The weak

points in the situation are five.

The real estate boom has collapsed in

New York and the vicinity. This collapse

will spread throughout the country. There

is no short selling in real estate specula-

tion. Millions of dollars will be lost in

the contraction which will follow. Many
banks of the $50,000 class in the West

which loan indirectly on mortgages will

iTecessarily go to the wall. Nothing can

check the real estate collapse. It must be

allowed to take its course.

Next to real estate is the situation of

the underwriting syndicates. Hundreds
of millions of dollars of bonds are held

under underwriting agreements by the

banks and by the officers of the banks, and

the unpleasant feature is that many of

these syndicates have been twice ex-

tended. The conditions of probable profit

prevailing two and three years ago, when
these syndicates were formed, were far

different from the conditions prevailing

today. The ratio of capitalization was
then in many cases 150 per cent, of a cost

or value of property for bonds alone.

Bonds could at that time be sold to the

insurance companies and to the banks. It

is doubtful now whether the bonds, espe-

cially of the tipecialties, can be marKetcd

without reorganization of the corpuratiuiiii

before selling. 'Ihe reasons for the ex-

traordinary conditions are two. (i) Ihe

legal conditions have changed within two
years. (Jften 40 per cent, of the value hasi

disappeared because the Government
frowns upon corrupt corporation prac-

tice. 'Ihe alliance between railroads and

industrial concerns in the old days made
many of the industrial railroads extremely

prosperous. The tirm course taken by the

(jovernment destroys the value for all

time. Consequently a large value wnich

was then reckoned upon has been elimin-

ated. The Government is, of course, to

be congratulated upon enforcing the laws,

and it is possible that the wealth de-

stroyed will be many times returned in

the advantages hitherto denied competing

companies, the whole resulting in a great

gain for the consumer. But this does not

help the predicament of those unfortun-

ate persons who are tied hand and foot

by the underwriting contracts. They must

face their losses, losses which are grow-

ing continually greater with the lapse of

time. For in addition to the changes in

the legal condition, the investors have

learned to avoid bonds as an investment.

The depreciation of gold has made bonds
a very disastrous form of investment.

Losses of Investors

For the investor, who purchased at par

lor $1000 a tive-year bond paying 4 per

cent, five years ago, now finds that the

$1000 which is returned to him will only

purchase $600 worth of commodities, on

account of the rise in prices due to the

fall in the value of gold. It is probable

that this condition will prevail for several

years. How extreme are the losses of

those who possess bonds few even now
fully realize. .\ man who purchased at

III a -Vew York Central 3'/: per cent,

bond now finds at the end of a few years

his bond worth only 90 in the market, a

loss in dollars of nearly 2$ per cent. *In

addition to the loss, $90 will only purchase

now what $55 would when he purchased

at lit. .As a result, he has lost, meas-

ured in purchasing power, one-half ol his

total capital. Few investments in stocks

would show a worse result. What is true

of New York Central S'/i's is true of

practically the entire bond market, and

this applies especially to the specialties

such as coal, iron and the industrial prop-

erties.

In addition to the plight of the under-

writing syndicates, banking conditions

are notoriously weak in the United Slates.

M New York, the bank statements have

ruled for this time of year the weakest in

16 years, with the exception of 1893, the

crisis year. Moreover, time discount notes

are nearly the highest of record at this

season of the year.

The rate of foreign exchange continues

to rule high, and any fall in discount rates

at New York is immediately reflected by

every exchange rate, resulting in gold ex-

ports, thereby holding time diMCoiiiit rates

at a high level. In 1903, a parallel year,

the foreign exchange rale ruled high un-

til November, and even then fell only to

$4.84'/: per pound sterling.

Crei>it Markets of the Worlu

Throughout the world, the credit mar-

kets are greatly strained. Already finan-

cial difficulties have arisen in Egypt, and

more recently in Japan. The continually

occurring new low records for British

consols indicate not only the credit strain,

but also the tremendous demand for more
capital at high rates. On account of the

intimate connection of the world's finan-

cial markets, one danger which confronts

ihe United States situation is that some

financial accident will occur at one of the

financial centers abroad, precipitating dis-

turbances at many markets and spreading

to the United States.

.An historical parallel remarked by

Moody's Maga:iin- to the present situa-

tion is to be found in 1857. Fifty years

ago the large increases in gold produc-

tion in 1849 provoked a period of inflation,

over-speculation, and severe credit strains,

finally culminating in the great crisis of

1857, which commenced in the last two

weeks of .August in that year. Dating the

present boom from 1899, eight years have

passed without a very serious trade re-

action.

Possible Results

When we consider that the alarming

conditions prevailing are such as are com-

mon in periods of inflation caused by de-

rangement of the standard of value ; that

we stand upon the threshold of a political

election with the nominations of presi-

dential candidates less than nine months

remote : that a spirit of unrest, social dis-

turbance and class discontent is rampant

in the land, the mere possibility of thous-

ands of men out of work in our cities

during the next eighteen months contrib-

uting to the growth of the radical spirit,

such as is apt to occur in times of great

crises, is not to be captiously ignored.

We should endeavor to correct the funda-

mental causes accountable for these con-

ditions.

Minerals in Uruguay

Uruguay is said to be rich in minerals.

So far this source of wealth has beeu al-

most entirely neglected. With the ex-

ception of granite quarries in various

parts of the country and four gold riiines

at Cunapirii, in the department of Rivera,

the mineral deposits have not been

worked. In the past year, however, ac

cording to a recent consular report, great

interest has been manifested by mininK^

men in the possibilities of various gold-

fields. Several mining engineers and

prospectors from South .Africa and else-

where have reported on the prospects.
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Concrete Overcasts in Coal Min
Use of Overcasts in Ventilating Coal Mines. Methods of Construc-

tion, and Advantages o! Concrete and Steel over Wood for the Work

es

BY JOHN H. H A E R T T E R =

No other subject in mining affords so

much opportunity in the continued efforts

to prevent tlie loss of life and property as

docs the efficient ventilation of a gaseous

mine, and probably no other subject re-

ceives so much thought and attention

from the mine foreman, who, besides

all the other duties required of him,

shoulders the responsibility of maintaining

a good ventilating system which will at

nil times amply provide for the health and

Safety of those under his care, and who
always hears in mind the value of the

property intrusted to him for proper de-

velopment and the best possible returns.

The destruction of life and property ac-

taininy it by promptly repairing leaky

doors and all batteries and stoppings, not

overlooking for a moment, however, the

care of the ventilating machinery.

Deeper mining is increasing yearly, and

in many of the newly opened territories,

gas is encountered in larger quantities

than it was some years ago when the

veins being worked were not so deep and

the area of openings was less extensive

;

consequently a greater circulation is re-

quired to sweep away the increased quan-

tities of gas and maintain the necessary

safe condition of the mines ; it is also es-

sential to have a greater niimlier of splits

and for longer distances.

ponent part was brought al)out by a change
in the methods of working the coal in the

north of England. Briefly told, in the

early part of the present century. John
Buddie conceived the idea of opening out

his coal on the present panel system, up
to that time unknown. In laying out plans

for his new method of opening and work-

ing his mine, he found that he could not

ventilate a sufficient number of panels or

districts without dividing the air current,

and to do this it would be necessary in

some way to conduct the return air-cur-

rent across the fresh current entering the

panels. The method which presented it-

self to him was the construction of an air-

CONXRETE OVERCASTS

companying a mmc explosion or fire is so

great, and has been of such frequent oc-

currence, * that the subject of ventilation

in modem mining receives detailed con-

sideration on the part of mining officials,

and wc find them promptly taking every

chance to improve the ventilation, how-

ever slight the improvement may appear.

The subject is now also considered along

the line of possibilities, or what might

happen^ and wc note on all sides the pre-

cautions tcing taken in consequence. If

mine explpsipns cannot be entirely pre-

vented, they can at least be reduced in

number by improving the ventilating sys-

tem wherever possible, and then main-

•Mlnlng cnsrliK'pr with l^chlch Valley Coal
Campaoy. Wllkea-Barre, Penn.

One of the best methods of improving

the ventilating current is by splitting, the

prime object of which is to ventilate all

the different working districts of the mine
with fresh air, so as to prevent the danger-

ous gases collected in one district being

carried by the current into another; and

to reduce the frictional resistance by re-

ducing the velocity of the ventilating cur-

rent. For splitting the current the air-

bridge or overcast is a necessary adjunct.

Introduction of the Overcast

Like many other improvements in min-

ing devices, th; discovery of the air-

bridge, as regards the real benefits de-

rived from its use, was accidental, while

its advent into rtiine ventilation as a corn-

bridge or overcast. Buddie did not fore-

see, or at least did not intend, that it

would improve the ventilation by reducing

the frictional resistance in the airways,

and remove the gases collected in each

separate district to the main return ; and

he was surprised to find that it not only

furnished a fresh supply of air to each

panel, hut yielded also the benefits just

mentioned. In the course of time under-

casts came into use and air-bridging being

something new, we naturally find that the

overcast and undcrcast had their respec-

tive advocates, also that the arguments

for and against came from those who had

experience entirely with the overcast or

vice 'ccrsa. At any rate the undercast

soon fell into restricted use, having no ad-
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vantages whatever, luit rather a lot of dis-

advantages. Fitf. 1 shows {i very coiniiion

construction of an undercast.

Unhekcasts Not Satisfactorv

The space for the undercast is formed
by excavating the rock under the vein im-

mediately below the intake airway, the

floor of the undercast being below the

level of the seam a .distance eijual to the

hight of the airway. Stout timbers sup-

port the wooden beams and planks which

Another disadvantage lies in the fact

that the haulage road or intake airway
lying directly over the undercast is sure

to be destroyed by an explosion. Then
too, if haulage is done over the wooden
construction over the undercast it is al-

ways becoming loose and the two cur-

rents mingle through the crevices.

Again there arc few cases where an

undercast can be constructed cheaper than

an overcast and, all in all, the undercast

has little to recommend it.

FIG. 4

1

'^

L-J

while the u^er^Nl^l^ ciiiini^ m liilur cases
are constrncted of matched boards double
thick. The opening for conducting the re-

turn air to the main return current is

made by removing the lop bench of co»l

;is shown in the lignre.

Fig. 3 shows the common form of an
overcast in a slightly inclined or flat seam.
'I he rock is excavated arch form to a

bight above the top of the scam sufficient

for the airway. Two masonry walls built

on the haulage road or intake airway sup-
port the wooden beams to which are

••piked the planks forming the roof of the

intake or floor of the overcast. Fig. 4
shows an overcast through solid rock. The
length, breadth, and hight can be made as

desired, dependent of course on condi-

tions and the amount of money to be ex-

pended.

'I he wood construction is much cheaper

than that through solid rock, and we find

therefore, that, owing to the expense of

the latter, where a suflicieni number are

required, too few are built and the venti-

lation is impaired. The wooden overcast

is frequently located in a damp or even

wet part of the mine, and its decay is very

r.ipid. re<|nirinK frequent repairs and re-

:i^y^^7y
d Il^^^-" Pa'Ii /~ h r"V'r / / /_- Feed Rf>..m 1;

—I /

^? —U- Uy^ pA' I ' r r V r J /
/_- Feed Rf>..m ,;

- I \ i ! LJ \ 1
i

I

-

form the intake airway. The first disad-

vantage of such a construction is its lia-

bility to fill with water. If located where
it vvill fill slowly, obtaining its water
from feeders, it must necessarily be

drained at intervals. While it is filling, the

transverse section of the return airway is

diminished and is therefore a source of

constant annoyance. Furthermore, should

a sudden outburst of water take place, the

depression would fill rapidly and im-

mediate danger would result, for the

space filled with water would form a bar-

rier to the return current as secure as a

solid brick stopping.

Construction of an Overcast

The construction of an overcast is

shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 2 shows
the common form of the overcast in high-

ly inclined seams as in the Lehigh and
Schuylkill anthracite regions. The con-

struction is entirely of wood and consists

of 2-in. or 3-in. planks nailed to 4x6-in.

sticks spiked to the regular gangway tim-

ber. The joints between the planks ar;

covered with ix3-in. strips and all crevices

between the ends of the plank and ribs

of coal are filled with clay or mcrtar. In

some instances the planks are covered en-

tirely by a thickness of matched lumber

newals. Then too, the return currents,

heavily charged with the impurities

gathered along their routes, have a dis-

astrous effect on the wood. New props

stood in a place where standing gas exists

will yield to dry ro' in very short time.

Furthermore, if air-bridges are located in

the vicinity of heavy blasting, tbey soon

become loose and crevices are conse-

quently formed through which the fresh

air mingles with the return. Where the

floor of the overcast carries the track of

the haulage road, the constant heavy

vibration due to traffic opens crevices as

fast as they can be closed. Should a trip
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I't loaded cars be derailed at the point of

the overcast the destruction of the wooden

floor often results. Even the frequent

walking of men or mules over the wooden

flour will cause cracks in it by loosening

the boards.

Taken as a whole, the wooden air-

bridge is not the most satisfactory form

of construction. For the reasons men-

tioned we can readily see that in a gaseous

mine of extensive area, where a number

of overcasts are necessary, repairs, re-

newals and frequent e.\aminations are

necessary to keep them in the necessary

condition for properly conducting the re-

turn currents to the fan and producing an

uninterrupted efficient ventilation.

Concrete and Steel Overcasts

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company, at

its collieries . in the Wyoming region, is

substituting for the wood overcast one of

concrete and steel wherever and when-

ever an additional one is needed to im-

prove the ventilation. Besides a number

already built at several collieries, four are

now under course of construction at its

Dorrance colliery. The location of these

four is shown in Fig. 5 at the points

marked A. immediately west of the barn

in the Baltimore vein. The drivers em-

ployed in the workings to the west take

their mules to and from the barn along

the old road between the rock slope and

No. 3 slope, as shown by the dotted ar-

rows. At the present time the return air,

shown by the solid arrows, circulates

through the old chambers and crosses this

road in its course to the fan. While

safety lamps are used exclusively by the

drivers and all employees, extra precau-

tions against possible accident led to the

construction of the four overcasts at the

points shown. By this means a split of

fresh air will be taken from the main cur-

rent going down the rock slope and con-

ducted through the bam and along the

road underneath the air-bridges to No. 3

slope and down the same, while the return

current will pass through the overcasts

to the fan along its usual course. This

will abolish the present practice of men
and mules traveling in the return current

and will avoid any accident which is al-

ways possible where a return air course

is used as a traveling way. After the

overcasts arc completed, masonry walls

or solid stoppings will be built at all open-

ings on either side of the road, as shown

at S. Fig. 5. These overcasts will be per-

manent and substantial, their destruction

only being accomplished by a squeeze, in

which event all other construction would
be destroyed as well.

f

Details of Construction

The construction of the overcasts is

shown in Fig. 6. Being located in an old

portion of the mine, much gob and other

refuse is found on both sides of the road

and must be cleared away at the imme-

diate location of the bridges After this

trenches for the masonry walls to carry

the bridge are dug and carried to sufficient

depth below the iKitluni slate of the vein

to obtain a solid foundation. The walls

are then built 4 ft. thick, consisting

of rock and bone of suflicient size selected

by the mason from the gobbed refuse

made and packed in the chambers during

mining. Lime mortar is used and the

faces of the wall are almost entirely sur-

faced off with a coat of mortar after com-

pletion.

Next in order, timbers for carrying the

concrete are placed by the "shaft timber-

man," and consist of second-hand 3xs-in.

wooden rails taken from old chambers

and of second-hand mine ties and props

for uprights, on which are laid 2-in. planks

double thick, which in turn carry 2-in.

planks on edge. To these planks are

nailed the 2-in. planks which carry the

concrete.

The time consumed is somewhat greater

than one might consider and an explana-

tioTi is necessary. The clearing away of

the refuse accumulated is very laborious

and progress is slow, and in excavating

for the trenches considerable heavy rock

and bone must be removed. The work
being done in the return current makes it

warm for men to work, and less is ac-

complished than if the same were located in

a fresh-air current. Again, the rock and

bone constituting the material for the ma-
sonry wall are all collected in the old cham-

bers in the vicinity and taken to the loca-

tion for the wall. The broken stone used

in the concreting is obtained from a cham-
ber some distance away, the stone having

been dumped there during the driving of

the rock slope. The mason selects what

material is fit for tlse. At the same time

sand suitable for concreting is gathered

from the same place, having been made
during the blasting in the slope and loaded

cut with the rock.

.\s will be seen by the end view. Fig. 6,

two concrete walls form the sides of the

overcast and become necessary where the

entire vein has been mined out. The Bal-

timore vein, which in this particular loca-

tion is one seam, more frequently splits

into two distinct seams, the top split

known as the Cooper or Upper Baltimore,

and the bottom split known as the Ben-

nett or Lower Baltimore vein. At the

location in question the dividing slate is

only about I ft. thick and in most instances

both splits have been removed. At the

location of No. 4 overcast only the bot-

tom split was mined and it was necessary

to take down the top vein to get suffi-

cient hight for the roof of the overcast.

In taking down this top coal, or split, the

ribs were neatly dressed and the concrete

floor of the overcast was carried high

enough to dispense with the walls. At
the location for Nos. i, 2 and 3 overcasts

the total vein has been mined and concrete

side walls will become necessary.

The two masonry walls are built 4 ft.

thick, the walls on the up-pitch side being

on an average 7 ft. high, the one on the

downi-pitch side averaging 10 ft. high.

The concrete floor is 12 in. in thickness

and 22 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, consisting of

a 1-2-3 mixture. The breadth and length

will of course be greater or less depend-

ing on the dimensions of the openings

through the coal at the different locations.

The T-iron rails are spaced 12 in. center

to center, the bottom or base of the rail

being embedded 2 in. in the concrete.

During concreting the rails are supported

by blocking under the head of the rail.

For the side walls a 1-2-5 mixture will

be used, the walls being 12 in. thick and
cement worked well into the crevices of

the coal and top rock.

Ite.mized Cost of Overcasts

No. 4 overcast has been completed and
the details of cost below, while not abso-

lutely correct, are nearly so. The day's

work consists of nine hours and the

hourly rate includes the strike pcrcent-

;iges and sliding scale. The proportions

for the concrete mixture were 1-2-3. Sand
and stone for the concrete and walls do
not appear in cost for material, the only

cost on these items being included in the

labor.

MASONRY WALLS
Cn.5 Cu.Yd.

LABOR

Clearlnc away retuae. dlprelnR
trenches. getting stone. Dilxlng
mortal- and building two walls. 2
masons, 20 days each, or .300 bours
at 25.-1C $91.44

MATERIAL

25 bushels of lime at 30c. 7.50

{98.B4

CONCRETE OVERCAST

10.5 Cu.Yd.

LABOR

Getting lumber for supporting con-
crete work and placing same. 3
men at 2 days oacb, or 54 hours
at 25.2c $13.iil

Placing 2-ln. plank for concreting. 1

man 2 days or 18 hours at 25.2c. 4..">4

Getting broken stone, mixing and
placing concrete. 2 masons at 14
days each or 252 hours at 25.2c. . . 63.50

Bending and transporting rails, ap-
proximate 5.00

$86.05

MATERIAL

120 bags Portland cement nt 45c $54.00
1000 ft. 2-ln. hemlock plank at 22c. . 22.00
20 lb. 20d. nails at 2>4c 50
1S50 lb. (8/10 tont second-hand 25-lb.

T Iron rails at $12.50 a ton lO.OO

$86.50

The total cost per cubic yard for the

masonry wall is therefore $1.63. The cost

for labor and material is about equal for

the overcast, or $5.25 per cu.yd. for each,

a total of $10.50 per cu.yd. The two

walls needed for Nos. i, 2 and 3 overcasts

make an additional 11.5 cu.yd. at a some-

what smaller rate per cu.yd., say $8, so

that the entire cost of the overcast, in-

cluding two supporting masonry walls

and two concrete side walls, in a vein of

this thickness will be about $365, and

about $270 without the side walls.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
To cement iron and sioiie, mix 10 parts

of tine iron tilings, 30 pnrts of plaster of

paris, and one-half part of salammoniac

in weak vinegar to a consistent paste, and

apply at once.

Records show that during four years

(1902-1906) the production of bituminous

coal, by compressed air, in Pennsylvania

increased 49 per cent. ; by electricity the

increase was 29 per cent. ; while by pick-

mining the increase was only 9 per cent.

There are many different compounds

prepared for removing scale from boilers,

nearly all of which are effective in certain

kinds of water, but the simplest and best

thihg to use is kerosene oil, which will do

what the prepared compounds will not do,

that is, to make and keep a clean boiler.

A good method for treating ordinary

drills so as to produce an exceedingly

hard point is to heat the drill to a dull

cherrj- red and submerge the point in

about '/i in. of sulphuric acid. In ease

the point breaks it can again be rehard-

ened by submerging in the acid, less acid

being required the second time.

In building wood doors in mines it must

be remembered that they should be self-

closing. The space around the door-sill

should be boarded up. or better still,

closed with masonry to prevent leakage

of air. A piece of brattice cloth can be

tacked to the bottom of the door to reduce

leakage. All doors should be hung to

open against the air current.

The reports of mine inspectors show
that during 1905, the number of men
killed by roof falls in the anthracite fields

of Pennsylvania was 295, while the num-
ber killed by gas was 43. These figures

show that roof falls were nearly seven

time> more dangerous than gas explosions.

In the Pennsylvania bituminous fields, 298

men were killed by roof falls and 39 by

gas explosions.

In locating an underground pump room

it is well to place the pump as near the

sump and as low as po.ssible, so that the

pump runner will have easy access to the

sump and can watch the water supply.

which should be uniform and constant. In

case the supply is short, the pump should

be stopped before all the water is drawn

from the sump, so that the feed pipe can

be charged while the pump is not running.

Files clogged with tin or lead should

be cleaned with strong nitric acid. For

iron filings blue vitriol should be used

first, then the file should be rinsed in

water and dipped in nitric acid. Dip the

file several times in nitric acid for cop-

per or brass. Uilulcd sulphuric acid

should be used to cleanse a file clogged

with zinc. After cleansing, the files

slioulil be rinsed in water, thoroughly

brushed and dried in sawdust or by burn-

ing alcohol on them.

It has been found by experience that

wood pipe carries from 10 to 20 per cent.

more than iron pipe of the same diameter

when both are new, and from 30 fo 50 per

cent, more after 10 years' use. When used

in connection with district steam-heating

installations to return condensed water to

the boiler house for feed water, the wood

pipe is better than any other pipe as it is

not affected by the condensed water, and

requires no other insulation than its own
thickness of shell and no expansion or

anchorage devices art necessary.

From numerous experiments and the

actual data obtained from plants in opera-

tion it has been found that by using pro-

ducer gas made from anthracite or a good

grade of bituminous coal the engine de-

velops one brake horse-power per i to

1 54 lb. of coal. In using the term "brake"

power" it must be understood that it is

that power which performs the work of

one horse-power after deducting all in-

ternal losses. These losses generally

aniomit to from 15 to 20 per cent, of the

indicated horse-power of an engine.

When the coal is hard, the gangway
roof good and the ventilation and mine

conditions such that the gangway timber-

ing will stand a number of years without

repairing, or where very little timbering

is required, it is often cheaper to mine

coal lying three or even four miles from

the slope and haul it through the gang-

way than to make a new opening. But

where the coal is soft, the roof poor and

heavy timbering required to keep the

gangway open, it may be cheaper to open

a new slope than to attempt to keep even

one mile or less of gangway open.

The grade of powder to be used for

blasting depends on the character and
hardness of the coal and the thickness of

the seam. In firing soft coal a larger

grained or slower powder should be used

while a quicker powder is better adapted

to hard coal. The diameter of the drill

hole varies from 2 to 2^ in. ; but a 3-in.

hole, under ordinary circumstances is too

large as it permits too great a pressure

on the tamping and the charge is more
concentrated, while in a smaller hole there

is less total pressure on the tamping and

the explosive force is more evenly dis-

tributed through the seam.

France has recently passed a new law

governing the use uf life-saving apparatus

in mines. All mines employing 100 men
underground at the same time must have

not less than two sets of portable respira-

tory apparatus for each pit. The appara-

tus must be ready for immediate use, must

be capable of allowing a miner to remain

at least one hour in a non-breathable at-

mosphere and must be placed in charge of

an inspector or engineer familiar with its

workings and accompanied by 10 picked

men, trained in the use of the apparatus.

This corps of life savers together with

their life-saving apparatus are to be held

in readiness to be sent immediately to the

seat of danger whenever the necessity

arises.

The quality of cylinder oil is very im-

portant in lubricating cylinders. Such oil

should be free from sulphur compounds.

Whether the oil contains such ingredients

or not may be determined by heating a

small quantity to a temperature of 300

deg. F. and keeping it at that temperature

for about fifteen minutes, then allow it to

cool and compare the color with that of

the original oil. If any darkening has

taken place, it shows that the oil has not

been properly refined and is not fit for use

in steam cylinders or on bearings which

are likely to "heat." Another simple prac-

tical test which can be done at collieries

is to take a bright steel needle and im-

merse it in oil, which should be main-

tained at a temperature of about 100 deg.

F. for two or three days. If at the end

of this time the needle shows the slightest

signs of rust the oil is impure and should

not be used.

Blasts in bituminous mines are properly

tired either by fuse or by squibs. If fuse

is used it is important that a good quality

of double tape should be employed, the

single tape fuse (which is less expensive)

is often the indirect cause of accidents

"wing to the fuse having been injured by

the tamping bar in tamping, thus causing

a misfire. An injured fuse will some-

times cause a shot tn hang fire, perhaps

for several hours, or it may be for a few

minutes only. 1 he mmer returning to re-

light the fuse, which he thinks has gone

out, many tim.cs reaches the face as the

explosion takes place. Accidents have also

been occasioned b|f the irregularity with

which the fuse burns. As a means of

firing blasts squibs are safer than fuse.

The squib does not hang fire as often as

a fuse and in case of misfire the shot can

generally be prepared for re-lighting with

greater ease and security than when fuse

is used.
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Increase in Gold Production and

Scarcity of Money

I he article mi the I'lnancinl situation by

I'rofessor Norton in Moiniy's Manaciiie

tor Septcnilicr, whicli we publish elsewhere

nearly in full, is a curious mixture of

sound reasoning and evident fallacy. In

forecasting the effects of over-speculation

in real estate, too much underwriting of

new enterprises (especially the watered

kind), and the international banking trans-

actions, Professor Norton reasons logic-

ally, 1)111 we do not follow him at all in

liis argument that the frowning of the

Government upon corrupt corporation

practice has caused often 40 per cent, of

the value to disappear. In such cases the

"value" must have been of so poor a

quality that another term, say "gold brick,"'

would be more fitting. However, Profes-

sor Norton's chief fallacy is the harping

t'pon the idea that because the production

of gold has increased, its purchasing power

has diminished—in other words, the prices

of commodities have risen. But, as a mat-

ter of fact, prices have lately been falling

—in the case of many of the metals ma-

terially and rapidly.

It is far simpler to account for com-

mercial fluctuations by the old, well-provi^d

law of supply and demand than by econ-

omic fads and fancies. The present situa-

tion', in the United States at least, is the

normal consequence of well-known indus-

trial laws, and it is not so ^ad that the

country is going to the dogs, as many

would have us believe. On the contrary,

tlie trouble is due to too much prosperity.

This has led to the undertaking of more

I'.cw enterprises than temporarily we are

able to finance. The St. Paul extension to

the Pacific coast, the building of the West-

ern Pacific, the improvements of the New
Vork Central and Pennsylvania at New
York, and many great mining and metal-

lurgical developments, of which those of

the Guggenheims are preeminent, are

types of the new work that has been, and

still is, requiring immense sums of money;

similarly the Panama canal and the re-

building of San Francisco. Let it not be

forgotten also that the San Francisco

earthquake and the Japanese-Russian war

destroyed a vast amount of wealth and

caused financial derangements, which per-

haps are still of effect.

The fact is that work is still going on

at a huge ^calc. In the West the com-

plaint is everywhere that there arc not

men enough. This, of course, is one of

the roots of the trouble. The work that is

in progress has outrun our resources of

capital. The increased production of gold

may have been originally instrunieiital in

developing the present situation. The

more gold in reserve, the more credit

based upon it. The more credit, the more

work undertaken. The more work, the

more demand for commodities and labor;

and. consequently, increases in the prices

for them, which multiplies the strain on

capital, until finally the pendulum begins

l(- swing backward. It is difiicult to prove

any other connection between the pro-

duction of gold and the prices for com-

modities and labor. Tlje hypothesis of

an over-production of gold implies too

much money, but everyone knows that the

present trouble is too little money. The

complaint of merchants and manufactur-

ers is the difficulty of making collections.

The encouraging feature of the situa-

tion is the general soundness of the

projects that have been absorbing so much

money. The St. Paul and the Western

Pacific, for example, arc not likely to ex-

perience the fate of the Santa Fe in wait-

ing many years for the country to grow

up to them. The great mining enterprises

that are on foot are developing resources

tliat are certain and capable of compara-

tively quick realization. We have not

been engaged in over-much wild-catting,

wherein great sums of money would have

been irreclaimably sunk. The Cobalt ex-

citement, which might have led to the in-

flation of many bubbles, was ruthlessly

and effectively squelched. We are now

in a stage of salutary readjustment, not in

an alarming condition, as Professor Nor-

ton would have us believe.

The Price of Copper

.Although the hysteria over the price of

copper is undeniably serious, nevertheless

it has an amusing side. Just two years

ago the price was about 15c. and every-

one thought that was good. We have be-

fore us tlie prospectus of one of the best

of the new enterprises that figured promi-

nently at that time, in which one set of

estimates was based on that figure, with

another set based on ijc, and showing

that a handsome profit would be realized

at it—as, indeed, we believe would be the

case. A few months later, when the price
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rose to i8c., there was jubilation and skep-

ticism as to the long continuance of the

good thing, because it was leared that con-

sumption would be restricted. But even

before the price receded to i8c., as it did

last month, there were long faces and be-

^ailment over the deplorable condition

into which copper production had fallen.

It was only about 18 months ago that the

great rise above i8c. began. Conditions

have not changed in the meanwhile, so

that tJie producers who could make a great

profit then can still do so now, or even

at 15 cents.

Doubtless it would have been better in

the long run if the price had not gone

above iSc. The market has simply re-

turned to a more normal and more healthy

position. The consumption of copper is

not going to cease, even though the atti-

tude and actions of the manufacturers

for several months have lent some cMor

to that belief. The trouble has been un-

certainty and lack of confidence; but

when knowledge as to the real statistical

position is available—absence of which is

one of the greatest unsettling factors—con-

fidence will be restored and business will

be resumed on normal lines. We believe

that this will not be delayed much longer.

When this consummation is reached it

is to be hoped that the market will no

longer have the sky-rocket features that

have characterized it during the last two

years. It is to be hoped, moreover, that

investors in copper shares will make up

their minds to disregard the mischievous

practice of various public advisers of

computing earnings per share and per-

centage on going market price on the basis

of temporary high quotations for the

metal, which is a constant temptation to

the unwary and inexperienced. The shares

of good copper-mining companies are

among the safest and most profitable forms

of investmert. but purchases should be

made on the basis of the probable price for

the metal over a series of years, and due al-

lowance should be made for the gradual

exhaustion of even the biggest mines.

The Miners' Eight-hour Bill in

Great Britain

As mentioned recently, the British

government has introduced a bill for legal-

izing the eight-hour day for miners, reck-

oned from bank to bank. Though there

b no chance of its being discussed in the

present session of rarliamciit, it nas been

printed anil circulated in political and in-

dustrial circles, and already representa-

tives of .the miners' association and of

the coal owners' association have met to

discuss the proposals.

The bill proposes to limit the time spent

below the surface by each man to eight

hours, which includes the time occupied

by descent and ascent and progress along

the levels to and from the working face.

The exceptions to this general rule are

the debatable part of the bill. It is pro-

posed that during 60 days each year the

owners shall have the right to increase

the hours from eight to nine. This ex-

ception is presumably provided to enable

the owners to cope with special demands

for household coals. It is further pro-

posed that the King in Council, that is, the

government, without consulting Parlia-

ment, may at any time extend the hours

indefinitely and for an indefinite period

''in the event of war or of imminent

national danger or great emergency, or in

the event of any grave economic disturb-

ance due to the demand for coal exceeding

the supply available at the time." This

provision about economic disturbances is

not at all acceptable to the miners' asso-

ciation. It is a very vague provision and

would be liable to considerable misuse, if

the political party in power were in sym-

pathy with the owners. The miners' as-

sociation also objects to the owners having

the power to enforce a nine-hour day dur-

ing one-fifth of the year, and the miners

rightly argue that the owners would en-

force it always, that is, as long as there

might be a sufficient demand for the coal.

In this bill and in the discussion upon

it, as well as in the report of the Roj'al

Commission on the subject, it appears to

be taken for granted that if the hours of

work are decreased from nine to eight,

the output of the mine will be decreased

in the same proportion. The experience

in the United States, and in other coun-

tries, has often been that the curtailment

of hours of work has not decreased the

output, or added to the cost of operation.

.Apparently it is not supposed possible for

the English coal miner to work at a higher

speed during shorter hours.

It must always be remembered, when

discussing this question, that in British

coal mines it. is very seldom that more

than one shift a day is worked, and that

it is "impossible for the owners to obtain

sufficient labor to duplicate the shifts. In

the nKtalliftroiis mines the shifts are dup-

licated, and at the present time the shift

is 10 hours.

Indiana's New Drill Law

The chief mine inspector of Indiana says

that there is no possible chance for the

miners to evade the law governmg the

size of the drill bit, not even by the use of

the one-jawed bit, for the reason that the

liiameter of tlie latter bit would be meas-

ured from the center. He also states that

the new law is a measure of safety for

the miners, and that the size of the bit

being limited to 2j/ inches is essential in

bituminous coal. In block coal, however,

a larger bit could be used with safety.

Some believe that the legislature could

have reasonably made an exception in the

case of the block coalfield, but if such is

necessary the oversight can be remedied by

the next general assembly. We believe

that the new law is a fair one, both to

miners and operators, and one which the

general welfare of the mining industry

has demanded for some time. We are

glad to hear that all evasions of the law,

e-ther by miners or operators, v,ill be fol-

lowed by immediate prosecutions.

New-Old Districts in California

No small part of the recent develop-

ment of mining in California has come

from the reopening of old districts. Lately

numerous prospectors have gone to the

Minaret region in the high Sierra of Ma-

dera county, in the belief that the mineral

deposits of Nevada extend into that sec-

tion. These prospectors are from both

California and Nevada. It has long been

knovm that the Minaret section, which is

in a rough, mountainous country, has de-

posits of iron and copper, but no attempt

has ever been made to utilize them, owing

to the distance from a railroad, the rugged

character of the region and the deep snows

which cover the ground well on into the

summer. The prospectors are staking

claims in all directions, but little or no de-

velopment work has yet been done.

This is another of the many cases where

old locations are being made the basis of

new prospects. Improved methods, better

transportation and other factors make the

old, deserted camps once more attractive,

and bring prospectors and miners back.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Suggestions for Mining Engineers

The following suggestions are olTered

to the younger mining engineers. The
writer claims no special credit nor origi-

nality for the ideas advanced, as they

come, in fact, from more experienced

mining men.

Purposes of the l^.Ncii.stEKiMi Dep.\rt-

MENT

There are two distinct lines of work to

be carried out by the engineering depart-

ment. First and foremost is that of as-

sisting in the operating of the mine; sec-

ondly, the making of records of what has

been done. The latter is all too fre-

quently regarded as the sole function of

this department. The ways in which the

engineering department can assist a pro-

gressive manager are numerous and va-

ried, even from week to week. Maps
showing the mine workings right up to

date and indicating the proposed work
some days in advance ; stope longitudinal

sections showing the progress right up to

date, will well repay the cost of main-

taining them in the added intelligence

with which the operating can be directed

This does not mean that the accurate

mine survey must keep pace with the de-

velopment work to within 24 hours, but

at least a good grade of sketch mapping
should keep close pace with the .levelop-

ment work. The methods of approximate
mapping by pocket compass and pacing,

by straight lines and offsets, may well be

put into more active use.

From the assay department we demand
frequent and prompt determinations even
though they be of but approximate accur-

acy—as the daily cyanide titrations for

copper—followed at intervals by the more
accurate electrolytic determinations. Whv
then .should not the engineering depart-

ment furnish corresponding prompt ap-

proximate information?

The mine map or a copy of the same
should be conveniently accessible to the

mine foreman. It is for use and the mine
foreman is one of the men to whom it is

the most useful. The geological features

should be represented in great detail on

the mine map by separate tracing-cloth

sheets for each level which can be ex-

actly and quickly superimposed. Many
cross sections should be made, accurately

and carefully detailed, and with no con-

fusion of observed and theoretical struc-

ture. This principle should be closely

followed, that actual observed facts be

prominent on the map and hypothetical

structures be indicated in radically differ-

ent way.s, so that no possible misinterpre-

tation may arise from the confnrion of

these two classes of data.

Systematic Methods

That it is possible to have system with-

out red tape, is up to every young mining

engineer to prove. It can be done. Look

over the work in every feature in detail.

Examine each kind of work. See whether

you do the same work always in the sane

way. If not, choose the best way and

stick to it, all the time. It will be found

in many cases that it will be necessary to

determine by experiment which of various

ways is best. If so, do this with the

definite purpose of settling on the best

way, and not with an indefinite idea of

letting it settle itself. •

Then for progress. In the same close,

critical way examine wherein your

methods are open to improvement. It is

sometimes in the details, sometimes in

the general plan, that improvements can

be made.

Invite criticism, whether friendly or

otherwise, and when it conies give it your

most careful, unprejudiced, thoughtful

consideration.

Dat.v

Put all the information of your depart-

mcrt in shape to be available to the man-

ager. Have everything clearly indexed

and explained. Make your maps clear.

Have figures marked to show what they

mean to the mnn not on the inside of

every detail of your work. Figures show-

ing elevations should be so denoted. On
the geology sheet there should be a plain

statement of the meaning of each sign and

color used. Availability of data is what

gives the greatest value.

Cross-references

Clear cross-referencing is a thing for

the mining engineer to specialize on.

Cross-referencing is telling just where to

look for additional information on the

feature under immediate consideration.

Original Notes

Original notes, taken on surface or un-

derground, should have appended to

them, soon after taking, an explanation

sufficiently full to make them entirely

clear to another person. If this practice

is carried out the engineer will soon find

himself taking more intelligible notes, as

it is no pastime to explain fully some of

our hieroglyphics. G. W. Corey.

Butte. Mont., .\ug. 10. 1907.

Practical Points in Mine

Surveying

I have recently read the article by L. U.

Hodson, entitled, "Some Practical Points

on Mine Surveying," printed on page 113

of the Journal of July 20, 1907- 1" his

insistence on accuracy and cleanliness I

heartily concur; but in details of equip-

ment my experience has been at variance

with his suggestions. I will lake up our

points of difference in the order in which

they occur in his article.

In selecting a transit for gener.il work

it must be appreciated that accuracy and

extreme light weight are not compatible.

Especially is this true in underground

work and in leveling. A U-frame transit,

with S-in. horizontal and vertical circles,

both circles being graduated to minutes,

is the most satisfactory instrument. Finer

graduation is unnecessary, and seriously

interferes with speed in reading angU-s.

A degree of accuracy giving an error of

closure of i in ro.ooo to iS.ooo, is possible

with reasonable care with such an in-

strument. Both surface and underground

work require a rather high marfuifying

power, which is obtained with a large

field and plenty of light by ihe use of a

telescope with inverting image. In m:ne

work where there are any steep, inclined

shafts or raises to be surveyed, a;i auxil-

iary telescope is practically indispensable,

and it should always be included in the

general equipment.

As for tapes, I have found a 150-ft.

tape, graduated to tenths and hundredths,

and a 300- ft. tape, graduated to feet, to

be the most convenient outfit. An open,

four-arm brass reel, as made by the Luf-

kin Rule Company, is very satisfactorv

for the 150-ft. tape.

In mapping all work -should be plotted

by coordinates, and the coordinates

should be laid off on the map in 4-in.

squares. In this way small portions of

large maps can be located accurately with

no difficulty. I have found 50 ft. to the

inch the best scale for underground maps

and for most surface maps, large areas

being plotted best on a scale of 200 ft. to

the inch. Maps should be made on paper

mounted on muslin, Keuffcl & Ess-.rs

"Extra heavy paragon" by preference,

and should be inked in and titled Onlv

two sets of mounted maps are necessary,

surface and underground. Underground

maps should have only one level on ea-h

sheet, except in small propositions or

where the levels do not overlap. Geology,
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analyses, etc., can be kept on bcparato

tracings.

1 have never tried the card system of

notc-takinp, but my experience has bei;n

that loose sheets in any form are unde-

sirable. A few simple expedients will en-

able almost any man to keep even his un-

derground notebook clean. Put a paper

cover on the notebook before going un-

derground, and change it for a clean one

before calculating. Hold the pages to-

gether on each side of the working page

with rubber bands, and keep a piece of

blotting paper under the band on the page

not in use. In taking notes hang the

candlestick on the left shoulder. This

wears out the jacket, but gives an ex-

cellent light and prevents grease from

dropping on the book.

In regard to accuracy, I thoroughly

agree with Mr. Hodson. .\s it is usually

impossible to close an underground sur-

vey, all important work should be checked

by another survey. Lucien Eaton.

Iron Bolt, Wis., .\ug. 5. 1907.

Refining Metals in Canada

In the JofRN.\L of Aug. 17, in the To-
ronto special correspondent's letter, the

following occurs : "Owing to there being

no smelters in Canada capable of purify-

ing ore sufficiently for coinage purposes,

the new Canadian mint will have to look

to the United States for relined metal.

. . . It is stated that 1,000,000 oz. of

silver will be wanted at the mint in No-
vember. The ore will have to be shipped

across the border for treatment and

brought back as refined metal."

These statements are entirely erroneous.

.A press despatch from the East similarly

in error, was recently published in daily

newspapers in British Columbia. In Vic-

toria the daily Colonist promptly pub-

lished a correction, communicated by my-

self, to the following effect: The Con-

solidated Mining and Smelting Company,

of Canada, owns a lead and silver refin-

«r}% as well as a copper and lead smelter,

situated at Trail, British Columbia. I

was shown through these works in the

fall of 1904, and was then informed that

the refining of silver and gold there, as

well as of lead, the last metal by the elec-

trolytic process, had been in successful

operation for some time.

"The Belts Process at Trail, B. C," was

the subject of a thesis submitted by A. G.

Wolf, to the Colorado State School of

Mines. This was read before the April,

1907, meeting of the Western Associa-

tion of Technical Chemists and Metal-

lurgists, Denver, Colo., and has since been

published in several technical journals.

From this it is learned that the lead re-

finery was erected in 1902. It has since

been enlarged from time to time, until now

lead, gold, silver and copper sulphate are

its refined products. The silver and gold

by-products from the refining of lead are

produced to the extent of, approximately,

150.000 oz. silver and 2000 oz. gold per

month, or 1,800,000 oz. silver and 24,000

oz. gold per year. I have the assurance

of the luanagcr of the works that the sil-

ver produced is always better than 998

fine, and that the greater portion goes as

high as 999 fine, w^hich he claims to be

equal to any refined silver on the market.

The Trail silver product is sold to the

United States for coinage purposes, also

to the Chinese and Japanese governments.

May 1 add, in conclusion, that Dr. .\. P.

Low, deputy minister of mines for Can-

ada, who is in Victoria today, in the

course of a newspaper interview yester-

day, said: "The talk about the inability

of the government to get silver at home

for the new mint at Ottawa is all non-

sense. .A supply is available from Trail,

B. C. where a refinery is in successful

operation." E. J.VCOBS,

Editor B. C. Mining Record.

Victoria, B. C, Aug. 27 1907.

[The statement referred to is undoubt-

edly incorrect. Its publication in the

JoL•RN.^L was due to an oversight, such as

will occasionally happen in an editorial

room in a period of unusually strenuous

work. Rcfereuces have been made in the

JofRX.NL several times to the works at

Trail and their production of metals.

—

Editor.]

Who Is a Mining Engineer ?

A controversy has arisen and it has

been agreed to abide by the decision of the

JOURN.M..

(1) A claims that-it is perfectly "square"

for a man not a graduate from a school

granting an E. M. degree to use "Alining

Engineer" on his professional cards and

letter heads. Said man is supposed to have

spent the major part of his life in mining,

as miner and up the grades to superin-

tendent. B claims that no man without

the degree of E. M. has the right to use

"Mining Engineer." In your opinion, who

is right?

(2) A specific example came up. .\

young man spent four years at one of the

Eastern mining schools, but at the end of

the fourth year had soiue conditions to

make up, which, in a term of years in

which he worked at different properties

as surveyor, assayer and underground fore-

man, he failed to make up. Is he entitled

to use "Mining Engineer"? C. G.R.

Boise, Idaho, Aug. 18, 1907.

(This subject has been repeatedly dis-

cussed in the columns of the Journal.

As the inquiry is put in paragraph (i) of

the above communication, A is right, pro-

viding the man has the attainments that

an engineer is supposed to have. Any-

way, B is wrong.

Any man has the right to call himself a

mining engineer, just as another man may
call himself a mechanical engineer, a

metallurgical engineer, etc., if he be one;

ntlRTwise he is dishonest. (We shall not

here go into any- definition of what con-

stitutes an engineer.) Some of the best

engineers we know are not graduates of

any technical school and have no degree

of any kind. They have an inalienable

right to call themselves what they are.

This right has not been lost by the as-

sumption by certain college faculties of

the title "mining engineer" as a degree to

be conferred. The new graduate is sel-

dom an engineer at all. He is simply

started on the road to be one.

—

Editor.]

Hotel Accommodations at

Joplin, Mo.

Below is a statement signed by the

architect, contractors and superintendent

of construction of die Connor hotel, as-

suring the public that this hotel will be

finished and ready for occupancy on the

first day of November, 1907.

We would appreciate it very much if

you would publish this in your paper.

COM.MERCIAL ClUB OF JoPHN.

Clay Gregory, Sec'y.

Joplin, Mo., Aug. 28, 1907.

"To whom it may concern : .\t the re-

quest of the .\merican Mining Congress

committee we take pleasure in assuring

>ou that the Connor hotel will be abso-

lutely finished on the first day of Novem-
ber, 1907.

No doubt remains that the delegates of

the American Mining Congress will be en-

tertained in this hotel. The furniture is

all bought, to be delivered Oct. I next.

"B.ARNETT, HaVNES & BaRNETT,

Architects.

"Dieter & Wengel, Contractors.

"Emil E. Hallenberg,

Supt. of Construction."

Mines in Great Britain were first made
open to inspection by government officials

in 1842 when an act was passed prohibit-

ing the employment of female labor in

them. In that year an inspector was ap-

pointed solely to see that the law was

carried out. In 1852, the number of in-

spectors was increased to si-x and their

powers were considerably extended. Si.x

more inspectors were appointed in 1855

and the salaries attached to the office made

sufficiently high to induce men of attain-

ments to enter the service. Up to that

time the inspection dealt with coal mines

only but in 1872 metalliferous mines were

ip.chuled, and two luore inspectors were

appointed. Since that time the duties have

been increased and rearranged and many

assistant inspectors have been appointed.

Now there are 12 head inspectors in

charge of separate districts and 26 assist-

ant inspectors who are doing very much

the same work as their chiefs aiul are

equally responsible.
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New Publications

BlIU.IlHiRAl'llY OK THK CiEOUXiY OF CON-

NECTICUT. By Herliert Ivniest Greg-

ory. State of Connecticut, State Geo-

logical and Natural History Survey,

Bulletin No. 8. Pp. 123, 6x9 in.,

paper. Hartford, Conn., 1907: Mart-

ford Press,

l-'or several years Mr. (iregory, as he

states in his preface, has had occasion to

examine critically geological literature re-

lating to Connecticut. The list of papers

read, and the notes made are here pre-

sented, with the hope that they may he

useful to students interested in the sub-

ject. The list of titles is believed to be

practically complete to Jatuiary. HX)6. and

a few papers of more recent date have

been added. Articles in local newspapers,

and descriptions in te.xt-books have been

omitted. In preparing the notes an effort

has been made wherever practicable to

give the author's main conclusiohs. in-

stead of describing the table of contents.

This is not attempted with the larger and

more general works. With the exception

of a few instances, no attempt ha; been

made to estimate the value of the various

papers, and some have been included be-

cause of their historic interest. A list of

geological maps, including those used as

illustrations accompanying reports, fol-

lows the list of papers. The articles cata-

loged are numbered serially.

BiExxi.M. Report of the Inspector of

Co.M. Mines of the St.\te of Mon-
T.\N.\ for the Ye.xrs 1905-6. Joseph

D. McDerniott, Inspector. Pp. 224,

illustrated, 6.X9 in., cloth. Helena,

Mont., 1907: Office of the Inspector

of Coal Mines.

In the production of this report the

Montana mines department has endeav-

ored to confine itself strictly to the limits

of its official sphere—the coal industry.

And in doing so, a presentation of the

coaltields. with its subdivisions, its classi-

fication of their coals and their quality and

comparative efficiency, is given with a

view to calling the attention of the out-

side world to this great natural resource

of the State, -and to the possibilities it

aflfords for the profitable investment of

capital at this time. Though the coal out-

put shows a rather satisfactory and steady

increase, foreign coal to the estimated

amount of over a million tons was im-

ported during the present year, these im-

portations being largely from Lethbridge,

the coal being brought to Great Falls over

the Great Falls & Canada railway, and

thence distributed to Helena, Butte, .\na-

conda and other points, by the Montana
Central railway : Wyoming coal brought

in by the Oregon Short Line railway and

«Jistributcd to Butte. .-Vnaconda. Helena

and points west ; and large importations

by the Burlington railway that are dis-

tributed each way from Billings. .\t the

same time there has been an irritating

shortage in the supply that at tunes lus

almost amounted to a "coal famine" in the

domestic market. The report considers

tirst the general geological conditions

brietly ; then the coniposiliDU ar.d value of

Montana coals; and then takes up the

mines and their output by districts and

counties. Other chapters treat of acci-

dents in Montana mines, of the work of

the inspectors and of the condition and

efficiency of the mining laws.

JoiRN.M. OF the Iron .\nd Steei. Insti-

TiTE, Vol. LXXIV, No. II. 1907

Edited by Bennett 1 1. Rrough, Secre-

tary. Pp. J47; illustrated. -I'/ixS'.'i

in. ; cloth. London, 1907 : E. & F. N.

Spon. New York ; Spon& Chamberlain.

Contents. Copper steels, by Pierre

Breuil. Cast iron as cast and heat

treated, by W. H. Hatfield. The non-

metallic impurities in steel, by E. F. Law.

The geology and origin of the Lapland

iron ores, by Otto Stutxer. Boron steels,

by Leon Guillet. The effect of air and

moisture on blast furnaces, by Joseph

Dawson.

This volume is devoted almost entirely

to reports on research work carried out

during 1906-7 by holders of Carnegie re-

search scholarships. These reports a'e

five in number, and are here published in

a separate volume, in order to prevent

the ordinary volume of proceedings for

the year from becoming unwieldy. There

is included also a reprint of a rare and in-

teresting essay on "The Effect of Air and

Moisture on Blast Furnaces." written in

the year 1800, by Joseph Dawson, of Low-

moor.

Sh.\ft Sinking i-nder Difficvlt Con-

ditions. By J. Riemer. Translated

from the German by C. R. Corning

and Robert Peele. Pp. 176; illus-

trated. 6x9 in. : cloth, $j. New York,

1907 : John Wiley & Sons.

Contents. Shaft sinking by hand. Shaft

sinking by the boring system. The freezing

process. Drop-shafts.

The operations described in this

book have to do witli exceptional

difficulties only, with conditions rarely

met by the average workmg en-

gineer. Yet the bold and often daring

methods which have been successfully em-

ployed when conditions rendered access to

the mineral apparently impossible never

fail to interest the ordinary mine manager

whose achievements are not of the spec-

tacular sort. The work consists of detailed

descriptions of specific operations mostly

in Germany and the tables, illustrations

and sections have been prepared, arranged

and classified with German thoroughness.

.\N E.XTENSION of THE DeWEV DEC1M.^L

SVSTE.\I of CL.\SSIFlr.\TION APPLIED TO

.\rCHITF.CTIRE .and BlILDING. By N.

Clifford Rickcr. University of Illi-

nois. Bulletin No. 13. Nov. 1. 1906.

Pp. 101, 6x9 in., paper. L'rbana,

Illinois, 1907: The L'niversity of Illi-

nois.

ANNf.M. ReIIIRI of THE Cl m
uF the City of Phovidi hie

Year 190O. Otis F. Clapp, city en-

gineer. Pp. 85 ; illustrated, 'jxq in ;

paper. Providence, 1907: Snow &
Farnham, city printers

Gold Production in Australasia

Returns have been received from all the

principal States of .Australia and from

New Zealand, which make possible a com-

parison of the gold production of .\U5-

tralasia for the half-year ended June 30

with that of the early part of 1906. It has

been necessary to estimate the output of

South .Australia and Tasmania, but the

amount from these two States docs not

seriously affect the totals.

The production for the first half of the

present year, compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906, is reported as

follows, in ounces of fine gold:

190B. 1907. rhaDKee.

Ni'W SduIIi Wales. 133.160 ISH.Imii I. S.33'j

gueeaslanil •lil.'Jni xn.i»77 D. 24.9«»

boritb AuBtralla... 9.300 8.SU0 1). 'XPO

Tasmania 30.1UO 28.500 I). l.dio

Victoria :)81,68l 330,110 V. 48.671

Western Australia 904,H«< iJ38,'Ji3 V. se.Gll

Total lommon-
wealth 1.710.9S1 1.578.729 D. 134,252

New Zealand J52,(I01 213,043 D. 38,'.i5»

Total 1.902,982 I.7K9.772 D. 173.210

Total value »40.574,838 S36.gM.587 D.t3,680,2Sl

New South Wales is the only State of

the Commonwealth which has made a gain

this year. This came chiefly from the cop-

per mines, at Cobar and elsewhere, where

gold is a by-product. In the gold mines

and placer workings there was little

change.

In Queensland the loss this year was in

the smaller quantities of ore mined and

the smaller amounts of gold iron in two

of the principal fields,. Charters Towers

and Gympic. In Victoria there were heavy

declines in the Ballarat and Bendigo fields,

with no compensating gain from other

districts. No new producers of importance

were developed during the half-year.

Western Australia also reported no new

discoveries, while the Kalgoorlie mine«,

the most important producers in the State,

continue to show lower grade ore and

smaller recoveries. South Australia and

Tasmania, the small producers, the output

of both being estimated, failed to come up

to that of last year. In Tasmania, some

of the larger mines did not do well. In

New Zealand the loss was chiefly in gold

from the dredges, both in Otago and the

West (^oast district. The Waihi and other

large mines kept up their prociuction well.

The total reduction in output for the

half-year was 8.8 per cent. The causes

above briefly referred to indicate that

there is little probability that this loss

will be made up in the second half of the

year. The production of Australia for

1907 will hardly come up to that of last

vi-.ir
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Personal

MlnlOK and luolnlliirf^cal engineers nre In-
vited lo keen The Enoiskkkino anp Mining
JoiUNAL iuiormet) of their movements and
npiH>lntnieul8.

Walter Hovcy Hill, of New York, is on

his way to Nevada.

M. T. Chcstnm & Son, Rico, Colo., have

opened an office in the Century building,

Denver.

.\. Floerter has been appointed con-

struction engineer for the Tamarack Min-

ing Company.

Hon. George P. Graham, ot Brockville,

Ont.. has been appointed Canadian Min-

ister of Railways.

H. Mortimer Lamb, of Montreal, Que-
bec, secretary of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute, is in British Columbia on business

for that institution.

T. Furukawa and M. Otagawa, mining

engineers from Japan, have returned to

New York after visiting the mines in the

Sudbury and Cobalt districts.

Frank C. Loring, late consulting engin-

eer for the Trethewey Mining Company
has resigned and is removing to Toronto

where he will open an office.

C. M. Henretta, formerly manager of

the Canadian-American Coal and Coke
Company's colliery at Frank, B. C, is in

Ohio engaged in coal mining.

Frederick J. Pope, of New York, recent-

ly examined the Big Interior group of

claims, situated in .\lberni mining divi-

sion, Vancouver island, British Columbia.

O. W. Barber, of VViggii^s, Sask., has

been engaged by the Provincial govern-

ment of Saskatchewan to superintend

government mining operations in the

Eagle Lake district.

Erasmus Haworth is building a cement
mill for the U. S. t^ortland Cement Com-
pany at Yocemento, Ellis county, Kansas.

The mill will produce 1000 bW. per day
and use oil for fuel.

John C. Gwillim, prun>sur ol mining
engineering at the School of Mines,

Kingston. Ontario, is visiting mining prop-

erties on Vancouver island and neighbor-

ing parts of British Columbia.

John D. Ryan, managing director of the

.\malgamated Copper Company, visited

the Keweenaw and Ojihway properties in

the Michigan copper country while on his

way from New York to Duluth.

Dr. V. Ogtiwa, professor of civil en-

gineering in the university of Kyoto,

Japan, is visiting Canada in the cot;rse of

an extcnded.tour for the purpose of study-

ing hydraulic and sanitar>' engineering.

William C. Mullen, superintendent of

the H. C. Frick Coke Company's plant in

the Morgan vallc>', has been placed in

charge of the Continental No. i plant of

the same company at Uniontown. Peiin.

Dr. A. P. Low, deputy minister of

mines for Canada, and Hon. Wm. Tem-

plcman, the ministerial head of the depart-

ment in Ottawa, late in August visited

several of the chief mining sections of

British Columbia.

Dr. U. S. Grant, professor of geology in

Northwestern University, has been ap-

pointted acting dean of the College of

Liberal Arts of that institution for one

year during the absence of Dean T. F.

Holgate. who will spend the year in Eng-

land.

Obituary

Capt. David J. Kennedy, for many
years a prominent man in Cape Breton

mining affairs, died in Sydney, N. S., on

August 27 of cancer, at the age of 76

years. He was manager of the Sydney &
Louisburg Coal and Railway Company,
until its merger with the Dominion Coal

Company in 1893. Of late years he had

been residing in Louisburg, N. S. He had

a distinguished record in India during the

mutiny of 1849.

Societies and Technical Schools

Missouri School of Mines—Geo. E.

Ladd, director of this institution at Rolla,

Mo., has issued a collection of photo-

graphic reproductions showing the inter-

esting and attractive features about the

campus and buildings, including a number
of views of th'e shops, the ore-dressing

plant, etc.

Iron and Steel Institute—The autumn
meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, of

Great Britain, will be held injhe house of

the Austrian Engineers' and Architects'

Society in Vienna, Austria, Sept. 23 and

24-

The following is a list of papers that

are expected to be submitted

:

1. "On the Development of the Iron

Industry of .Austria since 1882." By \V.

Kestranek.

2. "On the Styrian Erzb'erg Iron Ore
Mines." By Prof. H. Bauerman.

3. "On Steel and Meteoric Iron." By
Prof. F. Berwerth, Vienna.

4. "On the Determination of the

Quantity of Blast Furnace Gas for a given

make of Pig Iron." By Prof. Josef von
Ehrenwerth, Leoben.

5. "On the Application of the Laws
of Physical Chemistry to the Metallurgy
of Iron." By Baron H. von Jiiptner, Vi-

enna.

6. "On Case Hardening of Mild
Steel." By C. O. Bannister and J. W.
Lambert.

7. "On a New Blue-Black Paint as a

Protective Governing for Iron." By F. J.

R. Carulla, Derby.

8. "On the Hardening of Steel. " By
L. Demozay, Unieux, France.

9. "On the Structure of Hardened
Steel." By Percey Longmuir, Sheffield.

10. "On Case Hardening." By G. Shaw
Scott. Birmingham.

11. "On the .\geing of Mild Steel.

Further Notes." By C. E. Stromeyer,

Manchester.

12. "On the Economical Distribution

of Electric Power from Blast Furnaces."

By B. H. Thwaite, London.

Industrial

The California Ore Testing Company,
San Francisco, Cal., announces the com-
pletion of its new plant which replaces the

testing works of A. A. Hanks and F. L.

Bosqui, destroyed by fire in April, 1906.

The success of the old plant led to the

incorporation of the new company and the

building of a new and larger plant to re-

place the one destroyed. The business will

be carried on under the general manage-
ment of A. A. Hanks with F. L. Bosqui

as consulting engineer and metallurgist.

The new building at Bay and Jones

streets, San Francisco, covers a ground

space of 45XI37J/2 ft., and the equipment

includes the following machinery : Blake

crusher, sampler, 5-stamp battery of 1050-

Ib. stamps, 3-stamp battery of 350-lb.

stamps, crushing rolls, copper plates, con-

centrating table, Frue vanner, slime table,

tube mill, leaching tanks, slime agitators,

vacuum filters, zinc boxes, grinding pans,

and the usual laboratory and experimental

apparatus. .\ reverberatory furnace is to

be added at once.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. Book No. 5004. Directions for

Erecting Gates Elevators. Pp. 12, illus-

trated, paper, 6'/4xgl^ in.

The J. George Lej'ner Engineering

Works Company, Littleton, Colo. Bulle-

tin No. 512. Model Six Water Leyner

Drill. Pp. 48, illustrated, paper, 6.\9 in.

;

1907.

The Westinghouse Machine Company,

East Pittsburg, Pa. Catalog S-2, No.

7008. The Westinghouse Storage Battery

for Stationary L^se. Pp. 40, illustrated,

paper, 6.x9^ in.

International Metallurgical Company, El

Paso, Texas. The W. Townsend Smith

Patent Improved Metallurgical and Cyan-

ide Process and Apparatus. Pp. 16, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.

Construction News

Boundary Falls, British Columbia—The
Dominion Copper Company has had plans

prepared for a two-stand copper convert-

ing plant to be installed shortly at its

smelting works at Boundary Falls, in the

Boundary district of British Columbia. W.
C. Thomas is the resident manager.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of ihe Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

.lugusl .'8— The lixociitive Cominittec

of the Anti- Debris Association is stirring

up another hydraulic mining war. *
It has

agreed to arrange for a guard of 40 to 50

watchmen (called "spies" by the miners)

who shall go fully armed into such sec-

tions of the county as Gold Run and

Dutch Flat, to resent any resistance the

miners may offer when they wish to in-

spect the mines. Some of these watchmen
have reported to the Anti-Debris Associa-

tion that certain hydraulic miners were

violating the law and conducting illegal

mining operations, and that though work-

ing behind dams, when the dams were

filled they arc blown up to allow the ac-

cumulated debris to reach the rivers.

When these watchmen have sought to

visit the ground they have been met by

armed men who tell them to leave. The
Association says it is determined to ex-

ercise its "rights" and will arm its men.

The fact is these watchmen are not in

any manner ofScials, but are acting for a

private organization. They are enemies

to the miners and are so recognized. The
projected move to arm these watchmen
will be certain to arouse strife agam in

the hydraulic regions of the mountains.

If any watchmen of the commission have

been denied access to the mines, it is very

likely that the miners had reasons for be-

ing sore against them individually and not

as agents of the Anti-Debris commission.

Ever since the suppression of hydraulic

mining the miners of some of these dis-

tricts have been a long-suflering people.

They have submitted to the mandate of

the law and closed down their mines and

secured employment in other lines of in-

dustry. Those who have had the forti-

tude to go ahead and build dams in ac-

cordance with the law have found in

many cases that after building them
in accordance with specifications they

would not be accepted unless they were re-

built upon other lines. It is nonsense to

talk of expensive dams having been

blown up.

The .\nti-Debris Association committee

on dredge mining also reported that the

Pennsylvania Mining Company at Oro-

ville had not complied with its agreement

with the association to completely land-

lock its dredges, and the attorneys were

notified to send an ultimatum that unless

they comply with the agreement without

further notificaation, a suit should be com-
menced at once to stop them and all ether

mines similarly violating the agreement.

So the .^nti-Debris .Association has a chip

oil Hi slioulJiT not only lur ilie liydr.iulic

miners, but fur the dredge miners as well.

A largo restraining dam to comply with

the Caminctti law is being built acros^i

the Greenhorn, Nevada county, near You
Bel. With the completion of this great

barrier, hydraulicking will commence at

the Red Dog gravel mine, owned by J. S.

Goodwin & Co. A temporary dam is to

be built and a flume will carry a stream

around the big barrier. It will be neces-

sary to excavate to a depth of 10 ft.

through slickens and gravel to reach the

bedrock. To accelerate operations a

bucket pump will be put to work, operated

by an undershot water wheel. A space

of the bed rock 26 ft. wide will be cleared

for the base of the dam. Firmly planted

and bolted into the rock the great log

cribbing will rise to a hight of 35 .ft. It

is expected that hydraulicking will begin

when the winter rains set in. Some of the

gravel banks at this place are 200 ft. high.

Salt Lake City

Jugusl 31—The problem of ore trans-

portation, which has for months past

seriously handicapped producers in the

camp of Bingham, is to be solved by the

building of a new railroad. Such a

scheme has been under consideration by

F. Augustus Heinze and his engineers for

some time and the filing of the articles of

incorporation of the Bingham Central

Railway in the office of the clerk of Salt

Lake county on August 28 indicates that

plans are about to mature. The proposed

road will be about 50 miles long, including

main line and branches. It is to be elec-

trically equipped and will be operated in

competition with the Gould, or Rio Grande
system, for both passenger and freight

traffic between Salt Lake City and Bing-

ham, as well as between the mines and

smelters. It is believed, also, that traffic

arrangements agreeable to the Harriman
railroads will result and that passenger

trains will arrive and depart from the de-

pot to be erected shortly within the busi-

ness district of Salt Lake City and to be

used for suburban electric lines operated

by the L'tah Light and Railway Company,
which is now controlled by Harriman.

The Rio Grande has had Bingham as

exclusive territory heretofore by reason of

an old agreement entered into between it

and the Oregon Short Line Railroad Com-
pany, through which the latter agreed to

leave the Rio Grande alone, the consider-

ation being that the Rio Grande would

keep out of other territory. Byt the Rio

Grande has not kept pace with the de-

velopment of ihe country, while the road

presents today the rather unusual spec-

tacle of being utterly unable to meet the

demands of patrons by lack of equipment

When F. .'\ugustus Ileinzc took over a

control of the Bingham Consolidated Min-
ing and Smelting Company, more than a

year ago, he was not long in arriving at

the conclusion that present transportation

facilities were inadequate. It is proposed

to enter the camp and reach the various

mines through the Mascott tunnel of the

Dalton & Lark mine. This tunnel will

soon be completed and equipped to the

Ohio Copper mine (another Heinze en-

terprise). It is claimed that ore from this

mine will be delivered to the mill now be-

ing built by this company at a cost of from

4 to 5c. a ton ; while the output of

other mines, it is claimed, can be handled

much cheaper than is possible with pres-

ent facilities.

Duluth

Si'pt. 2—Strike conditions on the Me-
sabi range remain as they have been, with

the center of the disturbance at Eveleth,

where there have been some rather se-

vere beatings of strikers by deputies the

past week, necessary doubtless, for the

preservation of order and for endueing

the strikers with a respect for law. The
underground mines are' gradually getting

to work again ; at the Adams-Spruce, at

Eveleth, there are 950 men out of a usual

1500, and elsewhere the number is improv-

ing gradually, but many of the new men
coming in are induced by the Western
Federation to leave without going to work.

Shipments are steady and Minnesota

should send forward this month about

4,600,000 tons of ore, which is good
enough, considering. There is a sharp

curtailment of schedules by many inde-

pendents, especially of non-bessemer

mines, as an instance of which may be

noted the Kinney of the Republic Iron and

Steel Company, which started out for

4(X>,ooo tons and is now down to an ex-

pectation of 135,000. Of course, this is

exceptional and is due to physical condi-

tions as much as to any other cause.

Several new shippers, on various ranges,

are getting started. The Wacouta, ncaf

Mountain Iron, is one which should pro-

duce a very considerable tonnage this fall.

It made its first product last week, from

steam shovels. The St. James, an under-

ground mine on the eastern Mcsabl be-

longing to Corrigan, McKinney & Co., is

about ready to begin production. It is

well equipped with electric underground
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trams. large skips and ample pumping and

hoisting capacity.

The Minnesota State tax commission is

calling on mine-owners of the State to

appear before it on Sept. 5. to show true

values of their mines and to answer if

their properties are not scheduled at a

rate less than other real property. Many

„,i,u-owners believe that this is prehmi-

,-arv to a stiff advance in tax valuations

„„f a verv heavy increase of taxes. More

prohablv it is » step toward cqualizmg

mine values, which are now glaringly un-

fair in some cases. There are a few com-

panies that have been able to maintain

fixes at far less than the proper propor-

tion It is only right to state that this

does not refer to the Oliver Iron Mining

Companv. .\ very considerable ra.se m

the taxable valuation of mines wdl have

little effect on taxes themselves, for there

is just about so much money to be used

in running the iron range towns the mines

have to pay most of this, and if the valu-

ation is increased the rate will be cut al-

most commensurately. In the matter o

the State and county taxes an increased

valuation will correspondingly increase

the tax, but these are very small parts ot

the total tax. and it is very likely that the

State tax will be practically wiped out m

Minnesota in another year.

The Foundation Company, of ^ew

York, which a short time ago completed

a concrete shaft on the Syracuse property.

has just completed another on the Bangor,

both mines near the shores of Em-

barras lake, eastern Mesabi. The ground

through which these have been sunk is

quicksand and boulders, etc. The Syra-

cuse shaft was completed to bedrock by

the companv and then turned over to the

mine operators. Now, after sinking 20

ft in rock a very large flow of water has

drowned out the men and raised in the

shaft so that large pumping capacity is

being installed. It is supposed to conie

from the lake through the rock, and elab-

orate preparations are being made to care

for it These shafts have been very costly

and no less than three were sunk on the

Syracuse before one was ledged. Ihc

m'ine^ arc not large and the cost 01 de-

velopment is such as to make ore mining

a verv costly undertaking.

Sunday work at stock-piles and in rail-

way yards at Old Range mines has been

stopped since the Mesabi began shipping

once more in quantity. These Old Range

shipments were so heavy as to tax the

road, and clean out stock-piles that have

not been forwarded in many years. Such

mines as Chapin. Morrie, .\shland. Lake

Superior and other large producers, whose

stock-pile grounds are almost never

cleared off, arc now empty.

The Michigamme river is to be diverted

by the Loretto Iron Company so that any

danger of its breaking into mine work-

ings and flooding them will be averted.

This river did once break into the Mans-

field mine, drowning nearly 30 men, ard

it is quite close to the Loretto and oilier

mines near by.

Corrigan, McKinnev & Co. are equip-

ping their Crystal Falls district mines

largely, and are developing extensively

there. During the past two years they

have practically opened and equippcl six

properties there, and the work is not yet

over.

The two chief drilling firms of the Lake

Superior region. Cole & McDonald and

E. J. Longyear, have about 1.S0 drills run-

ning at present, most of them on the Me.

sabi, but a niimber, especially of diamond

drills on other Lake ranges, and even

ill the copper regions. Several are in the •

Cuvuiia district and some in what is

called the -'Hiago range" lying between

Minnesota and Wisconsin, south of St.

Paul, where work of exploration has been

under way for some years on a small

scale.

'I'he new Empire mine. Cascade range,

south of Marquette, has begun shipments

of ore and will continue for the remain-

der of the season. It is a silicious prop-

erty and is operated by Oglebay, Norton

& Co. Operations preliminary to mming

have been under way for 18 months or

more.'

Vastly increased ore deposits have been

found recently in section 9, S8-i7 and sur-

rounding lands where the deposits of the

Franklin, Bessemer; Victoria, Union and

other properties were supposed to have

been pretty well e.xKausted' some time ago.

The ore of the Oliver- group is quite likely

to connect through to the Franklin group

and make a single deposit, partly sepa-

rated by horses and intrusions of rock.

Owing to the change in conditions there

railway grades are maintained with .s-rcat

difficulty, and an enormous amount of

stripping and surface development is un-

der way now.

west of Willison township, W. 11. Fletcher

and Joseph L. Garvin and party have lo-

cated 15 gold claims, liaving discovered

many large milk-quartz veins, carrying

good gold value. J. T. Carmody, a well

known Cobalt mining engineer, has made

an inspection of these properties on behalf

of a financial institution and confirms the

importance of the discovery. One vein,

when stripped, was found to be 35 ft. wide;

the claims show free milling gold on the

surface.

Toronto, Ont.

.j„g 23—Several important discoveries

of gold in northern Ontario have recently

been made. .-V rich find reported to have

been made near Night Hawk lake, lying

west and slightly south of Abitibi lake, by

two Swedish prospectors is causing much

excitement and has resulted in a rush to

the district. The deposit of gold-bearing

rock is said to be I.30 ft. wide and trace-

able for two miles. The fact of gold hav-

ing been found in this locality is officially

confirmed by Deputy Minister of Mines

T. W. Gibson, who has received several

good samples of the ore, which show vis-

ible free gold. The department has also

been advised of the discovery of gold at

the headwaters of the Black river, a trib-

utary of the Abitibi river. Prof. W. G.

Miller will investigate these discoveries.

Another locality where a find has been

made is near Fort Matachcw;ui, about So

miles up. the Montreal river from Latch-

ford. Near the apex of. what is Ifnown as

the South Bend of the"nver,;.t\vp miles

London

Aug. 17— Most welcome news comes

from Cornwall to the effect that Cam

Brea & Tincroft, Ltd., has been able to

pay a dividend as the result of the last

half-year's working. This is the first time

that these mines have made a divisible

profit since they were registered as a lim-

ited-liability company in 1900. The amoiuit

of rock treated during the half-year, Jan-

uary to June, inclusive, was 28,820 tons,

producing concentrates amounting to 339

tons, realizing £37,924- The average pro-

duction was 26.42 lb. of concentrates per

ton of rock crushed, and the average price

of concentrates was £111 ns. Sd. Copper

ore produced £404; arsenic, £2097; and

wolframite. £2200: other receipts brought

the total income to £46,295. The working

costs were £39.387 and lords' dues £2390,

leaving a net profit of £4518. Out of this

£3860 has been distributed as dividend on

the preferred shares, which is at the rate of

20 per cent, per annum. The ordinary

shares still get nothing. The manager's

.report is encouraging, for it shows that in

several parts of the mine good bodies of

ore are being opened up.

Several of the English lead companies

are doing well at present. One of these is

the Weardale Lead Company which has

been working deposits in the limestone

district of county Durham for a good

many years. During the year ended June

30, the company mined 4331 tons of ore

producing 3230 tons of pig lead which re-

alized on the average just over £19 per

ton. This is a considerable increase over

recent years. Two years ago the output

of lead was 1691 tons and a year ago 2370-

tons The sales of lead for the past year

brought in £63,658 and sales of fluorspar

£3559- Working costs were £36,668. The

profit for the year, after adjusting the ac-

counts for stock in hand, was £30,193- Out

of this, £14,687 has been paid as dividend

being at the rate of 17/2 per cent, on the

paid up capital. ,
In addition £10,000 has

been used to extinguish the debenture

debt, £2500 has been ph-\ced to reserve,

and £2500 allocated to extra exploration

work. In looking through the records, it

is noticeable that the working costs have

been considerably reduced during recent

years which is some indication of good

management on the part of Errington,

Thompson.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alabama

KnnvAii Col'MY
A'rJ Ore Mining L onif'tiny—This com-

pany, tiadsdon, owniiiR JO.ooo acres of

iron and coal lands in Altoona and Greasy

Cove districts will licnin the development

of several iron and coal mines. Obal

Christopher, (iadsdcn. .Ma., is superin-

tendent.

Cnidiil> Iron Ore Coinl<any—This com-

pany has been formed in Chattanooga,

Tenn., to develop iron ore deposits near

Cnuliip and .Kttalla.

Arizona

Yav.xp.m Colntv

Di-Splo—The mine at Middleton, and

the mill at Humboldt have been closed

down indefinitely. The only reason given

is lack of ore.

Kniglil Cofp<rr CVi/i/'aiiy—This com-

pany has cut 42 ft. of manganese ore in

its mines near Humboldt. The ore is said

to run high in copper.

Moiinl Trillc—A new hoist and a con-

ctntraling plant is being installed at these

mines, 12 miles south of Prescott. Some

high-grade ore has been shipped during

the past two months.

Parker—Five stamps are being added to

the null at these mines, near Cherry. The

ore is mostly free milling, about 70 per

cent, being caught by amalgamation.

Sf'ee—This group of mines near Mayer,

was purchased less than one year ago by

Alfred Popkess, for the sum of $2,500. He
has just disposed of the same for $100,-

000 to Los Angeles capitalists. Develop-

ment work disclosed large bodies of cop-

per ore. .\ large amount of ore is ready

for sloping.

California

BcTTE County

Midas—O. B. Lefurgey has made ar-

rangements for a 20-stamp mill on this

property at Enterprise. .A 450-ft. tunnel

has been run.

C.\L\VER.\S CofNTV

Reid—From this mine near San .An-

dreas, recently sold to Alaska men, some

gravel is being taken which yields $20

per cu.yd.

El Dor.mxd County

Isabel—Ore from this mine. Garden

valley, is being shipped to the Selby

smelter. The vein is about 10 ft. wide.

l.NVo CuL Ni V

Casa Diablo—The mill machinery, in-

cluding 10 sl.inip';, concentrators, etc., is

in place and work his commenced on a

cyanide plant, .\bout 50 men arc em-
ployed.

Pour Melals Mining Conil<any—This

San Jose company is opening a number of

claims at Cerro Gordo.

( '(lion— .\ 5-ft. ledge of high-grade

galena has been found in a new drift

south from the goo level of the new shaft

on this old mine at Cerro Gordo. Some
zinc ore is also being shipped.

Modoc County

Xorlh Star—.\t this mine. Fort Bid-

well, the men are working on a small vein

of rich ore. The ore is sorted and piled

awaiting the erection of a mill.

Mono County

Pittsburg Liberty —• This company,

Masonic, is putting in a cyanide plant and

a new hoist.

Xevau.v County

Bonner—The "oo-ft. level has been

reached in the unwatcring of this mine,

Nevada City.

Canada Hill Consolidated—.\t this

mine, Nevada City, formerly known as the

Charronat. a 6-ft. ledge has been found

in the Moo-ft. level.

Com Flat Consolidated—Jos. Weissbcin

will resume work on this mine near Ne-

vada City. There is a good plant on the

property.

Gravel—J. S. Goodman and others are

about to put up a hoist and a mill on the

blue lead gravel channel near You Bet.

The old workings are being cleaned out.

5/ii/T—This mine near Washington,

some time idle, is to be reopened by Wis-

consin men who have bought it.

Union Hill—This mine near Grass Val-

ley after being closed down .for 15

months, has resumed operations. The un-

watcring was recently completed. The
mil! is running on a good quantity of ore.

Viiha—The mill at the mine above

Washington, which has recently been en-

larged, has begim crushing ore.

Placer County

Carlisle Mining Company—At this mine

above Cisco an 8-stamp mill is in place

and a 2o-5tamp mill is being put up.

Three Queens—The vein is being

opened by ihreo tuuni-ls at intervals of

1000 ft.

kntk.-ll'l- CuUNTV

German-American Mining and Milling

C onifiany—T his company has been organ-

ized in Los .\ngeles to open certain mmcs
at Indian Camp, Pinon district, in the

desert section of the county. The di-

rectors are F. C. Longnccker, S. L. Kist-

ler and .\. N. Hamilton

Shasta County

Hrackett—1 his mine in Lower Springs

district has been bonde<l to H O. Cum-
mins, who is also working the Milton

mine and installing a new electric hoist.

Martin—This mine on Grizzly gulch has

been purchased by E. & O. Sherk and

John J. Downey of Nebraska, and a S-

stamp mill will be put up.

San Bernardino County

Gold—Gold ore has been again discov-

ered on the summit of Old Baldy, above

the head of San Antonio cafion.

Kelso Mining and Milling Company—
This company, owning seven claims nine

miles from Kelso on Providence moun-
tain, is sinking a 300-ft. shaft and will

then crosscut.

Sierra County

Osceola—This mine at .-Mleghany has

been leased by James Freeborough of

Poker Flat, who has commenced reopen-

ing the old works.

Ion Humboldt—This old mine near .M-

leghany has been acquired by William

Wheeler and associates of San Jose, and

is to be reopened at once. The Fourth

of July property near by has also been

taken over by San Jose men.

Siskiyou County

Dredge—A new mining dredge is being

liuilt on the South Fork of Scott river at

Callahans, for which the Risdon Iron

Works has the contract.

Trinity County

Golden Jubilee—M this mine a new cy-

anide plant of 20 vats and a 20-stamp mill

are ncaring completion.

Headlight—This property has been

bonded to a Philadelphia company and

work is being done to ascertain its true

valuf.

)V//oK' Rose of Texas—This mine has

been leased and bonded to the Balias

Company of Montana.

TuoLU.MNE County

Kanaka—Operations will be resumed on

this mine, Groveland, as'soon as men can
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be procured ; a new lo-stamp mill will bo

installed. Geo. De Saltier is superinten-

dent.

Soiihby—At the 500 level in the Penn-

sylvania shaft of this property at Souls-

byvillc, a 24-in. ledge, supposed to be the

old Soulsby chute, has been struck.

£Mr<-A-a—T. & W. Cochran have com-

menced work on the mine near Jackson-

ville, and have put in a gasolene hoist.

.\'onf>ari-il—Grading for the new 20-

stamp mill of this mine. Big Oak flat, has

been completed.

Indian Territory

CniCK.\SAW Nation

Grahamile Company—This newly in-

corporated company controls e.\tensive

tracts of land containing deposits of

grahamite and gilsonite which it intends

to develop. Henry Dorsey, Dallas, Tex.,

is secretary.

Colorado

Lake Countv—Leadville

American—This mine, on the south side

of Fryer hill near the Tip Top, is shipping

J5 tons daily of a good grade of silicious

ore. The property is under lease to

Thompson, Collins & McKeen.

Big Sundoxccr Mining Company—This

company has secured a lease on the Nisi

Prius group, Rock hill, and work has been

begun. The old Shadbolt shaft, now
down 200 ft., will be sunk deeper. The

property will be operated by an electric

plant.

Deer Lodge—Work has been resumed

on this property at Fryer hill, which has

been idle for 20 years. The shaft is down

100 ft. ; it was filled with ice which pre-

served the timbers. It is now being

cleaned out and when this work is com-

pleted work will be commenced at the

bottom. The shaft will be sunk 50 ft.

•deeper.

Dolly B. Group—After years of expen-

sive litigation P. K. Connolly at last se-

<ured his title to this group of claims-

Big Evans gulch. The Resurrection Gold

Mining Company withdrew its last pro-

test and the local land office made the

iormal entr>- dismissing the protest. Con-

nolly filed his locations on the group in

1893 and sunk the shaft on the Dolly B.

to a depth of 900 ft. In 1894 the Resur-

rection company, then operating on Little

"Ellen hill, sought to prevent Connolly

from securing title to the Dolly B. group.

The case was carried to the different ap-

pellate courts and to the supreme court.

International Mining Company—This

company, operating at Robinson, Summit

county, has opened the famous Robinson

ore shoot in its deep shaft. The ore, a

lead sulphide, was caught at a depth of

HOC ft., and it is now all over the bottom.

The old Robinson mine was first opened

in 1878; the ore shoot was followed for

2000 ft. and in that distance yielded several

million dollars worth of ore.

Morocco Company—TW\s company, ope-

rating at the foot of Harrison avenue, is

shipping 500 tons of manganese ore per

month to the steel works at Pueblo. In

addition considerable prospecting is being

carried on in the lime porphyry contact.

The manganese ore shipments pay the ex-

penses of operating the property.

Kentucky

Hopkins County

Searchlight Coal ,Company—This com-

pany has been organized in Indiana to de-

velop a tract of 2000 acres of coal lands

in Hopkins and Christian counties.

Perry County

Sole of Large Coal Tracts—G. S. Beck-

with & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, represent-

ing syndicates of foreign and American

capitalists, purchased more than 100,000

acres of coal lands in Kentucky and West

Virginia. The tract bought for the Amer-

ican syndicate includes 80,000 acres in

Leslie, Perry, Knott and Letsher counties,

Kentucky. That purchased for the foreign

syndicate comprises 25,000 acres of coal

lands in the New River district, West

Virginia. The transactions involved large

sums, many of the properties purchased

being in operation.

this incline steps will give entrance to the

mine.

Mcxico-J oplin Land Company—A 500-

acre tract of land located near Toms sta-

tion, on the Frisco north of Joplin,

owned by this company, is being developed

and fair productions are made regular'y.

The Amazon Lead and Zinc Company
purchased this land about three years ago

and paid a part of the purchase price, l,ut

a disagreement among the stockholders

caused the property to revert to the origi

nal owners, who are now pushing develop-

ments.

Xeiv Century Company—This company,

operating in the Galena district, has com
picted and started its concentrating plant.

The dimensions of the building are 154x28

ft., and the equipment includes two 12-in.

crushers, five sets of 30-in. rolls, one set

of 14-in. rolls, four 3-cell roughers, two

6-cell cleaners, one 6-cell sand jig, two

Kirk sludge table?, nine elevators, and

several screens, one 150-h.p. Bessemer

gas engine. The building and machinery

represent an investment of $20,000. The
company has four shafts in ore on the

lease. P. H. Puckett, of Galena, is super-

intendent of the property, which is owned
by New York and Connecticut capitalists.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Arcadian—The new vertical exploration

shaft on this property has reached a depth

of about 40 ft. The shaft is being sunk

3500 ft. east of the present Arcadian vein.

It is intended to sink to the 200-ft. level

and crosscut east and west to the sand-

stone formation. This will give a cross

section of about 5000 ft.

Calumet & Hecla—The steel frame

work for the large re-crushing mill is

nearly complete. The steel frame work

for the new engine house at No. 16 shaft

is about complete and the new pattern

storage building is ready. The wires have

been strung from the substation to No. S

shaft which is to carry current for the new

installation of electric pumps.

Trimountain—The concrete and steel

work in No. 2 shaft has been completed

and both compartments are in commis-

sion. It was necessary to put in concrete

walls from the surface to the ledge, a dis-

tance of about 90 ft.

Missouri

JoPLiN

—

Zinc-Lead District

Ino—Joplin is to have a daylight mine

if the plans of C. M. Sheldon, owner of

this mine on the Taylor land, are carried

out. The ground is hard to hold and in

order to make it safe for the men to work

the mine will be caved, and the dirt ^11

taken out to the surface. An incline

tramway will be built from the bottom to

the hopper for hoisting dirt, and along

Montana

Butte District

Anaconda—Five feet of 35^ per cent,

copper ore was struck a short distance

above the 2800-ft. station of the High Ore

mine while the shaft was sinking. This

proves that the orebodies are still going

down. The Neversweat mine is entirely

closed on account of the strike of ma-

chinists, and the Gagnon, owned by Tren-

ton of the Amalgamated, is running only

half capacity by reason of insufficient air.

Barnes-King—Affairs are now in the

hands of Butte men, five of the eight di-

rectors being selected in Butte. The di-

rectors will meet in a few days and elect

John Gillie, manager of the Amalgamated

mines, president. Superintendent Brule

resigned and will be relieved within two

weeks.

Boston & Montana—The West Colusa

mine is still closed down. The East Co-

lusa has been producing 200 or 300 tons a

day, for some time.

Colusa-Leonard Extension—The com-

pany cut a 2-ft. vein of commercial copper

ore at 810 ft. today. The ore is of the

same character as that found in the big

mines of the hill.

Davis-Daly—On account of a shortage

of air at the Original mine, work in the

crosscut from the i8oo-ft. station has been

suspended pending a settlement of the

machinists' strike. Operations in the

Smokehouse have also been stopped, the

pumps having been pulled and the wires

taken from the pulleys of the head frame.

Xortli fl«/;r— Sinking in the main shaft
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has been resumed. The output is about

i.?oo tons a day.

Airro/—The company lias begun raising

ore from the Little Mina, wliich had been

closed down seven years, and mining Clear

Grit through the shaft on Little Mina.

Nevada

ES.MERALUV COU.NTV—GoLOFIELU

Combination Exlensioii—A large vein

bas been cut in the north crosscut at the

400-ft. level. The ore is of milling grade.

The mine is making a large amou:it of

water and will shortly require better

pumping facilities.

Fhrciiit' Exlciisiiut—The No. 2 shaft is

down 2JO ft. The ore in the iS5-ft. level

is chiefly of milling grade.

Jiiiiiho E.vlcnsioit—This company has

extended the leases of the Jumbo Exten-

sion Leasing Company until July I, 1908.

Kavanaiigh—The shaft on this n'line,

which is out in the eastern portion of the

field near the Rochester and EtawanJa, is

down "5 ft. A good quartz vein has been

cut and arrangements are being made to

drift on it.

St. l:rs—The main shaft has reached

the c!50-ft. level and has been connected

with the St. Ives Leasing Company's
shaft. Some very high-grade ore is being

broken in the loo-ft. level. The 3-ft. vein

in the 300-ft. level is badly broken up, but

good specimen ore is visible.

Simmcroiic—.\ good vein has been cut

in the cast drift at the 26s-ft. level.

XvE CoLXTv

—

Bullfrog

Cold Bar—.\ contract has been let for

the building of a lo-head mill. Operations

are confined to development work.

Golden Grotto—The tunnel has been ex-

tended a distance of 240 ft. and has al-

ready intersected several small gold-bear-

ing veins that yield good assay vaKits.

Golden Sceptre—A new tunnel is bemg
run with the view of cutting the Hobo
vein.

Montgomrcy - Shoshone—Shipments of

ore are being made at the rate of 150 tons

per week. The new mill will be running

within a week or Uvo.

Sii:anhilda—Work has been resumed on
this property and the shaft will be con-

tinued from the lOO-ft. level to the 500-ft.

level.

Homestake King—A rich ore shoot is

being opened between the 300- and 400-ft.

levels.

XvE County—Manhattan
Big Mogul—The shaft has cut a rich

vein at a depth of 50 ft. Some of the

seams are of shipping grade.

Bonanza Copper—The shaft has reached
the 145-ft. level and is in a well mineral-

i:;ed formation.

Buekhoard—This property has been
opened to lessees and manv claims have

alreatly been taken up. Several of the

lessees arc already on good ore.

Mustang Sedan—Work has been re-

sumed under the management of Frank

P. Davis, formerly of Tonopah. The com-
pany has been reorganized and a large

sum has been placed in the bank as a

working fund.

Nye Col'ntv—Tonopah

Midzvay—.V shipment of 143 tons of

high-grade ore has been sent to the smel-

ters. Development is being carried on in

the lower levels with gratifying results.

In addition to the chutes of rich shipping

ore large quantities of ore of milling

grade are being developed.

Montana—The new mill has been suc-

cessfully started by the designer, F. L.

Bosqui, of San Francisco. It is a 40-head

mill, but owing to lack of electric power,

only 20 stamps will be dropped for some
months. The stamps are of 1050-lb.

weight and the mill capacity is 200 tons

per day.

IVcst End—A good grade of ore is

showing in the vein in the 27S-ft. level.

The new SS-ft. gallows frame has been

erected over the new shaft and is being

connected with the hoisting plant.

New Mexico

Grant County

Burro Mountains—At present Leopold

is the most active camp in the Territory.

The Burro Mountain Copper Company
has shown the orebody of its famous"

Sampson mine to be 800 ft. long, 300 ft.

high and 100 to 200 ft. thick. On the

Boston claim, about 800 ft. north of the

Sampson, the new shaft has penetrated

60 ft. of ore. Manager Wayne, of the

Copper Gulf Development Company, has

installed pumps in the Virginia and Cop-

per Gulf shafts and will sink them below

water level. The Virginia since its recent

reopening is sending 3 cars a week to the

Calumet & Arizona smelter at Douglas,

.\riz. The Chemung Company, which is

operating the mines of the Tyrone De-
velopment Company, has brought in a new
double-drum hoist, with which it will do
sinking; it has three shafts, all showing
ore and over 300 ft. deep. Four claims,

near the Copper Gulf mine, have been

purchased by F. L. Kreider, of San Fran-

cisco, and incorporated as the Leopold-

Tyrone Copper Company. A contract has

been let to G. A. Easton to sink the

Leopold-Tyrone shaft to 200 ft. depth.

Lordsburg—The new machinery at the

shaft of the "85" mine, in the Shakespeare

district, is about ready for operation. The
owner of the White Signal mine, 30 miles

northeast of Lordsburg, has installed a

new air compressor and is developing the

property.

Santa Fe County

Ccrrillos District—The present demand
for zinc ore has caused the reopening of

some of the old silver-lead mines that ran

into zinc with depth. A contract liait been

let for developing the Bottom Dollar min<»

by its new owners ; a new shaft is bcinr

sunk on the Fairview, and both the Grand
Central and Cash Entry arc working a

few men.

Madrid District—Six coal mines have
been reopened and more than 100 miners

are at work getting out the various grades

of coal that the lield affords. Pan of the

output goes in wagons to ilie Santa Fe
Company at San Pedro.

San Pedro District—Superintendent Wm.
Tudor, Jr., of the Santa Fe Gold and Cop-
per Company, resigned on July i and was
succeeded by B. H. Case. . The new air

compressor is now furnishing air for 15

rock drills, which are run by Mexican ma-
chine men witli good results. Production

has increased to 115 tons of sorted ore a
day, carrying 5 per cent, copper. The blast

furnace will be lengthened so as to double
its capacity, to handle the increased output

when the new mill is built. The mill will

raise the second-class ore from 2 to 15 per

cent, copper. This ore is chalcopyrite in

a gangue of garnet and quartz, and it will

be given a magnetic roast and the chalco-

pyrite then picked out on Wetherill sep-

arators. Laboratory experiments have
shown a saving exceeding 80 per cent, of

the copper by this system. About 350 men
are now employed by the Santa Fe Com-
pany in mining, smelting and teaming.

Oregon

Baker County

Currey Placer—Dr. H. E. Currey and
partners have stopped work on their placer

mines, near Unity, for lack of water. The
final clean-ups showed a profit for the

season.

Eagle Mountain—About 1000 ions of
ore of average grade is being shipped to

the Sumpter smelter for a test. Shipment
of ore from the Peacock, in the Seven
Devils country, has already begun by way
of Council. A 3}4-mile tramway will be
built from the Peacock to Snake river on
the Oregon side, so as to take advantage
of the new Northwest Railroad. Webb &
Carroll have sold the company 320 acres

of patented land adjoining claims already

owned.

Indiana—The manager of this mine,

situated 20 miles east of Baker City on
the copper belt, has renewed sinking in the

main shaft and will proceed from the

400-ft. level perhaps as deep as 1000 ft.

Cross cutting will be done at the various

levels.

Poorman & Sovereign—The new shaft

is well down on the Sovereign and the

tunnel on the property is in about 110 ft.

Machine drills are being installed.

South Pole—Manager P. A. Brady is

shipping ore to tlie Sumpter smelter.

Some of the ore shipped assayed $367.20

per ton.
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South Dakota

Lawrence County

Branch .Ui'iir— President Hardin li;is ar-

rived from New York to start the Soo-ton

cyanide mill at Galena.

Connie May Morris — William :ind

Henry Braseli and James Connors sold,

after 31 years of development, this prop-

erty adjoining the Clover Loaf at Rou-

baix, to eastern men for $35,000.

Do/iOH—Surface operations have dis-

closed free-milling gold ore 29 ft. wide

with footwall of granite,

£clw—Officers of the company have au-

thorized over 2000 ft. of crosscutting and

drifting.

Gold £cig/r—The annual meeting re-

sulted in new management: .\. M. Mas-

ters, president; John S. Shcppard, vice-

president: G. M. Luttrell, secretary, all

of Jacksonville, 111. The stock has changed

hands to local. Illinois and Nebraska

people. Mr. Masters will be superinten-

dent, and has ordered the shaft sunk an-

other 40 ft.

Utah

Iron County

Jennie Gold Mining Company—This

company is arranging to increase the ca-

pacity of its mill and to install a cyanide

department.

C'<i/tiTic.v-H'r///<i»/<-r— This property, in

the southern part of the Cobalt area, is

liiing developed by a company in which

Uuffalo capital is largely invested. Camp

buildings have been put up and over a

mile of trenching done unearthing .some

promising veins.

Com'iignJ—Concentrating machinery is

being installed consisting of a 90-h.p.

engine, lOO-ton crusher, three belt eleva-

tors, three jigs, two so-ton rolls, two van-

ners, three tumbles and one Huntington

mill. The plant will have a daily capacity

of 100 tons and will treat low-grade ore,

a quantity of which is on the dump.

Silver Queen—'^he report of an assay

of a recent strike shows 7000 oz. to the

ton.

Trethezi'ey—F. C. Loring, manager, re-

ports that much first-class ore is being

taken out in addition to quantities of low-

grade, the company having nearly 8000

tons of 40-oz. ore on the dumps. .\ car

of between 19 and 20 tons recently ship-

ped to the Copper Cliff smelter yielded

$29,000.

Kerr Lake (Jacobs)—A new plant com-

prising two 100 h.p. boilers, with a 14-drill

compressor and steam hoist, has been in-

stalled. A tunnel has been run in on

vein No. 7 from the shore of Kerr Lake

for a distance of about 250 ft. -\ shaft

is being sunk on this vein near the shore

and at 40 ft. depth a junction of two

branch veins has been found.

Europe

Russi.\

.\dvices from Ekaterinliurg, Russia, re-

port the recent discovery of a platinum

deposit in the Northern Ural district, on

the Koiva. The platinum was discovered

on the border of Prince Abamclek-Zara-

rieff's, Count SchouvalofT's estates, and the

Treasury domains, in the form of ore. It

is added that it is found at no great depth

from the surface. Platinum has also been

found in the Zlatoustoff mining district,

on the River Upudje, on the Treasury

Estate of Artinsk. Mining parties are

now on their way to these districts to in-

vestigate the value of the discoveries. The

discovery in the Artinsk district has

caused particular surprise, since in that

part neither platinum nor gold has been

known to exist up to the present time.

The report says further, that claims and

allotments of platinum deposits continue

to be made in increasing numbers in the

northern Verchotursk circuits, near the

Bogoslov factories. Among others, one

Gerkc made So claims, and transferred his

rights thereto by sale to the Platinum

Producing Company, Ltd., which held the

platinum mines of the Nijni Turinsk

Treasury estate (in the southern Vercho-

tursk circuit) up to this year. Now that

company is transferring its activities to

the northern Urals.

Juab County

Crtni'ii Point—Machine drills are used

in the development of this property.

Iron Blossom—A hoisting equipment is

being installed.

Yankee Consolidated—The company is

sinking a new permanent working shaft;

it has been completed to a depth of over

400 ft.

S.\LT Lake County

Yamfa—Good progress is being made

with the construction of the new aerial

tramway in Bingham which is to operate

between the mine and smelter in the lower

part of the camp.

Utah Consolidated—Developments made

during the past two months have resulted

in opening extensive new orebodies which

have added several years to the life of the

mine. If the company is not more serious-

ly handicapped for the lack of transporta-

tion facilities the production of copper

mct.ij from the mine will equal that of

last year.

Canada

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore 5/ii/>nifM/.t—Shipments of ore from

Cobalt for the week ending .\ugust 24,

were as follows: Buffalo, 60,000 lb.;

Coniagas. 128.140: Foster, 64,000; Kerr

Lake (Jacobs). 63,780: Nipissing, 247,055;

Townsite, 66,000. Total 628.97S "1

Mexico

Guadalajara

Electric Poivcr /or £<.:a(/o)i—The trans-

mission of electric power from Guadala-

jara to the Etzatlan and Hostotipaquillo

districts is again under consideration.

Negotiations are under way between the

Compania de Tranvias, Luz y Fuerza de

Guadalajara and a number of mining com-

panies in the district named for a supply

of about 2000 h.p. at a price between $100

and $120 per h.p. year.

Etzatlan 5»i<-//c''—This copper-smelting

works has been sold by W. R. Ramsdell

and associates to Carmack Bros., of Mex-

ico City, and M. E. Raines; the latter is

to superintend the plant and to assume

the management.

Mexican Western Development Com-

j,a),y—Th\s company, which recently pur-

chased the old Rosario, La Luz, Delicias,

Valenciana, Santa Eduviges and Restaura-

dora mines in the Bramador camp, is mak-

ing plans to develop the mines by a tunnel

driven below the old workings. A road is

to be built from Bramador to the Pacific

port at Chamela for the transportation of

machinery and supplies.

Jai-isco

Jalisco Mining CoiiiyflH.v—Capitalists of

Los Angeles, Cal, have purchased the

mines of this company in the San Sebas-

tian district.

Australia

New South Wales

Cobar—With the view of doubling the

output of copper from the mines, the

Great Cobar Company is erecting an an-

nex to the smelter at Cobar at a cost of

$500,000. The new plant will consist of

three blast furnaces, with an output each

of 500 tons per day. There will also be

two compound air compressors, each

capable of driving 25 rock drills, while

electrical machinery will drive a number

of motors about the mine and supply elec-

tricity to three automatic conveyers. Two

25-ton electric locomotives and some elec-

tric winches will also be employed be-

tween the mines and smelter. The ore

will be delivered into two rotary breakers,

each capable of breaking 120 tons of ore

per hour, and thence delivered into tray

conveyers electrically driven. These con-

veyers deliver into an ore-storage bin of

about 1500 tons capacity. From these

bins ore will be loaded into 30-ton trucks

and drawn by an electric locomotive to the

main storage plant. A sampling house will

hct installed in connection with the bins,

to sample 250 tons of ore per day. The

metal will be tapped from the fore-hearths

into lO-ton ladles, operated by a 40-ton

electric crane. The matte will be blown

up in iS-ton converters to copper, which

will be treated at the company's refinery

at Lithgow, as hitherto.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

A'rti- York, Scft. 4—The coal trade in

the U'c^t coiitimies in gond shape, with

an unusual demand for the season. Some
complaints of car shortage and delays in

transportation are beginning to be heard

;

and these will probably increase as the

season advances and the railroads begin

to be busy with grain freights. General

reports, however, do not indicate any lack

of supplies at the principal consuming

centers. The N'orthwest, at least that part

of it which receives its supplies by the

Lakes, seems to be pretty well stocked;

and there will be less rushing of late

cargoes than usual.

In the East the bituminous trade is in

good condition, and consumers are taking

in supplies in good season. The coast-

wise trade is active, and supplies are not

in e.Kcess of demand.

In the anthracite trade the summer dis-

counts on large sizes are now at an end,

and tidewater sales are at the full list

price. The advance of 25c. per ton on

steam sizes, which was referred to last

week, has been made. It does not seem to

check the demand for those sizes, which
is still strongly in evidence.

Co.\L-TR.-\FFic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Aug. 24, were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Cliangea.

Aathraclt* a.-76,779 S.eiO.Oet; I, 663.307
BltumlDous Jo.aji.oss i4.:ii,096 I. 4.390,001
Cok« 8,150.554 '.1.040.493 I. 889,939

Tot»l 31,248,4>8 37,391.675 I. 6,143.247

The total increase in tonnage this year

was 19.6 per cent.

New York

AXTHR.VCITE

S{ft. 4—The hard-coal trade is still

marked by a shortage of steam sizes. The
production of small coal has in no way
decreased, so that the present stringency,

unparalleled at this season of the year,

marks either a growing consumption or a

great desire to lay in winter supplies.

Many of the companies are barely holding

their own on their regular contracts, and
are refusing orders for new business.

Trade in the prepared sizes is becoming
slightly more active, particularly on all-

rail business; tidewater shipments show
no enlargement, partly because of the pres-

ent unfavorable freight rates.

Broken remains at $4.65 and egg, stove

and chestnut at $4.90. The advance of

J5C, on the sleam sizes, noted last week,

still holds; pea coal now selling for $3.25:

buckwheat, $2.75; rice, $2.I5^>2,25; barley,

$1.75(01.85, f.o.b. New York harbor ship-

ping points.

BlTl.MJNOUS

The Atlantic seaboard soft-coal trade

continues strong. A heavy production is

maintained, but an occasional advance in

price is noted. The increased demand is

about equally divided bctw-een tidewater

and all-rail business. Cars are generally

in sufficient supply and transportation is

good, so that the mines can be worked to

the best advantage.

The strong demand for coal in the far

East continues, and heavy shipments arc

going forward in spite of the burdensome

freight rates. The Sound is likewise call-

ing loudly for more coal.

Coal in New York ha'bor is disposed of

shortly after arrival, at advancmg prices.

Good grades of steam coal are now selling

for $2.70@2.75, f.o.b. harbor shipping

ports.

Vessels in the coastwise trade remain

scarce. A few large boats are obtainable

at slight concessions in price, but other

quotations remain as last week, namely:

Boston, Salem and Portland, $1.10; Provi-

dence, New Bedford and the Sound, 90c.

;

Lynn and Bangor, $1.25; Gardiner, $1.30®

1.35. and towages.

Birmingham

Seft. 2— Coal production in Alabama
is heavy. The Tennessee Coal, Iron &
Railroad Compapy, pending the rebuild-

ing of the tipples and washers at its No.

3 mines in the Pratt City division, placed

its convicts in No. 2 mines. The
coal output was reduced a little in

the Pratt mines divison. The tipples

at No. 3 have been rebuilt and the con-

victs replaced. The demand for coal is

strong and every ton that can be mined is

finding a ready sale ; in fact orders on

hand will require all the coal that can be

mined for several months to come. Labor
is still scarce at the mines; at least five

thousand men would be able to find em-
ployment in coal mines in this vicinity.

Good prices obtain for the product.

Chicago

Sept. 2— Increasing strength marks the

qoal market. Both eastern and western

bituminous—with the exception of west-

ern fine coals—are in greater demand, and

command prices that show no lowering,

but in many cases a raising of market

values. Buying has been good, both city

and country, for all purposes. Eastern

coals are advancing ; the prices of several

having increased Sept. 1. .\nlhracile n
selling well and has reached its perm:i-

nent winter price with the coming of Sep-

tember.

Western lump continues to advance,

and is 10 to 15c. higher in value than last

week. Lump quotations are $i.95(&:2.45,

run-of-mine bringing $1.60^-2.10 and

screenings $i.!0(« 1.30.

Eastern coals continue active, with no

surplus on tracks of any kind. Smokeless

lias advanced to $3.35f'i 3.50 for run-of-

mine and $4.05 for lump. Hocking Valley

sells well at $3.30, an advance of 15c. over

previous quotations ; Youghiogheny at

$3.25 for ^-in. and Pittsburg No. 8 at

$2.95 fc"' tJ4"'n- ^'"^ steady and somewhat

scarce.

Pittsburg

Sc[>i. 3—There continues to be a good

demand, and prices are maintained on or-

dinary business, while on good tonnages

it is believed a little shading could be

done as formerly. Regular quotations re-

main on the basis of $1.15(3 1.20 for mine-

run coal at the mine.

Conncllsvillc Co/ti-—There is a good de-

mand for spot coke and prices are very

firm. There is very little inquiry for coke

on contract Production continues hca\'y,

with practically no change from week to

week. The Courier in its summary gives

the production for the week in both fields

at 420,883 tons. Shipments aggregated

14.580 cars, distributed as follows; to

Pittsburg, 4,863 cars; to points west of

Connellsville, 8,751 cars; to points east of

Connellsville, 966 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Exports of coal and coke from the

L'nited States for the seven months end-

ing July 31. are reported as below by the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor

:

1906. 1907. Cbangrs.

.. 1,2.'>3,411 1.4«l.511 I. 336.100

.. 4,077,i)« .'.,544.219 I.1.S«6,983
ADttiroclte
Bituminous...

Total coal 5,330,647 7.133.7:« I.l,M»,a83

Coke 435,477 Bia,«l« I. 76.559

Total 5,76«,li4 7,«46.7r)6 I.1.879.64J

These figures do not include coal

bunkered, or sold to steamships engaged
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in foreign trade. The coke exported

went chiefly to Mexico and eastern Can-

ada ; the distribution of the coal was as

follows

:

llW.. 1907. ClmuKCS.

C'ulBtlll 3.878.831 5,336.9«6 I.1.-I57.H6

Mexico ia0.76S 6M.659 I. 3.796
Ouba .'«>8,fi77 4«S.4Cf, 1. M.789
Other W. liull«8 204.899 M9.493 I. 37.894

Earo|i« M.lOa 108.997 1. 46.895

Oiher countries 13S,68S 338.249 I. 192.604

Total 6,330,647 7.133.730 1.1,803.063

The exports to Europe were chiefly to

Italy ; those to other countries, to South

America. The exports to Canada—74.8

per cent, of the total in 1907—were, in

detail, as follows

:

1906. 1907. Chnngee.

Antbrnclte 1.227,686 1.466.007 1. 238.381

Bituminous 2.651,135 3.869.899 1.1.218,764

Total 3,878,821 6,3;«,966 1.1.467.145

There was a large increase this year,

in both anthracite and bituminous coals.

Imports of coal and coke into the

United States for the seven months end-

ing July 31, were, in long tons, as fol-

lows :

1906. 1907. Cliangos.

Orpnt Hrltatn 76,652 27,361 D. 49.291
Oanodn 916.812 798,611 D. 118.;i01

J.ipitn 10,775 74,376 I. 63.001
AOStralla 112.796 222.495 1.109.699
Other countries 4.378 5.72:i I. 1,345

Totalcoal 1.121,413 1,128,466 I. 7,053
Coke 79.046 79.73.1 I. 689

Totnl 1.500.459 1,208,201 I. 7,742

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
England ports, but the bulk of the im-

ports of coal is on the Pacific coast. The
coke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germanv.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Sept. 4—The iron and steel

markets are quiet, so far as new business

is concerned. Buyers are evidently wait-

ing to sec how affairs will turn, before

making any large commitments fo/ the

future. The hestitation seems to be spread-

ing to all branches of the trade, though

~ome believe that it is only temporary.

The serious point about it seems to be

ihat such offers of lower prices as have

been made do not seem to bring out

buyers. The lower offers, however, have

not been generally made, but come from
mills and furnaces whicji are beginning,

.'pparently, to feel a little anxious about

future business. In some lines, such as

structural material, there is something

doing.

The demand for pig iron seems to be at

a standstill for the present, the only sales

of any quantity having been in basic pig.

finished material shows hardly any busi-

ness, except in structural material, for

which there has been some call. Light

rails show some demand ; in standard

rails there has been little done.

The failure of the Quebec bridge is call-

ing out a lot of discussion, both as to its

causes, and as to the results to the con-

tractors

Iron and Steel Exports—Exports of

iron and steel, including machinery, from

the United States for July, and the seven

months ended July 31, are valued as be-

low by the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Commerce and Labor

:

1906. 1907. Changps.

.luly »12.70«,712 J;17,r,14,017 I.M.847.3U5
Seven months.. 97.9;H).478 111,813.I166 I. 13,822.588

The total increase for the seven months

was 14.1 per cent. The leading items of

export for the seven months were, in long

tons

:

1906. 1907. Chaniies.

Pig Iron 46.477 48 036 I. 1.568
nillets. Ingots & blooms 146.503 64.269 D. 92,234
Bars 49.717 68.011 I. 8.294
Ralla 203,352 180.720 D. 22.632
Shoots and plates 58.683 76.199 1.17.610
Structural stoel 02,710 77,089 1.14,379
wire 98,415 89,644 D. 8.771
Nails and spikes 37.716 34.895 D. 2.821

There were decreases in billets, rails,

wire and nails, but increases in all other

items.

Iron and Steel Imports—Imports of iron

and steel, including machinery, in the

United States for July and the seven

months ending July 31, are valued by the

Bureau of Statistics as follows :

1906. 1907. Changes.
July $3,287,916 $4.(XI8..i«4 I. $ 720,668
Seven months.... 18.921.011 2.1.402,412 I. 6,481,401

The increase for the seven months was

34.3 per cent. The chief items of the iron

and steel imports for the seven months
were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Pig Iron 184.322 385,829 1.201.507
Scrap 9.961 16,726 I. 6.764
Ingots, blooms, etc 11,659 9,178 D. 2,481
Bars 20.547 22.933 I. 2,386
Wire-rods 10,(U9 10.690 D. 59
Tln-plate3 29.128 39.715 I. 10.587

There were considerable increases this

year in pig iron and in tin-plates.

Iron Ore Movement—Exports and im-

ports of iron ore in the United States for

the seven months ended July 31 are re-

ported as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Exports 122.039 73.370 D. 48,6«9
Imports 643,690 726,432 I. 82,742

Most of the exports were to Canada.
Imports were from Cuba, Spain and Al-

geria.

Imports of manganese ore for the seven
months ended July 31 were 127,216 long

tons in 1906, and 112,819 tons in 1907; a

decrease of 14,397 tons this year.

they were last week, with some companies

the ore supply being narrow. The grades

of iron being produced are improving

slightly.

Quotations for iron are $17.50 for the

first half of 1908 and $18.50 for the fourth

quarter of this year. Some of the furnace

companies do not expect any further drop

in quotations and express the belief that

there will be a general resumption of old

figures during this month.

No changes in conditions are reported at

the steel, cast-iron pipe foundry and ma-

chine shops and other plants consuming

pig iron. Good prices prevail for all iron

products and the future prospects are

bright.

Railroad transportation facilities in

Alabama are still good and the manufact-

urers believe that their interests will be

well taken care of during the whole year.

Birmingham

Sept. 2—Despite the fact that quota-
tions for pig iron are off at least $1 per
ton over figures which prevailed for sev-

eral months, the Southern market contin-

ues quiet. A few orders are being booked
for delivery during the fourth quarter and
some inquiry is beii^g received as to ca-

pacities during the first half of 1908. The
make in the Southern territory has not

been improved any of late, though three or

four furnaces are being worked on and
should soon be nearing completion. The
raw material supplies are no better than

Sept.

Chicago

2—The market for pig iron con-

tinues quiet, with the only business prac-

tically in small lots—50 to 100 tons—but

no disposition toward demoralization yet

apparent. The small lots, of course, are

for quick shipment, few buyers caring to

venture on a contract for 1908 deliveries.

For quick delivery there is little Nor-

thern iron in market. Southern brings

$I9@I9.50 on general last-quarter deliv-

eries, with the iron most available com-

manding $20, Birmingham. These prices

mean $23.35@23.85 Chicago for general

last-quarter deliveries, and $24.35 maxi-

mum for quick shipment.

Northern iron is perhaps more actively

in demand than Southern for the few or-

ders that are being placed on 1908 deliv-

eries, and is quoted for such deliveries at

$23.50(224. For the few lots of Northern

available to be delivered in 1907, $24.50®

25 is quoted.

General trade conditions are good, and

the output of melters in the local fields

continues heavy, with heavy deliveries of

pig iron continuing without a break or a

sign of a break. The demand for iron and

steel products in nearly every line is large

and constant.

Coke continues strong, with 72-liour

Connellsville bringing $5.90 and other

grades in proportion.

Philadelphia

Sept. 4—Indifference to the course of

prices or what consumers may do, or not

do, is characteristic of the market. No-

where can any evidence be found of a de-

sire to push sales. Among buyers there

is indifference, hut in a number of cases

some buying will have to be done this

month. Some iron is moving for early

delivery and quotations have been asked

for late delivery. Forge iron will prob-

ably feel the first improvement. The basic

pig market may develop surprisingly, it is

intimated, the development depending on

what prices are likejy to be. No. 2 X
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Foun<lry is generally in rather light sup-

ply among consumers, and several who
are reported to be far seeing express the

opinion that No. 2 will be bought at

lower money yet. About the only talk

is opinions and they have very little to

stand on. Basic iron has been quoted at

$19.50 and No. 2 X, $20.50.

Steel Billets—The mill representatives

are busy and see an abundance of fall

business. The quoted price is $32. Forg-

ing steel sold in a small way at $35.50-

Bars—There are no developments

worthy to be called news. Steel bars are

l.Ssc. Buyers as a rule order in a small

way.

Sheets—While new orders are excep-

tional there is a good business at stores.

Pif>es and Tubes—Demand does not

look active, but the larger users of tubes

in this territory say they are working up

as much material as ever.

Plates—Reports from mills outside our

territory show that the plate-mill branch

has a busy season ahead. Our local trade

is steady.

Structural Material—Construction work

is being hurried along on a large amount

of building. The mills are busy.

Steel Raits—Rumors prevail as to busi-

ness being tentatively placed by large east-

em and western roads. Some dehy is ex-

perienced in placing orders i.r trolley

rails.

Scrap—Steel scrap has tumbled back to

about $16. Choice railroad is quoted at

$18. Next to nothing is being done and

the scrap men have nothing to say.

Pittsburg

Sept. 3—The Carnegie Steel Company
hooked 60,000 tons of standard rails last

week for 1908 delivery. The orders are

undv'rstood to have been from the Balti-

more & Ohio and Norfolk & Western rail-

roads, as these roads recently asked the

mills to reserve tonnages for them for

igo8 delivery. This is the first large busi-

ness for 1908 for domestic roads which the

local rail mill has taken. The Pennsyl-

vania came close to placing definite or-

ders several months ago, but the matter of

specifications came up and the final orders

were not placed. There is pressure for

deliveries this year and the Carnegie Steel

Company may have to put the Ohio mill,

at Youngstown, back onto rails about Oct.

I in order to make deliveries. Since mid-

year the company has not made rails at

Youngstown.

Demand for finished steel products

shows a slight improvement this week,

and the market is hardly as dull as it was.

There is still very little new business be-

ing placed, but the steel interests are more
confident than they were that a real buy-

ing movement will set in, and now predict

such a movement within 30 days. Prices

are being well maintained. An advance

of $1 per tun has been made on all wire

products, taking effect today.

Pig Iron—The ascertained average sell-

ing price of bessemer pig iron diiring

August is reported at $2.;, Valley furnace,

or $22.90, Pittsburg, all the sales reported

having been made at tliis price. The prin-

cipal transactions included the sale of

5000 tons to the United States Steel Cor-

poration early in the month and the sale

late in the month of 6000 tons to the Jones

& Laughlin Steel Company. The ascer-

tained average for July was $22.41, Valley,

so thai there has been a decline of 41c.

from July to August. The highest ascer-

tained average was for May, $23.28, Val-

ley. There have been no sales of besse-

mer pig since last report, but the market

is well held at $22, Valley. The supply of

ores is scant and bessemer is much firmer

than other grades of pig iron. There is

no market on basic iron, no open sales

having been made for some time, although

there is plenty of basic iron available.

Foundry iron is very quiet and the market

is largely nominal. There is no difficulty

in .getting $22.25, delivered Pittsburg, on

No. 2, this price having been openly

quoted, while it is probable that $22, Pitts-

burg, would be possible and this price

might be shaded. Forge is nominal at a

dollar below foundry.

Steel—The New Castle plant of the

Carnegie Steel Company resumed opera-

tions last night after a fortnight off for

repairs, and the Ohio works at Youngs-

town went back to billets, having been put-

ting part of its output into sheet bars

while the New Castle plant was idle. The
supply of billets is fairly good and prices

are not over strong; the sheet-bar market

is quite firmly held on the basis of $31,

f.o.b. Pittsburg. Bessemer billets can be

had at $29, delivered Pittsburg, although

perhaps not for the earliest delivery.

Open-hearth billets are about $31, deliv-

ered Pittsburg.

Sheets—While strictly new business is

not very heavy, specifications are excellent

on old contracts and the mills expect full

operations until nearly the close of the

year at least. The leading interest is ope-

rating practically all its sheet mills and

expects to continue to do so, while the in-

dependents are well filled. Prices are

maintained at 2.60c. for black and 3.7SC.

for galvanized sheets. No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese— The market has

weakened somewhat and prompt carloads

can be had at about $60, seaboard, or $61.-

95, Pittsburg, while on a round tonnage

for delivery over the fourth quarter $58,

seaboard, or $59.95, Pittsburg, can be

done.

ncss has been reported lately, iron-masters

appearing to hold back from buying with

the idea that prices may weaken, but the

cost of ore to the local merchants has been
in no way reduced. Shipments for the

week were 6550 tons to Great Britain

;

i8oo tons to Rotterdam ; 2000 tons to Mar-
seilles; 5700 tons to Philadelphia; 16,050

tons in a]l.

For iron ores prices are, f.o.b. shipping

port : Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, gs. gd.f^

los. 3d. ; special low phosphorus, ids. gd.

;

specular ore, 55 per cent., 12s. 6d. For
manganiferous ores, same delivery. No. 3
ore, 35 per cent, iron and 12 manganese, is

14s. 6d. ; no higher grades on the market.

Pyrites—The price of iron pyrites, 40
per cent, iron and 43 sulphur, is its. gd.

per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

Duueldorf, Germany

Aug. 10—Imports and exports of iron

and manganese ores in Germany for the

half-year ended June 30 are reported as
below, in metric tons:

Imports. Exi>ortB. Ualance.
Ironores a,910,240 2.014.96H Imp. 1.895,272
Mnnganose ores. 174.M7 1.862 Imp. na.CM
Iron pyrUes.... :)IM.793 8.291 Imp. :)7fi.6(»
Slag*: slag prod. 287,:):i« 21.M9 Imp. 2M.690

Owing to changes in the form of cus-

toms returns, it is not possible to make
comparisons with the previous year.

Petroleum Exports

Exports of mineral oils from the

United States for the seven months ended
July 31, are reported by the Bureau of

Statistics as follows, in gallons

:

1906. 1907.

Crude oil 64,0M.60« 45.«6.'..98S
Naphthlis 19.649,021 17.:t21,3C3
Illumluatlngoll 46.';.7,'i8,468 46S.520,485
Lubricating oils 87.900,277 81,041,952
Heslduuni 37,4:t2,287 38.781,391

Total 6fi«.439.2o9 640,331,182

Paraffin is included in lubricating oil.

The total for this year shows a decrease

of 9,128,077 gal., or 1.4 per cent., from
last year.

Cartagena, Spain

Aug. 18—Messrs Barrington & Holt

report as follows : The sierra has been

quiet owing to holidays this week, practi-

cally all the mines having stopped work
for three or four days. Little new busi-

Salt Lake City

Aug. 28—The Garfield smelter at Gar-
field is being enlarged and will be in shape

to treat about 2500 tons by the end of the

year, double its present capacity.

The Gold Chain Mining Company has

been organized to operate in the Tintic

district and will undertake the develop-

ment of the Golden Chain group of eleven

claims. C. E. Loose of Provo is president

of the company.

Suit has been instituted in the distri t

court against the Pittsburg-Salt Lake Cil

Company and its officers by W. M. Wan'-
land for 1,315,876 shares of stock in tint

corporation, said to have a valuation nf

$1 each. A temporary restraining ordc-r

has been issued. The plaintiff claims to

have been instrumental in the organizatir n

of the corporation and that his associat' s

connived to leave him without anv interest.
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Metal Market

Gold ana Silver Exports and Imports

Ni:\V YiilSK. Sept. 4.

At all I nlliHl States Ports In July and year.

Metal.

Oold:

Julv 190
" liioe .

Year W07
•• I'JOfl

SllTor:
Julv I'Jtn..

•'
I'JOf'.

Te«r imn

.

.. 1906..

Exports.

t 7.«"«.3««

1.301,348
la.TTQ.OSlS

i«,'.>U,902

s.tfjs.osa

4,360,638
35.n«,251
37,797,855

Imports.

$ 3.;l"J0.961

9,834.333
04,859,609
73.373,111

3,361, lUO

3.377.700
35,756,711
36,954,534

Excess.

Imports for the week were £300,000 iii

li.Trs and £120,000 in Mexican dollars;

£420,000, all from New York. Exports

wert £1.300 to Egypt; £54.500 in coin to

the Straits; £113,600 in bars and £48,800

in Mexican dollars to India; £218,200 in

all.

Exp.» 4.087,404

Imp. 8,.Vi3,085

Exp. 18,919,489

Imp. 39,459,149

Exp 2,593,953
1,083,933

9,417,540

. 10,843,331

The movement of gold and silver in

l-'rance for the seven months ended July

31 was as follows:

These statements cover the total 0107:™^°*

of gold and silver to and from llie lj'"fa
SiaFes Tliese Iltrures are lurnlshed by tUe

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Lobor.

Gold

:

Imports
Exports

Excess. Imports..

Silver;

Imports
Exports

1906. 1907.

Fr 353,276,000 Fr. 309,0:>G,000

87,172,000 .H(l,157,000

Fr. 26.'i.l04,000 Fr.228,H;i9,000

96,434,000 1112,082,000
'. 94,;f28,000 101.386,000

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week eiidli.i; .Vou.-l »»>' ye.ua from .Tan. 1.

Period.

Week.
1907...
1906...
1906..

Oold.

Exports. Imports

»1.006.363
32.358.58'

5,94'.>,673

38.347,843

$ 30:>.631

7,073,132
49,225.8,-4

1.226.547

Sliver.

Excess, Importe.... Fr. 2.106,000 Fr. 696,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins were

63.000 fr. in 1906, and SS.ooo fr. in 1907;

exports were 149,000 fr. in 1906, and 211,-

000 fr. this year.

Exports. Imports,

» 1,739,310

33.841,94!
39.1'.29,6»1

22,701,219

$ 271.360
l..-.!ie.473

1,452,141

3,470,383

Exports of gold for the week «"« chiefly

to Clermany : of silver to London. Imporj,*

Jor the week! both sold and silver, were from

Mexico and the West Indies.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending -Xug. 31 shows loans $1,087,-

985400, a decrease of $166,600; deposits,

$1,046,655,400, a decrease of $1,727,800, as

compared with the previous week. Re-

serve accounts show

:

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.

Mexican dollars ^i!'"?"" *S'SS^
Peruvian soles and ChUean 0.48 0.50

victoria sovereigns
J-85

4.87

Twentyfranca •>;" f^
Spanish 25 pesetas *>'> *'*'

rill.VKB -VXD STERLIXG EXCHANGE.

1906. 1907.

B^.,. $169,341,600 $200,&*.1,500

!5^'l*Unde«. ^-.634.000 ^'a.^^"-^""

Totalcash $246.975,600 t370,43U,40O

surplus » 1,925,575 $ x.756,450

The surplus over legal requirements

shows a decrease of $1,219,950, as com-

pared with the previous week this year.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, .\ug. 31 are reported as below,

in dollars:

Gold. silver. Total.

Ass-dSewYork '^C'S?
cTr.i.nri «1K8;H3 285 188.342.88S

f^i« ::::::: *^:9?,w $193,870,000 7.55,667,400

SJ?S.anT.::... 183.ri6.-i.000 50.815.000 234.170.000

Spain 77.635.000

Netherlands.... 30.1K),500

Belgium 16,063,335

lUllr 171,345,000

Russia 58.'..770,0OO

AusL-Bungary. 337.41.1.000

Sweden 31.345,000

a a

II

SUver. 1

1

4
2 MSa

Silver.

9
<

a

32

i a

29 4 8670 677li 31Ji 2 31ft

30 4.8640 63>i 31t'.
3 4.8625 68»^ 31}^

31 4 8625 68J,- 31H 4 4.8630 68>i 31K

Xew York quotations are for fine silver

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Other Metals

139.146,000 306,670,000

28,0fi5,.'>00 68,229,000

8.081,065 34,095,000

34,918,500 196,36:),600

34 690,000 62O.4B0.00O

60,680,000 288,095,000
20,245,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

tlie cables of the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

Copper. 1
Tin. Lead. Spelter.

s
<

u

22
4

.Q

I
S
o

2
o

li
l2
S50 £5

~
18 17« 6.60 5.35

29 r5)i8« ffll8 78>i 365i 5.35 (35.55 fSis.io

18 n>i 5.50 5..35

311 (SW>i ffll7Ji lOJi 3ti>i 6.25 ffl5..TO (36.40

18 17« 5..50 5.36

31 ffllSM ®17Ji 36« 6.26 ffl5.56 ffl6.40

? 74

11 >i
6.45 6.30

S ffllSJi (an>i 74% 36X 6.35 ffl5..50 (35.35

4

17«
®i8;i

17«
74!, 37 5.36

6.45
©6..10

5.30
(35.;i5

Shipments of silver from London to the

East arc reported by Messrs. Pixley &

.•\bcll as follows, for the year to Aug. 22

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Total £ 11.770.8'.«3 £8,467.124 D. £ 3,303.769

London iiuolatlons are per long ton l_-4i)

ll> I standard copper, which is now the equiva-

lent of the former K.m.l.s. The New -im-K

quotations for eleelroytlc copper iue lor

ciikes in^'ols or wlrehars. and represent th.-

hulk of the transactions as made with con-

sumers imsls. New York. cash. The Prlf,"f

cathodes is o.ll'.-,c. below that of electrolyllc.

The lend prices are those quoted by the Amer-

ican Sml-ltluK .md Uelliilng Company fo.

near-hv shlpm.-nts of .lesllverized lead In .lO-

ion lois. or larger. The .luotatlons on spelter

are for ordinary western brands: special

lirands command a premium.

Cofpcr—On Tuesday of this week the

leading interests reduced their price to

i8c., delivered buyers' works, cash in 30

days, but even previous thereto, reports

came froin Europe to the ef?ect that one

of the largest consumers, who had hither-

to held to the same price as the Amalga-

mated Copper Company, was selling for

export at considerably below the new offi-

cial price. The domestic consumers are

still indifferent, and such orders as they

have placed have been of very small pro-

portions and for immediate shipment,

which thc\ are able to secure at a con-

cession in the price. It is too early to say

whether the new level of prices will stimu-

late business, which is so urgently desired

by all concerned ; but there is no question

that a large amount of business is being

held back, on account of the unsettled con-

dition of the market, and the same will be

placed with manufacturers as soon as con-

fidence in the future is restored. The

close is easy at I7^@l8^c. for lake; I7J4

rai7.'/2 for electrolytic and i6Ji@i7c. for

casting copper.

Statistics for the month of August show

a decrease in the visible supplies of 600

tons.

The news of a reduction in refined sorts

brought about a break in the standard

market in London, which, however, has

been holding its own at the lower level.

The close is steady at £74 10s. for both

spot and three months.

For refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £76 los. ; best se-

lected, £82 los. ; strong sheets, £88 los.

The statistics for the second half of

August, as cabled us from abroad, show

no change.

Copper Sheets—Hheve: has been a fur-

ther reduction in the price of copper

sheets, but the base price has not yet been

decided upon.

Copper Wire—The price of copper wire

has been again reduced. The base price

for No. 0000 to No. 8 is now quoted at

20!4@'5i!4c. per lb.

T",,,—Under good-sized transactions the

London market has made steady progress

and closes firm at £168 5s. for spot and

£168 for three months.

Buyers in this market have also taken a

more active interest. While transactions

were for spot only, they have, neverthe-

less, been larger than for some time past.

Spot material is growing rather scarce

again and a premium is being exacted for

it. The market closes at about 37C-

/,,.„rf_The market for desilverized re-

mains unchanged at 5.25c.. fo.b. Now

York. Outside brands can be bought at a

considerable discount, as noted for several

weeks past.

The London market i.^ still suffering

from a lack of supplies, and consuiiiers

meet with the greatest difliciilty in supply-

ing their immediate wants. The close is

firm at £19 los. for Spanish and £19 12s.

ed. for English lead.
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Spanish Lead Murket— Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of .^iig. 18: The local

price for pig-lead has been lixed at 94.^5

reales per quintal, which, with e.\cliange

at -'.S.44 pesetas to ii, is eiiuivalenl to

iiiS li)S. lid. per ton of JJ40 lb., Cartagena

;

silver content being paid at 14.J5 reales

per ounce. Shipments for the week were

ijj tons desilverized and 220 tons argenti-

ferous lead to Marseilles ; 300 tons de-

Mlverizcd to Great Britain; a total of 65J

tons.

Sfi'ller— Business in this metal has been

very slow throughout the week. There are

reports from the producing centers that

spelter is accumulating at the smelting

works, and it is therefore not surprising

that prices have yielded further. The
market closes weak at 5-45(«5.50C. New
\'ork and 530(05. 35c. St. Louis.

The London market also is on the

downward grade, and the close is caliled

as £21 7s. 6d. for good ordinaries and £ji

I2S. 6d. for specials.

SfiaiiisU Zinc Ore Market—Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of .-Xug. iS, that the

market has been quiet. Shipments for the

week were 5JO0 tons to Stettin, and

2730 tons blende to .Antwerp
; 7930 tons

in all.

.Intimony—The market is extremely

quiet and practically no business is being

done on contract. However, a small vol-

ume of spot transactions is reported but

this class of business does not tend to

stimulate the weak tone of the market.

Quotations remain unchanged at io^2@
I ic. for Cookson's

; 9;4@ioc. for Hal-
lett's ; and 8,'4@9Mc. for ordinary frauds.

Xickcl—For large lots, New York or

or other parallel delivery, the chief pro-

ducer quotes 45(S;50c. per lb., according to

size and terms of order. For small quan-

tities prices are 50<a65c., same delivery.

Minor Mclals—For minor metals and
their alloys, wholesale prices are, f.o.b.

w orks

:

Per Lb.

tl.27ffll.36Cadmium. 99.6"/i f. o. b. Hamburg
Chromium, pure (N. y.)
Copper, red oxide
Perro-Chrome (60)

Ferro-Chrome ("-oioarbon, liCrlb.Cr.)
Ferro-Chrome (ft-Tl",, Or.. 6% C.)
F^rr.i-Chrome (i'.''.-l»<, Cr.. 6.i% C.)...
Ferro-Chrome (60-70* Cr.. Ijt C. or less)
Ferro-M"lybdonura iSO'i)
Ferr.i-Tltanlum cJO".)
Ferro-Tuiigsten (in^Ji
Ferro-Vanadium ('26-50?^,per lb.vana-
dium contents)

Magnesiam, pure (X. Y.)
Manganese, pure 98(a99"< N. Y
Manganese—CopiK>r (3*S)70?i) X. V..
Molybdenum (98ffl'.f9%'. S. Y.)
Phosphorus, foreign Tfd (f. o. b. N. Y.)
Phosphorus, .\merlcan yellow (f.o.b.
Niagara Falls)

Tungsten ibosti p..und lots
Ferro-SlUcon (.i0°„') spot. Ex. ship
Atlantic ports

X'ariations in price depend chiefly on
size and condition of orders.

0Mift.fi7tvr—Current prices in New
\ ork are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

'

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37-50^3 38-50 per
tlask, according to quantities, for domes-

60c.
9c.

lose.
12c.

11 He.
38c-
90c.

80c.
60c.

$3-50
1.60
75c.
45c.

$1 65
90c.

42c.
tl.28

tllO ton.

lie orders, and $36.soCa 37 for export. The
London price is £7 per tlask, but £6 16s.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

riiiliniiiii—The price of this metal has

has not advanced within a week, but the

tendency is upward. Ordinary platinum

sells for $j8.5o and hard metal for $31 per

troy ounce. Scrap lluctiiales at ?.'3((i .'4

per ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

Joflin. Mo., ./iii'. 31-— rile highest price

leported paid for zinc ore was $46 per ton,

on an assay base of $40^43 per ton of 60

per cent, zinc, averaging $41.64.

The highest price paid for lead was $62

per ton, medium grades selling from $56(§)

59 per ton, and the total sales averaging

$57.88.

At a meeting of mine owners held last

night it was decided to unite on a restric-

tion of the output, and as a consequence

a number'of large mills were closed down
tonight, ostensibly for a period of 30 days,

or longer. Some of the operators joining

the movement cannot produce ore at the

present prices, zinc being $2 per ton and

lead $20 per ton less than a year ago.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
of lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the week ending .Aug. 31 :

Zinc, lb. Lead. lb. Value.

Webb Clty-Cartervllle.
Joplln
Duenweg
Galena
Alba-Neck City
Aurora

2,608,9501 1,608,»40 $99,338
2.383.660 :)4'.l,550 61.;t81

999,320) 49,9001 22.432
702.430' 140,490 18,825
671,730, 14,778
801,330! 4,740 13,263
402,000' 8,844

Prosperity
Baiter Springs
Spurgeon
Sherwood

86,360
185,150
60,350
79,740
54,820
52,220
50,700
43,770

82,140 4.196
5,180 3.946

32,860 2,127
6,420 1,818

Barcoxle
Zlncite

1.123

! 1.070
1 1.064

897

Carl Junction
Stotl City

9.307.330Totals 2.344.010 $261,657

Eleht months 413,343,560 63.840,410$11.958,846

Zinc value, the week, tl'.i3.817; 8 mos., $9,641,886
Lead value, the week. 67.840; 8 nms., $2,418,960

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC QBE AT JOPLIN. 1 LEAD QBE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth. 1906. 1907. Month. 190C. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47 38

47.37
42.68
44.63
40.61
43.83
43.25
43. 5«
42.68
41.65
44.13
43.68

46.84
47 11
48.66
48.24
46.98
44.821

45.79
43.221

January . .

.

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
Novemlier..
December.

.

Tear

75.20
72.83
73 73
76.13
78.40
80.96
74 31

75.38
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83. 6S
84.58
82.75
79 78
79. »«
73.

M

68.18
59.54

Tear 43.34 T7.40

Ch^emicals

AVw i'ork, Scfit. 4—The general mar-
ket is steady and fairly firm. There is a

good volume of business being done for

this time of the year especially during the

present uncertainly in the metal market.

Copper Sulphate—Quietness prevails in

the copper sulphate market and prices

arc rather lower than those of many
weeks back. Carload lots are quoted at

$6.02'.. and smaller quantities at $7 |)er lOO

pounds.

jXitrate of Soda—Business is reported

to be in a fairly good condition and prices

hold firm.

For spot delivery 96 per cent, is quoted
at 2.S2;/'C. and 95 per cent, at 2,45c. For
1908 delivery these grades are practically

the same, while for 1909 delivery 2.40c. is

quoted for 95 per cent, grade.

Mining Stocks

still

de-

this

was

The

Sept. 4—The stock markets are

confused, uncertain and generally

pressed. The market was broken
week by a double holiday, which
probably a relief to some operators,

general tone of prices is rather lower than
higher, though a few stocks made some
show of improvement. Amalgamated Cop-
per closes at %73^, after selling below

$72; .\merican Smelting common at $98.

Utah Copper sold at $24. United States Steel

closes at $32>< for the common, and $9Sfi
for the preferred.

The curb market was also irregular and
not very active. Cumberland-Ely closed

at $7^j ; Greene-Cananea at $12'4; N'ipis-

^ing at $8. The heaviest dealings were in

the copper stocks ; but the market was
dull and heavy.

Boston

Sept. 3—Sentiment in the stock mar-
ket is now moderately bullish for the time

being. Some buoyancy is manifested in

spots with prices from one to four points

up for the week with exceptions and in

excess of this in places. The reduction in

the Quincy Mining Company's dividend

did not stay the market except in the

price of this stock alone. On the an-

nouncement that the rate had been cut

from $4.50 quarterly, to $2.50 the stocV

broke $4.50 to $87, even though a cut in

the rate had been expected. In the mean-
time the price recovered to $91 with the

final tonight $89.

Amalgamated Copper is up $4.62^^ for

the week to $74.25. The buying has been
largely for a turn it is thought. Calumet
& Hecia has recovered $10 to $725. Divi

dcnd action by this company is expected

at any time now. Copper Range has also

displayed considerable buoyancy, selling

up $3.25 to $68.25, with $1 reaction. North
Butte after advancing $2 to $67, lost the

majority of it. Osceola rose $7 to $112,

hohling all but $1 of it. U. S. Smelting

spurted $1.50 to $40.50. This company has

issued 15.984 shares of preferred stock in

exchange for the outstanding stock of the

Real del Monte Mining Company, share

for share, of the stock not already ownecl.

.-Ktlantic mining has recorded a' $1.75

advance for ths week, touching $13.75.
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Boston Consolidated closed frnctionally

higher at $Ji.i2j.-j; Butte Coalition rose

$2.50 to ^2i.i2'/2, ex-dividend; Centennial

$1.75 to $23; Isle Royale $1.87;.. to

it7-37'/i\ Mohawk $2 to $70.50; Old Do-

minion $1.75 to $31.25; Parrot $1 to $15,

ex-dividcnd; Trinity $1.62^ to $17.62^;

and Shannon $1.50 to $15. President

Auster of the latter company announces

that there is little likelihood that there

will be any change in the dividend rate,

notwithstanding the reduction in the price

of copper. Winona sold up to S8.37J/2, $1

assessment paid. .-Vn assessment is ex-

pected on Adventure mining. There have

been few important changes on the curb.

Troy-Manhattan had a sharp rise today on

favorable announcements from the man-

agement.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

S. FRANCISCO Aug. J.-

NEW VURK Sept. 3|

Name ot Comt

Alaska Mine
Ain.N.v.M.iP.C
AmuUMiiinled .

Anaooteln
BalakliUn 7J<
British Col. O'p.. 7'4

Buffalo Cobalt ... 3
Butto & LoiuIOn..
Butte Coalition ..

Butte Cop. & Zinc
Cobalt Contact
Colonial silver.... I

Cum. F.ly Mining. 1}^
Davis Iialy 11

Dominion Cop 4
'4

El Kayo 3Ji
Foster Cobalt 67
Furnace Creek

—

>i

Glrou.t Mine 7

QoM Ulll 2
Oranby. New
Greene Oulil 1!»
Greene 11. j: S 1>4
Grv'iiw'r & D.Val. "5

Guaimjtiato 3^
Gugjten. Exp 180
Haiiapah ^
McKlnley Dar.... j|
Ml.-nm.- 4

Mhe-s c... i.f .vm.. l?i
Mit.i. -11 Milling., i;;
Mont.Sho. C.(New)
JJev. Itah M. k S. 4
Sowhouse M. k S. IIX
Nlplsslng Mines.. 8
OhI Hun.lre.l 2>4
Sliver vueeii 1

Stewart 1',

Tenneasoo Cop'r.

,

35\
Union Copi»er.... 1

Ctab A|>ex SX
West Columbug.. 10^

V. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Acrl. chi.m..
-- ' i:<-r.

1.

Am.
Am
All

Be.
Co.
Fe<lernlM.*s..pf.
Inter. Salt
jIn,, . .., , ...

Nu'
Plr-
K-

:

R.-;

81
SHii...,.,

Teno. c. ft I

17. S. Red. A Ker..
r. « - '

r. -

Vi.

Va- > .-

ST. LODIS A

A'l

ATI

C. I

O-i,'

c.c. jk 1. 1..1., ;

Cent. Oil... 11

Columbia..
Con. Coal.. I -J

Doe Run ...

Ora. BImet.
81. Joe

19S
102X
100

25J,-

73>.

BOSTON Sept. 3

Name of Comp. Clg.

V'lventure
Mlouez
Am. Zinc
.\rca<llau
Atlantic
Bingham
Bostou Con
Calumet S: Ariz...
Calumet J: Ilecla.
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range
Dalv West
Franklin
Greene— Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.jiC.luew)

.

Nevada
North Buito
Old Coloi.y
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot*
Phoenix
Quincy*
Rhode Island
Snnta Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
u. s. on
U. S. Smg. * Ret .

r.S.Sni.4 Re..pd
.

rtah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

2«
36
30

6K
14
12

IJ

21)v
165
725
i-iH

67ji
13X
11

«

12>,-

IVi
13

id"

65Ji

SOJi
110
16

90

4K
Vi
UX
i7>i

'9>i

40K
39}i
44 «
UK

•Ex. Div. tEx. Btgbts.

BOSTON CURB
Ah meek
Ariz. Com
lilack Mt
Kast Unite
Hanci ck Con
(.weenaw
Miijestic

-iiawmut
.-MHwrlor ,

(Superior k Pitts..
iTrnv Man

4X
7

7X
7Ji

lA
.46

1%

Clg.

ii'»Ind. i 6
I.lrd.... 019 a
>iiza.... 2 2

y 1 8 9
1 6

'•• 016 3

\\«x.... 017 6
3 3 I

3 2 3
l<

rough Hay-
U.OU, U.lAl, Jduu, bliuc )i Co., N. Y.

Name of Comp. 1 Clg.

COMSTOIK STl>CKS

Belcher
Best & Belcher.. 1

Caledonia
Chollar
Con. Cal. & Va

'

Crown Point 1

Exchequer.. I

Gould & Curry..,
Hale & Norcross.
Mt'Xican
Oidiir
Overman
Potosi
Savage
Sierra Nevada .

.

Union
Utali
Yellow Jacket..

.

TONOP.tH STOCKS
Golden Anchor
McNaniara
Montana-Pitts.ex.
North Star. ...

Rescue

GoLBFi'D Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Couquerer
Daisy
Florence ... .

Frances-Mohawk
Goldfleld Con....
Grandma
Great Bend ..:..
Red Hills
St. Ives

BULLFKoo Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire
Mayilowor Con...
Montgomery Mt..
Original

MANn.\T'N Stocks
Gnlil Wedge
Manhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder. .

Stray Drg
Yellow Horse

.21

.82

.29

.22

.78

.22

.40

.22
80
.64

1.00
.13

15
.90

.30

40
.04

1.10

.10

.22

.06

.21

.13

.05

.33

.61

1 97

.12

1.52
4.16
1.10
7.67
.18

.C4

.64

.85

.20

.42

.35

.11

.06

.06

.07

.06

M.\ .M).V Sept. 4

iWeIr Bros. * Co., Now
York)

TONoi'AU Stocks
Touoh Mine of N.
Tonopnh Exten ..

Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tonopah Midway
West End Con
Jim Butler.

GOLDKI'D stocks
Sandstorm
Kendall
Red Top
Jumbo
Ooldllelil Mining
Diadlleld B. B. C.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
Bi'LLKHOG Stocks
.Mont. Shoshone C.
Tramps Con
Gold Bar
Hulltn.g Milling .

Bullfrog Nat. B...
Hoinostake Con .

.

MANHAT'N Stocks
Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp

Clg.

11.00

1.12J
2.96
2. 62 J

.72

.70

.84

.40

.22
3
'.60

3.50
1.611

.24

.60
17.00

.60

1.60

6 25
.36
.60

.10

.17

.40

.12

.11

.17

COLO. SPRINGS Aug. 30

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell
C.C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Soveieign, ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample

—

Jerry Johnson....
Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

4?i

37
"

38

5K

26>i

46"

4

'sji
78
17

New Dividends

Company. Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Sept. 3
Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Sept. 4

SeptVi7
Sept. 21
Sept. 16

Sept. 3
Oct. 1

Sept. 16
Seiit. 21

$1.25
1.60
1.26
0.40
12.00
0.60
5 00
1.00

10

1.26
1.76
2.00

26
1.25
3.00
2.60
1.76
1.75
6.00
0.36
1.76
0.20

62,500
255,000
376,000
122,000
1,800,000

600,000

Am. Smi Iters Sec, A
.\m. Smelters Sec, B
British Columbia
Boston & Montana

1,000.000

Gt. Nor. Ore. Ctfs
Mohawk—Jumbo Lease
National Lea d . com
National Lead, pfd

1,.: 00, 000

(-.0,000

186,318
2fi(l,R'20

8011,000

Parrot Sept 18 57,463

Philadelphia Gas, pfd Sei»t. 2
Oct. 10

150,000
150,000
265.000

Republic Iron ,t: Steel
SIOBS-Sheniold, pfd
Stam'ard mi
Tyoo Copper
U. w. Steel, pfd
Yellow Aster

Oct. 1

Oct. 1

Sept. 14
Aug. 1

Aug. 30
Aug, 6

437,500
117,260
fi,820.000

64.800
6,30.'i,-lin

20,000

Assessments

Company.

Belcher, Nev
Bullion, Nev
ca!e<lonla
Cb^-llar. Nov
(;onfl<lerice. Nev
Con. 1 luperlal
Emerald. Utab
Etna-King. Cal
Gould k Curry
Grand Paclflc, Cal..
Helios. Cal
Mt. Diablo. Nev
Nassau Cop.. Cal
N. V. Bonanza, Utal
Placer Queen, Cal ..

Royal Metals, Nov..
Sailor c.insid., Cal..
ShebaG. i: S., Utah
Sierra Nevada. Nev
Wabash, Utah
Yellow Jacket, Nev.

Dellnq. Sale. Amt,

Sept. 18 Oct. 9 SO. 10
Sept. 12 Oct. 4 0.06
Sept. 12 Oct. 2 0.10
Aug. 19 Sept. 12 0.10
Aug. 27 Sept. 17 0.20
Aug. 27 Sept. 19 0.01
Aug. 15 Sept. 7 O.Olj
Sept. 15 Oct. 15 0.02
Aug. 14 Sept. 10 10
Aug. 111 Oct. 2 0.02
Sept. 17 Oct. 16 0.02
Aug. 20 Sept. 10 0.20
Sept. 16 Oct. 14 0.10
Sept. 2 Sept. 23 0.02
Seiit. 16 Oct. 7 O.OOi
Aug. 29 Sept. 13 0.02
Sept. 10 Oct. 7 0.01
July 30 Not. 2 0.10
Sept. 4 Sept. 26 0.10
Sept. 9 Oct. 1 0.06
Sept. 23 Oct. 30 0.15

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Month.

January ...

February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November..

.

December...

Year 66.791 30.868

New York.

1906.
I

1907.

31.769
31 852
31 325
30.263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637

New York, cents per fine

pence per standard ounce.
ounce ; London,

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YOKK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906.

18.419
18 116
18.641
18.688
18.724
18.719
18.585
18.706
19.328
21.722
22.398
23.350

1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February.

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November.
December

18.310
17 869
18.301
18 375
18.475
18.442
18 190

18.380
19.033
21.203
21 833
22.885

24.404
24.8119

25.065
24.224
24.048
22.665
21.130
18.356

24.826
25.236
25.660
25.260
25.072
24.140
21.923
19.255

78.869
78.147
81.111
84.79.'t

84.867
8:! 994

81 167

83 864

87.831
97 269
100.270
105.226

•

106 739
107 366
100.594
98.625
102.375
97.272
95.016
79.079

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents ler pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January .

,

February
March —
April
May
June

36 390 41 648
36 403 42 102
36 662 41.313

1906. 1907. Montb. 1906.

.38 900
43 313
39 260

40.938
43.149
42.120!

July 37.275
August '40.606

Seiuember. 40,616
October ... 42.862
November .|42. 906
December .42.760

At. year.. |39. 819

1907.

41.091
37,667

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January 5.600

February 6.464

March 6.350

April 6.404

May 5.686

June 6.750

July 5.750

August 5.750

September 5.7.50

October ... 5.750

November 1 5.750

December 5.900|

Year 5.667!

New York.

1906. 1907.

London.

6 000,16 8X1
6 000,16.031
6 000 15.922
6.000 15 959
6.000 16 725
5.760 16 813
5.28816 525

5.250 17 109
18 266
Il9 3.50

il9 281

|19.009

,17.370

19 828
19 531
19.703
19 975
19.688
20.188
20.360
19.063

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January
February

—

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November . .

December...

6.487
6.076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.086
6 006
6:027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6.693

6.732
6.814
6.837
6 685
6.441
6.419
6.072
5 701

6.337
6.924
0.056
5 931
6.846
5.948
5.8.56

5.878
6.066
6.070
6.225
6.443

6.682
6 664
6.687
0.536
6.291
6.269
6.922
6.561

28 225
26.844
24 663
25 781

27.000
27.728
26.800
26.938
27 663
28.076
27 781

27.9;)8

27.126
25.938
26.094
25.900
26.668
24.469
23.850
21.909

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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CHEMICALS. MINERALS. RARE EARTHS, ETC. CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

il

ABRASIVBS-
Bort. gv>oU drill quality, eorttt..

C»jrboruiiiliiiii. r.(->.b. NIntcKra
rallii,|i.iw.l lb.

Oraluh
OorumJum "
OriubtHi BtMl. (.o.b. Pttta-

borg ••

knvry. In kcfts: TurkUb
ftoUT
Qralus

Haxoa flonr "
Grains "

ObMtxr floui

Oralus "
PMkskUl, f.o.h. RiUitnn.

Pa., flour
Oralns. lu keg» '

Oaraet, p«r quality. ...»b ton
Pnmlcp8tone,Ani.P<>wil.l00lb.

Italian, powdertM
Lump, p>t«r qualltj

Botten»t*«ue. grounti '•

,

Lump, p4<r quallt; "
Rouge, per quality **

BtMl Emery, t.o.b. Pitts-
burg •

ACIDS-
Acetic aSX lb.

Boric ••

Hyilroauortc, S0\
48% •

60\ •

Bydrocblorlc aclJ ,«)•, perib l.25ffll.60

Kltrlc aold. 38» per lb. 4.a6®4 eijc.

olptaurlc acid. 50°. bulk, per ton.. %V1 up.
60". 100 1b. In carboys .SSffll.US
«oo, bulk, ton 16.ooffll8.oo

Uf, 100 lb. In carboye 1.0O®l.28
M*. bulk, ton

Oxalic ••

ALCOHOL—Oraln gal.
Beflned wood. 86(3971 "

ALUM—Lumr 1001b.
Ground "
Obrome Alum lb.

com'l. "

(M.UO

.UK

oiffl.io

.06V(S>'U«

.oljffl.crj.

.OSilff.Wj
.OlilS"'.'-

.03j(S'.»«;
.01;

.OSjffi.UtJ

.OlJrff.Ol

.miia.o'i
v.oooar.u

.OlVffl.Ul)
.a3/3.'iu

.Vl\(Svi\
.05®. JS

.06rS'.3u

.07Sr?.U7\

.o8\ra>.io

.oava.oa
.06

.10

ALUMINUM—Sulphate,

AMMONIA-24deg. lb.
26

AMMONIUM-
Bromlde lb.

Carbonate •

Muriate gralr
Lump "

Sulphate. 100 1b
Buli>hocyanlde com..'

" chem. pure •

ANTIMONY—needle, lump lb.. .

ARSENIC—Whlb (nominal) •

Bed ••

A8PMALTUM—
Barbadoee per ton.
Weel Indlet.

Icyptlai: lb.

GUaonlte.rtahordlDarr per ton.
Trinidad
C&Ufornlf. ••

BARIUM—
Carb. Lump, B0(390f Ig. tOB.
Powdered 80(a90f lb.

Chloride com'l ton.
Wltrate. pt^twdered. In caeke..lb.-
Blauc Flic per lb.

•ARYTES-
Am. Ground nh. ton.
Floated

Foreign Iloate<! ••

IH.OO

.08>,O.0S.\

a.«6)4
.70(5'. 76

$1.75
1.86
.04^,

1.35(31.60

.OlSffl.OSS

.04VO.05X

•ISMUTH -8ub-nltrate lb.

ALEACHINQ POWDER-36>i. 100 lb.

BLUE VITRIOL—{copper gulphatei.
carload, per 100 lb

BONE ASH lb.

BORAX
CALCIUM -Acetate, (jraj ••

Acetate, browc ••

Carbide, ton lets r.o.b.

agara Falls, N. T.,
Jersey City. N.J

Chloride, Lo.b. N. I

Nl-
for
ah. ton.

CBMENT-
Ponland, Am. MO lb hbl.
Foreign

" Bosendale.' 300 lb.

(In sacks)
Slag cement ••

CHROME ORE-»w Caledonia BOX ex. ship
N'. T per Ig. ton

Bricks, r.o.b. Plttaburg.af.. •'

C1>V, CHINA-Am. common
ex-dock. N. T •

Foreign ••

• .23

.OTSffl.US
.oesffloc"..
.o»i(a.o9j

S.10®3.12S
.30

.40

.OKJ(a 09

.07>,(».07>,
.07)0.07:

40.00(380.00
aO. 00(360. 00

.U(S).1X
35. UO

80.00(332.50
22.50(330.00

30.00(3».00
.02(3.02}
40.00 up

.06S(3.06
.02>i

14.00(321.00
22.00

19.50(322.50

1.25(31.40

7.00

.02J(ff.04

.071(3.08

2.5Uffi2..V.

1.60(31. 66

65.00
14.75(319.75

1.66(31.60
2.26(32.90

.86

.66

.76(31.35

Yi.ioaia.oo
176.00

8.50(39.(0
11. 60(317. 60

COBALT-Oxldr lb.

COPPERAS— bulk luolb. lott
111 l>bli- • .tl6(ii.75

lu bags " .60(3.70

CRYOLITE lb. .0«i(a.06(

FELDSPAR -Ground best. «h. too. 14.00

FIRE BRICK.
AmerlcHii ixr U. 90 00(310.00
ImporttHi '• 30.00(346.00
St. U.uIb No. 1

•• 18.U0
N.>. ? •• 16.00

Extra •• ao.00y33il.00

FIRE CLAY. F. ". b. St. I»ul8.
St. Louis, i-xira qunlliy per ton 6.00

ordinary '• 3.60

FLUORSPAR—
Domeatlc t.o.b. shipping port

:

Lump It. ton. 8.00(310.00
Ground 11.60(313.60
Foreign crude ex. dock 8.00(310.00

FULLER'S EARTH-Lump.. 100 lb. .80(3.86
powdered • .85(3.90

ORAPMITE-
Am-<rlcan, ore. commoD lb. .01(3.10
Artlflclal .06
Ceylon, comnioii pulv .03}(3.03A
Beet, pnlveilzed •• .04(D.0M

German. Com. pul\ •• .011(3.01)
Best, pulverized •• .01)(3.02

Italian, pulrerlied •• .01(302

GYPSUM-
Fertilizer sh. ton. 7.00
Powdered sh. ton. 10.00

INFUSORIAL EARTH—
Ground Am. best lb. .OIV
French Ig. ton. 66.00
German lb. .02i(3.02i

LEAD—Acetate (sugarof) brown lb. .07\
Nllrate.com'! " .09>i(3.09X

MAQNESITE-Greece.
Crude (950 "• ton. 7.00(38.00
Calcined, powdered sh. ton. 32.60(340.00
Bricks, domes, per qual.

f.o.b. Pittsburg M. 160(3200

MAONESIUM-
Chlorlde, coml lOO lb. .80(31 . 16
Sulphate (Epsom salt) ... 100 lb. .90(31 .00

MANOANESE-
(^ude powdered :

70(376]t bluoxld. lb. .01>4(3.01>i
75(386)( blno.'ilde " .01>i(3.03
e6(390« blaoxlde " .01Ji(3.05
90ffl9.')« blnoilde • .OGJ

Ore. 80X-86X sh. ton. 36.00(300.00

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.50(310.00

MINERAL WOOL—
Slag, ordinary " 19.00
Selected .. • 36.00

Rock, ordinary 32.00
.Selected • 40.00

MONAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97<. with H Thorium
oxide, nominal lb. .08 and up.

NICKEL^
Oxide, crude, lb. (77)0

for flue metal contained.. .47

Sulphate, single lb, .11(3.18
" double " .08(3.10

NITRATE OFSODA—lOOlb. 9511 Jor 1907 2.45
9S«-ii tor 1908 2.45
95)4 for 1909 2.10

96)i Is 7Jc higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .14(3.17

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Lltharpe, Am. powdered... " .07i(3.07i

Engtli^b plassmakerp' .08i(S*.08)
LIthopone ••

.03J(3.07
Metallic, browr sh. ton. 16.50(333 00
Red • 16.00

Ocher, Am. common ' 8.60(39.00
Beet •' 16.00
Dutch, washed.. Ih. .02i(3.03
French, washed • .01)(3.021

Paris ereen. pure, bulk •'
.26

R*d lead, American " 071(3 07-'

Foreign ••
.081(3.08)

Turpentine, splrlta bbl.. per gal. .60)
White lead. Am., dry lb. .0fiJ(3.07
AnierlcAD. In oil ••

.071(3.07^
Foreign. In oi: .loi(3.10i

Zinc white. Am. extra dry.. . 061(3. 05)
Foreign, red seal. dry.. .. • .071(3. 07]
Gr>>en seal, dry •• .oeJ(3.0e)

PHOSPHATES-Acld iw/S/r7(c per unit
•Fla.. hard rock 10. •.'WS 1 0.50

land pebble 68^, 5.7.'>(3r..oo

fTenn. 78(3eo)( 6.50(37.00

76X - 6,«v3.-..'25

68(373)( 4i<v5'4.2i
t8o. Car. land rock . . . 6.75,a.T.26

• rlTerrock.

•F. o. b. Florida or Georgia porta. tF^ o. b. Mt.
Pleasant. lOn vessel Ashley River. 8. C.

POTASSIUM- r
lllc»rb..ii»te crystal lb. » IWiOU*

Pi. w.iered or granulated.. ••
. 09(300)

Btckromaie. Am •• .UN*/3 ug
Ho4.t<'h '• '

'
ij

Bromide •• 'jj
Carbonate (BOOiiftK • .OS/(3]o4
l^ustlc, erdluary •• .04)0.061

Elect (90« ..
.OSjffl.ui

Chloride (muriate). 100 lb.. i.m
Chlorate. p<iwd«r>Hl 09i(3 09i
Urystah. '

u»(Sm
Cyanide (KHOViij) .18(9 11
Kaliille. l..i,g l..n. bulk. 8.60; bags, 9.60.
Peruiaiiganaie lb. 10(310)
Pruaslalo. yellow l«(3.lo]

_ «o^ ••
.3."(3:t6

Sulphate 100 lb. 2.Uj(3?.2l)

PYRITE-
Uomestic, uan-arseul(.>. .^rnace
sl«<, f.o.b. mines per unit luaille

Domestic, uou.urseulcal, Qnes. per
unit, f.o.b. miner 10(310)o.

Imported nuu-araonlcal, furnace
slie.i^runll 14(3.14)

ImiK.rted. arsenical, furnace site,
per unit 13(313)

Imported flues, arsenical, per unit. .oejffl.os
n^tn-arsenlcal. per

,
"'"' lOjOUc

Pyrlte prices are per unit of sulphur. An al-
lowance of 25c. per ton Is made when delivered Is
lump form.

SALT—N. y. com. flne 280 lb. bbl.
N. y. agricultural. . sh. ton.

.73(31 U

SALTPETER—Crude 100 lb. 4. 26(34. tO
ReflueU, crystals 4.75(36.76

SILICA—
Ground quarts. ord'ry....lg. ton 13.00(316 Ot

SIlex 13.00,330.00
Lump (Quartz 2.60(34.00
Glass sand 2.7$

SILVER-Nltrate. crystals 01. .t3>,®.46X

SODIUM-
Acetate lb. .04S(3.C4,V

"Alkali." per 100 lb.. 68/48 80O.87><
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.20(31. 60c.
Boda, caustic, per 100 lb.. 76/60. . . 1.7.'.(31.c5" " powdered 02X(3.a3i
Salt cake, per 100 lb 66(3.86
Soda, monohydrate, per lb 1.4fa 1.75c.
Bichromate lb. .07),(3.07)
Bromide jj
Chlorate, com'l • .09(3 694
Cyanide. ("100)iK(3N ").... .16(3.1*
Hyposulphite. Am • 1.36 up
German •• 1.60(31.70

Phosphate 100 lb. 1.86(33.15
Prusslate " .09'0.lo)
Sal siKla. f.o.b. N. Y 100 lb. .•f0(3.85
Foreign, f.o.b. N. y " 80^100

Silicate, com'l 100 1b. .76(31.16
Sulphate.com'l,(Glauber'8salt) 1001b. .60(3.00

" calcined .66(3.86

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. 08)0.08)

SULPHUR-
Loulslanatprlmejto New Tork.Boston

or Portland Ig. ton 22.12)
To Phllddelphia or Baltimore.... 33.60

Roll 100 lb. 1.86(32.16
Flour • •• 2.00(32.40
Flowers, sublimed " • 2.30(33.60

TERRA ALBA—French & Eng. 100 lb. .880100

TALC—Domestic sh. (on. 16.00(326.00
French • 20 00O3f .0*
Italian, best 36.aC(34O.0*

TIN— Bl-chlorlde. 60>f lb lUi
Crystals ••

.331'; up
Oxlde.lt .470.49

URANIUM—Oxide... s.60

ZINC—Metallic ch. pure .is
Chloride solution, com'l 20' "

.03)
Chloride. granular •

.04i(3.06
Dust " .06)0. 0«i
Sulphate. •

.02j(5).03i

Note—Tbe«* quotations are for wholesale
lots in New York, unless otherwise sped-
fled, and are generally subject to the usual
trade discounts. Readers of The Enoin-
EERiNa AND MiMMi JoiESAt, are requested
to report any corrections needed, or to
suggest additions which tbey may consider
advisable.
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Metal and Mining Companies—U. S.

Viuur* <^r r. >m[»*uy and

Alaokn Mi'lli'oll. g.Al'ka...
AlAxka Tmulwi<ll,(i.

I

Al'kn .

.

41iu<ka I'nltml, g. .. .vrka...
AmAlK(imat<Hl. o. . .iMoat...
Am.Sm.Al»<>t.,L-om. 'V.B
Am. «m. A Ui'f. iif.. n. 8
Am. »nii-Uor». pf. AID. 8
Am. amoltors. \>t. BID. 8
Aim Zlri.'.I.«'iiilASm.|Knn....

Anaoouaa.c 'Mont ..

AniUo LHurle. g— Dt&b
ArUi>iui, c 'Arlk . ..

.

AH&utli:. u Ulob . .

.

B«ck TniiDpl.K.8.1.. Dtab
Blng>iiim.tN.U.,c.g Dtah...
BcatoD A Montana. Mont . .

.

Bull.UiHk.^Cham.K rt«h
• anker Ulll « 8ull.>Ida
Buiio t.\>aUilon.c.B. ,Moat ..

Oaiumet .^ ArlEouaci.^rU
OaluniPt ,^ Uecla.c. Mlcb . .

.

Ofimp Blnl. g., 8— Colo
Oarlsa. o.t; Dtah. ..

Central Eureka, g.. Cal
Oolumbus Oou. c... Ctah
CoraM'tlonCo.GTM NeTaJa.
Oou. Merour. g Dtab
Oontlnental, z. 1— Mo
Ooppor Range Con. Mlob
Oree<le UnlttHl. g...'Colo
Orlpplo Creek Con g Colo.

Autbor. SbarM.
iieU

OapltBl Jseuod.

»1.0OO.OOtl 180.000
6.00U.00U 300.000
1,000,000 IBO.'JOO

Val.

600.000
170,(«

300.1K

811,1

"

t 6

36
6

100
100
100

Daly JiiJge. g.

Daly West, g. 8. 1

De Lamar, g. s .

DUlon. g
Doctor Jack Pot.
Doe RuQ, 1

Ikton Con., g. ..

El Paeo, g
Fed. Sm., com. ..

Federal 8m., pf..

Ftndley, g
Frances-Mohawk,g;}JeTadM.
Qemlnl'Key8i<>ne . .

* utab
Oold King Con Colo.. .

Brand Central, g... Dtah
Qwln Mine, Dev., g.iCal
Heola, 8. 1 1 Idaho...
Homestake. g s. D
Hom8Uver,g.8.c.z.l Dtah
Intor'l Nickel, pf. s. T
1 ron Silver Colo

rtah. .

rtab. .

.

Ida....
Oolo....
Colo.. .

.

Mo
Colo

.IColo

.[Idaho..

. Idaho..

. iColo..

166,000,000 1.630,879
60,1X10.000 600,000
60,000,000
17.000,000
30.000,(XX1

3,760,tKHl

30,000,000 1 301
8,000,00(1 3;. .

3,776.0003,68j!
3,600,000 loo.clio j;,

100.000 l.ooo.OOO'o.lO
3,000.000 336.0001 6
3,760,000 160,000 36
1,000,000 100.000 10
3,000.000 300.000' in

16.000,000 i.ooo.oim i,-.

3,600.000 30O.(«Ki III

3,600,000
6,600,000
600,000
400,000

1.600.000
400,000

1,000.000 i,ooo!o66
660,000 23,000

38,600,000 383.781
2,000,000 1,626,000
3,000,0003,000,000
300,000 300,000

3,600,000 180,000
400,000 67,180

1,250,000 1,250,0001
3,000,000 3.000,000

1

10,000,000 69.0021 100
3.000,000 11.600,000 1
2.6<«I.IK)0 j.45ii.ood 1
lO.OOd.OXI Gll,()00l 100
j(i,lii«i,iK«i i^jii.iiix) 100
l.i-xl.iiiMl|..,,0„.(llXij 1

1,000,000 91(1.000 1

DiTldendB.

Total to
Date,

Latest.

Date.

>l,62t>.:<81 July 1907
9,4,SIS,IK)(ll.Iuly 1907

30l'i,:i40(Jftu.

53.lUC..'i4i; .Wiu.
10,626,000 Jnlv
21.4K).U,53'.Iuly

l.mi.OOO'Sopt

1907
1907
1007
1907
1007

lUU.IKI

820 .(KXI

600,000
398.426
300,000
320,000

Cal.
Oal
Mont . . .

.

Colo
Cal
rtah
Dtab
Colo
rtab
Mlcb.. .

Mont
Nevada..
Mo
Dtab ....

Oal
D. 8
Mont
Cal
Ariz
Colo
Nevada .

.

Mlcb ....

Mont ....

Cal
'Mo
'Colo
Nevada..

Jamlflon, g
Jerry Jolmson. .

Kendall, g
Lltieriy Bell.g. 8 .

.

Llgbtner. g
Lowt.T Muniniotb.g
Mammoth, g. s. I. ..

Mary McKlnney, g.
May Day. ^:. 8. 1—
MobawK.c
Mont. Ore Purcb...
Nevada Hills, e.g...
Kew Oenturr, e., 1 .

.

Newbouse M. .^ S.c.

New Idrla, q
New Jersey Zloc . .

.

North Butte
North Star, g
Old Dominion Cop.
Old Oold
Optrtr, g. 8
Oeoeola, c
Parrot. C.8
Pennsylvania, g.
I'ltW. L. A Z.. l.z.

P >rtland. g
V'jariftti', K. «...
wulncy. c Mlcb
B.ib Boy. I I Mo
Bocco Bomeat'k.1.8. 'Nevada
Sacramento, g. q... ctah...
81. Joseph, 1

miver Bill, g s ...

Silver King, g. s. 1

Shannon, c
SuowBiorm, 8. I

B[iAarfl8ti. B
HtandarO Con., g.8
'^tratt^in'alndopeod Colo
Swnns.n. K. 8. 1 Dtab
Tamara';k. c WIch...
Tennessee, c Tenn . .

.

Tomboy, g. a Colo.. .

.

Tonopah of Nev.... Nevada.
Tonopah Belmont.. .Nevada.
Tonopah Ezt'nalon .Nevada.
Tonojiah Midway.. Nevada
Uncle Sam. g.8.1..

United Cop. com.
United, c. pf
United, 1. 1 , com
United. I. I., pf ..

United, (Crlp'leC'k) Colo..
United Verde, c .. Ariz...
Un. States, pf.g.«.c.l« rtab..
J. 8. Red. t Hef. Pf Colo...
Utab. g.iFliihSp'gs/ Dtab..
Utab O.n., c Utah..
Victoria. Utah Utah..
Vindicator Con., g , Colo...
Wolverine, c Mich .

Work.g Oolo...
TankeeOon Dtab.
Yellow Aster, g Cal . .

.

600.000 6,000
6,760,370 5,760,370
260,000 260,000

1,000,000 100,000
250.0004.000,000 0.26

21.840,000 318.400, 100
400,000
87,416

6(K),000

390.000
>,6(«),000

600,000
130,661
102,366
I'.FO.OOO

400,000

100.000
80,833

200.000
300,000
6011,001)

100,000
100,000
400,000
350.000
281,689

Ao
Nevada.
Utah....
Ariz
Ida
9. D
Cal.

10.000.000
12,000,000
10,000,000
3,900 (MMI

3,600.0011

2,600.000
700.000
125,000
190,11011

10.000,000
1,600.0(X) l,304;263
200,U1«I 800,000

2,600,000
2.600,000
1,000,000
300,000

0,000,000
600,000

10,000,000
6.000,0001

2,600,000
7,600.0<JH

2,101,151) 2.iol',150
302,400 100,800

2,600,0001 96,160'
2,300,000 229,8601
6,160,000 61,6001 100
1.000,00(1 i.noo.ofN) 1

3,000,000 ,,000,000
1,000,000 loooool
3.7.TO,000 110.0001

16.000 l6,000i
300,000 300,000!

1,000,0001,000,000
30,000,000 1,000 000

108,000 108.000
3,000,000 160,000
3,000,000 800,000
1.600,000 1,600,0001
1,600,0001,600,0001
2,000,000 178,600

,000.007

100.000
60.000

176,000
300,000

Utah.
Mont
Mont
Uo.-Kan.
Ho.-Kan.

6.600,000
600,000

1.600.000

6.000.000
1.760,000,

1,000,000' i,ooo;oooi
2,000,000 1.296.007
l.(XJO.I»)0 938,433
1.000.000 1.000.000
600,000 600,000

000 Sopt, 1907
i.ll.lMHl .Wic. 1110'

n.l«)0 .lllly 1907
',',061 July 1906

.'-'.361 'Apr. 1906
'J".NI,000 Feb. 1906
5'.i5,iiou .Inly 1907
23.600 Sept. 1906

47,875.000 Nov. 1906
2,C.8H,I()0 ,\pr. 1907
'.),:iiii;,ooo \nt:. 1907
.,:1UU,(KKI Snpt. 1907
MIINt.IKH) Sopt, 190'7

lii..,tiKi.i<i.i .luuo 1907
4,07'J„'ilHl .\ug. 1907

66,000 Nov. 1906
778.921 Mar. 1906
166 .000, J Illy l'J07

688,000 Sept. 1906
l.'206.O0O Dec. 1906
2ll9,0()():J«ly 1907

5,326, 458'.Illlv 1907

314 063!Jury 1906
180,000jMar. 1906
225.000 Apr. 1907

6,607,000 Mar. 1907
2,9'36,370 May 1906

31,875 July 1906
268,000 July 1906

1,346,444 July 1907
l,879.4fi0 .luno 1907
l,032,760;Jiiue 1906
2.348 760'.Juiii- 1907
2,861,250 June 1907
326,000, Aug. 1906
32:i,000jJuly l'J07

1,960.000 July 1907

1,407,604 May 1906
l,278.0Oo!May 1907

36,0001 Mar. 1906
1,300,000 July 1907

•22,244,l)4o'Apr. 1907
5,C'>2.O0O,June 1907
78fi,736(.\UK. 1907

4,050,000 July 1907
278,47o!july 1907
61,700|Apr.

1,120,000, July
110,857'jan.
295.694 Aug.
19.0(J0 July

2,120.000 Oct.
Apr.
July

Amt,

1906
1907
1906
1906
1907
1906
1907
1907

» .30

1.00

0.30
2.00
2.00

1.76

1.60

1.26

.75

1.76

.60

.06

.02

.04

.10

12.00
.10

.60

.60

6.00
20.00

34

Coal, Iron and Other Industrials—United States.

Name of Company and
Location.

Autbor.
Ized

Shares. Dividends.

Capital. laaued

26
26
6

1

1

1

1

1

460,0001 100
60.000, 100
92.400 6

19.666

76,000,000
6,000,000
600,000
600.000

6,000,00« 4,009,100
3,000,000 300,000l

87.600,000
4,000.000
1,000,000
1,600.000
260,000

1,600.0001.600.000
1.600.000 60.000
1.600.0001.600.000
600,000 600,000

1,1100,000 lim.uiio

760,000
89,468 100
100.000 ' 10
300,0001
260,000

•Vr^rinum t" eensolMation tr.4.'«i 2Wi were dlvtdet*.

801,766
28.741

1,400.000 July 1907
9,437.274 Jan. 1907

20,000 Mar. 1907
228.H0ll|Juiie I'.IO'

3IHI.0I)(( Auk, 190'

920,uai|July 1907

8,400.000 Feb. 1906
6,000,000 June 1907
l,4:ii;,'.)89 July 1907
380.843 May 1906
10.606 Mar. 1906

1.797,400'July 1904
7.»;t5.f..-.a July 1907
I'l, 8117.W.I Sept. 1907
284,9'26;july 1906
20.000 Julv 1'.«I7

T.riin.OSOJJuly 11107

375.0011 July 1907
7,72.i.446 Sept. 1907

9,61)0 May 1906
112,000, Dec. 1906
2.W,i»io Nov. 1906

.'i.'.'J8,:i.'-i7 Juno 1907
Ml,0)0 June 1907

11,0IH1,(|()0 Jiili. 1907
450 000 July 1907
3C.O.O0() July 1907
166.600 Jan. 1906

5,139,0fil Mar. 1907
4.896,866 Apr. 1906
3'i9.60O Mar. 1907

9,4'2l).l)0O July 1907 4.00
1.443,750 AuK. 1907 2.00
900.000 June 1906 .48

3.2.'i0.00() Julv 1907 .'26

618,003 Apr. 1907 .10

278,530 Apr. 19061 .16

300.000 Jan. 1907 .06

136 OOO'AUK. 19l)7| ,02
6,9fi2,50O AUK. 1907 1.76
1.600.000 May 1907 3.00

27.460. )ct, 1903 .06

3'.)3,02h,July 1907 .60

280.071 \pr. 1906 .00*

10 18,810..322 July 1907 .76

60 3.937.500 Julv 1907 .87)
940.317 July 1907 1.60
370.000 July 1907 .0;i

g 6.936.000 J u I v I'M! 1.60
1 177,500 Mar. 1907 .04

1 1.6.10.000'July 1907 .03

26 4.0.'iO,00() Apr. 1907 10.00
1 105,0()(l,July 1907 .01

1 l40.00(i|Jan. iwri .03
in ».Vi,7«9Iaiii;. 1907 .20

.01

.07

.20

.16

.02}

.60

2.00

.001

.00!

.37J

.60

.72

.01

.00)

.60

.01)

.01

6.00

1.76

.01

0.10

10.00

.01

.04

.26

.10

.60

.06

1.60
.10

.02

.03

I

.02

.16

.06

.05

.06

.03

.01

.5.00

16.00

.10

.01

.50

.20

3.00
2.00
.20

.60

.06

.26

7.00

.26

.10

.04

.20

2.60
.03

.02

.00)

.16

.06

.33)

.60

.03

.01)

.10

.12)

.1)5

Ala. Con.. C. & I.,pt. Ala...
AlUs-Ohalmers, pf . . U 8 .

.

Amer. Ag. Chem., pf.. D. 8 .

.

American Cement . . . Pa
American Coal Md . .

.

ASBorlated Oil Cal
Bolhlolieni steel, pf.. Pa
Cam brla .Steel pa
Caribou Oil Jal . ,

.

Central C. fc 0., com.. Mo...
Central 0. & C.pf. ..Mo.
Central Oil tV. Va
Claremout Ull Oal...
Col. 4 Hock. C.4t I.pt. Ohio .

ConBolidated Coal ...m
CoiisotMatlou Coal... Md'
Crucible Htoel, pf .... Pa
Empires, k I.,pf.... N. J.!,
Fairmont Coal w Va
Four on Cal....
General Chem. Com.. D. 8...
General Chem., pf D. S...
George's C'k Coal Md . „
Imperial oil Cal .... ! IWmmo
International Salt

1 30 ooo 000
Jeff. 4 Cl'f C. 4 1., om. Pa i'60o'()00
JeH. 4 Cl'f. 0. 4 I..pf. Pa i,60o[ooo

24,638
200,000
181,630
200.000
50.000

$2,500,000
26,(X)0.000

20,000,000

2.000,000
1.600,000

31,01X1.01)0 21,000,000

15,UI)0,(K)0 150, (XH)

60,000,IXX)

100,000
6,136,000:

1.876,000
1,600,(XX)

600,000
7,000,000
6.000,000

10,260,000
26,000,000
6.000.(X»

12,000,000
600,000

12,600,000
12,600,000
2,600.000

Kern River Oil Cal.
Leblgb Oal 4 Nav. . . Pa
Maryland Coal.pf Md
Monon K. Coal, pf. .. Pa.

.

Monte Crlsto Oil Cal ...

.

National Carbon, pf. . D. S. ..

National Lead, com, N. T.
."

National Lead, pf N. Y.[]
Nafl Steel & Wlre.pf. N. Y. !

!

New Central Coal Md
New River Coal, pfd. W. Va.
Pacific Coast Borax . . Cal
Peerless OU lal
Penna. Salt Pa
Penna. Steel, pfd Pa. ! ! !

!

Pblla. Gas, com pa
Pblla. Gas, pf Pa
Pittsburg Coal, pf Pa
Pocahontas Coll., pf.. w Va
Republic I. 4 8., pfd. Ill
Slose-Sheffleld, com., via
SIoss-SheCQeld, pf Ala
Standard OU n. S...
Tenn. C. 4 I., com . . . renn .

Tenn. C. 4 I., pf renn.
Texas & Pacific Coal. Texas
Thirty-three Oil Cal . .

.

DnlonOU Cal.
D. S. SteelCorp.,cm., D. S.
D. S. Steel Corp., pf . . 0. s

1 Va. Carolina Ch., pf.. u. S. ..

,, Westmoreland Coal . . Pa

2.000,000

[

17.378,6011

2,000,000
10,000,000

600,000
4,600,000

•16,000,000

16,000.000
6,000,000
1,000,000
4,000.00c,

2,000.000
1,000,000

3,000,000
26.000,000
28,963,029
6,000,001)

32,000,000
1,500,000

26,000,000
7,600.000

20,000,000
100,000.IXX)

22.663,600
248,000

2,000,000

500,00c
10,000,00(1

560.000,000 5,083,025
160,281,100 1,603,141

20,000,000
3,000,000

9iX),0(X)

80,000
61,260
18,760
60,000

460,000
69,244
60,0(X)

102,500
250,000
25,000

120,000

300,000
74,103

100,000
22,000

100,000

182,280
16,000
16,000
20,000

346,901
18,850

100.000
600 000
46.000

149,064
149,040
26,778
60.000
37.617
19,000

92,000
60,000

168.214

679,061
1'20,000

297,010
15,000

204,169
76,000
67,000

970,000
226,536

2,480
20.000

100,000
100,000

Par
Val.
$

100
100
100
10
26
1

KXJ

60
1

100
100
26
1

100
100
100
100
100
100

1

100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

Latest.

Date. Amt

Total to
Date.

$906,266
3.213,760
7.375.870
1.108,000
2.3t'.7..500

BiJO.lKX)

900, 0(X)

M,X87.6UU

66,000
1,998.750
1,'289,064

182,600
68.600

171'.,086

360.000
'.i.l09.1.-,0

2,125,000
712,600

1,384,000
106.406 July 19061

1,893,331

4,090,178
1,188.000
880,000
927,060
330,000
825,600
39,500

50 25.r,14,H93

100 1.692,560
:i,.'il)4,945

120,000
2,047,600
2,161 284

100 16,585,148

100 631,661
350,000
169,276

2,086.600
396,320

60 14,628,000

100 7,615,744

60 8,050,040

60 2,6.'i0,0()0

100 11,434.962

100 400.000

100 5,330.746

100 a.48u.250

100 3.411.750

100 581.022.905

100 3.131.988
100 385.080

1,960.000
430,000

1.118.766
100 66.041.541
100 181.454,724

180,000| 100 12,180,869JJuiy 1907
60,0001 60 8,680,000lOct. 1906

100
1

100
100

20
100
100
10

100

100

Canada, Kexico, Central and South America.

Name of Company and
Location.

AmlBtad y Conc'rdla. Mex..
Buffalo, 8 Ont...
Butters' Salvador, g.. Salv .

Conlat;a.s (Cobalt) ont. ,

cariboo McKln'y, g.. B. C.

.

Consolidated M 4 8.. B. C.
Coplapo, c Oblle

.

Crow's Nest Pass B. C.

.

Dominion Coal. com. N. S..

Shares. Dividends.

26
1

Dominion Coal, pf.... N. 8.
Doe Estrellas. g. s Mex .

.

El Oro. g. 8 Mex ..

Esperanza, a. g Mex .

.

Foster Cobalt, s Ont....
Gran by Con B.C.
Greene Con. Copper. . Mex . .

.

Greene Con. Oold Mex...
GreenGold-Sllv'r.pfd. Mex. .

.

Guanajuato Mex...
GupgenbeUn Expl ... Mex . .

.

Kerr Lake, s Ont.. .

.

LeRol No. 2, g B. C...
McKlulpyDarragb.s. Ont.,..
Mexican Coal 4 Coke Mex . .

.

Mex. Con. M. 4 8. Co. Mex...
Mines Co. of Am Mex..
N. Y. 4 Hond. Ros. . . . C. A. .

.

NIplssIng, s Ont . ..

North Star B. C.
N. 8. St. 4 Coal, com. N. 8...
N. 8. St. 4 Coal, pf.... K. 8...
Penoloe* Mex . .

.

Platanlllo Mex. ,.

Keco. g. S.I B. C. .

.

Silver Queen, s Ont
Slocan Star . . . B. C. .

.

St. Eu«ene (Jon B. C. .

.

Tezultlan (ktpper Mex. .

.

Tilt Oeve, c N. F. .

.

Tretheway, s Ont..

.

Tyee. c B. C. . . I

•MATl-an Cnrrencv

$480,000 9,600| 60
1.000.000 900.000 ICO
750.000 150,000: 6

1, 001). 1100 l.lHIO.OOol 1

1,250,000 l,250,000i 1

6,600,000 48,338! 100
112,600 10
140,000 26
160,000 100
30,000 100
3,000 60

6

6
,000.000 1

136,000 100
864,000 10
600,000 10
300,000 10
640,000 6
106,000 100
600,000; 6
1'20,000| 26

2.600,000 2,0OO,(X)O, 1

6,0liO,(XX) 60,000 100
2,6(X),00O 240,000: 10
2,000,000 2.UOO,0OOl 1

1,6(X),1XX) 150.000 10
6,OOI),n(»ll,200.(X)0 6
1,6011,1X10 1,3III),IKX) 1

6,000,000 49.H76 100
1,030,000 10.300 100

2,500 100

1,126,000
3,600,000
16,000,000
3,000,000
160,000

6,750,0001,080,000
2,275,1»0 466,000
1,000,000

16,000,000
' 8,640,000
6,0(X),000

3,000,000
3,000,000

17,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

206,989
958,000

26O,C0O
600,0(X)

1,000.000
1.600,01X1 1.6IX).010 1

600.000 600,000 1

3,600,000 3,202,000 1

1,000,000 10.000 100
1.000.000 89.000 2

1,000,0001,000,0001 1

940,000 180,000l 6

$268,064 Jan. 1906 $1.71
108.000 July 1907
600.000 Apr. 1906 .38
20.01)11 July 1907 .02

646,837 Feb. 19041 .04

714.946 Al^^-. 1907L 2.60
3,000.900 Oct, 1904 1,20,
2.018.64H July I'.lOTi ,62;

2,260,0(10 July 1907' 1.00
3,330.000 Jan. 1906, 4.00
1,020,655 July 1905 13.66
3.8-2:1. '200 July 1907. .37

6,721.649 July 19071 1.32
60,000 Jan. 1907

2,563.630 Mar. 1907
6,814,'200 Mar. 19071

300,OIK) July 19061
120.000 Mar. 1907|
74,260 Oct. 1906

3,435,000 July 19071

300,000 July 1907
716,400 Feb. 19071
100,01)0 Mar. 1907
600,000 Dec. 1906
60l,0lK) Aug 1907,

2,745,0111) Aug. 1907
2„'ill7.0l)0 Aue. 1907
l,140,tXXl July 1907

361,1X111 Dec. I904I

938.228 Julv 1907
3'.)r..550 July 1907

8,213,376 Mar. 1907 20.00
6,580 Sept. 1906: .001

327.082 Apr. 1906 .02
120,IXXl Jan. 1907 .08

676.0(10 Dec. 1904' .06

402.120 Oct. 1906' .OB

July 1907; 2.00
21.360 Jan. 1906| .48
80.000 Mar. 1907' .04

136.800 Dec. 1904) .14

,06

3.00

.40

.20

.40

.07)

2.60
.15

.24

.02

3.00
.60

.02

.10

.16

1.00

1.60

2.W
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THE MINING INDEX.
The editors of this paper read all the iniporiaiit publications of ihc wurlj tl1.1l irl.iic to mining and the treatment of min-

erals. This index is published as a reference for all interested and to make it impossible for readers of the Engineering and
Mining Journal to miss any important article published anywhere.

We will undertake to furnish a copy of any article (if in print) in the original language, for the price quoted. Where
no price is quoted the cost is unknown. These papers are not kept in stock, but must be ordered from the publisher; hence

there will be some delay for foreign papers.

No accounts can be opened for these small amounts, but remittance must be sent with order. For the convenience of

those making small but frequent remittances, coupons are furnished at the following prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00,

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred for $1500. This arrangement will be especially appreciated by foreign rea/iers and
men in distant mining camps. Where remittances are made in even dollars we wjll return the excess over an order in

coupons upon request.

ABRASIVES
4no _ K.MKUY .AND CORUNDUM

WHliEIjS—l.olsluiiKSversuche mit naseii
SetimliKel- "ml KurboruiKlumschelheii.
G. SihleslnK<T. (Zelts. de.s Verelnes
Deutselier InKenlcure. .\UK. 3. 1907; 2

'/i

Dp.) InvestlKates the respective advaa-
tagres of wet Krliullni; with emery and
carborundum \\h.'.'l.»;

ALOHINDU
4141—AI.IXIINC.M AIJ.,OY FOUNDING

PRACTICE, n. Dolnar. (Am. MadiliiLst
Auk. 2L'. 1907; 3U pp.) An account of
ttie mettiotts and practices in use by the
Allyne Brass lAiundry Co. of Cleveland,
which is a larsie producer of aluminum
castings and alloys. 20c.

4142—PRODUCTION of Bauxite and
Aluminum in I'.iOiJ. E. F. Burcliard.
(Advance Chaiiter from Mineral Resourc-
es of the U. S.. Calendar Year 1906; 14
pp.) Gives notes on the present con-
dition of the bauxite industry, and re-
views the propress of aluminum produc-
tion during; 1906.

414.'?—\Vi;i,IilN<;—Die AutoRpne Scluvels-
suuK vi>n .Vtuniinuni. M. U. Scliot'p. iChem.
Zeit.. .Inly ;;7. 1:mi7; 1 p.l iieals with the
auti^genous weldlim <'i' nluniinuni. -Oc.

BARYTES
4144—PRODUCTION of Barytes in

1906. With a Note on Strontium. E. F.
Burchard. (Advance Chapter from Min-
eral Resources of the V. S.. Calendar
Tear 1906; 10 pp.) Reviews conditions
in the barytes industry durinie 1906. and
gives the usual statistics of production,
imports, exports and consvnnption. 20c.

BAUXITE
414.-,—PRODUCTION of Bauxite and

Aluminum in 1906. E. F. Burchard.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S.. Calendar Year 1906;
14 pp.) See Aluminum.

BISMDTH
4146—ELECTROLYTIC REFINING of

Bismuth. A. Mohn. (Eiectrochem. and
Met. Ind.. Aug;.. 1907: 1\» pp.) Gives de-
tailed information as to a process of re-
finini^ bismuth by electrolysis, including
drawings of the cells used. 40c.

BORAX
4147—PERUVIAN UOKAX DEI'dSITS.

(Boletln del Cuerpo de Ingenieros .de
Minas del Peru. .Vo. 49. 1907.) Gives in-
formation relating to the borax deposits
In the salt marshes of Peru, their extent,
situation and tin; methods of working
them.

COAL AND COKE

4148—ANKYLOSTOMIASIS — Miner's
Anemia. F. W.^Gray. (Can. Min. Journ.,
.^ug. 15. 1907; 5 pp.) Reviews briefly
Kngllsb literature bearing upon tills dis-
ease, anfl gives a long account of the
characteristics of the parasites and the
symptoms and effects of the disease
which they induce. To be continued.
20c.

4149—BITUMINOUS COAL WASHING,
o. R. Delaniator. (Mines and Minerals,
Aug., 1907; 31-j pp.) Treats of the the-
ories and principles relating to the wasli-
ing of coal and considers llie preiimln-
iiry and flnal Investigations which should

Imj iii:uIc 1j./I"..ic .'slal.llshhiK ,i c".-l wii^ii-
Ing plant. 20c.

41.-.0 — BRITISH COLLIERIES — Pol-
maise Collieries. J. Salmond. (Trans.
Min. Inst. Scotland. Vol. XXIX. Pari 5.

1907; 11 pp.) A complete description of
the eiiuipment of these collieries. Includ-
ing lioilers. winding engines, electric
generating plant, haulage, pumpirg,
screening and washing plants.

41.M —BRITISH COLUMBIA— Coal
Mining in British Columbia In 1906.
(Brit. Col. Min. Record, June, 1907; 3 pp.)
Reviews operations in coal mining dur-
ing 1906. which was a record year, and
gives the statistics of production and
consumption. 20c.

41.52—COAL MININC—The Technics ot
Coal Mining. G. 11. Winstanley. (Min.
Engineering. Aug., 1907; 4 pp.) Contin-
uation of article previously mentioned in
this Index, dealing in the present Instal-
ment with steam boilers for collieries.
20c.

4153—COKE—The Manufacture of
Coke from Western Coal. R. S. Moss.
(Min. WUl., Aug. 17, 1907; 1 li, pp.) Con-
tinued dissertation upon tlieart of cok-
ing Western coals, showing that forced
draft Is not neces.sary, hut that a quick
high temperature in the coking opera-
tion Is essential. 20e.

4154—COKE—Why Is It That Some
Coals Coke and Others Do Not? F. C.
Keighley. (Iron Age. Aug. ,S, 1907; 2

pp.) From the presidential address be-
fore the Coal Min. Inst, of America,
June, 1907. Considers some reasons why
certain coals are better adapted to cok-
ing purposes than others, and discusses
briefly cases when special treatment is

necessary. 20c.

4155—COKE MANUFACTURE—Extinc-
tion et Manutention du Coke dans les
I'slnes it Gaz. Extinction et Transport
par un Courant d'Eau. A. Thibeault.
(Genie Civ.. Aug. 3. 1907; 4 ^ pp.) Deals
with the methods of coke manufacture
in France, giving special attention to
methods of quenching and transporting
coke by streams of water. 40c.

4156—COKE OUENCHING—An Appar-
atus for Watering Coke Ovens. (Iron
Tr. Rev., Aug. 1. 1907; 1 p.) Description
of a machine adapted to watering and
cooling coke in beehive ovens prepar.a-
tory to withdrawing It. 20c.

4157—COLLIERY WARNINGS. (Coll.
Guard.. Aug. 9, 1907; 2 pp.1 Deals with
the confusion which at present exists as
to the slgnirtcance of colliery warnings
in respect to gas outbreaks and earth
movements, and presents a concise ac-
count of prevalent opinions on this sub-
ject. 40c.

41SS—COMPOSITION OF CO.AX—Heat
Production and the Constituents of Coal.
.\. Bement. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Aug.
3. 1907; 1 Vi pp.) Discussion on an ar-
ticle of this title .jy S. W. Parr appear-
ing in the JofRx.vL of June li'.i. Deals
with the necessity for exact deflnitions
of the terms usually used In designat-
ing the component parts of coal. 20c.

4159—COMPRESSIVE STREN(",TH OF
COAL—The Ultimate Crushing Strength
of Coal. Joseph Iianlels and L. D. Moore.
(Eng. and .Min. Journ.. An«. lo. l!Mi7 :

.> '-.i

pp. » T.ibulates the results secured and
describes the method and appliances
useil in an elabtirale set itf tests upon the
compressive strength of coal. In order to
obtain data to use in determining di-
mensions of mine pillars. 20c.

4160—CRUSHlNti COAI>—Fortschritte

111) K'i|il'-n.-.t;iriipf \ eri;ilir»'n. A. Thau.
Xjliickauf. July 21. 19o7; I" pp. » fjul-
llnes recent progress in tlie art of crush-
ing coking coal hy Htamps, and describes
several types ot machines adapted to
this purpose. 40c.

4161—DETERMINING VOLUMES of
Coal in Bins and Plies. C. Enzian.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., July 27, 1907; 3

pp.) Gives methods and formulas for
finding the illmenKlons anil vnlumes of
masses of coal of different forms, either
intact or partially tapped. 20c.

4162—ELECTRIC POWER PI>ANT at
Lansford, Pennsylvania. \V. E. Joyce.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 24, 1907: 4

pp.) General description of this large
power plant which is to furnish electric
power to collieries of the Lehigh Coal
and Navigation Co.. and to outside con-
cerns. 20c.

4163—ENGLISH COLLIERY—The Bag-
gerldge Colliery, South Staffordshire,
England. James Tonge. (Mines and
Minerals, Aug., 1907; 2 pp.) An ac-
count of the development of a new area
of the thick coal deposits of StafTord-
shire. 20c.

4164—FLOoI>ED WORKINGS— .\ Mine
Dam to Reco\er Flooded \\%)rklngs. J. H.
Haertter. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
17. 1907; 3 pp.) Tells how difllcultles
were overcome in constructing a dam to
permit unwalerlng coal mine workings
which were already flooded. 20c.

4165—Fl'EL COMBUSTION—Efflclency
in the Burning of Fuel Under the Steam
Boiler. William D. Ennis. (Eng. Mag..
Aug.. 1907; 11 pp.) Third instalment In
a series of articles upon the combustion
of fuel, dealing In this number with the
modiflcations and practical management
made necessar.v !)> \'ariations in the
quality of commercial fuels. 40c.

4166 — HYDR.\ULIC CARTRIDGES —
Hereingewinnung unterschriimter Koh-
lenstiisse mittels hydraulischer Sprengar-
belt auf Gruben des Saarbezirks. W.
Mentzel. (Gliickauf. Aug. 3. 1907; 6 pp.)
(lives facts connected with the use ot
h>'draulic cartridges as a substitute for
explosives In certain German coal mines,
and contains statements of operating and
n'laintenance costs. 40c.

4167—JAPANESE COAL—

:

al\'ses ot Japanese Coals.
MIngaye. (Geol. Surv. of
Wales. Vol. VIII. Part III.

Investigates the quality of Japanese coal
and its value for gas. steam and house-
hold purposes, and compares the results
obtained with similar tests on the coals
of New South Wales.
416S—MINK EXAMINATION — Exam-

ination of a Large (.'oal I'roperty in the
West. Arthur Lakes. iMln. WId.. July
27, 1907; 1 '« i)p.) Describes the process
of examining into the merits ot a coal
property with a view to reporting upon
Its suitability for development. 20c.

4Ifi9—MINE FILLING—Le Remblayage
Hydraullque. A. Wlldlers. (Rev. Univ.
des Mines. June, 1907; 78 pp.) A very
complete account of the principles gov-
erning the niling of coal mines by hy-
draulic means and an Investigation into
the practical asp>-cts of this art. giving
much data taken from collieries where
the system Is in use.

4170—NEW DISCtiVERIES—New Sup-
plies of Antliraeile Coal. W. E. Joyce.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Aug ?.

}•>"' m
pp.! Shows how re,-ent dl^ "t
iirthracite coal In Pennsylv. 19

upset established geological t iid

S"otes on An-
John C. H.
New South
1907; 6 pp.)
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point to the existence of coal seams In

unexpected localities. 20c.

4171—PERU—Coal Deposits of Santi-

ago de Cliueo. Peru. Ferinln Malaga
Santolalla. (Mln. Wld., Aug. 3, 1907:

1 p.) Abstract-translation of an article

In Bulletin No. 415. Soc. of Eng. of Peru,

giving some general Information as to

the character ami extent of coal

measures In the above province. 20c.

417'> PLANT—Searlghts Plant of Tay-
lor Coal and Coke Co. (Iron Tr. Rev..

Aug s 190": 3 pp.) Describes the mine
orer'ations, power equipment and coke
plant of this company which operates In

the Connellsvllle region. 20c.

4173—QUAI-ITY OF COAI^-The Pur-
chase of Cijal Under Specification. J. B.

Woodwell. (Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 22, 190i:

""A pp.) Discussion of various methods
of purchasing coal by specification, deal-

ing especially with the relative import-

ance of analysis and thermal value as

a criterion of quality: also mentions the

specifications used by the Government.
20c.

4174—RACK-RAIL HAULAGE in Coal

Mines. George E. Lynch. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ.. Aug. 3. 1907; 3Vj pp.) Dis-

cusses the principal features and advant-
ages of rack-rail haulage to supplement
the ordinary means of traction when the

grades are steep. 20c.

4175_SHOT-FIRINC3—Shot-Plrers, and
Evils of Solid Shooting. Geo. Harrison.

(Eng. and Mln. Journ., July 27. 190i: 1

p.) From advance copy of report of

chief inspector of mines, Columbus, O.

Considers some of the dangers from
shooting solid coal and means whereby
the cause of the danger may be removed.
20c.

COPPER

4176_BRASS CASTIN(3—The Hygienic
Aspect of Brass Melting and Casting. B.

S Sperrv. (Brass World, Aug., 1907: 5

pp ) Reviews the causes and effects of

typical diseases met with in brass found-

ers and considers the means whereby
the' liability to infection may be reduced.

20c.

4177—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Mining In

the Boundary Copper Field. Ralph
Stokes. (Mln. Wld., Aug. 3. 1907; 3V.,

DD ) Gives a general outline of mining
conditions In this district of British Col-

umbia. 20c.

4 1 7S—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Brit-

annia copper Mine. British Columbia. R.

Stokes. (Mln. Wld., Aug. 17, 1907: 1

p ) Gives brief references as to the char-

acter of the deposits and the scope of

operations of this mine. Including a flow

sheet of the new system of ore treat-

ment. 20c.

4179 — BRITISH COLUMBIA — The
Emma Mine. Frederic Kefter. (Paper

read before the Can. Mln. Inst., Toronto
meeting, 1907: 7 PP) Brief note upon
the mining operations and the geology

of tl e deposit at this low grade mine In

the Boundary district.

4180-BRITISH COLUMBIA—The In-

dustrial Outlook of Boundary Copper
Field. R. Stokes. (Mln. Wld., Aug. 10

1907; 2 pp.) Reviews briefly the present

condition of the chief operators of this

copper district, and discusses their prob-

able future. 20c.

4181—CALIFORNIA-The Ore Depos-
its of Copperopolis, Calaveras Co., Cal-

ifornia. John A. Reld. (Econ. Geology,

June, 1907: 38 pp.) Exhaustive Invest-

igation Into the character, extent and re-

lations of the above ore deposits. 60c.

4182—CANADIAN COPPER COMPANY
—The Mining and Smelting Equipment
of the Canadian Copper Company. D. H.

Browne. (Can. Mln. Journ., Aug. 1, 1907,

TM. pp ) Outlines the equipment and the

scope of operations of the above com-
pany at Copper Cliff. Ont. 20c.

41 S3—TOPPER SMELTING PRACTICE
In the Boundary District, B. C. Freder-

ic Kcffer. <Enc. Mag., Aug.. 1907 13

pp ) General description of the plants

and the smelting practice of fome of the

large operators In this district. 40c.

11 SI CORROSION of Copper :ind Cop-

per Allovs. J. G. A. Rhodln. 'Engin-

eer London. Jiilv 19. 26 and Aug. ^^190]:
Vil' nn > . the theory <{ bal-

anced all- •• Influence of var-

ious corr.-^ "( upo" the dissolu-

[\on of metal... Deals also with causes

of accelerating corrosion. Jl.oo.

4185—NEVADA—The Ely Copper De-

poVlti and Their Rapid Development.

W. S. Bullock. (Mln. Wld., Aug. 10,

1907: 2 pp.) Gives brief notes upon the
principal groups of mines in this region.

20c.

4 ISG— ELECTROLYTIC COPPER—
Precede d'Extraction Electrolytlque du
Cuivre. W. Stoeger. (Rev. Univ. des

Mines, July, 1907; 14 pp.) Gives a gen-
eral explanation of a new and simple
process of extracting copper electroly-

tlcallv from its ores, and describes some
European smelters where It Is In use.

41S7 — NEW MEXICO — The Burro
Mountains Copper Deposits. Wm. R.

Wade. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 24,

1907- IVj pp) Brief notes on the geol-

ogy of this New Mexican district, and
the present scope of mining operations.

20c.
^ 41S8—NICARAGUA—Copper Ores In

Nicaragua and Their Treatment. (Min.

Journ., July 27, 1907; 1 pp.) Deals with

the mining of copper ores in this Central

American country and mentions some of

the different methods in use for treating

them. 20c.

41S9—PYRITIC SMELTING. J. W.
Richards. (Electrochem. and Met. Ind.,

\ug 1907: 4 pp.) Gives fundamental
principles of pyritlc smelting, and ex-

plains the solution of various problems
connected with it. 40c.

4190—PYRITIC SMELTINCJ—Negative
Results in Pyritlc Smelting. G. t-

Beardsley. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
24 1907; 1 p.) An account of the tests

made and the results obtained during an
attempt to apply pyritlc smelting to

copper-nickel ores. 20c.

4191—QUEENSLAND—Cloncurry Cop-
per Mining District. Lionel C. Ball.

(Queensland Gov. Mln. Journ, June 15,

1907; 12i,i pp.) Gives general details of

the geographical situation and physical

features of this district and reviews the

present state of mining development m
the different groups throughout the ter-

ritorv. To be continued. 60c.

419o_sHEET COPPER—The Rolling

of Sheet Copper. (Iron Age, Aug. 22,

1907' 2 pp.) Gives descriptions or tne

style of rolling mills used and the gen-

eral methods of manufacturing sheet

copper. 20c.

4193—SMELTING PLANT — Proyecto
para la instalacion de un establecimiento

de beneflcio de minerales de cobre con

una capacidad anual de seis mil tonela-

das de cobre fino. (Bol. de la Soc. Nac.

de Mineria, Apr. 30, 1907; UM PP.) Deals

with the calculations to be made in the

designing of a plant for smelting copper

minerals, having a yearly capacity of

6.000 tons of fine copper.

4194—STEAM STAMP—The Nordberg
Compound Steam Stamp. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Aug. 24, 1907; 21^ pp.) Gives in-

dicator cards and an extended discussion

of the advantages of this steeple com-
pound stamp which Is finding application

in the Liike Superior copper district. 20c.

4195_WALES—Briton Ferry Works
of the Cape Copper Co. Edward Walker.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 17, 1907,
> pp ) General account of the works of

this copper company which are note-

worthy for their mechanically-rabbled
roasting furnace. 20c.

4196 WIRE DRAWING — Modern
Practice in Wire Drawing Machines—No.
rTEnglneering, Aug. 9, 1907; 1 p.) First

of a series of three articles upon this

general subject, giving in this Instalment

general data relating to speed, power
requirements, adjustment, dies and meth-
ods of driving. 40c.

CORUNDUM
4 197_cOLORADO—On an Occurrence of

Corundum and Dumortlerite in Pegma-
tite in Colorado. G. I. Flnlay. (Journ. of

tleol., July-Aug., 1907; 5 pp.) Describes

the mineraloglcal and chefnical features

of the above corundum deposits, and of

the accompanying rock matrix. 60c.

4198_ONTARIO—Corundum at Craig-

mont H. E. T. Haultaln. (Can. Mln.

rourn Aug. 1, 1907: 5 pp.) Reviews
the methods of exploitation and the

commercial conditions which have bear-

ing upon the Importance of corundum as

an abrasive. 20c.

DIAMONDS
4199_DIAMOND DRILLING. Frank

D. Hill. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. July 27,

iio?- 1V> pp.) Abstract of article in

Dally Consular and Trade Reports, June

15, 1907. Gives some general Information

upon the present state of the diamond
mining industry in South Africa and dis-

cusses the effect of present output and
future development upon prices. 20c,

FLUORSPAR

4200—I'l-UOKINE I'ebpr das Fluor und
cinige neucre Fluoride. Otto Ruff. (Zeit.

f. angew. Chem., July 19, 1907; 3Vl PP.)

Investigates the chemical properties of

several compounds of fluorine. 40c.

GOLD AND SILVER

4201—AUSTRALIA—Deep Leads ot

Victoria, 'or the Cainozoic Buried Auri-

ferous River Deposits. H. L. Wilkinson.
(Paper to be discussed at a meeting or

the Brit. I. M. M., Oct., 1907; 54 Mi PP-)

Describes at length the buried aurifer-

ous gravel deposits in Victoria, known
as Deep Leads, and considers the con-

ditions determining their value, both

from the point of view of gold contents,

and cost of extraction of the gold-bear-

ing -wash or gravel from the lead-bed.

4202—BLACK SAND PROBLEM, The.

F Powell. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.

10 1907- 1 p.) Illustrated description of

a 'sluice-box having a perforated plate

adapted to the saving black sands from
placer gravel. 20c.

4203—BLACK SANDS of the Snake
River, Idaho. G. W. McGhee. (Ores and
Metals, Aug. 20, 1907: hi p.) Dea s with

the composition and characteristics of

the sands of the Snake river which are

remarkable for the extreme fineness of

their gold content, and the difficulty in

saving them. 20c.

4204—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Cariboo
District. (M-in. Record, June, 1907, 6

pp.) Review ot progress of placer min-

ing in this district during 1906. 20o.

4205—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Le Roi

Mining Company, Limited, Rossland. B.

C G A. Ohren. (Can. Min. Journ., Aug.

1^ 1907- IV, pp.) Brief review of the

li'istory 'of operations of this company;

a so a statement of its mining costs

which are typical for this district. 20c.

4206—BULLION REFINING—A Few
Notes on the Refining of Base Bullion.

c w Lee and W. O. Brunton. (Journ.

8hem: Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Africa,

May 1907; 2% PP.) D^^""^"
f,,f,'=„'j,^'Sv

for increasing the fineness of bullion by

the use of air or oxygen injected into

the molten base metal. 60c.

4207—COBALT—Vein Formation at

Cobalt, Ontario. J. B. Tyrrell. (Ca^-

Min Journ., Aug. 1. 1907; 2 PP-) Com-
pares and comments upon several the-

ories which have been PJoPOH^f^^ as to

the origin of the ore deposits of this

camp. 20c.

4208—COBALT SILVER FIELD as Aji

Industrv— I. K. Stokes. Min. Wld. AuR.
'4 1907- 3 pp.) The first of a series of

articles 'on this subject, reviewing gen-

eral mining conditions in the field, ana

?he p?i>grefs made by the various mines.

4209-COLORAD(>--Lodes in the Ter-.

tiary Eruptives of Colorado. T. A Rick

ard (Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 10, 1907,

f pp.) Describes various mineralogical

features of metalliferous veins in erup-

tfve rocks of Colora,lo, and makes an

attempt to correlate them. 20c.

4010 — COLORADO — The Downtown
District of Leadville. Colorado. S. F.

s\-rr Buir^-o%Po. ij^"f72
;y:)^^M^n^

|^^n??ar''reo\^o'#v!""r'e<sln^^"ml^l^^^-
dmons! structufal geology., the ores of

the district and their genesis.

421 i_CYANIDATION—Last Drainings.

W A White. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and

Min So^ of SO. Africa, June. 1907; 4 PP.)

Discussion Of the above paper vvhich

was previously mentioned in this Index.

%12—CYANIDATION—Some Methods

of Cleaning up a Cyanide P a"t- A. ti;

Martin (Ores and Metals. Aug. 20, 1 9 u (

.

up) Gives some hints upon the c<^n-

struction and equipment of a cyanide

Plant which will facilitate cleaning up,

and contains al.'^o a few notes upon pre-

?autlons to he taken while working with

cvanide solutions. 20c.
" loii—CYANIDE PLANT—A Cheap

Form Tf Cvanide Plant. Chas. Hunter.

(Paper to be read before the Instn. Mln^

ami: Met (Dct.. 1907: 3V, pp) Describes

hHeflv a simple and Inexpensive cyanide

p[ant which is used In Southern Rhod-
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esia by operators of small mining pro-
positions.

41'U— liKKDiilNU—A New Oold Dredge
In .Sluistu I'oiinly. Oiilirornlu. (Mineral
Weultli. Auk. 1. I'.H)7. 1'... ri'- > Hrlef
description of the operiitlon of 11 bucket
dredKc. which has lately been Installed
on Cli'iir creek, ten miles soulbwesl of
Redding. 2Uc.

4215—EGYPT—Gold Mining In Egypt.
C. S. Herzlg. (Mln. and Scl. Press, Aug
17. 1907: :; pp.) Intorcstlng historical
account of the past and present status of
sold mining in this country. 20c.

4216—GOLD MINING INDl'STRY. Pres-
ent Status of the. J. II. Curie. (Mln.
and Scl. Press. Aug. 3. 1907 ; 3 pp.) Re-
views the present condition of the prin-
cipal gold mines of the world. 20c.

4217—HYDRAPLIC MINING—Notes on
Hydraulic Mining with Special Reference
to the ('Hrlboo IMstrht, Hrltish Colum-
bia and Yukon Territory. (Mines and
Minerals. .Xug.. 1907; 3>.j pp.) Describes
various Installations of sluices and giants
In this territory. 20c.

4218—HYDRAII.IC MINING—Ways of
Cleaning Up In Hydraulic Placer Mining.
Dennis H. Stovall. (Ores and Metals.
July 20. 1907: 1 p. 1 Shows how gold and
platinum may be lost by carelessness in
a placer clean-up and gives some brief
hints as to methods of reducing these
losses. 20c.

4219—MERCURY IN PLACER MINING—The Use and Care of Mercury. (Mln.
and Scl. Press. Aug. 17. 1907; 1 14 pp.)
Hints upon the best ways of utilizing
mercury In placer workings, and the
effect of foreign substances upon Its
activity. 20c.

4220—MEXICO—The Mines of La Luz.
Guanajuato. Mexico— II. John A. Church.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ.. July 27. 1907: 31-4

pp.) Second instalment of this article
dealing with the present condition of the
underground workings of the principal
mines, and giving some Information as
to the output of the district. 20c.

4 221—NEVADA—Recent Developments
at Wonder. Edw. R. Zailnski. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ.. Aug. 24. 1907: 1 p.)
Brief mention of the present mining sit-
uation In this Nevada district. 20c.

4222—ORIGIN OF GOLD—Concentra-
tion of Gold In the Klondike. J. B.
Tyrrell. (Econ. Geol., June. 11)07: 6 pp.)
Descril es briefly the process of erosion
of gold-hearing veins and the subsequent
collection and concentration of the values
In the placer deposits of the Klondike.
60c.

4223—PHILIPPINE ISLANDS—Camar-
Ines Gold Fields. (Far Eastern Review,
July. 1907: 1 p.) General notes on the
geology of several districts In the Phil-
ippine Islands, and the development work
that has been done. 40c.

4224 — PI.^\CER INVESTIGATIONS—
The Essential Data of Placer Investiga-
tions. J. P. Hutchlns. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ.. Aug. 24. 1907; 3\<. pp.) A sum-
mary of the points to be ascertained and
the precautions to be taken into consid-
eration in the examination and the val-
uation of placer ground before exploit-
ation. To be continued. 20c.

4225—PI.JVCER MINING in Southern
Chill and Tierra del Fuego. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ.. Aug. 3. 1907: 1 p.) Gives a
general summary of present commercial
and mining conditions In Southern Chile
with special reference to dredging oper-
ations. 20c.

422G—PLACER MI.VIN(5—The Nom-
enclature of Modern Placer Mining. J.
P. Hutchln.o. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
Aug. 17. 1907: 3\i. pp.) General dis-
cussion of the usual classification of
placers, with brief notes on their origin
and method of exploitation. 20c.

4227—SCREEN ASSAY on the Meyer
and Charlton G. M. under "the New Met-
allurgy." C. Toombs. (Journ. Chem..
Met. and Mln. Soc. of So. Africa. May and
June. 1907: .'. pp.) Continued discussion
of this paper, which was previously
mentioned In this Index. 80c.

4228—SIBERIA-Gold Mining In Siber-
ia, u Schlund. (Inst, of Mln. and Met.,
Bull No. 34. 1907: 4 '4 pp.) A few notes
on the present state of gold mining in
Siberia, supplementing the paper by A.
L. Simon, which was prevlouslv men-
tioned In this Index.
4229-SLIMES TREATMENT—Recent

Improvements in the Art of Slimes Treat-
ment. D. J. Kellv. (West. Chem. and
Met., ."ept . 1907; 9U. pp ) Deals chiefly

with lmpri>ved melhodM and machines
tor illierinK and leaching sIImich. flOc.

r.'.'Kl - SLIMKS TREATMENT — ThO
I llll/.utlon of Waste Heat In Slimes Sct-
llement. A. SiilklnHon. (Journ. Chom.
.Mot. and Mln. .Soc. of .So. Africa. Juno,
1907: 3 pp.) Contains experimental re-
sults and working costs obtained from
large-scale tests upon the eillclency of
using waste heat to heat sllnies solutions
In oriler to cause quicker settling. COc.

4231 — SLI.VIKS TItEATiMENT — The
Wade Vacuum Filter. E. M. Wade.
I West. Chem. and Mel.. S 'I't., 19U7; 4 pp.)
.\ reprint of the patent specification for
I Ills niter which Is designed to effect a
con Iderahle saving in the nitration of
cyanide slimes. GOc.

4232—SOUTH AFRICA—The Gwanda
District. (So. Afr. Mines. June 29 and
.luly 6, 1907: 2 i)l>.) Reviews briefly prog-
ress and prospects of the East (iwanda
illstrlct and gives inform;itlon concern-
ing Rhodesia's tlrst copper smelter. 40c.

12:13 — STAMI' MILL ItEDUCTION
I'l.ANT of the New Klelnfontein Com-
pany. Limited. WItwalersrand. Trans-
vaal. E. J. Way. (Paper No. 3631 be-
fore the Brit. Instn. Civ. Eng., 1907: 61
pp.. 2 plates.) Gives very detailed fig-
ures upon the cost of the reduction plant
<»f this company and describes also va-
rl >us parts and their construction.
4234—TUBE MILL PRACTICE—Notes

on Some Recent Improvements In Tube
Mill Practice. Kenneth I... Graham,
i.lourn. Chem. Met. and Mln. Soc. of So.
Africa. May. 1907; 3 pp.) Discussion of
the .above paper which was previously
mentioned In this Index, principally upon
the relative ettlciency of pebbles and
banket In tube mills and the best mater-
ial for tube mill linings. 60c.

423r.—VEIN SYSTEM of the Standard
.Mine. Bodie. Cal. H. Oilman Brown.
il'aner read before the N. Y. Meeting.
A. I. M. E.. Apr.. 1907: 14M; PP-) De-
scribes all the principal features of this
vein system which comprises nine differ-
ent sets of fissures, five of which are ore-
bearing.

GTPSUH
I23i;—CHEMICAL PROPERTIES—The

Nature of the Changes Involved In the
Production and Setting of Plaster of
Paris. W. A. Davis. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind.. July 15, 1907; 11 pp.) Reviews many
of the standard theories as to the chem-
istry involved in making plaster of parls
and gives an account of a very thorough
investigation into this question with a
view to establishing the exact nature of
the chemical c^ttnpounds formed. 80c.

IRON AND STEEL
4237—BLAST FURNACE—VI. H. Allen.

(Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 8, 1907; 1 p.) Con-
tinuation of article previously mentioned
in this Index. 20c.

423S—BLAST FURNACE—Chemistry of
the Iron Blast Furnace. Bradley Stough-
ton. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Aug. 3, li)07 ;

3 pp.) Traces the chemical changes which
take place in an Iron blast furnace dur-
ing the downw.ard course of the ore and
lluxes to the smelting zone. 20c.

4239—BLAST FURNACE—The Modern
American Blast Furnace. Bradley Stough-
t'ln. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. July 27. 1907;
•'V4 pp) Describes the construction of
the modern American iron blast furnace
giving details as to method of charging
and heating, and supplying the blast. 20c.

4240—BL/\ST FURNACE—The Opera-
tion of the Iron Blast Furnace. Bradley
Stoughton. I Eng. and Xlin. Journ.. Aug.
17. 1907; 2 pp.) Gives details of the
working of a blast furnace and the dis-
position of the Iron and slag. 20c.

4241—BLAST FURNACE CHARGING

—

Charging a Modern Ii-on Blast Furnace.
Bradley Stoughton. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ.. Aug. 24. 1907: Hi pp.) Shows
how variations can be made in the ore,
flux and fuels charged Into a blast fur-
nace In order to produce definite results
in the output. 20c.

424»—BLAST FURNACE ENGINES.
.Speed Records of. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Aug.
I.'.. 1907: 1 p.) Brief description of a
machine for keeping on a chart a contin-
uous record of the speed of blowing en-
gines which supply blast furnaces. 20c.

4243 — BLAST FURNACE RECON-
STRUCTION—An Example of Blast Fur-
nace Reconstruction. (Iron Age. July 25,
1907: 3H pp) An account of the recon-
struction of an old blast furnace plant,

and a ileHcripllon of the present modern
Irviii-H for storing and handllnu ore,
iluxeH and fuels. 20c.

4244—BLAST FURNACES—The Par-
sons Turbo-Blower for KhiHt Furnacea.
ciron Age, Aug. 22, 1907; 2 pp.) Gives
Information relating to tlie design, con-
struction, and working conditions of an
l.istaiiation at the Trzynletz furnace
I'lant In Austria. 20c.

424.-.—CAI..IFORNIA — Tlie Magnetite
liepiislts of Shasta County, California.
i.Vllneral Wealth. July 15. 1907; 1 p.)
Uuntalns a general description of mag-
netic Iron ore deposits In this county and
considers their economic Importance
when smelted In electric furnaces. 20c.

4246—CONVERTER LINING—Die noue
Dolomltmuhlenanlage der Georgs-Marl-
enhlltto bel Osnabrlbk. Kurt (ierson.
(Stalil u. Elsen. July 17, 1907; 3V4 pp.)
Describes the Installation of apparatus In
the (ieorge-.Marle smelter at osnabriick,
which Is used in the crushing, calcining,
and grinding of dolomite for subsequent
use In lining converters for the basic
bessemer process. 40c.

4247—COOLING CURVES—Uebcr don
augonbllckllchen Stand unseror Kennt-
nisse der Erslarrungs-und Erkaltungs-
vorgilnge bel Elsenkohlenslollleglerrun-
gen. P. Uoerens. (Slahl u. ICiseo, July
24, 19(17: 5?^ pp.) Investigates the ques-
lU>n as to what tyi*es of cooling-curve
diagrams aie best suited to Interpreting
the properties of Iron-carbon alloys. 40c.

424S—CORROSION—Electrolytic Cor-
rosion of Iron and Steel In Cimcrete. A.
A. Knudson. (Can. Eng.. Aug. 2. 1907;
I '4 pp.) Gives the results of laboratory
experiments to determine the amount of
current and the time necessary to cause
corrosion of metals im-ased In concrete.

4249—CORROSION — The Effect of
Stress on the Corrosion of Iron. (Bng.
Rec, Aug. 3, 1907: 1 p.) Investigates the
influence which stresses In the metal
have upon the rate of corrosion of Iron.
20c.

4250—CORROSION OF IRON. A. S.
Cushman. (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Office of Public Roads, Bull. No. 30, July
23. 1907; 34 pp.) An elaborate study
into the causes which underlie the cor-
rosion of Iron and steel, discussing in
turn the relative importance of the car-
lionic acid, the peroxide and the electro-
lytic theories.

4251—CUBA—The Mayarl Iron Ore Dis-
trict of Cuba. (Iron Age, Aug. 15,
1907; 5 pp.) Description of the large
deposit of bessemer Iron ore In Cuba
controlled by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.,
giving Information as to the extent of
the deposit, and the present equipment
for handling it. 20c.

42.-i2—DRY AIR BI.,AST—Notes on the
Gayley Dry Air Blast Process. (Paper
read before the N. Y. Meeting. A. I. M.
E.. Apr.. 1907; 11 pp.) A discussion by
J. E. Johnson of the paper of C. A. Melss-
ner, presented at the Bethlehem meet-
ing. A. I. M. E.. Feb., 1906, giving some
experiences of the author with the use
of dry blast in furnaces.

4253—DRYING CHA.MBERS—Neuerun-
gen an Trockenkammern filr Elsen- und
Stahlglesserein. E. Freytag. (Stahl u.
Elsen. July 24, 1907; 4 pp.) Brief de-
scription of several improvements in dry-
ing chambers for foundries. 40c.

4 254—ELECTRIC SMELTING of Iron
Ore. (Mln. WId.. Aug. 3. 1907; % p.) A
brief account of the preliminary runs of
the Hf'roult electric furnace recently es-
tablished In California, together with
some information on the general condi-
tions relating to Iron smelting In this
State. 20c.

4255 — ELECTRIC SMELTING — The
Electrical Smelting of Iron Ore. R. L.
Phelps. (Mln. and Scl. Press. July 20,
1907: 214 pp.) An account of the estab-
lishment of an electric furnace of the
Ui'.roult type in California for the pro-
(luction of Iron, giving details of the fur-
nace as constructed. 20c.

4 256—GERMAN IRON MINES — Das
Mangnnelsenerzvorkommen der Qrube
Ellsenhiihe bel Bingerbrlick. Jllngst.
(Glllckauf. Aug. 10. 1907; 5 pp.) Treats
of the geological aspects and gives brief
notes of the mining operations at the
Elisenhrthe manganiferous Iron mine at
Bingerbrlick. 40c.

4257—GRADING STEEI^S—The Spark
Methods for Grading Steels. A. F. Shore.
(Am. Machinist. Aug. 15. 1907: 1 p.) De-
scription of a quick method for deter-
nilriing the kind and quality of n steel
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l>y tlie notion of oxygen upon the more
comhustlhle plomenis contained In steel
which tenil to not explosively when
heated to the proper tein|ieraliire. 20c.

42riS—IRON ORK DKPOSITS—A Study
of the Iron Ore Deposits of Ahnerla. P.
FabreiLta. uMln. Journ.. July 20 and 27,
1907; 2 pp.) (•onoluslon of article which
was previously mentioned In this Index.
40c.

4259 — MAGNETIC PROSPECTING —
XlaRnetlc Otiseivallons In Geological and
Economic Work. 1. II. I,. Smyth. (Econ-
omic Geology, June, 19(17: 12 pp.) Ex-
plains the use of the principal European
types of dial compass and dip needle In
prospecthiK for magnetic li-on ores, and
how the observed values are related to
magnetic lines of force. GOc.

42GO—iMESAHI niSTKlCT—The Iron-
ore Mines of the Mesahl Range. Regin-
ald Meeks. lEng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
3. 1907; 3 pp.t Gives a general summary
of the method of prospecting, open-pit
working and underground mining on
this Minnesota range. 20c.

42(;i—METALLIC IRON—Method for
the Estimation of Metallic Iron in the
Presence of Its Oxides. H. G. Martin.
(Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Aug., 1907;
2 4 pp.) Describes the apparatus used
and the procedure for the rapid, estima-
tion of metallic Iron when it occurs
with oxides. 60c.

4262—MINING METHODS on the Go-
gebic Range. R. Meeks. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Aug. 10. 1907; 214 pp.) Gives de-
tails of mining methods and shaft head
frame construction as exemplified by typ-
ical mines on this Range. 20c.

4263—MI.NI.VG METHODS?—Operations
at the Hartley. Shenango and Other
Mines. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Aug. 1, 1907; 2
pp.) Makes brief mention of the meth-
ods used in stripping and in mining ore
from these Steel Corporation mines. 20c.

4264—NEW SOl-TH WALES—The Iron
Industry in New South Wales. (En-
gineer. London. July 19. 1907; 1 p.) A
brief review of various attempts at iron
smelting In this State and an account ot
the Installation of the present plant, the
Initial capacity of which Is about 600
tons of pig iron per week. 40c.

426S—PIPIN(3—The Inlluence of the
Conditions of Casting on Piping and
Segregation, as Shown bv Means of Wax
Ingots. H. M. Howe and Bradley Stough-
ton. (Paper read before the N. Y. Meet-
ing, A. I. M. E., Apr., 1907: 15 pp.)
Studies the theory of segregation in In-
gots and the Influence of size and shape
of the Ingot upon the segregation, liv means
of wai Ingots.

4266—PIPING—Zur Frage der Ver-
meldung von Lunkerblldung. A. Oh-
holzer. fStahl u. Eisen, July 31. 1907;
4',i pp.) Studies the question of piping
In ingots, and examines the influence of
a special thermit compound as a possible
aid In preventlni: piping and segregation. To
lie concluded. 4()c.

4267—PIPING AND SEGREGATION
In Steel Ingots. (Bl-monthly Bull., A. I.
M. E., July, 1907: Hi pp. 1 A discussion
of the paper of Prof. H. M. Howe, pre-
sented at the London meeting of the In-
stitute. July. 1906. and previously men-
tioned In this Index.
42«S—PIPI.NG—The Methods Adopted

In the Hungarian Government Steel
Work.s. at Dlosgyor, for Avoiding Piping
In Steel Ingots. A. Obholzer. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev., Aug. 9, 1907: 2 pp.) De-
scribes the use of Goldschmldt antl-
plplng thermit as a means of avoiding
segregation in Ingots, and gives numer-
ous comparative analyses of borings
from Ingots made by this method and
the ordinary one. 4flc.

4269—SEGREGATION IN INGOTS
Compression of Steel by Wire Drawing
During .Solldltlcatlon In the Ingot Mold.
(Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. 22, 1907; 10 pp.)
Denis with a method of preventing seg-
regation In Ingots by a process of com-
pression by wire drawing as it Is prac-
ticed In a large establishment at St.
Etlenne, France. 20o.

4270—SEGREGATION IN STEEL. J. E
Stead. (Iron Age. Aug. S. 1907: 1 p.)
Abstract of a paper rend before the En-
gineering Conference of the Brit. Instn.
Civ. Eng. Shows that segregation does
not always take place at the top of In-
gots, and considers the effect of segre-
gation upon mechanical properties. 20c.

4271 — SILICA AND ALIMINA IN
IRON ORES, The Determination of.

G. W:. Dean. (Journ, Am. Chem. Soc,
Aug., 1907; l>.i pp.) Gives a few modi-
fications of the latest rapid process for
determining these oxides In iron ores.
60c.

4272—SLAG CEMENT—rel.er chem-
Isch - physlkallsche • Verliiiltnlsse der
Hochbaslschen Hochol'enschlacken und
Zemente. Karl Zulkowski. (Stalil u.
Elsen, July 17 and 24, 1907; 10 pp.) An
inciulry Into the physical and chemical
relations of basic blast furnace slags
and cements, attempting to develop a
rational theory as to their constitution
and Its relation to the hardening of the
cements. 60c.

4273—SlU'THERN IRO.N INDl'STItY-
Relative Importance of the Southern
Iron Industry. E. C. Eckel. (Manu-
facturers' Rec, Aug. 22, 1907; 1 p.) A
review of the present condition of the
iron industry of the Southern States,
giving statistics of production from 1854
to 1907, with notes on the causes of its
retrogression. 20c.

4274—SPECIFIC HEAT OF IRON—Die
speziflsche Wiirme des Eisens. P. Ober-
hofter. i.Metallurgie. July 22, 1907: IH4
pp.) ConcUi.sioii of article previously
mentioned in this Index. 40c.

4275—STEEL PRODUCTION — Etude
Experimentale de TAfllnage sur Sole
Basique (Scraps et Ore process). A.
Bosser. (Rev. rnlv. des Mines. July,
1907: 7714 pp.) A thorougli critical and
experimental Inquiry into the theory and
practice nf the "ore and scrap" process
of steel production.

LEAD
4276—T-IME-R().\STINCr — Ijahoratory

Experiments in Lime-Roasting a Ga-
lena-Concentrate. (Bi-monthlv Bull., A.
I. M. E., July, 1907: 5 pp.) Discussion by
G. A. Packard of the paper of H. O.
Hofman, R. P. Reynolds and A. E.
Wells, previously read before the Insti-
tute:

4277—LIME-ROASTIN(^—Les Procfd«3
de Grillage a La Chaux des Minerals de
Plomb. Eug. Prost. (Rev. Univ. des
Mines. June, 1907: 22 pp.) An inquiry
into the theory ot the lime-roasting of
galena with considerable data taken
from actual smelting practice. The ar-
ticle is mainly a conden.sation of the
chapters on lime-roasting from W. R.
Ingalls' "Lead Smelting and Refining."
427S—WHITE LEAD—Analysis of

White Lead. W. .\. Davis and C. A.
Klein. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Aug. 15,
1907; 2 pp.) Gives the results ot a com-
parative study ot the different methods
of analysis now in use in the trade, to
ascertain the sources of error to which
these methods are sub.iect, and to de-
vise a method worthy of general adop-
tion. 80c.

4279—WHITE LEAD—The Millwall
Lead Works. (Engineer - in - Charge,
Aug., 1907; 3% pp.) Interesting descrip-
tion of the various operations and ap-
pliances used'in the production ot white
lead by what Is known as the stack pro-
cess.

NICKEL

42S0—NICKKI. ]\ cUKc p.Mir.M—The
Rapid Determiiialioii of Nickel in the
Presence ot Chromium. Iron and Man-
ganese. C. M. Johnson. (Journ. Am.
Chem. Soc, Aug., 1907; 7 pp.) Gives a
procedure for the above determination
with the usual tests upon the suitability
of the process. 60c.

4281 — PERU— Compailia Niquelitera
Peruana. Alfredo Liipoint. (Lima. Peru.
1907: 32 pp.) Engineer's report on the
properties of the Com pari la NiquelKera
Peruana, dealing with the hlstorv, geo-
graphical location, geology and general
conditions of the nickel deposits con-
trolled by them.
4282—PYRRHOTITE—On the Micro-

structure of Nlckellferous Pvrrhotites.
Wm. Campbell and C. W. Knight. (Econ.
Geol., June, 1907: 19 pp.) Report upon
the exnmln.atlon of the structure of va-
rious samples of pyrrhotlte from differ-
ent regl<ms. illustrated by numerous ml-
r'ro-photogr;iplis. t:ri,-.

tallographical and chemical characteris-
tics of tills new gem stone.

QUICKSILVER

4281—TEXA.S—The Mercury Minerals
from Terlingua. Texas: Kleinite, Ter-
llnguaite, Eglestonite, Montroydite, Cal-
omel, Mercury. W. F. Hillebrand and
W. T. Schaller. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc,
Aug., 1907; 14^2 pp.) An extended re-
port upon the chemical, mineraloglcal
and crystallographlcal characteristics of
the new mercury minerals which hava
recentb* been discovered in Texas. 60c.

4285—SI'AIN—Estado Actual Del Es-
tablecimiento Minero de Almaden. (Re-
vlsta Minera. July 16, 1907: 3 pp.) An
in<iuiry into the financial and industrial
conditions in force at the famous Alma-
den mine, giving some general conclu-
sions concerning the establishment and
the influence of labor charges upon the
cost of i>roduction. 40c.

SALT

42.^6—Ri^'SSIA—Die Salzindustrle und
der Salzhandel Russlands zu Beginn des
zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts. F. Thiess.
(Preuss. Zeit. f. B. H. u. S., B. 55, 1907;
7 pp.) Reviews the progress of the salt
lndustr>' and trade of Russia since 1900»
and gives statistics of output.

PRECIOUS STONES
4283—BENITOITE, a New California

Gem Mineral. G. D. Louderback, with
chemical analysis by W. C. Blasdale.
(t^nlv. of Cat. Pub., Vol. V, No. 9, July,
1907: 4 pp.) Brief note upon the crys-

STONE

4287-SO.'^PSTONE. G. M. Bertram.
(Mine and Quarry, Aug., 1907: 5 pp.)
Mentions tlie location of soapstone de-
posits in the W S.. and describes briefly
methods ot c^iarrying. 20c.

TIM

42SS—ELECTROLYTIC REFINING of
Tin. O. Steiner. (Electrochem. and Met.
Ind., Aug., 1907: 3 pp.) Reviews the ex-
perimental work in developing a pro-
cess tor the commercial extracting of
tin by electrolysis, and describes the
operations ot the pertectd process. 40c.

4289—MAL.\Y STATES—Tin Mining in
Ulu Selangor, Federated Malay States.
E. Nightingale. (Inst, of Min. and Met.,
July IS, 1907; 5 pp.) Reviews briefly the
geological features ot this tin district
and gives notes on the methods ot min-
ing and the present means ot transpor-
tation and communication.

4 290—TINSTONE DEPOSITS—Alluvial
Tinstone Deposits of Northern Nigeria.
(Bull. Imperial Inst., Vol. V, No. 2. 1907;
4 pp.) Note on the occurrence ot placer
tin in northern Nigeria, giving analysis
ot the mineral, and some general in- .

formation as to mining conditions. 40c.

ZINC

4291—NEW MEXICO—The Kelly Mine,
New Mexico, and Treatment of Its Ores.
W. McA. Johnson. (Min. Wld.. Aug. 17.
I!t07; 3 pp.) Brief information in regard
to the geology, mining methods, concen-
tration of ores in this mine. 20c.

4292—OPEN-PIT ZINC MINE at Webb
City. Missouri. F. Lynwobd Garrison.
<Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 17, 1907; 2
pp.) Brief description of the open-pit
workings in this zinc district. 20c.

4293~ORE SEGREGATION — Differen-
tiation by Leaching in the Wisconsin
Zinc Region. H. A. Wheeler. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Aug. 17, 1907; 1 p.) Traces
the effect of aqueous solutions in this
district where their action lias resulted
in the concentration of zinc below water
level and the preponderance of lead
above it. 20c.

4294—ORE TREATMENT—The Treat-
ment of Zinc Ores in Colorado. F. W.
Traphagen. (Mines and Minerals. Aug.
1907: 2 pp.) Reviews breifly several
methods of treating zinc ores in Colo-
rado, such as wet concentration, mag"-
netic and electrostatic separation, and
oil concentration. 20c.

429.'i—WISCONSIN—The Lead and Zinc
Fields of Southwestern Wisconsin. G- B.
Edwards. (Min. Wld., Aug. 17. 1907; 1
p.) Brief review of the possibilities of
this district, and a few figures as to the
cost of prospecting. 20c.

4 296—ZINC SMELTING WORKS of
Swansea. Wales. Edward Walker. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. July 27. 1907: 2H PP-)
An account of the zinc smelting indus-
try of Wales giving a few notes on in-
dustrial conditions and metallurgical
practice. 20c.
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i.,^-*' ,— ,»'*ITISH OOH'MBIA—PenceRiver \nlley District of Hrlllsh Colum-
biji. \\ ID. Fleet Koliertson. (Hrll. Col.
Mill. Record, June. I!iu7: V> pp.) \n ac-count of u„ explorntlon trip (o this Jls-trln of Hrltlsh foluinlila. glvlns mucli
Information as 10 the physiclnl features
of the country and its resources In tim-
ber, coal. etc. 20c.

•J29S—HRITISH COLITAIBIA _ Recon-
naissance up West Kork of Kettle Riv-
er.— II. H. F. Kvnns. (MIn. Wl.l., Aug-
.4. llHt,: Is p.) Brief notes on an ex-ploration of the above region. 20c.
429y_CALIFORNIA — Some Ore De-posits in the Inyo Range. John A. Reld

i.Mln. an.l Scl. Press. July i'O, 1907; :i pn )Information as to the extent and char-acter of the ore deposits of this rangeand several theories as to the pr.il.ablemethod of origin of the different types.

4300—EOO.N-OMIC GEOLOGY and Min-
eral Deposits—XIII and XIV. F C
^ Ioa!-*^ **'.'"• '^^'''- J"''" -' and Aug!
3. 190,: 2 pp.) Continuation of series of
article previously mentioned in this In-dex, dealing In these instalments with
slniple tests to determine the value ofminerals by means of the blowpipe 40c

PrllV^^'^^'VJ^'-^T—''"'""> Geological
Problems. G. Henrlksen. (Printed by
?„TJ'''",''' * ^""- t-l>ristiana. Norway
l.Ulh; is. pp.) Supplements a previous
report of this author upon the character
Of the ron ore deposits In Sydvaranger,
Flnmarken. Norway.

*f"-—ORE DEPaSIT.'^ in Serpentine.
V\ llllam Forstner. (Min. and Sci. Pres'sJuly 2.. 1907. 2 pp.) Discussion on thenature of serpentine rock and the usualtypes of deposits which may be expected
to occur in it,

4304 -- PENEPLAIN — The Tertiary
Peneplain of the Plateau District and "Vd-jacent Country, in Arizona and NewMexico. H. H. Robinson. (Am. Journ.

rn.„^'.-
*"^,-

J"","' -°^ PP) Inquiry
Into the geological history of the above
district giving notes on the present rooksystems and the geological forces in-strumental In producing them. 60c
430>—RHODE ISLAND—The Green

.schists and Associated Granites and
Porphyries of Rhode Island. B. K. Emer-
r",'„"°x^ ^J}- ^y"^- '^- S. Geol. Surr.
Bull. No. 311: ,0 pp.) Describes the oc-currences of rocks of this character InKtiode Island and investigates their re-
lations to the igneous formations of ad-jacent territory.

4306—ROCK INVESTIGATION—TheGeology of the New England Plateau,with Special Reference to the Granites
of Northern New England: Part IV EC Andrews, and J. C. H. Mingave. with
Microscopic Determinations by G W
?-^i --T^r^^i;

^"'"^- "' ^'^«' ^""th Wales!
^01. VIII, Part III. 1907: 56H pp.)

4307 — T-NDERGROrNT) WATERS—
Mineral \ ems the Pathwav of Water
Cour.ses. Arthur Lakes. (Ores and
Metals. Aug. .^ 1907: K p.) Mentions
\ery bneny some of the reasons for be-lieving that mineral veins may act aschannels for underground water. 20c.

4308--rTAH—.=;tratigraphy and Struc-
ture of the Park City Mining District
I tab. J. M. Boutwell. (Journ. of Geol
i"'>—^"e- 190": 25 pp.) Deals with thegenera geology and geography of the
f'ark city district, and gives detailed de-scriptions of the chief formations andtheir stratigraphlcal relations. 60c.

4309—UTAH—I'nderground Water In

f?'."E^'^„ ""<! Central Sevier Valleys.
I tab. G. B. Richardson. (r. S. Geol
»urv.. w. S. and L Paper No. 199; 63
?1u ..'"^'fsi'Sates the sources and dis-tribution of underground water in this
district.

MINING—GENERAL

r.Jll'.1~^'^^ -MEASJ-REAIENT-fber die
praktlsche Ausfilhrung von Wettermes-
"-"^on- '^"'"' ^^'^^^- (Gliickauf, Julv
-". 190,: 3 pp.) Outlines some methods
of measuring air velocities and quanti-
ties. 40c.

4311—BORE HOLES—Die Steuerun-
Ben der hydraullschen Tiefbohrvorrlch-
tungen F. Frelse. (Oest. Zelt. f. B. u.
M., July 20, 27, Aug. 3 and 10. 1907: 9
fP\ Discussion of methods of con-
trolling and governing hydraulic appa-
ratus for boring deep holes. Jl 00

4312—BORE H()LF:.S—The Deviation
iif Hand Bore-holes from the VerticalJoseph KItchln. 1 Bull. .N'o. 34 Inst of
MIn, and Met., July l(i, i>i(j7; 17 „„ )

..\ collection of the survey notes from tinumber of deep diamond drill holes on
the Rand and a discussion of the Influ-
ences which tend to mak.. holes deviatefrom the vertical direction.
4313—HRITISII ('(iLI-.MBIA — Review

','.'
,

',''"*•'''''*'' '" "'"' ^" "I l'r>.duclli,n of
Hiltlsh t"i,|iiiiibia. E. .lacobs. (Paper
reail before the Ciin, MIn. Inst, Toronto
nieetlng, 1907: .-, pp,) Gives statistics of
the mineral production of British Col-
umbia, and comments briefly upon tho
tlgures,

4314—EXPLOSIVES—The Detection of
iMercury in Explosives, W. A Har-
greaves and W. T. Rowe. (Journ SocChem. Ind.. July 31, 1907; 4 p) De-
scribes a procedure for the detection ofmercury in explosives, whereby the
adulterant Is extracted In the metallic
state. SOc.

431,S — GRAVEL SCREENING and
^\ ashing Plants. (Eng. News. Aug. 1
1907: 2 pp.) Gives some Information re-
garding the design and erection of typi-
cal plants for screening and washing
gravel. 20c.

4316-GROT'ND BREAKING in the
Joplln District. Doss Rrlttaln. (Eng.
and MIn. Journ., Aug. 10, 1907; 4 pp )Gives Information upon the standard
methods of pointing holes for ground
breaking and shaft sinking in this dis-
trict, and includes brief notes upon the
methods of handling ore and support-
ing the roof. 20c.

4317-HEAD FRAMES—The Design ofHead Frames for Mines. J. M. C. Cor-
vette. (Paper read before the Sydney
I niv. Eng. Soc. W, Australia Branch,
Nov. 15. 1906; 12 pp.) Enumerates many
principles to be used In designing heail
frames, gives stress computations for
the various members of the frame and
describes details of construction and
bracing.

431S—HISTORY OF MININ(5—Geogra-
phische Verbreitung uiul Wirtschaftliche
Entwlcklung dcs siid- und Mitteleuro-
paischen Bergbaus im Altertum, (Preuss
Zelt, f. B, H. u, i?.. B. .^,5, 1907: 6S pp,)\n Interesting review of mining opera-
tions as carried out in the Middle Ages
in middle and southern Europe, with afew comments on the evolution of the
art of mining,
4319—INn-ENTORIEi5—The Taking of

a Complete Inventory, Clinton EWoods, (Iron Tr, Rev,, July 2.5, 1907;
3'4 pp) A description of the operation
of taking an inventory giving the di-
vision of the work among the emplovees
of the plant. Illustrated by numerous
specimen forms. 20c.

4320—MINE FILLING—reber die Her-
beischaffung und Entladung des Spiil-
versatzmaterials mit besonder Beschrel-bung des Waggonkippers auf Zeche
Katharina bei Krav. (Bergbau, Aug 1
1907: 3 pp.) Deals with the collection
and disposal of material for mine filling
and gives special attention to the system
in operation at the Katharina shaft at
Kray. 20c,

4 321—MINE FIRES — Grilbenwasser
und Grubenbrand in dem Erzbergwerk
Neu-DIepenbrock III bei Selbeck D
Hilt, (Gliickauf. July 20. 1907: 9 pp.)
.\ccount of the means adopted for over-coming a mine-flood and fire at the Neu-
Diepenbrock mine at Selbeck. 40c.

4322—MINE SrBSIDENCE—A. Rich-
ardson, (Journ, Chem.. Met. and Min.
Soc. of So. Africa, May, 1907: 5 pp.)
Discussion of the above paper which was
previously mentioned In this Index. 40c.

4.'}2.'^ — MINERS- WAGES — Methods ofPaying Miners' Wages. Jos. Daniels.
(Eng. and MIn. Journ.. Aug. 24. 1907:
H p,) Summary of present established
methods of paying miners, with a few
notes on the evolution of these methods
from old-time practices. 20c.

4324—MINING LAW—Mineral T-ind—
An Important Decision. (MIn. and .Sci
Press. July 27. 1907; 1% pp.) Abstract
of a decision of the conrt reviewing the
litigation over certain mineral tracts In
Placer Co.. Cal. 20c.

4325 — MINING LAW — State Pro-
visions for Location of Lode Claims. R.
S. Morrison, (Ores and Metals, Julv 20,
1907: 2 pp,) Gives information as to the
manner In which the discover of mineral
must proceed In Montana In order to se-

cure
20c,

his riKM.M

47"

ir I--... I, rill statute*

Abteu-
Graefe-
Chem.,
general

4326—ORE RESERVES—NoteB on the
EHtlmalliin und Valuation of ore Re-
serves. \V. R. Tail. (Journ. chem . Met
and Min. Soc. of So, Afrlcii I '•'•x',- \
f), ( Reply ,,f author to tl,. n ot
his paper of above title, « pre-
viously mentioned In this li..i,..v ,.,l-.

4327— PUdSI'Ei'TINti— Das Aufsuchen
yon Erzen mlltels Eleztrlzltllt. Walfr.
I'eierspn. (lilllckHuf, July 211, I'.liiT : 4
pp.) Information reganl'lng the iiiethodB
used by the Electrical Ore FIndlniC Co,
In prospecting for ores by means of elec-
tricity. Fnim Jtrn hunlonlH Annulrr. 11HJ7,
Heft 2-;i. 411c.

4328—ROCK EXCAVATION — Method
of Excavating Hock In Ijirge .Masses,
(.eorge C. McFarlane, (Eng, and MIn.
Journ,, Aug, 3, 1907; 2 pp. t (ilves meth-
ods and costs of removing rock In large
masses Including brief notes on methods
of drilling, blasting and loading holes.
20c.

4329—SHAFT SINKING—A Theoretical
Aspect of the Presence of Water Encoun-
tered In Sinking. F. G. Herdman. (MIn.
Engineering. Aug., 1907; 3U pp.) Con-
siders some of the factors which have
bearing upon the penetration of water In
porous strata and the effect of mining
operations upon Its movements. 20e.
4330—.SHAFT SINKING— Die

farbeltcn auf Schacht Hildesia.
Dieckholzen. (Zelt. f. aiigew
July 19. 1907; 8 pp.) Gives a
account of the work of sinking a shaft
in water-bearing strata, describing the
methods of lining with iron cuvelage or
tubbing. 40c.

4331—SPAIN AND PORTrGAI Die
tunzbaren Mlnerallen Spanlens und
Portugals, J. Ahlburg, (Zelt. f. prak.
Geol., June- July, 1907: 27 pp.) Detailed
summary of the resources of Spain and
Portugal In respect to metalliferous de-
posits and principal and secondary
minerals, comparing the rank of these
countries with the large producers. 40c.

4332—TUNNTIL CONSTRUCTION—Cost
of Concrete Work in Gunnison Tunnel.
H. A. Howe. (Cement Age, Aug., 190"; fi

pp.) Gives analysis of cost of placing
concrete on the side walls and arch of
the Gunnison tunnel In Colorado. 20c.
4333—TINNEL CONSTRfCTION—

Methods Employed in Reconstructing the
Battery Tunnel of the New York Rapid
Transit Railway. (Eng.-Contractlng.
Aug. 7. 1907; 1 p.) Gives details con-
nected with the rectification of the line
and grade of one of the New York tun-
nels. 20c.

4334—UTAH-Mining Activity In the
Alta District, ftah. (MIn. Wld., Aug. 3,
1907: 1 li pp.) Mentions the renewal of
mining interest in this district which
produces copper, lead and sliver ores.
20c.

4335—WIRE ROPE—A Few Notes on
Results of Tests of Worn Ropes. W,
Martin Epton. (Journ, of the Trans-
vaal Inst. Mech, Eng., June, 1907: 7 >-i

pp.) Gives the results of ninety com-
plete tests of wire rope and discusses
tlie significance of the results and the
influence of the method of fastening the
rope to the cage upon the wearing pow-
ers.

ORE DRESSING
433C>—CONCE.VTRATION—Die Trock-

cnaufliereitung des Blei- und Zlnkerz-
bergwerks 'Cons. Blelscharley" bei
Beuthen O.-S. Plegza. (Gliickauf, Aug.
3. 1907; 2H pp.) Describes briefly some
of the means and appliances used In the
dry concentration of zinc and lead ores
in Upper Siberia. 40c.

4337—DRY CONCENTRATION — Une
Nouvelle MiHhode D'Enrlchlssement ft

sec des Minerals Mi'inlllques, V. I/>
Verrler, (Bull, Men, de L'Assoclatlon
des Sieves de I,Y-cole Natlonale Super-
leure des Mines. May, 1907: S pp.) Gives
a brief account of a device for concen-
trating ores by centrifugal force with-
out the use of water, and discusses the
significance of many tests which were
made by the machine upon vorlous kinds
of minerals and gangues.
433s—FI-OTATION PROCESS—I

'eber
den "Flotation Prozess," C. Gopner.
(Metallurgle. Aug, 8. 1907: 8H pp.) Ex-
position and critical review of the theo-
ry and practice of the flotation process
of ore concentration. Including brief In-
formation as to its working In
established plants. 40c,
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4339—WILFI.KY TABLE. R. H.
Rlohftrds. (Paper ri'inl at Toronto Meet-
liisr, A. I. M. 10., Jiil.v. l'JU7; 26 pp.) A
thoroug-h Investigation Into the possibili-
ties and limitations of the WlUley table
showing: .that classitled and sized feeds
are superior to a natural product.

HETALLDRGY-GENERAL
4340— Hi..\.<T 1 ri;NK.\ci-: construc-

tion— Rapid Blast I'urnate Foundation
Worlt. Charles M. RIplev. tiron Age.
July :a. 1907: SV, pp.> C.Ives dotalls re-
trardlntf the exravatlon of the furnace
site and the laying of the concrete foun-
dation. descrlbinK the special apparatus
used for measuring, handling and con-
veying the concrete. 20c.

4341—FURNACE CHARGES—Calcula-
tion of Furnace Charges. Regis Chauve-
net. (Min. Rep.. July 2,1. Aug. 1. l,i and
21'. 1907: 9H, pp.) Continuation of an
arililo previously mentioned In this In-
ilox. giving the solutions of typical prob-
lems connected with the calculation of
slags and furnace charges. SOc.

4312 — MELTING POINTS — Die
Schmelzdiagramme der binilren Systems
BlelKlanz-Magnetkles und Blleglanz-
Scliwefelsllber, K. Friedrlch. CiMetall-
urgie. July 22, 1907: 10 pp.) Studies the
melting points of galena and magnetic
pyrlte and mixtures of these minerals,
also galena and sliver sulphide. Micro-
graphical examinations give information
as to the structure of the mixtures. 40c.

4343 — METALLIFEROUS WASTE —
The Systematic Treatment of Metallifer-
ous Waste. L. Parry. (Min. Journ.,
July 27 and Aug. 3. 1907; 214 pp.)
Further Instalments of this article con-
taining cliapters on the partial refining
of scrap and the smelting of lead ashes
and the cleaning of tin slags. 20c.

4344—METALLURGICAL METHODS—
Some Metallurgical Vagaries and the Re-
sults. Dwight E. Woodbridge. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Aug. 10, 1907; 1 p.) In-
teresting account of how some wild theo-
ries of ore treatment and smelting were
tried in a district in the Southwest and
resulted In failure. 20c.

4345—ORE TRE.VTMENT—Combined
Ore Crusher, Pulveriser. Retort and Bul-
lion Separator. (Min. Reporter, Aug. 22,
1907; 1 p.) Describes and illustrates a
rew combined arrangement for crushing;
retorting and smelting ore in a con-
tinuous operation, which it is claimed
can be operated on any class of ore. 20c

1.346—REVERBERATORY FURNACE—The Construction and Operation of the
Modern Reverberatory Furnace. B. H.
Bennetts. (West. Chem. and Met., Aug.,
1907: 5 pp.) Gives a few brief details
on the materials needed in building re-
verberatory furnaces and the methods of
erection. SOc.

4.'!17—SMELTER SMOKE—In.1urv to
Vegetation and Animal I.,ife by Smelter
Fumes. J. K. Haywood. (Journ. Am.
Chem. Soc. July. 1907: 11 pp.) Investi-
gates the effect of sulphur dioxide in
smelter fume upon animal and vege-
table life in thp vicinities of smelters
located at Reddlni:. Cal.. Ducktown, Tenn.,
and Anaconda, Mont. 60c.

4348—S.MELTER SMOKE—The Sul-
phur Smoke Que.stlon in Germany. A.
Oradenwitz. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Aug. 17. 1907: V. p.) Reviews the pre-
vailing attitude In Germany with regard
to the disposal of smoke from smelters
and chemical works. 20c.

4319—PREVENTION OF SMOKE—The
National Smoke Consumer. (Iron Age,
July 2.1. 1907: 1 p.) Gives Information
as to the construction and operation of
this device whlcb alms to prevent smoke
hv supplying pre-heated air so that com-
plete fomhustion may be attained with-
out chilling the gases and preclptating
carbon. 20c.

43.iO—THERMrt-ELECTRIC COUPLES—The Thermncloctromotlve Forces of
Potassium and Sodium with Platinum and
Mercury. Harold C. Baker. (Am. Journ.
of Scl., Aug., 1907: 8 pp.) Reports the
results of a recent and thorough invest-
igation Into the thermo-electric proper-
ties of potassium and sodium when
coupled with platinum and mercury.
ROc.

MIIflNG AWO METALLURGICAL MA-
CHINERY

l.i:;i—AIR CO.MPRESSOIt—The Value
of an Air Comr»ressor In Development
D H .'JtovnII '(Oreq and Metals, Aug.

S, 1907; 1 p.) Gives some reasons why
it is advantageous to install air power
in developing a mine, together with
suggestions as to the size of the com-
pressor. 20c.

43S2—AUTOMATIC SAMPLERS—Ueber
Mechanisches Probenehmen. O. Binder.
(Preuss. Zeit. f. B. H. u. S., B. ,5.1, 1907;
G pp.) Considers the leading features
of various types of mechanical samplers
with special reference to the present
method of sampling ores as carried on
in the United States.

•13,14—CABLE SPLICING — Splicing
Wire Cables. Florio Seperak. (Min
Rep., Aug. 1, 1907; 1 p.) Gives a few
practical hints upon proper methods of
splicing broken wire cables. 20c.

43.15—ELECTRIC POWER at the Cal-
umet & Hecla. Carl L. Fichtel. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., July 27, 1907; m pp.)
A brief account of the remodeling of
the Calumet & Hecla mill at Lake Lin-
den where steam power was superseded
by electricity. 20c.

43.16—CENTRl FUGAL FANS—High-
Pressure Centrifugal Fans. A. Rateau-
(Engineering. Aug. 16, 1907; 3 pp.) De-
scribes a series of experiments made to
determine the efficiency of turbine-driven
centrifugal fans, and tabulates the re-
sults obtained from their use under
varying conditions. To be continued.
40c.

4357—ELECTRICITY IN MINING—

A

Modern Electrically Operated Mine.
Frank C. Perkins. (Min. WId., July 27,
1907; 1 Vi pp.) Gives general details of
the power station and the electrically
operated hoists and pumps at the Wil-
helmina mine near Heerlen, Holland.
2O0.

4358—FANS—Untersuchung eines Gru-
benventilators auf der Zink- un-1 Blei-
erzgi-uhc Neu-Dieponbrock 111. (Gliick-
auf. Aug. 3, 1907: 4 pp.) Reports the
."esults of efficiency tests made on the
mine fans of the Neu-Diepenbrock III
mine In Germany. 40c.

• 4359—GAS AND PETROL ENGINES,
The Present Position of. Dugald Clerk
(Electrician. Aug. 9, 1907; 3 pp.) Deals
with the diniculties e.xperlenced in the
construction of large gas engines and
the possibility of compounding them.
40c.

4360—GAS ENGINES and Steam Tur-
lines in Mining Power Plants. F. C.
Perkins. (Min. Wld., Aug. 24, 1907; 1/.

p.) Brief notes on the application of
these prime movers in German mining
power plants. 20c.

4361—GAS ENGINES—New German
Tandem Double-Acting Gas Engines.
(Journ. Elec, Power and Gas, July 20.
1907: 2^4 pp.) Describes briefly some of
structural features of a gas engine of
the above type operating on blast fur-
nace gas .and installed at the power sta-
tion in Friedens Hiltte, Germany. 40c.

4362—GAS ENGINES—Ueber Gross-
gasmaschienen und ihre Untersuchun-
gen. (Glilckauf, July 13, 1907; 10 pp.)
Deals with the essential features of
large-sized gas engines, giving especial
attention to methods of testing their
working efficiencies, and discussing the
devices used in testing. 40c.

4363—HOISTING DEVICES — Gesch-
windigkeitsrcgelung und Sicherheitsvor-
richtung fiir Danipffordermaschlnen. E.
Koch. (Bergbau, July 18, 1907; 3 pp.)
Describes briefly several devices for gov-
erning the speed of steam hoists, and
for securing safety in their operation.
20c.

4364—ORE HANDLING PLANT at
Cripple Creek. S. A. Worcester. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Aug. 24. 1907; 2% pp.)
An account of the design and construc-
tion of an improved ore handling plant
at Cripple Creek where a single counter-
balanced skip discharging into self-
dumping cars adds materially to shaft
capacity. 20c.

4365—ROASTING FURNACE — The
Wedge Furnace. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
July 27, 1907; I14 pp.) A description of
an Improved form of roasting furnace
of the MacDougal type which Is note-
worthy for its large capacity and the ef-
ficient system of air cooling in the verti-
cal shaft. 20c.

nr.G—SAFETY LAMPS—Versuche mlt
Tniirbaren Elektrlsrhen Gruhensicher-
I eitslMmnen auf der Grube amphausen
der KiinlgUchen Berglnspcktlon XI zu
Cimp'iniisen. Ros3>nbeck. (Preuss
Zeit. f, B. H. u. S., B, 55. 1907: 1314 pp.)

Gives an account of tests made upon al.
tlie important types of portable elec-
tric lamps suitable for use in mines,
and especially adapted to use in rescue
work or where inflammable gases exist.

4367—STEAM TURBINE—The Modern
Steam Turbine. A. F. Harrison. (Paper
No. 572, Brit. Instn. Civ. Eng., 1907', 16
pp.) Describes several of the principal
types of turbines and the reasons for
the chief differences in their construc-
tion.

43i38—SURVEYING INSTRUMENT—
The Verschoyle Pocket Tr,ansit. W. D.
Verschoyle. (Paper read before the
Toronto Meeting, A, I. M. E., July, 1907;
4 pp.) Describes liriefly the principle
upon which this instrument is based.
4369—TURBINE BLOWERS—Das Tur-

binengebliise von C. A. Parsons als Hoch-
cifengebliisemaschine. Julius Filrstenau.
(Zeit. Ver. Deut. Ing.. July 20, 1907; 8
pp.) Gives details of the construction,
the operation, and the performance of
turbine blowers of the Parsons type for
blast furnaces,
4370—WOOD-STAVE PIPE LINE of

the Madison River Power Company. W,
E. Belcher. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug.
24, 1907; 1 p.) Gives the calculations
made to determine the essential features
in the design of a wooden pine line, such
as the method of support, thickness of
staves, and intervals of banding. 20c.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
4371 — ANALYTICAL .METHODS —

Some Observations on Teclinical Methods
of Analysis. W. H. Seamon. (West.
Chem. and Met., Aug.. 1907; 5 pp.)
Points out the various stages in an an-
alysis where care should be exercised
in order to obtain a reliable result. 6O0.

4372—PRODUCER GAS—A Commercial
Method of Testing Producer Gas for
Sulphur. Randolph Boiling. (Eng.
News. Aug. 1, 1907; 1 p.) Describes the
apparatus required and the various steps
In the procedure devised i-iy tiie author
for determining sulpluir In producer gas,
avoiding the trotibles and complicated
nnparatus char.icteristic of other me-
thods. I

Exploration at Leadville

The Western Mining Company is car-

rying out one of the most important pieces

of v.'ork that has been done in the Lead-

ville district in Colorado for years on the

Neusitz placer, west of the city. Experts

arc of the opinion that the ore shoots of

the Coronado and Penrose, as well as

those of the Wolftone, Adams, etc., trend

west of the city to the Arkansas river.

When the ore slioot in the Coronado was
opened, it pitched directly to the west, and

.i.fter the company had developed it for

ome distance in that direction, ran across

;'.n unknown fault which cut off the ore-

bearing horizon. To catch this ore zone

;o the west of the fault, work was started

with a churn drill at Thirteenth street,

F.eadville, and is now down in the neigh-

borhood of 400 ft. The site for carrying

on the operations was selected after a great

deal of study as to the trend of the differ-

ent shoots and formation. The wash has

been passed and the drill is now in the

lake bedding. If ore in paying quantities

is found in this section it will prove of

jareat benefit to the district, as it will open

up for development work thousands of

;'.cres of virgin territory. A great deal of

interest is being manifested in the work,

not only by the mining men of the district

but bv many on the outside.
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Milling the Porphyry Ore of Bingham
The Utah Copper Company Will Mill 6UUU Tons per Day and

the Boston Consolidated 3000 Tons in the New Works at Garfield

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
In a former article 1 described the oc-

currence of the porpliyry ore of Bingliam

and the methods that have been adopted

for mining it. For milling it the erection

of works close to the mines was out of

the question. The sides of the hills are

too steep and the gulches are too narrow

to give room for works of the magnitude

that are required in these operations,

while moreover the provision of the neces-

sary supply of water and the disposal of

the ininiense quantity of tailings would

ing driven to the Ohio mine. This will

put a charge for transportation for only

three or four miles upon the crude ore

against 27 miles in the case of the Utah

and Boston companies.

The G.\rfield Loc.\tion

The location of the mills of the two

companies at Garfield was determined

chieHy by the previous decision to erect

at that place the works of the Garfield

Smelting Company, which is a Guggen-

paiiy was concerned, there was little or no

hesitation in the matter, it being a Gug-

genheim interest as previously mentioned.

The Boston Consolidated had been se-

riously considering a location on tiic shore

of Utah lake, .\bout the time this matter

came up, however, negotiations were on

foot for the transfer to the Guggenhcims

of a large interest in the company, and

although those negotiations fell through,

such inducements were held out to the

P.M<t,,n .•iim|i.-iMV l(. .Ti-.-l il^ ivcirk-; .'It

have been insuperable difficulties. These

conditions led to the location of the works

at a distant point, the transportation to

which costs an amount substantially equiv-

alent to the cost of mining per ton. It is

opportune to state here that the Ohio

Copper Company (a Heinze interest)

which is now erecting a mill of 2000 tons

daily capacity to treat the quartzite ore

(referred to in my previous article) is

pursuing a different policy. Its mill is

situated on the edge of the Salt Lake

valley, at the foot of the mountains, a

short distance south of the mouth of Bing-

ham canon, and from that point a large

tunnel ( called the Mascot tunnel ) is be-

GENEK.M- VIEW OF IT.\H iMILL, GARFIELD, UT.\H

he'im interest, as is also the Utah Copper

Company. The Garfield smelting works

wxre located near the shore of Great Salt

Lake, about 24 miles west of Salt Lake

City, because a territory possessing good

railway connections could be secured there

under conditions that would probably for-

ever prevent any complaint against a

smoke nuisance. In purchasing and de-

veloping the large tract of land that was

acquired, including the building of a town,

the bringing in of water supply, etc., it

was considered desirable to have the three

works in reasonably close pro.ximity to

each other upon this metallurgical tract of

land. In so far as the Utah Copper Com-

Garfield that it was led to abandon its

other plan.

The SiTv.vTiox of the Wokks

The Boston mill is about three miles

east of the Garfield smelter. The Utah

mill is a little less than a mpe east of the

Boston mill. The town of Garfield is be-

tween the Boston mill and the smelter,

nearer to the latter. The three works are

at the foot of the northern end of the

Oquirr mountains, where the land slopes

down gradually to the lake. The smelter

is near the lake. The two mills are fur-

ther back, facing the broad expanse of flat

land southeast of the end of the lake. Both
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mills are placed sufficiently high iip tliat

they ought never to have difficulty in run-

ning off their tailings. The San Pedro,

Los Angeles 5: Salt Lake railway runs be-

low the works, furnishing communication

with Salt Lake City, while the Rio Grande
Western furnishes communication witli

Bingham canon and Bingham Junction,

and through the latter with the whole Rio

Grande system. The matter of accommo-
dations for the employees has already re-

ceived attention by the erection of about

100 dwelling houses in the town of Gar-

field. The number is probably insufficient,

and the distances the men have to go to

and from work are long and inconvenient,

but more houses and means of transporta-

tion will doubtless be provided as soon as

possible. The ownership by the com-
panies of the tract of land upon which the

works are situated, and the magnitude of

the tract, enable them to keep out many
of the evils which generally grow up in

the neighborhood of such works, while

dealing with this problem up to date is

viewed by the mine managements with dis-

gust, and properly so. Up to date, bear

in mind, the railway has been called upon
to handle only an additional 2000 tons per

day; the remaining 7000 tons is yet to be

offered. It would h.ivc been better if the

two mining companies had united in the

construction of their .own railway (the

Rio Grande had to build a new line, so

there was no saving in first cost) and

operated it in the light of their own ex-

pert knowledge of what was required,

which would doubtless have been economy
in more ways than one, but the Guggen-
heims did not want to enter into any com-

petition with the Goulds in the railway

business, wherefore this matter was
turned over to the Rio Grande Western.

The old line of railway up Bingham
cafion stopped about a mile below the

town. From that point the Copper Belt

railway extended at very steep grades,

operated by Shay locomotives, to many of

are doubtless correct. The- trouble arises

from the insufficient equipment of rolling

stock. As one of the mine managers ex-

pressed himself to mc. "The railway people

figure out on paper how many trains of a

certain number of cars can be moved
under the conditions and provide that

equipment, but they do not allow suffi-

ciently for loss of equipment by accident.

They should be prepared not only to stand

a single accident, but also to replace the

losses of equipment through two or three

accidents in quick succession." Of course

that is precisely what he, or any other

good manager, would do in his mine, and

the management of the Rio Grande West-
ern railway will have to awake to the ex-

igencies of the situation. It has made a

contract to move the ore of these com-
panies to Garfield for 20 years, and more-
over has made a contract with the Utah
Copper Company to remove its waste rock.

Until the contrary has been proved, there-

fore, the mining companies assume that

GENERAL VIEW OF BOSTON MILL, GARFIELD, UTAH

the independent vendor of bad whisky can

be reached only by a railway trip or by a

long walk. In the town of Garfield there

is one place where alcoholic liquors are

sold under license from the management.
It is not the intention of the companies to

enforce prohibition, or even to make it

hard tor the men to secure whisky, but

merely to insure the preservation of good
order, and so far as possible the efficiency

of the men.

Transportatiox of the Ore

For a long time the prompt movement
of the great tonnage of ore out of Bing-

ham canon has been a serious question,

and the ability of the Rio Grande Western
railway to handle an additional 9000 tons

of ore per day, not to speak of the large

and rapid increases by other companies,

was regarded dubiously. It appears that

these doubts were fully justified. The
poor record of the railway company in

the mines further up the caiion. The Rio

Grande has now constructed a new line

up the canon, known as the "high line"

which extends to the properties of the

Utah and Boston companies. .^t the

mouth of the cafion it parallels the old

line as far as Garfield Junction, a few

miles out, and then turns off to the north,

skirting the mountains, to the smelting

works. This line is wholly down grade,

except for about 1000 ft. at an up-grade

of 0.8 per cent. The distance is 27 miles.

On this line it is proposed to move down
trains of 30 to 32 cars, or 1200 to 1600

tons of ore. Going up the canon 20

empties constitute a train. The ore for

the Bingham mill of the Utah Copper
Company, which requires 1000 tons per

day, comes down the Copper Belt and old

line.

So far as trackage is concerned, the

railway people are confident that they can

handle the traffic, in which opinion they

their tonnages of ore will be moved as

offered to the railway company. Never-

theless, during July, when' I visited Bing-

ham, there was a serious shortage of cars

and a general complaint among the mine
managers, whose ore-bins were filled to

the limit while their coal-bins were dis-

tressingly low.

The price for transporting the porphyry

ore from the mines to the Garfield mills

is 27c. per ton, or about ic. per ton-mile,

which is high in comparison with the rate

on mill-ore from Butte to Anaconda,

Mont., where the cost i . only about 0.5c.

per ton-mile for about the same length of

haul as from Bingham to Garfield.

The Mill of the Utah Copper Company

This mill is designed for 6000 tons daily

capacity and is divided into 12 symmetri-

cal sections of 500 tons each. Four sec-

tions are now (July 18) in operation and

are working up 2000 to 2200 tons of ore
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per day, so it is btlieved that the whole

mill will easily come up to the estimated

capacity. The remaining sections will

soon go into operation, one after the

ether.

The ore comes in on a track behind tiie

mill, passitiK over a scale, and is dumped

into a long bin, on the top of which there

are three railway tracks. This bin is con-

structed of timber, the sides being built up

of plank, laid llat, 12 in. wide at the bot-

tom and diminishing in width toward the

top. In front of this bin are the coarse

crushing departments, of whicli there are

two. each of jooo tons daily capacity, ar-

ranged symmetrically with respect to the

main mill building. It is aimed to dump

No. 7,''j Gates breakers, reducing the ore

to 1.5-in. size, which deliver 10 two 22-in.

belt elevators, which deliver to trommels

with o.s-in. perforations, the oversize

going to two sets of 20x54-in. rolls, pro-

vided with rolled-steel tires, as are all the

rolls in the mill. These rolls run at 60

rev. per min. Their product, 05 in. in

size, is lifted by a 20-in. belt elevator,

which delivers it to a series of belt con-

veyors for distribution in a storage bin of

15,000 tons capacity in the back of the mill,

extending the full width of the latter. Be-

tween the elevator and the conveyors there

is a modified Vezin sampler, designed to

cut out I per cent, of the ore as a sample

;

but this will not be done as a regular

cred with steel plate with l^-in perfora-

tions. 1 he oversize from the trommels

goes back to the rolls, while the undersize

goes to hydraulic classifiers. The fine

products of the classifiers go to the tables;

the coarse and heavy products go to six

jigs. The hutch-work of the jigs goes to

four WilHey tables, which make a tinished

concentrate. The tailings from the jigs

and VVilfley tables are received by a 20-in.

belt elevator which delivers to three Chile

mills. The latter arc supposed to crush

to approximately 4D-mesh size. Their

product passes to hydraulic classifiers and

thence to the slime tables, which are

modified Johnson vanners. These have

corrugated belts for the treatment of the

-« •»
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the ore received from the mine into hop-

pers directly connected with the two

crushing departments, i.e., so long as the

mill is crushing 6000 tons of ore per day

and the railway delivery is the same, the

ore dumped from the railway cars will

pass directly through the large breakers.

This involves the dumping of the ore nor-

mally at two places. The remainder of

the bin, which is of total capacity for

35.000 tons of ore, is for reserve. There

are two passage ways under the bin, in

which large electric arries are operated.

W hen it is necessary to take ore from the

reserve portions of the bin. it is drawn

off through gates, operated by compressed

air. into the larries, which tram it to the

hoppers, from which the breakers are fed

by gravity.

Each coarse-crushing division has two

thing, the uniformity of the ore being

considered such that constant sampling is

unnecessary. The distributing conveyors

are 200 ft. long. 24-in. belts, contained in

a traveling frame, which is movable in

either direction, while the belt can be

run either way. The discharge of the ore

is over the end of the conveyor,

the distribution being effected by the

lengthwise movement of the whole

apparatus. In this way the use of

trippers is avoided.

From the bin' last described the ore is

drawn to the 12 sections of the mill, each

of which is a precise duplicate of the

others. In each section the ore passes

first to two sets of rolls. 16x36 in., in

parallel, running at 80 rev. per min., which

deliver to two 22-in. belt elevators, which

deliver to four cylindrical trommels cov-

coarser material and smooth belts for the

finer. There are 92 vanners per section,

or a total of 1104 in the mill.

The disposal of concentrates and tail-

ings throughout the mill is by gravity.

The concentrates flow to a series of rec-

tangular masonry bins below the mill,

with suitable overflows for the water and

filter-bottoms. From these bins the min-

eral is removed by a crane and clam-shell

bucket and loaded directly upon the rail-

way cars.

This is only a sketchy account of the

milling process, but perhaps it gives a

clearer idea of the nature of the latter

than a more detailed description would do.

Apparently the details of the treatment,

especially of the finer material, have not

yet been fully determined, wherefore it

is premature to give a flow-sheet.
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UeTAILS of CoNSfRl-l-TlON

The mill building proper is 600x600 ft.

The frame is of structural steel. The

sides arc of corrugated iron, painted. The

roof is of J-in. plank, sh.plap. covered

with corrugated iron. The Hoor is of con-

crete, surfaced with cement. The mill is

built upon a side-hill, sloping moderately.

The floors are arranged in steps and .slope

downward to insure proper drainage. Each

floor extends some distance beyond the

retaining walls which form the steps up

the hill, giving thus easy access to laund-

ers, etc.. below the floors. In these por-

tions the floors are supported by concrete

posts and girders and beams of reinforced

concrete. The building is well lighted by

windows in monitors on the roof.

\n important feature of the mill is the

arrangement of the crushing department,

including the rolls, screens and Chile mills.

These are set in a broad alley, extend-

ing the whole length of the mill, which is

clear for the travel of a powerful over-

head crane. It is planned in case of break-

down of. or the requirement of repair to,

anv machine-rolls, screens or Chile mills

—to remove the machine bodily and put

another one in its place, repairing the de-

fective one at leisure in the shop. The

main shaft driving this department is

under the floor and there are no belts in

the wav to interfere, either with the move-

ment of the cnine. or easy access to the

machines in operation. The arrangement

of this department is thoroughly good.

The Power Pl.\nt

The power is generated in a magnificent

plant at the foot of the hill. This com-

prises Heine boilers set front to front

with a broad alley between the two lines,

and overhead a commodious steel tank

into which the coal is dumped directly

from the railway cars running on a track
•

over the tank. The firing of the boilers

is by means of American stokers. In the

engine-room there are five large genera-

ting sets, each driven by Nordberg-Cor-

liss compound condensing engines, direct-

ly connected. The capacity of this power

plant is estimated at 12,000 to 13.000 i.h.p.

It is expected that the mill will require

6000 h.p.. or 1 h.p. per ton of ore treated.

A certain amount of power is to be trans-

mitted to Bingham for operations at the

mine, and there is a large surplus for un-

foreseen contingencies and future devel-

opments.

The electric current is generated at 4000

volts and is transmitted to the mill over

a line aliout 2500 ft. long, supported by

poles of structural steel. The sub-station

at the mill is an absolutely fire-proof build-

ing between the two main crushing houses.

Here the current is reduced to 440 volts

for use in the mill. For transmission to

Binghqm it steps up to 40.000 volts.

The driving of the machinery in the

mill is by motors, which are segregated

not only according to independent sec-

tions, but also according to groups of ma-

chines; and with a highly developed sys-

o

^-y ;\m\
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trm uf clutclii-s, operated l)y compressed

air, and a pcrfetl system of electrical con-

trol, it is possible to cut out any machine.

CcntrifuKal pumps arc employed for the

return of water from the settling tanks.

Alwvc the mill there is a reservoir hold-

ing 5,000,000 gal. of water, and a little

higher up there is a smaller reservoir.

Near the main mill building is the oflice,

store house and a well-e(iiiipi)cd machine
.shop.

The Bosto.n Mill

The ore for this mill is received iii the

same general way as at the L'lah, but

from that time on the design is radically

different. The storage bin behind the

Boston mill, which has two railway

tracks, is of structural steel and 18,000

tons capacity. It is planned that the ore

may be dumped indiscriminately in this

bin, the delivery from it being by means
of belt conveyors, of which there are two,

extending lengthwise beneath it. The
discharge openings in the bottom of the

bin are open, the feed to the belts being

by means of broad traveling belts of cor-

rugated steel. At the bottom of the bin

the latter is surrounded on the outside by

a gallery and holes from the outside give

access to the feeders in case it be neces-

sary to remove obstructions.

The main conveying belts deliver ore

from anywhere in the bin to the breakers

at the west end of the bin. Ejich belt

feeds a Xo. 6K Gates breaker. From the

latter two short belts on an incline de-

liver to two No. 4 Gates breakers, and
the latter discharge upon a large belt, ris-

ing at 20 deg., which takes the ore

(crushed to i".4-in. size) into the main
mill building. In the coarse crushing

house, grizzlies and screens are naturally

interposed between the several steps to

relieve the breakers of material that is al-

ready tine enough.

In the main mill building the ore de-

livered by the inclined conveying belt is

distributed by belts operated with trip-

pers in a bin of 15,000 tons capacity, ex-

tending lengthwise through the mill.

From this bin, which is an elevated struc-

ture with a clear space beneath it, the ore

is delivered by means of suspended, mod-
ified Challenge feeders to the stamps.

There are 312 Nisscn stamps, which set

back to back in two rows of 156 each, four

stamps to a battery, eight to a group. The
individual stamps weigh 1500 lb., and drop

6 in., 106 times per minute. Each stamp

has its own screen, which extends around
the front of the mortar somewhat more
than 180 deg. Screens of 28 mesh, N'o.

28 wire, are to be used.

From the stamps the pulp flows to hy-

draulic classifiers, the products of which
are to be treated on 286 Wilfley tables,

while the middlings from the Wilfleys

arc to be re-treated on 234 Johnson van-

ncrs with smooth belts. As in the case

of the Utah mill the c'oncentrates and
tailings are to be discharged by gravity.

The means for loading the concentrates
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are similar, the only dilYcreiice being in

ihe form of crane and minor dctaiU.

Details of Construction

The main building of the Boston works

is 600x335 II., the larger dimension being

lengthwise along the hill, and the aiualler

the down-hill direction. The framing of

the building is sirucinral steel, with roof

and sides of corrngutcd iron, painted,

while the floor is of plank. As in the case

of the Utah mill, the Boston goes down
the hill in steps and the floors have a

small slope downward, but with the ex-

ception of one big step from the floor of

ihe Wilrtcy tables down to the re-treat-

ment floor, comparatively little grading or

retaining-wall work was donfr, the floors

being supported hv short piers and posts

above the original surface of the ground.

Extending lengthwise through the mill

under the classifier department is a broad

commodious, tunnel, from which smaller

tunnels at right angles go down through

the mill, one of these tunnels to a sec-

tion. At the bottom of the mill these

tunnels enter another lengthwise tunnel,

sloping from both ends toward the cen-

ter, and from the center a main tunnel

carries the concentrates and tailings to a

point further down the hill, where the

tailings are discharged and the concen-

trates are collected in bins. The launders,

which throughout the mill are to be lined

with plate glass, are to be placed in these

tunnels, but in the tunnels at the foot of

the mill where the main discharges are

collected, the launders are cement

troughs constructed on the bottom of the

tunnel.

Power Pl.\nt

The Boston mill is to be operated with

electric power supplied by the Telluride

Power Company. This is received in a

transformer house at the top of the mill,

between the main building and the ore

bin. The transformer house is being

equipped to take current at 40,000, 60,000

or 80,000 volts, it being optional with the

power company to furnish current at any
of those voltages. For the operation of

the mill motors the current will be re-

duced to 400 volts. The mill motors are

sub-divided among departments and
groups of machines, so that any may be

cut out as required with the minimum re-

duction of milling capacity. The trans-

former house is a building of reinforced

concrete, which is designed to be abso-
lutely fireproof.

Accessory Dep.\rtments

There is an admirably equipped ma-
chine shop, convenient to the mill, in

which any kind of work can be done that

a city shop is capable of. Near by is a

foundry, where stamp shoes, dies, etc.,

will be cast. Above the mill is "a reser-

voir of 1,500,000 gal. capacity.

CoMP.\RisoN OF Methods
It will be observed that the methods

adopted by the two companies ditTer radi-

cally. Before entering upon a discussion

of them, I mak:- haste to say thai both

mills have been designed and constructed

by .icconiplished and thoroughly competent

engineers, and thedilTereneesbetween them

are based upon carefully considered data.

P.oth mills will be successful, but they will

not give the same economical results, i.e.,

the same percentage of extraction of min-

eral and the same operating cost per ton

of oppl However, it will not be a clear-

cut coiVtest between the two radically dif-

ferent methods of concentration, for rea-

sons which will be pointed out below, and

ci'uscquently the economic results will not

ditTer to the extent they might otherwise.

In the Utah mill attention has been

fixed upon the avoidance of unnecessary

sliming of the mineral. Following that idea

the crushing is done by means of rolls,

and after reduction of the ore to a com-

paratively coarse size, the mineral is ex-

tracted as far as possible by means of jigs

and Wilrtey tables. So far this is certainly

a good procedure; the band of clean con-

centrate that is cut off on the Wilfley

tables is broad and thick, and a large per-

centage of the total mineral is doubtless

recovered directly in this way. For the

further grinding which is necessary to

liberate the remainder of the mineral, logic

would appear to indicate the use of more

rolls, but instead of that Chilean mills are

employed, which are as bad slimers as any

other form of crushing machine. Conse-

quently, while a good degree of granu-

larity of product is obtained by the use of

rolls down to a certain point, and is well

taken advantage of, the character of the

pulp is subsequently sacrificed by the use

of the Chilean mills.

In the Boston mill the leading idea ap-

pears to have been to secure an uninter-

rupted descent of the pulp by gravity after

the original elevation of the ore. More-
over, it was held evidently that inasmuch

as the ore had practically to be slimed

anyway, it might as well be done first as

Inst. These considerations pointed to the

use of stamps, and while the sliming ten-

dency of stamps was fully recognized, that

evil was found to be minimized in the

Nissen stamp, because of the far greater

area of screen per stamp head as com-
pared with the ordinary gravity stamp.

The Nissen stamp is an entirely sound
mechanical design, differing from the or-

dinary stamp substantially only in its

greater weight and the arrangement of its

mortar. It was carefully tested by the

Boston company before adoption and
found to be capable of crushing about nine

tons of porphyry per day, consuming about

2.5 h.p. per stamp, with reason to believe

that nine tons might be somewhat, ex-

ceeded. However, nine tons was adopted
in the estimates, and «onsequent>y, al-

though the Boston mill is commonly re-

ferred to as being of 3000 tons daily ca-

pacity, the actual estimate is about 2750
tons.

It seems to me ihal in both mills atten-

tion should have been given to the ad-
vantages of the ball mill, which is very

economical of power and in respect to

granularity of product surpasses rolls.

The ball mill, moreover, eliminates the

trommels and elevators, cipccially the lat-

ter, which the manngcnicnt of the Boston
Consolidated strove' fo do. I am unaware
if there be-aiyr »ij;t crushing ball mill of
so large ^itjuacity as Inquired io these

works, bull if would not have ibeft't a diffi-

cult matter, to design one. .,

"

.•\s to )>ower consum|)lioi»,-,-^c Utah
Copper Co^l^Uny expects that one indi-

cated horse-power will be required per ton
of ore milled. The Boston Consolidated
expects to use J500. electrical horse-power,
which will be about ; ) -m .1 ore, if

2750 tons be milled.

C05TS

'I he cost of power wiil be the largest
single elemer.t in the milling of these ores.
The cost of coal to the Utah company will

be probably in the neighborhood of $2.50
per ton and the cost of a horse-power per
annum will be probably about $60. I be-
lieve that somewhat less is estimated, but
the figure mentioned above is more likely

to be the actual one. The Boston com-
pany secures electric power under a con-
tract that has not been published, but is

doubtless less than $48 per horse-power
per annum, at which price other contracts
have been made. At $60 per horse-power
and 360 days operation, the power cost
per ton of ore would be 16.7c., if i h.p.

were used per ton of ore. At $48 per h.p.,

360 days operation, and 0.9 h.p. per ton
of ore, the cost would be 12c. The pre-
liminary estimates of the cost of milling
this ore were 3Sc. per ton. The Utah
Copper Company is said now to be doing
it for 30C. per ton, but is not yet incurring
regular charges on account of repairs and
renewals. If the estimates of power con-
sumption and cost are approximately cor-
rect, it is fair to assume a probable milling
cost of 35c. for the Utah Copper Com-
pany, and 30C. for the Boston Consoli-
dated. The wages of the mill-men are
$2.50 per eight hours; of common labor,

$2.

The extraction of mineral by the Utah
Copper Company is about 70 per cent. In
milling ore assayiug 1.8 per cent, copper
the tailings assay in the neighborhood of

OS per cent. The Boston Consolidated
estimates that its extraction will be at

least 65 per cent, and expects to do better.

How much better it will actually do re-

mains to be seen. In concentrating ore
containing 1.8 per cent, copper, with 70
per cent, extraction, the concentrates con-
tain about 25 per cent, copper, the ratio

of concentration being 20:1. The cost of
shipment of the concentrates to the smelter
is loc. per ton. The terms for smelting
are a private matter of the companies, at

least have not yet been disclosed. How-
ever, let us assume $6 per ton, 95 per
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cent, of the copper ami IreiKlit aiiil re- (xxx) lip. which is actually re<iuire(l for
'Y\\c Production o( Anhydrous

lining chArnes of $11 anil $18, respectively, the L'tah mill at $\tO per horse power, the j, LI (
I

'

per ton of crude copper. The cost of pro- cost of that mill is ahoiit $.5,540,000, or Mypochlorile ol Lime

iluction then will be appro.\iniately as fol- about $1.64 per ton of animal capacity.

lows: 1 he cost of the Boston mill is about $1.20 In Hrilish patent J4,loi of \ijot) the

MlnlnK Juoii II.. ore J0.300 per ton of annual capacity. The diflference Chemische Fabrik Griesheim Kleklron, of

I'rflKlii "11 -'iMxi 111, ore "tJ" is largely in (lie matter of power plant, Frankfort, Germany, deVribes a new

AVlmlii1sri'an,.i/nii'.V iieneriil' Vxppnw. ' o!ino but in other details the Boston mill is a method of producing an improved bleach-

*^nXh,^'"nTn,^\:^nv^^^^^^^ oi'loo little less costly than tile Utah mill. iiig powder, which comains far more

iVfliihi and ii'iiiilni; J4 ll>. at ermie With its two mills, the Utah Copper available chlorine than the ordinary
'"'''"''

,

—

-— Company will be able to treat about J.joo,- chloride of lime. The inventors pass

•""'"I *1.7:;;<
ggQ ||^,„^ ^,f j^ifj. |,^.^ annum and produce chlorine through milk of lime, stirring

The produce of a ton of ore will be the e(|uivalent of 58,300,000 lb. of relined until the solution is almost saturated,

about 2X32 lb. of relined copper. Deduct- copper. The Boston Consolidated can The solution is then filtered and cvapor-

ing from the cost per ton of ore the value treat 1,000,000 tons of ore per annum and ated cither I'li j'aciw at a low temperature

of the gold and silver recovered, say 15c. pr.uluce the equivalent of 2.3,320,000 lb. of or rapidly at a high temperature. This

per ton of ore. the net cost is $1.57.?. On relined copper. method of evaporation is the point of the

this basis the cost of a pound of copper invention for it produces an anhydrous

will be $1.57,3^.23.32 = 6.75 per lb. Of According to a report in the London hypochlorite of lime Ca(CIO)3 which is

course it will be perceived that in the Engineer (.\ug. 2, 1907), the reduction in quite stable. Many years ago C. T. King-

above estimate no all^\vallce is made for the number of ironworks in the I'rah zett. of London, iirodticrd a similar by-

T,\HI.E FL0<1K, liOSTO.V MILL. .\T G.NKFIELD. VT.MI

accidents and unforeseen contingencies.

As a broad generalization, without enter-

ing into a discussion of the relative posi-

tion of the two companies, it may be as-

sumed that copper can be produced from

the Bingham porphyry ore for about 7c.

per lb. when operations are in full swing.

The ability to produce copper at this

low figure is the result of a great deposit

of favorable ore that is after all of good

grade in comparison with what is mined

at Lake Superior and an immense ex-

penditure of capital to work the ore on a

huge scale. Without referring to the de-

velopments at the mine, the Utah mill has

cost about $.4,000,000, of which $1,000,000

was for the power plant. The Boston mill

has cost about $1,200,000. Reckoning the

continues. During the past three years

13 small factories have closed. Besides

these, in 1907 the Verchnyturinsk, Sere-

briansk, Brantchinsk, Xeviansk, N'izhitur-

insk, and Irbit factories ceased making

cast iron. .\t the moment the total num-

ber of furnaces working in the Urals is

82. These produced in January 57,120

tons, and in February 54,320 tons, or a

total for the two months of 111,440 tons,

while in the corresponding period of 1896

the combined production of the 93 fur-

naces then working was 121,519 tons.

There is also to be observed a reduction

in the production of finished iron, due to

decreased orders received by the Bogo-

slovsk Works on account of the Siberian

railway.

pochloritc but in a hydrated form with

four molecules of water of crystalliza-

tion. This, however, easily decomposed

and the compound was of no value com-
mercially. Probably the melhpd of pre-

paring the compound in an anhydrous

slate as adopted by the Frankfort firm

will overcome the difficultv.

The British consul at St. N'azaire, the

port in France at the mouth of the Loire,

states that the export of iron ore is in-

creasing. These supplies come from the

Chateaubriand district, and are exported

to Holland and to Great Britain. The
mines are operated by a Dutch company,

and none of the ore is used locally. It is

said that the ore is not of high grade.
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When a inino surveyor is called upon to

effect a coiiiieclioii between the surface

and underground surveys through the

medium of a single vertical shaft, he gen-

erally has recourse to the method of sus-

pending a pair of wires in the shaft, de-

termining the bearing of the line joining

them from surface observations, and then

utilizing that line as a base from which

to carry his underground traverse. The

operation is admittedly a difficult one. In-

strumental methods of groat refinement

must be employed in the determination of

the bearing of so short a base and in the

underground sightings. Yet the chief

drawback is not in any way connected

with the instruments; it is due to the lia-

bility of the wires to be deflected from

the perpendicular.

Causes of Deflection

Many will remember the discussion

evoked in this and other journals about

five years ago by the fact that the pairs

"of wires hung in the Tamarack No. 5 and

No. 2 shafts were found to be respec-

tively 0.07 ft. and 0.1 ft. farther apart at

the bottom than at the surface. In i8g8

Brathuhn was plumbing a shaft in Ger-

many 130 m. in depth, at the bottom of

which were a number of rails lying ap-

proximately in the magnetic meridian; he

found that the iron plumb-bob nearer the

rails was attracted 7.5 mm. and that the

line was swung si.K minutes of ire' There

was no such magnetic attraction at the

Tamarack mine, however, for when lead

bobs were substituted for the original

cast-iron ones, the error remained un-

diminished'. It was left for Professor

McNair to prove that the ventilating cur-

rent was the cause of the discrepancy be-

tween the measurements in the case of

both shafts.

It is difficult in all mines entirely to stop

the air circulation even for a short time,

and in a fiery colliery it is positively dan-

gerous to attempt it ; hence we see the

necessity for testing the verticality of the

wires previous to making the sightings

With two wires there is no satisfactory

tncthod of performing this test. All that

is usually done is to measure accurately

the distance apart of the wires at the sur-

face and at the shaft-bottom, and to con-

clude that if the measurements agree the

wires are perfectly plumb.

Now if P and Q, Fig. i, represent *he

plan of two strictly vertical wires in a

.-.haft, one of them, say F, -Jiiay conceiva-

bly diverge to a position Pi without alter-

ing the bearing of the line joining them,

and yet the surface and underground

measurements would disagree. Again,

the wire P may assume a position Pi, at

which, notwithstanding the "fact that the

two measurements tally perfectly, a se-

rious angular error would be called into

being. The error in this latter case would

remain unnoticed; the divergence in the

former case would be at once manifested,

and, although absolutely of no importance.

means would be taken to discover its

cause and to eliminate it.

placed so that the lines

inclose an equilateral

*Tbe UDlrersltjr, EdglMistOD, BIrmlDgbam,
England.

^Brro unii hUltenmannltclte Zeitung, 1808,
p. 164.

'Enp. and ilin. Juurnal ; Vol. I.XXIII, I'p.

578-580.

Nor

V.\RYiNG Currents

vould the test of hanging differ-

ent weights on the wires be of any avail

in this latter case; if the wire P were

deflected to P: when subjected to a cer-

tain tension, then the only result of ap-

plying a greater tension would be to bring

the wire back to such a position as Ps, but

not in any way to affect the distance be-

tween the wires.

It has been" proved in practice that the

deflection of wires hung in a shaft is gen-

erally due to air currents. Now jvhen a

current of air is made to change its di-

rection from the vertical to the horizon-

tal, or vice versa, as at a shaft-bottom,

it invariably takes upon itself a cork-

screw or helicoidal motion in obedience

to the law of "least work." Hence two

wires hung at either side of a shaft will

be given, by virtue of this motion of the

air, a crosswise or circuitous swing in

opposite directions ; from which we see

that of the two motions discussed above,

the sidelong movement, which, of the

two, is the more dangerous and the more
diflicult to detect, is the more likely to

result.

Of course, in the generality of cases a

discrepancy between the surface and un-

derground measurements will be due to

a combination of both the circuitous

movement and the simple divergence

:

yet, in view of the delicacy of this mode
of carrying bearings underground, it be-

hooves the surveyor to be prepared for

the worst case.

Bearing these considerations in mind,

the writer has evolved a method of shaft

connection in which a shifting of the wires

in any direction may be easily detected.

New Method Proposed

The salient point in the method is the

suspension of three instead of two wires.

If the shaft be of circular section, and
two of the wires be at about equal dis

tanccs from the side, then the third should
be placed, if possible, nearer the center

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. If the shaft be
rectangular the three wires should be
hung, if possible, in separate compart-
ments; the object in both cases being to

place the wires so that the disturbing

effect of drafts will be different with

cath wire. It is also apparent that 'he

wires arc best

joining them

triangle.

Once the wires are suspended their per-

pendicularity is tested by measuring their

distances apart at the surface and at the

shaft bottom, and the business in hand

should not proceed farther until these

measurements agree perfectly. This being

attained, the sightings may, if the sur-

veyor thinks fit, be only made upon two

of the wires in the usual manner, the

third having already served its chief pur-

pose. For reasons to be afterward stated,

however, the writer recommends that ad-

FIG. .S

METHOD OF SH.-\FT CONNECTION

vantage be taken of al

following manner

:

three wires in the

SuRF.^CE Observations

After the wires P, Q and R (Fig. 2),

are suspended in the shaft, sightings must

be taken to them at the surface to de-

termine the bearings of the lines P Q and

P R. All three lines have already been

very accurately measured, by taking the

average of, say, ten readings of each of

them with different portions of the steel

tape.

Choose two stations, A and B, almost

in line with P Q and P R, respectively,

and preferably intcrvisible, and connect

them to the triangulation scheme. Cen-

ter the transit over A; sight three trian-

gulation stations, also P and B, and

finally obtain the small single P A Q hy

frequent repetition. Transit the tele-

scope and repeat the observations. Mea-
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sure the lengths PA and G A U>o special

care need be taken in measuring these

lengths providing the triangle P A Q is a

very narrow one; with a triangle of this

shape an error in the measurement of one

of the sides has exceedingly little ciTect

on the calculated values of the angles at

P and 0). Remove the transit to 8, and

take similar sightings to P, R. A. ami to

three triangulation stations. Finally mea-

sure B A. ^
Solve the triangles P A y and P ^ R.

If the angles at .( and B are respectively

less than about three minutes, the sine

rule takes the simolilied form :

Angle A in seconds Angle P in seconds

Tq
^

AQ
Supflenwnl of Q in seconds.

Thence obtain the bearings of P Q and

PR, and from them the angle RPQ.
This angle slfould be checked, tirst by

solving the triangle P Q R. and then by

means of the triangle A B P, in which the

angles at B iind A were measured (this

gives the angle P directly) and also the

sides are known, from which P may
again be calculated.

Underground Observations

The method of solution of the well-

known "three point problem" may be em-

ployed to establish the bearing under-

ground :

Plumb the transit under a spad at T
(Fig. 3). Carefully measure the singles

L and M, also sighting the next station

A up the level. From these observa-

tions alone, without measuring any of the

lines ending at T, the bearing of T A may
be calculated. Of course, one of the linos,

preferably T P, will have to be measured
as forming the first line of the iftider-

ground traverse, but this measurement,

since it plays no part in the establishment

of the bearing, need only be made with

the degree of accuracy considered neces-

sary for any traverse line.

Giving to the various angles and
lengths the letters shown on Fig. 3, we
have

:

sin X
ffr-

sin >

sin L

sin .1/

TP

(I)

(2)

Eliminating T P between these equa-

tions, we obtain

:

r sin X
sin. L

g sin y
sin. M

We also have the identity:

P = X + L + M-r- y

X - (P — L M) — y

(3)

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) are simul-
taneous in A' + }

( the only unknown
qaantities), from which cither or both
angles may be easily obtained.

The only lengths which enter into thr

calculation are r and g, both of whicli

have been measured with great exactitude

when testing the verticallty of the wires.

"The bearings of the lines PQ and PR
are known from the surface observations

;

from them, using the calculated values of

.V and )', the bearings of PT and TA
may be arrived at.

A check on the observations is pro

vided by equations (l) and (j), in

which the length of the first traverse

line, P T, may be introduced. The check

is, however, only a rough one, since the

triangles Q P T and R P T arc rather too

wide to be of good shape.

Advantages of the Method

The following advantages are claimed

for this method of shaft connection:

By means of three wires an almost per-

fect tost for the verticality of the wires

is obtainable.

The underground observations are of

the simplest nature and may be per-

formed very speedily. This is a great

point in a busy mine where the shaft

bottom may not be at the disposal of the

surveyor for more than a few hours.

The distance of the instrument from
the wires does not enter into the main
reduction formula; hence the accuracy of

the underground work is independent of

the shape of the triangles Q PT and
RPT (Fig. 3).

State Aid to Mining in Western

Australia

For many years the Government of

Western Australia has shown its interest

in the mining development of the State by
giving the greatest possible assistance to

mine-owners and prospectors. The numer-
ous railroads running to the chief mining
districts have all been expressly built to

promote mining ; and the Cooigardie water
supply system, which is one of the greatest

hydraulic engineering propositions ever

undertaken, forms probably the largest

work any government has undertaken
solely in the interest of mining. The min-
ing industries of the State are at present

in a most flourishing condition. The lead-

ing mines at Cooigardie and Kalgoorlie
are yielding satisfactorily and the deep
workings are developing well. The tin

fields in the Greenbushes district are being

actively prospected and promise well. Cop-
per mining at Phillips river and other

centers is prosperous, and a most promis-
ing copper field is being developed on the

south coast east of Esperance b.Ty. In a

recent speech at Perth the Premier stated

that the Government's policy in promoting
the mining industries will not be in the

slightest degree abated. There is. how-
ever, some difficulty experienced in finding

the best means of helping the industries.

Aid l.y means of Stale batteries is a

method which has had the stippurt of suc-

cessive Governments, and, although per-

haps it has not given universal satisfac-

tion, gold ore to the value of two million

poui;ds sterling has been recovered at the

Slate nulls, and a very considerable niini-

ber of men have been assisted thereby. It

will be the endeavor of the Government
to improve this system and to extend it by

the erection of pioneer plants. Further
funds will also be provided for assistance

to be given under the Mining Develop-

ment Act, which allows of loans to the

holders of mining properties, and under
which considerable sums have been dis-

bursed in past years without much ap-

parent result. It is manifestly impossible

for the State to provide a huge prospect-

ing fund. Much discrimii:ation must be

exercised in making advances. It is pro-

posed to confine advances as much as pos-

sible to cases in which it is desired to

purchase machinery. The importance of

geological surveys is recognized by the

Government, and it is proposed, as far as

possible, to have probable mineral-bearing

areas examined and described by the geo-

logical staflf in advance of their occupa-
tion for mining purposes.

Victor Fuel Company

This company ov.ns important coal

properties in Colorado. The report for

the year ended June 30, 1907, shows
5^3,621.500 capital stock and $(,980,000 first-

mortgage bonds. The income account for

the year was as follows

:

Gross earnines tor the year $2.oai,301
Operating exiienses 2.038,001

Net earnings $59.1,21(1
Other income 97,2B4

Total net Incume $690,004

Klxed charges $146,446
Depreciation accounts 82,568

Total charges $229,014

Surplus for the year $461,490

The surplus showed an increase of

$96,917 over the previous year. The coal

statement is as follows:

1006 1(1117 Changes
foal mined 1.52S.2.''ii 1.7" "..:'.i L* ' 24" "'<'

Coke made 98,449 99.827 I. 1,378

This shows a gain of 16 per cent, in the

coal mined. The coke production was
about stationary.

In the matter of heating storehouses,

etc., tightness of walls and windows,
meaning ability to keep out cold wind,

has a large effect on inside temperatures

and the cost of heating. Special care

should be taken to make the walls non-

conducting and tight. A moderate amount
of mason and carpenter work in stopping

cracks and making doors and windows fit

more tightly will make an important

showing in the fuel bill.
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Gold Mining in Santo Domingo
Occurrence of Placer Gold Deposits in Santo Domingo. Evidence of

Rich "i ield in Early Spanish Mines. Existence of Platinum Probable

BY F. LYNWOOD" GARRISON*
In the issue of this Journal for June

'5. 1905, I contributed an article entitled

"Gold in Santo Domingo." Since that

time, having made two more long visits

to this interesting West Indian island, ad-

ditional data upon this topic have come
to my attention, especially on the recent

publication of some original documents of

Columbus.' In Thacher's "Life of Colum-
bus." Vol. II. pp. 25S-260. there is an ac-

•count of the expedition sent by Columbus
into the Cibao mountain region in search

of gold. These documents and the later

observations of my own have impressed

upon me the importance of the subject,

and the seemingly persistent inflifference

as were, for example, referred to edi-

torially in this JovKN.M, for Jan. 26, 1907,

the fact that these companies had a brief

and inglorious existence should not deter

honest and sensible business enterprises

from being promoted in this ricli island.

That people could be so easily gulled by

persons of bad reputation both at home
and in Santo Domingo, shakes one's faith

in human nature. .iKt best, it is the old

story of investors and perhaps .perfectly

honest promoters trusting their own judg-

ment upon matters ref|uiring technical

skill and special knowledge. The last

word has not been said on this subject,

nnr the last lamb sheared, for Santo Do-

"Santi) DiiniiMgii," i)p. 509-511, is alto-

gether unreliable, mostly rubbish. Very
little that has been published about the

mineral resources of Santo Domingo
since the time of Columbus can be trusted.

1 he one notable exception to this is Gabb,'

who is entirely reliable in his geological

conclusions, but in some error regarding

the practical deductions therefrom.

.'\t the time of Columbus, the Spaniards

appear to have imposed a tribute of gold

upon the natives, which amounted to about

$400,000 per year during the first years

of the occupation. According to Soet-

beer's statistics, the world's production in

the end nf the fifteenth and beRinning of

COLD-BEARING BENCHES ON THE JAINA

RIVER

THE NIGU.-\ RIVER THE UrPER JAINA RIVER. A SOURCE OF

MUCH EARLV G(iLI)

With which the .American public regards

the natural resources of this country, and
the unusual opportunities offered there.

In the previous article I called attention

to the large production of gold obtained

in the early days of the Spanish occupa-

tion, the crude methods then in use of ob-

taining it from the river and gravel

benches, and the probability that with

modem mechanical systems of washing
ihc production would be much greater.

While I have little doubt, my observations

may have been regarded as rosy by some
and have been used by others to promote

dubious gold-mining schemes lately floated

in connection with Santo Domingo, such

,*MlnlnK i-nKlni-iT. riillnilfl|ililn. I'enn.

'•'Til** Norttinifn. (.'olnmbtiH and Caltot."
OrlRlnnl narrntlvpB of onrly Ami'rlcnn his-

tory. <'hn«. Scrllinpr's Sons. New York. 19<I6.

mingo offers a handy and fertile field to

the crooked promoter, and he will be sure

to find some congenial spirits among the

native and semi-native population of Santo

Domingo City ever ready to aid m fleecing

an American to the undeserved detriment

and bad name of the island. In publish-

ing additional notes upon the subject of

this article, I realize I am providing data

liable to be distorted and exaggerated for

the purposes of questionable promotion.

That seems, however, a risk which must

be taken, since it is right and proper to

add further to the scanty reliable informa

tion concerning this rich, fertile, and

healthy country.

The report of Don Juan y Nieto Bal-

carcel, mineralogist to the king of Spain,

a translation of which appears in Hazard's

the sixteenth century was 5800 kilograms,

or 185,500 oz. : or it may be roughly

stated that Santo Domingo then produced

one-tenth of the world's gold.

.Allowing for exaggeration by Colum-
bus and his contemporaries, who were all

naturally desirous to please the Spanish

sovereigns, his letters and journal show
that in the early years of the occupation

the production of gold must have been

large. In one of Columbus' letters,' refer-

ring to the abundance of gold, be states

that one person collected 120 castellanos

(one castellano is 1/7 of an ounce—say

about $3):' that is, $360 in our money;

="GeoIoKy of Santo Domln"o," Trans. Amer.
nillosophlcnl Society. Vol. l.i, 1872.
To the lunse of Prince .John, about the

year Lliid.

^To lie exact, one cnstellnno is eoulvalent
to (1.1 4S ti'oy ounce.
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iitluTS (iliiaini-d 90 ($J70> ami even the

nuinher uf .'50 ($750) lias Ih-cii reached;

from 15 to 50 ($45 to $150) is considereil

a good day's work. The usual quantity

is from six to ij ($18 to $J|b) and any-

one obtaining less is not satistied. Colum-
bus further states it was the general

opinion that every individual, however

inerticient, could obtain from one to two

castellanos ($3 to $t)) per day. The lirst

inference from the te.\t here is that these

extremely large quantities of gold were

obtained as a day's labor of one person

by washing in the stream beds or river

banks. From a more careful perusal of

the context 1 am disposed to think this

statement is not meant that way, but that

the accimiulated stores of tile natives were

obtained by these individual persons or

else a number of natives were engaged in

washing for one person, probably a Span-

iard. It is extremelv unlikelv one indi-

lui pans or luitt-iis were used by the na-

tives. .According to '1 hacher the tribute

exacted from the natives at the time of

Columbus in the provinces of Cibao and

Vega Real, and those near the mines, was

a b'laiulers hawk's bell' full of gold every

three months from each native over 14

years of age. Manicaotex, one of the

caciques, gave each month one-half cala-

baza of gold (valued by Las Casas at 150

castellanos, or $450). Those natives re-

mote from the mines were obliged to con-

tribute an arroba (25 lb. Spanish) of cot-

ton lor each indiviUual.c

The largest nugget of historical record

found on the island was that which Boba-

dilla sent to Spain in July, 1502, and which

was afterwaril lust in the ship that car-

ried it. This nugget is said to have

weighed 600 oz., which, if correct, would

be worth today $12,000.'

.Making due allowances for cxaggera-

U.XNANAS CKllWlXC (iX r.OI.D-BE.VKI Xli C.K.WEL. .t.\IX.\ KIVF.K

vidual could wash with a pan or biitai

over $100 per day from the richest gravel

known anywhere, except in some very

exceptional instances where rich pockets

have been discovered. Even what Colum-

bus calls the usual quantity obtained per

day, that is, from $18 to $36, would be

remarkably rich in California or -Alaska,

and I do not believe this statement can be

accepted as the work of one person. His

last remark regarding what an incompe-

tent individual might \vash seems to me
to be nearer the truth, since under favor-

able conditions it takes a good miner or

Chinaman to make $5 or $6 a day by or-

dinary hand work. Of course some

mechanical contrivances may have been

used by the early Spaniards, which en-

abled them to handle relatively large

quantities of gravel ; the hest evidence we
have, however, is to the cfTect that nothing

tion, it seems the Spaniards must have ob-

tained a great deal of gold in the first

years of their occupation, and as the rich

spots known t6 the Indians were ex-

hausted along with the disappearance of

the laborers by the rapid extinction of the

Indians, this supply steadily decreased,

practically ceased, and since those days,

for nearly four centuries, no systematic

efforts have been made to work these

gravels. The natural accretion of gold in

the streams by erosion during this long

interval has perhaps more than replaced

all the Spaniards ever obtained from

'A Flandprs hawk's liell, from tbe best in-

forniatlnn tliat can bo uon* o)>tntn<>(1. would
liold nboiit l/tt oz. troy of gold dust.

Ibid.. Vol. 11. p. 3.-."5.

=l.iis fanas. "Illstiuia." III. 31. Bourne,
"Spain in America" illnrper Bros.. lOiHi, p.

7S.

them, (iravel from which an expert in-

dividual can pan $4 to $6 a day would be

considered rich in California, and while,

of course, pockets arc sometimes found

that will yield more, it is doubtful if even

in the palmiest days of gold mining in

California, the average operator made
more than this a day ; hence, while ac-

cepting these old Spanish statements miii

uniiiu satis, we are forced to believe the

gold gravels they found in Santo Domingo
were unusually rich. Whether they washed

the river beds exclusively or the banks

and river terraces as well, is not clear.

.According to Thacher, "the gold was col-

lected by undermining the baiilu of a

stream, the earth being washed away by

the current, leaving the gold among the

stones on the bottom." "In this way

grains of as niucli as a drachm in weight

were frequent."

'

The fineness of this gold in Santo Do-
mingo is notable. Blake gives it as O.946.'

My friend, Prof. F. A. Genth, Jr., of

Philadelphia, has kindly tested for me
some of the gold obtained from the upper

Nigua river in the San Cristobal district,

uliicli gave the result of 970.5 fine.

.\ small amount of gold is still washed

l;y the natives at certain localities, but the

total production is very small, and is sold

to the local goldsmiths and merchants.

.Adolphe Chalas has kindly supplied me
with the following information regarding

the existing local traffic.

In Santo Domingo, gold is sold by the

toinin. which is equal to % castellano,

or 1/54 oz. troy. Hence there are 54

tontines in I oz. troy.

The gold is generally .sold at a price of

from 20c. to 25c., sometimes as high as

.?oc. per toinin, corresponding to $10.80,

$i3.50. $16.20 per oz. troy, but a few

months ago, gold having been eagerly pur-

chased for "salting" purposes, the women
gold washers of the upper \igua valley

reported that they had sold their gold as

high as 80c. per toinin, or $43.20 per oz.

troy.

The Creole goldsmiths of Santo Do-

mingo City can afford to pay as high as

$16 per oz. troy on the spot, as they man-

ufacture their own alloy for jewelry,

which does not assay over 6 to 8 carats,

and which is sold as 18 to 20 (fine).

In my previous article in this Journal.

I called attention to the possible presence

of rhodium (a metal of the platinum

group) in the alluvial gold of Santo Do-

mingo, although at that time I was doubt-

ful as to the correctness of the observa-

tion. Since then, however, the existence

of peridotite rocks in the Cibao or moun-

tain section of the island, has been proved

by .Adolphe Chalas, of Paris ; hence the

old tradition of platinum in the Yaqui del

Norte river gravels would seem to have

some foup.dation in fact, but I never had

a particle of confidence in the assertion

Mbld.. Vol. II. pp. 2r.S-2«0.

'Hepori of r. S. Commission on Sanio Do
mine. Wnxhlnfilon. 1S71. p. rJ-'"'.
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until 1 learned of the existence of the

ultra-basic rocks in the island. The old

Spanish documents speak of "many grains

of silver glittering in the bottoms of the

streams." As far as I know, no native

silver has ever been found on the island

;

consequently it seems likely these glitter-

ing grains may have been platinum, which
metal was unknown to man in the six-

teenth century, and was usually mistaken

for silver.

Dana ("System of Mineralogy") speaks

of platinum in Santo Domingo, Roscoe
and Schorlemmcr ("Treatise on Chemis-
try," Vol. II, p. 390) speak of it as being

found in Hayti. Guyton dc Morveau re-

fers to a sample of platinum in the fer-

ruginous sands of the Yaqui del Norte,

presented to the Institute dc France by

Percy on February 12, 1810. It is found

principally after heavy rains in the river

of this kind in Santo Domingo, although

of course in a much smaller area, but

probably in no less a degree of richness.

Consequently, as in California, the gold

miner in Santo Domingo would do well

to devote his attention to alluvial deposits

exclusively, but at the same time be care-

ful not to be misled by fraudulent or lying

statements regarding the extraordinary

richness of these gravels. There is abun-

dance of water in the gold districts of the

island, cheap timber, labor, and a healthy

climate. Mineral fuel is very expensive,

as are tools and imported food supplies.

The Santo Domingo mining laws permit

the importation of tools free of duty, and
if the native food is used—and it is far

better than canned goods—the costs of

living and operating should be much
cheaper than in California. The labor

supply, while plentiful, is ni uiiccrtnin effi-

CUTTING PINE TIMBER, MONTE CHRISTI DISTRICT

at the foot of the Cibao mountains. These
sands also contain gold and are collected

by women who without washing sell them
for a few maravedis (cents).'"

The source of the alluvial gold in Santo
Domingo is in the quartz veins of igneous
rocks constituting the central core of the

island, and in this respect it resembles

Galifomia. The quartz veins of both
countries are usually small, relatively

poor, and in California do not often pay
to work. The gold of California has been
mined and milled by nature from the in-

numerable lean quartz veins of the Sierra

Nevada : these primal deposits are of little

practical value themselves, but their golden
contents when concentrated and stored in

alluvial deposits, have made the name of

California a synonym for wealth. Similar-

ly nature appears to have done something

"(Annal. ilc Cticmlr. I.XXIII. 1810 pp.
.•?34-33«.)

ciency, which objection is offset by its ex-

treme cheapness, wages ranging from 40c.

per day up according to the skill of the

individual.

The methods or systeins of operating

these alluvial gravels will depend upon
many circumstances that cannot be dis-

cussed in this paper. The stream beds
and low benches in the Yaqui valley ap-

pear to present especially favorable condi-

tions for dredging, namely, soft Bed-rock,

no boulders, uncemented or loosely con-

solidated gravels, and a sufficient flow of

water in the river to provide electrical

power. The most serious danger is that

from floods, which in tropical countries

are likely to be sudden and severe. This,

however, is a contingency not unknown in

California, although perhaps they are not
so uncertain nor unexpected. Ideally per-

fect conditions for mining, as in most
other aflfairs of men, do not exist any-

where, and there are always difficulties

to be met and conditions to be foreseen

that are rarely or never quite the same in

any two places ; hence the danger and
folly of inexperienced people embarking

on their own responsibility into this ex-

tremely complicated business. Sometimes

they succeed, in other words, have "tend-

erfoot luck," and the world resounds with

their name and fame; usually, they fail,

but their disasters are kept quiet. A shoe-

maker cannot be expected to make
watches, or build bridges; is he more
likely to read the secrets of success in

mining on the bottom of his last? Some
philosophers tell us there is no such thing

as luck in life, that success is due solely

to individual eflfort and ability. It is need-

less to observe that no mining man will

believe this, but if he be experienced he

knows that "dumb luck" is rare, and for-

tune often smiles on the man who knows
his trade and uses common sense.

Shortage of Coke at Smelters in

British Columbia

The provincial Government of British

Columbia has sent R. F. Tolmie, deputy

minister of mines, to the Kootenay and

Boundary districts of the province to as-

certain the position at the several smelt-

ing works of those sections in regard to

a reported shortage of coke and the con-

sequent shutting down of some of the blast

furnaces. All three copper smelters in

the Boundary are stated to have lately

been much hindered in their operatiohs,

first by there having been at times too

few railway cars available to keep the

furnaces supplied with ore, of which there

is an abundance broken down in the

mines ; and next by an insufficiency of

fuel. Similar conditions have in degree

affected the copper smelters at Trail and

Xorthport, at which ore from Rossland

mines is treated, and in a measure the

lead smelters at Trail, Nelson and Marys-

ville, respectively, have also been placed

at a disadvantage. Coke for all the smelt-

ers mentioned is obtained usually from

collieries in the Crow's Nest region, some

of them on the western slopes of the

Rocky Mountains in British Columbia,

and others in the eastern foothills in

southwest Alberta. It has been representd

to the provincial Government that it has

power to require that no coke be shipped

from the first-mentioned collieries to other

countries until after provincial require-

ments shall have been supplied. It is

claimed that coke is being exported to

Montana in considerable quantity, and

that as a consequence the smelting works
in Kootenay and Boundary districts are

unable to obtain a sufficient supply. Mr.

Tolmie's mission is to ascertain whether

or not the allegations made are correct.

If so there is little doubt the provincial

Government will speedily exercise its

powers in the direction indicated.

I
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Notes on Antimony Smelting

Bv G. Pautrat

Tlie object of these notes is to describe

tlie plant and the processes now actually

employed at a smelter in Mnycnne,

France, for the production of antimony

metal and oxides from stibnitc ore. The

ore comes in two classes : Rich, carrying

SO to 60 per cent, antimony; and poor,

consisting of quartz impregnated with

stibnite, and carrying 10 to 20 per cent,

metal. Only the rich ore is used for the

recovery of metal, the poor being burned

for the manufacture of oxides.

The prevalent method of antimony

smelting, as practiced elsewhere, involves

five steps: Liquation of the stibnite by

simple fusion ; oxidation of the crushed

sulphide by roasting ; reduction of the

oxide with coal, to yield crude metal ; re-

fining by fusion with soda ; treatment of

volatile oxide caught escaping from the

oxidation roast. This process is tedious,

and requires an excessive amount of la-

bor, especially during the oxidizing roast,

when the mass must be thoroughly rab-

bled so as to break the oxide crusts and

permit complete desulphurization.

A much shorter process is employed at

the smelter under discussion, and, al-

though it has been criticized as being in-

capable of yielding pure metal, it does

actually operate to entire satisfaction. It

involves only two steps : Fusion with scrap

iron to produce crude metal ; followed by

a refining fusion, yielding metnl with only

0-5 to 0.8 per cent, of impurities.

First Fusion

The reverberatory furnace used in the

first operation, Fig. t, has a total length

of 8 or 9 m., width of 1.25 m., and hight

of 1.6 to 1.7 m. from hearth to roof. It

comprises fire-box, A. hearth, B, and dust

chambers, C, D and E; the utility of these

chambers is questionable, since but little

oxide is caught in them, at their prevail-

ing high temperature.

Assuming the furnace empty, the pro-

cess is begun by heating the hearth and

charging a mixture of fusible slags and

Solvay-process soda. A charge of the rich

ore, mixed with enough soda to give a

quick fusion, is then added, and the whole

is stirred until melted. Silicious and other

impurities form a slag which is skimmed
off and thrown away.

When the surface of the bath is clear,

scrap iron, usually in the form of detinned

cans from which the lead solder also has

been carefully removed, is added and

stirred in. after which the door is closed

and the temperature raised. The metallic

antimony, robbed of its sulphur, settles

underneath ; the concurrently formed iron

sulphide floats on top. This process

is repeated until the level of the bath

is raised conveniently near to the working

door. The furnace is now ready for con-

tinuous operation.

As soon as each addition of iron has

undergone reaction the layer of iron sul-

phide is ladled o(T in an iron pot, care

being taken not to dip too deeply, and

poured into molds. The furnace is then

allowed to regain its heat, when the crude

metallic antimony is ladled out in the

same way and cast into molds; between

300 and 350 kg. of metal are rernoved each

time. This cycle of operations—introduc-

tion of ore, with stirring; skimming of

slag; addition of iron, with stirring; pour-

ing of iron sulphide; pouring of crude an-

timony—occupies about three hours. The

usual life of a well-built hearth, working

at this rate, is five to six months. The

weights of the materials put into this fur-

nace at each charge are about as follows

:

Crude ore in lumps, 450 kg. ; washed fine

ore, 150 kg. ; slag from second fusion, 20

kg. ; soda, 20 kg. ; iron scraps, 240 kilo-

grams.

The crude antimony, the principle im-

purity of which is iron, has a crystalline

Second Fusion

The refining operation is done in a fur-

nace like the first, but smaller. The crude

metal is re-melted, taking care to avoid

oxidation by covering the bath with a

thin layer of fusible slag, composed main-

ly of soda. The melted bath is kept for

a while at a brisk heat, to allow the im-

purities to rise, after which the door is

opened and the impure oxides, are

skimmed. The workman judges the prog-

ress of the refining by pouring little

ingots from time to time, carefully

covered with slag ; the end is denoted by

a fern-leaf crystallization of the surface of

the ingot. Before drawing off the re-

fined metal, a protective covering is

thrown over the bath, composed of anti-

mony oxide (the unmarketable portion

of the oxide furnace product), oxy-sul-

phides, soda, and a lit;le coal. The anti-

mony is then ladled out in iron pots, and

cast in rectangular molds holding 20 to

21 kg. of metal. A small portion of the

protective material is taken out of the

furnace and put into each mold, before

FIG. I. ANTIMONY SMELTING i.k.SMfc

'Keiue dc Chimie Indu.itriclle. March. 1907

fracture. If the working of the charge in

the hearth is not thorough, the crude metal

may carry as much as 4 or 5 per cent, of

iron, and will show a finely crystalline

fracture. If the furnace work is done

with care, the metal will carry not more

than I or 2 per cent, of iron, and its

fracture will be exceedingly coarse. A
representative sample of crude antimony

shows the composition: Fc, 2.75; S, 1.9s;

As, 0.54; Pb, 0.22; SiO:. 0.12; Sb (by

diflterence), 94.42 per cent.

Both of the waste products of this first

fusion carry antimony, and at present no

attempt is made to save it. The slags

should not carry over i or 2 per cent,

antimony. The amount of antimony car-

ried off in the iron sulphide occasionally

reaches 10 or 12 per cent., averaging 6

or 7 per cent. It occurs here in the sul-

phide state, or as globules of metal, the

latter proving that the furnace was not

sufficiently hot to permit clean separation.

It would be a simple matter to crush the

iron sulphide and then recover the me-

tallic antimony, inclosed in it, by a jigging

process.

the metal, so as to give a bright, crystal-

line surface to the ingot. This is sup-

posed to advance its market price, but

is not an accurate index to its purity.

.•\nalyses of two samples of such anti-

mony are given

:

I II
Sulphur 0.069 0.075
Iron 0.190 0.070
Lead trace 0.081
Arsenic 0.265 trace
Silica trace 0.008
Antimony 99.450 99,690

09.974 99.924

As a rule, three charges are put through

the refining furnace in 24 hours. The slags

from this process frequently carry as

much as 20 per cent, of antimony, and are

put back into the first treatment as noted

above.

Efkiciencv of the Process

The amount of antimony put into the

first furnace, at one charge, is about as

follows, in kilograms:

Lump ore. 450 kg. at 559i Sb 247.5
Fine ore, 150 kg. at 45% Sb 87.6

Slag. 20 kg. at 20% Sb *0

Total nntlmony In rharge 81B.0
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l-'rom the J552 kg. of antimony thus put
into the furnace in eight charges, about

-J50 kg. of crude metal is obtained, a loss

of 7-93 per cent. At 95 per cent, pure,

this contains 2232 kg. antimony, from
which, after refining, about 2127 kg. of

pure metal is obtained, a loss of 4.71 per

cent. The actual efficiency of tlie process

is thus 83.3 per cent., hut some antimony
is introduced in the o.xides used in the re-

fining furnace. Disregarding this factor,

the efficiency would be about 79 or 80 per

cent.

Doi'BLE-HEARTH FURN.\CE

It has been found possible to combine
two hearths in a single furnace, the crude

metal being reduced on one hearth, then,

while still melted, transferred to and re-

fined on the other. The individual proc-

esses are carried out exactly as already de-

scribed for separate furnaces. .\ gas-

burning jet was once tried in a double

furnace of this sort, but its excessive heat

ruined the structure.

arsenic; it is ne>ertheless merchantable.

The middle condensers yield a white ox-

ide, analyzing 90 to 92 per cent. SbiOj.

In the chimney, the steam from the jet.

/. condenses and moistens the remaining

oxides, which run down the shaft and arc

collected periodically by decanting from
the vessels. A' and L. This oxide, after

drying, is either .sold or used in the anti-

mony refining process, as described above.

The best white product will av;.'rage

about as follows: \hO, 0.75; SlhO.i,

91.30; Fe,0.,, 1.15; AsjOs, 5.25; SiOs, 1.60

per cent. The arsenious acid, which al-

ways accompanies the antimony oxide, is

the more volatile of the two. hence is

found in greater abundance toward the

chimney, as shown by the following de-

terminations of arsenious acid present

:

Gray oxide, 4.52; white oxide, 5.25; wet

oxide, 6.46 per cent.

The output of these oxide furnaces is

not wholly satisfactory, owing to 'esses

during charging, while the condensation

o"f oxide also is far from perfect. The

A Rifled Pipe Line for Convey-

ing Oil

r^

FIG. 2. A.NTIMOKY 0.\IDE PLANT

Oxide Manufacture

The apparatus for converting the low-

grade ore into antimony o.xide consists of

a furnace, condensing chambers, and a

chimney equipped with an upward pro-

jecting steam jet to provide draft.

The furnace consists of an inclined grate

composed of square bars. A, Fig. 2. The
ore is charged in at B; the oxides pass out

at C. and the burnt ore is raked out

through the bars at the bottom. The con-

densing chambers, D. E. and F, are cast-

iron pipes, with V-clbows at the top and
bottom. .A sliding plate G in each bottom
elbow allows the condensed oxides to be

removed. The series of condensers passes

at ,V into the bottom of the chimney H.
.\ coke fire is started in the furnace;

on this is spread a layer of ore in lumps
of first size, then more coke, another

layer of ore. and so on. The air reaching

the furnace is ample to o.xidize the ore,

the residue averaging not more than I or

3 per cent, of antimony.

The product of the first condensers is

rendered a gray color by admixture of

coke dust, and contains oxides of iron and

plant undiT discussion has four such fur-

naces, which are served by two men.

The Tallest Chimney

According to Potver, September, 1907,

the Eastman Kodak Company recently

finished a brick chimney 366 ft. high, 19

ft. 6 in. inside diameter at the base and

9 ft. inside diameter at the top, lined

throughout with a 4-in. acid-proof lining,

with a 2-in. air space between the walls.

The construction is of Custodis brick.

This chimney is i ft. higher than that of

the Orford Copper Company at Constable

Hook, N. J., and consequently is the

highest in the United States, but will be

greatly exceeded by the new chimney of

the Boston & Montana Mining Company
at Great Falls, Mont., which is now under

construction.

The legislature of Michigan has re-

pealed the law which limited the land

holdings of mining companies to 50,000

acres.

Contract has been let by the Southern

Pacific Company for the building of a

rifled oil-pipe line, 256 miles long, from oil

properties in Kern county, in California,

to tidewater on San Francisco bay. A
feature of the line is the character of the

pipe used, its rifled construction being a

radical departure from that of the lines

now in use for conveying oil. Spiral in-

dentations made in the rolling of the pipe

constitute the rifling.

A series of experiments has demonstrat-

ed that, after a small proportion of water

has been added to the oil, and the neces-

sary pressure applied, the whole will de-

velop a whirling motion, and that the

water, being heavier, will seek the outside

of the pipe, thereby enveloping the oil in a

thin film or shell of water; this shell or

film of water acting as a lubricant between

the oil and the pipe, greatly reducing the

friction and allowing the core of oil to

glide through the pipe readily.

Tliroughout the length of 256 miles of

pipe there will be 23 pumping stations,

the equipment of each station being in

duplicate, so that in the event of a break-

age of any part of the machinery of one

pump the other may immediately be put

into service.

With the size of the pipe, vvliich is 8 in.

diameter, the high pressure carried and

other improved facilities, a rapid . trans-

mission of oil has been shown to be pos-

sible, and it is estimated that at least

23,000 bbl. fuel oil can be delivered every

2j. hours.

British Students in Canada

It is proposed that a party of from 50

to 100 university students, chiefly those

taking a scientific course in the colleges

of Great Britain, shall make an eight

weeks' tour of Canada. The intention is

tliat the students shall visit numerous in-

dustrial plants in the various parts of the

Dominion so as to give them an adequate

idea of the industries established and in

operation. Lord Strathcona, high com-

missioner of Canada in London, is presi-

dent of the committee having this matter

in hand, and Sir Wilfred Laurier, prime

minister of Canada, one of the ^patrons.

The secretary, a young Canadian engineer

resident in London, was in British Colum-

bia lately in connection with this pro-

posal.

Silicon and platinum give, by direct

union, a silicide corresponding to the for-

mula SiPt. This compound, which' can be

obtained crystallized, has chemical prop-

erties somewhat like those of platinum,

though more readily attacked by oxidiz-

ing agents.
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Metal Mining in the Philippines

.•\ review of the present status iif min-

ing metallic minerals in the Fhilipiiines is

given by Maurice Goodman in llic Far

Eastern Rcviexv (June, 1907).

Gold

GoM-beariiig deposits arc known in

most of the provinces of the arcliipelago.

The most important districts as regards

output and general activity are the pro-

vinces of Benguet and Masbate. Two
new mills are now in course of erection,

one in each province. At Binanlonan in

the northern part of Pangasinan some

narrow veins of good grade ore have been

found and two companies undertook ex-

ploitation, which promises delinitc results,

now that the settlement of various dis-

putes is in sight.

On the island of Marinduque and in

the northern Camarines prospecting has

been carried out with the result of several

discoveries of promising veins. The min-

ing industry in the northern Camarines

was of much importance in the past, but

died out. Considerable capital would be

required to put the old mines on a work-

ing basis.

In the Suyoc region of southern Le-

panto the Igorotes formerly worked rich

ground, which was flooded out many years

ago, stopping all work. Recently a drain-

age tunnel built by an American exposed

the ore and operations were resumed.

Calaverite, the telluride of gold, has been

observed in these deposits.

Dredging never amounted to very much
but promises better in the future. One
dredge has just arrived at its proper

working field after digging its way through

pretty low grade or even barren ground.

A New Zealand company imported a

dredge and started it working on the Par-

acale river. In Xeuva Ecija ditches and

flumes have been constructed and every-

thing is in readiness for active operations

during the coming rainy season.

Copper

Copper ores rank next to gold in im-

portance on account of their wide distrib-

ution among the islands and the former

output. However, production is stated to

have been practically nothing since the

American occupation. The chief reasons

for this cessation of output are the ab-

sence of smelters on the islands and the

difficulties which attend the transportation

of ore from the mountainous districts,

where it occurs, to the nearest shipping

port.

The Mancayan copper mines are the

most important and best known of the

Philippine deposits and have now come
under the control of a local syndicate of

American and English capitalists. They
have applied for a franchise to build a

railroad from Mancayan to Bangar, a town
on the western coast of Luzon.

SiLVEK A Nil Lk.\I'

Native silver has been obiaund iroin

one of the 6uyoc mines, near to where

the telluride of gold was discovered. As

an associate of gold it is found in many
ores, but in most of them only in inap-

preciable quantities. With lead it has

been determined in the galena of Marin-

duque and Cebu, running over i oz. per

ton in the former, while in the latter the

proportion is unknown, although it is re-

ported high.

The lead deposits were not worked dur-

ing 1906. Some newly discovered out-

crops were visited by representatives of

the Mining Division of the Bureau of

Science, but the lack of development work
made it impossible to predict their im-

portance.

Iron Ore

In the Angat region an improvement in

industrial conditions was brought about

by the termination of the legal disputes

which have hampered operators during

the past four or live years. Increased

economies and possibly increased output

may result from this settlement. The
new wagon road being built between San

Miguel de Mayumo and Sibul may prove

an impetus to the iron smelters of that

district, as it will reduce the cost of trans-

portation of their product from the mines

to the railroad and heretofore one of their

largest expenses.

Buffalo Mines, Ltd.

The tirst annual report of the ButTalo

Mines, Ltd., operating in Cobalt, Ont., for

the year ending May i, 1907, shows a net

profit of $113,105 of which $81,000 was
paid in dividends. The ore shipments

yield a gross value of $213,98.), which

with income from other sources makes
the gross income for the year, $216,813.

The ore shipped amounted to 792 tons

containing 217,192 oz. silver and 12,251 lb.

cobalt. Freight charges were $10,656;

sampling, $991 ; and smelting charges,

$24,256. Mining expenses amounted to

$48,815; general expenses, $17,687; and

prospecting costs, $1,302. These figures

give only the ore sale proceeds received

before May i. The company had at that

date considerable ore both in transit and

at the mine, upon which all mining ex-

penses had been paid, but from which no

returns had been received. The capital

stock of the company is $1,000,000, of

which $900,000 has been issued.

Owing to the number of new veins dis-

covered on the property it was determined

early in January to double the power
plant: 10 drills arc now working. .At the

annual meeting in May the erection of a

mill with a daily capacity of 50 tons was
authorized for the treatment of ores of

less than shipping value. Several thou-

sand tons of low-grade ore are now on

the dump awaiting completion of the mill

which is expected to be ready for opera-

tion in October.

At present all ore mined is raised to

the top of the shaft house, and dumped
over grizzly bars into small bins from

which it is drawn upon picking tables,

where it is washed with a jet of water

and sorted into three grades, lirst-class

ore, second-class ore, and mill ore. The
mill ore is run to the dump for future

handling ; lirst-grade material is sacked

separately and stored under lock and

key ; while second-class ore is sacked and

made up into lots for shipment to the

smelters.

The proposed treatment in the mill now
under construction as outlined by the

management is as follows: The ore is to

be screened over grizzly bars, the fines to

fall into bins for sampling, the oversize

falling upon the floor before a crusHer

where the feeder will pick out the first-

grade ore which is to be sacked without

further handling. The second and mill

grades are to be crushed and concen-

trated by means of jigs and tables, the

tailings to be stored for further treat-

ment.

Practically no sloping has been done

since October, 1906, the ore obtained be-

ing all extracted in sinking and drifting.

Large blocks arc available for stoping,

but no estimate of cubical contents and

value is given because of the widely

varying nature of the deposits.

A New Process o{ Welding

The combustion of oxygen and acetylene

produces a higher temperature than that

produced by the o.xy-hydrogen blow-pipe.

This fact has been taken advantage of by

the Worcester Pressed Steel Company.
Worcester, Mass., in w'clding pressed steel

and other metals for automobiles and bi-

cycle parts.

A chemical compound known as "epu-

rite" is introduced into a generator and

o.xygen gas is evolved. Another genera-

tor furnishes acetylene gas and tliesc are

mixed in the blow-pipe in the proportion

of 1.7 volumes of oxygen and I of acety-

lene. The acetylene is lighted first and
the oxygen introduced later. .\ tem-

perature of 6300 deg. F. is possible, which

is about 1200 deg. higher than the oxy-

hydrogen flame and nearly equal to the

temperature of the electric arc.

The process is used instead of riveting

or soldering and two pieces of metal may
be joined by placing them edge to edge,

and following along the seam with the blow-

pipe. It is also claimed that aluminum
may be readily welded, practically over-

coming the usual trouble from the oxide

which forms when treated Iiv ntluT

methods.

For measuring apertures in fine screens

a quick and accurate method is to pro-

ject an image of the screen in question

on the wall by ^ stereopticon.
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The Emma Mine*

By Frederic KEFFERt

Among the low-grade mines of the

Boundary district the Emma is in a way
unique in that tlie magnetite, which con-

stitutes the main portion of the orebody,

has persisted from the grass roots to at

least the 250 level in a practically con-

tinuous vein or deposit ; and also in that

the vein stands vertically so far as ex-

plored.

In the other low-grade mines of the dis-

trict magnetite is a frequent constituent

of the ores, but its occurrence is most er-

ratic, the deposits being irregular, varying

where a slip has thrown tlie ore about 25

ft. to the southeast) the magnetite con-

tinues unbroken to a point^some 200 ft.

below the surface, where diamond drilling

has found what is seemingly another slip,

throwing the ore again a short distance

to the southeast. Diamond drilling on the

250 level has recently located the ore near

the shaft.

The Emma ores are found along the

contact of eruptive rocks and limestone,

which limestone is here like an extensive

island surrounded by eruptive flows.

These latter rocks are of the general types

characteristic of the Boundary district.

To the east of this island of limestone

are several pyrrhotite deposits, the most

prominent of which is that occurring on

by a slip, beyond which no further work
has been done. But little pyrrhotite was
found in this place. To tnc west of the

limestone island occurs the main orebody

of the Emma mine, which ore has been

developed by quarries and drifts some 575
ft., shown in plan and section on the ac-

companying map.

Most of the ore next the east wall of

the deposit (which here runs about 5 deg.

cast of north) is magnetite, but minor

bands of garnetite also occur. Along the

northwest wall, however, the magnetite

for the most part is next a garnet zone,

which (where crosscut by diamond drill-

ing on the 150 level) passes into a bluish

and very silicious rock beyond which the

drill was not pushed.

in size from a few ounces to masses of

thousands of tons, and frequently dipping

(so far as any dip is observable) entirely

at variance with the general dip of the

ores with which they are associated. A
characteristic case was that of a body of

magnetite of exceptionally good value

foinid on the 300 level of the Mother Lode
mine, which lay perfectly flat, being about

20 by ICO ft. in area, but only 7 to 8 ft.

thick, and which was incased in barren

eruptive rocks.

Extent of the Magnetite

In the Emma (save in quarry No. i,

•Abntracl of paper read Iwfore the Can-
Bfllnn Mining Institute. Toronto. March. 1907.

*MnnaE<T Britlsib Columbia Copper Com-
pany, Greenwood, B. C.

I'I,.\N .\ND .SECTION OF EMM.\ MINE

the Mountain Rose mineral claim. This

pyrrhotite is extensively mined for use as

sulphur flux, it being sometimes essentia.'

in order to reduce the grade of copper

matte, thereby avoiding unnecessary slag

losses, which accompany matte running

over 50 per cent, copper. This sulphur

ore consists of pyrrhotite, together with

varying proportions of lime, alumina and

siHca, but with little or often no magne-

tite, in striking contrast with the Emma
ores, which contain little or no pyrrho-

tite

On the Emma, to the south of the lime-

stone island, occurs a body of magnetite,

which, where mined, was some 20 by 100

ft. in area. This ore was followed to a

depth of about 25 ft., where it was cut off

In other places the magnetite stands di-

rectly against snowy white crystalline

limestone, which latter rock, when near

the ore, frequently carries masses of mag-

netite and chalcopyrite embedded within it,

this mineralization extending sometimes

several feet into the limestone in dimin-

ishing ratio. In other cases, however, the

line between this limestone and the ore is

clear cut. The garnet zone is about 20 to

25 ft. thick and in places carries suffi-

cient copper to pay for mining.

More or less epidote also occurs along

both walls of the ore. The magnetite fre-

quently includes masses of crystalline lime

spar, which are always accompanied by

enrichments of copper. The garnet zone

includes considerable magnetite scattered
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ihrmigh the rock in crystals and little

l.;iiches.

(.)n the surface, to the north of the

wurkiiiKS, the magnetite gives place to

gurnet t>re well mineralized with copper

pyrites. Still farther north (about 1000

ft.) the garnet again crops for several

hundred feet carrying good values in cop-

per, but now dipping to the west about

70 degrees. The copper and gold con-

tents of the ore show decided increase

on the ISO level as compared with the

ore mined in the quarries. So that this

ore. wliich was at first inincd solely as

an iron flux, has, under the conditions

obtaining in the Boundary, become in-

trinsically valuable as well.

The average thickness of the magnetite

deposit in the upper workings is some

18 ft., but on the 150-ft. level the ore

widens materially, being in places 40 ft.

across exclusive of the garnet ore zone.

A fair average thickness of the work-

able ores of the mine would be 25 ft.

It is evident from analyses made that

the limestone and cruptives contain in

sufficient measure all the constituents

necessary for the formation of the gar-

net and magnetite zones. That these

latter rocks were produced by the hot

water gases and water carrying dissolved

mineral derived from the eruptives, reach-

ing upon the adjacent limestones through

replacement and recombination, can hardly

be doubted.

It is seen from the analyses of the ore

that the sulphur present is very small,

barely more than sufficient to form the

copper pyrites present.

Iron sulphides are of rare occurrence,

and it seems certain that the magnetite

was deposited as such, and did not result

from the alteration of sulphides. This

view is borne out by the fact that as a

rule magnetite crystals and not iron sul-

phides are found in the garnet zone, how-

ever far removed from the rriain

body of magnetite. The crystalline lime-

stone found next the mag^ietite in the

mine is considerably purer than the main

portion of the limestone formation.

Mining Methods

Owing to the vertical position of the

deposit, mining here is a much simpler

problem than in most of the Boundary

mines. The shaft is a two compartment

incline, angle 60 deg. Across the drifts

are placed hea\'y stulls supported by posts,

the stulls and posts in the widest por-

tions of the drift being often 30 in. in

diameter. The stulls are placed 5 ft. apart,

and are covered with 8- to 12-in. pole lag-

ging. Chutes are provided at convenient

intervals, they being at the opening y/2 to

4 ft. wide by 2 to 2H ft. deep, so as to

allow large rocks to pass. The ore is

broken down on the timbers to the level

above, only the swell being drawn from
the chutes, which swell amounts to about

40 per cent. After the level above is

reached the stopes can be drawn at will,

and, commencing at the point farthest

from the shaft, the timbers can be re-

moved if in condition to be used else-

where. In commencing a slope it is, of

course, necessary to first raise to the

level above to secure ventilation. In por-

tions of the work where bodies of crys-

talline' limestone or poor garnet ore arc

found these are left as pillars to reduce

the cost of timbering. The ore is so

heavy, averaging from 8 to 8yi cu.ft. to

the ton when in place, that timbering

must be of the heaviest description to

bear the weight above, which weight ow-
ing to the vertical walls rests almost en-

tirely on the timbers. Power is supplied

from the Bonnington Falls electric plant,

some 85 miles distant, the machinery at

the mine consisting of a 12-drill cross-

compound Rand compressor driven by a

200-h.p. motor, together with a hoist now
driven by compressed air, but which will

shortly be replaced by an electric hoist.

There is also a steam driven Ingersoll

straight-line Class A compressor, capacity

about 8 drills, which machine is held as
a reserve. There have been shipped from
this mine to date some 93,500 tons of ore.

Assayers' Pouring Molds

Mineral Production of Tasmanila

The progress of the mineral industry m
Tasmania for the quarter ending Mar. 31,

1907 has just been reported by W. H.
Twelvetrees, Government Geologist. The
output of the principal ores and metals
during this period was as follows ; figures
are in long tons unless otherwise noted

:

Gold, oz. fine 16,101
Silver-lead ore 22,573
Blister copper 1,920
Copper ore 463
Tin ore 887
Iron ore 1,000
Coal 10,949
Tungsten ore 3

Of the gold won, 7302 oz. were from
quartz, 4888 oz. from blister copper, and
1262 oz. from silver-lead bullion. The re-

mainder came from alluvial, cyanide and
chlorination works.

-^t the Anchor tin mine, floods carried

away all the plant for working alluvial

and buried all the ore ready for washing.
Working was carried out only in the up-

per drifts and lower levels are not ready
for operations.

The total number of men employed in

or about the mines during the quarttr

was 7379 and the dividends paid in this

period by mining companies amounted to

iioi,659 in all.

The export of Danish cement is grad-

ually increasing year by year. In 1905.

211,269 barrels were exported; in 1906,

227,229 barrels. Considerable quantities

are now being shipped to the East, and as

the mills already existing cannot satisfy

the demand, the Elast Asiatic Company has

erected a new manufactory in Jutland for

exportation purposes.

J. J. Bailey (Miniiig Reporter, May 23,

1907) has described a new form of pour-

ing mold for assayers. The usual mold
consists of conical or half-spherical com-
parlments offering no assistance in tlie

subsequent separation of the slag and metal.

Often the separation is dilVicult, owing to

the clinging of the slag to the metal. The
new mold aims to assist this separation

by retaining the major portion of the slag

in one compartment, while the metal and
a small portion of the slag pass to an-

other.

The mold is in two parts, the base being
a solid piece of metal having a plane sur-

face uppermost, on which rests the other

part of the mold. The upper part of the

mold has a series of conical or half-

spherical compartments on its upper side,

each having an orifice at the bottom or

lowermost point connecting it with a cor-

responding smaller compartment directly

below on the lower side of the mold.

The construction is shown in a partial

cross-section of the mold.

POIRI.VC MOr.D FOR ASS.WS

In operation the molten slag and metal
are poured into the upper compartment A,
the metallic portion settles to C, leaving

most of the slag in A. When cool, a slight

tap on the upper mold causes C to break
off at B and drop out of its compartment.

The increased use of automatic or

penny-in-the-slot machines has led to a

considerable lock-up of bronze coinage in

England, and the consequent necessity for

issuing further supplies of coins. The
mint authorities have collected some in-

formation on this extended use of bronze
coinage. Out of 56 gas companies which
were approached on the subject, all but
one provided automatic gas meters oper-
ated by pence. Their collections were
made, some quarterly and some monthly.
In 10 instances the collection realized

£5000 at a time, and in one case as much
as £43,000 was collected in this way. It is

estimated that among the 56 companies
reporting there is an amount of bronze
coinage aggregating in value £140,000 con-
tinually locked up. Inquiries from sweet-
meat vendors and from municipalities and
railways which use penny-in-the-slot lava-

tories showed that another £50,000 could
be accounted for in the same way. By
estimating the figures of companies, etc.,

which gave no information, the mint au-
thorities believe these figures arc low.
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American Smelting and Refining l''"'>' I'lereforc, has remained unchanged, 'In addition to the pcLuniary acknov/l-

p and its efficiency and physical condition edgement provided by the board of direc-
V^ompany remain entirely satisfactory. There has tors in the establishment of the profit-

been added to the surplus of the company sharing fund, the management desires to

The report of this important company during the year $2,914,253. The surplus take this occasion to thank the very cf

for the fiscal year ended April 30. 1907, of the company now amounts to a total ficient technical and operating stafif, to-

contams few particulars of operation, of $13,397,028. Notwithstanding the fact gether with all the employes of the coin-

Thc statement of metals produced, given
,|,at tin- metal stocks of the comptiny in pany. for their faithful service during the

in some former reports, is not included process of smelting and refining were year."

m this one. valued at the beginning of the fiscal year
The statement of assets and liabilities at figures which were cmineullv conser- r , ' C , rv. , \/ "

at the close of ilie vear is as follows- .• . .1. . 1 '1 .
*"Opper in oonofa wuartz Veinsai wii cioM 01 me >ear is as louows. vative, yet the directors have not deemed ^^ ^^

^"p!."^,,,,,. .0., u,,.^,, it advisable to increase these valuations
I roporly $86,845,671 -n i? t u i\t
invostnipni.s 3,8lo,.^i95 although high prices have prevailed dur- "''' i"- J- ". merkill
.Mi'tnl .stocks 18,251 nS" ,1
-MiHiTlnl nud Supplies 1.317,544 '"g tne year.

'""' ""<' ™"*' "^"^ __6;706^S4 "Preferred stock dividends Nos. 28 to As the development work continues on
Total $116,032,381 3' inclusive, and common stock divi- the copper deposits of Southern Arizona

'"'capl'iaT 'stock $100,000,000
^"^'"'^ ^°^' " '° '"• ""^'"sive, amounting and Sonora, it appears to be the rule that

Bonds 457;ooo to $7,000,000, have been paid regularly the important orebodies are on or near
Not current liabilities 430.051 u » .• , , .

Vnoarned treatment charges.. 2,039,302 eacn quarter. limc-porphyry contacts and are contained
^""^P'"" 13,397,028 "Xo material change has been made in in porphyry or limestone. It has, there-

Total $116,932,028 the valuation of the investments of the fore, been regarded obvious that other

The item of investments does not in- company. A reduction in the total value geological conditions are not favorable to

elude 177,510 shares of the common stock, ''as been due to the sale of a portion of copper deposition in this region and

American Smelters Securities Company, the stock of the United Lead Company consequently, that quartz veins would be

par value $17,751,000. owned by this company and referred to unlikely to yield copper in commercial

.A. comparative statement of income ac- '" the last annual report. No valuation quantities.

count is as follows

:

has been placed upon the common stock As a matter of fact few quartz veins

19M. 1907. Changes, of the American Smelters Securities are mineralized in Sonora, most of the

Eaf'nBs »ii,666.885 $13,250,058 I. $1,584,173 Company Owned by the company, of a par ore deposits being impregnations of shat-

Taxes* geu.ex. $ 675.945 $ 763,85* 1.$ 87,909 valuc of $17,751,000. The opera'tions of tered rock. But, to the enterprise of a
Rei>alr»,etc.... vm.bi^i 9K.5a& l^ 147,953

,],£ American Smelters Securities Com- mining company of the middle West,
Total $ l,504.5i7 $1,740,389 I. $ 235.802 pany have been entirely satisfactory dur- operating in the Magdalena district, we
Net oarniugs $10,161,358 $11,609,609 I. $1,348,311 '"g the last fiscal year e.Kcept that, due owe some new facts in this field.

Apropriations from the net earnings '" "'ability of the company to obtain con- In the property of this company a

for 1907 were : Employees' profit-sharing
struction material, various plants of the quartz vein 2 to 3 ft. wide at the surface.

fund. $540,420 ; new construction and im- company in process of construction were has been explored by a shaft to a depth of

provements, $1,054,996; dividends on pre-
"ot completed. The earnings of the Se- 20D ft. with promising results. The sur-

ferred stock, $3,500,000; dividends on purities company for the fiscal year end- face showing was slight, faint green stains

common stock, $3,500,000; total $8,595,416,
'"g May 31, 1907, left a surplus, after the of dioptase being the only promise of

leaving a surplus of $2,914,253. Adding Payment of dividends on preferred stock, copper below. As the development pro-

tne balance of $10,482,775 brought for-
°^ $532,66o, and the surplus of the com- ceeded, a sulphide zone was encountered

ward from 1906, made a total surplus of P^"^ '° ^^^"^ amounts to $1,016,744. and the vein proved to be heavily miii-

$'J.397.028 at the close of the year, as
"^" accordance with the statement eralized with copper glance, associated

shown in the balance sheet above. ' made in the last annual report the profits with grey copper and bornite. The lat-

The business of the company made uni-
°^ ^'^^ Mining Department have been ter gradually passed into chalcopyrite.

form progress during the year, as in re-
"^ed during the past year to liquidate com- with whicli were some pyrites contain-

ccnt preceding years. The
'

following P'^^'^'y the entire cost of purchase and ing a small percentage of copper.

table of net earnings since the organi-
'''^ continuing cost of development of the Drifting along therein some 200 ft.

zation of the company is of interest

:

"""^^ °f the company Due to the extra- this mineralization was found to persist.

1900, $1,979,908; 19DI. $3,828,441; 1902,
oi'dinary shortage of cars in Mexico, Further development is now in progress

$4,861,619; 1903. $7,576,786'; 1904, $7,905,-
'i°*v'=''^''' the company has accumulated ;md the work will be watched with much

573: 1905, $8,898,811; 1906, $10,161,358;
about 45,000 tons of ore at its mines, interest, since, even if commercial con-

1907, $11,509,669. The capital stock for
"^^^^^ 't has not been able to ship nor ditions should interfere with the develop-

the years igoo and 1901 and four months ^^^ure financial returns therefor. ment of a successful copper mine on a

of the fi.scal year 1902 was $65,000,000; for ""^^c 6 per cent, bonds issued by the vein of this size, it may still be possible

the balance of the fiscal year 1902 and the
Omaha & Grant Smelting Company, ma- to find copper ore in commercial quanti-

succccding years the capital stock was tiiring in 1912, have been reduced through ties in some of the large Sonoraii quartx

$100,000,000. The increase in net earnings ^^'^ operations of the sinking fund by the veins, examples of which are known ti.

in 1907 over 1906 was 1 1.7 per cent. ; over
sum of $92,000 during the past year. This exceed 20 ft. in width. \ vein of this

1905 it was 29.5 per cent. outstanding liability now amounts to character some 30 ft. wide, with similar

President Daniel Guggenheim's report $4S7.ooo. surface promise, is now under devel.ip-

says: "Net earnings for the year under "From the amount of $540,420, which ment by another company in the same vi-

revicw amounted to $1,348,311, in excess has been charged to profit and loss for cinity, and will soon be cut by a tunnel.

of the earnings of the preceding year, the benefit of the profit-sharing fund, The exclusive lime-poryphyry contact

The expenditures on account of ordinary there has been put aside and added to the hypothesis finds here partial support in

repair.s, betterments, improvements and fnnd established last year—which it is ex- the fact that these quartz veins are in

new construction have amounted to the pected will be used at some later date as a mountain mass of limestone penetrated

sum of $2,031,531. which has been entirely an insurance or pension fund for the bene- by andesite and granite. The andesite

deducted from the profits of the year, fit of laborers—the sum of $113,784. This is cut by dacite dikes and some of these

lb- valuation of the property of the com- furd now amounts to $176,239. dikes are cut. in turn, by quartz veins
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A Bullion Track (or Converters

Rv CnAKi.KS I" Siin ii\

I hv accompaiiyiiiK ilrawiiiK sliows :i

pattern of rail which wo use iiiulernealh

oiir converters, and the nielhoil in which

they are laid as a bullion track. Fig. i

shows ihV rail itself in plan and section.

These rails arc of cast iron, in S-ft

lengths ; they are laid in concrete under

the converter, as shown in Fig. 2.

This feature of converting causes more

or less trouble and annoyance throuKhout

various sections of the country ; but the

scheme as outlined is eininoully satisfac-

"r

U' -3'-

i

FIG. I. R.ML FOR BULLION TRACK

lory and, after a period of six months'

continuous usage under four of our si.x

stands, we have encountered absolutely no

trouble nor cause for one cent's worth of

repairs.

In bituminous coalfields, where dusty

mmes are sprinkled with water and the

pipe-line is liable to freeze during cold

weather if laid in the down-cast, the line

should be carried down the up-cast, if the

latter is provided with a hoist and cage

;

otherwise it is not practical to install the

line in the up-cast. When it is not ad-

visable to use the up-cast for this pur-

pose, it is well to insulate the pipe in the

down-cast.

Acetylene Safety Lamps *

BY L, H. HOW,SON.

After numerous experiments, extending

over several years, a safe and efficient

acetylene safety-lamp has been introduced.

It will only be necessary to point out the

slight dilTcrcnces of construction as re-

gards the treatment of the calcium car-

bide in the benzine safety-lamp. The oil-

vessel becomes the receptacle for the cal-

cium carbide, and is filled two-thirds full,

thus allowing one-third for the expansion

of the carbide when saturated with water.

The upper vessel or the water-container

is fitted with a filling aperature, an inter-

nal friction-igniter nperalod from the out-

c;

extra velocity, producing, when lighted,

a slight pu(T, \Vhich is detrliuenlal to the

wire-gauzes. The attachment of the two

vessels is very simple: two staples on the

side of the water-vessel are brought under

two projecting buttons fitted on the car-

bide-container, and the vessels arc firmly

connected by pressing down the shank.

.•\ gas-tight joint is made with the aid of

an india-rubber ring, inserted in a groove

running round the circumference of the

water- vessel.

The lamp has a flame which is of lo

c.-p. The flame is capable of being re-

duced at will, and. with i per cent, of

fire-damp, there is a clearly defined blue

cap surrounded by a greenish-yellow halo;

while, with 3^ per cent, of fire-damp,

there is a well defined cone, with a hem-

OOOOOQCOOOOOOO)
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FIG. 2. CONVERTER. SHOWING BULLION TRACK

side, and a watcr-and-gas shut-off. which

comes into action separately, that is, when
the outside lever is turned 45 deg. from
left to right, the water is shut off and no

further generation of gas takes place, but

the lamp continues to burn and the resi-

due is consumed in a few minutes ; but

should the lamp need to be instantly ex-

tinguished, the lever is turned the full

90 deg., or as far as the lever will go.

The gas thus inclosed gradually escapes

through the by-pass. A safety-valve or

by-pass is placed adjacent to the burner.

Should the lamp be required immediately

after it is extinguished, it is advisable to

allow, say, five seconds to elapse before

bringing the internal friction-igniter into

operation, as the pent-up gas issues with

'From tbe Traiuactiona of the MIolDg In-
stitute of Scotland. Vol. XXIX, Part 2.

ispherical base, of a clear, luminous,

greenish-yellow tint.

The period of burning varies from 6

to 12 hours, according to the size of the

lamp. The carbide-chamber, for 6 hours'

burning, when three-quarters full, con-

l.-iins 4 oz. Carbide may be purchased in

quantities at 6c. per lb., and consequently

the cost will be 0.25c. per hour, per 10

c.-p. or 7.5c. for 5 shifts of 6 hours.

The large acetylene safety-lamp, of 60

c.-p., is fitted with a water shut-ofT, which

considerably assists in the economical

burning of the lamp, as hitherto, it has

been necessary to regulate the charge of

calcium carbide to the time that the lamp

is required to burn. The carbide-chamber,

for 20 hours' burning, is filled with 3%
lb. The cost of burning is slightly less

than ic. or o.oi6c. per c.-p. per hour.
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The So Called New Supplies of Anthracite
Recent Discoveries Do Not Upset Established Geology, and Do
Not Point to the Existence of Coal Beds in Unexpected Places

BY HARRY W ALTHOUSE
Every now and then we hear of sup-

posedly new finds of coal in the anthracite

fields of Pennsylvania. The coal veins just

opened in the Black Creek district of the

l.ehigh anthracite region do not furnish

:iny proof that the gcologj- of the anthra-

t"te coalfields is at fault. The Pennsylvania

Second Geologrical Survey, in certain lo-

calities, dwelt upon the existence of coal

beds below the green sandstone and the

red shale of the Mauch Chunk formation.

The excellence of this work has not been

surpassed anywhere, and today, although

20 years have elapsed, it remains an un-

disputed authority on account of its in-

tegrity and completeness. As an instance

of the esteem held for this work by some

of the most eminent authorities in geol-

ogy. I quote one, an extract from a letter

of Charles D. Walcott, lately director of

the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania,

that of the bituminous regions, or that

the true coal measures are not underlaid

by the green sandstone and red shple,

known as part of No. XII, and No. XI
respectively.

No mining engineer, geologist nor min-

ing .geologist will ever endanger his repu-

tation by adhering to the stratigraphic

succession of the Pennsylvania coal form-

ation as worked out by such authorities

as Rogers, Lesly, Piatt, Ashburner, d'ln-

villiers and others. It is now too well

defined to be mistaken, and notvvith.stand-

ing the theories put forth, not too infre-

quently by diamond drillers and others,

the geologic formation of the field re-

mains the same, and no newer coalbeds

have been disclosed, or other beds dis-

covered where the horizon was not pres-

in the Ursina basin, south of Jennertown,

reported finds of the Pittsburg bed were

said to have been made. This was nothing

more than preposterous, and merely to

satisfy the landowners an extensive ex-

amination was made to disprove the pos-

sible existence of this bed of coal, the

horizon of which was not less than 610 ft

geologically higher than the uppermost

bed of workable coal as known to exist

within this particular locality.

In prosecuting these investigations other

scattered tracts controlled by the inter-

ested parties would have to be gone over.

The examination was continued over and

along the Laurel Hill ridge into West-

moreland county and the Ligonier basin.

The Pottsville conglomerate measures

No. XII were observed, as well as a por-

tion of the Mauch Chtirk red shale No

H.W.A.
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CHESTNUT RIDGE

Sketcb

the United States Geological Survey

:

"The Survey is not at present undertak-

ing any new work in the anthracite field.

The very detailed work already done in

the field will require that any additional

work done must be of a very high order,

and consequently of considerable ex-

pense."

The Pottsville Conglomerate Series,

No. XII

Such statements as new supplies of

coal in the anthracite regions of Pennsyl-

vania are somewhat misleading, and usu-

ally are responsible for the expenditure of

large sums of money for diamond drilling

:ind prospecting in a fruitless search for

commercial coal areas, and generally

where the integrity and continuity of the

coal-bearing formation is known to be

doubtful. Neither do such statements

disprove the well-established geology of

'Mining engineer and geologist. Pottsville,
I*f-nnsylvanla.

GEOLOGICAL SECTION, CHESTNUT RIDGE

ent to make their existence possible. In

other words, the commercial coalfields of

established integrity are found above form-

ation No. XI, that is, overlying the Mauch
Chunk red shale. But I have seen and

casually examined small seams and lenses

of coal within the red-shale formation,

and below it at several localities in Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia.

Some Detached Coal Deposits

Five or six j'ears ago, while going over

some coal territory in the Berlin basin,

south of Scalp Level, to and beyond the

Buckstown pike in Somerset county,

Pennsylvania, my attention was called to

a rumor as to the existence of an im-

portant find of coal, considerably to the

eastward, which after investigating proved

to be one of the unimportant coal seams,

T ft. 2 in. in thickness, with 8 ft. of shale

forming the roof, whereas the bed had

been reported 8 ft. in thickness of coal.

\t another time in the same county, but

XI. This investigation was continued

farther, across the Ligonier valley, up and

over Chestnut ridge into the Connells-

ville coking coalfield. Yet in all this ter-

ritory, across the measures of the several

coal series, the limits of the productive

formation had been well determined by

the Pennsylvania Second Geological Sur-

vey, the same as with respect to the an-

thracite coal region.

It was, however, while engaged with

some of the above work that I was mak-

ing an examination in the Wilmore basin

of So.merset county, Pennsylvania, lying

between the Berlin and Ursina basins.

Here the surface indications showed un-

mistakable evidences of the Conemaugh
limits of a portion of the immediate terri-

pliove the Allegheny series. The Black

Fossiliferous limestone, Crinoidal ami

others were plainly observed within the

formation below the Monongahela, and

lory. The nearest coal was the Upper

Freeport, bed E, about 4 ft. 3 in. in thick-
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i:ess, and miiieil for country trade. The
lied was locally reported to be the Miller,

bed B, or the Lower KittanniiiR, notwith-

standing that the Mahoning; sandstone was
observed above it. After a thorough in-

vestigation of the field, embodying a topo-

graphical map, it was found that the en-

tire territory was underlaid with the Al-

legheny forniatimi No. XI 11. About this

time, a man named Zaner claimed to know
of an old drift, then fallen shut, wherein

existed 7 ft. of good coal. This drift

had already been indicated on the map in

reference as barren of coal, consequently

little attention was paid to it. This man,
so I was informed on fairly good author-

ity, was willing to make affidavit; there-

fore I was finally persuaded upon to give

the matter further consideration. It cost

$(17 in actual expense to sink a small test

shaft 5 ft. below the level of the drift. We
found 8 in. of coal.

Now as the above coal tract was of con-

siderable strategic importance, and in or-

der to settle various differences existing

I

moud bit was worn down and required re-

selling, so that after a month's delay drill-

ing was resumed ; but it had been a very

hard matter to explain the geological situ-

ation to the landowners, as each shared

the total expense incurred in proportion

In the acreage of each of the many tracts

comprising the whole property. 1 he

owner of the farm uyon which the drill-

ing was being prosecuted claimed that

the land appeared as though it had been

condemned. However, the Mahoning

sandstone was finally entered, after which

the drill cut six beds of coal, three Free-

ports, and the same number of Kittan-

ings, out of which three proved com-

mercially workable.

The Honev Bkook Discoveries

The recent disclosures of new seams of

coal as having been discovered in the

Honey Brook district of the Eastern Mid-

dle anthracite coalfield are undoubtedly

within the known coal measure. If they

exist below the Mauch Chunk red shale,

XIU
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among ihc landowners as to the value of

the property, it was considered necessary

to do some drilling by putting down a hole

in the center of the tract, not to exceed

500 ft. in depth, the estimated distance to

bed B, the Lower Kittanning coal. On
account of the scarcity of drilling outfits,

one had to be secured from the Lacka-

wanna anthracite coalfield. The drill run-

ner in charge had never been in the bi-

tuminous regions ; the drill core, however,

was found to be 2;/} in. diam., just right

for these measures. Drilling commenced
and after some days the drill cut what

the driller pronounced to be the green

sandstone of the anthracite region. This

after having cut several beds of highly

carbonaceous shale, the man became tired

of his work, owing to a caving hole, and

reported that there was no reason for

further drilling below the Pottsville con-

glomerate measures into the red shale,

which he said would surely show up.

Late the next day the variegated red

shales of the Conemaugh measures were

cut, the overflow of water from the pump
showing a heavy reddish color. This

seemed to settle the matter with the

driller as to no coal below this point. The
machine got clogged and broke, the dia-

they must belong to No. X formation, in

which the Pennsylvania Second Geologi-

cal Survey had reported the existence of

coal in other localities. Otherwise, if not

in the true No. XI, then it must be No.
XII, of which formation the Survey knew
fully the existence and thickness within

the territory in question. Therefore, it

is not surprising, or in any way remark-

able, that workable coal beds should be

found in the Lehigh region below the

Wharton- and Buck Mountain coal-beds.

The formation of No. XII, the Pottsville

conglomerate series, is considerably thin-

ner in this field than in the Southern coal-

field of the Schuylkill region, where along

Sharp mountain it exceeds 1450 ft. in

thickness, and contains six coal horizons.

Between Pottsville and Tamaqua, in

Sharp Mountain, the Pottsvillc-Lykcns

measures were for some time supposed to

be devoid of workable coals, although the

intervals and various coal horizons were
well determined by the State Survey.

Recently, between the two named places,

it has been my pleasure, while making
some geological examinations for coal

along the Sharp mountain, to rediscover

an old shaft, which indicated the Lykens
No. 4 bed, as several of the overlying beds

had previously been found, the old pros-

pects of which had been opened. This

bed was found to incline vertically and

measured 8 ft. in thickness. It lies con-

siderably to the south of the mountain

crest, 760 ft. below the Buck Mountain

bed. Of course, no such an interval of

1400 ft. for the Pottsville No. XII can

begin to exist in the Black Creek district

of the Lehigh region.

Coal-beds are known to exist in Mc-

Caulcy's mountain. That the measures of

the Nescopeck mountain arc below the

coal formation is undoubtedly true, and

where any coal-beds in the Black Creek

district come in below the No. XI of the

Mauch Chunk red shale and the Potts-

ville conglomerate measures No. XII

—

both of which have thinned considerably

in that direction—then they are of Pocono

age.

.\n Illustration from Alabama

Some time ago I undertook the examin-

ation of a coalfield in Alabama, consider-

ably northward from the Birmingham dis-

trict. It appeared that a well-driller who

had been in the Pennsylvania coal region

was doing some drilling for water in the

northern part of the State. This was along

the low lands of the Paint Rock river val-

ley and some of its branches, the object of

the examination being particularly with

reference to establishing the integrity of

a large seam of coal which had been re-

ported to have been penetrated in one of

the water wells. All of the well waters

were strongly impregnated with mineral,

and in most wells, below a certain depth,

a black substance was claimed to be pres-

ent. From this it was argued that the en-

tire country was underlaid with this large

body of coal. The Cumberland Plateau

region was everywhere visible in the

higher altitudes, 650 ft. above the bottom

lands of the valley. Later, an investiga-

tion showed several seams of coal in the

plateau region below the cliff rocks, rang-

ing to 4 ft. 2 in. in thickness. It was then

demanded that the li-ft bed of coal be

found. The base of the valley land was

occupied by a heavy bed of limestone, per-

sistent and regular, but on account of the

talus the thickness could not be accurately

determined. The li-ft. coal-bed proved to

be a myth. The black subsfance, com-

posed of clay, sand and pebbles from sev-

eral Waaler wells was found to have been

stained and coated black from long stand-

ing by the mineral in the water.

The Mauch Chunk Red Shale

With respect to the Mauch Chunk red

shale No. XI, it is needless to discuss the

established rules of geology as being

fundamental or specific in what lies above

or below. This has been well authenti-

cated long ago by competent authorities

as to what constitutes the coal-bearing

formation. In the Pennsylvania anthra-

cite field No. XII and the formation

above it corresponds exactly to the bitum-
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inous measures of the Pennsylvanian

series. Every geologist knows that na-

ture is perfect in her unbuilding and de-

struction. The synclinal and anticlinal

axes can lie readily accounted for. as also

can the formation of the great coal meas-

ures, and their destruction at places. If

we investigate, we can reason why the

GEOUX:tCAL SECTIONS

Buck Mountain bed, for example, has a

conglomerate top at one place, at another

a sandstone top. and again a slate top.

Also why the coal-bed thickens and thins

out, why it splits into two or more dis-

tinct and separate beds, or why one coal-

bed is clean, another streaked with ref-

use, bone, shale, slate and sandstone. All

these features and conditions were gov-

erned by the well regulated conditions

which existed during the deposition of

the coal-beds.

The Origin.al Lehich Co.\l Measures

It is misleading to dwell at any length

upon the hypothesis whether the original

coal measures have been touched in the

Lehigh district. The limitations of the

field are too well known for further dis-

cussion along that line. Professor Lesly

claimed that the entire State of Pennsyl-

vania was at one time covered by coal

measures, and this is accepted as true.

As to whether the original content of this

area comprised 17.000 square miles of

anthracite measures is a matter that would

be extremely difficult of explanation. The
combined area of the anthracite field is

only about 480 square miles, so that what-

ever now remains of the original contents

of this formation was finally preserved

from total destruction by the agencies

which were prevented from further e.x-

erting their maximum erosive influences.

All the causes combined removed the por-

tions now known once to have existed.

It is therefore easy for anyone to under-

stand, without getting too busy to see why
certain coal areas were preserved from

total destruction in their present position

and shape.

Briefly, in all of the anthracite areas,

the perimeters are entirely surrounded by

a persistent stratum of Pottsville con-

glomerate No. XII, below which no coal-

beds of commercial importance are known
to exist. These great and conspicuous

strata completely encircle every basin of

anthracite coal, and may be traced for

dozens of miles.

FoR.M.\TION OF THE CoAL MEASURES

.'Ml of the .'\ppalachian coal measures

were undoubtedly formed upon the bed

of the ocean. There is not anything tan-

gible to support the swamp theory and tilt-

ing process of the earth's crust in the

formation of the coal-beds. The deposit

went forward with as much precision and
regularity as the present tides and wav».;

along both the -Atlantic and Pacific coasts,

during the deposition of the countless

numbers of varying minute organisms,

the combined products of which resulted

in a layer on the successive floors of the

ocean, which afterward became our pres-

ent coal-beds. During the process of

growth of these minute and microscopic

vegetable organisms in the water, and their

sub.sequent deposition upon the Appalach

Jan ocean floor, the erosive agencies on
the earth's surface were sufficiently ar-

rested by seasonable or climatic changes

during the formation of each bed and
seam of coal. Therefore, none of the

coal measures intact then, while forming

future coal-beds, was subjected to erosive

agencies, other than by currents within

the ocean, which had little effect .upon
such beds as protoplasm.

As to the missinij parts of the anthra-

cite formation, the erosion of which did

not occur until Irns; after the deposition

of the coal m.^asuies, how then can they

be found to undcrli-.; the strata of older

formations? After 20 years' sen'ice in

almost every part of nearly all tlie im-

portant coalfields of the United States

and New Mexico, I have not observed or

heard of a single instance wherein coal-

beds in' the various basins, or in the an-

thracite fields, finally turn over and dis-

.ippear under the Mauch Chunk red shale

or the Pocono sandstone in the latter

fields. They will, however, in places in

the Pennsylvania anthracite fields be

found to disappear within their own creo-

H.W.A.
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logical horizon only, not under or above

it, unless inverted w'thin their part'cular

sphere of influence. This is true of the

entire .Appalachian coalfield of which the

anthracite field of Pennsylvania forms a

very small portion, and which undoubtedly

formed a part of 'the same deposition

as that of the coalfields of In.'iana, Illi-

nois, Iowa, and the Indian Territory, ly

ing within the Pennsylvania series. The
Pocono coals No. X, and those of earlier

age, or later formation, such as the Ter-

tiary and Cretaceous, are out of the ques-

tion.

The So-called New Supplies

The so-called new supplies of aiUhr.i-

cite coal undoubtedly correspond wilh the
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horizon of the Pottsville No. XII forma-

tion. The Potlsville-Lykcns series No.

XII is identical with the Pocahontas-New

Kiver series of Virginia and West Vir-

ginia. It also agrees with the inter-con-

glonierate scries of the bituminons re-

gions of Pennsylvania, the Sharon and

Mercer coals, an^l reitain workable seams

in the State of Oh!o. Recently, in look-

ing over the West Virginia coal exhibit

;it the Jamestown Exposition I noticed in

ihc coal monument, below the Kanawha

formation No. XIII. the Pennsylvaria

.\llegheny formation, that the Fottfvdle

No. XI 1 series included the following

beds of coal : The Sewell. Welc'i, Beck-

ley. Firecreek. Pocahontas No. ), and

Pocahontas No. 3. thus making the seams

of the Pocahontas field separate and dis

linct from the Sewell and Fire Creek

beds of the New River formation, when
in reality they appear to be of the same

geological horizon. The Sewell or Poca-

hontas No. 5 bed of the New River series

corresponds to the No. 5 of the Pi-.cahon-

tas region, and the Fire Creek seam un-

(|uestionably agrees with the No. 3 or Po-

cahontas bed of coal. The Pottsville-

l.ykens formation No. XII corresponds

identically with the Pocahontas-New-

River districts of Virginia and West Vir-

S,'inia. There is no question about this. The
horizon of the top of this corner in below

ihc Wharton and Buck Mountain beds of

I be anthracite fields. The Pocahontas .\'o.

-, or Sewell seam agrees with the Lyken.^-

Fottsville coal-beds Nos. 2 and 3, and the

Pocahontas No. 3. or Fire creek of the

New River, with the Pottsville Lykens

No. 5 coal-bed.

.•\s for new supplies of anthracite coal

existing below the known horizon of the

several coal formations, it is impossible

to conceive that the geological theory of

the stratigraphic succession can or ever

will be set aside with regard to the Penn-

svlvania Coal Series.
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will be decreased 20 to 35 per cent., and if

such obstacles are placed in the airway any

length of tinu-, a serious disaster may

resuli.

.\n efficient horizontal centrifugal pump,

according to one eminent engineer, should

have a suction inlet on each side of the

pump case, so that an equal amount of

water enters on each side of the piston,

thus perfectly balancing the same and

preventing all end thrust of shaft. The
pump should be made strong and heavy

if it is to be used where the lift is high or

the suction long, and it should be capable

of passing muddy or gritty water without

injury to its parts. The pump shell

should be swivcled on to a hooded frame,

so as to bring the suction and discharge

in a position suitable for the work. Shaft

bearings each side of the pump should be

so arranged that they can be removed
without disturbing the pump or pipe con-

nections. Pumps built with an electric

motor directly connected take up little

space, and are always ready for use. The
motor and pump should have the same

speed, but in case of the motor having a

higher speed, the pump can be geared

Developing mines by tunnel is mure

common in the anthracite lield than in

the bituminous region, the reason being

that the measures now being mined are

highly inclined and deep, and to open such

deep seams from the surface would be too

expensive when compared with the cost

of driving a tunnel.

Underground tunnels are common

throughout the anthracite region, espe-

cially in the Panther creek and Lehigh

districts. When new workings are opened

up on a measure by means of a tunnel

from a well developed vein, the workings

can be developed to a limited area with

one opening, but the law requires a sec-

ond opening to secure proper ventilation

of the workings, and the second opening

can be used as an exit for the miners in

case of a fire or a cave. Where the meas-

ure lies at a shallow depth under the sur-

face, the second opening may be obtained

by driving an airway up to the outcrop,

which may, in some cases, be used as a

manway. But when the measure lies

deep under the surface a second tunnel is

necessary. Such a tunnel should be driven

at some distance from the first ; the law

requires a minimum distance of 60 ft.

In driving a main, tunnel, the usual

practice is to carry on one side of the

tunnel, an airway which is constructed by

a brattice carried on a row of props. The

usual width of such a tunnel is 12 ft. and

the high! 7 ft. above the rail, so that the

mules can stand in the tunnel without

touching the roof. The air-course in the

tunnel is usually but tempoirary in char-

acter, to secure ventilation until a second

opening is made. Posts and brattices are

removed after the new workings are fully

developed. In case a double track is re-

quired, the tunnel may be driven 14 to 16

ft. wide; much depends, however, on the

gage and the size of the cars. For a 3-ft.

gage, the width should be 14 ft. with a

7-ft. center for the tracks. A ditch lyi ft.

wide at the top, i ft. wide at the bottom

and from 12 to 18 in. deep should be pro-

vided on one side of the tunnel to drain

the water. To insure perfect drainage,

the tunnel should have at least i per cent,

grade in favor of the load. If the grade

is less than J per cent, the road is apt to

become sluggish and water will find its

way to the base of the rail, and as it con-

tains sulphuric acid, this chemical will cor-

rode the iron and the rails will soon have

10 be replaced with new ones.

Cost of Dhiving

Tunnels of much smaller size arc used

m mines where the workings are small

Developing a Gaseous Seam

In case the vein to be developed is of

a gaseous nature it is advisable to make

the width and hight a little larger to in-

sure ample space for ventilation. It should

be remembered that when cars are left on

the tracks, the sectional area of the tunnel

and free from gas, or where the ventila-

tion is effected by other methods. Under

such local conditions the tunnels now in

use are from 6 to 8 ft. wide and 7 ft. high.

I he cost of driving a tunnel depends upon

the size and length and upon local con-

ditions. For a medium-sized tunnel

through carboniferous sandstone the cost

will be from $3 to $S per cu.yd. solid, but

in moderately soft rock such as slate and

shale the above cost may be reduced from

ID to 25 per cent.

The power used for work of this class

is compressed air. The advantages of this

power are obvious ; in case the tunnel to

be driven is outside, the ventilation of the

workings may be affected by the exhaust

air from the drills. In mines where the

workings are free from gas, airways in

the tunnels are sometimes omitted and

this method of ventilation substituted. In

an ordinary tunnel 8x12 ft., two drills can

be worked and the average progress of

such drills driven through ordinary sand-

stone is from 15 to 25 yd., per month of

3 shifts per day.

Method of Blasting

In blasting rock, dynamite is generally

used and is fired by electricity. In com-

paratively hard rock at least four holes

on the bottom and three to blow down the

top are required for a tunnel of 7x8 ft.,

but nine to twelve holes are necessary for

an 8xi2-ft. tunnel. When the tunnel rock

dips toward lUe mouth of the tunnel, the

top holes should be fired first and the bot-

tom blasted afterward. The reverse

should be the firing order when the rock

dips away from the mouth. When the

stratification of the rock is nearly vertical,

a central group of converging holes should

be fired first. In some cases the cleavage

may exercise a greater infiuence than the

dip; in such cases the position of the holes

and the firing order should be determined

without regard to the position of the dip.

There are comparatively few tunnels in

the anthracite field that require timbering,

as the majority have good sandstone

roofs. But when tunnels are driven from

the surface to the coal measures, they are

generally timbered for a short distance

from the mouth to keep the loose rock up,

while retaining walls are also built at the

mouth to keep the wash from coming

down.

Tunnel timbering is similar to gangway

timbering. It consists of a bottom sill,

two legs and a collar, which arc usually

square. They are set from two to four

feet apart and sheathed with a heavy

plank and usually reinforced by fore-pol-

ing under the loose materials.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
The guides in a shaft may be bolted 10

the biuitoiis by bolts with countersunk

heads; but a better practice is to let them

into gains cut on the bunions, for by this

method heavier guides may be used and

the bolts arc subjected to less strain.

The stuffing boxes used in hoisting en-

gines should be of the gland and screw-

cap types as they make it impossible to

cramp the gland in any way and so cut

or bind the piston rods. Experience has

shown that this type of stuffing box is also

economical in the use of packing and is

easily accessible.

The experience of diamond drillers

shows that about 90 per cent, of the

breakage of core-drill rods occurs at the

joint. This is due to the fact that the

diameter of the rod is reduced at this

point to make a flush threaded connection.

But if the ends of the rods are upset and

of a imiform diameter throughout, the

breakage of rods is practically unknown.

In mining bituminous coal the under-

cutting should be from 2'/i to 5 ft., and

when made with a miner's pick, it should

be from 6 to 12 in. high at the face and

about I in. wide, which is the breadth of

the cutting point of the miner's pick, at

the other end. In making a cut the miner

should lie in a half recumbent attitude

or flat on his side with his head close to

the floor to enable him to see into the cut.

When the mouth of the sl6pe is located

at a considerable elevation above the near-

est water-course, a gangway is usually

opened out as soon as the slope has

reached a depth corresponding to the low-

est point on the outcrop of the seam and
driven through to daylight, thus forming
an open water-level drift. In making
such connections, the common practice is

to start the gangway from the surface as

well as from the foot of the slope.

A dead hole is one which is drilled at

right angles to the face of the working

and has no undercut or mining to assist

in the breaking of the coal. The charge in

this hole is given no opportunity to blast

out the coal, except as it may break off a

small portion at the mouth of the hole.

When such a hole is fired, the explosive

force developed will sometimes blow out

the tamping and produce what is called a

blown-out shot. The effect is the same as

if the shot was fired from a gun.

The quantity of water required by a

diamond drill depends on the character of

the rock and the condition of the bore.

In case the hole does not leak, all the wa-

ter forced into it returns to the surface

and may be used over again. In such

cases from 250 to 350 gal. of water per

10-hour shift is sufficient. But if the

hole leaks, 500 to 1000 gal. per 10-

hour shift is necessary; all depends on

the speed of the drill and the size of the

hole. The larger the diameter of the hole

the greater the quantity of feed water re-

quired.

Seams of coal dipping with the slope of

the ground can generally be reached by

tunnels of moderate length, but when the

dip is away from the hill the length will

be much greater, and unless several seams

are to be developed it has seldom been

found best to open in this way. Tunnel

collieries can be more cheaply operated

than either shaft or slope openings, as

neither hoisting or pumping machinery is

needed. But it must be remembered that

when the coal above the water level is ex-

hausted the tunnel becomes almost worth-

less, which is a serious offset to the ad-

vantages.

The principal economies resulting from

the use of electricity are (i) reduced

stand-by charges; (2) small loss in trans-

mission; (3) high efficiency of the elec-

tric motor; (4) lower capital cost of pro-

ducing and transmitting energj'. The
saving is especially noticeable where the

workings are spread over a large area, as

ihe whole of the steam plant can be con-

cei^trated at one point. The cost of elec-

tric power varies over wide limits and de-

pends upon (i) the size of the undertak-

ing; (2) capital outlay (influenced by lo-

cality)
; (3) cost of fuel and circulating

water (if water power is not available)
;

(4) load factor. Where electric driving

has been adopted on an extensive scale,

the load factor at the power-house is be-

tween 30 and 40 per cent.

An important matter to be considered

in connection with air compressors is that

of varying the power exerted in accord-

ance with the demands for air, so as to

maintain the air pressure as constant as

posssible. When the compressor is steam

driven the speed of the machine can be

varied automatically by a valve operated

by slight variations in the air pressure,

but when the compressor is driven at a

constant speed other means are necessary.

If the machine is belt-driven an automatic

appliance should be fitted, operated by

fluctuations in pressure to move the belt

from a fast to a loose pulley. When
electrically driven, the machine can be

fitted with an automatic switch to stop and

start it in accordance with the changes in

pressure due to variation of demand.

If air is compressed in a single stroke

from atmospheric pressure and a temper-

ature of 60 deg. F. to a final pressure of

100 lb., the ma.ximum temperature of 484

deg. F. may be developed. This temper-

ature is unquestionably destructive to or-

dinary lubricants and oils of common
quality are distilled into a solid, gritty,

coke-like or gummy substance which cre-

ates friction in the moving parts of the

machinery unless proper jacketing devices

are employed to keep the parts cooled.

The collection of such deposits in ports

and valves may so obstruct and clog them

as to cause leakage and throw an addi-

tional load on the compressor. If on the

other hand, the same volume of air is

compressed in the first cylinder to a press-

ure of say 25 lb., the ma.ximum tempera-

ture that can be attained is only 233 deg.

P., which temperature will not deposit or

destroy the lubricating oils of good qual-

ity. This air, after passing through the

intercooler, is brought back to the origi-

nal temperature of 60 deg. F. and com-

pressed in a two-stage compressor from

25 lb. to 100 lb. in the second cylinder; the

highest temperature attained in the sec-

ond cylinder is about the same as that at-

tained in the first cylinder.

All breathing apparatus for use in mines

must be air tight as far as the passage of

air from the outside to the inside is con-

cerned. Such apparatus should be fitted

out with emphatic, mechanical, warning

instruments that will warn the wearer of

the failure of o.xygen before the percent-

age has fallen to a dangerous limit. This

result is best obtained by arranging and

working the apparatus so that it becomes

filled with a mixture containing 60 to 70

per cent, of oxygen. Before the oxygen

percentage has been reduced to the limit

of safety the apparatus will then become

so empty and respiration so impeded or

impossible that the attention of the wearer

cannot fail to be attracted mechanically.

.A.ny apparatus which permits the possi-

bility of the user being unknowingly led

into breathing a mixture containing less

than 12 per cent, of oxygen must be

looked upon as extremely dangerous. All

breathing apparatus should also have at-

tached a moderately distended bag to act

as reservoir and as a buflfer or cushion

for the ebb and flow of inspiration and

expiration. Such a bag must be so large

that the deepest inspiration or expiration

may be contained in it quite easily. The

dead space in a respiration apparatus

should not exceed 200 or 250 cubic centi-

meters.
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Tlie Market for Lead

I lie reduction of 0.5c. per lb. in the

price of lead l.tsl Satnrday, fulliiwinn a

reduction of the same ainoinit about 10

weeks ago, cvidenc'es the wisdom of the

.\merican Smelling and RelininR Com-

pany in not alteniptinc to override the

law of supply and demand, although its

latest action was rather tardy. Even at

4.75c., .\ew York, the price for the metal

is high enough to yield a fair profit to

the producers, notwithstanding that the

cost of production has risen largely dur-

ing tile last six or. seven years, perhaps

more than in the case of any other of the

principal metals, al least in one important

district. Si.\ or seven years ago pig lead

could be produced in Southeastern Mis-

souri on the basis of 2.25c. per lb., de-

livered at St. Louis. Since then the cost

has increased immensely through large

advances in the wages for labor and de-

crease in the efficiency of the men, but

these and the other factors have hardly

doubled the price. In the Cceur d'Alenc

the increase in the cost of production has

been by no means so serious. Of course

it is well known that these two districts

furnish upward of 50 per cent, of the total

domestic production and are the domina-

ting agents in the market.

While there arc no statistics of 'produc-

tion available for the current year, it is

to be supposed that the Coeur d'Alene,

Southwestern Missouri and the other dis-

tricts have been making their normal in-

crease, there having been no set-backs in

any of them, while on the other hand it is

quite certain that consumption has 'not

kept pace with j)roduction, as there have

been considerable accumulations of unsold

lead in almost all quarters. We under-

stand that the market for white lead has

suffered no diminution in activity, where-

fore the falling off must have been in the

demand for sheet lead, pipe,- etc., which

are used largely in the building and elec-

trical trades. The reduction in price at

the end of June failed to stimulate de-

mand to any considerable extent, and

since then outside refiners have been

freely offering the metal at cut prices,

without bringing about any large business.

The larger part of the lead produced in

the United Slates is still sold by contract

at the settling price established by the

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, but within the last two months

several contracts expired and were not

leiiewcd, and outside dealers, who con-

formed to the trust schcilule when the

market w'ls strong and rising, have pur-

sued a different policy since it turned the

other way. Of course this has been in-

strumental in causing the recent reduc-

tion in price, but it is to be remarked that

since the experience of the trust with a

large accuinulation of lead on its hands in

1901 it has uniformly pursued a wise

policy in bowing to unfavorable conditions,

and on the other hand has not exacted

the last pound of flesh when it might have

done so.

In the lead market the .Vmerican Smelt-

ing and Refining Company has, during the

last two or three years, acquired an im-

portant interest as a producer, through its

subsidiary companies—the Federal Lead

Company, the Federal Mining and Smelt-

ing Company, the Western Mining Com-

pany, etc.—but its larger interest is simply

as a middleman, buying from the pro-

ducers and selling to the manufacturers.

We think there is no question that the

practical control of the industry by the

-American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany has kept the price of lead during

the last six or seven years above what

otherwise it would probably have been,

w'hich has been to the advantage of the

producers and through them to the min-

ers who work for wages. On the other

hand the manufacturers do not care very

much ; they would as lief see the price

high as low ; indeed, in soine lines they

prefer it to be high. The persons who

are affected adversely are the ultimate

consumers, the intangible fellows who can

make their views evident only by ceasing

to buy. It remains now to be seen

whether the new price for lead will in-

terest them.

There have been rumors of a plan to

induce the outside producers of the

Coeur d'Alene to agree to a limitation of

production, which might not be difficult to

consummate, inasmuch as there are only

three " of much importance, viz., the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan, the Hecla, and

the Hercules. If such a move has really

been considered, the recent reduction in

price must be interpreted as meaning that

no agreement could be reached on the old

price basis ;
possibly this explains the

tardiness of the trust in making its latest

reduction. However, there have been in

the past such agreements with the Coeur

d'Alene producers and there m.iy be

again.
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\Vc referred above to the continued

good business on the part of the corrodcrs,

who have not yet been compelled to re-

duce the price for white lead. However,

this is a trade in which tluctualions in the

price for the material play a smaller part

than in many others. The larger part of

the expense in paintint; is the labor. The

job of painting a house may require 1000

lb. of white lead and the difference of ic.

per lb. will amount to only $10. which

would hardly deter a house owner if the

painting were necessary, which periodi-

cally is the case. An interesting feat-

ure in the white-lead business is the plan

of certain large interests, which of course

will be followed by all. of selling after

this year on the basis of net weight. This

will necessitate a higher quotation for

white lead in order to cover the cost of

the package and will be a reason wliy the

price for that substance will not go down

in proportion with the price of pig lead.

The Mill Situation at Cripple

Creek

It has been announced by the United

States Reduction and Refining Company,

with somewhat of a flourish of trumpets,

that the sulphur penalty on all ore,

whether shipped under contract or the

"open rate.'" has been abolished. The

sulphur limit was 3 per cent., with a pen-

alty of 25 per cent, for each unit of excess,

and it was further provided that the maxi-

mum penalty should not exceed $2.50 per

ton. and on ore of all grades. The aboli-

tion of the penalty is of benefit only to a

few of the very deep mines, which have

heavy sulphide ores, as the majority of

the ores of Cripple Creek carry about 2

per cent, sulphur, and the move is in point

of fact more of a "sop to Cerberus" than

any great reduction in treatment charges

Cyaniding seems to be victorious. The

Homestake mill is making money on oxi-

dized ore running from $2 to $2.50 per

ton. The Anaconda mill, running mainly

on oxidized ores, has been in successful

operation for about two years. Thfc Joe

Dandy has just completed a lOO-ton plant

at the mine. The Wishbone mill, stamp-

ing in cyanide solution, is going to run

at a capacity of i(X) tons per day, which

must, of course, be oxidized ores ; but

the adding of a roasting plant is contem-

plated. The W. P. H. mill, on Ironclad

hill, is also a cyanide plant, and the Isa-

bella has a loo-ton cyanide plant which

lias run successfully for sonic lime past.

I he Vindicator built an experimental cy-

anide plant to use the roasting process

;ind treat sulpho-lelluride ores, which is

said to have been satisfactory; it is now-

stated that a new 2Sp-ton plant will be

built. It is rumored also that the Port-

land contemplates a mill of large capacity

to treat low-grade ore. Stratton's Inde-

pendence has two cyanide hhIIs under con-

struction, a wet process to treat dump

ores and a dry process to treat high-grade

mine ores.

It is a notorious fact that the Cripple

Creek mine owners have been negligent

ii tackling the subject of ore treatment,

preferring to sell theii ores to the custom

mills, instead of treating them on the

ground ; but the foregoing list of mills in

operation and under construction will

clearly show that the old policy is rapidly

passing away, and it will be but a short

time before the large producing mines

\.i!I have their own redviclion works. Af-

ter all, the question of treatment charges

on Cripple Creek ore is one that is in the

producers' hands, if they choose to be

mterprising. The chief thing for them to

liarn in building mills of their own is to

employ proper metallurgical and engineer-

ing assistance and to shun the charlatan

and "process" man. The silly idea that

the ores could be treated only at valley

points, and by tne chlorination process,

is exploded, and wc look in the near

future for each mine of importance to

treat its own ores near the shaft mouth,

thus bringing the practice of every other

part of the world we are familiar with

into successful use in the district; and the

tribute formerly paid to custom mills and

railroads will then accrue to the owners

of the mines

The Card System in Colorado

The card system for which liulkley

Wells, late adjutant general of Colorado,

was largely responsible, has been abol-

ished by its originator at the Smuggler

Union mine. Also at the Liberty Bell

mine, and throughout the San Juan re-

gion, this un-American, unreasonable and

objectionable practice has been abolished.

The Leadville mine owners gracefully and

quietly allowed it to pass into oblivion

about a year ago, but the mine owners of

Cripple Creek, with their persistence in

this now unnecessary and antiquated card

system, are very likely to force another

crisis. During August notices were posted

at the mines at Cripple Crock that the old

cards had to be surrendered and new ones

taken out before Sept. 1.

It is a well known fact that the card

system did not fill the "bill it was intended

to, viz., that of preventing the men from

affiliating with the Western Federation

of Miners, and after presumably a fair

trial of it the mine owners in most of the

districts of Colorado wliich have been

afflicted with labor troubles have now

abandoned it, to the end that they might

obtain tjie best class of miners to operate

their properties. But in Cripple Creek

the fight is still continued, and it is now

stated that many of the best miners have

refused to take out the new cards, and it

is also said that the agents of the Mine-

Owners' Association are trying to recruit

labor in the Joplin district once more,

where they are likely to be disappointed,

inasmuch as the miners there now have

different ideas from those of a few years

ago, when they were famous as strike-

breakers.

We deplore the inability of the Cripple

Creek Mine Owners' Association to see its

way to follow the more liberal policy dis-

played by its co-workers in the other great

mining districts of Colorado. 1 he safety

of American industries is dependent upon

the establishment of the principle of the

open shop, and that is a principle which

must work both ways.

Black Sand Mining

Apparently another failure is to be re-

corded in beach, or black sand, working

for gold in California. The Point Sal

Mining Company of San Luis Obispo

county, organized to work the auriferous

sands of the ocean beach at Point Sal,

does not seem to have been successful in

its efforts, as an assessment has been

levied after a year or so of work. A
newly devised and patented gold saver

was tried, and expectations were high as

to values to be recovered. That there is

gold in the Point Sal sands there is no

doubt, as there is in many other ocean

beaches in California; but saving it profit-

ably is another and serious question.

There is hardly any mining proposition

which appeals so strongly to men ignorant

of mining, as a "black sand" mine, yet

there are many more failures than suc-

cesses, as in this instance.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

Referring to the article by G. F. BearUs-

Icy in the Journal of August 24, I wish

to give the result of similar experiments

in the smehing of raw copper nickel pyr-

rhotites, anJ the reasons for failure, which

differ from those assigned by Mr. Beards-

ley.

In all of the experiments described by

Mr. Beardsley, the furnace was running

on a charge of roasted ore with 13 per

cent, of coke and this was changed to a

charge of raw ore with 31/2 to 6 per cent,

of coke. Mr. Beardsley states that the

tests lasted only from two to four hours,

and the difficulties began to show within

an hour after the change of charge. This

is similar to my own experience, but I take

an entirely different view of the cause of

failure to effect concentration by oxida-

tion of the sulphides. The 13 per cent, of

fuel that was on the charge that preceded

the raw charge was not entirely consumed
when the raw charge got down to the

smelting zone in the furnace, and the heat

and reducing action of this remnant of

fuel was sufficient to melt part of the sul-

phides and run them out as low-grade

matte with the results as described.

If the furnace had been started on 354

per cent, of fuel instead of following a

charge with 13 per cent, it would not

have started with the sudden rush of low-

grade matte as described ; but would prob-

ably not have started at all. Like a horse

left at the post, it could not be said of it

that it "also ran." I have tried this va-

riation and found the furnace was, so to

speak, left at the post. This indicates to

me that more than y/- to 6 per cent, of

coke is necessary to smelt a charge of this

character. In other words, the fusing

point of the ore is higher than a charge

of ore containing only copper, which

would run on the percentage of fuel that

a charge of nickel copper ore would not

run on. The fact that the furnace almost

stopped smelting and was rescued with

difficulty as soon as the remnant of the 13

per cent, of fuel had burned out, proves

that this is the true cause and not, as Mr.

Beardsley states, the lower fusing point

of the sulphides which he says liquated

out, and left the furnace full of a skeleton

of rock matter.

To illustrate the effect of fuel already

in the furnace, I recall an annoying expe-

rience that happened in East Helena. An
order had been given to the feeder on a

furra.'i- to reduce the .inionnt iif roki' 0:1

the cliui;ge. He misunderstood the order

and did not put in any fuel, and several

hours later it became apparent that some-

thing was amiss. Inquiry showed that

about 10 tons of charge had been fed with-

out fuel. Immediately an extra amount
of fuel and matte was fed in and the blast

increased, and the furnace pulled through

without a freeze-up. This happened on a

lead furnace where about 15 per cent, of

coke was being used.

.\ccording to the analyses which .\lr.

Beardsley gives there is less than 20 per

cent, of insoluble or rock matter in the

ore and if the furnace practically quit

smelting within such a short time as he

describes, it is impossible that so much
rock matter could accumulate in the shaft

of the furnace unless the charge turned to

rock in the furnace, which is not very

likely.

1 do not find anything to criticize in

Mr. Beardsley's statement of facts or the

results for I have been all over the same
road, but I think the conclusions he draws
from them are erroneous. The conclusion

that I have come to, is that the fusing

point of the ore is higher than a similar

ore containing copper only. The charge

must be fused or it will not smelt. If the

necessary fuel to melt it is put on, it pre-

vents oxidation ; and without oxidation,

concentration is impossible. Take off the

fuel and the furnace stops, put it on and
it prevents concentration.

As a choice between the devil and the

deep sea, we smelt pile-roasted ore in the

old fashioned way. If we could smelt the

ores raw and produce a converting grade
of iTiatte, the slag losses would probably

be too high to admit of it being done. The
slag will carry about as much nickel' as

copper, irrespective of the fact that, if

only copper were present, the metal loss

would be one-half as much as the sum of

the two. Smelting with a high degree of

oxidation makes fouler slags on the same
grade of matte than would be produced
with more fuel and reduction.

HiR.AM W. Hl.XON.

Victoria Mines, Ont., Aug. 29, 1907.

Some Metallurgical Vagaries

Regarding the metallurgical proposition

which Mr. VVoodbridge found on a prop-

erty in the Southwest and described in the

Journal of Aug. 10, I met a man on a

train a few days ago . who has

the Southwestern metallurgist beaten.

He proposes to build a furnace that will

use for fuel three parts crude oil and 17

parts water. This is mixed with the ore

and away it goes. He generates such an

intense heat with this fire tlial he has the

other man discounted. He proposes to

volatilize the metals, so that the least vola-

tile will go into a receptacle by itself.

When the heat is raised to such a point

that it is the turn for another metal

to come he closes the door and has it

caught, just as we used to catch squirrels.

Then he turns the draft into another

chamber and catches that metal ; then he

.closes the door, and so on ad infinitum.

If the two men could get together, prob-

ably they could turn out something pretty

good. All my man lacks is capital ; he is

now looking for capital to go into this

proposition. He claims he can smelt any
ore for 6se. a ton. Furthermore by his

process he has smelted a ton of quartz ore
in California and got 97 per cent, extrac-

tion of gold without using any flux. If

any other man can beat this, he should
come forward. C.

Tonopah, Nev., Aug. 20, 1907.

Compressed Air in Mining

With regard of the interesting article

in your valued Journ.\l of May 4 on the

subject of "Compressed Air in Mining,"
by J. H. Hart, it may interest some of
your readers to know that I have recently

submitted to the Mining E.xploration

Company, for which I am acting in con-
sulting' capacity, plans for utilizing air

compressed by means of a falling column
of water. We propose to use air so com-
pressed direct in our blast furnace and
converters, without the necessity of elec-

tric generators, motors, blowers or air-

compressors. Cl.\ude V.^utin.

Santiago, Chile. July 10, 1907.

When the \o. 9 style "K" Gates breaker
was first designed, there was considerable

doubt as to whether the machine was not
of too large capacity for ordinary use.

Many stone companies installed crushers

of this size, however, even in places where
a smaller size would have had sufficient

capacity, because of its large receiving

opening and consequently the reduced cost

of quarrying. Until quite recently the

capacity was commonly said to be limited

only to the amount of stone that could be

fed to it. But, owing to the increased de-

mand for stone within the past few years,

quarrying methods have improved and
some of the owners have been able to keep
ilio \o o .-.instantly supplied.
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The Lost Bullion Spanish Mine

Fraud

Sl'EClAL COKKESPONDENCE

The extraordinary case in tlie United

States Circuit Court at Denver known as

the Lost Bullion Spanish mine has reached

a verdict, and 11 defendants have been

found guilty on three counts of having

used the mails to tleece the Hock of silly

ones—the poor suckers, of whom it has

been jocularly remarked, "a new crop is

born every live minutes." But these have

to be protected against themselves, and

the outcome of this trial will be alike a

warning to them, and to those promoters

who, the mining world over, are plying

their predatory trade.

What strikes one who is not of a legal

mind is the broad scope of justice of the

laws of the United States, which allowed

such a ridiculous swindle, based on such

palpably non-existent values, to have been

seriously considered pro and con for

nearly a month by a learned judge and a

jury of acumen and intelligence.

The evidence would be amusing, and

might be classed under the head of "opera

bouffe mining," had not the end been so

tragical, for the maximum sentence which

can be imposed on the conspiracy convic-

tion is a fine of $10,000 and two years'

imprisonment, with no minimum ; and for

using the mails to defraud, the maximum
is $500 and 18 montlis' imprisonment. And

the tragedy is perhaps equally divided be-

tween the convicted men and the poor

dupes who, perchance to augment a lim-

ited income, may have lost their all, and

who alone arc deserving of sympathy.

The most notable points brought out

were that the judge, who, by the way,

had long experience on the bench in Crip-

ple Creek, and other mining centers, ap-

peared to be the best mining man in the

whole entourage, and promptly called

down several witnesses for making ab-

surd statements as to values. Also that

Waldemar Lindgren, of the United States

Geological Survey, whose standing and

ability are too well known to need com-

ment, deposed for the prosecution that the

alleged mine was simply a natural lime-

stone cave, containing no value whatever,

whereas on the other hand a local "ex-

pert" testified that its value wrs $31,000,-

000; but as this valuation was apparently

based on three assays, its correctness is

easily rated.

This same witness for the defense also

made a statement that ore runing 40c..

per ton could be mined and cyanidcd at a

profit. Philip Argall, who is an acknowl-

edged authority on cyaniding. was called

in rebuttal and testified that ore of such

a grade could not be worked at a profit

in the United States, and further showed

the utter absurdity of making any esti-

mate of value whatever on the three sam-

ples taken by the defense as a basis for

ilu- $ji.ooo,ooo estimate. .

.\r.utIuT mining engineer went so far

as to state in his report that he consid-

ered the property worth no less than

$10,000,000. It W'ould appear, however,

that the only undisputed metallic value

actually found in the cave was a bundle

of baling wire! The convicted men,

among whom are E. W. Sebben and

David H. Lawrance, figuring as "mining

engineers," have been given 16 days to

prepare their papers for appeal, and sen-

tence has not yet been passed

corporation very promising, and they may
in time rival any plant it now has or is

erecting. The site has been bought with

the view of indefinite e.\tension, including

1700 acres of available land, with a three-

mile water front, as above mentioned.

The Steel Corporation at Duluth

Special Correspondence

The United States Steel Corporation,

in the furtherance of its plans for steel

works at Duluth, has incorporated the

Interstate Transfer Railway, which is de-

signed to connect the works with every

railway reaching the head of Lake Supe-

rior, at some point outside of the present

points of traffic congestion. It will cross

into Wisconsin and extend to the south-

east end of the Duluth-Superior harbor,

affording sites for subsidiary manufactur-

ing enterprises on a road which can de-

liver material without delay. This road

is expected to cost in the neighborhood of

$1,500,000, exclusive of the right of way.

The corporation has paid about $500,000

for the site of its works at Duluth, which

covers three miles of deep-water front

situated along the harbor, and reached by

a 2i-ft. diannel from Lake Superior. Its

immediate plans for construction include

two 50-ton blast-furnace units, with the

necessary by-product ovens, open-hearth

steel furnaces, billet and finishing mills

for the furnaces.

So far the work has consisted in clear-

ing the ground, surveying for railways

and structures, testing foundations, plan-

ning dwellings, etc., and making plans for

the works. There will be 100 dwellings,

ranging in cost from $1000 up to $7000

each, and these are now in the hands of

architects. There will be some 12 miles

of trackage inside the works location,

and the plant will be connected with thr

Mesabi range by direct tracks of the Du-
luth, Missabe & Northern road, which is

also a Steel Corporation property.

The plans of the company are, of course,

absolutely undetermined as to future ex-

tensions, but it is understood tnat the

Duluth works will be extended to care

for all business of the corporation that

can be. better handled from the head of

Lake Superior than from Gary or other

works. As the Northwest is the region

where the great extension of railways is

likely to be. in future, and where there will

be a great growth of manufacturing and
building industry, the future of these

wrirks is cmisidered by the officers of the

Large Capacity Rivet Forges

I he efficiency and consequent conveni-

ence of rivet-heating forges depends

largely upon their capacity, ease of opera-

tion and portability. The depth of fire

carried must be sufficient to keep the

rivets hot for several minutes should the

blast be stopped and the diameterof thebed

of hot coals should be sufficient to enable

more than one gang to be supplied with

rivets, or such that the forge may be used

for general repair work of a heavier na-

ture. The forge described weighs but 135

lb. and the parts are readily detachable,

being arranged so that they can be as-

sembled in a few minutes. It is admirably

adapted for use on tanks, stand pipes,

steel buildings, bridges, in mines and for

railroad and erecting detachments.

The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo.

N. Y., makers of these forges, classify

them Nos. 625, 625A, and 625B. They

all measure 44 in. in bi,a;bt and are sup-

plied with a fan 12 in. in diameter. The
fan is operated by helical and spur cut

gears running in an oil bath, inclosed in

a dust and air tight case. The case may
be removed from around the mechanism

without disturbing the gears, as their bear-

ings are in a frame entirely independent

of the oil case. This design insures per-

fect alinement and operation of the gears

at all times. In this machine no spiral

gears are used as experiment has proven

that they do not wear satisfactorily in

service of this kind, though their use

would reduce the cost. The pinion on

the fan shaft is cut helical and so is the

gear driving it, which insures smooth run-

ning, because three of the gear teeth are

in mesh at one time.

The tuyere is placed in the bottom of

the fire fan, which is 4 in. deep. The

tuyere is in the shape of a ball enabling

the blast to be thrown in any direction to

maintain a large or small fire as desired

for the work in hand. Yet should clinker

form at this point a twist of the handle

breaks it off and it drops against the

clinker gate whence it may be removed at

any time.

Nos. 625. 625.A, and 625B have fire

fans 18, 22 and 24 in. in diameter respec-

tively.

The electrical utility of aluminum is at

present confined almost entirely to bus-

bars, high-tension overhead conductors

and low voltage feeders, insulated with

waterproof braid only.
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New Publications

(JKULOOY OF OIL AND GaS FlELUS IN StEU-

BENVILLE, BURCETTSTOWN, AND ClAYS-

viLLE Quadrangles, Ohio, West
ViKciNiA and Pennsylvania. By

VV. r. GriswoUl and M. J. Miiim.

V. S. GeolSgical Survey, Bulletin Xo.

J18. I'p. 11)6; illustrated. 6x9 in.;

paper. Washington, 1907 : Govern-

ment Printing Office.

Surface Water Svpply of Great Lakes

AND St. La\vkenl'e River Drainages.

1906. By H. K. Barrows and A. H.

Horton. U. S. Geological Survey,

Water Supply and Irrigation Paper

No. 200. Pp. 98; illustrated. 6x0 in.

;

paper. Washington, 1907: Govern-

ment Printing Office.

Surface Water Supply of Ohio and
Lower Eastern Mississippi River

Drainages, 1906. By M. R. Hall,

N. C. Grover and A. H. Horton.

U. S. Geological Survey, Water Sup-

ply and Irrigation Paper No. 205.

Pp. 123 ; illustrated. 6x9 in. ;
paper.

Washington, 1907 : Government Print-

ing Office.

SuRF.xcE Water Supply of Southern
.Atlantic and Eastern Gulf States,

1906. (Santee, Savannah, Ogeechee

AND Altamaha Rivers and Eastern

Gulf of Mexico Drainages.) By

M. R. Hall. U. S. Geological Survey,

Water Supply and Irrigation Paper

No. 204. Pp. iio; illustrated. 6x9

in. : paper. Washington, 1907 : Gov-

ernment Printing Office.

Surface Water Supply of Middle At-

lantic States, 1906. (Susque-

hanna, Gl'NPOWDER, PaTAPSCO, Po-

TOMAC, James, Roanoke and Yad-

kin River Drainages.) By N. C.

Grover. U. S. Geological Survey,

Water Supply and Irrigation Paper

No. 203. Pp. 100; illustrated. 6x9

in.
;
paper. Washington, 1907 : Gov-

ernment Printing Office.

Surface Water Supply of New Eng-

land, 1906. (Atlantic Coast of

New England Drainage.) By H. K.

Barrows. U. S. Geological Survey,

Water Supply and Irrigation Paper

No. 201. Pp. 120: illustrated. 6x9

in..; paper. Washington, 1907: Gov-

ernment Printing Office.

Die Entstehung Der Steinkohle Und
Verwandter Bilduncen Einsch-
liesslich Des Petroleums. By H.

Potonie. Pp. 45 ; illustrated. 6]4x

g'A in. ; paper, 4 marks. Berlin,

1907: Gebriider Borntraeger.

MiijiNG Laws of the State of Montana.
Compiled at the office of the Inspector

of Mines from the Montana Codes
and Session Laws of 1897, 1899, 1901,

1903, 1905. 1907. Pp. 60, 6.\9 in., paper.

Helena, Mont., 1907: Office of the

Inspector of Mines.

I his is a convenient coMipilation, giving

the mining laws of Montana, with all

amendments and alterations, including all

changes made by tile legislature at its last

session. It will be of service to all who
arc engaged in mining in the State, or in-

terested in its mining properties.

liiE Orkun of Ore Deposits. By
1-lieiine A. Ritter. Pp. 84 ; illustrated.

4Vix6 in.; Ilexible cloth covers, $1.

Denver, Colo., 1907 : Ores and Metals

Publishing Company.

Contents. Formation of igneous rocks.

Chemistry and metallurgy of igneous

rocks. Relation of eruptive rocks to ore

deposits. Fissure^ and their filling; veins

and shoots. Origin of the solutions that

deposit the ore. Formation of ore bodies

by aqueous solutions. Role of metasoma-
tism in the deposition of ore. Superficial

alteration. Secondary enrichment. In-

dex and glossary.

This is a condensed manual, published

in pocket form, so that it can be con-

veniently carried anywhere. The nine

chapters embody, in an elementary form,

the most recent information on ore de-

posits and the latest theories on their

formation, as elaborated in the more im-

portant articles published in the technical

papers, by the American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers and the United States Geo-
logical Survey.

Gold Dredging in Victoria'

Bv D. B. Sellers

During 1906 a record was established in

Victoria for workin.ij low-grade gravel at

a profit. The Vaughan Bucket Dredging
Company at Vaughan, in the Castlemaine

district, treated 437,213 cu.yd. of gravel

and extracted 914 oz. gold, valued at

^3538. A dividend of iiooo was paid, out

of this amount, on £3500 capital. In an

aggregate period of 1354 weeks 36 bucket

dredges recovered 30.759 oz. gold from
S.243,010 cu.yd. of material, taken from

,^33 acres. The yield averaged 1.8 grains

per cubic yard.

The yield from 82 pump-hydraulic
sluices for a total of 2270 weeks' work
was 52,498 oz. gold from 8,803,261 cu.yd.

material, an average of 2.86 grains per

cu.yd. Values in tin were also obtained.

Six hydraulic-jet elevators put through

258.953 cu.yd. of alluvion in 140 weeks,

recovering 2008 oz. gold, or 3.72 grains

per cu.yd. The area treated was 11 acres.

One rotary hydraulic plant, in operation

only four weeks, treated 2053 cu.yd. of

old mining debris and obtained 5.1 oz.

gold.

The foregoing 125 plants treated in all

17.307,277 cu.yd. of material and recov-

ered 85,271 oz. gold from an area of 628.5

acres. The yield thus obtained averaged

236 grains per cu.yd. and 135.6 oz. gold

•From the "Annual Report." Dppartmpnt
<if Mines, for 1908.

per acre. Employment was given to 2667
men.

The total quantity of material treated

during 1906 under the headiiHj of dredge
mining and hydraulic sluicing by gravita-

tion was 17,786,543 cu.ytl., as against

'3.897.<J43 for 1905. The amount of gold
obtained was 89,386 oz. and the yield per
cu.yd. of material treated was 2.41 grains,

compared with 2.59 for 1905. The num-
ber of men employed was 2813, and the

total area treated 646^^ acres.

A Combination Prospecting Drill

.•\ new drill capable of handling cores,

hollow rods, cable tools, or the combina-
tion of any two of these systems, is being
manufactured by the Cyclone Drill Com-
pany, Orrville, Ohio.

This drill is designed for territories

where conditions cannot well be met with

one tool equipment or in territories >vhere

the formation is not known. The drilling

elements, in themselves, are not new. but

their combination in one machine, mak-
ing it possible to operate any of the sys-

tems successfully, is novel and greatly aids

the prospector.

Cases arise where it is desired to obtain

cores of strata at depth and no importance
is attached to the exact character of the

overlying material. In such a case drill-

ing may be started with the churn drill

and continued to the point where a core

is desired. Later the core attachment is

brought into play and the core removed.

The result is the same, but the cost is

greatly reduced due to the difference in

cost between churn and core drilling.

Furthermore drilling in .soft or badly

broken material is more readily done with

the churn drill and holes can be sunk very

rapidly with this type. ,

The outfits are built in a number of

sizes, styles and various equipments to

meet manv conditions.

Mineral Production of Arizona

We published recently a table of the

returns made by the mines of Arizona

to the Territorial assessors. The follow-

ing condensed table shows the value, by
counties, of the gross product for 1906 of

the productive mines of the Territory

:

ror.NTV ORu.s.s value
Cochise $25,083,106
Cooonlno 5.383
<!lla 5,679.007
<iraham 10.983.602
Maricopa 14.778
Mohave 641.710
flma 1.151,013
final 20.466
Santa Cruz l.'?3.684

Yavapai 9.704.008
Yiima 284,504

Total 168.801,781

The total for Cochise county includes

two mines which made no returns ; they

were assessed at their full value. $17,51^,

jinder the law.
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Personal

MiniDK and metallurgical oDKloeers uro In-

vlioil to keep The Enqineekino and Mining
Joi'iiN.vi, InforniiHl of their movements and
nppolDtment!).

John B. Farrish, of Denver, Colo., is in

Mexico on professional business.

L. B. Wilder is at present assayer and

chemist for the States Mining Company,

Lincoln, Utah.

Frank C. Loring. of Cobalt, Ont., iias

opened a branch office at No. 20 Adelaide

street, Toronto.

H. v. Clement has returned to New
Vork after some time in Mexico on pro-

fessional business.

H. C. Enos has been examining property

at Clialchihuites, State of Zacatecas, Mex-
ico, for Los Angeles capital.

Lieutenant Colonel T. S. Parrott left

London, England, en route to Johannes-

burg, South Africa, on August 31.

Thomas A. Russell, of Springfield, Mo.,

has been looking after his mining inter-

ests in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.

Dr. John H. Banks, of Ricketts & Banks,

New York, has returned from a pro-

fessional trip to Prince William sound,

.\laska.

Miss F. Newport, of Daylesford, Vic-

toria, Australia, legal manager of the

North Mikado Gold Mining Company, has

resigned.

Percy E. Barbour, of Boston, has gone

to the property of the Navajo Gold Min-

ing Company, Bland. New Mexico, on

professional business.

E. A. Nis, mine superintendent of the

New York & Honduras Rosario Mining

Company, has been appointed general su-

perintendent of the same company.

J. R. Todd, 4)resident of the Quincy

Mining Company, has visited the com-

pany's properties in the Lake Superior

region and has returned to New York.

Robert Musgrave, general superintend-

ent for the Tigre Mining Company, S. A.,

of Sonora. Mexico, will shortly take a

vacation trip to Victoria, British Colum

bia.

M. S. Davys, a well known mine man-

ager in the West Kootenay district of

British Columbia, with his family left

Nelson, B. C, last month to reside in

England.

W. H. A. Fisher, of Boston, spent a few

days in Butte, Montana, the latter part of

.\ugiist, after having attended the meeting

of stockholders in the Barnes-King Com-
pany in Kendall.

T. H. Wilson, of London, England,

chairman of the Tyee Copper Company,

and Trcwartha James, of James Bros.,

are inspecting the company's property on

Vancouver Island, British Columbia

Emmet D. Boyle has left the North

Rapidan Mining Company at Dayton, of

which he has been manager since 1902,

and has opened offices as consulting and

mechanical engineer in Reno, Nevada.

John H. Winder, for a number of years

president of the Sunday Creek Coal Com-
pany of Ohio, has been appointed general

manager of the Clinchfield Coal Corpor-

ations properties in southwest Virginia.

Patrick Fitzgerald, manager of the

Lupita mines of the Mascota district of

Jalisco, Mexico, has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the Santo Domingo mines

in the Hostotipaquillo district of Guadala-

jara.

W. J. Elmendorf, engineer at the Arctic

Chief copper mine near Whitehorse, Yu-

kon Territory, Canada, is at his home in

Spokane, Washington. lie will return to

Whitehorse for a few weeks before winter

sets in.

Lucius W. Mayer, mining engmeer

with the American Smelters Securities

Company, is spending several weeks in

European mining centers investigating the

various methods of mining as there

carried on.

W. A. Simpson, who has bored gas and

oil wells in Petrolia, Ontario, and other

parts of Canada, has been engaged by the

New Zealand government to take charge

of the Taranaki Petroleum Company's

works, Moturoa, New Zealand

John L. Klindworth, chief draftsman of

the steel works department of the Jones

& Laughlin Steel Company, has resigned

to take charge on September 16, of the

rolling-mill engineering department of

the Mesta Machine Company. Pittsburg.

Obituary

Mr. Bice, metallurgist at the Tasmanian

Copper Company's works, Blinman, South

Australia, was killed July 21 by a falling

timber while superintending the erection

of a new water-jacket furnace.

Bradford E. St. Charles, correspond-

ent for the JouRN.\L in the Butte district,

died on September 2, at his home at

Butte, Montana. He had been engaged

in newspaper work in the vicinity for

nearly 25 years, and was a member of

the Woodmen of the World and a char-

ter member of the local Newswriters'

union.

George Brennen, geologist of the oil-

fields department of S. Pearson & Son, was

found dead with a bullet hole through

his heart in the roadway near the San

Cristobal oilfield near Coatzacoalcos,

Mexico, .\ugust 21. No motive has been

suggested for the crime. Mr. Brennen

came to the oilfields about a year ago di-

rectly from England as a member of Pear-

son's staflf.

J. J. Phillips, prominent in coal opera-

tions in Cleveland. Ohio and organizer of

the Phillips Coal and Coke Company,

Cleveland, the Letcher Coke and Railway

Company, Letcher county. Kentucky, and

other corporations, was shot at his home
in East Cleveland on September 2. He
died within a few hours, the police being

of the opinion that his wounds were self

inflicted, although Mr. Phillips, himself in

an ante mortem statement said that

burglars had fired the shot. Mr. Phillips

was born in Danville, Penn., in 1858, com-
ing to Cleveland in 1883 as manager of

the Albright Coal Company. In 1888,

with Congressman J. P. Burton aiid ex-

Congressman Jacob A. Beidler he organ-

ized the Burton, Beidler & Phillips Coal

Company, of which he was treasurer and
general manager. He was actively iden-

tified with the Eastern Ohio Coal Com-
pany, the Panhandle Coal Company and

the Trevorton Collieries Company, oper-

ating in the anthracite region. He was
also prominently identified with other

coal concerns, was a director in the

Euclid Avenue Trust Company, vice-

president of the CoUinwood Savings and

Banking Company.

Societies and Technical Schools

West Virginia State University— Dr.

H. M. Payne, of Williamson, Mungo
county, has been elected dean of the new
department of mining engineering.

American Museum of Safety Devices

and Industrial Hygiene—The offices of

this department of the American Insti-

tute of Social Service, Josiah Strong,

president, have been removed from the

Charities building. New York, to the new
quarters in the 39th street building.

American Electrochemical Society —
The annual fall meeting of the society

will be held during October in New York.

The New York section, which has charge

of all arrangements, will hold a prelimi-

nary meeting on September 7, at 8:30 p.m.

at the Chemists' Club, No. 105 West S5th

street. New York.

Rolla School of Mines—The e.xecutive

committee of this institution at the reguar

monthly meeting, held in Joplin, chose

Harold B. Litchman, of the- National Tube
Company, professor of mining engineer-

ing, and Donald Copeland. professor in

the Michigan College of Mines, to fill the

chair of metallurgy. Both are graduates

of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.

University of Illinois—The engineering

experiment station has published Bulle-

tin No. 13, "The Extension of the Dewey
Decimal Classification .Applied to -Archi-

tecture and Building." This classification

has been in use in the department of ar-

chitecture for many years, but it has never

before been published. It forms a supple-

ment to the extended classification applied

to the branches of engineering previously

issued in Bulletin No. 9.

University of Alabama—The Depart-

ment of Mining Engineering is making a

collection of trade catalogs pertaining to
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mine equipment ami the equipment ol mm
ing laboratories. I'lans for new buildings

are under way and the department will

soon be in the market lor apparatus (or

an ore-dressing laboratory, a com|)'ete

coal washing plant and a briquelting plant

.Ml catalog? relating to mining ai\d metal-

lurgical machinery should lie addressed to

E. J. McCaustland, Tuscaloosa, .Mabama.

Aiiii-rican Socit-ty of Mechanical Engi-

neers—"Oi^ the .\rt of Cutting Metals"

by Frederick W. Taylor, which was the

presidential address presented at the last

ainnial meeting of the .Vmerican Society

of .Mechanical Kngineers, has been re-

printed and boimd in cloth by the Society,

price $j. This or any other publication of

the society may be had by addressing the

secretary at No. jg West .vjlh St., Xew
York. It is not necessary to send orders

tbrougli the members. None of the pub-

lications of the .Xmerican Society of Me-
chanical Engineers are copyrighted.

Industrial

The Dearborn Drug and Chemical Com-
pany has completed a new plant of con-

crete at No. 1015 West Twenty-fifth

street, Chicago.

The Boston Consolidated Copper Com-
pany's 3000-ton mill, which is nearin?

completion, will be equipped with Nisson

gravity staipps, supplied by Fairbanks,

Morse & Co., of Denver.

Bulletin No. 18 of the .\merican .\ir

Compressor Works. 26 Cortlandt street.

New Vork, contains illustrations and de-

scriptions of box bed-plate conipre^isors

and vacuiun pumps manufactured by that

firm.

The manufacturers of Powell steaiti

engineering specialties plan to increase

the capacity of their plant by the erection of

new buildings on a plot ji ground 37x100

ft. recently acquired and by an increase of

200 h.p. in the power plant.

The sixth section of the Utah Copper

Company's concentrating mill at Garfield

has been turned out and the plant is now
in condition to handle an .lutput of 3000

tons of ore daily from Bingham.

Two Northern cranes, manufactured by

the Northern Engineering Works, Detroit,

Mich., have been installed in the Gar-

field plant of the L'tah Copper Company.
The cranes are; one of 15 tons capacity,

three-motor electric type. 40-ft. span and

the other of six tons capacity hand type.

The Bradley Pulverizer Company. No.

92 State street, Boston, Mass., has been

awarded the contract for supplying Griffin

mills for the equipment of the entire

grinding plant of the 3000-bbl. portland

cement works now being erected by the

Ajax Portland Cement Company, Inde-

pendence. Kansas.

The Richmond system of electric mine

signals is being installed in the No. 5

shaft of the Mohawk copper mine and the

.\o. J shaft of the .Mniieek mine, both in

the Lake Superior copper district. The
same system has been in use in .\hmeek
shaft. No. I, lor the past live months
with entire satisfaction.

I'airbanks, Morse & Co., of Denver
have placed on the market an air hammer
drill under the name of Sinclair drill, H.
L. Sinclair being the patentee. This drill

is equipped with air feed column, and is

similar in construction to the standard

Sinclair drill. It has demonstrated an

average drilling capacity of 8 to 10 in. per

minute in the hardest granite obtainable

in Denver.

The D. T. Williams Valve Company.
Cincinnati. Ohio, announces that it will

be ready to make deliveries on lubricat-

ing devices about Oct. 15. The new Hunt
street factory was destroyed by fire on

.Vug. 22. The lubricating department had

been moved in and was the only depart-

ment to suffer, patterns remaining intact

at the Broadway plant. A lubricating de-

partment is being installed in temporary

(|uarters until the plant can be rebuilt.

The Tintic Smelting Company is mak-
ing good progress with the construction

of its lead smelter in the Tintic district,

L'tah : the management expects to have the

plant ready for commission by the end
of the present year. The grading of the

Eureka Railway, which is to connect the

principal mines of the camp with the

plant is completed : the ties for the entire

road have arrived and the rails are ex-

pected during the present month. The
locomotives tij be used by this company
have also been delivered.

The management ni the liinghain-New

Haven mine in Bingham, L'tah, will in-

augurate some important changes in its

aerial tramway system. The upper ter-

minal is to be moved from the upper to

the lower tunnel through which the mine
is to be operated in the future. This

move will, in addition to cheapening the

cost of production, make it unnecessary

to maintain a boarding house as the lower

tunnel portal is situated near the High-

land Boy mine and employees will be free

to live wherever they choose.

There seems to be an organized effort

on the part of citizens on both sides of

San Francisco bay to prevent the erection

of the Guggenheim smelter at Point San

Bruno, south of San Francisco. .\ large

sum of money has already been spent in

preparation for erecting the smelter.

Much of the opposition comes from

people entirely ignomnt of the whole sub-

ject who object to the presence of a smel-

ter on general principles. The wide ex-

panse of the bay with its constantly chang-

ing tidal currents, would act as a conden-

ser for the fuiTies but people on the op-

posite side, and 14 or 15 miles out of any

possible line of smelter smoke, are mak-

ing as much fuss over the matter as

those near by. The company is keeping

its own counsel as to its intentions

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is aknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars :

Charles A. Schiercn & Co., New York
City. The Belt Book. Pp. 15, illustrated,

paper, 7'/jxio in.: .•\ugusl, 1907.

McLaughlin .Manufacturing Company,
West Berkeley, Cal. Sleam Traction.

Pp. 25, illustrated, paper, 6x8 in.

Krogh Manufacturing Company, San
Francisco, Cal. Catalog No. 50. Centrif-

ugal Pumps. Pp. 64, illustrated, paper,

6x9 in.

Mussens Limited, Montreal, Canada.

Bulletin No. 17. Miscellaneous Mining
Machinery and Tools. Pp. 8. illustrated,

paper, 6x9 inches.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing

Company, Milwaukee. Wis., Bulletin 59.

Crane Controllers. Pp 24, illustrated,

paper. 4x8 inches.

H W. Johns-Manville Company, 100

William street. New Y'ork. Vanda Sheet

Packing. Folder and Insert, illustrated,

paper, i'Ax6 inches.

New York Engineering Company, 2

Rector street, New York. The Empire

Hand Prospecting Drill. Pp. 48, illus-

trated, paper. 6'/2Xl0 in.

Weber Gas Engine Company, Kansas

City, Mo. Catalog No. 22. High Grade

Heavy Duty Power Plants. Pp. 18, il-

lustrated, paper, 8xu Inches.

The Kennedy Valve Manufacturing

Company. New York. Catalog and Price

List of Valves, Hydrants, etc. Pp. 132,

illustrated, indexed paper. 5x9 in. : 1907.

P. B. McCabe and Company. 404 Grosse

Bnilding. Los .\ngeles, Cal., New Stand-

ard Concentrator. Colored Map of the

United Slates, illustrated, paper, 21x28 in.

The .\llentown Rolling Mills, .Mien-

town, Penn. Pump Data No. 15. The
-Mdrich Vertical Triplex Belt Pump.

Pump Data No. 16. The .\ldrich Vertical

Triplex Electric Pump. Pump Data No.

17 and 18. The .\ldrich Vertical Triplex

Electric Pump. Pp ><. illustrated, paper,

6x9 inches

Construction News

Dain'ille. Boyle County. Kentucky—

A

company composed of Burton H. Vance

and associates has leased barytes lands

east of Danville and will erect a mill to

cost $100,000. Burton H. Vance, Louis-

ville, Kentucky, has charge of the con-

struction and operations.

Mount IVashington. Maryland—F. R.

\'an .\ntwerp. of Hornell. New Vork, ii.is

purchased the Bare Hill copper property

and will install pumping plant, air com-

pressors, hoists, and electrical equipment.

F. R. Van .\ntv;erp. Mount Washington,

Maryland, is general manager.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

St'/'t. 4—The union miners at Angels

have at last voted to end the strike which
has been prevailing at the Calaveras

county camp for some months. At a

meeting of the union this week the mem-
bers decided to return to work at the

old wages and old hours. That is, they

will work nine hours for $3 per day.

This has been the most costly strike

which has occurred in this State for years

among the miners. The Utica, Angels,

Lightner and other producing mines have
been closed down during this strike and
the town became about half deserted. The
result,is a distinct triumph for the mine-

owners, who decided to take a firm stand

in the matter as the mines would not pay
if shorter hours and higher wages pre-

vailed. The settlement followed a general

change in the union officers.

One of the most important mining
strikes recorded in the vicinity of Nevada
City for years, has recently been made in

the Canada Hill Consolidated mine where
at the 1400-ft. level the vein of pay ore

has widened from an average thickness of

less than a foot to 6 ft., and is holding its

own toward the 1500-ft. level. This old

mine, under the name of the Charonnat,
yielded nearly $400,000 to its origmal
owners who lost the ledge at the 1300- ft.

level, and then quit work, leaving it to

their successors who regained it 20 ft. be-

low where they stopped. .-Vbout 2000 tons

taken from the upper levels yielded at the

time $19 per ton and the ore below is ex-

pected to be as rich.

D. W. Stapping, of Denver, Colo., and

J. H. Ailing of this city have put up a

concentrating machine on the ocean beach

of Gold Bluff, Humboldt county, to work
the black sands of that locality. This
beach has been worked intermittently for

many years and has yielded more gold

than any similar locality in California.

Probably, too, more kinds of gold-saving

machines have been tried in the Gold
Bluff black sands than anywhere else.

There is a revival of mining interest in

the Brown's Valley region in Yuba county.

The old Pennsylvania. Dannenbrojc and
Hawkeyc mines, now owned by Chas. D.

Lane, Geo. .Mien and associates, are being

extensively developed. A lo-sfamp mill,

with all necessary equipment, has recently

been installed. The stamps are 1050 lb.

each, and a 70-h.p. boiler and engine sup-

plies the motive power. Prior to erecting

the new plant the present owners put in

three months' work developing and tcst-

intr the Pennsylvania ledec, which they

had proceeded to open at points hereto-

fore untouched. The results were ex-

tremely gratifying, returns by actual mill

test showing the ledge to return from $8

to $10 per ton, taking it in its entire width,

wliich runs from two to eight feet.

The Willow Creek mining district was

organized recently by a meeting of 24

miners and prospectors who are interested

in that section of Greenvvater district and

have their properties in the Willow Creek

basin. The meeting was held at Willow

Creek, the new town, and the following

officers elected : President, J. .A. Mar-

shall ; recording secretary, P. N. Rogers;

district recorder, Mike Henry. The
boundaries of the Willow Creek district

are south to Sheep creek, cast to the Dag-

gett road, north as far as Oddie's wash,

and west to Death valley. It includes the

old Willow Creek region and the new
goldfields, but does not take in Rhodes
Spring, where recent discoveries of gold

ore are reported.

The register and receiver of the Sacra-

mento Land Office have received a notifica-

tion from the Secretary of the Interior

withdrawing from agricultural entry about

25 townships in the westi^rn end of Fresno

county, covering practically the entire

Coalinga oil fields. A large part of this

land was withdrawn from entry several

years ago and again released within the

last few months. This second withdi-awal

is to hold good pending examination by

the Geological Survey to determine

whether it is mineral in character.

The old silver camp of Panamint, idle

for 30 years or more, is about to resume

ore shipments. The ore shoots were

never worked out or exhausted. Although

they had yielded millions, recent investi-

gations show that the real development

of the ore deposits had been scarcely com-

menced. There wms more ore, of higher

value, in sight when the camp was aban-

doned than at any time during its greatest

moncy-iTiaking period. It has been found

that none of the old Panamint claims was
even patented so that most of them were

open to location. Applications for patents

had been made, but the patents were never

issued. .Ml the proved ground has been

taken up and the camp is no place for poor

men.

The Tonopah •& Tidewater Railroad

announces an extension of its line as far

as Death Valley Junction, its traffic opera-

tive to that point on Sept. i. The line will

then he open from Ludlow. The inter-

mediate stations will be Shoshone, out 96

miles from Ludlow, and Evelyn, out 109

miles from Ludlow. All freight and pas-

sengers for the towns of Greenwater, Wil-

low Creek and adjacent places will be

routed to Death Valley Junction. Auto-

mobile service between Zabriskie and

Greenwater will be discontinued and a

new auto line will be opened between

Death Valley Junction and Greenwater.

Salt Lake City

Sept. 5—Work on the foundations

for the additional buildings to be erected

at the Garfield smelter of the American

Smelting and Refining Company, is pro-

gressing at a satisfactory rate. It has

lieen stated by the management that the

new equipment will be ready for commis-
sion soon after the first of January next.

The plant with its present units has capac-

ity for the treatment of about 1200 tons of

ore daily. Double this amount will be

treated when the additional units are ready

for commission.

A great deal of activity is being dis-

played in the coal districts of southern and

eastern Utah. Several new companies

have been formed within the past few

luonths and _some of them will be ready

to produce fuel before winter.

Suit has been instituted in the Federal

court here against the Pittsburg-Salt

Lake Oil Company, which owns producing

wells and a refinery at Spring Valley, Wy-
nming, as well as a large area of asphal-

tum lands in eastern Utah. Officers of the

corporation have also been named as de-

fendants. W. W. Wantland, a Salt Lake

mining operator, is plaintiff who asks

judgment for the value of more than a

million shares of stock which he claims

he was to have received as consideration

for turning over certaiii lands and op-

tions on lands to the company.

The ore and bullion settlements reported

liy Salt Lake banks last week amounted

to a total of $724,000.

The unsatisfactory transportation serv-

ice accorded Ringham producers by the

Rio Grande Western Railroad Company,

may compel the Yampa Smelting Com-
pany to reduce its output teinporarily. In

the meantitne, the construction of a new

aerial tramway betw-een the mine and

smelter is progressing.

There appears to be little indication of

labor trouble in any of the Utah mining

camps. The agitation noticed in Bing-

ham recently has subsided, owing, no

doubt, to the ultimatum given a committee

representing the miners not long ago to

the effect that no consideration would be

given any proposition to raise wages dur-
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Bisbee, Arizona

Si-fl. 5—()rt was shipped last week for

ihc lirst tiiiK- oiii of the Detin mine of the

Sliattiick-Pattison syiulicatc, of Diiluth.

Minn. I he mine has been under develop-

ment about two years. While ore is heing

shipped the property is in no condition to

make steady shipments and is not e.\-

pected to do so. What is going forward
is ore lliat lias accumulated in course of

ilevelopment. Denn shaft is I too ft. deep,

and drifts are to he sent out to catch ore

that is expected there under present

bodies. The shaft itself has been in ore

lor some distance. This mine lies in a

part of the Bisbee district that was sup-

posed up to a short lime ago to be outside

the zone of enrichment, but drilling for

the Junction mine brought out the fact

that the fault along which mineralization

had taken place pitched to the northeast

and that, at depth, a lot more ground than

was supposed wqs possible mineral-bear-

ing rock.

Hoatson shaft of the Superior & Pitts-

burg Mining Company cut a goodly body
of ore in making a station on the i.joo-ft.

level : this ore will be shipped soon.

At Clifton the Clifton & Northern rail-

way, a standard-g.ige line, is being built

to handle the product of the New England
group of new mines to the reduction

works. The New England is a property

whose development, under present owner-
ship, began about a year ago and it is now-

mining ore.

The Old Dominion is to add still an-

other large furnace to its smelling works
and is to greatly increase its dust-chamber
capacity. This will give the company si.x

blast furnaces and will materially increase

its copper-making capacity. It is now re-

ceiving sulphide ores from many outside

sources. Nacosari and Cananea concen-
trates, Shattuck ore to the extent of 200

tons per day, some Copper Queen ores and
considerable from the various mines of the

Globe district. The one great difficulty of

-melting at Globe has always been the lack

1 sulphides and the preponderance of ex-

tremely silicious ores, some of these run-

ning into almost pure chrysocolla. With
the coming in of sulphides in lower levels

' f the Dominion and the search of the

new Globe Consolidated for sulphides in

the underlying diorite this condition will

change for the better.

In the Kelvin country, w-hich is prac-

tically a westerly extension of the Globe
district, there is more of a boom than .\t\-

zrma has seen since the excitement in

Bisbee when northerners ^ent there, five

.^cars ago. The Ray Mining Company has

.=ioo employees, where a year ago there

.verc none, ard the town has increased in

a few months from perhaps lOO people to

more than looo. Railway connection to

ihe camp will be completed in a week by

the building of a line to connect with the

Phoenix & Eastern at Kelvin, on the Gila

river, 'Ihree large companies are devel-

oping mines in the low grade concen-

trating ore of Ihe district, the Ray, the

Calumet-Kelvin and the .\rizona-llercu-

les. 'I he former is working at various

points on its large area and has eight small

hoists and four drill plants in operation

while a large amount of tunneling is in

progress to develop orcbodies. The K-C
company is sinking a luain shaft and has

about I JOG ft. of drifting on its 2oo-ft.

level.

J he Mascot Copper Company, cotn-

posed of Salt Lake people, has taken a

number of claims under bond in the Dos
Cabesos district, and expects to pay about

$500,000 for them. Development will be-

gin at once ; in fact machinery is on the

ground.

Ever since the Calumet & .\rizona Com-
pany went into the Mammoth district,

north of Benson, and took the Scanlon-

Clark group, there has been much interest

in that region. A group of Minneapolis

men arc developing a prospect on the other

side of the hills there and now an English

syndicate has taken for $100,000 the Table

Mountain group and is to develop at once.

The Sibley Company is operating in the

district and it is understood that the El

Paso & Southwestern road will build

north from Benson to the region if these

mines prove up.

The Belen Copper Company, with mines
near Nacosari, is constructing a smelter

and will blow it in during September. The
company will then cease its shipments of

copper, gold and silver ores across coun-

try 60 miles to the railroad. The new line

of the Southern Pacific, running south-

westerly from Nacosari, will pass within

20 miles of Belen. Bismuth is found in

the Belen and some has been mined and
shipped, but on account of the combina-
tion in the foreign bismuth market it is a

difficult mineral to undertake alone.

The Apache mine, near Hachita, which

now belongs chiefly to Bisbee promoters,

is looking well, and the shaft is down
nearly 300 ft. .At that depth it is pro-

posed to drive for the ore shoot that is

supposed to be there.

Contracts have been let by the Southern
Pacific Railway Company for the con-

struction of its lines down the Gila river.

When these are completed the main line

of travel west from El Paso will not be

via Tucson, as now, but down the Gila

to 'a connection with the present main
line near Gila Bend, in western ,\rizona.

The line will leave the present road by the

Globe, Gila Valley & Northern, trains run-

ning to San Carlos, which is part way up

to Globe on that line and then over the

road now under contract through Florence

and Maricopa to the present main line

again. This will put Florence on the main
line and Phoenix close to it. Much better

grades and more productive country will

he traversed. The change is one of the

most important that has been undertaken

by any railway in the Southwest a. id is

equaled only by the Belen cutofT of the

Santa Ec and its proposed similar change

through central .Arizona.

The h"ay-Cananea Copper Company,
which has been developing in the Azul

mountains, near Cananea, has cut ore of

good grade in its tunnels, in a vein 12 ft.

wide said to assay more than ao per cent,

copper. Four shafts arc being sunk and
considerable other development is under

way on the extensive land holdings of the

company.

In the Paradise district the Royal High-

ness group has cut high-grade lead-silver-

copper ore running up to $100 on the foot-

wall. It is a rather narrow seam so far.

Denver

.^^/'^ o— .Men are at work day and
night clearing away the debris of the late

fire at the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado

City, and every effort is being made to

have the big plant in operation again at an

early date. That the Golden Cycle mill

was an unqualified success goes without

.saying, and further proves that the cyan-

ide process is all that its advocates

claimed for it, and very probably not a

little of the healthy rivalry of the "Mill

Trust," using the chlorination process, was
due to the old-time fight of cyanide versus

chlorination. Be that as it may, however,

reports were prevalent in Cripple Creek

that the United States Reduction and Re-

fining Company had purchased the plant,

with the intention of using it in connec-

tion with its other mills. The following

interview given to a correspondent of the

Dcnz'cr Post, by Harvey H. McGarry,
general manager of the Golden Cycle

Company, is significant. He said, "I was

approached about ten days ago by a man
who asked if I would sell the Golden

Cycle plant, intimating that I could pro-

cure a most favorable consideration. I

told him the coinpany would not sell at

any price, that we were perfectly satisfied

with the results from the independent mill

business, and that we knew of no other

business that would suit us so well or pay

greater profits on the money invested. The
man left without divulging his identity,

or that of his backers."

Duluth

Sct>t. 7—The Duluth, Missabe & North-

ern road is now moving at the rate of

500.000 gross tons a month, pretty close

to its expectations of the spring, and con-

siderably above either of the other two
lines.

Considerable exploration and develop-

ment is under way on the old Penokce

range, west of the Montreal river, as far

as Mellen. Wis. Oglebay. Norton & Co.,

the Ashland Iron and Steel Company and

other interests are sinking shafts and
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driving for ore. Conditions are such that

ore. which a few years ago wluiUI have

been frowned on, is now greeted with joy,

and this may bring into the lield areas

that were formerly not regarded with

favor. Reports from Felch mountain,

Menominee region, indicate that mines

will be opened there before long. The
explorations on the Cuyuna range and the

activity in options, etc.. in Otter Tail

county. Minn., ore to be explained by the

same change in conditions.

Exploration on the Mesabi range is ac-

tive. One drilling tirm is operating about

50 machines there, and the tnining com-
panies arc doing more on their own ac-

count than in former years. There are

about JO deep diamond-drilling machines

operating in the .Menominee range by con-

tract firms, besides some by mining com-

panies, and .some drilling is under way on

the Gogebic and Marquette ranges. The
Vermillion shows little life, either in drill-

ing or exploration by shaft, though the

work of the Shagawa Iron Company, in

section 30-63-11 is getting some results at

about 500 ft. depth.

Indianapolis

Sept. 8—Coal-mining industry in Daviess

and Pike counties is being revived. Two
years ago this field was regarded as one

of the best producers in the State, but the

industry was permitted to decline until

now. Several new veins of fine quality

have been discovered and a number of

new companies have been organized 10 de-

velop the field. The Mandaback Coal

Company, a new concern, is the first to

break ground. This company has its home

office in Petersburg. Railroad companies

and foreign capitalist have become inter-

ested and the business has taken on quite

an impetus. It is thought 400 men will be

qnployed in a short time.

Toronto

Sel>l. 6—There is further litigation over

the affairs of the Cobalt Lake Mining

Company, whose title to the bed of Cobalt

lake was attacked some time ago by the

Florence Mining Company on the ground

of previous discovery. Last .\pril, while

the suit was pending, an act was passed

by the Ontario legislature confirming the

title of the Cobalt Lake Company. This

had the effect of suspending legal pro-

ceedings until it was seen whether the

Canadian government, which possesses

the power to veto provincial legislation,

would exercise it on the ground that the

act was ultra vires. So far no such ac-

tion has been taken. Now another action

is brought against the directors of the

company by James J. NFcConvcy, of To-

ronto, who asks for the appointment of a

receiver, for an account of the dealings

by defendants with the company's assets,

for an order canceling all stock not paid

for at par issued to directors or promo-

ters, and for damages for issuing stock at

a di.scount and for improperly procuring

the passage of the act validating the com-
pany's title. The plaintiff claims that this

act, by implying the invalidity of the title

and the validity of the adverse claims,

has depreciated the value of the shares,

and that a balance of $2,540,000 is due by

the defendants on stock issued below par

to themselves or others. The directors

against whom the suit is brought are Sir

H. M. Pellatt and Brittan Osier, Toronto;

Thos. Birkelt and G. F. Henderson, Ot-

tawa ; D. C. Rochester. Cobalt, and J. H.

-Avery and Raymond Mancha. Detroit

Some further important gold dis-

coveries are reported in the Abitibi dis-

trict where it is estimated, there are about

3000 prospectors at work. W. H. Trickctl,

an English mining expert, who represents

the financial house of Bewick, Moring &
Co., London, and has been pursuing in-

vestigations in northern Ontario for two
years, has discovered a large gold area

among the islands of Upper Abitibi lake

where he has staked seven 40-acre loca-

tions. Mr. Trickett has brought to Toronto

a number of samples illustrating the value

of the properties, the best of which shows

178 oz. gold and 3.64 oz. silver to the ton.

He has a force of men engaged in strip-

ping and will erect a 20-stamp mill as soon

as possible. The Upper .Abitibi lake is

situated about 20 miles to the northwest

of McDougall's chute, a point on the Tim-
iskaming & Northern Ontario railway,

100 miles north of Cobalt, and transporta-

tion will be attended with great difficul-

ties until the railway i< pushed farther

north.

and ii50,ooo is placed to reserve. Bol-

ckow, Vaughan & Co. show a profit of

i6o7,323 and a dividend of 10 per cent, is

paid.

London

Aug. 28—Dolcoath mine has now issued

its report. During the first six months of

the year the rock iffushed was 51.243 tons.

the concentrates sold were 799 tons and the

slimes (14 tons. The average price of the

concentrates was £123 and that of the

slimes £89. The amount of rock crushed

was about 1000 tons more than during the

previous half-year, and the amount of con-

centrates and slimes was 30 tons less. On the

other hand, the prices of the concentrates

were £7 higher and of the slimes £8 higher

than in the previous half-year. The net

profits were £41.421. which is practically

equal to those of the previous two half-

years. The receipts were £105,815 and the

working expense £58,975. A dividend at

the rate of 20 per cent, per annum amount-
ing to £33,804, is being paid and £15.000

added to the reserve fund.

The present prosperity enjoyed by the

iron and steel trades in Great Britain is

well exemplified by the reports just issued

by Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, and of Bol-

ckow, Vaughan & Co. The first named
company, which among other things owns
the famous Dowlais works, has made a

profit for the year ended June 30, of £470,-

511. Out of this, the ordinary shares re-

ceive a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent.,

Johannesburg

Aug. 12.—Nearly one thousand white

men have been laid off at Kimberley. All

kinds of rumors are afloat regarding this

move of DeBeers Mines. There can be

no doubt that the diamond market is in

a very unsatisfactory state, and that the

big reserve of diamonds is not being sold

as rapidly as usual. It is stated that the

Premier Diamond mine on the Transvaal

has flooded the market with an inferior

grade of diamonds, and that this explains

the glut in the market. It is reckoned

that the diamond inarket will remain un-

satisfactory for ten months or a year.

.\ffairs at Kimberley are dull.

The Government in Cape Colony has

discharged a large number of men.

Both from Kimberley and other parts of

Cape Colony many of the unemployed

have come to Johannesburg, as there is

no other place for them to go to. The in-

flux of unemployed only adds to the dis-

tress and the problem how to even keep

these men alive grows more pressing.

The acute distress has not so far af-

fected the gold output. The returns for

July show a return to the pre-strike basis.

The Boer press makes caustic comments

on the large output and the prevailing dis-

tress. The explanation is that the ac-

tion of the Boer party on the labor ques-

tion has brought about such a feeling of

uncertainty that all expansion has stop-

ped, and capital has ceased to flow into

the country. Were it not for the £2,000,-

000 turned out every month by the mining

industry, a large proportion of which is

spent in the country, the state of affairs

in South Africa would be hopeless.

During the strike inany of the compan-

ies, in order to keep the stamps at work,

stopped sorting. The July returns show

that the mines aae about normal again

as far as the sorting is concerned. The

excellent showing of the Luipaard's Vlei

estate, as regards tons crushed per stamp

per 24 hours is worthy of note, namely

8.5 tons, probably the highest figure ever

obtained by a gravity stamp on ore of

this character, anywhere in the world.

The Luipaard's Vlei estate has very heavy

stamps and tube mills. On the mines

where tube mills are at work the tonnages

have gone up a great deal.

The labor returns show that on July 31.

there were 51,441 coolies available for the

mines in the Transvaal. There is still

a feeling of uncertainty as regards the

fate of the Chinese. The Government has

brought in a bill to allow the coolies in

South .Africa to finish their periods of ser-

vice, that is. three years each. The bill

means that it will be 1910 before all the

coolies in South -Vfrica are sent back to

China.

f
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Arizona

Yavai'ai Countv

ConsoliJali'J .-Irisotia Smelting Com-
pany—This company, at Humboldt, has

closed the reverberatory furnaces for re-

pairs. The management states that in

about a month work will be resumed.

Gladslone—This mine resumed opera-

tions on Sept. I after two months of nec-

essary repair work.

Yaegcr Caiion Copper Company—This

company has started its mill, after a shut-

down of several months. During this

time large bodies of ore were blocked out,

enough it is said to keep the mill running

for manv months.

California

Butte County

Garibaldi—From this mine near Enter-

prise, which has a 5-stamp mill, very

high-grade sulphides are being taken.

McGibbons and Matheson—Geo. H. Sis-

sons has taken options on both these

mines near Magalia.

Calaveras County

Hcdrick—Joseph King has taken an

option in this mine on the gravel channel

at the edge of the townsite of San An-
dreas. It is to be prospected for a Los

Angeles company with a view to purchase.

El Dor.\do County

Cedarburg—This old mine at Spanish

Dry Diggings is about to be reopened

after over 30 years' idleness. When worked
it yielded the finest specimens of leaf gold,

in pockets, ever seen in this State.

Gold Bug—An Oakland company is

opening this hydraulic mine.

Jones Hill— .Vt this mine, near George-

town, W. S. Kerr, owner, drift work will

proceed after months of prospecting. The
old tailings are also to be worked over.

Lucky Marion—This mine, near Green-

wood, idle for 10 years, may be opened by

St. Louis men, who are having it e.N-

amined.

Inyo County

Wild Rose Caiion — J. Grundy and
others have made a rich strike at this

place, in which the ore stjeak runs high in

silver.

Trojan—This mine at Ballarat is ship-

P-ng $50 ore to the smelter at Needles.

.Madeka County

Minaret Mining and Milling i, oinpany

—This company is doing necessary work
at its claims in the Minarets. These mines
in the high mountain range, arc far from
transportation facilities, and have never
been productive as yet.

Modoc County

Xorth Star—A rich vein has been struck

in the main tunnel of this mine. Fort Bid-

well. The ledge is small but of high

grade. The ore is being piled up await-

ing the erection of a mill.

Nevada County

Aurora Development Company—This
company, H. B. Skewes superintendent,

is sinking a shaft on its claims at Ran-
dolph flat, and has encountered a 2- ft.

ledge.

Banner— It took 38 consecutive days to

take all the water out of this mine down
to the 900 level, the deepest point. Drifts

will now be run both ways.

Horseshoe Mining Company — This
company has purchased the Phoenix prop-

erty south of Nevada City and will work
it extensively in conjunction with the

Eclipse. The mine is equipped with pump-
ing and hoisting works. W. B. Simmons
is superintendent.

Ironclad Mining Company—This com-
pany has decided to put up a lo-stamp

mill, new pumps, etc., and to enlarge the

shaft at Rough and Ready, to three com-

partments.

Xiagara Mining Company—In this mine
near Newtown, quartz assaying $40 per

ton has been found at a depth of 200 ft.

Pl.\cer County

Carlisle—At this mine north of Cisco,

Lee Butt has 25 men at work, building a

flume to carry water to the mill.

Forest Hill Divide—Los Angeles men
have secured 1300 acres of drift gravel

ground north of Forest Hill, including the

Buckeye, Slope, Blackhawk, Brown. Rose-

dale and Pacific mines.

Iron Mine—L. C. Trent has started

work on a new shaft at this property, and
is hopeful of finding a body of copper ore.

Southern Cross—Ten stamps are being

added to the lo-stamp mill of this mine
near Towle. R. J. Turnbull is superin-

tendent.

operating on a group of 32 claims at

Genesee, ha^ ordered from the Nevada
Machinery and .Supply Company a 500-

h p. power plant. The power is to be
generated by a tangential wheel to which
will be belled an eight-drill air-compres-
sor of the Leyner 2-stage type, also a 100-

kw. generator for light and power pur-
poses. Arthur Philbrick is president of
the company, and John S. E. Howk,
secretary and treasurer.

Shasta County

Uold Leaf— .\t this mine, Lower Springs,

78 men are at work mining and putting in

the new electric road for hauling ore to

Middle Creek station.

Sugar Loaf—Thv drilling machinery for
this mine near Copley has arrived. Filluns

& Grotefend have 40 men at work.

Sierra County

Alleghany Gravel Mining Company—
This company's dam in Kanaka creek is

being raised 10 ft. to give more room to

store tailings.

Oriental—Work has been resumed in

the lower levels of this mine near Alle-

ghany, the power line having been re-

paired. The mine has been closed since

last fall.

Young America—A rich gravel strike

has been made in this mine at Forest
owned by J. W. Morrell.

SisKiY'ou County

Advance—This mine, which is a pro-

ducer of specimen rock, is turning out
paying quartz of average value.

Highland—At this mine near Etna
mills, a new ledge has been struck. More
stamps are to be added to the mill.

Quart: Hill—At this mine on Scott

river, owned by the Portland Mining
Company, the decomposed quartz on the

surface is being washed off by a stream
from a hydraulic giant, and the nuggets
recovered.

Tuolu.mne County

Confidence— In this mine at Confidence,

the vein has been cut in four places, aver-

aging about 4 ft. of good value.

Plumas County

Consolidated Copper-Gold Mines Com-
pany—This company of Reno. Nev.,

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Crecentia—.An entirely new ore shoot

has been cut in this property. Rock Hi'l,

and to develop it the Delaware shaft to

the southeast is being sunk. The shaft
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is down 600 ft. and is in thi- lime. At the

Alhanibra prospcctinn work is being car-

ried on at tlic 500-It. level in lime porphy-

ry, where occasionally good pockets of ore

are found.

Crozvn Point—This property is under

lease to Casey & Nelson. Work is be-

ing cArried on at the 400-ft. level and

daily shipments of J5 tons are being made

of argentiferous iron ore.

Doivn Town Sdlion—All of the prop-

erties in this section are turning out the

usual amount of ore, with the Coronado

and Penrose shipping 350 tons daily. At

the drill hole on Thirteenth street, the

drill is passing out of the lake bedding,

about 500 ft., and entering the porphyry.

Garb II 11—Work of sinking another lift

on this shaft, Brcece hill, has been started

and will go down 100 ft., making the

shaft 600 ft. deep. The lessees have been

shipping considerable copper ore Irom

the lower level but it dipped rapidly to

the north, hence the necessity of sinking.

Hof'kiiis—W'ork on the new vein ex-

posed by the recent rock slide, shows the

vein to be in place running high in lead

and silver. After clearing the debris

away and opening the new vein the lesses

ran into an old tunnel, a good body of ore

heing exposed at the breast carrying lead

and silver. Old timers state that this tun-

nel was opened as early as 1870, bu: was

abandoned owing to the absence of smelt-

ers in the neighborhood.

Long & Deny—Work has been re-

sumed on this property, Iowa gulch, this

time by the Nil Despcrandum people who

operated on lower Rock hill.

M. X. Shaft—Th\s is a fraction of a

claim located in the heart of the Breece hill

territory owned by the Ibex Mining Com-

pany. Early in the spring a new shaft

was started to be sunk to the Yak cunnel

a distance of 1200 ft. This work has been

completed and furnishes an outlet for

a large tract of ground.

Mammoth—The work carried on in this

property. Big Evans gulch, during the last

two months has at last resulted in find-

ing the orebody. The ore is a clean lead

sulphide and carries 21 oz. silver and 43

per cent. lead. On the west side in an

upraise from the 600- foot level the body of

ore was also caught. Both ore shoots are

being developed.

Rock Hill Merger—.\ deal was recent-

ly completed by which several practical

miners have secured a lease on the Ben

Burl). Ore City, Great O'Sullivan, Raven

and Only Chance. The properties will be

worked from one shaft. Enough work

has been done on all the claims to prove

the value of the ground and from all of

them considerable ore has been taken at

different times. From the Ben Burb and

Raven some carbonate ore is being ship-

ped. John Champion, superintendent of

the Yak tunnel, is at the head of the en-

terprise.
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Yak Tunnel—The old South Mike shaft
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is being equipped for the purpose of

working the Bulldozer and Mayday claims

and other ground to the south of

the tunnel. To the west of the tunnel

on Rock hill, the company is installing an

electric plant in the Hope and Swamp
.\ngel ground.

preparatory to resuming operations. The

shaft has been closed for more than 18

months because of fire underoiround.

Indiana

Clay County

Coal Discovery—.\ rich vein of coal has

been discovered near Middlebury, Clay

county, a field famous for its block-coal

output. The new vein is from 9 to 15 ft.

Green County

Latta Creek—The men at this mine,

near Jasonville, on August 29 quit work

rather than comply with a rule in regard

to the removal of slate. The mine is

owned by John R. Walsh's Southern

Indiana Coal Company, and with the 400

men employed produced more coal than

any other individual mine in the State.

Vico County

Vandalia Coal Company—With a view

of testing the newly enacted law requiring

wash houses and lockers for miners,

President Hewett of the company sub-

mitted to arrest charged with having vio-

lated the Bland Wash House Law.

Kentucky

Bell Couniv

Excelsior Coal Company—This company,

formerly the Chenoa Coal Mining Com-

pany owning leases on 800 acres of coal

land near Middlesboro, has completed its

$30,000 plant and will transfer a large part

of the Excelsior mine equipment to the

new operation.

Maryland

Alech.\nv County

George's Creek Basin Coal Company—
This company, formerly the Cumberland

Basin Coal Company, will develop coal

mines at Short Gap. Operations will be-

gin in September with S. E. Orebaugh,

Frostburg, Maryland, in charge.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Ahmeek-yio. 2 shaft is being equipped

with Richmond electric mine signals.

Seneca—Suriace work has been begun

on this property, cutting a road and clear-

ing ground preparatory to diamond drill-

ing.

Superior—ifo. i shaft of the property

is about halfway between the sixth and

seventh levels. On the drift from the

sixth level fine mass and barrel copper

has been encountered.

Tamarack—Work on the re-timbering of

No. I shaft of this property has begun

Nevada

ESMERALD.\ CuL'NTY—GoLllFIELD

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore from

mines for the week ended Aug. 22 were as

folows: To smelters, 90 tons; to Nevada-

Goldfield works, 2177; to Western Ore

Purchasing Company, Columbia, 750; to

Combination mill, 400; total, 3417 tons.

Nye County—Reveille

Oil Shale—A large deposit of oil shale

has been discovered neair the old Reveille

township. The shale supports combus-

tion and in laboratory tests it yields a

good grade of petroleum.

Nye County—South Klondyke

a\'cw Klondyke—Developments in this

mine are attracting a lot of attention. The

returns from the recent shipment of 16

tons of ore to the smelters averaged

$97.82 per ton. The bulk was in silver,

the gold value amounting to $3-40 P^""

ton only. There was also 2 per cert, of

lead.

Stormy Night—The shaft is down 95 ft.

and is follow^ing the vem on good ore.

This mine is owned by "Diamondfield"

'

Jack Davis and Jim Butler, the "Father"

of Tonopah. A large amount of devel-

opment -work is being done. Messrs. But-

ler and Davis are having a town site

prepared.

Nye County—Tonopah

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore from

Tonopah for the week ended Aug. 22

were: Tonopah Company, 917 tons; To-

nopah Extension, 190; Midway, 143; Mon-

tana-Tonopah, 87; Jim Butler, 22; total,

1359 tons. The Tonopah Company sent

3140 tons and the Belmont 1090 tons to

the mills. Shipments from Goldfield were

800 tons and from South Klondike 17

tons, making a total of 2176 tons over the

Tonopah Railroad for the week.

White Pine County—Rosebud

Brozvn Palace—.\ shipment of high-

grade ore, amounting to 8 tons, has been

made to Salt Lake. The ore was taken

from the outcrop chiefly.

Dreamland—The vein has been fol-

lowed for 100 ft. and is developing well.

Golden Triangle—The shaft has been

sunk to 70 ft.; at that depth the vein is

over 4 ft. in width. The management ha-

let new contracts for sinking and for lat-

eral work.

White Alps—A rich vein carrying silver

has been cut in the main shaft.

New Mexico

S!EKR.\ County

Caballos Mountains—The Victoria Chief
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MiiiiilK Cuinpiiiiy is slill ni:ikm« iiiiiir.>\c-

mcnts :iiul employs about 80 men iinJer

tbe direction of Siiperiiitendcnt Weston,

wbo took cbarge in June. About $JO.ooo

has already been expen<led on the waKOn

road from the mines to Cutter, through

Palomas gap, and several thousands more

will be needed before it can be used for

traclion-enuine haulage. Considerable de-

velopment work is now being done on tJie

claims and one adit is 650 ft. long. One

carload of copper ore was shipped recently,

but much exploration must be done before

the projected smelter would have a chance

of success.

Hfrmosa Camf—T\\Q buyer of the Ocean

Wave group will erect a 10-stamp mill as

Miou as mine developments will render it

profitable.

Hillsborii District — A w agon road is

being built between the Snake and Eureka

mines by the Sierra Consolidated Gold

Company.

Socorro County

Magdatfiia District — The Tri-Bulion

Company has finally decided to locate its

smelter at Canon City. Colo., instead of

.\lbuqucrque, N. M., as first planned.

Cafion City has moderate-priced fuel, is

classed as a Colorado common point, both

for zinc ore and spelter, and already pos-

sesses a colony of skilled zinc smeltermen

who are employed in the Empire Zinc and

United States Reduction smelters.

The Graphic Company has been pros-

pecting its new zinc strike below the level

of the Waldo adit and has not yet bottomed

the ore. The Empire Zinc Company has

bought the Daisy claim outright and has

taken a lease and bond for $30,000 on the

Lilly group from L. R. Babcock, of Kelley,

and Geo. L. Brooks, of Albuquerque. The
Magdalena Development Company has cut

over 16 ft. of zinc ore, in its lower adit,

at a much higher geologicaV horizon than

is usual in the camp for large orebodies.

ll'ater Cafion District—In Water caiion,

just over the Magdalena range to the

southeast of Kelly, an option on a large

group of claims has been given to Ohio
parties. Considerable silver-lead ore was
mined here in former days, but below the

water level the ores were sulphides of

zinc and copper, with gold.

Jem—This mine in the Susanville dis-

trict has struck 7 ft. of ore—galena, copper

and silver. The Chatanooga mine, an ad-

joining properly, also made a strike and

the Compton mine has erected u sawmill

which is taking care of the timbers for

the neighboring mines,

Kcd Hoy—.Ml machinery for deep sink-

ing is on the ground. The mine will soon

be operated by electric power.

L'liclc Dun—This mine, owned by the

Dan Gold Mining Company, James A.

Marry, superintendent, expects to begin

deep sinking with electric machinery.

L.vNE County—Boue.\ii.\ District

Golden Slil>l<er—The contractors have

completed their contract in the Dewey
tunnel leaving a rich body of ore 5 ft.

wide in the face.

Monday—Herbert Leigh, of Eugene,

Ore., has ^icceeded in securing options

on several groups of mines near this prop-

erty. He intends to put the Monday mill

in operation in the near future. There is a

JO-stamp mill driven by steam power. It

has not been operated for a few years.

I'esm-itis—The tunnel is showing good
ore with values increasing; looo ft. of

heavy rails will be put down as it pro-

gresses.

Oregon

B.\KER County

Eagle Mountain—The company has

taken out from tunnel No. I samples of

the richest ore in place in that property.

The machine drills are working day and

night and are making 8 to 10 ft. a day.

Golden Star—Manager J. W. Messner,

of this group in the Camp Carson district,

reports that 20 men are driving tunnels

and up-raises. The ore is silver, lead and

gray copper, silver predominating. The
mine carries two grades of shipping ore

and a grade of milling ore.

Pennsylvania

Antiir.\cite Co.\l

Jcddo No. 4— ."V new slope is being sunk

at the eastern border of Harlcigh by G. B.

Marklc & Co. It will probably be used to

haul coal from the new stripping recently

begun by Contractor Fred Cuylc.

South Dakota

L.VWKK.NCE CoUNTV

Gilt-Edge Maid—The company has suc-

ceeded in raising $15,000 and the mill will

111. improved before it resumes mining.

This is the last property affected by the

eight-hour trouble, that is still idle.

Golden Crest—The quarter million bond
issue is being floated successfully and the

work of enlarging the mill to 200 tons is

to start.

Reliance—Development of the Brandt
ore shoot has opened up a large body 20

ft. thick and 30 ft. wide, the top layer of

which runs $24 per ton.

li'asliington Consolidated—For a con-

sideration of nearly a quarter million this

ground in the Galena district has been

purchased by Duluth and Minnesota men.

Extensive work on the deep mining scale,

by operating at a depth of over 1000 ft.,

will be undertaken. Geo. Houston and

J. T. Flint, made a careful examination

of the property and advised the purchase

from J. J. Schlawig. It is probable that

the old Richmond and Sitting Bull prop-

erties, long in litigation, will be included

in the deal. This is one of a series of

big deals in this district, now in progress.

tyelcome District—The several phono-

lyte dikes arc to be systematically de-

veloped. Rich lloat found here for years

has been traced to a ledge running through

Mineral hill. In 189J the Inter-Ocean

dann produced u wagon load of gold ore

which took the prize at the Columbian
Exposition for the richest rock on exhibit.

Pennington County

Crouch Railroad—Extension work west-

ward to commence in a few days, will af-

ford transportation for a number of iron

properties that have been little developed

for lack of facilities.

Dorothy & Pcltigrew—.\ir drills have

been started in both tunnels and a force

of miners is pushing work to the ore

ledge.

Golden ll'est— President Charles E.

Cr.rtiss, of Chicago, is at Rochford to su-

perintend the installing of new machinery

10 enlarge to 200 tons the amalgamation

plant for an all-winter run. Heretofore

it has been operated only in the summer
months.

Grand View—The Richards, father and

,

sons, will install a new steam hoist and

proceed to develop their new strike. High-

grade ore has been encountered on this

property situated near Pactola.

Ivanhoe—A new loo-ton Wilfley mill is

" to be installed together with a 20-tanki6y»-l

anide plant. '

Niagara—Double shifts have been pat

on to complete the air connections; the

shaft will be sunk deeper.

Wealthy—Colonel Clark will rc^i^rpe

operation with a large force of ,mine^&|

this month. The strike of copper on tb,^.

adjoining Dakota-Calumet, has led to thf

resumption, as copper shows in a .i4-ft|

ledge. Colonel Clark purchased this prop;,

ertv from V. T. Price and others.

Texas

Fayette County

Big four Coal Mining Comfany—This,

company of Ledbetter, in which Brenham

capital is interested, has begun operations

on its lignite fields. Machinery has been

installed and all of the output is said to

have been sold for months ahead. R. E.

Pennington, of Brenham, is president of

the company.

Houston County

Houston County Coal and Manufactur-

ing Company—The output of the lignite

mines of this company will be increased

to 250 tons per day. The capacity of the

Bear Grass mine in Leon county, produc-

ing 150 tons daily, will also be increased.

Utah

Ju.\B County

Little Chief—The new management of

this mine has decided to continue the

sinking of the shaft to the 2000- ft. level.

Tintic Smelting Company—This com-
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pany's lead smelter in the Tintic district

is expected to be ready for operation soon

after the beginning of 1907.

Uncle Sam Coiisolidated—Th\s company

will pay a dividend of 3c. a share dur-

ing September. The company owns one-

half the stock of the May Day Mining.

Company.

Summit Coijnty

Treasure llill—.\ fimd has been pro-

vided to carry on the development of this

property. It is said that a deal for con-

solidation with the Creole mine is prac-

tically closed.

T00EI.E County

Cliff Miniitg Com^Ill.^•—This company,

operating at Ophir, is shipping to the Salt

Lake smelters at the rate of 60 tons of ore

daily.

West Virginia

NicHoL.\s County

Laurel Maiiufaeturiiig Coiiifany—Thh

company will develop coal mines near

Richwood and build 100 coke ovens. It

plans to mine for coke manufacture only.

Canada

.\LBERT.\

PaciHc Coal CoiiipaiiT,—This company.

Lewis Stockett, Banff, general manager,

has let a contract for the erection of 240

coke ovens at the colliery at Hosmer.

Crow's Nest Pass district.

British Columbi.v

The output of ore from the mines of the

Kootenay and Boundary districts for

eight months to .\ugust 31 is shown by

published tonnage returns to have been

approximately 1.055,000 tons. Boundary

copper mines have produced about 785,-

000 tons and Kootenay mines the remain-

ing 270,000 tons. Included in the latter

is the production of Rossland mines about

180,000 tons. By far the greater part of

the production was copper-gold ore.

Boundary smelters treated nearly 800,000

tons (including a few thousand tons from

mines in the northern part of the State of

Washington ) ; the Trail smelter 155.000

tons, part silver-lead, but mostly copper

ore; Nelson 12,000 tons and Marysville

21,000, both silver-lead ore and concen-

trates ; and the Le Roi Mining Company's

works at Northport. Wash.. 64,000 tons,

chiefly from the company's mines at

Rossland.

Ontario—Cohalt District

Cobalt Ore iVii>iMcii/J—Shipments of

ore from Cobalt for the week ending

August 31 were as follows. Buffalo,

100.000 lb.; Coniagas, 160,500; Kerr lake

(Jacobs) 61,000; Nipissing, 65,140; Tre-

thewcy. 65,000; total 451.640 pounds.

Cc/onia/—This mine, which was closed

down since the beginning of the strike,

has resumed operations. Three drills are

running.

Edison—.At this property, which has

hitherto been regarded as a cobalt propo-

sition only, a lo-in. vein carrying much

silver has been struck at the 150-ft. level.

Hazcl-Jule—M this property, Sasa-

ginaga lake, camp buildings to accommo-

date 100 men have been completed and

1500 ft. of trenching done. Seven good

veins have been found, one recently dis-

covered being a 20-in. calcitc vein with

good silver contents. D. M Gilpin is in

charge.

Ontario-Quebec—Sh-A\ No. 2 is down

55 ft. on the junction of two good veins

which are improving with depth. .About

15 men under superintendent .\. Lc Blanc

are at work and a plant has been ordered.

Right of /fay—Operations were sus-

pended recently on account of delays in

the delivery of machinery, but the plant is

now partially running. The new shaft is

down 57 ft. and will be sunk 50 ft. further.

Rothschild—A new vein has been found

with several good-sized silver nuggets,

and it is thought probable that work will

he resumed.

Mexico

Jalisco

.•J »i/>a;<i—Ferdinand Sustersic, general

manager, has been importing Japanese

labor, because of the scarcity of native

labor, and has applied to the government

of Jalisco for a concession of 3000 1- °^

water per second from the .Ameca river,

between Japanilla and Lagunillas. below

the town of Ameca, for an electric plant

to furnish power for the company's mines

and mills about 30 miles distant.

So/arioj—Independence Grove, of Gua-

dalajara, who has for several years been

engaged in opening up the Bolaiios mines

near the line between Jalisco and Zacate-

cas, has, with Geo. J. Atkins, of Lancas-

ter, Penn.. organized the Rosario Mining

Company, with $1,500,000 capital, for

working the properties on a larger scale.

The group consists of the Bolaiios, Con-

desa. Providencia, Zuloaga and Rosario.

A concentrating plant, with possibly a

magr.etic separator, is planned, all to be

under the management of J. H. Spence.

with Mr. Grove as resident director..

known as the Lucky Tiger Mining Com-

pany has obtained possession of El Tigre

mine by the unanimous decision of the

supreme court sustaining the contention

against the Enseiiada Mining Company..

This terminates the tight started by B. F.

Graham and associates in the latter com-

pany over two years ago. The company

will at once proceed to develop the prop-

ertv.

Hostotipaquilla—Thc Virginia & Mex-

ico Mini.ig and Smelting Company, of

Richmond, Va., which several months ago

bought the America, Cabrera and Peralta

mines, has started operations. The Ma-

duro Mining Company, of Chicago, H. M.

Mcintosh, Chicago, president, and Wm.

H. Lees, Guadalajara, general manager,

has purchased of Carlos Romero for

$25,000 the Bucna Vista, adjoining the old

San Jose de Ventanas, and the old work-

ings are being cleaned out under the di-

rection of L. M. Fonts, who is also in

charge of the San Jose de Ventanas, in

which he has recently interested capital.

/•:/ Tigrr—The Kansas City company

Australia

New South Wales

Cobar—An important copper strike has

been made in the Great South Peak mine,

one of the groups owned by the Great

Cobar, Ltd., of London. A crosscut at the

113-ft. level cut a strong, well defined cop-

per lode 10 ft. in width. The mine is sit-

uated south of the Great Peak, which also

belongs to the Great Cobar, Ltd. The

discovery indicates that the ore channel,

so well defined in the southern slopes of

the Peak, does not die out when that big

hill merges on to the fiat country stretch-

ing away to the Queen Bee copper mine.

The location is a lucky hit, because there

is nothing whatever on the surface to

guide the prospector in searching for the

southerly extension of the Great Peak

lode.

Broken Hill Fruprictary Company—

Cable advices relating to the results of

wofk during the half year ended May 31

are just to hand. The profit was ^308,238.

The output was 2,695.800 oz. of fine silver

and 29,427 tons of pig lead. The aver-

age prices obtained were 337d. per ounce

of fine silver and ii8 6s. sd- per ton off

lead. The profit for the half year was

equal to £1 os. 9d. per ton of ore treated

as compared with £1 is. id. per ton during

the previous half year. The working costs

were increased owing to the higher wages-

and rise in^the price for water. The in-

crease in wages was equal to 2S. 2d. per

ton of ore treated. Developments in the

lower levels are estimated to have dis-

closed 245,000 tons of ore during the half

\tar. while 290.000 tons were raised.

Queensland

Mount .Uix-gaH—This property within a

few years will be chiefly a copper proposi-

tion.' The rich oxidized gold ore at the

surface open-cut workings is being rap-

idly worked out at depth ; the ore is a solid

copper sulphide. .\ subsidiary company

called the Electrolytic Copper Refinery

Company has been formed by the directors-

to erect a plant with the view of refining

the copper at the mine. Later a manufactur-

ing plant will be erected for making sheet

goods, pipes, bars and other copper ar-

ticles. B. Magnus, formerly of the .Ana-

conda electrolytic-works staff, at Butte,

Mont., has been engaged to design and

erect the Mount Morgan refinery. The

plant will be in full operation next year.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics ol the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.Vc'ii' york, Sept. u— riic coal trade in

the East shows dccidtd strength and

prices arc easily maintained. Pennsyl-

vania coals are exceedingly strong owing

to the fact that Pocahontas, New River

and other West Virginia coals are prac-

tically out of the market; consequently

consumers are forced to take Pennsylva-

nia and Maryland coals and the market

for these grades has stitTeiied. The in-

crease in the price of small sizes of an-

thracite has also tended to strengthen bi-

tuminous steam coal and consumers of

hard coal are turning their attention to

soft coal.

In the West the markets maintain a

lirm tone and considerable tonnage is be-

ing taken. There is quite a heavy ton-

nage at the head of the Lakes and no

late rush is expected to upper Lake points.

The South continues active and reports

state that nearly every ton is taken up as

soon as mined. Alabama mines are

hampered by lack of labor and could

probably give employment to 5000 miners

and laborers.

President Baer's answer to the com-

plaint against the Temple Iron Company
has called out a good deal of discussion.

Its general tone recalls some of Mr.

Baer's utterances at the time of the an-

thracite strike ; the resemblance is too

marked to make the answer at all popu-

lar, though it may be technically cor-

rect. Comment on the anthracite situa-

tion, however, requires more space than

is available in this column. Whatever
the true situation may be. proof of an ac-

tual combination will be very hard to se-

cure.

Co.AL-TRAFFlC NoTES

Shipments of coal and coke origjinating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Aug. 31, were as follows, in short ions:

1906. 1907. Chaogea.
ADUu-sclte a.817.223 3,76«,1I13 I. 880,930
Bituminous 20.9!U.g34 29,399.696 I. 4.614,8«2
Coke 8,376,392 9.326,687 I. 951.295

ments, by companies, were as follows, in

long tons

:

Tot»l 32,2:17.<4;' 38,684,536 I. 6.447,087

The total increase in tonnage this year

was 20 per cent.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the year to Sept. 7 were 690,262 tons.

.\nthracite coal shipments in .August are

reported at 5.716,552 long tons, being 316,-

041 tons more than in .\ugust, 1906. For
the eight months ended .\ug. 31 the <hip-

Rentllii);

LkIiIrIi Viilley...
S. J. ix-ninil
Lficknwanim
D«l. & UuUbuii...
I'eniis.vlviLulu ...

ErU> 3.,')fiJ.714 10.0
N. y., Olll. & W .. l,N>3„'>(a 4.4

,
1900 ,

ToiiB. Por fi.

7,279,392 SO.

3

e,»70,2aO 17.8
4.3m.97» 12.3
6.013,a'.ll 16.8
a..%47,61»0 9.9
3,031.83.'i 8.5

, 1907. ^

Tous. Per CI.

9,100.769 20.6
7,612,801 17.2
6.784,407 13.1
6,1H14 349 16.7
4,344,662 9.8
3,841,1W1 8.7
4,782.998 lU.H
1.8l4.4t<9 4.1

Total.. 36,767.760 100.0 44.2U3.282 lUO.O

.Ml the companies showed increases ; the

total gain being 8,435,522 tons, or 23.6 per

cent. The light tonnage in 1906 was, of

course, due to the suspension in April

and May of that year.

The Monongahela River Consolidated

Coal and Coke Company reports the fol-

lowing coal shipments for the nine months
of its fiscal year eneded July 31 :

1906. 1907. Changes.
By river 3.383.S20 3,744,182 I. 360,862
Byrall 1,390.526 1.442.478 1. 61.962

Tomi 4.773,846 6,186,660 I. 412,814

The net earnings for the nine months
this year were $1,751,213; charges $1,072.-

079, leaving $679,134 surplus.

Shipments of anthracite coal from Buf-

falo by Lake for the seven months <inded

July 31 were 1,921,005 tons.

The report of the New York, Ontario

& Western Railroad Company for the fis-

cal year ended July 31, 1907, shows that

the earnings from the transportation of

coal w-ere $3,653,143, compared with $3,-

070,385 in the previous year, an increase

of $582,758, or 19 per cent. The number
of gross tons of coal transported from

the Scranton Division (exclusive of sup-

ply coal for company's use) was 2,502,-

989, an increase of 216.552, or 95 per cent.

New York

Anthk.vcite

Set>t. 1
1—There is a fairly strong de-

mand for prepared sizes, but the greatest

activity is still among the smaller grades

of steam coal. With these the supply is

decidedly short and the demand continues

strong. Tidewater shipments are rather

light and all-rail business is quite good
lor this time of the year. Prices are

quoted as follows : Broken, $4.65 ; egg,

stove and chestnut. $4.90 ; pea, $3.25

;

buckwheat. $2.75; rice, $2.i5@2.25; bar-

ley, $1.7561.85; all f.o.b. New York
harbor.

Bituminous

Trade in New York harbor is good and

the demand is strong, especially for the

better grades of coal ; fine coal and the

poorer grades for steam purposes are in

fair demand, but consumers prefer to pay
the higher price asked for the best grades.

Prices range from $2.65 to about $2.80

for fair quality and the best wide-scam
coal brings as much as $3 f.o.b. New York
harbor.

.Mong the Sound the trade is calling for

considerable coal, but there seems to have
been little or no attempt to put in winter
stocks in this territory. Transportation
from mines to tide is good, cars running
through in about schedule time. Car sup-

ply, however, shows a tendency to fall off

recently and producers are beginning to

report a shortage.

In the far East consumers are taking

on considerable quantities of coal and the

activity which has been apparent for some
time does not seem to have abated to any
extent. Vessels are in good demand, but

are not any too plentiful, and freight rates

are still maintained at their former high
level ; it is almost impossible to obtain a

concession of even 5c. per ton to the far

East. Freight rates are quoted as fol-

lows : From Philadelphia to Boston, Salem
and Portland, $1.10; to Providence, New-
Bedford and the Sound, 90c. ; to Lynn
and Bangor, $1.25; to Gardiner, $l.30@^

1.35; towages where usual.

Birmingham

Sept. 9—Coal operations in .-Mabama
continue active. Considerable develop-
ment throughout the coal-bearing districts

in the State is being pushed, all efforts

being made to get the mines in operation

before the winter business fairly starts.

The Birmingham Iron Company is open-
ing two mines at Mulgay, in the western
part of Jefferson county and according to
a report made by two of the State mine
inspectors, the mines promise to be the
best equipped in .•Mabama. Two seams of
coal will be worked in the two shafts, one
seam being down about 200 ft. and the

other more than 450 ft. The .Mabama
Consolidated Coal and Iron Company is

making improvements at its mines while

the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company is doing considerable developing

in the coalfields.

Coke is improving in demand and fair-

ly good prices obtain. Positively no ap-

prehension is felt because of the declin-

ing iron market. It is believed that the

iron production will be kept at the top
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notch despile the falling off in the de- liui. The roads raised tlie rate from 50c. tonnage this year, which offset the de-

j^j^^j 10 75c. per ton recently. creases of previous months.

A fine point has been raised at the

Chicago Lattas Creek mine, where the men quit
j^^^ j^^^^ j^^^j^^

Scft. 9-StrenK.h continues in the local the mme and removed all the.r tools.

coal marCt .Ml grades of coal. Western Th.s method of going out, they dedare,

aid Eastern, except screenings, are in is not a strike; but die operators have Ncz. Verb, Sept. i,-No special change

Rood demand. Steam users and retailers long contended that the stampede strikes is to be reported in the iron and steel

.re laying in stocks of Western coals, ^vhich the hne clause m the agreement „,arkcts tlm week. The disposition on

both in the citv and country. Most of the "as expected to prevent, cost them more ,1k- part of buyers to hold of? still con-
"

: , ,„„, .,
„„:,,i. m„i„p tlian an advance of 5 or loc. a ton in the tinues, and new orders are conspicuous

shinmenls to the city iiavc a quick passage *'
•

1. , , . , . , 1 r .1
', ... . ,; „ -^ „„. rate of mining. They propose to resist by their absence in most branches of the

to the consumers bins, and tnerc is prac- <=>

, ,
• 11 , r,-, • , 1 1 i- • ^ j

,
, .

,
strenuously any step by the miners which trade. The revival which was anticipated

ticallv no demurrage coal on tracks, eitiier - •' ' ' .,, rc-.u-^..
'

. I , „ i„ „.. .-.=,>= nf some «ill tend to nullify the clause. with the opening of September is not yet
Western or Eastern. In Ine cases 01 some ... , • vt ^ 1 .^ j- iU 1"

,
. , , ..,„,:,,. ,f omnlies Complaint IS made against the miners apparent. Notwithstanding the lower

Fastern coals, indeed, scarcity 01 supplies ' "^ " ,.,.. rr j ^

r '"•..- .• ( ,
''

at the New Summit nunc, near Linton, level at which pig iron is offered, sales
is reoorted. .M indications are for a con- ""- ,.„-. 1 , . u / 11 u™

,
, , -f ^ that the men are not doing sufhcient work, have not been large, and have been con-

tinuation of the strength now manifest. ^^^^_^
_^ ^,^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^ ^_^^^U ^^^^^^ ^^^ _^^^^^.^j

The demand and market prices of West-
^.^^^^ ^ \^^^,. ,,,,, „„, on an unauthor- needed to keep foundries going. Basic

crn lump are steadily advancing (Jie pre - .^=^
^^^ ^._^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ .^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,^^ j^^^ j^ ^^^^^^^^

ent quotations runing $i.95^^-.6:,. Kun-
^^^^^^ ^^ "soldiering," so that the output business, but that has not been active.

of-minefroin Illinois and Indiana niines
^^ ^^^^ ^_^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ one-third. . The There are reports of sales of Southern

brings Si.(x)(a^.io on the great bulk o
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ _^^^^^^^._ ^^^^ j^^^_^^j_.^, ^^^ ,^^^^. ^^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

coal sold, and screenings are weak at

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ,^. ^.^^^rmed.
$l.I0@I.50.

discharge of the mine boss, against whom In finished material the situation is

Eastern coals are in general scarce and
^^^^ ^^^_^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^ ^,|^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^_^^_ ^^^.^^ ^,^^ Negotiations are in progress

the market
<^°""""".f

°"^.
""^"^^^f

'^^ panv in trade at this time is a big item for some large lots of structural steel,

in active demand at $3.30. the September 1

^^^.
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^ ^^l^^_^ ^^^ ,^^ ^^^ ,_^,j j,^^y ^^^.^ ,,^^ ^^5^,,^^^ ;„ contracts

price; Youghiogheny is selling well at

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ j,,^ present time. Mills are still

S.V.K) for 4-i-inch and smokeless brings ••
^^^^^ ^^^ outstanding contracts ; but some

$4.05 for lump and $3-35 fc mn-of-
^^^ beginning to be a little anxious for

mine, circular prices. Pittsburg No. 8
^, ? ^

,; „„, f..iHv the future, and are looking ahead for

brings $2.90 for l^-inch. Other Eastern ScM- '0~Thc m,-.rk.t continues tairly

^^^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

coals are strong. =>ct>ve. w-th regular quotations on the
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^.^^^ ^^_^^ ^^ ^^^^^^_

Anthracite sales are languishing some- basis of $i.i5@i.20 for mmc-run coal at
^^^^ ^^.^ ^.^^^^^.^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^p ^^^

what under the coming of the September the mine, these prices being shaded m
^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^.^^^^^ companies still ad-

prices and no cold weather in sight yet. favorable contracts.
^^^^^ ^^ ^1^^.^ demand for amended specifi-

Sales generally are reported light. Conneltsville Cote—While there has
^^^[^^^^^ a„d the rail-makers are not in-

been an improvement in the labor supply
^y^^^^^ ^^ concede the point without an

and quite an increase in production, the
ii^i^rease in price. A large tonnage is be-

Cleveland market is, if anything, stronger than it
-^^^ ]jg,j ^,3^,. ^„,jij ^^^ question is decided.

ScPI lo-The coal market is quiet and "'^s- Very little prompt coke is available
jj j^. understood that a conference is to

is displaying a better tone. This is due and what is offered is bringing good
,3, ,,,,,, ;„ jjew York this week, at which

to the heavy increase in lake shipments ^gtires, $2.75@3 for furnace and $3.25® the whole matter will be discussed. It is

and the practical working off of the sur- 3-50 for 72-hour foundry. There is very i,„possible to say, however, whether any

plus supplv in the city. Cash price of 50c.
little inquiry for contract coke, but agreement will be reached. There have

a ton at the mines still obtains for Ohio i" one instance a consumer was quoted |,een reports that the Baltimore & Ohio

slack The regular price of $5.50 per gross $3 for a very good grade of Councils- i^d given way and ordered 60,000 tons,

ton for anthracite egg, stove and chest-
^'"'^ ^"rnace coke for delivery over the ,,,it,,out insisting on new conditions; but

nut is now in force, the graded discount fourth quarter. The Councr m its sum- „iis is doubtful.

scale having expired Sept i Prominent '"ary gives the production for the week Canadian Rail Contracls-On Aug. 29

operators in the city are of the opinion >" ^oth the upper and lower Connellsville the Canadian government awarded a con-

that the price will be maintained through fi'^Ws at 425.4" tons, an increase of about tract for the supply of 18,000 tons of 80-

^ .. 25,000 tons for the week. The shipments Ih. steel rails, for the eastern division of

'°ThrChaniber of Commerce reports re-
aggregated 14.688 cars, distributed as fol- ,he Grand Trunk Pacific railway, to the

ceiots at Cleveland in .\ugust as follows:
lows

:
to Pittsburg. 4845 cars

;
to points Dominion Iron and Steel Company,

Anthracite 9698 tons; bituminous coal,
^^'^st of Connellsville, 8478 cars; to points Sydney, Cape Breton, at about $33-50 per

685 109- coke 92,557; total, 787,364 tons,
^ast of Connellsville, 1365 cars. ton, delivery to be made at Quebec. A

all by rail. Shipments by rail were 230 contract for. a similar quantity of rails,

tons anthracite.^ -s bituminous aiid
C^^, ^^^,^

at^4 per t.i, w. giv^ .the Algc^a

4417 tons coke; by lake, 482,085 tons bitu- " "
,,,.,,. „ .

^r' for delivery at Fort William, Ontario.
minous c

. Shipments of coal from Nova Scotia Neivfoundland Iron Orc—.\i a recent

mines for the seven months ended July meeting of the directors of the Dominion
Indianapolis 3, are reported as follows, in long tons: jron and Steel Company, it was decided

Sept. 9—The Indiana Railroad Com- '»*'«• !'»''• ChangeB. ,„ undertake the further devclopm»nt of

mission has sustained the complaint ST*ste«V":: .•.; *m;?5I ''liS d! iS the company's iron ore areas at W.ibana,

against the Baltimore & Ohio and the
$^„"SVr.'.".'!;'.:.

"..;.• hS m^i\ Vum.
Newfoundland, for the .sale and export of

(;nii(hprn Indiana railroads and has or- imercoioiiVoY '.".."!!. imItm isisimr. d! 7!9M ore abroad in addition to supplying the^"""
, .u IJ , IllveriiesB 9-2,160 130,997 I. 38,837 „ , » i 1 . Ti ^lo„ ,«o^l,.«^

dered those roads to restore the old 50c. ! ! ! Sydney steel plant. It was also resolved

rate on coal from the Linton fields to the Totm 2.737.177 a.74i,8fi6 I. 4.678 ,0 push the development of all coal .ireas

United States Cement plant at Lehman, There was a large increase in the July so as to render the company independent
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ol ullicr Loiiipaun-. .i> nyards fuel supply

as soon as possible.

Baltimore

Si-fl. 10—Exports irmu this port for

I Ik- past week included 3J03 tons steel

rails and ji8 tons splice-bars to Colon,

Panama.

Imports for the week included 500 tons

of spiegeleisen and 1>-1Q tons fcrromaui;an-

cse. Receipts of iron ore were 4100

tons from Cuba, and 5100 tons from

Xicolaieff, Russia ; gjoo tons in all. Three

cargoes, 14,00,^ tons, of iron pyrites ar-

riveil from Iluelva, Spain.

Birmingham

.i'l'/"/. 9—The Southern pig-iron market

IS still dull and inclined to show weak-

ness. 1 here has been no further reduc-

tion in quotations and the manufacturers

assert that there are no reasons why they

should show alarm and that prices will

hold at the new level until the end of the

year, at least. The production continues

i|uite healthy and the furnace companies

are working hard to make deliveries on

old orders. The shipments are equal to

the production, which means there is no

accumulation. Some incpiiry is being re-

ceived here for iron to be delivered dur-

ing the first half of the coming year, but

little of this is resulting in orders. Raw
material supplies are easier and the work
at the ore mines is being kept up with

the intention of keeping all bins well filled.

The home consumption is heavy, great

activity being noted among the cast-iron

manufacturers. Machine shops and foun-

dries appear to have many orders on hand.

Steel rods, wire and nails are improving

and better prices are said to be near at

hand. The Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railroad Company is pushing the work on
the new steel plant and announces the

completion of five open-hearth furnaces.

1 he furnaces will be started up in the

rear future. All the steel being manu-
factured in the Birmingham district is

finding a ready demand with good prices

prevailing.

Two of the rolling mills in the im-

mediate Birmingham district are in full

operation. The finished iron and steel is

being shipped almost as quickly as it is

produced. Good prices o" tain in this pro-

duct. Labor is scarce at iron and steel

plants in this State.

buyers to provide only for immediate

needs is apparent the spirit of the last

three months—quick delivery lieiiiK de-

manded together with willingness to pay

the market price, provided the shipment

cai\ be delivered in time.

Prices for spot delivery are representa-

tive of only the small lots needed to fulfill

contract requirements. Southern .Vo. j

for last-quarter delivery is bringing $18.50

(till) Birmingham ($22.85^(1 jj.35 Chicago)

on most sales. There are reports of lower

prices, but they do not seem to be sub-

stantiated. Northern is quoted on sales

for the last quarter at $23.50. with very

iittle in the market.

Coke is firm at $5.90 for 7j-hour Con-
nellsville and $5.65 for West Virginia 72-

hour.

Chicago
Sept. 9—The iron market continues

very quiet, but there are signs of increas-

irg interest in the contract business that

heretofore has been almost nothing. In-

quiries and actual orders show that melt-

ers are coming to realize that the bottom

has not dropped out of the market. For
the last quarter requirements orders are

still numerous, though the tonnage of each

order is small. In the dispositinn of most

Cleveland

Scfit. 10—Despite the curtailment of

operations on the docks at the upper lake

l>orts during the early part of August, the

shipments of those ports exceeded 6,ooo,-

000 tons of iron ore during the month.
This was rendered possible by the fact

that Duluth, Two Harbors, Escanaba and
Superior put on double working shifts

following the breaking of the strike, and
utilized every effort to load the waiting

ore boats. Heaviest receipts in Cleveland

were during the latter part of the month,

when the movement was .again well under

way. Wild tonnage for small cargoes is

in greater demand, and vessel owners ex-

pect an active market from the middle of

September on. Rates at present are hold-

ing steady.

The pig-iron market is not displaying

as much strength this week, with sales

of foundry grades at recessions. Some
inquiry is noticed in the market for de-

livery for the first quarter of 1908. De-

liveries for the last half of the current

year are quoted as follows: Bessemer

$23. i5@23.35 : Xo. 1 foundry $23(?7 23.50;

Xo. 2 foundry. $22.50(n~23 ; \o. 3 foundry,

$22@22.5o; Xo. 2 Southern, $22.85(S>23.35

;

gray forge, 21.50@21.75, Cleveland.

The Chamber of Commerce reports re-

ceipts at Cleveland in August as follows

:

Pig iron, blooms, etc.. 81.489 tons : other

iron and castings. 47.536: manufactured

iion and steel. 68.329: total. 197.354 tons.

Shipments were 41.439 tons pig: 73.81S

other iron; 38.314 manufactured iron and

steel: total. 153.571 tons. Receipts of iron

ore by lake were 1.014,8.^0 tons; shipments

liy rail. 7.18.321 tons.

Philadelphia

Sc/<t. 12—There is a good deal to be

heard in the offices as to the present con-

dition and probable future course of pig

iron, but nothing tangible can be said as

to prices. Ref|uirements for the fourth

quarter, which ought to be placed now
or soon, are not being covered to any

extent. .^ few days w-ill develop what-

ever demand will be presented. It is im-

piissilile to quote actual selling prices thi^

week, in view of the unsettled condition-

Basic is an exception, The drop it cn-

eoiMUered drew out a few large buyers

and sales have been made. No. 2 X
foundry has also been purchased, but iu

a small way. The mills are not buying

forge this week

Sli-i'l llilli-ls—\ fair amount of busi-

ness has been done but most interest cen

ters in the prices at which new business

will be done low'ard the latter end of the

month. Billets will be needed in large

lots, but manufacturers or their repre-

sentatives are not making any predictions

as to prices, except as to forging billets

which are exceptionally strong.

Burs—The 1.85c. base price for refined

bars is the rule and the volume of busi-

ness is good at all mills throughout our

territory. Cheaper scrap is having no ef-

fect. The store demand for bars has

picked up very much since Sept. I.

Slii-i-ls—The retail requirements are in-

creasing and city and country stores are

doing an e.xcellent business in all kinds.

Stock is being purposely accumulated at

one or two mills. Prices are firm and

consumers take on the output • of light

sheets as fast as produced.

Pipes and Tubes—The retail selling

prices continue at the top notch, aiid

while firescnt demand is not active, the

CfMisumption of supplies is heavy. Prices

arc firm.

Plates—Mills have booked a few large

orders within a week for railroad ter-

minal work and country and city bridge

work. The mills are working full time

and the management says a large amount
of new orders will soon be entered.

Structural Material—Nearly all our
current business is in small lots, but the

aggregate is encouraging. Municipalities

and county authorities are doing a good
deal of small bridge work. Strong prices

of course prevail for small orders. Large
orders are to be placed m a few days and
terms have been practically made calling

for upward of 25.000 tons.

Steel Rails—The steel rail makers in

this district say that there will be no fur-

ther delay in fixing up the tangle in steel

rails and that orders for more than 750,-

000 tons will be the result of the under-
standing to be arrived at shortly.

Serap—The scrap market after settling

down to a lower level of values is now-
presenting some life. The larger scrap
buyers are not in the market and they
decline to entertain proposals from the
scrap dealers at this time.

Pittsburg

Sept. 10—There is no material change
in the iron and steel market situation.

1 he local trade continues to maintain that
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there is a better seiitiinciit, but it certainly

has not borne fruit in heavier buying, as

there is a dulhicss in all lines, amounting

almost to stagnation. Reports from other

districts do not indicate that there has

been an improvement even in sentiment.

The Eastern blast furnaces, for instance,

continue to offer pig iron for delivery at

Pittsburg, although no market can be

found for it.

On old contracts specifications keep up

fairly well and deliveries are well taken.

In many casts mills are still far behind

ir. deliveries. This is particularly true of

billets, shipments on many contracts being

far behind, v.ith consumers endeavoring

to buy additional tonnage elsewhere. The
large plate mills, making heavy plates for

structural, ship and car purposes, are still

well tilled with business, but the smaller

mills, making light and narrow plates, are

already getting less business than they can

handle.

In some optimistic tjuarters predictions

are made of a general buying movement

about the middle of next month : but, gen-

erally speaking, there is nothing on which

to base predictions, and the rank and file

of the trade are quietly awaiting develop-

ments.

Pig Iron—There arc several reports of

sales of from looo to 1500 tons of besse-

mer having been made at $21.50, Valley,

sec. under what has been the recognized

market. While these reports are not ab-

solutely confirmed, it is recognized that it

is only the scarcity of bessemer ores which

would prevent a material decline, as all

grades of pig iron are more or less weak.

In foundry pig there is more inquiry, and

larger lots are asked for : but it is far

from certain that these inquiries are se-

rious, and some of the furnaces are evi-

dently not naming their inside prices, be-

lieving that the time is not yet ripe for

trying to force sales. Detached furnaces,

east of Pittsburg, are quoting $22.25®

22.45, delivered Pittsburg, on No. 2, and

it is believed that they would do $22 on a

firm offer. The Valley furnaces are quot-

ing $2i.50(a22. Valley, on early delivery,

but it is believed they would do $21 or

less, furnace, on a round tonnage for

fourth quarter. Forge is weak at about

$1 below foimdry. There is no inquiry

for basic, and it is uncertain what price

could be done. .\s low as $20.25, f.o.b.

I.akc Erie furnace, has been quoted with-

out attracting business.

Steel—As noted, deliveries on old con-

tracts arc very poor. In several instances

less than 15 per cent, of steel specified for

third quarter has been delivered to date,

and there is no material improvement in

deliveries. Nevertheless, the mills which

are delinquent would probably name still

lower prices for fourth quarter and ap-

parently are looking for quite a sudden

falling off in demand. For prompt de-

livery, bessemer billets are about $29,50,

delivered Pittsburg, and open-hearth

$31.50, Pittsburg. For deliveries over the

fourth quarter 50c. less than these prices

could be done.

Slu'cts—New business has become rather

light, and none of the mills is far behind

in deliveries of bl.tck, while in galvanized

sheets they are still considerably behind.

Demand for heavy-gage sheets and light

plates has become quite unsatisfactory,

mills not getting in enough tonnage to

run full. Prices are unchanged at 2.60c.

for black and 3.75c. for galvanized, No. 28

gage.

Fcrro-Mungoncsc—The market is very

quiet and prices are not over firm. Prompt
carloads arc quoted at about $62, deliv-

ered Pittsburg, fourth quarter being about

$60, Pittsburg.

Hawthorne, Leslie &
Company of Scotland.

Co., and the Steel

Metal Market

Cartagena, Spain

Aug -'4. --.Messrs Barriiigton & Holt

report as follows : The local market is

distinctly quiet, and there is but little de-

mand for ore of any class, either for

prompt or forward delivery ; but the

general opinion is that later on, when ore

freights arc easjer, there will be t re-

newed demand and at better prices than

lately offered. E.\pcjrts for the week

were 1000 tons to Marseilles and 6100 to

Great Britain; 7100 tons in all.

For iron ores prices are a little lower

;

they are, f.o.b. shipping port : Ordinary

50 per cent. OTe.gs.@C)s. 3d.; special low

phosphorus, los. ; specular ore, 55 per

cent., I2S. For manganiferous ores,

same delivery, No. 3 ore, 35 per cent, iron

and 12 manganese, is 13s. gd. ; no higher

grades on the market.

Pyrites—The price of iron pyrites, 40

per cent, iron and 43 sulphur. lis od.

per ton, f,o,b, shipping port.

London

Aug. 31—The past year has been an

excellent one for English iron companies.

Most of these companies report for fiscal

years ending between March 31 and June

30, The Economist has compiled the

statements of 1 1 large companies, which

may be considered representative, for the

year last closed. The net profits of these

eleven companies for 1906-7 amounted to

^1,949,628, as compared with £1,538,688 in

the previous year, thus showing an in-

crease of £410,940, or 26,4 per cent. When
it is remembered that the year 1905-6

showed a very striking advance on its

predecessor, and that wages and fuel in-

creased greatly in cost during 1906-7. the

latest results indicate a' very high di-grec

of prosperity in the British iron and steel

industries, and favorable conditions for

those financially interested in them. The
total dividends paid amounted to £901,262

in 1906, and £1,193,967 in 1907; an in-

crease of £292,705, or over 32 per cent.

A substantial increase in profits was se-

cured by a large majority of the compa-

nies, the chief exceptions being R, & W.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

NEW YOKK, Sept, 11.

At all United States Ports in July and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Oold:

July 1907.. $ 7.478.366 $ 3,390.962 Exp. $ 4,087,404
" ISOfi . 1.302,248 9,834.333 Imp. 8.532,086

Tear 1907 ,

,

43.779,098 24,869,609 ISxp. 18,919,489
" I90i;.. 32.912,962 72,372.111 Imp. 39,469.14»

Silver

:

.luly 1907.. 6.966,062 3,361,100 Exp. 2.693,962
" 1906.. 4,360,628 3,277.706 1,082.922

Year 1907.. 35,174,261 26,766.71] 9,417,640
„ 1906.. 37,797,866 26,964,634 „ 10,843,311

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Rureiui of Statistics of the Department of
rommerce and Labor,

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending Sept, 7 and years from Jan, 1.

Period.
Gold. SUver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906
1906

t 166.000
32,603,687
6,952.743

38,280,843

i 319,104

7.392.236
49.590,427
1.301.324

1 1.6.'i7.847

35,399.789
40,402.511

22.860.993

$ 64.863
1,663,326
1,492,662
2,606,491

Exports of gold for the week were chiefly
to France: of silver to London. Imports for
the week, both gold and silver, were from
Mexico, Central America and South America.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Sept, 7, shows loans $1,088,-

597,200, an increase of $611,800; deposits,

$1,046,485,000, a decrease of $170,800, as

compared with the previous week. Re-

serve accounts show

:

1906. 1907.

Specie »169,341.600 $200,317,400
Legal tenders 77,634,000 68,676,200

Total cash $246,975,600 $2i;8.993,600

Surplus t 7,378,360

Deficit $ 6.677,926

The surplus over legal requirements

shows a decrease of $1,384,100, as com-

pared with the previous week this year.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world. Sept, 7 are reported as below,

in dollars

:

Oold, BllTer. Total.

Ass'dNewYork $200,317,400
England $19(1.818.996 190,818,996

France 6.59,019,420 $193,940,560 762.969,980

Germany lilS.liOO.OOO 46.700.000 216,200,000

Spain 77,69(1.000 129.620,000 207,210,000

Netherlands,,,. 30,168,500 27,940.000 68.108,000

Belgium 16.820.(Kl(l 7.910.0(1(1 23,730,000

Italy 171.446.000 24.918,600 196,363,600

Russia 686.166,000 34, 460,000 620,615.000

AU8t,-Hungary, 226,2,'(l.0OO 80.650,000 286.800,000

Sweden 21,26(1.000 21,260,000

The banks of luigland and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables of the Commercial and finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Aug. 29:
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Roceipts for the week were iiooo from
the West Indies: £144,000 in bars and
ii+2,000 in Mexican dollars from New
York ; a total of £287,000. Exports were
iiooo to Kgypt : £149,500 in Iwrs and
£09,000 in Mexican dollars to India; £-»ii).-

500 in all.

Indian exchange has been weaker, and
the average price paid for the Council

bills offered in London was I5.97d. per

rupee. The demand for silver in London
on Indian account has been good.

I he Treasury Department estimate 01

the money in the United States on Sept

I is as follows

:

In Treasury. lu Circul'n.

Oold coin (lac. IjuIIIoq in
Treasury) $ jm.Jol.iSS

OoldcertiaoaCos.
Stlrer dollars
Sliver certinoates
Subsidiary sllrer
Treasur)- notes of 1890...

r. B. notes
Nat. Bank notes..

S3.083.160

)i,:i39,ie3

ll.StW.SM
S,38fi.969

9.03<.l

1,1111.344

17,1SS.4&5

560,356,994
6J" ,908.009
8-2.114.368

460,5a'>,171

ia;l,118,909

5,777.961

34-J,601,77a
6JI6,9aO,8a«

Total $333,885,063 »i.789,201,6ai

Population of the United States. Sept.

I. 1907. estimated at 86,311.000; circula-

tion per capita, $32.32. For redemption of

outstanding certificates an exact equiva-

lent in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the accoimt of money held as

assets of the Government. This statement

of money held in the treasury as assets of

the Government does not include deposits

of public inoney in national-bank deposit-

ories to the credit of the treasurer of the

L'nited States. The total in circulation

shows an increase of $7,878,060 over .\ug.

I ; and of $22,288,321 over Sept. i, 1907.

A revised estimate by the Director of the

Mint of the stock of gold coin was
adopted in the statement for Aug. i. 1907.

There was a reduction of $135,000,000 in

the amount

Transvaal gold output for August is

reported at 555,027 oz. fine, the highest

monthly production on record, and 22.316

oz. more than in July. For the eight

months ended .\ug. 31 the total output

was 3.657.357 oz. in 1906 and 4.226,470 oz.

in 1907, an increase of 569,113 oz. The
gold reported this year was $87,361,135

in value.

The silver hiarket has been quiet, with-

out any special features, and in the ab-

sence of any India orders the tendency

has been tou.Tril a slight decline.

Pricet of Foreign Coiu
Bid. Asked.

Mexican dollars 10.52 1, 10.64 ^
PeruTlan soles and Cbilean 0.48 0.50
Victoria sovereigns 4.85 4.87
Twentyfrance 3.80 3.86
epanlsb 28 pesetas 4.78 4.80
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London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb.) 3tan<lard copper, which Is now tbe equiva-
lent of the former s.m.b's. The New York
quotations for electroytic copper are foi'

cakes, ingots or wirebars. and represent the
hulk of the transactions as made wlih con-
sumers, basis. New York, cash. 'Hie price of
cathodes is U.12,^ic. below that of electrolytic.
The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company for

near-by shipments of desilverized lead in .'lO

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter
are for ordinary western brands ; specliU
brands command a premium.

Copper—The market is in a very un-

satisfactory condition. Domestic consum-

ers are buying only retail quantities for

immediate shipmefit, and there has been

no large business doing for home trade.

(Orders from Europe also have been

falling off in volume, though some little

business is doing there from day to day

at steadily declining prices. The close is

weak at i6f:4(@i754c. for lake; i6(S)i6!/2C.

for electrolytic in cakes, wirebars or in-

gots, and I5>4@l6c, for casting copper.

The standard market in London de-

clined steadily from day to day, but Wed-
nesday there was a very serious break

which bordered on demoralization, when

prices touched £67 10s. for spot and £67

15s. for three months. At the second call

bear covering of large proportions saved

the day, and prices at the close are firmer

at £68 los. for spot and £6g for three

months

Relined and manufactured sorts are

quoted: English tough, £68; best selected,

£75; strong sheets, £81.

The lower prices do not appear to pre-

sent sufficient inducement for manufact-

urers to come into the market as yet for

any large quantities. The prevailing want

of confidence in the future is strongly in

evidence, even though it does not seem to

be wholly juittilied by the actual condi-

tions. Uusiness is largely in suspense for

the present imtil there is a more settled

feeling.

Exports of copper from Nc'v York for

the week are reported at 1244 long tons.

Our correspondent reports the exports

from Baltimore for the week at 561 tons

line copper.

Copper Sheets—The base price of cop-

per sheets is now quoted at 24c, per lb.

Copper Wire—The price of copper wire

remains the same as last week. The base

price for No. 0000 to No. 8 is 20^(®2IJ4c.

per lb.

Tin— The market in London is casing

ofT. and generally speaking has a rather

unstable appearance. The close is cabled

as easy at £166 for spot and £165 5s. for

three months. The demand from con-

sumers is light and prices are being

shaded for the little business which is of-

fered. The market at the close is quoted

36'4@36^^ cents.

Lead—On Friday last the .\merican

Smelting and Refining Company reduced

its price to 4.75. f.o.b. New York. Outside

brands can be bought at a discount still.

The London market shows a great deal

of strength, which is rather surprising,

in face of the weakness prevailing in all

other metals. The reports indicate small

shipments from .\ustralia and a scarcity

of spot supplies, which has helped to bring

about an advance to £19 17s. 6d. for Span-

ish and £20 for English lead.

Spanish Lead Market—Messrs. Bar-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena.

Spain, under date of Aug. 24: The local

price for pig lead on wharf for the past

week has been 91.25 reales per quintal,

which, with exchange at 28.63 pesetas per

£1. is equivalent to £17 i6s. gd. per ton

of 2240 lb.. Cartagena ; silver being quoted

at 14.50 reales per ounce. Exports for the

week were 512 tons argentiferous and 150

tons desilverized lead to London; 245 tons

argentiferous and (16 tons desilverized to

-Marseilles
; 973 tons in all.

Spelter—The market shows a great deal

of weakness. Buyers are few and far be-

tween, and smelters are trying to force

their accumulations on the market. The

close is weak at 5.25(S^.27'/i New York

and s.io(§>5.i2^ St. Louis.

The London market continues to de-

cline, and the close is cabled at £20 15s.

for good ordinaries and £21 for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is now

$7-75 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and, Peru, in

60-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive; widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive : lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive . The freight rate to New York

is 27.50c. per too lb.

Silesiaii Spelter .Uurtrf—Under date of

.\ug. 28 Paul Spcicr reports from Brcslau

that little improvement is to be looked for
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in the spelter situation. The consumers
continue to hold back from the market
and show signs of recovering confidence

for the future. Prices of Silesian spelter

;»re 43oO@'>S marks per kg. (4.71^4.860.

per lb.) according to size and condition

of order. Zinc sheets are quoted at 53@
56 marks per 100 kg. (572@6.05 per lb.) at

L'pper Silesian shipping points. For zinc

dust prices have yielded somewhat. On
lots of 10 tons 44.-»5(fr44.5o marks per 100

kg. f.o.b. Stettin (4.7S@4.8oc per lb.)

were quoted including barrels.

E.xports and imports of zinc and zinc

products from Germany for the seven
iiiiinths ended in July were as follows in

metric tons

:

/—Importa—

^

/—Exports.-^
190C. 1907. 19(16. 1907.

»|>elt«r 19.778 18.211 34.983 MA^2
Zinc 8be«tr i> 74 8,»0f> lo.ffir^

Zinc scrap 1.3J4 65fi 2,867 4,017
ZIncorr 102,34fi 101,312 24.765 18.K80
ZlDC-dust MO 1.313
Zlno oxide 3,582 10,715
Litbopbone 916 l.leC 4,402 5,249

The changes this year have not been

large or important.

.i>i/imo»o'—.•\dviees by cable state that

there is a scarcity of crude antimony in

English and Continental markets, and that

an advance is likely. Local dealers are

advised from abroad not to sell without

confirmation of prices. Recently there

have been several inquiries for the crude

metal emanating from abroad which would
seem to confirm this report. Quotations

are io@ioJ4c. for Cookson's, pc. for Hal
lett's, and 8^<@9Hc. for ordinary brands.

Xickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief pro-

ducer quotes 45(a'50c. per lb., according to

size and term of order. For small quan-
tities prices are 50@6sc., sSme delivery.

Quicksilver—Current prices in New
York are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37.50^38.50
per tlask, according to quantities, for do-

mestic orders, and $36.5o@'37 for export.

The London price is £7 per flask, but £6

i6s. 3d. is quoted by jobbers.

f'Uiliiium—The market is in rather pe-

culiar shape at present and producers are

unable to forecast the probable turn in

prices. The demand continues good but

there seems to be an unsettled condition.

Prices have, however, not changed from
last week and are quoted as follows

:

Ordinary metal, $28,50; hard metal, $31;
and <crap, $23^124 per troy ounce.

Imports and Exporti of Melali

Jin— imports of tin into the United

States for the seven months ending July

31, were as follows, in long tons:

MOC 1907. Cbangm.
Ktmll* 8.871 8.H0a D. (!9

AilStrilllll Me eoe D. 98
OrvKt Iintaln 1B,49S 14,320 I). 1,178
U"ll«nil 2<'2 77« 1. 484
other Europe 963 Oil D. 362
utbrr cnuntrter S« S8 I. 12

The total decrease in the imports this

year was 4.5 per cent.

Copfer—Exports of copper from tlie

United States for the seven months ended
July 31 are reported as below by the Bu-
reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor, in long tons, of

22^0 lb. each.

1906. 1907. CbaDges.
Great Brftntn 13,809 9.820 D. 3,989
Belgium I,;t90 676 D, 714
FrnnuP 20,411 li;,477 D. 3,934
Italy 4,460 4,942 I. 482
Gerniniiy and Holland... 66,475 .'>4,44.'j D. 12,030
Russia l,.^B« l,52f, D. 24
Otber Europe 6.719 .^.,721 D. 998
Canada 806 885 I. 79
Cblna 1,602 . .. D. 1,602
Other countries 1S3 193 I. 60

Total miftal 117.356 94,685 D. 22.670
In ores and ninttx 3.860 3,611 D. 349

Total 121,215 98.196 D. 23,019

The total decrease was 19 per cent. The
actual quantity of ores and matte ex-

ported this year was 53,731 tons, of which

43.594 tons were to Canada, 9843 tons to

!Mexico, 294 tons to Europe.

Imports into the United States of cop-

per and copper material, for the seven

months ended July 31, with re-exports of

foreign metal, are reported as follows

;

the figures give the contents of all mate-
rial in long tons of fine copper:

Metal. In ore, etf. Total.

Mexico 21.420
Canada 7,075
Great Britain 10,105
•lapan , 6,411
South Araerira
Otber loun tries 13.393

Total Im ports 59,004
Re-exports 154

10,081 32,101
3,259 10,934

10,10.?

6,411
2,155 2,155
1,546 14.939

17,641 76,645
154

17,641 76 491
12,835 57.533

Net Imports 68.850
Net Imports. 1906 44.698

The total increase in the net imports

was 18,958 tons, or 33 per cent. The ac-

tual tonnage of ores and matte imported
this year from Mexico was 62,350 tons

;

from Canada and Newfoundland, 83,376:
from South America, 15,227 : from other

countries, 27,628 tons.

The exports and net imports compare
as follows with the seven months

:

1906. 1907. Changee.
Exports 121.216 98.196 D. 23,019
Net Imports .'57,533 76,491 D. 18.958

Excess, exports 63.682 21,706 D. 41,977

This shows a decrease this year of 65.9

per cent, in the excess of exports.

/.fad—Imports of lead into the United
States in all forms, with re-exports of im-
ported metal, are reported as below for

the seven months ended July 31. in short

tons of 2000 lb. each

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Lead, metallic 8,370 7,197 D, 1.173
Lead In ores and t>a8e
bullion 47,237 35.664 D. 11,673

Total Imports 56,607 42,801 D. 12,746
Re-exports 29.074 20.061 D. 3.013

Total ».Ke 24,076 D. 1,191

Net Imports 26,533 16,800 D. 9,733

Of the imports this year 30,885 tons
were from Mexico, and 4570 tons from
Canada. Exports of domestic lead were
57 tons in 1906, and 27 tons in 1907 ; a

decrease of 30 tons.

Spelter—Exports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the United States for

the seven month ending July 31 are re-

ported as below, zinc ore being in long

tons, the others in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Spelter 2,961 383 D. 2,668
Zinc dross 8,178 7,475 D. 703
Zinc ores ... 18,364 11,121 D. 7,243

Imports of spelter for the seven months

were 2082 short tons in 1906, and 522 tons

in 1907; a decrease of 1560 tons. Imports

of zinc ore reported this year v^ere 6279

tons calamine in July ;
previous to July

I these imports were not reported.

Antimony—Imports of antimony into

the United States for the seven months

ended July 31, were as follows, in pounds:

1900. 1907. Changes.

Metal and reuulus. 4,3.'il,214 5,141.911 I. 790,697
Antimony ore 974.948 1,882.783 I. 907.835

There was a large increase in metal

and a still larger one, proportionately, in

ore.

Nickel—Imports of nickel ore and matte

into the United States for the seven

months ended July 31, were 8525 tons in

1906, and 9537 tons, containing 11,167,735

lb. metal in 1907. The metal contents

were not reported last year.

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide and

nickel matte for the seven months were

6,931,506 lb. in 1906, and 5,992,148 lb. in

T907; a decrease of 939,358 lb. this year.

Quicksilver—Exports of quicksilver

from the United States for the seven

months ended July 31, were 303,559 lb. in

1906, and 310,936 lb. in 1907; an increase

of 7377 lb. this year.

Platinum—Imports of platinum into the

United States for the seven months ended

July 31, were 6594 lb. in 1906. and 3527

lb. in 1907; a decrease of .3067 lb. this

year.

Aluminum—Exports of aluminum fr im

the United States for the seven months

ended July 31, were valued at $137,353 in

1906, and $208,534 in 1907 : an increase of

$71,181 this year.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin. Mo., Sept. 7—The highest price

reported paid for zinc ore was $45 per

ton, on an assay base ranging from $38@
43 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. The aver-

age price was $39.98.

The highest price rejjorted paid for lead

was $61 per ton, ranging down to $56 for

the bulk of the week's settlements. Week-
end offers were lower, ranging from $50

(S'54 per ton. The average price was

$59.62.

The movement to restrict the output

began in earnest last night and tonight, by

the closing down of a number of the larger

producing mills of the district—mills in-

cluded in the beginning of the movement

that were required to run a part of this

week to fill advance sales of ore. In
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the clean- lip the oiitpui, instead of being

restricted, was increased. It is estimated

liy producers that the mills now <hiit

ilown will restrict the nutpiit from ^o to

50 per cent., but the smelter agencies place

the decrease at from jo to 25 per cent, of

the average output, or from loco to 1200

tons weekly. It is possible that a mean
between the two is the actual condition.

The heavy decline in pig lead will have

a strong bearing on the closing-down sit-

uation, as this decline will change a num-
ber of mills from the credit to the debit

side. I'cw, if any, of the free ore mines

immediately around Jopliii will join in

the restriction movement, as these can

still show a respectable profit, but present

conditions leave a profit margin for only

the very richest of the mines of the sheet-

ground section of the district.

Following are the shipments of zinc and

of lead from the various camps reporting

sales for^tlio week ending Sept. "

:

zinc, lb. Lead,lb. Value

Webb City CartervlUe

.

Joplln
Prosperity
DuenweK
;>ranby
Alba-Neck City
Oaleua
Aurora
Orouojco
SpurgeoD
Badger
Sarcoxlf
ZInclte
Playtor
Stott City

a,40U,i70 608. UPO t«l!,83;)

2.»l5i;,T80 183.160 56,4'.I8

;fi:l,460 585.210 •J3.74S

8i7,aao l.V,),300 32.572
I.IVW.UOO 116.000 18,0011

IH)7.350 la.ar.i

4S<).;)70 48,330 10.8S8
HVS,H40 20,1X10 10.423
Jl'.l.'.ilO 38.090 r>,e9o

fji,4:to ni.-no 4.4411

isi.iun 4.330 4.121

1J7,170 2.C01!

'.11,7110 4,980 2.070
63,h30 3,7,30 1.417

M,;iio 1.092

Totals .. 10,6211.450 1.760,0(10 $2f,4,C47

36 weeks 423.1>70.00O 65.608.410$12.223.493

Zinc value, the week, S212.123: 36 weeks, $9,764,009

Lead value, the week, 62..v>4: 36 wePks, $2,469,484

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZIIJC OKE AT JOPLIN. LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth. 1906. 1907.
!

Month.

January . .

.

February ..

March ....

AprU
May
June
July
August... .

September.
October
Novemtwr..
December..

1

Tear

1906. ! 1907.

January ..

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November .

December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40.61
43.83
43.25
43 56
42.68
41 66

44.13
43.68

46.84
47.11
48.66
48.24
46 98
44.82i
45.79
43.22

76 20
72.83
73 73
76 13

78.40
80.96
74.31
76 36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79 7«
79.66
73. ««
68.18
69.54

Tear 43.34
1

77.40

Chemicals

\cw }'or*, Sept. II—The market shows

no special features and is neither strong

nor weak, except in metallic salts, which

are dependent upon the price of metals.

Copper Sulphate—The demand among
lirge consumers has fallen off to such an

e.xtent and the price of copper metal is

so uncertain that the market for copper

sulphate has reacted and carload lots are

now being offered at $6.50 per 100 lb.

Smaller lots bring $6.75, according to

seller and terms of sale.

Exports of copper sulphate from the

United States for the seven months ended

July 31 were 18,090,024 lb. in 1906 and

(•.048,4.?o lb. in 1907, a decrease of 12,041,-

594 lb. this year.

Xilrale of Soiln—The market is strong

and business is good, with prices holding

firm. For spot delivery 96 per cent, i?

quoted at 2.S2!.^c. and 95 per cent, at

2.4SC. F'or 190K delivery these grades are

practically the same, while for iijog de-

livery 2.40c. is (|Uotecl for 95 per cent,

grade.

Messrs. Mortimer & VVisner, of New-

York, report statistics "of nitrate in the

United States on Sept. 1 as follows, in

long tons:

190(1. I'Hrt. Cliangon.

stocks, Jan. 1 l3,liio 13.050 D. .10

Imports, 8 mOB 181,780 221.345 D. 20,636

Total supplies 194,h80 2:14,395 D. 20,i!«5
Deliveries. 8 moa 192,28u 229.8811 D. 10,3110

Stocks. Sept. 1 2.1100 4,546 D. 10.;i25

Afloat for U. S. pons Ito.OOii 100,000 I. 40.1K.'0

Imports are all from the west coast of

South America. The quantity afloat in-

cludes all cargoes due to arrive at U. S

ports before Dec. 15.

Imports of heavy chemicals into the

L nited States for the seven months ended

July 31 are reported as follows, in

pounds

:

I'.KIil. i'.io7. Changes.
Blenching powder o:) 9(W.'.i,V2 ri7,H;i7.7ii5 1. 3.86S.HI3
Potash salts 141.303,:)68 i:t9.2is,:):is D. 2,145,0:10
Soda salts 12,52:1.199 12,6211.022 I. 102,823

Exports of acetate of lime for the seven

months were ,^6.553,102 lb. in 1906 and
52.224,044 lb. in 1907, an increase of

15.670,942 lb. this year.

Phosphates —Exports of phosphates
from the United States for the seven
months ended July 31 were, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.
crude and rock 586.481 588,2<tl I. 2.810
All other 13,652 18.010 1. 4,368

Total 699.133 606,301 I. 7.168

The larger exports this year were 170,-

687 tons to Germany; 107,625 to Great
Britain; 88,759 to France; 52,237 to It.ily.

Sulphur—Imports of sulphur and py-
rites into tJie United States for the seven
months ended July 31 were, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Cbanges.
Sulphur 56.087 10.295 D. 45,792
Py'tes 323,137 357,694 I. 34,567

I he decrease in sulphur imports is due
to the utilization of Louisiana sulphur in

place of the Sicilian product. Estimating

sulphur contents of pyrites, the total im-

ports of sulphur were 185.342 tons in

1906 and 15.3,373 tons in 1907, a decrease

of 31,969 tons.

Mining Stocks

.Vi'tc York, Sept. 11—The stock mar-
kets continue weak and prices were de-

pressed nearly all week, reaching the cli-

max today when the prices broke several

points, due in all probability to the action

i.f the board of directors of the Calumet

& Hccla Company in reducing the divi-

. (lend of thill stuck from $20 to $15. This

is the second cut in dividends recorded in

.Michigan stocks, the yniiicy company
having taken the first step in this <llrcc-

lion. .Amalganiitlcil Coppi-r lirokc $4'/^,

cUising at $<i<>^i, a loss ot more than $7

for the week, .\nlerican Smelting com-

mon advanced to $101 7g, only to lose thU

gain, closing at $96^, United Slates

Steel common closed at $ilH and the the

preferred at ^mH '< >fewhouse at $9)4 ;

Tennessee copper at $34!-^ ; ;ind Utah cop-

per at $24! j.

The curb reflected the weakness of

mining stocks on the Fxchange, and many
stocks showed a decided shrinka'.{e in

value. Nipissing sold down to $7-V6

;

Hutte Coalition to $18, Nevada Consoli-

dated to $io)ji, Cumberland-Ely, 10 $6^8

and Greenc-Cananea was very weak, sell-

ing down to $10 at the close.

The success of the sale of \ew York

city bonds was expected to stimulate the

stuck markit, Imi failed to do so toil.n'

Boston

Sept. 10 — The copper-sliare market

closed demoralized tonight. The continued

weakness of the metal, or rather lack of

recovery, added to the fact that the Calu-

met & Hecla management has seen fit

to reduce the quarterly dividend rate

which has been in vogue almost a year,

and the likelihood of further cuts by other

companies has wrought havoc in market

prices. There was a period last week

when prices showed a hardening tendency

and the small investor was apparent, but

this has been all lost and more. too. Six

dividends have thus far been announced

since tlie break in the metal and two of

them, Quincy and Calumet & Hecla, have

reduced their rates. North Butte, Butte

Coalition, Calumet & Arizona and Copper

Range maintained their usual dividend

rates.

Calumet & Hecla is off over $25 for the

week, selling below $700. The directors

declared $15 today for the quarter, against

$20 the previous three quarters. Copper

Range declared the regular $2 dividend,

but even then the stock is off $7 to

$6o.i2}/2. North Butte is likewise off

.$0.75 to $56. The selling of this and oUier

Cole-Ryan stocks has raised many ques-

tions, as they are recognized as Standard

V..1I propositions. Butte Coalition is off

$2.25 to $17.87^ and Greene-Cananea

$4.50 to $10. .-Mready curtailment of pro-

duction has been ordered by the ,\malga-

iiiated people, Utah Consolidated is off

$4.50 to $40. The directors are expected

to meet for dividend action shortly, al-

though no change is now expected in the

rate.

.-Amalgamated is off $7'^'-' 'o $66.50;

Old Dominion has lost $5.25 to $2550;

Osceola. $13 to $97 ; Quincy, S7.50 to $85,

ex-dividend ; Tamamck, $7 to $70, and

Wolverine $3 to $139. The latter com-

pany is the next one which, it is expected.
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will recluco its divideiul rate. Other divi-

dends declared, and without diange, are

the Champion Ci>ppcr Company, which
has declared three $1 dividends, making
$10 this year, or about the same as for

1906. and the St. Mary's Mineral Land
Company, which has declared a regular

$1 quarterly dividend. Calumet & Ari-

zona has had a $2j decline, touching $132.

This is the most serious decline to be re-

corded for the week. Mohawk is off

.$6.50 to $64 ; Shannon, $2.75 to $12 ; Trin-

ity. $2.25 to $15; La Salle, $2 to |ii ;

Isle Royale. 1.25 to $15.75; Franklin,

$1.50 to $9.75: Arizona Commercial, $2.25

to $15.50; .•\tlantic. $2.50 to $11.25; Bos-
ton Consolidated, $2.12'. to $19; Centen-
nial, $1.50 to $21; Michigan. $1 to $11;
and Linited Slates Smelting. $1 to $39.50.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

8. FRANCISCO Sspt. 4

NEW YOHK Sept. 10

Nanie o( Oomp. 1 Olg.

Alaska Minn
Am.Ntv.M.*I'.Ci>.
malgaiiintfMl . ..

Aoaooii.ia
Balaklnln
Brltlsli I'ol. cop..
ButTnlo I'obnit....
BuUo ft Loiulitn,.
Butm Coalition...
Butto Cop. ft ZIoc.
Cobalt Coiiuu't
Colonial Sllvor.. ..

Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Dnly
Dominion Cop
El Kayo
Foster Co Bait
Furnat'o Crook
Olroux Mine
OoM Hill
Qranby. New
Greene Oolil
Greene O. & s
Greenw'rs D.Val.
Guanajuato
Ouggen. Exp
Hanapah
McKlnley Dar....
Ulcmac
Mines Co.tit Am..
Mlt.-h«ll Mining..
Mont. Sho. ('.(Now)
Sev. I tab M. & S
Newhouse M. k 8.
N'lplssInK Mines..
Gill Hun.lru<l
Silver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

TTnlon Copper...
Utah Apex
West Columbus..

MS
13 ><
7

a

is'

IS'

9ii

3«
70

a

'iji

1)4
76

3J.'
180

.35

all
IX
i%
6

*K

'%

.95

I'l

34)4
1

6X
11

N. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chom
Am. Sriii-lt. * Itef.
Am.Sm. k Kef..pr.
Bethlehem steel..
Colo. KiiPl A- Iron.
ro.leral M.*S..pf.
Inter. Salt... .

National Lead.
NalL.nal Lead. pf.
PltUbUfK Coal..
Repuhli.- I. i s.
Bepuhlir H[S.,pf.
8loea-shM(n«lil..
Standanl oil.. .

Tenn. c. 4 I

C. H. Il<»l. it Ret
n. 8. steel .

U.S. Stool, pf. ..

Va. Car. Chom
Ta. I. Coal k Coke

8T. LOUIS

N. of Com. IHU-

Adams
Am. Nxttix
Center Crk
Cent. C. A
C.C. * C. |.

Cent. Oil.
Columbia..
Con. Coal,.
Doe Run .

Ora. Bimet.
at. Joe.

HU"

4Ui

m|
' :iii

i

>
140 !•

IR ^

BOSTON Sept. 10

Name ot Comp. CIg.

Adventure
Altouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet ,t .\rlz»..
CaUuuet .^ Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Morcur
Copi»er Range*. ..

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.&C.(n6w)

.

Nevada
North Butte*
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot* ..... ...

Phoenix
Qulncy*
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. OU
U. S. Smg. & Ret..
U.S.Sni.kRcpd..
Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

34

MH
iiJi
11
19

132
699
21?.;

;t8

80},

13>i
10
10
16Ji
11

ii

"

M
2)i
lOH
66

26 "'i

97

14>,

86"

4

12
70
16

'sii
40

39,V
40
6%

•Ex. DIv. fEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek I

Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte I

Hancock Con . . 1

Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut

1

Superior
Superior k Pitts..
Troy Man

6«

V:

.43

ii«
IX

LONDON Sept. 11

Name of Com.
|

CIg.

lores.. ..'£1 6b Od
' rjitton'slnd.l 2 6

• amp Bird.... I 19
'F,9i>eranza....l 2 1
Tomboy
' oro

vlllo

1 7

1 6
016

X. 16
.pfd.i 3 3
,def.., 3 2

Name of Comp. I CIg.

COMSTOfK STOCKS
Boloher

'

Best & Belcher..
|

Caledonia
Chollar
Con. Cal. k Va
Crown .Point....
Exclioquor
OfluM & Curry..
Uale * Noriross.

.

MexU'au
Ophir
Overman
Potosl
Savage
Sierra Nevada
Union
Utah
Yellow Jacket.. .

Tosop.^H Stocks
Golden Ant-hor...
McNainara
Montann-Pltts.ex.
Xorlli siar
Ilescuo

Goi.DKi'D Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columtda Mt
Comb. ?'rac
Conquorer
Daisy
Florence ....... .

Franros-Mohawk,
Gold Held Con
Grandma ...,-.

Great Bend
Red Hills
St. Ives

BriLLFBOo Stocks
.Amethyst
Bonnie Claire
Mayflower Con. ..

Montgomery Mt..
Original

Manhatn stocks
Gold Wedge
Manhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder. .

Stray Dog
Yellow Horse

.23

.80

.31

.31

.S.l

.3r.

.40

.ao

i.ar.

.87

l.M
.15

.16

.93

.49

.45

.05

1.22

.11

.2.'.

.00

.20

.11

.06

.32

.47

2.07
.12

1.62
4.40
1.00
7.42
.17

.62

.66

.80

.20

.38

.33

.10

.05

.06

06
.06

!2i

.03

NEVADA Sept. 11

(Weir Bros, k Co.. New
York)

TONOPAH STOCKSI Clg.

Tono'h Mlnoof N. ll.:t7J

Tonopah Exten...' 1.S7!

Montana Tonop'hl 2.95
Belmont I 2.76
Tonopah Midway] .80

West End Con I .76
Jim Butler. 85

GOLDFI'D STOCKS!

Sandstorm '

..">1

Kendall 24
Rod Top 3.60
Jumlio 3.60
Goldlleld Mining. 1.60
Dla'dllpld B. B. C. .26

Atlanta 62
Mohawk 17.50
Silver Pick.. .. .67

Laguna .. , 1.50

BlILI.FItOOSTOOKSl

Mont. Shoshonecj 6.6(1

Tramps (_'on 374
Gold Bar 6(1

Bullfrog Mining.. .Ill

Bullfrog Nat. B... .10

Homostake Con..|

Manhat'nstocks
Manhattan Con.. .In

Manhat'n Dexter.l .11

Jumping Jack.. ..
[

.14
Stray Dog 17
Indian Camp . I .08

COLO. SPRINGS Sept.

Name of Comp.

Acacia .

.

Black Bell
C.C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot.
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. .,

Isabella. ... . .

.

Index
Jennie Sample
Jerry Johnson....
Mary McKlnney,.
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work.

Clg.

6
50
38

7"'

3X
21

'in
5

los"
6

New Dividends

Company. Pay-
able.

Am. Smg & Ref. Co., com.. Oct. 1

Am. Smg 4 Bef. Co.. prd...i0ct. I

Bald Butte loct. 1

Bunker Hill ,t Sullivan Sept. 4
(Jalumet & .\rlzona iSept. '.il

Calumet & Hecla ... Sept. 'J8

Champion. Mich jSept. 9
Copper Range Con.. . 'Oct. 1

Doe Run Isept. 15
Federal Smg., com Sept. If.

Federal Smg., pfd iSept. Itl

Gen. Chemical, pfd Oct. 1

Gran by Con Sept. :)0

Oct.
Sept. 'je

Oct. I

Sept. 16

Sept. 21
Oct. 10
Sept. -JO

Oct. 1

Oct. 1

Sept, 4

Guggenheim Expl
Mines Co. of Am
National Lead, com
National Lead, pfd
N. Y. ,^ Hond. Kosarlo....
Pioneer, Alaska
St. Joseph
Tezultlan
U. S. Reduction & Ref., pfd.
United Verde '.

Rate. Amt.

$2.00
1.76

04
0.60
5 00
15 00
3.00
2.00

50
3.00
1.76
1 60
3.00
2.60

02
1 26
1.76

10
3.00
0.15
2 00
1.60
76

1,000,000

876',000

10,000
180,000
1,000,000

1,500,000

300,000
767,662
29,631
180,000
210,000
150.000
405,000
262,500
40,000

186.318
260,820
16.000

160,000
160,000
20,000
69,187

225,000

Auessments

u.ool
i;abimi through Hay-

|don. Stone k Co., N. T.

Company. Dellnq, Sale Amt.

Belcher, Nev Sept. 18 Oct. 9 to. 10
Bullion, Nev Sept. 12 Oct. 4 0.06
Caledonia Sept. 12 Oct. 2 0.10
('hollar. Nev Aug. 19 Sept. 12 0.10
Conflflencc, Nev Aug. 27 Sept. 17 0.20
Con. Imperial Aug. 27 Sept. 19 0.01
Emerald. Utah Aug. Ifi Sept. 7 O.Olj
Etna-King. Cal Sept. LI Oct. 16 02
Gould .V: Curry... . Aug. 14 Sept. 10 0.10
Grand Pacific, Cal.. Aug. 10 Oct. 2 0.02
Hollos, lal Sept. 17 Oct. 16 0.02
Mt. Diablo. Nev Aug. 20 Sept. 16 0.20
Nassau Cop.. Cal Sept. 16 Oct. 14 0.10
X. \. Bonanza. Utah Sept. 2 Sept. 23 0.02
Placer (Juoon. Cal,.. Sept. 16 Oct. 7 O.OOJ
Royal Metals, Nov.. Aug. 29 Sept. 13 0.02
Sailor Ciinsol., Cal.. Sept. 10 Oct. 7 0.01
Sheba G. k 8.. Utah. July 30 Nov. 2 0.10
Sierra Nevada, Nev. Sept. 4 Sept. 26 0,10
Wabash, Utah Sept. !) Oct. 1 0.05
Yellow Jacket, Nev. Sept. 2:1 Oct. 30 0,16

Monthly Average Pricej of Metali

AVUKAGE PRICE (3F SILVEU

January., 66.288
February ,66 108
March l64 6!)7

April 164 766
66.976
66,394
66.105
65 949
67.927
69 623
70,813
69 060

May,
June
July
August
September ,

October
November,

,

December..

Year 66.791 30.868

68.673
68.8:15

67.519
66.4li2

66.981
67.090
68.144
(M 746

769
852
326
253
471
8:13

,31*

637

New York, cents per fine
pence per standard ounce.

ounce : London,

AVERAGE PRICES OP COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1006. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January... 18 310 24.404 18.419 24 825 78 869 106.739
February.

.

17 8(',9 24.869 18.116 25.2:16 78 147 107,156
March .... 18.3C.1 25. 065 18 641 25.6l'0 81 111 106.6'.>4

April 18 375 24 2i4 18 (188 25 2CJ1 84.703 98.626
May 1H.475 24 .1148 18 724 '25 072 84 867 102.376
June 18 4-12 22. lies 18.71',! '24.141) 83 904 97.272
July 18. 100 21.1:10 18.685 21.9'J3 81 167 95.016
August .... 18.3,'iO 18.:W6 18.706 19.2.55 83.8('4 79.679
September 19.013 19.3'38 87 K)l
October . .

.

21.203 J1.7'i2 97 269
November. 21.8:13 J2..308 ilOfl 270
December 22.886 J3.3.50 ... . I05.2'26

Year 19,278 19,616 87.282

New York, cents per pouniJ. Electrolytic Is
for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEVF YORK

Month. 1906. 1907.
1

Month. 1906. 1907.

January . ..

February .

.

36 :)90

:i6.403

36.662
:)8.90U

43 313
:19.260

41 ,548

1

42.102]
41.313
40.938
43.149
42.120

July 37.276
August.. . 40.606
September. 140 516
October ....'42.852

November .,42,906
December.. I42. 760

41.091
37.667

April
May
June

Av. year..j:)9.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month.

January
February..
March
AprU
May
June
July
August.. ..

September.
October
November.

.

December .

.

Year 6.667 17.370

6.600
6.464
6 360
6.404
5.685
5.750
6,750
6,760
6.750
6.760
5.7.50

6,900

6 000
6 000
6 000
6.000
6.000
5.760
5.288
6.250

16 850
16 031
15 9-22

15 959
16 7'25

16 813
16.525
17.109
18.266
19.350
19 281
19.609

19 828
19.6.11

19.703
19.976
19.688
20.188
20.350
19.063

New Y'ork, cents per pound. London,
pounds sterling per long ton.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

January .

.

February..
March ....
April
May
June..
July
August
September
October .

.

November
December,

I'ear.. ..

New York. St. Louis. London

1906. 1907.

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.066
6 006
6 027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6.693

6.732
6 814
6.837
6.686
6.441
6.419
6.072
5 701

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

6..3;>7

6.9'24

6,056
6.931
6.846
6.948
5 8.56

5.878
6 056
6 070
6.226
6.443

.198 6.048 127,020 ,.

6 682 28
6 064 1

'26

6 687
i
24

6.5:)5['25

6.201
6.269
6.922
6.551

....|'27

.. .;'27

27.126
25.9:i8

26.094
26.900
'26.563

24,469
2:1.860

21 .969

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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Lead and Copper Smelting at Salt Lake—

I

The Large and Diversified Ore Supply. The Smoke
Problem. New Features at the United States Plant

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
About six years ago the Jol'r.nal edi-

torially expressed the fear tliat the sinelt-

itiR capacity at Salt Lake City was being

overdone. .At that tinje the .\merican

Smelting and Refining Company was just

completing its plant at Murray and the

United States Mining Company its plant

at Bingham Junction. The Germania,

Highland Boy and Bingham Consolidated

plants were in operation and it was won-

dered where the ore was going to come
from to keep all of these works, old and

new, in full operation. .\t this late date

I may confess that I was the author of

the editorial in question and I have some

reason to believe that the .American

Smelting and RetMiiucf Company had simi-

smelteries have been heaped full. The
storage bins at the mines are also kept

full to bursting and more smelting capac-

ity is urgently needed to relieve the con-

gestion.

Present Smelting C.\p.\city

.At the present time the smelters of the

Salt Lake Valley and their daily capacity

of charge are the following

:

Class Capacity, tods
Lead 1500

Name
Murray ....
(iartleld Copper i;;50
BInghivm Copper 1000
liiltiMl States. . .Copper 1000
I lilted States. . . I*ad 1500
Yampa Copper 500
Highland Boy. . .Copper 1000
Utah Copper 250
Tlntlc Lead 300

Total 8300

tic, which furnish immense supplies of

ores which are capable of combination in

good smelting mixtures, while the favor-

able position of Salt Lake as a railway

center enables it to draw large supplies of

ore from Idaho and Nevada, and even

from California. The nature of these ore

supplies is such that unlimited confidence

may safely be placed in their continuance

and conse(|uently there is justification for

the marvellously large outlays in smelting

plants which otherwise there might not be.

In commenting upon the superior con-

struction of the ^lurray plant, some six

years ago. to one of the metallurgists who
was largely responsible for them, he re-

plied : "We have heretofore been feeling

CEXER.VL VIEW OK WORKS OF U.VITEn .STATE.S .SMELTING COMI'.VXV. BINGH.VM JL.SLTIOX. UTAH

lar doubts at that time. These doubts ap-

pear laughable when we view the present

situation. The United States Smelting. Re-

fining and Mining Company has added a

lead smeltery of 1500 tons daily capacity;

the Tintic Mining and Development Com-
pany has built the Yampa smelter of 500

tons daily capacity ; and the Garfield

Smelting Company has built works of

1250 tons daily capacity. In spite of these

great additions, it has proved that increase

in smelting capacity has not been pro-

vided with sufficient rapidity. There has

lately been a veritable deluge of ore.

chiefly from Bingham, and the bins at the

The capacity of the Ciarl'ield plant is be-

ing doubled. The Bingham and Highland

Boy plants are both to be abandoned and

replaced by new works. The plant of the

Utah Smelting Company is situated near

Ogden. The Tintic plant (situated in the

Tintic district) is not yet completed. In

addition to the above the L'tah & Eastern

Company has a small plant at its mine.

Salt Lake City is at present the most

important smelting center in the L'nited

States. The preponderating position

which it has taken in that respect is due

to its proximity to three great mining dis-

tricts, viz. : Bingham, Park City and Tin-

our way in the smelting business, not

knowing very far ahead what pur ore sup-

plies were going to be, but now we are

convinced that Salt Lake City is going to

command an adequate ore supply for as

far ahead as anyone needs to look, and

therefore we feel safe in building this

plant with a view to permanency."

The Ch.\r.\cter of Ore SvprLV

Park City and Bingham furnish galena

concentrate, the former being decidedly

the more important. Galena ore is also

obtained from the Wood River district,

Idaho, and some from the Cocur d' .Alenc,
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but the bulk of the produclioii of the latter

goes to the Pacitic Coast, to Colorado and

to eastern works. More or less lead ore

comes from near Hamilton, Nev., and it

is believed that the old mines at Pioche

will furnish considerable when the rail-

way to that place is completed. The Tin-

tic district of Utah contributes ore of va-

rious kinds, viz. : silicious. lead-bearing

and copper-bearing. An important source

of silicious ore is the new camps in south-

western Nevada, viz. ; Tonopah, Goldlield,

etc. Eureka, Nev., furnishes oxidized

iron ore, which contains a little lead, and

the Cottonwoods, Utah, are also a source

of that class of ore. However, Bingham,

with its copper ore, is the mainstay for

basic material. Unfortunately this ore is

largely fine— the concentrates being very

fine—the solid sulphide being of a highly

crumbly character. The Cactus mine, near

Frisco, Utah, furnishes a large output of

copper concentrate. Copper matte is ob-

tained from Shasta county, Cal., from

Mackay, Idaho, and elsewhere.

Thus it will be seen that the ore supply

of the Utah smelters is sufficiently di-

versified. Indeed, it is perhaps more so

than anywhere else in the United States.

Consequently we find lead smelting, cop-

per smelting in blast furnaces and cop-

per smelting in reverberatory furnaces go-

ing on side by side, each ore being sub-

jected to the most appropriate process.

The scarcest, of the essential ores is iron-

bearing material for the blast-furnace

work, which is felti particularly by the

lead smelters, who for this reason are

obliged to make slags that arc high in

silica and lime, the silica being about 36

per cent, and the lime from two-thirds to

three-quarters of the amount of ferrous

oxide. Even the copper smelters feel the

shortage of iron, the Bingham sulphide

not having a large excess at the best, and

often being only neutral. The mill con-

centrates at present must, of course, be

smelted in rcverberatories. It, is possible

that an improved method of sintering may
change the treatment of this material.

The method of purchase of the ore ob-

tained by the Salt Lake smelters also gives

the smelting industry of Utah a perma-

nent chm^cifT. A large part of the ore

is derivedvfrolft' mines owned or controlled

by the smelters ; another large part is re-

ceived under contract with a few large

producers, such as the Boston Consoli-

dated and the Newhouse Mines and Smel-

ters; the smaller producers of the Tintic

district and elsewhere deliver their ore

largely under contract. The amount of

ore received in small, casual lots is small.

Smelting Methods

The Murray plant has blast furnaces,

and hand-reverberatories. Briickners, and

Huntington-Heberlein furnaces and pots

for desulphurizing. The United States

has blast furnaces for copper, with a re-

verberatory for smelting flue dust ; and

blast furnaces with hand-rcverberatory

roasting furnaces for lead ore. The Bing-

ham Consolidated has blast furnaces and

reverberatories. The Highland Boy and

Yampa have reverberatories only. The
1 intic and Utah have blast furnaces only.

The Garfield has blast furnaces and re-

verberatories, but is essentially a reverber-

atory plant.

At the time when the first copper smel-

ters were erected at Salt Lake there was
a difference in opinion as to the best

method of smelting the Bingham sulphide.

a little in favor of the blast furnaces, and
the United States adopted them. A year

or two later the choice would doubtless

have been in favor of reverberatories. .•\t

present metallurgists agree that the ideal

plant for Salt Lake is the combined re-

verberatory and blast furnace of nearly

equal capacity by each method. This opin-

ion may be altered in the near future by

the introduction of an improved method
of sintering sulphide fines, such as are

now being experimented with. It is, hoped

^P-J.-C. H

.MAP SHOWING MINING DISTRICTS OF UTAH IKIISUTARV TO SALT LAKE CITY

The Highland Boy led the way with re-

verberatory furnaces. The Bingham fol-

lowed with a blast furnace plant. The
United States was undecided which to

choose. At that time, six years ago, the

reverberatory furnace had not received

the remarkable development which it has

today, thanks to Mr. Mathewson, of Ana-
conda. Nevertheless, estimates did not

show a great difference between the costs

by the two methods. However, there was

that these will convert the ore into lump

form and desulphurize it to a low degree,

which will enable rapid smelting in the

blast furnace and will release an increased

amount of iron for fluxing purposes. I

say "it is hoped," although as a matter of

fact the new process is already being prac-

tically employed at Garfield, and there is

but little doubt as to its success. I will

not venture to predict the displacement of

the reverberatory, but it is probable that
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the blast furnace will come again more

prominently to the front.

The Smoke Question

The damage suits against the Salt Lake

smelters and the injunction now hanging

over tliem are fresh in all minds. From

the passionate talk in the papers as to

the damage to agriculture that had been

inflicted by the smelters at Murray and

and Bingham Junction, I fully e.xpected to

see that vicinity a desert waste, but 1

must say that I did not obsei^ve anything

of that kind. The fields and crops near

the smelters, indeed right up to their do-

mains, and the foliage of the trees looked

quite the same as they did before there

was any talk of damage, or indeed when

there were only three smelters where

now there are five, with an aggregate

capacity three times as great. However,

it is not to be denied that some damage

ha? been done: even the smelters theni-

litigation and established u modus

zivendi. The other smelters are endeav-

oring to secure a modification of the in-

junction, which will enable them to smelt

a furnace charge averaging not more than

10 per cent, sulphur instead of being limi-

ted to that figure in the case of each

and every ore as the injunction stands

at present. Of course this request is

thoroughly rational. The "ore" that the

smelter smelts is the mixture that he

makes in order to be able to smelt, not

the components of that mixture, which

alone might be unsmcltable.

Anyway, the Bingham and the Utah

Consolidated have decided to abandon

their present plants and rebuild out of the

way of the smoke complaints, the Bing-

ham at Lake Point, several miles beyond

Garfield, on Great Salt Lake ; and the

Utah Consolidated in Pine Canon, above

Tooele, on the Stockton side of the range.

These new plants are by no means to be

or will enable it to adjust cunditiuns to

that end. Of course there are few ores

treated in the lead smeltery which exceed

10 per cent, sulphur. In connection with

that plant it has recently erected a bag-

house. This takes the soot, arsenic and

other condensibles out of the blastfur-

nace gas and largely .vneliorat<•^ the

smoke nuisance. It is claimed, with much
show of reason, that the damage done by

smelter smoke is largely ascribable to {he

compounds of sulphur, arsenic, etc., which

condense on the particles of soot and set-

tle with them to the ground; removal of

the soot eliininates this danger, and for

removal of the soot the bag-house is cer-

tainly efficient. .Apparently the United

States company relies upon the fact

that it has done so much to abate its nuis-

ance for freedom to continue smelting at

Bingham Junction. Likely that will be se-

cured, for it is said that, now that two of

the smelters are reallv to move awav. the

BOSTON MILL UTAH MILL

THE CONCENTRATING MH-LS NEAR GARFIELD

selves admit that ; but it is equally cer-

tain that the damage, such as it is, has

been greatly exaggerated. In fact the

people in smelting districts have become

hysterical over the smoke question as

they will regretfully admit when the

smelters have been driven away from the

districts to which formerly they furnished

markets for agricultural produce.

As to the present situation : The
Vampa smelter in Bingham caiion, was

never involved, and probably never will

be ; it would appear that there is noth-

ing for it to damage The American

Smelting and Refining Company located

its Garfield plant in such a way that the

smoke generally draws up into the moun-
tains (non-agricultural) and purchased a

large tract of land so that it is safe against

complaint. With respect to the Murray
plant it has erected a bag-house and made
a financial settlement with the farmers

and by agreement has freed itself from the

considered as financial outlays directly in-

duced by the smoke litigation; quite the

contrary. I did not examine either the

Bingham or the Highland Boy works,

but both of them must be out of date,

and judging by other works of contem-

poraneous construction and equally in-

tense operation they may be nearly worn
out, as is indeed said of them. In other

words they are at, or nearly at, the end

of the period during which their

amortization ought to have been accom-

plished (which in this case is something

less than 10 years) and new, modern
works were required, smoke injunction

or no smoke injunction.

This leaves the United States company.

Its course is not yet decided, at least has

not been publicly disclosed. In so far as

its copper smelting is concerned, it prob-

ably hopes that the 10 per cent, sul-

phur limit will be extended to the aver-

age ore. which will relieve it of liability.

sentiment against smelters in general is

not so strong as it was a little while ago.

The United States Smelting Co.mpany

The United States Smelting Company,
which is one of the operating companies

of the United States Smelting, Refining

and Mining Company, has the plant of

largest capacity in the Salt Lake valley.

This is situated at Bingham Junction, a

few miles south of Salt Lake City and
immediately adjoins the plant of the Bing-

ham Consolidated. Near by are the Mur-
ray plant of the American Smelting and

Refining Company and the Highland Boy
works of the Utah Consolidated. Begun

originally, six years ago, a? works to re-

duce the ores of the United States Mining

Company, with the expansion of that com-

pany its smelting works at this place have

developed into a great custom plant,

which has had a far reaching effect upon

the entire mining and smelting industry,

not only of Utah, but also of Idaho, Ne-
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vada aiiJ California, and to some extent

upon tliat of Colorado.

C.\PACiTY

—

Ore Surri-Y

At present the United States smeller

comprises a copper-smelting division with

six blast furnaces and live stands of con-

verters, and a lead-smelting division' with

15 hand-operated reverberator)- roasting

furnaces and si.\ blast furnaces. The two

divisions of the works arc installed side

by side, and are served by a common
power plant. The capacity of the lead-

smelting division, when all furnaces are

in blast, is about 1000 tons of charge per

day; that of the copper smelting division

is about 1500 tons per day. .\llowing for

the time when furnaces are necessarily

out of blast for repairs, the annnual ca-

pacity is of course at a little lower ratio.

The actual ore capacity is probably some-

what upward of 80 per cent, of the charge

capacity. The monthly production at pres-

ent (July, 1907) is about 3500 tons of

work-lead and .(,000,000 lb. of copper, but

the converting plant has capacity for the

production of 5,000,000 lb. of copper per

month, and the output of that metal is

being steadily increased.

The ore supply is sulphide ore from Bing-

ham ; matte from the Mammoth Copper

Mining Company of California ; silicious

ore from the Centennial-Eureka mine at

Tintic and from Tonopah, Goklficld, etc., in

Xevada ; lead ore from the Wood River

and Coeur d'.Mene districts in Idaho, and

from the mines of the United States Min-

ing Company at Bingham, Utah ; and o.\i-

dized basic ore from the Richmond-liure-

ka Mining Company at liureka, Nevada.

Besides these important ore supplies, the

company receives miscellaneous ores from
small producers in Utah, Idaho, Nevada
and elsewhere. Recently it has invaded

the Colorado market, the San Juan region

especially being an area of active compe-

tition. The Mammoth Copper Mining
Company, the Centennial-Eureka Mining
Company and the United States Mining
Company are, together with the United

States Smelting Company, subordinate,

operating companies of the United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining Company.
The latter owns also a large interest,

nearly one-half, in the Richmond- Eureka
Mining Company. The strong position,

which it has been able to assume has been
due largely to its possession of its own
ore supplies, which comprise all of the

essential ingredients of a smelting mix-
ture, either for copper smelting or for

lead smelting, although possibly not in

thoroughly balanced proportions. The
company has further fortified itself by

providing its own refining facilities, both

for copper and lead. It is, consequently,

in as nearly an independent position as

any general smelting company can he.

The Copper Smeltery

The copper smelting exemplifies the

standard design of its time, which is now
more or less out of date, "so rapid has

progress been in this art. The si.x fur-

naces are placed in line, end to end, with

a forehearth in front of each, and in front

of the forehearths the runway for the

crane by which the matte is taken to the

converting plant, situated at the south end

of the same building. The crane runway
is only 28 ft. wide, against the 55 or Oo ft.

allowed for it in more modern practice,

and the result is an excessively cramped

condition, which considerably impedes

operations. On the other 'side the fur-

naces discharge their smoke into a con-

crete dust-flue leading to the chimney.

The charging of the furnace is done in

the usual way ; viz., by cars which dump
sideways into the shaft. The charge is a

mixture of pyrites, silicious ore and lime

flux. The matte that is produced assays

45 to 48 per cent, copper, the latter being

furnace. Air is then turned on and the

operation conducted as in the Huntington-

Heberlein process. In the top of the fur-

nace there are suitable doors for observa-

tion, tamping down blowholes, etc. When
the blow is completed, the doors on both

sides are opened and the cake of desul-

phurized ore is pushed out by a traveling

ram in a manner quite similar to that

whereby coke is discharged from a retort-

oven. This system has not yet been tried.

Its advantage is not quite obvious: it is

doubtful if the battery can be handled by

any fewer men than the pots worked by

a crane according to the system of the

.•\merican Smelting and Refining Com-
pany, while the cake will probably be as

troublesome to break up as in the original

Huntington-IIeberlein system. Also it will

be observed that this process depends

LEAD S.MF.LTEKV. UNITED ST.\TES SMELTING COMP.\NV

the limit of economical smelting. The
converters arc of the barrel type, 7'/;:x\o

ft. in size.

The Le.\d S.meltery

The lead smeltery is the more interest-

ing part of the United States plant, being

more modern and better designed than the

copper-smelting division. It has IS hand-

operated roasting furnaces of the standard

design, which roast 12 tons of ore per day,

or 15 tons of matte. .'\n experimental in-

stallation of what may be called blast-

roasters is now being made after the de-

sign of Cyrus Robinson. These are a mod-
ification of the principle employed in the

Huntington-Heberlein process. Instead of

an installaation of pots, however, there is

a series of upright box-shape furnaces of

cast iron with large doors opening on

two opposite sides. The proper mixture

of ore is charged in at the top, falling

upon the grate in the lower part of the

upon direct blowing, as per the Savels-

berg method. In short these are simple

kilns with undergrate blast and a special

contrivance for discharging, in which the

roasting process is controlled by a suita-

ble mi.xture of charge.

The Le.\d Blast Furnaces

The charge is drawn from the bins and

beds into a charge car, which is operated

electrically. The charge car is loaded in

the usual manner, viz., by dumping two-

wheel buggies through an opening in the

floor, corresponding to the charge-car and

the top of the furnaces. Froin the charge

house the car is run on a track which

loops around in a "U" and crosses the

tops of the furnace, the gage of the track

corresponding to the length of the fur-

naces. This differs from the system at the

Murray plant of the .\merican Smelting

and Refining Company in th.it no transfer-

car is required.
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There are six blast furnaces, each

45x160 in., giving 50 sq. ft. area at the

tuyeres. These smelt an average of 170

tons of charge per day, or 3.4 tons per

square foot of liearth, a very good figure

considering the rather silicious slag and

the rather large proportion of line ore in

the charge. Incidentally it may be re-

marked that the fine ore is one of the prob-

lems in smelting at Salt Lake, particu-

larly the silicious fines, which appear to

be more eflfective in slowing up a furnace

than the ferruginous fines.

The matte and slag are handled Irom

the lead furnaces in the usual way, the

slag cars being pulled out to the dump by

electric locomotives. The lead is ladled

from the wells into cast-iron pots on two
wheels, such as were formerly used for

design, comprising 3200 bag!>, each 18 in. x

30 ft., which arc arranged in five sections,

each section having three dust-collecting

cellars below the nipple-lloor. The bag

sections are arranged so that any one can

be cut out for shaking the bags. The
filtered g;is passes into a sheet-iron line

running longitudinally on the roof of the

building, which conies down at one end of

the building and then connects with the

chimney. Of course there is no longer any

black smoke discharged from these works,

except from the boiler house. It is antici-

pated that the burned fume collected from

the bag house will amount to appro.^i-

mately i per cent, of the charge smelted

in the furnaces, or 10 tons per day. The
treatment of this fume has not yet been

worked out. It is high in lead and also

LOOKING TOW.\Kl) THE KO.VSTING FURX.VCES, UNITED sT.VTES .S.MELIl.M. CO.\n'.\.NV

handling slag, and is trammed behind the

fumaces to the casting house, where it is

dumped into one of three kettles in which

the dross is skimmed off, the clean bullion

being then siphoned into anode-molds for

shipment to the electrolytic refinery of the

United States Metals Refining Company
at Graselli, Ind. The anodes are cast flat.

The dross from the kettles is treated in a

small liquating furnace and then is re-

turned to the smelting process.

Fume Filtration

A recent installation at the works of the

United States Smelting Company is a bag

house, the purpose of which was primarily

to abate the smoke nuisance, but which

doubtless will prove an economical metal-

lurgical addition inasmuch as the dust-set-

tling flue system of the works was not pre-

viously a very long one. The bag house

has been connected to the end of the for-

mer flue svstem. It is of the conventional

high in arsenic, running 30 to 35 per cent,

in the latter element, the high proportion

of which is probably due to the Eureka

ore.

The gas entering the bag house is 175 to

iSo deg. F. in temperature, which in com-

parison with the conditions at the Globe

works at Denver is low, but is not low

considering that the furnaces are open at

the top. Filtering bags can be operated

at a considerably lower temperature (i-idc

the practice at the Murray plant of the

.\merican Smelting and Refining Com-
pany) without incurring trouble from con-

densation of moisture. The fan moving

the gas requires 90 h.p. and works against

a pressure of I in. of water, which varies

of course with the condition of the bags

as to dust accumulation, shaking, etc. The
total of 2200 bags gives about 310,860 sq.

ft. of filtering area, or a little over 50,000

.sq. ft. per furnace or 300 sq. ft. per ton of

charge smelted. Under the conditions

of operation at the United States plant

this appears to ofTer considerable lee-way.

In other words there is at present more
than ample filtering capacity.

Genemal Lav-Out

I he plant of the I'nited States Smelt-

ing Company appears now to have reached

its limit, nearly all of the available space

having been utilized. The lead-smelting

division has been laid out Y"y »ell, es-

pecially considering that it wa-. not orig-

inally contemplated, although it is not so

roqmy as would be desirable. The trans-

mission of air from the main power-house

is rather a long one. However, the plant

conveys the impression of comparatively

high efficiency, which is more defective in

the roasting department than anywhere

else, and in that simply because the mod-

ern method of pot-roasting has not yet

been installed. A commendable feature

of the lead-smelting division is the neat-

ness with which the various parts are kept

up, which is more noticeable .in this than

in the copper-smelting division. The in-

feriority of the latter in this respect is

doubtless due to its more cramped ar-

rangement. This part of the plant, more-

over, distinctly shows the deterioration of

si.x years of hard operation. The power

plant comprises a lot of good machinery

in a very inferior building. It is worthy

of remark that whereas the original instal-

lation consisted of piston-blowers, the re-

cent additions to the plant have been ro-

tary blowers—Connersville and Roots

—

direct connected with the engines. The
blowers for the lead-smelting furnaces are

entirely rotaries. To the south of the

smelting works there is a concentrating

mill, which runs on lead-bearing ore from

the mines of the company at Bingham.

(To he Continued)

A Portable Combination Meter

The "Victor" combination meter is an

instrument combining readings of \ olts,

amperes, watts and horse-power. It was

originally designed for switchboard use,

but is now being manufactured for the

general trade by the H. W. Johns-Man-

ville Company, 100 William street, Kew
York.

The meter consists of two separate and

complete instruments in a single case, one

recording volts and the other amperes.

Watt and horse-power readings are ob-

tained from a scale plotted on the center

of the dial. The intersection of the two

needles, or indicators, shows directly the

power in watts or kw. on one side of the

scale and in h.p. on the other.

The instrument is of great value in lab-

oratory and field work and for testing

electric cars, elevators, etc. Extra multi-

pliers and multiple shunts are furnished

if desired.
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New Caledonia and Its Minerals
Geography, Geology and Mineral Resources of a Remote but Inter-

esting Island in the Pacific. Discovery, Exploration and Settlement

BY G. M. COL VO CORESSES^^^
In the year 1845, when the South Pa-

cific was les^ known than the heart of

.•\frica is today, a British frigate skirted

southeast along the coast of New Cale-

donia and at the land's end dropped an-

chor in what is now called the Canal

Woodin, which separated the main island

from the tiny He Oucn. Boats were sent

ashore to obtain water, and some of the

sailors noticed lumps of a peculiar bluish-

black clay, which soiled their fingers pur-

ple, and took a high shiny polish when

rubbed. They brought a bag full of these

back to the ship and one of the officers

with a scientific turn of mind preserved

them, and on the return to England sent

them to the great smelting works of

Vivian & Co., at Swansea, where the

rh'-'i 'iiirod the pre'^eii'-e nf

systematic excursions into all parts of

the wholly uncivilized country. In con-

stant danger from the natives, he fol-

lowed up the rivers to their sources in

the mountains of the Chaine Centrale, de-

scending to the coast to voyage 10 the

mouth of another river and follow this

up in turn, since overland travel for any

distance was wholly impossible. Mr.

Garnier reported the existence of Jnige

beds of limonite of no commercial value,

deposits of copper, of chrome, and, most

important, of the nickeliferous magnesia

silicate which bears his name—garnierite.

He seems to have missed the cobalt of

which nothing was known—barring al-

ways the Vivian legend—till 1876. M. Gar-

nier's report, published in 1867, forms the

hr«t iif M series of geological reports on

the Chaine Centrale that, with a few

breaks, forms the backbone of the island.

Its length is 400 kilometers, and some of

the peaks rise 1600 meters.

Closer in one begins to see the low land

at the foot of these mountains, then the

coral reefs in tlie foreground, and at the

right .\rmedee island on which the light-

house stands. Then the pilot comes on

board and the reef is entered. An hour

later the steamer passes between lie Nou
with its white prison and Artillery point

and, traversing the little harbor, ties up

along the stone quay, which fronts the

town of Noumea. The .harbor has quite a

Ijusy air. One corner is dotted with the

hulks of ancient warships and dismantled

steamers
;

perhaps a couple .of French

gunbo.Tts and several trading schooners

LUeu.\NUr SQL'.\RE, NOU.ME.\ .M.\RKET PL.\CE XOU-MKA, O.V .^ HOLID.W

bait and manganese. In fact the clay

was really asbolane, the cobaltiferous

manganese o.xide with which for the last

decade New Caledonia has been supplying

the greater part of the world's cobalt de-

mand. This is the legend of the first dis-

covery of mineral wealth in New Cale-

donia, a legend preserved by the Vivians.

No use was, however, made of this dis-

covery, probably owing to the remottness

of New Caledonia, which remained no-

man's land until 1853, when it was seized

by a French expedition, which beat out

an English one by the smallest of mar-

gins.

Systematic Explor.\tiox

In 1863, Jules Garnier, of the French

Corps of Mining Engineers, was sent to

study the geology and mineral resources

of the island. For three years he made

Mining engineer. Nouni<>n. New Caledonia.

New Caledonia and the discoveries which

he announced led the way to the devel-

opment of the mining industry, which has

progressed somewhat irregularly, but up

to the present on a generally increasing

scale.

Re.\ciiin<; the Isl.vxd

Today a person leaving Sydney, New
South Wales, on one of the fine 6000-ton

steamers of the Messageries Maritimes

which has come from Marseilles, will find

himself after a trip of just three days in

the harbor of Nouinca, quite as beau-

tiful if not as large as Port Jackson.

Far out at sea he begins to discern a

range of mountains in appearance not un-

like the Sierras as one approaches Cali-

fornia, but of a different color and with

sharper points. The mountains grow, and

the line of their summits becomes more
plain till they seem like huge saw-teeth

rising straight from the water. Thi= is

will be anchored in the roddstead, while

along the quay may lie one or two big

square-rigged ships and several of the

dirtiest little coasting and trading steamers

to be found anywhere in the world.

Noumea itself shows absolutetly no sign

of mining activity, unless it might be a

few piles of cobalt or chrome ore in bags,

brought down by one of the coasting

boats and stocked on the quay to be sent

to Europe by the returning mail steamer.

The Town of Nov.mea

But for other reasons Noumea is one

of the most curious and interesting of

towns to be found anywhere. It is all

white and green, with the bluest of blue

skies overhead, and the tropical sun is re-

flected from the sheet-iron roofs and

seems actually to shine up from the lime-

stone pavements, so that the continual

glare is most trying on the eyes. Yet a

cool breeze alnmst always blows, and
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water iroiii tlic reservoir on the hill

trickles pleasantly down on cither side of

the streets, and the cocoa-palms and flam-

boyants (a species of locust tree with bril-

liant red flowers) lend shade and color.

Its population is about 8000, and on the

streets one sees the most motley crowd of

people, especially on Sundays \\'hcn all

are out in the square to listen to the

music, patronize the Italian bazaars and
cake-stalls or risk their money on the

"petits-chevaux." French ofticers and

business men, English and Australians of

all classes, Austrian and French laborers,

traders, beach-combers and ex-convicts,

make up the European element. Next the

Arab convicts and exiles from Algeria.

Then come all shades of color—Japanese,

Chinese, Tonquincse, .Vnnamites, Java-

nese, Singalcse, Malabars, Hindoos, Poly-

nesians from the Loyalty islands and the

Malaysian race of islanders from the New
Hebrides, Solomons and New Caledonia

itself. Each nationality clings largely to

its national costumes and talks its own
language with "pidgin- I'rench" or ''Bech-

)tay he had accumulalcd a very line col-

lection of mineral specimens which were

carefully labeled and arranged on his

table. On his return to Noumea froin his

final excursion into the bush he found all

his baggage had been moved into a tiny

stutTy room across the hall, and his col-

lection dumped pell-mell into a packing

case. Furious, he rushed to complain to

the landlady, who grc<;tcd him with a calm

superiority. "Yes, it was true that Mon-
sieur's quarters had been changed, but

what of that? VV'hile Monsieur was away
Capt. C (another mining engineer)

had arrived and he had fancied the room,

so she had given it to him ; of course be-

cause the Captain was a great deal better

client than Monsieur—why, he dtank

fully three times as much whisky daily!"

Traveling ix New C.\ledoni.\

To reach any of the mines one ir.ust

leave Noumea and journey by boat up

either the east or the west coast. Mining
centers are located up both coasts to the

very north end. which, though only 400

ways beautiful, and >cl 11 i> best nut to

dwell too long on one of these voyages,

for they are always painful subjects with

those who have experienced them.

On the other hand, one may iravel

overlaml up country, and if the road> are

r.dl iiio wet and the mosquitoes are not

too bad which means if one does not have

to travel between December and May it

is the more interesting if a bit the slower

nu'thiid. There is a very good metal road

running up the west coast for 136km. from

Noumea, and this was formerly traversed

by a two-horse mail-coach doing that dis-

tance in 15 hours. It was fortunate for

the proprietors that the S.P.C..-\. had no

branch in New Caledonia, ^elsc the stage

line would have been ruined by daily lines

and the drivers spent most of their time

in prison. But today this has been re-

placed by a line of 24-h.p. automobiles,

which are supposed to do the trip in ten

hours and which seat 12 persons—pro-

vided each person is not too large. After

this first day's ride in style, one must for-

sake all wheeled vehicles and travel on

J.\P.\NESE AND KANAKAS AT COOK CAMP THE OVERLAND MAIL

<ie-mer" as a means of communication be-

tween all. The square on Sunday is truly

a babel.

Though tucked away in a remote corner

of the world, it is a poor year for New
Caledonia when it is not visited by sev-

eral mining engineers, and many are the

pleasant remembrances they carry away
of the delicious meals at the hospitable

Noumea Club and the rides and drives

around that pretty town. There are other

memories which certainly are not so

agreeable. For instance, the hotels leave

much to be desired. I recollect a story

told me by one of the Engineering and

Mining Journal's most faithful contrib-

utors. Some years ago he came over to

examine several mining properties, and

was comfortably installed in a very pleas-

ant room at the best hotel, which was then

kept by an elderly Frenchwoman who had

a cute way of sizing up her gruests and

treating them accordingly. During his

km. from Noumea, is a five days' trip on

the boats, and these days are anything but

blissful. The steamers are small, badly

equipped and dirty. They travel about

seven knots per hour, but spend all the

night and the grreater part of the days an-

chored in the coast harbors loading or un-

loading freight. Part of the voyage is

made between the barrier reef and the

mainland, but anyway it is rare to have

bad weather along the coast e.xcept in

the hurricane season. .A.11 the time one

gazes on the mountains of the Chaine

Centrale, which on the west coast stop

some way inland, giving place to a band of

low rolling country about 15 km. wide be-

tween them and the sea, and on the east

coast tumble abruptly into the ocean, ex-

cept where the rivers have formed alluvial

flats and deltas and run through valleys,

at the mouth a few kilometers in width,

but shutting in like a funnel at about 5

km. from the coast. The scenery- is al-

horseback, for the road from here on is

in places only a bridle-path, and as one

goes farther north it is at times very

difficult to distinguish it from one of the

many cattle tracks which cross it in dif-

ferent directions.

Minerals and Geoixxiv

Nickel, chrome and cobalt ores have

long been the chief mineral exports of

New Caledonia, and the mines are pretty

well distributed over all parts of the isl-

and, except the northern half of the east

coast. These ores are always found in

the serpentine formation, serpentine re-

sulting from the decomposition of the

peridotite which covered about one-third

the surface of the island.

The geology of New Caledonia is very

interesting and complicated, and has been

but little studied, owing to the diflficulties

of travel. Nevertheless, Messrs. Garnier,

Herteau, Levat, Peletan. Piroutel and
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Glaser, all French engineers, and F. Dan-
vcrs Power of Sydney, N. S. W., nave

made successive tours of the island and
contributed to the knowledge of its ge-

ology.

Sedimentary formations occupy about

two-thirds of the surface. In the north

are found mica and chlorite schists

which are of doubtful age, but probably

belong to the latter Paleozoic. Following

n:i these are the sandstone schists, which

have generally been considered Triassic;

though M. Glaser very reasonably ob-

serves that their great resemblance to the

Silurian schists of New South Wales
would lead one to believe that they be-

longed to that era also. Throughout the

length of the island, especially on the cast

coast, are found long bands of limestone,

attributed to the Carboniferous.

Then comes another series of schists

most prominent in the south, formed dur-

ing the Triassic and Cretacean, and it is

in these last that the coal seams are found.

Lastly there arc the recent quaternary

doubtful, for I have never seen any dio-

rites except occurring as dikes in the

serpentine. This is a quartz hypersthene

diorite associated with gabbro and seems

to belong to a much later era. I note

that M. Glaser makes a similar observa-

tion.

The .SKkrKNTixE Rocks ami thk Ore-

deposit.-;

The most important rocks are the ser-

pentines, whicli are derived from the peri-

dotites and cover an area pf about 600,000

hectares. Formations of this rock are to

be found all over the colony except in

the extreme northeastern part. Practi-

cally all the pcridotite is more or less al-

tered, shadowing gradually into a serpen-

tine asbestos talc, irony clay and pistolitic

and oolitic iron as products of its de-

composition. To the microscope or the

eye, this peridotite has a most varied as-

pect, and it is rare that two samples look

anything alike. This is partly due to its

varying state of scrpcntizatinn and con-

these deposits has been a much disputed

point. Messrs. Levat and Pcletan held

tliat the serpentine had been decomposed

into clay by these superheated waters,

charged with iron and cobaltiferous man-
ganese, which were deposited on or near

the surface. Other authorities, including

M. Glaser and Mr. Power, hold that

there are no evidences of this hydrother-

mal action, but that the deposits are

purely due to atmospheric decomposition

and alteration of the peridotite, which

contained the grains of chromitc and the

nickel in the olivine. The percolating

surface waters would then have had a

cliance to take the nickel in solution from

these zones of decay, and precipitate it

in pockets and crevices. This is the man-
ner in which the nickel silicate deposits

in Oregon, and probably those in North

Carolina, are believed to have originated.

While admitting that there is no direct

evidence of recent volcanic action nor of

thermal springs, to me it still seems rea-

sonable to suppose that at some time such

#- ifa

ROPEWAY TO \VH.\RF AT THIO LOADING ORE AT THIO

alluvions and clays, mostly in the river

valleys, aitid the coral reefs, dead and liv-

ing, which form a fringe about all the

coast, and on the west make up a barrier

reef, which in size is only surpassed by

the great barrier of Australia.

The eruptive rocks have been arranged

by M. Peletan in five groups:

1. Very old greenish basic rocks highly

metamorphosed, and containing much
chlorite. Some of these rocks arc norites

anil in connection with them are found

the copper and lead-zinc deposits. These
rocks are confined wholly to the north of

the island, which is much the oldest part.

2. Diorites.

3. Melaphyriquc rocks, probably de-

rived from the same originals as (i), but

of very doubtful age and origin.

4. Porphyries proper, generally asso-

ciated with the coal-bearing strata and in

places underlying the serpentine and pcri-

dotites.

5. Serpentine.

Some doubts have been cast on this

classification by latter writers and the

placing of the diorites seems to me very

sequent hydration, and partly due to the

varying proportion of its principal con-

stituents, silica, protoxide of iron, mag-

nesia and in places oxide of nickel and

cobalt. It contains generally a large pro-

portion of enstatite which when decom-

posed passes into talc, and grains of

chromite and picotite which are nearly al-

ways visible under a lens.

The nickel, chrome and cobalt deposits

all occur in this serpentine and seem to

be largely products of the decomposition.

The deposits generally occur on the points

or sides of spurs where the rock has been

the most exposed to splitting and atmos-

pheric influences, and at the same time the

capping of limonite ard the irony clay

seem to have served to protect these de-

posits from erosion ; it is therefore the

rule to find the principal deposits under a

rather heavy over-burden of iron, this be-

ing especially true in the case of cobalt,

which seems to occur only where the

greatest amount of decomposition has

taken place.

Whether or not thermal springs and

ascending waters have aided in forming

agencies did aid in the decomposition of

the serpentine, for the percentage of nickel

and cobalt together in the unaltered peri-

dotite is very small, often less than 0.01

per cent, with only traces of manganese
and cobalt and never over 0.3 per cent.

in the olivine itself—often less than o.oi

per cent. It is difficult to understand how
purely atmospheric and surface agencies

could have effected the concentration of

the nickel deposits, some of them contain-

ing over 100,000 tons of 7 per cent, ore,

and the rich masses of cobalt and man-
ganese.

More recently it is certain that lateral

secretion has altered the form of many
of the deposits and has left the nickel sil-

icate in veins and cracks in the rock, so

that, as Mr. Power very justly observes,

the ore as found at present appears to

have been wholly deposited from above.

If the theory of ascending mineral waters

is to be wholly discarded, it is again very

difficult to account for the fact that spurs

of the same form composed of the .same

peridotite. and which have been subject

to practically the same atmospheric
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agciu-ies and equally protected from ero-

sion, should in some cases present such
large deposits of ore and in other cases

present only sterile clay, although the ser-

pentizntion of the rock may have pro-

gressed to the same stage.

Chku.me, Cou.\lt anu Nickel Ores

riie chrome ore may easily be simply
the product of decomposition of the rock
due to atmospluric agencies, for the grains
of chromiie are constantly foimd in all

the pcridotite on the island, disseminated
through it in grains of some tenths of a

millimeter in diameter, which have olten
been agglomerated into small lumps of
rock, even where a deposit does not oc-
cur. T|ie ore has the formula FeCriO.
and has a theoretical composition of 68
per cent, sesquioxidc of chromium .^s

found, the grade varies from 45 to 58 per
cent. Cr:Oj. and it is intimately associated
with serpentine rock in some cases, while
elsewhere it is a thin coating of impure
iron oxide resembling rust, and seeming
to be the remnant of the original basic
gangue. This last ore is known as red
chrome and because of its high grade is

much sought for.

.Although there is always some cobalt,

say about 0.2 per cent., associated with the
nickel ores and some nickel, say o.S per
cent., associated with the cobalt ores, yet
the workable deposits of these two metals
are always found separately, often long
distances apart. Like the nickel and
chrome, the cobalt is the product of de-
composition, but, whereas the nickel seems
to have had an affinity for the magnesia
and to have been carried by that metal,
the cobalt associated itself with the man-
ganese to form the cobaltiferous mangan-
ese wad, carrving from 2 to g per cent
CoO.

Other Met.als .\nd Miner.^ls

.Aside from the working nickel, cobalt
and chrome mines on the island, there
are a great many prospects showing other
metals, and some mines once worked, but
now closed down for one reason or an-
other. The metals and minerals that have
been produced in the past are gold, sdver,
lead, zinc, copper, iron, antimony, coal,

limestone and gypsum. Besides these the
following have been found: Quicksilver,
graphite, petroleum, tungsten (as schee-
lite). titanium, manganese, molybdenum,
magnesia, tin, bismuth, cadmium, boron
(in datolite), barium, asbestos (fibrous

serpentine), talc and arsenic. Platinum
was once reported, but later investigation

failed to establish its existence.

The list is formidable enough and aside
from any question of commercial value
shows what a very large and interesting

variety of ores is found in this little

island, comprising only 18.000 square kilo-

tneters.

At one time considerable copper and
gold and a small amount of lead, zinc and
silver were produced : in fact the copper

and gold industry nourished in the north
of New Caledonia 20 years ago when the

nickel was still mined on a very small
scale. The coal mines, for a long time
abandoned, have recently been the object

of considerabli- development work, and
borings for pet n ileum are shortly to be
undertaken.

Iron Smelting in Australia

Australia possesses extensive deposits

of iron ore. They are widely dispersed

throughout the continent, and on the nu-

merous surrounding islands. The most
noteworthy deposits are in New South
Wales, Queensland, South Australia and
Tasmania. Several of the larger ones are

well suited for working, being close to

water, and to coal and limestone de-

posits. For these reasons many attempts

have been made to develop iron- and steel-

making industries. The first important
iron smelter in Australia was built at

Fitzroy, near Mittagong, in New South
Wales, in 1852. In that district there are

numerous deposits of limonite ore over-

lying the coal measures and in proximity
to large deposits of limestone suitable for

flux. Smelting operations were carri'^d

on intermittently between 1852 and 1855,

and a quantity of pig iron was produced.
The undertaking proved unprofitable in

1855 on account of the .small demand for

pig iron in Australia, and the keenness of
the European sellers in the Oriental mar-
kets.

In 1864 the smelter plant was acquired

by a new company, and smelting was re-

sumed with the view of supplying the iron

needed in some large railroad contracts.

The works were enlarged and a foundry
was established for the manufacture of

large castings such as water pipes, gas
pipes, retorts, etc. This plant changed
hands in 1875, when it was acquired by
the Bessemer Steel and Hematite Iron and
Coal Company, an English corporation

After producing about 3500 tons of pig
iron this company found the cap.icity of
the local market too limited, and aban-

doned the property.

The next blast furnace was built at

Eskbank, near Lithgow, in New South
Wales, in 1875. These works produced
22,000 tons of pig iron from Lithgow ore,

when the management found that there

was a greater demand for steel than pig
iron, and converted the works into a
steel rolling mill for re-working scrap

steel. To date these works have produced
iron and steel valued at about $8,000,000

The latest smelters were erected at

Lithgow, New South Wales, in May last

by an English company, under the man-
agement of William Sandford. The
plant consists of a modern blast furnace
and three hot-blast stoves. The furnace

is 75 ft. in hight, having a 9-ft. bosh. The
furnace is supplied with a Parsons turbo

blower plant, with a delivering capacity

of 20,000 cu.ft. of air per niin. against a

blast main pressure of 10 lb. per sq.m.

when running at a speed of 3000 r.p.m

The turbo-blower is directly driven

by a Parsons steam turbine. By this

combination the blast pressure is main-

tained at an almost even point. It sup-

plies a steady and continuous blast,

which, however, by reason of the facility

with which the speed of the blower can

be regulated between 2000 and 3800

r.p.m., can be< reduced or increased at

will to meet all the demands of the fur-

nace.

The plant is running satisfactorily and

its output averages 600 tons of pig iron

per week. The smelting costs are $7.50

per ton.

It would appear that the new smelter

is experiencing similar troubles to those

which overwhelmed its predecessors. In

a recent interview Mr. Sandford stated

that:

"The company cannot get rid of its pig

iron quickly enough. Merchants will not

buy on a falling market except to supply

their immediate necessities, and the iron

market at the present time is a falling one.

In three weeks there has been a drop of

3s. per ton. Beside this, there are good
stocks on hand in most places, and we
shall have to wait until these are worked
off. But we are i-ncouraged by letters we
receive showing that we have been very

successful in pleasing our customers, al-

though in one or two lines we have some
difficulty. For making steel for our own
requirements we have never had anything

better than the pig iron from our own
furnace.

"Our trouble with regard to the other

States, however, is the freight. Ships will

bring the pig iron from England to .Aus-

tralia for less than we have to pay to send

it from one State to another. They will

bring it out practically as ballast, but our

interstate lines charge full price. We had

an inquiry from Western Australia not

long ago for a quotation. We could give

the quotation, but the cost of sending the

pig to western Australia put us out of the

market."

The value of the iron and steel im-

ported into -Australia in 1906 was as fol-

lows : Bar, rod, angle and tee iron, $2,-

500,000; iron and steel wire, $10,000,000:

galvanized iron, plate and sheet, $5,300,-

cxw; pig and scrap iron, $2,000,000; and

railroad material. $2,000,000, making a

total of $21,800,000.

These figures .show there is a substan-

tial business in iron done between Europe

and .Australia ; but for the reasons given

by Mr. Sandford above the local works

are hampered in the competition with for-

eign firms. Steps are being taken to

equalize matters by tariff readjustment,

but it is doubtful whether this will be

effective.
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Flow of Water Carrying Sand in Suspension
Experimental Study of Factors Which Influence the Relation Between

the Velocity Required and the Proportion of Sand in Suspension

B ^'

l>iiiiMi; tiic iiioiiUis of March and April,

igo6, 1 conducted a scries of experiments

on the How of sand and water in a laun-

der. Tlie purpose of these experiments

was primarily to dclorniiiie the conditions

as to grade and velocity under which the

sand, in a mixture of sand and water,

would fall to the bottom of the launder

and fill it up so that the material would
run over, more exact information of this

nature bcinn desirable in designing a large

stamp mill covering considerable area and
located on nearly flat ground. It was de-

sired also to know what effect the sand

in suspension has on the coefficient of

fluid friction of water running in a laun-

der.

Experimental L.\under

The apparatus employed consisted es-

sentially of a small launder in which a

continuous and constant flow of material

could be maintained by a centrifugal pump
which returned the material from the re-

ceiving tank under the lower end of the

launder to a delivering tank situated above
the upper end. The quantity of material

flowing in the launder was regulated by
a gate in the bottom of the delivering

lank. Since the quantity delivered by the

centrifugal pump was practically constant,

a by-pass trough was arranged to carry
the surplus from the delivering tank di-

icctly to the receiving tank without pass-
ing it through the launder. On account
of the tendency of the sand to settle, any
form of wiir measurement was impossible.
and for the same reason it was found
impractical to make any definite mixture
of sand and water and run it continuously
through the launder. The apparatus was,
therefore, arranged with a deflector at the
discharge end of the launder, by which
the material ordinarily running into the
receiving tank could be suddenly deflected
into a measuring tank, and then again
diverted into the receiving tank when any
desired quantity had been allowed to run
into the measuring tank. Thus, by allow-
ing the water to run off gradually after
the sand had settled, the exact propor-
tion of sand and water that had been run-
ning in the latmdcr at the time could be
easily ascertained. The quantity of flow
was determined by noting the time re-

quired to fill the measuring tank up to

a certain mark.

The launder was made of sheet iron in

30-in. lengths formed to a I'-sliaped sec-

tion, riveted and soldered It was about

•Mi-fhxnlfnl i-nKlnprr. Sun I'lnnclsco. fal.

K B L U
50 fl. long, 5 in. deep and 4 in. wide,

the bottom being a semicircle of 2-in.

radius. The depth of the material flow-

ing in the launder was measured to within

1/16 in., so that by dividing the quantity

of flow by the area of cross section the

velocity was determined with a fair de-

gree of accuracy. On account of the dis-

turbance of the surface of the water,

however, the measurements for the higher

velocities could not he made as accurately

as for the lower.

.\l)J i;ST.\IENT AND MATERIAL

The launder was mounted on a trussed

frame hinged at the upper end and sus-

pended by a tackle fastened near the

lower end so that it could easily be set

at any grade from zero to about 12 per

cent. All the observations given in tlie

table and diagram were made just when
the slope of the launder was reduced so

that the least perceptible i|uantilv of

sand just began to fall to the bottom. The
difference between the slope at which the

mi.xture ran indefinitely entirely free from
falling sand, and the slope at which a

perceptible quantity fell to the bottom
v/as not over- i/io per cent., and the dif-

ference between running free and falling

sufliciently to bank up and run over was
3/10 to I per cent, of slope.

The apparatus was located on the beach
of San Francisco bay and the first set

of experiments was made with a mixture

of the beach sand and water. Of this

sand TJ per cent, passes a 40-mesh screen

and rests on an 80-mcsh screen ; I per

cent, passes lOO-mesh cloth. The average
is about 6o-mesh sand.

The second set of experiments was
made with sharp quartz sand containing

a varying proportion of clayey slime from
a stamp mill. In most of the experiments the

|)roportions of slime and sand were about

10 and 00 per cent., but occasionally the

proportion of slime would become some-
what less. About 90 per cent, of this sand

passes a 40-mesh screen, and 10 per cent,

passes a 200-mesh screen. The average is

about 80-niesh sand. The slime is not in-

cluded in the figures giving the percent-

age of sand passing the various sized

screens.

Influence of Slope

Hy a little experimenting with the re-

sults of the observation it was discovered

that the quantity with which the propor-

tion of sand in suspension bears the most
well defined relation is the slope of the

launder. Plotting the proportion of sand

to the hydraulic mean radius leads to no

result whatever. Plotting the proportion

of sand to the velocity indicates an ap-

parent relationship of the proportion of

sand of about the sixth power of the ve-

locity, but with a very considerable prob-

able error. But when the quantity of sand

in suspension is plotted as a function of

the slope of the launder a well defined

relation between the two quantities ap-

pears. Plotting these values on a logarith-

mic chart the points appear grouped in the

general direction of a straight line, which

shows that an exponential formula will

give an approximate expression for this

relation.

The equation between S. the grade of

the launder, and q, the proportionate quan-

tity of sand or sand and slime held in sus-

pension, may then be written 5 =: kq'", in

which /; and m are coefficients to be de-

termined approximately from the experi-

ments. By writing an observation equa-

tion for each experiment and applying the

method of least squares the most probable

value of both of these coefficients could

be determined in one operation. This

would, however, involve an amount of

work in computation not warranted by the

possible slight gain in accuracy of

the coeflicients that might be so obtained.

So a much simpler method is here em-

ployed. Drawing on the diagram a straight

line which appears to be in the same gen-

eral direction as the points plotted from

the first set of observations, it is found

that the tangent of the angle it makes

with a horizontal line is about 0.5. Now,
it is a property of a logarithmic chart that

the tangent of the angle formed by a

straight line and an axis of coordinates is

the exponent of the variable quantity that

the line represents a function of. That

is, if the values of kq^ be plotted on a

logarithmic chart, a line drawn through

the points so plotted will be a straight

line, and the tangent of the angle which

this straight line makes with tlie axis of

q will equal the exponent in.

Then, taking 0.3 as a plausible value for

the exponent m we have S = kq''-^= k-\/~^

.

Transposing this to find the value of the

5^

other coefficient, /,•. we have k = .

—

.

V q
\n approximate value of this coefficient

could be found by substituting in this

equation, values of q and S taken from the

diagram for any point in the straight line

drawn to give a plausible representation

of the probable equation indicated by the

general direction and position of the

points phitted from the observations. But
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a much closer approximation ; that is, the

most probable value of this coefficient

when the exponent m is assumed, can be

found arithmetically without great com-

putation in the following; manner.

Simplified Solution

Find the value of k in the equation

* = . for each of the 23 obscrva-
-.- *. "
tions given in the table. Adding these

values together and dividing by 23 would
give an arithmetical mean, value for the

coefficient k. But if the terms of the equa-

tion be transposed so that it reads

=(ir

This gives the most probable value of

the log:irithni of k as 1.J693, and therefore

the most probable value of the coefficient

k is 0.186. Taking the difference between

T.2693 and the value of Idh. k given by

each observation, and adding the values

thus obtained, which amounts to o.98'j2,

multiplying this sum by 0.8453 and divid-

ing this product by the square root of the

product of the number of observations,

23, multiplied by the number of observa-

tions less one, 22, gives

0.8763 X 2 V
,

, = 0.0372
V 23 V 22

as the probable error of log. k for each

single observation. Dividing this by the

square root of the number of observa-

Our formula shoeing the grade or

slope of the launder at which in a mixture

of sand and water a given pronortion of

sand will just be held in suspension will

then be S — 0.186 >/'»'•

Transposing this, the equation showing

the proportionate quantity of sand which

will just be held in suspension when run-

ning in a launder at any given grade will

be (/ =: 295°.

Effect of Slime

In plotting the set of observations for

ibc mixture of both sand and slime in

water the points do not fall so closely to

a line as in the case of the sand and water

alone, due no doubt to the variation in the

proportion of slime in the mixture, but
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The dots show tlic set of experiments with sand In suspension. The equation of the heavy lino 1» S = 0.IS6V4

The circles show those with sand and slime In suspension. The equation of the light line is 9=0.0010^^

and the values of (—r) be found for

each observation from the equation

(4-)"- <l

S -

the arithmetical mean of these values

(4-); will not give the same value

for the coefficient k. In order that these

two values for ifc shall agree, the geomet-

rical mean of the 23 values of k must be

taken, or what is the same thing, the value

of k corresponding to the arithmetical

mean value of the logarithms of k for

each of the 23 obscr\-ations must be taken.

tions, v 23 we have 0007x2 as the prob-

able error of T.2693 when taken as the

true value of the logarithm of the coeffi-

cient k; that is, it is an even wager that

the true value of log. k differs less than

0.00772 from the value T.2693 The value

of the logarithm of this coefficient m?y
then be written log. k = ^.2693 ± 0.0072.

Coming back, then, to natural numbers

we have k = 0.186 ± 0.0033. That is, it

is an even wager that this value of the co-

efficient it is the true value within 2 per

cent, (for this set of observations under

the assumed condition that the exponent

m ^ 0.5), or it is a wager of 100 to I

that this value is correct within 7 per cent.

the general trend of these values runs

parallel wilh those for sand and water

and at a very decided distance away. This

shows that the presence of a small propor-

tion of slime produces a very marked re-

duction in the fluid frictional resistances

occurring in the launder.

Treating the values of these observa-

tions in the same manner as for sand and

water, and assuming 0.5 to be the most

probable value of the exponent of q as be-

fore, we find that the most probable value

of the logarithm of the coefficient k will

be 1.9589. For this as the true value of

log. k the probable error is 0.0215. The

value of the logarithm of this coefficient

for a mixture of sand, water, and slime
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may tlu-n be written log. k-= 5.9589 +

o.OJis.

Coming back to natural numbers we
have k = 0.0910 1 0.0045, showing that

it is an even wager that the coefficient is

within 5 per cent, of the real value, or 100

to I that it is within 18 per cent.

The formula showing the grade or slope

of the launder at which in a mixture of

sand, slime, and water a given proportion

of sand with 10 per cent, of slime will just

be held in suspension will then be 5 =
0.0910 >/~i~.

This equation transposed to show the

proportionate quantity of sand and 10 per

cent, slime which will just be lield in sus-

pension when running in a launder at any
given grade, will then he q — 121 S'.

Effect of S.\nd in Suspension

Referring to the diagram, there is one
point to which there attaches a special in-

terest though no great practical value. For

q = I there is shown a point for 6" having
a value of 0.22. This is the average slope

at which the sand will lie when it is

flushed with water and scraped up quickly

to one side of a box and allowed to settle

and find its own grade as the little sur-

plifs of water runs out. This observation

is of interest because this mixture while

flowing is practically 100 per cent, sand,

and the corresponding value of the slope

5 falls close to the straight line which
represents the equation for the slope at

which a given percentage of sand will just

remain in suspension when tlowing in the

launder.

A formula showing the effect of the

sand in suspension on the velocity of flow

may be deduced in the following manner

:

The coefficient C in the Chezy formula
for the flow of water in channels

\ V=C V RS )

is found for each observation. Then from
a diagram of Kutter's formula the corre-

sponding value of the coefficient n may be
fotmd for each case. Plotting these values

of n to the corresponding values of the
relative quantity of sand in suspension, q,

on a logarithmic chart, it will be seen that

the value of n, and hence the loss of head
by friction, increases as the quantity of
sand held in suspension increases. This
increase is not very great, but the plotted

points will be found to fall fairly well to

a straight line. Finding the equation of
this Ii^e in the same manner as before we
will have n = 0.0125(7 ••" approximately.

This value of n may be used in Kutter's

formula for the flow of water in channels,

or, by substituting it in a formula pro-

posed by VVm. E. Foss in the Journal of
the -Association of Engineering Societies

for June, 1894, we may write

.. _ / lt.6<- A s \ •/,,

-\ 9.1.
)

for the velocity of the water in a riveted

iron Inuiuler when hoUling sand in sus-

pension.

Velocity of Flow

When the values of » for the flow of

water with sand and slime in suspension

are plotted, the position of the line for an

average value of the coefficients is not

quite as plainly indicated as for sand alone

in suspension, but it is quite apparent that

the value of n will be a little less, so the

equation for the coefficient of roughness

for sand and slime in suspension may be

written »i = 0.0105(7""-. For the velocity

of flow in the launder when the water

holds sand and slime in suspension we

may write

,500 R*/' S \ "/,.
;' = (J^'

It will probably be noticed that these

cxpcriuK-nls with sand and slinic the rela-

tion is not defined w-ell enough for any ap-

proximation. In the experiments with,

sand, although the relation is not as well

defined as desirable, a formula may be de-

veloped which has a reasonable degree of

probability.

Concentration anu Velocity

Plotting on a logarithmic chart the ob-

servations of V , the velocity of flow in the

launder in terms of q, the proportion of

sand held in suspension, it will be seen

that the exponent m in the assumed equa-

tion V = kq" is equal to 1/6 approximate-

ly. Assuming this as the value of the ex-

ponent of q, and taking the geometrical

mean of all the values of !; deduced accord-

ing to this assumption, it will be found

that k =8.148 + 0.352. It is an even wager

that this is correct within 5 per cent., or it

VALUE OF FACTORS, BEACH SAND JtlST CARRIED IN SUSPENSION.

<? S « t «

k

logk V A VR A

V

V

I)

C

n

2 0.365 0.107 0.3B0 0.181 f.2577 0.0116 0.0436 0.288 8.38 88.8 0.0116

2 0.32H 0.107 0.330 0.186 1.2695 0.0002 0.0436 0.288 7.63 79.8 0.0123

% 0.06.% 0.096 0.2C.5 0.185 1.2672 0.0021 0.0141 0.209 1.65 72.2 0.0120

% 0.0675 0.093 0.250 0.186 1.2696 0002 o.oiii 0.209 1.80 76.3 0.0118

>. 0.0:175 0.09."; 0.182 0.223 1.3183 0.0790 0.0087 0.180 1.30 77.5 0.0110

IX 0.172 0.O96 O.ICO 0.238 1.3766 0.1073 0.0265 0.252 6.49 83.6 0.0118

VA 0.39.-! 0.019 100 0.165 1.1903 0.0790 0.054 0.303 7.28 108.4 0.0111

IH 0.182 0.060 0.090 0.167 1.2227 0.0166 0.036 0.273 6.06 82.8 0.0119

2« 0.328 0.046 0.071 0.169 1.227!) 0.0411 0.0.505 0.299 6.50 102.0 0.0103

H 0.0C.2 0.016 0.060 0.184 1.2618 0.0016 0.0127 0.047 4.88 49.0 0.0110

IK 0.176 0.035 0.065 0.119 1.1732 0.0961 0.040 0.282 4.10 83.4 0.0118

l>i 0.197 0.050 0.053 0.217 1.3305 0.0672 0.030 0.262 6.56 112.0 0.0094

ii 0.IH58 0.047 0.0.52 0.206 1.3139 0.0416 0.0127 0.202 3.61 82.5 0.0111

2,'j 0.307 0.034 012 0.166 1.2201 0.0192 O.O.M 0.305 6.49 97.0 0.0109

i>i 0.328 0.031 0.0295 O.IBO 1.2.W3 0.0110 0.0676 0.307 5.70 105.0 8.0103

y. awe 0.024 0.0171 0.182 1,2601 0.0092 O.OUl 0.209 2.46 75.7 0.0116

m 0.328 0.02J 0.016 0.190 1.2787 U.0091 0.063 0.316 6.22 107.0 0.0101

% 0.0102 0.019 0.0115 0.177 1.2180 0.0213 0.0141 0.209 2.86 99.0 0.0097

VA 0.164 0.017 0.007 0.M3 1 3075 0.0.382 0.040 0.282 4.10 111.5 0.0096

VA 0.391 0.019 0.00.55 0.256 1.1082 0.1489 0.008 0.318 6.80 132.0 0.0080

1 0.0364 0.012 0.004 0.190 1.2788 0.0095 0.017 0.220 2.11 88.8 0.nl07

2A 0.164 0.008 0.0026 0.167 1.1969 0.0734 0.062 0.301 3.16 117.0 0.0096

3Ji 0.378 0.008 0.0022 0.171 1.2330 0.0363 0.0926 0.337 4.08 136.0 0.0088

equations cannot be true for all values

of g, because for clear water q would be

zero, and then n would become zero ac-

cording to the equation, which is not true.

So these equations must be considered as

expressing a fair approximation of the

true conditions only when the quantity of

material in suspension has an appreciable

value, say two parts in a thousand of the

mixture.

The fact must also not be lost sight of

that the value of « given above cannot be

substituted for Kutter's n for all con-

ditions of roughness of the channel. It

can only be substituted without modifi-

cation when the roughness of the channel

is about the same as that of a riveted iron

pipe, or when Kutter's 11 would be equal

to O.OII.

As stated before, the relation between

the proportion of sand in suspension and

the velocity of flow is not well defined in

the experiments, and in the case of the

is a wager of 100 to i that it expresses

the real value within 15 per cent.

An equation showing the velocity V
in a launder, which will just be required

to carry a given proportion of sand

q in suspension may then be written

y = 8.148 VT-
Z) ^ depth in inches of mixture flowing

in the launder.

Q ^ quantity of mixture flowing in the

launder in cu.ft., per sec.

6' ^ slope of the launder, or the ratio

of the difference in hight of the

launder at any two points to the

length of the launder between

these points.

q = ratio of the volume of wet sand

or sand and slime to the total

volume of the mixture flowing in

the launder.

A = area of cross section of the mixture

flowing in the launder in square

feet.
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/? = hydraulic mean radius of rtowing

mixture in feet.

/ = average velocity of flowing nii.Nture

in feet per second = Q/A.

C — coefficient in Chezy's fornuila for

flow of water in channels =

II = coetficient of roughness in Kutter's

fclrnuila for tlie flow of water in

channels.

HI = exponent of <; in the empirical for-

mulas for deducing an approxi-

mate value of .S" and l'. found by

inspection of graph of plotted

observations.

k = coefficient in the empirical formu-

las for deducing an approximate

value of i' and I', determined by

taking the geometrical mean of

the values calculated from the

observations when the value of

the exponent 111 is assumed.

I' =: difference between the arithmetical

mean value of log. k and a value

the foot would then be just about suflicient

to keep litis proportion of sand and slime

ill suspension. So it would be reasonably

safe to lay this launder or flume on a

grade of J^ in. to the foot with a few

feet at say l!4 '" ^^ '''c foot .•>t the start.

It might be added that the flume should

be made much deeper than that required

for normal flow in order to lake care of

any irregidaritics and banking up of the

sand which might occur during a tem-

porary reduction in ihe proportion of

water.

If there were no slime in this mixture,

the velocity necessary to carry this pro-

poction of sand in suspension would he

y = 8.15 \/ o.'is ^ 6i .. ft. per sec. Since

the given mixture contains slime the re-

quired velocity will be a little less.

.\ simple test for the soundness of ce-

ment is to add to 2 1/12 oz. of cement,

S/i2 oz. of water, mix for five minutes.

If the cement is fresh it maV be necessary

VALUE OF FACTORS , SLIME AND SIIARI SAND JUST CARRIED IN SUSPENSION.

Q s 9

A.
togk t> A VR

<?

A
V

D V RS n

k V C

H 0.0318 0.062 0.377 0.0988 3.9948 0.03S9 0.0067 0.180 3.66 89.3 0.0100

ax 0.390 0.033 256 0.0465 2.6580 3009 0.0S75 0.307 5.04 108.0 0.0100

a 0.0356 0.054 0.220 0.115 1.060T 0.1018 0.0087 0.180 2.93 70.0 0.0118

ih 0.328 0.026 0.208 0.057 2.7.^59 0.2030 0.067 0.305 6.76 117.0 0.0090

\ 0.0119 0.062 0.203 0.1153 1.0615 0.1026 0.0113 0.195 S.71 83.4 0.0107

H o.ons 0.052 0.196 0.1173 1.0693 0.1104 0.0087 0.180 3.77 91.8 0.0098

tH 0.383 0.028 0.188 0.0646 2.8102 0.1487 0.0575 0.307 4.90 95.4 0.0110

IV 0.164 0.022 0.110 U.0588 2.7694 0.1895 0.030 0.273 4.66 113.0 0.0095

i/. 0.273 0.032 0.125 0.0905 2.9567 0022 0.049 397 5.58 106.0 0.0102
•i • 0.303 0.032 0.122 0916 a.iwig 0.0030 0.052 (1.301 5.82 108.0 0.0101

JA 0.18-J 033 O.IUO 0.1043 1.0183 0.0594 0.U49 0.297 6.76 106.6 0.0100

i>* o.osg.i 0.031

0.033

0.005

060

0.1316

0.143

1.0849

1.1553

0.1260

0.1964

0.0232 0.343 3.87 90.4 0.0109

3A 0.394 0.016 O.IHO 0.060 2.9031 0.0558 0.077 0.328 5.13 133.0 0.00E5

•iA 0.219 0.024 0.028 0.1433 1.1563 0.1974 0.049 0.397 4.47 97.2 0.0109

3A 0.394 0.014 0.030 0.099 2.9956 0.0367 0.081 0.330 4.87 12S.0 0.0092

m 0.236 0.018 11.016 0.1028 1.0120 0.0S31 0.0575 0.307 3.92 112.0 0.0098

IH 0.0667 0.009 0.016 0.0712 2.8525 0.1064 0.030 0.262 2.19 88.0 0.0113

3H 0.394 0.010 0.013 0.0877 2.9430 0.0159 0.0935 0.337 <.S1 138.0 0.0092

of log. k calculated from the in-

dividual observations.

I 11,600 Jl '/^ S \ v.i

for sand and water.

^= 0.0910 \/"^ g = 121 S'

r,_ / 16^00 i? ' s 5 \
'•''

\ 9'"
/

for sand, slime and water.

/'^8 IS v^ , for sand and water.

Example

It is desired to find the grade of a laun-

der that will be required to carry 25 per

cent, of sand by volume, including a little

slime, and hold it in suspension in the

water while flowing. Substituting in the

formula, we have

5 ^ 00910 \/ 0.25 = C.045.

A grade of about 5 per cent, or Vg in. to

to use a little more water, but never use

more than 'A oz. Make a cake of the

mixed cement about 3 in. in diameter, '/^

in. thick in the center and tapering to a

thin edge. Place the cake in a damp
place or cover for 24 hours with a wet
cloth, then place it on a rack and cover
with water, slowly heat the water up to

the boiling point and maintain this tem-
perature for six hours. Allow the cake
to cool in the water, and if it warps,

twists, cracks or shows expansion it

should not be used in any important

structure. All cements should be tested

for soundness. .-Ml first class cements
should be able to pass the above test.

Mining Laws in Colombia

On May 14, the National Assembly of
Colombia published several decrees re-

lating to mining and mineral claims,
from which the following abstracts are
taken.

The Government is to have a monopoly
of the export and sale to foreigners of
platinum, palladium, iridium, osmium and
ruthenium, as well as of all radio-active
minerals.

The executive is directed to refuse per-
mission for the sale by auction of mines
in which platinum is the principal metal,
and to require new concessions for river

dredging where platinum is to be found.
It is provided that a suitable bounty shall

be paid to persons who discover deposits
of platinum. The Government is author-
ized to undertake the exploitation of plati-

num deposits, also of any deposits of that

metal where active working has been sus-

pended.

Whenever it is considered opportune,
the Government is permitted to substitute,

for the present tax upon emerald mming,
a duty of 10 per cent, of the value of the

rough products which are exported, either

by companies or by individuals, and is to

maintain"a strict inspection of each emer-
ald mine in order that the Government's
interests may be properly protected.

Copper mines have come under the pro-

visions of the decree of 1837, so that they

can now be denounced, as well as mines
of gold and silver. Persons owning cop-

per mines upon .their own private lands

are allowed a period of one year to obtain

new titles in conformity with the general

niininu regulations.

The direct application of jets of dry

steam to a gravel bank, through the

agency of driven pipes, has been found to

be an efficient method for thawing frozen

gravel.

Electric Current vs. Compreised

Air in Colliery Haulage

An interesting example of the change
from compressed air to electricity for

power purposes in collieries is found in

the case of the Clifton colliery at Notting-

ham, England. The underground haulage

used to be effected by compressed-air en-

gines at the bottom of the pit. These
engines worked an endless rope gear haul-

ing 1500 tons per day of yVi hours, along

a road 595 yd. long up a gradient of

6 in. to the yard. The compressed air

worked at 70 lb. pressure and was sup-

plied by engines at the surface which de-

veloped 578 i.h.p. In making the change

to electricity the compressors were re-

moved and a 300-kw. dynamo was coupled

to the engine shaft. Two motors, one of

125 h.p. at the bottom of the shaft and

one of 60 h.p. at the bottom of the incline,

were installed instead of the compressed-

air engine. The actual duty of the engine

which drives the dynamo is 166 h.p. as

compared with 578 h.p. when it drove

the air compressors. This leaves a large

margin of power available for other

purposes.
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Electric Reel Hoists

1 IK- hoists shown in the accompanying

illustrations are two of twelve reel hoists

of various sizes designed and built by the

Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, for the Compania de Real del

Monte, Pachuca, Mexico.

The hoist illustrated in Fig. i is operated

by means of a double reduction of gears

by an alternating-current motor and is de-

to be used in case the air pressure fails.

The hoist is fitted with a safety device

operated from the indicator and so ar-

ranged that if the cages are hoisted be-

yond a given point the clutches arc auto-

matically thrown out and the brakes are

set. This automatic device is also con-

nected to the hand-operated mechanism.
Each reel is fitted with an indicator driven

from the reel hub by bicycle chain and
sprockets. All gears on the hoist have
cut teeth of the short involute type.

There are six running points, enabling. the

operator to run tlie hoist at several speeds

continuously. The resistances are of the

standard iron-grid type, the grids being

assembled on skeleton frames and are air-

cooled. They are designed for balanced

hoisting only.

The hoist shown in Fig. 2 is designed to

handle a load consisting of 2000 lb. of ore

in a skip weighing 2000 lb. from a depth

of 1200 ft. at a speed of 500 ft. per niin.

The electrical equipment consists of a type

I, lo-pole, 6o-h.p., 6oo-r.p.m., 1040-volt,

50-cycle, three-phase motor, having a full-

load efficiency of 86 per cent. The full-

load torque of the motor is 525 lb. at l-ft.

radius.

Talc Deposits in Brazil

1. EI.ErTRIC.M.I.V OPKR.^TED REF.I, HOIST

L'nitcd States Consul-General G. E.

.\nderson, at Rio de Janeiro, advises that

considerable interest is being shown in the

talc deposits of Brazil by both American

and European manufacturers. He states :

"Apparently the Brazilian deposits are

inexhaustible. The price depends upon

labor and transportation rather than upon

the supply. Practically all of the princi-

pal deposits now being worked are in the

State of Sao Paulo, in the mountains near

the city of Sao Paulo, notably near Lo-

leno. Three qualities are produced, the

(iuality depending upon the color. The

crude talc ready for crushing is being

signed to handle a load consisting of 4000

lb. ore, double-deck cages weighing 4000

lb., and cars weighing 1200 lb., from a

depth of 2400 ft., at a speed of 1000 ft.

per niin., the ascending load being bal-

anced by the descending cages. The hoist

is supported on a cast-iron bed plate of

the inverted-U type, hollow in section and

surrounding the entire machine.

The reel shaft rests in adjustable bab

bitted bearings. Each reel has a capacity

of 2400 ft. of 45^x}^-in. rope and is fitted

, with a friction clutch and post brake. The
reel hubs are lined with removable bronze

bushings, which have a projected area giv-

ing a pressure of not over 80 lb. per sq.in

for the maximum load to which each is

subjected. The friction clutches are of

the Webster, Camp & Lane type. The
post brakes are built of plates and angles

and are provided with suitable adjust-

ments. The brakes are lined with bass-

wood blocks, which under the maximum
loads arc subjected to a pressure not ex-

ceeding 20 lb. per sq.in. Both clutches

and brakes are operated by compressed air,

the operating cylinders being fitted with

a floating valve gear, so arranged that the

pistons follow the movement of the con-

trolling levers. The brakes are set by

gravity and released by air pressure. In

addition to the power-operated brakes

there are brakes contrfillrd by hand wheels.

Hi;. 2. F.I.KCIKIC.M.LV Ol'ER.MED REEL HOIST

The electrical equipment consists of a

General Electric type I, 14-polc, 2S0-h.p.

429-r.p.m., 1040-volt, 50-cycle, 3-phase mo-
tor, having a full-load efficiency of 90 per

cent. The full-load torque of the motor
is 4000 lb. at i-ft. radius, and the maxi-

mum torque is approximately 2j/$ times

that amount. The insulation is tested to

withstand 3000 volts alternating current

for one minute, and the temperature will

not exceed 40 deg. C. at rated capacity

after 24 hours' run. The controller is pro-

vided with primary contacts, operating in

oil, inclosed in a cast-iron case, separate

from the main controlling mechanism.

furnished in Rio de Janeiro at 82 to 120

milreis, or from $25.42 to $37.20 per ton

at present exchange. It seems to be of

very good quality in the three grades."

An excellent self-lubricating, non-

shrinking packing for a high-pressure

steam, hot water locomotive and station-

ary engine throttle valves, should be made

of twisted strands of pure asbestos,

braided and combined with water proofing

material, vulcanized and coated with

plumbago.
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Laboratory of the Coffeyville

Zinc Works

HV E. W. BUSKETT*

The laboratory etiuipineiit here diiscribed,

;ii Coffeyville. Kan., willi the exception of

the balance table, was ilesigiieil by the au-

thor. The plan of the building was furnished

by the AUis-Chalmers Company, of Chi-

cago, and only a few minor changes were

made. Before making any plans for the

e<|uipment of the laboratory the author

visited the laboratories of several Kansas

smelters and from the information thus

obtained, together with knowledge ob-

t;;ined from previous experience, the plans

upresented in this article were evolved.

Laboratory Building

The laboratory is a frame building 30.\40

ft., containing four, rooms ; a chemical

laboratory 20.\30 ft. ; an assay room 20.\2o

ft.; a weighing room 9x13 ft., and a toilet

room 5x9 ft. The floors are of two-ply

pine, laid on 2xi2-in. pine joists 16 in.

apart. The floor of the assay room is

ctment. The walls are plastered with

agatite and the wood work, which is of

yellow pine, is finished in natural color

The ceilings are all 12 ft. high and the

rooms are well lighted by large windows.

The doors opening from .the weighing

room into the chemical laboratory and as-

Chemiial Lalukaiurv

I he hood, which stands in the center of

tlie chemical laboratory, is built of yellow

pine and is finished in natural color out-

side. There is no finish on tlte inside, ex-
cept to putty the nail holes. It is 4 ft.

wide, 8 ft. long and 10 ft. high. There is

room for four men to work at this hood.
At present it is equipped with only two
hot plates. These are of boiler iron,

iSx30x.)^ in., and each is heated by a
small Fletcher solid-flame burner. A shelf

6 in. wide runs along each side of the

ihriiugh a straiglil wutideii line, 12 in.

sijuare, the top being covered by a venti-

l;.tor. This ventilator was found to work
splendidly when the wind was from the

north or south, but when it blew from the

east or west, it struck the slope of the

roof and was driven into the ventilator

slats, causing a down draft. The closets

under the hood tnake ample storage space

for acids, etc.

On the north side of the chemical labora-

tory are two work tables 11 ft. long. These
tables are covered with sheet lead, which

1 I I

Laboratory 'tabic. I'roiit Elt:%-attuD .End Klevaliuo

l'di.uuc lauic I'ronl Kicvalion

I-.XBORATORV AND BALANXE TABLES

of CoiKIclc l'lli;ir.

li. \\ i.iF L-MillK.MORY liUILDlN'C

say room, and the door between tlie chemi-
cal laboratory and the assay room swing
both ways and have proved to be much
more convenient than ordinary doors. Fire-

places were provided in the chemical
laboratory and assay room for heating,

but were found insufficient in very cold

weather.

•I'lii-inlst with Mln<Tnl I'olnl Zinc C'nn
pany. Iirpup. 111.

hood. This shelf is covered with sheet

lead. However, it was found that too

many beakers were broken by the sudden
cooling when brought in contact v.ith the

metal, so an asbestos board was placed

over the lead. The upper part of the hood
h built of glass, the sashes being made to

order. The lower sash is movable and
raises 2 ft., giving ample head room for

the operator. The gases are carried off

gv.ve entire satisfaction. They are equipped

with funnel racks, each holding 24 fun-

nels. On the walls at the ends of the

tables are shelves for chemical bottles,

etc., while at the opposite ends are two
drain boards draining into a sink in the

center. This sink is provided with hot

.md cold water. Above each north window
is a shelf for standard solutions, which are

siphoned down to the burettes which stand

near the ends of the tables. Above the

center of each table is a shelf 14x18 in.,

on which is a small hot plate and water
bottle, the water being siphoned tn the

funnels.

These work tables were built in two
lengths, II and g ft. They are 24 in. wide
and 39 in. high. They have four drawers
16x18x5 in : 18 in. from the floor are

shelves made of i-in. slats placed '/i in.

apart. These make an excellent storage

for beakers.

On the west side is a 9-ft. table, used

exclusively for color tests. On the east

is an ii-ft. table for general use. while on
the south is a 9-ft. table on which are

placed carboys of acid.

Assay Room

The assay furnace stands i 11 from the

chimney on the east side of the assay

room. It is 3 ft. .square and 6 ft. high.

1 he base of the furnace is of concrete and
extends 3 ft. below the level of the floor

of the room. The furnace is built of com-
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nion brick and is lined with 4 in. of fire-

brick. There arc 750 common brick and

-55 lirebrick in this tiirnacc. It is bound

by li-jiin. angle irons on the corners, fast-

ened by three sets of tie rods.

The arrangement of this furnace con-

sists of a melting chamber below and two

muffles above. The melting chamber is

connected to the chimney by an ordinary

6-in. stove pipe. One end of the hood
rests on the furnace while the other end

was designed to be supported from the

ceiling by wires, but it was found that the

large end was heavy enough to support the

small end without the aid of the wires, so

thev were not used.

^^w^^-
II,

I I

III
I

I

I

' 1'

Gas-fired .-VsEay Furnace. Front \'ie\^

.\SSAY FURNACE

on account of the direct sunlight in tlie

afternoon. To avoid this, and at the same
time have the room well lighted, the

shades were hung half way up the win-

dow. Another good way to keep out di-

rect sunlight and at the same time have

plenty of light is to use thin white shades,

but it is much better to have the weighing

room face the north, when no shades will

be necessary.

The balance table rests on three con-

crete pillars 18 in. square at the bottom

and 12 in. at the top. In the top of each

pillar is a wooden block, 4 in. square and

18 in. long at the top and 12 in. at the

bottom. These blocks are held in place

by a bolt i in. in diameter and 12 in. long,

which is embedded in the concrete. The
top of the table is fastened to the blocks

by long screws which pass through the

blocks into the bottom of the top. The
table top is 24 in. wide and 12 ft. long. It

is made of three-ply cypress, making it

about 3 in. thick, and is finished in natural

color.

No part of this table touches the build-

ing, the floors being cut away from the

pillars by the space of i in. It is conse-

quently free from all vibrations of the

building and in Kansas, where high winds

prevail, this is quite an item.

An ingenious method for making ar-

tesian wells deliver water to hights above

II in. wide, 15 in. long and 9 in. deep. It

is heated by one i.\2-in. mixer. A white'

heat may be obtained in this chamber.

There is a recessed door, 18 in. wide and

8 in. deep, inside of which there is a

smaller door 11 in. wide and 15 in. high.

The muffles are of Denver Fire Clay

Company's make and are 9x15 in. high-

side pattern. There is a recess 11 in.

wide and 4 in. deep, beginning at the floor

of the lower muffle and continuing to the

top of the furnace. This serves to carry

the fumes into the furnace hood. No
muffle arches were used, the bricks being

chipped out as shown in the cut. These
were found to serve the purpose fully as

well as muffle arches and are much
cheaper. The muffles are heated by two
lx2-in. mixers, the position of the burners

being shown by the dotted lines in the

sectional cut. The gases from the fur-

nace discharge through an opening 6 in.

square into a longitudinal flue 5x8 in.

which carries them into the chimney. This
flue is supported on angle irons. The
draft may be regulated by the tile damper
shown in the sectional cut. The chimney
was found to be too thin and endangered

the building, so the longitudinal flue was
carried through it into a special stack

which was built outside of the building.

M the right of the furnace is an iron

table for pouring assays. It is made of

boiler iron and is 3 ft. wide, 6 ft. long

and }i in. thick. It is supported on brick

pillars 30 in. high. The furnace and table

are covered bv a sheet-iron hood which is

M

T^ r

\^

7

Front. Elevation of Hood.

TAll'.E AM) UOnil

tnd Klevation

The tables in the assay room are of the

same design as those in the chemical lab-

oratory, the slat shelves being used for

the storage of crucibles and scorifiers.

Weighinx Roo.m

The weighing room has two windows
facing the west. This is very inconvenient

their source is used along the Potomac and

James rivers. The force developed by the

artesian flow is used to operate bydraidic

rams, w-hich in turn raise the water to

the hights desired along the bluflfs above

the rivers and inlets. Thus it may be

said that the artesian wells pump them-

selves.
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Colorado Fuel and Iron Company

1 his ciiiiipany owns extensive coal aiul

iron-ore properties in Colorado, New
Mexico and Wyoming ; also blast fnrn-

accs, steel works and rolling mills in

Colorado. Its report is for the year ended

Jnno 30, l'K)7- The balance sheet shows

$3J,JJ5,500 coiinnon stock, $j,ooo,ooo pre-

ferred stock and $iij,i)^5,ooo funded debt.

The production statement for the year is

as follows, in short tons

:

1900. 1907. (^baDKeB.

(.•ual tnlui'cl 6.0M.378 4.m4.161 D. 'Jll.eiT

foke mini.' 1.0115.133 iW-.'.liC.l V. IW.nS
Iron ori> mhie.l 80;i.384 8'.ia.<M I. ao.iiTO

Lliiu'stouo qimrr'd 3«li.U'Jl 417.61'i I. 47,iSUl

Iron & sleol made.. l.9Wt.l08 1,»94,41U 1. »4.-i43

Of the coal mined last year 2,272,120

tons were sold 1,846,206 tons used at the

coke ovens, 163,088 tons used in operating

mines and 567,110 tons used at other

plants of the company. Of the coke made,

374,048 tons were sold and 613,448 tons

used at the company's iron and steel

plants. All the iron ore and limestone

were used by the company. Sales of

tinished iron and steel were 418,646 tons.

The earnings for the year are reported

as follows

:

Earnlii);8. Expenses. N.Earo'gs
IroiidepH.. $llt.927,108 $12,180,037 M.747.071
Fuol aepi .l.4M,W4 8,370.G29 1.083.695
Deiivor sales dep. 410.91.7 38;t,205 27,762
Interest. eU- 396,064 396,054
Oeneral expenses 202.384

Total. $24,188,353 $21,196,255 $2,992,098

Payments from net earnings were

:

Taxes, $160,691 interest and sinking fund,

$1,177,190; rentals, $959,182; loss on rail-

roads worked, $173,802; prospecting,

§39-855 ; sociological department, $11,286;

total, $2,522,006, leaving a surplus of

$470,092 for the year.

The president's report, in part, says

:

"One additional coal mine was opened in

Las Animas county, and is operating suc-

cessfully, with fair prospects of soon be-

coming as large a producer as any coal

mine in Colorado. Another mine in Las

Animas county and one in Huerfano
county are now in the course of develop-

ment, and the opening of one and possibly

two more mines in Las Animas county in

the near future is contemplated. Eight

mechanical coke drawing and loading ma-
chines have been purchased by which it

is expected the output of coke will be

greatly increased at reduced cost.

"A fire which broke out in Engle, one

of the largest coal mines in Las .\nimas

county, during May. 1906, and caused sus-

pension of operations in half the mine,

has been burning continuously ever since,

but is now believed to be under control.

Early in January. 1907, an explosion oc-

curred in the Primero mine in Las
.\nimas county, the largest coal mine oper-

ating in Colorado, resulting in the death

of several men and serious temporai'y

damage to the property. These two oc-

currences and the shortage of labor be-

fore referred to are responsible for fail

lire to have a substantial ircrease in out-

put and earnings in the fuel department

over the preceding year.

"The additional iron ore blocked out

during the past year at the New Mexico
:mc| Wyoming properties greatly exceeds

the consumption during that period and

insures a larger supply than has hereto-

fore been known to exist, thus removing

all cause for doubt or anxiety about the

ore reserves of the company.

"The sixth blast furnace (F) was com-

pleted and blown in May 4. 1907, taking

the place of furnace U. The work of

re-lining D was completed, and the furn-

ace blown in at the close of the year

;

but the inadequate supply of coke, due to

shortage of coke oven labor, is at the

present time preventing the continuous

operation of all six furnaces.

"One additional open-hearth furnace

has been placed in operation, increasing

the. number now operating to seven, and

it is expected that five more will be com-

pleted and lighted up by October of this

year. The new calcining plant, the hot

metal storage tank in the open-hearth de-

partment, and the additional soaking pits

at the rail mill were installed during the

year, and are in successful operation.

"The additions to the liolt and spike

factories have also been completed, re-

sulting in increased earnings that fully

justify the expenditures for these addi-

tions. .\ continuous merchant mill, which

was partially constructed several years

ago and work stopped thereon after the

e.xpenditure of a large amount of money,

is now nearing completion, and should

almost double the output of merchant mill

products.

"The conduit from the .Arkansas river

to the reservoirs near Minnequa was
finished early in the present calendar year,

furnishing an ample supply of water for

the Minnequa plant.

"Owing to circumstances beyond our

control improved results foreshadowed

in the last annual report were not se-

cured, and although the gross earnings in-

creased nearly $1,500,000, the increase

was practically all absorbed by the higher

prices of labor and materials and the in-

creased cost of mining operations, due to

the unavoidable casualties in two of our

principal mines. In addition to these, the

transportation companies found it neces-

sary, on account of increased cost of la-

bor and materials, to advance their freight

charges during the last half of the fiscal

year. The eflfect of these unforeseen con-

ditions was to absorb practically all the

increase in gross earnings. But as the re-

sult of recently improved operating con-

ditions and consequent increased output

at the smaller mills in the Minnequa plant,

the resumption of practically normal con-

ditions at coal mines and moderate ad-

vances made in the selling price of pro-

ducts the last few months, the monthly

net earnings arc now showing substan-

tial gains over corresponding months of

the previous year.

"The increase in the output of pig iron

already obtained and the completion of

the additional opcn-hcarth furnaces early

in the second quarter of the current year

should insure a full supply of steel for

the various finishing dcpartminls, not-

withstanding the additions made to the

latter during the past year. The open-

ing up of additional coal mines and the

installation, now in progress, of improved

equipment, where needed, at old mines,

should result in a substantial increase in

the output of both coal and coke. Sales

of all of the company's products continue

to equal the output, with no signs of

abatement, and the orders now booked
will absorb the capacity of all departments

for many months, the unfilled rail con-

tracts being sufficient to keep the rail

mill working continuously through the

current year and well into the next."

Philippine Managanese Ore

Some interesting notes on manganese
ores in the Philippines are given by War-
ren D. Smith, of the Philippine Bureau of

Science in the Philippine Journal of

Science, June, 1907. While there is no
demand for manganese ores within the

islands, it is hoped that the deposits, of

which three are known, can compete with

outside producers. Very little is known of

the extent and quality of the Luzon de-

posit, which was found when cutting the

road from Capas to Iba. Information re-

lating to the second deposit, in the island

of Masbate, is very meager, but on the

whole this district appears promising.

The most important and best known
deposit is in the eruptive conglomerate re-

gion of Nagpartion in the province of
Ilocos Norte. The occurrence may best

be described as a system of veinlets of

pyrolusite between boulders of eruptive

material. The matrix is a soft and yield-

ing tuff. This material has been decom-
posed and the decomposition has resulted

in a concentration of nodules of pyrolusite

in the depression between the adjacent
hills of tuff. The original veinlets are
from 5 to 50 mm. wide.

In the Nagpartian hills the concentra-

tion is greatest, but transportation difficul-

ties will probably prevent much develop-

ment in that region, .\ctual working is

now being carried out between Punta
Negra and Punta Blanca, where the

lateral extent of the nodule concentration
is considerable; but recent development
has made it seem probable that the thick-

ness of the deposit is small. The nodules
are of very good quality, running 77.5 per

cent, manganese dioxide and cortaining

only 0.02 per cent, phosphoric anhydride,

and 1.1 per cent silica.

The use of fluorspar in a cupola fur-

nace, it is stated, reduces the amount of
slag made on account of a small volatili-

zation of silicon.
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The Montreal River Silver District
The New District Is 60 Miles from Cobalt and Covers an Area of

about 80 Square Miles. Native Silver Found on Many Claims

BY REGINALD MEEKS
After the silver-bearing area in and

surrounding Coleman township in Ontario

had been entirely staked, and mining

operations had been under way for some
time, prospectors turned their attention to

new fields and in the summer of 1906

started up the Montreal river to search

for silver. Reports came down to Cobalt

of some promising leads in James town-

ship and a small rush started in the fall.

It was not until the winter, however,

that the real rush began and prospectors

been thrown out, only to be re-staked im-

mediately. There have been a number of

good discoveries made and these .have

extended over a larger territory than the

finds at Cobalt. On this account, and for

geological reasons, much is expected of

the Montreal river district. At Cobalt the

rocks are very complex and foliated. In

the youngtr district the prevailing country

rock is diabase, but conglomerate and

sometimes a capping of gabbro are ob-

served. The Kcwatin is not in evidence,

S. R. Cragg has found a vein containing

18 in. of barite on one of his properties-

ill Smythe township, but this is the only

instance of this mineral having been found

in the district. Native silver has not been

found on every claim but nearly all have

leads which promise results when shafts

have been sunk. The precious metal has-

been found on all of Munroe's 14 claims

in James and Tudhope townships, re-

corded in the names of Munroe, MitchelT

and Saville. Downey's, Harbeck's and

went there in large numbers. Wtien the

snow had nearly gone, there were prob-

ably 30CXJ men actively engaged in search-

ing for the precious metal. It is doubt-

ful if more than 150 of these were suc-

cessful in locating properties of value.

The Ci-aims

Almost every square inch of country

from the unsurveyed territory to the older

district of Cobalt has been staked and re-

corded. A large number of lots have

.MOUNTAIN CHUTES ON THE M0NTRE.\L RIVER

according to reliable reports of those who
have been over all the district. The veins

in the Montreal river district resemble

those of Cobalt in that they consist of

calcite carrying smaltitc, niccolitc, native

silver, and the two blooms of cobalt and

nickel. But a marked peculiarity of the

leads is that copper, in the form of chal-

copyrite, bornite, or a mixture of both, is

everywhere present. There is also consid-

erable partly decomposed quartz carrying

copper but the usual vein filling is calcite.

GifTord's claims have shown values in

native silver and recently Gates obtained

a so-lb. nugget from one of his claims in

James. Most of the other properties

have leads of calcite, smaltite and copper

which show silver by assay. Pullis, Bald-

win, Rogers and Heard have a vein of cal-

cite in a contact between conglomerate

and diabase which carries, at one point

about 10 in. of smaltite. No assays have

been made, but the vein has all the indi-

cations of the presence of silver.
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PkESENT StATIS of the iJlSlKllT

The claim-owiuTS are at present Wild-

iriK all their energies toward completing

their assessment work. This consists of

JO days' work, which may be either trench-

iiiU or sinking, and must be performed

on each claim within 90 days after the

claims are passed. In most cases the

claims have been taken out not only for

the prospector himself, but also for rela-

tives or friends, ami thus one man may
hold a group of claims on which the as-

future looks promising. Silver is not

found in (|uantily from the grass roots

as was ihc case at Cobalt, hut it is con-

lldently believed, by all who have visited

the district, that good shipping values will

be foimd when the veins have been sunk

on, and when the country is thoroughly

prospected.

.\ULSE OF .Ml.NING L.WVS

The Ontario Mines Act of 1906 dis-

tinctly states that a discovery must be

thus enableil to hold their claims. It is

practically impossible to throw out a claim

on the ground that the iliscovery was

made after the record had been (iled in the

Recorder's office. It is unjust, of course,

to those prospectors who abide by Ihe law

and record only after disovery, to lind that

their claims arc antedated by others made
under practically impossible conditions;

but nothing could be done under Ihe cir-

cumstances. It was even stated that son •

claims were "staked in the Recorder's of-
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MUNROE S C.\MP UL.^CKSMITH ,S FORGE l.V THt UuoLiS

sessment work must be completed. Time
will undoubtedly show that many of the

original claimants will be unable to do

this work and the claims will be thrown

open for the next staker.

The majority of claim holders who have

any money or resources are establishing

permanent camps, and are employing men
to develop the leads. .\t present no min-

ing has been started, and none will be

for some months. The camp is in a state

of infancy and it will he some little time

before anything tangible will be known
about the district as a possible source of

silver. In the present early stage the

made, a discovery-post located and the lot

slaked off before recording and applying

for a claim. In spite of the fact that

there was 6 ft. of snow in the woods until

about April 15, 1907, the entire township

of James and nearly all of Smythe,

Tudhope and that portion of the Tema-
gami forest reserve adjoining James had

been staked and recorded early in .'\pril. It

is safe to say that rr.ost of these claims

had been recorded without discovery, and

in violation of the Mines Act. But the

majority of the claimants were lucky in

being able to discover promising leadj

after the snow left the ground and were

lice." By this is meant that a prospector

would see that certain lots had not been

staked and would immediately record

them. He wouldthen go up the river and

stake the claims, dating his posts accord-

ingly. A number of "snowshoc claims"

were sold in the early spring, without even

recording.

The Mo.vtreal River

The silver-bearing area is situated about

55 miles, up the Montreal river, almost

northwest from Latchford. The town-

ship of Coleman, in which most of the

silver discoveries were made in and
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around Cobalt, seems to be a sort of treas-

ure trove. So it is with James township.

Up to the present time silver has been

discovered, or proniisinn leads have been

disclosed, within an area of about 80

square miles. This includes all of James

and a strip about ijj miles wide sur-

rtiundin^' that township.

To reach the district two routes are

available. One is by train to Earlton and

thence overland, along the si.xth conces-

sion line, on a fairly well delined trail,

part of which is a wagon road. The
other and more popular route is up the

Montreal river, either by canoe or by the

two lines of boats, one steam and the

other gasolene, which ply between Latch-

ford and Bear River or Elk Lake.

The river is broken by a series of

rapids which preclude a continuous run.

Starting from Latchford the first stage

of the journey is to Pork rapids, a dis-

tance of 8 miles. Here the freight is

portaged about K mile by team and pas-

sengers go on foot to the next boat.

7 a.m. and arriving at Latchford at about

4 pni.

Cost ov I'utiuHr .\.mi .^uiti.iks

Like all new mining camps, which are

accessible only with difficulty, the cost of

supplies is abnormal. It is more economi-

cal to purchase supplies, in large quanti-

ties at Latchford and transport them up

the river than to buy at the stores at

Klk Lake. The cost of transportation is

$1.25 per 100 lb. for everything except

personal belongings, which are carried

free. Transferring freight across the

portages is included in the freight charges.

At Elk Lake supplies arc costly. Bread

costs 30 to 40c. per loaf; flour, 5c. per

lb. ; corn, tomatoes, and peas, 25 to 30c.

per can ; bacon, 25c. per lb. ; new potatoes.

$3 to 4 per bag ; beans, 8c. per lb. ; coal

(in bags) at the rate of $35 per ton; drill

steel, 17c. per lb. at Latchford. Other

supplies cost in proportion, if bought up

the river. Hardware, blankets, and camp
necessaries are usually purchased at

of underbrush, over fallen logs and trees,
'

up hill and through swamps which af-

ford very meager footing. From about

May to August he is attacked by in-

numerable mosquitos and tiny lilack flies,

which swarm about his head in clouds.

The thick brush would quickly tear away
any protecting netting and so far no re-

lief has been discovered from these pests.

During the fly season it is difficult to

sleep even when a thick smudge is

kindled, and the men's faces, necks and

hands are a mass of sores from the bites.

Cobalt sufTered from the same cause, but

now that the trees have been nearly all

cut down the trouble has been practically

removed. When the new camp has been

developed and the trees cut the flics will

probably disappear.

In the winter, which lasts from about

Nov. I to April i or longer, the snow

attains a depth of about 6 ft. and covers

the fallen logs and underbrush. Travel-

ing on snowshoes is then the only mode of

locomotion, and many of the old bushmen

.\LONG THE .M0NTRE.\L RI\-ER

There are camps and a company store at

Pork rapids, where dinner is served. The
next stop is at Mountain rapids, a dis-

tance of 29 miles through Indian lake and

up the winding river lined with thick

bush, and dotted here and there with

camps and log cabins. At Mountain

rapids a short portage is made and new
boats continue to Mountain Chutes, a

distance of 3 miles. This is the last port-

age and is only a few hundred yards long.

The last stage Js a run of 15 miles up

through Mountain lake and on the river

to the little settlement of Elk Lake or,

as it is also known. Bear River.

The competing lines of boats are the

Upper Ontario Navigation Company. Ltd.,

and the Joy line. The fare from Latch-

ford to Elk Lake is $3 for each passenger,

and the trip takes from about 9.30 a.m. to

8 p.m. or later, even 11 p.m., depending

upon the amount of freight to be handled.

Going down the river the boats make bet-

ter time, as a rule, leaving Elk Lake at

Latchford and are frequently brought up

in canoes. Two good canoe-men can make
the trip up-stream in about 14 hours and

can paddle down in about 9 hours, pack-

ing about 150 to 200 lb. of supplies.

At Elk Lake there are two settlements

of that name, one on each side of the

river. These consist of tents and log

cabins and on the ".American" side there

is a group of tents known as the "Grand

View Hotel" where board and a cot may
be obtained at $2 per day.

Liquor is prohibited, but it was sold

clandestinely until a short time ago, when
the vendors were run out of town. At

Latchford the bar is by far the most

promising "mine" in the district.

H.\RDSHIPS OF THE PKO-'iPECTOR

Prospecting in the hush of northern

Ontario is extremely arduous and taxes

all of a man's endurance and determina-

tion. The prospector must be able to

pack from 75 to 125 lb. through a tangle

claim that they prefer the intense cold and

deep snow to the bush in summer with

its plague of black flies and mosquitos.

The' temperature often falls to 50 deg. F.

below zero. Added to these hardships is

the menace of a bush fire, which is al-

ways possible. In June, 1906, a fire swept

over the greater part of James and Tud-

hope townships, destroying the entire

equipment and the camps of nearly all

the prospectors in its path. This fire de-

layed prospecting and development, and

many prospectors were obliged to take

special affidavits to obtain new licences,

the old ones having been destroyed.

The Bureau of Mines extended the

time in which work must be completed,

to compensate for the delay caused by the

tire.

Salkelds Gold Discovery

A short time ago a party of prospect-

ors, under the leadership of Colonel Sal-

kcld, who saw service in South .\frica.
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' went lip the Montreal river to a point

about 12 miles below Ft. Matachewan.

On tbe Reserve side they encountered a

great quartz vein fully 30 ft. wide. It

did not take long to discover small par-

ticles of shining yellow metal and the

party slaked claims all along tbe vein. A
"mining expert," brought up to examine

' the tind, pronounced it gold and soon

canoes were going up the river and more
claims were staked. Plans were started

to organize a $5,000,000 company and a

director of a bank at Haileybury indorsed

the discovery ; it was rumored that the

bank loaned money. This statement, how-

ever, could not be corroborated. Munroe
and his party visited the vein and saw the

samples of "gold." One of this party

recognized the metal and showed how
Salkeld's men had unconsciously "salted"

their own claim by walking over the

quartz with brass-nailed boots. Even this

demonstration would not satisfy the dis-

coverers, who still firmly adhere to trheir

belief In the presiiico of gold in spite of

land. In such cases a man wln' is willing

to work is entitled to jump the claim

of the one who is too lazy to work or who
does not stay on the claims. But when
the prospector has worked hard and

endured hardships, and is doing his best

to conform to the law, he slionld be pro-

tected from the deliberate claim jumper

who hangs around looking for flaws and

technical errors in staking, etc. There are

two men at least in tlie Montreal river

district who are notorious for their at-

tempts along this line. The prospectors

who are earnest and sincere are deter-

mined to stand by each other and it will

go hard with these men if they carry

their pernicious practices too far.

Inspection of Cl.mms

The Bureau of Mines of Ontario, rea-

lizing that there would be a heavy rush

to the new district, appointed a corps of

eight inspectors to cover the field. These

men are not only efficient but are thor-

oughly honest, sincere ami disinterested.

great. Native silver has been found in

many parts of the area, although in much
smaller quantities than at Cobalt. The-

leads, too, are smaller on the surface than

in the older district. The veins have the

same uncertain direction and vary in

width from about 12 in. down to knife-

edges. The diabase formation is favorable

to the continuity of values. Further east,

in Tudhope township, the diabase changes

to granite and no discoveries of silver

have been made in this formation.

When the assessment work is all com-

pleted and the claims finally passed, the

men will start to find out what is below

the surface. At present nothing has been

done to establish continuity or increasing

values. If the surface at Cobalt has suf-

fered erosion in some past geological age,

and that James has not, it would account

for the difference in silver values found

at the surface. It is generally believed

that the silver will be found to increase

when machinery is brought in and mining

begin--

1

several assays reporting only a "distinct"

trace of the yellow metal.

Rumors op Di.sco\-eries

Reports are constantly benig circulated

to keep the prospector at fever heat.

Bloom lake was reported to be extremely

promising and native silver was claimed

to have been found. Prospectors silently

paddled up the river and looked over the

ground. .-\ few days later many returned

and said that, while there were some fair-

ly good leads showing "bloom," they saw
nothing good enough to stake and so came
back. At Hubert and Lady Evelyn lakes,

and at other points in the Reserve dis-

coveries have been made and many claims

have been staked.

Ci-AiM Jumping.

There are two kinds of claim jumping.

One is legitimate and the other is the con-

verse. If a man stakes claims and makes

no pretense to work them or complete

the assessment work, he is not morally nor

legally entitled to the ownership of the

FUKEM K-\.NliEK S C.V.MP Oi\ THE .M0NTRE.\L RIVER

They aim to give the prospector every op-

portunity in their power to show discov-

ery. If they find a man working hard, but

who is up to that time unsuccessful, they

will frequently delay inspection. But they

are relentless on the shirk. In one case an

inspector pointed out a valuable lead con-

taining native silver which tlie prospector

had not seen.

The inspector has considerable license

in passing or rejecting claims. If there

is a good calcite vein with bloom and pos-

sibly smaltite or copper showing he will

take a sample, and if there is an assay

value of four or fivo ounces, the claim will

be passed. If no silver is found it will, in

all probability, be thrown open, but in this

matter the inspector uses his own judg-

ment. If native silver is visible the in-

spector rarely takes a sample but passes

the claim on sight.

Possibilities of the District

With a mineralized area more than ten

times as great as that of Cobalt, the pos-

sibilities of the Montreal river district are

If the curses of "wild-catting" and over-

capitalization do not choke the legitimate

enterprises, the district, as a whole, will

undoubtedly prosper. But even at this

early date there are rumors of companies

being organized with capitals ranging

from $r.ooo,ooo to $5,000,000, without the

least thought concerning the obligation

these capitals mean.

Promoters do not stop to consider that

40, 80 or even 160 acres of land must be

bountifully mineralized with a good ship-

ping grade of ore to give an adequate re-

turn on such capitals, especially in a dis-

trict remote from smelting facilities.

The Timiskaming & Northern Ontario

Railway has under consideration a branch

railroad from Earlton to James township,

and a preliminary survey has been run. If

this road is completed it will give a great

impetus to mining, cheapen supplies and

furnish a means to bring in machinery.

But for some time to come the river, with

its three portages, will furnish the only

practicable means of transportation.
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Workable Coal Seams of Western Pennsylvania
Pittsburg Coal Seam and Various Seams Found below It in Geologi-

cal Deplb. Thickness, Extent. Comparative Value. Coking Coals

B Y WILLIAM SEDDON*
The WDrkablc coal seams of western

Pennsylvania are chielly : First, wliat is

known as the Pittsburg seam ; second, the

I'pper Frccport ; third, the Lower Free-

port; fourth, ilie Upper Kittaning; fifth,

the .Middle Kittaning; si.\lh, the Lower

Kittaning; seventh, the Brookville ; eightli,

sometimes the Upper .Mercer; ninth, the

l-uwiT Mercer, and tenth, the Sliaron

Block.

The higlits, which vary in dilTercnt lo-

calities, are appro.\imately as follows

:

I'lttaburg coal from .'> ft.

rpiKT l-'rtM'porl from ;t ft.

I.owtT Krocport from (i ft.

I PlM'i- Kliiiiuin!; fiom 3 ft.

illJdle Klttiinlni: from i; ft.

I.v)\v»'r KiitMiiin^ from ;i ft.

ISrookvllli' from 4 ft.

Mercer l"ppt*r from 1 ft.

.Mercer Lower from 3 ft.

Sliaron lilock from 3 ft.

In. to S) ft. O In.

In. to 4 ft. In.

In. to 8 fl. O In.

in. to 3 ft. G In.
li In. to :i ft. in.

o In. to 4 ft. In.
II In. to 5 ft. In.

ti In. to 2 ft. 6 In.

t; In. to 4 ft. ti In.

In. to 4 ft. Oln.

Total 34 ft. B lu. 47 ft. 6 In.

Thirty-four Feet of Workable Coal

Below the Pittsbl-rg Seam

Thus wc have a minimum hight of work-

able coal in Pennsylvania of 34 ft. 6 in.,

with a maximum of 47 ft. 6 in., making an

average of 41 ft. o in., or 34 ft. of good

^^orkable coal beneath the Pittsburg seam.

\o doubt there are some people in the

Pittsburg district who labor under the

impression that nearly all the supply of

the bituminous coal of Pennsylvania comes

from the latter scam ; such is not the case.

You will find on examination of the mine

inspectors" reports that something over 51

per cent, of the total bituminous coal

mined in Pennsylvania comes from be-

neath the Pittsburg seam. Now, having

named the workable scams, I will en-

deavor first to give you the depths, tak-

ing the Pittsburg as a basis or starting

point : second, their analysis ; third, their

general characteristics.

I name the Pittsburg as a basis owing

to the fact that the same belongs to the

upper productive series, following which is

the second series or lower barren meas-

ures. The Frccport, Kittaning and Brook-

ville seams are found in the third or lower

productive coal measures. The Mercer

and Sharon Block are found in the fourth

or interconglomerate coal measures, .\gain,

in what is termed the second or lower

barren series we have five veins of coal

ranging from o to 4 ft. These seams are

not taken into consideration owing to their

lack of continuity. Yet three of them are

named, the same probably derived from
the vicinity in which they crop out, and
are known as Elk Lick. Baker Run and

•Mine superintendent, Brownsville. Penn-
s.vlvanla.

Brush Creek coals. We also have in the

lower productive measures the Clarion,

which is not named in the foregoing.

The Depths of the Various Seams

Again taking the Pittsburg as a basis,

the first workable coal is the Lpper Free-

port and is found at an approximate depth

of from 550 to 600 ft. ; 50 ft. beneath, or

from 600 to 650 ft., is found the Lower

Freeport. What is known as the Mahon-

ing sandstone, some 40 ft. in thickness,

is generally found in close proxiinity, if

not immediately over, the Upper Free-

port. This sandstone can be readily recog-

nized by its gray color and large silica

content which makes it glisten when the

sun's rays strike it at an angle. About 70

ft. beneath the Lower Freport is the Up-

per Kittaning; 45 ft. below the latter is

the Middle Kittaning, and 40 ft. lower we

come to the lower Kittaning. A ferri-

ferous limestone, 15 ft. thick, is found

below the Lower Kittaning. then comes

65 ft. of shale and clay, after which is the

Brookville seam.

Some 55 ft. below the Brookville seams

which contain the Homewood sandstone

we come in contact with the Upper Mercer

with some 30 to 35 ft. of shale and lime-

stone. Continuing through the Conno-

quenessing sandstone, which is from 85 to

90 ft. thick, and some 40 ft. of shale, the

lowest seam in the conglomerate series is

reached. This bed is in immediate or

close proximity to the Pottsville conglom-

erate. The approximate depths of the

workable coals beneath the Pittsburg seam

taking the latter as a basis are as follows

:

From the Pittsburg scam to the Upper

Freeport 596 ft. ; Upper Freeport to Lower

Freeport 55 ft. ; Lower Frccport to Upper

Kittaning 70 ft.; Upper Kittaning to

Middle Kittaning 50 ft.; Middle Kittaning

to Lower Kittaning 40 ft. ; Lower Kit-

taning to Brookville 115 ft.; Brookville

to Upper Mercer 55 ft. ; Upper Mercer to

Lower Mercer 40 ft. ; Lower Mercer to

Sharon Block 130 ft.; total. 1151 ft-

An approximate analysis of the various

seams is as follows : Pittsburg—Moisture,

I.I, volatile matter, 34.9. carbon, 57.88,

ash. 4.6. sulphur. 1.52. Upper Freeport

—

Moisture. 1.4. volatile matter. 36.9. carbon,

52.63, ash, 6.5, sulphur, 2,57. Lower Free-

port—Moisture, 1.90, volatile matter, 31.99,

carbon, 58. 50, ash. 6.20, sulphur, 1.41. Up-

per Kittaning—Moisture, 2.2';. volatile mat-

ter, 40.99, carbon. 46.89. ash. 8.04, sulphur.

1.81. Middle Kittaning—Moisture, 2.92,

volatile matter, 38.495, carbon, 44.519, ash,

6.4, sulphur. 7.666. Lower Kittaning—

Moisture, 0.88, volatile matter, 38.24, car-

bon, 61.39, ash, 7, sulphur, 2.41;. Brookville

—Moisture, 0.86, volatile matter. 28.78,

carbon, 62.18, ash, 6, sulphur, 2.18. Upper

Mercer—Moisture, 1.09, volatile matter,

44.08, carbon, 48.25, ash, 4.O3, sulphur, 1.95.

Lower Mercer—Moisture, 2, volatile

matter, 42.11, carbon, 443', ash, 7.5,

sulphur, 4.08. Sharon Block—Moisture,

0.7, volatile matter, 20.4, carbon, 71.3, ash,

7, sulphur, 0.6.

Literal Meaxi.ng of "Bitu.minous"

The term bituminous as applied to coal

is somewhat vague and deceptive. Bitumen

means or includes several combustible

substances such as asphalt, pitch, rubber,

petroleum and others, all of which are

cither fluids or are readily soluble in al-

cohol, and the application of the term can-

not with propriety be extended to sub-

stances of a different nature. Coal, not

being soluble in alcohol, cannot contain

any real bitumen, though it may contain

the constituents of it. Hence the term

applied to coal must be understood to

mean that the mineralizing process has

proceeded to a less extent than in anthra-

cite, and as a result a larger proportion

of the hydrocarbons remain. Coal of the

quality described as semi-bitinninous oc-

curs next above the anthracite in geologi-

cal order; occupying a higher position, it

has been less exposed to action of heat

and other agencies and has consequently

retained a larger proportion of its volatile

matters. Semi-bituminous coal contains

from 12 to 20 per cent, of volatile matters.

Its color is usually a dull black. It burns

with a slightly more abundant flame than

coals of the anthracite class and evolves

more smoke but not in dense volumes and

from its freedom from a liability to coke

together it has all the properties necessary

to constitute a good steam coal. Coke

obtained from semi-bituminous coal is

generally brittle and not adapted for com-

mercial purposes.

Coking Coals

The Sharon Block, the lowest seam in

our productive series, belongs to the semi-

bituminous class owing to its low per

cent, of volatile matter combined with the

high percentage of carbon and small sul-

phur and moisture content. Owing to the

fact that we are at present living in what

may be termed the coke age. it is appro-

priate to mention, in describing the char-

acteristics of the workable coals of

western Pennsylvania, the ones that are

best adapted for coke purposes. Thf

Sharon Block or lowest seam owing to its
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constituents and characteristics will not

make good coke; however, .t possesses

properties that make it one of the most

valuable coals for steam purposes; a valu-

able asset to have among the coal series

of western Pennsylvania, for next to

coking purposes, coal for steam purposes

constitutes the most important use to

which fuel is applied.

Characteristics of a Good Coke

Coke to be suitable for the smelting

• rnace besides freedom from sulphur

and ash, must possess the quahlies of

hardness, compactness and strength to

withstand considerable crushmg force.

That which is brittle or liable to crumble

is useless for this purpose. Coke is also

of little value unless it can be obtained m

large prismatic pieces. Hence good coke

should on cooling split into such pieces

comewhat in the manner of columns. Its

color should be steel gray approachmg to

silver whiteness; an iridescent hue indi-

cates the presence of sulphur. When coke

is struck, it should emit a clear and al-

most metallic ring.

In the brief description of some of the

characteristics of the western Pennsyl-

vania coal seams, the varieties of the clear

burning division of coals are the poorest

in volatile matter coupled with a reason-

able per cent, of carbon. These coals

kindle with difficulty and burn away

slowly with a short clear bluish flame and

very little smoke. Coke obtained from the

clear burning coals, while not of the best

quality, is superior to that produced by

anv of the more bituminous varieties, and

Upper Kittaning. The BrookviUe, as be-

fore mentioned, belongs to the latter class.

The Lower Kittaning, owing to its low

per cent, of moisture with a correspond-

inglv fair per cent, of volatile matter, com-

bined with a percentage of carbon that

places it next to a semi-bituminous, would

serve better as a steam coal than as a

coking coal or coal for domestic and gas

purposes.
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The Flaming Coai-s

What are termed the flaming coals of

the bituminous class are richer in volatile

matter than the other varieties; a circum-

stance to which they owe their characteris-

tic flaming quality. Their structure is

distinctly laminated and their color black

and somewhat glossy. They kindle with-

out difficulty and burn away somewhat

rapidlv. Coals of this character become

partially luscd when strongly heated, and

while in a fused state swell into a spongy

mass. This property in the fire allows the

small coal to be burned which would

otherwise be useless or to be converted

into coke of which it produces an excel-

1cm quality. Such characteristics can be

found in the Freeports and m the Pitts-

burg seam.

Coal seams of the same class differ

from district to district; in fact, even in

the same seam or opening we will have

one oT more different qualities. No seam

of coal that I am acquainted with pos-

sesses such characteristics as the well

known Pittsburg. In this scam, as we

travel up the Monongahela valley, we hnd

in the immediate vicinity of Pittsburg, a

good domestic or house coal.

Characteristics of a Domestic Co.m.

The quality of cleanliness in a domestic

coal necessitates a considerable degree ot

strength to prevent crumbling, and the

consequent production of dust. A coal

that leaves a large amount of ash is also

highly objectionable. While the Pittsburg

seam may not possess all these qualities,

it has sufficient to earn for itself a repu-

tation as a good domestic coal. Again as

we move up the valley in the immediate

neighborhood, both above and below

Monongahela, we find the Pittsburg seam

possessing qualities that place it second to

none for gas purposes. A gaseous coal

as a rule, occupies the highest geological

position. Coals of this class are generally

hard, compact and strong. Mining far-

ther up the valley we find the coal pos-

sessing the finest properties for cokmg

and to ship it as raw coal is an extrav-

agant waste of the wealth of the State.

While admitting that in the aggregate the

mines opened in this valley, whether^ con-

nected by river or rail, are not equipped

in such an elaborate and modern style as

the recently opened mines in what is

known as the Klondike field in the South

Connellsville region, yet the aggregate

tonnage of raw material produced from

the valley mines will compare favorably

as to quantity with the latter named dis-

trict- however, a wide difference in profit

results to the operators in the former

region who coke the product, while the

latter operators ship the raw product Ihe

Monongahela valley has long contributed

assistance to building up the lower States

at the expense of her most valuable coa

deposits, with a comparatively small

amount of remuneration financially for so

doing How long the owners of_ this

wealth will continue such assistance is be-

yond my conception.

Conclusion

In conclusion 1 would state that what

is here mentioned, is only a small part ot

what could be said in regard to the lower

deposits of bituminous coal of western

Pennsylvania. It is beyond anyone s con-

ception to grasp the amount of fuel of

good quality that lies in this region.

Taking the average specific gravity of the

seams as 1.3, we find an acre of coal i

ft in thickness will yield 1769 short ons,

and as we have 34 ft. in thickness of the

lower deposits, this will give us 60,167 tons

per ft. per acre. As the coal area ex-

tends some 12,000 square miles, or con-

tains in the neighborhood of 8,000,000

acres it is evident that the stored wealth

in the available workable coal seams in

western Pennsylvania is almost inestim-

able.

The Montana Coal Situation

By R. P. Tarr*
I

Time and conditions together are bring-

ing interests face to face with the correct

aspects of the problem, which, when solved,

will put Montana in her proper place as a

coal producer. The past winter witnessed

considerable suffering for lack of fuel m

both rural and city districts throughout

the State, Rapid growth in population is

now taking place aiid coal properties are

not being developed in like proportion.

The Interstate Commerce Act goes into et-

fect May ., .908, and this legislation ab-

solutely forbids outside supply from rail-

road mines. These are conditions which

should be faced and measures should be

taken immediately in order to prevent, as

far as possible, further suffering during

the time when coal development is shap-

ing itself.

Coal was first mined in 1867 at Ches -

nut, near Bozeman, It was hauled to

Helena, which is more than 100 miles

from Chestnut, yet there were productive

beds within half that distance. Great

progress in the development of the coal-

fields was made during the years 1890-1895.

through the efforts of the railroad and the

smelter interests, and they "ow use ap-

proximately 85 per cent, of the entire out-

put This amount is furnished by five

large mines. The remaining 15 per cent,

comes from 35 ^m-''"" Propert.es.

Past Output

During 1905 there were i,743,77l tons

mined within the State, but in order to

meet demands nearly as much was shipped

in from other fields. During the firs 10

months of .906 there were 1,502,200 tons

mined in Montana and a/°7«P°"/
"f

amount had to be imported. In 1895 the

State's output was i,504,i93 tons there-

fore for 10 years the tonnage has re-

mained practically stationary.

Extent of Deposits

With 32,000 square miles of coalfields,

Montana ranks second only to mi-Jo's m

the size of its coal-bearing area. In this

territory two large lignite fields together

with a score of smaller ones, are known to

exist With its excess of moisture and

its slacking qualities, lignite i^ g;""^"^

an unsatisfactory fuel. The cod of the

Montana winter makes it possible at tha

season to transport lignite in lump. This

coal lies under a thin covermg, which

makes it easy to work by stripping, wh^

is a cheap method of mining. These con-

ditions, namely, extreme cold of the win-

ter and the inexpensive method of mining,

make it possible for the eastern half of the

State to be supplied with fuel for a con-

siderable portion of the year at a reason-

~.^^,in.. enelneer. Northwestern Improve-

ment OompanyfTncoma, ^Vash.ngtOB,
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able rate. The lignite seams range in

thickness from 4 to 20 feet.

There are also undeveloped beds of

good semi-bituminous coals in Cascade,

Carbon, Fergus, Gallatin, Lewis and Clark,

Meagher, Park, Sweetgrass, and Teton

counties. The best known cokhig varie-

ties are located in Broadwater, Gallatin

and Park counties. All but three of the

remaining counties are underlaid with a

good grade of the brown lignite. More
gas, blacksmith, coking and steaming coal

beds must be worked, and there are strong

indications of their existence.

Character a.vd Composition of the

Coals

The coals of Montana are in general

inferior to those of Washington and the

following analyses are given for comoari-

son as types of the various grades mined

within the State

:

seams but one are slate and shale, and

most of the intervening strata are sand-

stone. The dip is 18 deg. and a fair aver-

age of clean coal shows; Muisiure, 6 per

cent. ; volatile matter, 35 per cent. ; fixed

carbon, 46 per cent. ; ash, 13 per cent.

Second : The thickest seam in the

semi-bituminous of the Laramie is 16 ft.

7 in. It contains 2 ft. 1 in. of coal in the

upper bench laid between four bands of

.slate and bone aggregating 3 ft. 9 in.

Below this conies two benches of clean

coal, separated by 8 ft. of bone, and meas-

uring 4 ft. I in. and 3 ft. I in., respectively.

In 35 in. next below are 24 in. of coal,

which makes a total of 9 ft. 10 in. of coal,

giving the following analysis: Moisture,

8.60; volatile matter, 32.39; fixed carbon,

50.34 ; ash, 8.67 per cent.

Seventeen feet of sandstone lie between

this and a lower 13 ft. 9 in. coal seam con-

taining five benches of coal and seven

entire supply is imported. One must re-

member, however, that this unsatisfactory

condition is natural in so large a State,

and especially so in one in which atten-

tion has been turned so largely to the ex-

ploitation of other mineral resources, such

as copper and the precious metals

The Fuel-testing Plant of the

Geological Survey

Bv C. T. Wilkinson

The fuel testing work of the United

States Geological Survey is important to

all power consumers, since it has under-

taken to locate, classify and test all kinds

of available fuel. The following particu-

lars of the plant in Virginia will be of in-

terest. The first illustration shows the

exterior of the power and alcohol building

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, FiraiL-TEST BUILDING, JAMESTOWN E.\POSrnON

3g
7 =

2 =

15
^ c« « c ^

5» ?= oM
Moisture 1.83 l.M 6 90 17 42
Volatile mntter.. 40 64 80.22 26.14 34.61
Fixed carbon.... 44 20 67 91 67 84 37 94
Ash 13.33 10.83 9.12 ' 10.03

In Madison county a variety of anthra-

cite has been produced by local intrusions.

This coal shows: Moisture, 4.62; volatile

matter, 5.93; fixed carbon, 83.29; ash, 6.i6.

Coal in some localities, as at Chestnut, has

been burned to an almost incombustible

cokf.

Geological Bore-hole Records

The character of the coal beds in two
distinct portions of the measures are given

below in order to show general conditions.

These are taken from bore-hole data and
seam cross-sections. Both are from rep-

resentative areas.

First: In 530 ft. of the Fort Union
series are 11 seams containing 102 ft. 9 in.

of coal, 23 ft. 8 in. of which is refuse.

Ten of these seams are workable, but

through them run 90. partings and band-

ings of impurities. The walls of all the

bands of impurities. The coal aggregates

8 ft. 2 in. The whole is styled a 30-ft.

seam and dips 41 degrees.

Good Roof, but Seams are Faulted

Developments in Montana generally

show good roof and bottom, a fortunate

condition where timber is scarce. In the

semi-bituminous districts coal-cutting ma-

chines have their place, but the dry-clean-

ing process is generally preferred by the

different mining companies. All through

the Cretaceous period these beds were ac-

cumulating, but the subsequent uplift af-

fected chiefly those on the eastern slope

of the Rockies. Away from the moun-
tains, most of these coals were metamor-

phosed only to brown lignite, and

were left largely in their original hori-

zontal position. Faulting and pinching

out of the seams are obstacles to be met

with in all places where the pitch is great.

Present Develop.ment Insufficient

The development of the coalfields in

Montana has not kept pace with the de-

mands of settlement and of industrial

growth, as might be expected in a new
and rapidly growing territory. The result

at present is that nearly one-half the

in the ground<; of the Jamestown Exposi-

tion.

Steam-engineering Division

New apparatus has been added as fol-

lows : .\ 250-h.p. Babcock & Wilcox

boiler, with superheater, provided with a

Roncy stoker ; a Jones underfeed stoker

with fan, added to one of the old Heine

boilers; two direct-current DeLaval tur-

bine sets rated 300 h.p. ; also three Green

Fuel Economizer Company's induced draft

fans.

The method of work planned for this

section is to be slightly changed, so that

instead of testing a great number of

coals, more tests will be made of the same

coal ; different sizes and diflterent methods

of stoking or feeding, etc., being employed

with the object of determining the most

economical performance under different

rates of combustion and the best ratios of

grate and heating surfaces. The Babcock

& Wilcox boiler is placed beside the two
Heine boilers, which have been brought

from St. Louis, all three having been

provided with induced draft apparatus in

order to get a wide range of capacity.

The Heine boiler provided with the Jones

stoker has the usual arrangement for
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forced draft. The Babcock & Wilcox

boiler was put in partly to enable tests to

be made of the same fuel, with different

types of boilers. It serves to represent

Ihe types employing a perpendicular flow

of the gases through the lubes, the paral-

lel flow types being represented by the

Heine boilers. The Heine boilers have

teen re-baffled, or partitioned, in such

manner as to practically double their

length by compelling all the heated gases

to pass along the entire length of the

tubes twice.

An additional alternating-current turbo-

generator set may be installed, to supply

jower for external and exhibition pur-

:poscs. The steam-engineering division,

which has now practically succeeded in

isolating the performance of the boiler

from that of the combined performance of

which serves to drive the motors for the

apparatus in the building, the machine

shop, the briquet plant, the elevators and

the conveyer. Any additional load re-

quired is obtained by means of a water-

box resistance, which can be regulated by

the switchboard attendant so as to main-

tain a steady full-load value.

The plans of this section include the

following determinations. The proper

length for a test run ; the effect of the

sizt of the coal ; the best depth of fuel

bed; the effects of rapid load variations;

the maximum returns from different

fuels; and the response of a producer

plant to sudden demands for power.

.\lcohol .\nu G.xsolene

.\ new work is being imdertaki.n by

this section. Its equipment includes two

Bhiquetting

The briquetting division, which occupies

a large room at the end of the building, is

putting in one additional German briquet-

ting machine, while the previous apparatus

of English and American manufacture,

that was used at St. Louis, is installed in

the same room. The work of this division

will be chiefly the manufacture of briquets

from various run-of-mine coals of the

Eastern fields, which will be tested on war

vessels under the direction of the steam-

engineering (livisi in.

Othek Pl.W's

The further fuel-testing work of the

Geological Survey includes tests dealing

with the spontaneous combustion of

stored coals, in which an effort will be

made to simplify the methods for its pre-

cis PRODUCERS BOILER FURNACES

the boiler and furnace, will carry on fur-

ther tests with the objecf of still further

determining the performance and effi-

-ciency of the furnace alone.

Producer-cas Section

The apparatus in this section is so ar-

ranged that the gas from the producer

passes through the meter, and thence to

the Wcstinghouse gas engine transferred

from the St. Louis plant. Soine slight

•changes have been made in this apparatus;

for instance, producer Xo. 7 has been

provided with a water-seal at the base to

permit the ashes to be removed without

admitting air, and several holes have been

bored at different bights, to be used for

extracting samples of the gas. The puri-

fying apparatus used at St. Louis, which

consisted of the usual chamber containing

iron fdiiigs and wood shavings—has been

removed, since experience indicates that

the danger from impurities has been con-

siderably exaggerated. A special steam

pipe has been provided to insure a steady

water pressure, since the pressure of the

supply mains fluctuates considerably.

The gas engine is belted to a 200-kw.

Sullock generator brought from St. Louis,

15-h.p., 250-r.p.tii. Ot,to gas engines; two

15-h.p. Nasli Company's engine; one 2-

h.p. International Harvester Company's

engine ; and two John Deere engines, rated

at 14 and i8-h.p., respectively.

Experiments will be made covering the

whole range of this field ; but for the pres-

ent the work will be confined chiefly to

examinations of different carbureters,

with the object of showing the lines along

which a more efficient method of vapori-

zation tnay be obtained. The other prom-

inent work is the examination of the

kinds of fuel available, with special refer-

ence to the relative qualities of gasolene

and alcohol, and an investigation of the

use of kerosene as fuel for this class of

engines ; an investigation necessitated by

the increasing demand for gasolene and

the limited supply available.

DiSTILL.VTION OF CoAL AND CoMBUSTION

The study of the destructive distillation

of the coal and its combustion in gas-

producers, coke-ovens, and furnaces, espe-

cially from the standpoint of physical

chemistry, will be undertaken by several

divisions.

vention ; while a corps of specialists

will be detailed to investigate closely the

whole subject of explosions in coal mines

with a view to eliminating danger from

this source so far as possible.

Experience has shown that diamond

drilling is the most economical method of

prospecting, even with the present high

price of carbon, which is really not a

serious item when the rate of progress

and the accuracy of results are considered.

Careful records kept by a Western iron

mining company shows the cost to range

from $1.50 to $2 per ft. The cost in the

Lake Superior iron cminlry is estimated

as ranging from $1.63 to $2.65 per ft. .A.

Mexican copper mine reports the cost as

$2.22 per ft. Southern .Vrizona copper

drilling costs $1.73 per ft. Coal prospect-

ing in Colorado, $1.65 per ft. ; in Tennes-

see, $1.26 per ft. ; in Indian Territory.

$1.18 per ft.; in West Virginia. $1.13 to

$1.50 per foot. The cost of drilling, as is

shown by these records, varies within wide

limits and depends greatly on local con-

ditions.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Common illuminating gas, such as is

found in every city in tlic L'nion, has an

average calorific value of from two to

750 B.t.u. ; if such gas is used for fuel,

one-third to two-thirds more is necessary

than when natural gas of good quality is

used.

In splicing a wire rope experience has

shown that the ofticicncy of a splice de-

pends on its length, the larger the rope

the longer the splice required. In ordinary

splicing of a Ji-in. rope, the length of the

splice should not be less than 20 ft., for a

I -in. rope it should be 30 ft., and for rope

over I's in. in diameter it should be 40 ft.

In making steain-pipc connections alum-

inum elastic cement gives good results.

This cement is made of several metals

which resist the action of all common cor-

rosive agents. It admits of expansion or

contraction without injury to the heated

joint. In mixing the cement, pure boiled

linseed oil should be used and in such

quantities as may be necessary for the

work in hand.

In operating a gas engine the consump-

tion of fuel per horse-power is generally

ii. inverse ratio to the heating quality of

the fuel used, as in the steam engine. The
natural gas of the Pittsburg district, or

the equivalent of that quality, is an ideal

fuel for a gas engine, as it has a calorific

value of approximately tooo B.t.u. per

cubic foot under ordinary temperature and
pressure. This class of fuel is the best

known at present for this purpose, as it

produces a given horse-power with the

least supply.

Where deep shaft hoisting is done in

balance, it is advisable to use a conical

drum so that as the weight of the sus-

pended rope in the shaft increases, the

radius of the drum through which it acts

decreases and so equalizes the work on
the engine or motor. For such work each

drum should be designed to meet local

conditions of each installation. When
cages are worked from one or more levels

in each shaft at the same time it is im-

possible to hoist in balance with a conical

drum. .\ reel hoist should be used in-

stead.

In working pitching seams of coal by

chutes a large percentage of fine coal is al-

ways made by the coal sliding down. Ex-
perience shows that the percentage of fine

coal can be reduced to a minimum by

drawing all the coal from the main chute,

by sending none down the man-way, or by

keeping the man-way constantly full of

coal, in which case the man-way becomes

only a chute. The saving of coal effected

by the latter method is fruni 4 to 6 per

cent, of the total amount of coal mined.

It has also been shown that the percentage

of waste always increases with the length

of the screen, used in preparing anthracite

coal.

An economical system for handling and
storing coal at a wharf is to employ one

or more high-speed revolving locomotive

cranes operating on tracks placed at right

angles to the water front and connected

by switches and curves, so that the cranes

can miload directly from the ships to the

cars located on the tracks, which latter

should be parallel to the water front ; or

the coal can be stored by the crane travel-

ing back with the load to the storage pile.

One crane can load into cars about 80 tons

per hour and can carry to the storage pile

about 40 tons per hour. This method of

handling coal is low in cost of installation

as well as in the cost of handling the coal

per hour.

Heretofore in the anthracite and bi-

tuminous coal fields the majority of mine

openings were slopes, but since experience

has shown that slope mining is not as

profitable as shaft-mining, the latter sys-

tem has gradually replaced the slopes. In

installing an old slppe engine for a new

shaft hoist it must be remembered that the

engine will not raise the same amount of

weight per trip in a shaft as it has done

in slope hoisting. If the engine lifts a

gross load of 5000 lb. on a 30-deg. slope,

it will lift in a vertical shaft only 5000 X
0.5 == 2500 lb. For a change from 45- and

6o-deg. slopes, respectively, the lift will be

5000 X 0.707 = 3535 lb. ; and 5000 X 0.866

= 4330 pounds.

In order to properly discharge the ex-

haust steam from a mine pump a section

condenser may be used, as it takes up the

exhaust steam by condensing it and per-

mitting it to enter the pumps as water,

through the suction opening, from which

the water is pumped up to the surface.

It also relieves the steam end of back

pressure, as a partial vacuum is created

by the condenser, proportional to the hight

of the suction lift. In manipulating this

apparatus it must be remembered that the

water cylinder is fully charged before the

exhaust steam is turned into the con-

denser by allowing the pumps to exhaust

into the atmosphere until such time as the

pump has become filled with water. An
air leak is injurious to the successful

working of a suction condenser and

should be prevented.

In bituminous coal fields it is a very

common practice in slope mining to con-

vey steam from the boiler house to the

underground pumping plant, down the

slope or in some cases, by a separate pipe

way, built parallel to the slope. Experi-

ence has shown that this arrangement

often does much damage and is a source

of danger. In the anthracite field it is the

practice to put down a churn hole from

the surface to the underground pump
room. This method of conveying steam

reduces the source of danger to a mini-

mum and also reduces the length of the

pipe line and consequently the condensa-

tion of steam is reduced considerably. The
cost of putting down such a hole is from

$2 to $3 per ft., much depending upon

local conditions and the depth of the

hole.

An electric hoist used for a shaft should

be equipped with a small air compresspr

and receiver, connected directly or belted

to the hoist, to supply air to the clutch

and the brake operating the cylinders. The
air compressor is automatically operated.

During hoisting or lowering it com-

presses enough air to operate the brakes

and clutches at any time. Even if suffi-

cient air from the main compressor is

available, experience shows that this ar-

rangement will prevent all danger of a

complete shut-down in case the main com-

pressor is being repaired or is out of ser-

vice for other reasons. The advantage of

this method is obvious as the absence of

all complicated moving mechanisms such

as gears, etc., with the direct application

of the power to the point where it is

called for, greatly reduces the friction,

strain, wear, breakage, and delay.

In opening up a bituminous coal meas-

ure by drifts the experience of superin-

tendents shows that the economical hand-

ling and screening of the coal depends on

the difference in hight between the mouth

of the drift or the dumping point and the

railroad tracks. The difference in eleva-

tion between these points should be from

20 to 35 ft, as the hight of an ordinary

railroad car is about 7 to 9 ft. above the

tracks and the tipple platform should be

II to 13 ft. above the tracks, if no gravity

system of screening is required ; that is,

if the coal is to be dumped into the cars

as mine run. In a tipple 16 to 18 ft. high,

short screens can be arranged for two or

three different sizes. In case the mouth

of the drift is lower than the tipple plat-

form, the loaded cars should be brought

up by means of a rope, motor or by mules,

but such a system should be avoided at all

costs if a large area is to be mined

through the drift opening.
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We have received reports from all of

the refiners in the United States, with the

exception of one, of their production ot

electrolytic copper in 1907 up to Sept. I.

In the case of the one from whom re-

port has not been received, we have been

able to make an estimate of its production

that we have reason to believe is close to

the actual figure. These statistics show

that the production of electrolytic copper

in the United States during the first eight

months of 1907 was 532,060,000 lb. This

is at the rate of 798,090,000 lb. for the

year.

We estimate the production of i.-ake

copper during the same period at 156,-

000,000 lb. According to published re-

ports, which we believe to be appro.Ki-

mately correct, the output of this district

has been running about 10,000,000 lb.

ahead of that of 1906, which if maintained

would give 234,000,000 lb. for the cur-

rent year.

In the following table we give the pro-

duction for the first eight months of 1907

in the first column ; the estimated pro-

duction for the year if the same rate be

maintained in the second column ; and the

actual production in 1906 in the third

column. The producyon of electrolytic

copper in 1906 is taken as reported by the

U. S. Geological Survey; the production

of Lake copper from our own statisdcs.

Production of Electrolytic and Lake

Copper.

1907. 1907. 1906.

8 moB. Rate. Actual.

Electrolytic. 532,060.000 798,090,000 815,966,781
Lake 156,000.000 234,000.000 224.071,000

Totals 688,060,000 1.0)2,090,000 1.040,037.781

The above statistics represent the pro-

duction of refined metal—in final market-

able form—and are not to be confused

with the statistics of domestic production

reported annually by the Journal and the

U. S. Geological Survey, which are based

on the copper content of blister copper

(except of course in the case of Lake

Superior) and represent more nearly the

direct production of the mines.

The above statistics show that the pro-

duction of electrolytic and Lake copper

during the first eight months of 1907 was

at a slightly less rate than in 1906. The

falling oflF was actually a little more than

is here shown, because certain refiners

in this year have converted into electro-

lytic copper what formerly they marketed

as casting copper, the greater difference

between the prices of the two grades hav-

ing made it more profitable to sell as-

electrolytic.

The above statistics do not represent

the total production of American refiners

inasmuch as they do not include the pro-

duction of casting copper; nor do they

include the pig copper which is exported.

The exports of refined copper during,

the first eight months of 1907 have been

about 240,000,000 lb., which is a heavy

decrease from the corresponding period'

of 1906. The Government statistics are

available only for the first seven months-

of the year. These show exports of cop-

per as metal and in ore and matte of

98,196 long ton's against 121,215, in the

corresponding period of 1906. On the

other hand imports increased from 57,533;

long tons in 1906 to 76,491 in 1907.

The reports which we have received as

to stock of refined copper in first hands on

Sept. I, 1907, are not sufficiently complete

to enable us to give figures on the basis of

direct reports. There was probably about

14,000,000 lb. in stock July i. Since then<

the production, including casting copper,,

has probably been about 3,000,000 lb. per

day, or 186,000,000 lb. for July and Aug-

ust. The exports during those months

were about 60,000,000 lb. Some of the

copper exported was deferred shipment of

metal produced and sold prior to July i,

and some was pig copper, but on the other

hand there was some copper dispatched

'to domestic consumers and probably it

is on the whole reasonable to reckon a

total deduction of so„ooo,ooo to 60,000,000-

lb. This would indicate a stock on Sept.

I of 140,000,000 to 150,000,000 lb. Our

knowledge of the holdings in certain-

hands leads us to believe that the actual'

total was not in excess of the latter fig-

ure, which is considerably less than was-

rumored at the time. The stock has prob-

ably increased somewhat since Sept. i,-

and by Sept. 15 may have been as high as

180,000,000 lb. 'We do not believe it was at

that time in excess of that figure. Under

normal conditions this would not be an

alarming accumulation. Of course this

estimate does not take into account the

crude copper in transit and process of re-

fining, which in the case of electrolytic is

normally between two and three months'

production. It may be also that unrefined'

metal is being held back in some cases,

but we do not believe that has occurred to-

any considerable extent.
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The Situation in the Copper

Market

The situation in the copper market is

now so well known tliat furtlier explana-

tion of the general features is unneces-

sary. The readers of the Journal who

have followed its market reports during

the last six months arc thoroughly con-

versant with the developments which led

to the present situation. The latter is not

a sudden dt-iiouiiu-nt. but is the result of

causes which were clearly in evidence as

long ago as last March and were doubt-

less in operation considerably before that

time. A few details may now be added to

the historical record.

The distressing effect of the great fall in

the metal upon the stock market has led

to much intemperate criticism of various

parties which are held to be largely re-

sponsible for the present situation, par-

ticularly the management of the Amal-

gamated Copper Company. We do not,

by any means, hold that management

"blameless in the matter, but nevertheless

it must be recognized that it was largely

the victim of circumstances ; in other

words, the causes leading to the present

situation were entirely beyond its control.

5uch blame as is to be attributed to the

Amalgamated must be confined to its fail-

lire to recognize the situation that was

developing ; or its attempt to conceal

irom the public the dangers which it knew

to be impending.

The Amalgamated Copper Company

itself is not a "trust;" it is simply a big

mining and smelting company, the big-

gest individual producer of copper in the

world, but not sufficiently big to control

the market for the metal. The product

of the Amalgamated Copper Company is

^old by the United Metals Selling Com-

pany, which also has contracts with many

other producers. These contracts are of

various nature, but in general they give

.the United Metals Selling Company the

.uncontrolled disposition of the metal, and

.thereby this company is a far larger fac-

tor in the market than its agency for the

.Amalgamated alone would make it. Dur-

ing the period when the price for copper

was rising, the management of the United

Metals Selling Company was firmly con-

vinced that the statistical position justi-

fied the large advance, culminating last

spring. The other large interests, including

Phelps, Dodge & Co.. and the Calumet &

Hecia, coincided in this view. But

although the policy adopted by the selling

agencies promoted the stare among the

consumers which caused the wild buying

of the latter, and the consequent runaway

market, there was never any combination

in restraint of trade among the pro-

ducers or the selling agencies. Suspicion

as to such a combination was common,

but was incorrect.

However, when the demand for the

metal began to become slack, last March,

the United Metals Selling Company at-

tempted to hold up the market to its pre-

vious high level. It openly pursued the

policy of staying out of the market until

the half-starved consumers would be com-

pelled to pay its monstrous price, and

while other dealers were liberal sellers o£

copper at gradual concessions, it connived

at, if it did not inspire, attacks upon the

Metal Exchange, which was quoting the

nctual market with substantial accuracy,

which the United Metals Selling Com-

pany knew to be the actual market, and

to give verisimilitude to these aspersions

it compelled its own president, who was

also president of the Metal Exchange, to

resign the latter position.

As far back as last March the buying

of copper, for domestic consumption espe-

cially, began to fall off heavily and soon

dwindled to small proportions. The con-

sumers have remained generally out of

the market up to the present time, and

this nearly complete cessation of business

has been the most remarkable feature of'

the recent history of the market. The

explanation is, of course, the intimate con-

nection between some of the largest uses

of copper and the condition of the money

market. The fact that the trouble in the

latter was due to the expansion of indus-

trial undertakings beyond the present

capital resources of the world has been

repeatedly pointed out. The illuminating

article by M. Leroy Beaulieu, the eminent

French economist, which is published

elsewhere in this issue, throws an un-

usually clear light upon this situation. It

was a natural consequence of the situa-

tion that a halt should be called upon

new work, which meant a large and im-

mediate reduction in the demand for cop-

per. The producers had largely sold their

output up to July I, and it turned out that

the manufacturers had over-provided for

their requirements. Nevertheless it is

erroneous to say that no copper has been

sold since July I. There have been small

but steady sales to Europe, as is manifest

from the Exports, which amounted to

about 30,000,000 lb. in July and ibout the

same in August. The sales to American

consumers have indeed been very small,

and their ability to remain out of the

market so long has been a mystery, but

as pointed out above, they generally over-

bought during the first half of the year,

many large undertakings calling for cop-

per were suspended, and moreover some

producers have supplied the pressing re-

quirements of certain old customers by

letting them have copper without naming

any price, leaving the latter for later ad-

justment, in other words lending the

copper.

As early as last May certain producers

began to have an accumulation of unsold

copper. During May and June the addi-

tion to stocks was small, but after July

I the accumulation began to be rapid,

and by the end of the first week of July

there was probably 30,000,000 lb. of un-

sold metal. At the end of August there

was probably 140,000,000 to 150,000,000

lb. in the hands of the refiners. Of course,

the market could not be otherwise than

weak under this condition, especially in

view of the stringency of money.

The management of the United Metals

Selling Company was for a long time un-

willing to recognize the development of

this situation, and by its policy of holding

back its production at an asked-price

much above the actual market contributed

largely to the public uncertainty. It is

futile to attempt to point out now what

might have happened if a dilTercnt policy

had been pursued. Such business as was

offered was eagerly competed for by var-

ious outsid.e sellers, and if those who were

holding aloof had entered the market, the

result probably would have been a more

rapid decline. It would have been im-

possible, to market any very large quanti-

ties except at a radical cut in the price.

Early in August a certain large seller

was disposed to make a reduction to iSc

,

but was dissuaded from doing so by

friendly interests, which were of the

opinion that a higher price could still

be maintained. Perhaps the proposed

policy of the company referred to would

have been the best; if the worst had to

come, the sooner would have been the

better. Yet in the face of the situa-

tion which had then been developing for

four months, H. H. Rogers, upon his re-

turn from Europe early in July, at a time
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when copper liail been for many weeks

silling in the open market at a price de-

cidedly below the ligure of 1.5c., for which

the I'nitcd Metals Selling Company was

holding out, when stocks were beginning

to accumulate seriously, and when the

Calumet & Hecla itself was cutting prices,

made a public statement to the effect that

the copper market was in a healthy con-

dition and that the price could not fall

below the level of 2$c. then asked by

his company, because the demand for

consumption was so far in excess of pro-

duction and visible supply. This blunder-

ing statement is to be explained only by

an infatuation which prevented a reading

of the clear writing on the wall, or a

deliberate attempt to deceive the public as

to the real situation, and was largely con-

tributory to the loss of confidence which

led to llie subsequent demoralization of

the market.

.As to the future, Charles F. Brooker

lucidly presented the position of the

manufacturers who buy the largest part

of the copper in a public interview last

week, saying "the people who have an

idea that I dictate the price of copper are

all wrong. I am not the maker of the

demand for the metal ; I am only the

middle man between the consumer of the

manufactured product and the producer

of the raw material. 1 am not gomg to

buy copper until I have orders from my

customers for the goods I manufacture,

and so to find out whtn the price of the

metal will settle on a basis that will in-

duce buying, it will be necessary to go

back to the general business condition of

the country. When that causes a renewal

of the demand for my products, I will be

able to say what 1 will pay for the metal."

On the other hand, the producers cannot

long continue to turn out metal which

cannot be sold, and the curtailment of

production which is now beginning at

Butte and elsewhere is a natural conse-

quence of the situation. The price of 15c.

affords a handsome profit to most of the

large producers. Thus, the cost of cop-

per to the .Anaconda Copper Mining Com-

pany in 1905 was loc. per lb. Since then,

the wages of miners, both at Butte and at

Bingham have been advanced soc. per day,

conditionally upon the price of electro-

lytic copper remaining at l8c. or upward,

but with the dtclinc below i8c., wages

will return to the old figure. This ques-

tion has not yet been raised, because the

contracts with the men .in; based on the

average monthly price, and the latter has that open lights and electric currents have
not yet been lower than i8c., but the aver- often become serious menaces to life. In
age for September will doubtless be below such cases, the operators have been loath
that figure. There has been grave doubt to do away with electric wires and to sub-
as to whether the nien would adhere to stitute locked safety lamps for the open
their contracts, but under the present in- lights in use, and strange to say, in

tention of the principal company at Butte many cases the miners have upheld the
to curtail production anyway, which has operators in this attitude.

already led to the laying otT of a large One disputed question that has now pre-
numbcr of men, this question is not so

likely to arise.

With this curtailment of i)ro<!uclion in

sight nii<l witli the signs of a realization

among consumers that the price for the

metal has at last come down to a fair

basis, there is this week a manifestation

of hopeful feeling in the trade that a

sented itself is whether the use of locked

safety lamps is advisable. Those who op-

pose the use of safety lamps argue that

where open lights are used in gaseous

mines the management finds it necessary

to supply large currents of fresh air to all

parts of the workings, in order to carry

away the explosive gases and render the
larger business will soon develop and the mi„es safe. On the other hand, when
stram of the last six months will be re- safety lights are in use, those in charge
heved. The bankers are now the masters do not concern themselves so much about
of the situation. With the restoration of the quality and quantity of air sent into

Gold Mining in the Yukon

confidence in the business world, the re- the workings, placing faith in the safety
lease of money that is tied up, and the afforded by tlie locked lamps
knowledge that production is being re-

strained, there will be a revival of demand
that will soon absorb the present accumu-

lation of metal, but that there will soon

be a rebound of prices to the former high

level is not to be expected, inasmuch as

the increasing production of the new
mines will tend to keep the market at a

normal and healthy level.

The Use of Electricity in Coal

Mines

'I he increasing use of electricity in our

coal mines has caused James E. Roderick,

chief mine inspector of Pennsylvania, to estimated at only about $3,000,000, the low

The present season in the Yukon has been

the driest known since the country was

first opened to miners. The result is that

hydraulic mining and other placer opera-

tions have been much restricted on the

creeks and rivers of the region. The

chief gold mining operations have been

dredging. Seven dredges have been at

work and five more are being put to-

gether, to be in readiness for next sea-

son. The gold output for this year is

discuss the situation in detail. The mine

laws of Pennsylvania prohibit the use of

open lights and electric currents in all

mines where explosive .gases are being

generated in such quantities as can be de-

cst production for any year since the

Canadian Yukon district a large pro-

ducer.

On the other hand, according to a state-

ment from W. B. Mclnnes, recently gold

tected by the ordinary safety lamp. The commissioner of the Yukon, there is

use of electric wires is also forbidden in much capital being expended in the coun-

all working places, roadways, or other try. The Guggenheim interests are employ-

parts of any mine to which fire-damp, in ing more than 1700 men, and other com-

dangerous quantities, might be carried in panics are doing nnich work in prepara-

the air current. tion for extensive operations next sum-

One of the serious hindrances that tend iner. The magnitude of this work in hand

to prevent the proper and safe working for bringing in a supply of water for fu-

of many mines is due to the fact that, turc hydraulicking operations—the Gug-

when these properties were first opened, genheims' water-supply system alone hav-

the early development did not show any ing about "o miles of ditches, flumes and

considerable amount of gas, while later piping—indicates that hereafter there will

on, after electricity had been installed in be an abundance of wnter, even in dry

the mines, the more remote workings have years, with a resultant considerable in-

shown considerable gas, with the result crease in the yield of gold.
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The Amalgamated Copper ''"•" ''"" i"''c»-' uf copper has dropped 7c.

Comoanv '""' •"^"^''''k*""""^^ ''2« declined 34 points

^ - I'Voni whicli it must be concluded tha.

SS7

The New York Evening Post of Sept.

14 makes tlie following comments npon
the position of tlie stock of the Amal-
gamated Copper Company in the market

;-.nd its relation to tlie price for the metal

:

This week's sensational break of 14

points in Amalgamated, following the

gradual cut in the price of copper from
I7!'4C. a pound to l6.'4. has been more
talked about than any otJier factor in the

market. And all discussions centered on

one question, Will the Amalgamated fol-

low the example of the Calumet & Hecla.

and reduce its dividend ? The movement
of the stock certainly speaks eloquently

of what the consensus of opinion was on
that subject. Nevertheless it is difficult

to get away from the argument that

despite the violent decline in copper the

price of the metal is now within a frac-

tion of a cent of the highest point touched

it 1900 and 1901. when the Amalgamated
paid 8 per cent, dividends, the present

rate.

Although Amalgamated has been dealt

in on tlie Stock Exchange for eight years,

the company only makes a pretense of

publishing annual reports. When those

feeble efforts appear it is always found

that the management has carefully omitted

any information of value.

During 1905 the lowest price fur cop-

per was ISC and Amalgamated paid divi-

dends at the rate of 4 per cent. If, as

stated in the 1005 report, a diflference of

4Mc. in the price of copper meant a

cifTerence of $9,700,000, or 6 per cent., on

Amalgamated stock, roughly, the advanc<

from 15c. to 26c. meant a difFerencc of

$52,464,000, or 14"/. per cent, on the stock.

The cut in the price of copper from 26c.

to i6'4 will make a tremendous differ-

ence in the Amalgamated's surplus; nev-

ertheless, all of the known facts justify

the continuation of the 8 per cent,

dividend.

But no one outside of H. H. Rogers,

the president, and a few of his asso-

ciates has ever known what was going on
in Amalgamated. The company has been

operating as a blind pool pure and simple

since its formation. Only a short time

ago it was learned that in one week small

investors picked up 10,000 shares of Amal-
gamated in odd lots, acting partly on the

advertisements of the Boston stool-pigeon

of the copper speculators, and partly per-

haps on Mr. Rogers's own statement of

July 5

:

"I do not know why the price of cop-

per should change— certainly not for

lower values. Europe is short of our
copper and the world's demand is greater

than the world's supply."

It was only a month ago, when copper
was selling at 23c. a pound, and Amal-
gamated was quoted around 92. Since

I'residcnt Rogers is either incompetent or

guilty of managing the affairs of Amal-
gamated for stock-jobbing purposes.

If proof had ever been needed lliat this

stock is a wholly unsafe investment, re-

cent experience surely ought to have pro-

vided it. That money, not only of pro-

fessional stock gamblers, but of small

outside investors, should actually have
sought the shares of this concern, when
nobody lcno\v% its earnings, surplus, or

deficit: when its use as a trap for the out-

sider, by the men who manage its finance,

is a matter of record which would be

valid evidence in court, ai'.d when, for

the second time in the company's eight

years' history, it has been publicly demon-
strated that the conduct of its trade

affairs is frankly stupid—this is a matter

of study for psychologists.

The philosopher might indeed find equal

interest in a study of the management
itself. The men in control of it are men
identified prominently with the Standard
Oil—an enterprise of which, whatever its

offences against the honest principles of

trade have been, was never accused of

folly or blundering in its relations to the

market. On the contrary, the consis-

ttntly sagacious attitude of that great

monopoly, in regard to the price of oil

and the condition of oil-consumers, is the

ledeeming feature in its whole extraordi-

nary history. No one can wonder that

the silent John D. Rockefeller, his busi-

ness instinct outraged by the clumsy
knavery practised in the original flotation

of this copper stock, should have publicly

washed his hands of the enterprise while

i'. was still unmarketed, and should twice

have broken silence, since that time, with

agonized assurances that the misman-
aged undertaking had no real connection

with his Standard Oil. To him, the affair

could have been only a little less irritat-

ing than it was to the hapless "com-
niunity-of-interest" directors in the Amal-
gamated of 1901, who went around Wall
Street, when the company's foolish blun-

ders of that year were a topic of every-

day conversation, begging their friends

to believe that they did not know what
was going on. It was not they who voted
tc hold up copper prices ; they had never
attended directors' meetings while all the

world was emptying otherwise unmarket-
able copper into the Amalgamated's lap.

Perhaps the most that can be said, re-

garding the history of this enterprise, is

that its managers held to the obstinate

belief, so strikingly displayed in their dis-

astrous stock market ventures of last au-
tumn, that the brute force of money can
accomplish anything.

No doubt the larger consideration of

the collapse in copper has to do with the

question whether the fall in price, and
the cut in dividends of producing com-

panies, IS or IS not an omen of evil for
industry at large. But this much may be-

safely said—that people who reason from
l.c copper trade, to all oilier lines of in-

dustry, need to remember that in most
o. these other trades— with the Steel Cor-
poration, for example—powerful com-
panies have taken to heart the lessons of
the past half-dozen years, and have
framed their policy towards the trade on
lines of real conservatism.

Asbestos in the Philippines

Information as to deposits of asbestos
ill the Philippines is given by Warren D.
Smith of the Philippine Bureau of Science,
in the Pliilippine Journal of Science, June,
1907. The province of Ilocos Norte con-
tains the most important deposit ; the
mineral is found there as a stockwcrk in

the serpentine formation of the district.

Two varieties occur, known as the
"parallel" and the "cross-fiber," the former
kind being the more abundant. The local

designation of "cross-fiber" is applied ta
the true crysolite asbestos and by "parallel

fiber" is meant tremolitic or amphibolc
asbestos.

In regard to the actual situation of the
deposits, mention may be made of oc-
currences in the Dalumat and Baruyen
schist areas in the northern part of the
province, and to a pocket formation on
the Dungn-DAingan estate. It appears as
though these two occurrences are con-
fined almost entirely to shear zones in

the rock and hence are likely to be of
only limited importance.

In the shaft on property near Baruyen
a large pocket of rather inferior tremolitic

asbestos has been met with, but there are
also several small veins of the "cross-

fiber'' variety which are very promising.
At the present time actual exploitation

of the deposits has not taken place, and
no mineral has been marketed ; but it is

claimed that there would be little difficulty

in disposing of a considerable output in

the Philippines themselves.

M ine ax in M anchuria

According to the Manila American
(Manila, P. I.), a circular has been is-

sued by the Board of Foreign Affairs at

Harbin to the effect that no foreigners

shall henceforth be allowed to engage in

mining enterprise within 30 li of the rail-

way, without a special license. Mines
which are already being worked will be

examined to ascertain their daily output,

and as soon as the proper agreements have
been drawn up with the foreign countries

interested, a scale of taxation will be ar-

langed for all mining enterprises.

In Cornwall experience shows tliat wo-
ven-wire screens in the stamps which
crush tin ores are better than punched
plates.
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Valuation of Minnesota Mineral

Lands

The discussion of the Minnesotn State

valuations on mining properties has been

of the utmost interest to the iron trade

the past week or two. The following

statement has been issued by Llic tax com-

mission. As preface, it may be said that

since the original valuations were pre-

pared, amounting to $305,000,000, the com-

mission has cut its figures by about 40 per

cent., the valuation resting at but

$1^6,000,000.

The factors taken into consideration in

the determination of the valuation of min-

ing properties are as follows: i. Geo-

logical conditions; 2, difficulty of mining;

3. character of the ore; 4, character of

mining rights.

Mining properties are divided into two

grand groups : operating mines and pros-

pects.

For the purpose of determining the val-

uation of operating mines the following

groups are suggested •

Class I. (a) Properties in which min-

ing is comparatively inexpensive, and the

ore of high grade; (b) properties where

mining is comparatively inexpensive and

the ore of lower grade.

Class 2. Properties where mining is

somewhat more difficult and mining cost

greater than in the case oU Class I, and

the ore of mixed grades.

Class 3. Underground properties where

the expense of mining is comparatively

low. for that kind of mining, and the ore

of high grade.

Class 4. Underground or milling pit

properties of distinctly second grade, de-

termined by a higher cost of mining and

lower grade of ore than in the case of

Class 3.

Class 5. Mines of inferior character

where expenses of operation are high.

Prospects may be classed under four

groups, as follows

:

Class I. Lands that have been drilled

and test-pitted, and where stripping of

the overburden has been carried on—in

other words, where the property is about

to become a mine.

Class 2. Lands that have been drilled

and test-pitted and ore found in some
abundance.

Class 3. Unexplored lands near good

mining properties.

Class 4. Lands that have not been ex-

plored, but are in the well known ore belt.

RATES OF VALl'ATION PER TON IS THE
OROUND.

The foregoing memoranda and tables

relating to method of classification and the

valuation of mining properties are tenat-

tive. and are offered as a basis for dis-

cussion.

The World's Supply of Capital

1. OperatliiK Ml DCs:
Class 1. (a)SOc.; (b)4iV.

Class 3. 4U0.

aa8s3. 30c.

Class 4. 25c.

Class 6. aoc.

a. Prospects

Class 1. ISC.

Class i. 13c.

Clause. 10.-.

Class 4. U to »10 per acre.

Two months ago, an article by M. Le-

roy-Beaulieu in the Economiste Francais,

on the cause and probable results of the

rise in the price of capital, translated and

reprinted in the New York Evening Fast

attracted much interest in financial circles.

The same veteran economist has returned

to the subject in the number at hand this

week, says the Evening Post, and pub-

lishes an e.xceptionally interesting series

of calculations, reducing to figures the an-

nual increment of capital in the financial

nations and the annual demand on that

increment. It arrives at an estimate of

the precise shortage of demand compared

with supply.

M. Leroy-Beaulieu bases his calculation

first on France, whose annual savings for

investment he computes from the tables

prepared in the proposed legislation on the

income tax, from the amount of new se-

curities habitually absorbed, and from the

Liistomary ratio of the sum laid by to a

thrifty citizen's total income. He deducts

from this the losses from bad investment,

outright waste, and commercial disaster;

then uses the best European calculations

on the demands of 1906 for investment of

capital in new securities. The figure he

reaches, after deducting securities sold

merely for conversion purposes, is 16,182,-

000,000 francs for the entire world, or $.^,-

250,000,000. This done, M. Leroy-Beaulieu

thus pursues the inquiry. In the subjoined

translation, the values, given in francs in

the original, are for the reader's con-

venience rendered into dollars

:

.'\nnu.-\l Savings of the N.\tions

"It is then at $300,000,000, it would

seem, that one may value the sum of

capital available in France every year for

investinent in securities. This figure of

$300,000,000 would no doubt be excessive

if it were not for the necessity of reckon-

ing in what the railways and other indus-

trial and financial companies, together with

the national Government and the cities,

apply each year in redeeming something

like $36,000,000 to $40,000,000 of their own
securities—which is in effect added to the

annual saving. It is safe to value at $300,-

000,000, or thereabouts, the annual capi-

tal available in France for new security

investment.

"Now let us consider, no doubt in a

largely conjectural way, the civilized

world as a whole. One may admit that

Germany, which has grown very rich of

late, disposes annually of an amount of

savings for investment in securities equal

to that of France—say again $300,000.000

;

that England provides $400,000,000; Bel-

gium and Holland together $140,000,000,

Austria-Hungary $160,000,000, Italy $60,-

000,000, Spain and Portugal $50,000,000,

Scandinavia $40,000,000, Russia $100,000,-

000, all the rest of luirope $40,000,000, the

United States $600,000,000, the rest of the

world $100,000,000.

".'\dd up these figures and you will reach

a total of $2,290,000,000; throw in some-

thing, if you wish, for some country

whose annual savings destined for Stock

Exchange investinent (only those are un-

der discussion) may have been in your

judgment undervalued, and you will reach

$2,400,000,000, or, at the outside, $2,600,-

000,000 or $2,800,000,000. In any case,

you will remain very far below the $3,-

250,000,000 of security issues, after de-

ducting conversions during 1906.

The "Deficit" of 1906

"Here in a nutshell is the explanation

of the present financial difficulties. The
civilized world, so far as it can be

reckoned up, produces $2,400,000,000 in

available capital for investment in se-

curities ; it is asked in 1906 to provide

$3,250,000,000 ; there was a demand, in

."Vmerica at any rate, for even more to be

provided during 1907. But the world has

not got it ; therefore it cannot provide it.

Add to this the . effect of catastrophes

such as the San Francisco and Valparaiso

earthquakes, which cost something like

$200,000,000, and you will have a perfect-

ly clear explanation of the existing crisis,

the rise in the interest rate, and the fall

of high-grade investment securities.

"1 he truth is, nations, quite as well as

individuals, have reached the point where

they must limit their undertakings to the

possibilities of the case; that will be done,

if not willingly, then by force of events.

During several years yet, however—at any

rate during a couple of years—we may be

sure that capital will remain in strong re-

quest, and that its holders will be able to

obtain a more remunerative interest rate

than hitherto. These larger returns will

be an advantage for the general run of

capitalists, and the necessity of paying

them will bring about a series of econo-

mies in industry to the great profit of

civilization as a whole. Afterward, by de-

grees, the excitement of enterprise will

calm itself, and things will tend to re-

turn to their former status."

It is stated that the Imperial Steel

Works, near Shimonoseki, Japan, are

about to submit their Siemens mild steel

to a series of tests before Lloyds' surveyor

at Nagasaki. The object is to have their

Uame added to the list of approved firms

who make steel to be used in the con-

struction of ship and boiler materials for

vessels classed at Lloyds. At the present

time most of the structural steel used in

shipbuilding in Japan comes from Great

Britain.
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Personal

MlDlug and metallurgical fiiKliieorti uro !•
vUed to keep TilK K.MilM.'t:iiiN» and Mimni)
JuiuNAL Infunui'U o( tlioir movemouts auU
appoliitmeiiiM.

M. J. Walsh, of Mexico City, is exam-
ining properties in Jalisco, Mexico.

Carl Olson has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Esperanza mine at Ocotlan,

Oaxaca, Mexico.

E. Philip Gilman has returned from

England and will be in \'ancouvcr, B. C,
for several months.

S. N. Graham, superintendent of £1

Favor mine, lloslotipaquillo, Jalisco.

Mexico, is in Canada.

Bruno Newman, formerly of Aguascali-

tntes, is superintendent of several copper

properties at Asientos, Mexico.

C. E. Singer is chemist at the smelting

works of the Compania Metallurgica Mcx-
icana, San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

George T. McGee is superintendent of

the Barnes-King properties in Montana,

taking the place of Superintendent Lamb,
resigned.

Judd Stewart, auditor of the .-Kinerican

Smelting and Refining Company, has been

elected to the board of directors of that

company.

Prof. L, S. Austin, professor of metal-

lurgy at the Michigan College of Mines

has returned from a trip to Salt Lake
City. LTtah.

W. H. Branie. of Salt Lake, Utah, has

been in the Eldora district, Boulder

county, Colo., making an examination of

mining property.

\V. A. Green has been elected secretary

and treasurer of the Tennessee Coal, Iron

and Railroad Company to succeed L.

Hoover, resigned'.

J. D. Thompson, manager of the For-

tuna Gold and Copper Company, in the

Cave Creek district, Ariz., has resigned

because of ill health.

Frank Lehmer, superintendent of the

Z.-ipote Mining Company, Oaxaca, Mexico,

has returned to Ocotlan from a business

trip to the United States.

E. C. Metzner, of Wheeling, W. Va.,

has returned east after an examination of

mining interests in the Pine Creek dis-

trict. Gilpin county, Colorado.

M. Nesbitt has been appointed auditor

of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company to fill the vacency caused by the

resignation of W. D. Truesdale.

James MacNaughton, general manager
of the Calumet & Hccla mine, has re-

turned to the Michigan copper district

from a visit to the Eastern States.

John Gillie, general superintendent of

the properties of fhe Amalgamated Cop-
per Company, at Butte. Mont., has been

elected president of the Barnes-King.

U. H. Hosterman, of Kansas City, Mo.,

has been looking aftei the tnter.-<;ti of

the Wellington .Mines Cumpaiiy operating
in Sinnmil county, Colo., during the past

week.

John Hayes Hammond is ill at his sum-
mer home at Lookout Hill, at Gloucester
Mass., with intestinal trouble, and is not

I'xpectcd to return to business for several

weeks,

Edgar L. N'ewhouse has been appointed

a vice-president of the American Smelt-
ing and Refining Company, especially in

charge of the smelting n,)crations of the

company.

N. Westheiiner, of N\w York City,

was a visitor to the Idaho Springs dis-

trict, Clear Creek county, Colo., last

week. He is interested in the Sun and
Moon property.

Etienne A. Ritter, of Colorado Springs,

Colo., has been appointed manager of the

Evergreen Gold and Copper Mines Com-
pany operating in the Pino Creek district,

(-iilpin county, Colo.

Lafayette Hanchett, general manager
of the Boston Consolidated Mining Com-
pany, of Bingham, Utah, has been lo.oking

after mining interests in Gilpin .md Clear

Creek counties, Colorado.

A. H. Buck, after nine years of active

mining in Mexico and Central America,

has, joined M. S. Parker in the firm of

Parker & Buck, consulting engineers,

Bartlett building, Joplin, Missouri.

Dr. Thomas T. Read, professor of

mining and metallurgy of Colorado Col-

lege, Colorado Springs, has accepted the

position of professor of metallurgy in the

Imperial University in Tientsin, China.

Albert L. Waters, after a two months'

visit in Los Angeles, has returned to

.\yutla. State of Jalisco, Mexico, where
he has charge of the smelter and Ayutia
mines of the Carrizo Copper Company.

Louis D. McCall, of Chicago, president

of the Jeflferson-Calhoun Mining Com-
pany, has returned to Chicago after visit-

ing Gilpin county, Colo., with a party of

eastern investors, looking over their in-

terests.

Alfred H. Brooks, geologist in charge

of the United States Geological Sur-

vey's work in Alaska, was at Whitehorse,

southern Yukon, on August 20, whence
he proceeded down the Yukon river to

.Alaskan points.

A. S. Dwight, consulting mining and

metallurgical engineer, of New York, left

last week for a western trip, which will

probably extend to a month or more. He
will visit Cananea, Sonora, before return-

ing to New York.

J. P. Hutchins, consulting mining en-

gineer, of New York, has been at Daw-
son, Nome, and elsewhere is .Maska, en-

gaged on professional business. He is

now on his way home, and expects to be

in New York about Oct. i.

F. C. Schirmer, of Boston, Mass., has

been looking after mining interests in

Clear Creek 3nd Gilpin counties, Colo.

B. Lakenan has been appninted

manager of the Guggenheim

iiiti-d

gen-

cora-

and is now in Bingfi'iin. Utah, where he
is interested as a director in the Boston

Consolidated Mining Company.

.\nthony J. McMillan, general inanuger

of the Le Roi Mining Company of Ross-

land, B. C, has been in Victoria urging

the provincial government not to forbid

the shipment of coke from Crows Nest

Pass collieries tii sim-ItiTS In tin- U
States.

C.

eral

panies, operating in the Robinsuii mining

district, Nevada, with headquarters at

McGill, where is situated the works of the

Steptoe Valley Smelling and Mining

Company.

Chas. S. McConnell, formerly chief

clerk for the Oregon Smelting and Re-

fining Company at Sumpter, Oregon, and

for the past year with the Utah Smelting

Company of Ogden, Utah, has been ap-

pointed assistant manager by the latter

company.

J. T. Kong, Chinese mining engineer

and metallurgist and graduate of three

universities, is completing his education

by means of practical work in the West
Allis plant of the .Mlis-Chalmers Com-
pany before undertaking important opera-

tions in the lead and zinc district of Hu-

nan, China.

M. Otagawa, assistant general manager

of the Furukawa Mining Company, of

Japan, sailed from New York, Sept. 18.

He will pass some time in Great Britain

and Germanvv and will then go to Japan

by way of the Suez Canal. Mr. Otagawa

has made a long stay in the United States,

and has made a thorough study of the

copper industry here. He contributed an

interesting article on "Copper in Japan"

to Vol. XV of The Mineral Industry.

Obituary

R. E. H. Maunsell was shot and killed

in a resturant at Goldfield, Nev. He was
a native of Ireland, 36 years of age, and

was a graduate of the Cameron School of

Mines.

George W. Plympton, the senior director

of the Cooper Union and veteran professor

of physics and engineering at the Brook-

lyn Polytechnic Institute, died on SepL
II, at Tyson, Vt., in his eightieth year.

He was born in Waltham, Mass., and was
graduated as a civil engineer from the

Troy Polytechnic Institute in 1847. The
five years following his graduation were

spent in the practice of his profession.

From 1852 to 1853 he was professor of

architecture and engineering at Cleve-

land University, and for three years there-

after he was professor of mathematics at

the New York State. Normal School.

From 1857 to 1863 he occupied the same
position in the State Normal School of

Now TiT^py nuritii.' .1 part of the civil
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war he was in the service of tlie Gov-

irnment as an engineer. Mr. Plynip-

ton became connected with the Brook-

lyn Polytechnic Institute in 1.%.?. and

held the cliair of physics and engineer-

ing from that time until his death.

In 1869 he assumed the saine professor-

ship in Cooper Union, becoming a direc-

tor of that institution in 1879. His liter-

ary ability found expression as editor,

from 1S70-1886. of J 'ail Noslraiid's Engi-

luwriiig Maga:iiir, and in the preparation

of several books on engineering and other

topics. The titles of his books are "The

Blowpipe." "How to Become an Engi-

neer." "The Starfinder," etc. He further

translated n number of scientific treatises

from the French. He was connected with

public alTairs from 1885 to 1889, and again

from 1892 to 1896 as one of the commis-

sioners of electric subways for Brooklyn.

Daniel Willis James, senior member of

the lirm of Phelps. Dodge & Co.. 99

John street. New York, died on Sept. 13,

at Mount Washington Hotel. Bretton

Woods, New Hampshire, of heart disease,

aged 75 years. He was born in Liverpool.

England, where his father was a promi-

nent merchant. The son became early

interested in the manufacture and impor-

tation of metals, and soon made a large

fortune. He had been in business in New
York City more than a third of a century.

In the tinancial and business w-orld. Mr.

James was widely known and connected.

Besides being the senior member of

Phelps, Dodge & Co., he was president of

the Golden Hill Corporation and South-

western Investment Company, member of

the New York Chamber of Commerce,

vice-president of the United States Trust

Company, a vice-president of the North-

ern Securities Company, and a director in

the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining

Company, the Commercial Mining Com-

pany, the .A.nsonia Brass and Copper

Company, the .-Xnsonia Clock Company,

the United Globe Mines, the .Arizona. EI

Paso & Southwestern Railroad Company,

the Detroit Copper Mining Company of

.•\rizona. the First National Bank of New
York, the Morristown Trust Company,

and the Northern Pacific Railway.

Mr. James was deeply interested in edu-

cational and philanthropic work. He
was for years president of the Children's

.Aid Society. He was a member and a

benefactor of the Metropolitan Museum
of .Xrt. and was interested by membership

and otherwise in the .\merican Geograph-

ical .Association, the .American Museum
of Natural History, and the National

Academy of Design. His business made

him of necessity a student of metallurgy,

but his interest was given also to var-

ious other branches of natural science.

Mr. James was a member of the fol-

lowing clubs: The Century. Metro-

politan, Riding, Down Town. New York

Yacht, National Arts, and .Alpha Delta

Phi.

Societies and Technical Schools

Aiiicricaii Peat Association—.A meeting

to consider plans for the organization of

those interested in the development of

.American peat and swamp lands will be

held at the Jamestown I-'xposition, Oct.

J3-26. The technologic branch of the U.

S. Geological Survey will have peat and

peat products on exhibition at lhe Fuel

Testing Plant, and a peat exhibit will also

be made in the Mines and • Metallurgy

building.

The plan for the exhibrt as suggested by

Chas. .A. Davis, includes the following di-

visions : Raw- peat to show difference in

origin, structure and amount of decom-

position: Peat as fuel; Other uses of peat;

Machinery for making peat products; Il-

lustrations of apparatus for utilization of

peat products.

The program incliiili'!; : Address by the

chairman: Permanent organization: Dis-

cussion of aims of the association ; Papers

on peat topics ; and Excursion to Dismal

Swamp. On Oct. 25 the Fuel and Alco-

hol building will be formally opened. To
defray preliminary expenses participants

and others are asked to contribute $2 or

more which will be credited to member-

ship account.

Julius Bordollo, Kingsbridge. New York

City, is temporary secretary-treasurer.

a cylindrical tlange at one end and of a

ring fitting over the other end of the cast-

ing. This ring is held in place by a small

fastening ring interposed between it and

a small shoulder on the casting. -A shoul-

der is provided upon the cutter face of the

clamping ring for holding the small ring

from flying outward. Judge Lanning holds

that the claims of the Nolan patent are

valid and cover the construction found

in the Bullock generator.

Trade Catalogs

Den-

123.

illus-

Industrial

Tlie W. J. Oliver Manufacturing Com-

pany, of Kno.xville, Tenn., has been

awarded the contract for 500 steel dump

cars which the Isthmian Canal Commis-

sion will use on Panama Canal construc-

tion work.

The Doe Run Lead Company, of Flat

River, Mo., has placed contracts for four

Hancock jigs, built by .Allis-Chalmers

Company, to be installed at Elvins, Mo.

Two of the newly ordered machines are

for right hand and two for left hand

operation.

The Standard Roller Bearing C()mi)any

of Philadelphia, Penn., has completed ad-

ditions to its plant which is now the lar-

gest of its kind in the world. The build-

ings cover a tract of ground one-half

mile long and have a floor space of 500,-

000 square feet.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manu-

facturing Company has been granted a

decision in the suit brought against the

Prudential Insurance Company, charging

the latter with infringement of Nolan Pat-

ent No. 582.481. in the generator manu-

factured by the Bullock Electric Manuac-

turing Company, of Cincinnati, O. The

Nolan patent in this suit relates to a sim-

ple means for fastening the lamin.-e of the

cores of electrical machines together and

to the casting by which they are sup-

ported. The laminae are clarnped between

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Kent Mill Company. i/O Broadway,

New ^'ork. Kent Pulverizer. Pp. 4, il-

lustrated. i)apcr, 4x9 inches.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company,

ver. Colo. Booklet Series No.

Modern Stamp Milling. Pp. 14.

trated, paper, 3x6 inches.

The .Allentown Rolling Mills, Allen-

town. Penn, Pump Data No. 19. The

.Aldrich Horizontal Quintuplex Electric

Pump. (Pot Chamber Design.) Pp. 8,

illustrated, paper, 6x9 inches.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo. New

York. No. 177. Buffalo Forges. Black-

smith Tools, Power Blowers and Ex-

hausters, Heating and Ventilating Pumps,

Ventilators. Pp. 246, indexed, illustrated,

paper, 3!<>x7 in. ; 1907.

Construction News

Central City, Gilpin County, Colorado

—J. .A. Jameson, of the Powers mine, is

about to purchase an electrical equipment

of nmchinery fur that mine in Russell

gulch district.

Ncdrrlancl. Boulder County. Colorado—

The Crucible Steel Company of .America,

which recently acquired interests in the

tungsten district, is going to erect a 50-

ton milling plant near the mines and it is

also reported will erect a refinery near

Boulder. W. H. Ryder, Nederland, Colo.,

is manager.

Apex. Gilpin County. Colorado—The

Evergreen Gold and Copper Mines Com-

pany will build a concentrator for hand

ling its low-grade copper ores in the Pme

Creek district and may decide to erect a

matte smelter for copper ores at a later

date. Etienne .A. Ritter. Colorado Springs,

is manager.

Eldora. Boulder County, Colorado—The

Consolidated Copper Mining Company is

keeping up developments on the Fourth

of July tunnel, and intends next spring

to erect a large reduction plant for the

treatment of the low-grade copper ores.

J B. Johnson, Eldora, Colo., is president

and general manager.
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Special Correspondence trom Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francnco

Si'l't U— 1 lie new declrie smeller ;it

lleroiili, Shasta county, is now turning out

ferrosilicoii at the rate of ahout two tons

daily. '1 he smelter will he kept runi\ing

on this product until the plant lor making

electrodes is completed, when the produc-

tion of pig iron by electric smelting will

be resumed

.\t the .Mammoth Copper Company's

plant at Kennett, Shasta county, two new
furnaces arc being added. The tops of the

old furnaces are to be removed and wa-

ter-jacketed steel tops substituted. The
power-house, which has three blowers, will

have four more. More electric motors

are being put in and a new building has

been prepared for the machine shop,

blacksmith shop, warehoitse, etc. The
company's Quartz Hill steam railroad four

miles long, has been linished. and ore is

being hauled from the mine to the rail-

road station at Quartz.

The River Hill mine near Placerville,

El Dorado county, for many years known
as the Gentle Annie, has been closed

down and .the pumps withdrawn. This is

a Mother Lode mine with a 1500-ft. shaft

and is well equipped with machinery.

The ore in the lower levels did not pay.

The San Domingo hydraulic mines at

Fourth Crossing, Calaveras comity, are to

be opened on a large scale by the Stanis-

laus Electric Power Company. Large re-

straining dams are being built> at Fourth

Crossing to hold back the debris. There

will now be an abundance of water which

is brought in ditches and carried across

the canon of the Stanislaus in an in-

verted siphon : thence through a tunnel

through Table mountain, and thence by

ditch and pipes to the San Domingo mine

at Dogtown.

Judgment has been entered in the case

of the Goldtield-Mohawk Mining Com-
pany against the Selby Smelting and

Lead Company in accordance with a stip-

ulation tiled by the attorneys. The 31

sacks of rich ore are to be placed in the

possession of the plaintiff. One half of

the proceeds of 14 sacks is to be paid to

G. B. Gentry and the same percentage of

the remaining 17 sacks to G. 'W'. Flocrch-

inger. These two are intcrvenors and de-

posited the ore with the smelting com-

pany. The remainder, after deducting

e.xpenscs, is to go to the mining com-

pany. This ore was seized at the Selby

works on the ground that it had been

'"high-graded" from the mine of the

plaintiff last year. In all about 60 sacks

were seized, worth about $100,000.

I he e.xteiisive smelting plant of the

Halaklala company at Coram, is nearing

completion. The three blast furn.ices are

ui place and the reverberatory furnace is

linished. .\11 the machinery is in the

power-house. The rock crushing plant is

ready and the 16,000 ft. of suspension

cable for the aerial tramway are luing on

the 60 towers. The new smelter is ex-

pected to handle 2200 tons of ore daily

and will be ready for operation by De-

cember.

The surface placer miners in Nevada

county have been doing very well this

season at various places, especially on the

Yuba river. The freshets of last winter

broke down much gravel and washed

down a good deal of gold from above

normal high water, depositing it in the

gravels of the river bars. People have

been using rockers on this material with

success. Some of the men have been mak-

ing from $4 to $10 per day.

During the past year the price of wood

at Grass Valley has risen from $5 to $12

per cord, and the local miner's union has

voted money to bring in a train-load from

outside and sell it to the members of the

union and to widows of the community.

Some other fraternal organizations are

doing the same thing, in pre|iaration for

the winter.

The proprietor of a small orchard which

is 14 miles from the Mammoth Copper

Company's smelter in Shasta county, com-

plained to the company that the smelter

fumes had damaged his fruit trees and

other vegetation. .At the suggestion of the

company the matter has been left to ar-

bitration. The company appointed a fruit

grower on its behalf and the owner of

the orchard appointed the county horti-

cultural commissioner ; these two to se-

lect a third man. Both parties have

agreed to abide by the decision of the

committee and thus avoid litigation.

The Coast Development Company,

owner of the Rappahanock mine adjoin-

ing the Rawhide in Tuolumne county,

has been sued and attached by an as-

signee of certain claims for supplies, nia-

chinerv, etc.

Salt Lake City

Sett- it>— The affairs of the Ohio Cop-

per Company, a Xewbraska corporation,

have been closed out and the Bingham

mine is now being operated by the Ohio

Copper Company of Maine. The transfer

offices are located in New York and the

stock of the old corporation is being ex-

changed share for share in tli^- m-w

.\rticlcs of incorporation of the Sioux

Coii.solidated Mining Company, have been

ehanged, transferring the head office

of the company from Salt Lake City to

Provo.

The Salt Lake valley smelters are still

experiencing difficulty in getting fuel and

as a result, scarcely any of the plants have

been running up to capacity during the

past week. The diversion of a train load

of coke consigned to Montana plants is

all that saved a shut-down of Murray and

Gartield smelters.

The traffic department uf the Western

Pacific railroad has announced that train

service will be inaugurated from Salt

Lake City to the junction with the Ne-

vada Norlhern railroad > eastern Ne-

vada on Oct. I. The opening of the

new line will be given another route !o the

Ely and other eastern Nevada mining dis-

tricts.

The excitement about the oil discover-

ies in Southern L'tah, particularly in the

eastern portion of Washington county, is

taking on the aspect of a boom. Los .An-

geles capital has bccorhe interested and a

dozen rigs have been brought in from

the California fields to be utilized in the

opening of new wells. The permanency

of the Virgin City field appears to have

1)ecn fairly well demonstrated and will un-

doubtedly lead to the rapid development

of the mineral resources of Iron and

Washington counties.

Bisbee, Arizona

St-f>t- "I—Coi)per production is being

curtailed materially, though many of the

big mining companies have as yet shown

no desire to cut dojvn their output. The

Copper Queen reduction works, with a

normal operation of nine furnaces, and an

extra as a spare, is cutting down to six,

announcing that the remaining four will

be overhauled and repaired. Of course

the works was planned for the continuous

operation of the nine, with one furnace

out at a time, undergoing repairs or

otherwise as a spare, but the works may

require excessive repairs at this time.

With three out of nine idle, there will be

a very material reduction of output. Sonij

of this will be from the Copper Queen

mines, where it is said that the force will

be slightly reduced only, but that a larger

force than of late will be turned into de-

velopment and dcadwork. This will m.-»kc

a reduced production from that property,

whose annual output of copper is nor-

niallv about 85,000,000 lb. Some of the
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Copper Queen's reduction of product will

be in .the custom deparuticnt, where it

has a large business. It not only receives

part of the ores of the Shattuck-Arizona,

but those of the Imperial at Silver Bell,

and many other smaller properties on

both sides of the international line. There

has been a curtailment at Jerome, on ac-

count of smelter conditions, and this is

liable to continue. There has been a

marked cessation of operations at low

grade and high cost properties throughout

the territory, and while none of these pro-

duced much copper, their aggregate is

considerable. The Clifton district is

hable to show much less production and

some of its leading producers cannot be

making very much money now, on ac

count of lean ores and high costs.

Those who consider Arizona a rainless

desert may find food for reflection in the

fact that the rainfall for the past 12

months on the Chiricahua mining district

was 27.57 in This has made work diffi-

cult in many places throughout the moun-

tains. .\ large amount of assessment

work is now under way in the district.

The Wolverine & Arizona, which has

been pegging away at Bisbee for the past

five years, has at last found ore on two

of its claims that lie near the Shattuck

mine. The drift on these claims is now

said to be in ore. The original portion of

. the ground taken, was long ago aban-

doned, as drifts several thousand feet long

failed to discover favorable indications.

The Ortega Mining Company has in-

creased its capital from $2,000,000 to

$2,300,000, and will use the additional

money for development. The properties

are located si.x miles from Cananea. The

new stock is 7 per cent, cumulative pre-

ferred, and will be offered for sale in

Bisbee. The company has now issued

about $1,250,000 of its prior issues. Re-

cently work on the Huerfana shaft was

stopped on account of a heavy inflow of

water, but this will be met by larger

pumps.

Operations have ceased in the Ajo dis-

trict of southwestern Arizona. This is

the region in which' were located the

metallurgical marvels described in the

JouBN*' a few weeks ago.

At Jerome the United Verde Extension

Mining Company has cut good ore in its

Little Daisy claim at the depth of 415 ft.

and is now sinking in black copper oxides.

This is one of the very few finds of copper

in the immediate neighborhood of the

United Verde and outside its own ore

shoots. The district has been to a very

marked degree a one-mine camp, though

the Copper Chief and Equator mines, six

miles south on the Black Hills, have

shown good ore in some quantity. The

Jerome Mines Development Company,

with property close to the Little Daisy,

has started a two-compartment shaft,

claiming that a drill showed copper on the

property. There will now be more activ-

ity in Jerome than for many years; the

universal feeling among prospectors has

hitherto been that the big United Verde

covered all copper-bearing ground on

Verde hill.

The Globe-.\rizona Copper Minmg

Company, at Globe, lying south of the Old

Dominion and Globe Consolidation work-

ings, has been shipping 16 cars of ore to

Douglas smelter this week, which has

averaged a value above freight and treat-

ment charges, of more than $10 per ton. .

This must be more than the cost of mm-

ing, though this in the present situation

at the property, is rather high.

The Imperial Copper Company, operat-

ing the Union and Mammoth mines at

Silver Bell, Pima county, is beginning the

erection of a matte smelter at its new

town of Sasco, 14 miles out from the

mines. At the mines work has reached

the 700-ft. level at Mammoth and both

properties are looking well. Shipments

to the Douglas smelter are averaging 200

tons a day of 18 per cent, copper. At its

mines and smelter site the company is

employing about 600 men.

The Weir & Pellon group of properties

in the Tucson mountains, 23 miles from

Tucson, is being examined by the man-

agement of the Calumet & Arizona Com-

pany of Bisbee, with a view to bondmg

and exploration. A shaft has been sunk

190 ft. and has cut good copper ore, about

40 tons of which is on the surface. The

geological formation is a lime-porphyry

contact.

neighborhood has been extensively staked

out and a small mining camp with a post

office and stores has grown up.

Sauk Ste. Marie, Ont.

Sept. 17.—A prospector arrived here

with native silver specimens from Michi-

picoten island. These specimens were

taken from a vein which he described as

from I to 3 in. in width, carrying calcite

as a gangue, and in some of the specimens

the silver and copper are alloyed. He

showed other specimens of native copper

without the silver, described as coming

from a bed running with the formation.

This bed averaged about i ft. in thickness,

and an average sample yielded 2.6 per

cent, native copper. It has long been

known that native copper occurred on

Michipicoten island, and considerable

work was done in the early days, al-

though in rather an extravagant manner.

This new discovery has again directed at-

tention to the island, and numerous pros-

pectors are starting out.

Toronto

^gpt. 17.—The Provincial government

of Ontario recently extended invitations

to a number of the leading British news-

papers to send representatives to inspect

the mineral resources of the province.

In accordance with the invitation 17 Eng-

lish journalists will arrive in Toronto on

Saturday and leave early in the week

for Nortliern Ontario, where they will

visit the leading mining camps. A great

deal in the direction of attracting British

capital for investment in Canadian mining

enterprises is anticipated from this visit.

As the time set by the Provincial gov-

ernment for the completion of assessment

work on the Larder Lake claims expires

shortly, much interest is being taken by

mining men in the question as to how

many will complete the work and secure

their titles. Among the companies which

have already done so are the Lucky Boys,

Bluebell, Larder Lake Proprietary, Golden

Peak, and Larder Central Gold Fields.

Many others, it is believed, will find it

impossible to finish in the prescribed titne,

and numerous claim-jumpers are awaiting

an opportunity.

The finding of native silver and calcite

similar to the Cobalt ore in the vicinity

of Silver Lake, about five miles west of

Bear creek, on the Montreal river, has

been officially confirmed. The field in this

London

5^y,( 7 The industrial situation in

Great Britain is at present centered round

the price of coal. The outlook for con-

sumers of coal for both power and house-

hold purposes is a very anxious one, owing

to the continuance of high prices and the

prospects of further abnormal rises. The

cause of this firm attitude of the coal pro-

ducers is chiefly the very considerable in-

crease in the demand from the continent

of Europe ; but it is also due to some ex

tent to the unusually cold summer. As a

rule, the months of June, July and August

are very slack times in the housesold-coal

trade. This year the household consump-

tion of coal has not dropped in the usual

way, for a great many people have found

it desirable, owing to the damp and cold,

to keep their fires burning to some ex-

tent. We have had no "lowest summer

prices" this year, and the present prices

are pretty much the same as they were

last January. Best qualities in London are

about 27s. a ton, and there is every prob-

ability that by November we shall bt

paying 32s. or more—nearly $7-75 per ton.

The increased demand from Europe is

very noticeable. Compared with two

years ago the exports are now 30 per

cent, higher in quantity and 50 per cent,

higher in total value. This alteration is

due chiefly to the remission of the export

duty on coal. A Conservative government

five years ago taxed the foreign buyer 2s.

a ton, but a Liberal government three

years later reversed the policy. No doubt

the present situation is excellent from the

point of view of the coal people, but all

other industrial concerns and the com-

munity as individuals arc aghast at the

present prospect.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents'
r

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING

Alaska

Doi'GLAS Island

Treadwell—The mills are all equipped

with oil tanks and burners, which will, it

is believed, eliminate future troubles due

to failing fuel supplies. Three mills are

in operation. A force of about 800 men
is employed, and 600 more laborers are

needed.

Arizona

Gr.\h.\m County

Arisona Copper Company. /,/</.—This
company reports the production of its

works at Clifton for the month of August
at 1 177 short tons of copper. The out-

put was much diminished by the results

of the strike at the beginning of the

month, and by other temporary causes.

Yavapai County

Derby—At this mine sinking has again

begun. The mill will be started in a short

time as ore enough is now blocked out to

keep it supplied for some time. These
mines are in the Thumb Butte district,

four miles west of Prescott.

Mount Onion Mines Company—This
company has ceased to operate its mines
on company account and has offered them
for lease. " Several miners who have
worked in the mines are reported to be

making arrangements to take leases.

California

Amador County

Illinois—At this mine, near Drytown,

owned by J. W. Buchanan and others,

there is a 6-ft. ledge at the bottom of the

shaft, the entire vein showing good value.

Butte County

Mammoth Channel Gold Mining Com-
pany—This company at Magalia, owning

1580 acres of auriferous gravel, is de-

veloping its channel.

Pinal-Butte Gold and Copper Company
—This Los Angeles company has pur-

chased the Hazelton mine near Forbes-

tcwn, which has been shut dcuvn for the

past two years. Development will begin

at once.

Calaveras County

Fort Rilter and .\faine—These claims

on Murray creek, owned by C. F. Walter

and M. Voorheis, are yielding rock rich in

free gold and sulphurets

Hedrick—Work has been commenced

on this mine at San Andreas by Hickey

& Lamb, who had an option on it.

I'iking Gold Mining Company — This

company is now operating the Hamby
mine near Golden Gate and is crushing 50
tons of ore daily. Ten stamps are to be

added to the lo-stamp mill.

Voinich—Work has been started up Oii

this mine with three shifts of men, with

Martin Voinich as superintendent.

Inyo County

Bishop Creek Gold Company — The
power plant of this company is finished

and the water turned into the pipe. Air
compressor and drills will now Le used in

mining.

Black Canyon Gold Mining Company—
At this property, M. T. Stovall, manager,
three or four air drills are to be used, th"

compressor to be driven by a 75-h.p.

engine.

Crackcrjack Gold Mining Company—
This company at Crackerjack, J. L. Toen-
nier, superintendent, has put more men at

work and intends exploring the orebodies
on the lower levels.

True Fissure Mining Company—At this

mine a crosscut tunnel is already in about

130 ft. and will be extended 200 ft. farther

to the main ledge. Three intermediate

veins will be cut. The claim used to be a

shipper.

Mariposa County

Exchequer Mining Company — After
considerable development work the com-
pany has built a dam for power purposes
and will install an air compressor and
drills.

Pocahontas Copper Mine — Thh mine
near Whiterock has been bonded to the

Michigan Steamship Company of San
Francisco. The shaft will be enlarged and
new hoisting works put in. Ore i, being
shipped to the Peyton Chemical Company
in San Francisco bay.

Yosemite Dredge Mining Company—
This company has bought tracts of !and
along the Merced river and contracts h.ive

been let for building a dredge to work
them.

Nevada County

Delhi—Extensive repairs are to be made
on the 20-stamp mill at this mine. The
mill will be hung up. but umkrgroupd
work will be continued.

Horseshoe Mining Company—This com-
pany has bought the Phcenix mine (for-

merly the Sneath & Clay) and will de-

velop it. The mine has a good pumping
and hoisting plant and a lo-stamp mill.

Niagara—In the shaft of this mine,

near Newtown, quartz is said to have been

encountered heavily mineralized with sul-

phurets and assaying $40 in gold. It was
found at a depth of about 200 feet.

Placer Miners—The Chinese and others

who are mining along the South and Mid-
dle Yuba this summer are making money.
The high water washed considerable gravel

along the banks and this seems to carry

much gold. One man who is rocking on
the South Yuba has averaged $10 a day
during the summer.

South Yuba Mining and Development
Company—Last fall, when the company
was ready to begin washing, a storm

. wrecked the debris dam, flumes and
ditches. John Lawrence has had a force

of men engaged this summer in repairing

the damage and will be ready to wash
before the coming winter sets in.

Placer County

Dairy Farm—At this copper mine, near

Trent, new compressors have been put in

place, new reduction works have been

built and a hoist of large power has been

erected.

Plumas County

Copper— Representatives of Augustus
Heinze have purchased several copper

properties from Geo. Goodhue, which lie

close to the line of the Western Pacific

Railway.

Sierra County

Empire — This mine. Grass Valley,

which has been operated for the past few
years by some of the men interested in the

Murchie mine at Nevada City, has closed

down and 30 men were discharged. The
drills are being taken out and the pumps
will be pulled.

Colorado

Boulder County

Crucible Steel Company—Pennsylvan-
ians have secured 260 acres of tungsten

ground near Nederland and it is reported

will invest $250,000 in property as well

as in development for a production of

about 50 tons monthly of high-grade

concentrates. The company contemplates

the erection of a milling plant. W. H.
Ryder, formerly of Sugar loaf, will have
charge, with headquarters at Nederland,

Colo.

Self Ridge & Maine Company—A new
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^v.t.r power plan, has Leon inslaUod by

,he Lcopard-Hcffiur Machinery Coni-

panv on tl.o property on Boulder creek,

ThJ company will open .nngsten mnus

near Nedcrland.

S,n„l,n,on- .Un„..« c
-"^"'^-Eastern

people who are interested -» drwe t e

u:nnel workings with power dnils. How-

ard Carpenter. Eldora. Colo., .s manager.

United Staid Cold Corl>oralHm--rh\^

cotupanv is dismantling the chlormat.on

„ ill at Wall street, which it recently pur-

chased, and will move most of the tm-

chinery for use in the constrt.ct.on of the

new mill at Sngar Loaf.
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Cle.\r Creek Cointy

Emfirc Tumul Comfauy-An order

„as bee,, placed for two 4-ft. Hathaway-

„.ills, and during their dehvery the

Empress m.ll is he.ng rebuilt .n the Em-

pire district.

Li,,,, Co„solidc,l.-d Mining and M>II>>>S

Co»./.a.n-Work has been started o„ the

new so-ion concentrating plant on the s>t.

of the old Stewart rciuction works at

Oeorgetown.

Ra,nsd,-ll M.ning and M>lli»S ComM>'y

-Hathawav mills are to be added to the

tniU. G. 'W. Teagarden. Georgetowi,,

Colo., is manager.

Tcrriblc-Good finds of ore are re-

ported in the nth and 14th levels. B. L

Catren. Georgetown, is manager.

, heavier plant of steam machnu-ry. S. 7

Schenck, Apex, Colo., is superintendent.

.V.-m,-/.<--This group of three claims,

sittiated in the Gregory district, has been

sold to Pcmisylvania capitalist for a re-

V t <,-r^ hv E S. Moulton,
ported sum of $4^.000 i)> 1-. •^^ -

of Central City. The new owners have

cTgani/cd the Nemeha Gold Mining Com-

pany, and II. Ehrhardt. Central City, has

been appointed superhueiideiit.

Pearl Tatnm Minu.K C<.Hi/'a«.v-'l"bis

companv has absorbed the Banzai and

Sleepv Hollow interests and the capital

stock' has been increased to $..000,000,

with Denver and Missouri capital mter-

^.>,ted Milling ores averaging 6-8 n.

wide have been opened "P '" %"°^'"

cut a. a depth of 900 ft. A 16x18 hul_

hvan air compressor has been ordered

and a 100-h.p. boiler will be mstalled.

Robert Wilkinson. Central City, is super-

intendent.

VMr of the H''M/-Chicagoans are m-

terested in this group in the Russell dis-

trict and they are preparing to install a

,,Uuii of machinery. Stephen Harper,

Central City, is superintendent.

Gilpin County

Chicago-Carr Gold Mining Co,nl>c,>'y--

A new and larger air compressor of the

Sullivan kind has been installed by the

Chicago owners, and f^ing of several

hundred feet will soon be started. B. M.

Myers, Central City, is in charge.

Coffer y/m-Ores running as high as

Snooper ton have been fotmd in the adit

Uvcl and there is talk of the company

putting in machinery at the Property .n

Ihc Wisconsin district. Georgia and Den-

ver people are interested, with J. A. Mc-

Cracken. Tolland. Colo., as superm-

tendent.

Fronlcnac Mines Syndicate -hrhhh

capitalists are interested in the recent pur-

chase of the Frontenac group and two

car-loads of electrical machinery have

been received from the East. A large

shaft building is in course of erect.or. and

hiivy developments arc promised. H. f.

Lowe. .44.1 Marion street, Denver, ,s

inanaging director.

Hubcrt-Thh property in the Nevada

district is to be rejuvenated by Deliver

men under the superintendency of H. C

Bolsinger, Bald Mountain Colo^ It has

a record of $1,500,000 and has been idle

for nearly 10 years.

\ff,/.»-Wheeling. W. Va., men are

interested in operating the property m

Pine Creek district and intend mstalling

L.\KE County—Leauville.

With all of the .Irawbacks, threatened

coal strike and car shortage, during Au-

gust the total output reached 78,000 tons

distributed to diflferent smelters, the bulk

of the tonnage going to the local plant.

Colorado Bonanza Mining and MiUmg

Com/.any.-This company is composed of

LeadviUe men and owns 100 acres of pat-

ented land on Pennsylvania mountain

„ear Alma in Park county. The property

will be extensively worked; two shafts

are alrcadv in ore. and can be sunk to a

depth of 512 ft. without encountermg

water, as the Hocking tunnel has drained

the mountain to this depth.

DWHi.ig-The drill hole at Thirteenth

street has reached a little more tlian 500

ft., and is passing out of the lake bedding.

Water has been encountered.

Elva /i/ma.—This shaft, Ball Moimtain,

is down TOO ft. and drifts have betn run

to the vein from which good ore is being

shipped.

(;rc't-H()ac-/f.-Sevcral years ago this

mine. Carbonate hill, was closed, the

reason given being that satisfactory ar-

rangements could not be made to treat the

ore. Recently Patrick Mulrooncy pur-

chased the interest of Tingley S. Wood

and also secured the control of the other

interests. It is now reported that he has

succeeded in placing the property with a

Salt Lake syndicate, of which Charles

Clark, son of Senator W. A. Clark, of

Montana, is the head. It is also stated

that the United States SmeUing Companv

is interested in the enterprise. The shaft

of the Greenback is down 1350 ft. and the

property contains one of the largest

bodies of sulphide ore in the country. The

ground is blocked out for hundreds of

feet, sufficient to maintain a heavy ton-

nage for years without further develop-

ment. .

Icadvillc District W.//.-Th.s mill is

operating on ore from the Ibex dumps,

but difficulty is experienced in securing

sufficiAit ore to keep running stead, y.

The capacity of the mill is 100 tons daily.

Two distinct products arc made.

long & Derry.-An electric plant at

,bis property, Iowa Gulch, has been com-

pleted, and underground work is now

being carried on in the upper tunnel,

which is in ,V5 ft.; 300 ft. have st,ll to

be driven before the ore shoot .s

reached.

Xn.»WnT.-lbis mine, lying north-

east of .he El Paso, Fryer hill, resumed

work during the week. Exploration work

is being carried on from the ^oo-jt. level.

Considerable <.re has been found in the

old drifts which is being hoisted.

Ma,nniolh.-\\'oTk at this property onBig

Evans gulch, during the week proves that

the main ore shoot has not been opened.

In the east drift the treacherous dolomite

sand is still in evidence, making the work

of development slow and tedious, but the

streaks of ore remain and from them sev-

eral tons have been hoisted. The ore runs

well in silver and lead. In the west drift

conditions are about the same, a little ore

being in the upraise.

Robert E. Lee.-Th^ lessees on this

property. Fryer hill, are shipping excel-

lent silicious ore from the different dnfts

in the old workings, which have been ex-

tended into virgin territory. The value

of the ore has materially increased during

the past month. Occasionally small

bunches of high grade arc taken out.

Ruby.—'The lessees on this property.

Weston pass, during the past month have

exposed several veins of high grade lead

ore which are being followed. The Colm

Campbell shaft, near the Ruby, is being

sunk <leeper, and a body of ore has been

encountered at the bottom of the shaft.

Arrangements are being made to continue

work "during the winter on these two

properties.

Idaho

In.vHO County

Vrcnch Groii/'—This group of claims lo-

cated between Newsome and the old

Oregon mine has been sold by the owner,

Peter Proux. to John Leland and asso-

ciates for $35,000. A company will be

formed to develop the mine.

Shoshone County

/„</.^•m/.•m.•-The looo-ft. tunnel

driven and abandoned on this property

pear Burke, also known as the O d Bu 1

Pen mine, has been leased .0 the Mf^ula

Copper Company and will be extended 600

ft to cut the Missoula orehody. I he In-

dependence property adjoins the Copper

Kiug Missoula Copper and National prop-
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crties. W. E, McCumiick is manager of

the Missoula mine.

.Imbi'rgris—At this mine, near the

Hercules, the maiia|{ement has installed a

boiler, hoist anil power drills with which

sinking has been resnmeil. It is proposed

to sink to the ,?oo-lt. level, when drifting

will be done on the vein.

Basin—This mine, at Burke, recently

cut the vein. .V large volume of water

necessitated the installing of more ma-

chinery. \V. Clayton Miller, general man-

ager of the Federal Mining and Smelting

Company, is largely interested in the

Basin and Ambergris companies, of v.hioh

he is also manager.

Oolii Hunter Mining C'oinf<nny—This

company, Mullan. has cut its vein with the

crosscut tunnel that it has been driving

several years. The vein is 20 ft. wide,

with pay ore the entire distance, several

feet of which are of shipping grade.

Hercules—This mine, at Burke, which

has paid about $2,500,000 in profits since

it was opened up in igoi, is making ex-

periments with a view to saving tlie zinc

contents of its ores.

[inferial—The strike reported in the

middle of August has steadily improved
with development. John H. Xordquist

is president of the company.

Star .\fining Comf'any—This company,
developing the Star Group, on the Morn-
ing-Frisco ore zone, near Mullan, Idaho,

has struck ore at a depth of 700 ft. in

the crosscut tunnel, 1990 ft. in length.

E. H. MofHtt is manager of the company.

Indiana

D.\V1ESS Coi-XTV

Dai'iess County Coal and Mining Com
l>any—The stockholders of this company,

a $1,000,000 corporation, with headquar-

ters in Linton, have made application for

the appointment of a receiver. They as-

sert the liabilities of the concern e.\ceed

the assets and that large sums are due

laborers. Little has been done by the

company during the past year.

Xcti' Coalfield—Drilling for coal and
sinking shafts has been begun in Barr

township by Indianapolis capitalists inter-

ested in a rich coalfield in Barr, Reeves

and Harrison townships. The field is

near Montgomery and Cannelburg. Coal

5 to 6 ft. thick was recently discovered.

GuiSO.N" Col'.NTV

Gibson Coalfield — Options on coal

land between Princeton and Oakland City

are being taken rapidly. W. T. Hicks, of

Bloomington. has secured options on sev-

eral hundred acres at $20 per acre. He
also holds leases or options in Daviess,

Green, Warrick and Pike counties—over
2000 options in all. The new Chicago &
Indianapolis Railroad will penetrate the

Gibson coal field and run direct to Garv.

Pike Colxtv

Killion Coal and ^fining Comf'any—
This company, with headquarters in

Petersburg, has incorporated with a capi-

tal of $100,000, and will develop coal lands

in Pike county. Charles A. Killion, Na-

than \\. Killion, Thom.is Harris and Geo.

B. McWillianis constitute the hoard of

directors.

Vigo Coi'ntv

.\fe.\ahb—Flickering sparks from a

miner's lamp caused an explosion in the

mine near Blackhawk on August 26

which resulted in the injury of four men

—two being severely burned. The men

had loaded shots when one of the men

took off the cap of his lamp. Some of

the sparks set off the powder.

I.alla Creeh—.\n agreement between

the miners and operators of this mine has

been reached through the intervention of

President John Mitchell. The trouble

arose over the loading of mine dirt with-

out pay. The miners asserted that they

had merely "resigned," while the opera-

tors contended that they were on a strike.

The miners were fined $1 for one days'

absence and agreed hereafter to load one

car of dirt each dav.

Michigan

HOUGHTOX Coi-NTV— CoI'l'ER

Baltic—Work has started tearing down
the Xo. 3 shaft house which is to be re-

placed by a steel structure.

Isle Royal—A contract has been let for

three steel shaft houses to cover shafts

Xos. 4, 5 and 6. The houses are to be

erected within a year. Sinking is going

forward in the shafts. Xo. 6 is down
about 300 ft. and is in good stamp rock

;

Xo. 5 has reached about 50 ft. and has

encountered a pocket of epidote copper.

Obijii\iy—The new Xo. t shaft at this

property has struck what is believed to

be the ledge, at a depth of 32 ft. This

shaft is a three-compartment and is to

be sunk on the foot-wall at a dip of about

33 deg. A force of men is erecting two

lodging houses which will acconnnodate

about 100 men.

OxTox.sGo.v County

Lake—Sinking will be started on this

property within a few days.

Nevada

ESMER.\LD.\ CoUNTV—GOLDFIELD

Florence—The Rogers-Goldfield syndi-

cate's lease is yielding high-grade ore. .\

crosscut northwest of the shaft at the 300-

ft. level near the side line of the Mohawk
during the week cut into a body of ore

which promises to become a bonanza. The
lessees have determined to sink the shaft

to the 400-ft. level to develop the find.

/,)///• l-lorenee—'l'hv rich vcivi which is

being developed in the 300-fl. level has

been cut in the ^oo-ft. level. The width
has not yet been obtained i)ut it promises
to be quite as wide as in the upper level

where it is 8 ft. The new strike shows
the vein has iniprove<l in value and car-

ries heavier telluride ore. The company,
in order to properly develop the vein, has
decided to Commence the sinking of a

new double compartment working shaft.

Orders have been placed for a hoisting

plant capable of working to the 2000-ft.

level.

Kewanas Lease—'VUv vertical shaft of
the Kewanas Leasing Comp.iny has l>cen

siuik to a depth of 400 ft. Preparations

arc being made to run a crosscut to cut

the vein which is being devclopeil by the

Kewanas Mining Company.

.\VE CoL-.S-TV—BlLLKROO

Beutly Mountain—Ko.. 3 shaft has been
sunk to the 70-ft. level and is in sulphide

ore. .\ power hoist is being erected on
this shaft and sinking will be hurried
<iown to the 250- ft. level.

Bullfrog Puritan—A new double com-
partment shaft has been started on the

vein. The shaft is down 35 ft. A power
hoist will be put in.

Croesus—'Y\u- shaft is down to the 300-

ft. level and preparations are being made
to start a crosscut to the Mayflower ledge.

Gold Bar—The report of this company
states that there has been expended in

development and equipment $119,000, and
that the work done with this money in-

cludes a 50.000-gal. water supply, 'loist-

ing equipment and 4861 ft. of under-

ground work, 90 per cent, of which is in

ore. The mine is developed to a depth
of 500 ft., with crossscuts and drifts every

100 ft. from the 50-ft. level down. The
company estimates that upward of $3,500,-

000 in ore is now blocked out in the

ground, ready for milling. The company
paid $117,000 for the property, which com-
prises 100 acres. The first unit of a lOO-

ton mill has been ordered and is now en

route from the manufacturers.

.UoH/Jomcry-S/ioj/iOHf—Shipments of
100 to 150 tons of high-grade ore are

being made weekly. .\ pump has been
ordered to handle the flow of water in

the triple-compartment shaft, which is

down more than 550 ft.

Original—The shaft has reached the

Il2-ft. level and is in ore of shipping

grade.

XvE County—Tonop.vh

Extension—The shaft has been sunk to

a depth of 1080 ft. and according to the

latest official report on the 270-ft. level

the only development work done is No.
10 raise, length Tf) ft. Shipping ore is

being taken from the stope west of the

shaft. There are some good slopes be-

tween the 400 and the 270 level, which
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are being actively worked and which are

producing shipping ore.

Shipping ore is also being taken from
slopes between the 400 and the 500 levels.

The ore shipments for the past

quarter were as follows: May, $10,532.08;

June, $29,140.46; July, $13,043.11. The
balance on hand in the treasurer's hands
on May I. was $83,3§4.S.>; and on .\ugust

I, $103,581.25.

.\tidti-ay—The prii;cipal mining work is

being done in the 800-ft. level where the

vein is wide and carries shipping ore.

In the 435-ft. and 500-ft. levels large

bodies of high-grade milling ore have been

developed. The mine is at present ship-

ping 50 tons of high-grade ore weekly, to

the smelters.

Monliiiia—The mill has been running

steadily with 20 stamps in commission.

The capacity being 100 tons per day. Fig-

ures regarding the extraction are not yet

available, but it promises to be high.

Rescue—Development work is being

carried out in the 950, 1050 and 1250

levels. Milling ore is being broken in

the north and south crosscuts. The man-
agement will shortly resume sinking oper-

ations.

West End—The crosscut from the

275-ft. level, which is being run to con-

nect with the new shaft, has run into the

ledge for a distance of 140 ft. from the

hanging wall. No sign of the foot-wRli

has been met. At a higher level the

ledge is 112 ft. in width between walls.

It is consequently widening as it is be-

ing sunk upon. At present it is the larg-

est quartz ledge in Nevada. Much of the

vein is of low-grade material, but it car-

ries seams of rich shipping ore. The
new hoisting plant on the new shaft has

been erected and is now working smooth-

ly. It will enable the shaft to be carried

to the 1000- ft. level with despatch. The
company continues to ship small parcels

of rich ore.

NvE County—Manhattan
Manhattan Ore Reduction Mill—This

new mill is nearing completion. It will

have a cyanide plant similar to the new
Montana Tonopah plant. According to

the experiments of the designer, F. L.

Bosqui, an extraction of 90 per cent, may
be attained by very fine grinding and long

agitation.

.Vifflrfa Milling Company—A new 10-

head mill is being built on the Wolftone
mire to treat the ore from the mine and

also any customs ore that may be offered.

The plant will probably be completed and

in operation early in the fall.

Wolftone—The shaft is down 212 ft.

The average width of the vein is 20 ft.

and it has been proved for a length of

SCO ft. The ore is chiefly of milling grade.

A California syndicate has made an offer

to the company for the purchase of the

mine or of a controlling interest in the

stock. Similar offers have been made by

the same people for the Littli' Grey and
Gold Wedge properties, the object being
to secure a large area of proved aurifer-

ous ground and undertake development
and mining operations on a large scale.

NvE County—Pactqlus

Pactolus—This old mine is under offer

of sale to a San Francisco mining syndi-

cate. It has been well developed to the

200-ft. level where the vein is wide.

Goldyke Reef—The company's new mill

has been completed and will commence
crushing on a large ore dump. The vein

at the 200-ft, level is over 60 ft. in width
and carries a good grade .of milling ore

throughout.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Delaware & Hudson — This company
has purchased three tracts of coal lands,

in all about 50,000 sq.ft., iti North Scran-

ton and Dickson City. The tract is said

to contain 30,000 tons of minable coal.

Philadelpliia & Reading Coal and Iron
Company—This company makes the fol-

lowing statement for July, the first month
of its fiscal year

:

1900. 1!I07. Changes.
EnrnlnKS $2.1.51.127 $2,!l.'-i(i,139 I. »80o,012
Expenses 2,131,438 2.808.723 I. 677,285

Net earnings.... $19,689 $147,416 I. $127,727

The expenses this year were 95 per

cent, of the earnings, a reduction from
last year, when they were 59.1 per cent.

BiTi'M INDUS Coal

h'uiiiicrly Coal Company—D. B. Zim-
merman, of Somerset, representing East-

ern capitalists, has leased this company's
coalfield in. Conemaugh and Jennor town-
ships, with the privilege of purchasing
outright within three or four years. The
field adjoins the properties operated by
the Cambria Steel Company and the

Berwind-White Coal Mining Company,
and includes about 3000 acres.

Cook Tract—Ihh tract comprising 287
acres of coal land situated partly in

Fayette and partly in Westmoreland
county has passed into the control of the
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
and Coke Company, the purchase price
being nearly $350,000. The Cook lands have
been the subject of negotiations many
times during recent years.

South Dakota

Custer County

Saginaii^—At the annual meeting held
in Custer the following board of directors

was re-elected: I. W. Herber, Custer;
Lewis Hahn, New Hamburg, Ont. ; How-
ard X. Wagg, Chicago; Ben Ubly, Michi-
gan; Geo. S. Thompson, Columbus, O.
Excavation for the new mill has been be-

gun.

Lawrence County

Homcstakc—The long task of removing
the 68,000,000 cu.ft. of water from the
mine is completed. It required 105 days.

The mine is practically uninjured by the

water and fire. Both mine and mill^ are

again working at full capacity, turning
out about 4000 tons daily.

Oro Hondo — This properly has again

been sold by the sheriflf. T. D. Murrin,

bought it in for $10,000.

Hidden Treasure—Miners were put to

work to continue shaft and drift develop-

ment and clearing for a new 200-ton treat-

ment plant was started. This was decided

at the recent annual meeting held this

week when Judge Corcoran, of Lincoln,

was made president ; Doctor Grimes, of

Lincoln, secretary; Nate Hart, of Lead,

treasurer and general manager.

Pluma—Supt. Alfred Filion has re-

sumed with a large force of miners.

After unwatering, the new shaft, 180 ft.

deep, situated in. Lead City, will be sunk
deeper. Electric machinery is expected in

a few days.

Reliance—.\l the annual meeting held

in this city, the old board of directors was
re-elected. They chose S. E. Olson, of

Minneapolis, president; F. W. Medbery,

Deadwood, secretary and general man-
ager.

Pennington County

Dakota Calumet—Machinery, including

hoisting plant to raise ore 1000 ft., a dou-

ble Corliss 250-h.p. engine, etc., has been

ordered from the Downie-Wright Manu-
facturing Company, of Rapid City, S. D,,

to handle the rich ore recently found on

tlie property.

Utah

Beaver County

Burning Moscoiv—This Beaver county

mine is to be equipped with new hoisting

plant and the management is determined

to develop the property at much greater

depth,

I
Cedar Mining Company—This com-

pany has recently placed its new compres-

sor plant in operation and development

work is being conducted by the use of

macliine drills. High-grade ore shipments

are being made.

Frisco Contact—This property is closed

temporarily, due, so the management

claims, to the inability to get a supply of

fuel.

Iron County

Jennie Gold Mining Company — This

company is getting ready for mill im-

provements, whicJi includes the installa-

tion of a cyanide department. The mine

and mill are situated at Gold Springs.

Reuben Gold Mining Company—This

company has let a contract to deepen its
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workiriy shall. A lar^e vein, showing

gold ami silver has been <leveloped in the

property, which is owned principally by

members of the S:ili lake nrw-^iLnper

fraternity.

Ji AU County

Tiiilic Shifmcnls—A total of 17b car

loads were sent to the smelters during

the week ending Sept. 7, the contributing

mines and amounts being: Ajax, 3;

Beck Tunnel, 1 1 : Bullion Beck, 1 1 ; Ca-

risa. 4; Colorado. 10; Centennial Eureka,

54; Eagle & Blue Bell, 6; Eureka Hill,

9: Grand Central. 8; Godiva, i; Lower
Mammoth, 7; Nfammoth, 20; May Day,

7; Scranton, 8; United Sunbeam, l;

Uncle Sam, 7, Victoria, 2; Victor Con-

solidated, i; Yankee Consolidated, 4;

DePue, 5; Ridge & Valley, 3: Clift, i.

East CriKi-it Point— I he company has

begun sinking a permanent working shaft

and will probably do prospecting with

drills.

Utah Consolidated .\tining and Milling

Comf'any—This company was reorganized

some lime ago .nnd is about to begin de-

velopment.

Slwi.mit Countv

Park City Shipments—The mines of

Park City during the week ending August

24 shipped 3,301,280 lb. of ore, the con-

tributing mines and amounts being: Sil-

ver King, 1,229,280; Daly Judge, 925,000;

Daly West, 912,000; Little Bell, 80,000;

Copper .-Vpex, 45,000 pounds.

Treasure Hill—This company is prepar-

ing for an active campaign and the treas-

ury contains over $40,000 as a fund for

development purposes. .\ deal is under

way which is likely to terminate in the

acquisition of the Creole mine, an adjoin-

ing property.

West Virginia

R.\LEIGH CofXTV

Big Coal Company—This company is

erecting a complete plant at Dorothy, con-

structing tracks to the mines and build-

ing 40 dwellings. The property is said

to contain an ii'A-h. vein of coal. The
general offices of the company are in

Pittsburg. C. E. Sanberg is general man-

ager with offices at the mines.

Canada

.\lbert\

Conference of Coal Miners and Opera-

tors—A meeting of a joint committee of

representatives of mine operators and

miners, respectively, was held recently at

Banff. John R. Galvin, vice-president of

the Western Coal Operators Association,

stated that there was more harmony be-

tween the mine workers and the operators

than ever before. He expressed the opin-

ion that in .Mberta there will be enough

coal mined next winter to provide for

commercial and industrial purposes, but

not for domestic use. He thinks an in-

crease in production of about 3000 tons of

coal daily will be required to meet the

winter's demands, but up to the present

ilie daily increase is not 15 tons.

Ontahio—Cobalt District

Cobalt. Ore Sliipmenis—Ore shipments

from Cobalt for the week ending Sept. 7
were as follows: Buffalo, 60,000 lb.;

Coniagas, 125,000; La Rose, 80,000; Nova
Scotia, 60,000; total 325,000 pounds.

Kerr Lake (Jafobs)—In grading for

the Kerr Lake branch of the Timiskaming
& Northern Ontario Railway a cobalt

vein was struck on the property of this

company yielding upward of 800 oz. sil-

ver to the ton. On No. 7 vein ore assay-

ing 3000 oz. is being extracted.

Timiskaming & Hudson Bay—A new
vein over 4 ft. wide yielding cobalt and
galena has been found about 300 ft. from
the main shaft. The company is install-

ing machinery including two 80-h.p. boil-

ers and a i6-drill air compressor. The
main shaft is down 80 ft. and drifting has
been commenced at the 65-ft. level. The
newly discovered vein will be tapped by
cross-cutting.

McKinley-Darragh—The concentrating

plant is now in operation and is milling

ore running 2000 oz. to the ton. The new
Kendall vein is fulfilling expectations and
ore running from 8000 to 10,000 oz. to the

ton is being taken out.

Timiskaming—A new vein has been
struck at the bottom of the shaft at about

the 90-ft. level. It is a conglomerate vein

about 4 in. wide.

Yukon

The water in Yukon river was lower in

the latter part of August than when navi-

gation was closed last year, a month later,

and lower than has been known at this

time for years. As a consequence the

transportation of freight is being much
hampered, steamers and freight barges,

getting on sand bars. The number of peo-

ple leaving for "the outside" is already

large, chiefly from Dawson and lower

Yukon points, and especially from Fair-

banks, this heavy outgoing travel being

fully a month earlier than last year. It

is estimated that there will be fewer people

by about one-half remain in the country

through the winter than in any vear since

1898.

Mexico

Shipment of Zinc Ore—The producers

of zinc ores along the line of the Mexican
Central Railroad are again allowed to

ship, as the yards at Juarez (across the

river from El Paso) are at last compara-

tively clear.

Dl'RANCO

Amazon Gold Mining Company—In the

vicinity of Chacala this company is erect-

ing a 50-ton concentrating plant for its

guld-bihinuth ores, and a 50 inn smeller is

projected by Sowers S: Wilkinson for the

Bisniutli King Mine. At Milpillas, near

Canelas, work has been resumed by the

Ci iinpania Beneficiadora.

/fACATECAS

Santa Rita—These mines, near Pinos,

have been purchased by Luis Gayon and
W. E. Vacher, of Mexico City, who will

erect a 30-ton plant.

Australia

New South Wales

Electrolytic Refinery—The Electrolytic

Refining and Smelting Company, of Aus-
tralia, a subsidiary company to the Mount
Morgan Gold Mining Company, has ac-

quired a site at Port Kemble, on the

South Coast and has commenced the erec-

tion of the works. B. Magnus, formerly

of Butte, Mont., is the supervising engi-

neer, and G. A. RicJiards, of Mount Mor-
gan, is general manager.

Lightening Rige Opals—Recent discov-

eries on this new opal field in the western

district near Collarendabri have proved
its importance. A miner in one day won
$4000 worth of the gem, which is of

splendid quality, in less than a day's

work. Daily finds of pockets valued up
to $1000 in value are not uncommon. The
chief difficulty experienced on the field at

present is scarcity of good water. Peti-

tions have been forwarded to the Gov-
ernment mining department to assist in

bringing a supply to the field. There are

about 500 miners on the field at present,

but this number will soon be increased.

Asia

I.vniA

—

Mysore,

Kolar Goldfield—The gold output re-

ported in August was 47,640 oz. bullion,

the highest for any month this year, and
823 oz. more than in .August, 1906. For
the eight months ended Aug. 31 the total

was 387,020 oz. bullion in 1906, and 361,-

118 oz. in 1907; a decrease of 25,902 oz.

The bullion reported this year was equal
to 325,006 oz. fine gold, or $6,717,874 in

value.

New Zealand

The Mines Department states the ex-

ports of gold from the Colony for May
and the five months ended May 31 as fol-

lows, in ounces of bullion :

IMW. 1907. Cban(M.
May «,2C3 56,686 I. J3,4OT
Five months 216,«84 199,773 D. lf.."ll

The bullion reported this year was
equal to 188,472 oz. fine gold, or $3,895,-

713. Exports of silver for the same pe-

riods were, in ounces

:

190S. 1907. ChKDfe*
Mny 190.IM aM,4.V) I. 7«.»86
Five moDtllB SU.SW 66»,9«3 1. 13T.S48

The silver comes chiefly from the gold

mines in the H.-inraki district
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mi
Commercial
ning Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Xi-.c Vork, Scfl. 18—Tlie coal markets

are remarkable for the activity displayed

and for the great demand for bituminous

coal all over the country. It is expected,

both in the local and western markets that

a slight falling oflf in business is due just

now hut no adequate reason is given for

the belief. Car shortage is beginning to

become apparent and. this will have a

icndeivcy to maintain present prices rather

than lower thcni.

There is a decided scarcity of the better

Shades of western coal and some of the

very low sulphur grades are practically

out of the market. This has created a

strong market for certain Pennsylvania

grades and these are much in demand.

Shipments of coal up the Lakes have

been heavy and vessels of all sizes are in

demand. Western markets are active and

prices maintain themselves.

In the far East the situation remains

as in the past. Consumers are still call-

ing loudly for coal and are taking nn

large tonnages. In the absence of the

better grades they are contracting for

poorer classes of coal, .\long the Sound,

consumers are taking large stocks of coal

and tide-water ports are sending all they

can to these two territories.

The anthracite trade is rather dull ex-

cept in the small steam sizes. Among
these the demand is persistent and unabat-

ed even at premium prices. The supply is

not expected to increase materially.

CoAL-TRiVFFIC NOTES

The coal and coke tonnage of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway for the fis-

cal year ended June Jo is reported as fol-

lows, in short tons

:

Coal. Coke. Total.

»ir RIvor 5.679,192 M3.923 6,803.115

Knnnwhn 3,769.«06 104,H37 3,864,842

Kentucky 184,483 1B4.4(B

ConnCfllng linen... 398.6(W 12H.Q44 ..2«,752

lOOO. 1907. Changes.

Missouri 1,07'.'.5W l,37«.ll«" I. 306.B0S

Kansas 2,ir2.1s.-> ;l,104,(W^ I. '.Wi.lOT

Arkansas 673,7«2 1,121.S6'2 I. 447,790

Imllan Territory.... 1.083.U22 l,;t72.'248 I. m326

Total 4.952.432 B,97C,6.M 1.2,024,21!!

In -April and May, 1906. the mines were

largely closed on account of the miners'

strike. The total increase this year was

40.9 per cont.

Total 9.921.68H 487.004 10,378.692

Total. 1906 »,414.H»8 489.97.i 9,884,873

Deliveries of tonnage originating on the

company's lines last year were: Points

west of mines, 4,366.959 tons coal and

^0,1 16 tons coke; points west, 1,768,280

tons coal and 88,644 tons coke ; tidewater,

;; 387,841 tons coal. The total increase in

tonnage was 493.719 tons, or 5 per cent.

The Southwestern Interstate Coal Op-

erators' Association reports tonnages for

the six months ended June 30 as follows,

in short tons:

New York

.\nthr.\citk

Scft- 18—The demand for prepared

sizes is not especially good at present, in

fact the market is rather dull, if anything.

Small steam sizes, however, are extremely

active and the demand continues unabated.

There seems to be a growing preference

among railroads to use anthracite rather

than bituminous coal, and a number of

instances have occurred wliere the rail-

roads have started to burn bituminous and

later substituted anthracite coal. The

washeries have made large inroads in

their banks and the efiforts of the engi-

neers to reduce the percentage of small

coal has met with considerable success;

hence the quantity of small steam coal has

decreased and the market demand has in-

creased. This . has created a decided

scarcity of these sizes, especially pea and

buckwheat No. I. Prices are quoted as

follows: Broken. $465; egg, stove and

chestnut, $4.90; pea, $3-25: buckwheat,

$2.75; rice, $2.IS@2.25; barley, $i.7S@

T.85; all f.o.b. New York liarbor.

lilTL-.MINOUS

Trade in New York harbor is good and

the demand continues strong. Local deal-

ers, however, are looking for easier con-

ditions during the next week or two, but

it is not entirely clear upon what they

base their opinion. Stocks on hand are

not large at tidewater shipping ports, nor

are consumers taking on any considerable

amount of coal. It is noticeable that a

number of the smaller producers are talk-

ing high prices for coal and are mention-

ing as high as $1.75(^.2 f.o.b. mines for

ordinary steam grades as the price which

will probably prevail this fall.

The far East continues to call loudly

for coal and in spite of tlie large quanti-

ties going forwar<l, their demand seems

insatiable. Consumers in this territory

do not seem to be stocking up to any

great extent and are content with good

grades of steam coal, although they pre-

fer to pay higher prices for the better

grades. Alnng the Snuiul tlir lU-numd is

active and large quantities of coal are

going forward. The demand here is for

the better grades. Transportation from

mines to tide is fairly good, cars coming

through on schedule except hi sduic in-

stances. Car supply is only fair.

In the coastwi.se-vessel trade vessels are

in fair supply, but are maintaining the

freight rates which have prevailed all

along. These are quoted as follows

:

From Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and

Portland, $1.10; to Providence, New Bed-

ford and the Sound. 90c. ; to Lynn and

Bangor, $1.25; to Gardiner, $1.30®!.35;

towages where usual.

Birmingham

Sc/'f. 16—The railroads are not fur-

nishing all the cars that are needed in the

.\labaina coalfields. Some of the rail-

roads are adopting a plan looking to an

equal distribution of cars to the operators,

and recently made a personal inspection

of the properties and figured on the reg-

ular output at the various places, inci-

dent to the distribution. There is a strong

demand for coal and the railroads are

practically the factor determining the pro-

duction for the year. The output at the

mines is increasing and good prices obtain

for the product. Contracts are said to

have been booked in this district, which

will warrant a steady operation through-

out the entire winter. Labor is being

sought for the mines.

The work at mines in the western part

of Jefferson county is being pushed and

expectations are ripe for an immediate

operation. Coke is in .strong demand

again, with good prices prevailing.

Chicago

Sept. 16—The ccial market continues to

grow in strength. Ivir both western and

eastern coals there is a demand that not

only prevents any weakness dui- in de-

murrage charges Inn makes some coals

difficult to obtain in si\flicieiit quantities

for supplying the needs of customers

promptly. The lack of cars is already ap-

parent on some railroads. To all a])-

pearances the present briskness of the

market will continue indefinitely. Indeed,

everything points to continued increase of

business. Despite the large contract move-

ment of coal, the open market shows

larger sales each week. Under these con-

ditions prices are likely to increase, es-

pecially on eastern coals, which are scarce
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Ijocaiise of transporlation ilirticiillic>.

HuckinK anil smokok-ss, tlic chicl, in vol-

iiiUf, of eastern coals in the market, are

l)oth holding t'lrinly to circular prices.

Hocking brings $3..?o anil smokeless $3.60

fur rini-of-mine and $4.05((i 4.30 for hiinp

and egg. Pittsburg No. S at $J,tX) for

1'4-inch and Youghiogheny at $3.30 for f4-

inch. are both in demand and scarce. .\ll

other eastern coals are strong

In western coals, the great source of

supply for steam purposes, the only signs

of we.nkncss are in the line coals, lump be-

ing very strong. Illinois and Indiana lump

bring $ i .go^ii J.65 ; run-of-mine brings

$i.Oo('iJ.io and screenings bring $i.io((r

1.05. The demand for western and east-

ern coals alike is reported increasing in

the country as well as in the city.

Cleveland

iV/"/. I"—Local coal operators antici-

pate another advance in the price of soft

coals toward the end of this week or next,

as the car supply is inadequate to meet

the demands of shippers. No. 8 district

slack, which bnniglit ()0c.@6sc. f.o.b. mine

last week, sold Monday at 65C.@70C., and

ii number of contracts were made at the

adv.iTice. The B. & O, is offering very

poor car service and lake shippers are

unable to secure cars to fill lake contracts.

The M. A. Hanna Coal Company bought

considerable coal last week to fill in, indi-

cating that its car facilities on the Wheel-

ing & Lake Erie are low. The middle

district grades are quoted loc. above No.

8. There is a prospect of an advance of

25c. in Massillon district on Oct. i, as

the operators in that section usually in-

crease the summer rate that much in

October. No. 8 slack sells for 65(17700.

:

mine run at $1 ; ^ lump at $1.10 f.o.b.

mines. The lake trade is good this month,

with rates unchanged.

On account of the fact that the Cleve-

land Gas Light and Coke Company and

other local producers are sold up well

into igo8, the appearance of new demands
ill coke has created an upward tendency

in price. Year-end prices are: Foundry

$.V-5<a 350 : furnace $2.CKVf/ 3.

Pittsburg

Scf't. 17— Prices nf all grades of coal

lor manufacturing purposes have been

advanced 5c. a ton this week and for do-

mestic use the rate is 10c. higher. The
new prices are as follows f.o.b. mine

:

Mine run. $1.20(01.25; f^-in. lump. $1.30

@'-35: i'4-in. lump, $1.40(0:1.45; 3-'"-

lump, $1.65(0)1.70; slack, 70@75c. Do-
mestic coal prices are based on mine-run

coal at $i.30@i.35. The new list went

into effect on Sept. 16. There is a good

demand for coal and the mines are being

pretty fully operated, no serious com-
plaints being made as to the supply of

railroad cars, .\dvantage was taken of

another rise in the rivers late last week

wlieii fully 2,000,000 busheK were sent to

lower ports. The river coal mines are all

in full operation and there is a gooil sup-

ply of empty craft to keep them going for

a couple of months. Shipments south by

water this year will greatly exceed all

previous years owing to lumsually favor-

able conditions, the rivers being navigable

every inontli since Jan. i, permitting the

sending out of coal almost as fast as it

was mined.

Connfllsj-illi- Coke—The coke market

shows but little change. Production con-

tinues heavy an<l prices are the same as

have prevailed for several weeks, furnace

coke being quoted at $2.75C«3 and foundry

at $3.25(0 3.50 for both prompt and ship-

ments on contract. The i'cuiicr in its

summary for the week gives the produc

tion in both fields at 425,952 tons. The

shipments aggregated 14,315 cars dis-

tributed as follows: To Pittsburg, 4942

cars: to points west of Connellsville, 841"

cars: to points east of ConiuUsville 956

cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Imports of coal into Germany for the

seven months ended July 31 were as fol-

lows, in metric tons

:

generally holihng "IT expecting price- t'l

go still lower. What demand there is

seems to be for basic iron rather than

for foundry and forge brands. Bessemer

is not active and few sales arc recorded.

The spurt in activity last week was only

temporary and this week opened dull and

without interest.

Contracts for 80,000 tons of pig iron

were placed in Kaslern markets during the

past week, shipments to take place dur-

ing the last quarter of this year with a few

deliveries during the first quarter of 1908.

The business during the week has con-

sisted of alwut one-half basic and the

other half divided between foundry and

forge iron. It is stated that there are still

important contracts pending for about

10,000 tons basic and about the same quan-

tity of foundry iron.

The .Vmerican Bridge Company turned

out 59,000 tons of fabricated steel which

is the maximum output, by this company,

for any one month in the history of the

company.

Lake Su/>fiiur Iron-Ore Shifmriits—
Shipments of iron ore from the Lake

Superior region for the season to Sept. i

are reported by the Cleveland Marine Rc-

view as follows, in long tons

:

190«.

Coal 4,9M.(«4
Brown coul 4,8i»7,.'),'>(i

1907.

7.2l3.1;)i

6,17»,135

CbanyoB.

1.2.281, ion

I. 280,579

Total 9,829,580 12,391,2B7 1.2.561.1187

Imports of coke were 304.,'^ tons; of

briquets. 101,191 tons; of peat fuel, 6552

tons. The large increase in coal imports

tins year came chiefly from Great Britain.

Exports of coal from Germany for the

seven months ended July 31 were, in

metric tons

:

1906. 1907. Cliangcs.

Conl 11,110,442 11,263,163 I. 142.721

Brown coal 10.443 11,468.1. 1,025

Total 11,120.885 11,264.631 1. 143,746

Exports of coke were 2,145,504 tons; of

briquets, 670,474 tons; of peat fuel, 14,108

tons. Included in the coke exports are

10,240 tons to the United States. The
larger exports were 4,761,216 tons to

.\ustria, 2,483,952 to Holland, 1.685,672

to Belgium.

The production of coal in Germany for

the seven months ended July 31 is re-

ported as follows, in metric tons

:

Coal
Brown coal

1906. 1907.

78.776,251 K2.358,08(l

31,523.6.5'.! 34.!>(n,;t2'.l

Total mined. .KiO.J.i'J.lUO 117,.)25,40'J

Coke made 11,485.784 12.519,546
Briquets made, 8,189,944 g,S3:<,419

Cbauges.

I. 3,581,829
1. 3,443.670

1. 7.025,4I>9

I. 1,033,762

I. 1,643,475

.-\ large proportion of the briquets are

u-ade from the brown coal, or lignite.

Iron Trade Review

1906. 1907. Cbangf'B.
Kocanaba .. 3,436,611 3,731, ir.5 I. 294,554
-Marquott*' .. 1.708,937 1.924.464 I. 215,527
.\Blilnnil . 2.251.067 2,314,760 I. (a,70;)

suptTlor 3.57H,49ll 4.416,4.'>4 I. H37,»5H

Duluth .. 6,.584.272 7.2ir.'.(H5 I. (118.373

Two Harborft. .. 5,161.722 4,7.'.2 064 D. 409.66«

Total . 22 721,095 34,341 552 I. 1.620,457

Two Harbors was the only port show-

ing a decrease. The total increase was
7.1 per cent.

Pi); Iron Production—The total weekly

capacity of 331 coke and anthracite fur-

naces in blast Sept. I was 508.500 tons, a

reduction of 5650 tons from .^ug. 1, and
lit IQ.650 tons from the maxinnmi reached

on July 1. Taking the estimate made by

the Iron .tfie. and making allowance for

the charcoal furnaces, the output of pig-

iron in the United States in August was
2,285.000 tons, making, for the eight

months ended .\ug. 31, a total of 18,-

059,044 long tons.

Baltimore

Sefit 17—Exports from this port for

the past week included 562 tons of flat

steel billets, 181 tons of nails and 8 tons

of iron pipe to Liverpool.

Imports for the week included 82 tons

of ferromanganese from Holland, and

3860 tons of pyrites from Spain. Iron-

ore receipts were 9865 tons from Nico-

laieff, Russia, 4650 tons from Greece, and

5900 tons from Cuba, 20,415 in all. Pig-

iron receipts were 5245 tons from Scot-

land.

.Vi-ti' )'ork, Sefl. 18.— 1 he demand for

pig iron is not especially vigorous at pres-

ent and, while there are a few inquirie,',

to test the future market, cohsumers are

Birmingham

Sel<t. 16—Buying has not yet started,

and consumers are holding oflf purposely,

it is believed among the manufacturers,
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with the expectations that the quotations

will go lower. The niamifacturcrs assert

that the market is beginning to strengthen

again. Some inquiries were received in

this section recently for the first half of

the coming year. There is no doubt but

that much iron is needed before all con-

tracts are filled by the foundries, machine

shops, cast-iron pipe-makers and other

industries. The output is holding up

fairly well in this district. One furnace

goes out of blast this month ; the Wood-
ward furnace, which is being practically

rebuilt, is Hearing completion and it is an-

nounced that it will blow in within three

weeks. Two other furnaces being re-

paired in the Birmingham district will

shortly be in shape for operation. Raw
material, especially ore, is picking up,

though all needs by the Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company are not being

met as promptly as is desired.

Considerable prospecting is going on in

this State for ore. A lengthy statement

was given out, during the past week, that

the .Mabama Consolidated Coal and Iron

Company had drilled on its property and

had located a large bed of ore which will

be worked through shafts. J. B. Car-

rington spent the past fortnight in the ore

fields making investigations.

The Birmingham Coal and Iron Com-
pany, which is a combination of the Bir-

mingham Iron Company, and the Bir-

mingham Coal Company, capital stock

$5,000,000, is making extensive develop-

ments in the coal and iron-ore fields in

Alabama. It has one furnace in opera-

tion and is building a new one. The com-

pany is related strongly to the Atlanta,

Birmingham & .-Xtlantic Railroad, now
building into Birmingham from Bruns-

wick, Ga., with the road almost com-

pleted.

Negroes are working in the Birming-

ham rolling mills, taking the places of the

members of the Amalgamated Association

of Iron and Steel Workers and Sons of

Vulcan at the forges. The finishing de-

partments in the big mills are not in opera-

tion. It is understood that labor is to be

brought in to be placed at the rolling mills

here. Colored labor is being used exten-

sively at the besscmer rolling mills of the

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Com-
pany. No union is recognized at this

plant

Steel, cast-iron pipe, finished iron and

steel and other interests of a kindred

nature in the Birmingham district con-

tinue to do well.

small lots to till the needs of melters in

the next three months. Southern iron is,

of course, the chief commodity of the

market, northern furnaces having little to

spare for quick-delivery business.

Southern is quoted at $i8@i8.so Birm-

ingham ($22.3S@22,8s Chicago) for last-

quarter delivery, and Northern at $23.50,

on No. 2 iron. For first-quarter delivery

in 1908, the Birmingham price on South-

ern No. 2 is $I7@I7.50, and Northern for

the same delivery is held at $21(0)21.50.

For immediate delivery—within the next

30 days—premiums of Soc.@$i are paid

on a few sales for small lots. Lake Su-

perior charcoal is selling in small lots for

last-quarter delivery at $27@27.50.

The general conditions of the iron and

steel l:usiness continue good, and it is

probable that a good deal of pig iron will

be needed before the resumption of con-

tract business, merely to supply current

needs of melters who are adhering to the

hand-to-mouth policy. When the melt-

ers make up their minds that the bottom

of the market has been reached the pig-

iron business w-ill be booming, once again

for local needs are laige and increasing.

Coke is firm at $5.90 for 72-hour Con-

nellsville and $5.65 for West Virginia

coke, the demand being for small lots and

the supply being none too large.

Cleveland

Seft 17—Shipments of iron ore for

August totaled 24,341,552 tons down lake,

indicating that, with a shipment of 16,-

000,000 tons, allowed for the balance of

the year, the season's movement will be

close to 40,000,000 tons. The freight

market is strong and small boats are

doing a large business at trust rates.

The pig-iron market is dull, with few

inquiries for 1908 shipment. The fol-

lowing prices are quoted for the balance

of the year

:

Bessemer, $22.90; No. i Foundry,

$23; No. 2 Foundry, $22.50; No. 3 Foun-

dry, $22; No. 2 Southern, $22.85; Gray

Forge, $21.50.

Chicago

Sept. 16—The iron market continues

without large sales, but with no signs of

demoralization of prices. Apparently sell-

ing agents are confident that there is a

good demand yet to be supplied for quick-

delivery iron, and are content to wait.

The demand now is slmost whollv for

Philadelphia

Sept. 16—The eastern Pennsylvania pig-

iron market is recovering, due, in a large

measure, to the lower prices named.

Large contracts have been placed by buy-

ers for pig iron to be delivered during

the coming six months. The reductions

have been extraordinary and include prac-

tically all irons used. Basic has chiefly

participated in the activity, but consumers

of all kinds are now buying. The reason

for the present activity is the belief that

the reactionary influences have reached

their limit. Among the reasons given are

that production has been somewhat cur-

tailed by the blowing out of furnaces for

repairs, the possibility of dearer ores later

on, and the exhaustion of stocks among

consumers, due to the hesitating policy

of covering because of advancing prices.

Foundry and forge, as well as pipe iron,

have been liberally contracted for. All

melters of iron have been booking new
work liberally and they are anxious to

cover. Low phosphorus is quoted at $28
as an outside figure; basic, $19.50; Forge,

$19 and No. 2 X Foundry, $21, with the

usual variations according to circum-

stances.

Steel Billets—The fluctuations in pig

iron have afi^ected prices to some extent,

but have not brought out large orders.

Billets can be had at $31.50 and the out-

look is quite satisfactory.

Bar Iron—The consiimption of bar iron

is heavy and stores throughout our terri-

tory are well stocked. Consumers are

buying small lots rather than in a large

way and are favored with slight conces-

sions. Buyers look for cheaper bars. Mill

people say there will be no early change in

the card. Steel bars, as they are usually

sold—that is for early delivery—still com-
mand a premium.

Sheet Iron—Specifications are coming
along satisfactorily and business is in

good, shape at the mills. The manufactur-
ers anticipate a continuance of present

conditions and regard card rates as

settled, unless a very large buyer should

come along.

Pipes and Tubes—The pipe and tube

mills are catching up and this fact has

something to do with the rumor that re-

cent large buyers have been able to ob-

tain concessions. The tone of the market

is not quite as strong as a month ago.

Merchant pipe transactions are of small

proportions.

Plates—Specifications are reported this

week as coming along better. The manu-

facturers are doing a profitable business,

especially in the line of shop products,

boiler plates, etc. No very large con-

tracts are to be reported this week but

general conditions are sound.

Structural Material—A large volume of

business has been done and there is more

big business coming along. Railroad

bridge work is coming in nicely and the

Pennsylvania mills will run full time for

months to come. City building operations

are using up considerable material. Prices

remain as in the past.

Steel Rails—Our rail makers believe

that nothing will prevent the placing of

a large amount of business in rails when

the announcement of the understanding,

practically arrived at, has been made. A
few good orders have been placed for trol-

ley rails, but much prospective business

is held up.

Scrap—Scrap dealers are offering re-

cent accumulations at prices calculated to

lead to business. No. i steel has been

cleaned up at $16.50 ; railroad scrap is

wanted at $i7.50@i8; machinery cast-

ing is quoted $18; and wrought turnings

at $14.
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Pittsburg

Sept. 17—The iron and steel market is

in an unsatisfactory condition and the

outlook seems to be anything but encour-

aging, despite the optimistic statements

being given out by representatives of the

large interests. It is believed that next

numth will see a decided slump in a

number of lines of finished product. .-X

heavy drop in pig-iron prices has been

prevented by the scarcity of bessemer ore,

which has been used by producers as an

jrgument for maintaining a price around

$.'->, Valley furnaces, for bessemer pig

iron ; but sales during the week are re-

ported to have been at soc. a ton less.

All buying of steel bars has stopped, but

there is some activity in iron bars. Sev-

eral 'sales aggregating about 1500 tons

have been made during the past few days,

the minimum price for iron bnrs being

1.70c. Inquiries are in for two lots aggre-

gating 3500 tons, and it is expected that

they will result in contracts before the

end of the week.

There is a continued scarcity of crude

steel and prices are much firmer. Besse-

mer billets are quoted at $29.50 for future

delivery, and it is impossible to buy for

prompt even at $30. The Carnegie Steel

Company, which was a large buyer of

steel billets, its contracts since April i

running up to nearly 100,000 tons, is

likely to fall short in deliveries before the

end of the month by about 20,000 tons.

It had been intended to put the Ohio

works at Youngstown back on rails on

October i, but owing to the scarcity of

steel it has been decided to keep this plant

on billets. The Edgar Thomson rail

works will not be able to turn out the

tails ordered for delivery this month and

the National tube Company will be re-

quired to assist. It will roll 5000 tons of

standard sections for the Caniegie Steel

Company. The rail mill of this interest,

at Lorain, O., rolls girder rails, but the

mill was changed on Sunday night and

it is now rolling standard sections. This

is an innovation, but the plan is working

out successfully according to reports re-

ceived here today. A few small orders

for standard and light rails were booked
during the week by the Carnegie company,
but active buying for 1908 has not yet

begun, and there is no positive indication

that the railroads will soon enter the

market for next year's requirements. The
matter of specifications has been referred

to a sub-committee, which will report to

the general committee of representatives

of the railroads and rail makers probabl>

some time next week. The sub-committee

is scheduled to meet in New York this

week. While it is likely that a satis-

factory agreement will be reached on

specifications, there may be trouble when
it comes to arranging prices.

The bi-monthly adjustments of wages
under the new wage scale of the Amal-
gamated Association of Iron, Steel and

Tin Workers were made during the week.

The iron workers' pay is based on the

average selling price of bar iron and the

average of sales for July and August was

ascertained to be slightly above 1.650.

This gives the puddlers a rate of $6.62^

a ton. Under the old scale, which ex-

pired June 30, the rate would have been

$6. The new scale, in addition to giving

an advance of soc. a ton, also provides

for a i2!/.c. increase with every 1/20C. in-

crease in the price of bar iron, instead

of 25c. with every l/ioc. Under the old

scale there would have been no advance

until the price reached 1.70c. In sheets

the ascertained average of gages Nos.

26, 27 and 28 was 2.5c., or 0.20c. above

the base. This gives the sheet workers

an increase of 2.6 per cent, a similar in-

crease having been given at the last bi-

monthly settlement, and provides for an

advance of 5.2 per cent, for the sheet

workers since July I.

Pig Iron—The market is decidedly dull

and there does not seem to be any signs

of improvement. One large independent

producer, who has some contracts to fill,

is reported to have bought from three

furnaces 6500 tons of bessemer pig iron

for prompt delivery at $21.25, Valley fur

iiaces. This, however, is not regarded as

the market and bessemer iron is quoted

nominally at $21.50. No. 2 foundry is

quoted at $2i.50@22. Valley furnaces, for

fourth quarter, but it is believed that $21

can be done. Gray forge is quoted at

about $1 a ton under No. 2 foundry.

S/rc/—Billets are scarce and prices have

advanced. Bessemer billets are quoted at

$29.5o@30 and t)pen hearth at $3i@32.

Steel bars continue at 1.60c. and plates

at 1.70c.

Sheets—Mills have caught up on all old

contracts and there is but little new busi-

ness coming in. Prices remain unchanged

at 2.60c. for black and 3.75c. for galvan-

ized No. 28 gage.

Fcrro-Manganese—The market is very

dull and prices are declining, h few small

sales were made this week for prompt

delivery at $58.20, Pittsburg.

Cold »nd Silver Movemenl, New York

Kor W('«k endlDK Sept. H and yoiir» from Jan. 1

Metal Market

Cold and Silver Exports and Imports

Ni;\V YORK, Sept. 18.

At all United States Ports In July and year.

MeUU. Exports. IrufHtrts. Excess.

Gold:

July 1907.. % 7,47g.3«6 % 3,390,9<3 F.xp. » 4.0«7,4O4
" 1908 1,302.148 9.834.333 Imp. 8,.'i32,086

Year 1907.. 43.779.098 34,889,609 Kxp. IH.919.489
• 1906.. 33,913,963 73.373.111 Imp. 39,469,149

Silver

:

July 1907.. 5,95S,063 S.S61,100 Exp. 3.893.982
•• 1906.. 4,3«0,«38 3,377,706 1,(182.922

Yeor 1907.. 35.174.M1 28.786,711 '.1.417.840

.. 1906.. 37,7*7.868 36,984,834 „ 10,843,331

These statements cover tue total movement
of Kold and silver to and from Itie United
States. These (iRuros are furnished by the
Bureau of Stallstlcs of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Period.
a..M. Bllvor.

ExjK>rt(i. Iiii|K>riB. Ex|Kiru.
1

Iiii|>orlB.

We«k...
1907.... .

1906 .. .

1908.

1 60.01111

32.S83.8H7
8.'."«4,74:i

3'J.-iWi.443

» 1
i-^l

(,>, -.2

1 . 1^2

ICxports of Rold for '
1

'
h

America : of silver thl.Il> i.. I...iiiluii. Im-

ports for the week, both Kold iiml silver, were
from .Mexico, Central Aineric .1 Roiilh

America.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Sept. 14, shows loans $1,088,-

972,200, an increase of $375.00°; deposits,

$1,044,852,400, a decrease of $1,803,000, as

compared with the previous week. Re-

serve accounts show :

I'JOO. I'.l07.

gpecl) $n7,8flt!..'*0 »1'.IH.1"OW,«00

Legal teuilors 77,81 l.wm m;ii\.'JVU

Tolalcosh »284.9(»l,:)0'l »JflH.131.800

Surplus W.,'.3«.40O t 1-..'.I1H.7I)0

The surplus over legal requirements

shows a decrease of $453,650, as com-

pared with the previous week this year.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Sept. 14, are reported as below,

in dollars

:

,270.50,'.

3K«,m.'i $l'.i:i,2i:).H4,i

,8,W.00O 40,800.000
rjH.'mi.ooo
27,;iOK,r>oo

8.11.3.338

•24,KHfi,80(l

31.478.000
GO,84.'i.OlO

Ass'il Now York
England
France
Germany
Spain
Netherlands....
Belgium
Itiily

UuHHla
.\u8t.-Huui;ury.
SWiHlen

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables of the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

$193.
.'..88.

107

30',

16

171,

.'.80,

220,

21,

CkIO.OOO

nc.rm
,38f.,l'.l'k'')

,7(>0.tMIO

,353,000

370,000
,248,1100

Touil.

tl'.lH.'.>0'.",900

193.270.806
781,601.860

2U.360.000
2<K;.;t8O.000

.•.7,4K5,OclO

24,BHO,0OO
i'.ir,,64r>.(0ii

01I.H3<l,0OO

•286.',I15.000

31,246,0011

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Sept. 5:

1900. 190". CliniiKes.

India £11.872.013 £8.111.834 D. £ 3.700.309

Cl^lna 280.700 D. 3«0.700

Straits,

Total.

1,750 898.700 -.'.16,980

I). £ 3.443,95'.>£ 12,184.493 £8,710,5;t4

Receipts for the week were ^223,000 in

bars and ;£202,ooo in Mexican dollars from

New York ; £425,000 in all. Exports were

£650 to Port Said and £25,000 to India.

Indian exchange has been easier, the

Council bills offered in London having

been taken at an average of is.96d. per

rupee. There has been less buying of

silver for India in London, but China is

reported to be sending silver to India in

some quantity.

Prices ot Foreign Coins

Bill. Asked.

Mexican doUnrs I0.B2S »0,.'M.';

Peruvian soles no'l CliUeon 0.48 0.60

Vlotorlo sovereigns 4.85p 4.87

Twenty fran.'S 3- "•jl

Spnulsh i.'. pesetas 4.7,. ^ ""
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SILVER AND STEBLINO EXCHANGE.

A
Silver.

1

2^

Sliver.

u
fl

>.8 3S
0.

11
ud II

32

11 4 H&»a en SIX 10 4.(«>:t5 07 »i SIS

IS 4.tlM I) 6-.\ «A 17 4.l»4 li7'. Sl'«

14 4.H&3S| RTV siA 18 t.SM B7». 31 (,

New York quotations ari> for line silver.

per minoe Troy. London prices are for ster-

llnK silver. 0.02.'. line.

Other Metals

~
Coppor. 1 Till. Lend. Spt'ltT.

u u 1!
h
a 1 h 9 5.

1 p:
is 15

5" s -2

is i^a 6.16 6.00

U (allf'ii Oic
1

<('% 36', 4.75 ffls.ai ffl5.06

IS

IVS IS'*
:«', 4 75 6.15 6.00

IS'* !,'> 5.U5 4. 'JO

14 fflloX .... :«X 4.76 ©5.15 fflS.OU

1.1 >'">
1

5.05 l.'JO

1« iSif'H (3)W!< KIX :i« 4.76 (35.15 (3)5.00

1.1 1
6.05 4.90

n ®16V4 ©15"i ''" ;n« 4.7.-. ©5.15 (35.00

l.'> 14X1 6.05 4.90

IS ffll«>. ffll.'.>«l W'\ ;)7X 4 7.1 fflj.is (35.00

London ([notations are per long ton (2240

lb. I standard topper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former g.ni.b's. The New ^ork
nuolations f.ir eleetro.vtlc copper are for

rakes. InKots or wlrebars. and represent the

bulk of the transactions as made vilth con-

sumers, luisls. New York. cash. The price of

cathodes Is ii.12.-ic. l*low that of electrol.vtlc.

Til" lead prices are those quoted b.v the Amer-
ican SmelilnK and UeflnlnK Company for

near-by shipments of desilverized lead In oO-

ton lots, or InrKer. The quotations on spelter

are for ordlnarj- western brands; special

brands command a premium.

Copper—'Xht long hoped for demand

from .-Vmerican consumers has not .vet

matcriahzcd but during the last week

there has been more inquiry and it is ex-

pected that the declining prices will soon

tempt buyers. Considerable business has

been done for export, but orders have

been eagerly competed for which has led

to fuilhcr concessions in price. Lake has

been relatively weaker than electrolytic

owing to the need of some producers to

realize, and transactions in this grade of

metal have consequently been at a wide

range.

During the early part of the week the

largest selling interest reduced its price

for electrolytic to \6'/i. Other sellers had

already been quoting lower figures and the

reduction had no effect except to make

competition keener for whatever orders

presented themselves. Prices were low-

ered from day to day, and on a scale

downward fair sized orders were taken

for shipment to Europe. The market

there has been a wide-open one, and all

important sellers followed the daily tjuo-

lations, with the exception of the largest

Interest, but even in its case it is said

that the price it is naming for export is

quite a little lower than its nominal

.schedule here. Domestic consiniuTs have

I.ecn doing very little, hut arc bofiinning

to show more interest in the market.

Their supplies must be down to starvation

point, and this, together with the attrac-

tive level at which the market is ruling

now. ought to help bring about consider-

able activity before very long. Tlic close

is unsettled at I5((7i6"4c. for Lake; 14^^
I5;4c. for electrolytic in ingots, cakes and

wirebars; mV^ShJ^c for casting copper.

The standard market underwent violent

tluctuations. .Xfter a decline to under £64

for both options, a covering movement

on the part of the bears started upon the

publication of the statistics, which showed

a decrease in the visible supplies for the

first half of the current month of 1500

tons, and a rapid advance resulted, which

has been fairly well sustained at the close,

being cabled as i66 15s. for both spot and

three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts \vc

quote: English tough, £64; best selected,

iy\ ; strong sheets, £77.

Exports of copper from New ^ork for

the week are reported at 19,35 long tons.

(Jur correspondent reports the exports

from Baltimore for the week at 622 tons

fine copper.

Copper Sheets—li'hQ base price of cop-

per sheets is now quoted at 24c. per lb.

Copper W'liv—The price of copper wire

remains the same as last week. The base

price for No. 0000 to No. 8 is 20'4@2iHc-

per 11).

/.,.„(/_'riie price of the American

Smelting and Refining Company for de-

silverized remains 4.75c., .New York, and

4.67'Ac.. St. Louis. Outside brands are

offered at a discount in each market as

low as 4.65c.. New York, iind 4.60c. St.

Louis.

The London market is ruling firm and

the close is cabled at £19 15s- for Spanish

lead, il9 17s. 6d. for English lead.

St. Louis Lead Market—Iht John

Wahl Commission Company reports as

follows : Lead continues dull. Missouri

brands have sold at 4.60c. and demand is

light even at that figure. Buyers look for

a further decline and purchase only for

current requirements.

-/(,i_The market has l)een subject to

wild rtuctuations, receding the end of last

week about £6 from the high point

reached. The close is again firm, and

cabled at £167 15s. for spot, £165 15*. for

three months.

Our market here followed closely in the

wake of that in London. Spot tin in both

markets is very scarce and concentrated in

a few hands, so that a premium is being

exacted for it. Business in a retail way

was done here at the close around .37-K

cents per lb.

Spelter—Vrgcni offerings from St.

Louis brought about a sudden drop, and

the market is barely steady, the dcm-md

continuing to be of rather small volume.

NewThe close is easy at 5-05@5-i5f

York, 4.90 @ Bi-'- St. Louis.

The London market has sKown a some-

what better tone and closes firmer at £21

5s. for good ordinaries, £21 10s. for spe-

cials.

Zinc 5'/ifi-/.s.—The base price was re-

duced 25c. on Sept. 12, and is now $7.50

per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.

—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in 60-

Ib. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both in-

clusive; widths from .32 to 60 in., both

inclusive; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freieh'- rato to New York

i< 27.50c. per 100 lb.

Spanish /.inc Ore Market.
—

'^iessrs.

Harrington & Holt report from Car-

tagena, Spain, under date of Aug. 31 :

The market is quiet, with no change.

Shipments for the week were 4800 tons

blende and calamine to .\ntwerp.

' .Intiiiioin—The market continues quiet

but seems to be developing a stronger

tendency owing to the gradual reduction

of the aocumulated stock. It is reported

also that the demand abroad is improv-

ing. Quotations in this market are 10^

@ioHc. for Cookson's, 9i/S@ioc. for Hal-

lett's, and 9(0 loc. for ordinary brands.

V,V*c/.—For large lots, New York or

, ther parallel delivery, the chief producer

ciuotes 45(S50C. per lb., according to size

;>nd terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@65c., same delivery.

QM;c-yt.s/7cVf.—Current prices in New

\ ork are $40 per flask of 75 lb. for large

(,uanlities and $41 for smeller orders.

San Fancisco orders are $37.SO(S38.SO per

liask. according to quantities, for domes-

tic orders, and $36.50(a,V for export. The

London price is £7 per flask, but £6 l6s.

3d. is (|unted by jobbers.

P/<7/i»i()H—The market remains un-

changed from last week and is without

special features. Quotations are $28.50

for ordinary metal, $30.50 for hard and

$23^24 for scrap, per troy ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Sept. 14—The highest price

paid for zinc ore was $45 per ton, the

assay price ranging from $40(5:43 per ton

of 60 per cent, zinc, and the average price

$40.84.

The highest price for lead was $54 per

ton for a few bins, the larger amount of

ore shipped selling at $51 per ton. Me-

dium grade ranged from $47@SO, and the

average, all grades, $51.46-

Five meetings have been lield to en-

courage producers to unite upon a re-

striction of the output, and at the last

meeting, Thursday night, some of the

larger producers annoynced that they

would not close down unless at least 50

per cent, of the production was enlisted,

and die movement is practically at an

end. It has not met with ardent favor
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from the first, except aiiioiiK tliusc who
caniKit produce ore at |)reseiit prices, it

l)cinj; iinclerstood that the k'''^''''-''' '"'•s '*

ii! the rechiction of lead to $51 per ton, or

$.!' 50 per ton less than a year ago. and

that a restriction of the output could in

no measure intlueiiCf lead prices. Zinc

is only $1 per ton lower than a year ago,

when tJ)e hi^h price was $46 and the

assay base from $4I@4J per ton of 60 per

cent. zinc. The output has hccii restricted

approximately 15 per cent, hy the dosing

if mines that cannot operate at a profit

with lead so low as now, anil hy mines

dosing down for repairs that could con-

veniently he given attention at this time.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and of lead from the various camps of

the district for the week ending Sept. 14:

Webb Clty-Carterrllle.
JopUu
Alba-Neck City
O&leua
Orono^
Duenweg
Aurora
Oranby
Prosperity
Badger
Spurgeon
Cave Springs
ZlDclte
Barcoxle
Carl Junctlou
Wentworth
Reeds

/iiir, lb. l.eutl.lh. Value.

Totals.

a,*!i.:)30

l.S.s«.'2."iO

857,H60
71«>,1'20

746.370
5<U,130
44'.l,lt80

480,000
18:1,470

232,120
317,630
126 030
132,'.l20

60,410
46,710

• 23,860|
20.100'

201,!iO0
23'.l.6«0

12,320,

ll'J,530

'

si'.eio'

75,000

71,710

61.610
10„100

6,060

t72,886
46.769
I'.l.lM

18,018

16,415
ia,979
9,441
7.000

6,716
5.107

4,383
2.8S2
2.791
1,238

1,157
482
412

'.l,081,6'.10 869,620 $226,738

37 weeks 433.951.5'.>0 i;6,477,930$12.4,'>0,231

Zlni- Value, the week. »204,365: 37 wepks, t9.'.i5K,374

L<-nl value, the week, -.'i 373: 37 weeks, »2,491,857

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

t.thle

:

ZINC ORE AT JOPLIN.
1

LEAD ORE AT JOPLIN.

Month. l!K)fi. 1907. ': Month. 19(K!. 19U7.

January ... 47.38 4.>.84 January . .. 75 20 83 53

February .

.

47 37 47 11' February .. 72.83 84 .58

March 42. IW 4K 66 March 73 73 82.75
April. 44 r,:i 48. 21! April. 75.13 79 76
Mav 40.51 45.981 May 78.40 79.56
.lune 43 83 44.821 June 80.96 73.66
•lulv 43.25 45 79 ;july 74.31 58.18

Aucust 43 .T« 43 22 August 75..36 .59.54

Sepieinher. 42 58 September. 79.64
I .-loiter 41. .1.1 ^October 79 84

Novemlter . 44.13 1 November . 81.98
December.. 43.68 1 December..

Year

81.89

Year 43.24 77.40

(Chemicals

.Vt-i' Vork, Scfl. 18—The general

chemical market continues uneventful and

<|uict. except along certain lines, espe-

cially among the metallic salts, vvhicli are

influenced by the lluctuating metal market.

Cofificr Sulfhali-—The price of this

salt has again been lowered in sympathy

with the price of copper metal. Buying

is from hand to mouth and only in small

quantities for imniediate need. Carload

lots are now quoted at $6.25 per lOO lb.

and smaller quantities at S6.50 and up, de-

pending upon quantity and terms of sale.

Xitratc of Soda— It is expected that

tnore activity will prevail in the nitrate

market with the approach of fall. The
demand contiiaues good and prices arc

holding firm. For spot delivery, 96 per

cent, is quoted at -'.S5c. and 95 per cent.

at J.50C. For lix>f< delivery the.sc grades

are practically the same, while for 190Q

delivery no quotations are available at

Ijreseiit.

Phos/iluilf Kock—The demand for all

grades is strong and they arc easily ab-

-tirbed. Quotations are as follows : Flor-

ida high-grade rock, $lo.2S(rMS per short

Ion, f.o.b. shipping point ; land pebble,

$8.25(718.75 f.o.b. Tampa; Tennessee do-

mestic, $4(06.50 f.o.b. Mt. Pleasant, ac-

cording to percentage and guarantee.

South Carolina, hot air dried, $7@7.50
f.o.b. .Ashley river.

Messrs. J. .\1. l.ang & Co. report the

shipments ol phosphate rock through the

port of Savannah in .'Xugnst at 7543 Ions,

of which 40,12 tons went to Holland and

,1511 to Ciennany.

Siilfihiir—Emil Fog & Sons, Messina,

Italy, under date of Sept. i, state that the

,igreement with Mr. Frasch has been

broken and that exports to ihe United

States are once more free. Freight rates

for about 2500 tons have been fixed, the

selling price of this lot of sulphur being

at a reduction of 4 to 5s. per ton. How-
ever, only a few American buyers can

avail themselves of the lower prices, the

rest being bound by old contracts.

The Cuiisorcio also reduced prices tem-

porarily for other destinations and the

reduction of 25 centesimi per 100 kg., led

to the sale bi 6000 tons. Encouraged by

the quick success, the price was, a few

days later, raised 30 centesimi per too kg.

It is reported that a company has been

organized to manufacture sulphuric acid

from crude brimstone and every facility

will he given the new industry. It is

hoped that in this way a largc part of

the accumulated stocks of sulphur will be

utilized.

Mining Stocks

.Viii' York, Sept. 18—The week was

characterized by further losses, of which

the mining stocks had more than their

share. Prices shrunk lower than they

have been for some time and recovery

was very slight. Stocks which were con-

sidered bargains at much higher prices

are now eagerly offered for sale and the

idea seems to be to get rid, as fast as

possible, of many good dividend-paying

stocks. .-Vmalgamated copper continued

its downward course, closing at $6i!4, a

loss of more than $5 for the week. .Amer-

ican Smelting, common, also closed lower,

losing $6 and closing at $9o5i;- United

States Steel, common and preferred, were

also weak and heavily sold, the former

closing at $28?8 and the latter at $91^.
Other closing prices were Anaconda,

$40^ : Granby Consolidated, $90 ; New-
house. $8H ; Tennessee copper, $30 ; and

I'tah copper, $21 '4.

The curb stocks were also weak and the-

lendency was to sell rather than buy.

.Nipissing sold ofT fractionally and closed

at $7 oil light sales. Grecn-Cananca was
offered at $9lK and Cumberland-Fly at

$0(8. Cobalt Central was active all week

and recorded a large number of trans.'ic-

tions; it sold at the close at 27c. The
.Nevada stocks were somewhat stronger

than the coppers or the Cobalt silver

stocks, but they, too, have shrunk in value

during the last few weeks.

Boston

Sfpt. 17—Copper-iniiiiiig shares reached

new low levels late last week and it looked'

for a while as if there was no bottom to

llie market. Forced licpiidation was re-

sponsible for this state of affairs and it

was largely for .Michigan. Butte and other

western interests. The so called Cole-

Ryan stocks were the hardest hit and it

would not be surprising to learn that there

had been a change in the ownership of

some of these properties. There has been

a shrinkage of about $118,500,000 in these

securities from the high prices early in the

year. The price of N'ortb Bnlte has been cut

two-thirds. Calumet & .Xrizona has been

halved. Superior & Pittsburg is but one-

third of its original high value and
Greene-Cananca sold on about the .same

basis. Further reductions have been made
in mining dividends, notably Utah Consoli-

dated, and Wolverine, while Shannon has

passed its dividend.

.Amalgamated Copper made its lowest

price since 1904, selling at $58 last week.

Since that time there has been some im-

provement and prices have recovered'

slightly but sentiment is yet pessimistic.

N'orth Butte touched $45, closing tonight

at $46.75 against $56. a week ago. Cop-

per Range broke $4.\2'/j to $56, closing

$2 above this tonight. Calumet & .-Krizona

is off $18 net, for the week to $114, al-

though on Thursday, it broke from $120-

to $105, with subsequent rally to $120.

Calumet & Hecla went off almost $100 to

$600, later selling at $625. Mohawk is off

$7 to $57, and Old Dominion broke $2.50

to $23, with full recovery today. Osceola

fell $10 to $87. recovering all but $2;

Quincy is $5 lower at 80; Tamarack fell

$6 to $64: Wolverine broke $27 to $112

recovering to $115. Utah Consolidated

fell $8 to $32 on the reduction in the divi-

dend, closing at $35.50 today

This company is now paying at the rate-

of $4 per year and will have paid $7 this

year, against $5 in 1906. To date the com-

pany has paid $24.16 per share since 1901.

The Wolverine dividend was reduced

from $10 to $7.50. This company started

in 1898 hy the payment of $1 for that year.

It is figured that the average of 20 leading

Boston copper stocks is around $68, which

compares with an average of $14-'. th'S^

year's highest, a decline of 41 per cent.

Bingham touched $9. which is its lowest.

There is likelihood of a consolidation of
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mining and smelting interests in Utah
under control of J. A. Heinzc. in which
Bingham will figure. Boston Consolidated
broke $275 to $i6..'5, but is back again.

Arizona Commercial made a low record
at $12.75, off $2.75. .\tlantic sold at $9.75,
off $1.50; Balaklala at $5.50. off $1.50;
Butte Coalition at $15.50, off $2.37^^;
Franklin at $7.75, off $2.25 ; Greenc-Cana-
nea at $8.75, off $1.75; Isle Royale at

$13.50, off $2.25; Michigan at $8.75, off

$2.25; Parrot at $12.75. off $2.25; Shan-
non at $.).87':., off $2.12":.; U. S. S!nelting
at $37, off $2.50; La Salic at $9.50, off

$1.50; and Winona at $6, off $1. Trinity
closed the same as a week ago at $15.

Superior & Pittsburg went off to $9.25 on
the curb, but is back to $10.50.

S. FRANCISCO Sept. 11

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK Sept. 17

Namo ot Com p. Clg,

Alaska Mine
Ajn.Scv.M.kP.Co
AmalKHniatod . .

Anai'onila
Balaklnla
Brltlsb Ool. Cop.. I

BulTalo (.'obali ...I

Butto k Londnu..
ButleCtwUtlon. ..'

Butie (.'•>!>. ftZluc. I

Cobalt Contact. .
.

'

Colonial Sllvor....

Cum. Ely Mining.'
Darls Daly I

Dominion Cop
El Rayo I

Foster Cobalt I

Furua*'.* cre«k ..'

Olroui Mine
OoM Hill
Granlty. New. . 1

Greene Gold \

Greene o. & s
Greenw'r & D.Val.
Guanajuato
Ouggen. Eip.
Hanaitati
McKlnley Dar. ..

Mlcmac
Minos Co. of Am..
Mlt.-heli Mining..
Mont.Sbo. c.(New)
Nev. flab M. k S
Newb-'us** M. J: S.
Nlpldslng Minos..
OM Uiin.|re<l
Silver yuoen.
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.
I'nlon <'<tpiier...
Ctah Aimx
Weal Columbus.

61'.

•OH

3

ii"

••5.

ss
3

.66

s
5.S.

1*.
90
l>i
1'.

J.

3.S|

.36

H
3',

IS
IS
6

7

V.

il!
30
1

.11

BOSTON Sept. 17

Name ot Comp. Clg.

Adventure
Atlouez ... ..

Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Cod
Calumet 4 Ariz*.
Calumet 4 Uecla*
Centennial ... .

Con. Mercur
Copiier Range*.

.

Ualy-West ....
Franklin
Greene—Can. ...

Isle Royal
Ln Salle
Mass
Mlcblgan . . ..

Mohawk
Mont.C.&C.(new)
Nevada
North Butte*
olil Colony
OM Dominion.

.

.

Osceola
Parrot*
Phoenix
Qulncy*
RhoUe Island
Santa ¥e
Shannon
'rnniarack
Trinity

iviii -iTRIAL

Am
Am
AQl. .

Bati
Col.

rn<l..r.i: M..^.S..p[.
Inter. Suit
Natl..iml Load
Natl.. 111,1 |/.ail,pr.
Pitta). urc 1-..01

.

.

il'nlte.l Cop., com.
'r. s. on
\V. S. Smg. ft Ref..
r.S.Sm.ft Re.,pil

.

Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

4

9
lU
IM
610

3fl'"

58

12>i
7H
9«
15«
lU

3«

67Ji

<6«

96
13

3K
2X
10«
65

16

36)i
4>4

6X
116

*El. Ply. tF.l. Bights.

BOSTON CDRB
' riieek ... .

Arl/.. Com
ilUa.-k Mt

4.'.', 1 .i-r I'.iite

J- c.>n..

i:- I. ft 8...
ts..pr.
"Id....

'11. .. .

F. 8. R~l. ft Ref..
r. 8. steel
r. S. SU-ol, p» . ..

Vo, c>»r. ('hem
Va. 1. C<.nl ft Coke

ST. IX>DI8

»7i
91V
31

UiiWi,
Shnwniut
Mtiperlor
Su|ierl..rft Pitts
Troy Man

4

3
1

.40

ios

LONDON Sept. 18

''om.l Clg.

S. ot Com. aigi
111..

Adams
Am. Nnttii.
Center Cr'li
Cent. I '.ft r.
c r. *c. p,i.

Cent. on. ..[no
Columbia..' 4

Con. Coal

,

Doe Run .

Gra. Blm-:
St. Joe

.04 ul

3.3E| i on!

m 00' 17 no'

79 ,-.

.

- '

,

I I.-.. Hi 13.001

np lllrd

i-^('"mnza...
Tomboy .

El Oro
orovllle

•
I era
.M Apex..

"lz.Cop..pfd
ArU.Cop..def

.. £1 6s Od
olnd. 3 C

10 e
3 7.

1 8
1 6
16

Ulr,

16
•i 9

Name of Comp. I Clg.

COM.STOOK STOCKS
Belcher
Best ft Belcher.

.

Caledonia
Chollnr
Con. Cnl. ft Va...
Crown Point. . .

.

Exchequer
Gould ft Curry.
Hale ft Norcross.
Mexican
Ophlr
Overman ,

PotosI
Savage.
Sierra Nevada ...

Union
titnh
Yellow Jacket.. .

ToNOPAH Stocks
Golden .Anchor ..

McNaniara ....

Montana-Pitts.ex.
North Star. ...

Rescue
GoLPKi'D Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Conquerer
Daisy
Florence
Frances-MohawJc.
Goldfleld Cnn ...

Grandma ... -

Great Bend ....
Red Hills
St. Ives

BiLLFROQ Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire..
Mayflower Con.
Montgomery Mt
Original

Maniiat'n Stocks
Gold Wedge...
Manhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder
Stray Dog
YelloV Horse..

.36

.83

.87

.30

.83

.34

.34

1 07
.69

1.26
.13

18
.86
.47

.43

04
1.05

.13
.•21

.0.'i

.20

.13

.06

.35

.49
2.15
.11

1.43
4.42
1.05
7.27
.17

.66

.68

.87

.23

.41

.33

.11

.05

.08

.06

.07

.26

ios

NEVADA Sept. 18

(Wolr Bros, ft Co., New
York)

COLO. SPRINGS Sept. 14

TONOP.4U stocks
Tono'h Mine of N
Tonopah F.xten..
Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tt^nopah Mlilway
West r.nd Con

.

Jim Butler....

GOLllFI'D stocks
Sandstorm
Kendall
Red Top
Jumbo
Goldilclil Mining.
Dla'dlleld B. B. 0.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick..
Laguua
Bullfrog Stocks
Mont. Shoshone C.
Tramps Con.. .

Gol.i Bar
Bullfr.ig Mining
Bullfrog Nat. B.

.

Homoslake Con

.

Manhat'nStocks
Manhattan Con..
Maniiat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack ..

Stray Dog
Indian Camp

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay , .

Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample ..

Jerry Johnson
Mary McKlnnoy.
Pharmacist
Portland..'
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

*

37 >i
36

6M
3M

21

31,'

110
6

i7>i-

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Iron S: Steel, com
Am- Iron ,v- Steel, pfl
.\m. Sm'g ,t Ref. Co., com..
Am. Smg ,t Ref. Co., pfd ..

Uald Butte
Calumet ft .Arizona
Calumet A; Hecia
Central C. ft C, com
Central C. ft C. pfd
Col. ,t Hocking C. ft I., pf. .

C »pper Range Con
GranliyCon

,

Guggenheim Expl
Horn Silver
Iron Silver
Natl.>nal Load.com
National .Lead, pfd
Pioneer, Alaska
Tezuitlan
tl. S. Reduction ft Ref., pfd
Utah Con
Va. Car. Chem, pfd
Wolverine

Assessments

Cabled through Hoy
den. Stone ft Co.. N. T.

Company. Delinq. Sale. Amt.

Belcher, Nev .... Sept. 18 Oct. 9 W.IO
BuUlon, Nev Sept. 12 Oct. 4 0.05
Caledonia Sept. 12 Oct. 2 0.10

- D .ugMs, Maho Sept. IK Oct. 4 0.003
) Etna-King, Cal Sept. ir. Oct. 16 02

Grand Pacific, Cal.. Aug. 10 Oct. 2 0,02
Helios. Cal Sept. 17 Oct. 15 0.02
Imlay, Nev Sept. •m Oct. 16 0.01
Mf.rrison, Nev Sept. 16 Oct. 3 0,01
Nassau Cop , Cal Sept. 1« Oct. 14 0,10
Nevnila-Fairvlew. .. Sept. 2:1 Oct. 98 0.02
Ojil.iental Con., N.. Oct. 3 Oct. 28 0.10
Oro Cobre. Cal Sept. 34 Oct. 14 0.02*

0.00Raymond-Illinois .. Aug. 3!) Sept. 14
Kayni'.nd-Illlnols .. Oct. 16 Nov. 1 0.001

0.001
0.01

Raymond-Illinois .. Dec. 3 Dec. 18
S\ll>rc..nsol.. Cal.. Sept. 10 Oct. 7
SbelmO ft 8., Utah. July 30 Not. 3 0.10
Sierra Nevada, Nev. Sept. 4 Sept. 26 0.10
Wabash. Utah Sept. 9 Oct. 1 0.05
Yellow Jacket, Nev.. Sept. 33 Oct. SO 0.15

Monthly Ayerage Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Clg.

11.621
1.75
2.85
2.75.
.78
.70

.40

.20
3.60
3.60
1.26
.'22

.43

16.50
.53

1.36

6.00
.341
.64

.12

.17

.40

.11

.14

.14

.08

January
February . .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November..
December..

Tear 66.791 30,868

28K 68
108 68,

697
765
976
394
105 68

949(68
927 ..

623
813
050

31,769
31 853
31.326
30. '253

30,471
30.893
31,.366
31,637

New York, cents per fine ounce : London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

January...
February.

.

March
April . . .

May
June
July
August
September
October ...

November.
December

Year.

NEW YORK.

Electrolytic Lake,

18 310
17.869
18,361
18 375
18.475
18,442
18 190
18 380
19.033
21.203
21 833
22 8H5

19.278 19,616 87,282

1906. 1907.

869 106 739

147] 107 356
nill06.694
7;i3i 9S 626

102.376
994 97.273
167 95.016
SM 79.679
8:)l

269
270
,226

New Y'ork, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, Ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OP TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February .

.

March

.36 390
36,403
36,662
38 900
43,313
39 260

41.548
42.102
41.313
40 938
43,149
42,r20

July
August
September
October ...

November.
December .

37 275
40.600
40 516

41.091
37.667

April..
May
June

42,852
42 906
42,760

Av. year . 39.819

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York. London.
Month,

1906, 1907. 1906.

16 8.50

1907.

January 5.600 6 000 19,828

February 6,4IH 0,000,16,031 19 631

March . 5,3.'-)0 6 000'l6,922 19.703

April 5.404 6 000 15 959 19.976

May 5 1)85 6.000, IB, 7'25 19.688
5 750 6,760 16 813

6.288|16,525
20.188

July 6,750 20.350
August 5 750 6.'2.'J0,17.109 19 063

September 5,750 118.266

October 5.750 119 350
November.. , 6.760 Il9,281

December 6.900
J19.609

Year 5.667 |17.370

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January
February , .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November . .

December. ,

.

6.487
6,076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6 006
6,006
6.027
6.216
6.232
6,376
6.693

6,732
6,814
6,837
6.686
0.441
6.419
6 072
6 701

6 337
6,9'24

6,056
5,931
6,846
5 948
5,850
5.878
6,056
6,070
6.225
6,443

6,582
6 664
6,687
6,5.35

6,291
6.269
6 9'22

5.651

28.225
26,844
24,56:!

25 781

27 OOO
'i7,7'2a

26 800
26,938
•27,563

28 075
27,781
27.938

27.136
'25,938

26.094
25 900
26.663
24.469
2:i.«50

21.969

Year 6.198 6,048 27.020

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling pej; long ton.
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Lead and Copper Smelting at Salt Lake—II

Lead Smelting at the Murray Plant. Copper Smelting at the Car-

field Plant. Use of the Pot-roasting Process at Both These Plants

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
The Murray S.melter

The Murray smelter of the American

Smelting and Refining Company was built

in 1901 and at that time was supposed

to exemplify the consensus of expert

opinion as to the best practice in lead

smelting, the engineers of the then re-

cently organized trust having substantial-

ly all of the experience of lead smelting

in the United States before them. Dur-
ing the <;ix years of its npir.iiiini llie pinnt

the most elaborate cxcmplilication in con-

nection with silver-lead smelting in one

of the plants of the American Smelting

and Refining Company. The failure to

have earlier recognized the advantage of

the Huntington-Heberlcin process is sur-

prising. It is to be remarked, however,

that the addition of the bag house has

lately been made not as a metallurgical

improvement, but rather as a means of

aineliorating the smoke lrniil>Ic

.American process of pot-roasting it ap-

pears to be a very subordinate factor, if

it be a factor at all. Recent experiment

and practice seem to show that the rapid-

ity of the dosulphurization in pot-roasting

is due simply to the more efficient oxida-

tion by blowing air throug the charge and
that the condition of successful operation

is simply a matter of mixing with the sul-

phide ore a proper proportion of diluent.

1 'iiilr-r ri-rt.'M*n rriinlirionc fv^n that mav

>v;si^^is?:

has undergone but little change. On the

whole its results have been satisfactory.

The most important changes have been

the installation of the Huntington-Heber-

lein process, which was done in 1905 ; and

the installation of a bag house, which has

just now (July, T907) been put into oper-

ation. Both of these improvements were

dilatory. The Huntington-Heberlein pro-

cess was in successful operation in Eu-

rope before the Murray plant had been

beg\ui and the bag house had received

the town of g.\rfield, utah

The Huntington-Heberlein Process

As installed at Murray, as also, I be-

lieve, at the other plants of the American
Smelting and Refining Company, the

Huntington-Heberlein process presents

only a general resemblance to the early

application of that process. It is distinct-

ly no longer a process of "lime-roasting,"

but rather what Prof. L. S. Austin has

called "pot roasting." Whatever part

lime may play in the Savelsberg and Car-

michael-Bradford processes, in the modern

be unnecessary, although in pot-roasting

proper it appears to be ; indeed a good

deal of care seems to be required to com-
pound the charge to the best advantage,

and there is considerable variation in the

time and degree of desulphurization of

different ores.

At the Murray plant there are five

Heberlein roasting furnaces and 25 pots,

the latter being of the standard size

—

9 ft. in diameter. On the average a

charge of nine ton? of ore is desulphur-
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ized in 12 hours, and the whole installa-

tion is attended by only six men on the

pot floor. Considering the relatively

small space occupied by this installation

the large roasting capacity, and the few

men required, and turning to an installa-

tion of hand-operated rcvcrberatory

furnaces of the same capacity, the advan-

tage of the pot-roasting plant is impress-

ive.

As operated by the American Smelting

and Rctining Company, the pots are cast

with long, heavy trunnions by which they

are supported on open bearings, and are

not fixed in position as in other instal-

lations. The pot sets downi in a masonry

pit, the rim being a foot or so above

the brick working floor of the depart-

ment. The pots are arranged in two par-

allel rows and are handled by a travel-

ling crane which spans the working floor

and travels lengthwise, just as in a cop-

per smelter. .\n empty pot being in posi-

tion, the crane brings down a car full of

hot calcines which is dumped into the

pot as the "priming" charge and a light

blast is turned on. Then the crane brings

a pot full of damp semi-roasted ore from

the Heberlein furnaces, which is dumped
into the pot that is being prepared. It

will be observed that the charge is no

longer introduced in layers, but is put

in at one time. After the surface has

been leveled off the full blast, about 12

oz., is turned on (the valve in the air pipe

being convenient to the pot), the cover

is put on, connection with the smoke pipe

is made and the operation proceeds. A
heavy smoke of sulphur dioxide comes off

immediately. The only attention that is

afterward required by the charge is an

occasional tamping down of blow holes.

When the charge is finished it glows on

the surface like a smoldering fire on a

grate with live coals shining amid the

ashes. The cover is then lifted off by the

crane. Next hooks are caused to catch

upon the projecting trunnions of the pot

and the latter is lifted clear of its pit and

partially tipped above the floor in front

of the pit. This is to discharge the por-

tion of the surface which has not been

fused and is not completely desulphur-

ired. The proportion of this fine material

is very small. It is returned to the next

charge, being spread out on top of the

priming charge. The pot of finished

charge is then restored to normal position

and carried by the crane to the breaking

floor at the end of the department. There

it is inverted, the cake of desulphurized

ore dropping out and breaking as it falls

upon the floor. At one side of the break-

ing floor there is a 24x36 in. Blake break-

er for the further reduction of the lumps.

The lumps that arc too big to go into the

breaker arc lifted by the crane and

dropped again. The floor of the breaking

floor is laid with steel rails set close to-

gether. Four men per shift do the work
upon the breaking floor.

This is certainly a very simple and ef-

ficient method of handling tlie large cakes

of semi-fused ore, which in some other

installations had been found troublesome

and expensive. Indeed, whereas in cer-

tain plants there has been no economy
in the IIuntington-Heberlein process as

compared with ordinary roasting in so far

as direct operating expense is concerned,

as practised at Murray the saving is ob-

viously important. As used at Murray
the pot-roasting process is not confined to

galena ore but is applied to all kinds of

sulphide ore, but not to matte. Also

cliarges of all kinds of sulphide ore are

worked by direct blowing (without any

preliminary roasting) with satisfactory

results. The desulphurized ore handled

in the way described above naturally con-

tains more fines than where it is screened

after breaking and all the fines returned

to a subsequent charge.

Economic Results of the H-H Process

The use of the Huntington-Heberlein

process at the Murray plant has materially

reduced the cost of roasting. As to the

matter of lead and silver losses there ap-

pears to be some uncertainty. Not so,

however, with respect to the blast-furnace

operations. Although the proportion of

H.-H. material used in the charge for the

latter is comparatively small, being only

12 to IS per cent, of the charge, the capac-

ity of a 48.Ki68-in. furnace has been in-

creased from about 175 tons to about 200

tons per day, these being average figures.

In a single day as much as 250 tons has

been smelted by one furnace. However,

the average of 200 tons, day in and day

out, with the silicious, rather slow-run-

ning slag that is made is certainly a highly

satisfactory result. The charge for the

furnaces averages about 12 per cent, lead,

with an ordinary range of 9 to 14 per

cent., and 7 to 16 per cent, as the ex-

tremes. The charge contains ordinarily

about 80 per cent, of ore, the remainder

being fluxes, between-products, etc. As
stated above, the Huntington-Heberlein

process is used for the desulphurization of

all kinds of ore, but not for matte, which

still is roasted in the hand-raked rever-

beratories. The Bruckner furnaces of the

works, also, are still employed for vari-

ous purposes.

The Bag House

Recently a large bag house has been in-

stalled chiefly to ameliorate the smoke
nuisance as has been referred to earlier in

this article. This is a brick building,

100x216 ft., of the usual construction, the

design, arrangement of the bags, etc., be-

ing similar to the bag house at the Globe

works, Denver, Colo. The Murray instal-

lation has 4160 bags, 30 ft. long and 18 in.

in diameter, grouped in four sections, any
one of which may be isolated for shaking

the bags, etc. The gas is taken from the

long flue system of the works and deliv-

ered to the bag house by an i8x6-ft. fan.

handling 250,000 cu.ft. of gas per min., at

a pressure of about 1 in. of water, requir-

ing I2S h.p. The temperature of the gas

is low, being only 120 to 160 deg. F., the

gas cooling to that point during its pas-

sage through the long flue which formerly

conveyed it to the chimney. The bag
house is surmounted by four steel chim-

neys, the tops being 175 ft. above the

ground, which discharge the filtered gas.

Notwithstanding the low temperature of

the gas passing through the bags, the lat-

ter do not become soggy from the conden-

sation of moisture. The cost of the bag
house was approximately $150,000.

Dust Flue—Blowers

The Murray plant has been described

in "Lead Smelting and Refining," pp. 287-

293, wherefore no repetition is necessary.

Aside from the new features which have

been noted above, it is sufficient to call at-

tention to the unsatisfactory result of the

concrete dust flues, which crack and dis-

integrate under the action of the heat and

sulphur compounds in the gas ; and the

addition of a No. 10 rotary blower to the

power house, which was provided origi-

nally with four piston blowers. The blast

furnaces are operated with 36 oz. press-

ure. The introduction of the rotary blower

here, as at other \vorks, indicates that the

piston blower has gone quite out of fash-

ion for the production of blast of that

moderate pressure, simply for the reason

that the rotary blower is more economical.

If the piston blower still has its advocates

they are few in number.

The Garfield Works

The Garfield works, the newest in the

Salt Lake district, are owned by the Gar-

field Smelting Company, which is a sub-

sidiary of the American Smelting and Re-

fining Company. It is situated on the

shore of Great Salt Lake, 24 miles west

of Salt Lake City. In selecting this lo-

cation advantage was taken of a point that

offered good railway connections together

with ability to become forever free from

conflict with agricultural interests over

any smoke nuisance. The means taken to

obviate the latter difficulty are extraordin-

ary and expensive. It seems to me that

while the farmers have become hysterical

over that question, the smelters have be-

come no less so and have gone, especially

in the case of the Garfield plant, to lengths

which are unnecessary. This phnt is

situated so that if the wind is in one di-

rection the smoke will blow over the

lake; in the opposite direction it will blow

up a ravine in the mountains, at the foot

of which the plant is placed. To the right

and left, along the lake shore, the com-

pany owns the land for miles. It also

owns the land for a long distance back

into the mountains. All told, the com-

pany acquired about 35,000 acres, covering

a tract more than seven miles east and

west and four miles north and south. In

this great domain the smelting company
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is supreme. So far did the desire to

eliminate all possibility of trouble go,

however, that the particular site chosen

for the works involved much expense over

what there would have been upon a more

favorable topography.

As to railway facilities, the Rio Grande

Western gives connection with the Gould

lines and the Los Angeles, San Pedro &

Salt Lake with the Uarriman lines. At

present there are no other railway sys-

tems in Utah.

Smelting Furnaces

The Garfield is essentially a reverbera-

tory-funiacc plant. As originally con-

structed it comprised three rcverbcratories

and two blast furnaces. In each case the

number is now being doubled, it being

expected that the new furnaces will be

completed by the end of 1907. These were

contemplated in the general lay-out of the

works, wherefore it is necessary only to

construct the furnaces and the house for

them and add the corresponding engines

and blowers in the power plant.

All of the furnaces at Garfield, together

with the converters, are in the same house

—an arrangement which does not com-

mend itself. The rcverbcratories are ii2x

19 ft, each with two 350-h.p. Sterling

boilers, in tandem. These furnaces smelt

about 250 tons of ore per day. when m

fair operation, with the consumption of

about so tons of coal on the grate. The

coal is burned with an undergrate blast.

The arrangement for removing the ash is

crude and no provision has yet been made

for recovering the unburned coal. The

matte product assays about 40 per cent,

copper, and the slag about 40 per cent.

silica. The operation of these furnaces

has not been entirely satisfactory for rea-

sons to which I shall refer later.

There are two blast furnaces, each 20x

4 ft. at the tuyeres. Tliey set end to end

and it is proposed to close the space be-

tween them at some time, making one

furnace 70x4 ft. The two new furnaces

will l.-e constructed with the same end in

view. Both furnaces are operated with

a 24-oz. blast pressure and a lo-ft. col-

umn of charge. The hight from the top

of the charge to the feed door is unusual

and perhaps excessive. Also the width of

48 in. at the tuyeres seems to be going to

an undesirable extreme in view of the

general fineness of the Utah ore, but it

may be all right if a considerable pro-

portion of sintered material be used in the

charge as indeed will he. One of the

blast furnaces is at present operated semi-

pyritically. smelting 350 to 37° tons of ore

per day, or about 4 5 tons per square

foot of hearth area, with a consumption of

8 per cent, of coke. This produces ;i

matte with 20 to 25 per cent, copper, which

is added to the charge for the other fur-

nace. The latter smehs :.bout 500 tons per

day, with 8 per cent of coke, producing a

matte with 40 per cent, copper. Both

furnaces receive their characs from the

usual cars upon pans hinged lengthwise

with the furnace. By tipping the pans the

charge slides into the furnace, the pans

being designed to return to their original

position, which should keep the sides of

the furnace closed, but the mechanism

does not work well, the pans often re-

maining down and the furnace open.

Both from blast furnaces and reverbera-

tories the slag is tapped into cars on a

lower level, which are drawn by electric

locomotives to the dump. The slag as-

says about 0.35 Per cent, copper. The

ore charge contains a little upward of 4

per cent, copper on the average.

There are four converters, 8x11 '/a ft-

each stand having three bowls. Six more

converters are to be added.

Roasting Furnaces

There are 16 McDougall furnaces, each

of which roasts about 50 tons of ore per

day, burning it from 30 per cent, sulphur

down to 8 per cent. Eight more of these

furnaces are to be added. The charge is

made up in the storage beds, wherein it is

distributed by four belt conveyers with

trippers, running lengthwise of the build-

ing. From the beds it is drawn into cars,

which are trammed by electric locomo-

tives to hoppers over the furnaces. On

the lowest hearth an addition of the fine

concentrate from the Utah Copper Com-

pany is made by hand, which increases

the sulphur content of the charge deliv-

ered by the McDougall's, the fine concen-

trate being little more than dried. The

object of charging in this way is to avoid

the production of so much dust as would

arise if the fine ore came down through

the furnace. However, the means for

handling this material can be greatly im-

proved, as doubtless they will be. The

hot calcines from the McDougalls go di-

rectly to the reverberatory furnaces.

Tn addition to the McDougall plant

there are 25 Huntington-Heberlein pots,

each of which desulphurizes and sinters

three charges of seven tons each per 24

hours, making a product with only 3 to 4

per cent, sulphur. These start with ore

burned down to about 12 per cent, sulphur

in the McDougall furnaces. The hot

semi-calcines from the latter are discharged

into bins, from which they can be chutcd

into water in a pot for moistening. Then

they are taken in that pot by a traveling

crane and dumped on the priming charge

in the pot to be blown. An improvement

will be the moistening of the semi-calcines

by water sprays Unto the streams dis-

charged by the '|hutes of the hopper

wherein received from the McDougalls.

The Huntington-Heberlein pots at Gar-

field set in a single row commanded by a

traveling crane, the method of handling

being quite similar to that at Murray, the

only differences being of a mechanical

character. The arrangement of the pots

ill .a single row facilitates handling, and

simplifies the removal of the gases, the re-

movable hoods communicating with a flue

which runs parallel with the line of pots

and close to it, so that connection is ef-

fected by a short, horizontal branch

pipe from the hood of each pot. This

eliminates all telescopic pipes and reduces

the iron-work in direct connection with

the hood. No special attention is given

to making a tight joint between the hood

and the main flue.

Each of the Huntington-Heberlein pots

treats about seven tons of ore in eight

hours, reducing the sulphur to 3 or 4 per

cent. The sintered cake is dumped on the

breaking floor at the end of the line of

pots (which by the way stand in the open

air, just as at Murray) and with the aid

of a crew of four men is broken up suffi-

ciently to pass through a 24X36-in. Blake

crusher. The product from the crusher is

removed by conveying belt, elevator, etc.,

to the bins for the blast furnaces. The

ore sintered in this way is an excellent

material for the blast furnace, but the

breaking by means of crusher produces

considerable fines, wherefore the full ad-

vantage of the coarseness of the material

prepared by the Huntington-Heberlein

process is not realized in the blast fur-

nace.

The Draft Svste.m

Except for the boiler-house which con-

tains four 350-h.p. Sterling boilers, each

with its own steel chimney, the Garfield

plant has only one chimney, that being a

Custodis construction, 300 ft. high, 30 ft.

in diameter, inside, at the top, and 42 ft.

6 in. in diameter, outside, at the bottom.

The flues lead up-hill to the base of the

chimney, the rise being such that the top

of the chimney is about 500 ft. above the

furnaces. The system of flues leading to.

the chimney is very elaborate. A good

idea of its layout may be obtained from

the engravings which accompany this ar-

ticle. The blast-furnace, reverberatory-

furnace, converter, McDougall-furnace,

and Huntington-Heberlein departments,

each has its separate flue, the general ar-

rangement of which surrounds the smel-

ter yard in more or less rectangular

form. These are combined into three

main flues extending up the hill to the

chimney. The length of the main flues

from the chimney to the point where the

branches lead to the various departments

is about 3500 ft. The first portion of the

flue leading from the blast-furnace depart-

ment is of steel balloon-construction, as

shown in one of the accompanying' en-

gravings. This picture was taken before

the works were completed, and as fin-

ished the tramways to the blast-furnace

department extend upon the steel frame-

work above this flue. The flue from the

converter department is also of steel and

after extending separately for a consider-

able distance unites with the flue from the

blast furnaces. On the third side of the

rectangle the blast-furnace flue is changed

from sheet-steel construction to a con-
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struction of brick and steel, the upper por-

tion of I he tliie being of brick in the form

of nn inverted catenary and the lower por-

tion bcinK a scries of steel hoppers to fa-

cilitate the drawing off of accumulated

dust. 'I he tlues from the reverberatory

and McDougall furnaces are of similar

construetinu, all of these flues being sup-

ported overhead so that cars may be run

under them.

.'\ mere inspection of the accompanying

engravings will show that in these works

the dust and fume arc given an exceilcnt

opportunity to settle. Fretjuent tests are

carefully made of the smoke discharged

through the chimney. These are said to

show that the loss of metals in the smoke

is practically zero: substantially the only

some extent by the application of an un-

der-grate blast from a blower, but it is

still impossible to run the waste-heat

boilers in connection with more than two

furnaces (because otherwise the escaping

gases are not sufficiently hot) and it is

questionable whether the operation of the

reverberatories is yet as good as it should

be. Doubtless, the arrangement of chim-

ney and flue is responsible for much of

this trouble, and doubtless also the

troubles will disappear to a large extent

when the full number of furnaces for

which the plant is designed is in oper-

ation.

H.VXDLIXO M ATERI.VL

The handling of material throughout

which must be seen to appreciate its ;imaz-

ing magnitude. Here is one of the items

that greatly swelled the cost of these ex-

pensive works.

From the ore-receiving bins to the

crushing mills (of which there are two, a

sulphide mill and a silica mill) and from

the mills to the furnace beds, the trans-

portation is chiefly by belt conveyers, the

ore being distributed upon the beds by the

conveyers. The system has given consid-

erable trouble, owing to the multiplicity

of its parts and its general complication,

while the ore bins do not in all cases ap-

pear to be of the happiest design. In

carrying out the idea of making the hand-

ling of all material in these works me-
chanical, it is questionable if that has not

-—o^^ziar^j» "i'-jiv^^

BLAST-FURNACE FLUE, GARFIELU S.MELTER

loss which is experienced in this plant is

what is carried away in the slag.

It will be observed that the system of

flues and chimneys at Garfield follows

closely that of the Washoe smelter at An-
aconda, Mont. The subject of chimneys,

flues and draft in general is a fruitful

one for discussion, which may be deferred

until another time. The question as to

whether it was sufficiently considered in

the design of the Garfield plant, however,

immediately presents itself. There has

been more or less trouble in the operation

of the reverberatory furnaces, the irregu-

larities of which have been corrected to

the works is by tramway and by belt con-

veyers. The tramways are operated by

electric motors. The ores, fluxes and fuel

are brought in upon trestles and the tram-

ways throughout the works extend largely

upon trestles. I do not know of any other

copper-smelting works in the United

States which has so much trestle. To all

intents and purposes the works have been

built on a level site with several floors ex-

tending over the whole works, while the

amount of trestle work was increased by
certain unfortunate configurations of the

ground. The engravings give only an im-

perfect idea of the extent of this system.

been overdone ; at least, if it has been

done in the simplest, most economical

and most efficient manner.

.\ccESS0RY Departments

The Garfield plant is well provided with

the usual accessory departments that are

necessary in the operation of a large mod-

ern smelting works. There is a large and

exceptionally well-equipped machine shop,

a large carpenter shop and an excellent

foundry. 'The power house comprises at

present two cross-compound blowing en-

gines for the converters and two No. 10

rotary blowers for the blast furnaces, each
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blast furnace having its own blower with

un independent air line from the latter to

the furnace. The location of the blast

furnaces at the eastern end of the main

furnace building necessitated a rather long

pipe for the air ; but on the other hand the

length of the steam pipes from the waste-

heat boilers to the power house is reduced

in comparison to what it would be by tlie

reverse arrangement. The arrangement

of the furnace building is such that addi-

tional blast furnaces can be provided for

by extending the building to the east,

while additional revcrberatory furnaces

will be put in an extension of the building

to the west. It will be observed that the

blast furnaces, revcrberatory furnaces and

converters are all contained in the same
building, an arrangement which is open

to criticism in comparison with the plac-

ing of these departments in separate build-

ings as they are at the Washoe smelter

and will be at the Steptoe smelter.

Results, C.\p.\cities .^nd Cost

It has been several times reported in the

daily papers that the Garfield smelter is a

failure. It has been said that even the big

chimney shows structural defects. Of

high. It is said to have been $5,000,000,

or will be that much when the additional

furnaces that arc now being installed have

been completed, which will be about the

end of this year. Its capacity may be es-

timated at 900,000 tons of charge per year,

which would make its cost upward of $5
per ton of annual capacity. It is only

a little while ago that $3 was considered

a figure that would supply all that is

needed for the most economical opera-

linii Is the e.xtra $2 worth while?

Magnetic Separating Plant of

Delaware & Hudson Com-

pany

1 he new plant of the Delaware &
Hudson Company, of .'\lbany, which oper-

ates magnetite mines in Lyon Mountain,

N. Y., is arranged for dry magnetic sepa-

ration. The ore is brought to the plant

without sorting. The crushing capacity

of the mill is from 1000 to 1200 tons of

crude ore in 24 hours; 375 h. p. is re-

quired and ore is crushed to '4 '"• to ob-

tain the best results in separation. Nearly

all of the machinery used was supplied

The capacity of each separator is 1$

to 20 tons of crude ore. The middlings

:.nd tailings from the four primary sepa-

lations are rccrushcd on four sets of rolls

and again treated on a second set of

separators.

The final product, concentrates and tail-

ings, is carried out of the mill on two
belt conveyers to the loading pockets.

The concentrate pocket has a ca|)acily of

about 600 tons. The tailings pass over

revolving screens with ,'ij-iu. apertures,

which deliver each product into a bin of

200 tons capacity. The fine tailings have

found good use as locomotive sand, being

dry, sharp and clean. The coarse ma-
terial makes good railroad ballast, and is

also used for concrete sand.

An interesting use to which gypsum is

put, especially in England, is the Bur-

tonization of beer. The reputed excel-

lence of certain British beers, notably

those of Burton and Newark, is attri-

buted to the presence of calcium sulphate

in the natural water used in their prepara-

tion. It has been calculated that 350,000

lb. of gypsum are annually imbibed in

GENERAL VIEW OF MURRAY SMELTER

course, these reports are utterly incorrect,

and if they had any basis, the latter could

be nothing more than the infantile troubles

from which any new plant suffers. The
Garfield plant was constructed upon gen-

eral lines that have been well approved by

the practice of metallurgical engineers,

and the engineers in charge of this par-

ticular construction had ample experience

in the design and execution of such a

works, together with the advantage of the

great fund of technical knowledge that

the .American Smelting and Refining

Company has accumulated. The works

are open to more or less criticism as to

technical matters which afTcct their de-

gree of efficiency, but certainly such de-

fects are not of a character to prevent the

plant from running right along as a suc-

cessful concern from the commercial

standpoint. Such defects as there may be

arc perhaps due to the fact that the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company has

too many engineers, and does not trust

its work of this kind sufficiently to a smgle

one, upon whom responsibility may be

placed. In other words, it is a case of too

many cooks.

The first cost of this plant was very

by .Allis-Chalmers Company, of Mil-

waukee.

The mill is divided into three sections,

each of which can be separately operated.

The crude ore, after weighing is dumped
into a bin of 700 tons capacity, from
which it passes over a grizzly of man-
ganese steel bars to a 24x3o-in. Blake

crusher and is reduced to about 5 irf.

Then the ore passes over a second griz-

zly to a No. 6 K Gates gyratory crusher,

which reduces it to 2H in. ; the ore is

then delivered to a belt conveyer which
also receives the fine material from the

grizzlies and carries the product to a set

of 40x30-in. rolls, reducing the ore to i

in. ; it is then elevated to the top of a

vertical dryer, .\fter drying, the product

is delivered by a bucket elevator to a

second storage bin.

Sizing screens are fed from the bins

by means of feed rolls, the oversize and
the ^-in. material being delivered to

40xi5-in. rolls of the same type as the

coarse rolls. Then the material is passed

over revolving screens with '^-in. aper-

tures. The oversize is returned to the

rolls, while the ^-in. material is elevated

to bins over the separator section.

potations of Burton beer, and since gyp-

sum is soluble to a certain extent, at-"

tempts have been made with varied suc-

cess to add similar artificial salts to water

not derived from gypsum-bearing beds,

and large (|uantities of gypsum are pur-

chased by brewers in England for this

purpose. This addition, although advan-

tageous, does not produce so perfect a

combination of salts as that existing in

the natural waters of Burton-upon-Trent

The production of the Vieille Montagne
company in 1906 was 86,880 metric tons of

crude spelter, 6160 tons of special spelter

and 3649 tons of manufactured zinc, a to-

tal of .96,689 tons. The rolling mills of

the company made 67,253 tons of sheet

zinc, while the oxide works made 4422
tons of zinc oxide. The work of the com-
pany at Baelen and Viviez produced 71,-

525 tons of sulphuric acid. These figures

illustrate the magnitude of the business of

this company, which is the largest zinc-

smelting concern of the world. In its last

annual report there is further complaint

of the continued increase in the cost of

coal in Belgium. France and Germany.
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Nickel Mining in New Caledonia
Nickel Ore Is Mined (rom Large and Small Open Workings or Quar-

ries on the Sides of the Mountain Spurs. Methods of Handling

BY M. COL VOCORESSES^^^
In a previous article a general account

was given of the geography and geology

of New Caledonia ; with some discussion

of the nature of the orebodies and their

probable origin. The most important of

the mineral products of the island is the

nickel ore, by which it is best known

abroad.

Nickel Ores of the IslaiNd

By far the most important New Cale-

donian industry is the production of nickel

SiOs, 41.8; NiO:, 22,2; Mg, 19.8; H-.0,

16.2; total, 100, and (the hydrated scsqui-

silicate of nickel itself having the formula

7NiO, 6Si03 + H:0) may contain, when

absolutely pure, 48.6 per cent, of nickel.

It is common enough in any mine to find

hand specimens and even veins of ore car-

rying up to 30 or even 35 per cent, nickel,

but no large quantity can be mined.

This ore has a hardness of from 2 to 3

and a specific gravity of from 2.2 to 2.8.

Its color is naturally dark green, but ex-

between 400 and 700 m., and in a very few

cases higher or lower. Usually a mine

does not consist of one large deposit, but

rather of a group of small deposits with

barren ground between. Thus one plateau

contained eight large producing quarries

within a radius of 2000 m. At another mine

there is a single large deposit estimated to

contain 250,000 tons of ore, and on an ad-

jacent spur, 1000 m. away, is another de-

posit on which about 60,000 tons have been

developed. Another large mine has three

ore, although the greatly increased chrome

industry may rival it before long; but

that is another story, and will .not be

treated in this article. Again, this ore

i* a product of decomposition of the

pcridolitc and in this case the result is

the hydrous silicate of nickel and mag-

nesia, known as garnierite or noumeaitc.

For this various formulas are given

:

H„(NiMg),Si,On; or, H,(NiMg)SiO.+
H3O; or. i(NiMg).Si.Ou 3H.O, with ap-

proximately the following composition

:

Mining eDglne«r, Noumea. New Caledonlo.

.NICKEL .MINE AT AN ALTITUDE OF I5OO FEET

cess of magnesia may render it pale green,

and the presence of iron gives it a choco-

late or brownish yellow tinge. As taken

from the mine, the great bulk of the im-

pure ore resembles hard yellow clay, or

decomposing rock, and it always carries

from 10 to 25 per cent, of uncombined

water. The nickel is always found in sur-

face deposits. These are situated on spurs

on the sides of plateaus more generally

on those forming outposts of the Chaine

Centrale. The bight of these deposits

varies, but may be said in general to be

distinct sets of quarries, one at either end,

one in the center of the flat-topped spur

on which it is located, the distance be-

tween the extremities of the quarries being

1400 m. Yet other mines consist of six,

or even more, small quarries, each one of

which may yield 5000 to 10,000 tons, lo-

cated with no apparent regularity or order

on the main spur and its branches. But

practically all these deposits have one

physical feature in common—they over-

look a river or stream valley, whose sides

rise at a very sharp angle. This is a feat-
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ure in New Caledonian mining—that in

all mines (nickel, chronic and cobalt) the

ore is not raised, but is mined from quar-

ries or adits (excepting a few cobalt

shafts) and is then lowered into the val-

leys, up whicli railway or road may run.

The problem of hoisting does not exist

here, but is converted into a study of the

most economic means of hauling ore from

the different quarries to one or more cen-

tral points and then descending it into the

valley below.

Methods of Mi.si.ng

Every nickel mine on the island presents

iifferent features, but the best general

idea of their working can perhaps be

gained by following a typical ton of ore

from its extraction to its shipment, for it

must be remembered that neither concen-

tration nor smelting is done on the island.

Let us suppose that at 10 or 15 km.

:rom the coast—generally nearer—are lo-

cated the quarries from which the ore is

to be taken out, situated at an altitude of

500 m., usually on the saddle of a spur

from one of the big I200-m. high moun-

tains. These quarries have been opened

along the face of the spur, cut out like a

flight of steps, each level about 8 m. in

hight, with a length that may vary from

20 to 200 ra. ; 3 to 12 levels altogether, and

men working on several or all of them

simultaneously. Owing to the boulders

and cliffs of rock and the horses of bar-

iin earth which separate the stringers,

veins and pockets of rich ore. it would not

be economical to use steam shovels or ex-

cavators, and almost all the work must

be done with pick and shovel, blasting

being used only occasionally to break up

the rock or some unusually tough mass of

ore. Sometimes the ore not only occurs

in veins or pockets, but from these has

become impregnated into the serpentine

rock itself. Often, indeed, there will be

kernels of solid rock surrounded by sev-

erals crusts of decomposing rock impreg-

nated with nickel, each successive shell

growing softer and richer in the metal.

When the face of a quarry is attacked,

the overburden and pockets of red ferru-

ginous earth are first stripped out for

about 5 m. and removed from the plat-

form, which is carefully swept. This

leaves only ore and rock to be broken

down from this block of ground. The

ore proper and the pay rock are next

broken and picked over, which operation

is most important. Experienced men can

generally tell by the look and hardness

what ore will pay and what will not, but

to aid them, all the material is usually

broken to a certan degree of fineness with

hand hammers, after which the ore pul-

verizes easily and separates away from

the harder pieces of rock, which can be

picked out and thrown away. In some

mines this operation is carried even fur-

ther, by passing all the stuff through

grizzlies and shaking sieves and rejecting

the larger grades, and sometimes also the

extreme fines, which arc apt to be very

poor if the ore is earthy in character. It

is also usual to make several piles of

doubtful material, which are kept at one

side to be sampled and analyzed before

being kept as pay ore (carrying, s;iy, 6 per

cent, nickel) or rejected as waste. All the

ore is also sampled, being placed in piles

of about 10 tons each, ticketed with the

approximate quantity and the result of the

assay, so that the platform of a level re-

sembles a series of large .\ustralian ant-

hills. It may seem curious that so much

sampling should be necessary, but the

nickel content of the ore is far from uni-

form, the same quarry, even the same

broken face, often producing small piles

of 15 per cent, ore (which is very rich),

larger ones of 10 per cent, and the bulk of

7 per cent., with several doubtful piles

running 5 or 4 per cent. The ore contract:

call for a certain minimum grade and a

higher price per kilogram of metal con-

tained is paid on a sliding scale for higher

grades of ore, so that it is necessary to

calculate just what grade of ore each

mine and each quarry can furnish with

the greatest economic advantage, and to

mix the ore accordingly, often rejecting

all the lower grades where they cannot

be advantageously sweetened up to the

required tenor.

For many years no ore could be profit-

ably shipped which did not contain 7 per

cent, nickel on the dry assay, but the crude

ore invariably contains from 15 to 28 per

cent, of uncombined moisture (average

20 per cent.), so that a shipment of ore

spoken of as 7 per cent, stuff really con-

tains only about 5.6 per cent, nickel, or

56 kg. of nickel to the metric ton. This

Hmitation of grade arises partly from the

fact that it is, of course, more expensive

to smelt a low-grade ore, and partly from

the fact that the ocean freight and insur-

ance to Europe—$7 per ton on the aver-

age—.must be borne by the small propor-

tion of weight represented by the nickel

contained.

As a natural result of its formation, the

ore, except where mixed with overburden,

is richer near the surface of the deposits,

and after the levels have advanced four

or five meters the average tenor gradually

decreases and at 10 or 12 m. advancement

it generally grows too poor and rocky to

pay to follow farther ; though some of the

richer veins or pockets have occasionally

been followed 30 m. or even more. Thus

for a time a quarry will yield 8 per cent,

ore, then 7 per cent., and later 6 per cent.,

after which it must be abandoned, unless

the product can be sweetened up from

fresher quarries. Needless to say, this

condition causes an immense waste in

working the deposits, from which, so to

speak, only the cream can be skimmed,

and when the fully equipped mines must

be abandoned as unprofitable there are

often thousands of tons of 4 and 5 per

cent, ore standing developed in the quar-

ries ready to be broken down and shipped

;

to say nothing of what has been thrown

over the dump mixed with the worthless

ganguc at the time when the mine flour-

ished and only 8 per cent, product was

preserved.

Handling the Ork

Un the smaller mines of tin iil.inU

the crude ore is packed in bags and in this

shape transported to the sea. On a very

small mine the reason for this is that the

first cost of equipment to handle ore in

bulk is not warranted, but it is regrettable

that this ancient and uneconomical system

of packing and handling has often been

adhered to in many larger mines, where

no adequate reason can be given for it.

Where the mines are equipped to handle

material in bulk the ore is shoveled from

the quarry platforms into iron dumping

cars running on a 50-cm. track; these cars

are pushed by hand or drawn by mules

to a chute down which the ore slides at an

angle of about 60 deg. and into a hopper

placed at the head of the main gravity

cables or "va-et-vients." These cables are

firmly anchored at the top and at the bot-

tom are drawn taut by Spanish windlass

or multiple tackle. If possible they are

unsupported between, and the length of

one span may be up to 1600 m., though it

is preferable not to exceed 1000 m. The

angle of descent is 10 deg. or over, and

for long spans cables of 20 or 22 mm. dia.

arc used. On these cables runs a hanging

bucket or skip, suspended from steel pul-

ley wheels, to which is fastened a steel

draw-rope of about 8 mm. diameter. This

draw-rope passes over a large pulley at

the top, on which a ribbon brake regulates

the speed of the voyage. A large bucket

will carry about 500 kg. of ore, and the

run of 1000 m. should be made in one

minute, the empty skip coming up into

place under the charging hopper and when

desired bringing up tools, provisions,

water, etc. At the foot of the cables the

full skip comes to rest over another hop-

per with a capacity of 50 to 100 tons, into

which the ore is tipped and from which

the ore cars on the railway are filled.

From the formation it will be remem-

bered that the cables invariably run down

into a river valley along which the rail-

way is built from the shipping port.

Many deposits in the interior of the

island can never be so served by railways,

and would require many kilometers of

aerial tramway to bring the ore to a rail-

way terminus, but so far none of these

has been worked. On the east coast two

large mines are served by these tramways,

one a Bleichert 3 km. long cperated by

gravity, the other an Otto 6 km. long, the

last 4 km. requiring power. It is said

that the cost of constructing these tram-

ways was about $15,000 per kilometer, or

$25,000 per mile.

.As is natural the mines nearest the

coast and hence requiring the least in-
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stallntion have been the first worked, and

it is always a qnestion how much equip-

nunt and traffic cost a deposit will stand.

Where railways can be run up from a

shipping port to the foot of a mine this

furnishes the natural means of transport,

and the gravity cable of one span gives an

ideal way of carrying down the ore and

loading the cars with the mininnnn of

material, labor and expense.

R.MLW.WS ON THE ISL.\ND

In speaking of railways I am 'particular

rather than general, for at present only

four nickel-mining centers are equipped

with steam railway. These vary in length

from 10 to 27 km., and in gage are 50,

60 or 75 cm. There are, however, several

smaller lines of track up to 6 km. in

length, and usually 50-cm. gage, down
which ore trains nm by gravity to the

loading point (which is frequently the

head of punt navigation in a small river),

and rowed or towed to the vessel by a

steam launch, for in only one case was a

wharf built long enough for a ship to lie

alongside, and there the latter part of the

cargo had to be punted out to the anchor-

age. Until recently practically all nickel

ore has been loaded from punts, but at

Thio a marine terminal there has now
been constructed a Bleichcrt aerial rope-

way I km. long connecting it with the

shore. This is designed to load two ships

at once, giving each 500 tons per day or

one ship 1000 tons. It began operations

in 1 906,

Such in brief is the general history of

a ton of nickel ore which leaves New Cale-

donia for the nickel smelters of Great

Britain or Europe.

L.VIiOR .XND GeNER.\L CONDITIONS

Labor conditions are very peculiar. Be-

ing open quarries, very little skilled mine

labor is required. ,ind unlil igoT French

to the Chinamen but more expensive,

while, attracted by the temporary dearth

of labor, many Dalmatians and Croatians

were induced to come from Australia and

New Zealand, where they were then work-

ing, and for about three years they ob-

tained plenty of work at wages which

started at $1.50 for an eight-hour day and

latcrly became $1.20 for a nine-hour day.

After that, they found it more remunera-

tive to return to .\ustralia. Lately also

many Javanese have been imported, but

they are more particularly suited to the

coffee plantations, though in some cases

they gave good satisfaction on the mines.

A Chinaman costs $0.50 per day ; in-

cluding purchase price, transportation,

food, clothes and cash pay (which is usu-

ally $4 per month). A Javanese costs

about $0.65, and a Japanese about $0.80.

Then as day laborers the "liberes," or

ticket-of-leave men, may be engaged with-

out contract for $1 per day, and French

1.0.\1)ING .\N ORE TRAIN COPPER MINE IN NEW CALEDONIA

the returning empties being hauled back

to the mines by horses. There are some
few mines which are so favorably situated

as to require no railway at all, the cables

landing directly at the punt wharf on a

river, or directly on the seashore itself.

The importance of cheap transportation is

all the greater because, outside of the

main production which comes from the

few centers operated by large companies,

the greater number of working mines are

owned or leased by persons who have no
stable ore contracts, nor any large capital

to place in equipment.

So the ore is finally brought to its ship-

ping point, where a large stock is invari-

ably accumulated, the exact weight and

grade of which is known, since it has been

weighed and rc-samplcd on the trucks.

Here the ore may be kept for several

months awaiting the arrival of a vessel,

unless one happens to be loading at the

time. Then it will be loaded into punts

and .\lgLTian-.\rab convicts formed the

bulk of the nickel-mine laborers, though

occasionally English, French and Aus-

tralian miners had been brought for the

more difficult work and especially for the

chrome mines. The convicts were farmed

out by the Government and cost the min-

ing companies from $0.20 to $0.50 per day.

When convicts were not used gangs of

Chinese coolies (from Annam and Ton-
quin) were imported, and cost but little

more. This excessively cheap labor in-

duced the continuation of very primitive

methods and few labor-saving devices

were thought worthy of consideration. In

1901 all the convicts, of whom about 2000

were then employed, were recalled to the

public works undertaken by the Govern-

ment, as no further deportations were

made from France, and convict labor be-

came a thing of the past. More Chinamen
were thai imported, as well as about looo

Japanese, who were considered superior

or Austrian free laborers for $1.20; but

\ ery few of these last two classes now
remain.

New Caledonian natives and those from

the near-by Loyalty and New Hebrides

islands formerly formed a considerable

proportion of the mine laborers, being es-

pecially useful for the traffic and punting.

But latterly they have become so lazy and

so hard to recruit, that they form an al-

most negligible quantity at present. When
engaged their contract is for a year, and

their cost to the operator about $0.75 per

day.

It is very difficult to make comparisons

between all these different kinds of labor,

but some observations concerning the

Japanese and Chinese may be of interest,

as so much of this labor is in use in vari-

ous mining regions of the world.

At equal cost the Japanese seem prefer-

able, for they are more intelligent, more

easily taught, also quicker and more reli-
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able ill iheir work, provided this requires

any skill. But the Chinese generally have

greater physical strength and are tougher,

so that for pick and shovel work and hand

drilling there is not much difference. Both

can lie very |)atient and painstaking and

for cobhing and hand picking ore they are

really superior to most whites.

In handling l\asteri\ labor 1 believe the

real essential is to have a good morale

among the nun, and this can only be cul-

tivated after a year or more of work, un-

less the new recruits are mi.xcd on arrival

with a large proportion of old hands, who
know their work and know that it must

be done in order to secure the pay for

which they have come out.

The first thing a convoy of coolies does

is to see how much of their work can be

shirked without resulting in lines and

punishments. Thpy set themselves a stan-

dard, and it is sure to be a pretty low one

at the start, despite all the superintendent

Conditions of Coolie Laimk

The worst feature of all this coolie labor

is that batches of several hundred un-

known men must be recruited at once, and
in each lot there are sure to be, say 10

per cent, of really undesirables. Opium
lieiids, professional gamblers, self-ap-

pointed walking delegates and incorrigible

loafers are the curse of every camp, and

must be gotten rid of or the ditlicidty will

never cease. It 'is much cheaper to send

these men home at the company's expense

than to continue to suffer with them, for

their comrades will be easily led and
general discontent will prevail as long as

they stay in camp. If, by some lucky

chance, such men should desert, thus

breaking tlieir contract and so relieving

the company of the necessity of repatriat-

ing them or taking thetn back to their em-
ploy, it is the best, thing that can happen.

Once these men are out of the way, the

rest become much moie docile, do better

to feed, clothe and houtc thcin hi .> pi-.-

scribed and very liberal manner. The ac-

tual wage paid in money in New Cale-

donia was about $4 to a Chinaman and

$8 per month to a Japanese. From this it

was possible for an economical Chinaman
to save $joo during his live years, or if lie

earned bonuses he might save $300 or

more. The best proof that they were well

satisfied was the frequency with which

they voluntarily re-engaged for another

term of five years, usually at a small ad-

vance in pay. Indeed, I have seen men re-

turning to China after 15 years' work in

New Caledonia with fully $1000. For the

rest of their lives they would be comfor-

table, even wealthy. Of course, the sys-

tem, like anything else, may be and some-

times is abused, but if the men do not re

ceivc justice they have always recourse

to the inspection or immigration officer,

who is bound to investigate. Moreover,

a company which abuses its men will have

BKE.\KI.\G U)WN ORE l.V .\ NICKEL MINE PILOU COPPER MINE

and his foreman can do to the contrary.

Their task remains in gradually increasing

this standard and raising the efficiency of

the men. by showing them that it is to

their interest to do better. In other words,
their minimum wage and amount of work
being fixed, it remains to bring them up
to the maximum efficiency, and there are

various ways of doing this. Many opinions

to the contrary notwithstanding. I believe

that in the end the cheapest way is by in-

creasing their wages in proportion as they

merit it. A verj^ slight increase will do,

for with $1 extra per month a Chinaman
will often do about half more work than

formerly, and for a bonus of $2 per month
he does wonders. When a Japanese or a

Chinaman really sets out to work very

few white men will beat him, along cer-

tain lines : taking both wage and bonus
mto consideration good coolies are about
the cheapest labor to be obtained any-
where. Piece work, when possible, is

often done to the greatest advantage.

work and are better off in every way. I ho

contracts passed are usually for five years,

and the training of the men, developing

a morale and weeding out the undesirables

is apt to take up the better part of the first

year, during which little or no profit is

likely to be made ; but if they have been

well handled the true profit comes in dur-

ing the years that follow, and all the

trouble is well repaid.

Several thousand Japanese and Chinese

have been employed in Xew Caledonia

under contracts which were not as liberal

to them as those which exist in South

Africa, and from all that I have seen of

this contract labor I believe that the polit-

ical talk about "slavery," etc., is the worst

kind of "tommy rot" ^that word seems to

fit exactly). The Chinese or Japanese

peasants go of their own free will, because

they know that five or ten years' work will

make them comfortable for life, according

to their standards. The company en-

gaging them is bound by legal contract

great difficulty in securing fresh recruits,

so that self-interest, if no higher motive,

should lead them to play fair.

The bulk of the gypsum produced in

the United States as well as in foreign

countries is manufactured into various

plasters—such as plaster of paris, stucco,

cement plaster, flooring plaster, hard-

finish plaster—and a steadily increasing

quantity is being used as a retarder in

Portland cement. Refined grades of

plaster are used in dental work and also

as cement for plate glass during grinding

and as an ingredient in various patent

cements. Considerable quantities are

gromid without burning and are then used

as land plaster or low-grade fertilizer,

while smaller quantities arc used in the

manufacture of paint and paper, imitation

meerschaum and ivory, and as an adulter-

ant. The pure white, massive form,

known as alabaster, is much used by

sculptors for interior ornamentation.
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Improvement? in the Vertical-

plunger Sinking Pump '^

Bv A. H. HALEt

The vertical-plunger sinking pump sus-

pended in a shaft by means of a wire

cable and hangers that hook to the shaft

timbers is in almost universal use. It is

undoubtedly true that this type of pump
is very wasteful of steam, due in a certain

extent to the simple valve moiion, which

ful of steam, yet it possesses the great

merit of operating under 50 ft. of water

as well as tliough the pump were just

above the surface. It is not unusual,

when sinking a shaft, for the water to

rush in and submerge the pump, or

"drown it."

Frequently, also, sinking pumps have to

work 2000 ft. away from the boilers that

supply them with steam. A large percent-

age of the waste of steam the pump is

blamed for could be avoided by the use

alone to blame for, is the design of the

water-valve chest. As shown in my de-

sign, Fig. I, there is no reason why
hinged bolts should not be used about the

chest, nor why tlie bonnet or cover should

not be hinged also. In this way the time

required to examine the valves—some-

thing which has to be done often—is

greatly reduced. The bonnets on some
makes of 14 and 7 by 13-in. sinking pumps
weigh about 75 lb., and on the larger

sizes upward of 150 lb.— rather awkward
of a separator in the steam line near thepieces to handle in a wet shaft.

Plan in Full

^ &'#

Section A-B

a r-r-t

u
Hinge Lug

FIG. I, ILLUSTRATING DETAILS OF WATER-VALVE CHEST FOR SINKING TUMP

a

n

Covering Piece

for Bolt Groove

is considered best for the conditions under

which such a pump is compelled to work.

It has been learned from experience that

so far as a sinking pump is concerned it

IS best to sacrifice economy to simplicity.

The simple valve-gear, consisting of only

four moving parts, all within the steam

chest and steam cylinder, may be waste-

•An article In Power, Spptpmlrer, 1007.
*\VIth Jont^fl & Jones. Denvfr. Colo.

pump, and by insulating the steam line

so as to prevent condensation. Likewise,

a steam separator at the boiler is of value,

as much of the water supposed to come
from condensation in the steam line is

water carried over by the steam.

Defects of Water-Valve Chest

One serious defect in the design of

sinking pumps, which the builders are

Another great annoyance where sta-

tionary bolts are used is caused by the

nuts becoming changed about and requir-

ing to be turned up with a wrench the

entire length of the thread. I notice that

one builder of sinking pumps has finally

decided to have part of the chest bolts

hinged, the remainder being stud-bolts.

This combination makes anything but a

rcat design, but it goes to prove that the
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buililers consider liiiigcJ bolls better, or

they would not have substituted them for

stud-bolts.

Another advisable change is in the cap-

nut that keeps the water-valve stem in

place As now made it consists of a cap-

nut with a set-screw in the top. The
squares on the cap-nut are of no par-

ticular size as compared to the other nuts

on the bolts of the water chest, and the

small set-screw in the cap-nut is very

often bent or broken. In fact, it is rarely

otherwise after the pump has been in ser-

vice a short time. With the design shown
in Fig. 2, the valvc-steni and cap are prac-

tically one, the use of the set-screw is

sinking pumps claims to hold a patent

I'u the device. For a stop-valve between

the two chests, the builder referred to

uses an angle-valve. A valve of that kind

is utterly worthless for the purpose. They
are of such light design that they are soon

put out of service by the rocks thrown by

the blasts. And as the men in charge of

the pumps are usually unskilled and are

not familiar with their construction or

operation, a plug-cock is much more easily

understood by them. They can always

tell by the mark on the end of the plug

when the valve is open or closed, and
there is no chance of their twisting the

stem off, as is often done when attempting

Showing
Connection to Bonnet

FIG. 3. PRIMING VALVE FOR VERTICAL-PLUNGER SINKING PUMP

avoided, while the nut is of the same size

as the other nuts about the water end.

Priming Devices.

A priming device of some sort is really

indispensable about a sinking pump. One
of the best arrangements I know of for

the purpose is to connect the discharge-

valve chest with the suction-valve chest

by means of suitable passages or piping

having a valve of some sort. Such a de-

ice has been in use for 20 years or more
on pumps in the mines in the West. Yet
in face of this fact a certain builder of

to operate an angle-valve or a globe valve.

The plug-cock shown in Fig. 3 has a

nut on the end of the stem for turning

the plug ; this nut is the same size as the

others about the chest. Fig. 3 also shows
what I am inclined to think was among
the first of the priming devices for sink-

ing pumps. It is very simple and cheap

and I believe it to be fully as good as, if

not better than, the other designs I have

referred to.

In case the plug-cock becomes leaky it

can be replaced at a trifling cost in a few
minutes. I do not advise tapping the

chest Ijoiiiict lur the connexion, as in the

event of the nipple breaking off it requires

some little time to cut out the piece in

the hole. I believe that making the con-
nection to the bonnet by means of a run-
ning sleeve and back-nuts is the best

method. A running sleeve between the
cock and the elbow, as shown, will save
quite a little trouble in getting the exact
length so that the ends will enter the holes
in the bonnet.

Air Ciiamoer.

The same builders who claim a patent

on the 20- or 30-year-old priming device
also claim to hold a patent on an air

chamber, in which the discharge pipe con-
nects at the top of and passes down into

1
.

I
1

r"
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-ri
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- M
FIG. 4. AIR CHAMBER

1

FIG. 5. QUADRANT AND LEVER OF CUSHION
VALVE

the chamber for some distance, the annu-
lar space between the discharge pipe and
the walls of the chamber acting as a re-

ceiver for the air. This type of chamber
is old; it was used at one time by a firm

of locomotive builders. The design never

became popular with builders of any line

of pumps. In fact, tjie design is abso-

lutely without merit. An air chamber
must be of a certain size, i.e., it must have

a certain air capacity relative to the dis-

charge of the pump. A perfect pump
would not require an air chamber. The
best air chamber for a sinking pump is

one made of wrought-iron pipe, as shown
in Fig. 4. This design takes up less space

in the shaft and is less likely to leak air

than cast iron. A tap-bolt, or bolts, should

always be put in the bonnets so the joints
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may be broken uithout the use of a ham-

mer and cliisel. A coating of graphite on

the face of the joint will prevent sticking

and damage to gaskets. Chalk is about as

good as graphite for the pur^jose.

I have shown the brancli pipe, Fig. i,

connecting the suction pipe to the chest as

a separate casting. It could be cast with

the chest. If it is. provision must be made
for the passhig of the boring bar through

the branch pipe, and instead of the plate

E. lugs could be used, as shown on the

outside top corners of the chest.

It is. best to have all nuts that arc liable

to require adjusting from time to time

of the same size, so that only one wrench

will be necessary. This may require at

times a bolt somewhat out of proportion,

but the benefits gained by having all nuts

of the same size will oflfset that small

defect in the design.

I have found the cushion-valve quad-

rant and lever to be poorly adapted for*

Mining Laws and Legislation in

Santo Domingo

^
Uv i'". Lynwood Garrison*

AND
.\dolphe ChalasI

Some persons, especially Americans,

who have had their attention called to

mining matters in the island of Santo Do-

mingo, appear to be under the impression

that the mining regulations of this Re-

public are similar to those of the United

States. They are, in fact, quite different

and should be thoroughly understood by

anyone proposing to embark upon mining

enterprises in that country.

The Dominican Government, in com-

mon with many other modern republican

governments, is divided into three sec-

tions, legislative, executive, and judicial.

Some Americans have supposed and as-

therefore, is in fact a contract between

the two parties aforesaid, made for them
by act of Congress, and the Government
is not a party thereto.

-Ml existing mining concessions in

Santo Domingo arc those granted under

the laws of 1876 and 1904, the latter hav-

ing displaced the former, whicli in turn

was abrogated this year, but not yet suc-

ceeded by a new law.

Concessions made under cither of these

two systems hold good respecting the

laws in force at the date of the grant,

thus a concession of 1876 is governed to-

day and for all time, by the law of 1876;

a concession granted in 1904 must be

likewise subject to the law of that date.

This, of course, assumes that the conces-

sioTinairc has in all cases complied with

the law and paid his taxes, thus keeping

the concession alive.

As might be expected of people abso-

lutely ignorant of mining, all the Do-
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the purpose intended. The pieces men-

tioned are sufficiently strong for pumps

working under normal conditions, but

they are too light to withstand the rough

usage they receive in a mine shaft. I

have designed one (see Fig. 5) which I

know will stand hard usage. I use a

^-in. nut and bolt in the quadrant for

locking the lever. No doubt a '/i-'m. bolt

would be strong enough. I did not care

to use a lever, or "tailboard" nut, as it is a

common practice to set them up with a

hammer of some sort.

Stromcyerite, which is a sulphide of

copper and silver (CuAg)» S or AgjS,

CujS, contains 53.1 per cent, silver, 31.

i

copper and 15.8 sulphur, has recently been

found in the Foster mine at Cobalt, On-

tario, Canada. It has a metallic luster

and a dark steel-gray streak and color.

sumed that special legislation is necessary

whenever a new concession is granted in

Santo Domingo, and that all mining

rights emanate from the Congress, that

is, from the legislative power. This is

not correct, for while Congress can make
the laws it is the function of the execu-

tive branch to enforce them. Dominican

laws are based upon the Code Napoleon,

and under this system mining rights con-

stitute property quite apart from land or

surface rights, or the actual ownership of

the land. It is the duty of the executive

(the President and his ministers) to en-

force the laws affecting all persons, the

mining-concession holder as well as the

land owner, in accordance with the spe-

cific mining laws that existed at the time

the concession was granted. This law,

•Mining pnclneer, Philadelphia.

tMlnlnp onKlnopr. Paris, France.

minican mining laws up to the present

have been defective in numerous respects

;

some clauses being unreasonably favor-

able to the concessionaire or the land

owner, while others are a serious detri-

ment to both. According to the law of

1876, anyone could apply for a mining

concession anywhere and even upon any-

body's land, providing the land-owner

was duly notified. Within tlirce months

from the date of such notification the

landlord could claim his so called

"preference rights," which would enable

him to take possession of the concession

if he reimburse the concessionaire for

all expenses incurred in prospecting and

developing the property.

Under the law of 1876 a government tax

of 2 per cent, was imposed upon the gross

mineral product of the property, no other

impost being demanded ; hence by this
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law lilt only ilTi-ciive forfeiture clause

was that of non-production. Immense

tracts of land were tied up in this way,

the concessionaire simply conducting one

small productive operation, at any one spot

upon the concession, no matter how large

the concession may have been. It appears

probable, however, that most of these old

concessions have now been forfeited,

since no mining whatever is going on in

the island.

According to the law of 1904 the land-

owner in claiming his "preference rights"

is entitled to 66.6 per cent, of the produc-

tion of the concession, but he must as-

sume charge of the operation and supply

the concessionaire with 33.3 per cent of

the net profit of his work. In all the

concessions so far granted under this law,

as far as we know, none of the land-

owners could aflford to claim their prefer-

ence rights as aforesaid, and conse-

quently the concessionaries retain their

full possession.

operation in Mexico. Capital can only be at-

tracted by liberal and fair laws, and, when
tmce invested, protected with most scru-

pulous care. The Dominican Govcrji-

nient stands in urgent need of competent

advice in framing the proposed new min-

ing code, and such information can only

be obtained from experienced mining men
familiar with similar laws in different

parts of the world. United States laws

are good and bad, but on the whole

well suited for the conditions in our

western States and Territories. They
would never do in Santo Domingo, nor

would the Mexican and South .African

(Transvaal) mining laws, unless modified

to suit local conditions.

The Code Napoleon considers in a

broad way that the mineral in the earth

belongs to the State, while our common
l''nglish law regards the owner of the

land as possessing everything from the

heavens above to the depths of the earth

beneath, .ts defined .nnd limited by his sur-

Multiplc Arrangement of Drills

on the Rand

tiv I'.iKiAR Nichols*

In the Cinderella Deep mine in the

Transvaal the system of using three ma-
chines rigged on one bar, in pushing for-

ward an ordinary 7xS-ft. drift, was in-

troduced by Manager Girdlcr Browne. The
use of this method established a record,

on the Rand, for rapid driving, and this

was performed at a depth of over 4000 ft.

from the surface. I believe some Ameri-

can tunnels have been advanced at a

greater rate and I should be glad to hear

from any correspondent, in the columns

of the JouHN.M, on the subject. The ad-

vrnce was 225 ft. in a month of 31 work-

ing days. Three men with five or six na-

tives and sometimes a white assistant

worked in eight-hour shifts. Compressed

air was freely used for blowing out the

ATKIFKRors I.RAVEL B.VNKS .\l.ONG THE VAuLI Uf.L MjK

In case the applicant should be a share-

owner in the peculiar undivided proper-

ties known as commuiieros, the other co-

owners are not entitled to any participa-

tion whatever, no matter how small a

share the concessionaire may hold in the

m III unero.

Under the law of 1904 there is no gov-

ernment tax on the product, hence the

exploitation of the concession is in law no

concern to the Government as long as the

holders pay the yearly tax of $10 per 100

tareas (64c. per acre) when for precious

metals, and $5 per 100 tareas (32c. per

acre) for concessions taken for all other

metals and mineral products. The non-

payment of this tax is the only cause for

forfeiture. It is well to note in this

connection that land is not taxed in any

manner whatever in Santo Domingo.

A rich island like Santo Domingo,

wherein there is good cause to expect con-

siderable mineral wealth, should be pro-

vided with a code of good and just mining
laws similar to those now successfullv in

face boundaries. It is perhaps a debatable

question which of these two fundamental

principles is best adapted for the develop-

ment of a new country.

Long Service Crushing

Machinery

1 he first rock crusher ever used in the

southwestern mining region of Missouri

is still in operation at the smelter of the

Granby Mining and Smelting Company,

at Granby, Mo. It is a lo-in. Blake of

the original pattern and in 1866 made the

trip from New York to Pittsburg, down
ihe Allegheny and Ohio rivers, down the

Mississippi to the mouth of Lynn creek

whence it was taken as far up stream

as possible and finally reached its destina-

tion by wagon. .\ set of Cornish rolls

made the same trip 10 years earlier and

are still in the ser\'icc of the same com-

pany.

smoke and the rock was wetted after a

blast. As soon as the rock was sufficiently

shoveled back from the face the miner re-

turned, set up the drills and started drilling

while the rest of the rock was being re-

moved. The rock had to be trammed 500

to 800 ft. The best previous drifting rec-

ord was in the Roodeport district, in soft

ground requiring only nine holes per round.

The distance driven was 220 ft. in one

month. On the Cinderella Deep the quartz-

ites, forming the hangingwall of the banket

reef, are very hard. The reef itself is of

moderate hardness and the dark quart-

zitcs or quartzose slates, under the reef,

are usually fairly soft The illustration

shows a normal face bored out with 15

holes. Where the drive gets more into

the hangingwall, more holes may bfe re-

quired. Four or five holes may be nec-

essary on either side and perhaps other

easers. The bore, which is usually a

"double-jack" bar, is rigged as securely

•MInlnB cnElneer. Brnlipnii. Tranaraal.
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as possible about 4 ft. from the face.

One arm is rigged, as shown, to put in a

flat hole in the hangingwall ; another is

fi.xcd directly below this to bore the roof-

hole on the other side of the drive. Safety

clamps arc put on under these two arms
and also under the bottom arms. The
third arm is rigged lower down to bore

the lop hole of a three-hole cut. This

is generally put in to take advantage of

the contact between reef and footwall.

The two dry holes and the cut hole are

tirst slaitcd and then the holes of the face

are bored in the rotation shown by the

numbers on the drawing. The top ma-
chines drill the shoulder holes, No. 4 and

5 without altering the arms.

No. 1 machine drills holes i, 4, 7, 10.

No. 2 machine drills holes 2, 5, 8, 11. 13.

ficult holes for each other. About four

iJ4-'n- sticks of blasting gelatin are

placed in each cut hole and from five to

six in the other holes. The cut is blasted

first, then the casers, then the shoulder-

and knee-holes, then the back-holes, and

lastly the lifters. No. 8 hole is run in

under the contact of reef and footwall to

prevent any lump being left on the side of

the drift. The drift is run at a grade of

one in 150 to 200 and has a single track

with sidings every few hundred feet. It

is considered quicker to run the drive

5.\7 ft., as shown, and to use a single

track only, than to take the drive out full

vyidth for a double track and to rig four

machines. For a long drive the drift is

squared off by hand labor to allow of a

ventilating pipe being bid .ilong the track.

of chisels were employed. The diameter

of started bits was from 2^i in. to 3 in.

and the difference in gage about 0.25 in.

I am indebted to H. G. Brickhill for in-

formation regarding the arrangement of

holes.

New Phosphate Discoveries

.According to the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, a bed of blue phgsphate rock re-

cently discovered in western Putnam
county, Tenn., on the eastern flank of the

Nashville dome, or on the side opposite

the older phosphate fields, bids fair to

be of commercial importance, and recent

prospecting has discovered a number of

workable deposits in Utah, Wyoming, and

Fate View Sectiun

MULTIPLE .\RRAN'GEMENT OF DRILLS AND NUMEKIC.VL ORDER OF DRILLING HOLES

-Vo. 3 machine drills holes 3, 6, 9, 12, 14,

>5-

Though No. I machine has only four

holes to drill, the flat hole in the hanging-

wall takes so long that it is not finished

much before the others; the No. 2 ma-
-chine has all water holes to bore and
should be rigged under the arm drilling

the lifter holes 14 and 15 before No. 2

machine comes down to drill hole 2. No.

2 machine has hole 13 to drill after No. i

has drilled hole to. If possible No. I ma-
chine_is not given more to do after it has

bored hole 10 as it is almost impossible

to work with all the arms low down on
bar. Very often when the footwall

ground is soft No. 3 finishes first and it

can then be used to collar holes for the

other machines. In the same way Nos.

I and 2 machines can cross-collar dif-

Before the regular work of stoping is

started the drive is widened out and

double tracks are put in.

Several of the Deep mines are install-

ing monorails for tramming, the Lang-

laagte Deep mine being the pioneer in

this work. It is hoped that, by using rails

suspended 4 or S ft. from the floor on iron

brackets, friction will be much re-

duced and that the installation of some
system of mechanical haulage will be

rendered practicable. The air pressure

employed in the Cinderella Deep was about

80 lb. per sq.in. Machines with 3^-in. cyl-

inders, made by Holman & Son, Cornwall,

England, were employed. These have a

coinbination piston and slide-valve

worked by air pressure and controlled by

two ball valves. Star-section welded steel

bits, up to 5 ft. lengths and longer lengths

Idaho. In Idaho phosphate mining has

been begun on a considerable scale in the

vicinity of Montpelier, the rock being

shipped to Martinez, Cal. The Arkansas

deposits are found along Lafferty creek,

in western Independence county, and al-

though worked at a distance in an east-

west direction, reaching from Hickory

Valley, 10 miles northeast of Batesville,

westward to St. Joe, in Searcy county, or

lieyond.

To facilitate the transmission of energy

to the working faces of the mines and

tunnels, the Yak Mining, Milling and

Tunnel Company, Leadville, Colo., has

adopted the policy of using small motor-

driven compressors to supply the drills.

This plan avoids the use of long air lines

with the attendant losses.
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Professor Christy's Address

By R. W. Raymond

At the dedication, Aug. 23, of the

Hearst Memorial building of the College

of Mines of the University of California,

interesting addresses were delivered by

President B. Wheeler ; Prof. John G.

Howard, the architect ; T. A. Rickard,

editor of the Mining and Scientific Press,

and Prof. Samuel B. Christy, dean of the

College of Mines. The last wc republish

in full, in recognition of the great achieve-

ment of which the completion of this edi-

fice is the clima.x and abiding witness.

Professor Christy may well be congratu-

lated upon a result which is so largely his

own work. It is everywhere known, though

it is not intimated in his address, that to

him, more than to any other, is due the

organization and progressive development

of an .\mcrican mining school which

ranks with that of Columbia University,

and, in some respects, even surpasses its

elder rival. Himself a graduate of Cal-

ifornia University, in the days of its

modest beginnings. Professor Christy has

served his alma mater with loyal fidelity

through many laborious years, reflecting

credit upon her by his own scientific in-

vestigations and publications, and guiding

with skill and devotion the growth of the

great school which will always be asso-

ciated with his name. The two activities,

indeed, go together; for, since universi-

ties began to be, their best means for at-

tracting students has been the fame of

their individual professors.

Next to this, they are judged by the

practical success of their graduates ; and,

in this respect also, tlie California

school has already made a creditable rec-

ord, in connection with which the ingen-

ious and effective methods of combining

practice with theoretic instruction which

have been orginated, or adopted and modi-

fied, under Professor Christy's direction,

are acknowledged to have formed an im-

portant element of its success.

I am glad to see that Mr. Rickard. in

his excellent address, besides giving a long

list of distmguished graduates, and paying

reverent tribute to the memory of Joseph

Le Conte, worthily recognized "the rare

ability" of Professors Christy and Law-

son (the successor of Le Conte). He
inight have named other instructors

worthy of high praise, especially the vet-

eran professor of chemistry, Willard B.

Rising ; and he might have added, with-

out oflFense to any one of them, an

acknowledgment of the special leadership

of the man whose name is indissolubly as-

sociated with that of the already famous

mining school by the Golden Gate.

One statement made in Professor Chris-

ty's address may perhaps require the con-

firmation which a simple statement of facts

will supply. I refer to his assertion that

the Hearst Memorial building was the

first of its class, i.e , the first building

undertaken in connection with a univers-

ity and devoted specifically to instruction

in mining and mctallurg). This assertion

is strictly true, notwithstanding an ap-

parent contradiction frankly stated below.

Prior to lyoi, no great university, in-

cluding a school or college of mining and

metallurgy, had provided for that depart-

ment separate and adequate accommodation.

(This statement, of course, does not ap-

ply to mining schools and academies, like

those of Freiberg. Clausthal and PrilKim

in Europe, or Houghton, Golden, Reno,

etc., in this country, where the buildmgs

and educational plant are devoted ex-

clusively to that purpose.) Everywhere,

the work of instruction in mining and
metallurgy was done in such spare room.':,

basements and sheds as were available for

such purposes after the needs of other

departments had been supplied.

The Hearst Memorial building was con-

ceived before 1901 ; the plans were sub-

mitted to Prof. H. S. Munroe, of the

Columbia University School of Mines, be-

fore the construction was begun ; this be-

ginning took place early in 1901 ; and the

corner stone of the building was ceremon-
ially laid in October of that year.

Some time later, Columbia University

undertook the erection of a building for

a similar purpose. The Columbia build-

ing, though admirable, covers only about
half the area occupied by the California

one; and, moreover, its erection was not
impeded by an earthquake and a confla-

gration, such as disorganized the condi-
tions of labor and transportation at Berke-
ley, though they did not directly destroy
the buildings, finished or half-finished, of
the University of California. As a result,

the Columbia building, begun later, was
completed earlier, than the building at

Berkeley. The credit of technical or
nominal priority in such a case is scarcely
worth fighting for; but I feel sure that
whatever merit it involves would be, in

the present instance, cheerfully conceded
by Professor Munroe and his colleagues
to Professor Christy and his colleagues.

Address of Prof. S. B. Christy, Deliv-
ered at the dedication of the

He.\rst Memorial Mining
Building

Mr. President and Friends of the Uni-
versity:

In the history of mining schools, this

noble building marks a new achievement.
Never, until it was undertaken, had the
chief department of a mining school
been adequately housed. Everywhere in

Kurope. as well as in America, the funda-
mental and necessary, but for this pur-
pose, auxiliary departments, have needed
so much space for their laboratories and
museums that the department of the min-
ing-school which deals with the mining
and working of ores ; the department in

which the work of all the others cul-

minates, has had to struggle with them
for room to exist and means to develop.

I'liis condition, partly due to lack of

foresight, but chiefly to lack of means, has

always been a handicap to the young min-

ing engineer, which the schools have

everywhere bravely, but almost vainly,

tried to meet. Their graduates went forth

too often burdened with elaborate theo-

ries, which they were unable to apply 10

the simplest problem. How many now
successful graduates of the oldest and best

mining schools of the world have con-

fessed that it has taken litem long years

to learn the art of applying in practice the

knowledge they have acquired in college I

This inevitable apprenticeship can be

greatly shortened, only when the depart-

ment which deals with the mining and
working of ores is so generously equipped

and endowed that it is in a position to

show the student already partly trained

in physical sciences how to combine the

principles of these sciences, which too

often exist in his mind as abstract and
unrelated ideas, so that they shall come
together in a definite focus upon a few of

the important problems of the mining and
metallurgic art. He cannot attack all of

these problems ; he need not attempt

many ; but he must solve enough of them
to have learned something of the art of

mastering nature by submitting to her
universal laws.

The fact that nothing of this kind had
ever before been adequately attempted,

made the designing of this building at

once a great opportunity, and a great

responsibility. It was not lightly under-

taken. There is not a mining school in

Europe or America which has not con-
tributed some idea that has been, or will

be, embodied in this building and its

equipment ; but it is not, and could not be,

a copy of any one of them. It was our
task to mold into a harmonious union
many useful but conflicting ideas, and to

adapt them to our Western needs. Where
it was impossible to copy, it was neces-

sary to create.

The problem was, to design a building
where the mining student already trained

in the elements of physical science might
try his 'prentice hand upon some of those

lesser problems that lead to the larger

ones of the mining engineer ; where he
might acquire and test that consciousness

of power which comes from the mastery
of the forces of Nature : where he might
learn to lead rather than to follow, to
create rather than to imitate : where sound
theory, which looks to the future, might
lead practice, which looks to the past, to

higher efforts and to greater triumphs.

How far this effort has been successful

will not fully appear until tJie equipment
of the building, now hardly tjcgun, is en-

tirely completed; but the plans were so

carefully studied before work was com-
menced that there is not a square foot of
this great structure, from its basement to

its topmost floor, which has not been care-
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fully designed to suit the special purpose

for which it was intended ; and, as nearly

as can now be judged, all possible needs

of the department have been anticipated

for many years to conic. Fortunate

indeed it was that the architect of this

building was one of those rare artists

who see, in the outward expression of

the inward spirit and purpose of a build-

ing, the highest aim of their art. But

he needs no praise—his work speaks for

him.

We arc here to commemorate a noble

act.

1. It was a generous deed. Who of us,

overwhelmed with sorrow, stops to think

of others? We all condone, and even ex-

pect, selfishness in those who suffer; and

it is only a deeply generous nature that

can devise beneficence at such a time.

Years of anxious waiting, fire and flood,

earthquake and tempest, have passed since

the idea of this noble memorial was first

conceived ; but the mind that conceived

it has never stopped to count the cost or

to measure the sacrifice.

2. It was a wise deed. Among the

strongest passions of human nature,

stronger even then the yearning for per-

sonal immortality, is the desire that the

memory of those who love shall endure

in the land of the living. But how seldom

is that desire realized ! Upon the ashes

of our dead we build mountains of marble

and erect shafts of bronze that pierce the

skies ; and yet they, and we in turn, are

forgotten. The only permanent monu-

ment to the dead is service to the living.

The greater and more universal that ser-

vice, and the deeper its hold upon our

commoii human needs, the more enduring

the monument.

Every man's nature reaches out for its

own fulfilment. The Garden of Eden,

Plato's Republic, More's Utopia, the ideal

of the founders of our country, the move-

ment of modern Socialism, are all out-

reachings of the human soul, often blind

and futile, after that perfection which is

its ultimate aim and goal. And yet, how
seldom is it recognized that nearly all

that is good in modern Socialism has been

largely realized in the universities of our

country, and perhaps most completely in

the universities of our Western States?

Not that they are perfect—but the spirit

is there, and the fruit, almost perfected.

Our Western State universities, erected

by the people themselves, express their

needs and represent their sacrifices for

their ideals : the desire of the father that

his son shall have advantages that were

denied himself; the ambition of the

mother that her daughter shall realize her

own girlhood's dreams. They mark the

progress of our race onward and upward.

Here, everything is in common. Here

exists equality of opportunity ; here there

is no education too good for the poor

man's son. Here, each thirsty soul may

drink his fill at the well-spring of learn-

ing without exhausting the fountain. Here

exists the "Republic of Letters ;" the

"Leiir- und Lernfrcihcit" of the German

universities ; and here exists the added

idea of service which our Western uni-

versities have for the first time realized,

and our own President has defended.

Here, though everything is in common, we
"call nothing common."

It is now universally admitted that

genius is confined to no social stratum.

From the people have conic Shakespeare

and Burns, Faraday and Huxley, Watt
and Stephenson ; Fulton, Franklin and

.\braliam Lincoln ; and out of that seeth-

ing magma of the common people, which,

like a volcanic lava, often seems ready to

burst forth and destroy our civilization,

will here crystallize our future engineers

and men of science ; our statesmen and

men of letters; our artists and musicians;

our lawyers and philosophers ; our poets

and our prophets. And this memorial of

the dead, here devoted to the service of

the living, will endure so long as it min-

isters to that service.

3. It was a fortunate deed. How much
better that this noble gift should be en-

trusted to a great university, with its

broader outlook, rather than to a purely

technical school, with its narrower aim.

It was fortunate for the University, which
may be thus invigorated by active contact

with those primal and far-reaching prob-

lems, in solving which the mining engineer

pioneers the way of civilization. But it

was still more fortunate for the mining
school itself, which, by thus becoming part

of a greater organization devoted to all

the interests, aims and ideals of human
nature, will perforce make every mining
student aware of that broader outlook

commanded by the general rather than

the special view of things—teaching him
that language is a tool as necessary as a

rock-drill ; that words can take a higher

polish than a diamond, and an edge

sharper than a sword
; giving him some

touch of that moral and spiritual uplift

which comes only from contact with the

ideal ; and impressing upon him the truth

that moral growth is more important to a

race than physical progress, and that, in

the long run, character counts for more
than learning. For the mining engineer,

above all men, must take with him to the

ends of the earth an honor that shall

never be stained, and an integrity that

shall never be questioned.

4. It was a timely deed. Is it not

strange that to the Argonauts of the West
no fitting monument has ever been

erected? The figure of Marshall, indeed,

stands at Sutter's Mill upon a block of

stone, and points where gold was first dis-

covered in California. But where stands

a symbol, embodying the creative imagina-

tion, the fertile resourcefulness, the cun-

ning skill, the tireless energy, the daunt-

less courage, that conquered the Sierras

and the desert wastes?

There were, indeed, "giants in those

days !" Unlearned in geologic lore, they

jet found gold where they were told it

could not exist. Lhitrained as miners,

they evolved the hydraulic "giant" which

moved mountains into the seas. Out of

the crude Saxon stamp they created the

California stamp-mill, whose roar now

echoes round the world. Out of the

clumsy overshot-wheel they perfected the

compact and powerful Pelton wheel,

which now furnishes power in every land.

Untaught as engineers and unlearned in

the law, "they yet used the rope with

which they hoisted the ore to measure off

their claims and—to administer justice."

Out of a chaos of social relations they

Jirought a degree of order and a respect

for law far greater than exist here today.

.•\nd yet, what poet has sung the story of

these Argonauts of the West? What
sculptor has bodied forth their greatness?

Now and here, for the first time, a fit-

ting monument has been erected to one,

at least, of those strong natures that

possessed not only the creative imagina-

tion to see great possibilities of wealth in

what appeared to others mere barren

wastes of rock, but also the sturdy faith

that actually moved mountains to realize

those imaginings. Such men have created

an empire. It is timely and fitting that a

monument should be erected to one of

them.

S. It was an adequate deed. Deep-

rooted in the eternal hills, this memorial

to Senator Hearst, in simple dignity,

beauty and strength, lifts its noble head

into the luminous air. Hewn from the

solid granite of our own Sierra Nevada;
molded from the plastic clay of our

own valleys, and bound together with

bonds of steel ; designed with consum-

mate skill, and executed by hands that

loved their work ; it went through the

great earthquake absolutely unscathed, as

if Nature herself had marked it with her

approval.

And now, may I not endeavor to ex-

press the profound sense of gratitude that

fills every heart; the deep feeling of re-

sponsibility of those who accept this

sacred trust; and their unfaltering deter-

mination that the men who go forth from

these walls shall be worthy of their high

calling and of their great opportunities

!

J. F. Monnot, a metallurgical engineer

of Paris, claims to have perfected a pro-

cess of welding copper to steel wire so

as to make a non-corrosive coating. Many
advantages will result from use of this

new wire such as high tensile strength,

and elasticity, combined with smaller sur-

face exposed to wind and sleet than would

be the case with iron wire of the same

conductivity. This wire is especially use-

ful over long spans, as pole intervals may
be much greater when it is used.

Flues of reinforced concrete for dust

collection are going out of favor as it has

been found impossible to prevent them

from cracking.
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Mine Taxation in Minnesota

Sl'ttlAL CoKkESl-ONDENCE

The ever present question of taxation

has been bollierins the iron miners of

Minnesota of late. Uist winter the State

legislature attempted to li.t a specific ton-

nage tax on mine products, the amounts

mentioned varying from 50c. per ton down

to 5c. .Vftcr considerable dilViculty and a

campaign of education which paid espe-

cial attention to the joint ta.\ committee

the proposition for a royalty of 5c. per ton

was defeated and tax methods were left as

before. It was not so much the sc. that the

mining companies feared, as the system of

imposing taxes in that manner, which

might easily at any time increase their

burdens from a small amount to any

figure that some legislature might set,

and which would leave them particularly

liable to the attention of any blackmailing

individuals who might gain membership

ii; the legislative body. A State tax com-

mission of three men was authorized by

the legislature, and this commission had

recently been securing data as to the ton-

nage and value of mines. It is rather

unfortunate that this work has taken

place during the season when iron ore

has sold for a higher price than since the

mines became of importance, and that the

members of the commission are to some

extent academic and scholastic rather

than practical business men.

The commissioners placed the iron

mines of the State in five distinct classes,

varying with the character of the ore de-

posits and the ease and cheapness of

mining. They also secured data as to the

amount of ore in sight and proved on the

ranges of the State. In passing, it may

be said that their figures for ore proved

up to this time and now in sight on the

Mesabi range is about 1,150,000,000 gross

tons, and that this figure is reasonably

conservative. The commission fixed the

value of ore in the ground at $1.25 per ton

for the first class, this being for bessemer

ores that are or can be mined by open pit,

and dropping down to a value of 2Sc. for

lean but merchantable, non-bessemer ores

to be mined underground. As with other

realty, the commission takes 40 per cent,

of this as the taxable value. The classi-

fication, it may be seen, is somewhat

crude, but it is the best the commission

found itself able to make. Any miner

can see where it might be manifestly un-

just to individual properties. Under the

commission's figures and tentative valua-

tions the taxable value of the iron mines

of the Mesabi range is fixed at about

$285,000,000. This year, under the old as-

sessment, it is less than $70,000,000, and

that sum is double any previous valuation.

Some mines have been increased 1000

per cent.

This does not mean that the total

amount of tax will be similarly in-

creased, for the amoimts uf money to be

raised under a high valuation will be

little more than under a smaller one. It

does mean, however, that the mines will,

pay far more to the State and county as

their portion of taxes than ever before,

and to that extent will militate against

ihem. It is impossible to determine what

this actual increase may be ; doubtless a

great many thousand dollars per annum.

Hut the method seems unjust and un-

MHUid economically. Each mine must pay,

each year, on all the ore it has in the

ground, a tax based on the full value of

all that ore, as if to be mined immediate-

ly. That the computation occurs in a year

)f great prosperity, when prices of ore

are higher than at any time since the Me-

sabi range was opened, is unfortunate, to

be sure, but it is immaterial lu the argu-

ment. It would be as unjust a method

were the year of computation a lean one,

as it is today. The mere fact of paying,

each year, a tax on the value of all the ore

in sight will soon accumulate, on the ore

remaining, an enormous credit of taxes

paid. But this credit is of no avail, for

the mine must go on to the end, still pay-

ing a full annual value on all ore left.

Take the Mahoning mine, for example,

with an assessment, on most of its ore, at

the highest classification. It mines stead-

ily about 1,000,000 tons a year, at which

rate it will take 7Z years to remove the ore

in sight. Suppose each ton in sight each

year pays its regular tax of 10 to 20 mills

on the dollar of valuation ; what a mag-

nificent sum this remaining ore would

have already paid at the expiration of,

say, half the estimated life of the mine!

.\\. the rate of 10 mills on the dollar, a

lower rate than now prevails anywhere

on the Mesabi, this mine would pay. each

year, a tax of 34c. a ton on the product

of that year, or 68 per cent, of the full

taxable value of the ore in the ground

during a boom year. The absurdity is

readily apparent.

Some sort of a tonnage tax, based on the

annual product, would seem the fairer and

more equitable manner of taxing these

mines, if such a system could be estab-

lished.

.\ statement by the tax commission on

the subject of the valuation of mining

properties was published in the Journal

of Sept. 21.

In small, irregular veins the leaser can

invariably do better than the company.

Me has a keener scent for ore than the

average foreman ; he is free fro:n admin-

istrative expenses: he takes risks that the

company cannot : and when the mine is in

borrasca he will work for less than

the regular wage in the hope of recoup-

ing himself when the mine comes again

into bonanza. There is many a mine in

the United States which has been un-

profitable under company management

and has become profitable when turned

over to leasers.

The Boleo Report (or 1906

I he fulluwiiig extracts from the report

uf the Holeii copper company are taken

from L' Echo da Mines. The proiluc-

tiun of ore in lyoO amounted to 304,<j40

tons as compared with 261,460 tons in

igos. There were imelled 302,499 t'J'"*

uf ore with an average copper content of

3.630 per cent. This grade is Momcwhut

lower than that smelted during njos, and

was intentionally made so in order to

carry out the policy of utilizing lower-

grade ore according as the price of copper

was rising. The shipments over the rail-

road were 450,487 tons against 436,1 29

tons in 1905. The working force in Janu-

ary was 2519 and in December had m-

creased to 3024, of which 210 were

Chinese coolies.

Since the smelt nig of lower-grade ma-

terial was undertaken, it was found nec-

essary to smelt increasing quantities of

mineral and the management decided to

increase the proportion of more or less

refractory ore in the charge in order to

utilize the deposit to better advantage.

The smelting plant is not now up to the

desired capacity and will be increased in

the near future. Experiments have been

carried out both in Boleo and in Paris

with a view of replacing gradually the

existing 10 furnaces having nine tuyeres

by 12 furnaces having 12 to 15 tuyeres.

Alterations of the smelting buildings are

also contemplated. Six of the 12 tuyere-

furnaces will be in operation by the end

of 1906.

The end of the extension of time granted

by the Mexican government on the con-

tract for harbor improvements at Boleo

comes during the third quarter of the

current year. Already 389,896 fr. have

been spent on this work and its comple-

tion was looked for by the middle of 1907.

As in preceding years, new improvements

other than those on the port are paid for

month by month out of current income.

These charges amounted to 535,128 fr.

Difficulties in retaining workmen were

as considerable as ever, and were in-

creased by activity in mining in Sonera

and especially by copper-mining opera-

tions along the border of the United

States. A trial advance of wages made

in 1905 had but little effect and more

radical measures were tried. .\n increase

of 25 to 50 per cent, in pay was given, ac-

cording to the wages previously received.

The effect was immediate in the mines

but is still uncertain in the smelter and

the shops.

The British Consul at Trieste, .Austria,

reports that several bauxite (Jeposits have

been discovered in Lesina, which is one

of the islands in the .Adriatic, forming

part of the province of Dalmatia. New
coal mines have recently been opened up

in the same province.
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Coal Mining in Michigan

Bv Lee Fraser*

The coal basin of southern Michigan

comprises an area of nearly 10,000 square

miles, as shown in the accompanying map.

Although mining has been carried on with

more or less success in the vicinity of

Jackson, Scbcwaing and Grand Ledge, the

chief producing mines are located in the

center of the coal basin near Saginaw and
Bay City.

Early Development

Coal was known to exist in Michigan 50
years ago, yet it was not until 1895 that

successful and extensive mining was be-

gun in the Saginaw valley. At the pres-

ent time there are 40 to 50 mines operat-

ing in the district, producing in 1904, i,-

414.834 tons (2000lb.); 1905, 1,380,307;

1906. 1,372,854 tons.

Never at any time, under the present

conditions, will the production of coal in

Michigan become so important a factor

in the economics of the State as it has

in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. Neglect-

ing the increased cost of mining in Mich-

igan over other States, Ohio coal has been

able to compete with Michigan coal at

Lansing, Grand Rapids, Detroit, and other

southern Michigan points, because of the

difference in transportation charges. In

the northern part of the State, lake

freighters deliver West Virginia and Ohio
coal for $2.50 per ton, where again, be-

cause of the heavy transportation charges,

it would be impossible for Michigan ope-

rators to sell at a profit. The States in the

Northwest, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the

Dakotas, form markets for the larger

Michigan producers, supplying those

whom the Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana ope-

rators fail to reach. Michigan producers,

with but few exceptions, are forced to

seek their market in local consumption;
at the present time they receive from $2
to $4 per ton at the mines.

The local market, however, is not suffi-

ciently strong to consume always the full

production of all the mines, with the con-

sequence that the actual production is less

by about 1,000,000 tons than that of which
the district is capable. It is estimated that

there remain to be mined between 40,000,-

000 and 50,000,000 tons of coal in the Sagi-

naw valley district, or sufficient to insure

life to the industry for at least 35 years,

at the ^^esont rate of production.

Theory .Xs to the Formation or the

Coal-beds

A popular conception of the formation

of the coal measures of Michigan, ex-

pressed in Part II, Vol. VIII of the State

Geological Report, presumes that at one

time the central part of Michigan was oc-

cupied by an arm of the sea, or some in-

land lake or sea, which opened toward the

Southwest. The country around the shores

of this inland sea is supposed to have set-

tled slightly, overflowing the valleys of the

rivers which flowed into it. "Out from the

margins in the bays and inlets, may have

crept great floating bogs or mats of vege-

tation, tropical, closely matted, slowly de-

caying, and weighed down by the ever in-

creasing growth above. Occasionally it

became overburdened and sank bodily, or

the water-logged part dropped bit by bit

to the bottom. This green carpet over the

water kept pushing farther and farther

out and was somewhat like the ice form-

the sea level remained fairly constant un-

til the sea was largely filled up."

Many Difficulties in Development

The prospecting and developing of

Michigan coal measures is not accom-
plished with the facility possible in Ohio,

Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa. In Michigan
the measures are covered with a thick

blanket of sand, gravel, mud, and other

forms of glacial deposits. The surface is

comparatively flat; coal shows only in-

frequently in outcrops on hill sides or in

the river valleys. The river valleys in

I.riWFR I'EXI.VSULA OF MICHIGAN. HEAVY DOTTED LINE .SHOWS EXTREME LI.MITS OF

COAL BEARING ROCKS

'Sarloaw. MIcblKiD.

ing around the edge of a lake in the win-

ter. Like that, too, an occasional storm

would drive it back in winrows and per-

haps swamp it. The floating forest shed

abundant spores and pollen-like powder,

which were blown and drifted over the

sea, helping to make a carbonaceous de-

posit. The rivers contributed their share

to filling up the sound. There were prob-

ably minor oscillations between the sea

and shore, but on the whole for a while,

the land sank relatively, and the sea over-

lapped unconformably on the land. Then

v.hich coal might have been found to out-

crop have been filled with the glacial de-

posits. Owing to the comparatively low

position of the beds in relation to the sur-

rounding country—the beds being in or

adjacent to the flowing rock well areas

—

work is always hampered by the great

volume of water to be pumped, making a

treacherous and dangerous mud and quick-

sand, requiring special care and expense

in shaft construction. Owing to all these

natural disadvantages it becomes neces-

sary to make initial expenditure for the
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mine equipment far in excess of that in

other States; in Michigan, $50,000 to $75,-

000 for 600 tons daily output; Ohio, $15.-

000 to $jo,ooo for 600 tons daily output.

Co.\L Beds Not Continuous

Unlike Missouri, Ohio, Illinois and Iowa,

the coal lies in hfds or pockets, making it

necessary to determine the extent of the

seams in all directions with accuracy. No
continuous bed extends over the whole
area of the basin, the largest comprising
in area five to six square miles not all of

which is workable. The coal measures
vary in shape from long narrow beds to

broad irregular patches, and the coal is

more abundant near the margin of the

large general coal basin. The coal beds

diverge and thin out gradually as they

place. The shafts range in depili from ao

to -"50 ft. according to the location and
are usually sunk with two compartmens.
Much difficulty has been experienced in

sinking the shafts, work being checked and
sometimes totally destroyed by sudden
rushes of mud, water and sand. At the

.\iiburn shaft of the Robert Gage
Coal Company it finally became nec-

essary to drive steel piling before the

work of sinking and constructing the

shaft could be completed. The first

two shafts were thrown completely out of

line by rushes of sand and water so that

it became impossible to straighten them.

Method of Mining

Throughout the entire district the

room-and-pillar method of mining is used.

required per room. I he fnolwall is fire-

clay occasionally found with beds of sand-

stone.

The longwall method has not proven

adaptable to mining here, and never pro-

gressed further than the experimental

stage, owing to the heavy bed of fireclay,

shale and sandstone underlying the coal

measures.

Mines Non-caseousi

The mines may be called non-gaseous, al-

though from time to time gas has been en-

countered in Bay county, but never in suf-

ficient quantities to necessitate any modifi-

cation in the prevailing method of venti-

lation. The matter of mint- ventilation, as

in other States, is a subject for State reg-

ulation; and in Michigan, in connection

with the State Bureau of Labor, a coal
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get deeper, and lower coals come in. The
remaining seams thicken toward the cen-

ter of the basin ; in other directions they

thin irregularly and suddenly. The coal

was laid with minor undulations, inde-

pendent of the general dip of the strata,

and with slopes dipping as much as 10 to

12 deg. As in other districts, a gradual

thinning of the seam is noticeable toward

the rise, while in the swale the coal is

thickest.

SH.\rr Sinking Difficulties

Occasionally beds of broken sandstone,

mud veins and loose gravel are found cut-

ting nut the coal, indicating the erosion

of the bed by streams, with the subsequent

filling up of their courses with glacinl de-

tritus. "Rolls" and "wants," "horsebacks"

and "bars" are often encountered when
the coal suddenly pinches out, the sand-

stone, clay or shale of the foot or the

slate of the roof coming in to take its

Rooms 150 ft. in length are driven off the

entries at intervals of 38 to 40 ft. The
room neck is 9 ft. in length and at the

JS.WS widens out to not more than 20 ft.,

leaving a solid pillar of coal from 16 to

20 ft. thick. Breakthroughs are driven

however, to afford proper ventilation.

Double entries arc driven off from the

shaft, 25 ft. apart. .Almost invariably the

entries are made to follow the swale of the

coal, as determined by the test holes put

down with the drill, and are not driven

in any one or two arbitrary directions.

The butt entries are driven right and left

of the main entries at intervals of 300 ft.,

and from the butt entries the rooms are

driven.

Loose roof is not common, although

draw-slate from 4 to 6 in. thick is en-

countered frequently. Heavy timber is

not usually required. Slate packing is

generally used for filling in old worked

out rooms, while from 40 to 60 props are

mine inspector is appointed to patrol the

mines, correcting any evils that he may
find, and above all preventing carelessness

in the matter of sanitation. Since the in-

auguration of this department, three years

ago, much has been done toward the

maintenance of healthful conditions and

the prevention of accidents: collected data

show that only a percentage of 0.0155

of the total number employed were in-

jured, and of these accidents only 18 per

cent, were fatal.

TABLE (. COST AND QDANTITY OF COAI.
MIMED IN MICHIGAN.
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Permitted Explosives in British

Coal Mines

By James Ashworth*

In the year igo5 the only explosive on
the permitted list which was reported by
the inspectors of mines as having caused

gaseous ignitions and bodily injuries to

workmen, was bobbinite, but none of these

injuries were of a fatal or even dangerous
nature. As a consequence, however, of

the gaseous ignition it was suggested that

it was practically no better than ordinary

gunpowder ; that it was a dangerous ex-

plosive; and that cause should be shown
why it should not be removed from the

permitted list.

Under these circumstances Curtis &
Harvey, Ltd., the owners and makers ap-

plied to the principal secretary of state for

the Home Department for a special com-
mittee, to inquire into, and report upon,

the safety and utility of bobbinite as a per-

mitted explosive for coal mines, as con-
pared with other explosives. Early in 1906
this request was granted.

Popularity of Bobbinite

Both before and after the appointment
of the committee, owners, officials, miners
and their unions, took immediate steps to

defend this explosive, which the majority

considered could not be dispensed with,

unless it were immediately replaced by
one equally good as a coal producer.

As a consequence of this general inter-

est in the inquiry, most valuable and use-

ful information was given to the whole
mining world by practical and scientific

witnesses, and more was in hand, when
the committee decided to postpone taking

further evidence until they had secured re-

sults from a serious of experiments. The
first of these was made at Woolwich in

the presence of representatives of the

Miners' Federation of Great Britain and
some of the committee, and demonstrated
most clearly that bobbinite, when properly

applied, was a safe explosive. The last

series of experiments made for the com-
mittee was superintended by inspectors of

mines, and was devoted to the utilitarian

point of view in ascertaining the percent-

ages of coal and slack produced by four
selected permitted explosives, namely,
bobbinite, carbonite, ammonite and saxo-
nitc, when applied under every day condi-
tions in coal mines, in four different coal-

fields. The four selected collieries were
Whitwood, in Yorkshire; Victoria, Ebbw-
vale; Moor Green, Nottingham; and
Ystradgylais. South Wales. Further, to

make the tests as complete as possible a

representative of the firm manufacturing
each explosive was permitted to be pres-

ent. The distinguishing line between coal

and slack was a I'/^-in. mesh screen in all

Mining engineer. Old Colwyn. England.

cases excepting the Victoria colliery where
the mesh was 15^-inch.

The Effect of Detonating Vibration

The results amply supported the evi-

dence given by witnesses that bobbinite

produced a larger percentage of round

coal than any of the high explosives. In

every-day blasting, it is certainly a fact

that the majority of coal miners prefer an

explosive of the gunpowder class rather

than one of the detonating variety, because,

(i) they can estimate the weight required

more readily than when using a high ex-

plosive; (2) they have no detonator to

trouble with, and they are. free irom the

risk of exploding the charge while stem-

ming the shot hole; (3) the recovery of a

shot in case of a missfire is safer than

when a detonator is used. There is, how-
ever, another and more insidious danger
which is not taken into account by the

coal miner, and is not fully recognized by

owners and officials, and that is the de-

tonating vibration, which is capable of

causing sinuiltaneous explosions in other

parts of a colliery, and is frequently dem-
onstrated in great disasters such as Tylors-

town. Universal, Albion and Wattstown.

The detonating v.ibrating effect is insepar-

able from the use of high explosives and
no effective protection against its dangers

in any fiery mine is known.

Quite recently an explosion was caused

by a detonated explosive, geloxite, at the

Wingate Grange colliery, which would in

all probability never have occurred if an
explosive of the gunpowder class had been

in use. Still more recently, at the Urpeth
colliery, a shot of wcstfalite, from some
reason not fully explained, caused an ex-

plosion and the loss of four lives, and it

appears that this might be due to the de-

tonation of the gaseous mixture and not to

the creation of actual flame through the

use of unsuitable stemming. Experiments

on the surface such as were made and re-

lied on by W. Hall, inspector of mines,

would probably demonstrate that small

charges of geloxite and westfalite might

be fired, when covered up with coal dust,

without causing ignition or explosion. At

Courrieres the originating cause of the

greatest coal-mining disaster which has

ever occurred was laid at the door of an-

other detonated explosive, known in

France as Favier .Vo. i, which in compo-

sition is the same as anmionite in the Eng-
lish permitted list of explosives. It is not

improbable that the detonating vibration

from the explosion of a considerable

weight of this explosive, in addition to

actual flame, was responsible for the ex-

tension of the originating explosion over

the very large area devastated by flame,

force and carbon monoxide.

Experiments made on the Continent have

demonstrated that safe blasting depends

not only on the explosive, but also on the

weight of the explosive, as compared with

the area open for its expansion.

Flamei.ess Explosives Also Dangerous

Whether the imposition of new test will

add to the safety of blasting in coal mines

is questionable and the accidents quoted

above amply prove that if permitted ex-

plosives are made to produce less flame

than at present, their use will be of quite

as reckless a character as at Wingate

Grange. It were better that the explosive

should be known to require some care in

its use than that it should be represented

as "flanieless" and thus almost encourage a

miner to run the risk of its application un-

der dangerous or questionable conditions.

The following queries and answers almost

suggest themselves: (i) Why do disast-

ers occur from the use of permitted ex-

plosives? Mainly because the rules laid

down, to render blasting reasonably safe,

are disregarded. (2) Why are shots fired in

the presence of from 2 to 3 per cent, of

firedamp? Because the safety lamps with

which tests for explosive gases are made,

will not indicate the presence of less than

3 per cent, of firedamp; also because some
men's oversight is not sufficiently good to

detect even three per cent, of gas. (3)

What do the inspectors of mines regard as

a safe atmosphere? The answer to this

will be found in the evidence given before

the mines commission, and amounts to

this, that none of the inspectors names the

percentage of gas which he considers dan-

gerous, but takes the appearance of a dis-

tinct cap in the lamp in usual use as the

danger line. If this is to be the indica-

tion of a safe mine, blasting may continue

to be regularly practiced when from 2 to

3 per cent, of gas is present, and the safety

of a mine will not have been advanced one

single point. A coal mine may be safe to

work in when 2 per cent, of firedamp is

diffused in the air, if safety lamps are in

use, but it does not follow that a mine is

safe for blasting, even when the percent-

age is as low as one. This narrows the

question of safe mining considerably, and

the points at issue are: (i) can more
tlian one per cent.of gas be present in the

ventilating current and blasting still con-

tinue? (2) are we to take chances on the

unstable foundation of an explosive which

shall withstand a new and more difficult

series of tests, and continue to fire shots

in air containing any per cent, of gas up

to 3 per cent?

Additional Tests to be Imposed

The bobbinite explosive inquiry has now
been closed, as far as it original object is

concerned, and although it is obvious that

the case against that explosive has com-

pletely broken down, yet as a judicial body

the connnittee have not yet delivered judg-

ment, nor do they appear to have thanked

Messrs. Curtis & Harvey, Ltd., for the

way in which they have, by evidence and

experiment, and at a great expense, vindi-

cated the right of bobbinite to appear on

the list of permitted explosives. For the

time being bobbinite is out of the fray.
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but the ooiniuittee docs not seem likely to

be disbanded at present, as notice has now
been served on the makers of other ex-

plosives on the permitted list that fresh

and more stringent tests are proposed, but

will not be proceeded with until they have

considered any objections which the mak-
ers may urge against such tests, although

it would appear to be possible to impose

additional tests without consulting any-

one, as was tlone on a previous occasion.

Appearances therefore suggest that the

bobbinite committee may merge into a sub-

committee of the mines cunmiission, and

thus assist in shortening the labors o£ the

iatter.

Subjoined is a list of the explosives re-

ferred to in this article, showing the per-

mitted composition of each.

Bobbinite : Nitrate of potassium, 03 to

66 per cent; charcoal, iSyi to 20^ per

cent. ; sulphur, 1% to 2% per cent. ; rice or

maize starch ,7 tog per cent. : paraffin wax.

-'i to 3' J per cent. ; moisture not more

than 3 per cent.

Carbonites: Nitroglycerin, 25 to 27

per cent. ; nitrate of barium and nitrate of

potassium, 30 to 36 per cent. ; wood meal,

39 to 42 per cent. ; sulphuretted benzol, oVi

per cent. ; carbonate of sodium and car-

bonate of calcium, o'A per cent. The wood
meal to contain not more than 20 per cent,

and not less than 10 per cent., by wei.ijht,

ot moisture.

.IniiiioiliU' or Favier \'o. I : Nitrate of

ammonium, 87 to 89 per cent. ; di-nitro-

napthalene, 11 to 13 per cent.; moisture,

oVi per cent.

Saxonite: Nitro-glyccrin, 58 to 68 per

cent.; nitro-cotton, 3!^ to S^ per cent.;

nitrate of potassium, 27}^ to 30^^ per

cent. : wood meal, 5 to 8'/ per cent. ; chalk,

o' i per cent. : or not less than 73 per cent,

of these and not more than 91 per cent,

with oxalate of ammonium 9 to 27 per

cent.; the wood meal to contain not more

than 15 per cent, and not less than 5 per

cent., by weight, of moisture.

Geloxite: Nitro-glyccrin, 54 to 57 per

cent.: nitro-cotton, 4 to 5 per cent.; potas-

sium nitrate, 18 to 22 per cent.; wood meal,

5 to 7 per cent.; ammonium oxalate, 13

to 15 per cent. The wood meal to con-

tain not more than 15 per cent, and not

less than 5 per cent, moisture by weight.

Weslfalite : Nitrate of ammonium, 94

to q6 per cent. ; resin. 4 to 6 per cent. ; and

moisture, o'/j per cent.

Coal in Indiana

SPKCIAL CoKRESrONDENCK

caused 27 accidents. Seventy accidents

had their oriijin in the accidental contact

of sparks or flame with explosives, but

none of these had a fatal result.

The value of the coal raised in East

Lancashire, England, mines is given as

$1.88 per ton at the pit's mouth during

1906. This is the lowest price shice 1899,

when the value was $1.80. During 1900

and 1901 the values were returned at from

$2.40 to $2.52. The coal raised in this

district contains considerable pyrites and

i' responsible for the atmospheric gloom

which hovers over Manchester and the

other cotton-spimiing towns in the neich-

borhood.

The publication of the annual report of

William S. Hlatchley, State geologist of

Indiana, has been delayed by an unusual

pressure of work in the State printing of-

fice. The advance sheets show an in-

teresting discussion of the mineral re-

sources of the Slate. .

According to Mr. Ulatchley, If Indiana

coal Is mined at the same rate as it has

been in recent years, by 1910 about 200,-

000,000 tons will have been taken out.

The product of the Indiana mines for the

next 20 years will be enormous. Mr.

Hlatchley further slates that the one-

fortielJi of the total available coal supply

in the State has been mined. Working
out the coal at this rate year by year, it

will be about 800 years before the most

available Indiana coal will be worked

out and exhausted. According to the in-

formation contained In this forthcoming

report, the co-called available coal is about

one-fifth of the total coal deposits or sup-

ply of the State—the remaining four-fifths

of Indiana coal being unworkable under

present conditions, owing to depth of

seams or other drawbacks. The State

geologist estimates that the volume of

coal within the State Is 40,000.000.000

tons, about 8,000,000.000 tons of which are

available under present methods and con-

ditions. Up to 1899 about 100,000,000

tons had been worked out, and the next

II years will see 100,000,000 tons more

mined.

According to the figures in the report,

11,422.027 tons were mined in Indiana in

1906, more than in any previous year, the

amount comparing w'lth 5.864.975 tons In

1899. However, Mr. Blatchley says that

It Is not unlikely that by the time the

,Soo years have passed, methods will be de-

vsied to get out the four-fifths now un-

pvailable, which will suffice for 3200 years

n!ore at the present rate of consumption.

Mine Accidents from Shot

Firing

During the year 1906 there were 282

accidents in mines in Great Britain and

Ireland due to the explosives used. In

these accidents there were 42 lives lost

and 318 injuries. Nineteen of the acci-

dents were caused by premature explo-

sions, 26 by not taking proper cover, and

28 by hang-fires and returning too soon.

Seven accidents were due to the firing of

charges by electricity while men were

•^tlll at the shot hole. Forty-three took

place during stemming or ramming. Bor-

ing and tampering with miss-fire shots and

lioring Into unexploded charges accounted

for 31 accidents, and striking unexploded

charges during the removal of debris

The Installation and Use of Cen-

trifugal Pumps in Coal Mines

Hv II. H. Lawuenle

Centrifugal pumps should be set upon

a foundation that gives a rigid bearing

under all corners of the bed-plate. When

the pump is secured to its foundation, the

shaft must turn freely; should it not

do so, the pump or the bed-plate Is

sprung, and must be adjusted before the

pump Is started. The stuffing-box should

be packed with candlewick soaked willi

tallow, or with any other good soft pack-

ing suitable for the shaft. All the con-

nections, joints and stuffing boxes should

be made perfectly air tight to get the best

results.

No portion of the suction line should

be higher than the suction opening in

the pump, as the air which dissolves in

the water may collect In this portion and

Injure the action of the machine. In case

the feed-water is to be raised to any

bight under suction, the discharge pipe

should not be less than 4 ft. long and its

outer end should be raised sufficiently to

keep It full of water.

To charge the pump with the air ex-

hauster, first, close the valve on the -end

of the discharge pipe; second, open the

air valve of the exhauster; third, open

the steam valve of the exhauster when

the water is thrown by the exhauster,

start the pump, close the air valve, shut

ftfT the steam to the exhauster. Open the

discharge valve while the pump, is run-

ning. When the pump is not running,

the charge may be retained by closing the

discharge valve tight.

When pumping sandy or gritty water

a stream of clean water under pressure

must be supplied to tiie stuffing box of the

front head. The water may be supplied

from a force-feed pump or from a boiler

feed-pump. The idea Is obvious, that the

water will keep the fine particles from get-

ting into the bearings and will prevent

cutting the shaft.

The causes which prevent the running

of pumps properly are; first, leaky joints,

second, air confined in the suction pipe

the diameter of which should not be lar-

ger than the pump openings ; third. In-

sufficient pump speed ; fourth, too short

a tall-pipe line above the pump, and fifth,

running the pump piston or disk in the

wrong way

In France the depth of drill holes

for blasting Is restricted to I'A meters

or about S ft. The miner is for-

bidden to touch a hole after it has once

been fired anil when a shot is missed, the

hole must be drilled over.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Before connecting the steam pipe to a

pump, it is well to blow out the pipe tho-

roughly with the steam pressure so as to

remove all dirt, etc. Experience has

shown that by observing the above pre-

cautions much expense may be saved and

many delays avoided.

A rock-drill pipe line which is frozen

may be cleared almost instantly by pour-

ing a very small amount of wood alcohol

down the pipe. This will not prevent the

reforming of frost, except for a short

time, but is excellent for clearing out

frost already formed.

To get the best results in firing a boiler,

it is necessary that, as the intensity of the

draft is increased, the size of the coal be

reduced and the depth of the fire be in-

creased. If the thickness of the fuel on

the grate is 8 to 12 in., it is more effective

than at a less depth. Admission of a little

air above the grate may increase the

evaporative effect.

In order to remove scale or any other

deposit from an injector or its parts,

disconnect the injector and plug both the

suction and delivery outlets with corks,

then open the Xo. 2 valve and fill the in-

jector with a solution of one part hydro-

chloric acid and 10 parts water. .Mlow

the solution to remain in the injector over

night, in the morning wash out thoroughly

with water.

Many experienced mine foremen claim

that black powder gives the best results

in anthracite mining, not only in its effi-

ciency, as compared with other explosives,

but especially in that it produces the least

amount of fine coal or culm. Higher ex-

plosives of the dynamite group, which

produce no flame, are sometimes used in

gaseous workings, and for driving gang-

ways and airways when the coal is hard.

The size of a suction pipe should be in

proportion to its length. For a lift higher

than IS ft., or a long trail, use pipe one

or two sizes larger than the suction con-

nections. When an old pipe is used for

the suction of an injector it should be

carefully inspected and rust or foreign

particles, which would reduce the efS-

cicncy of the injector or prevent its ac-

tion, must be removed. Such suction lines

should be as straight as possible.

On portable and light locomotives such

as arc used around coal mines, the steam

should not be taken from the side or end

of the boiler, but from the highest part of

the center to prevent the inject6r steam

pipe from being flooded with boiler water

when ascending or descending hills. The
wnirr !< liable to be drawn into the in-

jector steam pipe if it is placed near the

pipe supplying the engine or from which

the steam is drawn for some other use.

The best type of boilers, well set, with

natural draft and skilful firing will evap

orate from TY2 to 10 lb. of water per

pound of high-grade coal. The average

rate of combustion of fuel per square foot

in such boilers is from lo to 12 lb. of

ordinary anthracite, while 18 to 20 lb. of

bituminous coal per hour are necessary

under similar conditions. If forced draft

is employed, the rate of combustion is in-

creased and from i54 to two times the

above quantity of coal may be burned.

When a diamond drill hole approaches

a l)cd of coal, it is the usual practice of

good drillers to run the drill into the

vein a few inches, then lift the rods, ex-

amine the core barrel, bit, etc., as usual

;

after seeing that everything is in good

order, lower the rods again and run

through the vein. By following this

method there is no other core to grind

away in the core-barrel and come up with

the cuttings, or to grind away the core

itself. This plan is found best in pros-

pecting for coal.

The successful manipulation of an in-

jector depends on the lift through which

the water is raised, and the available pres-

sure of steam. The following are the ap-

proximate lifts and pressures required for

different given hight? of section :

l'"or a n ft. lift ; 1,^ lb. of steam pressure Is
npcpssary.

For a 10 ft. lift : 20 lb. of steam pressure Is
necessary.

For a 15 ft. lift ; 2."i lb. of steam pressure Is
necpssary.

For a 20 ft. lift :
."?.") lb. of steam pressure is

necessary.
i"or a. 2.') ft. lift ; ^.t lb. of steam pressure is

necessary.

No lift should exceed 25 ft., which is

about the practical limit of suction. All

suction should be airtight, especially on a

high lift or when the smaller size of in-

jectors are used.

Carbonado, or "black diamond," which

is used in diamond drills, is one of the

hardest of known substances, being even

harder than the crystallized diamond. It

is found in commercial quantities only in

La Chapada and Lavaras districts of the

province of Bahia. Brazil. The stones

range in size from small fragments up to

pieces weighing 100 to 500 karats. The
term "black diamond" is inaccurate, as

carbonado is seldom found of this color,

but ranges from black to gray, dull brown
being the prevailing tone. Carbonado was
first successfully used for drilling pur-

poses by Lechot, a French engineer, in

drilling blast holes in the St. GotJiard

tunnel. In this country one of the first

uses was for excavating marble in the

quarries of Vermont.

Experience has shown that the well de-

signed gas engine transforms about 25 to

30 per cent, of the total heat in the fuel

into useful work ; the best type of steam

engine transforms only 14 to 15 per cent,

of the total heat in the coal, and the or-

dinary steam engine will transform and
utilize only about 5 per cent. There are

many small plants equipped with ordinary

slide-valve engines, with poorly designed

boilers, in which less than 2 per cent, of

the energy in the fuel is converted into

useful work. If the service is intermit-

tent, or the power is required for only a

short time each day, the gas engine plant

has a decided advantage over the steam

plant, as the latter has unavoidable losses

from radiation and leakage when standing

idle under full steam pressure.

The use of machines in mining bitumi-

nous coal in the United States has in-

creased rapidly in the last few years.

In 1891, 93,177,978 tons of bituminous

were mined, 6.66 per cent, being machine-

produced. In 1905, 315,259,491 tons of

bituminous are mined
; 32.79 per cent,

was machine-produced. In 1891, 545 ma-

chines were in operation ; in 1905 the

number had increased to 9184. The points

of superiority in machine mining are :

I, the cost of mining is lower; 2, the qual-

ity of the product is superior
; 3, the dan-

ger in mining is lessened ; 4, working

conditions are improved ; 5, the mine may
be more rapidly developed ; 6, the pro-

duction is increased; 7, application of

power to other purposes irr the mine, such

as pumps, rock drills, etc., is facilitated.

Direct acting steam pumps, both smgle

and duplex, are largely used through the

mining fields, and are serving useful pur-

poses where the conditions are crude, and
where rapid development is more essen-

tial than economy. They are truly extrav-

agant in the consumption of fuel even un-

der the best of conditions, and are liable

to great losses from the use of leaky

steam valves and pistons. Careful tests

under favorable conditions, and the data

obtained from actual practice show the

following consumption of steam or fuel

per horse-power per hour : Triplex power

pumps require i}^ to 5 lb. coal per horse

power per hour; small steam pumps, 25

lb. ; large steam pumps compounded, 13

lb.; pulsometer pumps. 60 to 70 lb.; injec-

tor and inspirators, 100 lb. per horse

power per hour.
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The boards of directors of the con-

stituents of the Amalgamated Copper

Company at meetings Sept. i8 decided to

curtail production so to 60 per cent. Fol-

lowing this action the management of the

Cole-Ryan properties decided to make a

similar reduction, as did also the man-

agement for W. A. Clark. Phelps, Dodge

& Co. will also curtail their output, al-

though the precise amount has not yet

been announced. The action of the Lake

Superior companies is more uncertain.

Some of them probably will curtail, but

others will not. It is not expected that

the Calumet & Hecla will make any

change in its rate of output, its policy

having been generally to let the market

take care of itself. In any event the re-

iluction ill the Lake Superior output will

be considerably less in proportion than In

Montana, .Arizona, or Sonora.

.An important eflfect in the current re-

duction of output will be the withdrawal

of certain companies from the purchase

of custom ores. This policy is being

generally adopted wherever it is possible

in the absence of contracts. Of course,

the smelting companies which have been

engaged in this business have been heavy-

losers during the recent decline in the

metal, and probably they have reached

the point where they cannot afford to

take any further chances. .Anyway, this

is one of the easiest methods of reduc-

ing output. It is to be remarked that

unless the refineries slow up it will be

a matter of two months or so before the

curtailment of copper production now

begun will become manifest to any con-

siderable extent in the supply of refined

metal, but we anticipate that there will

be an immediate restriction of the output

of some of the refineries.

The producers have been criticized for

their action in making this curtailment,

but such criticisms do not display care-

ful consideration. If the demand for a

commodity is so small that the producers

cannot sell what they have been turning

out, it is rational to cease turning it out

at the former rate. This is quite a dif-

ferent matter from arbitrarily restrict-

ing production in order to starve consum-

ers into paying higher prices than open

market conditions justify.

Looking at the matter broadly, how-

ever, it is generally better in the long

run for such producer'; as c.nn market

their output at a profit to do so. rather

than to hold it back indefinitely for the

turpose of obtaining a higher price. The

most interesting question is how long

will the producers who arc now restrict-

ing their output be content witli dimin-

ished returns, while others are supplying

the market at (heir full capacity. Until

the acctmnilated stock is reduced, the cur-

tailment by a comparatively few com-

panies is merely a sacrifice in the interest

of those which do not curtail, and such

a condition is unlikely to be permitted

to last long. We have not heard that the

Rio Tinto, or any of the large foreign

producers, has any intention of re-

stricting.

On Sept. 19 the .American Smelting

and Refining Company notified the inde-

pendent producers of the Cocur d'Alene

that they must restrict their output 50

per cent. But will they do so? The in-

dependent production of lead ore in the

Cieur d'AIenc is certainly the cheapest

production. If the Bunker Hill & Sul-

livan company, for example, should be

satisfied with the profits that it can make

from regular operations at a lower price

for lead than rules at present, it will

probably keep right on. If there were

overtures to make a restriction before the

price for lead was reduced to 4.7SC. it is

evident that they were turned down, and

if willing to face that figure the inde-

pendent producers will probably be will-

ing to go lower, if necessary, rather than

suffer the derangements to their business

by operating at half rate.

The Giroux Mill

The mill which has been erected by

the Giroux Consolidated Mines Company,

in connection with its property at Ely,

Xev., has been put in experimental opera-

tion by the contractor, and is expected to

be turned over to the company for regular

operation about Oct. 1. This is a note-

worthy event, inasmuch as it is the begin-

ning of milling of the disseminated por-

phyry ore of Ely on a large scale. The

first section of the Steptoe mill, which is

being erected jointly by the Nevada Con-

solidated and Cumberland-Ely companies,

will hardly be ready for operation before

the end of 1907. The inauguration of

milling by the Giroux company is also

worthv of mention, in view of an attack
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rccvntly made upon it in a Boston pub-

lication

In this attack the tliroiix company was

adversely criticized because it located the

mill at the mines, where it was alleged

there would not be an adequate supply of

water. We shall not express any opinion

as to the amount of the water supply

which will be available under the plan of

the Giroux company, but we may point

out the absurdity of the charge that such

well known and experienced mining men

as Joseph L. Giroux, president of the

company, and E. W. Walter, manager at

the mines, overlooked such an important

matter. .\s a matter of fact, the question

of water supply was discussed fully in

the report to the stockholders of this

company under date of Oct. 15, 1906,

and plans have since then been under

consideration for the supply of water

from the valley by pipe line to the mill,

in addition to the water which would be

obtained from the mines.

The relative cost of pumping water a

long distance up-hill to a mill and carry-

ing the ore by railway down-hill to a

mill in the valley is an interesting en-

gineering problem, which cannot properly

be discussed in the absence of complete

data. The quantity of water used in

milling varies over a wide range. Thus

the stamp-mills of Lake Superior use as

much as 40 tons of water per ton of ore,

while the Bullion, Beck & Champion mill,

in the Tintic district, Utah, treated 200

tons per 24 hours with jigs and tables

and used only 2.7 tons per ton of ore.

Besides economy in the use of water in

the process, the quantity of fresh water

that is required may be largely reduced by

clarifying and repumping the water that

has passed through the mill. At the Bul-

lion, Beck & Champion mill it was neces-

sary to supply only 0.9 ton of fresh water

per ton of ore. In Arizona, New Mexico

and Sonora, where water is generally

scarce, some remarkable work in milling

has been done by proper conservation of

a limited supply. At Washington, .\riz.,

a mill treating 100 tons of ore per day

had 216,000 gal. (nine tons per ton of

ore) of water in circulation, but required

only 6500 sal per day to replace the loss.

which amounted to only 3 per' cent. A

n''\\ at Broken Hill,' N. S. W., a district

where water also is scarce, used 1,647.000

gnl. per day, but the quantity rhat had to

be supplied fresh was only ,10.000 ^-il.,

or 2 per trr.t

It is to be pointed out, moreover, that the

necessity to exercise economy of water in

ore-dressincT is generally advantageous

with rcsp.'Ct to the extraction of min-

eral. There is apt to be less efficient or:

dressing in districts where there is an

abundance of water than in districts

where the supply is short. Philip .\rgall,

in the report of the Canadian Zinc Com-

mission, remarked : ''Going almost di-

rectly from Old and Xew Mexico to Brit-

ish Columbia, fnini places where water

is scarce and difficult to obtain for dress-

ing operations, to a moist and well wa-

tered land, I was positively astounded at

the amount of water used in ore dressing

in British Columbia and at the great

dilution of the ore pulp. The indiscrim-

inate crushing of slate, porphyry, galena,

and * * * freibergitc. literally in a

veritable torrent of water, gave me a dis-

tinct shock. On reflection. I decided that

while the Mexicans were undoubtedly

struggling with the irreducible minimum,

the British Columbia mill men had ex-

ceeded a reasonable maximum of water

supply, or ore dilution, and that proba-

bly the better practice lay near the mini-

mum." This is a conclusion to which

most experienced mill men will agree.

We have no intention of arguing that

the Giroux company has sufficiently pro-

vided itself with water-supply, or has

adopted the best plan of conservation, or

anv-thing of that sort, because we have in

no way studied its data, plans, etc., but

we simply call attention, in justice to its

engineers, to the fact that ore dressing

has been successfully done with an ap-

parently scarce supply of water, and we

venture to say thai they have given careful

consideration to such experience.

The Public Land Question

One of the questions that is now excit-

ing great attention in the West is the

riiatter of taking up public lands—min-

eral lands, timber lands, coal lands, etc.

In this connection there has been con-

siderable adverse criticism of the policy

of the administration in withdrawing

large areas of land from location, and in

making it more difficult for locators to

take up lands which have not been with-

drawn ; in other words, enforcing more

strictly the existing laws. No one will

deny, we think, that such laws as we have

ought to be strictly enforced, but it niav

be that in carrying out thai laudable

policy subordinate officials may lean

backward in their rectitude and be un-

duly drastic and unreasonable in their

performances and decisions. .Vt all

events there has been considerable com-

plaint on this ground, even from those

who in general uphold heartily the policy

of the administration. We are free to say,

however, that some specific complaints of

this character which have been brought

to our attention are in our opinion un-

justified. Nevertheless, it will be ad-

mitted by everyone, that if there are any

well-based' grievances, they ought to be

rectified ; and we have no doubt that such

will be rectified if the facts are clearly

a.nd fairly presented. In this connection,

we invite discussion of the subject in our

columns. Elsewhere in this issue we

print an interesting communication, from

a reliable correspondent, which bears

directly upon the general question.

In connection with the interesting

and valuable article by F. K. Blue, of San

Francisco, on "The Flow of Water Car-

rying Sand in Suspension," which was _

published in the Journ.^l of Sept. 21. we

overlooked to make the interesting note

that the experiments on which this paper

was based were hardly finished when the

famous earthquake destroyed the appara-

tus. The beach slid down so far that the

space between the delivering tank and the

receiving tank increased about 18 in. in the

distance of about 50 ft. The notes of

the experiments were rescued from the

fire by . digging through the side of a

fallen house, Mr. Blue barely saving his

life by running out into the yard before

the house fell. By the kindness of Professor

Christy, of the University of California,

Mr. Blue was allowed to use the mining

laboratory at Berkeley the week after the

earthquake, and thereby was enabled to

complete the determination of the propor-

tion of slime and the sizes of the sand

used in the experiments.

The American Electrochemical So-

ciety will hold its fall meeting at New

York, Oct. 17-19. -^ full announcement

of the program' will be made in our next

issue. This is one of the most active

and most interesting of the newer technical

societies, and the papers and discussions

before it are always profitable. It is to

be hoped that the fortlicomiiiK meeting

will be well attendeil.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smeltmg

There can be no doubt that Mr.

Beardsley, in ascribing to liquation the

unfavorable results of the Canadian c.n-

perinients in pyritic smelting described by

him in the Journal of Aug. 24, has hit

upon the correct explanation. But the

liquation of the sulphides is so general

and unavoidable in that process that we
must supplement this explanation. .\I1

the sulphides that we meet with in min-

ing, except that of zinc, melt at a very

moderate heat and, unless they are de-

composed almost immediately, will sink

into the hearth, to be withdrawn as matte
in the course of the work. There are no
other substances ordinarily met with that

have so low a fusing point, and it may he
reasoned that materials like the sulphides

of iron, lead, copper, etc., which melt at

1000 deg. C, or thereabouts, must neces-

sarily melt and run away from less fusible

things, like quartz, limestone, iron ore,

etc., with which they are usually fed. Tn

digfging out a frozen furnace one cannot
fail to notice the absence of sulphides
in all but the upper parts, and it may be
reasoned a priori that such substances can-
not possibly get far down into the hot
regions without melting, and it is kpo.vn
that of they melt they form mobile liquids

which run like water, and find their way
down through the interstices in the
charges, and escape from the heat. Other
ingrredients are found scattered along, ac-
cording to their degree of infusibility. The
general condition of things shows, what
we might expect, that the sulphides melt
first, and then the slag which has been
fed into the shaft; while at a lower level

we may find the oxide of iron and pieces
of partly burned limestone; lower yet wc
find the more silicious fragments, chiefly
of quartz, attached to which there is al-

most always a skin of slag, which has not
had time to become fluid and get away,
but has solidified 111 situ. The mass which
collects in the lower part of the pyritic
stack, and which in general has a decid-
edly acid character, I have elsewhere
called the quartzose mass, and I regard it

as of indispensable value in the procesv
This silicious mass, occupying that part
of the furnace through which the descend-
mg: molten sulphides are compelled ro
pass, reacts upon them, decomposing in

particular the sulphide of iron. Doubtless
it aho decomposes the sulphide of copper;
but succeeding reaction, restore this met-,'

111 the sulphide form. The results of thi.i

reaction upon the descending sulphide .if

iron are two-fold. First, there is th-

fiirmation of a concentrated or enriched

matte ; and second, the production of .1

quantity of the singulo-silicate of iron,

which being at the moment fluid, is added
to the slag, making up, in most cases.

its greater volume. The liquation of the

sulphides is, as I remarked, an indispens-

able feature of the process, for without

it they could not be brought into eflfective

contact with the quartz and the very acid

silicates, which alone of all the probable

constituents of the pyritic charge are able

to decompose them. It stands 10 reason

that if a piece of quartz, a piece of iron

ore and a piece of pyrrhotite be heated

together, the substance which is of the

greatest fusibility will melt first and, if

conditions admit, will run away from the

others. This is liquation. Now pyritic

smelting involves not only the melting of

the sulphides and the other portions of
the charge, but the decomposition of the

sulphide of iron and the production from
that sulphide and the silica which must
be present of the singulo-silicate of iron.

In order to bring about this decomposition
and recomposition certain conditions must
be met. Now what arc these conditions?
First, there must be heat and free o.xygen
enough to serve the reactions; second,
silica in the proper amount must be pres-

ent, or in lieu of it a very acid silicate

which has the property of reacting upon
the sulphide, which neutral silicates will

not do. The list of substances which can
under such circumstances effect the de-
composition of the sulphide, and serve
as an acceptable reagent in the pyritic

furnace, is not large. Quartz, of course,
is the reagent par excellence. No other
substance is of so much worth, pound for
pound, although it is or has been cus-
tomary to use others from a mistaken no-
tion of their superior efliciency as formers
of fusible slags. Clay, of the more sili-

cious sorts, having sand grains inter-
spersed through its mass, fed raw or in
the form of bricks, has been used in
this as in other forms of smelting; granite
and quartz porphyry, whose excess of
acid comes from the presence of quartz in

intermixed grains, also serve the purpose.
Some other silicious rocks, such as quartz
diorite and diabase, will also answer to
a certain extent. Old slags, produced
either in reverberatory or blast furnaces,
whose silicious part reaches 50 per cent,

and above will have an effect on the pro-
r.-^s. hilt always in exact relation to the

amount of silica which remains unsatu-

rated in their make-up. None of the

ordinary silicates, such as those of lime,

(wollastonite), magnesia (steatite, lalc),

iron (fayalite),will answer the purpose, nor

will compound silicates, such as horn-

blende, augite, serpentine, or even the or-

dinary eruptive rocks, be of use in this

branch of smelting..

Such substances as the quartzlcss var'-

cty of diorite are useless as fluxes in py-

ritic smelting, for they are in effect neutral

silicates. But in the fusion of roasted ore

they may play an important part, as in

the presence of oxidized iron they will ab-

sorb if to a certain extent, forming a

more basic slag than obtains in pyritic

smelting. The analysis quoted by Mr.

Beardsley shows that the stony matter

contained in the Canadian ore is compar-

able with the natural silicated eruptiv<;

rocks, and I take it for granted that it

consisted merely of included diorite or

its decomposition products and, as a little

calculation shows, it constitutes a neu-

tral aggregate incapable of decomposing
the ferrous sulphide which makes up, so

large a proportion of the ore, and would
not affect the process except by its own
elimination as slag. I do not imagine that

the intention, in the experiments de-

scribed, was to compel these included "res-

idues," so small in quantity and so in

effective chemically, to do all the work of

decomposing the sulphides, but this point

is not made quite clear by Mr. Beardsley,

who fails to tell us how the material was
intended to be flu.xed. But I must say
that the behavior of the furnace was so

precisely what I and others have observed
when such materials were improperly or
insufliciently fluxed that I am tempted to

ask if that v.-erc not the fact in this case.

For the reader's sake I will repeat Mr.
Beardsley's statement of the composition
of the ore. It contained 5.11 per cent,

chalcopyrite, 16.05 per cent, of pentlandite

(the nickel-bearing mineral); 51.28 per
cent, pyrrhotite, with a residue of stony
matter amounting to 28.38 per cent. The
sulphides, therefore, made up more than
60 per cent, of the whole weight of the
ore. There being 7.37 per cent, of copper
and nickel combined, and the desire being
to secure a matte of 35 per cent, in the
two metals, the concentration should nave
been about five tons of ore into one ton
of matte, while it really was less than
two tons into one. I for one woul.i be

inclined to attribute this poor result t)

the absence of the proper fluxes, and not

to the enhanced tendency to liquate which
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is assured to be the effect of the nickel in

the matte, for I do not like to go so

far afield in the search for a cause which

may lie nearer home. Calculation show.;

that the addition of a weight of quartz

amounting to one-sixth of that of the ore

would produce, the better effect, giving

the desired five-to-one concentration, by

taking up from the mixed sulphides an

amount of iron equal to that in the pyr-

rhotite. If this amount of properly con-

ditioned silica were supplied, and if the

tests were carried on long enough to al-

low the pyritic furnace to get into work-

ing conditions, which is a matter of sev-

eral days as a rule, I am fully convinced

that there would be no "negative results

in pyritic smelting" to chronicle. But

ample time must be 'given, because tests

that last but an hour or two, or even

seven hours, are useless, and generally

worse than useless, in demonstrating the

feasibility of a process as applied to par-

ticular ores. I think we may read suffi-

ciently between the lines of Mr. Beards-

ley's communication to see that the men
in charge were much too careful of their

furnace, It would have been more con-

clusive if they had driven it once to a

freeze-up when, by digging out and notic-

ing carefully the state of affairs inside.

they would have learned a great deal

that would have been of advantage. A
freeze-up is a liberal education if rightly

taken. No more can a man become a
good smelter manager without freezings

and diggings out than he can become a
physician without deaths and dissections.

This is by no means the first time that

experiments in pyritic smelting have met
with failure in western Canada. I re-

member that my advice was once sought
by a person interested in the reduction of
the copper-nickel ores of Sudbury, who
asserted that the ore, when smelted in a

pyritic stack, "came out exactly as it

went in," meaning, of course, that it

smelted, but that there was no practical

concentration. By all means let the de-
tails of all these experiments be published,
that we may know to what to ascribe the
adverse influences. We should know
forthwith whether the nickel is really to
blame, or whether its presumed culpability
exists only in the imagination. I look
forward to a time when experiments to
settle just such metallurgical questions
will be carried out under public auspices
and at the public expense. Few can real-
ize what it would mean to metallurgical
progress did there exist a suitably equipped
smelting works, extensive enough to
cover all forms of the art, built and run
upon a regular working scale, and con-
ducted by men of actual experience in this

line and not mere laboratory enthusiasts,

to which might be submitted the puzzl-

ing and often almost insolvable questions

that require not only answer but practical

demonstration. Such a plant need be nei-

ther very extensive nor very costly, but

it should be a working plant, not a mere

makeshift, such as we see at most mining

schools and commercial testing works.

Herbert L.\.\g.

Oakland, Cal., Sept. 12, 1907.

The Location o( Mineral Land

A Tew months since four prospectors

found some rich ledges at VVingate, form-

erly known as Lone Willow, in San Ber-

nardino county near the Inyo county line.

From one pocket they got out $10,000.

They kept the find secret until a few

weeks agq, and meantime had staked 130

claims for themselves. Under our pres-

ent Federal mining laws these men will

not have to begin their assessment work

until the day before Jan. I, 1909, and

meantime most of their claims will doubt-

less lie idle unless people come and buy

them. This is anothec marked example

of the defect in our mining laws. That

four men should l)c able to locate legally

what is virtually an entire new district,

seems against public policy. It is this

sort of thing which is as detrimental to

the mining industry as is selling stock

in wildcat mines. The men themselves

are working on a 3S-ft. ledge carrying

high-grade gold ore as well as copper and

silver, and it would seem as if that might

be as much as they could well attend to.

But they have staked 129 more claims

covering some miles of mineral-bearing

ground. These they will naturally be un-

able to develop, but in the usual dog-in-

the-manger style will hold on to them as

long as they can until the law finally

forces them to work each separate claim.

Meantime the district will be virtually

closed to other prospectors or miners,

who, if they could take up any single

claims would doubtless open them, and

prove their value.. These men, who were

recently in Los Angeles, took occasion to

warn any who might "make a break" for

the new mining field, that nothing can

be found there except plenty of water;

everything else must be carried in. It's a

wonder they did not take up all the water

rights too while they were about it, but

perhaps they did.

In this connection it may be stated that

H. H. Yard and associates are about put-

ting men in the field to do annual as-

sessment work on the placer claims on the

north fork of Feather river, extending

from above Oroville, Butte county, up into

the mountains of Plumas county. A large

part of this work will be done on the va-

rious claims that were in dispute in the

recent hearing before the Land Ofiice offi-

cials at Susanville, so it seems that the

North California Mining Company, of

which Yard is manager, is confident that

the decision of the Land Office vifill be in

its favor. Another hearing is yet to be

held at the Sacramento land office, in-

volving other claims located by Yard, it

being claimed by the Go\ernment that the

claims were located more with a view to

get the timber on the surface than the

minerals beneath.

The North California Mining Company

holds by locations and purchase 850 placer

claims, and last year paid out $85,000 for

annual assessment work, none of the

ground being as yet patented. Great

complaint has been made that one com-

pany should hold so much mineral ground

and all sorts of charges of fraud have

been made, so that the land office finally

took the matter up and is investigating it.

It would seem to be, however, more the

fault of the law, than of the men, that so

many claims could be taken by one com-

pany or individual in one section of the

State. Most of these claims had been

more or less worked 40 or 50 years ago

in a crude manner and subsequently

.-ibandoned. Some were still held by

possessory title and were partly worked.

All of this kind were purchased by Yard.

The old abandoned ones were located.

They had been open to location for years,

but nobody thought it worth while to take

them up or work them until Yard devised

the scheme of getting them all under

single control, and devised also a method

of working them jointly by steam shovel,

etc., as soon as the Western Pacific rail-

road line is built along the cafion of the

North Fork, so that the gravel can be

hauled on trains to a point where it can

be washed economically.

Mr. Yard himself maintains that if

there is any fault to be found it is with

the law itself which permits him or any-

one else to locate as many claims as de-

sired. He also maintains that in every

instance, each claim has been legally lo-

cated and recorded, and that upon each,

the required annual assessment work has

been done and recorded. He therefore af-

firms that he is in no fear of any ad-

verse decision of the U. S. Land Office by

which he will be deprived of any of these

claims by reason of fraudulent entry. The

land ofiice must abide by the laws of Con-

gress and its own regulations and as long

as these laws and regulations are com-

plied with, the locator cannot be deprived

of what he holds by possessory right, and

may subsequently obtain patents giving

him absolute title. The entire proceed-

ings in locating and holding these claims

have been carried on under advice of com-

petent attorneys, as it was naturally ex-

pected there would be some adverse com-

ment when it was learned that so large

an amount of mineral land had come into

the possession of one company.

In the matter of location and holding

of these numerous mining claims in one

continuous chain, many charges and

counter charges have been made. It is

even maintained that the conflicting inter-

ests of rival transcontinental railroads

form a prime factor in the controversy.

That is a matter, however, known only

to the principals, who seldom let such
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jiiatters come before the public. Be it as

it may, there is no doubt that the North

California Mining Company holds now
over 850 mining claims in two adjoining

counties in California and may obtain

more in the same manner if it chooses for

their is nothing to prevent, as far as the

laws are concerned. That the Federal

mining laws never contemplated this there

is no doubt ; nor is there a doubt that

they nevertheless authorize it. That such

a state of affairs is against public policy

there is also no doubt, yet until the laws

are changed others may go and do like-

wise and there is no way to stop them.

To the defense that unless the company

obtained the claims in one body in order

to be able to work them to a profit, that

they would otherwise lie idle, there are

many who will object. Yet on the other

hand there is much truth in the assertions

as many of the claims in question had

been abandoned as worthless 30 or 40

years ago and laid idle ever since. It is

at the same time true thht the law re-

quires the locator to prove "paying min-

eral" in each separate claim, yet as most

of these claims were once worked for

gold, and prospects more or less good

may be found in each, it will be difficult

to prove there is not paying mineral. In

fact that phrase in the law is but doubt-

ful at best, for while these claims may
no longer pay to work by rocker, sluice

or torn, they may pay on the wholesale

system of work to be carried out by Mr.

Yard. The old gravel deposits at Oroville

and Folsom were worked out many years

ago, and given up, but are now turning

out more gold than they ever did, as the

dredge system has since been invented and

put in practice successfully. The deci-

sion in these cases by the United States

Land Office, will be looked for with in-

terest by the mining community, but the

mining community, no matter what the

result may be. is generally inimical to the

system by which it is possible for one

company or individual to control so many
hundreds of mining claims in any given

locality. X. V. Z.

San Francisco, Cal. Sept. 18. 1907.

New Publications

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

I note in my article in the Journ.vl of

Aug. 24, an error in column 3, line 20.

The word malic should read heal. This

hanges the sense somewhat, although I

hink it would be readily understood by

•.cchnical men.

G. F. Be.vrdslev.

Fruitvale, .\lameda County,

Calif.iriiia. .\ug. 31, 1907.

Chilled steel shot of extreme hardness

rind adapted to replace diamonds in drill-

ing through many formations, is made by

spraying or atomizing molten sled into

cold water, thereby chilling it instantly.

The Mi.sin(j Inuusthv in North Caro-

lina UuKiNU 1905. By Joseph Hyde
Pratt. Economic Paper No. 11, North

Carolina Geological and Lconomic

Survey. Pp. 96. b'/ixg'/} in.; paper.

Raleigh. N. C, 1907: E. M. Uzzell

& Company, State Printers.

Contents. Introduction. Gold and sil-

ver. Copper. Cobalt. Iron. Tin. Abra-

sive material. Mica. Quartz (flint).

Barytes. Monazite and zircon. Talc and

soapstone. Precious stones. Mineral wa-

ters. Graphite. Coal. Peat. Stone.

Sand and gravel. Sand-lime brick. Clay.

Summary. Black sand investigations.

Mining laws of North Carolina.

Although North Carolina does not rank

.is an important State in the production of

the metals and coal, its mineral industry

is of peculiar interest by reason of the

great variety of the materials produced.

During 1905 the total value of the min-

eral output was $2,439,381, divided among
24 different products. Gold yielded $129,-

153; silver, $20,216; copper, $88,000; mica,

$100,900; and monazite $107,324, Garnet,

corundum, barytes, talc, zircon, graphite

and precious stones all added to the total.

Promising tin deposits were developed

but the output did not figure in the total

of 1905. An increase for the year of 24

per cent, shows that in general the in-

dustry was fairly prosperous during the

period under review.

Water-Works Manage.ment and Main-
tenance. By Winfred D. Hubbard
and Wynkoop Kiersted. Pp. 429; il-

lustrated. 6x9 in. ; cloth, $4. New
York, 1907: John Wiley & Sons.

Contents. Part I. Ground-water sup-

ply. River-water supply. Pumping-en-

gines. Impounded Supplies. Part II.

Plans and Records. Extensions. Service

Connections. Meters. Care of Appurten-

ances. Alterations and Repairs. Mainten-

ance of Quality. Water Waste. Elec-

trolysis. Fire Protection. Accounts

Financial Management. Rules and Regu-
lations. .^nnual Reports. Part III Fran-

chise. Water Rates. Depreciation.

This new book will be welcomed by

those who are connected with or are in-

terested in municipal water-works or by

students of water purification. There is

much valuable data on wells and springs,

river water, sands of varying fineness,

with reference to percolation and the

purification of water by filtration and co-

agulation. The section devoted to set-

tling tanks or basins and filtration plants

contains many diagrams and plans of ex-

isting plants.

The cost of valves and fittings and the

approximate cost of laying cast-iron pipe

is contained in the chapter on extensions;

the methods of repairing breaks and leaks

in water pipes and mains should prove

valuable. Among other subjects dealt

with arc water waste, meters, electrolysis.

financial management, etc. Part III is

devoted to the cost of water production,

water rates and depreciation of private

and municipal plants and is of value es-

pecially to towns and small cities. The
book is carefully compiled, well illustrated

and contains a wealth of information on

water and water distribution.

Jahrbucu Fuer Das Eisenhljetten-

WESEN. V. Jaiiruanc, 1904. Pp. 448.

6j'ix9 in.; cloth. Diisscldorf, Gcr-

inany, 1907 : Kommissionsverlag von

A, Bagel.

This is the fifth volume of the year-

book which performs for Gcrrmiii readers

of iron and steel literature a service sim-

ilar to that supplied by the Journal in its

monthly Mining Index and by The Min-
eral Industry for mining engineers and

the metal industries in general. It is a

resume of the material which appeared

during the corresponding period in Slalil

iind £ufM, .and is a handy epitome of the

year's history, although it lacks the brev-

ity of a catalog and is rather meagerly

supplied with the few words of descrip-

tion which in the most satisfactory pub-

lications of this kind enable the busy

reader to get at the gist of an article with-

out actually reading it. Needless to say,

it shows the marks of minute care in pre-

paration, but it covers a period no later

than the year 1904, and that will largely

destroy its interest, especially for Amer-
ican readers. The contents are classified

according to the plan followed in text-

books of the subject, beginning with fuels

and refractory materials and ending with

alloys of iron and physical tests of ma-

terials.

Borax Bricks

According to the Clay Record, (Aug.

30, 1907) brick manufactured from borax

tailings, minus the boric acid component,

will be placed on the market Sept. 15 by

the borax concern at Daggett. These

bricks, it is stated, will be sold at such a

price that they will be used in prefer-

ence to lumber, which at this time com-

mands a price more than double the prob-

able cost of the borax by-product bricks.

The ore is first ground to 60-mesh.

then treated to extract the boric acid

:

next, the residue is compressed. The
brick will be of two kinds, common red

,Tnd Mexican adobe.

The .American Institute of Mi.vi.vg

Engineers has arranged with Joseph

Hyde Pratt, superintendent of the Mines

and Metallurgy Building, to set aside space

for the use of its members while visiting

the Jamestown fair; also to have mail re-

ceived and held for distribution to in-

dividual members. This is rather an im-

portant matter since there are several

places at which mail might be delivered,

but, with characteristic Southern case,

letters are frequently held up or mislaid.
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy

A Selected and Classified List of New Inventions Described

during the Past Month in the Publications o f the Patent Offices

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PATENTS

A copy of tUe speclOcii lions of any of

these patents Issued by the lulled States

Patent Ollloe will bo mailed by TiiK ICngin-

KKRiNU AM> Mining Joiun.m, upon the re-

colpt of •-•'> cents. In nrderlnK speclllcatlons.

correspondents are reipiesied to Klve the

number, iinuic of Inventor and date of Issue.

ASPHALT
l-KOOKSS OK M.VNll'A'TURE—Process

of TreatlnB Wurtzlllte or ICUiterlte ami of

Produclns Fusible Soluble Products, \\llllatn

F DoerlllnKer and Leon 11. Buck. Niagara

Falls. N. Y.. assignors, by ^.luesne assign-

ments, to Marcus Stine, New ^"rk, N. Y.. and

ICdward F. C. Young. .lersey City. N. J.

(US No. 864.836: Sept. 3. 1907.)

CEMENT

CEMENT BURNING—Method of BurnlM
Cement In Uotary Kilns. Benjamin H.

Thwalte. London. Kngland. assignor to Thos.

C Faweett. Limited. Leeds. Kngland. (IJ. »•

No. SG4.04r): Aug. 20. 1907.)

CEMENT MANUFACTURE—Manufacture
of Cement and Other Products. August P.

BJerregaard. Mlneola. N. Y., assignor of one-

hilf to Robert C. Mitchell, Moun Vernon>

N Y. lU. S. No. SIM.OGS; Aug. 20. lOOT.

.

COAL AND COKE

COAL-CUTTIMi MACHINES. A. llopkin-

son. Manchester. England. "^P'-oj^d ar-

rangements In coal cutting machines p£ ihe

chain heidlng type, with the <>»Ject of, '"^.'^-

Ing the .machines more compact. (Urlt. yo.

16 262 of 1900: Aug. 17, 1J07.)

COAL-CUTTlNG MACHINE.-!. W. G.

Cowleshaw. Stoke-on-Trent. England. Im-

proved supports and footstep bcarmgs for

coal cutting machines. (Brit. No. 4729 ol

1907: Aug. 17. 1907.)

COAL IIANPLING-Machinery for Hand-

ling Coal. Ore. and the like. Jef«">'nJ„CamP:

bell. Providence. R. I. (U. S. No. 864,407,

Aug. 27. 1907.)

COAL HANDLING—Machinery for Hand-

I'ng Coal. Ore, etc. Charles cr K n- New
Vofk N. Y., assignor to C. W. Hunt Co..

West New Brighton. N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. CU. S. No. 865,913 ;
Sept 10,

1907.) ^ , ^
COAL-HOISTING APPARATUS. Artolph

Sack. Boston. Mass. (D. S. No. 863,668; Aug.

20, 1907.1

COAL WASHING. J. Shaw, York, Eng-

land. In the washing of coal, the Provis on

of Improved means for recovering the line

coal from the washing water (Brit. No.

20 699 of 1906: Aug. 17, 1907.)

COKE-EXTRACTING MACHINE. Enoch

H. Abraham. Unlontown, Penn., assignor to

Covimrlon Machine Co., a Corporation of

Vlrgliiia. (U. S. No. 863,891; Aug. 20,

1907.1

COKE-OVEN. George C. Landls. Counells-

vllle Penn. (U. S. No. 864,090; Aug. 20,

1907.)

COPPER
COPPER EXTRACTION. J. Gattry. Mons.

Belgium. Reducing copper from cupreous

chloride by bydrogen gcn-'fat*,'' "y the con-

Inct of steam with hot fuel. (Brit. .No.

IS 574 of 190.1; Aug. 31. 1907.1

COPPER SCRAP TREATMENT. A. The-

rot and L. Mave. Avignon. France, linproved

methods of re-generntlng Ibe electrolyte used

Id recovering copper from ''aV°KVl„''°5p*
metal, sweepings and turnings of brass, etc.

(Brit No. O.IOi of 1907: Aug. 24, 1907.)

ELFfTRo-l'EPOSITION. S. O. Cowper

Coles l...nd.,n. England. improvements In

Vhe InventorB method of elcctrolvllcally de,

notltlng copper strip on a spirally grooved

?evol%"ng mandrel. (Brit. No. 21,583 of 1906;

Aug. 17, 1907.)

PI FCTROLYTIC COI'PER. S. O.

Cowpfr Coles London. England The addi-

tion of sulphate of alumina to the •electrolyte

I;iFS'fro^'*^s^^--^-i^

copper and other iiK'talsj from rousted pyrites

by mixing dry wlih chloride of lime and
sprnvlng with dilute iicld. the Iron oxide be-

ing uiialtacked ami sulliclently free from
other metals to ninke it suitable for produc
lion of Iron. (Brit. No. 17,441 of 190(1; Sept.

7. 1907.)

PLATING PROCESS. S. O. Cowper Coles,

London. ICngland. Improved methods of con-

trolling the electrodeposltion of brass by pro-

viding anodes of zinc and copper as well as
anodes of i)rass. (Hrll. No. Ill, -ill of 1906;
Aug. 17. 1907.)

GOLD AND SILVER

ORE PULVEIll/.lNc;—Kcilnilh Foundry
Company. Redruth. Wales. Improvements In

the Inventors' machine for grinding and amal-
gamating ores, in which (he grinding sur
faces are in the form of horizontal disks.

(Brit. No. 21,423 of 190(1: Sept. 7. 1907.)

PLACER MlNINt;—Apparatus for Re-
covering Values from Alluvial Deposits. Ole

T. Crosliy. Nome. Alaska. (U. S. No. 863,-

700: Aug. 20. 1907.)

IRON AND STEEL
CASTING INGOTS—Process or Method of

Casting Ingots. Adolphus J. Lustig. New-
ark, N. ,T., assignor of one-fifth to Isaac Leh-
man, Newark, N. J., and one-flfth to Louis
Kahn. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 863,733 :

Aug. 20. 1907.)

CHARGING BLAST FURNACES—Method
of Cliarging Blast furnaces. Arthur G. Mc-
Kee. Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. 864,795;
Sept. 3, 1907.)

CLEANING IRON. S. (). Cowper Coles,

London. England. Removing scale from iron

by passing the iron through electrolytic baths
in which hydrogen is liberated. (Brit. No.

17,672 of 1906: Aug. 24, 1907.)

INGOT CHARGING—Combined Ingot
Stripper and Charger. John C. Cromwell and
Horace W. Lash. Cleveland. Ohio, assignors

to Garrett-Cromwell Engineering Co.. Cleve-

land. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. (U. S. No.
,S0.T.24O: Sept. 3. 1907.)

INGOT-MANIPULATOR. Julian Kennedy,
Pittsburg. Penn. (U. S. No. 865,047; Sept.

3. 1907.)

REFINING SUBSTANCE—Material for

Use in Refining Iron and Process of Prepar-

ing the Same. Horace W. Lash. Cleveland, O.

(U. S. No. 864.972 : Sept. 3, 1907.)

ROLLING MILLS-- P'eed Mechanism for

Tandem Mills. George D. Evans, Sharon,
Penn., assignors to American Sheet and Tin
Plate Co.. Pittsburg. Penn., a Corporation of

New Jersey. (U. S. No. S(i4,727 ; Aug. 7,

1907.)

LEAD
PULVERIZING METALLIC LEAD—-Ap-

paratus for Pulverizing Metallic Lead. John
W. Bailey. New York. N. Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to United Lead Co., a
Corporation of New Jersey. (U. S. No. 864.-

443; Aug. 27, 1907.)

NICKEL

ORE TREATMENT—Apparatus for Treat-

ing with Carbonic Oxide Nickel Ores or

Other Material Containing Nickel. Carl

Langer. Clvdach. Eughind. assignor to Mond
Nickel Co.", Llmiteil. Westminster. England.

(U. S. No. 865.909; Sept. 10, 1907.)

SULPHUR AND PYRITES

SULPlint EXTRACTION. E. Gunther
and R. Franke, Eisleben, Germany. The use

of leirachlorlde of acetylene for extracting
sulphur from ores or in gas purification.

(Brll. No. 11,187 of 1907; Aug. 24, 1907.)

TIN
EXTRACTION OF TIN. R. E. W. Mac-

Ivor and M. Fradd, Ix)ndon. England. In the

inventors' process for extracting tin from
ores In- the action of producer gas, raising

the temperature of the reaction by burning
some portion of the producer gas. (Brit. No.

17.002 of 1900: Aug. 24. 1907.)

ZINC

G.\L\ AM/.l.Ni;. S. I). Cowper Coles, Lon-
don, England, in galvanizing iron wires, us-

ing ail electric current to make the zinc ad-

iuMing to the wires more fluid. (Brit. No.
18,910 of 19(1(1: Aug. 24, 1907.)

LEACHING (iltES. R. E. W. Maclvor and
M. Fradd, London. England. Improvements
In the method of dissolving zinc from roasted

zinc-lead ores iiy means of calcium chloride

or sulpliurous acid, and subsequently precip-

itating by lime. (Brit. No. 16,912 of 190(1;

Aug. '-'4, 1907.)

LIXIVIATING ORES. P. Sherwood, Lon-
don, England. The use of hot concentrated
ammonium salt for dissolving out zinc from
roasted complex sulphides. (Brit. No. 16,-

:iG4 of 1906: Aug. 17. 1907.)

ZINC EXTRACTION. R. E. W. Maclvor
and M. Fradd. London. England. Treating
residues from zinc distilling furnaces by mix-

ing with sulphuric acid into a stiff paste and
heating and leaching out the sulphate of zinc

so formed. (Brit. No. 17,001 of 1906; Aug.
24, 1907.)

ORE DRESSING
CLASSIFIER. Snyder L. Hague, Salt Lake

City. Utah : William Igleheart special admin
istrator of said Hague, deceased. (U. S. No.

865,301 ; Sept. 3, 1907.)

CONCENTRATING TABLES. Humboldt
Engineering Company. Cologne, Germany.
In concentrating tables, improved methods of

giving percussive blows. (Brit. No. 10.037

of 1907: Aug. 24, 1907.)

CONCENTRATION—Apparatus for Con-
centrating Ores. Alexander S. Elmore, Lon-

don, England, assignor to Ore Concentration
Co. (1905) Limited. London. England. (U.

S. No. 865.334 ; Sept. 3, 1907.)

CRUSHER. Thomas L. Sturtevant,

Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturtevant, weilesley,

Mass., assignors to Sturtevant Mill Co.,' Port-

land, Me., a Corporation of Maine. (U. S.

No. 864,513; Aug. 27, 1907.)

FLOTATION PROCESS—Process of Sep-

arating Zinc-Blende by Flotation. Auguste
I F De Bavay, Kew, Victoria, Australia.

(U. S. No. 864,597; Aug. 27, 1907.)

FLOTATION PROCESSES. H. L. Suiman,
London, England. In flotation processes for

separating ores from gangue in which the

ore is exposed alternately to the action of

air and water, slightly warming the liquid

in which the flotation takes place. (Brit. No.

19,944 of 1906: Aug. 17, 1007.)

GRINDING MILLS—Lining for Grinding

Mills. Joseph R. Brown. Los Angeles, Cal.

(U. S. No. 864,3.57: Aug. 27, 1907.)

JIGS. W. A. Harris and J. Morgan, Dur-

ham, England. In jigs the provision of an
intermittent water supply in combination

with an auxiliary air tight chamber. (Brit.

No. 23,986 of 1906; Sept. 7, 1907.)

MINERAL-SEPARATOR. Richard J. Mc-

Keone, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. (U. S. No.

.S65,053: Sept. 3, 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATING JIG. Hemy
I^oust. Baxter Springs, Kan. (U. S. No. Sbl,-

776; Sept. 3. 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATOR. Patrick Biophy,

South Omaha, Neb. (U. S. No. 865,859;

Sept. 10, 1907.)

ORE SEPARATION—Appaianis for Ex-

tracting Minerals fiom Ore Oscar A. Ellis,

San Francisco. Cal. (U. S. No. 80,5.027;

Sept. 3. 1907.)

ORE SEPARATION—Apparatus for Sep-

arating Solid Particles from Each Other.

Arthur P. S. Macquisten. Glasgow. Scotland.

(U. S. No. 865.194 and 865.195; Sept. 3.

1907.)

ORE SEPARATION—Apparatus for Sep-

arating Solid Particles from Each Other. Ar-

thur P S. Macquisten. Glasgow. Scotland.

(II. S. No. 8(15.260; Sept. 3, 1907.)

ORE SEPARATION—Method of Separating

the Metallic and Rocky Constituents of Ores.

Dudley H. Norrls. New \nrk, N. Y. (U. ».

No. 864,8.56: Sept. 3, 1907.)

ORE SEPARATION—Screen Sizing and

Separating Machinery. John M- CaMow. Salt

Lake City, Utah. <"S,No. 864 827. 864,-

828 and 864.829; Sept. 3, 1907.)
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SKI'AIIATION— ScpiiratliiK Mi-ml from !><•

po8ll8. lalUor Kllsi'c. I'hilntli-lnhia, IViiii.
iV. S. No. SllS.711 Sc|)l. 10. 1(107.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL

.M.l.OVS Maliiir:i.liiri' .if .Mluys. Wultor
KucK'l. Iliiinhui'i:. ini luuii.v, nsxlk'nur to A)
Iwrt Jiii-oliNfii, llaiiitiiii'K, itcrinaiiy. (U. S.
.Vo sr,-i,i;t(i iiiul s(H,l.|(i; Auk. ->> 1U07.)

CONVEUTI.NG -Moaus for I'reventlni:
Kscapi' of ('iiriisp<t Ore from SiiicllliiK I'oii
v.'rliT.s Italiih ltiiKK»l»'.v. ritlsliiir;;, Tvnii..
Chiirli'.s M. Alli-n. I.o I..). Mom., ami IMward
\V. l.liiiliiiiisi. I'lilcak'o, III. ; salil Alleii ami
'iaid l.lnil<|iilst assignor:) to said Uacgalev.
iT. S. No. sr.4.7111: AUR. 1:7, llto7.)

.MKTAI.MKl.TI.Wi. Samuel KiilKlit. Clil

.UK". Ill . asslKiior to WaliTbury Cruillile Co..
WatiTliury. t'onu.. a Corponillon of Oonuoc-
ili-ul ir. S. No. S(!4.41'."i; Auk. l.'", l'JU7.i

I'KOrKSS OK OXIDATION. J. TlielberR.
New York. .N'. Y. Troduotlon from mixed
ores, of oxide and sulpliatv of zinc and sul
phaie of lead l.y forcing mixture of s\iper
heatiHl steam and air through the ore. (Brit.
No. L'7.S!> of l!io7 ; Sept. 7. r.l07.)

UOI.MNG SHEET METAL—Process of
Kolling Sheet Metal. Edwin Norton, New
York. N. y. if. S. No. Stin.O.ir. : Sept. ,'!.

1907.)

SINTKIlINi; Method of Sintering Ores,
lames Scott. I'lttsliurg. I'enn. (IT. S. No.
Mi,'>.t!.'.S and Si;.">.ti,"i!l : Sept. 10. 1907.)

SMKI.TINC ANI> (.'ONVEHTINO—Process
.if Smelting Ore and Converting Matte. Ar-
thur M. Hay. Bingham Canyon. Utah. (V.
S. No. SG.I.I^S;! : Sept. 3. 1907.)

SMKl.TINO I'KOCESS -Process of Smelt-
ing Itefractory Ores and Producing Low-Car-
bon Ferro .Vlloys. Edgar !•'. Price. Niagara
Fall.<. .N. Y. il". S. No. SG.").609 ; Sept. 10.
1907.1

TAPPING AKKANtJE.MENT FOR CRUCI-
F.I.KS. Lionel Ilevnemann. San Francisco.
Cal. r. S. No. Sfi.1.037: Sept. 3, 1007.)

mniNG MACHINERT AND APPARATUS
All: liiMl'i;i:sSiiKS -Means for Vnl.md

Ing .\ir Compressors. Ehenezer Hill, Nor-
walk. Conn. (U. S. No. 865,390: Sept. 10.
1907.1

BICKET OK CONVEYER. William F.
.lones. I.lltle Falls. N. .T.. assignor to Clare-
mont Iron Works Co.. a Corporation of New
.lersey. (U. S. No. 863.045; Sept. 3, 1907.1

CONTROLLING MINE CARS. W. H. Jep
son and .1. I.ongden. Rotherham. Improved
apparatus for retaining mine wagons on an
Incline. (Brit. No. 496 of 1907: Aug. 17.
1907.)

CONVEYER. George C. Horst. Cohimb\is.
Ohio., assignor to Joseph A. Jeffrey. Colum-
bus, Ohio. (U. S. No. 86r>,.591 : Sept. 10.
1 907.

)

CONVEYER ANH ELEVATOR. James H.
Weston. Tania.iua. Penn.. assignor of onc-
ihlrd to John V. Wagner and one-third to
George A. W.iford. Tamaqua, Penn. (U. S.
No. 865.837: Sept. 10. 1907.)

DRILL-CmCK for Use on Hammer Rock-
Iirllls. Albert L. Stephens and Thomas Mc-
Grath. Silver Plume, Colo., assignors of one-
fonrth to Wlillani C. Champion. Silver Plume.
Colo., and one-fourth to Philip T. Stephens.
Georgetown. Colo. (V. S. No. 864,270; Aug.
27. 1907.)

forDRYING EXPLOSIVES—Apparatus
re Substances. Paul E
»r. S. No. .S«3..S34; Aug. 20,

Drying Explosive Substances. " "Paul Butler,
I. Mo -----Lowe

1907.)

nrMPING-CAGE (or Mine-Cars. George
Trotter. RIverton, III. (V. S. No. 864,81.?;
Sept. 3. 1907.)

ELEVATING AND CONVEYING MECH-
ANISM. Axel R. Holmen. Columbus. Ohio.
r. S. No. 8(i.-,.041 : Sept. 3, 1907.)

ELEVATOR-BrCKET. Ira O. Robblns,
Mlllvllle. Penn.. assignor of one-balf to Ellis
Greenley. Mlllvllle. Penn. (U. S. No. 856,-
811 : Sept 10. 1907.1

HAILING ROPES. J. Wright, Johannes-
burg. So. Africa. Apparatus for gaging the
diameter of hauling ropes, removing dirt and
other matter and oiling the ropes. (Brit.
No. 16.090 of 1906: Aug. 17. 1907.)

HOIST—Portable Hoist. James L. Pil-
ling. Chicago. III. (U. S. No. 864.798: Sept.
3. 1907.)

HOISTING AND CONVEYING APPAR-
ATI S. George A. Fox and David Davidson.
Tustin Mich. (V. S. No. 864,637: Aug.
27. 1907.)

HOISTING BrCKET. Charles S. Wil-

lluuiKon. Pittsburg, Penn. (U. S. No. 804 -

278; Aug. 27. 1907 1

IIVDRAl Lie NOZZLE SUPPORT. Geo. J.
Il.nry. Jr. San Fniiieisco, Cal.. assignor of
<ine half to Pellon Water Whei-I Co.. Son
Francisco, Cal., a Corporation nf California
(P. S. No. 863,795; Aug. 20, 19(I7.)

.MINECAR. Th.imas .M. Edm.indson, Uia
AngfleK, and Duncan I'ergUHun. llavlUih, Col.
(!' S. No. S(13.971

; .\ug. 2o. 111117.1

MINE CAR BRAKE—Brake for .Mine-
Cars. Samuel R. Green, Grassllol. Penn.
(P. S. No, 8115,378; Sept. 10, 1007.)

MINER'S LOCK. Clarence E. Miller.
Falrmimt, W. Va.. and Quincy L. Pore, Con-
nellsvilie, Penn. (II. S. No. 865,792; Sept.
1(1. 19(17.)

.MINKIIS PAN. Penton A. [lardwick,
c.i|,.raclo City, Colo. (U. S. No. 865.178:
Si'iit. ;t, 1907.)

ROCK-DRILL. Evan W. Evans, Green
wiHKl. B. C. Canada. (U. S. No. 865,174
and .S)15.175: Sept. 3, 1907.)

ROCK-DRILL—Hydrocarbon Rock-Drlll.
John V. Rice. Jr.. Edgewater Park. N. J., as-
signor of one-eighth to Albert Edward
Tower. Poughkeepsle, N. Y.,. and seven-
eighths to Fred E. Tasker, New York, N. Y.
(P. S. No. .S(i3.64« ; Aug. 20, 1907.)

ROCK-DRILL. Robert A. Fowden, Ger-
manlown, Penn. (D. S. No. 864,838; Sept.
3. 1907.)

ROCK DRILL BITS. W. E. Klmber.
.Iidiannesliurg. So. Africa. Improved ma-
chine for forming and sharpening bits for
rock drills. <Brlt. No. 21,761 of 1906; Aug.
31, 1907.)

ROCK IiRILLS. J. H. and J. M. Holman.
Cainliorne. Improved dust allayer for use
in connection with rock drills. (Brit. No.
17.1.".5 of 1906; Aug. 24. 1907.)

SAFETY-FUSE. Joseph Sachs and Frank
D. Reynolds, Hartford, Conn., assignors to
Sachs Co.. Hartford, Conn., a Corporation of
Connecticut. (U. S. No. S(!3.656 : Aug. 20.
19(17.1

SAFETY LAMPS. A. Mallet, Lille.
France. Improved form of electric safety
lamps for mines. (Brit. No. 615 of 1907":
Aug. 17. 1907.)

SAFETY LAMPS. W. A. Krozo and W.
Best. Mortey. Improved method of electri-
cally igniting miners' safetv lamps. (Brit.
No. 25,283 of lOOC, : Aug. 24, 1907.)

WELL DRILLING MACHINE. John R.
Grinilh and Leslie G. Cosper. Independence.
Knn It", S, No. Si;4.7r!0

: An-. 27. 10(17.1

METALLURGICAL MACHINERY AND
APPARATUS

CHAR(;i.NG APP.\K.\TIS -Vertical Charg-
ing Mechanism. Clarence L. 'Taylor. Al-
liance. Ohio, assignor to Morgan Engineer-
ing Co., Alliance. Ohio. (U. S. No. 864,-
93(; : Sept. 3. 1907.)

CONVERTER. Ralph Baggaley. Pittsburg.
Penn. (U. S. No. 865,671 : Sept. 10, 1907.)
CR.\NE for Carrying Ladles. Clarence L.

Taylor. Alliance. Ohio, assignor to Morgan
Engineering Co.. Alliance, Ohio. (U. S. No.
S(i4.935; Sept. 3, 1907.)

CR.XNE—Traveling Ladle-Crane. George
R. Ward. New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 866.-
247 : Sept. 17, 1907.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING APPARATUS.
James C. Young. Jersev Citv. N. J. (D. S.
No. S('>5.2S5: Sept. 3. 1907.)

ELF;cTRODEPOSITION. D. Roberts. Not-
tingham and E. W. Jaffray. London. Eng-
land. .\n apparatus for the rapid electro-
deposition of metals. (Brit. No. 20.716 of
1906: Aug. 17. 1907.)

FURNACIJ CHARGING APPARATUS
(^larence L. Taylor. Alliance. Ohio, assignor
to Morgan Engineering Co.. Alliance. Ohio
(U. S. No. 864.934: Sept. 3. 1907.)
GAS FURNACE INSTALLATION. Hein

rich Koppers. Essen-on-the-Ruhr. Germany.
(U. 8. No. .804.545: Aug. 27, 1907.)
GAS I'KODUCER. Guy C. Hellman. Hack-

ensack. N. J., assignor of one-balf to Marv
A. Herrlck. New York. N. Y. )U. S. No. 866!-
131; Sept. 17. 19o7.)

GAS PRODUCER. William B. Hughes.
Cleveland. Ohio. ( U. S. No. 866.032 : Sept.
17, 1907.1

GAS PRODUCER. Martin V. B. Smith.
New Y'ork. N. Y. (U. S. No. 865.954; Sept.
10. 1907.1

GAS PRODUCERS—Poker Mechanism for
Gas-Producers. Samuel B. Sheldon. Buffalo.
N. Y. (U. S. No. 805.616: Sept. 10. 1907.)
ORE TREATMENT- Apparatus for Treat-

ing Ore. James W. Bollenu. Denver. Colo.,
assignor of one-half to James B. Knoblock,

Denver, Colo. (U, 8. No. 860,670; Sept. 17,
1907.)

ORE TREATMENT Ainjiinilui. for Treat-
ing Ores. J.iseph C. llameN. G.ildneld. Nev
IV. H. No. 801,042; Aug. 27. 19(*.l
ROASTING APPAIIATI N Apparatus for

Roaslliig ilreK and SejiaradUK By I'roducts
Therefroui. Alva D. Lee, Broukllne, Mau.
(U. S. No. h(in.300

; Sept. 3, 1007.)

FURNACES
BLAST FlRNAii: II njRE. Henry Seld

ler, (ireal I'nils, .M.nn. (U. 8. No. 860,312;
Sept. 17. 1907.1

".»•*.

ELECTRIC FURNACE. K. M. Chaplet.
larlh. Inline In an electric metallurgical
furnace, ihe provliiiim of a auiall rliamlier
toniieiied Willi till, furnace, to act aa a ure-
'Imlnary experiin.-iiiiil chamlier. (Brit. Si>
1927 of 1907 ; Aug. 17, 1907.)
ELECTRIC FURNACE. Walter G. Clark.New \.irk. N Y.. asNlgnor (.. El.-itric lur

iiace Cj.. Portland, .Me., a (.'oriioratloii nf
.Maine. (U. S. .No. H)r..(116; Sept. :(. I!iii7.)

KI.ECTRIC FURNACES. E. (;ronvaM. A.
Lindlilud and (J. Stahlane. Ludvlka, Sweden.
In electric transformer furna.-es, the pro-
vlsloii of extra coils through which current
may be passed In order to counteract Ihe ac-
(ion of miiKneilc leakage. (Brit. No. 7791 of
1907; Aug. 31. 1907.1

ELECTRIC FURNACES. E. Cornelius and
.. lehn. Godieiil.urg, Sweden. Improv.-iiieiils

.In electrical smelling furnaci'S, with the ob-
ject of obtaining greater beat without dam-
aging the walls. (Brit. No. 14,420 of 1900-
Aug. 24, 1907.)

FURNACE for Melting Metal. James V.
Martin, Baltimore. Md.. assignor of one-thlrd
rhomas C. Brain. Baltimore. Md. lU S
.No. 805.789; Sept. 10. 1907.)
ORE REDUCIN(; FURNACE. John T.

Jones. Iron .Mountain. .Mich. (U. S No
800.280; Sept. 17. 1907.)
ORE ROASTING- Apparatus for Roast-

ing luslble Ores. Albert G. Davis, Scbenec-

1907)
'^'' ^" ^°' *''^-'''^l= Sept. 17,

REDUCTION FURNACE. Richard L.
Baumllne. Aulmrn. N. Y. (IT. S. No. 886.-
32.!

: Sept. 17. 1907.)

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
ALKALI LARTII PKulHCTKJN—Elec

Irolytic Production of Earth-Alkali Met.ils.
George O. Seward and Franz von Kdgelgen
llolcombs Rock. Va.. assignors to Virginia
Laboratory Co., New Y'ork. N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of New Y'ork. (U. S. No. 864.928;
Sept. 3, 1907.)

A.MMONIUM NITRATE—Production of
Amiii.inluni Nitrate. Ernst R. Casparl and
iitto .Vydi'gger. Uerdlngen. and Anton Gold-
schniidt. Diisseldorf. (Jermany. assignors to
R. Wedeklnd & Co.. M. B. H.. Uerdlngen,

••'-''Too-'
" ''"''"™' '^' ^' ^°' *°^'^^3; Aug.

BLEACHING POWDER CH.\MBER. Max
Mauran. Niagara Falls. N. Y.. assignor to
Castncr Electrolytic Alkali Co., a Corpora-
tion of_Vlrglnla. (U. S. No. 865,651; Sept.
10. 1907.)

ELECTROLYSIS OF FUSED SALTS
hranz von KUgelgen and George O. Seward
llolcombs Rock. Va. (tl. S. No. 865 048 •

Sept. 10. 1907.)

FURNACE PRODUCTS—Process of Bak
Ing Carbon Electrodes and Heating bv Eiec-
tricily and Combustion. Edgar F. Price Nl-
apara^J'nl's, N. Y. (D. S. No. 865.608 ; Sept.

MANGANESE SILICIDE—Process of Pro-
ducing Manganese Slllcidc. Edgar F. Price
.Niagara Falls, N. Y.. assignor to Electro
Metallurgical Company, a Corporation of
West Virginia. (t . S. No. 866.597; Sept.
li. 1907.)

v-M''"'\"?j -^Uir>—Process of Concentrating
Nitric Acid. Richard Wolffensteln and Oska-
Boeiers. Berlin. Germanv. (U. S. No 864 -

217; Aug. 27. 1907.)

PRODUCTION OF NITROUS COM-IW'NDS. Charles P. Stelnmetz. Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Co..
a ( nrporation of New- Y'ork. (U. S. No
865.618: Sept. 10, 1007.)
SULPHURIC ACID—Purlflcatlon of Ar-

senical Sulphuric Acid. Julius Raschen,
Arthur E. Wareing, and ,Ieff H. Shores. Liver-
pool. England, assignors to United Alkali Co

.

Limited." Liverpool. England. (U. S. No. Siin.
940; Aug. 20. 1907.)

SULPHURIC ACID CONCENTRATION.
L. Stange, Aachen, Germany. Ituprovo-
ments In concentrators for lulphurlc acid in
whirli hot air is blown over the surfnc of
add In warm hot pans. (Brit. No. 01 of
1907: Aug. 31. 1907.)
TOWEK for Making Blsu phlie Liquor.

.Tames Bishop. Carthage. N. Y. (U. .S. No.
8.14.881 : Sept. 3. 1007.)
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Personal

Mluliig iiuJ luctallurglcal engineers are In-

vited to keep The Enginekrino and MininT

Journal Informea of their movements and

appointments.

Senator George A. Cox, of Toronto, is

making a tour through the Canadian

West.

Wilham Brandt, of St. Louis, .\lo., has

bten in Gilpin county, Colo., looking after

mining interests.

J. M. Pine, of Denver, has been mak-

ing an examination of placer property in

Routt county, Colo.

Frederick S. Harris, superintendent for

the Kansas City-Goldfield Mining Com-

pany, has resigned.

P. G. Lidner, of New York, has gone

to Nevada on professional business, to be

absent about a month.

Victor G. Hills, of Denver, Colo., has

left for Mexico to examine mines in the

vicinity of Guanajuato.

Oscar B. Perry, engaged in mining in

Yukon territory, is visiting his old home

in Bloomington, Indiana.

F. H. Calpitts, of Denver, has been ex-

amining mines in the Silver Plume dis-

trict, Clear Creek county, Colo.

W. E. Swartz, of Chicago, has been

e.xamining mines in the Georgetown dis-

trict, Clear Creek county, Colo.

Nathan Hirsch, of New York City, has

been looking after mining interests in

northern Gilpin county, Colorado.

Prof. G. A. Kocnig, of the Michigan

College of Mines has returned to Hough-

ton after an extended Eastern trip.

Harold McDonald, of London, England,

has taken charge of the Cuadras mine at

Santa Barbara, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Edward Thoniton, formerly of Velar-

dena, has opened an office as consulting

mining engineer in Torreon, Mexico.

Robert Hauxhurst, Jr., has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Poderosa

Mining Company, Antofagasta, Chile.

T. S. Lambcrson has been appointed

superintendent of the Arizona Mining and

Trading Company, Nacozari, Sonora.

David Goodale, manager of the Com-

pania Minera de Rio Tinto, Terrazas,

Chihuahua, Mexico, is in California.

June Wilson, of the Teziutlan Copper

Company, of Vera Cruz, Mexico, has been

niaking a visit to Boulder county, Colo.

Howard Carpenter, manager of the En-

terpri-e property at Eldora, Colo., has re-

turned from a business visit to the east.

Samuel Ncwhouse returned to New

York on Sept. 10, after a trip of several

months in England and on the Continent

Frank L. Culver, managing director of

the Silver Queen mine, Cobalt, has re-

turned from a two months' trip to Eu-

rope.

Russell Mason, manager of the De Soto

Mining Company, of Middleton, Ariz.,

has been making a visit to Colorado

points.

Eustace M. Weston has been appointed

manager of the Rand Collieries, Ltd.

Cgold section), Johannesburg, South

Africa.

N. C. Bonnevie, consulting mining engi-

neer, of Denver, Colo., was a recent visi-

tor in New York. He returned to Denver

last week.

Lucius W. Mayer, of New York, will

be absent in Europe for two months in the

interest of tiie American Smelters securi-

ties Company.

George W. Heintz, traffic manager of

the United States Smelting, Refining and

Mining Conjpany, is in California on

company business.

George W. Teal, of Boulder, Colo., has

returned from a trip to examine mines

near Salmon City, Idaho, in the interests

of eastern investors.

Philip Argall, consulting mining en-

gineer, of Denver, Colo., who has been

e.xamining mines at Magdalena, N. M.,

has returned to Denver.

F. C. Lincoln, of New York City, has

been appointed professor of geology and

mineralogy in the Montana State School

of Mines at Butte, Mont.

A. H. Wethey, of Butte, Mont, general

manager of the mhies and smelter of

W. A. Clark, was a visitor in New York

last week. He left for Butte on Sept. 21.

J. C. Fleschhutz, manager of the Pe-

wabic Consolidated Mines Company, oper-

ating near Central City, Colo., is making

a two weeks' business trip to eastern

points.

Murray Arnold Hines, Ph.D., of the

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works of St.

Louis, has been appointed assistant pro-

fessor of chemistry in Northwestern Uni-

versity.

R. A. F. Penrose, of Philadelphia.

Penn., who has been spending some time

in Chile, has arrived in London on his

way home and is expected to reach New
York shortly.

W. R. Rathvon, manager of the Inland

Oil Company, of Boulder, Colo., has re-

turned from a visit to the East, having

purchased a refining plant of 500 bbl. per

day at Lodi, Ohio.

Captain H. L Scamann, of Denver, man-

ager of the Continental Mines, Power and

Reduction Company, operating in Clear

Creek county, has gone east on a business

visit for several weeks.

Robert E. Lee, vice Robert Lee, re-

signed, was appointed superintendent of

the mines of the Coal Valley Mining Com-

pany, of Chicago, and will have his head-

(luarters at Sherrard, III.

President P. Rayner, of the Redeemer

Mining Company, has been making a

thorough investigation of this property,

siuialcil in the Dryden gold area, Ont.,

and has returned to Chicago.

Lafayette Hanchett, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, general manager of the Boston

Consolidated Mining Company, was a re-

cent visitor in New York. He returned

to Salt Lake City, Sept. 20.

Capt. G. A. Anderson, of the Negaunee

mine in the Marquette district, has ten-

dered his resignation to the Cleveland

Cliffs Iron Company, and will shortly

leave for Silver City, New Mexico.

Frank Perry, Manager of the Creston

Colorado and Grand Central Mines at

Prietas, Sonora, Mexico, has been on a

visit to New York for the past month.

He expects to return soon to Prietas.

Frank H. Probert, consulting mining

engineer, of Los Angeles, Cal., who has

been in Europe for the last four months,

arrived at New York, Saturday, Sept. 21,

and after a brief visit at Boston, pro-

ceeded westward.

J. F. Lewis, of New York City and

James McAdam, of New Haven, Conn.,

were in charge of a party who traveled in

a special car from New York City to Gil-

pin county, Colo., to examine the groups

of mines owned and operated by the Fifty

Gold Mines Corporation.

Louis M. Richard, mining engineer, who

has recently been with the Steptoe Val-

ley Smelting and Mining Company, at

McGill, Nevada, as assistant engineer in

charge of office work on construction, has

been elected to the chair of mining en-

gineering at the North Georgia .Agricul-

tural College, at Dahlonega, Georgia.

Charles Russell, of Prescott, Ariz., is

heading an expedition, the objects and

purposes of which are to make a study of

the economical geology of the Grand

Cation of the Colorado river. His expe-

dition will leave Green River, Utah, about

September 18, and is expected to spend

eight or nine months in making a pros-

pecting trip.

Obituary

George Rose, mining engineer for the

Mexican Mining and Transportation

Company, was shot and killed by robbers

near Guanajuato, Mexico, on Sept. 14.

Mr. Rose was 34 years old, a native of

Benton Harbor, Mich., and a graduate of

the Michigan Agricultural College.

Henry Ashe Tilghman, a native of

California, died in San Francisco Sept.

10, aged 35. He was a graduate of the

Columbia School of Mines, class of 1893.

He lived 12 years in South Africa where

he filled various important positions, as

mine manager and as consulting engineer,

both on the Rand and in Rhodesia. Since

last January he had been resident man-

ager of the Hot Creek Consolidated Min-

ing Company at Hot Creek, Nevada. \
skilful and conscientious engineer, a

charming companion, and a courteous
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gentU'iiiaii, his dcnth so early in life will

'be deeply regretted by his many friends.

He leaves a widow and one son.

Lewis Williams, familiarly known as

"Don Luis," who, with his brother Benja-

tiiin, developed the Copper Queen mine at

Bisbce, .-\riz., died suddenly at his home
•in Los .-Xngeles, California. Mr. Williams

was boni in Swansea, Wales, in 1834, and

<ame to the United States in 1858. He
engaged in mining and smelting in Con-

necticut and in the copper district of

Michigan, going from tliere to Utah and

Nevada and finally to .'\rizona, where the

brothers obtained and developed the Cop-

per Queen mine. They later disposed of

their interests to the present owners after

the mine was an established success. It

was largely due to the efforts of Lewis

Williams that the town of Bisbee, named
after one of his partners, has grown from

a hamlet to its present size. His brother

Benjamin and his daughter,- Mrs. James
Douglas, Jr., wife of the present general

manager of the Copper Queen mine, sur-

vive him.

C. Perry Crawford was instantly killed

at Santa Rita, near Silver City, N. M.,

Aug. 23. by falling into a shaft. Mr.-

Crawford was very well known and
Tiighly esteemed in the Southwest, where

he was engaged for 40 years in merchan-

dizing, banking and mining. He was
"born near East Liverpool, Ohio, in 1845,

and at the commencement of the Civil

War, he then being at the age of 17, en-

listed in the Union army, serving with

lionor throughout the war until mustered

out after the surrender at .\ppomattox.

Among other campaigns, he was at the

siege of Vicksburg and in Sherman's

march to the sea. In his subsequent

career he was recognized as a man of

ability and unquestioned integrity, and

was one whose active and practical sym-
pathy and kindly manner will be remem-
bered by many, and whose loss will be

keenly felt by all who knew him. He
leaves a wife, six daughters, and a son

who is now in his senior year at the Uni-

versity of California.

Societies and Technical Schools

University of California—The August

bulletin of this institution contains the

register for 1906- 1907, and the annual an-

nouncement of courses of study.

Montana State School of Mines—F.

C. Lincoln, mining engineer and a;c-

ologist; Xew York City, has been ap-

pointed professor of geology and miner-

alogy in this institution at Butte, Mont.

American Electrochemical Society—The
fall meeting of the New York section of

this society will be held October 17, iS

and 19. Full detailed programs will be

issued Oct. i to members. Among
the papers which will be read are 'The
Mathematics of the Induction Furnace"

by Gustav Gin, "The Diamond and Alois

sanite" by George F. Kunz, "Uefloculatcd

Graphite" by Edward .\chcson, and "The
Electrolytic Separation of Copper and
silver" by H. W. Gillett. Visits to the

Edison laboratories and to several plants

in the nciRhborhood are contemplated.

Industrial

Prof. Louis M. Richards, North Geor-
gia Agricultural College, Dahlonega,

Georgia, is desirous of receiving catalogs

from any concerns which may deem it

profitable to have their literature before

the eyes of mining students.

The American Water Softener Com-
pany, 101 1 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

Penn., reports that it has taken over the

business of the Hungerford Filter Cor-
poration, of Philadelphia, and is now
placing the Hungerford filter on the mar-
ket under its own name.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company,
Seneca Falls. New York, in its catalog,

recently issued, describes its Triplex power
pumps, and their many uses in buildings,

factories and mines. The diflfcrent meth-
ods of drive are also discussed and full

and useful tables containing dimensions,
head, speed and other necessary factors

are given.

Max. F. Abbe, president of the Abbe
Engineering Company, New York, has

just returned after a five months" trip in

Europe. He visited England, Belgium,
France and Germany. In several of the

countries he made contracts for the manu-
facture of the Abbe tube mills and lin-

ings. In Germany he made a contract

with the Fried. Krupp Aktiengesellschaft

Grusonwcrk, at Magdeburg-Buckau. for

building Excelsior mills in the United
States. The Abbe Engineering Company
will be ready within a month to supply the

trade with mills of this type.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company
is a recent purchaser of additional Allis-

Chalmers heavy electrical machines in the
shape of two looo-kw., 6600-volt genera-
tors wound for 25 cycles, 3-phase, and de-

signed to operate at 94 r.p.m. These
units, together with a 6oo-kw. direct cur-

rent generator, 2400-volt and operating
at no r.p.m., will be installed in the new
.Miquippa works. A new 500-k.w. motor
generator set, comprising a synchronous
motor rated at 6600 volts, wound for 3-

phase. 25 cycles, and a 250-volt direct cur-

rent generator is also being added to the

structural shop to carry a portion of the

steel mill load.

One of the two Allis-Chalmers 32x72-
in. direct acting Corliss hoisting engines

purchased some months ago by the Bos-
ton & Montana Mining Company is be-

ing erected in a building close to the

Tramway shaft near Butte. Mont., for the

joint use of the Rarus Tramway, Min-
nie Healy properties and the Red Metal

Company This hoist is u duplicate of

the hoist recently installed at the Penn-

sylvania mine. It is of the first motion

type weighing approximately 230 tons,

fitted with automatic cut-off gear and gov-

enior, and also with complete steam re-

versing gear. Each crank shaft will car-

ry two steel hoisting drums, both provided

with friction clutches and brakes, all

operated by individual steam cylinders

.uid hydraulic air-controlling cylinders, so

that either may be handled independently

of the other, or both operated in balance

iis desired. The hoists will have a lift-

ing capacity of 34,000 lb., each trip, from

a depth of 3500 ft. They will operate

at 140 lb. steam pressure. This load in-

cludes the weight of the rope which is

over 10 tons. When working regularly

at full capacity, the engines will develop

approximately 2500 h.p. The hoists will

make from six to seven trips per hour,

both night and day. While the ore from

the Rarus property will be hoisted, as

heretofore, through the Rarus shaft, the

ores from the Minnie Healy will be

lifted through the Tramway shaft. From
the Tramway shaft the ore will be

dumped into temporary bins of so tons

capacity and from these, in turn, the ore

will be taken by motor-drawn cars to the

railway bins, which will have a capacity

of 3000 tons. The ore will be brought

to the surface in skips.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Slromberg-Carlson Telephone Manu-
facturing Company, Rochester, N. Y.

"Lost Time." Pp. 32, illustrated, paper,

6x8 inches.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Penn. Record No. 63. Record of

Recent Construction. Pp. 32, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in. ; 1907.

The Ansonia Brass and Copper Com-
pany, 90 John street. New York. Tobin

Bronze. Pp. 34, indexed, ilustrated, paper,

4x7 in. : March, 1907.

Hohmann & Maurer Manufacturing

Company, Rochester, N. Y. Book 50.

Gas Works Thermometers. Pp. 47, il-

lustrated, paper, 7xioj4 in.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufact-

i:ring Company. Pittsburg, Penn. West-
inghouse 250-Volt Direct-Current An
Lamp. Pp. 8. Westinghouse Multiple .•\rc

Lamp, Mill Type, 250 Volts, Direct Cur-

rent. Pp. 6, illustrated, paper, 3;/^x6 in.

Circular No. 1099. Westinghouse Type
R. Direct-Current Motors for Constant

Speed Service. Pp. 17. Circular No.

1102.^. Westinghouse Direct Current

Multiple Arc Lamp for I to and 2JO volts.

Pp. 14. Circular No. 1144. Westinghouse

Mill Motors for Direct-Current Service.

Pp. II. All illustr.-lti-il. n.-iii. r, T\in in ;

May and July. 1907
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers

News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

San Francisco

Tlic Tiirkoy Gulch Mining

Company at Jenny Lind. Calaveras county,

plans to dredge the bed of the Calaveras

river above the bridge crossing that stream

on the road to Milton. The company will

use a suction dredge instead of the bucket

chain in use on the boats on the Yuba,

Feather, .\nicrican and other streams in

this State. In some places caissons will

be used to get the bottom gravel. The

suction dredges, heretofore tried in the

rivers of this State, have not been suc-

cessful, yet there may be new features in

the one planned which may overcome the

difficulties previously met. Below the

bridge another company has been operat-

ing some years, using, however, the or-

dinary bucket machine.

The old Union and .A.lta copper mines

in the Low Divide district of Del Norte

county have been sold to William Ochs

and associates of Long Beach. Los .\ngeles

county. Development work, to prove the

mines, will commence at once. In the

early days of California, 40 years or more

ago, both these mines were worked and

shipments of ore were made to Swansea,

Wales. There was even then some profit

though there was great expense in getting

the ore from the mines to Crescent City.

The Alta was patented in the sixties and

the assessment work on the Union has

been kept up ever since by local parties

with the hope of a sale some day and at

last it seems that the day has come. The

first payment has already liccn made and

the date of the final payment is not far

distant.

The heavy drop in the price of copper is

a matter of considerable concern to Ken-

nett, Shasta county. The Mammoth Cop-

per Company voluntarily raised the

wages of its employees last winter,

when copper was 22c. or better, announc-

ing at the same time that the scale would

be paid as long as copper was 18c. or

more. .Mthough copper has fallen there

is as yet no sign that the Mammoth com-

pany will reduce wages. On the contrary,

the management says that inasmuch as

the cost of the necessaries of life has

not declined along with copper prices,

there will be no reduction in wages.

Randsburg, Kem county, where the

famous producing mine, the Yellow .\ster.

is being worked, has organized a Board

of Trade. There are about 20 producing

gold mines in .wd about the district and

many tungsten mines have been opened

within the past two years. The object of

the new board is to give publicity to the

district and awaken a more general mter-

cst in it. It is now preparing a new min-

ing map and other descriptive literature

of -the camp, showing all the gold and

tungsten deposits in the vicinity.

The tailings pile at Oroville, Butte

county, owned by the El Oro Dredging

Company, has been purchased by the

Western Pacific Railroad Company and

the material will be used by the railroad

as ballast on the road in the immediate

vicinity of Oroville. There arc at least

SO acres in the tract of country purchased

from the El Oro company, and the rock

and gravel will fill in a long stretch of

Voilroad. The rock, which is in boulders

and large gravel, is hard, and when

crushed makes excellent macadam. Judg-

ing from present appearances, all of these

rock dump piles left by the dredgers will

shortly be removed from below Oroville,

and be utilized either as railroad bal-

last or macadam.

The Nevada county mining men erected

a "quartz monument" at Colfax on the

main line of the Southern Pacific line, and

dedicated it on Monday. The object is

to attract attention to the' quartz-mining

interests in Nevada county. Most of the

prominent mines contributed quartz for

the monument, some of it rich, but most

of it of glittering sulphuret ore. Already

people have commenced carrying off

pieces of this rock, mistaking the sul-

phurets for gold. The structure is more

like a quartz hill than a monument, as it

is 63 ft. long, 3 ft. thick and 11 ft. high.

The new wagon road has been com-

pleted from the Blue ledge copper mines,

Siskiyou county, to Joe Bar. It is five

miles in length and cost $10,000. Sup-

plies are being sent in to the mines by

this road from Jacksonville, Oregon, and

many persons are now visiting the dis-

trict. The mines will not begin to ship

out ore until a proposed railroad is com-

pleted.

At Forest, also in Sierra county, the

Yoinig American drift mine owned by the

Monjar Mining Company, is now in gravel,

after running a tunnel costing $30,000.

The gravel that is being taken out now is

paying at the- rate of from $8 to $10 to

the pick for each shift. It is largely of

quartz that shows no wash to speak of.

It carries considerable fine gold and black

sand besides the coarse gold. .\t a dis-

tance in of 150 ft. from the mouth of the

main tunnel another tunnel is being run

for a quartz ledge. Though in but a

short distance, the ledge is showing up

well and is widening out and giving prom-

ise of being rich. The Young .America

has an abundant supply of water for

power and washing, and plans are being

perfected for extending the sluices and

putting in larger bars and a grizzly. At

the same place the South Fork inine has

its bedrock tunnel in 4680 ft. and has 300

ft. to run to strike the old Bald Moun-

tain channel, which has always yielded

handsomely ulierever opened.

Sail Lake City

Sept. JO—.\n important announcement,

made within" tlie past week told of the

i^esult of a conference between David H.

Mofifat, promoter of the Denver, North-

western & Pacific railroad, "The Moffat

Road," and Jesse Knight, the millionaire

mining man, of Provo, Utah. Mr. Knight

is interested in some coal lands in Uintah

county and recently signified his intention

of developing the property and building a

railroad to it over practically the same

route intended by the Moffat line. This

led to a meeting of the two men with the

result that Mr. Knight is to become in-

terested in the Moffat road. Construc-

tion will begin from the west end in the

near future, possibly before the end of

the present year, while the western end

of the track out of Denver will be pushed

onward as rapidly as possible to the point

of meeting. Salt Lake is to be the west-

ern terminus, but the route through the

Wasatch mountains will be either Provo

caiion or a pass favorable for railroad

construction east of the town of Spring-

ville. Mr. Moffat has made the state-

ment that trains will be operated over the

new line between Salt Lake and Denver

inside of two years. The' line will open

valuable .sfrazing, agricultural and mineral

lands in eastern Utah as well as in

Colorailii.

Mine and smelter managers have ex-

pressed the belief that the partial shut-

ting down of the mines and smelters at

Butte and /Vnaconda will have the effect

of relieving the danger of another fuel

famine in Utah during the coming winter.

The Utah Consolidated Mining Company

has already begun to receive Wyoming

coal to supply its smelter near Salt Lake

City. Few companies have been success-

ful in obtaining fuel for storage.

The merger of the Uintah Treasure

Hill and Creole mines at Park City nas

been accomplished and the articles of in-

corporation of the Uintah Treasure Hill

Coalition Mines Company have been

filed. The company owns some valuable

mining ground and its dominions cover
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an extension of the same contact vein

from which the Silver King mine nas

made its record as a dividend payer. The
property is to be operated through the

Creole shaft and will soon be on a ship-

ping basis.

The articles of incorporation of the

Lion Hill Consolidated Mines Company
will be filed for record during the coming

week. This organization is being formed

by a strong syndicate of local and eastern

mining men, and the basis will be in the

Chloride Point, Colnmbia and Northern

Light mines on Lion Hill in the Ophir

and Camp Floyd districts. These prop-

erties have produced considerable silver

ore in the past, and shipments are now-

being made from the Chloride Point

mine.

The stock of the Ohio Copper Com-
pany of Xebra.ska is being exchanged for

that of the Ohio Copper Company of

Maine, to which the assets of the former

were recently transferred. The construc-

tion of the mill, which is to handle 2000

tons daily, is progressing satisfactorily.

The ^lascot tunnel, through which the

ore of the company is to be moved to the

place of treatment in the future, has en-

tered company ground, and some import-

ant developments are anticipated in the

near future.

Local officials of the Nevada Douglas
Copper Company have been advised that

electric power is being delivered, and that

the new mine equipment, which includes
a 25-drill compressor, machine drills, etc.,

is in commission.

Butte, Montana

Srpt. ji—In furtherance of the agree-
ment between the Amalgamated Copper
Company and allied concerns the copper
production of the Butte district is being

1 educed very rapidly. A number of mines
have been shut down completely, includ-

ing the Minnie Healey and Corra of the

Butte Coalition company, the Neverswcat
and Diamond of the .\naconda company,
the Berkeley of the Butte & Boston, the

Little Mina of the Parrot company, and
the Leonard and West Colusa of the Bos-
ton & Montana company. Suspension of

operations at the two last named proper-

ties was also partly due to the fire and
gas prevailing in the workings of the

Leonard mine. In addition to these sus-

pensions the working forces at all the

other mines have been reduced materially,

it being the intention of the companies to

cut down the copper production fully 60

per cent., and the working force corre-

spondingly. There are employed between

10,000 and 11,000 men about the mines in

Butte, and at least 50 per cent, of these

will be laid off, according to present plans.

Even a greater percentage of reduction

will be made at the Amalgamated smel-

ters at Anaconda and Great Falls. The
\'nalgamated production for September

will not exceed 7,000,000 pounds of cop-

ier, and may fall below that. Ordinarily

the .'\inalgainated production amounts to

about jo.ooo.ooo pouiuU per month.

For the purpose of determining the

amount of ore in the mines of the East

Itutte Copper Mining Company and mak-

ing estimates on the erection of a large

concentrating plant, the company's engi-

neer has made a careful measurement of

the ore in sight above the 400- ft. level,

which he places at S07-JO4 tons, with a

r.et value of $2,987,0^0, after deducting all

charges of ininfng, concentrating, smelting

;ind loss. The drifts on the 400-ft. level

have not yet been run to the end lines of

the property, and Engineer Clancy says

i^,15.265 tons more will be added when the

tirifts are completed, and the net value of

the ore will then be $7,163,345. .Mthougb

some development has been done on the

800- and goo-ft. levels, where the same

((uality of ore is being opened, those ore-

bodies are not included in any estimates.

I he ore above the 400 carries an average

of 3.11 per cent, copper, 2.2 oz. silver and

30c. gold per ton. Along with all other

mining companies the East Butte has cur-

tailed its expenses, and will mine no ore

on its own account until there is an im-

provement in the market conditions. Les-

sees continue work above the 400 level,

however.

Bisbee, Arizona

Sept. 18—The effect of reduced opera-

tions at the Copper Queen mine, of Bis-

bee, is being shown at the smelters, and

September production will be less than

for any month this year. Development

work, on the other hand, has increased,

and extensu-e new operations are planned

lor the winter. The Calumet & Arizona

mine has also curtailed output, and next

month its copper production should not

be more than 1,500,000 lb. The under-

ground development here, too, will keep

the full force employed. At the Superior

& Pitt.sburg mine, on the other hand,

there is an increase of shipments, from

both the Hoatson and Junction shafts. The
former is looking better than ever, and it

is very evident that faith in this part of

the property has not been misplaced.

There is a large amount of development

under way in the district east and south

of the Needles, on the line of the new
Santa Fe line from Phcenix. Several

properties of much promise have been

opened. .At Paradise the San Simon Cop-

per Company has started assessment worK

and will do about $3300 worth. The
Manhattan and Duncan properties are

also doing assessment work. It is esti-

mated that there are more than 1000

claims taken in the Chiriachuas, and on

nearly all of these assessment work must

lie done this fall.

.•\t Tucson, in the case against the pro-

moters of the Cadena dc Cobra Mining

Company, for promotion profits amount-

ing to 550,000 shares of its total cajnial

stock issue of 1,000,000 shares, Judge

Campbell rules that in no case does ihe

Arizona law warrant the payment to pro-

motors of expenses incurred before the

organization of the company by funds or

assets taken from the company treasury.

In this case the promoters simply thought

that they were entitled to a share of the

stock and gave it to themselves, without

saying anything about it for a year or

more.

The east and west railway line of the

.Southern Pacific, which was under con-

cession to run from Cananea to a con-

nection at Imuris with the Guaymas
branch, is to go to Nogales, on the inter-

national line, and will pass through the

new copper fields of Santa Cruz. Ten
miles of grading out from Cananea was
done before the concession was changed,

and new men and teams are being hired

to continue the work from the end of the

grade to the new terminus.

Toronto

Sept. 20—On Sept. 13 the Canadian

Government issued on order-in-Council in

reference to the application made on be-

half of the Florence Mining Company for

the disallowance of the special act, passed

by the Ontario Legislature, validating the

title of the Cobalt Lake Mining Company
to the bed of Cobalt lake. The order dir-

rects the Ontario Government to show

cause why the act should not be set aside

and to answer the reasons advanced for

the disallowance of the measure. On
Sept. 17 the court, in Toronto, granted a

postponement of the trial of the action

brought by the Florence Mining Com-
pany against the Cobalt Lake Company
until the matter of the validity of the

act had been decided. The Cobalt Lake

Company asked for an order to protect

any mining operations carried on while

the case was pending, but the application

was refused so that any work done by the

Cobalt Lake Company until the question

of title is settled is at its own risk.

It is stated that lead has been dis-

covered on locations near Black river, in

Hyslop township, by J. P. Morgan and

T. \V. Ellison, who were developing silver

claims. Two 7-ft. veins were struck, one

carrying between 60 and 70 per cent, lead

and the other good peacock copper in ad-

dition to silver in both cases.

George Wallace, a Detroit mininp in-

vestor, who has returned from visitinu the

new gold discoveries five miles from Tc-

magami station and about 30 miles south

of Cobalt, states that the finds are very

rich. The vein is 18 in. wide, consisting

of quartz and chalcopyrite, and the ore is

stated to assay as high as 15,000 oz gold

to the ton, in .Tflditiiin to 4 per cent, cop-

per.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
CalKoroia

Amador Countv

Fremont Consolidated—In this mine,

Drytown, another strike of rich ore has

been made. The high-grade ore is found

on the 700-ft. level.

Little Illinois—This mine on the east

lode, near Drytown, which has been idle

40 years, is being reopened. The timbers,

etc., are in good state of preservation. A
hoist will be installed.

Butte County

Pinal Butte Gold and Copper Mines

Company—This Los Angeles company

has purchased the Hazelton quartz mine

near Forbestown, and is enlarging the

mill.

Southern Cross—Arrangements are be-

ing made by D. S. Scoville, of Chicago, 111.,

and J. L. Rosenthal, of San Francisco, to

open this mine near Enterprise.

Calaxxras County

Melones Mining Company—This com-

pany near Fourth Crossing will have 100

stamps in operation when the big flume

washed away last spring is completed.

The high water this year has retarded

reconstruction work.

Nevada County

Aurora Mining Company—This com-

pany, now opening the .A.urora mine near

Grass Valley is putting in a new engine.

Belle Union—Active operations are

shortly to begin at this mine, and a site

for the machinery has been selected. \
pump is to be put in.

California Montana Mining Company—
This company was recently incorporated,

with its principal office in Boston, Mass.,

to open and work the Montana mine in

Nevada City. Three shifts of men are

running a drain tunnel.

Cold Spring—In this drift mine, north-

east of Nevada City, a good body of

gravel is being developed as the center of

the channel is approached.

Ethel Mining Company—High-grade ore

is coming from the chute in the winze

sunk from the tunnel. The company is

about to purchase the Baltic, the adjoining

claim.

Ironclad—This mine is to be provided

with a new lo-stamp mill, a l6-in. Cornish

pump and a three-compartment shaft.

Meadow Lake District—This district,

famed for its "rebellious" ores, is being

thoroughly prospected this summer and

many new mining locations are being re-

corded.

Morning Star—This mine, at Randolph

Flat, near Grass Valley, is yielding speci-

men ore at present. The rock was taken

out by the James Bros, at 125 ft. depth.

Norambagua—This mine is shortly to

be provided with a S-stamp mill.

North Star Mines Company—This com-
pany at Grass Valley is materially en-

larging its cyanide plant. Two new 500

h.p. motors arc among the equipment.

Orange County

Western Zinc Company—This company
which is working the old Dunlap mine

in Silvarado caiion has lately come upon

high-grade silver ore.

Placer County

Barton—Machinery for operating a 100-

stamp mill is being hauled to this mine at

Westville, where J. R. Sherman is in

charge.

Kittler—This very old mine in Ophir

district is being pumped out and new
electric machinery is being installed.

Plumas County

Nuggets—The recent find of gold uug-

gets valued at $4500 by W. S^and C. A.

Cooley at Smith Bar, about two miles be-

low Rich Bar, on the east branch of the

Feather, has turned the attention of lo-

cal mining men to that section. The nug-

gets were secured from a part of the chan-

nel that had been worked in early days.

Plumas Mohawk Mining Company—At
this property, Johnsville, the company is

putting in a new Huntington mill.

San Bernardino County

Hanson Bros. Camp.—At this place at

Ord mountain, 12 miles south of Daggett,

a rich gold strike has been made, causing

a stampede from Daggett and other

places.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Emerald Mining Company—This com-
pany now operates a tunnel in the Birds-

eye section. The bore is in 371 ft., and

has passed through 30 ft. of heavily min-

eralized quartz. The tunnel will be driven

to cut the surface veins.

Favorite—Work is being carried on in

the first contact of this mine in South

Evans gulch, and some excellent ore is

being shipped. The lessees will probably

sink the shaft another 100 ft.

Greenback—Work has been resumed on

this property at Carbonate hill, consisting

of surface improvements and getting the

machinery in shape; when this is com-

pleted the work of unwatering the shaft

will be commenced.

Horseshoe District—This district, on the

Park county side of the range, has had but

little work done during the last two years

on account of the heavy transportation

charges of which lessees have been afraid.

Recently the New Monarch Mining Com-
pany secured a long lease on favorable

terms on the Hill Top and Only Chance

claims, and work is now in full force.

The lead-silver ores will be shipped to the

company's smelter at Salida. During the

week L. R. Johnson succeeded in interest-

ing Eastern capital in the Dauntless and

Eureka claims close to the Hill Top, and

in a few weeks work will be started. On
the claims are two incline tunnels, down
about 100 ft. each, with ore in sight in

both, and a shaft down 60 ft. on the

Dauntless, also in ore. Mr. Johnson in-

tends to go further down the hill and start

a new tunnel that will cut both veins at

greater depth. The ore is in the lime-

stone, the porphyry having been eroded,

leaving the lime exposed. Samples taken

from both dumps give returns of $20 per

ton in lead and silver. The ore will be

hauled by wagon five miles to the track

at Fairplay.

Musk Ox—A vigorous campaign of de-

velopment work is being carried on at this

property, in Empire gulch, and a regular

lime-porphyry contact has been opened

carrying small values in gold and silver;

so far the main ore shoot has not been

reached.

Neusits Placer—The drill hole on this

property is now down 550 ft., and is just

getting out of the lake bedding and enter-

ing the porphyry; at this point water was

encountered, which retards the progress

of the drill.

Nisi Prius—This property on Rock hill

is being operated by the Big Sunflower

Mining Company. The old drifts are

being cleaned out, and when completed

prospecting for the ore shoot will be

pushed vigorously.

Twin Lakes District—Work done this

summer in the different gulches in this

district has been greater than for several

years past. At the Ruby, Lincoln gulch,

the new mill is turning out 30 tons of
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concentrates daily, which are shipped to

Aspen ; the high-grade ore is sacked and

shipped to the Arkansas valley plant at

this point; the ore nets $10,000 per car-

load. The Penny Bros., working the Pro-

fessor claim in the same gulch, arc ship-

ping ore that yields $J00 per ton. Adjoin-

ing the Ruby, Hughes & Osborn have

been at work on a group of claims, de-

veloping the vein by an open cut, and in

places it is 70 ft. wide. In the Red Moun
tain section, A. .\. Christiansen is work-

ing the 1701 claim.

Il't-llingloii Dcfclopinetit .Company—
Recently an important deal was made
between this company and Tingley S.

Wood, whereby the former takes over all

of the holdings of the latter in Leadville

and Lake county ; the total area involved

is about 3000 acres. The principal hold-

ings of Mr. Wood in Leadville consist

of the Benton Mining Company and the

Park Mining Company, both on Carbon-

ate hill and lesser scattered acreage. At
Lackawanna gulch he owns 123 acres of

patented ground on which the company
will start work in the near future. The
section is a free gold milling proposition,

and the formation is porphyry, quartz and
o.xidized material. It is the intention of

the company to work the claims vigor-

ously, and a large stamp mill will be

erected. The first installment of the pur-

chase price has been paid, and it will be

followed by monthly pa\-ments until the

whole settlement has been made. Thf;

price has not been made public.

JopLiN

—

Zinc-Lead District

Missouri-Kansas Mining Exclioftge—
This organization, the headquarters of

which are to be located in Joplin, has suc-

cessfully passed through the preliminary

stages. Fully 100 prominent men of the

Missouri-Kansas district, Arkansas, have

signified their desire to join in the move-

ment.

Illinois

Vermillion County

Merger of Coal Properties—The form-

ation of a merger of 25 coal properties is

said to be in progress according to a re-

port from Danville. The properties in-

clude mines in Danville and Clinton dis-

tricts in Illinois and the Kelly, Oak Hill

and Dering mines in Indiana.

Missouri

St. Francois County

Federal Lead Company—Work on the

two shafts which were to be sunk 700 ft.

deep on the old Pim tract, has been dis-

continued ; also construction on the branch

railroad.

Iron Mountain—Pittsburg men are ex-

ploring this famous old property.

National Lead Company—The trolley

electric system replaces mules for under-

ground tramming in the No. 2 mine.

St. Joe Company—The company has

completed the construction of a complete

water supply and sewer system for the

town of Bonne Terre. The new roasting

plant at Leadwood is in operation, and

five pot plants have been installed at

Herculaneum to replace the Freiberg

roasters.

Nevada

Churchill County—Faikvikw

Fairview—The directors of the com-

pany propose to undertake the construc-

tion of a railroad to connect the mine

with Fallon, which is the nearest station

on the Southern Pacific system and is

about 42 miles northwest of Fairview. It

is hoped, however, that they can get the

Southern Pacific company to undertake

the construction.

Montana—The new mill has been

closed down for a few days on account

of an accident to one of the tube mills.

The main shaft in the mill proved to be

weak to withstand the strain placed upon

it and a new one has to be made at the

Tonopah foundry.

West End—Shaft sinking to the 400-

fl. level is being expedited. The new
main shaft is now down to the 240-ft.

level.

Esmeralda County—Gouifield

Combination Extension—A ledge over

30 ft. in width and carrying low-grade

ore has been cut in the bottom level. The
entire drift is in a heavy black sulphide

ore carrying a large quantity of pyrites

of the same character that gave the big

values in the old Frances Mohawk lease.

No high values have been obtained in the

Combination Extension thus far.

Golconda—The shaft will be continued

from its present depth of 80 ft. to the 300-

ft. level as soon as possible. A new 15-

h.p. hoist has been erected on the lease.

GoldAeld Clara—The shaft is down 80

ft. and the owners are preparing to re-

sume sinking.

Jumbo Annex—A pay shoot averaging

$250 per ton and over 4 ft. in width has

been cut in an upraise from the 176-ft.

level. The course of the shoot is toward

the Higginson lease on the Jumbo.

Jumbo Extension—The shaft on the

Frances Mohawk lease block has reached

a depth of 445 ft. and sinking is pro-

gressing at the rate of 6 ft. a day.

Jupiter—The whole face of the drift in

the 300-ft. level is in a body of ore of

milling grade. If this ledge continues to

develop well in the lower levels the com-

pany will erect a crushing mill on the

mine.

Little Florence—A rich ore pocket has

been developed at the 400-ft. level at a

distance of 185 ft. east of the shaft. The

vein is s ft. in width. The returns from

a recent shipment to the smelters, weigh-

ing a little over one ton, amounted to

$16,500.

Mohawk-Combinalion—About 100 tons

of high-grade ore are being shipped

daily from this lease, the average value

biing $100 per ton. The ore is being

broken in the 285-ft. level and up to the

145-ft. level.

Mohawk-Jumbo—Drifts are being run

on the vein, recently cut at a point 70 ft.

cast from the shaft, on the soo-ft. level.

The lessees are shipping 100 tons of ore

daily, which is taken from the drift at

the 400-ft. level. Large reserves of high-

grade shipping ore arc being developed

ill other portions of this lease.

Potlach^A drift is being run from the

200-ft. level with the view of cutting one

of the rich veins known to traverse this

mine. Shaft sinking will be resumed to

the 400-ft. level as soon as the vein is cut.

Red Hilts—A promising ledge 5 ft.

wide and carrying milling ore has been

cut in tile 250- ft. level at a distance of

120 ft. from the shaft in a crosscut run-

ning west from that point.

Sandstorm—The crosscut at the 400-ft.

level is being run to tap a vein which

yielded bonanza ore to lessees in the

upper levels. This crosscut is expected

to strike the vein in the sulphide zone

below the water level.

Humboldt County

Xevada Superior—^This mine, which

has been developed by shafts to a depth

of several hundred feet, is to be tapped

by a tunnel 1700 ft. long. The company
is also planning to erect a mill at the

mouth of the tunnel to treat the product

of the mine.

LvoN Cou.vty-^Yerrington

Ludwig—An official report of the new
copper strike in one of the bottom levels

of the mine, which is owned by the Ne-
vada-Douglas Mining Company, states

that in driving a crosscut at the 550-ft.

level, a water course was encountered

carrying 0.72 per cent, copper. Simul-

taneously chalcocite was encountered in a

white quartz gangue lying against the

limestone.

Nye County—Berlin

Richmond—This mine is employing

about 12 men and is developing well.

The main working tunnel has been run

into the hill a distance of about 300 ft.

with drifts from the timnel on the vein.

About 1500 tons of high-grade milling

ore has been placed on the dump. Ten
stamps of the 30-stamp custom mill at

Berlin are now dropping on this ore. The
ore carries gold, silver and copper.

White Pine County

Giroux—The concentrating mill of this

company was put in operation about a
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fortnight ago. It is still in the hands of

the contractors, who arc running it for

timing-up purposes. It is expected to be

ready for regular operation by the com-

pany about Oct. I.

Oregon

Baker Cointv

Conundrum Mountain—A discovery of

copper ore has just been made in the

Conundrum Mountain country lying be-

tween Goose Creek and Sparta.

Eagle Mountain—An increased force of

workmen is busy in development work.

The management will start a shaft down

from the surface to test the portion of the

ground northeast of the Red Bell.

Goose Creek Camf—C. C. Cox has sold

to M. T. Weum, of Minneapolis, a third

interest in a large group of claims con-

trolled by Cox in the Goose Creek camp.

Weuni, Cox and Keating will push de-

velopment work through the summer and

winter.

Indiana—Deep sinking at the Indiana

mine, 20 miles east of Baker City, re-

sulted in the discovery of black oxide

•copper ore.

Peacock — Wm. Henry Harris and

•George W. Boggs, who own a 10 years'

lease of a one-third interest in the Pea-

cock mine. Seven Devils district, Idaho,

are shipping ore by way of Council; Idaho,

to the smelter at Sumpter. Oregon. They

have just struck a ledge and are sacking

and shipping the ore.

South Po/f—Superintendent P. Brady,

of this mine, adjoining the Kelley group,

15 miles west of Baker City, is making an

up-raise on the first ore shoot from the

lower level which shows itself to be 12 ft.

wide and 300 ft. long and has struck ore

on the hanging wall of high grade. The

rest of the ore is of good quality for

milling and is being piled on the dump.

Pennsylvania

.\NTHRACITE COAL

.\n equity suit was begun in Scranton

this week by Frank P. Christian, formerly

of Pottsvillc, where he figured as pro-

moter of the Black Diamond Coal Com-

pany, against former Congressman

Thomas H. Dale, of this city, to recover

thousands of dollars commission for

the sale of coal lands to the Delaware

and Hudson Coal Company, in Schuylkill

county. The company paid $1,500,000 for

five tracts which were purchased in the

name of the Schuylkill Coal and Iron

Company, and the options for the same

were held by Mr. Christian and Mr. Dale.

Mr. Christian claims that the movement

for the acquisition of the lands was begun

by him, and in 1901 an agreement was en-

tered into between him and Mr. Dale to

equally divide the profits of the proposed

sale. Ill 190s Mr. Christian claims that

he found a purchaser in Peter B. Whitney,

of New York, who agreed to purchase the

tracts. It is alleged that about this time

Mr. Dale secured a purchaser in the

Schuylkill Coal and Iron Company, who

finally purchased the property. Mr
'Christian claims that he is entitled to

one-half of the commissions and asks

court to determine the amount due him.

The amount of his claim is not mentioned.

As the result of several test holes being

drilled, it has been found that the fire

which has been raging for thirty years

in the Heckscherville workings, near

Pottsville, has been extinguished. Prep-

arations have already been made to drive

several tunnels to drain the old workings

which were flooded to extinguish the fire.

.\bout 35 years ago an explosion oc-

curred ill the mine, setting the timber

work ablaze, and, as the fire fighting

methods of theose days were not so suc-

cessful as those of the present, the fight

was abandoned and the openings sealed,

it being thought that the fire would soon

burn itself out. The workings are valu-

able ones, and will give a decided increase

in the tonnage of the Philadelphia &
Reading Company.

The Delaware & Hudson Coal Com-
pany, which secured extensive coal lands

in Schuylkill county, has expert workmen
in the vicinity of Silverton, proving the

coal veins. As soon as they arc properly

located, the sinking of the openings will

be proceeded with.

A very large stripping is now being un-

covered at the operations of G. B. MarKle

& Co., at Harleigh, Penn. ; the coal already

uncovered is 30 ft. in thickness. The
workings will employ 500 men.

Dolan Bros., of Pottsville, have been

given the contract to sink a new shaft for

the Philadelphia & Reading Coal Com-
pany, at Coalcastle, in the Heckscherville

valley. The shaft will be 800 ft. deep, and

the inside timbering will be 31x31 feet.

At the annual convention of the ninth

district of the United Mine Workers, held

in Mt. Carmel, Penn., this week, a charge

was made that there had been fraud in

connection with the election of a district

board member. The finances for the year

showed a deficit of $2,992.64, with

$28,999.17 in the treasury. Eight locals

had been disbanded during the year, while

six new ones had been organized. There

are 161 locals in the districts, of which

125 are in good standing. The district

has 9654 members in good standing.

Many complaints are heard daily in the

anthracite region of the reports appear-

ing in the metropolitan press regarding

imminent strikes in this region. There is

absolutely no ground for the reports, as

the wage scale does not expire until April,

1909. Now and then there are small local

troubles, but nothing which affects the

entire region as reported.

South Dakota

L.\WRENCE County

.Imcricaii Eagle—The framework for

the new 200-ton cyanide mill in course of

construction on Bald Mountain is up.

Lumber shipments are so tardy that the

mill may be delayed in completion until

next spring.

Giliiiore—This ground above Deadvvood.

embracing a large acreage in the copper

l)elt. has just been . examined by an

e-xpert representing the British-South Da-

kota Enterprise, Ltd., of London, a new

company organized to operate here on a'l

extensive scale.

Rochford-Wyoming Oil Company—

George Ferrall, of California, has made

an exhaustive expert report on the oil

fields beyond Spearfish with particular

reference to this company and declares

that oil exists in considerable quantities.

\i\isp No. 2—Manager Gray reports

that 200 tons per day is being handled by

the dry crushing process. He has just

placed an order for electric equipment

for the mill on Yellow creek.

Pennington County

Canton—.\ quantity of free gold was

struck in the shaft of this mine.

Gold Bug—A new station has been cut

on the loo-ft. level and cross-cutting the

ledge is now in order.

Golden West—.\ new saw mill is turf-

ing out product for the new 200-ton mill

the company will erect this spring. The

present mill is being overhauled and re-

paired for an all-winter run. Heretofore

it has only operated during the summer
months.

Mariposa—In nearing the main ledge,

some rich stringers of high-grade gold

ore were encountered by Superintendent

John Wise.

Utah

Boston Consolidated—It is expected that

the concentrating mill at Garfield will be

ready for operation about the middle of

October, but probably no attempt will be

made to run it at full capacity until the

copper market clears up. The tunnel on

the railway line from the mine has not yet

been completed, but rapid progress is now
being made.

Iron County

Jennie Gold Mining Company—This

company has plans about ready for the

doubling of the capacity of the mill, which

will include the installation of a cyanide

department. The mine and mill are situ-

ated at Gold Springs.

Juab County

Tintic Shipments—A total of 140 cars

of ore were shipped during the week

ended Sept. 14. The contributing mines
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and aiiiLiuiits were: Beck Tunnel, 8; Bul-

lion Beck, I ; Carisa, 8; Colorado, 9; Cen-

tennial Eureka, 51 ; Dopue, i ; Eagle &
Blue Bell, 8; Eureka Hill, i; Grand Cen-
tral, 7; lleniini, i; Mammoth, 12; May
Day, 7 : RidKc & Valley, .? ; Scranton, 7

;

Tcsora, i ; Uncle Sam. 7 ; Victoria, 3

;

Yankee Consolidated, (>.

.•//>iM—The shaft in this mine is now
down 1000 ft. This is a property acquired

by F. .Xngustus Hcinze during the past

year.

Ciix/iiti Mill—This plant has been closed

for the pa^t week to undergo some needed

repairs.

Lower Mammoth—The new electric

hoisting equipment for tliis mine is in

commission.

TinlU' Smelting ComfoHy—This com-
pany has its new sampling mill almost

completed and the construction of the

smelter is progressing satisfactorily. The
grading of the railroad, to connect the

plant with the principal mines, is finished

and ready for track laying.

Utah—This property, at Fish Springs,

has been reclaimed to the fifth level

of the shaft which was destroyed

at the time of the burning of the hoisting

plant last winter. The mine is shipping

regularly and paying dividends of $3000

monthly.

Summit County

Park City Shif<mcnts— .\ total of 2,-

366.940 lb. of ore was shipped to Salt Lake
smelters during the past week, the con-

tributing mines and amounts being: Silver

King Coalition, 1,339,940; Daly Judge,

686,00c; other mines. 41,000.

Silver King Mil!—The construction of

the addition to this plant is progressing

favorably. The capacity of the plant is

to be doubled.

Tooele County

Consolidated Mcrcur—The mill at this

property is now treating 500 tons of ore

daily ; three roasting furnaces are in op-

eration, also four filtering tanks. In con-

nection with the slimes plant, recently in-

stalled, a close saving is being maintained,

all but about soc. per ton of ore treated

being saved. The material and equip-

ment for the addition to be made to the

slimes plant has been ordered. Late de-

velopments in the Brickyard mine have
been important and in the future a large

portion of the ore for tlie mill will come
from there.

United Mercur—This cumpany lia? de-

cided to install an electric hoisting plant

and the equipment has been ordered.

unusually hi^h in lead. The 30-t<in mag-
netic plant at the Empress is finished,

whicji enables it to ship 60 per cent, zinc

ere instead of jo per cent. The Frontier

mine has closed a contract for a new mill

and new mills are under construction at

the OIlie Belle am! Vanelwenter mines.

The I^ittsburg-Beiuon mine has found the

extension of the rich body nf lead ore

that the Corr mine is working.

Cuba City—The Muckers Grove mine is

erecthig the mill and roasting plant that

it purchased from the Morrison Company.
The orehody underlies the bottom of

Fever river at a depth of only 40 ft. and

is a flat of rich disseminated ore. The
Midway mine has begun the erection of a

new milling plant of 70 tons capacity.

Dubuque—The new Avenue Top mill is

about completed, which will do custom
work besides mining its own 25 per cent,

ore.

Galena—The old Black Jack mine has

shipped 600 tons of concentrates and has

nearly as much ready for shipment that

assays from 30 to 35 per cent. zinc.

Highland—The Kennedy mill was de-

stroyed by fire, caused by the spontaneous

combustion of a loo-ton pile of coal ; it

will be rebuilt. The Redjacket mill is

nearly ready to run, with a new equipment

of Cooley or Joplin type of jigs.

Plattt'ille—Three new mills have started

«t the .'Xcme, Royal and Hodge mines and

the Empire has completed the installation

of a new $15,000 electric power plant

without interfering w-ith the payment of

its regular dividends of $10 per month.

Wyoming

Penn-lVyoming—The smelting works of

this company was put in operation last

March, but was destroyed by a fire in

May. Since then it has been rebuilt, and

operations were begun again this month.

Wisconsin

ZiN'c District

Benton—The large Etna mill has been

completed and this mine is now a large

producer of lead and zinc. The ore runs

Canada

Nova Scoti.\

Dominion Iron and Steel Company—
Judge Longley, who presided at the trial

of the action, brought by the Dominion
Steel Company, against the Dominion
Coal Company for breach of contract in

failing to supply coal suitable for operat-

ing the steel plant, gave his decision, on
Sept. 16, in favor of the plaintiff. He
linds that the action of the steel company
ir refusing to accept unsuitable coal, fur-

nished between Nov. i and Nov. 9 last,

was justifiable and did not constitute a

breach of contract, and that the contract

is still in force, and recommends the ap-

pointment of a referee to determine the

damages sustained by the Dominion Steel

Company by reason of the failure of the

Dominion Coal Company to supply coal,

and also by the additional cost of coal to

the steel company and the temporary sus-

pension of the plant. The judgment fur-

ther decrees specific performance of the

contract. As regards the interpretation

of the contract the judge said, "I think,

as a matter of law, that the contract of

Oct. 20 on its face is a contract to supply

coal to the steel cumpany for the pur-

pose of operating the iron and steel plant.

1 do not have to read into it any implica-

tions. I have only to make the necessary

and inevitable deduction that the coal, to

operate the iron and steel plant, must be

coal with which such plant can be oper-

ated, for the object and purpose of the

coal contracted for is expressly stated in

the contract."

The Dominion Coal Company has de-

cided to appea'I the case and, if necessary,

will take it to the Imperial Privy Council.

Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company—
Shipments of coal for August amounted
lo 81.590 tons as compared with 74,873
tons for August, 1906. The shipments for

eight months ending Aug. 31, were 404,880
tons as against 410,598 for the correspond-
ing period of 1906.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Cobalt Ore Shipments—Ore shipments
from Cobalt for the week ending Sept. 14

were as follows : Buffalo, 60,000 lb ;

h'oster, 62,950; La Rose, 43,800; Silver

Queen, 120,000. Total, 286,750 lb.

Cleveland—Development is going for-

ward on two shafts, each of which is

down about 50 ft. The gas producer re-

cently installed is in successful operation.

Cobalt Central—The vein on which the
main shaft was put down, which was 4
in. at the surface, was widened to 16 in.

at a depth of 160 ft. At a distance of
iio ft. from the main shaft, on the irs-ft.

level, a rich streak of solid smaltite and
silver has been found 6 in. wide. Enough
low-grade ore has been stored to keep
the lOO-ton concentrating mill, now being
installed, at work for several months.

Australia

TASM A.VIA

Mount Bischoff Tin Mining Company—
This company was formed for a term of

35 years and this period elapses on Aug. i,

1908. At a recent meeting of the board of
directors in Launceston it was decided to

re-form the company for a new period of
100 years and to alter the articles of asso-
ciation with the view to enable the com-
pany to enlarge the scope of its operations
by acquiring or leasing other tin mines.

The rich surface alluvial deposits of the

Mount Bischoff mine arc practically

worked out, but the manager reports that

by cleaning up the old workings the pla.nt

can be profitably employed for the next
six or seven years. In addition to the
alluvial ore the mine contains inexhaust-
ible deposits of low-grade sulphide ore in

the form of porphyry dikes. No method
has yet been found for working this class
of ore profitably.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Nt~ic< York, Stfl- 25 — The general

market is continuing strong and the de-

mand is extremely good throughout the

country. The best coals are out of .the

market, which puts the lower grades in

good demand. Certain producers have

the idea that good grades of steam coal

will sell as high as $i.7S@2 at the mines

this winter. This belief is confined to

those producers which have small mines

and unsold stocks. The larger producers

do not share this belief, but they express

themselves as being of the opinion that

conditions will remain good and that

prices will be no lower until spring. The

far East will be stocked up in about a

month from now and this should help

the supplies of coal in other parts of the

country, because producers are busy clos-

ing up their shoal-water contracts, and

are using most of the available vessels.

One of the things that is affecting the

market is the shortage of cars. This is

especially noticeable not only in the

Pennsylvania regions and in the New
England all-rail trade, but also all over

the country. This will naturally affect

the dehveries of coal and will tend to

maintain prices.

Reports from the South state that in

the Alabama coalfields all the mines are

producing every ton of coal possible and

readily disposing of the output.

There has been a heavy tonnage sent

up the lakes and consumers in the upper

ports are fairly well stocked with coal.

.•\nthracite coal is extremely quiet ex-

cept for small steam sizes, which are

scarce and in large demand, especially

for pea and buckwheat No. t. The West

reports fairly good activitj' for prepared

sizes, but they are dull in the local

market. Small sizes command a premium

and prepared are now at the regular

winter schedule of prices.

Q)AL-TRAFFIC NoTES

Shipments of coke and coal originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Sept. 14 were as follows, in short tons:

the week ending Sept. 21 were 19,599

tons, and for the year they were 732,039

tons.

Ant iraclte
BItumloous...
Coke

Total

1901-1.

:l.M4,572

IIKK.

:).9S7.ftl8

.. ».2l«.:n.') il.is.'i.iKtu

.. H.H«10.I22 t).8<i8,«l'il)

<:hauKeH.

I. »13.07n
I. 4.939,«13
I. l.(X)8.1ii

:H.121.«1» W.OS-J.IMil I. i'..fll50.»il

The total increase this year was 20.1

per cent.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntington & Broad Top Railroad for

New York

.Anthracite

Sept. 25—The market for prepared

sizes is dull and the demand is not as

good as it has been for several weeks.

Among the small steam sizes, however,

the demand is exceptionally brisk and the

supply is no better than it has been for

some time past. It is reported that pro-

ducers are making large inroads in their

culm banks and this would naturally

ttnd to decrease the supply of small steam

coal. The scarcity is more apparent in

pea and buckwheat No. i sizes. Prices

are quoted as follows : Broken, $4.75

;

egg, stove and chestnut, $5 ; pea, $3.25

;

buckwheat No. i, $2.75; buckwheat No.

2 and rice, $2.15(0)2.25; barley, $1.75; all

f.o.b. New York harbor.

BlTUMl.XOUS

Trade in New York harbor is strong

and all coal coining to tidewater is

quickly absorbed. A considerable amount

of coal is' going from this port to other

territories and this in itself tends to keep

the market strong. Good grades of steam

coal readily bring $2.75 per ton, while

some of the fancy grades bring much

higher prices.

Pocahontas, New River and other

southern West Virginia coals are in good

demand, but the supply is extremely

limited and the trade is taking on con-

siderable coal from Pennsylvania regions.

It is predicted that prices will remain

firm and will in all probability advance

(luring the winter. This prediction is

based upon the exceptional demand, the

scarcity of cars at present, and upon the

scarcity of labor at the mines, many of

the miners preferring to work on farms,

where they can earn more money.

'

In the far East the demand continues

strong and producers and dealers are

working hard to clean up shoal-water

contracts before Nov. i. The condition

in this territory is better, brought about

by the dropping of freight rates and

easier condition in the vessel market.

Vessels are by no means as scarce as

ihey were and are now eagerly seeking

contracts. To offset these conditions is

the scarcity of coal. Along the Sound
there is a strong demand for the better

grades of coal and there is a fair de-

mand for the lower grades. Sound
barges are in poor supply.

All-rail trade is easy except that going

to New England, which is being restricted

by an inadequate car supply. Transpor-

tation from mines to tide is slow, cars

often taking from 10 days to two weeks

to run throiigli. In the coastwise-vessel

trade vessels are in fair supply, but

freights are weak. These are quoted as

follows : From Philadelphia to Boston,

Salem and Portland, 90c@$i ; to Lynn,

Newburyport and Bangor, $1.10; to

Portsmouth, and Bath, $1 ; to Saco and

Gardiner, $1.25 and towage; to the

Sound, 80C.

Birmingham

Sept. 23—.Alabama coal mines continue

active, and every ton of coal possible is

being mined. The transportation facili-

ties are being pushed some to furnish

cars necessary to handle promptly all the

coal that can be mined. The plans of

the "Frisco" railroad, to bring about an

equal distribution of cars with which to

handle the business of all the operators,,

cannot be followed by all the systems, so

it is stated, as there are more mines along

the Southern Railway and the Louisville

& Nashville Railroad thare on the "Frisco
"

The development in band in this dis-

trict is of no mean proportions. The big

Cahaba Coal Company has been organized

by Edwin C. Chairsell and associates,

with a capital stock of $25,000. The new
company controls coal lands near Ham-
burg, in the lower part of Jefferson county,

and as soon as an extension of the rail-

road can be built to the plao: coal mining

will be under way.

Good prices obtain for coal. Winter

contracts are being made now, accord-

ing to reports heard, and the prospects

are for a steady operation of all mines.

The local consumption promises to be

heavier this winter than ever before. The
railroad consumption is large at present,

and there are no prospects of any abate-

ment of the conditions. The production

of coke is on the increase in Alabama..

I

Chicago

Sept. 23—-The wholesale coal market

continues strong, for both bituminous and'

anthracite. Car shortage is influencing

the market and there is a scarcity of sup-

plies, both eastern and western, that keeps

up prices and adds to the general strength.

nf the market. The market for western.
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doiiustio is exceptionally strong, while

steam sizes show no weakening. Fine-

coals of the western sizes alone are weak
and dotihtless will continue so for the rest

if the calendar year. The market on

..stern coals is strong, owing chiefly to

transportation dilficiilties.

Lump and egg from western mines,

Illinois and Iowa, bring $i.iK)@-.t)5 ; rnn-

of-mine holds at $i.6o@J.io and screen-

ings at $l.05@i.50. Eastern coals are

quoted at : $3.50 for smokeless, Poca-

hontas and New River, run-of-mine
; $3.25

(a J-35 for Youghiogheny, 1-4 in.
; $2.90 for

Piltsliurg Xo. 8, 1'4-in. lump; Hocking.

$330 for lump. Brazil block is in good

demand at $2.y5.

.•\nthracite seems tj be improving, re-

ports from the country indicating that

larger stocks than usual for the season

are being laid in.

Cleveland

Seft. 24—The coal market is strong and

prices higher this week owing to the con-

, tinued and serious shortage of cars. Local

dealers are anticipating a troublesome time

in tilling deliveries this fall and winter

and are stocking up. On the other hand

pressing orders from the consumers are

demanding practically all of the available

supply, and the wholesale and retail trades

are both in a nervous state. Cars for the

ore trade are in only fair supply and these

are diverted through the State on their

return to the mines to take care of the

situation inland. In consequence coal

shippers are unable to ship their own pro-

duct to this market. Wholesalers opened

the week with the following prices quoted

on No. 8 district (Ohio); grades: Slack,

65(a8oc. ; run-of-mine $i@i. 10; H-m- $i'0

^1.25; lump $i.35@i.50; all f.o.b. mines.

\s the car requirements of the mill trade

nre heavy and increasing, local shippers

are looking for a higher market in coal

prices and a continuance of the same

through the winter months. It is there-

fore probable that retailers will advance

prices al)ove the usual winter scale.

Pittsburg

Sett. J4—The demand for spot coal

has increased and prices are much firmer

than a week ago. While the general quo-

tations are based on mine-run coal at

Si.iCS^i.iS, sales have been made for

immidiate shipment, at about loc. a ton

more. The mines are being operated to

capacity as far as possible, but the bulk

of the tonnage is being rushed to lake

ports to fill contracts in the northwestern

markets. It is a safe prediction now that

the shipments will greatly exceed all

former years. The river mines are being

fully operated, and there will be plenty of

coal for the southern markets this win-

ter unless something should occur to in-

terfere with navigation. This does not

seem likely, as there has been a good

boating stage in the rivers every i:ionlh

this year.

Connellrfille Coke—Coke prices are

stronger than a week ago, and the de-

mand continues heavy despite the fact

that a number of furnaces have gone out

of blast. Standard Connellsvillc furnace

coke is quoted at $2.oo((i'3,io at ovens

and foundry coke at $3.2S@'3.6o. These
prices are for both prompt delivery and
on contract for fourth quarter. Contracts

for coke, however, are usually made for

the entire half year. Some consumers

were unable to arrange for their full re-

([uirements, and arc buying for future

needs. The Courier in its report for the

week gives the production in both fields

at 425,423 tons. The shipments aggre-

gated I,t,oo6 cars distributed as follows:

To Pittsburg, 4756 cars; to points west

of Connellsvillc, 8138 cars; to points east

of Connellsville, 932 cars.

eluded 1050 tuns pig iron from Middles-

boro and 51)80 bars of copper from Liver-

pool.

K.xports for the week included I2SS

short tons of copper in cakes, bars and

ingots to Glasgow, Rotterdam, Bremen

and Hamburg.

Iron Trade Review

Xetv Vork, Sept. 25—The iron market
is not characterized by any particular de-

mand for iron, but there have been a

number of inquiries, mostly for the last

quarter of 1907, but there have also been

some for the first quarter of 1908. What
business there has been has been on small

contracts, large consumers still holding

aloof.

It is believed that stock-piles are gen-

erally low, and that users of pig iron

must soon be forced to enter the market.

Producers, at any rate, are not making
marked concessions in price, as they

liilicve that active buying will soon begin.

I'oundries throughout the country are

active, and this is especially the case

among makers of cast-iron pipe and those

doin^ work for steam and electric rail-

roads. Inquiries from pipe works in the

central West for 10,000 to 15,000 tons of

Southern iron were reported last week,

but no sales were recorded. Most of the

sales last week were for off-lots of basic,

high-phosphorus and malleable iron. Very
little bessemer w-as disposed of. The
demand from western New York was
principally for malleable and small lots

of high-silicon foundry iron, and at Phila-

delphia there were a few sales of and
inquiries for basic iron.

Blast furnaces are receiving iron ore,

bought at high figures, using high-priced

coke and employing costly labor. These
conditions, together with tight money
and slow collections, make it imperative

that they book substantial orders in the

near future.

Baltimore

Sef-t. 23— Imports for the week included

245s tons ferromanganese, 3260 tons

speigeleisen, and 185 casks of ferrosili-

con. Receipts of iron ore were 11,300

tons from Cuba. The imports also in-

Birmingham

Sel't. 23—The Alabama pig-iron market

has a little more strength than was notice-

able during the past two or three weeks,

ai\d the manufacturers are once more in

a good frame of mind. With three-

fourths of the probable output for the bal-

ance of the year sold ahead, and some

sales being made for early delivery, the

market is assuming a strong position.

There is no iron to be had now at $18 per

ton. No. 2 foundry. 'Ihe product brings

easily $18.50 per ton, and from 60 to 00

days is required for delivery. No buy-

ing is reported for delivery during the

first half of 1908. It is evident that, while

consumers are bound to get into ihc

market for needs, they are holding off

until the last minute in the hope that quo-

tations will go down. That there is goin^

to be a strong demand for iron is not de-

nied, but it is evident that the buying is

not going to start in until the consumers
are forced to it.

The shipments of iron from this dis-

trict are equal to the production, and
transportation facilities are still good,
both in the oreficlds as well as in tin-

handling of the finished product. But
little change is reported in the raw-mate-
rial supplies, despite the great effort being
made to increase the output of iron ore.

The iron output in this section is off a lit-

tle. The Southern Steel Company and the
Shelby Iron Company have recently put
a furnace out of blast. The Shelby com-
pany has one furnace, making charcoal

iron, for which product there is a good
demand, with prices high and firm.

The renewed strength in the market
gives much encouragement in this section.

Manufacturers arc confident that the buy-
ing will shortly start in and that prices

will improve. No iron is being quoted
for next year's delivery, although reports

are current that $17 is the high price loi

No. 2 foundry. As stated above, $18.50
is being asked for iron, this year's deliv-

ery.

No change in the condition of the steel

market is reported. The plants in this

district continue to operate, and the out-

put is shipped out as quickly as it can h:
loaded. Changes among minor officials at

plants of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and
Railroad Company are announced nearly
every day. Finished iron and steel are in

good demand, with favorable quotations
obtaining. Soil-pipe plants are running
a little slack, but no time whatever is

being lost at the cast-iron pipe plants.

Southern stove foundrymen have ad-
vanced prices 5 per cent.
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Chicago

Sept. 23—Sales of pig iron continue

light. The only activity in the market is

for sales on quick delivery, and these arc

not noticeably greater in number. It is

still a waiting market, with the hopes of

selling agents kept up by the general con-

ditions of the market. Beyond doubt the

needs of the mclters of this district, both

immediate and for the next six months,

are large, and will continue so. It is

professed by leading sales-agents that the

absence of weakening in the market nuist

soon force the buyer to general contract-

ing for the future as heretofore. With

the coming of autumn weather and condi-

tions of business this would seem highly

probable iu the near future.

Southern remains at $i8(fri8.50 Birm-

ingham ($j2.35(g 22.85. Chicago) and

Northern at $23.50, for No. 2 iron for

last quarter delivery. For the first

quarter of 1908, No. 3 Southern holds

firmly to $I7@I7.50 Birmingham, with

special delivery lots bringing occasionally

5oc.(a$i for spot delivery. Lake Superior

charcoal is quoted at $27@27.50 for last-

quarter delivery in small lots.

Coke is strong at $5.90 for the best Cou-

nellsville.

Cleveland

Sept. 24—The movement of ore for this

month promises to be large as the weather

and excellent dock facilities have combined

in assistnig shippers. Movement of cars

from dock to funiace is not characterized

by car shortage as in the coal trade.

The pig-iron market remains about sta-

tionary. The following prices are quoted

for the balance of the year: Bessemer

$22.90; No. I foundry Northern, $22@

22.50; No. 2, $2i.50(S22.so; No. 3, $20.50

@2l.So: No. 2 Southern, $22.85; gray

forge $20(3'20.50. A dull tone prevails

in the scrap market and prices are quoted

on the down scale. Coke is fairly active

with $3 the quoted price on furnace for

the balance of the year and $3.25@3.S0 for

foundry.

Duluth

Sept. 21—September will doubtless be

the biggest month of the year and ore

shipments may possibly reach 7,000,000

tons from all ports. The trade will de-

cline in October and fall off materially

in November. From the mines of Min-

nesota alone shipments are averaging bet-

ter than 1,000,000 tons per week, and the

Duluth, Missabe & Northern will make

better than 2,000,000 tons for the term.

Rain is bothering the mines to some

extent this week, but far less than might

have been expected from the severity of

the storms.

At the James mine, near Iron River,

there is a small stockpile accumulated in

progress of development, but no shipments

have been made Tracks have been built

to the mine and ore will be moved this

fall. Development on this mine seems to

indicate that the main ore deposit is

lower and that it will be necessary to

sink further. The Mineral Mining Com-

pany has the property under option for

lease and purchase.

Philadelphia

iV/>/. 25—About the only difference in

the pig iron situation between to-day and

a week ago is that a greater number of

buyers are asking for prices for delivery

during last quarter of 1907 and first quar-

ter of 1908. The inquil-ies arc from large

consumers who buy heavily. Agents arc

much encouraged by these inquiries, and

are counting on some large sales. Basic

pig negotiotions are on, but the details

are guarded. Good sized lots of forge

will be contracted for within a week for

mills in this territory.

No. 2 Foundry is quoted at $2o.So(il-2i ;

Gray Forge, $19; Basic, $19, and low

phosphorus, $27.50.

Steel Billets—A large business has been

done this week for ordinary steel, as the

outcome of negotiations which have been

hanging fire. Consumers are becoming

more interested in future requirements,

but makers are as yet not offering in-

ducements. Sales have been made at $31.

Merchant 5ar—Sales of refined iron

are more numerous, and steel bars are

exceptionally strong where early deliv-

eries are specified. Consumers have per-

mitted stocks to run down, and mill peo-

ple are confident that October will witness

more active buying and at full card rates

notwithstanding weak pig iron.

Sheets—More business than usual was

done this week in small lots. Mill men

say a great deal of small buying may be

looked for this fall and winter. No large

orders have been booked for several

days. Business prospects are good and

prices firm.

Pipes and Tubes—Very little business

lias been done in merchant pipe. Boiler

tubes are strong in price, but it is said

heavy orders can be placed at shaded

prices.

Plate—Large quantities of plates are

being hurried to manufacturers who or-

dered early in the summer. The new

business of the past six days has been

light. The smaller users of plate, espe-

cially boiler plate, are good customers,

but will not contract far ahead, preferring

to pay a trifle more for material to be

promptly delivered. Tank is l.8sc.

;

boiler steel, 1.95c.

Structural Material—A very satisfac-

tory business is being done with con-

tractors and builders for local and near-by

construction requirements. There arc

rumors of large new requirements for

terminal necessities which will come to

Pennsylvania mills. Prices are strong at

I 85c.

A*iii7.t—Large conditional orders have

been placed pending an adjustment, the

announcement of which is looked for

about Oct. 10. Orders for light rails flow

in, but they are for small lots.

Scrap—Sales are larger and cover a

greater variety of material. No. i steel

scrap is $16.50; railroad scrap, $18; ma-
chinery castings, $18; other kinds are

quiet.

Pittsburg

Sept. 24—The iron and steel markets

continue dull although there is a fair run

of small orders in various finished lines.

Owing to the lack of new business some
mills are being closed and it is believed

a large number will be idle next month.

The besscmer departments at the Du-
quesne and Homestead works have been

closed, the latter for repairs and at the

former, open-hearth furnaces are to be

installed. One of the causes for the pres-

ent situation seems to be a lack of confi-

dence in the future and consumers are

only buying for immediate requirements.

The uncertainty is felt in all lines but it

is regarded as probable that when the rail-

roads and rail makers agree on specifica-

tions, and contracts are placed for 1908 de-

livery confidence will be restored and the

markets will again become active. The
joint committee to adjust the specifica-

tions on rails is scheduled to meet in

New York this week. It is said that while

prices may be higher this fact will not pre-

vent the railroads from placing their or-

ders. The Lorain works of the National

Tube Company of Ohio is still on stand-

ard rails for the Carnegie Steel Com-

pany and likely will continue so until Nov.

I, rolling probably 30,000 tons. This will

permit the Carnegie company to keep its

Ohio works on steel billets, there being a

great scarcity. No bessemer billets can 1)e

had for prompt shipment and the nominal

quotation is $.30. ))ut for future delivery $t

less is now being named.

There has been a falling off in the de-

mand for tin plate and the American Sheet

and Tin Plate Company is taking advant-

age of the lull to make repairs. On Satur-

day it closed the two 8-mill plants at

New Kensington, near Pittsburg, and

both will be completely overhauled. The

Shenango works. New Castle, 30 mills.

the largest of its plants, was closed July i

for the installation of automatic stokers in

the power plant, and is still idle. The com-

pany is operating 154 tin mills this week.

The market for iron bars shows some

activity and the tonnage in small orders

booked so far this month is reported to

exceed last month's business. .\ number

of inquiries have been received during the

week that may result in good contracts

within a few days. Prices are firm, the

minitnum quotation being 1.70c. Pittsburg.

There is considerable business in struc-

tural material. The \\m. B. Scaife Sons

Company. Pittsburg, has booked an order
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calling for 2500 Cons ol stcol tor tlii- new

plant of the IK-nry Cowell Lime and Ce-

ment Company, Concord, Cal. The XIc-

Cliiilic- Marshall Constrnction Company
received orders ag^reKatinK IJOO tons and

the John Kichlay, Jr. Company has taken

contracts for more than 2000 tons of steel.

There is a hill in the pipe market and some

shading in boiler tubes is reported. .MI

the mills are busy hut have caught up on

deliveries and will have some open capac-

ity for the rest of the year. The Carnegie

Steel Company during the week booked

about 2000 tons of light rails hut no new
orders for standard sections have been re-

ceived for over a week.

Pig Iron—Since the purchase of 6500

tons of bessemcr pig iron by an independ-

ent producer there has not been a single

transaction of any consequence and in the

absence of sales no change in prices is

leported. except in bessemcr, producers in-

sisting on $22. Valley furnaces, which may
be regarded as the minimum price. As
the last sales of bessemer iron were at soc.

under this price it is likely the furnaces

are determined to maintain a higher price

and e.xpect a buying movement to start

at an early date. As consumers have not

fully covered for fourth-(|uarter require-

ments it would not be surprising to see

some active buying soon. If all come into

the market at the same time there is a

possibility that prices will stiffen. An in-

dication that there ie to be a demand for

bessemer iron may be seen in the haste to

reline Xo. 4 furnace, at Sharpsville, Penn.,

of the Shenango Furnace Company. This

furnace went out for repairs on Sept. 4,

was blown in on Sept. 21 and was produc-

ing iron on the following day. No. 2

foundry has weakened and is quoted at $21

and basic and Gray Forge at about $20,

Valley furnaces.

Steel—It is impossible to buy bessemer

l>illets for prompt delivery and $30, Pitts-

burg, is the nominal quotation : but for

future delivery $29 probably could be

•done. Open-hearth billets arc $3i@3i.50.

On Sept. 20 the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany reaffirmed the price of $31 for sheet

bars for fourth-quarter delivery. Steel

bars remain at 1.60c. and plates at 1.70c.

Sheets—There is no change in the sheet

market. Small orders are still being

booked and the mills are busy on specifi-

cations on old contracts. Black sheets re-

main at 2.60c. and galvanized at 3.75c.

for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—The market con-

tinues to go down. A sale of 80 per cent.

F.nglish ferro-manganese was made today

at $58, Pittsburg.

Sault Sle. Marie

Sept. 14—The official statement, just

published, shows that the total freight

through the Sault canals from the open-

ing of the season to Sept. i was as fol-

lows, in net tons

:

I'juti. I'ju;, ciinuir«'

KasttKillliil 'M,1UI,6IT 'iA,(UU,a»6 I. l,9VU,IOtt

WMi-tK>uDd s,i4u,i»i T.vjj.Txi 1. g.ns.uuj

Total 'JU.OM.'JfH iH.lt'ia.aHS I. S,A7'i.llU

The total number of vessel passages

this year was 12,178, showing an average

cargo of 2753 tons. The mineral freights

included in the totals were as follows, in

iiet tons, except salt, which is in barrels:

iMii. I»ii7. Ohniii.'en.

Alitliniollu Sl»,7Ki H3n,«'J« 1. ilia.Kl
UlluinllLOUS 4,4rj,41U O.SJH.'.IU I. l,'.llU,fta4

ToUleoal i.VM.ati 7,lttS,877 1. •J,J3»,076

Iron ore jl.w?.;!!!.") w.iKS.saa I. i.ii7.'.iiw

flK Ai iiiauii. Iron U1.67'.i 187,vun U. iM.rji

Cup|)er (ij,u.i;i 12,497 D. IIIJVW
llullillUB stone... 1.47'i 3'.>0 U. l,14ii

salt, bbi 'J7s,»n4 ma/m d. w7

Iron ore was 67.1, and coal 21.4 per

cent, of the total freight reported this

year.

Cartagena, Spain

Sept. 7—Messrs. Harrington & Holt

report on iron and manganiferous ores;

The local market continues dull and not

much ore is being shipped. Freight rates

continue linn and f.o.b. buyers conse-

quently appear to be holding back from

chartering, especially as many iron works

are reported to be well stocked with ore

and in no hurry for deliveries. Ship-

ments for the week ending Sept. 7 were

4600 tons to (jreat Britain.

For iron ore, prices are f.o.b. shipping

port ; Ordinary 50 per cent, ore, 9s.@9s.

3d. ; special low phosphorus, los. ; specular

ore, 55 per cent., 12s. For manganiferous

ores, same delivery, No. 3 ore, 35 per cent,

iron, 12 per cent, manganese, is 13s. pd.

;

no higher grades on the market.

The production of iron and manganifer-

ous ores in Spain during 1906 was 9,-

511,355 tons

Pyrites—The price of iron pyrites, 40

per cent, iron and 43 per cent, sulphur, is

us. 9d per ton, f.o.b. shipping port.

Exports for the week endhig Sept. 7

were 165 tons of iron pyrites and 400 tons

of copper pyrites to France.

Duueldorf, Germany

Sept. 2—The German Iron and Steel

Union reports the production of pig iron

in Germany in July at 1,113,966 metric

tons, the highest monthly output this year.

The increase over June was 69,060 tons, or

more than was due to the longer month;
the daily average having been 34,879 tons

in June, increasing to 35,934 in July. For
the seven months ended July 31 the pro-

duction was as follows, in metric tons

:

. l'.K)6 .

Tons. Per Ct.

Fouuilry Iron... 1.226,784 17.1
Forge Iron 4y7,671

, 1907. ,

Tons. Per Ct.

Sieel piK
Bossemor pit;..

ThomnH piK

.'U3.114

276,891'.

4.637,008

4

3.9

I,'.>6ti.874

4i;i,«l«

.'.93.9<n

277,669
64.7 4.868,467

17.0

6.2
7.9
3.7

66.2

,171,273 100.0 7,469.U1» 100.0

spicgelciscn, ferromanganese, ferrosihcon

and all similar alloys; 973 in bessemer and
-3ii440 in Thomas pig, with a decrease of

36,651 tons in forge iron; the total gain
being 298,646 tons, or 42 per cent.

Metal Market

m:u iiiiiK s,..,i 25.

Gold «nd Silver Eiporli aod Importa

At all I'nitoil SliiifN I'oria In Aug. and year.

Metal. Exporu. Iniporta, Kxoiwii.

Oold :

KUU. 1007.. ( 4,.V.II1.2«2 .$ :i.li"ii,liii Exp. t l,4llU,IUl
" 1006.. Mm,07N 7.972,8(18 Irnp. 7,374,790

yciarl9l«.. 4H,:)7(i,;i(lo 28.()7B,(V'J() Exp. 20,299.770
•• 10O6,. :i:i,.'ill.04o N0,:M4,V79 Imp. 46,833,939
Silver

:

Auk. 1907.. ll.74M.(IH.', 4,l'.7M,K7!l Ex|i. 2,069,2011" 1906.. 4.mil. 17:1 •.'.77(1,97(1 1,272,197
Year 1907,. 41,'.n.'2,:i:i« 30.461.715 II ,400,021

., 1906.. 4l,K47,ir28 29,731.nio I2.IU.6I8

Tlipw RlalcnicnlH cover the tolul moremcDt
of Bold iind kIIvit to and from llie Ilnltod
StntPH. Tlii'Hp llKuroH arc furnlBlicd by the
Bureau of SlailHilcH of the Department of
Commerce and I^ibor.

Gold and Silver Movemeal, New York
Kor week ending Sept. 21 and years from Jan 1

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Importa. Exports. Importa.

Week
1907

1906
1905

32,6M',li»7

6,'.>64,743

32,285,443

t 133,840
7.087.837

66,.-i37,234

1,460,701)

( 1,370.327
38,27l.'.iI4

4I,9.'.7,lh3

25,IO'.',:i67

$ 104.19.1

2,024,002
1,526.395
3.187.523

Kxport.s of silver for the week were to
l.(i»don and Havre. Imports for the week
liotli Kold and silver were from London, Cuba.
Mexico, and South America.

The silver market has ruled quiet and
dull, with lower tcndenc)-, but closes firm

at 31 i/i6d. in London. The Indian de-

mand is improving, and the present indi-

cations arc that it is likely to continue,

as crops have been good and Indian busi-

ness is generally prospering. Indian ex-

change has been stronger and the Council

bills offered in London were taken at i6d

per rupee

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Sept. 21. shows loans $1,097.-

579.000, an increase of $8.608,800 ; deposits,

$1,057,023,600, an increase of $12,171,200.

as compared with the previous week. Re-
serve accounts show

:

1901'.. 1907.

Specie «190.r.36,.-A10 »19S,909,900
Legal tenders 7(i,.v.i2.:ioii <f.>:il\ .900

Total cash r!67.12M,800 ^Mti.lSl.SOO

Surplus tll,315,92.-. t 3,875,900

The surplus over legal requirements

shows a decrease of $3,042,800, as com-
pared with the previous week this year.

This shows increases of 42,090 tons in

foundry; 60,789 in steel pig, which includes

Pricei of Foreign Coins

llld. .Asked.
Men -. ^..-rj", |0.S4(,
I'eri. .lid CtiUean 0.47s, 0.49>;
Viet, r i_-nB 4.85 4.87
Tweui.i Iruiita S.87 8.92
Spanish 25 pesetas 4,78 4.80
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SILVER AND STEHUNQ EXCHANOB.

li

Silver.
1

1

ll

ecu

Silver.

1!

a

li
3S il

C3

•a S
a c

as

19

'JO

1\

4.854S

4.8SSO

4.8SSU

671.'

07 S

MA
81 >4

31

A

33

'J4

4.8590

4.85110

4.8S<»

67>i

67'.i

67;.;

siA

31A
31A

New York quotations are for One silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling sliver. 0.925 fine.

Other Metals

I'oppor. Till. Lend. Spelter.

.-J= .£

1!
u
a. ^1

0.

3-!
^2W3 15 i

3 is
!«0 So

14V 6.05 4.90

19 (SV^H ®15 07 36H 4.75 ©5.16 ®5.00

15 U\ 5.10 4.95

•w Ol&^M ®is C8 37 4.75 ®3.^20 ©5.05

IS 14 »i 5.15 5.00

•11 (af\^U fSU', 37M 4.75 03.20 05.05

141,' . 5.15 5.00

•if 65 Ji 37M 4.75 ®5.20
6.20

05.06
5.05

•14 » ws; 37« 4.75 ©J.-i5 05.10

25

14'.
1 14S
1
tS>UH

1

1
Gov 37>» 4.75

6.^20

ffl5.^26

5.05
05.10

London quotations are per long ton (2240

lb.) standard copper, •fthlcli Is now the equiva-

lent of the former R.m.b's. 'llie New \oik

quotations for electroytlc copper are for

cakes. Ineots or wlrebars. and represent the

bulk of tV transactions as mad^ with con-

sumers imsis. New York. cash. The P'lce of

cathodes Is 0.125c. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted l>y the Amer-

ican SmeltInK and Refining Company for

near-by shipments of desilverized lead in 50-

°on lots, or laruer. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brands; special

brands command a premium.

Copper—Since last Wednesday there

have been rather large sales of both elec-

trolytic and lake copper'chiefly for export,

although more or less business has been

done for domestic consumption—the ag-

gregate being greater than in any week

since the decline started. In anticipation

of the reduction by the largest selling in-

terest to 15c. in its asking price for elec-

trolytic, other interests sold freely at fur-

ther concessions. The expected reduction

was announced on Saturday, when elec-

trolytic was offered at 15c. and lake at

i5!<,c..dclivcrcd, 30 days. Other sellers had

prcvinisly quoted these figures and are now

shading the same. However, concessions

are being made more cautiously, and there

arc no longer the wide differences which

have heretofore existed between the prices

of the leading interest and other sellers

.\i noted above, the business of the

week, induced by the lower prices, was

chiefly for export, domestic buyers having

placed orders sparingly as yet, but the

increasing interest on their part, which

is reported in all quarters, causes the im-

pression to become more and more gen-

eral that the price now is not very far.

from the bottom, if it be not already at

the bottom, and it is expected that the

market will soon manifest .1 stronger

tendency.

Certainly the focliiiy at the end of this

week is decidedly more hopeful.

The close is steady at I4j^@i55^c. for

lake and 14K'@I4^8C. for electrolytic.

Casting has averaged I4^^@i45'^c.

An interesting feature of the week was

the sale of some electrolytic copper for ex-

port to China. It will be remembered

what part the exports in that direction

played in the copper market in 1905.

The standard market in London dis-

played rather a reactionary tendency dur-

ing the early part of the week, but

throughout shows a very sensitive tone.

This is due to the fact that the short in-

terest is reported to be very extensive.

The close is firm at £66 for both spot and

futures.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £63@64; best se-

lected, iyo@7i ; strong sheets, i7(>@77.

The consumption of foreign copper in

Germany for the seven months ending

July 30, 1907, was, according to Messi.';.

.\ron Hirsch & Son, 68,763 tons against

68,659 tons for the same period of ip"^).

The total imjjorts were 73,732 tons and

the exports were 4969 tons. The coin-

bined consumption in England and Francs

for the same period is stated to be 60,513

tons as compared with 75,557 tons dur-

ing the fir,st seven months of 1906.

It is reported that a portion of the

arsenical copper produced at Lake Super-

ior is to be refined elcctrolytically, owing

to the slowness at times in marketing

that grade in its original form.

Copper Sheets—There has been a de-

cline in the base price of copper sheets,

but the new figure h.ns not yet been aii-

r.ounced.

Copper Hire—The base price for cop-

per wire, No. oooo to No. 8, was reduced

to i654c- per lb. Sept. 19. Allowing 2C.

per lb. for the charge for drawing, the

present price corresponds to I4!4c. per

lb. for wire bars.

Lead—The price of the American

Smelting and Refining Company for de-

silverized remains 4.75c., New York, and

4.67J4C., St. Louis. Independent producers

have .been liberal sellers at 4.65c., New
York, whik at St. Louis 4.SSC. has been

accepted for Missouri brands.

The London market is very firm. The

scarcity of supplies continues, and near-

by shipments are selling at a considerable

premium. The close is cabled at i20 los.

for Spanish lead and £20 12s. 6d. for

English.

Spanish Lead Market—Messrs. Barring-

ton & Holt report from Cartagena: Price

of pig lead on wharf for the week ending

Sept. 7 is 92.25 reales per quintal, equiv-

alent to £17 16s. 8d. per long ton f.o.b.

Cartagena. This compares with 94.25

reales per quintal on Aug. 31.

Exports of desilverized lead for the

week from Cartagena were 350 tons to

England and 66 tons to France, a total

of 416 tons.

i'(. Louis Lead Market—The Johiv

VVahl Commission Company reports as

follows : Lead is dull at the late de-

cline, Missouri brands sold lightly on

the basis of 4.55c. and only a small busi-

ness was done at this figure.

Tin—The London market, especially

for spot material, has been very firm

throughout the week, and while business

in this market was of small proportions

only, premiums for spot metal have been

obtained. Toward the close a little more

selling pressure was apparent, and prices

declined from their high point of 37;^

to about 37'Ac.

London closes at £169 for spot and £165

15s. for three months.

Spelter—The low prices have had a ten-

dency to reduce the ore production in the

different mining centers, and a situation

is being created which will make it very

diificult for the sellers to secure adequate

supplies. In recognition of this a num-
ber of them have withdrawn from the

market, and a steadier tone followed

very quickly. Consumers who had held

off for some time, were attracted by this

change in the tendency, and have bfeen

placing orders in much more liberal vol-

ume. As a result, the market has ad-

vanced from day to day, and closes firm

at 5.20@5.25c. New York, and 5.o5@5.io-

St. Louis.

The London market eased off slightly,

and the close is cabled at £20 17s. 6d. for

good ordinaries and £21 2s. 6d. for spe-

cials.

The decision in the zinc-ore importation

case which was expected last May has not

yet been rendered. The delay has been

due to the illness of the judge of the cir-

cuit court, in which the case came up.

Antimony—The market, both here and

abroad, has become strong, and there has

been considerable forward buying.

Prices have advanced and, for the first

time in years, Hallett's brand is selling

at a higher figure than Cookson's. Quo-

tations in the market are 'loj^c. for

Cookson's ; lo^^c. Hallett's; and io54@

loHc. for ordinary brands.

Nickel—For large lots. New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 5o@6sc., same delivery.

Quicksilver—Current prices in New
York are $39.50 per flask of 75 lb. for large

quantities and $41 for smaller orders.

San Francisco orders are $37.5o@38.SO per

flask, according to quantities, for domes-

tic orders, and $36.5o@37 for export. The
London price is £7 per flask, but £6 i6s.

3d. is quoted by jobbers.

Platinum—With the opening of the

imiversities throughout tlie country the

demand for platinum ware usually in-

creases and causes the price to advance.

However, the price this week has fallen

off 50c.'per oz., but no reason is given
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for the iJccliiie. Manufacturers state

that the demand is good and that with the

closinK down of the Russian mines in the

fall the price should advance rather than

decline. Quotations arc $j8 for ordinary

and $jo for hard metal. Scrap is quoted

at $J2@23 per oz. troy.

Wisconsin Ore Marled

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo. Sept. 21—The highest price

paid for zinc was $43 per ton, the assay

base ranging from $38(S}42, with some in-

ferior grades selling as low a^ a $35 base.

The average price, all grades, was $39.78.

The highest price paid for lead was $53,

medium grades brin.ijing $49(3)51, and all

grades averaging $51.32.

The restriction movement has passed

the zenith of effectiveness, if it can be so

classed, as several of the mills have re-

started and more will resume operations

Monday. Producers assert the belief that

it has prevented prices reaching a point

^3@5 per ton lower than present quo-
tations, notwithstanding the reduction of

$i@2 per ton of the current week.
Predictions by purchasing agents have
placed the lowest point probable at $30@
35 per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. Such re-

duction would need no concerted action to

restrict the output, on the part of pro-

ducers, as only a few could produce zinc

at so low a figure with lead as low as at

present.

Following are the shipments of zinc and
of lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Sept. 21

:

I

Zlue. lb. Lead, lb. Value.

W.'hh lltv-tartorvlllf
J.ipllii

Bii.lK.T
Galt'iia
Aur->ra
Duenweg
Orauby
Oronopo
Pn>3porUy
Alba-Seck City
Ro«>il3 "

SpurRiMn
iSh'^rwo* 'il

Cavi* Springs
BaxLT Springy
Weuiworth
Playtor
Miami. Okla...:
Carthago
Zlnclt<>

a..'i-35,890

l,74a,140
8X3.980
070.870
488.380
425,090
f«).000
370.580
403.300
25(>.430

126,070

93.740
71.180
89.700

Totals...

82.290
63.890
fiO.500

M.IW
45.790

2.111.100

259.230

97.776
18.700
58,460
20.000
55.920
10,820

36,550
15,:i80

1,710
65,680

5.166

S5,-<,51l",

43,281
18,364
15.526
10.234
10,233
9,040
8,878
8,528
5.513
2.521
2.035
1,8.51

1.801

1.675
1,645
1.381

1.210
1,120
961

9.111.940 904.420 $J04.513

38 wooks 443.063..'.3<P r.7.382.35(l»12,l>54,744

EIno value, the week. S18I.305; :»8 weeks. »IO,l:t9,679
Lpa<l value, the week, 23.20K; 38 weeks, »2,.->15,0fi.i

.\verage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC ORE AT JOPLIN,
1
LEAD OEE AT JOPLIN.

Mouth.
1 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

-January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
luue
July
August
September.
October....
!<(>vemi«r..
December..

47 38
47.37
42.«.!i

44. >3
40 51

43 83
43.2s
43 .16

42.58
41 .15

44.13
43.68

4.1.84

47.11
4>*.|-.«

48.24
45 9H

44.82
45.711

43 22

January . .

.

February ..

Mnr.-h
April.
May
June
July
August... .

September.
October....
November..
Decern lier..

Year ....

7,-. 20
72 <i
73.73
7.-. 13

78 40
80 9f.

74.31
7,-.. 31;

71I.I-V4

79.84
HI 98
81.89

83 M
H4.38

82 7.1

79 76
79.36
73 06
.18.18

.111.14

Year 43.24 77.40

PlatlmilU-. Wis., Sift. 21—Ore sales

:ind shipments throughout the district for

the week ending Sept. 21 were unusually

slight. Spelter fell off during the week,

to 4.90c., but the price of 60 per cent,

zinc ore was held up to $41 per ton,

which would appear to show evidence

that the smelteries are sincere in attempt-

ing to stave off any temporary shut down.

Lead ore took another tumble and went

as low as $21 per 1000 lb. for stan-

dard grades.

The highest price recorded for zinc ore

in this district was $42, which was paid

for a product assaying above 60 per cent.

There is practically no demand for lead,

even at reduced figures, the buyers hold-

ing off till the market becomes more set-

tled, while producers arc not inclined to

let go at low figures.

As yet there has been no concerted

action for a general shut-down of the

mines of this district because of reduced

prices. .\ meeting of mine owners, opera-

tors, stockholders, and other interested

parties is called to meet at Mineral Point,

Wis., Sept. 26, to discuss general condi-

tions now prevailing in this field. Unless

a further decline in the price of zinc ore

occurs, it is not likely that a general shut-

down of the mines will result.

Following is the shipment of the dis-

trict, by camps, for the week ending

Sept. 21

:

Cninps. Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore. lb.

Galiiin 217,otKi

Hazel Green I31.k0(i

Benton 411.700
CubaClty
PlattcvUle
Rewey
Livingston lIu.tKm

48.000

Total for week 900.560 48.0lKi

Owing to the conditions of the wires

no report could be secured on output from

northern camps.

Chemicals

Nezv York, Sept. 25—The genera!

market is a little firmer than it has been

and prices fluctuate but little. Anti-

mony salts had a rise recently and

sodium and potassium salts are strong,

but at normal prices.

Copper Sulphate—The market has a

tendency to uncertainty on account of

the weak metal market. Large dealers

and producers, however, report fair busi-

ness. Prices are quoted at $6.50 per 100

lb. for carload lots and $6.75 for smaller

quantities, although it is claimed that

these prices can be shaded 25c. per too

lb. by independent dealers.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is ex-

ceedingly firm and the demand is increas-

ing. Shipments from the West Coast

l-.ave not been so heavy as usual, and this

has brought about the present strength.

Prices are quoted as follows : For spot

and 190S delivery, 2.45@2.50c. ; for 1909

delivery, 2.40c. for 95 per cent. i;rade,

while q6 per cent, is quoted o.osc higher.

Mining Stocks

Keui i'ork, Sept. 25—The course of the

stock market continued downward in some

cases and stationary in most of the other

stocks. The copper slocks were as a rule

weak and recovery at the close was not

remarkable. A few stocks rallied earlier

in the week but the support behind them

was not strong enough and what was

gained was lost at the close. Amalga-
mated Copper sold up to ^2% but closed

at $6oj8 which was fractionally lower than

a week ago. .Vmerican Smelting com-

mon showed slightly more strength, clos-

ing at $92'4i a gain of nearly $2 for the

week. United States Steel common and

preferred fluctuated very little and closed

about the same as a .week ago at $28^
and $91 f^ respectively. Other closing

prices were .*\naconda, $39^^ ; Balaklala,

$5?^; Homestakc, $7oVj ; Granby, $88;

Newhouse, $9'/i ; and Tennessee Copper,

$3iJi».

The curb was heavy and little interest

was displayed in the securities offered.

Nipissing showed a slight tendency to rise

and advanced to $8^, but lost some of this

later and closed at $7%. Green Cananea

showed some activity and was in fair de-

mand. It advanced slightly during the

week and closed at $9^. Other closing

prices on the curb were as follows

:

British Columbia, $5^ ; Cumberland-Ely

$6^; Dominion Copper, $3!^; Nevada-

Consolidated, $9^; Standard Oil, $447.

The Nevada stocks were fairly active and

closed about the same as last week.

Boston

Sept. 24—There seems to be little de-

mand for copper stocks and the market is

all but dormant. Here and there are ac-

tive spots, although prices have not gone

below the records made a week or so

ago. There has been pretty thorough

liquidation in copper shares which gives

the market a stable appearance at present.

It would seem as if permanent lower

prices would Have to come through bear

selling. That further reduced dividends

must ensue is inevitable. The .•\malga-

mated Copper dividend is expected to be

cut in half, which means -a reduction in

the Anaconda . and Boston & Montana

rates. The Old Dominion will be obliged

to pass Its dividend and others are yet to

be heard from.

As a rule copper shares in this mar-

ket are a trifle better than a week ago

although North Butte was the storm cen-

ter at one time. It sold off $1.25 to

$45.50, from which it rallied to $52, with

sales today at $48. Copper Range stiff-

ened $2.50 to $60.50. losing all but a frac-

tion of it. Amalgamated, after going back

to $5950, in this market spurted to $62.-
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i2],-2. closing tonighi at $60.75. Utah rose

$.^.50 to $37.50, reacting to $j6 tonight,

and Old Dominion advanced $1.25 to $26,

tonight again.

Calumet & Hccla is up $ji per share

net for the week to $631 ; Franklin $2 to

$9.50: Quincy $1 to $8i ; Tamarack $3 to

$68 and Wolverine $" to $122. Osceola is

off $2 to $>)3. The only news of import-

ance during the week is the fact that the

Shannon Company's new ioo<j-ton furnace

has been blown in, after a three months'

delay, which will greatly reduce the cost

of production. The Balaklala smelter is

not expected to be blown in for another

six months. Declaration of the regular

Nipissing dividend strengthened that

stock on the curb.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

8. FRANCISCO Sept. 18

NEW TORK Sept. 24

Hame of Com p.

Alaskn Mlno
Am.Nev.M.iP.Co.
Amal^aiuated
ADSc'oLiaa
B&laklala
Brltlsli Col. Cop..
BuITaln i'ot>aIt

Butto k London..
Butte Coalition...
Butte I'op. k Zinc.
Cobalt Contact
Colonial Silver
Cum. F.lj- Mining.
DavUi Daly
Doiulni^mCop
El Bayo
Foater Cobalt
Pnmaco Creek
Olroux Mlno
Gold Hill
Qranby. New
Oreene Gold
Greene G. * S
OreenWr * D.Val.
Guanajuato
GuKiiren. Exp
Hanapab
McKinley Dar
Mlcmat*
Mlnea Co. of Am..
Mlt'-li.-ll Mining..
Mont..**ho. C.(New)
N>T. Itah M. k S
Jiewhouso M. k S.
Nipissing Mines..
Old Hundred....
Sliver gueen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop"r.
rnlon Copper...
Ctab A[«x
West Olumbus.

ca*.

60?i

5Ji
6
2
I'.

16

8'.
3

'4

2'.

.67

5

V.

76
3)4

180
.35

X
3X
IX
v.
6H
3%
9>4

7X
V.
1

IH
31-;

1

.11

N. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agri. Cbom..
Am. Smelt, k Kef.
Am.Sm.iiKer..pr.
Belhlohem sti^el

Colo. Knel ,4 Iron.
re<leral M.AS.pf.
Inlor. Salt
National Loa<l ...

National lysd.pf.
PItUl.urgi-oal ...

RopiiMi.- I. k S...

RepuMir I.jts ,i,r

Sloss-Shofiii'M
Stan<iar<i oil.

Tenn. C. * I

C. 8. Red. k Kef..
n. B. Steel
U.S. Steel.pt
«. C»r. Ctaem
V». I. Coal * Coke

12
'•I ^

ST. LOUIS Sept. 21

N. or Com. BIgb. Low.

Adams
Am. Nettle
Oanier 1 r

Cent. c. ,'.

t'.C. *C p

Cent. on...
ColUmbI*..
Con. Coal..
Doe Kun ...

Gra. Bimet.
Bt.J'« ....

ll".|'i

4.00
27.00
140.no

36,

.25
03

.• 00
00

> 00
pa.oo
2.2s
2».00
130.00

.30

BOSTON Sept. 24

Name of Com p.

Adventure
AUouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
.Atlantic
Bingbam
Boston Con . . .

.

Calumet A .\rlz

Calumet * Hecla*
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range*...
Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.iC.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Fboenlx
Quincy*
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U. S. OU
U. S. Smg. k Ret..
U.S.Sm.S Re.,pd
Utah Copper*
Victoria
Washington...
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

Clg.

2
30

i"
9%
9

18),'

112
631

19?«
40
38)4
13

9)4

9.'i

16,'4

10)i
3)4
9)4

67

9)4
19

24 Ji
93
14

2)4
10)4
67

14)4

48X

38>i
38
36

6
122

•Ex. Dlv. tFj. RIgbM.

BOSTON CURB
Abmeek
Ariz. Com
Hlai-k Mt
I-:ast Butte
Hanco<:k C 'n

Keweenaw
Majestic
Haven
^hftwmut
superior
superior* Pitts .

Troy Man

60

'•i)4

SX
6
6

.31

9)4
10)4
1)4

LONDON Sept. 25

Name of Com. Clg.

Dolores {£1 3e 9d
Stratton'slnd. 3 3
Camp Bird. ...I 017
Esperaoza ' 2
Tomboy
F.I iiro

Oroville
Honiora
Utah Ap<'l
Arlz.Cop..pfd.|
Arlz.Cop.,det..i

1

1 S
oi«

016
2 9

I'

6
2

Name of Comp. Clg.

COMSTOCK STOCKS
Belcher
Heat k Belcher.

.

Caletlonla
Cbollar
Con. Cal. k Va...
Crown Point
Exchequer
Gould J: Curry...
Hale k Norcross.
Mexican
Opblr
Overman
Potosi
Savage
Sierra Nevada
Union
Utah
Yellow Jacket....

TONOPAU Stocks
Golden .\nchor. ..

McNamara
Montana- Pltts.ex.
North Star
Rescue
ooi.DFi'B Stocks
Black Ants
Blue Bull
I'olumbla Mt
Coml). Frac
Conquorer
Daisy
Florence ,

Frances-Mohawk.
Goldfleld Con
Grandma
Great Bend
Ite.l Hills
St. Ives

Bi'Li-FBoo Stocks
.\metbyst
Bonnie Claire...
Mayllower Con .

.

Montgomery Mt.
Original

Manhat'n Stocks
Gold Wedge...
Manhattan Mg.
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder.
Stray Dog
Yellow Horse.

.

.30

.86

.46

.20

.76

.33

.22

11

.42

.41

.05

1.17

.10

.20

.06

.20

.12

.06

.32

.44

1.97
.10

1.25
3.97
1.05
7.32
.15

.66

.46

.74

.16

.39

.30

.10

.05

.07

.06

.06

!69

NEVADA Sept. 26

<\Velr Bros. & Co.. New
York)

TONOPAU stocks
Tono'h Mine of N.
Tonopab Exten...
Montana Touop'b
Belmont
Tonopab Midway
West End Con
Jim Butler.

CtOLDFI'B STOCKS
^.'indatorm
Krndall
u. il Top
.lunil'o

(i.iMilcicl Mining.
IllH'.llleia B. B. C.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguua
BtlLI-FROOSTOCKS

Mont. Shoshone C.

Tramps <'on
Gold Bar
Bullfrog Mining..
Bullfrog Nat. B...
Homestake Con..

MANIIAT'NSTOCKS
Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp

Clg.

11.00
1.50
2.70
2.00
.76
.60

.72

.40

.22

3.26
3.25
1.30
.21

.36

15.00

1.30

6.00
.36

.46

.12

.16

.37

.10

.10

.10

.07

COLO. SPRINGS Sept. 21

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
CO. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample

—

Jerry Johnson
Mary McKinney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

i^i

50
37,'i

'6>;

3f4
21

6%

'a'ii

112

5?i

New Dividends

Company. Pay-
able.

.Am. Agri. C'bem.. pfd
Am. lion ^*c Steel, com
Am- Iron A; Steel, pfd
.\m. Sm'g & Ref. Co., com..
Am. Sm'g & Ref. Co., pfd...
Calumet k Arizona
<'alumel k Hecla
Central C. & C, com
Central C. & C, pfd
Col. * Hocking C. *: I., pf. .

Copper Range Con
Gran by Con
Guggenheim Expl
Inter. Nickel, pfd.
New Idria
Nipitslng
North star
Pennsylvania Salt
Pioneer, Alaska
U. S. Reduction k Ref., ptd.
Utah Con
Va. Car. Cbem., pfd
Wolverine

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Bate. Amt.

Auessments

Company.

Cablefl through Hay-
den. Stone fc Co , N. T.

Belcher, Nev
Bullion, Nev
Caledonia
Douglas, Idaho
Etna-King. Cal
Grand Pacific, Cal..
Helios. Cal
Imlay, Nev
Morrison, Nev
Nassau Cop., Cal
Nevnda-Falrview. ..

Occidental C^«n., N..
Ore C«»bre, Cal
Raymond-Illinois ..

Rayniond-IlllnoiB ..

Raymond-Illinois ..

Sailor Consol., Cal..
SbebaG. ft 8., Utah.
Sierra Nevada. Nev.
Wabash, Itab
Yellow Jacket. Nev..

Dellnq.

Sept. 18
Sept. 12
Sept. 12
Sept. 16
Sept. 15
Aug. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 26
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 2:1

Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Doc.
Sept.
Jnly
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Sept.
Oci.
Oct.

Amt.

Monthly Average Prices of Metali

AVEUAGE I'RICE OF SILVER

Mootb.

$544,690
31,876
37.500

1 ,000,000

875,000
1,000,000

1,600,000

76,876
23,438
103,866
767,662

4D5.000
262,600
131,123
20,000
180,000
5(),0()0

210,000
150.000
69,187

300,000
360,000
4.50,000

$0.10
0.06
0.10

003
02

0.02
0.02
0.01

01
lU

0.02
0.10

0.02J
0.00}
O.OOj
O.Oflt

0.01
0.10
0.10

06
0.15

January

—

February...
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October—
November.

.

December..

Year 66.7911 30.868

New York.

1906. 1907.

66.288
66.108
64 597
64 766
66.976
66.394
66.106
66 949,68

67 927 ..

69.523 ..

70.8131..
69 050, .

.

London.

1906. 1907

31.769
31.862
31.326
30 263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637

New York, cents per fine ounce;
pence per standard ounce.

London,

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPEE

NEW lOBK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February.

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November.
December

18.310
17.869
18.361
18 375
18.475
18.442
18 190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21 833
22.886

24.404
24.869
25.065
24.224
24.048
22.666
21.130
18.356

18.419
18.116
18.641
18.688
18.724
18.719
18.585
18.706
19.328
21 722
22.398
23.350

24.825
26.236
25.560
25.260
25,072
24.140
21.923
19.265

78.869
78.147
81.111
84.793
84.867
83 994

81.167
83.864
87.831
97.269
100.270
105.226

106.739
107.366
106.694
98.626
102.376
97.272
96.016
79.679

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN A J. NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March

36 390
86.403
36.662
38.900
43 313
39.260

41.5481
42.102
41.313
40.938
43.149;
42.1201

37 275 41.091

August
Seiitember.
October . .

.

November

.

December..

Av. year.

.

40^606
40 516
42.852
42 906
42.760

37.667

April
May
June

39.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July
August—
September
October
November.
December

.

Year

New York. London,

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907

5.600
6.464
6.350
6.404
5.685
5.760
6.760
6.760
6 750
6.760
6 750
6.900

6 000 16

6 000]l6,

6 000 15
6 000 15

6.00046.
6.7W) 16.

6.288
6.250

6.657 17.370

19.828
19 531
19.703
19.976
19.688
20.188
20.360
19.063

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New Y'ork. St. Louis. London.

1906.
]

1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January 6.487 6.732 6.337 6.682 28.226 27.126

February . .

.

6 076 6 814 6.924 6.664 26.844 25.938

March 6.209! 6.837 6 056 6 687 24 663 26.094

April 6.078 6.686 6.931 6 636,25 781 26.900

May 6.997 6.441 5.846 6.29127.000 26.663

6.006 6.419 6.948 6.269|27 728 24.469

July 6.006 6.072 5.8,56 5.922 26.800 23.860

August 6 027 6 701 6 878 6.55l!26.938 21.969

September .. 6.216 6.056 27.663

October 6.222 6 070 28.075

Noveml>er . . 6 376 6.226 27 791

December. .. 6.693 6.443 27.938

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St .Ixiuls. cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long .ton.
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Present Labor Conditions in Mexico
The Characteristics of the Mexican Peon, Mode of Life and Effi-

ciency as a Workman. Bad Results of Raising Wages in Sonora

B Y A H . T A Y S ==

. -As Soon as llic old Spanish Conqiiisla-

dorfs hail mastered the many tribes of

agricuhural Indians inhabiting Mexico,

they virtually enslaved the natives, and

large estates, working hundreds of men,

became the rule. The caballcro (the man
on horseback or who could ride) had

manv men at his beck and call, and did

Past Conditions

Until al)out 15 years ago the laborer's

condition in most parts of Mexico was

practically slavery. In the agricultural

districts the f-'"" (laborer) received a

general wage of one feso per week, and a

ration of about two-thirds of a bushel of

corn. On this he was supposed to live

was an easy matter, for most of the tribes

were t<iieblo or town Indians, who lived by

labor of some kind and were farmers in

a small way; and so ingrained is this in-

stinct, we may call it, that the .Mexican

laborer in the mines, today, will quit a two

or three ficso per day job, and hie him
nflf to some place to plant a few pecks of

MKXICAN MI.VEKS AT ZACATKCA>

This phuiugiapli sliuns ilie piiuiiiive luetbod of carrying the ore out of tbe mines by manpower, nbicU lUc steam cagluc- bas superseded.

little for himself. So thoroughly was this

idea ingrained in the Mexican of the bet-

ter class, that up to a few years ago he

considered it beneath him to carry any

article, however small, in the streets. That

was what mozos (servants) were for.

This sentiment is rapidly disappearing

of late years. The young Mexican is be-

ginning to learn that work is not thought

to be degrading in other civilized coun-

tries ; and that, if he wishes to hold his

own in the world, he must be able to

"rustle" with hand and brain.

•General manager, UnltPd Mining Com-
pany, r»enver. Colo.

and raise a family. This was for a full

grown, married man, who was supposed

to work from sun to sun ; and, to insure

that he did, the patron saw that he got

a daily task that only the best men could

finish in 12 hours. The ordinary laborer

often completed only four or five tasks,

1 ut his time was counted on si.x tasks for

a week's work, for which he got the peso.

In the mines up to 20 years ago, men
rarely received more than 50 ccntavos per

day's task, and no ration. Boys under 15

rarely received more than a real per day

for any kind of work.

To make laborers of the Mexican Indian

corn, as soon as the rainy season sets in.

He will stay with it until he considers it

safe to make a crop, and will then re-

turn to work until harvest time, when he

will again drop work to gather in his

c;np. Sh.iuld one remonstrate with him

and try to show him what a loss it is the

icply will be: "Ves, that may be so. but

then, I w.-ml to eat roasting ears." .\nd

this ends it. Many enterprises employing

Mexican labor are hampered, more or

less, at the beginning of each rainy season

by men leaving to put in their crop of

com. As mining and manufacturing in-

creases, however, this custom is dying ouc.
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Peonage

The fucblo Indians converted into la-

borers, finally became commercial slaves

although nominally free men. The wild

nomad tribes, however, were never con-

quered by Spain, and were only finally

subdued through annihilation by the Mex-

ican Government.

The easy going Indian laborer was ir-

responsible as a financier or provider, and

when he needed a few pesos, he could get

it from the patron, as all ranch owners,

who employed men, were called, on condi-

tion that he work it out at one peso per

week. In this way, he became practically

a slave, often for life; for he had to

maintain his family, and had to have some

clothing and other things, and these were

always furnished at advanced prices. He
might never get any more cash, and in

way, and the pay ran from i to 2;/; pesos

per month and board.

.\ltered Conditions

Throughout most of the country, north

of the City of Mexico, these ronditions

no longer prevail. During the last 10 years

the demand for laborers in the new mines,

smelters, railroads, and general industrial

enterprises, has caused a gradual increase

in wages, until now the field hand earns

from so centavos to a peso a day, while

the miner earns from I to 3 pesos per

day. The new industrial enterprises have

drawn on the farming and ranch districts

for hands, and as the available native la-

bor population is not large, there is a

general lack of labor in all industries.

The call for labor is greater than can be

supplied by the native population ; and

The Government is a strong centralized

autocracy and is making rapid strides to-

ward the republican form, on which ii

was founded ; but on account of the ignor

ancc of the masses, general suffrage is

out of the question for a time yet, and the

less educated of the governing classes are

still inclined to be despotic. In general

justice is still decided more according to

influence than on the merits of the case.

All of these conditions are improving

rapidly and along proper lines; but

chaotic conditions having ruled so long

it will be a number of years yet before

Mexico can guarantee the higher class

of immigrants the conditions they demancj

and can find in the United States or

Canada.

.Another thing that has militated against

Mexico is, that until a year or two ago.

a few years he might owe more than he

could ever pay at the rate of liquidation.

However, if the man died, this debt died

with him ; but during life -he was a slave,

and was expected to be on hand every day

unless prevented by sickness. Should a

man run away or absent himself from

work without good cause, he could be

punished in many ways, even by whipping.

Should he run away and be brought back

by one of the sobresalienles (mounted

men used especially for hunting runa-

ways) of his patron, he could be punished,

and be compelled to pay all the costs of

his capture.

Women were never put in the fields or

at man's work, to the honor of the Span-

iard and Mexican be it said, but she was

employed about the house in a general

PAPOGO INDIA.NS, SONORA, MEXICO

(Photographpd by W J McGee)

when it is taken into account that the de-

velopment of the natural resources of the

country is in its infancy, it will be seen

that immigration is the only remedy.

A high class of laborers such as Ger-
mans, English, Irish, French or the North
Country inhabitants can hardly be ex-

pected to seek Mexico as a home, con-

sidering its present crude form of justice.

The constitution is all right; the laws are

of the best ; the Government is reaching a

high plane and the Federal officials mean
well, as a rule; but the administration of

justice, outside of the main cities, is crude

and erratic, .^t times a country judge, if

backed by some high State official, will

ignore orders of even the Federal Su-
preme Court, and for that matter, of the

President himself, if it suits his ends.

there was no chance for the immigrant
day laborer, due to the sufficient supply

of native labor and his low wages. Con-
ditions are changing almost daily, and it

will not be long before the better class of

laborer can count on ample protection if

he desires to become a citfzen, and upon
good wages, for Mexico is bound to pro-

gress along all lines, as its natural re-

sources are almost boundless, and are

awaiting development.

Coolie Labor

In the meantime Mexico will have to

depend in part upon labor imported from
China and Japan. Chinese have been com-
ing to the country for years in rapidly in-

creasing numbers, .ind they make indus-

trious, peaceable and, on the whole, rather
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desirable citizens. They make good min-

ers and are easily managed. The Mex-

ican laborer eyes the Chinaman with

suspicion. But the Chinaman is wise and

wily; he has himself baptized, cuts his

hair, dresses in the .\merican way and

often takes unto himself a Mexican wife

from the workinc; c1,ts<!. When he has

lip with a .Mexican woman, .•\fter that,

the rest have no trouble. The Chinaman

is a good provider, treats his womankind

well, and is kind to his family. The Mex-
ican laborer is all to the contrary as a rule,

and his women, seeing this, do not hesi-

tate to prefer the Chinamen. .Anyway,

once the Chinamen -start mnrryinR they

Efficiency of N'ATi\'e Labor

The efficiency of the native laborer va-

ries in different parts of the country. In

northern Mexico and on the west coast

he is a pure Yaqui or Mayo Indian, be-

longs to some other tribe closely allied to

the old Aztecs, or he is a cross between

these and the Spaniard. As a riilr. the

Crusliing Quartz Thp Water Ponk^v

/A Hard Bit of Trail Loading Matte

SCENES IN THE SIERRA MADRE

a chance, the Chinaman proves himself to

be a good "mixer," and he prospers. He
adopts the country's religion for a pur-

pose, as the following sign which ap-

pear? above the door of a shop proves

:

"Jesus' Ley Sen—Groceries."

In a given locality the trouble is for

the first Chinamen to get married or take

usually make a clean sweep, and often get

the pick of the native (labor class)

women. This makes the Mexican native

angry, but, as a rule, he rather admires

the enterprise of the Oriental.

Japanese, so far, have not taken well

to Mexico, and it is doubtful if they will

ever go there in great numbers.

men are well built and intelligent and

make good workmen. They are character-

istically irresponsible, happy, fatalists.

They are poor providers, and never be-

lieve in looking out for the morrow. In

fact, many would consider that "a doubt-

ing of Divine Providence," as they ex-

press it. The children of this class .-re
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"bright and respond readily to education

;

and froin these ranks will come many of

the future leading men of the country,

and that too, within the next generation.

The chief laboring class of the country

around about the City of Mexico for 200

miles belongs to the Otonii and allied

tribes. They are of a lower class, are, as

a rule, addicted to pulque drinking and arc

dull and stupid. Pulque is the fermented

juice of the maguey plant and has a nar-

cotic effect. Men of this class make poor

and inefficient workers and in a few.

generations they are doomed to extinction.

The native Mexican laborer is clannish

and prone to adhere to his employer if

treated at all fairly. He will "soldier,"

of course, if allowed to, but what laborer

can beat the so-called American miner as

a killer of time and as a chronic kicker

for big wages and his imagined rights?

any number of men striking, but the mo-

ment these begin to interfere with other

men taking their places, or the moment
they begin to destroy property, the Fed-

eral Governinent takes a hand, and the

leaders will, in all probability, be shot

without trial. There are many things our

own Government could learn from Mex-
ico that would in no way impair its effi-

ciency or jeopardize the rights of true

citizens. The intelligent, law-abiding, de-

cent citizen should be guaranteed full pro-

tection of life, liberty and conscience, as

well as, or even in preference to, the la-

bor unions which arc often composed of

foreigners and roughs controlled by un-

scrupulous leaders, calling themselves

.\mericans, while they and their organiza-

tions trample on, not only the first, but,

every principle of our Magna Charta.

I'ut, I .'Mil digressinR.

Iiis family from actual want for the rest

of the week, he will work three days only

and this causes a need of double the men
to do the same amount of work. More-
over as he has no idea of saving for a

rainy day, should he have a few dollars

ahead and not dissipate it viciously, he

rarely spends it on his family or in fix-

ing up his home, but will buy himself a

$25 blanket, a $30 hat, or if he wants to

put on extra style, he buys a $40 pistol

But he may have other tendencies, and

the extra money often induces him to

try gambling, drinking and other vices.

The results are that he spends all he

makes, plays his credit for all he can and

becomes dissipated, and in a few years is

useless as a worker.

The increase in wages is good and

should come, but gradually, as the native

iirows up to it and becomes imbued with

i

'•V f-\
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However, the Mexican laborer is quick

to see when an employer means business,

and he appreciates it at once and admires

the superior who exacts compliance, if it is

done decently. He often strikes, if he

thinks he has been imposed upon, but; as

a rule, his strikes only last a day or two,

for as he is unorganized, and never has

a cent ahead, the empty larder at home
forces him to go to work again whether

his supposed wrongs have been adjusted

to his liking or not. He is very amen-

nl'le to reason and fair play, and a little

tact goes a long way in managing him

satisfactorily.

No Chasce for Strikers

Strikes, as they are known in the

Vnited States, can never take place under

the present system of government in Mex-
ico. There is no objection to a man or

The Mexican laborer appreciates the

methods of the Federal Government, and

is a great respecter of property, and of

individual as well as public rights.

The Wage Scale

One of the present troubles in regard to

the labor question is how to adjust the

wage scale equitably and justly for the

native. Up to a year or two ago he had

little, needed little, and cared for little.

He had never seen any of his kind in

better circumstances, and should any of

them get a few dollars, in an unexpected

way, they usually dissipated it in the most

reckless manner.

This being the fact, any money paid to

the native at first, above that required to

supply his daily needs, does harm in two
ways. He works only to live; if he earns

enough in three days to keep him and

the spirit of advancement and self better-

ment. In Sonora, the Greene company
has worked no end of harm by paying

wages twice what ordinarily would be de-

manded, and it has resulted in loss to the

company and no benefit to the laborer.

This problem is more serious than any

other that confronts the employer of la-

bor, at present, in Mexico.

The capacity of any crusher will depend

on the character of the material fed to it

and the size to which it is to be reduced.

In one case, recently, an Allis-Chalincrs

machine crushed 595 tons of iron ore, pro-

ducing a 3-in. product, in 30 min. or a; the

rate of 11,900 tons in 10 hours. Such a

capacity could not be maintained for a

full working day, only because of the im-

possibility of supplying sufficient ore.
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Mines of the Taviche District, Oaxaca, Mexico
The Veins Bearing the Silver Sulphide Ores Are Remarkably

Free From Faulting and Almosl Invariably Appear at the Surface

BY A. E. PLACE AND H. L. ELTON*
lilt 1 a\ idle Mining district is located

in and about the town of San Geronimo
Taviche, District of Ocotlan, State of

Oaxaca, Mexico. The present railroad

station is at Ocotlan. a distance of two
hours from the mines by horseback or

coach. The new railroad to Taviche is

m-arly complete, the station being in the

heart of the district. The whole sec-

tion is well covered by wagon roads. The
size of the district is about 60 square

miles half of which has been denounced
in one solid block of claims. The ques-

tion of supplies is satisfactory as shown
by the fact that there are more than 100

mines actually working within T5 miles of

the district.

GEOLOt.V -VXD Cl1.M.\TE

The chief rock is porphyry with andesite

lying on the east side of a large syenite

ilike which divides this camp from
(^ctolas. There seem to be no intrusions

of other rocks, and faulting is remarkably

rare. The veins nearly always appear on

the surface, the only exception being that

in some places there is a later deposition

of andesite, carrying breccia. This rock

seems to be the same as the underlying

andesite except that it carries the breccia

and does not show the veins even where
they are known to pass only a few feet

below. At various points in the camp
this capping occurs, and at these points

the veins do not show on the surface.

There are many points where the veins

can be seen to go under the cap and come
out on the other side. In several cases

the workings of mines have gone under
the covering, and in all cases the vein

has been found to be in its proper place,

and to be absolutely unaltered. This

capping is in most places only a few feet

thick, and generally occurs in small

patches. There are, however, places where
it is known to be 300 ft. thick. The pro-

portion of the ground so covered is con-

siderably below one fourth of the whole.

The camp lies from 5000 to 6000 ft.

above sea level. The climate is that of

continuous spring, the temperature vary-

ing from 40 deg. in the winter to 90 deg.

F. in the summer. These are the ex-

tremes. Ice and snow are unknown.

Ores

The ores are nearly all sulphides both

above and below the water line which is

generally above the loo-ft. level. There
is little water in the mines. All of the

ores are typical silver ores, and all of

•Consultlne engineers. Oaxaca. Mexico.

thcin carry gold in good quantities. The
most common ores are the light and dark

ruby and the black sulphides of silver.

Proustite and polybasite are the most fre-

quent and all occur in a quartz matrix.

Wherever the veins go below the capping,

the surface frequently shows irregular

streaks of calcitc. This disappears when
the true andesite is encountered. The
veins are all legitimate fissures, being

strong and continuous. Many of them
can be traced for miles on the surface. An
interesting point is that, up to date, no
vein showing good value on the surface,

has ever been found which cannot be de-

pended on to show good ore on the 100-

ft. level.

The shipping ores occur as .shoots, hav-

ing lenticular form horizontally, but they

are continuous in depth. Between these

shoots the vein matter is generally quartz

carrying commercial values, but varying

in the different mines. In the older veins,

the values are well distributed throughout

the vein, and the shoots are small and

not very persistent. The low-grade ores

are, however, of milling grade, and the

vein is large, sometimes exceeding 50 feet.

The Consuelo, at the i2S-ft. level, has a

body of ore 16 ft. wide assaying 1200

grams silver to the ton. The gold is not

regular, but averages about 8 grams. It

the Conejo Blanco there, is a body of ore,

on the 200-ft. level, 41 ft. wide which as-

says 700 grams silver and 8 grams gold

per ton. In this mine the gold value is

relatively high, frequently reaching 25 per

cent, of the total. In the San Francisco

the orebody measures from 4 to 40 ft.,

and is of milling grade even after sort-

ing out all the best ore for shipping. The
\'er6nica. La Cruz and San Nicolas are

other illustrations of the older veins.

Their principal characteristics are that

they are mineralized from wall to wall,

are large and appear on the surface as

outcrops frequently 20 ft. high.

Wherever these veins carry much ship-

ping ore it is found that some other vein

has approached closely or actually en-

tered the older one. In these the high-

grade ore is found in the form of a pay

streak, generally separated from the older

vein by clay, and bearing evidences of be-

ing a later opening of the hanging wall.

These streaks are seldom found in the

footwall and are always rich. It seems

that the second class of veins entered

by way of newer fissures which came to

the larger vein, already mineralized, and

there filled a reopening ^f the hanging

wall of the older vein. Although they

lie side by side in the larger vein, there

is a clearly defined dividing line between

the two. The new vein has had very lit-

tle effect on the older vein, which still

has good grade for milling purposes. The
newer vein is of good shipping ore. In

one case the second vein is found to have

passed through the older vein, continuing

beyond and always carrying shipping ore.

It has had no effect on the larger vein,

which is neither faulted nor altered chem-

ically.

Other Veins

The second type of vein appears as

branches of the older ones. These seem

to have been made by a later fissuring

that had for its starting point the older

vein, and from these veins the newer frac-

tures ran diagonally for varying distances ;

in some cases forming cross veins joining

two of the older seams. Where these do

not join two older veins, they have the

characteristics of gash veins, although they

carry extremely rich ore. Their perman-

ency in depth has not been proved. Up
to date no mine has been known to pinch

out.

Where the second-class veins join two

or more of the older veins well formed

walls are found. Sometimes these have

short sections that show clay, but they

are generally frozen. The ore is the same

width as the vein and there is practically

no low-grade ganguo.

Such veins run from an inch to 6 it.

wide, and are made up of lenses which

in the lower levels make ore shoots. The
origin of these veins is still doubtful.

The grade of ore is always shipping and

the best is where the vein is widest.

In many camps only certain classes of

veins carry values, and the balance are

nearly barren. This is not true of Ta-

viche. In several cases are found three

and four veins of different classes in the

same claim and all carrying shipping ore.

The direction of the vein has no effect on

the value of the ore ; they are generally

parallel, but some are diagonal. The gen-

eral direction is northwest and southeast.

Cl.^ssification of Ore

The average value of the first-class ore

of the camp, as sold to the ore buyers,

is from 10 to 30 kg. silver and 25 to 400

grams gold. The second-class ore runs

from 4 to 10 kg. silver and 10 to 30 grams

gold. The third-class ores run from i^
to 4 kg. silver and 5 to 25 grams

gold.

The new smelter which has just been

blown in at the City of Oaxaca, the

smelter at Magdalena and the fact that
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there are numerous ore buyers insure a

satisfactory ore treatment.

There are now working in Taviche the

following properties : Cubilcte group ; La
Suerte ( Rickards estate) ; El Chivo

(Stein estate); Vichache; Ossian No. 9;

Rosita ; Rosario; Ossian No. 8; .\nita

;

Anita Grande : San Carlos ; Providencia :

San Jose; Mariposa; Central group; La
Cruz; Benjamin; Conejo Colorado group;

Conejo Blanco group; Veronica group;

Carpintero group ; Lucky Cuss ; Protec-

tora; San .Angelo group; La Union; Las

Mujeres; Triangulo; Zapote group; Es-

cuadra ; San Juan ; El Orden ; Fresno ;

Belvoir ; San Francisco ; Consuclo ; Sel-

ma ; Trinidad; Faisen; Dos Cabezas;

El Duende Esperanza ; Huevo ; Boston ;

Silver Hill; Ossian No. 4; Madera;
Sacramento; Providencia; Detroit group;

Altona; Esperanza y Ane.xas ; Juanita :

Aurora; and Southern Cross.

Reform in Monetary System of

the United States

• George E. Roberts, until recently the di-

rector of the U. S. Mint, and now presi-

dent of the Commercial National Bank of

Chicago, in an address before the Ne-
braska State Bankers' Association at

Omaha. Sept. 19, on "The persistent agi-

tation for some change in our momentary
system which will give a degree of elas-

ticity to it," said that he believed such a

reform was needed, and that the need
would become more and more imperative

as the country grows. With reference to

the establishment of a central bank, Mr.
Roberts said

:

"I would adopt the general plan of the

great foreign banks, but I would not have
the central bank in this country do a gen-

eral banking business. I would make it an
institution to do business with and for the

other banks. If you have any prejudice

against the word, suppose we do not call

it a bank but a central agency for the

existing banks, through which they are to

perfnrm certain functions which will be

serviceable to them and to the community.
It should take over nil the Government
moneys, just as the foreign banks do.

That would end the whole ve.xed problem
of Government deposits,

"Every bank in the country, by reason

of its stock in the central organization,

would have its proportionate benefit from
the Government deposits. The central

organization should have the privilege of

note issue up to, say $100,000,000, and
more under a tax provision. It should

make loans only to its stockholders on
good, live bills receivable as collateral, or

by rediscounts of paper which they en-

dorse. I do not believe it would be wise

for the central bank to loan on bonds or

stocks at all ; I think it would be safer

to keep that door absolutely closed and
confine the operations of the bank to the

strictly commercial field, handling paper

which is based on staple commodities on

their way to market. There would be no

danger then that its resources would be

tied up indefinitely in unavailable assets.

Its paper would be constantly changing,

and the bank would always be in shape to

lulp keep business moving."

Copper'Mines of Mexico

Salt Production in Mexico

A United States Consular report on

the production of salt in the district of

Manzanillo describes the primitive method
of extracting the salt from the many shal-

low Kigoons along the coast. .At a con-

venient place, generally at high water

mark, the following is constructed : On
top of four strong posts, placed upright

and protruding out of the ground about

6 ft., a flat covering is built on poles ; on

top of these about a 3-ft. thickness of dry

ijrass or straw is placed. When com-

pleted it is a flat-roofed shed with straw-

covering. This is to serve as the filter.

Underneath this a receiving bowl is made
of stone and lime inortar. .A.t one side of

the filter and bowl the evaporating pans

are made of lime mortar, being shallow

tanks not over 6 in. deep and divided into

squares of about 150 superficial feet each.

This completes the salt works. A layer

of earth of one-fourth to one-half inch

is then scraped daily from the e.xposed

land that was covered with water when
the lagoon was full in the wet season.

This earth is carried in baskets on men's

heads to the top of the filter and emptied

on the straw roof. Water is then filtered

through the earth and straw, and falls

into the receiving bowl highly charged

with salt. The liquid is passed to the

evaporating pans, this being done with

earthen jars. The sun evaporates the wa-
ter and leaves the pure salt, which is

piled up in the sun to dry. It is then

packed in bags and conveyed by mules to

the market.

The cost of making this salt is about

$3.50 U. S. gold per ton, and it sells for

at least twice that amount, even when the

prices are lowest. It is considered the

best obtained in the Republic, and com-
mands the highest price. About 15,000

tons arc now produced each year during

the three months' season. With machin-

ery much more could be made, and no
doubt at much less cost. There is a

ready market for many times the quantity

now produced.

The Ely Townsite Company, 25 Broad
street. New York, is publishing a series

of monthly bulletins, called "Watch Ely
Grow," which show by photographs, in a

very interesting way the progress in the

construction of the works of the Steptoe

Valley Smelting and Mining Company,
and also other developments at Ely and
vicinity.

The Department of Fomento of Mex-
ico, corresponding closely to our Depart-

ment of the Interioi:, has recently issued

a statement to the effect that there are in

the Republic more than 1000 mines oper-

ating principally for copper. Of these

the state of Jalisco leads with 302; Son-"

ora has 234, Michoacan, 95; Lower Cali-

fornia, 65 ; Chihuahua, 53, and Durango
51. The properties of Jalisco are, how-

ever, comparatively small and the pro-

duction light, so that for tonnage the,

state of Sonora with its Cananea camp i^

well in the lead, while Lower California,

with the Boleo Copper Company, is a

close second.

This latter company, though seldom

heard of, because of its isolated position

and of the fact that its shipments are all

made to Europe, is nevertheless smelting

more than 25,000 tons of ore and produc-

ing about 2,000,000 lb. of copper each

month. The company's holdings consist

of II groups of mines, most important of

which are the Soledad, Providencia,

Purgatoria and Las Briscas. Twenty
miles of railroad connect the mines with

the smelter at Santa Rosalia, and a fleet

of sailing vessels belonging to tl>e com-
pany connect that port with Guaymas,

Sonora.

The latest reports from this territory

of Lower California are to the effect

that rich placer ground is being found on

the Rio Tia Juana (Aunt Jane river"),

about 80 miles southeast of San Diego.

Cal., and that a large Los Angeles com-

pany is preparing to start dredging opera-

tions.

July Production of Gold in

tfie Transvaal

The returns for July show that gold to

the e.xtent of 532,711 oz., of a value of

£2,262,813 was produced in the Transvaal.

Of this total the Rand contributed 313,-

655 oz. valued at £2,181,867. The total

increase over June amounted to 25,699

oz. The following details of the twelve

leading producers on the Rand arc

given

:

stamps. (.,:^0'^!j oz. value.

Koblnson 210 3:t,900 22,814 £96,908
Simmer k .Tack,

.

320 611,700 22,435 95,29H

Village Main..., 22(1 38,1(K) 19,379 82,817
Robinson Deep,, 30l) 4(1,339 18,078 76,79(1

Onsan 220 33,(KH) 16,S38 66,001
Crown Deep 2(HI 31,925 14,838 63,113
Angelo 20(1 29,590 13,890 59.0(11

Nourse Mines 180 33,580 13.848 6H.84;f

wit. Deep 220 33,170 13,620 67,42'.i

Forrolrra 12(i 23.4110 13,078 55.r,62

Ferrolrra IlHop.. )20 12.500 12,893 64,76(1

Klelntonteln 200 32,.i2.'-) 12.309 52,283

.\s regards profits, the Robinson com-

pany reached the high point attained in

June and declared a profit of £65,070. The
Simmer & Jack's profit was £39,611.
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Traveling on the West Coast of Mexico
Notes on an Interesting Region o( Mtxnu. What the Traveler Needs

and What He Will Find. Some Business and Mining Conditions

BY DWIGHT E. WOODBRIDGE*
Some conditions existing in the west

coast of Mexico have been discussed in

the columns of the Journ.\l heretofore.

The following notes will be of service to

the traveler who may be taken, by interest

or curiosity, to that region.

Essentials in Traveling

Whatever else the traveler dispenses

with, let him have good riding mules.

They are rather expensive in Sinaloa now
on account of the demand that has just

sprung up for railway construction and a

good-gaited animal for riding will cost,

say, $150. A good iiioso, one who can be

trusted to take care of the animals and

knows the roads and waterholes, is abso-

lutely essential. He can usually supply

packmules. It is important that he be

delicacies of expression and shades of

meaning, is quite another matter. The
Spanish of Mexico and of Castile are two

different things, and there is no slight di-

vergence between the Spanish of the edu-

cated Mexican and his peon. The latter

is clipped and run together full of slang

not of the nicest varieties, and hard to

follow.

Speaking of the language, there is the

word atiHood. meaning a certain measure

of corn. It is a curious survival of the

Moors in Spain, banished hundreds of

years ago from the mother country. This

word has remained in the Mexican dic-

tionary to this day.

Wages and Efficiency

There is a constant tendency on the

Guns and .Ammunition

Americans who go into the west side of

Mexico for the first lime—and often later

—carry too much in the way of shooting

irons. A revolver is good enough to have

always at hand, for there is no telling

what need may come ; therefore the gun

to take is a Colt's officers' model, 38 or

44, with smokeless ammunition. As for

bigger equipment, all a man wants is some-

thing for game, which is plentiful. The
natives are too quiet and peaceable to

make any further provision for warding

off attack than the Colt at all necessary.

.\ i6-gage Winchester pump gun, with

plenty of buckshot and birdshot cart-

ridges, is the proper thing. This will give

the opportunity for shooting quail and

piifeons as well as larger edible wood

-^^^^^^^te^4N*%
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TYPICAL WEST SIERRA HOME OF SO.ME

IMPORTANCE

CALLE DE PLAS .\LT0S. MAZATLAN. DUE WEST THERE IS NOTHING
NEARER THAN HAWAII. SEAWALL IN FORECROU.VD

made to do his full work, especially at

first, and without assistance from the

employer. If one finds that he is over-

charging in the settlement of bills at the

rate of about one real per peso, it is not

well to complain. It is the custom of

the country, and was expected by the

mo20 when he made his bargain. It is

his little graft. It is well to know some-
thing of the special dishes of the region, so

that in getting a meal one can flatter the

divinity of the kitchen by asking for food

ether than the interminable torlitia and
the omnipresent frijol. Some knowledge of

Spanish is essential, not only to comfort

but to progress of any sort. A smattering

is easily learned, though to speak the lan-

guage well, understanding its idioms, its

•Mining pnglnecr. Pulnth. Minn.

part of .\mericans to pay too high wages,

thus upsetting normal conditions, making

the peon less capable or desirous of con-

tinued labor, and increasing the cost of

every article used. Grant Bros., con-

tractors for the Southern Pacific, did this

when they made the wage rate through

Sinaloa $1.50 per day
; $1 would probably

have secured as many men. They feared

not, had been paying the higher scale far-

ther north, and decided to continue it in

the south. They are contractors, but are

building the road on a 10 per cent, guar-

antee. The same unnecessary liberality

is shown by many, and in many other

ways, and is having a bad effect on labor

conditions. It is true among Mexicans,

as among all other people, that a high

wage scale and efficiency are diametrically

opposed.

birds, and also will take care of deer and

peccaries if one cares to shoot the latter.

The bill of fare can be made much more

varied by an occasional hunt.

While the .\merican is usually accorded

careful consideration, and receives due at-

tention, there are times when this is not

so. A man may sleep unguarded and in

perfect safety night after night in the

street of some pueblocito or under some

sheltering ramada or tree, but he may
suddenly come to grief. There are wan-

dering robbers in the region, just as there

are in the United State?, and several

times this season foreigners have been at-

tacked and robbed ; one or two have been

killed.

Foreigners and Business

.•\s one arrives at Mazatlan and Man-
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zanillo, farther down tlic coast, he finds

more Americans, most of whom are en-

gaged in tnisiness and many of whom
have bei-n in the country many years. At

Mazatlan there is an American club, the

Lotus—a rather appropriate name by the

way—whose hospitable hitchstring is al-

ways out (or any American who deserves

it. At Manzanillo several .'Vmericans are

in business and the town, which will be-

come a very important port as soon as

the long delayed railway is completed,

connecting it with the main system of the

republic, at Guadalajara, is fairly active.

This railway is under construction and

would have been completed long ago but

for accidents natural to a road in such a

territory. It crosses an immense barran-

ca between Xapotlan and Tuxpan, and the

work has been swept away more than

once. But now things are so far ad-

vanced that it is expected the line will be

in operation this year. It will give Mc.x-

.
ico another transcontinental line and make

gulf to Guaymas. If time permits they

will. They are two fast, Clyde-built ocean

vessels, and do not stop at any American

port.

A Prospector's Imagination

While at La Paz, Baja California, I ran

across a trifling incident that proves the

whole world kin, and how like his brother

elsewhere is the Mexican prospector. An
engineer, on his way into the interior of

the peninsula, showed me a blueprint map
of the property he was on the way to ex-

amine. It was a considerable property,

with some tliousands of meters of under-

ground development, shafts,.,tunnels, drifts

and stoped ground, carrying good silver

values, and assay notations on the print

giving explicit statements of the charac-

ter of the lode. His trip was not a pleas-

ant one; the country is waterless and

without supplies, very rough and at that

time of year intensely hot. On his return

to tlic mainland lie told me that there was

tite ores in the interior, unavailable for

the present at least, and several mine>

more or less active, north of San Jose dcE

Cabo, near the southern end of the pen-

insula, the chief mining interest of the

region is that of the Boico Copper Com-
pany,' at Santa Rosalia, near Guaymas.
The Boleo company controls the coast

for many miles, under concessions from
the Mexican government, and is a very

serious obstacle to any outside prospecting

operation, not only within its limits, but

outside of tliem. The company does not

desire too much company along the penin-

sula and has succeeded in discouraging

many embryo enterprises. Boleo is one
of the Rothschild activities and, in com-

mon with many affairs of ttiat great house,.

is maintained under as tight a bar of

secrecy as that imperial house can pro-

vide. It is impossible for the stranger to

\ isit the mines or smelter, unless he creeps

ill unknown to the management. He can-

licit walk ill Santa Rosalia except on a few

.\.'>,. . i.i.SiUt MILLS OK GUADALOUPF. DE LOS REYES.

THE .MOST IMPORTANT MINE IN SINALCV

FREIGHT II.NNDLING AT MAZATLAN. PEONS CARRYING

GOODS TO THE LANDING STAGE

the most northerly connection of the na-

tional railways with the west coast. Many
millions of dollars have been spent on the

harbor of Manzanillo, and much is ex-

pected from the port.

Much of the business of the region is in

German hands. At Mazatlan Germans
are engaged in banking and merchandizing,

and their houses carry large and varied

stocks, their goods coming by ship around
the Horn. Many sorts of European goods
can be bought at prices much less than in

the States, but articles naturally imported
from the north are high.

In addition to the Compania Naviera,

with a number of ships, and the Pacific

Coast Steamship Company, running the

"Curacao," the Pacific Mail runs two or

three ships a month between San Fran-

cisco and Panama, touching at Mazatlan

and Acapulco. There is a new Canadian
line running from Vancouver to Mazat-

lan under a heavy subsidy, $50,000 from
the Canadian Government, and $100,000

from Mexico, for 12 sailings a year. This

line has made but two sailings, and it is

not yet decided if its ships will go up the

no mine at all ; instead of llic development

shown by the map there was none—noth-

ing but one or two shallow test pits and

trifling open cuts, scarcely as much as as-

sessment work, showing an apparently

worthless lode. The man who had brought

this property to the attention of investors

had nothing to gain by misrepresentation

;

on the other hand, everything to lose.

There seems to be an inherent desire on

the part of many prospectors to make a

good showing, even though they know
the facts will disprove their statements.

Lower California

Baja California, by the way, is probably

mineralized to a considerable degree, but

its repellent climatic conditions arc such

as to preclude explorations over a large

part of its area except at heavy expense.

Over much of the peninsula no rain has

fallen for a long time; in some parts there

has been none for seven years. So there

is no vegetation
; there are no supplies, no

wells, nothing but the bare rocks rising

from the salt water of the ocean. While
there are considcr.ThIc deposits of hema-

prescribed streets, and he cannot secure-

accommodation for a night at the one
civilized hotel in the place without an or-

der from the manager of the company. If

he is in the employ of th^ company as a

common miner, he has recently had his

wages raised from 62.sc. a day, gold, to $1,

because he has been very hard to get hold

of just now: he is unable to buy supplies-

of any nature other than in the company
store or to live under a roof not owned by

the company. If he arrives at Santa Ro-

salia on a Mexican ship he goes ashore in

a small boat; if on an American, he steps-

off at the pier, but both ship and pier are-

lined with Mexican soldiers and Rurales,.

in company pay, to make sure that no man
gets away except those permitted by the-

managenieiit—doubtless a very necessary

provision.

Operations at Boleo

Some of the methods of the Boleo com-

pany are rather archaic, and are interest-

ing from that point of view; others are-

well up to date. The company operates lo-

small blast furnaces of capacity for, say,.
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150 tons each. It makes part of its min-

eral into black copper, mattes the rest, and
^hips matte and some ore to Europe for

treatment. Its equipment is largely French,

though there are some American and some
~^wiss machines at the works. Coal and
'ike are imported from Germany, at low

freights, and the method of handling car-

goes is antiquated, ships of from 4000 to

5000 tons remaining in the harbor for

months while unloading. Boleo ores are

in bedded conglomerates, tuffs and sand-

stones ; the mineralized beds are from 2 to

10 ft. thick and average about 4 per cent,

copper, though in places nuich richer. No
concentration is attempted, ores are hand-

sorted and fines are briquetled. Boleo"s

production is not far from 20,000,000 lb. a

year, and it is the only large mine on the

peninsula. It is generally believed that

the monopolistic concessions under which
it now operates will bo abrogated or much
modified as soon as the present terms

expire.

doors every night, under ramadas, in the

shade of trees, in corrals, on the village

streets, or wherever we could; our cloth-

ing and valuables laid in tlie most con-

venient places near us, and no guard was
uKiintained, but never was the smallest

article stolen. Indeed, losses of trilling

valuables were so few as to be beneath

mention, the natives picking up and re-

luming anything they found. To be sure

they had a method of getting even, as

sure, perhaps, by overcharges for accom-

modations, but this is always subject to

negotiation and revision.

The labor question is a serious one

;

so great is the present advance of im-

provement and such the call for men that

:'ny new enterprise must regard the prob-

lim as one of the most important and per-

plexing it will be called up6n to meet.

Not only arc mine enterprises increasing,

but the railway situation is such that a

great drain has come upon the supplies of

the region, a district which is limited iii/

no pure-food law in Mexico, or, if there

is, it is not heeded. Certain sugar fac-

tories in the Culiacan district utilize their

v/astc low-grade molasses, fermenting and
distilling it and manufacturing ilierefrom,

by the aid of Llie organic chemist and the

color-label printer, every variety nf liquor

tliat man can want. These include any-

thing from Scotch and Canadian whisky
to champagne, from sparkling burgundy
to chartreuse, and all the long list of

distilled liqueurs of France. It is oidy fair

to state that these nimierous compounds
are recognized much more readily by their

diverse labels, colors and packages than by

any marked diversity of flavor. But a

large and remunerative trade is done
down the coast in these alluring blends,

and llicy seem to have the desired effect.

'! here are many factories producing, fnm*
the leaf of the maguey plant, both rope

and Icquila, the former a harsh, sharp

and stiff article, almost universally used,

and tlie latter a double distilled mescal.

-I E.VKS IN CUI.IAIAX, ]MK I MMTAI, OF .'ilNM.nv

La Paz is the seat of the v, esl-cuast pearl

fisheries, and a thriving trade is carried on

by an English syndicate, under conces-

sion, and a few independents who deny
the monopoly of the concessionaires. Pearls

of very large size and high value are some-
times found, and there are several cases

in which fortunate pearl fishers have been

enabled to retire from business on the re-

sult of one shell. I would suggest La Paz
as a suitable place of retirement for any
gentleman meaning to leave his country
for his country's good ; for there, in addi-

tion to the charms of seclusion, one may
meet characters so nearly identical with
those in Stevenson's "Treasure Island"

that they seem to be replicas.

Natives and Labor

The natives of the west coast are a rea-

sonably honest and very quiet people.

Possibly the long absence of foreigners

has something to do with this, for they

differ materially from those of Guana-
juato and elsewhere on the interior plateau.

For three months my party slept out of

u> men and in ns capacuy lo supply more ;

a region, too, where a few days' work
will provide the means of subsistence for

a long time. Russians, Chinese and Jap-

anese are coming in by the shipload, but

what these will amount to remains to be

found out. It is a rather curious com-
mentary that Chinese coolies and Russian

laborers are coming on the same ships by

the hundreds.

Manufacturinx

Considerable manufacturing is carried

en down the coast, chiefly in sugar, liquors,

cigarettes, matches, beer, leather and
leather work and small iron work. Ex-
cept for the few larger factories of these

articles the entire region is one of small

home shops, in which individual artisans

fabricate their single lines of hand-made
goods. There are many sugar mills along

the coast, some of them of considerable

size. Just now a German banking syndi-

cate is attempting to consolidate them all

into a big trust, after the plans so preva-

lent on both sides the .^tlanl)c. I here is

entitled to the same charactcri.cati(in.

Weak-willed Americans with a taste for

drink are somewhat liable to become

"tequila fiends," in which case their future

is reasonably certain.

Haciendas

In traveling through the interior one

v.ill ocasionally stumble across some ha-

cienda, the center, perhaps, of an estate

containing hundreds of square miles, with

its cool and commodious dwellings for

the Spanish patron, with flower-filled pa-

tios and scores of well-trained servants,

responding to the slightest wish ; and with

its great stocks of all kinds of goods, its

clerks, its factories, perhaps its mines, its

wide fields of maguay. pineapples, bananas,

corn, its forests, its villages of dependents

and its life like that of the Southern plan-

tation before the war. Its great man will

meet you with the most courtly hospital-

ity, will drive with you for an entire day

along a road through his own lands. He
may use a carriage made in South Bend,

with scats that can be manipulated as a
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Characteristics of Some Mexican Mining Regions
Discussion of Relationships between Geographic Features and Eco-

nomic Resources in Chihuahua, Sonora and Western Sierra Madrc

BY ROBERT T HILL
At tirst thought one is hardly inclined

to believe that the classitication of geo-

graphic provinces can have much relation

to mining, but inasmuch as in all the

territory south of the glaciated limit the

economic conditions of such industries as

mining, agricufturc. transportation, etc..

are largely conformable to well defined

geographic units, which in turn are de-

pendent upon geologic conditions, I hope

to show quite an intimacy between the

two subjects.

The Great Plains province, which

because it is obvious that such a thing is

an impossibility.

On the other hand, any proposition

from the Soiioran, the Rocky Mountain,

the Chihuahuan, or the Ncvadan prov-

inces is always worthy of at least a re-

spectful hearing, because we know that

the conditions exist in these provinces

for profitable mineral occurrence.

Two-FOLD Aspect of the North Amer-
ican Continent

In seneral the continent is divisible into

dering plains—The Atlantic Coastal plain,

extending along the foot of the Appal-

achians from Jersey City to Vera Crui,

Mexico, and the Great Plains, extending

along the eastern margin of the North

American Cordilleras from nearly the

Arctic circle to the Rio Grande.

These two great regions are each pecu-

liar and differ from one another in every

natural aspect, geologic composition,

structure, age and product. In fact in

very late geologic time—the Upper Cre-

t.'iccou< period—they were almost distinct

<C^^

- 1< '-i

covers an immense area in seven of our

States and Territories, may be taken as

an instance. The student of the distribu-

tion and possible occurrence of our eco-

nomic minerals can draw a line around

this vast country and set down the fact

that no metallic minerals do or can occur

there, for the geologic facts are abso-

lutely against such a condition. .\ny

reputable engineer would tell to a client

bringing a metallic mine from this prov-

ince that his project was worthless, simply

•Mining geologist, 25 Broad street. New
York

>1 M.UNTAIN OF THE l HIHI'AlirAN nEjKKT

I rbotograpbed by Robt. T. HIIK

greater subdivisions known as "regions,"

;'nd the regions in turn into provinces and

these provinces into countries and dis-

tricts. In many cases the smallest of

these subdivisions, the country or the dis-

trict, occupies a vast area, and of itself

constitutes a great natural economic unit.

Thus the Ncvadan country of the Sonor-

an province of the Cordilleran region is

of itself a unique and distinct country.

The two greater regions, in which the

continent is divisible, are known as the

.Appalachian and Cordilleran. Each of

these is attended bv a vast area of bor-

UK a: hkkv kuV'ii.ite;

continents, separated by a great arm of

the Atlantic Ocean, which was a north-

western extension of the Gulf of Mexico.

The vast Cordilleran region of itself,

from Alaska to the Isthmus of Tehuan-

tepec, in turn presents many distinct

provinces, including the Rocky mountains,

the Colorado plateau, the Mexican plateau,

the Sonoran province, the Sierra Nevada

and the Coastal Range (Pacific) province

of California.

Distinguishing Characteristics

Each of the provinces and districts is
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sui generis—a counlry to itself with great

Kcological, tloral, cllinologie and climatic

ilifFerences—and above all, of special in-

terest to mining men—each has its dis-

tinct type of ore occurrence as has been

found out at a sad cost by the so-called

"practical miner" who, when he goes from

his familiar province into another invari-

ably finds himself confused with unfamil-

iar conditions. The old California miner,

for instance, familiar with the great fis-

sure veins of the Sierra Nevada, has often

"turned down" the vast irregular bodies

of the Chihuahuan and Sonoran prov-

inces.

Localities and typical areas of these

provinces are familiar to every reader,

but strange to say their limitations and

hniiiulari!-< cannot be found corroctlv de-

crts, which are not even recorded or

named on any map. If the reader who is

familiar with Arizona, New Mexico,

Trans-Pecos Texas, or old Mexico, will

recall the fact, he will remember that he

can never find a map that "shows the

country." I have for many years tried

to secure the removal from the Land
Office map of the United States, the

United States Geological Survey map of

the United States, and the Oflicial State

Railway Commission map of Texas cer-

tain mythical mcnmtains which never ex-

isted in nature, and to have placed upon

those maps certain of the larger ones

which are always omitted.

GEOGRAfHic .\st> Economic Provinces

Along the southern belt of our Cordil-

features, but merely in a rambling man-
ner to call attention to some of their

salient characters and points of differ-

ence, and to endeavor to arouse some
interest among the ever traveling and in-

telligent mining man in assisting in bring-

ing about a more correct knowledge of

their boundaries.

The Chihuahuan Desert Province

Many years ago I called attention to

the fact that there were two distinct

.\mcrican deserts, which I named the

Chihuahuan and Sonoran deserts respec-

tivtly—names which scientists have since

generally accepted. The great Chihua-

huan Desert province surmounts the

Mexican plateau. Perhaps many readers

have crossed this province from east to

SUM.MIT PENEPLAIN OF THE WESTERN SIERRA MADRE. CHIHUAHUA

( Pliotographed by E. 0. Hovey)

lineated upon any atlas, nor are they

definitely known to anyone. In fact, it is

doubtful if any professor of geology in

the country could state correctly the loca-

tion of the southern end of the Rocky
mountains, the limitations of the Colorado

plateau, the boundaries and extent of the

great Chihuahuan and Sonoran deserts,

or of the great western Sierra Madre of

Mexico. That these vast provinces with

their cities and towns, their mines and
railroads, arc not even diagrammatically

recorded on our maps is a sad reflection

upon our governmental explorations, our

geographical societies, and our general

intelligence.

Mines have been opened, railways built,

and thousands of persons passing daily

sec great features like mountains and des-

leran country in the States and Terri-

tories of California, Arizona, New Mex-
ico, Trans-Pecos Texas, and the northern

tier of the States of Mexico, 10 of these

distinct geographic and economic prov-

mces are sharply differentiated and de-

fined in nature. These are the Pacific

Mountain province (Coast and Sierra

Nevada ranges), the Sonoran province

(Nevadan Mojavan, Arizonian, Sonoran,

and Sinaloan countries), the Colorado

Plateau province, the Rocky Mountain

province, the Chihuahuan Desert prov-

ince, the Western Sierra Madre province,

the Eastern Sierra Madre province, the

Great Plains province and the Atlantic

Coastal Plains province.

It is not my intention in the present

article to describe each of these great

west on the* Southern Pacific Railway

from Haymond, Texas, to Stein's" Pass,

N. M., and traveled its longer north-south

(direction between Santa Fe, N. M.. and

Queretaro, Mexico ; and yet the large

map which I have recently completed is

the first attempt so far as I am aware to-

outline its boundaries and limitations as-

an entirety.

Geologically the Chihuahuan Desert

presents the simple type of islands of iso-

lated mountain blocks surrounded by

vast plains or "bolsons" of desert waste.

The mountains are usually limestone or

igneous rock, or both. North of the Rio

Grande the limestones are mostly Pale-

ozoic, south of that stream they are Cre-

taceous. Interesting features of this

great desert province are its long arms.
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extending northward in New Mexico, a'ld

the manner in which it is cut into three

conspicuous districts by transveriing

groups of mountains.

Although all deserts may look alike to

those who erroneously compare their

clean rock powder, which tills the atmos-

phere, with the Kcruiladen dirt that blows

^bout the city streets, each of these dis-

tricts of the Chiluiahuan Desert presents

strong local differences of soil and ocono

mic features readily distinguishable to

geographers.

The Rio Grande flows in a channel cut

below the level of the Chihnahuan Desert

for nearly a thousand miles between the

Colorado line and the mouth of the Con-

chos, touching "bed rock" in only three

or four places.

The valuable mines of this area are

also peOlli.Tr Tli,> m-,- 1ir.,.|\ ,'Il;ir:i.-li'r-

01 view, it is a vast area of circumdc-

nudation—a higher island nf summit sur-

vival. It is a remnant of the ancient cor-

dilleran "peneplain"—or in plainer Hnii-

lish, 3 fragment of the old surface of the

cordilleran country as it was when it

.>tood four or five thousand feet nearer

sea level than now—and which has been

restricted to its present area by a rapid

continental uplift in more recent geolo^.{ic

time, resulting in destnictive erosion of

its borders.

There arc other islands of highland

like the Western Sierra standing here and

there above the average cordilleran level,

like the Colorado plateau, the Sacramento

mountains of New Mexico, and the Davis

and Chisos mountains of Texas, the top.^

of which all approximate eight thousand

feet above sea level.and whose timbered

Inns :irc' the rnlliTtors nf tin- r.iitif.iH

nation at the United States boundary, al-

though possibly represented even there

by the Chiricahua range, connecting the

Sierra Madre plateau with that of the

Colorado plateau and dividing the Sono-

ran and Chihuahuan deserts.

Ore Deposits of the Sikrka Madke

Our statesmen forefathers who defined

the astronomic Imundary' between the

United States and .Mexico on a map in

Washington long before any .American

had ever seen the country it traversed,

drew v\'iser than they knew, for the last

soulliward railroad pass across the Cor-

dilleran region coincides with that line.

In fact the southernmost trans-cordilleran

road (Phelps, Dodge & Co.'s El Paso &
Southern) is obliged to tunnel in one

place to keep out of Mexico, while some
1.1 railw.'ivc in Mcvicci hr^y I.'mji i.,wnrd

LL.\CK KUCK C.\NVO.\ OF Till: klu (jKANDE. l:.\t.\LIlC OIKE BETWEEN Ll.MESTONES

(Photographed hy Robt. T. Hill)

ized by the irregular shape and varying

contents of their orcbodies. The latter

in Mexico are usually in the Cretaceous

limestones, and are of pockety, cavern-

ous and blanket-shape replacement type,

while the contents may be either silver,

lead, zinc, or copper, occasionally carry-

ing gold, or any two or more of these.

Many of them, as at Santa Eulalia, Al-

tnoloya, Mapami, N'aica and Sierra Mo-
jada are of such size as to put them in

value well ahead of most mines of the

true fissure vein" type.

The Western Sierra Madre

This vast mountainous area dominates

the Mexican plateau, except in the south,

where it is in turn capped by the volcanic

highland, and is absolutely different in its

rocks, minerals and topography from the

Chihuahuan and Sonoran provinces which
mclose it. From a physiographic point

originating the peculiar "suicidal" or

"lost" rivers of the arid region.

Rivers of this class are those which,

starting copiously in the higher areas of

humid timbered mountain tops, in their

descent toward lower levels erode away
the margins of the rain-collecting high-

lands which give them birth, and die

through evaporation in their lower reaches

upon the deserts which they also cover

with debris. They were all once much
longer than now, but have diminished as

they destroyed their own water-sheds.

The edges of the Sierra Madre arc

ragged mountain scraps overlooking

desert areas. Although mappable and
well defined in nature in most places,

there is hardly a portion of its boundary
which has been definitely recorded or

where exploration might not produce

knowledge. A singular feature of this

plateau is its sudden narrowing and termi-

the summit of the great Western Sierra,

but not one has yet succeeded in crossing

it or connecting the population of the

Mexican plateau with the extensive Pa-

cific Coast States.

i'he Sierra Madre is likewise a distiitct

mineral province and its ore occurrerce

lias a type quite different from the others,

being an area of quartz fissure veins in a

iTiatrix of igneous rocks carrying mixed

gold and silver values like the mines of

(iuadalupc y Calvo, Ocampo, Pinos Altos.

Concheno, etc. It is an interesting fact

that the mines of this type also occur in

the volcanic highland to the southward at

Pachuca, El Oro. Guanajuato, and else-

where. Copper is rare and occurs no-

where in workable quantities in the west-

ern Sierra Madre.

The matrices of the veins likewise are

usually of igneous rocks, limestone being

absent or exceptional. Occasionally, how-
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THE BREAKS OF THE COLORADO PLATEAU GRANITE. NEAR PRESCOTT, ARIZONA
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(Photographed by Harris, Chihuahua)
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ever, in the deep canons cut nearly a mile

licluw the summit of the Sierra the same
hmcstoncs which constitute the moun-
tains of the surrounding desert provinces,

are revealed below the eruptives. Like

wise from evidence I have in hand, it is

presumable that the rocks and topography

of the Sierra Madre once extended far

eastward over the Chihuahuan plateau

and have since been removed by erosion.

The Colorado Plateau

This vast area extending from the Rio

Grande in the northern half of New
Mexico to the Colorado of the West and

through which the Grand Canon of the

Colorado cuts such a magnificent section

of nearly a mile in thickness of horizontal

sedimentary strata is another distinct

geograplric unit with its peculiar geologic

characters, which has not had its bound-

aries mapped.

The top country is a vast area of plains

conforming to the equally horfzontal beds

of limestone and sandstone constitut-

ing the material of the Rlateau, whicli

stretches over'* thousands of monotonous
square miles. The southern edge of the

plateau breaks oflf suddenly as the cliff of

an escarpment variously known as the

Black Mountain mesa, the Mogollon

mesa and the White River mountains,

overlooking a vast belt of the foot-hill

country and the great Sonoran and Chi-

huahuan deserts to the south. The term

foot-hill country is a misnomer, however,

for the eminences and valleys accompany-

ing this great declivity comprise a belt

of mountains of vast size.

The Southern Edge of the Plateau

This southern edge or "break" extends

between the Great Bend of the Colorado

at the corner of Utah, Nevada and Ari-

zona, to the north of Silver City, in New
Mexico, for a distance of 600 miles. It

is a great rugged declivity of from two

to five thousand feet from the summit of

the plateau to the average desert level of

the Sonoran and Chihuahuan provinces

on the south and west. One can sail half

way around the world and not find two

more entirely different countries than

those at the top and base of this plateau,

in northern and southern Arizona respec-

tively. This transition is most radical.

No geographer or geologist has as yet

attempted the reconnaisance as a whole

of these gigantic features and they can-

not be as yet correctly delineated upon

any map. What a magnificent field of

study it constitutes for some young man
with strength and health who wishes to

gain honors in exploration ! The United

States Geological Survey could do no

better work for science than to run a

series of quadrangles across this scarp

and no young man with an ambition for

exploration could find a more fertile and

original field of study than to traverse

this phenomenon from end to end.

It is my belief, however, that some day

it will be discovered that a great struc-

tural line, or tectonic zone, running in a

northwest - southeast direction dominates

this condition. Adjacent to such a line

and conforming with it between Nevada
City, Nev., and Brownsville, Tex., the

reader will find some of tlic most unex-

plained features of our continent, includ-

ing the southeni edge of the Culorado

plateau as above described ; the s'udden

terminus of the Paleozoic rocks of North
America at the Mexican line, as seen in

Mount Franklin at El Paso (which is

perhaps the most beautiful section of the

Paleozoics in the Cordilleran region, the

moimtain looking southward across the

great plateau of Mexico, upon which for

thousands of miles, until the vicinity of

Tehuantepec is encountered, no more
Paleozoic rocks are exposed beneath the

great Cretaceous mantle) ; the course of

the Rio Grande from El Paso southeast,

with its wonderful cation and plateau of

the Santa Helena; the great faults of this

plateau itself, which are direct evidences

of structure in this direction ; the course

of the same river, after its northeast bend
across the Eastern Sierras, a thousand-

uiile journey again in this southeast direc-

tion possibly following this tectonic

course; and the northern ends and sudden

termination of the many eastern sierras

of Mexico in Coahuila and Tamaulipas,

which are also aligned along such a north-

west-southeast line.

The Colorado Plateau province likewise

constitutes an individual mineral province,

possessing no serious metallic wealth

;

nor would it be expected in such struc-

ture, although at its base many valuable

districts arc found as at Magdalena, Sil-

ver City, Clifton, Morenci and Globe.

Such minerals as have been reported

within the plateau proper, mostly copper,

are in kidneys or lenses conformable to

the stratification and always easily ex-

haustible.

The Sonoran Province

Of the great Sonoran Province, stiM

another distinct type of country, a vol

ume could be written, and I shall discuss

it in a more extensive article. This vast

province extends for 1700 miles through

Nevada, Southern California, Arizona,

Sonora and Sinaloa, and lies west of the

great cordilleran highland known as the

Colorado plateau, in the United States,

and the Western Sierra Madre in Mexico.

In all, it is the most interesting country

in its diversity of scenic aspects of moun-
tain and desert; most valuable in its min-

ing resources, especially in its production

of copper and gold, and from every scien-

tific aspect the most fascinating and least

understood province of North America.

In a portion of the extension of this

province into the United States its bor-

ders are partially and clearly defined by

the great Sierra Nevada and the Colorado

plateau, but as we travel southward to

.Arizona and Mexico, knowledge of its
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former western border becomes abso-

lutely deficient, for much of its area has

either subsided or degraded below sea

level in that direction. It is utterly impos-

sible to obtain from any record or map

an e.xact idea of where the Western

Sierra Madre end and the Sonora prov-

ince really begins; until more definite

records are made, we may in general as-

sume it to be the valley of the Rio .\locte-

zuma.

This province is the real .\nierican

desert, with a wide range of all the won-

derful natural features known as "deicrt

phenomena"—aridity, desiccation and

other processes of the atmosphere, the

scarcity of running streams, the adaption

of vegetation to drouth, etc.

The Sonora province, like the Chihua-

huan, is also a country of lost mountains

and desert plains, but differs considerably

in age of material and in arrangement.

but silver, lead, antimony and other min-

erals occur. Coal is found in the Triassio

rocks. There arc also desert lakes of

salt and soda. One of the chief types of

mineral occurrence, however, is the great

copper replacement and enrichment bodies

in a geologic matri.x of igneous rocks and

limestone. These igneous rocks are usu-

ally rhyolitic quartz-porphyry, or some

other form of acidic rock.

Today in this province in Utah, .\ri-

zona and Northern Mexico mines of this

type are exceeding the world in the pro-

duction of copper, and yet the type is ab-

solutely undescribcd in any work of re-

source. Furthermore, these mines are

suggestively alined along a belt or strip

of country which follows the eastern mar-

gin of the Sonoran province. The south-

ern portion of this belt extends via Clif-

ton, Morenci, Bisbee, Cananea, etc., as far

south as Sinaloa.

nn: h..ki/.o.nt.^l rock sheets of the color.\do plateau, grand canyon

Danger from Ferro-silicon

It has been established that poisonous

gases are given oflf by ferro-silicon which

contains high percentages of silicon and

the Iron Age (Sept. 19, 1907) gives a re-

port of the memorandum issued by the

British Home Ofiice in regard to the trans-

portation of this substance. The evolu-

tion of gas is due to the disintegration of

ferro-silicon into powder by the action of

moist air. The iron ore and quartz, which

are reduced in the electric furnace to

produce ferro-silicon, often contain phos-

phates, which, in presence of carbon, and

at the high temperature of the electric

furnace, would no doubt be converted into

phosphides, combining with the lime to

form calcium phosphide. In the same

way any arsenic present would yield cal-

cium arsenide. These would be decom-

posed in presence of water and evolve

phosphoretted and arseniuretted hydro-

gen, both of which are poisonous. The

explosion occasionally reported, of ferro-

silicon in transit, is less easily explained

and several theories have been put for

ward. It is believed that if moisture is

carefully excluded from the casks or

drums in which ferro-silicon is packed no

danger need be feared.

Petroleum in Rumania in 1906

In general, the Sonoran province physio-

graphically is a degraded and faulted

area of Paleozoic and Algonkian rocks

and volcanoes, representing the former

western extent of the great Colorado

plateau and the plateau "f the Western

Sierra Madre.

The Mineral Resources of Sonora

.\lthough some Triassic and Cretaceous

.strata occur, the limestones when found,

as at Cananea, Sierra Ajo, Antimony and

Caborca, arc mostly Paleozoic—the Grand

Cation series resting on Algonquin

schists or granites.

The Sonora province is rich and varied

in its mineral resources and modes of oc-

currence. Gold (both in placers and in

veins) and copper are it* chief products.

The western half of the Sonoran belt is

more abundantly productive of gold mines

and quartz ledges in the older Paleozoic

and .Mgonkian formations of the plateau

group, or in silicified rhyolitic intrusions

into them.

The mines of the Sonoran province em-

brace both the older and younger types

of mineralization, which Lindgren has de-

scribed. Surely a region of such wide

diversity within itself, of such mineral

and geologic resources, is worthy of an

attempt of a study of its characteristics

and essential features. Intelligent mining

men every day are seeing geologic and

geographic phenomena worthy of noting

and record. Sketch maps and notes, it

sent to some common place of preserva-

tion and compilation, wnnhl he of price-

less value.

.\ bi^pjf review of operations in the pe-

troleum fields of Rumania is given in the

Mont.-Zeit. (Aug. 15, 1907)- I" I904 the

total exports of petroleum and its de-

rivatives amounted to 160,443 metric tons

:

in 1905 to 214,348 tons, and in 1906 to

321,119 tons. These increases are nearly

all in illuminating oils and benzine, the

exports of crude oil and distilled products

having undergone only a nominal increase.

The countries to which large shipments

were made and the percentage of the 1906

exports taken by each, are as follows:

England, 28.5; France, 27,; Germany, n
;

Turkey, 7; Austria-Hungary, S; Bul-

garia, Servia and Norway 3 per cent.

.\bout 77 per cent, of the total exports was

carried in Rumanian vessels. At present

there are 16 wrought-iron storage tanks

distributed among the shipping port^,

their total capacity being about 80,000

tons. This amount is not sufficient to

accommodate the rapid growth of the pe-

troleum industry and in the summer of

1907 the construction of four new tanks,

each of 5000 tons capacity, will be under-

taken.

The average performance of steam

shovels in the iron-ore deposits in the

Mesabi Range, Minnesota, is about 900

cu.yd. per day of 10 hours. Three shovels

together have made a maximum record of

190,000 cu.yd. in a month, a rate per shove!

cif 1218 cu.yd. in 10 hours.
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Milling Practice at the Granadena Mill
The Ore tiom This Mexican Mine Is a Complex Mixture
the Highest Value Being Found in the Finest Concentrates

B ^' SHAW*
The Granadena mine is located about

four miles from Santa Barbara, Chihua-

hua, Mexico, in which district are also

located the Tecolotes mine of the Ameri-

can Snulter* Securities dmipany, the

MiMitezunia mines, belonging to the R. S.

Towne interests, the San Francisco del

Vtci mme anil others of lesser note. The
ore from all of these properties is of much
the same character, being a comple.K mix-

ture of lead, iron, copper, and zinc sul-

phides carrying varying proportions of

gold and silver, and requiring concen-

tration to enable it to be handled by the

smelters.

At the Granadena mine the ore, de-

livered to the mill, averages about 8 granij

Au, joo grams Ag, 7 per cent. Pb, i per

cent. Cu, 7 per cent. Fe, 11 per cent. Zn,

16 per cent. S and 50 per cent. SiOj. This

ore is to be sorted before hoisting as

soon as the new shaft arrangements have

been completed. The silver is distributed

through the ore in such amount that each

per cent, of lead, iron, zinc, and silica

carries 13, 11, 2, and I gram silver respec-

tively. The gold has no such definite

distribution. With such a combination,

milling operations are conducted so as

to save as much lead and iron as pos-

sible, throwing out zinc and silica as a

waste product or as a product to be

treated for the zinc which it contains.

Owing to the blende being so finely dis-

tributed through the sulphides it is found
impossible to make a high-grade lead

product with a low zinc content without

considerable loss of lead and silver.

Method of Treatment

The ore is delivered by cars of 2 tons

capacity to the mill bin from which it is

drawn over a grizzly, having l^-in. open-

ings, into a I0xl6-in. Blake crusher set

to crush to I'/'j in. The crushed ore

joins the fines from the grizzly, falling

on a belt conveyer which delivers to a

100-ton bin. It is then fed by a plunger
feeder to a set of 36x6-in. (No. i—See
accompanying flow-sheet) rolls set 'A-
in. apart and falls into No. i elevator

by which it is delivered to a hexagonal
(No. i) trommel having 12-mm. punched
round openings. The oversize from No.
I trommel goes to a set of 27xi4-in.

(No. 2» rolls set % in. apart and falls

into No. I elevator.

The undersize from No. I trommel goes
to a set of four impact screens making five

products sized as follows: 12-10 mm. ; 10-7

•Superintendent, nranadena MInlni; Com-
pany. Santa Barl>ara. Cblhuatiua, Mexico.

mm.; 7-4 mm.; 4-1 mm.; and undersize

from I mm. screen. The first three products

go to jigs Nos. I, 2, and 3, and the fourth

product is divided between jigs Nos. 4,

and 5. Each jig has four compartments,
the side discharge and the hutch from the

first compartment of each of the jigs be-

ing delivered by launder to the first-class

Tn«i Cw*

'.MKI run M..f«|« UIU

pariments of jig No. 3 go to a set of
20xi2-in. (No. 3) rolls set close together.

The third and fourth comparlments of
jigs Nos. 4 and 5 deliver to a sft- Bryan
mill which crushes through a i2-mesh,

double crimped, brass wire screen. All

tailings from jigs Nos. i, 2, 3, and 4 go to

a i2-mesh de-watering screen, the tailings

BUtM enubtr^r^
ll«U Vvimjot

\W TvK Ulll UU

.\thl lUtU, ( J^i", 1"

^u.l KtiTtiur
I

Nu.l Tr.,uim*l

( 1:: Bm. Uf«Blact >

Jif 1,:;. n. 4. & i.

uttnU* taiU'nltc

Fl.llW SHEET OF GR.\NAUEN.\ MILL

concentrate bin. The side discharge and
hutch from the second compartment of
all jigs, excepting jigs Nos. 1 and 2 are

delivered by launder to the second-class

concentrate bin. The side discharges and
hutches from the second, third, and fourth

compartments of jig No. i go to No. 2

elevator and then to No. 2 rolls. The
second, third and fourth compartments of

jig No. 2 and the third and fourth com-

falling on the dump, while the water,
after flowing over a box classifier, to re-

move the coarse stuff, goes to No. i

Callow cone settling tank.

A No. 3 elevator delivers the material
from No. 3 rolls to No. 2 trommel hav-
ing a 6-mesh screen, the oversize irom
which goes back to the No. 3 rolls, while
the undersize goes to a 12-inesh No. 3
trommel, whose oversize goes to jig No.
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6, which makes and disposes of its pro- spigot from No. 2 classilier delivers to

ducts the same as jigs Nos. 4 and 5. jig No. 8, the overflow going to No. I

The iindersize from the fourth impact Callow tank,

screen joins the under -- -••• \'> -r j:^« \' - hv! v n,;l:i tlii- <^-iTno kind

HEAP FRAME AND COMPRESSOR BflLDIXG, CRANAUENA

„l;.w.NAllE.NA MILL

comparlnu-nts go to a set of four Richards-

hydraulic classifiers in series. The No. i

Callow tank bottom discharge and the

material from the Bryan mill also are de-

livered to this set of four classifiers. The
spigots deliver to Wilfley tables Nos. 1,

2, 3, and 4, the overflow from the last

or No. 6 classifier going to No. 2 Cal-

low tank.

Table Concentration

The four tables make second-class con-

centrates, middlings and tailings. The
concentrates from the tables go to the

concentrates bins, the middlings from-

Nos. I, 2, and 3 tables go to a No. 5

Wilfley table, while the middlings from

No. 4 table go to No. 2 Callow tank. No.

5 table makes a lead-iron product, a zinc

product, and tailings. The tailings front

jigs Nos. S, 6, 7, and 8 join the tailings

from the five tables and go to a set of

three settling tanks. .A.lso to these tanks

flows the water from the overflow of No.

I Callow tank.

The settled pulp from No. 2 Callow-

tank is delivered to two 6-ft. Frue van-

ners making second-class concentrates

and tailings. The tailings flow to a V-
settling tank from which the pulp goes to

a Sperry slimer which makes a zinc con-

centrate and tailings. These tailings join

the overflow from the V-settling tank

and go to a No. 3 Callow tank. The
settled tailings from No. 3 Callow tank

fall into the dump while the clear over-

flow joins that from the three wooden-

tanks, flowing then to a sump tank from

which it is pumped to the 33,000-gal.

reservoir at the top of the mill by a

8xi2x8j/2xio-in. Knowles compound steam

pump. The tables, vanners and slimer

draw their wash water from a small tank

which receives the overflow from No. i

Callow tank.

Water is very scarce in the district dur-

ing the dry season, which makes neces-

sary efficient settling arrangements. The
loss of water is less than 10 per cent, of

that flowing through the njill.

By careful attention to adjustments a

salable zinc product is made on the No.

5 table and on the Sperry slimer.

Efficiency of the Mill Treatment

The efficiency of the treatment can be

deduced from the following average as-

says :

a^'

Min f.sed

IlK tiilllllKi

Talilc tailings
Vamier tatMngs. .

.

Flrat-clasa comroutrates
soconrl-L-laas concent'ee
Zinc couceutrates.

is WR Pb. Fe. 'n.

-<s % % %

8 2110 7.0
—;;-

11
3 li.'j i.:i .'> 7

4 IIX) 1..-. c 18
4 12.'i 1.7 7 20
55 82.1 .iS.O 8 10
20 4110 20.0 l.'i 18
4 175 1.5 8 40

trommel going to No. i Richards hy- of products. The first compartmcnls yield

draulic classifier, the spigot delivering to first-class concentrates, the second com-

jig No. 7, while the overflow goes to No. partments, second-class concentrates,

2 Richards hydraulic classifier. The while the products of the third and fourth

The capacity per 12-hour shift is about

100 tons.

Owing to the complex character of the

ore, the results obtained appear to be the
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best tlint can be secured witb present fa-

cilities. Numerous sizing tests locate the

hiKber values in the finest material, tli:it

is, liner than M niesb, and probably a

greater saving will be secured by carefully

sizing this fine product before treating it

on the tables and vanncrs.

Power and L.miok

Power is supplied by a i2X36-in, single

cyliTuler Hates-Corliss engine, running at

100 r.p.ni. which operates the crushers,

rolls, screens, jigs, and Bryan mill. A
7xio-in. Erie engine runs the tables van-

ners and slimer. Two 80-h.p. boilers, us-

ing wood for fuel, supply the steam for

engines and pumps. Light at night is

furnished by one ii-kw. General Klectric

Company dynamo, operated by a "xio-in.

Erie engine.

The total labor to operate the null is

as follows : 2 crushcrmcn
; 3 screen boys

;

3 jigmen; 2 rollmen ; 2 tablemen; 2 tank-

men : 2 concentratesmen ; i oiler ; i fire-

man
; 2 engineers ; 2 mechanics ; and I

carpenter. The total cost is about $110

per day. Wood costs $8 per cord with

a consumption per shift of 9 cords.

These costs, together with supplies, re-

pairs and incidentals, bring the cost of

milling to about $2.25 per ton, Mexican
currency.
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Tin Mining in the Federated

Malay States

The following particulars of the tin min-
ing industries of the Federated Malay
States, taken from the annual report for

1906 of the Resident-General (Sir W.
Taylor), were reproduced in the Chein.

Trade Journal (Sept. 7, 1907).

The Senior Warden of Mines, in his

report on the working of the Mines De-
partment, states that the mining revenue

derived from all sources was $10,588,824,

as compared with $9,689,501 in 1905. Of
the increase of $899,323 the export duty

on tin is responsible for $787,169 and pre-

miums on mining leases $102,049. This
increased duty was collected from a

smaller quantity than in the preceding

year, the output for 1906 having receded

to 816,786 piculs, a decrease as compared
with the output of 1905 of 39,874 piculs.

The decrease of 39,874 piculs was made
up of 1540 piculs of block tin and 38,-

333 piculs of tin ore; the output of 816,-

786 piculs consisted of 306,748 piculs of

block tin and 510,038 piculs of tin ore.

Rail fractures on the Union Pacific

system totalled 449 in the month of Feb-
ruary, 1907, according to a statement
made at a meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the company on May 9. Of
this total, about 40 per cent.— 179 frac-

tures—consisted of breaks in 90-Ib. rails

which had been in the track only five or
six months.

By W. B. Rountrek*

The following method in converter

practice is now in successful operation at

tile works of the MounLiin Copper Com-
pany at Martinez, Cal., and can be recom-
mended as a more economical and cffcient

plan than the use of coal or wood in con-

verter work. In bessemerizing a 35 to 40
per cent, matte in small converters

l(>8x96in.), in order to develop heat in

a charge that has run cold, or to prevent

shooting and foaming of a fresh charge,

fuel oil is used, which is delivered into

the metal through one of the tuyere-holes.

The oil is conducted to behind each con-

verter stand through a i-in. pipe under
pressure of about 20 lb., preheated by lay-

ing the pipe alongside the steam boilers.

At suitable periods the oil is injected

through the wind-box, and controlled by
means of a valve. As the accompanying
sketch shows, the burner proper consists

near Kirk-Choulba. 100 miles from Khiv4,

on the .Amur, and 170 miles from A<U-
hnbad, on the Transcaspian Railroad.

The sulphur is practically exposed. The
gangue is sandstone and contains 60 per

cent, of sulphur on the average Shafts

are unnecessary.

Carborundum Molds for Casting

Aluminum

According to the Brass World (Aug.

'907), one of the recent uses for carborun-
dum is in molds for casting aluminum.
W. A McAdams, who has taken out many
patents upon the casting and working of

aluminum, has now patented the use of

carborundum for molds.

He appreciatc's the fact that aluminum,
or any other metal for that matter, is

rendered more dense when cast in a metal

mold which conducts the heat away from
the molten metal rapidly. Sand molds
conduct the heat slowly and the castings

Oil under
20 Lb Prvasure

METHOD OF INJECTING OIL INTO CONVERTERS

simply of two lengths of pipe, 18 in. each,

of 1/2 in. and ^ in. diameter. It is of

course not found necessary to atomize the

oil. The same device is used for drying

newly-lined converters.

Sulphur in Russia

An article in the Paint. Oil and Drug
Review (Aug. 28, 1907), gives a summary
of sulphur-mining conditions in Russia.

At various times Russia has erected

small works for producing the sulphur,

the largest being at Daghestan, in North
Caucasus. Here the maximum produc
tion amounted to 1500 tons. The oeds

of Daghestan are extensive and have 20

per cent, of sulphur. Their geological

character resembles that of the Sicilian

beds, which only contain 14 to- 17 per

cent, of sulphur on an average.

The sulphur l)eds recently discovered in

Transcaspia, Asiatic Russia, promise to

be the second largest in the world. The
beds are situated in the Ungus valley

•Smelter aperlntendent. Mountain Copper
Company, Martinez. Cal.

made in them are coarsely crystalline.

The inventor claims that carborundum
conducts the heat away from the metal
rapidly and gives a dense casting.

For the mold he uses a mixture of car-

borundum, finely powdered, and mixes it

with sugar and a small quantity of clay.

The following proportions are used

:

Carborundum, 10 lb. ; sugar, 12 oz. ; clay,

10 oz. The whole is mixed together with
enough water to render the mass plastic,

and then formed into molds. These molds
arc then baked.

Consul-General Hector de Castro, of

Rome, reports that magucsitc and ma^'-

nesia clay deposits are found in northern

Italy in the province of Turin. Italy pro-

duces annually about 1800 tons of sul-

phate of magnesium, 600 tons of calcined

magnesia, and 625 tons of magneslte. The
Kingdom exports some 850 tons of sul-

phate of magnesium and imports 950 tons

of magnesium, exporting about one-half

of the latter amount. The domestic pro-

duction appears to suffice for the home
consumption and is apt to be increased ac-

cording to necessities.
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Construction of Tracks in Coal Mines
Methods of Laying Tracks for Haulage Roads. Necessitv of Greater

Care in Construction. The Laying-out of Frogs, Switches, Etc.

B Y M H A C H I T A =•=

The construction of mine tracks is

similar to that of surface tracks. One

of the most costly equipments in the pro-

duction of coal is the undeground haulage

road and its maintenance. The amount of

money spent in laying tracks in mines is

in the aggregate immense. Take the entire

anthracite (ield, for example, which con-

tains about 3JO,ooo acres and has about 66.-

667 miles of trackage per scam. We may
consider that there are four workable

seams over the entire field, or 266,668

miles of underground tracks. The amount

required to build these roads was approx-

imately $524,140,800. (See Tables I

aTid 11.1

.More Attention Should be Given to

Building Haulage Roads

The building of a breaker which may

cost $100,000 is a matter to which mine

superintendents and engineers give much

thought and study. If they would devote

as much attention to their underground

haulage systems which cost (approxi-

mately $340,000 per 200 acres of four

workable seams) much more than a single

breaker, they would achieve results pro-

portionately greater.

breasts, the solid lines represent gangway and seventh columns are respectively

and airway tracks, and the double lines the length of rooms, gangways and me-

ihe mechanical haulage. The first column chanical roads per acre. The total track-

TABLE 1.

u

zs

m 2 (t

"

3|a

0]

o'rlo;
•-fly.
C cS rt I-

gth

of
Haulage

ere.

c
sis

li^
H cpq

3 lis I|«
X His HO ^°S n <S5 S

Acres. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Acres.
1 222 194.300 56.600 3,400 878 256 15
2 165 n4.(xx) 24.760 3,900 1064 160 24

3 122 118,000 18.000 200 966 148 2

4 260 180.000 45.000 1,700 720 ISO 7

Average 904 183 12

Total trackage per acre 1099 ft.

TABLE 2.

16 Lb. Ralls. 26 Lb. Ralls. 40 Lb. Ralls.

1 mile steel rails

Spikes
»880.00
44.60
85.68

396.00
500.00

$1296.43
73 92
107.10
.'>28.00

(iOO.OO

$2137 16
98.49
124 95
660.00
700.00

Cro89-tles
Layinji track ,

Total $1,906.18
1

$2605.46 $3720.59

Cast per acre of materials and
j

lahnr. \

904 ft.

W26.36
]S3 ft.

$90..30
12 ft.

$8.46

= 1099 ft. 1 Per acre
= $426.11) per seam.

425.11 X 66,667 = $136,035,200 426.11 X 266.668 = $544,140,800

FIG. I. DISTRIBUTION OF MINK TRACKS

The general distribution of the under-

ground tracks in a typical anthracite mine

is shown in Fig. I. The dotted lines rep-

resent the trackage in the chambers or

•Enftlnwr with t,eblgb Vallpy Coal Com-
fwiny. Wllke»-Barre, I'enn.

in Table 1 shows the area of the different

tracts measured. The second column is

the total length of room tracks; third

column shows the total gangway and air-

way tracks : fourth column is the mechan-

ical haulage tracks, while the fifth, sixth

age per acre of three combined lengths

is 1099 feet.

VVooden Rails Better for Pitching

Roads

On account of the heavy traffic and
high speed of loaded cars on the mechan-

ical haulage, 40-lb. rails are generally

used ^n the road, while 25- and i6-lb.

rails are used on the gangway and breast

tracks respectively. In the breast, where
the inclination of the road is consider-

able, wooden rails are sometimes used, as

the friction offered by them is consiler-

ably more than that ottered by iron rails,

consequently they are better adapted to

pitching roads. The wooden rails are

cheaper than iron rails, but tlie life of the

wooden rail is shorter. If the rails are

e.xposed to dry mine air they last about

10 to 15 months before they become af-

fected by dry rot. If the rails are sub-

jected to alternate wet and dry, they only

last from 5 to 8 months, while the same
rails laid in wet roads will last longer

th.in 15 months; much depends on local

conditions. The dimensions of wooden
rails are usually 3 x 5 in. x 12 ft. Such
rails are commonly wedged in notched
tics. The ties are so notched that when
the rail is placed in position it is firmly

held in place by wedges driven on the
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nitside of the rail. Fig. ; shows the sizes

• I noiohci, etc. For the curved part of

the track at the foot of the breast iron

rails are usually used for a one-rail length,

then the track is continued with the

wooden rails. The frog and turn-out

.1 the foot are made of cast iron.

The grade of tracks is generally gov-

erned by the contour of the gangway and
it has been the practice to adopt the grade

best suited for the haulage of both loaded

.nul empty cars, but since the gangway
i- driven up the grade sufficiently for

irainage purposes, the grade commonly
used is from i to 2 per cent, in favor of

the load.

All tracks, especially those on main
.;angway roads, should be firmly laid on

good sills, resting on the solid bottom of

L

G

- - 4!, V

ties should first be distributed and laid,

equally spaced, and at right angles to the

rail with the ends lined up along one side

of the track so that the middle of the ties

is in the center of the track.

Due care must be taken in laying ties

im sills so that the faces of the ties will

be a little lower than the elevation calls

for, as it is easier to raise than to lower

the track after it is laid. Four spikes

should be used per tie. In locating spikes

e.xperience has shown that it is best to

place them on the same side of the cen-

ter of the tie with two spikes on the in-

ner side of the rail and the other two on
the outside of the rail (see Fig. 3).

Driving the spike on the center of the

tie should be avoided, as so doing will

cause ,1 tendency to split. The size of

-<'>i<)i

^•^. M- 3«" 42" •ts"

L i 6 .V '
-.6" 6-0"

G 1 2 5-I 3 p" 36'l40"l

u-

^r

• W
FIG. 2. NOTCH TIE FOR 3x5 INCH WOOD RAILS

TABLE 3.

Kadtua
in

Feet.

CM CM CM CM CM CM CM i_.\l l_M CM
5«. ion. 18 ft. 20 K. 25 ft. son. sen. MIC. 46 ft. .50 ft.

MM. MM. MM. MM. MM. MM. MM. MM. MM. MM
Ill 1.250 5.000 H.-illl 211 mm
16 M3» 3.330 7.500 IS. 330 20.834
Jli 11.626 2.500 5 626 ill llllll 15.624 22. -220

as U SOU 2 mill 4.600 8 mill 12.5«1 18 (lUll 24.6110
.HI 0.417 1.667 3 760 6 667 10 417 13.1100 20 41i; 26.660
:o 0.347 1.4:)0 3.214 6.7111 8.928 12 857 17.51111 22.860 28 930
411 0.313 1.250 2 812 5 IHIII 7 812 11.2511 IS 3111 20.000 25 320 31 260
4S 278 1.111 2.500 4.4411 r..944 111 IIU) 13 6111 17 778 22 500 27 780
311 0.250 1.000 2.2-K) 4 IIIIO 6 2511 9. two 12 2.50 16.000 20.250 26 000
60 0.2UB S33 1.875 3.:«( 3.208 7.500 in 2<« 13 333 16 870 211 832
71) 0.179 0.714 1.607 2 sitai 4.464 6. 428 8.750 11.4.30 14.41.0 17.8.57m 0.IS6 o.ar.) 1 4116 2 .vm 3.91W 5.626 7 656 10 COO 12 660 1.5 625
90 0.139 0.556 1 25(1 2 ii-jo 3 472 5 mill 1-..8II6 8.889 11.250 13.890

1011 0.125 U.SOl) i.rii 2 IHK) 3.12s 4..5011 6.125 8 ami 10 1'25 12 500
I'JII 0.1O4 0.416 0.936 1 667 2 IV 14 3 7.i<l 5.104 6 667 8.4:i8 10,416
1411 0.089 0.3S7 0.804 1.428 2.232 3.214 4.375 6 714 7.232 8.929
leii 078 0.301 0,703 1.2511 1 9.'i3 2 812 3.828 5 000 6.328 7.813
wo 0.070 0.278 0.623 l.lll 1.736 2.500 3.403 t.*** 5.623 6.944
am 0.063 0.250 0.563 1. 000 1.562 2.230 3.062 4.000 5.062 6.350

the gangways and should be ballasted

vith broken stones. The sills lying in

' prcs«ions should be raised to the proper

level by placing underneath them a few

pieces of slate. On the main haulage,

where the grade is uneven it is a common
practice to grade the road before the per-

manent track is laid. To operate a

baulage system economically, a uniform

-radc is absolutely necessary.

It has been generally recognized that a

gage of track larger than 4 ft. and less

than 214 ft. is not economically operated

on account of the limited underground

space, and the stability of the mine cars.

The gage most commonly adopted is

feet

Method of Laying Track

In laying tracks for a straight road the

the ties depends on the weight of the rails

used. For 16- to 20-lb. rails the ties

should have a 4- to 5-in. face and a depth

of from 4 to 5 in. and a length of s'/i ft.

For a 36-in. gage (.on a main haulage

where 40-lb. rails are used), the ties

should have a 5- to 6-in. face and a depth

of from 5 to syi in. For 16- to 20-lb.

rails the size of spikes should be 3'^xf^,

and for 40-lb. rails 5x]^ inches.

Weight of Rail

The weight of the rail used depends on

the motive power and the capacity of the

mine cars. For a 36-in. gage, mule haul-

age, with cars holding iJ-S to ifi tons,

the minimum weight of rail should be 16

lb. per yard, for cars holding from 2 to

214 tons 20- to 2S-lb. rails should he used,

etc. But for mechanical haulage roads.

such as slopes, planes, motor roads and
tail-rope systems a 35- to 40-lb. rail is

best. If the mine is wet the use of a

light rail is not economical as the mine
water always contains more or less acid

which attacks the rails and makes it nec-

essary to replace them more frequently

than when a heavy rail is used.

It is advisable to use a heavy rail on

curves in gangways as the wear and tear

and strain arc greater on the curves than

on any other part of the track. As a car

passes around a curve the natural ten-

dency is to press the front wheel agamst
the outside rail and the rear wheel against

the inside rail, which greatly increases the

resistance between the rails and the

wheels and the cars are apt to be derailed

from this cause. In order to remedy this

i

a
FIG. 3

FIG. 5. GRAPHICAL METHOD USED IN

LAYING CURVES

evil, the usual practice is to increase the

clearance between the rails and the wheel

flanges. The amount of the increase in

the gage depends on the wheel-base, the

radius of the curve and the gage of the

track. On an average this additional

width is from 54 to l^ in. On a sharp

curve in a main haulage it is well to lay

extra rails inside the outer rail and out-

side the inner rail to prevent the derail-

ment of cars. Besides widening the gage

on a cur\e, the outside rail should be

raised for motor or locomotive haulage,

while on rope haulage the reverse should

be the case. The amount of elevation at

a curve depends on the gage, the speed of

a trip and the degree of cu^^'ature, For a

36-in. gage, with a speed of 10 miles an

hour, the usual amount of elevation for

various degrees of curve is as follows

:
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5 dcR. elevallou 0.25 In.

10 (leR. elevation 0.35 In.

IB deK. elevallou 0.50 In.

20 deg. elevation 0% In.

40 deg. elevation 1% In.

50 deg. elevation 1% In.

60 deg. elevation 2^ In.

70 deg. elevation 2 Mi In.

80 deg. elevation 2% in.

00 deg. elevation 3% In.

Of curves the broadest ends of the ties

should be on the outside and the ties

should be placed radially to the curve

(See Fig. 4).

On a main haulage road turn-outs

should be constructed at convenient places

so as to pass the empty trips, the length

of such turn-outs depends on the number

and consequently the cost of repairs, ma-

terial used, and the cost of operation

would also be correspondingly greater.

These rollers are made either of cast iron

or wood, the latter is more generally used

on tail-rope haulage.

Laying Out Curves

In laying out curves it is often neces-

sary to re-survey the road so that the

proper radius of the curve may be deter-

mined. The center of the curve can be

marked on the roof, but such practice is

sometimes too expensive, besides it de-

lays the work of laying the track. The

M, Ms is equal to C Miand mark the point

Ml as the center of the curve. From
point Ma lay out iWsAf. equal to Mi Mi
and Ml Ml equal to Mi Ma, and repeating

the operation as above ; the points on the

curve may be staked out as Mi M3M5, etc.,

i:ntil a point is reached where the curve

is to discontinue. In Table .•? the offset

M Ml is calculated according to the dif-

ferent lengths of C M and the radius of

the curve. This method may be applied

to any case.

The frictional resistance to the passage

of cars over curves is extremely variable,

much depending upon the length of the

wheel-base, the length of the radius of

the curve, the amount of elevation of the

outer rail, the speed and length of a trip,

the length of the curved track, and the

condition of the track and of the rolling

stock. A general formula cannot be ap-

plied to any particular problem. A sharp

curve at a steep grade should be avoided,

as it greatly decreases the hauling <power

of mules or motor, besides increasing the

I'lG. 4. METHOD OF LAYING TIES AT CURVES

TABLE 4.

Frog No.
Leogtb ot
Point Lead.

Lengtli of
Stub Lead.»

Length ot Mov-
ing RaU for
i In. Throw.

Diagonal
Diet. PF.

9 In. Mid. Ord.
Dlst. PB.

6JiIn.
Dial

Quarter
. PA.

FMt. Ft. In. Feet. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In.

« 34 31 10 8 24 2 12 1 6

5 3U 27 3J 10 30 2 15 1
I

6

C 36 32 9 12 36 2 18 1 9

7 43 38 2i 14 42 1 21 1 10 6

g 48 43 8 16 48 1 24 1 12 !

9 &4 49 \\ 18 54 1 27 IS

60 M 7 20 60 1
1

30 16

•
. -ach throw.

Note : I^ngtb of moving rali = twice the frog No. In feet.

of cars contained in the trip. The usu-

al length is from 1.S0 to ^50 ft. The

switches which are located at both ends

may be either of the ordinary or the au-

tomatic type. The former is generally

used in the anthracite field as particles of

coal and dust are apt to give trouble by

destroying the springs of the latter.

Tail-rope Haul.vce

In operating a tail-rope haulage the

slope or plane ties should be protected by

Tollers upon which the main and tail ropes

pass. The function of these rollers is

self-evident, without them the ties would

be cut in two, the wear, and frictional

resistance on the rope would be greater

curve may be easily laid out on a road as

follows: The line 5C in Fig. 5, repre-

sents the center line of the straight track,

C is the point where the curve is to begin,

and produce 5" C to M so that the length

CM may have a distance of 5, 10, 20 ft,

etc., according to the radius of the

curve. Beginning from point C with

a taper or string of length CM as cal-

culated on Table 3, measure the dis-

tance C M and mark point M. From
M measure the offset MM, so that

C M =^C M. Mark point M as the cen-

ter of the curve. From M, measure

.VI M, equal to M Mi. so that C Mi is

equal to C M, and mark the point M~..

Then produce the line C Mt to Ms so that

FIG. 6. METHOD OF LAYING TURNOUT CURVES

operating cost and the cost of necessary

repairs to the track and rolling stock. It

is often preferable to increase the length

of trackage rather than to lose continu-

ously in the cost of operating and main-

tenance. When a curve comes on a grade,

the practice is to reduce the grade on

the curved part of the track so that the

total resistance around the curve will not

exceed the resistance of the straight part

of the graded track. The usual compen-

sation for the curves on a grade is 0.03

per cent, per one degree of curvature.

For example, a 6o-deg. curve, or loo-ft.

radius comes on a 3-per cent, grade. The

grade to be reduced at the curve ^ 60 X
3 180 „ ^ T-l^— = - or 1.8 per cent. The
100 100

grade around the curve should be 3 — 1.8

= 1.2 per cent. ; that is, the 60-degree

curved track having 1.2 per cent, inclina-

tion has the same resistance as the 3-per

cent, grade on. the straight track under

the above stated conditions.

Turnout Curves

The turn-out from one track to another

should be of the simplest type of all

switch connections. The turn-out curve

is usually an arc or circle, beginning at

the point of the switch or hear! block (see
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Fig. 6'> and ending at the point of the

frog /'. The distance .S"F is known as

the lead. Under no circumstances should

the lead be guessed at. The value of ihc

lead depends on the frog number, tlie

gage of the track and the kind of switch

throw. For mhie tracks the following

!i<rmula gives results sutKciently accurate

for ordinary purposes. L ^ ^ F g, in

which L is the length of the lead for ;

point switch. F is the frog number, g is

the gage. For example, if point F has

been chosen for a 3-ft. gage with No. 4

frog, L = 2 X 4 X 3 = 24 ft. for the dis-

tance FS. the point lead. From careful

results already obtained it is obvious that,

when other things are the same, the

length of the point lead is greater than

the stub lead. (See Table 4.) The first

•column in Table 4 gives the frog num-
bers, in the second column are the lengths

of the leads corresponding to the frog

numbers. The third column contains the

lengths of the stub lead. The fourth

column gives the length of the moving

tail used at the switch, the length is usu-

ally twice the frog number in feet; col-

umn 5 gives the diagonal distance P F in

Fig. 6, and columns 6 and 7 give the dis-

tance P b and P a respectively in Fig. 6.

means of a straight track. The first

thing to be done in laying a cross-over is

to fix the position of the first frog, then

the location of the second frog can be

found in various ways. In selecting the

location of the first frog it is well to place

the heel or toe of the frog at a joint so

as to avoid cutting the rail. The location

of the second frog depends upon the gage,

the distance between the gage lines of the

parallel tracks and the frog number. In

general if F is the first frog that has been

fi.>;ed (See Fig. 7), then the location of F
can be found by the following formula :

F P= (P— g) »' —
9 . '" which .r = cot.

F, 6 — sin. F, g — gage and P = the dis-

tanc between the centers of the two

tracks. For example, if P = 7, g = 3,

from Table 5 for frog No. 2, =0.471

and .v = 1.87s, then FP=(7— 3) 1-875

FIG. 8. FROG BOMtD

7. METHOD USED IN LOCATING SECOND

FROG POINT

TABLE 5.

Frog No.

IX
2
3

t

8
9

10

Oct. F. Sin. F.

1.332
1.875
•i.915

3933
4.9o9
5.954
6.968
7.953
8.962

10.018

0.600
0.471
0.324
0.-246

0.198
0.166

0.142
0.12.1

0.111
0.099

TABLE 6. FROG BOARD.

Frog No. Lcuistu m: Wiillh BD.

Ft. In. In.

3 2 12

3 3 12

4 4 12

6 GO 12
6 5 lU

7 3 6 6

8 4 6

9 4 S 6
10 5 6

I n laying the curve from P to F the usual

practice in a mine is to line the lead by

the eye. but there is, however, another

method by which the turn-out curve may
be laid more easily and accurately than

to lay it by the eye alone. In Fig. 6 the

lin-j P F is diagonal distance as on Table

4: divide P F into four equal parts at a, '<

and <, and by measuring the quarter and

middle ordinates at a, b and c, the values

of which are a a, bb, and cc, which latter

equals a Oi as found in Table 4; these lines

should be measured at right angles to P F.

The value of the & 6 is usually equal to %
the gage and that of a a or quarter ordi-

na'c i~ equal to 3/16 thnt ot tt.e gage.

The points Ji, b and c thus obtained are

i'l ti (. center of the curvd track.

Cross-overs and Fkiios

Cross-overs are made up of two single

turn-outs facing in opposite directions

and are connected between the frogs by

The. second frog is at F, which is just

opposite the point P. After the frog

points have been located, the remainder

of the w-ork can be done by the method

already mentioned. It must be remem-

bered that moving rails, as found in Table

4, should always be spiked to not less

than three cross ties and not less than 4 ft.

from the end of the rail.

In laying cross-overs on curves there is

no simple rule for the distance bcfveen

the frog points on account of the wide

difference in the curvature of the main

track. When one is to be put in, one of

the best methods is to set the frog by a

frog board, in which case the alinement

between frog-points may be curved or

straight according to local conditions.

A frog board is a board sawed to rep-

resent the frog angle and is used to locate

frogs by moving it along the rail until a

proper location for the frog is found.

Such a board is usually made of white

pine or any other light wood, about I 'n.

thick, 6 to 12 in. wide and 2 to S ft.

long, according to the length of the frog

from point to heel. Fig. 8 is a frog board

and table 6 gives the dimensions neces-

sary for making the board. To make a

No. 3 board draw a line /I C through

center of the board and measure exactly

3 ft. from A to C; measure CB 6 in. at

right angles to A C, and make C D also

6 in. Draw lines from A to B and to D,

and saw the board according to the direc-

tions of these lines; the angle of A is 18

deg. SS n>'n.

After having decided on the location of

of the first frog at the curve, set it and lay

aJWLb.

3UiOLb.

-

2500 LI. .—

^

anoLb

ItMIJi.

2000 Lb.

3000 Lb.

IMOLb tMLb.

1(0) Lb.

500 Lb

OLb.

SOTK: O-Onli Mine Tie
Oi'Uuli h.R Tie
.M- Mu|.li< Mim- Tin
C= Clitftnut Hint Tie

Tin 9

a full rail at its heel and connect it to

the frog with a splice, then lay the rail in

the exact line or angle of the frog ind

spike it down to hold it in line. Place the

track gage normal to the rail and move

it along the rail to the point at which the

gage line of the other rail meets. This

point thus found is the location of the

point of the second frog.

Spikes .\nd Ties on Curves

In laying tracks at the head and fool

of the slope and plane the vertical curves

should have a sufficiently large arc at the

knuckle so that when the car passes over

them it will rest on the rails with both

front and back wheels. The radius of

the vertical curve depends on the wheel
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base. If the radius is too small, there is

danger of the car jumping off the track.

The spike used on the inside of the rail

is subjected to the pulling force while

the spike used outside of the rail is sub-

jected to the shearing stress. For these

reasons the ties and spikes used at curves
should be larger than those used for the

straight road.

The holding power of the spike depends
on its size and the kind of wood used for

the ties. In this connection I made tests

to determine the distribution and holding

power of spikes in different kinds of

wood. The result of the tests are shown
in Fig. 9, in which A B DC is the end
view of the tie, 6 .\ 5 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. The
size of spike used is J/jX4 in. In this test

three different kind of ties were used,

white oak, maple and chestnut. The curve

C is obtained from chestnut, the greatest

holding power was obtained at the middle

and was almost 1800 lb. The curve M is

obtained from maple, the distribution of

holding power of the spike in this wood
is ver\- similar to that of chestnut. The
maximum holding power for maple was
2400 lb. The curve O was obtained from
oak and has a holding power of 3300 lb.,

the largest of the three. It will be no-

ticed, however, that the distribution of the

power in oak differs somewhat from
either maple or chestnut. The maximum
power was obtained at about one-third of

the width from each end and the le.5st

power was obtained in the middle. The
curve was obtained from a regular oak

railroad tie. It shows the same character-

istics as O but has about 500 lb. less hold-

in power than O, the same tie.

Oak Ties Should Be Used on Cus\'es

The results thus obtained from these

tests arc in the nature of clues for future

investigations. It is sufficient to say that

the ties used around curves should be

made of oak in order to get sufficient

holding power for the spikes with the or-

dinao" materials used in underground
track construction.

Rails are a very important item in the

construction of track, .\bout 50 per cent.

of all expenditure for track building is

spent on rails alone. For this reason

the selection of materials is just as im-

portant as the method of laying the rails.

The end of the rail is the weakest part of

the track and due regard has to be given

to splicing the rails. When rails are

fastened with splice bars, the space be-

tween the ends of the rails should be one-

eighth of an inch apart to insure the ex-

pansion of the rails. The splice-bars

should have elliptical holes to accommo-
date the expansion.

Before a mine road is abandoned the

iron rails and the ties may be lifted from

the road and used over again, thus the

cost of materials required in the construc-

tion of tracks may be reduced, but it must

be remembered that it requires labor to

lift the iron. In some cases a mine rail

may be used more than half a dozen times

before it is out of service. In general

the cost of material may be lowered but

there is a proportionate increase in the

cost of labor.

Table 2 shows that the cost of track per

acre of coal per seam is $425.11. If a 4-ft.

seam is to be mined the cost of the

trackage per ton of coal mined is approxi-

mately ten cents, assuming 60 per cent.

of the total coal is won.

Tapping Water from Old Coal

Workings

Charging Shot Holes in Coal

Mines

During 1906 there were in Great Britain

43 accidents in ramming or stemming the

charge, causing seven deaths and injury

to 60 persons. In ramming charges into

a borehole there must always be some
danger, and it cannot be too strongly

urged that this operation should be car-

ried out with the least possible exercise

of force. There can be little doubt that

in all these cases undue force was applied.

The best method of preventing this class

of accident is to insure that the men are

not allowed to use drills which have be-

coine much worn, and also that the diam-

eter of the cartridge is such as to give

good clearance even with a slightly worn
drill. The important thing to insure is

that the cartridge shall not stick in' the

borehole, as if it does the miner is quite

certain to use sufficient force to get it to

the bottom of the hole, as to fire the

charge half way down the hole would en-

tail to him the loss of half his work.

After the care which should be devoted

to the drills, the other points which re-

quire attention are; first, to avoid bunch-

ing the cartridges, that is, tying two or

three together or otherwise inserting sev-

eral at the same time; second, the use of

wooden rammers, and third, the thorough

softening of all nitro-glycerine explosives

before use. Even with all the above pre-

cautions, however, the use of undue force

may always cause an accident. .^ general

impression seems to exist that, at any rate

in the case of gunpowder, no amount of

ill treatment with wooden, or even copper

tools, can possibly lead to danger, where-
as, as a matter of fact, sufficient heat to

ignite gunpowder may without much dif-

ficulty be produced by the contact of two
particles of flint or other hard substance

without the intervention of iron or steel.

Experience has shown that when sink-

ing a shaft of moderate depth ventilation

may be supplied by a fire burning in one
corner. To clear smoke away quickly it

has been found practical to burn a bundle
of straw or shavings in one end of the

shaft, and throw a bucket of water down
the other. If the shaft is very deep or the

sectional area small, ventilation can be

produced by a steam jet or by a small fan
run either by steam or by hand.

The old workings of the Brilliant

Stockholm mine of Australia were re-

cently drained of water by the following

method: A new vertical shaft was sunk

to cut the seam some distance below the

old workings. This shaft passed through

the seam in solid country at a vertical

depth of 525 ft. The nearest point to the

old workings was lOO ft. or more away.

.\t about 440 ft. from the surface in the

new Shaft a i%-in. hole was put in for

40 ft. The boring rods were withdrawn

and 15 ft. of the hole enlarged to 2 in.

and a 2-in. pipe fitted with a gate valve

and pressure gage forced into the hole

and securely held in place by cement.

The rods were passed through this pipe

and the boring continued. The old work-

ings were tapped at a distance of 117 ft.

Because of the great pressure exerted

against the boring rods after tapping, they

had to be removed in short lengths. The
rods removed, the gate valves were closed

and connection was made between the

horizontal pipe in the hole and the shaft

column, a 3-in. pipe. When the valve

was opened the water rose 400 ft. in the

shaft column and the gage showed a

pressure of 180 lb. per sq.in. A l-in. pipe,

which was connected on the surface

with the main air pipes and fitted with

a jet at the lower end, was passed down
the shaft column and by an almost in-

credibly small amount of air the water

was steadily removed. .\s the water re-

ceded in the shaft column the inch air

pipe was lengthened from the surface,

thus the breaking of the water column

from time to time was avoided. The

work was completed in 10 days. This

method was not found expensive, the bor-

ing of the 117-ft. hole costing only $725.

Run-of-mine coal has been used suc-

cessfully in the Chicago pumping stations,

where formerly it was the practice to em-

ploy only lump coal which was supposed

to have passed over \%-m. screens at the

mines so that all pieces under that size

were screened out before shipment. This

made the coal more expensive, but theo-

retically it should evaporate more water

per pound. By using run-of-mine in-

stead of lump coal the average price was
cut down from $2.55 in 1905 to $2.38 in

1906. In 1905 it required at all pumping
stations 15.97 lb. of coal to pump i,ooo,0!X)

gal. to a hight of i ft., while in 1906

it required but 15.026 lb. for the same
duty, or 0.498 lb. less than in 1905. The
total cost of pumping 1,000.000 gal. i ft.

high in 1906 was 3.89c., while in 1905
it was 4.25c., showing a saving of 0.36c.

Of this amount o.2Sc. was due to saving

in coal and o.iic. to saving in other re-

spects. The Municipal Division of Tests

and Inspection is making the tests.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and (rom the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In case of cmorgency, pumps that will

"t respond to the usual nivlhod of prim-

uig liy water may be primed with ordinary

mine car oil. This is not advised for gen-

rral use as the oil is apt to have a bad

effect on the valves, but used once it does

not materially affect them.

The experience of drivers has shown
that a green mule ought not to be worked
\er three hours per day until he is ac-

> ustomed to work in the mines, lie should

be placed next to the leader, and not in

the breeching where he is apt to injure

himself. He should not be over-loaded at

first ant! above all things he should be

treated with kindness.

It has been estimated that the average

loss from breakage on anthracite coal dis-

charged from cars into storage pockets

is for all sizes, in the East, 2 per cent. ; for

t xample, on coal selling at $6 per ton the

loss by breakage is estimated to be 12c.

per ton. In the West the loss by break-

age is estimated to be from S'^j to 9 per

cent. This difference is due to the fact

that in the West the coal is rescreoned to

^iparate the sizes while this is not done

in the East. If coal is dropped into a

hopper directly under the car and the fall

is small the loss is 0.5 per cent.

The shrinkage of cement varies with

the fineness or coarseness of the ingredi-

> tits, the amount of water used in the mix-

ng and the rapidity of settling. Fine ma-
terial used very wot and settling rapidly

gives the greatest amount of shrinkage.

Experience has shown that when concrete

1^ to be used to finish accurately to a de-

mite level, an allowance of '/i in. or 3/16

•II. per foot in hight, for vertical shrinkage,

•hould be made. However, great care

must be taken so as not to exceed the de-

sired level, as it iS much easier to increase

the hight !ban it is to shave off a frac-"

tion of an inch.

Experiments have shown that the safest

ils for use in safety lamps are rape-seed

"il, colza oil. cabbage-seed oil, and seal

I'd'; the last affords a better light than the

vegetable oils and when used there is less

charring of the wick. One part of coal oil,

to two parts of rape or seal oil is safe and

improves the light but the smoke of the

flame is increased. Coal oil or a mixture
of coal oil and lard oil has been used with

success. Naphtha or benzine has been

found safe under all conditions ; even

when the oil vessel of the burning lamp
has been heated to 180 deg. F. and the

light then extinguished no dangerous re-

sults have followed.

During recent years great strides have
been made in the treatment of anthracite

coal in I'Jigland. 1 his has been brought

about by the development of the foreign

trade and the use of special stoves, neces-

sitating the sizing of the coal to suit the

<iifferent markets. Formerly anthracite was

used in comparatively small <|uanlities, the

large coal mostly for hop drying and malt-

ing, and the smaller sizes for heating hot

houses, etc. In the South Wales district

the small sizes are mixed with clay and

formed in "balls" which are burnt in near-

ly all the cottages in Carmarthen, Pem-
broke, and Cardigan. It is no uncommon
sight to see a woman outside her cottage

mixing and treading with her feet the clay

and coal. The "balls" will burn for many
hours and arc used in common grates of

wrought iron.

Safety lamps for general use should be

safe in strong air currents, should have

good illuminating power, and security of

lock fastening (they should be so locked

that any tampering on the part of the

miner will he detected at once in the lamp

room). They should have freedom from

flaming, security against accidents and

simplicity of construction, so that they

may be thoroughly and rapidly cleaned.

Lamps for testing should be able to draw

air from points close to the roof, should

have free admission of air below the

flame, no reflecting surfaces behind the

flame, and the ability to test for a thin

layer of gas near the roof. One of the

most important features of a testing lamp

is its uniformity of flame. .-Mcobol gives

a more uniform flame than the lard oil

which is generally used in safety lamps.

The experience of model washery plants

has shown that there is no excuse for the

dust and dirt found in the average plant.

It has been demonstrated that cleanliness

and comfort are possible if the following

suggestions arc observed. .-^ washery plant

should be located on a hill side in order

that gravity may be used in handling the

coal and the first cost greatly lessened.

The coal should be crushed in the tipple,

then elevated to the receiving coal bins

of the washery plant. These bins should

be in the top of the plant, or at least at

some point above the washing machinery,

and they should be so constructed as to

prevent the sifting of coal dust into the

washery room. No dry coal will iver en-

ter the wash rooms if the coal is sluiced

from the bins to the wa.shing machinery,

hence the room can be kept clean and the

machinery in good order. The wash room
shiiuld be heated by steam coils, the steam

furnished by the exhaust steam from the

engine and shoidd be kept at from 40 to

50 deg. F. as the men will do more careful

work and take better care of the nuchin-

ery if they arc comfortable. The saving

resulting from the additional care which

is apt to he given the machinery will pay

for the slight cost of heating.

The experience of mechanical lufjiim 1 ^

has demonstrated the fact that a fireTirick

arch springing over the grate in boilers

immediately in front of the first section of

tubes gives added efficiency to the lioiler,

as it absorbs the heat generated by the

fire and thus becomes a radiating surface

with exactly the same functions as the

roof of a reverberatory furnace. It heats

the air which is admitted when the furn-

ace doors are opened, thus greatly pro-

longing the life of the boiler by prevent-

ing the contact of cold air with the lubes

which is apt to produce sudden contrac-

tion and expansion leading to crystalliza-

tion. It ignites, by radiation, new fuel as

it is fed upon the grate and thus prevents

the chilling of the fire and helps to main-

tain a more nearly uniform temperature

of the gases passing from the furnace to

the tubes. It also insures an even dis-

tribution of gases because the fall away

of the arch from the center to the ^ides,

prevents the concentration of gases at any

one point.

Stable bosses have decided that the most

suitable food for mules is oats, corn and

hay. Of these, oats are the most nutri-

tious. The age, size and amount of work

required of a mule must determine the

amount of food required. The average

quantity per day for an average mule is

14 to 15 lb. of first quality hay and 12 lb.

of corn and oats mixed in equal parts.

Give a working mule all his system craves.

Once a week a bran mash made of equal

parts of bran and oats should be given as

a gentle purgative. Twice a week all

nudes should be salted. When not work-

ing the feed should be reduced about one-

third, if the animal is in good condition.

The feeding should be water, hay and

oats in the order named. If this order is

followed digestion will be aided and if

neglected digestion will be retarded. For

instance, water if given after the grain is

taken will wash the contents of the

stomach into the intestines before diges-

tion has occurred. If feed is left over

from a meal it should be removed before

another feeding. This is a sure sign that

less should be given the next time. Hani

labor cannot he performed on a too full

stomach ami bene- the heavy feeding

should be done at night and the light feed

giviii in the morning.
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.According to consular reports and other

advices, the drought in the northern part

of Mexico has been worse this year than

since 1892. The disastrous effect of a

shortage of water upon some branches of

the mining industry is, of course, quite

obvious ; but not so obvious to those who

are not well acquainted with Mexican

conditions is the indirect effect of a drought

upon mining through agriculture. How-

ever, this will be perfectly clear when it is

pointed out that the chief subsistence of

the inhabitants of Mexico is corn and

beans, which are grown comparatively

near, and never very far from, the locality

of consumption. It is not merely the peo-

ple who have to be considered, but also

the animals, because in most parts of

Mexico transportation is still done chiefly

with the aid of mules and burros, and at

many places the motive power for the

inalacate is still the mule. Consequently,

a shortage of corn in these districts of

Mexico is equivalent to a shortage of coal

in the United States.

We remember how in the last bad

famine in Mexico, that of 1892, the mine-

mules had to be fed in the corrals under

armed guards to prevent the people from

stealing the corn that had been measured

out to them. This was pitiful, for the

people were half-starved, but unless the

mules could be kept in proper condition,

the matacates could not be worked, the

miner could not be employed under-

ground, wages could not be paid, and

things would have been worse than they

were. At that time, the Government of

the State of Durango imported corn from

the United States, and we saw men, wo-

men and children picking out of the dust

of the road kernels of corn that had

dropped from the government wagons.

.\bout 1000 people were fed daily by

the city of Durango.

The drought this year has been due to

the failure of the usual rainy season to

materialize. The lack of rain-fall has

been disastrous, not only to the crops, but

also to the cattle, many of which have

died. The few showers that have fallen

have afforded only temporary relief. It

is expected that the crops of corn and

beans will be only one-fourth to one-half

the usual harvest. The crop failure is

also causing serious financial trouble, the

banks being obliged to carry the farmers

over to the next year, which leads to

stringency in the money markets. Even

the mining industry does not escape from

disturbance, but in genaral, especially in

the districts which have railway com-

munication, the effect is rather beneficial

than otherwise, because the failure of the

crops makes more labor available for min-

ing, and the high prices for food compel

the people to go to the places where wages

are paid. It is anticipated, consequently,

that this will lead directly to greater

activity in mining in the Republic and an

increase in the mineral production.

Ely and Ely City

An amusing dispute between the big

companies and the townspeople of Ely,

Nev., has been going on for some time

back. Ely was one of the old towns of

Nevada, whose mines had never amounted

to much, and for many years it rested in

a quiet somnolence, isolated from the ac-

tivity of the bustling West (Eureka, the

nearest railway point being 90 miles away)

and seldom heard of in the outside world.

Then the big deposits of copper ore were

developed, Ely became the cynosure of

many eyes, and since last winter, its resi-

dents, who previously had been obliged to

suffer the tedious stage journey to Eureka,

have enjoyed the luxury of entrance and

exit in a Pullman car.

Ely lies right at the mouth of Robinson

canon, so the railway extension to the

mines was built through one of the back

streets of the town. It did not seem that

the railway would do any harm there or

would be considered otherwise than as an

inestimable boon by the people who for 30

years or more had possessed no railway at

all. However, the town soon made de-

mands of the railway, to which the latter

decided it could not accede. It does not

matter much just what the dispute was

about, but it concerned something respect-

ing the operation of trains which the rail-

way company deemed onerous and objec-

tionable.

The upshot of the matter was that the

railway company answered that if the town

did not want the trains to go through it,

another line would be built above the

town (which has since been done), but it

said moreover that inasmuch as it ap-

peared that old Ely did not care much

for its affections, it would transfer its

interests to a younger charmer, which had

in the meanwhile grown up to the east of

Ely under the ntirt\iring of some enter-
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prising boomers. The new town was

rather absurdly called "Ely City." (It

seems impossible to gel away from this

abominable suflix "city" mitil a place ac-

<juircs at least lao.ooo inhabitants, and as

between Ely and Ely City, we should

have thought the PostoflRce Department

would have had something to say ; even

East Ely would not have displayed such

poverty of imagination as pretentious "Ely

City," and anyway one wonders why the

people who wanted to sell town lots could

not have hitched on to the outskirts of

the old town and been satisfied with

"Ely").

However, the railway company did what

it said it would, and established its freight

depot at Ely City, since when the mer-

chants of Ely have had to pay cartage for

two miles to their town. The citizens of

Ely have now gone to law with the rail-

way company to compel it to construct

and maintain a freight depot in the real

town of Ely. It is said, moreover, that

suit will be brought against the railway

company to restrain it from using the

name "Ely" on its new depot at "Ely

City," which certainly was adding insult

to injury. If respectable old Ely cannot

peaceably and undividedly enjoy its own

name, then what is in a name anyhow?

Certainly the citizens of Ely ought to have

a freight depot; more certainly still they

ought to have full and unqualified pos-

session of their own name ; finally, Ely City

ought to be called Monzonite, Coppertown,

or something that is sonorous and not pre-

viously preempted in the Postoffice Guide.

Yet, it is to be hoped that the townspeople,

after their victory, will be generous

«nough to let the railway company run

trains through the back street if it wants

to, and not require it to eliminate grade

crossings.

in this class of mining are dependent not

only upon the yield and price of zinc con-

centrate, but also upon the yield and

price of galena. The recent test was par-

ticularly severe, because the price for

galena has fallen heavily along with the

price for blende.

It appears that the estimates «i:ii; cor-

rect to a large extent. Several of the

"sheet ground" mines had to be closed as

temporarily unprofitable, and consequently

there was a natural diminution of the out-

put of the district, besides the restriction

of production by agreement among the

operators. The production of the district

lor the first 38 weeks of 1907 averaged

5830 tons per week, while the production

for the week ending Sept. 21 was 4556

tons. In the meanwhile the smelters have

been suffering equally with the miners, be-

cause with ore at $40 and spelter at 5c.

per lb., there is obviously no margin for

profit in smelting. It is gratifying all

around that the market for spelter and

zinc ore have improved during the last

fortnight, relieving the pinch that had be

come uncomfortable.

Zinc Ore Production at Joplin

The basis price for blende containing

60 per cent, zinc at Joplin on Sept. 21

was ?40 per ton. The price had been

gradually falling to that figure for several

weeks, and for the first time since mining

and milling of the "sheet ground" began

to be productive on a large scale, we have

had a test of the accuracy of the esti-

mates that concentrate could not profit-

ably be produced from such ground when

the price realized is as low as $40 per ton.

Of course, these estimates were to a cer-

tain extent relative, becriiise the profits

The Need of a Mining

Population

State Mine Inspector J. W. Paul, of

West Virginia, after a tour of tha mines

of the State, complains that the standard

of fitness is perhaps lower among miners

in that State than in any other region of

equal mining importance. In his opinion,

the coal mines under his supervision need

better miners rather than more men. He

calls attention to the large number of de-

structive mine disasters which have oc-

curred in West Virginia of late, and

recommends that efforts should be made

to secure 20,000 additional miners of a

class which would give the State a "stand-

ard of production equal to her resources."

The inspector deplores the fact that his

State, unlike Pennsylvania and other com-

munities, has no mining population with

the accumulated traditions and aptitude

derived from long generations of mining

ancestors. In the absence of better ma-

terial the operators have been compelled

to use the cheapest kind of labor and the

result has been a low state of efficiency

among the rank and file, while compe-

tent foremen have not been developed. It

is reported that the State commissioner

of immigration is ii. Europe and that he

is offering the miners of several coun-

tries inducements to bring their experi-

ence to West Virginia. Incidentally this

ii an interesting rcllcciion upon the

alien labor law.

It takes time to make a miner, and

nearly 3II newly opened districts are con-

fronted with the same problem. Usually

.it has been possible to get the proper

quality by paying the necessary price, but

recently the demand has been so keen that

the supply has not been suflicient to go

around. No doubt in time West Virginia

will develop its own efficient mining popu-

lation as has every other region where an

extensive mining industry deserves to

flourish. In the meantime there seems to

be only one remedy, i.e., to pay the higher

price.

The difficulty of moving the large

tonnage of ore from the porphyry mines

of Bingham, Utah, to the concentrat-

ing mills at Garfield, which has been dis-

cussed as so serious an obstacle to the

operation of those mines, has promise of

an early solution. It has been recognized

that the prospective trouble was only in

the shortage of cars and motive power.

It appears now that the Rio Grande West-

ern has arranged to put 20 new locomo-

tives and SOD new cars in the service, de-

livery of which has already been begun.

Consequently there is no likelihood of

delay in putting the Utah and Boston

mills in full operation on this account

The delay is far more likely to be due

to the condition of the copper market, or

perhaps rather the money market, inas-

much as both these companies have their

concentrates smelted and refined on uM,

and thus have their refined copper on

their hands to dispose of, which may

make them less anxious to begin opera

tions at full capacity than otherwise they

might be.

The protracted negotiations on the

steel rail question seem to be drawing to

an end. The joint committee, including

representatives of the larger railroads and

of the rail-making companies has, it is

understood, substantially agreed upon a

modification of the larger standard rail

sections, which will increase their weight

about 10 per cent., the additional metal lo

be chiefly in the web of the rail. There

will also be an increase in the proportion

of the ingots discarded, to provide against

flaws.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Barometric Pressure and Colliery

Explosions

The recent editorial in the Jolknal on

"Mine Explosions from Atmospheric

Pressure" makes very interesting reading,

and recalls to my mind the following item,

which appeared in the Medical Record

of 1876 (p. 374) :

"Firc-Dtimf and the Barometer— It is

maintained hy French savants that an

explosion of lire-damp can be predicted

36 hours in advance by a fall in the barom-

eter, and a warning signal service is sug-

gested in France."

Aside from its historical interest, the

item is of value as suggesting how easily

valuable discoveries may be ignored, sim-

ply because they are not brought to public

attention in the proper manner. It would

be interesting to know whether standard

works on meteorology contain any refer-

ence to this subject, or, in other words,

whether the matter has ever received ex-

tended consideration. It is self-evident,

in view of the various articles which you

have printed upon the subject, that

barometric observations should be made
at every coal mine considered more or

less liable to gas explosions. It is a sub-

ject which the Weather Bureau might

well take into consideration as perhaps

one of the most practical directions in

which its efforts could be extended. .\s

you very properly observe, "it is only

from a widespread understanding that the

greatest benefit will be derived," and it

is hoped that before long the available

material on these subjects will be brought
together. F. L. Hoffman,

Statistician Prudential Insurance

Company.
Newark, N. J., Sept. 25, 1907.

The Curtailment of Production

at Joplin

In the JoiR.NAL of Sept. 21, '1907, p. 572,

the Joplin correspondent says : "The out-

put has been restricted approximately 15

per cent, hy the clo.^ing of mines that can-

not operate at a profit with lead so low as

now and by mines closing down for re-

pairs that could conveniently be given

attention at this time."

The fact is that the curtailment of

production has amounted to. roughly. 50

per cent, of the entire output. I inclose

a clipping from the Joplin Daily Globe of

.'^^f.t 2^, giving tl"- vii « - iif (liffircll*

operators on this point. The statement

of your correspondent is distinctly incor-

rect. Frank Nicholson.

Joplin, Mo., Sept. 24, 1907.

The clipping inclosed with the above

letter shows that there is a difference of

opinion among the Joplin operators as to

the extent of the recent curlailmcnt of

production. It is difficult to compute pre-

cise statistics upon that point. The sta-

tistics of Joplin ore output which are pub-

lished in the Journal in a condensec'

form (by districts) are published in the

Joplin Daily Globe in great detail (by

mines), and any inaccuracies are open to

detection. These statistics represent ship-

ments, not production. In a brief period

of time production may fall off largely

and shipments only a little until surplus

stocks have been disposed of. This is

evidently what has happened recently.

Our Joplin correspondent referred to the

reduction in shipments—actually about 15

per cent.—which has been misunderstood

by his use of the rather vague word "out-

put." The shipments from Joplin in the

36 weeks ending with Sept. 7 were

211.985 tons, an average of 5,888 tons per

week. The shipments in the week ending

Sept. 14 were 4995 tons, which was just

15 per cent, less than the previous average.

Our Joplin correspondent adds the fol-

lowing under date of Sept. 30 : "My
computation of output for the eight

months ending Aug. 31 averaged 25,-

7.^2 tons per month. The September

output was 17.840 tons, a decrease of

7892 tons. Add to this a decrease in

stocks of 1390 tons during the month, the

total restriction appears to be 9282 tons.

The statistics of the Lanyon Zinc Com-
pany show the average monthly output

for the first eight months of the year to

have been 26,218 tons, with an output ui

September of 18,513 tons, a decrease of

7705 tons, .\dding to this a decrease in

stocks of 594 tons during September gives

a curtailment of 8299 tons, which Ts nearly

1000 tons less than my figure. The pro-

ducers estimated a reduction of 12,000

tons in output and a decrease of 4000 tons

in stocks, but their estimates were based

upon the capacity of the mills shut down,
without reference to the average oiitput

of these mills."

Location of Petroleum Lands

3. Do you consider that the $100

assessment work per year on roads, etc.,

without actual discovery of oil, appropri-

ates the surfatc to the exclusion of bona

fide locators?

4. It has been customary in some cases

to form groups of placer locations in

quarter sections and do assessment work

of $100 on the entire 160 acres. Do j'ou

consider that this will hold? J. L.

Ventura, Cal., August 7.

1. .Any person authorized to enter

lands under the mining laws of the

United States may enter and obtain pat-

ents to lands containing petroleum or

other mineral oils, and chiefly valuable

therefor, imder the provisions of the laws

relating to placer mineral claims. (Act

of Congress approved February 11. 1897.)

2. According to the above, discovery is

necessary.

3. Unless there be actual discovery of

valuable deposits which would entitle a

placer location to be made, no location can

legally be made.

4. Where oil lands are located as

placer mining claims, the annual assess-

ment labor upon such claims may be done

upon any one of a group of claims lying

contiguous and owned by the same person

or corporation, not exceeding five claims

in all
;
provided, that said labor will tend

to the developmer^t or to determine the

oil-bearing character of such contiguous

claims. (Act of Congress approved Feb-

ruary 12, 1903.)

The Jamestown Exposition

1. What do you consider the status of

a placer mineral filing for oil?

2. Does the filing give a possessory

right, or is a discovery necessary?

Through the courteous cooperation of

Dr. Joseph Hyde Pratt, chief of the di-

vision of mines and metallurgy, head-

quarters have been established at the

south entrance of the Mines building for

the use of members of the institute and

their guests visiting the Exposition. Con-

veniences for writing and posting letters,

etc., have been provided; and arrange-

ments have been made for the prompt

delivery of mail-matter, addressed in care

of Dr. J. H. Pratt, Mines buildin-. James-

town Exposition, Va.

Having recently spent more than a

week at Jamestown, in the capacity ot a

juror of awards, division of mines and

metallurgy. I wish to assure the members

of the institute, nothwithstanding the

conflicting and sometimes discouraging

reports of newspaper correspondents, that

the Exposition is well worth a visit, even

from those who remember Chicago. Bnf-
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Personal

Mining and metallurgical engineers are In-

vited to keep The Enoinebhinq and Mining
Journal. Informed ol their movements and
appointments.

E. T. Butler, of the Golden Sun Com-

pany in Gilpin county, Colo., is on a busi-

ness trip to the East.

Theodore Dwight, mining engineer, of

New York, was married to Miss Linda

KirchhotT, at New York, Sept. 26.

Arthur H. Simpson has been appointed

superintendent of the Branch Mint mine

in Lawrence county, South Dakota.

C. S. Ripley, manager of the Boston-

Occidental Mining Company, operating at

Apex., Colo., is on a trip to Boston.

J. J. White, manager of the Prudential

I^Iining Company, of Georgetown, Colo.,

is making a business visit to the East.

George J. Bancroft, mining engineer, of

Denver, has been examining mines in the

Georgetown section of Clear Creek county,

Colorado.

H. \V. Kane, manager of the Tucker

mine and mill in Gilpin county, Colo., is

making a business trip to Chicago and

other eastern points.

Samuel W. Osgood, mining engineer,

has returned to Chicago, after a stay of

a month at the stamp mill and cyanide

plant of the Gould mines in Montana.

J. M. Callow, president of the General

Engineering Company, Salt Lake, Utah, is

on a professional trip to Arizona and

Mexico, but will be back in Salt Lake

about the end of October.

R. B. Lamb, mining engineer, of New
York, is examining properties in Colo-

rado. He will go from there to Mexico,

tc make examinations of some gold mines,

before returning to New York.

A. A. Hassan has opened a branch

office in Toronto, Ont., and is organizing

the Hassan Exploration Company for the

purpose of exploring the mineral re-

sources of Ontario and Quebec.

J. E. A. Moore has severed his connec-

lion with the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and has be-

come associated with John W. Seaver, of

that city, as a consulting engineer.

George D. Stonestreet, mining engineer,

having completed his investigation of the

Rosario mines in Honduras, Central

.\merica, has returned to New York and

reopened his office at No. 45 Broadway.

L. W. Trumbull, mining engineer, of

I aramic, \Vyo., has returned .to the Uni-

versity of Wyoming as professor of min-

ing, after spending the summer in Colo-

rado and California, and will remain there

until January.

William A. Moore, who has been man-

ager since .\pril I of the Nittany Iron

Company, Bellefonte, Penn., has recently

been elected its president. Mr. Moore's

last previous work was in the Pocahontas

coalfield, as general manager and con-

structing engineer for the Page Coal and

Coke Company.

In connection with the articles on min-

ing in New Caledonia, which appeared

in recent issues of the Journal, the ad-

dress of G. M. Colvocoresses, their au-

thor, was incorrectly given as Noumea,

New Caledonia. Mr. Colvocoresses

spent about four years in New Caledonia,

but his present address is 43 Exchange

Place, New York City.

Obituary

William H. Travis, a prominent iron

and steel manufacturer of Wheeling, W.
Va., died at his home in that city Aug.

20. He was 67 years old, and began a life

of hard work at the age of 12 in a Wheel-

ing nail house which carried him into

nail manufacturing and finally made him

manager of the La Belle Iron Works.

For over 40 years he occupied that posi-

tion and held it at the time of his death.

Samuel Sloan, whose death occurred

last week at the age of 90 years, was

known chiefly as a railroad man, his

career having practically begun when,

after filling several subordinate positions,

he became superintendent of the Hudson

River Railroad in 1855. Ten years later

he was chosen a director of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad Com-
pany, and served as president of that

company from 1867 to 1899, or 32 years

in all. In 1899 he retired from the active

management, and was chosen chairman

of the board of directors. As president Of

the Lackawanna, Mr. Sloan was an im-

portant figure in the anthracite trade, and

his influence was generally felt. Under

his management the Lackawanna ex-

panded its business largely and success-

fully and established its position as an

important through line, as well as one of

the leading anthracite producers and car-

riers. During his later years, however,

his administration came to be character-

ized by extreme conservatism, and his

successor in the presidency found it neces-

sary to make many changes in order to

bring the road up to date. No fault was

found with the financial management, and

the company is a conspicuous example

through its freedom from stock water-

ing and other modern financial devices.

Societies and Technical Schools

Yale University—Mrs. James B. Oliver,

the widow of James B. Oliver, one of the

leading steel manufacturers of Western

Pennsylvania, has made a donation of

$150,000 to the Sheffield Scientific School

of Yale University for the construction of

a new recitation hall as a memorial to her

son. The memorial, which may cost ulti-

mately $250,000, will be called the Oliver

Memorial Hall. Mrs. Oliver expects that

it will be completed by June next.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers—This society will hold the first

monthly meeting this fall on Tuesday

evening, Oct. 8, in the main auditorium of

the Engineering Societies Building, 29-

West 39th street. New York. The sub-

ject of this meeting will be "Industrial

Education."

The college technical courses and the

student apprenticeship courses will be dis-

cussed at length. Professor John Price

Jackson has written a paper on the col-

lege technical courses and apprentice-

ship courses offered by manufacturing

establishments. Dr. Henry S. Pritchett,^

president of the Society for the Promotion

of Industrial Education, and Professor

Dugald C. Jackson, president of the

Society for the Promotion of Engineer-

ing Education, \yill deliver short addresses

on the subjects allied to their societies.

Others have been invited to speak in-

formally at the meeting.

Industrial

George W. Myers, California represen-

tative of the Chrome Steel Works, of

Chrome, N. J., has returned to his former
quarters, 724 Kohl Building, corner Cali-

fornia and Montgomery streets, San Fran-

cisco, California.

The Bristol Company, Waterbury,-'

Conn., is about to erect another new addi-

tion to the present plant. The new build-

ing is to be 53x170 ft., three stories high.

This additional space is made necessary

by the increased demand for Bristol re->

corders and Bristol patent steel belt lac-

ing.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars :

Ridgway Dynamo and Engine Company,

Ridgway, Pa. Bulletin No. 18. Power
Plants. Pp. 17, illustrated, paper, 8x10}^

in. ; September, 1907.

H. W. Johns-Manville' Company, 100

William street. New York. Catalog No.

no. Morris Metallic Packing. Pp. 14,

illustrated, paper, 4^/2^7 in.; 1907.

The National Steam Pump Company,.

Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Catalog No. 27.

Steam Pumping Machinery. Pp. 100, in-

dexed, illustrated, paper, 6x85^ in.

Construction News

Carbondale, Pennsylvania—The Scran-

ton Coal Company will open up a new
coal working east of the city on the Lang-

don and Franklyn tracts. The breaker to

be erected will have a capacity of looo-

tons per day. A spur from the Scranton

branch of the New York, Ontario & West-

ern road will be run to the new breaker.

The company is controlled by the New
York, Ontario & Western Railroad, which

has its office at 56 Beaver street, New
York.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Sept. 2$—Shipments of copper ore from

BaUl Mountain district. Humboldt county,

are worthy of note, thougli the ore re-

ferred to has been sorted out and selected

from the mines of Geo. Henderson and

Rev. E. P. Shire. Botli gentlemen have

mines located in the vicinity of Bald

Mountain and have been developing them

for over a year. Although the yield so

far has been encouraging, the ore taken

during prospecting yielded sufficient cop-

per to pay for the work. It is thought

that a much larger vein exists in the

vicinity and will be eventually traced out.

.Another mine owned by Monroe & Loof-

burrow is also being worked in the same

vicinity, and with equally encouraging re-

•sults. Humboldt county has not hereto-

fore been known as much of a mining

section, but the recent activities give

promising signs.

The Land Office at Visalia, Tulare

county, has received notice from the Gen-

eral Land Office of the temporary suspen-

sion from entry of a large tract of land

adjoining the Sierra Forest Reserve on

the West, pending reports on the advis-

ability of adding the same to the National

Reserve. The tract embraces a strip of

l;ind averaging about five miles in width,

leaching from Trimmer Springs, Fresno

county, to Yokohl Valley, east of Visalia.

It is 42 miles in length and contains 190,-

440 acres, with another strip reaching

from White River in this county to Glen-

ville, Kern county, nine miles long and

containing 31,360 acres.

Properties of the Virginia Gold Mining

Company, on the Mother Lode, near

Coulterville, Mariposa county, have been

transferred to Garnett & Priest, of Kansas

City, and J. W. McLean, of Boise City,

Idaho. The Virginia comprises five

claims, aggregating about too acres. The
property was developed in the early days

and has been a producer until recent years.

The work of rehabilitation now under way
will be pushed with vigor until the power

lines are installed, when a full force of

men will be employed in the wcrrkings.

With the introduction of electric power
other once famous producers "on the

Mother Lode in Mariposa county will re-

sume operations suspended for the same
causes that closed the Virginia. ,\mong

these are the Champion, Mary Harring-

ton, Red Banks, Merced Gold, Pinon

Blanca and Crown Lead, on the lode, and

the Bob McKee. Red Cloud, Louisiana,

and others of lesser note.

Evidence is being taken at San .\ndreas

Ml a ca>c nnuKiny ccilaui riylUs in ihe

Royal Consolidated .Mines, Ltd., at Hod-
son, in Calaveras county, and the hearing

of the arguments has been set for Oct. i.

This is a Mother Lode mine, carrying

low-grade ore, and made a record for low

cost of working the ores while it was in

operation. The mine was sold some seven

years ago to a company represented by

J. C. Kemp Van Ec, who made a partial

payment down, and, it is alleged, agreed

to make the balance in installments from

the profits of the mine. Since then many
side claims have come in, and the object

of the present proceedings, which were

commenced by the Royal Consolidated

Gold Mining Company, is to establish a

vendor's lien, to give the company's claim

precedence over all others. It was shown
in the evidence adduced that over a mil-

lion dollars worth of gold has been taken

out in the last seven years, but the out-

standing indebtedness to the Royal Com-
pany has not been satisfied, the contest

being set up by Kemp Van Ee that the

expenses consumed the profits.

It is not expected that any of the cop-

per mines of Shasta county will close

down on account of the lower price of

copper. Indeed operations are being ex-

panded. At Kennett the two new fur-

naces of the smelter will be started in a

few weeks. The four new blowers for

the furnaces are about ready. Two of

these will be kept for emergency purposes.

Three of the blowers will receive power

from three 250-h.p. induction motors.

The fourth one will be supplied by a

200-h.p. Westinghouse induction motor.

.\ blower system is to be installed for the

new converters. The power for this sys-

tem will be furnished by a 750-h.p. Gen-

eral Electric motor. At Ingot, the smelter

of the Great Western Gold Company will

not have to shut down this winter through

a lack of coke, as in the past when the

loads became impassible because of the

rains, for there is now in storage or in

transit so that it will get there before the

rains set in, six months' supply. The
railroad to Bella Vista will soon be com-

pleted, at least so far as to get out of

the belt of bad wagon roads.

Work has been temporarily stopped on

the great smelting plant of the Selby

Smelting Company, at San Bruno, San
Francisco bay, awaiting the arrival here

of Daniel Guggenheim, although several

hundred thousand dollars have been

already expended. Some 500 acres have

been graded, a long wharf built and

numerous buildings erected, including the

gLiieral macliiin.- ^hup, and warehouse.

Some of the rich landowners uf Bur-

lingame, near by, have organized to op-

pose the construction and operation of the

smelter, and other places about the bay

have also shown strong opposition to the

project. Mr. Guggenheim will come here

shortly to confer with tliesc people and

endeavor to show them that the smelter

will do no harm to their lands.

Salt Lake City

Sclfl. 28—A receiver has been appointed

for the Sevier Consolidated Mining Com-
pany, with properties situated in Sevier

and Piute counties. The mine is well

equipped with power facilities, and some
extensive bodies of low-grade gold ores-

have been developed. A small mill has-

been operated for several months past ;.

but the results have not been altogether

satisfactory.

The lowering of the price of copper has

caused some of the low-grade copper

mines either to curtail their output or

close down entirely. The Majestic Cop-

per Company, with properties in Beaver
county, has- found it profitable for some
little time past to ship ore from the Old'

Hickory mine, the values running from

2 to 4 per cent, copper. The mine has

been closed since the metal dropped below

20c. The United States and Binghan>

Consolidated Mining companies have pnc-
tically stopped mining and shipments of

the low-grade sulphide iron ores from
Bingham. While these ores carry onlv

small copper values, they have never been

very profitable except to be used as flux-

ing material for the silicious ores treateff

at the smelters from other districts. The
mines aflfected are: the Telegraph and
Galena, of the United States company,
and the Commercial, of the Bingham Con-
solidated.

Labor difficulties are being experienced

at Park City, and the pay-roll of the

camp has been reduced between 500 and
600 men as a result of a strike aflfectinir

the Daily West, Ontario and Daly mines.

The miners' union took oflfense at the

management because a union shift-boss

was discharged for failure to do his duty.

The union demanded the reinstatement

of the discharged employee, and upon the

refusal of the management to do so, the-

strike was called. It is likely that the

mines will be closed for some time.

The Western Pacific inaugurates initial

train service out of Salt Lake City next

week. One passenger train a day will be-

operated as far west as Bewa, Nev., the-
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junction point with the Nevada Northern

railroad.

The Silver King Coalition Mines Com-

pany has posted its quarterly dividend of

$187,500 for payment in October. The

Columbus Consolidated will pay 20c. a

share Oct. 15, being $56,708, on the issued

stock.

The shaft of the Utah mine has been

re-timbered from the top down to the

eighth, or lower, level. It was so badly

damaged by the tire which visited tnc

property several months ago t'nat this

work was a matter of necessity.

Bisbee, Arizona

St-ft. 28—General surprise was expressed

here at the sudden termination of opera-

tions on the Cananea-Bisbee group, be-

longing to parties in Bisbee, which was

under development by W. B. Thompson,

of the New York firm of Hayden, Stone

& Co. The property had made a fine

showing of black sulphide copper in sev-

eral shafts and drifts and looked as though

it might become a valuable mine. Mr.

Thompson asked an extension of time on

payments, and as this was the second ex-

tension, the owners did not care to grant

it. .-Ml work is now suspended. If the

present option holders drop their connec-

tion, it is probable that others will take it

up very quickly.

Several other cessations of work have

taken place in the territory of late, said

to be on account of delays in the receipt of

material, etc., but possibly from the out-

look for immediate selling of copper and

the price, the mines in every case being

producers of low-grade ores. The Christ-

mas mine, in the Saddle Mountain dis-

trict, Pinal county, which has been a very

considerable producer, has closed for the

time being, and 350 men have been thrown

out of work. These men ha\e gone to

other properties in the county. Ore at

the Christmas mine runs about 3 per cent,

copper and carries some silver; the com-

pany has a smelter of 200 tons capacity,

of the Mitchell type, and ships matte. Its

production last year was about 2,250,000

lb. It is expected that a resumption will

take place soon.

The Ray mine, in the Kelvin district.

Final county, has laid off about 300 men.

leaving 200 at work. The lay-off is said

to be occasioned by delay in the delivery

of material for the concentrator, and the

consequent uselessness of piling up ore

awaiting its completion. The Ray is a

low-grade proposition, the future of

which is in some doubt. It has always

been rather difficult to save its copper

values, but new processes to be un<ler-

taken arc expected to overcome this ol)-

stacle.

At Bisbee the Dcnn mine is shipping 50

tons of ore per day and is developing on

the iioo-ft. level, where it is stoping and

opening good bodies. On the 1200. ti-

which the shaft has now been sunk, drift-

ing is in progress.

Denver

Scl>t. 21—Since about .^ug. to, when

the strike of the telegraphers began, the

wires into Leadville have conveyed no

messages, and the offices have been

closed. In another instance—Grand Junc-

tion, the end of a railroad division, is

largely a union town—the non-union

operator who was sent there to take the

place of the deserting striker, was so-

cially ostracized, and physically barred

from obtaining such ordinary necessities

as meals and bed. This town is also the

licadquarters of the Grand Valley Fruit

•Growers' Association, and the hight of the

season for marketing their crops is at hand.

The non-working of the wires incon-

venienced association members badly and

the Denver superintendent informed the

association that if they did not see that

his operator was accorded the protection

to which any ordinary well-behaved citi-

7en was entitled, he would close the office,

and keep it so indefinitely. Net result,

the non-union operator was provided

with a room and board at the best hotel.

However, in spite of difficulties, Colo-

rado business at this writing is within

jO per cent, of the business during a

corresponding period in 1906, and though

some inconvenience is still felt through

interference with the wires by strikers,

;ind by delay of messages, it may be said

that the passing of the telegraph strike

in the West is complete.

The Denver, Laramie & Northwest-

LTu is a new road projected from Denver

through Ft. Collins, Laramie and a north-

westerly (iiroclion through Wyoming,

witli Seattle as its northern terminus.

It is reported here today that its backers

have paid $100,000 for 160 acres within

the city limits of Denver for their ter-

minal. As far as is now apparent, the

same means will be used to finance and

build it as those ilsed by the very clever

and hypnotic Mr. Stilwell, in his con-

struction of the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient, which is, under the circumstances,

a most wonderful achievement.

Another railway projected is the Lar-

amie & Routt County railway, organ-

ized to operate between the terminal

point of the Laramie, Hahn's Peak &
Pacific railway, in Wyoming, and the

great lignite beds of North Park, Colo-

rado. And with the widely publislied

announcement that Harriman is to spend

one hundred millions at once in double-

tracking the western end of the Union
Pacific, it does not appear as though

there are any signs of cessation of pros-

perity in the West.

London .

Sefil. 21—The Royal Commission on

Safety in Mines, now sitting in London,

has made two sub-appointments for spe-

cial investigations, which are of some in-

terest. In the first place Dr. .-X. E. Boycott

has been asked to condticl in(|uiries as to

whether there is any indication of the

presence of ankylostomiasis in the coal

mines. Secondly, John Cadman is to

make a series of tests and observations of

mine air, with a view to collecting data

enabling the commission to lay down a

standard of ventilation in mines.

The .Anglo-Sicilian Sulphur Company

has just issued its report for the year

ended July 31. This company has nowa-

days no control over the sulphur situation,

which by the way seems to be going from

bad to worse, owing to the inability of

the Italian GovernmeiU to cope with

.\merican competition. The company only

exists for the puiVose of winding up its

business. In July of last year the com-

pany sold its stock of sulphur to the Con-

sorzio Obbligatorio for guaranteed bonds

representing 19,780,000 lire. Since then

some of the bonds have been redeemed at

par, realizing ^65,300, and the remainder

have been sold at 5 per cent, discount,

yielding £682,000. Interest on the bonds

has yielded a revenue of £28,592. The com-

pany has paid £42,000 interest at 6 per

cent, on the preference shares during the

year. It will not now be long Iicfore the •

company will 1)e wound vip, and the assets

will liberally repay both preference and

ordinary share capital.

The Tronoh Mines, working tin de-

posits in Perak, one of the protected

States of the Malay peninsula, is one of

the best of the Cornish smelters' specula-

tions, over 140 per cent, having been paid

on the capital of ii6o,ooo since the com-

pany was formed in 1901. For the last

year dividends have been paid every

quarter at the rate of 40 per cent. The

directors and managers have thought it

a suitable time to introduce several im-

provements in the operations in the mines,

with a view to economy. .At the present

time there are numerous small shafts and

the plant is scattered. It is proposed to

concentrate the plant and sink a new main

shaft. At the same time it is intended to

fit up an electrical installation to provide

2000 h.p. The cost of this new work will

be between £50,000 and £60,000, and it is

intended to provide the money entirely

out of revenue, by reducing the divi-

deiul by one-half during the next year

or so.

.\ year or more ago I referred in this

column to a new scheme for bringing back

prosperity to Ireland, in the shape of the

Bonmahon Copper Mines Development

Syndicate, the object of which v/as to

prospect and reopen the old mines in

Waterford. This project has already come

to an inglorious end, and the shareholders

are desirous of having the syndicate

wound up under bankruptcy, so that the

details of management may be thoroughly

sifted. The allegations are that the min-

ing operations were not seriously under-

taken, and that the promoters and officials

spent their time speculating in the shares.

In due course we shall no doubt hear the

whole story.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
United Slates Smelling, Refiiting and

Mining Contl<any—Cliarlcs G. Rice has

been elected a director of this company

in place of C. A. Hight, resigned. William

G. Sharp has been elected president

;

Charles G. Rice, vice-president; F. W.
Batcheldcr. socrctarv- and treasurer.

Arizona

BisBEE District

Ameriean-Saginaw—All work has

ceased. The pumps have been pulled

and all machinery is hoisted out of

the shaft indicating a long shutdown.

E.xtcnsive underground explorations have

taken place here since the original Sagi-

naw development company found a con-

siderable body of leached ore on the

750-ft. level, and consolidation was made
with .\merican, one of the minor Cole

companies. The Denn Arizona company
is working in good ore and is finding

excellent indications at several points.

Bhuk Diamond—This old mine, at

Pearce, many times Operated and as many
idle, is developing by shafts, and is to

sink a two-compartment shaft to 22S ft.

The work is to be done by contract.

Coehise Consolidated—This property, at

Paradise, which has been in difficulty for

years, has finally been bought under trust

deed for the amount of the debts, and an

effort will be made to reopen the mine.

Stockholders have a nine months' re-

demption period. .\t one time this was the

most ambitious copper development in the

California mining district.

Cofper Queen Mining Company—This

company, at Bisbee. is connecting the un-

derground workings with the Sacramento

shaft, preliminary to adopting the under-

ground electric tramming of all ore to the

Sacramento, and hoisting by skip, instead

of by cages at various points, as now. It

will take a year or more to complete the

changes and install the needed machinery.

Railway tracks and yards for handling the

entire product of the mine will be laid be-

low the Sacramento shaft.

Imperial Copper Company—This com-

pany at the new town of Sasco, near Red-

rock, on the Southern Pacific, is erecting

a matte smelter for ores from the mines

at Silver Bell. The smelter buildings are

of steel and the capacity will be 350 tons

of ore per day. It will treat custom as

well as company ores. The works will

be blown in early in the year. Electricity

from the works will be transmitted to

Silver Bell for the use of the mines. These

have been shipping 100 tons of ore daily

to the Copper Queen Reduction Works at

Douglass. The Silver Bell district of

Pinal county includes, in addition to the

Imperial company, the Arcade, Minas

Cobre, Copperite, Oxide, Cleveland-Ari-

zona and Indiana-Arizona companies, all

engaged in development work.

Old Dominion—There is little question

that curtailment will take place. Develop-

ment work in the district will doubtless

continue steadily, especially on such prop-

erties as Old Dominion, Globe Consoli-

dated, Arizona Commercial and Superior

& Boston, and the extensive improvements

to the smelter will doubtless be carried

on steadily. Globe Consolidated expects

to get into copper early in the coming

year, and will then be a customer of the

smelter. Arizona Commercial has been

increasing its output during the year, and

is doing a large amount of work both in

mining and in prospecting. National and

Globe-Arizona, two new companies, are

expected to carry on operations this

winter, and the latter is shipping some ore.

Pyramid Peak—In the region southwest

of Lordsburg, considerable development

is in progress and on some properties, like

the Nellie Bly, good copper ore has been

cut at depths. The district is handy to

transportation.

PiM.\ County

Omega—This copper-mining company,

operating in the Helvetia district, reports

that it is making regular shipments of

ore.

California

Butte County

Chrysoprase—W. S. McAllister has

found, near Magalia, a deposit of this

gem-stone and is now mining it.

North California Mining Company—
This company, owning several hundred

placer claims in the north fork of Feather

river, has commenced doing its annual

assessment work.

Inyo County

Black Cation Mining Company—At a

recent meeting of this company, M. T.

Stovall was chosen as managing director,

and St. John Robinson as superintendent

and resident manager.

Great Western Ore Purchasing and Re-

duction Company—This company is mak-

ing extensive ore shipments from Kceler,

and has lately struck some fine silver-lead

ore in the old Ccrro Gordo mine in the

new winze from the goo-ft. level.

New Coso Mining Company—This com-

pany, at Darwin, has struck another large

body of silver-lead ore on the 4(Jo-ft. level.

The new machinery and two large hoists

will permit of larger monthly shipments

of ore. The shaft is to be sunk 100 ft.

deeper.

Ubehcbe—This new copper camp is 60

miles from Bonnie Claire or Montana
station in Nevada, with which it is con-

nected by wagon road. John Salsberry

and others are arranging now for a smel-

ter and a railroad.

Modoc County

If'illiams, Turner and A/a.r"H—This

property, in the Hoag district, has been

incorporated and a crew of men is now
putting up cabins, etc., for the miners this

winter. A good force of men is to be

kept at work.

Mono County

Crystal Lake Mining Company—M this

property, at Lundy, R. T. Pierce, mana-

ger, a number of improvements are be-

ing made and a new cyanide plant will

be installed.

Pittsburg Liberty Mining Company—
Several tons of high-grade ore from this

property, at Masonic, have been sacked,

and about 2000 tons are on the dump.

The Brougher mill is completed, and a

tram 3000 ft. long will run from mine to

mill.

Pl..\cer County

Iron Mine—L. C. Trent and R. C. Pen-

neman are developing the old iron prop-

erty at Clipper Gap, which is found to be

much more valuable for copper than for

iron. Three shifts of men are at work.

Pond—It is reported that this Forest

Hill mine has been sold by E. T. de Roode
to the Louise company.

Plumas County

Altoona—Firmstone & Richards are tak-

ing fine ore out of this mine at Cherokee.

The vein is 4 ft. wide at a depth of 300 ft.

San Benito County

Kiser & Seymour—An interest in this

quicksilver mine on Clear creek has been

bought by E. E. Bray, of Santa Clara, who
will put men at work developing it.

San Bernardino County

Ord Mountains—Recent dispatches from

Daggett confirm the first reports of the
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rich strike at this place, and hundreds of

prospectors are rushing into the new gold

center. The best ore has been found at

the Hasson Bros. camp.

Strike at fVingate—\V. Usrey, W. Car-

ter and the Teegarden Bros, have found

very rich ore at this place, formerly known

as Lone Willow, near the Inyo and San

Bernardino county line. One pocket is

reported to have yielded $10,000. These

men have staked 130 claims.

Sierra County

Jim Crow Cation—At this place near

Fore'^t a new quartz strike has been made,

which is believed to have been the feeder

for the rich placers in the old Emigrant

and Nebraska gravel mines.

Young America—M this mine, at

Forest, high-grade gravel is being breasted

upon the west rim of the channel.

Colorado

CixAR Creek County

Aliunde—Boston capitalists have taken

an option on this property near George-

town.

Bfrtha—'Sey/ capital is being raised for

the operation of its interests along the

Newhouse tunnel line, and new machinery

will be needed. Dr. McClannahan, Boon-

ville, Mo., is manager.

CaZ-n/—Arrangements are under way

for the erection of a modem concentrat-

ing mill. The company will also purchase

a large air - compressor plant, Wm.

Cooper, of Georgetown, is manager.

Red Oak—It is reported that this group

near Georgetown has changed hands to

Chicago capitalists for $150,000 and that

they will erect a concentrating plant for

handling the ores.

Gilpin County

Colorado and Southern—This company,

operating the Maine and Hamlet groups,

intends to purchase an air - compressor

plant. W. L. Shull, Central City, is man-

ager.

Empire—t<cw York people have pur-

chased the reduction plant formerly

owned by the Idaho Springs Mining and

Reduction Company, at Idaho Springs.

The plant is of 200 tons daily capacity.

R. E. L. Townsend, Central City, is man-

ager.

Grand and Routt Counties

Red Gorge—An air-compressor plant is

to be installed and electrical power will

be used. John A. Desch, Red Gorge, is

manager.

Halm's Peak—\owa people are inter-

ested in the purchase of 520 acres of

placer ground from Messrs. Blackburn &

Condclin. The company intends to ship

in two large dredges for heavier opera-

tions on Beaver creek, near Hahn s

peak.

Lake County—Leadville

Big English Gu/f/i-This region north

of Leadville has e.^vperienced a revival of

mining during the past four months, and

arrangements are now being completed at

several properties to continue the work

during the winter. The Bug Gold Mining

Company is considering a long tunne to

cut the body of low-grade gold-milling

ore Work will be resumed for the winter

on the claims owned by the Big English

Mining Company, and the shaft, now 100

ft deep, will be sunk deeper. The prop-

erty has a good plant of machinery and

the showing at the bottom of the shaft is

good. Louis Franke has driven a tunnel

on the Kankakee about 300 ft. and re-

cently opened a body of quartz ore that

runs high in gold.

Cotton Tail—At Little Union gulch, Al.

Rivers has sunk a shaft on this claim to a

depth of 112 ft,, and crosscut to the

vein which is 7 ^t- wide.

Electric Power—The advance of 50c-

per ton in the price of coal has induced a

number of mine owners to install electric

power. Mines in the outlying districts

will also adopt this power. They are com-

pelled to pay $9 per ton for coal deliv-

ered at the mine.

Empire Gulch-This section has re-

ceived considerable attention during the

.ummer. The Grandview group, toward

the head of the gulch, and worked by the

Hurm brothers, has opened up a good

body of ore in one of the tunnels, A

sample of 50 tons sent to the smelter gave

returns of 57 oz. silver, 67 per cent, lead

and 0.9 oz. gold per ton. The ore is m

ilie lime-porphyry.

Greenback—The surface improvements

are nearly completed and the work of

unwatering will be started in a few days.

The mine is expected to ship about 500

ions of sulphides daily,

Roy Group—Thii group, adjoining the

Mammoth, Big Evans gulch, and owned

by Thomas F. Walsh, will start work

about Oct. I. A shaft will be sunk

on the south side line of Roy No. 6 and

will be sent down 600 ft., as a starter.

and fan house of this company near

Bicknell. The only structure saved was

the powder magazine and mule stable.

The engine room contained a new dy-

namo and engine with hoisting machinery.

Two new mining machines, unloaded dur-

ing the day of the f^re, were also ruined.

The machinery was valued in excess of

$15,000 and the total loss foots up more

than $30,000, with partial insurance. The

origin " is attributed to the smokestack.

About ISO miners will seek employment

in other mines until operating conditions

are restored.

Indiana

Vigo County

The coal situation is becoming serious

Much of the trouble is due to lack of cars

and the slow movement and distribution

at Terre Haute. Operators and coal buy-

ers are away behind in their orders and

are trying hard to catch up. Prices ad-

vanced 2SC, a ton on Oct. I.

Michigan

Houghton County—Copper

Hancock Consolidated—The new Sul-

livan hoist, installed at the new No. 2

shaft, has been completed and will soort

go into regular commission.

Keweenaw County—Copper

Keweenaw Copper Com/.any-President

C A. Wright and Managing Director

Thomas Hoatson are in New York at-

tending a meeting of the directors, when

plans will be formulated for the commg

year. Work on the Medora shaft is pro-

gressing favorably. A crosscut from the

675-ft. level cut another vein, which runs-

parallel to the main vein. It is IS ft-

wide at the point of intersection, and is

well mineralized. An assessment of $1

per share, due Oct. i, will furnish funds

to carry on developments. The company

has a well-equipped stamp mill, the Phoe-

nix which has a capacity of about 300

tons per day. It is expected that the

Medora shaft will be able to keep this mill

in continuous operation.

OjiMvay—Work will be started on the

second shaft within a few days. No. i

shaft is being rapidly inclosed.

Greene County

\ complaint has been filed by the Jack-

sonville and the Calora Coal Mining com-

panies with the State Railroad Commis-

sion against the Southern Indiana Rail-

road, asking the commission to draft a

set of rules providing for proper car dis-

tribution. The coal companies allege that

the carrier is discriminating in favor of

mines owned by the company. Other min-

ing companies are making similar com-

plaints.

Knox County

Knox Coal Mining Company—The de-

stroyed the buildings, including the tipple,

engine and boiler rooms with the shop

Nevada

Nye County—Bullfrog

Denver—The lateral work from the

bottom of the 200-ft. winze in the Denver

mine of the Tramp Consolidated Com-

pany has brought the deepest point m the

property into ore. The winze is 200 ft.

below the fourth tunnel level, with a ver-

tical depth of about 45° ft-

Gold Bor—Developments in this mine

are favorable. Large ore reserves are

being blocked out. Preparations are

being made to receive the material and

machinery for the lo-stamp mill. Three

carloads of machinery, together with a
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largr cdiisignnicnt of lumber, have ar-

rived, and will be transported to the mill-

site as soon as possible. Foundations for

the mill are nearly completed. The pipe-

line is finished, and everything is in

readiness to begin the construction of the

plant.

Hoineslakc—'i'hc north and south

drifts at the soo-ft. level arc showing

good milling ore, and are out about 50 ft.

cither way. The company's well has de-

veloped a flow of 50,000 gal. per day and

the supply is increasing with depth.

MayAower—The ledge in the crosscut

at the 400-ft. level is yielding excellent

assay values. The shaft, which is now
down 435 ft., is being continued to the

soo-ft. level.

Shoshone—The management has in-

creased the ore shipments to 200 tons

weekly. The electrical plant at the com-

pany's new mill has been completed and

the power company has stated that it will

be able to supply the necessary power

within a few days. Crushing will be

commenced as soon as the current supply

is available.

Nye County—Tonopah

Tonopah Extension—The north cross-

cut at the loso-ft. level is out 450 ft. in

good loking ground. Conditions through-

out the workings are improving. The ore

between the 400-ft. and 275-ft. levels is

reported to be of shipping grade. The
usual quantity of ore is going forward to

the smelters in regular shipments.

Ohio

Belmont County

Baltimore 6- Ohio Coal Company—On
this company's property, at LafTerty, a

shaft is being sunk to a depth of 90 ft. into

a seam which extends over some 3000

acres controlled by the company. A slope

is also to be made and the mine is ex-

pected to be in operation inside of a few

months. The machinery, which is now be-

ing installed under the personal supervi-

sion of President Prendergast, will give

a daily output of 3000 tons. The improve-

ment involves the building of a branch

railway, to be known as the Belmont Cen-

tral, which will connect with the Balti-

more & Ohio.

Oregon

B..\KER County

Eagle Mountain—Jack Thompson has

sold to Charles P. Murphy, of Baker

City, and others, representing an eastern

syndicate, the property situated on Paddy

creek in the Eagle mountains.

United Elkhorn—Manager Edward I.

Field has the mill running again and is

employing about 40 men in the mine and

on top. He is preparing to ship the con-

centrates to the smelter.

Pennsylvania

ANTliK.\c.rn; Cu.\L

Laivrence—Herkser Brothers, of Ma-

hanoy City, have secured a lease of this

coUiei^, at Mahanoy Plane, which they

will operate. They have commenced the

work of timbering and sinking the slope.

Susquehanna Coal Company—An elec-

trical plant is in course of construction at

Glen Lyon which will be the first for this

company to use in the operation of its

mines. The coal will be hoisted from No.

10 slope by electricity, while a motor in

the mine will haul the cars to the foot of

the slope. In many other places com-

pressed air supplies the motive power, but

in this case it has bccTi deemed advisable

to install an electrical plant, owing to the

distance between the slope and the com-

pressed air station.

Woodward—A somewhat novel method

is being adopted in the construction of the

large new shaft for the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western company at this col-

liery in Luzerne county, the work being

in charge of Ale.x .'Allaire, *a New York

engineer, and the contract having been

awarded to the Foundation Company, of

New York. The new shaft, which will be

850 ft. deep, will have three compart-

ments, one for the employees, the second

to convey the pump pipes, and the third

exclusively for ventilation. The walls of

the shaft, of heavy reinforced concrete

construction, will be built in sections

above ground. Each section will be 30x60

ft. and about 25 ft. in hight. The first

section will be erected on the surface.

Then a large force will be engaged with

drilling machinery in cutting a rectan-

gular channel into "which the concrete

shall be guided.

Bituminous Co.\l

Pittsburg Coal Company—This com-

pany's statement for the eight months

ended Aug. 31 is as follows:

1906. 1907. Changes.

$3,396,076 $3,681,984 I. $386,906

3,056,610 1,868,231 D. 188,379
EarnlDgs—
Charges

Surplus $1,239,466 $1.813.7!>3 I. $674,287

The charges this year included $487,907

for depletion of coal lands; $652,064 re-

serve for depreciation of plant and equip-

ment; $728,260 interest on bonds.

South Dakota

Custer County

Lillian Belle—The annual meeting re-

sulted in the election of the following

directors ; John Mallon, W. H. Palmer,

C. E. Perrin, Charles Harbach, C. E.

Smith. The officers are : President, John

Mallon ; vice-president, C. Harbach

;

secretary-treasurer, W. H. Palmer.

Rupert—This group, on French Creek,

has been taken over by the American

Mining Company, just organized by

Sioux City, Iowa, men, and will be op-

erated this winter.

Saginaw—K new $8000 hoist will sup-

plant the one burned down on this prop-

erty, and the work of building the 200-

ton mill will continue with slight delay

Lawrence County

Golden Reward—A new Huntington

and a new Chilean mill arc being installed,

to bring up the capacity to 300 tons daily.

Lucky Strike—The directors at a spe-

cial meeting ordered another 100 ft. of

shaft sunk. The 30-stamp mill is expected

in operation by November.

Mohawk & Mary—State Mine In-

spector N. Treweck, and associates of

Deadwood, have taken this property on

a bond and lease, and it will probably be

turned over to an English syndicate that

has options on several hundred acres of

ground in the same district.

North Homestake—Extensive repairs

are being made, preparatory to resump-

tion. The shaft is being enlarged into

three compartments and will be sunk an-

other 100 ft. to the 320-ft. level. The

stamp mill is being equipped with electric-

ity, and a Chamberlain filter press is being

installed for greater extraction of slimes.

Pennington County
'

Auburn—Tests with the Michaelson

concentrator, the first in use in thf Black

Hills, have proved successful in extract-

ing from 80 to 90 per cent, of the values

in the ore

Canada

British Columbia—Boundary District

British Columbia Copper Company—
Another air compressor has been ordered

for this company's Mother Lode mine,

near Greenwood, a duplex tandem com-

pound Rand-Corliss engine. The two high

pressure cylinders are 18x36 in. ; the two

low pressure 36x36 in.; capacity 3400

cu.ft. of free air per min., about 30 ma-

chine drills. It is planned to have this

new plant running early in January and

thus to double the present power drill ca-

pacity.

Nova Scotia

Dominion Coal Company—Shipments

of coal for August amounted to 316,633

tons as against 327,734 ior August 1906.

Quebec—Abitibi District

Mosher Gold Locations—These claims-

staked some time since by Dan. Mosher,

on islands in Lake Abitibi, have been

held under option by the La Rose in-

terests, who have done extensive develop-

ment work. Two steam plants are run-r

ning, and one shaft is down 76 ft. on a

rich vein, 30 in. wide. Drifting is being

done at that level.

Ontario—Bancroft District

Mineral Range Iron Mining Company—
Work is actively in progress on the prop-
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erties of ihe company at Bancroft. A
spur line three or four miles in length

has been built to the mines from the Cen-

tral Ontario Railway ami about 100 tons

of magnetite ore are being shipped daily

to Midland, Ont, and Radnor, Que.

Ont.\rio—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Sept. 21 were as fol-

lows : Buffalo, 60,000 lb. ; Coniagas,

64.000: La Rose, 127,750; Nipissing, 147,-

640; O'Brien, 60,760. Total, 460,150 lb.

Dniiniiwnd—Active development work
lias been resumed. Drifting has been done

for 400 ft., at the loo-ft. level, from the

main shaft, and also for 300 ft., at the

same level, on the Wright vein. Test pits

arc being sunk on other veins.

Towiisite—The shaft has been sunk 100

fl. and 600 ft. of drifting and crosscutting

done, at the 50-ft. level, disclosing several

new and promising veins.

Ont.VRIO—MoNTRE.XL RiVER DISTRICT

£/* Lake Silver Area—An important

find is reported in the 6th Concession of

James township consisting of a 12-in.

calcite silver vein, with cobalt and cobalt

bloom. .\ 50-Ib. nugget carrying from 25

to 40 per cent, silver has been taken out

and rich ore is being sacked. Herbert W.
Gates is one of the owners.

Ont.\rio—Port Arthur District

Hanson Consolidated Silver Mines
Company—.\ party comprising several

leading members of the company and
others, guests of Herman .Vuerbach, the

treasurer, visited the West End Silver

Mountain mine last week. Two new 6-

drill air compressors have been installed.

Ontarjo—Sturgeon Lake District

St. Anthony Reef—Operations have
been resumed at this gold mine by a force

of 35 men in charge of E. S. Steele.

Mexico

Chihuahua

Shipment of Zinc Ores—E. R. Walters,

superintendent of the Chihuahua d-'v'sion

of the Mexican Central Railroad, has been

given instructions to resume the shipment

of zinc ore upon which an embargo was
placed some time ago, as soon as the for-

eign roads to El Paso, Tex., are able to

handle the transfers.

San Toy—The four miles of aerial

tramway have been completed and opera-

tions have been begun. At present the

chief difficulty is in securing a sufficient

number of cars to handle the ore.

San Rafael—This property adjoining

the Rio Tinto, at Terrazos, north of Chi-

huahua, has been taken under option at

$50,000 by R. B. Hutchison, for the Cor-

rigan & McKinney interests, of Cleve-

land. Mr. Hutchinson has for several

years been in charge of the Concheno,

which was recently sold to W. R. Greene

for $3,000,000.

tValersoH Gold Mining Company—John

J. Watcrson has completed the installa-

tion of Bryan mills and concentrators in

the properties at Usuachic, in thf Rayon
district.

Palmilla—Joseph A. Coram, of Boston,

Mass., and others liave leased the Alva-

rado silver mines at Parral for 15 years,

for a rental of 45 per cent., out of which

Pedro Alvarado, the owner, will pay 7

per cent, interest and the principal of a

loan of $300,000 made to him in addition

to a cash bonus of $100,000 gold, already

paid ci'er by Mr. Coram, who has organ-

ized a syndicate for $500,000 to finance the

lease, calling for the immediate payment

of $400,000, and providing $100,000 for the

trection of a mill to treat the lower grade

{res. Eighty per cent, of the amount has

already been subscribed. Frank C. More-

house, of the ^exico Consolidated Com-
pany, has been placed in charge and com-

panies will soon be incorporated in Maine

and Mexico to operate the properties. The
Coram interests will receive 55 per cent,

of the proceeds of operation.

Durango

El Tore—A tunnel is being driven to

cut the vein at a greater depth, and as

soon a-s the development work will war-

rant, the old 40-ton lixiviation plant will

be again put in operation. In Topia, tiie

McDonald Bros, are by systematic de-

velopment work making an enormous

property of La Perla, which they pur-

chased last year for $200,000 from

Roman Espinosa. .\nd this latter is en-

deavoring to organize in Mexico City a

company for the purpose of installing an

electric plant in Topia, from which to

furnish power to the various properties.

At San Fernando, a lease and bond at

$100,000 Mexican has been taken on the

Comstock mine of the Compaiiia Mineral

Siete Aniigos by Lie. Lizardi, of Mex-
ico City, who will push development

work

Guanaju.\to

Guanajuato Amalgamated Mining and

Milling Company—This company has de-

cided to increase the capacity of its plant

by the addition of some approved method
of slime treatment.

SONORA

Moctezuma Copper Company—Fifteen

standard AUis-Chalmers induction motors
have been purchased for use on the pro-

perties of this company at Nacozari.

Guerrero

Mitchell Mining Company—K^iWs for

the La Dicha & Pacific railroad connecting

the mines with the Pacific coast have ar-

rived at Acapulco on the steamship

"Strathalan."

reru

Cerro de Pasco—According to latest

advices, this company has two furnaces in

operation, each smelting about 250 tons of

ore per day. The combined production is

nearly 50 tons of blister copper per day,

or about 2,500.000 lb. per month. Conse-

quently, the ore is yielding nearly 10 per

cent, copper. These two furnaces have

been in steady operation during the cur-

rent year. It is expected that a third

blown in within a monthfuni.'icc

from nn

ill be

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold piiiductinn in August was 54,55'^

oz. bullion, the highest monthly output

ever reported. For the eight months

ended Aug. 31 the total was 360.989 oz.

bullion in 1906, and 400.604 oz, in 1907;

an increase of 39,615 oz. The bullion re-

ported this year was equal to 356,538 oz.

line gold, or $7,369,6.40 in value.

West Africa

Gold production in August is reported

at 24,650 oz. bullion. For the eight months
ended Aug. 31 the total was 138,019 oz.

bullion in 1906, and 191,632 oz. in 1907;

an increase of 53,613 oz. The bullion re-

ported for the eight months in 1907 was
equal to 179,978 oz. fine gold, or $3,720,143

in value.

Australia

Western .'\ustraua

Cioiil production in .\ugust is reported

at 139,142 oz. fine, being 10,587 oz. more

than in July. For the eight months ended

.\ug. 31 the gold output was 1,211,636 oz.

fine in 1906, and 1,105.854 oz. in 1907; a

decrease of T05.784 oz.. or 8.7 per cent.,

this year.

CItaiiaiiii— -\mong the miners in the

northern districts, and especially in the

districts around Kimberley, Chanami, or,

as it is sometimes called, Tanama, is spoken

of as one of the most wonderful gold re-

gions in the world. Chanami is the native

name of a water-bole in the rocks in South

.Vustralia, a little way from the West

.\ustralian borders. It is a district where

the rain falls only once a year, in Feb-

ruary or May. and can only be prospected

with difficulty. Prospectors state that an

exceedingly rich mineral belt stretches

right across Australia fmm Kimberley in

West Australia to tlie ( loncurry copper

field in Queensland. In the vicinity of

Chanami gold and silver predominate in

the lodes, but farther east copper is the

principal metal found. The West Austra-

lian government has been petitioned to

assist prospectors to prospect the country.

The officials at Kimberly have reported

favorably on the project.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.\'i",c Vork. Oct. 2—The coal trade in

till- West continues in good condition, but

hero and there complaints are heard of

car shortage and of delays in transporta-

tion. 1 hesc early troubles arc indications

of more serious delays in the later months
of the year, and operators are beginning

to be disturbed at the prospect. For the

present the. demand "for coal is generally

good and prices fairly maintained.

In the South the car supply is good, the

smaller cotton crop relieving the pressure

for cars usually felt at this time of the

year.

In tlic l-'ast, the .\tlantic seaboard trade

is calling for and absorbing large amounts

of bituminous coal, especially in New
England where the demand is pressing.

Consumers seem desirous to get in their

winter stocks as early as possible. The
anthracite market has been characterized

by a sudden increase in demand for pre-

pared sizes which took place during the

week, and certain sections, especially the

middle West, are making urgent requests

for immediate shipments. So great is the

demand, however, at the present time,

that the producing companies have found

it impossible to supply these customers

completely. The situation in small steam

sizes remains unchanged, the greatest

scarcity being in pea and buckwheat \o. I,

for which the demand is heavy.

.According to the report of the District

of Columbia commission the method of

purchasing coal upon the basis of its calo-

rific value, as suggested by the Geological

Survey, did not meet with the success

anticipated. When the bids were received

they were found to he so much in excess

(about $7500) of the prices quoted on a

like quantity and quality of coal under
the old form of proposal, that the com-

missioners rejected them, and advertised

for proposals under the old form of bid-

ding. Bids were received at a much lower

figure than under the analysis basis, and
contracts were entered into under this

form.

Co.\L--TR.AFFIC NoTES

Shipments of coal and coke originating

Ion

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company'-
lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Sept. :;i were as follows, in short tons

:

I Bltunilnoiis.
|Coke

Total

190B.

•22.»TI.oa(l

•.l.lOl.OWl

1907. Chauees.

1.063.73.1 I. 932..177

27.957.480 I. 5,0K6,4«I

10,138.7«7 I. 1.037.e98

The total increase this year to date has

been JO. I per cent.

Coal receipts at St. Louis for the seven

months ended July 31 were 4,101,760

short tons in 1906, and 4,240,777 in 1907

:

an increase of 139,008 tons.

Coastwise shipments of coal from the

chief .Atlantic ports for the seven months
ended July 31 are reported as follows:

.Anthracite. Bituminous. Total.

Now York 9,861.119 8,44B,630 18.307.(H9
Phlla.lclphla... 1,375.671 -2.763,968 4,139,829
Ualtliuoro 149.069 2,113.600 2,262,50';

Newport News 1,648,251 1.648,251
Norfolk 1.061,548 1.061,648

Total 11.385.869 16.933.887 27.»19,74«

Total. 1906.... 9.048.452 12.674.628 21.723.080

The total increase this year was 5,596,-

666 tons, or 25.8 per cent.

Shipments of bituminous coal and coke

over various railroads in western Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia for the seven

months ended July 31 are reported as fol-

lows, in short tons

:

Coal. Cokn. Total.

Bait. & Ohio 14.',UI9.084 :l.365.427 1S<,364,.511

Burr.. Roch. k Pitts. 4.083,109 .366.25'.l 4.449,368
Penn. lines, N.V.Cen. 4.720.239 48.!')71 4.768.810
Pitts. & L. Krlo 6,1.')9,794 S.rtl!!/*! 9,269.078
Norfolk k Wc9t<>rn.. 6,830,103 l,.'-.05.53o 8,.335.6:i:i

Total 30,792.329 8.386,071 46,177,400

Total, 1906 33,852.733 7,750.525 41,003,258

The increase in -coal was 2,939,596 tons

;

in coke, 634,546; the total gain being

3,574,142 tons, or 8.6 per cent. In addi-

tion to the tonnage given above, the Bal-

timore & Ohio carried 501,812 tons of

anthracite coal in 1906, and 584,301 in

1907; an increase of 82,489 tons.

.l>.U0.4lw. 42.I60.(JOO I. 7.a'>8..'>35

New York

AXTHR.ACITE

Oct. 2—The demand for prepared sizes

has greatly increased and the market is

strong. Producers are having difficulty in

supplying the demand, and the present ac-

tivity is not expected to abate for some time.

The demand for the small steam sizes 'S

greater than ever, and the supply has not

increased. The prices are quoted as fol-

lows ; Broken, $4.75 : egg, stove and

chestnut, $5: pea, $3.25; buckwheat N'o. i,

$2.75; buckwheat No. 2, or rice, $2.i5@

2.25; barley, $1.75; all f.o.b. New Vork
Harbor.

Bituminous

Trade in New York harbor is not par-

ticularly active, although a considerable

tonnage of coal is being absorbed at this

port. Good grades of steam coal bring

$2.75^12.80, f.o.b. New York harbor, and
some of the better grades sell for con-

siderably more. Trade in the far East

is good, and consumers are still calling

for coal. This territory does not eein

to cease in its demands for fuel, and large

shipments are constantly going forward lo

complete the winter stocks before naviRa-

tioii closes.

Pocahontas, New River and othey

southern West Virginia coals seem to be

a trifle easier this week, and more of

these grades arc going into the hands of

consumers. Pennsylvania coal is also ui

good demand.

Trade along the Sound is not especially

hea\'y, and consumers do not seem to be

making any great efforts to take on lar.i;e

quantities of coal.

.•Ml-rail trade is beginning to pick up

and is taking on fair quantities of good

grades of coal. Transportation from mines

to tide is fairly good, cars going through

on about schedule time, but the car sup-

ply is growing steadily worse, owing to

the demand made upon the railroads to

transport grain at this time.

In the coastwise trade, vessels are m
good supply and the scarcity, which has

been apparent all summer, has been r*--

lievcd. The freight rates remain un-

changed, and are quoted as follows:

From Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and
Portland, 90c.@$i ; to Lynn, Newbury-
port and Bangor, $Mo; to Portsmouth
.ind Bath, $1 ; to Saco and Gardiner. $1.25

and towage ; to the Sound, 8oc. per ton.

Birmingham

Oct. I—Coal operations in .Vlabama show
a decided improvement, some of the new
mines now starting in with a daily output.

The Pratt Consolidated Coal Company is

getting out a big tonnage. The Tennessee
Coal, Iron and Railroad Company will

shortly be getting out coal from some of
its new mmes. The Sloss-Sheffield Steel

and Iron Company is also getting a

steady output of coal.

The statement is still given out that

there is a demand for every ton of coal

that is being mined. The railroads con-
tinue to give fair service in the way of
handling the product and complaints so

far are not very pronounced. No change
is reported in coke.

Chicago
Oct. I—Continued strength, the demand

for domestic coals increasing and the

business transacted large in almost every

branch of the trade, characterize the coal

market. The only approach to weakness
is in fine coals. Western prepared si2es

are especially strong and sellers of E,isteni

coals are complaining of transportation
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troubles. Most dealers, indeed, are com- reported as ^^^^o^sior^^^.^^U^^ -onths ofjWch^^Gea^ L.

^f^^^J^f^/j^^^^
plaining of lack of cars and much ap- ended Aug. 31. m long tons^.^

^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^^ sub-committee's report. It is

prehension exists about the situation a
^J^^ „ i. ,.835,831 expected that the report will recommena

month or two hence.
^

.
'i^r.::::::--- "^^ §|?ii J: ^5:S§ an increase of about lO per cent, m the

Western lump and egg are gammg Briquets J^.^ J^ ^^^ ^^.^^^^ „f t,,e larger standard sec-

strength at $..90@2.65; run-of-mine Joj»l e.Po..a.. 38
0.^^^^^^^ tions. the additional metal to be ch.ef^y

brings $..70@2.40 and screenings are weak ^tenme. coat ^^ ^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^,d discard in

at $10S6I>I40 Brazil block sells excep- Total 60.333.448 "••"'•^"^
. ^ ; ts. When the general commit-

. LinyS at $3.20. .

The total increase was a c "t^

J
th^ g

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ _^^^ ^^^^.^^^
.

Gas coals are strong, in the Eastern list, exports to the United btates,
^^^.^^^__ ^^^^^^^^ ^..j, ^^p^^^ ,^ j^ tV,e

Youghiogheny brings $J.3S for ^-in.; Pitts- above, were as follows
.

^^_^ ^^^^^^^^ presidents of their respective companies,

burg No. 8 sells for $3 for i!4-in. lump.
„,,,.„.„.,, 21.531 13,756 d. 7,766 and a final conference will then be ar-

Hocking has advanced from $3.3° to $3-50 -KCifle por{8^•^•::;.•:;;: aw« 3i^ ^±^ ranged between the presidents of rail-

with sales .very good. Total
*^-^^'^ *='-*** "•*"*•"' roads and of rail manufacturing com-

Anthracite is increasing in sales with the
^^^^ larger exports this year were pgnies.

demand in the country reported especially ^^ tons to France; 6,227,248 to
r,"^^

^ood. Germany; S,703,o34 to Italy; 2,645,507 to Baltimore

Holland; 2,202,629 to Sweden. q^., i_Reports for the week included

p, 1 „ J The coal bunkered or supplied to steam-
^^^ ^^^^^ of spiegeleisen, 1189 tons of

,
^^^ ^^^^^^^ .^ j^^^ig^ „3de at United {„,o.^a„ganese and 183 tons of ferro-

Ocl. l-No appreciable change m tne
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ months ended ^.j.^^^ . ^j^^ 33^ t^^s of manganese ore.

local coal market is noted this weeK.
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ 3,271,779 long tons.

^^^^^ ^^^^ received also 8019 pigs spelter

Prices are holding steady. No. » ^'^'°
^^^^-^^ this to the exports, previously re- ^^^^ Rotterdam. Receipts of iron ore

district slack is quoted at 65@70c.wjtn -

^^^^^ ^^^_^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ 10,405.509 tons ^^^^ .3^^ to^^ from Cuba.

some cars going higher; mine-run, $1.20, w^^^
^^^ consumption beyond the limits of

of the car situation. Local shippers are O^, j_The last quarter of the year

unable to take contracts on distant points
j^.^^ Trade Review opens with Southern pig-iron manu-

with any degree of certainty as to their facturers hopeful of a quick recovery in

ability to make good on the deliveries.
*

^, .

, ,„,i general conditions. With the probable
ability ma

^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ ^__^^^ _^^,^ ^„d ,teel ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j the year prac-

majkets have remained for the most part
^^^^^^^ covered, furnacemen are just wait-

Pittsburg dull and rather uncertain, so far as new
.^^^ ^^^ consumers to return to the market

Oct I—An advance of 5c. a ton, efTec- business is concerned. There has been
^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ making no effort

live today was ordered by several large some contracting for structural material,
^^ ^^^ business.

producers 'and new quotations for this but some large business is reported to be
^^ ^^.^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ delivery,

nionth are as follows: Mine-run, $1.25® held back, in expectation of lower prices^
^^^^^ .^^ ^^^^^ j^^ j_ ^^08, under $16 per

, ,0- *4-in $i.35@i.40; '^-i"- ?i-45@ The greater part of the orders placea
^^^ ^^^^ ,.^^,^ ._.^^ j^ ^^Hi^g „^^ for

I -o- slack "85@90c., all f.o.b. mine. The has been for railroad-bridge work, but
^^j.^^^^ ^^^.j^g jhe balance of the year is

demknd is' increasing and the car supply some small contracts for buildnigs are
^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ $i7.50@i8 per ton, No. 2

i= not adequate to keep the mines run- included. ' foundry. There is no accumulation of

ning to capacity. There is also a scarcity !„ pig iron the foundries are still no Q-
.^^^ .^ ^^^ southern territory.

of labor and these conditions may cause ing back altogether, or buying only lor
R^w-material supplies show little im-

still further advances in price. Ship- immediate requirements. Some furnaces
^^^^^^^^^ The labor situation is still

nients to the lake ports continue as heavy are making concessions in prices for tirst-
_^^^^^^ , ^^.^^ ^ number of foreign laborers

as the car supply will permit. quarter deliveries, but in most cases there
^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^ district, being dissatisfied

Connellsville Coke-The demand for is no special pressure to sell, ihe ae_
^.^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ working. The negro

coke for sZt shipment and on contract is mand for basic iron seems to be satisfied
.^ ^^ Birmingham mills is not

afgretTeve and prices are unusually for the present. ^ f"
"°' ^^"^ //"'^ doing as well as was expected. Notices

fin^ Standard Connellsville furnace coke able that there will be much contractmg
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^he works announce that

Huoted at $2 85@3.io and foundry coke ahead umil matters are more settled.
^^^ j^ ^lic Company had turned over

'^ $T S@3 50 The American Smelting At a meeting of the Eastern Pig Iron
^^^ ^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ p,^„^ to the Ten-

^nd Refining Company has contracted for Association, held m Philadelphia re
^^^^^^ ^oal, Iron and Railroad Company.

t 000 tons of smelter coke, 25,000 tons cently, it was stated that several of the
^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ .„ steel operations.

f, Helive^ Uiis year and the rest for stacks belonging to members of the asso^

hUems -tending through .908. The elation ^vhich hav. been m b^- ^o ° g

„rice is said to be uniform at $.85 a ton riods would ^h-dy ^be^blown ot^^^^

^^^ ^_^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

at ovens. The Coun.r in its week > orde to m
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^,.^,^^,^^_

summary gives the Production m both r pairs n ^^^
^^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^__^^^^^_^ ^^^ f„,

.-.elds at 427,969 tons and the shipments ™ .^""
J^^^, gime furnaces are Urge amounts. Prompt-delivery business

SLrT^9^rcr:V;Jrnr:est^of rnTheVdVLoLlderable disadvantage con^tlnues the most common, and orders

CrnSi.ir8285 cars; to%oints east of in o^r t^ complete^-^^^^^^^^ are^sma..^^^^
^^^_^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

Connellsville. 946 cars.

nTd promptly. ©23 for fourth-quarter dehvery and

S,eel-rail Spccifications-The subcom- Southern is at $i8(S;,8.50 Birmmghamfo

Foreign Coal Trade -"^"^ ^ ^g- ^SS^C^ t^^^n ^^^l^^^^^

..ports of fu7;;m Great Britain ^^^^^^:--- ^Z^l SS^I^^e I^^S

^L^hta^t f^^^g::^:.^ :l Xr-^k S^^l^e^:::!. cLmlttee, charco. is a trifie weak at .26.50..
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Coke continues firm, with 7J-hour Con-
nellsville at $5.90 nnd other grades 25®
50C. less.

Cleveland

Oct. I—The pig-iron market is charac-

terized by a stronger demand for foundry

spot and early shipments, indicating that

the trade is taking on more business. A
large sale of No. 2 foundry is reported for

spot shipment at $22.25 f.o.b. The fol-

lowirtg prices are quoted for the balance of

the year : Bessemer $22.90 ; No. I foun-

dry, $22@22.so; No. 2 $2i.so@22; No. 3

.$20.5o(ff2i.so; No. 2 Southern $22.85; gray

forge $20@20.50.

i

Philadelphia

Oct. 2—The development of the past

Jew days in basic and forge iron in this

territory have upset the theories and cal-

culations of a few pig-iron people, both

>ellers and buyers. Large contracts have

just been placed for basic, with deliveries

to begin not later than Nov. I. The buy-

ers have covered up to May i, but not

fully, leaving a few gaps to be filled in

later. The prices are quite satisfactory

to buyers. Forge iron has also been

freely contracted for by two or three con-

cerns. Foundry promises to be more
active, to judge by the inquiries. Busi-

ness in a small way has been done on a

basis of $20.50(0^1 for No. 2X foundry,

and $18.50 for gray forge. Basic transac-

tions of moment have been closed at

$i8.50@i9; low phosphorus is $27.50.

Steel Billets—Most of the past vyeek's

"business has been done at $3i@3i.50 for

<iuick delivery. Forging steel is dragging

at present at $34.50.

Bars—Quite a good business was done

this week at 1.80c. for best refined. Pre-

mium prices are still the rule on steel

"bars. A large amount of business is now
^'ending in common iron.

Sheets—Large purchases of raw ma-
terial have been made in view of the prac-

tical exhaustion of stocks.

Pipes and Tubes—Merchant pipe is

dull ; that is, very few orders have been

booked. Prices are shaded, or would be

it large lots were wanted.

Plate—The heavy increase in orders for

steel cars has affected the industry favor-

ably. Bridge work is also appearing in

sight, but no large orders have as yet

materialized.

Structural Material—Our mills are tak-

ing on new business constantly, though
not in big lumps. Prices do not vary.

Steel Rails—A good business has been

done in light rails.

Scrap—Each week makes the scrap men
wear shorter faces. They have been
•dumpy for some time. Many sales have
heen made during the past week. No. i

steel scrap is held at $16.50; railroad scrap

at $18: machinery cast at $18 per ton.

Pittsburg

Oct. I—The outlook in the iron and
steel trade at the opening of the fourth

quarter is not particularly encouraging.

Dullness continues in all of the linishcd

Imes and consumers of pig iron do not

appear anxious to place any additional

orders at the prices now being quoted.

Despite the absence of new business

there has not been any slump in prices

: nd quotations in all of the finished lines

remain unchanged. The only really weak
spot is in slieets. While there is but little

new business going, the mills continue

active, as specifications on old contracts

are coming in satisfactorily, and with

some exceptions they will be kept busy for

a month or two with orders on hand. It

is known that some fairly large orders in

different lines are being withheld in an-

ticipation of lower prices, but so long as

there are unfilled orders on the books it

is evident the mills do not intend to make
;iny change. So far there is no indication

when official announcement will be made
as to the settlement of specifications and

prices for standard steel rails for next

year. One or two large railroads have

already reserved tonnage.

Pig Iron—No transactions have been

noted in bessemer pig iron for more than

two weeks. The last sale of importance

was the purchase of 5000 tons by the

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company at $22,

Valley furnaces. The monthly average

of September sales was announced today

;it $22, the same as the August average.

Sales of lots of less than 1000 tons are

not included in the average, and the pur-

chase of 6500 tons by a dealer at less

than that figure was not included, as the

iron was applied on contracts taken at a

higher price. Foundry iron is dropping,

although some of the Valley furnaces re-

fuse to take any orders at some of the

low^ prices named. The Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company last

week bought 500 tons of No. 2 foundry

at a price said to be less than $20.60,

Pittsburg. It was not Valley iron, but

the price was equal to $19.70, Valley.

The market for foundry iron is nominally

$21, Valley, or $21.90, Pittsburg, for No. 2.

It is likely some furnaces would shade

this price on a good order for fourth-

quarter delivery. Basic and gray forge

are quoted at around $20, Valley furnace,

but one large producer insists that $21

is the minimum price for basic iron. The
scarcity of bessemer ore is becoming ser-

ious and may have the effect of increas-

ing the price of bessemer pig iron. All

the large producers seem to be well pro-

vided, but merchant furnaces will suffer.

Steel—The billet market is easier and
there seems to be a fair supply. The Car-
negie Steel Company, through the United
States Steel 'Products Export Company,
has sold 5000 tons of bessemer billets to

the German syndicate which, it is re-

ported, will be applied to British contracts

which could not be filled by the German
mills. Bessemer billets are quoted at

about< $29 and open-heath at about $31

Plates remain at 1.70c. and steel bars at

1.60C.

Slieets—The sheet market is extremely
dull and prices of black sheets are being
shaded by some mills about $2 a ton.

Prices remain unchanged, black sheets

being quoted at 2.6oc. and galvanized at

3.7SC- for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Maiijiiinesc—There is no change
in the market, but it seems that lower
prices will be quoted shortly. The latest

sale was at $58 per ton for prompt de-
livcrv.

Metal Market

NEW YOUK. Oct. 2.

Gold and Silver Ezporti and Importt

At aJJ United States Ports la Aug. and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold :

MlK. 1907..
•• 1900..

Vear 1907..
• 1900..

$ 4,590,202
698,078

48,376,300
33,.511.040

t 3,190,101

7.972.808
28,076.590
80,344.979

Exp. » 1.400.101
Imp. 7.;)74.790
Exp. 20.299.770
Imp. 4«.833,»3»

Silver

;

.\U(;. 1907..
• 1900..

Year 1907..

„ 1906..

0,748.085
4.IM9.173

41,922,:«0
41,847,028

4,078,879
2.770.970

30.401.715
29.7:11.510

Exp. a.oog.aoe
1.272.197

.. ii.4«o,«ai

„ 12,115.618

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from tbe I'nited
States. These llgures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Departmeut of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York
I'oi- week ending Sept. 28 and years from Jan. 1

GolJ. Sliver.

Exports. Imports. Export*. Imports.

Week
1907
1900
1905

$ 2.1100

32,656.587
6.904.71:)

32.289.«43

$ 70.04C.

7.704.483
74.'.I7U.741

3.(>ltU..'.:t5

tl.l3»<.H.VJ

39.41(I.7T:i

42.094.;)i..-,

2i;.4J4.«21

t M:H2
2.077.244
l.f.01.752

3.r>37.3»4

E-tports of gold for the week were to the
West Indies : of sliver chiefly to London. Im-
ports for the week, both gold and silver,
were from the West Indies, Panama and
Mexico.
Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Sept. 28, are reported as below,
in dollars:

Qold.

Ass'd Xew Y'ork
England.
France
German)" ....
Spain
Xettierlands....
Belgium
Italy
Russia
.\ust.-Hungar.v.
Sweden

$193.M:t.335
.).'i7..-i7'.l.770

171.010.000

77.71.'-..0OO

30.192,.')00

16.930,005
172.320.0(10

COO.435.000

220.916.000
21.240.000

Silver.

IIW.OSO.OOO
47,665.000

128.89O.00O
20,97U„500

7,903,336
23,898.000
31,930.000

00,395,000

Total.

$198,807,900
193.843.336
760.21.5.830

219.10.';.000

200.008.000

57,103.000
23.900.000

196.218.000
038.:tC5,000

287,310,000
21,240.000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from
the cables to the Commercial and Fiimn-
cial Chronicle of New York.

Price* o( Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked'
Mexican dollars S0.61', |o.M
Peruvian soles anil Chilean 0.47 0.49
Victoria poverolgnj, ". 4.85 4.87
Twfiit.v frau.-s S.87 S.92.
Spanish 25 fK'BOta^ 4.78 4.8^
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Silver prices have not been very well

maintained during the past week owing

to rumors of insufficient rain in India and

to lack of buying orders from the East.

SILVER AND 8TBBLIN0 BXCHANOB.

c

SUver. 1

e

Sliver.

jrf

Sn fe a
if
= s g .

>^
C A 1. - 5

aa
£ xU :is ^- ^'i :iS

X 4.8MO 67H 31'. 30 4.8W.-. 07', siA

77 4.8535 61\ 31A 1 4.8565 6C'i 30%

IS A.«6-2!. 07 >. 31'. •J 4.8575 611,'i 801J

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-.

ling sliver. 0.925 flne^

Other Metals

X

lit

38

30

1

3

Copper.

14-,

0Vo\
14Ti

(S)15X

015
14\

ffllS

14^
(2115

14\i
ffilS

3-2

®2

(3)14%

14 >,

rS)i4H

14S
(S)I4)i

14 '4

14 '4

ffil4,'J

= 2

iJO)

66',

65

64

6:tS'

019^

Tlu. Lend.

36 'i

35Si

3o?4

35«

3o«

34H

4.75

4.75

4.75

4.75

4.75

4 75

Spelter.

6.25
®5.30

5.26
©5.30

5.30
(35.35

5 30
(35.35

6.35
©5.40

5.35
(35.40

1.10

(35.16

1.10

(36.15

5.15
(35.20

5.15

f35.20

5.20
(35.25

. 'JO

(35.25

Uindon iiuoiations are per long ton (2240

lb ) standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former g.m.bs. Tlie New lork
Quotations for electroytlc copper are for

rakes, inijots or wirebars, and represent the

bulk of the transactions as made with con-

sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of

catbodes Is 0.12oc. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company for

near-bv shipments of desilverized lead in 50-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brands; special

brands command a premium.

Co/>/>er—There has been quite a falling

oflf in the volume of business as compared

with the previous week. Buyers who had

been waiting for the 15c. price to place

some of their orders are now again con-

tent to look on -and restrict their pur-

chases to a most exacting hand-to-mouth

basis. On this account, the copper which

is offering outside of the largest selling

interest did not find a ready market and

concessions have been growing as time

passed. The close is easy at I4J4@15C-

for Lake copper; 14%@I4'A for electro-

lytic in ingots, cakes and wire bars ; I4(@

14'Ac. for casting copper.

The standard market in London dis-

played marked weakness and yielded

rather rapidly under heavy selling orders.

The close is weak at i6l 155. for both

spot and three months.

Statistics for the second half of Sep-

tember show a decrease in the visible sup-

plies of 600 tons. •

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote : English tough, i6i ; best selected,

£68; strong sheets, £74.

Exports of copper from New York and

Philadelphia for the week were 3950 long

tons. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

367 tons of copper.

Copper Sheets—The base price of cop-

per sheets is now 20c. per pound.

Copper Wire—The base price of copper

wire, No. 0000 to No. 8, is now i6^c. per

pound.

Lead—The price of the American

Smelting and Refining Company for desil-

verized remains 4.7SC., New York, and

4.675^c., St. Louis, and deliveries continue

to be made under contract on that basis,

but independent producers continue to .sell

at concessions, 4.65c. and as low as 4.5SC.,

New York, having been accepted.

For the purpose of restricting produc

tion, the Federal Lead Company has

closed down all its mines and mills, ex-

cept one, in the southeastern Missouri

district. The St. Joseph Lead Company,

St. Louis Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, and other producers are operating

about as usual. Efforts were made to

induce the independent producers to re-

strict production, but they were unwilling

to do so.

The London market continues to be sub-

ject to erratic fluctuations which are in-

fluenced by the oc(:asional arrivals of con-

signments from this side and Australia.

The close is somewhat lower at ii9 5s.

for Spanish lead, lig 7s. 6d. for English

lead.

St. Louis Lead Market— The John

Wahl Commission Company reports as

follows: Lead is firm at the late decline.

Latest sales here are on basis of 4.50®

4 52^c. for prompt and 4.S5C. for forward

delivery, Missouri brands.

Spanish Lead Market—Messrs. Har-

rington & Holt report from Cartagena,

Spain, under date of Sept. 14: The local

price for pig lead on wharf for the past

week has been 92.50 reales per quintal,

which, with exchange at 28.64 pesetas per

£1, is equivalent to £18 is. 6d. per ton of

2240 lb. Cartagena; silver being quoted

at 14.50 reales per ounce. Exports for

the week were 352 tons argentiferous and

60 tons desilverized lead to Marseilles ; 50

tons desilverized to Liverpool
; 468 tons

in all.

Tin has had a serious decline in the

market in London, which extended to £14

from the close recorded in our last report.

Quotations are cabled at iis6 los. for

spot, £154 5s. for three months.

The buying by home consumers at the

decline was fairly large, both for spot and

near-by deliveries. Naturally, in sym-

pathy with the London market, the home

market also closes weak and prices are

quoted about 3454c- for spot, while

futures can be had at correspondingly

less.

Statistics for the month of September

show an increase in the visible supplies

of 600 tons.

Shipments of tin from the Straits in

September, as reported by cable, were, in

long tons : United States direct, 345

;

Great Britain, 2770; European continent,

790; total 3905. This is a decrease of

1035 tons, as compared with September of

last year.

Spelter— .A large volume of business

took place at advancing prices, and it is

reported that the stocks which have been

in the smelters' hands have been largely

distributed. Consumption for galvanizing

purposes is said to be as heavy as at any

time. The brass manufacturers' require-

ments are very low and, as with copper,

they have not been in the market for

spelter for some months past. Any change

from this quarter can only be for the bet-

ter. The market closes firm at 5.3S@5.40c.

New York, s.20@S.2Sc. St. Louis.

The London market is holding its own
and the close is cabled at £21 for good or-

dinaries, £21 5s. for specials.

Zinc Sheets^-The base price is now
$7.50 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

6o-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive : widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive ; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freight rate to New York

is 27.50C. per 100 lb.

.4nti>iioity—The market, both here and

abroad, is strong, and prices advanced

this week on reports from Europe of an

increased demand for the metal. Cook-

son's has again regained its leadership

in price over the other brands. Quota-

tions are 12c. for Cookson's; iic. for Hal-

lett's, and io54@loMc. for ordinary

brands.

Nickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50(ffi65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver—This metal is a little

firmer. Current prices in New York are

$40.50 per flask of 75 lb. for lots of 100

flasks or over. For smaller orders prices

run up, according to size and conditions,

reaching $55@57 for retail lots. San

Francisco quotations are $3750(^39 per

flask for domestic business, and $36(0)37

for export. The London price is £7 7s. 6d.

per flask.

Platinum—There is no change in the

platinum market and prices remain the

same as last week. Hard metal is quoted

at $30, ordinary at $27.50 and scrap at $23

(024 per troy ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Sept. 28—The highest price

reported paid for zinc was $43 per ton,

the assay base price ranging from $38

to $41 per ton for medium and high-grade

ores, with some inferior grades selling

as low as a $35 base price. The average

price is $39.82. The highest price re-

ported paid for lead is $55, and the aver-

age price, all grades, is $51.68 per ton.

The restriction movement was brought
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to a closf tonight, by the Jccisioii of

a mass meeting of producers held last

night. It was claimed at this meeting

that the production had been reduced

l6,o<x> tons during September, and there

was a general belief that the movement
had been highly beneficial, attention being
drawn to the advancing spelter market,

which, it was claimed, would soon result

in higher ore prices. Scarcity of miners
will now prevent the output from reach-

ing undulv large proportions.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead from the various camps of the

listrict for the week ending Sept. j8:

io|iim
w.'lili clty-CnrtorvllU"
Itili'iiwt't;

^Ihii-Ni-ok City

Zluc, lb. Loud, lb. Vulue.

l'ii's(»orlty

vurorft
/.Incite
ravf Springs
KtH^'lS

Totals.

a.5.V>.7.-,0

1,313.310
789,710
733.970
740,3-0
IW2.370
r.l3,(XI0

5(10,1KI0

i-J9.780
17'.l,.'iiO

rM,5.-.o

1M.990
(W.SiW
01,950
48,M0

8 l!49 140

185.970 *5d.349
479.050 39.377
77.8;lO n,8.'iC

16,780
:I8,330 19,395

rj,«88
10,773

40,0110 (3,000

liB,930 5,219
3.590

37,070 3,636
3.300

4.300 ),44i
3,450 ^-.lU

970

932.0:10 SI9l'.,369

Nine months 451.71'J 1170 tW,315,280$l.' 851,113

Zluo lalue. the >veek. J1T2.W7 ; 9 mos, $10,311,9.30
L"a<l value, the week, 24.112: 9 nios, *2,.'i:t9,n7

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the foUowma;
table

:

ZIKC OBE AT JOPHJI. 1 LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 19011. 1907. Mouth. 1900. 1907.

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47 37
42.68
44 63
40 51

43 83

43.25
43..

W

42 .>»

41..1.5

44 13
43. r*

45.84
47.11
48.60
48 24
45.98
44.82
45.79
43.2->!

411.11

January . ..

February ..

Match —
April
May
Juno
July
August
Soi,tomber.
October
Sovember..
December..

Tear

75,20
72 8.3

73,73
75,13
78 40
80 911

74,31
75,36
79,04
79,84
81 98
81.89

83.53
84,68
82,76
79 7fi

79,56
73,66
.18.18

59..14
.-.;i..i2

Year 43l24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Platteville, Wis.. Sept. 28—Ore sales

and shipments out of this district for the

week continued light, no one camp mak-
ing an average tonnage shipment. The
price of 60 per cent, zinc ore ruled at

$40; no sales of lead ore were recorded

for the week and but one carload of lead

was sent out, price of which was based

im the market for the previous week.

The meeting of delegates representing

the various lead and zinc mining camps of

Wisconsin. Iowa and Illinois, which was
held at Mineral Point. Wis., Sept. 27, was
well attended by prominent mining men
• lid resulted in the organization of the

Iri-State Mining .\ssociation. The object

is to promote the interests of the lead and
7inc industries of this section by encour-
iging education in practical and scientific

mining, by acquiring and disseminating

trustworthy information bearing upon the

development of the mineral resources of

the three States named and by promoting
a spirit of cooperation among members.

.\ constitution was adopted and plans

ninde for a permanent organization. Elec-

tion of iitTJcers was deferred until the next
regular meeting, which will be held at

Platteville, Oct. 25, in order to allow

ample time for considering the proper
men for ofTicials. The queslimi of wages
was discussed, but no action taken as to

fixing a uniform scale. The question of
curtailing the output of ore did not come
up for definite consideration.

Ore shipments for the wccW ending
Sept. 28 were

:

t'nnips. Zluc i.o«.i Sulphur
ore, II). ore, lb. oio. lii.

Oiilonn 297,800
Ul'Uton ;... 4i7.j80 81,670
Cubulity 87.0IHI

Itowey .-lO.iHHi

Livingston 60.IHIII .....
I'lattiivlllo 148,IKIll ....

Total for week 1.076.ii8U 81.670

Owing to condition of the wires and
lack of railroad connections full returns

could not be obtained.

Chemicals

.Xczv York, Oct. 2—The general market
is fairly steady and considerable business

is being done along nearly all lines. The
market for metallic salts is still in an un-

settled condition.

Copper Sulphate—Buying is not very ac-

tive and is principally for the immediate
needs of consumers. The largest producer

quotes $6.50 per too lb. for carload lots

and $6.75 for smaller quantities, but the

salt can be bought from independent deal-

ers as low as $6 for large quantities.

Silratc of Soda—The market is quiet

at present, but prices hold firm and the

demand is good. Shipinents from the

West Coast continue up to normal. Prices

are quoted as follows : For spot delivery,

05 per cent., 2.4SC. ; 1908 delivery, 2.45®
2.50c. ; 1909 delivery, 2.40c. The 96 per

cent, grade sells sc higher for all de-

liveri<-s.

British Chemical Trade—Exports of

heavy chemicals from Great Britain for

the eight months ended Aug. 31 were as

follows, in cwt. of 112 lb. each:

1906.

Bleaching powder 643..576
Muriate of ammonia, 79,243
S'daash I,065.8:t4

Bicarbonate of soda. 2.56.77:*

CauHtIc soila l.o:i5.8«»

Soda crystals 114.525
Soda sulphate .84,089
Sulphuric acid .'.'420

1907. Changes.

696:t98 I. 53,822
111,098 I. 31 865

1.422..301 I. :).56.467

304,0.15 I. 47,282
973 885 D. 62 003
119 680 I. 5,1.16

637 984 I. 53.906
.14 1.77 U. 4.743

E.\ports of copper sulphate were 39.808

long tons in igo6. and 40.918 tons in 1907

:

an increase of 1 1 10 tons.

Imports of cheniicjils and raw materials

into Great Britain for the eight months
ended .\ug. 31 were as follows, in long

tons

:

uni 1907 Changes.
165 5«3 I 4.30fi

91.737 I. 13,77»
iSH 602 I. 49 688
12.145 P. 7.746

Nitrate of |.>.lnsh 151,277
Nltrai<*of soda 77.9.18

Phosphates 300 814
Suliihur 20.091
Pyrites 509,549 521.219 1 11,670

Estimating the sulphur contents of py-

rites, the total imports of sulphur were

223,911 tons in 1906, and 220..S3? in 1007:

a decrease of 3078 tons.

Mining Stocks

.Vi'U' )'iirk, Ucl. J— I he stock market i~

still marked by alternations of small atl-

vanccs and depressions, generally resulting

from professional de:illngs. The elnse

shows slight advances, largely due in

covering of shorts. .Vinalgamated Copper
sold down to $57!'i, recovering to $59;^;.

.American Smelting connnon brought $87

;

L'nited St.ates Steel $8«ki for the pre-

ferred ami $27fi for the common.
The curb market was dull and rather

heavy, with a slight recovery at the close.

In the cop|)er stocks the heavier dealings

were in Butte Coalition, which closed at

$iSi:-. Cumberland Ely sold at $6'/,,

(ireene-Cananea at $8!/^. There was some
activity in the Cobalt stocks, Xipis'sing

closing at $6'-^ and Cobalt Central at

28^^c. per share.

The reduction of the Anaconda quar-

terly dividend from $1.75 to $1.25 per

share had little effect, as such action Iroi

been generally expected.

Boston

Oct. I—Some improvement is to be

noted in the copper share market,

.ilthough conditions are far from satis-

factory. Many stocks have sold well

below the lowest of the year during the

week, and as yet the situation is not

tempting enough to bring buying of any

moment. Selling orders of any volume
depress stocks to a level from which they

easily recover when the pressure is with-

drawn. The reduction in the quarterly

dividend of the Anaconda from $1.75 to

$1.25 is a fair indication, it would seem,

of what will happen in the case of the

.'\nialgamated.

.Vmalgairated broke its previous low

record last week, touching $56.37;< here.

The final today was $60. Copper Range
fell $3.50 to $55, but is back to $58.50

again tonight, and North Butte fell $4 to

$44.50, recovered to $49 today. Mohawk
suffered the worst decline on free offer-

ings of the stock with no demand or suii-

port. From the close a week back at

$57, it broke to $47.50, with subsequent

recovery to $52. Calumet & Hecla has

really been the exception, rising $29 to

$650 per share, with subsequent reaction

to $625, and the close tonight $5 above
this.

B.ilaklala yielded $1 to $5 on steady

liquidation. This company will have to

raise additional money with which to

complete construction work. Trinity fell

to below $13.

.

Daly-West suffered a $3 drop to $10 on

news of a strike among the miners, thus

closing down the property.

Curb stocks have been generally heavy

during the week.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Sept.. 26— The I,05 .\ngeles Mining

Stock Exchange has started in business.
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the principal basis being the stock of the

Southern Nevada mines. The stocks are

classified into mines, preferred prospects

<ind prospects. Those classified as mines

must have produced $12,000 net, during

the year preceding date of application for

listing. Preferred prospects are those

favorably located and actively at work.

The definition of the prospect is somewhat

vagrue. If the work of the exchange is

mainly confined to those defined as mines,

the list will not be very long—in fact it

will be much shorter than most people

would imagine. While the output of

Nevada last year was large, the number

of mines making the total yield is com-

paratively small, a few large companies

furnishing the bulk of the production.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

S. FRANCISCO Sept. 26

NEW YORK )ct. 1

Name of diinp.
|

Olg

AlosknMlne 1

Am.Si>v.M.&P.Co.
A malgnmated . ..' CO
Anao.uda ' 391;

Ualaklala
|

5S
British Col. o>p..' U
Buffalo Cobalt ...] ....

Bull** & Lonilon..}
ButlpCoalltloii... iiJi
Butte I'op- & Zinc.
Cobalt Oonuiot .. ....*

Colonial Silver.... !>.
Cum. Ely Mining. fix

Davis Daly 8
Dominion Cop— 3
El Rayo 2 '4

Foster Cobalt .64

Furnace Creek.... A
Olroux Mine *%
Oold HUl IH
Granby, New
Greene Gold i

Greene G. k S %
Greenwri D.Vttl. .75

Guanajuato 3)4
Guggen. Exp 180
Hanapah .35

HMcKliiloy Dar
Mlcniai' 3)4

1>.Mines Co. of Am..
M11--I1..1I Mining.. 1«
Mont. She. C.(New) 6S
Nev. Utah M. * S 3\
Newhouse M. k S. 9
NlpLislng Mines.. AM
Old Hundred 2H
Silver Queen H
Stewart 7<
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

29>i
Union Copper 1

Olah Apex 6X
West ColumbUK.. .11

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Cliem..
Am. !>melt. A- Ret eny.
Am.Sm. & Ref.,pt. 96)4
Betlilelieni Steel..
Colo. Kriel ,\: Iron. 19>4
FedMrnl A.fcS..pr
Inl'T, Salt 12
National Lead ... 48
Natl .mil Lead.pf.
Pm«l..irgC..al ...

K-l 11- I * S... 20 ,S«
,

" -..pf. 72
SI 1... 44 >i

s- 445
T.Till \ 1

n. S. Red. k Ret..
V. 8. Steel aijv
n. 8. Steel, pf 8»
Va. Car. Chem ....

Va. I. Coal k Coke

ST. LOUIS Sept. 28

S. of Com. High Low.

Adams .30 20
Am. N • "t "''

BOSTON Oct. 1

Name of Comp.

Adventure
Allouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet A- .\rlz...

Calumet i Hocla*
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range ...

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.*C'.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colonv
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U. S. Oil
V. S. Smg. & Ret .

r.S.Sm.i: Re.,pil .

Utah Ci>pper*
Victoria
Washington
Wluona
Wolverine*.
Wyandotte.

Clg.

27 J4'

9
16>,'

109
630

36"

68X
10

8X
8f,'

16\
lO.'i

io"
51

48Ji

24%
92
13

3

2>i
10)€

'»%

3TH
37

no

•Ex. DIT. lEx. Rights.

BOSTON CITKB

Ahmoek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con.
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Sufierlor & Pitts.
Troy Man

LONDON
Name of Com.

Center
Cent. 1

C.C. *( . ,

.

Cent. Oil...

Colombia..
Con. Coal..
0'>o Run ..

Gi-a Blmet
Rt. Joe

M iiu[ I'Jft.lw

Ml :tn|

I.-..001 14 00,

Dolores
Stratton'slnd.
Camp Bird....
K^I^^Tauza
' I'^y

ro
ille

i-a

\pcx....
• op.,pfd.

\ri/..i'op..def..

n

Name of Comp. Clg.

COMSTOCK STOCKS
Belcher
Best & Belcher..
Caledonia
ChoUnr
Con. Cal. & Va
Crown Point
Exchequer
Gould & Curry....
Hale & Norcross..
Mexican
Ophlr
Overman
Potest
Savage.
Sierra Nevada ...

Union
|0tah
Y'ellow Jacket....

ToNOPAH Stocks
Golden .\nchor ...

McNamnra
Montana-Pitts.ox.
North Star
Rescue

GOLDFI'D STOCKS
Black Ants
Blue Bull
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Conqueror
Daisy
Florence
Frances-Mohawk
Goldflold Con....
Grandma
Great Bend
Red Hills
St. Ives

Bdllfroq Stocks
Amethyst
Bonnie Claire
Mayflower Con . .

.

Montgomery Mt..
Original

MANHAT'N Stocks
Gold Wedge
Manhattan Mg
Pine Nut
Ruby Wonder. .

Stray Dog
Yellow Horse

.38

.86

.49

.23

.82

.34

.35

.24

1.00
.64

1 60
.13

14
.85
.63

.56

.00

1.55

.10

.32

.07

.18

.10

.06

.28

.37
1 75
.09

1.07
3 96
.95

6.82
.12

.48

41
.68

NEVADA Oct. 2

(Wolr Bros, i Co., New
York)

TONOPAU stocks

Tono'h Mine of N.
Tonopah Exten ..

Montana Tonop'h
Belmont
Tonopah Midway
West End Con
Jim Butler.

Goi.nFi'D stocks

Sandstorm
Kendall
R'^d Top
Jumbo
Goldnelil Mining.
DIadBeld B. B. C.

Atlanta
Mohawk
Silver Pick
Laguna
Bu'llfbooStocks
Mont. Shoshone C.

Tramps Con
Gold Bar
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B...
Honiestake Con..

M.\nii.\t'nStocks

Manhattan Con..
Manhat'n Deiter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp

Clg.

10.00
1.50
2.05
2.00
.74

.57

.GO

.32

.20
3.00
3.00
1.20
.18

.29

15.00

.36
1.20

6.00

.24J

.43

.10

.12

.34

.09

.10

.10

.06

COLO. SPRINGS Sept. 28

Name of Comp. Clg

Acacia
Black BeU
C.C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Findlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. .

.

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample ...

Jerry Johnson
Mary McKinney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

4>i
43i
6

SO
38
42
6',

3«
21K

42

3>a
115
6
80
15>i

New Dividends

Company.

6).

'i«
.90

.80

9
9%
1

Am. Agrl. Chem.. pfd
Am. Sm'g k Ref. Co., com..
Am. Sm'g k Ref. Co., pfd...
Central C. k C, com
Central C. k C, pfd
0)1. & Hocking C. k I., pf. .

Cjpper Range Con
Esperanza
Frances M jhnwk
Guggenheim Es ol
later. Nickel, pM
Kendall
New Idrla
NlpNsing
Orovllle
Pennsylvania Salt
Philadelphia Gas. com
Pioneer, Alaska
United Metals Selling
U. 8. Reduction k Ref., pfd
U. S. Smg., Ref. .^ Mg., cm
U. S. Smg., Ref. i: Mg., pfd.
Utah Con
Va. Car. Chem., pfd
Wolve.lnc
Work

Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oi:t.

15J53 00
ll 2 00

1.75
1.50
1.25
1.50
2 00

1.37J
10

2 50 i

l.SO I

0.02
20

0.16
0.12)
3.50
0.75
3 00
7.50

1 1.60
li 0.87J
1 0.87J

16' 1 00
15 2.00
14' 7.50
1 111

$544,690
1,000,000

876,000
76,876
23,438
103,866
767.562
625,625
91,000

262,.500

131,123
111,000

20,000
180,000
87,500
210,000
434,296
150.000
376.000
69,187

301,646
666,250
300,000
360,000
460,000
15 000

Assessments

Oct. 2

Clg.

£1 3s 9d
2 6
18

2
1 8
1 6
16

13
2 9

Cabled through Hay-
den, Stone k Co., N. Y.

Company. Dollnq. Sale. Amt.

Belcher, Nev Sept. 18 Oct. 9 $0.10
Blrchvllle. Cal Oct. 2 Oct. 23 02
Emerald. Utah Do-. 14 Jan. 11 01

J

Etna-King, Cal Sept. 15 Oct. IB 02
Helios, Cal Sept. 17 Oct. 15 0.02

Horklinor Gravel, c. Oct. 7 Dec. 28 0.03

Imlny, Nov Sept. 26 0,;t. 16 O.Ol

J^nny Llnd, Cal Sept. 30 Oct. 15 0.05

Lucky Dut.-hman.N. Oct. 6 Oct. 28 0.01

McMlllen. Cal Sept. 23 Oct. 28 0.03

Nassau Cop., Cal Sept. Ifi Oct. 14 0.10
Nevnda-Falrvlew. .. Sept. 23 Oct. 28 0.02
Occidental Con., N.. Oct. 3 Oct. 28 10

OroCobre, Cat Sept.
Oct.

24 Oct. 14 0.021

Peruvian con,, Utah 1 Oct. 16 O.OIJ

Posey Canyon, Cal.. Oct. Oct. 26 0.01

Savage. Nev Sept. •26 Oct. 17 0.10

Sheba G. k S.. Utah. July 30 Not. a 0.10

Yellow Jacket, Nov.. Sept. m Oct. 30 I.^.

Zelbrlght. Cal Oct. VI Oct. 29 0.05

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE IRICE OF SILVER

Month.

January—
February...
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November..
December..

New York.

1906. 1907.

108
597
765
976
394
105
919, tlH

927 li?

523
813
050

673
835
519
462
.981

.090
144
745
;'.i2

Year. 791 30.868

London.

1906. 1907

30 113
50 464
29.851
29 984
30 968
30 185
30 113

30 529
31 483
32 148
32 671

32.003

31.769
31 862
31.32S
30.263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637
31 313

New York, cents per fine ounce

;

pence per standard ounce.
London,

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YOBK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February.

.

March —
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November.
December

18 310
17.869
18 361

18.375
18 475
18.442
18 190
18.380
19 033
21.203
21 833
22.885

24.404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24.048
22.666
21.130
18.356
15 .

56.')

18.419
18 116
18.641
18 688
18.724
18 719
18.585
18.706
19.328
21 722
22..398
23.350

24 825
25.236
26.560
25.260
25.072
24.140
21.923
19.253
16.047

78.869
78.147
81.111
84 793
84.867
83 994
81.167
83.864
87 831
97 269
100 270
105.226

106.739
107.366
106.694
98.626
102.376
97.272
95.016
79.679
68.375

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, Ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January

.

February
March . .

.

April
May
June

36.390 41, .548: July

1906. 1907 Month.

36 40:) 42. II 12

36 r,r.'2i4l.:n;i

38 91HHI1 9:)H

43 '313 1 43. 149

39 260 42.120,

.\ugust
September.
October
November

.

December .

Av. year..

1906. 1907.

37.275
40.606
40.516
42 852
42 906
42.760

39.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July .. - ....

August
September...
October
November
December

Year 5.657 17.370

New York.

5.600
6.464
5.360
6.404
5.685
5.760
6.750
6.760
5.750
6.760
5.750
5 900

6 000 16 860
6 000 16.031
6 00015 922
6 000 15 959
6.000 16 725
5.760 16 813
5.288]l6.525
6. 250,17. 109

4.833 18.266
19 350
19 281
19 609

19 828
19 531
19.703
19.976
19.688
20.188
20.350
19 063
19.775

New Y'ork, cents per pound.
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 190(5. 1907.

January 6.487 6.732 6 337 6 582 28.226 27.126

February . .

.

6 076 6 814 5.924 6 6M 25 844 25.938

March 6.209 0.837 6 050 0.68724. 563 26.094

April 6.078 6 085 5.931 6 535 25 781 25.900

May 6.997 0.441 5.846 C. 291 27 000 26.563

6.006 6.419 5 948 6.269127.728 24.469

July 6 00<i 6.072 5.856 5,922126 800 2;!. 860

August 0.027 6 701 5 878 5.551 26.038 21 .969

September.. 6.216 5.230 0.056 5.080 27 503 21. COO

October .... 6.222 6.070 28 075

November . . 8.876 6.226 27.781

December... 6 693 6.443 — 27.938

Year.. .... 6.193 6.048 27.020

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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CHEMICALS. MINERALS. RARE EARTHS, ETC. CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

AUHASIVES—
Bon, good drill quality, carat

.

tSi.UO
OartK'iuuilum, (.o.b. Nlaxaia

Falls, powd lb. .OS

Gralua •• .lOffl.n
Ooruiidum " .07(8.10
Orushed StwI. f i-.b. Hti«-
burg •• .0«Vffl06

Dier)'. Id kem: TuiKlsta
Viur " .uljffl.oaj

aralua •• .oatffl.Olj

Naioe Oour •• .011(3.04}
OraluB " .03i(a.0«I

Chester floUi " .OlJ

Oralus •• .03J(3.iHJ
Pe*lt»klll. t.' .>' lla»inii.

P»., flour • .011®. 01)
Qralus, tu k<'(;» • .Ofi](S Vil

Oarnet, |H<r quality. ....n ton Jt.OOOSS.nO
Fumlct'Stoue.Am.Puwd.lOOlb. 1.00(3^.00

Italian. |)owder.Hl • .01i»(3.01J
Lump, i)or quality .... " .04(3.20

Rottenstone. gr.iuiul " .01J(3.041
Lurup, pt^r quality " .06(3.26

Bouge, per quality " .06/3-30

8te»l Emery, f.o 1> Wtt*-
burg • .07)iO.07X

ACIDS—
Acetic 28% lb. .02j«O.W>,-
Borlc " MiiO-lO
Hydrod uorlc. 30\ ••

.0!»X(3.03
48?; . .

• .06

60H
• .10

Hydrochloric acid ,20«, perlb 1.25(31.60

Nitric add, 3S» per lb. 1.2604 62Jo.
ulphuilc acid, 60°, bulk, per lou.. 112 up.

60«. 100 lb. In carboys .85(31.12>,

60», built, ton 16.00(318.00
66», 100 lb. In carboys 1.00(31.26
66°, bulk, ton 1800

Oxalic .08'4(3.08',

ALCOHOL—Grain sal. 2.46)i

Beflned wood. 96(39T< "• .70(3. '6

ALIM—Lump 1001b. »1.76

Ground 186
Chrome Alum lb. .04 >4

.4.LIMIXIU—Sulphate, com'l. •• 1.26(31.60

.\MMO\IA—24deg. lb .0«>i(3.06,v,

26 •• • .04J(O.06\

.\>IMOXHM—
Bromide lb. .23

Carbonate... .. " .07*4(3.08
Murlategraln •• .0,s\(3.06>i

Lump • .ii»l(3.09}

Sulphate, 100 1b 3.07i(3).10
Bulphocyanlde com " .30

chem. pure " .40

.\NTIMO\Y—needle, lump lb.. .07J(3 08

-VRSEXIC-White • .WAIS.V'i
Bed ••

.«7J(3.07.

ASPH.\LTr.M—
Barbadoee per ton 40.00(380.00
Weat Indies.. " 20.00(360.00
gyptlan lb. . 14(3. 18
GUsonlte.Utah ordinary per ton. 35.00
Trinidad •• 30.00(332.50
California 22.50(330.00

DARIl M—
Carb. Lump, 80090!!. . ..ig. too. 30.00(336.00
Powdered 80O90* lb. .02(3021

Chloride com'l ton. 40.00 up
Itrate. powdered. In cai<ks..lb. .03,s(S).'i6

Blanc Fixe per lb. .02>»

B.\RYTES—
Am. Ground... .h. ton. 14.00,321.00
Floated •• 22.00

Foreign floated • 19.50/322.50

BISMITH—8ub-nltrate lb. 1.60

nLE.\CHI>G POWDER-3654,1001b. 1.25/31.40

ULIE VITRIOI.—<copi><>r sulphate),
carload, per 100 lb 6.0O

BOB ASH b. .023(3.04

BOR.\^.\ ••
.071(3.08

CALCIl »I—\cetate, gray.. .. •• 2.50.32.55
Acetate, brown •• 1.60/3166
Carbide, ton lots t.r..b. Ni-
agara Falls, N. y . for
Jersey City, N. J -h. t..n. 66.00

Chloride, f.o.b. N. y " 14.75/319.75

CEMENT-
Portland, Am. 600 lb >bl. 1.56/31.60
Foreign •• 2.26(32.90

" Bosendali-." 300 lb • .86
(in sacks) .66

Slagcement • 76(31.26

CHROME ORE—
New Caledonia 60?i ex. sljipST per Ig. ton 17.50(3«.00
Bricks, f.o.b. Pittsburg, M.. 176.00

^ L,\Y, CHI\.V—im. oomoioD
ex-dock, N. T 8.50.39.ro

Foreign 11.60(317.60

COD.VLT—Ollde b. a.60

CUI>I>ER.%S—Bulk. too lb.

In bbiB
In bags .

C RVOLITE IL

I-'ELDSPAU-Ground best.eh. too.

HI': HIIICK—
AnierK-an

.

luiporttHi
.per M.

•0.68
••

./ 75

u.oa

80.00(340.00
30.00(346.00

in.ou

15.tX)

20.00(323.00

6.00
2.W1

8t. Louis »<•. 1

No.2 "
Extra •

FIRI': CL.W-F. o. b. si lAjuls.

St. Loula, f'Xtru quality i^r ton
oidiiiary "

VIA <)HSI».\R—
Domestic i.o.h. shliiitlnff port:
Lump Ig. ton. 8.00(310.1X1

Ground •• 11. 60(313. 6<i

Forelgu crude ex. dock 8.00/310.00

FILLER'S B.4RTH—Lump, 100 lb. .80/3.86

Powdered " .K0(3.8.'.

GRAPHITE—
Am'srlcan, ore, common lb,

ArtlUclal •
Ceylon, comnioij piil* "

Best, pulveilz*Hl "

German, Com. )<ui\ "
Best, pulveilzed "

Italian, puhei ized "

GYPSl M—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 7.00

Powdered :9h. ton. 12.00/5)20.00

INKI SOKI.\L E.VRTH—
Ground Am. i>e-t lb.

French Ie. too.
German lb.

I.E.\D—Acetate (BUgarof) brown lb.

Nitrate, com'l "

M .\G XES ITE—G reece.

Crude (950 «• ton.
Calcined, powdeieii ^n. ton.
Bricks, domeu, per quhI.

f.o.b. Pittsburg M.

MAGXESIIM—
Chloride, com 1 100 lb.

Sulphate (Epbom salt).. .100 lb.

MAXG.WESE—
Crude powd..i>.o ;

70/376* bin xide lb.

76/385)(bln. .vi.le
••

86/390* bln.'xlde "
90/395* blnoxlde

Ore, 8054-85\ sU. ton.

M .\RBLE—Flour h. ton.

M

.01/3.10
.06

.02J/3.03JI
.04/3. oA

.011/3.U1J
.01J(3.i)2
.01(3.02

.OIX
66.00

.02iO.02i

.07X
.09/3. 09 >«

7.00/38.00
35.00/340.00

160/3200

.80/31.16

.90(31.00

.01>i(3.01),
.01)4(3.02
.OlXffl.05

.06J
36.00/360.00

9.50/310.00

IXERAL WOOIy—
Slag, ordinary
Selected

Rock, ordinary
Selected

19.00
26,00
32.00
40.00

MOX.VZITE S.*ND—
Guar. 97*, with 6* Thorium
oxide, nominal lb. .06 and up.

MCKEI,—
Oxide, crude, lb. (77JO
for flne metal contained., .47

Sulphate, single lb, .11/3.18
double • .08,3.10

MTRATE OF SODA—100 lb. 95* for 07 2.46

96% for 1908 2.45(32.60

95>J for 1909 2.40
96^ Is 3c higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .14(3.17

IVMXTS AXD COLORS—
Litharge, Am. ix>wdered... *• .071(3,07-
English glassmakers' ••

.061(3.081
Llihopone • .03J(3.0i
Metallic, brown .-"h. ton. 16.50(322 00
Bed •• leioo

Ocher, Am. common " 8.60(39.00
Beet ••

16.00
Dutch, washed lb. .02j(3.03
French, washed " .01^(3. 021

Paris ureen, pure, bulk .26
Red lead. American " 01\fa) OT-
Forelgu " .081(3.08*

Turpentine, spirits bbl.. per gal. .64/3.54]
White lead. Am., dry lb. .0«J(3.07
American, In oil '•

.071(3.071
Foreign, In oil • .11)3(3.101

Zinc white. Am. extra dry.. " .061(3.055
Foreign, red seal, drr.. .. .07i(3.O7|
Green seal, dry • .081(3.08)

PHOSPIHTES—Add «(367Jo per unit
•Fla., hard rock 10.25(310£0

land i>ebble 68^. 5.7S(S(;.oo
ITenn, 78(3eo>i 6.iMv37.0u

76\ 6.00/36.25

68/372V 4.0004.2.^
tSo. Oar. land rock B.75/3>7.26
• ' river rock

•F. o. b. Florida or Oe<.rEla t"'rT«. tF. o. b, Ut
Pleasant. iOn Teasel Ashley River, 8. C.

POTT.iSSILM—
Bloarboiiaix crynial. In. » 'w (309
powdertHl ui' graiiulat«*d.. ••

.".v'.i 'w.
Blchr.imau< Am ••

.o^i/a u»
Scotch ••

.11
Bromide '•

.li,ti/3.1«
Carbonate (80filB4*|. ••

.03i^,i.03l
Caustic, erdliiarr " .041/3 061

Ek-cl.(9o*) ••
.051/3.0*

Chloride (uuirlate), 100 lb.. lm
Chlorate. i«.wder><i ••

.091(3 091
Crystal* ••

09/51091
Cyanide (98/399*1 "

.18fl.ll
Knlnlu\ long u>n, Milk, a lUI: bags, 9.60
I'ermaijgauate lb, .0»i(3 10
PrUHBlalfs yellow •

15'/3.16

„ l**'*) •• '.38/3 36
Sulphate

. luo lb. 2.I8JO2.21J

f\ RITE—
Domestic, non.arsenli'iit, rurnnci-

8lz«', f.o.b, mines per unit ll/311ic
Domestic, uon.arseulcal. Ones. i«r

unit, f.o.b. mines 10/31040.
Imported non-arseiiical, riimni.e
slze,perunlt 14/ai 144

Imported, arseniral fnrnnne ntrj*

per unit 130 131
imported flnos, arsenical, per unit .OHl/5.09" " non-arsenical. f>**r

"n" 10J/311C
Pyrlte prices aie per unit of sulphur. An al-

lowance of 25c. per ton Is made when delivered In
lump form.

SALT—N. T. com. One 280 lb. bbl. .79/31 u
N. y. agricultural. .."h. ton. 3/34. 4«

SALTPETER—Crude 100 lb.

Beflned, crystals •

yin,ic\—
Ground quart*, ord'rr . . . 'g. ion

SIlex •
Lump Quartz ••

Glass sand ••

4.02J/34.76
5.00.35.26

13.00/316 0«
13.0U,3W.UO
2.50/34.00

2.71

SILVER—Nitrate, .rystalr. 01 43^(3. 48X

SODII.M—
Ac«""e lb. .04 |.,/3.U4H

"Alkali," per lOU lb., 68/48 8uffl 87>J
Bicarb, soda, |*r 100 lb 1.20/31 60c
Soda, caustic, per lUO lb,. 76/60. . . 1.75/31 85

" iKJwdered 09V(3 031
Salt cake, per 100 lb 66/3. 86
Soda, monohydrate. perib 1 4/>f 1 ".v
Bichromate lb, .07',.i.u7t
Bromide • jg
Chlorate, com'l • .09/3 094
Cyanide, ("IOOJ4KCN "),... " .18® ij
Hyposulphite. An> " 1.36up
German " 1.60/31.70

Phosphate lOii lb. 1.85(32.16
Prusslate " .09;/a.io
Sal soda, f,o.b. N V ... no lb icfs To
Foreign, f.o.b. N. y •• 80^100

Silicate, com'l 100 lb .76(31,15
8ulphate,com'l,(01aui)er'»s«ltlinnib. .60/3.60

calcined 66/3.86

STROX Til >I-Nltrs!». lb .08|(3.0S>

SI l.i-iil it—
Loulslanaiprlmeilo New Tork,Boston

or Portland Ig. ton lit.uo,319 50
To Philadelphia or Baltimore " 1'.' cO/219 50
RoU 100 lb. 1.8602.'li
SJotir.. " " 2.00/32.40
Flowers, sublimed • " 2. 20/32. 60

TERR.*. .\LBA—French &Eng. 1001b. ,86/31.00

TALC—Domestic sh. ton. 16.00/325.00
I'^bch •• 20 00/326.00
Italian, best " 36.iX'(340.00

TIN—Bl-chlorlde, 60li ib .na
Oryetals " .23)^ up
Oxide, lb .43/3.45

rilAMl >l—Oxide 3.60

ZIX< —
Chloride solution, com'l 20°
Chloride, granular
Dust
Sulphate

.021
.OijO.OB
.05j/3.0>'

.OJl/51,02,

Note—These qaotallons arc for wholesale
lots In New York, unless otherwise specl-
• ':e iienernlly subject to the u.«ubI

lints. I£p;i(lers of The Kn-jiv-
' MiNiNij JuL'f:N.\L are requested

to r.port any corrections needed, or to
siiccest additions which they may conflder
advisable.
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Metal and Mining Companies—U. S.

Mame ot Oompany and
LooacioD.

Alaska Mexican, f. Al'ka .

AlaskaTrtMulwoll.ii:. {Al'ka .

Alaska UdIuvI. n .. Al'kn.
Mont .

U.S. .

n. S ..

n. s .

D. s .

Kan..

.

Moul
Utah..
ArU..
Mloti .

Amalgamator.
Am.Bni.&Kef..c<>ii .

Am. 8m. Ii Ret. p'..

Am. Bmeltere, i>(. A
Am. Bmolters. |i(. B
.vni./.liio.I.«^a"l.%Sni.

Anaconaa.c
Annie Laurlti, t-

—
AiiEona, c
Atlantic. I-

Bald Uvillf. t;.
•.... iMont

Bock Tunnel. E. 0.1. I
Ctati ..

BIngbam * N.H..C.B I'tali—
Boston .* Montana. Moni ...

Bull.B<xlc..\:Cliiini.glC'lnh ..

.

Bunker Ulll .t: 8ull. Ida
Biitt«> Coallilon.c.B Moni ..

O&lumet .<t .Vrlzona'- Ajlz . .

.

(3«lumet .16 Hecla.r. Mlcl. ...

Oamp Bird. g.. 8 Colo
OarUa, eg |Ut«L ..

Oentral EureKa, ^-. .jCal .,

OolumbusCon. c... rtali ...

OombrilouCo.O'f'd Nevada.
Con. Mercur. g Utah...
OoDtlnental, z. 1— Mn
Copper Range Con. Mich . .

.

Oreede United, g. .. Colo. ...

Cripple Creek Con.g < 'olo .

.

Daly Judge, g. 8. 1.. rtali ...

Daly Weet, g. 8. 1 .. Utah ...

De Lamar, g. s — Ida
DUIon.g Colo
Doctor Jack Pol ... Colo ...

Doe Run, 1 Mo
Elkton Con., f Colo. ..

Oolo.
Fed. 8m., com Idabo .

Federal 8m., pi— Idabo .

PIndleT e Colo
Frances-MoljawK.g Sevaua

.

Oemlnl-Keystone .. Utah....
Gold King Con Colo.. .

Brand Central, t. . Ctah. ..

Swln Mine. Dot., g. Cal
Hecla. 8. 1 Idaho ..

Homestake, s 8. D
Hom8llver,g.».c.z.l Utah...
Inter'l Nickel, pr. N. Y. ...

Colo. ...

Jamison, g Cal
Jerry JohnsoL. ... Cal. ..

Moni
Liberty Beu.g. ^ .. Colo. ...

Cal
L"wer Maiiini--lli,p Utah.. .

Mammoth, g. a. 1. .. Utah ...

Mary McKlunev, g. Colo. ...

May Day. K. 8. 1.... Utah ...

Monavk.c Mien . .

.

UoDt. ore Ptircb . .

.

Mont . .

.

Nevada Hills, s.g .. Nevada

.

New Century. z.,i.. Mo
Nt'whouse M. .V S.c. Utah ...

Newldrla.q Cal
New Jersey Zlm . . U. 8. . .

North Butte Mon'
North Star. Cal. ...

Old Domlnlou cop. Ariz . ..

Old Odd Col.

Ophlr, g. c Neva .

Osceola, c Mlcl ....

Parrot, c.t Mom ....

Pennsylvania. |i. .. Cal
Mils. I,, k 7... \.i .. Mo. ...

Portland, g lioK. ....

yuart-ttf, g. B..— Nevada

.

Qulncy. c Mich . . .

.

Bob Boy, I Mo. . .

Booco Homt!St'a.i.s. Nevada .

.

Bacrsmento, g, q. .

.

Utah ....

Bt. Joseph, 1 ilo
Silver Hill, g. b . . Kevadh .

.

Silver King, g. a. i . Utah
Shannon, c \rlz ...

Snowstorm, s. i Ida
SpearOsb. g 8. D .. ..

Standard Cou.,g.B. 3al
fltratton'slndopenn >lo
Swan.***-?!, k'. s. I [Jtab. ...

Tamarack, c Ulch ....

Tennessee, c Tenn
TomlK'y, g. s . - . .. »lo
Tonopah of No* . . Nevaas .

.

Tonopah Belmont.. Vevada

.

Tonopah Ext'iiBlon Sevadn.

.

Tonopah Midway.. Sevada

.

Uncle Bam, g.s.l. .. Jtah
nmtsd Cop. com. .. Mom ....

United, c. pf Moni
United, z. 1., pi .. . tfo.-Kan.
United, (Crlp'lec'n) 3olo
United Verde, c. .. Ariz
Tn.States.pf.g.s.c.l" Ptab ....

1. 8. Red. Jk Ref Pf 3olo
Utah, g.(FlshHp'g8i Jtah
Utah Con., c rrtab

Victoria, Uiui Itah ....

Vindicator Con., g .
' >olo. ...

Wolverine, c Ilcb ....

Work, g 1 3olo
TankeeCou llab ....

Yellow Aster; g . . (-a'

Author- Bhar
Ized

Capital Issued.

60U.U«X)

170.01KJ

SOO.UUU
HO.IKK)

tl.OOO.IWO 180.000
6,000,000 200.000
1,000,000 ISU.'JOO

1M,000,000 1,530.879
60,000.000 6U0.01X)

60,000.000
17,000,000
30,000.000
3,750,000!

30,000,000 l,20u;uOU
6,000,000 26.000
3.776.000 3,68-2,620
2.600.0001 100,000
260,000: 26(1.1100

100,000 I.OOO.UOU, 0.10
2,000,000 226,000 5
3,760,000 160.000
1,000,000 100,000
3,000,000 300 000

16,000,00(J 1,000,000
2.500,000 200.000

Par
Val.

t 6
26
6

100
100
lUO
100
100
26
26
100

' iV
1

100,000
820.000
600,000
398,<26
300,000
320,000

2,600,000;

6,600,000

1

600,000)
400,0001

l,60O,00C

400,000
1,000.000 i.oooiooo
660.00( 22,000

38,600.00(1 383.781
2.000.000 1,626,000
2.000,000 2.000,000
300.000 300,000

3,600,000 180.000
400,000 67,180

1,280.000 1,260,000
3,000,00( 3,000,000
10.000,000 69.062
3.000,00(1 2,600,000
2,60(1,110(1 2,450.000

10,000.00(1 60,000
20,0(K1,0U(; 120.000
l,26O,0(X) 1,260.000
1,000,000 910,000
600,000 5,000

6,750.370 5,760,370
250.0(X1 260.000

1.000,000 100,000
250,000 1,000,000

21.840,000 218,400
10,000.000
12.000,00(1

lO.OOO.OOO

3,900 00(1

2,600,000 2.600,000
2,600.0(X) 500 000

70U.(KX)

125.000
lOd.lHKi

10.000 000
l,600.00Ul,304.262

200.00(1: 800,0(X)

2,600.000
2,600,000
1,000.000

400,000
87,416

500.000
390,000

130.661
102.256
190,000

400,000

100,000
80,833

200,000
300,000
(;oo.ooo

100,000
100,000 100
40O,00OJ 16
260,000
281,689

25
10
10
16
10

25
6

1

1

6

1

1

26
100

1

1

1

20
6
1

1

100
1

1

100
100

1

1

100
1

1

10
0.26

100
26
100
20
10
1

6
6

1

1

26
1

25
26
26
6
1

10
6

Total to
Date.

Dividends.

Latest.

tl ,626,381

Date.

July 1907
9,435.000!,Iuly 1907

3ll('.,:U(l|jHu. 19U7
63.(Vlfi.51i;

11.625.00(1

25,3:18.053

1,940.000
3,375.000

tiO.OOO

36,960,000
466,061

6,182.361
990.000

.\iiK-. 1907
(K-I. 1907
Oc-t. 1907
Sept. 1007
Sept. 1907

.\UK. 190"

July 1907
July 1906
Apr. 1906
Feb. 1906

1.364.(W8;Oct. 1907
5y5,00O|.tulv 1907
22,600, Sept. 1906

47,876,001: 'Nov. 1906
2,(i88,400|Apr. 1907
!),4HC,000|sopt. 1907
2.300,00(liSopt, 1907
9.0O(l.(KI0 S.'pt. 19U7

IO4,l>0O.(Kl(l Sept. 1907
4.11711,611(1 \\\s- 19U7

56,0UII Nov. 1906
778.921 .Mar. 19(l(i

lf>5,00(l|-Iuly 1907
088.00o'Sept. 1906

1.205.000 1 Dec. 190tj

2119,000iJuly 1907
6,o;i4.ll2ll|Oct. 1907

214 053 July 190(1

180,00(1 Mar. 190S
22.''i.00(l .\pr. 19(17

6.8-2:j,(KKJiSopt. 1911'

2,926,370 May 190;

Amt.
t .30

1.00

0.30
2.00
2.00

1.76

1.60

1.26
I

Coal, Iron and Other Industrials—United States.

Name at Company and
Location.

21,876
268,000

1,4U5,50(>

1,879.460
1,022.7511

2,.'i28.7.ill

July 1905

July 1906
Sejit. IHir

June 1907
June 190(1

ept. 1907
3,071.-25lllSejit. 1907

326.000JAUg. 1901

32:),ooo|July 1907

300.000
6,000,0(K)

600.000
10,000.000
6.000.000
2,600.000
7.600.000
2,101.150 2,101.160
302.400 100,800

2.6OO.0OO 96,160
2,300.000 229,860
6.160,000 61,600
1.0(I(1,IKIII1,(K10.I1(KI

8,000.00(1 3.000.000
l.OOO.IKHl 1011 0(10

3,7.M,U00 110,000
16,(KXI 16,001

300,0(KJ 3(X1,000

l.OflO.lKXI 1,000,000
20.000.000 1,(X10 000

108.000 108,000
3,000,000 150.000
3,000,000 300,000
1,600,000 1,600,000
1,600.0001,600.000
2,000,000 178,600
5.600,000 1,000.007
600,000 100,000

1.600.000 liO.OOO

6,000,000 176,000
1,760.000 300,000
1,000.0001,000,000
2,000,000 I,2!I6,007

1,000,000 928,433
1,000,000 1,000,000
600.000 600.000

76.000,000 460,000
6,000,000 60,000| 100
600.000 19.666 26

5.000,00* 4,009,100 1

3.000,000 300.0001 10
87.600,000 76O.0OO| 60
4.000.000 39.468! 100
1.000.000 100,000, 10
1.600.000 300,000
250,000 260,000

1,600,0001,600.000
1,600,000 60,000
1.600,0001,600,000
500,000 600,0001

l.OOII.IJOO 10(),(«)0

1.960 000
1.407,504
1,:)2II,.51KJ

36.000
1.3011.00(1

22,244,040
5,M2,000

917,.HCi9

4.100.000
278,470
61.700

1.130.000
110,857
295.694
42,750

2,120.000
801.7(;5

48.741

1.400,000
9.437.274
300,000
230.30U
300,000
940.000

8.400,000
6.000.000

1,48C.9«9
280.843
10,606

1.797.400
7,035.6.'-iO

Ii,h07,f;49

284,926
20.IK10

<)7,080

July 1907

May 1906
Sept. 1907
Mar. 1906
July 1907
Apr. 1907
sept. 1907

Nov. 1907
Oct. 1907
July 19U7
Apr. 1906
Au;;. 1907

Jan. 1906
Aug. 1906
Aug. 1907

Oct. 19Ul)|

Apr. 1907
Sept. 1907
July 1907

Jan. 1907
Sept. 1907
Aug. 1907
Aug. 190'

(let. 1907
Feb. 1906
June 1907
Sf-pt. 190'

May 1906
Mar. 1906
July 1904
July 1907
Sej.t. 190'

July 1906
July I'.ili'

July I'.llV

;)75.«(lll July 1907
17,726.44Ci Sept. 1907

9,6((1 May 1906
112 000: Dec. 1906
2.68,n(X)'Nov. 1906

5,4ll8.357ISeiil. 1907
«l,OUOlJune 190'

ll,187.500|July 1907

460 000, July 1907
3t;o.000'July
166.6(X)|Jan.

6,139.061 Mar.
4,896.866,Apr.
329.600 Mar.

9.42(1.000 July
1,443.7611 Aug.
900.0001 June 1906

3.2.'i0.000:July 1907
6l8,0(i:i Apr.
278.630 Apr.
300.0(lOiJan.
160 000|.Sept

5,962,60(1 Auk. 1907
1.600,000 May 1907
2'0,ll2f July
280.071 Apr.

19.'260,322 Sept.
3,9:)7.60(l July
1,005.5114 Oct.
279,000 Sept,

7,23«,000iO.-t.

177,.'iO(l Mar.
1.060,000 July
4.600.0<X1 (Int.

105. 0(X1 July
l.')7..'iO(lli)c-t.

9.T8,789|Aug.

1907
1906
1907
1906
1907
1907

1907

1907
1906
1907

.
1911'

190^

1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907

1907
1907
1907
1907
IM7
19071

1.76

.60

.06

.02

.04

.04

.10

12.00

.10

.60

.50

5.00
1.1.1X1

.24

.01

.07

.20

.16

.02}

.60

2.00

.OOJ

.(XU

.371

.60

.7'2

.01

.LHJJ

.60

.01
i

.01

3.0(1

1.76

.01

0.10

10.00
.01

.04

.25

.10

.60

.05

1.50

.10

.02

.03

.02

.16

.06

.07}

.05

.03

.011

5.00
16.00

.10

.OOJ

.50

.20
3.00

2.00
.20

.60

.06

.26

7.00

.26

.10

.112

.04

.20

2.60
.03

.02

.OOJ

.16

.06

.33;

.60'

.03

.01

J

.10

.12J

.05

4.00
2.00

.48

.25

.10

.16

.06

.02
,

1.76

3.00

.60

.OOJ

.76

.87)

1.60
.0:)

1.110

.04

.03

7.50

.01

Ala. Con..C. fc I.,pf. Ala . ..

AUls-Chalmers. pf . . U b ..

Amer. Ag. Chem., pf. . U. S ..

American Cement. , . . Pa
American Coal M(3
Associated Oil Ca)

!
! Bethlehem Steel, pf.. Pa

1
1,
Cambria St(M3l Pa

1
Caribou Oil Oal....
Central C. & C, com. . Mo
Central C. & C. pf. ..Mi...
Central Oil IW. Va.
Claremont Oil Oal
Col. & Hock. C.ti I.pf Ohli .

Consolidated Coal ... Ill ...

I

Consolidation Coai ..Mr. .

j
Crucible Steel, pf Pa. , .

Empire 8. & I., pf N.J .

Fairmont Coal W. V«
Four on Cal...

;
Gleneral cnem. com..:U. h .

General Chem.. pf |u. S .

George's C'k Coal |Md . .

Imperial Oil iCal . .

.

International sail .
..'

Jeff, h Cl'f C. i I , cm Pa. . .

.

I Jeff. & Cl'f. C. & I..pf Pa. ..

Kern River Oil CaJ ...

Lehigh Coal & Na\ ..Pa ...

Maryland Coal.pf. ..IMi
Monon R. Coal, pj . . . P& . . .

.

Monte Crlsto on Cal....
National Carboii. ijf..:u. b ..

National Lead, com. N. Y ..

National Lead, pf 'n. Y ..

Nafl Steel 4 Wlre.pf.'N. Y ..

New Central Coal Md ....
New River Coal, piu. w. Va.

, Pacific Coast B- rax . . Cal
Peerless OU a)
Penna. Salt Pa

Author.
Ized

Capital.

Dividends.

Issued

24,638
200.000
181,630
200.000
50.000

Penna. Stee). pfo. ...Pa
Phlla. Gas, com Pa
PhUa. Gas, pf Pa
Pittsburg Coal, pf . . . . Pa ...

Pocahontas Coll., pt.. W. \,
Republic I. k 8., ptd. III....
81o88-KheQield, com. . Alb
Sloss-SbefBeld, pf Ala
Standard OU u. s .

Tenn. C. & I., con. . TeuL .

Tenn. C. & I., pf Tenn .

Texas .S: Pacific Coal. Texae
Thirty-three Oil Cal...,
Union Oil Cal. ..

U. 8. Steel(jorp.,cm., u. b ..

U. 8. Steel Corp., pf.. a. 8 ..

Va. Carolina Ch., pf.. tJ. 8 .

.

Westmoreland Coal . . Pa

$2,600,000
25.000,000
20,000,000
2,000,000
1.600,000

21,000,000 21,000,000

15,0(XI,000 160,000
60,000,000

100,000

6,125,000
1,875,000
1,600,000
600,000

7.000,000

6,000,000
10,250,000

26.000,000
6,000,000

12,000,000
600,000

12.600,OOC
12,60O,0UC

2,600,(XM

1,000,000

30.000,000
1,600.000

1,500,000

2,000,000

17,378,600
2,000,000

10.000.000

600.000
4,6(X),00(I

16,000.000

16.000.000
6.000,0(10

1.000.000

4.000,00C
2.000.000
1.000.000

3,000,000
26,000,000
28,963.029
li.ui 10,00(1

32,000,000
1,600,000

•25.000,000

7,600,000
20,000,000

100,000.000
22,653,600

248,000
2,000,000
600,000

10,000,000

560,000,000 5,083,026

360,281,1003.603.141
20,000.000 180,000
3,000,000 60,000

Par
Val.
$

Total to
Date.

900.000
80,000
61.250
18,760
60,000

460.000
69,244
50.000

102.600
260.000
25,000

120,000
300.000
74.103

100.000
22.(X)0

100,000
182.280
15,000
16,000
20.000

346,901
18.850

100.000
50O00O
46.000

149,054
149,040
25,778
60,000
37,617

19,000
92,000
60,000

168,214
679,061
120,0110

297.010
16.000

204,169

76.000
67.000

970,000
226,636

2,480
20,000
100,000
100.000

100
lOO
100
10
26
1

100
60
1

100
100
25
1

100
100
100
100
100

100
1

lOO
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

$906,266
3,213,760
7.'J20,4(;i)

1,108,000
2,367,600
630.000
900,000

8.887,600
66.000

'2.07:-..e25

1.312..50'.

182.500
58,500

27'.l.9,i2

360.000
'.1.109,150

2,125,000
712,600

1.384,000
106,406

1,893.331

4,840.178
1,188,000

880.000
927,060
330,000
826,600
39.600

Date. Amt.

60 26,014,693

100 1.692.560

100 3.504.94;

1 1'20,000

100 2,047,600
101 '284

100 16.685.148

100
20

100
100
10

631.661
350.000
169.276

2,086,600
396,320

60 14,738.000

lOO 7,615.744

60 8,050,040

60 2,550,000

100 11.434,962

100 400,000

100 5,330,740

100 9,480,260

100 3.411.760

100 581,022,905

100 3,357.524

100 385.(j8U

1,900,000
430,000

1,118.766

100 6f..041..541

100 187,454,724

100 12,540,869
60 8,680,000

100
5

100

May 1906
Feb. 1904
(let. 1907
July 1907
Si'pt. 1907
<ug. 1906
Nov. 1906
Aug. 1907
July 1906
(let. 1907
(let. 1907
May 1904
June 1906
(let. 1907

July 1904
July 1907
June 1907
July 1907
Feb. 1907
July 1906
Sept. 1907
(let. 1907
July 1904
July 1906
Dec. 1906
Aug. 19061 6.00

Aug. 1906i 2.60

May 1906
May 1907
Juue 1907

July 1907

July 1906
May 1906
Oct. 19C7
Sept. 1907
May 1906
May 1907
Aug. 1907
Aug. 1906
May 1806
(let. 19117

May 1907
Aug. 190''

Sept. 19117

Apr. 1906

May 1907

Oct. 190'

1907
Oct. 1907
Sept. 1907

Aug. 1907

May 1907
Juue 1907
July 1906

May 1906
July 1907
Aug. 1907

Oct. 1907
Oct. 1906

$1.7«
1.76

3.0«
.40

1.26

.01

J

.76

. .75

.W
1.68

1.25

.25

.01

1.50

1.0«
1.60

1.60

3.00
3.00
.01

2.06

1.60

3.09
.20

1.00

.18

2.00
4.06

3.60

.01

1.75

1.26

1.76

1.76

.40

1.60

1.00

.14

3. .50

3.60
.76

1.26

1.76

1.60

1.76

1.26

1.76

('..oe

i.oe

2.0«

1.50

.16

.60

.60

1.76

2.08
2.60

Canada, Mexico, Central and South America.

Name of Company and
Location.

.20

•Previous to consolidation $l,ia<!.260 were divided.

Amistad y Conc'rdla. Mey .

.

Buffalo, 8 Ont. .

.

Butters' Salvador, g.. 8al\ .

Coulagas (Cobalt) Out. .

cariboo McKln'y, ^ .. H. t .

Consolidated M & f .. B. C .

Coplapo. c uhlle
Crow's Nesl pass B. C .

Dominion Coal. com. N. 8 .

Dominion Coal, pf. .. N. 8 .

Dos Estrellaa, g. s. . .. Mex .

El Oro, g. 8 .Mex .

Esiieranza, s. g Mex .

Fi ster Cobalt, t Ont..
Granby Con B. C .

Greene Con. Coppei . Mex .

Greene Con. Gold Mex .

GreenGold-Silv'r.piu Mex .

Guanajuato Mex .

Guggenbelm Kxpi Mex .

Kerr Lake, s Ont. .

LeRol No. 2. g B. C .

McKlnUy-Darragn.s, Ont . .

,

Mexican Coal & Coke Mex .

.

Mex. Con. M. & S. Co. Mex .

Mines Co. of Am Mex..
N. T. h Bond. Rof... C. A .

Nlpisslng, 8 Ont..
North Star B. C .

N. S. St. fc Coal, com. N. 8 .

N. 8. St. & Coal, pf.. . . N. 8 .

Penoles* Mex

.

Author-
ized

Capital.

I Shares. Dividends.

Total to
Date.

$480,000' 9.600 60
1.000,000 900,000: ICO

750,000 160,000 6
1.00(1,11001.0(10,000

1,250,000 1,260,000

48,338
112,600

140,000
160,(XX1

30,000 100
3,000 60

5
6

Latest.

Date.
I

Amt.

6,500,000
l,r26,000
3,600,000

16,000,000
3.000,000
160,000

6,760,0001,080,000
2,275,(XX1 466,000
1,000,0001.000,000 1

15.0(X).000 136,000 100
8.640,000
6,(XX).OO0

3,000,000
3,1XX),000

17,000,000
3,(XK1,(100

3,000,000

Platanlllo
Reco. g. s.l

Sliver Queen, s...
Slocan Star
St. Eugene tXiD . .

,

Tezultlan Coppei
Tilt C*ve, c
Tretheway, s
Tyee, c

. Msx..

. B. C.

.

.Ont..
. B. C .

. B. C.

.

.Mex .

. N. F..

. Ont. .

. B. C.

864.000 10
500.000 10
.300,000' 10
640,000' 6

106.000

1

100
COO.OOO 5
120,000' 26

2,600,000 2,000,000 1

6.0(K),000 60,000, 100
2,500,000 240,000 10
2,000,000 2,000,000;

1,600,000 150,000

6,000,0001,200,000
1,600,0001,800,000
6,000,000 49,87f.!

1

10
6

1

100
10,300 100
2,600 100

206,989
968,000

1,030,000
260,f00
600.000

1,000,000
1,600,0(X) 1,600.0(0

600,00(1 600.000; 1

3.600,000 3.202,000 1

1,000,000 10,000 100
1,000,000 89,000 2

1,000.000 1,000,000| 1

940,000 180,0001 6

$258,064 Jan. 1906 $1.71

108,000 July 1907 .03

60O,(JUO Apr. 1906 .26

•2ll.(»IO July 1907 .02

646,837;Feb. 1904 .04

714.945 Aug. 1907 2.60

3.000.900 Oct. 1904 1.20J
2,018, (48'July 1907 .62}
2,2.50,000 July 1907 1.00

3,330,000, Jan. 1906 4.0*
1.020.556 July 1906 13.66

3,8'2;l,-200 July 19117; .37

6,721,049 July 1907| 1.32

50,000:.Jan. 1907: .06

2,'.iCH,(i30 Sept. 1907 3.00

6.814,200 Mar. 1907 .40
300.000'JuIy 19061 .20

120.000 Mar. 1907: .40

74.260iOct. 1906 .07J
3,697,600|Oet. 1907 2.60
390,OOOOct. 1907 .16

71i;.400'Feb. 1907 .24

100,000' Mar. 1907 .02

600.000 Dec. 1906 3.00

1100.000 Aug 1907 .60

2,78S,000i8e))t. 1907 .02

2,322.000 Sept. 1907 .10

l,3'20.0(Ki;Oct. 19071 .16

361.0UO|Dec. 1904: 1.00
9.')8,228 July 1907 1.60

396.550 July I907I 2.00

8,'263,376 Aug. 1907120.00

5,680 Sept. 19061 ,00i
327,082;Apr. 1906; M
120,(XX1 Jan. 1907' .0$

676.000 Dec. 1904 .06

402.120, Oct. 1906i .00

(let. 1907; 2.0$

21.360 Jan. 1906i .48

80.000, Mar. J907 .04

136.800'Dec. 19041 M
•Mnxliran Currency
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THE MINING INDEX.
The editors of this paper read all the important publications of the world that relate to mining and the treatment of mm

erals. This index is published as a reference for all interested and to make it impossible for readers of the Encineehinc and

Mining Journal to miss any important article published anywhere.

We will undertake to furnish a copy 01 any article (if in print) in the original language, for the price quoted. Where
no price is quoted the cost is unknown. These papers are not kept in stock, but must be ordered from the publisher; hence

there will be some delay for foreign papers.

No accounts can be opened for these small amounts, but remittance must be sent with order. For the convenience of

those making small but frequent remittances, coupons are furnished at the following prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00,

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred for $15.00. This arrangement will be especially appreciated by foreign readers and

men in distant mining camps. Where remittances are made in even dollars we will return the excess over an order in

coupons upon request.

ANTIMONY
4373—SMlOl/riXG—Notes on Antimony

SmeltlnK- O. Pautrat. (Eng. and MIn.
Jourii.. Sopt. 14, I'JOT; I'/j pp.) Trans-
lation : of an article In Revue de Chimic
Induslrielle, Mar., 1907, which was pre-
viously nu'nti.meii In this Index. L'Oo.

ASBESTOS

4374—PRODUCTION of Asbestos In
1906. J. S. Diller. (Advance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the U. S.
CaleiHhir Year 190(!; 10 pp.) Reviews the
eonditon of the .ishestos industry In the
United States, with .statistics of produo
tlon, and considers Itrielly conditions in
the more important foreign countries.

ASPHALT
4375—PRODUCTION of Asphalt and

Bituminous Rock in 1906. J. A. Taff.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the I". S.. Calendar Year 1906:
10 pp. I Sums up tlie present condition
of the asphalt industry of the United
States, and gives figures of exports and
imports as well as of domestic produc-
tion.

BAUXITE

4376—BAUXITK— I>es Glsements de
Bauxite. C. Helson. (L"Echo des Mines,
Aug. ^[l. 1907; lit pp.) Continxiation ot
article itreviousl\' mentioned in this
Index. 20c.

CEMENT
4377—CK.MENT INDUSTRY in the

United States in 1906. Prepared under
the direction of E. C. Eckel. (Advance
chapter from the Mineral Resources of
the U. S.. Calendar Year 1906; 39 pp.)
Contains tlie usual review of progress in
the cement industry during 1906 and
also the statistics connected with the
production, consumption and foreign
trade in cement. 20c.

437S—CEMENT WORKS—Electricity
for Cement Plants. J. B. Porter. (Eng.
Rec, Sept. 21. 1907; H4 pp.) Paper read
before the -\.ssn. Am. Portland Cement
Mfgrs. Points out some of the advan-
tages of electrically operated machinery
in cement plants both In respect to econ-
omy and flexibility of operation. 20c.

COAL AND COKE
437!" .\.NKV1.U.S)UM1AS1S - "Miner's

Anemia.' F. W. Gray. (Can. MIn.
Journ.. Sept. 1 and I.'., 1907; 3 pp.) Con-
clusion of article previously mentioned
in this Index, giving results of investi-
gatlon.'^ into jn-esent conditions in West-
phalia, Helglum, France and Great Brit-
ain, together with the conclusions of the
author. 4i)c.

4380—ARGENTINA—Nota sobre el
Carbon ile Salagasta. E. H. Ducloux.
lAnales de la Soc. Cientifica Argentina,
Apr., 1907; 4 pp.) Brief notes on several
newly discovered coal deposits in the
province of Salagasta In Argentina, with
analyses of typical samples.

4381—BITUMINOUS COAL WASHING.
G. R. Delamater. (Mines and MIn.,
Sept., 1907: 3'i pp.) Continuation of ar-
ticle previously mentioned In this Index,
dealing in this instalment with the de-
sign of the washery. the equipment of
the plant and principles and cltaracteris-
tlcs of the more Important machines
used. 20c.

4382—BROWN COAL MININ(3—Der
Bcrgwersbetrleb auf dem Brannkohlen-

\ ol U..iiirntli z\\ 1.^. hfit Koi/.i;;, Wt-ls.sw ;ts-

ser. iMliskau and 'reupllt/. in der Nleder-
laiisitx unter besonderer Horucksichtl-
giing seines I'ilnlliisses auf die Verhutung
iler Selhstenl/.undung der Kohle. Rle-
gel. ((iliickauf, Sept. 7, 1907: Uili pp.)
Describes tlie methods of mining soft
coal in the above district where special
attention must be paid to the preven-
tion of spontaneous combustion of the
coal. 40c.

4383—CANADA—Sprlnghill and Its
Collieries. W. D. Matthews. (Can.
Min. Journ., Sept. 15, 1907; 3V4 pp.)
IJescription of the surface and under-
ground workings of the above collier-
ies, together with brief Information on
the character of the seams worked.
20 c.

4384-COAL BURNING—Scientific Use
of Soft Coal. G. D. Fowler. (Eng.
Journ. of Canada, Sept., 1907; 1 p.)
Brief hints as to the proper manage-
ment of boiler flres and the ijeasons
why certain precautions must be ob-
served in stoking.

43,S4a—COAL CUTTING—Electricity Ap-
plied to Coal Cuttlni;. G. Farmer. (Scl. and
Art of Mlninc. Sept. 21, 1907; IVj PP)
Contains general information as to construc-
tion and capacities of some types of electri
cally-operated coal cutters of the chain and
the disc systems. 20c.

4385-COAL HANDLING—A Modern
Electrical Coal Handling Equipment.
(Modern Machinery, Sept.. 1907: 1>4 pp.)
Brief descriptive article dealing with
some of the noteworthy facts of a
modern electrically-operated, coal-handling
equipment. 20c.

4386—COAL MINES—La Valeur Mo-
venne a la Mine des Charbons dans le
monde (1885-1905). E. Loz6. (Annates
des Mines de Belg.. T. XII, 3 livr.. 1907;
24 pp.) Compares the output, present
value and gives a few speculations as to
the future of the principal coal mines
ot the world.

4387—COAL MINING—The Technics
of Coal Mining. G. H. Winstanley.
(Min. Engineering, Sept., 1907; 3>/i pp.)
Oontinuation of article previously men-
tioned in this Index, dealing with steam
boilers and generating plants for col-
lieries. 20c.

4388 — COAL PURCHASING — The
Choice of a Bituminous Coal. R. H.
Kuss. (Eng. Rec, Aug. 31, 1907; 1 p.)
Deals with the main principles of se-
lecting bituminous coal, witii reference
to the best fulfillment of a given set of
conditions. 20c.

4389 — COAL STORAGE PLANTS.
Some Recent Mechanical. W. G. Hud-
son. (Eng. News, Aug. 29. 1907: 4>4

pp.) Detailed descriptions of the equip-
ment and general arrangement of sev-
eral large i)lants for the mechanical
handling and storing of coal in large
quantities. 20c.

4390 — COAL SUPPLIES — The So-
called New Supplies of Anthracite. H.
W. Althouse. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Sept. .14. 1907; 3 pp.) Discussion of re-
cent discoveries of anthracite coal de-
posits, showing that they do not conflict

with established geological principles
nor point to the existence of coal In un-
expected places. 20c.

4391—COKE—Advantages of the By-
product Coking Process. E. Bury. (MIn
Wld., Sept. 7, 1807. 2 pp.) Discusses
the relative merits of gas and coke pro-
duced by by-product ovens and ordinary
coking furnaces, pointing out the extcn
sive field open to the former. 20c.

4392 — COKE-OVEN GAS. The Manu-
facture of. E. Bury. (MIn. Wld., Aug

.:l, r.i";, 1 |. 1 .Xl.slrail of paper liefore
Ihe liril. iii.sto. ol Gum IOmk . containing
estimates of the cost of operations dur
Ing the various stages of making coke-
oven gas. 20c.

4393—COKE OVEN GAS—Use of By-
product Coke-oven Gas. C. E. Rhodes
(Progressive Age. Sept. 2, 1907: 1 p.)
Gives particulars as to the actual work-
ing results of two batteries of horizon-
tal-nued and verticai-flued ovens. 20c.

4394 — EQUIPMENT — Mechanical
Equipment of the Fife Coal Company's
Marv I'll nl Ixichore. (Coll. Guard.,
Aug." 10. X907 ; 1 p.) Description of

some of the principal features of the
mechanical equipment of this colliery.
20c.

4395—FUEL TESTING PLANT of the
Geological Survey. C. T. Wilkinson.
(Eng. and MIn. Journ., Sept. 21, 1907; 1

p.) Gives particulars of this plant and
the character and extent of the tests
which arc carried out here. 20c.

4396

—

haulage:—Underground Haul-
age. John Bell. (Journ. Brit. Soc. MIn.
Students. Aug.. 1907; 32 pp.) Very
thorough inquiry into the principles
which govern the selection of a given
system for underground haulage, and
detailed consideration of relative merits and
defects of various subordinate devices

4397—HOLLAND—Le Glseraent houil-

ler du Limbourg neerlandals et son Ex-
ploitation. A. Delmer. (Annales des
Mines de Belg., T. XII, 3 llvr., 1907; 31

I)p.) The first part of this article deals
with the deposit proper, and the second
part takes up the exploitation and the
results so far secured In this coal basin,

which is an extension of the Camplne
deposits In Belgium.
4398—MINE GASES—The Effect of

Barometric Variation on the Outflow of

Gas In Mines. W. H. Boot.i. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Aug. 31. 1907; '^4 P) Dis-
cusses the effect of barometric varia-
tions upon gas emanations. 20c.

4399—MONTANA COAL SITUATION.
R P. Tarr. (Eng. and MIn. Journ.. Sept.

21. 1907; 's p.) A brief review of the
present status of coal mining in Mon-
tana Including statements as to the ex-
tent of the deposits, character and com-
position of the coal and the extent of

the development warranted by bore hole

records. 20c.

4400—PEAT—The Manufacture of

Peat-fuel in Michigan. P. J. Bulask.
(Power. Sept., 1907; 3 pp.) Reviews
very brlellv the peat manufacturing in-

dustry, and gives a description of the
wet process of making peat as carried
out In Michigan. 20c.

4401—PENNSYLVANIA—W o r k a b 1 e

Coal Seams of Western Pennsylvania
Wm. Seddon. (Eng. ami MIn. Journ..

Sept. 21, 1907; IVi PP) Enumerates
some of the more Important coal seams
of Western Pennsylvania giving infor-

mation as to their thickness, extent and
the comparative character and quality or

the coals, 20c.

4402—PIT EQITPMENT-The Silver

wood Pit of the Dalton Main Collieries.

Limited. (Coll. Guardian. Sept. 13. 190 1;

1 p.i Contains descriptions of the shaft

equipment of this colliery, the appli-

ances mentioned being the pumps, hoist-

ing engines and hauling outfits. 20c.

4 4 03 — PRODUCTION of Anthracite
Coal in 19(16. W. W. Ruley. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the

U S Calendar Year 1906: 9 pp.) Sta-

tistical review of the extent of opera-
tions during 1906.

4403(1- REFUGE CHAMBERS—Unterlr-

dlsche IteJiiings liezw, Klnchslatlonen. J.
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Mayer. (Oest. Zclt. t. B. u. H., Sept 14,

1907: 2% pp.) Contains an exposition o(
the nilvantage of resscue and refuge cliambers
for mines and describes sorae of the chambers
now In existence In German mines. These
chambers are equipped with compressed
oxygen and air pipes. To be continued. 20c.

4404—SIl.AFT SINKIN'CS—Creusement
des puits U'Harcliics par le Proc(5d6
Poetsch. C. Nlederau. (Annales des
Mines de Bolg., T. XII. 3 llvr., 1907; 30
pp.) Deals with the sinking of pits by
the Poetsch freezing process, to explore
the coal concession In the commune of
Harchles, so ifs to determine the best
location for the permanent shafts for
working the seams.

4405—TIMBERING—Setting Timber in
Anthracite Coal Mines. John H. Haert-
ter. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. Aug. 31,

1907; 3 pp.) Analyses the conditions
which make It Inexpedient to organize
separate timber corps. 20c.

440G — TUNNEL, DRIVING. M. S.
Hachtta. cEng. and Mln. Journ.. Sept.
14. 1907: '» p.) Contain.s details as to
tunnel driving practice in the coal re-
gions of Pennsylvania with a few notes
on the cost of driving and the method
of blasting. 20c.

4407—VENTILATION—Concrete Over-
casts in Coal Mines. John H. Haertter
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 7, 1907; 4

pp.) Deals with the use of overcasts
In ventilating coal mines, and gives de-
tailed figures of cost of constructing
concrete overcasts, showing their superiority
over wood. 20c.

4408—WESTPH.VLIAN COIJ.IERIES—
Impressions of a Two Days' Visit. (Can.
Min. Journ., Sept. 1, 1907; 3\i pp.)
Gives a general review of mining condi-
tions in the coal districts of Westpha-
lia. 20c.

COPPER

4409 — BRASS AND BRONZE BARS,
Tests of. H. B. del'ont. 1 Fouiulry. Sept.
1907; 2 pp.) Treat.s of the chemical and
physical properties of standard test
bars, and gives the results of a series of
Interesting experiments upon them. 20c.

4410—ELECTROLYSIS — Influence of
Iron In Copper Electrolysis. E. L
Larison. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept
7, 1907; 1 p.) Inquires Into the quan-
titative effects of varying quantities of
Iron In the electrolyte, especially when
influenced by changes in the current
density and voltage. 20c.

4411—ELECTROLYTIC COPPER—Die
Laugen der elektrlschen Kupferraffina-
tlon. B. Neumann. (Chem. Zeit., Aug.
28, 1907; 1 p.) Reviews briefly some
accepted hiethods of analysing the elec-
trolyte in the electrolytic refining of
copper, and considers the effect of usual
Impurities upon the fine copper. 20c.

4412 — EI,ECTROLYTIC COPPER—
Precede d'Extractlon Electrolytique du
Culvre. W. Stoeger. (L'Echo des
Mines. Sept. 9, 1907; 2M pp.) A general
description of the new Laszczyuskl pro-
cess for the electrolytic extraction of
copper from ores, wherein closely fitting
cotton covering on the lead anodes acts
as a diaphragm and overcomes the dis-
advantage of having large amounts of
Iron in solution with the copper. 20c.
4413—IDAHO—The Seven Devils and

Snake River Districts. Geo. D. Reld.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., Aug. 31, 1907:
Hi pp.) Information relating to the
charaiter of the Ore deposits, and gen-
eral mining conditions in these two cop-
per districts. 20c.

4414—MATTE SMELTING—"Bringing
Forward" of Copper Matte. J. W. Rich-
ards. (Electrochem. and Met. Ind.,
Sept., 1907: 514 pp.) Solves problems
connected with the smelting and refin-
ing of low-t'rade copper matte. 40c.
4415—PORPHYRY ORE OF BING-

HA_M. Milling the. W. R. Ingalls.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., Sept. 14, 1907;
8H pp.) Gives details as to the con-
struction of the large mills of the Utah
Copper Company and the Boston Con-
solidated, the respective methods of
handling and concentrating the ore and
estimates of the cost and extractions
which will probably be attained by each
process. 20c.

4416—PORPHYRY ORE OF BING-
HAM. Mining the. Walter Renton In-
galls. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Sept. 7,
1907; 9 H PP.) An extensive descrip-
tion of the character of these lafge low-
grade copper deposits, and a detailed
comp.irlson of the relative efllciencies
and costs of the caving systems and of
steam shovel mining. 20c.

4417—PYRITIC SMELTING—Negative
Results in Pyrltic Smelting. H. W,
Hlxon. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Sept.
14. 190"; V4 p.) Records briefly the au-
thor's experience in attemptinK to smelt
a raw copper nickel pyrrhotite, giving
the probable reasons for the negative
results which were obtained. 20o.

441S—QUALITY OF COPPER—Copper
for the Foundry. F. L. Antisell.
(Trans. Am. Fdymen's Assn., May. 1907;
2

'/a pp.) Considers the various factors
which enter Into consideration when
Judging the quality of copper for cast-
ing purposes, and their relative impor-
tance.

4419—QUEENSLAND—Cloncurry Cop-
per Mining District. L. C. Ball. Queens-
land Gov. Min. Journ., July 15, 1907; 10

pp.) Continuation of article previously
mentioned in this Index. 60c.

4420—SECONDARY ENRICHMENT—
The Oxidation of Pyrite. A. N. Win-
chell. (Mines and Min., Sept.. 1907: 1

p.) Records the results of experiments
to determine the rate of oxidation of
pyrite by air charged with water, as a
preliminary requisite to the secondary
enrichment of copper deposits.

4421—SILICON ALLOY—Ueber das
Sillciumkupfer. M. Philips. (Metallur-
gie. Sept. S, 1907; 5 pp.) Deals with the
properties of silicon-copper alloys and
discusses the economical manufacture of
silicon for industrial purposes. 40e.

4422—SMELTING in the Boundary
Copper Field, B. C. R. Stokes. (Mln.
Wld., Sept. 21. 1907; 2V!. PP-) Gives a
general survey of smelting establish-
ments and the processes used in them
for smelting the copper ores found In

this district. 20c.

4423—UTAH—Mining at Bingham,
Utah. R. B. Brinsmade. (Mines and
Min., Sept., 1907; 3% pp.) Deals with
the history and geology of this region
and the methods of stripping and min-
ing copper ore with steam shovels. 20c.

DIAMONDS

442;^a—NEW SOUTH WALES. Diamonds
in. T. W. E. David. (N. Z. Mines Rec, July
in, 1007; 3Vj PP) Discusses the recent
diamond discoveries in this Australian state,

and attempts to apply present knowledge con-
cerning the diamond occurrence and their
origin in other famous fields, to the deriva-
tion of a theory as to the source of the
diamonds in this State. 40c.

4424 — ORIGIN OF DIAMONDS. F. W.
Volt. (Mines and Mining, Aug. 30,

1907; 1 p.) Paper read before the Geol.
Soc, of So. Africa. Considers the effect
and importance of various types of
rough diamonds in modifying existing
theories as to their origin. 20c.

4425—ORIGIN OF DIAMONDS—The
Origin and Occurrences of the Diamond.
T. W. E. David, (Min. Journ., Aug. 24,

1907: 1 p.) Considers new information
bearing upon the origin of diamonds
gathered from examination of original
matrices, and also from attempts to pro-
duce diamonds artificially. 20c.

FELDSPAR

4426—PRODUCTION of Quartz (Flint)
and Feldspar In 1906. E. S. Bastin.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S., Calendar Year 1906;
22 pp.) Contains the usual review of
progress of mining these two minerals
during 1906. 20c.

FLUORSPAR AND CRYOLITE

4427—PRODUCTION of Fluorspar and
Cryolite In 1906. E. F. Burrhard. (Ad-
vance Chapter from Mineral Itesources of
the U. S., Calendar Year 1906: 8 pp.)
Ciives Information upon the character
and occurrences of fluorspar and cryo-
lite, separation, uses and market condi-
tions, also statistics of production and
imports.

GOLD AND SILVER

4428—ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS—The Oc-
currence of Alluvlals in Hungary and
Transylvania, and the Profitableness of
Working Them on a Large Scale by
Means of Dredges. L. Horvath. (Min.
Journ., Sept. 7, 1907; 1 p.) Translation
from ilontan-Zcltutifi, reviewing present
operations and showing that large scale
operations by dredges would doubtless
be very profitable. 20c.

4429—CANADA—Mlchlplcoten Island.
A. B. Wlllmott. (Can. Mln. Journ.,

Sept. 15, 1907: 2H pp.) Brief informa-
tion upon the history of the discovery,
the geology and the ore possibilities of
this new silver district. 2Pc.

4430—COBALT SILVER FIELD, On-
tario.—II and III. R. Stokes. (Min.
Wld., Aug. 31 and Sept. 14, 1907; 5 pp.)
Continuation of article previously in-
dexed, reviewing mining conditions in
this field, and giving information upon
the capitalization and operation of the
principal mining companies. 40c.

4431—COLORADO—Some Gold and
Tungsten Deposits of Boulder County,
Colorado. W. Llndgren. (Econ. Geol-
ogy, July-Aug., 1907; 10 pp.) Gives a
few preliminary remarks upon the gen-
eral geology and the mineral deposits
of this district and inquires especially
Into the origin of the tungsten veins.
60c.

4432—CYANIDATION—Last Drainings.
H. A, Wliite. (Journ. Chem,, Met, and
Min. Soc. of South Africa, July, 1907; 1

p.) Reply of author to the discussion
of his paper, which was previously men-
tioned in this Index. 40c.

4433—CYANIDATION — Die Homestake-
Schlammanlage und das Merrill-Filter.

K. Pietruskv. (Metallurgie, Sept. 8,

1907; 5% pp.) Describes the appliances,
operations and working methods used
In the new slime plant of the Homestake
mine in South Dakota. 40c.

4434—DREDGING for Gold in Ne'W
South Wales, Victoria and Queensland.
(Queensland Gov. Min. Journ., July 15,

1907; 2H pp.) Reviews the progress of
several recent attempts to dredge for

gold in these Australian States. 60c.

4 435—HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT of
the Old Channel Mines. John M. Nlcol.

(Min, and Sci. Press, Sept. 14, 1907; J

pp.) Gives some details as to the equip-
ment of this group of mines where oper-
ations are now conducted on a large
scale and where concentrating tabids are
used In conjunction with sluices. A
brief account of the experiments now
under way for improving the concentrat-
ing process is also included. 20c.

4436—HYDRAULIC MINING In Carl-
boo. D. Waterman. (Mln. and Sci.

Press, Sept. 7, 1907; 2% pp.) A general
outline of geological and mining condi-
tions in this British Columbian district

with a few brief notes on the two sec-

tion method of hydraullcking which Is

in use. 20c.

4437—MEXICO—The Mines of El Doc-
tor. T. D. Murphy. (Min. and- Sci.

Press, Aug. 24, 1907; 4 pp.) Short his-

torical sketch of mining in this Mexican
district, also notes on the present state

of mining development. 20c.

4438_NEVADA—The Mohawk Mine.
A, Becker. (Am. Min. Rev., Aug. 31,

1907- 1 p.) Deals with the present
state of development and the structural

geology of this mine, which is one of

the more Important ones in Goldfield.

20c.

4439_NEW ZEALAND—Notes on Wal-
hi Ore Treatment. R. Stokes. (Journ.,

Chem., Met. and Mln. Soc. South Af-
rica, July. 1907; 4 pp.) Deals with pre
grinding practice at this mine, giving
information as to the character of lining

used in tube mills and the method of

fastening it, also with the vacuum fil-

tering of slimes as practiced. 60c.

4440—ONTARIO—The Montreal River
Silver District. R. Meeks. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Sept. 21, 1907; 5 pp.) An
account of present conditions In this dis-

trict as seen by the author on a recent

visit giving information as to the cost

of freight and supplies, character of the
claims and the future possibility of the
district. 20c.

4441—ORIGIN OF GOLD in the Rand
Banket. J. W. Gregory. (Paper to be
read before the Brit. I. M, M„ Oct,. 1907:

39 pp. Inquires Into the genesis of

gold in the Rand formation, and con-
siders arguments for and against some
of the principal theories that have been
brought forward.

4442 PHILIPPINES—Gold Placers of

Neuva Ecija. (Far Eastern Rev., Aug.,
1907- 1 p.) Notes on the character of

the 'gravel of these Luzon placers and
on the working methods and equipment.
Traces of platinum have been found In

some of the placers of this district. 40c.

4443— PLACER INVESTIGATIONS —
The Essential Data of Placer Investlga-

tions—n. J. P. Hutchins. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Aug. 31, 1907; 2 pp.) Con-
tinuation of article previously men-
tioned in this Index, giving points to be
ascertained and precautions to be taken
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In the examination ami valuation of
placer grouml before exploitation. 20c.

444 1 — QUEENSI^ND — The Premier
Goldrlehi of Queensland. John Pluni-
mer. (iMIn. Wld.. Sept. 14, 1907: 1 p.)

Brief notes upon the method of mining
and the output of the Charters Towers
goldticld. 20c.

4445—HAND MINING—The Commer-
cial Aspects of Rand Mining. G. A.
Denny. (MIn. Jouvn.. Aug. L'4. 31 and
Sept. 7, 1907: 2H pp.) Exhaustive Imiulry
Into the exact nature of the so-called
profit from the Rand, with an attempt
to analyze various factors which enter
Into the consideration of the question.
60c.

4446_SANTO DOMINGO—Gold Mining
In Santo Domingo. F. Uynwood Garri-
son. (Eng. and Mln. Journ,, Sept. 14.

1907; 2ia pp.) Gives a brief historical
outline of former gold mining opera-
tions In this South American country
together with some notes on recently
discovered deposits of placer gold. 20c,

4447—SLIME—Concentration of Slime.
W. E. Darrow. (Mln. and Scl. Press,
Aug. 31, 1907; 1 p.) Gives some of the
author's experiences in the use of can-
vass tables as a means of recovering
values from mill slimes. 20c.

4448—Tl'BE MILL PRACTICE, Notes
on Some Recent Improvements in. K.
L. Graham. (Journ. Chem., Met. and
Mln. Soc. of South Africa. July, 1907;m pp.) Discussion by J. Lea of the
above paper which was previously men-
tioned In this Index. 40c.

4449—UTAJI—Ophlr. Dry Canyon and
Stockton. C. W. Hlggins. (S. L Mln
Rev., Sept. 15, 1907: 3'i pp.) A review
of geological condltioDS in these camps
with descriptions of the present status
of mining operations and the outlook
for future developments. 20c.

GYPSUM
4450—GYPSUM and Gypsum Products

In 1906. E. F. Burchard. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the
U. S., Calendar Year 1906: 13 pp.)
Gives the output of gypsum in the Uni-
ted States: also information regarding
the extent of gypsum deposits, uses of
the prepared product and trade condi-
tions. 20c.

4431—MONTANA GYPSUM DEPOSITS.
J. P. Rowe. (Mines and Mln., Sept.
1907; 2 pp.) Gives general descriptions
of the principal beds of gypsum In Mon-
tana, the extent of their development,
and the geological character of the for-
mation in which they occur. 20c.

IRON AND STEEL
44.12—AGE OF STEEI,—Further Ex-

periments on the Ageing of Mild Steel.
C. E. Stromeyer. (Iron and Steel Inst.,
Sept.. 1907; advance sheets: 22'2 pp.. 14
plates). Continues the experiments
made along the above line and pre-
viously mentioned in this Index, this ar
tide giving the results of drop tests on
specimens which had been subjected to
low temperatures for long periods.

4453—ALABAMA IRON ORE — New
Sources of Ore Supply In Alabama.
(Manufacturers' Rec, Sept. 12, 1907: H
p.) Brief review of the results of dia-
mond drill explorations In. the Birming-
ham district. 20c.

4454—ANNEALING High-Speed Steel.
E. Vlall. (Am. .Machinist, Aug. 29, 1907;
1 p.) Compiles directions for the proper
annealing and heat treatment of high
speed steels from Information supplied
by several leading manufacturers. 20c.

4455 — AUSTRIAN IRON INDUSTRY
During the Last Twenty-Five Years.
W. Kestranek. (Iron and Steel Inst.,
Sept., 1907; advance sheets; 16 pp.) A
review of the progress made In the de-
velopment of the Austrian Iron Industry
and a consideration of the reasons for
the relatively slo^v development in this
country.
4456—BLAST FURNACE—VII. H. Al-

len. (Iron Tr. Rev., Sept. 12, 1907; 2
pp.) Continuation of article previously
mentioned in this Index, giving various
facts connected with the management
of plants which are run on waste gases
from gas furnaces; considers also the
necessary changes in operations due to
the periodical varying of the quality of
the gas. 20c.

4457—BLAST FURNACE GAS—The
Determination of the Total Quantity of
Blast-furnace Gas for a Given Make and
Its Calorific Value. J. von Ehrenwerth.
(Iron and Steel Inst.. Sept. 1907; advance
sheets; 21^ pp.) Develops a method of

determining the total quantity of blast
furnace gus at any givon time, the data
rcfiuired by this method being, the
wiiKlil of carbon contained In the gases
coi responding lo any particular unit of
weight and an analysis of llie gas.

44.^8 — CASKIlAItDENING. G. 8.

Scott. (Iron and Steel Inst., Sept., 1907;
advance sheets; 19 pp.) An experimen-
tal Investigation Into the theory and
practice of case hardening, describing
several mixtures used for this purpose
and considering the Intluence vf tcniper-
ature. time and cementing material upon
this process.

4459—CASE-HARDENING of Mild
Steel. C. O. Bannister and W. J. Lam-
bert. (Iron and Steel Inst.. Sept., 1907:
advance sheets: 7',4 pp., 4 plates). Gives
the author's observations upon the depth
of hardness and the carbon t'ontent of
case-hnrdened mild steel and Illustrates
the points brought out by numerous ml-
crophotographs.
4460—CHARCOAL FURNACE—Cold

Blast Charcoal Furnace in Bald Eagle
Valley, Penn. (Iron Tr. Rev., Sept. 12.

1907; 3 pp.) Deals with the equipment
ot this old Iron plant which uses a cold
blast charcoal furnace, giving details as
lo furnace management. 20c.

44G1—CHROMIUM ANALYSIS—Ueber
die Chrombestlmmung Im Stahl, inshe-
sondere bei Anwesenheit von Wolfram.
G. V. Knorre. (Stahl u. Elsen, Aug. 28,
1907; 4 pp.) Gives several procedures
for the volumetric determination of
chromium in steels, with a discussion of
the modification necessary In the pro-
cess when tungsten is also present. 40c.

4462 — COMPRESSED AIR — Anwen-
dung der Pressluft im Giesserelbetriebe.
W. Hiintschel. (Elsen-Zelt., Sept. 14,

1907; H4 pp.) A descriptive account of
the application of compressed air In
German foundry practice, this Instal-
ment dealing in general with the types
of compressors used. 20c.

4 463—CORROSION of Iron and Steel.
W. H. Walker, A. M. Cedarholm and L.

. N. Bent. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Sept.,
1907: 14 pp.) Gives the preliminary
work done in an attempt to determine
whether wrought Iron is more subject to
corrosion than steel and investigates
tlie factors which cause corrosion and
the conditions under which it proceeds.
6nc.

4464 — CRUCIBLE STEEL — Einiges
uber Tempergiessereien. W. Miiller.
(Stahl u. Elsen. Aug. 28. 1907; 4«,
pp.) Contains information relating to
the operation of a foundry making tem-
per steel castings, . and using crucible
furnaces in place of cupolas. 20c.

4465—CUPOLA PRACTICE—Compara-
tive Cupola Practice. W. S. McQuillan.
(Trans. Am. Fdymen's Assn., May, 1907;
3^ pp.) Tabulation of answers from
many foundries to a list of questions re-
lating to the use of fuel, cupola effi-

ciency and foundry practice in general.

4465n—CUYUNA RANGE—Development of
the Cuyuna Range . (Iron Tr. Rev.. Sept. 26.

1007; 1 p.) Enumerates some of the leading
.concerns that are interested In this range
and comments upon the exploration work
which each has done. It appears that the
present high transportation charges on the
ore will work acalnst any extensive exploita-
tion for some time to come. 20c.

4466—ELECTRIC FURNACE—The In-
duction Furnace for the Production of
Steel by Electricity. (Trans. Am. Fdy-
men's .\ssn.. May. 1907; 4 pp.) Deals
with the principle of construction and
operation of this type of furnace, and
compares it with other electrical smelt-
ing methods. ^

4467—ELECTRIC SMELTING— Die Er-
zeugung von Roheisen im elektrlschen
Ofen. (Stahl u. Elsen. Aug. 28. 1907: 7

pp.) An extended description of several
types of electric furnaces for the pro-
duction of pig iron, and of the methods
of running the furnaces, and their spe-
cial features of construction. 40c.

4468 — ELECTRIC SMELTING— The
Electrothermic Reduction of Iron Ores.
A. E. Greene and F. S. MacGregor.
(Electrochem. and Met. Ind.. Sept.. 1907:
4 pp.) Gives the results of an experi-
mental Investigation on the possibility
of reducing iron ore by electricity, with
very complete details on the design of
the furnace, the character of the charges
used, and the product obtained. 40c.

4469—FERRO-ALLOYS for Foundry
Use. E. Houghton. (Foundry. Sept..

1907; 314 pp.) Paper presented before
the Brit. Fdymen's Assn.. describing the
methods of production of ferro-alloys
and also the treatment of Iron to secure

definite riMiiiirai and pliy«>cal proper-
ll.'S. 20c.

4470-GOGEBIC RANGEl—P r o g r s B
on the GoKeblc Range. (Iron Tr U-
Sept. 19, 1907; 2 pp.) Uevlcws r- '

developments on this range and k

'

details of new equipment which '

been Installed and development u. 1

has been done. 20c.

4471—HARDENED STEEIJ'5 — I

Longniulr. (Iron and Steel Inst..

1907; advance sheets; 7^4 pp., 6 pl^

Gives brief information upon in.

practice In hardening f.teols and
scribes the structure of steels wimn
have been hardened by commercial
methods.
4472—II.M

mozay. ' ^

19(l7; advai'
Investigates lliu impui lantw of i.l"i; tem-
perature of heating, its duration, the
energy of the quenching bath and the
s|-/.e of the pieces quenched upon the
hardening of steel.

4473—HUNGARY—Blast Furnaces at
Vajda-Hunyad. (Engineer. Lond., Sept
G. 1907; 1 p.) Contains a brief general
account of iron mining and smelting at

the Gwalar Iron mines In Hungary. 40c.

4474_IRON RESOURCES OF THE
SOUTH. E. C. Eckel. (Manufacturers'
Rec, Sept. 19, 1907; 1 p.) Reviews the
extensive resources of the South in the
matter of iron ores, and calls attention
to the ease in which fluxes, ores and
fuels may be assembled and the cheap-
ness of mining operations. 20c.

4475 — JAPANESE GOVERNMENT
STEEL WORKS—(Far Eastern Rev.,

Aug. 1907; l'/4 pp.) Gives information
as to the equipment and general fea-

tures of the Imperial steel works of Ja-
pan which are situated near the port of
Wakamatsu and which have a capacity
of 300 tons of bessemer steel per 24

hours. 40c.

4476—LIFTING MAGNETS—A New
Line of Lifting Magnets. (Iron Tr.

Rev., Sept. 12. 1907; 214 pp.) Gives. gen-
eral information upon the use of mag-
nets for lifting pig Iron and steel bil-

lets, also some of the data secured dur-
ing the tests of one of these large mag-
nets. 20c.

4477—METALLURGY OF IRON, Ap-
plication of the Laws of Physical Chem-
istry In the. H. von JUptner. (Iron and
Steel Inst., Sept.. 1907; 28 pp.) Re-
views some fundamental principles (Jf

physical chemistry and points out their

application to iron blast furnace man-
agement.

447s—MEXICO—The Iron Deposit of

Cerro de Mercado. Durango, Mexico. E.

Halse. (Mln. Journ.. Sept. 7. 190 1; 1V4

pp ) Gives an historical sketch of this

Iron ore deposit with brief information
as to Its extent and character. 20c.

4479_NICKEL STEEID—Die Verar-
beltung von nlckelhaltlgem Magnetkies
im elektrlschen Ofen zur Herstellung
von SUure and Ferronickel. E^ A. SJo-

stedt. (Gluckauf, Aug. 1(, 190.; 4 pp.)

A detailed description of the apparatus
and the operations used in the manu-
facture of acid and ferro-nickel. by sub-
stituting nickeliferous pyrrhotite for

pvrite. This process has recently been

devised and perfected by the metallur-

gists of the Lake Superior Corporation

at Sault Ste. Marie. Ont. 40c

4480—NORMANDY—Situation de lln-

dustrle mlnerale dans '« peparle'"^"^,!"
Nord au Ler JulUet 1907. M. Mettr er,

(L'Echo des Mines. Sept. 16. 190,; 1'4

pp ) Brief note on the present status

of iron mining in Normandy. 2uc.

44S1—POW^ER DISTRIBUTION—The
Economic Distribution of Electric Power
from Blast Furnaces. B. H. Thwalte.
(Iron and Steel Inst.. Sept., 1907: ad-

vance sheets; 11'4 PP) A consideration

of the possibilities and advantages of

noolinc the waste power from the blast

furnaces of a district in order to eener-

ale electric energy at a central station

for subsequent distribution to the con-

tributing plants.

4482—PROTECTIVE PAINT— A New
Blue-black Iron Paint as a Protective

Covering. F. J. B. Carulla. (Iron and
Steel Inft.. Sept.. 1907; advance -'Heets: 2

pp.) Description of a process of obta.'"-

Ing a paint suitable for protecting

structural steel as a by-product from the

pickling bath of galvanizing and «lre

drawing plants.

4482a—ROLLING MILL of the Pa^lflc

Coast II. C. Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Sept.

"C 1907' 4 pp. I
Gives an InterestlnK ac-

Joint of the dlfflcultles in ectaWlshlng the

first rncin.- Coast rolllnB mill and placing
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It on a pajlUK basis. IH-scrlbes also Its

present e<inli>meni. woiklnj; melhods and Its

tnUustrial Impoilanee. liOe.

44Mi—SEAL FUR CU Pi-)l-AS—Apparnte
zum NIcdeisrliliiBfii der Glehlllainmf uiui

Funken an Kupoliifen. ( Hiseii-Zelt..

Auk. 31, 1907: 1 p. I Brief desirlptioii of

apparatus attachable to cupola furnaces
and adapted to prevent the escape of
burning gases and cinders upon charg-
ing. 20c.

44S4—SPECIAL STEELS—The Forging
of AUov Steels. E. F. Lake. (Am.
Machinist. Aug. 2i>. 1907; 2 pp.) Shows
the effect of temperature, methods of
forging, welding and annealing on the
production of liigh grade alloy steels.

20c.

44S3_STEEL. AND METEORIC IRON
Frederick Berwerth. (Iron and Steel
Inst.. Sept., lSt07; advance slieets; 10 pp.)
Points out some of the resemblances be-
tween meteoric Iron and steel.

4485a—STEEL PLANT—The Bethlehem
Steel Company's New Plant. (Iron Age,
Sept. LMi. 1907: S pp.) I>e'scriptlon of tlic

equipment of this new and modern steel

plant and its operation, givlns; most atten-
tion 10 the rail and structural mills, the
open hearth plant which is very well dc-

slsnied. and the blooming mill. 20c.

44St; — STEEL WORKS — Amerikan-
ische Elsenbauwerkstatten. R. Dietze.
iStahl u. Eisen, Sept. 4. 1907; S pp.)
Extracts from and a review of a book of
the same title, giving much information
as to the organization and scope of
operations of the principal American
steel constructing firms. 40c.

44S7—SWEDEN—Description of the
Mine Fields :it Oriingesberg. Nils Hed-
berg. (Jem kontorets Annaler, 1907, 58
pp.)

44Sii—TEMPERING—Dcr Gluh- und
Hiirteofen mit elektrisch geheiztem
Schmelzbad. L -M. Colin. (Elektro-
technlk u. Maschincnbau. Aug. 18 and 25,

1907; S pp.) An extensive outline of
progress in the art of heating temper-
ing baths and furnaces by electricity
and a summary of present conditions.
The articles have several illustrations
and tables of tempering temperatures.
40c.

4 l.Sii—Ti'ROL REGION—The Erzberg
of Eisenerz. H. Bauerman. (Iron and
Steel Inst., Sept.. 1907; advance sheets;
12 pp.. 3 plates). Short description of
the geological, chemical and mineralog-
ical features of these iron ore deposits
which are located on the north slope of
the Eastern Alpine range.
44S9a—VANADIUM STEEI.—The Effect

of Vanadium In Steel. E. T. Chlarage. (Iron
Tr. Kev.. Sept. 2«, 1907: 1 Vj pp.) Con-
siders the effects which vanadium has upon
steels, especially In its ability to eliminate
nitrogen which appears to be the cause of
poor (juality In some irons and steels, and
the absence of which is the real reason for
the superiority of Swedish Iron. 20c.

4490 — VANADIUM STEELS — Types
and Tests of Vanadium Steels. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. Aug. 29. 1907; 3 pp.) Gives the re-
sults of tests on vanadium steel of dif-
ferent types. 20c.

4491 — WASHINGTON — The Irondale
Furnace Near Seattle, Wash. H. Cole
Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Sept. 19. 1907; 4

pp.) The history of the attempts to op-
erate this Iron smelter on the Pacific
Coast is given, also a description of the
present state of operations. 20c.

4492—WATER STORAGE—A Colorado
Mountain Reservoir. R. M. Hosea.
(Journ. Western Soc. Eng., Aug.. 1907;
18H pp.) An account of the location,
design and construction of the Sugar
Loaf reservoir witlch was bviilt by the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company near
Leadvllle In order to obtain a reliable
source of water supply for Its Federal
plant. 40c.

LEAD

4493-ROASTIN(i OF GALENA—Con-
tribution a I'Etude du Grillage de la
(iaiftne en vue I'Obtentlon d'un nouveau
blanc de Plomb. (Rev. de Chlm. Ind.,
Aug. 15, 1907; 6<^ pp.) An extended In-
quiry Into the roasting of galena and
the process of making white lead: ex-
amines analytically all the secondary
products obtained and studies their
physical and chemical properties. 40c.

MICA
4494—PRODUCTION of Mica in 1906.

D. B. Sterrett. (Advance Chapter from
Mineral Resources of the U. S., Calendar
Tear 1906; 19 pp.) Reviews the pro-

gress of the mica industry during 1906,

including statistics of production and
market conditions.

NICKEL
4495-NICKEL PLATE IMPURITIES

—A Study of the Causes of Impure
Nickel Plate with Special Reference to

the Iron. D. F. Chalhane and A. L. Oam-
mage. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Sept.,

1907: SVs pp.) Describes the chemical
work dome and the results obtained
while studying the conditions which in-

lluence the deposition of injurious iron

on nickel plate. GOc.

PETROLEDM
4496—CALIFORNIA—The Santa Maria

Oil Fields. L. E. Blochman. (Pac. Min.
and Oil Rep., Aug. 20, 1907: 1 p.) Brief
summary of present conditions In this

California field, with a few notes on tlie

extent of operations of some of the chief
producers. 20c.

4 497_DISTRIBUTION OF PETROLE-
UM—The Effect of Geological Structure
upon the Distribution of Petroleum. A.
B. Tliompson. (Petrol. Rev.. Sept. 14,

1907; 2'/. pp.) Paper read before the
Third International Petroleum Congress.
Cites a number of cases whicli have
been met with in European oil fields

showing liow irregularities and contor-
tions of strata have an important bear-
ing upon the distribution of petroleum
pools. 40c.

449S—MEXICO—Oil in the State of
Vera Cruz. E. Ordonez. (Min. and Scl.

Press, Aug. 24, 1907; 1V4 PP) Deals
mostly with the geological conditions in

the oil fields of this Mexican state. 20c.

PHOSPHATE ROCK
4499 — ALGEi;iA AND TUNIS — Die

Phospliatiagerstiitten von Algier und
Tunis. O. Tietze. (Zeit. f. prak. Geol.,
Aug., 1907: 22 pp.) An exhaustive study
into the nature and extent of the phos-
pliate rock resources of Algeria and
Tunis, dealing especially with geological
aspects, but giving brief information as
to the extent of mining. 40c.

4500 — PRODUCTION of Phosphate
Rock and Phosphorus in 190G. M. t
Fuller and G. W. Stose. (Advance Chap-
ter from Miner.al Resources of the U.
S., Calendar Year 1906; 16 pp.) Reviews
the production of phosphate rock by
States, and deals at some length with
the manufacture, refining and uses of
phosphorus.

PRECIOUS STONES
4501 — PRODUCTION of Precious

Stones in 1906. D. B. Sterrett. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the
U. S., Calendar Year 1906; 44 pp.) Re-
views tiie present status of tli ? precious
stone and gem mining industry in the
United States including statistics of pro-
duction and value, and notes on new dis-
coveries. 20c.

4502—TURQUOISE in the Burro Moun-
tains. New Mexico. E. R. Zalinski.
(Econ. Geology, July-Aug., 1907; 29 pp.)
Deals with the general geology of the
region, geology of the turquoise deposits
proper, composition of the turquoise, its

genesis and the treatment of the mater-
ial. 60c.

QUICKSILVER

4503—CONSTITUTION OF AMALGAMS
—Die Diffusion von Metallen in Queck-
silber. M. von Wogau. (Zeit. f. Elek-
trochem., Aug. 16. 1907; 2 pp.) An ex-
perimental inquiry into the pliysical and
chemical aspects of the formation of
amalgams and of solutions of metals In

quicksilver. 40c.

RARE METALS

4504—MONAZITE AND ZIRCON, The
Production of. In 1906. D. B. Sterrett.
(Advance Cliapter from Mineral Re-
sources of the U. S., Calendar Year,
1906; 19 pp.) Notes on the location and
occurrence of deposits, their geology,
methods of mining and cleaninf and re-
view of the industry in foreign countries.

4505—RUTILE—Occurrences of Rutile
in Virginia. T. L. Watson. (Econ. Geol-
ogv, July-Aug.. 1907: 11 pp.) Gives the
result of field and laboratory study Into
the mineraloglcal character of the ru-

tile-bearing and associated rocks in Vir-
ginia. 60c.

SAND
4506—GLASS SAND—The Production

of Glass Sand, Sand and Gravel in 1906.
Prepared under the directions of E. F.

Burchard. (Advance Chapter from Min-
eral Resources of the U. S., 1906: 11 pp.)
Sums up the developments during the
year 1906 in regard to the glass and
molding sand industries, with statistics
of production and importation and a
review of market conditions. 20c.

STONE

4507—GRANITE QUARRYING in Aber-
deenshire. Scotland. Wm. Simpson.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Aug. 31, 1907; 2

pp.) Abstract of paper read before the
Brit. Instn. Mechan. Eng., July, 1907, de-
scribing, a method used in this quarry of
excavating, drilling, l)lasting and hand-
ling of product. 2uc.

TALC AND SOAPSTONE

45U7a—PRODUCTION of Talc and Soap-
stone in 1906. A. J. Collier. (Advance
chapter from Mineral Resources of the U. S.,

Calendar year 1906; 7 pp.) Contains the

usual review of the occurrences of talc and
its production during 1906, but consists prin-

cipally of statistics as to output, and im-
ports, lioth of the United States and of

Canada.

TIN

450S—METALLIC ALLOYS—Tellurium-
Tin Alloys. H. Fay. (Journ. Am. Chem.
Soc. Sept., 1907; 3 pp.) Describes the
preparation of the metallic tellurium
used in this investigation which deter-
mines the melting points and properties
of a series of these alloys. 60c.

TUNGSTEN

4509 — COLORADO— Some Gold and
Tungsten Deposits of Boulder County,
Colorado. W. Lindgren. (Econ. Geology,
July-Aug., 1907: 10 pp.) See comment
under "Gold and Silver".

ZINC

4510-ELECTROLYTIC DEPOSITION
OF ZINC. Using Rotating Electrodes. II.

T. S. Price. (Trans. Faraday Soc. July,
1907; 9 pp.) Gives an account of the re-

sults obtained by the author in a thor-
ough test of various proposed methods
for the deposition of zinc.

4511—GRANBY, MISSOURI — Mining
and Smelting at Granby. Missouri. Ed-
win T. Perkins. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Aug. 31, 1907; 2 pp.) Treats of the geol-
ogy and ores of the Granby zinc-lead
district, and gives information as to

methods of ore production, mine devel-
opment and smelting. 20c.

4512—LABORATORY of the Coffeyviile
Zinc Works. E. W. Buskett. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Sept. 21, 1907; 2 pp.) Gives
detailed drawings and descriptions of

the above laboratory which the author
designed, showing the ge.neral arrange-
ment, the construction of laboratory and
balance tables and the assay furnaces.
20c.

4513—ORB GENESIS—Differentiation

by Leaching fn the Wisconsin Zinc Re-
gion. H. A. Wheeler. (L. & Z. News,
Aug. 26, 1907: H4 PP.) A few brief notes
on the character of the Wisconsin zinc

district and the probable action of oxi-

dizing and leaching agencies which re-

sulted in separating the zinc from the

lead. 20c
4514—ZINC-LEAD PIGMENT PLANT

of U. S. Smelting Company, Canon City,

Colo. P. Barker. (Min. Reporter, Sept.

5 1907; % p.) Short general note on the
process of manufacturing and refining

zinc-lead pigment as practiced by this

comiiuny. 20c

ICOHOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL

4515—NEW CALEDONIA and Its Min-
erals G. M. Colvocoresses. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Sept. 21. 1907: 3 pp.) Some
Interesting notes upon the geography,
geology and mineral resources of this

Pacific" island giving special attention to

the serpentine rocks and their accomp-
anying deposits of nickel, cobalt and
chrome ores. 20c.

4516—SANTO DOMINGO—Metallic Sul-

phides in the Tuffs of Santo Domingo. F.

Lynwood Garrison. (Min. and Scl. Press,

Sept. 7. 1907: 5 pp.) Contains the results

of an extended inquiry into the geolog-

ical characteristics of the deposits of
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tuffs In this country, also their mlneral-
ogkal features,, and discusses the in-
formation ascertained In relation to the
origin of ore deposits. 20c.

<:.17—TAS.\I.\.N'I.\—Report on the Bell
Mount and -Middlesex District. W. H.
Twelvctrees. (Gov. Geologists' Ofllce,
June 17, 19u7: :;» pp.) Gives a report on
the jreoloKlcal conditions of this Held,
and dcscrllios the mineral occurrences
and the operations which have been un-
dertaken by a few of the mining com-
panies.

4ulS—WYOMING—Geologic Atlas of
the United States, Devils Tower Folio,
Wyoming. {\J. S. Geol. Surv., 1907; 14
pp.) Contains topographic, areal geology
and artesian water maps, together with
descriptive text relating to the geog-
raphy and geology of the district.

MINING—GENERAL
4519—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Metallifer-

ous Minima on West Coast of Vancouver
Island. (Brit. Col. Mln. Rec, July, 1307:
15 Ml pp.) tilves notes on the status of min-
ing metalliferous veins In the different pro-
ducing districts, with brief outlines of the
extent of operations in the case of Important
mines. 20c.

4520-CAVING SYSTEM at the Darien
Mine. A. B. Chase. (Min. and Scl. Press.
Aug. 24, 1907: hi p.) An account of the
application of the caving system at this
mine where it superseded mining bv
square-sets. 20c.

4521—EARTH PRESSURE—The Brac-
ing of Trenches and Tunnels, with Prac-
tical Formulas for Earth Pressures. J.
C Meem. (Proc. A. S. C. E., Aug.. 1907:
26 pp.) Enters Into the subject of earth
pressure In trenches, tunnels and excav-
ations, and the best systems of timbering
best adapted to resist them.
4522—EDUC-A.TION—The National En-

gineering School of Mexico. M. Merri-
man. (Eng. News, Sept. 19. 1907: 21^
PP) A brief review of the history of
this old institution which has recently
been developed into a national school of
engineering. The present organization
of the school, its equipment and arrange-
ment are fully described. 20c.

4523 — ELECTRICAL ORB FINDING
By Daft and Williams Method. Walfr.
Petersson. (Jern kontorets Annaler,
1907: IS pp.) Describes the method de-
veloped by the Electrical Ore Finding
Co.. London, and some successful experi-
ments with It at mines in Sweden.

4524 — EXPLOSIVES — Les Exploslfs
Modernes. H. Sclimerber. (Genie Civ..
Aug. 31, Sept. 7 and 14. 1907; 6 pp.) Treats
of the theoretical aspects of explosives,
and their actions, and studies the present
methods of testing their power. Also
deals with the basic differences between
the various standard 'explosives. To be
continued. SOc.

4525—EXPLOSIVES—Ueber die Prii-
tung von Sicherheitsprengstoffen. Bey-
ling. (Gluckauf, Sept. 7, 1907; 8 pp.)A very thorough article on the testing
of safety explosives adapted for use in
gaseous and dusty mines. The system-
atic methods of carrying out these tests
are described and specinc information as
to some results secured are given. 40c.
4526—HOISTI-\C3—Die Lastonforderung

im Bergbau und im Huttenwerk. (Oest
Zelt. f. B. u. H.. Sept. 7 and 14, 1907; TV.
pp.) An historical outline of the develop"
ment of heavy hoisting in mining and metall-
orgy. 60c.

4527—MEXICO—The Mines of Ojuela.
(Am. Min. Rev., Sept. 14, 1907: 1% pp.)-
Deals with the development and equip-
ment of this large lead-silver mine near
MatanI in Durango, and describes brieflv
some of the engineering difficulties
which had to be overcome. 20c.

4528—MEXICO—The West Coast of
Mexico. Dwight E. Woodbrldge. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ.. .\ug. 31, 1907: 2 pp.)
Notes gathered bv the author while
makins a trip through this region, describ-
ing the resources of the country, transporta-
tion, business methods and labor conditions.
20c.

4529—MINE MULES—The Care of Mine
Mules. I. C. Newhard. (Mines and Mln.,
Sept.. 1907: 2^4 pp.) Abstract of a lec-
ture to the foremen of the Reading Coal
and Iron Co.. dealing with feed, harness-
ing, shoeing and care of hoofs and the
comparative advantages of stables above
and below ground, 20c.

4530—MINE SUBSIDENCE. A. Rich-
ardson. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and Mln.
Soc. of South Africa, July. 1907; 1>4 pp.)
Discussion by members of the Societv of

the above paper, which was previously
mentioned In this Index, luc.

4531—MINB SUPPLIES—Koopmg Ac-
count of Supplies.— I. and II. M. W.
Aldorson. (Mln. and Scl. Press, Aug. 31
and Sept. 14, 1907; 1V4 pp.) Polnt.s out
brielly systematic metluuis wlioreby the
keeping of supply accuurit.s nmv be sim-
plllled, with resultant lowering of oper-
ating costs. 40c.

4532—MINERAL AND METAL PRO-
DUCTION of the United States. (Reprint
from THE MINER.VL INDUSTRY, Vol
XV, 1907: 10 pp.) Statistics and sum-
mary of the production of ores, minerals,
metals and chenikal products In the
United States during 1906. 20r.

4532a—MINING CUSTOMS—Old Methods
In Mexico. (.Mln. and Scl. 1're.ss. Sept, 21,
1007: 2 pp.) An interesting account of old
mining methods in Guanajuato as they existed
40 years ago, doscribing the systems' of leas
Ing, apporljioning ore to leasers, paying
wages, disposal and sale of ore, etc. 20c.

4533—MINING L--VW—State Provisions
for Location of Lode Claims. R. S. -Mor-
rison. (Ores and Metals, Sept. I?, 1907:
Hi pp.) Outlines the steps which must
be taken by the prospector In order to
secure title to mining claims In Nevada.
20c.

4534—NEW MEXICO—The Lordsburg
Mining Region, New Mexico. Fayette A.
Jones. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 7.
1907: 2 pp.) Notes on the history of
mining in this region, and general In-
formation as to the geology of the coun-
try and the character of the ores. 20c.

4535—NEW ZEALAND—The Mining
Industry of New Zealand. P. E. Cheal.
(N. Z. Mines Rec, June 17, 1907; 714 PP)A review of the mineral resources of
this country, with special attention to
possibilltes of utilizing hydro-electric
power. 40c.

4536—PERU—Estadlstica Minera del
Peru en 1906. G. Kllnge. (Bol. del.
Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Peru,
No. 54, 1907; 39 pp.) A review of the
condition of the mineral industry in
Peru, giving statistics of production of
metals, minerals and salts, and brief In-
formation as to some of the chief smelt-
ing establishments.

4537—PERU—Recursos Minerales de
la Provlncia de Huamachuco. P. M:
Santolalla. (Bol. del Cuerpo de Ingeni-
eros de Minas del Peru, No. 51, 1907; 66
pp.) -\ detailed review of the geology and
mineral resources of this province, to-
gether with descriptions of the mining
and metallurgical methods.
4538—SHAFT BORING—Der hydraul-

Lsche Schachtbohrer. SchlUter. (Gltlck-
auf, Sept. 7. 1907; 12 pp.) A valuable
article dealing at length with the de-
sign, construction, operation and per-
formance of the improved form of hy-
draulic shaft borer, which bores Its
shafts by benches. The device Is the re-
sult of many Improvements made during
working operations. 40c.

4539—SHAFT CONNECTIO.N—A New
Method of Shaft Connection. Henry
Briggs. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 14,
1907: 1^ pp.) Description of a new
method of shaft connection wherein the
use of three wires during shaft plumb-
ing makes It possible to detect and cor-
rect any deviations of the wires of a
vertical position caused bv air currents.
20c.

4539a—STRIKES—The Common Law on
Strikes. (Iron Age. Sept. 26. 1007: IV. pp.)
Gives a summary of recent court decisions In
regard to such features of strikes as picket-
ing, boycotts, black lists. Injimctions, etc.
20c.

4540—TASMANIA—Report of the Sec-
retary for Mines for Year Ending De-
cember 31, 1905. (Hobart. Tasmania.
1906: John Vail, Govt. Printer; 66 pp.)
Gives usual Information as to the pro-
gress of the mining industry, and con-
tains several geological reports upon
new districts.

4541—TIMBERING in Mines. Oliver
H. Denning. (Scl. and Art of Min.. Sept.
7, 1907; 2 pp.) A critical comment upon
some aspects of mine timbering in Eng-
land as brought out by the Inspectors of
Mines Reports, dealing chiefly with the
withdrawal and replacing of timbers.
20c.

4541a—TIMBERING—Square-set Mining
and a Modlllcatlon of It. C. T. Rice. (Mln.and
Scl. Press. Sept. 21. 1907: 2Vi pp.) This
article first gives a review of square set
.systems of mining as used in several camps
and then discusses the tendency of stopes
and levels to cave Into forms which are In
substantial eqHlllhrlum. The author claims
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detoriiiliio the choice of any particular
method. 20c.

4B4S—UTAH—Alta, Utah: Its Past
Present and Future. C. W. HiirKlns
(_S. L. Mln. Rev., Aug. 30, 1907: a'A^," ,'

Summary of past anci pre .

^

In this camp, Including .: rsome of the chief nilnn
20c.

4543a—WASTE DISPOSAL Dumping Hes
Iduo at Kaigoorlle. M. W. Von Beroewtt/
i.Mln. and Scl. Press, Sept. 21, 1907: 2 pi, i

I'escrlbes some of the methodH uf hamllln
waste In this Australian catnp where the rvK^-
due disposal Is a serious problem, complicated
In some Instances by the fact that the waste
Is rich enough In gold to be worth re tr.at
ment which makes it advisable to keep ilie
waste near at hand. A table of dumping
costs of each mine and the systems of dis-
posal used Is Included. 20c.

ORB DRESSING
4544—FLOTATION PROCESS— Ueber

,ff".
.P'o'^t'on Prozess'. C. OOpner.

(Metallurgle, Aug. 22, 1907; 5V4 pp.) Con-
clus on of article previously mentioned
in this Index. 40c.

4545—GERMAN MILL PRACTICE—Dieneue Erzaufbereltungs - anstalt derGrube Berzellus bel Bensberg. cBlomeke. (Metallurgle, Aug. 22 1907-
10 pp.) Illustrated description of theequipment and working processes In the
recently erected mill of the BerzelUiH
mine at Bensberg. Several cuts and a
place showing elevations of the plant
are Included. 40c.

4546 — MILLING PRACTICE — Soma
Practical Points of Interest to Mlllmen.
^- .„.*''^'"""- (Ores and Metals, Sept.
20, 1907: 1 p.) Gives brief hints upon the
precautions which should be taken to avoid
loss in tailings and points out the ad-
vantages of keeping continuous records
of the work. 20c.

4547—PULP FLOW—Flow of Water
Carrying Sand In Suspension. F. K.
Blue. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 21,
19»i: 3'i pp.) A detailed account of an
experimental investigation to determine
the conditions of grade and velocity nec-
essary to keep sand In suspension in
water during Its flow in launders. A
table of the factors obtained for beach
sand and slime are given. 20c.

4548—RIFFLES—The Question of Rif-
fles. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 7, 1907;
1 p.) Describes the working of a pneu-
matic concentrating table. In which the
disadvantage of projecting riffles is done
away %vith and in which air takes the
place of water as the sorting agent.
Several tests on different <^re mixtures
are included. 20o.

HBTALLURG7 GENERAL
4549—.\LLOY PRACTICE. G. H. Clam-

er. (Chem. Engr., Aug., 1907.: 3 pp.)
Outlines the history and development of
the alloy practice In the United States as
applied to railway bearings. Paper read at
the June, 1907. meeting of the Am. Soc. for
Testing Materials. 40c.

4550—ALLOYS—Preparation of -\llovs.
A. H. Sexton. (Mechan. Engr.. Sept. 14,
1907: 3 pp.) Gives practical information
as to the best methods of making var-
ious alloys, describing the precautions
to be taken in each instance. 40c.

4551—FURNACE CHARGES—Calcula-
tion of Furnace Charges. R. Chauvenet.
(Mln. Reporter, Aug. 29, Sept. 5 and
19, 1907: 6'.4 pp.) Continuation of art-
icle previously mentioned In this Index.
60c.

4552 — METALLIFEROUS WASTE —
The Systematic Treatment of Metallifer-
ous Waste. L. Parry. (Mln. Journ..
Aug. 24 and Sept. 7, 1907; 2 pp.) Con-
tinuation of lengthy serial, dealing with
the general metalluglcal treatment of al-
loys of tin, lead and antimony with
copper. 60c.

45,"2n—MEXICO—The Smelter at Maplml.
(Am. -Min. Rev., Sept. 21, 1907: 1 p.) The
sm.'U'^r .ipQpr'tvefl. !•= lorntfil In liurango
about 25 miles west of Bermajlllo. Tne
Iilant is very modern In every respect and Is
well equipped. The general arrangement of
the works and the smelting operations are
described briefly. To be continued 20c.
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4553—PTROMETBY—Ueber elne neue
Drahtmethode zur Schmelzpunktsbest-
Immuns von Metallen und zur Elchung
von Thermoelementen. R. Loebe. (Zelt.
f. Elektiochem., Aug. 30, 1907; 1% pp.)
Descilpllon of a|>parulus and method of
manipulation used in a new method of
determininsT melting points of metals,
whereby electrically operated meclian-
Ism records the instant of fusion and the
reading of the galvanometer attached to
the pyrometer. 40c.

4554—SILICA BRICK PI^NT of the
Robinson Clay Product Co.. Altron, Ohio.
(Iron Tr. Rev., Aug. :;9, 1907; 3V4 PP.) A
description of the plant and of the differ-
ent operations required in manufactur-
ing silica brick for lining open-hearth
and similar furnaces. 20c.

4555—UTAH—Lead and Copper Smelt-
ing at Salt Lake— I. W. R. Ingalls. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Sept. 21, 1907; 4'^ pp.)
Describes the character and sources of
the ore supply for the Salt Lake smelt-
ers, reviews the present situation as re-
gards the smoke question and describes
the copper and lead smelteries and the
lead blast furnaces of the United States
Smelting Company. 20c.

4556—WATER JACKET REPAIRS—
Patching Cast Iron Water Jackets. G.
C. Klug. (Monthly Journ. Chamber of
Mines. W. Australia, July, 1907; 2 pp.)
Illustrated description of a method
adapted to repair cast Iron water jackets
wherein the fraction section was cut
out and replaced with >4-ln. mild steel
plate. 80c.

4557—WELDIN(3—Autogenous Weld-
ing. F. C. Cutler. (Cassier's Mag., Sept.,
1907; 7 pp.) Gives information as to de-
tails of this process,, and a few figures
of operating costs. 40c.

J558—WELDIN(3—The Oxy-Acetylene
*Jlowpipe. Cecil Lightfoot. (Iron Age,
Bept. 19, 1907; 1 p.) Paper read be-
fore the International Acetylene Associ-
ation. Describes types of blowpipe ap-
f>aratus in use for tills process of weld-
ng. giving the gas consumption of each
type, also a list of the applications
wherein these blowpipes are useful. 20c.

HIRING AND METALLURGICAL UA
CHINERY

4559—AIR COMPRESSORS— A New
Development in Air Compressors. F. A..
Halsey. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 31,
1907; SV4 pp.) Detailed description of
the principle and the distinctive mechan-
ical features of this machine which Is

designed for the automatic variation of
the air delivered in order to meet a fluc-
tuating demand. 20c.

43.198—CABLEWAYS Used on Shipbuild-
ing Berths. J. M. Henderson. (Icstn. Meeh.
Kngrs., Jul.v, 1007; 9 pp., 5 plates.) A note
on the use of cableways for lifting and con-
veying weiKhts in shipyards. Particulars as
to the equipment of this cableway are given,
also drawings of the trolley and Its related
mecbanlsm.
4560—CENTRIFUGAL. FANS— High-

pressure Centrifugal Fans. A. Rateau.
(Engineering. Aug. 23, 1907; 1 p.) Con-
clusion of article previously mentioned
In this Index comparing the efficiencies
of centrifugal turbo-compressors and re-
ciprocating compressors. 40c.

4561—DUST PREVENTION—Improved
Methods of Dust Prevention in the
Grinding Trades. Samuel R. Bennett,
(Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Sept. 6, 1907;
1 p.) Descriptions of several appliances
adapted to the prevention and removal
of dust during grinding. 40c.

45S2—ELECTRIC POWTIR—Possibil-
ities of Electricity .n Metal Mining. G.
M. Dyott. (Elec. Wld., Sept. 7, 1907; 3V4
pp.) General review of the present stat-
as of electrical iy operated machines in
metalllferoua mining. 20c.

4563—GAS ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
In Europe and America. (Journ. Elec,
Power and Gas. Sept. 7. 1907; 3% pp.) A
general review of improvements In the
design of gas engine plants as exempli-
fied by European and American practice.
20c
4564-GAS ENGINE PRACTICE—Ver-

uche an der Gasmaschlne Uber den Eln-
fluss des MIschungsverhilitnlsses. A.
NUgel. (Zelts. des Vereines deutscber In-
genleure. Sept. 7 and 14. 1907; 16^4 pp.)
Investigates very thoroughly the elTect
of varying the proportions of the gas
and air mixture upon the performance of
gas engines. 80c.

4565—GAS ENGINES. J. Christie and
R. H. Fernald. (Proc. A. S. C. E., Aug.,
1907; lOH pp.) Informal discussion by

these authors upon the subject of the
economical cleaning of producer and fur-
nace gas, and the practical results ob-
tained by various methods for removing
tar and soot.

456G—GAS POWER PLANTS, Mains
and Fittings for. Ij. L. Brewer. (Power,
Sept., 1907; IVi pp.) Discusses essential
features which must be considered in
designing mains and valves for gas
power plants. 20c.

4567—HYDRAULIC POWER—Hydrau-
lic Formulae: Development and Discus-
sion. A. Black.. (Sch. Mines Quar.,
July, 1907; 23 pp.) Develops a general
equation for the discharge of water
through orifices and over weirs and de-
velops several special cases from this
general formula. GOc.

4568—LIQUID FUEL and Its Applica-
tion in the Foundry. G. B. Waterhouse.
(Metal Industry, Sept., 1907; H4 pp.)
Gives particulars as to the construction
and operation of several different types
of melting furnaces adapted to use In
foundries and heated by liquid fuels.
20c. *

4569—MINING LOCOMOTIVES—Unique
European Electric Mining Locomotives. F. C.
Perkins. (Min. Wld., Sept. 7, 1907; 3 pp.)
Deals with various types of locomotives of
this character which are now in use In
Europe, describing at length the specially
noteworthy features of each. 20c.

4570 — OIL-ENGINE Driven Power
Plant of the Pittsfleld Electric Company.
(Elec. Wld., Sept. 7, 1907; m pp.)
General description of the equip-
ment and operations of the above power
plant. 20c.

4571—PIPE—Reinforced Concrete Pipe
for Carrying Water Under Pressure. C.
W. Smith. (Proc. Am. S. C. E., Aug.,
1907; 19 pp.) Describes the construction
of a long line of reinforced concrete pipe
designed to carry water under pressure;
gives the results obtained, and a few
figures as to cost.

4572—PIPE DESIGN—A Solution of
the Problem of Determining the Eco-
nomic Size of Pipe for High-pressure
Water-power Installation. (Proc. A. S.
C. E., Aug., 1907; 15 pp.) Discussion by
various members of the Society of the
paper by A. L. Adams on this subject,
which was previously mentioned in this
Index.

4572a — PNEUMATIC TOOLS — Portable
Pneumatic Tools. H. Bing. (Instn. Mechan.
Engrs., July, 1907; 44 pp.) A review of
the progress which has been made in late
years In portable pneumatic tools, dealing
with improvements in old types of tools, new
tools, the principal uses to which the tools
are put and the effect of their use on cost of
the work on which they are used.

4573—POWER—The Comparative Cost
of Steam and Hydro-electric Power. W.
O. Webber. (Eng. Mag., Sept., 1907; 4>4
pp.) Gives comparative figures as to the
operating costs of plants operated by
steam and hydro-electric power, taken
from the records of plants which came
under the author's observation. 40c.

4574—POWER PLANT—The Fremont
Power Company Development. C. M.
Hyskell. (Elec. Rev,, Aug. 31, 1907; 1%
pp.) Describes the equipment of this
power development company which is to
furnish electric energy to a new smelter
in the Sumpter district of Oregon. 20c.

4575—POWER PLANT—The Hydro-
electric Development of the Great North-
ern Power Co.—1 and II. (Eng. Rec. Sept.
7 and 14. 1907; 8% pp.) Describes the pre-
liminary construction work for this .

large hydro-electric installation, which
will make abundant and cheap electric
power available on the northern iron
ranges. 40c.

4576—PRODUCER GAS—Notes on the
Use of Producer Gas for Power Purposes
J. R. Bibbins. (Engrs. Club of Phlla.,
Proc. July. 1907; 19M! pp.) Discusses
the operating efficiency of typical gas
producer plants including diagrams of
comparative fuel costs for different
kinds of fuels; discusses also the limits
of competition of producer gas with
other kinds of gases. 40c.

4577—PRODUCER GAS—The Use of
Producer Gas In the Chemical Industries.
Oskar Nagel. (Electrochem. and Met.
Ind., Sept.. 1907; 1 p.) Outlines some of
the advantages gained by using producer
gas for melting, calcining, roasting,
heating with reducing or oxidizing
flame, and evaporating. 40c.

457S—PLUMPING—Method of Working
Pumps by Endless Wire Rope. F. W.
Hardy. (Min. Engineering. Sept., 1907;
1 p.) Brief description of the working

of pumps by endless wire rope, showing
the arrangement of the ptmips and the
driving mechanism. 20c.

4579—ROASTING FURNACE—The Mc-
Dougall Roasting Furnace. D. S. Austin
(Min. and Sci. Press, Aug. 31, 1907; 2
pp.) Deals with the construction and
operation of this type of roasting fur-
nace. 20c.

45S0—ROCK DRILLS—A New Depart-
ure in Rock Drills. (Engineer. Lond.,
Aug. 30, 1907; 1 p.) Interesting account
of a new invention whereby removable
bits are provided for rock drill steels,
thus overcoming the frequent necessity
for changing the drill and searching for
the proper length of steel to be used.
40c.

4681—STEAM BOILER FURNACES,
The Lining of. W. Kavanagh. (Elec
Wld.. Sept. 7, 1907; 'A p.) Considers
several methods of lining boilers, fur-
naces, and gives especial attention to
water tube types. 20c.

4582—SUPERHEATED STEAM
Helssdampf beim Betrieb einer unter-
irdischen Wassorhebmaschine der St.
Pankras-Zeche in Nurschan. J. Divis.
(Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. H., Aug. 24, 1907;
6 pp.) Relates to the use of superheated
steam in subterranean engines and
pumps, and gives specific information as
to operating details and efilciency of
such a pump installed in the St. Pankraz
shaft in Nurschan. 40c.

4582a—TESTING MACHINE—An Elec-
trically Controlled Single-Lever Testing Ma-
chine and Some Torsion Tests. C. E Larard.
(Instn. Mech. Engrs., July, 1907 ;' 36 pp.)
A very full account of the construction, de-
sign, operation and special features of the
controlling apparatus connected with this
testing machine. The noteworthy features of
this machine are the control with respect
to time-rate of straining and of loading
which are obtained by the use of two electric
motors of wide speed ranges.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
4583—ACETYLENE GENERATOR

—

Automatic Acetylene Generator for
Chemical Laboratories. Randolph Boi-
ling. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Aug. 31,
1907; 1 p.) Describes the design of a
generator for use in chemical labora-
tories, with special reference to eco-
nomical use of carbide. 20c.

4584-^SSAYING—Determination of
Titanic Acid in Iron Ores and Slags. Alf.
Grabe. (Jern kontorets Annaler, June,
1907; 28 pp.) Comparative description
and criticism of the different methods
employed.

4585—ELECTROLANALYSIS—Elektro-
analytische Forschungergebnisse. P.
Peters. (GlUckauf. Aug. 17 and 24, 1907;
14 pp.) A review of the results of the
most recent investigations into processes
for analysing metals by electrolysis.
To be continued. 60c.

4586—GAS ANALYSIS—Rapid and Ac-
curate Gas Analysis. E. Barnhart.
(Electrochem. and Met. Ind.. Sept., 1907;
2 pp.) Describes the construction and
the methods of manipulating a new type
of apparatus for analysing gases with a
considerable degree of accuracy and in
less time than required by standard
methods. 40c.

4687—LABORATORY RECORDS—The
Systematic Keeping of Laboratory Rec-
ords. R. K. Meade. (Chem. Engr., Aug.,
1907; 3 pp.) Explains the card and loose-
leaf system used by the author In his
laboratory for keeping a record of sam-
ples and analyses. 40c.

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

4588—CONCRETE—Washing and Grad-
ing Sand for Concrete. W. B. Cook.
(Proc. Royal Soc. of N. S. W., Vol. XL,
1906; 23 pp.) An account of an exper-
imental investigation into the effect of
eliminating clay and loam from concrete
sand by washing, and tending to show
that sand thus cleaned does not produce
as strong a concrete.

4589—STRENGTH OF ANGLE IRON
Tension Tests of Steel Angles with Various
Types of End Connections. F. 1" McKlbben.
(iron Tr. Rev.. Sept. 26. 1907; 4 pp.) Con-
tinuation of a series of tests made to detei
mine the ultimate strength of steel angles In
tension, the relative strength of single
angles and angles riveted In pairs, their
relative strength where the rivet line

and the center of gravity pass through
the center of pull. etc. Thirty-three speci-
mens were tested and a full set of the figures

obtained are given and the results and con-
clusions are discussed in detail. 20c.
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Operations and Tendencies of Modern Mansfeld
New Processes (or the Treatment of Ores Are Employed
and Electric Power Is Used in Every Way Possible

BY P. A. WAGNER AND J. S. G. PRIMROSE -^

At the Mansfeld copper mines in Ger-

many, so far as actual mining goes very

few changes have been made in the well

known long-wall packing method, the

chief advances being in tlie direction of

roof-pressure regulation, which is ad-

justed to a nicety so as to obtain the

maximum amount of Kitpfcrschiefer with

the minimum expenditure of explosives.

The workings are naturally getting

deeper and deeper, and a new row of deep-

level shafts, which will intersect the

Schicfer at from 6oo to "oo ni., is already

engines ; the small diameter of the drum

being 5 m. and the large 6 m. The valve

gear is always of tlie "Kraf" type. One
of the two machines installed at the

largest and newest mine, near Eislcben-

the-Hohentahlschacht is shown in the il-

Irstration. At the Hermannschacht an

Ilgner electric hoist has been put in by

the Siemens-Schuckert Company. The
winding engine is of the Koepe type, in

which a 5-m. Koepe sheave is employed,

the rope resting in a groove lined with

beech wood.

Ventilation and Drainage

The ventilation of the mines is secured

chiefly by natural means, supplemented by

Rateau fans at the surface at some^of the

shafts.

The water from all the mines gravi-

tates to the Segengottes shaft sump at a

depth of 400 m. Here it is raised by two
double-acting, external-packed, plunger

pumps actuated by twih tandem-compound
steam engines of iioo h.p. to the great

adit, which at this point is 150 m. below

the surface. The maximum quantity of

STEEL HEAD-GEAR AT HERM ANNSCH.\CHT

partly completed. These shafts are all

circular, and 6 m. in diameter, the lining

being of brick backed by concrete. The
shafts at present in operation average

.ibout 400 m. in depth, the diameter being

from 5 to 6 m.. and are all equipped with

steel head gear, of which the Hermann-
schacht shown in an acompanying illus-

tration is a typical e.xample.

Hoisting.

Hoisting is done on double-deck cages,

four trucks being raised at a time. Most
of the shafts are equipped with cross

compound, conical-drum, steam winding

CENTRAL PUMPING STATION, .\T SIEGENGOTTE SHAFT

•Glasgow and West of Scotland Tech-
nical College, Glasgow, Scotland.

The motor of the fly-wheel generator

aceives three-phase alternating current at

1350 volts, and rotates at 500 r.p.m. driv-

ing a fly-wheel of 15,000 kg. and a dy-

namo delivering a current of 120 to 150

amp. at 400 volts pressure to the winding

motor. The engine is supplied with a

compressed air brake and a magnetic cut-

out device to prevent overwinding. The
indicators are actuated by gearmg from

the Koepe sheave shaft, and have so far

given no trouble through rope slip as has

sc frequently been suggested, since the

leadings agree perfectly with paint marks

on the rope. The hoist has given such

satisfaction, that all the new shafts will

be similarly equipped.

water raised by these machines, of which

one is shown in the illustration, is 36
cu. m. per minute. The steam to drive

the pumps at this depth is generated by

boilers at the surface, and sent down the

shaft in well insulated pipes, any con-

densed water being removed at the bot-

tom by a steam separator. 'The exhaust

steam is condensed in a condenser ac-

tuated by the pump tail rods, cooling

v.ater being supplied by a part of the mini-

water on its way to the suction valves.

These great pumps have been in contin-

uous operation for the past 10 years.

Sorting

The separation of the Kupferschiefer
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HOISTING ENGINE, HOHENTHAL SHAFT BESSEMER CONVERTER AT THE KUPFERKAMMERHUETTE
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from the accoinpaiiyiiiK shales is, under

ihe most favnrable cuiidiliuiis, a ditlicult

operation owiiiK to the extremely line

state of division of the ore. Hence sort-

ing belts or revolving tables are out of

the question, and hand breaking and pick-

ing has to be etfected on a so-called

Schiedt-baiik'. This consists of a broad

and steeply inclined plane divided by

lateral partitions into a large number of

i-ompartnients, as shown in the accom-

panying front view. In each of these di-

visions are stationed two men, who are

usually old miners unlit for imderground

work. The fidl trucks coming from the

mine are tipped into hoppers above the

bank, on which the sorters separate the

Bcrgcr from the Hchicfer, when necessary

by sharp hammers, and the two products

are then thrown into separate shoots.

1-ornierly the Bcrgcr was all dumped, but

now large quantities are sent back down
the mine for tilling and the Schiefer is

sent to the smelter.

Transportatio.n'

riie underground haulage is at present

done by horses, but in the new mines these

will be superseded by electric locomotives,

v^a the surface there are two principal

modes of transport ; by aerial gears ac-

cording to the "Otto" systems; and by

ore cars drawn by steam locomotives.

.\ good example of the lirst type is tl.e

Seilbahn (rope railway) from the Her-
mannschacht to the smelters at the

Krughhiitte. This is 5 km. long, and is

presently handling 300 tons of ore per

nine hours, the speed being 15 km. an

hour. A short train of ore cars is seen

in the side view of the Hohenthalschacht

ore-dressing bench. On arrival at the

smelter, the trucks from the aerial rail-

way are automatically detached, and theti,

like the ore cars, the contents are tipped

over grizlies which separates the shale in-

to coarse, medium and fines.

ROASTI.NG

The coarse shale is taken for treatment

to Ihe roast-yard at the Krughiitte, where
it is built up into long heaps, approx-

imately 40 m. long, 2 m. high and 5 m.
wide at the top to 7 m. at the bottom.

Combustion is started by a ring of brush-

wood round the base of the heaps, and as

the bituminous contents of the shale av-

er.-ige 13 per cent., calcination proceeds to

a finish without further attention. The
medium material is packed on the outside

of the heap, and serves to e.xclude excess of

air, whereas the fines are briquetted witli

flue dust, and built in open channels in

the center of the heap. The heaps burn
for about a fortnight, and take another

fortnight to cool off before breaking up,

when it is usually found that the heat hrs
been sufficiently high to cause sintering.

S.MELTi.NG Stage I.

The roasted material, now averagmg 3

l>er cent, copper, is smelted lo ^o per cent,

matte at the Krughiitte in blast furnaces

which are of the circular Pilz type, and
provided with live water-cooled tuyeres.

.Xir blast at a pressure of 5 lb. per sq.in.

is delivered by blowers of the Root type,

supplemented by an old horn-beam verti-

cal blower. The charge consists of three

loads of roasted shale, which is sent as

far as possible to the outside well of the

furnace by lowering the bell in the cone,

and two loads of coke, with some white
metal slag admixed sent toward the cen-

ter of the stack by raising the bell. The
special point about this smelting is the

high temperature employed, whereby zinc

and any excess of sulphur is eliminated.

'Ihe products from these furnaces are: (i)

a little metallic cop|)er, which goes to the

bottom; (2) 40 per cent, matte, separated

by external sumps and forehearths; (3)
slag of the monosilicate type

; (4) fur-

nace giises.

The copper bottoms, got at the bottom of
the external sump from which the reguhis

overflows into the forehearths, weigh
about 2 cwt. from each 6-hour tap, and as

these contain the bulk of the impurities,

silver and gold included, they are sep-

arately treated, or, as at present, the bulk

of them are shipped to England.

(2) The 40 per cent, matte is sent on
to the roasting furnaces in the Spurhutte,

although a small portion is now being
treated at the experimental bessemer
plant.

1 be illustration show s one of the con-

verters which are all of the horizontal

cylinder type, and electrically controlled

and blown. The poor matte is melted in

reverberatory furnaces, run into the ves-

sel with some silica on top and blown for

about an hour with air at 7 lb. pressure

per sq.in. ; this giving a 75 per cent, matte.

Running this for blister copper in the con-

verters has not yet been successful.

(3) The slag is conveyed by trucks to

a slag molding ground in the open, where
it is cast in iron molds into paving blocks

of a specially durable and tenacious na-

ture, owing to the small percentage of

soluble silicates present. There is an
enormous demand for these in Germany,
and their sale brings in millions of marks
per annum. The great point in the cast-

ing process, which is a secret, seems to be

the very slow cooling caused by throwing
sand on the material.

(4) The blast furnace gases after

drawing off centrally, arc purified by

means of dust chambers and coke scrub-

bers, and then go to a power station where
there are two 1300-h.p. Ochelhauser gas

engines. These drive three-phase alter-

nators, supplying power to the hoisting

engine mentioned above, and also other

places for lighting and aerial gear motors.

One of the gas engines is always kept as

a stand-by and a third one of 1800 h.p. is

shortly to be installe^. The carbon mon-
oxide (CO) content of the gas averages

24 per cent.

S.MELTJNG, St.\(;E II.

The second stage of the smeltniK '^ car-

ried out at the Kupferkanmier, or similar

lliitle, where the 40 per cent, matte is first

roasted in hexagonal kilns from 25 per

cent, down to 12 per cent, sulphur, one
charge of about 5000 kg. being worked off

per kiln every 24 hours. The sulphur
dioxide evolved is converted into sul-

phuric acid by the chamber process, and
concentration is afterward effected chiefly

by the Hartmann-Benkert process of por-

celain basins heated in a step reverber-

atory furnace.

The second step is to smelt this roasted

material to 75 per cent, matte at the ad-

joining Spurhiillc in reverberatorics, one
of which is shown in the accompanying
illustration.

S.MELTINC, Stage III

There are at present three methods jf

treating the rich matte.

( I ) Old Method—The regulus which
contains 0.412 per cent, silver, is crushed,

and roasted in two stages in double-hearth
mechanically rabbled furnaces, then leach-

ed in two stages by the Ziervogel pro-

cess for its silver until this is reduced to

0.018 per cent. The matte is next dried

on gas flue covers, mixed with coke dust,

and then reduced to metallic copper in re-

verberatory furnaces, and refined by pol-

ing as in the Welsh process. The great-

est quantity of copper is at present pro-

duced by this method.

(2) Reaction, or New Welsh Process—
Here one portion of the matte is roasted

"dead' in a reverberatory, and an equal

quantity of fresh matte is then added in

a molten state, when metallic copper is

produced by the reaction of the Cu:S on
the CnO. The copper thus obtained is

cast into anode plates for electrolytic-

refining and silver recovery.

(3) New Gunther Process—This pro-

cess is for electrolyzing the matte di-

rectly. It has been developed with the

view of producing pure copper from the

75 pef cent, matte electrolytically and has

only just now been patented. To make
this method successful a very large num-
ber of difficulties have had to be over-

come. The special features of this pro-

cess arc as follows

:

(a) The casting of the matte into

anode plates one m. square by 5 cm. thick,

electric connection being made by the in-

termediary of small T-shaped copper

pieces, tinned on the end, which are cm-
bedded in the matte. The method of

casting these anodes is a secret not yet

divulged, and it is to a large extent upon
this that the success of the process de-

pends. The anodes are suspended be-

tween alternate cathode plates of thin me-
tallic copper, in lead-lined wooden va!s

similar to those in use in ordinary elec-

trolytic copper refining, connection being

niafle on the parallel system.

( b ) The removal of the anodes before

they become so thin as to crumb!'- in: .
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and contaminate the slitne with too much

copper sulphide.

(c) Heating the electrolyte to a tem-

perature of 70 deg. C. by means of steam

coils.

. (d) The use of small voltages, (not

more than 0.5 to 0.75) and very large

current density, for example loco amp.

and upwards per sq.ni. ; and, as in ordi-

nar>- refining, the constant aeration and

circulation of the electrolyte.

Practically pi're copper is deposited at

the cathode; iron, nickel, and cobalt go

into solution, while silver and sulphur

with small particles of the anodes and

metallic copper collect at the bottom of the

vats. For the treatment of this mud a

special process has also been developed.

Most of the vat liquor is siphoned off af-

ter settling, and the slimes shoveled out,

although sliming is proposed, and these

arc then dried, or filter-pressed. Next a

complex solution, the chief substance in

which is acetylene tetrachloride, is used

hot to leach out the free sulphur in a so-

lution from which it separates out on cool-

ing, leaving the liquid ready for use over

again. The silver mud is sent through the

Ziervogel process for winning the silver

and after that the roasted residue is used

to regenerate the spent solution from the

vats by boiling till the solution is neutral.

Use of Electric Power

The present tendency at Mansfeld is to

electrify everything. Three huge power

stations have been erected for this pur-

pose. One of these, as already stated, is

driven from the blast-furnace gases, the

sulphur gas going to warm the water for

injection into the boilers of the pumping

station. A second station has a complete

steam installation, while the third, which

will have an ultimate capacity of 15,000

h.p., has six tubular boilers fired partly by

blast-furnace gas and partly by coal.

The Mansfeld field is a splendid ex-

ample of modern economy in mining and

smelting, and also of the benefits arising

from centralization.

Not the Dream o( a Dreamer

but the Vision of a Prophet

By He.n'k\ M. Howe*

Lithographic Stone

Replying to an inquiry requesting in-

formation on lithographic stones, Consul-

Gencral Frank H. Mason, of Paris, states

:

"I can only trace one quarry of lithographic

stones in France, known in the trade as

Bavarian stone, or pierre de Munich,

which is at Vigan, in the Department of

Gard. The stone is said to be of excel-

lent quality and has little grain or points,

<:alled by lithographers "gale" and "ver-

micelle," such as are found in the Bavar-

ian stones. These stones can be polished

on both sides. The quarries appear to be

little worked at this time, the owners not

having the necessary capital to do busi-

ness on a large scale.

It is of interest that the very important

improvement of the basic besscmer pro-

cess lately described by A. W. Richards,

actually follows pretty closely a line

sketched out in 1879 by the distinguished

French metallurgist. M. Pourcel. The im-

provement which Mr. Richards described

at the May meeting of the Iron and Steel

Institute has for its object the treatment

of the siliciferous Cleveland gray iron,

which contains from 1.5 to 3 per cent, of

silicon, with only 0.5 to 0.75 per cent, of

manganese, to adopt Mr. Richards num-'

bers. It was proposed by Dr. O. Mas-

senez, of Wiesbaden, and consists essen-

tially in getting rid of the resultant silica

early in the blow.

The objection to the use of a high sili-

con pig is, first, that the resultant silica

attacks and corrodes the lining of the con-

verter ; second, that it requires a very

great addition of lime to neutralize it, so

that in spite of it the slag may yet be

basic enough to be retentive of tlie phos-

phoric acid formed by tlie oxidation of

the phosphorus, and hence may prevent

its deoxidation and the consequent return

of the phosphorus to the metal ; and

third, that both the silica and the lime so

dilute the phosphoric acid of the slag as

to lessen its value as a fertizer very

greatly. Dr. Massenez's process avoids all

these troubles by the very simple step of

making the silicious slag fluid very early

in the process, by adding lime and iron

ore, and pouring it off as soon as the sili-

con is oxidized. This gets rid of this cor-

rosive slag before the temperature has

grown high enough to enable it to cor-

rode the walls of the converter ; it avoids

the necessity of adding enough lime to

neutralize the silica, because the removal

of the phosphorus takes place after this

silica has been poured out of the con-

verter ; and in the same way it avoids

diluting the final phosphoric slag with this

silica and the lime needed for neutraliz-

ing it.

On page 351 of the "Journal of the Iron

and Steel Institute," for 1879, M. Pourcel

outlines a very similar procedure. He
would exaggerate "in the pig the content

of silicium in proportion to that of phos-

phorus, and by adding a sufficient quan-

tity of blue billy, 20 per cent, of the

charge, for instance, of a mixture of

3 of blue billy with i of lime. By

running out the cinder on the appearance

of the spectrum, the greater portion of

the phosphorus could be eliminated;" in

these last words M. Pourcel seems to

have been misled, because Mr. Richards

reports that the slag which he then pours

off contains "no phcjsphorus." Still, the

fact remains that this perspicacious metal-

lurgist saw in 1879 how a high silicon pig

iron could be treated by the basic bes-

semer process, and described the two

essential steps, first adding iron ore and

lime, and second, pouring off the slag

when the carbon flame appears.

By means of this process, Mr. Rich-

ards, with his characteristic skill and

energy, has succeeded in solving the ex-

tremely difficult problem of treating

by the basic Bessemer process the silici-

ferous and phosphoric Cleveland pig

iron, a problem which has long baffled

most skilful and able metallurgists. The

credit which attaches to liim and Dr. Mas-

senez is so great that we can hardly doubt

their willingness to accord M. Pourcel a

generous share for his early suggestion,

so long overlooked.

Air vs. Electric Drills

By Edgar Nichols*

In a discussion on working costs at a

recent meeting of the South African As-

sociation of Engineers, H. W. Appleby

stated that in one of the iron-ore mines in

Cleveland, Yorkshire, England, an air

compressor was working six S'/i-m. air

drills. Indicator diagrams showed an

average of m.o6 i.h.p. This engine was
replaced by an electric generator and

smaller engine and si.x electric rock drills.

When these drills v.^ere working and, it is

stated, breaking as much rock as the air

drills, the new engine showed only 24.52

i.h.p., a reduction of 77.91 per cent, in

power used. Costs were given as follows

:

COST. PENCE PER TON.
Air Electric

Oil. stores and labor 0.297 0.253
Coal 0.242 0.108
Repairs, maliing and sharp-

ening drills and main-
tenance of pipes or cables 0.340 0.170

Totals 0.879 0.531

Such a comparison is not, however, very

valuable, as much important information

is not suppplied. It is not stated whether

the ground is hard or soft. As far as I

remember the Cleveland iron ores are

somewhat soft. It does not state for how
long a period the new installation has

been working. Quoted as an argument

for the employment of electric drills in the

hard quartzites and conglomerates of the

Rand it is valueless, for electric drills

have been tried here and experience shows

that, for obvious mechanical reasons, they

cannot stand up to the work and operate

to the same advantage as the various types

of air drills.

•Professor of metallurgy, Scbool of Mines,
Columbia University. New York.

A third attempt to tow an oil barge

across the .'Vtlantic is being made. The

trip is to determine whether towing

barges in the transatlantic trade is profit-

able. The cargo is 4,000.000 gal. of refined

petroleum in bulk.

•Mining engineer. Tinikpan, Transvaal.
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The Copper Mines of Ely, Nevada
Four Mines Will Have a Capacity for Producing 60.000.000 Pounds

o( Copper Per Annum When the Smelting Works Are Completed

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
A sleeping car runs through t'roni Salt

Lake City to Ely, leaving the former late

in the evening, lying over at Ogden and

going west with Union Pacific train No.

3 from Chicago, lying over again at

Cobre, Ncv., leaving the latter place per

Nevada Northern Railway at I .30 p.m.

and arriving at Ely at 6 :05 p.m. This is

if the train is on time, whicli frequently it

is not. Passengers from Chicago obtain

I'nK Nevau.\ Northern Railway
This line was owned by the Nevada

Consolidated Copper Company and was
built solely for the purposes of that com-
pany, but a half-interest has now passed

into the hands of the CunilK-rland-Ely

Copper Company. By virtue of the re-

cent mining boom at Ely the road

has already developed an outside freight

and passenger business which must

The elevation of Cobre is about sgoo

ft.; of Ely about 6800 ft. There is a

steady, gentle rise up the valley. The val-

ley is arid and for a considerable distance

of semi-desert character, but about 60

miles from Cobre there begin to be grassy

places which afford some grazing.

The Town or Elv

Ely lies on the western side of Steptoe

THE GIROU.X MILL

practically a through sleeper by going

west on train No. 3 and changing cars

lietween Ogden and Cobre. By any other

train there is a connection to be made at

Cobre, which is not an interesting place to

wait in. The distance from Salt Lake
City to Cobre is 176 miles ; from Cobre
to Ely, 141 miles. The fare from Salt

Lake to Ely is $16.60; from Cobre to Ely

it is $10. The Nevada Northern is a

new line and its rates are high. How-
ever, it sells looo-mile tickets for sc. per

mile.

yield a handsome income. Leaving

Cobre the railway runs due south through

the broad and level Steptoe valley. The
construction of the line was of the easi-

est. The curves are few, there is not a

bridge on the line, only one or two cuts

worthy of the name and scarcely any

grading. The soil was unusually good for

railway construction and the track being

laid with 80-lb. rails, the cars run with a

smoothness unexpected of a line less than

a year old ; better, indeed, than on many
standard railways of respectable age.

valley, at the foot of the Egan range of

mountains, and at the mouth of Robinson

cafion. It is one of the old camps of

Nevada, having been the headquarters of

spasmodic and generally unsuccessful at-

tempts at mining during 30 years or so

preceding the discovery that it had big

and profitable deposits of copper ore. The

situation of the town is pleasant, the

ground being level and the outlook to the

east open. To the west the main street

of the town leads directly into Robinson

cafion, but after going a short distance
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through the hitter the country opens out

again at a slightly higher level and good

roads lead to all of the mines. The mines

arc 3 to 10 miles west of Ely, and the

location of the town at such distance from

them was apparently dictated by the ques-

tion of water supply, the canon being

quite dry.

Since the near approach of tlie railway,

Ely has enjoyed a good deal of a boom in

real estate and considerable material de-

velopment. It has some very creditable

shops and an uncommonly good hotel (the

Northern). It is an active, lively town,

but the hopes of the real estate boomers

were dashed with cold water by the loca-

tion of the Steptoe smelter 14 miles down
the valley. There appears to be plenty

of room in the town for any prob-

able growth in the near future. How-
ever, some enthusiastic persons are en-

deavoring to establish a new town,

which rather absurdly they call "Ely

City," a mile or two east. The mining

population of the district is, of course,

bound to live near the mines, the most

important of which are seven to nine

miles west of Ely, but the town is the

basis of supplies. No stage lines yet run

out to the mines, wherefore communica

tion is not easy.

Early Mining

In going up Robinson canon the now

amusing relics of early mining and

metallurgrical failures, cliaracteristic of

many old mining camps, are in evidence.

There are two ruins of old smelting

works, the smallness of their slag dumps
betraying the failure of the hopes of their

builders. Prominent is the Chainman

gold mill, erected only five or six years

ago to treat the gold-bearing surface por-

phyry occurring near by. an imposing

mill that looks like new, so little has its

lumber weathered, but commercially a

failure. At the Ruth mine is the ruins

of a mill that was not a failure, for it was
therein that Requa and Bradley made
their experiments in concentrating the

monzonite copper ore that has since then

made the Nevada Consolidated Copper

Company and the Ely district famous. .»MI

this machinery and material had to be

brought to Robinson cafion by wagon
from Eureka, about 90 miles distant,

which was the nearest railway point pre-

vious to the advent of the Nevada North-

ern Railway.

Geolocv of the Di.sTRicr

The geology of the Robinson mining

district was studied in 1904 by Prof. An-

drew C. Lawson, of the University of

California, in behalf of the Nevada Con-

solidated Copper Company, and the re-

sults of his investigations were published

in a monograph by the University of

California. I regret that in making my
observations in the district and in writing

this article I did not have that valuabh-

paper before me. and consequently 1

;un able to report only what 1 saw liur

iiig my brief visit.

The Robinson district shows essen-

tially a limestone formation, which has

suffered laccolitic intrusions of monzon-

ite. In tJie important portion of the dis-

trict the limestone summits have been

scored away, exposing the monzonite in

areas that in many places form confused

associations with outcrops of limestone,

.^t some time in the geological history of

the district there were flows of rhy-

olite and rhyolite tuff which appear in

extensive areas of the present surface.

These formations are developed most dis-

tinctly on the south side of the cafion.

To the north the formation appears to

be chiefly limestone, which is exposed in

bold cliffs. It is a formation which would

appear to lie kindly to lead ore, and in-

deed small veins of galena are said to

have been found in it. Doubtless it was

that ore that the early smelters attempted

to work.

The surface porphyry (nion/onite) of

the district is frequently brownish from

the oxidation of iron and in certain places

is gold-bearing to a small extent Here

and there this surface porphyry is slightly

copper-stained. In connectiouN with the

porphyry and associated limestone at va-

rious points there are prominent outcrops

of iron ore, sometimes rather heavy iron

ore, sometimes ordinary iron gossans.

These are so clearly in evidence that they

must early have attracted the attention

of prospectors. On the Giroux property,

just behind its new mill, there is a re-

markable gossan of heavy iron ore, into

which there is an old slope shaft. The
material on the dump at the mouth of

that shaft is rather heavily copper-stained.

Elsewhere in the district the iron gossans

show copper stains, but I did not see any

so abundant as at the Giroux. Precisely

such outcrops occur in other copper dis-

tricts, and in the Robinson district there

nuist be some connection between them

and the big copper deposits.

It is doubtful if the general form of

the big copper deposits of the Robinson

district is yet understood, inasmuch as

none of them has been delimited. They
occur as impregnations of chalcocite and

chalcopyritc in cracked and shattered

monzonite, lying generally flat under a

capping of leached monzonite. The lat-

ter is brownish in color; the underlying,

mineralized rock is gray. The surface

rock was originally copper-bearing, but

the copper has been dissolved and repre-

cipitated lower down in a zone of sec-

ondary enrichment. Under the latter

there is a zone of primary ore, lower in

grade
;
perhaps too low grade to be work-

able. Comparatively little development

has yet been done in this lower zoije

The limestone adjacent to the porphyry

intrusions has been greatly altered by the

effect of the latter and the porphyry it-

self has undergone metamorphisn. sn

thai frequently it is difficult to determine

uluTe tlu' porphyry ends and the lime-

stone begins. Sometimes there are in-

clusions of more or less altered limestone

in the porphyry. Underground workings

in the Veteran and Eureka mines show

that the limestone adjacent to the por-

phyry is mineralized with pyrites, but

chalcocite and chalcopyrite are absent.

In the extreme westerly drift of the

Eureka mine the breast has passed into

limestone heavily mineralized with pyrites.

It is easy to account by such occurrences

for the iron gossans that appear on the

surface, these gossans being due to the

oxidation of pyrites adjacent to the min-

eralized monzonite. Consequently the ore-

body is to be looked for to one side of

the gossan, not under it. Early pros-

pectors made the natural mistake of sink-

ing in the gossan, but rarely if ever found

anything of value. However, it seems to me
that prospecting through the gossan is not

in all cases to be neglected. It is hardly to

be accepted that the formation of pyrites in

the limestone occurred only horizontally

around the porphyry. If the intrusion of

the latter were a laccolite in limestone,

pyrites might be as likely to form in the

latter at the upper contact as at the sides.

If then the limestone had been scored

away only down to the neighborhood of

the contact, outcrops of iron ore would

be likely to occur above the mineralized

porphyry. Something like this condition

appears to exist at the Veteran mine. If

the above assumptions be correct, the rule

may be that when iron outcrops are found

in proximity to surface exposures of por-

phyry, orebodies are to be looked for in

the porphyry ; but when iron outcrops

are found in connection with limestone,

especially altered limestone, and there is

no near-by exposure of porphyry, the ore

may he under the gossan.

The orebodies of the secondary zone as

opened in the Ruth, Eureka and Veteran

mines do not show any general evidence

of faulting. In all of these mines the

ore is very much cracked and there are

frequent slips and selvages, running in all

directions, which may be supposed to be

contraction cracks, formed during the

cooling of the igneous mass. These count-

less cracks doubtless made the porphyry

easily permeable to the mineralizing so-

lutions. It is to be observed that the

chalcopyrite and pyrites, the primary min-

erals, frequently occur as little threads in

the porphyry, while the black chalcocite

impregnates the mass in minute specks,

the porphyry looking as if it had been

peppered. In the Veteran mine some of

the westerly cross-cuts have entered a

zone of black, unctuous talc, dipping west-

erly, which shows pronounced slicken-

sides. " On the easterly side of this talc

zone the porphyry is much broken up and

is extensively silicified. There is evident-

ly a plane of shearing here, i.e., a fault,

which cuts through an orebody, or against

which an orebody is lying.

'1 he Veteran orebody is distinguished
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from those- of llic Ruth and l-airekn mines
liy a hcaviiT mineralization with chalco-

lite, chalcopyrite and pyrito. which fre-

<|iii-nlly appear in large Motches, and the

|iresei-ce of magnetite and oxidized cop-

per minerals, even at the depth of 380 ft.

Willi these, and certain minor diflercnces

which may he explained as results of the

-hearing, the Veteran orehody is essen-

tially of the same character as those of

the Ruth and Eureka mines.

The Girou.K property, adjoining the

Veteran, ought to throw considerable light

upon ihe nature of the ore deposits of

I'^Iy. I'll fortunately 1 was unalile to in-

spect its underground workings. Judging
from its dumps it has disseminated ore
of thasamc class as that of the other big

mines of the district, but it has also oxi-

dized ores much heavier in copper. The
.Vlpha shaft, west of the main workings,

w.is sunk 1000 ft. before encountering ore,

.iiul then opened some rich oxidized ore.

| he Alpha shaft is one JDf the mysteries

of the Kly district. It is described as

"luT.ing a wide vein of quartz lying be-

tween porphyry and limestone and Mr.
Giroux holds the theory that it is a mother
vein of the district, but it is difficult to

reconcile this with the geological condi-

tions of the district. Ore was not en-

countered in this shaft until the depth of

1000 ft. was reached, and then, strange to

say, it was oxidized ore. The orebodies

are said now to have been opened to the

i200-ft. level, following the walls of the

"vein." The dump shows that sulphides

have been found at some places. The
length of this vein is said to be 6000 ft.

and its width between the limestone and
the porphyi-y loso ft. Whether this be a

true vein, as Mr. Giroux is firmly con-

vinced, or a development of the quartz

blow-outs, which Professor Lawson calls

"blouts," is a highly interesting question.

It is to be hoped that Professor Lawson
will some day revisit Ely and will have

an opportunity to study the Alpha work-
ings.

Besides the porphyry orebodies de-

scribed above, there are said to occur at

Ely deposits of copper ore in limestone,

but these are said to be small, and not

having examined any of them I am un-

able to outline their character.

The Reji.-ven.\tion- of Ely

.\fter mining had been fitfully carried

on at Ely for many years with only in-

difTercnt success, M. L. Requa and F. VV.

Bradley, of San Francisco, became inter-

ested ill the Ruth mine, of which they un-

dertook the development. They recognized

the possibilities of its deposits of dissemin-

ated copper ore and foresaw the magni-

tude that they would prove to have and
their great commercial- value. They de-

serve the highest credit for their persist-

ence in sticking to the enterprise, 90
miles from the nearest railway point,

when the price for copper was low, and
ibo scientific manner in which they pro-

ceeded is one of the brightest records in

Ihe annals of Amcric^in mining engineer

ing. They recognized that an immcnsi-

capital would be required to bring the

mines to the productive stage; so they de

veloped them in such a way that when tb^-

time came to seek capital a large tonnage

of ore could be shown blocked out. They
recognized, itioreover, that it would be

important to furnish data as to the mill-

ing possibilities of the ore; so they in-

stalled a mill tliat is insignificant in com
parison with that which is now bcin;;

erected for the property but was highly

respectable in size as an experimental

mill. Finally, they employed Prof.

.^ndrcw C. Lawson to make a geological

survey of the district, which he did with

admirable perception of the requirements

and remarkable insight into what must

at that time have appeared to be highly

confused geological conditions. Professor

, Lawson fully appreciated the association

between the valuable ore deposits and the

monzonite intrusions, and prepared a geo-

logical map which enabled Requa and

Bradley to secure large areas of the most

promising ground. They were operating

then as the White Pine Copper Company.
About that time the New York & Nevada

Copper Company, owning the Eureka

mine, a large porphyry area, went into

the hands of a receiver and Requa and

Bradley secured it. • All this was done

with very little knowledge in the outside

world that Nevada possessed deposits of

copper ore that would some time make it a

large factor in the production of that

metal.

To the best of my recollection the first

that was heard generally respecting this

district was through a prospectus issued

by Joseph L. Giroux, which in spite of

the previous high reputation of Mr.

Giroux was regarded as visionary, ex-

travagant, or what you please, in its state-

ments as to acres of copper ore at and
near the surface at a remote place in

arid Nevada. Vet Mr. Giroux was not

only right, but also was acute in his per-

ception of the conditions of the district,

for which he deserves high credit and
as a result of which he secured a large

area of mineral land that is second in

promise only to that of Requa and Brad-

ley; possibly is superior.

In 1905 the time came for Requa and

Bradley, who previously had consolidated

their interests as the Nevada Consolidated

Copper Company, to seek additional capital.

\n examination of the property was made

by J. Parke Channing. wh 1 fully recognized

its great value in a report which is a

classic in that field of engineering litera-

ture; and large blocks of the stock were

sold in New York and Boston. After

the company had been thus well financed,

a controlling interest in it was purchased

by the Guggenheims, who paid $12.50 per

share for the latter part of their pur-

chases.
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The Outside Companies

At the present time the three important

mining companies of Ely are the Nevada
Consohdated, the Giroux and the Cumber-

land-Ely. The wide publicity that was

given to the reports on the Nevada Con-

solidated, together with the broad plans

for development undertaken by that com-

pany, naturally attracted general attention

to this new and promising district of

which promoters were quick to take ad-

vantage. Old mining claims could be pur-

chased cheaply and the stock of Ely com-

panies could be sold at high prices. From
a pamphlet called "Ely and Her Mines,"

recently published locally, I have made
the accompanying list of Ely mining com-

panies. There is no reason to aoubt the

accuracy of the authority in so far as the

particulars given in the accompanying

table are concerned.

It may be computed from this table that

the total capitalization of the Ely compan-

ies organized up to date is about $180,-

000,000, of which that of the three leading

companies is only $18,000,000. Of the

other companies it will be observed that

the vendors or promoters have reserved

60 to 70 per cent, of the capital stock,

while the remainder is offered to the pub-

lic to raise funds for development pur-

poses. If any of the big mining houses

should be approached with a proposal of

that nature, the result would be a prompt

and icy refusal, but the public is not sup-

posed to be so discriminating.

Let us see what chances the public has

in these outside Ely companies. The map
of the properties which accompanies this

article does not, unfortunately, show the

geological formations, but it may be suf-

ficient to indicate that the porphyry lies

in a narrow belt, extending cast and west

and nearly coincident with Robinson can-

on. This belt begins about at the Chain-

man property and extends through the

Giroux and Veteran. It is not continu-

ous, occurring rather in patches, but from
the Eureka mine what is probably a long

continuous patch goes through the Gi-

roux property. I -have previously re-

ferred to the careful work and keen dis-

cernment with which Requa and Bradley

and later Giroux secured the porphyry
areas. They had the pick of the

Robinson district long before anyone else

dreamed of its value and they made ex-

cellent use of their opportunities. When
they had finished there was comparatively

little good ground, so far as surface in-

dications went, available for anyone else.

In this Requa and Bradley were grandly
aided by Lawson's geological work. There
are various rock exposures in the district

which Lawson could not definitely ident-

ify as porphyry, but in the construction

of his map he gave porphyry the benefit

of the doubt in such cases. As a matter

of fact the later investigations of the en-

gineers of the Nevada Consolidated have
materially reduced the porphyry areas

shown on Lawson's map.
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The later companies were able to se-

cure very little of the porphyry. The

Ely Witch has a little and the Butte &

Ely has some adjoining the Giroux prop-

erty. The Ely Central was widely ad-

vertised as possessing a large area of

land directly adjoining and between the

two great mines of the Nevada Consoli-

dated. The orcbodies of the latter lie

flat and are of unknown extent. What

was more plausible than the argument that

they might connect through the Ely Cen-

tral property? Doubtless the promoters

advanced that argument in good faith, but

with ignorance as to the geological con-

ditions. As a matter of fact the area of

the Ely Central company between the

Eureka and Ruth mines is limestone and

rhyolite. chiefly a large flow of the latter.

Of course the Nevada Consolidated liad

ample opportunity to secure this property

if it had thought v.'orth while to do so.

The Ely Central has done a good deal of

Irilling in the rhyolite but has not yet

discovered ore so far as there is common
information.

So it is with most of the outside com-

panies of Ely. Their properties are

chiefly upon formations other than the

ore-bearing porphyry, some of which may
prove to contain ore deposits, but not ore

deposits of the kind that the three big

companies possess. The three big com-
panies are the only ones at Ely which
have "developed" orebodies. There is

nothing else at Ely which is more than a

prospect. Among them there is little evi-

dence of activity in exploration, although

the orebodies of the kind they are espe-

cially seeking are capable of location by
the cheap and effective method of churn

drilling. Some of these companies are

indeed prospecting, but in some cases it

appears as if there were no anxiety even
to do that.

General Mining Conditions

The general mining conditions in the

Robinson district are favorable, except for

the scarcity of water and timber. The
district is very sparsely wooded and the

cord-wood heretofore used chiefly for fuel

has had to be brought in from long dis-

tances and has been correspondingly

costly, while the quality is inferior. Since

the advent of the railway, coal has been

available, the cost being $10 per ton at

Ely. The water supply in the district is

very small. There is a stream in Robin-

son canon only when the snow is melting.

The Giroux company is contemplating

pumping water to its mine from beyond

Ely, a distance of 13 miles, while the

Nevada Consolidated is going to pump
it from Ward mountain, nine miles away.

The country is open, with broad val-

leys and hills that are comparatively low

and of moderate slopes. The roads arc

excellent. From Ely to the Giroux mine,

nine miles, the rise is only about 500 ft.

The Nevada Northern Railway is run-

ning right up the valley with grades of

only j( per cent, at the maximum and only

two tunnels, botJi of them short ones. The

climate is the same as elsewhere in east-

ern Nevada. There is a heavy snowfall

in winter, the snow beginning in the late

fall and continuing^ until April.

The mines are dry at the moderate

depths to which yet opened.' The Vet-

eran mine is dry at depth of 380 ft. ;
the

Ruth is dry at 307 ft. and the Eureka at

i;o ft., but below those levels water is

standing in the shafts. The Giroux mine

is welter. In all of the porphyry mines

the ground is soft and easily excavated.

Comparatively little powder is required.

Drilling is done chiefly by hand ;
there are

but few machine drills in the whole dis-

trict. Two shifts of eight hours each are

able to advance a 6x4-ft. drift 7 to 8 ft.

per day. Comparatively little timber is

used or required in drifts of those dimen-

sions that are not intended to be per-

manent. Good miners arc scarce, as is

apt to be the case in low-grade districts

at present. Miners are paid $3-50 P^^

eight hours, and muckers and tram-

mers, $3.

The Ruth Mine

The Ruth mine of the Nevada Consoli-

dated is about six miles west of Ely. It

was originally opened by an incline shaft,

at an angle of 41 deg., with levels at

vertical depths of 125 ft. + 65 ft. + II7

ft. -f III ft., the fourth level being there-

fore 420 ft. below the surface at the loca-

tion of the shaft. From this shaft de-

velopment work was done chiefly in an

easterly-westerly direction with cross-cuts

connecting the main drifts and blocking

out the ground. The shaft passed through

the leached porphyry into ore at the depth

of 90 ft. and passed through the zone of

secondary enrichment a short distance

below the third level. A good deal of

development work was done on each level,

the largest portion being on the third,

w^here the orebody was proved to be most

extensive horizontally. On the second

level the horizontal section is smaller,

and on the first level smaller still. As

shown by these workings, there is in the

Ruth mine a block of ore averaging ap-

proximately 650 ft. east and west, 200 ft.

north and south and 250 ft. thick verti-

cally. This corresponds to 32,500,000 cu.

ft., or 2,320,000 tons, reckoning 14 cu.ft.

to the ton. Mr. Channing's estimate of

this orebody was 2,400,000 tons, averaging

2.6 per cent, copper. But little additional

development work has been done since he

made his examination.

The Ruth orebody has been commonly

assumed to be dipping northwesterly at an

angle of 39 or 40 deg. The evidence upon

this point is quite inconclusive, however,

being based chiefly upon the manner in

which it lies against limestone on the

southerly side, but it may prove that a

cross-section through the orebody is

elliptical, or trough shape. This will be

determined when further explorations are

made in a northerly or northwesterly di-

rection in which the mine has good possi-

bilities, there being a large surface ex-

posure of porphyry in that direction. The

chances for the development of important

extensions of the orebody in that direc-

tion are excellent, but as yet no drilling

has been done in that direction, or indeed

anywhere around the Ruth orebody to

prove the extension.

The Star Pointer Shaft

The Ruth mine will be worked through

a new shaft on the Star Pointer claim to

which a branch of the railway extends.

The Star Pointer shaft is 24'/4xS54 ft., in-

side measurements. It is timbered with

I2xi2-in. sets, hung at 4-ft. centers, and is

lagged with 2-in. plank. The shaft is di-

vided into four compartments, two for

hoisting ore, one for lowering timber and

one for a ladder way. It is 460 ft. deep,

343 ft. to the present working level, the

additional depth being for the purpose of

commanding the lower portion of the ore-

body, which, however, will not be attacked

for some time to come. The shaft is

situated a long distance from the orebody,

its location being selected with a view to

the railway connection and also to keep

the shaft far out of the way of caving of

the mine, by which system the latter will

be worked. The shaft will be surmounted

by a steel gallows frame, erection of

which has not yet been commenced

(July 25).

The shaft is designed for the delivery

of 2000 tons of ore per day. At the 343-

ft. level the ore is to be received from a

loo-ton pocket by two 5-ton skips, bal-

anced.

From the shaft a main gallery, 8 ft.

wide at the bottom, 7 ft. wide at the top,

and 8 ft. high, timbered with I2xi2-in.

sets at 4-ft. centers and lagged with 2-in.

plank, extends easterly to the orebody,

which it enters at 1300 ft. from the shaft.

The main gallery is laid with 40-lb. rails

at 0.3 per cent, grade and the ore is to

be moved through it in trains of side-

dumping cars, each of 2% tons capacity,

drawn by an electric locomotive. Mid-

way in the gallery there is a double track

for 200 ft. Entering the orebody the main

gallery continues easterly for 1000 ft., up-

ward of 900 ft. through ore, and then

loops around and *mes back bn a parallel

course, uniting with the easterly drive at

a point 1300 ft. from the shaft. At the

loop there are two passageways so that

trains may pass there if necessary. The

haulage system is so laid out that it will

have large capacity and elasticity.

'This of course does not refer to the Alpha
shaft of the Giroux company which Is 1200

ft. deep.

The Cavjn.c System

The capping at the Ruth mine is too

thick to enable that mine to be worked

economically by steam shovel, and con-

sequently the ore will be extracted by the
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caving system. The latter will be sub-

stantially the same as adopted by the Utah
Copper Company, which I have described

in a previous article. The ground will be

opened in blocks 50 ft. square by sub-

levels about 30 ft. apart, but above the

highest suh-lcvel the ore will be stoped

out cleanly under the capping and the

latter will be caved upon a layer of timber.

The function of the latter is to keep the

cnished capping separate from the ore

upon which it is brought down ; and by
taking out a top-slice of the ore directly

under the capping, practically the whole
of the ore is got without intermixture of

worthless material. After the removal of

the top-slice, raises arc put up from the

sub-level next below and the ore crush-

ing under its own weight is drawn ofT,

the gob following it down.

As compared with the method employed
by the Utah Copper Company, stoping is

done in this only above the highest sub-

level, but on the other hand there is a

greater consumption of timber in connec-

tion with the gol). I have made no de-

tailed estimate of the probable cost of

extracting ore by this method at the Ruth
mine, but considering that all the ore

must be hoisted and that labor, fuel and
supplies are 'more costly than at Bingham,
it would appear likely that the ore will

cost in the neighborhood of -5c. per ton.

i.e., for actual extraction alone.

The Kurek.x Mine

The Eureka mine is at Copper Flat,

about a mile west of the Ruth. It is

opened by a shaft about 400 ft. deep with
a first level at 170 ft. and a second at

iOO ft. On the same level with the lat-

ter there are some workings from the old

shaft of the Xew York & Nevada com-
pany. AH the workings on the 390-ft.

level are now under water and were so at

the time of Mr. Channing's examination.
The old assay plans show that they were
in low-grade ore and they were probably
below the zone of secondary enrichment,

although the occurrence of some high as-

says indicates that perhaps they were not
greatly below it. However, the bulk of

the development of the Eureka mine is

on the plane of the 170-ft. level, on which
a main drift extends about 750 ft. north-
erly and southerly, while cross-cuts go to

a maximum of about 400 ft. east and 400
It. west. Parallel drifts and cross-cuts

roughly block out the ground and there

are eight raises, which show 70 ft. of ore

overhead.

Mr. Channing assumed that the ore ex-

tended only 30 ft. below the 170-ft. level.

This was merely an assumption, and was
intended to be a conservative one, be-

cause there were no winzes or other

guides to the probable extent of the ore

downward. His estimate of the ore de-

veloped in this mine on the basis of 100

ft. thickness was 3,200,000 tons, averaging

22 per cent, copper. The ore had been
cut into rather large blocks, but the uni-

formity of its character and mineral con-

tent caused the estimate of area to lie

amply justified, while that of thickness

was conservative. Since Mr. Channing's
examination comparatively little develop-

ment work has been done, but several

drill holes have been put down outside

the orcbody, which roughly square up the

latter as an area about 800x750 ft., which
at loo-ft. thickness and 14 cu.ft. to the

ton would give about 4.300,000 tons.

The company has also put down ft)ur

drill holes in the extension of the por-

phyry to the wesl-southwest, the two
nearer ones showing low-grade ore and
the two remoter ones showing good ore.

It may be judged from this that there Is

probably an important extension of the

orcbody in that direction, the two nearer

drill holes having gone down in lean

spots, or the orcbody passing in a neck

between them. Aside from the matter of

at loo-ft. thickness and 14 cu.ft. to the

mine arc in this direction.

EXPLOIT.ATION

The Juireka mine is to be w-orked by

steam shovels, of which four will prob-

ably be installed. Excavation will be be-

gun at the eastern side where the hill

slopes,down to a small valley.' This also

is near what is known to be the eastern

boundary of the ore deposit, limestone

showing on the surface near-by. At this

place the stripping to be done is as little

as 16 ft., but going up the hill it rapidly

increases to 100 ft. and after that more.

The average thickness of the capping has

not yet been determined. It will probably

be rather high, but we may roughly as-

sume one ton of stripping to one ton of

ore. It is believed that steam-shovel min-

ing can be done here as cheaply as at

Bingham, but while there are some more
favorable conditions, I am disposed to

consider on the whole that the cost will

be something like 10 per cent, higher. If

then we assume an actual excavating cost

of 22c. per ton, and one ton of stripping

per ton of ore, the cost per ton of ore will

be 44e.

The Giroux Mines

This property is about nine miles west

of Ely, at an elevation of about 7300 ft.

The railway will pass through it on the

way to the Veteran mine, which is just

beyond the Giroux. The Giroux property

has been developed through five shafts,

viz., the Giroux, Morris, Brooks and
Bunker Hill, which lie approximately in a

line northwest and southeast, and the

Alpha, which is about 1000 ft. southwest

of the Brooks. The distance from the

Giroux to the Bunker Hill is 2800 ft. The
dumps of the Brooks, Morris and Bunker
Hill shafts show porphyry ore similar to

that of the other large mines of the dis-

trict, and large bodies of such ore, averag-

ing 3 per cent, copper are said to have

been developed by extensive workings

'The steam-sbovpls have now beea Installed
at this place and stripping has l>een beuiin.

luiderground. 1 did not go underground
at this mine and consequently can not say

Jinylhing as to its ore rcsource^ from my
own observation, but judgiiiK from the

size of the dumps the workings arc less

extensive than in the two mines of the

Nevada Consolidated. I was infomicd
that over 15,000 ft. of development work
had been done in the property and that

there is connection -from the Giroux to

the Bunker Hill shaft by drifts.

The Giroux company is erecting a con-

centrating mill, which will probably be

completed about Oct. 1. This mill is de-

signed to treat 500 tons per 24 hours, but

it is hoped that it will materially exceed
that capacity. It is a side-hill mill of

old-fashioned timber construction. The
scheme of treatment is substantially as

follows : Receiving bin of 600 tons capac-

ity. iox24-in. breaker. Belt elevator.

Trommel, J4 i"- ; oversize back to crusher,

undersize to bin of 200 tons capacity.

From the latter bin the ore goes to

to trommel with ^-in. holes, undersize

to elevator, oversize to a set of 42xi6-in.

rolls, delivering to elevator which delivers

to two trommels, 6-mesh and i6-mesh.

The 6-mesh product goes to a 6- ft. Hunt-
ington mill, which has l6-mesh screens.

Consequently all of the ore is reduced to

that size. It then goes to hydraulic clas-

sifiers which feed 45 Wilflcy tables and
six P'rue vanners. The concentrates are

received in a filter bin. The power plant

contains three Erie City boilers and two
.\tlas-Corliss engines of 450 h.p. in the ag-

gregate. It is hoped that adequate supply

of water can be obtained from the mines,

but it is contemplated to put in a 12-in.

pipe line to pump water from beyond
Ely, the line being 13 miles long. At the

time of my visit (July 24) this pipe-line

had not been begun. Of course the opera-

tion of the Giroux mill is dependent upon
the water-supply, and it is not to be sup-

posed that the management of the com-
pany, which is in the hands of experienced

mining men, has overlooked that im-

portant matter, although opinions may dif-

fer as to the advisability of its plans. Such
water as may be secured will naturally

be used over and over again minus the

inevitable loss by leakage, evaporation,

etc., and it is generally conducive to good
work in ore dressing to be obliged to re-

duce the use of water to the minimum.
The various .shafts of the Giroux com-

pany are connected with the mill by a rail-

way of 3-ft. gage, two miles long, operated

by small locomotives. The line of the

Nevada Northern to the Veteran shaft

will pass near the mill, affording the

necessary outlet for the shipment of con-

centrates, etc.

The peculiar system of crushing and

screening adopted in this mill is explained

by the extraordinary friability of the ore,

which is of sugary character and crumbles

between the fingers, the mineral being

largely released as the ore is delivered

I'rnni the mine
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The Giroux company also has a small

smelting plant at the mine, which was in-

stalled two or three years ago. The prin-

cipal part of this is a 42xi20-in. blast

furnace. Contrary to some reports, it is

not the intention of the company to put

this, plant in operation along with the

mill. There are no roasting furnaces and

it would be impossible to smelt the mill

concentrate alone without roasting. How-
ever, the company has a certain amount of

oxidized ore, which assays well in copper

and iron, and a proportion of the sulphide

concentrate might be smelted with it, giv-

irg a matte product for shipment, but for

3 while the mill concentrate will be

Veteran. These mines are expected to be

able to deliver ore by the end of 1907, at

which time it is hoped that the first part

of the mill will be ready for operation.

In subsequent articles I shall describe the

Steptoc mill and smelter and discuss the

commercial position of the Ely mines.

Iron Mines in Southern Italy

LIST OF ELY MINING COMPANIES

No. OP ! a
SHARES. £

VENDOB'S
SHABES.

Boston Ely Copper Co
Boston-Ely Devolopment Co
Butle ,\; Ely Copper Co f.

Cbaliininn ton. Copper Co .^

Cuml>erlan(l Ely Copper Co
Dolly Vttrden Copper Co
Es8i Cumberland Ely Co
Ely .\m>ilgamate<l Copper Co
Ely .Arch Copper Co
Ely BoDaD/.a Copper Co
Ely Calumet Copper Co
Ely Calumet Copjier Mining Co
Ely Central I'opper Co
Ely Coneol. Clipper Co
Ely Consnl. Mining Co ,

Ely Copper Queen Mining Co
Ely Copper Co.:
Ely-Glroux Extension MIuIukCo —
Ely Grand Central Copper Mining Co
Ely Hidden Treasure Mining Co
Ely Jackpot Mining Co
Ely Mines Co
Ely National Copper Co
Ely Nevada Copper Co
Ely Nevada Exploration Co
Ely Northern CopperCo
Ely Ogden Mining Co
Ely Phoenix Copper Mining Co
Ely Resurrection Copper Co
Ely Revenue CoiVper Co
Ely Uochelle CopperCo
Ely Sulphide Copper Co
Ely Western Copper Co
Ely Witch CopperCo
GIroux Cons. Mines Co
Glroux Ely Ext. Copper Co
Greenwater Ely Cons. Copper Co
Herstelle Ely Copper Co
Manhattan Ely Copper Co
McDonald Ely Copper Co
Montana-Nevada Copper Co
Nevada Cons. Copper Co
Nest Egg Gold and Copper Mining Co
Nevada Ely Copper Co
Pittsburg Ely Copper Co
Rlckard Ely Copper Co
RoMnaon Mining Co
Salt Lake Ely Copper Co
Sapho Mining Co
Ely Mizpah Copper Co
Turner Ely Copper Co
United Ely Copper Co
Veteran Ely Ext. Copper Co
Vulcan Ely Copper Co
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shipped. The Giroux company will doubt-

less be the first producer in the Robinson

district. If it mills 5(X) tons per day of

ore assaying 3 per cent, copper, its annual

production will be equivalent to aboui

8,000,000 lb. of refined copper per annum.
Il is the intention of the company to mine

by the caving system, but plans for this

have not yet been formulated and at the

outset the ore will be stoped and the

ground timbered with square sets. The
latter will be an expensive system of min-

ing in this district, where timber is so

costly.

The Veteran Mine

The Cumberland-Ely Copper Company
owns property east of the Nevada Con-

solidated, in which relatively small bodies

of ore are said to have been developed,

and the Veteran mine, adjoining the Gir-

oux, where a large body of ore was found

last October. Since then this ore has been

developed by a main drift, running north-

west, for about 1000 ft., and by crosscuts

250 to 300 ft. long. These workings,

which are on the level of 380 ft. at the

shaft, have not yet defined the limits of

the orebody. Very little work to show
. ^, . . ,

, ^,

its thickness vertically has yet been done, A report m £;wnn/a through the

but there is reason to believe that this is
^^on Age (Sept 12, 1907), makes an-

rather large. There are old workings in
"ouncement of the confirmation by the

the leached zone at the 124-ft. level, which It=>lian Minister of Fmance of an agree-

are said to have cut the top of the secon- "!«"' between the Italian Governnient and

a private company with a capital of $4,-
"

000,000 for the exploitation of the iron

mines in southern Italy. A recent act

TBEASCRY permits of taking 200,000 tons of ore from
^°*''^^-

the Elba mines. For two years the mat-

300,000 ter has been held up by an attempt to

mow harmonize the views of ironmasters in

northern Italy with those of the south-

i'o(i,ixxi em Italian interests. The signing of the

•2.5oio(i(i contract is of importance to Naples, as

•.;o.'
;„„, the company will now proceed to erect a

3(X),(Hxi large plant for smelting and rolling iron
400,00(1 ^ , 1 r r> ]•

.lOO.ixHi at the port of Bagnoli.

1,000,060 ^1 I--. • ni
mooo The Gayley Dry-air Blast

400,000

X.ooo According to the Iron Age, the Illinois

Steel Company, one of the constituents of
500,000 . „ „ , ^ . ,

:«xi,(xxi the United States Steel Corporation, has

^'^ placed a contract to equip two blast fur-

....... naces at its South Works, Chicago, with

l.-284!oofl the Gayley dry air blast. The new plant

*75'()oo
w'^^ be so located that it can be applied

•2.w!ooo to any two of the furnaces of the groups
300 000
30o!ooo Nos. I, 2, 3 or 4, or to the bessemer con-

3m:Z ^"t«" at the South Works. The con-

....... tract for the refrigerating machinery has

40o!(XK) been placed with the Vilter Manufactur-
400,000

jj^g Company, Milwaukee, and includes

four horizontal duplex ammonia com-
1,600,000 r ^ •i u ,«„
Hoo.ooo pressors of 275 tons capacity each, 100
4(x),(xx)

j.QJ]5 pf double-pipe ammonia condensers

's'o.iKio and 80 coils of double-pipe brine coolers.

4(X)iixjo It is believed that this will be the largest

•ioo'ooo
single refigerating plant installed in this

sooiooo country. The dry blast contract will make
•Mui noil

_;. ,. the installation of the Gayley process

available for six furnaces in this country

and two in England, the installation of

two furnaces at the Cardiff Works of

Guest, Keen & Co., being expected to oper-

ate in October.
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dary ore at certain places. The ore ex-

posed in the 380-ft. level is decidedly

richer in sulphides than the ore of either

the Ruth or Eureka mines, and it is be-

lieved that it averages 3 per cent, copper.

The Veteran orebody is undoubtedly a

large and important one and at the pres-

ent time is the chief asset of the Cumber-
land-Ely company. Preparations are be-

ing made to sink a main working shaft

for its extraction.

Conclusion

The Steptoe Valley Smelting and Min-

ing Company is preparing to mill 4000

tons of ore per day. It is expected to

obtain 2000 tons per day from the Eureka

mine and 1000 each from the Ruth and the

An organized attempt is to be made to

exploit the Canterbury Plains for petro-

leum says the Nerv Zealand Building and

Mining Journal (July 25, 1907). A syn-

dicate is being formed to acquire boring

rights from the landholders in the county

of ."^shburton, between the Rakaia and

Rangitata rivers, and between the main

line of railway and the sea beach. The

presence of petroleum has been noticed at

sea between the Amuri Bluff- and Cheviot,

along the lOO-fathom line, and also in

the Waihao river near Waimate.
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Granby Consolidated Mining,

Smelting and Power Com-

pany, Ltd.

This company owns an important cop-

per property in the Bouiulary district of

British Columbia. The report for the

year ending June 30, 1907, shows $13,-

500,000 capital stock, with a total surplus

of $2,775,758. The income account is as

follows

:

Gross earnings $4,S21,S49

Working eipenses $2,442,456
Foreign ores purchased 154,ISO

Total expenses ?2.506,812

Net profit for the year $1,924,937

Adding the balance brought over from

the previous year, gave a total surplus of

$4,472,676. Payments from this were

$76,198 for exploration and bonus to em-

ployees; $1,820,000 for dividends; total,

$1,696,918, leaving a balance of $2,775.7S8,

as above. There was expended for new

construction and equipment, $317,678, and

for additional mining properties, $68,164.

The cost of working was $3,697 per ton

of ore ; the net cost per pound of copper,

after deducting value of gold and silver,

was 10.14c. The average prices realized,

with the quantities turned out were : Cop-

per, 16,410,576 lb., 22.2IC. per lb. ; silver,

257.358 oz., 67.9c. per oz,
;
gold, 35,083 oz.,

$20 per ounce.

Mine development was 9701 lineal ft.

;

diamond drill development, 7279 ft. The
smelter report shows 665,915 dry tons

smelted, 649,022 tons being Granby ore

and 16,893 tons foreign ore.

President Langeloth's report says : "The
operations during the year show a very

considerable falling off as compared with

the previous year, in spite of the fact that

the mines were prepared to furnish a very

much larger tonnage and the smelter fully

equipped to handle the same. This is due

to the great shortage of fuel throughout

the West in the past year; the railroads

were unable to procure sufficient coal to

operate their trains and the company suffi-

cient quantities of coke for its furnaces.

"In the British Columbia coalfields,

•whence our supply of fuel is drawn, there

were two strikes, one last fall and the

other last spring, resulting in the pro-

duction of coke being seriously inter-

fered with and the output crippled to such

an extent that at no time could the quan-

tities contracted for be delivered. A very

severe winter caused blockades of all the

railroads, which, irrespective of this, were
liardly able to take care of the largely in-

creased traffic. In order to relieve the

situation temporarily, contracts were made
last October for about 20.000 tons of

eastern coke, which entailed an extra ex-

penditure of nearly $100,000, but later in

the season even these supplies were
stopped on account of the railroads being

unable to make deliveries. All these cir-

lunislances interfered seriously with the

operations of the plant, and iJic cost of

mining and especially of smelting in-

creased considerably. The eight large

lurnaces could be operated only intermit-

tently, and during the month of May both

mines and smellers had to be closed down
for want of fuel. The output suffered

heavily, especially at a time when prices

tor copper were at the highest, and this in

turn precluded our receiving as high an

average price for the product as would

otherwise have been the case. All copper

is sold at the current prices ruling as soon

as the weight and assays are agreed upon

with the refiners, and no stocks are, there-

fore, on hand.

"It was estimated at the beginning of

the year that, due to the greater capacity

of the smelter, the production could be

increased to about 25,000,000 lb. Instead

of this, only 16,403,749 lb. of copper were

produced, or about 3,250,000 lb. less than

the previous year. In spite of all these

adverse conditions, the net profits are

somewhat higher, but not at all in har-

mony with what ought to or could have

been accomplished if the regular supply of

coke could have been secured. The cost

per pound of copper produced, after de-

ducting the value of gold and silver, was

10.14c. during the past year, against only

8.35c. in the preceding year. If the mines

and plants are operated to their full

capacity, lower costs can ' again be confi-

dently expected. At the smelter the eight

furnaces are now in shape to handle over

one million tons of ore per year, which

should produce in the neighborhood of

30,000,000 lb. of copper.

"Among the more important new work

undertaken and completed at the mines

was the sinking of the new Victoria three-

compartment shaft, which will be con-

nected with the different ore levels ; a

complete electric hauling system is being

installed on the 400-ft. level. It is esti-

mated to hoist and cruslv 2000 tons of ore

daily at this shaft alone. The shipping

bins are between the tracks of the Cana-

dian Pacific and the Great Northern rail-

roads, giving the advantage of transporta-

tion to the smelter by two roads.

"The Gold Drop and Monarch prop-

erties, acquired about two years ago, have

been developed vigorously, and have

proved very valuable additions to our hold-

ings. Very large quantities of ore are in

sight and shipping facilities have been pro-

vided to handle a large tonnage. In a

word, the mines are prepared to produce

practically any tonnage that can be trans-

ported to the smelter, where the entire

eight furnaces have been enlarged, and

have now a maximum capacity of about

3500 tons per 24 hours.

"One element of uncertainty in the past

—which at times crippled the work—has

been eliminated. A contract on favorable

terms has been made with the South

Kootenay Power Company for the sup-

ply of electricity. The plant has been

completed, and power in abundance is

now being furnished.

"The question of securing regular sup-

plies of coke has been constantly before

the board, and after mature deliberation

it was decided to acquire a considerable

interest in the Crow's Nest Pass Coal

Company, Ltd., from which our main sup-

ply of fuel is secured. The wisdom of

this step has already made itself felt, as

for the last few weeks a full supply of

coke has been furnished, thus overcoming

the difficulties which, as already men-

tioned, were very costly to the company.

Vice-president and general manager Jay

P. Graves has been elected a director of

the Crow's Nest Pass Company.

"The above mentioned expenditures

may make it advisable in the near future

to issue the treasury stock of 15,000 shares

of the. par value of $100 each, in which

event the same will be offered to the stock-

holders pro rata to their holdings, on

terms still to be decided upon by the

board.

"Considering the large quantities of ore

which have been developed during the

year, the board feels justified in continu-

ing its work of providing a larger smelt-

ing capacity, but improvements of this

kind take a great deal of time and have to

be laid out in a careful way, in order to

secure the most economical treatment and

best results.

"During the year the shares of the com-

pany were converted into $ioo shares par

value, by exchanging 10 shares of $10 each

into one share of $100. The new shares

have been listed on the New York and

Boston stock exchanges, and the conver-

sion was a success, as on Sept. 13, when

the books closed, it showed that 134,00.9

shares of $100 each are outstanding and

9910 shares of $10 each.

"Four regular quarterly dividends, in all

12 per cent., have been declared during the

past year."

A consideration not generally figured on

by the prospective user of the diamond

drill, is the fact that when two-carat

stones become less than three-fourth carat

in size, they are no longer available for

setting stones, except as clearance stones

in the side of the bit or core barrel, and

if not so used can only be sold as chips

at a small percentage of the original

price per carat. This makes the original

cost of the stones per carat very much
more than the market price of the stones,

as only 1% carats of each stone is avail-

able as a cutting member.

In 1858 the mines of Saxony gave

occupation to 11,464 persons, while in

1900 only 2806 peri.ons were employed.

Inability to compete with foreign enter-

prises, which are highly organized and

backed by large capital, has steadily

forced the closing of the less productive

mines.
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Shaft Sinking by the Freezing Process
The Vertical Pipe Method Used at Two Collieries in

England and a New Ring Process Employed in Germany

BY SYDNEY WALKER-
Sinking by the freezing process is

gradually making its way. It has been

somewliat largely employed in Germany
and Uclgium, where it has also been

used for driving tunnels in railway work;

and within tlie last few years two im-

portant sinkings have been carried out 'n

the county of Durham, in the I'nitcd

Kingdom, one at Washington colliery,

and the other at the Dawdon colliery, in

the neighborhood of Seaham harbor.

The latter is of considerable interest,

as the colliery is within a mile of tlie

sea-shore, and is intended to work ihc

royalties that have been obtained frcni

the vT'own, running underneath the oea.

At Dawdon it was the water from the

sea which caused the great t'or.blo in

sinking, enormous quantities of water

passing in through gullets in the magnc-

sian limestone, the total quantity of

water to be pumped before the frce/.in^

process was resorted to being 7050 gal.

per minute.

In the United Kingdom and m Ger-

many and Belgium, the great trouble

with water-bearing strata usually arises

in the loose quicksands that are some-

times met with. At Dawdon there was

92 ft. of yellow sand, and 356 ft. of mag-

nesian limestone, while at Washinfrtou

colliery there was 41 ft. of clay sand ly-

ing on a gravel bed. with a bed of day

with boulders underneath, and 34 ft. of

dry yellow sand above.

Prinxiples of the Process

The freezing process consists essential-

ly in building a wall of ice around the

shaft from the water from which the

trouble arises, and the sand or other

strata in which the water is inclosed.

The ice wall consists of a hollow cylin-

der, completely inclosing the space in

which the shaft is to be sunk, at such a

distance that the process of sinking can

be carried on with safety, and without

damaging the ice wall. In the Washing-

ton sinking, the shaft was to be 14 ft. in

diameter, and the ice wall was formed

in a cylinder of a mean diameter of 20^
ft. At Dawdon the shaft was to be 20

ft. in diameter, and the holes for the

freezing apparatus formed a cylinder 30

ft. in diameter.

The ice cylinder, when formed, must

be sufficiently strong mechanically, to

withstand all the strains and stresses

that may be brought against it, both by

the processes of sinking on the inside of

•f"op<iiil'lnir onirinPiT. nioomflplil Crescent.
Bnth. RnKlsnd.

the cylinder, and by ilic working of the

ground, the motion of the water and any

other forces that may be present on the

outside. It must also be of sufficient

thickness, and nuist be frozen to a suffi-

ciently low temperature, to stand llic con-

stant attrition that will go on, owing to

the convection currents that will be set

up in the water surrounding the ice cyl-

inder.

As the water from which the ice cyl-

inder has been formed will necessarily

be at a considerably higher temperature

than tile outer portion of the ice wall,

tluTe will be a continual passage of heat

from the water to the surface of the ice

wall, with a continual melting of a small

([uantity of the ice, followed by a con-

tinual' motion of the water which has de-

livered the heat to the ice wall, its place

being taken by the colder water behind.

The thickness of the ice wall will vary,

according to the conditions present. It

will necessarily be thicker with a deep

sinking than with a shallow one. It

will also necessarily be thicker with a

shaft of larger diameter, such as that at

Dawdon, than with the comparatively

smaller diameter, as at Washington. .'Vt

present no rule can be given as to the

thickness of the wall, there are so many
factors in the equation, so many of what

mathematicians call independent variables.

The Surrounding Strata

In .iddition to the questions of depth

and diameter, there are also the ques-

tions of the surrounding strata, and of

the strata below, which will materially

modify the question of the thickness of

the ice wall. At Washington colliery the

wet sand to be frozen, as mentioned,

rested upon a bed of clay, containing

boulders varying in size from a pea to

3 ft. in diameter, and the German engin-

eers who carried out the work, insisted

rpou sinking right tlirougii the clay, and

right down to the yellow freestone which

underlay the clay. British mining en-

gineers expressed the opinion that it was
hardly necessary to carry the freezing

down through the clay, but the German
contractors insisted on doing so, as they

stated that they had met with considera-

ble difficulty in sinking through running

sands in Germany, where they did not

carry the ice walls into a substantial

stratum below.

Probably the contractors, in this case,

were guided by the fact that the loose

running sand surrounding the ice cylin-

der, though it might be supposed to in-

close the cylinder closely, since the latter

would expand in the process of freezing,

would not form a really substantial sup-

port, owing to the nature of the sand

itself, and therefore they found it neces-

sary to provide a foundation in the form

of the lower portion of the ice cylinder

in the clay.

No test was made either at Dawdon,
or Washington, of the thickness of the

ice wall. In each case the center of

the shaft was frozen, so that it probably

extended several feet outside the tubes.

In addition to freezing the water of

which the ice wall is formed, the temper-

ature of the sand, clay, limestone, or

whatever the water may be held in, has

also to be reduced to that of the ice

formed from the water. .\s the freez-

ing process is now carried out, the brine

which circulates in the pipes to be de-

scribed abstracts heat from the water

surrounding them, and from the stratum

that is held by the water, and carries it

to the brine tank in which the evaporat-

ing coils are immersed, there delivers it

to the evaporating coils, which in their

turn carry it, by way of the compressor,

or the absorber and generator, to the con-

denser, and thence to the cooling water.

Rekkicek.\tion Required

When the depth and diameter and

thickness of the ice wall to be formed

are known, it is not a difficult calcula-

tion to find the quantity of heat that must

be abstracted from it, and delivered to

the cooling water of the condenser. In

order to freeze the water it is necessary

first to lower its temperature from what-

ever it may be, say 70 deg. F., to the

freezing point, in the neighborhood of

32 deg F. Then the water must be

frozen, and when it is frozen, the tem-

perature of the ice so formed must be

lowered considerably below the freezing

point.

Whenever ice is formed, whether by

mechanical process, or as we say, nat-

urally, unless the ice, after freezing, is

reduced a considerable number of de-

grees below the actual freezing point, it

does not remain in a stable condition ; it

is more or less "sloppy." Every little

addition of heat, sucli ns may arise from

friction, in this case from the presence

of water at a considerably higher tem-

perature, and from other causes, raises

the temperature of a small portion of the

ice sufficiently for it to become liquid,

and produces a soft condition In the

present case it is particul.Trly important
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that llic ill «.ill ^lHmKl W at a viry kiw

temperature, becau>e of the presence of

the water in the strata.

The lit. II.. whicli is the standard for

calciilatiuns of this kind, is the quantity

of heat that must be added to i lb. of

pure water at 39.2 deg. F., to raise its

temperature 1 deg. R, or that must be

abstracted from i lb. of water, at the

same temperature, to lower it i deg. !•'.

The quantity of heat required to raise

the temperature of i lb. of water in-

creases very slightly as the temperature

of the water increases, and I'icc Z'crsu.

but for calculations of the present kind,

it is sufficient to take the specific heat of

pure water as 1.

.Water also, which is impregnated with

salts, as the water in the neighborhood

of sinkings almost invariably is, has two

properties, lis freezing point is lowered,

and its specilic heat is also lowered.

Kor practical i)urposes. however, it will

be sufficiently accurate to take the speci-

fic heat of the water in the strata to be

frozen as 1. The specific gravity of water

in which salts are dissolved, is also in-

creased, but for practical purposes again

it will be sufficient to take it as i, and to

take the gallon of the water to be frozen

as weighing to lb.

Hence from every gallon of water to

be frozen, assuming its normal tempera-

ture to be 70 deg F., 380 B.t.u. must be

abstracted in order to reduce it to the

freezing point, then a further 1420 B.t.u.

must be abstracted in order to bring the

whole of the water to the frozen con-

dition.

Other Sources of He.\t

Every substance, it is well known, ex-

ists either in the gaseous, liquid, or sol-

id condition, owing to the presence or

absence of a certain definite quantity of

heat. Thus while to raise the tempera-

ture of I lb. of water i deg. F. requires

the expenditure of one heat unit, to con-

vert the same pound of water into steam

at the boiling point requires 966 B.t.u. at

ordinary barometric pressure. Again,

the latent heat of water, which enables it

to maintain the liquid condition, is 142

B.t.u.

That is to say, after the water has

been reduced to the freezing tempera-

ture, 142 B.t.u. must be abstracted from

every pound or 1420 units from every

gallon, to reduce the water to the solid

condition, ice. The specific heat of ice is

only 0.5, as against water I. Hence to

lower the temperature of the ice from

the freezing point to o deg. P., or there-

abouts, the practice usually followed in

sinking by freezing, i6 B.t.u. must be ab-

stracted from every pound of ice, or tak-

ing the calculation back to the water, 160

B.t.u. must be taken from every gallon.

Putting these figures together, i960, or

roughly. 2000, B.t.u. must be abstracted

from every gallon of water present, that

i> to be converted into ice, in the ice

wall that is to be formed.

This is, however, only a part of the

lu.-at that must be abstracted. .-Xs ex-

plained, the temperature of the sand, the

clay, the limestone, or W'hatever the

water may be held in, must be lowered to

the same temperature, in this case taken

as o deg. !•'., to which the water that is

imprisoned in it is reduced. In order

to calculate the number of heat units re-

quired to be abstracted from the sand,

etc., it is necessary to know, first the

quantity of sand present, say in a gallon

of water, and secondly, the specific heat

of the sand. .\t Washington colliery it

was found after freezing, that the sand

contained 37 per cent, of water by vol-

ume, or 19.6 per cent, by weight. Put

in another way, in every cubic foot of

the strata, there was about 1098 cu.in. of

sand, and 630 cu.in. of water.

When the dimensions of the ice wall

arc known, it is a simple calculation to

be wise, as in all engineering work, to al-

low a liberal margin for unforeseen con-

tingencies, the margin being as usual al-

lowed in the refrigerating plant.

In addition to the above, if the ice wall

is to remain intact, while the sinking pro-

ceeds, heat niu>t be continually removed
as it is delivered to it. If left to itself,

the ice wall will slowly melt away, owing

to the action of the water, as explained

above, and to conduction of heat from

the neighboring strata. The thermal con-

ductivity of ice is much lower than that

of the water and the stratum from whiclv

the ice wall was formed, but some heat

will be constantly passing to the outer

surface of the ice w.'dl, and from it to

the interior, the result being as explained.

The quantity of heat that will be de-

livered to the ice wall, may be deter-

mined approximately from Peclett's for-

mula. It depends directly upon the sur-

face exposed, and upon the difference of

temperature between the surface of the-

Part o[ Outer Briue Rtug

A
Outer Veitlciil

Brine Tube
Outer Vorlleal
BrlueTube

m.\GK.\.M SHOWING CO.VNECTIONS OF VERTICAL TUBES WITH BRINE RINGS

liiul its cubic content, and then taking 63

per cent, of this to be sand, where that

is the substance in which the water is

held, and 37 per cent, of water, and con-

verting these by means of their respec-

tive specific gravities into pounds, or in the

case of water, into gallons, multiplying

the gallons of water by 2000 will give

the number of heat units that must be

abstracted to reduce the water to ice at

o deg. The number of heat units to

reduce the sand or other substance to the

same temperature will be found by mul-

tiplying the weight in pounds by the spe-

cific heat, and by 70, assuming the tem-

perature of the sand to have been origi-

nally 70 deg. F.

To Maintain Frozen Walls

This calculation, which may be put

into a formula that will give the total

number of heat units that must be ab-

stracted from the stratum and the water

held in it, in order that the ice wall may
be formed. This number, it will be un-

derstood, is the minimum number of heat

units that must be abstracted, and it will

ice wall and the substances in contact

with it. Again a liberal allowance should

be made in the plant that is designed

to maintain the temperature of the ice

wall at o deg. F., but the plant that is em-
ployed to create the ice wall, should in

every case be more than sufficient to

maintain it.

How THE Heat Is Abstracted

.\ ring of vertical pipes is fixed in the

ground containing the water to be frozen,

and carried from it to the surface. In

practice the holes are sunk from the sur-

face to the water-bearing strata, and

through them to the depth to which it is

decided to carry the ice wall. The tubes

are placed usually from 3 to 4 ft. apart,

the number varying with the diameter of

the ice cylinder to be formed.

The actual freezing arrangement con-

sists of two concentric tubes, which must
stand in the ground absolutely vertical.

The bottom end rf the outer tube is

closed, and the bottom end of the inner

tube is sometimes fitted with a strainer

or something of the kind, to prevent the

passage of grit, etc. The inner tube is
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usually from i to ij^ in. in diameter, or

larger with very deep sinkings. The size

of the outer tube will vary with the

depth of the ice cylinder, its thickness

and diameter. At Washington the outer

tubes were 4 in. in diameter, and at Daw-
don 5 in.

The cooling action of the pipes in

which the cold brine is circulating de-

pends directly upon the surface of the

pipe exposed to the stratum, and the waier

contained in it ; hence the deeper the sink-

ing, etc., the larger the tube.

Fixing the tubes in an absolutely verti-

cal position presents the greatest difficulty

of the process. Holes are drilled where

rock or clay has to be passed through, or

bored with a sharp-edged tube, and a

sand pump, where sand is passed through,

the holes being considerably larger in

diameter than the outer freezing tubes to

be employed .At Washington the holes

the exposure of the shaft work that is

not to be frozen, to the very low temper-

ature attained in the other strata.

Installing the Appar.atus

It is the usual practice with the German
engineers mentioned, to sink a shallow

forepit, larger in diameter than the ice

cylinder is to be, to accommodate the ap-

paratus to be employed in freezing. At

Washington, the forepit was 24 ft. in

diameter, and was sunk to a depth of

24 ft. At Dawdon the forepit was 36 ft.

in diameter, and was sunk to a depth

of 8 ft. In the forepit, all the boring

etc., is carried on, . and the connections

to the freezing tubes are made.

There are two horizontal concentric

rings of pipes fixed in the neighborhood

of the tubes and completely surrounding

the shaft. These two rings correspond tc

tlic bus bars of an electrical distribu-

liinor Brlnp King
at Pit Top

Outer P.rliie King

ut Pit Top

>vBrine Pump
Brine Tank

IIKI.NI: CIKCUIT for freezing PLANT FOR SINKING

were 6 in. in diameter, and at Dawdon
they ranged from gj4 in- at the top to

6% in. at the bottom.

The holes, when drilled or bored, are

lined with guide tubes, practically filling

the bore hole, and inside of this the outer

freezing tubes are first fixed, and then the

inner tubes. Where the tubes have to pass

through a considerable depth of strata

not required to be frozen, as at Dawdon,

it is the practice of the German engi-

neers who carried out the sinking at

that colliery, to fix a third set of tubes

between the inner and outer tubes, for

the depth that is not required to be

frozen. The third set of tubes is con-

nected to the outer tubes, and it is ar-

ranged that the brine flows between the

inner and the middle tubes, leaving an air

space between the middle tube and the

outer, and so to a certain extent insula-

ting the strata and the shaft work that

may have been done above the stratum

to be frozen. The object of this ar-

rangement is two-fold. It lessens the

work the brine and therefore the com-

pressors have to perform, and it avoids

tion system. The inner ring is connect-

ed to the cold end of the brine tank, the

outer to the warmer end, the inner pipes

being connected to the inner ring, and

the outer pipes to the outer ring. A
Iiump is included in the circuit between

the brine tank and the rings, and the

brine is kept circulating from the brine

tank to the inner ring, thence down
through the inner tube, up the outer tube

to the outer ring, thence to the pump and

to the brine tank. In the brine tank it

flows over the evaporating coils through

which the ammonia or carbonic acid are

continuously passing and evaporating, be-

ing cooled in the process, the heat taken

from the stratum and the water surround-

ing the tubes being carried by the brine

to the evaporator, and thonce to the con

densing water.

The guide tubes arc removed after

the freezing tubes are properly in posi

tion. The temperature of the brine is

not increased to a very large extent, 2 or

3 deg. C. ; 3.6 to 5.4 deg. F.. being the

average. Efficiency in this case is secured

by only a small increase of temperature

in the brine accompanied by a rapid cir-

culation. .In all cases where heat is made
to pass from any substance, through a

metal diaphram to a liquid or a gas, or

vice versa, the higliest efficiency is ob-

tained when the liquid or the gas flows

over the metal surface in a thin stream,

and at a comparatively high velocity. The
cold surface of metal produced in the

outer freezing tube extracts heat from

the layer of water and sand, etc., imiue-

diately adjoining the tube; this layer, hav-

ing its temperature lowered, extracts heal

from the layer beyond it, and so on, a se-

ries of concentric cylinders being pro-

duced, the temperature of each cylindei

being higher as it recedes from the pipe.

The layer of water immediately in con-

nection with the pipe naturally becomes

frozen very quickly, and it tends to set up

a resistance to the passage of heat from

the outer layers, ice having a higher ther-

mal resistance than water. If the proc-

ess is continued, however, long enough,

and the plant is sufficiently powerful, the

frozen area gradually e.xtends outward

from each tube, until the cylinders

formed by adjoining tubes connect, and

when these are welded together, the ice

wall is formed. As long as the work

is to go on in the shaft, these cylinders

must be maintained at the low tempera-

ture mentioned, and the junctions between

adjacent cylinders must also be main-

tained, and this, in spite of the constant

delivery of heat to every part of the ice

wall, by the water, etc., from the outside.

The Power Required

A cold-storage plant is rated as a one-

ton plant, a two-ton plant, etc., ac-

cording to the quantity of refrigeration

it is capable of accomplishing in twenty-

four hours. A one-ton plant is sup-

posed to be capable of performing the

equivalent refrigeration to that that

would be produced by the melting of one

ton of ice, at 32 deg. F. in 24 hours. The
American ton is 2000 lb., while the Brit-

ish ton is 2240 lb. Hence the Ameri-

can ice ton is 284.000 B.t.u., and the

British is 318,080 B.t.u.

When ice is to be formed, it is usual

to divide the ratings by two. Thus a one-

ton machine should do the same work in

cooling the air of a cold store, as would

be done by the melting of one ton of ice,

but it will not produce one ton of ice. In

the present matter it will be wiser to al-

low even a larger margin, and for this

reason. Artificially made ice is usually re-

duced to a temperature of from 15 deg. F.

to 17 deg. F., whereas the ice wall in the

present case will be at only a few de-

grees F., and the lower the temperature

to which it is reduced, the better it will

stand.

To find the size of plant required

for performing the operation of freezing

an ice wall, the cubical contents of the

ice wall have to be calculated, and the

heat units to be abstracted respectively
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from the water and tlie sand or rocks

taken, this being the total work to be

done.

The whole of the freezing can be

carried out within certain limits, in as

long or as short a time as the engineer

chooses, the smaller the time in which
the freezing is to take place, the larger

the plant required for the purpose. At
Dawdon colliery, I calculate that, from
the quantity of brine circulating, and the

increase of temperature in the brine,

over 17,000,000 B.t.u. were abstracted pel-

day, and the total heat abstracted from
the water, sand, rock, etc., was 1,600,-

000,000 B.t.u.

The OpER.\rioN at Dawdon Coixierv

The freezing process occupied 185

days, and the work done by the brine

was the equivalent of that done by the

melting of 60 tons of ice per day. The
plant supplied consisted of four units,

each having a capacity of 40 tons, or 160

tons altogether. This would give a pos-

sible ice-making capacity, following the

usual rule witli ordinary ice plants, of

80 tons per day, and provide the usual

working margin. The freezing could

have been accomplished in approximately

half the time, by the provision of a plant

of double the capacity. If the plant had
had only half the capacity, the freezing

would still have been accomplished, but

it would have taken probably more than

double the time.

The most powerful plant that could

possibly be put on the ground could not

form the ice cylinder in less than a cer-

tain minimum time, and on the other

hand, if the capacity of the plant was be-

low a certain figure, the ice wall could

not begin to form, as the heat could

not be carried off sufficiently fast to al-

low it. The limits on each side, as usual,

can be calculated if all the factors are

known, but again as usual, are found
from practical experience.

For ammonia, the rule for the com-
pressor is that for each ton of refrig-

eration, or each half ton of actual ice-

making capacity, the compressor should
be able to transfer 4J/5 cu.ft. of gas

per minute from the expansion coils to

the condensing coils, and the capacity

of any given ammonia compressor may
be found from the formula

:

7500

•

where C is the capacity in tons, P is

the area of the piston in square inches, L
the length of the stroke in inches, and
.V the number of single strokes per min-
ute.

Or per contra, the size of the compres-
sor required may be found from the

formula

:

,,_ Cx 75000

LJV

Refrigeration compressors work at a

very much lower piston speed than mod-
ern steam engines, 200 ft. per minute or
thereabouts.

Cooling Water

The above figures are on the supposi-

tion that the cooling water for the con-

denser is at the temperature of 70 deg.

F. For every 5 deg. the temperature of

the cooling water exceeds 70 deg. F., the

capacity of the compressor is reduced by

I per cent., and for every 5 deg. below
that temperature it is increased i per

cent. The quantity of cooling water re-

quired in the condenser will vary again

with its initial and final temperatures.

At so deg. F., with atmospheric conden-

sers, it is usual to allow J^ gal. per min.,

the quantity increasing with the initial

temperature to 2 gal. per min. at 85

deg. F., the cooling water being supposed

to leave the condenser at a temperature

of 95 deg. F. Where there is plenty of

cooling water, it is wiser to use a larger

quantity, and not to allow the tenipera-

Miildle Pipe Id

Sliatt to Insulate
Uppoi' I'orilonot
Outer Brine ripe
In Shalt.

Inner Brine
Pipe in Shaft

.VRKAXGEMENT OF VERTICAL TUBES IN SHAFT

lure to rise much. For submerged con-

densers the quantity of water required

will be from 20 to 25 per cent, more
than with atmospheric condensers. In

the submerged conden.<;er, the water has

to do the whole of the work, while the

evaporation by the atmosphere does a

portion of it with atmospheric conden-
sers.

The brine tanks are usually arranged

to have 60 cu.ft. of brine capacity per

ton of refrigeration, that is, per half ton

of ice-making capacity. At Dawdon, the

four brine tanks contained 20,000 gal. of

brine. The length of the evaporating

coils in the brine tanks will again vary
with the size of the pipes. The cooling

effect depends directly upon the surface

exposed to the brine, and a smaller length

of a larger pipe can be employed where
it is convenient to do so. The usual rule

is for i-in. pipe, a length of 150 ft. per

ton of refrigeration, and for a 2-in. pipe,

90 ft. Ai Dawdon the evaporating coils

were 8000 ft., and at Washington, 2000
ft. ; both I in. in diameter.

A New Method op Employing the
Freezing Process

Since writing the above, information

has come of a new process that has been

worked out in Germany, which presents

many advantages over the system de-

scribed. In this system a hint appears to

have been taken from the Kind-Chaud-
ron method.

The shaft is sunk in the ordinary way
to a little above the level of the water-

bearing stratum. Then the freezing appa-

ratus is put in, and only a small depth of

the water-bearing stratum is frozen at

once. The freezing apparatus consists of a
cylinder, approximately the diameter of the

shaft, 44 in. in hight, as employed in Ger-
many, its lower end being closed by a

hemisphere. The cylinder and the hemis-

phere are divided into twenty sections,

each one of which can be removed from
the apparatus, and replaced at will. Each
section carries brine pipes, and the whole
apparatus is insulated thermally on the

inside.

When the freezing is first begim, the

Outer Brine
PlpecnShatl

Inner Brine
Pipe In Shalt

ARRANGEMENT OF CONNECTING FREEZING

TUBES

cylinder and hemisphere are put together

and fixed in position at the bottom of

the shaft, and brine circulated through
them. It is stated that an ice wall is

produced, extending up the shaft to a
distance of three tubbing rings, and down
the shaft to a sufficient distance for ex-

cavating a sufficient depth to put in an-

other tubbing ring. The ice wall is also

formed on the outside, to a sufficient

distance to protect the whole of the in-

terior, when excavation commences.
When the ice wall is formed, the

process again differs from that employed
in the Poetsch system, employed at Daw-
don and elsewhere. Two sections of the

cylinder and hemisphere are thawed, and
the ground in their immediate neighbor-

hood is also partially thawed, sufficient

for excavation to be carried on. Sinking

in those two sections is completed, then

the next two sections are thawed, and
the sinking completed in those, and so

on, all the way round, the tubbing be-

ing placed in position, and the whole

process begun again. It is stated that
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ihe external ice wall remains solid while

the excavation is being carried on, sec-

tion by section.

It occurs to me that possibly a modifi-

cation of the Poetsch and the Oetling

system, that last described, may be pos-

sible in certain cases. In place of carry-

ing the concentric tubes from the sur-

face through the water-bearing stratum,

sinking might be carried on by freezing a

small portion at a time, by a ring of short

lengths of tubes, carried down from

temporary excavations at different levels,

and further, that in place of concentric

tubes, which must always present diffi-

culties if short lengths are employed, a

simple U joint at the bottom of the tube

might be made use of.

Reflections of a Philosophical

Axman

By R. a. Read*

The axman should be a strong, active

man with a love for the work.

While good men may be recruited from
almost any walk of life, it has been no-

ticed that the ex-bank clerk and the

student along psychological lines have in

many instances been extraordinarily suc-

cessful—the former by reason of his abil-

ity to take care of the munificent salary

paid him, and the latter because of his

training as a mind reader.

It has also been noticed that? twins. make
good a.xmen because of their ability to be
in two places at the same time.

The axman's hours of work should be-

gin approximately one hour before the

party is ready to take the field, and his

first duty should consist in preparing about

six dozen stakes which will be carried in

a basket provided by the company for

that purpose, a small bond for which will

be required as a means of protection in

the event of any accident to the basket.

The stakes should be preferably of wood
neatly pointed at one end and carefully

planed on two sides so as to provide a

suitable field for the talents of the stake

artist. In the event of a shortage of

stakes occurring in the field, any trees

found growins in the vicinity may be

utilized for the purpose. Axmen are

warned against sharpening stakes with

their teeth for, while $1 a month is de-

ducted from all salaries as a means of

encouragement to the company physician,

it is no part of the company's plan that he

shall be expected to earn this.

The axes should be of the finest

har\'eyized steel and should be carefully

sharpened after each stake is driven, it

having been noticed that the driving of

stakes is considerably harder on the tool

than either the cutting or sharpening.

In the event of the head chainman re-

questing permission to drive a stake or

two by way of a rest, the a.x should be

cheerfully turned over to him with some

civil amenity anent the state of the

weather, etc. The axman proper should

tlicn prepare to hold the stake as in-

dicated by the chainman. Should a mal-

adroit stroke on the part of a careless or

inexperienced man descend on a finger or

wrist, avoid bad language, indicate the

proper method by means of the voice, or

merely rap on. the ground with the free

hand.

In conclusion, the attention of the ax-

man is drawn to the necessity of perfect

harmony in each party. In replying to the

instrument man avoid such expressions as,

"You're a liar," "I know better," "Go to

H ," etc., and endeavor to remember
at all times that a gentlemanly bearing is

one of the first requisites of a successful

axman. By a careful study of his super-

iors, the axman can do much toward ren-

dering pleasant the general relations of

the integral parts of the partj', and his

efforts along these lines will-go far toward
establishing that esprit de corps, without

which nothing truly great is ever ac-

complished.

Glance as an Original Copper

Ore

Bv J. Voi.NEV Lewis*

Professor Kemp, in his admirable arti-

cle on "Some new points in the geology

of the copper ores,'" has called attention

again to die erroneous old idea that chal-

copyrite is the original copper ore from

which all the others have been derived by

various secondary processes, and has em-
phasized the great superiority of chal-

cocite, or glance, as the actual and poten-

tial source of the world's supply of copper.

It is of interest in this connection to

note that in a recent study of the numer-

ous copper localities in the Triassic belt

of New Jersey^ I have found chalcocite

to be invariably the original and essen-

tial ore in those deposits that are closely

associated with intrusive igneous rocks,

as at the old mines near Arlington and

Griggstown, while at a greater distance

from such intrusives this mineral is found

but sparingly and native copper predom-

inates. It istrue that many of these locali-

ties are like the old mine at Bristol, Con-

I'ecticut, in their unsatisfactory records as

producers, but this is also true of most

of the old Appalachian chalcopyrite de-

posits.

The New Jersey deposits seem to be the

lesult of ascending thermal waters, prob-

ably of magmatic origin, carrying cu-

'Steptoe Valley Smeltine nnd Mining
Company. McGIII, Nevada.

•Professor of Geology In Rutgers College,
New Brunswick, N. J.

'The Journal, June 22, 1907, p. 1102.

'"The Newark (Triassic) copper ores of
New Jersey," Annual Report of the State
Geologist of New Jersey for 1906. Abstract
In Kmnomle Grnlniip, vol. II. p. 242.

prous sulphate in solution. These de-

posited glance in the immediate vicinity

of the heated igneous mass and native

copper on passing up into the cooler

strata, as demonstrated experimentally by

H. N. Stokes, in the laboratory of the U.

S. Geological Survey.' The native copper

is often associated with extrusive sheets

of diabase in the Watchung mountains,

but in other cases it is far removed from

them, and it probably sustains no genetic

connection with them anywhere. While
this hypothesis coincides admirably with

Mr. Weed's conclusions for other dis-

tricts, it is quite at variance with his in-

terpretation of these particular deposits,*

which he attributes to "alteration due to

ordinary atmospheric waters, the ad-

jacent shales absorbing and retaining the

copper by the so called absorption pro-

cess." There are many places in the

Triassic belt of New Jersey to which this

explanation cannot possibly be applied.

Antimony Mining in Turkey

Consul E. L. Harris writes from

Smyrna in regard to the present condition

of antimony mining in Turkey. It ap-

pears that antimony ores are pretty well

distributed throughout Asia Minor and
they usually are found as fissure veins

with which pyrite is sometimes associated.

The condition of antimony ore mining is

not very regular, as existing conditions

make the cost of delivering ore at a sea

port about $44 a ton, and profitable mining

is possible only when the antimony market

is high.

The most important producing district

is Murat Dagh, between the towns of

Ushak and Kutaya. In this section, stib-

nite is found in quartz outcroppings and
averages about 70 per cent, metallic an-

timony. At present the only producing

mine is the Djinli Kaya at Odemish. This

mine has a rather crude concentrating

plant of 40 tons daily capacity. The plants

lose about 30 per cent, of the pure ore

in slimes and waste. It is stated that a

complete refining plant which was erected

on the property proved too costly to oper-

ate and it is now in ruins.

The concentrated ore is shipped from

Smyrna, almost entirely to England.

Transportation is generally by camel at

a cost of I2c. per ton mile. Aver-

age daily wages are as follows : Ex-
pert miners, 50 to 75c. ; timbermen, 75
to 87c. ; ordinary laborers, 25 to 37c. The
Government charges a royalty of S per

cent on the gross value of the ore and a

I per cent, customs duty. The output in

igos was 450 tons, of which 350 were

from Djinli Kaya, and during 1906, 830

tons.

'Economic Oeology, vol. I, 1906. pp. 644-
B50.

•Ann. Rep. State Geol. of N. J. for 1902,
p. 1.")!. and "Copper Mines of the World,"
New York, 1907, p. 267.
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The Broken Hill Proprietary

Company

If

This conip;iny owns extensive silver-

lead properties in the Broken Hill dis-

trict in New South Wales. Its latest re-

port is for the half-year ended May 31,

i()07. riio ilircctors' report says that

the continuance of high metal values has

resulted in a satisfactory balance ; the

profit for the half-year was £308,238, as

against £314,284 for the previous six

months, and this notwithstanding an in-

crease in wages and other heavy charges

which have come into operation since

November last. The profit per ton of ore

treated was £1 os. gd., against £1 is. id.

per ton, the increase in wages being equal

to about 2s. 2d. per ton of ore. The
accounts now presented show an increase

in the reserve fund of £25,000, bringing

it up to £225,000, while the insurance

funds have been increased to £35,000.

Two dividends (148 and 149) of is. 6d

each, and two bonuses of is. per share,

amounting in all to £240,000, were dis-

tributed among shareholders. The gross

profit for the half-year amounted to

£331,125, which, after deducting £22. xS6

for depreciation, leaves a net profit of

£308,238. The sum of £17,386 has been

expended in construction, of which sum

£10,349 was on account of plant and ma-

•chinery, practically duplicating various

plants ; £3341 for electric power plant and

£1265 for zinc concentration plant. After

making due provision for all outstanding

liabilities, there remain liquid assets, in

cash, bullion, and other convertible

stocks, representing a total value of

£686.420, inclusive of the reserve and in-

surance funds.

The general manager's report says that

operations during the half-year were in-

terrupted by holidays. The output of

crude ore from the mine reached a total

of 290,088 tons. The fire which broke

out in February, 1906, still continues to

smolder between the limits imposed by

the water-curtains. During the early

months of the term it showed some ac-

tivity near the bottom of the open cut,

well within the boundaries of the water-

curtains ; no inconvenience, however, was
felt underground.

The rainfall was very light, only 1.44

in. in six months, so that no water was

conserved in the dams.

The classes of ore mined were as fol-

lows: Sulphide, 289.029: oxidized. 1059;

total, 290,088 tons.

Steady work was accomplished in the

concentration mills during the period.

282,279 tons having been treated, produc-

ing 47.394 tons of concentrates and 36.-

157 tons of smelter slimes; the recovery

of lead and silver showed a small in-

crease over that of the previous term

from a slightly lower grade crude ore.

Several minor improvements have been

introduced, anil experiments in coniicc-

liciM with various types of re-grinders for

further reducing the ore are approaching

completion. The re-treatment plant, at-

tached to these mills, handled 32,545 tons

of slimy tailings from the old dumps,

producing 2243 tons of lead concentrates,

and 7707 tons of smelter slimes, the resi-

dues going to the zinc plant.

During half-year 116,240 tons of tail-

ings from the ore-dressing mills and

dumps were treated, producing 25,353

tons of zinc concentrates. The grade of

concentrates produced shows an ap-

preciable improvement, largely in conse-

quence of the substitution of deep pans

for the shallow pans formerly in use. In

order to provide a larger quantity of suf-

ficiently ground feed for this process, a

re-grinding plant is being erected, con-

sisting of IS grinding pans and appur-

tenances for the purpose of reducing ihc

coarse tailings from tlie mills to the re-

quired fineness ; the first section, consist-

ing of four pans, is now approaching

completion.

A total of 1 133 tons of sulphuric acid

(strong) was produced during the period.

The plant worked smoothly and satis-

factorily. To provide for increased re-

quirements, two additional chambers, Gay
Lussac, Glover, scrubbing and cooling

towers, together with another sulphur-

burner, are being added to this plant.

In all 42,941 tons of lump slimes were
built into kilns, or about 6000 tons more
than for the previous half-year, and 43,-

293 tons of sintered material were
despatched to the smelting works.

At Port Pirie, eight smelters were in

operation for the first five months of the

term, after which an additional smelter

was blown in to cope with the in

creased quantity of material available.

Work done at this plant showed a fur-

ther slight improvement in the recovery

of lead. The following table shows the

work done by the smelters

:

Treated. Perc'tage.

Kaolin and sillclnus ores 8,lfi2 7.tJ4
(Inclusive or purchased oces)

Sulphide coucentratos., 55,318 51. 7K
Sintered slimes 13,352 40. .w

kaolin, 672; sulphide ore, 3,025; tola'

56,778 tons.

At the refinery 29,443 'ons of bullion

were treated, as against 29,520 tons dur-

ing the previous half-year, producing:

Silver (fine), 2,085,653 oz. ; gold, 909 oz.

;

lead (soft), 28,701 tons; antimonial lead,

319 tons. The dore plant treated 21499
iiunces of dore bullion, producing 009 or..

gold.

During the half-year the manager con-

tinued making and tempering retorts of

\arious mixtures of imported and colon-

ial clays, and had a trial run with the

furnace, practically testing the retorts.

The later retorts put into the furnace

having satisfactorily withstood working
conditions, there is every reason to thini<

that when a sufficient supply of tem-

pered retorts of the same mixture is

available regular running of this furnace

will be possible. In view of the time re-

quired to temper the retorts, progress is

necessarily slow.

During the period 16,530 tons of lime-

stone were conveyed from Point Turton
to Port Pirie. Work proceeded without

interruption. At the coke works all the

ovens were kept in const.ant operation,

with the exception of a few days lost as

a result of the coal lumper's strike in

New South Wales.

Operations both at the mine and at

Port Pirie have been materially hamp-
ered during the past six months through
a shortage of skilled and unskilled labor,

necessitating the importation of men for

both establishments from the neighboring

States. The position now shows some
improvement in this respect.

Protjucfion of Goldfield, Nevada

By Robert B. Todd*

Total 106,832 1110.0(1

In addition to the foregoing, there

were re-treated : Flue dust, 835 tons ; re-

finery drosses, 4003; total, 4838 tons, pro-

ducing: Lead, 2857 tons; silver, 232,769

oz. ; gold, 1429 oz. ; thus making the total

quantity passed through the smelters for

the half-year, 111,670 tons.

Four out of the five roasters were in

constant operation. A gas producer was
installed at one of the roasters, replacing

the ordinary fire-boxes formerly in use.

and has proved so satisfactory as regards

economy and general convenience that

the balance of the plant is being similarly

equipped. The plant dealt with the fol-

lowing quantities: Concentrates and
slimes, 53,081 tons; smelting ore and

Basing the estimate upon the weekly
production of June, July, August and the

first week in September, the Goldfield

district, Nevada, is shipping ore at the

rate of 157,144 tons per annum. Estima-
ting the average value of this output at

$i(X) per ton, the value of the annual pro-

duction at the present rate is $I5,7I4,4(X>.

The average weekly production was 2239
tons for June, 3672 tons for July and

3545 tons for August. The average for

15 weeks ending Sept. 7, was 3022 tons.

During that period the mines sent out

21,180 tons by company workings and

24,154 tons by lessees' operations. The
heaviest producer was the Mohawk mine
with an output of 8151 tons. The Mo-
hawk-Combination lease shipped 6220

tons; the Consolidated, 5908; the Mo-
h.awk-Jumbo lease, 5475 ; and the Little

Florence lease, 3334 tons.

•Prpsldent. Nevada-California Prospectlnu
Company, (ioldfleld. Nev.
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Daniel Willis James

In Daniel Willis James, head of Phelps,

Dodge & Co.. who died recently, the coun-

try lost a citizen of great and unusual

value. To him was properly applied the

term "captain of industry." The follow-

ing appreciation is expressed by the

Evening Post:

Mr. James did not know how to

advertise himself. He put his name
on no libraries or hospitals. No one

trumpeted his industrial achieveinents, or

was paid to tell for him the story of

how he opened large areas of the South-

west to industry and agriculture. When
he added a million dollars recently to his

former large donations to Union Theolog-

ical Seminary, it was merely announced

that the money came from "a friend."

To Amherst College, to Oberlin, to Co-

lumbia, to Hartford Theological Semin-

ary, as to the Cathedral of St. John, he

gave richly. Yet no one complained be-

cause he had the means to do it, for his

fortune was honestly amassed, without the

aid of special privilege or legislation. It

is trite to say of a man like this that he is

a city's and a nation's test asset. Yet it

is right to dwell on it at a time when the

abuse of wealth and the mulcting of

the people by dishonest methods are the

two topics uppermost in people's minds.

Like Marshall Field. Mr. James honored

the name of merchant ; he showed, too,

that success and honor in such a career

by no means carry with them moral de-

terioration or an inability to appreciate

the true values of life.

Tennessee Mineral Production

The official report of the mineral pro-

duction of the State of Tennessee for

1906 has been issued. The figures for all

products except coal and coke are given

below

:

Copper—Ihe lota] quantity of copper

ore mined in 1906 was 539,381 short tons

;

quantity treated, 538,141 tons, from which

there was produced 17,354,781 lb. copper.

The average yield was 32.25 lb. per ton,

or 1.6 per cent. The number of mine

employees was 628, and the amount paid

for labor was $346,496, an average of

$531-75 per man.

Lead—The total quantity of ore raised

was 1248 short tons; the lead produced

from ore 75 tons, the number of men
employed was 23, and they received $1300

in wages.

Zinc—The quantity of ore and rock

mined was 600 tons, from which 25 short

tons of concentrates were obtained. There

were 7 men employed, to whom $650 was

paid.

Iron—The production of iron ore in

long tons was: Brown hematite. 603,509;

red hematite, '275,550 ; total, 879,059. The

average value was $1.42 per ton at mines.

There wore 1980 employees at the mines.

who received $700,060 in wages, an aver-

age of $351.97. The average number of

days worked was 248. There were 270

horses and mules employed in the mines.

Explosives used were 20,644 kegs powder

and 81,431 lb. dynamite.

The quantity of pig iron made in the

State was 434,388 long tons, the average

value of which was $14.60 per ton at fur-

nace. The average yield of the ore

smelted was 42.16 per cent, in inetallic

iron. There were 1514 men employed at

the furnaces; the total amount paid in

wages was $686,502, an average of

$453.44 per man.

Barytes—The total product for 1906

was 1754 short tons. The number of

men employed was 23, and they received

$2620 in wages. The average value of

the product was $3.61 per ton.

Fluorspar—The total product was 120

short tons, the average value being $7.13

per ton. There were 13 men employed,

who received $1015 in wages.

Phosphates—The total production of

the State was 499,815 long tons ; sales

were 516,312 tons, of which 99,982 tons

were for export. The average selling

prices were $3.69 per ton for domestic

use, and $4.55 for e.xport. The number of

employees was 2213; the wages paid were

$695,841, or $314.43 per man. The total

value of the product was $1,853,840 at

mines; the sales realized $1,979,972 in all.

Strength of Chains^

Bv N. A. CARLE.t

Manganese Deposits in Haiti

Vice-Consul Alexander Battiste, of

Port au Prince, reports that a, concession

was obtained from the Haitian Govern-
ment by a business man in his district to

exploit a mine of manganese discovered

about three years ago in Coteaux, Prov-

ince of Cayes. The ore is said to be rich

and to be found in sufficient quantities to

make the working of the mines profitable.

An important fact which gives value to

the concession is that the central point of

deposit lies within 700 m. from the coast,

and the workable surface dominates in a

straight line the seacoast, thereby making
it easy to transport the ore to the coast at

a small cost by means of a suspended rail-

way.

A settlement has been arrived at in the

agitatiort which has been going on for

some months past with the colliery en-

gine-keepers of Scotland, says the London
Engineer. After protracted negotiations,

the employers have made certain conces-

sions bringing a large body of the winding
engiremen from a 12 hour shift down to

an eight, nine, and ten hours shift. A
pennanent advisory board has also to be

appointed of five or six members from
each side to consider cases which will not

be provided for by the scale which has

teen arranged.

The factors entering into the strength

of a chahi are of such a nature that

although the diameter of stock and kind

of material are known, it is not easy to

calculate the ultimate breaking stress. It

has been found more satisfactory to test

about I per cent, of the finished chain

links to destruction and thus get a prac-

tical demonstration of the actual break-

ing stress. The carrying capacity of the

chain is then rated at one-third of the

average breaking stress, and the finished

chain is given a proof test of one-half' of

the breaking stress.

These values have been tabulated over

a considerable period, and an average

value obtained for different sizes of chain

which is now accepted as the carryitig

capacity for a properly constructed chain.

A table of this kind is published in Kent's

Hand-book for "D. B. G. Special Crane"

and "Crane'' chains manufactured by the

Pcncoyd Iron Works.

The accompanying chart is a graphical

presentation of this table, showing the

breaking stress and approximate weight

for these two kinds of chains up to iH
in. diameter. The factors of safety

have been added for reading the safe

working load directly from the chart.

Examples

(i). What will be the safe workuig

load for a x}i-'m. D. B. G. special crane

chain with a factor of safety of 3?

Starting with 1% in. "Size of Chain,"

read up to "D. B. G. Special Crane," then

across to 3 "Factor of Safety," and down
to 25,050 "Safe Working Load."

(2).. What size chain should be used

with a factor of safety of 4 for a safe

working load of 25.000 pounds?

Starting with 25,000 lb. "Safe Work-
ing Load," read up to 4 "Factor of

Safety," then over to "D. B. G. Special

Crane," and down to I 5/16 "Size of

Cliain." If ordinary "Crane" chain is

selected the size would be l->^ inches.

It is to be noted that the D. B. G. spe-

cial crane chain gives approximately g

per cent, greater strength than ordinary

crane chain. . For chains from J^ in. to

lyi in. diameter, a D. B. G. special crane

chain is approximately equal to an ordi-

nary crane chain of i/i6-in. larger diam-

eter stock.

The minting of nickel coins in the

Republic of Colombia has been ordered.

The new coins will be 25 per cent, nickel

and 75 per cent, copper and will take the

place of one, two and five peso paper

bills.

•An article In Potoer, September, 1907.

tGeneral manager. Northern Colorado
Power Compnny. Denver. Colo.
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The Dover Coalfield in England
Exploration and Development of New Coalfield in Southeastern Part

of England. Measures Taken to Work the Field and Probable Success

B Y EDWARD WALKER
For many years it has been the theory

among geologist5 that coal measures ex-

ist imder the secondary and tertiary rocks

in the southeastern districts of England.

During the past few years these theories

have been verified, and exploring and de-

velopment work has been on a scale large

enough to show that coal exists in suffi-

cient quantity to make a commercial prop-

osition. Tlu' prcsoiit timo is iherofore.

Austen, a land owner in the southeast of

England, to argue that coal mighi simi-

larly exist in his own territories. The
only evidence produced was the similarity

of the surface rocks in the two districts,

chalk, greensand, etc. For some years

.\ustcus' theory received the attention of

eminent geologists, some taking one side

and some the other. .-Xniong those who
wcTo skeptical was Sir Roderick Mudchi-

The First Investig.mions

Bestwich undertook investigations and

came to the conclusion that a chain of

troughs of coal measures would probably

be found in a line between Somerset in

the West of England and the Pas-de-Ca-

lais, in France. Eventually Henry Willctt

undertook in 1871 to make a trial boring,

and the spot chosen was at Netherfield, a

few miles north of Hastings. During

SURFACE WORKS, SHAKESPEARE CLIFF HEAD-GEAR. SHAKESPEARE CLIFF

SURFACE WORKS, TlLMANsTONE SINKING IJRILL AT W.\LDERSHARE BORING

opportune for a short description of the

southeastern coal field.

The reason why geologists turned their

attention to Kent and the southeastern

district of England was the discovery of

the coal deposits in France across the

channel in the department of Pas de Ca-

lais. Coal was first proved to exist there

in 1841. By 1850 a substantial output cor-

roborated the evidence of the borings. In

1852 the now celebrated mines of Cour-
rieres. Lens, and Gruay, were opened up.

The success of the work led Godwin

son. Most of the discussion centered

round the question as to the depth at

which the coal measures would be found,

if at all; whether an anticline would

bring them up to a workable distance

from the surface; and whether certain in-

termediate secondary beds would be

gracious enough to thin out or to be ab-

sent altogether. Godwin Austen gave

evidence before the Royal Commission on

coal supplies of 1866, and won over Best-

wich. who was one of the commission-

ers.

four years the boring was carried on. At

2000 ft. they were still in the Oxford
clay, and had the cheerless prospect of a

considerable thickness of lower oolite,

and new red sandstone to still go through.

The project was therefore abandoned.

Nothing further was done until 1886 when
Sir Edward Watkin, chairman of the

Southeastern Railway, w'as advised by

I'rofessor Boyd Dawkins, to use the aban-

doned channel tunnel works as a basis of

operations for boring. It will be remem-

bered that the Channel Tunnel was the
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favorite scheme of Sir Edward Watkin

for overcoming the drawbacks of the

journey from England to France. After

a shaft had been sunk and the tunnel

driven a short way. the Government

stopped the work, alleging danger from

military invasion. The boring was ac-

cordingly undertaken on the site of the

tunnel works, which are on the shore to

the west of Shakespeare Cliflf, and halfway

between Dover and Folkestone.

The First Discoveries of Coal

By 1800 the boring had got down 1 100

matter, 67.40 fixed carbon and 4>;4 of

ash. Below this are three more seams of

no value, and then at 1500 ft. comes a

seam 2 ft. 6 in. thick, at 1614 ft. a scam

2 ft. 3 in. thick, at 1807 ft. a seam 2 ft. 9

in. thick, at 1875 ft. and 2082 ft. other

small seams, and at 2221 ft. a scam of

good bituminous coal 4 ft. thick. This

is as far as the boring has gone down. A
section of this boring is given in the ac-

companying illustrations.

As regards the present state of the

circular and is 14 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

For I ISO ft. it is lined with cast-iron

tubing, and below that brickwork is used.

Another shaft No. 3 is being sunk a short

distance to the cast of No. 2, and at the

time of writing is 636 ft. down. The ac-

companying photographs give a general

idea of the surface works at present

erected. It will be seen that the works

are on the railway at the foot of the chalk

cliffs. The white of the chalk must not

be mi'it.iken for snow. At the time of my

n
Sh»ke!*i>t*urp Cliff

Bortne

loteft.

lC«8ft.

IJulitM I
I

1;JU ft. C«al d«>ii> » Ukkk oI8IO R.

isnft.ISn ft. CoKl Smih 10 tbidt

190e ft. Coal S«n >4"tbkk

1956 ft. Co«] S«vn IC' thick

H'

1<K0R.

io»; rt.

CMlSfKm
1273 (t.;rO'tbick'

1614 rt.:?; ibick
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KKC n.: U tblok

Stlll BorlBC

llnilwa.vii

^ BoriDtTH

Sc«U-of MiK-

1 J 3 < ^ " s » 1& It U

UI.AGR.\M OF BORINGS

ft. through the chalk, oolites and lias and

at 1125 ft. the first seam of coal was met.

Three more seams were met at 1127 ft.,

1 187 ft. and 1218 ft., but none of these

four were of sufficient thickness and qual-

ity to give satisfaction. The first work-

able seam is that at 1273 ft. which is 20

in. thick, with a layer of good fireclay be-

low. The analysis gives 26.66 volatile

SKETCH M.\P OF DOVER COALFIELD

work, I should say that No. i boring and

sinking, which was on the site of the tun-

nel shaft was abandoned, and the mam

boring from which the above information

was obtained was at No. 2 shaft some 50

ft. to the east of No. i. The main shaft

has been sunk on No. 2, and at the time

of my visit at the end of July it had

reached a depth of 1632 ft. The shaft is

visit preparations were being made for

driving on the seam at 1273 ft., and it was

hoped that before many months, coal in

sufficient quantity for commercial sale

would be brought to the surface.

Character of the Operating Com-

panies

Having pursued the histor>- of the
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workings so far, it is advisable to make
some reference to the finances in connec-
tion with the subject. The work in Kent
has been done under adverse circum-

stances, and I am afraid I must add, with

a good deal of misdirected energy. Cap-
ital has been lost and new money has had
to be raised on several occasions and un-

der onerous terms. The various companies
operating are too numerous to mention.

Suffice it to say that the present owners
of the works at Shakespeare Cliff are the

Kent Collieries, Ltd. This company and
its predecessors undertook, also, trial bor-

ings at Ropersole, Brabourne, and Ellinge.

At Ropersole the coal measures are, not

met with until 2129 ft. below sea-level.

At Brabourne the Old Red Sandstone
came below the Trias, so there were no
coal measures found. The boring at

SmUvcI
Cfcilk-'

Cblorlllc Mul
fltult

depth of 2700 ft. The chalk here is 820

ft. thick, and this together with gault,

greensand, wealden, oolite and lias, brings

the recent beds down to 1394 ft. Here

the coal measures are struck, and there

are numerous coal seams. The most im-

portant are the seam at 1881 ft., which is

3 ft. 4 in. thick; that at 1908 ft., which is

4 ft. 6 in. thick, and that at 2377 ft., which

is 5 ft. 2 in. thick. This last seam has

been named the "Rockefeller," owing to

its riches. The analysis of this coal is

somewhat remarkable, showing 36 to 40

per cent, volatile matter, and 52 to 55 per

cent, fixed carbon. If the analysis is cor-

rect, the coal should be of great value in

gas manufacture. The company has also

undertaken borings at Goodnesborne and

Fredville. Both of these borings have

gnne into wet ground, arid are giving

here, a fact which shows that the engi-

neers feel confident in meeting with coal.

The information so far obtained tends to

show that the coalfield is somewhat re-

stricted in extent. The evidence obtained

at the various borings is not complete,

nor is the information as regards the dip

of the strata reliable. But the geologists

who have followed the subject incline to

the belief that the coal measures so far

discovered consist of a shallow trough,

having its longest axis pointing -n a

northwest to southeast direction. Profes-

sor Boyd Dnwkins has sketched out sec-

tions based on the information obtained at

the Brabourne, Ropersole, Fredville and

Shakespeare Cliff borings, and I give

herewith some illustrations adapted from

his sketches. Other engineers and geolo-

gists do not agree with his interpretation

Boring & Sliiifl ill

ShiikfspiMire CliU

ScaUvel

O0II

Horizontal Scnk'i- 1 In.= IX Miles.

Verticnl Seiik-:- 1 In =2500 Kect.

- c

n

Old Red S-miistcae -i.xo*^^' Lower

Coul Measures

Horizontal Saile:- 1 In.=lX Miles.
Vi Ttical Scale:- 1 In, = 'SOO Feet.

SECTIONS OF DOVER COALFIELD DEDUCED FROM BORINGS

Ellinge got into the coal measures, but

met no coal seams.

In 1904, during one of the many reor-

ganizations, Arthur Burr, who previously

had much to do with the direction of op-

erations, parted company with his col-

leagues, and commenced exploring work
with the financial assistance of another

group. His company is called the Kent
Coal Concessions, Ltd., and there are a

number of subsidiary syndicates which un-

dertake the work in connection with each

boring or sinking enterprise. Mr. Burr
acted on Godwin .Austen's theory that

toward the northeast of Dover the over-

lying beds would be thinner than to the

south and west .

The first operation undertaken by the

new company was the Waldershare bor-

ing. A section of this boring is given in

the accompanying illustration. The sur-

face of the ground is 325 ft. above sea

level, and the bore hole has reached the

some difficulty. Enough has been done

at Fredville to locate three seams, at 1424

ft, 1446 ft., and 1510 ft., respectively.

The lowest of the three seams is 14 ft. 4

in. thick, and is of good quality.

Preli.min.ary Development

No time has been lost in getting to work

and sinking shafts. Three are now un-

der construction ; one is the Snowdown,
adjoining the Fredville boring, another is

the Guilford, to the south of the Walder-

share boring and a third is the Tilman-

stone, which is further to the northeast.

The last-named is the furthest advanced.

The shaft is circular, 14 ft. in diameter,

and lined with 18 in. of brickwork. At
the end of July it was down 707 ft., ten

months having been occupied in sinking

this far. The shaft is still in the chalk,

and it is expected that the coal meas-

ures should be met with at about 1200 ft.

No preliminary boring has been done

of the facts at our disposal, but person-

ally I am inclined to believe that his ex-

planation is as likely to be correct as any.

That the coal measures should exist in

this place in the form of a narrow fold is

only to be expected, considering that the

measures in the Pas-de-Calais are dis-

torted in the same way, and even folded

in a more erratic manner. The boring

operations have been carried out with

efficiency, and I think the results are re-

liable. The machine generally used is

shown in the illustration. It is made by

Thoni, and uses a circular rotating dia-

mond cutter. The core comes up in very

fair condition.

Concluding Rem.arks

I think we may consider that coal de-

posits, of sufficient thickness and extent

to make them workable, have been proved

to exist in the Dover district, but that the

geology has not been sufficiently eluci-
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dated to show quite conclusively how the

seams are arranged. The question

whillur it will pay to work these seams

has yet to be proved. The draw-
backs to be contended with are

lirst, the great depths at which op-

erations have to commence; and second,

the amount of water and the soft strata

met with in sinking. At Shakespeare

Cliff the water in the strata is consider-

able, and the cast-iron tubbing has to be

efficiently calked in order to prevent the

working becoming filled. On the other

hand, it will be possible to obtain a very

fair price for household coal, for the

present price charged locally fo^ coal ob-

tained from the north of England, is com-

paratively high. ,

The directors of operations also point

to the fact that the collieries across the

channel make large profits under equally

The Selection o( Carbon (or

Diamond Drill Bits

Rescue Work in Nova Scotian

Coal Mines

DRILLI.NG T.\CKLE AT WALDERSHARE

adverse physical conditions. It is impos-

sible to say more at the present time.

Mining engineers, both in England and

France, are watching the operations with

keen interest, and are wondering whether

the project will turn out to be a profitable

one.

E.xperience has shown that the best

method of handling tunnel muck is to

place steel sheets on the bottom, close to

the face, before the shots are fired. Ex-

tend these sheets back far enough to re-

ceive all broken rock and keep enough

muck at the face to weight them down
properly. These sheets form a smooth
floor from which the muck can be shov-

eled, but unless they are weighted down,
heavy shots may lift them and mix ther.i

with the muck and thus increase the labor

of loading.

Great care and e.xperience are neces-

sary in selecting carbon for diamond drill

bits. The stones should be as bulky as

possible and nearly round, as thin edges

and irregularities make firm setting dif-

ficult and the projections wear away
quickly. A small blocky stone is more
economical than a larger irregular stone.

Practical drillmcn often prefer whole or

natural stones to fragments of a larger

"broken" diamond as they are water worn
and somewhat rounded. But buyers or-

dinarily prefer the broken stones as the

fresh break enables them to determine ac-

curately the quality of the stone and its

fitness for drilling purposes, while, in the

majority of cases it would be impossible

for them to judge the hardness and grain

I'l the weather-stained natural stone.

Broken stones with a closely knit struc-

uirc and an appearance like fine steel when
broken, and gray or greenish gray in color,

.ui' hard and tough, and each grain will

.icquire a polish under wear. Stones with

.1 coarse or porous grain like coke and

which are dull and lusterless in color will

wear rapidly. The ideal shape for a new
broken stone is the cube.

In selecting whole carbons or natural

stones the preference should be' given to

those which have a bright or polished

grain ; those which are coarse in texture

or show wear, but no polish, should be

avoided. Good carbon will stand heavy

pressure but will break under a blow,

hence care should be taken by the opera-

tor when running through strata of vary-

ing hardness. Crystalline or semi-crystal-

lizcd stones should be avoided as they are

apt to crush under pressure. Bortz or im-

perfect white diamonds are little used, in

spite of the fact that they cost only about

one-fourth as much as carbon, as they

contain more or less flaws which weaken

the stone and thereby restrict its use to

coal prospecting and some quarry work in

the Central States. E.xperience has shown

that the person unfamiliar with carbon

and diamond drilling should rely on the

experience of the drill manufacturer to

supply proper stones as he has everything

to gain by equipping his drill with good

carbon.

The Beard-Mackic gas indicator is

adaptable to existing safety lamps and has

been found to work well in gaseous mines.

It is composed of a metal ladder with

seven platinum wire rings. The hight of

the flame is regulated so that the lowest

ring glows in fresh air, the flame is not

afterward adjusted. The other six rings

indicate when they glow, 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.33

and 3 per cent, of gas according to the

number of strands which glow.

The Dominion Coal Company, in Can-

ada, decided some time ago to equip its

mines with rescue apparatus, and is at the

present time building a central rescue

station at No. 2 colliery. It has purchased

20 complete Draeger apparatus, 10 of the

helmet and 10 of the mouth-breathing

type. The rescue station itself will con-

sist of a large practice room fitted with

lockers and brackets for storing the va-
,

rious parts of the apparatus, the large

oxygen cylinders and potash cartridges

necessary for replenishment, and fitted

with work tables, sink and other conveni-

ences for keeping the apparatus in con-

stant readiness for use. Connected with

this room will be a lecture hall and meet-

ing*room for the men who meet for prac-

tice and drill. There will also be an oflSce

and a small store-room. At some later

date it is possible the company may add

a practice gallery that can be filled with

gases, on similar lines to W. E. Garforth's

gallery at Normanton, England.

An expert instructor is being engaged

in England and a corps of men will be

trained at each of the coal company's 10

mines. It is the intention to supplement

the present equipment by placing several

apparatus at each of the mines, in addi-

tion to the outfit at the central station.

This latter is in direct telephonic com-

munication with each of the mines, and

is placed in close proximity to the tram-

line that runs through the colliery dis-

tricts and the Sydney & Louisburg Rail-

way. The organization of the rescue corps

is not yet laid down, but it will probably

be aflSliated with the present colliery fire

brigades.

New Coal Discoveries!in England

There have been recently numerous

paragraphs in the English papers referring

to a discovery of coal and iron ore upon

the Buckhurst estate of Lord Delawarr,

in the county of Sussex, about eight miles

southwest of Tunbridge Wells. Too
much importance must not be attached to

this discovery. The deposits that have

been discovered are in the Hastings beds

which belong to the Wealden series. The
iron-ore deposits are well known and

were worked in previous centuries when
the surrounding forests could supply char-

coal, and the coal is lignite of doubtful

value. Owing to the successful work now
being done at Dover, which is not far

away, too much importance is being at-

tached to the Buckhurst discovery. It is

opportune to mention that the Dover coal

seams belong to the Coal Measures,

and are a more recent formation. There

is a mistaken idea prevalent on this sub-

ject.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Statistics show that since 1903 the pro-

duction of coal in Indian Territory has

gradually fallen off. This decrease in

output is attributed to the competition of

, oil, used as fuel by the railroads, manu-
factories and other users of steam in that

part of the country.

Never hurry a "nursed" hole as this

practice is one of the greatest menaces to

the miner. Give it plenty of time, some-

times all night is not too long. When an

examination of the hole can be safely

made, the tamping down to the po\vder

should be carefully withdrawn, then in-

sert another primer, retamp the hole and

fire again. If it explodes, all the powder
in the hole will probably be exploded.

Drill bits that are to be used in sand-

stone should be tapered somewhat and

then flattened instead of drawn to a cut-

ting edge. When a chisel-bit is used for

drilling sandstone, the bit is apt to wear

sharp. Rock drill bits for use in medium
hard rock should have sharp chisel bits,

so that if the hardness of the rock in-

creases, the angle of the bit will become

more blunt and the cutting edge become
shaped to a cune instead of a straight

line, which will prevent the chipping off of

the corners.

Coal washing has made possible the de-

velopment of many fields which a few

years ago were considered too low grade

to be commercially valuable, while today

these same districts are producing thous-

ands of tons of high-grade coke. Collected

statistics show that during the year 1890

there was washed 1,269,810 tons of coal.

In 1895 there was washed 2,186,202 tons,

or an increase of 72 per cent, over 1890.

In 1900, 5,374,447 tons were washed, or an

increase of 146 per cent, over 1895. Dur-
ing the year 1905 there were 9,SSi,i37 tons

of coal washed or an increase of 78 per

cent, over the year 1900.

Experience shows that in building stop-

pings, to seal off mine fires, the work
should begin at the end nearest the return

air and be carried on toward the intake

«nd, which should be sealed off last. This

method prevents danger from explosions

occurring within the works that are be-

ing scaled up as it allows the fresh air

current to dilute the gases within until

the intake is finally sealed. Experience

shows that stoppings to be effective must

be air-tight and of substantial build. A
good method is to lay a double wall of

slate having about 8 or 10 in. of space

hetween the walls which should be filled

with dirt taken from the roadway, or

other fine material.

The life of wooden pipes made up of

staves is dependent upon the life of the

bands holding the staves in place and re-

sisting the internal pressure. By using

galvanized wire bands deeply embedded

in the wood and thoroughly and evenly

coated with asphalt, the life is materially

prolonged. Experience has shown that the

pipe is still serviceable, even when the

sectional area of banding is reduced as

much as 60 per cent, by corrosion. Iron

pipe is frequently unfit for service when

but 5 per cent, of the metal has been cor-

roded. Wood pipe when subjected to

alternate wetting and drying will quickly

rot.

The quality of lime is greatly improved

by allowing it to stand as long as possible

between the time of slacking and using in

the wall. In some parts of Europe lime

is slacked and allowed to remain in a pit

for a year before using, as the first slack-

ing is incomplete, and the whole mass

contains small particles which slack only

after standing for considerable time.

When freshly slacked lime is used in a

boiler setting, these unslacked particles

swell, the mortar loosens and is shattered.

Lime used for boiler settings should be

slacked at least six weeks or longer if

practicable before using.

Excepting the United States Coast Sur-

vey there is probably no series of surveys

in America that will compare in accuracy

with the anthracite-mine surveys. In one

particular, however, these surveys are

gravely defective, that is, in the absence

of a carefully connected system of tide-

water levels. Several of the coal com-

panies have all their mines leveled and

the tide elevations marked on the mine

maps ; in most cases, however, the eleva

tions of the different mines are not con-

nected, each being based on a separate

datum, .\ccurate levels are as essential

as accurate maps, and the law requiring

the latter seems especially defective in

making no provision for the latter. Ac-

curate mine levels are thoroughly ap-

preciated by superintendents and en-

gineers.

Concrete is divided into three classes

according to the use which is to be made
of it. (l) Strong (containing about IS

per cent, of cement). This grade should

be used for flues, retaining walls, culverts,

walls for dust chambers, arches, arch work
in general and foundations in wet places.

(2) Medium (containing about 10 per

cent, of cement). This grade should be

used in engine and machinery foundations

on dry, ground floors, bottoms of flues

and dust chambers, furnace foundations,

stacks, etc. (3) Poor (containing 7 or 8

per cent, of cement). This grade should

be used for leveling the bottom of exca-

vations preparatory to commencing the

foundations proper ; and for foundations

and underground works that are not called

upon to support a w-eight of over six tons

tons per square foot.

Stop valves used for boilers should be

so placed that water can not collect above

them. If the pipe rises for a distance

above the boiler nozzle before turning

horizontal, the stop valve should be in

the horizontal run. If a long bend leads

out of the boiler nozzle the stop valve

should be placed at the highest portion of

the bend. The valve should be provided

with a drain pipe when placed in such a

position as to accuinulate water above it.

The best results can be obtained by using

two valves, one placed as near the boiler

as possible and the other at the junction

of the boiler pipe and the main leader,

with a drain pipe placed between the two

valves to tap any water due to leakage

through the leader valve. The feed valve

should always be a globe, as the gate valve

cannot be regulated closely and often clat-

ters owing to the pulsations of the feed

pump.

Before starting a new boiler it is of

the utmost importance that the walls be

absolutely dry, as green walls will in-

variably crack the setting. If conditions

permit, it is advisable as soon as the

stack connections are made, to block open

the ash-pit doors and the damper, so as

to effect a circulation of atr through the

brick work. When the walls are partly

dried, the boiler may be filled with wa-

ter and a light fire of shavings put in,

which should be gradually increased by

using some wood. Continue this until the

walls are thoroughly dried inside and out.

Several days will be required. Experi-

ence has shown that walls if properly

built can be dried out without cracking.

In case steam is at hand one of the best

methods of drying the brick work is to

connect, temporarily, a small steam sup-

ply pipe to the new boiler and attach a

trap or other drainage appliance to the

blow-off pipe. The new boiler when

charged with steam will then give off a

large amount of heat, and so heat the air

around it, and by leaving doors and damp-

ers open there will be a steady current of

warm air passing through the setting and

the brick will be effectively dried out.

The steam supply should be small at first

and then gradually increased.
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The findings of Oliver T. Crane,

niasliT ill chancery of the Federal Court,

in one of the injunction suits in the smul-

tcr-smoke litigation in Montana, which

were published Oct. 5, are commendable

for their conservatism and rationality.

Although it is found that the farmers in

some localities have been damaged by

the smelter smoke, it is stated by the

master in chancery that an injunction

and the closing of the smelter would

damage the farmers more than the nuis-

ance they complain of. The Anaconda

Copper Mining Company has always ad-

mitted that damage has been done in some

cases, and has been ready to pay for it.

although it has claimed that the amount

of damage has been enormously over-,

estimated. In this view most impartial ob-

servers agree with the smelting company;

in all of these smelter-smoke complaints

there has been a lot of nonsense. The

findings of Mr. Crane, who awarded only

$350 to the particular plaintiff for dam-

ages done to his property, are considered

a substantial victory for the company,

but the judge of the United States Court

has yet to pass on the findings and say

finally whether or not an injunction shall

issue.

Lake Iron Orce and Their

Quality

The shipments of Lake Superior iron

ores in September were so large, reach-

ing a total of 4,000,000 tons from the

Mesabi range alone, that it seems prob-

able that the total supply for the season

will exceed that of last year, notwith-

standing strikes and other delays. The

total will probably come up to 40,000,000

tons, if it does not exceed that figure.

This ought to be sufficient for all pur-

poses, especially as the activity of the

blast furnaces is declining, rather than

increasing. In part this decline, which

has been evident for two months past, is

the result of necessity as much as of a

lessening demand. For the last two

years furnaces have been under a heavy

strain, and have been pushed almost to

the possible limit of produption, with the

result that a considerable number must

soon go out of blast for extensive re-

pairs. While a number of new furnaces

will be ready for work in the coming

year, it will be several months before they

can make up for those which will be

obliged to stop.

While the total supply of ores seems

sufficient, there arc indications of a pos-

sible shortage of those of bessemer grade.

Complaints have been made recently in

several quarters that the lake ores now

coming down—especially those from the

Mcsabi—arc not up to the quality ex-

pected. That the content of metallic

iron is lower is generally admitted, but

the charge is made that the phosphorus

limit is exceeded in many cases where

bessemer ore is called for. There is, so

far, no official recognition of these com-

plaints, but they come from so many

quarters as to make it probable that they

have some foundation. It is reported that

several furnaces using lake ores have

found it necessary to turn from bessemer

pig to foundry and other grades. This

may account for the fact that foundry

iron, which sold a few months ago at $1

to $2 per ton above bessemer pig, is now

an equal amount below that grade of

iron.

This shortage of ores of bessemer

grade, if it should prove to be at all pro-

nounced this winter, will assist materially

in hastening the substitution of the basic

open-hearth furnace for the bessemer

converter. This has been a prominent

feature of our steel practice for several

years past, and seems likely to continue

so in the future.

Miners and Smelters

At the last session of the American

Mining Congress a discussion took place

on the mutual relations between the ore

producers and the so-called "Smelting

Trust" and the grievances of the former

against the latter. It was charged, on

the one hand, that the Smelting Trust

was making extortionate charges for the

treatment of ore, and thereby earning

enormous profits upon a largely watered

capital stock; on the other hand, it was

asserted that there is really no such

thing as a smelting trust, that competi-

tion is everywhere possible, indeed is a

matter of fact in many important smelt-

ing centers, and that the profits of the

smelters are fair and reasonable.

Following the discussion, a resolution

was adopted providing for the appoint-

ment of a committee to investigate the
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matter further and report at the forth-

coming session. This committee is now

gathering information as to the condi-

tions existing in all sections of the

United States, and is sending out a list

of well prepared inquiries to which

answers are requested from the pro-

ducers of ore. It is to be hoped that the

committee will receive full, accurate, dis-

criminating and prompt replies. Such in-

justices as there may be ought to be cor-

rected in the interest of good business, but

the questions must be considered on" a

sound basis of facts. The producers and

smelters of ore are mutually dependent;

many mines would be useless if there

were no smelters with whom the ore

could be marketed, while the smelters

would have no business if the miners did

not furnish them with ore to smelt. The

relationship is so intimate that the smelt-

ers have gone extensively into the mining

business on their own accovmt, in order

to guarantee to some extent their supply

of essential ores, while on the other hand

some important mining companies have

gone into the general smelting business.

Indeed, the bulk of the ore now smelted

in this country is produced directly by the

smelters themselves and by large miners

who have carefully entered into contracts

with them. The custom smelting busi-

ness, properly speaking, is now far less

in volume than it used to be.

Milling at Cobalt

Ever since their discovery in 1903, the

mines of Cobalt have produced ore re-

markable not only for its richness but

also for the number of associated min-

erals. The large returns from compara-

tively light shipments caused the mana-

gers to pay little attention to ore carry-

ing less than 250 oz. silver per ton. In

fact it was agreed that ore lower in grade

than 200 oz. could not stand a combined

treatment and freight charge of $26, and

heretofore such ore has been thrown on

the dump. But the managers did not

lose sight of the fact that some day it

would be imperative to utilize this low-

grade rock and four companies have al-

ready inaugurated a milling campaign.

The method of concentration which has

been adopted consists of crushing with

rolls, jigging and treating the fines on

Wilfley tables or vanners or both. One

mill, the McKinley-Darragh, has in-

stalled stamps, jigs and Wilfiey tables.

The Coniagas and McKinley-Darragli

companies have started to mill their rock

and the Buffalo and Cobalt Central com-

panies have the foundations in readiness

for the machinery. .Xnother company has

leased a mill-site from the Nipissing

Mining Company,

The principal difficulty to be overcome

in concentrating the ores of Cobalt is

the tendency to excessive sliming. Smal-

tite, which is the pricipal metallic con-

tent of the ore, is exceedingly friable. It

crushes easily but makes a large percent-

age of fines. Before the mills will be

working satisfactorily it will be found

necessary to introduce settling tanks.

The Buffalo mill has taken this pre-

caution, tanks having been provided for

when the foundations were laid. The

mills will at first run on ore carrying

about 100 oz. silver and less per ton but

experiments on the higher grades of ore

will also be made to determine the prac-

ticability of treating those classes.

they are said to have many orders from

western railroads which they are at pres-

ent unable to fill.

The Boycott of a State

The coal-mine operators of West Vir-

ginia are experiencing difficulty in secur-

ing miners, and recently held a meeting

in Charleston to devise ways and means

for getting a supply of workmen. A few

weeks ago the State Commissioner of

Mines reported that the lack of a mining

population called for action on the part

of the authorities and recommended vari-

ous measures for stimulating desii'able

immigration. Agents from the principal

mines are in the Pittsburg district try-

ing to induce men to move to the regions

suffering from lack of men.

Reports from various parts of Pennsyl-

vania state that several hundred men have

gone to the mines of West Virginia, but

on the whole the work of the agents

seems not to be successful, and the reasons

for the refusal of flattering offers made

by the operators of the neighboring State

are rather odd. The officers of the

miners' unions object to the departure of

the men because West Virginia is recog-

nized as a non-union State, and have no

difficulty in persuading them to stay at

home, where the demand also seems to

be suflRcient.

Whatever the reasons for the enmity

of the union officers may be, the West

Virginia operators are in a bad way, for

The Anthracite Combination

The Interstate Commerce Commission

is shortly to begin the investigation of

charges n^ade by individual operators in

the anthracite region against the carriers.

This will involve a general investigation

of the whole question of control of the

anthracite trade, on technical and legal

lines. While it is well known that the

production and shipment of anthracite

coal have in recent years been more closely

controlled and regulated than any other

similar business, except, perhaps, the pro-

duction of petroleum, it will be a diffi-

cult matter to prove, by legal evidence,

the existence of any actual trust or com-

bination. To do that will be the effort

of the commission, and it will be inter-

esting to see how the case against the

companies will be managed.

The inspectors who have been trying

to enforce the child labor law in the

anthracite region of Pennsylvania seem

to have had poor success thus far. In

one locality where a large number of boys

under the age limit were believed to be

employed in the mines and breakers, only

one individual was sent back to the

schools.' The inspectors complain that

neither the boys nor the parents can b"

induced to divulge the correct age of the

suspect, and that they are compelled to

resort to the methods of the detective to

discover the truth. It is notoriously diffi-

cult to enforce a humanitarian measure

when the chief beneficiary will have none

of it. Unless it is possible to reach

records which may be consulted conven-

iently, the only thing to do seems to be to

rely upon a gradual enlightment of the

parents as the result of longer contact with

.American life and ideals.

Our contemporary at San Francisco

makes some "off hand" and blundering

remarks respecting our recent comment

upon the Government statistics of cop-

per production in 1906, but we venture

to predict our contemporary will event-

ually see its mistake. No one is infalli-

ble. The Geological Survey formerly did

not correct statistical errors however ob-

vious, but its present policy is different.

The scientific spirit aims at the truth.
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with the changes made m 1906. The sec- during the test. The results of the tests, ing conditions, the performance of theond part contains a list of the officers of detailed below, show an economy of about machines is almost identical. These eco-
the Department o Mines, mine inspectors

7.5 per cent, better than the guarantee. nomic results, while not exceeding inand engineers; also lists of officers and .,.-.,,.,1 „.„ _ .• , , .

members of the different mining, metal- Methods of Conducting the Test
of |uro eTn'^"'"!"

' '

hirgical and chemical societies. The third During the test period, No. 2 Water- goodTTw Tth" m'olraTe "peraTn"
part IS a list of the mining, metallurgical side Station sustained practically all of conditions under which the test was con-and chemical operations of Italy, with the 2S-cycle load on the system, of which ducted. In fact they represent the besttheir managing officers. The fourth gives the unit under test carried practically 70 .esults that have vet been obtained bv
tables- of mineral and metallurgical pro- per cent. This load was maintained as ,„,. turbine under 'the conditions namedduction; also some general tables of constant as possible by remote control of
weights, measures, conversion of foreign the turbine governor by the switchboard
measures to metric, and of atomic operator. Between the first and the last tj- 1 d • £ o • •

"•eights. hours of the test, the maximum varia- "'Q" i nce of British Railway
Report of a Com.mission Appointed by t'O" '" load was held within 4 per cent. Coal

His Excellency the Acting Lieu- above and below the average. During the

tenant—Go\'ERNOR TO INQUIRE Into l^^t hour, however, the load decreased

AND Report upon Mining by Sin- somewhat. Consul F. W. Mahin, of Nottingham,

CLE Outlet, in Connection with A surface condenser was used in con- ''^P°'''s that the British railways use

THE Working and Effect of Article nection with this turbine unit, and the
^''°"' 12,000,000 tons of coal a year for

47 OF the Mines and Works Regu- ^^ater rate was determined by weighing 'ocomotive purposes. The mines now de-

L.\TioNs. Pp. 120; illustrated. 8x13 '''c condensed steam delivered from the
'"^"'^ ^" advance of 3s. a ton on the last

in. : paper. Pretoria, Transvaal, 1907

:

condenser hot well. Steam pressures and contract price, due to the unusual export

Government Printing and Stationery temperatures were determined close to the
demand for that grade. This represents

Office. turbine throttle. The vacuum was meas- * '°'a' addition to railway operation ex-

The commission which prepared this "red directly at the turbine exhaust by Pcnses of over $8,000,000. The railways,

report was appointed in response to peti- means of a mercury column with a ba- ^^ ^ result, propose canceling a prefer-

tions for the suspensions of the provi- rometer alongside for reducing to stan- cnce which they have been giving the

sions of the Transvaal mining law which <'a''d conditions. This also obviated the mines. For many years they have car-

prohibit the working of mines unless they necessity for temperature correction be- ""'cd 20}/$ cwt. of coal as a ton. Now
are provided with two separate shafts or tween the two mercury columns. During '^cy notify the mines of their intention

entries. The report gives the evidence the test the vacuum was not maintained to treat coal the same as other commo-
taken by the commission, including that quite up to normal. dities. This means an advance of about
of some mining engineers and mine man- 2 per cent, in coal-carrying charges, but
agers well known in the Transvaal. The Results of Tests it will not go far in recouping the rail-

conclusion of the commission is that the The following data represent the results ways for the increased cost of coal, which
provisions of the law should stand, but of the tests, calculated for the conditions amounts to some 30 per cent.
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Personal

Mining and metallurgical engineers aic In-

vlted to keep The Enoineekino and Misino

JoiBNM. Informed of their movements and

appointments.

N. F. Clark, consulting electrical engi-

neer, of New York, is in the Lake Su-

perior country.

Hon. Jean Prevost, minister of agricul-

ture and mines for Quebec, has tendered

his resignation.

Gordon R. Campbell, secretary of the

Calumet & Arizona Mining Company,

is in New York.

J. A. Ede, mining engineer, of La Salle,

111., has just returned from examining

properties in Arizona.

William A. Paine, president of the Cop-

per Range Consolidated Company, is at

the properties on the South range, in the

Lake Superior Company.

R. C. Canby, consulting metallurgist,

of El Paso, Texas, has been spending a

month in the East. He expects to re-

turn to El Paso next week.

Louis A. Wright, mining engineer, of

New York, who has been engaged in pro-

fessional work in Arizona for more than

a year, has returned to New York.

Norman W. Parlee has resigned his

position as superintendent of the Ivan-

pah Consolidated Mining Company, at

Ivanpah, Cal., and has gone to Los An-

geles, California.

A. P. Low, deputy minister of mines

and director of the Canadian Geological

Survey, has received the honorary de-

gree of LL.D. from Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Edward S. Dickinson has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Florence

iron mine at Crystal Falls, Mich. Capt.

Edward Larson has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent.

W. Fischer Wilkinson, consulting min-

ing engineer of London, England, who

has been spending three months in the

mining districts of the United States,

sailed for England,, Oct. 9.

W. A. Bowles, who has been cashier

for the Granby Mining and Smelting

Company, at Granby, Mo., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the

company's operations at that place.

W. H. Coghill has resigned his position

as engineer td the United Zinc Companies,

jT)plin, Mo., to take a position as instruc-

tor in metallurgy, assaying and miner-

alogy in the Northwestern University, at

F.vanston, III.

C. J. Garvin has resigned his position

as general manager of the Green Moun-

tain Mining and Milling Company, at Sil-

verton, Colo., and has removed to Denver.

Lee Woods, late of Denver, succeeds him

at the Green Mountain property.

Percy E. Barbour, mining engineer, of

Goldlield, Nev., was a recent visitor in

New York. A personal note published re

cently in the Journ.vl, to the effect that

Mr. Barbour had gone to New Mexico

to examine a mine there was incorrect.

Daniel Davis, long connected with the

Thomas Iron Company, has retired. Mr.

Davis has lately been superintendent of

the Lock Ridge furnaces, but leaves

active work to live in retirement at Catas-

auqna, Penn. He is one of the oldest

furnacemen in the State.

H. S. Denny, consulting mining en-

gineer and metallurgist, of London, Eng-

land, who has been in the United States

for several months, returned to New
York this week from the Black Hills,

where he has been examining mines. He
intends to sail for England, Oct. 12.

H. C. Ryding, late superintendent of

the rail mill at Lorain, Ohio, now oper-

ated by the National Tube Company, has

been appointed assistant to Vice-Presi-

dent Frank H. Crockard, of the Tennes-

see Coal, Iron and Railroad Company,

Birmingham, .Ma., and has entered upon

his new duties.

Daniel Guggenlieini, president ot the

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, M. R. Guggenheim, Samuel New-

house and Judd Stewart left New
York Oct. 3 on the annual tour of the

company's plants. The party will visit

St. Louis and Denver and will go as far

west as the Pacific coast.

at his mines, and had the esteem of his

men. He was 72 years old.

Societies and Technical Schools

Obituary

J. W. McCune, superintendent of the

Woodward Iron Company's furnaces.

Woodward, Ala., was instantly killed Sept.

18 by a bursting water pipe. He had the

reputation of being one of the best man-

agers in the Birmingham district.

J. B. Scott, manager of the Waggener

Coal Company at Mossy Bottom, in the

Big Sandy district, Ky., poisoned himself

while on a visit to Ashland, Ky. He was

30 years old, and a successful manager.

No reason for his suicide is known.

Hubert Claus, general manager of the

Eisenhuettenwerk Thale, in Germany,

died Aug. 21 at St. Mercino di Cascrozza,

Italy, where he had gone for his health.

Mr. Claus, who was well known in this

country, which he visited repeatedly,

practically created the Thale works with

its sheet mills, its foundries and its great

factory for enameled ware.

S. W. Little, one of the best-known coal

operators of southern Indiana, died at

his home in Evansville, Sept. 27, of a

complication of diseases. He had been

in failing health for the last year. Mr.

Little owned and managed the coal mines

at Little and Blackburn, in Pike county,

and gave employment to about 500 men.

The town of Little, on the Evansville

& Indianapolis railway, was named in his

honor. Mr. Little had few labor troubles

South Dakota School of Mi«e.f—This

school opened Sept. 26, with a large at-

tendance. The course in mining and

metallurgical engineering is considerably

strengthened by the installation of the

new metallurgical laboratory, which will

be completed some time during the year.

New electrical machinery for lighting and

power is also being installed.

Ontario School of Mines—The attend-

ance at this school in Kingston, Ont., is

so large this session that it has been

found necessary to make a number of

new appointments. These include W. O.

Walker, lecturer in organic chemistry;

J B. McKay, assistant in mineralogy and

metallurgy; E. W. Henderson, lecturer in

electrical engineering; Lindsay Malcolm,

lecturer in civil engineering; Wyatt Mal-

colm, fellow in mineralogy.

Wisconsin Mining School—The legis-

lature of Wisconsin recently appropriated

$30,000 for the establishment of a mining

school at Platteville, which is in the zinc

and lead mining district. A building for-

merly used for normal school purposes

will be the present home of the new min-

ing school. Governor Davidson has ap-

pointed a commission which will have in

charge the management of the school, un-

der the act of the legislature.

American Peat Association—The tem-

porary committee gives notice that the

meeting for the organization of this as-

sociation will be held Oct. 23-26, at the

Jamestown Exposition, where the techno-

logic branch of the United States Geologi-

cal Survey has established a fuel-testing

plant, at which peat and products

brought together for examination and

cotnparison will be on exhibition. All

those interested in peat, either from a

commercial or scientific standpoint are

invited and urged by the committee to be

present at and take part in this meeting.

It is to be hoped that this will mark the

beginning of peat enterprises on com-

mercial as well as on a scientific basis in

all parts of this country. A peat exhibit

will also be made in the Mines and

Metallurgy Building, of which particulars

may be obtained from Dr. Joseph Hyde,

Jamestown Exposition, Virginia.

Industrial

The Dozier-Putnam Company an-

nounces the establishing of an assaying

and engineering office in Redding, Shasta

county, California.

The National Export Association of

American Manufacturers is organized to

promote and protect American trade in-

terests abroad. The New York offices

are in the Park Row building.
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The VVaterburj' Company, 69 South

street, New York, manufacturer of in-

sulated wire and cable, announces that it

has appointed J. E. Hani its Chicago rep-

resentative, with offices at 108 La Salic

street.

HThe Ridgway (Penn.) Dynamo and En-

gine Company has re-opened its Chicago

sales office at 824 Marquette Building.

F. S. Hickok, who has had extensive

I experience in electrical and power-plant

I

fields, is in charge as manager.

1 he Henry Heil Chemical Company,

210 South Fourth street, St. Louis,. Mo.,

has acquired the sole agency for the filter

paper manufactured by Max Dreyerhoff,

of Dresden, Germany. This filter paper

is_ extensively used in analytical labora-

tories in Europe, but has only lately been

introduced in the United States.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.

Columbus, Ohio, has booked an order

from the Monongahela River Consolidated

Coal and Coke Company, of Pittsburg,

for several large electric locomotives for

service at the Alice and Gallatin mines.

The company is also installing locomo-

tives and machinery fdr the Pryor Coal

I

Company.

Wm. Ainsworth & Sons, manufactur-

ers of balances and engineering instru-

ments of Denver, Colo., have placed on

the market a new analytical balance of

200 grams capacity and 0.05 milligram

sensibility, which embodies several new
features, including muliple rider car-

riages for handling all weights below one

gram, improved swinging yokes and

skeleton hangers.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company,
of Philadelphia, Penn.. has increased its

capital from $3,500,000 to $5,000,000.

Large additions are now being made to

the plant and equipment for the purpose

of enlarging the department for the man-
ufacture of roller bearings for shafting

hangers, and also for the establishment of

an entirely new department for the man-
ufacture of roller bearings for trolley

oars.

The C. L. Hathaway Rock Crusher
Company, Denver, Colo., gives notice of

several changes in its catalogue. It has

changed the numbers and sizes of its

crushers, the reasons for which are fully

set forth in a "Notice to our Customers,"
iust issued. The company has recently

:ntroduced a new hopper, which it calls

the horizontal hopper.

No. 2 stack of the Dunbar Furnace
Company, Dunbar. Penn., for the week
ending Sept. 28, used only 1993 lb. of coke
per ton of pig iron. This stack is using

Scmet-Solvay by-product coke exclusively

tor fuel, and about 86 per cent, soft and
14 per cent, hard Lake Superior ores from
the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company's
mines. The average silicon on the 42
casts of iron was 1.60 per cent., and aver-

age sulphur 0.039 per cent. Furnace makes

foundry, forge, basic, car wheel and malle-

able irons.

Burdett Loomis, Hawley Petiibone, H.
A. Kimber and C. Lee Straub, members
of the Loomis-Pettibone Company, New
York, announce the incorporation of a

new company, in which they will be ex-
clusively engaged hereafter as consulting

engineers. They intend adhering to the
' work with which they have been identi-

fied during the last 20 years, and will con-
tinue to specialize in the design, construc-

tion and operation of power, fuel and il-

luminating gas plants, and their applica-

tion to industrial, mining, municipal and
central power station work.

The Green Fuel Economizer Company,
Matteawan, N. Y., issues in pamphlet form
a paper on the "Fuel Economizers at the
Manhattan Power Station of the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company, New
York City," by R. D. Tomlinson, show-
ing by a careful analysis of tests and
monthly records that the economizers in

this plant are paying a net rate of 30.5
per cent, upon the initial outlay. The
plant contains 64 boilers of 520 b.h.p.

each and the draft is produced by four
brick chimneys.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-
ing trade catalogs and circulars;

The Cyclone Drill Company, Orrville,

Ohio. Cores. Pp. 80, illustrated, paper.
6x9 inches.

.American Locomotive Company, New
York City. Prairie Type Locomotives.
Pp. 40, illustrated, paper, 6x9 inchee.

The Cyclone Drill Company, Orrville,

Ohio. Cyclone Blast Hole Drills and
Loaders. Pp. 10, illustrated, paper, 9xi2j4
inches.

The Goulds Manufacturing Company,
Seneca Falls, New York. Goulds Pumps
for Every Service. Pp. 48, illustrated,

paper, ^yi-x&Yi inches.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company,
Columbus, Ohio. Catalog 69A. Jeffrey

Standard and Special Screens. Pp. 56,

illustrated, paper, 6.\9 inches.

Union Smelting and Refining Company,
604-608 East 19th street, New York City.

Anti-Friction Babbitt Metal. Pp. 8, il-

lustrated, paper, 3^x6 inches.

Coates Clipper Manufacturing Com-
pany, Worcester, Mass. Bulletin No. 20.

Coates Flexible Transmission. Pp. 28,

illustrated, paper, 6x8 inches.

De La Vergne Machine Company, Foot
of East 138th street. New York. The
"De La Vergne" Vertical Oil Engine. Pp.

8, illustrated, paper, 4x9 inches.

The Allentown Rolling Mills, .Mien-

town, Penn. Pump Data No. 20. The
.•Mdrich Horizontal Quintuplex Electric

Pump. Pp. 8, illustrated, paper. 6x9
inches.

The Brown Iloi^t Machinery Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. "Brownhoist" Locomo-
tive-Cranes with Brown Patent Grab
Buckets for Handling Ore, Coal, Lime-
stone, Slag, etc. Pp. 27, illustrated, paper,

6x9 in. ; 1907.

Construction News

Trail Creek, Colorado— 1 he .Metropoli-

tan Mining Company is preparing to in-

stall machinery. The office of the com-
pany is at Idaho Springs, Colorado.

Golden, Colorado—It is reported that

new machinery is to be put in for the

Malachite property at Golden. Mark
Hackelt, Golden, Colo., is manager.

Columbine, Colorado—The Hahn's Peak
Mining Company is arranging to install

machinery on the Tom Thumb group.

H. O. Granberg, Columbine, Colo., is sec-

retary of the company.

Georgetown, Colorado—Th^ Pruden-
tial Mining Company, in which Eastern
people are interested, will install an air-

compressor plant. J. J. White, George-
town, Colo., is manager.

Apex, Colorado—The Boston-Occidental
Mining Company has suspended opera-
tions for an indefinite time, pending the

installation of a new and larger plant Of
machinery. C. S. Ripley, Apex, Colo., is

manager.

Black Haii'k, Colorado—An air-com-
pressor plant is to be installed at the

Elsinore mine. L. E. Tobias, Black
Hawk, is superintendent.

The New National Tunnel Company is

figuring on the purchase of a large air-

compressor plant. G. Whitney Adams,
Central City, Colo., is manager.

Virginia Caiion, Colorado—The Specie

Payment Company is having plans drawn
for the installation of a large and com-
plete electric power plant to be installed

at the Two Brothers plant in Virginia

canon and a contract has been let for the

erection of new buildings at the mouth of

tunnel. A. M. Welles, 752 Equitable

building, Denver, Colo., is manager.

La Aurora, Mexico—The Teziutlan

Copper Mining and Smelting Company
has begun the erection of a hydro-electric

plant near its mines. The plant is located

on the Atoyac River. The power will be
used to operate the machinery of the mine
and smelter. The New York office of the

company is at 82 Beaver street. George
D. Barron is president and E. Du B.

Lukis chief engineer.

Yreka, California—The Gold Ball Min-
ing Company has commenced work on
the construction of its transmission lin»,

which will furnish electricity for both

the Gold Ball and King Solomon mine=,

also to other mines in this vicinity. The
company has purchased the large ditch

and flume formerly owned by the Salmon
River Hydraulic Mining Company. Th'-

company's address is at Yreka.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

Oct. 5— llic Irinity Copper Company

shipped its first ore Oct. i to the terminal

of the Balaklala's aerial tram-line at Kim-

berley, Shasta county. The ore is trans-

ported up the mountain side on a skipway

and dumped from the skips into the ore-

bins at the terminal station. From the

station to the smelter, a distance of five

miles, is down hill, gravity operating the

aerial tram-line. The tram-line is nearly

completed. The five-mile cable is in

place on the 64 towers and the buckets arf

being attached. The smelter at Coram

was built to handle ore from both the

Balaklala and the Trinity mines. In the

same county the Mammoth Copper Com
pany has blown in its third blast furnace,

which has been remodeled, and work has

been commenced on the fourth one. Sev

cral hundred men are grading on the Sac-

ramento Valley & Eastern Railroad be

tween De Lamar and Copper City, and

it is expected that within four months

trains.will be running from the De Lamnr

smelter to Pitt, three miles above Ken-

nett. The Mountain Copper Company is

about to reopen its foundry at the smel-

ter at Keswick, and is preparing to star":

up its McDougall roasters, which have

been shut down for the past three years.

There are four of them at Keswick, six

having been removed to the other smelter

• t the company near Martinez.

Copper developments in the vicinity of

lI.Tppy Camp, Siskiyou county, seem to be

progressing, and several groups under

bond will doubtless be taken by those

holding the options. F. H. Dakin, Jr., has

a number, and Bernard Gilpin, also repre-

senting Los .\nge1es men, has adjoining

claims. The mines are mainly owned

locally and are being developed by Cali-

fornia capital. It is reported that the

Pacific Reduction Company will shortly

I rcct a 200-ton smelting plant near Dag-

gett, San Bernardino county, the junction

of the Salt Lake and Santa Fe railroads,

or at Cruccro, at the junction of the

Tonopah & Tidewater and the Salt Lake

railroads. One of the T. S. C. Lowe coke

and gas systems will '" inst.-iUnl at the

same place.

The Copper King mine. 01 Fresno

county, which has been shipping its ore

north to Tacoma, has closed down, and

the 50 miners have been discharged. This

is due to the fall in price of copper, and

work, will not be resumed this season.

The profits of the mine have been cut ofl

by the reduction in value of its product.

The mine does not usually operate in

wiiner, Dwing m thi- bad roads for team-

ing, but the shut-down comes this year

before the rains. The Fresno copper mine

has not closed down, but no ore is being

shipped.

The Daulton Copper Company, of Ma-

dera county, has closed down its mines

this week, owing to the low price of cop-

per. This company has been shipping its

ore, which is not of high grade, as far

as Arizona for reduction, but the low

percentage of copper in the ore would

not admit of further shipments at pres-

ent prices.

Keystone drills are being used to test

the ground on Greenhorn creek in Nevada

county, and Berkeley men will build sev-

eral dredges if the ground proves suffi-

ciently rich. On the same stream work
on the dam which will restrain the debris

from the Red Dog hydraulic mine is pro-

gressing.

The Skidoo Mines Company, of San

Bernardino county, expects to complete

its water-pipe line to the mines within 1

month and a quartz mill with 400 tons

daily capacity will be erected when the

water supply is assured. In the same

camp, Skidoo, a strike of coarse free gold

has been made in the American Eagle

mine, which is being developed by a pri-

vate leasing party of local business men.

.•\nother strike of free gold ore has been

made in the Gold Bird claim, and much of

the rock is being sacked for shipment.

The ledge is small, but much specimen

ore is being mined.

In the Fremont Consolidated Mining

Company's mines at Drytown, Amador
county, where they are operating as one

property the Fremont, Cover, North

Cover and Loyal Lode claims, with

.\rthur Goodall as manager, they have

again come across a lot of "candle-box

ore" very beautifully studded with nug
getty gold. This is from the Fremont
claim where a lot of the same kind of

ore was found last December. The prop-

erty is paying continuous dividends, and
is one of the old ones of the Mother Lode
section, reopened a few years ago by

Goodall, Perkins & Co.

Orleans, in Humboldt county, on the

northwest coast of the State, has long

been known as a placer and hydraulic

mining camp, but now copper ore has

been discovered at Tomahawk, one of the

camps in Orleans district, and a number
of claims have been located and are being

developed in a small way. There is great

lack of roads in that region and every-

thing has to be carried in on pack trains

• The Yuba county quartz men have

been up in the Grass Valley section offer-

ing miners $3.25 per day, but -could get

none at that rate. Miners are scarce

throughout the State.

It is reported that the Comstock mines

may have to close down owing to lack

of power and light, the electricians hav

ing been called out on strike. The com-

panies generating power and light in that

section have failed to reach an agreement

with the Pacific Council of the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,

after some weeks of conferences between

the superintendent of the electrical com-

panies and a committee of the district

council. The miners are understood to

be in .sympathy with the electricians and

will quit work when the light and power

give out.

The Nevada-California Power Com-
pany, which is building a duplicate

power plant at Bishop, Inyo county, to

furnish power to local mines as well as

those of Goldfield, Nevada, is having

trouble w-ith its labor force, more wages

being demanded. This strike is on

authority of the Western Federation of

Miners. General Manager C. W. Hobbs

has been in conference with the federa-

tion representatives and explained to them

that the company cannot grant their de-

mands, as funds for this extensive work

were raised after careful computation

based on the present wage rate. So far

as Goldfield service is concerned, the sus-

pension of these additional improvements

will have no effect, as for present needs

the power is now sufficient ; but a dupli-

cate line would prevent any shut-down in

the mines in case of breakdowns ; hence

the desire of the company to have this

extra line in working order before the

winter sets in.

After a lot of backing and filling on the

part of the miners' union, the strike at

Angels Camp, Calaveras county, has

finally been called oflf by a vote of 165

to 64, only the Austrian and other foreign

miners voting to continue the contest with

the mine-owners. Nearly a week ago the

imion voted to stop the strike, but some

who voted against that action declared

that some sort of "snap judgriient" had

been taken. Accordingly another vote

was taken with the result stated above.

The big mines have started up with reg-

ular imion men, but the old leaders and

some foreigners are still active in stirring

up strife. These latter declare they will

not work, and will withdraw from the

union. The trouble is now between the

two factions of the union.
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Salt Lake City

(),7. 5— riie iniiK-owiKis ot llic Aiiicri

can l'\>rk mining ilistricl arc in nceil of

liiltcr transportation facilities, and ,in cf-

lori is being made to l)uiid a railroad

into llie district from the town of Ameri-

can Fork.

Late reports received from Piochc,

Nev., were to tlie effect that the new rail-

road into that camp from Caliente, on

the main line of the San Pedro, Los An-

geles & Salt Lake, is completed to a point

six miles onl. Regular trains will b-

operated into tlic camp not later than

Nov. I next.

The annual report of the Consolidated

.\lercur Gold Mines Company, has been

issued. During the fiscal year ended

JiMie ,^0. the company paid two dividends

of $25,000 each, and closed with cash on

h.ind and bullion in transit to the amount

of $67,455. The mill treated 245,169 tons

of ore and extracted therefrom $2.62 per

ton ; while the tailings varied from 87c.

to $1.18, with the average at about gSc.

a ton.

The management of the Utah Copper

Company reports that the month of Sep-

tember will end with the new Garlield

mill having treated about 100,000 tons of

the copper-bearing porphyry ore from its

Bingham mine. No information has been

released as regards the results. It is be-

lieved, however, that the plant has conic

up to expectations.

The Honerinc mine and mill at Stock-

ton has been closed indefinitely, and it

now rests with the stockholders to decide

what course shall be pursued in the

future. The company has an indebtedness

of about $200,000.

The Colorado, Crown Point and Iron

Blossom Mining companies, with proper-

tics in the Tintic district, have decided to

join in the sinking of a union shaft. By
this means, the respective properties can

be developed with less expense to each,

and the shaft is so situated that drifts

and crosscuts can be run into the respec-

tive properties without serious difficulty.

The Jennie Gold Mining Company,

operating at Gold Springs. Iron county,

has let a contract for new mill equipment.

The present plant is to be enlarged so as

fo handle an output of 100 tons a day

from the mine. It will have a cyanide de-

partment. Twelve Nissen stamps will be

used for crushing.

There appears to be a concerted plan

to curtail the production of copper from

Bingham mines. During the past ten

days, several low-grade copper mines

have been wholly or partially closed. The
management of the Yampa mine and
smelter has ordered those properties

closed, eflfective Oct. 5, throwing 450 men
out of employment. It is believed others

will follow in the saine course.

Oct. 7—The next few months will wit-

ness a great falling off in copper produc-

tion from I'tah. Several of the mines

have closed down entirely; others have

I
artially done so. Dtirini.; the past two

weeks 1000 men have been laid off in the

eanip of Hingham and nearly one-half

this number were employed in the Yampa
mine and at the Yampa smeller. The

Boston Consolidated is operating with a

greatly reduced force; so is the United

Slates Mining Company and the Bingham

Consolidated has practically ceased pro-

duction from its llingham properties.

There has been a curtailment reported by

other companies operating in the camp.

It is evident that there is to be a read-

justment. While the low price of cop-

per has had much to do with the bring-

ing about of the existing conditions, other

things have contributed, such as the in-

ade(|uacy of transportation facilities, the

scarcity of fuel and the unrest of labor.

It is believed that there will be further

reductions in production and a corre-

sponding decrease m the demand for

labor. Wages were voluntarily increased

in every mining district in the State dur-

ing the past two years to meet the de-

mands of the increased cost of living.

But copper, as well as the other metals,

could be sold for a higher figure and the

companies could well aflford to pay the

increase. But a recession has come and

the closing of the mines temporarily is

probably the better plan to establish a

new wage scale. In Park City, there has

been no cutting down of the working

forces in the mines, except in the Daly

West, Daly and Ontario muies, where the

union miners went on a strike about two

weeks ago. These mines have been

closed indefinitely ; but other properties in

the district are working the usual number

of men. In Tintic, .\lta and Mercur con-

ditions are normal ; but in Beaver county

some of the low-grade copper proposi-

tions have ceased making ore shipments.

The Yuba East mine, which is consid-

ered to be one of the richest properties in

the Pioche. Nevada, district, has been

purchased by a Boston syndicate. The

property has been idle tor several years

on account of litigation.

.\ reorganization of the Bingham West

Dip Mining Company has been effected

and Harry S. Joseph, speaker of the

Utah House of Representatives and a

well-known Salt Lake mining man. has

been made president. This company was

formed several years ago to drive a drain

tuimel into the camp of Bingham from

the Tooele county side of the Oquirrh

range of mountains. The adit has been

completed to a distance of about 2000 ft.

in all.

.At the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Horn Silver Mining Com-
pany, held in this city, the following

directors were elected : Juan M. Cebal-

los. A. I. Harrison. William H. Wolver-

ton and Theodore B. Moore, of New
York, and Philo T. Farnsworth, John

Sharp and H. S. Young, of Salt Lake

City.

The project lo drive a drain tunnel adit

in the camp of .Mia is assuming form.

1 lie expense of the proposition will be

borne by the three principal operating

cbmpanics of the camp.

Bisbee, Arizona

Oct. 5—The Calumet & Arizona inter-

ests are looking over the Kelvin Ijeld, east

of Phoenix, and have had men tlure some

time. The district is assuming the boom

phase and a great deal of interest is taken

in it by mining companies throughout the

territory.

The old Silver King mine, in Pinal

county, idle for many years, is lo be re-

opened as a copper property. Copper has

always shown more or less in the work-

ings o"f the Silver King, and at limes has

been troublesome to the metallurgists. The

mine lies in a copper district, near the

Kelvin properties, but transportation is

still a difficult problem in the way of ex-

tensive mine operations.

Duluth

Oct, -During the past tmn >f.ii>

the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company has

opened a new range on Lake Superior, or,

rather, has developed from nothing a new

portion of an qld range, separated from

the remaining portion by a number of

miles. This is the so-called Cascade dis-

trict of the Marquette range, where this

company has spent hundreds of thousands

of dollars in land purchases, diamond dril-

ling, the opening and development of

mines, and now in extensive equipment

and the establishment of a model town.

Drilling operations have been conducted

within over 40 square miles, and as high

as 30 drills have been at work at one

time. Four good mines have been de-

veloped, one by previous explorers, and

the company owns practically all the land

in the district. It has built its Marquette

& Southeastern road to the Cascade, has

secured immense holdings outside of iron

lands, and is now busily engaged in pre-

paring its mines for heavy shipments next

year. These mines are the Princeton,

formerly known as the Swanzey, and

which w.is operated for some years by

Tod. Stambaugh & Co.. the Austin. Step-

henson and Smith, all of which lie in a

radius of about three miles on the Es-

canaba river. At the .\ustin there is a

central power plant to fumisli air for all

the properties. The Smith lies close to

the river and a shaft is to be sunk by the

pneumatic method through 60 ft. of quick-

sand to the ledge by the Foundation Com-
pany, of New- York, which has com-

menced preliminary operations. This shaft

is to be rectangular in shape, and will be

of reinforced concrete. The Princeton is

mining heavily, and last year produced

175.000 tons of ore. The company has

laid out a beautifid townsitc, under the

guidance of architect W. H. Manning, of

Boston.
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The western part of the Marquette

range, in which this Cascade district is

situated, is very active just now, with

more old mines resuming and new ones

starting explorations than ever before.

The Humboldt, Bessie, Boston, American,

Conrad and others are all being de-

veloped.

There is no cliangc in strike conditions

on the Mesabi range, and the mines are

still guarded by deputies. Men are still

hanging around, but the great majority

have gone back to work or left the coun-

try. A large amount of money has been

sent out of ihc country liy ihi-so miners

since the strike began and men have fol-

lowed it. From the little mine village of

Sparta, containing not more than 1000 per-

sons in all, there have been sold drafts to

Europe more than $75,000. Much of this

has gone in considerable sums, one miner

being known to have sent to Finland more

than $7000, the result of accumulations of

years of hard labor. The men sending out

such sums are not the sort to lose,, but

they are usually going with their funds, to

spend their remaining years in plenty on

the other side.

At the Dunn mine at Crystal Falls, on

the Menominee range, ore is beginning to

make at a depth of 1000 ft., and the future

of this old and long abandoned, mine is

brighter than it has been for many years.

The Buckholz property in the Iron

River district of the Menominee range,

developed into a mine by local parties,

has been taken over by Pickands, Mather

& Co., and will be extensively ;m-

proved this winter, so as to become a

shipper next spring. The mine joins the

Beta of the Mineral Mining Company and

was in the hands of the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna interests early this season.

There is a good showing of ore in a short

drift from the shaft. This Cleveland firm

has not been interested close to Iron River

before.

l.chigh Coal and Navigation Company,

where the men complained that the com-

pany had demanded that they cut and set

five sets of timbers in a distance of 20

ft., where formerly they had placed but

four sets. They complained that they

were given no extra compensation, while

the company argued that the difiference

was offset by a decrease in the size of

cuts required. The board decided in favor

of the men, but gave the company the op-

tion of granting the men an increase in

pay of so cents per yard ; they to be paid

at this rate for their work since the new

order went into effect, or to revert to the

former conditions. The board will meet

in Wilkesbarre on Oct. 10 next.

The following statement has been is

sued by the officials of the Lehigh &
Wilkes Barre Coal Company in connec-

tion with the explosion in the South

Wilkes Barre mine, last week, when three

persons were killed : "Upon further in-

vestigation and information the companv

is satisfied that the accident was caused

by leaving a door open On the fifth west

gangway which interfered with the ven-

tilation and allowed a body of gas to ac-

cumulate. The identity of the party or

parties who left the door open is un-

known."

velopcd, which will be serviceable in de-

veloping and operating the mines.

Work was started last week on the

Thorold smelter near Hamilton on the

Wclland canal.

The Canadian mounted police, after two

years' work, have finished cutting an 8-ft.

trail from Peace river through the Rocky

mountains to the Yukon Territory, giving

a 700-mile route from Edmonton, and af-

fording access to a hitherto inaccessible

part of the country.

Scranlon

Oct. g—The Lehigh Valley Coal Com-
pany has been making extensive purchases

of land between Hudsonville and Weath-

erly for the purpose ,it is said, of establish-

ing large waterworks. It is claimed that

there is a large bed of coal underlying

the land stretching from Beaver Meadow
to the Broad Mountain above Mauch
Chunk. The company has been exercis-

ing the right of eminent domain to ac-

quire the land for use as a water shed,

and since the first of the year has pur-

chased 2200 acres.

.Another hoisting record was made at

No. 3 colliery of the Delaware & Hudson

at Plymouth, this week, when 999 cars

were raised in a working day. The last

record was 881 cars.

At a meeting of the Conciliation Board,

held in Wilkesbarre last week, but one

grievance came before the members, this

being the trouble at No. 6 colliery of ;.1e

Johannesburg

Aug. 31—The present condition of the

share market is one of the best commen-

taries on the state of affairs in the Trans-

vaal If one looks down the list he finds

stocks standing at figures far below their

apparent intrinsic value. At present prices

some of the mines will give l5 to 20 per

cent, to the investor, and show a life of

25 to 30 years, but no one buys them. The

reason is the uncertainty of the labor

situation.

One of the mines that has suffered

most, so far as the share market is con-

cerned, is the Consolidated Main Reef.

After the war these shares rose to £3

each. During the past three months sin-

ister rumors have gone around concern-

ing the mine and the shares have dropped

to 7s. 6d. each. The annual meeting was

held last week and the chairman made

some reassuring remarks about the mine.

The rumor that they intended closing

down was false. During the past year a

dividend of yyi per cent, was earned, but

only 5 per cent, paid, the balance being

held back to push development. The pub-

lic seems to have lost confidence in the

Toronto

Oct. 8—Professors T. L. Walker and

W. A. Parks, of Toronto University, have

obtained a great variety of mineral speci-

mens from the mining districts of Ontario

and British Columbia for the museum of

the departments of geology and miner-

alogy of the university. Cobalt, the

Port Arthur districts and the gold- and* firm which controls this mine

coal-producing areas of British Columbia

are fully represented.

A petition signed by many citizens of

Cobalt is being prepared for presentation

to the Ontario Government, asking for

the enforcement of regulations providing

that due care be taken in surface blasting.

Several accidents have recently been

caused by blasting operations.

The German - Canadian Development

Company, which has staked from 25 to 30

miles of coal-bearing land in the upper

1 caches of the Brazean river, between

4000 and 5000 ft. above the sea level,

claims to have secured a property equal in

value to the Crow's Nest Pass property.

The prospecting party, which was in

charge of Col. C. E. Talbot, M. P., of

Bellcchasse, Quebec, a director of the

company, secured the services of Dr. D.

B. Dowling. of the Geological Survey, in

selecting the locations, which comprise

33 revealed seams ranging from 4 to 20

ft. in thickness. The Brazean river is

situated between the Saskatchewan on the

south and the Athabasca rivers on the

north and the main line of the Canadian

Pacific is about 150 miles to the south.

Close to the location is ample water power

from which 1000 to 1500 h.p. can be de-

The dreariness of the time was some-

what relieved last week by the visit of

the Crown Prince of Portugal to Johan-

nesburg. The interests of the Transvaal

and the Portuguese East African colonies

are bound together, for it is from this sec-

tion of Africa that the majority of the

Kafir mine labor of the Transvaal is re-

cruited. Delagoa Bay, the principal

Portuguese port, handles a large amount

of the Transvaal imports. The Crown
Prince was given a most hearty welcome.

His charming personality made a most

favorable impression on the people. After

a visit to the underground workings of the

Robinson mine, the Prince was enter-

tained by the Chamber of Mines. A large

and distinguished gathering of mining

men, government representatives and mili-

tary men greeted the guest at the lunch.

The first session of parliament is now
over. To a large extent it has been a

session of commissions. All kinds of com-

missions have been appointed. Some of

them are still sitting. The Government

does not seem to take much notice of the

work of these commissions, for in the case

of the Patent Law Commission, the Botha

ministry has neglected its recommenda-

tions entirely.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alaska

Alaska Siitclling and Refining Company

—This company, with offices at 82 Beaver

street, New York, made an assignment,

(let. 4, to G. K. Bell.

Copper River

In the controversy over the right-of-

way for railroads into the Copper River

country, the Government has decided to

give the Alaska Home Railway Company
the right to build through Keystone canon

and over the military reservation.

SUSITN.\

Local authorities estimate that neariy

$250,000 in gold will be brought out as

the result of the work done this season in

the Snsitna district.

Arizona

Shanno)!—This company completed its

new smelting furnace on Sept. 10. This

will give the works a capacity for the

production of about 2,000,000 lb. of cop-

per per month.

BisBEE District

Arizpe Mining Company—This com-

pany has received three hoists for use at

three of its shafts south of Cananea. It

has been at work more or less actively for

the past four years.

Clark Smelter—.^t Jerome the W. A.

Clark smelter is no longer sinking into

the mine and work on abandoned portions

of the property has been resumed. .A

large furnace will blow in shortly. The
company is building a 500,000-gal. oil tank

at Jerome Junction on the Santa Fe, Pres-

cott & Phoenix road.

Globe Consolidated—At Globe the Gem
shaft was sunk last month 112 ft. to the

1003-ft. level, record work for the dis-

trict. At 1 100 ft. the shaft will be bot-

tomed and a drift started to intercept the

veins. The Mallory shaft, bottomed at

792 ft., cut white iron and cupriferous

pyrite at 450 ft. The Bird shaft, sunk by

prior owners, showed good copper values

from surface, but the present company
e.xpects to cut the Bird vein at depth.

Mansfield Mining Company—This com-

pany, with a property north of Nogales.

is talking of erecting a smelter, and will

endeavor to sell stock for the purpose.

The company claims to have a large ton-

nage of high-grade ore blocked out.

Xorlon Shaft—The shaft on this claim

of the Calumet & Sonora has cut a body

of silver lead running about 75 per cent,

lead and from 100 to 150 oz. silver, which

is the full width of the shaft and in which

the men arc now about 9 ft. It is ex-

pected to change to copper sulphides at

depth. On an adjoining claim the same

company has another shaft down through

the same material and into rich chalcopy-

rite and bornite.

Old Dominion—At tlie Old Dominion
and United Globe properties 700 men have

recently been laid off. and the smelter is

taking as small amounts of custom ores

as possible.

Ortega Mining Company—This com-

l)any, near Cananea, has closed down, no
reason being given and no date set for

resumption.

Sa)} Simon Copper Company — This

company, at Paradise, is trying the for-

mation at new points. The company was
organized as the Chiricahua Development
Company, by Marquette, Mich., people,

who secured the assi?;tance of T. F. Cole,

of Duluth, and for three years extensive

development was carried on. An effort

will be made to put in a small custom

concentrator for the Paradise region, in

the hope that it may stimulate the produc-

tion of ores now unworkable.

Shattuck—This mine at Bisbee has de-

cided to reduce its output from 400 tons

of ore per day to about 200 tons sulphides

for the Globe smelter, the oxides that

were sent to Douglas not being required

at present.

Saddle Mountain—This mine is still

idle, though the rail rates that were said

to be responsible for the close have been

readjusted satisfactorily. It is understood

that resumption will take place after the

smelter is completed and a railway is

built from Winkelmann.

Santa Rosa Mining Company—This

company, operating south of Douglas, has

denounced about 4500 acres surrounding

its mine, which is now under extensive de-

velopment. The orebodies have been found

and will be carefully developed. Thos.

Collins, of Michigan, the chief owner, has

taken personal charge of operations.

Superior & Pittsburg Mining Company
—This company at Bisbee, which is mak-

ing 1,000,000 lb. of copper monthly, will

not reduce its product but is increasing

slightly. This month shipments from Cole

and. Junction shafts have been larger than

usual. The company is developing large

orebodies around its Iloatson shaft, and

will lie mining heavily there as soon as

the embargo is taken off the production

of copper.

lyolverinc—The tunnel cut 40 ft. of

good ore, and was stopped in the lime-

stone beyond. A test incline will be sunk

on the dip and it is believed that this will

show connection with the drillhole 100

ft. away.

PiNAL County

Copper Creek Mining Company—We
are informed by this company, operating

.-ibout 14 miles east of Mammoth in Pinal

county, that it has recently opened sev-

eral large bodies of fine ore. The four

most important workings show bodies of

rich copper glance carbonate and oxide

ores. The company is receiving estimates

on a 300-h.p. central power plant, and

smelter complete. An electric surface

tramway two miles long will be at once

put in to handle ores from the mines to

the smelter. A post office, called Copper

Creek has been established at the com-

pany's camp.

California

Amador County

lofie Coal and Iron Company—This

company is reopening the McNeeley cop-

per mine in Irish Hill district, which has

been idle for 25 years. Geo. W. Tauton

is superintendent.

Butte County

Cape Horn Mining Company—This

company has been organized to purchase

the Cape Horn mine on the West branch

of the Feather river, 18 miles from Oro-

ville. W. M. Wilson is manager. Quite

a force of men is to be set at work at

once.

Calaveras County

Talc—Shipments of green talc are

being made by W. T. Robinson from the

Lookout mine near San Andreas.

Inyo County

Orient Group—This property has been

acquired by Bush Brothers, of Rhyolite.

Their group is situated 2^4 miles from

the principal Ibex mine and 4 ftiiles from

the Confidence mines on the east side of

(111' soutlurn end of the Funeral range.

.MoDOc County

Mount I'ida Mining Company—This

company, at Fort Bidwell, has a crew of

men at work and is taking out ore. This

is one of the eight incorporated com-

panies in Hoag district.
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Nevada County

Aurora .Wiiiini' Ct>m/>(iM.v—On this

mine, at Randolph Flat, a new engine,

hoist, pump. etc.. are being installed.

H. B. Skewis is superintendent.

Baniu-r—WoTk has commenced on this

mine, nt Nevada City, II. .\. Ball, superin-

tendent, with 20 miners employed. The

South drift for the 900- ft. level is being

run toward the old pay shoot.

Black B.-ar—This property, near Grass

Valley, has been bonded to James English

and Egan Bros., who are taking out some

high-grade ore.

Golden State Mining and Development

CoHiymiji'—This company, operating at

Chicago Park, has struck some rich ore

in a 6-ft. ledge. Work is progressing on

the new mill site.

Kenosha—M this mine at Deadman's

Flat. Grass Valley district, the big plunger

pump has nearly drained the shaft. Good

ore was uncovered in the bottom of this

shaft just as the mine was tlooded nearly

a year ago.

Prosfcr—lhh property on Canada Hill,

owned by C. and A. Kirle and G. Carey,,

has been bonded to H. .\. Ball, who has

men at work ruiming a timnel to tap the

ledge.

Pl.l-.\IAS ColXTV

Indian I'allcy—This mine, near Green-

ville, E. J. Franz, superintendent, is not

closed down, as reported, but the force

has been reduced until a new mill is in-

stalled.

Consolidated Copper-Gold Mines Com-

pany of .Vwodn—This company has

made a good strike of copper ore in Cop-

per Hill in Ward Creek district. The

copper ore carries gold and silver values

also.

Casa Grande—An important strike has

been made in these mines in old Bullion

district, near Cima. The property is at

Meadsville, a new camp 6"/' '"i'es from

Cima. There are 10 claims in the group,

owned by S. & T. Meade, of Los .\iigeles.

Shasta Cou.ntv

Black Tar Mining Company—This Chi-

cago corporation, holding a bond on the

Niagara mine at French gidch, is build-

ing a lo-stamp mill. The old i8-stamp

mill is being torn down. Frank Scybel

is superintendent, and has 12 miners at

work.

SlEkRA COLNTV

DociU—This old mine at Alleghany

is being reopened by G. J. Fresborough,

who worked it many years ago.

Munjar Minini; Company—In the

Young .'Vmcrica drift mines of this com-

pany at Forest, pay has at last been struck

after two years' work rimning the bed-

rock tunnel.

Rainhoic Extension Group—.\t this

mine. .MIeghany. R. P. Giles, superintend-

ent, good ore is being taken out, but the

"bonanza" shoot is not being mined.

Sierra Bi(//ci—Operation of 40 stamps

is temporarily suspended in order to de-

velop new ground to get plenty of rock

for the entire 60 stamps in the mill.

Siskiyou County

Champion Group Mining Company—

This Portland company is developing

quartz mines in Humbug creek, and has

also bonded 14 claims in Oak Bar district,

consisting of the Beaver Creek group.

Scott Bar Group—This group of 12

claims near Scott Bar has been bonded

to R. A. Murray of Etna.

Copper—O. Poor has sold to Portland.

Ore., men. 40 acres of copper-bearing

land close to the town of Yreka, on the

Herzog place.

Drummer Boy Gold Mining Company—

L. S. Bean has sued this company to fore-

close a $20,000 mortgage. It was in con-

nection with this mine that E. W. Em-

mons was recently convicted of obtaining

money under false pretenses, through sell-

ing shares.

Highland—M this mine, near Etna

Mills, there is an 18-in. vein of rich rock.

This is the mine that last year yielded

about $30,000 from one ton of ore.

Preston Peak Copper Company—This

property, near Happy Camp, has been sold

at sheriflF's sale to C. F. Hickey, of San

Francis?o. for $34.75°.

Rock Point—Simon & Ncsbit. owners of

this claim at Scott Bar, recently found a

$545 nugget. .\11 their gravel yields coarse

gold.

Tkinitv County

Broxan Bcar—.\\\ the work in this mine,

at Deadwood, continues to be done by

leasers. I Ik- P.ully Choop Mining Com-

pany now has a Ijond on the property.

Bully Choop Mining Company—TUi

mill at this mine has been closed down on

account of lack of water and will not re-

sume till the fall rains come.

Golden Jubilee—\\'hi\c two Huntington

mills are running steadily on ore, the

men are at work putting up the buildings

for the new stamp mill.

Tuolumne County

Omega—At this mine near Jamestown,

C. W. Ayres superintendent, the rich vein

recently struck on the 300-ft. level proves

to be 14 ft. wide. The mine is owned by

the Mother Lode and Tabic Mountain

Gold Mining Company.

United Mines Corporation—This com-

pany, about to operate the old Dead Horse

mine, is putting in concrete foundations

for the new loo-stamp mill.

Ellen ll'inton—At this mine, Groveland,

owned by T. J. Crowley, of San Francisco,

the engine for the mill has arrived and the

mill started.

Sierra Gold Mining Company—As soon

as this company can obtain electric power

it will begin work again on the Del

Monte mine, at Groveland.

La Fiesta Gold Mining Company—This

company has contracted with the .'\ngels

iron Works for a lo-stamp mill for the

Kanaka mine near Groveland.

Eagle Sha-vmut Mining Company—

A

triplex electric pump is being installed

at the 6oo-ft. level of the Shawmut mine.

The company has also bought a 200-h.p.

IngersoU-Sergeant air-compressor.

TuLAKE County

5(„.(,.,-_R. L. Rails, of Delano, has

located four borate claims on Deer creek,

in the mountains east of Porterville.

Colorado

Boulder County

Mtiiiuolia Mining and Reduction Com-

pany—The property of this company at

Magnolia, has been sold to Curtis G.

Cook, of Hartford, Conn., the considera-

tion not being stated. It is understood

that arrangements will be made to start

up operations again at an early date.

Clear Creek County

//i(/m/;0JHa—Oklahoma and Colorado

capital is interested, in this new incor-

poration, and has taken hold of the Can-

nady group on Chicago creek. W. W.

Cannady, Idaho Springs. Colo., is man-

ager.

Metropolitan—A contract has been let

for 4000 ft. of tunnel work on this prop-

erty on Trail creek to Idaho Springs

people and machinery is to lie installed

in the near future. Office of company

is at Idaho Springs.

Gilpin County

Old 1 oivn Consolidated-At a depth of

1950 ft. a large body of concentrating and

s^melting ore has been opened up in the

Old Town shaft, the smelting streak

carrying gold, silver and copper values.

G. K. Kimball. Jr., Idaho Springs, Colo.,

is manager.

Pcringo—]\\st\n K. Richardson has

deeded to the Six Day Mining Company

for a consideration of $200,000, the Peri-

go group of 22 lode claims, four mill

sites. Perigo 30-stanip mill, together with

machinery, buildings, etc., situated in the

Independent district. .

Tncker-A Wild mill for crushing and

Wiltley tables have been added to the

Tucker mill, making the daily capacity

100 tons, and an extension of the Gilpm

Tramway has been made so that custom

ores c;ni lie h.indled. Heavy develop-

ments at the nunc are ])lanned. H. W.

Kane, Central City, Colo., is manager

for F. W. Hearne & Co., the owners.

Lake County—Leadville

The drill-hole at Thirteenth street has
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lici'ii (lolayid for the past woi-k on ac-

count of tlif drill striking; a largo boulder.

A bcavy piece of railroad iron was

jj

dropped to the bottom of the hole, 575

ft., and this also stuck at the bottom.

The Western Mining Company is now
making a casting and will endeavor to

remove the obstruction.

Ball Mi'iiiilaiii—M tlie lieail of Cali-

fornia gulch ; the Sunday and the Elva

Elma are shipping excellent ore, and

from the latter shipments are going out

daily. Development work on both >prop-

erties will continue during the winter.

Diiwro Tunnel—This tunnel in Sugar

Loaf district has reached a distance of

i,?oo ft., and during the last hundred feet

several small veins have been cut, but

there remain 1700 ft. vet to be driven

before the tunnel strikes the Oinero veins.

Fryer Hill—The revival of mining on

this hill is due to the opening of a mar-

ket for low-grade silicions ores, as nearly

all of the properties on the hill contain

large bodies of this class of ore. The
Silver. Tip Top, Dunkin, .\merican, Cli-

max, Robert E. Lee and others are

shipping in the neighborhood of 300 tons

daily. In addition a good tonnage of

iron is being sent out.

Greenback—.\ new station is being cut

at the goo-ft. level. Carbonate hill, and

when completed a large pump will be in-

stalled and the unwatering of the prop-

erty commenced.

Holy Cross—The French Mountain

Mining Company, successor to the Gold

Park Company, has spent $300,000 in

building roads, erecting buildings, etc.,

and after going to this expense, with that

of development, it has now to face a

law suit. The principal vein in the dis-

trict is the Grand Trunk, which has been

developed by two tunnels and a shaft.

the latter the discovery and down 80 ft.

;

the upper tunnel, driven on the vein is

in 650 ft. ; the lower tunnel, a crosscut.

has been driven 2230 ft., the last 120

ft. being on the vein. In the lower tun-

nel the vein dipped out of its territory

and into that of the Shamrock, an adjoin-

ing claim. The owners of the Shamrock
secured an injunction against the French

Mountain Company. The court ordered

that the tunnel be driven further ahead

to a certain point and from that an up-

raise be carried to connect with the vein

in the upper tunnel and so prove the

continuity of the vein. This is now be-

ing done, and the ore that is being taken

from a lo-ft. vein is being stacked. The
company has installed a fine cyanide mill

.it a cost of $100,000, with a capacity of

130 tons daily.

Jennie June—This shaft. East Tennes-

see Park district, is down 125 ft., with a

fair streak of ore at the bottom ; drift-

ing in both sides of the shaft is now in

progress. .\ tunnel is being driven on
the Helen Gould group, following a small

streak of ore which is extremelv rich in

places. Work will be carried on at both

properties during the winter.

Mammoth—When the shaft was first

sunk on this property, Kig Evans gulch,

at a depth of two ft. a good vein of ore

was opened, carrying native silver and

fair values in lead. The present opera-

tors drove from the shaft south 75 ft.

and upraised 104 ft. where a streak of

ore was opened. During the week a

vein 2 ft. wide was opened that runs

high in silver and 25 per cent, lead ; suffi-

cient work has not been done on the

discovery to prove whether it is the main

ore-shoot or not.

Routt County

Greeni'ille—This company, operating

at Greenville, near Steamboat Si)rings,

I'.as decided to install an air compressor

plant to facilitate operations. The group

will be cut with tunnel workings.

Miller Mining Company—Sullivan air

compressor and drills have been ordered

for the Martha tunnel. Peter Smilanvic,

.steamboat Springs, Colo., is manager.

Illinois

G.\i.EX.\ District

Appelton-Galena—Milling is now in

progress at this mine, knowni locally as

the Dinsdale. The mill is of 50 tons daily

capacity. Both lead and "jack" arc found

ir. crevice openings.

Black /(jc/fc—The Black Jack-.Marsden

mine, four miles south of Galena, is at

present producing 30 to 40 tons of zinc

and about 5 tons of lead concentrates

daily ; as high as 50 tons of zinc has been

lecorded on several occasions. The mine

is worked 24 hours and the mill 20 hours

per day, and 68 or 70 men are employed.

The bins are now stacked up to their

full capacity of 1000 tons. The zinc pro-

duct is being shipped to the Winnebago

plant at Hazel Green for roasting and

magnetic treatment. This mine is so

heavily watered that up to this time no

use has been made of the mill pond ; the

flow of water, as raised from the mine by

two 20-in. pumps, is sufficiently strong to

supply the mill water.

Pacific Gold Mining Company—This

iiewly equipped property is handling 50

tons daily, which turns out about 7 tons

of carbonate or drybone concentrates.

Ten Strike—This mine has joined the

list oT Galena's producers ; one carof "jack"

l;as been shipped and two more are ready

for market. Disseminated jack and lead

are found 118 ft. from the surface. There

is a small mill of 25 tons daily capacity on

the property.

I'inegar Hill—The skeleton of the

\'inegar Hill mill is being inclosed this

week. Boilers are in pl.icc and machinery

is on the ground ready for installation.

The zinc ore at this mine is in solid sheet

formation, pitches and tlais, and carries

less than the average amount of iron. A
carload of hand-cobbed jack of high

grade was shipped last week.

Ci-AV County

Aw event of importance in the coal-min-

ing industry of this State will be the

opening of a large new mine by the Clay

County Coal Company, of Terre Haute.

I his company was organized two years

ago with a capital of $100,000. It re-

cently secured a large tract of coal land

near Coal Bluff, which is considered as

good coal land as. is to be found in this

part of the State. The company paid

$50,000 for the 500 acres and is opening

the first mine between the Big Four and
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois tracks,

which location will afford ample shipping

facilities. The coal taken from the

new mine is what is known as Min-
shall coal. The first vein was worked by

the farmers until the land was purchased

by the company. The new mine is being

equipped with all modern machinery and
appliances, and the tipple is constructed of

>teel. Motor cars will bring the coal to

the hoist, all the "digging" will be done by

machinery and screens will separate the

coal into a dozen different grades.

Indian Territory

Asplwit—C. N. Gould, geologist of the

State University of Oklahoma, has in-

vestigated the asphalt resources of this

Territory, and announces that consider-

able quantities are found in the Chickasaw
Mation and other parts of the Territory.

No exploitation is as yet under way. The
asphalt is said to be exceptionally suitable

for street paving.

Michigan

HoLGHTON County—Copper

Superior—Shaft No. i is down 650 ft.

and sinking to the 700-ft. level. Shaft.

No. 2 is down 275 ft. No work has been

done at No. 2 for some time. Good
copper-bearing rock is still found at the

bottom of No. I shaft.

Trimounlain—Shaft Nos. 2 and 3 will

hereafter be worked alternately by day

;ind night shifts so as to allow certain

shaft improvements.

Calumet & //iv/a^Operations at the

Delaware property have been discon-

tinued because the copper value does not

continue with depth on the Montreal lode.

ICxploratory work will be carried on

through the winter. Nos. ig and 20

^hafts on the Kearsarge .Amygdaloid have

been closed down.

Copper Range Consolidated—.AH work

has been suspended at the new electric

power plant. This plant was under con-

struction at the Michigan smelter and
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was to furnish power for the Copper

Range group of mines and mills.

Osc-ola—This mine has stopped all but

five drills in the main mine, necessitatmg

the laying off of nearly 500 underground

miners. At the north and south Kearsarge

branches of this property one shift has

been discontinued.

Keween.wv County—Copper

C/iff—Preparations are being made at

the Tamarack mill to receive several hun-

dred tons of ore from the old Cliff prop-

erly in Keweenaw county. A 2-ton skip

will be installed.

^.-.u-ca—Sinking will probably soon be

begun for a new shaft. The ledge was

found by trenching at a depth of 4 ft- The

Seneca property consists of about 1880

acres north of the Mohawk and Ahmeek

mines and is believed to carry the Kear-

sarge lode. It is under Tamarack-Osceola

management.

Menominee Range—Iron

Verona Mining Company—This com-

pany is about to begin extensive explora-

tory work about 5 miles north of Amasa.

A diamond drill and test-pits will be em-

ployed. In the Felch mountain district,

in section 9, a shaft has cut a deposit of

low-grade ore. The company is also ex-

ploring in Atkinson township, Iron

county, and has assumed the Coe-Piper

lease on the Bucholz exploration in the

Iron River district.

Missouri

St. !-k.\ncuis County

Federal Lead Company—This company

has made a sweeping reduction in output

and has discontinued work in shafts Nos.

9 and 10, also on the new railroad. Five

of the eight operating shafts are now

closed and ore is being raised only from

the Central, Rogers and Derby shafts. The

No. 1 mill is closed down and only two

sections of the new Central mill arc at

work. All the prospecting drills have been

called in and between 500 and 600 men

have been laid off.

Si. Joe Lead Company—The directors

have just completed their semi-annual visit

and have decided on sweeping retrench-

ments. The diamond drills, 17 in number,

are being called in and laid up for the

winter, the extensive town improvements

on the sewers and in extending the water

works at Bonne Terre have been stopped,

and the Gumbo, Hill and Crawley shafts

have been closed down. A reduction in

wages is under consideration, as the price

of pig lead has shrunk about 30 per cent.

Montana

Butte District

The reduction of the copper output and

working force of miners in Butte now

amounts to 26 per cent, of the normal;

that is, the curtailment amounts to almost

three-fourths of the usual production.

The general belief in Butte is that a fur-

ther curtailment will be ordered and that

a complete shut down of the Ainalga-

iiiatcd. North Butte and Coalition mines

will result.

East Butte Copper—This company has

cut into a body of high-grade copper ore

182 ft. north of the 900-ft- station of No.

I shaft. The crosscut went through 52

11. of milling ore and tlicn broke into a

good body of ore on the hanging wall,

the average assay from which is 9.4 per

cent, copper. The face of the crosscut is

in 3 ft. in that class of ore, and the drills

were still in it at last accounts.

Cascade County

Kipple—The Montana Gold, Silver,

Platinum and Tellurium company has

commenced suit in the district court

against J. C. E. Barker and others to re-

c.ncr for certain ore alleged to have been

shipped from this mine at Neihart, by the

defendants illegally, and also to secure a

decree of the court declaring that the de-

fendants have no title or interest in the

property. The plaintiff asks that its title

to the property be quieted by a decree of

court, and that an accounting be had to

determine the amount in which the de-

fendants are indebted to the plaintiff.

Fergus County

Barnes-King—A dispute, which prob-

ably will lead to litigation, has arisen in

connection with this company. The stock

of the company was taken up, upon its

flotation, by some prominent mining men

of Butte, and by a prominent financial

house in Boston. The mine has been

producing and was supposed to have

large reserves of ore. However, there

were recently unfavorable reports re-

specting the management of the company,

which led the stockholders to elect a new

board of directors with John Gillie, gen-

eral superintendent of the Amalgamated

mines, as president. Mr. Gillie has made

an examination of the mine and reports

that not to exceed 25,000 tons of ore are

developed, and that the net value of this

ore does not exceed $50,000. It is re-

ported, moreover, that this orebody was

discovered after the present company

came into possession of the property.

There are charges of fraud in connection

with the promotion of the company and

great indignation prevails among the

stockholders.

Jefferson County

Comet—At this mine, near Basin, an

experimental concentrator, of 20 tons daily

capacity, has been installed. A K. Mc-

Daniel is in charge.

Hope—The three-compartment shaft is

now down 300 ft. Crosscutting will be be-

gun when it reaches the 500- ft. level.

Nevada

Esmeralda County—Goldfield

/i;6i'»ioW.-—This mine will shortly be

developed on an extensive scale. A large

amount of preliminary work is under

way, including the erection of a 25-h.p.

hoist.

Combination Extension—The ledge in

the 400-ft. level is fully 60 ft. wide and

carries ore of milling grade. It is be-

lieved to be a continuation of the Little

Florence orebody.

Eureka—The shaft at Diamondfield has

reached a depth of 293 ft. A ledge was

struck at that point, also a flood of water

that is pouring into the 'shaft at a rate of

15,000 gal. a day.

Francis-Mohawk—A 15-ft. vein has

been encountered in the 300-ft. level. It

is believed to be a continuation of the

Jumbo vein which runs through the Gold

Bar, Blue Bull and other mines. The

best values run along the footwall, but the

whole orebody is of milling grade. The

shaft will be continued to the soo-ft. level.

Goldfield Horseshoe — Development

work has been resumed on this property,

which adjoins the Rochester. A new

shaft will be sunk to a depth of 300 ft.

and crosscuts will be run to develop the

two low-grade veins which were cut in

the upper workings.

Jumbo Leasing—A drift is being run

from the south crosscut on the 300-ft.

level to intersect the Jumbo vein which

lies to the west of the workings.

Laguna—A large station is being cut at

the 450-ft. level to open a connection with

the Red Top workings in order to im-

prove the ventilation in both mines.

iV/o/iaOT*-/i(>«&o — High-grade ore is

being mined in the 400- and 500-ft. levels.

Last week the Mohawk-Jumbo Leasing

Company shipped 1000 tons of $25 ore,

aad another shipment is ready to go

forward.

Red King—The shaft is down to the

450-ft. level. Prospecting is being done

at this depth. The mine is making a

large amount of water and sinking has

been held up until better pumping facili-

ties are provided.

Rogers-GoldHcld Syndicate—The Little

Florence vein has been cut in a southwest

drift on the 300-ft. level. The ore at

present averages $100 per ton. This find

has improved the prospects of the Rose-

bud, O. K. Fraction, Nevada Pearl and

Combination Extension mines.

St. Ives—A 6-in. vein has been cut in a

winze from the lOO-ft. level that carries

phenomenally rich ore. The company

will resume shaft-sinking to cut the vein

at depth.

Simmcrone—The ledge has been cut

in tlic 26s-ft. level at a distance of 200 ft.

from the station. The ledge carries ore

of shipping grade and dips toward the

shaft. The shaft will be sunk to the 365-

fl. level, from which a crosscut will be

run to develop the orebody.
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NvE CouNTV—Manhattan

Big Mogul—The shaft is in quartz of

milling grade, which is somewhat broken,

but it gives indications of becoming a

firmer orebody at depth.

h'aiihoc — Arrangements are being

made to resume developments on this

property, which has been long idle. At

100 ft. the vein is of fair size and car-

ries ore of milling grade. A pumping

plant will be installed.

Rosario—Work on this property is con-

fined to the erection of a crushing mill.

i(iii/(i Lola—-A. vein has been cut in the

tunnel at a distance of 800 ft. from the

entrance. It is over 20 ft. wide and car-

ries ure (if milling grade. The manage-

ment luis decided to continue the tunnel

to intersect the King Oscar vein, which

is estimated to be ^oo ft. distant from

the vein just struck.

Thanksgiving—A new pumping plant

will shortly be installed and the vein will

be opened up in the 340-ft. level.

i'liitcd—Development operations have

been resumed on this property. The
company has large holdings adjoining the

Original mine.

l'ek\-t—The shaft is being sunk to the

400-ft. level. The shaft at 360 ft. is

in hard dacite country carrying quartz

stringers.

Midway—Stoping has been started on

the lo-ft. ledge between the S35-ft. and

43S-ft. levels which carries shipping ore.

Drifts are being run from the 435-ft. level

to cut two parallel veins which arc known
to carry rich ore. Drifting is also in

progress on the large vein cut 600 ft.

north of the shaft at the 800-ft. level.

The company is working a large force of

miners.

White Pine County—-Rosebud

Brown Palace—Tunnel No. i is in 360

ft. and tunnel No. 2 is in 260 ft. The
shaft is down 44 ft. and considerable ore

has been taken out in the sinking opera-

tions. Ore is being broken in the cut on
the north side of the hill and sacked for

shipment.

Dreamland—The shaft is down 160 ft.

and a crosscut is being driven to the east

to cut the vein. The crosscut is in 12

ft. and a rich stringer has been cut a

short distance from the shaft.

Brozi'n Palace Extension—A large force

of men has been put to work on the Red
Top claim. The crosscut is in 85 ft. and
is close to the ledge.

Dreamland—.\ ledge has been cut in

a crosscut from the loo-ft. level. This

is the deepest working in the district in

which ore has been opened up.

Golden Anchor—The vein recently cut

in the tunnel has been drifted on for a

distance of 60 ft. The ore carries gold

and silver and is of milling grade.

H'hile Alps—The Rosebud Mining and

Leasing Company is pushing work on its

lease on the Lucky Boy claim of the

White Alps. A new ledge has been un-

cuvered.

New Mexico

Grant County

Lordsburg—The 85 mine is equipped

with steam hoist and air drills and is

cutting a 6oo-ft. tunnel to intersect the

Emerald vein. The Robert E. Lee has

bci-n explored by a P*insylvania capital-

ist, and on the Nellie Bly a good strike

of bornite ore has been made. The Shan-

non has found new ore near the surface,

and the Alice at 300 ft. The Miser's

Chest is stoping for shipment. In

former days iht Viola vein produced

Inuch good ore; the shaft is being ret'.m-

bered with a view to an early resumption

of shipments.

Stein's Pass—The King & Queen Cop-

per Company and the King Kendall Min-
ing Company have acquired many claims

around the Johnny Bull mine and will

soon begin development. At the Granite

Gap mine the shaft is approaching the

300-ft. level.

Lincoln County

Eagle Mining Company—This company
will soon have its 200-ton cyanide mill

ready for operation. Ben Horner is work-

ing the Vera Cruz mine and has developed

considerable ore on which a mill run will

be made. On the H. & S. group, almost

enough ore has been opened to warrant

the erection of a small mill. Near Nogal,

the Nogal Peak Company is actively

mining.

Carrizoso—W. A. Mclvcrs is pushing

operations on the Buster Brown and Mil-

don groups, which are being equipped

with steam hoists and compressors. Near
Capitan it is reported that Texas in-

vestors have bought some coal land.

Magdalena District

Graphic—Manager Joseph Brown is

blocking out ore between the Waldo tun-

nel and the old lower workings of the

Graphic, and has demonstrated that the

orebody is continuous from the tunnel

level to the old workings. Shipments of

lead carbonates are made to the Deming
smelter and of zinc ore to the works at

Joplin, Mo.

Mine Development Company—This

company has connected the Tip Top tun-

nel with the south end of the Key work-
ings. Ore bins have been constructed and
shipments have been begun.

Mistletoe—An extension ore shoot has

been developed in the main tunnel which

w'ill prospect the entire group and has

been driven 1200 ft.

Success Group—The Hill Bros, are pre-

paring to ship ore from their group over

the siiminii of the range at the south edge

of the district.

Tri-Bullion— 1 his company is wurking

on the Nit shaft and completing the mill

and installation of machinery at the Kelly

mine.

Oteko County

Jarilla District—The tunnel through

Lucky hill for the tram road that is to

connect the Cuprite, Herschberger, Tur-

quoise and Lucky mines with the railroad

at Jarilla, is about ready. At the Lucky

mine exploring is being done by a dia-

mond drill and at the cuprite a good

strike of ore has been made at a depth

of 150 ft. On the Monte Carlo property

a surface equipment has been erected and

the shaft is being sunk. The Last Chance

has now reached a depth of 300 ft. The
Turquoise has a quantity of copper ore

ready for shipment and is experimenting

on its second-class ore with a hand jig

with a view of erecting a mill for its treat-

ment. At the Southwest smelter in Oro
Grande, the sampler and fire protection

systems have been completed. Many de-

lays have been experienced in getting this

plant ready to start, and it is a question

if enough ore can be obtained for contin-

uous running. The 28-mile pipe line from

the Sacramento mountains, which fur-

nishes water for the smelter and town of

Oro Grande, will also be used for the

gold placers on the south fJank of the

Jarilla range. The First National Min-

ing Company expects to have a 100-ton

gravel-washing plant in operation before

winter, and the Moffitt Company is in-

stalling a similar equipment. The Elec-

tric Mining Company will try to get water

for its ground on Baird hill by sinking

a well to 1000 ft. and has ordered machin-

ery for washing the gravel.

Rio Arriba

Bromide-Headstone District—The Em-
erald mine, which shows rich ore, nas

been unwatered for examination by a

representative of eastern capital. The
Red Jacket Company will soon start its

new 50-ton mill, which contains a 6-ft.

Huntington grinder followed by amal.g^-

mating plates and tables for concentration.

An 8-ft. vein carrying gold has been

pierced by a crosscut at the bottom of

the Red Jacket shaft. On the Whale
claim, owned by the Isabelle Mining Com-
pany, a boiler and hoist has been erected

and the shaft will be deepened to open

out more of the ore. The 16 to i claim

has been sold by G. F. Hall to Boston

investors, who have installed new ma-
chinery and have already struck copper

carbonate on the 150 ft. level, that will

pay .to ship. The Bromide Copper Com-
pany, which is backed by Pennsylvania

capital, has unwatered its Pay Roll mine

to the 250- ft. level, where a large body of

copper sulphides with gold is exposed.

Manager Rikcr has put in a new locomo-
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live boiler and a small Ilendric & Bolt-

hoff friction hoist at tho H. S. P. mine

and a contract has been let for sinking

the shaft 100 ft. deeper. The property =s

owned by N'ew York people, incorporated

as the Empire Copper Mining and Milling

Company. The Tnsas Peak Company

owns the Jesse and Tampa groups and has

a ^oo-fl. shaft in the latter, in which a

good body of copper sniphides has been

developed by crosscutting. .\t Tusas.

three miles from the mine, a Bruck-

ner roaster has recently been added

to the company's 150-ton leaching mil!.

The Milwaukee & New Mexico Mining

Company is preparing to develop the Sar-

dine group, while on the Danhury group

the recent work of J. P. Rinker has ex-

posed considerable ore. In Spring gulch

VV. H. .\shton has been exploring his

ground and has patented the Lucky Boy,

Oro Fino and Denver claims, which ad-

join the Whale mine. The Tusas Mining

and Milling Company is preparing to re-

sume work in its Independence group; on

the Santa Fe, the tunnel is already 300 ft

long, and is to be extended, while the

Mineral Point owners claim to have 15,000

tons of $7.50 ore blocked out.

SlERR.V Coi-.VTY

llithboro—An 8-in. vein of ore assay-

ing $400 per ton has been opened up in

the Sofia & San Antonia mines owned by

Elfego Baca, the .Mbuquerquc attorney,

and it is reported that a controlling inter

est in the property has been taken over

by the Golden Courier Mining Company.

The Ready Pay's 50-ton mill, equipped with

two Huntington grinders and two Wilfley

tables, is being run intermittently. Man-

ager Kasser is equipping the Ocean Wave

group for active work, and is planning

to erect a JO-stamp mill.

Pennsylvania

ANTHRAaTE Co.\L

Lehigh Coal and Xavigation Company

—This company has installed a pair of

42x6o-in. .'\llis-Chalmcrs direct-acting

hoisting engines in the water shaft of No.

(J colliery, at Lansford. This hoist is in-

tended to raise tanks weighing approxi-

mately 13,500 11). complete and containing

25,000 lb. of water. The rope. 650 ft.

in length and weighing 3350 lb., is. also

included in the complete load and lifted at

a speed of 3000 ft. per minute. The en-

gines operate under 80 lb. steam pressure,

with enough power available to keep the

hoist in continuous operation under se-

vere conditions of service. The valves

used on the engines are piston type,

operated by link motion set to allow steam

to follow about 95 PC cent, of the full

stroke. The links and blocks for • the

valve motion are of forged steel, case-

hardened. They arc of the built-up pat-

tern, operated by a steam reversing en-

gine. The wood-lagged drum. 12 ft. 8 in.

in diameter and 14 ft. 6 in. long, has five

spiders, cast in halves, and brake shoes

for a l2-in. strap litted in the middle of

the drum. .-\. safety controller and indi-

cator are installed to show the location of

the cage in the shaft and to prevent the

overwinding of the engines. .'Ml levers

for operating the throttle-valve, emer-

gency valve, steam and hand reverse,

steam and hand brake and all necessary

drains are brought to an engineer's plat-

form located between and in line with the

rear end of the cylinder.

Phihdclphia c'r Reading Coal and Iron

Company—This cijjnpany's statement for

August and the two months of its fiscal

year from July I to Aug. 31 is as follows

:

.\llgust. Two Months.

F.aniUip." »-i.HS3..'jl0 S.5,s;iii,64i)

Expensi-t J.0fl3.UVJ .^i,nlll.8-25

Net earnliifis $ 100.408 $ 3:17.824

For the tun months there were in-,

creases of $1,451,43' i" gross earnings; of

$1,243,528 in expenses; and of $207,903 in

net earnings.

BiTU.Mixous Coal

Coking I'cin—It is reported that a g-ti.

vein of coking coal has been tapped at a

depth of 290 ft. by the Connellsville Coke

Company at Towerhill in Green county.

This is considered proof of the extension

of the great Connellsville vein into Green

and Washington counties and many Green

county titles are licing examined.

CoKF.

Hoslcltrr-Ci'iiiicHsvilU' Cake Company

— It is announced thai a deal has been

completed by which the H. C. Frick Coal

and Coke Company acquires the stock in

this company owned by George L, Whit-

ney and associates and the llostetter es-

tate. The price is said to have been based

on $7,000,000 for the property. The Frick

company already owned a considerable in-

terest and the new- purchase gives it com-

plete control. The company owns a large

tract of coking coal and a number of

coke ovens.

South Dakota

L.WVkKNCE Coi-NTY

Imperial—Two new orebodies, one on

the Dolphin and the other on the Balti-

more group of claims, have been struck in

the tunnels. They are 50 ft. below the

present workings.

H. S. Denny, consulting mining engin-

eer of London, has been examining mines

in the Black Hills in behalf of an English

syndicate, and incidentally has been study-

ing the local methods of ore milling.

Ruby Belle—Under a porphyry dike the

richest and biggest orebody on this prop-

erty was discovered. The company pro-

poses increasing its working force this

winter.

Penningto.n' Covnty

Egyptian—Holden & Co. have leased

tliis property and started work in the

stamp mill. The 300-ft. double-compart-

ment shaft will be sunk deeper and the

Tykoon mill used for amalgamating and

concentrating.

Etia Hill—Since tlie opening of the

season this company has shipped seven

carloads of spodumene to the Standard

Essence Company, of New Jersey.

Lirand View—A six-drill air compressor

is being installed and the f)ve-stamp mill

will be enlarged. The i8o-ft. shaft is to

be sunk to the 500-ft. level. The ore has

widened with depth.

Holy Terror—The mine is unwatered

to the 400-ft. level and a larger pump is

being installed, as timbers in the shaft

prevent the skips from working.

Mainstay—Work will be resumed upon

the return of General Manager Griffitli.

The 30-stamp mill will be enlarged to 40

stamps and a flume for creek water will

be erected.

Mariposa—Recent work has opened up

a ledge of good milling ore 12 ft. wide.

675 ft. from the mouth of the tunnel. The
ore runs on an average of $4 per ton in

gold and there is a 25-ft. streak of high-

grade ore on the hanging wall adjoining.

Northfork—Chicago and Joliet, III., in-

vestors, have formed a company and with

,-i few days' work struck ore, carrying

Kold and copper, being the third important

copper strike on this belt in two months.

The property lies 2^ miles northwest of

Keystone and contains 140 acres. H. B.

Leonard is president ; Edgar Leonard,

vice-president, and C. J. Patton, secretary-

treasurer.

Provident Mining Company— .-V test

run for tin is being made at the Tykoon

mill. The ore comes from the Chris-

tiernssnu property recently purchased.

Utah

S.\LT Lake County

The eastern end of the Tintie miums"

district has come into prominence dur

ing the year by reason of important devel-

opments made in some of the mines there,

particularly the Colorado and Beck Tun •

nel. .\s a result, several new companies

were formed and are now conducting a

vigorous campaign of exploitation.

Among them are the Crown Point, Iron

Blossom and Sioux Consolidated. All of

them are well equipped with hoisting and

other machinery. A joint shaft is being

sunk by the Colorado, Crown Point and

Iron Blossom companies, and is now down
to a depth of 140 ft. Crosscuts and drift?

will be run oflf to each property for devel-

opment purposes.

Tooele County

Cliff Mining—This company, oi)cratiiig

in the Ophir district, inarketed about 1500

tons of ore during September. The prop-

erty has been developed through three

tunnels, all of which are connected. The
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miiu- is a producer 01 high-grade silver-

le.ul i>rc.

lloHcrinc—The properties of tliis com-

pany at Stockton have been closed indef-

initely. Stockholders have a problem ar.

to the best means of paying off the exist-

ing indebtedness, abont $joo.ooo in all.

Virginia

Floyd County

7"uiii-rii^'—This old property which has

been idle for several years has been leased

to Louis Straus & Co.. conditional upon

the erection of a smelting plant of 40

tons daily capacity. The mine was orig-

inally worked for iron but recent dis-

coveries show the existence of paying

quantities of copper.

Wisconsin

Pl.xtteville Zinc-Le.\i> District

Acnii-—Ore from this mine is being

roasted this week at the limpire calciner

and tests close to 62 per cent, metallic

zinc. The company is erecting a calciner

of its own which when completed, will

make four such complete plants for the

Platteville district in addition to the new
electric-static separator.

Columbia—This mine, in which R. .\.

McKinney and others of Pittsburg, Penn..

are interested, has uncovered two Hat

sheets of "jack." The upper rial will

average 8 in. in thickness, while the lower

one increased from to in. to i ft. of the

same grade ;!s hitherto encountered. The
two Hats are 30 ft. apart with scattered

"jack" between.

Empire—The new power plant has

started up after several weeks shutdown
to make proper connections. The new
plant is located beside the mill along the

tracks of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul railroad and consists of two 125-h.p..

high pressure horizontal tubular boilers,

one 18x48 in. Bates-Corliss engine, one

cross-compound belted Ingersoll-Rand

Imperial air compressor, one loo-kw. and
one 40-kw. generator, connected in tan-

dem, to furnish power for electric hoist,

pumps, etc. The plant is so arranged that

any part can be operated independent of

the others.

Enlerprise—This mine has resumed
roasting having several hundred tons of

green concentrates on hand. The new
~haft on the west end is completed and all

hoisting is done at this place. .\ number
of n<w sheets were uncovered in the bot-

tom which measure as high as 10 in. in

thickness. The Enterprise was opened be-

tween si.x and seven years ago. A single-

jig 50-ton mill is run day and night and
turns out about 20 tons of concentrates

<Iaily.
^

Hodge—The jigs at the Hodge mill

were bedded for the tirst time this week
and after a few minor adjustments are

made in the pumping apparatus steady

grinding will legin. The mill has 75

tons daily capacity and is equipped with

the Missouri type of slotted grates in

jigs; nearly all the concentrators in this

district are equipped with the Cooley type

of jig. The Hodge has a body of "jack"

in pitches and flats in well defined, com-

p.nct sheets.

Missahe—This mine, owned by W. J.

Power, of nibbing, Minn., has made its

first shipment, under new management. A
carload brought $.?2.50 per ton. .\nother

carload lies in the bins. After much
"dead" work in the way of opening up

and re-arranging, the mine and equipment

has been put in good condition.

Quiiiey—This mine made a better show-

ing during the week and 2.$ ft. of rich

ground, which has been carried along for

17 ft., makes clear across the 6-ft. drift

and cohtinually grows stronger. The

ground becomes looser as the main range

is approached.

Royal—The roaster and magnetic sepa-

rator at this plant will be completed

within two weeks. .-V 60-h.p. Brownell

engine is being installed, in addition to

the loo-h.p. Corliss, to furnish extra

power for the roaster. The 75-ton mill is

running regularly 10 hours per day and

turns out about 2 tons of concentrates per

hour; 500 tons of raw concentrates are in

the bins awaiting calcining.

Wyoming

.•\lu.\.nv Couxtv

Shenitaii Copper Mining Company—
A contract has been let to sink a shaft

300 ft. deep on this company's property

r.ear Sherman.

Canada
Ont.\rio—CoB.M.T District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Sept. 28 were as fol-

liiws : Buffalo, 60,000 lb.; Foster, 128,000;

Nipissing, 178,210: total, 366,210 lb.

City of Cobalt^X vein, 5 or 6 in. wide.

of niccolite and native silver has been

found at the first level and some distance

from the main shaft. It is supposed to

be an extension of one of the veins of the

Buffalo mine.

Coniagas—The concentrating plant is in

successful operation treating low-grade

ore, of which the company has on the

ilumps about 7000 tons, and a larger

amount is blocked out for mining. Only
high-grade ore will be shipped, the low-

grade being run through the concentrator.

-About 100 tons per day is being treated.

Xipissing—The squatters who have

been occupying the north end of the prop-

erty have been ordered off so that the

-Meyer vein can be opened and developed.

Silver Leaf—Operations were recenth-

iisumcd by Superintendent Brown with a

force of 22 men. During the strike a new
-haft was sunk by contract to a depth of

50 ft.

Temiskaniing S- Hudson fl(j.\— Several
important linds have been made in drift-

ing on the 65-ft. level. In the east drift

a rich 8-in. vein was struck and 25 ft.

west of the shaft four veins averaging
from J to 6 in. have been found, all carry-
ing native silver, argenlite and cubalt.

The shaft is down 80 ft., and in sinking,

three carloads of rich ore were extrrdiid.

two of which netted $50,000.

United Stales Cobalt—Uial week .. i,,

in. vein rich in argentite and native silver
was ftnmd in drifting on the 50-ft. level

at .ibout 20 ft. from the main shaft.

Lariikr I„\kk District

Larder Lake Proprietary—Several tests

have been made on ore at the stamp mill,

the first story of which has been com-
pleted. The mill-run from one vein 30
ft. wide gave 10 dwt. gold per ton. Ore
from another shaft sunk on an 8-ft. vein

gave 162/3 dwt. gold per ton.

M.\.\iTOL- L.\KE District

/-(Ji/rcH/ia//—Provincial Inspector E. T.
Corkill, who returned recently to Toronto
from a trip to northwestern Ontario, re-

ports that the shaft has been sunk to the
300-ft. level. Drifting is being done at

that depth to tap the rich ore pocket
found at the 100- and 200-ft. levels.

Otto L.\ke District

Crazuford~h is reported that 10 tons
of highly mineralized gold ore have been
taken out. The showing made by this

property has encouraged a rush of pros-
pectors to the neighborhood, and much of
the surrounding area has been staked.

Port Arthur District

Hanson Consolidated—Shaft No. 3 is

down 380 ft. Superintendent E. B. Ever-
hart reports that the vein maintains its

width and shows higher silver contents in

addition to traces of gold

Mexico

Chihv.\hu.\

Palmar .\Hning Company—Two new
electric hoists are to be installed on the

property of this company in Parral.

Power will be supplied by the Parral

Power and Reduction Company. Manuel
Aguilera is manager.

Gu.\NAJUAT0

Bolanitis—This producing mine in La
Luz district is reported to have been

purchased by George \V. Bryan and other

.Americans. The mine, which is less than

10 years old and has produced million^,

will be developed at depth and will be

equipped with a modern mill.

Guanajuato Reduction and Mines Com-
pany—This company is treating 500 tons

daily of ore from its old ilumps. It has

145 stamps dropping regularly and con-

templates the addition of a still larger

unit.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

New y'ork, Oct. g—The Interstate

Commerce Commission will shortly give

a hearing on charges of discrimination

and exorbitant rates, made by Henry A.

Meeker & Co., independent anthracite

operators, against the Lehigh Valley Coal

Company.

The eastern bituminous trade shows
great activity under a strong demand
from the shoal-water ports. All of the

best grades of wide-seam coal are prac-

tically out of the market and consumers

are content to accept some of the best

Pennsylvania grades, paying from $3@
J.2S per ton at tidewater. It is reported

that 20,000 tons of coal were purchased

for e.xport and the lowest figure that

could be obtained was $3.40 per ton at

New York.

The situation in the far E^st is peculiar.

It is usual at this time for consumers
to be pretty well stocked with coal for

their winter use, but so great has been

the demand for manufacturing purposes

that the supply of coal going to this ter-

ritory has been used nearly as fast as it

was received. Consequently consumers
are not stocked up and are calling loudly

for their winter supply.. Shippers are giv-

ing their entire attention to this terri-

tory.

Transportation facilities, both by land

and water, are not as good as could be

desired. At Norfolk and Newport News
vessels are held on demurrage. This is

caused by poor labor and scarce car sup-

ply, which causes coal to run through

slowly. In the all-rail trade certain rail-

roads are suffering on account of con-

necting lines advancing charges for

foreign cars in order to force them back

into their own hands. The railroads that

are now affected were in the. habit of

abusing their privileges in the past.

Throughout the trade all consumers are

strictly on their monthly proportions.

In the West there are increasing com-
plaints of car shortage and slow transpor-

tation. Otherwise the trade is generally

in good condition..

Coal Tr.\ffic Notes

Anthracite coal shipments in Septem-

ber were 5,442.334 tons; being 274,318

tons less than in August, but 914,348 tons

more than in September, 1906. For the

nine months ended Sept. 30 the total was
40.295,646 tons in 1906. and 49,645,616

Ions in 1907; an increase of 9.349.970

tons, or 23.2 per cent.

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Sept. 28 were as follows, in short tons

:

1900. 1907. Changes.

Anthracite 3.240,710 4,176,304 I. 935.5114

Bituminous 23,601.756 28,746.087 I. 5,144,331

Coke 9,309,141 10,407,260 I. 1,038,119

Total 36,211,607 43,329,051 I. 7.118,044

The total increase this year to date was

19.7 per cent.

Shipments of Bro.-id Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the year to Oct. s were 773.171 tons.

Coal traffic originating on the lines of

the Southern Railway for the seven

months ended July 31 was, in short tons:

Tennessee district, 1,031,665; Alabama

district, 1,236,391 ; total, 2,268,056 tons.

The coal tonnage over the roads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association for the

seven months ended July 31 was as fol-

lows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Hocking Valley 2,099.049 2,165,336 I. 66.287

Toledo & Ohio cent.. 878,064 994,618 I. 116,654

Baltimore & Ohio.... 930,251 1.260,230 I. 329,979

Wheeling k L. Eri«.

.

1,114,216 2.001,866 I. 887,649

Cleve., Lorain & Wh. 1,096,757 1,649,157 I. 662,400

Zanesvllle & Western 691,257 932.736 I. 341,479

Toledo Dlv., Pen. Co. 1,297,6,39 1,369,636 I. 71,996

L.Erie,Alliance&Wh. 333,873 706,303 I. 372,430

Marietta, Col. & Clev. 4,505 14,7H7 I. 10.282

Total 8.345,611 11,094,667 1.2,749,056

."Ml the roads report gains this year.

The total increase was 32.9 per cent. The

tonnage in 1906 was cut down by strikes

in .^pril and May.

New York

Anthracite

Oct. 9—The demand for prepared sizes

continues strong and the supply is good.

The trouble seems to be a lack of cars,

which naturally tends to scarcity of coal.

Small sizes are in the same position as

they have been in for some time, and the

demand is unabated. Prices are quoted

as follows : Broken, $4.75 ; egg, stove and

chestnut, $5 ; pea, $3.25 ; buckwheat No.

I, $2.75 ; buckwheat No. 2 or rice, $2.15

@2.25; barley, $1.75, all f.o.b. New York
harbor.

Bituminous

Trade in New York harbor has as-

sumed considerable activity, the demand
being exceedingly strong and the supply

scarce. The absence of good grades of

coal from the local market is noticeable

and some of the best Pennsylvania

grades bring $3(5;3-25 per ton, f.o.b. New

York harbor shipping ports. Orders from

shoal-water ports are urgent and pro-

ducers are giving this territory prefer-

ence over all others during the last few

weeks before navigation closes.

The far East has consumed more coal

than usual and stocks are by no means

as large as they were at this time other

years. The small stocks held by con-

sumers in this territory causes them to

clamor for larger shipments. The Sound

is taking on considerable coal and the

trade is not as particular about quality

as a few weeks ago. Grades which form-

erly would not have been accepted are

now readily contracted for. So far as

stocks are concerned, the Sound is in a bet-

ter position than the far East, but con-

sumers are still calling for large ship-

ments.

In the all-rail trade prices have ad-

vanced to $1.50 at the mines and as the

call for coal increases this price will un-

doubtedly advance. Transportation from

mines to tide is slow, cars taking from

12 days to two weeks to come through,

against 5 days when running on fast

schedule. Car supply is the cause of

much complaint from nearly all pro-

ducers, and is influencing coal consump-

tion and prices all over the country. .In

the coastwise-vessel trade vessels are not

in good supply on account of the delays

in discharging. It is a sore point with

shippers that vessels are held up for sev-

eral weeks and are thus kept out of the

market. Freight rates are quoted as fol-

lows : From Philadelphia, to Boston,

Salem and Portland, gbc. ; to Ports-

mouth, $1 ; to Lynn, Newburyport and

Bangor, $i.io@i.is; to Saco and Gard-

iner, $1.25 and towage; to the Sound,

80c. per ton.

Birmingham

Oct. 7—Prices for coal here are strong

and the demand good. The output of the

mines is as large as labor and the trans-

portation facilities will permit it. The
lailroads in this district are doing every-

thing possible to assist operators in the

largest possible output; but there is a

lack of cars and locomotive power is not

at all as plentiful as it might be. Alabama
coal is going in all directions, several of

the Southern States taking fuel supplies

from this district.

Coke is in good demand with quota-

lions favorable. All indications are that

t!ic demand for coke and the present

prices will continue.
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Chicago

Oct. 7—Strength continues in the coal

market, nearly all grades of Western and

Eastern coals being in increasing demand.

The only weakness is in fine Western

coals, for steam use. Domestic coals are

starting early in demand, and anthracite

is selling well. There is a general ab-

sence of demurrage coal. Car shortage

is still an evil to the trade, but the situa-

tion does not seem to be as bad as in

previous autumns.

Prepared sizes of Illinois and Indiana

coals are advancing in price, prevalent

quotations being $2.is(S>2.6s. Run-of-

mine is slightly higher also, at $l.75@2.50.

Screenings are weak at $l.os@i.40. Bra-

zil block is in large demand and small

supply at $3.20.

Of Eastern coals smokeless is still in

good demand, with the supply larger, but

not sufficient to weaken prices ; lump and

egg being especially strong at $4.30@4.50

and run-of-mine holding at $3.40@3.50.

Pittsburg No. 8 is somewhat scarce, and

holds up firmly to $3 for ij^-in. Youghi-

ogheny is strong at $3.35 for ij^-'"-, a"d

$3-25@3.3S for ^-'m. Hocking is active

at $3.50 per ton.

Pittsburg

Oct. 8—A scarcity of railroad cars is

preventing full operation of the mines in

this district but the trouble is not as

serious as formerly at this period of the

year. There is an active demand and the

new prices are being well maintained

Quotations remain on the basis of

$i.2S@i.3o for mine-run coal, f.o.b. mine.

The rivers were navigable during the

week and over 2,000.000 bu. coal went
to lower ports, the bulk of which was
shipped by the Monongahela River Con-
solidated Coal and Coke Company.

Connellsville Coke—Production and
shipments continue to increase but sup-

ply does not seem to be equal to the de-

mand. Prices are practically unchanged,
on the basis of $2.8s@3.io for standard
Connellsville furnace coke and $3.25®
3.50 for foundry coke. The Courier in

its weekly summary gives the production
in both the upper and lower Connellsville

region at 429,127 tons. The shipments
amounted to 14,326 cars distributed as

follows : To Pittsburg, 5244 cars; to points
west of Connellsville, 8167 cars ; to points
east of Connellsville, 915 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Exports of coal and coke from the
United States for the eight months end-
ing Aug. 31, ^re reported as below by
the Bureau of Statistics of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Labor :

1906. 1907. Chaoges.

t?''"'*^"* 1.472,*22 1,811.062 1. X».<AO
Bituminous 4,«W,714 6.792.022 1.1,897.278

These figur^-s do not include coal

bunkered, or sold to steamships engaged

in foreign trade. The coke exported

went chiefly to Mexico and eastern Can-

ada ; the distribution of the coal was as

follows: •

10O6. 1007. ChnuiinB.

Canada 4,72fi.2:t;l n,48fi,:i:il I.l,7nt).o»8

Mexico 7r.6.781) 7«1,72J D. 4.0(17

Cuba 4au.(>82 616,037 I, 76,950
Other W. IllillOB 220,'J«G 298,821 I, 77.865
EurO|>e IW.lWIi 101,978 I. 03,1112

Other couutrlos I45,KI0 379,595 I, 2.33,706

Total >.. 0,307,100 8,603,084 1,2.235,918

The increase in exports to Europe was

in shipments to Italy, which took 110,327

tons this year. The exports to other

countries were chiefly to South America.

The exports to Canada—75.4 per cent, of

the total in I907^were, in detail, as fol-

lows :

Anthrftclto ..

Bituminous.

1900. 1907. Changes.
1,446,994 1.784,123 1. 338,129
3,280,239 4,701,208 1.1,420,969

Total 4,726,233 0,485,331 1.1,759,098

The increase this year in anthracite

was 23.4 per cent., and in bituminous coa',

43.3 ; the total gain being 37.2 per cent.

Imports of coal and coke into the

United States for the eight months end-

ing Aug. 31, were, in long tons, as fol-

lows:

1906.

Great Britain 76.917
Canada 1,021.993
Japan 10,77.5

Australia 122,224
Other countries 4,;k)3

Total coal

.

Ooke

1907. Changes.
;)0.3'23 D. 40,,')94

930,221 D. 91,772
78,568 I. 67,783

273,l:i0 I. 160,906
6,693 I, 2,300

1.236.302 1,318.925 I. 82,023
86,182 90,0;15 I, 3,853

Total 1,322,484 1,408.960 I. 86,476

The decrease in imports from Canada
into California was made up by larger

receipts of Australian and Japanese coal.

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
England ports, but the bulk of the im-

ports of coal is on the Pacific coast. The
ooke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germany.

Iron Trade Review

Total coal 6.3l>7,166 8.603.084 1.2,235.918
''O*® .515,877 694,165 1. 78,288

1'o*»' 6.883.043 9,197,249 1.2,314,200

New York, Oct. 9—The iron and steel

markets continue quiet, so far as new
business is concerned. Pig iron is espec-

ially quiet, the demand being only for

small lots needed to make up deficiencies.

In finished material the only activity is

in structural material, and that is not
of a pronounced character.

The steel-rail question is still unsettled,

though some orders are reported to have
been placed. The Lehigh Valley has placed
one for 15,000 tons of open-hearth rails

with the Bethlehem Steel Company.
The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company

will begin at once the erection of four
additional open-hearth furnaces at the
South Side plant in Pittsburg. This will

add 1000 tons a day to the company's
steel production.

The Maryland Steel Company was the
lowest bidder on the steel rails called for
by the Government for use on the Pan-

ama Railroad, and will probably receive

the contract. The price was about $30
per ton, delivered.

Sled Rail SpcciUcations—Recently ther*?

was submitted to the full committee of

the American Railway Association .nnd

the steel companies the report of the

sub-committee of eight. It is understood
that the steel companies arc a unit, but
that the railroad interests are divided, the

majority, however, being agreed in de-

manding that the phosphorus contents
shall not exceed 0.085 per cent. The
majority of the railroad representatives

persist in their demand for a 25 per cent,

discard. It is understood that the steel

companies will claim that it is impossible
to furnish the tonnage of rails required
if the phosphorus limit is insisted on.
The discard is, of course, a question of
price, and while this has not yet been
ofiicially considered, the attitude of the
railroads has apparently been sounded
sufliciently to create the feeling in steel

circles that there is little chance of the
interests coming together. The report of
Uie full committee will not be made pub-
lic until Oct. 30, when it will be presented
to the American Railway Association at
its semi-annual meeting.

Iron and Steel £.r/.or/j—Exports of
iron and steel, including machinery, from
liic United States for August, and the
eight months ended Aug. 31, are valued
as below by the Bureau of Statistics of
the Department of Commerce and Labor:

1906. 1907. Changes.

i):"*;""
....»15,307,72;) »17,.587,1S1 I. $2.279458Klght mouths.. 113,298,201 129,409.247 I. lli.Kn.lHi

The total increase for the eight months
was 14.2 per cent. The leading items of
export for the eight months were, in long
tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Pig Iron 65,886 .64 172 D 1714
Billets. Ingots i blooms 162,4.39 69.'044 D.'l03'395

S^r?. ''«.C14 65.921 I. 9,'307

S*"' • ;•:•;•: 2:«.077 2iB,570 d. 13.507Sheets and plates 69,000 86,172 1,16106^ructural steel 74,606 90,039 1.16 433

Nails and spikes 42,976 40.600 D. 2,316

The more important gains were in bars,
sheets and structural steel ; the larger de-
creases were in wire and in ingots and
blooms.

Iron and Sleet Imports—Imports of
iron and steel, including machinery, in the
United States for August and the eight
months ending Aug. 31, are valued by
the Bureau of Statistics as follows:

1006. 1907. Changes.
•i,"6''»'"-- $2,623,077 $3..)93.255 I. $ 769.678Eight months.... 21.544.688 -28.79.5,719 I. 7,261.031

The increase for the eight months was
33-7 per cent. The chief items of the iron
and steel imports for the eight months
were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
f'B'ron 203.166 420.117 1.216,952
?<=™P 10,303 22.663 I. 12.260
Ingots, blooms, etc 13,688 10,374 D. 3 314

S,"."---- M.«™ 27,039 I. 3!3«:)
Wire-rods 12.-)02 12,674 1. 472
Tin-plates 31.944 43,243 1. 11.299

There were considerable increases in

pig iron, in scrap—chiefly steel scrap -

and in tin-plates.
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Iron Ore MKn-emeiil—Exports and ini

ports of iron ore in the United States tor

the eight months ended Aug. 31 are re-

ported as follows, in long tons

:

190«. 1907. Changes.

Exports IHt.VTi U'J,37l) D. T.>.(i02

Imports "a-.lHU) 8«5,r>57 I. l-27,997

Most of the exports were to Canada.

IiTiports were Iroin Cuba, Spain and .Al-

geria.

Imports of manganese ore for the eight

months were 1.40,863 tons in 1906, and

IJ4.711 tons in 1907: a decrease of 16,152

tons.

Baltimore

Oil. S— IncUulcd in thfe imports for the

week were 20.277 pigs of spelter. Receipts

of manganese ore were 6000 tons from

Bomlwy. India. Arrivals of iron ore were

15,050 tons, all from Cuba.

Birmingham

Ocl. 7—Sonic few sales of small lots of

iron, delivery within 60 to 90 days, have

been made lately. Outside of this and the

receipt of a number of inquiries for iron

to be delivered during the first half of

the coming year, the market has been

quiet. Quotations are holding up, the

furnace companies asking $i8@i8.5o per

ton. No. 2 foundry, for this year's de-

livery. No price under $16 is heard of

ill this district for delivery next year.

The home consumption is exceptionally

strong ; with but few exceptions all plants

employing pig iron are running full.

Chicago

Oct. 7—The pig-iron market continues

to be dull. Sales are confined to small

lots for last-quarter delivery. There are

a few inquiries for first-quarter business

;

otherwise it might be said that 1908 busi-

ness is not in existence. That the atti-

tude of the market is one of expectancy

that prices will go considerably lower is

the opinion of men well versed in the

business. Sales for 1908 will undoubt-

edly be large, as soon as buying begins

freely.

For last-quarter delivery No. 2 South-

irn iron brings about $18 Birmingham

($22.35 Chicago), and No. 2 Northern

$22.50. L;ike Superior charcoal iron is

ciuotcd at $26.50. Nominal quotations for

the first quarter of 1908 are about $1

under last-quarter quotations, but it is

difficult to say what price could be ob-

tained on a fair-sized lot for actual de-

livery. Premium business has disap-

jieared. the furnaces being willing to ship

small amoimts and on quick delivery at

prevailing quotations.

Coke is steady with signs of increasing

strength, at $5.90 Chicago for the best

Conncllsville.

Philadelphia

Orl. —The latest developments in the

pig-iron market indicate a greater num-

ber of inquiries all along the line, most

of them from smaller consumers, two or

three from large interests where basic iron

is used. These inquiries, outside of basic,

have not resulted in much business, bu!

the office men feel encouraged. Most of

the iron inquired for is for early delivery.

The delay, it is explained, is on terms,

buyers hanging hack for concessions.

There does not appear to be that depress-

ing tendency in this market that we read

about in some other markets. Quotations

are not reliable, but instances of a ;)ro-

nounced cut in price arc rare. No. 2

foundry may be safely quoted as averag

ing $20.50; gray forge, $i8/gi8.5o; basic.

$78,50; low' phosphorus, $27.5o@28, nom
inally.

.'itec! Billets—Two or three contract-;

have been renewed or extended. The

outlook is good at the prices which liav^

been held for several weeks.

Bars—.\ steady How of orders, rather

small for the most part, is reported by

mill agents. Conunon iron appears to be

doing well. Steel bars are strong, and
those who buy for quick 'delivery do nor

tint! any favors.

Slieets—The sheet mills are runni'.iH;

about as usual.

Pipes iuhI Tubes—It is impossible to

observe any change.

/'Idles
—

'I lie [ilate mills h.ive sfcurerl

some large orders within a week and
more are coming. Prices are strong on

small lots. Manuf.-ieturers take a hopeful

view.

.Strnetural Material—Business is made
up of small orders, and in the aggregate

it is satisfactory. Prices arc strong on
these orders.

Steel Rails—The only l)usincss reporter!

is in light rails. Many industrial plants

are equipping their yards, and consider-

able mining territory is under develon-

nient.

Serai'—While business is somewhat
licttcr, the anticipations of our larger

dealers have not been realized. Recent
llucluations have made scrap users con-

servative.

Pittsburg

Oet. 8—The only activity in the iron

and steel markets this week was in plates

and shapes. The Carnegie Steel Company
booked orders during the past few days

aggregating over 50,000 tons. Most of

this business, however, came from con-

sumers whose animal contracts expired

Oct. I and the hulk of it is for delivery

extending through one year. All the plate

and structural mills continue busy and

arc well filled with orders which will

keep them .going the rest of this year. It

is known that a number of important con-

tracts for structural steel are being held up
in anticipation of lower prices, but it was
positively asserted today by a representa-

tive of a large interest that there would
be no drop this year. The only finished

line in vvliich shading has been noticed is

in black sheets, but this has been small

and was done by some of the independent

concerns. While demand has fallen off in

steel bars, the mills are well fixed for

the rest of the year ;Mid the price is be-

ing strictly maintained.

Rail buying is for small lots only. Dur-
ing the week the Carnegie Steel Company
took orders for standard sections amount-
ing to about 600 tons and also sold jooo

tons of light rails. The Lorain plant of

the National Tube Company of Ohio is

still helping the Carnegie company in its

deliveries that must be made before Nov.

I. It is expected that the Edgar Thomson
works will be closed some time in No-
vember for repairs. The result of the con-

ferences on rail specifications for next

year will be announced at a meeting to be

held im October 30. Despite reports to

the contrary, the mills in the Pittsburg

district are in full operation. According

to representatives of the Jones & Laughlin

Steel Company, the largest independent

interest, that concern has orders on its

hooks that will keep the mills going into

the first quarter of next year. The Carne-

gie company was forced to postpone the

closing for repairs of its bessemer de-

partment at Homestead, owing to urgent

need of steel. The only real dullness is

in sheets and tin-plate, the leading in-

terest having closed several of its plants

outside of this district for repairs.

Pig Iron—The pig-iron market con-

tinues inactive. There have been no

transactions on which quotations may be

based, but it is extremely doubtful if less

than $22, Valley furnaces, can be done on

bessemer iron. The idle Duquesne blast

furnace of the Carnegie company was

Mown in during the week hut two others

went out, one at Donora and one at .South

Sharon. The company is this week

operating 51 of its 55 furnaces. Two are

likely to lie blown in during the week.

Foundry iron is still weak and some furn-

aces are holding out for $21, 'Valley furn-

aces, but the only transaction for over a

week w^as one carload at that price. Gray

forge has declined and is being offered at

$19.50, Valley, and it is believed this price

could be shaded on a desirable order.

Basic is held around $20.90, Pittsbur.g, but

one large producer is asking $1 more.

Steel—While billets continue in .good

demand, the supply shows an improve-

ment and prices are a trifle weaker. It is

believed $29 could be shaded for besse-

mer and $30 on open-hearth billets. Plates

continue strong at 1.70c. and steel bars at

1.60c.

.S'/iCf/j—The sheet market is dull and

some independent interests are still shad-

ing the price $2 a ton. Prices, however,

are unchanged, black sheets being quoted

at 2.60C. and galvanized at 375c. for No.

28 gage.

Perro-.Maiiganese—.V drop nf $[ a ton

is noted, sales for prompt shipment hav-

ing been made at $57 ^ t"n.
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Metal Market

MOW VOUK. Oct. 0.

Gold and Silver ExporU and Import*

At nil I'liitiHl .Slalcs I'l.iis in Aiij;. and .vi-ar.

M«lal. Exports. Imports.. EXCASS.

Oolil

:

Aug. 1907.. S 4,{>96.263 $ 3.1%,161 Exp.t 1,400,101
•• 1906.. 598,078 7.972.808 Imp. 7.374.790

year ISOT .

.

48.3:5.-J(W •J8.0:,i,rilKI Kip. 20.299,770
• 190<-... a3,.".ll.lM0 80.344,979 Imp. 46.833,939

Silver
.4 UK. 1907.. 6.748.08S 4,678,879 Exp. 2,069,206

•• 190.-... 4.(H9,17» 2,776,976 1,272,197

Year 1907.. 4l.9M.336 30,461.715 „ 11,460,621

.. 1906.. 41.847,028 29.731..'il0 12.115.518

These statements cover ttio totnt movement
of jiold and silver to and from tl'e T'nited
Slates. These rimires are fiirni.slied by the
Bureau of Statistics of the I'epartment of
Commerce anil I.alior.

The surplus over let!;il rw|uirements

allows a decrease of $i,227^(25. as com-

li.ircd with the previous week this year.

Shipments of silver from London to the

I'.ast are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.\bcll as follows, for the year to Sept. 26:

190(1. 19U7. Cliangfls.

India £ 12.451.(I<V1 £8.»7."i.l54 D. £ 3,47.'i.90'.)

China 430.7UO I>. 430.700

Straits 1,750 6J5,!l.'M) I. 624.200

Total £ 12.HH:t.,-.l;l f'.i.ilOl.liM 1). £ 3,2"2,409

Imports for llie week were £4000 from

the West Indies; ij86,ooo in bars and

£6000 in Mexican dollars from New
York ; a total of £296,000. Exports were

£26.250 to the Straits and £157,290 to

India: £18.^540 in all.

Cold and Silver Movement, New York

Foi week emiing Oct. u and years from Jan 1.

Period
Gold. Sllver.

Exports. Imports.I Exports. Imports.

Week
l'.>07

1906
1905

t ICI.IKW

32,6115.587

S.964.713
32.291, '.143

S 107,«8!> $ 1.2.V-,,li41

7,«72,372: 40.666.414
S<).440,97.'i 43.242.2r*
5.83.-!,360 27,028.737

S 3S,2I*

2,ll.-...5«9

I,6.-i0.8.Vi

3,6<).'>,.'i<'>l

i;x|inris of gold for the weel; were to the
West Indies: of sliver chleflv to London.
Impiuts lor the week, both gold and silver.
nere from Mexico and South America.

I he Treasury Department estimate of

the money in the L'nited States on Oct. I

is as follows

:

In Treasury.

Gold i^'ln (Inc. bullion In
Treroury) $ 2(io.lit,252

Goldcertlflcales.
Sliver dollars
SUver certificates
Subsidiary silver .

Treasury uotes of 1890...

r. S. nuies
Nat. Bank notes

8U,68.~>,3r«

4.lKSt.364

12 875.749
7,812,842

6,652
3,.t55.;«1

16.711,.565

In Clrcul'n.

$ .561.950..-«l

640.21 14.609
84,7.',h,ltyi

4611,817,251

124,'.l86,2;i7

5,70«..348

343,12.1,625

..8i,275,.T49

Total $328,834,075 $2,8U.i,K.>».374

Population of tlie United States, Oct.

I, 1907. estimated at 86.429.000; circula-

tion per capita. $,?2.46. For redemption of

outstanding certificates an exact equiva-

lent in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the account of money held as

assets of the Government. This statement

of money held in the treasury as assets of

the Government does not include deposits

of public money in national-bank deposit-

ories to the credit of the treasurer of the

United States, amounting to $i58,304..38l.

The total amount in circulation Oct. I

was $16,652,754 more than on Sept. i,

and $6,279,320 less than on Oct. I last

year.

Indian exchange has been a little firmer.

Council bills selling in London at 16.03d.

per rupee. The Indian Government is

reported to have purchased some silver

for coinage.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid.
Mexican dollars tO.51
Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.46

Victoria sovereigns 4.86

Twenty francs 3.87

Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78

Asked

.

$0.52,'.

0.48
4.87
3.92

.SILVBB .\NU STERI.I.NO ESCHANOB.

f

SUver.
1

?'

Silver.

e Sc a
^.•? £OS 3a >-i 5S

fe
" * c a a " » a a a2 M « S ^S

u S X ®
3 OOW z,o eoW zo tilk

3 4.8540 66>i 80K 7 4.8570 65 >i SO)i

4 4.8500 66K soH 8 4.8595 65 30

5 4.8680 66 30^. 9 4.8605 6iV, 29JS

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Other Metals

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Oct. 5 shows loans $1,089,-

068400. a decrease of $11,283,100; de-

posits. $1,036,703,300, a decrease of $18,-

490.400. as compared with the previous

week. Reserve accounts show :

1906. 1907.

Specie $192.lli*4.l««l $192,216,700
Legal tenders 7.),173.80O 69.607.200

Total cash $267.2.'i7.SOll $261,823,900

Surplus $ 9,4-23,l-25 $ 2,648,075

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

i^ .2
. ,

1S«

II
'J

.

«2
1!

u
C.

Jo JM -^ z^ KO

14 'i 14 6.35 5.20
i 0Wi fai4'4 61 .S M\ 4.75 ®5 40 ®6.26

14,'i 14 5.36 5.20

4 (S)14Ji ©14<i 62% MH 4.75 ®5.40 06.26

14 V, 14 6.35 6.20

5 (S)14»4' ffll4H 34;i 4.76 OS 40 (S)6.26

14V r.i% 5.40 5.25

7 ffll4>i fflUH 64 34« 4.76 (35.46 (S>S.M

14 U' 13,'i 6.45 5.:»

8 (SW^i ffll4 635i 34 4.75 (3)6.50 06.36

14 13H 8..-.n 5.M
9 ®14,S ©14 62>» 33 -^ 4.75 (©6.65 ©6.40

London quotations are per long ton r2-40
lb. t standard copper, which is now the equiva-
lent of the former g.m.h's. The Xew York
quotations for cb-clroylic copjier are for

cakes, ingots or wirebars. and represent 'the

hulk of the transactions made wilh con-
sumers. l>asis. New York. cash. The price of
cathodes is 0.12.">c. below that of electrolytic
The lead prices are (hose ipioted by the Amer-
ican Smelling and Uellning Cnnipany for
near-by shipments of desilverized lead In .'>!>-

Ion lots, or larger. The quotations 00 spelter

brands command a premium.

OwiiiK to openitions in exchange and

depression caused by lack of India in-

(juiry, silver has had a decided drop and

the market does not yet show a firm and

positive tone.

rc/'/'i'r— Mveiits have not borne out

the hopeful feeling that was exprosed in

the trade a fortnight ago. The interest

of consumers generally has failed to

develop »"<! '" t'"^ meanwhile produc-

ers have become more anxious lo sell.

Consequently the orders in the market

have been eagerly competed for, while

offerings have developed from unex-

pected quarters. Business has been on a

fairly liberal scale during the last week,

chiefly for export, but under the condi-

tions outlined above prices have steadily

<k-clined. The pressure has been espec-

i.-dly in electrolytic copper, resulting in

that grade falling substantially lo the

terms of casting copper. The only en-

couraging feature in the situation has

been tlie improvement in business with

domestic consumers, especially in lake

brands, which under ordinary conditions

v,'ould be considered small, but shows the

necessity for replenishing supplies in

some quarters.

The market closes easy at i4@l4Mic.

for lake copper and l3'/2(oJ4C. for elec-

trolytic in ingots, cakes and wirebars.

Business has been done in casting during

the week at I3J4@MC-
A squeeze of the bears in the London

standard market at one time forced the

price for spot copper up to £64, but after

these commitments were covered it de-

clined rapidly and the close is cabled ?.i

steady at £62 5s. for spot, £62 for three

months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £60: best selected,

£67: strong sheets. £73.

Exports of copper from New York and

Philadelphia for the week were 2496 long

tons. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

1 421 tons of copper.

The Lamb Process Copper Extraction

Plant, of Highhill, Va., is making electro-

lytic copper direct from ore on a com-

mercial scale.

The Rio Tinto Company in London has

declared a half-yearly dividend of £2 7s.

6d. per share, which compares with £3

six months ago. and £2 ids. a year ago.

Copper Sheets—The base price of cop-

per sheets is now 20c. per pound.

Cofper fFiVi?—The base price of copper

wire, No. oooo to No. 8, is now l6^c. per

pound.

Butic Copper Mines—Our Butte cor-

respondent under date of Oct. 5 reports

that by the first of the year there may be a

complete suspension of operations in the

Butte district. Aflfairs seem to be shaping to

that end. For a week the copper pro-

duction has been about 25 per cent, of

the normal, and orders for a further cur-

tailment have been expected from New
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York. The miners' union of Butte has

given assurance that there will be no

trouble over the contracts between the

miners and the companies relating to the

scale of wages, by which the miners

agreed to return to the old scale of $3.50

pe^ day when copper prices should drop

below i8c. per pound. No attempt has

yet been made to enforce tlie contract,

but all the mining companies have sent

formal notices to the union that for the

present no change would be made, and

that the $4 per day rate would still be

paid. This notice was probably deemed
necessary to protect the companies' legal

rights, as a failure to enforce the con-

tract might be taken as a waiver of it.

To the notices the union has made a

reply in which it says : "We e.Ktend the

thanks of the union for your attitude in

this matter and hope that the amicable

relations existing between the companies
and the Butte miners' union will exist

for an indefinite period of time. We
realize that the agreement entered into

between your companies and this union is

binding on both parties, and fully ap-

preciate your position in the matter in

our behalf."

Lead—The price of the American
Smelting and Refining Company for de-

silverized remains 4"Sc., New York, and
4-6754c., St. Louis. The curtailment of

production in various quarters has some-
what relieved the pressure in the outside

market, which consequently is a little

stronger. Sales have been made at 4.60®
46SC., New York.

London still reports a continued scarcity

of near-by metal, but closes easier at £19
IDS. for Spanish lead, £19 12s. 6d. for

English lead.

The price of lead on Sept. 6 was stated

correctly as 4.7SC. in the text of the mar-
ket report of our issue of Sept. 14 but by
a clerical error was given as s.2Sc. in

the table, which error was inadvertently

introduced in computing the average for

the month. The correct average for Sep-
tember is 4.813.

During the half-year ended May 31,

1907, the Broken Hill Proprietary Com-
pany, of New South Wales, sold and de-

livered 24,372 tons of lead; of which
2587 tons were sold in Australia and New
Zealand; 4831 tons in India, China and
Japan, and 16,954 tons in Great Britain.

The movement of foreign lead in the

United States for the seven months ended
July 31 is reported by the Bureau of Sta-

tistics .IS follows, in short tons:

1900. 1907. ChaDgos.
In bond, Jan. 1 8.H8 6.691 D. 2,457
Imports, 8evi<n moDtba.... 65.607 42.861 D. 12,746

Total aupplles.... 6.3.766 48.662 D. 16,203

R<voi|iort8, 8«y<3n months 29.074 26.061 D. 3 013
In bond. Auk. 1 7,356 6,379 D. 1,977

Total deductions 36.430 31.440 D. 4.990

Balance 2T,.')26 17,112 D. 10.213

The balance has, presumably, entered

into consumption in the United States.

Tin has been cxtremoly weak both in

the London and the domestic market.

The continuous decline .has scared off

buyers entirely and hardly any business is

reported. The London market closes

weak at £149 los. for spot, £146 Ss. for

three months, while quotations in this

market are nominal at 33J4 cents.

Stocks of tin in sight Oct. I are re-

ported as follows, in long tons

:

In store. Afloat.

United States 1.248 l.iic.s

London 2.808 4.785
Holland 1 .509 183

Total.

3,213
7.693
1.6H2

Total 5.565 6,933 12,498

The total shows an increase of 633 tons

over that reported Sept. I. United States

stocks do not include those at Pacific

ports.

Ricard & Freiwald report the supplies

and deliveries of tin, usually included in

trade statistics, as follows, for the year

ended Sept. 30, in long tons

:

I'.ioii. 19(17. Changes.
straits :,n.n.W 55,766 D. 783
.\U8tralla 5.795 7,016 I. 1,220
Bank,! and Bllllton 11,068 13,212 I. 2,144

Total .....73.401 75.982 I. 2.581

Deliveries, V. 8
Deliveries. Europe.

Total

. .. 37,.'inO 37.100 D. 400

. .. 36.596 38,305 I. 1,709

74,096 75,405 I. 1,309

Visible stock?. Oct. 1 12,691 13,386 I. 695

Supplies not included in statistics for

the year were : Cornwall productiori,

4500: Bolivia, 16,394; Straits shipments

tn India and China, 1292 tons.

Spelter—The advance in this market has

made further progress, stimulated by very

l.-.rge purchases on the part of galvanizers.

The market closes firm at S.S0@S.55c.
New York, 5-3S@S-40c. St. Louis.

The London market has also shown a

firmer tendency and closes at £21 17s.

6d. for good ordinaries, £22 2S. 6d. for

specials.

The zinc smelters of Kansas are feel-

ing the strain of the narrow margin be-

tween the prices of spelter and ore. Last

week, the United Zinc and Chemical Com-
pany passed a dividend on its preferred

stock. The latter amounts to $1,640,000

($1,700,000 authorized) and is 7 per cent.,

(umulative. The company has been pay-

ing lyi per cent, quarterly.

Zine Sheets—The base price is now
$7.50 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.—f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

60-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive ; widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive ; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freight rate to New York
is 27.SOC. per 100 lb.

Antimony—The market is quiet but

steady and the demand is fair, although

there is a falling off from the scale of the

last two or three weeks. Quotations

are, 12c. for Cookson's; lo^c. for Hal-

lett's ; and loj4@ioj4c. for ordinary

brands.

Nickel—For large lots. New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@soc. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 50@6sc., same delivery.

Quicksilver—This metal is steady. Cur-

rent prices in New York are $40.50 per

flask of 75 lb. for lots of 100 flasks or

over. For smaller orders prices run up,

according to size and conditions, reaching

$55@57 for retail lots. San Francisco quo-

tations are $37@39 per flask for domestic

business, and $36@37 for export. The
London price is £7 7s. 6d. per flask.

Platinum—The demand does not seem

to increase and the market for platinum

is stationary. Prices remain the same as

last week except for scrap, which has de-

clined a little. Quotations are as follows

:

Hard metal, $30; ordinary, $27..5o; scrao.

$22.50 per Troy ounce.

Minor Metals—For minor metals and

their alloys, wholesale prices are, f.o.b.

works

:

Cadmium, 99.6°„' f. o, b. Hamburg
Chromium, pure (N. Y.)
Copper, red oxide
Ferro-Chrome (r,0)

Ferro-Chrome(7-9^carbon, perlb.Cr.)
Ferro-Chrome (66-71 "„ Cr., 6% 0.)
Ferro-Chrome (66-71 "J Cr., 6.5% C.)...
Ferro-Chrome (60-70* Cr., WO. or less)
Ferro-Molybdonum (SO^o)
Ferro-Titanium (2li"„)

Ferro-Tungsten (37"„ 1

Ferro-Vanadium (26-50»„'.ijer lb.vana-
dium contents)

Magnesium, pure(N. Y.)
Manganese, pure 98fi)99°^ N. Y
Manganese—Copper iSiiia!lo\) N. Y..
Molybdenum (98rt!)'.i9°J, N. Y.)
Phosphorus, foreign red (f. o. b. N. Y.)
Phosphorus. American yellow (f . o. b.
Niagara Falls)

Tungsten (best) pound lots
Ferro-Sillcon (50?i) spot. Ex. ship
Atlantic ports

Per LU.

»1.27fS)1.35
«0o.

6O0.
9c.

lOHc.
12c.

liv^o.

• 38c

'

90c.
80c.

30c.

$4.6U®$5.60
1 SO
760.

460.

$1 66
90c.

42c.
$1.18

$110 ton.

Variations in price depend chiefly on

size and condition of orders.

Missouri Ore Market

Jof till. Mo., Oct. 5—The highest price

paid for zinc ore was $44 per ton, on an

assay base price of $38 to $42 per ton of

60 per cent. zinc. The average price was,

however, lowered on account of a largely

increased shipment of silicate from Aur-

ora, Granby and Spurgeon mines, to

$38.06. The highest price paid for lead

ore was $55 per ton, medium grades sell-

ing at $5o(@52, and all grades averaging

$51.90 per ton.

The shut-down of the mines during

September resulted in a restriction of the

output of 7892 tons and a reduction in

the stock of 1390 tons, a total restriction

fif 9282 tons.

Shippers were threatened with a car

shortage during the week, and are en-

deavoring to. have all ore shipped as rap-
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idly as purchased, lest the fall inovciuctit

of crops shall seriously interfere with

ore supplies.

Following are the shipments of zinc unci

lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the wock eiuliiij; Oct. ^ :

Zinc, lb. Lead, lb. Value.

Webb Clly-Carlorvlllo.
Jopllu
Oaloua
Alba-Nook City
Dunnwe);
Badser

a,i8c,uo
J.ll7.3-.'0

89.1,.>-.'0

rt9'.I.U70

310,W1K)

410,780
780,000
3!"4,540

220,690

Sl'.SW)

c;),aso

61.450
41,110
52.910
32,070
54,850

i'>4:i.l',i<>

392.2701

87,760

liV.350!

"io.m
27,870
3S,fl00

137,140
12,1(10

f(KI..%48

62,003
19,1.15

16,029

9,207
H 8.S2

Grnnby
Aur>>ra
Spurisvoi

8,640
7.150
4,021

Caii Juii'-iittii

i'artliac^<
i.:ic.;i

1,360

1.229
822

Bwils
Zlnclle

793
673

Son.va 649

Totals 8,369,(i00 1,370,230: $194,899

«0 weeks 469,082,270 69,686,.'>10$13,()16,012

Zinc laluc, the week. $159,321 ; 40 weeks, $10,471,257
Lead value, ttie week, 35,578; 40 weeks, $2,574,766

.\verage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC QBE AT JOPLIN. LEAD OBB AT JOPLIN.

Mouth. 1900. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February..
March
AprU
May
June
July
.\UPU9t
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42,68
44.63
40.51
43.83
43.25
43.56
42.58
41. .SS

44 13
4:1.68

45.84
47 11

48.«Gi
48.24,
46.98
44.821
4.5.79'

43 22i

lO.llj

'.'.'.'.V

January ...

February..
March
Aprtl.
May
June
July
August
iSeptember.
October
November..
December.

.

Tear

75.20
72.83
73.73
75.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83 53
84.58
82.75
79.76
79.56
73.66
58.18
59.54
,53..'.2

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plattez-ille, Wis., Oct. 5—Ore sales and
shipments in the district have been some-
what more brisk. The price of zinc ore

has not advanced, but buyers are more
active than they have been for several

weeks past. The highest price recorded
for the week was $41 on a market of

$40 for 60 per cent. zinc. No lead was
sold or shipped out during the week.
Following are shipments of zinc ore

for the week ending Oct. 5, so far as rt-

ported, with shipments not heretofore re-

ported for the week ending Sept. 28:

Oct. 5
Zinc ore, Il>.

Mineral Point 1,'56,000
Ilarker 2O(i.260
I.lniJen

Highland
(Jalena
Hazel Grtiti
Benton
Cuba City . . .

Rewey
I.ivlnRSton
Plattevllle

Total .

177,490
100,800
120,000

345,'456

140.000
191,020

Sept. 28.
Zinc ore, lb.

50,000
136,240
107,370
110,700

394,310. 1,438,020

The bins at many mines arc filled to

overflowing with finished concentrates;

• only few of the big producers closed

down since the slump in the market, and
light purchases on the part of buyers,

coupled with a disinclination among pro-

ducers to sell at reduced prices, has re-

sulted in a big surplus amount of mar-

ketable ore.

A meeting of the mining operators and

affiliated interests was held at Mineral

Point, Sept. 27, to form an association

for promoting the local welfare and ad-

vancing the mining interests of the dis-

trict. About 150 were in attendance and
all the camps were well represented. A
preliminary organization was affected

under the name of the Tri-State Mining
Association ; a meeting will be held at

Platteville, Oct. 25, for the election of

officers. A similar organization in the

southern part of the district, known as

the Ten O'clock Club, with he.nlquarters

at Galena, has proved helpful and bene-

ficial

Ch:emicals

Nc~,i' York, Oct. 9—The general market
is reactionary and inclined to be dull al-

though prices are not lower than a week
.(go. .\ntimony salts have had a sharp ad-

vance in sympathy with the increase in

the price of metal.

Copper Sulphate—The market is in-

clined to be dull and buying is largely

on the hand-to-mouth order. The quo-

tation of the largest producer has been
brought down to a level with the price

quoted by outside makers and is now $6
per 100 lb. for carload lots and $6.25 for

smaller quantities. Outside makers, how-
ever, are said to shade this price to $5.87^
for large lots.

Exports of copper sulphate from the

United States for the eight months ended
Aug. 31 were 18,225,709 lb. in 1906, and

6,256.738 lb. in 1907; a decrease of 11,-

968,971 lb. The exports in 1907 contained

approximately 698 long tons of copper.

Nitrate of Soda—The market i.s quiet

and very little business is being done.

There are the usual number of inquiries

and prices hold about the same as last

week. Quotations are as follows : For
spot delivery, 95 per cent., 2.40@2.4Sc.

;

1908 delivery, 2.45(^2.475^0. ; 1909 de-

livery, 2.40C. The 96 per cent, grade

sells 5c. higher for all deliveries.

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, of New
York, report statistics of nitrate in the

United States on Oct. i as follows, in

long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
stocks, .Tan. 1 13.100 13,0.50 D. 60
Imports, 9 mos 214,680 244,445 1.29,766

Total supplies 227.780 257,495 1.29,715
Deliveries. 9 mos 227,114 251.895 1.24,781

Stocks, Oct. 1 666 5,600 I. 4,934
AOoaCIOrU. 8. pons 93.700 85.000 D. 8.700

Imports arc all from the west coast of

South America. The quantity afloat in-

cludes all cargoes due to arrive at U. S.

ports before Jan. 15, 1908.

Heavy Chemicals—Imports of heavy

chemicals into the United States for the

eight months ended Aug. 31 are reported

as follows, in pounds

:

1900. 1UU7. Channa*.

Uleuuhlnrc powder 70,423,368 74,891,964 I. 4.408,58(1

Potash ealta 170,82«.M4 176,.5(I0,5A3 I. 743,32»
SodUHUltll 13,e8tl,(UVJ I3.525,(JI>4 D. 161,006

Exports of acetate of lime for the eight

months were 44,356,473 lb. in 1906, and

56,114,353 lb.; an increase of 11,757,880 lb.

this year.

Phosphates—Exports of phosphates

from the United States for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 were, in long tons:

1900. 1901. Chancea.

Crude and rock (;!M,718 694,.I04 D. 414

All other . 18,671 23,1(U« I, 6,426

Total 713,289 716,300 1. 6,011

The larger exports in 1907 were 200,-

225 tons to Germany; 130,101 to Great

Britain ; 94,909 to France ; 63,082 to Italy.

Sii//>/iHr—Imports of sulphur and py-

rites into the United Stales for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 were, in long tons

:

1900. 10O7. Chancoe,

Sulphur 02,461 12,(r22 D. 60,429'

Pyrites 376.947 419.,'S»« I, 43,039

Most of the sulphur now imported is

Japanese sulphur received on the Pacific

coast. The decrease in imports is due

to the utilization of Lo\iisiana sulphur in

place of the Sicilian product. Estimating

sulphur contents of pyrites, the total im-

ports of sulphur were 212,830 tons in 1906,

aitd 179,856 in 1907; a decrease of 32,-

974 tons.

Mining Stocks

A'cic York, Oct. 9—The general stock

markets have been dull, but not especially

weak. Business continues altogether of

a professional type. The absence of out-

side buying is shown by the small total

of business. .-Vmalgamated Copper closed

about $60; United States Steel at $27 for

the common and $88^4 for the preferred.

On the curb, mining shares have been

dull, with few movements of importance.

The fall in Barnes-King Development,

which recently dropped from about $S

to 87c., was checked, and the stock sold

up to $1.25. The company is referred to

in another column.

Boston

Oct 8—There is little inspiration to

be derived from the copper share market

for the past week. The volume of busi-

ness has fallen off, and the market

merely drags its weary length along from

10 to 3 o'clock, without accomplishing

much either way. Prices sagged late last

week, recovering somewhat, but are be-

low those of a week ago in most cases.

Amalgamated has had a $1.75 rise from

$58. .50 to $60.25. Copper Range fell $2

to $56.50, with slight recovery and North

Butte broke $2.75 to $46, closing at $47 to-

night. Western losses in this stock have

been very hea\'y.

Persistent selling of Boston Consol-

idated caused a drop in the stock to

$14.12^. The offering has emanated

chiefly from abroad, where practically
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oiic-hall of the conipany'.s stock is owned.
The price in London reached even lower

levels. Greene-Cananca made its low
record today at $7.12'... (a drop of $1.50

for the week. This compares with $25
shortly after the flotation of the com-
pany. Tliere are 2,500.000 shares, of

which 246.124 shares are still in the

treasury for e.xchange for Greene Con-
solidated and Cananea Central stock

which is outstanding.

I-\-w iK'ople in Boston were hurt by the

Barnes-King episode. Boston & Corbin
holds close to $8.50. This company's in-

come from March 15. when it started op-
erations, to Sept. I, was $12,408 and ex-
penditures were $5874. solely for develop-
ment work.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW VORK Oct. 8

N&nie o( Gomp. Clg

Maskn Mine
Am.Nin.M.iP.Co.
AmalKaniated . ..

Anai-'onda
Balnklnla
Brttlsh Col. Cop..
Buffalo (.'obalt ...
Butto 4 Lon.lon..
Butit<ioalltl..n ..

Butte Co|i.& zinc.
Cobalt Contact ..

Colonial silver
Cum. El.v Mining.
Davis iJaly
Dominion Cop
El Raj-o
Foster Cobalt
Furnace Creek...
Olroui Mine
Gold Hill
Oranby, Sew
Oreene Gold
Greene G. i s ...
Qreenw'r t D. Val.
Guanajuato
Guggen. Exp
Hanapah
McKluley Dar
Mlcma'-
Mines Co. ..f .Am..
Mitchell Mining..
Mont.Sho. C.(New)
Nev. Itah M. k S.
Sewhouse M. * S.
Siplsslni; Mines..
Old Hundred
Sliver gueen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.
rnlon Copper...."
Olab Apex
West Columbus..

H

.19

36H

5'4

l.i

1'.

8

4'.

K
.75

3
IDO
.35

H
3>i
l>i

IX
6>i
3.^
8

6%

%
lA

31 •>

1

.11

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL
Ajd. Agrl. Chem..
Am. .Smelt. & Ret.
Am.Sm. 4 Ref.,pf.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel * Iron.
Fe<lernlM.*S..pf.
Inter. Malt
Natl..nal Lead ,.'.

Natl..nal Lead.pf.
PlttsbufKCoal .

Repi.Mi.- I, 4 s...
Republic r.4s..pf.
Sloss-Sheffleld...
Standard oil.
Tenn. c. * i

C. 8. Iie.1. ft itof.
U. S. Steel
C. 8. Steel, pf ..

Va. Car. Chem
Ya. I.Coal t r ...

9T. LOCIS

15X
87
sex

10'

441.

26 'J

K. or Com.

Adams
Am. Nettle
Center Cr"*
Cent. c. ic.
C.C. k. c. pd.
Cent. oil...
Columbia..
Coo. Coal..
Doe Ran ..

Ora. BImel.
8«. Joe

High

BOSTON Oct. 8

Name of Comp. Clg.

Adventure
Allouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet 1: .Ariz...
Cahiraot .t Hecla.
Centennial .'

Con. Mercur
Copj.er Range
Daly-West
Franklin ..'.

Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
^lass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.iC.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Ohl Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix ...'.

Quincy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
Unite<l Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
U. S. Smg. A Ret*
U.S.Sm.* Re.,pd •
Utah Copper*
Victoria
Waffhlngton
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

106

640
20
37

6T,u-

11

15
lOJi

23>4
90
13

81

"•ik

6'J

13

'»%

3r,K
37

34X

no
'M

*Ex. DlY. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Abraeok
Artz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw...' ....
Majestic
Raven
shawmut
Siii,erlor
Suijerlor & Pitts .

Troy Man

6

9H

LONDON
Nani'j of Com.

L-

.30
oa

2.00
(57.00

78.00
100.00
1.M
W.OO,
126. OOi

.30|

K.OOl

' -n'slod.
Camp Bird ..

Esperanza
Tomboy
El Oro
OrovUle
Somera
I'tah Apex
Ariz. Cop., pfd
Arlz.Cop.,def

Clg.

£1 3s
2
18

3
1 7

1 4

oir.

oi'j
2 9

Xf:V.\D.\ STOCKS. Oct. !>.

Kurnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Name of Comp. Clg.

ToNOP.^H Stocks
Belmont 1.S7J
E.KtonBlon
Gi>lden Anch.ir.... IW
•Ilin Butler ..'J7

MncNaninra .24
Midway .74
Montana 2 00
North Star .12
Tonopah ,«: («!.... Oil

Tonoh Ml >f N. M.371
West Knd c. .n ... .57

GoLDFfD Stocks
Adams .07

Atlanta 20
Blue Bell .10
Blue Bull .21

Booth .23

Columbia Mt .... 27
Comb. Frae 1 27
Cracker .Tack 10
Dla'ddeld B. B. C. .17
Gold Held Uelniont 18
GoUineldc.n .. .'1.75

Oi.ldllcid Dalsv... KO
(lohlneld Mining. 1.10
fireat H-nd 31!

Iiinitio K.xteimion 1 33
.Tumli.i MlnhiE.... 2 75
Kallierlne . 06
Kendall • 15
Laguna 1 10
Lone Star 14
Lou Dillon 07

May Queen .08
Mohawk 14. SO
Oro 12
Rod Hill .29

2.7.^.Red Top.
Roanoke 11
Sandstorm 26 J

silver Pick 33
St. Ive.s .46
TrIniiKli. .10

BULLFROG Stocks
Amethyst .15
Bullficj; Datsv.... .08
Bullfrog Mining . .0."i

Bullfrog Nat. B ., .10
Gibraltar .11
Gold Bar .40

Nnnieof Comp. ag.

Golden Sce|.tre... .04

Hoinostake Kliij;. .00

M"!itt;omerv Mt.. .or,

M..iit.Sho.slioneC. (i.OO

Original Hnllfn.!.-. .03

Tramp Cons.. . .17

M.\sn.vT'N Stocks
Manhattan Cons. .33

Manliafn Dexter. .08

Jumping .Tack.... .10

Stray Dog .10

Indian Camp .01;

GBEF.NWR stocks
Furnace Creek .31}

Gi'r'enwater \D.V. .10

Tn'i'ii'rCop.M.,v S. .10
I'liltcd Greenwa*!' 07

MISCELLANKOITS

I
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grotto.,
iNevadn Hills

[

jNevafla Smelting. I

Pittsburgh S. Pk..
IRouudMt. Sphinx

.20

.."ill

.10

4 2.'>

137i
1 20
.28

COLO. SPRINGS Oct.

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot

.

Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign .

.

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample...
Jerry Johnson...
Mary McKinney.
Pharmacist
Portland
m. Gold Mines.
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

40
3;,

lor.

6>S

Assesstjents

Company. Delinq. Sale Amt.

Challenge Con.. Nev. Oct. Oct. 311 $0,10
Diamond Creek, cal. Oct. 211 Nov. ?.fi 02
Emerald. Utal Dec. 14 Jan. 11 O.OIJ
Etna-Kins, Cal Sept. l.T Oct. 15 02
Helios. I'al Sept. 17 Oct. 15 02
Herkimer Gravel, C. Oct. 7 Dec. 28 0.03
Imlay. Nev Sept. 26 Oct. 16 0.01
Jenny Lind. Ca? Sept. 30 OC 16 06
Lnckv Dutch man ,N. Oct. D Oct. 28 0.01
McMlllen. Cal Sept. 23 Oct. 28 0.03
Nassau Cop . cal. . .

.

Sept. 16 ot. 14 n.10
Nevada-Falrview. .. Sept. 2:1 Oct. 28 0.02
Occidental Con.. N.. Oct. 3 Oct. 28 10
Oro Cobre, Cal Sept. 24 Oct. 14 0.02s
Peruvian Con.. Utah Oct. 1 Oct. 16 O.OU

0.01Posey Canyon, Cal.. Oct. .) Oct. 26
Savage, Nev Sept. 26 Oct. 17 0.10
ShebaG. & S., Utah. July 30 Not. 2 0.10
Yellow Jacket. Nev.. Sept. 23 Oct. 30 0.15
Zelbrlght. Cal Oct. 12 Oct. 29 05

New Dividends

Cablfvl chrougb Bsy-

Company. Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Am. Agrl. Chem., pfd Oct. 15 $3 00 $.544,690
Oct Hi 1 2"i 1,.100,000

76,876Central C. t C, com Oct. 15 150
Central C. i C. pfd Oct IS 1 25 23,438

60,708
360.000Cons. Mines Co.. Nev Oct. 25 0.10

Oct.
Oct. 1

0.50
2.00

11,000

767,662Copper Range C"n
Doe Ru n Oct.

Oct.
15
15

0.60
0.10

09 5(j
Ooldfleld Con 500,000
Inter. Nickel, pfd Nov.

Oct.
1

21
1.50

16
131,123
180,000Nlplsslng

Pennsylvania Salt Oct. 16 3.60 210.000
Philadelphia Gas. com Nov. 1 0.76 434,206
Pioneer, Alaska Oct.

Oct.
10
I.-,

3.00
0.16

150,000
187,1)00silver King Coalition

Tenn. C. I. ft R. R., com Nov. 1 1.00 225,5:10

Tenn. C. I. ft R. R., pfd Nov. 1 2.00 4.'.IOO

Tonopah of Nev Oct. 21 0.25 250,000
United Metals Selling Nov. 7.50 376.000
U. S. Smg.. Rof. ,*; Mg..coin. Nov. 1 0.87) 304,646
C. S. Smg.. Ref. .V Mg., pfd.. Nov. 1 0.871 656,250
Utah Oili Oct. 16 1 00 300,000
Va. Car. Chem., pfd Oct. 15 2.00 360,00«
Vindicator Oct. *5 0.03 60,000
Wolverine Oct. 14 7.150 450,000

Monthly Average Prices of Metal»

AVERAGE I'KICE OF SILVER

New York, London,
Month

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January 6.1 '288 '68 673 30 113 31.769
Februai-y r.ll 108 68.835 30.464 31.862
March in .i<,)7 67 519 29.854 31.326

April W 765 65.462 29.984 30 253

May 66 !176!65.981 30 968 30.471

June 65 394 67.090 30 186 30.893
July 65 105 68.144 30 113 31.366

August 65 049 68 745 30 529 31.637

Septembi'i- i;7 927,67 792 31.483 31.313
October 69.623 32 148
November 70.813

69.050 ....

32.671
32.003December

Year 66.791 30 868

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January,.,
Februaiy
March ....

April
May
June
July
August
September
October ..

November
December

18 310
17.869
18.361
18.376
18.475
18.442
18.190
18 380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.885

24.404
24 869
25.065
24 224
24.048
22.665
21.130
18 3.56

15.565

18 419
18.116
18.641
18.688
18 724
18.719
18. .585

18.706
19.328
21.722
22.398
23.350

19.618

24 825
25 236
26.660
25 260
25 072
24.140
21.923
19.2.55

16.047

78.869
78 147

81.111
84.793
84.867
83.994
81.167
83.854
87.831
97.269

100 270
105 226

106 739
107.356
106.594
98.625
102.376
97.272
95.016
79.679
68.375

Year 19.278 87.282

Xew York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per Ions ton. standard copper.

AVEIIAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ..

February .

.

March

36 390
36.403
36.662
38 900
43 313
39.260

41.648
42 102
41.313
40 938
43.149
42.120.

1

July
August
September.
October ...

November

.

December .

Av. year..

37.275
40.606
40 516

42.852
42 906
42.750

41.091
37.667
36.689

May
June

39.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month.
New York. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

5.600
6.464
5.350
6.404
5.685
5.750
6.760
6.760
5.750
6.760
6.760
6.900

6 657

6 000
6 000
6 000
6.000
6.000
6.760
5.288
6.250
4.813

16 850
16.031
16 922
16.969
16.725
16.813
16.626
17 109

18.266
19.360
19.281
19.609

19 828
19 631

\Iar<'h 19.703
19 976

May 19.688
20.188

July
August
September
October
November
December

20.360
19.063
19.775

Year 17.370

New Y'ork. cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

January .

.

February .

March.. ..

April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November

.

December.

Year.. ..

New York. St. Louis. London

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6 006
6 006
6 027
6.216
6.222
6 376
6 693

6.198

6 732
6 814
6.837
6.685
6.441
6.419
6.072
5 701

5.236

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907

6.337
6.924
6 056
6.931
5 846
5.948
6.856
6.878
6 056
6 070
6.225
6.443|

6 582 28
6 664,26
6 687 24
6 635,25
6.29l|27
6.269 27

6 922 26
6. 551^26

27
28
27

27,

6.048 27.020 .

27.126
25 938
26 094
25 900
26.563
24.469
23.860
21.969
21.050

Xew York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Productive and Earning Capacity of Ely
A Large Part of the Copper of Ttiis District Will Be Produced for

7c. Per Pound. Ore Reserves Assure Production for Many Years

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
When large interests in llic Nevada

Consolidated Copper Company were pur-

chased in New York and Boston, about

two years 3go, and the company was suit-

ably provided with funds for the equip-

ment of its mines, the construction of

the Nevada Northern railway and the

erection of concentrating mill and smel-

tery, there was no idea that these enter-

prises would be carried out otherwise than

as an independent undertaking. Mr.

Channing reported that there was between

5.000,000 and 6,000,000 tons of ore de-

TllK Gui.OtNUKl.M I'UKCll.VSK

Early in the Ely boom the Guggenheims

acquired the controlling interest in the

Cumberland-Ely Copper Company, which

had some property of good prospective

value in the district, together with some
valuable water rights in the Steptoe val-

ley. Having thus become engaged in the

district, they began quietly in 1906 to buy

stock in the Nevada Consolidated and by

the middle of the year secured control of

the latter company through the owner-
ship of 51 per cent, of its stock, for large

Georgeiuwn r;inch, about 2800 acres, north

of Ely, which carried with it the right to

the water of Murry creek—a continuous

flow of 4,000,000 gal. per 24 hours, which

Mr. Channing considered one of the most

valuable assets of the company, inasmuch

as it assured a supply of water capable

of treating many times the amount of ore

which the mines could produce. The
Cumberland- Ely Copper Company at this

time had no mining development of great

consequence, but owned valuable water

rights on the other side of Steptoe valley.

KIREK,\ MINE. ELV. NEV.

The orebody of this mine lies largely under the hill sbowD In this photograph. Operations with Ihe steam shovel win t>e^D
the foot of the hill. The old shaft of the N^w York & Nevada Copper Company Is shown at the left, and the later shaft of
NeTada Consolidated at the right.

at
the

veloped in the two mines of the cotupany,

and advised extraction and reduction of

the ore at the rate of 2000 tons per day,

on which basis the ore developed would

constitute a supply for eight years, but

he added that the conditions of the dis-

trict all pointed to the probability of the

extension of the orebodies then opened
and the finding of new ones, wherefore he

expressed the opinion that a daily pro-

duction of 2000 tons might be safely

counted upon for a great many years to

come, with a strong probability that the

production might be increased to 2500 or

.3000 tons per day without materially af-

fecting the ore reserves.

blocks of which it is understood that

$12.50 per share was paid. Since then the

Nevada Consolidated has been a Guggen-
heim company, the old management hav-

ing retired and all subsequent operations

being conducted by Guggenheim engin-

eers.

It appears that the Cumberland-Ely
Copper Company profited more from this

transaction than did the Nevada Consoli-

dated. The latter was already far along

with the construction of the railway and
was going to have its own smelting works,

which in the natural course of events would
probably develop an important custom
business. The company also owned the

However, under the new management,

the Nevada Consolidated relinquished its

great advantages to the Cumberland- Ely

company, the two companies becoming

equal partners in what the Nevada Con-

solidated might have had alone. The
Cumberland-Ely company was allowed to

buy a half interest in the Nevada Norh-
ern railway, and the Steptoe Valley Smelt-

ing and Mining Company was organized

to build the mill and smelting works, the

Nevada Consolidated and Cumberland-

Ely each owning a half of this company.

On the other hand the Cumberland-Ely

Company transferred its water rights *o

the Steptoe company. The location of the
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works was finally made at a place where

the latter could be utilized, instead of

just north of Ely as originally contem

plated. Of course this deal was not en-

tirely disadvantageous to the Nevada Con-

solidated. It was provided with smelting

capacity considerably greater than it had

contemplated, at least to begin with, but

certainly it lost the controlling position

in the Ely district which it would doubt-

less have retained if the Guggcnheims had

not acquired 51 per cent, of its stock.

Ore Reserves

In my previous article on the Ely mines

I called attention to Mr. Channing's esti-

mate of 2.400,000 tons of ore averagmg

2.6 per cent, copper developed in the Ruth

mine, my own estimate being roughly

2.320,000 tons; and 3,200,000 tons avcrag

ing 2.2 per cent, in the Eureka mine, my
estimate being 4,300,000 tons. The mines

stand todav substantially as they were at

aiul were so simply because of the absence

of developments in certain directions, par-

ticularly in the Eureka mine. Anyone who

has subsequently inspected the two mines

will agree with this. In the Ruth mine de-

velopments have been made througli a

section of 420 ft. vertically, and down to a

depth of 307 ft. there are three levels

open to examination. The fourth level

is under water, but is said to show low-

grade ore and the limit of the zone of

pay ore is probably somewhere between

it and the third level, a vertical distance

of III ft. Mr. Channing estimated pay-

ore for only 30 ft. below the third level,

which is conservative but nevertheless

there is apparently no great room for en-

largeiuent of this orebody with depth

:

additions to the Ruth reserves are of

"prospective" character rather than "prob-

able," and depend chiefly upon horizontal

extension of the orebody to the north

and northwest bevond the limits of any

above grade (2.2 per cent, copper) will be

found for another 100 ft. vertically at the

Eureka shaft, which would add an equal

tonnage."

It is not over-optimistic to assume tha^

the Ruth mine has a present development

of 2,400,000 tons of positive ore, with

probable ore to an amount of 10 to 12-

per cent, of that, while the Eureka mine

has a present development of 4,300,000 tons^

of positive ore, with probable ore to a

nearly equal amount, and that the tv/o-

mines have positive and probable ore to

the amount of 10 or 11 million tons, or

about 10 years reserve at the rate of

mining that is now being planned, with

promising prospective areas in each case.

The orebody of the Veteran mine of

the Cumberland-Ely company has not yet

been sufficiently developed to enable any

safe estimate of its size to be made, but

the indications are that it will prove to be

one of several million tons. There is

THE ALPHA SHAFT, GIROUX C0NS0UD.\TED MINES COMPANY

the time of Mr. Channing's examination

two years ago. The amount of ore de-

veloped is so large that it has not been

worth while to block out any more. At

the Ruth mine no additional exploration

work has been done; at the Eureka .1

few of the drifts have been extended a

little and several drill holes have been

pl.t down, squaring up the developments

and adding somewhat to the known re-

serves. But there is no basis for some

reports as to immense additions to the

ore blocked out in these mines that have

been published at several times.

However, there is no doubt that the

development of 5,600,000 tons estimated

by Mr. Channing, or the 6,700,000 tons

which may be now accepted, represents

only a moderate part of the ore that these

mines will yield.

The Ruth Mine.

Mr. Channing's estimates were extreme-

ly conservative, as he stated in his report,

explorations that have been made up to

date. The estimates of the Ruth orebody

as at present developed do not conseqnenf-

ly appear so ultra-conservative as do thoss

of the Eureka.

The Eureka Mine

In the latter case the developments have

been made chiefly on a single horizontal

plane. A series of well distributed raise?

shows that the ore extends to a hight

of 70 ft. above this plane. As to the

extension below it Mr. Channing assumed

only 30 ft. and I have followed him, but w."

have the evidence that in the Ruth min?

the zone of secondary enrichment is act-

ually proved to be 212 ft. thick, and in the

Eureka mine the small development on the

level 220 ft. below the main level shows

that it is probably below the zone of pay

ore although the occurrence of occasional

rich patches indicates that perhaps it is

not very far below it. Mr. Channing

said "It seems prchable that ore of the

but little information available as to the

magnitude of the Giroux "orebodies.

Mining and Milling

According to the present plan, the Cum-
berland-Ely company will produce 1000

tons of ore per day and the Nevada Con-

solidated 3000 tons, the latter securing

2000 tons from the Eureka mine and

1000 tons from the Ruth. As pointed

out in my previous article, the Ruth mine

will be worked by the caving system, and

the Eureka by the open-cut, steam-shovel

method. The Veteran mine also will

probably be worked by the caving system.

The cost of mining by the caving sys-

tem, including exploration and dead-work,

ought not to be more than goc. per ton.

The steam-shovel mining at the Eureka

ought to be done for 4Sc. per ton. From

the mines to the mill and smelter at Mc-

(iill tin- distance by railway is about 20

miles. Estimating that tlie ore v.ill be

carried that distance for C.5C. per ton mile,
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or about the same rate as from Butte to

Anaconda, the carriage will be loc. per

ton. The milhng should be done for not

to exceed 40c. It will cost a little more
than at Garfield, because coal and labor

are more expensive and more care will be

taken in sampling the ore, which will conn-

from two different companies. The ex

traction in the mill will be upward of 75

per cent. The results obtained from the

experimental mill at the Ruth mine indi

cated to Mr. Channing that an extraction

of 77 per cent, could be secured from the

Ruth ore and 79 per cent, from the

Eureka ore, which figures he adopted in

his estimate. The ore of tliese mines is

more friable than that of Bingham, and

the mineral is not so finely disseminated
;

consequently the crushing is easier and

riced not be so fine. The Ruth ore contaiM>

about 3 per cent, of chalcocite and 10 pti

cent, of clialcopyrite and pyrite and will

concentrate about 7:1, yielding a concen

trate with 13,3 per cent, copper. The Eu
reka ore, benig somewhat lower in pyrites,

will concentrate 10:1, yielding a product

with 17.5 per cent, copper. The Veteran

ore is decidedly heavier in mineral and in

its case it is expected that the ratio of

contraction will be only 3:1 or 3.5:1.

Smelting

From the milling of 2000 tons of Eureka
ore, and 1000 tons each of Rutli and Vet-

smelting works will be liberal and from

the beginning it will afford a market for

all that the present developments of the

Fly district will offer. The smelting pro-

itss will consist of roasting in McDougall

Springs, Wyoming. As compared with

the cost of smelting under ordinary condi-

tions, moreover, the cost in this case will

be increased by llie high grade of the con-

centrate, i.e., the large proportion af

STAR I'OINTER VILLAGE, JULY 2$, I9O7

y

B

STAK rOINTEK SHAFT, .N'EVAD.\ CO.NSOLIDATEU

This view shows the gallows frame with which sinking was done. .\ large, modern holsi

,
log plant Is niiw being erected.

cran there will be obtained therefore, 200,

143 and 300 tons of concentrate respec-

tively, or 643 tons of ore per day to be

smelted. In addition to this the smeher
will undoubtedly obtain considerable ore

from other mines. The capacity of the

furnaces, smelting in reverberatories and

converting. As compared with the condi-

tions at Salt Lake, the greatest difference

will be in the cost of the coal, which at

McGill will probably be something like $8

per ton, the coal coming from Rock

matte to be converted. The cost of pro-

ducing blister copper from a ton of Ruth
concentrate may be estimated at $5 ; from

a ton of Eureka concentrate at $5.50. On
these bases we may estimate a charge for

smelting of $6 and $6.50 respectively, and

an extraction of 95 per cent, of the copper.

Cost of Production

Consequently, one ton of Ruth ore,

containing 2.6 per cent., or 52 lb. of cop-

per, will yield 52 X 0.77 X 0.95 = 36.23 lb.

of refined copper; and one ton of Eureka
ore, containing 2.2 per cent, or 44 lb. of

copper, will yield 44X0.79X0.95 = 33.02

lb. of refined copper. The cost of pro-

duction in each case will be as follows

:

RUTH.
Mining 1 ton $0.«0l)
Trnnsportnllon to mill 0.100
Concpntrallng 0.400
Smelting 1/7 ton ® $6 0.857
Freight on 36.0 lb. of pig ® 0.05c 0.2.'J8

Renning 36.6 lb. of pig @ .85c 0.311
Administration and general expense.. 0.200

Toinl »3.00«

KIRKKA.
Mining 1 ton $0,450
Trnnsportallon to mill 0.100
Cnncenlratlng 0.400
Smelting (I.I ton 0.650
Freight on 32.4 lb. of pig ® 0.65c 0.211
Refining 32.4 lb. of pig & O.S.'ic 0.275
.Administration and general expense.. 0.200

Total $2,286

The ore of botli mines averages about

0.02 oz. gold and 0.04 oz. silver per ton,

representing a value of about 43c. per

ton. A recovery of 20c. per ton is a

moderate estimate. Reckoning that as a

by-product and deducting it from the
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totals of the mining and other costs, it

will be seen that the Ruth ore will yield

36.23 lb. of copper at a cost of $2,806, or

7.7SC. per lb. ; while the Eureka ore will

>icld 33.02 lb. at a cost of $2,086, or 6.3c.

per lb. Although the details of my esti-

mates differ somewhat from those of Mr.

Channing, the result is almost identical

with his. He estimated that in mining

2000 tons of ore per day, 1000 from each

mine, the total cost per pound of copper

sold in New York would be 7.S3C., or

deducting the value of gold and silver

recovered, 7.03c. The mean of my esti-

mates on the same basis is 7.06c. How-
ever, the present plan is to mine two tons

from the Eureka to one ton from the

Ruth, on which basis 102.27 'b- of copper

(the product of three tons of ore) will

cost $6,078, or 6.82c. per lb.

The Cumderland-Ely

It is interesting to summarize the pros

pects of the Cumberland-Ely company on
the same basis as above. Assuming that

the ore of the Veteran mine will average

3 per cent, copper and will concentrate

3'A''i, yielding a concentrate assaying 7.8

per cent, copper, the product of refined

copper from a ton of ore will be 44.46 lb.

The cost of production will be as follows

:

MiDlng 1 ton $0.00
'J'ransportation to mill 0.12
Concentrating 0.40
SmcltlnK 1/3 ton @ S.t 1.07
Freight on 44.7 lb. of pig @ 0.05c. . . . 0.20
Refining 44.7 lb. & 0.85c 0.3s
Admlnlstraflon an« goneral expense.

.

0.2",

Total $4.01

DediTting 20c. for recivt;rv of gold ind
sjiver, tie cost of 44.46 lb. of refined cop-

per will be $3.81, or 8.57c. per lb. Of
course this estimate is largely speculative

inasmuch as the data for this mine have
not yet been determined with the saiK
precision that they have for those of tha

Nevada Consolidated, but it is obvious
that in spite of the higher grade of
the Veteran ore, the copper from it

will be more costly than that from the

Nevada Consolidated, because of the
higher cost of mining and the larger
amount of concentrate to be smelted, al-

though the iron of the latter will be valu-

able flu.x for the smelting of outside, silic-

ious ores.

Productive Capacity

The annual productive capacity of the
four developed mines of Ely on the basis

of the plans that are now being consum-
mated is as follows

:

Ruth mine ].'!.n42>00
Enreka mine 23.774.400

Total Nevada Consolidated 30.817.200
Cumherland-EIy 10,005.000
Glroui 8.000.000

Grand total 63,822,800

The above estimate is based upon the

assumption that the Cumberland-Ely and
Ciroux ores will average 3 per cent, cop

per in each case. The Gironx company
will be the first large producer, its mill

bi ing expected to be in full ruiuiing order

about Oct. I, but my estimate of its pro-

ductive capacity is conditional, of course,

upon adequacy of water supply. The Ne-

vada Consolidated may begin milling on a

small scale by the end of 1907, but it will

probably be nearly the middle of 1908 be-

fore its plant is completed. The concen-

trator was begun Dec. 7, 1906, and the

smelter about March i, 1907, but the work

on both has been delayed by difficulty in

securing the prompt delivery of material

and by indecision as to certain plans.

Bingham and Ely Compared

The two greatest of the new copper-

mining districts now being developed in

tne United States are Bingham and Ely,

the combined production of which by the

middle of 1908 ought to be at the rate

of nearly i50,ooo,(X)o lb. per annum.

at Ely will produce 4500 tons of ore per

day. The ore of Ely will assay 2.2 to 3

per cent, copper; that of Bingham will go

about 1.8 per cent. The disadvantages of

the .lower grade of the ore at Bingham,

and the finer dissemination of the mineral

(which leads to a lower percentage of

extraction in milling) are quite offset by

the ability to mine more cheaply, a larger

proportion of the ore being capable of

extraction by steam shovel than at Ely.

In so far as ore reserves are concerned,

the tonnage of developed ore at Bingham
is far superior to that at Ely, although the

orebodies of the latter place are gigantic.

In this comparison it is merely a differ-

ence between giants, in which Bingham
overtops all others, even after allowing

for the prospective resources of Ely. The
mines of Ely are certainly great, but those

of Bingham are greater. It is evident

** THE REQUA & BRADLEY EXPERIMENTAL MILL AT THE RUTH MINE

(This, of course, refers only to the

porphyry ore of Bingham and excludes

the sulphide ore from which production

has heretofore been going on.) All of

this will be comparatively cheap copper,

the probable cost of production to the two

companies of Bingham being in the neigh-

borhood of 7c. per lb., while the cost for

a large part of the production at Ely will

be about the same, for a part a little

higher. In many respects the conditions

at the two districts are similar. In both

cases the ore is chalcocite and chalcopy-

rite finely disseminated in monzonite; in

both cases the orebodies are of immense
size; and in both cases the conditions are

favorable to cheap mining. Operations in

the two districts are being carried on with

a magnitude that is almost bewildering.

The two mines at Bingham will produce

10,000 tons of ore per day; the four mines

that the two districts will make an im-

mense addition to the world's supply of

copper and will have a powerful influence

upon the market for the metal.

According to the London Times, a

combination or company under the name
Gesellschaft fiir Elektrostahl-Anlagen,

has just been organized at Berlin for

producing steel with the electric furnace.

The leading concern in it is Siemens &
Halske, but it embraces others of import-

ance. The company will utilize the in-

duction furnaces of Kjellin aJ^d Rochling-

Rodenhauser for making iron and steel

and ferro products. Its activity will ex-

tend to all countries except Great Britain

and its colonies, the United States, Nor-

way and Sweden, in all of which com-

panies already exist for the exploitation

of these furnaces.
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T 1 n M 1 n 1 n g 1 n
Tin Deposits of the Malay Peninsula Extend into Siam. Methods

of Mining and Working. Chinese Control the Tin-mining Districts

B Y K VAN D O R T

1 a m

In the absence of authentic record it

would be idle to surmise at what date

the early pioneers of the tin-mining in-

dustry in Malaya—the Chinese—first ven-

tured in quest of the white metal which

for centuries past they have utilized in

the arts and manufactures.

Early Mining

.\ recent contributor to the Rei'ue

conmiercial commodity not only in the

chief Mongolian cities, but, through the

agency of the desert caravan was brought

into Asia Minor, and distributed through-

out the centers of European commerce.

However this may be, it is clearly evident

that the bronze idols and tin implements

which have been unearthed from time to

time, relate to a very early period in the

lalilishment of a regular industry, and it

was not until the colonization of Malacca

by the Portugese in the early part of the

sixteenth century that we find any record

of the shipment of ore to European ports.

Bkitish Settlement

With the settlement of the British at

Singapore, and the .consequent acquisition

by them of what is now known as the

m
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Scientifique very ingeniously adduces his-

toric fact to support a theory that the Ma-
lay Peninsula was the Ophir of Solomon,
and attempts to trace the analog>- of the

word tin from the Malay Timah. We read

further, that long before the advent of the

earliest Portugese discoverers, tin was a

'Bangkok, Slam.

BAMBOO TRESTLE AT -rRANG, SIA.MESE MALAYA

world's history—long before the dawn of

the Christian era.

In early times, hampered by the vicis-

situdes of an unsettled and warlike coun-

try—the scene of constant invasion by

barbarian hordes, and of the ravages of

the terrible Malay pirate—very little

could have been possible toward the es-

^
Federated Malay States, an increased

stimulus was given to the mining industry

by security of life and tenure, and the

establishment of equitable mining laws

adapted to the conditions and requirements

of the country. For many years, owing to

the low price of the metal and the limited

demand for it prior to the development o£
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the great cannctl-f6o<l iiidusiry, it was not

considered sufficiently renuincrativc for

Europeans to engage in, and the work

was entirely in tlie hands of the Chinese,

who confined their attention to the allu-

vial deposits underlying the valleys formed

by spurs of the great mountain range

rutuiing almost due north and south the

wliole length of the peninsula. Some of

these alluvial mines have proved to be ex-

tremely rich ; fortunes have been rapidly

aciiuired by men who could neither read

nor write, and with no better status than

the ordinary Chinese coolie; and, it is

undoubtedly a fact, that the present pros-

perity of the Straits' Chinese with their

millionaire Towkays, large banking houses,

and shipping combines, is almost entirely

due to the wealth accumulated within the

last three or four decades from the tin

mines of Malaya.

Late years have witnessed an enormous

and rapid development both in price and

Tiroduction ; and the attention of business

men in the east has been greatly attracted

by the encouraging results achieved by the

pioneers of European enterprise, who in

many cases, have been able to convert,

with modern mining methods, small

Chinese holdings into large dividend pay-

in? loncems an J to prove 'liynnd doubt

that it only requires western skill and

capital to develop an industry, which from

sheer lack of enterprise had been allowed

to stagnate in the hands of the ignorant

Chinese coolie.

The Siamese States

In the Siamese States, for very obvious

reasons, progress has not been on the

same rapid lines as in the British Depen-

dencies further south; and European

prospectors have for the most part held

aloof from the northern portion of the

Peninsula, preferring to operate in the

more settled country with better means of

communication and protection. But as a

result of the enormous activity shown by

both the Europeans and Chinese miners

all over the Federated States in acquir-

ing mining leases wherever the slightest

chance of remuneration offered on a tin

bearing area, prospectors have been

forced into the remote interior, where

the problem of transport across the moun-

tains has to be considered, and now look

with covetous eyes to the wide field that

Siam promises for future development.

There seems little doubt, that in Siamese

territory there exists as rich, if not as ex-

tensive a mineral area as that contained in

the British or Dutch possessions; and no-

where in the European-owned States is

there so rich a field within narrow limits

as that contained in the little island of

Puket, which furnishes the Siamese Gov-

ernment more than half the total revenue

derived from this source ; and, it is only

a question of time, depending on increased

facilities for transport, and better means

of communication, when territories

hitherto unexplored, will prove to be

equally productive, and as important min-

ing centers as this much prized, zealously

controlled district on the western coast,

and will no doubt offer to Siam her most

important source of revenue for the

future.

There seems to be but a very slight

appreciation in mining circles of the po-

tentiality of the Siamese States with re-

gard to the future of the tin-mining in-

dustry, and it is only quite recently that

active steps have been taken to investi-

gate this source, with results, generally

speaking, that have proved equal to the

brightest anticipations. Without entering

too minutely into statistical detail, let us

take a brief survey of a few important

facts concerning the industry as it now
stands, and glance at the methods em-

ployed by the Cbinatnan, in the produc-

tion of the metal over which for so many
years he has retained an almost exclu-

sive monoply—as far as the Malayan

Peninsula is concerned.

Value of Tin

Tin, which in common with the other

metals has rapidly risen in price within

the last two years, seems destined to be

in increased demand in the arts to an

extent little accounted for by its most

ardent promoters. In October, 1904, it

was worth £127 a ton ; in October, 1906,

£198 a ton ; and the price is still rapidly

rising. Ten years ago, the price was con-

sidered high at £49 a ton, and the Chinese

were making big profits then, when facili-

.ties for transport were not what they are

now. Further, the art of smelting, little

understood as it may be even at present,

was in past years so rudely conducted,

that the overheating of a furnace fre-

quently converted profit into loss. It is

true that the absurd conservative preju-

dices which the Chinese held in the past

have to a great extent been overcome, and

they are now gradually adopting improved

methods, both in the winning and smelt-

ing of ore, and that inferior grades of

ore, which were formerly not capable of

treatment, are now being profitably oper-

ated from the skill they have acquired un-

der European guidance ; but a mere cur-

sory inspection of the methods employed

by the Chinese, would convince any prac-

tical observer of the enormous advantages

and splendid opportunities which would

be offered by substituting modern ma-

chinery and scientific skill for the anti-

quated methods in vogue, which, crude as

they are, furnish the operators substantial

profits, and the connncrcial world 90 per

cent, of the tin production of Malaya.

Chinese Mining Methods

The chief difficulty which besets the

Chinese miner at the very outset is want

of capital, and consequently, in a country

like Siam, where mining laws have never

been enforced, they resort to methods

which are detrimental to mining interests

generally. For instance : A great deal of

the tin produced in this country comes _

from districts where small gangs, or

Kongsis operate independently, without

obtaining any regitlar license or claim,

wherever they choose, and in any manner
possible, so long as they do not interfere

with the agricultural interests of the na-

tives. This leads to very unsatisfactory

results, large areas being worked super-

ficially for the contents of the upper strata

only, as affording the quickest returns for

a limited expense of labor, and then

abandoned entirely for fresh ground. In

the course of a few years, with the rapid

and luxuriant growth of tropical vegeta-

tion, it assumes once more the normal

appearance of virgin forest, and many
prospectors have been mislead in this way,

little suspecting that IS or 20 ft. l)eneath

the surface were rich leads which in spite

of the heavy over-burden would amply

pay reworking. At a mine in Perak, quite

recently, the Chinese had worked a large

area down to a depth of 30 ft. with con-

siderable profit, when they encountered a

stratum of clay which they mistook for

bed-rock, and below which no tin-bearing

strata is found, when a European miner

came along and obtained permission to

put down a trial bore hole with a small

hand machine. The results showed that

rich tin-bearing gravel continued to a

depth of 70 ft. below the barren layer of

clay. However, it must not be supposed

that the native miners are altogether an

ignorant lot; wonderful ingenuity have

they displayed in many cases, and natural

difficulties have been overcome, which,

considering their want of education, show

great skill and adaptability. The bamboo
aqueduct shown in the accompanying il-

lustration may be taken as an elaborate

example of their engineering skill. It is

not designed to stand the test of time,

but it answers its purpose admirably, and

it is wonderful with what rapidity they

will erect such a stiucturc, finding all

their implements and material in the sur-

rounding jungle, and using no other tool

but a small chopper of native manufacture.

The Puket Mines

At Puket where operations are carried

on on a much more extensive scale than

elsewhere, may be seen some of the best

examples of mechanical skill in various

contrivances for pumping and conveying

water. A curious but common form of

elevator for raising water from the deep

levels at some of the larger mines is in

the shape of an endless-chain bucket,

which derives its motion from the pinion

attached on the main shaft of an overshot

water wheel, the buckets or paddles fit-

ting into the teeth of the pinion, and slid-

ing down a long sluice-box which is di-

vided into two compartments, the upper

one serving as a guide or carrier for the

chain, and the lower forming the delivery

pipe for the water.

The Chinese pride themselves very

nuicli when they have one of these noisy.
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RICH TIN MINE AT PUKET, SIAM

CHINESE COOLIES WORKING IN IHE MINES
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cumbersome machines at work, and cher-

ish a strange superstition with regard to

it, believing that the groaning and squeak-

ing sound of the paddles as they are

drawn over the boards emanates from the

spirits of the mines, whom of course it is

their duty to propitiate; and many curi-

ous offerings may be seen scattered around

the head of the shaft.

In fact it has often been remarked that

the most noteworthy feature in connec-

tion with the whole business of mining in

the Peninsula is the strange combinations

of superstition and idolatory with prac-

tical common sense that one sees at every

Chinese mine, no matter in what part of

the country—whether in the British De-

pendencies or in Siam. In front of their

huts, and around the pit mouth, tiny Joss

houses are oroclod, in which offerings are

and resemble a lot of ants, swarming up

and down the banks in single file, each

with his little load of earth suspended

over his shoulder, keeping step over the

springy planks, and at a jog-trot the whole

time. At the edge of the pit, and close

to the sluice-box, so that he may watch

both operations of digging and washing

at the same time, stands the mine-boss,

a big Chinaman with a stout rattan cane

in his hand. He seldom has to use his

stick ; but when he does, it means that the

recipient has to lay up for a week or two
for alterations and repairs. The average

pay of the Chinese coolie at the mines is

40c. (Mexican), or about 20c. gold a day;

but in most cases they are put on piece-

work, and receive so much per cubic foot

of earth excavated, according to the hard-

ness of the formation in which thev are

the ore. Frequent delays are caused by
this, and there is no doubt that the dif-

ficulty they experience in handling the

slag in smelting, is occasioned by the im-

purity of the ore they put into the furnace.

However, this is only one of many points

in connection with tin mining in Siam, ac-

cording to Chinese methods, that are

cpij.ible of improvement and in r. brief

outline such as this it is impossible to

enumerate them minutely ; but sufficient

evidence has been shown for the need

and opportunity for western skill to pro-

mote an industry that is already flourish-

ing in spite of these conditions. It must
not be supposed that in a country like

Siam the way is paved for the American

or European prospector to step in and

make his choice ; on the contrary, the ad-

verse circumstances which prevail in all

SIAMESE WOMEN PANNING TAILINGS ELEPHANT TRANSPORTATION

made, and the Joss sticks kept burning

right and day. No stranger is allowed to

enter the mines without submitting to

their forms and ceremonies, and even

Europeans are compelled to remove their

shoes before entering into what they con-

sider sacred ground. As a rule the Chin-

ese miner keenly resents the intrusion of

an European at the mines and to avoid

trouble one has to procure a letter or

passport from the mine-owner ; but, once

having secured their confidence, the for-

eigner finds the best of treatment at their

hauj., and they will even su.'^.pend opera-

tions to permit him to make any inspec-

tion he may be interested in. It is a

very inspiring sight, in a land of lethargy

like Siam, to see these men at work at

one of the big mines. Though they sel-

dom average more than six hours a day,

they show great activity while at work,

working. '1 he richest stratum in which

tin is found is a stiff, clayey gravel, ex-

ceedingly difficult to treat, for which they

receive as much as Sc. a foot. But unless

working on his own account, the China-

man never saves a cent, his small earnings

going in food and opium, and any surplus

that may remain is quickly absorbed at

the gambling table.

Labor, Climate and Transportation

The economic value of the Chinese

coolie has already been recognized, and, in

this class of work—the digging and haul-

ing of dirt—he stands, for cheapness and

adaptability to climatic conditions, pre-

eminent in the field of competition.

One point which impresses itself strong-

ly on any practical man observing their

operations, is the complete absence of me-

chanical means of treating and separating

tropical countries are here abundantly

multiplied. The climate of the Peninsula,

tlnngh not so deadly as in o^'icr parts of

Siam, is one which the white man can

take no liberties with, and one requires an

extraordinary amount of patience to sub-

mit to the delay and inconvenience of

travel through a country where roads have

yet to be made and where the apathy and

polite indifference of the native official,

on whom he has to rely for transport, is

proverbial.

The common means of transport is by

elephant, the hire of an animal with at-

tendant varying from 5 to 10 ticals per

day. It is surprising what a small load

these huge beasts will carry, three piculs

of tin, or about 400 lb. being considered

the limit for a large animal ; and from

15 to 20 miles a day's journey. Most of

the tin is conveyed to the coast towns by
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native boats along the shallow, rapid

rivers, which during the rainy season

flood the whole country, and exclude sev-

eral districts from traffic of any sort for

weeks together. A complete stock of pro-

visions has to be carried wherever one

travels, for the natives of the rural dis-

tricts subsist almost entirely on rice and

salt fish, with condiments, which are not

at all palatable to the European taste. But

in spite of these drawbacks, a more varied

and interesting country does not exist in

the East ; and with the generous and free-

minded policy the Government is pledged

to adopt, giving equal rights to all

foreigners, and including various schemes

for the development of the country by

road and railway, the future of these

Malayan States is fraught with the bright-

est promise for various commercial en-

terprises in which tin mining will, of

course, lead as the crowning industry.

Railroad Extensions in Oaxaca

Consul-General A. L. M. Gottschalk, of

Mexico, reports that there is pending a

negotiation which will soon furnish the

State of Oaxaca with much-needed trans-

portation facilities. The State at present

has but one railroad of importance, the

Ferrocarril Mexicano del Sur, which runs

from Pueblo direct to Oaxaca. From
Oaxaca there are three small narrow-gage

country railroads, the Ejutla, Oriente, and

Agricola, which are intended only to tap

neighboring agricultural and mining sec-

tions and which are but poorly provided

with rolling stock, having wood-burning

engines, and are not particularly well

managed.

American capitalists are now negotiat-

ing to buy the three small agricultural

railroads mentioned as running out of

Oaxaca, with the idea of placing them

under one management and prolonging

the system eastward to Salina Cruz and

westward to some Pacific port near Aca-

pulco. It is stated upon reliable authority

that this deal is practically concluded.

There is also some talk of the same

group of capitalists purchasing the San

Rafael y Atlixco Railroad, a small road

now running from the city of Mexico to

Apapasco and Ozumba, and later in-

tended to reach Atlixco itself. This road,

it is said, would, in the hands of the cap-

italists mentioned, be prolonged to cross

that part of Oaxaca which is known as

"La Mixteca," a distant, inaccessible re-

gion of Indian villages situate in a most

fertile agricultural section, where a great

number of prospectors state that there are

iron, coal, and large deposits of lead ore.

Japan imports zinc from other coun-

tries, but the figures for 1906 are lower

than those for 1905, being 6314 tons,

valued at $1,024,000, for 1906, as com-

pared with 14,012 tons, valued at $2,006,-

000. in the preceding year.

Greenwater, Cal.

A correspondent of the New York Sun
thus reports recently from Greenwater

:

If there had been as much knowledge of

mathematics among the citizens of this

llourishing desert town as there are fleas,

Chuckwala Charley Hennessy's drink em-
porium, the Death Valley Vault, would

not have burned to the ground Sept. 9.

Because the leading citizens in this town

are not as quick at figures as they are at

raising before the draw Greenwater has

been robbed of its chief center of moral

and social uplift. Today the boys are ad-

mitting that mental arithmetic beats pres-

ence of mind.

Chuckwala Charley's saloon burned be-

cause the leading members of the com-

munity could not figure out on the spur of

the moment whether it would be cheaper

to let the place burn and rebuild it with

lumber at $80 a thousand feet or to put

the fire out with water costing $8 a bar-

rel. While the discussion went on the

fire got so far that the party in favor of

water were squelched by force of circum-

stances.

The situation in Greenwater is unu-

sual. Some months ago a real estate

boomer put an advertisement in a Los

Angeles paper which said that Greenwater

was a garden spot of the desert, kissed by

the warm and healthgiving rays of a pe-

rennial sun and blossoming like the rose.

He was right about the kisses. The
average sun kiss here in the north end of

Death Valley registers about 125 deg. F.

10 months out of the year and occasion-

ally the Death Valley Dead One has to

suspend publication because its ink rollers

melt. As for the garden business, there is

a fine collection of tomato cans out back

of Sandy Hedges's place and the Joshua

tree grows plentifully in these parts.

Since a misguided mortal picked out

this site for a town about a year ago be-

cause he grubbed up some copper out-

croppings down where the foot of the

main street now is, quite a few individuals

have come here to take the parboiling

treatment and prospect for more copper,

some gold and grub to eat meanwhile.

They usually take a good wash at Mo-
jave before coming into the valley and if

they live to get back to Mojave they take

another wash at the end of the journey in

Mike Stetson's commodious rain barrel.

Only those fellows who bet $500 on a

busted flush before the draw can afTord to

take a bath all over in Greenwater. But

right here mention must be made of the

enterprise of Chuckwala Charley that en-

deared his emporium to the populace.

When Chuckwala put up the Vault he

painted a sign and hung it behind the

bar. "Free Wash With Every Drink,"

the sign read. And Chuckwala stuck by

his contract.

After you had bought your two fingers

of squirrel whiskey and paid extra for

a water chaser, if you felt you could af-

ford it, all yuu had to do was to go out

back of the saloon, and there a China boy

would pour out about three inches of real

water in a washbasin and you could loosen

the surface crust on your face The wits

in town called this a homeopathic bath.

Chuckwala's honieopalhics made an in-

stant hit with the citizens, and the custom

of taking a wash had grown up about the

Vault until it was recognized as one of the

features of Greenwatcr's social life.

Copper in Australia

Special Correspondence

The fall in the price of copper has na-

turally caused considerable uneasiness,

and the consequent drop in the value of

stocks has been a matter of much con-

cern. Most of the Australian mines are

working under an agreement which pro-

vides for a substantial advance in wages,

amounting to upward of 121/2 per cent.,

while copper remains over £70 per ton,

and should the price fall below this level

it is safe to predict that great industrial

unrest will follow. The official figures

just published show that the exports of

copper during 1906 from Australia were

as follows : Ingots, 17,939 tons valued at

^1,548,767; matte, 19,278 tons valued at

£1,449,308; ore, 1674 tons valued at £34,-

189; a total of £3,032,264.

The rapid advance made by the copper-"

mining industry in the northern State of

Queensland is shown by the return for the

quarter ending June 30. The quantity of

copper produced during this term is given

as 3219 tons valued at £317,875, as com-

pared with 2229 tons valued at £190,075

for the same period in 1906. The Mount
Morgan mine alone contributed copper to

the value of £123,782 as the result of the

three months' operations, and the follow-

ing table gives unmistakable evidence of

the strides made since copper became an

element in production at that mine

:

Gold woD. Copper won.
Half-year ending oz. tons.

November. 1905 62.2.S1 125
May. 1906 54.916 358
November. 1906 72.716 1,923
May, 1907 72,422 2,104

The Electrolytic Refining and Smelting

Company of Australia is erecting works

at Port Kembla, New South Wales, and

the blister copper from the Moimt Mor-

gan and other large mines will now be re-

fined here instead of shipping it to the De
Lamar works as hitherto.

The Yukon Legislature has appointed a

committee to memorialize the Canadian

government regarding the Boyle mining

concession, the largest in the Klondike

camp, covering 40 sq.m., which is partly

owrved by the Guggenheims, asking an

investigation as to how it was acquired

and the conditions under which it is to

be held.
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Unwatering by Means of an

Inclined Skip

By Douglas Muir*

A company purchased a mine with the

object in view of unwatering it to get at

the milling grade of ore left from previ-

ous operations. The mine workings con-

sisted of a drift-tunnel about 700 m. along

the vein, the dip being approximately 50

deg., with a number of stopes and winzes

on the vein where rich ore shoots had been

encountered and the ore summarily re-

moved. The ore had been removed from

the largest shoot, leaving a stopc 20 m.

high, and a winze 120 m. down from the

level of the drift tunnel. It was desired

Ic unwater at this point. The mine had

been abandoned some years and all the

lower workings were full of water to the

tunnel floor.

With the conditions as briefly stated

above, a hoist and inclined skip were

available for unwatering the mine.

The winze was located 90 m. in

on the tunnel. The first 60 m. of the

tunnel had been driven on fairly good

grade. The last 30 m. was on S'/i per

cent, grade. This part was shot out to

grade and track laid in the tunnel. At

a point 8 m. before reaching the winze

the roadway was given a curve and driven

out into the footwall, past the winze, back

« into the old line of tunnel and about 3

m. below its level. ' Here bins were

placed to receive ore which might be

mined further in on the vein. Tracks were

laid on into the tunnel, grade being per-

missible.

The roadway past the winze was driven

under old filled stopes. The filling was

held up with stulls and sets, lagging be-

ing driven in on top of these. Eight feet

before reaching the winze, heavy sets were

put in and a wall raised up into the stope,

cutting off and holding back the filling.

A similar wall was placed at an equal dis-

tance beyond the winze. The stope filling

between these walls was removed and

trammed out. This left a clear and safe

open space in the stope directly above the

winze in which to do work for hoist in-

stallation. The roadway directly in front

of the winze was then widened out mto a

"bench or pocket in which to place ore bins

and water chute for the skip to dump into.

In front of the winze and 9 m.

up in the cleared portion of the stope, a

crosscut was dfiven into the footwall and

at right angles to strike of the vein. At

its terminus the crosscut was enlarged,

giving a small room where the hoist was

placed, the foundation bolts being leaded

into the solid rock. A thin layer of con-

crete lyas laid on the floor to give level

setting for the hoist. Fig. i shows manner

of supporting head-frame pulley; also ore-

6-

Section at .\-B

FIG. I. PORTION OK PERMANENT TRACK IN PLACE

.X Bolts
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•Manager, CInco de Mayo MIdIdk and
SmeltlnK Company, Descubrldora. Uurango,
Mexico.

Plan of Mov. Sect.

FIG. 3. TEMPORARY TRACK USED FOR UNWATERING INCLINED WORKINGS
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bin supports and upper part of track

way.

With the driving of the roadway on the

new level the water in the winze had

fallen to the same level. A few more

meters were pumped out by hand for

starting work of track building. The
winze varied in size, being from 3 to 17

m. in breadth (along the vein) and

2 to 5 m. in width (perpendicular to

the walls). The walls being very hard

and standing well, heavy timbering was
omitted and trackway only was laid as

shown in the diagrams.

Hitches or steps were cut in the foot-

wall to receive frames which were of

6x6-in. lumber. On top of these were

bolted longitudinal stringers 6.K4 in.

section. The track was spiked di-

rectly to the stringers and intermedi-

ate between the frames were placed

cross-braces and rods to prevent spread-

ing. The trackway was elevated at

the start to give dumping room, but was

gradually lowered to within about 2 ft. of

the footwall. This small space was left

to provide clearance for any irregularities

or humps of vein matter which might be

encountered and thus obviate shooting

them out. The trackway was built to the

water's edge and a movable section of

track then shoved down into the water

and bolted securely to the part of tr ick

way in place. Fig. 2 shows trackway,

giving its general hight above footwall and

also shows movable section in place with

dimensions. Also, as shown in Fig. 2,

wherever it was possible, the frame was

omitted, iron stakes being driven into

drill holes. These stakes supported 6x6-

in. sticks onto which 6.x4-in.track stringers
'

were fastened with lo-in. lag screws.

This simplest kind of construction was

adopted for trackway owing to the ur-

gency of the work and the shortage of

lumber.

The movable section being bolted in

place, the hoist was started and the water

removed to the bottom of this section and

held there while hitches were cut or holes

drilled for new supports. .The section was
then removed and a piece of permanent

trackway built in. The movable section

was then lowered again into the water and

the operation repeated.

Insoluble Silicious Residue

Copper in Jamaica

In a report from Kingston, Consul F.

Van Dyne says that numerous attempts

have been made to work copper deposits

in Jamaica, beginning as early as 1857, but

they have not hitherto proved successful.

An American mining engineer has been

prospecting since last November, and an-

other attempt is now to be made. The
deposits are located principally in the

parish of Clarendon. Two thousand acres

of land have been acquired by the inter-

ests which the mining engineer represents,

and shafts have been sunk in three places

—in one place to a depth of 300 feet.

II C I'armelee (H^fst. Chfm. and Mel.

Hi pp. 115-117) discusses the determina-

tion of insoluble silicious residue. The
use of the term insuluble is exceedingly

vague and in order for different chemists

to arrive at concordant results, it is neces-

sary to adopt some uniform method for

its determination. The author calls at-

tention to three points in the determina-

tion: (l) merely putting an ore into so-

lution does not necessarily throw out all

of the insoluble matter, and the quantity

of insoluble matter throughout will vary

greatly according to the time of treatment

and strength of acid; (2) that it is neces-

sary to evaporate to dryness to obtain

constant results on the same ore ; and (3)

that all of the insoluble silicious residue is

not thrown out by one evaporation and

that a second evaporation of the filtrate is

necessary to obtain all of the silica and

other insoluble matter.

The author's definition is that insoluble

silicious residue is that portion of a min-

eral substance remaining insoluble after

the following chemical treatment : solution

in hydrochloric and nitric acids, with sub-

sequent evaporation to dryness, filtration,

washing and ignition of the residues.

Oxidized Ores

Weigh 1 gram of the ore into a No. I

beaker, add 15 c.c. hydrochloric acid,

cover with a watch glass, and digest at a

gentle heat until the ore appears to be

quite decomposed, add a few drops of

nitric acid, heat until action has ceased,

and then wash off the cover with a fine jet

of water, and evaporate to dryness. Re-

dissolve in hydrochloric acid and evapo-

rate to drjTiess a second time to render

all the silica insoluble. Redissolve in 10

c.c. hydrochloric acid and 30 c.c. water,

filter, transfer all the residue to the filter

with a fine jet of cold water, using a

policeman, and wash the filter with a little

hydrochloric acid and plenty of cold water.

Ignite and weigh the residue as "insoluble

silicious residue."

Co.MPLE.x Ores Containing Sulphides

Treat a weighed portion (0.5 gram) of

the ore with 10 c.c. nitric acid (sp. gr.

1.20) and heat gently until the first intense

action ceases and the sulphur has sepa-

rated out in a clear yellow ball. If the de-

composition occurs too violently, due

either to too strong acid or too great heat,

the sulphur ball will probably include

some ore and require to be treated sepa-

rately. If this occurs it will usually be

found better to start a new determination.

After the effect of the nitric acid is ex-

hausted and the greater portion of it

evaporated off, add 15 c.c. hydrochloric

acid and evaporate to dryness ; take up

with IS c. c. hydrochloric acid (l—1), boil,

filter and wash ; evaporate the filtrate to

dryness, treat as before, adding the sec-

ond residue to the first. Wash clean with

hydrochloric acid and hot water, ignite

and weigh as insoluble silicious residue.

Coal and Coke in Tennessee

The official report of the Slate Inspec-

tor of Mines of Tennessee gives the pro-

duction of coal in the State for two years

past as follows, in short tons

:

I'JOS. lUUfi. CIlltUEM.

Oial mlued, tons S.MJ.STA A,'i7'i.4A7 1. TlO.tMl

VnltiKat mliioi,.. tiUU<>,Hi» f-.MU.'iSC I. tl,a<W,4'.'l

Average (Mii'luu. tl.17 $1.'JU 1. lo.ui

The average number of days worked,

taking all mines, in 1906, was 231. The
amount expended in mine improvements

was $279,547. Miscellaneous statistics

show 1231 draft animals and 13,175 mine

cars in use. Explosives used were 118,-

954 kegs of powder and 125,761 lb. dyna-

mite. The average coal mined to each

employee underground was 699 tons; to

each employee, including surface men,

5S4 tons.

Mining machines were in use by 17

companies, the total number of machines

at work being 140. The average coal

mined per machine was 5482 tons. The
total coal mined by machine was 767,456

tons, or 12.2 per cent, of the total.

Employees and Accidents

The number of employees at coal mines

reported in 1906 was: Inside mines, 8969;

on surface, 1767; total, 10,736. The total

amount paid in wages was $4,844,266,

being 64 per cent, of the value of coal at

mines. The average earnings per em-

ployee were $451.22. The report states

the average wages paid at $2.07 per day.

The number of fatal accidents and their

causes are given as follows : Falls of

roof, coal, etc., 20; mine cars, 3; powder

explosion, 2 ; incline, 2 ;
gas explosion, I

;

shatt. I ; tipple, i ; unknown and miscel-

laneous, 3; total, 33. This is 3.07 deaths

per 1000 employees. Falls were respon-

sible for over 60 per cent, of the accidents.

Coke Productio.v

The quantity of coke made during 1906

was 484,672 short tons. The coal used

in making coke was : Unwashed slack,

73,454 tons ; washed slack, 516,804; washed

lun-of-mine, 341,383; total, 931,641. It

will be seen that 92 per cent, of the coal

was washed before going to the ovens.

The average yield of coal in coke was 52

per cent. ; that is, 1.92 tons of coal were

consumed in making a ton of coke. The
value of the coke made was $1,350,629

at ovens, an average of $2.79 per ton.

There were 17 coke plants, including

2717 ovens. The number in blast during

the year was 1692 ovens ; the average time

at work, 282 days. The average output

of coke per oven was 286 tons. There

were 80 ovens built during the year, and

78 under construction at its close. The
number of employees was 544, and they

leceived $195,725 in wages, an average

of $359-79 per year.
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Titration oi Zinc in Alkaline

Solution

By EiiCAR B. Van Osdel*

Some time ago 1 made some comment

upon experiences in the titration of zinc

by potassium ferrocyanide in ammoniacal

solution, keeping iron in solution by

means of tartaric acid or a tartrate and

using the iron as an indicator with acetic

acid upon the spot plate. Ores contain-

ing large percentages of iron, however,

are not suitable for such treatment, since

the dirty color produced by the acidifica-

tion on the spot plate masks the faint

end reaction of prussian blue. To re-

move the iron the standard method by

Low may be employed, evaporating to dry-

ness with potassium chlorate and nitric

acid, diluting with, and after filtration

washing with solution of ammonmm chlo-

"
ride and ammonia.

Instead, however, of acidifying, boiling

to decompose chlorates and double neu-

tralization before titration, we may pro-

ceed at once to titration in alkaline solu-

tion by simply dissolving a small quan-

tity of ferric chloride in the acetic acid

used upon the spot plate. The solution

must be distinctly ammoniacal but not ex-

cessively so. If the solution to be ti-

trated is too nearly neutral the end re-

action lacks sharpness and if too strong-

ly alkaline the zinc is not precipitated. If

a solution of 100 c.c. ammonia and 100

grams ammonium chloride to the liter

is used for dilution and washing the ti-

tration will be satisfactory. Small varia-

tions in the amount of ammonia do not

affect the standard and if decomposing

containers are filled to a certain depth

and similar conditions observed in wash-

ing, the results will be uniform.

The llask is returned to the lire, its con-

tents brought to a boil and poured upon

the filter catching the filtrate in an S-oz.

beaker. The flask is rinsed three times

with as little hot water as possible using

the mouthpiece of the wash bottle for its

delivery. When this has run through, the

precipitate is washed twice with hot zinc

wash from a wa.sh bottle, using enough to

fill the paper to a depth of about one inch

above the point. When this has riin

through a third wash of hot water, again

using the wash bottle inverted, is used.

After the filter has drained and the fil-

trate has been heated to boiling it is ready

for titration.

John Stanton

Details of the Method

An outline of the process which is a

modification of Low's standard method

follows : One-half or one gram of ore

is decomposed with 10 to 15 c.c. nitric

acid, preferably in an Erlenmeyer flask of

Low's special funnel-neck form, and as

soon as red fumes cease to appear, 10

grams potassium chlorate is added. A
convenient method of doing this is to use

an annealing cup, size B, which has -been

made into a dipper by the addition of a

handle of stiff wire. When shaken down

level this holds almost exactly 10

grams and its contents may be quickly

and easily transferred to the flask. More

or less of the chlorate does not affect the

result.

The contents of the flask are boiled to

dryness, cooled and a certain amount, 25

or 35 c.c, of the zinc wash added. The

wash contains 100 c.c. ammonia and 100

grams ammonium chloride to the liter.

The Titration

The solution should be divided as usual

and after the end point is passed all of

the other half is added except enough to

require i c.c. for titration. The standard

solution may then be added I c.c. at a time

until the end point is again passed when

the whole is returned to the original

beaker and finished carefully o.l c.c. at a

time. A light blue color appears in-

stantly with two drops excess.

The indicator is prepared by adding to

glacial acetic acid a few cubic centime-

ters of solution of ferric chloride. The

color must not be strong enough to mask

the end reaction but should be sufficient

to obscure any bluish tinge produced by

copper in solution.

Each depression of the spot plate

should contain 0.3 or 0.4 c.c. of the in-

dicator to insure acidity when i or 2 c.c.

of the solution are withdrawn with a hol-

low rod. The ordinary spot plates have

too shallow depressions. A convenient

one is made by pouring melted paraffin

into a cigar box to a depth of 0.5 to 0.7S

in. and cooling as rapidly as possible to

produce a uniformly white color. When

cold, depressions of any desired depth

can be bored with a small spatula.

Since copper is not precipitated in am-

moniacal solution when potassium chlo-

rate and zinc salts are present, its removal

is unnecessary. In any event the addi-

tion of a small amount of potassium hy-

drate would absolutely prevent interfer-

ence.

If all solutions and wash water are hot

a run of zinc determinations can be made

in an hour. In order for the standard

solution to equal I per cent, for each cu-

bic centimeter it should contain 66 grams

to the liter.

Tests have been made with a view to

using uranium acetate in acetic acid as an

indicator but without success.

A bronze bust of the late John Stanton

was recently presented by members of the

Stanton family to the Memorial Library

at Painesdale, Mich. The bronze was a

composite made from Baltic, Mohawk,
,

Atlantic, Wolverine and Michigan cop-

per. Acting for the trustees of the library

William A. Paine accepted the memorial,

and in the course of his remarks said:

"John Stanton had to an unusual de-

gree a profound sense of his responsibilty

as trustee for all the stockholders in the

companies which he had in his charge.

He was not a manager, as too many are

nowadays, to use the position for his own

personal profit. He was rather the faith-

ful steward, using all the talents entrusted

to him solely for the mutual benefit of

those from whom he had received them.

The moderate fortune which he accumu-

lated during his lifetime was only a small

fraction of the total amounts which were

gained in the enterprises which his genius

and faithfulness brought to success. His

works will follow him through all eternity,

and it is for us who so largely inherited

the fruits of his labors to build our suc-

cess only on these foundations which he

has laid.

'The bust will be placed here in this

reading room, and it is peculiarly fitting

that it should face the Atlantic mine ;
for

it was not the rich, strong and successful

children of his mining household, like the

Bahic, Wolverine and Mohawk, that were

really dearest to his heart, but it was the

poor Atlantic more than any other that

was his best beloved child."

Platinum in Colombia

•FrUco Mining Company. Ltd., Gem. Idaho.

When the conversion of the locomo-

tives of the Mexican Railway into oil

burners is completed it will cause another

decrease of British coal imports into

Mexico. At present the patent fuel and

coal used on the engines are imported

from Wales.

Writing from Cartagena, Consul I. A.

Manning states that the platinum indus-

try in Colombia is attracting consider-

able attention from abroad. Recently 3

French Company, headed by Albert L.

de Lantreppe, of London, has made some

heavy purchases of mining properties.

They are soon to send engineers to

make a study of the platinum region.

Other capitalists have also recently se-

cured large holdings, which they expect

to develop scientifically. It is said that

these companies will make an effort to

find whether platinum is found in quartz

lodes as well as in placer ground, the lat-

ter being the only source of the present

supply. «

The platinum of Colombia has been

found only on the headwaters of the

.Urato river and the Rio San Juan in the

State of Cauca and near the Pacific coast

of Colombia. Most of these deposits are

also gold bearing and they have been

worked for a good many years, princi-

pally for gold.
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Mexican Freight Rates matte rates from stations from which

matte is shipped to ARiiascaliciitc':

Consul W. D. Shaughnessy writes

from Agiiascalientes that the contemplated

changes in freight rates, which were to

have taken effect on Aug. 9, are still

pending, waiting the approval of the

Mexican tariff commission. The now
classification and freight tariff were pub-

lished and distributed, but the many
serious objections raised against them

have so far prevented their being ap-

proved and have been the means of com-

mencing what promises to be a warm
controversy between the railroads and the

mining and smelting interests. The min-

eral interests are foremost in combating

the proposed raise in the rates, as they

are to be more seriously affected than the

agricultural and mercantile interests.

In some cases the rates on certain

classes of ore have been advanced as high

as 169 per cent., while the average in-

crease is as high as 57 per cent., accord-

ing to the distance transported. As the

greater part of the Mexican mines are of

the low rather than of the high grade, the

ores now being shipped will not produce

enough revenue under the proposed rates

to warrant their operation.

How Mines Will Be Affected

For an example, in the southern part of

Mexico there is a low-grade mine near a

town of 12,000 population, the inhabitants

of which are greatly dependent upon its

operation. The ore is shipped to the

smelter and sold at $20 Mexican per ton,

yielding a profit of $4. The present freight

rate is $4.25 and the proposed rate is

$8.38. As the operators are producing

the ore at the lowest possible expense and
as they are selling it at the maximum rate

to the smelter, it will be impossible for

the mine to continue its operations with

an increase in the freight rate of 97 per

cent.

Quoting another instance, a company,
of which the operators are Americans, has

expended nearly $5,000,000 in a number of

years, without any profit from its opera-

tions. Large concentration works have
been erected and the mines have prac-

tically arrived at a profitable basis, pro-

ducing at this time about 12,000 tons of

ore monthly, but the proposed freight

rates will place them where they were
before and probably cause their abandon-
ment.

At present large amounts of copper
matte are shipped from El Paso to Aguas-
calientes 'for smelting under a rate of

$7.84 per ton. Under the proposed rates

of $1586 per ton it will be more eco-

nomical to smelt this matte in the United
States, thus decreasing the smelting in

Mexico and causing a hardship upon cer-

tain large silver mines whose ores are
smelted by the aid of this matte.

The following table illustrates the radi-

cal nature of the proposed changes in
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It is estimated that tliere arc and have

been for many months 100,000 tons of ore

piled up on the railroads awaiting ship-

ment to the smellers, owing to the inabil-

ity of the railroads to accommodate the

producers of ore. These ores have been

mined in view of the present rates, the

cost of their production being calculated

on that basis ; therefore any increase in

rates if applied without ample notice to

miners will be unjust and injurious.

No Margin on Some Ores—Average

Rate Increases

Under the proposed ore tarilTs the low-

est rates apply upon ores the value of

which is not greater than $25 per ton, this

value being determined after deducting

the charges of the smelter from the gross

value of the metals contained. As a great

many ores cost at least $25 per ton to

extract and haul to the railroad by carts

or mules, there is no margin left for the

miner to derive a profit and pay the rail-

road rates.

During the 12 months from May i, 1906,

to April 30, 1907, the ores received by the

.-American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany from Mexico aggregated over 600,000

metric tons, of which 16.5 per cent, would
be subject to rates under the first class,

43-3 per cent, under the second class, and
40.2 per cent, under the third class. The
proposed rates constitute increases over

the present rates of 57.5, 46.6, and 34.1 per

cent., respectively, in the first, second, and
third classes. The amount of increase in

money which the new rates will occasion

to be paid upon the ores and mattes

shipped from all shipping points to the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany's plants, all of the ores being mined
ill the Republic of Mexico, are as follows,

the figures being based on one year's busi-

ness from May I, 1906, to April 30, 1907

:

.Actual freight paid, $6,047,872; freight

payable under new tariffs, $8,719,298; pro-

posed increase, $2,671,426: percentage of

increase, 44.17.

Increased Rates Greater Than Tax
Concession

Large tonnages of ores are being

shipped now from the mining districts of

;Monterey, Chihualuia, Sierra Mojada, and

Parral, on whicli the margin between

prulit and loss is very small. 1 hese ores

;ire becoming lower in grade every year,

..nd to these mines increases in freight

will become very serious. The increase in

treight cannot be absorbed by the smelt-

ers, which are helping them at the present

time in order to assist their operations.

The mining industry has always sup-

ported a very considerable tax in the mat-

ter of Federal, State and general taxes,

and at the time of inaugurating the mone-

tary system it was considered advisable

by the Federal Government to aid this in-

dustry by a reduction of taxes ; but this

aid, substantial as it was, will be more
than offset by the increase in freights on

mineral products. The entire Federal tax

as now assessed on ores coming to the

smelters is far less than the proposed in-

crease in freight on these ores under the

new tariffs.

In petitions submitted to the tariff com-

mission by the Mexican Central and

Mexican National railroads, they state

that since their inauguration the passen-

ger and freight rates have constantly de-

creased. The Mexican dollar, being prac-

tically at par at their formal beginning

with the American dollar, is today at a

value of 50 cents, and as the railroads

have to pay the interest on their bonds

in gold, the conversion from Mexican

money makes the net earnings and

amounts available for fixed charges much
depreciated. They calculate that 35 per

cent, of the operating expenses must be

converted into American money for the

purchase of materials which come from

the United States. Consequently double

the amount of Mexican money is re-

quired.

Higher Cost of Materials—Comparative

Revenue

It must be borne in mind that at the

same time the acquisitive value of the

Mexican dollar has diminished, the cost

of al! materials has increased, the better

part of the latter being of foreign origin

and their prices in gold. Under their

original concession their importations

were exempt from customs duty. Since

the concessions expired, duties have to

lie paid aggregating nearly $400,000 per

annum.

Wood has become scarce, and the price

of coal in the last 10 years has increased

from $6.50 to $8.17, or 25 per cent.; price

of pine ties from 40 to 80c., and oak ties

from 75c. to $1.15. Salaries have in-

creased yearly during the last 10 years

and it is presumed the increase during

this year will be over $1,000,000.

Large amounts have been expended in

necessary and permanent improvements,

and further expenses of a similar nature

w-ill have to be made to hold the proper

efficiency and to extend them according to

conditions. The railroads must keep pace

with the progress of the country, and to

do this they claim it is necessary to in-
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crease their revenue, i.e., to increase the

rates of transportation.

According to the official reports pub-

lished by the railroads, 50 per cent, of the

transportation in Me.xico is for ore,

matte, bullion, and fuel for the inineral

interests. As mining and smelting is one

of tlie most important industries from
which Mexico derives a large revenue,

the fact that the proposed rates will un-

doubtedly diminish rather than increase

the income is not likely to lead the Gov-

ernment to approve them.

On the other hand, the railroads peti-

tioned to increase the rates on practically

the same points, with the same figures, at

the same time, and with tariffs and classi-

fications worded practically identically.

Therefore it appears that they have confi-

dence in the Government supporting them

to a great e.xtent, as the Mexican Govern-

ment owns the controlling interests in all

the railroads excepting two—the Sonora
Railroad and the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient Railroad.

There is no doubt but that the railroad

rates will have to be increased, but to ad-

vance them to such alarming proportions

as the proposed rates advocate and with-

out sufficient notice being given to the

shippers will be extremely serious and
constitute a severe blow to the mining

industry.

Gold Production of Australia

SrECI.VL CoRRESI'ONUENCli

Glass Telegraph Poles

Consular Agent Gustav C. Kothe, of

Cassel, states that an architect of that

city has been granted patents for an in-

vention for the manufacturing of glass

telegraph and telephone poles. A stock

company has been organized and a factory

has been built at Grossalmerode, near

Cassel. The glass mass of which the poles

are made is strengthened by interlacmg

and intertwining with strong wire threads.

One of the principal advantages of

these poles would be their use in tropica!

countries, where wooden poles are soon
destroyed by the ravages of insects and
where climatical influences are ruinous to

wood. The selling price of the poles has
not been fixed yet, but the company is

willing to accept 23 marks ($6) for a pole
of the length of 7 m. (about 23 ft.). The
Imperial Post Department, which has
control of the telegraph and telephone
lines in Germany, has ordered the use of
these glass poles on one of its lines.

According to the Iron Age, a German
electrician has discovered that bare alumi-
num wire may be used in winding mag-
net coils, solenoids, etc. Advantage is

taken of the fact that aluminum soon be-

comes coated with oxide which requires

a potential of 0.5 volt to break it down,
and so the oxide acts as an insulator. It

is necessary, however, to insulate one
layer of turns from another, as the dif-

ference in potential between them is

greater than that between adjacent turns.

The gold yield of .Australia for the

seven months ended July 31 -was less by

8.6 per cent, than that reported for the

corresponding period in igo6. The fol-

lowing table shows the production by

States, in fine ounces. South .-Vustrilia

and Tasmania being estimated;

^•hange8.

'.H;,-),mi» D. 88.91.'i

:t«;),:iHi v. 40.i;k7

•imM.t 11. :f7,4KH

1(K),G«'.) I. 8,681
:v2,ooo D. 5,800
11,000 I. 3,000

l'.IU{'..

Wi'slorn Ausimlia lM:>l.T£i
Victoria 4:i:!,0(W

Queoiislana •.>ns,(X)l

New South Wales. 1.W.108
TaBmanla :)7.800

South Australia... 8,000

Total,07..flnon'l<l l.U8:),700 l,8i:t,391 D. 110,309

Total value ....$41,003,079 $37,482,792 D. $3„'>20,287

Of the four important gold-producing

States it will be noticed that New South

Wales is the only one to exhibit an in-

crease, and that a small one. The returns

from Western Australia, show the lower

grade of the ore which is being mined,

and as this ore has now to be depended

on for the maintenance of the output, a

further shrinkage in the yield must fol-

low. In the State of Victoria the grade

of the ore won by some of the principal

mines is also much below that of previous

years. The half-yearly report of the New
Moon mine, Bendigo, which has been one

of the most consistent producers on this

field, shows that the average of the ore

won during the last term fell. The Long
Tunnel Company, Walhalla, reports a

satisfactory half-year, gold to the value

of £31,462 having been won, and dividends

£21,600 distributed. This company has

now returned to shareholders a total of

£739,680 on a paid-up capital of £53,800.

The Government of Victoria has come to

the assistance of the company engaged in

attempting to prove whether the extension

of the Berry lead at Moolort is auriferous,

and an advance of £8000 has been made
to enable operations to be further prose-

cuted. Altogether some £500,000 has been

spent by British investors since 1898 on
the three associated mines—the Loddon
Valley, Moolort, and Victorian Deep
Leads—and only in the Loddon Valley

mine has it been possible to get into the

wash.

In the State of Queensland all the prni-

cipal fields record decreased returns, but
the marked attention which is being de-

voted to the mining of the industrial

metals has much more than made good
the deficiency.

The gold mining industry in New
South Wales continues to make slight

headway, and the output is being con-

tributed by the established mines. At the

True Blue mine, Wyalong, developments
at the 1 100- ft. level have been most satis-

factory. The lode is 9 ft. wide, and for a

width of 2 ft. 6 in. bulk assays of from
10 to 20 oz. of gold per ton are reported

as having been obtained.

The Electrochemical Industry in

France

Consul \Villiani H. Hunt, reports from
St. Etienne on the electro-chemical in-

dustries of France. There are several

electrolytic copper refineries, notably at

Eguilles, near Sorgues, in Vaucluse, be-

longing to the Societe de Cuivre de

France, producing two tons a day; and
Givet, in Ardennes, with a production of

seven tons daily. At Dives, in Calvados,

the Emore process, produces directly 12

tons daily of plates and tubes of copper.

The decomposing of water into hydro-

gen and oxygen is exploited by the fol-

lowing concerns : Usine de St. Vrain,

near Ballancourt ; employs the Hazard-

Flamand process, and produces 200 cu.m.

of hydrogen and 100 cu.m. of oxygen per

day. La Societe Oxydrique Framaise
utilizes in its factories at St. Andre, near

Lille, and Villeurbanne, near Lyon, the

Garuti process, in which the cathodic and

anodic compartments are separated by an

iron partition pierced with a multitude of

small holes. The daily production of these

works is about 400 cu.m. of hydrogen and

200 cu.m. of oxygen.

The Electro-Chemical Company furn-

ishes hydride of lime (CaH), which

gives off hydrogen in contact with water.

This substance, which sells at present at

$1.93 per kg., is commercially known a^

"hydrolith."

In the manufacture of soda by the elec-

tric process, the Volta company, whose

works are situated near Moutiers, utilizes

the Outhenin-Chalandre process, and

turns out 800 tons of soda and 2000 tons

of chloride of lime per year. About 4000

tons of caustic soda are manufactured an-

nually by this method in France. Chlo-

rate of potash is manufactured at St.

Michel de Maurienne by the Gall process,

and at Chedde, near Chamonix, by the

Corbin and Lederlin method. The total

production is about 7000 tons annually.

Aluminum is produced principally by

three coiupanies, that of Chemical Pro-

ducts, of Alais and the Camargue ; at

Calypso and St. Felix, near St. Jean de

Maurienne ; the French Electro-Metallur-

gic Company, at St. Michel and Chedde,

near Chamonix. The total annual produc-

tion is estimated at 6000 tons.

Carbide of calcium is manufactured on a

very large scale in France. Nuiuerous com-

panies employ electricity in the production

of ozone, used as an oxidizer in the pre-

paration of certain organic products

—

vanaline, heliotropine, essence of haw-

thorn, etc. It is estimated that the elec-

tro-chemical industry in France, now uses

100,000 h.p.

Autogenous welding is successfully ap-

plied by Robert Hopfeldt, a German elec-

trician, to the soldering of aluminum

wires, a direct union of aluminum with

aluminum being readily obtained.
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The Camp Bird, Ltd. '^

Special Correspondence

The report of Camp Bird Ltd., for the

year ended April 30, just issued in Lon-

don, contains some information relating to

the future of this Colorado mine which is

not altogether reassuring. Mr. Beatty

states that developments at depth have

~i far shown only small irregular bodies

•t pay ore, and his policy is to develop

the upper levels of the mine from the gen-

eral horizon of the Chicago tunnel. This

liarrenness of the lower levels causes the

market in the shares to be very restricted.

1 here is, of course, no immediate danger

of any cessation of profits, for there is

blocked out, or already broken, some 200,-

000 tons of $35 ore that should produce

$3,500,000 profit. Before this has been

milled, further discoveries may be made
in the upper levels, or at depth.

During the year covered by the report,

the new mill was in operation only during

the second six months. The ore treated

was 39,476 tons wet, yielding values of

$1,273,475 gold. $44,198 silver and $22,114

lead. The total earnings were $1,341,513,

and the operating expenses $416,201, leav-

ing a profit of $925,312. Out of this

$188,327 was paid over to Mr. Walsh, and

various London and other expenses paid,

leaving a net profit in London of £139,030.

Out of this £29.310 has been written off

the company's holdings in the Imogenc

Basin Gold Mines Company, and £102,500

has been distributed as dividend, which is

at the rate of 12' ^ per cent, for the year.

Mining at Broken Hill,

South Wales

Special Correspondence

New

The half-yearly reports recently pub-

lished by three of the companies operat-

ing on the Broken Hill field illustrate in

a marked degree the satisfactory results

which have been secured during this pe-

riod. The ore won was 445.095 tons ; the

net profits earned amounted to £446,929,

and the dividends paid came to £362,000.

It will be noted that the profit per ton of

ire raised averaged £1 os. iid. Each com-

pany records that the working costs are

higher on account of the increased wages

paid and the price of water, and in the

case of the Broken Hill Proprietary Com-
pany the increase in wages amounts to 2s.

2d. per ton of ore raised. It is pleasing

to be able to state that good rains have

fallen, and that the threatened difficulty

of the water supply to this field has there-

by been removed.

The production of the Proprietary Com-
pany for the half-year was silver, 2,695,-

800 oz., and soft lead 29,383 tons. The

gross profit during this term amounted to

£314,284, and the dividends paid were

£240,oop, thus bringing the amount dis-

tributed by this company to its sharehold-

ers up to £11,136,000, on an authorized

capital of £384,000. The fire in Block J

I

still continues to smolder, but has in no

way interfered with underground opera-

lions. Development work has been ac-

tively carried on at the icoo, iioo and

1200- ft. levels. The lode at the lowest

level averages 30 ft. wide, having a value

of silver 10.5 oz., lead 14.5 per cent., and

zinc 10.5 per cent. The ore reserves

opened up have proved almost equal to

the quantity of ore extracted during the

year, so that the tonnage available stands

practically unaltered and amounts to 4,-

000,000 tons.

The record of the South Broken Hill

mine is one of very gratifying progress.

The net profit for the half-year amounted

to £104,525, and the dividends paid to £80,-

000. Not only have the financial results

been most satisfactory, but developments

during the year at the 970-ft. level have

resulted in an addition of 1,000,000 tons to

the ore reserves, bringing the total up to

3,000,000 tons. The lode at the 970-ft.

level has been proved for a length of 1400

ft., having an average width of 100 ft.,,

I he assay values being: Lead 13.7 per

cent., zinc 1 1.8 per cent., and silver 7J4 oz.

(he managing director states that fear

had been expressed that with depth the

value of the orebodics at the south end

of the lode would decrease, but in the

South mine this had been dispelled by the

fact that the ore at the lower level had

actually shown an improvement in grade.

It is understood that a settlement has

l)een come to in the matter of the dispute

lietween the Potter Sulphide Company and

the Broken Hill Proprietary Company in

the matter of alleged infringement of pat-

ent in the processes known as the Potter

and the Delprat (salt cake) for the re-

covery of zinc from sulphide ores. The

terms of settlement, it is stated, provide

that the Broken Hill Proprietary Com-

pany pays £10,000 and obtains the right to

use the Potter process, while the Potter

Company will be allowed to utilize the

Helprat pan.

In the last half-yearly report of the

Broken Hill Proprietary Company it is

stated that the alteration carried out in

the direction of deepening the Delprat

pans has resulted in an improved concen-

trate being obtained from the tailings

treated, the average grade for the six

months being 41.81 per cent, against 40.66

per cent, for the previous period, while

more recent trials have brought the grade

up to 43 per cent. The Proprietary Com-

pany has not so far been able to overcome

the difficulty experienced with the spelter

plant, although somewhat better results

have recently been obtained. The tests

carried out by the Zinc Corporation with

the Elmore plant are represented as being

satisfactoo'. The additional capital raised

will enable this corporation to complete

the contracts with the several companies

fo- the purchase of the large quantities

of tailings; and the companies on their

part have agreed to allow easier terms

for payment than stipulated in the ori-

ginal contract. It is a matter for much

regret that the operations of this corpor-

ation have fallen so far short of expecta-

tions.

The Salt Market

It is reported by the Journal of Com-

merce that an understanding has been

reached between the International Salt

Company, and certain independent manu-

facturers in regard to regulating the fu-

ture course of the market for evaporated

salt. This action has been taken in con-

sequence of the higher cost of labor and

supplies, as well as the overproduction of

salt. As a result of this understanding

prices have recently been advanced soc

to $1 per ton from the low figures pre-

vailing about a month ago, when sharp

price cutting was in progress. Notwith-

standing this advance, quotations are still

below the top level of last year. Com-

mon bulk salt is now quoted at $3.80 @
4.50 per ton at the point of production.

No change has been made in the price

of rock salt.

Incidentally a policy of retrenchment

has been inaugurated and various con-

cerns have reduced their working forces.

.\s customary at this time of the year the

demand for salt shows a falling off, which

applies more particularly to rock salt,

growing out of the approach of cool

weather. The consumption of this grade

of salt during the past year assumed

high proportions, being about 25 per cent,

higher than in the preceding year. How-

ever the combined inquiry for crude and

evaporated salt during that period was

not sufficient to keep pace with the vol-

ume of production.

The Sterling Salt Company, one of the

most formidable rivals of the Interna-

tional Salt Company, whose output up to

within a recent period was about 1,000

tons per day, has made a curtailment of

25 to 30 per cent.

The bucking and snorting and refusal

of gas engines to start, says Power and

Traiismissiflii. is due to moisture in the

cylinder, preventing regular ignition until

dried by the heat of several explosions.

The difficulty may be obviated by shut-

ting off the cooling water a few minutes

before starting the engine, and not turn-

ing it on again until after the engine

begins to explode regularly.

The determination of the Bank of

Sicily to maintain its rate of advance on

certificates of sulphur deposits at only

three-fifths of the sulphur value is likely

to result in the closing of many mines, as

many producers are unable to continue

business under present conditions.
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Coalite

By S. VV. Parr*

A number of articles have recently ap-

peared in the Engineering and Mining
Journal under the above title. The ma-
terial seems to have certain peculiarities

of interest, notably its property of burn-

ing without producing smoke. The proc-

ess of manufacture has been developed in

England and only meager details seem to

be available as to its method of prepara-

tion. The facts at hand, however, sug-

gest a certain resemblance to experiments

now being carried on at the University of

Illinois on coals of the Mississippi val-

ley. These experiments were stimulated

in the first instance by the coal famine in

the anthracite region, resulting from the

labor troubles there five years ago. The
attempt was made to duplicate in some
fashion the smokeless coals of the eastern

United States by artificial processes. While

change has taken place. In the tabic be-

low the quantity of ash in the original

coal has been taken for such basis of com-

parison. There are given also the results

obtained by carrying this modified mate-

rial on to a temperature of approximately

1000 deg., or to dull redness.

In making a study of the reactions in-

volved in this change it seems evident

that the process is one largely of oxida-

tion. This is suggested indeed by the

fact that a thermometer inserted in the

crucible containing such finely divided

coal, by application of heat from without

suddenly develops additional heat from

within, thus elevating the mercury for

some minutes, after which it drops back

to the former temperature. This phenom-

enon would suggest also that a loss of cal-

orific value had resulted from the process.

This would seem to be the case from the

following data : Temperature, 500 deg. ;

loss of volatile matter, 19 per cent. ; re-

sulting fixed carbon, 62.6 per cent. ; in-

MODIFICATION OF CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF COAL.

Preliminakt Experiue.nts

TABLE 1.

Normal
Coadltloo.
Per Cent.

Alter Heating at Approx-
imately BOO Dfg. F.

One Hour.

Atier Coutluulug the Ueal to

Approximately 1000 Deg.

F. Ten Minutes.

First
Experiment.
Per Cent.

Secon*!
Experiment.
Per Cent.

First
Experiment.
Per Cent.

Second
Experiment.
Per Cent.

6.49
6.69

33.27

53.65

0.00
6.69

5.13

72.23
34.90

15.95

0.00
6.69

12.69
66.45

24.00

14.16

0.00

6.69

0.00

72.60
36.50

20.71

0.00
Ash 6 69
V«'lJiiilM lu ttt«r 00
Fixed carb •n

IncreaSH nt fi.iwl onrbon
Lies of volHtile manor;
chiefly non-cumb'ilblc

69.10

29.10

24.21

1 ABLE 2. EFFECT OF HEATING IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF PURE NITROGEN.

Size ••( coal
Mixltuum terni-erature
Time of liPiHng
L"8b in volatile inatle)
Calories in ret-lduo
Cal .rlea In re.-ldue referred t 'original unit.
Calories In original
L->93 Id cal.jrles

100 mesh.
4»5 Ueg.
2 hours.

.10.36 per cent.
6445
5764
5870

.
' t.79 per cent.

100 met.h.
875 deg.
2 h'lurs.

16.20 p"' cent
6697
5875
5870

3.31 per cent

3

100 mesh.
650 deg.
2 houis.

8.5 per cent.
esni

4797
5870

18.37 Kr cent.

these experiments are by no means cum
pleted, enough facts are at hand to afford

perhaps some information of sufficient in-

terest to warrant publication, especially in

view of the articles now occasionally in

print from English sources.

Transforming Pulverized Bituminous
Coal

The first item developed in this con-

nection was the fact that at a rnoderate

heat, finely pulverized bituminous coal

underwent a marked transformation both
as to its physical and chemical properties.

The percentage of fixed carbon was in-

creased, with a somewhat similar decrease

in the per cent, of volatile matter, while

the residue had lost completely its coking
properties. The temperature at which
this change could be affected was approx-

imately 500 deg. F. If now we refer this

product for comparison to a commcvi ash

unit, we can judge as to what actual

*UntTersItT of Illinois. Urbana. Illinois.

crease of fixed carbon, 18.54 per cent. ; in-

dicated calories, 6625; loss in calories re-

ferred to original, 9,2 per cent.

These facts naturally suggest a series

of experiments in which the atmosphere

surrounding the coal is non-oxidizing. By
substituting, therefore, pure nitrogen for

ordinary air, the results as tabulated

above are obtained. It is of interest to note

that the decomposition for various coals,

while it begins at somewhat varying tem-

peratures, is fairly constant in starting at

about 500 deg. and is complete within the

range of 500 to 550 deg., the voKiiue of

gas given off within that range being also

fairly constant. Moreover, the loss of

combustible matter up to this point is

small, but above 600 deg. the loss is rapid.

Calorific Value of the Product is

Increased

In studying the characteristics of the

residual product, it is evident that there

has been a marked increase in the relative

amount of fixed 'carbon. This feature un-

doubtedly has much to do with the fur-

ther fact that the residue burns with an

almost complete absence of smoke. At-

tention should also be called to the fact

that the residue shows an absolute calor-

ific value per pound decidedly in advance

of the raw coal. It is evident from this

that the loss of weight incident to the

treatment consists chiefly of the inert vol-

atile constituents of the coal rather than

to the combustible matter. Further ex-

periments were conducted upon samples

not so finely ground to discover if fineness

of division was an essential element of

the case. Buckwheat size gave substan-

tially the same results in the atmosphere

of nitrogen, but as might be expected, be-

haved quite differently in the ordinary at-

mospheric medium. The fineness of di-

vision, with the attending property no

doubt of promoting catalytic action, re-

sulted in oxidation of volatile matter

which was entirely absent in the coarser

form. Altogether, these results are highly

suggestive along lines looking to a better

understanding of spontaneous combustion,

as well as to the artificial production, from

the exceedingly smoky coals of the middle

west, of a fuel practically free from this

feature and at a loss of fuel value which

in itself may be made to largely accom-

plish the work, considering the low en-

ergy required in bringing it about. Ex-

periments on a more extended scale are

now being conducted to determine more
definitely the character of the distillates,

as well as the residual material and to

afford some basis for determining the

commercial and industrial possibilities of

the process.

As the accuracy with which drill bits are

formed and sharpened has a great in-

fluence on the capacity of a rock drill,

and also as the maintenance of drill steel

is one of the most important items in the

cost of rock drilling, experience has

shown that all mines using a considerable

number of drills should include one or

more drill-sharpening machines in its

equipment. Drills sharpened by machin-

ery are more perfect than those done by

hand, and the saving in cost will in a

short time pay for the machine. Th*
saving in labor alone is estimated 3^

amounting to at least 65 per cent.

An important item to consider in install-

ing a machine mining plant is the amount
of power required to cut a given amount
of coal. It is almost impossible to de-

termine accurately the amount of power
used by air-pick machines in cutting a foot

of coal because of pipe-line leakages, use

of air for other purposes, fluctuation in

steam and air pressure, etc., but electric

machines can be fitted out with portable

instruments which register accurately the

quantity of power consumed, and by this

means the operator can tell just how
much power each type of machine uses

in cutting a given amount of coal.
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Minerals at the Jamestown Exposition
The States, Especially Those ol the South, Are l^([)r(,seiilecl

by Comprehensive Exhibits of Minerals and Mineral Products

b"y JOSEPH S T R U T H E R S^^

Tlic h)ll<nviiii.; description of the ex-

hibits K'oupcil in tbc l)cparlnK-nt of

Mines and .Metallurgy of tbe Jamestown

Exposition is necessarily brief, compris-

ing only those of special interest on ac-

count of excellence of presentation or of

novelty of desiyn or application.

To be fair in judgment, it should be

borne in mind at the outset that the

Jamestown exposition is not on as grand

a scale as the great fairs held at Chicago

and St. Louis, lacking, as it does, the wide

arc projected far imo space, producing

an aurora effect that is strikingly bean-

ti^il.

The division of mines and nietallnrgy is

under the direct charge of Dr. Joseph

Hyde Pratt, State geologist of North

Carolina, to whose energy and untiring

zeal is largely due the success of the in-

stallation and administration of tbc de-

partment. Dr. Prait has been ably as-

sisted in his work by James F. Dorsey,

supcrintender.t of the building. Head-

although there are several other complete

and interesting collections of ores and
mineral products in the States Exhibit

building (especially those of New Jersey,

Tennessee and California), either under

the name of the State or included in the

collective exhibit of railroads not classi-

fied by States.

The mines and metallurgy building

is practically divided by an interior court-

yard into two sections, connected at one

side by a spacious passageway, which is

FiC. I. NORTH CAROLINA EXHIBIT, J.VMFSTOW.V EXroSITIOX, VIRGfNl.V

scope afforded by international coopera-

tion; yet it possesses many worthy feat-

ures and affords a better insight into the

mineral resources of the Southern States

than has heretofore been publicly obtain-

able.

Among the features which render the

Jamestown fair especially attractive is

the novel electric illumination of the audi-

torium building, shown in the" photo-

graphic view, Fig. 2. Broad beams of

light from eight powerful search-lights

•Assistant secretary and editor. American
Institute of Mining Engineers, New Yorlc,

quarters for members and guests of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers

have been established at the south en-

trance of the Mines building, under the

charge of Dr. Pratt. Conveniences for

writing and posting letters have been pro-

vided and arrangements have been made
for prompt delivery of mail matter if ad-

dressed in care of Dr. Joseph Hyde Pratt,

Mines building, Jamestown exposition,

Virginia.

Mi.NER.M. Exhibits

The chief exhibits relating to mining

are in the Mines and Metallurgy building,

also utilized for showing the exhibits.

The north section is devoted solely to the

exhibits of Virginia, and the south to

those of all other States excepting New
Jersey, Tennessee and California, as men-

tioned above.

The States exhibiting in the Mines

building are : Ohio, Georgia, Kentucky.

Vermont, North Carolina, Michigan,

Maryland and Virginia.

Ohio calls special attention to ceramics,

pottery, brick and tile, and presents one

of the most complete and elaborate col-

lectioTis of these wares made in the State

yet placed on exhibition. The samples
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were collected and arranged, under the

direction of Prof. J. A. Bownocker, State

geologist of Ohio, by Arthur L. Smith,

who is in charge at the building. The

pottery products are of sufficient number

and variety to illustrate fully this im-

portant industry. Some of the Rookwood

decorations are of exquisite design, and

compare favorably with those of foreign

manufacture. The brick industry is in-

structively represented by 40 or more

panels, each about 2 ft. square, of various

kinds of brick, built around the walls of

the space. Each panel has a distinctive

label showing the name of the special

brick and its field of use—an excellent ar-

rangement which affords ready means of

comparing colors and textures. The ex-

hibit also includes sandstones, building-

stones, limestone, cement rock, salt, mold-

ing-sand, etc.

Georgia, Kentucky and Vermont

Georgia is represented by a general col-

leotion of minerals and a special collec-

tion of economic minerals. These collec-

tions, prepared by W. S. Yeates, State

geologist, are under the charge of S. P.

Jones, and will be returned to the State

museum at Atlanta after the close of the

exposition. The specimens, varying in

size from minute crystals to immense

slabs, occupy many cabinets, and are so

arranged that a critical examination can

be made with ease. Of special interest is

a small case containing native gold in

grains and nuggets, and a collection of

gems gathered in the State. The mineral

resources are further illustrated by large

slabs of cut and polished colored marbles,

displayed around the walls. A number of

rounded columns of white or gray marble

placed in front of the cabinets, give to the

entire exhibit a pleasing and finished

effect.

Kentucky contributes a collection of

minerals and mineral products contained

in flat cases extending along the east side

of the building. This exhibit was in-

stalled without the aid of the State by the

Kentucky-Jamestown Exposition Commis-

sion, to the members of which special

credit is due for their commonwealth

pride. A great part of it was furnished by

the Kentucky Geological Survey, through

Director C. J. Norwood. There are also

;

many specimens of coal, oil, iron ores,

clays, asphaltum, etc., arranged somewhat

irregularly, yet conveying information

which can be extracted with a little effort.

The coal and oil exhibits are especially

good.

Vermont shows a varied collection of

building stones. Marble and granite, pol-

ished and uncut, are displayed attractively

near the entrance from the interior court.

Michigan and North Carolina

Michigan, the State of grand possibili-

ties for a mineral and metallurgical dis-

play, presents several cabinets of iron

ores and copper ores of the Lake Superior

region with associated minerals; immense

specimens of sheet and mass copper min-

eral of odd fantastic shapes; a stand of.

copper products, comprising ingots, wire-

bar, slabs and finished wire; and an in-

teresting collection of different sizes of

reversible propellers of bronze. H. E.

Sargent was instrumental in establishing

and collecting this exhibit. The minerals

in cabinets, lent by the Kent Scientific

Museum, add materially to the educa-

tional value of the exhibit and contribute

largely to the general effect of the instal-

lation. There is also a glass plate model

of the Oliver iron mine.

North Carolina occupies the central

court at the east end of the building. The

collection and installation of this fine ex-

hibit has been in charge of Dr. Joseph

llydc Pratt, who deserves special men-

tion for the taste displayed in installing

the many specimens. A general view of

this exhibit is shown in Fig. i. Two large

archways of granite face the corner en-

trances of the buildings, and, leading from

these archways, are balustrades of white

granite from Mt. Airy and pink granite

from Salisbury, which surround the space

allotted. The building stones are also

represented by columns and spheres, cut

and polished in different ways in order

to show the character of the stone. The

excellent collection of gems, furnished by

Dr. Pratt, the American Gem and Pearl

Company, New York, and the State

museum, represents fully the gems and

gem minerals occurring in the State. Of

special interest are the specimens of

rhodolite and hiddenite, varieties which

have been found in North Carolina only.

The mica and talc industries are com-

prehensively represented by crude, inter-

mediate and finished products arranged so

as to illustrate the various steps in the

manufacture of the materials into commer-

cial products. The Sylva Mica Company,

the North Carolina Talc and Mining Com-

pany, the American Lava Company, the

Talcum Puff Company, and the Croatin

Company cooperated in furnishing the

specimens exhibited. The monazite in-

dustry is attractively exhibited by a 5-ft.

vertical section of a deposit of gravel, in-

closed in a box having a glass front, and

jars containing corresponding quantities

of crude and concentrated products ex-

traded from the crude gravel, thus illus-

trating the working of the deposit. The

use of the salts of the rare elements ob-

tained from monazite is represented by a

display of incandescent mantles. (See

also the description of the exhibit of the

Welsbach Light Company, mentioned

later in this article.)

Coal from West Virginia

West Virginia is well represented by ex-

hibits of the Pocahontas Coal Association,

the Davis Colliery Company, the New
River Company, and Castner, Currin &

Bullitt, collected and arranged by F. R.

Wadlcigh. This exhibit is illustrated in

Fig. 3 and shows large blocks of coal rep-

resenting original sections of the coal bed

up to 10 ft. in thickness; a model of a

colliery; samples of market coals and

coke; photographs of various branches

of the industry, coke ovens, shipping

points; etc. The coal industry of the

State is also illustrated by a lofty

column of coal near the water front,

16 ft. square at the base, 12 ft. square at

the top, and 123 ft. in hight, representing

the collective average thicknesses of 19

coal seams now being mined commercially

in the State.

Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia, the one country beyond the

borders of the United States which sent a

mineral exhibit, displays a collection of

representative minerals, the gold ores be-

ing of special merit. Mr. Henry Purs is in

charge of this creditable display.

Resources of Virginia

Virginia is represented in a manner of

installation differing from that of other

States in that it occupies entirely a sepa-

rate section of the Mines and Metallurgy

building. The exhibits are attractive, es-

pecially from a popular view-point, on ac-

count of their large scale; full-sized coal

cutters, sections of coal beds and adits,

mine cars and similar apparatus lend a

businesslike air to the installation. The

collection of exhibits was made under the

auspices of the Virginia Mineral and Tim-

ber Exhibit Association, organized by rep-

resentatives of the leading mineral and'

timber interests in the State. The officers

of this association are, president, C. A.

Swanson; vice-president, R. A. Ayers;

treasurer, W. W. Baker; and secretary,

B. C. Banks. To the last-named is chiefly

due the collection and installation of this

extensive and interesting exhibit.

The work of Mr. Banks has been sup-

plemented by that of Dr. E. U. Schubert

who is in charge of the exhibit of the

Norfolk & Western railroad, also included

in this section. The exhibits have been

grouped collectively, so that no one class

detracts from another. In the center of

the building, surrounding a raised pavil-

ion, used as a reception room, are grouped

the general State exhibits, comprising iron

ores in great variety and profusion from

operative mines and from prospects,

(of special note are two immense lumps

of "pipe-ore" limonite weighing many

hundred pounds each) manganese ores,

abrasives, clays, building stones, etc.

Around the sides of the building are in-

stalled the exhibits of railroads and com-

panies. The Norfolk & Western railroad

display is extensive and excellent, including

a complete suite of zinc ores and products

from the Bertha Mineral Company and

instructive models of the mine and reduc-

tion furnace. Pulaski county is repre-

sented by four varieties of building stones

built into large arches, and an instructive

set of products of the Pulaski Iron Com-
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paiiy. I he coal exhibit of the Pocahontas
Collieries Company is most complete, in-

cludiiiK a section of the Pocahontas vein
weighing T/i tons. An instructive ex-
hibit is that of the Southern Gypsum Com-
pany, which includes a 3-in. core, obtained
by the Davis calyx drill, representing the

thickness and quality of the deposit. An-
nther exhibit of popular interest is a 6-ft.

model of the Merrimac, made of anthra-
cite coal from the mines of the Virginia
Anthracite Coal and Railway Company in

Montgomery county.

Other exhibits of coal and coal products
have been obtained from various com-
panies, each valuable to the coal specialist

but not of sufficient general interest to

warrant a separate description. Among
these companies are: Virginia Iron, Coal
and Coke Company, Stonega Coal and
Coke Company, Colonial Coal and Coke
Company, Imboden Coal and Coke Com-
pany, Tazewell Coal Land Company,
Blackwood Coal and Coke Company,
Black Mt. Coal and Coke Company,
Clinchfield Coal Corporation, Jackson Coal
and Coke Company, Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad.

Other minerals exhibited are: copper
ores, asbestos, slate, soapstone, pyrite

(Louisa county), plaster (Buena Vista
Plaster and Mining Company), cement,
onyx and marble (Southern Railway ex-
hibit). In addition to the mineral ex-
hibits in the building are several fine dis-

plays of timber, in rough and finished pro-
ducts, among the latter being an excellent
collection of hollow wooden columns sur-

mounted with wooden caps, painted with
white enamel, that attract much attention

on account of the close resemblance to

marble.

Xew Jersey, Tennessee, California, Etc.

The exhibits of New Jersey, Ten-
nessee and California (San Diego county)
are shown in the States building, a short

distance from the Mines building. New
Jersey has corttributed, through the co-

operation of Dr. H. B. Kiimmel, State

geologist, and his assistant, R. S. Morse,
an admirable collection of minerals and
mineral products from the State museum
at Trenton. The specimens are attrac-

tively arranged in special cases, having in

view the educational standpoint. The de-
scription on each label has been carefully-i

thought out, and a view of a single cabinet
is an illustrated lecture in itself. Par-
ticular interest, of course, is attached to

the minerals collected from the famous
Franklin mine.

Tennessee marbles, most beautiful in

color and design, are tastefully arranged
in the exhibit of the Southern railway.

The slabs form the supporting shelf, on
which are placed the cabinets filled with

specimens of iron, copper, gold, silver,

zinc and lead ores, granite, talc, and other

products obtained from points in the

Southern States adjacent to tl: railroad.

The Chesapeake & Ohio railroad also had
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a similar collective exhibit in this building.

A wonderful collection of gems and

precious stones from San Diego county,

California, is exhibited under the supervi-

sion of James A. Jasper. This collection,

attractively displayed in a special cabinet,

rivals, and in some respects even excels,

that of Tiffany & Co. in the Mines build-

ing.

The exhibit from Maryland consisted

chietly of a number of relief maps of the

State, and the publications of its State geo-

logical survey, obtained through the co-

operation of William B. Clark, State geo-

logist, of Maryland.

At the southeast entrance to the Mines

Building is a S-ft. statue of "Lot's wife"

rious geological periods represented, and

a small geological relief map of the Jsland

of Petit Anse.

Gems .xnu Rare Minerals

Apart from the exhibits classified by

States, there are a number grouped under

this head, of which the following are

of special interest and merit

:

In the center portion of the Mines and

Metallurgy building, the firm of Tiffany &
Co. has made a beautiful display of gems

and semi-precious stones that equals or

even surpasses the exhibits by this firm

at former expositions. Aside from the

artistic attractiveness, the exhibit is valu-

able educationally, in that bofji cut and

and nuggets, associated metals and min-

erals of platinum, various salts made
from platinum, and products manufac-

tured from this metal. This collection

is one of the most, if not the most, com-

plete platinum exhibit ever shown at an'

exposition.

The radinm exhibit, one of the attrac-

tive features of the Mines building, has

been brought together by Dr. George F.

Kunz, Prof. Truman Abbe, Dr. Metzen-

baum and Dr. Robert Abbe. This ex-

hibit includes minerals that are radio-

active and salts made from these minerals.

It also illustrates the use of radium in

medicine in presenting by photographs,

radiographs, models, etc., the results of

FIG. 3. WEST VIRGINIA EXHIBIT, JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION

carved from a solid block of rock salt ob-

tained from the salt mines in Louisiana.

Surrounding the pedestal supporting this

popular exhibit are placed a number of

samples of the commercial product. In

the States Building the exhibit includes a

collection of photographs representing the

method of pumping sulphur in a molten

condition from the deposits, also a large

pyramid of the partly refined product as it

is obtained after solidification in the tanks.

The petroleum industry is represented by

a number of specimens of crude and re-

fined products. There is a large and in-

teresting has relief map of the coast of

Louisiana, colored according to the va-

uncut specimens are represented, and in

some instances the crude stone is shown

in the natural state associated with the

gangue rock. Specimens are also ex-

hibited to illustrate the various styles of

cutting in order to bring out the color

and brilliancy to the best advantage.

The Arizona turquoise exhibit repre-

sents the product of a new mine recently

opened in that State. The specimens are

of good color and are shown in the rough,

as clear turquoise and turquoise matrix.

Platinum is well illustrated by the ex-

hibits of Baker & Co. and the S. S. White

Dental Company, which show the occur-

rence of the platinum, platinum grains

various experiments with this remarkable

element.

Adjoining the radium exhibit is that of

oxzone, manufactured by the Roessler &
Hasslacher Chemical Company. Oxone

is a preparation of fused sodium peroxide,

which has the property of liberating oxy-

gen gas upon contact with water. Sc

avid is this compound for water that ii

will react with the moisture contained in

ordinary air, forming nascent oxygen and

sodium hydrate. This special property is

of interest to mine operators in that

vitiated air can be rejuvenated automati-

cally by the generation of nascent oxygen

and the absorption of carbon dioxide bv
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the sodium liydratc produced. The com-

pany has a small oxygen generator which

should be of vahic for use in gassy mines,

or in badly ventilated places.

The exhibit of the Welsbach Light

Companv contains specimens to illustrate

the occurrence of thorium minerals, the

various salts manufactured from the

crude product, and linally the incandescent

mantles used for illumination. Specimens

of monazite, with associated minerals and

various salts obtained in separating the

thoria from this mineral are also instruc-

tively exhibited. In connection with this

exhibit Dr. Henry S. Minor should re-

ceive special commendation.

.\lu.minum and Steel-h.\rdening

Met.vls

The aluminum exhibit, by the .Mum-
inum Company of America, occupies a

prominent place near the center of the

building. It is comprehensive in its

presentation, and is most attractively

installed. Specimens of crude bauxite,

from which the metal is derived, are

~lio«n; aluminum oxide, which is the

first step in the process of reduction

of the ore; and finally, various forms of

pig aluminum, used in the manufacture of

various aluminum articles. One of the

most attractive features of the exhibit

is the collection of specimens that illus-

trate the manufacture of various utensils

from the metal. First is shown a round

sheet of metallic aluminum, representing

the initial stage in the manufacture of

a tea-pot, canteen or other utensil ; then

similar pieces, spun or otherwise, worked

up into the diflferent stages until the fin-

ished article is reached. Of popular at-

traction is the metal chain surrounding

the show space, which appears very heavy,

but being made of aluminum can be raised

or moved aside with great ease.

The interesting group of steel-harden-

ing metals is represented by exhibits

brought together by the Pritnos Chemical
Company, of Primos, Penn. ; Eimer S-

.\mend, of New York; the American
Rutile Company, of Washington, D. C.

;

and the Manganese Steel Safe Company,
uf New York. In this exhibit, the crude

iires of manganese, chromium, tungsten,

itc, are shown ; the concentrates of these

r>res and various ferro-alloys manufac-
'iired and made from them. .\ burgiar-

:'roof safe of manganese steel is also on

xhibition.

Abrasives and Other Products

Under this head are shown all abrasives

of practical application now used in the

nrts. This exhibit has been made pos-

ible by the hearty cooperation of the Pike

Manufacturing Company, which contrib-

rted whetstones, oilstones and corundum
wheels ; the Norton Company, crude

alundum and the various wheels and

atones manufactured from it; the Car-

borundum Company, crude and crystal

carborundum and various wheels and

stones ; the Cleveland Stone Company,
mounted and unmounted grindstones

;

Irvin Reifsnyder, millstones from Penn-
sylvania

; J. A. Wright, of Keenc, N. 11.,

samples of infusorial earth used in the

manufacture of silver polishes; the High-

land Forest Company and the American
Garnet Company, garnet ; and Joseph

Hyde Pratt, specimens of corundum from
all over the world, and a collective ex-

hibit of all kinds of abrasives. The entire

collection is excellent in arrangement and
instructive value.

The Standard Oil Company has made
an elaborate exhibit which compares
favorably with others that have been

made by this company at former exposi-

tions. This collection includes various

crude and refined oils, candles, photo-

graphs and models, and an oil-well der-

rick. The Oil Well Supply Company ex-

hibits a large wooden model of an oil-

derrick.

The cement industry is represented by

exhibits of the American Cement Com-
pany, Lehigh Portland Cement Company,
Universal Portland Cement Company, and

Sandusky Portland Cement Company.
These specimens illustrate the manufac-
ture of cement, giving the various raw
materials and the linished products. There

popular lecture at stated times. There is

also on the "War Path" a scenic repre-

sentation of the Klondike region, which

includes an actual exhibit of the method
of treating placer gravel. The material

is hoisted from a shallow shaft, washed in

a sluice, and the gold(?) nuggets finally

obtained arc passed around the audience

for inspection. The conditions of living

during the winter in the far North are

well described by Capt. Eli A. Smith, who
exhibits his famous dog team.'

Calumet & Arizona Mining

Company

Special Correspondence

I he following data concerning the oper-

ations of Calumet & Arizona Mining Com-
pany have recently been reported : Total

dividends paid to date, per share, $45, as

follows, beginning Dec. 21, 1903, and con-

tinuing quarterly thereafter, first $1.50 and

50c., three of $1.50, four of $2, two of

$2.50, one of $3, one of $3.50, one of $4
and three of $5. The results of the oper-

ations of these years are shown in the ac-

companying table.

Year. Net Earnings. Lb. Copper
Produced. vverage Price. |p„P'^<J|,u-J^,^ Orosa Product.

$1.682.518.:ffl

2,314,268.48

4,827,872.50

31.638.r.(;u

31.772.8%
37,470.284

:266ac. 1 $195,928.18
lliWic. 1 17H.84.158
1: '»n. 238.461.W

»4.170.374.60
4.923.172.41

6,968,137.13

is also a general collection of cement ma-
terials, literature, etc., admirably arranged

lor instructive study by E. C. Eckel,

VV'ashington, D. C.

The glass sand industry is illustrated by

the comprehensive exhibit of Ernest F.

Burchard, of the U. S. Geological Survey,

Washington, D. C.

.•\n instructive exhibit of peat and peat

products, domestic and foreign, together

with literature on this industry, is placed

in the Mines building, and all interested in

this subject will be pleased to know that

there will be a meeting at the Exposition,

Oct. 23 to 26, of the newly formed Amer-
ican Peat Association. The officers of

this organization are : Chairman, Dr.

Joseph Hyde .Pratt ; secretary and treas-

urer, Julius Bordollo, Kingsbridge, X. Y.

The literature of mining and metallurgy

is represented by a number of publica-

tions shown near the south entrance of

the building.

Model of Gold Mine

A working model of a gold mine,

formerly shown at the St. Louis exposi-

tion, is one of the concessions in the

Mines building. A small fee is charged

for admission, the model in miniature is

arranged to illustrate the principal stages

in operating a gold mine, sinking shafts,

driving levels, winzes, methods of stop-

ing, etc. James T. Haywood gives a

1 he costs per annum were : 1964, 7.86c.

per lb. ; 1905, 8.21c. ; 1906, S.71C. These co^ts

include every item of machinery purchasv,

of smelter addition, and all development

during the periods under review. Probably

at least $1,000,000 have been put into

smelter enlargements and machinery at the

mine during this period. L. W. Powell.

formerly assistant to the president of the

Oliver Iron Mining Company, of Dululh,

has been in charge of this mine since Feb.

I, 1906.

Special Tool Steels

By Gordon C. Mills

In tempt ring modern special tool steels

very high temperatures are necessary.

.Also great caution has to be used to pre-

vent contact of air or carbon, as other-

wise the composition of the alloy would

be liable to change, with very harmful

results.

The Korting electric tempering furnace

is a new type, especially adapted for this

purpose, the feature being that the steel

is heated in a bath of some fused salt,

such as barium chloride, by means of a

powerful electric current. An exceed-

ingly steady temperature of 1300 deg. C.

can be easily maintained for hours.
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Arrangements for Handling Coal Output
Simple and Efficient Mechanical Methods Adopted for Handling

Coal at Mines under Various Conditions. Unique Car Devices

BY FLOYD W PARSONS
The successful operation of a coal mine

depends more upon the use of economical

methods in handling the output than on

any other feature of development. Con-

ditions at the various properties are so

diverse that it has been found necessary

to devise numerous systems. The limit-

ing factor in the arrangement of the

loaded and empty tracks at the surface

and bottom of a shaft or slope, is the

lack of ground space available. Modern
practice requires that few men be em-
ployed to handle the loaded and empty

cars in their transit to the breaker or

tipple, the general scheme being to have

the loaded cars run awny by gravity, and

The general plan of tracks for this sys-

tem is shown in Fig. 10, while Fig. 2 il-

lustrates the design of the mine-car trans-

fer truck. This method of operation is

simple in its arrangement, and has several

advantages. One man is necessary to

move the transfer truck back and forth,

but the track having a grade of i per

cent, favoring the load makes this work
easy. It is necessary because of this

grade given the transfer track, to have

the rail nearest the empty track of a

greater pitch than each of the rails fur-

ther away. As in Fig. 10, the upper rail

has a grade of 4 per cent., while the lower

rail is laid on a ^ per cent, grade.

partments to a shaft, the transfer truck

is sometimes utilized to place the loaded

cars on the cages that hoist successively.

A Successful Chain Hoist

An uncommon method for returning

empty cars to the underground parting,

is that shown in Fig. 3. This system is

especially useful in an underground oper-

ation where the empty cars have to be

returned to the same side of the shaft

that the loads are run in on. At numerous
plants a modification of this style of hoist

is used, the general plan being to have

the cars hoisted up a short incline where

they are dropped over a knuckle and after

GENER.VL VIEW OF PENNSYLVANI.\ N'O. I4 BREAKER AND STEEL BRIDGE CARRYING LINK-BELT CONVEYEK

after being dumped, attain through me-
chanical means, an elevation sufficient to

cause them to return to the shaft or to

the parting underground by gravity.

In many instances the shaft is located

near the boundary of the property, and
when the required barrier pillar protecting

the workings is left, but little space re-

mains to utilize in handling the cars.

The Transfer Truck

One method for handling loaded and
empty cars at the head of a shaft is that

which employs a system of tracks with a

transfer truck. This scheme has been

used with success at several anthracite

mines, and, although not generally

adopted, is especially useful under cer-

tain conditions.

The most important part of the transfer

truck arrangement is the system of safety

levers, which are provided to prevent any

accident in transferring the empty cars.

The detailed arrangement of these levers

is shown in Fig. 7, and is so designed that

blocks A and B prevent the empty car

from leaving the transfer truck until the

cage is at a standstill in the proper po-

sition to receive the cars. By operating

blcclc C, the truck may be pushed to the

end of the track and the empty car loaded

on the far cage.

The transfer truck system of handling

loaded and empty cars can be satisfactor-

ily employed both underground and at the

surface, and its use under certain condi-

tions is attended with much econofny. In

case there arc two or more hoisting corn-

running down a short incline, they utilize

the momentum gained in this way to

ascend another short plane with such

velocity as to strike a spring block, which

causes them to rebound and after travel-

ing through a spring switch, they continue

on to the main parting.

The scheme shown in Fig. 3 is a quicker

method and requires less space. The gen-

eral plan is to have the empty cars run

off the shaft down a grade into a swag

where the axle of the car is engaged by

a dog fastened to a chain carried over

two sprockets and driven by a small en-

gine. The ascending angle at which the

chains are placed is slightly less than the

grade of the incline. This causes the dog

which has engaged the axle on the car

to gradually slip down until at a point
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FIG. 3. METHOD OF RETITRNING EMPTY CARS

near the top of iht plane, the dog en-

tirely disengages the a.\lc and allows the

car to descend quickly through a spring-

latch switch and travel back to the part-

ing over the empty track.

The principal feature that must be care-

fully observed when installing an arrange-

ment of this kind is to see that the angle

of the chain is such that the dog will

always disengage the axle of the car at

the same place. It is also necessary that

the sprocket chain be flat and that the

dogs on the chain arc placed at such in-

tervals that the car when released will

strike neither the chain nor any of the

dogs. The return rails are so cut that the

chain moves through this slot and does

not engage the wheels of the car.

Self-acting Inclined Planes

In many districts, such as the New
River and Kentucky fields, the coal-beds

lie at such an elevation above the rail-

way tracks that self-acting planes are used

for lowering the coal to the tipple. Fig. 4

shows a typical plane of this kind located

in the New River field in West Virginia.

In this locality, the coal seams often lie

from 1000 to 1500 ft. above the river.

The cost of building an inclined plane

capable of handling 1000 or more tons per

day varies according to the amount of

cutting and trcstling that are necessary.

The general equipment, however, is not

expensive, as the essential parts are a

drum fitted with a strong band brake and

carrying a heavy cable for lowering the

trips. The rollers used on the incline for

overcoming friction and wear on the rope

are usually made of gumwood, although in

some instances steel rollers are used. The

plane, as its name suggests, is self-acting

and works on the principle that the loaded

cars descending will pull the empties up

from the bottom. In many instances,

large steel bullet-shaped cars are used;

these monitors, as they are called, gen-

erally hold from 9 to 15 tons and are

loaded from a chute or bin at the top of

the plane. At some mines it is the prac-

tice to send down two or more loaded cars

pulling up the same number of empties;

the advantages of this latter method are

based on the fact that the coal is not trans-

ferred or unloaded from the time it leaves

the face of the chamber until it is dumped

into the ' railway cars, thus eliminating

much breakage, which is an important

item in mining and selling bituminous

coaL

Flexible-cable Car Haul

Another system of handling a coal out-

put used in many districts is the flexible-

cable car haul, which is specially de-

signed for mines where the coal beds lie

at some distance below the tipple. At

the Bcckley Coal Company's plant

in Raleigh county. West Virginia, a cable

haul of this kind is installed.

The chain car haul still has its strong

points for short-distance haulage; but the

wire-cable haul, as illustrated at this plant,
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is more flexible and is" best adapted where

the length of haul is greater. At the

Beckley plant the distance from the

gathering point in the mine to the tipple

is 450 ft. In this operation a single steel

cable is used, which passes over an ad-

justable cable wheel in the mine, while at

the tipple it operates over two sheaves,

connecting with a third located imme-

diately underneath, which is set at right

.ingles. These cable wheels are made with

pockets which receive the special cable at-

tachment and carriers, which are guided

over, down and around the lower wheel,

which acts as the main drive to the whole

system. The car haul here installed is

designed for a capacity of 2500 tons in 10

hours.

The cost of the wire rope equipment

was approximately $2500, while the en-

tire installation represents a cost of

nearly $6000.

Bucket Conveyers

Perhaps the most modern method for

handling a large coal production is that

shown in Fig. 5. At this plant, the coal

is hoisted and immediately dumped into

a chute from which it feeds into a long

bucket conveyer. This conveyer, as shown

in the illustration, carries the coal to the

top of the breaker, from which point it

follows the general process of crushing,

jigging and screening. Figs. 6 and i show

similar arrangements at the Pennsylvania

No. 14 breaker near Wilkes-Barre, Penn.

Fig. 6 shows the conveyer in detail, while

Fig. I gives a view of the entire plant.

This type of conveyer, with its regular

delivery and large capacity, is recognized

as an economical and satisfactory machine

for this kind of work. The carrier is

3S7 ft. center to center and runs at an

angle of 25 deg. It is supported by a

steel bridge extending from the tipple to

ihe top of the breaker, and has a capacity

of 500 tons run-of-mine coal per hour.

The coal is delivered from the tipple to

weighing hoppers, then fed by two recip-

rocating feeders to the buckets. The

buckets are 24-in. pitch by 48-in. long,

overlapping and continuous, they are

riveted to steel-strap chains which have

case-hardened steel pins turning in steel

bushings. These bushings are fitted with

a driving collar, which engages with the

teeth of the sprocket wheels. The chains

are supported on inclined carrying-rollers,

running on T rails. These rollers are

placed in the center of links so that there

is no sprocket contact, but solely a sup-

port for the buckets. Rollers are easily

removed without disconnecting the chains.

The power for driving this conveyer is

supplied by the main breaker engine, and

the machine requires the attention of only

three men, one for oiling and general su-

pervision, one for weighing and delivering

to the conveyer at foot of tipple, and one

to trip the cars.

The Woodward Mine

In locating an anthracite breaker, there

FIG. 4. GR.WITY PLANE AT NUTTALLBURG, WEST VIRGINIA

riG. 5- SURFACE ARRANGEMENT AT TRUESDALE IIREAKER
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Klli. 6. lARRVING-RUN OF CONVEYER AT PENNSYLVANIA NO. 14 (-(ili.ii:k\

FIG. 8. .sIRFACK ARRAXCEMENT AT WOOD\ ARD MINE UF litl. M\ XKh. I. \( K \« .\N .N A
\XD WESTERN COAL COMPANY

are many conditions that must be con-
sidered

; the cuhn and waste must be dis-

posed of without any consideralile ex-
|iense, the coal must be first dumped at the
lop of the breaker, and the final chutes^

must be so located that the finished pro-

duct will unload immediately into the rail-

road cars, At the Woodward mine of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Company, near Kingston, Penn., advant-
ige has been taken of the natural topog-

raphy of the ground to loi:att the

lireakcr at such a point that the output
lan be economically handled. In Fig. 8,

.1 part of this general haulage system is

^hown. To the right of the picture the

-haft is located, and from here the loaded
i-ars run by gravity along the tracks

-hown under the trestle, and on to-

ihc breaker, where the coal is dumped.
The straight approach shown in the il-

lustration leads directly to the top of the

lireaker, which latter is located on the

>^ide of a steep hill. After the cars are

dumped they run again by gravity under-
neath the approach here shown, and are

hoisted by the steep chain hoist shown
near the center of the illustration. At
ihe top of this hoist, near the small watch
house, the empty cars arc released and
run over the trestle back to the shaft. A
-tring of empty cars is shown on the

trestle in the illustration.

An Automatic Empty-car Lift

The problem of handling empty cars at

the foot of a shaft is claimed to be solved
by Robert Holmes, of Danville, III., who
has patented and is manufacturing an au-

tomatic empty-car lift capable of handling

from 8 to 16 cars per minute. These ma-
chines are simple, entirely automatic and
icquire little attention. They take care

of the empty cars in a systematic and
economical way, dispensing with men and
doing the work efficiently.

At the mine bottom the empty car is

pushed off the cage by a loaded one and
runs down a slight grade for about 25 ft.

to the machine, tripping a lever which ad-

mits steam or air to the cylinder. The
car is immediately hoisted to the eleva-

tion necessary, so that by gravity it may
travel to a point convenient for the driver

or motor. Another lever is tripped by the

car as it leaves, releasing the pressure,

and instantly the machine is in position

for the ne.xt car. After leaving the lift

thb car travels downgrade for about 30 ft.,

then up an incline. Stops, runs back and
is switched oflf to the right or left entry,

and continues by gravitation to the point

desired.

Each machine is so constructed that the

hight of lift may be varied within certain

limits, thereby assuring perfect action and
proper speed to the car.

One of these automatio lifts, shown in

Figs. 9 and 10, is designed for mines

which require a net lift above the cage rail

of from 3 to 5 ft. The No. 2 machine is

built for mines requiring from S to 7 ft.
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Some mine operators do not care to de-

pend entirely upon one machine, and when

desired both of these machines can be

built double and a cross-over track used,

so that in case of an accident to one side

of the machine the other is not incapaci-

tated. Consequently there is no loss of

time while repairs are being made. The

mechanism of these lifts is not compli-

cated and does not easily get out of order

;

Mexican Petroleum Concession

In May, 1905, the Mexican government

granted concessions to Pearson & Son for

the exploitation of petroleum deposits in

several Mexican states. This act became

operative in 1906. The following particu-

lars as to its provisions are taken from

the Journal du Pctrole (Sept. 10, 1907).

The corporation is empowered to de-

of Mexico as a guarantee of the perform-

ance of i^s part of the bargain.

The concessionaries may export their

product free of tax and are also allowed

the free importation of machinery and ma-

terials. They are exempt from all federal

taxes on their capital. They have the right

to purchase land at its assessed value ; the

right to expropriation according to terms

fixed in the charter ; and the right to con-

riC. 7. AREANGEMENT OF SAFETY LEVERS TO PREVENT ACCIDENT IN TRANSFERRING EMPTY CARS

Aul«inulc Empt; '

cuurt

Mulli

FIG. 10. PLAN OF TRACKS FOR TRANSFER TIU'CK

the only attention required after installing

is an occasional oiling. Self-oiling devices

are also used, which reduce the wear to

a minimum. There is no waste of power

in operation, as the steam or air is used

only as each car is hoisted.

According to London Engineering, the

new Canadian mint will probably make

two-cent nickel coin'.

velop petroleum in the states of Chiapas,

Campeche, Tabasco, Vera Cruz, San Luis

Potosi and Tamaulipas ; all privileges

which the corporation has acquired, last

for a period of 50 years. The requirement

is made that certain amounts must be

spent in development work, and of these

amounts, definite proportions, different in

the case of each state, must be deposited

by Pearson & Son in the National Bank

struct and operate pipe lines. In return

for these privileges, the company agrees

to pay into the national treasury 7 per

cent, of the value of the annual output of

the deposits, and 3 per cent, of the same

amount to the treasuries of the respective

states. In case the annual production falls

below 1,470,000 liters, the share of the na-

tional government and of the states is to

be reduced in like proportion.
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Peat in the United States

rhe immense areas of fti-.a \'i%s in

tile United States still remain practi-

cally unutilized according to the United

States Geological Survey in a recent bul-

letin. In the old world peat is largely

used as fuel, but the widespread coal

beds of this country aflford to most lo-

calities fuel so cheap and so abundant

that but slight inducement is oflfered to

the owners of peat deposits to exploit

their possessions.

The expense of preparing peat for use

as fuel is considerable, covering five

operations, namely: (i) digging from bog,

either by hand or machine; (2) trans-

porting in cars or conveying apparatus to

mill; (3) disintegrating in mill; (4)

molding into bricks; (5) drying until the

water is reduced to about 15 or 20 per

cent.

machine from the time it leaves the bog

until it is delivered in the form of bri-

quets is automatic. The bog is located on
the east side of Black lake, in a position

that makes dredging operations easy. The
peat is raised from the bog in bucket

conveyers, dropped into thi: hopper of

a disintegrating machine, passed through

steam-jacketed pipes to drive oflf moisture,

and then, while hot, is briquetted under

great pressure. According to the claims

of the company the product contains less

than s per cent, of moisture. There

seems to be very little doubt that this

plant can successfully produce briquets,

but whether they can be made cheap

enough to compete with Pennsylvania

soft coal at $3.25 per ton is - question

yet to be answered.

Florida machine peat makes an excel-

lent fuel for the manufacture of pro-

ducer gas, yielding results fully as good

Production of Slate in 1906

According to the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, nine States reported a commercial

production of slate in 1906— Pennsylvania,

Vermont, Maine, Virginia, Maryland, Cal-

ifornia, New York, Arkansas, and Geor-

gia, named in the order of value of out-

put. The production for 1906 was valued

at $5,668,346, as against $5,496,207 in 1905.

The production of slate for roofing is

measured by "squares," a square being the

number of slates required to lay 100 sq.ft.

of roof, allowing a 3-in. lap. Since 1903

there has been a gradual decrease in the

number of squares of roofing slate made
in the United States, and a corresponding

decrease in the value of the total product

as well as in the price per square.

This decrease is due to several causes,

among them a decline in the export trade

to the English market, where American

slate found considerable sale for several

FIG. 9. - ARRANGEMENT FOB HANOUNG COAL OUTPUT. AUTOMATIC GRAVITY BOTTOM

.\ company operating in the vicinity

of Orlando, Fla., has departed from this

practice slightly, as it now dispenses with

the molding into bricks, simply dumping
the disintegrated peat on the ground

and allowing it to dry in irregular masses,

which are later broken with hammers into

lumps. This practice is reported to give

excellent satisfaction and to save the ex-

pense and trouble of bricking the wet

pulp. It has the disadvantage, however,

of requiring more space for storage. Pos-

sibly this method would not work so well

in other parts of the United States as it

does in the hot climate of Florida.

Another plant established for manu-
facturing peat into fuel is located at a

bog not far from Ogdensburg, N. Y.

The plant is built on a large dredge, and
the progress of the peat through the

as Texas and North Dakota lignites, and

where power is the object sought the best

method of utilizing the peat seems to be

to convert it into fuel gas. But although

the tests so far made demonstrate that the

peat can be used in this way, there are

many questions yet unsolved. Probably

the most important points to be deter-

mined are the maximum amount of mois-

ture that can be used in a producer and
whether it is necessary to disintegrate the

peat and mold it into bricks.

-According to Consul J. H. Arnold, of

Tamsui, there are about 100,000 tons of

coal mined in Formosa each year. The
bulk of this is mined in the vicinity of

Kelung by native miners, who for the

most part use primitive methods.

years, but where it has been supplanted by

the slate from Welsh quarries and by

cheaper, small-sized French roofing slates.

Other causes of the decline are labor

troubles in the building trades, strikes in

the slate quarries, and an increased use

of roofing materials that are cheaper than

slate or better adapted to flat roofs, which

are now more generally used in cities.

The production of slate for milled stock

—that is, for table tops, mantels, etc.

—

has been steadily increasing in quantity

and value, the output for 1906 having

been larger than for any previous year,

its value being $1,219,560, as against $921,-

657 in 1905.

Chromite is used in making ferro-

chrome alloys and, with nickel, for hard-

ening steel for armor plates.
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Since the publication of the reports of

John Gillie and Charles W. Goodale on

the Barnes-King mine, of Montana, which

dispelled the illusion that had previously

existed with respect to that property,

there have been scandalous charges re-

specting the promotion of the company

which took it over. Mr. Gillie and Mr.

Goodale rank among the eminent mining

engineers of the United States and their

high personal reputation is so well known

that statements bv them as to facts are

authoritative. Consequently, it may be

accepted that the Barnes-King mine is far

less valuable than the investors in it were

led to believe. .\n extraordinary feature

of this misconception is that thesei in-

vestors were largely experienced mining

men of Butte, including many officials of

the Amalgamated Copper Company and

among them Messrs. Gillie and Goodale

themselves.

However, when it comes to fixing the

responsibility for what may be called the

fiasco, avoiding for the present the use

of a harsher word, it is time to go slowly

and reser\'e judgment until all the facts

have been disclosed, which up to the pres-

ent time is not the case. There has been

already a good deal of wild newspaper

talk about the matter, which has intro-

duced the names of several well known

professional men who have reported, or

are alleged to have reported, upon the

property. Among these is Walter Harvey

Weed, for many years connected with the

United States Geological Survey, from

which he resigned two years ago to enter

private practice. Mr. Weed is one of the

most brilliant of economic geologists,

who enjoys a high and well merited repu-

tation as a professional man. The gross

injustice of the introduction of his name

into this Barnes-King matter, and the

still greater injustice of connecting him

with a mine which he never saw, is mani-

fested by the emphatic and unqualified

statements of his letter which is printed

elsewhere in this issue.

Iron Production in 1907

The world's production of pig iron dur-

ing the current year has shown a consid-

erable gain, though somewhat less in pro-

portion than during the two years imme-

diately preceding. With the recent pub-

lication of the returns, collected by the

I'ritish Iron Trade Association, we have

the official figures for the first half of

1907 for the three larger producing coun-

tries, which together furnish nearly 80

per cent, of the world's supply. These

are given in the table below, the Amer-

ican and British output being in long

t(jns, and the German in metric tons

:

IDOr.. 1907. Changes.

United States 1'2,.5K'1,2.-)0 13,478.044 I. 895,794

Germany li,H7,126 6,3.55,953 I. 238.827

Great Britain 4,905.424 6,194,712 I 289,288

Total 23,004,800 25,028,709 1.1,423,909

The total increase shown was 6.3 per

icnt., but this was not evenly distributed,

the United States leading with 7.1 per

cent, gain, Great Britain being second,

with S.g, and Germany third, with 3.9

1 er cent. While in all three the demand

for iron was strong during the first half

of the year, the production in Germany

was slightly restricted, owing to some

difficulty in securing all the iron ore

which the blast furnaces needed. Imports

of ore were greater this year than in 1906,

but not as great as the iron-masters ex-

pected. Spanish ore commands too high

a price for the German furnaces, and

they are turning to Russia for supplies,

but there also the cost is enhanced by the

long rail transportation required. The

British iron makers have also felt the

higher prices to which the Spanish ores

have been forced by competition. In this

country also, the cost of ores has been

higher. In view of the advances in fuel,

wages and supplies, it is probable that

the cost of making pig iron was greater

in all three countries than for many years;

though in the United States the increase

has been the greatest.

A comparison of the classes of iron

made by these producing countries is of

interest, as showing the differences of

practice enforced by the nature of their

ore supplies and other local causes. The

^following table gives the percentages of

the different kinds of iron made in each

during the first half of the current year:

V. S. Germ'y. G.Brlfn.

Ftiuudry and forgo 24.1 23.4 44.2
BOKSOmer pig 63.3 3.7 40.5
Basic pig 19.8 05. 12.1
Stcol-maklng alloys 1.3 7.9 3.2
Charcoal Iron 1.6 — —
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

In Germany and Great Britain the make

of charcoal pig is insignificant, and in the

United States also it is steadily decreas-

ing. Great Britain has adhered to the

puddling process much more than either
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of its rivals, and this accounts for the

higher proportion of foundry and forge

iron. Germany is the great maker of

basic steel, its position in that respect

being the result of its large supplies of

high-phosphorus ores. Both the United

States and Germany are far ahead of

Great Britain in the quantity of steel

made ; 76.6 per cent, of the German pig

iron and 74.4 per cent, of the American

being intended for conversion into steel,

against only 55,8 per cent, of the British.

It may be worth while to note that in

all three countries the statistics of iron

production are carefully and correctly

collected and compiled by private asso-

ciations—the American Iron and Steel

Association, the German Steel and Iron

Union and the British Iron Trade Asso-

ciation.

The Cost of Producing Spelter

In an editorial a fortnight ago we re-

ferred to the sharp effect of the decline

in the price of spelter to sc, St. Louis,

in restricting the production of zinc ore

in the Joplin district. It was far more

drastic in its effect upon the Mexican pro-

duction, because shipments from that

country were cut off entirely. Evidently,

when spelter fell to sc, St. Louis, it

touched bottom under present conditions

in the United States. The smelters sacri-

ficed their margin of profit, and yet the

producers in the Joplin district, which is

still the source of the major part of the

domestic production, could not maintain

the necessary output of ore, while Mex-
ico, which for several years has been an

important source of supply, disappeared

immediately as a producer. It is inter-

esting to note that at the same time when

spelter was 5c. at St. Louis, the price at

London was equivalent to 4.6 cents.

The average price of spelter at New
York during the 10 years ending with

1906 was 5.03c., equivalent to about 4.88c.,

St. Louis, but the general trend has been

upward, because of the increasing cost of

production. The latter is due chiefly to

the fact that the supply of ore from Wis-

consin and other Eastern States, from

the States west of the Rocky mountains,

and from Mexico has not been sufficient

to meet the increase in the demand for

spelter and it has been necessary to have

recourse to the low-grade sheet ground

of the Joplin district. Evidently for the

immediate future the production of this

ore will be a controlling factor in the

market. However, it is well to bear in

mind that as recently as 1904 the average

price for spelter was as low as 4.93c., St.

Louis, and the average for the last five

years is only about S.33C. per pound.

Mining and the Forest Reserve

Service

Complaints about the United States

Forest Reserve service arc rather com-

mon in the West at present. There is

rarely any objection to the law creating

reserves, and criticisms of the higher

officials arc infrequent. It is usually some
arbitrary ruling of some petty officer that

furnislies ground for complaint Many
of these complaints, perhaps, have no

reasonable grounds, but there are in-

stances in which the miner and prospec-

tor has a real grievance; and in so far

as the law permits unfair treatment, the

law is undoubtedly at fault.

An account of a case which seems to

involve a well-founded complaint ap-

peared recently in the Afoiitana Daily

Record. A mine operator, who had spent

more than a quarter million dollars in de-

veloping a property in one of the re-

serves, was informed by a newly ap-

pointed supervisor that his claim for pat-

ent had been protested, , the action being

based upon the report of a ranger in the

service. The supervisor admitted that he

had made no examination, but refused to

reconsider his protest, and announced

that no matter who took up a quartz

claim in his reserve and no matter how
much money had been spent in develop-

ment, the application for patent would be

protested unless the existence of a com-

mercial mine could be shown. Certainly

it was gross effrontery for an official in-

experienced in mining to undertake to

determine what might constitute a com-

mercial mine. In this particular case,

after the operator had begun to sell off

his machinery, a notice arrived, two

months later, stating that a higher author-

ity had reversed the supervisor's decision.

It is needless to say that in the estab-

lishment of the forest reserves there was

no intention to annoy the legitimate pros-

pector. The investment of several hun-

dred thousand dollars, if actually spent

in developing mineral bodies, should be

evidence enough of good faith, and at

least secure for the miner a hearing and

immmiity from arbitrary and summary

interference. The forest supervisor and

the ranger arc new officials, and it is only

natural that considerable friction should

follow their appearance in localities

which the prospector has learned to con-

sider his own. Most of these difficulties

must disappear when matters become ad-

justed to the new conditions; but the

law must prevent undue interference or

Uie mineral lands of the reserves will re-

main undeveloped. The risks involved in

differences of personal opinion and of

interpretations of legal language may not

be more serious than those natural to

mining, but the prospector is not familiar

with them, and will, therefore, avoid the

forest reserve with its uncertain control.

The Director of the Mint

Frank A. Leach, who was appointed

director of the mint to succeed George
E. Roberts, resigned, entered upon his

new duties Oct. 14. Mr. Leach previously

was superintendent of the branch mint

at San Francisco. Besides his long and
important experience there, Mr. Leach has
also had experience in the statistical work
of which so much is required in the

directorship of the mint, and more-
over he is identified with the mining in-

di/stry with which he is thoroughly in

sympathy. He has both the equipment
and the personal qualities to be an effi-

cient director of the mint, and the Presi-

dent is to be congratulated for having
made so excellent an appointment.

The geological society of London cele-

brated the centenary of its foundation by
a special meeting and dinner, Sept. 27.

Delegates from kindred societies in all

parts of the world attended and the func-

tions were entirely successful. One of the

most interesting features of the pro-

gram was the presentation of the gold

medal of the Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy to Sir Archibald Geikie, presi-

dent of the Geological Society, an honor

well merited by his great achievements in

geological science. The Institution's

meetings are always held at the Geological

Society's rooms, and in other ways the

two bodies have friendly connections. The
history of the Geological Society is prac-

tically identical with that of geology it-

self. It is only to be regretted that this

old and eminent society does not devote

more of its proceedings to economic ge-

ology and the study of ore deposits.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Pecul iar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mmmg

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Timber tests show Uwt while small

pieces of wood gain greatly in strength

by seasoning, the same results are not ob-

tained with large timbers. The larger

timbers usually have defects which coun-

teract the gain from seasoning.

The same grade of coke is not adapted

for all purposes, each different purpose re-

quires a ditTerent grade. For the manufac-

ture of bessemer pig iron a low-phosphorus

coke is necessary. Foundry work may

require coke high in phosphorus. Coke

carr>ing 1.25 per cent, or more of sulphur

can be used for the manufacture of iron,

but coke containing less than I per cent.

is preferable. The coke manufacturer

needs a competent chemist in order to

place his output in the right market.

In laying tracks for electric haulage

standard twisted drills, exactly the same

size as the bond terminals should be used

in drilling the rails for bonds. The holes

should be made exact in size, neither

"scant" nor "full," as the terminals are

made to insure a perfect fit. In order to se-

cure the best results the distance from cen-

ter to center of the bond holes should be

exactly the same as that between the

centers of the bond terminals. Lubricate

the drills with soap or soda water but

not with oil.

Experience has shown that an electric

pump should be located in a dry, clean

place. Soft cotton rags should be used to

wipe the grit, dust and dirt from the mo-

tor, which must be kept clean and properly

oiled with the best grade of motor oil, if

the best results are to be obtained. Do

not allow anything near the motor, such

as oil cans, tools or loose pieces of metal

that can possibly get into or be drawn into

it by magnetic attraction. Emery in any

form should not be used on or allowed

near a motor.

Experience has shown that a mixture

of three parts of the best colza oil with

not more than one part of the best paraffin

with the flashing point not lower than 80

deg. F. will give a good light when used

in safety lamps. It is better to buy the

best colza and paraffin separately and mix

at the colliery oil house than to buy the

mixed oils offered by dealers. All lamp

wicks should be dried immediately be-

fore they are used. Flat wick tubes have

been found to give a better light than

round wick tubes.

The variety of nationalities which fur-

nish miners to the Pennsylvania coalfields

is shown by the report of accidents oc-

curring in the coal mines of that State last

year. This report gives the nationalities

of the 480 men reported killed, and the

number is no less than 25, as follows:

American, English, Welsh, Scotch, Irish,

German, Slavonian, Italian, Polish, Hun-

garian, Austrian, Swedish. Russian, Bel-

gian, Bohemian, French, Finnish, Cana-

dian, Lithuanian, Greek, Tyrolean, Dan-

ish, Croatian, Japanese and Syrian.

The recent introduction of suction-gas

plants is having a beneficial effect on the

anthracite-coal trade of England. A large

demand for small sizes, generally from

one-half in. to i in. in size has sprung up.

This class of coal must be clean and tree

from dust and small pieces which tend

to clog the producers. There are a num-

ber of breaking and screening plants

erected at various Continental ports. The

proprietors of these plants buy anthracite

large coal and treat and size it them-

selves. They have the advantage of buy-

ing the coal unbroken at a lower price and

they also save the heavy loss due to break-

age in transit.

If in doubt as to whether a sample of

cement is "natural" or artificial, make a

test for magnesia. The quantity of mag-

nesia in Portland or artificial cement is

slight (2 per cent, or so) ; in "natural"

cement it is sometimes over 10 per cent.

Portland cement is generally manufac-

tured under the direction of a chemist

and is therefore much more reliable and

regular than natural cement. Two parts

of Portland equal three parts of natural

cement. In testing cement, tests for fine-

ness should not be overlooked. Material

over 100 mesh size is not apt to have any

value as cement, and that which does not

pass a sieve of this fineness is simply

waste.

Experience has shown that a locomotive

for entry gathering should be under the

best possible control as to quickness m

starting and stopping; The wheel base

should also be flexible for side-entry gath-

ering-locomotives as they usually run on

light rails laid in temporary fashion and

not well maintained. A locomotive for

face gathering besides requiring all the

characteristics of the simple entry gather-

ing locomotive, quickness, flexibility of

wheel base, etc., should also be able to

operate at close quarters and on sharp

curves. A face gathering locomotive

should be no larger than a mine car and

should be equally free in running any-

where about the mine.

A lever on an electric locomotive should

never be held between notches as inju-

rious arcing results from this practice.

All parts of the locomotive should be kept

clean and the contacts should have

a bright polish and be kept prop-

erly adjusted. A fine file may be used

occasionally to trim up any contacts or

fingers that have been burned. Contact

strips and fingers should be renewed be-

fore they become excessively burned. Al-

ways see that every bearing is well oiled,

that all drain and overflow ducts and

channels for oil are open, so that no oil

can flow over into spaces where it does

not belong. All electric parts should be

kept free from oil, as it damages the in-

sulation.

Use plenty of lubricant on sprocket

chains. Pure plumbago should be used

when the chain is exposed to gritty sub-

stances. Means should be provided for

taking up the stretch and wear of chains

;

however, chains should not be run tight.

The pitch of an old worn chain on a new

wheel may be corrected by striking each

link, on the end of the hook, a blow with

a hammer. If the distance between wheels

is not too short, sprocket chains may be

run for quarter-twist drives or even for

cross-belts. The superiority of a sprocket

chain as a power transmitter lies in the

nature of its construction. It forms a

positive belt, does its duty with no waste

of power from slipping, and only a slight

loss of power through journal friction,

which is a large item of loss in flat-belt

transmissions.

All miners and fire bosses should be

warned against the general practice of

turning the common Davy lamp on its

side and placing it close against the roof

when testing for gases. When th^s is

done, the flame is apt to pass through the

gauze as it is quickly heated by the flame

cap close against it and when thus heated

it offers no protection against the passage

of the flame and the lighting of the gas

outside the lamp. Also in this position,

small particles from the roof fall upon

the gauze and this often helps the pas-

sage of the flame through the gauze.

When a lamp is turned sidewise the gauze

almost invariably becomes smoked from

the contact with the flame, and the smoke

or carbon deposit greatly aids the passage

of the flame through the gauze. Dirty

gauze is unsafe. fire bosses often

brush the gas down on the lamp

with their caps. This also is a danger-

ous practice and should not be per-

mitted, for by so doing the flame may be

blown through the gauze and the gas

present ignited.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

The Barnes- King Development

Company

It has been called to my attention that

my name has been used in the pubhc

prints in connection with the Barnes-King

Development Company, of Montana,

especially as having once made an exami-

nation of its mine. I wish to state that I

never had any connection with the

Barnes-King company or the promoters

thereof, and never have owned any stock

in that company nor have had any interest

in it in any way. It is true that I did

once examine the Barnes-King mine in

behalf of some of my clients who
were considering the purchase of the

mine, but who concluded not to go any

further in the matter. This e.xamination

was geological and I neither measured the

ore reserves nor made any valuation of

them. The use of my name in connection

with the Barnes-King Company has been

at all times entirely unwarranted.

My attention has also been called to

newspaper remarks that at some previous

time I made an expert examination of the

Clipper-Boss Tweed mine at Pony, Mont.

I state emphatically that I never made
any such examination, never saw the Clip-

per-Boss Tweed mine, never wrote a line

about it, never saw a report upon it, and

never was in Pony.

W.\LTER Harvey Weed.
New York, Oct. 15, 1907.

Increase in Gold Production and

Commercial Fluctuations

I have read with interest your editorial

on Professor Norton's article in Moody's
Magazine, and also the condensed original

article. It strikes me that your comments
are, for the most part to the point and
founded on good reasoning from the

facts.

The fact that so much money is being

tied up in new enterprises, as the St.

Paul Extension, which will not make re-

turns for some time, and hence not earn

the dividend charges at once, is one good
item of your evidence, and the vast ex-

tinction of capital in hvo earthquakes and
two wars has diminished jnst so much
the amount of available capital in the

world.

On the other hand it would appear to me
that Professor Norton's main argument
that the increase in gold production has

increased average prices is absolutely

sound. It seems to me to be certainly

one of the factors that have caused the

recent events in the financial world.

Gold is the measure of value of all

commodities. Now the production of gold

has increased tremendously; faster than

has the population of the world in the last

20 years. In addition, the improved ef-

ficiency of banking operations has in the

main increased the extent to which gold

reser\'es can be used for extension of

credits.

Such an increase in gpld must raise the

price of all commodities until automat-

ically the cost of producing gold is raised

by reason of increased prices for labor

and supplies to such a point that the pro-

duction of gold is curtailed, or at least

its normal rate of increase cut down. The
conclusion of political economists that in-

crease in gold production tends to in-

crease the cost of living is absolutely ir-

resistible in its logic.

The converse proposition that such in-

crease will be cut off automatically is now
being seen, and was well brought out by

J. H. Curie in his recent article on the

gold production of the world. Therein it

was shown that Transvaal's gold produc-

tion was curtailed by increased cost of

labor and supplies.
'

It is of interest to speculate how the

money markets of the world would have
been affected if the cyanide process had
not been made so efficient in large-scale

work. This leads me to think that the

application of science and improved meth-
ods to business and industry has increased

the productivity of capital by opening up
this new rich land, figuratively speaking,

just as the work of the pioneers in this

country actually and physically opened up
the great rich West. This in my opinion

is the basic reason for our recent political

and commercial changes. As capital is so

productive, interest rates (which are the

rate of growth of capital, less certain

charges for insurance and profit to the

entrepreneur) must increase. But argu-
ments on questions of political economy
are only qualitative, and at the best opin-

ions.

WooLSEY McA. Johnson.
New York, Sept. 28, 1907.

[No one denies that the production of

sold has an effect upon commodity prices,

but that its effect is what Professor Nor-
ton and other economists argue has not
been proved. The large and steady in-

crease in the production of gold beginning
with 1890 did not prevent a low range of

commodity prices during the middle of
the last decade.

—

Editor.]

Negative Results^m

Smelting

Pyrilic

I have carefully read and considered the

interesting articles by Mr. Beardsley and

Mr. Lang on "Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting," which appeared recently in the

JouRN.^L and beg to add my mite to the

discussion.

I do not suppose anyone has ever worked
a pyritic smelter without "liquation and

freeze-ups." I had these troubles with

cold blast in the early days and hunted

up a remedy. If we consider the fact that

silica does not begin to be chemically

active, that is, to combine with iron oxide,

until red hot through and through, it is

obvious we must get it into that condition

as quickly as possible ; for if the outside

alone is heated a coating of iron silicate is

formed, and unless this is melted off at

once, we are approaching the condition

seen in "freeze-ups."

The silica or silicious ores, then, must

be rapidly shattered and heated. The sul-

phides must also be simultaneously broken

up and quickly heated, and the required

sulphur being expelled, the hot iron oxide

and silica will begin to combine at once,

and the charge becomes fritted. This

prevents liquation. It seems to me that

this simultaneous shattering, heating, and
fritting of the charge at the very begin-

ning, is the key to pyritic smelting, and
insures bright tuyeres and other advan-

tages lower down in the furnace; more-
over, you can see that the charge starts

right, just as in an open-hearth steel-

melting furnace. These conditions re-

quire a hot top and a warm blast, to keep

up the heat and prevent any chilling at

the tuyeres.

PR.\criCAL Observations

A low ore column of 5 to 7 ft. with a

blast pressure of 24 to 32 oz. and a blast

temperature of 100 deg. C. works well.

With a high take-off for the furnace

gases, the flue-dust will be under 2 per

cent, and will settle almost entirely in

the fore-part of the heater. The blast

heater can be constructed economically

and efficiently, and the friction reduced

to a minimum by choosing proper dimen-

sions and allowing for the expansion of

the air.

The furnace gases from a hot top will

easily heat the blast to 100 deg. C, and
above that temperature I have nev»!r

found any advantage either in fuel econ-

omy or furnace efficiencj*. By working
in this way, not only is liquation pre-
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-vented, but a high concentration (from

15 or 20 to I ) can be made, with a clean,

fluid slag, high in silica, 50 per cent. SiO.-,

and low in lime. I notice that the slags

high in lime of the cold-blast matting

furnaces carry more than 0.3 per cenl.

Cu, which is more copper than I have

often liad in my charge; and I have no-

ticed repeatedly with warm blast that 7

per cent, of lime is as much as the slag

will carry and keep clean, while varying

amounts of alumina do not seem to affect

it. Of course it is always high in silica

and iron. I dislike lime for it takes up a

lot of room, takes fuel to drive oflf rhc

carbonic acid and water it contains, rarely

carries valuable metals, and lowers the

temperature of the furnace.

With warm blast you can certainly cut

•down both lime and fuel. If the top gets

too hot, add silica; if cool, add matte,

not coke. I have never found any loss of

metal in warm-blast smelting. I cannot

understand why those Canadian ores cin-

not be smelted pyritically. Have they

ever been tried with a hot top and warm

"blast? I still hold that a warm blast of

100 deg. C. is a sine qua non in pyritic

smelting, in spite of all that has been

said against it. How many who write

against it have ever tried it in a scientific

manner? It is like the fly-wheel of a gas

engine. Not long ago I was visiting a

"big copper smelter, when coke was drib-

Ijling in and slag and matte were dribbling

out. The foreman said to me: "I wish

we had a hot-blast stove right here now

to save our coke and keep the furnace

hot!" He had been in Pittsburg, Penn.

Walter E. Koch.

El Paso, Oct. 3, 1907.

ores are not purchased, but after the"

proper interval for smelting and refining

are delivered back to the shippers, who

pay a stipulated price for the smelting and

refining of the ore.

Past e.Kpcrience has shown that the

smelting business is at least as profitable

(usually more so) in dull times as when

general business is prospering. The

greater portion of the ores are received

under contracts running for periods of

from one to 20 years, so that the margin

for profit is. not diminished during periods

of dulness, while on the other hand ex-

penses are greatly reduced by reason of

the decreased cost of labor, coke, coal ami

supplies of all kinds.

American Smelting and Refining

Company

Barton Sewell, vice-president of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany, in view of the unsettled condition

of the copper market and the reduction

of output made by many copper mines in

consequence, made a statement on Oct.

12 as to the situation of his company.

He said its business is at present very

profitable, the net earnings being substan-

tially on the same footing as a year ago.

On its purchases of ore it neither makes

nor loses money by reason of fluctuations

in the prices of metals. When the ores

are purchased outright the transactions

are based on the quotations prevailing on

date of settlement, and the company pur-

sues the policy of selling its product as

fast as it comes out of the works, so that

practically equal quantities of metals are

tcing received and delivered each day on

the same price basis.

The company owns no copper mines

whatever. A subsidiary company treats

large quantities of copper ores, but these

are handled on what is known as the "toll

basis"— i.e.. the copper contents of the

The Smelter-smoke Question in

Montana

Spi-xi.nl Correspondence

The general fear that has existed

throughout Montana and among interests

connected with the mining and smeUing

industries that an injunction might be

granted against the Washoe smelter of

the Amalgamated Copper Company, has

been dispelled by the report and findings

made by Judge Oliver T. Crane, master

in chancery of the United States court,

in a suit of Fred J. Bliss against the

Washoe and Anaconda companies. Bliss

is a resident of Idaho, but he is the nom-

inal plaintiff in a suit representing a syn-

dicate of farmers of the Deer Lodge

valley, near Anaconda, which has b«n
in court for more than two years.

The Findings of Fact

A year and a half was consumed in tak-

ing testimony, and Judge Crane has had

the case under advisement for si.K months.

Nominally he finds that the farmers have

suffered some damage by reason of the

arsenic sent forth by the big smoke stack

at the Washoe i^melter, but he makes n

strong argument against the granting of an

injunction to close the smelter. He finds

that the companies are "solvent and able

to pay and respond for all damages which

have been, or may be, sustained by prop-

erty from the operations of the said

Washoe smelter," and he finds that if the

smelter were closed the damage would be

greater to the farmers themselves than

the damage they would sustain by the

continuance of the smelter as it is now
operated.

Judge Crane finds that the Washoe

company has done everything possible

regardless of expense, to make the smoke

as little harmful as possible; that the

steps thus taken are far more extensive

than those in any other smelter in exist-

ence. The master finds that the com-

munities about Butte and Anaconda are

essentially mining and smelting in char-

acter, and that they provide the principal

markets for the farmers of the Deer

•Lodge valley, including the complainants,

and that an injunction against the smel-

ter would practically destroy those mar-

kets and injure the farmers theinselves by

greatly decreasing the value of their

farms. The closing of the smelter would

necessitate the closing of the Butte mines

for years, or until a transfer could be

made, and the master finds that a site bet-

ter adapted to smelter work, within easy

reach of the Butte mines, could not be

found.

The Ca.se Probably Closed

'I he mining and smelting companies

have never denied that the lands of the

Deer Lodge farmers have suffered some

damage, but they have objected to be,

as they called it, "held up annually by

the smoke farmers, who made a busmess

of 'settling with the company.' " The

master in chancery fixes the damages to

the Bliss ranch at but $350.

Following the long and tedious trial of

the case the attorneys for the defendants

and the complainants agreed that what-

ever Judge Crane would find would be

the final judgment in the case, as the

court itself would not likely review the

whole case again, and go through the tes-

timony that required a year and a half it)

the taking. If their prediction at that

time proves correct the milling and smelt-

ing industry of Montana will receive pro-

tection.

The public of Butte and .\naconda. or

of the State for that matter, never re-

garded the injunction litigation very

seriously until the attorneys for the farm-

ers, seeing sentiment and facts going

against them, went to Washington and

made a personal appeal to President

Roosevelt for aid in behalf of the farmers,

a harrowing story of robbery, greed and

oppression on the part of the mining com.-

panies being made to him. The result was

that President Roosevelt personally di-

rected experts from the agricultural and

forestry departments to come to Montana

and assist the farmers by investigations

and testimony. Half a dozen of them

worked on the case against the smelting

and luining companies, and then the public

began to fear, because of the presidental

interest taken in the case, that the inHu-

ence might be disastrous to the def:=nd-

ants.

The coal mines of Great Britain are at

present regulated chiefly by the act passed

in 1887. Additional acts were passed in

1896 dealing with special points in con-

nection with safety; in 1894 and 190S

dealing with checkweighers ; in 1900 pro-

liiliiting the employment below ground of

boys under the age of 13 ; in 1903 dealing

with certificates of competency of man-

agers. The present Royal Commission

dealing with safety questions promises to

be the cause of many new propositions,

which will receive full and earnest con-

sideration.
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Personal

MIdIuk and mi'lallurKlcal eiiKlneers iire In-

vited to keep Tub E.nui.nekhino ano Mix in"

JoUKNAi, Intormed of their movements aud
appoiutiniMits.

Edwin C. Holdcn, consuttiiig mining

engineer, of New York, has gone to New
Brunswick to examine mines.

Frank Dormer, lire boss at the Cam-

eron coUicry, Pottsvillo, Penn., last week

left for the West to enjoy the fir^t v.u-n-

tipn in 40 years.

Sir Henry Pellatt. of Toronto, Unt.,

has resigned from the directorate of the

Dominion Iron and Steel Company, of

Sydney, Nova Scotia.

O. E. Jaeger, recently at lluniboldi,

Arizona, sailed for Australia Oct. i",

having accepted a position with the Great

Cobar Copper Company at Col)ar, Xcw
South Wales.

President Benjamin Ilanunond, of the

Big Master Mining Company, recently

visited the properties of the company in

the Manitou Lake district, Ontario, to

make an e.xamination.

John Mitchell has formally announced

that he will not he a candidate for re-

election to the presidency of the United

Mine Workers of America, in April next.

His reason is the condition of his health.

Edward P. Ryan, according to a press

despatch, has resigned his position as as-

sistant manager of the Guanajuato De-

velopment Company, Guanajuato, Mexico,

and will be succeeded by John S. Butler.

Robert B. Stanton, of New York, has

returned home, after spending six months

in examinations and tests of placer mines,

in Siskiyou county, California, and in

making investigations at Tonopah,

Nevada.

J. M. Bush has been appointed superin-

tendent of the .\shland mine of the Cleve-

land-ClifTs Iron Company, at Ironwood,

Mich. John R. Reigart succeeds Mr.

Bush as superintendent of the Crosby

mine of that company at Nashwauk.

Professor John Duer Irving, of the

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale Univers-

ity, New Haver. Conn., has returned

from .Maska. where he was engaged last

summer in exaniiiiing property for the

Guggenheim Exploration Company.

Wright Carver, Sr., has retired after

35 years' continuous service as mine fore-

man in the employ of the Susquehanna

Coal Company. His experience in and

around the mines covers a period of more
than 60 years. He will reside in future

in Nanticokc. Pennsylvania.

Carl NcufFer has been appointed gen-

eral inspector of the mines of the Penn-

sylvania Coal Company, with office at

Dunmore. Penn. He was recently super-

intendent of the company's No. 14 col-

liery, and will be succeeded there by

John Reed, late general foreman.

'riiomas R. Jones, who had charge of

the Warrior Run colliery of the Lehigh

X'alley Coal Company for the past seven

years, has been iirumoted and will have

charge of the Coxe collieries of the same

lompany. He will make his future head-

((uarters In Hazleton, Pennsylvania.

Thomas T. Read, who has been pro-

fessor of mining and metallurgy in Colo-

rado College, Colorado Springs, Colo.,

and recently accepted a similar professor-

ship in the Pei-Yang University, at

Tientsin, China, sails from San Francisco

Oct. 18, to enter upon the duties of his

new position.

Walter Blake, of Reading, has been ap-

pointed chemist to the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal and Iron Company, and

will have his headquarters in Pottsville,

Penn., where the company has equipped

a fine chemical laboratory. Mr. Blake

will have charge of the analysis of oils,

mine water, experiments on iron, etc.

He will also have charge of the treating

of mine timber.

Industrial

Obituary

Thomas McGaw, who died at Sunbury,

Penn., Oct. 2, aged 80 years, had part

charge of the rail mill at Danville, Penn.,

in 184s, when T-rails were first rolled in

this country.

William H. Piper, who died in Phila-

delphia, Oct. 4, aged 63 years, had been

for many years a miner and shipper of

coal. He owned and operated mines at

Lilly, Penn. He retired from active busi-

ness two years ago.

Sylvanus B. Brown, who died at his

home in Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 30, aged

62 years, was connected for a number

of years with the New Jersey Geological

Survey. He was also for some years

connected with the Thomas Iron Com-
pany as geologist and mining engineer,

and had served in similar capacities with

other iron companies in eastern Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey.

Societies and Technical Schools

Colorado State School of Mines—This

school, at Golden, Colo., has introduced

Iv.o new graduate courses, one in mining

engineering and one in metallurgy. The
latter will include electrometallurgy and

the chemistry of the rare metals, as well

as the subjects usual in metallurgical

courses.
*

Carnegie Technical Institute—Dr. Gus-

lave Fernekes, formerly of the Michigan

School of Mines, has been appointed in-

structor in analytical chemistry at the

Carnegie Technical Institute, Pittsburg.

K. K. Stevens, formerly chief chemist of

the Toledo Furnace Company, Toledo,

has been appointed instructor of elemen-

tary chemistry in the dcp-irlmcnt of ap-

plied science.

M. E. Applebaum has been chosen

president of the New York Metal Selling

Company, which was recently incorpor-

ated to deal in ores and metals. He hat

been for some years past connected with

the American Metal Company.

Howell A. Davis has replaced his works

at Palatka, Fla., recently destroyed by

fire, with a complete new plant, operated

by electric power. This plant begins

work with a stock of 1,000,000 ft. of

seasoned cypress on hand for tanks and

similar work.

The Cutler - Hammer Manufacturing

Company, which purchased, some months

ago, the Wirt Electric Company, Phila-

delphia, has now consolidated the Wirt

business with that of its New York plant,

where the manufacture of Wirt apparatus

will be continued.

The firm of Fishback, Schmidt & Co.,

composed of Martin Fishback and Henry

.\. Schmidt, has established assay and

chemical laboratories at San Francisco

and Santa Fe streets, tl Paso, Texas, in

personal charge of Mr. Schmidt. Plans

are being made for a complete ore-testing

plant as a feature of the business.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the foHow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

The L. S. S.tarrett Company, Athol,

Mass. Catalog No. 18. Starrett Tools.

Pp. 232, indexed, illustrated, paper S^^x

rk in-

Wile Power Gas Company, Rochester,

N. Y. Catalog A. Suction Gas Pro-

ducers. Pp. 20, illustrated, paper, 6^x9}4

in. ; 1907.

Construction News

Quarts Galley, California—J. M. Morri-

.'on. Quartz Valley, proposes to put in ma-

chinery at the Luke Shaw mine.

Grass Valley, California—A plant, in-

cluding hoist and mill, will be put up at

the Morning Star mine in Randolph dis-

trict. The Nevada County Midas Mining

Company, Grass Valley, Cal., is owner.

Keokee, Virginia—l\\t Keokee Coal and

Coke Company, it is reported, will open

new coal mines and build a number of

coke ovens. Charles Page Perrin, Keokee,

Va., is president.

Jackson, Kentucky—"Xhc Imperial Coal

Company, a new organization, proposes to

open mines and install electric plant.

W. E. Cassidy, Lexington, Ky.. is presi-

dent of the company.

Bates, Arkansas—The Harper Coal

.md Coke Company, is now developing a

tract of coal land. Some contracts for

machinery have already been let. George

W. Harper, Fort Smith, Ark., is president

of the company.
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Special Correspondence from Mmmg Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Fra

Oct. 12—Although the most important

mine on the Mother Lode in Eldorado

county—the River Hill, or Gentle Annie

—

recently closed down because it did not

pay any longer, a number of the older

mines of the county are about to be re-

opened and worked on a better scale than

heretofore. The Stillwagon, five miles

from Grizzly Flat, has been sold to men
who will operate the five claims which

have been idle for two years. The Larkin

mine, in Diamond Springs district, is also

to be reopened shortly. The Morey prop-

erties have been bonded by men who are

able to develop them properly. For some

years the output of the quartz mines of

the county has been rather small but the

starting up of these and a few others

should soon make a change.

In the upper camps of the high moun-
tains of Plumas county the North Cali-

fornia Mining Company has set men do-

ing annual assessnunt work, especially at

Buck's Ranch, Mountain House district,

between Spanish Ranch and the east

branch of the Feather river, at Wolf
creek. Long Valley and other places where

heavy snows may be expected during the

winter months. On the finishing of this

assessment work, the men will work on

the eight-mile ditch the company is build-

ing to take water from Soda creek down
the east branch of the river to Halsted

Flat. During the progress of this work
the company has been making some inter-

esting placer discoveries.

The traction men who are hauling

freight, ore, materials, etc., for the Union
copper mine at Copperopolis, Calaveras

county, have gone out on strike because

the company made certain changes in the

time of operation of the traction trains.

These trains take the copper matte from
the mine to Milton and bring back oil and

supplies.

There is a movement on foot to estab-

lish a State union, as a branch of the

Western Federation of Miners. A con-

vention has been called to meet in Grass

Valley, Nov. 4, and delegates from all

miners' unions which have taken action

are expected to gather at that time. The
Grass Valley Miners' Union, the largest

in the State, does not appear to be taking

kindly to the proposition and has refused

to elect delegates, because the members

think the present method of conducting

Western Federation business is the best.

The movement originated at Grecnwater,

in Inyo county, where there are as yet no

producing mines and where, in fact, the

number of miners employed is becoming

smdler instead of larger.

The Valley Construction Company is

putting up a big rock-crushing plant at

Oroville to handle about 1200 cu.yd. daily.

The rock is to be screened into five sizes.

This company will utilize the great rock-

piles thrown up by the mining dredges in

their operations. As the rock-crushing

companies will use the rocks in the tail-

ings-piles, the surface will again be leveled

and soil will be washed down on top where

the rocks formerly were.

Interested parties have a proposition to

establish a school of mines at Grass Val-

ley, where the most productive quartz

mines of the State are located. It is pro-

posed to have a course of mining en-

gineering which will include practical ex-

perience in the mines. It is expected that

the school will be opened Jan. S next.

The Boston machine shops, erected by

W. P. Hammon, at Oroville, for making

repairs to dredge machinery, have been

destroyed by fire, entailing a heavy finan-

cial loss and much inconvenience to the

dredging industry. The plant included

buildings filled with expensive machin-

ery. It is expected that it will be

rebuilt at once and meantime repair

work for the many dredges will have

to be done at the Hammon plant in Marys-

ville, Yuba county, which is not very far

from Oroville.

A forest fire in Sonoma county last

week destroyed the buildings, furnaces and

plant at the Socrates and the Eureka

quicksilver mines. Most of the machinery

was injured past repair.

The contract of the Independent Sales

.\gency with the Associated Oil Company
at 37c. per bbl. expires Nov. 15. The
oil-men of the Kern fields do not think the

Sales Agency will make further contracts

for less than 50c. on the basis of a one-

year contract ; and 6sc. is spoken of in

connection with three-year contracts. The
Coalinga Independent Oil Association has

been organized in the Coalinga field of

Fresno county, and there is a move on

foot to sign up all the land in this or-

ganization with that of the independent

producers of Kern* county, so that the two

bodies may control all the independent oil

in those fields. Down Los Angeles way
the Associated Oil Company appears to

have captured some 300 new tank cars of

the Southern Pacific, so that smaller ship-

pers are wary of making contracts for

fear of inability to deliver. A still further

shortage of cars is looked for. The Santa

Fe company will, however, soon have 500

new cars in service.

Salt Lake City

Oct. 12—The United States Smelting,

Refining and Mining Company has re-

quested its clients to reduce production of

lead ores, and some of them have taken

steps to comply. The Colorado and Beck

Tunnel companies, in the Tintic district,

have cut down their shipments 50 per

cent. Others are doing likewise. Under
normal conditions, the two lead smelters

operated in the Salt Lake valley should

turn out about 13,000,000 lb. of lead

monthly. The Murray plant of the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Company pro-

duced approximately 8,000,000 lb. in Sep-

tember and the United States company a

little more than 5,000,000 lb. This prod-

uct comes from ore shipped not only from

Utah camps, but also from those in sur-

rounding States.

Construction work is progressing favor-

ably on the lead smelter of the Tintic

Smelting Company, in the Tintic district.

The management states that the plant will

be ready for commission easily by Jan-

uary next. While the plant will treat

custom ores, it is intended more expressly

to handle the output of the Colorado,

Beck Tunnel and Grand Central mines.

Work is going ahead with the construc-

tion of the railroad to connect those

mines with the smelter. Track-laying

will begin ne.xt week.

Dividends have been posted by the fol-

lowing companies for payment this

month : Colorado, $60,000 ; Beck Tunnel,

$20,000; Uncle Sam Consolidated, $15,-

000 ; May Day, $12,000 ; Lower Manmioth,

$14,500; Grand Central, $12,500; Utah,

$3000. A reduction of 50 per cent, in the

usual amount posted by the Colorado and

Beck Tunnel companies is noted.

The pool agreement between the orig-

inal stockholders of the Bingham Amal-
gamated Copper Mining Company has

been broken. Officers of the company
claim the property is now on a paying

basis by reason of the strike of high-

grade copper ore recently.

It is believed that there will be further

reductions made in working forces at the

mines. Approximately 1200 men have

been let out already in Bingham
; 500 less

are working in Park City as a conse-

quence of the closing of the Little Bell,

Daly, Ontario and Daly West mines be-

cause of labor difficulties. The Honerine

mine in Stockton has ceased operations.

Probably 2000 men have been dropped

from the pay rolls in Utah during the past

two or three weeks.

An important decision has been rend-
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ered in the Federal court lurr in tlie case

of Thomas F. Keely, of Chicago, and

others against the Ophir Hill Mining

Company. The question of apex was in-

volved and damages for ore extracted to

the alleged amount of $1,800,000. The
court found in favor of the defendant.

The annual meeting of shareholders of

the Bingham-New Haven Mining Com-
pany resulted in the election of Louis E.

Stoddard, president ; T. W. Farnam,

secretary and treasurer ; with Fred F.

Brewster, E. G. Stoddard, of New Haven,

Conn., and E. B. Critchlow, of Salt Lake,

directors. C. H. Doolittle, of Salt Lake,

is manager. The company is in a good
financial condition and its officers say no

let-up in development or production is

contemplated.

There is no change in the strike, situa-

tion at Park City. The companies which

were compelled to close down are making
no effort to resume operations. The On-
tario company, however, is working a

force of non-union men in opening the

drain tumiel adit.

The coal sliortage has eased up ma-
terially, and the smelting companies are

now getting in a storage supply. The
shutting down of several of the big mines

at Butte and the curtailment made here

in Utah have helped to clear up the fuel

situation.

Great interest is being manifested in

the new oilfields of Iron and Washington
counties and there are reasons to believe

that the region is going to make good.

The oil produced in this field, it is

claimed, is of better grade than the

southern California product.

Denver

Oct. 12—In Cripple Creek, a num-

ber of important strikes have been made
over the whole district, some at grass

roots and some in old workings, and as

far as the mines are concerned, this phe-

nomenal camp seems to have taken on a

second life, and but little is heard of it.

In the old days of the stock boom, when
the Colorado Springs exchange almost

rivaled the New York Stock Exhange
in the volume of the shares of Cripple

Creek stocks dealt in, and each par-

ticular broker was advertising and boom-

ing his own particular stock, we had a

strike for breakfast every morning. Now
the district is being worked principally

on the leasing system, and strikes have

no effect on the Cripple Creek stock

market, which is now practically non-

existent. In fact, the dissolution of thS

Colorado Springs exchange is being

agitated.

The Cripple Creek drainage tunnel is

making good headway, the heading being

now 800 ft. from the portal.

pany, is one of the oldest in the Wyoming
Valley, having been sunk in 1865; al

though it has been mining continuously,

its output is still on the increase. Re-

cently the capacity of the mine was tested

and in a day of nine hours 911 cars were

hoisted and prepared for market.

At a meeting of the three executive

boards of the Mine Workers of the

.\nthracite region, held in Hazleton, it

was decided to take up the litigation

affecting the miners' certificate law, and to

take the case to the highest court in the

country, in order to obtain a final rulin?

in the premises. It is understood that the

corporations will take no further steps in

the matter.

Scranton

Oct. 15—Sugar Notch colliery. No. 9, of

the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Com-

Toronlo

Oil. 15— .Vs a result 01 the campaign

undertaken against wild-cat mining enter-

prises, the Attorney General of the prov-

ince has at length taken action for the

protection of investors. A number of

flotations have recently been made in

entire disregard of the provisions of the

law, to the eflFect that all purchasers of

stock must be supplied witli a prospectus

giving specific information as to the

amount paid for the property, the sums
paid as commissions, promotion expenses,

etc., and the interest of each director in

the company. Each violation of the act

entails a penalty of $200 and repeated

proceedings will be unnecessary.

At Turnback lake, lying east of Lake
Abitibi, in Quebec, some important min-

eral discoveries have been made, includ-

ing silver, bismuth and molybdenite. A
shaft has been sunk 40 ft.

A party including Prof. Willet G. Mil-

ler, Dr. Barlow and several British jour-

nalists have visited the James township

silver locations where active, development

work is going forward. The W. H.
Gates property impressed them as promis-

ing good results.

A process for the separation of the

metals contained in Cobalt ore has been

discovered by Dr. J. S. Island, of Toronto.

He undertook the experiments with the

encouragement of the Ontario govern-

ment. Until the process has been com-
pleted and sufficiently protected details

are lacking.

Arthur .\. Cole, mining engineer of

the Tcmiskaming & Northern Ontario

Railway Commission, reports the dis-

covery of a new mineral area in the

Temagami district. He visited a mining

location five milfs north of Temagami sta-

tion and about half a mile from the rail-

way. The country rock is fractured dia-

base, showing numerous quartz veins, one

of which was being developed for molyb-

denum when gold was discovered. In

one place, for a few inches, it was rich

in visible free gold. Copper was also

found in the quartz on another claim near

Temagami.

London

Oct. S—The Central Chile Copper Com-
pany, which works the old Panulcillo and

other mines in Chile, has just issued the

report for 1906. The larger part of the

smelting done by the company is at pres-

ent on ores purchased from neighboring

mines, as the properties owned by the

company have not yet become large pro-

ducers. Development at the Panulcillo

and others is proceeding and money is

being freely spent in providing an efficient

plant, so that in all probability the yield

of ore will increase considerably in the

near future. During 1906 the company's

properties yielded 19,000 tons of ore

averaging 3.86 per cent, copper and 24,200

tons were purchased averaging 7.42 per

cent. This total of 43,200 tons of ore

produced matte containing 1857 tons of

fine copper. The recovery of gold and

silver values brought in £7118. The gross

profit was £32,467, and the net profit was

£24,202. after providing for depreciation,

debenture interest, etc. Out of this a

dividend at the rale of 5 per cent., ab-

sorbing £15,623, has been paid. The

smelting plant is being extended and the

additions should be in operation before

the end of the year. The finances of the

company are in pretty good shape, and

the available cash at command places the

company in a favorable position as buyer

of ores. The debenture debt of £25,682

is being gradually wiped out, and will be

completely redeemed early next year. The

company disposes of its produce through

the American Metal Company, and the

contract has" recently been renewed on

very favorable terms. The only worry

which the directors and managers have is

the difficulty of obtaining efficient labor.

Men are imported from Spain, but almost

always desert for the nitrate fields, where

wages are higher. The Chilean govern-

ment is alive to the necessity of obtaining

labor and is helping the company as much

as possible.

About 18 -months ago I recorded the

flotation of the Foldal Copper and Sul-

phur Company, which was formed to

work pyritc deposits near Foldal, Nor-

way. Work has progressed rapidly. The
aerial ropeway on the Pohlig system, 21

miles long, has been completed for some

time and already 27,000 tons of ore have

been carried over it. The ropeway is de-

signed to carry 120,000 tons a year, work-

ing day shifts only. In addition the

hydraulic and electric plant was erected

without a hitch and is in regular working

order. Other work done was the pro-

vision of a wharf at Trondhjem and a

railway station at Little Elvedal. The

average assay of the ore so far won is

48.12 per cent, sulphur and 2.09 copper.

It is free from arsenic and sells readily

among alkali makers. The output is sold

for several years ahead already. The

cash outlay in bringing the mine into

ftperation has been about £120,000.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Ariz

Copper production lias diminished ma-
terially. The Copper Queen mine at Bis-

bee made only 6,250,000 lb, in September,

and the Calumet & Arizona but 3,000,000

lb., as against a combined monthly average

this year of about 13,500,000 lb. The Shat-

tuck has cut shipments from 400 to 250

tons a day, the Denn has stopped all ship-

ments. At Globe the production is

nearly as high as ever, but many of the

small independent mines are stopping ship-

ments. Pinal county properties have al-

most ceased shipments.

American Saginaw Company—This com-
pany, which recently closed work at

Bisbee, will drill for a new shaft and
abandon the present, which is about 900 ft.

deep. With the .American pumps closed

down the water in the lovk-er developments
of the district must all be handled by the

Denn.

Cahimct & Arizona—The company is

running three of its five furnaces, and will

probably maintain these for. some time.

Cananea-Bisbcc—W . B. Thompson, of
New York, who has a bond on the Cana-
nea-Bisbce property and has -been working
there until a few weeks ago, has been
granted an extension of time for payments,

and will resume operations.

Copper Queen—The company has fired

one of its new slag reverberatories. Ulti-

mately it is intended to attach these to all

the ID blast furnaces. They will act as
slag settlers and will amalgamate the flue

dust, melting it in the stream of slag.

About 40 per cent, of the blast-furnace ca-
pacity of the works is down. At the mine
the work of deepening the Sacramento
shaft and connecting it with the mine
workings has been resumed. This shaft

will be sunk to the 1200-ft. level and will

connect both ways, with the old workings
on the north and with the Lowell on the

south. A large power house is under
construction near this shaft which will

supply all power for mine operations. It

will be equipped with steam turbines gen-
erating power for dynamos, the mines to

be fitted with motors for all classes of

service.

Calumet & Arizona—\n the Mammoth
district,, where the company is working on
another group of bonded claims, the

Sibley mine has struck high-grade ore.

Mans/icld—ln the Patagonia country,

near Nogales, this old mine shows new
signs of life, and its Sweet shaft is to be

sunk 250 ft., to the 500-ft. level. In the

Blackcap shaft gokl-copper-silver showings
have been found.

Sitnirl: Mines Cdiiiptiiiy—.A hhiiikt-t

formation of gold- and silver-bearing rock,

running $6 to $8 per ton. is claimed by the

company, near Tomlistone, across the San
Pedro river. The formation has been

tested, the company states, a length of 2300

ft., and varies from C to 12 ft. thick. Sev-

eral tunnels and crosscuts have been

driven in it, and tests arc to be made at

Charleston of the rock in cyanide.

Costello-Casey—These claims in the

Dragoons have been sold to the Calumet
& -Arizona company for $150,000, 10 per

cent, cash, which has been paid. This will

form a part of the Leadville group, in the

Dragoons, which has been under develop-

ment by the company for some time.

Grcene-Cananca—The company has shut

down its No. I concentrator, except for

the vanner extension tables. No. 2 con-

centrator is handling about 1600 tons of

ore per day and no more than this ton-

nage of concentrating ore will be mined
till conditions right themselves.

Tombstone Consolidated—The company
is economizing considerably. It has been

under tremendous expense for several

years, and has suffered from a most se-

rious water problem. It is still develop-

ing the 8oo-ft. level and will mim- and ship

steadily.

T^inn Buttes Mining Company—This
company, Pinal county, is to issue $100,-

000 in bonds for development and will

ship no ore during the present low price

of copper. The stockholders are called on
to permit the directors to mortgage the

property of the company in order to raise

money for development and improvement.

California

Calaveras County

Calaveras & New York Mining Com-
pany—This company has been organized

to work the Ranch mine in Salt Spring

Valley.

Poole—The ore from this copper mine

at Nassau is now being sacked and shipped

to Portland, Oregon, for reduction.

I Vise—The claim, owned by R. Wise,

in Whiskey Slide district, is being opened,

with F, Lagomarsin as superintendent.

Eldorado County

Last Chance—This mine, near Nash-

ville, has shown up a large body of ore on

the 400' level. New concentrators are be-

ing installed in the mill.

Xoonday—The body of copper ore re-

cently discovered in this mine appears

large and is being developed by 20 men.

Inyo County

l\i-d Mdiisler Gold and Copper Company
—This company has been organized to

operate a gro'up of 15 claims extending

northerly from the Dunlop.

Grcenivater—Fifteen hoists are now in

operation at this copper camp, and more

extensive development is expected as soon

as the weather becomes cooler.

Nevada County

Gold Mound—In this new mine, Dead-

man's Flat, the shaft is down 160 ft. on a

7-ft. ledge. Howard Dennis is superin-

tendent, and the mine is owned by Wis-

consin and Washington people.

Blue Lead—This gravel mine at Relief

hill is about to pass into new hands and

the owners are combining their interests,

so as to give a clear title.

Dredge—The company prospecting the

J. S. Goodwin ground on Greenhorn

creek has started up its Keystone drill tn

prove the tract.

Arctic—This mine in Washington town

ship has been bonded to Henry Eckhart,

of San Francisco, and Sweet & Bacon,

of Oakland.

Union Hill—^On the 300-ft. level of tbi^

mine, Grass Valley, a strike of ore riil)

in free gold and galena has been made
The mine only resumed operations recent-

l.v.

Republic—This mine has been bonded by

F. E. Ware and associates, in Willow Val-

ley, and the three tunnels will be extended.

A five-stamp mill is also to be erected.

Anchor—This mine, Graniteville. re-

cently bonded by H. W. Overman. i>

shortly to have a 10-stamp mill.

Placer County

Cash Rock—.V dredge for this mine is

being built 'by the Byron Jackson works

of San Francisco.

Paragon—Gravel from the upper lead of

this old mine at Iowa hill is being taken

out by Thomas Brown, who will -put it

through a mill, as it is cemented.

Kittler—The old tunnel of this mine is

being cleaned out and re-timbered by

Thomas Foster and Win. Winkle.

Plumas County

Piston Milling Company—At this mine,

Spanisk Peak, they are driving a tunnel

to reach the gravel channel.

Indian I'alley Mine—At fliis mine thr
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work of extendiiiK the lower luiiiiel, now
in +20 ft, is progressing. The report

that the mine had discharged men and

closed down was incorrect. Machinery has

been ordered for a 20-stanip mill.

San Bern.vruino Coi'.nty

Cram's Miiic—.\t a cost of $JO,ooo wa-

ter has been piped into this mine, nine

miles north of Goff's station. In cross-

cutting at a depth of 350 ft. recently an im-

portant strike of hish-pradc copper ore

was made.

Sh.\sta County

Camhriitiis—.At this mine, Whiskey-

town, owned by K. Riebe and Chas. Ear-

ner, of Redding, sinking has been com-

menced.

Bell— .\l tliis mine. Sunny Hill, L. F.

Barlow, superintendent, operations arc

confined to cyaniding the old tailings.

Work will be resumed in the mine it-

self when water power is again available.

The mine is owned by the Marina Mar-

sicana Mining Company.

Sierra County

I'atioosc—A 4-ft. ledge of $18 rock has

been struck at this group four miles east

of Downievillc.

El Dorado—H. L. Johnson, owner of

the now famous Tightner, has a bond on

this mine and is drifting on a vein of ex-

cellent ore. '

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

The output for the month of September

of all classes of ore was a little over

77,000 tons. The apparent falling off from

the previous month was due to the lack

of cars. Of this tonnage the .\rkansas

Valley plant received 60,000 tons, and the

balance was scattered among the smelters

and zinc plants of this State and Kansas.

.\ number of properties in the outlying

sections are putting in electric plants.

During the winter months and in spring,

these properties have been worked under

great disadvantage. With the installing

of electricity the heavy cost of hauling

coal will be cut off, and the mines will be

able to work steadily the year round. An
electric plant is now being installed at the

Long & Derry.

Grct-iiback— .At this mine. Carbonate

hill, the station at the 900-ft. level is about

completed ; at this point a large pump
will be installed. The shaft is down 1350

ft. and from the gco-ft. level to the bot-

tom there are about two miles of work-

ings that will have to be unwatered before

any ore is hoisted.

Horseshoe District—The New Monarch
Mining Company, which has a lease on

the Tip Top and Only Chance claims, is

placing a plant of machinery on the

former and will operate from the bottom

of the shaft. From this level up there are

bodies of low-grade lead ore which the

company will ship to the smelter at

Salida.

Lord Byron—A gang of men working

for the Light and Power Company, plac-

ing poles up Iowa gulch, last week found

it necessary to do some blasting and un-

covered a 4-ft. vein of ore. Liberal sam-

ples gave high returns in gold and silver.

The ground is under lease to the Foxy
CJrandpa Mining Company.

Kock Wi7/—William E. Bowden has a

lease on the La Plata and is shipping JS

tons daily of a fair grade of hard carbon-

ates from the old stopes. The Delaware
shaft is down 575 ft. and is in the lime

;

another 100 ft. will be sunk, and when
this is done, drifting to the orcbody

opened in the Crecentia to the southwest

will be commenced. The Ben Burb and

Raven are shipping about 30 tons daily of

lead carbonate. Work will be resumed
soon on the Only Chance and Great

O'SuUivan. At the Alhambra placer,

Thomas Ovens is prospecting in the lime-

porphyry at the 500-ft. level.

Seneca—After being idle lor several

months work was resumed on this prop-

erty. Carbonate hill, a few weeks ago; it

is leased by Wallace, Bloton & Jorstad.

Work was started at the 300- ft. level

where a good body' of iron was encoun-

tered, from which 40 tons a week is being

shipped ; the ore runs 10 oz. silver and 45
per cent, excess iron. In addition to this,

bunches of high galena are caught during

development work. From the Morning
and Evening Stars 400 tons daily of a

good grade of iron are being sent.

Tennessee Pass District—During Sep-

tember the Jennie June shipped 22 tons

of ore that will run 5 oz. gold. The pres-

ent work is being done by drifts from
both sides of the shaft following the vein.

The Helen Gould group is being devel-

oped by a tunnel : the vein is small but

high grade.

Indiana

Ihe miners oi the block-coal district

have decided to test the new -il/i-xn. bit

law in the courts. .\ miner will attempt

to use a bit that will cut a 4-in. hole,

thus inviting arrest and prosecution by

the mine inspector.

Chicago. Indianapolis & Evansvillc

Railroad Company—This company has

opened headquarters in Evansville and its

representatives are taking options on coal

lands in several counties in southwestern

Indiana.

Kno.'c County

Knox Coal Company—This company,
whose tipple and entire plant were de-

stroyed by fire, near Bicknell, recently, is

making strenuous efforts to get back into

operation. A modem steel tipple will be

erected and the engine and boiler room
lebuilt of brick and enlarged.

Michigan

Iron—Mak«,iikiie Rangk

The Breitung interests, of Marquette,

are preparing to rc-cxplore the old Wash-
ington mine tunnel at Humboldt. New
limbering will be required the entire

length ; buildings are going up and ma-
chinery is installed. L'nwatering is to be-

gin in a few days. Some of the ore that

has been in stock for some time will be

shipped this fall.

Iron—Menominee Range

Michigan—The Oliver company's Michi-

gan mine is idle and will probably remain
so for a while longer, as its ore is not

of a character that can be used just now.
The old Hemlock, also at Amasa, will get

out this year about 100,000 tons; it is

now down to 1000 ft., and the mine is

looking better and more persistent at

that depth than for a long time. A mile

north of this property is a new explora-

tion that gives good promise, and a small

machinery plant has been placed there re-

cently in order to test the ground deeper.

.\bout five miles from Amasa, Pickands,

Mather & Co. are working with two drills

and the understanding is that the results

are very encouraging. The Whitesides

exploration in the vicinity promises to be

important, and Mr. Whitesides has a

large tract of land that he proposes to

develop.

Missouri

JopLiN District

1 he shut-down of the mines curtailed

the output of ore and sent the market up
again. As a result, nearly all the mines
are producing again. According to the

railroads, about 300 miners left the dis-

trict during the depression, bound for the

West.

Duemveg District—Joseph Stevens and
associates of Joplin have made a strike

in this district, encountering three bodies

of good galena in an 8o-ft. prospect hole.

Bull Frog—At this mine, one mile west
of Joplin, a new mill has replaced the old

one which was recently destroyed by
fire.

Ore Exhibit—Germania Hall has been
selected as the location of the ore exhibits

which will be made at the meeting of

the Mining Congress.

New Sheet Ground—A new sheet

ground district three miles west of Joplin,

is being prospected. The Hero mine on
West /th street is working at the i8o-ft.

level in sheet ground that runs from 3 to

4 per cent. Directly north is the Columbia
Zinc Company's 40-acrc lease, thoroughly

drilled and one shaft down to ore. The
ore is from the 180 to the 196-ft. level

and runs well in lead. The company has

started to sink a mill shaft 300 ft. east

and will erect the mill at once. West is

the 40 acres of James Luke, and with the

Cambria in the same sheet ground is
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equipped with a 250-ton mill. A shaft is

being sunk on each 10 acres of this 40.

J. W. Harrison is developing the 40

acres north of the Luke property and

Frank Nicholson has the 40 acres

north of the Columbia drilled. Jamot

Brown is drilling three 40-acre lots ad-

jacent. East of the Columbia are the

Paragon and Iroquois leases which have

the sheet ground drilled but arc now

operating in the pocket ground above.

Stock Exchange—The new Missouri-

Kansas mining exchange will be known as

the Joplin Stock Exchange and its mem-
bership will be restricted to 200. At a

meeting held Oct. 8, a committee was ap-

pointed to select a board of 11 directors.

James Gallagher, of Boston, Mass., was

recommended by resolution for the posi-

tion of manager.

Montana

Silver Bow County

La Fiance—This company, at Butte, is

making plans to install a zinc ore separ-

.ating plant which will comprise 10 Sut-

ton-Steele pneumatic tables, and four Sut-

ton-Steele static separators.

Nevada

Es.MERALDA County—Goldfield

Adams—Development work is being

done at the 300- ft. level. The formation

the drifts are in bears a considerable re-

semblance to that in which the rich ore

in the Mohawk occurs.

Coiiihinatioii Frar/ioii—.\rrangenKuts

are being made to send the shaft down to

the looo-ft. level and carry out develop-

ment. A pumping station will be cut at

the 600-ft. level and a large electric pump

will be installed. Ore of shipping grade

is being broken in the 470-ft. level. The

last shipment averaged $165 per ton.

Daisy—\ large and rich quartz vein

has been cut in the south drift on the

2So-ft. level at a point 90 ft. from the

shaft. The vein is well-defined and is

over 8 ft. in width. This strike is of

importance in proving the value of the

veins in the Diamondfield section at

depth.

Lillte Floretu-e—The Rogers-Goldlield

Syndicate has cut the Little Florence vein

in the south drift No. 2 on the 300-ft.

level. The pay-shoot is 2 ft. in width and

runs high in value. Ore shipments will

be made as soon as connections are made

between the 300-ft. and 400-ft. levels.

Mohaick-Jumbo—The orebodies are

keeping their strength and values are in-

creasing with depth. The pay-roll is

$23,000 per month, and the dividends in

October amounted to $120,000. The lease

will end in less than four months, and

the lessees are stimulating production by

offering bonuses to the miners.

.Vt-f(irffl Queen—The tunnel on the

Congo claim is in 620 ft. and is being run

by three shifts. It is proposed to con-

tinue the tunnel for a distance of 1600

ft., with the view of tapping a large dike

that outcrops on the crown of the hill

Nye County—Tonopah

California—Work has been resumed on

this mine under the management of

Mark B. Kerr. Efforts will be made to

pick up in the lower levels the rich ore-

shoot that was cut in the southwest drift

at the 200-ft. level. Shaft sinking will

be continued below the soo-ft. level. It

is reported that a strong eastern firm has

taken an option on this property.

Garden City—This mine is situated

about six miles north of Tonopah. Sev-

eral of the ore samples lately assayed

have given promising returns.

Golden Anchor—Mining will shortly be

resumed on this property, which occupies

a good position right in the center of

Tonopali.

White Pi.\e County—Ely

Caliper Bond—This company has in-

augurated developments at its 400-acre

tract in the west end of the Ely camp. It

is stated that a sufficient tonnage is avail-

able to warrant shipments as spon as

the smelter is in readiness.

Sihvr Queen—The Ely Silver Queen
Mining Company has been incorporated

for the purpose of developing a group of

id claims in the Tamerlaine district.

1 'eteran—A rich ore strike is reported

.'It the Veteran property of the Cumber-
land-Ely Company.

White Pine Cou.vty—RosE;Bun

Brown Palace—Work is confined to

running two tunnels into the hill anj

to sacking ore from the open cut. Some
of the ore broken in the cut recently was
of high grade.

Big Six—-The shaft is down 30 ft. and

is still on the vein, which continues to

assay well. Lateral work will not be

started until the loo-ft. level is reached.

Golden Triangle—-Tenders are being

called for running a drift at the 60-ft.

level on the recently discovered vein. This

drift will be in the eastern section.

Rabbit's Foot—The annual assessment

work is being done on this property,

which lies between the Dreamland and
Brown Palace and is crossed by the rich

Brown Palace ledge.

his talc property near Glendon to Edward

Binney of New York.

Randolph County

Hoover Gold Mining Company—The

property of this company has been sold

under execution to E. M. .\rmfield and

associates of High Point. The mines

were formerly worked by an English syn-

dicate.

Rowan County

Union iMining Company—A mill costing

between $35,000 and $40,000 is in course

of erection and when in operation will

treat the ore now shipped to New Jersey.

North Carolina

Macklenburg County

St. Catherine-Rudisell—Heretofore the

ore from this mine has been shipped North

to smelters ; a mill and cyanide works

are in course of erection.

MooRE County

Talc Mine—G. \\ . Hinshaw has sold

South Dakota

Lawrence County

Branch Mint—A $5000 hoist has been

installed on the 300-ft. level of the HoOdoo
shaft to hoist ore from an inside shaft.

Buxton—A vertical of blue quartz 30

ft. wide is being developed. The ore will

be shipped to tlie Lundberg, Dorr &
Wilson mill.

Cleopatra—The 50-ton mill will soon be

started and will operate on some new ore

encountered in the quartzite 235 ft. deep.

The ore carries gold.

Golden Reward—A Dibble slime filter of

100 tons capacity will be installed within

the next few weeks. It will be the first

of its kind in use in the Black Hills.

Gold Queen—A good ledge of min-

eralized porphyry has been encountered in

a drift on the 200-ft. level. The ore is of

milling grade.

Heath—The Montana Mining Company
has purchased the property at Nahant and

will deepen the tunnel and install machin-

ery in the old mill building.

Horscshoe-Comet and Gold Deposit—J.

R. Phelan has been here to arrange for

the resumption of work on these proper-

ties in which he has acquired the full con-

trol. The ore will be shipped East for

treatment.

Jupiter—The mine is being pumped out

and the mill renovated. Lessees will oper-

ate after a shut down of three years.

Portland and Clinton—Supt. Vincent is

driving a large working tunnel on the

lower quartzite and is in 400 feet.

Pennington County

Deep Down—An i8-in. vein of high-

grade ore has been struck on the 75-ft.

level in shaft No. 2. It is free milling

widening with depth.

Grand View—A larger air compressor

is being installed to carry on the heavy

work in the drifts.

Holy Terror—Wm. F. Collins, former

manager, has brought suit in the local

court for $12,500 alleged back salary due

from Charles Morgan, of East Orange,

N. J., owner of the property.

Mattes—Tin ore occurring in amhlygon-
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ite and said to be the first occurrence of

this kind on record, has been found on

this property near Keystone.

Proi-idt-nt—A carload of amblygonite

was shipped to Omaha, together with the

concentrates from the tin run at the

Tvkoon mill.

and shaft and llic management \vil! re-

iiime mining operations during the next
week.

Tennessee

HiCKM.KN Cor.NTY

Phosphate Rock—Large quantities of

phosphate are being mined but a reduc-

tion is predicted if the railroad cannot

supply more cars.

Utah

Be.wer County

Frisco Contact—The difficulty experi-

enced some time ago in getting labor has

been overcome, and development work is

in progress.

Moscow Mining—This company has

made several shipments during the past

month, and recent developments have been

gratifying.

Juab Cou.xty

Mammoth—This company has the deep-

est working shaft in Utah ; it is down 2300
ft. A shoot of high-grade gold ore has

been encountered and the mine is said to

look promising at this depth.

Salt L.\ke County

Bingham Consolidated—The manage-
ment has practically stopped all develop-

ment work in the Dalton & Lark and Com-
mercial mines and only a small force is en-

gaged in breaking ore for shipment to the

smelter at Bingham Junction.

South Columbus—This company, at

.\lta, has arrangements completed for the

winter campaign of development. The
property has been equipped recently with

a power plant. The new mine buildings

are ready.

Utah Apex—The usual ore production is

being maintained from this Bingham mine.

The Markham Gulch mill is being used

to treat a large tonnage of low-grade ore.

Utah Copper—This company is practi-

cally through with new construction at the

mine and also at the mill near Garfield.

.\s a result of this the pay-roll has been

materially reduced and the company is

getting down to a normal working basis.

Vampa—This mine and the smelter in

Bingham canon are closed indefinitely;

but the management has retained a small

force to make some additional improve-

ments at the smelter. More furnaces will

be installed so that the treatment capac-
ity will be brought up to 750 tons daily.

Electrical equipment will be installed at

the mine.

Summit County

Uintah Treasure Hill—Repairs have
been made to the Creole hoisting plant

Wisconsin

Zinc-Lead District

The summer months witnessed much
activity in the Cuba City camp, where a

respectable share of mill building has

been in progress. Owing to the fire

which consumed the Gritty Six concen-

trator, and other causes, Cuba City has

lieen forced to a lower tonnage than a

\car ago. That the mines tributary and
shipping from this point will bring Cuba
City to the front rank again is only a

question of a short time. Five concen-

trators are in process of construction.

These are the Meekers Grove, Midway,
V'andeventer, Henrietta and Jarrett.

Three which have recently been com-
pleted are the Best, Rico and Pine Tree.

Of these eight mills, four are equipped to

handle 50 tons of mine dirt daily, three

will handle 100 tons each and one has a

capacity of 200 tons ; capacity is based

upon one shift of 10 hours per day.

Beacon Hill—This mine is opening up a

lead deposit in new ground west of the

shaft.

Big Dad—The miniature mill has been

increased from 20 tons to 40 tons daily

capacity. A Temple electric-air drill has

recently been installed.

Big Four—This mine lost all the water

in its shaft some weeks ago and was
forced to drill a well to feed boilers. It

now has abundant water in a hole drilled

:,/! ft. deep. Several prospect holes

drilled ahead of the breast have shown
good ore; the hole finished recently re-

vealed extra fine jack between the depths

of 66 and 88 feet.

Calvert—This mine has had a battle

royal with water, having encountered a

veritable lake 90 ft. from the surface;

two 14-in. cross-head pumps, throwing

1800 gal. per minute, are kept working
continuously. The main orebody lies

.ibout 50 ft. below the shaft sump.

Canada
Ont.\rio—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Oct. 5 were as follows

:

Buffalo, 80,000 lb.: Coniagas, 65,000; Mc-
Kinley-Darragh, 172,260; Silver Queen,

65,000; Trethewey, 118,990; total, 501,250

pounds.

City of Cobalt—A recently discovered

vein, 60 ft. from the main shaft at the

65-ft level, shows 8 in. of rich ore.

Cobalt Central—Rich ore is being taken

from the lo-in. vein at a depth of 115 ft.

and 155 ft. from the main shaft which is

now 175 ft. in depth. The company's force

consists of 77 men.

Cobalt Lake—The north shaft is down
26 ft. The crosscut on the niccolite vein,

from No. 4 shaft, has been pushed for 38

ft., and on No. 5 shaft a crosscut is now
in for 15 ft., toward the So. 4 workings,
and stoping has been begun. The shaft at

the South end of the lake is down 65 ft.

Foster A/inc—Sinking on vein N'o 5 has
reached a depth of 150 ft. and drifting is

being undertaken in three directions fol-

lowing veins 5, i and 2. Shaft No. 6 has
been closed and all ore will hereafter be
handled from shaft No. 5. Shaft No. 1

is down 40 feet.

Kerr Lake (Jacobs)—A loo-lb. nugget
has been taken out from the bottom of
No. 7 shaft, now down 70 ft. The vein
averages from 15 to 20 in. in width, car-
rying smaltite and native silver.

McKinley-Darragh—Twenty additional
stamps have been installed which makes
40 in all. Another vein 18 in. wide, with
an average yield of 4000 oz. silver per
ton. has been found.

Mexico

Chihuahua
Rio Plata Mining Company—Dxt com-

pany has shipped its first bullion from its

Santa Barbara mine near Guazapares,
seven bars worth $10,000 each, to the

Banco Minero at Chihuahua.

Veta Colorado Mining Company—Work
has begun on the installation of the 20-

stamp mill at Minas Nuevas in the Parral
district

Douglas Copper Company—The Fundi-
cion smelter will be blown in about Nov.
I. The first unit will treat 250 tons of

ore daily.

Republica—This mine has reached the

producing stage, turning out 18 to 20 tons
of 1400-OZ. concentrates monthly with the

present equipment which is to be increased.

Africa

Transvaal

The .gold production for the month of

September is reported at 538,034 oz. fine;

a decrease of 16,993 oz. from August, but

an increase of 32,923 oz. over September.

1906. For the nine months ended Sept.

30, the total was 4,162,468 oz. in 1906, and
4,764,504 oz. in 1907; an increase of

602,036 oz., or 14.5 per cent. The produc-
tion for this year was $98,482,298 in value.

Australia

Queensland

Cloncurry—There is great activity in

copper mining throughout this district.

For several months both .\ustralian and
Fnglish capital has been steadily flowing

into the field. Large orebodies arc being

developed in some mines and an import-

.Tnt strike has been made in the Great

.Australian mine. The erection of smel-

ters at the Great Australian is proceeding.

A quantity of carbonate ore is at grass,

and with the sulphides now met with,

early smelting returns will be eagerly

looked for.
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QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

New York, Oct. i6^Already in llie West

complaints of car shortage and slow trans-

portation begin to be heard. The close

of the Lake season is drawing near, biit

shipments have been so large, that it is

probable that the usual rush at the close

will be much lighter than usual. The

present trouble is at the other end of the

line; there is a congestion of coal at the

upper Lake ports, which the railroads

there do not seem able to remove. Local

trade in the West is generally good, but

it is difficult to get supplies as fast as

they are wanted.

A movement is noted to restore the old

inter-State agreement between operators

and miners, to replace the district agree-

ments made last May, when the former

contract was dropped by the secession of

the Pittsburg district operators. This

movement was first started by the In-

diana operators and has been taken up in

Ohio.

In the East the greatest activity is in

the Coastwise bituminous trade, as the

season of ice and difficult navigation ap-

proaches. Demand is good and prices

firm.

The anthracite trade is steady with an

unusually good demand from all quarters.

Small sizes are still scarce and hardly up

to requirements.

Co.\L Traffic Notes

For the nine months ended Sept. 30

anthracite coal shipments were as fol-

lows, by companies, in long tons

:

The total increase was 36.9 per cent.

In April and May, 1906, most of the mines

were closed on account of the miners'

strike.

Coal receipts at Boston for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 are reported by

the Chamber of Commerce as follows

:

BsotllliiC

I>eblKb VaUey.
}|. J. Cpnlrnl..

,

LAcknwriiiiiJi

—

Del. & Hudsnii.
PennB} Ivanln .

, 1906. ,

Tons. PorCt.

8,083.782 20.1
7.3;M.9M 18.2
4.w;o,418 12.3
i;.744.1>-23 IB."
:i,<.l12.ir>8 9.8
3.4i7,870 8.5

,- 1907.
,

Tons, Per Ct.

10,308.070 20.8
8,.'-,71,r.lN) 17.3

6.469.784 13.0
7.718 669 15.5

4.907.562 .9.9
4.291.305 8.6
5.3.55.118 10.8
2.02;t,51.x 4.1

Erie '..'.. 4.010.537 10.0

S. Y..Ont. «t W... 1,791.020 4.4

Tola! 40.095,646 100.0 49.645,616 100.0

The total increase was 9.349.97° tons, or

23.2 per cent. All the companies showed

considerable gains. The tonnage in 1906

was smaller on account of the stoppage

in April. The total figures were given

last week.

The Southwestern Interstate Operators'

Association reports coal tonnage for the

seven months ended July 31 as follows,

in short tons:

1906. 1907. ClmneCH.

MlJ>!«iurl 1.235.994 1..577.164 I. 341.170

KanKOx 2..5«2.48.'i 3,.597.74.'. 1.1,015.260

Arkniisns nm.im; 1,312,348 I. 503.192

Indlftn Territory.... 1.295.965 1.624.121 I. 328.156

Total iMi,(M> 8.111.378 1.2.187,778

l,1.5'.l.911 l..'i35,009

2.217,139 2,446,340
.\nthrnclto
UltuiulnouH

Total (loniostle .... 3,377,0.'i0

Foreign coal 511.387

Changes.

I. 375.098
I. 229.201

3.981.349 I. 6IM.299

403.458 D. 107,929

Total 3.888.437 4,384,807 1.496.370

'1 he tolal increase was 12.8 per cent.

The foreign coal is from Nova Scotia

and Great Britain.

Shipments of coal and coke originating

in the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Oct. 3 were as follows, in short tons

:

Anthracite..
BttumlQOUs.

.

C.Ike

3,314,856 4,290,066

24,2.56,683 29,627,357

9.613,714 10.693,281

Changes.

I. 981,210
I. 5,370,674

I. 1,079,667

Total 37.185.253 44.616.704 I. 7,431,451

The total increase this year was 20 per

cent.

mand, there are small lots of coal for

sale, and this condition does not exist in

times of great stringency.

Car supply continues to be short and

this is affecting the labor situation.

Transportation on certain parts of the

main lines is slow, but on other parts it

is rapid. All-rail trade, especially to New
England points, is much curtailed and in

some instances entirely shut down.

In the Coastwise vessel trade, vessels

are short on account of being tied up in

the East because of slow discharging.

Vessels touching the Maine ice-ports

have been trying to obtain higher freight

rates, predicting an early closing. This

blufif has succeeded in raising the price

only a little. Freight rates are as follows

:

From Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and

Portland, 90@95c. ; to Lynn and New-
buryport, $i.io@l.2o; to Portsmouth,

$i.os; to Saco and Gardiner, $1.25 and

towage ; to the Sound 85c. Rates from

New York are slightly higher than from

Philadelphia.

New York

Anthr.\cite

Oct. 16—The situation in prepared

sizes is a trifle easier this week, and pro-

ducers state that the car supply is slightly

better. The demand is good and consid-

erable coal is being moved both on land

and water. Small sizes are in the same

position as they have been for some time,

and the demand is unabated. Prices are

quoted as follows: Broken, $4.75; egg,

stove and chestnut, $5; pea, $3.25; buck-

wheat No. I, $2.75; buckwheat No. 2 or

rice, $2.i5@2.25; barley, $1.75, all f.O.b.

Xew York harbor.

Bituminous

The demand continues strong and

prices are advancing. Certain brands of

George's Creek coal which six weeks ago

brought $2.85@3.i5 now bring $3.55 per

ton. A certain dealer states that, if he

had any to sell, 354"'". gas coal would be

sold on the basis of $1.85 f.o.b. mines,

and that run-of-mine gas coal should

bring $1.30 at mines.

.\t the present time it seems to be a ques-

tion of completing shoal-water orders and

producers are doing all in their power

to accomplish this. Not only is the de-

mand strong for the far East but also

from all quarters. A peculiarity of the

situation is that, in spite of the strong de-

Birmingham

Oct. 14—It is just a matter of how
much coal the railroads can handle in Ala-

bama now. There are enough mines and

labor sufficient to fill all the cars that can

be furnished by the roads and unless there

is a larger supply of cars there is likely to

be complaint.

The Standard Fuel Company is putting

up a plant in this district to briquet coal

slack. It is believed that such an industry

\vould be a paying proposition.

The production of coke in Alabama is

active and every ton is in demand. Good

prices prevail.

Chicago

Oct. 14—The coal trade is firm. Strength

is apparent in every branch of the busi-

ness, buying being general and increasing.

Large consumers and retail dealers are

ordering freely all kinds of bituminous

supplies. Anthracite has taken on a cor-

responding degree of strength.

In part the large business is due to the

weak market conditions of the last two

or three years. Users of coal, finding the

market weak chronically during the sum-

mer and autumn months, refused or ne-

glected to make contracts for supplies.

But in part the increase is due to increased

demand for coal, caused by general in-

crease of business by manufacturers, rail

roads and other users.
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111 Illinois ^iiul liiiliana coals, lump is

perhaps slrongi-si, llio ilcinaiiil being so

great that many nscrs arc forced to fall

back on run-of-mine. Lnnip and egg rnle

$j.25(</'J.6s ; rnn-i)f-niinc holds at $l.75@

2.50, and screenings are stationary at

$io5@i.-)0. Brazil block continues scarce

at $3.20.

Eastern coals arc a trifle weaker, thongh

still strong owing to scarcity of supplies

and large demand. Smokeless is $4.30®

4.50 for lump and $3.40 for run-of-mine.

Youghiogheny at $3.25 for ^-in. and Pitts-

burg at $3 for i;4-in. are steady. Hocking

is in short supply and good demand af

$3 50. In anthracite the demand is largely

for chestnut, and this size is everywhere •

scarce.

Cleveland

Oct. 15—The scarcity of all grades of

Ohio coal in the Cleveland market

caused an advance this week of 5c. per

ten. 'I he heavy demand for up-lake con-

signments continues the feature of the

market, but coal dealers are unable, on

account of the shortage of cars, to make
shipments to this point for lake consign-

ment. At Lorain, where' the shipping

facilities are ordinarily good, the heavy

demands of the steel trade are causing a

marked preference by the railroads to

metal deliveries, and many coal cars are di-

verted. The retail trade in this city is

using all the coal obtainable and manu-
factories are stocking up for the winter.

The following prices are quoted on No.

8 District Ohio coal, at mine : Slack, 70

@75c. ; mine-run, $i.i5@i.2o; %-in. lump.

$i.2S@l.30. \ strong market is expected

to last.

Indianapolis

Oct. 14—For so early in the season the

cry of car-shortage is louder and more
persistent than ever before. Not only

are the local dealers and the mine opera-

tors complaining, but the manufacturers

also. The Indiana Railroad Commission
held an investigation at Terre Haute dur-

ing the past week. The evidence tended

to show that the mines owned by the rail-

roads were supplied with cars four days

each week, while the independent mines
were operated only two days each week
during September. The commission will

formulate a set of rules which will pro-

hibit further discrimination. The Indiana

Manufacturers and Shippers' Associa-

tion took an active interest in the inves-

tigation, and insists that under the law
the commission has the power to make
rules regulating the distribution of coal

cars.

Pittsburg

Oct. 15—Another advance of 10c. a ton

in the price of coal has been ordered,

effective today. The new rates are as

follows: Mine-run, $1.40(^1.50; H-ni-,

$1.50^1.60; i%-m., $1.60(^170; slack,

7S<ii'><5<-'.i all f.o.b. mine. No change has

been made in the price of No. 8 Ohio,

and rittsburg prices are now 20c. a ton

higher. The demand is heavier than

usual, or it is noticed more, as there is a

great scarcity owing to the car shortage.

Last week the mines in the Pittsburg dis-

trict operated only to about 50 per cent.

of capacity owing to the scarcity of rail-

road cars.

ConncUsvillc Cokc—^ihcvc has been a

decided drop in coke prices during the

week, due to various causes. Standard

Connellsville furnace coke is quoted at

$2.75^.90 and foundry at $3.2503.35.

There is a great scarcity of railroad cars,

or, it is believed, prices would be still

lower. The Courier in its weekly sum-
mary gives the production in both the

Connellsville and lower field at 426,859

tons. The shipments amounted to 15,006

cars distributed as follows : To Pitts-

burg, 4974 cars; to points west of Con-
nellsville, 8253 cars; to .points east of

Connellsville, 1779 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

Coal sales at Transvaal mines in July

are reported as follows : Middelburg,

152,191 tons; Springs-Brakpan, 80,687;

other districts, 24,319; total, 257,197 tons.

The average price at mines was $1.3022

per ton. There was an increase of 6532
tons over the June sales.

Coal production in France for the half-

year ended June 30, 1907, reached the

highest figure ever reported for a similar

period. The total was 18,089,718 metric

tons, which compares with IS,757,.349 tons

in the first half of 1906, and 17,695,419

tons in 1905. The increase this year over

1906 was 2,332,369 tons, or 14.8 per cent.

;

over 1905 it was 394,299 tons, or 2.2 per

cent.

Imports and exports of fuel in France
for the .seven months ended July 31 were
as follows, in metric tons:

,

19e«. 1007. Clianges
S 3:l8 950 X.I19H.830 I. 3.i9.880

Imports:
Conl
CokB 1,3.V2.660 l:<Ti.Vlii D. SOixKI
Briquets 315,S10 ;tg:M70 I. 117,900

Total

Exports

:

Coal
Coke
Brl<iueis

.. 10.007,110 10.354,1'20 I. :«7,310

702.200 Gt<3..'>0U D. 78,700
9.'i..500 84.240 D. I1.2rt)

64.200 6B,0:i0 D. 9,170

Total 921,906 (<22.770 D. 99.130

The- imports were chiefly from Great

Britain and Belgium ; exports were chiefly

to Switzerland and Italy. The exports

include steamship fuel for foreign trade.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Oct. 16—The iron and steel

trade continue quiet, so far as new busi-

ness is concerned. Owing to the peculiar

position manufacturers are not generally

making any concessions to secure busi-

ness, and arc not likely to do .su until the

dullness in trade seems likely to outlast

the present activity at the mills. This

applies to finished material ; in pig iron

some of the furnaces have been offering

inducements to buyers ; but without in-

ducing many sales.

Iron-ore shipments from the Mesabi

and Vermillion ranges in September wc.c

4,650,000 tons, bringing the total tor ihoie

ranges for the season up to 21,000,000 and

the total for the Lake region up to 31,-

000,000 tons. It now seems probable that

40,000,000 tons will be reached, or ex-

ceeded, before navigation closes.

I'ig Iron Production—'1 he report for

Oct. I shows on that date 333 anthracite

and coke furnaces in blast, having an ag-

gregate weekly capacity of 511,400 tons

of pig iron weekly ; an increase of 3700

tons over the September report, but a

decrease of 16,770 tons from July. Tak-
ing the estimate of the Iron Age for Sep-

tember and making an allowance for the

charcoal furnaces, the output of pig iron

in the United States in September was
2,238,500 tons ; and for the nine months
ended Aug. 31 a total of 20,297,544 long

tons.

Pig Iron in Great Britain—The produc-
tion of pig iron in Great Britain, as re-

ported by the British Iron Trade Asso-
ciation, for the half-year ended June 30
was, in long tons

:

1900. , , 1907.
ToiiB. Per (T. Tons. Per Ct.

KnlKi! J; foundry 2.148.273 43. K 2.295.918 44 2
Uematlto Irou... 2,0t)9.270 40.9 2,103,248 406
Basic Irou 630,000 12 9 020.337 121
Spiegel t ferrn.. 117,215 2 4 169,209 3.2

Total 4,905,424 lOO.O 6,194,712 100.0

The increase in forge and foundry was

147,645 tons; in hematite, or bessemer pig,

93,972; in Spiegel and ferro, 51,994; with

a decrease of 4323 in basic pig. The total

gain was 289,288 tons, or 5.9 per cent. The
average number of furnaces in blast 4n

1907 w\TS 378, showing an average output

of 12,977 tons per furnace.

Iron and Steel in France—The produc-
tion of pig iron in France for the half-

year ended June 30 is reported as follows,

in metric tons:

1906. 1907. Cliangee.
Fnun.lry Iron 282.025 293,664 I. 10.939
Forgo Iron.... 344.291 356,230 I. 10,939
Bessemer pig 80.364 62,102 D. IH.282
Basic pig 841.398 1,04S,162 1.200,764
Special Irons 24,l«6 29,182 I. 4,340

Total 1,573,604 1.788,2:«) 1.214.720

The total increase was 13.6 per cent.

The output of wrought iron and steel

was, in metric tons

:

1900. 1907. Chnnges.
Wrought Iron 3h4,80O 342,2:19 I. 42,501
steel Ingots 1,159,540 l,:Hi'.i.!i9:i I. l.-i0.447

Finished steel 711,6.58 ku2,77(i I. 91,120

Finished steel does not include metal

sold in the form of blooms and billets.

The chief items this year were 374,806

tens bars and merchant steel, 205,731

tons rails and 177.568 tons plates and
sheets.
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Baltimore

Oct. 15—Receipts for the week included

9^9 tons of ferromanganese and 50 tons

of manganese ore. There were 6148 tons

of chrome ore and 157 tons nickel ore

received from New Caledonia. No iron

ore cargoes arrived during the week.

Southern, $22.85; Gray forge, $20@20.S0
per ton.

Birmingham

Oct. 14—The pig-iron market in Ala-

bama is still very quiet. Despite this con-

dition the production is being kept up.

There is no accumulation ; in some in-

stances special efforts are being made to

get iron out on orders, so urgent is the

need on the part of consumers. As to

the railroad-car shortage, the conditions

are felt more in the raw material field

than with finished iron. Quotations re-

main firm, though the demand is slow. No.

2 foundry, for delivery during the bal-

ance of the year, with but little to be had,

is bringing $i8@i8.So. The inquiries for

the product for delivery during the first

half of 1908 indicate that there is need of

iron.

No change is reported in steel. The
make is a little better and the shipments

equal to the output. Inquiries are being

received almost daily.

Chicago

Oct. 14—The pig-iron market continues

inactive. From both sides it appears to be

a waiting market. Inquiries for 1908 busi-

ness fluctuate; one week they are reported

large, the next week small ; sales for the

first quarter are practically nothing yet.

Carload sales are increasing, a sure sign

that the average melter is running very

close to his needs.

On last-quarter deliveries Southern No.

2 brings about $18 Birmingham ($22.35

Chicago) and Northern $22.50 ©23. There

is practically no premium business, though

occasionally talk is heard of a premium
of 50c.@$l on a small lot hurried forward.

Finished iron and steel products are

strong. The market is based on the aver-

age consumer's feeling that prices of pig

iron must come down. -

Cleveland

Oct. 15—The ore docks arc being piled

high and tonnage is coming down the

lakes freely. The American Shipbuilding

Company took two contracts last week

for two large freighters, and today the

awarding of two other vessel contracts

was announced. This, with increased de-

mands from the structural trade, indi-

cates that the market will be active this

winter. .\ brisk inquiry is noted for pig

iron. The following prices are quoted

for the balance of the year: Bessemer,

$23.90; No. I foundry, %22@22.$o; No. 2,

$2i.so@22; No. 3. $2o.so@2i.5o; No. 2

Philadelphia

Oct. 16—Two conditions have contrib-

uted to a slight improvement in the tone

of the pig-iron market, viz., increasing

iiuiuiries from the smaller consumers and

iiMi-down stocks. Basic promises to sell

freely ; negotiations are creeping along

Inward a favorable termination for large

sales, but at weak prices. Some New
lingland consumers are among recent

buyers. Prices on the surface are the

same as a week ago.

Steel Billets—Mills arc quite prompt in

their deliveries and users are buying in

.1 small way, just to keep going.

Bars—The bar-iron trade has held up

well.

Sheets—Favorable conditions continue

and all weights are selling.

Pipes and Tubes—The industries which

absorb pipes and boiler tubes are as busy

as ever, but the managers contract far

ahead.

Merchant Steel—Business has fallen off

since the first of the month.

Plates—The ordinary demand for iron

and steel plates is as good as ever, but

large orders are scarce.

Structural Material—New business is

unimportant. The Pencoyd mill has suf-

fered a serious loss by fire.

Scrap—A gradual but slow improve-

ment is in progress.

Pittsburg

Oct. 16—While there is still some new
business being placed in the different

finished lines, the orders are so small that

they are scarcely noticed. All the mills,

however, continue in active operation with

enough business in sight, if specificafions

come in, to keep them Koing steadily all

the year and in some lines into the first

quarter of next year. .Specifications are

entirely satisfactory but it is not known
when there will be a drop. The outlook

does not appear to be encouraging, but it

is certain there will not be any extensive

closing of plants. In most of the finished

lines prices are being firmly maintained

and it is asserted there will be no official

reduction in any branch.

Pig Iron—The first real transaction in

pig iron in several weeks was recorded to-

day, when a sale of 500 tons of basic pig

iron for prompt delivery was made at $20,

Valley furnaces. A small lot of No. i

foundry also was sold, the price being $21.-

50, Pittsburg. It is reported that an in-

dependent steel interest is in the market
for 6000 tons of bcssemer iron but the re-

port is doubted. There have been no
transactions in bessemer iron for a long

time, and $22, Valley furnaces, remains

the nominal quotation. Corrigan, McKin-
ney & Co. announced a week ago that

they would put the Josephine furnace on

bessemer iron if they could get orders for

about 20,000 tons for November and De-
cember delivery. The company's agents

in this district have so far failed to get

the business desired. There is no demand
for gray forge and it is believed $18.75,

Valley furnace, can be done. No. 2 foun-

dry is quoted around $21, Pittsburg.

Steel—Prices of billets continue weak

;

bessemer billets are quoted at $29 and
open-hearth at about $30, but it is be-

lieved these prices could be shaded. Sheet

bars are firm at $31. Plates remain at

1. 70c. and merchant .steel bars at i.6oc.

Sheets—The market is extremely dull

and, although prices of black sheets are

shaded about $2 a ton, it is not bringing

in any new business of consequence. Black

sheets are quoted at 2.60c. and galvanized

at 3.75c. for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—Ferro has taken an-

other drop and for prompt shipment is

quoted at $56(0)56.50, Pittsburg.

Sault Ste. Marie

The total freight passing through the

Saulte Ste. Marie canals in September

was 8,532,706 tons. For the season up to

Oct. I the total was, in net tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

East-bouud 30.069,662 32.556.664 I. 2.487 102
West-bound 7,134,875 9,602,430 I. 2,367.655

Total 37.204,437 42,069.094 I. 4.854 657

The number of vessels passing the locks

this year was 15,100, showing an average

cargo of 2783 tons. The mineral freights

included in the total were as follows, in

net tons, except salt, which is given in

barrels

:

1900. 1907. Changes.
Anthracite 661.873 1.036,790 I. 374,917
Bituminous 5,4«'2,914 7.663.120 1.2.070.206

Total .-ojil 6,143,787 8,688,910 1.2,446,123

Ironore 26,486,982 28,883,106 1.2,397,124
PiK i manu. iron 264.066 230.661 D. 33.616
Copper 77.046 62,689 D. 24,366
BulldlDB stone .. 4,472 748 D. 3,724

Salt, bbl 297.879J 337,367 I. 39.488

Iron ore was 68.7 per cent, of the total

freight this year, and coal 20.4 per cent.

There was an increase of 39.8 per cent, in

coal.

Metal Market

NEW YORK, Oct. 16.

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

At all United States Ports in Sept. and year.

Motal.

Gold;

Sept. l'.H)7..

•• 1906..

Year 1907 .

.

" 1906..

Silver

:

Sept. 1907..
" 1906..

Year 1907..

„ 1900..

Exports.

t 1,603,836
1.178,922

49,879,813
3-),789,962

6.048,467

3.694,311

47,970.793
45.441,3.39

Imports.

$ 2,734,086
3l.4:n,o:)8

30,837,28'

111,776,01'

3.789,113
3,262,6.59

:(4,464,671

32,994.069

Excess.

Imp.» 1,230,260
• 29,162,116

E.xp. 19,042,626

Imp. 75,986.065

Exp. 2.269,344
331,762

13,ol6,'222

12.447,270

These statements cover the total movement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department 01
Commerce and Labor.
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GoU and Silver Movemeot, New York
Kor week eQdIug Oct. i:: and years from Jan. 1

(

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Import*. Exporta. Imports.

W»6k
1907

ItM
1V»

» 971

6,96<-..7I3

3a.«n,3t)«

t :iG6,5.VJ

SO.UOT.ill
U.WJ.UMl

t TM.liV
41.4IUI..VOI

4.H,,V.>l',.CM

$ U.\7"
a.jiii.28«

1.69.1.<4;i

a,liT4,59tl

Kxporls of Kold for llic week were to
Paiiamii ; of silver to London and Tarls.
Imports for tbe week, IwtU gold and sliver,
were from Mexico and tbe West Indies.

The joint statement of all the banks in

the New York Clearing House for the

week ending Oct. 1.2 shows loans $1,08,^,-

401,900, a decrease of $5,666,500; deposits,

$1,026,047,900, a decrease of $10,655,500,

as compared with the previous week. Re-
serve accounts show :

Spoolt-
Legal ttMulers.

»3(r.>,.-,Il.-.>«KI »198.,168,800
";l.Jl)7,J0« tVJ.COH.COO

T..talca8ll $'J7.'i,718,4ai $261.1i;7.400

Surplus $1S,1>24.10() $ 1.6.V..4.W

The surplus over legal requirements

shows an increase of $2,007,375, as com-
pared with the previous week this year.

Specie holdings of the leading banks
of the world, Oct. 12, are reported as

below, in dollars:

silver. Total.

Ass'd New York
England
France
Germany
Spain
Neitierlauds....
Belgium
Italy
Russia
.\usl.-Hungary.
Sweden

$17C,

U:l.

30'

16,

173,

619.

i-2C,

21

.2.>C,

,«.i9,

,1X10,

815.

,281,

,;<23,

6K),

.m-.,

,2;«,(

,230,

82.'.

,01 »l

000
,(K)0

,335

IKKI

(MM)

000
(100

$186,

39,

127,

26,

8,

24,

28,

»198.558.S01)
1 7r..j.i6.s2.".

40,;)10,3(I5

(vW.OOO l-^J.i'ilil.lXPO

540.000 205,:l,-.5.(KXl

.5c',.468.ci00

a4,4'.K),UOO

,;U,',.,'iOO 1'.I8,(«II..->0I1

,9;!0,(XX) 64», 435,000
405.000 285,f>40,000

21,230,1X1(1

451,230

177,0011

lG6.filu-

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from
the cables to the Commercial and Finan-
cial Chronicle of New York.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.\bell as follows, for the year to Oct. 3

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
India £ 12,4T8,.'>6;t £9.116,254 D. £ 3.362,309
Ohlna 430.700 D. 430.700
Straits 1,760 626,950 I. 624.200

Total fi 12,911.013 £9,742.2<>4 I). £ 3,168,809

Receipts for the week were £8000 from
New Zealand. £3000 from China, £5000
from Chile and £207,000 from New York

;

a total of £223,000. Exports were £137,-

100 in bars and £4000 in Mexican dollars

;

£141,000, all to India.

The movement of gold and silver in

Great Britain for the eight months ended
.\ug. 31 was as follows:

Gold : 1906. 1»0T.

Imports £3O,180.«91 £31.138.757
"POtS ao.015,129 21.50a,88T

Kzcess, Imports £10.166.762 £ 9.6;i4.870

SUver:

Imports £13.225.068 £11.181.054
"Portt 14.088,388 11.943.179

Of the silver imports this year, the

United States furnished £7,817,635, or 69.9
per cent, of the total.

Gold and silver exports from Mexico
for the fiscal year ended June 30 are re-

ported as follows, in United States
currency :

Gold; 19U6. 10U7. t'taangi-s.

.Mexican coin. $110 $14,937 I. tl4 His
Bullion, etc.. $15,784,377 $11.874,170 0. $:t,010.2(>'i

.. $15,784,496 $11,889,112 U. $:l,H«6.3M4Total..

silver

.

Mexican coin. 24.736,170 19,211.917 1). 12,624 2.13
Dulllon. etc... :«,».">0.944 31.549,832 D. 1,401,112
Other forms.. 4,763,127 6.969,422 I. 1207 295

T"tal $62,449,241 $49,731,171 D. $12,718,070

The decrease in gold exports last year
was J4.7 per cent.; in silver, 20.4 per cent.

The gold and silver movement in

France for the eight months ended Aug.
31 is reported as follows:

Oold

:

1006. 1907.

Impurta Fr. 375.014.000 Kr. 3:)5,440.000
Exports 91.fili;.000 83,723.000

Excess. Impiirts... Fr. 2tl,3yN,000 Fr.251.717,000
Silver

:

Imports..
Exports...

Excess..

IUt!,04H,000

110.609,000
121,011,000
119,101,000

E.\. Fi . 3.4tjl,0u0 I m

.

Fr. 1 ,907,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins

were 71,000 fr. in 1906, and 60,000 fr. in

1907; .exports were 155,000 fr. in 1906,

and 324,000 fr. this year.

Price* of Foreign Coins

„ , , „ Bid. .\sked.
Mexican dollars $0.47 », $0 52 'iPeruvian soles and Chilean 0.43'j 04"k
victoria sovereigns 485 487
Twenty francs 3.87 SM
Spanish 26 pesetas 4.78 4.St

SILVER AND STBRLINO BXCHANOE.

A
11

Sliver.
1

14

15

16

1^

Silver.

1

u

IS

a
s

5fi

10

11

12

4.8685

4.8607J
4.8610

63«
63>»

62K

29/,

29A
28Ji

4.8640

4.8625

4.8636

60>.-

61>,

61«

27J<

28.>i

28Ji

New York quotations are for fine sliver,
per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-
ling sliver, 0.925 fine.

Other Metals

Excess, exports £ Ml^.-tio £ :62.II-i

L'opper Tin. Lead. Spelter.

•_'
.

- x— .a ^a .C

|| ^ I h 11
s tt

'is
1! s

'J
S U

13J.- 13*,- 5.50 5.35
1(1 (S)14J» (S)13\ 62 32'i 4.75 ra>«.55 rS)6.40

13'. 13V 6.45 5.:tO
11 (SV.ifi (Sua 60.<i 32)i 4.75 (S».K (S)S.:i5

13« 13 6.46 5.:I0
12 ffll3'i (S)13,U 32 4.75 |S)6.50 (S».:m

13.>i 13 5.45 6.30
14 ffll3X (Sll3>i 60,1^ 31X 4.76 ffls.so ffl5.:l5

13). 12X S.45 5.30
15 ®13.S ®13 .M»H 31

«

4.75 fi«.50 (S».S6
13 1; 12'. 6.45 5 30

n; ®13,>< ®13 80 31,S 4.75 (S».M 06..18

Loudon i|(i',iMilonK are per I -^^ '40
lb.) siundurd copper, which Is 1, .fva-
lent of the former g m.ba. 1 1 ,,|.|(

ijuolatlous for .•leclroyllc cciij.. i ait- for
cakes. Ingots or wlreliars, and nprrsent the
bulk of the IranHiicilons nmdi' with con
Kduiers, basis. .New York, casli. Thi. price of
•nlhodcH Is K.llJftc. Ih'Iow that of eliiirolytlc.
The lead prices are Ihosi' ([uolcd by the Amer-
ican Smelting and Iteilning Company for
near-by sblpinenls of dcsllv.rlz.d lead In 50-
lon lots, or larger. Tbe quotations on spelter
are for ordinary western brands; special
brands command a premium.

Copper—In the early part of the week
the leading interest reduced its price to

i3/4c. for electrolytic, delivered at buy-
ers' works, cash in 30 days. This dashed
the hopes of an improvement in the
market, which had been inspired by in-

creasing inquiries from domestic con-
sumers, inasmuch as the reduction re-

ferred to was immediately followed by
underselling by other producers. Con-
sumers are now afraid that another re-

duction will be made, and are encouraged
in that belief since sellers are ready to

book orders much below the aforesaid
figure and considerable transactions,

chiefly for export, have been made on a
downward scale. Domestic consumers
are still making inquiries, but under the
circumstances are naturally pursuing a
waiting policy. The quotations at the
close are I3^@l3^c. for lake copper, and
I2M@I3C. for electrolytic. Business In
casting copper has been done during the
week at l2;/^@i3c.

On a scale downward, considerable
quantities were handled in Europe, where
an arbitrage business could be effected
owing to the proximity of the price of
standard copper to that of refined sorts.

The short interest in the standard market
sustained prices and the bear operators
utilized the favorable opportunity to cover
part of their large commitments on a scale
downward. Prices touched £58 for spot
and £57 for three months, but on the pub-
lication of the statistics, which decreased
1500 tons, there came a rally at the close
to £60 for spot, £58 15s. for three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote: English tough, £57; best selected,

£64 ; strong sheets. £70.

Exports of copper from New York and
Philadelphia for the week were 6308 long
tons. Our special correspondent gives the
exports from Baltimore for the week at
887 tons of copper.

Copper Sheets—"Yhe base price of cop-
per sheets is 20c. per pound.

Copper Wire—The base price of copper
wire. No. 000 to No. 8, is i6j4 per
pound.

7"in—The decline in London has made
further progress, the low point being
reached on Oct. 16, when the market
touched £135 10s. for spot, £135 for three
months. At the close, the market is re-
ported as firm (which, strange to say,
has been the case almost daily) at £138
los. for spot. £136 los. for three months.
Spot tin, the only delivery which is in

demand in this market, is still rather
scarce, being held at a premium and com-
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mantling about 31.''.'C. per lb. The severe

decline reported constantly from London

naturally has scared buyers oflF entirely,

so that no transactions of consequence for

future delivery are taking place.

Lead—The price of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company for desilverized

remains unchanged at 4.75>-'- New York,

and 4.67^jc., St. Louis. In the outside

market lead continues to be freely offered

at a discount. Early in the week there

were signs of improvement in the demand

for electrical purposes, but this does not

seem to have materialized and offers of

4-55@4-6o, New York, have been accepted,

and as low as 4-45@4-50c. St. Louis. Yet

production has been restricted in Utah,

Idaho, and Missouri, which are the chief

sources of supply.

Cable reports from London are to the

effect that lead at last is following the

general trend, and there is heavy selling

of future deliveries even though it can

only be done at a considerable discount.

The close is weak at £18 5s. for Spanish

lead, £18 7s. 6d. for English lead.

^Yi-//fr—Consumers appear to have

filled their most urgent requirements for

the present and the market has quieted

down. The close is steady at 5-45@S-50c.

New York, 5-30@5-35c. St. Louis.

The London market has been barely

holding its own, closing at £21 15s. for

good ordinaries, £22 for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is now

$7.50 per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per

cent.— f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru, in

60-lb. cases for gages No. 9 to 22, both

inclusive; widths from 32 to 60 in., both

inclusive; lengths from 84 to 96 in., both

inclusive. The freight rate to New York

is 27.50c. per 100 lb.

Silesian Spelter Market—Pzu\ Speier

reports from Breslau, Germany, under

date of Sept. 28, that at the beginning of

the month spelter prices fell somewhat

from previous quotations. This lowering

of price induced active inquiries for the

metal and notable quantities were taken

up by consumers. Any considerable

variation in present quotations is not to

be expected. In Silesian markets prices

are 42@43.50 marks per 100 kg. (4S4@
4.70c. per lb.) f.o.b. works. Zinc dust is

quoted in lo-ton lots at 42.50@43.50

marks per 100 kg. (4.6@4.7c. per Ib,^

f.o.b. Stettin, barrels included.

Antiiitony—Consumers are carrying out

a waiting policy and show no disposition

to buy. Owing to this the market is a

little weaker. The supplies are moderate,

but amply sufficient to meet the present

small demand. Conditions abroad arc

similar to those in the local market.

Prices are as follows: Cookson's, 12c.;

Hallett's, io^i@ioj4c. ; ordinary brands,

io'A@ioy2C.

Nickel—For large lots, New York or

other parallel delivery, the chief producer

quotes 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

prices are 5o@65c., same delivery.

(Jiiicksih'cr—This metal is stc^iJy. Cur-

rent prices in New York arc $40.50 per

flask of 75 lb. for lots of 100 flasks or

over. For smaller orders prices run up,

according to size and conditions, reach-

ing $55@57 for retail lots. San Francisco

prices are $37.5o@39 per flask for do-

mestic business, and $36@37 for export.

The London price is £7 7s. 6d. per flask.

Platinum—The market conditions n;-

main practically the same. The demand

among the users of chemical ware is re-

ported as good as usual at this time of

the year, but manufacturers of electrical

supplies, who use platinum for contact

points, etc., are not consuming as much

as usual. Quotations are as follows

:

Hard metal, $30; ordinary, $27.50; scrap,

$22 per troy ounce.

Imports and Exports of Metals

Copper—Exports of copper from the

United States for the eight months ended

Aug. 31 are reported as below by the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor, in long tons, of

2240 lb. each.

1906.

Great Britain 16,028

Belgium 1,495

FrancP 24,106

Italy ... .1,519

Gt^rmany and Holland. .. 78,202

Russia 1,9!>1

Other Europe 7,905

Canada 1,208

Cliina 1,602

Otlier countries • 167

1907. Changes.

10,928 D. 5,100
721 D. 774

18,652 D. 5.514

5.642 1. 23
62.645 D. 15,657

1,636 D. 316
8,719 D. 1,186

989 D. 219
... D. 1,602

210 I. 43

Total metal
In ores and matte.

138.243 107.942 D. 30,301

4,356 4,363 I. 7

Total 142,599 112,305 D. 30,294

The total decrease was 21.2 per cent.

The actual quantity of ores and matte ex-

ported this year was 67,727 tons, of which

55,492 tons went to Canada, 11,936 to

Mexico, and 299 tons to Europe.

Imports into the United States of cop-

per and copper material for the eight

months ended Aug. 31, with re-exports

of foreign metal, are reported as follows;

the figures give the contents of all mate-

rial in long tons of fine copper

:

Metal. In ore, etc. Total.

Mexico 25,067

Canada 9,544

Great Britain 10,720

.lapan 2.663

South America
Other countries 18,7(44

Total Imports «fi,778

Uo-eiports 344

Set Imports 66,434

Net Imports, 1906 p0,313

The total increase in the net imports

was 20,469 tons, or 31.3 per cent. The

actual tonnage of ores and matte im-

ported from Mexico this year was 72,213

tons; from Canada and Newfoundland,

89,488; from South .'\mcrica, 16,173; from

other countries, 27,992 tons.

The exports and net imports compare

as follows for the eight months

:

11,771 36.838
3.699 13.243

10.720
2.663

2,162 2.162

1,717 20.501

19,:i49 86.127
3W

19.:(49 85.783

15.001 6.':,314

1906. 1907. Changes,

Exports 142,.59!l 112.305 D. 30.204

Net imports «5,3U 85.783 I. 2li.469

This shows a decrease this year of 65.7

per cent, in the excess of exports.

Tin—Imports of tin into the United

States for the eight months ending Aug.

31, were as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Straits 10,054 10,004 D. 50
Australia 742 608 D. 234
Great Hrltaln 17,471 16,587 D. 884
Holland ;i47 783 I. 436
Other Europe 963 750 D. 213
other countries 238 62 D. 176

Total 29,815 28,694 D. 1,121

The decrease in the total imports this

year was 3.8 per cent.

Lead—Imports of lead into the United

States in all forms, with re-exports of

imported metal, are reported as below for

the eight months ended Aug. 31, in short

tons of 2000 lb. each

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Lead, metallic 10,306 7,:il2 D. 2,994
Lead In ores and base
bullion 61,101 41,977 D. 9,124

49,289 D. 12,118
30,053 D. 2,542

Total Imports 61,407
Re-e-tports 32.595

Netlmports 28.812 19,236 D. 9,676

Of the imports this year 37,000 tons

were from Mexico and 4768 tons from

Canada. Exports of domestic lead were

63 tons in 1906, and 30 tons in 1907; a

decrease of 33 tons.

Spelter—Exports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the United States for

the eight months ending Aug. 31 are re-

ported as below, zinc ore being in long

tons, the others in short tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Spelter 3.283 391 D. 2,892

Zincdross 9,286 7.903 D. 1,383
Zinc ores 20,636 12.141 D. 8,394

Imports of spelter for the eight months

were 21 14 tons in 1906, and 974 tons in

1907; a decrease of 1140 tons. Imports

of zinc ores in July and August were

21,069 tons of calamine and 1360 tons

other ores ; 22,429 tons in all. Previous

to July the imports of ores were not re-

ported.

Antimony—Imports of antimony into

the United States for the eight months

ended Aug. 31, were as follows, in

pounds

:

1906. 1907,

Metal and regulus. 4,793.004 5,598,118
Antimony ore

Changes.

I. 804.614

I. 1,084.899

Excess, exports. 77.285 26,522 D. 50.763

. 1,168,952 2,253.851

There was a large increase in metal

and regulus ; while the imports of ore

were nearly double those of last year

Nickel—Imports of nickel ore and matte

into the United States for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 were 10,174 tons

in 1906, and 11,049 tons, containing 12,-

689,671 lb. metal, in 1907. The metal

contents were not reported last year.

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide and

nickel matte for the eight months were

7,888,450 lb. in 1906, and 6,584,699 lb. in

1907; a decrease of 1,303,751 lb. this year.

Quicksilver— Exports of quicksilver

from the United States for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 were 315,603 lb. in

1906, and 322,520 lb. in 1907 ; an increase

of 6917 lb. this year.
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Platinum—Imports of platiiuim into

the United States for the eight months
ended Aug. 31 were 7633 lb. in 1906, and

4275 lb. in 1097; a decrease of 3358 lb.

this year.

Aluminum—E.xports of aiiiminum in

all forms from the United Sttaes for the

eight months ended Aug. 31 were valued

at $172,813 in ii)o6, and $237,556 in 1907;
an increase of $64,743 t'l's year.

Missouri Ore Market

Wisconsin Ore Market

Joflin. Mo.. Oil. 12—The highest price

paid for zinc was $45.50, the assay base

price ranging from $40 to $42.50 per ton

of 60 per cent. zinc. Ore was, however,

sold on a straight bid equivalent to a base

of $43. and one sale is said to have been

made today, for next week delivery, at

a price equal to a $4350 base. The aver-

age price for the week, all grades, was
$40.70. The highest known price paid for

lead ore was $55, with a rumored sale at

$56. Medium grades sold from $52 10

$54 per ton, and the average, all grades,

was $52.18 per ton.

The shipments were the largest for

eight weeks, all smelting companies se-

curing an increased tonnage. The action

of the American Zinc, Lead and Smelting
Company in making a quick purchase of

1200 tons, is credited with having caused
the upward movement in prices.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Oct. 12:

zinc, lb. Lead. lb.
I

Value.

Webb CUy-Cartervllle.
Jni.lln I

Oaleua
Oronoffo
Alba-Neck Clt.v

Duonweg
Spurgeon
Bailgcr
Aurora
Granby
Prosiority
Cave Springs
Eluclte
Carthage
Sarcoxje
Miami, Dkla

i

Stott city
I

Totals.

3.2:!8.470,

2.5M.0OO
1.430,700
l.OOO.r.M

8ji;>,«",o

aTU.llKI

ayo.r.io

308.780
154,710
610.000
.•».i,.''.'.K)

105 800
70 220
(•.2 590
BO.iao!

58.840
42,730

11.799.240

741.5fiOl $87,287
338.320' 03.104
182,130; 33.349

20.339
19.694
12,073
9.276
8,113

4,720;

163,810
15S,230|

V.476'

20,000 G,550
6.417
2.116
1.485
1.376
1.273
1.236
865

1.613.240 $282.3.10

41 weeks 470.881.510 71.298.750S13.328.342

Zinc value, the week. $240,224; 41 weeks, $10,711,481
Leail value, the week, 42,106: 41 weeks. $2,616,861

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

Zrac OBE AT JOPLIN. LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February ,,

Marcli
Ai.rll

May
June
July
August
September.
October
November .

December..

47,38
47 37
42, CW

44 m
40..

M

4:1 Ki
43, li
43. .W
42..18

41 55
44.13
43.68

45 84
47,11
48 66'

48.21
45,98
44,82
45,79
43 22
40.11

'.Tanuary . .

.

February..
March
April.

^'»>-
June
July
August
September.
October
November.,
December.

.

Tear

75,20
72 83
73.73
75,13
78 40
80,96
74.31
75.36
79,64
79.84
81 98
81.89

83 53
84.58
82 75
79.76
79.66
73.66
58,18
.'59.54

53.52

Tear 43.34 77. 40] .....

Plaltfvillf. IVis., Oct. 12—The price of

line ore shows no change during the

week, 60 per cent, ore still bringing $40
per ton, in spite of the advance in spelter.

Buyers arc more active than for weeks
past and increased shipments are ex-

pected. The tonnage for the week was
1,924.500 lb. zinc ore, a gain of 267,780

lb. over tlie previous week. Two cars of

lead are recorded this week, against none
last week. The Picher Lead Company, of

Joplin, entered the field, paying Joplin

prices, $26.50 per 1000 lb., f.o.b. Joplin,

Mo., for lead ore.

Ore shipments for week ending Oct. 12

were

:

Zinc ore. lb. Lend ore, lb.

.Mineral I'oint 60,001)
llarker 04.790
I.lnden 60,000
lllglilnnd 104,000
(inlena 88,800 04,800
Hazel Green 548,700
Bentou 436,520 30,000
Culm City 176,000
lOImo 152,630
riattevlllc 153,000
Livingston 80,000

Tolal 1,924,500 94,800

Zinc-ore shipments from Hazel Green

for the week ending Oct. 5 were 220,100

lb. ; they were not included last week.

Chemicals

New York, Oct. 16—Little of note

transpired during the week just past, and

the general market has been quiet. Ship-

ments have been satisfactory, although

not very heavy. Buying has been largely

for immediate requirements. Arsenic

salts have been dull and heavy, but those

of antimony showed more life.

Copper Sulphate—'Tht recent reduction

in price brought forth some buying move-

ment, but consumers are still cautious

about contracting for large quantities, ex-

pecting a still further drop in price in

accordance with the reduced price in the

metal. There was no change in price

last week, carload lots selling for $6 per

100 lb. and smaller parcels for $6.25 and

up, according to quantity.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is quiet

and not much business is being done.

Supplies are good and distributers are

well stocked at present. It was reported

that one seller was offering 95 per cent,

nitrate at 2.05c. and 96 per cent, at 2.40c.

with no takers. We are informed, upon

reliable authority, that there is no truth

in this report. Quotations are as follows

:

For spot delivery, 95 per cent., 2.40@2.45c.

;

1908 delivery, 2.45@2.47j^c. ; 1909 deliv-

ery, 2.40c. The 96 per cent, grade sells

5c. per 100 lb. higher for all deliveries.

Sulphur—The market has been in an

unsettled condition and buying has been

confined to spot parcels. Consumers are

loath to place large orders ahead under

the prevailing coiidilions. Quotations

are $19.50 fS'io per ton according to point

of delivery.

Mining Stocks

New Y'oTk, Oct. 16—The general tone

of the stock markets has been nervous

and depressed. Stocks were cut down on

all sorts of runmrs, or on none at all,

and in several cases low records were

made. Amalgamated Copper sold down
to $52^3 ; American Smelting and Refin-

ing common to $76J4 ; Tennessee Copper

to $24. United States Steel touched $22}^

for the common and $82 for the preferred.

A sale of llomestake, of South Dakota,

was reported early in the week, 100 shares

changing hands at $70.50. On Oct. 14

there was another sale of 100 shares at

$72^4 per share.

The curb sensation of the week was a

sudden rise in United Copper on Oct. 14.

The stock was run up from $39 to $60 in

an hour, but later lost part of the gain,

closing at $53 on the same day. Sales of

18,200 shares were recorded. The rise

was, apparently, due to manipulation. On
Oct. 16 this stock sold down to $18.

The excitement had little effect on the

other coppers. The Tonopah and Gold-

field stocks were rather dull. Cobalt

stocks were more active, but weak, Nipis-

sing selling down to $6; Foster Cobalt

to 62c. and Cobalt Central to 2gij4c. per

share.

The persistent decline in the Nevada
stocks, which are largely held in Phila-

delphia, has caused much concern in that

city. A recent estimate of the difference

between the highest points reached this

year and present prices, on 70 quoted

stocks, gives a total loss of $222,849,000

in nominal value. Some extreme declines

have been: Tonopah Mining, $22 to $10;

Tonopah Extension, $15 to $1 ; Tonopah
Belmont, $7.25 to $2; Goldfield Consoli-

dated, $11 to $6; Combination Fraction,

$8 to $1.25; Goldfield Daisy, $6 to $0.90;

Tramp Consolidated, $3.50 to $0.20;

Inirnace Creek, $4.50 to $o.30. The fall

extends to all stocks.

Boston

Oct. IS—As yet ihcre seems to be no

bottom to the market for mining shares.

Liquidation was renewed the past week
and previous low records do not stand.

The only favorable factor is that broker-

age houses are carrying only ah^iut 10 per

cent, of their usual amount of stocks and

the liabilities of some of the leading houses

are the smallest for 10 years. Calls for

margins have been well responded to,

while some have sold their holdings and

taken their losses. Figures prepared show

a depreciation in 46 copper stocks of close

to $550,000,000 from the high point rcachc<l

last January.

As in the past, the Cole-Ryan stocks

have been the worst losers, the ilcprcciition
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in these live alone aggregating some $160,-

000,000 from the high. Calumet & Arizona
broke $14, to $92, during the week under

continued free offering, recovering to $95
today. North Butte is the lowest of the

movement at $38.75, which compares with

$47 a week ago. Butte Coalition has lost

$5 to $10.

The price of $52 reached by .\malga-

matcd discounts a cut in the dividend

rate. Today i'^ per cent, was bid for

the next dividend.

Important transfers of United States

Smelting and Refining stock are reported.

The holders of 40,000 shares unable to

finance it were relieved by other interests,

and report says at $37 per share. This in-

cluded both common and preferred shares.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK Oct. 15

Name of Oomp. Olg

Alaska Mine
Am.Nev.M.liF.Co.
Amalgamated
Anaconda
Balaklala
British Col. ck>p..
Buffalo Cobalt
Butte & Loudon..
Butte Coalition...
Butte Cop. & Zinc.
Cobalt Contact....
Colonial Silver
Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion Cop
Kl Bayo
Foster Cobalt
Tumsce Creek.. .

.

OlToux Mine
Gold HUl
Oranby, New
OrMne Gold
Greene O. & s
Oreenw'r k D.Val.
Guanajuato
Ouggen. Eip
Hanapah
McKlnley Dar
Mlcmao
Mines Co. of Am..
Mitchell Mining..
Mont.Sho. C.(New)
Nev. Itah M. ft 8.
Newh'mse M. & 8.
NlplsslDK Mines..
Old Hundred
Silver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

Union C*>pper
Utah Apex
West Columbus..

5:i,V

30',

5

lOM

2

A
4

1

170
.36

\
i%
ISi

'•'4

•'J<

an

1

24«
7

.11

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt, k Ret.
Am. 8m. ft Kef.,pf.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel .t Iron.
Fe<leralM.*S..pf.
InKT Sail
N'atl<'nal Lead
National Lead.pt
PlttsdiirK Coal ...
Kepiilillc I. ft 8...
Be|MitillcI.ftS..pf.
Sloss-Sheflleld . . .

.

Standard Ull
Tenn. c. ft I

C. 8. Re.1. ft Kef..
tJ. 8. Steel
n. 8. steel, pf
Va. Car. Chem ....
Va. I. Coal ft Coke

76X

4'iS
90

IH

1:1.-.

111

ST. LOUIS Oct. 1;

N. of Com. High. Low

Adams .40 a
Am. Nettie. .M 09
Oenter Cr'k 2 25 2 00
Cent. C. ft C. 68 00 67 00
CO. ft C. pd. 79 00 78 on
Cent. Oil... 110.00 1011 00
Columbia.. 1 ooi 2 mj
Con. Coal.. 27.00 •r..00
Doe Run ... l«u 00 In 00
Ora. Blmet. :(.'>; 30
81. Joe l.l.OOl 1« 00

BOSTON Oct. 15

Name of Comp. Clg,

Adventure
Allouez
Am. Zinc
.\rcadlau
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet ft Ariz...
Calumet ft Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copjier Range . .

.

Daly-West
Franklin..'.'.
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.&C.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
r. s. Oil
U. S. Smg. ft Ref.*
U.S.Sm.ft lle..pd.»
Utah Copper*.
Victoria
Washington...
Winona
Wolverine.

. ..

Wyandotte. . . .

.

27
23 >i
»>a
7

5
12
94

602

WU
35

4»>,
10
7

6%
13

41

50
1»>4
84

10

73)^

i"
7,'4'

60
12
50
9

36

36X
30Ji
3K

*Ex. Div. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Abmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Superior ft PItis..
Troy Man

5>*

.84

.2:1

8

tX>NDON Oct. 9

Name of Com.

Dolores
Stratton'slnd.
Camp Bird....
Esperan7.a
Tomboy
El Oro
Oroville
Somera
Utah Apex
Ariz. Cop.,pfd.
Arlz.Cop.,def..

Clg.

£1 3s 9d
2 :i

018
2
1 7

1 4

016

oi'j

2 9

3

I'
4
3

NEVADA STOCKS. Oct 18.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Name of Comp. Clg.

TONOPAH STOCKS
Belmont 1 37)

1..37J
E.xten8iou
Golden Anchor .08
Jim Butler .61
MocNamara .22
Midway .70

1.90
.09

Montana
North Star
Tnnopoh k Cal.... .05
Tonoh Mini' of N. 8. 62 J
West End Con .60

GOLDFl'D 8TOCK8
Adams .07

.26

.09

.18

.20

..!n

Atlanta
Blue Bell
Blue BuU
Booth
Columbia Mt
Comb. Froc ..111

Cracker Jock .10
Dla'dfleld B. B. C. .15
Goldnold Belmont .18
Goldfleld Con 5.06J
Gold Held Daisy... ,56'

Goldfleld Mining. .90
Great Bend .28
Jumbo E.\tenslon 1.00
Jumlio Mining.... 2 60
Katherlno 06
KendaU 14
Laguna !HI

Lone Star .13
Lou Dillon .07
May Queen .07
Mohawk 12.00

12

.25

2.60
.10}
:2o'

Oro
Bed Hill
Red Top
Roanoke
Sandstorm
Silver Pick .25
St. Ives .44
Triangle .08

BuLLFKoo Stocks
Amethyst .13
Bullfn.i; Daisy.... .08
Bullfrog Mining.. .05
Bullfrog Nat. B... .09
(iibrnltar .10

.35Gold Bar

Name of Comp.

(iohleii Seeptre...
Hoino.stnke Kin^.
MoiitKoiuery Mt..
Mont. SluwhoneC.
Original Bullfrog,
iTramp Cons

Manh.vt'n stocks;
Manhattan Cons.'
Maiibat'n.Doxter.l
Jumping Jack....'
Stray Dog
Indian Camp
GREt;NWRSTOCK8
Furnace ('reek
Groenwater ,S:D.V.

Orecn'rOop.M.&S.
United Greenwa'r
MISCELIjANKOUS
(iolileii Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee (iold Grotto..
Nevada ntUs
Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk..
Round Mt. Sphinx

Clg.

.05

.65

.01;

4.76
.03

.18 J

.30

.06

.10

.10

.05

.25

.10

.10

.07

.20

.45

.16

4.12i
1.12i
1.05
.29

COLO. SPRINGS Oct. 12

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso...
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign . .

.

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample
Jerry Johnson
Mary MoKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

4>4
5,^
(,%

50'.

35
38

6K
3 '4

23

110
5

81
17

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Agrl. Chem., pfd
Anaconda
Balopllas
Bunker Hill & Sullivan
Central C. ft C, com
Central C. ft C, pfd
C dumbus Con
Cons. Mines Co.. Nev
Consolidated Coal
Doe Run
Goldfleld I'on

Inter. Nickel, pfd
Niplnsing
Pennsylvania Salt
Philadelphia Gas. com
Pioneer, Alaska
Silver King Coalition
Tonopah of Nev
United Metals Selling
United Zinc
U. S. Smg., Ref. jk Mg.. com
U. S. Smg., lief. S: Mg., pfd.
Utah C<m
Va. Car. Chem., pfd
Vindicator
Wolverine

$644,590
1,600,000

66,250
120.000
76,876
23.438
56,708

360.000
75,000
29,531

500,000
131.123

15
j
180.000

50 210.000
4:j4.'J',lfi

lijO.OIIO

187.500
260.000
375,000

9.97.S

304,646
656,260
300,000
360,000
60,000

450.000

Assessments

Cabled through Hay-
don. Stone ft Co., N. T.

Company. Dellnq. Sale . Amt.

Nov.
Oct.

8
9

Nov.
Oct.

29
30

$0 02
Challenge Con., Nev. 0.10
Diamond Creek, Cal. Oct. 20 Nov. 26 0.02
Dollarhide, Ida Nov. « Nov. 29 0.02
Emerald, Utah Dec. 14 •Jan. 11 O.OIJ
Helios, Cal Sept. 17 Oct. 16 02
Herkimer Gravel, c. Oct. Dec. 28 0.03
Imlay. Nev Sept. 26 Oct. 16 0.01
Jenny Llnd, Cal Sept. 30 Oct. 16 0.05
LurkvDuU'hman.N. Oct. B Oct. 28 0.01
MeMiUen.Cal Sept. 23 Oct. 28 0.03
Nevado-Fairview. .. Sept. •a Oct. 28 0.02
Occidental Con., N.. Oct. 3 Oct. 28 10
Oro Cnbre, Cal Sept. 24 Oct. 14 0.02J
Peruvian Con., Utah Oct. 1 Oct. 16 0.01!
Posey Canyon, Cal.. Oct. 5 Oct. 26 0.01
Savage, Nev Sept. 26 Oct. 17 0.10
SbebaG. ft S., Utah. July 30 Nov. 2 0.10
Yellow Jacket, Nev.. Sept. 23 Oct. 30 0.15
Zelbrlght, Cal Oct. 12 Oct. 29 0.06

Monthly Average Prices o( Metalt

AVEK.\GE PRICE OF SILVER

New York.

January 66.28868.673
February 66 108 68 835
March 64 6il7 67 619
April 64 765 65.462
May 66 976 66.981
June 165.394 67.090
July 165.105 68.144
August

1
65 949 j 68 . 746

September !67 927i67 792
October.
November.
December..

Year 66.791

69.623
70.813
69.050

London.

1906. 1907,

30 113
30 464
29 854
29 984
30 968
30 186

30 113

30 629
31.483
32.148
32.671
32.003

SO. 868

31.7«»
31 869
31.326
30.263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637
31 313

New York, cents per flne ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February.

.

March ....

April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November.
December.

18.310
17.869
18 361
18 375
18.47,'-.

18.44'J

18.1'.ll)

18.380
19.033
21.203
21 833
22.885

24.404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24.rHK

J2 c.i:.".

2l.l;)0

18.356
15..V,n

18.419
18.116
18.641
18.688
18.724
IS. 719
18 586
18.706
19.328
21 722
22.398
23.350

24.825
25.236
26.560
25.260
25,072
24.140
21.923
19.265
16.047

78.869
78.147
81.111
84.793
84.867
83.994
81 167

83.864
87 831

97.269
100.270
106.226

106 73»
107.366
106 694
98.626
102,376
97.272
96.016
79.679
68.376

Year |l9.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes. Ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper,

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month,

January .

.

February

.

March
April
May
June

1906.

36 390
36.403
36.662
38 900
43 313
39 260

1907.

41.648
42.102
41.313
40 938
43.149
42.120

Month, 1906.

July
August
September.
October —
November

,

December..

Av, year,, 39,819

1907.

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month.

January,,.
February .

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September
October
November.
December

.

Year

New York. London,

1906. 1907, 1906. 1907.

6.600
6.464
5 3.50

6.404
6 685
6 760
5 760
5 760
5 760
5 750
6,760
6,900

6 000 16

6 000,16
G 000 16
6 000 15

6.000116
5.760 16
6.288
6.260
4.813

6.667 17.370

19 828
19.631
19.708
19 976
19.688
20.188
20.350
19,063
19.775

New York, cents per pound, London,
pounds sterling per long ton.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

Month,
New York, St, Louis, London.

1906.
1

1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November, .

December,,.

6.487
6.076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.096
6.006
6.027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6.693

6.732
6 814
0.837
6.685
6.441
6.419
6.072
6 701
5,236

6 337

5.924
6 056
6.931
5 846
6.948
6.856
6 8-8

6.056
6.070
6.226
6.443

6 582
6 664
6 687

6 636
6.291
6.269
5.922
6.551

.1. 086

28 225
25 844
24.,563
25 781

27 000
27.7'28

26 800
20 938
27 663
28 075
27:781
27.938

27.126
25.938
26.094
26.900
25.663
24.469
23.850
21.969
21.050

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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Concentration Upside Down
A New Process of Ore Separation Based upon a Previously Unem-

ployed Principle of Physics. Heavy Minerals Float, Light Ones Sink

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
1 leave it to the reader to decide, after

perusal of this article, whether the title

be appropriate. I venture to say that it

will be guessed immediately to refer to a

flotation process—a class of which we
have heard a good deal during the last

three or four years, that remarkable class

of processes in which the concentrate is

removed from the top and the tailing

irom the bottom, reversing the results of

-iniple jigging and apparently negativing

the law of gravity. It is well known
how important a factor the flotation pro-

gasities the ore and thereby induces cer-

tain minerals to float on a thin sheet of

water. A. P. S. Macquisten, whose proc-

ess' I shall describe in this article, em-

ploys no chemical or physical agents,

subjects the ore to no preliminary treat-

ment (save ordinary fine-crushing), but

simply causes sulphide minerals to float

on the surface water, in the simplest kind

of an apparatus, while quartz and other

gangue minerals sink to the bottom. At
first sight this appears like scientific

witchcraft.

.Sulphide minerals arc positively af-

fected by the surface tension of the water,

i.e., they do not penetrate the sur-

face and sink through the water, but are

retained on the surface, while rock con-

stituents are afTcctcd by it negatively,

i.e., they break through the surface and

sink through the water." This outlines

what happens although the expression is

not perhaps made with scientific precis-

ion. It will be useful in this connection

to have clearly in mind what "surface

tension" is.

cesses have become in the treatment of

the mixed sulphide ore of Broken Hill,

and how the early success of Potter and

ndprat led many experimenters to direct

•'leir attention to this new field in ore

dressing. It is unnecessary in this article

to review the various processes that

have been tried and the hypotheses (there

is not yet a good theory) as to their prin-

ciples. It is sufficient to remark that

Potter and Delprat employ an acid bath

which acts on the ore and causes certain

minerals to float ; Elmore treats the ore

with oil, which adheres selectively to cer-

tain minerals and enables them to float

with the aid of a vacuum ; De Bavay

AKKAXGEMEN'T OF TUBES, COLCOXDA, NEV.

SuRF.vcE Tension—Theory of the

Process

It will be well at the outset to give the

theory of this remarkable process in the

words of the company' that is promot-

ing it. It says in a circular: "The prin

ciple which this machine (the American

Direct Concentrator) exploits is based

on the different aflinitics exhibited by the

various constituents of sulphide ores to

the surfa-ce tension of water ...

T. S. pntpnts, SdS.in-l. Ropt. 3. 1907:
RG.'>.194, Sept. 3. 1907: 8G5.2G0, Sept. 3.
1907.

'The American Direct Concentrating Com-
p;rn.v. 27 Pine Street, New York.

A body of water, or of any liquid, has

greater cohesion in its free surface, i.e..

the surface exposed to air, than anywhere

in its interior, because whereas the par-

ticles in the interior are mutually attract-

ed by adjacent particles in all directions,

those which are at the surface have no

attractions from the outside—from above,

let us say—to counteract the pull from

those in the interior. The efTcct of this

is to reduce the mobility of the particles

on the surface, while those in the inter-

ior are quite mobile. The surface, as it

were, is stretched by an elastic skin, the

cflFect being the same as if the surface

layer exerted a pressure on the interior.
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The production of this surface tension

represents energy, i.e., molecular energy

which may be measured ; it is indicated

by the so-called coefficient of surface ten-

sion. It is illustrated by blowing a soap-

bubble on the end ht a tube and closing

the other end of the tube. The bubble

remains, the elastic force of the inclosed

air counterbalancing the tension of the

<!urfaco of the bubble, but when the tube

IS opened the surface tension of the bub-

ble causes it to contract and disappear.

The molecular force of surface tension

may up to a certain point outweigh the

force of gravity. Thus a drop of mer-

cury on a plane surface may retain a

globular shape, its molecular attraction

being greater than that of gravity, but

the addition of another drop of mercury

may cause gravity to outweigh molecu-

lar attraction and the globule will flatten.

Consequently, the fact that particles of a

heavy mineral may be caused to float on

theory outlined above be correct it fol-

lows that even after such exposure their

surfaces have not become wetted.'

Pr.\ctical Princitles

Assuming the above theory to be cor-

rect (certainly it is sufficiently logical to

serve as a working hypothesis) it is ob-

vious that the process is concerned with

a delicate balance of small forces. The

particles of ore in order to be floated

nuist be small in size in order that their

weight shall not cause them to break

through the surface tension of tlie water.

They must be brought very carefully upon

the surface of the water so that the gangue,

or easily wetted portion, may sink and

the sulphides which arc not well wetted

may float off. The angle at which the

mineral particles are presented to the sur-

face of the water must be just right in

order to insure the maximum flotation,

just as the needle carefully slid upon the

ploration Company. The remodeling of

those works to adapt them to the flotation

process and the installation of the latter

were done by Otto Stalmann, who is man-

ager of the Glasgow & Western company

and also is consulting engineer for the

.A,merican Direct Concentrating Company.

The Adelaide Reduction Works

These works were erected a number of

years ago to reduce the ore of mines that

had been acquired by the company in the

vicinity of Golconda, chiefly at Adelaide,

about 14 miles south of Golconda. The

works comprise a concentrating mill and

a small smeltery. The latter has two

Briickner roasting furnaces and three

small reverberatory smelting furnaces,

rated at capacity for smelting about 30

tons of ore per day ppr furnace. A rail-

way was built, connecting the works and

the mine at Adelaide. The works were

operated for a brief period but were

ADELAIDE REDLXTIOX WORKS, GOLCONDA, NEV.

the surface of water does not imply that

gravity is no longer a force; simply it is

being outweighed by a stronger force un-

der the given condition. Attention may
be directed to the old experiment where-

in a sewing-needle, gently placed on

water, does not sink, its pressure causing

a depression in the water and the elastic

reaction of the surface layer keeping it

up in spite of its weight. The depression

in the surface is supposed to be caused

by an oily layer on the needle which

prevents it from becoming wetted. Sim-

ilarly in Mr. Macquisten's process it is

believed that the flotation of the sulphide

minerals is due to some superficial prop-

erty which prevents them from becoming

wetted, while gangue minerals do not

possess this property and readily sink.

It is found practically that the ability to

float the sulphides is confined to those of

a "greasy" character. I shall show later

in this article that such sulphides can he

floated after prolonged and repeated im-

mersions in water. Of course if the

surface will float whereas it will sink if

carelessly dropped upon it. The thick-

ness of the pulp and speed of its delivery

to the apparatus for flotation are impor-

tant considerations. It is the merit of

Mr. Macquisten's invention to conform to

these, and other principles which he has

studfcd out, in a thoroughly practical way.

Mr. Macquisten made his original ex-

periments and developed his process

througli the laboratory stage at Glasgow,

Scotland. Later experiments were made
on a larger scale at Chicago, III. The
process has now passed beyond the labo-

ratory stage, having been introduced on a

large working scale at the Adelaide Re-

duction Works at Golconda, Nev., which
• are owned by the Glasgow & Western Ex-

^Tlils llieoiy and ihc part that .surface
tension may pla.v In what we may call, for
distinction, the pas- flotation processes (Potter,
Dolprat. IJeBnvay. etc.) was discussed In
ai'tlflos bv .1. Swinburne and G. Uudorf, the
.Irn:uNAi.,"Feb. 10, tnno. p. 271!. and A. K.
Huntington, ibii!.. I'Vb. 17. IDDO, p. .^14.

These papers may well lie referred to for fur-
ther discussion of the principles Involved
In ilr. Macquisten's process.

found unable to treat successfully the

Adelaide ore, and consequently were

closed, since when they have been run

only when some new process was to be

tried.

The Adelaide ore is chalcopyrite, with

a smaller proportion of pyrrhotite and

pyrite, and a little blende and galena.

These minerals are rather finely dissem-

inated in a hard, dense quartzose gangue

which contains spinel and garnet. The
presence of the heavy gangue minerals

caused concentration by ordinary jigging

and tabling to be ineffective. Wilfleys,

vanners and other forms of tables

all failed. Then a trial was made with

the Blake-Morscher electrostatic separa-

tor, which is reported to have given fair-

ly good results, but not good enough to

induce its adoption. The company is

now of the opinion that its bafihng prob-

lem has been solved by the process re-

cently installed.

It is unnecessary to describe the gen-

eral construction and equipment of the
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mill with any great detail, these being

sufficiently shown in the accompanying

photographs. The ore requires fine

grinding, both to liberate the valuable

mineral and to conform to the require-

ments of the separating process. Even-

ness in the crushing and reduction of the

percentage of slime are as essential in

connection with this process as they are

in most processes of ore separation. Con-

sequently the new process docs not de-

part from the older ones in so far as

the crushing of the ore is concerned,

which may be done by any standard

method, machinery, etc. The interesting

except for a hole in the center large

enough to admit the pipe which feeds

the pulp. Internally the tube is cast with

a helical groove, the form and dimensions

of which are shown in the accompanying

sketches. The lubes in use at Golconda

at the time of my visit had an interior

helix of a in. pitch, but it was intended

to substitute for them tubes of I'/i in.

pitch, which is a later and improved form

that has been found to give better re-

sults. The discharge end of the tube

connects with a vessel, called the "sepa-

rating-bo.x," the joint between the latter

and the tube being water-tight while the

ings Mow uul llimiigh a spigot at the bot-

tom of the scparating-box, passing thence

to a second tube for further treatment, or

to the waste dump as the case may be.

In operation the tube is rotated at 30
r. p. m. in a direction corresponding to

the helix of the interior. The pulp is

thus screwed through the tube and in its

advance is repeatedly given an opportun-

ity to slide upon the surface of the water

where it may be retained by surface ten-

sion. Considering the pulp lying in any

single corrugation, as the tube revolves

the pulp is carried up to the surface of

the water, sonic of it to a little above the

part of the new process begins with the

separating tubes.

The Separating Tubes

The appearance, construction and ar-

rangement in the mill of the separating

tubes are clearly shown in the accompany-

ing engravings. The tubes are made of

cast iron. They are 6 ft. in length, I ft.

in diameter inside, and weigh about 450

lb. each. Externally they are cast with

two tires which rest upon the supporting

rollers. On the latter the tube rests hori-

zontally. The discharge end of the tube

is entirely open. The feed end is closed

INTERIOR UK MILL. liOLCO.NDA. NEV.

tube is free to revolve. At the side of

the separating-bo.x directly opposite to the

discharge end of the tube an opening is

cut out for the overflow of the surface

layer of water, carrying the floating min-

eral. This opening, or weir, regulates

the depth of water in the tube. M Gol-

conda the bottom of the weir is 3 in.

above the bottom of the tube, inside

;

consequently there is 3 in. of water in

the tube. The feed of pulp to the tube

and the discharge of the tailings from

the bottom of the separating-box are so

regulated that the water passing over the

weir is about 1/32 in. deep. The tail-

surface, and gently rolls over. The angle

of emergence is such that some particles

of sulphide mineral slide upon the sur-

face of the water and once that is accom-

plished they appear to remain on the sur-

face. The gangue minerals simply slide

hack into the water. This action is tak-

ing place in every corrugation, where-

fore the minerals which are capable of

being upheld by surface tension are given

many chances to slide back upon the

water at just the right angle. With

four tubes in series some partit'es can be

observed taking advantage of the chance

to float at the very end of the fiurlh
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tube. However, the maxiimim flotation

occurs in the first tube and l^iat which

takes place in the fourth is comparatively

insignificant and is confined cliictly 10 the

larger and consequently more difficultly

flotable particles of mineral. It is be-

lieved that wilh the improved tubes, two

in series, each 6 ft. long, will be all that

is commercially required and judging

from the work at Golconda this opinion

would appear to be correct.

In any given tube revolving clock-wise

(looking toward the feed end) the flota-

tion takes place chiefly at the left-hand

side, where the pulp emerges from the

water. The bulk of the pulp in any cor-

rugation either slides back there into the

water or floats off; however, a certain

amount always adheres to the tube and is

carried over to the water on the right-

hand side where upon meeting the water

a further flotation takes place, but natur-

ally this is less than on the left-hand

side. Consequently from the time the

pulp enters the first tube there are float-

ing sulphides streaming off from the sides

of the tube, which by the time the dis-

charge end is reached form a glistening

film covering the entire surface of the

water both in the tube and in the separat-

ing-box. This is quite different in ap-

through again and obtain second tailings

in which comparatively few particles of

sulphide minerals are visible. Innally,

we run the clean concentrate a second

time and refloat the whole of it. Then

we turn our attention to the hundred or

more tubes of the mill which are regu-

uarly delivering their floating concentrate

hour after hour, and we begin to feel re-

spect for this mysterious surface ten-

sion.

The Process at the Adelaide Works

The ore coming from the mines is re-

ceived in bins of 800 tons capacity.

From the bins it is drawn upon a con-

veyer which delivers it to an elevator

which in turn delivers it to a conveyer

extending to the crushers and feeding

the latter. There are two crushers, each

gxiS in., which reduce the ore to ij'i-

in. size. From the crushers the ore goes

to three sets of rolls, each 36x15 in.,

which reduce it to H- to ->^-in. size.

From the rolls a 12-in. belt elevator takes

the ore to a storage bin of 200 tons ca-

pacity. From the storage bins the ore

is delivered by plunger feeders to four 5

ft. Huntington mills, which are provided

with lo-mcsh screens. The ore crushed

by the Huntingtons to lo-mesh size passes

LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS OF TUBES

pcarance from the black frothy scum

which rises to the surface in the acid flo-

tation processes. In separating the chal-

copyrite and pyrites at Golconda the sur-

face of the water is covered with the

sparkling bronze mineral, the water look-

ing as if it had been sprinkled with the

bronze powder that is employed for deco-

rative purposes. In treating a lead ore,

there comes off a film of steel-gray ga-

lena; in treating a zinc ore from Joplin,

Mo., there was a film of mustard-yellow

blende. It is, indeed, a weird sight to

see these minerals of specific gravity

four and upward go floating off so posi-

tively and so distinctively. The flotation

is persistent. Once it has been effected

the mineral remains on the water until

the latter has overflowed into the launder

which spouts it into the concentrate col-

lecting tank, and even in the latter more
or less mineral can be observed floating

on the surface.

Such behavior of heavy minerals in

regular mill work, not in mere laboratory

jugglery, is so amazing that one cannot

help thinking there is some necromancy
about it. One feels like saying, "Well,

you may do this thing once but you can't

do it again." But we fake a lot of ore

and run it through a tube and collect the

concentrate. Then we run the tailings

flow into a common launder which col-

lects the concentrates from other series

of tubes and delivers them into tanks,

one on each side of the mill. It is to be

observed that the largest proportion of

the concentrates comes away from the

first tubes. The second tubes deliver a

smaller proportion, while the amount ob-

tained from the third and fourth tubes

is very small indeed and from the fourth

tube in particular consists chiefly of

large particles of mineral which because

of their greater weight have escaped flo-

tation in the previous tubes. •

The water from the tailings dump and

from the slime settling pond is retu'rned

to the mill by means of two rotary pumps.

It is found that the efficiency of the

water in the process improves with re-

peated use. This implies, perhaps, that

its surface tension increases, but whether

that be due to the cumulative effect of

small quantities of soluble matter de-

rived from the ore, or to some other rea-

son, has not been explained.

Technical Results at Golconda

The capacity of a single tube is five

tons of ore per 24 hou^s ; consequently

to four spitzkasten, which separate the

slime, the latter going directly to the set-

tling pond. The underflow from the

spitzkasten is taken by two belt elevators

to two Callow screens, each of which has

30-mesh wire cloth and a daily capacity

for screening 65 tons. The over-size

from the Callow screens goes to two

Huntington mills provided with 40-mesh

wire cloth and after reduction to that size

the ore goes back to the Callow screens.

The under-size from the Callows, i.e.

material of 30-mesh size and under, goes

to de-watering and distributing tanks,

which thicken the pulp to the desired de-

gree and then distribute it to 25 series

of tubes, four tubes in each series, or 100

tubes in all.

The first tube of each series makes a

floating concentrate and tailings which

are drawn off from the bottom of the

separating-boxes and thence pass to the

second tube of the series. The latter

makes again a floating concentrate and

tailings which pass to the third tube

which in turn makes a floating concen-

trate and tailings which go to the fourth

tube. The fourth tube also makes a float-

ing concentrate and tailings which go to

a sand wheel which delivers them to the

dump.

The concentrates from the four tubes

SKETCH OF apparatus, SHOWING DI-

MENSIONS

the capacity of the mill with its present

arrangement is 125 tons per 24 hours.

The ore of the Adelaide mine is reported

to assay 2.7 to 3.2 per cent, copper, but

at the time of my visit (July, 1907) the

mill was running on dump stuff which

was said to assay only 2.2 per cent, cop-

per. Having been ground to 30-mesh

size this was concentrated in the ratio

of II :l, yielding a concentrate assaying

22 per cent, copper and tailings assay-

ing about 0.2 per cent. This indicates

an extraction of a little more than 90 per

cent., but refers only to the deslimed ore.

The slime was being run into a settling

pond and accunuilated pending the deter-

mination of plans for its further treat-

ment. This slime was believed to amount

to 30 per cent, of the original -ore and to

be of about the same assay in copper as

the latter. Consequently the actual ex-

traction was about 0.7 X 0.9 = 63 per

cent., but it was considered that the per-

centage of slime could be reduced, and

of course the percentage of extraction by
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the tubes will increase directly in propor-

tion as the percentage of slime is re-

duced.

The mill is run by three eight-hour

shifts. Each comprises one engine-man,

one fireman, one machinist, two men at-

tending to the rolls and Huntingtons,

one oiler, and one man attending to the

tubes. There is also one man on a sin-

gle shift who feeds the crusher, this

keeping the bins full from which the

Huntingtons draw during the three

shifts.

No determination had been made of the

amount of water used in the process.

Also there had been no determination of

the consumption of power. However,

the latter was believed to be considerably

less than in concentration in the ordinary

cess wherein the concentrate is floated off

on the surface of the water in the most

literal sense of that expression, it will be

contaminated by fine slime which does

not settle quickly and floats at or just

under the surface of the water. It

would appear that this difficulty might be

greatly ameliorated by a suitable modifi-

cation of the form of the settling box,

possibly increasing the length of the

latter, reducing the velocity of water

passing through it, or otherwise giving

the fine slime an opportunity to settle a

twentieth of an inch or so below the sur-

face before reaching the weir.

However, at present the ore is de-

slimed before treatment. In experimen-

tal tests of small lots of ore the deslim-

ing consists in stirring the ore in a bucket-

VIEW OF SEPARATING TUBE

manner. The power plant comprises two

boilers nominally rated as 80 h.p. each,

and only one of these was in commission,

and it was stated that since the present

plant had been running only one boiler

had been required, whereas two had been

required when the mill was equipped with

jigs and tables.

Drawbacks of the Process

Like almost every process, this one

has its drawback, and as in the case of

almost all processes of ore dressing—tab-

ling, magnetic separation, electrostatic

separation and acid flotation—the draw-

back in this one is the treatment of the

very fine material, which in the dry pro-

cesses is dust and in the wet processes is

slime. Jt is obvious that in this new pro-

ful of water, allowing it to settle a min-

ute or two and pouring off the muddy
water, which may remove 10 per cent, or

so of the weight of the ore. It is some-

what doubtful, perhaps, what would be

done in practice for the further treatment

of that material. At Golconda the ore

after having been crushed by Huntington

mills is deslimed by means of spitzkas-

ten, which take out about 30 per cent, of

the ore, a surprisingly large proportion.

It is considered, however, that 60 per

cent, of the slime thus removed is treat-

able by the process with suitable modifi-

cations. Anyway, the slime problem is

one that remains to be solved to make
this process complete, although perhaps

the slime which at present it does not

treat can be handled in the same way as

the slime of the same character and same

degree of fineness that is formed in con-

centration in the ordinary manner ; in-

deed that would appear to be quite cer-

tain. However, it is quite obvious that

in this, as in other systems of concentra-

tion, the less tho proportion of slime

made in crushing, the belter the process

can be worked.

Limitations of the Process

At Golconda the process is employed

essentially for a two-mineral separation,

i.e., pyrites from gangue. In experi-

mental work on ore from the Atlantic

Cable mine at Rico, Colo., a concentrate

assaying 7.78 per cent, lead and 41.2 per

cent, zinc has been obtained from crude

ore containing 3.94 per cent, lead and

19.19 per cent. zinc. So far as developed

at the present time, the process does not

appear to be capable of effecting more
than a two-mineral separation, i.e., as in

the case of the acid flotation process it is

capable of separating sulphides from

gangue, but not sulphides from each

other. Mixtures of comparatively pure

blende, galena, chalcopyrite and pyrite,

which had been floated separately, were
found upon retrcatment to float together

with apparent indiscrimination.

Mr. Macquisten thinks that it will be

possible by proper adjustment of the

tubes in a series to float chiefly one sul-

phide in one tube and another sulphide

in another tube, and reports that he has

done some promising experimental work
in that direction, but it would appear to

me that the difference in the flotability of

the common sulphides is so slight that a

practical separation of them in this way
is hardly to be expected.

Prof. A. K. Huntington made some ex-

periments upon the wetting of sulphide

surfaces. The angle which a given

liquid makes with a given solid is a con-

stant, and is the measure of the degree

10 which the solid is wetted by the liquid.

Of course this has an important bearing

on flotation by surface tension. Professor

Huntington's goniometrical measure-

ments showed that the angle for galena

was 48 deg., while for blende it ranged

from so to 69 deg. Prof. Huntington

concluded that for practical purposes,

there was no material difference between

the wetting of galena and blende. Inci-

dentally he found that quartz was entirely

wetted, which of course explains its dif-

ferent behavior toward surface tension

from that of the sulphides.

Effect of Pitch of Screw

It has been stated above that the tubes

heretofore in use have been designed

with an internal helix of }i in. pitch, but

that it is intended to substitute tubes of

1.5 in. pitch. The effect of this increase

is obvious upon a little reflection. The
all important consideration in floating the

sulphides upon the surface of the water
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is to present them to the water at pre-

cisely the right angle. Now, when a'

sheet of pulp lies in a series of concavi-

ties, the surface of the pulp must neces-

sarily assume a wavy form correspond

ing to the concavities, or corrugations,

and there will be considerable difference

in the angle toward the water upon emer-

gence from the water. By increasing

the width of the corrugations, in other

words the pitch of the helix, more uni-

formity in the surface of the ore is nat-

urally acquired. This, of course, permits

a more uniform adjustment of the ore

with reference to the surface of the

water and in a tube of given length in-

creases the chances that individual parti-

cles of mineral will be floated. More-

over, the surface of ore exposed is in-

creased in proportion as the ratio of the

width of the crests of the screw to

the width of the roots of the screw is de-

creased.* Finally, the increase of the

pitch gives the pulp a more rapid move-

ment through the tube. The advantages

of increase of pitch, therefore, up to a

certain point are: (l) better angle; (2)

more surface exposed; (3) more rapid

movement. It is thought that it may be

advisable under certain circumstances to

go as high as 2 in. pitch.

Economy of the Process

The development of the process is not

yet sufficient to enable conclusions to be

formulated as to its cost of operation.
'

The cost of crushing will obviously be

the same as in other processes which re-

quire the ore to be reduced to 30-mesh

size or smaller. As to the remainder of

the treatment, there is no doubt that the

requirements of power and labor- are re-

duced as compared with jigging and tabl-

ing. The amount of labor needed in at-

tendance is very small. One man can

look after a large number of tubes. All

that he has to do is to walk along the

gang^vays between the tubes and observe

that the pulp and water are flowing regu-

larly through them. The wear and tear

cannot be large, because the tubes have
so few wearing parts. There are only

the rollers upon which the tube rests and
the packing at the joint with the sepa-

rating-box exposed to wear by friction;

after a certain period of life the tubes

themselves will doubtless have to be re-

placed, but their cost is comparatively
small.

Even with the arrangement of four
tubes in series in steps, the floor space re-

quired is not very large. It is proposed,
however, to reduce it, such 'as it is, by

placing the two tubes of a series one

above the other ; as remarked above, it is

expected that two tubes of improved de-

sign will do as much work and as good

work as four tubes used at present.

Future of the Process

As in other processes of ore s'cparation

of special character, it is likely that this

new process will be found to have its

greatest usefulness in combination with

other processes. For example, in the

case of an ore consisting of galena, py-

rites and gangue, iu may be most advan-

tageous to pass the crushed ore first over

Wiltley tables, etc., to cut out the bulk

of the galena, and then pass the tailings

through the tubes to separate the pyrites

from the gangue. Or it may be advisable

in some cases to float a mixed concen-

trate of galena and pyrites, together with

blende if that mineral be present, and

then separate the sulphides of the mixed
concentrate.by washing on Wilfley tables,

or by drying and passing over magnetic

or electrostatic separators. Undoubtedly,

modifications of such character must be

made to suit the condition of each ore.

Iron Ores in Indiana

Special Correspondence

•This Is not an exact expres-slon from the
mcchnnlcnl standpoint, becauxe the helix of
the tube Im not strictly a screw, hut lh<i
meaning in conveyed with sufficient clearness.
The form of the thread Is precisely tlie
same as If a Vi-ln. wire were wound Into
a helix. Inserted Into a iuIh" and released lo
sprlOR tlRhtly therein, the Interior being then
enameled over the wire. In fact, tubes for
experimental purposes have been made In
Jost this way.

Indiana is destined to become an iron-

mining State, according to the forthcom-

ing report of W. H. Blatchley, State

geologist. Mr. Blatchley is very opti-

mistic and discusses the iron-ore deposits

and the iron industries of the State and
predicts that Indiana is destined to take a

leading position. The report tells what
has been done in the past, and the var-

ious methods employed in prospecting for

iron ore in the Indiana fields. It says,

in commenting on the facts

:

"The supply of raw materials within the

State of Indiana is unlimited. New de-

velopments are being made along many
lines and old interests are being revived,

which were formerly lield in check
through lack of transportation and inex-

perienced management.

"To say that Indiana was at one time a

chief iron-producing State might appear
astounding or misleading, but if we go
back to 1830-1870, we find a score of blast

furnaces in operation and producing a
fairly good tonnage of iron. Some of the

furnaces used exclusively Indiana ores,

others worked these ores mixed with for-

eign ores. Furnaces were located at Mis-
liawaka and Logansport, Monroe county;
in Green, Martin and Clay counties; at

Harmony, Clinton, Tcrre Haute and other
places. The last one to go out of blast

was the Vigo furnace at Terre Haute."
Mr. Blatchley further says: "Although

these furnaces have long since ceased
operation and little remains to mark their

location, indications now point to a re-

sumption on a large scale. During the

last year interest has revived in the ore

deposits of the State and the construction

at Gary, Ind., of what will eventually be

the largest system of blast furnaces and

iron mills in the world, makes it an as-

sured fact that Indiana is certainly to be-

come one of the chief iron-producing

States. The iron-ore deposits of Indiana

are well worthy of consideration.

"The larger deposits, which can be

more easily worked, would yield at least

15,000,000 tons of ore, and the smaller

accessible deposits, which would be easily

worked out by the owners if furnaces

were within a reasonable distance, would

bring the total up to at least 25,000,000

tons of ore. In many cases the smaller

deposits contain the better grades of

iron ; this would compensate for the e.xtra

cost in mining.

"The methods of prospecting in the In-

diana fields have been carried out in

Greene and Martin counties ; also ex-

tensively in the coalfields in southern In-

diana and in the limestone and cement

shale areas. By the use of drills and

other implements and dynamite, vertical

faces were cut on the outcrops extending

from the surface down through the entire

body of ore into the underlying forma-

tions. The length of these faces varied

from 5 to 100 ft. In some cases, where

formations were broken and irregular,

some drift mining was done in order to

determine more fully the dip and extent

of the deposit. In some places in Martin

county hundreds of tons of ore were re-

moved from the face of the outcrop so

that the formation desired might be ob-

tained.

"Several thousand feet of drilling have

been done with the diamond drill in the

areas of Martin and Greene counties, and

extensive use has been made of drills in

the coalfields of adjacent counties. In

Martin county a 2-in. core was removed at

a cost of $2.50 per foot. In Greene county

the core was 15/16 in. in diameter and the

cost per foot to the company would be

somewhat less, the company owning its

own drilling outfit."

Chinese coolies on the Rand are paid

strictly on the basis of the results ac-

complished. The following wage scale is

in effect at one of the largest mines : In

ordinarily hard ground with wet holes,

the minimum depth to be drilled per

shift is 30 in.; if this depth is not at-

tained, the co.olie gets no pay, but if he

reaches the depth he is paid ic. per in.

For drilling from 36 to 47 in. 'a bonus of

8c. is given. For a depth of from 48 to

50 in. there is a bonus of loc, from 60 to

71 in. a bonus of 14c., and for 72 in. and

over there is a reward of i8c. in addition

to the standard rate of payment. Thus
a coolie drilling a 6-ft. hole in a shaft

—

a performance which many Chinamen
have accomplished—would receive Qoc.

for his day's labor.
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Electric Signal System for Mines
A New Method Has Been Successfully Installed in Some

of the Copper Mines of the Lake Superior Copper Region

BY CARL L C F 1 C H T E L *

The old bell line, with its cumbersome

lever and its wonderfully constructed

gong, consisting of a falling weight strik-

ing a piece of metal or block, which has

been the only means of communication be-

tween the underground workings and the

hoisting plant, is being supplanted by a

new device. The new system can be built to

operate on any voltage from 50 to 500,

and by cither direct or alternating current,

thus giving it a wide range, and avoids

the necessity of installing any special elec-

trical apparatus.

Underground Install.\tion

Three wires are necessary for the oper-

ation of the system, and consist of two

which consists of a disk of phosphor-

bronze, insulated from the handle or rod

of the button, and is kept in normal posi-

tion by a compression spring. This disk,

together with the contacts, is incased In a

cast-iron cup within the box, thus making

an absolute water-tight and moisture-

proof contact chamber, and eliminates the

possibility of short-circuiting from that

cause. The push button is further pro-

tected by having a metal cap placed over

it on the face of the signal bo.\ to protect

it from falling rock and water.

Tlie signal box also contains a small

lens with an incandescent lamp behind

it and a small vibrating bell, which oper-

ates in multiple with the lamp.

COMPLETE EQUIPMEXT IN THE ENGINE HOUSE

power lines and one signal line ; these

wires are incased in a J^-'i- iron ''pe,

which is first covered with a specially

prepared compound which protects it from

rust and abrasion. The compound has

high insulating qualities, and this'elimm-

ates the possibilities of grounds on the

system through any weakness in the wire

insulation. JunctTon boxes are placed at

each level and half way between each

level, for convenience in locating trouble,

.^t the level, or signal station, is placed

a signal box and semaphore ; this box con-

tains a specially constructed push button,

•Electrical deportment. Calumet & Hecla
mines. Calumet, Mlctilncan.

SuRF.\CE Equipment
A signal box is placed at the brace or

collar of the shaft and at the landers'

station, or dump ; at this point there is

also a vibrating bell which is operated by

a track-switch placed just below the

brace and in such a position that a skip

coming to surface strikes this switch and
closes the circuit, thereby notifying the

men at the breakers of the approaching

skip. At the engfine- or drum-house are

a signal box and two semaphores and

bells. The semaphores are so constructed

as to be placed close to the edge, or rim

of the hoisting drum and in a position to

be rcndily seen by the engineer as h»

glances at the rim of the drum for the

markings which arc made on the drum
so that the engineer does not need to

depend entirely on the indicator to locate

the skip. In these semaphores are a green

and red lens, each with an independent

electric lamp.

The bell, or gong, is of the solenoid

type and is built according to the voltage

and kind of current generated at the mine
in which the system is to be operated.

The bell contains no contacts and oper-

ates wholly upon the solenoid principle,

sucking the plunger with tremendous

force against the gong immediately upon
energizing tlie coils. Located also in the

engine house is the switchboard upon
which are mounted two special solenoid

relays and the necessary switches for

L-ontrolling the system.

Method of Operation

V\ hen the system is in working order
only the green lights in the semaphores
<irc lighted, thus showing that the current

is on and that the lines are in order.

Pushing the push button at any of the

various stations operates the relays at

the engine house, which in turn sets the

semaphores, extinguishes the green light

:ind lights the red, lifts the plunger in

ihe bell, and lights the lamp and rings

the small bell contained in each signal

liox; this gives the operator undergroimd
I)ositive assurance that his signal has
reached the engine house and shows at

.ill other stations that the system is in

use. As all signal boxes are bridged

across the lines they work simultaneously

with the signal box at the engine house.

The alterations of the red and green
lights in the semaphores is an ideal visi-

lile signal, and together with the striking

of the gong, accentuates upon the engi-

neer's mind the call or number of bells.

It is possible for the engineer to repeat

the call in case of doubt, or to call any
level desired.

Control or the Skip

In order to facilitate the handling of the

skip at the dump or brace a separate

circuit is installed connecting the above-

mentioned stations with the engine house.

When the skip approaches the brace the

lander is notified by the vibrating bell

;

he then sends in what is known locally

as a "half bell." This is made by closing

a gravity switch, whereupon the red, or

signal light, in the semaphores appears,

and the plunger of the bell remains sus-

pended while the switch is closed ; this
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notifies the cngi:ieer that the skip is oass-

ing a certain point nnJ is a signal for

him to get his engine under control anrt

running slowly and to continue so unti'

the semaphores return to normal and the

plunger drops, which indicates that the

skip has dumped, or is in place; this can

also be accomplished from any of the un-

derground stations and is a very good

feature, as it enables the engineer to place

the skip at any desired position.

This svstem of signaling has been m

use at the .Minieek mine for some time

and has given excellent satisfaction. This

irtin« is one of the best equipped small

mines on the Lake, and has the distinction

of being the first mine to use concrete

stringers in skip-road construction.

At the Mohawk mine, the next-door

neighbor, this system is being installed

with the additional feature of a combined

telephone system. In each signal box is

Ancient Mining in Transylvania

By Gustav Si.ujk.\*

ST.Vnu.N blON.\l. BO.X

placed a specially designed telephone jack

in which can be inserted a plug attached

to a telephone ; this telephone is a unique

device, consisting of a transmitter and re-

ceiver in a very compact form and can

easily be carried in the pocket. The un-

derground foreman, or whoever may have

an instrument, can get the engine house,

or any station and also, through an in-

tercommunicating system, get connections

with several of the surface buildings.

According to the Practical Engineer,

the total consumption of coal in the world

is considerably over 50,000 tons per hour.

Of this enormous quantity about 12,500

tons is required to heat the boilers of

stationary, marine and railroad engmcs.

The production of pig iron consumes over

5000 tons per hour. The average hourly

consumption of coal in households is esti-

mated at about 10.000 tons.

Gold mining in Transylvania started

soon after Christ's birth. When the Ro-

mans under Trajan in A. D. 98 conquered

this country, called at that time Dacia

Alpensis, the emperor at once ordered set-

tlers there from all parts of the Roman

Empire, as it was the sound policy of .the

Romans to bring inhabitants to a newly

conquered colony. As one of their his-

torians writes: "Ubicunque vicit Roman,

habitat." Gold mining in Cris (Koros)

valley was already flourishing in Trajan's

time. Ihe mines were operated in the

same way-Pliny describes it-as is done

at present in the old workings of Cebe-

Karacs and Ruda mines. The mine set-

tlement at Cris-Kor5spatak, called Al-

burnus Major by the Romans, was a

prosperous town with a mint wherein

gold, silver and copper money had been

coined. In the Ompoty valley some

archceologists say Auraria Parva was lo-

cated; others say it was the site of

Ampetum. Here the present Zalatna

was built and the traces of the Roman

t.nvn are still visible near the smelting

works. Conquered races, the enslaved

Dacians and Jews were employed as

mine workers. When Julius Severus sup-

pressed the dreadful crusade of Bar

Cochba, in Palestine, thousands of Jews

were sentenced .as slaves to mine-work in

Transylvania. Proofs of this are still to

be found in the word Jehova in Hebrew

characters engraved on the wall in sev-

eral old workings. The slaves were kept

in the mines, and never allowed to reach

the surface.

The ruling force of Transylvania was

the "Legio VII gemina" which had been

transferred from Spain. The roads and

turnpikes were proofs of the high tech-

nical knowledge of the Romans. Very

interesting mine statutes were found in

Atjustrel in 1876 engraved on a bronze

plate and deciphered by Professor Floch.

According to them the highest function-

ary of the Transylvania gold mines was

the "Procuratio Cssarvis." He had au-

thority to give permission for mine work-

ing, and managed the mines. Ta-xes and

lease payments were fixed by him and all

industries connected with mining were

considered government monopolies. Work-

ers who stamped the ore and smelted the

gold paid taxes according to their in-

come. School teachers were an excep-

tion; they enjoyed an entire immunity

from the "Procuratio Cssarvis."

After the collapse of the great Roman

Empire, the gold-mining industry de-

creased, or rather entirely ceased; savage

wandering tribes crossing through the

country destroyed all the flourishing Ro-

man settlements and mines. This event is

plainly seen by comparing the artistic Ro-

man coins with those made in the Middle

Ages.

After this epoch the kings of Hungary,

especially King Matthew Corvin. (1464-

1485), imported miners from the Harz

to Cris valley settlements. The resulting

prosperity of the mines was remarkable

and was talked of even after 200 years.

During the wars of Francis Rakoczy II

(1701-1711) the foreign officers of the

.\ustrian army became shareholders of the

gold mines of Transylvania, as is men-

Uoned in the Oberbergamt's archives in

Zalatna. Maria Theresa (1740-1780),

the great ruler of .\ustria-Hungary, sup-

ported the mining industry in general

and in 1770 established the first school of

mines in Schemnitz, Hungary. Her son,

Joseph II (1780-1790), was a friend of

mining. He ordered a tunnel under the

Schemnitz mines, but the hopes attached

to this enterprise were not fulfilled. Dur-

ing his reign the telluride-gold mines of

Nagy Ag were discovered by an artillery

captain. The revolts of Hova-Closca, and

later those of 1848-49 hurt the mining in-

dustry. At present only the Twelve

Apostles company of Ruda in Cris val-

ley, owned by a German syndicate, and

the government mines of Verespatak are

prospering. Nagy Ag is not a paymg

concern. Offen-Canya, once renowned

for its telluride minerals and ores, is

abandoned ; the other gold mines are life-

less.

Metallurgical Bonuses in New
Zealand

•Zalatna, Transylvania, Hungary.

-^Vnnouncement is made in the New

Zealand Gazette (July 25, 1907) that a

bonus will be allowed on marketable

copper produced from ores which have

been mined and smelted in New Zealand.

A bonus of fiioo will be paid if 1000

tons have been produced on or before

June 30, 1909; if a second 1000 tons be

produced between July 1/ 1909, and June

30, 1910, a bonus of £500 will be given; if

a third 1000 tons be produced between

July I, 1910, and June 30, 191 L another

bonus of £500 will be paid. The bonus

will be paid only upon presentation of a

certificate from an officer appointed by the

Minister of Mines, showing that the

whole of the stipulated production has

been made to his satisfaction. In case

more than one company is instrumental

in producing the required amount of cop-

per, the* bonus will be divided in propor-

tion to the quantity produced by each ap-

plicant.

A bonus of 4cl. per lb. will be paid on

the production of the. first 100,000 lb. of

quicksilver retorted in New Zealand

from ores produced in the country. At

least a third of the above quantity must

be produced on or before March 31. i9io,

and the remaining two-thirds, on or be-

fore March 31, 191 1-
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Short Electrolytic Copper

Determination

By PERsrFOR G. Spilsbury*

Having noted the Guess electrolytic

method for copper as described in Low's

recent edition of "Technical Methods of

Ore Analysis."! and feeling that experi-

SenRcr and myself. The tests were made
in the smelter laboratory of the Cananea

Consolidated Copper Company.

Apparatus

The laboratory is equipped willi 320

electrolytic units of the Gucss-Maultain

design. The terminals arc of s/16-in. cast

aluminum with a cathode and two anodes

in one piece, as shown in the accompany-

ing diagram. The 3-in. poles project 2

I
Kiiifv Switch

Switch o

1,
H.5\Nti> Switch

RvHiHtiuiue

M 3-Way I

i3 3.\Vay Switch

SWITCHBOASD FOR ELECTROLYTIC CABINET

ence has advanced its usefulness beyond

a doubt for complex as well as simple

ores, I present a few notes and observa-

tions made during an i8-months' practical

test of the Guess three-hour electrolytic

method for copper as modified by R. W.

•Assayer, CaDanea Consolidated Copper
Company. Cananea, Sonora. Mexico.

tTbe original article appeared In Traru.
A. I. M. E., Vol. 38, p. 605.

in. through a board and below each set is

a slide to support the beaker. Each unit

has two vertically corrugated anodes of

o.ooi-in. platinum foil 0.5 cm. wide by

12.5 cm. long, and one corrugated cathode

with a blade 6.25 cm. long by 4 cm. wide,

the handle of which is of the same piece,

0.7 cm. wide and 6.25 cm. long. These
electrodes are fitted into slots cut in the

terminals and held by contact pressure.

Long service has proved that cathodes of

o.QQ2S-in. foil weighing about three

grams, containing just enough iridium to

make ihcni springy, are far more scrvice-

:iblc than any other. Hollow aluminum
plugs may be dropped between any two
terminals to short circuit the assay.

The switchboard in the smelter lab-

oratory controls 300 assays in banks of

60, 70 and 70, as shown in the diagram,

n he current is taken from 2S0-voIt direct

current mains, and led through two 80-

ohni rheostats in scries, for each cabinet.

The rheostats arc of such resistance that

the current may be cut down to 1.50

amp. with one assay on each cabinet and

willi suflicient steps to keep the current

at 1.50 amp. while the cabinet is being

filled. A 3SO-ohm coil resistance may
be thrown in on No. l cabinet to reduce

the current to 0.4 amp. for 16-hour

assays.

Procedure for Ores

Weigh 0.5 gram ore (l gram for low-

grade ores) into a 100 c.c tall beaker,

with vertical sides; add 5 c.c. nitric acid

and 1 to 1.50 c.c. sulphuric acid; boil

gently to fumes ; bake dry to remove any
sulphur cakes ; cool ; add 5 c.c. nitric acid

and 20 c.c. water, and boil gently five

minutes. Add i c.c. nitro compound, fill

with cool water, allow to settle, and elec-

trolyze with 1.50 amp. for three hours.

For simple ores and concentrator prod-

ucts, weigh 0.5 to 2 grams, as necessary,

into the loo-c.c. beaker; add 7 to 8 c.c.

nitric acid ; boil gently with the beaker

covered until free from nitrous fumes,

leaving s to 6 c.c. free acid. Add I c.c.

nitro compound, fill with cool water,

allow to settle and electrolyse as above.

The nitro compound is prepared by di-

gesting 25 grams No. 4 hard oil of the

Standard Oil Company, in 250 c.c. nitric

acid on a warm plate for 12 hours. Dilute

with cold water to 500 c.c, mix thor-

oughly and filter. The action of the

nitro compound is to retard the sudden
deposition of copper when the current is

first passed through the solution, and to

allow a slow, constant deposition giving

a hard, clean deposit. It prevents the

deposition of the small amounts of anti-

mony contained in our ores. If the com-
pound is too concentrated, a scum may
form about the top of the electrode when
the copper depositing about it will leave

a dark brown streak which cannot be re-

moved and gives too high a result. On
slags and low-grade tailings the nitro

compound is of little advantage.

The Electrolysis

On standing five minutes all 0.5 gram
charges are sufficiently settled to begin

electrolysis. Two-gram charges take lon-

ger and fine slimes may not settle en-

tirely. The latter may be filtered or the

copper redepositcd from rhe first cathode
on a clean cathode for absolute results,

but for ordinary work the first deposit
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is sufficiently accurate, the increase being

but a few hundredths of one per cent.

Before starting electrolysis the anodes

must be set firmly in the slots and at

equal distances from the cathodes ; other-

wise, the deposition will be uneven and

violent evolution of gas at the cathode

will occur, giving a dark deposit. On
starting electrolysis, evolution of gas at

the cathode is common and occurs less

frequently during and at the end of

the operation. This may be stopped by

an instantaneous short circuit of the

assay.

It has been proved that in the three

hours with a 5 to 6 per cent, acid solu-

tion, the deposition of 0.025 gram copper

is absolutely certain and that 0.050 gram
can be deposited leaving but a faint trace

of copper in solution. This gives the

limit of a 10 per cent. Cu. on 0.5 gram

ore. Beyond this point it is advisable to

covered, in boiling dilute caustic soda.

With this treatment, the weight changes

ooooi to 0.0002 gram in 10 days.

This method under the conditions de-

scribed is entirely satisfactory and re-

moves as much as possible the personal

equation so vital to all methods. One
man can handle 200 assays in a day and

have sufficient time to do other work

about the laboratorv.

The Divining Rod

In a recent press bulletin the U. S.

Geological Survey takes up the old but

ever interesting subject of the divining

rod. It says

:

Numerous devices are used through-

out this country for detecting the pres-

ence of underground water— devices

ranging in complexity from the forked

ID
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allow the assay to remain one-half to one

hour longer according to the copper con-

tents, adding I c.c. nitric acid and 0.5 c.c.

nitro compound if it is found that the

deposit turns dark or the solution be-

comes too greatly heated. The discrep-

ancy from the theoretical is due to the

fact that the theoretical deposition is

from a saturated solution and such condi-

tions never occur in practice.

Care of Electrodes

At the end of electrolysis, the cathodes

are removed either by lifting out of the

beaker or by lowering the beaker,

washed thoroughly, dipped in alcohol,

dried and placed on velvet trays. The
deposits are hard and firm, eliminating

any danger of removal of copper by

handling. The electrodes are cleaned by

dipping in warm nitric acid, washing

thoroughly and allowing to stand, handles

branch of witch hazel, peacli, or other

wood, to more or less elaborate mechan-

ical or electrical contrivances. Many of

the operators of these devices, especially

those that use the home-cut forked

branch, are perfectly honest in the be-

lief that the working of the rod is influ-

enced by agencies—usually regarded as

electric currents following underground

streams of water^that are entirely inde-

pendent of their own bodies, and many
uneducated people have implicit faith in

their ability to locate underground water

in this way.

In experiments with a rod of this type,

one of the geologists of the Geological

Survey found that at points it turned

downward independently of his will, but

more complete tests showed that the

downturning resulted from slight and

—

until watched for—unconscious changes

in the inclination of his body, the effects

of which were communicated through the

arms and wrists to the rod. No move-

ment of the rod from causes outside the

body could be detected, and it soon be-

came obvious that the view held by other

men of science is correct—that the opera-

tion of the "divining rod" is generally

due to unconscious movements of the

body or of the muscles of the hand. The
experiments made show that these move-

ments happen most frequently at places

where the operator's experience has led

him to believe that water may be found.

The uselessness of the divining rod is in-

dicated by the facts that the rod may be

worked at will by the operator, that he

fails to detect strong currents of water

running in tunnels and other channels

that afford no surface indications of

water, and that his locations in limestone

regions where water flows in well-defined

cliannels are rarely more successful than

those dependent on mere guesses. In fact

its operators are successful only in re-

gions in which ground water occurs in a

definite sheet in porous material or in

more or less clayey deposits, such as the

pebbly clay or till in which, although a

few failures occur, wells would get water

anywhere.

Ground water occurs under certain

definite conditions, and as in humid re-

gions a stream may be predicted wherever

a valley is known, so one familiar with

rocks and ground-water conditions may
predict places where ground water can be

found. No appliance, either electrical or

mechanical, has yet been successfully

used for detecting water in places where

plain common sense or mere guessing

would not have shown its presence just

as well. The only advantage of employ-

ing a "water-witch," as the operator of

the divining rod is sometimes called, is

that skilled services are obtained, most

men so employed being keener and bet-

ter observers of the occurrence and

movements of ground water than the

average person.

Mining in Turkey

.\ccording to a recent report by the

British consul at Trebizond, more than

160 petitions have been presented to the

authorities for prospecting licenses in the

Vilayet of Trebizond, Turkey, during the

last six months, most of the mines being

situated between Kerassund and the Rus-

sian frontier. The whole of this country,

to a distance of 10 or 12 hours inland

from the shores of the Black sea, appears

to be rich in minerals. The ores of man-

ganese, copper, silver, lead and zinc, and

iron are abundant and within such easy

reach that villagers extract and smelt

them. Copper exists in this district within

comparatively easy access of the sea, and

labor and material are cheap.
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Iron Ore in Crow Wing County,

Minn.

BV DWIGHT E. WOODBRIDCE*

After three or four years of exploration

around Deerwood and in other parts of

northern Crow Wing county, Minnesota,

it becomes evident that ore of merchant-

able grade is to be found there. Until' re-

cently work in that district has not dis-

closed ore of high grade, and the excess

of moisture and phosphorus and the lean

character of the ore itself, have given the

district a bad name.

For the past four months the firm of

Rogers, Brown & Co., has been exploring

on a tract in Section 29, T 47 R 28, on the

south shore of Rabbit lake, and the result

of drilling operations there has been re-

markable. Hole No. Ill, on lot 6, cut ore

at 83 ft. from the surface. From there to

13s ft. the proportion of iron, as shown
by the assays from samples of drill cut-

tings, averages about 63 per cent, and some
5-ft. sections yield from 65.62 to 66.04 Per

cent., the samples averaging about o.lio

per cent, phosphorus. From 135 to 220 ft.

this hole will average a little better than

40 per cent. iron. A typical assay of the

upper 52 ft. of the ore in this hole will be

as follows : iron 63.22 per cent.
; phos-

phorus, 0.134; manganese o.rS; silica 3.40;

alumina I per cent. The hole stopped in

ore of the lower grade; assays for the

last 5 ft. were: iron, 38.85; silica, 36.94 per

cent.

Hole No. 117, on the same tract, showed
ore from 102 to 286 ft. a depth of 184 ft.,

averaging more than 60 per cent, iron and
about 0.090 phosphorus. There was one
assay in this hole below 50 per cent. iron.

I Hole No. 106 showed 210 ft. of ore aver-

aging 58 per cent, iron and running in

phosphorus about as No. 117. No. 120

I
showed a leaner ore, but for the depth of

' 70 ft., not including a seam of lean tacon-

ite between 180 and 215 ft, it showed an
average 'of about 50 per cent., the silica

being correspondingly higher and the

phosphorus about the same as in other

holes.

•Ml these holes arc vertical, and the

general character of the formation is also

nearly vertical, so that it may be that

seams of rich ore have been penetrated
by the drillholes. .As, however, the holes
are not in a line, but cross the property in

two directions, thfs is scarcely probable,

and it is reasonably safe to assume that a

very considerable body of merchantable
ore has been discovered. How much bet-

ter this is than much of the ore found of
late can be gaged from the fact that wash-
ing of 40 per cent, ore is now going on in

the Grand Rapids district of the Mesabi
range. These Rabbit lake ores do not
seem to be washable, and if low grade
must either be mixed or left.

'UlnlDs engineer, Duluth, Minnesota.

Plan for Shipping the Ore

So satisfied are Rogers, Brown & Co.
with the result of the explorations, that

they are willing to guarantee a railway
freight of upward of 250,000 tons per an-
num from this property, for an indefinite

number of years, and are now endeavor-
ing to make arrangements with either the

Northern Pacific or the "Soo" roads to

build to the property, assuring the roads
that they can begin mining at this rate in

1908. The better ore found is, for the

most part, hematite, of good structure and
not especially wet. Eight drills are now
working on this tract and more than 50
holes have been put down by the va-

rious parties who have explored there,

beginning with the Orelands company, of

Duluth, which first took up the matter of

the development of this district, four years

ago.

Rogers, Brown & Co. have two options,

one for a lease at 25c. a ton royalty, with

minimums of 25,000 tons the first year,

50,000 tons the second and 100,000 tons

for subsequent years, the lease to be taken

out in about 20 months from this time;

or, second, for the purchase of the land

outright for $250,000, at any time within

the same period. The main line of the

Northern Pacific road now passes within

about two and a half miles southeast of

the property, and the main line of the

"Soo" road, building from the west to

Duluth, will cross in the vicinity. The
Northern Pacific has made no rates for

ore hauling but has intimated that it

would ask 8oc. a ton ; as the distance is

but 75 miles to Duluth the general opin-

ion is that a lower rate will be made,

possibly about 60c. Neither the Northern
Pacific nor the "Soo" has ore-shipping

docks at the head of the lake.

Other Discoveries

In Sections 30 and 31, adjacent to Sec-

tion 29, and lying close to Rabbit lake,

the Federal Mining Company and Messrs.

Crosby and Harrison, all of Duluth, have
much the same indications as those found
in the lands of Rogers. Brown & Co.,

and so far as their work has gone have
promise of finding good ore. In Section

I of the township immediately south, or

about a mile and a half from Rabbit lake,

is the most remarkable find of deep ore

that has ever been made in the Minnesota
region, possibly in the United States. A. M.
Chisholm and others have there drilled

eight holes, one row north and south of five

and another 1200 ft. east of three holes.

These eight show ore as follows: No. i,

ore 83 to 153 ft. ; No. 2, ore 82 to 735 ft.

;

No. 3, ore 90 to 120 ft. ; No. 4, ore 83 to

324 ft. ; No. 5, ore 93 to 898 ft. ; No. 6, ore

85 to 710 ft.; No. 7, ore no tc» 350 ft.;

No. 8, ore 90 to 198 ft. All but Nos. i

and 2 were bottomed in ore, and No. 5,

it will be noticed, shows 805 ft. of ore.

All of this great body of ore is rather

low grade, averaging 40 to 45 per cent.

.'ind high in phosphorus. No consumer

has yet shown any interest in it. It is

possible that further exploration may find

some concentration of ore high enough to

be merchantable or it may be that a 40
per cent, ore will be valuable in due time.

This will depend largely on the character

of the ore aside from its iron content
and the cost of getting it to market, and
on the possibility of concenlralion by
cheap washing, such as the Oliver Iron
Mining Company now employs at Can-
isteo. If washable this orcbody is at once

available.

The first discovery of ore in the dis-

trict was made in the summer of 1904 by
Cuyler Adams and associates along a line

of magnetic attraction found by him in the

vicinity of Deerwood.

Geology and Formations

The country is nearly flat, heavily cov-

ered with glacial drift, and has numerous
glacial lakes. It was once wooded, but
the timber has been taken off. There are

practically no rock outcrops and the con-

spicuous topographic ranges notable in

Lake Superior iron districts are absent.

The rock succession, from the base up-

ward, is as follows, according to C. K.
Leith, whose report on the geology of the

district is the only one so far written

:

Quartzites and schists; iron formation,

consisting chiefly of iron carbonate where
unaltered but where altered of amphibole-
magnetic rock ; ferruginous slates and iron

t5re, chiefly hematites; cloritic and car-

bonaceous slates, interbedded with the top

of- the iron formation ; intrusive diorite

and granite; cretaceous sediments; glacial

drift from 80 to 350 ft.

The sedimentary series has been folded

into a succession of repeated folds, and
erosion has cut off the top of the anti-

clines, exposing the iron formation in a
number of belts, generally parallel, but
presumably connecting. The dips are very
steep, making the remark that "it is im-
possible to tell anything of a vertical ore

deposit by vertical holes," rather near the

facts. These dips will run up to 80 deg.

Work so far done shows the hanging walls

to be cloritic slate and iron carbonate al-

tered insufliciently, and the footwalls are

quartz or magnetite schist.

Lines of magnetic attraction and drill-

ing show a number of lenses of the ore

formation, generally parallel. Several of

these follow a general course parallel to

and near the line of the Northern Pacific

railroad. The Rabbit lake deposits are

probably the same formation folded and
brought to the surface. Other lines of

magnetic attraction appear in the same
general neighborhood. The district is, un-

like the Mesabi and others on Lake Su-
perior, one where glacial deposition has

been more of a factor than glacial ero-

sion. There is no doubt that vast quanti-

ties of ore have been removed from the

Mesabi by the action of glaciers, which
have deposited much of their drift over
the Cuyuna region. The great depth of
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ore concentration in the operations in Sec-

tion I seems to indicate that the ores were

developed before the formation of a topo-

graphy at all similar to the present, and

during a period of far greater possibilities

for the circulation of underground ore

concentrating waters than would now be

considered likely. Such a change in

topography must have been, of course,

long before any glacial smoothing of the

surface.

Operations in Neighboring Districts

About 75 miles west of Rabbit lake, in

Otter Tail county, Minn., a large amount

of land is being bought for Longyear &
Bennett, as the result of magnetic sur-

veys that have been made during the past

year or two. They are buying lands out-

right, paying from $25 to $50 per acre,

and will soon begin extensive explora-

tions. The district favored by this firm

begins near the village of New York

Mills, on a branch of the Northern Pacific,

and extends west in the arc of a circle

having Perham as its center, and with a

radius of about 12 miles, ending, so far,

near the north line of the county in T 137

R 40. It is an undulating and rolling

counto' of morainic till, without rock

outcrops and dotted with lakes of glacial

origin. The elevation is about 1400 ft.

above sea level. Still another line of mag-

netic attraction has been worked out in

the southern part of the White Earth In-

dian reservation, in Hubbard county,

Minn., and lands will be sought for there

when they can be secured.

It is impossible to tell how far this

interest in lines of magnetic attraction

may carry the iron prospector in northern

Minnesota, nor how many more "new

fields" they will lead him into. At many

points between Rabbit lake and the west-

erly extension of the Mesabi range several

such lines can be worked out, but it is

hardly necessary to say that every line of

attraction does not mean a new ore form-

ation and a mining district. The study is

becoming especially interesting and is ab-

sorbing the attention of a number of wide-

awake men just now. It is worthy of note

that this entire district is a region of

morainic till and glacial drift deposition,

and some of it along the borders of an-

cient "Lake Agassiz."

Use of Dead Timber

Although the mining code and the con-

stitution of Nicaragua guarantee to the

miner free importation of many articles,

a correspondent of the Min. Journ.

(Sept. 21, 1907) says that monopolies

have such a strong grip on the country

that virtually a very high duty is ex-

acted on dynamite, powder, fuses, caps,

caustic solution and cyanide. It is said

that after protest, the duty may be taken

oflF, but most miners prefer to pay rather

than have their goods delayed for months

in the customs house.

The general belief that dead timber is

unsuitable for use in any construction re-

quiring strength, is said to be unfounded.

This subject has recently been reported

upon by Gifford Pinchot, chief of the U.

S. Forest Service. Of the several classes

of dead timber it appears that fire-killed

timber is the only variety of any con-

siderable importance. It is estimated that

there are approximately 13,000,000 acres of

this timber, having approximately 500,-

000,000 ft. board measure.

The principal defect of fire-killed timber

is check, which appears soon after the

_death of the tree, but apparently does not

greatly increase later. However, timber

above 9000 ft. elevation is not affected for

many years. Cases are known where such

timber has been used after more than 50

years have passed since burning. Very

large quantities of fire-killed timber of 20

or 30 years' age is entirely free from de-

cay. It is necessary, however, to remove

the bark from the tree soon after it is

killed in order to prevent surface decay.

Tests to determine the actual strength

wood, so there is no watery sap to act as

a mechanical barrier to the entrance of the

preservative. It is for the reason just

mentioned thait artificial seasoning of

green timber is so expensive and is so

liable to reduce its strength; therefore

sound dead timber is really more valuable

for preservative purposes than green tim-

ber is. It also happens that most dead

timber in the West has an open, porous

structure and it can be treated by a simple

and inexpensive process without the use of

the complicated preserving apparatus re-

quired by other kinds of wood.

A New Air-hose Coupling

A new form of air-hose coupling has

recently appeared which is of interest be-

cause of two novel features. The first is

that the air pressure within the pipe is

used to make the coupling automatically

and the greater the pressure the tighter is

the joint. The second feature is that the

joint is smooth externally, having no

angles, corners or lugs, but is uniform in

size with the rest of the pipe and hence

the hose equipped with this device can be

.automatic air-hose coupling

of the fire-killed timber in comparison

with green and seasoned timber show the

following facts : Sound fire-killed timber

is almost as strong as seasoned timber and

much stronger than green timber before

seasoning. Figures obtained by test upon

fire-killed timber 12 years of age, and of

green timber of the same species and from

the same locality, show that the fire-killed

timber is about nine-tenths as strong as

the green timber which has been seasoned

and about twice as strong as green timber

freshly cut.

The principal defect of dead timber is

check and this may largely be minimized

by using the timber in round form for

mine and coal props, telephone poles, fence

posts and the like. This variety of timber

is especially suitable in mines because it is

perfectly seasoned and is light. It is es-

timated that the mines of Leadville, Colo.,

use each month some 350,000 ft., board

measure, of dead timber. There are also

many other large mining camps that use

it in wholesale quantities and in these

camps it is decidedly preferred to green

timber. Another decided advantage which

dead timber has is that It is in excellent

condition for preservative treatment, as

the moisture has evaporated from the

dragged over muck piles and other ob-

structions without catching.

The coupling consists of a U-shaped

j-'asket placed inside the female half of the

coupling in such a way that when under

air pressure, the lips of the gasket press

out, one against the male and the other

against the female end atid a tight joint

is formed. The gaskets are made of a

rubber compound especially adapted to

withstand the action of oil. This coup-

ling is made by the Cleveland Pneumatic

Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and is

called the Bowes' coupling.

Consul F. M. Ryder, of San Juan del

Norte, Nicaragua, reports that a joint

stock corporation, composed of President

Zelaya, Angel Caligaris, E. Palazio & Co.

and Julio Wiest, has been formed for

taking over the Nicaraguan salt conces-

sion, which was granted to Julio Wiest in

May, 1905. The company is styled Com-
paiiia Salinera de Nicaragua (Limitada),

and is capitalized at $700,000. The gov-

ernment grant is for. a term of 30 years,

dating from Feb. 14; 1906, and gives the

exclusive franchise to manufacture, sell

and export table salt in that Republic.
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Care of the Plant in Sinking by Refrigeration
Causes of IiUerruptions in the Operation of the Syste
and Methods for Preventing and Correcting The

m
m

BY SYDNEY W A L K E R =^=

The freezing plant may be said to con-

sist of two distinct portions : the com-
pression plant, or the absorption plant,

as the case may be, including tlie compres-

sor, condenser, evaporating coils, and the

brine circulating plant, consisting of the

brine tank, the brine pipes and the brine

pump. The two portions of the plant

meet, of course, in the brine tank.

Local Interruption

Taking first the brine circulating sys-

tem, the ice wall in the shaft may be

caused to fail in any one part, and the

water then leak through, if the briife

ceases to circulate through one of the

pipes, for any time. One of the reasons

for making the ice wall as thick as pos-

sible, is to allow for an accidental stop-

.page of the brine circulation in one or

jnore of the tubes. If this occurs and
there is a good tjiickness of ice wall, there

should be time to repair the damage, and
the plant can then be worked a little

harder until the wall has been built up

again. If the wall is thin, the attrition,

etc., will very quickly make a hole in it,

«nd the results may be serious. The ar-

rangement of the concentric vertical pipes

rather lends itself to an occasional stop-

page of the circulation, owing to the

possibility of the inner pipe coming in con-

i.ict with the outer pipe at some portion

jf its length, and the difficulty of provid-

ing any arrangement in a long length of

pipes for preventing this, in face of the

«xpansions and contractions that are going

on in the neighborhood. It will be re-

membered that while the ice wall is ex-

panding, the pipes conveying the brine

solution are contracting. If the inner

pipe touches the outer at any portion of

Its length, the result will be that the cool-

ing effect will be partially cut off from
!hat portion of the pipe below.

Warning Indications

In my opinion, the best protection

igainst accidents of this kind is to have
cimstant warning, constant guides, of

what is going on in the pipes themselves.

This is to be obtained by fixing ther-

iiometers on the inner and outer pipes at

he top of each inner and outer pipe.

\'alves also should be arranged, so that

my set of pipes may be completely cut

•fl from the rings while repairs are being
made. The brine issuing from the outer

pipe at the top will be at a higher tem-
perature, about 3 to 4 deg. F. than the

•Consultlnc engineer. Bloomfleld Crescent,
Bath, England.

brine entering the inner pipe, and if there

is a thermometer fixed in each pipe, as

explained, and readings constantly taken,

early warning should be given that some-
thing is going wrong.

There is a rough and ready method of

knowing whether each pair of pipes is

doing its work, and that is by observing

the frost upon each. As is well known,
the atmosphere always contains a certain

quantity of moisture, and its ability to

carry moisture varies with the tempera-

ture, the quantity it can carry falling

quickly at a certain portion of the tem-

perature scale. The result of this is that

whenever a metal surface, say, is cooled,

as in the case of the brine circulating

pipes, the atmosphere in its immediate

neighborhood is also cooled, and deposits

upon the cold surface a portion of the

moisture it carried as vapor, the con-

densed vapor so deposited immediately

freezing, and the result being, in the case

of the very low temperatures employed in

the freezing process, that a somewhat
thick wall of ice is built around the rings,

the connections to the pipes, the valves,

etc.

At one of the collieries where the

freezing process was carried out, they

used to go every morning and knock the

ice off each set of tubes, and observe if

i; quickly formed again. This is a very

fair rough-and-ready guide, but ther-

mometers are much better guides, and
give much earlier indications. At certain

times of the year the rough-and-ready
guide might fail altogether.

Arrangement of Thermometers

There is a difficulty here, however, in

the matter of fixing the thermometers,

and to overcome the difficulty several

hrms have worked out apparatus by means
of which tlicrmometers can be inserted in

the tubes, and maintained i« situ, not-

withstanding the presence of the ice, and
can be examined as frequently as may be

desired. In one arrangement a socket is

screwed into the pipe, so as to stand well

above the ice surrounding the pipe, and
the thermometer is screwed into the top

of the socket, itself being insulated from
the socket, so that it can be handled if

necessary. The socket is fitted with a

screwed cover, which should be kept in

place when the thermometer is not pres-

ent.

Thermometers at the egress from the

brine tank and at the return, will also give

indications in case there is a serious stop-

page in the brine circulation, but it will

give no indication of a stoppage in an

individual pair of tubes, because the dif-

lerence in temperature between the out-

going and returning brine is too small to

show an appreciable difference from one

tube not doing its work.

Condition of the Brine

Stoppages occur in all brine circulating

|jipes occasionally, from the deposit of

some of the salt employed. The brine

should not be of more than a certain

density, depending upon the temperature

to which it is to be reduced. If the den-

sity is higher than this it has a tendency

to deposit. The saturation limits of the

salts usually employed for brine, drop

slightly with the temperature. With

chloride of calcium, the saturation limit

at 32 deg. F. is 5 lb. per gal., while at

14 deg. it has fallen to 4.2 lb., and at 4

deg. it is only 3.6 lb.

With magnesium chloride, which was

employed in the sinkings at the Durham
collieries, the difference is not so great,

;ind that will probably be one of the rea-

sons why it was employed by the German

engineers who carried out the contract.

At 32 deg. its saturation limit is 5.6 lb.

per gallon, at 14 deg. it is 5.4 lb., and at

4 deg. it is 5.3 lb.

In addition there is the possibility of

oxide of iron being formed, and I under-

stand 4hat stoppages have occurred from

this cause. The stoppage would occur

mainly, of course, by filling up the space

between the open end of the inner tube

and the closed end of the outer tube. As

the stoppage should be a gradual pro-

-cess, warning should be given by the ther-

mometers, as explained. In addition, it

would certainly be wise to have pressure

gages, arranged to show a pretty wide dif-

ference on the scales, on the outflow and

return pipes from the brine tanks. Any
variation in the difference of pressure,

showing a difference in the quantity of

brine flowing, should be made the cause

of investigation.

Faults in the Compression System

There are four serious faults that are

met with in refrigeration compression

plants. Three of them may be grouped

together as being part and parcel of the

same thing: shortage of the refrigerant

A certain quantity of refrigerant is re-

quired for a given plant ; if more than the

quantity is present, it leads to certain

troubles, but the cases where there is a

surplus of the refrigerant are rare. Cases

have been known where managers of re-
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frigerating plants have loaded the system
up with double tlie quantity of the re-

frigerant it required, and it has led to

queer results, but as a rule it is diflficult

to overload a plant in this way, under
ordinary conditions.

On the other hand, it is very easy in-

deed for the plant to become short of re-

frigerant, and therefore manufacturers
always advise that any danger of over-

loading with refrigerant shall be taken
rather than risk the possibility of short-

age. When shortage arises, even to a

comparatively small extent, it enormously
reduces the efficiency of the plant, and
with it the work in transporting the heat

from the ice wall is also considerably re-

duced.

The cooling action in the evaporator
coils is due entirely to the conversion of

the ammonia, or carbonic acid from the

liquid to the gaseous conditions. When
the system is short of the refrigerant, in

place of liquid passing over to the

evaporator coils in the proportion re-

quired, a certain quantity of gas passes
over with the liquid, and as the gas has
practically no refrigerating effect, as 0.4

to 555 in the case of ammonia, it is easily

seen tliat the work done is enormously
reduced by the pre'sence of gas, where
it is not wanted. In addition to the gas
taking the place of the liquid, while not
being able to do the work of the liquid,

it partially prevents the liquid's perform-
ing the work it would do in the ordinary
way, owing to the pi'essure it creates by
its presence in the expansion coils.

Preliminary Tests

Shortage will arise from three causes

:

leakage from joints, the presence of air

or occasionally of hydrogen gas in the
system, and the presence of oil in the

system. It is the rule, when the plant is

first fitted up, to test it with an air pres-

sure of about 200 lb. per sq.in. The plant
is fi.xed in position, all connections made,
and then a joint is broken at the suction

valve, or some other convenient spot, air

is pumped into the system, the joint

closed, and the air compressed, the whole
system being held under pressure for

some hours, while the joints are care-

fully examined.

For carbonic acid, soap and water
placed over the joints, or anywhere that a
leakage is suspected, will give rise to

bubbles, if any gas is escaping. For am-
monia the same method may be employed,
or a piece of sulphur may be burned, the

ammonia if present, forming dense fumes.
After the test, the air is pumped out of

the system, through a valve provided for

It at the top of the condenser, and when
the pressure has hecn reduced to a cer-

tain figure, the refrigerant is introduced

on the low-pressure side, usually between
the expansion coils and the compressor,

and is gradually pumped into the system,

the air being gradually forced out. With
<arbonic acid it i? usual to go on pumping

the refrigerant in, and to waste a certain

quantity of it by driving it through the

escape valve mentioned, to insure that the

whole of the air has been expelled.

With ammonia the air is pumped out

through the valve, as before, and a simple

test for ammonia is made and immedi-

ately it begins to appear, the valve is

closed. If air enters the system, it re-

duces its efficiency by taking the place of

a certain portion of the refrigerant, and

by getting into pockets and places in the

system where, being under compression, it

interferes with the proper circulation.

Precautions to be Observed

On no account should a vacuum be

pumped ; nor should the system be al-

lowed to remain under vacuum. In such

a case, if any weak points exist, air will

enter, and the troubles mentioned will

arise. Hydrogen gas is sometimes pres-

ent in the ammonia system owing to the

decomposition of the ammonia itself, if

the compressor is allowed to get hot, as

explained below. Hydrogen gas acts very

much as air does, inasmuch as neither

can be liquified under the pressures em-
ployed. It should be understood that the

process of condensation of gases is two-
fold.

Oil in the system is frequently a source

of trouble, but it is merely a question of

care in the construction of the apparatus,

in adjusting it, and in looking after it to

avoid the troubles. As with every kind

of moving machinery, the compressor pis-

ton requires lubricating, and also the bear-

ings. The . bearings, are made long, and
the lubricant is held in them under pres-

sure. A small quantity of the lubricant al-

most invariably finds its way from the

bearings into the compression cylinder, in

addition to that employed for lubricating

the piston. A separator is always con-

nected to the delivery from the com-
pressor, and it should remove the whole
of the oil used for lubricating the piston,

and that which comes from the bearings,

which comes through the delivery valve

with the compressed gas. The oil is re-

moved from the separator from time to

time, filtered and used again. If, how-
ever, the separator does not work prop-

erly, or if from any cause oil passes into

the condenser coils, with the gas, it begins

to cause trouble. It may deposit upon the

inside of the condenser pipes, it may pass

on and deposit on the inside of the pipes

of the evaporating coils, and it may also

combine with the ammonia, where that is

used, to form a substance which deposits

in various places, reducing the space for

the gas, and lowering the efficiency of the

plant, and the work it can do.

When this occurs, it is usual to clean

the system out by blowing steam through

the condenser and evaporator coils in suc-

cession, and afterward driving the steam

and moisture out by air, as on first start-

ing. In one form of compressor, the De
La Vcrgne, oil is injected into the cyl-

inder at a certain portion of the stroke,

to lubricate it, and to fill up the clearings,

the oil being driven out at the end of the

stroke, and being removed from the sys-

tem by a special arrangement of pumps
and filters. An arrangement similar to

this was used in the Dawdon and Wash-
ington sinkings.

He.\ting of the Compressor

A somewhat frequent source of trouble

with compressors, leading to trouble with

oil, arises if the compressor is allowed to

get hot. When working normally the en-

tire compressor should be quite cold. The
suction valve and the suction pipe leading

from the evaporator coils, should be cov-

ered with frost. Whenever the frost dis-

appears from the suction pipe and the suc-

tion valve, it is a sure sign that things are

not working properly. Sometimes even a

large portion of the compressor itself it

covered with frost.

The low temperature is due to the cool-

ing action of the gas coming over from

the expansion coils the expansion being

carried on right up to the moment when
compression begin. The low temperature

at which the compressor is maintained,

keeps the apparatus in proper working or-

der. If, however, heating is allowed to

occur, either from friction, or from de-

fective working of the plant, two things

may happen. The packing of the bearing

will be damaged, leading to an escape of

the refrigerant, and if the temperature is

allowed to reach a sufficiently high degree,

the oil itself is vaporized, and is carried

over into the condenser with the hot gas,

notwithstanding the action of the separa-

tor, the latter being practically useless for

the vaporized oil.

It is necessary that the piston rod

should be absolutely bright and free from

anything that will cause friction, and that

it should be maintained absolutely cold.

One source of heating is the defective

working of the plant. When the plant is

working normally, the delivery pipe from

the compressor should be" slightly warm.

With carbonic acid it is a little warmer
than with ammonia, but in both the heat

should not be great, not sufficient to burn

the hand. If the delivery pipe becomes

hot, it may be due to the regulator valve

not being sufficiently open, in which case

a very small turn will put the matter

right, or it may be due to a shortage of

the refrigerant, owing to one of the

causes described. If the heat continues, it

will be communicated to the compressor,

and the other troubles mentioned may
arise.

Trouble caused by Deposits

The other source of trouble which has

been partly indicated above, is due to the

deposit upon the condenser or evaporating

coil pipes. The passage of heat from the

gas to the cooling water of the condenser,

and from the brine to the liquid refriger-

ant, will take place quickest and best when
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both sidis of the pipes are clean. Cool-
ing water very often contains salts, which
are deposited on the outside of the con-
denser pipe, the scale so forming, build-

ing up a resistance to the pass.ige of heat
through the metal, 1 he remedy for this

is, frequent examination of the pipes, and
frequent clearing of any deposit that may
arise, by means of bruslies that arc usu-
ally supplied for the purpose, by manu-
facturers,

When a deposit forms on the condenser
pipes, and the cooling water docs not per-

form its full work, ihe pressure on the

condenser side rises. Hence, watcliing the

gages will always give indications of com-
ing trouble. The same remarks apply
practically to the evaporator coils. If there
is a deposit on the pipes, the refrigerant

cannot do its work properly, the pressure
at the suction side of the evaporator coils,

rises. Watching the pressure and tem-
perature gages at the condenser, and at

the evaporator coils will always give
warning of trouble. The gages should be
maintained at the proper figures. If it

either rises, or falls, without any sufficient

cause, such as a higher temperature of
the cooling water, the plant should be
examined.

The Tilbury Oilfield, Ontario *

By Eugene CosTEf

Oil was lirst struck in the Tilbury field

in December, 1905, in the township of
Tilbury East, in Kent county, Ontario.-

The well was drilled by the Acme Oil

Company, of Detroit, Mich., striking gas
at 1360 and 1375 ft. ; oil at 1385, at 1410
and at 1430 ft. Drilling was stopped at

1450 ft,, after striking salt water. Other
wells since drilled prove the good oil ter-

ritory of the Tilbury field extends at least

over an area of two miles east and west
by five miles north and south and the

limits of the field to the south and north
are still unknown. Only three or four
dry wells have as yet been encountered
over that large area of 6400 acres, and a

number of very good wells (century
^\•el!s) have been struck. Large gas wells

have also been struck in this field.

As to the small content of sulphuretted

hydrogen, 0.20 per cent., there is no dif-

ference between the Tilbury field gas and
the Ohio and Indiana gas taken at a num-
ber of places widely scattered over those
two States, The oil of the Tilbury field

also contains some sulphur which gives
it a strong odor. It is a dark green in

color, of 38 to 41 deg. Baume gravity, and
belongs to the same class as the Lima,
Ohio, the Indiana, and the Petrolia and
Oil Springs, (Ontario) oils. It is bought
from the producer at the present tithe

•Abstract of paper read before the Can-
adlnn Mining Institute, 1907.

tMlnlng englnepF, Toronto. Ontario.

only by the Imperial Oil Company of Sar-
nia. Ont. This company has established

a pumping station and tankage in a cen-
tral part of the field, from which it pumps
the oil through a 4-in. and also through a

J-in. line to Merlin, Ont,, on the Pere
-Marquette Road, 4!.. miles distant. From
there the oil is taken over tliat road in

tank cars of the Imperial Oil Company to
the large refinery at Sarnia.

Owing to the depth of the sand—about
1400 ft.—all the drilling done is by the

American cable-tool systetn ; the Canadian
pole-tool system being too slow and not
suitable for wells of that depth.

Geology of the Field

The Tilbury field lies under a flat, drift-

covered section of the country, the ele-

vation of which is about 600 ft. above the

sea. The drift is about 150 ft. thick in

the south end of the field and about iod

ft. in the north end, and is composed of
boulder clay on the top and sands and
gravels varying very much in thickness

below. The first strata struck under this

drift are the grey blue shales of the

Hamilton or Middle Devonian formation
—the so called upper soapstone or soap
of the Petrolia driller; then comes the

middle lime and the lower soap of the

same formation followed by the Cornifer-

ous or big lime of the Lower Devonian,
which is struck at depths ranging from
230 to 28s ft., and is about 150 ft. thick.

Below this are the dolomitic limestones

with flint and gypsum of the Onondaga,
or LTpper Silurian, a little more than 1000

ft. thick; then comes the Guelph and
Niagara, Silurian dolomitic limestones in

which, so far, the drilling of the wells

has been stopped, but it is likely that, in

future in some parts of that field or not
far from it, the wells will be drilled deeper
still and will obtain their gas and oil

either from the Clinton limestone imme-
diately underlying the Guelph and Nia-
gara and about 150 ft. thick in that sec-

tion of the country, or from the still

deeper strata of the Trenton limestone

lying about 900 ft. under the Clinton,

from which it is separated by the Medina,
Hudson river and Utica soft shales, which
can be drilled through very quickly and
cheaply.

The gas and the two upper oil pays in

the southern part of the field are found in

the lower brown dolomites and gypsum of

the Onondaga, while the lower oil pay is

struck in the upper beds of the Guelph
and Niagara. In the north end of the

field, north of the Michigan Central Rail-

way, the lower beds of the Onondaga
are barren of oil, which is there altogether

found in the Guelph, but the gas is still

found there in the lower beds of the

Onondaga in the strata which form the

first and second oil pays of the south
end of the field. In the east middle part

of the field on the other hand, the oil

is struck in the Onondaga strata which
constitute the gas pays in many of the

wells of the middle wcsleni part of the

field.

A little gas is also often found in this

field in the sand or gravel at the bottom

of the drift, also iti the upper part of the

Corniferous in some of the wells, while

in other wells some gas and a little oil

were found in the upper beds of the

Onondaga between 500 and 600 ft.

However oil was struck in most of

the wells at about 1250 to 1280 ft. in

the Onondaga, all of which shows the ad-

ventitious nature of the gas and oil in the

different porous strata or reservoirs of

this field; which does not in this differ

frnm many other oil and gas fields.

Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke

Company

This company owns extensive coal and

iron-ore properties in southwestern Vir-

ginia, and operates coal mines, coke ovens

and blast furnaces. Its report for the

year ended June 30, 1907, shows $10,000,-

000 capital stock, of which $8,641,600 has

been issued ; and $5,643 funded debt. The

income account is as follows

:

Eiiriiliigs. F..\pi>ii8e». Not Earu'e-

Blast fuinacesi:
toundrles K<,6T4,6S8 *3,941,1SS > 'iia.Ml

fonl mini's 9:«,2«9 74fi,M8 180.721
Ciiki- ovi'118 raLOSM 5"J0,332 59."a«
Otlii'idpcrntloug :i!CJ.4-Jl :)87,4M 4.007

Total ».1.li.MI.4l»i *4.m.'i,4'JO t 91*4,!I16

Mlsccllant'oua rccdittH 8*^.453

Total Incoino tl,l)(i7,3«9

InteioBt. taxos. v\k 4U7.SB'J

SurpluB for tlio year $6<iO.0O7

The operating expenses during the year

were charged with $301,787 for deprecia-

tion accounts, comprising five different

funds.

The labor situation was worse, if any-

thing, than the year before, and not only

was Ihe company obliged to pay advanced

wages in its own mines and at its furnaces,

but the character of the labor itself was

of the most shiftless sort. If it were not

for the steam shovels bought in the last

two or three years it would have been

impossible to have obtained enough ore

from the mines to keep the furnaces going.

This labor situation has added to the cost

of production of iron materially, but ow-
ing to the rapid advance in prices this

was more than counterbalanced by the

figures received for iron sold.

The company made in the year ending

June 30, 1907. a total of 202,453 tons of

iron, and this amount was produced

wholly by iron ores derived from local

sources, a very large proportion of which

was mined from the mines of the com-

pany. The coal business has continued to

be gratifying, and the prices received

showed a steady increase. Most of the

coke produced by the company is con-

sumed in its own furnaces. The coal

mined during the year was 1,166,445 tons;

coke produced, 394.791 tons.
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< 1 nil entirely in by shallow pits i n. wide by 2 or 3
m- '"

TK. Alaska Treadwcll Gold .rrange-ents to use fuel d uU.rel,,
,-^^ ^,^,,,„ the whole of the borate has

Ihe Alaska 1
reauwcn

place of coal.
bron t-ikcn out the water rises and tills

Mining Company During the year there -ere 89,1^72
tons ^ >

^^^^ ^^^_^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^„j^_ 1

of ore sent to the mills from the open 1

^^^^^^ ^^^.^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^^^

This company owns extensive proper- pits, or 12.7 per cent, of
t'^^J^^^'f™^ tJ„ ;„ order to preyent flooding the sec-

ties on Douglas Island, Alaska. The re- ..iUed. The p.ts have now r ached a
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^ d

port for the year ended May 31- iW, point in depth ^^^vond which twU not D y
^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^_.^^^ ^„

shows no change in the capital stock economical to work tViem nUce st,

^^^^^ ^^^^^p„,, Decauville transmis

which is $5,000,000 in .00.000 shares o remains a large tonn gem the p^jars t^

^.^^ ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ,, , te

<5>- eich The profit and loss account can be mined and sent to the miiis.
exploitation to a

tor tr ear';;:s L follows

:

estimate of ore ^n sight at the^ose o
^^^Z.^o. where it is dried and af^^

« M5.<K'i vear is as follows :
Above 440 " ":v

, Twelve furnaces are used

^^^^^r;^:::::------- ^^ ^68,646; above 600 ft.,m^ aW so
^'i -t,„„, ,,,, one of which has a

s„„ar.vacco.,u.a ^^ j, _ 458,704; above 900 ft., 155.6 3, abovo
^^ ^^ ^^^.^^^j^ ^^^ a fuel

Tom. »^'it loso ft., 1.122,212; above 1250 ft i,273,

^^ J J^i^^/of 68 quintals of yareias.

o.,.ec.a«ononp.«.u * !-•«-
583; total in levels, 4,209,032; broken ore «—

^^^^^ i^ , ,,getable peculiar to

^^l:;rf.r,^.rlrp.^^en^...•:.•.•.•.•::::: j^ in stopes, 773,851; ^^nd t°t«'^ 4.<j-.883
^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^

^'^^/?r'^ Tts
.. rS^9 tons. The ore above the 1450 tt. level is

.^ rounded form. Its

^•'"'"=""'=^"

;^^, not sufficiently developed to estimate. The ^™- ""^^^
i^ derived from its large

surplus, May«,tiH,7 * ^^«.=>

^^^^^ ^^^j^.t, includes ore that mus re- cak,nhc v^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^,

- The mine statement shows I97 ft- shaft
^^^^.^ .^ ^^^ ^;„^ ;„ t,,e shape of pillars, qua y ^^

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^jj^g_

sinking and 9200 ft. other development b sed^^^^^

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^

work. The total rock broken was 8cx)45.
j^ j ^f Salinas, ^his vegetable is abundant in the moun-

tons. of which 89S8 tons were rejected as 1 he Dorax i^ V n^s .
^^.^^^^^ delivered

waste. 791.467 tons being ore. The ore „ear Arequipa, Peru
Itthe furnaces Transportation to Are-

sent to mill was 702.953 tons The aver-
.^ accomplished by Hamas, mules,

age number of drills at ;vork ^s ^o.^p
^^^^^^^ .^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ occurrence '^ ^^ ^„d costs 70c. per quintal. The

the average work per drill per lo^hour
^^^ ^^^^._^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^p^^.^ ^^ ^ake

^^^^^^^ ^,^ip„,ents to Arequipa are about

shift was 5.06 holes, o; 36^ ^ ",
'^^H g^Unas in Peru are abstracted from the

,^ p,, „onth.

was an average of one ton of rock broken
^^,^^ ^^^^^^_ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Lake Sail- ___ .

to i.o- ft. drilled. . ^ leagues east of Arequipa

The company has two mills, one of 240 '."^
'''^^f"tj^^dc is about 14,200 ft., and it ^ New Annealing Process

stamps, in which 351,438 tons of ore were City-

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^ 1^^^^ ^,3,,,

crushed. 6600 tons of
^^'^P'l^^'^'^ ^"^f bounded by a circular chain of high moun-

^j annealing, described

saved by concentration ^^
'Je

other^ o
^^j^^ ;„, markedly volcanic region. Ex- ./J ,/,,,J,,/ £«gi«.<^r (Sept. 14,

300 stamps. 351,515 tons of ore were
j ^j,^ mountains reveals clearly " ^

j^to operation by the

crushed and 6382 tons of ->P'--'
-J.^^^^

,„eir volcanic origin, and the superposidon
\fJ^^^;i,,,J,,, Works Company The

The loss of quicksilver in ^"'^^^"^^'^'^
„f ,,^a sheets of great thickness. The -Nettie

^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ,^

was 35.2 per cent, in the -40-stam mijl

l^^^^^,^^,,^^ ,ock is biotite-hornblende- P™^ „"
,,,„,ically reducing instead

-•l^^-V^f.rdron aclount
'ndesite. with large crystals of vitreous

ff^^idizing atmosphere. The advant-

were closed 21 dajs on account
ijodase. a<,e resulting from this change m condi-

scarcity of fuel. Some *-« was a o ,ost
,^^^^ ^^^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ discharged into

f^J^^^at oxidizing or scaling the sur-

on account of a strike ^^
">^

J^'"^", this basin has of late diminished consider- ^^ ^^ ^^ ^„„ealed is entirely

The average number of "'e" ;-P "^^^
aMy. so that today what is called the lake

f^« °*
^^^ „,d process of anneal-

for the year was 493.3, and e av age
^^..^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ p^,, „f ,he

-^^'Z^J,^ of thin bars amounted in

wages paid each, including the cost of
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ non-contmuous '"^^

,^„<,h as 2 per cent, of

board and lodging for those who board > .^
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ .^ ^^i^^„^,, and °;"^^^^^^, A,,o when the steel comes

at the company's boardmg house, was
^^^^^^^..^^ .^ ^ ^^^^j^,, 3ec-

^/^\^'^",hined, the scale is the source of

$3.23 per day. A flat rate of $27 a month P

^^ ^^^^ A superficial crust of ^;;™, t;ouble as "it has to be

is made to all e-Pj>'"\;;;^°,''°"fJ chloride and sulphate of soda, fine sand 10
^^'f ^„^„,d off. ground off or removed

the company's boarding houses. Labor
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^,^, ^ ^,^ ^1^;^^^ ^and

"I''"'
was scarce throughout the year.

^^.^^^ I ^^ j^^^^^^ ^o to So cm. thick. -
P

'

roducer-gas plant is an es-

The statement of mine earnings and ex-
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^_ ^^^^^^^ ^j ^^^i^ble thick- '^ « P

^^^^ „^^ annealing installa-

penses is as follows, the averages being
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ sometimes reach-

^^imi p
^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^ ^

based on 702,953 tons milled:
.^^ ^ maximum of I m. The borax de-

'.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^„d is there mixed with

Amount. Per Ton.
^^^.^ j^ ^ calcium-sodium-borate, or ulex-

,antitv of air necessary to support

S!:?Sf;o'2.'.Tr^T^"..u,ph-;i»* 71^4^1 *1:52 ite; on extraction the percentage of
^^^,^,^ji„„; ^his process is said to give

Mi«o.i«n«ou» proflte
^^J.";-

o.JJ^ boracic acid is 30. afterward being raised
^ ^^^^-^^^^^ softness to the steel, and s

'°'""'" —^ ^7Z^ hy artificial dessication to 52. Two kinds
_^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^.j^,^ ^ consumption of only

Total receipts »u>92^$-^
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ recognizcd-the .s^doio

\^^t of coal per ton of steel annealed,

MlnluK and development $ j(»>.«i »o.«J7» (sjiky), which is fibrous ulexite with a ;* '^^ ^^e ordinary annealing furnaces

?""uLT.i„V.;.V.:.s.-.-.'::::::: f^.^w ;;,>^^;. brilliant silky luster, and the cornente
^ ^^^^,y ^ j„„ of coal to every ton

nuonrhC.r
'"''''''*''':

''"'^ »>'^ or ordinary borate which generally con-
^^'^^^^^ The complete process is accom-

oon«tructi..n and repairs _j7^_iMW«
^^j^^ ^^^^^.^ 3„d Other impurities. The

.jjbpd in 48 hours, whereas in most other

Totalcost, * "«"."' »'"'' borate bed is impermeable, so that the
^^^^^^,5^^ furnaces thermal treatment oc-

Net prom for the year » «-M..'*5 «".««.« water which reaches the lake by subter-
'^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^i^ da-ys.

a... .«.v v-ilue shown by ranean means cannot reach the surface at i^

_ ^

^ '
"rft,ken was $242 p r ton the spot where borate exists and hence ^.^ ^„ ^,,,„ years

The' rraee s ving ^er tt^as' shown parts of the lake which contain no bora e

J^^^^J^l^ „, ,,, .a^ge ore heaps of

W-o was $2 ,r ^'' ^^^"^' '<=^°e"'"'^ •^^^

''^f

P'"'"'' °^

ts copper and the ore then contains only

"ThrJ^r'^as unusually severe. The P-^^^:^:-; ^X^ is%ffected Z^To.. .r cent, copper,

company is erecting tanks and making The extraction
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The International Petroleum Congress
Account of a Notable Gathering of Petroleum Experts and Cfiemists.

Progress Made in tlie Industry Especial'y in Oilfields of Rumania

B Y DAVID T DAY
In all over 400 men interested in the

petroleum industry, together with quite a

number of ladies, gathered at Bucharest,

Rumania, for the Third Petroleum Con-

gress. The local committee had labored

valiantly for two years, and when the

Government joined the movement in the

interest of State oil-land development, and

financed the entertainment of the con-

gress, besides sending to the homes of

the delegates free transportation wher-

ever needed in Rumania, the private oil

companies joined in, and the success of

the movement became assured. The
measure of the success was, however,

greater than expected. Beyond doubt, no

such important event has ever been known

the petroleum chemists present repre-

sented the best talent known, and per-

haps the same is true of the geologists,

when we consider the presence of Mrazek,

Hoofer, Tietze, Soczi, Stephanoscu, Ra-

kusin, Basskakoff, BenkcndorfT, Sameigna,

Mircca, Murgoci, dc Richard, Tanasasciu,

and GoulischambarofT.

The meeting began, on Sept. 4, with an

explanatory lecture by Professor Mrazek,

on the geology of the main or western

oilfields of Rumania. For this he was

not only fitted as the chief of the geolog-

ical survey, but also as the geologist for

the Government commission for the in-

vestigation and supervision of the oil-

fields—especially those of the State. He

ill carriages the congressists began a drive

which landed them at Baicoi again on the

third day thereafter. They banqueted

three times a day and at night slept in the

residences of their hosts of that day,

where again gastronomic hospitality was

driven to the limit. But no time was lost

in answering all questions and every pos-

sible facility was placed at our disposal

for examining oils, drill cores, chemical

laboratories, and refining details. Pub-

licity was the motto. Thus we saw the

refinery of Aurora, where nothing looks

like Atjierican practice; but it is, never-

theless, designed with a care which com-

mands respect. Then we got among the

oil wells at Tsinea, near by. Hydraulic
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M.\P OF FRAHOVA AND DAMBOVITZU DISTRICTS, RUMANIA, SHOWING OIL WELLS, PIPE UNES, ETC

in the petroleum industry. The proceed-

ings touched all lines of scientific work
and joined the chemists with the geolo-

gists; the result being a great gain in our

knowledge of the theories of the origin of

petroleum, and in the development of the

technology of petroleum.

Results and Personnel

Perhaps the best result was the develop-

ment of the manifest necessity for ade-

quate means of separating every variety

of crude petroleum into its constituent

hydrocarbons before many more conclu-

sions can be drawn in regard to the

nature of various oils. Beyond question

United States Geological Survey ; dele-
gate to the Congress.

traced not only the geological structure,

showing how some of the oils have un-

doubtedly reached their present situation

by migration from elsewhere, but he also

outlined the recent development of oil

territory to the southwest from the im-

portant Bushtenari region.

The Bushtenari Oilfield

An excursion to this field followed,

lasting three days, in which the refining

interests were well seen, and all the im-

portant oil pools as thoroughly studied as

possible, even with the strenuous hours

—

daylight to dark with banquets till mid-

night or worse. First came the refinery

of Baicoi, reached at 8 a.m., after two
hours in a special train, highly creditable

to the Government railway system. Then

drilling has made a hit there. It was
instructive, too, to see how baling is re-

sorted to on a large scale, on account of

the fine sand which baffles pumps. Fortu-

nately the pumping question is often made
unnecessary by gushers, which have given

much wealth to the well-owners. The
wells and refinery of Recea were also

visited and Bushtenari the great—the

Rumanian oil Messa—was reached be-

fore sundown. This oil contains no
paraffin wax, or next to none, but its

prolific yield and the fairly good lubri-

cating oils obtained from its residue make
it the foremost field in the land. It is

piped to several refineries, chiefly in

Ploestiti and Campina, where the Steana

Romana (Star of Rumania) Company
has a model plant. Here good engineer-
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ing ;iiid tine chemical talent have put up

the most econoniic:il plant in the land,

though the product of the Standard in

Plocjihti is a better oil for lamps. The

great drawback to the burning oils from

Rumania is the presence—usually 20 per

cent.—of coal-tar hydrocarbons in the

crude. Benzol and toluol abound in the

kerosene and it is ditTicuU to burn them

without smoke. The wax produced is

well retined. though they do not get as

hard products as are common in America.

This paraffin comes from the new wells

near Campina.

The third day's work was given to

Moreni, where almost every oil company

is looking for (and getting) gushers,

some of which flow for many months.

The field is in high favor, although the

complicated geology—well explained by

our indefatigable Professor Mrazek—
makes drilling a veritable lottery.

Openi.vg of the Congress

On their return to Bucharest at night,

on Sept. 7, the excursionists would doubt-

less have appreciated a rest, but instead

they were introduced to Prime Minister

Demitri Sturdza, and Madame Sturdza, at

a reception for 1500 in their beautiful

palace. Even the Bucharest citizens, ex-

perts on social functions, pronounced this

a marvelous fete, but it w'as only a pre-

monitorj- symptom of the Prime Minister's

interest in the Congress. He attended

every session, presided at most of the

banquets and accompanied the Congress

on its last excursion to Constanza on the

Black sea. to show what the Government

is doing for the export trade in petroleum.

After the official (evening dress) open-

ing of the Congress on Sunday morning

at the beautiful Atheneum palace, the

Congress settled down on Monday morn-

ing to scientific papers. In three sections

—geology, chemistry and economics

—

they discussed about 70 papers ; the Uni-

versity building being given up to the

work. .•\s a working machine the Con-

gress was a model in efficiency.

The Migration of Petroleum

In section I, geolog>', Monday was de-

voted chiefly to papers on the migration

of petroleum in the earth'.s crust ; and the

subject was given sharp analysis, chiefly

by the papers of Mrazek. He gave much
in the way of detailed study of the courses

taken by oils in Rumania, and surely the

place of meeting for this purpose was well

chosen on account of the great variation

of the oils within a small territory. He
then showed experimentally the behavior

of petroleum to shales and insisted upon

the great importance of moisture in the

shales. Dry shales absorb oils readily and

so will most other dry rocks—the eflFect

of the absorption on the character of the

oil depending upon the fine or coarse pores

in the rock.

Still more important was his demonstra-

tion that such absorption of oil in a

shale does not furnish an oil supply. For,

while the oil is there, it will not leave the

shale when a drill penetrates it and we

get no oil. Super-saturation is the es-

sential thing, For this he showed that

it was only necessary for water to enter

the oil saturated shale .and drive out the

oil into some other—often a sandstone

—

reservoir. The writer showed as a corol-

lary the fact that when water, drives out

an oil from a saturated shale, the portion

rich in paraffins, solid and semi-solid, re-

mains behind, and to this the Scotch shales

are probably due. as the oils extracted by

solvents from shales are like these resi-

dues. The necessity of a good water trap

below the oil was also made evident.

Professor Mrazek demonstrated the ca-

pacity of a moist shale to serve as the

best possible cover for an oil pool.

The Origin of Petroleum

Professor Engler re-elaborated his

ideas of the animal origin of petroleum,

and added the results of e.xperiments

proving that only certain fractional distill-

ates from crude petroleums show optical

activity. He asserted that he had found cer-

tain natural crude oils which agreed in

optical activity with his artificial product.

He then showed that search for an ani-

mal residue which could yield petroleum

optically similar to the usual nati-.r^l

crudes had been successful, with choles-

terin and he regards this as the original

petroleum source. Perhaps this takes

him farther than ever from an adequate

source of supply for our petroleum—to

say nothing of what must have escaped us

by leakage—but Professor Engler did not

deal with quantitative statements. Alto-

gether it was a valuable and valiant sup-

port of the theory of animal origin, and

helped to offset an obvious, tendency

towards the inorganic theory. Professor

Engler made an eloquent and graceful

reference to our loss in one year of the

three chemists, Moissan, Bethelot and

Mendeleejef, who have contributed most

to the inorganic theory. «

In the discussion of this paper Hoefer

spoke decidedly for the animal theorj".

Mrazek, without any decided partisanship

and in a remarkably able address, laid

much, perhaps too much, stress on the

absence of oil deposits in volcanic regions,

as an argument against the inorganic

origin.

Structure a.md Exploitation of Oilfields

A long series of papers followed show-

ing structural details in the European oil-

fields ; and others in regard to practical

questions in the exploitation of oilfields,

drilling methods, etc., but with a lament-

able lack of data concerning the United

States. The exceptions were found in the

excellent contributions of Capt. A. F.

Lucas on the Texas fields, H. F. Bain on

the Illinois field, and Ralph Arnold, on the

complicated conditions in Santa Maria

field in California. Consideration of these

must be left to a subsequent letter.

The Chemical Skction

In Section II, Engler, Zaloziecki, Rakus-

sin and others were fortunate in carrying

the war as to theories of the origin of

petroleum into the camp of the chemists.

The discussion which was provoked em-

phasized the necessity for a method of

separating each crude oil into its hydro-

carbons, and the classification of each oil

by the quantity of each hydrocarbon

which it contains, instead of naming an

oil geographically as is now done. The
Rumanian chemists, Poni, Edeleano

and Haussmann, are entitled to most

credit for efforts in this line, by which

our knowledge of the constitution of Ru-

manian oils is more complete than for

any other—even the Russian. Zaloziecki

and others have done much also toward

giving a quantitative idea of the consti-

tution of Galician oils, and the Russians

are not far behind. But the dearth of in-

formation in regard to the quantitative

composition of American oils is a positive

reproach to every one connected v/ith

American chemistry, with the sole excep-

tion of Mabery; and especially is it to

be regretted that the Government has

been so neglectful that now it will be

difficult for any corps of men ever to

catch up with the oils now important

in the industry, and by that time the dis-

covery of new pools and new problems

will make the situation equally hopeless.

In Europe the large number of able petro-

leum chemists might have aided in the

American problem, but for the meager

samples that they have received of oils

and their doubtful authenticity.

Possibilities of Rumanian Oils
'

The Rumanian work has shown that

their crude oils offer a better source of

supply than coal tar for hydrocarbons of

the benzol series. It is evident that

Germany, and let us hope Rumanian
laboratories also, will soon draw on these

oils as the basis of the aniline dye and
similar industries. The Russians also

showed great progress in the direction of

obtaining valuable products from the

naphthenes from their crudes. The in-

formation will have a world-wide wel-

come that genuine spirits of turpentine

can easily be derived from Russian ma-
zoot, to say nothing of soaps, etc.

The Economic Section

In Section III several valuable papers

were represented in regard to statistical

details. Dr. Paul Schwarz, of Berlin

;

Dr. Paul Dvorkovitz, of London, and

several others studied the statistical con-

ditions of their respective countries, and

then the discussion drifted toward meth-

ods of unification of tests of oil products.

The French delegates in four preliminary

meetings had prepared a complete pro-

gram of tests for international adoption,

but these were in general less acceptable

than those in use in Germany, which were

offered by the German members. As a
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compromise a tentative set of interna-

tional mctliods was adopted Vhere there

was no conflict and the remainder were

referred to an international committee

consisting of two members from each

country. Dr. David T. Day was selected

to represent America, and was asked to

nominate the second member, and on this

point he will welcome suggestions from

all interested.

When the third section wandered into

the discussion of regulations of the di-

mensions of tank cars and other matters

more germane to a railroad congress, it

LiTER.ATURE OF THE CoNCRESS

Much of the success of the congress

was due to the unprecedented preparatory

work. The Germans fortified themselves

by bringing many of their papers bound

in a jubilee volume, handsomely printed

and illustrated. The French printed the

views they wished adopted. The local

committee not only printed many of the

Rumanian papers in advance, but all the

foreign contributions received in time.

Then, besides bound guides containing

maps of the oil regions, and the usual

photographic record of every act. A
member of the local committee proved in-

defatigable in directing this work ^nd

exposed more than 2000 plates of the

congress and its progress, in rain, sun-

shine and by flash-light.

The Next Meeting

This evidence of the committee's activ-

ity is alone enough to appal the workers
for the next congress; but when the Gov-
ernment appropriation is considered and
16 banquets that were banquets, free spe

THE PORT OF CONSTANZA ON THE BLACK SEA. EVERYTHING IN SIGHT IS THE WORK OF THI. RUMANIAN

GOVERNMENT—EVEN THE TANKS

was Prime Minister Sturdza who raised

his voice to recall them to more strictly

petroleum matters. Again, a vigorous

effort to constitute a permanent commis-
sion to serve as a perpetual congress was
successfully opposed by Dr. Day, on ac-

count of its necessary tendency toward

meddling with trade matters, and the

neglect of the scientific work which had
made the congress successful.

daily bulletins of events, a handsome al-

bum of views was given to each member.

Better than all was the daily edition of the

Moriteur du Petrote Roumain, which kept

up with the progress of excursions, de-

bates, contributions and speeches at ban-

quets so as to constitute an efficient

compte rendu of the congress, ready

each morning. Another admirably exe

cuted literary feature was the official

cial trains and sleeping cars, nearly two

miles of carriages for four days, automo-

biles without stint, and free steamers on

the Danube with sufficient room for 4rx)

to banquet at once without the least in

convenience, and finally a free steamer

to Constantinople, the committee of ar-

rangements for the next congress de-

serves smypathy. The next meeting will

be held in Lemberg, Galicia, in 1910.
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The Meeting of the American

Electrochemical Society

The twelfth general meeting of the

Amerian Electrochemical Society was

held at the Chemists' Club, 108 West

Fifty-fifth street, on Oct. 17 and 18,

and on Saturday, Oct. 19, at Earl hall,

Columbia University.

First D.\y

.\ftcr a meeting of the board of direc-

tors at 7 p.m. a general reception was held

and this was followed by illustrated lec-

tures .by Dr. Geo. F. Kunz and E. G.

.\cheson. Dr. Kunz spoke of the history

and occurrence of diamonds and the

methods of cutting and polishing gems

and reviewed the work of Moissan in the

production of artilicial diamonds. The

genesis of the diamond with regard to

deposits of iron was also discussed in

view of the discovery of diamonds in

meteorites. Dr. Kunz exhibited models

of many of the more famous gems, also

specimens of blue ground from South

Africa.

E. G. Acheson demonstrated, by experi-

ments, the properties of "Deflocculated

Graphite," discovered by him, and dis-

cussed its qualities as a lubricant. A
number of articles, manufactured from

this product, were on exhibition. A dis-

cussion of both lectures followed.

Second D.\y

Ihe meeting was called to order shortly

after 9 a.m. by President C. F. Burgess.

The first paper was on "The Electro-ther-

mic Reduction of Iron Ore," by A. E.

Green and F. S. MacGregor. The ores

used were ilmenite and a titaniferous iron

ore from Esse.x county. New York.

Several phenomena occurring at meas-

ured temperatures were mentioned among
which was that with a low lime content

more titanium was reduced at a higher

than a lower temperature.

Joseph W. Richards then discussed the

experiments made with the ilectric fur-

nace on iron ores at Saulte Ste. Marie,

in which he deplored the fact that, so

far, no attention had been paid to the

gases coming from the electric furnace.

He predicted that the advance in the

future would be made by studying the

analysis of these gases. He also remarked

that no stress should be laid upon the

manufacture of gray pig iron in the elec-

tric furnace. It would be sufficient to

produce white iron and add the proper

ferro-alloys to give the desired result.

The main stumbling block, he pointed out,

was too much carbon in the charge. The
carbon can be consumed only by the oxy-

gen in the charge, and any excess of car-

bon, over the proper amount, will give

less heat and will require more power.

Dr. H. N. Potter then read a paper

. On "Silicon Monoxide," and was followed

by .\. B. Albro, who described an original

method for the analysis of silicon com-

pounds.

C. E. Baker read a paper on "New
.\pplications of Chlorine in Mctallurg}-,"

which consists in rendering soluble the

metallic contents of an ore and leaving

the gold unaltered. No chloridizing roast

is required. This started a discussion be-

tween Messrs. Hcring and Speyers and

the author in which the question of the

cost of chlorine and the non-solubility of

gold in chlorine was taken up. It was

claimed that the by-product, caustic soda,

more than paid for the grvs, and therefore

the chlorine cost nothing. Also that gold

was insoluble in chlorine if iron chloride

was present in the ferrous form and that

gold was not acted upon by perfectly dry

chlorine gas.

F. A. J. Fitz Gerald briefly gave some

data on the heat conductivity of carbon

and promised further particulars in a sub-

sequent article.

The paper on "The Electrometallurgy

of Zinc," by Gustave Gin, that of Messrs.

Tucker. Doty and Cauchois on "Granu-

lar Carbon Resistors," and that of W. R.

Mott on "Electrochemical Methods for

the Quantitative Determination of Free

Silicon in the Presence of Silica, Silicates,

Oxides, Free Carbon and Carborundum,"

were postponed until the following day.

.\ written discussion was invited for the

papers by Messrs. Gin and Mott.

In the afternoon an excursion to the

laboratories of Thomas A. Edison took

the members to New Jersey, and in the

evening the annual banquet of the society

was held at the Liederkranz hall.

Third D.^y

The papers of the last day of the meet-

ing were read at Earl hall, Columbia

University.

The first paper was that of Messrs.

Tucker, Doty and Cauchois, read by Dr.

Tucker, on "Granular Carbon Resistors,"

and was followed by discussions by

Messrs. Hering, Richards and Speyers.

Dr. Tucker then read a paper entitled

"Electrolytic Separation of Copper and

Silver," by H. W. Gillctt, which was fol-

lowed by a paper, not on the program,

by L. H. Dushak and G. A. Hulett, on

"A Study of the Silver Goniometer."

This gave details of experiments to deter-

mine the true electro-chemical equivalent

of silver.

E. E. Free then read a Pfiper on the

"Electrolytic Determination of Minute

Quantities of Copper."

The industrial uses of "Monax" was

the subject of the second instalment of

Dr. Potter's paper and described the use

of silicon monoxide as a filler for paints

used especially for brick and structural

steel. It is used also in the manufacture

of printing ink and ceramics, and has

various other commercial uses. A descrip-

tion of the furnace in which it is made
then followed.

Dr. A. F. Cushman gave a lecture on

the "Electrolytic 1 heory of the Corro-

sion of Iron," which he gave before the

Society for Testing Materials, and which

has been published in a bulletin of the

Agricultural Department of Washington.

The papers postponed from the pre-

vious day and several others down on

the program were not read, owing to lack

of time.

.\ftcr the morning session the members
and guests formed two parties, one visit-

ing the new power plant of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad at Long Island City, and
the other inspecting the plant of the United

States Metals Refining Company at

Chrome, New Jersey.

Electric Steel Plant in Germany

According to the Jion Age, a new plant

for the production of steel in a modified

Kjellin induction furnace was recently in-

spected by representatives of German,
Belgian and Russian steel m.mufacturers

at the works of the Rochling Iron and

Steel Works, Volklingen, Germany. The
furnace has a charge of three tons and

had been in operation for several weeks.

It purifies a liquid charge from the basic

converter down to mere traces of sulphur

and phosphorus. T|ie furn.ice is founded

upon a combination of the original Kjellin

furnace, with various improvements which

have been carried out by Messrs. Rochling

and Rodenhauser.

It is stated that a company has been

formed in Berlin, known as the Gesell-

schaft fiir Electrostahl-.^nlagen, which

will utilize the Kjellin and Rochling-Ro-

denhauscr type of furnace for the produc-

tion of iron and steel and ferro products.

The Siemens-Halskc Company and the

Rochling Iron and Steel Works arc prom-

inent in the new company. Its operations

will extend to all countries except Great

Britain and its colonies, the United States,

Norway and Sweden, in all of which com-

panies already exist for the exploitation of

these furnaces.

Tin Production in

States

the Malay

The following table furnished by Con-

sul-General G. E. Chamberlin, of Singa-

pore, shows the output oS tin from the

Federated Malay States for the first six

months of 1907, as reported by the senior

warden of mines ; also output for same

period of 1906, showing a decrease of 630

tons (ton = 2240 lb.).

1907. llKie.

Perak 12.5«2 12.72S
Sclangor 7.664 7.M5
NeprI Scmbllan 2.170 2.SM
TahaDK 938 8««

Total output 23.35* 28.0M

The decrease was 2.6 per cent. ; it was

distributed among the four States, all

bhowing smaller productions.
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Mining in Minas Geraes

AccorJing to a rccc-nt consular report.

the most immediate development in Mmas

Geraes will come in mining. The Slate

takes its name from its mines. The ex

fields may be remains to be seen. The

cost of extraction, even with a minimum

of labor and trouble, is great, so long as

present labor conditions obtain in Brazil,

while transportation, on the basis of pres-

ent service and charges, is impossible.

But possibilities with more modern equip-

heavily interested in its operations as be-

ing the greatest consumer of coke in

British Columbia. The Granby company

is prepared to double its capacity for the

treatment of ores as soon as it can rely

on a supply of 1200 tons of coke equivalent

to 2000 tons of coal per day from the

takes its name from its mines. The ex- 3 sibiHties with more modern equip- to 200° tons 01 cu.i pc. ""^ — '
"

STts of manganese probably exceed in
^ent. changed conditions, and the demand Crows' Nest Pass Company. The pesent

ports o' """ b ^
rlifficult , ., . r.... „ „,„;. — cirl^mtion and in- cutout of coal is about 3500 tons per day.pulls V* ,..«..£,- K '

value $1,000,000 annually, it being difficult

to trace the exact share the State nas

in the exports of Brazil as a whole. The

exports in 1906 were 124,646 tons. The

production of gold is also somewhat prob-

lematical, the existence of an export tax

interfering with statistics, but it is prob-

able that the average annual yield at pres-

ent does not exceed 120,000 oz., if mdeed

it will reach that amount. The output m

1906 was 123,254 oz.; for 1905, 116,111 oz.

None of the mining companies can be said

to be making money. One reason for

this has been in the great fluctuations of

exchange, another is in the high wages

of labor, high taxes, incessant litigation

over titles, and other burdens. The real

trouble, however, has been in the poor

ores. Legislation has been unfavorable,

and for that reason the State government

is now engaged in revising its mining

laws and preparing to. offer more liberal

inducements to investors.

Possibilities from Iron Ore

What may be of vastly more import-

ance to the State and to the world in gen-

eral than all of its gold and diamond

mines, however, is its iron-ore beds. The

only practicable means of using, what

iron ore it possesses, however, is to export

it, and this is possible only where trans-

portation facilities are available or at

least may become available. The presi-

dent of Minas Geraes believes that

both suitable ore and transportation facili-

ties are available at this time. In his

message he says:

"In the vicinity of the capital (Bello

Horizonte) in a single deposit the quan-

tity of ore in sight is calculated to be

over 200,000,000 tons—ore of the first

quality, of which the export value is, con-

sequently, many millions of contos of reis.

The matter of the distance at which our

deposits are from the sea is of no moment,

because in the United States ore is car-

ried to the smelters of Pennsylvania an

miles.

of the future merit consideration and in-

vestigation. As things now are here at

present the cost of mining and shipping

manganese ore is so great that the pos-

sibility of mining and shipping it at a

profit rests altogether upor whether or

not exchange goes materially above isd.

(30C.). With few milreis to the dollar,

the value of the milreis locally remain-

ing practically the same, it is impossible

to handle manganese at a profit, and the

difference between mining manganese and

iron ore in Minas Geraes at the present

time is certainly not as great as the dif-

ference in price of the ores.

output of coal is about 3500 tons per day.

With additional capital secured from the

Granby company and Mr. Hill, apart from

any sale of stock, it is intended to increase

the output to 7000 tons daily. There has

been no question of control of feud be-

tween parties in the directorate, and Man-

ager Lindsey holds his position having the

full confidence of the board and of J. J-

Hill.

African Diamond Production

Jury of Awards, Jamestown

Exposition

The jury of awards, consisting of a

jury at large and several special juries,

was in session at the Jamestown Exposi-

tion, Sept. 10 to 20, inclusive. The officers

of the jury are; Albert Shaw, NewYork,

president; Ambrose Swasey, Cleveland,

O., vice-president; and James L. Farmer,

secretary.

In addition to the special juries for

judging the varioiis exhibits, there is a

jury at large consisting of the chairmen

of the individual juries; also a committee

„f five to act for the jury at large. The

members of this committee are: Dr.

O. H. Tittman, Washington, D. C, chair-

man; Dr. Joseph Struthers, New York,

secretary; Dr. G. F. Kunz, New York;

Carl Hering, Philadelphia, Penn.; and

Chas. E. Dodge, Washington, D. C.

The members of the jury on mines and

metallurgy are: Dr. Joseph Struthers,

New York, chairman; Dr. Geo. F. Kunz,

New York; Jefferson Middleton, Wash-

ington, D. C. ; M. Otagawa, Tokyo, Japan ;

Dr. John A. Birkinbine, Philadelphia,

Penn.; Dr. Chas. Baskerville, New York

(special alcohol); Dr. Chas. E. Munroe,

Washington, D. C.

Consul-General Julius G. Lay, writmg

from Cape Town, reports that the export

of Cape Colony diamonds during 1906

amounted to $33,247,076, a large increase

as compared with 1905, the greater part

of which, both cut and uncut, went to

the United States through European ports.

In addition the export of Transvaal

diamonds through Cape Colony last year

amounted to $7,729,301, Orange River

diamonds, $4,046,928, and Rhodesia dia-

monds, $28,469.

It is reported that the De Beers com-

pany at Kimberley has discharged SOO

men in order to reduce its output until

the surplus stock of stones on hand is dis-

posed of and to maintain the price of

diamonds. There is a movement now

on foot to levy a 10 per cent, export tax

on uncut diamonds, its advocates con-

tending that such a tax would bring many

of the lapidaries in Holland to South

Africa, and millions of pounds in wages

to be spent in that country.

Iron Production of Leading

Countries

approximate distance of 1240

When the port works of Rio de Janeiro

are completed and equipped for the auto-
p ^ ^ Company

malic discharge of ore, and the railroads V.-rowb i^csi i aoo r- :

are adapted to such purposes, it is easy

to form an opinion of the immense pro-

portions the exploitation of these riches

of ours can assume. It is necessary for

us to cause to disappear those conditions

which lead foreigners to wonder at the

contrast of the poverty of the people and

the richness of the country."

ExPnfT nr OrES DEPENDS ON THE PrICE

OP Exchange

What the possibilitites of these ore

Statements having been widely circulated

that J. J. Hill had obtained a controlling

interest in the company and had secured

the discharge of Manager G. G. S. Lind-

sey, Hon. Robert Jaffray, of Toronto,

vice-president of the company, has pub-

lished a specific denial. He states that

the Granby Copper Company, of Grand

Forks, has recently purchased a con-

siderable block of Crows' Nest stock, pay-

ing for it about $700,000 and is naturally

A paper read by Wilhelm Kestraner

before the recent meeting of the Iron and

Steel Institute in Vienna makes a com-

parison between the pig iron production

of the leading countries in 1882 and 25

years later, in 1907." The outputs are

given, in round figures, in metric tons:

1882. 1906. Increase.

l-„1l(-,l States l.TOO.OOn 27.000,000 22,400.000

f;orm ny iim.ma 12,800.000 o.^oo.ooo

rroat Britain .. R.r.DO.ooi) lO.inu.OOO l.KOO.OOO

? -am-c 2 DOO.OUO -^AOOm 1.400,000

A «ti-?a-Huncan'.-.. 6(0,000 l.ftOO.OOO l.MO.OOO

Iweden!: :.:.......• I0i''«'0 '"•""•ooo -"''•**

Of the leading countries Great Britain

shows the smallest proportional increase.

"In 1882 it made more than the United

States and Germany together; in 1906

only about one-fourth as much as those

two countries.
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Mine Gases and Methods of Preventing Explosions

A Discussion of the Various Gases Found in Coal Mines,

Methods o( Identification anJ Means (or Preventing Accidents

B Y

As di'cp mining becomes a necessity,

and that time is not far distant, tlie im-

portance of this subject will be more

fully appreciated than it has in the past.

It lias received attention at the hands of

a great many able men througliout the

entire ihining world, yet the study given

has been so lax and remittent that our

knowledge of mine gases and their treat-

ment has not made the same advance-

ment that has been made in other lines of

scientitic investigations connected with

mines and mining.

As explosions in coal mines constitute

the chief factors to be dealt with in their

economic and successful operation, a

thorough and exact knowledge of the me-

chanical appliances used for the preven-

tion of such catastrophes is becoming

more apparent every day.

N.\Tt.-RE OF THE GaSES

In dealing with mine gases I shall aim

at giving the standard knowledge of

mine gases, both inexplosive and explo-

sive, how and where produced, where

generated and the general characteristics

of the gases.

It may be well to state here, that we
have two distinct classes of mine gases

:

First, gases which are produced by the

actual work of operating and developing

mines, such as the blasting of coal and

rock, the burning of lights, the breathing

of men and animals, and the o.xidation

and decomposition of iron pyrites and

other materials contained in abandoned

parts and gobs. To these gases which

are mostly inexplosive as found in mines,

we will apply the term, "gases produced

in mines" ; second, gases evolved or

transpiring from the coal at the working

faces, the bottom or top rock, and which

are mostly explosive gases, we shall ap-

ply the term, "gases generated in mines."

The gases produced in mines are

:

Black-damp—carbon dioxide (COi) ;

white-damp—carbon monoxide (CO),
and stink-damp—hydrogen sulphide

(H,S).

Bl.\ck-damp

Black-damp is inexplosive and in some

mines is found as an occluded gas, but

as a rule it is the product of combustion,

when a body containing carbon is burned

in the presence of a plentiful supply of

H . G R A Y^^=

Note—From a paper read l>efore the Min-
ing Institute at Meversdale. Peon., Tuesday.
July 30. i;)ii7. Copyrighted. 1907. by H. E.
Cray. Berlin, Tenn.

•Mine supeplntendenf. Berlin. Penn.

air. It is produced by the oxidation of

coal and other bodies, the burning of

lamps, the breathing of men and animals

and the explosion of powder and gas.

This is a heavy gas, being one and h half

times as heavy as an equal volume of air,

and where there is no current motion it

stratilics near the floor of the roadways

and working places.

With reference to stratification of

gases, it might be well to explain that,

contrary to the general belief, gases do

not stratify in mines except where there

is no current motion, or where the ven-

tilating current cannot reach them.

Lights are extinguished in air containing

10 per cent, of this gas, and this mix-

ture, if breathed for any great length of

lime, produces death by asphyxiation.

Much of what is called black-damp in

mines, is nothing more than vitiated air,

or air whicli has been deprived of its

proper proportion of oxygen, which fact

may readily be proved by the common
fiaine test when made by a skilled opera-

tive. True black-damp is found most

frequently in shallow mines which are

poorly ventilated, more especially during

wet weather, the water coming from

overhead strata holding the gas in solu-

tion and from which it escapes into the

mines as the water evaporates.

The method of its detection as given

by one authority is : "The presence of

carbonic acid gas is readily detected by

the flame of a lamp becoming reduced in

size, and when more gas is present, by its

extinguishment." This is not correct,

however, as I would take this test to

prove the presence of vitiated air or free

nitrogen, or some gas of the same na-

ture.

In black-damp, the flame is lifted bodily

from the wick, floating upward into the

surrounding atmosphere where it is extin-

guished and lost. No red cinder or ash

remains on top of the wick and the wick

at once becomes black and inky in ap-

pearance and cannot be readily relighted.

In free nitrogen, the flame is gradually

reduced in size from the top downward

until it is extinguished, red cinder re-

maining for a considerable time after

the flame is lost.

White-damp

Next in the order of our study is

white-damp, carbon monoxide, which is

usually produced in mines when a body

c. lUaining carbon is burnt in places con-

taining a limited supply of air or oxy-

gen. Thus it is largely produced by

blasting, where a large number of shots

are fired at one time, in places poorly

ventilated or which arc working in ad-

vance of the ventilation. It is always

present in dangerous quantities at the

lime of explosions in dusty mines. It

was no doubt the combustion of coal

dust and the far reaching efi'cct of the

flame of white-damp which produced a

continuous explosion at the time of the

Harwick mine disaster. It is sometimes

the result of mine fires and when coal is

slowly burned in old goaves.

Carbon monoxide is the most danger

ous of all mine gases, because of the fact

that there is no way to prove its presence

in mines except by the appearance of the

lamp flame. There is one factor, how-

ever, which is a great consolation, and

that is, that it is very rarely found in

mines except in case of mine fires where

sealing has been resorted to and in ex-

plcsicns of gas where coal dust has been

a factor. As a safeguard, never depend

upon the flame test but suspect its pres-

ence where much blasting is done if the

ventilation is bad.

This gas is generally considered color-

less, odorless and tasteless; but the term

colorless is clearly superfluous, for this

gas, like all other mine gases, is color-

less.

All gases may be colored by using some

suitable material, but as nothing is to be

gained by this process except to make
visible the air or wave lines and lines of

stratification, and as this is not material

to the study of the present subject, no

further notice will be taken of this mat-

ter. Lines of force cannot be seen, and

remain invisible even when the gases are

colored.

Carbon monoxide is somewhat lighter

than air. It burns with a pale blue flame,

like that over a freshly fed anthracite

coal fire. It is poisonous, and it is said

that 0.25 per cent, is fatal to life. The
percentage of poisonous gases in mine air

which are fatal to life are understood to

be the percentage of such gases in air

containing the same proportion of oxy-

gen as atmospheric air. But as the

amount of oxygen in nn'ne air is reduced,

the percentage of gas fatal to life is cor-

respondingly lessened.

When present in mine air, white-damp

may be detected by its effect on the lamp

flame. It increases the brilliancy of the

flame, making it a silvery color, and the
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flame reaches upward to a narrow bluish

pointed tip.

Hydrogen Sulphide

This gas is rarely found in mines, ex-

cept in cases of spontaneous fires in old

goaves. It is delected by its smell, which

resembles rotten eggs or the fumes of

sulphur. The mine official may always

know of its presence, in the absence of

other proof, by keeping a record of the

temperature of the old goaves. If the

temperature of the gobs increases gradu-

ally until d very high point is reached, we

may rightly conclude that hydrogen sul-

phide is being produced by decomposition

of bodies containing sulphur in the pres-

ence of water. The chemical interchange

of the atoms of the different gases in-

creases the temperature gradually until it

reaches the ignition point for hydrogen

sulphide, when the whole of the body

of gas bursts into flame. This, then, is

the completed process of spontaneous

combustion.

As already explained, it rarely affects

any part of a mine except old goaves, so

that its presence may always be detected

by watching the thermometer. This is a

sure and reliable test. Being a rather

heavy gas it will fill an unventilated gob

and remain in it much the same as water

fills a sponge and its presence may not be

known until ignition takes places. There-

fore the temperature test should be regu-

larly and carefully made.

Gases Generated

The two gases generated in mines, are

:

defiant gas (CsHj), and marsh gas

(CH.). The first named gas is found

in mines in very limited quantities, and

then only as a constituent of marsh gas,

or more correctly speaking of fire-damp.

When decomposition of vegetable matter

occurs in a dry place away from air, ole-

fiant gas is formed. We need con-

sider it only as we find it in connection

with fire-damp.

Marsh gas (CH.) is the most disas-

trous in its effects of any gas known to

the mining fraternity. It is the product

of decomposition of vegetable matter,

when all air is excluded, and water pres-

ent. It is always an occluded gas, and is

to a greater or less extent a part of all

coal formations.

Marsh gas is generated and evolved in

mines in the following ways: First, is

it is liberated by the opening of the pores

and crevices of freshly cut faces of coal

seams it transpires from the coal faces

into the ventilation very quietly and can-

not be noticed by any sound ; second,

in larger volumes from blowers and feed-

ers in the coal ; it also issues from

crevices in the floor and roof of the coal

seam, usually accompanied by some
«ound ; third, when pillars are being

removed in mines where the gas has

found lodgment in some soft porous

stratum overlaid by a hard sandstone and

when this stratum is broken and subsides,

very large volumes fill the cavities, and

in this form it is most troublesome to

remove ; fourth, it is sometimes ^^iven

off as outbursts. We have no knowl-

edge of such an occurrence in this country,

but it has happened frequently in mines

in Great Britain and Europe. Outbursts

are no doubt due to top and bottom pres-

sure in very gaseous scams having a hard

impenetrable top and bottom. When
marsh gas is mixed with mine air, it is

called fire damp, and as such it is found

in large quantities in nearly all of the

large underground operations of western

Pennsylvania.

The treatment of mine gases might be

said to be the ways and means of provid-

ing for the "lives, health, safety and wel-

fare of persons employed in mines," and

as fire-damp is the chief source of mine

accidents of large magnitude, I will dis-

cuss in detail the successful treatment of

fire-damp in coal mines.

Methods of Detection

The first and most important step in

the treatment of fire-damp is the detec-

tion of its presence. This is not as easy

as it might appear to be. Of course, any

miner by using an ordinary safety lamp

may discover the presence of large quan-

tities of the gas, but it requires careful,

expert training to discover very small

percentages. If we ever conquer this de-

mon of the mines, and eliminate gas ex-

plosions, it will only be by a system of

training for mine officials far in advance

of the methods contained in text books

of the past and present.

This system of training will enable the

fire boss or mine official to determine

the exact condition of the atmosphere of

all places which he is required to exam-

ine, and as the safety lamp is the only

practical device for testing such condi-

tions, it will be necessary to train the

fire boss with the safety lamp, what it

is, and how to use it. He should under-

stand the construction of the lamp, what

should be its shape inside and out; the

construction of a flame and how to use

it ; the kind of oil to use to obtain a

flame of the proper quality for testing.

This flame should have the appearance

of being glued to the wick; it should

have no movement, either vertical or

lateral. It should be a flame of great

strength and tenacity and should have a

strong, clean-cut outline. This can be

attained by using a lamp of the proper

construction, such as the Marsant,

slightly improved, or the Gray lamp, and

by using pure sperm oil or an oil of the

same consistency.

He must know how to remove a sec-

tion of the flame in making the "blue

cap test." How to measure the cap by

a graduated scale; how to measure the

depth of gas between the roof-line and

the point where it intersects the flame.

It will scarcely be necessary for me
to say to those familiar with this part of

the subject, that the general belief is,

that there must be a sufficient depth of

gas so that it will intersect the point of the

lamp flame before we can begin to

measure it. But by using a lamp pro-

ducing a motive column, and allowing

one second for ignition, and then count-

ing as, I, 2, 3, 4, the depth of gas may be

measured at almost any point between the

roof-line and the flame.

In using the safety lamp, the fire boss

should know how to make a test and

then prove it. For this purpose he will

first make a test of the outside atmo-

sphere, note carefully the color, size and

outline of the flame, photograph it upon

his brain and then proceed to make his

test in the mine workings. Any change

in the size, color or outline of the flame

will indicate the presence of some unde-

sirable or dangerous condition which may
be determined as already explained.

He will at all times use atmospheric air

as his standard of comparison in proving

tests made by him in mine air. The tests

for proving the presence of fire-damp,

are : First, where there are large ac-

cumulations, by the smell, which is a

peculiar pungent odor, and by the touch

or feeling, when the face comes in con-

tact with it, as a cold, damp sensation

will be noticed at the cheek bones, this

being the most sensitive part of the body;

second, in small accumulations and per-

centages, by the lamp flame ; change of

outline, vertical and lateral movement;
size of flame and by the blue cap test,

which proves its composition as well as its

presence. In large dusty mines the Shaw
gas testing machine should be used. Sam-
ples of air should be taken daily from the

return currents and a careful record be

kept of the percentage of fire-damp in the

main returns.

Explosions

The direct cause of many gas explo-

sions is the inability of the fire boss to

detect an exceptional condition in the at-

mosphere of the working place. This is

usually a dip working, where the air is

permeated from top to bottom with a

very small percentage of fire-damp. The
mine official has failed to detect this

condition in his examination of the place.

The miner has gone to work and after

putting a charge of powder in a badly

placed hole he has a blown-out shot. The
compressive effect of the blown-out shot

increases the pressure of the air and the

percentage of gas. The flame from the

powder ignites it and an explosion fol-

lows with its attendant results.

The most prolific source of mine ex-

plosions in western Pennsylvania, is from

the improper and excessive use of

materials for blasting, the use of open

lights and mixed lights, and as long as
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the presint nictluds continue in effect we
may expect repetitions of the calamities

that have brought sorrow to hundreds of

homes in the past 15 years as well as

heavy losses to the mine owner by the

destruction of property.

A few preventive measures could be

adopted that would have a wonderful ef-

fect in reducing tlie frequency of mine ex-

plosions : First, adopt a thorough system

of training for mine officials; second,

forbid the use of open lights in gaseous

mines; third, limit the charge of ma-
terial used in holes for blasting rock and

coal; fourth, in dusty mines have all

coal dust and fme cuttings loaded and

sent to the outside of the mine; .Ifth,

rigidly enforfe the provisions of the

mine law with regard to gases, safety

lamps and the use of explosives for blast-

ing.

Re.mov.m. of Gases

Nothing so far has been said about

the removal of the gases, but as the

method and means for the removal of

one gas is the method and means for the

removal of all gases, I have purposely

omitted mention of this until now.

A plentiful supply of good, pure air.

properly distributed according to some-

approved system of ventilation, is the only

known remedy for the dilution and re-

moval of mine gases. It has been proved

from past experience, that, no matter how
thoroughly a mine may be ventilated, it ;

not possible to so ventilate all of the

places as to prevent some accumulations

of gas and the accidents resulting there-

from in the way of explosions.

To enable us to make headway in the

work of eliminating explosions, we must

first know the nature of an explosion

—

and then we may be able to prevent it by

the use of a mechanical device which will

intercept it before it reaches the explosive

or trill stage of development. Such a

device would no doubt prove a success and

is the only way in which mine explo-

sions can be successfully and absolutely

prevented and eliminated.

EXPL.\N.M0RY

The terms '"fire-damp," "black-damp,"

etc., originated in coal mines in the north

of England. One writer states that the word
damp was derived from the German word
Damff, but the men who first used the

term, knew as much about the German
language as we know about the man
in the moon. The British miner of that

day, as a rule, did not have sufficient ed-

ucation to enable him to read and write

the language of his own country, and his

knowledge of mathematics consisted of

what was known as a "nick stick," which
was a piece of wood with notches or

nicks cut in it something after the fashion

of the teeth of a hand saw. Upon this

and by the use of his ten figures he

counted up his problems in arithmetic.

The ternj "tire-damp" originated in the

following way : It was first called "fire"

because it could be ignited, and the word
"damp" was added because there was
a damp sensation when the miner came
in contact with it.

So in black-damp, the gas extinguished

the flame of the lamp, making the wick

black and inky in appearance and it was
only with great difficulty that he could

relight it. In white-damp the flame be-

came much whiter and brighter.

The British miner complained that all

of these gases "put a damper" on his

work ; for at that time the safety lamp

was unknown and it was not until the

year 1816 that the miner's safety lamp
came into use in the coal mines of Great

Britain.

Jeffrey Inclosed-motor Mining

Machine

Coal Mining in Belgium

Consul II. A. Johnson, of Liege, states

that the opening of the new coal mines in

the Campine district is going ahead in a

satisfactory manner. In the commune nf

Recognizing the danger of permitting

electric motors of mining machines to run

exposed to the gases of coal mines,

the British Departmental Committee

recommends the use of inclosed motors

and auxiliary devices such as starters,

terminals, etc., for all mines falling under

the general rule No. 8 of the coal mines

regulation act of 1887. In this country

many of Uic mines are comparatively

free from explosive gases and the open

motor has found favor because of its

accessibility and the smaller amount of

space occupied. The Jeffrey Manufactur-

ing Company has designed a motor which

is entirely inclosed and still occupies prac-

tically no more space than motors of the

open type. The motor is employed to

drive the machine shown in the accom-

panying illustration.

The starting switch of the motor is

also inclosed and all contacts are sealed

in flame-tight metal casings. Over the

commutator is a plate-glass door pro-

JEFFREV INCLOSED-MOTOR C0AL-M(NING MACHINE

Zoldcr the sinking of the first pit is near-

ing completion, and the company work-

ing this concession proposes sinking a

number of other pits. At Coursel four

pits will be sunk, work on them to be

started at the earliest possible date. The
two most important companies holding

concessions in the district of Mechelen-sur-

Meuse have amalgamated, and the pre-

liminary work of opening these mines is

going ahead rapidly. At Asch the work
of exploiting is also being energetically

pushed.

The most engrossing question in con-

nection with the opening of these new
mines is the difficulty of procuring suffi-

cient labor. It is estimated that about

10,000 Flemish workmen are at present

employed in the Walloon districts, and it

is thought that nearly all of these men
will return in time to take up work in the

mines ; but this number is not nearly suffi-

cient to meet the demand that will be

created. Each of these concessions to be

successfully operated will require prob-

ably from 2000 to 3000 men, and no one

seems to know where they are to come
from.

tected by an iron lid, through which the

brushes may be observed without expos-

ing the machine while in operation. The
ring oiling bearings are so arranged that

the oil seals the motor casings. The
armature is drum-wound with machine-

formed coils, and the pole pieces are of

laminated sheet steel.

Creosoted Timber for Coal

Mines

As a result of the successful test made
of the chemical treatment for the preser-

vation of mine timbers, a number of the

large coal producers have adopted the

creosote treatment for all timbers to be

used about the mines. The Philadelphia

& Reading will erect a plant of sufficient

capacity to supply all the collieries of the

company and possibly to supply some of

the independent operators. The Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Company has de

cided to build a plant of its own in the

Panther Creek valley and the Luzerne

companies are expected to do likewise.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems PecuHar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Where a check valve is used in a suc-

tion pipe it is essential to have also a foot

valve to keep the suction pipe full. This
foot valve is absolutely necessary when a

condenser is started by priming. The
check valve, when used, should be so con-

structed that it can be placed either hori-

zontally or vertically.

Many of the most serious boiler explo-

sions are due to defective blow-oflfs.

Blow-ofT pipes should be" protected by an
asbestos sectional covering which will

overcome the corrosion of the pipes by hot

gases, and the undue expansion and con-
traction due to sudden cooling of tem-
perature when the fire door is opened for

coaling.

Experience has shown that it is well,

in the anthracite field, to paint the in-

terior of the water end of pumps with a

thick coat of asphaltum and then line with
white pine J^ in. thick as a protection

against the corrosive action of acid mine
water. All valve seats, backing-plates,

guides, stems and springs should be made
of tough acid-resisting phosphor-bronze.

In locating an air sliaft in a gassy mine
the best location is in the highest part
of the underground workings. As fire

damp is lighter than air, it naturally col-

lects in the highest part of the workings
and by locating the air shaft there the re-

moval of gas is greatly aided. In the

southern part of the anthracite field it is

not uncommon to find air shafts located
on the outcrop of the veins.

When the dip of a slope does not ex-
ceed 40 deg., the usual hight is 7 ft. clear
from the top of the rail to the roof, meas-
ured at right angles to the dip. On
steeper pitches where the raising of cars
is done on slope cages a greater hight is

necessary. It all depends on the manner
in which the cages are constructed.
Where the cars arc hoisted on "gun
boats" the ordinary hight of 7 ft. is suffi-

cient.

In dealing with a stubborn mine fire

the damage done by fire is very small com-
pared with that done by the water. After
a fire in a gassy mine is extinguished a
careful examination of the mine will show
that the confined gas in the high parts of
the mine has played an important part in

extinguishing the fire. For this reason it

is well, in such cases, to keep all the gas
in the mine as long as the mine is on fire.

Much depends on the extent of the fire

and the quantity of gas generated. If

the water is withdrawn too early, before
the fire is out, explosions are sure to fol-

low.

A common style of limbering at the

foot of shafts includes center props.

Many of the accidents to mules and drivers

can be traced to this center prop. In

modern mines this kind of timbering is

largely elliminated by using heavier tim-

ber which does not require a center prop.

A still further improvement in the bi-

tuminous and anthracite coalfields is the

use of I-beams at the foot of the shaft

as well as at turnouts in various parts of

the mines.

Before connecting an injector, the steam

pipe should be well blown out with steam

to clear it of scale and dirt that may be

lodged in the pipe. If this precaution is

omitted the red lead or dirt will interfere

with or stop the action of the injector,

.^t the feed end of the pipe a strainer

should be attached, the openings of which
should correspond to the smallest openings
in the injector. This strainer should al-

ways be attached when there is dirt or

dust in the water.

When installing a pump, careful atten-

tion should be given to the size of the

water supply and discharge pipes. As the

resistance increases with the increase in

the length of the pipe line the diameter

of the pipe should increase correspond-
ingly. The correct sizes for certain dis-

tances may be found as follows, taking 25
ft. as the unit: For a distance of 50 ft.

increase diameter 20 per cent. ; 100 ft.,

30 per cent.; 150 ft., 40 per cent.; 200 ft.,

50 per cent.; 300 ft., 60 per cent.

In both anthracite and bituminous mines
where much local water is encountered,

the electric pump has demonstrated its

great value. The pumps are usually

mounted on a truck so that they may be
taken from point to point in the mine
and used wherever desired. Sumps may
be located at different places in the mine
and the pump , may be moved to them
without drawing all the water to one
sump. Little attention is required by a

sump of this kind and the operating ex-

penses are proportionately low.

In an anthracite colliery boiler plant

where a blower is used, the blower should
be effective in producing a draft per-

fectly under control and at the least ex-
penditure of steam. Firing with positive

draft is always necessary when inferior

grades .of fuel, such as rice and barley,

screenings of bituminous coal, and gas-
work breeze are used. It provides a

means of increasing the steam capacity of
boilers with low-grade fuels. When a

blower is used on a boiler of 200 h.p. the

diameter of the steam pipe for the blower
should be at least 114-in. in diameter
which will deliver about 25,000 cu.ft. of air

per hour.

•

The idea that wire rope is a modern in-

vention is erronious. The excavation of

Pompeii brought to light a piece of bronze
wire rope about 15 ft. long and one inch

in circumference. It is made up of three

strands, each strand of 15 wires twisted

together. In construction it does not differ

materially from the wire rope of today.

Pompeii was buried 1829 years ago. How
long wire rope had then been known it is

not possible to tell, but judging from the

construction of the sample discovered it

must have been known for some time.

Ropes in tramways are said to have been

in use as early as 1644. Rope driving was
common a century and a half ago.

The body and yoke of a blow-ofT valve

should be made heavy. The main valve

should be operated by a large hand wheel

and should be made with a renewable

hard composition seat and soft disk. To
open an anti-leak valve the small wheel is

turned and the piston is drawn up into the

main stem; then the large wheel is turned

which opens the main valve. On closing

this valve, the large wheel is first turned,

bringing the main valve to its seat and

then the other part of the valve is brought

down by means of the small wheel. If

the main valve leaks the water will find

its way around the inner spindle and press

the indurated fiber disks against the body

of the valve and thus prevtnt leaking.

Reliability and economy in using a

steam trap depend chiefly upon the way

it is manipulated. To get the best results

the following order of manipulation

should be observed. First, let the steam

into the trap, then run the nut that is

on the spring bolt, between the lever and

frame of the trap, up against the frame

and continue turning it until the lever is

pressed down sufficiently to insure the

passage of steam through the trap. When
the brass pipe is thoroughly heated by the

steam, run this nut down again until the

short piece of pipe between the nut and

the under side of the frame is sufficiently

loose to be turned readily with the thumb

and finger. When the trap is attached to

pipes whefe a lower temperature is re-

quired, which is often the case when ap-

plied to vacuum pans, run the nut down
the bolt a little more. A little practice

will enable an engineer to get just the

heat desired. If possible, the trap should

be placed vertically.
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Together with the decline in the price

for the metal there has been a heavy fall

Never wilhin present memories has '" ""^ «'''<='< "'arket. In the pessimism

there been such a remarkable decline in """ "'"'»' ^'^°"' *"«'' * '"«'»'< '"»"y P"'

the price of copper as 1907 has witnessed.

At the middle of last March the price for

electrolytic copper was 2S^c, per poimd

;

at the middle of October its price was

I2j4c- (and today is much lower), show-

sons have come almost to believe that our

great mines—the rich veins of Butte, the

large and persistent lodes of Lake Supe-

rior, the immense masses of Bisbee, the

extensive blanket deposits of Ely and

ing a decline of 50 per cent., although ^''^'°"' »"'• ''"= mountain of pre at Bing-

at the beginning of the year we were be-

'ig assured by the prophets that the price

for copper would never again be less than

.roc. because the electrical development of

the world was to be so marvelous.

The decline in copper has been accom-

ham—have shrunk in size and in tenor

of the metal. It is needless to say that

these mines are as good now as they were

si.x months ago, although they are not

yielding the unnatural and ephemeral

profits of that time. The depression in

panied by declines in the prices for the '*'* ^^°'=^ "''''^''^ ^''^ ^^''^ ""«^<1 ^V ""any.

ether metals, but with the exception of

.uitimony they have not been so severe.

Lead, which stood firmly at 6c. from Jan.

I to June 3, is now at 4J4c. nominally,

but actually is lower. Spelter was at

oS/J^c. on March 13, and was at 5.10c.

on Sept. 14, since when there has been

a slight recovery. Tin was at 43%c. on

May 22 and at 33J4c. on Oct. 16. Pig

iron, Xo. 2 foundry, was $25.85 at Pitts-

burg, Jan. 10, and $20.40 on Oct. 17

Ordinary brands of antimony sold at

2454c. on Jan. 22, and for 8^c. on Aug.

27, since when there has been a slight

recovery. It is obvious, consequently,

that the price for copper has suffered

from conditions which have affected all

the metals, but if we except the case of

antimony, which is of comparative in-

significance, the decline in copper has

been most severe because of the intimacy

of a large part of its consumption with

hroad questions of finance.

At present it appears as if we had not

yet seen the end of the decline in spite of

the artificial curtailment of production

The combination of many factors which

have destroyed confidence in the commer-

who do not doubt the real value of the

shares they have been holding, being com-

pelled to sell. Persons who hold such

stocks for investment, where no doubt

exists as to the cash resources, ore re-

serves and conservative management of

the property should under existing cir-

cumstances practically disregard current

quotations for the shares. The elimina-

tion of the wild-cats and doubtful enter

prises floated on an i8c. market is sal-

utary, although it may be painful to the

thoughtless who were led into them.

As to the future of copper we are not

so pessimistic as the common feeling at

the preseiit time. There is an old adage

that it is "always darkest before dawn."

Sentiment changes quickly, and another

month may see people as hopeful as now
they are depressed. There are several

precedents for a quick recovery in copper

after a great decline. The collapse of

the Secretan corner put the price for

Lake copper down to iic. in September,

1889, but in September, 1890, the price was

i-c. The collapse of the Amalgamated

imbrella in 1901 caused the price for

Lake copper to go down to ilj^c. in No-

\cmber, 1902, but by the followingcial situation, and the pressure of pro

^^""''Explo'^-lons"''. .^.'^!'!°'*^!T°'h'!T^™S 787 Queers of copper to realize cash, have led March it was 14-Hc. Attention is called

to a continuously declining tendency to the past history of the copper trade by

v.hich apparently can be stopped only by an exceptionally well informed corre-

the operation of natural forces. These spondent whose communication is pub-

are a resumption of demand or a further lished elsewhere in this issue. His views

curtailment of production for the good are worthy of most careful consideration,

and sufficient reason that copper can no It is true that the present accumulation

longer be produced profitably for the pric; of copper has been greatly overestimated,

it brings in the market. The situation Our own estimate under date of Sept. 21

offers only this consolation: If the hot- was a stock not exceeding 180,000,000 lb.

tom has not yet been reached, it is not Our correspondent estimates 170.000,000

row so far away as it was, because we lb. on Sept. 30. A stock of that amount

have approached more nearly to the actual is only a small percentage of the con-

cost of a large part of the production. sumption under normal conditions, and it
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is confidently to be expected that it will be

quickly swept away when confidence is

sufficiently restored to lead consumers

into the market again. It is absurd to

assume that the extraordinary recession

of consumption that we have lately ex-

perienced is going to continue indefinitely,

and when the rate docs return to the

normal—whert the banking troubles are

over, when the speculators have been

finally curbed, and when business confi-

dence is generally restored—we may see

a revival of demand so sharp that the

crippled producing facilities can not

promptly meet it. Before that we may
see a further depression, even to nearly

cost of producing the bulk of the output,

which probably is between 10 and iic. per

lb., but who can doubt that after the

market has come into a natural balance

the beam will swing upward again?

What we should hope for is an elimina-

tion of the unhealthful conditions which

have created prices of 25iic. and il54c.

in but little more than a half-year. The
natural laws of trade cause fluctuations

in price, but not so tempestuously.

The present is a time for cool think-

ing and conservative action. Those who
own good copper-mining stocks should

keep them, relying confidently upon the

day when they will sell for their intrinsic

value and far above the panic prices of

this October..

Gold and Silver Production in

the United States

The corrected and- final statement of

Director of the Mint George B. Roberts,

the issue of which in his last official act,

shows, on comparison with the prelimi-

nary estimate made early in the year, a

decrease of 1.8 per cent, in the total pro-

duction of gold reported for the United

States, but an increase of 0.6 per cent, in

that of silver. The early estimate and the

corrected figures compare as follows:

Esctmatoal. Complete. Dlireronce.
Gold, value.. .. (96,101.400 »'i4.37r).S00 D. »I 727 fiOO
SUTOr. ounces. 66.18a,600 56,517,900 I. SMAUO

In compiling the earlier figures of gold

production which are, of necessity, largely

estimated, it is difficult to avoid some
exaggeration. The tendency in every

State and district is to make the total as

large as possible, and the data at hand
are not always sufficient to make the

necessary corrections. Hence it is not

surprising that the final figures should

show some changes; but the total differ-

ence is not, after all, a large one.

The final statement is as follows, gold

being given in our table by values only;

silver in fine ounces and commercial

value

:

'Alabfuiin..
Alft*.ka

Arizona..

.

CallMm In
C"|..rnc1i...

Gemftla

Gold.
Value.

$2.t.!iOO

.. $21.31)5,100

•J.747.100

. . 18.t«2,'.IO(l

. . i-i,'.m.4IM 12,-147.4()0

23.700 3r0
I'lall" 1.035.700 8,8:)(i.2O0

Ml. hlgail isn.iuo
Mlv.Hoiiii :ii.;i'0

Molilalia 4.522.(KK) 12..i-l(l!;)00

Nfva.la 'J,'J7R,i;iX) .>,207.r.iH)

New Mc.Mii. 2(;(;,2IKI 4.'i3.400

Niirtli Carolina... 90.1100 2'1,7U0
Oregon 1,320,100 90,7M
Sotitn Carolina... 74.iiOO 100
Sonili Uakoia G,604,uoo 155,200
Tenue.ssieo 800 25.ii()0

Texas 3,4(10 277.JOO
fall 5,130.900 11,508.000
VlfKlnla 10,300 100
WasUliigton I0:i,000 42,100
Wyoming 6,700 1,100

Sliver.
Ounces. Com.Value.

100 $ 68
203,500 137,747

2,9119,200 2.0011,322

l,517,.5(iO 1,027,180
8,425,.'>20

203
6,981,136
126,909
21.187

8,488,4m
3,.524.972

30i;.902

10,719
61,394

08
105.0.53

17,328
187,709

7,789,1)50

68
28,497

745

Total $94,373,800 56,517,909 $38,2,56,100

Changes in the various States are larger

in proportion than those in the total. This

was to be expected, since the earlier

statement is compiled largely from re-

turns made by various assay offices and

smelters, most of which handle gold and

silver from different States, and the exact

separation according to origin is a mat-

ter of time and care. The more important

changes in the gold returns are reductions

of $537,200 in Nevada production; $476,-

700 in Arizona; $249,600 in Washington.

The larger increases were $199,000 in

California; $163,200 in Colorado; and

$114,000 in Alaska. In silver the notable

changes were a reduction of 1.535,300 oz.

in Nevada, and of 578,900 oz. in Idaho;

these were offset by increases of 1,061,600

oz. in Montana, 221,400 oz. in Arizona

and 199,300 oz. in Colorado.

Comparing the completed returns with

those for 1905, there were increases of

$6,193,700, or 7 per cent., in the gold pro-

duction ; and of 416,300 oz., or 0.7 per

cent, in silver. The increase in the com-
mercial value of the silver was $4,397,942,

or 13 per cent., owing to the higher aver-

age value of the metal in 1906.

Treatment Charges on Cripple

Creek Ores

The recent cut in ore treatment charges

announced by the Mill Trust, effective Oct.

15, and heralded by the daily press as

"Sweeping Reductions, etc.," are by no
means so.

Two rates have been in effect for some
time past, viz. (i) the "open rate" avail-

able to anyone having ore to sell to mill or

sampler, and (2) the "contract rate" avail-

able to those who saw fit to contract the

output of their mines for one or more
years. A comparison of the following table

will show that the reduction over contract

rates in force is not worth considering.

(The prices include freight in all cases).

On Ore Assaying. Old Rate
Open.

New Rate Contract
Oi^eu. iRate.Old.

Up to )i oz S6.26
7.60

8.00
9.00

9.26

10.25
11.60

$5.25
5.75

6.50
7.25

7.60

8.60

9.50

$5.75
6.60
6.75

7.26

>4 to % 07,

Jf to 1 07.

1 10 1 s; oz
Ifi to 1>^ oz...-.
1^^ to2 oz
2 10 6 oz 9.60

Thus it appears that the reduction from

the previously existing contract rates is

only 50c. per ton in the case of ore con-

taining less than 0.5 oz. of gold, 75c. on

ore of 0.5—0.75 oz. grade, and 2Sc. on

ore of 0.7s— I oz. grade. Above i oz.

there is no reduction. Consequently when

it be remembered that the average of

Cripple creek ore is probably somewhere

between i and 1.25 oz. gold per ton the

"sweeping reduction" in Cripple Creek ore

treatment is not very apparent. The small

shipper, who has not contracted his output,

will it is true receive some advantage from

the recent change, but those who have

contracted their ore in advance and borne

the burden of the heavy treatment charges,

will not see much in the new situation to

be thankful for.

Judging by the activity of the pros-

pector the present mining industry of

Mexico is only a promise of what it will

be later on. According to statistics is-

sued by the government of that repub-

lic, more than 2600 titles to mines were

granted during the half year ending last

June, which shows an increase of 600 as

compared with the first half of the year.

The titles for the year cover 71,347 per-

tenencias, or claims, equal to 176,227

acres of mineral land.

The steam shovel and huge open-pit

operations are conspicuous features of

American metal mining. The method

now promises to extend to the mining of

coal. The Lily-Jellico Coal Company of

Lily, Ky., has awarded a contract to re-

move 9,000,000 cu.yd. of earth, equivalent

to 10 ft. over approximately 600 acres of

coal lands. The property is said to con-

tain a 4-ft. seam of coal, which will be

laid bare by this extensive stripping

operation.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUbSlON

Copper— Past, Present and Future

The present unsettled state of the cop-

per market makes it advisable to look

back at the development of the copper

industry duriyg the last 20 years. When
Secretan conceived the idea that the de-

mand for copper for electricity would

overtake production, the world's produc-

tion in 1887 was 24.4,000 tons; last year's

production has been estimated at 735,000

tons, an increase of 511,000 tons in 19

years, or about 228 per cent., i.e., about

12 per cent, per annum. Looking closer at

these figures and comparing the world's

production at five-year periods we find

:

1887 224.000 tons
1802 .Sio.noo tons -I- 39%
1807 ;n(),(iiM) tons -j- .S0%
1!H)2 .'-.41.(100 tons -i- 6i%
1906 735.000 tons + 86%

228%

During the last 25 years production in-

creased every year e.vcept 1833, when
there was a decrease of 7000 tons, or

hardly 3 per cent. ; but the American pro-

duction did not show a falling oflf even

in 1893 in spite of the depression prevail-

ing here. The domestic production has

increased from 181,000,000 lb. in 1887 to

about 918,000.000 lb. in 1906. The year

1907 is, however, going to be a remarkable

one, inasmuch as it is going to show a

decrease in this country's and the world's

production.

The domestic production for the first

six months of 1907 is estimated at 450,-

000,000 lb. ; for the remainder of the year

the actual and probable production may be

estimated as follows : July, 70,000,000 lb.

;

August, 65,000,000; September, 60,000,000;

October, 50,000,000; November, 50,000,-

000; December, 40,000,000. This will give

a total of 785,000,000, or a falling ofl of

over 130,000,000 lb. as compared with 1906.

This falling off in the American produc-

tion is most likely going to bring the fig-

ures of the world's production to below
685.000 tons, or to the level of 1905. Can
anybody familiar with the development of

the copper industry, for a moment doubt
that this means an e.xtreme shortage of

supplies within a year or two, when finan-

cial conditions will have righted them-
selves ?

The world's consumption of copper has
fallen oflf repeatedly in the past, especially

in 1888, 1893 and 1901, and large stocks

were accumulated during these periods

which disappeared, however, in the short-

est possible time. The stocks which are
being carried by producers to-day will

disappear the moment confidence is re-

stored. The consuniptiun of copper in

the United States is estimated as follows

:

•

Tons.
inoi 176.000
1002 224.<HH)
1003 241.0O0
1004 214.000
1005 277.000
lOoti 316.0110
1907 200.000

Such a falling oflf in consumption is

unprecedented and unnatural and cannot
l.-ist; it must rebound and we arc bound
to return to more normal conditions.

.\t the beginning of 1902 about 225,000,000
lb. of copper were thrown on the market
and in spite of this electrolytic sold at

15c. a little over a year later. When Sec-
retan failed in 1889, nearly 400,000,000
lb. had been accumulated, yet copper sold

at 17c. within a year after the failure.

Consumers ought to bear this in mind.

Reports respecting stocks of refined

copper on hand are vastly exaggerated

;

everybody knows that stocks were prac-

tically exhausted at the beginning of the
year. I estimate the present stock of
refined copper as follows

:

lb.

On hand .Tnniiary 1 43.000.000
Proniirtlon .laniiary-Septembcr as
"'we 64."i.ono.nno

Imports 220.000.0(10

9lo.noo.ono
E.Tports .' 380.ooo.oni)

5.'?0.000.000

.\bsorpe(3 by consumption 360.000.000

Stocks. Oct. 1 170.000,000

This estimate assumes consumption at

45o,ooo,oc» lb. for the year compared with
-00,000,000 lb. last year, 620,000,000 lb.

in T905 and 480,000,000 lb. 1904.

It is true that present conditions are

not normal, but sooner or later more nor-
mal conditions are going to exist and
the present production of copper will be
inadequate for the consumption.

Cuprum.
Boston, Oct. 19, 1907.

Grubstaking Up-to-date

The Alaska Mines Exploiting Syndicate
of Nome, Alaska, as its name signifies, is

not a modest enterpiise. It aims to do
business on a grand scale, and to sur-
round its operations with an atmosphere
of the utmost respectability. It wishes to

acquire extensive holdings of mineral
lands, but to go out into the market and
buy claims is frequently inconvenient.
Moreover, the syndicate wishes to associ-
ate with it mining men of standing and

repuuition; and the last of its needs is

some ready cash. All of these needs arc
to be supplied at one and the same time
by an ingenious scheme.

Mining men have recently received com-
munications from the syndicate calling at-

tention to certain highly promising new
mining districts in Alaska. The letter

continues: "We are acquiring large acre-
age of the newly discovered placer ground
by location and intend to prospect and
mine it extensively next summer. We
would ask you to read over carefully the
inclosed contract, which is self explana-
tory, and suggest that you execute same,
together with your power of attorney, and
return to us with deposit of $50 covering
expense and we will stake you in, send-
ing you duplicate contract at once, and
certified copies of location certificates as
soon, as the locations are completed. An
oflFer to buy or lease any interest acquired
in your name will be made you in the
winter by us. We desire to use only the
names of prominent mining men in locat-
ing up this ground for the best interests
of the company and the country."

In addition to the deposit of $50 the
recipient of this generous oflFer is asked to
surrender his power of attorney to some
person to be selected by the party of the
first part, the syndicate, the name to be
filled in "on the ground."

TER.MS OF THE CONTRACT

The contract which the fortunate
possessor of a spare $50 is to sign before
the proper authorities, contains among
others the following clauses :

"The party of the first part," i.e., the
syndicate, "agrees to pay all the neces-
sary expenses of grubstaking and main-
taining said agent, of exploitation, pros-
pecting and locating mining claims where
unappropriated mineral ground may be
found in Alaska, and recording the loca-
tion notices thereof; that the name of
the party of the second part shall be used
as locator of at least two mining claims;
that such location shall be made in ac-
cordance with the United States mining
laws, and the notices recorded in the office

01 the recorder of the respective districts
in which such property is located and sent
to the office of the party of the first part
in Nome, Alaska, and a certified copy
thereof be sent to the party of the second
part."

"It is further understood and agreed
between the parties hereto that this con-
tract shall not in any wise be construed
as a grubstake contract, and neither
party hereto shall be: liable untn the other
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in any other manner than herein above

set forth."

The syndicate's generosity is nhiiost

reckless ; there is a clatise binding it to

return the money in case its prospector

fails to find any ground in Alaska not

already located. However, people do not

seem to be crowding each other over the

edges of that vast, bleak territory. There

is no mention of development work ; but

that is a petty detail which the syndicate

will probably settle out of its $25 per claim.

Most remarkable omission of all; the

contract contains no agreement to buy or

sell the claims that prove valuable. How
is the syndicate going to live if it retains

no hold upon the claims which it so gen-

erously finds and develops for prominent

mining men? What is to prevent the

holder of a rich claim from boosting the

price away out of sight, and robbing the

syndicate of all profit? Can this be an

oversight ? Surely, a concern so modern

and progressive as the Alaska Mines Ex-

ploiting Syndicate could not be guilty of

so serious a lapse of business sagacity.

Generosity is fine and noble, especially in

a mining corporation, but no great syn-

dicate can afford to give away all hope of

profit. Bromide.

Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 10 1907.

Multiple Arrangement of Drills

on the Rand

In the JoimNAL of Sept. 28 appeared an

interesting article by Edgar Nichols, en-

titled "Multiple Arrangement of Drills on

the Rand." I called the attention of W.
P. J. Dinsmoor, of Denver, to this article,

and requested him to make some comment
on it in comparison with Colorado tunnel

practice. Mr. Dinsmoor is the author of

an article entitled "Western Practice in

Tunnel Driving" which appeared in the

May number of Mine and Quarry. I in-

close a copy of Mr. Dinsmoor's reply.

S. Bowles King.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 14, 1907.

The article in the Journal of Sept. 28,

by Edgar Nichols, entitled "Multiple Ar-

rangement of Drills on the Rand," opens

the way for some very interesting investi-

gations as to the conditions governing the

speed of driving mining tunnels. Mine
and Quarry for May, 1907, published an

article under the title "Western Practice

in Tunnel Driving," which gives figures

that cover a rapidly driven tunnel in the

Cripple Creek district of Colorado. Tak-
ing the figures from these two articles we
have the following comparative table

:

Rami. CrlppI'" Creek.

SIzoof Ixirc 5 X 7 ft. 9x 9ft.
Rate of proRTCsB per mo.. »25 ft. 375 ft.

NumtM^r «>f macblni>9
U8>'<l per shift 3 2

Numherof mt'D employer!
[MTshltt 8 r,

Nunib'T of boles drilled
Ixr round IS 20

LeiiKtll of .«lilfl, hours... ft 8

Max. <Iif«tanpeovfrwhi<-h
fip-jll had to b" trammed MO ft. HJOO ft.

From the above figures wc can strike

averages and derive the following:

Rand. Cripple Creek.

Lineal feet advance per shift 2.M 4.03
On. ft. roek broken iii>r shift. 85.05 326.4:t

Pereeu tap- of advance, lineal
feet 60%

PerconlaKeof ailvnnce.cu.ft. 26%
Pen-iMitaceotnuichlnrsusi'd 150%
Percentaste of men used 133%
Percentage of holes drilled
per round 75%

The work on the Rand was carried on

with a greater number of men and ma-
chines. The article in the Journal also

brings out the fact that the Rand tunnel

was driven to single track size to be later

widened to accommodate double tracks.

Not so with the Cripple Creek tunnel,

which was at all times kept up to its re-

quired width.

That there must be causes for the dif-

ference in speed as shown above, is self

evident. These causes must rest upon

four things, viz., the hardness of the rock;

the method employed in doing the work;
the efficiency of the men ; and the efificiency

of the machinery.

The rock encountered in the Rand tun-

nel was undoubtedly harder on the aver-

age than that in the Cripple Creek tunnel,

though some of the rock at Cripple Creek

was probably as hard. The cylinder diam-

eter of the drills used in the Rand tun-

nel was 3% '"• and that of the Cripple

Creek drills was 3% in. The drills in the

Rand tunnel put . in on an average five

holes each per shift, while those in the

Cripple Creek tunnel averaged lo holes

each per shift. In view of these facts it

would hardly seem that the rock, even if

much harder on the Rand, could be held

entirely responsible for the difference in

the speed accomplished.

It may be that the Rand tunnel was
being widened at the same time that the

heading was being advanced, in which

case it is possible that the tracks over

which the spoil from the heading was be-

ing trammed were more or less blocked

by the drills and the broken rock at the

point where widening was in process.

This blocking, if extensive enough, might

well be the cause of delays in getting the

spoil away from the heading and thus de-

lay the work of advancing the heading.

From the data that we have at hand, this

would not seem to be the case, and it

would appear that a round of holes was
drilled and shot each shift. Therefore, it

would not be right to charge delays to

this until further confirming information

be secured.

The fact that the Rand tunnel was
driven smaller than the Cripple Creek tun-

nel may also account for some delay.

While it would naturally seem that a small

tunnel could be driven faster than a large

one, at the same time this has not always

been the case. The larger tunnel in some
cases can be driven faster than the smaller

tunnel owing to the fact that the rock

breaks more easily. The powder having a

larger face to work on, consequently

breaks deeper per round, and the larger

tunnel also gives more room in which the

drillmen and shovelers may work, so that

a round of holes is drilled fully as quickly

ill the larger tunnel, or even more quickly,

and the additional size gives the shovelers

the additional room necessary to get out a

larger amount 'of rock.

The difference in the speed of drilling

can hardly be charged up to the hardness

of the rock. Therefore, it would seem that

it must be charged cither to the method
employed, i.e., that of driving a small tun-

nel instead of a larger tunnel, or to the

efficiency of the men or machines em-
ployed.

Mr. Nichols in writing his article had

quite another point in view and so did not

give additional data that would be inter-

esting and valuable in trying to arrive at

these conclusions. Jn reading the two
articles, one is at once struck by the fact

that it is likely that nearly the same meth-

ods have been followed in driving these

two tunnels, as to ventilation, time sav-

ing, etc., and that the principal difference

in methods were in the manner of using

the rock drills and in the breaking the full

tunnel either in one or in two operations.

The securing of additional data and the

stimulation of discussion of this matter

might well bring results that would be in-

structive and valuable.

W. P. J. Dinsmoor.

Denver, Colo., Oct. 5, 1907.

i

Mining in the Forest Reserves

The recent articles on this subject in

the Journal have led me to investigate

the matter in Idaho. I do not find that

the department has, as yet, refused to

issue patents to mineral lands within the

lines of the forest reserves, but I find

that it is the practice to send an agent

of the Forestry Division to look into the

merits of mineral applications for patent.

These agents do not appear to know very

much about the business, and have, as a

consequence, caused some ill feeling. One
occurrence is that of the Federal Mining

and Smelting Company, which is develop-

ing a large group of claims called the

"Western Group," located on the west end

of the Wardncr mineral zone. The com-

pany paid nearly $250,000 for this group,

and has since expended about $50,000 in

equipping and sinking a shaft on the

same. The claims have been located and

held from 10 to 20 years, in accordance

with the mining laws. Since the creation

of the reserve an application has been

made for patent. The department sent

an inexperienced kid to pass on the mat-

ter. He looked over the ground and pro-

posed to the general manager of the Fed-

eral company that if the claims were

really held in good faith as mineral claims,

the work, instead of being confined to a

shaft and the cross-cuts and drifts from

it, should be scattered on each of the

claims of the group ! The final action of
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the departinciu is not knuwn, but it is

likely sooiu-r or later to load to some dif-

ficulty.

I know also of other cascf where the

department has looked info claims with-

out regard to the fact that the claims have

been located and held many years before

the establishment of the reserve, but in

all the final decision has not been reached.

I have also heard some complaint from

the milling companies in regard to the

regulations governing the removal of

mining timber, this complaint, especially

from the Federal company, which is by

far the largest user, but as any departure

from the- former free and easy methods of

the past is bound to meet considerable

adverse criticism. I think it is hardly time

to say that the industry of mining is ham-
pered in this regard. H. N. W.

Wallace, Idaho. Oct. ij, 1007.

New Publications

Map of Buujroc District. Nevad.\, 1907.

22.X26 in. Paper covers, 50c. Denver.

Colo., 1907 : Clason Map Company.

Hendricks' Commercial Register of the
United St.\tes (for Buyers and
Sellers). Pp. 1224. yyixiq in.; cloth,

$10. New York, 1907: Samuel E.

Hendricks Company.

Annual Report of the Commissioner
OF Miner.\l Statistics, Michigan.
By James L. Nankervis, Commis-
sioner. Pp. 245; illustrated, s^xg
in. ; cloth. Houghton, Mich., Gazette

Print.

Journal of the Iron and Steel Insti-

tute, Vol. LXXIII, No. i, 1907. Edi-

ted by Bennett H. Brough. Pp. 638:

illustrated. 5^2x8^ in. ; cloth. Lon-
don, 1907: E. & F. N. Spon, Limited.

New York: Spon & Chamberlain.

The Granites of Maine. By T. Nelson

Dale, with an introduction by George
Otis Smith. U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, Bullletin No. 313. Pp. 202; illus-

trated. 6x9 in.
; paper. Washington,

1907 : Government Printing Office.

The Geology of North Central Wis-
consin. By Samuel Weidman, Geolo-

gist, Wisconsin Geological and Nat-

ural History Survey. Bulletin No.
XVI. Pp. 697; illustrated. C'Axgyi
in. ; cloth. Madison, Wis., 1907 : Pub-
lished by the State.

Public Roads, their Improvement and
Maintenance. By E. R. Buckley.

Missouri Bureau of Geology and
Mines, Vol. V, 2d Series. Pp. 124;

illustrated, ejjxio in.; cloth. Jef-

ferson City, Mo., Hugli Stephens

Printing Company.

Thirty-second Annual Report of the
Chief Inspector of Mines to the
Go\'ernor of the State of Ohio for

the Year Ending Dec. 31, 1906.

George Harrison, Chief Inspector of

Mines. Pp. 483; illustrated. 6yixg'A

in.; paper. Columbus, Ohio, 1907:

V. J. Heer, State Printer.

I KANSAtTIONS OF THE INSTITUTION OF

Mining anu Metallurgy, Volume
XVI. Edited by A. C. Claudct, S.

Herbert Cox, William Gowland and

C. McDermid. I'p. 444; illustrated.

5!jx8J/j in.; paper, $7.50. London,

1907: E. & F. N. Spon. New 'York:

Engineering and Mining Journal.

Report of a Commission Appointed by
His Excellency the Lieutenant-

Governor to Inquire Into and Re-

port Upon the Use of Winding
Ropes, Safety Catches and .Appli-

ances in Mine Shafts. Pp. 324;

illustrated. 8^^xi3j/j in.
; paper. Pre-

toria, Transvaal, 1907 : Government
Printing and Stationery Office.

New Zealand. Papers and Reports

RELAriNG TO Minerals and Mining,

Comprising Statement by the Min-
ister of Mines ; Report on the Gold-

fields ; Report on Coal Mines ;

State Coal Mines. Pp. 197; illus-

trated. 8^x13 in. ; board covers.

Wellington, New Zealand, 1907 : John
Mackay, Government Printer.

The Geology of the Parapara Sub-

division, Karamea, Nelson. By

James Mcintosh Bell, assisted by J.

H. Webb and E. DeC. Clarke. Bul-

letin No. 3 (new series), New Zea-

land Geological Survey. Pp. 11 1;

illustrated. 8^x11 in.; paper. Wel-
lington, New Zealand, 1907 : John
Mackay, Government Printer.

Journal of the Iron and Steel Insti-

tute, Vol. LXXIV, 1907, No. IT.

Edited by Bennett H. Brough, Secre-

tary. Pp. 247; illustrated. syixSyi

in. ; cloth. London, 1907 : E. & F. N.

Spon, Limited. New York : Spon &
Chamberlain.

Contents. Copper steels, by P. Breuil.

Cast iron as. cast and heat treated, by W.
H. Hatfield. The non-metallic impurities

in steel, by E. F. Law. The geology and
origin of the Lapland iron ores, by O.

Stutzer. Boron steels, by L. Guillet. The
effect of air and moisture on blast-fur-

naces, by J. Dawson.

Indiana Department of Geology and
Natural Resources— Thirty-first

Annual Report, 1906. W. S. Blatch-

Icy, State Geologist. Pp. 772 ; illus-

trated. 6x9 in. ; cloth. Indianapolis,

Ind., 1907 : Department of Geology
and Natural Resources.

Contents. Introductory. The natural

resources of Indiana, by W. S. Blatchley.

On the peat deposits of northern Indiana,

by A. E. Taylor. The iron-ore deposits

of Indiana, by C. W. Shannon. The
petroleum industry in Indiana in 1906, by
W. S. Blatchley. The Princeton petrol-

eum field of Indiana, by R. S. Blatchley.

Report of the State Supervisor of natural

gas for the year 1906, by B. A. Kinney.

Report of the State mine inspector for the

year 1906, by J. Epperson.

.•\nnual Report or the State Geoixjgist

OF New Jersey for the Year 1906.

Henry B. Kiimmel, State Geologist.

Pp. 192; illustrated. 6x9 in.; board
covers. Trenton, N. J., 1907 : Geo-
logical Survey of New Jersey.

Contents. Administrative report. The
lire-resisting qualities of some New Jer-

sey building stones, by W. E. McCourt.
The glass-sand industry of New Jersey,

by H. B. Kummcl and R "B. Gage. The
origin and relations of the Newark rocks,

by J. Volncy Lewis. The Newark (Tri-

assic) copper ores of New Jersey, by J.

Volney Lewis. Properties of trap rocks
for road construction, by J. Volney Lewis.

Notes on the mining industry, by H. B.

Kiimmel.

Illinois State Geological Sur\tv, Bul-
letin No. 4. Year-Book for 1906.

H. Foster Bain, Director. Pp. 260;
illustrated. S^^xS'A in.; cloth. Ur-
bana, Illinois, 1907: University of

Illinois.

Contents. Administrative report for

1906, by H. Foster Bain. Report on the

cooperative topographic survey, by H. M.
Wilson. Preliminary investigation of
Illinois fire-clays, by R. C. Purdy and F.

W. DeWolf. Limestones available for

fertilizers, by F. B. Van Horn. Analyses
of certain silica deposits in southern
Illinois, by H. Foster Bain. Contribu-
tions to the study of coal, by H. Foster
Bain, S. W. Parr, F. F. Grout, W. F.

Wheeler, A. N. Talbott, David White and
J. A. Udden. Stratigraphic work in the

vicinity of East St. Louis, by N. M. Fen-
neman. Notes on the geology of southern
Calhoun county, by S. Weller. Water
resources of the Springfield quadrangle,
by T. E. Savage. The mineral industry in

1906, by H. Foster Bain.

Erratum

In the article on "Construction of
Tracks in Coal Mines," by M. S. Hachita,

in the Journal of Oct. 5, line 48, col. I,

p. 643, should read "in the gage-line of
the outside rail" instead of "in the center
of the curved track."

Ill the Revue Scieiilifiqiii: (Aug. 31,

1907) C. Fcry gives a short illustrated

account of the new methods of deter-

mining high temperatures in industrial

operations. For temperatures from 700
to 1300 deg. C. he recommends a thermo-
electric couple of platinum and its alloys,

in combination with a self-registering

arrangement. Where the thermo-couple
would be injured if brought into direct

contact with the source of heat, he advo-

cates the use of his own pyrometer, in

which the radiation from the source is

concentrated by a concave mirror upon
the thermo-junction. For sources of small

dimensions at temperatures above 900 deg.

C. optical pyrometers, e.g., Wanner's, are

the most useful.
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy
Inventions DescWbed

A Seiecled and Classified List o( New

dur.nq the Past Month m the Publ.cations of the Patent Ofhces

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PATENTS

A <-nnv of the specifications of any of

these patents ssued by the United States

mont OUlcc win be mailed by The I^ng.n-

EFRINO AND MlMNC, .I.TUSAL up"" tUC le-

celpt of 25 cents. British patents are sop-

pllod «t 40 cents. In ordering specll catlotjB

corresiHindents are re<iiiested to give tiie

nuXr name of Inventor and date of Issue.

ALDHINUM
ATTTMINt'M Al.l.OVS— I'rocess for Tm-

proWns Tl.mlnn.n Alloys by^.Heatliie and

Shilling. Kerdin.u.d G. A Wllm. Orewltz.

Oerniany. (f. ^- No- 868,.Ji5i
,

oci. 10,

1907.)

CHROMIUM
BY-I'ItOI>rCT RKCOVKin\ Chemlsche

Falirlk Buckau, Magdel.urg. <<'["'»">•/ ^,„^°
electrolytic process for recovering chronic

IcTd from sol.itU.ns of sulphate of chiomlum.

(Brit. No. yii:te of looe: Sept. 8, I'Jui.)

COAL AND COKE

AUTIKU-IAl. 111:1. AN1> MKTlIOn OF
MAKINt; Till': SA.MK. Daniel Drawl.augU,

Elferl s Mill, and Blake K. Camble. B..wn.ans-

dale I'enn. : said Urawbangh assignor to

Drawbaugh •Ar.l.iclnl Kuel
^-'i-.

'

""'f',"'f
Penn a Corporation of Pennsylvania. (U. h.

No. SI17.!)1.">: Oct. 8. 101)7.1

C 11 A U O I N G GAS-UETOUTS, COKE-
OVKN'< AND THE LIKE. .lames G. W

.

Aldrldge. Westminster, and Ralnb E- Gibson,

Liverpool. England. (U. S. No. 806.1. <,

Sept. 17. inii7.l

COAl,-rHL-TE. Harry W. Ulchards. Mani-

towoc Wis. (U. S. No. 867,130: Sept. 24,

COAL CUTTER. F. Stlepel. Essen. Ger-

many A coal cutter In which the frame

Sr?vng the cutting tool Is vibrated hor-

izontally by means of ati eccentric. (Brit.

No. 2733 of l'.lii7; Oct. 12. lOHi.l

rOAI CUTTEK. Mavor & Coulson. Glas-

gow. Scotland. Improvements in the inv..n-

tors- coal cutter of ;j"\..'"'dercuttlng type

(Brit. No. 2H.4.-.8 of I'.HHi ; Sept. 28. I.k)..)

COAL HANDLING—Apparatus for f.ond-

mg Coal into Vessels J°l>n A -lohn^n

Tacoma. Wash. (U. S. No. 866.203, Sept.

17. 1!)07.) •

COAL WASIIEK. .T. Shaw. Klrhy. Moor-

slde Yorkshire. England. Improvements In

?he Inventors coal washer of the traveling

Mt tj^e (Brit. No. 20.30.^ of 1906 :
Oct.

5, 190..)

COPPER
CASTING — Mold for Casting Copper.

Frank L. Antlsell. New 'iork, N. \. (U. S.

No. 807.092: Oct. 8. 1907.)

COI'I'ER EXTRACTION — Method and

Process for the Recovery of Copper and

Other Metals from Their Ores. Charles II.

Ehrenfeld and .Tacob R. Grove. York. 1 enn,

(". S. No. 806.849: Sept. 24. 1907.)

COPPER SULPHATE—Method of Obtain-

ing Pure Copper Sulphate Raimondo t one-

dera Massa Maritllma, Italy. (L. S. No.

866 62.'> : Sept. 24, 1907.)

ELECTROLYTIC COPPER EXTRACTION
—Kl.-t-trc.meiallvirgical Process for Lxtrnot-

Ine ("opper from Its Ores. Luclen -lutneau,

Parl«; France. (U. S. No. 867.046: Sept. 24.

1907.)

WEI DING—Method of Welding Copper.

William A. Barnes. Woronoco, Mass. (L. S.

No. 867,632: Oct. 8. 1907.)

IlVliRAri.lC DREDGE. Charles A.

Fraver. Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Al s-

Chalmers Co.. Milwaukee Wis., a corpm-atlon

of New Jersey. (U. S. No. 8bi,492, Oct. 1,

1907.)

IKON AND STEEL

GOLD AND SILVER

AMALGAMATOR. William II. Stigllt?.,

I.oulsV;ile ky. (L- S. No. 866.084: Sept.

17. 191)7.)

CYANIDE PRACTICE. B. Soils. Mazatlan,

Mexico An Improved method of stirring

Sndlntrod,.cing 'oxygen '» <•>„»"""",„;" "
^''o''

means of Jets of cnmpv<-^»-^ «\r (Bilt. No

13 "75 of 1906: Oct. 12, 1907.)

icXTRACTION-Process of Extracting Gold

.nrt Vllver from Ores. Benjamin Hall,

Nevada City, Cal. (V. S. No. 868,531 :
Oct.

15, 1907.)

ALLOY STEEL. .lames I'hui-chward, New
York, N. Y. (U. S. No. S07.(i42 ;

Oct. 8,

1907.)
ALLOYED STEEL. ,Iamcs Churchward,

New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 868,327: Oct.

15, 1907.)

BLAST FURNACE SLIPS — fievlce for

Ari-esting the Explosion I)iscliai;ge from

Blast Furnaces. Lars l.arsson. ( hicago. 111.

(U. S. No. 80S. 102: Oct. l.">. 1907.1

BLAST FURNACE - CHARGING DEVICE.
Charles P. Tuiuer. llarrisburg, and John W.
Dougherty. Steellon. Penn. (U. S. No.

8(;s..-.U8 : "Oct. l.">, 19117.)

BLAST FURNACES—Safety Device for

Blast Furnaces. Warren R. Clifton. Sharon,

Penn. (U. S, No. .'<(;7.244 : Oct. 1. 191I7.)

C\SE HARDENING. W. R. Hodgklnson,

London. England. Case hardening mild steel

hv heating in an atmospliere of acelyiene and
ammonia (Brit. No. 19.493 of 1906: Sept.

28. 19117.)

CASTING APPARATUS — Apparatus for

Casting and Delivering Pig Metal I'^'gnr ;?-

Welraer, l.elinnon. l"enn. (L. s. No. 806,007,

Sept. 17. 1907.)

CASTING APPARATUS. Edgar A. Wel-

mer, l.elianon. Penn. (U. S. No. 806,608:

Sept. 17. 1907.)

CHARGE - DISTRIBUTING APPARATUS
FOR BLAST FURNACES. Walter Kennedy,
Allegheny, Penn. (U. S. No. 808.340: Oct.

1.-. 191)7.)

BLAST - FURNACE • CHARGING DEVICE.
Cliarli-s P. Turner. Ilarrisliuig. and John W.
Pouuherty. Steellon, Penn. (U. S. No. 868,-

.noo: Oct. 1."., 1907.)

BLAST - FURNACE - CHARGING DE%'TCB.
Charles P. Turner, Han-lsburg. Penn., John W.
Dougherty and Jaui.-s E. l.itile, Ste.-li.m,

Penn. (U. S. No. 808,51)7: Oct. 15, 1907.)

ELECTRIC SMELTING. J. J. Van der

Loorn. The Hague. Holland. An electric fur-

nace for smelting iron sands conlalnlng

titanium. (Brit. No. .598 of 1907: Oct. 5,

1907.1

FERRO-VANADIITM—Process of Produc-

ing Alloys. Frederick M. Becjtet. Niagara
Falls. N. Y.. assignor to Electro .Metallurgical

Company, a corporation of West Virginia.

(U. S. No. 800.561: Sept. 17. 1907.)

FERRO-VANADIUM— Process of Produc-

ing Ferro-Vanadiiim. Frederick M. Becket,

Niagara Falls. N. Y.. assignor to E'lectro

Metallurgical Company, a corporation of

West Virginia. (U. S. No. 866.502: Sept.

17. 1907.1

HARDENING HIGH STEELS. S. O
Cowper Coles. A cemenlalion process for

hiirilening high steels, iisini.' vanadium oxide

and carbon iis packing matei-lnl. (Brit. No
13.979 of 19117 I

Oct. 12. 191)7.)

M\NGANi;sE STEEL. C. H. Kelsall. Hor-

wlch Lancaslilre, EnLland. An improved

method of manufacturing a high percentage

manganese steel. (Brit. No. 20.4o2 of 1906;

Oct. 5. 1907.)

NICKEL STEEL. J. Churchward. New
York N Y. A nickel steel containing 90 per

cent iron. O.C, per cent, carbon, nickel 5 per

cent tungsten 1 per cent., cbromliim 2>,4

per cent., manganese 1 per cenU nn.J vana-

dium •'. per cent. (Brit. No. 18,792 of 1906;

Sept. 28. 1907.1

OXIDE OF IRON. Carl WlUfflng, H«n-
ningen. (Jermany. (U. S. No. 868,385; Oct.

15. 1907.) '

PIG IRON—Treating Pig Iron. George S.

Page Pittsburg, Penn.. assignor to Crucible

Steel' Co. of America, Pittsburg, I'enn., a

corporation of New Jersey. (U. S. No. 86.,-

.593: Oct. 8, 1907.)

PURIFICATION OF IRON—Process of

Piirlfving Iron. Joseph Mlsko. Buffalo, N.

Y assignor of one-half to E. N. Dickerson,

Stova'l, N. C. (U. S. No. 808,010; Oct. 15,

1907.)

LEAD
LEAD PIGMENT and Similar Coinpounds.

Elmer A. Sperry, Brooklyn, N. i. (U. S. No.

867,436; Oct. 1, 1907.)

RARE METALS
TANTALUM—Process for Producing Tech-

nlcallv-Pure Ductile Tantalum. Mar*ello von

pirauV Wilmersdurf. near Berlin, t.ermany,

assignor to Siemens & Halske Aktlengesell-

schaft. Berlin. Germany. (U. S. No. 806,-

385: Sept. 17, 1907.)

TUNGSTIC ACID. General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y. The use of an or-

ganic compound for precipitating tungsllc

acid in a pure form from its acid solutions.

(Brit No. 18,489 of 1900: Sept. 21, 1907.)

TIN

ELECTROIATIC REFINING. O. Steiner,

Krefeld, Germany. Improvements in the In-

yenlois apparatus for retining tin eleclro-

Ivtically. (Brit. No. 10,230 of 1907; Sept.

2*1, 1907.)

SMELTING TIN SLAGS. H. Brandenburg,

Kempen. (iermauv. Smelting tin slags, etc.,

with silicate of tin to produce a silicate tree

from Iron. (Brit. No. 22,033 of 1906; Sept.

21, 1907.)

ZINC

ELECTRIC SMELTING. P. T. Snyder,

Chicago, 111. An electric furnace for sme t-

ing zinc ores that are not suilable for dis-

tilling owing to high lime contents. (Bnt.

No. 18,712 of 1900: Sept. 21, 1907.)

FERRUGINOUS BLENDE — Process of

Treating Ferruginous Blende. Woolsey M.

Johnson, lola, Kan. (U. S. No. 868,345; Oct.

15, 1907.)

GALVANIZING WASTE LIQUORS. G. F
Thomson. Bedford. England. Precipitating

lion from waste galvanizing liquors by the

addition of magnesia and magnesite mixed.

(Brit. No. 20.057 of 1906; Oct. 12, 190..)

MANUFACTURE OF CHLORIDE. G.

Moiana, Milan, Italy. Producing zinc in the

form of chloride l)y acting on the ores with

a snrav of gaseous chlorine in the presence

of cailfon. (Brit. No. 28,575 of 1906; Sept.

28. 1907.)

SMELTING FURNACE. J. J. C. Fernau,

Nelson. B. C. An improved furnace for

smelting zinc sulphide liy imraerslnn in a

bath of molten iron. (Brit. No. 24,90o of

1906; Sept. 28, 1900.)

MINING—GENERAL
DRILLING. J. M. and J. H. Holman. Cam-

borne England. Method of conveying water

through hollow drill to the- working fac^e of

rock drills. (Brit. No. 22.291 of 1906; Sept.

21, 1907.)

FIRE EXTINGUISHING—Apparatus for

the Use of Carbon Dioxide for the Exting-

uishment of Fires. Eugene F. Osborne. Chi-

cago 111. assignor to The Osborne Steam
Engineering Company. Chicago, III., a Corpor-

at"on of Illinois. (U. S. No. 868,218; Oct.

15. 1907.)

ILLUMINATION IN TRAMMING. J.

Zvder Osterfeld. Germany. Method of mount-

irig lamp on the last of a line of mine trucks

s,. that It shall be visible to the driver at the

front. (Brit. No. 10,041 of 1907: Sept. 14,

1907.)

TUNNELING—Method of Excavating Rock

Tunnels. Patrick Ford. Chicago, 111. (U. S.

No. 808,259: Oct. 15, 1907.)

TUNNELING—Method of Tunneling. David

Ma.xweil. Detroit, Mich. (U. S. No. §67,392;

Oct. 1, 1907.)

V'-'NTII ATION —-System for Ventilating

Mln.'.s. Etc. George M._ CapeH. passenham

England. (U. S. No. 867.791 : Oct. 8. 1907.)

ORE DRESSING
CRUSHING. W. II. Fetton. Leeds, Eng-

land. Improved toi^gle joints for rock break-

iM-s (Brit. No. 20,348 of 1900: Sept. 21,

1007.) „ „
DECANTING APPARATUS. John V. N.

Don!, lead. SD (U. S. No. 867,958; Oct.

15. 1907.)
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lilllNDlNtt PANS Shoe and Die of Grind-
ing I'aus. WilllHiii MUldloton iiiiil Ilorvic N.
G. Cobbe. Knisoorllo, Wostoru Australia. (U.
S. No. >il!7,llS!l ; Oct. !."•. 11)07.)

GYKATOKV SOUIOICN—Means for Impart-
ing Gyratory Motion to Sieve-Boxes and
Other lii>dle». ICnill It. Driiver, ItloliMiond,

Ind. yV. S. No. .S(i8,333 : Oct. 15. 1»07.)

IIVPKAI'I.IC I'l.ASSIKIlOU for Ores. SetU
K. Swnin. Irenver, Colo. (l'. S. No. 800,530;
Sept. 17, 11107.)

UYUUAri.If CI.ASSIKIER FOR ORES.
Setli It. Swalu, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No.
8e0.4tiL' ; Se|it. 17, 11X17.)

MAGNirrii' SlorAIlATOR. James B. Mc-
Cain-, llntralo, N. V. (U. S. No. 807,744;
Oct. ti. 11107.)

MILLING—Combined Stamp and Grinding
Mill. GeorKe C. Itleliards, Soutli Berkeley,
Cai., asslKUor to Wesn-rn Mill and Machine
Co., a coiVoratlon of California. (U. S. No.
860.000: Sept. 17, 11107.1

ORE CONCENTRATOR. Alx-l Giilonneau,
Denver, Colo. U'. S. No. 807,L'(i7 ; Oct. 1,

1007.)

ORE SEPARATOR. John A. Haralson,
Mexico, Mexico. (I'. S. No. 807,300; Oct.
1. 1907.)

ROCK BREAKERS. Sturtevant Mill Co.,
Boston, Ma.-is. Improvements In rock break-
ers of the pair tvpe. (Brit. No. 13,192 of
1907 : Oct. 5. mo'. I

SErAR.\TION—Apparatus for Separating
FInelvdIvlded Material. Andrew J. Cook.
San itafael, Cal. (U. S. No. 860.020; Sept.
24-. 1907.)

SEPARATOR—Centrifugal Separator. Ra-
mon 1'. Cordero. Rublo-Tachlra. Veni^zuela.

(U. S. No. 867.800: Oct. 8. 1907.)

STAMP MILLS. J. C. Anderson. Chicago.
111. Improvements In the Inventor's stamp
mills. (Brit. No. 9217 of 1907; Sept. 21,

1007.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
ANNEALING or Heating of Metals. Dar-

win Bates and George W. Peard, Huyton,
England. O'. S. No. 868,154 ; Oct. 15,

1907.)

CASTING—Wire-Bar Mold-Core. Frank L.

Antlsell. New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 807,-

603: Oct. 8, 1907.)

CA.STINGS—Process for Doing Away With
Blow-IIoles and Like Flaws In Castings.
Adolph E. Menne. Creuzthal. Germany, as-

signor to the firm of Ciiln-Milsener. Berg-
werks Aktlen Vereln. Creuzthal, Germany.
(U. S. No. 866.497: Sept. 17. 1907.)

LEAD OXIDE—Electrolytic Process and
Product. Clinton P. Townsend. Washington,
D. C. assignor to Elmer A. Sperry. Brooklyn.
N. Y. iC. S. No. 807.320; Oct. 1. 1907.)

ORE ROASTING — Process of Roasting
Fusible Ores. Albert G. Davis, Washington.
D. C. (U. S. No. 800.380; Sept. 17. 1907.

)

ORE-TESTING TABLET. John E. Ilun-
slnger. Saginaw. Mich., assignor to Earl A.

• Cheney and Frank Cheney, Saginaw, East
Side, Mich. (U. S. No. 868,270; Oct. 13,
1907.)

REDt'CTION—Process of Effecting Chem-
ical Reductions and Producing Metals (jr

Alloys. Frederick M. Becket. Niagara Falls,
N. Y.. assignor to Electro Metallurgical Com-
gany, a corporation of West Virginia. (U.

. No. 866.421 : Sept. 17. 1907.)

SMELTING PROCESS. R. W. E. Maclvor
and M. Fradd, London. England. In treat-
ing complex sulphides, throwing the roasted
ores Into calcium chloride and passing sulph-
urous acid into the mixture. (Brit. No.
19.1.tO of 19i»;

: Sept 21. 1007.)

MIRING MACHINERY AND APPARATUS
AERIAL TRAMWAY. Walter S. Gemmer

and Emil J. Schleicher. St. Louis. Mo., assign-
ors of one-third to Broderlck & Bascom Rope
Co.. St. Louis. Mo., a corporation of Missouri,
(f. S. No. 867.497: Oct. 1. 1907.)

BELT GUIDE AND SHIFTER. Rudolf E.
Horinek. Atwood. Kan. (U. S. No. 867.974 ;

Oct. 15, 1907.)

CHUTE. Charles H. Shultz. St. Joseph.
Mo. (U. S. Nos. 807.164 and 867,165; Sept.
24, 1907.)

CONVEYER. Joseph M. Griffith, CardilT,
Md. (U. S. No. 867,124: Sept. 24. 1907.)

CONVEYER SYSTEM. Charles Merrltt,
Pomerov. Ohio. (U. S. No. .S67.7:i9 ; Oct. 8,
1007.)

CONVEYER SYSTEM. Samuel L. G. Knoi,
Milwaukee. Wis. (U. S. No. 800.792; Sept.
24. 1907.)

CONVEYERS. Automatic Feed-Gear for
Conveyers. Charles W. James. Sheffield,

England, assignor to Edgar Allen & Co.,
Limited. Sheffield. England. (U. S. No. 806,-
864: Sept. 24. 1907.)

CONVEYING IiKVICE. John D. Musser.

Eastou, Ohio. (U. S. No. 807.000; Oct. IS,
1907.)

DREDGER BUCKET — Sectional Dredger
Bucket. Hurley L. Sherwood, Oakland, Col.
(U. S. No. 80(1,971: Si'pt. 24, 1907.)

DREDGING MACHINE. George M. Drown,
Taconia, Wash. (U. S. No. 807,788; Oct. 8,
1907.1

DRILL ATTACHMENT. Wllber R. Hitch-
cock. Cornwall. Ontario. Canada. (U. S. No.
8«6.:101 ; Sept, 17. 1907.)

DRILLS. Maschlnenfalirik. Weslfalla. Gel-
senklrchen. Germany. ImprovemeniH In air
hand drills. (Brit. No. 12,000 of 1907; Oct.
5. 1907.)

EXCAVATING BUCKET. Henry Chan-
non. Chicago. III. (U. S. No. 808,505; Oct.
15, 1907.)

EXCAVATING SHOVEL. Henry Channon,
Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 807,047; Oct. IB,
1907.)

LOADING AND UNLOADING APPARA-
TIS. George W. Thelss. Pittsburg. I'enn..

and Robert J. W. Whann and William J.
Engllsbee, New Orleans, \A. (U. 8. No.
800. UiO: Sept. 17. 1907.)

MINE CAGE SAFETY DEVICE. J. Owens,
Johannesburg, Transvaal. An Improved safety
brake mechanism for mine cages. (Brit. No.
24.S49 of 1900; Oct. 5. 1907.)

MINE CAGE SAFETY DEVICE. W.
Klelnebrelt. Walsum, Germany. Safety device
for preventing mine cages from being over-
wound. (Brit. No. 18,208 of 1900; Sept.
14, 1907.)

MINERS I'ICK. F. W. Brown. Sheffield.
England. Improved miners' picks, especially
In connection with the securing of the wooden
shafts to the metallic sockets. (Brit. No.
1:1,301 of 1907: Sept. 14. 1907.)

MINING MACHINE CHAIN. Horace E.
Rawlins. Derwent, Ohio. (U. S. No. 808,201

;

Oct. 15, 1907.)

ROCK DRILL. H. Hellman and S. C.
liayles, Johannesburg, South Africa. De-
tailed Improvements in the inventors' rock
drill. (Brit. No. 4739 of 1907; Sept. 14,
1907.)

ROCK DRILL. M. Kellow, Croesor. Wales.
Impriivemcnts In the inventor's rock drill, in
which the drill Is rotated bv means of a
water turbine mounted on the drill shaft.
(Brit. .\o. 20,317 of 1900; Oct. 5. 1907.)

ROCK DRILLS—Device for Sharpening
Rock Drills. Ellas Lewis. Denver. Colo. (U.
S. No. 866.041; Sept. 17, 1907.)

SAFETY LAMPS. E. A. Haiiwood, Mor-
ley. Improvements in the method of firing
the gauze In miners' safety lamps. (Brit.
No. l.s.lO.". and IS.IO.'ia of 1900; Sept. 14,
1907.)

SURVEYING LEVEL. Edward Helb, Rail-
road. Penn. (U. S. No. 868.089; Oct. 15,
i!H)7.)

TRAMWAY BUCKET. Walter S. Gemmer
and Emil J. Schleicher, St. Louis. Mo., assign-
ors of one-third to Broderlck & Bascom Rope
Co.. St. Louis, Mo., a corporation of Mis-
souri. (U. S. No. 866,271 ; Sept. 17. 1907.)

TUNNELING APPARATIJS — Apparatus
for Tunneling. David Maxwell. Oakmont,
Penn. (U. S. No. 807.284; Oct. 1. 1907.)

TUNNELING APPARATUS — Apparatus
for Tunneling. Davhl Maxwell. C)akmont,
I'cun. (U. S. .\o. Si;7..".2o: Oct. 1, 1907.)

METALLURGICAL MACHINERY AND
APPARATUS

BRIQUET MACHINE. Charles W. Rey-
nolds, Los Angeles, Cal. (U. S. No. 867,210;
Sept. 24. 1907.)

DEPOSITION OF METALS — Apparatus
for Depositing Metals. Wilbur A. Hendryx,
Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 866,858 and 866,-
859: Sept. 24, 1907.)

FURNACE CHARGING. L. Mond. London.
England. An Improved apparatus for evenly
distributing the charge In blast furnaces, gas
producers, etc. (BrPt. No. 19,312 of 1906;
Sept. 28, 1907.)

GAS PRODUCER. Martin V. B. Smith,
New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 868,020; Oct.
l.'i. 1907.I

GAS PRODUCER FEEDING— Feeding
Mechanism for Gas Producers. Furnaces. Etc.
Jolm A. Waldburger. McKeesport. Penn.. as-
signor to Forter Miller Engineering Co.. Pitts-
burg. Penn.. a corporation of Pennsylvonla.
(U. S. No. 808.147: Oct. 15. 1907.)

HEAT TREATMENT—Apparatus for the
Heat Treatment of Metals. Theophilus V.
Hughes. Birmingham. England. (U. S. No.
S08.1S%5 ; Oct. 15. 1907.)

HYDROCARBON BURNER. Jacob Gogei,
Toledo, Ohio. (U. S. No. 868,084 ; Oct. 15,
1907.)

OIL BURNER. Herschel C. Finlev, Cherry-
vale. Kan. (U. S. No. 868.175; Oct. 15. 1907.)

ORE ROASTING. S. I. Clawson. Salt Loke
City. Utah. An ore roasting cylinder adapted

for volatilizing the nii-ial values. (Brit. No.
10.229 of 19011; Sept. 28. 1907.)

ROLLER MILL. Edgar S. Moulton, Cen-
tral Cltv. Colo. (U. tf No. 800.790; Sept.

24. 190-/.)

WATER JACKET SAFETY VALVE —
Safeiv \Hlve for Water JacketH. nreu U.
SlHlfer. PolOBkey, Midi. (U S. Ni. >i08.022;

Oct. 15, 1007.)

FURNACES
CRUCIBLE FURNACE^Portul.le Crucible

Furnace. Matthew Harvey. Walsall, Eng-
land, (t;. 8. No. 808, IKl ; Oct. 15. 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. A. Petersaou, Alb«,
Sweden. An Improveil electric furnace io

which the carbonic oxide oblalni'd from the
charge Ih utlllzi'd as a riMlncliig agent. (Brit.

No. 5055 of 1907; Sept. 14. 1907.)

KLEC'i'RIC FURNACE. John T. Marshall,
Metuchen. N. J., asslgniir to (;eneral Electric

Co.. a corporation of New York. (U. 8. No.
807.519 ; Oct. 1. 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACES. General Electric
Company. Sclienectady. N. Y'. In electric fur-

naces ol"^ the Induction type, dividing the pri-

nuirv coil Into sections and so preventing the
reactance beiween different parts of the In-

iluced current. (Brit. No. i0,867 of 1006;
Sept. 28. 1907.)

GAS liURNini FOR FURNACES. John C.

Krleg. Newark. <)hlo. assignor to Krleg Ga*
Burner Co.. Newark. Ohio, a corporation of
Ohio. (U. S. No. 867,382; Oct. 1, 1907.)

KNOBBLING FURNACE. William F.

Westlund. Washington. Penn. (U. S. No.
807,801 : Oct. 8, 1907.)

MELTI.N't; FURN.\CE. Thomas D. Baue-
her. Reading. Penn. (U. S. No. 867,781;
Oct. 8, 1907.)

REtJENERATIVE FURNACE. Gerhard
Brauer. Dulsburg-Beeck. and Hermann Gew-
ecke. Darmstadt, tiermany : said Brauer os-

slgnor to said Gewecke. (U. S. No. 807,105;
Sept. 24. 1907.)

REGENERATIVE GAS FURNACE. George
Hatton. Saltwells House, near Brlerley Hill,

England. (U. S. No. 867,038; Sept. 24,
1907.)

T II A W I N G FURNACE. Thomas D.
Bausber. Reading, Penn. (U. S. No. 868,247;
Oct. 15. 1907.)

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
ARTIFICIAL CLAY. It. (ians. Berlin. Ger-

many. The manufacture of crystals of hy-
drated alumina silicates by melting kaolin
borax and carbonate of soda together. (Brit.

No. 8232 of 1907: Oct. 5. 190,.)

BARIUM CYANIDE. Badlsche Anllan and
Soda Fabrlk. Ludvlgshafen. tiermany. A
commercial method of preparing barium cyan-
ide by heating barium oxide with cart)on-
aceous material in the presence of nitrogen
gas. (Brit. No. 22,039 of 1906; Sept. 14,

1907.)

CENTRIFUGAL FILTER. Frans O. Niisson
and Johan A. Jonson. Stockholm. Sweden, as-

signors to Aktlebolaget Vincentrlfugen. Stock-
holm. Sweden. (U. S. No. 868,288; Oct. 15,

1907.)

METAL TRIMMING BY ACIDS. S. O.

Cowper Coles. London, England. In the in-

ventor's process for producing metal strip

electrolvtlcally. removing the burr on the edge
of the strip bv passing through an acid bath.
(Brit. No. 27.099 of 1906: Oct. 5. 1907.)

NITRIC ACID. G. H. Goutard and F. W.
S. Valentlner. Leipzig. Germany. Improve-
ments in the process for producing concen-
trated nitric acid l)y the decomposition
of nitrate of soda under a partial vacuum,
the Improvement being chiefly with the ob-

ject of keeping the nitrate properly immersed
in the sulphuric acid. (Brit. No. 4254 of
1907: Oct. 12, 1907.)

OXIDIZINti AtjENT. S. F. Jaubert. Paris,
France. Improved method of producing per-

oxide of potassium bv blowing air through a
liquid allov of potassium. (Brit. No. 7tm of

1907 : Sept. :;i. 1907.)

PURIFYING SOLI^TIONS—Removing Cop-
per Salts from Alkaline Liquors. Rudolf
I.lnkmever. Brussels. Belgium. (U. S. No.
8(;o.:^7l": Sept. 17. 1907.)

SULPHURIC ACID—Apparatus for Sepa-
latlng Sulphuric Add. Frederick G. Cot-
trell. Berkelev. t.'al.. assignor of one-half to

Harrv East Nliller. Oakland. Cal. (U. 8. No.
S(;o.844 : Sept. 24. 1907.)

SULPHURIC ACID. Chemlschc Fabrlk
Grieshelm Elektron. Frankfort. Germany. The
use of benzene or Its derivatives for collect-

ing arsenical compounds out of sulphuric

acid, or other adds or acid gases. (Brit. No.

974 of 1907: Oct. 12. 1907.)

SULPHURIC ACID—Manufacture of Sul-

phuric Add. Frederick G. Cottrell, Berkeley,

Cal.. assignor of one-half to Harry East Mil-

ler. Oakland. Cal. (U. S. No. 86(1,843: Sept.

24. 1907.)
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personal

Mlnln:; nml metnllm-glcnl engineers arc In-

vUi'il to keep The K.NiiiNEKiiiNG and Mining
JoiKx.vi. Informed of their movements and
aiipolntments.

Percy E. Barbour, consulting mining en-

gineer, has returned to Goldfield after five

weeks in the east.

R. R. Moore has resigned his position

as superintendent of the Oaxaca smelter

at Oaxaca, Mexico.

J. R. Thorndry, of Deadwood, S. Dak.,

has been examining some mining claims

near L.nndcr, Wyomnig.

W. N . Carr has resigned his posi-

tion with the Guanajuato Development

Company, at Guanajuato, Mexico.

.A. B. Pcnish, of Los .^Vngeles, Gal., is

examining the Belmore Bay gold mine in

the Sturgeon Lake gold area in Ontario.

J. E. Spurr, of the Geological Survey,

is completing his examination of the geol- .

ogy of the Leadvillc district in Colorado.

Robert. S. Oliver, formerly superin-

tendent of the Utah .Apex mine, has been

appointed general manager of that prop-

erty.

Claud Hafer, cyanide expert, has re-

turned from the Tennessee zinc mines and

is again at the Tola gold mines. Candor,

N. C.

Gary Wright, who has been operating

the Hiddenite gem mine in Alexander

County, N. C, has closed down the mine

and gone to Idaho.

Dr. J. M. Bell, director of the Geological

Survey of New Zealand, was in Toronto,

Ont., recently. He is making an inspec-

tion trip to Canada.

R. N. Dickman, 01 Chicago, has been

examining copper properties in the Goose

Creek district in Oregon and the Seven

Devils district in Idaho.

Anhur S. Dwight, metallurgical engin-

eer of New York has just returned from

a long trip to the West, extending as

far as Cananea, Sonora.

John D. Ryan, managing director of the

Amalgamated Copper Company, who has

been seriously ill at Butte, is nnw re-

ported to be out of danger.

R. W. Higgins, of the American Di-

rect Concentrator Company, of New York,

is putting in a plant at the Gold Hill Cop-

per mines. Gold Hill, N. C.

Edward K. Judd, of New York, is in-

specting operations o.f the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna Coal and Coke Company, in

Clearfield county, Pennsylvania.

James MacNaughton, general manager

of the Calumet & Hecla properties, h-is

returned to the Lake Superior district

after a short business trip to Bsston.

Albert Geiser, for 10 years past en-

gaged in mining near Baker City, Oregon,

has removed to Eugene, Oregon, where

he will operate mines on Blue river.

Walter C. Geddes has resigned as gen-

eral superintendent of the mines of the

Goldfield Consolidated Mining Company
at Goldfield, Nev., to take effect Nov. i

next.

J. P. Hutchins, consulting mining en-

gineer, of New York, who has been in

.-Maska during the past summer on pro-

fessional engagements, returned home last

week.

Thomas Hoatson, managing director of

the Keweenaw Copper Company, has re-

turned to the Lake country, after attend-

ing a meeting of the company in New
York.

John G. Chynoweth, formerly of the

Adventure mine, has succeeded Thnmas
Pollard as head mining captain of the

Victoria mine in the Lake Supcriir cr:p-

per district.

George S. Binckley, manager 01 the

Compania Metalurgica y Refinadnra del

Pacifico, at Fundicion, Sonora, Mexico,

has resigned, and has been succeeded by

E. J. Wilson.

It is feared that John Markle, the

well-known coal operator of Jeddo, Penn.,

may become totally blind. He is afflicted

with impaired eyesight and is under

treatment by an expert.

R. J. Hawke, formerly with El Pro-

greso Mining Company at Triunfo, Lower

California, is now superintendent of El

Cobre mines of the Douglas Copper Com-
pany in Sonora, Mexico.

David H. Thomas, who has been gen-

eral supei-intendent of the Thomas Iron

Company, Hokendauqua, Penn., since 1893,

has resigned for the purpose of engaging

in another line of business.

George Kingdon, who has been superin-

tendent of the Pilares mine at Nacozari,

Sonora, has been appointed superintendent

of the Old Dominion and United Globe

mines at Morenci, Arizona.

J. Parke Channing, consulting mining

engineer of New York, who has been in

the West for several months, is now in

.Arizona. He is expected in New York

about the end of this month.

R. L. Armit, formtrly superintendent of

mines of the Guanajuato Development

Company, has accepted the positi.on of

general superintendent of mires and mills

of the Pinguico Mines Company.

W. D. Schellinger, superintendent for

the San Javier Copper Company of Chi-

cago, 111., is opening a new copper prop-

erty in the vicinity of Batascosa, some 30

miles from Fundicion station, Mexico.

Richard B. Stanford, manager of the

Sicmpre Viva Mining Company at Blue-

fields, Nicaragua, is in Colorado Springs,

Cclo., where he will spend a short vaca-

tion before returning to Central America.

Rollin H. Wilbur has been chosen first

vice-president of the Lehiah Coal and

Navigation Company, ard will have charge

of the railroad and transportation depart-

ment. George B. Harris is now second

vice-president.

J. B. Tyrrell, who has been mining en-

gineer for Mackenzie & Mann, owners of

the Canadian Northern Railway, is now
in general practice as mining engineer;

his office is at No. 9 Toronto street, To-
ronto, Ontario.

Walter C. Orem has been relieved, at

his own request, of the management of

the Utah Apex mine at Bingham, Utah,

and will now devote his entire time to the

management of the Nevada-Douglas mines

at Yerington, Nevada.

Theodore L. Lammers has resigned his

position as general manager of the Pan-

handle Smeltin.g Company, at Ponderay,

Idaho, and will take the management of

mining interests in Montana and Idaho.

His office is at Spokane, Washington.

John W. Young has resigned his po-

sition as general European manager of the

AUis-Chalmers Company and will return

to the United States about Dec. i. After

Nov. I his address will be, at the Engin-

eers' Club, 32 West .(oth street, New York.

L. W. Trumbull, mining engineer, has

tendered his resignation as professor of

mining at the University of Wyoming, to

accept the supervision of properties in

Sierra county, California. After Dec. i,

his permanent address will be Downey-
villc. California.

G. W. Pope, who has been contracting

agent of the Minneapolis Steel and Ma-
chinery Company at Salt Lake for several

years, has been promoted to the position

of general contracting agent of the same

company with headquarters ;t Minne-

apolis. Mr. Pope is succeeded at Salt Lake

by T. E. Beyer, who has been his assistant.

A. L. McCarty, until recently general

superintendent of the Comanche Mining

and Smelting Company, Silver City, N.

M.,« J. W. Crowdus, superintendent for

Eckles & Co., Chloride Flats, and chief

engineer for the Comanche Mining and

Smelting Company, and E. P. McCarty,

assistant professor of mining engineering

at the University of Minnesota, have re-

cently formed an engineering firm with

offices at El Paso and Minneapolis.

David B. Carse has resigned from the

chairmanship of the advisory committee of

th? United States Steel Corporation. Mr.

Carse ard his brother, John B. Carse,

have composed this committee since its

formation five years ago, its duties being

to keep track of all expenditures of the

corporation under the appropriations by

the finance committee. John B. Carse

still remains with the corporation, and will

take care of the future work of the com-

mittee. In leaving the Steel Corporation,

Mr. Carse does so with the idea of taking-

up again the business of Carse Brothers

Compaii}-. The company has been re-

organized and its headquarters removed

from Chicago to New York.
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Obituary

James B. Wilkes, who died in Sharon,

Pcnn., Oct. 8, was born in Tredegar, Eng-
land, 73 years ago and received his early

iron mill training in the plant at Tredegar
where he was employed. He came to

America in 1861 and located in Sharon
two years later, where he obtained em-
ployment in an iron mill. Mr. Williams

was one of a company that erected a mill

at Canal Dover, O., in 1865-1866, and
was connected with that plant until 1874.

In 1891 he organized the Wilkes Rolling

Mill Company and erected a plant at

Sharon, serving as president and general

manager until his death.

Societies and Technical Schools

International Bureau of Weights and
Measures—This body assembled at Sev-

res, France, Oct. 15. Prof. Samuel W.
Stratton, director of the National Bureau
of Standards at Washington, and Henry
Vignaud, first secretary of the American
embassy at Paris, are the delegates of the

United States.

Columbia University— Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, will offer at night

during the season of 1907-1908 twenty

evening courses specially adapted to the

needs of technical and professional work-

ers. This includes work in applied me-
chanics, architecture, electricity, fine arts,

industrial chemistry, mathematics, survey-

ing and structures. The work begins Oct.

28 and will continue for 25 weeks.

Harvard University—The School of Ap-

plied Science, established last year at

Harvard University, shows this year a

great increase in attendance. There are

several advanced students who are special-

izing in metallurgy with the intention of

taking the degree "metallurgical engin-

eer." The prospects in the department of

applied science never looked brighter at

Harvard, and the McKay bequest, which
should soon become available, will en-

able the faculty greatly to increase the

facilities for advanced work in mining and
metallurgy, as well as in the other de-

partments of applied science.

California Miners' Association — The
executive committee of this association

has decided to hold the annual convention

in San Francisco. Nov. 25. There has

been little activity in the association dur-

ing the past year, mainly because there

has been no special work to attend to.

While the dredge-men have been some-
what annoyed by the Anti-Debris Asso-

ciation, and the smelting companies have
been also annoyed by suits and threat-

ened litigation on account of fumes, the

aid of the Miners' Association has not

been invoked. In both these matters it

seems to have been the policy of those

interested to avoid any special publicity.

and to refrain from controversy when
possible. The association has Ijeen to

some extent weakened by the defection

of the Nevada county men, who have not

for two or three years taken an active

interest, as they formerly did. An effort

is to be made to enlist their support again.

It is probable that Nevada county can have
almost anything it wants when the con-

vention meets, and it is probable that a

Nevada county man will be elected presi-

dent, if one can be found who is willing

to accept, especially if he is prominent in

milling at Grass Valley or Nevada City.

It is the intention of the executive com-
mittee to ask the supervisors of the dif-

ferent mining counties to select delegates

to the convention in those counties where
there are no branch miners' associations.

In this way it is expected to obtain dele-

gations interested in the development of

the mineral resources of the respective

counties-

Industrial

The Pilling Air Engine Company, De-
troit, Mich., manufacturer of pneumatic
hoists and air-hoisting machinery, will

change its name to the Detroit Hoist and
Machine Company, a new corporation.

The Pilling corporation will be retained

with a nominal capital to protect the name
and good will. This company has just in-

stalled and is now operating a new plant.

The Ridgway Dynamo and Engine

Company, of Ridgway, Penn., is distrib-

uting to all who have use for them a set

of templets made to scale of % in. to the

foot, of the standard generating units

from 10 kw. to 200 kw., inclusive, which
it manufactures. This is a new idea

which ought to be useful to engineers and
designers of plants, who frequently have

to write to manufa<iturers for precisely

this information.

The Alberger Pump Company has been
organized to manufacture and sell cen-

trifugal and turbine pumping machinery
embodying important improvements. The
apparatus has been designed to meet the

demand for a higher class of work and
more economical performance and in-

cludes centrifugal and turbine pumps of

all capacities and for operation against

any head, either steam power or elec-

trically driven. Louis R. Alberger is

president, and the company has offices in

New York and Chicago.

In the Journal of Sept. 14 it was stated

that the Bradley Pulverizing Company
had been awarded the contract for sup-

plying Griffin mills for the entire grind-

ing equipment of the Ajax Portland

Cement Company. We are informed that,

while the Bradley company received a

contract for all the Griffin mills to be
used. Thomas Prosser & Son, New York,
secured from the Ajax company a con-

tract for Krupp patent ball mills to be

used for preliminary grinding, the Griffin

mills being used for finishers only.

The American Steel and Wire Com-
pany proposes to operate the plant of the

National Wire Corporation, New Haven,
Conn., which it recently purchased, as

soon as the necessary formalities of the

transfer can be completed, including the

delay provided by the bankruptcy act to

protect the rights of creditors. The plant

is in excellent condition and little prepa-

ration will have to be made before start-

ing up the niacliinery. It is possible that

I lie purcliasc of this plant will have some
effect on the proposed extension of the

American company's plant at Worcester,

Mass., as part of the New England trade

can now be covered from the New Haven
works.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

Edward Parrish, Newport, R. I. Par-

rish Continuous Filter. Pp. 8, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in. ; July, 1907.

Miner's Smelting Furnace Company, 29
Broadway, New York. The Medbery
Rotary Smelting Furnace. Pp. 8; also

two illustrated folders, 6x8 in.

H. W. Johns-Manville Company, 100

William street, New York. Catalog No.

404. Victor Combination Meters. Pp.

33, illustrated, paper, 4^x7 in. ; 1907.

Construction News

Telluride, Colorado—The Black Bear
.inning Company is considering the addi-

tion of 60 stamps to its mill. Oscar

Mantylla, Telluride, Colo., is president.

Sierra City, California—A lo-stamp mill

and other machinery will be put in at the

Keystone mine, to replace plant destroyed

by snow-slides last winter. Ferryman,

Botting & Co., Sierra City, Colo., are

lessees of the mine.

Pandora, Colorado—The Consolidated

Mines Selection Company proposes to

build a concentrating mill at the Japan-

Flora group; also a wire-rope tramway
from the mines to the mill. F. C. Bow-
man, Telluride, Colo., is manager.

Masontovm, West Virginia—It is re-

ported that the Elkins Coal and Coke
Company will extend its mining opera-

tions and will build 300' additional coke

ovens. J. B. Hanford, Morgantown, W.
Va., is general manager of the company.

Dante, Virginia—The Clinchfield Coal

Corporation is making extensive prepara-

tions to open new coal mines, build an

electric pl.-^nt and establish a mining town.

John H. Winder, Columbus, O., is presi-

dent. The company's address is Dante,

Virginia.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Oct. 17—The gold-dredging companies,

ii seems, have rather a pull over the

railroad companies which are building in

the vicinity of Oroville. They are now
asking about $250 per acre for, land piled

high with cobbles and tailings, the cob-

bles being found valuable for ballasting

purposes. This seems rather odd, and

knocks out the contention of the State

Anti-Debris Association that the dredges

are doing so much damage by making

piles of cobbles behind them. That these

piles should be considered so valuable

never entered into the heads of the anti-

debris people. They are supposed to be

valueless and an actual detriment to the

county and the State. But it seems they

are a valuable asset to the dredging com-

panies, which paid an average of about

$1000 an acre for the land originally, and

got out by their work several thousand

dollars an acre. Now they are done with

the land it is still worth about $250 an

acre, which is more than the general run

of agricultural lands. This is rather an

unexpected result even to the dredge-men.

Steam shovels have been set at work on

some of these piles of rock tailings by

the railroad companies, which need the

rock for ballasting, etc. There are hun-

dreds of thousands of cubic yards of

these tailings which are useless to the

dredging companies, but are valuable to

the railroad companies.

Oil-bearing lands have been discovered

m the range of hills about Byron, Con-
tra Costa county, and land-owners are

being approached with offers to purchase.

Thus far no actual developments have

taken place. Oil-bearing land has also

been found near Petaluma, in Sonoma
county, and some prospecting is to begin.

Thus far, however, nothing of value has

been found in oil land in any of the coun-

ties of the State north of the lands of the

San Joaquin valley. The oil company
which has been at work in Glenn county

has had to quit and sell its plant, as was
the case with the c >mpanics in Colusa,

Mendocino and Marin counties.

The boundary line of the Golinsky

group of copper mines near Kenhett,

Shasta county, has been decided by the

judge of the Superior Court in favor of

the Golinskys. as against Mrs. Eugenia

Goss, of San Francisco. The property

values were about $100,000. The decision

gives Golinsky undisputed ownership of

the copper property. The case was an im-

portant one in Shasta county.

The labor union members who were

employed by the Standard Consolidated

Mining Company, of Bodie, Mono county,

who were about to strike for shorter

hours, have finally agreed to submit the

dispute with the company to arbitration.

After the arbitrators decide, the findings

will be submitted to the officers of the

company for consideration. The Stand-

ard is not only the most important com-

pany at Bodie, but the most productive

in Mono county. It pays higher wages

than any other company in California for

its miners and helpers. The point at issue

is an eight-hour day.

The executive committee of the Cali-

fornia Miners' Association, of which

Charles G. Yale, of San Francisco, is

chairman, has decided to call the annual,

convention of the association at San

Francisco, on Nov. 25, the deliberations

to continue about three days. It is con-

sidered of importance that certain sub-

jects of vital interest to the California

mining industry should be thoroughly dis-

cussed with a view to taking such action

as may be thought necessary. Among
these are the location of mineral lands in

forest reserves; the restriction of the

area to be located under single ownership;

the segregation of timber land and min-

eral land ; the damage done by smelter

smoke and relation of smelters to the

mining industry ; the work of the Cali-

fornia Debris Commission as it relates

to hydraulic mining in the central water-

sheds of the State. The executive com-

mittee has asked men prominent in min-

ing affairs to present papers on these and

kindred subjects. While it is not ex-

pected that the convention this year will

be as large in number of delegates as in

former periods, it is considered that the

papers will be of perhaps a higher stan-

dard and that there will be more of them.

Wm. C. Ralston, United States sub-

treasurer at San Franci^m, is the presi-

dent of the association

Salt Lake City

Oct. 20—The curtailment in production

does not seem to be at an end yet. During

the past week, the Bingham Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company closed its

Dalton & Lark mine ; but wjU keep the

smelter at Bingham Junction going, at

limited capacity from the Commercial

mine in Bingham and the Eagle & Blue

in Tintie, both of which are assets of the

Bingham company. During a recent visit

of President E. L. White, of the Bing-

ham consolidated, he made the statement

that contracts would soon be let for the

construction of the proposed smelter of

the Miners' Smelting Company, which is

expected to absorb the properties of the

Bingham company. It is believed here,

however, that there will be a delay in

the program owing tp the financial dis-

turbances in. the East. The Last Chanct-

mine of the Nevada-Utah Mines and Smel-

ters Corporation in Bingham has been

closed and 50 men laid off. This property

has been producing lead-silver-copper ore.

The company has operated a small con-

centrating mill.

The Mammoth Mining Company, in the

Tintie district has returned to the divi-

dend list. The directors have posted one

of sc a share, or $20,000.

The annua! meeting of the Tintie Mine
Owners' association has resulted in the

election of Clarence E. Allen, mine man-
ager of the United States Smelting, Re-

fining and Mining Company, president;

John Dern, president of the Lower Mam-
moth Mining Company, first vice-presi-

dent; Lafayette HolbroQk, director Grand

Central Mini:. a; Company, second vice-pres-

ident; H. S. Joseph, secretary; Jackson

McChrystal, superintendent Gemini Min-

ing Company, treasurer. The mine-own-

ers of the Tintie district paid out $260,000

more in wages to miners during the past

fiscal year than during the previous one.

There has been no curtailment as yet

in tlie production from the mines of Alta

;

however, it is anticipated that there will

be an easing down before very long. The
Columbus Consolidated is the principal

shipper, while the South Columbus is an

important second. In the -Tintie district

the output of the Colorado and Beck Tun-

nel has been cut one-half.

The shutting down of so many mines in.

the West during the past few weeks has

worked to the benefit of the Western Pa-

cific railroad, now building between Salt

Lake and San Francisco. Ever since the

construction of the road was begun a

scarcity of labor has been experienced.

Not long ago advertisements appeared in

the papers for 7000 men and this number

is being supplied from ni.iny of the mining

camps.

Duluth

Uit. 21—Lake iron ore shipments for

the year to Oct. i were 30,559,206 gross

tons, which is an increase of 2,409,500

tons over a similar period of 1906. This

looks as though the totals for the year

will exceed forty million tons, for last

year's total was \H.$22,23g tons, and con-
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ilitions are fully as good now for the two

ii;ontlis of late navigation as then. Oc-

tober is showing a gain from the Mcsabi

range, though older districts are going at

a slower rate than earlier in the year,

due to the shipment of all stocked ore

and the consequent lessened amount to be

moved. Stockpiles have not been moved

so completely in years as now, and the

Lake district will enter the winter with

bare boards. This should have an effect

on winter operations, but it is generally

considered that there will be a slackening

of business at mines, and that the coming

year will see a slight reduction of ship-

ments. This will not occur if the Steel

Corporation carries out its long expressed

intentions of securing a stock of ore at

lower Lake ports sufficient to guard

against any probable break in the con-

tinuity of supply. A large stock of ore

on hand at lower Lake ports will have a

wholesome effect on labor situation

around the mines.

For a part of September the Du-

luth, Missabe & Northern road was

hauling at the rate of 2,250,000 tons .i

month, but has let down recently. The
month of October will show a decline

from present figures, but the total for the

year should be well up to 40,000,000 tons.

Labor conditions are constantly improv-

ing, and underground mines, which suf-

fered the most, are getting their full

crews again. The Western Federation of

Miners has made changes in its official

list on the Mesabi, indicating discourage-

ment with what has been done, and is

becoming very weak all along the line. .

Scranton

Oct. 21—The war between the Lehigh

Valley Coal Company and the Reliance

Coal Company, of Pittston, broke out

again last week in connection with the

ownership of some coal lands in Pittston.

On the night of Oct. 17 employees of the

Reliance Company claimed that they found

some employees of the Lehigh Company
working in one of the veins owned by the

Reliance Company, whereupon the officials

swore out warrants for their arrest upon

the charge of trespass. The warrants were

given to the State constabulary and 35

foremen, miners and laborers were ar-

rested and fined $10 each and costs. \Vhile

making the trip out of the mine 16 of the

men escaped from the constabulary by se-

cret passages but were afterward secured.

As soon as the action of the Reliance

company became known to the officials of

the Lehigh Valley company, the latter

swore out warrants for the arrest of a

score of the employees of the Reliance

Company and these were, in turn, arrested

and fined $10 each and costs. The at-

torneys of both companies afterward met

in conference and agreed not to make any

further arrests until the courts pass upon

the respective claims, which have been in

litieatinn for some time.

.\ moetini; of the Conciliation Board wa»

held in Wilkes- Barre this wi-ek when a

grievance was prcscnled frmn the miners

employed at No. 9 colliery of the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Company, who asked

that the standard price for yardage be es-

tablished at that colliery where it is $6.82

or, as they claim, $1.02 less ih.ni ihc stand-

ard. The company volunturcd to pay

$1.03 per yard for back-cutlinn which the

men refused to accept. A meeting of

the hoard will be held in Mauch Chunk
next week to take testimony. ,

Ihc Shalcen case, which has been so

much discussed, has been finally dropped.

This case involved the validity of the

miners' certificate law, which provides that

experience in the anthracite fields is a con-

dition prior to the issue of a certificate

to a miner. It was claimed that this law

was unconstitutional, since it discriminated

against miners from other States. After

passing through the lower courts the case

came before the Supreme Court of Penn-

sylvania, which held the law to be valid

and in force. The Delaware & Hudson
Company gave notice of appeal to the

United States Supreme Court on the con-

stitutional question, bu^ it has now decided

to drop the case. It may, therefore, be

considered that the law will stand, with-

out further question.

Toronto

Oi-I. 18— 1 he project of erecting a large

iron-smelting plant in Toronto, for treat-

ing the ores of the Moose Mountain mine,

north of Sudbury, which has been con-

templated for some time, has now as-

sumed a definite shape. D. D. Mann, of

the firm of Mackenzie & Mann, who are

heavily interested in Moose Mountain.

Ltd., the operating company, has entered

into negotiations with the city of Toronto,

for 350 acres of land in Ashbridge's marsh

in East Toronto. It proposes to erect a

plant with a capacity for treating 1400

tons of ore daily and ultimately to es-

tablish other works such as steel plant,

rolling mills and car shops, employing in

.ill about 15.000 men. The slag from the

smelter will be used for gradually filling

in the marsh. The proposal came up be-

fore the Board of Control on Oct. 15 but

definite action was deferred pending re-

ports from the city engineer and other

officials.

American capital is largely interested in

Moose Mountain, Ltd., the president of

v.hich is John W. Gates, of New York.

Other leading shareholders are Charles

Gates, John Mitchell, of the Illinois Trust

and Savings Company ; Col. Lambert, of

Chicago, and Capt. Selwood, of Duluth.

The company has $2,500,000 paid-up cap-

ital.

The Grand Trunk Pacific officials, who
recently retui-ned to Montreal after a trip

of inspection to the Pacific coast, an-

nounce that they have obtained absolute

confirmation of the occurrence of enor-

mous coal beds in the Telqua region of

Mritish Columbia ihruugh which the main

line of the Grand Trunk Pacific passes.

1 he company owns 16,000 acres of land in

the most valuable part of this district, and

the engineers who have been examining

the land for the company, report that the

legion is one of the best coal-hearing areas

on the continent.

.\ criminal prosecution has been insti-

tuted by the Canaditin Hiniiig Journal

:iKainst Law & Co., mining brokers, of

Toronto, for violation of the law in con-

nection with the advertisements of the

Highland Mary mine, a Larder Lake

wildcat. The infraction of the law

alleged consists in the omission to furnish

information of the amount paid for the

mine, payments for commissions rind pro-

motion expenses, names and holdini« of

ilirectors, etc. The act provides for a pen-

alty of $200 for each violation. Law li

Co. have been summoned to appear before

the police magistrate on Oct. 24. The
attorney general's department will con-

tliict the prosecution.

Londo

Of*. 14—The report of the Mexico
mines of El Oro, Ltd., just issued, an-

nounces that the mill commenced opera-

tions on Oct. I. This company was formed
by the Exploration Company three years

ago to acquire the Mexico mine, which

adjoins the Esperanza mine on the north,

and is in the vicinity of El Oro and the

Somera, also under control of the Explo-

ration Company. The Mexico mine has

been fortunate in finding rich shipping ore,

similar to that found in the Esperanza,

and thus has been able to complete pay-

ment for the plant and to make a con-

siderable profit before the plant came into

operation. The reduction works comprise

40 stamps of 1 180 lb. each, six tube mills

and a cyanide plant. Electric power is

used throughout, and the ore treated will

amount to 200 tons a day. At the pres-

ent time it is estimated that there is 178.-

000 tons of ore ready for extraction, aver-

aging $11.50 in gold and 6 to 7 oz. of

silver per ton. This is not reckoning the

high-grade ore already mentioned, of

which there is a considerable amount,

though no estimate is given by the en-

gineers. An idea of its quality can be

formed from the fact that from January

to June of this year 2739 tons were

shipped to the smelters, having an aver-

age value of $87,20 gold and 72 oz. silver,

and yielding a net return of $301,245. This

income has provided funds for complet-

ing the machinery outfit, and for addi-

tional development; still leaving a balance

of working capital on hand. The company,

therefore, starts its plant under auspicious

circumstances.

The second annual report of the Ceylon

Company of Pearl Fishers, Ltd.. which is

another of the Exploration Company's

group, shows a profit of £18,267 for the

vear otuli d Ti: 10 last.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Amalgamated Copper Company—At a

meeting held in New York, Oct. 17, the

directors voted to declare a quarterly divi-

dend of ?i per share, payable Nov. 25.

This is only half the amount paid in

August. The dividends paid by this com-

pany since its organization have been:

1899, $2; 1900, $8; 1901, $750; 1902, $2.50;

1903, $2; 1904, $2; 1905, $4 5o; 1906, $7;

1907 to November. $7.

Arizona

Supe'rior'6- Boston—The Globe district

has a new producer in this property, which

has been at work since last January. It

has sunk three shaits,-the deepest, 430 ft.,

to the 500-ft. level of the adjacent Black-

hawk shaft of the Arizona Commercial

Copper Company, and drifts are being run

from: both.ends to connect the two. These

have cnt orebodies carrying about 4 oz.

silver and 6 per cent, copper.

California

.\m.\dok County

Kennedy—High-grade rock has been

met in the orebody in the south drift of

the 3000-ft. level of this mine at Jackson.

The shaft is to be" sunk 150 ft. deeper.

The orebody south t)f the shaft is the

best in size and character that has been

found in the mine and continues from the

2400 to the 3000 level. In some places it

is 30 ft. wide. The ledge in the south

drift is 3 ft. wide at the 3000 level.

Butte County

Mammoth Channel—At this mine they

are laying 6000 ft. of 4-in. pipe for water

supply, and sinking the three compartment

shaft

Oroville Dredging, L/d.—The treasurer

of this company writes as follows : "In

your issue of Oct. 19, page 752, under

Special Correspondence you mention the

loss of the machine shops at Oroville, Cal.,

in which your correspondence states that

a heavy financial loss is incurred, and no

mention is made of insurance. As a mat-

ter of fact the machine shops were heavily

insured, and a telegraphic report from

General Manager W. P. Hammon, indi-

cates that the loss will not exceed $2000,

and that all patterns and blue prints are

practically intact."

El DoRAiX) County

Crusader—W\\\ Bros, and W. P. Frick

are placing machinery on this mine in

Diamond Springs district preparing for

operation.

Morey—These properties at Grizzly Flat

have been bonded by W. A. Covert and

Geo. Ardcry, who will continue the de-

velopment now in progress.

Inyo County

PanamiHt—Capitalists have bought in

this old camp a group of 10 claims from

Mehler & Forg; these include the Jumbo,

Crown Point and Blue Bell. Work will

commence at once on these silver claims.

Union Mining Company—This property

at Cerro Gordo continues to ship galena

and zinc ores from the 900 level. The zinc

occurs in the largest quantities in the

San Felipe, paralleling the Union.

Kern County

Karma-Ajax Consolidated—This com-

pany, organized last January, owns the

Karma, Ajax, Extension and Double

-Standard groups in Soledad district, near

Mohave. The old mill has been re-fitted

and an electric plant added. The mill is

running.

Mariposa County

Copper^San Francisco and San Jose

men are opening a copper mine near

Bagby and will soon ship 10 carloads of

ore to the Selby smelter.

Nevada County

Austin—In this mine at Willow Valley

ore has been found in the north drift, not

far from the shaft. The ledge is narrow

but carries high-grade ore.

Gold Mound—The strike of rich ore in

this mine on Deadman's Flat is considered

of great importance, as it is some distance

to the west of the other mines and in a

new field where only prospect shafts have

been sunk. A double-compartment shaft

has been put down and a gasolene plant is

furnishing power.

Orange County

Lucas—This company, near San Juan

Capistrano, has struck ore reported as

worth $40 per ton. There was consider-

able activity in Lucas caiion some years

ago and a number of claims were located.

Western Zinc Company—The mines of

this company at Silverado are shipping

about 80 tons of ore monthly; the com-

pany will soon have its own reduction

plant at San Francisco.

Placer County

Crater—A force of men is now at work

on this old mine at Ophir, from which the

water is being pumped out. The old shaft

is 700 ft. deep.

Herman—Machinery is being hauled to

this mine and 6000 cords of wood have

been cut for winter use. The battery

blocks are in place and the buildings for

the power plant nearly finished ; 30 stamps

are being added to the lo-stamp mill, .^s

soon as the power plant is ready, sinking

will commence.

Plumas County

Crescent Hill—W. F. Oddie and asso-

ciates, who recently purchased this mine

south of Quincy, are preparing to do de-

velopment work during the winter months.

San Benito CouifTY

New Idria Quicksilver Mining Com-
pany—The mines of this company are run-

ning full and the three furnaces are hand-

ling 220 tons of ore daily. This is the most

productive and profitable quicksilver mine

in the United States, being one of the

few paying dividends.

San Bernardino County

Crackerjack-Bonansa—The hoist of this

company will soon be in place. Two more

leases have been granted. The first cross-

cutting is now being done.

Sierra County

Appel & Grant—The mine near Alle-

ghaney, operated extensively about 20

years ago, will shortly resume operations

with Harrison Appel as superintendent.

Tehama County

California &• Massachusetts Copper

Mines Company—Near the surface in this

mine soms native copper has been found.

The mine is beijig examined by an expert

for Chicago capitalists.

Tuolumne County

Spring Gulch— It is expected that oper-

ations will shortly be resumed on this

mine. Arrangements have been made for

electric power and a new mill is proposed.

Colorado

Fremont County

Carwn City Coal Company—This com-

pany has been sinking a shaft on its tract

of 960 acres, near Coal Creek, and re-

cently struck a good vein of coal, 4 ft.

thick.

Loyd & Walton—On the property of

the firm, south of Railroad, a 6-ft. vein

of coal is being opened by shaft, at a

depth of 90 ft. below the surface.
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Sa.n Miguel Covxty

Bliuk Bear—'YUis company has recently

completed anJ put into operation two

wire-rope tramways, one extending from

its mill at Ingram Falls to the Black Bear

group of mines in Ingram basin, one mile,

and the other from the mill down the

mountain side to the shipping station at

Pandora, another mile. The 20-stanip mill

has a capacity of 75 to 90 tons of ore per

day, and will begin shortly turning out

concentrates carrying gold, silver, lead

and zinc. The high-grade ore is sent

direct from the group to the shipping sta-

tion, thence to smelters. This company

is capitalized for $050,000. At the last

meeting of the >tockholders, Oscar Man-

tylla, of Telluride, was elected president

in place of Leonard Kaanta. 1 he com-

pany intends increasing its mill by the

addition of 60 stamps early next spring.

Buckeye Milling and Leasing Company
—This company was organized about

18 months ago to operate the Butterfly-

Terrible group of mines at Ophir loop,

16 miles from Telluride. Recently the

full 30 stamps in the mill were started.

The company has a lease on the mine and

mill for a term of five years. The ore,

free-milling, runs $5 and upward in gold

per ton. The vein is from 3 to 10 ft. wide.

V. U. Rodgers, of Tellurixie, is manager

of the company. The property is owned
by the Butterfly-Terrible Gold Mining

Company, of which Calvin Bullock, of

Denver, is president.

L.\KE County—Le.\dville

Leadville will be the distributing center

for electric power for all the tributary

camps in Summit and Park counties. The
first link in the chain will be completed

by N'ov. 1 ; the work of constructing the

steel towers to carry the wires is being

rushed and the one at Kokomo is com-

pleted. The use of electric power

will be the means of starting up a num-
ber of properties.

Hibschle—It was generally supposed

that the Wolcott ore-shoot at the head of

East Seventh street had been pretty well

exhausted, but recent development to the

south above the Cambrian quartzite has

proved an extension. Manager Covey is

shipping about 50 tons daily of an ex-

cellent grade of iron and carbonate.

Joy Croup—These claims are located

on Grant's peak, about two miles, west

of the St. Kevin district, Saguache range.

They have been worked through a tunnel

for the past two years by Albert Fennel.

During the week a good looking quartz

vein in the granite was opened that car-

ries gold and copper.

Manganese Ore—When the Illinois

Steel Works closed its contracts with

Leadville miners for this class of ore, the

owners of manganese claims had to quit

mining the ore until a market could be

secured. The Pueblo Steel Works came
into the market and arc now taking in

the neighborhood of jodo iim- i" r cii..iiiii,

for which the miner is receiving a net

price of $3 per ton. The princip:il ship-

pers are the Morocco Mining L'unipany,

;ind the Morning and Evening Stars.

Mammulh—In this property, Bi;; Evans

gulch, the drift that is being run from the

top of the upraise toward the shaft caught

a 2-ft. vein of ore that ran high in silver

and lead ; with work this vein has widened

out to 4 ft. A carload of ore is now ready

for shipment, also 200 sacks of the high-

grade stuflf.

Minneapolis—Since the discovery of

placer gold in the gulch in early days con-

siderable work has been done in sinking

shafts and driving tunnels with a view

to locating the mother vein. The Mm-
ncapolis is under lease to Flood & Bov-

yer, who have been driving a tunnel for

the pjist year ; a small streak is being fol-

lowed carrying values of I'/i oz. gold and

a fair percentage of silver; as the tunnel

gains headway and depth the vein widens

and the values also are slightly on the

increase.. The property is owned by John

C. Morgan, of Denver.

Rock Hill—A combination that has

been operating in this section for the past

month or two has filed papers of incor-

poration and is now known as the Dol-

coath Leasing and Exploration Company.

It controls the Ben Burb, Raven, Great

O'SuUivan, Only Chance, and Oro City.

Some ore is being shipped from the Ben
Burb, which is worked through the Raven,

and a force is at work cleaning out the

Only Chance.

Sliamus O'Brien—This property, Yan-
kee hill, which has been idle for a number
of years, has been leased to Andrew
Clooney. The surface plant and shaft arc

being repaired.

Wellington Syndicate—This company
has secured the control of the Tingley

S. Wood holdings in Lake county, and
it is understood that the principal work
of development will be carried on from
the Yak tunnel. Among the holdings are

the Antioch, at one time a heavy gold

producer, and the Tribune, Breece hill.

The group of claims known as the Benton,

Iron hill, will also be worked from the

tunnel.

Idaho

Shoshone County

Bunker Hill & Sullivan—^This company
has just declared a monthly dividend of

$120,000. The management announces
that this rate can be maintained at the

reduced price of lead.

Frisco—This company has laid off part

of its crew and is now confining attention

to development work and the remodeling

of its zinc concentrating plant. Next to

the Success mine, the ores of the Frisco

carry more zinc than any others in the

district, but the effort to recover the zinc

has not been whollv successful thus far.

iijii/i.. Xorlhern Railway—This line has

been surveyed up the North fork of

the Ca-ur d'Alenc river, from its intersec-

tion with the Oregon Railroad and Navi-

gation line to Murray. It has begun

clearing its right of way and grading at

Enoville. The road, when completed, will

be 37 miles long and will bring much
needed transportation to several new
mines near Murray, notably llie Monarch

and Bear Top properties, which would be

steady shippers if they had transportation.

Oro Pino—Missoula, Mont., capitalists,

operating this properly under bond, have

just made a second payment of $9500.

The property adjoins tlic Bear Top group,

near Murray.

Rex—This company has resumed de-

velopment. The company was launched

some years ago by the Finch & Campbell

interests, then large operators in the

Coeur d'Alenes. It attained wide celeb-

rity, under the name of "16 to I," owing

to the lawsuits Finch & Campbell were

obliged to fight to protect their title. It

has been idle the greater part of the last

four years. The present operations are

being conducted by B. M. Francis and

associates. A promising new ore-shoot

is reported as being developed. The con-

centrator is being remodeled under the

supervision of W. A. Bradley.

Sierra Xez'ada Mining Company—Thi'

company has won a decision in the dis

Irict court in a suit with Senator Jona-

than Bourne, of Oregon, owner of the

Ontario lode. Bourne sued to quiet title

to the orebodies under the Sierra Nevada,

claimir.g that they apexed within the sur-

face lines of the Ontario. The Sierra

Nevada claimed that the apex of the vein

cut across the side line of the Ontario,

and that if it had any extra-lateral rights

they extended to the west under the

ground of the Stewart Mining Company
instead of to the south, as claimed by the

plaintiff. The Sierra Nevada is controlled

by the Federal Mining and Smelting Com-
pany and, by many, it is believed that

Senator Bourne's interest has really

passed to the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Company, and that this litigation is a re-

newal of the long fight waged between the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan and the interests

of President Charles Sweeny, of the Fed-

eral company.

Stezcart Mining Company—This com-

pany, operating the Stewart and other

claims on the Wardner belt near the

Bunker Hill and Federal properties, has

suspended operations. The Stewart is

controlled by F. Aug. Heinze, of Butte,

and the suspension is locally supposed to

be due to a dispute and pending litigation

between Heinze and the Silver King

company controlled by F. W. Bradley

and associates.

Snozi'storw.—This company, owning

the only producing copper mine in the

Coeur d'Alenes. has been obliged to lay

off some of its. crew owing to the inability
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of the smelters at Anaconda to receive

the usual quantity of ore. The ore of

the Snowstorm is highly silicious and

is principally in demand by the smelters

for converter linings. The mine has large

leserves of ore blocked out. The com-

pany has a leaching plant in successful

operation treating tlie low-grade carbon-

ate ores of the upper levels.

Surf'risc—This company started, on

Oct. s, its new concentrator, planned to

have a capacity of 150 tons per day. The

property is located on Pine creek, about

two miles south of the Bunker Hill &
Sullivan. It is in a new part of the dis-

trict and is the first of a number of

properties there to arrange for steady pro-

duction. The property has been financed

by Senator Alfred Page, of Wardner, and

is controlled by himself and friends.

Washington County

Cuddy Mountain—Good ore has been

opened up in the mine operated by Lyon,

States & Calvin, on Cuddy mountain, IS

miles from Council. Its chief value is in

copper, with some gold and silver.

Michigan

Iron—Menominee R.ange

Our Duluth correspondent writes: "A

statement made in the Journ.^l a week

or two ago as to the connection between

Messrs. Whiteside and La Rue, of Du-

luth, as to explorations in lands on the

Menominee range, was incorrect. Both

men are at work there, but not together.

They were associated in the Baraboo dis-

trict in Wisconsin formerly, but are now

working independently.'"

Copper

Alloue:—Sinking is going forward at

the rate of about too ft. a month in the

new No. 2 shaft. No. i shaft is furnish-

ing about 750 tons of rock daily to the

mill. The addition to the mill has been

completed and parts for the three new

Nordberg steeple compound heads are on

the ground.

Cliff—A large shipment of copper rock

has been sent to the Tamarack mill and

other shipments will be made from time

to time. Five drills are at work in this

mine and some promising looking rock is

being taken from a drift on the third level.

This drift is being run on the amygdaloid

formation.

Montana

Bea\-erhead County

Dillon-Argenla—In this mine, in the

Argcnta district, the shaft is down 100

ft., and has cut a body of copper ore 3 ft.

wide. The vein is nearly vertical.

Dacotah—.\t this mine, in the Polaris

district, west of Dillon, high-grade ore

has been struck in the new tunnel, %vhich

is now in 50 ft. D. Burkholder is

manager.

Butte District

Butte & Superior Copper Company,

Ltd.—This company, holding a group of

claims in Butte, having an aggregate of

90 acres and joining the North Butte

property, is finishing up construction

work which has been going on for several

months. There is installed a surface

equipment which will be adequate for all

the demands of deep mining. An Ore-

gon fir gallows-framc, 60 ft. high, a 20x60

AUis-Chalmers first-motion hoist, with a

battery of four Springfield internally-fired

boilers, all housed in a structural-steel

building with concrete floors, ash tunnels,

etc. ; also a Sullivan air compressor which

furnishes air for the mine. The com-

pany has built and equipped a timber

framing shop and machine shop ; power
in both being electric. In the mine a

three-compartment shaft is down 700 ft,

with an 18x35 station cut at this depth

and a 250-gal. station pump installed.

The company will resume sinking Nov.

I, and at the same time proceed with de-

velopment work and mining on the upper

levels where commercial silver ore has

been found in the Black rock vein. Rob-

ert C. Davis is engineer in charge.

Carbon County

Northwestern Improvement Company—
This company's coal mines at Red Lodge
have now a full force and are shipping

1800 tons of coal daily, the highest out-

put ever reached.

Meagher County

Copper Belle Mining Company—This
company has been organized to develop a

property near Martinsdale, on which there

is reported to be an outcrop of ore carry-

ing copper, silver and gold. A test shaft

sunk 50 ft. shows a 5-ft. vein. The new
company has bought machinery and will

sink a shaft 400 ft. on the vein.

Nevada
Es.MERALDA County

A tract of 160 acres, near Coaldale,

has been sold to Louis K. Koontz and

others. There are said to be several

veins of bituminous coal on the property.

The new owners propose developing the

property, to ascertain its value. Coal-

dale is about 40 miles west of Tonopah,

and a market is assured if coal is found

in any quantity.

Es.MERALDA CoUNTY—GOLDFIELD

Financial stringency in the East has oc-

casioned some depression in Goldfield.

Very few leases are working, except those

already shipping ore. The complete col-

lapse of the market for shares is weeding

out the wildcatters and boomers. There

are seven large stone buildings being

rushed to completion.

Production—Owing to the car shortage

no ore was shipped to outside points

East for the week ended Oct. 12, and the

production of the camp was curtailed.

Nevertheless the two custom mills here

are nearly buried with ore. The week's

production amounted to $392,200 against

$37Q,300 the preceding week. The output

for the week is as follows : Combination

mill, 540 tons; Jumbo Dump, 385; Mo-
hawk Junbo, 1393; Little Florence, 242;

Mohawk, 500; Red Top, 134; Begole lease,

220; Combination Fraction, 50; Mohawk
Combination, 280; Original Velvet, 6;

Florence Leasing and Mining, 97; Hayes-

Monette Dump, 30; total, 3877 tons.

Lease Results—The following figures

are compiled from statements made by

two of the noted leasing companies, cov-

ering operations for the month of Sep-

tember :

Ore production, tous 3,837 446
Gross value $209,067 $22,536
Netvalue 128,497 13,541
Total net to Oct. 1 301,653 867,073
Gross value per ton, Sept.

.

$54,48 $50.49
Net value per ton. Sept 20.99 20.16

During the 40 weeks from Jan. 5 to

Oct. 5, 1907, Goldfield produced and

shipped 79,308 tons of ore.

Goldfield Daisy—An eight-drill Inger-

soU-Rand two-stage air compressor is

being installed by this company at

the Truett shaft on the Daisy property.

The 4-in. calyx drill used for explora-

tion purposes on this property has been

shut down indefinitely. The ground was

so badly broken that satisfactory results

could not be obtained.

Yellow Tiger—The Elk Consolidated

Company, operating on this claim, is put-

ting up a 40-ft. steel gallows frame, the

first steel frame in Goldfield. The shaft,

now down 420 ft., will be sunk to the

Soo-ft. level, where extensive lateral work
will be dorfe.

Rosebud—The vein was lately cut in

the north drift on the 400-ft. level. The
average assay value of the ore is $50 per

ton. The vein is believed to be an ex-

tension of the Little Florence, that is

being successfully worked by the Rogers-

Goldfield Leasing Company.

St. Ives—A rich pay-streak was. cut in

the loo-ft. level. A winze is being sunk

on the vein, and is down 30 ft. The ore

streak is 6 in. in width and averages very

high in gold. Some of the ore being

sacked for shipment promises to yield

sensational returns.

Velvet—A cross-cut on the 7S-ft. level

in the Original Velvet lease has cut a rich

pay-shoot. The vein is 3^ ft. in width,

but a few inches of the vein carries very

rich ore. A crosscut is being run from

the 150- ft. level to cut the shoot at that

depth. The shaft is down 290 ft. in all.

Nye County—Manhattan
American Flag—Good ore is being ex-

posed in the 7S-ft. level, but the manage-

ment is chiefly employed in sinking the

shaft to the iso-ft. level, with the view of

developing the vein at that depth.
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Gold Cn-st—The tunnel has been driven

a distance of 90 ft. Al a point 80 ft. from

the entry a winze lias been siartid with

the view of intersecting one of the ledges

cut in the surface trenches on the dip.

Gold King— Preparations are in pro-

gress for resuming shaft sinking on this

property under the management of C. E.

Mayne. Parts of the company's holdings

have recently been let on lease and the

lessees arc now engaged in developing

their ground.

Gold Kidgc—Work has been started on

the Gold Ridge, located east of the Man-

hattan Consolidated. Initial development

is to consist of sinking a double-compart-

ment shaft to water level at a point about

50 ft. north of a large cropping which car-

ries a quantity of iron gossan. The shaft

will tap the ledge at a depth of from 50 to

60 ft. When cut the ledge will be cross-

cut and tested.

Manhattan Mill— It is expected that

the mill will be able to undergo a trial

run within a month.

NvE County—ToNOP.\H

Ore SItipinenIs—Shipments over the

Tonopah Railroad for the week ended

Oct. 10 were : Tonopah Company, 324

tons ; Tonopah E.xtension, 95 ; Jim Butler,

62; total, 481 tons. Shipments to mills

were : Tonopah Company, 1320 tons

;

Tonopah Belmont, 500; Montana-Tono-

pah, 1260; total, 3080. This makes a

grand total of 3561 tons for the week.

IVest End—The new working shaft has

been sunk to a depth of 290 ft. Drifting

is in progress both east and west at the

275-ft. level and stoping is being done

on the 400-ft. level in the old workings.

Machine drills are employed throughout

the mine.

New Mexico

Santa Rita—The low price of copper

has compelled several leasers on low-

grade deposits to close down temporarily,

but shipments from the camp continue

regularly.

Gr.\nt County

Laura—A large body of ore was re-

cently encountered in starting an upraise

for stoping on the 300-ft. level. The ore

carries argentite, cerargyrite, pyrargjrite

and gold. Two carloads have been taken

out for shipment.

Ohio

Athens County

Hisyhania Coal Company—This com-

pany has made a lease of 850 acres of coal

lands near Trimble, where mine No. 23

of the company is located. The property

is owned by J. W. Blower and others,

who purchased it some time ago. Only

70 acres of the land has been developed.

The lease provides that royalties shall

begin July i, 1908. The property will be

developed from the opening of the Trimble

mine or from another opening which is

now being worked on another purl ion of

the acreage.

BEL.MONT County

Colburgh Mining Company—This com-

pany will soon be ready for its first ship-

ment of coal. Delay in securing male-

rials for the equipment caused a postpone-

ment of active operations. The mine is

located on the Baltimore & Ohio near

Barnesville, and there are 1200 acres,

on both sides of the railroad. The nut

put will he about 400 tons daily.

Muskingum County

Carding Mining Company—This com-

pany is putting up an electric plant at its

mine at Deavertown, and expects later

to :i<Id new engines and boilers.

Perky County

I'alley Colliery—This mine, near Lex-

ington, on the Cincinnati & Muskingum
Valley road, has been sold by the Imperial

Coal Company to Columbus parties. The
property consists of 8oo acres upon which

a iine electrically equipped mine has been

operated for some time. The output is

between 500 and 600 tons daily. The Im-

perial company will continue to operate

its mines in other sections of the Hocking
vallev.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Pine Hill Coal Company—This 'com-

pany has leased the Ilerbine property near

Miner\'ille. The property is on the Black

Heath vein; it will be opened and a

breaker built. The rental is $10,000 yearly

and in addition to this a royalty of 40c.

per ton on all coal shipped of prepared

sizes, 20c. on pea coal and loc. on smaller

sizes.

Bituminous Coal

Pittsburg & Westmoreland Coal Com-
pany—This company has recently put ad-

ditional boilers, a new engine and dynamo
in its Shoenberger mine at Baird. Work
has been begun on a new tipple much
larger than the old one.

Provident Mining Company—This com-

pany has sold its property in Armstrong
county to a syndicate headed by E. T.

Norton, of Connellsville, Penn. The prop-

erty includes 3250 acres of land along the

.\llegheny river, 40 miles north of Pitts-

burg. The price paid was $250,000, it is

reported.

Coke

Mount Pleasant Coke Company—This

company has let contracts for the sinking

of two shafts on its coal property near

Hecla. It is also preparing to build 100

bee-hive coke ovens.

Peerless Connellsville Coke Company—
This company has let a contract to Chris-

tian Echard, of Unionville, to build 40

coke ovens on its property near Mayficld.

Texas

RdiiRwrsoN County

Soulliweslcrn fuel and Manufaeluring

Company— 'I his company has succeedeil in

getting suflicient labor, and is pushing the

work on its coal mine near Calvert. The
product is lignite of good quality, and con-

tracts have been made which will require

large shipments.

Washington

Ki.sG County

Northern PaciHc Coal Company—\n
explosion of gas in this company's coal

mine at Ravendale on Oct. 7 killed one

man and wrecked the mine badly, the

shaft caving in.

West Virginia

Harrison County

Landstreet Coal and Coke Company—
This new company has taken the prop-

erty of the Allegheny Coal Company,

w-hich includes 5000 acres of land an<l a

modern coal plant. F. S. Landstreet is

president and J. S. (ialbraith engineer. The

company has an office at No. I Broad-

way, New York.

Taylor County

Western Maryland—This company's

property at Simpson has been sold to

John T. McGraw, of Grafton, W. Va.

I'he property includes 3000 acres of land

on the Pittsburg vein. It has been held

in the interest of the Western Maryland

Railroad, a Gould property, but has been

shipping over the aBItimore & Ohio.

Wisconsin

Pi.ATTEVILE I )i.st1UCT—ZiNC-LEAD

Aemc—The equipment for the calciner

is being transported from the Blackhawk

to its new location by the big traction

engines of the Galena Iron Works Com-
pany. The 100-ton mill is turning out

100 tons of concentrates per week.

Burrichter—The new shaft is down and

shows rich disseminated jack 15 ft. below

the green rock opening; the company has

one of the richest drybonc and lead dumps

in the district.

Clark—The Clark, owned by the Min-

eral Point Zinc Company, is milling night

and day; the day shift in the mine breaks

sufficient dirt to keep the loo-ton mill

going two shifts.

Empire—On account of the expense in-

volved in installing its big new power

plant this company has passed the last

monthly dividend.

Franklin—The mill is turning out from

15 to I" tons of drybone concentrates per

day. Not more than one-tenth of the ore

in the surface dump- will Ik- milb-d this

year.

Hodge—The mill is nicetmg with good

success in the use of slotted grates in jigs
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and is making a satisfactory recovery.

A test of its raw concentrates is being

made at the Enterprise roaster this week,

to determine the advisabihty of adding

a calciner.

Mintcr—The company has tested the

flow in its two wells and is satisfied that

there is sufficient water for milling pur-

poses. The 50-ton mill will shortly be

started on carbonate ores.

Wallitcc—Worked on a small scale

without expensive machinery, this mine

yields a fair profit. The mine is entirely

dry, the ground is easily broken and good

headway is made by hand drill ; the mine

dirt is rightly disseminated high-grade zinc

ore and is readily cleaned with old-fash-

ioned hand jigs and log washers. A
nearby creek furnishes water for cleaning

purposes.

Zinc

Etna—This property has settled down
to steady production and is turning out

a good daily tonnage. Running one 10-

hour shift, the 150-ton mill recently

turned out 9 tons of zinc and 5 tons of

lead concentrates. The ore lies in solid

sheet formation, lead and jack, averaging

18 in. in thickness.

FroH/iVr—Foundations are laid for the

new loo-ton mill which will contain two

sets of jigs, 7 cells each, and one short

sand jig; an over-shaft mill hopper and

immediate railway facilities are among
the natural advantages of location which

favor a lower cost of production. The
main shaft is being sunk 15 ft. deeper

to the oil rock, which will allow a work-

ing stope 40 to 50 ft. high and a breast

about 100 ft. wide.

Grant—This mill has increased its daily

output to 23 tons of concentrates. Be-

tween 600 and 700 tons of green concen-

trates are on hand and are being hauled

to the Empress for calcining. The build-

ing for mill No. 2, on the old Rooney &
Swift property, is erected and machinery

is being installed. The plant will soon be

ready for operation.

Kennedy—An enlarged force is work-

ing on the day shift. The lOO-ton mill is

kept grinding 12 hours per day, turning

out an average of 25 tons of concentrates

per day, which are then calcined.

La Fevre River Consolidated Company
—This concern, backed by Milwaukee and

Indianapolis capital, is sinking two shafts

on leases, comprising 1700 acres, lying

betwen Cuba City and Elmo. The shaft

on the tract lying just south of the Best

is down within 25 ft. of the orebody. A
steel-frame derrick is erected over this

shaft.

Midway—This company is testing its

ore at the Cook mill in order to determine

whether or not a roaster and magnetic

separator would be desirable. The new
100-ton mill building is reared and ma-
chinery is being installed. The latter in

. eludes a 150-h.p. Corliss engine, two lo-

in, cross-head pumps, one Class A In-

gersoll-Rand air compressor.

Mills—This company has built an in-

clined tram, 1400 ft. long, from its ore

and coal bins to the tracks of the North-

western Railway. The tram cars carry 4

tons of ore or ij^ tons of coal to the

load. It is estimated that by use of this

tram the cost of loading ore and unload-

.

ing coal will be reduced from 45c. to less

than 5c. per ton. The mine is shipping

again after a temporary shutdown for

repairs. Between 800 and 900 tons of

jack and 90 tons of lead are on hand. The

200-ton mill turns out between 30 and 40

tons of concentrates per shift. Five

drill machines are used in the mine, which

affords a working stope 80 ft. high. The
contract system of tramming and shovel-

ing is employed with good results.

Trio—This mine, located at Linden,

was sold at foreclosure sale, Sept. 28, to

William Bell, of Racine, Wis., for $6700.

The property consists of 27 acres. It is

proposed to re-organize the company and

operate the mine as soon as possible.

Wyoming

Laramie County

Chicago Iron Mine—This mine, owned
by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
was submerged three months ago by a

sudden flow of water. Since then all

efforts to clear the mine of water have

failed, and it is still full up to the 175-ft.

level.

Sheridan County

Shipments of coal have been begun

from the new mines at Cool, near Sheri-

dan. The work on the slope and tipple

are well advanced, and it is expected that

shipments will be 1000 tons daily by the

end of the vear.

Philippine Islands

Development work, which has been in

progress for some time on the property

owned by A. U. Betts, on the island of

Batan, has resulted in opening a coal de-

posit of such importance that arrange-

ments are now being made to install an

electric plant for lighting, pumping and

haulage. The property is being opened

by two slopes, one of which is now in 500

ft. The plant ordered is sufficient for an

output of 300 tons daily. The coal has

been tested in a number of coasting

steamers, and is of good quality, though

not equal to the best Australian. It is

clean, low in ash, and generally free from

sulphur. The mine is situated near the

water, and two wharves have been built,

extending out to a depth of 33 ft. of

water, one iioo ft. in length and the other

1400 ft. There is a secure harbor, almost

completely land-locked, good holding

ground with mud bottom and the harbor

is capable of accommodating the largest

ship that visits the islands.

Canada

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Oct. 12 were as follows:

I'.uffalo, 60,000 lb.; La Rose, 87,000; Mc-
Kinley-Darragh, 144,720; Nipissing, 61,-

010; and Townsite, 42,000; total, 394,730

pounds.

Right of Way—A decision has been

handed down by the Court of Appeals con-

firming the previous judgment declaring;

that the La Rose Mining Company had no

right or title to the land sold to the Right

of Way company by the co-defendants the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-

way commission.

Silver Queen—This company reports

that it has a full force of men and that

the strike which is still in progress

is not affecting its operations. The
new vein, which is from 4 to 8 in.

wide, runs high in silver. The company
has installed an experimental furnace to

treat high-grade ore ; running the silver

into bars.

Temiskaming & Hudson Bay—The
main shaft is down 80 ft. At the 65-ft.

level, a station is cut and drifting both

east and -west on the vein has been com-

menced. In sinking this shaft three car-

loads of rich ore have been produced,

two of which have been shipped and have

netted the company more than $50,000.

Frontenac County

Wilbur Iron Mines—The first shipment

of iron ore has been made to Sault Ste
'

',

Marie via Renfrew, on a contract calling

for 100,000 tons. Ore is being extracted

at the rate of 250 tons per day.

Sturgeon Lake District

Douglas—Three shafts are down 30, 20

and 17 ft. respectively. At the bottom of

the 30-ft. shaft every sample taken out i

shows visible gold, the lowest assay show-

ing $17 to the ton.

Europe

Spain

Mineral Exports and Imports—Exports

of metals from Spain for the eight months

ended ."^ug. 31 are reported as follows, in

metric tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Pig ami man. iron 34.012 42,479 I. 7,807

Cupper 4,948 6.218 I. 270

Copper proclpltatii 16.077 11,938 D. 3,139

ZUie 692 791 I. 99

Load 119,067 126,.')47 I. 0,290

Qulckiillvcr 1,474 1.488 I. 14

The exports of minerals and ores for

the eight months are reported as follows:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Iron ore 6,642,761 6,218,776 , D. 423,976

Copper ore 767,713 871.629 I. 113.916

Zinc ore 100,192 112,013 1. 11.821

Lead ore 3,111 4,217 I. 1.106

Manganese ore 65.836 64.449 D. 11.086

Pyrites 717.793 889,669 1.172,766

Salt 322,724 360,247 I. 23,623

Imports of phosphate of lime this year

were 44,213 tons; of superphosphates and

basic slag, 67,720 tons.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review
' I'JOI!. 1807. CliauROS.

Anthrnclte .l.llO.niO 4.4'.'7..'»0 I. l.OIiJ.mo
Bituminous a4,9'J!P.OO!l .iU,429.19H 1. 6,/iOO,ll«l

u.iko 9.8tv.i.iK4 iii.'.nvi„vi7 I. i.iiys.aca

A'rti.' York, Oct. 23— In the West the

coal trade is beginning to be more dis-

tnrbcd by car shortage and slow trans-

portation. At most distributing points

trade is good, and consumers appear to

be laying in winter stocks to a much greater

c.\teiit than they did last year. The lake

trade is rather quiet for this time of year,

chietly because of the large shipments

earlier in the season. There is still a bad

congestion at the upper lake ports.

The movement to restore the old inter-

state agreement is extending. Invitations

have been sent to the leading coal opera-

tors of the "Central Competitive Field,"

inviting them to meet with representa-

tives of the United Mine Workers in

Indianapolis Oct. 29, to discuss a re-estab-

lishment of the joint conference between

the operators and miners at the meeting

next January with a view of entering into

a new scale to become effective next April

when the present scale expires.

In the East the chief feature in the

bituminous trade is the activity of the

coastwise business. The demand for coal

is large and prices higher than they have

been for some time. There is some com-

plaint of car shortage, and more of scarc-

ity of labor at the mines.

The anthracite trade is steady, with

little change from recent weeks.

Coa! Conditions in Western Canada—
F. Dillinger, for the Canadian Railway

Commission, reports that since July the

car supply for the shipment of Canadian

coal in the West has been good. There
was in store at prairie towns west of

Winnipeg over 250,000 tons of coal for

domestic use, exclusive of current de-

liveries to consumers, with supplies still

coming in. The Canadian Pacific had
in store over 100,000 tons of steam coal

west of Winnipeg for winter use, 150,000

at Fort William and 150,000 more booked

to arrive before the close of navigation.

From Winnipeg west the Canadian

Northern had in store 200,000 tons of

steam coal for winter use and 160,000

tons at Port Arthur. Mr. Dillinger thinks

the car supply will be sufficient to ob-

viate any danger of a coal shortage.

Coal Traffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Oct. 12 were as follows, in short tons

:

Total as.awi.ioa 1,1,821,aw i. 7.oii,wj

The total increase this year to date has

been 19.9 per cent.

Coal receipts at St. Louis for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 were 4,695,870

short tons in 1906, and 4,883,953 tons in

1907; an increase this year of 188,083

tons.

The coal and coke tonnage of the

Chesapeake & Ohio railway for the two
months of its fiscal year from July i to

Vug, 31 was as follows, in short tons

:

Coal.

New River 1,027,947

Coke. Total.

41,71S l,0«a,«62
Kanawba 805,460 19,117 884,567
Kentucky 43,9M 43.964
CoDuectlug Hues... 48,444 20,U70 (iU,114

Total l,986,8tt-> 81,502 2.067.307

Total, 190C 1,479.152 51,156 1,530,307

Deliveries of tonnage originating on

the road this year were : Points west of

mines, 1,005,170 tons coal and 39,166 tons

coke ; points east, 293,671 tons coal and

21,666 tons coke; tidewater, 638,520 tons

coal. The total increase in tonnage this

year was 537,000 tons, or 35.1 per cent.

New York

Anthracite

Oct. 23—Prepared sizes are fairly ac-

tive, especially in the stove and chestnut

grades. There is not so heavy a demand
for broken and egg; but taken as a whole

the prepared sizes are in good demand.

For the first time in several months small

steam sizes are inclined to be dull. The
recent cold weather did not have the ex-

pected result in increasing the demand for

small coal. Prices are quoted as follows

:

Broken, $4.75 ; egg, stove and chestnut, $5 ;

pea, $3.25 ; buckwheat No. i, $2.75 ; buck-

wheat No. 2 or rice, $2.i5@2.25 ; barley,

$1.75, all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The pressure which has been brought to

bear upon shippers has somewhat abated,

but this has not increased stocks and there

is the same scarcity of coal which has

characterized the market for several

weeks. Consumers are now entirely upon
their monthly proportion, and what little

coal there is to spare is selling at a

premium of about soc. per ton. George's

Creek coal brings $3.50@3.75 f.o.b. New
York harbor, and good grades of steam

coal from the Pennsylvania districts

bring from $2.8s@3.i5. Quotations, how-
ever, are no criterion of the market, be-

cause the price depends largely upon the

needs of the consumer and what he is will-

ing to pay.

The shortage of coal has been brought
about by the l.ick of cars in nearly all the

coalfields, the labor conditions at the mines
and the fact that consumers have been de-

manding their full contract amount. At
the present time the shoal-water ports are
receiving the entire attention of shippers

and when these consumers are fully sup-
plied the market conditions will be re-

lieved. Vessel brokers have succeeded in

raising the rates of freight to certain

shoal-water ports, claiming that ice

troubles menace delivery, although it. is

not expected that the ports making fresh

water will freeze up for several weeks.

All-rail trade is very poor, especially in

New England. Here the trade is almost
at a standstill because consumers are

afraid of demurrage charges. Nearer the

mines this trade is in better condition.

Transportation has been slow but if ship-

pers are insistent- the railroads furnish bet-

ter facilities. No improvement can be re-

ported in the car supply.

Light draft vessels, in the far East
trade, are in small supply but no scarcity

is reported among heavier vessels. Freight

rates have advanced, especially to the

shoal-water ports. The rates are as fol-

lows : From Philadelphia, to Boston,

Salem and Portland, 90c.(a$i ; to Lynn
and Newburyport, $1.25; to Portsmouth,

$1.05; to Saco, $1.35 and towage; to

Gardiner, $1.75 and towage; to Augusta,
$i.75@2.25, depending upon the arrange-

ments made with different brokers.

Birminghain

Oct. 21—The coal mines are working
on full time and the railroads are being

called on to handle the product as quickly

as they can. There is some complaint as

to a car shortage in Alabama. The pro-

duction is greater than it €ver was in

this State.

It is given out in this district now that

a plant is to be erected that will produce
briquets from the accumulation of coal

slack at the mines. The parties back of

this movement assert that they will be

able to utilize considerable product that

now does not receive much attention.

Coke is in strong demand with good

prices prevailing. The make is healthy.

Chicago

Oct. 22—Sales of coal continue large

if almost every branch of the trade.

Western coals especially are strengthen-

ing. Eastern coals, due probably to
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greater diversion of slilpiiK-ius to Chi-

cago, are not sq rapidly increasing. The
demand for both Western and Eastern is

increasing largely with the autumn season.

Lump continues the favorite in West-

ern coals. For lump and egg Illinois and

Indiana coal continues to bring $2.25@

2.65; run-of-mine holds to $i7S@2.so;

screenings are in light demand at $i.io@

1.40.

Eastern coals are weakening slowly.

Smokeless is in fair demand at $4.30®

4.50 for lump and $3.30@3.so for run-of-

mine. Hocking in still firm at $3.50, with

the supply much better, and Yough-

iogheny is in fair demand at $3.30 for

ii-in. Pittsburg No. 8 is firm at $3 for

\%-\n. Car service is reported much

better.

.Anthracite is selling exceptionally well,

with chestnut in demand far exceeding

supplies. The country demand for anthra-

cite is perhaps better than the city de-

mand.

Cleveland

i)ct. 22—Coal dealers continue to report

a scarcity in local yards. Car shortage re-

mains the chief factor in the situation.

Contracts cannot be filled on any of the

lines entering the city with any degree of

certainty. On Monday the price for all

grades of soft coal was advanced by

wholesalers, the following prices being

quoted : No. 8 district slack 75@8oc.

;

mine-run $l.20@i.2S; J^-in. lump $1.30®

1.35; Middle district slack 85@90c.

;

mine-run $1.25; ^-'m. $1.35. Heretofore,

a IOC. difference has existed in the quo-

tations of the two districts, but the scarc-

ity of cars has caused No. 8 operators to

advance their prices.

Indianapolis

Oct. 21—The State Railroad Comniis-

>ion has entered on a general investiga-

tion of the railroads of the State in rela-

tion to coal transportation. This will in-

clude rates, the distribution of cars and

all charges of discrimination. The ship-

pers' bill, passed at the latest session of

the legislature, gives the commission ex-

tensive powers.

The tremendous explosion of the Du-

pont powder mill near Fontanel has had

a demoralizing effect upon mining opera-

tions in that field. The officials of the

Coal Bluff and other companies report

that it has been impossible to get the men
back in the mines to work. Some, of

course, had ruined homes to look after

and some had injured or dead in their

families, but the fear that so powerful a

shock must have affected the mines by

loosening the timbers and supports is the

principal cause of the disinclination of the

men to enter the mines. The State mine

inspector is making a careful investiga-

tion of all the mines of the region.

Pittsburg

Oct. 22—While the demand for coal

exceeds the capacity of tlic mines in the

Pittsburg district, the railroads yesterday

and today only supplied about 70 per cent.

of the number of cars required. The large

concerns have received a number of im-

portant inquiries for bituminous coal for

foreign shipment, but declined to make
any quotations, as it is impossible to take

care of the business offered. Prices re-

main firm on the basis of $I.40@I.S0 for

mine-run coal at mine. Slack is slightly

higher this week and is quoted at 8o(h)90c.

The river mines are in full operation and

will run steadily for some time, as there

is a good supply of empty coal boats and

barges in the pools and harbor. There is

not a large tonnage on hand, as the rivers

have been navigable almost continuously

for several months.

Connetlsvitle Coke—Coke prices have

declined again and the demand is slowly

falling off, indicating that still lower

prices may be expected. For standard

Connellsville furnace coke for any de-

livery this year $2.65(^2.75 is quoted

;

foundry coke is $3.20@3.30. The blast

furnaces have stored considerable coke

and are not likely to need a great deal

more this quarter. According to the

Courier, the production for the week
amounted to 429,038 tons in both fields

and the shipments aggregated 13.415 cars

distributed as follows : To Pittsburg,

4929 cars ; to points west of Connells-

ville, 7631 cars ; to points east of Con-

nellsville, 855 cars.

Iron Trade Review

Foreign Coal Trade

Coal exports from Great Britain, with

coal sent abroad for the use of steamers

engaged in foreign trade, for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 were as follows,

in long tons:

)90B. ia07. ChauBBs.

Coal 41,229,70.5 40,883,7.55 I. 5,6!i4,0.5(l

Cokw .')7U.713 666,198 I. 8.5,485

Briquets 1.072.436 1,107,737 I. 35,302

Total oxpoi-ts.. 42.872.853 48.647,690 1.5,774.837
Steamer coal 13.846.646 13,884,782 I. 39,237

Total 50,718,398 62,532,472 1. 5,814,074

The total increase was 10.3 per cent.

The exports to the United States, in-

chulcd above, were as follows:

19(16. 1907. Chaiiijes.

To Atlantic ports 21947 14,137 D. 7,810

To PaolBc ports . 28,002 31,(M I. 3,680

Total 49,949 45,819 D. 4,130

The larger exports this year were

7,819,657 tons to France
; 7,208,095 tons

to Germany; 6,315,277 to Italy; 2,543,134

to Sweden.

Imports of coal into Spain for the

eight months ended Aug. 31 were 1,301,-

641 metric tons, a decrease of 202,568 tons

from last year. Imports of coke were

166,147 tons, an increase of 34,222 tons.

Neiu York, Oct. 23—The iron and steel

markets at present are waiting for new
developments. Financial conditions are

uncertain and few consumers are ready to

enter into engagements extending far

ahead. There is some inquiry, but it seems

to be directed chiefly to the point of pos-

sible concession from present quotations.

.\ctual business has been limited to small

orders for early delivery ; that is, to ma-
terial needed to make up deficiencies in

stocks. Manufacturers' needs for 1908

business are still largely unknown quan-

tities, and not much business can be ex-

pected until there is some light on that

point.

Ore shipments from the Lake Superior

district have been heavy. Already some
trouble has been caused at the upper ports

by ore freezing in the cars and bins. It

seems, probable, however, that there will

be no shortage in ore supplies this winter.

Baltimore

Nov. 22—Included in receipts for the

week were 148 tons ferro-manganese and

1S7 casks ferro-silicon. Receipts of iron

ore were 9670 tons from Cuba; of man-

ganese ore, 6000 tons from India; of iron

pyrites, 3824 tons from Spain.

Birmingham
Oct. 21—There is very little business be

ing done now, except to fill a few orders

for what might be termed spot delivery.

There is no iron being sold for delivery

next year, consumers holding off evidently

in the e.xpectations of a reduced price

The furnace people, despite the dullness

that is on, are holding prices up, No. 2

foundry being quoted still at $i8@i8.50

per ton. There is no great alarm felt in

this section, and no inclination has yet de-

veloped to curtail the production. The
-•Mabama Consolidated Coal and Iron

Company has started up ' the furnace at

Gadsden after a thorough repairing, while

another furnace of this company at Irona-

ton will be ready before the close of the

present month. Williamson furnace, in

Birmingham, will be ready for operation

again about the middle of November.

With the exception, perhaps, of a few tons

of low-grade iron, there is no accumula-

tion of iron in .Alabama.

Steel, cast-iron pipe, soil pipe, foundries

and machine shops and other industries

report business quiet. The announcement

that a large number of hands had been

laid off at the steel plants at Ensley dur-

ing the past week caused considerable

comment. It is believed that the action is

only temporary.

Chicago

Oct. 22—Pig iron continues to be in lit-

tle demand. The tendency of the market
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for the last two months—to buy only for

immediate needs — is unchecked. The
average nielter is still of the opinion that

the bottom will drop out of the market.

Once he is convinced that it is not going

tc drop he will buy; until he is convinced

there will be no change.

Iron for last-quarter delivery brings

$22.50^23 for Northern No. 2, and $i8@
1S.50, Birmingham, for Southern No. 2

(,$22.35(V7.'22.85 Chicago). Nearly all orders

are for carload or other small lots.

Coke is firm at $5.90 for Connellsville

72-hour.

Cleveland

Oct. 22—The local iron situation shows
little change. Pig-iron prices are quoted

unchanged as follows : Bessemer $22.90

;

No. I foundry $2i.so(g>22; No. 2 $2i@
21.50; No. 3, $20@2i; No. 2 Southern,

$22.85; gray forge $20@20.5o, Cleveland.

The coke market is showing some im-

provement, but no price changes are re-

ported. This year deliveries are quoted

:

Foundry :$^^.2^(nx$o: furnace $3(a!3.l5;

both at ovens.

Philadelphia

Oct. 23—The pig-iron market is dull

and there is little to say about it. The
weakening tendency is still apparent. The
only ray of light that breaks through the

clouds is a little inquiry from some of

the larger consumers of iron for basic

and for foundry irons. The selling inter-

ests are following up these inquiries very

closely and arguments are being used to

demonstrate to buyers that now is the

day of salvation. Among thf inquiries

just received are some from mill-owners
who are willing to place orders for forge

at their own price. The greatest activity

will probably develop in basic iron and in

No. 2X foundry. The smaller consumers
are all busy. The engineering plants in

this territory are also short, but they are

awaiting cheaper prices. In a general
way there is a hesitancy to buy far ahead.
Quotations are close to what they were
last week.

Steel Billets—Billets are doing better

than last week. Manufacturers are evi-

dently quoting the market. Purchases
are light, most users of steel preferring
to buy in a hand-to-mouth way.

Bars—Our retailers and country store

keepers report a continued and gratifying

activity in bar iron, especially refined and
steel bars. The car builders are again in

the market for common iron, but they are
merely making inquiries.

Sheets—The sheet-iron market is, ac-

cording to some authorities, in a vigorous
condition. They report that they have
captured the renewal of a number of larg^

orders.

Pipes and Tubes—Pipes have been
under better inquiry this week. Tubes
are quiet, but at retail very firm.

Plates—The business in iron and steel

plates is of the same character as a month
ago. The orders are not large. The mills

are busy. In a small way plates are as

high as ever.

Structural Mati'rial—Nearly all of the

orders heard of are small. The railroad

companies are buying small lots for

bridge work. Inquiries for export are

occasionally met with. Prices are firm

as the business is in small lots.

Steel Rails—The only business that has

been spoken of this week is in trolley rails

and the amount of this kind of work is

satisfactory.

Scraf—Nearly all of the larger dealers

claim to be doing business, but they are

not getting the prices they would like.

Two or three dealers have instructions

to gather up a large amount of special

scrap and they are on the war path for it.

Pittsburg

Oct. 22—The only actual new business

booked this week of any consequence was

5500 tons of standard steel rails taken by

the Carnegie Steel Company for delivery

this year. Some small orders in various

lines of finished iron and steel products

were received and the only shading in

prices noted is in sheets. The mills con-

tinue busy, as specifications are coming

in satisfactorily. The tin-plate trade is

the dullest of the finished lines. The
American Sheet and Tin-Plate Company
this week is operating but 30 per cent.

of its capacity, there being 74 mills run-

ning and 168 idle. Its sheet mills are

operating more fully, the week opening

with about 90 per cent, going.

On Oct. 21 the Carnegie Steel Company
announced the price of sheet-bars for

November shipment. There was no

change from $31, the rate that has pre-

vailed for several months. The Carnegie

company will be unable to complete all

of its rail orders this year, and a large

tonnage will be taken over into 1908. It

had been intended to close the Edgar
Thomson rail mill early in November to

enable the company to make repairs and
improvements, but this work must be

postponed until the holidays.

Pig Iron—There was some activity in

the pig-iron market, sales of basic iron

aggregating over 7000 tons having been

made for deliveries running through

October and November at $I9.2S@I9.S0,

Valley furnaces. No sales of bcssemer

iron have occurred for several weeks, and
the price remains nominally $22, Valley

furnaces. Some readjustments of con-

tracts have been made on a basis of

$21.50, Valley furnaces, and this might

be regarded as the market, but it is doubt-

ful, as there seems to be a scarcity of

bessemer iron. Foundry and gray forge

have declined in price, and No. 2 foundry

is quoted this week at $19.50, at furnaces,

but some large producers refuse to shade

$20 for early delivery. Gray forge is

quoted nominally at $18.75 a' furnace.

Steel—The demand for billets has de-

clined and prices have dropped. For

prompt delivery bessemer billets ma.y be

had at $28^28.50, and open-hearlh at

$29.S0@30, Pittsburg. Sheet-bars remain

at $31, plates at 1.70c., and steel bars at

I 60c.

Sheets—There is no change in the sheet

market. A few independents contiimc to

shade black sheets $2 a ton and galvan-

ized sheets about $1 a ton. Regular quo-

tations remain at 2.60c. for black and

3.75c. for galvanized sheets No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Maiigauese—One sale made today

at $56 for prompt delivery is regarded

as the maximum price for prompt, and
from 50C. to $1 a ton less might be done

for deliveries running the rest of the year.

Metal Market

NKW YORK, Oct. 23.

Gold and Silver Export* and Import!

At all United States Ports In Sept. and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Exceu.

Giild:

Si>|>t. 1907 .

.

t l,5O3,8a0 $ 2,7:m,oho Iinp.» 1.2:«.260
•• 190«.. 1.178.922 31,431.038 • 29.152.116

Year 1907.. 49,879.«13 :)0,8;)7,287 E.\p. 19.042.526
• 190fi.. 35,789.962 111,776.017 Imp. 75,«)6,055

stiver:
Sept. 1907.. 6,048.457 3,789,113 E.xii. 2,269,344

•• liKW.. 3.594,311 3.2ti2.."i.'i9 :i31,752

Year 1907.. 47,970,793 ;M.4M,r>71 „ 13,516,222

„ 190U.. 45,441,339 32,994,009 „ 12,447.270

Thosp slfttements cover the total movement
of KoUl and sllvef to and from the I'nlted
States. These figures are furnished hy the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
rommerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movemenl. New York

I''or week ending Oct. 10 and years from Jan. 1

Period.
Gold. Silver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906 ....

1905

» 4.472

32.611.030
6.972.18;)

32,309.728

S 22.500
8.2li0.484

90.441.067
10,283,854

$ 927.320
42.:)87.908

44.005,9KO

28.346.351

t 28.719
2.29O.0O5

1.785.648
3.724,215

Exports of Kold for the week were to Cen-
tral America and I'anaraa : of silver chleHy
to London. Imports for the week, both gold
and silver, were from the West Indies and
South America.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Oct. 19, are reported as

below, in dollars

:

Gold. silver. Total.

Ass'd Sew York «2a5.6,')3.600

England $173,382,190 173,;i82.1»0

France 654.0Oll.5;)6 $180,011,316 740.017,670

Germany 150.495.000 41.iv)o.ooo r.i2.ri5.iii«i

Spain 77.845.1100 127.363.(l(iO 2II.'..210.I100

Nftnerlands.... 31,347,000 a'..9(x.000 67.'.''.i5.ooO

Belgium 16,116.66* 8.0.-i«.:a'. 34.17.1,l«JO

Italy 173.6Wi.000 24.:H5..'J)0 19H.0;tfl..500

Russia 621.845.000 27.670,000 649.51.'>.000

Auet.-Uungary. •J'26,2:i6.000 59,405.000 285,640.000

Sweden 21,226,000 21,2Ji.000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.
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Silver Market

SILVRR AND STERLING EXCHANOB
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New York qiiolations are for fine silver,

per ounce Tro.v. London prices are lor ster-

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixlcy &

.-\bell as follows, for the year to Oct. 10:

ItKx;. 1907. ciianRea.

India il2..B7.;63 £».7M,3r.4 D. £ 2,9;>5,409

Rhlnn . 430.7(10 D- 4tO,700

Straus .....: l.'M «-».8«> I- «-^'2*

Total f 12.070,213 £10.328.304 D. £ 2.741 .909

Imports for the week were £9000 trom

the West Indies, £180,000 in bars and

£12,000 .in Me.xican dollars from New

York; a total of £201,000. Exports were

£573,100 in bars and £13,000 in Mexican

dollars; £586,100 in all, to India.

Indian exchange has been slightly easier,

the Council bills oflfercd in London bring-

ing an average of i5-98d. per rupee. Buy-

ing of silver for Indian account has been

very small, owing to reports of crop fail-

ure in the Northwestern Provinces, and

deficient rains elsewhere.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bill. Asked.

Mexican dollars ***!>} *S'?2J^
Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.43H 0.47)4

Victoria sovereigns *|5 4.87

Twenty francs 3.87 3.92

Spanlsb 25 pesetas *.78 4.80

Other Metals

Copper.

Si

13
man
12«

12,S'

12 V.

®12H
12

ffil2

nv
(SI

00

,^M

Tin. Lead.

12<i
ffll2V

12),'

ffil2)»

Vt'.

fSlVi
12

(S>li

IIH
fflllN 55«

Spelter.

58 }>

57X

57«

66S

32

S2«

32 Ki

31

Sl)i

Slti

f50

6.46
®5.50

6.46

So

5.30
®5.36

5.30

4.75

(35.60 ffl5.36

5 45 9.30
©T) 60 (Sir, 36

5.46 6.30

©5.50 fa'>.:t6

5.45 5.30

(S)5.50 Iffl5.36

5.46
I

5.30

f5)5.50 1(85.35

23

M_
London quotations arc per long ton (2240

lb. I standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of thi- former E.m.lis. The New ^ork
nuotntlnns fi.r eleclro.vtlc copper are for

cakei InRdts or wlrebnrs. and represent the

bulk 'of the Iransiictlons made with con-

sumers ha«ls. New York. cash. The price of

cathodes Is o.VJ.-.c. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-

ican Sn.eltlne and Kennlne Coii.pnny for

nesr-bv shipments of desllverUed lead n .0-

Fon lots, or larger. The quotations on spelter

are for ordinary western brandi .
specal

brands command a premlnm^

Col>per—Along with the financial dis-

turbances of the week the market for cop-

per has naturally been affected. The trans-

actions liave been devious and hard to fol-

low. It is well known that copper for

some time past has been exported for

financial purposes and also that it has been

contracted for delivery against sales of

"standard" in London. Some interesting

transactions of the latter character have

been effected. Another interesting feature

of the past week has been further sales

for Chinese account.

At the declining prices of the week there

have been sales for export and to domestic

consumers—chiefly the former—to a

rather large amount in the aggregate. The

leading Lake interest has been aggressive

,ind the price for Lake copper has moved

downward to nearly equal terms with elec-

trolytic. While consumers in Europe have

bought more freely at the lower level, on

this side they are still pursuing a hand-to-

nouth policy, which i.s easily to be un-

derstood in view of ibc disturbed finan-

cial conditions.

At the close the market is weak at 11^

(a>i2c. for Lake and n-^@ii^ for elec-

trolytic. Business has been done in cast-

ing during the week at an average of

ii*<»@i2c., closing at ii!4@ii?4c.

In London a large business in standard

copper was done on a scale downwiird,

and prices declined gradually to £55 los.

for spot and £55 for three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote : English tough, £54 ; best selected,

£60; strong sheets, £66.

The detailed statement of exports from

the United States which was published

yesterday by certain financial papers is

incorrect.

In connection with the reduction of the

Amalgamated dividend from $2 to $1 per

share, the following statement has been

issued: "The directors of the Amalga-

mated Copper Company, in arriving at a

decision to reduce the dividend from $2

per share to $1 per share, for this quarter,

have been governed by the fact that the

copper market has been, for the past few

months, in a most unsettled condition.

The business of the manufacturing con-

sumer has been so depressed that only a

small portion of the copper produced has

been sold, and that at such a decreased

price that necessarily the earnings real-

ized by the producing companies have

been affected.

"It was deemed advisable some time

ago, after thorough consideration by the

directors of the companies from which

the income from the .Amalgamated com-

pany is derived, to curtail the output

from the mines by about 60 per cent, of

their normal production, so that at the

present time but about 40 per cent, of the

regular output is being maintained.

"The officials of these companies re-

port that the physical condition of the

inines is the best in their history, the re-

sults from the development worJ< of the

past year having been most satisfactory,

and that they have on hand large stores of

refined copper.

"The smelters and reduction works gen-

erally are in a most excellent condition,

and everything as being maintained at

such a standard tjiat a normal output can

be resumed as soon as the condition of

the copper metal market will warrant that

action."

Copper Sheets and IFiir—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb.; of

wire, jyAc. per pound.

7;„_Toward the end of last week tin

in London had one of its casual erratic

spurts, brought about by manipulators

interested on the bull side. This move-

r.ent against the bears forced prices' up

about £9 from the close of last week.

However, as soon as the bear commit-

ments were covered, prices dropped as

rapidly as they had previously advanced,

and the close is cabled as weak at £139 •

for spot, £138 for three months.

Consumers in this market were not at

all influenced by the advance in London

and bought for their immediate require-

ments only. Spot tin is still at a premium

and selling at the close at about 31 ^c.

per lb.

Shipments of tin from the Straits for

October are cabled as 5200 long tons. For

the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the total

was 47,543 long tons in 1906, and 46,599

tons in 1907; a decrease this year of 944

tons.

lead—The price of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company for desilver-

ized remains unchanged at 4.7SC. New York

and 4.67'^c.' St. Louis. Outside brands

continue to be offered at 4.5S@4.6oc., New

York, and 4.4S@4Soc., St. Louis.

In Europe the demand for lead for

early delivery continues good, while

luture deliveries are still offered at a

discount. The close is weak at. £18 5s.

for Spanish lead, £18 7s, 6d. for English

lead.

The movement of foreign lead in the

L'nited States for the eight months ended

.Aug. 31 is reported by the Bureau of

Statistics as follows, in short tons:

1900

Inbond.Jan. 1 .^.'Mt
Imports, ei?:ht months..

1907. Changes.

6,691 D. 2,467

61.407 49 2S9 D. 12.118

Total supplies

Ro-exports. eight menths.
In bond. Sept. 1

69,565 64,980 D. 14,676

32.595 SO.O.W D. 2,642

6.187 6.966 D. 221

Total deductions 3S,782 36,019 D. 2,763

Balance WT3 18.961 D. 11,812

The balance has, presumably, entered

into consumption in the United States.

Spelter—The market is quiet. There is

but little business doing and prices are

unchanged at 5-45@S-50c. New York,

5-3o(rf'5-35c. St. Louis.

The London market is unchanged, clos-

ing at £21 15s. for good ordinaries and

i22 for specials.
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/fiiu- Sheets—The base price is now

$7.50 per 100 lb.— less discount of 8 per

cent.— f.o.b. cars at Lasallc and Pern.

The freight rate to New York is 27.50c.

per 100 lb.

.Sntiiiiony—The market is dnll, with

practically no demand. Prices show a de-

cline. The situation abroad is the same

as in the local market. Prices at New
York are as follows; Cookson's, ii^c.

;

Uallett's, io@ioJ4c. ; ordinary brands,

<)^^(tl>loc.

Xickel—For large lets, New York or

ether parallel delivery, the chief producer

(|uotcs 45@50c. per lb., according to size

and terms of order. For small quantities

(•rices are so@6sc., same delivery.

Quicksilver—This metal is steady. Cur-

rfnt prices in New York are $40.50 per

tlask of 75 lb. for lots of 100 flasks or

over. For smaller orders prices run up,

according to conditions, San Francisco

prices Jire $37.50(030 per flask for do-

irestic business, and $36@37 for export.

The London price is I7 7s. 6d. per flask.

Platinum—The principal change is a

decrease in the price offered for scrap.

There was also a drop of soc. in the price

of ordinary and hard metal. Quotations

arc: Hard metal, $29.50; ordinary, $27;
scrap, $2o@2l per troy ounce.

Wisconsin Ore Market

Platteville, Wis., Oct. 19—The 60 per

cent, ore was sold this week on a market
of $42; the highest price paid on this

basis was $43 per ton. Lead ore sold at

$26 per thousand for 80 per cent. lead.

All buyers represented in this field are

purchasing more freely again, excepting

the Grasselli Chemical Company, formerly
the most active buyer in the field for mid-
dle grades of zinc. With the price ad-

vanced to $42 for 60 per cent, zinc and
an open market for the output, tonnage
shipments will show a healthy increase.

The adjoined session of the Tri-State

Mining Association meets Oct. 25 at

Platteville. A general shutdown or cur-

tailment of output is no longer discussed,

and the meeting of operators will scarcely

take action in this matter.

Shipments from the district, by camps.
were as follows for the week ended
Oct. 19:

eamps.

Hazel Green _ __
Bont"!! m'.iso
r'nlt.vlUe HO.IXX)
Hlflilauil 126.1(J0
J-"i'l'" 120.0(10
LIvlDRSKin lO.t.OOO
KImo W,.<.-,0

''<'«'\v no.floo
Mineral Point 58.01X)
Oal'-na

Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

.. I.OM.IOO
Sl.titUI . ...

117,700

Total for week

.

Tear to Oct. 19...

a.rw.Boo 11H1.W.0 37.300

81.652,447 3.993,740 42S.7fi0

ported were: Week ended Aug. 31.

3,570,740 lb. zinc ore and 250,200 lb. lead

ore; Sept. 7, 2,749,770 lb. zinc ore and

216,680 lb. lead ore; Sept. 14, 1,908,030

lb. zinc ore, 153,670 lb. lead ore and 53,400

lb. sulphur ore.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Oct. 20—The assay base

price of all zinc ore grading 60 per cent,

or better was advanced $1 to $43.50 dur-

ing the week, and the demand was
strong, but a lack of cars prevented ship-

pers loading out their purchases, therefore

the shipments was 544 tons less than the

previous week. The highest price re-

ported paid was $46.50 for ore assaying

63 per cent. zinc. Two bins of lead were

reported sold at $55.50 per ton, soc.

higher than last week, but prices generally

were unchanged, while the latter end of

the week brought light buying orders and
a very light shipment. Medium grade ore

sold at $50@54 per ton.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead in pounds by the companies and
individuals owning land and first leases

in the various camps of the district for

the week ending Oct. 19

:

Zinc, lb. iLoad.lb.i Value.

Joi>lln
Wobb Clty-Carter\'lUo.
Galena
Bad^'er
Dvioinvof?
Alba-Neck City
Aurora
Granby
Prnaiierlty
Oronogo
Ba.xt^M* springs
Cave springs
Stott City
Call .lunction
Sarcoxle

2,596,540
2,44«,630
1,248,870
851,710
694,930
679,930
5eO,3riO

700,000
340,050
356,310
85.370
81000
65,420
43.750
61.680

224,280
263,950
111,980

13.C90
90.000
33,210

39,900
3,550

14,420

$61,769
.'.8.241

28.603
18,738
10,900
14.958
9.254
8,9.')0

8.004
7,610
2,809
1.762
1.373

1.315

1,292

Totals 10.712,450 9f.4,480 $241.454

42 weeks 481 ..'i93.'.l60 72,2ra,2:)0$13.50fl,796

Zinc value, the week, $216,222: 42 weeks, $10,!V27.703

Lead value, the week, 25.M2 ; 42 weeks, $2,042,093

Average prices for ore in the dristrict,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC ORE AT JOPLIN. LEAD QBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
AprU.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
Novem ber.

.

Deceml)er..

47.38
47.37
42.fJ<

44 63
40.51
43.8:i

43.25
43.56
42.58
41.55
44.13
43.68

45.84
47.11
48 r,6

48.24
45 98
44.82,
45.79
43.22
40.11

.January ...

February .

.

March
April.
May
June
July
August
Seiitember.
October
November..
December..

Year

76.20
72.83
73 73
75.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.30
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

88.53
84.68
82.75
79,76
79.66
73.66
.58.18

59.64
.'i3..52

Tear 43.24 77.40

Mining Stocks

Missing shipments not heretofore re-

New York, Oct. 23—The stock market

has seen strenuous times this week, with

a close approach to a panic. The flurry

in United Copper, briefly referred to last

week, resulted in a complete "f

that stock; the failure of n hi! 1-

age house ; the overhauling of the utiairs

of the Mercantile National Hank and the

retirement of F. A. Hcinze from the nijn-

afienicnt of that bank. This was followed

again by the closing of the Knickerbocker

Trust Company, which had been largely

involved in speculative enterprises. There

has been a general calling of speculative

loans by the banks, and oil Oct. 22 call

money was up to 50; and in some cases

even 70 per cent, was paid.

The natural result of all this has been

a general liquidation and the forcing of

slocks down to extremely low prices.

Thus Amalgamated Copper sold down, to

$45, closing at $45!^ ; American Smelting

common to $68; Tennessee Copper to

$I9!4 ; United States Steel to $22 for

common and $81 J^ for preferred.

On Oct. 23 the situation was intensified,

a run upon another trust company and the

statement that the Westinghouse Com-
pany in Pittsburg had been placed in the

hands of a temporary receiver. The re-

sults was a further general break in

stocks, and the demoralization of the mar-

ket.

The curb market has been utterly de-

moralized, with heavy losses on all the

leading stocks, especially the coppers. A
list of prices means little, since at such

times people do not discriminate, and good

slocks suffer as much or more than the

doubtful ones. The market is in a state

of nervous tension, where any rumor is

accepted. When this will stop depends

largely on the banking position, and it

will take some time to determine that

fully.

Boston

Oct. 22—A few mining stocks show

slight net gains for the week but the rule

is declines and drastic ones. A deprecia-

tion of some $590,000,000 in the value of

46 mining stocks this year is certainly a

serious affair. At the present time it looks

as if liquidation had ceased, but there is

no telling whether it will break out again

or not. As illustrating this, while the

New York market was breaking badly to-

day, due to the stress of banking institu-

tions there, copper shares held well, some

even making net advances for the day.

The United Copper episode affected Bos-

ton but little, although the firm of Otto

Heinze & Co., had accounts in this city

which were fairly well protected, but not

at going prices. It is understood, how-

ever, that the stock is margined down to

$20 a share.

United States Smelting was persistently

offered and has been the most noticeable

for its weakness. The common broke

$7, to $28, but is up $1.50 from this, and

the preferred fell $4.3"''^ 'o ?3i. w'th

slight recovery. What has happened is

that directors Holdcn. Clark and Coolidge

were obliged to dispose of 50,000 shares of
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common and 17,000 shares of preferred

stock privately, and it represented a con-

siderable loss to the original owners.

Another $1 call has been made by the

Adventure Consolidated Copper Company,
making a total of $21 paid in per share.

Davis Daly has been hard hit on the

curb, touching $3.i2>4, against a high of

$19.25 last March. The company had an

unexpended cash balance equal to $2.40 per

share on June 30. F. A. Heinze's connec-

tion with this company accounts for the

sharp decline. Bingham made its low at

$4.62;^. Calumet & Hecla is off $10 only,

to $590 ; Osceola $4.75 to $79.25 ; Wolver-
ine $2, to $95, and Tamarack $3, to $55;
while Quincy has gained $2 to $75 per

share.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW TURK Oct. 22

Name ot Comp. Olg

Alaska Mine
Am.Nov.M.*P.Co.
Amalgamated
Aiia«.'<-nda

Balaklala
Bntlsh Col. Cop..
Butralo Cobalt . .

.

Butte & London..
Butte Coalition...
Butte Cop. * Zinc.
Cobalt Contact....
Colonial Silver....

Cum. Ely Mining.
DavlB Daly
Dominion Cop
El Ua.v.i

Fo8i»<r Cobalt
Furnace Creek
Olroui Mine
Gold HIU
Granby, New
Greene Gold
Greene G. .t S
GreenWr k D.Val.
Guanajuato
Gugtcen. Exp
Hatinpab
MiKlriley Dar
Mlcmac
Minos Co. c.f .\m..
Mltchpll Mining..
Mont.Shu. C.(New)
Nev. Itah M. * S
JfewhMuse M. & s.
SJIplsslUfc' Mines..
Old Hundred
Silver gueon
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

Tnlon Copijer....'
Utah A|iex
West Columbus..

45 li

26S
4

4

IS

11 x

1

*>i
4>4
2
2>4

.62

J'
7i

"J4

.75«

.85

3

U4

4>4

t'l

a

%
%

mi
'.

5)4
.11

N. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem.. 10
Am. Smelt. * Hef 68
Atn.Sm.ftK.-t..pt. g.iii

Bothl.diem Steol .

.

<j

Colo. Fuol .t Iron. 15>i
Fe<l.Tnl.M..(:9.,pf. 57
Int.T. Salt 10
National U'art ... 39
Natl. rial I>"ad,pf. ai
Pltl»l.iirj;C..al ... »\
K»-i.ut.lli- 1. * S .. H'
Republic I. A S.pf. i>i

Bloes-Sheffl.l.l :£!»

Standard uil <ii.-,

Tenn. C. 4c I ix,
V. S. Red. ti Ret.
O. S. Steol
U.S. Steel, pf ....

Va. Car. Chem
V«. I. Coal A Cokei

BOSTON Oct. 22

Name o( Comp. Clg.

Adventure
Allouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet Jk Ariz...
Calumet .t Hecla.
{'entennlal
Cou. Mercur
Copi-er Range ...

Daly West ......
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Koyal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
M..nt.C.fcC.(new).
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Quincy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe.

20

'3"

6y,
11
93
590

17?i
25
46
9>.'

6>i
SJi

13K
9
3
ly,

38 )i

IH
6H

33Ji
.60

19
79.I4

Shannon 8>^
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
D. S. Smg. A Ref .

r.S.Sm.K Re..pd .

Utah Copper.
Victoria
Wa.shlngton
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte..

50
UK
8

8K
•29K
31

K

27«
3X

95
.50

•Ex.Dlv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeck
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
Eaat Butte
Hanci'Ck Con.,..
Keweenaw
MaJ.>8tlr
Haven
shawmut
Superior
Superior k Pitts.
Troy Man

5
4«
4)4
1

.78

.21

9

LONDON

ST. LOUIS Oct. 19

N. of Com. HIgb. Low.

Adams 35 .2.5

Am. Nettle 00 .02
Center Cr'k 2 25 2.00
Cent. etc. 67 00 65.00
C.C. ft C. |id. 77 00 75 00
Cent. OU .. 110 00 100 00
Columbia.. :i 00 2.0(1

Con. Coal.. 27 00 25 00
Doe Run.. 1:1'. 00 125 00
Ora. Blmet. ..TO 2.-.

St. Joe 15.00 13.00

Name uf Com.

P'doreB
Stratt*-in'»Ind.
Camp Bird ..

Enjteranza
Tomboy
El Oro
Orovllle
Somera
Utah Apex
Arlz.C4ip.,pfd.
Arlz.Cop.,def

Clg.

£1 2S 6d
3
17 3

1 18

17
I 3 9
014 6

010
12

Cabled through Har-
den, Stone ft Co., N. t.

NEVADA STOCKS. Oct. 23.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Name ot Comp.

TONOPAH STOCKS

Clg.

1 06i
Exttnislon 1.25
Golden Anchor.... 07
JIni Butler .48
MacNamara .20
Midway .60

1 70
.10North Star ....

Tonopnii ,^ CaL...
Tono'h Mine of N. 8.12J
West End Con .43

GoLDFi'D Stocks
Adams 06

.25Atlanta
Blue Boll .09

.18
20
20

Blue Bull
Booth
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac .86

Cracker .lack 08
Dla'dfleld B. B. C. .16
GoldHpld Belmont 18
GoldlloldCn .. 5.00
ti.ildflcM Daisy... 61
Goldlleld Mining.
Great Bend 27
Jumbo E.vtenslon .70
Jumbo Mining....
Kaiherlne 06
Kendall 12
Laguna
Lone Star 12

.06Lou Dillon
May Queen .07
Mohawk
Oro 10

.25Red Hill
Red Top
Roanoke 10

.18Sandstorm
Silver Pick .23
St. Ives .40
Triangle .07

BrLLFEOG Stocks
Amethyst
BuUfroK Daisy....
Bullfn.g Mining . .05
Bullfrog Nat. B... .09
Gibraltar .10

.37Gold Bar

j
Name Of Comp. Clg.

(iolden Sceptre...
Hornestake King. .60

M<intgomery Mt.. .05

Mont. ShnflhoneC. 4 75
Original Bullfrog. 03
iTiampCms.. . .i«!

M-\nh.vt'.nStocks

Manhattan C'.us. .30

Manhafn DeMer. .00

Jumping Jack. .. .10

Stray Dog 10

Indian Camp ... .05

GllKENW'K STOCKS
Furnace Creek.... .26
(ircciiwater aD.V. .10

GrccirrC..|..M.«:S. 08

,
rolled (Jroonwa'r 06

j

MISCEIjLANEOtlS

Gulden Boulder.. .20

Hay^ce(l .30

Lee Gold Grotto.. .14

Nevada Hills 3 75

Nevada Smelting. 1 00

PlitclM.rgh S. Pk.. 1 00
Round Mt. Sphinx .28

COLO. SPRINGS Oct. Ill

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia — 7,'.

Black Bell
C. C. Ccm <)-4

Daute 5K
D"Cti.r Jack Pot.. 6%
Elkton ' 49 ,S'

El Paso 36
Flndlay 38
Gold Dollar 6«
Gold Soveielgn... V,
Isabella 2.'>

Index
.T'-nnle Sample ...

.lerrv J'thitson. .

.

Mary :\IcKlnney..
Pha'maclst 3

Portland 106
Un. G-ld Mines.. 5>4

Vindicator
Work 16

New Dividends

Company.

Amalgamated
Arlz^ina Copper, pfd
Batopiln'*
Bost. \ .Montana
BufTal • Mines, Ltd.
Camp Bird. Ltl
Cons. Mines Co., Nov
Consolidated Coal
Elkton Con
Esperanza
Inter. Nickel, pfd
Jamison
Mines Co. of \m
Nipl-sing
Philadelphia Gas. com
Rio TInio. com........
Rio TInto, pfd
Tonopah of Nev
U. S. Smg., Ref. k Mg.,com
U. S. Smg., Ref. & Mg., pfd.
Utah Con
Va. Car. Chera., pfd
Va. I. C. A C
Vindicator
Wolverine

Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

-

Nov.
Oct.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.

Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oi^t.

Oct.
Nov.
0<-t.

Oct
r)-t.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
0-t.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

25!$1
1 0.

31
6

1

2;

16|

20

1

211

1

1|

1|51

21I

1

I

15, 1

15! 2
II 6

25'

I4I 7

no
06
12 i

00
o:i

24
10
50
oij;

37J
60
02
(12

15
75
00
40
26

$1,530,879

75.967
66.250

9OO.O0O
27.000

196 800
360.000
75.000
37.500

625,625
131.123

7,800
40,1100

180.000
434,296
375,0110
»,27'p,000

250,0(10

H7» 301,646
,S7" 050.250

00 300,000
00 360,000
00

I

432,000
03 I 60,000
50

I

450,000

Assessments

Company. Dellnq. Sale. Amt.

Alturas, Ida Nov. 8 Nov. 29 $0.02
Oct.
Oct.

30
20

\'ov.

Nov.
20
26

10

Diamond Creek, Cal. 02
Dollarhlde, Ida Nov. 8 Nov. 29 0.02
Emerald, Utaii Dec. 14 Jan. 11 O.OIJ
49 Gold Placr. Ut.. Nov. 13 Dec. 6 02
Ht»rkimer Gravel, C. Oct. 7 Dec. 28 0.03
Indc|.rrirlcncc. Ida . Oct. 10 Oct. 30 01

Ln Paltrin. Mc.\ Oct. 26 Nov. 20 0.08
Nevada-Falrvlew. .. Sept. 23 Oct. 28 0.02
New Bunker Hill. C. Oct. 31 Nov. 21 0.0.)

Oi-cldenial Con., N.. Oct. 3 Oct. 28 0.10
Overman. Ncv Oct. 23 Nov. 13 0.05
Paiosl, Ncv Oct. 29 Nov. 21 10

Patterson Creek. Ca. Oct. 19 Nov. 11 0.01

Pitts. C. M. A M., V. Nov. 4 Nov. 25 01

Posey Canyon, Cal., Oct. 5 Oct. 26 01

ShehaO ftS., Utah. J ly 80 Nov. 2 0.10
Trade Dol. Ex., Ida. Nov. 4 Nov. 20 01

{

Union Con Nov. 16 Dec. 6 0.10

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVKRAGP. PKICE OF SILVER

New York.

January '65 28s!t

February 00 108 (

March l64 .V.17 (

April - |(i4 705(

May I'oo 1)70 I

Juno los 394 f

July j66 lo.'i 1

August 65 1149 1

September... |67 927,

t

October 69 523 .

November ]70 813|.
December 69.060

I 073

( 835
619

i 402
i.ll81

'.0911

I 144
I 74.=.

792

Year 166 7911 30 868

10 113
:iO 404
29 854
29 984
30 908
311 186
30 113
;I0 529
31 483
32 148

32 671
32 003

31 769
31 862
31 325

30.253
.30 471
30.893
31 366
31.037
31 313

New' York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake,

1906. 1907.

24 404
U 809
25 005
24 224
24.04H
22,0ti5

21.130
18 3.50

15.505

1906.

18 419
18 110

18 041

18 088
18 724
18 719
18 685
18 700
19 328
21 722
2^2. 398
23.3,50

1907. 1906. 1907.

January...
February
March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September
October ..

November.
December

18 310
17 809
18 3(il

18 375
18 475
18 442
18 190
18 380
19 033
21 203
21 833
22.885

19 278

24 825
25 2:f6

25 .5l»

26 200
25 072
24.140
21.913
19.265
16 047

78 869 106 739
78 147 107 366
81 111,106 594

84 793' 98 626
84 807 102.376
83 994 97 272
81 107 95.016
83 864 79 67»
87 831 68.376
97.269
100 270
105.226

Year 19 616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month, 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ..

February ..

March
April
May
June

36 390 41 548
36 403 42 102
36 002 41.313
38 90040 938
43 313 43.149
39.260 42.120

1

July
August. ...

SBptember
October ...

N. .vem ber

.

December ,

Av. year .

37.275
40 600
40 510
42-862
42 906
42.760

39.819

41.091
.(7.667

36.689

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November.
December.

Year

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907

5 600
6 404
5 350
6 404
5 686
5 7.50

5 7,50

5 760
5 750
5 750
5 750
6.900

6 000 16
6 000 10

6 000 16
6 000 16

0.000 16
6.700 10

5 288 10
6.2.50 17

4.813 18.

,19

19
Il9.

6.657 17.370 ...

19 828
19 631

19 703
19 1176

19.088
20 188

20.360
19 063
19.775

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

January ..

February .

March.. ..

April
May
June
Juiy
August.. ..

September
October . .

.

November
December.

Year.. ..

New York.

_i_

6 487
6 075
6.209
0.078
5.9117

6.0O0
6 000
6 027
6.216
6.222
6.376
6 693

St. Louis. London.

1906.

732 6 337
6 814 5 924
0.837 0.50

085 5 931

1907.
;

1906. 1907,

6.198

0.441
6.419
072

6 701

5.236

5 840
6 948
6 856
6 878
6 056
6 070
6 226
6.443

6.048

682|28
604:25

6 687 24
5:15 -25

291

6.269
6 922
6.6,51

5.086

27 12t
25 938
26 094
25 900
25.563
'24.469

•23.860

n.960
21.060

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per lone ton.
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The Steptoe Valley Mill and Smelter
A Concentrating Mill of 4000 Tons Daily Capacity and a lUOO-

ton Smelter with McDougall Roasters and Three Reverberatories

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS
These works are being built by the Step-

toe Valley Smelting and Mining Com-
pany, which is owned jointly by the Ne-

vada Consolidated Copper Company and

the Cumberland-Ely Copper Company.

They are situated on the McGill ranch, on

the eastern side of the Steptoe valley,

about 14 miles northeast of Ely. The
area selected for the works is a gentle

slope at the foot of the Shell Creek range,

sufficiently high above the broad valley to

afford an easy run for the disposal of mill

trating mill and smeltery proper in close

association. The ore conies into the samp-

ling mill at the south end of the yard and

thence passes to the concentrating mill,

from which the concentrates go north to

the smeltery. The combined plant is laid

out with magnificent distances. From the

southern end of the concentrator to tjie

northern end of the smelter the distance

is about a mile. Midway between those

extreme points, but west or down-hill

I'rnin the line connecting them, are situated

siderable of the machinery was ready to

be put in place, but a vast amount of

work, probably five months', remained to

be done before even the lirst unit would

be ready for operation. My description

of this mill is therefore based necessarily

on the plans from which the building is

being done.

The mill is a steel structure covering a

floor area of 567x338 ft., the floor being

arranged in terraces and supported by

he.'iiii'; of reinforced concrete a^ at the

.\[)M1.^ISTR.^TI0N BUILDI.NGS

tailings and furnace slag with an immense

storage for both. Indeed it is unbeliev-

able that any trouble will ever arise over

that subject. The company has secured a

large area of territory in the valley and

thereby has doubtless guarded itself well

against any smoke complaints. At pres-

ent there is a little grazing in the valley,

but in general the latter is too arid to be

agricultural. The works will be con-

nected with Robinson canon by two lines

of railway, viz., the main line of the Ne-

vada Northern and the "high line" which

will have better grades than could be se-

cured when the main line was being ad-

vanced to Ely with all possible dispatch.

The main line runs right through the town

of Ely and a rather silly dispute on the

part of the town authorities arose respect-

ing the operation of trains, which led the

railway company to construct a new line

for the ore traffic which will pass to the

north of the town.

The Steptoe smelter follows the plan of

the Washoe smelter in having the conccn-

the administration buildings. At present

these are rather far both from the smelter

and the concentrator, but it is planned that

extensions of the smelter will be made to

the south and of the concentrator to the

north ; and it is contemplated that at some

time the two departments will approach

closely together. This, of course, will de-

pend upon the developments in the mines.

The works now under construction will

have capacity for the treatment of 4000

tons of crude ore per day. The relation

which this bears to the developed reserves

of the mines has been discussed in a pre-

vious article.

The Concentrating Mill

.•\t the time of my visit (July 25) the

mill, although under construction for

somewhat more than six months, was not

sufficiently advanced to permit of a de-

scription that would be anything like com-
plete. The foundations were all in, the

main floors were laid, the steel frame of

the first unit was being erected, and con-

GENEKAL OI-FICES

mill of the Utah Copper Company at Gar-

field, Utah. It is divided into three units,

each of 1333 tons daily capacity, each unit

being further subdivided into two sections,

one right hand and one left hand. The
dimensions of each section are 94 ft. 6 in.

width and 338 ft. 5 in. length, not includ

ing the bins behind the inill in which the

ore is received from the railway cars, or

tanks for receiving the concentrates below

the mill. The ore bins behind the mill are

of timber construction. They have a ca-

pacity for 6000 tons per unit, or 18,000 tons

for the three units. The ore to be re-

ceived in these bins will pass a 2-in. aper-

ture. From the bottom of the bins the

ore is drawn upon a belt conveyer, which

takes it to a small distributing bin at the

head of each unit. These bins deliver to

each section, or half-unit.

Crushing

The sections, or half-units, are dupli-

cates of each other, and each of them can

be operated independently. The follow-
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ing description is of a single unit. From
the distributing bin the ore passes to No.

I trommel, which has ^^-in. apertures.

From this trommel the oversize goes to the

No. I rolls, which are 36x15 in., and the

undersize to No. 2 trommel, which has ^-
in. apertures. No. I roll delivers to ele-

vator which returns its product to the

screening system. The oversize of No. 2

of these is treated by five jigs, which make

finished concentrates, a hutch-product for

further treatment on seven Wilfley tables

(which make finished concentrates), and

tailings which pass to Huntington mills

for regrinding.

The finer product of the Richards class-

ifiers is taken to 10 Wilfley tables, which

make finished concentrates, tailings that

THE L.\RGE DUST FLUE

Treatment of Fine Sands

The product of the Huntington mills is-

elevated to the screen floor where it joins

the overflow from the Richards classifiers

and goes first to a dewatering tank and
thence to screens. The latter, five in num
ber, are 24-in. Callow, duplex belts, with

60-mesh screens. The oversize from these

screens is passed back to the Huntingtons,

by which it is reground and thence re-

turned to the screens. The undersize (60-

nicsh) of the screens, together with the

overflow from the dewatering tanks, goes

to a set of five V-boxes.

The spigot product of the V-boxes is de-

livered to a set of 19 Wilfley tables, while

the overflow is carried to 10 Callow set-

tling tanks which give a thickened pulp

that is fed to another floor containing 20

Wilfley tables. The Wilfleys treating the

spigot and overflow products both make
finished concentrates and tailings that are

discarded, but their middlings are sub-

jected to further treatment. Those of

the first series of tables are carried to a

set of eight Callow tanks on the vanner

floor, which give a pulp for treatment by

sixteen 6- ft. Frue vanners, making finat

products of concentrates and tails. In a

similar manner the middlings from the

second set of Wilfleys are delivered to

another set of eight Callow tanks and the

thickened pulp is treated by sixteen 6-ft.

Frue vanners.

trommel, passes to No. 2 rolls, 36x14 in.

which delivers its product to the elevator.

the undersize of No. 2 trommel going di-

rectly to the elevator. This elevator dis-

charges into a pair of trommels, having J^-

in. apertures, of which the oversize goes

back to No. 2 rolls and thence returns with

the regular flow of material. The under-

size of the J^-in. trommels goes to a set of

eight 2-mm. trommels, of which the over-

size goes to No. 3 rolls, 36x14 in., which
delivers its produce to the elevator in the

same manner as the No. 2 rolls.

It will be observed that the ore is re-

duced to 2-mm., or about 6-mesh, size be-

fore any separation is attempted, and the

crushing is performed by degrees with

careful screening between each stage,

which ought to reduce the formation of

slimes to the minimum. The ore is of

friable character and as received at th.

mil! will comprise a large proportion (it

fines in which the mineral is already n
leased. Consequently screening is a highly

important consideration and the crushing

to be done is reduced in comparison with

many ores. It is estimated that in milling

4000 tons of this ore daily the total power
requirement will be only 2400 h.p.

Classifying and Jigging

The 2-mm. product is passed to a set of

eight Richards vortex classifiers, which
give two spigot products. The coarser

the smelter site, looking north

are discarded and middlings. These mid-

dlings together with those from the Wil-

fleys treating the coarser product and the

tailings from the jigs are combined and

taken to three Callow settling tanks, the

thickened pulp from which is reground in

four 6-ft. Huntington mills, crushing to

60-mesh size.

The overflow from the third Wilfley

settling tanks, together with that from the

first and second vanner settling tanks, is

taken to a series of eight tanks for final

settlement before passing outside of the

mill. These tanks give a yioduct which

passes to a third set of vanner?, eight in

number.
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Haniiling the Concentrates

Throughout the mill the concentrates

are removed by sluicing through launders,

being collected in tanks which are dis-

charged by means of Blaisdcll excavators,

but the concentrates from the VVilfieys and

vanncrs are collected in two tanks, ^'i ft.

in diameter and 6 ft. deep, in which they

are allowed to accumulate until the tank

is full, the water draining off in the mean-
time. Beneath these tanks is placed a

track so that cars may be run under them
and the concentrates discharged direcll./

into the cars. The tanks are filled and

discharged alternately. The overflow

water from the mill is taken to slime

ponds for final settling.

Comparison with Other Mills

Tht contemporaneous design and con-

struction of three large mills for the con-

centration of similar ore naturally invites

comparisons. The radical diflforcnces be-

much water, which is generally manifest

where water is in abundant supply. At
the Utah mill many of the vanners ap-

peared to be receiving pulp that was too

thin and to be doing inferior work. An-
other difference between the Utah and
Steptoc mills is the matter of slime tables.

Both use Wiltleys and vanners, but in the

Utah mill the vanners predominate and in

the Stcptoe mill the Wilfleys. The means
for handling the concentrates, i.e., loading

from the main collecting bins, appear to

be distinctly the better at the Utah mill.

The Steptoe mill is considerably more
compact than the Utah mill. The latter is

6oo.x6oo ft. in area for a capacity of 6000

tons of ore per day, or 60 sq.ft. per ton of

ore. The Steptoe mill is 567x338 ft. for

4C00 tons capacity or about 48 sq.ft. per

ton of ore. It is estimated that the Utah
mill will require i h.p. per ton of ore,

while the engineers for the Steptoe mill

estimate only 0.6 h.p. .Although the Ely

the machine shop

tween those of the Boston Consolidated

and Utah Copper Company have been

pointed out in a previous article. The Step-

toe mill is in general similar to that of the

Utah Copper Company. This is not sur-

prising inasmuch as both of these are Gug-
genheim companies and the same engin-

eers have been consulted to some extent

in each case. In the design of the Steptoe

mill the plans of the Utah mill were avail-

able. However, they were by no means
servilely followed. In comparing the two
mills it will be observed that in the Stcp-

toe provision is made for more careful

screening, the reduction of the ore by rolls

is more gradual, and Huntington mills

are employed as regrinders instead of Chil-

ean mills, all of which are commendable
modifications. Another detail which will

meet with approval is the greater care that

is being bestowed upon providing the

slime tables with a thick pulp. It is a

general fault in ore dressing to use too

ore is more easily crushed it is hard to

understand so great a difference in the

estimates and it will be highly interesting

to obtain the results of practice in this par-

ticular. In both mills the driving is by

electric motors operated by current from a

central station.

The Smelting Works

The Steptoe smelting works is distinctly a

reverbcratory plant, although it will have

naturally a blast furnace for resmelting

converter slag and such lump ore as may
come to the works. So far as present

developments at Ely go, however, the sup-

ply of lump ore is not likely to be large.

The design of the plant is due especially

to Walter G. Perkins, who is also in

charge of the construction, and it will be

observed from the following description

that while he has conformed strictly to the

lines of approved copper smelling practice

he has proceeded upon more rational con-

siderations than some of the recent large

smelting works display. The leading fea-

tures in this respect are the complete sepa-

ration of the various departments; the

drafting of each group of furnaces

through independent flues ami chimneys,

which is surely preferable to leading the

flues of a large works to a single chimney;

and the simplification of the transportation

of ore and material among the various de-

partments. In all of these respects the

Steptoe smelter will doubtless be the best

exemplilication of good smelting practice

in the United States.

Roasting Furnaces

The matter of desulphurizing the ore

was a leading consideration in the delay

in the construction of the Steptoe smelter.

As I have pointed out in a previous arti-

cle a change of far reaching importance in

the preliminary treatment of line sulphide

ore is impending in the introduction of sin-

tering processes. Such an introduction

was contemplated in the Steptoe works
and construction was delayed awaiting the

development of a certain process, but fi-

nally it was decided to go ahead on the

old lines, i.e.. with simple roasting fur-

naces.

There will be sixteen i8-ft. McDougall
furnaces, which will give a roasting ca-

pacity of about 640 tons per 24 hours, the

ore being burned d^wn to about 7.5 per

cent, sulphur. The necessary lime flux

will be mixed with the ore before roasting

and the hot calcines will be trammed di-

rectly to the reverbcratory smelting fur-

naces. However, there will be a brick

and steel storage bin of 1500 tons ca-

pacity, which will act as a governor, re-

ceiving the surplus of calcines if the

roasting furnaces are running ahead of

the smelting furnaces, and delivering ore

if the latter are not sufficiently supplied

directly. The McDougall furnaces dis-

charge their smoke into a double flue,

each part of which is 300 sq.ft. in cross-

section and soo ft. in length. At the end of

the flues there is a brick chimney 250 ft

in hight and 18 ft. in inside diameter.

Reverberatory Furnaces

There are three reverbcratory smelting

furnaces, each 19x112 ft., each provided

with two 400-h.p. boilers arranged in par-

allel, of course with suitable by-passes.

This is preferable to the tandem arrange-

ment which obtains in many plants. The
grates of the furnaces are 8x19 ft., with

a hight of 3 ft. from the grate to the top

of the fire-bridge. From the grates the

ashes will be sluiced to the cinder plant

where the unburned coal will be recov-

ered. Each furnace has two charge-hop-

pers, each with three holes, for ore, and
one hopper with four holes for coal. The
matte will be tapped into ladles on cars

for conveyance to the converting depart-

ment, and the slag will be granulated and
sluiced away. The smoke of the rever-
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beratories enters a flue of 300 sq.ft. sec-

tion and 200 ft. length and then doubles

back through a dust-settling chamber of

1000 sq.ft. section and 200 ft. length and

finally escapes through a brick chimney

15 ft. in diameter and 300 ft. in hight.

Converting Department

This comprises three converters, 96 x

150 in., electrically operated, each conver-

ter stand being; provided with three bowls.

Silicious ore from Tonopah and else-

where will be used for converter lining.

The molten matte from the reverberatory

furnaces is brought to the converting de-

partment in ladles on a track behind and

above the converters in such a way that

it can be charged into the converters

through a chute while the converters re-

main in blowing position. Silicious ore

is charged in the same way. The con-

verters blow into a flue of 100 sq.ft. sec-

tion and 200 ft. length which terminates

with a chimney 100 ft. in hight and 10

the matte settler, etc., below the level of

the hearth. The hight of the furnace

from tuyeres to charge flow is 16 ft. It

is expected to smelt with a charge-column

of about ID ft. and 24 to 30 oz. blast pres-

sure. The charging will be done from

cars tipped by compressed air as at the

Washroe smelter. The jackets of this

furnace are unique. Each is provided

with its own blast box and independent

air and water connections, so that a jacket

may be removed by breaking only three

simple connections. Each jacket has

four tuyeres. The ore bins from which

the charge for the blast furnace is made
up is of timber construction and 6000 tons

capacity.

Power Plant—Machine Shop, etc.

The power plant is equipped with eight

400-h.p. Babcock & Wilcox boilers; one

No. 10 Connersville blower, directly con-

nected with a compound condensing Cor-

liss engine for operating the blast fur-

THE POWER HOUSE

ft. in diameter inside. The blister cop-

per is poured from the converters into a

casting machine of the conveyer type

which delivers the pigs to a cooling tank

and thence to the loading platform.

.^bove the latter there are air hoists on a

monorail system for handling the pigs.

The slag also is poured into a casting ma-
chine which delivers to a bin whence it

is taken to the blast furnace. The slag

skulls go to a plant at the end of the

converter department, where they are

crushed by a I2x24-in. Blake breaker and
thence go to the blast furnaces.

Blast Furnace

There will be one blast furnace 42 in. by

20 ft., which is so designed that it may
be enlarged to 48 in. by 80 ft. if desired.

The blast furnace is set 13 ft. above the

ground level, affording ample room for

the panels of a steel frame. The admin-

istration buildings, which are a.-chitectur-

ally of a pleasing design, are arranged in

a semi-circle, facing west, with the gen-

eral office in the middle and mess-house

and dwellings for the superintendents on

either side. A large assay office and

chemical laboratory stands directly be-

hind the office building.

In the general lay-out of the plant ex-

cellent advantage has been taken of a

good natural location. There is a large

trestle in bringing the railway from the

mines over a ravine into the works, but in

the works themselves there is compara-

tively little trackage on trestles. The
concentrates go from the mill to the top

of the roasting furnaces; the latter are

at such a level that the calcines can be

run out directly over the reverberatories

;

and the matte from the latter is taken

out on tracks which are above the level

of the converters. All the tracks in the

works are of standard gage. The haul-

age of ore and material is done by small

steam locomotives, it having been de-

sired to eliminate the nuisance and dan-

ger of the overhead wires of an electric

system. Washoe, Garfield and Steptoe,

the three great, modern, reverberatory

copper-smelting plants exemplify differ-

ent systems of tramming in the works,

the first using compressed-air locomotives,

the second electric, and the third steam.

The plans for the Steptoe smelter con-

template the eventual installation of 32

roasting furnaces and six reverberatories,

but the half of that number which are

now being erected will in connection with

the blast furnace give easily a capacity

for the smelting of 1000 tons of charge

per day, and that will be amply sufficient

to handle the immediate offerings of the

mines. Some day there may be a direct

Ime of railway from Tonopah and Gold-

lield to Ely and the latter may become a

great custom-smelting center.

nace ; one blowing engine of 6000 cu.ft.

capacity and one of 12,000 cu.ft. capacity,

both cross-compound, two 750-kw. and

two looo-kvv. generating sets for the de-

velopment of power required in the

works, including the concentrator, and for

transmission to the mines. The generat-

ing sets are of the alternating-current

system and will develop current at 600

volts, which voltage will be used in the

works. For transmission to the mines it

will of course step up.

There are excellently well equipped ma-

chine shop, carpenter shop, store houses

and other accessory departments, which

are larger than would be required for the

mill and smelter alone inasmuch as they

will also serve as repair shops for the rol-

ling stock of the Nevada Northern rail-

way. The machine shop is a large hand-

some building of concrete Ijjocks filling

Mica in Shantung, China

According to a recent consular report,

a mineral property in Shantung, which

the Germans have looked into, but not

attempted to work as yet, is a deposit of

mica. This mica is reported to be rather

cloudy, but the sheets obtainable are of

unusually large size and do very well for

stove windows and similar uses. This

mica supply is said to be very large, and

would be a paying proposition if it were

not so far removed from all means of

transportation. Should the Germans
build the proposed railway extension into

the district this deposit would be worked.

Deposits of bitumen are said to e-xtend

all along the coast of Venezuela from the

gulf of Paria to Colombia in the form of

superficial lakes similar to La Brea but

niiK'li more shallow.
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"Silica" and "Insoluble" in

Smelter Analysis

By E. Kneeland*

Several years ago, while 1 was in ihe

ore business in Mexico, an ore was being

shipped to a custom smeller which ore 1

handled as the shipper's representative. An
approximate analysis of the ore was as

follows : silver, 35 oz. per ton ; silica, 48

<o 55 per cent.; iron, 12 per cent.; lime, 12

per cent. The ore also contained alumina,

zinc and a little sulphur. The lime was

present as fluorspar.

According to the shipper's contract with

the smelting company, the silica, deter-

mined by the fusion method, was to be

penalized at the rate of 20c. per unit, as

silica was an undesirable element at the

plant in question. It was also stipulated,

that on those lots of ore assaying less than

50 per cent, silica, the smelting company

was to deduct $1.50 per ton from the treat-

ment rate.

Insoluble Residue

As in nearly all the contracts that this

smelting company had with its shippers, it

was the insoluble residue that was pena-

lized. The chemist at the smelting works

was in the habit of running "insolubles"

on all his ore samples and saving the in-

soluble residues of those few ores upon

which fusion silicas were required, which

residues he fused with alkali carbonates

and carried through the regular process

for determining the silica by fusion. In

this way his routine was not interfered

with, and this practice also ser\'ed to pro-

tect platinum ware from the damaging ef-

fects that certain elements, thus elimin-

ated, might have.

For those unfamiliar with a "smelter in-

soluble," I will give a brief description of

the method in which it is perpetrated

:

Weigh out 0.5 gram ore; place in a casse-

role of convenient size ; add aqua regia,

evaporate to dryness and bake on the hot

plate to render insoluble as great a por-

tion of the ore as possible. Cool, moisten

with water and take up in hydrochloric

acid. Boil, dilute, filter and wash with hot

water; dry, ignite and weigh the residue.

The lime and iron, which are usually "pay

elements" for the shipper, arc determined

in the filtrates from these insolubles.

In order to facilitate liquidations, the

same method of making insolubles had to

be adopted in my laboratory and for a

while all went well, until there arose a

necessity for the repetition of the silica

determination on one of the lots of the

ore. Now, since there was nothing in this

particular ore which would damage plat-

inum ware, to save time 1 fused the ore

direct without previous treatment with

acids. I dissolved the fused mass in hot

water and a little hydrochloric acid, evap-

'Metallarglcal engineer, Hongbton, Mich.

orated gently to dryness and proceeded in

the usual manner to dettrniine the silica

by fusion. To my surprise 1 obtained a

fusion silica which was 4.5 per cent, in

excess of the insoluble residue, which 1

had formerly obtained on the same ore,

and 7.5 per cent, in excess of the silica by

fusion, which I had previously obtained by

fusion of this insoluble. Suspecting an

error the work was repeated and verified.

Silicon Volatilized

It then dawned upon me that both the

smelter chemist and myself (I was repre-

senting the shippers, and under the cir-

cumstances was not after high silica re-

sults) had been overlooking the fact that

the lime in this ore was present as fluor-

spar, and that in determining the insoluble

by the prescribed smelter method, the

fluorspar would be decomposed by the

aqua regia, and the fluorine thus liberated

would combine with some excess acid and
silicon forming hydrofluosilicic acid. The
silica thus combined was volatilized as a

tetra-fluoride of silicon by the subsequent

evaporation and baking. The fusion silica

result, obtained by fusing this insoluble,

would in turn be 3 per cent, lower than

the insoluble.

As no doubt a little silica was dissipated,

even when the silica was determined by di-

rect fusion of this ore and the gentle

evaporation with weak acid, the silica re-

sult on this lot of ore would have been

still further augmented if determined by a

method adapted to the determination of

silica in ores containing fluorine. How-
ever, I will deal only with what actually

took place.

I doubt if the chemist, who was em-
ployed by the smelting company at the

time of these occurrences, was ever aware

that this ore contained fluorspar and by
this oversight our shipper gained $1.50

per ton in reduced penalty for silica and

as this 7.5 per cent, error would invari-

ably bring the reported silica contents of

the ore below the 50 per cent, mark, the

shipper made an additional gain of $1.50

per ton in the treatment rate. This error

made a total gain to the shipper of $3
per ton and since about 1000 tons per

month, of this ore, was delivered to the

smelter, the plant lost $3000 per month
through this one little leak.

Importance of Chemist's Work
The ore came from the Parral district

in Mexico. Had the smelter chemist

been on the alert and had he had suffi-

cient knowledge to detect immediately

the fact that this ore contained fluorine

the plant in question would have saved

thousands of dollars. This is only one of

many instances in which I ha\e seen an

inexperienced man turned loose in a

smelter laboratory to throw away a com-
pany's money. Still a great many cus-

tom reduction plant managers think if

they can get a man who can only make the

simple determinations, he is good enough

for the position of plant chemist.

A New Tunnel Through the

Rockies

Special Cokuespuniiknce

The Cuntniciil.il 1 tiniiij e unipaiiy, with

a bond issue of $5,000,000, has been or-

ganized in Denver, and 35 per cent, of the

money now needed, which is estimated

at $3,000,000, has been subscribed, for the

purpose of building a six-mile tunnel

through the main range of the Rocky
mountains, so that the trains of the

"Moffat road" may pass through them at

an elevation above tide water of 9000 ft.,

instead of over them, as at present, at an

altitude of 11,600 ft., thus shortening the

distance across the range 24 hours, and
elimhiating all the costly methods of

keeping the line open in winter at that

great bight above sea level, such as snow
plows, snow sheds, gangs of shovellers,

and so on.

This is an independent company, in-

spired and formed by the untiring and
brilliant eff'orts of Herbert George, a

journalist of Denver, who by his sensible

letters to the daily press showed the

capitalists of Denver how great a benetfi

such a gateway would be, and how short-

sighted was their behavior hitherto in

not only standing aloof and refusing to

help, but in many cases opposing the pro-

jector and builder of the Denver, North-
western & Pacific Railway in his plucky

fight against competing lines.

The chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the tunnel company is Col. D.
C. Dodge, the veteran railway construc-

tion engineer and builder. He has been
associated with Gen. W. J. Palmer in all

his railway construction work, beginning
with the Denver & Rio Grande, then the

Mexican National, and later, and last, as

the projector and builder of the Rio
Grande Western to Salt l^ke. Thomas
F. Walsh, whom everyone knows as a

broad-minded and public-spirited man, is

president of the tunnel company. Mr.
George is general manager, and H. A.
Sumner, chief engineer of the Moffat
road, is also chief engineer of the tunnel

company.

When the bonds are retired, the Con-
tinental Tunnel Company will cease to
exist, and the tunnel will become the

property of the "Moffat road," the cost

being charged up to construction account.

The work of driving the tunnel will prob-
ably be let to contractors. The bonds
will be 10 year, 6 per cent., the principal

and interest being guaranteed by the Den-
ver, Northwestern & Pacific Railway
Company, which interest is in the form of
nnt.il for the use of the tunnel.

The production of pig iron in Germany
for the month of August beat the record

for any one month. The total output
amounted to 1,117,545 tons.
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Air Hammer Drills

By J. T. Gliddem

Th« considerable saving in labor and

time, and the reduction of working costs

which result from the use of hand air

hammer drills in mining operations,

makes information as to their construc-

tion, maintenance and use appropriate. It

is to be understood that drills of this

character have a restricted field in mining

operations and they cannot hope to super-

sede large machine drills, nor can they be

economically used on very heavy work.

Their best field is in small stopes where

it is impossible or inconvenient to set up

a full-sized machine, for cutting hitches

for timbers or similar work. The re-

markable advantage which these drills

possess over the tiresome and expensive

method of single jacking, makes air ham-

mer drill installations advisable in all

mines where compressed air is available.

Their field is further limited by the fact

that they are not adapted to drilling holes

much over 24 or perhaps 30 in. deep.

Two reasons for this are (a) the small

diameter of the piston results in a com-

paratively small total pressure on the pis-

ton and if too great a proportion of this

pressure is required to move a heavy

drill rod, the blow will necessarily be

weak; (b) it is very difficult for a miner

to hold the weight of the drill and long

bit in drilling an upper when no support

for the drill is provided.

In their construction, air hammer

drills are extremely simple, the only mov-

ing part being a piston which is made of

tool steel and acts as a hammer, strik-

ing upon the drill head. There is no

valve mechanism to get out of order.

The necessary rotation of the drill may

be given by hand, or as is now the case,

by a side lever which stands out at right

angles to the axis of the drill and oper-

ates on a ratchet, giving the desired ro-

tation which prevents fitchurcs and in-

sures round holes. The simplest form

of air hammer drills weighs on an aver-

age 20 lb. exclusive of the bit. In or-

der for the drill to penetrate the rock, the

reaction to the blow must be provided by

the man operating the drill. Cases have

been known where with a high air pres-

sure at the working face, the drill run-

ner was too light a man and was constant-

ly thrown back from the rock as he was

unable to hold the drill against the rock.

One means of avoiding this difficulty is

the use of an air feed or a supporting col-

umn which can be readily attached to the

drilling outfit

In the case of the air feed, the air pres-

sure is used to feed forward the drill and

the same air then operates the hammer.

This air-feed cylinder in general weighs

from 35 to 40 lb., making the total weight

of the outfit, drill plus feed cylinder, 55

to 60 lb. In some instances, supporting

columns are provided for air hammer

drills. These seldom weigh over 70 to

75 lb. and the drills are attached to them

in a manner analogous to that used in

large machine drills. This supporting

column, however, is not very common in

mines where air hammer drills are used

to supplement the work of regular ma-

chines, but is more likely to be found in

use by leasers who have no machines or

in mines provided with a small compres-

sor but having no machine drills.

The weight of drill's and accessories as

given above are averages for standard

sizes, but upon request, special weights of

hand air drills for particularly heavy

work such as shaft sinking are supplied

by manufacturers. The drill steel pro-

vided by some concerns is hollow so that

air may be conducted to the bottom of

the hole and blow out cuttings, which is

an important advantage in the case of

holes that will not clear themselves.

As to the matter of installation and

maintenance, it is claimed that a com-

pressor large enough to run one 254-in.

standard drill will run four air hammer
drills, and a compressor that will run one

3j4-in. standard drill will run five to six

air hammer drills. In general, an air ham-

mer drill requires only about one-third

the air which is necessary for a 25/2-in.

standard machine drill. In the modern

type of air hammer drills, the wearing

part, which is the moving cylinder, is

provided with a steel bushing so that

when wear takes place, all that is neces-

sary is to put in a new bushing and no

time need be lost for extensive repairs

such as frequently happen in the case of

large machine drills.

In a review of the advantages of air

hammer drills it should be borne in mind

that this is a strictly one-man affair and

thus the saving of the wages of a helper

in those cases where an air hammer drill

can be used to do the work of two men
single- or double-jacking, will very shortly

pay for its initial cost. While these

drills are not suitable for deep holes or

heavy work, they are of great ad-

vantage in breaking up large masses of

rock shot from deep holes, cutting hit-

ches, putting in pop holes and all similar

work. The employment of drills of this

type in stoping is gradually extending,

since they can work in any place where a

man can worm himself and by using them

a much narrower stope can be carried

than with a machine drill.

Production of Tungsten in 1906

In a recent press bulletin the U. S.

Geological Survey says that the rise in

the price of tungsten during 1905 con-

tinued during igo6, and the production

was stimulated accordingly. There was,

however, a very great discrepancy in the

prices paid for ore in various places, as

there is almost sure to be when an article

it. produced spasmodically in widely sepa-

rated and often little known localities

while at the same time the market is

limited and the isolated small producers

have slight chance to become acquainted

with buyers and market conditions.

Prices during the year ranged from $5

to $9 per unit for the contained tungsten .

trioxide. The market for tungsten ores

is expanding and seems now to be almost

as sure as the market for copper or other

staple ores. Firms requiring large quan-

tities of tungsten have had difficulty in

obtaining sufficient supplies to guarantee

future deliveries.

The greatest producing locality in 1906

was Boulder county, Colo., but tungsten

mining was carried on also in California,

Arizona, Montana, New Mexico and

Washington. The Boulder county ore is

wolframite, but the deposits in California

are chiefly scheelite. No production of

tungsten was reported from the deposits

in Alaska, Connecticut, Oregon, or Idaho,

but considerable development work was

done at Osceola, Nev. New deposits of

scheelite have also been found at Murray,

Idaho, where it is hoped that production

will soon begin.

Experiments have produced a remark-

able incandescent lamp, the filament of

which is made of metallic tungsten. The
tungsten lamp promises to be as useful as

any, if not the most useful of all, but only

a few lamps of this type have yet been

put on the market, as a number of details

connected with the manufacture remain

to be worked out. The lamp gives a bril-

liant white light of very pleasing quality,

and possesses a distinct advantage in that,

if properly made, it does not blacken the

globe.

Large quantities of sodium tungstate

are manufactured, much of which is used

in fireproofing cloth for curtains, drapery,

etc., and as a mordant in dyeing. Tung-

sten salts are also extensively used in

silk manufacture, being added to the silk

with the dye to give more apparent

weight to the fabric.

The principal talc deposits of Brazil

are in the State of San Paulo. Three

grades of stone are produced and are fur-

nished at Rio de Janeiro ready for crush-

ing at $2S.50@37.25 per ton. Much of

the product is taken by American and

European talcum powder manufacturers.

The introduction of electric in place of

mule haulage in the workings of an Eng-

lish mine is reported to have not only re-

duced the cost of working, but also to

have rendered possible an increase in out-

put of from 1400 to 2000 tons daily. Two
15-ton electric locomotives are in use,

each provided with two motors, with con-

trollers at either end.
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Transvaal Report on Rope and Safety Catches
Opinion of Prominent Mining Men in the Transvaal on Safety Catch-

es for Mine Hoists. Requirements for Such Devices and How Mel

BY EUSTACE M. WESTON*
The Rope and Safety Catch Commis-

sion appointed by the Transvaal Govern-

ment just made its report public. The
<onimission consisted of many men whose
names are known all over the world as

authorities on this subject, and needless

to say, its report is an extremely valuable

one. I can at present deal only with

that portion relating to safety catches.

The Requirements of Safety Catches

The commission were enabled to carry

means or another, the retarding agency.

The releasing of a weight without any
spring impulse is not likely to be effec-

tive, as it is difficult to attempt to dis-

turb in this way the natural zero relative

motion of all the moving masses.

2. The movement of the spring can be

best utilized to create a small relative mo-
tion of the draw-bar of the cage.

3. The motion of the draw-bar should

be utilized to work the brake mechanism
in such non- reversible rhanuer that, once

actual iMiiviiig i)arls should be reduced to

a minimum.

6. The force necessary to produce any
retardation in a pulling body must be at

least equal to the weight of the body
itself. If this force is equal only to the

weight of the body, then no retardation

occurs ; the force of gravity is exactly

neutralized; and the body continues in

uniform motion downward with the

velocity it possessed at the instant of the

application of the force. It is therefore

Section A-U

FIG. I. K. SCHWEDEfe's SAFETY CATCH FOR 14,000 POUND BRAKE RESISTANCE

out a number of valuable tests of prom-
ising devices at the Marcus shaft on the

Langlaagte mine, Johannesburg. The
commission united in the opinion that the

truly reliable safety catch must fullill the

following conditions

:

I. The instantaneous release of ten-

sion in the rope at the time of its frac-

ture must immediately be taken advan-
tage of through the medium of some
spring connection to operate, by one

•Manager. Rand Collieries, Ltd. (Gold
Section), Brakpan, Transvaal.

the brake is in action, it will require an

actual raising of the cage, or a rope pull

equivalent to it, to release it in the slight-

est degree.

4. The tension of the spring should be

as small as possible, certainly not more
than half the weight of the empty cage,

so that the catches shall not be brought

into action when not required owing to

the pulsations of the hoisting rope.

5. In view of the instantaneous nature

of the operation, and the small force at

disposal to effect it, the weight of the

necessary to supply something more than

this, if the body is to be stopped. The
difference between the catching force sup-

plied by the safety catch and the weight

of the loaded cage is the amount available

for retardation. On the amount of this

difference and on the suddenness of its

creation depends the shock to the occu-

pants of the cage, also the braking dis-

tance ; this latter being influenced also by

the velocity of the cage, the relation being

directly as the square of the velocity. The
retarding action of a good safctj- catch
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should therefore conform to these prin-

ciples, and secure the arrest of the cage,

even on the downward journey, without

injury to the occupants.

7. The retarding force, whether pro-

duced bv deformation and friction with

retarding force should be such that the

guides and their supporting framework
are maintained in position.

9. The safety catch having stopped the

cage should maintain it in position until

it is again lifted.
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FIG. 4. J. .^. G.VRVIN S PATENT SAFETY CLITTCH

wooden guides, or by friction on steel

guides, should be, within practical limits,

independent of the amount of reduction in

size due to wear that the guides have
previously sustained.

8. The direction of application of the

10. The safety catch should be equally

reliable whether the rope breaks on the

ascending or descending trip.

11. The mechanism should be capable

of ready examination and designed with

due consideration to the severe working

conditions it has to meet in mining*

practice.

Safe Braking Distances

With regard to condition 6 the com-

mission remarks that what a safe braking

distance is has not yet been determined.

\ shock-meter used, however, showed
that both the Garvin and the Undeutsch.

safety catches arc adjustable as far as the

shock is concerned, and are not likely to

cause serious injury to persons. This is the

case, provided that the distance between

guides does not vary appreciably in width

down the shaft. In the case of the Un-

deutsch catch this difficulty is very well

provided against by the shape and ar-

rangement of the knives. The Garvin

device, it is judged, fails in this respect^

and it is declared to be unsatisfactory

until an automatic adjustment of the

penetration of the wedges is provided for.

This can be done; but even then a very

wide guide would cause a dangerous,

shock. The Schweder catch produces a

catching pressure that is independent of

the width of the guides, and the braking

distances can be regulated by proper de-

sign. Owing to leakage of gas (this catch

being operated by pressure of liquefied

carbonic acid), this catch requires some
additions and alterations before it com-
plies satisfactorily with condition No. 9.

Reliability of Catches

With regard to condition 10 no special

trials were made ; but the commission
considers it proved that any good catch

would meet this condition. The commis-
sion considers it established that it is pos

sible to design a satisfactory safety catch

for vertical shafts. Though the commis-
sion does not consider that any catch tried

meets entirely the requirements of such

an appliance, it states that the following

gave the best results

:

For vertical shafts with wooden guides

the Undeutsch, and the Schweder; for

vertical shafts with steel guides, the

Schweder. For incline shafts with steel

rails, none at present ; but early trials of

suitable designs are advised.

Finally the commission considers that

no catch should be placed on the per-

mitted list for use in Transvaal mines
that has not been tested for reliability by
the Government at a Government testing

station. Jensen's catch was favorably

considered, but not tested, as working
drawings did not come to hand in time.

Garvin's Safety Catch

Fig. 4 is a drawing of Garvin's safety

catch. When the winding rope breaks,

the springs A A expand and in so doing

force down the crosshead B to which the

toggle arms DD are attached; the toggle

arms are slung by the links C C, and their

outer ends, owing to the downward
movement of the crosshead B, are thereby

made to push up the wedges E E which
then come into action on the guides. The
amount of penetration of the teeth of the
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wedges ££ is adjustable by means of the

stops F F.

J^ensen's Safety Catch

Fig. 2 shows Jensen's safety catch.

When the winding rope breaks the springs

A' pull the draw-bolt and rope down by

turning the crank, and thereby cause the

.cams to grip the guides. As the cams

turn and press more closely against the

guides, the distance between the shafts is

increased, and consequently, the links G
and the springs / are lifted. This increases

the tension in the springs and, to a much

larger degree, the tension in the links G,

because the increase of the top angle

formed by the center lines of the links in-

creases the component forces in the di-

rection of the links. In this way the crank-

shafts can turn round until the cams press

-sufficiently hard against the guides to cause

a resistance which is greater than the dead

•weight of the cage and the load. The shafts

continue to rotate and at the same time

to move outward in the slots until the

heel P on the collars O prevents any fur-

ther motion by striking against the set-

screws L in the links. The pressure then

remains constant.

Schweder's Safety Catch
.

Fig. I is K. Schweder's safety catch.

The spring A is compressed as long as the

cage is suspended from the rope, and

•the disk L is hard against the bottom end

of the cylinder H. The lever B is then

in its top position, as is also the piston-

valve M; i.e., the carbonic acid gas from

G is cut off by the valves M and N.

If the rope breaks the spring A will ex-

pand, the lever B comes down, the piston-

valve A/ and the disk valve N are accord-

ingly forced down; the gas is now freely

admitted into the cylinders C C and H,

and will push out the two cylinders C C
and press the shoes F against the runners,

thus causing friction and gradually brak-

ing the cage until all energy is absorbed

and the cage brought to a rest. The gas

ihas, meanwhile forced down the cylinder

H, compressing the spring A and prevent-

ing the rope-tail from unlocking the

safety device. Should the safety device

act when not wanted, if the cage comes to

rest on the shaft bottom or on the keys,

the pull of the engine would, through the

rope and draw bolt-/C, lift up the cylinder

H and force the gas into the tube G until

the piston valve M is in the position shown

.and the gas is free to exhaust.

Undeutsch's Safety Catch

Fig. 3 is Professor H. Undeutsch's

safety catch. It acts as follows: The

spring b simply pulls the drawbar down

a short distance on the breakage of the

rope. This operates the lifting levers

o p qr, which are hinged at o and con-

nected to the draw-bar, while the other

end r simply rests below the catches d.

The latter are lifted through a very small

• distance to the point m, where they enter

the wood of the guides and the further

penetration is due to the weight of the

falling cage. It will be noted that any

subsequent catching of the broken rope in

the shaft cannot affect the action of the

device. The simplicity and light weight of

their design are evident at once.

The St. Croix Safety Catch

Another safety catch on novel lines has

been privately tried at the Cinderella

Deep. It is the invention of Mr. St.

Croi.x. A detachable crosshead is carried

over the cage, connected by a catch and

also by two ropes wound on a drum hav-

ing a braking attachment. The crosshead

has catches designed to act suddenly.

When the rope breaks, the crosshead is at

once arrested, and the cage goes on until

the braking tension on the two ropes

gradually stops it. The results of trials

have been very good indeed, and the

weight of the apparatus is not excessive.

47s. 6d. per share, free of income tax, on

the ordinary shares, both payable Nov. I

next.

The Rio Tinto Company

The directors present a brief in-

terim report upon the company's opera-

tions during the current year. The de-

liveries of pyrites in the United Kingdom
have again been rather below those of

former years ; the Continental consump-

tion is, however, higher than that of 190S

or 1906. The copper contents of pyrites

shipped to all markets has been about the

same. The consumption of non-cupreous

sulphur ore is in excess of the previous

year. The great and unprecedented

drought in Spain has been a serious

anxiety and it was only by taking extra-

ordinary measures that the company was

able to continue all its operations. The

rainy season has now commenced and

there is enough water for four months'

consumption in the reservoirs. An addi-

tional reservoir is also in course of con-

struction. The output of copper suffered

somewhat from the scarcity of water,

though much less than might have been

expected, and it is now hoped the year's

output of fine copper at the mines will

not fall short of 1906 by more than from

one to two thousand tons.

The price of copper was very high dur-

ing the first few months of the year. In

May and June, however, a crisis in finan-

cial affairs in America disorganized busi-

ness generally and consumers have since

then not been purchasing as freely as

formerly, a severe fall in the price of cop-

per being the consequence. This company's

output is, however, fairly well sold in ad-

vance, and the fall in the price of the

metal will probably in itself have the ef-

fect of preventing any general over-pro-

duction in the future. The directors have

declared a dividend for the six months

ended June 30 last of 2s. 6d. per share,

less income tax, on the 5 per cent, pref-

erence shares, and an interim dividend of

Iron Mining on the Western

Menominee Range

Special Correspondence

The annual report of the mine inspector

of Iron county, Michigan, which includes

the Crystal Falls, Iron River and some

other districts of the Menominee range,

shows that one man was killed in the

mines during the year for each 83,500 tons

of ore mined, or one man for every 100

men working. In almost every case the

fatality resulted from carelessness of the

man killed or that of some comrade.

They were caused either by stepping off

a ladderway; trying a missed hole; rid-

ing up a shaft on the crossheads of

skips and being hit by timbers ; not look-

ing out for falling objects, and barring

off loose rock, taking no precautions for

getting out of the way. No accident re-

ported was due to unsafe appliances or

incomplete passageways.

The report states that for every man
working in mines or prospects, mining or

doing deadwork, in the year, three tons

of ore per day were won. This is an ex-

cellent showing for a district of small

underground mines, many of which are

difficult of operation. There was not one

mine in the district that produced as much
as 400,000 tons, and only 8 of the 22

active mines produced more than 100,000

tons each. There are no less than 10

elaborate explorations under way in the

district, in all of which the showing of

ore is good, and any of them may de-

velop into an important mine.

Tin Mining in the Malay
Peninsula

According to a Straits Settlements

newspaper the projected railway from

Hongkong will be likely to traverse

the rich mineral regions of Siamese Ma-

laya. Lang Suan has a tin supply that

cannot be exhausted in a hundred years

to come, while the same may be said of

Renang. There are 70 mines in the re-

gion of Lang Suan, most of which are

worked by natives, but the European con-

cessions in the latter place, as well as in

Renang, are exceptionally encouraging

and already are giving excellent returns.

There is no lack of capital, even the

natives making themselves better ac-

quainted with modern machinery and

bringing it into use.

The French Government has adopted

a method of treating macadamized roads

with hot coal tar thinned with about 10

per cent, of oil. The cost is about 4c.

per sq. yd.
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Electrically Driven Air Com-

pressors

By Andrew Floyd Bushnell

The use of electric energy in modern

and up-to-date mining is rapidly growing.

Many of the new and larger companies

are using electric power to drive all their

machinery, while others are using part

steam and part electricity. Electrically

operated compressors have been in use in

trie power for compressors is preferable

to steam. The cost of producing, under

certain conditions, is about half that of

steam and the efficiency is 15 per cent,

greater. Two motors in the compressor-

room at the Original mine effect a sav-

ing, in coal bills, of $1000 per month, ac-

cording to a statement by the company's

electrician.

An authoritative statement from the

.\malgamated Copper Company shows

that where it costs $100 yearly to pro-

duce I h.p. by steam, electric power will

cost only $50. The numerous mines con-

The power for driving the compressors

at the Leonard mine comes from Canon
Ferry, a distance of 100 miles northeast of

Butte. The Missouri River and Power
Company has its power plant at Hauser
lake, near Helena., Mont., on the Missouri

river. This concern started in business

about seven years ago.

Power Plant at Leonard Mine

During the past year the Boston &
Montana Copper and Silver Company has

constructed, at the Leonard mine, a build-

ing for three compressors. One com-

CO.MFRESSOR PL.\NT .M ORU;iN.\L .MI.NK I.\GERSOLL-SERGE.\NT COM I'kKjM'k.'j .\T BILL MINE

MOTOR AND CO.MPRESSOR AT GRANITE MOUNTAIN MINE

Butte, Mont., for the last six years. The
Neversweat mine, owned by the Amalga-
mated Copper Company, and the Original

mine, owned by W. A. Clark, were the

first plants where electric motors were

used to drive compressors. It was con-

sidered to be somewhat of an experiment

at that time, but now every company in

this district, having mines of any conse-

quence, either uses or is preparing to use

such equipment.

The Saving from Electric Power

There are two chief reasons why elec-

trolled by the Amalgamated company use

approximately "000 h.p. yearly in com-

pressing air. Not all these mines have

discontinued the use of steam, but they

will in time, and when that is done, the

Amalgamated company will save approxi-

mately $350,000 per annum. William

Hosking, electrician for the Leonard mine,

states that a machine-drill will accomplish

much more in a day when operated by air

from an electrically driven compressor.

This power can always be depended on,

as it seldom varies more than i or 2 per

cent.

pressor, an Ingersoll-Sergeant, driven by a

6oo-h.p. General Electric motor, has been

running for seven months. This com-

pressor is cross-compounded and has an

automatic cut-off on the low-pressure side.

The motor has been running night and

day, furnishing 68o-h.p., since the plant

was started. The other two compressors,

which started recently, are of N'ordberg

make and are driven by two 6oo-h.p. West-

inghouse motors. The capacity of these

Nordberg compressors is 4000 cu.ft. free

air per minute at a pressure of 100 lb.

per sq.in., ; they are also supplied with an-
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tomati'c cut-offs. These compressors are

of a type known as variable capacity,

which is an exclusive Nordberg feature.

The pressure is maintained uniformly un-

der all variations of demand and enables

the compressor to operate at a reduced ca-

pacity without a material loss of efficiency.

In many instances air consumption varies

greatly, but the compressor must run at a

constant speed, owing to the nature of

the driving power. In such cases the value

of this device is evident.

The Leonard compressor building is

147x86 ft., one frame making the entire

span. There is a ^-ton crane for hand

ling machinery in the building. The elec-

trical wiring consists of Gross-Hines con-

duits ; as they enter the building the power

mains are supplied with six 600-amp. wall

switches for fire protection. The mains

for carrying power to the new Leonard

power-house are cables of 1,250,000 circu-

lar mils capacity. The Leonard switch-

board is equipped with all Westinghouse

latest improved instruments and is auto-

matically handled electr.cally. There are

two Ingersoll-Sergeant compressors at the

Original mine, which also furnish air for

the Gagnon and West Stewart mines.

Two 500-h.p. General Electric induction

motors, 2000 volts, are installed. The fly-

wheels make 87 r.p.m. and the air pres-

sure varies from 80 to qo lb. per sq.in.

motor; it makes 47 r.p.m. This machine

has been running five years. The three

steam-driven compressors at the Never-

sweat are duplex, single stage, 3oj4x6o in.

The Rarus has two electrical compressors,

39x24x48 in. One compressor at the Corra

are driven by 6oo-h,p. General Electric or

Westinghouse motors.

The Bell compressor plant, complete,

cost $250,000. The building is 100x130 ft.,,

and the foundation consists of 20-ft. con-

crete walls. The compressors are sup-

NORDBERG COMPRESSOR AND SWITCHBOARD AT SPECULATOR MINE

MOTOR-DRIVE AT SPECULATOR MINE

Other Plants at Butte

The largest air-compressor plant in

Butte is at the Nevcrsweat mine. This

comprises five large machines. There

are two electrically driven Ingersoll-Ser-

geant compressors. One, 50^4^30^^x60 in.

and 44 r.p.m. is driven by three 300-h.p. mo-

tors and has been running 2^2 years. The

other elect ric-compressqr is 30^x60 in.,

single stage, and is driven by an 8oo-h.p.

is of the same capacity as those at the

Rarus ; the other is 23^x40^^x48 in. They

were all made by the Ingersoll-Sergeant

company.

The most up-to-date plant at Butte is

at the Bell mine, where four large In-

gersoll-Sergeant compressors are installed.

These machines are 38^4^24^x48 in. and

the fly-wheels make 60 r.p.m. Except

where otherwise stated the compressors

of the Amalcramated Copper Company

ported by massive cement pillars. The
compressor plants of all the large Butte

mines are so arranged that should one

meet with an accident, the mine aflfected

can be supplied with air from another

plant. The steam plants are always kept

in running order in case any accident

should befall the power plant.

Non-corrosive Pipe and Hose

A new type of metallic tubing and hose

has recently been introduced which is of in-

terest because of its non-corrosive proper-

ties. This last feature makes the tubing use-

ful in mines where acid waters are to be

dealt with and also in chemical labora-

tories. The construction of this hose

makes it flexible as well as resistant to

corrosion. The tubing is built up around

a core of spirally twisted strips of pli-

able steel or copper. The edges of these

strips are bent into interlocking lips in

such a fashion that the joint formed by

two such strips can be packed with as-

bestos or rubber.

The resistance to corrosion is attained

by expanding a thin lead pipe into the

core, thus giving it additional strength and

if desired, an external lead sheath can be

applied in the same manner. Tests on

this tubing show it to be able to withstand

a pressure of Soo lb. per sq.in. The pipe

is manufactured by the New York Flex-

ible Metallic Hose and Tubing Company,

of New York City.
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Baryles Deposits at Five Islands,

Nova Scotia

Bv W. Spencer Hutchinson*

The Five Islands district is in Colches-

ter county. Nova Scotia, on the shore of

Minas bay. an arm of the Bay of Fundy.

It is 16 miles by wagon road to Parrs-

boro, the nearest railway station which

connects, bv the CiiintHTl.iiul r.iilwav.

the ash partly capped by a How sheet of

diabase. This is shown in the accom-

panying photographs and sketches. The
erosion of the soft ash and the breaking

of the diabase dike have formed the

islands. The first island is not wholly

robbed of the ash flanking the dike, but

on the second, Diamond Isle, nothing re-

mains but precipitous cliffs of diabase.

Parallel to the range of volcanic rocks

and about four miles north of it, is an-

other range composed of carboniferous

slates and liniostones" in whicli the

production is said to have been at the

rale of 2000 or 3000 tons annually. Dis-

agrecnuMU between owners of undivided

interests in the property resulted in the

closing down of the mines and the titles

eventually came into very bad shape.

Although the mines were idle 'for 35

years, their valuable character was known
and attempts to clear the titles were made
by various parties, without success, until

taken up by A. R. Bayne, of Boston, who
is now reopening the mines and will

sliiTttv IiOL'iti ^liipnioiit Miuli of the nld

UlAMOND ISLE, FIVE IbL.\.\bs, -N. ^. BASS HlVtK GOKOE

THE LIGHT COLORED PORTION IS VOLCANIC ASH ; THE
DARK STRATUM IS DI.\BASE (SEE KEY)

BAR\TES IN SLATE IN OPEN CUT

with the main line of the Intercolonial

railway at Spring Hill Junction. The
name of the place comes from a chain of

islands which lie oflF shore, remnants of a

point of land eroded by the sea. The
geological structure is still revealed on
the mainland in the range of hills extend-

ing along the shore. These are chiefly

of soft reddish volcanic ash loosely

cemented, but with a great dike of black

diabase forming a central rib, and with

Consulting mining engineer, 101 Milk
street. Boston, Mass.

barytes deposits have been found. The

flat between is occupied by the marshes

and flats at the mouth of East river and

by the gravel plain on the banks of Bass

river. The principal barytes deposits

have been found in the sedimentary rocks,

and the most extensive workings are on

Bass river about three miles from the

Government wharf at Five Islands.

Early Workings

The mines were first opened for barytes

in 1866 and from that date until 1871 the

work was by lessees and was done as

cheaply as possible without proper de-

velopment and the mineral was gouged

out wherever found. Shafts were sunk

on top of the hill and tunnels driven from

the face of the bluff which rises 250 ft.

above the river. The old shafts are now

caved, but two of the tunnels were re-

opened last year. .Although caved at the

entrance they were found otherwise in

remarkably good condition, due appar-

ently to the cementing action of the lime

carbonate in the ground water, and sev-
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oral hundred feet of tunnels and drifts

arc now open.

Occurrence and Character of '^eins

The Bass river barytes is crystalline

and only slightly yellow on the outer

surface •and cleavage faces, while many
specimens are pure white. The barytes

occurs in veins in crushed and metamor-
phosed slates. The position of the old

workings indicates that the principal

bodies of barytes were found in a zone,

perhaps 70 ft. in width, extending in a

general northwest course from the river.

The country rock in this zone is very

much crushed, being recemented by car-

bonate of lime, which also occasionallv

lowing results: Loss on ignitidn, 0.18 per

cent.; SiOs, 0.95; FeSi, 0.07; ALOj, 0.02;

CaO, 0.02; MgO, 0.22; BaSO^, 98.54;

total, 100. The loss on ignition probably

represents, besides moisture and combined
water, organic matter and sulphur. The-
total amount of metallic iron present is

0.032 per cent. The magnesia probably

occurs in the mineral in the form of talc,

a hydrated silicate of magnesia. The
analysis shows the remarkable purity of

the barytes and specially selected speci-

The Production of Sand and

Gravel

key to volcanic ash and diabase dikk

l-Uiles

geological cross-section at five islands, nova SCOTIA

MAP
1'

Js OVA S C T I

A

THE BARYTES DEPOSITS AT FU'E ISLANDS. NOVA SCOTIA

lines cavities in the vein and forms beau-

tiful crystals of dog-tooth spar. The veins

of barytes have well defined walls, but

hold no regular course or position. They
show widths from a few inches to 4 ft.,

with pocket-like masses sometimes 10 or

15 ft. in width. At one point an open cut

exposes a large but very irregular mass
in black slate. This seems to fill the

voids in a faulted and broken zone in the

slate, with large and small irregular frag-

ments of slate inclosed in the mineral. It

is shown by accompanying photographs.

The analysis of a general sample taken

from the bin at the mine gave the fol-

mens arc ahnost pure barium sulphate.

There is another deposit of barytes on

East river about five miles northeast of

the village. This vein is in dilorite rock,

and an open cut and tunnel exposes it

for a length of 50 ft. on the bluff above

the river. One wall is regular and well-

defined, but the other wall is generally

broken and shows fragments of country

rock inclosed in the mineral. This

barytes is grayish white and wholly free

from yellow stains. Both mineral and
country rock break freely on cleavage

faces and joints which will greatly aid in

the profitable mining of the barytes.

The sand and gravel production re-

ported to the statistical branch of the

United States Geological Survey in 1906'

amounted to 32,032,002 short tons, valued

at $12,698,208; in 1905 the production re-

ported was 23,204,967 short tons, valued at

$11,223,645; there was therefore in 1906

an increase in quantity of 9,727,035 short

tons, and in value of $1,474,563. The
large increase in quantity and compara-

tively small increase in value is due to the

fact that a large quantity of low-priced

material, especially gravel having a merely

nominal value, was reported as used for

filling by contractors, railroads, etc.

Exclusive of gravel, from which a large

part of the sand is screened, the total sand

reported in 1906 was 24,501,992 short tons,

valued at $10,067,668, which, compared

with the production of 18,728,111 tons of

sand, valued at $9,422,988 in 1905, shows

an increase in quantity of 5,719,881 tons

and in value of $644,680.

Glass sand which, on account of the

purity of the material required, commands
the highest average price, increased in

production from 1,060,334 short tons,

valued at $1,107,730, in 1905, to 1,089,430

short tons, valued at $1,208,788, in 1906,

an increase in quantity of 29,096 short

tons and in value of $101,058.

The molding sand reported in 1906'

amounted to 3,371,103 tons, valued at

$2,063,151. In 1905 this product was re-

ported as 3,084,098 tons, valued at $2,102,-

423. There was therefore in 1906 an in-

crease in quantity of 287,005 tons and a

decrease in value of $39,272. This in-

cludes sand used for all kinds of molding.
— brass, steel, iron, brick, pig bed, etc.

The price of this sand varies from 30c. to

over $1.50 per short ton, according to the

grade of the sand and the class of work
done.

The most universal use of sand is for

building, and 14,388,378 tons of building

sand, valued at $5,166,532, were reported

in 1906, as compared with 10,127,750 tons,

valued at $4,284,740 in 1905, an increase of

4;26o,628 tons in quantity and of $881,-

792 in value. This total includes sand for

concrete building, mortar sand, and sand

for rough and fine plastering, and the

value per ton varies from 25c. to $1. The
greater part of this material is dredged

from the sea beaches on Long Island and

from the Delaware, Ohio, Tennesse, Mis-

sissippi, and Missouri rivers, and is ob-

tained very cheaply.

It is reported that a contract has been

placed by the San Pedro, Salt Lake & Los

Angeles Railway for a total of 10,000,000

bbl. of oil for locomotive fuel to be de-

livered over a period of five years. The
average price of the oil is said to be 41c.

per bbl., the railroad company under-

taking to transport the oil from the wells.
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Gold Mining in Colombia

Bv Juan de la C. Posada*

The Republic of Colombia at one time

lanked first among the golJ-producing

louiitries of the world. Shortly after the

Spaniards took possession, they began

mining operations all over the auriferous

rivers and in the outcroppings of the

veins where the gold could be washed by

the batca. When the gangiie was not

completely disintegrated, and the ore was
rich in free gold, they resorted to hand

crushing. No mills were known until

1825, when two Cornish wooden stamp

mills were erected. In round numbers the

Spaniards secured more than $400,000,000

in gold by washing without milling.

Enterprise of Early Miners

The work these early miners did is

really wonderful, .^mong forbidding and

wild surroundings, in hot and unhealthy

places, full of poisonous snakes, jaguars,

prulitably working the mines, and that LJic

climate does not agree with them. For-

eigners go there with the idea of doing

tilings in their own way without taking

advantage of the knowledge of the na-

tives, and the results are too often dis-

astrous.

Large sums of money have been in-

vested in recent years without returns,

(Specially by Americans, because it has

been done in a reckless way. Few true

engineers have been sent to study the

properties, and extravagant plants have

been ordered to be operated by men
without knowledge of the country and

the conditions prevailing in the mines.

Frequently the men in charge arc what
-Americans call "practical men," who
know how to drink white rum and little

more. Among the English companies

there are fewer blunders, because they

send better managers and make use of

the experience of native engineers.

Quartz Milling

When quartz mining began, with the

introduction of the Cornish mills, great

Koing to waste all over the country are

$10 or more per ton.

It is difficult to calculate the gold pro-

duced in Colombia now from the work-

ing of the veins alone, but it is certainly

close to $3,500,000 per year. Losing say

60 per cent, the mills throw away into

the creeks and rivers more than $5,500,000

gold every year. I know from experience

that the cyanide process js adapted to a

great number of ores in Colombia, and 1

do not see why a large development of

the mining industry will not come in the

near future. A first essential, however,

is to have competent and suflicient men
for investigation and for working the

process.

Smelting

There is only one smelter for the prec-

ious metals in Colombia, viz., the Zancudo
Smelting Works in Antioquia. It is man-
aged entirely by natives, and it serves a

single silver-gold property. For other

mines it is of very little use by reason of

the lack of transportation. Other smelt-

ing works cannot easily be constructed,

L.\ COXSTANCIA MI.NE INTF.RIOR OF CONSTANXIA -MILL Cl.lU;i)S LYING OVF.R FORCE

mosquitos and a thousand other natural

enemies, without roads, far from all

sources of supplies, and with African

slave negroes as the only working force,

they accomplished wonders. The lives lost

in the primitive mining days of Colombia,

the crimes that must have been com-

mitted in those solitudes, and the hard-

ships endured by the Spaniards, speak

volumes for the endurance of the Latin

race. Even now the only successful work
in real placer mining is done by the na-

tives. I hear people talk of the lack of

energy of South Americans. I should

like to show such people the Force river,

for instance, during the mining season. It

would give them a chance to learn a few

things.

Inviting Failure

There are many cases of failure among
foreign companies due to no other reason

than that the managers do not know the

conditions of the country and the way of

*MiDlng eogloeer. Medellln. Colombia.

fortunes were made by working the out-

croppings of the large number of veins

which are found. in the country, especially

in the departments of Antioquia, Canea

and Tolima. Thousands of these light

and primitive stamps have been and are

still working, turning out the bulk of the

country's gold production. These stamps

weigh only about 400 or 500 lb., drop

from 30 to 70 times a minute, and crush

through a coarse screen about a half ton

per stamp in 24 hours. The gold is col-

lected on blankets, and when the pyrites

obtained with the gold is rich, which is

commonly the case, the old arrastra is

used for recrushing.

The usual extraction by this treatment

is not above 50 per cent., and commonly
only about 30 or 40 per cent. I know
this by actual experience at a large num-
ber of mines. The value of the ore from
the veins which can be worked by this

process is generally not less than $16 per

ton. Taking 40 per cent as an average

extraction, it appears that the tailings

because coal is found only in a few places,

usually far from the mines, and the coun-

try is too mountainous for cheap railway

construction. Besides, the mines are not

as yet in condition to produce large

amounts of material, and lead and cop-

per ores are not abundant in the silver-

gold districts for use as collectors for the

precious metals.

In spite of the lack of railways and

roads for the transportation of machinery,

a number of companies are doing well

and introducing modern methods and

plants. The transportation drawback is

so great that in the case of a new mining

camp, which I have been developing for a

Colombian company, about 75 tons of

machinery had to be sectionalized under

400 lb. and transported on mule back for

a distance of 80 miles, and the actual cost

for freight was more than $io,aoo.

.\ Modern Colombian Plant

This plant consists of twelve looo-lb.

stamps with single four-discharge mor-
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tars. Each stamp crushes from four to

six tons of hard silicious ore per day

(hrough a 40-mesh screen. There is an

electric installation of German manufac-

ture for pumping, hoisting and lighting

on the surface and underground. The

pumps are of the turbine type, and can

raise from soo to 700 liters of water per

minute to a hight of 80 m. with the e.\-

penditure of about 14 kw. of power. The

dynamos are three-phase revolving-pole

machines, and the motors are of the in-

duction type. The hoist is a double-drum,

three-speed machine. All the machinery

was erected by natives, and is in success-

ful operation under the same manage-

ment. All the machinery is run by im-

pulse wheels cast in Antioquian foundries.

The vein on which this mine is located

can be traced for a remarkably long dis-

tance. It was worked by the ancients in

the soft outcroppings with great protit,

.and is almost vertical and more than 12

ft. wide.

Other Operations

An English company has been success-

fully working extensive properties for

more than 40 years in another district in

Antioquia, and is now completing a 500-

b.p. electric plant. The smching w-orks

described in a preceding paragraph be-

longs to a Colombian company, and in a

period of less than 35 years has produced

a gross output of more tlian $10,000,000.

In another district an English company is

working a silver property, and the rich

ore and the concentrates are shipped to

Swansea.

This shows that mining in Colombia is

t.ot insignificant. If money has been lost

there in mining ventures it is because the

investors have not realized that before

purchasing machinery it is necessary

to open the mines in the proper way,

using not foreign engineers exclusively,

but in cooperation with the natives of the

countrv.

West Australian Mining Progress

Petroleum Competition in China

Consul W. T. Gracey, of Tsingtau, re-

ports that Borneo and Sumatra oil is

entering the market all over the Far East

and displacing the American product,

which so long enjoyed a monopoly. The
Asiatic Oil Company is installing a

modern plant at that Chinese port by

which to handle oil in bulk, which will be

cheaper than their competitors' method

of selling in tins.

According to the report of the chief in-

spector of explosives of India, during

1906 there were 13 gunpowder accidents,

causing 21 deaths and injury to 28 per-

sons. Dynamite caused death and injury

to two persons, and fireworks caused four

-deaths and injury to 14 persons. This is

a remarkable showing for a country con-

t::ining 300,000.000 people.

Special Correspondence

.•\n interesting estimate of the probable

life of the Great Boulder Proprietary

mine was recently published in the British

Australasian, which has raised consider-

able criticism. At the end of 1906 the re-

serves of ore amounted to 54849° tons

;

this, at present rate of output, was a

supply for four years. It is assumed that

the mine will continue this output for 10

years. In the face of recent develop-

ments in the lowest levels, and the anticipa-

tions now fairly drawm therefrom, and in

view of the probability of working to a

depth of 4000 ft., and the constant in-

crease of the ore reserves, there is every

reason to believe that the life of the mine

will continue for many more years.

The bottom level (1350 ft.) in the Kal-

gurli mine is opening up splendidly. The

full width of the lode has not yet been de-

termined, but for the last 20 or 30 ft.

driven in the formation it is over full

width of the drive, the ore being a tel-

luride of high grade.

• Other Districts

At Coolgardie great excitement was

caused recently by the rich crushing ob-

tained by a party of tributers working on

Bayleys mines; 60 tons yielded 779 oz.

gold. This makes lioo oz. obtained by

this party since the recent sale of the old

mine. The floating of a new company is

now proceeding in London.

/\t Laverton, mining matters are much

livelier. The Lancefield is still hampered

by the question of ore treatment. The

old .Augusta mine continues to yield good

returns to the small syndicate that pur-

chased it three years ago when the old

company gave it up. The work of de-

velopment, etc., is being carried out by

practical members of the syndicate in an

efEcient manner. In the 8o-ft. winze from

the 400-ft. level the reef varies from 4 ft.

to gVi ft. in width, and is of high grade.

In the stope off the south drive the ore

was worth 37 dwt. per ton, and shows 10

ft. wide. About 20,000 tons of high-grade

ore are now blocked out and ready for

sloping. The syndicate has divided the

sum of fl7,ooo in dividends during the

past two years.

On the Murchison fields mining is

healthy. At Meekatharra, the Fenian, the

Halcyon Extended, and the Batavia leases

look very promising. The district State

battery crushed during' August 681 tons

from various leases, for return of 1588 oz.

At Day Dawn, the Great Fingall has

not been looking so well, as at lowest

lovel the values fall off. This company

has just concluded purchase of some

leases near which contain a large low-

grade body of ore, and will be easily

treated at the mills. It is proposed to

erect an aerial tramway to convey the ore

to the mill.

The Pilbarra tin output for July was

78.80 tons, valued at I7648.

' Copper

The Phillips river gold and copper

fields are steadily progressing. The Puz-

zler lease has a lode 30 ft. wide, worth in

bulk 8 per cent., while a portion of the

formation carries 10 per cent, copper.

Rich ore is being raised at West river

from a lode 8 ft. wide. A parcel of

selected ore from there sent to Wallaroo

smelters returned 33 per cent, copper and

a bulk parcel treated at a local smelter

returned 25 per cent.

Good ore is being obtained in the Flag

mine at Cundip. A fine block of ore has

been sent to Perth for exhibit, and con-

tains about so per cent copper.

The Sons of Gwalia copper mine at

Northampton is looking well. It is situ-

ated alongside the railway station within

the township. The company has a length

of lode aggregating nearly three miles,

in three payable formations which have

been proved by shafts sunk all along the

line.

The Anaconda mine at Murrin Murriii

is keeping its smelters fully going from

the mine, other neighboring mines having

to send their ore away for treatment.

.K new find of copper is reported at York,

in the center of an important agricultural

district.

Other Mines

Latest reports from the far northwest

fields near Derby are hopeful ; many pay-

able formations are now being worked,

but present cost of cartage to the port is

a drawback. Work has also been much

hampered by the prevalence of malarial

fever. The Government geologist is

visiting the northwest fields, specially to

report on the immense iron deposits at

Yampi Sound.

Dividends paid by 15 West Australian

companies during the eight months to

the end of August amounted to £1,147,897

in all.

Miners in Indla

.According to the report of the chief in-

spector of mines of India for 1906-7 the

average number of miners working un-

derground during the year was 48,508.

The report says that Indians with some

knowledge of mining, but better acquainted

with agriculture, are finding their way

to the South Africa mines in increasing

numbers. This is accounted for by the

inducements that are held out in the way

of higher pay, shorter hours of work, and

better and more liberal domestic accomo-

modations. Upward of 2300 such emi-

grants were employed last year in the

Natal coal mines.

The only active chromite mines in the

United States are in California, where

two mines furnish a small product, used

iri'de, for lining copper furnaces.
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The CiUses of the Panic

'Ihc New York Liming Post of Oct. 26

summarizes the causes leading to the

linancia) panic of Oct. 17-26 as follows

:

After a crisis in the markets, there is

always abundance of authoritative infor-

mation as to why any crisis whatever

should have come. Opinions in cases of

this sort will dilTer, because panics are

psychological. , But in any case, the in-

(juiry remains as to just what caused such

events as this week's early bank disasters,

and the train of events that followed

them.

First and foremost, stands the long-dis-

cussed scarcity of capital, wherein de-

mands on the w-orld's credit resources

had outstripped supply. Such a situation

meant either that new plans involving

large use of money must be laid aside, or

else that capital already lodged in older

enterprises must be withdrawn. But its

withdrawal left many older undertakings,

and the banks whose funds were invested

in them, in a more or less awkward situa-

tion.

Second, and as a corollary, must be

cited the waste of credit during many
years; by our "boomers" and promoters
of 1901 and 1902, by the suspicious per-

sonages who bought up banks on margin,

and built up their "chain," and by the in-

fatuated financiers who threw us in debt

to Europe during 1906 by hundreds of

millions of dollars, for the purpose,

chiefly, of putting up the price of stocks.

The very much larger part of the com-
munity who had learned to live on
borrowed money, have their part to

answer for.

Third, such episodes as the life insur-

ance practices, -and the looting of the New
York street railways, whose inevitable ex-

posure shook the confidence of the ig-

norant man in the American financier and
broker. If there* arc those who say, that

the exposure of these wrongdoings made
the trouble, and that hence the exposers

are to blame, they are men who would
denounce policemen for thrusting on our
innocent mind knowledge that thieves

exist.

Fourth in the list of responsibility

stand the inadequate State laws for re-

striction of trust company investments,

and the folly with which the presidents of

these institutions have resisted proposi-

tions of reform during half a dozen years.

Were they alone the sufferers from this

week's events, one would be tempted to

suggest that they had got their punish-

ment.

If a final cause for the present week's
phenomena were sought, it might perhaps
be found in the recklessness with which
newspaper headlines started the serious

run last Wednesday morning, and the

dastardly use of newspaper advertising

columns, the ensuing day, by the noto-

rious Boston tipster. Things like these,

from which we turn with contempt in

ordinary days, are often formidable en-

gines of destruction at sucli tinus as these.

Iiirlhcr that the presidents of the respec-

tive coal operators' association:) should

confer by correspondence or otherwise

with a view to arranging such meeting."

The Bituminous Miners' Agree-

ment

The movement to revive the interstate

agreement for bituminous coal miners will

probably take shape this week at the

meeting which began at Indianapolis on

Oct. 29. This meeting is. a preliminary

one only, and the first steps toward it

were taken by the officers of the United

Mine Workers; though the subject had
been discussed by operators, especially

in Indiana and Ohio. The bituminous

mines of the West since last spring have

been working under independent district

agreemenis, all of which will expire April

I. 1908. There will be present at this con-

ference representatives from the opera-

tors' associations in Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois ; whether the Pittsburg district

operators will join them is still uncer-

tain, though some delegates were probably

sent.

Though not directly connected with

this movement, some importance attaches

to the meeting of the Association of Com-
missioners and Secretaries of Coal Opera-

tors' Associations, held in Chicago last

week. The associations represented were
those of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, West
Virginia, East Tennessee, Southwest Ken-
tucky and the Southwestern Interstate

Association. The meeting re-elected Her-
man Justi president; T. W. Davis, vice-

president; C. L. Scroggs, secretary. The
following declaration of purposes was
adopted, or rather re-affirmed:

1. Unrestricted right to hire, and
right to discharge restricted only by speci-

fic contract provisions.

2. A definition of the eight-hour-day

as applying to all classes of labor under

the eight-hour agreement.

3 A declaration as to what consti-

tutes emergency or necessary work dur-

mg suspeTision of mining, and an agree-

ment that men shall do such work at all

times regardless of labor disputes or ex-

piration of contracts.

4. A declaration favoring that a mone-
tary consideration be assessed against any
local union for any violation of agree-

ment resulting in the shut down of any
mine or mines.

5. The establishment of a court of

last resort within the coal mining in-

dustry.

The following resolution with regard

to wage agreements was also adopted

:

"It is the sense of this meeting that

the coal operators of all bituminous in-

terests whose contracts expire on March
31, 1908, should meet together not later

than Jan. i, 1908, for the purpose of de-

ciding the policy to be pursued regarding
future contracts with the miners; and

Diamonds in the Original

Matrix

Interest in the genesis of diamonds

and in the possibility of having found

new information as to sources from

which the stones arc derived was recently

revived at a meeting of the British Society

for the Advancement of Science. The oc-

casion of the discussion was an exhibit of

a diamond in its original matrix, the spec-

imen having been discovered by H. R.

Pike, near Invercll, Australia. With a

view of determining the character of the

mother rock, a couple of slices of it were

ground down to thin sections and exam-
ined. It was found that the rock was
entirely diflfercnt composition from any

other known diamond matrix. The stone

in question was discovered while driving

a tunnel through a dike of igneous rock.

The specimen was most critically exam-
ined by the chief scientific authorities on

diamonds and all were satisfied as to the

absolute genuineness of the discovery.

This particular instance is not the only

case where diamond in its matrix has been

found in Australia. E. F. Pitlman, Gov-
ernment Geologist, has reported the oc-

currence of diamonds in a probable mat-

rix at the Ruby Hill mine, between Bin-

gara and Tamworth, New South Wales.

In this last case, however, there is a slight

doubt as to whether the diamonds are

really in the original rock. They were
found imbedded in igneous rocks coming
from a region where volcanic breccia and
igneous boulders are traversed by vari-

ous systems of dikes, and the specimen

found was in such a weathered piece of

rock that it is not entirely certain as to

whether the original matrix was found or

not. Reference may also be made to the

discovery of a diamond in its matrix in

Arkansas, mentioned in the Journal of

Aug. ID, 1907.

Foreign Corporations in Colorado

The United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals at St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 25, decided

that the Colorado statute prohibiting any
foreign corporation from prosecuting or

defending a suit in that State unless it

has paid an annual license fee of 2c. for

each $1000 of capital stock, is unconstitu-

tional as to any corporation engaged in

interstate commerce. The court adds
that the statute governs intra-state com-
merce only. The decision was rendered

in a suit brought by the United States

Rubber Company, a New Jersey corpora-

tion, against a Colorado shoe firm. The
court holds that the New Jersey corpora-

tion is engaged in interstate commerce,
which cannot be hampered by any State.
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The Fuel Situation in the Northwest
Car Shortage and Scarcity of Labor Create an Alarming Con-

dition Which is Likely to Cause Another Coal Famine

BY FLOYD W. PARSONS
The most serious problem that con-

fronts the people living in the North-

western States is the question of a suffi-

cient fuel supply. The coal famine that

occurred last winter reached such pro-

portions and caused so much physical suf-

fering in addition to the curtailment of

industrial activity that the attention of

the entire country was directed to this

region, and much concern has been

evinced as to the outcome of the existing

conditions.

On the ranches and the more isolated

settlements the inhabitants were com-

pelled to destroy fences and out-houses to

furnish fuel for heating and cooking pur-

poses. In some of the larger towns the

citizens secured coal by strenuous means,

using shot guns to prevent the railroad

companies from hauling cars of coal

through the town limits. Conditions

almost as severe prevailed at the mines

and smelters, so that the operating com-

panies were unable to work full time.

After the severe experience of last

year, it was expected that proper efforts

would be made to prevent any scarcity of

fuel this winter, but at this early date it

is evident that if there is a sufficient coal

supply this year it will be due more to

the curtailment of mining and smelting

operations than to any betterment in

transportation facilities, or the laying in

of a large surplus supply.

The Territory and the Coalfields

The region generally referred to as the

Northwest comprises the States of North

Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Mon-
tana, Wyoming and Idaho; the fuel

famine last winter, however, was also

severely felt in Kansas, Utah and Nevada.

The general map which accompanies this

article shows the various coalfields of the

Western United States, and the districts

from which the Northwest draws its fuel.

The largest coalfield in the Rocky

mountain region is that territory lying in

North and South Dakota and extending

into eastern Montana and Wyoming. The
beds found in this district contain a lig-

nite that is fairly useful for domestic and

steam purposes, but will not stand storage

or transportation in a satisfactory man-

ner. Coal is mined principally at New-
castle, and at Sheridan, Wyoming, both

districts lying on the route of the Bur-

lington railway. Coal opcratipns are also

carried on south of Billings and near

Livingston, Montana, on the lines of the

same road. All of this coal now goes to

supply the local and western Montana

demand. The coal output from the Rock
Springs and Diamondville districts, on

the Union Pacific in southwest Wyoming,
also goes north and west and furnishes

much of the fuel used by the copper

mines of Montana and Utah; in fact, the

Diamondville mines are controlled by the

Amalgamated Copper Company and its

subsidiaries.

Southwest of Great Salt Lake in Utah

a fair quality of coal is produced by the

Utah Fuel Company at Castle Gate on

the lines of the Denver & Rio Grande

railway. None of this coal is shipped

east, the entire production being used in

L'tah and other western fields. The dis-

tricts already mentioned furnish prac-

tically the entire coal supply for the

Northwest, as all the coal mined by the

Colorado operators is shipped south and

east. The coal mined by the Colorado

Fuel and Iron Company west of the

Rockies on the Rio Grande railway is

used locally at Leadville and other Colo-

rado mining centers. Indian Territory

coal goes to Texas, and Kansas coal finds

a ready local market.

Causes of Coal Shortage

There has been much discussion of the

main causes of the annual coal famine in

the Northwest, and numerous explana-

tions have been advanced. Looking at

the subject in a general way, it is evi-

dent that the mines now operating have

a possible output capable of satisfactorily

supplying the entire demand. It is true,

however, that none of the companies is

producing its maximum output, which

condition is due, first, to the inadequate

facilities for transportation, and, second,

the deficient supply of labor.

Transportation Problem

Not only in the Northwest is the prob-

lem of transportation of uppermost im-

portance, but throughout all parts of our

country the question of car shortage is

continually discussed. I do not hesitate

to say that no large railroad in the United

States today is able to handle promptly

all the freight that originates on its lines.

From all industries, we hear the same cry,

"Give us cars." On some roads the offi-

cials are almost desperate and have ceased

bluffing, being most willing to acknowl-

edge their inability to properly handle

their freight.

A careful examination of the question,

however, reveals the fact that it is not

always a shortage of cars. A Western

coal operator had been unable to ship

any coal from one of his mines for sev-

eral days ; he finally complained to the

general traffic manager of the road, and

was assured that there were 1100 avail-

able cars on that particular division. Fur-

ther investigation showed the whole

trouble to be the lack of motive power.

Are the Railways to Blame?

At certain frequent times the different

railroad systems attempt to practice un-

usual economy and cut down expenses to

a minimum. The curtailment on each

road follows the ideas of the head of the

system, so in one case an order may be

given to do no more heavy repairing on

engines and rolling stock ; this plan re-

sults in a saving of many thousands of

dollars annually, but when business picks

up suddenly, as it always does, the road

that has economized in this way is wholly

unable to properly move' its tonnage. One
road in the West today is in this precise

condition, and is becoming more incapaci-

tated every day.

Other managers curtail in the use of

stationery and various departments of the

business without in any way impairing

the capacity of the operating end of the

road. When the rush of business comes

on a railroad managed in this way it is

ready and in fit condition to take care of

its increased business.

The vital point to consider, however, is

the rate at which shipping has recently

increased. Most roads are today actually

carrying twice the tonnage they handled

a few years ago. Taking as examples a

few of the railroads in Colorado (and

conditions are similar elsewhere), a few

figures will throw some light on the

subject.

Beet Sug.ar and Freight Cars

In showing the great industrial growth

of the West, and as a consequence, the

increased demands on transportation

lines, it is only necessary to select and

briefly examine the progress of one or

two common industries. In 1900 there

was practically no beet-sugar industry at

all ; in 1906, Colorado mills shipped

3.600,000 bags of beet sugar, and this year

will show 3 production of at least 4,000,000

bags. If we allow 500 bags to a car

(which is a maximum) it is evident that

the railroads must furnish 8000 cars an-

nually to carry the finished product. The

sugar is made in October, November, De-

cember and January ; but the work of

bringing in supplies and hauling the raw

beets to the mills extends over the entire
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year. .-Vs an example of the trfincndous

demands made on the railroads by this

one industry, I may state that on Sep-

tember 16 the Colorado & Southern rail-

road placed 250 wooden dump cars at

the disposal of the two large operating

sugar companies. Since the tonnage of

refined sugar is but 15 per cent, of the

total tonnage of raw beets, it is easy to

service. Of the remaining 50 per cent,

of beet-sugar tonnage, the Colorado &
Southern hauls 30 per cent, and the

Sante Fe about 20 per cent.

Cement Industry Tonnages

Another industry that is growing with

great rapidity is the cement business. In

IOCS the United States produced 40,000,-

barrcls, it is evident that this year's pro-

duction will require 400,000 car^ to frani-

port it.

In Colorado alone one company pro-

duces 800,000 barrels which requires more
than 5000 cars each year. This same

company uses 300 tons of coal each day

to run its plant.

When it is considered that nearly all
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compute the tremendous quantity of

beets that must be brought to the mills.

The sugar produced goes to Indian Ter-

ritory, Oklahoma, Texas and Missouri

river points ; but since 50 per cent, is

carried by the Union Pacific and Burling-

ton railways, the cars employed reduce

the number of available cars for western

000 barrels; in 1906, 51,000,000, while this

\ear will show a production of 60,000,000

barrels. An investigation shows that if

all the factories that are now being built

are completed and producing by Jan. i,

1909, the country's cement production will

lie about 100,000,000 barrels. Since an

average railroad car will carry only 150-

industries throughout the West are ex-

panding in a manner proportionate to the

manufacture of beet sugar and cement.

it is evident that the best managed rail-

roads must have difficulty in keeping pace

with the growth of traffic. Within a year

one railroad will be called upon to carry

1 100 carloads of canned goods from three
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factories, one of which is completed and
shipping. Then there are the lumber,

stock, and numerous other industries, all

of which need cars and motive power, as

well as the coal industry.

Labor Problems

The scarcity of labor in the West is

more pronounced at present than at any

time during recent years. This condition

has resulted in advancing wages until in

some localities the workmen practically

fix their own rate of pay. In San Fran-

cisco (where conditions, of course, are

abnormal) the commonest laborer such

as a hod-carrier receives $8 per day, while

bricklayers are paid as high as $12 per

day. In Colorado, Montana and Utah,

conditions are not so severe, but the de-

ficiency of men is forcing employers to

pay unusual wages.

The president of one large coal com-

pany recently sent an agent to California

to secure several hundred Japanese for

work in the mines. The report to the

president of the company stated that no

labor could be secured. It also said that

in one county alone there were 8000 Jap-

anese picking raisins and receiving from

$6 to $8 per day. Many men are drawn

from the mines into the cement and beet

sugar industries because the pay is nearly

as good and the work less disagreeable

and dangerous.

The laborers employed in the beet fields

are principally Russians, Japanese and

Mexicans. The work is done on the con-

tract system, each man contracting to

care for a certain number of acres at so

much per acre. In doing the work, which

consists principally of removing weeds,

the whole family is put to work and can

often earn $100 or more per month.

The farmers who raise beets independ-

ently are paid $5 per ton. The yield per

acre averages about 20 tons.

The miners in the coal mines of Colo-

rado can make from $3.50 to $4.50 per

day. In Wyoming anfl Montana the

miners are organized and are seeking to

draw laborers from the Colorado mines

;

in fact, it is not difficult for any miner

in southern Colorado to secure free trans-

portation to the Wyoming fields.

The general labor situation may be

judged from the fact that one Union
Pacific coal mine with a capacity of

9000 tons daily is now producing 3000

tons. The Union Pacific coal goes east

and conditions here made it necessary for

this system to buy 25,000 tons of Aus-

tralian coal to be used on the engines of

the Southern Pacific railroad between

Salt Lake City and Reno, Nevada.

The search for laborers throughout the

entire West is keen and, although less

(ironounced in the beet-sugar industry,

tliere is one mill at present needing 60

men, and other plants are proportionately

short. The curtailment in the copper in-

dustry has thrown several thousand men
out of employment, and some of these

may drift to the coalfields and help re-

lieve the situation.

Although the necessity for laborers and

skilled workmen has forced the wages of

these men to abnormal hights, the same

rate of increase in the pay of other classes

of workmen has not taken place. At

many mines the foreman does not receive

any more than some of the carpenters and

miners who work for him, and in some

cases not as much. Clerks and office men
receive no more than they did five years

ago, and the wages of street car em-

ployees, mail carriers, etc., have not been

advanced like the wages paid laborers and

skilled mechanics.

No matter, however, what the details

of the situation suggest, the labor prob-

lem is the most important consideration

the West faces. The recession in min-

ing has not extended to many other in-

dustries ; nor has the money situation

afforded any relief to the labor situation

by placing workmen on the market. The

railroads in the West will have to ex-

pend at least $4,000,000,000 on equip-

ment, extension and improvements in

the next few years, and this condi-

tion is only typical of the situation in

oilier industries. It is, therefore, diffi-

cult to see where the men necessary to

carry on the new improvements are to

be drawn from.

Needs of the Railroads

It is evident from the foregoing gen-

eral discussion that many things are re-

sponsible for the scarcity of fuel through-

out the entire Northwest and that the

fault cannot be accredited to any one con-

dition. The railroads are undoubtedly

trying to do their part in relieving the

situation, and in but few cases is the

trouble due to inefficiency of manage-

ment.

The Santa Fe railroad west of Albu-

querque, New Mexico, showed a 40 per

cent, increase in tonnage for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1907. A similar in-

crease in business took place on all west-

ern roads. New equipment is being

secured as speedily as possible, and every

effor( is being made to hand'e the in-

creased tonnage. Take for example the

Colorado & Southern lines. During the

past 15 months, this road has purchased

S3 freight locomotives, 10 switching loco-

motives, 13 passenger locomotives, 2276

freight cars and 26 passenger cars. This

road alone handles 6000 carloads of pota-

toes annually, while the Union Pacific

hauls an equal tonnage of this same prod-

uct. In July of this year, the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad handled a mine out-

put of 628,000 tons as compared with

557,000 tons the same month last year,

and a similar increase was registered in

every other branch of the business.

Is it any wonder then that coal in

Nevada, California and other Western

States is selling for from $14 to $20 per

ton? Colorado coke of good quality can

Ih delivered at the mines and smelters of

Arizona and northern Mexico for $8 or

$9 per ton, but these same operators

found it necessary recently to purchase

more than 2000 cars of Connellsville coke

at a price of from $12 to $18 per ton, at

their mines, and wait several montlis for

delivery. At the same time the largest

two Colorado coal companies could not

secure cars and labor sufficient to enable

them to operate half their ovens. The

Western fuel situation is at present alarm-

ing, and few authorities care to suggest a

remedy or speculate as to the outcome.

Coal in China

The commissioner of customs at Tien-

tsin states, in his report for 1906, that the

mines of the Chinese Engineering and

Mining Company, while no longer the

only source of coal supply in North China,

continue to occupy the first place. The

total output of these mines in 1906

amounted to 958,675 tons, as compared

with 851,523 tons during 1905. Of this

quantity the railways took 136,077 tons as

locomotive fuel ; the supply of bunker

coal to steamers required 48,320 tons; the

local market at Tientsin and the imme-

diate vicinity consumed 201,155 tons; 43,-

184 tons were sent into Manchuria by rail,

and the sales made locally at the mines

and at various stations along the railway,

exclusive of Tientsin, amounted to 302,-

882 tons. The exports by steamer to

Shanghai, Ningpo, Chinkiang and Hankow
were 102,615 tons; to the northern ports

—Chefoo, Newchwang, Tsingtau and

Lungkow — 51,298 tons were shipped.

Every effort is now being made to increase

the output, and, with that end in view,

there has been a heavy expenditure on

new plant during the past year.

The mines of the Peking Syndicate in

Northern Hannan have encountered ob-

stacles and set-backs which have greatly

delayed their development. Nevertheless,

there is from these mines a regular pro-

duction of a very good quality of anthra-

cite coal, which, besides supplying the

consumption of the locomotives on the

Tao-Ching Railway, is largely used as

household fuel at Tientsin. Another mine,

which is already a regular producer and

of which great hopes are entertained, is

the Tsingking mine in Shansi. This mi 'e

produces both bituminous and anthracite

coal of good quality, and, besides supply-

ing fuel for the Shansi Railway and coke

for the Government mints, furnishes

household fuel to a considerable extent to

Tientsin residents, and is seeking larger

markets.

The action of an injector is due to the

transfer of the momentum of a jet of

steam moving with a high velocity to a

hollow cone of water, drawn into the

tubes by the partial vacuum caused by

condensation.
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First-aid Organization of the

Lehigh Valley Coal Com-

pany

By M. S. Hachita*

First-aid corps have been inaugurated

at all the collieries of the Lehiyh Valley

Coal Company. Dr. Lathrop, of Hazleton,

has been appointed as consulting surgeon

in charge of the work. A circular letter

has been sent out by the general manager

of the company to all the colliery offi-

cials. The letter is as follows:

"With an earnest desire to alleviate tJie

sutTcrings of those of its employees who

are unfortunate enough to meet with in-

juries while at work, the Lehigh Valley

Coal Company undertakes the organiza-

tion and equipment of corps for the ad-

ministration of first aid to the injured.

Such an effort cannot hope to be success-

ful unless it receives the heartiest interest

and support not only of the officers of

the company and members of the corps,

but of each and every one of the employees

for whose benefit it is carried on. The

company therefore urges the earnest co-

operation of its entire organization in this

work.

"One or more corps of men shall be

organized at each colliery for the purpose

of aiding and caring for injured persons,

to be known as the Lehigh Valley Coal

Company First-aid Corps.

"Each corps shall consist of a steward

and a sufficient number of assistants to

cover the various sections of the colliery

operations, both inside and outside. They

shall be selected by the colliery foreman

from those volunteering for the service,

with a view to properly distributing the

force underground as well as on the sur-

face, so that some of the members will

be reasonably available at all times.

Under ordinary conditions a corps of

not more than six men would be sufficient

for the surface, and one or more corps

of six men each (depending upon the

territorj- to be covered) for the inside,

and they should be made up of men in-

terested in the work and who can be de-

pended upon in times of emergency.

Changes in the personnel of the stewards

and the members of the corps will be

made from time to time as the welfare of

the organization may require.

"Each member of the corps will be pro-

vided with a copy of the 'First-aid Man-
ual' and a small emergency first-aid pack-

age, which he will be expected to keep

with or near him while on duty. He will

also be provided with a suitable badge

or button indicating his membership.

Stretchers, blankets, and other necessary

equipment will be provided and kept at

accessible stations.

"The members of the corps will be in-

structed from time to time by surgeons

and others experienced in administering

first aid to the injured. They will be

expected to familiarize themselves as

thoroughly as possible with the manual

and with the practical carrying out of the

instructions contained therein and given

them by their instructors. Meetings

should be held at reasonable intervals

for the purpose of practice drills, discus-

sion of instructions and otherwise main-

taining the corps at a high state of effi-

ciency.

"Competitive drills between various

collieries and regions will be arranged for

in the course of time.

"Dr. Walter Lathrop, superintendent

of the Hazleton State hospital, will act as

consulting surgeon in charge of this work.

S. D. Warriner,

General Manager."

seemed to be those which contain much
volatile gas. The amount of moisture in

the coal was of little influence as long as

the dust was not absolutely wet ; other-

wise, moisture only raised the tempir-

ature of the ignition point.

•Enplneer, I-ehleb Valley Coal Company,
Wllkcs-Barrp. Penn.

Inflammability of Mixtures of

Coal Dust and Air

In London Engineering (Sept. 6, 1007)

is a brief account of the experiments made

by Professor Phillips Bedson before Sec-

tion B of the British Association at its

recent meeting. In investigating explo-

sions in brown-coal briquet works, Pro

fessor Bedson explained, Holzwart and

Ernst von Meyer had projected about a

gram of the dust through the spark-gap

of the two platinum electrodes. In con-

junction with Mr. Widdas, Professor Bed-

son first used a similar arrangement, and

then fitted glass tubes, 1.5 in. in diam.,

into opposite sides of a tin box, up to 9

in. cube, which was provided with a hole

in the bottom and top, so that a gas flame

would burn inside the box. The dust

—

previously passed through a sieve with

100 meshes to the inch for the demonstra-

tions, because freshly prepared dust was

far more inflammable than old settled

dust—was placed in the one glass tube

and blown into the box by means of a

bellows, producing an air current under

measured pressure. Some dusts would

inflame under these conditions, flour and

powdered aluminum flashed up violently,

but coal varied considerablj'.

To arrive at more comparable results,

Professor Bedson then enlarged his oox,

raised his quantity of dust to 2 grams and
more, and ignited it by means of a spiral

wire, suspended in the box and heated

by a measured current. In some cases

he employed a glass globe or box, closed

on the outlet side, in which explosions

could be watched; and to test the propa-

gation of inflammable waves he connected
two of his boxes in series. It was dem-
onstrated that road dust and charcoal

dust were not directly inflammable, nor
was the "dant" of the Durham coal-seams,

which had particularly been suspected by
colliers; fine coal-screen dust did not
prove bad. The most inflammable coals

The Absence of Safety Lamps

in Swansea Coal Mines

A large number of collieries in the

Swansea district of South Wales continue

to use naked lights. Most of these mines

are fairly free from firedamp and from

dangerous deposits of coal dust. How-
ever, during 1906, no fewer than 28 ex-

plosions occurred. Four of these pro-

duced fatal results, although the total loss

of life was only eight. W. N. Atkinson,

the Government inspector, says that for

years past the efforts of the inspectors

have been directed to induce the owners

of these mines to introduce safety lamps,

and the use of safety lamps is gradually

increasing, but at a very slow rate. The
miners prefer to use naked lights in spite

of the risk, and demand an increase of

wages when safety lamps are substituted,

and this is probably the principal reason

for which the owners resist the change.

In many parts of the Swansea district,

even where safety lamps are used, the

discipline is so lax that the lamps do not

afford such full protection as they do in

districts where better discipline is main-

tained. In this way explosions caused by

illegally opened lamps, or by matches ille-

gally taken into the mines, are of too fre-

quent occurrence. These are both illegal

practices which it is largely within the

power of the owners and managers to

prevent, and the means of doing so are

well known, viz., the adoption for safety

lamps of locks incapable of being opened

without detection, or of such a nature

that they cannot be opened by the miners

(magnetic or pneumatic locks) ; stricter

supervision by officials ; and occasional un-

expected searches for pipes, matches, or

means for unlocking lamps.

Another matter connected with e.\plo-

sions, which requires consideration, espe-

cially in the case of dusty mines, is the

construction of the safety lamps used.

The lamp most largely used in South

Wales is of the Clanny type, with single

gauze and metal shield. This is admitted-

ly one of the least secure forms of lamp

used in Great Britain, and it seems

strange that in South Wales, where so

many devastating explosions have oc-

curred, it5 use should be so general.

The floor of the weighing house is

usually placed on a level with the weigh-

ing platform, but an elevation of the

weighing-house floor at least 5 ft. above

the scale platform enables the weigh-

master to see if the car is properly loaded,

as well as the size and kind of coal in the

load.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
The consumption of coke in Austria-

Hungary in 1906 was, in round figures

2,000,000 metric tons. There were 1,700,-

000 tons made in the country, of which

300,000 tons were exported, while the im-

ports were 600,000 tons.

The pumps of the anthracite mines of

Pennsylvania are estimated to have an

aggregate capacity of more than 500,-

000,000 gal. of water per day, or 2500 gal.

per ton of coal hoisted, about 9 tons of

water raised per ton of coal hoisted.

In operating a coal-cutting machine the

bits must always be kept in good condi-

. tion. otherwise the machine will not oper-

ate properly and economically. They

should always be set to cut a kerf of at

least 4% in., so that the cutter head may

have ample space to pass in and out.

The consumption of coal yearly in dif-

ferent countries per head of population is

computed by W. Kestraner as follows

:

Great Britain, 4680 kg.; United States,

4050; Germany, 3140; Belgium 2980; Aus-

tria-Hungary, 1370; France, 1190 kg. The

consumption is, of course greatest in the

countries where manufacturing is on a

more extensive scale.

Vesta No. 4, at California, Penn., owned

by the Jones & Laughlin Steel Company,

in one month recently produced 174.338

tons of coal. The largest daily output was

7225 tons. The vein averages 6 ft. in

thickness. In the mine there are 85 miles

of stationary track and 24 miles of mov-

able track running into the rooms. There

are 28 electric locomotives used for haul-

age.

The production of coal in .Austria-Hun-

gary in 1906 was: Bituminous, 13,500,000

metric tons ; brown coal, or lignite, 24,200,-

000; total, 37,700,000 tons. About 900,000

tons of bituminous and 7,200,000 tons of

brown coal were exported, while 7,500,000

tons of bituminous were imported. The

consumption was therefore, in round fig-

ures, 37,100,000 tons, of which 17,000,000

tons were brown coal.

It has been estimated that from the

beginning of the coal-mining industry in

the United States up to the close of the

year 1902 the total amount of coal pro-

duced was about 4,860,000,000 short tons.

This aggregate of fuel would make a

pyramid as high as Pike's Peak, and with

a base 1.14 miles square. Or a layer one

foot in thickness might be spread over

an area equivalent to that of Rhode Is-

land and Connecticut. A cube formed of

the coal would be 1.05 miles in each of

its three dimensions.

Director Tanak;i, of the Bureau of

Mines, at Tokio, states that the coal mines

at Fuchung, east of Mukden, are very

rich, their value being estimated at

$150,000,000 to $250,000,000. From recent

borings made by the Japanese it appears

that in one part of the district the bed of

coal is' 100 ft. thick and of good quality.

Analysis shows that inferior Manchurian

coal is superior to the finest quality of

Japanese product.

One of the advantages of wooden pipe

lines over cast-iron or steel pipe is in the

reduced trouble from frost. Cast-iron

or steel mains must be laid below the

maximum frost line unless at all times a

high velocity of flow in the pipe is to be

maintained. In a large part of the United

States the maximum frost line extends to

\ depth of from 5 to 7 ft. A wooden

pipe can be laid one foot under ground

without fear of its being damaged by the

water freezing inside the pipe.

Recent tests have shown that a storage-

battery locomotive is an ideal motive

power for use with narrow-gage cars, as

it will run around curves of 12-ft. radius

as easily as a wagon turns a corner. No
trolley wires are necessary, as the power

is furnished by a storage battery which

can be recharged at night or when the

locomotive is idle during the day. There

are no fire risks and the locomotive can

run on any track, permanent or tempor-

ary. Every wheel is a driver, thus every

pound of weight to give draw-bar pull is

utilized.

In operating a coal-cutting machine by

electricity the most economical means for

transmitting power from the feed wire

in the entry to the machine is a cable

which is carried about the mine with the

machine. This cable is usually 250 ft.

long, sometimes longer, and is wound

upon a convenient reel. The cable should

be of the twin type, two wires being laid

side by side, thoroughly insulated from

one another and securely bound together.

At the ends of each cable two hooks

should be attached for making contact

with the wire in the entry. The cable is

carried up into the room on the reel with

the machine.

The heating and insulating properties

i)f any steani-pipc covering are reduced to

a minimum when wet, because water is a

conductor of heat. Ordinary coverings

made wholly or in part of organic ma-

terials are subjected to decay if they be-

come wet or are attacked by an acid and

their power of insulation is decreased.

Whatever the covering used to obtain a

steady insulation, it must be protected

from external moisture wherever the

pipes run in mines. The usual practice

in the anthracite field is to employ an

asbestos roofing material to fit over the

various sectional coverings, with a water-

proof composition to seal the laps and

joints.

No single set of rules can be rigidly

adhered to in planning an electric haulage

pl.int; each equipment should be treated

as a special problem. When the grade is

over 4 per cent, some other means of

mechanical haulage should be considered.

Either the third-rail system or rope haul-

age might be used to advantage. Where
the grade is not over 4 per cent, it should

be borne in mind that the expense of in-

stalling and maintaining an electric haul-

age is comparatively slight when com-

pared virith the results obtained, because

of its simplicity, its flexibility, the low

cost of extension, repairs and the quick-

ness and unexpensiveness of making

changes in the transmission circuits.

Steel bands are, in the opinion of some

engineers, better for binding wooden

stave piping than steel or copper wire.

The bands are too wide to sink into the

wood and all excessive pressure is taken

up by the elastic steel, and if this pres-

sure is not beyond the tensile strength

and elastic limit, the pipe will retain its

form regardless of uneven pressure.

Whereas when wire binding is used in

pipes subjected to an uneven pressure of

50 lb. or greater, leaks are apt to appear

along the longitudinal seams. When the

pressure is high the wire is forced into

the face of the wood ; when the pressure

is lower the tension of the wire relaxes

and leaks appear.

Manila hoisting ropes are subjected to

hard usage because of the small diameter

of the pulleys over which they are

usually run and the heavy load in propor-

tion to their strength. A rope that is too

small wears out rapidly. No definite rule

can be given for the amount of coal that

can be hoisted with a r(Spe, as it depends

upon the quality of the fiber, the method

of laying the rope, the diameter and con-

dition of the sheaves, the kind of weather

in which the rope is used and the load in

proportion to the strength of the rope.

Experience has shown that the economical

working load on a i^-in. manilla hoist-

ing rope is 500 lb.; on the l44-in. rope it

is 600 lb.; on the if^-in. rope it is 750 lb.;

on the jyi-'m. rope it is 900 lb : and on

the i-M-in. rope it is 1250 lb.
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i^Miid v.i'kly by (lu. 'I lie recent decline in the copper market

Hill Publishing Company '""I'Kht about many transactions of an un-

usual character. The position of many

.•\merican producers, having large stocks

of unsold metal on hand, which the finan-

cial situation at New York made it diffi-

cult to carry, led to the transfer of con-

siderable quantities of the metal to Eu-

rope for financial purposes. A consider-

able part of the exportation in October

\va< cif this character. Of course, this con-

stitutes no absorption of the stocks of ac-

cumulated metal, but simply a remov.il of

them from one place to another.

Another set of transactions was of a

similar character. The price at which

producers were willing to sell electroly-

tically rcfircd copper declined to close

terms with the speculative price for

"standard" on the London Metal Ex-

change, and even went lower than the

latter. As is well known, the regu-

lation contract for "standard" permits

the delivery of electrolytic copper against

sales of "standard" at a premium of

one pound sterling over the price of

"standard." .\mcrican producers took

advantage of this situation by selling

"standard" in the London market and

shipping abroad electrolytic copper to

make deliveries, these sales having been

made largely under the three months' op-

tion. This again constitutes no absorption

of the metal for consumption, but simply

a transferal from one set of hands to

.nnother.

However, this has had a speculative ef-

fect upon the market, because traders who

had undertaken to carry rather large

quantities of electrolytic were disposed to

assist in an upward movement, while the

bears who had been operating for a fur-

ther decline, seeing a tendency of the

market to go against them, became ready

to hid for further supplies of electrolytic

copper with which to cover their short

contracts. The advance in the market

during the last week is explained partly

in the above way, but also there has been

n greatly increased demand for consump-

tion, especially in Europe. It is hoped that

the domestic manufacturers, observing

that the market has resiliency under

speculative and other influences, will now
make up their minds that it is time

tor them to manifest themselves. In-

deed, they have already done so to some

extent, but the rapidity of the advance
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has been too pyrolochnical in character to

stimulate great confidence in the stability

of the market at the new level, and al-

though they may recognize that the price

of copper has been very cheap indeed it

is thought to be dangerous to make large

purchases until justified by an increased

demand for ultimate consumption. Evi-

dently the domestic market is still under

the shadow of the adverse financial situa-

tion

The End of the Panic

The recent financial panic was brought

about by a multiplicity of causes, which

are excellently summarized in an article

from the Evening Post of last Saturday,

which is reproduced elsewhere in this is-

sue
; but broadly speaking, the scare of de-

positors in banks and trust companies was

psychological. Financial difficulties are

not yet straightened out, and probably will

not be for a considerable time to come,

but undoubtedly the panic is over. This

happy result has been effected by the

I road-mind.ed policy of the leaders of high

finance, in the real meaning of that term,

aided by the intelligent and powerful co-

operation of the Secretary of the Treas-

ury.

The issuing of clearing house certifi-

cates, the announcement by the savings

banks that they would require the full

legal notice as to withdrawal of deposits,

the decision of banks and trust companies

on which runs have been made to pay off

depositors only by checks so far as pos-

sible, the reduction in the prices for com-

modities and stocks which have stimu-

lated large sales in Europe, and induced

the importation of a large amount of gold,

the restraint put upon the speculators in

stocks, through the brokerage houses, pre-

venting short selling, preventing pur-

chases upon margins and putting the bulk

of the business in the New York Stock

Exchange upon a strictly cash basis, have

contributed to the relief of the stringency

in money. '

,

There have been large losses during the

recent disturbance, suffered on the one

hand by innocent persons to whom com-

miseration may be extended, but on the

other hand, by reckless speculators who

deserve no pity. On the contrary, there is

general congratulation over the elimina-

tion of these. The bursting of the ten-

sion which for several years they have put

upon commerce and industry will eventu-

ally be to the concral good. There is
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hope that our financial operations may

now be restored to a sounder basis. The

reduction in the volume of transactions

on the New York Stock Exchange, since

short selling and marginal transactions

have been eliminated, speaks loudly in fa-

vor of permanency for such a policy.
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The Barnes- King Affair

In our recent remarks respecting the

Barnes-King Development Company we

recommended that judgment be suspended

until all the facts should be known. The

desirability of such moderation is well

exemplified by the straightforward letter

of R. B. J^amb, one of the engineers re-

ferred to in the matter. Mr. Lamb has

been out in th^ field on engineering work

and his attention was not directed to the

articles in the newspapers until he reached

New York a few days ago. There are

generally two sides to a dispute. Surely

all mining engineers who are anxious to

uphold the reputation of their profession

vill be pleased by the statement as to his

connection with the Barnes-King company,

which Mr. Lamb now makes. As to

whether Mr. Lamb was correct in con-

tmuing his connection with the company,

holding the opinions that he did, is an-

other question altogether.

We take advantage of this opportunity

to emphasize again the reprehensible, in-

deed almost criminal, action of some

careless newspaper correspondents in be-

smirching the names of honest profes-

sional men by direct charges and miser-

able innuendoes in connection with this

matter. This mischief is the result of

irresponsible gossip in local newspapers.

The introduction of Mr. Weed's name in

the matter did not originate in the recent

leport of Messrs. Gillie and Goodie.

They had not seen the report which Mr.

Weed made of his geological study in be-

half of clients not connected with the

Barnes-King company or the promoters

thereof (referred to by Mr. Weed in his

Ittter in the Journal of Oct. 19), and

were unacquainted with its contents; and

n they had any impression that the report

was favorable, such impression was based

on imperfect data and was dissipated by

information received from another source

before this matter was taken up in the

newspapers. As to the statements with

respect to Mr. Weed in certain news-

papers it is a question if they be not open

to an action for libel.

The renewed discussion upon that ever-in-

teresting subject—pyritic smelting—which

has lately been going on in our columns,

induced by an article of Mr. Beardsley

upon certain negative results which he

had experienced with the method, is de-

veloping interesting and valuable accounts

of recent practice and the presentation of

new and important ideas. The particular

case cited by Mr. Beardsley, viz.. the

smelting of a nickel-copper ore, is in it-

self of no great consequence, because the

occurrence of such ore is rather uncom-

mon, but in commenting on his report

other metallurgists have transferred the

discussion to the broader field.

The contribution of Lewis T. Wright,

general manager and engineer, of the

Mountain Copper Company, is especially

deserving of careful consideration. Mr.

Wright takes up the subject on the same

scientific lines that he has done in pre-

vious contributions, putting great emphasis

on the thermo-chemical consideration. We
think that all metallurgists may profitably

cast their thoughts in the same direction.

The future of the progress in metallurgy

lies largely in the study of physical chem-

istry, of which thermo-chemistry is one of

the older branches. Many failures in

metallurgy would have been avoided if it

had become known from a scientific anal-

ysis of the problem that the reaction to

be effected in reality required more energy

in one form or another, perhaps heat, per-

haps pressure, than was carelessly esti-

mated and provided for. Practical prob-

lems in manipulation must always be

worked out, frequently with trials and

tribulations, but it is essential in the first

place to know that the scientific basis is

correct.

inventions Iiave bestowed upon human
welfare. In this expression of sympathy

and appreciation for one who has always

been a builder, never a destroyer, the en-

gineering profession heartily joins—with

the hope that present difficulties may be

early and satisfactorily adjusted.

Since the receipt of the communica-

tion from our correspondent at Cananea^

which is printed elsewhere in this issue,.

we have learned that the suspension of

operations by the Greene-Cananea com-

pany, which was anticipated October 23,

has been put into eflfect upon telegraphic

orders frorri the head office. The reason

for this drastic and regrettable move has

not been made public, but probably it is

because the property has not been oper-

ated profitably at the recent price for cop-

per. However, it would appear that oper-

ations could have been teijiporarily ad-

justed to a smaller scale, mining the

richer ore, and thereby avoiding the de-

moralization which inevitably results from'

a complete suspension of work and dis-

banding of the organization. Develop-

ment work will be continued in the Can-

jnea Central mine.

George Westinghouse, through his

great industrial companies, is among

those who have suffered during the finan-

cial panic. The troubles of the companies

have been due purely to the shortage of

money and the disturbance of the usual

facilities of credit, not to any consider-

able diminution of their business, mis-

management or unworthy enterprises in

the field of speculation. Everyone looks

v.'ith regret at the necessary interruption

of the regular control of their business,

v/hile Mr. Westinghouse personally has

the sincere sympathy of all who recognize

I'.is great gifts and the benefit which his

We are authorized to state that the

recent report in the Mining and Scientific

Press that Mr. Hammond has resigned

his position as advisory engineer to the

Guggenheims, and that A. C. Beatty will

shortly sever his connection with them, is

incorrect. Mr. Hammond has not re-

signed and Mr. Beatty has no present in-

tention of severing his existing connec-

tion. Their contracts expire several

months from now, and whether they will

or will not be renewed is the private busi-

ness of the persons directly concerned,

but it may be said that renewal is under

consideration. It is true that Mr. Ham-

mond will go to California for a couple

of months ; not, however, on account of

his health, but especially to accompany his

family, and also to look over some enter-

prises in which he is largely interested.

Even in the price of gold there are

fluctuations, although in this case they are

extremely small. On Oct. 28, American

bankers secured about $5,000,000 in bars

received from South Africa that day,

paying for them 78s. yid. per oz., which

was 2j4d. above the price ruling during

the previous week. The price quoted for

gold bars Oct. 26 was the highest since

September, 1906.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative Results in Pyrite

Smelting

In the JoiRNAL of August 24 there is

an account of some attempts made by G.

F. Ecardsley to smelt Sudbury crude cop-

per-nickel ore which unfortunately did not

succeed, and the case is described ns a

"Negative Result in Pyritic Smelting."

Mr. Beardsley has had a long experience

in the smelting of crude pyrite ores and

his failure so to treat the copper-nickel

ores of Sudbury will certainly be regarded

as discouraging to future success in that

direction. It is never well to be discouraged

even by repeated failure if on scientific

grounds it would seem that success should

be merited.

In the case described Mr. Beardsley has

evidently been disposed to consider the

failure as inevitably due to an idiosyncrasy

ol the ore, that is, to the facile man-
ner in which it is supposed a certain min-

tral is melted out from the rest of the

ore by the process known as liquation.

This appeal to the principle of liquation

does not, I believe, find support in the

evidence offered. If a small amount of

the mineral pentlandite (and it is this

nickel-bearing mineral that is placed under
suspicion as the culprit) had gone so far as

to save further trouble and had come
down like a good coon from the tree on

being aimed at I cannot see what was to

hinder the smelting of the balance of the

ore with proper fluxing and fuel. But it

is readily seen that the pentlandite did not

come down alone but w-as accompanied by

a much larger amount of pyrrhotite, also

presumably by the process of liquation,

and one would naturally w-ondcr. if the

small quantity of pentlandite and so much
more of the pyrrhotite had come down as

matte when the furnace was hot and had
been carefully groomed, so to speak, for

the test, why the balance of the pyrrhotite

should have been so recalcitrant. But

speculation in this direction, which would
be interesting if indispensable to an un-

derstanding of the matter, is not found

to be needed because we find that even this

supposed process of liquation would only

continue for about half an hour or so and

during the period when the furnace was
hot from its previous charges of roasted

ore and 13 per cent, of coke and that the

matte fall would then slack off in quan-

tity and all smelting, liquation and other-

wise, would practically cease.

The fact that the slag stream also grew
colder and smaller until a freeze-up was
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imminent suggests to me that there was '-^-

something wrong with the temperature of
<-'>mpo81TION in PAUTS per 100 OF CHAnOE

the furnace, not enough heat to liquate the
*"" ™°'>"<^8-

mineral sulphides which had at the first

moment of charging shown such good will,

not enough to keep the slag hot and fluid.

Lack of Heat

It is obvious that a certain amount of

heat must be generated to produce the

temperature which wdl keep the whole
charge above the critical working tem-

perature at which the matte and slag will

be formed and will How freely from the The slag-forming constituents suggest a

spout. The circumstances as described do sjag of extreme basicity, containing about
seem to me to suggest lack of temperature oq per cent. SiO:, and I do not gather
so strongly that one is immediately urged fmni the description that any other silica

to inquire whether the combustible and ^as provided than that contained in the
heat-producing elements were present in slag added to the charge which might have
sufficient quantity to maintain the re- contained say 33 per cent, of SiO,, but

quired working temperature. ihis would still leave Ihc- final slag low in

Is it sure that, from experience witli SiOi.
the nickel left out, an ore of the compo- -fhe charge as .kscnbd is: Crude ore,

sition of the subject of the trial would 70; slag. 23; limestone 7 per cent. The
have given no trouble with 6 per cent, of ^]^g ,i,at will be made per 100 lb. of charge
coke and with such .additional burden of ^ill be : From the ore, 70 X 0.485 = 33.95 ;

slag and limestone as described? The from the slag added to the charge 23;
particulars given by Mr. Beardsley are CaO from the limestone, 7X0.56, 3.92;
scarcely full enough, excepting in the case (oial, 60.87 lb. The matte fall per 100

of the crude ore, slag and limestone charge ib. of charge is : 70 X 0.46 — 32.3 pounds,
working with 6 per cent, coke, to make it vVhat are the heat-producing opportuni-
worth while to apply the test of a trial ties of the case? What are the heat losses

heat balance sheet to the case; not even ;„ ,i,e escaping gases, in the liquid slag

in the case of the slag runs ; but a rough .,nd matte, in the decomposition of the
trial balance can be hazarded and I be- moisture in the blast, and the evaporation
lieve that such a trial balance would sug- gf ti,at in the charge and decomposition
gest whether or not there was enough heat gf (he limestone, the loss of heat in the

or whether in that respect Mr. Beardsley cooling water and by radiation from the

was sailing too close to the wind and with furnace? These losses amount to some-
too little working margin for safety. thing of importance. Are they less than
We are told that four attempts were the heat income by such an amount as to

made to run the ore by adding to it up to lea^e a reasonable factor of safety? Let
one-third of its weight in slag and one- 1,5 examine this all-important point. I

tenth of its weight in limestone and that
^^,iii try to make the trial balance sheet as

this increase in flux necessitated raising closely as I can from the data furnished
the coke to 6 per cent. We have also an ^„^ „se the large calorie which contains
analysis of the crude ore. Why should jggg gf jhe small calories,

we take it for granted that 6 per cent, of xhere will be as major heat producer
coke was sufficient to smelt such a charge? the 6 per cent, of coke. I will assume
Is there any such general fundamental (his to be 83 per cent. eflFcctive carbon and
principle established? It would be worth ,he carbon to give 8.08 cal. per lb. We
while to test that point even with such have then for 100 Ib. of the charge 8.08 X.

rough means as we possess. 0.83X6 = 40.24 cal. For calculating the

heat furnished by the small amount of

iron sulphide oxidized, it will be conven-

ient to do so on the basis of its sulphur.

The heat of oxidation of FeS is thus

stated : Fes -f 3O = FeO -f SO, =— 23.8

-•- 66.4 -f 71 = 1 13.6; or, 32 lb. of sulphur

give 113.6 cal., that will be 3.55 cal. per Ib.

of sulphur.

It is not probable that more than 15.7

Heat Balance

The matte is described as 12 to 15 per

cent, copper and nickel. On segregating

the constituents of 100 parts of ore as they

might be expected to appear in the pro-

ducts we have, disregarding fuel dust and
moisture contained by the charge, the fol-

lowing:
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lb. of sulphur with its accompanying iron

was oxidized per 100 lb. of ore, or: 15.7

X0.7 = 10.99 lb. per 100 lb. of charge. The
heat value of this is : 10.99 X 3-5S = 390i

cal.

For the heat of formation of the iron

silicate I will take the number 0.189 cal.

per lb. of iron oxidized in the smelting

process. There are probably not more

than 24.7 lb. of iron per ton of ore so

o.xidized or 24.7X0.7=17.29 lb. per 100

lb. of the charge. This would furnish

17.29 X 0.189 or 3.29 cal. for the combina-

tion of the iron and silica of 100 lb. of the

charge. Summarizing these we have the

following beat productions per lOO Vb. of

charge

:

CALORIES PRODUCED BY CONSTITUENTS
OF 100-LB. CHARGE.

Coke iO.Tl

Iron solphliiP 39.01

Comhinmlon FfOBiidSiO, 3 27

ToUl S^^OO

.\t first sight this amount seems to me

to be veo' close to the minimum likely

to be req.iircd and not sufficient to fur-

nish any margin of safety. In short, my
e.xpcrience tells me that this quantity of

heat could hardly be sufficient for such a

charge, unless the temperature of the

escaping gases at the moment of their

emerging from, the change was extraor-

dinarily low.

For the heat expenditure it will be,

from absence of information, necessary

to make some assumptions, but one must

use one's judgment in such cases to the

test of one's ability. We have the fol-

lowing important item of heat expendi-

ture : the escaping gases.

Heat Lost

The quantity of air employed is not

given. I will assume it to be 2.43 lb.

per lb. of charge. It might have, but

should not have been, less than that, and

we are told that blast was plentiful. The
temperature of the escaping gases is not

given ; but I will take it to be 300 deg. C.

which will, I think, not be too high. In

order not to have to make a laborious

calculation for an assumed case, I will

make an estimate based on a case of

pyrite smelting mentioned in an article

in the Mining and Scientific Press of Sept.

29, 1906, p. 389, where the temperature of

the escaping gases was 800 deg. C, and
adjust for the difference in temperature

assuming that their quantity and compo-
sition were practically the same. This es-

timate will then be for 100 lb. of charge:

14.7 cal. for the heat lost in escaping gases.

For the heat in the slag I will take a

temperature of 1250 deg. C. and the total

heat including the latent heat of fusion

at that temperature to be 0.46 cal. per

lb. of slag. Since 60.9 lb. of slag had

to flow out of the furnaces per 100

lb. of charge, we have 60.9 X 0.46 •=

28.01 cal. for the heat carried away by

the slag.

The matte fall is assumed to be 28.7 lb.

per 100 lb. of charge and I will take the

total heat per pound of matte to be 0.33 cal.

Jit the temperature of 1250 deg. C. The

matte carries out, therefore, per 100 lb.

of charge: 28.7 X 0.33 = 9.47 cal.

The heat in the cooling water, I will

estimate from a case I measured when

the furnace was taking 12.5 lb. of charge

per square foot of hearth area per minute

:ind the heat lost in the cooling water

equalled 9.5 cal. per 100 lb. of churgo.

In Mr. Bcardsley's case the furnace was

running more slowly. I will take the

maximum cited by him, viz., about 9 lb.

])er square foot per minute and aljust

accordingly to a loss of 12 cal. per 100

'b. of charge.

The water or moisture in the cMarge

I will assume as being 3.5 per cent. This

will require 2.1 cal. per 100 lb. of charge

for its vaporization. To decompose the

hmestone we shall want 7 X 0.451 or

3.26 cal. To decompose the water in the

blast I will assume an ordinary condition

of 7.3 cal. There will be some heat lost

by radiation and other sources not men-

tioned. I think we can reasonabh ac-

count for the following losses

:

HEAT LOSS IN CALORIES PER 100 LB.

. OF CHARGE.
Escaping gases 14.7
Slag 27.8
Matte 9.5
Cooling water 10.0
Evaporation of moisture 2.1

Decomposition of limestone 3.3

E>ecompositlon of water In blast 7.3
Radiation 10.0

Total 84.7

To furnish this we have accounted for

cnly 83 cal.

It would seem to me from the nbove

estimate of heat expenditure, which is,

in my op'nion, rather likely to be too low

tlian too high because the heat in the

escaping gases and the cooling water and

radiation is likely to have been higher,

the latter two because of the slack run-

ning of the furnace, that too much was

expected from the heat affording constitu-

ents of the charge. If the crude ore had

been gradually substituted for the wasted

ore, adjusting the fluxing to the grade of

matte and even adding some slag and

reducing the coke according to the run-

nmg of the furnace, it might have been

possible to run the charge adjusted to

give a 30 per cent. SiOj slag with 8 or 9

per cent, of coke, and the crude • re

charges without the slag with less. >

Other Losses

There is still another way of looking at

this matter. The roasted ore charges re-

quired 13 per cent, of coke. This is rather

a • large quantity and indicates either a

low grade of coke or necessarily high de-

gree of working temperature on account

of the nickel and physical constitution of

the ore. If that quantity was used we
may take it for granted that it was re-

quired, and this practical requirement

proved in practice is crucial in such a dis-

cussion. The make-up of the roasted ore

charges is not given, but we can judge of

the amount of sulphur as sulphide there

that could have been on the charge avail-

able as fuel within the limits of the line

of reasoning I am about to follow. I am

going to assume" that the roasted ore

charge to make 30 to 35 per cent, matte

contained 15 per cent, of sulphur and that

two-thirds of this sulphur was oxidized

and that the balance of one-third went

to the matte and slag. I will assume that

the unroasted or crude ore charge con-

tained some flux because Mr. Beardsley,

in the case of the slag runs, speaks of

"increase of flux" and that the sulphur in

this crude ore charge was 25 per cent., of

which say two-fifths was required for the

matte and the small quantity always going

with the slag, leaving three-fifths of the

sulphur of the charge to be oxidized.

We now inquire whether this difference

in the make-up of charge of S per cent,

oxidizable sulphur from what we know of

the thermal relations of the sulphur of

iron sulphide and the carbon of coke, will

be in any way approximate to the prac-

tical difference of 9"/^ per cent, of coke

employed. The trials assumed that the

crude-ore charge would run with 9^4 per

cent, less coke than the normal roasted-

ore charge. I am going to assume, as the

most favorable case for the line of argu-

ment, viz., that this difference of 954 per

cent, of coke might be compensated for

by the additional sulphide, that the whole

of the sulphur in the iron sulphide of the

roasted ore charge was oxidized by the

solid oxygen of the FezOa in the roasted-

ore charge according to the thermo-chem-

ical equation,

FeS + 3 Fe^Os = 7 FeO -f SO. [ + 23.8 -f

3 (199.4) —7 (66.4) —71] =85.2 cal.,

or that one pound of the sulphur oxidized

furnished 2.66 cal. and that, in the case

of the crude ore charge, the sulphide was

oxidized by the blast by the equation pre-

viously quoted that afforded 3.55 cal. per

pound of sulphur oxidized.

We have then the following relations

per 100 lb. of charge : In 'the crude-ore

charges, 9J^ lb. coke ©6.71 =63.75 cal.

less, and the difference between 15 lb.

sulphur® 3.55 = 53.25 cal., in the case of

the crude ore, and 10 lb. sulphur @ 2.66 =
26.6 cal., in the case of the roasted ore, a

difference of 26.65 cal. more in the crude-

ore charges from the sulphide. That is

to say, 63.75 cal. are taken off and 26.65

cal. are put on the furnace.

The substitution of crude ore for

roasted ore and at the same time the re-

duction of coke equal to 63.75 cal. per

100 lb. of charge furnished when the most

extreme view one could take of the heat-

ing value of the additional sulphide in the

crude-ore charge would not account for

one-half of the 63.75 cal. so removed from

the furnace, will, I believe, fully explain

its 'behavior.

It is possible to look at the thermics of

these matters broadly because the mar-

gins of safety we must make use of in
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practice must also be broad. I do not

think we would be doing justice to the

furnace to assume that the extra heat

from the higher oxidation of sulphur in

the case of the crude ore, or any conceiv-

able less heat requirements in that case

would enable it to do its work with'a re-

duction of the coke fuel so radical and to

the extent of 6375 cal. per 100 lb. of

charge.

The only conclusion 1 can draw from

the trials is that not enough fuel was
present to hold the furnace up to a work-

ing temperature. Lewis T. Wright.
San I'Vanoisco. Oct. 8. 1007.

Coal Production in China

The last voluine of "The Mineral In-

dustry" shows an oversight in the failure

to credit China with some coal produc-
tion. There should he accessible statistics

of the product of the Chinese Engineer-

ing and Mining Company of Tong-Shan,
and of the amount used by the Hang
Yang Iron Works, but this is only a drop
in the bucket for the real coal product of

China. From my extensive journeys in

Northern China and from what I have
heard I feel sure the total product of

China cannot be less than 20,000,000 tons.

The Shansi province alone produces five

to 10 million tons, more likely the larger

amount. Probably the total coal produc-

tion of China is 25,000.000 tons per an-

num. W. H. Shocklev.

Tonopah, Nev., Oct. 18, 1907.

[We shall be glad if some of our read-

ers in China will contribute further in-

formation on this subject.

—

Editor.]

The Barnes-King Development

Company

I wish to point out that I had abso-

lutely no connection with the Barnes-

Kuig property prior to the flotation of

the Bames-King Development Company,

nor did I make a report of any kind on

the property previous to Dec. 22, 1906.

I further wish to state emphatically that

I made no reports to aid or in any way
to assist in its flotation, and that the

company was formed before I left to in-

spect the property for the first time. I

was not engaged as an examining expert

for either the promoters or the company

itself to place a valuation upon the mine. A.

copy of William Word's report was shown
to me, and I was asked to give the com-

pany my services as consulting engineer.

I consented to do so, and gave the

greater part of my time to its affairs for

the first si.x months. I was instructed to

forward my reports to the president of

the company, and to receive from him
directions as to the policy to be adopted

regarding operations.

I made a preliminary report, dated Dec.

22, igo6. after an inspection of the prop-

erty. This report was merely one refer-

ring to the existing conditions of the

property as they appeared at that time

and did not go into the matter of value

except in a casual way. I was never at

any time so favorably impressed with the

assay value of the property as others ap-

peared to be.

In January of the present year 1 ad-

vised that the property was very low

grade, and on April 3 I presented a re-

port giving measurements and assays,

which showed that I estimated 29,324

tons showing a gross value of $121,798

This was all the ore I estimated blocked

out above $3. This report was sent to

the president of the company accompanied

by assay maps. There is a great quan-

tity of ore which will assay under $3 and

the engineering problem is to make this

ore pay.

The president was continuously in full

possession of all facts regarding the prop-

erty. Assay sheets were mailed regularly

to Xew York, together with cost sheets

and full financial statements, and it is

difficult for me to understand why the

directors appear to have been so much in

the dark regarding the value of the mine.

.\\\ I can say is that all information

was sent regularly from the mine and
was in the hands of the president, and

financial accounts of the mine went also

regularly to the treasurer. The policy

and the work carried out was that di-

rected and authorized by the president of

the company. The conditions at the mine,

however, did not satisfy me and in May
T requested to be relieved of my respon-

sibility, and frequently made further .ap-

plications from that time on. It is ab-

solutely untrue that my resignation was
requested by the board or the president,

and it was not until the stockholders'

meeting in August that I succeeded in

being notified that I could be relieved of

a position which was very distasteful to

me on account of the low-grade nature

of the mines. I desired to see another

property taken up in order to relieve

stockholders who had invested in the

Bames-King Development Company, and

it was for this purpose that I remained in

the company's service longer than I in-

tended. When I found that this plan

could not be put into effect, I absolutely

refused to act further as its engineer.

I had no control whatever or any in-

terest in the company's financial affairs,

and did not know their condition. My
connection with the property was purely

professional, and I was in a position in

respect to the mine similar to that of a

doctor to a sick patient who has little

hope of recovery, but who still needs at-

tention. I was never invited to attend a

meeting of the directors, but had to

transact all my business with the presi-

dent directly, and to him I tenaered all

of the engineering advice that the com-

pany was entitled to.

Professional consuJcratiDns niiiure

that an engineer report to or receive in-

structions only from such officers or per-

sons as he is directed to report to. Per-

sonally, I feel that it is not my part to

discuss this matter further, but I ihcrely

desire to point out my relation with the

company, which has been misunderstood.

My professional work is open to criti-

cism by anyone, as both engineer and

layman are entitled to an expression of

opinion on the work already done, but I

must allow the public to form their own
conclusions regarding the present state

of the company's affairs. About its pro-

motion I know absolutely nothing, but

believe the mine was purchased in good

faith. R. B Lamb.

N'ew York, Oct. 23, 1907 1

Giroux Consolidated Mines

Company

Being one of the original associates, as

well as the first man to pass upon the

Giroux Consolidated Mines Company's

holdings at Ely, Nev. (May 10. 1900), I

have read with interest the article on the

copper mines of Ely in the issue of the

Journal of Oct. 12, and the editorial of

Sept. 28, 1907, concerning certain attacks

upon the policies and the method of op-

eration of the mines. I am pleased to

see the greatest of the world's mining

publications take a fair and unbiased

view of us. This company has always

followed the policy: "Never explain;

your friends do not require it and your

uiemies will not believe you."

To make a long story short regarding

the water question : The "Detroit Cop-

per Company" of Morenci, .Vriz., be

longing to the great Phelps-Dodge or-

ganization and under the direction of the

ablest and most practical of mining en-

gineers, has a water pipe line which car-

ries from the pumps to a greater hight

and a greater distance than will be re-

quired of the Giroux company's line.

The company also has a railroad par-

alleling the water line. This has been

established for a number of years and

evidently the engineers find it cheaper to

deliver water to ore than haul ore to

water, taking into consideration the

amount needed for domestic use, for

which a line must be built in any event

The Giroux company's holdings of

water are ample for any demand that

may be made upon it; it is not neces-

sary to say how much or where it is. I

can state that all matters of importance

in the operation of the company's mine.',

are thought out carefully by men who

have put in 30 years in opening up and

nperating successful mines.

J. A. Snedaker.

Denver. Colo., Oct. 22, 1907.
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Personal

MlulDg and luptalUirglcnl engineers are In-
vltoil to keep The Enoinebuinq and Mining
JoiKNAL Informed of their moTements and
aiipoinlinonts.

H. \V. Hardinge is in the Cobalt dis-

trict Canada, investigating new mining

properties.

J. B. Tomlinson, consulting mining en-

gineer, of El Paso, Texas, is visiting New
York on professional business.

J. D. Kendall, consulting mining engin-

eer, has removed his office to Friars House,

New Broad street, London, England.

Robert T. Hill, mining geologist, of

New York, has returned from Ontario

where he has been examining mines.

John Wright, of Grand Junction, Colo.,

has taken the management of the McCIel-

lan Mining Company at Georgetown, Col-

orado.

Herbert Harris, of Silver Plume, Colo.,

has been appointed manager of the

Nashotah Mines Company at Silver

Plume.

Robert Linton, of Atwater, Linton &
Atwater has returned to Helena, Mont.,

after an examination of properties in

Nevada.

Norman S. Richmond, inventor of the

Richmond electric mine signal, has been

in the Lake Superior copper district on

business.

James A. Shinn has been appointed

manager of the Mammoth property, Big

Evans gulch, in the Leadvillc district,

Colorado.

H. Clark, of Goldfield, Nev., has been

making a trip to Routt and Grand coun-

ties, Colorado, for the purpose of examin-

ing mines.

Charles R. Devlin, member of Parlia-

ment for Nicolet, has been appointed Min-
ister of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries

for Quebec.

Archibald Campbell, of Detroit, Mich.,

recently visited the Manitou Lake gold

region, of Ontario, to inspect some min-

ing properties.

H. H. Newcomb, of Boston, Mass., re-

cently made an examination of the

Laurentian gold mine, Manitou lake,

Ont., in which he has an extensive in-

terest.

George D. Moulton, of Boston, Mass.,

secretary of the Atlantic Mining and
Milling Company, has been looking after

interests in Clear Creek and Summit
counties, Colorado.

R. F. Stupart, director of the Toronto
Observatory, has been elected a member
of the International Meteorological Com-
mittee in place of Dr. Von Bezold, of

Germany, recently deceased.

William J. Penhallegon has resigned

from the superintendency of the Manitou
Mining Company and the Frontcnac Cop-

per Company, both subsidiary companies

of the Calumet & Hecla Company, to ac-

cept the position of assistant general man-
ager of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railroad Company. He will have charge

of the coal-mining division, with head-

quarters at Birmingham, Alabama.

Societies and Technical Schools

Obituary

William Page, superintendent of the

Knight's Island Mining Company, near

Valdez, Alaska, was killed Oct. 8, by an

explosion of dynamite. He was 45 years

old, and for a number of years was fore-

man of the St. Lawrence mine, at Butte,

Mont., leaving there to go to Alaska.

Capt. Henry Shields, one of the pioneer

miners of the Menominee range, died

from the effects of ptomaine poisoning

at his home in Iron Mountain. He was

for many years night captain of the Lud-

ington mine, but of recent years he has

been engaged in exploratory work in Mis-

souri, Wisconsin and in the Southwestern

States. He is survived by a wife and

seven children.

Percy H. Joll, of the AUis-Chalmers

Company's London staff, died at his home
in London, Oct. 13. Mr. Joll was form-

erly in the service of Fraser & Chalmers,

of Chicago, and afterward with the Allis-

Chalmers Company, and had a wide ac-

quaintance and many friends in the

United States, Mexico and Europe. He
was greatly valued for his character,

ability and social qualities.

Industrial

The American Shipbuilding Company
during the year ended June 30 last built

J5 vessels for the lake trade. The total

carrying capacity, on 19 ft. Avait, was

r34,ooo tons, an average of 9360 tons. On
June 30 it had contracts for 39 vessels.

The J. R. Alsing Company, organized

in 1869, and incorporated in 1885, has

changed its name to the J. R. Alsing En-
gineering Company, and increased its cap-

ital from $20,000 to $100,000. The officers

will remain the same as in the old com-
pany.

The Great Western Smelting and Re-

fining Company is about to award con-

tracts for the construction of a new plant

at Iowa street and Forty-first avenue>

Chicago. The plant will comprise a main
building, 130x408 ft., foundry 60x60 ft.,

smelter 50x400 ft., and a refining plant

40x360 ft.

The Los Angeles Steel Company, Los
Angeles, Cal., engineer and contractor,

which was recently incorporated, will not

build a factory at the present time, but

win carry on a general engineering and
contracting business in all kinds of struc-

tural steel and iron in California, Nevada,

Arizona and New Mexico. George W.
Harding is manager.

Tri-State Mining Association—The in-

terest of all mining men in the Wisconsin

zinc-lead district was centered last week

in the meeting of the Tri-State Mining

Association, which convened in Platte-

ville, Wis., Oct. 25. The association

elected the following officers : Mayor
James Dolan, of Platteville, president;

Geo. Girling, of Mineral Point, secretary

;

W. E. Lewis, of Platteville, treasurer.

Three vice-presidents were elected, one

each from Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa,

and an executive committee ccjnsisting of

five members was chosen. Papers were

read on various phases of zinc mining.

The subjects included "Smelting by the

Electric Furnace ;" Geology and Good
Roads;" "Commercial Uses and . Possi-

bilities of Lead and Zinc ;" "By-products

Peculiar to the Wisconsin-Illinois-Iowa

Field ;" "Publicity and Financial Prob-

lems." The next meeting will be held

at Dubuque, Iowa, on Nov. 22, ne.xt.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Phila-

delphia, Penn. Heating Boiler Feed

Water. Pp. 12, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Owosso Manufacturing Company,

Owosso, Michigan. Owosso Snow Shov-

els. Pp. 14, illustrated, paper, 6x8 in.

;

1907.

Construction News

Black Hawk, Colorado—Ih^^. Fifty Gold

Mines Corporation is arranging for the

installation of an electrical plant. O. B.

Thompson, Black Hawk, Colo., is man-

ager.

Central City, Colorado—Electric plant

is to be installed at the Powers mine, to

operate hoist, pumps and compressor. W.
L. Jamison, Central City, Colo., is

manager.

Georgetown, Colorado—A so-ton cya-

nide plant and a wire-rope tramway looo-

ft. long are to be put up at 'the Bellevue-

Hudson property. J. Mitchell, Denver,

Colo., is lessee.

Halin's Peak, Colorado—The Hahn's

Peak company will arrange for the in-

stallation of a five-stamp mill and an air-

compressor plant. H. O. Granberg, Osh-

kosh, Wis., is secretary and treasurer of

the company.

Vigo County, Indiana—The Saline Il-

linois Coal Company is preparing to open

new coal inines and build tipples. Ma-
chinery and materials will be needed ; also-

a power plant. A. M. Higgins and R. J.

Fuller, Terre Haute, Ind., are directors.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers

News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Ocl. 24—The troubles of some of the

Nevada banks, which have been holding

certain mining shares as securities, while

not affecting any banks in this city, have

caused consternation among the mining

stock promoters and brokers, and have

had a rather disastrous effect on the local

market for Nevada mining shares. Since

the failure of the SuUivan Trust Com-

pany, the San Francisco banks have been

very conservative in the matter of loaning

money on Nevada mining shares, and in

tact have considered the responsibility of

the men rather than the value of the

<l)ares themselves. The Nevada institu-

tions which have closed their doors pro-

fess to be able to pay all depositors, when

tmie is given to realize on collateral.

Orders from Boston have closed down

the Balaklala Copper Company at Coram,

Shasta county. The big smelter, almost

completed, will go no further at present,

and all the men have been discharged.

It had been expected that the new smelt-

ing plant would start up before the first

of the year, but that event will now wait

improvement in the copper market. The

Balaklala company has spent nearly

$1,500,000 in building a smelter and open-

ing up its mine. The smelter is so nearly

completed that it could be finished and

running in less than 60 days. Even now

the bunkers are full of ore, and a great

quantity of coke is piled up in the yards.

The furnaces are in place, the machinery

is in the power house, the McDougall

roasters are up, slag tracks are laid—only

a few finishing touches remain to be done

here and there. Thus far no difference

is manifest at the copper camps of Kes-

wick, Kennett and Ingot in the same

county.

The Snow Point gravel mine, seven

miles above Moore's Flat, Nevada county,

was recently boiided to C. M. Wilson, of

the Fairview mine at Relief hill. In the

middle of this gravel claim he has come
across a quartz. vein giving high assays.

It has been located independently under

the name of the Jumbo. The claim may
be operated for the present by open

cuts.

On the Tejon ranch, Kern county, near

Lancaster and the Los Angeles county

line, promising surface indications of oil

have been found. The land is all the

property of Truxton Beale, his father re-

ceiving it from an old Mexican grant.

The supposed oil land is on rolling hills,

sloping south and east to the Mojave
desert.

Thomas Vinton is making preparations

to re-open and work the old Cherokee

gravel mine in Butte county, famous as

a producer during the hydraulic mining

days and subsequently worked as a drift

mine. In the same county, the old Spring

valley quartz mine, near Cherokee, will be

ready for a crushing of ore when the

Great Western Power Company can fur-

n'sh power. In eastern Butte county, near

Enterprise, a number of quartz mines are

being re-opened. There is an abundance

ot water in that part of the county.

The Dredge Miners' Union at Oroville

is taking a stand for high wages, the

winchmen wanting $3.50 per day and

oilers $3. The dredge companies state

that their heavy investments will prevent

the payment of higher wages, but on the

other hand there are comparatively few

winchmen and their services are in great

demand. The old gold dredge near Trin-

ity Center, Trinity county, is being dis-

mantled and a new and larger boat is

to be provided, the old one being too light

for the machinery.

The Noble-Electric Steel Company has

been organized, with $1,000,000 capital

stock, to engage at Heroult, Shasta

county, in mining, extracting and smelt-

ing iron ores and in manufacturing and

selling steel. The electric process is to be

used. The directors of the new company

are \V. H. Noble, of San Francisco; C.

D. Morgan, of Oakland; E. V. D. John-

son, of Redding; Ernest E. Need, of Mill

valley, and Ed. Whaley, of San Francisco.

The people who have been trying to

save the gold in the ocean-beach sands

at Shakespeare beach, below Venice in

the Los Angeles county seacoast, have

given up the venture, as the gold was too

fine to be readily saved. Some new pro-

cess was tried but was apparently not

Successful.

The Bear Tooth Gold and Copper Min-

ing Company has been re-incorporated to

lake the place of the old company organ-

ized to develop copper claims at Burris

in the New river section of Trinity county.

Under the old company considerable de-

velopment had been done of the group of

claims originally owned by Mr. Burris,

enough to show that the property can be

made a producer with a little more work.

On the mines there are already a quartz

mill, saw mill and a wire-rope tramway

trom mine to the mill, a stretch of 1400

ft., with other improvements.

The miners there hope the new State

highway will take the Trinity river route.

With the route by way of the Trinity

river chosen by State Engineer Nat El-

lery, it is promised Eureka will profit,

along with the mining men. If the State

road takes the Trinity river route, and

Humboldt county will contribute to a

fund for the reduction of the grades be-

tween Korbel and Willow creek, it will

be possible to put freight into La Grange,

uhich is six miles from Wcaverville, as

cheaply from Eureka as from Redding.

Mildred island, on the San Joaquin

river, which was purchased some months

ago by the Mildred Island Commercial

Company for the express purpose of being

cut up into convenient squares of peat,

transported to Oakland and turned into

fuel, has been sold to satisfy the creditors.

The island is now under cultivation and

will produce a large crop. It was the in-

tention of the Commercial Company to

mix the peat with a heavy oil and pro-

duce a first-class fuel, but the proposition

failed to come up to expectations and the

funds soon became exhausted. A factory

was established at Stege in Alameda

county, but is now closed down. It was

found that the peat carried a large amount

of moisture and the cost of getting rid

of this was excessive, so the experiment

failed.

At Nevada City a new company is to

be organized to be known as the Lecomp-

ton Consolidated Mining Company. F.

E. Ware has bonded the Lecompton,

Treadwell, Freedom, and Daybreak mines

for Kansas City men and a central shaft

will be sunk to develop them all.

A number of Nevada mining men are

about to make investments in Sierra

county, particularly about Sierra City and

Gold Lake. They have been inspecting

the Butte Saddle, Roman, Hilda, William

Tell, Pride & Willetts and other mines.

That section has been a profitable one in

the past, but has suffered from lack of

capital.

The two Chinamen, who ran a laundry

in San Francisco and finally left for the

Mohave desert to go into mining, have

rather the best of the miners who ran

them out of Crackerjack district in San

Bernardino county and refused to let them

start work in the Funeral creek district.

When about discouraged they camped at

Wild Rose springs, where they found a

vein of scheelite, though they knew noth-

ing of its value. Having been, however,

of some assistance to a white man, he told

them of the value of their find, sent sam-

ples East, and finally the result was they

sold their tungsten prospect for $55,000

to Boston men.
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Duluth

Oct. 28—The Minnesota tax commis-

sion has sent a request to mine operators

and explorers asking Iheni to furnish blue

prints of explorations, etc., that may be

carried on in future. These are desired

m order that the commission may be in-

formed of the results of all development

v.ork, and be able to place new finds on

the tax lists. There has been some talk

of asking the courts to adjudge the fair-

i.ess of the tax commission's valuations

of mines, but nothing definite has yet

come of it. The suggestion has been

made that the Buffalo & Susquehanna

mine, which is assessed on the basis of

26,000,000 tons, should be the property on

which a test case might be brought. This

ha.'is gave the mine a tax assessment of

$3,640,000 on a valuation of 14c. a ton.

At the last year's tax rate, imposed by

the village of Hibbing, where this mine

is, there would be a tax payment on the

mine of more than $78,000, or about 40c.

a ton on its output. The mine was in-

cluded in the general mortgage of the

Buffalo & Susquehanna properties, to

secure bonds, on the basis of 26,000,000

tons, but it is doubtful if such an estimate

would hold good as jmything more than

an estimate, and it might be reduced ma-
terially for rock inclusions, bodies of lean

ore, broken formation, irregular boundary
walls, etc. The company wished, how-
ever, to return the same tonnage for the

fax commission as they had made to

their bondholders. It can readily be seen

that the Susquehanna mine, paying, say,

40C. per ton tax on its annual output, or

half that under a decreased tax rate,

would scarcely be able to make money
except in occasional and exceptionally

prosperous years, and that the tax charge

would sap the life of the mine.

The capital interested is wholly American

r.nd the president is the Hon. Sidney O.

Bigiiey, of Attleboro, Mass.

Toronto

Oct. 25—The charge against Law & Co.

mining brokers of Toronto, of violating

the Ontario Companies Act by selling

stock in the Highland Mary mine without

supplying a prospectus furnishing full in-

formation concerning the company, came
up before Police Magistrate Denison on

Oct. 24. J. W. Seymour Corley appeared

as Crown prosecutcr on behalf of the At-

torney General. The defendants did not

appear, and it was stated that Mr. Law
could not be personally summoned as he

is supposed to be at Larder Lake. The
hearing was accordingly adjourned until

Oct. 30.

The International Mining Company, of

Boston, has entered the Kent county (On-

tario) oil and gas field, having purchased

the extensive interests of the Norton,

Church & Bowlby Company which holds

some of the best leases. The International

Company is arranging for development

operations on a large scale, and expects

to open at least two wells every month.

Cananea, Mexico

Urt. 23— Like all the other camps con-

trolled by the Amalgamated, Cananea has

begun to curtail and the general atmos-

phere of the camp is very blue. About

1500 men have already been laid off, in

groups of 500. It is stated semi-officially

that troops are expected and that on their

arrival a complete shutdown of the

Greene-Cananea properties, including con-

centrator and smelter, will be made, ex-

cept that small percentage of the plant

necessary to be kept in operation accord-

ing to the Mexican law. Orders for

$74,000 worth of supplies are said to have

been canceled by wire this week and

$100,000 has been added to the fire pro-

tection.

The Democrata smelter, -surrounded by

Greene property, is completing a new
stack, dust flue and furnace and the old

uirnace is turning out matte.

The Western- Cananea, which has been

shipping ore to the Greene smelter, until

the latter ceased treating custom ores

recently, has since been shipping chalco-

pyrite to El Paso. These shipments will

be discontinued.

London

Oct. 19—A few months ago I men-

tioned that R. A. Varden had been sent

out from London to examine the Avino

mines, Durango, Mexico, and to act as a

.'.ort of referee between Ralph Nichols

and J. Gordon Hardy, whose reports dis-

agreed so vitally. Mr. Varden's report is

now to hand. Taking it broadly, Mr.

Varden backs up Mr. Nichols, though

owing to the recent fall in the price of

copj)er his figuies for the metallic con-

tents of the ore reserves come out a

good deal lower than those of Mr.

Nichols. The latter has scored a point

over Mr. Hardy by mining and shipping

high-grade ore, the existence of which

Mr. Hardy doubted. In fact Mr. Nichols

\is$ kept the mine going by shipping 2236

tons of ore which realized ^15,569, and

both he and Mr. Varden are of opinion

that there is enough of this ore to keep

them going for some time longer. Mr.

Varden has also studied the method of

treatment of the ore. In times gone by

almost every method has been proposed

and tried by one engineer or another,

'vater concentration, lixiviation, etc., but

none of ihem worked, Mr. Varden pro-

poses to try the Elmore vacuum process,

; nd the directors have placed an order

for a plant capable of treating 30 to 40

tons per day. He happens to have a par-

ticularly intimate knowledge of this pro-

cess, so that his advice may be accepted

cheerfully.

The Lake View Consols mine in West

Australia continues to make a small profit

o It of the low-grade ore, and develop-

ments point to the mine lasting on this

liasis for some time yet. During the 12

months ended June 30 last, 136,174 tons

of ore and 1365 tons of old tailings were

milled, yielding gold to the value of

£167,681 from the ore and in 15 from the

tailings. The extraction of gold was al-

most exactly $6 per ton. The expenses

on working account were £143,173. and

on extra development £4661. The work-

ing costs per ton of ore treated were $5.10.

The reserves of ore on June 30 were

158,321 tons, averaging $6.75 assay value,

C'S against 136,174 tons a year ago of assay

value of $7.45. It will be seen, therefore,

that development during the year has

opened up larger bodies than were treated,

but that the estimated contents are rather

less than a year ago.

There was a net profit of £21,593 on the

year's working and £17,492 is being dis-

tributed as dividend, being at the rate of

5 per cent. The company has reserves

of capital in hand, ainounting to over

iioo.ooo, and already owns interests in

several other undertakings. The policy is

eventually to make the company into a

sort of trust or promoting company. The
most recent acquisition is a four-sevenths

iiilerest in the Eclipse lease, belonging to

the Golden Links company, also in West
Australia. It should be mentioned that

Lake View Consols is one of the Bewick-

Moreing companies, though it is governed

.by F. A. Govett, a London stockbroker,

quite independent of the firm.

A good deal is heard in chemical cir-

cles in England of the starting of new
chemical works on a large scale at Plum-

blcy, near Northwich, Cheshire. Ivan

Levinstein, of Manchester, is the moving
spirit and supporting him are the firm of

Kynoch's the explosive and ammunition

makers, the Chamberlains, Nettlefolds and

others. The works are to be on the salt

lands, a few miles to the east of North-

wich. There are a good many interests

to be settled with or squared before such

works can be built and operated. For one

thing it is impossible to get wharfage on

the river Weaver, which is the natural

outlet; and for another, the local authori-

ties will jput onerous penalties on pollu-

tion of the rivers and the atmosphere.

As is well known, Brunner, Mond & Co.

have their works at Northwich, and they

have just opened new works at Lostock

Gralam, which is half way between

>Jorthwich and Plumbley. If it may be

said without offense, Brunner, Mond &
Co. are more or less masters of the situa-

tion in the Northwich neighborhood, and

their opposition to the Plumbley scheme

is, to put it mildly, decidedly active. Some
people in the chemical trade regard the

Plumbley venture as a raid on established

preserves, not seriously undertaken as a

matter of business, but with a view of

getting Brunner, Mond & Co. to buy out

the new company.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alabama

Last week a petition was filed in the

Federal court at Birmingham by the Bir-

mingham Iron and Coal Company, tlu-

Sayre Mining and Manufacturing Com-
pany and the Star Cahaba Coal Mining

Company against the Southern Steel

Company asking that that company be de-

clared a bankrupt and receivers be. ap-

pointed. E. T. Schuler, vice-president of

the company, announced that the company
was abundantly solvent and expressed the

desire that the court instruct the re-

ceivers to continue the plants in operation.

Judge O. R. Hundley named Sterling A.

Wood, of Birmingham, as special master,

and J. O. Thompson, Edgar Adler and

.\ugustus Benners as receivers and in-

structed them to borrow the money to

keep the plants in full operation. The
Southern Steel Company has steel plants

at Gadsden and Ensley, Ala., manufac-

turing rod, wire and nails, furnaces at

Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Gadsden, Ala.

;

Trussville, Ala., and at Rising Fawn, Ga.

;

coal mines,' ore mines, limestone quar-

ries, coke ovens, about 14 miles of rail-

way and equipment and other property

in Alabama. It is capitalized at $25,-

000,000, and Moses Taylor, of New York,

is president.

Jeffdrson County

WoodiL'ard Iron Company—The im-

provements undertaken by this company
are nearly completed. On Jan. I its new
300-ton furnace will be ready to blow
in and the extension of the water works
to Possum Valley creek in order to pro-

vide for :he increased requirements will

soon be completed. Electric hauling has

been substituted for mules in the mines.

Arizona

Yavap.m County

Humboldt Smelter—A despatch from
Prescott states that the works ceased

operations at midnight Oct. 25 upon in-

structions from New York. Stringency
of the money market is given as the

reason for the shut-down.

California

Butte County

Butte Creek Consolidated Cold Dredg-
ing Company—This company has been or-

ganized to dredge gold-bearing ground on
Butte creek. L. L. Bowen, H. C. Norris,

\V. L. Krug, E. C. Proctor and A. L Cul-
ver, of Los Angeles, are the incorporators.

C.xLAVERAs County

H'clch—This mine near Copperopolis is

being unwatered for examination by pros-

pective purchasers.

Mountain To^—This copper mine,
which has been idle for over 35 years has
been unwatered and in the bottom of the

shaft a 6- ft. vein of good ore has been
found. Byron Rowe is superintendent.

El Dorado County

Crusader—Hill & Frick are putting ma-
chinery on this mine near Placerville. A
mill is projected.

Inyo County

Contact—In this mine at Skidoo a blind

lead of good ore has been found near the

shaft. The ore is honeycombed quartz

carrying free gold.

Lassen County

Galena—San Francisco men are about

to open galena deposits near Purdy sta-

tion. There is considerable silver with the

lead, but no gold.

MoDoc County

Fort Bidwell Consolidated—At this

property in Hoag district, they are work-
ing on a ledge which they have now traced

through three locations. The ore yields

free gold. There is as yet no mill in the

district

Mono County

Masonic Mountain Gold Mining Com-
pany—Extensive development work is

about to be done on the True Friend claim

of this company at Masonic. A mill will

be put up in the spring. A shaft-house

and hoist are being erected.

Orange County

Western Zinc Company—This company,
at Silverado Canon, is now shipping good
ore to San Francisco for treatment. An-
other shaft is being sunk at the mine.

Nevada County

Nevada County Midas Mining Company
—This company has acquired the Morning
Star mine at Randolph Flat, and expects

to equip the property with machinery at

once.

Placer County

Bowman—In this section of the country

Clinton Cirby has bought the Russell

Dunn place and will prospect the ledges

there.

El Dorado—At this gravel mine, at Last

Chance, the tunnel along the cement gravel

is in 4000 ft. The gravel lead has been

struck in an upraise 1600 ft. from the

moulh of the tunnel.

Plumas County

May/ield—This claim at the head of Nel-

son creek has been bonded to W. T. Bern-

heim, including the Red Ravine, Gold Run
and Fairbanks, there being 230 acres in all.

Riverside County

Crescent—This company has recently

purchased the Blackbird group of five

claims in Eagle district. A contract has

been let to develop water on the property.

Shasta County

Balaklala Mining County—The new
aerial tramway from the mines of this

company to Coram has been satisfactorily

tested. A number of men have been dis-

charged pending the completion of the

smelter at Coram.

Siskiyou County

Golden Eagle—Five stamps are being

added to the mill of this company at Fort

Jones.

Tuolumne County

Coast Development Company—The Rap-

pahanock mine of this company has been

sold at sheriff's sale to the plaintiff in an

action against the company.

Colorado

Clear Creek County

Bellevue-Hudson—D. J. Williams, of

Lawson, and J. Mitchell, of Denver, have

taken a lease on the dumps of this prop-

erty near Georgetown, and are arranging

for the erection of a 50-ton mill with

cyanide process, also for an aerial tram-

way 1000 ft. in length.

Red Elephant—Braddock, Penn., people

have taken an option on a large group
of claims near Lawson. W. L. Shaflfer.

Idaho Springs, Colo., has been appointed

manager.

Gilpin County

Great Mammoth—This vein has been
cut at a depth of 1500 ft. in a lateral from
the Newhouse tunnel, and shows several

feet of high-grade smelting ore and con-
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centrnting ores. Indiana people are 'n-

tcrested as the Gaiinilct Gold Mining Com-

pany, with L. D. Hobson, Central City, as

general manager.

Hcarne Gold and Cotter Mining Com-

pany—Colorado capital is interested in a

strike on the Anchor property in Willis

gulch, gray copper and lead ores hav-

ing been opened up in the 200-ft. level.

H. W. Kane, Central City, Colo., is man-

ager, and additional machinery is to be

purchased.

Santa Lorcia—Rhode Island capitalists

are interested in a good strike in the

slope above the 200-ft. level in their Hill-

house mine, the ores carrying values m
gold, silver and copper. J. W. Tuck-

field, Central City, Colo., is superintendent

RoliTT County

Halm's Peak Mining and Milling Com-

pany—Wisconsin men are interested in

the purchase of the Conundrum tunnel

property at Hahn's Peak, paying $10,000

for the property; they will arrange for

the installation of a plant of mschinery.

north of No. 2 shaft. The latter is down

about 30 ft. in llie formation and fair

quality of copper-bearing rock is being

cut. The concrete work from the ledge

to the surface has been finished and the

erection of a shaft house has begun. An
air compressor is being assembled.

Cialiot—This subsidiary company of

the Calumet & Hecla Mining Company

has No. I shaft down nearly 400 ft.

Drifting is being carried on at two levels

and a third drift will be started as soon

as the 400-ft. level is reached. Four

drills are at work. No. 2 shaft is down

475 ft. and five drills are at work, one

drifting at each of the three levels and

two sinking.

Florida

Polk County

Medulla Mining Company—This com-

pany is preparing to mine phosphate on

a large scale by hydraulicking. Three

750-horse-power turbine engines have been

ordered r.nd it is expected to obtain a

flow of 4000 gal. per minute at a pressure

of 175 lb.

Kentucky

Hopkins County

The dispute over the wage scale for

•coal mining in this district seems to have

a prospect of settlement. At a meeting

held in Indianapolis last week, the execu-

tive board of the United Mine Workers

took action on a proposed scale, which

will probably be adopted.

Michigan

Copper

Calumet & Hecla—The structural steel

on the new recrushing mill at Lake Lin-

den has been put in place and an electric

crane facilitates the assembling of ma-

chinery. At the power plant the General

Electric Company is assembling a new
2coo-kw. generator. At the main mine

all the rock houses have been remodeled

to lake care of the large steel rock cars,

which will go into commission as soon

as the work of changing to the standard

gage has been finished.

Ojibway—Work has been started at the

new No. I shaft. From the appearance

of the ground passed through in sinking

No. 2 shaft it is expected that the ledge

will be reached at a depth of about 60 ft.

This shaft is being sunk about 1200 ft.

Minnesota

It has been reported that labor organ-

izers are busy among the miners of the

Lake Superior regions and are agitating

a new union to include the miners of

northern Minnesota, Wisconsin and Mich-

igan which may be known as the Lake

Superior Federations of Miners.

Missouri

JoPLiN District

A bureau of information for the bene-

fit of visitors to the approaching mining

congress will be maintained at the Joplin

Commercial club.

Decatur Mining and Milling Company
—A rich strike has been made at Preston,

four miles northeast of Alba. The ore is

in sheet formation. This strike is the

farthest north of any in the district.

Glass Lead and Zinc Company—The
two shafts of this company in the Webb
City sheet-ground district are nearly to

ore and work in the mill will soon be

started.

Halton & Coyne—Wiggington & Mil-

ton, mill contractors, of Webb City, have

the contract for the new mill for the

Emma Gordon and have started work.

Old Times Lead and Zinc Company—
Another development in Joplin's new
shect-groi;nd district is the rich strike

made on the Black Cat lease west of Chit-

v/ood. Thirteen drill holes were put

ciown and all showed rich sheet ore.

Nevada

Nye County—Bullfrog

Alt Baba—It is proposed to re-open this

mine and to carry the 2So-ft. shaft down
to the 600-ft. level. As soon as a new
power hoist is in position three shifts of

men will begin shaft sinking and lateral

work on the 250-ft. level.

National Bank—Good ore is being

broken in the drift on the eastern vein

on the 400-ft. level. From a raise on the

200-ft. level a drift has been started to de-

velop an ore shoot from which good

assays have been obtained.

MayHoiver—Ore is showing over the

breast of the south drift on the 400-ft.

level. The north drift also continues in

good ore.

Hayseed—The crosscut at the loo-ft.

level has encountered the big east vein,

whicli at the surface yields pannings of

free gold. Some blocks of ground will

probably be let to lessees.

Dower—The ore shoot on the 456- ft.

level has been proved for a distance of

100 ft. The winze which has been sunk

below the fourth tunnel is down 200 ft.

and is in ore. About 50 tons have been

placed on the dump to await treatment

at one of the local mills.

Tecopa Consolidated—^Woik is in prog-

ress on all the levels from 100 to the

Soo-ft. The ore shipped averages about

76 tons per day.

Nye County—Manhattan
Gold Crest—Directors and prominent

shareholders of the company visited the

mine to determine the best mode of de-

velopment. Extensive work will be begun

shortly.

Thank'sgiving—The big ledge passed

through by the shaft is 14 ft. wide. A
cross ledge cut in the 236-ft. level is

smaller, but carries higher grade ore.

The ore in this ledge carries tellurides.

Nye County—Tonopah

Extension—The face of the north cross-

cut on the loso-ft. level is out 650 ft. and

stoping is being carried on at all levels

from the 270 to 600 ft. down. Weekly
shipments are going forward.

Home—A meeting of the directors was

held in Tonopah recently. A definite

scheme for resuming development was

outlined by the company's engineer and

adopted by the board. Work will be re-

sumed on the mine and also upon the

company's claims in the Manhattan dis-

trict.

Jim Butler—Assays of ore from the

lower levels continue to improve. The
usual amount of ore is being extracted.

A new compressor plant has been erected

to drive power drills. The plant will be

driven by electric power.

Midway—Large bodies of ore of milling

grade are being opened up for stoping.

The company's mill, which has not been

yielding satisfactory returns, has been

closed to secure more efliicient extraction.

The ore carries a large amount of sul-

phide of silver and it has been found

necessary to find a suitable process for

leaching the tailings from the mill.

Montana—The Montana-Tonopah mill

has been running to its full capacity and

the 40 stamps have crushed an average

of 180 tons per day.

Nevada Alpine—The mine at Lone

mountain has made a shipment of 30 tons
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of high-grade ore and anotlu-r carload

will go forward next week.

WiiiTK Pine County

Cfi>OM.r—This company has accepted

the concentrating mill built for it under

contract by the Traylor Engineering Com-

pany, of New York. The mill was found

to meet all requirements for tonnage

capacity and rate of recovery. The mill

was intended to save 80 per cent, of the

mineral, but is reported to be exceeding

that figiire. The concentrate averages

about 23 per cent, copper.

New Jersey

Si-ssEx County

Alias Cement Company—This company

is opening; a large limestone quarry on

the Rutherford farm, near Hardyston-

ville. The engines, boilers, derricks and

other machinery are being placed, and

the overburden is being removed. A spur

line from the Lehigh & Hudson River

road has been built.

Pennsylvania

B ITU .MINOUS Co.SL

Dunkirk Gas Coal Company—Thh new

company has bought the properties of the

Dunkirk Coal Company and the Braznell

Gas Coal Company, each operating large

mines on the I'igeon Creek branch of the

Pittsburg, Virginia & Charleston railroad.

The transaction involves the retirement

from business, after many years of active

life, of Benjamin Braznell, of Braddock,

whom many call the dean of coal opera-

tions in Pittsburg.

Du Bois Ko. I—The Buffalo &. Susque-

hanna Coal Mining Company has nearly

completed the installation of an electric

haulage plant to replace the endless-rope

system, which is now inadequate, the

main headings now reaching V/2 miles

from the shaft. The mine is in Clear-

field county.

Sagamore— The Buffalo & Susque-

hanna Coal Mining Company is now in-

stalling a fan at each of its eight mines

at Sagamore, in Jefferson county. The
development of these new drift openings

has now progressed so far as to render

furnace ventilation inadequate. The
$i.ooo,ocx) power plant at these mines is

nearly completed, but will not be required

to go into full operation for some months.

The mines now afford an output of 2500

tons per day.

Tyler—The Cascade Coal and Coke

Company has abandoned the workings on

the southern part of its property and is

opening a new drift. No. 8, which will

give access to a large territory of un-

touched coal at the center and north of its

land. Electric motor haulage is being in-

stalled. The property is in Clearfield

<ountv.

Coke

Peoples' Coal Company—This company

has sold its property, including 2000

acres of coal land in Westmoreland

county, to W. J. Raincy and associates,

of Pittsburg. It is understood that a large

coke plant will be established on the prop-

erty.

South Dakota

Lawrence County

.f)7.-y/ci—The main shaft is 200 ft. deep

and sinking has ceased until a hoist, pump
and air compressor are installed. In a

second shaft a good prospect in gold is

showing up.

Bear Lodge—A so-ft. shaft is being sunk

by Dr. M. J. Scott, of Omaha, and L. R.

Davis, of Sundance and associates. Free

milling gold ore ,in a vein that is widening

with depth, has been encountered.

Carbonate Camp—Plans are under way

10 resume operations on several of the

properties that have been idle for 20 years.

Indications point to high - grade gold

bodies lying under the silver ledges.

Deeper mining is planned on the Spanish

R. and other former high-grade silver

properties.

Bear Gulch—Two deals are now in

progress to develop the gold ledges with

Eastern capital and later to do some ex-

tensive tin mining.

GarAeld Mining Company—This new

company was reorganized from the stock-

holders of the old Lockport Mining Com-
pany whose ground is situated near Lead

The new officers are: President, James

McQuillen ; vice-president, A. H. Lun-

din ; secretary-treasurer, C. J. Searle.

Horseshoe—This mine is being re-

opened and an electric hoist installed.

Mogul—This company's mill at Pluma
is putting through about 300 tons of ore

per day and is cleaning up fortnightly.

Reliance Mining Company—The new
mill is being operated and its capacity will

shortly be increased to 150 tons per day

by the addtion of a new Huntington.

Pennington County

Black Warrior—Hugh McLcllan has re-

signed from the Mariposa to take charge

of his own ground near Mystic and will

develop a recent find of gold ore.

Castle Creek—Thomas Ormsby and as-

sociates are putting through a deal with

eastern capital for the purchase of sev-

eral miles of ground for placer mining

along Castle and Rapid creeks. Heavy
machinery will be installed.

Doumie-Wright—A new device in placer

mining has been installed on the Battle

creek ground near Keystone. The black

sands are to be run over concentrating

tables. The plan is to re-treat the Holy

Terror tailings.

Hymalula—E. E. Bennett and associates

are preparing to install steam machinery

for deeper mining on their claims near

Mystic.

/. R.—Large pumps have been installed

and as soon as the mine is dry, work will

be resumed by Supi.-rintcndent Crocker.

Keystone—Beds of fine rubies have

been found near here in the old placers

i.nd several prospectors are engaged in

developing them.

United IVorthy—Ernest Haase has put

a force of men to work to develop his

copper and gold property north of Key-

stone. Two tunnels, 50 and 20 ft. lon;r

are to be continued, principally on ac-

count of the copper showing.

Eagle Mountain—Colonel Clark has

commenced work on his copper property

near Keystone. A new air compressor

.nnd hoist have been installed.

Tennessee

Tennessee Copper Company—The acid

works in connection with the smeltery of

this company are practically completed, but

probably they will not be put in operation

before November.

Putnam County

Monterey Coal and Coke Company—
This company is pushing work on its

property near Monterey, which includes

1500 acres of coal land. The main entry

is in 300 ft. and a number of buildings

have been erected. The machinery is

being installed as fast as it arrives, and it

is expected that regular shipinents will be

begun by February next. Charles H.

7 reat, of Washington, D. C, is president

;

T. T. Wilder, of Knoxville, Tenn., vice-

jresident and general manager.

Utah

Bea\'er County

Cai*«.s — The New-house Mines and

Smelters Corporation, operating this cop-

per mine, has curtailed its production

more than one-half. The mill is to be

operated one shift a d.-iy indefinitely and

a small force is to be engaged in sinking

the shaft below the tunnel adit to the 800

level and to explore the 700 and 800

levels. The company produced a little

more than 1,000.000 lb. of copper in Sep-

tember.

Juab County

Tintic Ore 5'/ii>m<,'Hf.f—Shipments last

week amounted to 143 carloads, the con-

tributing m-nes and amounts being: Beck

Tunnel, 7; Colorado, 9: May Day, 6;

Eagle & Blue Bell, 6; Yankee Consoli-

dated, 4; L'ncle Sam, 4; Eureka Hill, 2;

Gemini, 5 ; Centennial Eureka, 55 ; Bul-

lion Beck, s; Scranton, 8; Tintic Iron, i;

Grand Central, 7; Mammoth, 9; .\jax, 2;

Carisa, 3; Lower Mammoth, 9; other

mines, 3 cars.

Colorado—A second cave has been en-
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countered in this Tintic mine about 50 ft.

south and west of the first one. The char-

acter of the ore of the two is similar.

Mammoth—Th\s company has been

shipping some high-grade gold ore. One

carload recently brought the company, it

has been learned from good authority,

considerably more than $100,000. The ore

was selected from a rich shoot recently

encountered.

Tooele County

Honerine—The shareholders are sched-

uled to meet in annual session shortly, at

which time the matter of adjusting the

finances of the company will be consid-

ered. The property has been closed for

ibout two months.

Souihport—This company is conduct-

ing a vigorous campaign of development.

New Stockton—Work is progressing on

the installation of additional mill equip-

ment.

West Virginia

Judge Dayton, in the United States

District court, has issued an injunction

against the United Mine Workers and

their agents. The order restrains the offi-

cials from organizing or interfering in

any way with about 1000 non-union

miners employed by the Hitchman Coal

Company, the Glendale Coal Company and

the Richland Coal Company, operating in

the Wheeling district. It is regarded as

the most sweeping injunction ever entered

against a labor organization.

the Temiskaming & Hudson Bay prop-

erty has been traced on the northern lot

of the Nipissing.

Temiskaming & Hudson Bay—An im-

portant strike was made recently at a

depth of 100 ft. on the vein discovered

last March. At this point it is 10 in.

wide, showing solid native silver.

Treihc-djey — A financial statement,

issued for presentation at the annual

meeting of shareholders, covering the

period from June 13, 1906, to Aug. 31.

1907, shows revenue from all sources

$249,262; operating and other expenses,

$124,739, and surplus, $124,522. Two

dividends amounting to $75,636 have been

paid. During the year 814 tons of ore

have been shipped, from which the net

receipts were $221,161. It is estimated

that 100 tons of ore in the new slope will

net $200,000. Recently a large orebody

was disclosed at a depth of 50 ft-, which

showed values of from 3000 to 4000 oz.

silver to the ton.

Hastings County

Deloro Smelter — Prof. Willett G.

Miller and T. W. Gibson, deputy min-

ister of mines, have returned to Toronto

from a trip of inspection to the smelter

,'.t Deloro, near Marmora, which is being

refitted to treat Cobalt ore. It will have

a capacity of between 15 and 20 tons per

day and is expected to be ready for

operation in about a month. The Deloro

plant is in charge of Messrs. Kirkegaard,

Wright and Kirkpatrick.

Portage Bay District

Wisconsin

Gogebic Range—Iron

Montreal—The. new steel-lined shaft,

east of the present workings, has reached

a depth of 170 ft. Sinking is progressing

at the rate of 70 ft. per month and the

steel construction is laid close behind the

drilling operations. Considerable difficulty

was encountered with quicksand earlier

in the sinking, but this danger has now

been passed.

Canada

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—S\\\pmerAs of ore for

the week ending Oct. 19 were as fol-

lows : Drummond, 64,830 lb. ; Kerr Lake

(Jacobs), 59,950; La Rose, 281,710; Mc-

Kinlcy-Darragh, 266,260; O'Brien, 64,575;

total, 737.32s lb. A large proportion of

the shipments were sent to the smelters

in Denver, Colo.

Foster—A contract has been let to the

Cobalt Concentrators, Ltd., for the erec-

tion of a concentrator on the property.

Nipissing—Surface work will be dis-

continued during the winter and drifting

and crosscutting carried on extensively

underground The large cobalt vein on

Charrette Location— A calcite - silver

vein 2 in. wide has been discovered at a

depth of 25 ft. The vein at the surface

was red quartz.

Sargesson Location—A vein several

feet in width has been found on the sur-

face and traced for a considerable dis-

tance. Assays are said to show 2000 oz.

silver to the ton. A steam plant has been

ordered.

British Columbi.\—Vancouver /sland

Britannia—The smelter at Crofton has

been closed down, the reason given being

the failure of water supply, owing to the

very dry fall. At the Britannia mine,

Howe. Sound, the working force has been

reduced, as the smelter is not handling

copper ore. Development work will be

continued.

has been completed and is delivering lOO

tons of ore per day.

Providencia—This property north of La

Luz in the Palmilla district has been

bonded to W. W. Robinson, treasurer of I

the Buena Ventura Mining Company, and

the first payment has been made.

DURANGO

Pcnoles Mining Company—The mines at

Ojucla are shipping 500 tons per day, some

of the low-grade sulphides going to Tor-

reon for treatment. The capacity of the

Mapimi smelting works is to be enlarged

to 2000 tons per day.

Guanajuato

Peregrina—The mill has resumed full

operation with its 120 stamps. Owing to

the unusually dry season this and several

other properties were compelled to reduce

operations. Recent rains have replenished

the water supply.

Alcaiar—This mine in the Nayal dis-

trict has resumed operations and is daily

shipping ore to the mills at Guanajuato^

Calilles—The firm, Shewell & Fulton,

has bought this mine and also La Fraqua,

it is said for American capitalists.

Providencia Mining and Milling Com-

pany—The mine of this company at Tajo

Dolores is being unwatered. Material has

been ordered for a 6o-stamp mill and

cyanide plant.

Oaxaca

Veronica—A rich strike of silver and

gold ore has been made at this mine in

Taviche at about 250 ft. in following old

workings.

Za/JOf^—Silver ore of shipping grade has

been struck at a depth of 60 ft. in a new

shaft at the eastern edge of the property

at Taviche.

Mexico

Chihuahua

A wagon road is to be built from

Guanacevi to Rosario, the terminus of the

Parral branch of the Mexican Central

railroad. The expense will be about $25,-

000, and will be borne by the owners of

mines in the district.

San Miguel—The tramway across the

Batopilas river to the mill at San Antonio

Africa

West Africa

Gold production in September is re-

ported at 24,613 oz. bullion. For the nine

months ended Sept. 30 the total was

157,178 oz. bullion in 1906, and 216,679 oz.

in 1907; an increase of 59.501 oz. The

bullion reported in 190" was valued at

4.207,589, equal to 203,560 oz. fine gold.

New Caledonia

Exports of ores from New Caledonia

for July and the seven months ended July

31 are reported by the Bulletin du Com-

merce, of Noumea, as follows, in metric

tons

:

.Tilly. Seven Mob.

Nickel ore 3,370 63.532

Cobalt ore „ 10

J

01 i?R
Chrome ore 0,7.^.5 21.466

Iron ore 16 it"

The July exports included 160 tons

nickel ore and 6247 tons chrome ore f"'

the United States.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

A til' ) HIA-, ('i7. 30—The coal trade in

the West is generally in good condition,

though there is increasing complaint of

car shortage. The demand for coal at the

large consuming points is good, and mines

are generally working as near full time

as their car supply will permit. The

financial troubles have not yet affected the

coal markets to any extent.

Interests in the West is centered on the

conference which began in Indianapolis

Oct. 29. While it is not expected that any

definite action will or can be taken, the

results of the conference may have an

important effect on the agreements for

next year.

In the East the bituminous trade is

less active and there is a perceptible halt,

which may become more pronounced if

matters do not improve. The coastwise

trade is active, in view of approaching

winter, with its ice blockades at the New
England ports.

The anthracite market is steady, with

no material change, except some decrease

in the demand for steam coal. Coast-

wise business is good, for the same rea-

sons as with bituminous coal.

Coal Traffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originatmg

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Oct. 19 were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1901. Changes.

Anthracite 3,618,659 4.552.056 I. 1.03.S.:»7

BltumlnOUS 2o..51-2.7K6 31,'2M.996 1. 5,72i.>10

Ooke 10.114.S-i2 11,243.»46 I. 1,1-29,024

Total.... 39,176,'267 47 ,060.898 I. 7.884,^31

The total increase this year was 20 per

cent.

The Pittsburg Coal Company reports

its production for the nine months ended

Sept. 30 as follows, in short tons

:

1906. I'.i07. cliangL-s.

PlttsburRDlB 13.n6.4«9 13 302.634 I. 126.14.'.

BocklogDU l,l-2'2..'>«2 1,018.481 D. 104.081

Totalcoal 14,299.05114,321,115 I. •22.064

Coke made 321142 3»2,im I. 61,063

The coke is all made in the Pittsburg

district. The increase in coal mined this

year was 0.2 per cent.: in coke made, 19

per cent.

Shipments of Broad Top coal ever the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroa ', for

the year to Oct. 26 were 834,490 tons.

Shipments of bituminous coal and cc <e

over various railroads in western Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia lor the eight

months ended Aug. 31 are reported as

I'oUows, in short tons

:

Bait. & Ohio
Hurt., li.wh. ,t Pitta.

Peun Ucuw. N.Y.OoD,
Pitts. & L. Erie.
Norfolk k Western..

Cool. Coke. Total.

17.451,173 3.851,858 21 .IWl.ttll

4,707,302 418.1)92 5.rjll.O%4

6.465.-2-29 .',3.787 5,519.016
7,'205,0(-)2 3.56'J,'.l-25 10,774.987

8.040.621 1,7-28.667 9,709,-288

Total

Total, 1904...

.... 42.809.447 9.6-22.9-29 62.492,376

38,938,838 8,8.59,881 47,798,710

1906. 1907. Changes.

2,497,612 2,.569,057 71,445

1,093 .878 l,178..52-2 R4,r.44

1,1-37.305 1.4«6 006 :i58.7ol

1.3-J9.847 2.-290.975 9ill.l-2«

1,-284 ,078 1,914 995 6.-«).917

717.706 1,071,431 3.M,7-25

1.461,887 l,5«i,345 lul.4."i8

403„t47 810,544 406.997

5,785 18.626 12,841

The total increase this year was 4.693.-

657 tons, or 9.8 per cent. In addition to

the tonnage given above, the Baltimore &
Ohio carried 572,481 tons of anthracite in

1906, and 643,638 tons in 1907; an in-

crease this year of 71,157 tons.

The coal tonnage over the roads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic Association for the

eight months ended .A.ug. 31 was as fol-

lows, in short tons

:

Hocking Valley
Toledo & Ohio Cent.
Baltimore & Ohio ..

Wheeling & L. Erie.

Cleve.. L'lam k Wh. 1

ZaneavlUe k WMslern
Toleilo Dlv , Pen Co
L.Erie.AlUancetWh.
Marietta, Col. & Clev.

Total 9.9-21.645 12,903,501 1.2.981,856

The total shows an increase this year

of 30.1 per cent.

New York

• Anthracite

Oct. 30—The demand for prepared

sizes is more active for stove and chest-

nut sizes than egg. Small steam sizes

are reported to be inactive and in light

demand. Prices are quoted as follows:

Broken, $4.75 ; egg, stove and chestnut, $5

;

pea, $3.25; buckwheat No. i, $2.75; buck-

wheat No. 2 or rice, $2.is@2,25; barley

$1.75. all f.o.b. New York harbor

Bituminous

The strong demand for bituminous coal

continues and large shipments have been

going to the far East. However, the last

cargoes are now being shipped to the

shoal-water ports.

The local market is not as strong, ow-

ing, in a large measure, to the financial

conditions of the past week. These have

brought about a decided decrease in de-

mand and prices in the harbor have fal-

len off temporarily from 10 to iSc. Just

now fair grades of steam coal bring

$2.8o@2.8s f.o.b. New York harbor

shipping ports.

The far East is calling for all the coal

that can be delivered before the close of

navigation. Certain captains of vessels

are beginning to insist upon the ice clause

in bills of lading for Maine ports. Con-

siderable coal is being shipped to points

along the Sound.

The condition at the mines is one of

activity hampered by a lack of cars. Pro-

ducers are sending forward all the coal

that they possibly can, but shipments are

delayed at various points. The slowness

in handling cars at Norfolk and Newport

News still continues. Transportation,

however, is fairly good, cars running

through on about schedule time.

In the Coastwise vessel market light

draft vessels have been scarce, but are

now in better supply. A number have

recently been chartered to such points

as Hallowell and Biddeford at about $2

from New York. Freight rates are

quoted as follows: from Philadelphia to

Boston, Salem and Portland, 90@95c.

;

to Portsmouth, $i@i.io; Newburyport

and Lynn, $i.2S@i.3o; Saco and Bangor,

$1.50: Augusta, $2.25 per ton.

Birmingham

Oct. 28—No change is reported in coal

affairs in Alabama. The dullness in the

iron market does not frighten the coal

operators. It is stated that there will be

active conditions in the coal market all

through the winter. While the wages

of the coal miners are based on the selling

price of iron, the p'resent quotations must

break $5 yet before there is a drop of 5c.

per ton in the miners' wages.

Chicago

Oct. 28—The coal market continues-

strong in nearly every line, the only weak-

ness being in certain eastern coals that

have been somewhat scarce, but are now

in large supply. Sales are heavy and de-

murrage coal continues to be small. Illin-

ois and Indiana lump and egg bring

$2.25@2.65; run-of-mine, $l.7S@2.50 and

screenings $i.lo@i.50. There is not much

complaint about transportation of western

coals, though car shortage is apparent.

Eastern coals are somewhat weaker.

Larger shipments and better railroad ser-

vice are responsible for the increased sup-

ply. Smokeless is quiet at $4-3° for lump

and $3.30 for run-of-mine. Hocking holds

up to $3.50; Youghiogheny and Pittsburg

are in good demand at unchanged prices.

In the anthracite market the great need is

for chestnut.
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Cleveland

Oct. 29—The local coal market opened

strong this week, with Ohio coals gener-

ally sc. above last week. The reason for

higher prices is car shortage, which is

preventing shippers from getting coal to

local points in sufficient quantity to fill

contracts. The following prices are

quoted on No. 8 Ohio grades : Slack, 8oc.

;

mine-run, $1.25; •>4-in. lump, $1.35. These

prices are expected to hold, and dealers

are anticipating an increase next week.

Retail dealers advanced prices here last

week loc. a ton.

Coke continues steady. Furnace is

quoted at $2.90(0)3 at ovens, and foundry,

$3.25@3SO. Some sales for first-half de-

liver>' are reported at $3.25 for foundry.

Imports : 190B. 190". Changes.

Com 3,484,87« 3,612,983 I. 28,107
CokP 238.678 240.233 I. 1.668

Totlll 3.723.461 3.763,210 1. 29,7ti6

Exports

:

Coal 3,325.007 3.098.896 D. 226,712
Coke 671.400 673.368 I. 1,968

Total 3,897,007 3,072.2,'i3 U. 224,764

Imports were chiefly from Germany
and Great Britain ; exports were largely

to France and Holland.

Pittsburg

Oct. 29—The demand for coal con-

tinues in excess of production. Many
mines are idle this week on account of a

scarcity of railroad cars. Not more than

60 per cent, of the cars required were
furnished today and it is believed the sup-

ply will be less before the end of the

week. Prices are firm on the basis of

$i.40@i.50 for mine-run coal at mine.

Slack remains around 8oc. There was a

rise in the rivers, but it was not sufficient

to permit the shipping of coal; sev-

eral large tows of empty boats and
barges came in and were sent to the

pools. All the river coal mines are in

full operation, and there will be a heavy
shipment on the next rise.

Connellsvillc Coke—Prices are firmer

this week, not due, however, to an in-

creased demand, but to the fact that pro-

duction is being curtailed. Several inde-

pendent producers have already shut

down a number of ovens and the H. C.

Prick Coke Company has arranged to

close 1000 ovens on Nov. i. Standard
Connellsville furnace coke is quoted at

$2.75@2.90 and foundry coke at $3.25®
3.50. The Courier in its weekly report

gives the production in both fields at

426,598 tons. The shipments amounted
to 14,291 cars, distributed as follows: To
Pittsburg, 4966 cars; to points west of

Connellsville, 8448 cars; to points east

of Connellsville, 877 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

•The coal bunkered or sold for con-

sumption on steamships in foreign trade

at United States ports for the eight

months ended Aug. 31 was 3,779,1 12 tons.

Added to the exports, previously re-

ported, this makes a total of 12,382,196

tons of coal sold for consumption beyond

the limits of the United States.

Imports and exports of fuel in Belgium

for the eight months ended Aug. 31 were,

in metric tons

:

Iron Trade Review

New York, Oct. 30—Dullness and ex-

treme conservatism have characterized the

iron and steel markets—conditions which

were to be expected, in view of the finan-

cial position. In pig iron the only sales

have been of small lots for early delivery.

At the same time, there has been no
movement to stop production, and no

furnaces have gone out of blast, unless for

repairs and similar causes. In finished

material new orders also have been very

small, and usually for lots needed to fill

out contracts under execution. In several

cases material has been offered at conces-

sions, but without bringing much business

so far. The markets are simply waiting

to see what the results will be, and no

one is prepared to enter into new en-

gagements just now.

A contract for 15,000 tons of steel rails

for early delivery for Japan has been

awarded to the United States Steel Pro-

ducts Company—the export branch of the

Steel Corporation—at $30 per ton, de-

livered at Yokohama. It is understood

that about 30,000 tons more for Japan will

soon be placed. The Germqn Steel S3ti-

dicate recently took contracts for 20,000

tons of rails for Japan.

The Prussian State railroad contract for

rails for 1908 has been taken at in marks
per metric ton, delivered ; equal to $26.84

per long ton.

A singular transaction recently noted is

the arrival at New York of 2500 tons of

basic pig iron from China. This iron was
made at the Hanyang works, on the

Yangtse river, about 600 miles from its

mouth.

United States Steel Corporation—The
statement for the quarter ended Sept. 30

shows a decrease in net earnings, after

deducting operating expenses, of $1,699,-

420 from the June quarter, but an increase

of $5,689,661 over the September quarter

of last year. The income statement for

the quarter may be summed up as fol-

lows:

Net oarnlngs for the quarter $43,804,28.';

Sinking funds. Biibftlrllary cri'8 $ 589.358
Doprociatlon anrl Improvements 7,519.822
Interest and sinking funds 6,936,902

Total charges $16,046,142

Surplus for the quarter $28,758,143

Appropriations from this surplus were

:

Dividend on preferred stock, ijij per cent..

$6,304,919; on common stock, y^ per cent.,

$2,541,513; new construction, $15,000,000;

total, $23,846,432, leaving an undivided

balance of $4,911,711 for the quarter. Un-
filled orders on the books Sept. 30 reached

a total of 6,425,008 tons of material,

against 7,603,878 tons on June 30, and 7,-

936,884 tons on Sept. 30 of last year. Ex-

port business is now at the rate of 1,000,-

000 tons per year

Baltimore

Oct. 30—Imports for the week included

407 tons of ferronianganese. One cargo

of 5500 tons manganese ore was received

from Brazil, and one of 7000 tons from

India, making 12,500 tons in all. A ship-

ment of 14,426 sacks of copper ore was

received from Callao, Peru. Arrivals of

iron ore were 12,000 tons from Cuba.

' Birmingham

Oct. 28—The iron make in Alabama is

being kept up and the product is being

shipped out about as rapidly as it is being

manufactured. There is no new business

being placed in this district to speak of;

a few orders of from one to three and

four carloads of iron at a time being

bought for delivery during the next two

months. It is stated by the iron men that

quotations are being held up in this sec-

tion. No. 2 foundry, for this year's de-

livery, being quoted at $i8@i8.50 per

ton. A report was current the past week

that iron had been sold as low as $17

per ton.

Chicago

Oct. 28—The pig-iron market is quiet

under the stress of general conservatism

in business. Furnace agents say prices

will not decline, but lack of buying is

everywhere evident. There is a continu-

ance of the small-lot, quick-delivery busi-

ness at $22.50 for Northern No. 2 and $18

Birmingham for Southern No. 2 ($22.35

Chicago).

Future business is off, inquiries and

sales for next year's business being prac-

tically unknown. Consumption of iron

continues to be heavy.

Coke remains at $5.90 for first-class

Connellsville, with the market somewhat

weaker, due to larger supplies.

Cleveland

Oct. 28—Demand for tonnage in other

lines than iron ore is not very heavy, and

vessels are leaving light for upper lake

ports to load. Local vcsselmen are stick-

ing to ore pretty closely and most of

them are well up on their contracts. Most

of the big steel barges will be dropped

next month. There is some wild tonnage

now on the market.

Foundries report a better inquiry for

pig iron and while there is little demand
for igo8 iron, deliveries are well sold up

to December. The following prices arc
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quoted for tlic rest of the year ; Bessemer

$jj.9o; No. I foimdry Northern, $21.50(5}

22; No. 2, $2i@Ji.5o; No. 3, $20@2l

;

No. 2 Southern, $2i.75@22; grny forgo,

$20@20.50, Cleveland.

Philadelphia

Oct. 30—Very little pig iron has been

sold during the past week ; if there is any

iron entitled to be regarded as active it

is basic. This is due to a drop in prices,

and a number of large consumers have

already made considerable purchases. A
few good sales of forge have just been

closed. Foundry shows no sign of life.

It is on the down grade, and a number of

large consumers in the East are in corre-

spondence with Southern makers, and if

the Southern furnace people will accept

the views of buyers there will be prob-

ably a good deal of business to report.

Bessemer pig is dull and business is in

abeyance.

Steel Billets—There has been a sharp

decline in bessemer billets consequent

upon free offerings. Quotations today are

$28 for bessemer and $29 for open-hearth.

Bars—Bar iron has gone off a trifle.

There is no disposition to buy heavily;

even some of the larger consumers are

purchasing only small lots.

Sheets—The sheet milh are running

about as usual and the local representa-

tives report conditions about the same.

There is no decline in consumption.

Pipes and Tubes—All kinds of pipe are

in excellent demand. Tubes are strong

in small lots, but users are well supplied.

Merchant Steel—Rather more business

is being done in merchant steel. Prices

show less variation in this branch than

any other.

Plates—In a general way the situation

in plate is satisfactory, although the new-

business for the past week is insignificant.

This may lead to a shading of prices, as

the larger mills are more anxious to

secure long running contracts.

Structural Material—The volume of

business done in structural material shows
a decided falling off. The card rate of

1.70C. basis appears to have been de-

parted from excepting in unimportant

small transactions. It is stated that a

great deal of projected work has been

suspended.

Steel Rails—The steel - rail situation

hangs fire, and there is very little to say.'

Some business is coming from Mexico,

Cuba and South .America. Traction rails

are being contracted for every week and
this business is all right.

Scrap—The scrap market has toned up
a little, but prices have not improved.

Certain large buyers of scrap are in the

market at present and are talking about

buying, but they are doing nothing. The
dealers are keeping a close watch and
will be ready to meet any demand that

may arise.

Pittsburg

Oct. 2y— rile irun and sletl markets
were not materially disturbed by the em-
barrassment of the VVestinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company and the

W'estinghouse Afachine Company. A
tight money market, and not a lack of

business, seems to have been the chief

cause of the trouble. Other manufactur-
ing interests are conducted on different

terms and therefore are not affected. The
markets continue extremely dull and
there is absolutely no new business of any
consequence. Strong efforts are being

made to maintain prices for the rest of

the year, but it is doubtful if they will be

successful. Some surprise was occasioned

today by a rumor that the Carnegie Steel

Company is cutting prices on steel bars.

The report was not officially confirmed
and may not be true. Iron bars are lower
and it is reported that sales were made
during the week at 1.60c., or $2 a ton

below the recent minimum quotation. Re-
rolling rail mills are cutting the price of
light rails. This has at last forced the

Carnegie Steel Company to order a re-

duction of $3 a ton in 16- to 4S-lb. sec-

tions and $2 a ton in sections of 12 lb.

and less. About 1000 tons of light rails

have been booked at the low price.

Sheet prices are still being cut, but no
shading is noted in tin-plate prices, the

reason evidently being that there is no
demand for tin-plate. The American
Sheet and Tin Plate Company put on nine

additional tin mills yesterday and this

w-eek is operating 83 of its 242 mills.

There has been a number of reports of

closing of steel mills, principally by the

Carnegie Steel Company, but so far no
material curtailment of production has

actually taken place. There is, however,

a general slowing up and it would not be

surprising if a number of iron and steel

plants are closed early in November.

Pig Iron—There is no change in pig

iron, except that it appears to be much
weaker. Sales of basic iron reported last

week at $i9.25@i9.5o, Valley furnaces,

are said to have been exaggerated. This
is indicated by the refusal of an indepen-

dent steel interest to take 1000 tons at

$19; it is holding out for a lower price.

Bessemer pig remains nominally at $22,

Valley furnaces, but there have been no
transactions for several weeks. No. 2

foundry is quoted nominally at $19.50,

Valley furnaces, and it is probable that

some sales will be made later in the week
at that figure. Gray forge is not in de-

mand and is quoted at about $19.65. Pitts-

burg.

Steel—Low prices are being named for

billets and it is believed $28 can be shaded

on bessemer billets and $29.50 on open-

hearth. Plates are firm at 1.70c., but it

is believed a concession of $2 a ton from

the price of 1.60c. on steel bars can be ob-

tained on new business.

Sheets—lilack sheets arc still being cut

$2 a ton by independent interests, but

quotations remain at 2.60c. and galvan-

ized sheets are fairly strong at 3.75c. for

No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Mangonese—Prices have declined

and quotations for prompt fcrro are $55
@SSSO per ton.

Metal Market

NEW YORK, Oct. 30.

Cold and Silver Export* and Imporu

At all L'nllcU Stutcs rorts In Sept. aod year.

Mntal. Ex porta. Imports. Exoeaa.

Odd:
Sept. 1907..
" 19011..

Year 1907..
" 190f...

t i.Ma.83a
l,17g.9M

4U.H7»,H13

36,789,962

$ 2.734,n«C

31.431,aiM
30,8:1: ,2MT

111.770,017

Irap.t I.^IO.^M
• JU.l.VJ.llfl

E.vp. 19,IMJ.62S
Imp. 7Ii,98«,06S

SUver

:

Sept. 1907..
'• 190fi..

Year 1907 .

.

„ 19"i(i..

0.048,457
3.f>94,3ll

47.970.793
46,441,339

3,789,113
3,2e-2,8.')U

34.4.'i4..S71

32,994 ,009

Exp. i.'im.M*
331.762

„ 13,510,222

„ l-.',447,270

Those statements cover the total movement
of EoJd and silver to and from the I.'nited
Slates. Tbpsc llpures are furnlslied by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and I.<abor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending Oct. 26 and years from Jan. 1

Period
Gold. SUver.

Exports. Importa. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907

1906
1905

tl .697 .51

4

34.208,644
C.()2J.IH3

34.425.278

t 3M,i(A
8.IVi4.74»

9-J.20J*.a)9

10,;i80,977

$ 997.154
43.:)K«.Ofi2

44.i;51.97.'.

29.000.2i8

t 229.437
2.519.442
1.849,210
3,796,406

Export for the week, both gold and silver,
were chiefly to London. Imports for the
week were from the West Indies and Mexico.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Oct. 26, are reported as

below, in dollars

:

Gold. Total.

Ass'd New York
Englaod
France
Qermany
Spain
Netherlands....
Beli^lum
Italy
Russia
Aust.-Uungary.
Sweden

$173,866,570
677.008,770
158,246,000

77.890,000
33,165.000
10,206,666

177,826.000
621.846.000
226,490,000
21,220,000

1157,850.106
43.85U.000

127.725.000
25.576,000
8.103,335

23.839,000
27,070,000

58,860.000

S190
173,

737,

ilti,

2U5,

68,

24,

201.

649,

285,

21.

,426,000
,860.670

,804,936

1)96,000

,016,000

,740,000

,310,000
004,000
.516,000

350,000
220,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are fronj

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

The foreign commerce of the United

States for the nine months ended Sept.

30 is reported as follows by the Bureau

of Statistics of the Department of Com-
merce and Industry:

1900. 1907.

Exports, mercb'dlse.. $1,237,834,424 «1.331,621,C6S
Imports, " 948,207 117 1,108,134,988

Excess, exports $289..W7,,107 t22a.^Sf,(i6^
Add excess of exports, sllvfr. 13.616.222
Add excess of exports, gold 19,042,626

Total export balance 1256,045,416

The gold and silver movement in detail

is given in the table at the head of this

column.
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Silver Market

SILVEB AND STERLING BSCBANQB.

S^

surer. |

S^

Sliver.

i a a
.S' ^ri 08 £«

ts §?,
J? u ^ a a !? w ^ a a a

«w is 3S s ^3 is ^£
24 4.8485 "X aeji 28 4.82S0 60S 28>.

as 4.8400 61 a8)i 29 4.82S0 69X 27X
26 4. 8200 60 1» 28 30 4.8400 59% 27/.

New York quotatloDS are tor fine sliver,

per ounce Troy. I^ndon prices are for ster-

ling sliver. 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Oct. 17

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

India £ 12.937.796 £9.741,954 D. £ 3,196,842

Oblna 430.7U0 (Sl.400 D. 3B2.3U0

Straits 1.760 626,950 I. 624,200

Total £ 13.370.240 £10,436.304 D. £ 2,933,942

Receipts for the week were £184,000 in

bars and £15.000 in Mexican dollars;

£199,000, all from New York. Exports

were £10,000 in coin to Australia; £39,600

to India ; £5000 in bars and £63,400 in

Mexican dollars to Hong Kong; £118,000

in all.

Indian Exchange has been slightly eas-

ier, owing to bad reports as to rain and

crop prospects. The Council bills offered

in London brought an average of is.96d.

per rupee. Buying of silver for India

has been light.

Price* of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Hexican dollars t0.46>^ $0.52
Peruvian solAa and Chilean
Victoria sovereigns.

.

Twenty tr&nca.
Spanish 26 pesetas .

.

0.40 0.46
4.83 4.86
3.87 3.92
4.78 4.80

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

a
.

.0 ^f^ .J3»" a

A £| 1!
u
S h

»Smo31
is 1:- s s mo

iix IIV 5 40 5 25
'M

12 ><

on
12

5«,V Mii 4.75 ©5 45 (26,30

6.371' 6.22J
(36 42} ®5 27}as ®ia!; ffiiaji 58H 31X 4.76

12 Si 12 6 36
1

5 20
a« ®12,S mm

12X

. ... 32 4.75 rSS 40 (315 26

5.35
1

6 20
18 ISU

14

©13 !<

13X

61 >i 32X 4.75 05.40 ®5.25
6.30

1
5.16

»
14 13X

64 'SIX 4.76 (35 36 (35.20

5.30
1

6 15

30 auii aua 63 32 4.76 (35.35 (35 20

I,on(3on quotations are per long ton (224)
lb. » standard co'irter. wu.uh Is now the equlva-
deot of the former g.m.b's. The New York
•qnotatlons for elecfroytlc copper are for
-c^kes. Ingots or wlrebars. and represent the
bulk of the transnctions made with con-
sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of
cathodes Is (.125c. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the Amer-
ican Smelting and ReflnlnE Company for
near-by shipments of desilverized lead Id ."0-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations .>n spelter
are for ordinary western brandi ; spt>ciB!

brands command a premium.

Copper—\i early as last Thursday

signs of reaction in the market became

evident and on Friday a strong upward

movement began, European and Chinese

buyers coining into the market for large

quantities, which speedily acquired a

great impetus. Immense transactions have

taken place, amounting in the aggregate

probably to upward of 60,000,000 lb., and

under the circumstances prices advanced

by leaps and bounds. The range of prices

realized by the same dealers in one day

and by different dealers at the same time

has been wide, while a few spasmodic and

comparatively small sales have been made

at prices above those realized for the

great bulk of the transactions, this indi-

cating the excited condition of the

market.

The sales have been chiefly for ex-

port ; although there have been increased

sales for domestic account the buyers on

this side have not figured in the market

to so great an extent as might have been

were it not for the money stringency. Of

the sales for export, a part have been of

speculative character, but a good part

have been directly to consumers, and the

increase in the latter business is an en-

couraging feature.

At the close the market is strong at 14

@iAVi for Lake copper; I3M@I4;4 for

electrolytic in ingots, cakes and wirebars.

Business in casting copper has been done

during the week at an average of 12^

and closes at I3fi@i4c.

In London a large business was done,

a considerable short account being driven

to cover. Prices reached £66 on Tuesday

and close at £63 for spot, £63 for three

months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote: English tough, £60; best selected,

£67; strong sheets, £72.

Exports of copper from New York dur-

ing the week were 4112 tons. Our special

correspondent gives exports from Balti-

more for the week at 241 long tons of

copper.

The announcement has been made that

beginning with Nov. i the old rate

of wages of $3.50 per day will be put into

effect at Butte. This is a reduction of

12"^ per cent, from the rate which has

been in eflfect since the price for copper

was i8c. and over. The reduction will

have an important eflfect in lowering the

cost of production at Butte. The action

of the Butte companies will doubtless be

followed by those in other districts where

a similar advance was made.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb. ; of

wire, l6c. per pound.

Tin—The market in London has again

fluctuated considerably, being by turns

strong and weak. The visible supplies of

this metal are so small that the market

can be easily manipulated. Quotations

1907. Changes.

8,329 D. 1,005

23.666 1). 48
5,616 I. 594
1.267 1. VIU

are cabled at the close as weak at £145 for

spot,, £146 5s. for futures.

Hardly anything has been done in this

market where buyers are rather reluctant

to anticipate their wants. The fluctua-

tions of the London market are also not

designed to inspire confidence among con-

sumers here, who are continuing to buy

their immediate requirements only. The

market for spot delivery closes at 32c.

Exports of tin from the Straits are re-

ported as follows for the eight months

ended .'N.ug. 31, in long tons:

1906.

United states 9.334

Great Britain 23,(»4

Othpr Europe 6,021

China and India 847

Total 38,806 38.767 D. 39

The total was practically the same in

both years, the decrease being only o.l

per cent.

Lead—The price of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company for desilver-

ized remains unchanged at 4.75c. New
Vork and 4.675^c. St. Louis. Outside

brands continue to be offered at 4:55®
4.60C., New York, and 4.40@4.4Sc., St.

Louis. Even at these prices it appears to

be difficult to effect transactions.

The European market for lead has been

quieter and at the close Spanish lead is

quoted at £18, English lead at £18 2s. 6d.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John

Wahl Commission Company' reports as

follows: Lead is dull. Missouri brands

are freely offered at 4.42^c., and are only

lightly salable.

Spelter—The market is very quiet. But

little business has been done and this at

somewhat lower prices. We quote St,

Louis 5,i5@s.20, New York S.30@5-3Sc

The London market is unchanged,

closing at £21 iss. for good ordinaries,

£22 for specials.

The recent report of the Broken Hill

Proprietary Company, of. New South

Wales, states that the company had al-

ready delivered, up to June 30 last 131,957

tons zinc concentrates, containing approx-

imately 52,782 tons metallic zinc. Sales for

future delivery still unfilled were 194,273

tons concentrates, containing 77,709 tons

rpelter. The contracts call for the deliv-

ery of 54,273 tons concentrates in 1907;

70,000 in 1908, and 70,000 in 1909. Pay-

ment is made at time of delivery on

pro forma invoices, but the actual price is

only fixed at the average price of spelter

during the year following that of delivery.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is $7.50

per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.

—

f o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru. The

freight rate to New York is 27.50c. per

100 lb.

The movement of zinc ores and prod-

ucts in Germany for eight months ended

.\ug. 31 was, in metric tons

;
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^Impoi*
laoii.

bpelter •J4.S1W

ZllU" stlt***!** 4^

Zinc Bcrai- 1,413

Zinc ilue*l

Zinc oxlile
Llihophoue...; l.i)"'J

'.107.

2U,415
HO
717
Md

4,(U8
1.1.16

-Exportlt.-
I'.KW.

41.7K7
lU.llUl

3,0711

Zinc urt*.. .n<,>,'214 I1S.3V8

B.IM
»«,907

1907.

40,87»
l'J.74l

4,"50

l,4tVJ

13,630
6,10.1

21.703

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

M ining Stocki

The only large increase in exports was

that in zinc oxide.

Antimony—The market remains dull

and no business is reported. Abroad the

situation is the same and buyers are not

in evidence. Quotations at New York

are nominally as follows : Cookson's,

11^^; Hallett's, io@io^c. ; ordinary

brands, 9'4@ioc.

Nickel—For large lots, New York, the

chief producer quotes 4S@50c. per lb.,

recording to size and terms of order. For

small quantities, S0@65c., same delivery

Quicksilver—New York price is $40.50

per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over;

smaller orders, $4i@4S. San Francisco

quotations, $37.5o@39 per flask for do-

mestic orders
; $36@37 for export. Lon-

don quotation is £7 155. per flask.

Platinum—The market is inclined to be

reactionary and prices have fallen oK
slightly. Scrap especialy has declined in

the price offered by dealers. Prices are

:

Hard metal, $29; ordinary, $26.50; scrap,

$20 per troy ounce.

Missouri Ore Market

ZINC OHB AT JOPLIN. LEAD OBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. IWHi. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

Jauuary ...

February ..

Marcli ....

April
May
June
July
August
ftepteinber.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44. Oil

40.11
43 H:t

43.25
43 66

42. IW

41. 5ft

44,13
43.68

45 84
47.11
48.66
48.21
45. ',18

44.82
45.70
43.22
40.11
40.01

January .

.

Fi-bruary ..

March
April...
May
.Tune
July
AURUHt... .

Sepioniber.
l)ctoh«.r ...

November
December..

Year

75.20
72 8;i

73 73
76 13

78.40
80.96
74.31
75 30

79.64
79.84
81 98

81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79.76
79.68
73.6*
68.18
59.64
53.62
52.01

Tear 43.24 77.40

Joplin, Mo., Oct. 26—The highest price

paid for zinc was $46 per ton ; the assay

base ranging from $43 to $41, weakening

at the close of the week. The average

price is $40.92. The highest price for lead

is $55, a half-dollar lower, medium grades

remaining from $51 to $54. with the aver-

age $51.60 per ton.

Zinc buying was light during the week,

the agents giving more attention to se-

curing cars to load out the heavy pur-

chases of the two preceding weeks.

Following are the shipments of zinc and

lead from the various camps for the week
ending Oct. 26:

Webb City-CarterrUle
Joplin
Duenweg
Galena
Alba-N'evk City
Badger
Pros(«rlty , ...

Spurgeon
Qranby
Aurora
Oronogo
Zlnclte
Sarcoxie
Carthage
Cave Sprlnga
Sh(.rw.,o.l

Carl Junction
Miami, Okla
Seneca

Totals.

Zinc, lb.

3.645.970
2,750,990
919,260
825.820
808.780
774.430
358 900
391,580
610,000
311,380
212,120
169,080
166,540
97,060
87 600
20 840
44,550

Lead, lb. Value.

44,320

12,228.220

640,740
286,4X0
149,900
121,860

70,640
91,310
30.000
16,880<

"2.940!

Wisconsin Ore Market

PlatteviUc, Wis., Oct. 26— Sixty per

cent, zinc ore sold this week on a market

of $42; the highest price paid on this

basis was $44 per ton. Lead ore sold on a

basis of $23@24 per thousand for 80 per

cent, lead, a decline of $2 from the market

of last week.

Shipments from the district were as

follows, for the week ended Oct. 26:

zinc Lead Sulphur
camps. Qrg_ j^ ore. lb. ore. lb.

Plattovllle 607,680

Hii/.el Green 534,000 .

(Jalena 334,iK)0

Benton 278,190 120,750 . .

Elmo 246.'200

Lln.leu 180,000 .....

Mineral I'olnt 144,000

Llvlncaton 105,000

Highland 66.000

CubaClty 88.000

.\cw )uik, Oct. 30— Ihc .Slock lix-

change has been dependent entirely upon

money conditions. The bank and trust

company troubles have prevented specu-

lation, and trading has been light.

What there was showed general depres-

sion and a low level of values. On the

other hand, the situation has been helped

by considerable buying of securities by

foreign investors, and the close has been

more cheerful, in consequence of the re-

ports that more than $20,000,000 gold has

been taken in London for shipment to

New York. Probably trading will con-

tinue light for some time.

The curb market has been confused and

uncertain, with ' many fluctuations, and

generally low prices. Quotations mean

little, and will be uncertain until the

financial situation clears up a little.

Total tor week 2,486,070 208,750

rear to Oct. 26 84,137.517 4,202,490

No shipments were reported

Rewey or Harker for the week.

126.760

from

Chemicals

29.3501

6.950
31,620

$93,224
66,594
23,201
20,097
17,793
17,037
9,373
8,171
7,800
6.624
4,248

. 3.678
3,414
2,135
1,800
1,196
1,135
725
;)99

1,477.670 $288,541

43 weeks 493,8'22.180 73,710.80O$13,868,337

Zinc \alue, the week, $260,328; 43 weeks. $11,178,031
Lead value, the week, 38,213: 43 weeks, $2,689,306

.Average prices for ore in the district.

New York, Oct. 30—The general chem-

ical market is dull. The feverish condi-

tion of the money market and the excite-

ment prevailing in banking circles tends

to curtail new business, although contract

orders are moving forward quite regu-

larly. The reported break in the price of

white arsenic is, we are informed, with-

out foundation.

Copper Sulphate—The market is dull

and little business is doing. Outside deal-

ers are now holding the salt at about syn-

dicate prices. Prices are as follows: For

carload lots, $5.50 per 100 lb. ; smaller

quantities sell for $5.75 and up, accord-

ing to seller and terms of sale.

Nitrate of Soda—The market is quiet

as a rule, although some demand is no-

ticed for immediate requirements. Sup-

plies are fair, but there is probably not

much surplus in the local market. Prices

are as follows : For spot delivery and

also for the balance of 1907, 2.37;^@240C.

for 95 per cent. ; for 1908, 2.42J/2C. ; for

1909, 2.40C. The price for the 96 per cent,

grade, for these deliveries, is 5c. per 100

lb. higher.

Boston

Oct. 29—Considerable improvement is

to be noted in the market for mining

shares here. Slight recessions were made

from last week's close, but substantial

lecoveries followed, and tonight's prices

are the best for some time, with a better

feeling pervading the street. There has

been considerable cash buying, especially

in odd lots. Copper shares had been

sold pretty much to a standstill. The

most prominent advance for the week has

been Calumet & Hecla, which sold up $85

a share from the week's lowest to $620.

The low price was $535, and the close

today was $600, or $10 above a week ago.

Copper Range, after going $1.50 lower to

$44.50, recovered to $52.50, with the close

tonight $51.25. North Butte also re-

sponded well to the recovery. After set-

tling $3.50 to $30, it shot up to $41.25,

with the close today $39.50. Osceola fell

$8.25 to $71 early last week, but has since

risen $10, and Tamarack, after sliding off

$5 to $51, jumped up to $70. Quincy fell

$5 to ^70, but is now $81, and Wolverine

is up from a low at $92.50 to $110.

United States Smelting had another

weak spell, selling off $5.25 to $24.75, but

i> back to $29; the preferred closed at $34
tonight. In the cheaper class also most

stocks were higher..

The curb has likewise shown an im-

proved tone, with Boston & Corbin the

feature. From a closing at $6.50 a week
.ISO it rose to $10.25 today.

San Francisco

Oct. 23—The Listing Committee of the

San Francisco Stock and Exchange Board

has announced the policy of the board to

be that it will list any good property

upon application, provided that it is situ-

ated in a mineral belt and has good men
behind it. By good men it means those

who will put the money received from

sales of treasury stock into the ground to

develop the property, and not in their
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pockets. Any leasing company which

owns a small piece of ground that is vir-

tually valueless, where the ground is

taken solely to enable the corporatiort to

call itself a mining company, will not be

listed, but if the ground and men are

"good" the committee will list the stock

on the board. The facts regarding the

property and men are to be found out as

far as possible by the committee. The
board is investigating companies and in-

tends striking off the lists those which

they think may be "wild cats." It is

too bad that a policy of this kind was

not carried into effect by the board many
jears ago. If it had been there would

be more confidence in mining stocks gen-

erally than there is at present.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

NEW YORK Oct. 29

Name o( Uomp. Clg

AlB«kaMlne
^m.Nov.M.&P.Co.
Amalgamated—
Anaconda
Balaklala
British Col. Cop..
Buffalo Cobalt—
Butte & London..
ButtoC.ftimon. ..

Butte Cop. S: Zinc.
Cobalt Contact
Colonial Silver....

Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion Cop—
El Kayo
Foster C<vhalt
Furnace Creek

—

Olroux Mine
Gold HUI
Oranby, New
Greene Gold
Greene G. & S
Greenw'r & D.Val.
Guanajuato
Guggen. Exp
Hanapab
McKlnley Dar....
lllcmac
nines Co. ot Am..
Mitchell Mining..
Mont.Sho. C.(New)
Nev. Utah M. It S
Newhouee M. & S
Nlplssliif Mines.,
Old Hundred
Silver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

,

Cnlon Ctipijer
Ctah Ain>![
West Columbus..

49Ji
32 S,

4,'i

IS

14?»

1
51;

4

2

120
.35

U4

6,'

ly.

2J4
.11

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt. & Ref.
Am.Sni, ftRer.pf.
Bethlehem Steel .

.

Colo, Fuel A: Iron.
Federal M, 4 S..pf.
Inter. Salt
Nattoiial Lead—
National Load. pf.

PItlshiirKCoal ...

Kepiihllc 1, ft S...

Republic 1,4: H,.pt.

BIo8».Shem«ld
Standard Oil
Tenn, C, fc I

tJ. 8. Re.1. k liot..

V. S. steel
V. S. steel, pt
Va. Car. Chem
Va. I. Coal b Coke

12

84

9)iU%
60
10
37

13,

S

.-,3'..

23 >^

83)4
14

ST. LOUIS Oct. 20

BOSTON Oct. 29

Name ot Comp. Clg.

Adventure
Allouez...,.
Am. Zinc*
.\rcadian
Atlantic
Ulnghnm
Boston Con,. ..,.

Calumet & Ariz...
Calumet .<£ Hecla,
Centenulal
Con, Mercur
Copper Range ...

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.iC.(new) .

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
u. s. on
U. S. Smg. fc Ref .

U.S.Sm.K Rp.,pd ,

Utah CoinH^r
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine... ..

Wyandotte

Ahmeek
Ariz, Com
Black Mt
East Butte

,

Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Kaven
Shawmut
Superior
8u[)erlor k Pitts.
Troy Man

N. otCom. High. Low.

Adams
Am. Nettle.
Center Cr'k
Cent. C, *C.
C.C. ft C. pd.
Cent. Oil...

Columbia..
Oon. Coal..
Doe Ku n . .

,

Gra. BImet.
St. Joe

.20

02
1,76

66,00
75.00
100,00
3,00
23 00

I'JU 00
.V

13,00

21

3)i

9>i
6

12K
ICO
60(1

2U

6i>i
10'.,

7>i
OK
u>i
10

3>i
»>i

45
i%
V-i

39)4
.60

22
78
10

76

2Ji
2
10
65
12
7)-4'

28)i
34
34
4

'3«
105

•Ex. DIv. tF.X. Rights.

BOS'I iN ' 1 IMi

*)4

.90

.84

.18

'9'^

.60

NEVADA STOCKS. Oct. 30.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Monthly Average Prices of Metal«

AVEKAGK PRICE OF SILVER

I . ' N I ' \

Name of Com.

' I'-t,

Clg,

Dolores £0 208
Stratton'sind,! 3
Camp Bird
Esperanza
Tomboy
El Oro
Orovllle
Somera
Utah Apex
Arl7 Cop ,pM
.\ r 1 .

'
,

' '

17
1 1»
1 6
20

014

11 lOi

Name of Comp.

TONOPAH Stocks
Belmont
E.xtenslon
Golden Anchor
Jim Duller.
MacNamara
MliUvay
Montana
North Star
Tonopah .v Cal.,..

Tono'h Mlno of N.
West End Con
GOLDFI'l) STOCKS
Adams
Atla!\ia
liluii Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
Columbia Mt ....

Comb. Frac
Cracker Jack
Dla'illleld B. B. C.
G.iliincld Belmont
Giddlleld Con
Gold Ill-Id Daisy...
GoUllleld Mining.
Great Bend
Jumbo E.xtenslon
Juinlio Mining..
KaUiiTlne
Kendall
Laguna
Lone Star
Liiu Dillon
May Queen
Mohawk
Oro

Clg.

Rod Hill
Red Toi
Roanoke
Sandstorm ....
Silver Pick.. .

.

St. Ives
Triangle

Bi'LLFKOG Stocks
Amethyst
BuUfi-og Daisy.,..
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat, B,..
(ilbraltar
Gold Bar ,...

1 37)

1.12J
.06

.40

.17

.46

1.35
.08

7!75
.37

04
.24

.08

.16

.16

.17

.80

,08

.15

.15

4.00
69

!27

.70

!06

.10

i08
.06

.07

!o8

.22

!i6

.16

.24

.32

.07

.10

Voi

.09

.10

.33

Name of Comp.

Golden S«-nptre...
Honinatflko King.
MoiilKonnuy Mt..
Mont. SliuHliouoC.
Original Bullfrog.
Tramp Cons
.iUH.VT'NSTOOK.S

Manhattan Cons.
Manhat'n DoMier,
Jumping Jack,...
Stray Dog
Indian Camp
GBEKNW'K STOCKS
Furnace Creek

—

Qreenwater kliS.
Green'rCop.M.&S.
United Grconwa'r

MISCELLANEOU.S
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grotto..
Nevada UlUs
Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk..
Round Mt. Sphinx

Clg.

.06

.50

.04

4.60
.03

.19J

.27

.08

.10

.10

.05

.20

.10

08
00

18
.30

.14

3 60
1.00
.80

.29

COLO. SPRINGS Oct. 26

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Bltick Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot .

.

Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign.

,

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample...
Jerry Johnson.,

.

Mary McKlnuey.
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines.
Vindicator
Work

7>i

"i'k

5K
6)4

48
37
46

6}i

24>i

105

6ii

New Dividends

Company.

.\laska Mexican

.\laska Treadwell
Am. Zinc. Lead it Smg
Batopllfis
Beck Tunnel
BulT.'il" Minos, I.tu

Colorado
Dominion Coal
Grand Central
Hecla
May Day
New River Conl, pfd
N. S. St. .^: 'aLc m
N, 8. St. /t Coal, pid
I'euil, Sleel. pfd
Portland
Rio Tlnto, com
Rio Tlnto, pfd
Uncle Sam
U. a. C. I. Pipe .<! Fdy,, com
U, S, C. I. PllJe 4: Ffly.. pfd .

U. S. Smg., Ref. & Mg.. con
U. 8. Smg., Ref. & Mg.. pfd
Utah (Fish Springs)
Waiwlck 1. .S: S

Pay-
able.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct,
Ui'C,

Doc,
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

Rate. Amt

28 $0 50
2h| 1 00
1 50

0.12J
02

0.03
0.06
1 00
0,05

02

0,01J
1 50
1.60
2 00
3 50
0.04
0.60
51.40
0,03
1.00
1.75

0.87J

0.87J
0.03
0.30

Assessments

Company.

Alturas, Ida
Andes, Nov
Diamond Creek, Cal.

Dollarhlde. Ida
Emerald. Utah
49 Gold Plnci-r, Ut,,
Herkimer Gravel, C,

Independence. Ida..

La Palma. Mex
Nevnda-Falrvlew. ..

Now Bunker Hill, C.
Occidental Con., N..
Overman. Nov
Patosl, Nov
Patterson Creek. Ca.
Pitts. C. M. & M., r.
Posey Canyon, Cal..
ShebaG. ft S.. Utah.
Trade Dol. Ex.. Ida.
Union Con

January—
February...
March
April
May
June
July
August ,,.

September .

October
,

Novem her .

.

December..

Year 66,7911 30,868 .

New York.

288168
108 68
597 67

765 1 65

976 CS

394 67

105 68

949
j
08

927 1 (57

623
813
060

673
835
519
462
981

0911

.144

745
792

Loudon.

U 76i>

11 H62
31 325
3l> 253
:iO 471
311.893

31 966
31.637
31 313

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YOBK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906.

78.869
78,147
81,111
84,793
84,867
83 994
81 167

83 864
87 831

97 269
100 270
105.226

1907,

January...
February.

.

March
AprU
May
June
July
August—
September
October . .

.

November.
December.

18,310
17 8(i9

18 361

18 375
1H.47.'-.

IK, 442
IK. mil

18,380
19,033
21,203
21,833
22,886

24 404
24,869
25 065
24.224
24.()4H

'i'i.i'iri.'i

21.130
18 356
15.565

18 419
18.116
18.641
18,688
18 724
18 719
18,686
18 706
19,328
21,722
22,398
23,360

24 825
25,236
25,560
25,260
25.072
24.140
21.923
19.266
16 047

106,739
107,366
106.594
98,626
102.376
97,272
96.016
79,679
68,375

Year..... 19,278 19,616 87,282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton. standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
June

36 390
36.403
36.662
38 900
43,313
39,260

41,648
42,102
41,313
40,938
43,149
42,120

July
August
September.
October . .

.

November

.

December..

Av. year.

.

37.275
40,606
40,516
42,862
42,906
42,760

41.091
37.667
36.689

39.819

«90,000
2110,000

40,000
66,250
20,000
27.000
60,0(K)

150,000
12.600
20.000
12,000
66,426
74,514
20,60(1

588,749
120,000
375,000
4,275,000

16,000

125,000
218,750
304,646
656,260

3,«00
43,674

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month.

January....
February . .

.

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December ..

Year.

New York.

6.600
6.464
6 350
6.404
5 685
5.7.60

5.760
6.760
5.750
6.750
5 750

6.900

6,000 16
6 000 16

.

6 0(KI 1.^),

6 00016
6,IK10'16

6.7i;0 16.

6,288|l6,

6,2.5017,

4,813,18,

19
19

19,

6,667 17,370

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907, 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

6.487 6 732 6.337 6 682 28 226 27.126

February , .

.

6,076 6,814 6 924 6 6IU 25.844 26.938

March 6,209 6,837 6,0.56 6 (W7,24.6(a 26,094

April
May

6,078 6 685 5 931' 6,536125.781 26,900

6,997 6,441 5 846| 6.291127,000 25,663

June 6 006 6,419 6 948' 6.269|27,728 24.469

July 6,006 6,072 6 856 5.922 26 800 23.850

6,027 5 701 6 878 6. 5,'^! 26 9:18 21,969

September .. 6,216 5.236 6 0.56 5, OKI-, 27 563 21,060

October 6,222 6,070 28 076

November . , 6 376 6.226 27 781

December, ,, 6 693 6,443 27.938

Year 6,198 6.048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.

London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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CHEMICALS, MINUKALS. RARK EARTHS, KTC. -CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

AIIKASIVKS—
Burl, tfoud ilrlll quallly, carat..
UarboruiiilHin. t," I) Slugara

r«iiB, i">w'i ">
Qralim "

Ooruiuluiu "
OruxiitHl Htr«l, (.o.b. fiiia-

burtt "
lkut>ry, lu kega: '1 m Klah

5i>»ir "
UraiuH "

Nax»s Uour "
GraluH "

Obeator Huui "
QralUB "

Peekaklll. t.c.D. Rwnu,
P».. flour "
Oralus. lu ki'K.- "

Qaruel, i>or quHlllj....:*!! too
PunilL't>Stou«.Ani.P<'it>l.l001b,

Itallau. powilfipil •

Lump, (wr quRllly ..:. "
RottoUHti>n<*, gi >>uiul "

Lump, i^r gualttj- "

Rouge, ift qtmiiiy "
Blwl Emery, f.o.b tl\u>-

burg "

A«'II1S—
kcftu- !»% lb.

BorK- •

Hydrouuorlc. 30S "

18H
"

60X
"

Hydrochloric aold ,'J0». j»-rlb
mtrlc acid. M" I'Or lb.

•ulpliuilc acid. W. bulk. i.<<r ton..
"

. 100 lb. Ill carboys

.10(3.17

.07(8.10

.Uljffl.oaj

.uai(3.otj

.uiiiSl.u'Ji

.wjjrdi.ot!

.01!

.03)0.01)

.Ollffl.Olj

.O'JlfdJ.irij

»6.ixifdia6.ciu

l.OOfS-J.OO

.uivra.oi)
. 03(3. -iU

.06(3.30

.07>iO.07X

.09%O.10

.0a\(3.03
.06

.10

1.25(31.60
i.'J604.6i)c.

$l'i up.
.86(31. 12s

eo". bulk, tou 16.ou(3ls.uo

66«, 100 lb. Id carboys 1.00(31.26

68°, bulk, ton 18 00

Oxalic " .08'4(3.08)-,

AI.COUOI.^Oraln gal. 2.<6)i

BeHned w.ou. Vi5(397< • .70(3.76

AM M—Lunil 1001b. $1.76

Ground " 1-86

Chrome Alum Ih. .04 '•4

ALI MIM'M—SulpUale. coin'l. •• 1.26(31.60

AMMOM.A—24deg. lb .04S®I)6)^
26 • •• .04X0. 06Ji

AMMOXIl'M—
Bromide lb. .23

Carbonate ' .07>i(3.l)8

Muriate grain " .U5\73.0«>,

Lump • .0910.09)
Sulphate. liHi lb 3.u.'i03.1u

Sulphocyanlde com " .30

chem. pure " .40

ANTIMONY—needle, lump lb.. .070. o«

ARSENIC—White • .0«J<ffl.O7'.

Red " .07)0.07,

ASI'IIALTIM-
Barbadoes iwr ton. 40.00080.00
West Indies " 20.00060.00
Egyptian lb. . UO- 18

Gllsonlte.ntahoidlnaty per Mn. 36.00

Trinidad " 80.00(332.50
California 2:t.6U®30.00

BARIIM—
Oarb. Lump. 80O90* Ig. ton. 80.00036.00

I'reclpltaie.l. '.u-^M% 31.5U(a:t.->.i«i

Powaered. 80(390)« ib. .020.021
Chloride com'l ton. 38. 00^40. i«i

Kltrate. powdered. In casks. .Ib. .05HO-06
Blanc Fixe per lb. .02>«

BAUVTES—
Am. Ground sh. ton. 14.00(321.00
Floated " 22.00

Foreign floated " 19.60022.60

BISMITH—Sub-nitrate lb. 1.60

BLEACHING PO\%'DER—36>{,1001b. 1.2601.40

Dl.l'E VITRIOL—(copper sulphate),
carload, per 100 lb

BONE ASH.

BOR.A.X

. Ib.

CALCItM—Acetate, gray "
Acetate, brown "
Carbide, ton lots f.o.b. Ni-
agara Falls. N. T., (or
Jersey City, N. J sh. Ion.

Ohiorlde.f.o.b. N. T "

CEMENT—
Portland, Am. SOO lb bbl.
Foreign •

"Rosendai-.' 3U0 Ib •

(In sacks)
Blag cement "

CHROME ORE—
New Caledonia 609^ ex. ship
N. Y per Ig. ton

Bricks, f.o.b. Pittsburg. M..

CLAY, CHINA—Am. common
ex-dock. N. T "

roreUrn "

COB.ALT—OiWe Ib.

5.50

.oa]o.o4

.0710.08

2. 5002.55
1.6001.66

66.00
14.76019.75

1. 6601.60
2.2iOi.90

.86

.66

.7601.36

17.6(V3aO.OO
176.00

8.l50O9.r0
11. 60017. 60

3.60

COri'Eli.Vh—Bulk too lb. 10.66
111 libis • .06(3.76
111 bags " .I10O.7U

lllVdI.ITE lb. .06i©.06i

I''ELI>SI'.AR—around best sh tun. 14.00

EIRE 11KICK—
AmerU'uii per M. 30.0UO<o.»o
Imported •' 30.00045.00
b(. Louis .S... 1

• 18.00
ho.J • 15.00

Extra • ao.OOOia.UO

FIRE CL.AV-F. o. b. St. I..0UI8.

Bl. L4^ul8, extra qualliy per ton 6.00
ordinary '• 2.60

Kl.l OKSI'.AR-
Domestic f.o.D. Shipping port

:

Lump Ig. ton. 8.00010. 00
Ground "• 11.50O13.6<i
Foreign erudeex. douk 8.00010.00

Fl'LLBK'S E.ARTH—Lump. 100 Ib. .80©. 88
Powdered .800.85

(;r.\i>hite—
American, .le, common lb. OIOIU
ArtlUclal • .06
C'ejlou. ci.iuuioli |.ul> " .02]O.I>3t
Beet, pulverized • .040.08

German, cm. pulv " .011(3.01)
Bent, pulveilzod .01)002

Italian, pulverized " .01002
UVI'SI .M—

Fertilizer sli. ton. 7.00
Powdered »U. ton. 12.00(0/20.00

INFlSORI.\l, E.VRTH—
Ground Am. Wtv-i lb. .01J<
French Ig. tou. 66.00
German Ib. .021O02J

LEAD—Acetate(sugarot) blown lb. .07X
Nitrate, com'l •'

.09O.0<>«
MAGNESITE—Greece.

Crude (95)t) .e. ton. 7. 0008.00
Calcined, powdere.: >ii. ion. 3-'..'iO(S40.00

Bricks, domes, per qual
f.o.b. PIttsbmg M 160(3200

MAGNESIUM—
Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .8001. Ou
Sulphate (Epsom salt).. .100 lb. .90®1.00

MANG.ANESE-
Crude powdered :

70O75)( blnoxlde lb. .01>4O.01>i
75(386« blnoilde "

.01>i(3.0a
S6(39(i« blnoside " .01X0.06
iHii-aann biii.jjcide '

.00)
Ore, SU^i-S.")?! sh. ton. 36.00060.00

M.VRIIl.t:—Flour «h. ton. 9.60O10.00

MINERAL AVOOL—
Slag, ordinary " 19.00
Selected • 26.00

Reck, ordinal y " 32.00
Selected " 40.00

MONAZITE SAND—
Guar. 97J. with 0% Thorium
oxide, nominal 1 Ib. .08 and up.

MCKEI.—
Oxide, crude, lb. (7754)

for flne metal contained.. .47
Sulphate, single lb, .000.16

double " .06)0.08

NITRATE OF SODA—100 Ib. 95* for 07 2.45
96% for 1908 2.46(32.50
96J4 for 1909 2.10

96>i Is .ic higher per 100 Ib.

OZOKERITE—best Ib. .140.17

I'AINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered " .071O.07J
English glaasmakers' ' .081008)

LIthopone ••

.03JO.07
Metallic, brown sh. ton. 16.50(312 00
Red •• 16.00

Ocher. Am. common " 8.6009.00
Beet •"

16.00
Dutch, washed Ib. .03)008
French, wHshed •• .01^.03)

Paris green, pure, bulk " .26
Red lead, American ••

.07)(3 07^
Foreign ••

.'osioiosj
Turpentine, spirits bbl.. per gal. .540.54)
White lead. Am., dry lb. .06J(3.07
American, In oil ••

.0710.07)
Foreign. In oil • .lojoioj

Zinc white. Am. extra dry.. " .06|o.06S
Foreign, red seal, dry. . .. •' .07}O.07|
Green seal, dry • .081008)

PHOSPHATES—Add 66067JC per unit
•Fla.. hard rock 10.25O10J10

land pebble 68% 6.76O6.00
fTenn., ISOMX 6.60O7.00

76V 6.00O6.26
t8(an\ 4.00O4.26

J8o. Car. land rock 6.76(37.26
" rlrer rcwk

•T. o. b. Florida or 0<wrgla ports. tF. o, b. Mt.
Pleaaant. too Teasel Ashley RlTer, 8. C.

POTTA SSI I'M—
Bicarbonate crystal lb.
Powdered oi giauuli'Utti.. "

Bichromate .vm ••

Hootch ',', ..

Bromide •
Carbonate (80Ol>i» "
Caustic, erillnar} •

Elect. I9IH) •.

Chloride (liilil ll.lo), lUU'll,..
Chlorate, powdei' d ••

Crystalc ••

Cyan Ide (Mir3W!l) •
Knliiiie, long ton, bulk, 8.60; bags
I'lM-niaii^finnte ||j.

Prusslale. yello*
Hod ..

Sulphate iuu Ib.

*. 08)0.0*
.U9(3UVI
.UBJO.oft

.11

.160.17
.031(01.04

,04jro«.5i
.U6)(3.U6

I'M
otio.o*;

uvta*y»t
.180.I*

«.60.

.100.10)

.I5J0.18
.3SO 38

3.18)02.21)

I'VRITE—
Domestic, nuu-arsenUiil, furnace
slie, f.o.b. mines jwr unit

Domestic, nou-arsenlcal, fines, i«r
unit, (.o.b. mlnoM

Imported non.aniei.icMi, luui/ice
size. Iter unit

ImjKirted, ureoiilcai. furnace sise.
per u 11 It

'

Imported fines, arnenlral, i«.r unit.
" noiearsenli-Hl, per

uull lOIOllc
Pyrlte prices me p. r unit i.f ^'I'llphur. An al.lowauce of 26c. per ion Is made when delivered Inlump form.

11011)e

10010)0.

.140.14i

.130.134

.08)O.W

SALT—N. y. com. flue 280 lb. bbl.
N. 7. agricultural. ...sh. ton.

SALTPETER—Crude loO Ib.
Beflued, crystals ••

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry

Sllex
Lumi' i^.ioitz
Glass sttiid

Ig. ton

.SIL\'ER— N'drate. crystalr oz.

SODIl.M—
Acetate |b.

"Alkali," per lou lb.. 68/48
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 76/80. .

.

" " powdered
Salt cake, per 100 lb
Soda, monohydrate. per lb..'

."..'.'.'!

Bichromate ib.
'

Bromide .''"" •<"

Chlorate, com'l <•

Cyanide, (" lOOH KCN ")'.'.!! "
Hyposulphite, Am ••

Germai •
Phosphate ]tl(i lb.
Prusslate •'

Sal soda, r.o b. N. V ibo lb.
Foreign, f.o.b. N. i "

Silicate, com'l hni lb.
Sulphate,com'l.(Qlaui.er's salt) 100

calcined

.7301.18
3.80(34.60

4. 02)04.76
6.00(36.26

13.00016. 00
13.00,330.00

2. 6004.00
2.71

.400.42

STRONTirM-Nltrate

.

Ib.

.04XO.(.'.

.800.87X
1.2001.60c
1.7601.86
.03\O.OS1

.660.U
1.4(31.76c.

.07X0.07)
.150.17

.090.09)
.180.1*
1.36 up

1.60O1.T0
1. 86(32. Ul
.090.091
.650.70
.8001.00
.7601.16
.600.60
.C60.86

.080 06)

lb.

SlLPIll H—
Loul8lana(prlme)to New York.Boston
_ SJ.f""'*""! Ig. ton 19.00019.50To Philadelphia or Baltimore . . . .

•• in (0019 60
Boll 100 Ib.
Flour ... .. ..

Flowers, sublimed " •

1.8^(33.16
2.0((32.40
3.3CO2.60

TERRA A1.BA—French k Eng. 100 Ib. .8601.00

TALC—Domestic eh. ton. 16.00026 00

f,''^?='=-
• " 20.00036.00

Italian, beat .. s«.0CO40.0»

TIN—Bl-chlorlde, 60% |b
CryataJa
Oxide, Ib '.

URANILM—Oxide "

ZINC-
Chloride poinfiAn. com'l 20* "
Chloride, gianular "
Dust .".'.'.' •
Sulphate "

.09,\O 10
.21 np

.410.43

d.eo

.OJJ
.04]O.0C
.06(0.00
.O2jo.oaj

^ote—These quotations are for wholesale
lots In New York, unless otherwise speci-
fied, and are generally subject to the usual
trade discounts. Renders of The Esoi.n-
EERiNo AND MiMNo .louE.NAL are requested
to report any corrections needed, or to
suggest additions which they may consider
advisable.
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Metal and Mining; Companies—II. S.

Mamo nf Company and
Location.

Alaska Mexican, K.I Al'ka
Alaska Tn-nilwell.K.lArka
Alaska I'liltoil. g. .. Al'kn
AmalganiattHl. c,. .jMont
Am.8m.*Rwf..coni. U.S.
Am. 8m Jk Kt>f. iif..ln. S .

Am. Smellers, (f. AlD. 8..

Am. Smelter", pt. B[0. 8..

.\m. Zlm*. Lead .tsni. Kail..

Anacouaa.c I Mi>iit

Arlxona, e Ariz .

Atlantic-, c [Mich
Ball! Bulle. ^. » Mont
Beok Tunnel. k»1.- Ctali.

Blngbani J: N.B.,c.g Utah.
Boston .t Montana. Mont
Bull. Bet-k.,tChain.g, Utah.
Bunker Hill * Sull. Iila..

Butte Coftlulon.c.a. iMoni
Oaiumet A ArUonac .\rlz

Oalumet * Hecla.r.

Damp Bird, g., 8....

Oarlsa, eg
Oentral Eureka, g..
OoluralMK Con. <•...

Oombl'tlonOo.G'I'il
Oon. Mercur, g
Oontlnental. z. 1

Oopi»er Range Con.
Oree<le United, g. .

.

Cripple Creek Con g
Daly Jndge, g. s. 1..

Daly West, g. 8. 1 ..

De Lamar, g. s —
Dillon, g
D'X'lor Jack Pot—
Doe Run. 1

Elkton Con , B
El Paso, g
Fed. Sm , com
Federal 8ra., pf—
FIndley. g
Frauccs-Mohawk g
Oemlnl-Keystone ..

Gold KlneCon
OoMllfld I'on.. (,'....

(Jrand Central, g. ..

Owln Mine, Dev., g.

Hecla. 8 I

Homestake. g
HornSUver.g.B.c.z.l
Inter'l Nickel, pt.

Iron Silver
Jamison, g
Jerry John.-oii. ...

Kendall, g
Ul>erty Bell.g. a—
Llghtner. B
Lower Mammoth, g
Uammoth, g. 8. I. ..

Mary McKlnney, g.

May Day, g. s. 1...

Mobawk, c

M"nt or^ Purch. ..

Nevada Hills, e.g..
Rew Century, z.,1..

Newhouse M. fc 8.c,

New Idria, q
New Jersey Zluc . .

North Butte
North Star, g
Old Dominion Cop.
Old Gold
Ophir, g. 6

Osceola, c
Parrot, 0,8
ponn8Tlvanla. g. ..

Pitts. L. * Z.,l.z....

P rtland, g
Quartette, g.

Mich ...

Colo
Utah. ..

Cal
Utah ...

Nevada

.

Utah
Mo.

Il.tHXI.UOO 180.000
6,000.000
1,000,(KK)

IBS.IKIO.IIOO

so.ooo.mxi

BO.OOO.OtlO

n.O<H).lKIO

SO.<XX).000

3.750.000
30.UOO.000 l.'.'OU.lHXll

3.77S.i«Kl3.o»'J,620

Q,600.U(HI lnO.OOOl
•.>.MI.(H)0 •i,V),lK)0'

200,000
180,-200

,530,879

600 000
600,000
170,000
300.000
80 1100

100,0011 1 000.000 0.10

100,000

820,000
600,000
398,426
283,640
320,000

a.0OU,l«IO 226.000
3.760.000 150,000
1,000,000 100,000
3,000,11(10 300 000
16,000,000 1,000,000
a.600.(KKJ 200,000
2,600.000
6,6UO,IHIO

600,IMO
400,000

1.600,000'

400.000
1,000 000 i.uooiooo
66O.OO11, 22.000

88.500,000 383 781
2,000,00(11.626,000
2.000,000 2.000,000
300 UOO 300,000

3,600,(K10 18O.000
400.000 67,180

1,260.000 1.260,000
3,000,IX). 3,000,000
10,000,000 69,062
3.000.000 2.600,000
2.600.000 2.460.000

10,000.000 60 000
ao.ooo.ooo i2o,o(X)
l,26O,0<«i 1.260 000
1.000.000 910.000
600,000 6,000

6 760 3711 ,.760,370

I 60.000,000,1,000,(100
264',000 260.0O0

l.oOCOOi lOO.OOO
250 00(1 1000,000

21,840,00(1 218 400
10,000 00(1

12.000,000'

10,000,00(1

3,900 000
2,600,000 i,600,000
2,600.000 600 000
700,000.

126,1100

19(1,000

Mich ....

Colo
olo
Utah
Utah
Ida
nolo
Colo
Mo
Colo
Colo
Idaho. .

.

Idaho....
Colo
Nevada .

.

Utah
Colo
Nevadn..
Utah
Cal
Idaho
8. D
Utah
N. Y
Colo
Cal
Cal
Mont ....

Colo
Cal
Utah
Utah lo.oooooo

400,000
87,416

600.000
390,000

Colo.

Utah
Mien....
Mont ....

Nevada..
M'.
Utah ....

0.1
C. 8
Mom
Cal
Ariz
0<il

Nevada..
MIcb ....

Hont ....

Cal
Mo
C-.lo

Nevada..
gulucy. c Mich
Booco Homesf k.l.s.'Nevadn.
Sacramento, g. q... Utah
St. Joseph. I Mo
Silver BUI. g. s .... Nevada.
Silver King. » s. 1 1 Utah
silver King Coin. t Utah ...

Shannon, c
;
irlz. ...

Snowstorm, e. I Ida
Standard Con., g.s. Cal
stratton'slndepenn C<d<
Swansea, g. 8. I Utah
Tamarack, c \llcb...
Tennessee, c Tenn . .

.

Tomboy, g. 8 Oilo
TonopahofNev Neva^ia.
Tonopah Belm(»nt.. Nevada.
Tonopah Ext'nslon Nevada.
Tonopah Midway.. Sevada.
Unrle nam. g.s.l Utah
United States, .•'•m.' Utah ...

United states. pM.« Utah .

Onltd Cop. com. .. Mont
United, c. pf Mont
United, z. I., pf .. . Mo..Kan
United. (Crtp'leC'klOdo
United Verde, c. .. Ariz
U.S. Red. * Ref Pf Odo
ntah, g.(Fl8h Sp'gs) Utah
ntahOon.. r Utah
Victoria, UUh Utah
TtndlcAtor Con., g. Colo
Wolverine, c Mich
Work, g Colo
TankeeO-n Utah
Tellow Aflter. g Cal

130.661
102.266

190.000,
40o.0OO'-.>.

6

26
10
10
16

10
26
5
1

1

6

1

1

26
100

1

1

1

20
6

1

1

100

1

1

100
100

1

1

100
1

10

1

10
0.26
100
25
100
20
10
1

5
5

1

1

100,000
80,833

200.00(1

80 < INKI

('.00.000

100,000
100,000
400.000
260.000
281.689

1.6<H1.00li 1.304.262
800.000 800,000

2,6oO,0(i«

2,600.1100

1,000.000
SiiO.O'd

a.ooo.owl'

600 00(1

10,000,000
6,000,000
2,600.0(Ki

7,600.000
2,101,160 2,101,160

302,40(1 100,800
2,600,0011 96,160
2,300.000 229.860
6.160,000 61,600
1,000,000 1,000,000
3.(KIO,>10(1 3.000.1100

l.OOO.OnO 100 000
3,750,(XRI 110.000
300,000 300.000

1.000,000 1.000.000

20.000.0001,000 000
loe.oou 108 000

3 000,00(1 160.000
6.2.'>0.0(K1 1,250.000
3,0(»),o00 3iiu,uoo
1,600,00(J 1.600.1100

2.000.000 178.600
6.6<l(i.l«KI 1.000 007
600.000 lOO.OOO

1.60O.000 60 0001
6.000.000 176.000|
1,760,000 300,000
1,00(1,000 1,000,000
3,000.000 1.296.007
1,000,000 928,433
1.000.0(X) 1,000.000

BOO.llOll SOO.OflOJ

37.500,000
37,600,000
76,000,000
6 000,000
600.000

6.000.00* 4.009,100
S.000,000 300.000
4,000 000
1,000.000
1,600.000

260.000

1

1

26
26
5
1

10
6

100

16
10
26
1

3
26
10

100
1

1

10
25
1

1

10
1

20

10
1

10
6

6

25
26
6

1

1

1

1

1

4r.7,43o: 50
:M8 IC-I 60
4.V),000 100
6OOOO! 100
19 566, 25

1

10

Total to
_Date._

»l

Dividends.

Latest.

Date. lAml.

Ii'..:i81,u.i.

9.IV.t6,0(K) (J.t.

306,340 Jau,
5:.. 177,426 Nov
ll,li26,0(10i()ct,

26,3:l8,063l()ct.

1.940,000 Sept. 1907
3,376,O0OJSPpt. 1907

100.000 Nov. 1907
38.4.'>0.(KIO N..V. 1907

11107

1907
1907
1907
1907
1907

6.182.361 Apr. 1906
990.000 Feb. 1»06

1,364.048 Oct. 1907
(.l,i,000 Oct. 1907
22,600 nept. 1906

48,77,-. OOoi Nov 190"

2,688.400 Apr. 1907
9.i;or..ooo)oct. 1907
2 300,000 Sept. 1907
9 ooflOOolsept. 19o7| 6.

104.900,(XX1 sept. 1907 W.OO

$ 60
1.00

0.30
1 00
2.00

1.76

1 50
1.25

60
1.2,i

.05

.02

.04

.02

.10

0.01)

.10

.60

.60

1.27ll,;lOO Nov. 1907

56,Ooo'N(.v. 1906

778.921 Mar. 1906
226.H.'i2]Oct. 1907
688,00()'Sept. 1906

1.206.(KX1 Dec. 1906

220,000 (let. 1907

6.0114,020 Oct. 1907

214 063 July 1906
180.IKX);Mar. 1906
225,00o|Apr. 19117

5.82 1,000. Si-pt. 190'

2.926,370 May 1906

21,876, July 1906

268,nooiJuly 1906

,4;i.i,o:i'

1.879 400
1,022 761

2.,V28.7,i(

3.071,250
325.000
3'23.0OO

1 9,iO 00(1

1 407 604
6(KI,0I10

1.333.000
35.001

1,440,000
22,244,041

6,642,00(

917,869
4,100,OIK1

278,470
61,71H

1,130,00(1

110 867

296 694

42,750
2,120,'iO'

801 766

70,010
1,400.001

9 487 274
300,0011

2.30,3110

300,0(10

940.00(1

8.400,000
6,000,001

1,486,989
280,84.1

10.60*'

1.797.400

7 016 6;-.

6 807 649
284.»-2f

20.000
7.627.080

Oct. 19o7

June 1907
June 1906
opt. 1907

Se]jt. 1907
•Mig. 190<;

July 1907

July 1907

May 1906

Oct. 1907
Mar. 1906
Oct. 1907
Apr. 1907
•iept. 1907

Nov. 1907

Oct. 1907

Ji.ly 19117

MT. 1906

Aug. 1907

Jan. 1906
*ilg. 19flf

Aug.
oi;t.

Apr.
O.

1907
1906
1907
1907

July 190

Ian 1907
Sept. 1907
Aug. 1907

Aug. 1907
O.t. 19(17

Feb. 1906
June 1907
St-pt. 1907

May 1906
Mar. 1906
July 1904

July 1907

Sept. 1907
Inly 190P

July 1907
>ct. 1907

376,000 July 1907

17,726 446 Sept. 1907

112(HNilDec. 1906

268.01X1 Nov. 19(16

5.408.367 Sept. 1907

81 OmjJune 1907

11,187.600 July 1907

187.500 Oct. 1907
4.50 000 July 19o7

4.50.(XiO Sept. 1907

5,139,061 Mar. 1907
4 895.8661 Apr 190ti

329.600 Mar. 1907
9,420.0110 July 1907

1.443.7.60 Aug 1907
900 00(11 J one 1906

3,600.000 Oct. 1907

618.003 Apr. 1907
27M.6.30|Apr. 190(

300.000 Jan. 1907

166 000 Oct. 1907

913.938 Nov. 1907

3,937 600 Nov. 11107

.39.468 100
lOO.IXX), 10
300,000
2*0.000

1.600.0001.600.000
1,600.000 60,000
1,600.0001,600.0001
600.000 600.0001

l.imn.ono inn.nio

5,962,50(1

1 6(I0.0IK

3113.006

280.071
19,260 .322

1,005.5114

282,000
7.236.000
177.600

1 710 I

4,600.000
160 000
167.600
958,7811

^ilg. 19(1'.

May 1907
net. I90T

vpr.
Sf'pt

let.

Oct.
Oct.
Mar.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.

1906
1907
1907

1907,
1907'

1907
1907'

19071

1907
11107

19071

24
.01

.07

.20

.16

.02J

.60

2.00

.OOJ

.00)

.37}

.60

.72

.01

.OOJ

.60

.01

.01

3.00

1.76

.01

0.10
10.00

.01

.10

.06

.26

.02

.50

.06

1,60

.10

.02

,03

,02

.16

.06

.07J

.06

.03

.01

6 lO

15.00
10
OOJ
.50
•20

3,00

2.00
- .20

.50

.05

.26

7.00

.26

.10

.02

114

.20

2.50

.02

,00J
.16

.05

.88)

.16

.60

03
.111

.12J

.05

4 00
2.00
.48

.25

.10

.15

.06

.03

.87
j

.H7J
1.76

3.00
.50

.00)

.75

1.50
.03

i.ob

.04

.03

7.50

.01

Coal, Iron and Other Industrials—United States.

Name of Company and
Lo(»tlon.

Ala. Con.. C. &I.,pf..
AlUs-Chalmers, pf .

.

Anier, Ag Chem., pf .

American Cement. ..

American Coal
Associated Oil
Bethlehem Steel, pf..

Cam bria Steel
Caribou Oil
(Antral C. k C, com .

Oentral 0. & C, pf. ..

Oentral Oil
Claremont Oil.
Col. & Hock C & I, It
Consolidated Coal . .

.

Consoll.latlon Coal...
Crucible Steel, pf
Empires. & I., pf
Fairmont Coal
Four OH
General Chem. com..
Genera] Chera., pf.. ..

George's O'k Coal
Imperial oil
International Salt
•Ted &crf O. &I ,cn.
Jeff, k erf. O. & I..pf
Kern River Oil
Lehigh Coal & Nav...
Maryland Coal.pf
Monor R. Coal, pf. ..

National Carbon, pf.

.

National Lead, com

.

National Lead, pf
Nafl Steel & Wlre.pf
Vew (Vntral Coal
New River Coal, pfd
Pacific Coast Borax .

.

Peerless Oil
Penna. Salt
Penna. Steel, pfd. . .

.

Phlla. Gas. com
Phlla. Gae, pf
Pittsburg Coal. pf...
Pocahontas Coll., pf.

.

Republic I. & 8., pfd.
Sloas-ShefBeld, com..
siosa-Sheffleld. pf....
standard OH
Tenn. C. Si I., com ...

Tenn. C. * I., pf
Texas & Pacific Coal.
Uolon ntl
United Metals Selling
U. 8 SteelCorp.,cm
u. 8. Steel Corp..pf..
Va. Oarollnn Ch., pf..
Warwick I. i- 8
Westmoreland Coal.

.

Ala...
U 8..
U. 8..
Pa
Md...
Cal . .

.

Pa
Pa
al . .

.

Mo...
Mo...
W. Va,
•al . .

.

Ohio .

Ill

Md. .

Pa
N. J.,
w. Vt
Cal...
u. s.

.

U. 8..

Md. .

(Jal

Pfii.'.'.

.'

Pa
' .'al . .

.

Pa. . .

.

Md...
Pa
U. 8..,

N. T...

N. ¥..,

M. Y...
VId...,
W. Va
i!al...,

al....

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Ph
W. V8.
Ill

la....

Ua...
i'. 8...

renn .

i^enn .

Texas
:al. ..

u. s..
(T. 8..

U. 8..

Pa

Author.
Ized

Shares. Dividends.

Capital. lasaed

$2,600,000
26.000.000
20.000.000
2,000.000
1,600,000

21,000, 1H)0 21,000,000
15.m)ll.llllO ir-.ii.ooo

60, 11011. IKK)

10(1, IKHI

6,125,000
1.876.000

1,600,000
600.000

7.000.(KK1

6.000.000
10,250.000

25.000.000 260.00SI
6.000.000 25.000

12.000.000 120.000

600,000 300,000
12,600.000, 74.103
2.500,000' 100.000
2.500,000, 22.000
l.OOO.OIX)

30.000,000
1.500,000
1.500,000
2,000,000
17,378.6110

2,000,000,

10.000.000

4.500.000,

16.000.01

16.000,0001

6.000,0.

1.000.000

4,000.00c
2.000.000
1.0(K).000

3.000.000
26.000.000
28,963.029

6 0011,000

32.000.000
1,600,000

26.000,000

7,600.000
20,000,000

100,000,000

22,653,600
248,000

2,000.000
10.0(X).0(X1

6,0011,000

5 0,lKl(I.O0O6.083.U'26

60,281.100 3,603,141

20,000,000 180,000
1.500.000 I46.,5fil

3,000.000 60,000

24.638
200.000
181,630
20O.0(Hl

60,000

9110,000

80.00(1

61,260
18.760
60.000

460.000
69.244
60.000

102.600

100.000

182.280
16.000
16,000
20,000

346.901

18.860
100.000
46.000

149.054
149.040

25,778
60.000

37,617

19.000
92.00(1

60,000
168.214
679,061

120 000
297.010
16,000

204,169
75,000
67,000

970,000
225,536

2,4811

20,000
100.00(1

,'.0,000

Val.
Date.

100
100
100
10

26
1

100
60
1

100
100
25
1

100
100
100

100
100
100

1

100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

$905,266 May
3.213,760 Feb.
7,9'20,460 Oct.

Latest.

l,lil8.tHHl

2,367,600
630.000
9110,000

8.887 600
6fi.lH10

2,075.625
1,312,502 Oct,
l82,60(i|May
6«.60O June

279.9.52 Oct,

July
Sept.
ug,

Nov.
Aug
J ly

Oct.

July
Oct.
June
July
Feb.
July
sept.
Oct.
July
July
Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
May
May
June
Ji,ly

May
Oct.
sept.
May
May

360,lHKl

9,262 9110

2,125,00(1

712.61X1

1,384,000
105 406

1.893 331

4,840,178
1,188,000
880.1KI0

927,060
330,000
826.500
39.600

60 '26,614,('.93

100 ' 1.692 660
100 3.604 945
100' 2,047.600

100 2.161 284

luO '16.686 148

100 631.561

20 ' 360.000

100 226.702 Nov
100 2.086,600 Aug.
10, 396.320 May
50 14.738.000 Oct.
100, 8 '201 493 N. v.
50 8,484,336 Nov
60 2,6,50,000jsept.
100 11,4H4 9K'<|A,,r.

100 460 000 May
100 5 330.746'o t.

100 9,480,260l
100 3 411 7fO,,,ct.

100 681,022,905 Sept.
100 3 68:t.0li0 Nov.
100 3110 04' IN..V.
100 1.900.000 .June

l.lI8,7i6|May
4,.500,1'00 N v.

100 66 011 641 July
100 187,4M,724 Aug.
100 12.640.869 Oct.
10 I 473,138 N..V.

60 8,680,000luct.

100
100

1905
1904

1907
19117

1907
1906
1906
1907
1906
1907
1907
1904
1906
1907
1904
1907
1907
1907

1907
1906
1907
1907

1904
1906
1906
1905
1906
1906
19117

1907
1907
1905
1907
1907
1906
1907

1907
1906
1906
1907

1907
1907

1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907

1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
19(17

1907
1906

Amt.

$1.76
1.75

8.00
.40

1,25

.01

.76
J

.76

.07

1.60

1.26

.26

.01

1.60

1.00

1.50

1.50

3.00
3.00
.01

2.00

1,50

3.00
.20

1.00

6.00
2.60

.18

2.00

4.1X1

3.50
1.76

1.25

1.76

1.76

.40

1.60

1.00
.14

3.60
3.60
.76

1.26

1.76

1.60

176
1.25

1.76

6.00

1.00
2.00

1.60

.60

7.50

.66

1 76
2.00

.30

2.60

Canada, Mexico, Central and South America.

Name of Company and
Location.

Xmlstad y Conc'rdla. '

BatopUas P

Buffalo, - '.

Butters" Salvad.-r. g..i>

Conlagas (Cobalt)... .'(

Consolidated M * 8.. I

Coplapo, c
Crow's Nfwt Pass 1

Dominion Coal, com.

!

Domini. >n Coal, pf I

Doe Estrellaa g. s. . . . I

El Ore. g. 8 !

Esperanza. s. g I

F ster Cobalt, s (

Gronby Con I

Greene Con. Copj.er.. i

Gr(*ene Con. G'.ld B

GreenGold-Sllv'r.ptd I

Guanajuato J

G.ii/pennelm Ezpl H

Kerr Lake, s (

LeKoi No. 2. g I

MiKlnl- y Darragh.s (

Mexican Coal & Coke!
Mex. con. M. k 8. Co. 1

Mines Co. of Am 1

N. Y. & Bond. Ros... (
NIplsslng. s (

North Star t

N. S. St. & Coal, com. t

N. s. St. 4 Coal. pf.... ^

Penol((s* S

Platanlllo »

Reco, g. B.l E
silver Queen. 8 C
Sli«;an Star t

St. Eugene Con P

Tezultlan Copper i

Tilt Cove, c ^
Tretheway, s tj

Tyee. e B

. ^. ' Shares,
Author-
ized

Capital. |i88ued.

Dividends.

9,601

4,50,000

900.001

160.(«)(

1.000.000

48.338
112.600

$268,064 Jan.
t 66,250 Dec.
l.'J6.000loct.

60(1 ooli'Apr.

20000 Julv
714.946iAug.

140,000, 26
160.000, 100
30,00(il 100
3.00(i| 60

1,080,000 6
465,00(il 5

1.000,000' 1

135.0001 100
864,0(Ki| 10
600.00(l| 10
300.0001 10
540.000! 6
106.0(K.| 100
600.000 6

120.000 25
2,000,0001 1

50,000, 100

3.0(KI.9(ifl

2 018 (-48

2.400.000

t526.000
1.020.6-6

3 823.200
6,721, 649|July

60,000 .Ian.

2.968.630, Sept
6.814.20(1 Mar

Oct.
J.'ly
Oct.
Aug
July
July

July
Mar.
Oct
Oct.
O.-t

240.000
2.000.1100

150.000

1 200.000
1.3(XI,000

49.870
10.30<

2,500 100
206,989, 1

958.000 1

1,600.0. 0! 1

5IX).00Ol 1

).202.000| 1

10.000 100
89.0001 2

L.OOO,000[ 1

180.0001 6

300 000

120 000
74.2611

3.697,600
390.000
716.400'Feb,
lOO.OoO Mar.
600,(KX),Dec.
60',oon,Aug

2,825,000|Oct
2,322 lioolsept.

1,320,1100 Oi't.

351.000lDec.
1,013,042 Oct.
417,160 (let.

8,263,375 Aug.
6,681' Sept,

327,082 Apr.
120,000, Jan.
676.IXiOiDec.
402.120!Oct.

Oct.
21.360|Jan.
SO.OOO^Mar.

136,a(Hi'Dec.

1906
1907
1907
1906
1907
1907
1904
1907
1907
1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1906
1907
1906
1907
1907

1907
1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1904
1907
1907
190720,00
1906 .001

$1.71
.121

.09

,26

.02

2.60

1.20i
.62}

1.00
300
13.66.

37
1,32

.06

3.00
.40

.20

.40

.07J
260
.16

.24

.02

8.00

.60

.02

.10

.16

1.00

1,60

2.00

1906
1907
1904
1906
1907
1906
907

1904

.02

.08

.06

.03

2.00
.48

.04

.34

•I'revlous to conRolldatlon $1,436.2150 were divided, tAmalgamated. I 'Mexican Currency. tSlnce reorganization. tSlnce AngtiBt. IttOS.
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THE MINING INDEX.
The editors of this paper read all the important publications of the world that relate to mining and the treatment 6f min-

erals. This index is published as a reference for all interested and to make it impossible for readers of the Engineering and
Mining Journal to miss anj' important article published anywhere.

We will undertake to furnish a copy of any article (if in print) in the original language, for the price quoted. Where
no price is quoted the cost is unknown. These papers are not kept in slock, but must be ordered from the publisher; hence

there will be some delay for foreign papers.

No accounts can be opened for those small amounts, but remittance must be sem with order. For the convenience of

those making small but frequent remittances, coupons are furnished at the following prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00,

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred for $15.00. This arrangement will be especially appreciated by foreign readers and
men in distant mining camps. Where remittances are made in even dollars we will return the excess over an order in

coupons upon request.

ASBESTOS
1590—MINING MKTIIODS—Asbestos ; lU

Mining, I'repanitlun, Markets and IJses. ES.

Sctiiitr Kegelmann. (Eng. Mag., Oct., 1907;
\:i pp. I t'lMiveys an txci-llont idea of the
present extent of asbestes mining In Canada :

also deals rather tirlell.v with the methods of
preparing and spinning it. The lllnstratlons
give a good representation of the Importance
of this industry. -JOc.

ASPHALT
J59I—TItlNll>AIi Notes on the Geology

and Mineral Uesources of Trinidad and Bar-
badoes, B. \V. Indies. K. W. Ells. (Ottawa
.Nulurallst, Aug., IIHI" ; 7 pp.) Describes the
most important geological formations on this
island and gives an account of the large as-
phalt lake. Some notes on the manjak mines
are also included. 20c.

BORAX
4592—CALIFOKMA—Death Valley Borax.

O. M. Boyle, Jr. (Cal. Journ. Technology,
Sept., 19U7 : :i pp.) Explains the conditions
now obtaining In borax mining in Death
Valley and tells how the Pacific Coast Borax
Company tries to discourage prospecting and
mining borax, so as to retain Its monopoly
of the industry. 20c.

BROMINE
459;^—PRODLCTIU.N of Salt and Bro-

mine in 1906. A. T. Coons. (Advance Chap-
ter from Mineral Resources of the U. S., Cal-
endar Year 1906; 14'... pp.) Enumerates
sources of bromine produced In the United
States, gives a review of prices in 1906, and
figures of production for a number of years.

CALCIUM CARBIDE
4594—ACETYLENE LIGHTING—N. Good-

year. (Mln. and Sci. Press. Oct. 12, 1907;
'-.. p.) Abstract of an article read before the
Illuminating Engineering Society. giving
brief information on the productloii of acety-
lene from carbide, its storage and use. 20c.

CHROMIUM
4596—PRODVCTION AND STATISTICS

—

Chromite or Chromic Iron Ore. A. J. Collier.
(Advance Chapter from Mineral Resources
of the U. S. Calendar Year 1906; 1 Vi pp.)
Very brief report on the mining of chromite
In the United States during 1906, and a note
on the chromite industry of Canada.

COAL AND COKE
4597—ACCIDENTS—Prevention of Acci-

dents In Mines. P. J. Slevln. (Mines and
Minerals. Oct., 1907; 1 14 pp.) Considers
the various sources of danger in coal mining
and comments briefly on their relative Im-
portance, giving likely ways in which Im-
provement may be made. 20c.

4598—BRITISH COLUMBIA—A New Coal
Field In British Columbia. A. Lakes. (Mhi.
Wld., Oct. 5. 1907: I'/j pp.) Makes very
brief mention of some of the features of a
coal deposit near Princeton, B. C, at the
Junction of the Slmllkameen and Tulameen
rivers. 20c.

4599—CAR TIPPLB:—An Automatic Side
Dellverv Car Tipple. M. J. McOlll. (Mln.
Rep.. Oct. 3. 1907: 1 p.) Illustrated de-
scription of an automatic side delivery car
tipple which is in ;ise nt the Gr.nss Creek coal
mine at Coalville. Utah, and which permits
the discarding of mine cars having doors,
thus elimlnntlng all waste and leakage due
to them. 20c.

4600—COAL ANALYSIS-Some Experi-
ments to Determine the Amount of Volatile
Matter in Coal. A. Bement. (Chem. Kngr.,
Sept.. 1907; 5>4 pp.) Description of experi-
ments made to get a reliable method for de-

lorinining volatile matter in coal ; hydrogen
under slight pressure was kept In the crucible
in order to avoid trouble from oxygen when
It was necessary to continue operations for
u long time In order to attain complete vola-
tilization. 40c.

4601—COAL ItUigUETTING in the United
Stales. E. W. Parker. (Paper read before
the A. I. M. E., July, 1907; 40 pp.) The
author first points out some rea.sons why coal
brUjuetting has been so slow In developing
in the United Suites ; then gives an exhaust-
ive review of all present plants. Including de-
tailed information as to plant e(juipment,
construction of machines used, approximate
operating costs and results obtained.

4602—COAL HANDLING—Arrangements
for Uandling Coal Output. F. W. Parsons.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., Oct. 19, 1907; 5 pp.)
Describes several mechanical devices now In
use for handling coal under various condi-
tions. The features described in .detail are
transfer truck, chain hoist, self-acting in-

clined planes, tlexible cable car haul, and a
bucket conveyer. 20c.

4603—COAL MINING—The Technics of
Coal Mining. &'. 11. Winstanley. (Mln. Kng.,
Oct., 1907; 3 pp.) Continuation of this arti-
cle which was previously mentioned in this
Index, dealing in the present instalment wltli
steam boiler and generating plant for col-
lieries. 20c.

4604—COAL PLANT—A Modern Illinois

Coal Plant. (Mines and Minerals, Oct., 19ii7;

*Vi pp.) Description of the surface equip-
ment of this colliery where modern
machines and devices allow very economical
working. 20c.

4605—COAL STRIPPING—A Novel Coal
Stripping Plant. (Mines and Minerals. Oct.,
1907; 1 p.) Notes on the somewhat un-
usual methods adopted in stripping a coal
deposit in Danville, III., where it was de-
sired to have the stripping go down to the
coal in a single cut and take as wide a cut
as possible so as to provide the most efficient

means of quarrying the coal. 20c.

4606—COALITE. S. W. Parr. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ.. Oct. 19, 1907; 1 p.) Gives pre-
liminary conclusions drawn from experi-
ments on the low heat treatment of bitumin-
ous coal, with a view to obtaining a smoke-
less product to replace anthracite. Deals
with changes In calorific power resulting from
heating the coal in an atmosphere of nitrogen
and the structural changes undergone. 20c.

4607—COKE MANUFACTURE — Orient
Coke Co.'s Plant. (Mines and Minerals. Nov.,
1907; 1 p.) This Pennsylvania plant Is

carefully designed with a view to safe and
economic operation. The brief account of
the works d^ntlons the mine and methods
of working, the hoisting and haulage ma-
chinery, and the ovens. 20c.

4608—CONVEYERS—Mechanical Convey-
ers as .\pplled to Longwall Mining. J. I.

Thomas. (Mines and Minerals, Nov., 1907;
3 pp.) Sums up recent progress and outlines
the present state of the art of applying me-
chanical conveying to coal mining, especially
longwall mining. Describes some of the meth-
ods and apparatus employed at VIntondnle,
Penn., by the Vinton Colliery Company. 20c.

4G09—DRAINAGE TUNNEI^Dralnlng the
Panther Creek Basin. H. H. Stock. (Mines
and Minerals, Nov., 1907; 4 pp.) Considers
first the geological relations of this coal

basin and the connections between the present
conditions of the coal workings and the prob
lem of drainage. Concludes with facts re-

lating to the methods of driving and timber-
ing the 1 Smile tunnel which will give natur-
al drainage to the basin. 20c.

4610—ENGLAND—The Dover Coalfield In

England. Edward Walker. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ.. Oct. 12. 1907; 3 p|). 1 Traces the
hi-^torx' of tht' dNcovery and early prospecting

of this coal field with some remarks on the
character and financial condition of the oper-
ating companies. 20c.

4UI1—EXPLOSIONS—Coal-dust Explosions
In tollierics. J. .Vshworth. (Cassier's Mag
•^ct,-; 1"""; 8 PP) Sums up the facts es-
tablished In a hearing on a coal-dust explo-
sion in a watered mine In England. The
merits of watering as a preventallve of dust
e.vploslons are discussed, as well as other
protective features, the general conclusion
being that watering alone Is not sufflclent. 40c

4612—EXPLOSIVES In Coal Mines. E
J. Deason. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Sept.
20, 1907: 3 pp.) Reviews and comments
upon present British regulations for the use.
handling and storage of explosives and gives
an account of the testing plant and raelno(i8
used at the station at Woolwich, where .j'lal-
Ity and properties of explosives are deter-
mined. 40c.

4613—EXPIX)SrVES—Permitted Explo-
sives in British Coal Mines. J. Asbworth.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ.. Sept. 28, 1907; I p)Gives a summary of the facts established liy
a recent Inquiry to determine the suitability
of bobblnlte as an explosive In coal mines
Discusses also the dangers resulting from pre
m.Tturft explosions of detonating powders re-
sulting from other shots in the mine—a dan-
ger to which black gunpowder is not liable.
20c.

4614—ITAULAGE—Construction of Tracks
In Coal Mines. M. S. Ilachlla. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., Oct. 5, 1907 ; 4 pp.) Contain!
dlrccflons for designing the distribution of
tracks for coal mines, also for laving them.
Notes for laying out frogs and switches are
given. Including graphic methods for curves.

4615—LIGNITE—A Study of the Lignites
of the Northwest. Part I. Moisture and
nygroscoplclty. G. B Frankforter. (Journ.
Am. Chem. Soc. Oct.. 1907 ; 8 pp.) Deals
almost entirely with the question of moisture
in lignites, the best menns of determining
its amount and the conditions which deter-
mirn cciuilibrhim In the amount of contained
moisture in a given sample of lignite. 60c.
4616—LOW GRADE FUEt^Steam Pro-

duction from the Cheaper Grades of Anthra-
cite. W. D. Ennls. (Eng. Mag.. Oct.. 1907;
17 pp.) Considers the mutual relations ex-
isting between price and heating value of
the small sizes of anthracite as compared
with their competitors among bituminous
coals, and explains the principles which de-
termine the best tvne of fuel for a nirtlcular
case. .\lso describes steam generating ap-
paratus adapted to these small anthracite
sizes. 40c.

461 7—LOW GRAPE FUEI^-The Rational
rtlllzatlon of I^w Grade Fuels, with Special
Consideration of the .\ppM("ition of Gas Pro-
ducers. F. E. Tunge. (Proc. A. S. M. E.,
MId-Oct.. 1907; 23 pp.) Considers some of
the economic and technical aspects of the
above problem, and deals at length with limi-
tations, advantages, and general apnllcablllty
of various forms of low grade and by-product
fuels.

4618—MICHIGAN—Coal Mininc In Mlcht-
enn. I,ee Eraser. (Eng. and Mln. .Toum.,
Sept. 28. 1907: 2 pp.) Touches briefly on
the geological asnects of these roni meaivures
and gives some notes on the dt^cnltles met
with In developing and shsft sinking, and the
methods used In mlnl^e. 20c.

4619—MINE UNWATERING—The Hnwa
terlpg of Mines In the Anthracite t?«j|on.

R. V. Norrls. (Eng. Mne.. Oct.. 1907: 20
nn.) Gives fl general outline of the mienl-
tnde of the drainage problem In the anthra-
cite region, showing the canoes of such an
abundance of water In the mines ; ronclndes
with a very comnrehenslve descrlntlon of nil

Ininorfnnt unwnterlne enulnmenfs »nd the
•^vstemi ii<:i^d to r^^move the water, 20c
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4«oo_NATAL—A Year of Natal Mining:

The coal Industry. (South African Mlnei,

aSb 31 1007 : 1 P 1 A brief summary of the

f-'fe rVporl of tU.- Natal Commissumer of

Mines Klvlng Information as to the progress

"'coal fulilug in this >^°""'7,
"';{^,[ons"''"ic'

of goTcrnmont prospecting eipeiUtvons. -uc.

40.il_l>KAT In the United States In 1906.

M K:V-ampbell. (.advance Chapter from the

?ir7.1ut?""rpp':r U .o 'no.^s o'n'th'-o''eipe"

y \r,,Ii »;.i-k done by Industrial concern.

Tr" ,^ ino 1 ln''th°e attempt to ".ke peat a

com mTdnlly valuable fuel, giving a few fl«-

«r'" showing the performances of gas pro-

aucers running on peat. -Uc.

^/*a '"omimation-^ from- Sve* authoritative

i«ni"r« InTerman on this subject, and shows

thTJtolutlon of methods of utllUlng peat;

also cu'es notes on present methods which

have reaped what is practically a commer-

*"'46'3-PENNSYLVANIA MINES Ul 1906

(Mlm-s and Minerals, Oct.. 1907: 2% pp.)

.^bsuactrtrotu the report of the head he

dpnartment of mines of this btate, B'V'"B

em'^Os to the -""^t '™P°!!,'{°L"'"^n»gc
recommendations therein contained. -Oc.

d,;>4—PIT-CAR LOADEU—The Mechani-

cal PU-cfr Loader. (Mines and Minerals

Nov 1907- m pp.) Describes the ipethod

^roper^tlng t^is'^'device and gives the ar-

JSrtf't-fn^sirrS tt °^SSnfcon%Vn\
to which it is best suited. 20c.

4G"5—UEFUUE CHAMBEKS — Unterlr-

11%^ p^^ll^'^n^SSeHn'-l^

".n'or "vrXTILATING PROBLEMS—Defl-

cletl^ln'^ML'^ ventilation. T A. Mather

^r.f^ra'J^s^ s^fo'?- t?f-reroL- \pj^
vent" ation now existing In mines and the re-

spons billtles and duties of the various people

ronnected with the ventilation In a mine

tC article makes no suggestion as to means

of remedying matters. 20c.

COPPER

.eoT—rOMMEUCIAL SITUATION — Le

Culvre. Sa production et %'>"^'""Y"''^^i^J:
Etats-Unis Son march6 en 1907 A. B. bay

ous. (Federation des Industr els et Coe^

mergants I'ransais, Sept 1907 58 pp.) A
.itudv Into the production and trade In

Conner in the United States and its price

du??ng "07. from a French point of view.

The present industrial status of the Amal-

gamated Copper Company and the New York

Sales Agency are the mahi points treated.

40c
4628-COMMERCIAL SITUATION of Cop-

ner in the United States. James Douglas.

VEng Mag., Oct., 1907; 13 pp.) Reviews

prOT?nt industrial conditions among the large

?opper producing centers of this country and

analyzes future possibilities of copper mining

In various foreign countries. 40c.

4829—ELECTRO-METALLURGY OF COP-

PER. J. W. Richards. (Electrochein. and

Met. Ind.. Oct.. 1907; 6V4 pp.) Explains the

solution of tvplcal problems connected with

the electrometallurgy of copper, comprls ng

ihe treatment of ores and mattes extract on

of the metal from solutions, and the refinhig

of Impure copper. 40c.

483(>_gf;UMANY—Operations and Ten-

dencleT^f Modem Mansfeld P. A. Wagner

and J. S. O. Primrose. (Eng. and Mln.

3Surn Oct. 12, 1907 ; 3 pp.) Deals with

hoisting e<iulpment, ventilation and drainage

Systems, the sorting of mineral. Its transpor-

tation, r..astlng and smelting processes as car-

ried out at this important German mine.

20c
4631-IMPiniTIES IN COPPER^Zutn

mikrorhc-mi.tchen Nachweis vun hchwefel.

s'len und Tellur im Kupfer F. )V. Hlnrlch-

sen and O. Bauer. (Oest. Zelt. f. B u. H.,

Sept 28, 1907; 1 lA PP) G'^es brief dlrec-

tlnin for carrying out a few chemical tests

L determine the presence of small amounts

of sulphur, selenium and tellurium In cop-

per. 40c.

40.T>—M VNUFACTURINn—The Cowpcr

Coles T-opper Depositing Process. (Iron and

rnni Tr Rev. Sept. -''I. '!"' • ' P'
,

srribes the process of simultaneously reflning

runner l>velec.r..ly»lM and m.klnc nnlsheS

fo?m8 as^arrled out by an English firm. In

o?d"r to ohUin the requisite speed "' depo-

^tflon which la greater than refining speed.

ireTolvliIg mandrel is used in connection

with the cathode. 40c.

4633—NEVADA—The Copper Mines of

Ely, Nevada. W. R. lugalls. (Eng. and Min.

Jouni., Oct. 12. 1U07; 7 •j PP.), .^critical

survey of the present condition of this cainp.

Outlines the extent of operations now under

way at the principal mines ;
gives also soine

Idea of the industrial and commercial status

of Ely mining companies. 20c.

4G34—NEVADA—The Productive and

Earning Capacily of Ely. W R, Ingalis

(Eng. aud MUi. .luurn., Oct. 10. 190. .
-1 pp.)

Considers the extent of ore reserves In tie

important mines of this district, the proposed

methods of mining, Uaudllng, mill ng and

smelting the ore and gives comparative esti-

mates of the cost of producing copper from

representative mines. 20c.

4035-QUEENSLAND—Cloncurry Copper

Mining District. L. C. Ball. (Queens. (Jov.

Min. 3ourn.. Aug., 1907; 11 PP-)
.

fntlnu-
atlon of long report on this district, wh ch

was previously mentioned In this Index. 60c.

4B3U—UEKINING—Note on the Keflnhig

of Copper. D. Salto. (Memoirs, College of

Scl .°n liug.. Kyoto Uup. Iniv.. Vol, 1-. N"-

3 1907- 10 pp.) Studies the efficiency of

the retin'ing process us.-d in producing cop-

per it the^Seshl works of Japan, the copper

Jrom which is noted for its purity. The pro-

cedures used In analysis for Impurities are

given and the distribution of the oxygen la

studied.

4037—SILICON ALLOY—Ueber das Slll-

clumkunfer. M. Phillips. (Metallurgie,

SeoT 22 19077 4 pp.) Conclusion of an

article previously mentioned in this Index.

deaUng with the methods used in >nve8tlgat-

fng the chemical properties of the alloy and

the results thereby obtained. 40c.

:;tlt''-B'^B"'K^aL°.''''TMinri^n'S;Mi5'-

Bs^^iV^^^^ Saft L^rClfy 1^
Si o?M uSh«^C^onMa[^a"p ^nl

ITates the Bingham Consolidated and the

Yampa. 20c.

4639-SMELTING—Notes on CoPPe^-
VIII A. H. Sexton. (Mechan Engr., Oct.

r 1907- 3M> PP) Further article on this

sublect 'dealing in this Instalment with

rev-erberatorv .ind blast furnace smeltins of

Conner ores and giving principles and dlrec-

tK for making blast furnace calculations.

OQq

Uo^r^T^^a'^T^^co^nV^.^I.Trnr (X"e=s

E i»on«^<^-^"l^^ o7-lan]u

SBerrkV^^tTnL^on^da-"^5Sna"-^20^
4fi41—UTAII—Mining at Bingham, XJtah.

R.^RBrlSsi^ade. (Mines and Minenils Oct

in07- 3 pp.) Conclusion of an article pre^

T^ot^sly mentioned in this Jndex Gives note,

on methods of square set tlmberhig In use

here caving and slicing methods, transpor-

tation systems, etc. 20c.

DIAMONDS

4642—NATURE OF DIAMOND PIPES—
Klmberllte Dikes and Pipes. F W VoW

•fi;"y 'o?The ^lir^ol^ol'lclf ciiar^ac-'te'rls^

fS'tlX: ^^t-^c^e^-^c.^-"

GOLD AND SILVER

4«4-»_ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS—The Occur-

ren^e'^of Alluvlafs'^ln llungary and Tnins.vl^

Von IB and the Profitableness of Working

rti"em'on a lirge Scale by ^l^^^o'^^'l^':
I Ilorvnth. (M n. Journ.. S*t. 21, 19Ui.
3" pn ) ("onclusion of article whk;h was

prevloiKslv mentioned In this Index. JOc.

4«44_ASSAYINGi—Notes on Routine Mine

«.mnle Assaying n. Monckton. (Journ.,

?r,^u%let auTMIn. Soc. of South Africa,
( hem. Mcr .'" j^g ^^^ <>(

tin o? copper"- foil during cupellatlon of a

r.rJe batch of gold assays in order that the

Resulting green stain in certain cupels may

Htfix"^ ifienilfving assays and prevent con-

Itv of the Nickel Plate mine. 20c.

, r^'"';;;r7T?s^r^r U S^'eetf;?'" i?Z}i
Laboratory ^ests. a u.

.,j,^,j.

r4%rr"De?^.bt l^^£of„expe.ment.

J^d p'e^l^rt'atlon o^ -<""™ "« '^'-"- '"^

gether with a tabulated list of all results se-

cured.

4847—EGYPT—The Nile as a Mining
River. A. Del Mar. (Min. and Scl. Press,

Oct 12 1007; 2V2 PP) Mentions old mine
workings along the course of this river, where

In ancient times gold mining operations were

carried on rather extensively. 2Uc.

4(j4S—MEXICO—Mines of the Tavlche

District, oaxaca, Mexico. A. E. Place and

H L. Elton. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Oct.

5 1007 ; 1 p.) Describes the vein system

and character of the ores of this silver-gold

camp. The veins are noteworthy in that they

are quite free from faulting. A list of the

producing mines of the district is included.

20c.
4(j49—NEVADA—The Combination Mine.

Edgar A. Collins. (Min. and Scl. Press, Sept.

28 and Oct. 5, 1907 ;
."1 pp.) Brleliy reviews

the story of the discovery and early working

of this mine and deals in general with geo-

logical and mining conditions in and around
the Combination mine ; deals also with slop-

ing methods, timbering, the extent of the ore

shuots and mining cusls. 40c.

4650—NEV.\DA—The Great Comstock
Lode. G. McM. Ross. (Min. and Sci. Press,

Oct 12, 1907; 2 pp.) An interesting review

of the discovery of this silver camp, telling

of the early mining operations and the de-

velopment of the Washoe process for extract-

ing the values. Concludes with some notes

on the present revival of mining interest. 20c.

4651—NEVADA—The Osceola Gold Dis-

trict of Nevada. (Min. Uep., Oct. 3. 1907;

IV, pp.) Mentions the revival of Interest In

placer and quartz mining which has recently

taken place in this district, and gives brief

Information about some of the more import-

ant groups of mines. 20c.

4652—NOVA SCOTIA—Gold Measures of

Tangier, Nova Scotia. G. A. Packard. (Min.

and Scl. Press, Oct. 5. 1907; 2 pp.) Notes

on the character of the quartz veins In the

Tangier district, with descriptions of some
of the principal veins and the extent of de-

velopment work which has been done In this

district. 20c.

4653—NOVA SCOTIA—The Development

of an Ore Shoot in Nova Scotia. B. Percy

Brown. (Can. Min. Journ.. Oct. 15 190. :

o PP ) Tells some of the principles and

methods which have been successful in the .

exploitation of Nova Scotia ore shoots. 20c.

4654 ORE TRE.\TMENT—Notes on Waihl

Ore Treatment. B. Stokes. (Journ. Chem.,

Met and Mln. Soc. of South Africa, Aiig.,

10(17- IV. pp.) Discussion by W. R. Dowling

and C. E. Deakln of the above paper, which

was previously mentioned hi this Index. 40c.

4655—ORIGIN OF GOLD in the Rand
Banket. J. W. Gregory. (I. M. «-• Bull- No.

37 Oct. 10. 1907; 8 pp.) Contributed re-

marks by W. F. A. Thomae and Boss B.

Browne on the above paper, which was pre-

viously mentioned in this Index.

4656—PRODUCTION—Prosperity ; Its Re-

lation to the Increasing Production of Gold

A. Del Mar. (Eng. Mag., Oct., 19(17 ,
1-* PP-)

An elaborate and authoritative analysis of the

present state of the business and flnanclal

world as influenced by the enormous additions

which are being made to the gold and silver

supplies of the world. 40c.

4657—RAND M1NIN(3—The Commercial

Aspects of Band •ProBts." G. A. Denny.

(Mln Journ.. Sept. 21. 1907; V*»H*?rt*M;
uatlon of article previously mentioned In thl.

Index. 20c. ^, .

4658—SCEEEN ASSAY on the Meyer and

Charlton G M. Under "the New Metallurgy."

C Tooml^. IJ—-n. CJiem., Met and Mln

Soc of South Africa, Aug... 1907, 1^^ PP->

Renly of author to the discussion of his

piipe?. wbi.'h was previously mentioned in

this Index. 40c.

4C59_TASMANIA—Beport oil Go'd J"
Port Cvgnet and Wheatley's Bay, Huon

R?ver T H Twelvetrees. (Gov Geolo-

bi/T?'^"-'nr^m!ib;^;^gt^r3
rer';'d%^7crnfrrrock:Tr*e'not%a^^''oufa?ry

''^:?,;rTUBE mi.... rn-XCTlCE Notes on

Some Recent improvemrnls in
soc of Smith

''TT- v?/'"in,t|'"-' V'p )

' Discu"sslon' ofthe

Sen';V":''"shows';Ynrrnd;rloadlng the tnlll

Elg"tV?h^a.-;;'r g-rVud^n^g "^'iV. "resi?t'

'"4661-UTAH-The M^nes of AmeHca^n

IZ^. ^T'oI'M ^7^^- 2"4'%P.) Give,
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80in<> reliable Information as to the iirescnt
activities of tbia little known inluinK camu
near Park City and Alton In the Wasatch
raiiKO. It apiieam that tlie eunii) would be
fairly promising If more capital and new
energy were Injected. i;iio.

GYPSDM
4662—rLASTEK Mll.Ir—New Plaster Mill

of the American cJypsum Co. (linij. Itec,
Oct. 12, ItiuT ; 1 p.> Tells of the general ar-
rangement, design and construction of this re-
Inforci'd concrete gypsuiu mill at I'ort Clin-
ton. Dhlo. The building Is of added Interest
because It has withstood extensive blasting
hi the gypsum deposits, part of which are
directly beneath tin' mill '.'i',-.

IKON AND STEEL
4663—ANALYSIS— Ueber die Bestlmmung

von Wolfram Im Stahl bel Gegenwart Ton
Clirnm. K. Willy lllnrlchseu. (Stahl. u.
l:i^•n. Oct. 2, lilOT ; 2 pp.) llecords the
.'nrluslons of the author In a series of In-
vestigations to develoi) an accurate method
for the quick determination of tungsten In
special steels In the presence of chromium.
Clves directions for procedure and tabulates
results secured. 40c.

4064—BLAST FlItXACE -VIII. Itlliza-
ilou of Waste Gases. II. .\llen. (Iron
Tr. Rev., Oct. 10, 1907: 21^ pp.) Deals with
methods In use for the necessary cleaning
of blast furnace gas, which must be accom-
plished before It can be used efficiently In
stoves, boiler heating or engines. Includes
also some notes on the design and efficiency
of fans for handling the gas. 20c.

4665—BLOW HOLES In Steel Ingots. E.
Von Maltltz. (Paper read before the A. I
M. E., July, 1907: 30 pp.) A study Into the
nature, causes, means of prevention, and ef-
fects of blow holes In steel Ingots. The
author deals with his own extensive experi-
ence In this line and dwells mostly on those
features of piping and blow-hole formation
which are often lost sight of or neglected in
the usual discussion of the subject.
4666—CANADIAN SMELTING—Pig Iron

Industry at Port -Arthur. (Can. Mfgr., Sept
20, 1007: lu, pp.) Gives a general idea of
the operations being carried out by the Atl-
kokan Iron Co. of Port Arthur. Ontario.
Brief notes as to the character and equip-
ment of the smelting plant are given. 20c.
4667—CASTING PRACTICE — Machine

Cast Pigs. C. W. Mason. (Iron Tr. Rev
Oct. 17, 1907; 1 n.) Shows the uniform
composition of cist iron which is attained by
machine casting instead of sand casting,
ladles being used In a manner analogous to
mliers In bessemer practice, and gives the-
ories for the cause of the uniformity. 20c
4668—CHARCOAL IRON PL.iNT—A By-

product Charcoal Iron Plant at Marquette.
-Mich. (Eng. Rec, Oct. 12. 1907: lu. pn

)At this charcoal iron-plant, the bv-products
from the manufncture of the charcoal are re-
covered by suitable processes, which are brief-
ly described. The Iron furnaces which run
on charcoal are notable for their long cam-
paigns and the reasons are discussed. 20c
4609—COMPRESSED AIR—Anwendung

der Pressluft im Glessereibetriebe. W. Hiint-
Bchel. (Eisen Zelt., Sept. 21, 1907: 1 Vi pp )
Continuation of article previously meritloned
In this Index. 20c.

4670—CUPOLA PRACTICE—Melting Iron
for Castings. B. Stoughton. (Foundry, Oct.,
1907: 5 pp.) .\ general compilation of In-
formation relating to present day cupola
practice, telling In a nontechnical war the
methods of charging and managing the fur-
nace, the way to calculate charges, the chemi-
cal changes undergone by the iron, and the
fuels used. 2nc.

4671 — FOTNDRY—Manufacturing Cast
Iron Pipe and Car Wheels. (Can. Mfgr,
Sept. 20. 1907: 3>i pp.) The Canadian Iron
A Foundry Company's plant at Fort William,
Ontario, Is the largest of Its kind In Canada.
.\n outline of the working methods and de-
scriptions of the arrangement and equip-
ment of the pipe and car-wheel foundries
form the largest part of the article. 20c.

4672—FOIT^'DRY ALLOYS—Special Ferro-
alloys for the Foundry. E. Houghton. (Iron
and Coal Tr. Rev., Sept. 20. 1907: 1 '4 pp.)
Discusses the nses and relative Importance of
the various special ferroalloys used In foun-
dry practice and gives analvses of represen-
tative brands. 40c.

4673—GERMANY-Die Elsenlndustrle an
der Dill.—Zum 300 Jahrlgen Bestehcn der
"Adnlfshutte." C. Donges. (St.ihl u. Elsen,
Sept. 18, 1907: 6 pp.) An Interesting his-
torical review of the Iron smelting Industry
In the Dill region of Germany, where Iron
production has been carried on since the year
144.';. 40c.

4674—GERMANY—Die Frledrlch-Alfred-
HOtte zn Rheinhansen. (Stabl n. Elsen, Oct.

9, 1907 ; 42 p|p. with plates.) An extremely
thorough description of the Friedrlch-Alfred
smelter at Kheluhausen, which Is one of the
largest and best appointed In (Jermany. Full
notes on the de|>osltlon, arrangement and
ei)ulpinent of all dcparluients are givi'n. 40c.

4675—GERMANY—The Krupp Works In
Germany. J. It. Van llrussel. (Iron Tr. Itev.,

Oct. 3. 1907; 9
'.J p|i. I Descriptions of ecjulp

ment and working practice In this famoua
plant. .\ ri'markable set of photographs
gives a good Idea of the scope of operations.
The particular depnrtnn-nts dealt with are the
blast furnace, steel mills, and gun and armor
plate shops. 20e.

1670—HISTORY—Ueber die C.eschlrhte der
Elsenlndustrle Im Ilarz. Geyer. (Stahl u.
Elsen. Oct. 2, 1907: 6 pp.) Reviews the his-

tory of the Iron Industry In the region
around the Ilarz and traces Its growth from
period to period. 40c.

4077 -HUNGARY—The Forges and Mines
of the Hungarian State. (Engineer, Sept.
20. 1907: 31-.. pp.) (lives a brief history of
the mines an(i Iron works owned and managed
by the Hungarian government, and then de-
scribes In detail their equipment and the
scope of their operations, with a few notes
on the labor conditions In the country. 40c.

4678—IRON MINING— Developments on
the Menominee Itangr. ilr<in Tr. Kev.. Oct.
17. 1907 : 3 pp.) Describes present provisions
for power production and general exploita-
tion work on this -Michigan range. 20c.

4679—MANUFACTURE OF STEEL and
Wrought Iron In America. Bradley Stough-
ton. (Eng. Mag., Oct., 1007: 17 pp.) An
account of the metallurgical processes In-

volved In the iirodtiction of all forms of steel

and wrought iron from the ore. The article
Is for non-technical readers, but condenses
very well the whole metallurgy of Iron into
a short spjice. 4iic.

4680—NORMANDY—Note sur Ic Mineral
de Fer SUurlen de Hasse-Normandle. E.
Heurteau. (Ann. des Mines, T. XL, 6 llvr.,

1907: 5514 pp.) This article gives Informa-
tion upon the deposits of Silurian Iron in
Normandy ; the particular features treated are
the extent of the deposits, their division
among the present concessioners, the extent
of work accomplished during the past 30
years, the economic conditions affecting the
use of the mineral and its recent utilization
In smelters In Northern France.

40.S1—ONTARIO—The -Magnetite Mines of
the Mineral Range Iron Mining Company,
Limited, at Bessemer, Hastings Co., Ontario.
(Can. Mln. .lourn., Oct. 15, 1907; 2^4 pp.)
Reviews very hrielly the character and extent
of the Iron deposits of the above company,
which appears to be in a position to become
an Important shipper of iron ore. 20c.

46S2—PIPING AND SEGREGATION In
Steel Ingots. (Bi-monthly Bull. A. I. M. E.,
Sept., 1907 ; 4 pp.) Discussion by A. C. Lane
of Prof. H. M. Howe's paper on the above
subject, which was previously mentioned In
this Index.

40S3—RI'SSI.\—Die russlsche Elsenln-
dustrle nnd ihre Bedeutung fiir den Welt-
markt. (Centralblatt der Hiitten u. Walz-
werke. Sept. 25, 1907: IVj PP) Reviews
the evolution of the iron industry In Russia
and endeavors to determine its probable fu-
ture position among the chief Iron producing
countries and Iron markets of the world.
20c.

4684—SPECIAL STEELS—Beltrag zum
Studium des Systems Eisen-Wolfram. H.
Harkort. (Metallurgie, Sept. 22 and Oct. 8,
1907 ; 25 pp.) A long account of the pre-
paration of iron-tungsten alloys and the in-
vestigation of their properties. This Instal-
ment is mostly a discussion of the relative
merits of the various means for the
production of the temperature necessary for
making such alloys. 60c.

4085—STEEL ORE DOCK—The First Lake
Dock of Steel. D. E. Woodbrldge. (Iron
-Vge, Oct. 3, 1907: 2',-i pp.) Gives Informa-
tion as to the design, method of anchoring,
of placing foundations and of fastening the
superstructure of a proposed steel ore-dock of
the Duluth & Iron Range railroad at Two
Harbors, Minnesota. 20c.

40S6—ZINC IN IRON Fl'RNACES

—

Zinc Oxide In Iron Ores, and the Effect of
Zinc in the Iron Blast Furnace. .1. .1. Porter.
(Paper read before the A. I. M. E., July,
1907: 7 pp.) Notes taken from the results
of tests during a furnace campaign for the
reduction of Iron ores contaminated with zinc.
Discusses at some length the mechanical, phys-
ical and i'hemical actions of these zinky ores
and the difficulties In furnace management re-

sulting therefrom.

LEAD
4687—MEXICO—Reduction at Maplml.

(Am. Mln. Rev., Sept. 28, 1907: 1', pp.)
Deals with the operating methods In the

sulphide demiriuient of thi' Miipliul lead
nmelter In Durango, where the lluntlugton-
liebcrleln process of desulphurizing is used.
This plant la the largest of Its kind In Mexi-
co. 'JOc.

40N>i — .MISSOURI Zinc and Lea. I Annual.
( I'lilillshed by J. -V. Zook niid W. S. Baxter,
1900: :{(! pp. I (ilvi'H mlsceilaiiiMjiis general
Information as to coiidldons uud mining op-
erations in the leail and zinc llelds around
Webb City nnd Cartervllle. 20c.

4089—WHITE LEAI>—Die Blelwelssfabrl-
katlon In England nach dem lllKchofsehen
Verfahren. A. Salmony. ((Jhi-ni. Zelt., Sept.
25 and 2N, 1907 : 4 Vj pp.) Comments brief-
ly on several old processes of making white
lead, and then describes the apparatus and
methods use<l In l-*iiglitnd for faking this sub-
stance by the BIschof process, which re-

(lulres only 24 hours to produce the lead
white from metallic lead and consists In car-
bonallng a hydruted Ie;id oxld'*, 4(tc.

MANGANESE
40!l()— l.NDI.VN MA.N(;AM;SE l.Mll'STRY,

Prospects of. A. (fhose. (Journ. Soc. of
Arts. Aug. 2, 19(17: 5 pp.) Reviews condi-
tions In the manganese mining Industry In
India and consiilers Its future possi-
bilities and the effect of disorganization In

the competing Russian mines. 20c.

IflCKEL

4691—NEW CALEDONIA— Nickel .Mhilng
In New Caledonia. <1. M. Colvocoresses.
(Eng. and Mln. Journ., Sept. 2S, 1907: 3%
lip.) Describes the ore formations and the
methods now used In mining and shl|iplng the
mineral. .Ml mining Is from surface deposits
and the chief problem Is Its collection and
transportation to a convenient shipping port.
.\rticle concludes by a review of labor and
general conditions In the Island. '^Oc.

4092—NICKEL DETERMINATION—Die
Bestlmmung des Nickels als .Nickeldicyandla-
midin und seine Trennung von Els«_'n und
Aluminium. II. Grossmann and B. Schilck.
(Chem. Zelt.. Sept. 14, 1907: IV. pp.) De-
scribes modilicniions of the previously pro-
posed metliod of estimating nickel as nickel
dicyandianiide. whereby the process of analy-
sis is much shortened as comimred with the
method previously described by these auth-
ors : also gives methods of Isolating nickel
from iron and aluminum solutions. 20c.

4093—SUDBURY DISTRICT—The Sud-
bury Nickel-Copper Field. Ontario. R.

Stokes. (Mln. Wld., Sept. 28 nnd Oct. 0,

1907 : pp.) Deals mostly wllh the historical

aspects of the various companies which have
entered this field as nickel producers, but
gives also Information as to geology, smelt-

ing methods, and present mejins of shipping

and marketing the mineral. 40c.

4G94—VIRGINI.\—The Occurrence of Nick-

el In Virginia. T. L. Watson. (Paper read

before the A. I. M. E., July, 1907: 15 pp.)

Deals with the occurrence and genesis of the

nickel ore at Lick Fork. The pamphlet
comprises notes on the geology and petro-

graphy with descriptions of the principal va-

rieties of rock, and the mode of occurrence

frf the ores as shown both by field and mi-

croscopic study.

PETROLEUM
4095—ENGLAN I)—The Bulk Oil Storages

in Manchester. (Petrol. Rev., Oct 12 1907,
" PP ) Gives brleflv some facts showing the

present position of iUnchester as an Impor-

tant center for petroleum storage and Qls-

tributlon. 40c.

4G90 ITM.Y'—L'Industrle des Hydrocar-

bures en Italic. E. Camerana. (Cominunl-

cation presented to the Third International

Petroleum Congress at Bucharest, l.m. :
^i

PP 5 plates.) Collects and condenses many
different publications with a view of present-

ing to the members of the International 1 e-

troleum Congress, a review of the present con-

dition of hvdro-carbon and petroleum Industry

in Italy.

4007-LEASING LAND—Revised Regula-

tions for Leasing Indian Lands. (Pac. Mln.

and Oil Rep.. Sept. 20. 190,; 2 pp.) An
abstract of the essential features of the re-

vised regulations Just promulgated hy tne

Secretary of the Interior dealing with the

leasing "of Indian lands for the purpose of

exploiting petroleum deposits. -Oc.

4098—LKJUID FUELS—Technical Aspects

of Oil as Fuel —I. F. E. Junee. (Power. Oet^

1907: 314 PP> This article Is concerned

with the utilization of liquid fuels and the

processes of forming combustible mixtures

therefrom, and their application in power

plants Consideration Is olso given to evapor-

ation characteristic^ of liquid hydrocarbons.

20c.

4r,99—WEST VIRGINIA—Oil Field on Buf-

falo Creek. West Virginia. F. W. Brady.
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iMlncs iinU Mlnernls. Nov., 1907: 2Mi PP-)

This Held on Uuffulo creek has been under
development spusmodlciilly up to the present

when systemiitlc opoiittlons nre under way.

Touches lirledv on the location of existing

wells, their output and gives some Interesting

Information on methods of shooting wells

and transport Ing nliro Klyeerlne. 20c.

PHOSPHATE ROCK
4700—\vi:a ri:itN aistk.m.i.v—The rhos-

phatlc Deposits near Dandaraga. (W. A.

Geol. Surv., Hull. No. 20, ISIOT : 10 pp ,
1

map.) Inquiries Into the extent of the phos-

phate rock deposit at Dandarapa, Us mode
of occurrence. Its mineraloglcal constituents,

and the posslhlUty of Its commercial exploita-

tion. The general conclusions Indicate that

the deposit Is extensive, and will stand work
Ing.

PRECIOUS STONES
4701—MADACASCAK—Les Plerres Prficl-

euses a Madagascar. A. Dabren. (Hull, de

I'Assn. Amlcale des filfves de Tftcole Nat.

Sup<?rleure des Mines, Aug. and Sept., l!»i" ;

U pp.) roucUislon of an article dcscrlldng

the deposits of precious stones in this island.

The present Instalment reviews the occur-

rences of hervl and tourmaline, district by
district, descrliiing their peculiarities and enu-

merating the Important workable deposits.

RARE METALS
4702—STICK!, IIAKOKXINC METALS—

The rroductlon of Nickel. Cobalt, Tungsten,
Vanadium, Molybdenum, Titanium, Uranium
and Tantalum in inot!. I'". 1.. Hess. (Ad-

vance Chapter from Mineral Resources of

the IT. S., Calendar Year lOOfl; 25 pp.)

Reviews new uses for these metals In special

Bteels and In electric Illumination and gives

notes on the processess of extracting them
from their ores and their subsequent metal-

lurgical and mechanical treatment. Enumer-
ates also the most Important places where
deposits of these metals exist or are worked.

4703—VANADIUM — The Present Source
and Uses of Vanadium. J. Kent Smith.
(Paper read before the A. 1. M. E., July,

1907: 6 pp.) Gives Information as to the
nature and extent of exploitation of the re-

cent new discovery of vanadium minerals in

South America which Is the most important
one yet known. Deals also with the proper-

ties which vanadium imparts to tool steels.

SALT
4704—PRODUCTIO.N of Salt and Bromine

In 190C. A. T. Coons. (Advance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the U. S., Calen-

dar Year lOiiO: 14',<. pp.) Contains reviews
of the salt producing Industry by States,

gives notes on domestic consumption, ex-

ports and imports of salt, also world's pro-

duction. The usual classification of com-
mercial grades vWlth the amount of each
grade produced is also Included.

SLATE
4705—PRODUCTION of Slate In 1006.

A. T. Coons. (Advance Chapter from
the Mineral Resources of the U. S., Calen-
dar Y'ear 1006: 7 pp.) Reviews the condi-
tions now prevailing In those States which
engage In slate production, and gives Infor-

mation as to prices, value of product, total

output, exports and Imports.

STONE
4706—STONE INDUSTRY in 1900. A. T.

Coons. (Advance Chapter from the Mineral
Resources of the U. S., Calendar Y'ear 1906:
39 pp.) Gives the production, exports, Im-

fiorts and general Industrial conditions dur-
Dg 1900 In regard to granite, sandstone,
marble, limestone and blast furnace flux.

TIN
4707^.\LASKA—Geology and Mining of

the Tin Deposits of Cape Prince of Wales,
Alaska. A. II. Fav. (Paper read before the
A. I. M. E., .Inly, 1907; IS'/j pp. I Discusses
briefly climatic conditions In this region and
then gives much information as to the struc-
tural and areal geology of the tin district. The
extent of prospecting and mining operations
Is outlined and the economic conditions under
which the deposits must be worked are con-
sidered.

47riS_FEDERATED MALAY STATES—
Tin Mining In Ulu Selangor. E. Nightingale.
(I, M. M.. Bull. No. .'!7, Oct. 10, 1907 ;

5H pp.) Contributed remarks by E. L. Mar-
shall and J. N. .Tusllce on the above paper,
which was previously mentioned In this In-
dex.

4709—PRODUCTION of Tin In 1906. P.
L. Iless. (Advance Chapter from the Min-
eral Ri'sources of the U. S.. Calendar Year
lOMO : It pp. I Reviews the tin mining opera-
tions of 1900 In the various States and gives
a summary of tin production from foreign

countries. Market conditions in the United
States are reviewed and figures as to the
world's consumption of tin are given.

4710— SIAM—Tin Mining In Slam. K.
Van Dort. (Eng. and Mln. .Tourn.. Oct. 19,

1907: 4 pp.) Reviews conditions under
which tin mining Is now carried out In this

country, showing the elTect of racial charac-
teristics and lax government regulation upon
the development of the industry. Chinese
mining methods, labor, climatic and transpor-
tation conditions are liriefly noted 20c.

TUNGSTEN
4711—CASSITEKITE IN TUNGSTEN

ORES—The Separation of TIn-oxIde from
Wolfram. A. Treloar. (Paper read before
Instn. Mln. and Met,, Oct., 1907: 3 pp.)
Brief note on the construction of an electro-

magnet adapted to remove tin-stone from
tungsten ore and a comparison of the effects

of several adds during the treatment of the
separated wolfram to remove the last traces

of tin.

ZINC
E. W. Buskett.
1907; 1 p.) A
the vfilumetrlc

4712—ASSAY OV ZINC
(Mines .ind Minerals, Nov
thorough discussion of
method of estimating zinc in a hydrochloric
acid solution with a standard solution of

potassium ferrocyanide. The reactions, the

sources of error and the methods of guard-
ing against them are considered in detail.

2()c.

4713—ELECTRIC POWER in the ,ToplIn

District. Doss lirittaln. (Ores and Metals,

Oct. 5. 1907: 2Vj pp.) Mentions some of the

uses to which electrically operated machinery
has been put In this zinc district, giving

some details as to the installation costs of a

few plants and the work accomplished by
them. 20c.

4714—.lOPLIN ZINC DISTRICT. R. L.

Herrlck. (Mines and Minerals. Nov., 1907;
14'/> pp.) Describes in soirie dctMil the char-

acter of the ore deposits in tills zinc camp
and gives a general di'scriptlon of methods
of leasing and protecting, with comprehen-
sive notes on mining and milling practice.

20c.

4715—MILL CONSTRUCTION—Mill Build-

ing Progress in the .loplin District. C. L.

Watson. (Mines and Minerals, Nov.. 1907:
ly. pp.) Traces changes In miil construction
In 'the zinc mills of the .loplin district which
have greatly increased capacity and effl-

ciency. 20c.

4716—MISSOURI—Zinc and Lead Annual.
(Published by J. A. Zook and W. S. Baxter,
1906: 30 pp.) See under "LEAD."
4717—POWER in a Joplin Zinc Mill. Doss

Brlttain. (Engineer. Oct. 15. 1907 ; 1 p.)

States the power requirements of a typical
lead-zinc mill of the .loplin district and
compares the advantages, pro and con, of

natural gas and electricity for this purpose.

20c.

4718—SHEET GROUND—Handling "Sheet
Ground" in the Joplin District. J. H. Polhe-
mus. (Mines and Minerals, Nov., 1907: 2\i
pp.) r.'ives details of the general mining
and milling practice of the American Zinc,

Lead and Smelting Company in working its

sheet ground properties in the Joplin district.

20c.

471 n—TAILING TREATMENT—Tails and
Sludge Milling at the Old Judge Mine, Oro-
nogo. Mo. W. D. Glenn. (Mines and Min-
erals, Nov., 1907: 1 p.) Outlines the custo-

mary method used in the Joplin district for

treating the large tailing accumulations of

the camp, the treatment of which is some-
what dllncult, but which can be done proflt-

ablv. A flow sheet of a typical mill is In-

cluded. 20c.

4720—TITRATION OP ZINC hi Alkaline
Solution. E. B. Van Osdel. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ.. Oct. 19, 1907; M; P) Gives details

of the preparation of the assay and the ti-

tration of zinc in alkaline solution in the
presence of high iron, which is removed by
I.ow's method. This new procedure calls for

the use of ferric chloride in acetic acid on
the spot plate in order to perceive .the end
point without the necessity of acidifying the

solution being titrated. 2()c.

47-il_ZINC MINING AND MILI.ING—The
Yellow Dog Mine and Mill. R. I-. Herrlck.
(Mines and Minerals, Nov.. 1007: 3 pp.)
An interesting account of the methods of

mining and handling ore In the Y'ellnw Dog
mine which Is one of the most important
lead-zinc mines In the sheet ground district,

and which had a serious drainage problem to

solve before it became a paying producer.

20c.

4722—ZINC O.NIDE PRODUCTION—Phy-
sical Factors in the Metallurgical Reduction
of Zinc Oxide. W. McA. Johnson. (Paper

read before A. I. M. E., July, 1907: 7 pp

Some observations on the effect of physical
factors In reducing zinc oxide, such as the
fineness of the oxide and the reducing coal,

the disposition of these in the retorts, the
condition of iron used, the methods of firing

the retorts, etc.

472:^—ZINC PIGMENTS—Manufacture of

Zinc I'igments. E. W. Buskett. (Mines and
Minerals, Nov., 1907: 1 p.) Notes briefly

the ores most suited for use in the above
process and describes the equipment and
methods of operating the plant at Coffeyville,

Kansas, which Is the most complete oxide
plant in the West. 20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
4721 -LAPLAND—(Jn Granite and (jneiss :

Their Origin, Relations and Occurrence in

tile I'rcC'unilirian Complex of Fenno-Scandia,
J. J. Sederholm. (Bull., Commission Geol.

de Finlande. No. 23, June, 1907: 110 pp.)
Contains a summary in English of the above
pamphlet, which discusses the origin of gran-
ite and gneiss, and its relation to other
.Vrcheau problems.

472,">—LAPLAND—Zur Geologischen Ge-

schlchte des Kilpisjarwi-Sees in Lappland.
V. Tanner. (Bull, de la Commission G'eoio-

gique de Finlande. No. 20, 1907: 23 pp.)
Studies geological conditions and the physi-

cal features of the dLstrict in and around the
northwestern part of Lapland.

4720—LEESBERGITE, un nouveau carbon-
ate calcar^o-magncsique. L. Blum. (An-
nales de la Soc. Geol. de Belg., T. XXXIV.
191)7: 2 pp.) Note on the mineraloglcal
features and the chemical composition of

Leesbergite, a new calcium-magnesium car-

bonate discovered in the oolitic minette de-

posits of Lorraine.

4727—MEXICO—Geologic and Geographic
Aspects of Mexico. R. T. Hill. (Mln-
Wld., Oct. 12 and 19, 1907: % p.) Con-
tinuation of a series of articles describing
the physiographic features of Mexico. The
present' instalments trace the salient features
and relationship of the principal forma-
tions of the Sonoran province. 4(ic.

4728-MINERAL WATERS—The Produc-
tion of Mineral Waters in 1906. S. Sanford.
(Advance chapter from Mineral Resources
of the U. S. Calendar Year 1906 ; 33 pp.)
Considers the kinds and classification of min-
eral waters and gives a general review of

trade conditions by States.

4729—QUEBEC—Exploration to the North
of the County of Pontiac. j. uoalskl. (Dept.
of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries, Que-
bec, 1907: 23 pp.) Gives some detailed ob-

servations on the geographical and surface
geological features of the district where the
same Huronian formation that is developed
in the Cobalt district exists. No statement
as to the value of the region in minerals is

given.

4730—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Pros-
pects of Obtaining Artesian Water in the
Kimberley District. R. L. Jack. (W. A.

Geol. Surv., Bull. No. 25. 1906: 46 pp.) After
describing the most important geological for-

mations in some detail, the report takes up
the possibilities of artesian water being found
as evidenced by extensive field examinations.

4731—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Third Re-

port on the Geological Features and Mineral
Resources of the Pilbara Goldfleld. A. G.
Maitland. (W. A. Geol. Surv., Bull. No.
23, 1906; 92 pp.) Contains a summary of

the general geology of this mining region

with notes on economic geology, with refer-

ence to deposits of gold, tin; diamonds. Iron,

tungsten, asbestos and lead.

MINING—GENERAL
4732—ACCURACY IN CALCULATIONS—

The Elements of Accuracy and Precision in

Engineering Calculations. R. J. McNltt.
(Sibley Journ. Eng., Oct., 1907; 5 pp.)
Short comment on the advantage of con-

sidering the precision of components in cal-

culating results. illustrating the points

brought out by solving two typical problems.

40c.

4733—BOHEML\—Der alte Gold, Sllber.

und Bleiglanzberbau bel Iglau In Miihren und
Deutschbrod in Biihmen. J. Lowag. (Mon-
tan Zeit., Sept. 15, 1907; 1 Vi pp.) A sketch

of the gold, silver and lead mining industry

in IJobomia, giving in this instalment histor-

ical notes on ancient mining, and informa-

tion upon the geological relations of the

regions. To bo continued. 20c.

47:M -BOREHOLE DEVIATION—Contrib-

uted Remarks on the Deviation of Rand Bore-

holes from the Vertical. J. Kitchin. (I. M. M.,

Bull. No. il. Oct. 10. 1907; 4 pp.) Discuss-

ion on a paper of the above title giving

some additional Information on causes which
Influence the deviation of boreholes from the

desired direction.

)
47:(.r, _ CAGE INSTALI,ATION — FHrder-
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korh Ansrhliisshiiluion. (Ci'iKnilblatt »lcr

HilltiMi unil WalzwiTko, Ocl. f., I!l(i7 ; 1 p.)
SmiU' hrU'f notes on the dangers attendlug
the Instaltntkin ol' oages tn a Ahuft with a
few hints on good methods to use. 20c.

4730—I'AUE OK E.MIM.DYICKS -The Com-
pound System at the South .Xfrlean lilamond
Mines. C. W. Farmer. (t*res and .Metals,
t)et. .'1, 1007; 1 p. I lirlof notes on the me-
thods used liy the l>e Keers t'oiisolhhlled
Mines tVun|tan,v for managing and earing for
Its white anil native labor at Its diamond
mines at Kinitierly. 'JOc.

4737 i"1;NT11.\I. ASI.\—A Journey to
Central .\sla. -V. .Vdlassewlch. (I'aper dls-
cus-ied before the Instn. MIn. and Met., Oct.,
I!)li7 ; ;!l pp.1 A very Interesting descrip-
tion of Itusslun Central .\sla from a geo-
graphical and geological point of view. Spec-
ial attention is paid to the mineral resources
and the causes and factors wlilch have bear-
ing on mining expluitallon.

473S—DKl I.I.I N(.'—.Multiple Arrangement
of l>rllls on the Kaiul. K. Nichols. tKng.
and MIn, .louru., Sept. 2S, l'.it'7 ; 1 p.) The
use of three drills on one column allowed
a new record of tunnel driving on the Kand
to be made. Full details of the number,
direction and depth of holes drilled by this
svstem, and the order of drilling them are
given. 2(ic.

4739—EDUCATION— ITof. Christy's Ad-
dress. R. \V. Hayinond. (Eng. and Min.
.lonrn., Sept. 2.S. r.i07 : I i-i pp.) An address
delivered by ITof. (.'iiristy at the dedication
of the new mining building at the University
of California. It points out the advantages
of an adequate amount of space and :imple
facilities for the development of the student
of mining engineering. 20c.

4740—EXPLOSIVES—Les Exploslfs Mo-
dernes. 11. Schmeiber. (Oenie Civ.. Sept. 21,
l!'ii7 : l'.j pp.) Cc.ntinuation of an article
previously mentioned in this Inde.s. This
instalment relates to special types of explo-
sives adapted to use in dusty and gaseous
mines, eivine formulas of several bnnds and
discussing their particular characteristics. 40c.

4741—UOlSTINt: UOI'E— Improved Uope
Cleaner. (Min. Eng.. Oct.. l!i()7 ; y, p.)
Very brief description of the patent specl-
flcatlons of this device which is adapted to
cleaning wire ropes previous to lubricating
them, and which also Is said to disclose
damaged parts of the rope and broken
wires. 20c.

4742—HOI STINO ROPES—Report of Com-
mission .\ppointcd to Inquire Into and Report
Upon the Use of Winding Hopes, Safety
Catches and Appliances in Mine Shafts.
(Printed at Gov. Printing & Stat. Office,
Pretoria. Transvaal, 1907: 119 pp.) Treats
of the examination of wire ropes,- the best
methods of testing them, most suitable factor
of safety, best methods of attaching rope to
load, the reliability and adaptability of safety
catches and appliances in shafts, and general
measures which ought to be taken for safety
in hoisting.

4743—JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION-Min-
erals at the Jamestown Exposition. Joseph
Struthers. (Eng. and Min. Joum., Oct. 19,
1907: 4"^ pp.) Describes the mineral and
mming exhibits at this exposition that are
noteworthy for novelty in design and ex-
cellence of presentation. 20c.

4744—MEXICAN FREIGHT RATES.
(Eng. and Min. Joum.. Oct. 19, 1907: 1 p.)
Gives some details on the new Mexican
freight rates which as yet have not been
put In practice, but which will have a very
serious effect on the mining Industry. Many
Mexican mines are low grade and worked on
a margin of profit so small that the pro-
posed Increased freights wipe them out en-
tirely in many cases. 20c.

4745—MEXICO—Characteristics of Some
Mexican Mining Regions. Robert T. Hill.
lEng and Min. Joum.. Oct. 5, 19u7: 5'^ pp.)
Calls attention to some of the salient fea-
tures, both physiographlcal and geological,
of the great natural divisions of the south-
em belt of the Cordllleran country of the
United States and Mexico. 20c.

4740—MEXICO— Present Labor Conditions
in Mexico. E. .\. H. Tays. (Eng. and Min.
Joum., Oct. ->. 1907: 3^ pp.) Ueala with
the characteristics of the Mexican peon, his
mode of life and his efficiency as a work-
tnan. 20c.

4747—MEXICO—Traveling on the West
Coast of Mexico. D. E. Woodbridge. (Eng.
and .Min. .lourn.. Oct. ."j. 1907 : 3% pp.)
Good description of conditions now prevail-
ing in this district of Mexico, with hints to
the prospective traveler which will be of
considerable service. Some notes on opera-
tions of the Poleo t'ompany are given. 20c.
4748—MINE SUBSIDENCE. A. Richard-

son. (Journ.. I'hem., Met. and MIn. Soc. of
South .\frlca. Aug.. 1907: 5 pp. I Author's

reply to the dlscussloti of his paper on this
subject. Gives adilitioiial data on strength
oi pillars, means of detecting wcaknesseu In
hanging walls, methods of mine Ulling, etc.
title.

4749— MINING LAW—Legislative Provi-
sions for Location of Lode Clalnts in California
anil Utah. K. S. .Morrison. (Ores and Metals.
Oct. 5. 1907; ',.j p.) Brief excerpts from the
Fedi'ral aud State statutes of California and
Utah, with e-vplaitatlons of these provisions,
sliowlug how the discoverer of mineral iu
thcsi' States must proceed In order to secure
Ills riallus. 2t'c.

47.'iO— POWER—Gravitational Power In
Mines—Suggestions for Its Utilization.
(MIn. Eng., Otc, 1907; 2 pp.) Shows
by calcuhition how the surplus power of a
self acting incline or the potential erlergy of
water In an upper level and flowing to a
lower one, may be utilized with resultant
saving In steam consumption. 20c.

.47.'il—PKOSPECTINC—The Diamond Core-
drill In Prospecting. Lewis T. Wrlglit. (Min.
and Sel. Press, Oct. 12, 1907; 1 V4 pp.) Con-
tains valuable Information as to rates of
ilrilling under dilTerent conditions, speed of
drilling, Inlluence of depth of holes, wear of
carbons, labor required and costs. The ar-
ticle aims to give engineers who have not
used a diamond drill some basis for deter-
mining its relative advantages aud disad-
vantages in prospecting work. 20c.

47r)2—QUEBEC—Mining (Operations In the
Province of t)uebec for the Year llhlO. J.

Obalskl. (Dept. of Colonization, Mines and
Fisheries, Ouebec. 1907: 59 pp.) A sum-
mary of mining progress In this province,
giving statistics of production of metals and
minerals.

47.->3—SANTO DOMINGO—Mining Laws
and Legislation in Santo Domingo. F. Lyn-
wood Garrison and A. Chalas. (Eng. and
MIn. Joui-n., Sept. 28, 1907; 114 pp.) Brief
summaries of the Important provisions of
the two mining codes of this country under
which mineral concessions have been granted.
The chief iioints of the 1904 law are ex-

plained. This 1904 code is now abrogated
and has not as yet been replaced by a new
one. 20c.

4754—SHAFT SINKING by the Freezing
Process. S. F. Walker. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Oct. 12. 1907: 4 pp.) Contains an
account of the application of this process and
explains the methods used in calculating the
amount of refrigeration necessary for cre-

ating and maintaining an ice wall during
sinking operations. 20c.

4755—SHAFT TIMBERING—Retimbering
the Kearsage Shaft. Lee Eraser. (Min. and
Scl. Press. Oct. 5. 1907: IH- PP.) The fire

in this shaft burned all the timbers and
caused much rock to scale oft. The dangers
attending retimbering were considerable and
the article describes the methods bj' which
they were overcome. 20c.

475fi—SKIP FASTENING—Attachment be-

tween Rope and Sinking Bucket. C. B. Brodi-
gan. (Min. and Scl. Press, Oct. 12, 1907:
14 p.) Brief note on the construction of a
modified form of attaching a bucket to the
hoisting rope in such a manner as to re-

duce vibrations the amplitude of which was
dangerous. 20c.

4757—TESTING PLANT of the Technologic
Division of the U. S. lyeologlcal Survey for
Testing Explosives, Safety Lamps and Gases.
I Mines and Minerals, Nov., 1907: 1 M: PP-)
(Jives plans and other drawings of some of
the apparatus which will be installed In the
I'. S. tieol. Survey laboratory for testing ex-

plosives, safety lamps, mine gases ,etc. 20c.

475s—TUNNELS of the Michigan Central
Railroad under the Detroit River. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. Oct. 17. 1907: ^M pp.) Shows the
methods adopted in excavating, handling
material, timbering and lining this tunnel.
Construction details, plan, profile and com-
pleted sections are shown by drawings. 20c.

4759—UNWATERING by Means of an In-
clined Skip. Douglas Mulr. (Eng. and MIn.
Journ., Oct. 19. 1907 : 1 p.) Tells the meth-
ods used in constructing, maintaining and
operating an inclined trackway on which an
unwatering skip ran. Drawings of tempo-
rary and permanent trackways are given.
20c.

4700—UNWATERING PLANT for Lindal
Moor Mines. (Engineering. Oct. 11. 19tl7 :

1
'-i pp.) Gives some particulars of the elec-

trically operated, high-lift, centrifugal pumps
used in unwatering these English Iron mines
where the small dimensions of the available
shafts complicated the design of the un-
watering plant considerably. 40c.
4701-WATER IN-BRE.\K—Note sur le

Coup d'Eau de la Mine Laura et Vereenlglng.
iLlmlwiurg Hoiiandais.) A. Genart. (Revue
Univ. des Mines. .\ug.. 1907: 15 pp.) An In-
teresting description of walling off a water

inbreak at thia mine iind tbir uie of huc-
ceNsive Hiages of turbine pumps to cope with
llie lliiod.

47U2 -WATER TREATMENT—Electrolytic
Treatment of Water for Technical Uses. H.
Fleck. (Min. Rep., Oct. 17, 1907; I p.)
Deals witli the experiments made under the
direction of the C'olorado CominlHstoner of
.Mliiea to dctcrwhie the practicability of puri-
fying water for technical pur|iim<-H by elec-
IrolyKia. This method was considered espe-
cially applicable in miulug camps where
electric energy is abundant and pure water
scarce. 20c.

4703—WORKING COSTS of the Mines of
the Witwatersrund. Ross K. Browne
I Journ. So. African Assn. Engrs., .\ug.. 1907;
10 pp. J Discussion on the above paper, in
wlilch the author proposes and explains some
schemes for determining liy calculation the
proper capital expenditure for a given out-
put, and also for ligurjtig the proiier life of
mines and the best utlll/.atliin of labor.

ORE DRESSING
4704—CONVEYING TAILINt; In Laund-

ers. C. W. Van Law. (MIn. and Scl. Press.
Oct. 12, 1907; V4 p.) Gives brief but valu-
able data on the conveying of tailings in a
pipe line. Shows the proper dilution of pulp
necessary to maintain How on a 2'/« per cent,

grade both when grinding with tube mills
and when using stamps unassisted by tube
mills. 20c.

4705 — ELECTROSTATIC CONCENTRA-
TION—Elektrostatische Aufbereltung. F. Es-
fser. (Metallurgle, Sept. 22, 1907; pp.)
The concluding part of an article investi-

gating the suitability of electrostatic meth-
ods for ore concentrating. This instalment
deals with experiments made upon pyrlte-
blendc ores and pyrite-chalcopyrlte ores. The
conclusions arrived at are that the amount
of iron present and the fineness of the ore
treated are the most important factors. 40c.

4700—GRINDING MILI^—The Humphrey
Quartz Mill. C. E. Humphreys. (MIn. Rep.,
Sept. 20, 1907: 1 '4 pp.) This article Is the
Inventor's description of the claims of his
new grinding mill, which Is a device wherein
the crushing blows of stamps are used In con-
Junction with the grinding effect of an aras-
tra. 20c.

4707—MILLING PRACTICE at the Grana-
deila Mill. S. F. Shaw. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Oct. 5, 1907; 2 pp.) Gives a flow
sheet of the mill and describes the flow of
pulp through the various stages of the mill-

ing process which has to recover values from
a complex ore mixture, the greatest value
being in the finest concentrates. 20c.

4768—ST.-VMP FEEDING—Notes on Feed-
ers, with a Description of a New Driving De-
vice. D. J. Pepler. (Journ., Chem., Met. and
MIn. Soc. of South Africa, Aug., 1907; IH
pp.) Gives some details of the construction
and the means of operating a new driving de-
vice for Challenge ore feeders. The Improve-
ment Is designed to ensure regular and posi-

tive feeding and to prevent interruptions of

feed which result from frequent breaking of
the feeding springs in the ordinary Challenge
driving mechanism. 00c.

4709—STAMP MILL RECORDS. (Can.
Min. Journ.. Oct. 1. 1907; I p.) E. numer-
ates the points In mill management of which
accounts should be kept and points out the
advantages of knowing exactly what a mill

is accomplishing. The methods devised by
the author are explained and sample blanks
are shown. 20c.

4770—WASTE DISPOSAI.—Dumphig Resi-

due at Kalgoorlle. M. W. von Bemcwitz.
(Min. and Scl. Press, Sept. 21, 1907: 2 pp.)
The problem of waste disposal in this dis-

trict is of great Importance and Is compli-
cated by the fact that much of the waste
may be retreated In the future and so must
be kept nearby. The various systems of

handling the waste are described and some
data on the comparative cost of handling
with conveyers, locomotives and horses are
given- 20c.

4771_WASTE DISPOSAI^Handllne Resi-

due. (MIn. and Scl. Press, Oct. 12, 1907; 1

p.) Illustrates and describes how tailings

from the South Blocks plant at Broken Hill,

New South Wales, are handled by elevators,

and tailing stackers and conveyers. 'Joe.

METALLURGY—GENERAL
4772 — BLOWER PRACTICE — Foundry

Blower Practice. W. B. Snow. ( Proc,
A. S. M. E., Mid-Oct., 1907: 23 pp.) A
thorough exposition of the principles govern-
ing the moving of air against a resistance

and the relation of the design of fan and
rotary blowers to these principles ; gives also

much Information on blower performances In

cupola work.
4773 BOILING POINTS OF METALS

—

The Metals In Order of Their Boiling Points,
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08 Arruuged (rom Moissan's li^xperiments In
the lilstlllatlon of Metals and Alloys. O. P.
Watts. (I'aper read before the Am. Elec-
troiheni. Soc, Oct., I'.'OT, advance copy ; 12
pp.) Ilovlews the work of Moissan in
volatilizing metals In an electric furnace,
comiuentlng on the conditions attending these
experiments, and the reliability of the results.

J774 — BRITISH COLl'MIUA — Smelting
Works of the Consolidated Mining and Smelt-
ing Company of Canada, limited, at Trail,
B. C. J. M. Turnbull. (Can. Mln. Joum.,
Oct. 1, 1907 ; 4 pp.) The smelting works of
the above ootnpany produce copper matte,
smelt lead ores and reline the pig lead. Op-
erating methods and equipment are described
in detail. 200.

4775—CONVEUTER HOOD—The Lalst &
Tanner Movable Converter Hood. li. S.
Austin. (Mln. and Scl. Press, Sept. 28, 1!»07 ;

1 p. I A brief description of this new mov-
able converter hood which Is of Importance
In that it makes working conditions much
more agreeable for workmen. 20c.

477(;—liLECTUOMET.VLLUKGY—Applied
Electro Metallurgy Up to the End of 1!)0B.

.1. B. C. Kershaw. (Eng. Mag.. Oct., 1007;
15 pp.) .\n Interesting review of liie results
achieved in recent years in this branch of
metallurgy. The substance dealt wllh in
this Instalment are aluminum, calcium-car-
bide, carborundum, copper and copper refin-
ing and graphite. 40c.

4777 — GERMAN SMELTING REGULA-
TIONS. (.Mln. Kep., Oct. 17. 1007; 1 p.)
Gives a summary In English of present Ger-
man smelting regulations and the manner in
which atmospheric pollution by smelter
fumes is dealt with. 20c.

4778—LEAD SILIC.iTES — Blcioxyd und
Kieselsaure. W. Mostowltsch. (Metallurgie,
Oct. 8, 1007; 9 pp.) Investigates very care-
fully the conditions under which the various
silicates of lead are formed and inquires into
the chemical and physical aspects of the
formations of these compounds. 40c.

4770—LI.ME DETERMINATION—Notes on
the Estimation of Caustic Lime. E. H.
Croghan. (.Toum., Chem. Met. and Mln. Soc.
of South Africa. Aug., 1907; 5% pp.) Con-
tains the results of experiments to deter-
mine tlie comparative value of the gravi-
metric, volumetric and sugar methods of esti-
mating caustic lime in burned limestone to
be used in cyanide works. Shows the volu-
metric sugar process to be sulflclently re-
liable for practical use. 60c.

4780—PYRITIC SMELTING—Negative Re
suits In I'yritic Smelting. Herbert Lang.
(Eng. and Min. Joum., Sept, 28, 1907; 1 p.)
Discussion by the author of an article of the
same title by Mr. Beardsley. The author
considers the principles upon which success-
ful pyrltic smelting rests, and especially the
factors which affect liquation of the sul-

Ehides, pointing out the absolute necessity of
aving sufficient amount of silicious flux In

order to obtain good results with pyritic
Bmelting. 20c.

4781—PYRITIC SMELTING—Negative Re-
sults In Pyrltic Smelting. Walter E. Koch.
(Eng. and Mln. Joum.. Oct. 19, 1007: M p.)
Continuation of discussion on principles of
pyritic smelting. The author advocates the
use of warm I>Iast and a hot top as a means
of avoiding liquation and freezes, and con-
tends that with these tiue dust and metal
loss will not be excessive. 20c.

4782—SULPHIDE FOR.MATION — Ueber
die Affinitiit dea Schwefels 7,u ciner Relhe
von Metallen. E. Scbulz. (Metallurgie, Oct.
8, 1007: 8>4 pp.) Contains the results of
an Investigation Into the affinity of sulphur
for a series of the ordinary metals. Details
of experiments, analyses of products, results
obtained and conclusions arrived at are given.
40c.

478.1—UTAH—Lead and Copper Smelting
at Salt Ijike— II. W. R. Ingalis. (Eng. and
Mln. Joum.. Sept. 28, 1007; fly. pp.) A
resume of smelting practice In thc'large lead
and copper smelters In this district. The
article includes descriptions of the Hunting-
ton-IIeherleln process of lime roasting as
modified by the smelting managers and re-
views many other noteworthy features of the
plant equipment. 20c.

4784—WATER-POWER—Lcs chutes d'eau
de la Suede. J. Hellmann. (L'Echo des
Mines, Sept. 2.'!. 1007; lu pp.) Extracts
from a consular report dealing with the
number and extent of wator fulls In Switz-
erland applicable to producing electric en-
ergy. The subject Is of Interest In its pos-
sible relation to aluminum manufacture and
electro-metallurgical industries. 20c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MA-
CHINERY

4785 AERIAL TKAMWAY — An Aerial

Electrically Operated Tramway Over Lake
Michigan. (West. Elec, Oct. 12, 1007; 1V4
pp.) Interesting account of the use of a
long aerial tramway over Lake Michigan, op-
erated by electrical means. 20c.

4786—AIR COMPRESSOR—1200 II. P. Air
Compressor. (Engineer, Lond., Oct. 11, 1007;
3 pp.) A detailed description of the impor-
tant features of this large compressor which
is to provide air pressure for underground
haulage in the Seaham colliery, England.
Results of an efficiency test are given. 40c.

4787—ALCOHOL FUEL—Tests of Inter-
nal-combustion Engines on Alcohol Fuel. C. E.
Lucko and S. M. Woodward. (U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Sept. 14, 1007; SO pp.) This
is the result of a very complete investiga-
tion to determine whetlier the present kero-
sene and gasolene engines now on the market
can run on alcohol as fuel, also improve-
ments which are desirable in their design In
order to render them more suitable to using
alcohol.

4788-CENTRIFUGAL PIMPS. E. F.
Doty. (Engineer, Oct. 1 and ID, 1907; 3 pp.)
Gives some historical information as to cen-
trifugal pumps and then takes up the theory
of tiieir action and the relation of this
theory to present-day practice in operating
them. 20c.

4789—CHAINS—Strength of Chains. N. A.
Carle. (Eng. and Mln. Joum., Oct. 12. 1907;
1 p.) Gives a graphic diagram of chain
strengths and explains its use in iinding the
breaking strength and thickness of chains.
Shows also how to determine the proper
factor of safety and the working load. 20c.

4790—COMPRESSED AIR and the Kinetic
Theory of Gases. J. H. Hart. (Power, Oct.,
1007; 1 p.) Shows how the principles of
the kinetic theory of gases are sulficient to
explain all the phenomena connected with
the compression of air and its subsequent
utilization as a source of energy. 20c.

4791—ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT—A New
Mine Plant in Germany. B. F. Hirschauer.
(Elec. Rev.. Sept. 28. 1S107 : 2V2 pp.) An ac-

count of the electric-hoisting equipment at
the Thierdhail mine, near Brunswick, Ger-
many. The hoist to the surface is in two
stages and motors, winding drums, etc., are
underground in a gallery at the top of a
blind shaft from which cars are trammed
along the level to the second shaft. The
electric power is supplied from the surface.
20c.

4792—FLUE-GAS ANALYSIS: Its Value.
J. W. Hays. (Power, Oct., 1907; 1% pp.)
Instructive article pointing out the relations
existing between the percentages of oxygen
and carbon dioxide in flue gases and furnace
efficiency. Shows also the necessity of

proper use and arrangement of apparatus
for automatic analysis of flue gases and the
importance of exercising judgment in inter-

preting the results secured. 20c.

4793—GAS ENGINES. T. Geelen.
(A. S. C. E., Sept., 1907; 14i/-! PP ) Con-
tinued discussion upon the subject of the
best system for cleaning producer or furnace
gas to be used in gas engines, and the prac-
tical results which have been obtained by
methods for removing tar and soot.

4794 — LOCOMOTIVES - Sicherheits-
Vorrichtungen zum Umfullen des BrennstotEs
fiir Benzln und Benznl-Lokomotivon unter
Tage. Beyling. (Gluckauf, Sept. 21, 1907;
3V2 pp.) Desctiptions of the new mine loco-
mo"tives of the Dortmund coal mines which
burn benzine and benzol. The improvements
allow the storage tanks to be filled under-
ground in perfect safety whereas formerly
the tanks had to he hoisted to the surface
to be recliarged. 40c.

4795—MACHINERY IN MINES—The Me-
chanical Engineering of the Mine. C. C.
Chrlstensen. (Eng. Mag., Oct.. 1907; 20 pp.)
.\n Interesting general summary of the de-
velopment of methods and equipment now in
use In mining, milling and smelting practice.
The article is of historical and non-technical
Interest rather than containing anything new
to mining engineers.

4796 - MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS —
Pliort Period Magnetographs. Y'. Kashlwagl.
(Memoirs. College of Scl. and Eng., Kvoto
Imp. Univ., Vol. I,, No. 3, 1907. 10 pp.) An
account of some preliminary experiments on
the action of magnetic intensity variometers
for recording magnetic disturbances of short
duration and occurring at short intervals.

4797 — POWER — Hydroelectric Power
Versus Coal In Wales. F. C, Perkins. (Mln.
WId., Oct. 5, 1907; 1/2 P-) Points out briefly
that nearness of manufacturing Interests to
rather cheap coal has hindered the develop-
mfnt of hydro-electric plants. fJlves some
notes on tlie Norlh Wales Power Plant, one
of the most recent installations. 20c.

4798—PRODUCER GAS—Failure of Large
Producer Plant at Johannesburg. A. H.
Allen. (Engineer, Oct. 15, 1907; 1 p.) A
history of the attempts made to run a large
electric power plant at Johannesburg on pro-
ducer gas. Many accidents occurred and
there were numerous cases of gas poisoning,
so that ultimately the project had to be
abandoned at considerable loss. 20c.

4799—PUMP—^Improvements in the Verti-
cal-plunger Sinking Pump. A. H. Hale.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Sept. 28, 1907; 2 pp.)
Criticises some of the weak points in design
and construction of this type of sinking
pump. The author draws on bis own expe-
rience in suggesting important Improvements
which could easily be made and which would
be of great service. The features specltically
mentioned are the water-valve chest, priming
devices and the air chamber. 20c.

4800—ROPE DRIVING—Notes on Rope
Drives at Various .\ngles. T. Hart. ( Mechan.
Wid., Oct. 11, 1007 ; 1 p.) Discusses sev-
eral cases of rope driving where the trans-
mission must be through an angle. The
losses of power and increased wear in these
cases are considered. 20c.

4801—SAFETY DEVICES—Neuere Sicher-
heitsvorrichtungen fiir l>ampffi>rdermaschinen.
J. Iversen. (Zelts. des Vereiues deutscher In-
genieure, Oct. 5, 1907; 7 pp.) A very theo-
retical examination into the principles under-
lying the application of safety devices to
steam and electric hoists. Concludes with a
description of several such devices applicable
to steam hoists.

4802—STOPE DRILLS—The Search for a
Stope Drill. (So. African Mines, Sept. 14,

1907; 2 pp.) A history of the attempts to

find a small sloping drill suited to condi-
tions on the Rand. The various types of
drills tested are enumerated and the reasons
for failure are suggested. It appears that
the best solution of the sloping problem is

the use of a very small sized modification of
the ordinary machine drill. 20c.

4803 — WINDL.\SS — A Handy Windlass.
F. S. Beckett. (Min. and Sci. Press, Oct. 5,

li)07 ; 1/2 p.) Illustrated description of this
windlass" which was made by the writer with
the use of only rough carpenter's tools and
used by him in sinking a 100-ft. shaft. 20c.

4804—COPPER DETERMINATION — The
Electrolytic Determination of Minute Quan-
tities of Copper. E. E. Free. (Paper read
before Am. Electrochem. Soc, Oct., 1907 ; ad-
vance copy; 2 pp.) Very brief note on the
use of a fine platinum wire cathode In de-

termining electrolytically amounts of copper
as small as 0.05 milligram in weight. The
lightness of the cathode makes it unueces-
sary to dissolve the precipitated copper and
determine it colorimetrically.

4805—ELECTROANALYSIS—Elektroanaly-
tische Forschungsergebnisse. F. Peters.

(Gluckauf, Sept. 21 and 28, 1907; 9V2 pp.)
Continuation of this article on the progress
of electrolytic separation methods in inor-

ganic analytical chemistry. Procedures are
given for the isolation by electrolysis of

manganese, molybdenum, nickel and cobalt,

quicksilver, silver and some of the rare

metals ; also bismuth, zinc and tin, and their

compounds. 80c.

4806—MOLYBDIC ACID REDUCTION—
The Behavior of Molvbdic Acid in the Zinc
Reductor. D. L. Randall. (Am. Journ. Scl.,

Oct., 1907; 4 pp.) Investigates the possi-

bility of controlling the oxidizing of molybdlc
acid which takes place after the solution

issues from the Jones reductor during the
volumetric determination of molybdenum or

phosphorus. 60c.

4807—MUFFLE FURNACE—Producer Gas-
flred Muffle Furnaces. O. Nagel. (Electro-

chem. and Met. Ind., Oct., 1907; 14 p.) Very
brief note on the construction of a muffle-

furnace designed to be fired by producer gas
whereby the waste heat is used for pre-

heating the air to be used in the producer.
40c.

4809—REACTION INVESTIGATION—Re-
action l)etween Carbonic Acid and Lead
Acetate in an Aqueous Solution. J. Yamasaki.
(Memoirs. College of Sci. and Eng.. Kyoto
Imp. T'niv.. Vol. I, No. 3, 1007; 71/. pp.)
Studies the factors which affect the precipita-
tion of lead carbonate by means of carbon
dioxide in an acetate solution. Succeeds in

establishing conditions under which the pre-

cipitation of the lead is practically complete.

4810—SILICON DETERMINATION—Elec-
trochemical Methods for the Qualitative and
Quantitative Determination of Free Silicon in

the Presence of Silica, Silicates, Oxides, Free
Carbon and Silicon Carbide. W. R. Mott.
(Paper read before the Am. Electrochem.
Soc, Oct.. 1007. advance copy; 5 pp.) De-
scrilies an electrochemical method devised by
the author for the qualitative estimation of
metallic silicon In the presence of silica and
silicates in furnace products.
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History of Smelting in the Joplin District

The Development of an Important Industry in a Few Strong

Hands Irom Many Primitive and Small Undertakings

B Y DOSS B R I T T A 1 N

The metallurgical methods which have

been employed in the Joplin district in-

volve the use of log furnaces, air fur-

naces, ore hearths, and blast furnaces for

lead, and the Belgian furnace for zinc.

Log furnaces have been used in two

forms : air furnaces in one ; ore hearths

in three ; blast furnaces in two.

The earliest form of the log furnace

was used by the hunters and Indians be-

fore trade had penetrated far into the

forest. It consisted of two flat stones

arranged on edge in the form of a V. It

was usually constructed on a hillside with

by the Osage Indians who inhabited this

country and were probably its first

smelters.

A larger and more permanent form of

log furnace took part in the early smelt-

ing of the Joplin district. It consisted of

a large pit excavated in the hillside with

hearlh and trench like those of its pre-

decessor. A layer of logs was placed on

the bottom and covered with lead ore.

Alternate layers of logs and ore succeeded

until the pile was of the required hight

when it was set on fire and sufficient

heat developed to smelt the ore.

the charges of the air furnaces, their

efficiency is largely a matter of conjec-

ture, probably being below 6o per cent,

of the metallic content of the ore. Three

men were employed at each eye and three

charges, each of 3000 lb., were smelted in

24 hours. .\s there were no "trails" or

"goose-necks" in which to catch the

fumes, popularly called "arsenic," they

accumulated in the smokestacks which

were frequently cleaned by the smelter-

men climbing as high as possible and
striking repeatedly the sides of the stack

with a club.

WORKS OF THE GR.\XBV MINING .VXD SMELTING C0MP.\NV. GR.VNBV, MO.

the hearth slanting toward the mouth and

containing a small trench down which the

lead could flow into a vessel. Wood and

lead ore were placed in the furnace and
ignited. As heat developed sufficiently

some of the metal was extracted, molded

into bullets, and the hunter, deserting his

furnace, went on his way to construct

another when the exigencies of his rude

life demanded. These furnaces were
necessarily small and designed often for

only a day's use. The ore was a chance

discovery soon deserted or from a de-

posit known traditionally, and alternately

visited by hunters and Indians. A fur-

nace of this kind was discovered a few

years ago on Pierson creek. Green county,

Mo., by Prof. E. M. Shepard. of Drury
college. It was filled with ashes and slag

and is supposed to have been constructed

In both forms of the log furnace the

waste of lead was very great : only a

small percentage of the lead content was
saved by the first form, while it is esti-

mated that the second saved one-half.

.\iR Furnaces .\nd Hearths

The air furnace once employed in the

Joplin district was a simple form of re-

verberatory in which roast-reaction smelt-

ing was effected. The furnace employed

by Moffett & Sergeant had a hearth 4.xg

ft. and a fire box at one side 2^2x6;^ ft.

;

the smelting hearth sloped toward the

chimney end and the lead smelted from

the ore was drawn off into a pot at that

end. The smokestack was 18 in. in diam-

eter and 50 ft. high. The furnace was
fired with cordwood.

.\s no accurate accounts were kept of

The ore hearths used in Joplin smelt-

ing were of three forms, the Scotch

hearth, the water-back Scotch hearth, and

the jumbo water-back Scotch hearth, all

being a low fireplace partially sur-

rounded by three walls, and consisting

essentially of a shallow basin for holding

the ore and combustibles. A blast is fur-

nished from a row of holes at the back.

The smoke and fumes are carried off

through a chimney. A workstone in front

of the fire constructed with a drain pro-

vides means for the smelters to separate

the slag from the lead and draw off the

metal into pots. The plain Scotch hearth

was built to hold two tons of lead.

The water-back Scotch hearth was
larger and the walls were kept cool by

circulating water. Otherwise it was the

same as the plain Scotch hearth. The
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jumbo Scotch hearth, prevalent today, is

still larger than the water-back Scotch

hearth, this being the only difference be-

tween them. The efficiency of the Scotch

hearth is about 65 to 667:3 per cent., that

0! the water-back hearth about (SjYz per

cent. ; that of the jumbo 70 to 72J4 per cent.'

As the blast furnace in this district has

been used only for treating some of the

products of the hearth furnaces or in

connection with the manufacture of

sublimed white lead, its comparative

efficiency in handling galena ores alone

cannot be indicated.

Early Smelting Operations

The earliest regular smelting done in

what is now known as the Joplin district.

including that territory from Springtii-ld

and Aurora on the east to Galena and

Baxter Springs on the west and from

.•Mba and Neck City on the north to

Granby on the south, was with Scotch

The second smelter to be erected in

the Joplin district was that of Hartler-

hodes in 1855. His furnace was located

on Hickory creek, five miles southeast of

Neosho, and consisted of two Scotch

hearths. It is on record as having lost

over half the metallic content of the ores

smelted. In 1868, years after the cessa-

tion of this smelter, its slag was hauled by

John Kingston, now manager of the

Granby Mining and Smelting Company's

plant at Granby, to Granby, Mo., where

il was resmclted and much of the remain-

mg metal extracted.

In 1856, the year following the erection

of the Hartlerhodes smelter, Kcnnett &
Blow put up three Scotch hearths at

Granby. This partnership continued to

smelt lead for a period of nine years,

when in 1865 it was reorganized as the

Granby Mining and Smelting Company,

which has been one of the most success-

tul and prominent companies operating in

series of steel settling chambers where the

blue fume is obtained ; next through 200

it. of trail and goosenecks into a bag

room 98x44 ft., containing 640 bags, 18

in. in diameter and 30 ft. long. The white

fume is obtained here.

Ores for this smelter are obtained prin-

cipally from the mines owned by the com-

pany at Granby, Joplin, and Oronogo.

The mines of Morgan county also con-

tribute to this smelter. The ore, which

consists chiefly of galena and carbonates,

is first cleaned in the mill running in con-

nection with the smelter, the concentrate

assaying 82 to 85 per cent, metallic lead.

The materials smelted and their metallic

content are as follows : Lead concen-

trate, 82 10 85 per cent, lead ; white fume,

73 per cent, lead ; blue fume, 66 per cent,

iead ; and slag, 40 per cent. lead. The
slag is sometimes smelted on a regular

slag eye ; sometimes it is sold.

The charge of the jumbo Scotch hearth

CARTERVILLE LEAD SMELTER

hearths. In 1852 George \V. and William

S. Moseley bought what later became

known as the Moseley mines and the same

year established a works consisting of two

Scotch hearths of capacity for 3000 lb. of

ore in 12 hours. This smelter was located

two miles north of their mines on Cedar

Creek. The blast was produced by water

power.

In order to encourage the industry of

smelting at this early date, the Indian

Agency gave the proprietors of this fur-

nace a subsidy to build flat boats for

transporting their product down Grand

river from Gilstrap's Ferry to the Arkan-

sas river, thence to the Mississippi river,

and thence by steamboat to New Orleans,

which was their market till 1854 when the

firm failed. The old Moseley mines which

were the incentive for this early venture

are still producing.

'By these flfrores the author refers to the
percentage of lead extracted from the weight
of the erode ore

—

Editor.

the lead and zinc fields of the southwest.

This company was originally composed of

Henry Key, Peter Blow, James Eades,

the noted engineer, and Barton Bates,

and was the outgrowth of the partnership

of Kennett & Blow. During the year of

reorganization the present smelting plant

was built, with eight Scotch hearths

capable of smelting 3000 lb. of ore in

seven hours. These were succeeded by

hv^ water-back Scotch hearths of capacity

for 7000 lb. of ore in seven hours, and

these by five water-back jumbo Scotch

hearths of capacity for 14,000 lb. of ore in

seven hours, the last being the present

equipment of the plant. The eye basins

are made of cast iron and are 13 in. deep.

22 in. wide and 48 in. long.

Operation of Jumbo Water-back Scotch

Hearth

While melting is in progress the gases

are drawn off by a 6-ft. fan through a

consists of galena, 12,400 lb. ; white fume,.

1200 lb.; blue fume, 400 lb.; lime, one

Lushel; ;,nd 1000 lb. Kansas lump coal

per shift. A charge is smelted by four

men in 10 hours ; and the products, ex-

pressed in percentages of the original'

lead content are, metallic lead, 85 per

tent.; white fume, 9.5; blue fume, 3; and

slag, 2.5 per cent. An average assay of

the slag gives lead, 40; iron, 6 to n : zinc,

9.5 to 10 per cent.

The lead is molded into pigs weighing

approximately 85 lb. and is sold in the

general market. About 100 men are em-

ployed in the smelter, mill and machine

shop. The smeltcrmen are required to

recover metallic lead from the constitu-

ents of the charge in the following pro-

portions : From ore, 65 per cent; of the

lead content ; from white fume, 60 per

cent; and from blue fume, 50 per cent.

Men fulfilling the requirement are paid

$2 per driy: if they produce less than the
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".eqiiircmeiit, they are penalized; for more
than the requirement they receive an ad-

thtional ',4c. per lb. above the amoimt
required. The men average about $3 per

ilay. The pre.sent plant of the Granby
.Mining and Smelting Company at Granby

is sliovvn in an accompanying illustration.

At this smelter is one of the old pigs of

lead smelted by Kennett & Blow before

ilie Civil war.

During the same year of the organiza-

tion of Kennett & Blow and the erection

of their smeller in 1856, William Tingle

and his partner Fitzgerald operated a

hearth (some claim a log furnace) at the

mouth of Leadville Hollow, 2^ miles

northwest of Joplin. The blast was pro-

duced by two large bellows operated by

water power. This smelter continued in

operation till 1861. Tmgle, who operated

this smelter at one time with McKec,
owned almost all of the land of the

(iranby Mining and Smelting Company
at Joplin.

Details of Smelting Oper.\tions in i860

During the activity of Kennett & Blow
at Granby and Tingle on Turkey creek,

E. St. George \oble, one of the hardiest

pioneers of his time, and his brother John
Xoble, in 1859 erected a smelter four

miles south of Granby on the site of the

rid Hartlerhodes smelter. At this time

the country was a wilderness, and when
the engine was being hauled from St.

Louis to its destination, the road had to

be cut out ahead of the wagon. After

two years of operation this smelter was
burned by the Federal troops in 1861. It

consisted of four Scotch hearths and a

cupola or blast furnace for the fumes.

The accounts of this old smelter are

remarkably complete, and the conditions

surrounding the smelting of lead at that

early dale are recorded in accurate detail.

Ore cost $16 per 1000 lb.; 75 per cent,

of the ore was extracted as metallic lead,

and in 12 hours 24,000 lb. of ore yielded

18,000 lb. of pig lead. The process was
divided into first-smelting and second-

smelting, the first yielding 65 per cent, at

a cost of $85.68 per 24,000 lb. of ore ; the

second, 10 per cent, at a cost of $28.04.

Nine bushels of coal and ^ cord of fine

split wood were provided for each hearth;

likewise 3000 lb. of ore, this amount being

smelted in six to seven hours, called a

"tour." Out of every 24,000 lb. of ore

were obtained 7000 lb. of slag which
v.ashing and meshing or crushing reduced

to 5000 lb., divided into two parts, 3500 lb.

being "rich slag" and 1500 lb. "poor slag."

The first after smelting left 875 lb. of slag,

reducible by washing and meshing to 650

lb. This was added to the original 1500

lb. of poor slag and the two reduced in

the cupola as was also the 3500 lb. of rich

slag, the 5650 lb. of slag producing 2400
lb. of metallic lead or about 42^^ per

cent.

The force required to treat this amount
of ore in the manner described included

the following men : One superintendent,

one engineer, one lireman, two smelters

on each eye (one front smelter and one

back smelter), one coal man, one black-

.<;mith, and one carpenter. The actual cost

of treatment is given in detail in the ac-

companying table.

KXPENSB AND I'KOI'IT OK A UAV8 EUN
Ol- THE NOllI.K SMELTEK IN 1800.

lliiiilInK 24,000 II). ore @ |.S0 per
luiii) lb $12.00

.MoKlilug aud wiiHhIng (0) t-'M per 1000
lb 8.40

SIxtoca smelterx, front bands 10.00
Sixteen smcltcrB, l>ack bands 12.00
Su|)i'rlntendent 2.50
Engineer 1.25
li'lreman 1.25
Coal man 1.00
BlackBmlth 1.00
Carpenter 1 00
Charcoal. 72 busbela @ TAc 5.40
Elne H|)llt wood, 3 cords @ $5 per

cord 15.00
I.lmo -50
Wood for engine, 2^4 cords @ $1.60

per cord 3.75
Oils, candles, wear, etc 4.03

Total $85.68

SECOND SMELTING, 7000-LB. BLAG.

Washing and meshing @ $1 per 1000
lb $7.00

Smelting 3500 lb. @ $3.57 per 1000
lb 12.50

Washing and meshing refuse .87

Smelting 2150 lb. @ $3.57 per 1000
lb 7.67

Total $28.04

TOTAL COST OF PRODUCING.
Smelting, as above $113.72
Cost of ore. 12 tons @ $32 384.00
Transportation to St. Loula @ $1.36

per 100 lb 244.80

Total cost In St. Louis, 9 tons $742.52

RECEIPTS.
Nine tons pig lead @ $5.40 per
hundred $972.00

Commission, 2% per cent, of gross
receipts 24.30

$947.70
Less cost in St. Louis 742.52

Profit $205.18
Profit per ton 20.52

Other Pioneer Smelters

At Oronogo, probably about 1859, Tom
Livingstone and Parkinson operated two

Scotch hearths. After the war the bel-

lows which supplied the blast was actu-

ated by a treadwheel turned by a horse.

While this smelter was in operation be-

fore the Civil war Livingstone operated

another plant at Livingstone's ford, on

Center creek. The place was then known

as French Point on account of a French

colony which Livingstone brought from

the smelters of southeast Missouri. Lead

ore for this furnace was obtained from

Minersville and Duff's diggings, or Lead-

ville, between Joplin and Minersville.

The blast was operated by water from

a large spring near the smelter. The
plant was destroyed during the war by

Federal troops for Livingstone was a

staunch Confederate. The first car of ore

from the Livingstone smelters was sold

tc Drucker & Co., on Commercial alley

in St. Louis.

During the year 1871 two lead smelters

were started, one of which was destined

to play an important role in the history

of Joplin smelting. One of these was the
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smelter of Riggiii & Chapman, who oper-

ated a lease on the land of the Joplin

Mining and Smelting Company, in the

Kansas City bottoms. The smelter was

rather large, including three or four air

furnaces and six or eight Scotch hearths.

After operating for a year it was sold to

the fee owners of the land, the Joplin

Mir.ing and Smelting Company, in the

known as the Kansas City Mining and

Smelting Company. This company was

composed of John H. Taylor, president

;

Flitch Taylor, general manager ; Thomas
H. Swope, T E. Bradford, and George

Crogan. It held l6o acres of mining land

in the Kansas City bottoms, and con-

tinued to operate the smelter with its own
ores till 1877.

A smelter, which was to play a more
important part, was that started by

Moflfett & Sergeant at the foot of Moon
Range hill, where in August, 1871, the

first ore discovery that started the Joplin

camp was made. Moflfett & Sergeant had

previously been partners at Minersville,

now Oronogo. Attracted by shines o'

I'hiladelphia, a three-quarter interest ir

the Lone Elm tract in the northwest part

of the present city of Joplin, and leased

the remaining one-fourth, the terms of

the lease being that a royalty of $1 was

to be paid to the owner for every 1000 lb.

of lead taken from the lease. After mak-

ing this transaction Moflfett & Sergeant

organized the Lone Elm Mining and

Smelting Company, with E. R. Moffett.

president ; J. B. Sergeant, vice-president

;

W. A. Botkin, secretary. Mr. Botkin was

soon succeeded by George A. Case.

During the same year, 1876, the Lone

Elm Mining and Smelting Company
brilt a large smelter of 16 Scotch eyes^

and after placing it in commission aban-

doned the old furnace at Moon Range

hill. The new plant was operated till

1886, when it was sold to the Moflfett

Smelting Company, composed of O. R.

Moflfett and others, which sold the same

year to the Joplin Lead Company, com-

posed of L. P. Cunningham and others.

This company, the following year, sold

to the Picher Lead Company, which has

smelter. Thereafter they were to receive

a royalty of one cent per pound on all

white lead which was sold. The works
were begun in 1876 by Bartlett, financially

sponsored by George T. Lewis, of Phila-

dclpliia. and in the fall of 1878 it had been

completed and set in operation. Within

two years from that time the money spent

in erecting the plant, with interest, had

been recovered and the royalty system

had come into eflfect. About this time

the services of Bartlett were solicited

elsewhere and the Lone Elm company
paid Bartlett and his associates, George

T Lewis, Joseph Solomon and George
Harding $75,000 for the exclusive right

to the process in three counties, Jasper

and Newton, in IMissouri. and Cherokee

county, in Kansas. Following this trans-

action, Bartlett, in 1880. went to Lead-

ville, Colo., and put up a plant similar to

the Joplin works.

The success of the process by thi5 time

had been completely demonstrated and
realizing the importance of it as a profit-

able commercial enterprise, the Lone Elm

I'KTR.AEUS SMELTER, G.^t.EN.\, K.\X.

mineral in the dumps of old mines which

had been gophered for the shallow lead

deposits before the war, they left Miners-

ville and came to Joplin in 1870. Their

smelter consisted at first of one air fur-

nace; later three more were added. The

fumes were either buried or thrown into

near-by streams. Within two months

after the first furnace was started it was

completely swamped by the great supply

of lead ore which poured in for treat-

ment.

The ore was weighed on steelyards,

and the weight of the pig lead was de-

termined in the same 'way. The lead was

hauled to Baxter Springs, Kans., which

was then the nearest railway station and

shipped over the Kansas City, Ft. Scott

& Gulf railroad, then known as the "Joy

Road," which tinally placed it in St.

Louis.

As this venture had met with marked

success, the founders Of the enterprise

began to aspire toward larger operations.

They needed a larger smelter and they

wanted it on their own land. .Accordingly

they bought from Joseph J. Solomon, of

operated the plant with great success ever

since. During this succession of transac-

tions there was much litigation and dis-

satisfaction.

B.VRTLETT Process

While the plant was in the hands of

the Lone Elm Mining and Smelting Com-
pany, E. O. Bartlett, the inventor of the

Bartlett process for making white lead,

came to Joplin and installed apparatus

for catching the fumes which up to that

time had been wasted. The process thus

introduced depends upon volatilizing the

lead of the ores in furnaces, and leading

the fumes through long trails and goose-

necks into a bag room where the con-

densed dust is caught in woolen bags as

sublimed white lead.

The terms under which the process was
introduced were that Bartlett and his

associates were to construct the works
and were to have all receipts from the

sale of white lead till they had been re-

imbursed, with interest at 6 per cent.,

for all expenditures in the erection of the

'"Eye" Is a Missouri and Wisconsin term
for smelting furnace.

company agreed to pay Bartlett and

associates $500,000 for the exclusive right

to the patents in the L^nited States. After

this transaction and after paying Sergeant

$250,000 for his half interest, Moffett,

now virtually the sole owner of the Lone
Elm. company, enlarged the plant and

began the manufacture of white lead on

a large scale. It was during the

prosecution of this new enterprise that

business and financial difficulties arose.

Growth ok the Le.\d-smeltixg Industry

Out of the smelting business Moffett

and Sergeant built up a multiplicity of

other enterprises, stores, banks, zinc,

lead, and coal mines, and a railroad from

Joplin to Girard, Kan. With the com-
pletion of this line, another was started

into Arkansas, but the railroad interests

of the company were sold to the Frisco

system for $550,000. Other accessions of

business followed and the firm fell, car-

ried down by its own great weight. Un-
daunted, the redoubtable Moflfett in 1887,

built a smelter at Crystal Springs, Ark.,

beside 'what appeared to be a veritable
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mountain of lead ore. The plant was in

all respects, except that it was smaller,

an exact duplicate of the present Pichcr

Lead Works. But within one year, owing

to a dearth of ore the venture failed. Its

originator died after several years spent

in philosophic retirement on a farm. J. B.

Sergeant, also of the pioneer firm, Moffctt

& Sergeant, in 1S94, began the erection

of a lead smelter between Joplin and

Webb City, but abandoned the project

almost as soon as begim.

When the Pichcr Lead Company ac-

quired the plant begun by the Lone Elm
Mining and Smelting Company, an agree-

ment was made with E. O. Bartlett to

reconstruct and enlarge the old works

and manage it for a one-fourth interest.

Since this time the business has grown

to such an extent that the plant has this

year been doubled. The present plant is

shown in one of the illustrations which

accompany this article.

The year following the advent of

Moffett & Sergeant brought Davis &

Beginning of Zini Smelting

Alter the lead smelter had ceased to

operate the members of the company be-

came interested with T. .-X. McClelland,

Tom Connor, O. H. Picher, William

Byers, R. Zelliken, L. P. Cunningham

and C. H. Brewster in the organization

of the Joplin Zinc Company, which in

1881 began the first zinc smelter ever

operated in the Joplin district. It was

located west of Joplin, 80a ft. east of the

lead smelter of the West Joplin Lead

Company, and consisted of 1200 retorts.

It operated under this regime till all the

stock was acquired by Murphy, who in

1898 sold to the Empire Zinc Company.

Ill 190Q, on account of the high cost of coal,

this company closed the plant and sold

the equipment. The chimney shown in

one of the accompanying illustrations is

all that now remains of Joplin's first zinc

smelter. Murphy secured coal under con-

tract for 6sc. per ton, but when the con-

tract expired, soon after the sale to the

Empire company, the rate was increased.

abandoned. During the same year Fair-

banks & McClusky also operated a

smelter north of Joplin, on Turkey creek,

and also smelted much neutral mineral.

This smelter continued in operation till

PER.MANENCV NoT THE RULE

The year 1874 was a prolific year in

the smelting business. This year flour-

ished the Jasper Lead and Mining Com-
pany, begun the year before ; Teeters &
Pender, and the Saginaw smelter also

began operations. The Jasper Lead and

Mining Company was popularly known as

the "Hannibal Company," because it was

largely composed of Hannibal, Mo., men.

It held a lease on Pichcr field in the

southeast part of Joplin and in 1873 built

a lead smelter which operated till the

next year, when on the night of May 20, ,

1874, it was burned in the only labor

troubles Joplin ever experienced. This

smelter, which consisted of four air fur-

naces, was never rebuilt, for the lease of

EMPIRE ZI.NX C0MP.\NY HU.MPHREY ZIN'C C0.\IP.\NV

REM.MNS OF OLD WORKS IN THE JOPLIN DISTRICT

Murphy, who in 1872 built a plant con-

sisting of four air furnaces and located

in the Kansas City bottoms northeast of

the principal business section of Joplin.

During the early 70's this smelter was

the principal rival of that of Moffett &
Sergeant. It coiuinued in operation till

1880. when its operators abandoned the

location and. organizing the West Joplin

Lead and Zinc Company, built west of

Joplin a larger smelter consisting of six

Scotch hearths. After running for a

short time the plant was closed down.

The West Joplin Lead and Zinc Com-
pany was composed of Pat Murphy,

Thomas C. Tootle, of St. Joe, and

Thomas K. Hannah, of Kansas City.

These men had been associated in

freighting across the plains. The Tootle

and Hannah families were wealthy and

influential in business in their respective

cities and later became mutually inter-

ested in the smelting of lead.

During the same year, 1872. in which

Davis & Murphy began operations, S. B.

Corn and Julius Thompson erected four

or six large air furnaces in East Joplin.

This firm dealt largely in "neutral min-

eral," mineral which, according to the

leases governing it, was to have been

smelted by the lessors, who usually were

the operators of smelters. Such min-

eral was under a ban, for at this time

few mining lands were held except by the

smelters. Neutral mineral was usually

purchased clandestinely from mining

operators who, without regard to the

terms of their leases, marketed their ore

wherever best terms were obtainable.

The Corn & Thompson smelter operating

under these conditions experienced a

checkered career and was short lived.

In 1873, at Grove creek, two miles east

of Duenweg, Pat Murphy built a lead

smelter consisting of two Scotch hearths

;md operated it for one year, when it was

Picher field reverted to O. H. and W.

H. Picher, who built a smelter, replacing

the air furnaces of the preceding works

with Scotch eyes, which at this time were

adopted by Moffett & Sergeant and by

Davis & Murphy. This smelter operated

from 1876 to 1880.

Teeters & Pender who also began

operations in 1874, continued till 1876.

Their smelter was small, consisting of

one or two Scotch eyes and was located

in Turkey creek. They handled largely

neutral mineral. The Saginaw smelter,

which was located at Saginaw, then

ci.Ued Thurman, which began in 1874,

like that of Teeters & Pender, also

ceased operations in 1876, after having

been in commission 18 months. This

smelter, which was also small, was first

operated by S. B. Corn, who had pre-

viously operated in East Joplin. After a

time the smelter was leased to James

Zanc. Zane then sold to MoflFett & Ser-
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geant, who had obtained a lease on the

Thurman land and who later closed the

smelter and dismantled it.

The only smelting enterprise begun in

1875 was that of John Wise and his

brother, Henry Wise, located on Turkey

creek. It consisted of a single air fur-

nace and operated about two years, being

d;smantled the latter part of 1876.

In 1876, besides the smelter of Picher

Brothers on Picher field, that of Porter

& Dorsey was also begun in the Kansas

City bottoms on the present site of the

Kansas City Southern passenger station.

It was located on the Porter land, which

consisted of 80 acres lying between

Broadway and Seventh street. It was a

small smelter, but during the introduction

ani' early operation of the Bartlett pro-

cess for catching the lead fumes at the

plant of the Lone Elm Mining and Smelt-

ing Company, experiments were also

tried at the plant of Porter & Dorsey

for catching the fumes in water. These

were unsuccessful and the plant was dis-

mantled m 1880.

city of Galena. It consisted of three

ryes capable of smelting 24,000 lb. of ore

every 24 hours. In 1880 the Pichers

added two eyes and in 1881 W. B. Stone,

John M. Price and Howard Gove incor-

porated under the name of Howard Gove

& Co., and added three more. This gave

the smelter a capacity of 72,000 lb. of

ore in 24 hours. The Gove company re-

tained control of the smelter for two

years. In 1883 the South Side Mining-

Company, in which Colonel Stone held

large interests, bought it and operated

till 1886 when the company closed the

plant and arranged to sell its ores to

the Picher Lead Compan}', which the fol-

lowing year took charge of the original

Lone Elm plant.

Some of the eyes of the Galena plant

were bought by the Pichers ; others were

scld in St. Louis. These eyes were sup-

posed to save 665^ per cent, of the metal-

lic content of the ore, but the actual pro-

portion saved was considerably higher.

When special care was used, the ground

swept, and the stack cleaned 69 4/5 per

During the same year Galena once more

became a center of interest. The second

zinc smelter to be erected in the

Joplin district was being promoted by

E W. Humphrey. It was located just

north of Galena and consisted of five

Belgian blocks. The plant was further

equipped with gas producers installed by

Smith & Seamans, of Pittsburg, in op-

position to adverse prophecies of en-

gineers. Though gas producers have

since been operated with success this

equipment failed of satisfactory results,

and the smelter was operated at a loss

till 1892, when it burned. .\11 the port-

able fixtures were sold to the Bruce Smelt-

ing Company, at Bruce, Kan., the

Memphis railway hauling the material

free of charge in consideration that the

smelter should be located on its line.

Nothing remains of this old plant but the

chimney shown in one of the illustrations.

In all $150,000 was lost in this ill-starred

venture, including $75,000 bonus given by

the citv of Galena.

MONLUX CH.\T MILL UE.M.MXS OF C.^SE & SEIWGE SMELTER. G.\LEX A, K.\N.

No more smelters were erected after

this till 1877, when the Granby Mining

and Smelting Company erected a large

plant just north of the present Picher

Lead Works. It consisted of six Scotch

eyes and a stack to catch the smoke.

Running in connection with the smelter

was also a concentrating plant. In 1878

the equipment was moved to Granby and

the rich tailings from the mill were sold

to the Lone Elm Mining and Smelting

Company.

Galena District

Up to this time the industry of smelting

•n the Joplin district had been confined to

the vicinity of Joplin, Granby and Oro-

rogo. In 1879 was organized the Galena

Lead and Zinc Company which that year

built the first smelter in Galena, Kan. It

was designed for smelting lead ores, and
was located on land owned by the com-
pany 800 ft. west of the boundary of the

cent, could be saved. Nevertheless this

company found little profit in the smelt-

ing business. Originally plans had been

made to locate the smelter at El Paso,

but a change in the tariff restrictions

rbout this time discouraged the attempt.

About the- time this smelter began run-

ning some of the lead ores of the district

became more valuable as fluxes of west-

ern gold and silver ores than for the pig

lead they produced and were difficult to

obtain for smelting purposes.

The year after this Galena smelter

closed down another was started at

Aurora which was just beginning to give

promise of becoming a rich mining camp
tor both lead and zinc ores. It first con-

sisted of two Scotch hearths, but in 1889

it came into possession of the Rogers

Smelting Company, of which A. H.

Rogers was president and J. M. Maret

general manager, and another hearth and

? slag eye were added. In 1890 this smel-

ter was dismantled and the equipment sold.

Recent Enterprises

The same year this smelter was burned,

George A. Case, who had long been as-

sociated with Moflett & Sergeant, joined

interests with D. A. Preston in mining

operations, organized with J. B. Serage,

tlie Case & Serage Lead Company, which

in 1892 built a smelter at Grand Falls,

four miles south of Joplin on Shoal creek.

A short time thereafter Case bought out

Serage only to continue operation till 1895

when a portion of the plant was destroyed

by fire. Soon after his dissolution with

Case, Serage decided to enter the smelting

business alone, and in 1896 built a lead

smelter near the site of that of the Galena

Lead and Zinc Company. After operating

till 1897 it was sold to the American

Smelting and Refining Company and dis-

mantled. The ruins are all that is left of

this old smelter. Serage erected another

smelter in 1901 in the south part of Joplin,

known as Blendeville, but injunction pro-

ceedings were soon afoot against the
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sinclter fumes and within one year he

was forced to move.

Cartcrviile was the ne.\t site selected,

and by 1903 Serage had succeeded in coi\-

structing a third plant into which was

iiicorpiirated niiich of the machinery and

equipment of the Blcndeville plant. Mis-

fortune, however, seemed to travel in the

wake of Serage ; after having been in

operation about a year the' plant was

burned early in February, 1904. It was

promptly rebuilt and as promptly burned

in the following January, 1905, and again

rebuilt during the same year. In the

neantime the plant had undergone some

changes in ownership, C)riginally put up by

Serage, it was rebuilt ; fter the first lire by

Serage and Walter Foreman, who had

required an interest. They then sold the

whole plant to the Lawrence Shot and

Lead Works, of Omaha, a short time be-

fore the second destruction of the plant

in 1905. The present plant was built by

this company soon after, but has never

been operated except for test purposes.

It consists of four jumbo Scotch hearths.

The Carterville lead smelter is shown

in an accompanying illustration.

The ne.xt smelter to be erected in the

Joplin district was that of Bender &
Aldred, large manufacturers of litharge

in Pittsburg. Thoy had bought the site

of the old Humphrey zinc smelter, and
in 1898 built the lead smelter consisting

of six Scotch eyes. The pig lead from

this smelter was used at the litharge

plant in Pittsburg, but after operating for
' ibout a year the smelter was dismantled.

The portable appliances were sold to the

(barter White Lead Company, the smoke
to the Pichers, and the land and buildings

to G. C. Monlu.K, who has converted the

building into a chat mill.

The Petr.\eus Company

The last smelter to be erected in the

Joplin district was built in 1902. In

March of that year the C V. Petraeus

Smelting and Manufacturing Company
organized under Missouri laws with a

capital stock of $50,000, with C. V. Pet-

raeus, president, R. .\. Farnham, vice-

president and general manager, and J. I.

McLaren, secretary and treasurer. In

September, 1902, R. F. Robinson and J.

K. Vingert bought a half interest in the

company, including that of Petraeus, and
Robinson succeeded to the presidency.

The company then became known as the

Galena Smelting and Manufacturing Com-
pany, and has since retained that title.

The ne.xt change to occur was a reorgan-

ization of the company between Aug. i,

1906, and February, 1907, during which
time the plant was closed down. Reor-

ganization resulted from the purchase of

three-fourths of the stock by the Hammar
Brothers White Lead Company of St.

Louis. The present officers of the com-
pany are: Frank Hammar, president;

Park Hammar, vice-president: Earle

Thompson, secretary; I'ercy Hammar,

treasurer; and J I. .McLaren, general

manager.

This company manufactures the "S, M."

brand of corroding pig lead. Before the

Hanunars became interested it was mar-

keted largely with Carter, Swift and Ham-
mar; since, chiefly with llanunar.

The equipment of the plant consist? of

four single jumbo Scotch furnaces, blast

fi:rnace, bag room, loo.xCS ft., containing

(>8o bags 30 ft. long and 6 ft. in circum-

ference made of cotton cloth of 44 threads

to the inch both ways. The charge for

a hearth includes: "000 lb, galena lead

ere, one bushel stone coal (Kansas), one

bushel lime. The ore assays frotn 77 to

82 per cent. A hearth charge is smelted

by two men in seven hours, three shifts

per day being worked. The blast fur-

nace takes galena, carbonates, gray slag

from the hearths, and blue fume.

Fifteen charges of the blast furnace in-

clude : Galena ore, 45,000 lb.; coke, 2100:

gray slag, 6000; blue fume, 7500; carbon-

ates, 500; "ashes," 1500; black slag, 15,000;

cast iron, 600; soft iron, 600; iron cinders,

300; and tin cans, 600 lb. The "ashes"

entering into the charge are the coarser

particles of blue fume which settle in the

trail before reaching the suction fan.

The black slag comes from the blast fur-

nace. The blast furnace operates eight

hours per day. «

The average proportions of lead in the

inaterials smelted are as follows: Galena,

77 to 82 per cent. ; carbonates, 72 ; gray

s!ag> 35 ; blue fume, 72 to 75 ; "ashes,"

56; and black slag, 7/10 per cent.

The smelters are required to produce

on the hearths pig lead amounting to 60

per cent, of the ore and from the 15

charges of the blast furnace 11,810

pounds of pig lead, or 25.7 per cent.

The black slag contains : Silica, 22 to

28 per cent.; lime, 20 to 24; iron, 24;

zinc, 7 ; lead, 0,7 ; and variable matter,

16.3 to 26,3 per cent. The gray slag

contains: Lead, 35 per cent.; iron, 1.67;

;.nd zinc and variable matter. 63.33 per

cent.

The men required at each hearth are:

two smelters, paid $2.20 per 7000 lb, of

ores melted; one yard man and one

molder, each receiving $1.65 per. 7000 lb.

of ore. The blast furnace requires one

feeder, at $2.50; one tapper. $2,25: and

four yard men, $1.90 per eight hours.

The lead from the hearths and blast

furnace is molded into pigs and remelted

in a refining kettle of 9000 lb. capacity in

which it is purified by poling. It is then

molded into pigs and is ready for ship-

inent. The blue fume from the hearths

and blast furnace is drawn by a 90-in.

Buflfalo exhaust fan through an 8oo-ft.

trail 6x4 ft. in the clear into the bag

lOom where it accumulates. It is periodi-

cally ignited after being shaken from the

tags to the floor. \o white fume is

made.

Mining and Labor in the

Transvaal

Special Corresponuence

The gold output in August was the

largest ever reported. It was declared

at 555,027 oz. fine gold, valued at £2,357,-

602. This is an improvement on the

previous record, made last December, of

4860 oz. The record for August is ac-

counted for by the fact that the Robinson

Gold mine decided to reduce the amount

of gold held in reserve, and placed ii,750

oz. in the output declaration for the

month. The Robinson declared 35,714 oz.,

valued at £151,703, fur .Xugust. The Sim-

mer & Jack did remarkably, turning out

25,228 oz. gold, valued at £107,161.

During .\ugust there were 8665 stamps

at work in the Transvaal, of which 8300

were at work on the Rand. The number

of unskilled laborers at work remains

practically the same. There was a small

new producer in August, the SpeS Bona, a

mine which appears on the list after being

closed down for about 10 years. It is a

small property in the Central Rand, which

has been handed over to tributers to

work. During September another gold

producer should again enter the ranks,

the York mine, a small property on the

West Rand which has been closed down
for a long time.

.\s the time for their departure draws

near the Chinese coolies are getting some-

what out of hand. They all knew that by

the terms of their contract they had the

right to sign on again for three years.

The majority of the coolies wanted to

do so, and now that they know that they

will not be allowed to exercise the right

given them in the contracts, many of them

are exasperated. Some of the baser sort

find themselves without money, and in

order to collect suflicient cash with which

to pay their debts and have a sum to take

back to China, they have gone on raiding

expeditions to outlying houses and farms.

Several of them have been killed in their

; ttenipt to rob houses, but unfortunately

ihey have been successful in a few cases,

and have not only robbed, but killed as

well.

Much attention is being paid to base

metals in the Transvaal just now. Be-

sides tin a lot of work is being done

in copper, lead and zinc. The Messina

Copper Company is shipping high-grade

concentrates every month. The Edendale

Estates, a lead proposition, seems to be

doing fairly well, and in the western

Transvaal discoveries of zinc and lead

arc reported. It is a question whether

these properties can be worked to advan-

tage until the labor situation is clearer.

In Sweden, 97 works were in operation

during 1906 for the production of forge

iron and steel.
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Improvements m Milhng Missouri Zinc Ores
A Discussion of the Question Whether or Not It Would
Pay to Treat Further the Mineral Discarded in the Tailings

B Y W E. O R D
The mill practice in vogue in the great

line field in southwestern Missouri has

handled an enormous daily tonnage for

many years at an extremely low cost. It

has also sent thousands of tons of zinc

away in cars loaded with tailings to be

I'sed as road ballast. Many thousands of

tons remain in our tailings not yet re-

incved and hundreds more are being

added daily to swell this complement of

waste. The thought of our community

of mill men is becoming more and more

centered upon the reduction of this waste.

With increasing depth of mines and their

extension into beds containing lower per-

centages of values, made possible by

betier facilities for increasing capacities,

the problem of how profitably to increase

our savinar at once compels attention and

stimulates criticism. Suggestions from

visiting engineers imbued with practices

of other fields are largely impracticable

though always containing much that is

profitable for thought. It is remarkable

that almost universally these suggestions

or innovations prove of merit only when
tbey have been made to conform to our^

ruling practice and have become "Mis-

souri-ized." This leads us to the con-

clusion that that mode of treatment which

has been the outgrowth of local condi-

tions is apt to be the best for the field in

which it grew.

In taking up this subject and applying

its discussion to this district, we have,

mainly^ two minerals to consider, zinc

blende and galena. The rules and methods

prevailing in our general practice are

mainly satisfactory as to the latter; little,

if any, d-fficulty is found in reaching a

high saving of lead. The best practice

for concentration of blende will effect a

.satisfactory saving of lead, in the same
mill. The losses incurred are mainly in

the blende. Thfse conditions being pre-

valent, we shall consider blende alone as

the mineral to be recovered.

The Proble.m Analyzed

Our subject may be stated as a prob-

lem, and the remarks upon it as an at-

tempt at a solution of it. This, then, is

the problem

:

Given, a chert-lime gangue carrying

zinc blende, extract to a commercially

profitable degree of completeness the

blende.

The problem involves : First, deter-

mining the limit of percentage of extrac-

tion which will return satisfactory profits

Manager, Ford Mining and Milling Com-
pany. Carthage, Mo.

en the outlay of labor and expense of

installation ; second, the best method of

mill treatment.

Before taking up these divisions of our

subject in their regular order, some gen-

eral observations upon the character of

the ore, the ruling practice and its re-

sults, are pertinent. Properly to individ-

ualize each mine, to analyze the physical

characteristics of the ore and to prescribe

the proper treatment, after having taken

into account the commercial phases of the

situation, this is the art involved in the

solution of the problem. Therefore, he

who does it well is an artist in his line,

and is sure to be successful.

We meet mainly with three general

classes of associations and sets of phy-

sical conditions in which blende appears

;

these, for convenience, may be named

class A, class B and class C. Class A
comprises blende occurring in large, or

clearly defined crystals and in the free

state, in "boulder formation or in certain

hard-ground sheet formation, where, after

primary crushing, there are few, if any,

middlings. Class B is represented by

blende occurring in and after primary

crushing in large measure adhering to a

hard, dense black chert of high specific

gravity. Class C comprises blende occur-

ring in a soft mud, sand and boulder for-

mation in small irregular crystals partially

disseminated.

In the early history of zinc concentra-

tion in this district, mines yielding ores

belonging to class A were the rule and

little if any attention was paid to mate-

rials represented in class B, and only

the free and easily collected portions of

class C were sought.

Equipment Deter.mined by Conditions

These conditions brought forth the

rougher jig which permitted the rapid

treatment for which the district is fam-

ous. Its later application to ores of the

other classes was gradually brought about

by its increase in size and the larger vol-

ume of feed sent to 'it, changes which

have resulted in its retention. Universally

recognized as a wasteful machine, its re

tention is due to its ability partially to

concentrate enormous loads at an ex-

tremely low cost. In the treatment of

ores of class A this machine is invaluable,

and doubtless it will not be supplanted

until some entirely new method, other

than jigging, is brought into use. Blake

crushers and Cornish rolls are retained

f.-^r two reasons : They are sufficiently

efficient for the work to be done and will

crush to a ruling size for less cost per

ton than any of the more modern crush-

ing machines.

The simplicity of the mills enables men
of moderate means and of little experi-

ence to build and operate them. Their

low cost justifies their erection upon

mines of short life where a more elaborate

mill would not be desirable because of

its cost. This type of mill will not be

supplanted in these zinc fields, but ad-

ditions and extensions will be introduced

from time to time which will improve

its efficiency, and the effort to carry the

percentage of saving farther will grow

with the market price of the concentrates.

-Applied to ores of classes B and C
the prevailing system does not recover

as large a percentage of the valuable mm-
cral as may be saved at a profit by other

means. The average extraction is about

65 per cent, and not 75 per cent, as stated

in a folder recently issued by the Journal.

For mines representing these two classes

the mills will be extended and improved

and this will be accomplished soon, for

a solution is inevitable according to the

law of necessity. This brings us to the-

solution of the problem as applied to

mines involving these two classes.

The Limit of Economy in S.wing

In order to determine the limit of ex-

traction, to find how far we can afford

to go with the refinements for effecting

a high degree of saving at one operation

and eliminate the added expense of treat-

ment in tailing mills, we must know the

probable life of the mine and familiarize

ourselves with the characteristics of the

ore. The latter is readily done by taking

a general average sample, carefully crush-

ing to milling size, separating into a num-

ber of different sizes, weighing each 'size

to determine its quantity or percentage

of the whole, and assaying each size

separately.

Hand panning will show by optical ob-

servation the condition of the minerals

rnd enable us to determine to which class

the ore properly belongs. In mines of

classes A and C the concentration may
be carried farther because the crushing

cost is low. In class B we must look

carefully at this item of cost. Crushing

with our Cornish type of rolls cannot

be made successful, oil a large scale, after

reaching a size with a maximum of about

3 mm. Therefore, if the blende is largely

in a very finely disseminated state, it is

best to allow for a considerable loss, or

tr justify preparation 'for saving it, the
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i)lendc should be present in large enough

(luantities to warrant the introduction of

n.ore expensive crushing machinery neces-

sary to insure better recovery. In this

case we shall also be confronted with a

large increase of slimes, which are ex-

pensive .ind difficult to save, and also

bring a low price and are not always

readily salable. The attractive assays

given by this class of ores should not be

;' Mowed unduly to influence one to the

confusion of sound judgment.

l.Ml'KOVEMENTS SUGGESTED

Applied with care to mines represented

in class A, our present system is all that

could be desired and the extraction can

b^- maintained at 85 per cent, or better

when the mills are not neglected or

crowded.

In mills designed to treat ores included

in classes B and C some new features

must be added, at the same time retaining

the great advantages of our old and tried

system. The disseminated condition of

the blende lost at once suggests more
thorough crushing. To crush to a de-

gree of fineness which will liberate a sat-

isfactory percentage of the blende would

mcrease crushing costs to a prohibitive

degree, and also the sliming of ores, and,

further, it would diminish jig capacity.

The first thing, therefore, is to liberate the

blende at a low crushing cost. Crushing

piay be divided into primary and

secondary, primary crushing being that

which precedes jigging and secondary

crushing that done after jigging to free

the ore in the middlings. It is evident

that if we crush primarily to a size suffi-

ciently small to free all the blende we
shall have to crush an enormous propor-

tion of barren gangue. If we stop prim-

rry crushing at a point which will enable

us to collect the middlings on the jig

and return them to the rolls for secondary
crushing, there will be a smaller volume
to crush and a reduced crushing cost.

The first step is to determine the size

to which primary crushing should be
carried. Screens with 7-mm. to f^-in.

round holes give the proper maximum
.=ize in ordinary cases._ Reduction to this

size should be performed by graduated
crushing; that is, screens to remove the

fines must be introduced so that only the

oversize is crushed. By this means the

rolls are not overloaded with fines and
the amount of slime made is kept at the

minimum.

Aiter crushing, jigging is, of course,

the next step. It is here that we must
make an elaboration in order to effect the

desired high degree of saving and pro-
perly to separate our middlings for re-

grmding. The change most desirable is

tc segregate the roughing into three parts
by sizing, and to give three individual

roughers each a separate size. The first

rougher may treat a size ranging from 7
to 4 mm. ; the second, from 4 to 2 mm.

;

the third, 2 mm. and finer. To get ac-

curate work out of this fine rougher the

sludge or extreme fines may be screened

off before jigging, and sent direct to the

sand department, although this screening

may be done with good results after jig-

ging. By this latter means a large pro-

portion of the fine material will be re-

tained in the concentrates of this rougher,

though the free settling conditions will

bt somewhat retarded by the presence of

the fines.

In the case of the ores of class A, the

blende particles being free and having

smooth and glossy outer surfaces, they

readily settle through the interstices in

the rougher bed regardless of their size,

in the case of classes B and C, of which

we are now treating, this is not true. The
middling blende, having rough, irregular

surfaces, clings to the gangue and is held

in suspension by friction against asso-

ciated particles. By close sizing of the

feed, a relatively larger interstitial space

is present to allow settling, gravity being

given proper opportunity to assert itself.

The proper" plunger action and volume of

water may by this means be supplied to

each size and the construction of each jig

may be adapted to the particular size

which it is to treat.

.•\dv.\ntages of Sizing

I wish here to defend the introduction

of an adaptation of what is generally

called the German sizing system. I am
fully aware that this system has been in-

troduced in several mills and that the

path of its introduction is strewn with

wrecks and failures. Yet I offer as evi-

dence of its value a mill now using it in

a manner both mechanically and com-

mercially successful. Earlier trials have

failed for a number of reasons, mainly

because of an attempt to abolish the

"cleaner and rougher'' system. This was
a mistake, for there is every reason to

retain both. The introduction of the

system of sizing is merely and solely to

facilitate the work of the rougher, in-

creasing both its efficiency and capacity.

Having thus prepared our ore for

rougher treatment, we will follow it a

little further. The coarse now goes to a

rougher with wide cells, large plungers

and long, slow stroke. This jig should

have a strong fall or reduction in hight

of each consecutive cell from head to foot.

In the next size, the jig should have a

slightly faster motion, less fall and shal-

lower bed, retaining the wide cell and

large plunger. The same reduction is to

be introduced in the third or fine rougher.

With a rich feed carrying a high percent-

age of blende, some clean concentrates

may often be taken from the head of the

rougher, though the better rule is to

carry the bed so thin that this tendency

to clean entirely will be reduced, the

thin bed being more sensitive and more
effective in settling the blende.

The roughers should be equipped with

proper draws for removing the accumu-

lations of ore and middlings from the

beds at the tail of each cell. Some recent

devices for this purpose are doing good

work. Care, however, should be used in

selecting from those offered to secure one

which can be regulated without opening

01 closing a hole or set of holes. The old

gale and dam idea is the best. The open-

ing and closing arrangement will always

choke. A proper adjustment of the gate

and dam principle will secure a contin-

uous draw which can be so adjusted -that

it will draw only as may be required.

Too much stress caimot be laid upon the

importance of both a continuous draw

and the proper placing of the device. The

continuous draw admits of a uniform

effect from plunger action and conse-

quently more effective work in every par-

ticular. Two or three ports placed across

the tail end of a cell will insure a uni-

form drawing across the entire width of

the cell. The tail end of the cell is

selected because of the tendency of the

blende to pile up at that end, and because

near that end the particles are more per-

fectly stratified than at the head.

Treatment of Middlings

Having now carried the process to the

point of securing the middlings, we will

next proceed to their further treatment.

Since the blende which they contain can-

not be cleaned without crushing for sepa-

ration, it is evident they should all be

crushed. To secure this result they should

be conveyed to secondary rolls, which

should either be rigid rolls grinding to a

certain size, or they should be passed over

a screen with openings of the required

size, the undersize returning to the head

of the system, the oversize returning to

the rolls for further grinding. I am of

the opinion that a rigid roll would be the

most economical.

From these roughers the concentrates

should all pass to a cleaner which should

be equipped with draws similar to those

recommended for the rougher jigs. The

feed going to this cleaner will not, under

proper conditions, contain more than 20

per cent, silica. Therefore any tails from

this jig are likely to carry z'/z to 5 per

cent, blende, and to be rather small in

quantity. They should be returned for

secondary crushing and no rejections

should be made from it. The purpose of

this jig being to make a high grade of

concentrates making no rejections, the

preparation of it should be in accordance

with this requirement and no concern for

losses is necessary.

It is well to bear in mind that the ap-

plication of this elaboration of the sys-

tem requires much careful study of de-

tail. Though containing nothing new to

concentrating men of today, it brings up

new situations and in this district pre-

sents some difficulties to be overcome.

One important point is to preserve our

present low milling cost. In an ore of

class B or C carrying 6 per cent, blende
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it will reduce the losses in the tails from

25 to so per cent., and the increase in the

cost of tnilling is not more than 10 to 20

per cent.

Treatment of Fines

The advantages of these improvements

are not confined to securing a better ex-

traction of blende from the middlings,

but the changes arc equally liclpful in pre-

venting excessive losses in fines. That
part of the ore which we designate as

fines consists of those particles which, be-

cause of their small dimension, will not

settle effectively in plunger jigs. Care-

ful observation places the dividing point

at that size which will pass through a

screen having i-mm. round perforations.

Separating this size from the coarser par-

ticles early in the process has important

advantages. It relieves the finest of the

three roughers from the presence of an
accumulation on the top of the beds of a

stratum of very fine material which ob-

structs the jig action. The tails from the

coarse jigs may be sent directly to their

destination which aids in securing eco-

nomical mill arrangement and operation.

Until recently it was impracticable to do
this because no screening device in use
would separate these fines from the

coarse at a low screen cost. There are
now, however, screens which receive and
discharge their load with very little of the
abrasive action so destructive to both
trommels and shaking screens. The use of
these new devices has shown that the cost

per ton for fine screening can be brought
lower than for handling the coarser sizes.

-The screens to which I refer belong to
that class of which the "Callow" and the

"King" are types.

In concentrating fines great care upon
all points is essential. Regularity of feed,

proper distribution and sizing and abso-
lute control of the water in the feed and
that supplied for washing purposes are
necessary. In the early history of mill-
ing this problem was left to the tailings
or sludge man who, by industry and care-
ful attention, reclaimed a good propor-
tion of the waste. The introduction of
concentrating tables as accessories to the
mills has been a natural sequence. Their
operation, however, almost invariably
falls far short of the profit that might be
obtained. The cause of this is directly

and solely neglect of the essentials named.
Fines may be sized with sufl^cient

accuracy, by a system of hydraulic classi-

fication, which can be installed- for a
small sum, the cost of maintenance being
almost nothing. Proper settling systems
are being introduced by the best con-
tractors, but there is still a tendency to

make the classifiers too small. Complete
control of the water accompanying the
feed to the table is a matter which re-

ceives too little attention. If the classi-

fiers are properly arranged this control
offers no difficulty. The great bulk of the

water will be carried to the finest feed

and can there be removed.

The question of the introduction of ma-

chines desigiied to save the blende par-

ticles which are too fine for table work
can usually be answered by means of

a screen analysis. In ordinary mill work
the remaining mineral is not in sufficient

quantity to warrant an additional outlay.

In conclusion let me urge operators to

pay more attention to the matter of daily

losses. The ruling practice is to pick up

a handful from the general tailings once

or twice a week and decide in a casual

way by observation whether the work is

good or bad. A system of daily samples

carefully collected by means of auto-

matic samplers and frequent assays will

teach many valuable lessons. If the work
is done carefully the lessons learned will

return a profit on the outlay.

The Dunderland Iron Ore

Company, Ltd.

We have referred on several occasions

during the last five years to the Dunder-
land Iron Ore Company, which was
formed in the spring of 1902 to work the

iron-ore deposits of that name in Norway,
near the Ranen Fjord. The deposit is

of low grade, and the method of working
is to grind fine, concentrate by the Edi-

son magnetic process and make the con-

centrates into briquets. iVIany eminent

men are connected with the venture,

especially iron-masters, who do not miiid

putting up some money and backing the

scheme, in the hopes of securing a new
supply of iron ore. Large sums of money
have been spent in opening up the prop-

erty and erecting plant on an extensive

scale, without first ascertaining whether
the method of dealing with the ore is a

practicable one commercially. As a mat-
ter of fact, all three parts of the concen-

tration process have given great difficul-

ties; the grinding, magnetic concentra-

tion and the briquetting processes having
to be continually modified, as work pro-

ceeds. The capital expenditure is in-

creasing from year to year, and there ap-

pears to be no finality in this direction.

The directors have already issued the

whole of the £2,000,000 share capital and
spent £500,000 raised on debenture bonds.

They are now proposing to increase the

borrowing powers of the comp.lny by the

creation of £500,000 new debentures.

In the report for the year ended
March 31 last, the directors announce
that half of the fine grinding plant has

been remodelled, and that the remainder

of this part of the plant is now being

altered. The report is not very explicit,

but it glows with the usual iu'lefinite op-

timism. We quote it at length

:

"The processes for the treatment of

iron ore at Dunderland are, in their

nature, continuous and interdependent,

each section having to wait in a great

measure on the success of the preceding

section. Owing to the intermittent out-

put of properly ground ore pending the

alterations above referred to, it has not

yet been possible to bring the blowing

and separating processes to a high state

of efficiency, but the results obtained are

encouraging. During July the extraction

of iron equaled 41 per cent, of the iron

present in the crude ore treated, but in

August 54 per cent, was extracted, and

the improved extraction during August

lowered the cost of production of con-

centrates seven shillings per ton. The

figures for September are not yet com-

pletely to hand, but as far as they are

available they show a further improve-

ment. Your directors therefore feel con-

fident that on the completion of the

alterations and improvements now in

progress, an increased output and higher

rate of extraction will be obtained,

whereby further substantial reductions in

the working costs should be effected.

"The general manager in Norway, Mr.

Bremner, who took over the administra-

tion at Dunderland some time subsequent

to the last general meeting, states as the

result of a careful computation, that

within the next six months the output of

briquets should reach 800 tons a day, at

a cost which unless some great and

unexpected depreciation in the price of

first-class iron ores occurs, yoi>r directors

consider will enable the company to

provide the interest on its debenture stock

and leave a considerable balance of profit.

The working of the plant has clearly

proved that a concentrate rich In iron and

sufficiently free from deleterious matter

can be obtained from Dunderland ore,

and that this concentrate can be briquetted

and will command a ready sale. The
29,000 tons of briquets already sold at the

date of this report have realized good

prices and have given satisfaction. A
further stock of 7000 tons is ready for

delivery. Although the company's plant

can be run throughout the year, the sum-

mer is the most favorable season for con-

structional work. During the past sum-

mer there have been widespread disputes

between the labor unions and employers

in Norway, and this company experienced

in consequence great difficulty in obtain-

ing an adequate supply of skilled work-

men, resulting in an unavoidable delay

in the completion of adjustments of the

plant. You have been informed that an

.nrangement satisfactory both to the com-

pany and to the men, and binding over a

period of three years, has been con-

cluuvu.'

The Elmore vacuum oil process is re-

ported to be making a good separation of

tin and copper ore at the Dolcoath mine,

Cornwall. A plant is being shipped for

the Avino mine, in Mexico, also one for

the Zinc Corporation at Broken Hill,

New South Wales.
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Lead and Zinc Mines of North Wales
A District ol Much Geological and Historical Interest. Features o(

the Ore-deposits. Association of Blende and Fluorspar. Ore Dressing

B~~Y EDWARD WALKER
Lead and zinc ores are found in va-

rious parts of England and Wales. One
of the most interesting occurrences is in

the Flintshire district of North Wales,

which is no longer a producer of great

consequence, but is of considerable his-

torical and geological interest. Its total

output in 1906 was only 6122 tons of lead

ore and 6415 tons of zinc ore.

to 1300 ft. above sea-level. It extends

from the sea shore at Point of Air, to

Wre.xham. Almost parallel with this

r.inge is the higher range of the Clivydian

Hills, which are composed of Silurian

rocks and are non-metalliferous. The
highest point of this range is Moel
Famma, 1820 ft. which is near the Rhoses-

mor mine.

r—1906.
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Position .\nd Geology

The accompanying map gives an idea of

the situation of the field and its geological

structure. It is in the counties of Flint

and Denbigh in the northeast corner of

Wales, not far from Chester and Liver-

pool. The veins occur in a strip of coun-

try appro.ximately 25 miles long and four

miles wide, running from northwest to

southeast. The veins outcrop generally in

an east-west direction. There are also a

number of north and south cross-courses,

but these as a rule are not so metalliferous

as the east and west veins. The veins,

in many cases, are almost vertical and in

practically every case the dip is steep

Their width is variable, from an inch to

5 ft.

The veins occur for the most part in

the mountain limestone or the millstone

grit, just where these rocks begin to dip

under the coal measures. The millstone

grit is mostly in the form of chert, and the

limestone is often the black variety. The
country is heavily faulted and the geolog-

ical details are difficult to fill in accu-

rately. It requires a great deal of local

knowledge, before the deposits and the

veins can be properly followed up. I be-

lieve the failure of mining operations in

this district is as often attributable to the

lack of study of the local geology, as to

the absence or exhaustion of the ore.

The lead occurs chiefly as massive ga-

lena with occasionally some cerussite. The
zinc occurs as blende, but is seloom mas-

sive, being mixed with gangue. such as

chert, limestone, calcite and fluorspar.

Galena and blende do not always occur

together. Some of the lead veins contain

no blende, but it is rare for the blende to

be entirely unassociated with galena.

When the blende and galena occur in the

same veins they are not intimately mixed,

and then separation is effected by the or-

dinary system of concentration. As a gen-

eral rule, the galena is easily dressed out,

but the blende is not so readily recovered,

especially where fluorspar occurs. The
district in which the veins are found con-

sists of a range of hills varying from 800

FIG. I. MAP OF NORTH W.\LES LEAD-ZINC REGION

The Mines and Their Production It will be seen from these figures that

the North Hendre and the Llynypandy

.\t the present time nine principal mines produce lead only. In addition Halkyn,

are in operation. The relative importance East Halkyn and Rhoscsmor are ini-

of the mines is shown by the following portant producers of lead, with a pro-

figures which cover the years 1905 and duction of zinc of secondary importance.

igo6: Minera, Trelogan and Milwr are more
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noted for tlieir zinc than for their

lead.

Management of the Mines

The financial control and the manage-

ment of all these mines are in the hands

of local people. The Halkyn, Llynypandy,

Panfymwyn and one or two other smaller

producers not mentioned in the table are

in the hands of Matthew Francis & Son,

of Halkyn. The East Halkyn and the

Rhosesmor are worked by one company

controlled in Chester. The Milwr and

the North Hendre are independently

worked, also being controlled in Chester.

The Trelogan belongs to Brunner, Mond
& Co., whose works are in Cheshire, and

the Minera is held in part locally and in

part by the Swansea zinc smelters.

There are a number of other mines be-

sides those in the table that are being

worked to some extent. For instance the

North Halkyn and the Bryn Celyn are

being explored and reopened by Matthew
Francis & Son. There are many old

shafts all over the district, and several of

the workings make some claim to be con-

>-dertd mines still. For instance, the

Talargoch, the Gronant and the Talacre,

at the northerly end, have fine records at

the back of them. The Cat Hole, Clwt

Militia, Holloway, and others in the dis-

trict between Holywell, Halkyn and Mold
have also done good work in their time,

and during, recent years attempts have

been made to reopen some of them, but

without success.

Prospects of thf. District

At the present time it is probable that

Rhosesmor is the only one with more
future before it than past behind it; and
even there the zinc ore now being won
has an inseparable content of fluorspar,

which makes the ore unpopular with the

smelters. The output at the Halkyn mine
has dropped seriously this year, and the

fears are that the mine is on its last legs.

The Milwr is not producing so well as

formerly. The veins at Minera are

largely exhausted and ore is produced
only from the south end of the mine. I

hope I am not doing an injustice to the

district, but a study of the history and
present conditions is not encouraging.

It is probable that lead ore was worked
in the district from time immemorial, but
anything like systematic operating was
not undertaken until about 130 years ago,

when the Grosvenor family, which owned
most of the land, started work ,it Halkyn.
There are no records of the output of

those days, but tradition has it that the

Grosvenors made a big fortune out of
lead. In 1818 the original John Taylor
was called in to advise, and he imported
Matthew Francis' ancestor from Corn-
wall to superintend the development. The
Taylor regime continued until about 1882.

.^fter such extensive workings, it is not
to be wondered at that there is little left.

Water and Drainagh

One of the difficulties met with, espec-

ially in the Holywell, Halkyn and Mold

district is the large amount of water en-

countered. The volume of water to be

removed is so great that pumping is quite

out of the question. That is to say, the

production of the mines could not meet

the cost of an adequate pumping installa-

tion. The drainage is chiefly done by

adit, and the tunnel driven for this pur-

pose in the Halkyn district is a note-

worthy piece of engineering. In a sepa-

rate map I give a plan showing the ex-

tent of this tunnel. It is about 50 years

since the work was first commenced and

various sections of it have been under-

taken at different times. The tunnel ex-

+ Mine
Town

THE HALKYN PRAINAGE TUNNEL

tends about four miles, with branches to

Xorth Hendre and Rhosesmor mines. At

the present time the tunnel runs quite

full, and is able to drain only a portion of

the mines at its southern end. The outlet

is about 300 ft. above sea-level, and the

depth at Halkyn mine is 660 ft. below

surface. The incline of the tunnel is only

sufficient to give the water a flow.

Depth of Workings

Owing to the amount of water in the

strata, it is not possible to do much min-

ing below the tunnel level. It is true that

at its southern end and at North Hendre
there is some pumping done, but the

extra depth obtainable for working is not

more than 50 ft. The water question

practically limits the depth at which

operations can be conducted. It is prob

able, if new shafts were sunk and power-

ful pumps were provided, that several

new horizons of ore would be discovered.

.•\t the present time it does not look as if

the necessary capital for such work would
be available.

Treatment of the Ores

None of the lead or zinc mines of the

district smelts its ores. The lead ores

are sold chiefly to Walkers, Parker &
Co., at Bagillt on the coast ; some ore goes

also to Quirk, Barton & Burns, at St.

Helens, Lancashire. The lead output at

Minera goes to Vivians at Swansea. The
zinc output is sold to Swansea and to

Germany. The zinc output of Minera goes

to Vivians, Dillwyns, and the Swansea
Vale Company, who control the mine now-
adays. The zinc output at Trelogan goes

to Brunner, Mond & Co., at Northwich,

where it is used for the production of

electrolytic zinc by the Hoepfner process.

The zinc ores, before going to the smelt-

ers, are generally roasted for sulphuric

acid at Muspratt's chemical works at Flint,

belonging to the United Alkali Company.

The treatment of the ores is on orthodox

lines. The ore is crushed in rolls and

sized to four or six different sizes from 10

mm. to I mm. These different sizes are

sent to their own jigs, which usually have

four compartments. The first compart-

ments invariably produce very high-grade

lead concentrates. The contents of the

other three hutches generally have to be

re-crushed and treated over again. It is

not possible, as a rule, to get a good zinc

concentrate in the coarser jigs. Anything

below I mm. goes to tables such as the

Wilfley, Green's, or Wynnes', and the

slimes are treated on buddies. Until 10 or

15 years ago the saving of values at most

of the mines was not closely studied and

some of the old plants were crude. The

finer sands and slimes were a good deal

neglected, so that the tailings heaps and

the dumps of low-grade ore contain work-

able quantities of ore. At the mines where

the lower grades are now being treated

there is, in most cases, plenty of room for

the study of modern concentrating plant.

The concentrating tables that are in use

are, with the exception of the Wilfley, of

local design and manufacture. The Wil-

fleys are seen at their best at Trelogan

and Halkyn. They were first introduced

at Halkyn ; in fact I believe the Halkyn

installation contains the first of these

tables ever erected in the British Isles.

The other plant comprises Green's vanner,

Wynne's vanner, Wynne's slimer, and the

knife luiddle. I will give a brief account

of these.

Green's Vanner

The illustration shows Green's vanner.

It is the invention of, and is made by,

George Green, of Aberystwyth. The

table is carried on inclined hinged legs A,

and receives a vanning motion by means

of an eccentric and connecting rod. The
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action is similar to that of the Ferraris

tabic and the Buss table, described in the

columns of the Journal a few years ago.

In fact the table may be called an im-

proved or developed Ferraris table of the

old type. The modern Ferraris table,

made by Krupps, is mounted on spring>-

Zih strips instead of the inclined hinged

legs.

Wynne's Vanxer

Wynne's vanner or the "Record, " as it

IS called, is noteworthy for having an un-

usually long and slow throw. The stroke

is 5 or 6 in. with 90 strokes per minute.

lustration where it is at work on the

slimes at M intra. The machine consists

of a smooth, fixed surface with a double

tilt, upward along the course of the sur-

face, and downward from the feed side to

the discharge side. There are a number

of rubber pushers mounted on bars and

continuously moved up the course of the

table, from right to left in the picture.

The slimes arc fed on at the far side to-

ward the right hand, and water runs down

the table. As the rubbers travel up the

table, they carry the slimes forward and

the water washes the lighter particles

down over the other side.

VERTICAL CROSS SECTION OF KNIFE BUDDLE

The motion is obtained by an eccentric

and by means of two cranks on shafts

parallel, but a few inches apart. Thesv

cranks have pins which are connected by

a drag link. The driving wheel is on th

shaft of one crank and the eccentric on

the other. In this way the forward throw

is made quick and vigorous. It is claimed

thif coarse and fine sands can be treated

on the table without classification, and that

it acts automatically as a separator of the

slimes, which pass off separately from the

coarser gangue. I show this table in the

accompanying illustration where it is at

work at the Minera mine.

Wynne's Sltmer

This machine is shown in another il-

The Knife Buddle

The knife buddle, a sketch section of

which is given, consists of a quarter seg-

ment of a cylinder. A shaft bearing a

number of arms revolves eccentrically

with the axis of this cylindrical surface.

.\t the end of the arms are knives ad-

justable at the desired angle and arranged

to travel up the cylindrical surface. The

knives nearly touch the cylindrical surface

at the bottom, and slightly recede from it

on their way up. The pulp is fed at one

end of the machine on to the cylindrical

surface, and water runs down from the

top. The inclined knives push the pulp

upward and forward. The lighter particles

are washed off the cylindrical surface, and

the heavier ones are discharged" over the

other end uf the cylinder. Pulp of alt

kinds of fineness is operated on. The ma-

chine is often used for cleaning the lead

concentrates found in the second hutches

of the jigs.

The Rhosf.s.mok Mine

As already mentioned, the Rhosesmor,

operated by the East Halkyn Mining Com-
l.any, is at present the best representative

(if the neighborhood. The illustrations

herewith give a general view of the sur-

face works, two interior views of the

ilrcssing plant, and a view of the buddies.

.\t this mine a new electrical plant has

just been put in and considerable economy

has thus been obtained. Only sufficient

pumping is done to provide water for the

dressing plant and for the boilers, the re-

mainder of the drainage being effected

through the Halkyn tunnel. A line of elec-

trical wires has been erected to take power

to the East Malkyn mine belonging to the

same company, and eventually the East

Halkyn ores will be carried to Rhosesmor
for treatment.

The present production is about 300 tons

of concentrates per month. Of this 200

tons are lead concentrates and the re-

mainder are zinc. The lead concentrates

run about 6 or 7 oz. silver to the ton. The

first compartments of the jigs give high-

grade galena running 84 to 86 per cent,

lead. The second compartments contain

galena mixed with cerussite, which brings

down the lead contents to 75 per cent.

The third and fourth hutches contain zinc,

and the contents go to be re-ground. At

the present time it is unfortunate that

there is a certain amount of fluorspar in

the ore, and this cannot be got rid of.

The smelters are not buying Rhosesmor

zinc concentrates readily, and the stock of

them is accumulating. I do not know
whether it would pay to try a flotation

process. I- do not thiink it would, if each

mine worked independently. The best

course would be for the various mines

to join in the purchase of a small unit,

and send all their concentrates to this cen-

tral point; ^'.

The ore is crushed coarse to begin with

and trommels divide it into sizes of 10,

8, 6 and 4 mm. The ore that has been

sized out before crushing is separated into

3, 2 and I mm. All these grades are jigged

separately. The sizes below I mm. go

to Green's tables. The tailings containing

slimes go over some more Green's tables,

r.nd the middlings are sent over Wynne's

tables. Some of the old slimes from the

f.rst set of Green's tables are now being

treated on the buddies shown in the il-

lustration.

The Halkyn Mine

I give herewith a view of the Halkyn

mine. The dressing plant is on similar

lines to that at Rhosesmor, except that

Wilfleys are used instead of Wynne's and

Green's tables. Some of the jigs have six

compartments instead of four. The con-
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tents of the second Initch arc cleaned by

means of knife buddies and the tailings

re-ground.

The output of this mine has fallen off

seriously of late. For many years the

average was 400 tons galena and 100 tons

of blende concentrates per month. At the

present time the output is only 60 tons

tach per month.

The Trelocan Mine
ff

The output at the Trelogan mine has

not come up to expectation, and the dress-

ing plant is only half occupied with ore

from the mine. During the nights the

plant treats ore from the mine, and dur-

ing the days ore from the dumps. In this

way 200 tons of mine stuff and 250 tons

of dump are treated during a week, and

an output of about 170 tons of concen-

trates per month is obtained. Of this,

five parts are blende and the remainder

galena.

The dressing plant at Trelogan is a

very good one, and special attention has

been given to saving values in the slimes.

per month. The blende concentrates aver-

age Oo per cent, zinc, the lead con

centrales 81 per cent, lead and 5 oz.

silver. The contents of the ore mined

are zl-i lead and 8^ per cent. zinc.

The mine has had a checkered existence

of recent years. Some 15 years ago it

was decided to erect distilling furnaces,

but it was soon found that distilling could

not be done here. For the last 10 years

the local directorate has been reinforced

by assistance from the Swansea zinc

houses, and representatives of Vivians,

Dillwyns and the Swansea Vale Com-
pany arc on the board. These Swansea

houses take the whole of the zinc output

and divide it, while the lead goes to

Vivians.

FiN.-\NCE .\ND Profits of the Mines

Though the outputs of the mines are

comparatively small, the profits are satis-

factory. The capitalization is low, as

there has been no inflation of capital by

promoters.

To give an example, the East Halkyn

GREEN S VANNER

There is an excellent installation of Wil-

fleys and a great variety of buddies and

rag- frames such as I described in my
series of articles on Cornish practice

recently.

The credit for the design of this plant

is due to J. H. Collins, and it is unfortu-

nate that the ore reserves and develop-

ments have not come up to expectations

and given him the opportunity of showing

good dressing results. As it is, the plant

can hardly be doing its best, seeing that

it runs on a short supply and has to treat

dump and mine ore alternately. The
dump ore is much oxidized, which adds

to the difficulty of adjusting the plant to

its alternate work.

The Minera Mine

The Minera mine, at Wrexham, of

which several views are given, has proba-

bly yielded as much ore as any in the

district. I have no exact record of the

output, but I judge by the immense ex-

tent of the tailings heaps. At the present

time the output of concentrates is only

135 tons of blende and 24 tons of galena

Mining Company as at present constituted,

v>ss formed in 1890 with a capital of

£15,000. This was increased to £20,000

in 1900 (only £17,500 actually paid up)

when the Rhosesmor mine was acquired.

From the beginning in 1890 to the time

of writing, the total dividends have been

237/^ per cent, on the present capital of

the company. The accounts for the half-

year ended June 30 show profits of £7690,

cut of which £4375 was paid as dividend,

:.t the rate of 50 per cent, per annum on

the paid-up capital. In addition £1000

was written off for depreciation and £2000

placed to reserve fund, .^t the two mines

combined the output of lead concentrates

yielded £23,436 and the zinc concentrates

£1070. The underground expenses were

£4850, surface expenses, including dress

ing, £2257. Coal, steel, lumber, etc, came
to £1890, management charges were £520,

directors' fees, £500, royalties and rents,

£7061. These, with sundry small items of

income and expenditure, left a profit of

£7690, as already mentioned.

The Halkyn Mining Company, since

1883, as at present constituted, has dis-

tributed £15 per £1 share as dividends

on a share capital of £10,000. The best

years were from 1887 until 1900. During

1898 the dividend was at the rate of 150

per cent. In those days the price of lead

ore was about one-half what it is now.

The Halkyn District Mines Drainage

Company, which built the drainage tun-

nel already referred to, has a paid-up

capital of £72,770, all of which represents

actual expenditure. Since the constitu-

tion of the present company in 1875 divi-

dends have been paid amounting in all to

250 per cent. The income is derived en-

t'.iely from royalties based on the output

of the various mines drained by the tunnel.

New Mining Districts in Southern

California

Special Correspondence

Southern California is participating in

the activity of the adjoining regions in

Nevada. The copper discoveries in Inyo

county are being exploited at several

points, and in some places with promising

results. Several old districts, abandoned
years ago because they were inaccessible,

are now being reopened. Thus, in cer-

tain portions of the desert and mountain

region of San Bernardino county, con-

siderable prospecting is being carried on

in sections heretofore overlooked. Many
persons believe that the ledges of south-

ern Nevada run south on well defined

lines into this portion of California. At
Cima, between Barstow and a point where

the Salt Lake road branches off for Las

Vegas, a number of prospects have lately

been located, and subsequent investigation

shows a continuation down toward Ban-

ning. There are many prospectors now
ranging throughout that county, and

there will be many more as soon as the

hot weather period passes by.

Among the old districts the Corn

Springs region in the Chuckawalla moun-
tains, between 30 and 40 miles from Sal-

ton, Riverside county, is being revived. Its

isolation has kept back development, but

the roads and water-holes have lately

been marked with guide-posts, and num-
bers of prospectors are coming in from

Nevada and Arizona. Dry washers are

being worked in the vicinity and ore is

being shipped out to the smelters at EI

Paso and San Francisco.

The year 1906 was the most prosperous

one yet enjoyed by the Zeehan-Montana

silver-lead mine in Tasmania. Of con-

centrated ore shipped, 2100 tons went to

Antwerp, averaging 69.5 per cent. lead

and 91 oz. silver, and 2642 tons went to the

Tasmanian Smelting Companv, 62 per

cent, lead and 67.3 oz. silver. The amount

received by sales of ore was £81,000 and

£32,000 was distributed as dividends.
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Shrinkage in Stock Values

After the recent decline had brought

prices on the New York Stock Exchange

to the low level of the year, or lower,

the newspapers began to reckon up what

was described as the total shrinkage of

capital since last December. They reached

the conclusion, said the New York

Evening Post of Oct. 19, that a "three-

billion-dollar loss" had been incurred

during the nine or ten past months.

Some of them, going into further details,

computed a $400,000,000 loss in the cop-

per stocks alone. This method of meas-

uring prosperity by arithmetic is not new;

everyone remembers the two or three bil-

lions loss which holders of securities were

told had been brought upon them by the

second Cleveland administration, and the

similar sum which had been added to

their store in McKinky's first term. The

post hoc argument is a favorite on the

stump, and the orators of 1896 and 1900

fairly reveled in billion-dollar figures,

which may be supposed to have had con-

vincing effect upon their audiences.

The recurrence of the argument, con-

tinues the Post, suggests the inquiry, just

how much of sense there really is in it.

Everyone knows how the sum is done.

We begin, say, with Union Pacific. The

common stock sold at $183 per share last

January and $116 this week; there are

1,954,000 shares outstanding; therefore the

shrinkage has been from $357,500,000 to

$226,600,000, or $130,900,000. Here would

be at least a fair start toward the form-

idable three-billion-dollar total of which

investors are supposed to have been

mulcted since the beginning of the year.

All this is simple enough ; but it seems

to involve some further question as to

exactly what, after all, has happened. To
begin with, is the community three bil-

lions poorer than it was last January?

One perceives himself to be at once con-

fronted with the question, what we mean
by a community or an individual becom-

ing poorer. One test of that question is,

whether ot not the man or group of men
ill question can buy as much as they were
able to buy before. If we are talking

about income as applied to the ordinary

expenses of life, they undoubtedly can.

A share of Union Pacific, quoted at 183

on the Stock Exchange last January, paid

$10 per annum to the holder; quoted at 116

iast Wednesday, it still paid the same $10.

The stock might go as low as 50, and
still it would make exactly the same con-

tiibution as before toward rent and
grocers' bills ; always supposing the divi-

dend to be kept up. Now, of course, the

cividend may be on the eve of reduction

;

Thursday's action by the .Amalgamated
directors did cut down the shareholders'

buying power. The 8 per cent, per annum
previously paid on the company's 1,538,-

000 outstanding shares, put $12,304,000

each year into the hands of holders, to

be used as they saw fit. With the divi-

dend now reduced to a 4 per cent, an-

nual rate, the same shareholders will get

only $0,152,000. Here, at least, is a gen-

uine loss for somebody; but the simple

stating of the case in this way shows

that the favorite method, whereby fall

\n the stock's price from 121^ last Janu-

ary to 48^ last Thursday is alleged to

have caused a loss of $111,800,000 on the

1,538,000 shares, is somehow fallacious.

What has happened after all, then, when

quoted prices of a gi'oup of stocks have

been cut down 10 per cent., or 50 per

cent., from the prices of a few months

ago, if dividends have not been reduced?

'there are two real consequences. One

.-irises from the fact that the owner feels

himself less rich, knows that he would

italize Icis capital if necessity forced him

10 turn his securities into cash, and per-

haps has also an uncomfortable fear that

the fall in price has foreshadowed a cut

in dividends. The other, with which the

Wall street market chiefly concerns itself,

has to do with his power as a borrower.

If his occupation is that of banker or

speculator, his hundred shares of Union

Pacific meant to him, last January, the

light to ask his bank for a credit of say

$15,000, whereas at present prices he must

get along with a trifle over $9000.

It is true, only a relatively small part of

the outstanding shares of any company

are used by their holders for this purpose,

and where they have been thus employed,

even Wall street promptly recognizes an

important offsetting advantage through

the resultant reduction of bank loans,

the relaxed strain on financial institutions,

and the consequent easier money market.

Nevertheless, these considerations, aflfect-

ing as they do the ordinary investor and

the Wall street shareholder, show why,

even in 1903, when prices fell but when

dividends, outside of a few industrial

companies, were hardly cut at all, the

whole community declared itself impover-

ished. The every-day investor advised

his wife to go easy on her millinery bills,

the banker talked of sub-letting a portion

of his office, and dealers in automobiles

or jewelry complained of a vanishing

trade; yet incomes were as a rule exactly

what they had been before.

But these considerations suggest the

further question, whether the welfare of

the community as a whole is seriously

impaired by such crippling of its borrow-

ing power. The Stock Exchange would

certainly say it is. Projects and schemes

dependent on borrowed money must

largely be laid aside, and that is a process

which Wall street does not like. But what

if the whole community—Wall street and

every other section of it—had got into

the habit of living on borrowings, of cap-

italizing its hopes, and of spending some-

body else's money because of the ease

with which collateral could be put up to

secure the loan? Once in a while it is

no misfortune to the people as a whole if

they get a reminder that money is best

spent when it has been earned, and that

the safest business projects are those with

real capital and pcrsqnal conservatism be-

liind them. It is lessons of this sort which

are inost forcibly inculcated by a "three

-

Lillion-dollar shrinkage" in securities.

Determination of Zinc Oxide

.\ method for the separation and de-

termination of zinc o.xide in zinc-white,

zinc-dust, paints and lithophone is de-

scribed by J. Tanibon in Bull. Soc. Chim.

(Vol. I, 1907 pp. 823-829). The principle

of the separation depends on the solubility

of zinc o.xide in a solution containing

ammonia, ammonium chloride and am-
monium carbonate. The following pro-

cedure is applicable in the separation of

zinc oxide from zinc-white. A lo-gram

sample is shaken for several minutes in a

stoppered flask containing 300 c.c. of an

ammoniacal solution composed of equal vol-

umes of ammonia (22 deg. B.), 20 per

cent, ammonium carbonate solution (and

20 per cent, ammonium chloride solution.

The residue insoluble in this solution is

washed with ammonium carbonate, boiling

water, and finally with alcohol. The differ-

ence in weight from the amount originally

taken is the weight of the zinc oxide,

which may be titrated, if desired, by so-

dium sulphide solution. The same method

may be applied to the determination of

kinc oxide in zinc dust. Products such as

lithophone which contain salts soluble in

water are boiled therein and the sample is

dried and weighed again before the alka-

line leaching solution is applied.

British Iron Ore Supplies

• The official returns give the supplies of

iron ore available in Great Britain for the

last two years as follows, in long tqns :

1905. IIW16. Changes.

Mined In G.Britain 14,590.703 15.500.406 I. 909.703

Imported 7.344.785 7.823.084 I. 478.298

Pvrltes residue ... 624.069 569,493 I. 45,434

Total 22.469.548 23,892.983 1.1.433,435

Exports 26.179 18,712 D. 7,467

App. cousumpt'n 22,433.369 23,874.271 I. 1.440.902

There was an increase in ore mined in

all the British districts. The large part

of the imports were from Spain, which

furnished 5,949,131 tons. Other consider-

;ible exports were 391,615 tons from

Greece; 363,739 from Norway; 35i;736

from Algeria ; 222,499 from Sweden

;

220,919 from France; 161,953 from Russia.

Assuming that there was no material

change in stocks, which is probable, the

consumption of iron ore per ton made was

234 tons in 1905, and 2.37 tons in 1906.

The proportion of domestic ore used,

v/hich was 65.1 per cent, of the total in

1905, fell very slightly, to 64.9 per cent,

last vear.
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Sheet-ground Mine in Southwest Missouri
Daily Reports of Providence Mining and Milling Company at Webb
City Show Remarkably Uniform Conditions and Costs of Operation

B Y D. T. B O A R D M A N '=

The Webb City shcet-grouiul mine, here

described, is typical of southwest Mis-

souri. The mining public, engineers and

investors realize little of the present im-

portance and of the development which

zinc sheet-ground mining has attained in

ihe last few years in this district. There

are richer mines and bigger mills than the

property described, but it is extremely

doubtful if there is any property in the

district, mining under the same condi-

tions, which returns better interest for

the capital invested, considering the per-

centage of ore found in the dirt, roy-

alty, etc. The copies of reports, figures,

and details of the property irive a sur-

enterprise as any mining can. Take a

given tract of land owned in fee with

OTf yielding 3 per cent, of blende. With ore

selling at $40 per ton (the last two years

averaged $44.14) and allowing 90c. per

ton for cost of mining and handling joo

tons per day and 300 days in a year, the

profit may be figured as follows :

One ton dirt (ore), yielding 00 lb.

of Jack C<| 2c. per lb $1.20
Cost of mining and milling o.'io

Prodt per ton $0.30

I'rcflt on 300 tons per day $00.00

rrotit. 300 da.T3 a year $27.00(1.00
I'umplng, repairs, etc. (Sundays).. 2,000.00

Net prnllt for year $2j.000.0(l

n-.ilc north of Webb City. It is sur-

rounded on all sides by valuable mines.

Cornering on the northeast is the Under-

writers land, where the famous Yellow

Dog mine is Igcated, which is one of the

very rich zinc mines of the world. The
Providence was formerly known as the

"Old Red," and was one of the first sheet-

ground mines opened up in the district.

Since Jan. i, 1906, under the manage-

ment of diaries T. Orr, it has entered

the front rank of the producers. A dis-

astrous fire occurring on the night of

Oct. IS, 1906, completely wiped the old

plant out of existence. Foundations were
Inid for a ncv/ mill three days later and

RED DOC MILL, LOOKING NORTHWEST

prising but true statement of what can

be done in the district by a judicious in-

vestment in a modern mining plant of

not more than $35,000 for complete top

and underground equipment, shaft sinking

and development work being, of course,

extra. Ten thousand dollars may be

allowed for drilling the ground, sinking

two shafts and developing a sheet run

of ore that would warrant the expendi-

ture of the sum named.

Sheet-ground mining comes as near to

the fixed conditions of a manufacturing

•Superintendent. I'rovldenco Mining and
Milling Pompany. .Inplln, Mo.

Repairs and insurance are figured in

the cost of 90c. a ton, but no more deprecia-

tion. The above gives a fair basis for

figuring on how low grade an ore can be

handled and what the actual profits will

run to when the percentage of blende in the

dirt runs from 4 to 10 per cent., as it does

ii: some properties. On leased land the

royalty charged by the land owner must

also be added to the cost per ton, and

the profits reduced accordingly.

The Providence Mine

The Providence ground comprises a 40-

rcre lease on the Ashcraft land about one

fin Dec. 12, 1906, eight weeks after the

fire, a new and enlarged mill, one of the

finest in the district, was grinding out

jack.

The ground is of sheet- or blanket-vein

formation, lead and jack occurring in

both sheet and disseminated forms be-

tween layers of flint. Two principal runs

of ore have been developed. The upper

on the 165-ft. level, carrying an 8-ft.

face containing good lead and jack, is

separated from the lower and leaner run

by a 5-ft. barren sheet of white cottony

flint. When the levels have overlapped

Ihe dividing partition has often been shot
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or caved through. Timbers are used in

parts of the old ground where pillars

were left too far .ipart. The roof will

peel off in great slabs of tlint, if left nn-

supported.

Both levels are now being carried to-

gether in the southwest corner of the

mine. It means mining 5 ft. of abso-

lutely dead ground, but it gives a 23-ft.

working face. The increased production

and the lower cost per ton of the dirt

broken to the round with 50 to 60 lb. of

40 per cent, dynamite ; this includes

squibbing. The slope is taken up with

machines on tripods.

Shovclcrs arc paid by the can (7c.

each) which amounts to about 15c. per

ton. They make from $3 to $5 per day.

One man established a record for the

week ending July 1, 1907, shoveling six

hundred looo-lb. cans. His check for the

week's work was more than $42. A lub-

ber of cans hoisted daily from both shafts

is about 900, weighing about 1000 lb. each,

.^s many as 635 cans have been hoisted

from one shaft in eight hours. This in-

cludes time taken to hoist men and steel,

a remarkable feat considering that there

arc biU 480 minutes in a working day.

Power .\nd Pumps

Pumping i;. done w'th a S-in. duplex

Worthington compound steam pump. The
pnnip is seated on the upper level of the

old mill shaft ; a similar auxiliary pump
is seated on an intermediate level. A
suction operated by hydraulic pressure of

water from the discharge column pipe re-

moves the water from the west or dipping

face to the main sump. By the present

arrangement there is practically no chance

for the water to hold up operations en-

tirely. The lower levels can be used as

a vast sump and all the mining carried on

from the upper level.

In building the new mill the aim was
to provide a plant of large capacity with

low first cost and low cost of operating.

Tl is one of the best eqiupped and smooth-

est running mills in the district, and was
erected in the record time of seven weeks.

The power is supplied by three 150-

h.p. high-pressure Atlas return-flue boil-

ers. They are fired with natural gas at

IOC. per 1000 cu.ft. Crude oil is an auxil-

iary fuel. Steam pressure is carried at

PROVIDENCE MILL

mined have justified this change. An in-

cline tramway, with a so-ton hopper bin.

conveys the dirt hoisted from the lower

level to the new Providence mill. The

dirt mined from the upper level alone is

run direct to the mill shaft

The advantages gained by the use of

two shafts are numerous : It insures

good ventilation, a prime necessity ; it

allows the ground to be opened up faster

and shortens the distance necessary to

run the tubs underground : it reduces the

cost of mining, for it soon enables enough

dirt to be hoisted on the day shift to run

the mill continuously 14 to 15 hours, the

night crew keeping up all the repair work.

Breaking Ground

The ground is broken with IngersoU

drills of both the D-24 and E-32 type.

The machines are mounted on 7-ft. col-

umns carrying an 8- to 9-ft. heading. A
round of four holes 8 to 10 ft. deep is

drilled in one eight-hour shift, together

with the setting up of the machines,

squibbing and firing holes. The aim in

drilling is to slab off the face and not to

pull the holes. Pillars about 27 ft. in

diameter are left every 49 ft. Two work-

ing drifts or more are obtained for each

machine, so that the holes drilled one day

can be squibbed as the men come off shift

and the previous day's drilling fired.

Thus the machines keep a day's work
ahead of the shovelers. From seventy-

five to one hundred looo-lb. cans are

VIEW FROM THE RED DOG .MILL, LOOKING SOUTH AT THE PROVIDENCE 40.

MULE TAILING PILE TO THE LEFT AND PROVIDENCE TO THE RIGHT

MISSOURI

hooker takes the cans from the ground

cars at the station by switch. ?Ioisting

is practically a continuous operation, the

hoistertnan slacking his rope on landing

the empty just enough to allow hooking

another can. He pulls up without a sig-

nal. The can is steadied an instant in the

center of the shaft by the tub-hooker and

it then whizzes off to the top, the whole

round trip taking barely 40 seconds.

Freeman- Sampson geared hoists are

used over both shafts. The average num-

140 lb. In the engine room is a I3xl8-in.

.-\tlas Corliss-valve engine of no rated

h.p. for driving the mill. An Imperial

Rand compressor of the duplex, cross-

compound steam and air end type, fur-

nishes air for the machines. Its capacity

IS 1750 cu.ft. of free air per minute or 25

drills. .A condenser to take the exhaust

from the compressor, and a Cochrane
boiler feed-water heater increases the

efficiency of the power end of this

plant 10 to 15 per cent, above that of
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the ordinar.v engine rooms of the dis-

triet. A S-kw. dynamo driven by an .\tlas

baby engine furnishes electric light for

the mill on night shifts and lights the

pump scat, station landings and parts of

the main runways of the mine.

Steam power and engines were chosen

ill preference to gas engines, on account

would more than offset the saving realized

in the fuel bill.

Mill

The mill is of the general southwest

.Missouri type with the following distinc-

tive features: It is fed l>y a 16-in.

crusher, an intermediate shaking screen

Bull. D.IK M. Co. Ited Uofc- M. C.I,

Mujcstlc: -M. Co

MAP OF UNDERGROUND WORKINGS, PROVIDENCE MINE

SUMMARY OF THE DAILY REPORTS, WE EK ENDING FEB. 23, 1907.

Tons Dirt
Hoisted.

.lack
Pr.i.luci'd.

Li'adPn.-
duct.'d.

Expense o-oaaPny R..11. Expense. and yaU.? OrePay Roll,
^aiue oie.

Net
Value Ore.

Net
Earnings.

3S2.8
Sunda

368.0
398.0
435.0
374.85.
361.0

10.740

y Pumping
10.740
13.790
22.000
15.410
20.990

8.U0U
and R..'p

8.1100

7.U00
HI .000

7.000
7,000 ,

$201. :f2

airing.
$200.70
208 V.'
207.70
•201.00

197.04

$115.07 $316.39 $695.17

12.-.. ir. 325 75 695 17
1211 II.'. 328 94 590 70
125.13 ;t32.89 892 64
123.06 ;t24.06

, 023.90
117.81 314.85 738.30

$626.66

525.63
631.63
803.38
561.61
664.47

$308.26

299.91
202.69
470.49
237.46
349.62

3379.66 106,670 47.000 $1216.71
Sunday put

$726.17 $1942.88
| $4235.88

nplDg and repairing
$3812.30 $1868.42

52.21

Net earnl
Royalty fro

Net earnl

ngs of Providence mill for week .

.

$1810 21
131.00

ngs for week $1947 21

.Average tons milled and mined per day 379.94
Average yield nf mineral fmni dirt 3.36V3 percent.
Average; cost of ralnlni; and milling per ton 86c.

of the lower first cost, less time required

for installation, known reliability and be-

cause steam was necessary for pumping.

Gas engines driven by natural gas would

have reduced the monthly power bill, but

the management was not satisfied from

the results obtained in the district in

regard to "the continuous service ren-

dered." A few shutdowns in a month

sending the undersize directly to the dirt

elevator. The first rolls are 36 in. Two
30-in. rolls take the oversize from a screen

following the dirt elevator. The chat rolls

arc 24 in. All the crushing machinery is

of Oronogo make. The life of a roll shell

is found to be about 4500 tons of dirt. The
roughing jig has six cells each 36x48 in.

The rougher does its best work on a long

slow stroke, about 100 per minute. The
cleaner also has six cells, 30x42 in., the

stroke being faster and shorter, abcuit 190

per minute. The last two cells on each

iig are driven by an independent drive;

the fast stroke is an innovation and aids

IICI'ORT, PROVIOBNCB MINING
MILLING COMPANY, .lOPLIN,

.MO., FEB. 22, 1007,

LABOn ACCOOM'.

N'O. AND Oa^ri'ATION
or mb>.

I lumen (2)

Crusher ri-i'deni(a)

Ciillinen (4; .,

KiiglneerNf2)
Firemen (1)
ll.ilKterineu

(3J
Blaiksmltli (1)
Blacksmith helper (1).,

Pumpman (1)
Or.iund boss (1)

Machine men (0)

Machine lielpers(9.^

shovelei-8 (13)

P.iwderman (1)

Trackman (1)
Brunomon (2)

Tub puBhera(3)

Tub h.i.ikerH(2)

Slurtgemen (Table) ('2).,

SupiMlntendent il). ...

Extra in.-n (4)

Total.

Total
Hours.

20
40
24
13
34
8
8
12

24
48
24
48
780

8
IG
24

40

Bate
Per
Day.

13.7BJ
13.60

)

2.60
3.25
3.00
2.60
2.76
3.60
2.60
2.76

S.OOI
2.76)
2.601
2.25)
0.07
(3.601
ia.ooj
2.76
3.26
3.00
(3.60
(3.00
13.00
U.so

3.25

Totol
Cost.

• 7.M

5.00
9.00
6.00

2.60
H.25

3.60
2.IH)

2.76

4.28

36.60

21.00

64.00

0.60

2.76
4.60
6.00

4.11

9.00

$107.04

Supplies and Maintekancb.

Amount. Substance. Bate.
Total
C<i8t.

9 Boxes p<iwder $4.60
0.40
0.125

$40 60
000 ft.

23,200 cu.fl. Gas 20 00
O *: M
Liability Insurance. .

.

Total S & M

5.91

$117 81

Total expense $314.85

Orb Accodnt.

Tubs dirt hoisted (upper) 434
Tubs dirt hoisted (lower) 346
Tons dirt hoisted 361
Per cent, of ..re In dirt 3.98
Cars of jack 23
Cars of lead ore 7
Pounds of Jack 19,560
Pounds of sludge 1,440
Pounds of lead *ire 7.000

Total value jack (3 $41 $130.30

Total value lead ore© $44 :)08.00

Combined value $738.30

Less royalty 73.8;)

Net value of fire

Expenses
$604.47

314.86

Profit $349.62

Miscellaneous data : Total amount of Jack
In bins. 37,560 lb. ; total amount lead ore In
bins, lOG.TTO lb. Mill run 12.5 hours and
lost one hour on the day shift on account of
choking of crusher and rolls. Night shift

ran the mill 3.5 hours to clean out the
hoppers and then did general repairing. Ex-
tra men were cleaning up some of the dirt

around the old mill. Jack to Wilson, 84,540
lb. Sludge lead. 330 lb.

rr:aterially in cleaning chatty ores. Two
I'"ord tables handle the sludge, and by

the saving made paid for themselves in

60 days. Series of settling tanks take the

overflow water from both jigs. The set-

tlings are returned to the sludge elevator
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and thence to the tables. Every practical actual capacity. A well known iirm re- screw. This process is repeated indefinite-

device has been put into operation to save cently sold two machines to a mining com- ly. The cost of standard equipment is

the ore. pany operating in the Ely, Nev., district, given in the accompanying table.

The mill, although built with a guaran- The machines were supposed to be cap-
^^ equipment FOR drilling.

teed capacity of 250 tons in 10 hours, has able of drillnig to a depth of 1000 ft. and

l.a..dlcd on test runs more than 400 tons an expert driller was sent out by the firm l^f^J^- *l^r„.fi?f.
.'"".'^.". ^^»^°:

;
; *?,?!5

ill th.il time ihat sold the drills. After three months' Bollei- and engine 70Oin mai lime.
, , Cable and sand line 750

Daily reports and weekly summaries operation one hole was down 400 tt., and Diiiiing looUs and sand pumps 500

keep the management in close touch with another 195 ft. but it was impossible to ^^^^^s
.'""'.^..".........V.V;:

!

'. ! ! ! l".". I'^'ilo

each day's work and furnish a basis for reach greater depth. I then took charge Caslnc kit, elevators, etc M>0

comparison and improvement. A daily of "'c work, the company desiring to give ^'=^ ^^°"' _rL
report and a weekly summary of the the equipment another trial. Although $5130

Providence Mining and Milling Company, against my advice, I was instructed to Ihe cost may be increased or reduced

showing the arrangement of the data, ac- move the rigs to another location and $1000 more or less, is the driller may

company thiji article. make another attempt. I succeeded in get- find advisable after inspecting the ground

ting a hole down 600 ft., but at much to be drilled.

greater cost than if the equipment had been ... .,
. ,. , , , \,. . . Cost OF Moving

-^ L rv \y/
suitable for the work. Since it was im-

rrospecting by Deep Well possible to drill as deep as it was desired The principal advantage of the standard

QcJilifiq to go, the holes were almost valueless, rig is the cost of moving from one loca-

The outlay by the company, including the tion to another. This objection is not

cost of two useless mdchines, was prob- serious for, if the average cost of the holes

By L. C. Corneu.* ^bly $15,000. drilled is less, the cost of moving does

not signify even if it happens to be 25

One of the most economical methods of
^°" '"^^ Equipment per cent, of the cost of drilling the holes.

prospecting and by far the most rapid is To those who expect to prospect by ^^ ^ matter of fact there is little differ-

that employing the deep-well drill. As- drilling, the services of a competent and «"<^e between the cost of moving a ma-

sume, for example, that the ground to be reliable deep-well driller are most im- chine and that of a standard rig, because

prospected comprises a group of claims portant. He should examine the ground t^e latter is dismantled and moved m
covering a blanket deposit of ore. A series to be drilled, before deciding upon the P^''^^' ^nd can be set up wherever the

of holes, say four or five, drilled across equipment to be used. With proper rigs
material can be hauled by wagon. The la-

the supposed mineral bearing area may de- the cost of drilling to a depth of 3000 ''or 'tems of moving are: tearing down

termine the extent of the ore and show ft. should not average more than $1.50 per "''S. one day's work for two men;

the dip of the deposit; and by more ex- ft. If it is desired to prospect to a depth hauling 15 wagon loads; rebuilding, two

tensive drilling the value of the orcbody of, say 400 ft. only, or to drill shallow '^^J's' ""^'^ ^or four men. By th»

may perhaps be determined with consider- holes for blasting, preparatory to steam- "^^ of about 200 ft. of new lumber

able accuracy. The drill records would shovel work, there are many machines of «3ch time the rig is moved, the apparatus

also give data for an estimate of the cost the portable and traction type that will "^y ^^ kept m as good condition as when

of sinking a shaft by showing the forma- do the work economically. Such machines A"' *'"•"• The tools and machinery

tions and the amount of water that prob- will not, however, drill to a depth greater should last from four to five years of con-

ably would be encountered. Should no than 900 ft. in mountainous territory as =t^"t operation. The cost of wear and

ore be found, the expense of sinking a cheaply as the standard drilling rig. The '^^r on drilling and cable, sand line, ma-

shaft would be avoided. It is possible to standard equipment, with "calf-wheel" at-
chinery, etc. is included m the estimated

put down a hole to a depth of about 400 tachment for handling the pipe or casing, "^ost of $1.50 per foot of holes drilled, the

ft. securing sampjes of the formations is the best for drilling deep holes in dif- fi"' cost of equipment not being con-

picrccd. This may be done in any forma- ficult ground. A strong derrick 24 ft.
sidered.

tion on land and, I might almost say at square at the top, 64 to 84 ft. high, with

sea, for some wells are being drilled sev- cable shaft, sand reel, etc., proportionately Sources of Arsenic
eral hundred yards from shore on the strong, permits the use of the long heavy

Pacific coast string of tools necessary in the difficult. Among the most important sources of

There are many diflferent kinds of broken formation found in most minin? arsenic may be mentioned the following:

equipment for drilling and each is districts. The silver mines of Saxony, Germany,

adapted to certain formations. The crude- The "calf-wheel" attachment, in addition those of tin and pyrites of England,

oil producers have more nearly attained to being valuable as a means of reaming arsenico-pyrites, or mispickel of Spain,

perfection in deep drilling than any other the hole in a formation that caves, or and auriferous mispickel in the Province

class of operators, but their work needs will not stand up, is of great value in get- of Ontario, Canada. The United States

no comment and I shall confine my re- ting accurate samples. Since the casing is said to consume more than one-half of

marks to drilling with cable tools, com- can be hoisted the length of the stroke the • world's production of metallic

monly known as "churn" drilling. of the tools, the hole can be reamed out arsenic, white arsenic (arsenious acid),

to the size required to let the casing down orpiment, and red sulphide of arsenic.

Drills Should Have Ample Capacity on the Ijottom and then, by sand pumping, Spain in 1905 exported 1750 tons of

the hole can be thoroughly cleaned. After white arsenic to the United States and
It IS unfortunate that churn drilling of-

j^illing the next screw (about S ft) the 246 tons to France. Germany produces
ten costs the mimng companies much more

^^j^ -^ ^^^^ pumped again; the material tJie largest quantity of metallic arsenic
than It should. Most mining engineers

,,^„3 raised is an accurate sample of the 5 and arsenious acid. England has fallen
know little about this method of prospect-

f^^ j^illed. The casing prevents the walls far behind, although it held the first

ing and therefore frequently get unsuit-
;„ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ p^rt of the hole from caving place in 1902. In France there are three

able equipment and sometimes incompetent
^^ sluffing and thus spoiling the sample, mispickel mines : Two in the Depart-

drillcrs. Unfortunately niany manufactur-.
^^^^^ securing the sample, the casing is mcnt of the Aude and one in that of the

ers rate their machines higher than their
^^^.^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,^ under-reamed, for Puy-dc-Dome. The production of these

'

the S ft. iust drilled, and the casing set three mines in 1905 amounted to 31 17
•nrlller with Steptoe Valley Smeltlne »nd ? , . j r j -n- \i. ^

Mining Company. Ely. NeT. on the bottom ready for drilling another tons.
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Coal Mining in Southern West Virginia
The Field Yields Steam Coal o( Superior Quality and is Worked

by Simple Methods. Djst and Gas Ciuse Frequent Explosions

BY FLOYD W PARSONS
No other State has shown such an in-

crease in the production of coal during

the past year as West Virginia. Located

somewhat distant from hirge manulac-

turiiig centers and points of considerable

consumption, the coal from this tield has

become famous solely because of its ex-

cellent composition and ready adaptation

for steam, domestic and coking purposes.

The southern part of West Virginia con-

tains three important coalfields: The
Kanawha field starts near Charleston, W.
Va., and extends about 30 miles up the

Kanawha river to Kanawha falls. The
New River field starts at Kanawha falls

itnd extends about 20 miles up New river

to a point beyond Prince on the Chesa-

peake & Ohio railroad. The third field

lies farther south and is known as the

Pocahontas district ; development in this

latter territory extends over into Virginia.

The Kanawha Field

The territory embracing what is known
as the Kanawha field has a slightly larger

area than the New River district. The
Kanawha measures contain six persistent

coal beds. These si.x seams are known as

the Stockton, Coalburg, Winifrede, Ced?r

Grove, Campbell's Creek and Eagle seams.

The supposed equivalents of these seams

in the Allegheny series are known as the

Upper Freeport, Lower Freeport, Upper
Kittanning, Middle Kittanning, Lower
Kittanning and Clarion. The Stockton

seam is not extensively mined because of

its patchy and interrupted distribution

and for the reason that this coal bed con-

tains numerous partings of dirt and shale.

The coal shows about 60 per cent, carbon,

35 per cent, volatile matter and runs low

in ash and sulphur. It is probable that

when the cleaner veins are worked this

seam will be more extensively opened up

and the coal made marketable by washing.

The Coalburg seam is mined at the

town of that name and is suitable for both

steam and domestic purposes. This coal

does not contain as much fixed carbon as

the Stockton seam and runs higher in

sulphur and ash. The seam averages

about 6 ft. in hight and contains several

slate partings.

The coal seam next below the Coalburg

vein is known as the Winifrede bed and
is also of the splinty variety, having a

composition similar to the Coalburg and
Stockton coals. The Winifrede seam lies

about 120 ft. below the Coalburg bed and
like the seams already described contains

several slate and bone partings. The
Cedar Grove bed lies about 275 ft. below

the Winifrede seam, the coal being softer

and not of the splinty type. The Cedar

Grove scam averages less than 3 ft. in

tliickness, but is successfully mined be-

cause of its great purity and excellent

quality. Both the Winifrede and Cedar

Grove coals were first worked at the

towns of Winifrede and Cedar Grove.

The Campbell's Creek and Eagle coal

seams lying below the Cedar Grove bed

are similar in character to the other

Kanawha coals. The product of the

mines operating in the Campbell's Creek

seam is generally used for gas purposes,

although at several plants, the output is

used to produce a fair quality of coke.

An average sample of coke made from

this coal shows fixed carbon, 89.30; vola-

tile matter, 1.90; ash, 8.50; sulphur, 1.04;

phosphorus, 0.029 per cent. The Camp-
bell's Creek seam makes an excellent

showing in Logan, Lincoln, Wyoming and

Boone counties and the future will prob-

ably show this seam largely developed in

this territory.

New River-Pocaiiontas Field

It is probable that no oHier State in

the Union has within its boundaries a

bituminous coalfield containing seams so

commercially valuable as the district

known as the New River field. The coal

beds here embraced vary from 24 in. to

8 ft. in hight and were first mined less

than 30 years ago at the town of Nuttal-

burg on the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad.

For quality and uniformity of deposition

they are only equaled by the best Cardiff

coal in southern Wales.

The formations known locally as the

New River and Pocahontas coals are

known in Pennsylvania as the Pottsville

series No. 12. This name has been given

to the formation on account of its re-

markable development in the Schuylkill

gap at Pottsville, where it shows a con-

glomerate and sandstone structure about

1350 ft. thick, and marks a break in that

locality between the overlying coal for-

mation and the underlying red shales of

the Mauch Chunk series.

The two principal coal seams that are

mined in the New River-Pocahontas field

are known as the Fire Creek or Quinni-

mont seam below, and the Sewell or Nut-

tall bed about 270 ft. above the Fire

Creek seam. The former bed corresponds

to the Pocahontas No. 4 seam, while the

Sewell bed is the Pocahontas No. 5. The
Fire Creek seam is generally worked
along New river from Prince to Beury
and Fire Creek. The seam gets thinner

and fades out of the section in passing

dowrr New river northwestward. The bed

measures from 30 in. to s ft- and contains

practically no slate or bone partings.

The croppings of the Fire Creek seam

occur along the New river canon with

such regularity that anyone familiar with

the geology of the field cannot be mis-

taken in the location of the' coal bed. The
Raleigh conglomerate sandstone which

occurs between the Fire Creek and the

Sewell ^ams forms a valuable base from

which to measure down to the Fire Creek

and up to the Sewell coal.

The Fire Creek seam is seldom broken

or faulted, but the coal often thins out

and disappears entirely. In dealing with

these squeezes, the mine superintendent

encounters the most serious problem the

field presents. The method generally pur-

sued when an entry runs into a squeeze,

'

is to continue driving in the coal along

the edge of the squeeze. In this way,

an entry is sometimes driven entirely

around a squeeze and the extent and

nature of the trouble is determined. Ex-

perience has shown it more advisable

when a squeeze is encountered to deter-

mine the location of the trouble by drill-

ing and securing a number of cores.

Economy of operation has often made
it necessary, when an entry has been run

along the irregular edge of a squeeze, to

return and continue the main haulageway

on the same course originally planned.

Coal Dust a Dangerous Factor

The mines in the New River region

lying at a considerable elevation above

water level are in most cases dry and

dusty. It is probable that no pulverized

coal in the mines of any other field is so

readily inflammable. When, in addition,

the mine is gaseous and the miners are

careless in firing shots, the conditions are

dangerous indeed.

In no other district does the coal dust

in a mine so readily lend itself to aiding

and increasing the force of a gas explo-

sion as in the New River-Pocahontas field.

An inquiry into the nature of all the ex-

plosions that have occurred in southern

West Virginia during the past four years

shows conclusively that coal dust has been

the most important factor in the disas-

ters. In most of the explosions that have

recently occurred, the route of greatest de-

struction and force has followed the in-

take airway, showing that coal dust has

played the most important part in these

accidents.

The general system of ventilating the
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mines in the New River field is to use

large mechanical ventilators operating

generally as exhaust fans. Fire-bosses

are employed at all important mines; but

safety lijihts are only used for testing

gaseous places.

Chemistry of the New River Co.\ls

A general average of a number of sam-

ples of New River coal shows the fol-

lowing excellent composition : Volatile

matter, 22.10; fixed carbon, 72.92; sul-

phur, 0.75; ash, 2.60; phosphorus, 0.007;

water, 1.72 per cent. To this remark-

able composition the additional feature of

being readily converted into coke may be

added, .\ctual practice has shown that

this coal will produce a coke yield of

about 71 per cent. The low phosphorus

content is also an important factor as it

indicates a wide range of consumption

for the coke as a metallurgical fuel.

The pavement underlying the Sewell

seam is smooth and regular, which fea-

ture adds greatly to the successful mining

of this bed. The Scwell coal is so free

from partings and impurities that the coal

may be counted as commercially valuable

when not more than 2 ft. thick.

The low volatile content and high fixed

carbon of the New River coals causes

them to give off an intense heat with a

nearly smokeless flame. Recent tests have

shown that on an average a pound of New
River coal will produce over 15,200 B.t.u.

The small proportion of sulphur insures

safety from spontaneous combustion on
shipboard, so that the coals have become
famous as fuel for steamships and naval

purposes. The small amount of ash that

is present is heavy and drops from the

coal as the latter burns, leaving a fresh

surface for combustion and making a

comparatively small amount of clinker.

New River Coke

The coke which is produced from New
River and Pocahontas coals is of the

highest purity and can be mixed advan-
tageously with other cokes having a higher

percentage of ash and consequently a

greater sustaining power in the blast fur-

nace. In very high furnaces the New
River coke is sometimes found too light

because of its low ash content. The
soft columnar structure which is so typi-

cal of Connellsville coking coal, is every-
where in evidence in the New River coal

beds. .\n average analysis of several sam-
ples of New River coke shows : Fixed,
carbon, 91.26; volatile matter, 1.06: ash,

7.54: sulphur, 0.75; phosphorus, 0.009;

moisture, 0.14 per cent.

Methods of Mining

The coal beds throughout southern

West Virginia are generally flat or on
a slight incline, and, as a consequence,

the methods of operation are neither com-
plicated or difficult. The serious prob-

lems encountered in the anthracite field

and other districts where the coal seams

are irregular and lie on a variable pitch

arc here unknown. It is possible to plan

the entire underground development of a

property before sinking the shaft or

driving the drift, and the only reason for

changing these plans is a change in the

quality of the coal or thickness of the

seam. The width of entry, size of pillars

and dimensions of rooms depend upon

local conditions such as the hight of coal

and depth of cover. One general com-
pany operating a dozen or more mines may
apply some definite system of development

to each of its properties, but wifl neces-

sarily modify the size of pillars and width

of places according to the weight of the

overlying measures and the strength of

the roof and bottom.

In the accompanying map is shown the

underground development of the Sun
mine, one of the largest producers in the

New River field. This operation is

located on Loup creek, about 10 miles

above Thurmond, and is owned by the

New River Smokeless Coal Company. The
coal seam at this property averages about

6 ft. in hight and is of exceptional

purity. The roof and bottom are strong

so that few falls occur. The remote

workings are somewhat gaseous, although

no serious accidents have so far occurred.

The property to be worked by this mine
is irregular in shape, and for that reason

the Simpson and Bradley entries on the

left of the main entry were started for

the purpose of reaching remote corners

of the property that could not be success-

fully worked by following the general

plan of mining. The mine when first

opened was started on the double-entry

system, and has been later changed to the

four-entry system in order to furnish a

sufficient supply of air at the working
faces. Rooms were originally driven from
both sides of each pair of entries, but this

system has been changed so that at pres-

ent rooms are only driven from one entry,

and no room is permitted to break
through into the entry above. The length

of rooms varies from 350 to 500 ft., while
the entries are driven 10 ft. wide, with

a 30-ft. pillar between.

The panel system of mining has not

been generally adopted in this southern
field, and it is only within the past four

years that any definite system of working
on fixed centers has been adopted. Since

many of the independent companies have
been bought up and consolidated into

larger companies, the irregular and care-

less methods of development have been
generally abandoned and more improved
systems with modern machinery have been
installed.

Along New river, where the coal seams
lie high in the hills, it is the general cus-

tom to lower the output in mine cars or
monitors on an inclined self-acting plane.

Since the coal throughout the New river

and Pocahontas fields is so pure that

washing is unnecessary, and the natural

location and advantages are favorable to

cheap mining, it therefore results that the

production of coal in this field is a profit-

able industry.

Labor Conditions

The one condition that has lately caused

greater anxiety on the part of coal-mine

managers operating in the .\'cw River and

Pocahontas field is the problem of a suffi-

cient labor supply. The miners gener-

ally live in company houses and deal at

company stores so that there are few ties

to bind them to any special mine or

locality. F'urthcrniore, there is a lack of

legitimate amusement, and living is rough

at the best.

Many of the miners are Italians, Hun-
garians and Slavs, while a large propor-

tion of the employees are negroes. The
latter class would make excellent miners

if they could be induced to work regu-

larly ; but the darky thinks it necessary

to lay off a couple days after each pay

day and try to spend the money he has

earned.

The native inhabitants of this region,

although not numerous as the country

was thinly settled before coal operations

were commenced, are typical back-woods-

men. It is probable that no more provin-

cial people can be found than the early

squatters who settled this territory. Few
of these inhabitants work regularly in the

mines and most of them have practically

no visible means of subsistence. It is not

unusual to find that many of the old set-

tlers have been no farther from home
than the boundaries of their own county

and until coal mining became general,

many of them had never seen a railroad

train.

It is interesting to watch one of these

individuals when traveling from one min-

ing camp to another. As soon as he is

seated in the railroad coach, whether it be

summer or mid-winter, his window is

immediately hoisted without any regard

to the comfort of his fellow passengers.

Few or no windows are found in these

squatters' cabins, so it is possible they

cannot see well through a pane of glass. It

is also a fact that few of these native set-

tlers would ever think of apologizing or

begging your pardon for any accidental

intrusion. They evidently think that if

they were to apologize, you would im-

mediately think they were afraid of you.

To have you entertain any such idea

would, in their opinion, be most dis-

creditable.

As far as labor unions are concerned

their existence in the New River an<»

Pocahontas fields is more nominal thai

real. At the time of the anthracite strik-

in 1902, the miners in this field also quit

work and a general suspension of mining

operations ensued. The strike lasted for

about a year and resulted unsatisfactorily

to the miners. During this suspension

a number of the mines imported labor

and succeeded in breaking the deadlock.

Durin.g this strike considerable trouble
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occurred between the deputies and the

strikers, and one of tlic most serious bat-

tles that ever occurred in any labor

trouble happened on he mountains near

Beckley, W. Va., In this liKht, several

hundred miners and more than a hundred

deputies took part. At the present time

the operators in this field do not recog

nize any labor union, and will not coun-

tenance or permit agitators or organizers

of the miners' union to enter any of the

camps.

The Joplin District

Zinc ore is found in several p.irts of

Missouri, but the only important mines

are those of the Joplin district, by which
is understood a rather irregular area

comprising the mines of Galena, Kan.,

Oronogo, Webb City, Carterville, Joplin

and minor places in Jasper county. Mo.,

Granby in Newton county and .\urora in

Lawrence county, besides various less

well known mining centers.

The country rock of the region is chiefly

limestone of the Lower Carboniferous

formation, which immediately underlies

the adjacent coal mcusures of Kansas.

This limestone is not everywhere ore

bearing throughout the district, but only

in local areas where the conditions have

favored the deposition of mineral. Sur-

rounding such areas arc broad tracts of

barren ground.

Broadly considered the ore deposits are

sheets and lenticular masses of brecciated

and mineralized chert, more or less inter-

mingled with limestone or the products of

its alteration and decomposition, and sur-

rounded everywhere by limestone. The
sheets are much the larger, but also they

are generally low in grade, wherefore

they have not been worked extensively

until within four or five years, when the

richer lenses, previously worked began to

be exhausted. Many of the old lenses

were of great size, especially in the

vicinity of Webb City and Joplin, Mo.,

and Galena, Kan,, where stopes occur 75

to ISO ft. wide, 40 to 80 ft. high, and 200

to 400 ft. long, from which all the ma-

terial extracted was milled. '1 he smaller

lenses were 15 to 50 ft, wide, 5 to 30 ft.

high and 100 to soo ft. long. In one in-

stance near Joplin a channel of ore was
followed for 1000 ft. These lenses and

channels arc frequently of highly irregular

shape, often sending out sheets and pipes

into the surrounding barren country rock.

They are connected with a system of fis-

sures in the country rock.

The more common lenticular masses of

mineral-bearing chert in general lie nearly

horizontal. The distribution of mineral

through the chert is irregular. The blende

occurs impregnated in the chert, so that

frequently the fragments of Uic latter ap-

pear cemented together by the blende

which everywhere permeates the mass in

a net-work. In the sheet ground the min-

eral is leaner and more finely dissemi-

nated.

R. 30

M.\r OF TIIF TOI'T.IV niSTRICT
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In order to extinguish a mine fire by

means of carbon dioxide gas, 7 per cent,

of the mine capacity must be filled with

the gas.

The Cumberland coal region, in Mary-

land and the adjoining counties of West
Virginia, is the only bituminous district

where accurate statistics have been kept

irom the beginning, 66 years ago. The
total shipn^nts to the end of 1906 were

152,678,056 tons. In 1842, the first year

reported, shipments were 1708 tons; in

1906 they were 7,188,037 tons. This is

the largest output ever reported for the

region.

When acid water is the only thing

available for condensing purposes, the

water end of the pump should be cast of

hard iron, much heavier tlian the ordinary

trade condenser. Internal webs and par-

titions should be eliminated as much as

possible, and the water end should be

bronze lined and bronze fitted. When
the water is very acid, the water end
should be cast entirely' of acid-resisting

phosphor bronze.

In shaft sinking the walls are usually

left untimbered when they are self sus-

taining, but sets of heavy single timbers
are placed from four to seven feet apart

vertically to divide the shaft into com-
partments. These timbers are simply
fitted into notches or steps cut in the rock
on each side of the shaft and then tightly

fastened in place by wooden wedges.
When the sides of the shaft are not self

sustaining complete timbering is neces-
sary.

Electric hoists are becoming popular in

both bituminous and anthracite fields. The
cost of electric current may be small as
shown in the case of a hoist recently in-

stalled in the authracite field, for use in

sinking a shaft. The hoisting of a bucket
and its contents, weighing i ton, a dis-

tance of ioo ft., required only ^ of a
k.w. per hour. If the power costs 5c. per
k.w. per hour, the current used per hour
cost only 3%c. or 15 k.w. per 24 hours
at 75 cents.

The experience of shot-fircrs has
shown that there is economy in using the
strongest caps ^vith all kinds of dynamite.
Careful tests have shown that ordinary
dynamite is more powerful when fired

with quintuple force caps than when quad-
ruple force is used. The mistaken policy
of economizing in this way leads many
consumers of explosives into buying caps
of as low grade as triple force, thereby
sustaining a loss of explosive force of the

dynamite perhaps 10 times as great in

value as the difi'erence in the price of the

caps.

.\ recent report on the new Campine

coalfield in Belgium states that the bor-

ings and other preliminary work prove

that it is of much value and importance.

Its development will be slow and difficult,

however, owing to the depth of the coal

seams and the quantity of water in the

upper strata. The coal is 600 to 675 m.

below the surface, averaging 650 ni. The
preliminary estimate of the cost of sink-

ing two working shafts to a depth of

600 m. is $2,400,000. A considerable part

of this cost is due to trouble anticipated

from water and quicksand.

When installing turbine pumps experi-

ence shows that the suction and discharge

pipe should be larger than the openings

in the pump. This is especially necessary

when the pipe is of any considerable

length. As the friction increases with the

velocity it is better to install a larger pipe

line than to run the pump considerably

above its capacity in order to overcome

the extra head due to insufficient pipe

size. The cost of the increased pipe size

will be saved in a short time by the dif-

ference in the horse-power used in rais-

ing the same quantity of water.

Tn laying tracks on a steep slope care

should be taken to guard against the slid-

ing of the road bed. Sliding may be pre-

vented by placing center props. This

practice is somewhat objectionable on ac-

count of the decrease in the clear space be-

tween the two tracks and the limited space

nf the sectional area of the slope. The
method in .general use in the southern

anthracite field is to lay long sills across

the floor at intervals of 7 to 12 ft. depend-

ing on the dip. The ends of these sills

arc sunk at least 6 in. in the notched ribs

which bold them rigid. Rails and ties

are then spiked to the sills.

The compound arrangement of steam

cvlinders on pumps used in mines is for

the purpose of using steam expansively.

thus savinff about one-third of the steam

necessarv for a simple duplex pump. The
steam after being used in a high-pressure

steam cylinder is expanded into the low-

pressure cylinder without interfering with

the working narts of the expansive valve

gear and additional power is thereby

saved. In mines less than 300 ft. deep

this type of pump ran be installed to the

best advantage, as the saving in fuel and

the small boiler capacity more than jus-

tify the additional first cost over the

simple duplex.

Common usage has shown that for

standing ropes, guys, and transmission of

power, seven-strand wire ropes are best.

Wire ropes with 19 wires to the strand

possess the greatest flexibility and should

therefore be used for hoisting ropes and

in mines, elevators, etc. It has been

found advisable to use the largest prac-

tical drums, sheaves and pulleys and to

avoid high speeds, as ropes thus properly

used will last considerably longer and

give better service. Coarse ropes are

more durable than flexible when the

drums and pulleys are large enough.

Wire rope is damaged more and also

quicker by rust than by the wear of con-

stant use. Overlapping of wire ropes

on drums must be avoided. Galvan-

ized wire should not be used for run-

ning ropes.

For mine service, the electrically driven

pump has some very desirable features,

as follows : I. All steam lines are elimin-

ated from the mines, with their necessary

repairs and annoying, destructive heat.

2. Electrical transmission losses are prac-

tically negligible as compared with steam

transmission losses, an advantage that in-

creases with the distance from the power

plant. 3. Several small electrically driven

pumps at considerable distance apart

throughout the mine may be operated

with much greater economy than a similar

number of small steam pumps, and with

possibly as great economy as one large

steam pump doing all the work at one

station. 4. An electric motor when work-

ing under normal load is producing its

highest efficiency, but may be operated at

a considerable variation above, .for a short

time, or below the normal load for any

length of time, without materially affect-

ing the efficiency. 5. The relative cost of

pumping by steam and electricity depends

largely on the cost of generating the elec-

tric current. When the pumping is done

by one large steam pump of such size as

to introduce an economical design, and

located within a reasonable distance from

the boilers, the cost of pumping is in

favor of the steam plant, except in case

the electric current is generated by water-

fall. If, on the other hand, the mine re-

quires several small pumps at various

points, the cost of pumping is much in

favor of the electric system. 6. As the

mines develop the sump or basin may be

changed to a new location in which it is

necessary to remove the pumps and re-

locate them near the sump. It has been

found much easier to remove electric than

steam pumps.
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The American Mining Congress

I'liis organization holds its lotli annual

iiicetingf at Joplin next week. The choice

of thf place was well made. There arc

few .'Xmerican niininR districts which arc

so accessible and have so many features

of interest in a compact area, many pouits

of which arc easily reached by trolley

car and all points by short railway jour-

neys. At the mines and mills the visitors

from the great mining country west of

the Rocky Mountains will see many

unique features of practice which may

profitably be studied.

In this issue wo present several note-

worthy articles of timely interest. The

historical sketch by Mr. Brittain is the

result of a painstaking study, and being

based largely on information collected

from the men who made the history is

appropriately put on record for the in-

terest of those who are now visiting the

district and for the benefit of historians.

The technical contributions of Mr.

Boardman and Mr. Ford are particularly

noteworthy. Mr. Ford gives the details

of the extraordinarily low cost of mining

for which the Joplin district has long been

f;imoits. The marvelous energy with

which the work is carried on, and espe-

cially the remarkably high efficiency of

labor, are things to be seriously consid-

ered by operators in the Far West. The

mucker and trammer who earned $42 in

a week at the regulation contract price

of 14c. per ton is an object lesson in him-

self. There are other things of interest

and importance which will develop from

an analysis of Mr. Boardman's figures.

The conveyer-hoist at the Yellow Dog

mine is something unique in mining prac-

tice. It has been running long enough nov.

to develop its conditions in regtdar opera-

tion and wo understand it has thoroughly

demonstrated the economy of the sys-

tem. Undoubtedly the latter can be ad-

vantageously applied to many forms of

ore deposit.

Mr. Ford's article is an earnest and well

considered plea for further improvement

in the Joplin milling practice. He dis-

cusses the problem not merely in the ab-

stract but oflers practical suggestions

which deserve very careful consideration.

Our own acquaintance with the Jopl'n

district dates back to the time when all

the concentration was done with hand

jigs, .\long in the '90's came the steam

mills, which were of somewhat unique

dcsinii and dcvclupod one particularly

good feature—the Cooley jig. The sys

torn of "rougher" and "cleaner" was par-

ticularly adapted to the Joplin ore, but

it has had an effect upon ore-dressing

practice elsewhere. It is noteworthy thai

nearly of the improvements in Joplin

milling practice have developed in the

district itself; but little has been borrowed

from the outside.

Tljis was largely because of the failure

of outside engineers when they attempted

to make improvements in 1899. Their

mistake was due to their neglect to famil-

iarize themselves with the local condi-

tions, particularly their failure to recog-

nize that the lens orebodies then chiefly

mined were comparatively small and

would not stand an elaborate, expensive

mill. This was singularly unfortunate be-

cause these engineers really offered some

good ideas to which the Joplin mill-

men shut their eyes for several years.

F"or example it was obvious that if

"sludge-mills" could profitably rework a

tailing pile, the man who made the tail-

ings could do the same thing, and by put-

ting fine grinders and tables in his mill

could make a clean job of the treatment

at the first handling. Later the Joplin

millmen themselves realized this and now

nearly all the modern mills have tables.

We m^ here refer to a mistake which

Mr. Ford makes in assuming that in a

recent article we said the average saving

from the disseminated ore was 75 per

cent, whereas he puts it at only 65 per

cent. Our statement, which was only an

approximate generalization (because there

arc no complete statistics on the subject),

referred to the general average of all

classes of ore—Mr. Ford's A, B and C—
and not to class C alone.

The extensive mining of the large de-

posits of low-grade sheet ground has in-

troduced a new era in Joplin mining prac-

tice because these deposits arc so large

that it is a safe venture to erect more

costly plants for their exploitation. This

has led to many improvements, and all

will heartily agree that it is a creditable

mining and milling practice that makes

money out of zinc ore worth only $1.25

per ton as hoisted from the mine. The

closeness of the margin stimulates atten-

tion upon further improvements, among

which one of the most alluring possibili-

ties is a further increase in the percent-

age of extraction, as Mr. Ford points

out.
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The Upward Reaction in Copper

Two views may be taken of the recent

sharp reaction in copper, (i) It is partly

the result of speculation and will be but

temporary. (2) II is simply the rebound

to the point where the great decline ought

10 have stopped. This rebound, whether

temporary or lasting, was undoubtedly af-

fected in the first place by speculative in-

fluences.

The failure of domestic consumers to

participate in the recent large transactions

to any great extent and the further weak-

ness in spelter and lead, both of which

arc largely consumed in connection with

copper are ominous to the stability of the

present price for copper, but on the other

hand there was strong evidence that ex-

tensive buying was about to begin when

the price was around iSc. several weeks

ago.

It is believed that the decline might

have been checked then had it not been

for bad management and vacillation on

the part of certain sellers, but failing thus

to receive effective support the market be-

came utterly demoralized under the offer-

ings of producers who were compelled to

realize money.

The suspension of operations by the

Greene company and a multitude of small

producers avowedly because tlfty cannot

make money at present prices is some-

thing for consumers to think about seri-

ously. European consumers evidently

made up their minds that they were se-

curing extraordinarily cheap copper when

they bought at about 12c.

The sales for export in October are

bringing $12,000,000 to $15,000,000 in

money to this country and correspond-

ingly are relieving the financial pressure

under which producers have been labor-

ing. This creates a very different situa-

tion from that of early October.

ing a total of about $6 per ton of ore. In

the case of ore yielding 60 lb. of refined

copper per ton, which was approximately

ihe average of the Anaconda company in

11)05, the cost per pound of copper was

a litlle iiKiro tliau loc. C^ut of the min-

ing and smelting cost of $6 per ton about

$3.50 is due to labor. Consequently, the

advance in wages from $3.50 to $4 per

day, increased the co.;t of production by

about 50C. per ton of ore, which is a lit-

tle more than o.8c. per lb. on 60 lb. of

copper. This is regained by the recent

reduction. Probably the actual difference

is greater, because in general the efficiency

of labor decreases with increase in wages,

and vice versa.

The position in other coppcr-minins;

districts is similarly affected by the grade

of the ore and the cost of mining, and

the proportion of labor in the latter.

.Vmong the western districts, however,

the labor cost at Butte is rather higher

than elsewhere. Since Nov. I reductions

ir wages have been made in several other

districts and nearly all doubtless will fol-

low. At Lake Superior the Calumet &

riecla has made a cut of 12^ per cent

and the Copper Range S per cent.

.^t Butte this miners' union voted by

a large majority to accept the reduction,

thus complying with its contract. This

is gratifying. A few months ago there

was grave doubt as to the willing fulfill-

ment of this contract, but later the serious

position of the copper-mining industry

has been so clear that none could fail to

recognize it. The entering into of these

contracts was something like playing with

fire. There is certainly ground for satis-

faction in that the sharpness of the de-

cline eliminated all danger of labor

troubles.

cnrly numbers of the Journ.xl to reprint

nil of its essential portions.

Reduction in Cost of Copper

Production

The restoration last week of the old

rate for labor at Butte means an im-

portant reduction in the cost of producing

copper in that district. Two years ago

the cost of mining per ton of ore was

about $3.50, and the cost of carriage to

the reduction works, concentration, smelt-

ing, and refining was about $2.50. mak-

The Transvaal Report

Owing to our desire tn give in this

issue a good deal of matter relating to

zinc and lead mining—of particular inter-

est at the moment in view of the meeting

next week of the American Mining Con-

gress at Joplin, Mo.—we have postponed

the publication of further extracts from

the report of the Transvaal Rope and

Safety Catch Commission, the first of

which was published in our issue of Nov.

2. This is one of the most important of

recent contributions to the literature of

mining engineering, and we intend in

\Vk iio not THir.'K that anyone will

take very seriously the indictment of

J;iines Douglas and several persons con-

nected with the interests of Phelps, Dodge

& Co. for alleged illegal entries of coal

land in the Southwest; their reputations

are too high to warrant any belief that

they have knowingly inspired, or connived

ai, fraudulent actions. The Copper Queen

company is in need of fuel supplies for

llie great industries which it conducts in

Arizona and has been endeavoring to

secure them in a legitimate way. We
uphold the policy of the administration

looking toward the conservation of the

natural resources—timber, coal, oil, gas

and minerals—but certainly it is not in-

tended that they be conserved from the

actual needs of the present, which would

be an absurd deduction. The crusade is

against speculators, not against honest

industrialists, and especial care should be

t.iken that the latter be not causea to

suffer through technicalities or otherwise.

It has been announced that Alfred

James will be the next president of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.

Mr. James is at present one of the vice-

presidents of the Institution and is dis-

tinguished as a cyanide metallurgist. He

has been a great traveler and is well

known in all the districts of the world

wherein the extraction of gold by cyanide

solution is practiced. His elevation to

the presidency of this eminent interna-

tional organization of professional men

will be warmly welcomed by his numer-

ous friends in five continents.

The purchase of the controlling inter-

est of the Tennessee Coal Iron and Rail-

way Company is one of the many private

transactions that have been led up to by

the financial troubles. That this par-

ticular transaction is to the interest of the

State Corporation is a matter that admits

of no doubt. On the other hand even this

acquisition is a long way from giving the

Steel Corporation a monopoly, wherefore

there ought not to be any objection on

that account.

The Engineering and Mining Journal

was awarded a gold medal by the Inter-

national Jury at the recent Exposition

Internationale du Livre et des Industries

rhi Papier at Paris.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Mechanical Production of Low
Temperatures

For some time I have desired to make

some comments on the article by Sidney

F. Walker, in the Journal of June 22, on

the "Mechanical Production of Low Tem-
peratures," but this is my first opportun-

ity to do so, which, I trust, will be a suffi-

cient explanation of the tardiness of my
criticism.

Mr. Walker's article is interesting and,

in a general way, accurate, but there are

two or three errors, due to a failure to

understand the principles involved, to

which it may not be amiss to call atten-

tion.

In regard to the "dense air" ice ma-

chine, the object of using a closed sys-

tem and a high pressure is not so much
the ease of conveyance of the "cold,"

when generated, but a reduction of the

loss due to producing a greater lowering

of temperature than necessary in the

ordinarj- air machine with an open cir-

cuit. The reason for this is that a rela-

tively small expansion from atmospheric

temperature is all that is necessary to

cool the air down to the ordinary tem-

perature of application. An expansion

which lowers the pressure in the ratio of

two to one is sufficient to reduce the tem-

perature from -j- 70 deg. F. to — 35
deg. F. A pressure expansion of two to

one means, of course, considerably less

than a two to one expansion by volume
and — 35 deg. F. is much lower than the

ordinary temperature of application of

refrigerating fluids. It should be under-

stood that there is a very heavy loss theo-

retically and still heavier practically, in

producing a temperature any lower than

that absolutely required for the work in

hand, so that a volumetric expansion of

one and one-half to one would, theoreti-

cally, be almost enough to produce the

required degree of cooling.

This would mean an expansion from a

pressure of 7.5 lb. by gage to that of the

atmosphere. This would involve enor-

mous air cylinders, great losses by cylin-

der friction, port friction, radiation, etc.;

but if we make a closed system and ex-

pand from 225 lb. down to 150 lb., the

expansion ratio remains the same while the

cylinders are reduced to about one-tenth

of the size required with the low pressure;

and the various losses mentioned are

greatly reduced also. It is, of course,

much easier to carry this dense cold air

to the point of application than air at at-

mospheric pressure; but this is a minor

advantage of this system. The principle

•ne is that we reduce the enormous loss

in the ordinary air machine, caused by so

great a compression and expansion ratio

as to produce a far lower temperature

than that required, with a consequent

heavy loss.

The inability to transmit the work-

ing fluid without loss by conduction

is the less important phase of the disad-

v.iiitage under which a compressed-air

lefrigerating system works, caused by the

absence of latent heat in the working

fluid. The more important loss caused by

this is that no appreciable quantity of

refrigeration can be done except by cool-

ing the refrigerating fluid to a much lower

temperature than is required for the pur-

pose in view. In a machine using a con-

densible vapor as its working fluid, the

condensed vapor may be transmitted in

the form of liquid at atmospheric tem-

perature and without loss by conduction

to any desired distance within reason; but

what is much more important, it can be

expanded, at the point of utilization, down
to a pressure just low enough to give the

temperature desired, and as the heat

which it will absorb will be used by it as

latent heat of evaporation, it will be taken

in at that temperature and no lower.

With an air machine, on the other hand,

if it is desired to produce a given tem-

perature, as for instance zero, then if the

air be delivered to the point of utilization

at — so deg. F., it can absorb only about

12 thermal units per pound of air, in

being warmed up to the temperature of

application, while a pound of ammonia,
expanded at the proper pressure, will take

up 500 thermal units without going below
zero at all.

.\s has been mentioned above, the

power required for producing a unit of

lefrigeration increases very rapidly as the

temperature produced is lowered ; hence in

this respect alone, a vapor machine has
an enormous advantage over a permanent
gas machine. In the matter of convey-
ing the refrigerating medium into close

places like mines, the air machine is not

much better oflF than the ammonia ma-
chine because, to be at all efficient, the

lir machine must be on a closed system
just as the ammonia is, while the latter

has now been so far perfected that the

smell of ammonia is now almost the

rarest thing about it. Of course the safety

would be somewhat greater with the air

machine, but the efficiency would be much
loss.

In regard to the standing ol the car-

bonic acid machine, Mr. Walker is also in

error. Carbonic acid occupies a position

intermediate between air (or the other

gases formerly called permanent) and

vapors like ammonia, which can be con-

densed at ordinary temperatures. This

difference may be tersely stated as the

difference in their critical temperatures.

That of air and the permanent gases is,

I believe, about — 150 deg. F., that of car-

bonic acid -+- 88 deg. F. ; and that of am-
monia about -|- 130 deg. F. The result is

that the air is always worked above its

critical temperature, that is, as a gas, and

must have an expansion cylinder to do

any refrigeration at all; ammonia is

always worked below its critical tempera-

ture and so can be alternately condensed

and evaporated ; while carbonic acid, par-

ticularly in warm climates, may be either

above or below its critical temperature.

In the case of a vapor condensing to a

liquid with a high latent heat, the external

work of expansion, during evaporation, is

so small, compared to the internal work,

that the former may be neglected ; for in-

stance the loss of refrigeration by ex-

panding ammonia through an expansion

valve instead of through an expansion

cylinder 's about i per cent. With a gas,

on the other hand, there is no refriger-

ating effect, or none of any importance,

unless an expansion cylinder is used.

Carbonic acid occupies an intermediate

place between these two, and as its trans-

formation from a gas to a condensable

vapor is not a sudden one it partakes par-

tially of the nature of ammonia even

when worked above its critical tempera-

ture; but the loss from the absence of an

e.xpansion cylinder under such circum-

stances is very much greater. It is safe

to say that under all ordinary circum-

stances a carbonic acid machine is less

efficient than an ammonia machine, its

only advantage being its comparative

odorlessness and the small size of cylin-

ders required, the latter advantage being

offset by the high pressure necessary.

I have no desire to detract from the

reputation of either the air or the car-

bonic acid machines, but it should be dis-

tinctly understood that there are reasons

of a high degree of importance, theoreti-

cally and practically, which cause am-
monia to be much better than either air

or carbonic acid under ordinary circum-

stances, when economy in power is one

of the first considerations. When this

consideration becomes insignificant as

compared with safety, odorlessness, etc..
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then, of course, the other machines have

to be considered.

John J. Smith.

New York, Sept. 21, 1907.

Filing Notes and Clippings

I, have recently read the article by

Schuyler Frazier in the Journal of -Aug.

17, 1907, under the above heading, and am

interested by the similarity of the method

described to that which I have adopted. I

consider, however, that mine is more con-

venient in some respects.

The main idea is the same, i.e., fding the

clippings by subjects in plain folders

which are kept in pasteboard filing-cases

of small legal size. These will take a

full page of the Journ.xu But in my sys-

tem, besides writing the subject on the

folder, each subject has a number, which

is also placed on the folder, as well as on

each clipping. The folders are then placed

in the filing cases in numerical order. The

number of any subject may be easily found

by glancing at a key with subjects ar-

ranged in alphabetical order.

In case two good articles come on op-

posite sides of the same sheet, the more

important is placed in the folder bearing

its number, and a reference is made to the

other on a sheet of paper placed in its

proper folder. Thus each folder will con-

tain a sheet bearing references to articles

on its subject that are placed in other

folders.

.^VANTAGES

One advantage of this system lies in the

ease with which subjects can be found and

replaced. It is easier, to my mind, to lo-

cate a certain folder when numbered than

when labeled with only the subject, and

it is also easier and much surer to replace

a folder in its proper position by number

than by alphabetical order. .Another ad-

vantage is the readiness with which articles

can be located that are placed in other

folders because on the same sheet with

more important articles. The chief ad-

vantage, however, lies in the ease of label-

ing each clipping, by only a number, so

that it may always be returned to the

same folder. To this end, when two

articles are on opposite sides of the .same

sheet, a circle is drawn around the num-

ber of the less important article.

It is always best to have a key when

filing clippings, even if the folders are

labeled with only the subject. Otherwise

the same subject may masquerade under

several different headings, and the articles

be dispersed in several folders, with no

means of detecting the trouble but by

looking over all the folders. The subject

in the key will of course depend entirely

upon the individual interests. I give my
key as an example of subjects that are in-

teresting to a young graduate of a mining

school who is trying to learn something

about mining.

Key for File

(i) Miscellaneous; (3) Accidents and

Antidotes; (2) .Assaying; (13) Building

and Construction; (4) Cost-ketping; (6)

Districts; (7) Filing; (17) Geology ; (is)

Hydraulics and Piping; (8) Labor and

Organization; (16) Law; (5) Machinery

and Lubrication; (9) Metallurgy; (14)

Miscellaneous Mineral Products; (lo)

Power; (u) Prospecting and F.xamina-

tion; (i2> Surveying; (40) Milling (Gen-

eral)
; (41) Amalgamation; (49) Concen-

tration; (49.1) Jigs; (49-2) Magnetic

Separators
; (49.3) Sand-savers ; (49.4)

Slime-savers ; (42) Crushers and Grind-

ers; (42.1) Stamps; (43) Elevators and

Conveyers; (44) Processes; (441)

Chlorination; (44.2) Cyanidation ; (44.3)

Flotation; (45) Sampling; (46) Screens;

(47) Sorting; (48) Testing; (70) Min-

ing (General); (71) Blasting; (72) De-

livery; (73) Development; (74) Drain

age; (75) Drifts, Cross-cuts, and Tun-

nels; (76) Drilling; (78) Haulage; (79)

Head Frames; (80) Hoisting; (81)

Lighting; (82) Open-pit Mining; (83)

Placer Mining; (84) Raises and Winzes;

(86) Shafts; (87) Stations; (88) Stock-

piles and Trestles; (89) Sloping; (77)

Timbering; (90) Underground Mining

Methods; (85) Ventilation.

Explanation of Key

One word in my key may call for ex-

planation. I use the word "Delivery" in a

restricted sense, meaning the transporta-

tion of ore or rock from the slope to the

main haulage-way. It therefore covers

mucking, shaking chutes, mills, gravity

planes, etc. The word seems to fill a gap

and complete the sequence Sloping, De-

livery, Haulage, Hoisting.

By using a decimal system of number-

ing, all the articles on any main subject

are seen to be kept together, though in

several folders. This is not essential, bul

is often convenient.

Although T have not used this system

long, it works admirably so far. I should

be glad of any comparisons or comments,

either privately or through the Journal.

E. E. White.

Ishpeming, Mich.. Sept. 20, 1907.

The Card System in Colorado

The editorial in the Journal of Sept.

14, p. 506, on "The Card System in Colo-

rado," has been brought to our attention.

The article is in many respects so inac-

curate that we take this opportunity of

acquainting you with the true facts of the

case. By reason of the prominence of

your publication, our silence might be mis-

construed by your ma:iy readers, and we,

therefore, trust that our reply may be

given a position at least as prominent as

that of the article referred to.

Now, uS to your opening statement.

"I he card system has been abolished by

its originator at the Smuggler Union

mine :" Permit us to state that, while the

card system as such has, it is true, been

abolished, yet it has been succeeded by a

more stringent and effective system. The
Snuiggler Union employs all men through

a central office where the records of every

applicant are examined, and no man,

whether he has a card or not, will be ac-

cepted if he is con.iecttd with, or in

sympathy with the Western Federation of

Miners. In fact, the mine referred to

runs a continuous advertisement for help,

concluding with the words, "No Western

Federation men need apply." As a matter

of fact Bulkeley Wells did not originate

the card system at all. It was suggested

by a member of our association who oper-

ates in another district, and was first put

in operation at Cripple Creek, not at

Telluride.

-As to his reasons for discontinuing its

use it is only fair to Mr. Wells to say

frankly that this was forced upon him by

the management of the Lilierty Bell Com-
pany, which, jointly with the Smuggler

Union, had for many years maintained the

card system, and suddenly dropped it in

consequence of a threatened boycott by the

local branch of the Western Federation of

Miners.

The developments of the trial at Boise

are sufficient to convince the ordinary

reader that some effective measures are

necessary to keep a certain class of men in

check in the Cripple Creek district.

Purpose of the Card System

The card system simply gives the ap-

plicant's record. It is a system of refer-

ence by which our members can be ad-

vised whether or not an applicant for work

is a good workman or an honest citizen

;

for the most serious difficulty the mine

owners at Cripple Creek have had to con-

tend with is the practice of ore stealing.

The men naturally object lo being

searched, and yet, until recently, it is well

known that vast amounts of. high-grade

ore were secreted and disposed of by dis-

honest miners. The card system prevents

known "high-graders" from obtaining em-

ployment in the district. In Leadville,

which is in the main a low-grade camp,

such conditions do not obtain, and the

card system is unnecessary to keep track

of that class of men.

Again a large number of individuals at-

tracted by the high wages at Cripple

Creek, foment trouble upon any excuse.

Most of Ihem are members of the West-

ern Federation ; some of them are not.

No employer of any one of these men es-

capes trouble. The purpose of the card

system is to close any opportunity for

these men to remain 'in the camp under

their various aliases. The card system is,

in fact, a protection even more for the

more capable miners than for the mine

operators, and this fact is realized by a

large majority of the desirable men.
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The Results

Now, as to the results : VVe have only

to point to the record of the past two

years at Cripple Creek. Nobody who is

really well informed as to the conditions

I'ow prevailing there as compared with

those of a few years ago, will question the

statement that the change as a whole has

been eminently satisfactory to the mine

owners and the more reputable business

men.

As to the attitude of the miners, we

quote from an article in the Denver Re-

publican of Sept. 29. The article contains

an interview with Axel Swanson, State

labor commissioner. He had been in the

Cripple Creek district for several days,

inquiring into labor conditions. He said:

"I visited numerous properties of the

district and talked with a large majority

of the miners employed. I found these

satisfied with present conditions and few

who objected to the card system of the

Mine Owners' and Operators' Association,

which is ill fact none other than a card of

recommendation. I also found a large

number of miners now at work who would

be unwilling to continue if the card sys-

tem were abolished. Others believe that

strife and trouble would surely ensue if

the element that left the camp returned."

The article further states, quoting Mr.

Swanson: "If the prosperity of the dis-

trict depends upon the abolishment of the

card system, I would so recommend, but

first it would be necessary to take such

steps and establish such safeguards as

would keep out professional agitators and

trouble breeders."

In conclusion he said : "It remains the

duty of every business rrian to protect the

men who stood firm during the troubles

of the last three years and to see to it

that such plans are formulated as will as-

sure protection to all property and vested

interests as well as to all men who de-

sire to earn their living in peace and con-

tentment.

"

You will permit us to point out that the

present card system merely supersedes that

previously enforced by the Western

Federation of Miners, under which any

man who failed to produce a card was

given 30 days to leave the district. There

was no question then of seeking other

employment. A man had to be thankful

for the chance to go elsewhere, for how-

ever residents in the Eastern States may

regard the action of the Western Federa-

tion of Miners, none of the men con-

cerned were under any illusion as to what

would happen to them if they refused to

comply. Under the present system our

members simply agree that no man whose

lecord is not clear of violence or robbery

shall be employed by them. We do not

insist that they shall leave the district, or

prevent them from obtaining work from

those who are not members of the associa-

tion. If this be un-American, then we

fail to understand the underlying principle

of the government ul the United States

that "In union there is strength."

Colorado Mine Operators' Ass'n.,

W. E. Pasmore, Sec'y.

Denver, Colo., Oct. 19, 1907.

The Mitchell Mining Company

George Mitchell, lale president of the

Mitchell Mining Company, is a well

known metallurgist and an experienced

mining man. T. II. France, mining en-

gineer, of the City of Mexico, is a well

known mining engineer ; also of high

standing.

In 1904, I made a thorough geological

examination and report upon the mines

of the Mitchell Mining Company at La

Dicha for Mr. Mitchell, which he pub-

lished and widely circulated for financing

purposes. At the time of making this le-

p&rt Mr. Mitchell had thorough mining

samples made of each day's work from

the separate headings. As stated dis-

tinctly in my report and as instructed by

my client, the assay values, furnished

from the records of the company, were

used by me as the bases for my estimates.

Some time later Mr. France was sent to

sample the mine for investors and in the

JouRN.^L of June 23, 1906, stated that he

found 1,800,000 tons of ore that can be

smelted, carrying only 1.86 per cent, cop-

per. In the Journal of June 30, 1906,

Mr. Mitchell reaffirms that there is

2.500,000 tons of ore, averaging over 4

per cent.

It has long been apparent to me that

this discrepancy in engineering results

should be adjudicated b/ a thorough and

impartial sampling of the mine. Inas-

much as the Mitchell stock, with a capital-

ization of $8,000,000 (which has sold far

above par value), is now depreciated to

a very low level, now is an appsopriate

time for settling the discrepancy between

Messrs. Mitchell and France by a com-

plete and thorough impartial sampling and

iiu'asurement of the mines. In my opin-

ion no stockholder or investor should

advance further funds until this has been

done. At least my endorsement of tin

property will be held in suspense until

this is done. Robt. T. Hill.

New York, Oct. 31, 1907.

A report of the commissioner of mines

published in Eisen-Zcitung (June 22

1907), gives an account of a discovery of

copper in British East Africa, in the val-

ley of the Tsavo river. The most impor-

tant find is about 70 km. west of Tsavo

station. The ore is both native copper

and sulphide in a large quartz reef,

which runs from the foot of Mount Kiulu

southeast through the valley. Its extent

has not yet been determined. In addition

to the copper, there are traces of gold

and platinum also suspected. Assay

shows 30 per cent, copper in the reef.

New Publications

Tkansactions ok the Institution of

Mining AND Metallurgy. Vol. XVI;
Sixteenth Session, 1906-1907. Pp.

444, illustrated, S'AxS'/i in. ;
paper.

London, England : Institution of Min-

ing and Metallurgy and E. & F. N.

Spon, Ltd. New York: The Hill

Publishing Company. Price, in New
York, $7.50.

This volume, just published, contains a

number of valuable papers, and we take

this opportunity of congratulating the

Institution on the increasing value of the

literature it publishes. Among other

interesting papers in the present volume

are those by Mr. cloud on the "Wallaroo

Smelting Works;" by Mr. Swinney on

the "Tavener Process for Smelting of

Zinc Gold Slimes;" by Mr. Garthwaite on

"Some Sampling Results," and by Dr.

Hatch and Dr. Simon on "Siberian Gold-

fields." The quality of the discussions

shows that mining men from all parts of

the world attend the meetings of the In-

stitution and contribute their views and

experiences.

A Key to Cornish Mining. By E. W.
Meyerstein, London, England : The
Mining Journal. Price (in London),

5 shillings.

This book gives a very good outline

of the tin-mining industry of Cornwall.

The author is a member of the London

Stock Exchange and is an active pioneer

in obtaining London money for the re-

opening' of Cornish mines on modern
methods and with modern plant. Natur-

ally, he writes optimistically and even

enthusiastically of the future of Cornwall

as a field for investment, but his facts are

correct and his arguments legitimate.

The book is a straightforward and honest

expression of opinion by a man desirous

of obtaining capital for mining ventures,

and as an example of this type of book

is to be commended. In the more tech-

nical part of the book there are one or

two errors which might easily be altered

when reprinting. For instance, when ex-

plaining the difference between tin. black

tin, cassiterite, ore, etc., which—as has

been mentioned in some articles in the

Journal recently—are used by Cornish-

men and others in a very confused way,

the author says "In Cornwall the best

lode stuff seldom averages over 72 per

cent, metal." Yet in the glossary of min-

ing terms he says that "lode stuff" is the

undressed mineral from the lodes ; the

two statements being obviously contra-

dictory.

Sources of supply of nitrogen in mak-

ing cyanide are the products of the de-

structive distillation of shale and coal in

mineral oil and gas works. Atmospheric

nitrogen promises to be an important

source in the near future.
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Mitchell Mining Company

A reorganization committee claiming

tc. have the authority of all the directors

of the company except President Mitchell

and R. E. Morrison has issued a circular,

under date of Oct. 28, requesting the

stockholders to deposit the stock of the

company with the Standard Trust Com-
pany of New York pending reorganiza-

tion. The circular charges President

Mitchell with mismanagement, and states

that a total of $2,250,000 of fresh capital

will be required to bring the enterprise

into condition for profitable operation,

and that $50,000 will be needed immedi-

ately and $50,000 for use in 60 days.

Stockholders are asked to loan 20c. per

share on the stock, as the only means of

saving the property. The plans contem-

plate the prompt completion of the first

30 miles of the La Dicha & Pacific rail-

road, one of the enterprises of the com-

pany, to Port Marquez within four or

five months. From that point the com-

mittee deems it feasible to pack supplies

and products to and from the mine.

Operations of the smelter could then be

resumed, and according to estimates of

independent engineers, could be con-

ducted at a profit pending completion of

the railroad. The committee states that

it has had an investigation of the physi-

cal condition of the property made by
••1 impotent engineers.

Recent Shrinkage of Values

By William H. NicHOLsf

Federal Mining and Smelting

Company

1 he report of this company covers its

business year ending Aug. 31, 1907. Dur-
ing the fiscal year tne compiny raised

^88,950 gross tons of ore yielding 130,373

net tons of concentrates or shipping ore,

the metal contents of which amounted to

59,7^6 tons of lead and 3,683,298 oz. of

silver.

The net profits of the year's operations

were $2,532,249.74 of which $1,917,741.25

was distributed in dividends. There was
written oflf for future development the

sum of $300,000 and the total available

surplus, which consists of that resulting

from the operation of the fiscal year 1905-

T906 added to that arising from the year

1906-1907, now amounts to $1,836,592.66.

The outstanding capital stock of the com-
pany is $18,000,000.

The New Zealand Government, with a

view to stimulating the development of

copper properties, has oflfcred a bonus on

the production of marketable copper from

ores mined and smelted in the Dominion.

If 1000 tons be produced before June 30,

1909, a bonus of iiooo will be given, and

additional bonuses of £500 per itxx) tons

will he given in siicceedini; years.

In recent days of great wealth and mar-
\elk)us progress in material prosperity,

when in our anxiety to make the world
\icld her riches in the shortest possible

time, we have been stripping her forests

ar.d emptying her mines, even at the risk

of leaving to our children a wasted in-

heritance, it would have been well if we
had remembered this truth before the

awakening which to most of us has come
as such a surprise. We have seen riches

take unto themselves wings—some of us

many times—but we have never seen such

a gigantic shrinkage of material values

when all visible conditions of real pros-

perity were- so favorable. And why has

this been so?

I answer that the foundations in many
places have been rotten; the building has

rested on greed and graft, on avarice, and
on ambition, on extravagance and self-in-

terest, and these are not the elements of a

lasting foundation. A hurricane or earth-

quake is not needed to destroy a structure

built upon these and kindred elements. It

must fall of its own weight when the

time is fulfilled. Fortunate it is that only

part of our house was built on such, and
that after the crash we sec remaining all

that was worth ,while, standing strong in

its beauty if somewhat soiled with dust

of the other; for, sad as it is, and unfair

as it seems, the innocent muat always suf-

fer with the guilty.

T am glad the awakening came when it

did. Another year of over-speculation and

over-construction, and no man could have

foretold the extent of the ruin, or the

grisly anarchy that might have succeeded

it. You may blame hasty official utterances

if you will, but the fact remains that rot-

tenness •xisted, and some kind of a surgi-

cal operation was necessary. I believe

that the patient is already on the road to

recovery, and that if he follows the simple

rules of healthy living, he will come out

of the sick room stronger than ever be-

fore and, let us hope, wiser.

One of the corner-stones of the founda-

tion of the republic is personal liberty, and

what if that liberty be turned to license

because of the millions of strangers who,

never having enjoyed the one, may con-

found it with the other. . . . It is

certain that our ideas of liberty have un-

dergone a change, and it is vital that we
get them back again to their proper place.

Where is the liberty of the mechanic, the

l;,borer, the man who works with his

hands? Is it not sometimes destroyed by

the man who works with his jaw? Is

he not afraid to do as he wishes for fear

of being called a "scab," or of being

beaten or killed, or of having his family

socially ostracized or boycotted, or in

some other way be hindered in his "pur-

suit of happiness"?

I do not wish to be understood as even
suggesting that labor unions are of nec-

essity prejudicial to personal liberty. On
the contrary, they may be of the utmost
value to those who have no capital save
their daily labor, and have too often, alas,

suffered from the oppression of cruel and
short-sighted employers; but when they

are controlled by men without character,

whose interests are furthered by strikes,

they may become the grossest tyrants,

and drag the last vestige of liberty from
their unfortunate members.
This is one of the great world-wide

problems of the day, as every one knows,
and is crying for a solution. Granted
that the laborer is worthy of his hire;

granted also, that that hire should be a

fair share of the results 01" labor with just

• consideration for the capital risked in the

enterprise and the brains which direct it

;

still one party should be as free to con-

tract the sale of his labor, whether singly

or collectively, as the other should be to

purchase it if the terms be satisfactory.

It is unfortunately true that in the past

and in the future men have been and will

be found who look upon their workmen
merely as "hands" and are ready to take

advantage of their ignorance and helpless-

ness for what they foolishly consider to

be their own interests. But nothing of

this kind Hkely to happen can compare
with the wrong done to a man when you

deprive him of his personal liberty. There
will always be employer and employed, and

I believe that the time will come when
the enlightened self-interest of both will

cause the universal recognition of the

great advantage to all of personal liberty,

coupled with personal responsibility, as

expressed in the Golden Rule. . . .

We must be careful, however, to guard

against the dangers of allowing personal

liberty to become a public nuisance. In

its exercise we are not to consider our-

selves free to do whatever comes into

our mind, without counting its eflfect upon

the rights of others. I am a free man,

but I may not put up adulterated food in

attractive packages and label them pure

whether there be a law against such fraud

or 'not. I have no right to enter into a

conspiracy to enable me to get prices for

my goods not warranted by the conditions

of supply and demand, even if the law of

the land were silent on the subject. My
liberty does not entitle me to deceive my
fellow-man in any way, or to take ad-

vantage of his ignorance or misfortune.

I must obey the laws, although I have

a right to insist that they be carried out

fairly, and without vindictiveness or

malice.

•Excerpta from an nddreas on founder's
da.T. at Lehigh University, South Bethlehem,
Pe'nn.

tChnlrmnn of the board of directors uf the
Oenernl Cliemlcnl Compniiy, and president of

the Nichols Copper Company. .New York.

In a method of cutting steel patented

by a Belgian engineer the metal is burned

in a stream of oxygen.
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Personal

Mining and metallurgical cnglncors arc In-

vited to keep The K.NiiiNBEiii.sii ano Mining
JoLiiNAL informed ol their movements iind

appulntmonts.

F. Chester Lee, of Seattle, Wash., has

been cxaniining a mining property on

Vancouver Island, British Columbia.

A. G. T-arson, superintendent of the Le

Roi mine at Rossland, lately resumed his

duties, after having visited Colorado and

other mining States.

John Hampson, for two years superin-

tendent of the Brown Alaska Company's

Mamie mine at Hadlcy, Prince of Wales

island, Alaska, has returned to Nelson,

British Columbia.

Edward Hopkins, mining engineer, of

San Luis Potosi, Mexico, has gone lo

London for six months holiday, with

James Caldwell, of El Carmen Cyanide

Works, San Luis Potosi.

H. Harris, formerly superintendent of

the Hall Mining and Smelting Company's

smelter at Nelson, B. C, is at Vancouver,

having lately returned to British Columbia

from Hadley, Alaska.

Capt. Harry Johns, superintendent of

the British Columbia Copper Company's

Napoleon mine, near Marcus, Wash., is

convalescent after a serious illness and

has gone to Santa Barbara, Cal., for a

time.

Robert Lindenthal has resigned his

position as manager of the Arthur Kop-
pcl Company, which he has held for a few

years, and will go to Berlin, Germany,

where he will establish himself as a repre-

sentative for American manufacturers.

J. W. Bryant, superintendent of the

Tyee Copper Company's mine at Mt.

Sicker, Vancouver island, B. C, has been

examining mining properties situated in

the coast district of the northern part of

that province. He was accompanied by
\\'. M. Brewer, of Victoria.

Thos. Kiddie is in Seattle, Wash., hav-

ing left Hadley, Prince of Wales island,

Alaska, where he had been in charge of

the Alaska Smelting and Refining Com-
pany's smelter. As the associated com-
panies are in the hands of a receiver, all

mining and smelting operations have been

suspended for a time.

Dr. James Douglas, of the Copper
Queen Consolidated Mining Company

;

George B. Lee, superintendent of the Cop-
per Queen smelter at Douglas, and E. E.

Ellenwood, of Bisbee, attorney for the

Detroit Copper Mining Company, were
lecently guests of C. E. Mills, of Morenci,

superintendent of the Detroit Copper
Mining Company. Dr. Douglas has since

returned to New York.

Officials of the Geological Survey of

Canada who have been engaged during

the past field-work season in western

Canada, have returned East for the win-

ter. .^iTinng thtm arc R. G. McConnell

and D. U. Cairnes, each in charge of a

party in the Yukon ; W. W. Leach, who
spent the season in Skcena mining divi-

sion, B.C.; Chas. Camsell, whose ailcnlii>n

1 as been given to the Similkamcen district,

1!. C, for two successive seasons; and R.

\\ . Brock and W. H. Boyd, who have

bien engaged in the Lardcau district, B.

C .\lr. Brock has resumed his duties a.<

one of the professors at the School of

Mines. Kingston, Ontario.

Obituary

Clermont Livingston, manager of the

Tyee Copper Company, Ltd., died at his

home near Duncans, Vancouver island,

British Columbia, Oct. 20, aged 57 years.

He was born at Stamford Hill, London,

England. Although he never visited

South Africa, he became interested in

Rand mines in his younger days. He ar-

rived in British Columbia from London
nearly 20 years ago. .\fter acquiring sev-

eral mineral claims on Mt. Sicker, Van-

couver island, he went to England and

there, in the early part of 1900, succeecTed

in getting the Tyee Copper Company, Ltd.,

organized. He had ever since been local

director and resident manager of this com-

pany, which has proved, from a financial

point of view, one of most successful of

the mines in British Columbia owned by

an English company. Mr. Livingston

was also instrumental in getting the Van-

couver Island Mining and Development

Company, Ltd., formed in London, and

for this company, too, he was local di-

rector and manager.

Societies and Technical Schools

American Mining Congress — Reno,

Nevada, wants to entertain the next meet-

ing of the Mining Congress, and as a

beginning in this direction is desirous of

the assistance of California. It is consid-

ered by the people of Nevada that this

important gathering in Reno would be

nearly as satisfactory to California as if

it were held in that State, consequently

the Nevada Commercial League has writ-

ten to the California Promotion Com-
niittee, asking that it lend its aid in bring-

ing about the desired consummation. The
matter has also been brought to the atten-

tion of the California Miners' Association,

which will be asked to cooperate.

American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers—The fifty-fourth annual meeting

will be held in the Engineering Societies'

building, at 29 West 39th Street, New
York, Dec. 3-6. Symposiums on foundry

practice, giving the experiences of promi-

nent men in that work, have been ar-

ranged. The specific heat of superheated

steam will be taken up ; an important

work by a professor of engineering at

Cornell will be presented. The utilization

of low-graiiL- nicls in gas producers, com-

bustion control in gas engines, tests of

producer gas engines, etc., will be given a

session. Other live topics, such as indus-

trial education, power transmission by

friction driving, cylinder pint velocities,

lie, will be discussed

Industrial

The Lackawanna Steel Company has

started its new open-hearth steel plant at

Oxford Furnace, N. J. The furnace oc-

cupies the old rolling mill building.

The Northern Electric Manufacturing

Company, of Madison, Wis., has estab-

lished a district office at Pittsburg, Penn.,

in charge of C. A. Poe, formerly of C. A.

Poe & Brother. The office is conveniently

located at No. 618 Park building.

The Jones & Laughlin Steel Company
has completed 10 of its new rectangular

ovens at the North Side Works, Pitts-

burg, and now has them in successful

operation. These ovens are of the modi-

fied Belgian typQ. and were built for a

thorough test as to the cost of their in-

stallation, cost of operation, and character

of coke produced.

The Northern Engineering Works, of

Detroit, Mich., are adding a new power
station to their plant. The boiler and coal

storage station will be built af once and
w^ill be 30x60 ft. in size. It will be

equipped with Wickes boiler, Murphy
stoker and Webster heater. Contracts

have been let. The plans were made by

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Detroit.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

William H. Hoegee Company, Inc., Los

.Vngeles, Cal. Catalog No. 14. Tent and

Camping Goods. Pp. 118. indexed, illus-

trated, paper, 7x10 in.

B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park,

Mass. Bulletin 144. Electric Motors

Eight-pole Type. Bulletin 147. Electric

Motors Bi-Polar and Four-Pole Types.

Pp. 8, illustrated, paper, 65^x9 in.; July

and .August, 1907.

Construction News

Torbrook, Sova Scotia—The London-

derry Iron Mining Company, which re-

cently acquired the iron deposits at Tor-

brook, is preparing to install an electric

system for operating its mines. The
power will be drawn from the Nictaux

Falls, about a mile from the property.

The estimated cost of this plant is be-

tween $40,000 and $50,000. The com-

pany's address is at Londonderry, Nova
Scotia. •
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Oct. 30—The tirop in the price of cop-

per and tlie resnllant reduction of force

in many' mines, has brought niunerous

miners to the prominent mining camps

in California from Montana. Arizona, and

other copper-mining sections. Moreover,

the conditions in Nevada are such that

with the approach of winter, miners are

coming back from that State also. The
result is that Grass Valley and other

prominent gold-mining camps in this

State will no longer suffer from a scarcity

of good miners, as has been the case for

the past summer.

The president has signed proclamations

creating additions aggregating 490,451

acres to the Stanislaus and Lassen Peak

national forests in California. The addi-

tion to the Stanislaus embraces a tract of

land 55 miles long, covering 348,570 acres

and including the famous Calaveras group

of big trees. The addition to the Lassen

Peak aggregates 141.881 acres. The Shasta

national forest in California has been

increased by the addition of 37,000 acres

in Siskiyou county. The miners can

locate mineral land in these reserves, but

they are generallly not at all satisfied with

the way the meii in charge of the reserves

restrict them in the use of the timber

necessary for mining purposes.

Petroleum is expected to advance ma-
terially in price in this State owing to

the fact that the reserve supply in the big

fields- of Kern and Santa Barbara coun-

ties is by no means as large as was sup-

posed, and that the consumption has about

caught up to the production, if it does not

exceed it. The demand for fuel oil was
never greater than at present. The Union
Oil Company and the Doheny interests

have obtained from the Miller & Lux
estate the mineral rights on about 50,000

acres of land in the McKittrick and Tem-
blor districts. The Union has 50,000 acres

of oil land in the Temblor district and
Doheny 30,000 acres near McKittrick, in

Kern and San Luis Obispo counties.

This may eventually mean a Union pipe

line from McKittrick, Kern county, to the

coast.

The North California Mining Company
has now in course of construction or

completed, nearly sixty miles of mining
ditches. These ditches will be used for

carrying water upon the several placer

claims this company is preparing to oper-

ate in Plumas county.

The LaGrande Mining Company, of

Stanislaus county, will by December or

January be ready for dredge mining

operations on a large scale. The dredge

is ready and the machinery will soon be

in place. The piece of ground on which

it will work consists of 800 acres. The

company has installed a modern and

powerful electric power plant above La

Grange.

At Reno, Nevada, the United States

Government through its representatives

has commenced suit against the Central

Pacific Railroad Company, the United

States Trust Company of New York and

the Southern Pacific Company for the

absolute cancellation of the patent issued

upon mines and mining gnmnils in llie

White Horse miring district. The com-

plaint states that William H. Mills, former

Irnd agent of the Central Pacific, R. L.

Fulton and others joined in a conspiracy

to defraud the Government by means of

false reports in gaining patent to the

groimd which consists of about 15,000

acres in White Horse district. The

patent was published in an obscure man-

ner. The United States Trust Company

sold a mortgage on the land and, un-

known to the Government, the Southern

Pacific claimed an interest. The petition

asks that the patent be canceled and the

mortgage removed. .A notice of lis pen-

dens was filed iti Reno to prevent the

Southern Pacific from selling the land.

The decision in the Federal suit will set-

tle the title to the mines in the district.

A rich strike has been made in the

drift gravel mines of the Prevolcanic

Channel Gold Mining Company on the

American river near the Lake Tahoe

State road, 18 miles east of Placerville,

El Dorado county. Men have been a

long period trying to locate the pay chan-

nel under the lava and the deposits now
found are said to carry heavy coarse

channel nuggets. Exceptionally rich

gravel is also reported in the Bellevue

mine (formerly the Thistle shaft) in

Sierra county on the border of Plumas

county. The mine was operated several

years through a shaft, which had finally

to be given up owing to the property be-

coming flooded, and subsequently an ex-

tensive tunnel was run in which the re-

cent strike was made.

Mr. Ricky, president of some of the

Nevada banks which recently suspended,

while in San Francisco this \veek, said

that increasing labor troubles were main-

ly responsible for the financial depres-

sion in Nevada mining camps. "As a re-

sult of these industrial disturbances," he

said, "wc noticed gradual withdrawal of

fimds by depositors, who disgusted with

the strife, took their money to other

places. Lessors of mining properties, un-

able to prosecute their work, threw up

their leases and went away. In two

months more than $2,000,000 was taken

from our banks by disappointed miners

and speculators who left the State be-

cause of the industrial unrest. Then
came the break in stocks all over the

country, affecting collaterals of all

varieties."

Salt Lake City

Oct. 30—The Prince Consolidated Min-

ing Company has been formed here to

absorb the properties of the Phoenix Re-

duction Company, at Pioche, Nev., con-

sisting of something over 1000 . acres

and including the Prince mine from

which a large tonnage of lead-silver ore

has been produced in the past. It will

have a capital of 1,000,000 shares of $2

par value. Col. J. H. Hackett, of Louis-

ville, Ky., will be president, and Anthony
FI. Godbe, of Salt Lake, manager.

•Ml of 2000 men have been discharged

by the Binghatn mining companies dur-

ing the past 60 days, which is a conse-

quence of the general policy of curtail-

ment. In fact, outside of the Utah Con-

solidated, Utah Copper and one or two
others, there is not a mine in the camp
that is not partially or entirely out of

commission. The Boston Consolidated

and Ohio Copper companies pulled off

practically all the working forces dur-

ing the past week ; but orders have been

given to proceed uninterruptedly with

mill construction. The Boston Consoli-

dated's initial plant is nearing comple-

tion, while that of the Ohio company
should be ready for commission soon

after the first of the year.

Salt Lake being the headquarters of

nearly all the principal mining companies

operating in the Yerington, Nev., dis-

trict, the fact that the miners' union,

which recently called a strike in that

c;imp, has declared it off, has been re-

ceived with a good deal of interest. The
union demanded recognition, also an in-

crease of 50c. a day in wages. The men
are now willing to go back at the old

scale. The strike was aimed principally

at the Nevada Douglas Copper Company,

which employs the greatest number of

men in the district. This company, how-

ever, forestalled the miners a little by

closing down for a few days and taking

on an entirely new working crew.

The special meeting of shareholders of

the Hnncrine Mining Company, operat-
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iiig ill the Stockton district, resulted in

the re-election of the old hoard of direc-

tors which organized with K. A. liaird,

o! Cliicago. president ; C. M. Diipont. of

Sah Lake, secretary. The directors have

levied an assessment of 450. a share to

pay off the indebtedness of the corpora-

tion, about $joo,ooo. An effort is being

made to effect a consohdation with sev-

eral adjoining properties and op-rate

them through the Honerine drain tunnel.

rile Ajax Mining Company, one of the

oldest mining concerns operating in the

Tiiitic district, cleared an iniUbteilness of

about $40,000 during tlie past year and
now has over $jo,ooo in the treasury.

During the, year ending (.)ct. 1 last, 8091

tons of ore were marketed and 981 ft. of

development work performed. Thoitias

Weir, of Salt Lake, lias been re-elected

president and J. M. Hurt, secretary.

The Supreme Court of the L'nited

States has rendered a decision in favor

o' the defendant in the case of Leonidas

yi Lav.son and others against the United
Slates Mining Company, which has been
l)inding in the courts for the past six

years. The ownership of the Kempton
and Ashton lodes was involved and de-

veloped ores of the value of about
$j,ooo,ooo. Col. E. A. Wall, of Salt Lake,
is the principal loser as a result of this

decision.

'I he L'tah Copper Company has started

the seventh section of its Garfield mill.

During October the six sections produced
4000 tons of concentrate, averaging about
.?o per cent, copper.

rile Cripple Creek drainage tunnel is

ill over looo ft. ;in<l work is progressing

favorably.

1 he Central Colorado Power Company
has laid off about 1000 men, and it is

staled here for the reason that while the

company has plenty of money to go ahead

with, it was thought wiser to suspend

operations until the securities market im-

proves, and thus conserve the funds on

hand.

Denver

Xoz: 2—The ComiiKinal Railway Tun-
nel Company enterprise has not been ma-
terially affected by the Wall street finan-

cial storm. As regards the monetary
conditions here, the action of t|jc banks
has made very little difference. Small

cheques and pay rolls are paid in cash as

usual, and the wise conservation of cash,

by issuing clearing-house certificates for

large amounts, has simply acted as a de-

terrent on the hysterical and the hyper-

timid, who would rush in and withdraw
their deposits to hide them.

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has been investigating the methods of the

Barber asphalt company in the alleged

crushing of competition in the produc-

tion and marketing of gilsonite from the

fields of Eastern L'tah. The .American

.•\sphalt .Association, with headquarters in

St. Louis, and backed by .\nheuser-Busch

capital, charges that by extortionate

freight rates of the L'intah Railway Com-
pany, which is owned by the Barber com-

pany, the association has been forced out

of business. The L^ntah Railway is 55
miles long, and operates between the gil-

sonite veins at Dragon, and Mack, a sta-

tion on the Rio Grande Western, and

charges 20c. per ton mile. .As both parties

are financially strong, the fight is likely to

be a protracted cr.e.

Duluth

.V«:'. J— 111 spile 111 iiiiti>ward financial

Conditions and a diminution of orders for

finished products iron-ore shipments are

mainlained at the highest possible rate.

Minnesota shipments for October were

4.935,000 tons, of which the two Steel

Corporation roads carried 3,7180,000 and

the Great Northern the remainder. The
Duluth. Missabe & Northern road shipped

n;ore ore during the month than in any

similar period of its history. Its tonnage

for October was 2,502.000 tons. Last

year's total of 38,522.239 tons is not fai

above the Iraflic of this ye.ir to the close

of October, and the Minnesota roads alone

uill make up the difference during the

present month. Last year shipments were

continued from some docks to Dec. 15,

later than they will be this fall. .\ good
many vessel contracts expire with Octo-

ber, others continue through November,
and some hold until Dec. 5, which is the

final date of hull insurance on the lakes.

It looks like a total ore movement from
the Lake Superior region of about 40,-

500,000 tons for this year, two millif)n

tons above the 1906 total.

Toronto

.\<»t'. I—The case against Law &
("o.. mining brokers, of Toronto, for

violation of the provisions of the Mining
.Act regarding the issue of prospectuses,

etc., came up in the Police Court on Oct.

30. Counsel for the defense objected to

the information, which embraced all the

offences specified in six clauses of the

act, as being too vague and sweeping.

The prosecuting counsel stated that the

Crown was prepared to prove that these

provisions had been violated in every par-

ticular. Police Magistrate Kiiigsford in-

clined to the view that the charges were
not sufficiently specific and postponed the

case until Nov. 6 to enable the prosecution

to amend the information. The directors

of the Highland Mary Mining Company
this week issued a writ against the Ca-

nadian Mining Journal, claiming $50,000

damages for lilel and asking for an in-

junction preventing the Journal from pub-

lishing anything further about theif af-

fairs.

Vernat & Vocher. of Paris. France, are

making arrangements to estatdish an

agency in Hull, Quebec, for the purpose

of conducting a large export trade with

I'r.ince in Canadian mica.

Canauiea, Sonora

Oct. JO—This camp, in which the

(ireene-Cananea Copper Com(iany is the

leading factor, will be almost idle by the

middle of November. During Ihe past

few weeks, the (jreene has been discharg-

ing men right and left, and most of the

smaller companies, doing pro.specting and
development work, have ceased operations

for the present. The Greene first cut off

night work, then stopped its properties

on Sunday and now is out with .the an-

nouncement that all work e.xcepl ihal ab-

solutely nccessjiry will cease Nov. 10. The
president of the company is reported to

have stated that "the prodncli;in of cop-

per will be reduced to .1 minimum as

rapidly as possible, that development work
will l.e continued in order that when the

mines resume they may be able to make
copper as cheaply as possible, and the close-

down will be maintained till copper can

he sold for a reasonable price and the

surplus disposed of." The company's costs

have been understood to he in the neigh-

borhood of 13c, per pound of copper

since the recent change in management.
The company has been busily engaged
under the direction of Dr. Ricketts. in

rebuilding its furnace equipment, and six

of the eight blast furnaces had been over-

hauled and enlarged before the orders to

close came. Kxploration and development

on the Cananea Central portion of the

propert}', which shows rich ore in quantity

but is scarcely ready for mining in quan-

tity yet. will be maintained.

Other groups of properties in the dis-

trict, from the international line to the

Manzanel mountains on the south and
the Azuls to the southwest, are closed or

preparing to suspend. The Arizpe and

Ortega companies, in the Manzanels, are

down. The Fay-Cananca in the .Azuls, is

employing a few men ; all the various

properties grouped around the Greene,

with one exception, are cither closed or

preparing to stop work. The Cananea-

Bisbee, on which New York interests have

spent about $200,000 in explorations dur-

ing the p.ast six months, is closed pending

negotiations that are not now likely to be

satisfactorily concluded, according to re-

ports. Caiianea Eastern, West Cananea,

Suisun and numerous others arc idle.

The exception seems to be the Calumet

& Sonora, which is developing its Catilina

claims and is shipping silver-lead ores

running up to $i.S0 to the ton.

Probably .5000 men have been dis-

charged from Cananea mines in the past

30 days and more are going every day.

Some of these go to Magdalena camp,

where the Black Mountain Mining Com-

pany is -employing more than usual in its

gold properties, some to the new South-

ern Pacific railway development in south-

ern Sonora, some to Moctczuma, Na-

cosari. Cumpas, and other parts of the

state, and some into .Arizona.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alaska

Liinlracts have been let for the coii-

slruction pi the Copper River & North-

western railroad (the Guggenheim road)

and construction has already been begun.

The tidewater terminus is to be Cordova.

Arizona

Graham County

Lainf>bcll—Among the strikes reported

from the new gold and silver field during

the week is one on « claim belonging to

this group which is located about 2j4

miles southeast of Morenci. Specimens

carrying free gold in quantity and run-

ning up in the thousands to the ton were

exhibited. Thus far the work has shown

up nearly a ton of very rich ore and the

vein still continues in good form. Other

finds of less value have been made in

the same vicinity.

Detroit Copper Mining Company—The
property, located at Morenci, is produc-

ing copper at the usual rate of 1,700,000

lb. per month. During the first twelve

days of this month an average of 1 100

tons of ore was milled daily, but since

then the tonnage has fallen off, due to

scarcity of water. The company has not

curtailed its production of copper since

the drop in the price of the metal. More
men are being hired daily, and prospect

work is being pushed with greater rapidity

than usual.

Gold Belt Development and Reduction

Company — The company, located s'A

miles northwest of Morenci, has resumed

shipments from the copper property, but

on a smaller scale than formerly. Ship-

ments are being made by wagon t9 Mo-
renci and by rail to the Shannon smelter at

Clifton and comprise only high-grade ore.

Work continues on the low grades, the

ore being held in reserve.

Pinal County

Ray Consolidated Copper Company—
This company which is developing about

1000 acres of land near Kelvin, has, ac-

cording to Sceley W. Mudd, the con-

sulting engineer, its 2SO-ton mill on the

Gila river nearly ready for operation.

The ore does not occur in veins but in

great rock masses through which the cop-

per-bearing minerals are disseminated as

fine veinlcts and grains. The orebody is

similar to those at Ely, Nev., and Bing-

ham, Utah. The mill will be used as an

experimental plant to determine the best

method for treatment.

Yavapai County

Independence—A S4-0Z. bar of gold

bullion was brought in from this mine to

miles south of Prcscott. The mine is

equipped with Huntington mills and a So-

lon cyanide plant.

Mother Lode Copper Company—This

company has given an option on its prop-

erties in Copper basin, about 10 miles west

of Prcscott, to Kansas City men.

Peerless Mining Company—This com-

pany has started work at its mines on

Turkey creek, 18 miles south of Prescott.

A large quantity of silver-lead ore was
shipped from this property a few years

ago.

California

Butte County

Cape Horn Mining Company—This re-

cently formed company at Cherokee, W.
M. Wilson, manager, is preparing to de-

velop the Cape Horn gravel mine on a

large scale. A road to the mine is partly

finished. The ditch of the Oro Water,

Light and Power Company passes close

by the mine and will furnish water and

power.

Newton Mining and Developing Com-
pany—This company, near Bucks Ranch,

S. J. Norris, manager, has made its first

clean-up. At this property steam scrapers

are to carry the gravel to a central point

where it will be washed in sluices.

C.\LAVERAs County

Givin Mine Development Company—Al

this property, D. McClure, superintendent,

the orebody recently found, further south

than others in the mine, is proving even

better than was expected. Its extent is

not yet known.

Lindsay—-This old mine at Angels, first

worked in 1855, will shortly be put in

operation again, by A. Illich, A. M. Mc-
Sorley and Thomas G. Peachey.

Lightner—This mine, at Copperopol's,

was recently sold to Eastern men and will

be worked on an extensive scale.

El Dorado County

Sherman—The machinery from the

River Hill mine, recently given up, is

being removed to this mine near Placer-

ville, where drifting is being carried on
from four levels.

Inyo County

Granite Contact Mines Company—

A

rich shoot has been found in the tunnel

being driven in No. 5 claim of this

company at Skidoo. The ledge in the

Gold Bird claim is increasing in import-

ance with depth.

Kern County

Yellow Aster Mining Company—Thf

water supply for this mine has been in-

creased by deepening one of the wells ar

Golcr, seven miles from the mine The

lift is 1400 ft. to the mine.

Los Angeles County

Beach Sands—Gold has been found m
the sand bluffs two miles north of Playa

del Rey, five miles from Santa Monica.

Mariposa County

Pocahontas—New lessee* have charge

of this copper mine, with David Ross as

superintendent. E.xtensive improvementi

are being made. The copper ore is

shipped to Le Grand, and thence to

smelters.

Yosemite Dredging and Mining Com-

pany—This company has been organized

to dredge the Merced river for gold,

with the following directors : Wm. Pop-

per, Bart Noyes, F. M. Parcclls, W. F.

Sawyer and Clay Slocum.

Nevada County

Anchor—Work is under way preparing

for the new lo-stamp mill of this mine at

Granitevillt.

Ethel—This mine at Washington has

been sold to J. H. Keil and W. R. Green-

kw, of Milwaukee, Wis., and an electric

power plant is being put in. A new an"d

lower tunnel is to be run. Albert Malt-

man will continue superintendent.

Excelsior Consolidated—This company

has bought from Mrs. Alice Bonnifield

the Union, Excelsior and other of the old

old Hartley claims at Meadow Lake.

Lecompton—The pumps are at work

unwatering this old mine which has been

consolidated with the Treadwell, Day-

break and Freedom claims, at Willow

Valley. As soon as the mine is dry the

incline shaft will be deepened.

Lincoln—This mine at Nevada City

under bond to H. Hicks, will shortly be

worked on a large scale, a company hav-

ing been organized to carry on operations.

Ncc'ada County Midas—Grading for

the plant of the Morning Star mines of

this company on Randolph Flat has- com-

menced. A pumping and hoisting plant

will be erected.
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Placer County

Herman—Considerable new machinery

continues to arrive for this mine near

Beadwood. A complete electric power

and compressor plant is being put in as

well as a new 30-stamp mill.

Tlinr Queens—Geo. Wingficld has

given up the bond he held on this

mine at Forest Hill. Some months ago

some rich pockets of gold were found in

this property, which is owned by M.

Savage.

Plumas County

Coiisolidaled Copper Gold Mines Com-
pany, of Nevada—Good copper ore, carry-

ing gold and silver, has been struck ;n

this mine in Ward Creek district.

Plumas National—.\t this mine near

Greenville, owned by W. F. Rodde and

W. Stampli, a rich strike has been made
in the i8oo-ft. tunnel. The owners have

been doing development work on the

mine for years, having re-located it after

abandonment and after the mill was re-

moved.

S.\N Bernardino County

Crackerjack Bonanza—This company

has decided to grant leases within a re-

stricted area in the Bonanza ground and'

a number of applications have been made.

Shipments of the higher-grade ore sacked,

are to be made to Salt Lake, Utah.

Ord Mountain—There is a revival of

interest in this district and a number of

claims have lately changed owners. There

have been some disputes over claim boun-

daries.

Shasta County

Gold Leaf—Operations have been re-

sumed at this mine. Middle Creek, with

75 men. The mine is under contract to

furnish fluxing ores for the smelter at

Coram.

Midas—The ledge in this property at

Harrison Gulch (Knob P. O.) has been

recovered in the lioo-ft. level and in new
ground. L. A. Mcintosh and Captain J.

H. Roberts are the principal owners

The strike is in the opposite side of the

creek from the main or old workings.

There is a fine plant on this property,

which was productive for some years,

until the ledge was lost recently.

Sierra County

It is expected that the North Yuba

river, from Goodyear's Bar to Sierra City,

will be dredged for gold by Shasta county

men. The bed of this river is quite rocky

and a new type of dredge is to be tried.

Kate Hardy—This claim at Forest has

been bonded to San Francisco men, who
have set miners at work.

Tuolumne County

Golden Key Gold Mining Company—
This company is about to begin operations

on the property three miles above Hughes
station in Mocassin creek.

Colorado

Arapahoe County

Ameriean Zinc and Chemical Company
—The directors of this company, con-

trolled by Pittsburg capitalists, which has

been exploiting the Dewey zinc extrac-

tion process, on Oct. 25 decided to wind

up the affairs of the company. The com-

pany failed to develop the new process on

a paying basis. The company owns 80

acres of land, on which there is a mort-

gage of $25,000, and has additional liabili-

ties amounting to $25,000. The Dewey
process consisted of sulphate roasting,

leaching of zinc sulphate, evaporating to

dryness and calcining to zinc oxide.

Dolores Cou.vty

United Rico—This company has 73 men
at work, including those engaged upon

new construction. Some promising de-

velopments have recently been made in

the mines. The property was lately ex-

amined by Edgar J. Meyer, mining en-

gineer, in the interest of his brother,

Eugene Meyer, Jr., of New York.

Lake County—Leadville

A V & Minnie—The improvements at

this mill, made during the summer, are

now bearing fruit, as the mill is handling

100 tons daily of a good grade of lead-

zinc concentrates, while about the same

tonnage of crude ore is being sent di-

rect to the smelter.

Breece Hill—Hanifen & Reynolds, leas-

ing on No. I shaft of the Penn, are ship-

ping 100 tons daily of a good grade of

iron, and at the same time prospecting at

the lower levels for the body of sulphide

that is supposed to pass through this part

of the propcrtty. .\t the adjoining prop-

erty, the Chippewa, occasional shipments

of silicious gold ore are being sent out

from the bottom level ; these bodies are

found in the porphyry, but are irregular.

The Fannie Rawlins, Big Four, Highland

Chief, Little Vinnie, etc.. are shipping

regularly. i

Eclipse—The tunnel being driven on

this claim. Empire Gulch, has cut the

vein, which is 5 ft. wide, and ore bins are

being erected. The ore carries silver and

the gangue rock is limestone.

Fryer Hill—A large body of oxidized

iron has been opened in the Buckeye, but

at present it does not carry sufficient

silver to make it pay-ore.

GrandvieiL'—The crosscut rn this mine,

Empire Gulch, has cut a vein 70 ft. from

the foot of the incline. The vein is 4 ft.

wide, running high in lead.

Greenback—The Utah syndicate has

taken charge of this property. Carbonate

hill, and filed papers of incorporation ; the

company is knowni as the Greenback Min-
ing Company. The directors ate W. H.

Clark, W. V. Rice, J. S. Branslor.I, Dun-

can McVichie and A. C. Ellis, with H. S.

Emiaw as resident manager. A Knowles

pump is being installed at the 900-ft. level,

and the work of unwatering the property

will start soon.

St. Kevin—This district has been un-

usually active during the past summer and
considerable development work has been

carried on at a number of claims, among
them being the Amity, Griffith and
Wilkesbarrc. Although the main ore-

bodies have not been opened in any of

them, occasional shipments of good ore

have been sent out from them all. Work
will be continued during the winter on

each of them.

Sunday—M. A. Nicholson and asso-

ciates took a lease on this and adjoining

property, Ball mountain, early in the sum-

mer, and have sunk the new shaft south

to a depth of 700 ft. ; from that point a

crosscut was run to the vein. The vein

was a little over 5 ft. wide and drifting is

now being pushed north and south ; from

this development work 40 tons daily are

being shipped. The ore is a copper sulphide

carrying some gold and silver and a little

lead.

Weston Pass—A good body of lead ore

has been opened in the Ruby and ship-

ments will start within a few days. Sink-

ing at the Colin Campbell has been com-
pleted and the ore shoot located. Both
properties will continue at work during

the winter.

Georgia

Lumpkin County

A. strong vein carrying free gold has

been opened on the Dry Hollow property,

near Dahlonega. Active operations are

being carried on by Dr. W. W. McAfee,
the owner.

Idaho

Washington County

Peacock—G. W. Boggs, manager of this

mine in the Seven Devils district, now
has 21 men employed at the mine, de-

veloping, taking out ore and getting things

in shape for the winter. He started work
on the tramway from the mine to the

railroad across Snake river this fall. It

will be about five miles long and will

cost about $10,000 per mile.

Illinois

Christian County

Penwell Coal Company—The surface

plant of this company, near Pana, was de-

stroyed by fire Oct. 23. The loss is about

$125,000, and the mine is put out of com-

mission for the present. Much of the

plant was nearly new. The mine em-

ployed about 500 men.
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McLean Coi'nty

Consumers' Cool t"(i»i/><i».v—This coni-

p:iny has been organized to open a new

coal mine near Blooniington, and will

begin sinking a shaft soon. George G.

Kmvland is engineer in charge.

Indiana

Vermiu-iox County

OuA-'iiW—This coal mine, controlled by

the Dcering Syndicate, caught fire Oct. 25.

The fire spread to the entries and for a

time endangered the lives of a score of

miners. By persistent effort the flames

were extinguished. The lire was due to

spontaneous combustion.

Vigo County

Siiliiu- Illinois Coal Mining Company—
This company has been incorporated with

a capital of $150,000. The company pro-

poses to open coal mines, build tipples and

do a general coal-inining business, with

chief office in Tcrre Haute. A. M. Hig-

gins. R. J. Fuller and K. C. Ranolds, di-

nctor';.

.\urora. It is being sunk on an .So- ft. face

of ore and will be 250 ft. deep. .\ $50,000-

niill will be erected.

ShcrMin-ll'illiams—U is reported that

the zinc-oxide plant east of Joplin will

soon be remodeled and its capacity

doubled. The plant will generate its own

electricity for lighting and power.

Illiilsclt—A. M. Sheldon, of the Old

Dominion Mining Company, has bought

thi Whitsctt mine in llie sheet-ground

district of Porto Rico. The reported

price was $65,000.

Michigan

COFI-KK

Mohawk and IVohrrinc—h has been

announced that a reduction of 5 per cent,

in wages will be made at these mines.

Osceola—Five drills have been re-

installed at the old Osceola branch of this

mine, which makes 15 drills now at work.

Iron

Buffalo & Susquclianno Mining Com-

pany—The general offices of this com-

pany are to be removed to Iron River,

Michigan.

Fogarly— The Verona Iron Mining

Company has blocked out a considerable

tonnage in this mine. The deposit is nar-

row and is cut by a longitudinal horse or

dike which narrows with depth.

Munroe Iron Mining Company—This

company has taken options on the old

Chicagon mine and on the Fesing prop-

erty, which is in the Crystal Falls district.

North Carolina

Davidson County

Tlwmasvillc—M. L. Jones has shipped

a $3600 brick to the mint at Charlotte as

the res\ilt of one week's work at his

mine.

RaN1)(II-I'H Cot:NTV

Din'is Mountain—A crnslier has been

installed at this mine and further develop-

ment will be prosecuted.

//ooi't'WtiV/—This property in Taber-

nacle township was sold at public sale and

was bought in by Douglian Davis for

$8500.

Rowan County

Union Copper Com/'aH.v — Operations

have stopped at this mine at Gold hill

and work will not be resumed until the

copper market improves. About 100 men

were laid oflf. The Gold Hill Company is

still in operation, but its suspension is

looked for.

Watauga County

Silver-Lead Mine—A. M. Dougherty is

opening a silver-lead mine

fork, five miles from Roone.

Laurel

Miuouri

Joi'LiN District

Alabama—The 300-ton mill of Jamot

Brown at Porto Rico made its first run

last week.

New Strike—.'X 55-ft. face of ore was

struck on the land of Harry Harris, four

miles northwest of Carthage, by a com-

pany of Carthage and Alba men. The
strike was made at i65-ft. depth, and the

cuttings show rich lead and jack.

Seneea—The first turn-in, of 22 tons of

jack, from the mine of Gordon and Wilkes

was made recently.

Scoll & Coleman—.\ jxio-ft. shaft is

being sunk on the C. W. Tooker land at

Nevada

Esmeralda County—Goldkielu

Ore Proditetion—Production from the

Goldfield district for the week ended Oct.

25 is reported as follows : Shipped tf

Western Ore Purchasing Company, 25.30

tons : Nevada Goldfield Reduction Com-

pany, 1210; smelters, 950; Combination

mill, 560; Kinkead mill, 140: total, 539c

tons, of $508,920 estimated value.

Nye County— Bullfrog

Bc//f—Mining operations have been re-

sumed on the property, under the man

agement of T. Bossemeyer. .-K crosscut

is being run from the foot of the 280-ft.

inclined shaft to pick up the vein. Near

the surface the vein was much broken.

Denver—"Vhe south drift at the 450-ft.

level is showing a full breast of ore of

milling grade. The management states

that parts of the vein at this level are

above milling grade and by hand picking

a large amount of shipping ore can be

obtained. The south drift is out about

45 ft., and is in good ore all the way. The

1 orth drift, which is also being continued,

is not showing as good values, but is

holding a good milling average with a full

breast of ore.

Gibraltar—The lessees in the slope off

No. I tunnel are breaking rich ore. This

is the richest ore being won on the field

at present. It is probable that, owing to

the success of Phillips & Moesser's lease,

other portions of this mine will be oper-

ated by lessees.

Golden Scepter—The tunnel has been

driven a distance of 180 ft. and it will

probably require to be driven 40 ft. far-

ther before the Hobo vein is encountered.

The miners found it difficult to make

rapid headway in driving the tunnel owing

ic the extraordinary hardness of the coun-

try rock and the bad way it fractures on

blasting.

Lcc Bonanza—The west crosscut has

been driven in toward tlie vein for a dis-

tance of 90 ft. and there are indications

that the vein will soon be cut. The cross-

cut being driven toward the east is out

120 ft., and the country remains un-

changed.

Lee State Line—Mining was recently

started on this property and the shaft is

down 30 ft., on a vein 3 ft. in width and

carrying ore of milling grade. The man-

agement proposes continuing the shaft to

t£ie 150- ft. level before developing the

vein by lateral workings.

Montgomery Shoshone—The old hoist

on the double compartment shaft has been

dismantled and the shaft, which extends

to the 400-ft. level, is being used as a

chute for handling ore from the upper

levels. The new mill is working well and

more than 100 tons of ore are being

treated every day. Concentrates from the

t;;bles are being sacked for shipment.

Nye County—Manhattan

Crcsecnt-Biircka—The shaft has been

sunk to the 145-ft. level and is on the

vein all the way from the surface. In

places streaks of ore giving high assay

values are obtained. The shaft will be

continued to th? water level, which should

shortly be reached, when a drift will be

run to connect with a shaft in the old

workings.

Indian Caint'— .A new Imisl has been

erected on the Kendall-Douglas lease and

rapid progress is being made in shaft-

sinking. The drift at the bottom level is

in ore and 18 in. of the vein gives good

assay returns.

Mineral Hill— . lie shaft is down to th<

1 70- ft. level. .\t that depth a band of

exceptionally hard country is met that re-

lards progress in sinking. The manager

proposes to continue the shaft another 100

ft. before commencing to drift, with the

view of picking up the Thanksgiving

vein, which crosses the company's prop-

erty.
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Stray Dog—A large aniouiU of lateral

work is being done. Large reserves of

milling ore are already opened up for

stuping, both in the oxidized and sulphide

zones. Some high-grade shipping ore,

taken out in the course of the develop-

ment operations, is being sacked for ship-

ment.

Tliuiiksgk'iiig— Developnieni work has

been hampered, owing to the hoist being

disatiletl through trouble with one of the

boilers. This has been remedied and

work will go forward as usual. Some
rich ore is being obtained at the ,?50-fl.

level.

Union—The Kendall-Douglass lease on

L'liion No. 9 is showing a large body of

high-grade shipping ore. The Cram-La
Lime lease on Union No. 4 is sacking ore

averaging very high. The Rose-Nash

lease on the same claim is developing a

body of stripping ore which ;il present is

over 8 ft. in widtli.

NVE COVNTV—T0N0P.\H

Ore Sliifmcnls—Shipments over the

Tonopah railroad for the week ended Oct.

25 were: Tonopah Company, 1790 tons;

Tonopah Extension, 143; Belmont, 344;

Midway, 104; Jim Butler, 61; total, 2442

tons. Ore sent to mills w-as : Tonopah
Company, 2170: Belmont, 680; Montana
Tonopah, 1260; total, 5110 tons. This

n;akes total output for the week 6552

tons, of $294,240 estimated value.

California—Development operations are

ill full swing again in the 600- and 750-

fl. levels under the management of Mark
1'. Kerr. It is proposed by the new own
ers of the mine to equip the property with

a new hoist of greater power than the

present one and resume sinking to a deep

level.

Extension—The north crosscut at the

1050-ft. level is out 700 ft. and there are

no changes of importance noticeable in

the formation. Development work in other

levels is being carried on as usual and

between 200 and 300 tons of ore are going

forward to the smelters weekly.

Midway—.\n accident to the cage last

week did considerable damage to the

main shaft and caused the closing down
of the mine for repairs for several days.

Fortunately none of the miners was hurt

when the cable broke. The high-grade

ore on the 435-ft. level continues to keep

its usual assay value and the big ledge at

the 385-ft. level is developing a large

amount of ore of shipping grade.

• Montana—The new mill is at present

being fed with ore from the old dumps.

This will all be cleared away before any

large quantities of ore are freshly broken

in the mine. The mill is running at its

full capacity of 40 stamps, crushing 180

tons a day, or an average of 4'/i tons to

the stamp. .All of the machinery in the

mill is running smoothly and the saving of

values is considered by 1". L. Bosqui, the

company's consulting metallurgist, to be

s.itisfactory.

Oregon

Baker County

Almost Si quarter of a century ago ef-

forts were made to build a railroad

from Baker City southeasterly along lower

Powder river through Ragle and Pine val-

leys to Snake river. W. L. Vinson, of

Baker City.- has now raised the neces-

sary capital, and residents of Baker

county have raised $110,000. .Most of the

right-of-way has been donated, and

work begun. The building of this rail

road will afTord transportation to the cop-

per belt and will open up large bodies of

valuable timber land.

Columbia Gold Mining Company—This

company has recently put its second bat-

tery of 10 stamps into commission and

is now turning out concentrates for the

smelter at the rate of 100 tons monthly.

Manager Baillie has entered into a con-

tract with the smelter to supply 1000 tons

of crude silicious ores, two lots of which

have already been shipped.

Ruth—Robert Nunn is making regular

shipments from the Ruth mine in Cable

Cove, and another new shipper is the

Red Bov mine in the Greenhorn district.

Pennsylvania

BiTUMINOl-'S C(ML

.hitclia Coal Company—This company's

property, including iioo acres of coal land,

has been sold to parties from Cleveland.

Ohio. It is on the line of the Wabash

railroad, in Washington county, near the

West Virginia line.

Pittsburg Coal Company—This com-

pany is making extensive improvements

at its plants in Fayette county. At Rowe's

Run two shafts are being put down 300

ft., to open up a large tract of coking

coal, and 350 coke ovens are under con-

struction. A reservoir with a capacity of

15.000,000 gal. water has been built. The

Rowe"s Run plant will have a large cen-

tral power house. Colonial No. 2 coke

plant, near Smock, is being enlarged by

the building of 370 coke ovens, making

400 in all.

This company's financial statement for

the nine months ended Sept. 30 is as fol-

lows :

1906. 1907. Changes.
Earnings $3,714,408 »*,a)7,3B4 I. $4!ia,9B6

Charges 2.307.»01 2,098.31.t D. a<l'J,48B

Net surplus *1,406,607 t2,I09,M9 I. $702,442

The charges this year were made up as

follow^s : Reserve for depreciation of coal

lands. $550,880; depreciation of plant and

equipment, $730,142; interest on bonds,

$817,293. The increase in earnings this

year was 13.3 per cent.

South Dakota

L.SWUK.NCE CuL'.NTV

t'inlon Tin Company—With the revival

ol interest in this section (here is further

tiilk of reorganization.

Connie May Morris—R. H. Spencer, of

British Columbia, is to superintend work
of development on this group recently

purchased by hlasterners. A new pros-

pecting shaft will be sunk 100 ft.

Molson—A vein of ore 25 ft. wide and
carrying free gold has been encountered
near the surface. The property adjoins

the Uncle Sam at Roubaix.

Lucky Strike—A new steam hoist and
electric dynamo to supply both mine and
mil! with power and light are being in-

stalled. The new 30-stamp mill on Elk
creek will be started about Jan. i.

Beaver Fraction—Much of the ore now
biing handled by the Mogul .Mining Com-
pany is coming from an open 6ut on
this property.

Boswell—A good looking body of

cyaniding gold ore is being opened up on
Dead Dog hill.

Far West—A body of ore assaying higl.

in silver and in gold has been uncoverea
in this old property owned by the Hattan-
bnch brothers. The property will prob-

ably soon be re-opened.

Spanish R—New ground has been
added to the patented holdings in the

Carbonate camp, and it is believed that

work will shortly be resumed on a larger

scale.

Titanic— .\ munbcr of old claims in the

Cr,rbonate district have been re-located;

the company now owns 600 acres.

Carpenter-Richards—A high-grade gold

strike is reported in the tunnel near En-
glewood at 500- ft. depth. The find proves

the continuity of the old Bald mountain
shoots through the divide into the east

side.

Pennington County

Belt Group—Henry Wagoner and as-

sociates, of Yankton, have acquired this

property by purchase from the Keystone
ovners and will expend a large sum for

tin development of its copper prospects.

Cuyahoga—Manager Gira is building

a saw mill which will furnish lumbpr for

a 75-ton treatment plant to be erected

during the coming spring. A small force

ot miners is kept busy developing.

Spencer Group—This ground on Castle

creek has just been sold out.-ight to men
from Broken Bow, Neb., who have been

operating several months on bond and
le.-.se. They are driving a tunnel toward

the ledge.

Burlington—New machinery is being in-

stalled following the recent visit of Iowa
stockholders who authorized a further ex-

penditure. The shaft now down 150 ft.

will be continued.
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School of Mines—The new metallurgi-

cal laboratory is being fitted up with a

con-plete stamp mill, a cyanide mill and

special amalgamation features.

Crozvii Mining Company—The holdings

sc\en miles south of Rochford have been

sold by James D. McNichel and A. E.

Wyatt, of Rockport, Mo., to Col. James

A. Clark, the old Black Hills min-

inj. man. Colonel Clark will start work

with miners ne.xt month, developing the

pold ledges.

Texas

Milam County

Central Texas Fuel and Development

Company—This company has been or-

ganized to develop coal lands in Milam

county on a large scale.

Babuyanes islands, north of Luzon, re-

ports a quantity of sulphur in a solfatara,

on Camiguin island. He believes there

is a possibility of commercial development

there.

Mindanao

Under direction of the Division of

Mines, Warren D. Smith, H. M. Ickis and

M. Clark have begun geological explora-

tions in Mindanao. The line to be sur-

veyed will extend from Zamboanga

through the Lake country and along the

.-\gusan river to Surigao.

Utah

S.\LT Lake County

Ttntic Ore Shipments—During the

week ending Oct. 26 the output of this

camp reached 132 carloads, the con-

tributing mines and amounts being:

Ajax, 2; Beck Tunnel, 7; Black Jack, 2;

Carisa, 3; Colorado, 9; Centennial

Eureka, 42; Eagle & Blue Bell, 6;

Eureka Hill, 2; Grand Central, 8; Lower

Mammoth, 10; May Day, 5; Mammoth,

5; Scranion, 8; Tintic lion, 9; Uncle Sam,

S; Victoria, 3; Yankee Consolidated, 6

cars.

Colorado—^A second cave has been en-

countered in this Tintic mine, with high-

grade shipping' ore in evidence on all

sides.

Last Chinee—This property, owned by

the Nevada-Utah Mines and Smelters

Corporation, has let out 50 men and

stepped production entirely for the time

biing.

Ne-w England Gold and Copper—This

13 one of the few Bingham companies that

has not curtailed its production. It is

a silver-lead producer.

Ute Copper—This company, operating

in Bingham, has its new compressor plant

in operation and development work is

being pushed.

Yanipa—The alterations planned by

this company in its Bingham smelter are

being made. More furnace capacity is

being added, and by the end of the year

the plant will be in condition to treat 700

tens of ore daily. At the mine, the steam

plant is being discarded and when pro-

duction is resumed, the compressor will

be electrically equipped. A small force

of men is engaged in re-timbcring certain

pcrtions of the mine workings.

Philippine Islands

Camiguin

H. A. Ferguson, geologist. Division of

Mines, who recently .returned from an

explorator>' trip to the Batanes and

Canada

British Columbia—Boundary District

The Granby Consolidated Mining,

Smelting and Power Company, Ltd., has

reduced the wages of its employees 50c.

a day. This will affect all the miners in

the Phenix camp as the British Columbia

and the Dominion Copper companies will

make a similar reduction. The Grand

Forks Labor Union will decide as to

whether the men will accept the reduc-

tion or go on strike.

Ontario—Cobalt District

/4i>goi(i—The working force of this

mine, which adjoins the Nova Scotia, has

been laid off. It is said that the mine

has been sold to the owners of the Nova

Scotia.

Bailey—A iS-in. vein of decomposed

calcite, cobalt and silver has been struck

close to No. 2 tunnel on a hill top. A
shaft will be put down on the vein. Three

other veins were also discovered in a drift

from No. i tunnel about 100 ft. in. All

carry native silver.

Foster—The last car of ore shipped to

the smelter netted $36,119- A vein of

s.naltite 6 to 10 in. wide has been found

at the 7S-ft. level, where No. 8 and No.

5 veins cross.

Little Nipissing—Operations have been

resumed and a new vein, several inches

wide, of calcite, with specks of native

silver, cobalt and smaltite, has been

foiuid.

Nancy Helen—The main shaft is down

123 ft. and will be sunk to the 200-ft.

level. At the loo-ft. level two drifts have

been started ; one, southeast on the main

vein, shows the vein to have an average

width of 8 in. of rich ore. Native and

wire silver I and I'/i in. thick is found.

Nipissing—The officers of the operat-

ing company have issued a brief state-

ment showing the financial condition of

the mine on Oct. i. Cash and bullion

amounts to $4i3,7i5- Ore in transit and

at the smelters is valued at $446,037,

while the ore sacked at the mine is esti-

mated to be worth $90,000. The total

cash or quick assets is $949,752 which,

after deducting $180,000 for dividend

purposes, leaves $769,732 surplus. Re-

cently two new veins were found. Pros-

pecting will keep on until stopped by

weather ; 350 njen are at work.

O'Brien—The Ontario Government has

received $51,992 as royalties on the output

for the three months ending Sept. 30, on

the basis of 25 per cent, of the value of

the ore mined.

Silver Bar—Work at this mine, which

had been suspended during the summer,

was recently resumed, the property hav-

ing been taken over by Michigan capital-

ists. It is reported that a rich vein has

been struck while drifting at the iso-ft.

level.

Temiskaming & Hudson Bay — The

new vein has been stripped to a consider-

able extent, showing up better than on

the surface. An assay showed $80 silver

to the ton. The ore was taken from the

iiiccolite end of the vein. The vein is

located 300 ft. north of the main shaft

and a crosscut, at the second level, will

be extended north, so that the new vein

can be worked from the main shaft.

Tretheivey—A vein 8 in. wide has been

found in the drift at the 50-ft. level a

few feet from the new shaft. It yields

good ore with considerable native silver.

Mexico

Guanajuato

Santa Brigida—Shewell & Fulton have

purchased this mine as well as the

Cayetaro, the Noche Buena and the

Patrocinio in the Santa Rosa district, and

are examining other properties for East-

ern capitalists.

Oaxaca

Oaxaca Smelting and Refining Com-
pany—Jos. T. Wallace was appointed re-

ceiver of this company upon petition of

the American Trust Company, of Boston,

Mass. It is the purpose of the bondhold-

ers to reorganize immediately.

Sonora

Fundicion—The smelting works of the

Compania Metalurgica y Refinadora del

Pacifico, S. A., will be blown in early in

December. The company has been in the

market for the purchase of custom ores

since N6v, I.

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold production in September is re-

ported as 53,622 oz. bullion, being 936

oz. less than in August, but 5212 oz. more

than in September, 1907. For the nine

months ended Sept. 30, the total was

409,399 oz., bullion in 1906, and 454,226

oz. in 1907; an increase of 44,827 .Oz.

The bullion reported this year was equal

to $8,356,075. or 404,261 oz. fine gold.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

A'i"(| York, \ov. 6—The coal trade in

the West shows little change in condi-

tions, except that complaints of car short-

age are increasing. The demand for steam

coal keeps np liotter than had been ex-

pectetl, and the loo.il markets show con-

siderable strength. The approach of win-

ter has strengthened the demand for do-

mestic coal, and there seems to be gen-

erally a good condition. Mines are work-

ing as well as the railroad service will

permit. The Lake trade is quieter than

usual at this season and there is no great

rush of late shipments.

In the Kast the bituminous trade is still

in good shape. Demand for steam coal

at seaboard points continues strong, and

the coastwise trade is active. Prices at

the chief seaboard points are stronger

than at any time during the season.

The anthracite trade is steady for the

domestic sizes, and there is a good de-

mand for these everywhtre. The steam

sizes are less active than they have been,

but the demand has fallen off only in

moderate degree.

Coastwise trade, as with bituminous

coal, is active. The main trouble now is

with the New England railroads, which

are not handling coal promptly at the

eastern receiving ports. This makes a

good deal of trouble for vessels.

No decision was reached by the repre-

sentatives of the United Mine Workers

and the Operators of the Central Com-
petitive field, relative to a restoration of

the interstate agreement, at the meeting

held in Indianapolis Oct. 29. The opinion

prevails, however, that the prospects for

such restoration arc good and another

meeting will be held Dec. 19. It was not

expected that any action would be taken

last week.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coastwise shipments of coal from the

chief Atlantic ports for the eight months

ended Aug. .31 are reported as follows:

Aathroclte. Bituminous. Tntnl.

NflW York 10 987.3-1 7.«fi:t..'i72 18.650(143

Phllndi>l|ihl(i... l,r>72.445 3,24«,llfi 4.870 .ItU

Baltimore 107.405 2.412,277 2,.'i79 682
N.-W|rortNew8 1,628,2110 l.i;28 290
Norfolk I,121.6.'i3 1.121.653

Total 12.727.221 16.073.908 28 801.129

Total. 1906 ... 10 175 616 14.6:18 476 24.814.092

The total shipments this year show an

increase of 3.987,037 tons, or 16.1 per

cent. The proportion of shipments from

the ports this year was: New York, 64.8;

Philadelphia, 16.7; Baltimore. 9.0; New-
port News, 5.6; Norfolk, 3.9 per cent. New

York includes all the New York harbor

shi|)ping points.

.SUipmonts of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Oct. 26 were as follows, in short tons

:

1006. 1007. ChaugAi).

3,tt)ri,025 4.i»ii.y;)4 1. 1,020.909

»11.2i«.579 82.074.344 I. 5,847,766

lO.sso.iM". ii,.^)ls,ojl I. l,i:i4,9w;

Anibraulte...
bltnmluouB.

.

Ooke

Total 40.242.649 48.240,309 I. 8,00:1,660

The total increase this year was lo.g

per cent.

The coal tonnage originating on the

lines of the Southern Railway for the

eight months ended .^ug. 31 was: Ten-

nessee district, 1,145,043; Alabama dis-

trict, 1,400,760; total, 2,545,803 short tons.

New York

Anthracite

.\'ov. 6—The market for anthracite coal

shows little change from last week. Pre-

pared sizes are in slightly better demand
and small steam sizes arc flat. Prices are

quoted as follows : Broken, $4.75 ; egg,

stove and chestnut, $5 ;
pea, $3.25 ; buck-

wheat No. I, $2.75 ; buckwheat No. 2 or

rice, $2.iS@2.2S; barley, $1.75, all f.o.b.

New York harbor.

Bituminous

The demand for all classes of bitumi-

nous coal is exceedingly strong, and

in many instances consumers have

accepted lower grades of coal when

the desired grades were not obtain-

able. Large volumes of coal are coming

forward, but they are absorbed as soon

as the shipments arrive. The last con-

signments of coal are being shipped to

complete Maine port orders.

The far East is still calling for consid-

erable coal, although there are large

quantities at nearly all the shipping ports.

Ir fact, many vessels are on demurrage

before they arc able to obtain a berth.

Trade along the Sound is receiving con-

siderable coal, but vessels arc held up

for a week or 10 days before they are able

to discharge. This is due partly to the

boatmen's strike and partly to the accu-

mulation of vessels in this territory.

New York harbor trade is very strong

and fair grades of steam coal easily bring

$2.85@3 f.o.b. New York harbor ports.

The strike among the boatmen has

affected the situation in that harbor

;

freights have been raised to 25c. per ton.

against a former rate of i6@i8c. In the

all-r;iil trade the demand is good except

tc certain New England points where-

shipping is at a standstill. Between the

mines and tidewater the demand is good

and the price asked ranges about $1.50

per ton f.o.b. mines. Car supply seems

to be slightly improved, although there

are many complaints on this score. Trans-

portation from mines to tide is about the

same as last week, cars taking a little

longer than schedule to run through.

In the coastwise vessel market, vessels

arc affected by the strike, but rates do

not seem to have advanced. Quotations

are as follows : From Philadelphia to

Boston, Salem and Portland, 90@95c. ; to

Portsmouth, $i@i.io; to Newburyport
and Lynn, $i.2S@i.3o; to Saco and Ban-

gor, $1.50; to Augusta, $2.25 per ton. No
ice-clauses have so far been demanded,

although it was rumored last week that

certain captains were insisting that these

should be included in the contract.

Birmingham

-Vow. 4—The coal mines in Alabama
:ire still very active. If there is to be

any change in conditions, so far tht-

operators have not given any forecast.

The railroads are a little slow in furnish-

ing cars. The production is still at the

top notch and, as far as can be learned,

there is to be no curtailment. Several of

the smaller operators are watching condi-

tions, though there has been no distuib-

ance to this date. Collections are nol at

what they should be, but it is believed

that the flurry will all be over in a few

weeks. Coal prices have not fallen. Large

consumers of coal have not advised opera-

tors of any desire for abatement of ship-

ments and there is still a scramble on for

cars. The work of developing in the

coalfields is still on. The estimate of

15,000,000 tons of coal in Alabama for

T907 is still made.

Coke is in good demand with fair prices

obtaining. It is expected the production

will be continued at the present rate and

if necessary there will be some accumu-

lation.

Chicago

\'ov. 4—Sales of coal are somewhat

checked by the financial conditions, but

are heavy as compared with the sales of

a year ago. Dealers in the city and coun-

try alike are buying, in many cases, only

enough coal to carry them along with cur-

rent orders, and not stocking up for the

winter. The same thing is true of con-
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sumers. large and small. Railroads are The Indiana Ra.lroad Connnission will
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.

Chang^

buying well, and there is no check to the allow radroad otlicials 20 days in whan BituminouB s.c.-20.074 7,7i2.i-,n2 1.2.122.628

volume of coal needed for general steam to file briefs in the case in which certain
,j,otai coal 7,290,:«o 9,819.1431.2,528,813

purposes. Eastern and Western coals roads are charged with discrimination m ooke 577,207 682.68:; i. 105,376

share in the lessened -sales, with Western rates when shipping coal to coniiectmg ^^^^^ 7,867.637 io,50i,726 1.2,634.189

perhaps faring better than Eastern, be- lines. It is known that a score of roads
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ .^^,^^j^ ^^^j

cause of the tendencv of the consumer to will lile extensive briefs and the roads
,.„„|.ered, or sold to steamships engaged

buy more cheaply under present condi- where coal traffic originates and those
._^ i^,^;^„ trade. The coke exported

tions.
' ^^''''''' '"^'^'^'''" " ''''" ''""'"* vigorously

^^_^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^^ .^_^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^_ .

Prices of Western coals remain fairly any attempt to change the rales on coal.
_^j_^, ^^^^ distribution of the coal was as

firm, lump being $2..'5@2.7S. run-'of-mine The point which the railroad officials em-
^^^^^^^^,

$,.75@2,2^ and screenings $I.I0@I.50. The phasize is that it is o vast importance
^^^^ ^_^^^ ^^^^^^^

tendencv toward cheaper coals and mild that connecting railroads have tuel coal. ^^^^^ s.v.o.im 7,442,822 i.i,967,042

weather' has strengthened somewhat the that the prompt shipments made for the Mexico 857,215 844,907 D. 12.308

„,nrV..t for line coals public depend largely on the abdity ot the other w. Indies 237.076 319.132 1. 82,056

E^,^,^ c^s are' in general easier, roads to get fuel and that the unwritten gj^-,- v,;^,;;;;; J^iSI ^J^ ^ ^^
Smokeless is nominally at $3.25 for run- agreement or practice of roads hauling

^^^^^
-__ -—— ^^^^^^

of-mine and $4.10 for lump, but these material for connecting lines at a reduced .

prices have been' cut 10 to 25c. on some rate should not be broken up. 1 he mcrease in exports to Europe was

sales Hocking is advanced in circular The Southern Indiana railroad has se- i„ shipments to Italy,- which took 128,092

price to $^ 6s but much has sold at the "cured a temporary restraining order tons this year. The exports to other

former price "of $^50 Pittsburg No. 8 against the Indiana Railroad Commission countries were chiefly to South America.

-.nd Yoiichioghenv are fairly firm, the to prevent the putting into effect the rules The exports to Canada-75.8 per cent of

former at $3 for iH-i"- ^md t''^' ^^^^" ^^ promulgated for furnishing and distribu- the total in 1907—were, m detail, as fol-

$^Z for Vi-m. lump. "o" of cars to the coal mines. The com- ;ows

:

"'

mission is preparing to fight the case. 1906. 1907. Changes.

Anthracite 1,643.570 2,041.865 I. 398,295

Cleveland Bituminous 3,832,210 5,400,957 1.1,568,747

Xor. S-The c.al market opened out pitt.burg
^°"'' ^"*^^ ''*'-^'' ''''''''

weak Monday, with a fair supply of coal 1 he increase in anthracite this year was

on "hand and greatly reduced orders being Nov. 5—There is no material change in
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ j^^ bituminous 40.9; the

carried bv coal companies. A representa- the coal markets. Prices remain on the
^^^^j ^^-^^ ^^j^g 35 g p„ cent.

tive of one of the largest coal companies basis of $i.40@i.S0 for mine-run coa at

in the citv said Mondav: "This flurry mine, but most of the new orders booked
T^ , D

in the monev and stock "markets is play this week were at the maximum price. Iron Trade ReVieW

i„g hob with the coal business. CoUec- The supply is not equal to the demand,
.

tions are very poor. Customers cannot and there is a greater shortage of rail-
^.^^^^ ^,^^.^ ,^,^^, 6-Dullness and a

pav cash for drafts with bill of lading road cars than a week ago. It is esti-
^^^.^^ conservation continue to be the rule •

attached, because the banks will not lend mated that less than 6d per cent, of the
.^^ ^^^ .^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^j j^^.^ets. In the

them monev either in this city or outside requirements is bemg furmshed by the
^^^^^_^^ condition of the financial markets

to finance their acceptances. The suppb railroads and there are no indications ot
_^^ ^_^^ .^ ^.^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ commit-

i„ the citv is not large, but I am afraid an improvement in the near future. 1 he
^^^^^^_ _^^^ ^^^ _^^^, ^^^j^^^^ transacted at

that the laying off of men at Columbus rivers were navigable agam during the
^^^^^_^^ .^ ^^^^^^ ^,_^j.^^,y .^^ ^^^^„ ^^^^^^

and here and a number of other exten- week and over 3,000 000 bu. of coal went
^^^ j^^n^ediate use. It looks as if everyone

sive evidences of retrenchment will force to lower ports, the bulk of the shipment
^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^f ^^_

us to curtail production, for with the being made by the Monongahela River
^^^.^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ .^ .^ ^^^ ^,^^,^y^ ^^^^

mines running full shift now stocks are Consolidated Coal and Coke Company.
^^^ ^^^^^^.^ operations at short notice. Some

piling up and we have not the facilities Conncllsville Cot? — Operations have
^i^^^.^ fumaces have already shut down,

for moving the coal. The car shortage been suspended at a number of coke plants ^^^ others are preparing to follow. This

in this locality is the only saving grace to and production is considerably curtailed
j^ especially the case with a number in

the situation. Prices this week are around this week. The demand has fallen off
^^^ ^^^^ which are so situated that they

$1.20 at mine for mine-run pnd $1.25® owing to the blowing out of a number of
^^^.^^o\. work at a profit unless pig iron

1.30 for J<»-in.; slack is selling at 70c, blast furnaces. Prices, however, remain
j^ ^^ ^ j^jgj, ]i,^,pl other furnaces are

These prices are all loc. under those pre- fairly firm, furnace coke being quoted at
i,oi(ij„g on^ either because they have con-

vailing at this time last year." $2.65@2.85, and foundry coke at $3.25fe tracts to fill, or because they are disposed

Coal dealers in general voice this senti- 3.40. The Courier in its weekly report
^^ j^^ jhe effect of lower prices on the

ment, and developments in the market are gives the production at 41^,385 tons in
n,arket.

awaited with interest, though it is not both fields. The shipments aggregated jj j^ understood that the chief produc-

cxpected that there will be much further 14,134 cars distributed as follows: lo
j^^g interest will follow market conditions

decline in prices. Pittsburg, 4940 cars; to points west of closely and will close part of its works

Conncllsville, 8302 cars : to points east of 35 fast as demand falls off, and orders

I„j- -,„.i:, Conncllsville, 892 cars. are filled. It will not accumulate stocks

,
of unsold material m any event. the

.Vol'. 5-Coal-niine operators in the
^^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^ specifications on outstand-

Southern Indiana .listrict report a scarcity
p-.-:__ Coal Tradf ing contracts is watched closely, and much

of miners. One of the chief reasons 1. foreign l^oal 1 fade
J^^ ^^^^^_^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^

the fact that certain classes of young men
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^j,j ^ ^^^^

who heretofore sought employment in the
large tonnage of finished material under

mines have secured work outside, and no r-P-^; "
:;\h line mon hsend- contract, as was shown by the Steel Cor-

'^='^""'"°1,Tut::df mrstreo ^::tTS.^lr:,oZl..W^o.^.y Poration. report, published last week.

T ron'i alo true To^hr mining .h! Bureau of Statistics of the Depart- It is possible that some orders for rails

this section .s al o true of other mmmg
Commerce and Labor: will be placed, as there will be a large ton-

districts in the btate.
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iiane luctlcd fur repairs ami renewals in

any event.

A conference of the makers of steel bil-

lets was held in Pittshiirn last week, but

no definite results seem to have been

reached. It was reported that the old

Billet .Association would be revived, but

this was not the case.

.Vii important result of the financial

disturbance has been the transfer to the

L'nited States Steel Corporation of a con-

trolling interest in the Tennessee Coal

Iron and Railroad Company. This in-

terest has been lieUI by a speculative

party, headed by John W. (iales and
(irant R. Schley. .Xpparentlv this clique

has been hard hit, and the immediate
motive of the transfer has been to relieve

the banks which were caYrying large loans

with Tennessee stock as collateral.

Doubtless the -Steel Cori)orati()n apprcci

ated the opportunity, which it was in a

position to take. It is annouiicofi that

the majority interest in the stock is traf.s

ferred, payment being made in second-

mortgage bonds ; not a new issue, but

bonds now in the corporation's treasury.

Opportunity will be given to minority

holders to transfer their stock on the

same terms. The immediate effect of

this transaction on the steel trade will

not be great, but there may be important

future consequences, on which comment
nuist be reserved for the present.

Sli-fl Rail Specifications — No final

action was taVctn on the .steel-rail ques-

tion at the meeting of the .American Rail-

way Association last week. The pro-

posed new section, putting increased

weight of metal in the web of the rail,

was approved, but the question of phos-

phorus allowable was referred to a com-

mittee of experts for further consid

eration.

Iron and Slccl Exfoi'ts— IL\ports of

iron and steel, including machinery, from

the United States for September, and the

nine months ended Sept. .?o, arc valued

as below by the Bureau of Statistics of

the Department of Commerce and Labor

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
September $i;),400.i»2 *16.S)0.83.'i I. S:i.l30,161
N'Ine months... 120,GS8.8(a UG,231,0«0 I. 19..t32,197

The total increase for the nine months
was 15.4 per cent.. The leading items of

export for the nine months were, in long

tens:

190«.

Pig Iron 60.41.1

Blllete, Ingots b hloome }70.4ii2

Bars r4.411
Ralls 2S0.278
Sheets and plates 78,989
Structural steel ftt.HBl

Wire 120,293
Kalis and spikes 47,492

The chief decreases were in wire and

in billets, ingots and blooms. The larger

gains were in bars and structural steel.

froit and Steel Imforts—Imports of

iron and steel, including machinery, in the

United States for September and the

nine months ending Sept. yo. are valued
by the Bureau of Statistics as follows

:

Koptoiiibcr,...
Ntuo inoutha.

.

1900. 1U07. CIIUIIKHS.

t2,K;i2.1«9 »2,'.IU2,;)01 I. % 70,I(«
, 24,370,887 31.698,020 I. 7,321,l:i:i

1907. Changes.
«o.:».') D. 30
60,293 D.110,169
75.607 I. 11,196

25;t,249 I. 2,971
92.448 I. 13,459
102.187 I. 18,296
116.;f25 D. 9.908
4.'>.645 D. 1.847

llie increase for the eight months was

.50 per cent. The chief items of the iron

and steel imports for the nine months

were, in long tons

:

1900. 1907. ChliliKKS.

Pig Iron 229.870 449.147 1.219.271
Scrap 10,438 .

24,9I»I I. I4.5:n
Ingots, blooms, Ulc 14.977 11.4l>& v. 3.512
Uars 25,607 m:M\ I. 4.734
Wtro-rodS 13,444 13,299 D. 145
Tln-platOS 37,7511 46,706 I. 8,950

There are considerable increases in

pig iron, in scrap—chiefly steel scrap

—

.Mid in tin-plates.

/;()» Ore Movement—Exports and im-

ports of iron ore in the United States for

the nine months ended Sept. 30, are re-

ported as follows, in long tons:

1906. 1907. Clianges.

Exports 2;M.310 157,843 D. 76,167
Imports 818,030 972.:f40 I. 154,310

Most of the exports were to Canada.

Imports were from Cuba. S])aiu and .-M-

geria.

Imports of manganese ore for the nine

mouths were 155,409 tons in igo(). and

142,120 tons in 1907: a decrease of i3,2cS<j

tons.

Baltimore

Suv. 6—Impurls lor the week included

505 tons ferromanganese. Two cargoes of

iron pyrites, 8281 tons, were received fronj

Spain. .Arrivals of iron ore were 6000

tons from Cuba.

Exports of copper tor the week were

790 long tons.

Birmingham

Xov. 4— \\'hilc there is a general cur-

tailment of production in the Hirming-

ham district, the blowing out of furnaces

being an everyday occurrence of late, the

iron-makers are being left in such shape

that on a moment's notice, a resumption

of operation can be had. The iron market

K exceedingly quiet. There are no indi-

cations of any buying taking place now
until toward the end of the year, and it

is proposed to make just enough iron to

till orders on hand. In addition to this,

there is a railroad-car shortage that is

being felt. The conditions in this terri-

tory are doubtful. Iron is not being

shipped out in great quantity. The short-

age of ready cash in the banks brought

about a condition that called for great

care in handling the situation. It was
necessary to issue Eastern exchange,

checks, sums ranging from $5 up. This

was used the same as currency in this ter-

ritory the past week, even in meeting pay

rolls. Merchants and dealers throughout

the district accepted the exchange the

same as currency and so far the tide has

been stemmed. The retrenchment policv,

because of the financial market, is being

pushed rapidly. Two companies, allied

concerns, blew out four furnaces in the

past week. Another company stopped all

preparations to blow in a furnace.

The production at the Ensley steel

plant is heavier right now than it has

been in a year. The cast-iron pipe foun-

dries, machine shops and other indus-

tries are in the same position ;ilinost as

the pig-iron makers. The inanufacturkrs

of iron are not offering their iron under
$18 per ton, No. 2, foundry, for immediate
delivery. No iron is being offered at all

under $17, so far as can be heard.

Chicago

Nov. 4—Small sales continue in the

local pig-iron market. The general (-on

ditions of business are affecting the

market to the extent of cutting prices

below the standard quotations that have
existed for the last month—$22.50 for

Northern No. 2 and $18 Birmingham
($22.35 Chicago) for Southern No. 2—
by 50c. or $1 on many orders. On the

greater part of the business done perhaps

5ac. less than the quotations would be
about the actual price.

Coke is easier, the demand being almost
wholly for immediate needs, in small lots.

The price remains $5.90, with the proba-
bility that this price will weaken soon, be-

cause of the supply and the tendency to

make orders as small as possible.

Clevelcuid

Nov. 5— It is now estimated that the

season's movement of ore from the f,akc

Superior ranges will exceed 41,000,000

tons, and many are predicting 42,000,000

tons. Ore carriers are moving freely

and the month's total is already very
heavy, with a large fleet now on its

way down the lakes. Bad weather has
interfered to some extent with the move
nient. Cars are scarce and the movement
of ore from the docks inland is slow.

The movement for the month amounted
to about 6,250,000 tons but all the figures

are not yet in. Most of the ore carriers

will be out of commission after this week
and there will be a good supply of wild
tonnage. TTonneaut and .Ashtabula broke
all records in receipts for the month.
The pig-iron market is reported easier,

with little business outside of actual con-
tracts. The following prices are quoted for

the balance of the year; Bessemer, $22.90:

No. I foundry Northern, $2i.5o@22: No.
2, $2i@2i.5o; No. 3, $2o@2i ; No. 2

Southern, $21.35^^21.85; gray forge. $20
@20.50 per ton.

Philadelphia

-Vo;-. 6— If all of ilu- influences and
tendencies underlying the pig-iron situa-

tion were balanced it would appear that

the market is in favor of buyers, and that

prices are receding rather than holding

their own, and that some of the furnaces

which have been blown out within the

past few weeks will remain out until
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market conditions favor resumption. Some
Eastern makers are not attempting to

push iron on the market and will probably

hold their stocks until they can see a

little farther. In consequence of this

policy iron has been selling rather slowly

and at prices favorable to the buyers.

There is scarcely any inquiry this week
for iron of any kind for ne.xt year's de-

livery. Prices remain nominal, as they

were last week, and the larger makers are

not soliciting business. Basic iron will

probably be the first to move.

Sieel Bitlels—Billets are weakening and
this explains the retail character of recent

business. Consumptive requirements are

large, but buyers hesitate to purchase in

a large way and believe that the situation

is working more in their favor.

Scraf—The scrap market is irregular

and the holders of scrap are unable to

dispose of their stock promptly. Heavy
scrap is the only thing that is of interest.

Nothing is being done in the lighter kinds.

Steel scrap is hard to move at current

prices, but the dealers cannot quote any-

thing less if they are to get their money
back.

Pittsburg

A'oi: 5—There is no improvement in

the iron and steel trade and prices in

some lines are easier. Production is be-

ing curtailed by the closing of several

mills. Among the more important are the

Bellaire and Columbus works of the Car-

negie Steel Company. The four blast

furnaces at these places also have been

blown out. .According to reports today

fully ID blast furnaces in the Pittsburg,

Valley and Wheeling districts have been

closed since Nov. i. Others are scheduled

to go out of blast shortly. The suspen-

sion of operations is being done slowly,

but it is figured that a number of large

plants will be idle by the first of next

month. Shapes and plates still rank

among the important lines, and the mills

will be kept going steadily the rest of

the year. Merchant bars and tin-plate

are the weakest of the finished products.

Prices of bars continue to be shaded, but

tin-plate prices remain unchanged as there

is absolutely no demand. The leading in-

terest is operating less than 40 per cent.

of its tin-plate mills but is still running

about 75 per cent, of its sheet mills.

Black sheets are being shaded about $2

a ton by independent interests, but very lit-

tle new business is being booked. Small

orders in most of the finished lines are

received, but there is a notable falling off

in specifications. No cancellations of

orders arc reported but customers are not

taking the material as freely as was ex-

pected when the orders were taken.

Pig Iron—The announcement this

week that the ascertained average of

bessemer pig iron for October was

$21.88'/^, Valley furnaces, shows that dur-

ing the month sales of 1000 tons or more

were made at a lower price than $22,

which has been given out as the nominal

quotation owing to the absence of any

transactions. It is evident that some iron

sold as low as $21.50, Valley, but the

sales were not made public. Yesterday

TOO tons of bessemer sold at less than $21

at furnace. No. 2 foundry iron for

prompt shipment is higher and Valley

furnaces are quoting $21, hut no sales are

recorded. Gray forge is quoted nomin-

ally at around $19.40, Pittsburg. For

basic iron $19, Valley, can be shaded, but

there have been no transactions of any

consequence.

Steel—The billet market is considerably

disturbed and it is reported that bessemer

liillcts have sold as low as $27. The nom-

inal quotation is $28 and $29 is named for

open-hearth billets. While the price fijced

by the Carnegie Steel Company for sheet-

bars is $31, it is known that sales are

being made at $1 less. Plates are firm

at 1.70c. but merchant steel bars are weak

and the re.e:ular price of 1.60c. is being

shaded.

Sheets—There is no change in the sheet

market. Black sheets are still quoted at

2.60C. and galvanized at 3-75c- for No.

28 gage, but some independents are cut-

ting black sheets $2 a ton.

Ferro-Manganese—Prices have de-

clined, sales having been made during the

week at $S3-50@54 per ton.

Metal Market

NEW YOUK. Nov. 6.

Gold and Silver Exports and ImporU

At all United Slates Ports in Sept. and yar.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

G..ld:

Sept. 1907..
" 190t;..

Year 1907..
•• 1906..

$ 1,603,836
1,178,922

49,879.813

35,789,962

$ 2.7.34,086

31,431.038
30,837.287
111.776.017

Imp.* 1,230,260
•• 29,152,116

Exp. 19,042,626

Imp. 76,986.065

Silver

:

Sept. 1907..
" 1906..

Year 1907..

„ 1906..

6,048,467
3.694.311

47.970.793
45.441.339

3,789.113
3,262.659

34,454,671
32,994,069

Exp. 2,259,344
: 331,752
13.516.222

„ 12,447.270

Tliese statements cover the total movement
nf gold and sliver to and from the United
Stales. These fisures are furnished hy the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

I"or weelt ending Nov. 2 and years from Jan. 1.

Period.
Gold. MllVHr.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906
1905.

t 610,000
34.H18.BJ4
6,022.183

34,430.033

S 130.3-K

8.7H.'i,12U

92.410.l;«
10,405,053

$ 871,120
44,2.^7.182

44.9H2.IU0

29,319,712

$ 43 199
2.662.641
1,891,(180

3,805,697

Exports of Bold for Ihe weeli were chielly

to Panama ; of silver to London. Imports for

the week, both gold and sliver, were from
Mexico, South America and Japan.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Nov. 2 are reported as be-

low, in dollars.

Gold. silver. Total.

Ass'dNewYork *l7.'i,9l3.900'

EnKland $158,640,520 l.'i8,646,620

France B.57.143,sr)0 $187,620,500 744,664,3t0'

Qeimany 158,245,000 43,850,000 202.1196,000

Splllll 77,915,000 128,185,000 2(li;. 1(10.000

Nuttierlands.... 33.96(;,500 25,632,.500 60,499,000
Belgium 15,716,066 7,8.'i8,.336 22,675,000
Italy 180,.'->35,000 24,.')16,000 205,061,000
Russia 627,345,000 26,175,000 653,520,000
Au8t..Huagary. 227.20.-),000 58,646,000 285,8.50,000

Sweden 21,225,000 21,225,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are from

the cables to the Commercial and Finan-

cial Chronicle of New York.

Silver Market

SILTEB AND STBnLINQ HSCHANGB.

i

Silver.
1

P

Silver.

ii i£
o "S o d < o 13

So f i S« s « xa S»
's" ^ a a fe

" S a a a
o £ M i £ C S) Sl » <a

mu Ko Jft. 'A Sw ^o tJ|i<

31 4.8400 59?i 27,'» 4 4.8650, 60}-,' 27K
1 4.8550 69 (^ 27 )i 6 i^h
2 4.8650 69% 2754 6 4.8575 60« 28

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Oct. 24

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

India £13,291.696 £9,K41,9.'i4 D. £ 3,449,742

China 430,700
Straits 1,750

68,400 D. 362,300
626,960 I. 624,200

Total £ 13,724,146 £10,536,304 D. £ 3.187.842

Imports for the week were £13,000 from

New Zealand; £2000 from the West
Indies; £165,000 in bars and £15,000 in

Mexican dollars from New York.

The director of the mint on Nov. 1

bought 200,000 oz. silver, 100,000 oz. de-

livered at the Philadelphia mint and 100,-

000 at the New York assay office. The
price paid was 5g.S'-)Tc. per oz., delivered.

Prices ol Foreign Coins

Bill. Askod.
Mexican donars $0473.,' $0.49

Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.41 0.40

victoria aoverelgns 4.83 4.86

Twenty franca 3.87 3.92

Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78 4.80

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

1

o
O wo

.d
as

5>rt

%.

S
2 ZO

.a

So

31

1

2

4

6

14 'a

ffll4',

14 H
014?i
14«

ffli4»;

14»4

(316

14\
(315

14

14

(314J,-

14

r3i4."i

14

(3)14,»i

14
(314 -i

66>i

67

65>i;

66

63 J;

32

31 ?4

31 >i

31

«

30 .1^

4.75

4.76

4.76

4.75

4.76

6 26
(35 30

5.20
(35 25

5.16
06 20

6.10
(35.15

6.10
(35.16

5 10
(36.16

6.05
(36.10

5 00
(36 OS

4 96
(36.00

4 96
(35.00
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l.onilon quotations arc per long ton (2240
lb.) sinndaid copper, wblch Is now the equiva-

lent of tUe former K.ni.h's. The New York
4|uolntlons for electro.vllo cnprier are for

cakes, ingots or wirebars. nnil ro|)resent tbc

bulk of the transactions inaUe wltli cou-
Buniers. linsls. New York. cash. The i)rlce of

cnthoilea Is O.l'Joc. below that of electrolytic.

The lead prices are those quoted by the .\mer-

K-an SmelllnK and KeliniUi; l^)inpauy for

near-bv slilpiuents of desi^erlzed lead In 50-

ton lots, or larger. The quotations on spc'ter

are for ordinary western brands; aper'al

brands command a prcmltim.

Cop(>er—The buying movement which

wc reported in our last issue continued

up to the end of last week, but since

Monday there has been little doing. The

European buyers .seem to have covered

their requirements for the near future,

and the domestic buyers are still generally

averse to contracting ahead on account of

the disturbed linaucial conditions, although

they have made more or less purchases,

particularly of Lake, to supply immediate

requirements. At the close the market is

quiet at I4ii@l5c. for Lake copper, 14®
I4;4C. for electrolytic in ingots, cakes and

wirebars. Business in casting copper has

been done during the week at an average

of 13M@I4C.
In London a considerable business was

done, and a large bear account for early

prompts was forced to cover, so that at

one time a backwardation of £2 existed.

.\s high as £67 for spot and £65 for three

months was done, but toward the close

of the week the market declined and it

closes at £63 12s. 6d. for spot, £63 for

three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
<Iuote ; English tough, £60 ; best selected,

£67 ; strong sheets, £72.

Statistics for the second half of October

show an increase in the visible supplies

of aooo tons.

Copper Sht'cts and Wire—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb. ; of

wire, i6^^@i6j4c. per pound.

Tin—The end of last week the London
market showed a fairly firtn tone, but

since the beginning of this week the ad-

vance was not upheld and prices declined

continuously till at the close they reach

£138 los. for spot, £140 IDS. for three

months. Very little business was done in

this market, a curious fact being that not-

withstanding that London futures are at

a premium over spot, just the reverse is

the case here ; spot tin is at a premium
over import prices, while future tin can be

"bought at a discount. The market closes

weak at 305^c. per lb.

Statistics for the month of October

show a decrease in the visible supplies of

1000 tons.

Visible stocks of tin reported on Nov.

I were,, in long tons

:

In store. .\lloat. Total.

;i S39 4.49r>

IRi
7.RM

Holland 117 COO
C. 8., exc. Pacific iK)rt8. ... 1..M3 1.095 3.I°,3S

Total . . . 5.Q99 5.773 11.072

The total shows a decrease of 1472

Ions from the October report.

I.ccid—The price of the .American Smelt.

iiiK and Refining Company for desilver-

ized remains unchanged at 4.75c. New
York and 4.67K'C. St. Louis, but it is ex-

pictcd that a reduction will be made be-

cause this schedule is so much out of har^

moiiy with the actual situation. Outside

brands have been sold this week at further

concessions, transactions h.iving been

made at 4.50(fl'4.SSC- Now York and 4.^7'j

@4.40c. St. Louis.

The European market tor lead li:[S b.cii

quiet. Lead for near-by delivery continues

scarce and at the close £18 is quoted for

Spanish lead, £18 2s. 6d. for English lead.

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company

during the half-year ended May 31, 1907,

;-old 24,372 tons lead ; 2857 tons in Austra-

lia and New Zealand, 4831 tons in China,

India and Japan and 16,954 tons in

Europe. The trade in the far East is

growing, 2850 tons having been sold

there in the current half-year up to Aug.

31. Sales to Europe are at the average

price ruling during the month of arrival.

For all sales to China, Japan and India,

also Australia and New Zealand, the price

is fixed at time of sale.

Spelter—The market is quiet and there

is little demand. The metal has been of.

fcred at lower prices and at the close we
quote St. Louis 4.95@5c., New York 5.10

@5.i5 cents.

I he London market is unchanged at £21

TSs. for good ordinaries, £22 for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is $7.50

per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.

—

f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Peru. The
freight rate to New York is 27.SOC. per

100 lb.

Antimony—The market is lifeless both

in New York and abroad and there is no

demand for the metal. The quotations

are, therefore, only nominal, as follows

:

Cooksons, \i%@\iy2C.; Hallett's, io@
10V4C. ; ordinary brands, 9?4@9J^ cents.

Nickel—For large lots. New York, the

chief producer quotes 45@50c. per lb.,

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities. 50@65c., same delivery.

Qiiicksiher—titw York prices have ad-

vanced considerably. Quotations are $45

per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. Retail sales

are made at 62@63c. per lb. The Lon-

don price is £8 5s. per flask, with £8 3s.

gd. quoted from second hands.

Platinum—The market is inclined to be

weak in so far as confidence is concerned.

Prices, however, have not suffered except

in the purchase of scrap. The recent un-

certainty in the industrial world, especially

among large manufacturing concerns us-

ing platinum for electrical purposes, has

materially affected the platinum market.

Prices are: hard metal, $29; ordinary,

$26.50; scrap, not more than $19 per troy

ounce.

Afinor Metals—For minor metals and

their alloys, wholesale prices are, f.o.b.

works

:

I'<T Lll.

Cadmium, <W.S.%t. o. b. Hamburg.... »l.57®1.38
Obr>mluin. |iiin< (N. Y.) "Oc.

OoppiT. roil ..xlile sue.

Korrf'-fihr'nii'* i*'") 'Jc.

Forro-fhr 11 r
i

loi^c.

Forr-Olir lie.

r •iro.Ohr. IHjr.
F»<rr., Clirodf mji ."i i r . Itf. >( ji.hh) 38c-

Fnrr..-M"lyiiili<iiuin (W)';) Oic.

ForniTliitnluni CJci'^i hoc.

Forro-TdiiKKi ;i7'„i 30c.

FerroVnundiuni riA..vi%',pcr Ib.vana-
(Ituiu .-Ohlei,!,.) W.50rail*60

MrlKO.-^lMIIl. |.l|i' 1.60

M.i.f.ui.s... |,iii. Y 75e.

M.iiii;iii,..t... r.-i , ,) N. y.. «5c.

Molyliib-iiutii l'.'"^./
-.'

.
N. 1- »1.56

I>h..Bpli.irui.. forei|.Mi n d (f. o. b. N. V.t Mc.
I'linsplj.'rUH. Ainerleau v**llnw (f.o.b.

NlHKiir» FiiIlM) 411c.

TUUKHtfMl (>'o**t< P'OlIld li'ltl tl.lO

rorr..Hlllciui («!%) 8|>ot. Ex. sblp
Atlantic ports $110 ton.

Variations in price depend chiefly on

size and condition of orders.

Imports ani Exports of Metals

Copper—Exports of copper from the

United States for the nine months ended

Sept. 30 are reported as below by the Bu-

reau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor, in long tons, ot

2240 lb. each.

1906. 1907. Cbanges.

Great Britain 17,."i79 12,750 D. 4.823

Belgium 1,720 796 D. 924
Franco 2r..4M 21.204 D. 5.2I-0

Italy 5.929 6.113 I. 184

0>-rmany and U< Hand. .. 87.402 73.3(-9 D. 14.013

BURBlH 2.757 1.665 D. 1.U92

other Europe 8,538 7,835 1>. 703
Cana<la l,4r.9 1,045 D. 424
China 1.802 ... D. 1,8W
Other countries 172 222 I BO

Total metal
In ores and matte.

1.13.av> 125,025 D. 28.827
4,564 .5.141 I. 577

Total 1,')8.41C VM.im D. 28.260

The total decrease was 18.8 per cent

The actual quantity of ores and matte re-

ported this year was 78,703 tons, of which

64,622 tons went to Canada, 13,747 to

Mexico, and 334 to Europe.

Imports into the United Slates of cop-

per and copper material for the nine

months ended Sept. 30, with re-exports

of foreign metal, are reported as foUov.'s

;

the figures give the contents of all mate-

rial in long tons of fine copper:

Metal. In ore, etc. Total.

Mexico 28.807
Canada 10.118

(jreat Britain 10,760

Japan 2,(i63

South America
Otber countries 16.856

Totallmporta 09,194

Rc-exporta 344

Net Imports 68.850
Net Imports, 1906 55.834

12.968 41,775
3.717 13.835

10.750
2.603

2,.'^.'>4 2.5.54

1.903 18.769

21.142

21.142
17.129

90.336
344

89.988
72.963

The total increase in the imports was

17,025 tons, or 23.3 per cent. The actual

tonnage of ores and matte imported this

year from Mexico was 88.159 tons; from

Canada and Newfoundland, 90410; fr nn

South .America, 19.226; from other

countries. 32,644 tons. Included in the

metal receipte from other coimtries were

5044 tons from Europe and 299 from

Cuba.

The exports and net imports compare

as follows for the nine months

:
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IWfi. 1907. Changes.

Exports 168.41(1 130,l«li D. 28.250
Net imports 72,963 89,988 1.17,025

Excess. ei|iort« 85.163 40,178 D. 45,275

The decrease in the cxooss of exports

this year was 53 per ceiu

Till—Imports of tin into the United

States for the nine months ending Sept.

30. were as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Strnlls 10,930 10.451 D. 479
Australia 792 522 D. 270
Oreal Iirltalu 20.170 18.421 D. 1,749
Holland MO 790 I. 404
Other Europe l.ir.5 871 D. 294
Other countries 234 101 D. 133

Total :«.r>77 Sl.l.w D 2,.'i21

The decrease in the total imports this

\ear was 7.5 per cent.

Lead—Imports of lead into the United

States in all forms, with re-exports of

imported metal, are reported as below for

the nine months ended Sept. ;o. in short

tons of 2000 lb. each :

1906. 1907. Chnuges.
Loail. melnllle 10,991 8,169 D. 2,822
Lead In ores and base
bullion 66,411 47,416 D. 8,995

Total Imports B7.402 55,685 D. 11,817
Be-eX|lort8 35,908 36,556 D. 352

Net Imports 31,494 20.029 D. 11,465

Of the imports this year 42,332 tons

were from Mexico and 4768 tons from

Canada. Exports of domestic lead were

65 tons in 1906. and 128 tons in T907 ; an

increase of 63 tons.

Sficltcr—Exports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the United States for

the nine months ending Sept. 30 are re-

ported as below, zinc ore being in lo;ig

tons, the others in short tons

:

1906. 191.7. Changes.
Spelter 3.622 393 D. 3,229
Zinc dross 10,652 8,260 D. 2,392
Zinc ores 22,730 13,991 D. 8,739

Imports of spelter for the nine months

were 2123 tons in 1906, and 1316 tons in

1907; a decrease of 807 tons. Imports

of zinc ore for the three months, July i

to Sept. 30. were 19,474 tons calamine

and 2033 tons other ores; 21.507 tons in

all. Previous to July the imports of ores

were not reported.

Antimony—Imports of antimony into

the United States for the nine months
ended Sept. 30 were as follows, in

pounds

:

1906. 1907, Changes.
Metal and regains. 6,309.067 6,160.000 I. 850.993
Anlimonrore 1.470.767 2,475.348 1.1,004,581

There was a considerable increase in

metal, and a large gain in ore.

Nickel—Imports of nickel ore and matte

into the United States for the nine months
ended Sept. 30 were 11,219 tons in 1906,

.ind 12.143 tons, containing 13,815,477 lb.

metal, in 1907. The nickel contents were
not reported last year.

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide and

nickel matte for the nine months were

8,817.594 ll'- in 1906, and 6,979,881 lb. in

1907; a decrease of 1,837,713 lb. this year.

Qiiicksih'cr—Exports of riuicksilvcr

from the United States for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 were 407,619 lb.

in 1906.- and 345,297 lb: in 1907; a decrease

of 62.322 lb. this year.

Plaliiiiiin—Imports of platinum into

the United States for the nine months

ended Sept. 30 were 8663 lb. in iyo6. and

4799 lb. in 1907 ; a decrease of 3864 lb.

this year.

.Iliiniiiium—Exports of nhnninum from

the United States for tlic nine nmntlis

ended Sept. 30 were valued at $225,410

in IQ06. and $259,984 in 1907: an increase

of $34,574 this year.

British Metal Imporls and Export!

Copper—Imports and exports of copper

in Great Britain for the nine months

ended Sept. 30 were as follows, in long

tons, the totals giving the copper contents

of all material in long tons:

1906. 1907. ChangPS.

Copppr ore 71476 80,235 I. 8.760

Matte nml precipitate... 66 139 64.994 D. 146
Fine copper .54.811 49.030 D. 6,181

Total imp., tine eo])per. a9..-.29 H5.161 D 4,378

Exports :il,:)66 37.797 I. 6,431

Re-exports 11,563 13.902 I. 2,399

Total exports 42.929 51759 I. 9,830

Balance, Imports 46,600 33,392 D, 13,208

Of the imports in 1907 the United States

furnished 604 tons matte and 14,399 tons

copper; against 4589 tons matte and

19,367 tons copper last year.

Tin—Imports and exports of tin in

Great Britain for the nine months ended

Sept. .^o were as follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Straits 26.872 26.700 D. 172
Australia 3.418 4.323 I. 905

other countries... 2.394 2.(V23 D. 371

Total Imports.. ;t2.6S4 33.046 I. 362

Exports 6.226 6,636 I. 410
Re-exports 24.661 21.819 D. 2.842

Total exports.... 30.SS7 28.465 D. 2,4:J2

Balance, Imp.... 1,797 4,.i91 I. 2,794

Imports of tin ore and concentrates

were 15.958 tons in 1906, and 15,761 in

1907 ; a decrease of 197 tons. Of these

imports this year 12,566 tons were from

Bolivia.

Lead—Imports and exports of lead in

Great Britain for the nine months ended

Sept. 30 were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

United States 14.292 I7.60:i I. 3,211

Spain 84,326 77,;125 D. 7,001

Australia 39441 35.420 D. 4.024

Germnnj- 13.277 3.309 D. 9.968

other countries 4.i;27 11.624 I. 6.997

Total Imports 165. 9IW 146,181 D 10.786

Exports .'. 34,194 34,320 I, 126

Balance, imports 121,772 110,861 D. 10.911

The lead credited to the United States

is chiefly Mexican lead, refined here in

bond.

Speller—Imports and exports of spel-

ter in Great Britain for the nine months

ended Sept. ,30 were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Spelter 66.678 66.221 D. 467
Zinc sheets, etc 14,063 13,876 D. 177

Total imports 80,731 80,097 D. 634
Exports 6,779 4,105 D. 1,474

Balance, imports.. 74,952 76,792 I. 840

Imports of zinc, ore arc not reported

separately.

Qtiicksih'cr— Inijiorts of tjuicksilver

into Great Britain, with re-e.xports of for-

eign metal, for the nine motiths ended

Sept. 30 w^ere as follows, in pounds

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Imports 2,822.701 2.917,596 I. 94,895
Re-exports 1.638,868 1.773,239 1. 234,;i81

Net Imports 283.843 144,357 D. 139,486

The quicksilver imported is chiefly

Ironi Spain and .\iistria.

Wisconsin Ore Market

PlattevtUe. IVis., i\ov. 2—The market

for 60 per cent, zinc ore fell back to $40

this week, a decline of $2 per ton from

the price paid last week. The highest

price paid for top grades of zinc ore was

$41 per toil. No sales of lead ore were

reported during the week just closed.

Shipments from the district for the

week ended Nov. 2 were, in pounds:

(-'oT>,r,Q Zinc Lead Sulphur
^""P*- ore, lb. ore, lb. ore. lb,

Benton 695,060
Highland 448.500 .....

Hazel Green 367,500
Platteville 462,800
Linden 2l«,fiB0 .....

Elmo 175,600
Galena 141,950
Livingston 105,000
Mineral Point 46,400
CubaCity 87,900

Totalforweek 2,611,460 87,900 .....

Year to Oct. 26 86,748.977 4,290,380 425,700

No shipments were reported from the

Rcwcy or Marker camps for the week.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin. Mo. Nov. 2—The highest price

paid for zinc ore was $44 per ton, on a

base price of $41 to $38 per ton of 60

per cent. zinc, averaging, _all grades,

$39.10, or $1.82 per ton decline. The
highest price paid for lead was $51.50 per

ton, early in the week, closing tonight at

$42, and averaging $48.96. or $2.64 lower

than a week ago. The actual decline

from one week end to another was over

$10 per ton.

The check-payment system, inaugurated

by the lianks of the district, to safe-

guard stripping the district entirely of

money, has created a forced shut-down of

a number of mines, the employees re-

fusing to work and accept checks in pay-

ment of labor, because the banks have an-

nounced that they will pay cash only to

the amount of 20 per cent, of the face of

the check. Hundreds of miners sold their

checks tonight at a discount of 20 to 40

per cent, on the face, and talk was rife

tonight that there wouhl be an exodus to

the West.

Following are the shipments of /ino .ind
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load from tin- various camps of the dis-

trict for till.' week ending today:

\v..hb Clty-CartervlUe
J.lUn
Oaloua
Puniiwpg
Orolinj-o
Aurora
Pro.-* perl ty
BadKor
Orauby
Spurjrts^n
i.'Art)iagti

Alba-Nock City
Cavo SprlDg«.-
I'lnytor
Sarv'oxlo '...

R.'.mIs

Btoii City

Zinc, lb. Lead, lb. I Value.

3.s:t7.&lO

1.874.090
1,094,'iOU

8U.6'J0
677.X10
666,710
i70.:l70

29.1,840

490,000
139,'i30

141.4UO
102,600
74,630
74,170|

63 020
63,110
43,'i60|

1,170,11'.'0

64.'j:)0

60,a'20

H9,370

13,180
1U6,'J40

20,000
70,680

4,180
J.200

Totals

1 101 ,026

39.883
21,609
18,628
13,963
10,773
8,038
6,203
6.020
3,663
2,969

3,060
1,468
1,397
1,324

1,062
876

. . I 10.311,4901 1,699,930 t240,737

44 w«'k» 504,133.670 76,340,720$14.099,074

EInc valui', tho w.M>k, JJOl.Si.:!: 44 wioks. »ll.;i7'.i,694

Lead value, the week, :ni.l74: 44 neekn, $2,719,480

Average prices for ore in the district,

bv months, are shown in tlie following

table

:

ZntC OBB AT JOFLIN. LEAD OEB AT JOPI.ni.

Montb. 1906. 1907. Mouth. 1906. 1907.

January ...

February .

.

March
AprU.
May.......
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47 37
42.68
44 63

40.61
43 83
43.25
43..V.

42 58
41.55
44.13
43.68

45.84
47.11
48.66
48.24
45.981

44.82
45.79
43.2'2

40.11
39.83

Jauuary ...

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August... .

September,
October
November .

December..

Year

75.20
73,83
73.73
75 13
78 40
80.%
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
83.76
79 76
79.66
73.66
iW.18
59.54

.53.52
61.40

Tear 43.

M

77.40

Chemicals

.Vctf i'ork, \'ov. 6—The general market

is without change and little new- business

is being done. .-Kntimony products are

normal, but white arsenic shows a marked

tendency to weakness, although prices are

not quoted at any reduction. It is pre-

dicted, however, that the next few weeks

should see a decided drop in price.

Copper Sulphate—There are no new
developments in the market and prices re-

main the same as last week at $5.50 per 100

lb. for carload lots and $5.75 for smaller

quantities. Exports of copper sulphate

from the United States for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 were 18,447,942 lb.

in 1906. and 6,352,899 lb. in 1907 : a de-

crease of 12.095.043 lb. The exports this

year contained approximately 709 long

tons of copper.

Xitratc of Soda—There seems to be but

little disposition among consumers to pur-

chase for future requirements. Supplies

are fairly plentiful and hence the market

shows considerable dullness. Prices are

as follows : For spot delivery and also

for the balance of 1907. 2,37'4@2.40c. for

95 per cent. : for 1908. 2.42'/ic. : for 1909,

2.40c. The price for the 96 per cent,

grade, these deliveries, is 5c. per 100 lb.

higher.

Imports of nitrate into the United

States for the nine months ended Sept. 30

were 270.782 long tons in 1906. and 288,305

tons in 1907 ; an increase of 17,523 tons.

I'hosphtiles— Exports of phosphates

from the United States for the nine

months ended Sept. .p were, in long tons:

1906. 1907. I'linUKea.

Crude and nick 763,738 788,;«» 1.34.667
AUiithor 20,060 30,177 1.10,117

KM. 1907 Change*-
176,958 I. 11.667

92,673 1. 6,166

T.itlll 773,798 818,673 1.44,774

The larger exports this year were 232,-

572 tons to Germany: 143,351 to Great

Britain ; 109,850 to France ; 69,572 to

Italy.

Shipments of hard phosphate rock from

I'lorida for the nine months ending Sept.

30 were 453,159 long tons, against 458,675

tons in the same period of 1906. showing a

decrease of .17,214 tons. Shipments of

land pebble were 395,468 tons during the

nine months as compared with 385,840

tons in 1906, an increase of 9628 tons.

Tennessee export rock shipped through

Pen.sacola showed a decrease of 15,178

tons, the tigurcs for the three-quarters of

1907 and 1906 being 74.062 and 89,240 tons

respectively.

Shipments of Peace river pebble from

Florida were 31,719 tons in the nine

months of 1907 and 35,662 tons in the

same period of 1906, a decrease of 3943
tons.

Sulphur—Imports of sulphur and py-

rites into the United States for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Sulphur 62.835 15.401 D. 47,434
Pyrites 426,238 4«l..'i64 I. 55,326

The decrease in imports is due to the

utilization of Louisiana sulphur in place

of the Sicilian product. Estimating sul-

phur contents of pyrites, the total imports

of sulphur were 233,,^30 tons in 1906, and

208,027 tons in 1907. a decrease of 25,303

tons.

HeiU'y Chemicals—Imports of heav>'

chemicals into the United States for the

nine months ended Sept. 30 arc reported

ai- follows, in pounds

:

Bleachlne powder 77.41K.001 8:1.082.845 I. 5,r.63,844

Pntn.ih salts In8.<"i;i.fi07 22.5.270. in.T T.2C.C(Vi.498

Soda salts 15,206.713 14,331.147 D 87',..566

E.xports of acetate of lime for the nine

months were 51,620.542 lb. in 1906. and

59,432.727 lb. in 1907 : an increase of

7.812.185 lb. this year.

British Chemical Trade'—Exports of

' heavy chemicals from Great Britain for

nine months ended Sept. 30 were as fol-

lows in cwt. of 112 lb. each:

1906.

Bleaching powder 729.9.52

Muriate of ammonia. 90.191
S'daash 1,219.883
Bicarbonate of soda. 292,532
Caustic soda 1,151308
Soda crystals.. 128,389
Soda sulphate 719,519
Sulphuric acid 70 604

E.xports of copper sulphate were 40,281

tons in 1906 and 41,681 tons in 1907; an

increase of 1400 tons.

Imports of chemicals and raw ma-
terials into Great Britain for the nine

months ended Sept. ,?o were, in long

tons

:

1907. Changes.

788..=i.55 I. ."18,603

121,178 I. :i0.987

L.'Bl I-.3T I. 311.7.54

337.4.« I. 44.9.'iO

1.107 987 D. 43.321
139,743 I. 11.354
711,086 D. 8,433

59,927 D. 10.677

Nitrate of potaab 166,301

Nitrate of soda 87,6UH
Phosphates 348,073 :)86.738 I. :iH,e«6

Sulphur 21073 13,085 D. 7,'.>tl8

Pyrites 604,080 670,686 I. 12,&0«

Estimating sulphur contents of pyrites

the total imports of sulphur were 246,705

Ions ill igo6, and 243,721 tons in 1907; a

decrease of 29R4 tons.

Mining Stocks

.Wjt' i'ork, jVoj). 6—Stock Exchange

movements during the week have been of

little significance so far as the daily quo-

tations have been concerned. The large

imports of gold arranged for have been

an encouraging feature so far as money
market conditions are concerned. The
holiday on Tuesday gave an opportunity

for conference and it is understood that

some arrangements were made to

strengthen the position of hanks and

trust companies, the effect of which may
be apparent later. Some outside buying

of securities has been reported, but not

enough to have any marked effect on the

market. The situation is not sufficiently

cleared as yet to permit the market to

right itself.

On the curb market the transactions

continue moderate, and prices variable.

The copper shares were firmer, as a rule,

but not active.

The most important event of the week

has been the transfer of control of the

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Com-

pany to the Steel Corporation, which is

referred to elsewhere. One effect will

probably be to take Tennessee stock out

of the speculative market.

Boston

Xoi: 5—Copper mining shares are do-

ing better. Forced liquidation has cleaned

and trading has quieted down, which is

a favorable feature, with money so

stringent as it is at present. Along with

other cities the banks here are using

clearing-house certificates to pay balances

and so far $7,320,000 have been issued.

Odd-lot buying has been a marked feat

ure of the week's doings. The wage cut

announced by various mines, it is esti-

mated, is equivalent to ic. a pound in the

cost of production which is quite an item.

The trend of prices has followed the

movements of Amalgamated pretty

closely. This stock had a $4 range in

this market during the week, varying

from $52.50 to $48.50 and closing $1 above

last week at $51. Copper Range and

North Butte also show marked improve-

ments. The former rose $4 to $5450 and

the latter $5 to $44.

The high-grade copper shares also held

well. Calumet & Hccla is $610: Osceola

is up $4 to $82: Quincy $4 to $80; and

Wolverine rose $5 to $110. Tamarack

is firm at $65 and Calumet & .Vrizona is

lip $5 to $105. Mohawk is $1.50 higher
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at $46.30, Old Dominion, $1.87^ higher

at $23.37! J and Utah Consolidated $2.75

higher at $3375 United States Smelting

rose sharply to $30.75. having touched

$27.50 a few days previous and the pre-

ferred rose $4-50 to $38. Atlantic is $2

'

iis'her for the week at $11; Alloucz $1.50

i $23.50; Centennial $1.75 at $21.50; Isle

Royale $2.37!.j at $16.87^^; Parrot $1, at

$11, and Shannon also $1 at $11. The

latter company opened its transfer books

Nov. 4. to facilitate the transfer of stock,

owing to the purchase of many odd lots

Parrot Copper directors are not expected

to declare a divdend at their meeting next

month. The company, an Amalgamated

subsidiary, has been paying 25c. quarterly.

The curb has been iiuict and steady.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

NEW VOEK Nov. *

CISName ol Comp.

MaskaMliiP
Am.Sov.M.&P.Co
Amalga ranted . .

AnactuiilH
Balaklala
British Col. Cop..
Biiffal" Cobalt ...

Butto 4 Loiulon..
ButieCiialltliui ..

Butte Cn(..& Zinc.
Cobalt Ci'iunot ..

Colonial Sliver ..

Oum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion Cop—
El Ray
Foster Cobalt
Furnace Creek ..

Olri'ux Mine
Qold Hill
Orauby. New
Qreene 0"lil

Oreene G. k S ...

Qreenw'r A: D.Val
Ouanajuato
Ouggen. Exp
Hauapah
McKlnley Dar...,
Ulcmac
nines Co. I't Am.
mictaell Mining.
Mont.Sh... C.(New)
Sev. Utah M. & S
Newh..use .M. k S
NlplssliiK Mines.
Old Hundred ...

Silver Vueen
Stewart
'^eunessee Cop'r.
Cnlon Cop|>er...
Dtah Apex
West Columbus.

BOSTON

Name of Comp.

50«
33Ji

IS

1

IH
Mi
•2S

.70

.20

.75
2'

120
.38

3

1)4

6>i

2>4
.11

N. Y. INDUSTRIAL

AdTonture
Allouez
Am. Zinc"
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Uxotxu Con
Calumet & Ariz..
Calumet * Hecla
Centennial
('on. Mercur
Cop[>er Range ,

.

Daly West..
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle...*.

Mass
Michigan
M"hawk
.M.dU.C.&C.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
old Colony.
old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com
U.S. Oil
U. S. Smg. k Ret
U.S.Sm.s Re.,pd
Utah Copper
Victoria
Wa.-.hlngton
Winona
Wolverine.... ..

Wyandotte »

Clg.

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt, k R-f
Am.am.*R.-f..pl.
Bethlehem Steel..
Colo. Fu^-l it Iron.
Federal M.fc 8.. pf.

Inter. Salt
National I..»'ad ..

national Lead, pt.

Plttiaburg Coal .

Bepublle I. Jk S
Republic I. A S..pf.

Sloss-Sheoneld...
Standard oil. ...

Tenn. C. k I

0. 8. Red. k net
cr. S. St.<.d

0. 8. Steel, pf ..

Va. Car. Chem..
Va. I. Coal k Coke

13 »i

68)4
85S
»ii

16Ji
55
11
36K

Sl.S
392
US

32 ?i

NEVADA STOCKS. Nov. 6.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Monthly Average Prices of Metalt

.WKRAGE TRICE OF SILVEK

Name ot Comp. Olg.

1

23
2214

3>i
lU

12
104
(-.10

21

.25

64 >i

6

16JJ
0!i

'9"

46

'7>«

44

22Ji
81

10%
.76

19

lOH
65
11>4

30M
38

33K

3"
105

TONOPAH STOUK8
liolmonl
Exuiuslon
Golden AnclHU'.. ..

Jim Uuiler.
MacNamarn
Midway
Montana
North Star
Tono|inh A: Cal

—

Tono'h Mlneof N.
West Knd Con—
GOLBKI'D SWCKB
Adams
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
Columbia Mt ....

Coinb. P'lae

Cracker .Tat-k

Dia'dlleld li. B. C.

QolilHeld Belmont
Uoldll.ild Con ..

Goldllcld Daisy...
Goldlleld Mining.
Great bend
.Tumbo E.\ton-<lon

Jumbo Mining.
Kaiherino
Kendall
Lagiina
Loiio Star
Lou Dillon. ...

May yuien
Mohawk
Oro
Red Hill
Red Top
Roanoko
Sandstorm ....

Sliver Pick.. ..

St. Ives
Triangle

Bn.i.FROG Stocks
Amethyst
Bullfrog Dafay....
Bullfrog Mlulng..
Bullfrog Nat. B ..

Gibraltar
G<dd Bar

Name ot Comp. Clg.
Month.

•Ex. DIv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con..
Keweenaw... .

Majestic
Itaven
Sliawmut
Suijerlor
Sujjerlor k Pitts..
Troy Man

ST. LOUIS

N. otCom. High.

idams —
im. Nettle
Oeuter Cr'k
Cent. C. k C.

C.C. It C. pd.
OSDt. Oil ..

Columbia..
Con. Coal..
Doe Hun ..

ara. Blmet,
«!. Joe. .. .

.40

.03

2.2e
67 00
77 00
12s 00

4 00
27 00
140 00

.30

16 00

Low.

LONDON
Nameot Com.

.25

m'
1 00
66 00
7S 00
110 00
3 110

2S 00
ir. 00

251

13 OOl

Dolores
Stratton'slud
Camp Bird ..

Esiieranza—
Tomboy
El oro
Ortivlllo

Somera 1

Utah Apex ...

Arl7..Cop.,pfd.l
Arlz.Cop..def I

Clg.

3 U
16 9

1 12 (!

1 6 3
1 1 3

14

Oil 8

1 12i
1.26

04
.46
.17

.45

1 40
.08

7!76
.40

.06

.22

.07

.16
.20

18
.87

07
.15

16

4.0«i
.75

29
.16

06
.10

ios

.06

.07

.09

.23

08
.17

.24

.34

.06

Golden Sceptre...
Houiostake King.
Montgomery Mt..
Mont. ShoyhoneC.
Original Bullfrog.

Tramp Cons.. ..

MANHAT'NSTOOKS
Manhattan Cons
Mnnliat'n Do-sler

.Jumping Jack...
Stray Dog
Indian Camp ...

GREENW'n STOCKS
Furnace Creek.. .

.

Greeuwaier,(iD.V
Groon'rCop.M.,S:S.
Dnliod Grocnwa'r

MISCELLANKOIIS
Gi>lden Boulder..
Hay^eed
Lee Gold Grotto.
Nevada Hills

Nevada Smelting
PUtsbiirgh S. Pk.
Round Ml. Sohlnx

.60

.04

1 76
03
.19!

.27

.09

.10

10
.06

.26

.06

06
.05

January ...

February

—

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

Oct'ber
Novemhor..
December...

Year.

New York. London.

1906.
I

1907.

65 2SS 68 673

nil IIIK CiKKItS

64 r.in ri7 sio

766 li.l V<'i

66 976 65-9H1

66 394167.0911

66 10.^!C8 144

66 949 68. 74.'.

67 027 J 67. 792

69 623 62 435

70 813
69 050

1906.
I

1*07.

30 113
111 461

29 X64

J'.l '.IK4

;tu 9liK

DO 185

no 113

30 B29
;)1 483

H2 148

32 671

32 003

SO 868

31 769
31 862
31 326
30 253
30.471
30.893
31 366
31.637
31 313
28.8G3

New York, cents per fine ounce; London,

pence per standard ounce^

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

COLO. SPRINGS Nov, 2

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell ....

C.C. Con
Daiite 5K
D' K-t. .r Jack Pot .

.

6)1

Elkton 49

El Paso
Fludlay 40

Gold Dollar
Gold Soveielgn... i%
Isabella 23 )i

Index
Jennie Sample ..

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKlnuey.

.

Pharmacist 3

Pi.itland 95 ?i,

Un. G'ld Mines.. 6

Vindicator 80

Work 15

January .

.

February
March . .

.

April
May
June
July
August—
September
October ...

November
December

Year

New-York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds

sterling, per long ton, standard coppei.

AVERAGE PRICE OP TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

Assessments

January ..

February ..

March —
April
May
June

Company.

Alturas, Ida
Andes, Nev
Del Monte, Cal...
Dlnmono Creek, Cal.

Dollaihlde. Ida
Emerald. Utai
•49 Gold Pla.cr. Ct..

Herkimer Gmvel, C.

Boner lue, I'tah

La Pallua. Me.\
Now Bunker Hill, C.

Overman, Nov
Paiosi, Nov
P .Iters. II Cie'k, Ca.

Pitts. C. M. .t M., V

.

Provldenu)ilMg.,Ca.
Rednold, Cal
S.i^naG & S., Utah.
Trade Dol. E.K., Ida.

Union Con

Dellnq.

Nov.
Oct.
N. .V.

Oct.
N..V.
Deo.
Nov.
Oct.
Dec,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
J ly
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
De.-.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

29
20
11
26
29
11

6
28
11
26
21
13
21
11
26
27
11
2

20
«

Amt.

$0.02
10

10 00
02

0.02
0.01
U 02
0.03
0.46
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.01

01
Oil

01

J

0.10
01
10

1906. 1907.

36 390 41 648

:)6 4tl;l 42 1112

;SI', i;i-,2 41.313

3H 9UU 40.938

Month. 1906.

July 37.276

August. ...40 606

September ,40 616

43 313
39.260

43.149
42.120

October
November
December

42 862
42 9flli

,42 760

Av. year .39.819

1907.

41.091
37.667
.36.689

32.620

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICiii OF LEAD

Month.

New York.

New Dividends

4J,

6J<
.76

.80

.16
9

a

Company.

£0 208 Od

Cabled through Hay-
dnn, atone ft Co.. N. Y.

Alaska Mexican
Alaska Tread well

Am. Zinc. Lead « Smg...
Batopllas
Doe Run
G 'Mil -Id C.>n

He.la
Jam Is- n
Mammolh
May Day
Me.xicaii Lead, |.td

N Wllolise
New River Coal, pfd
N ,rth -tar
Pcnn. Sieel, pfd
P,.rllaiid

Rio TInto, com . ...

Rio TInl.i. pfd

U. 8. C. 1. Pl|ie « Fdy., com
U. H. c I Pipe & Fdy., pfd .

U. S. Smg.. Ref. ,V Mg., Com
U. 8. Smg., Ref. >V Mg., pfd.

U. S. Steel Cor|i.. com
U. 8. Sleel Corp.. pfd
Warwick I. & 8

Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Oct. 28 $0.60 $90,000

Oct. 28 1 00 200,0110

Nov. 1 60 40,1100

Doc. 3l! 1241 66,260

Nov. 16 0.50 29,631

Nov. 15 0.10 500,000

Oct. 19 02 20,cifl0

Oct. 16 02 7,800

Oct. 25 0.05 20,000

Oct. 24 01} 12,000

Nov. 1 3.50 43,7.-i0

Nov. 21 .50 300,000

Nov. ] 1 50 66,426

Oct. ] 20 50.000

Nov. ; 3 50 588,749

Oct. 16 0.04 120,0(i0

Nov. : 60 375.0eO

Nov. :
51.40 •l,27.-.,ooo

Dec. 2 1 00 1-25,1I00

Dec. i ! 1.75 218.750

Nov. 1 87 301,646

Nov. 1 87

J

666.250

Dec. 30 60 2,451,513

Nov. 30 1 75 6,305,497

Nov. IJ 30 43,674

1906.

5 600
5 464
6 350
6 404
5 685
6 750
5 760

6 750
6 760
6 750
6 750
5.900

6.687

1907.

London.

1906.

6 000 16 860
6 000 16 031

6 000 15 922

6 000 16 969
6.000 16 725

5.760 16 813

5 288,16.525
5.'2.50 17.109

4.813 18.266

4.760 19 3.50

19 281

19 609

17.370

1907.

19 828
19 631
19 708
19 976
19.688
20.188
20.360
19 063
19.776
18.531

New York, cents per pound,

pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September

.

October
November

.

December.

.

Year

New York.

1906.

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
5.997
6 0X6
6 006
6 027
6.216
6 222
6 376
6 693

6.198

1907.

6 732
6 814
6.8:17

6 (>85

6.441
6.419

072
5 701

5.236
5.4311

St. Louis.

1906.

6 337
6 924
6 0.56

6 931
6 846
6 948
5 866

6 878
6 056
6 070
6 226
6 443

6.048

1907.

6 682
« 6li4

6 687

6 635

6 291

6.269
5 922
5. 551
5.086
6.280

1906.

28 225
25 844

24 66:t

25 7K1

27 000
27 728

26 800
26 9.38

27 6I»

28 075
27 781

27.938

27.020

1907.

27 12B
25.938
26 094
25 900
25.563
24.469
2:i.860

21.969
21.050
21.781

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.

London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Copper Belt of California—

I

Interesting Copper-bearing Formation on Western Flank of the Sierra

Nevada Range. Situation, Topography, Geology and Ore Deposits

B Y HERBERT LAN G ===

The copper belt of California, which is

frequently spoken of locally as the "Eoot-

hills Copper Belt," is one of the most

remarkable and extensive ore-bearing

formations in the world. It is question-

able if there exists elsewhere an area of

equal extent containing ore deposits of

a similar character throughout. It ex-

tends, almost unbroken, for a distance of

300 miles along the western flank of the

Sierra Nevada range, maintaining a dis-

tinct parallelism to the axis of the range,

and to that of the Great Valley of Cali-

fornia, of which the belt region forms

the eastern boundary. It is consequently

parallel to the Mother Lode, the chief

gold-bearing formation of the State,

which lies along its eastern boundary, no-

where more than a few miles away. Its

linear extent, however, is three times that

of the Mother Lode, the recognized length

of which is but little more than lOO miles.

The most productive and promising part

of the belt is the central portion, included

within the counties of Nevada, Placer,

El Dorado, Amador, Calaveras, Tuo-
lumne, Mariposa, Madera and Fresno, in

all of which important copper mines have

been and are now being worked. Beyond

this, both to the north and to the south,

other deposits exist, which are entitled

to be considered as belonging to the belt;

but their development is small and their

number few, and the characteristic forma-

tion in their vicinity Ioscj; it? strength

and continuity.

The Copper-bearixc For.m.\tion

The copper-bearing formation rises

from beneath the sediments of the Great

Valley on the west, appearing first at a

hight of not more than 400 ft. above sea-

level, but reaching higher levels toward

the east, until it abuts against the granitic

and slaty rocks of the mountainous re-

gions. The highest elevation reached by

this formation is perhaps 2000 ft. The
area occupied by it amounts to several

thousand square miles, all portions of which

are. so far as observation goes, equally

favorable to the genesis of copper de-

posits: but they are not scattered through-

out the area as evenly as such a judgment
might indicate. The mines lie in rows,

as it were, manifesting a singular, and
at present unaccountable, predisposition

•Minlns and nietalliireloal pnelnper. Oak
land, rntifornla.

to rank themselves for long distances in

straight lines. If two parallel straight

lines be drawn on a map of the region

from King's River to the Yuba, a distance

of more than 200 miles, the two lines

being six miles apart, they will inclose

all the more important mines and pros-

pects. The direction of the lines thus

drawn will be 28 deg. west of north, and

they will be as nearly parallel to the axis

of the Sierra range, with the Mother
Lode, and with the shores of the Pacific

Ocean and the axis of the Great Valley

as is- possible in the nature of things.

This remarkable parallelism is one of the

most striking features of the copper belt,

extending, as it does, to the strike or

the individual orebodies, and to the curi-

ous "markers" that accompany most of.

them.

TOPOCR.'KPHY .\ND ClIMATE

The region is one of rolling and dis-

connected hills of moderate hight and

slope, the distinctive features of which

are their crowns of projecting rocks,

cither of the peculiar copper-bearing

formation, or else of white quartz—or

of both—which lend character and at-

tractiveness to the scenery. Trees are

scarce, and the country is poorly watered.

Springs seldom break out from the rocks

of this formation, but as there is in places

a considerable overburden of gravel and
dirt, derived from the long continued

erosion to which the land has been sub-

jected, a small amount of rain-water is

stored naturally from one rainy season

to the ne.xt, furnishing a precarious sup-

ply, sufficient for the few inhabitants and
for the animals which are their chief sup-

port. In the spring the hills are clothed

with rich grasses, and the few trees are

objects of beauty ; but the greenness and
attractiveness depart with the approach
of 'summer, and throughout the dry sea-

son drought, dust and heat reign. With
the exception of a few favored tracts, of

small extent and capabilities, there is no
more disagreeable place of residence in

California than these lower foothills. The
mercury climbs: I myself noted the tem-
perature when it reached 115 deg. in the

shade and above, and once when it

achieved 122, a record at that place,

and so far as I am aware, a record also

for the State outside of the Colorado
desert, which I know by experience is

somewhat warm. But even at the high

temperature named, men were able to do

a day's work even when exposed to the

full rays of the sun ; out of a gang of 20

who were engaged on that occasion in

riveting up iron work on stagings, only

one was in anyway incapacitated by the

heat. By ascending the range a short dis-

tance we find a much more moderate

temperature, and in the Mother Lode re-

gion the climate is much improved—in

fact it is considered by many to be the

best climate in the world. Bayard Taylor,

I believe, was the first to call attention

to its average excellence. There the days

are cooler, the outlook is pleasant, plant

growth is more abundant, springs and

streams are more frequent, and generally

speaking the conditions of life are much
better. Being removed but a few miles

from a region of such superior excellence,

there is no reason to prevent' the operator

in copper mines, who is not confined to

his berth too closely, from enjoying life in

full measure. In other respects than those

named, the copper belt presents consider-

able inducements to the mining operator

and investor, as may be inferred from
what will follow.

Tr.\nsportation in the Belt

I must take this occasion, however, to

find fault with the roads of the copper

belt, which present a principal obstacle to

its development. These roads are few
and worse than bad; they are execrable.

For more than 50 years the traffic of the

gold mining region has been carried on
over roads which at no time can be called

good, and which at certain seasons are

impassable. These roads leading down
across the copper belt reach the valley by
devious ways, without regard to grade or

location. They were evidently based upon
the trails of wild animals, and whatever
has been subsequently done to them has

accentuated rather than removed their

objectionable features. Some seven branch
railways, departing from their parent

lines in the valley, penetrate the copper

belt, but actually reach few mines of
present importance. On the average their

shipments require a wagon haul varj-ing

from 2 to 20 miles, and averaging 12

miles. The average cost of the haul must
be about $2 per ton in summer, and much
more in the rainy season, with times

when it cannot be done at all. Thus the
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Fresno mine, which lies at a distance of

four miles from the railway, pays in sum-

mer $1 per ton for its wagon freighting,

but in winter Qnds itself isolated com-

pletely at times, when, from lack of fuel

it is scarcely able to keep the pumps run-

ning to free the mine of water. The
Coppcropolis mines, which depend upon

crude petroleum to fire their smelting

furnace, find the 14-miIe haul from the

factors in the development of the mines

when sufficient experience in their use

shall have been gained. As a general

thing it is found that there is a strong

tendency to overload and to expect too

much of them. I believe that the makers

are to blame for their non-success in

many instances, as they have insisted too

much upon the supposed ability of the

machines to travel over rough ground

cost of animal power. But these condi-

tions are hard to acquire and preserve.

The engines have a very curious and un-

expected effect on soft dirt roads when
loaded heavily. The tires of the driving

wheels, although made very broad—28 in.

generally—get such a grip on the dirt that

it is forced backward, and stirred up or

at least moved bodily to a depth often

of two or more feet. It consequently

r-

San FriiiuiscOi^'
^

w- -^ -E

o

MAP OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA, SHOWING LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL MINES OF THE COPPER BELT

Legend : No. 1, Fresno ; No. 2, Copper King ; No. 2a, Painter ; No. 2b, Daulton ; No. 3, Buclianan ; No. 4, Green Mountain ; No.
5. Lone Tree: No. 5a, Pocahontas; No. 6. Gioat Northern; No. 7, Hotaling ; No. 8. Victory: No. Sa, Barrett; No. 8b, Woods; No. 9,

Salome; No. 10, Oat Hill; No. 10a, Olsea; No, 12, Copperopolis ; No. 13, Campo Seco : No. 14, Newton: No. 15, Irisli Uill : No. 10,
Coi)pcr Hill: No. 17, Ulaiuond Spr:ng8 ; N" iS Valley Vif^-v ; Nj. I), Sppoccville; \o. ii', Mineral Hiil.

railway too great a tax at such times,

and are compelled to shut the works

down. The Copper King mine in Fresno

county, for some time a considerable ship-

per of ore, was able to carry on business

for only a part of the year, owing to the

character of the roads, although that com-

pany has, unlike the others, expended

considerable sums in repairing, and espe-

cially in oiling them.

The Use op Traction Engines

The traction engine has been used with

some success in heavy freighting to and

from several of the copper belt mines, and

I believe that they will prove important

and to do without a road. The fact ap-

pears to be that their requirements in

the way of good roads are much greater

and more rigid than in the case of mule

teams, and nearly equal to those of the

steam railway. This is natural, if we con-

sider the construction of the engine, which

would suffer from shock in the same de-

gree as other machinery. I believe after

examining the performance of traction

engines in several localities and under

diverse conditions, that, given a hard,

broad and even road surface and moder-

ate loads—not exceeding 35 tons for a

iS-ton engine—and intelligent handling,

freight may be moved for one-third the

never packs, but remains loose, and when

rain falls upon it it becomes a bed of mud
impassable to teams and traction engines

alike. When the load in the trailing

wagons is lighter there is less backward

thrust and the road is less injured. It

has been clearly demonstrated that no

country road in California can stand the

pressure of the huge Daniel Best and

Holt Brothers' engines when the wagons

are loaded to their maximum capacity;

and it is a question in my mind if it

would not be policy to reduce their size

and weight, and especially that of the

wagons which accompany them, since we
may be sure that the roads will not in
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our link- ho Improved to such a degree

that thi- present heavy machines can be

used to their full capacity.

tiEOLOOV OK THE RkI.T

It is greatly to the advantage of the

miners on the belt that the United States

Cieological Survey has extended its opera-

tions over the region, and has produced

an admirable and useful series of maps

and studies. 1 do not know what we
could do without these aids, in the almost

total absence of other reliable helps. The

inaps of the survey may be foimd in the

possession of prospectors and miners

throughout this part of California, among
whom a knowledge of geology, especially

ii. its economic bearings, has been culti-

vated to no mean extent. They arc ama-

teurs, of course, but they are men whom
it is not well to stir up. The self-con-

ceited tyro who goes among them in the

guise of an "'expert" is pretty apt to

reveal his true character when confronted

by the shibboleth "granite or grano-

diorite." 1 will not attempt to write a

resume of the geology of the copper

belt, for those who may have interest in

the subject will lind it fully set forth in

the folios and other publications of the

survey ; nor will I recount the mistaken

impressions which have in past yeats

gone abroad concerning- either the geology

or the economic features of the belt. It

is my habit to include all the copper-bear-

ing rocks under the general designation

"Copper Formation," when speaking of

or writing on this subject. Of these there

appears to be three classes of rocks, dif-

fering in their general character, though

not in their relations to the included ore

deposits. These are diabase ; augitc

porphyrite (the nieta-diabase of Ran-

some) and amphibolite (massive or

schistose) which last is clearly a de-

rivative of the first, or of some related

rock. The two former, and even the lat-

ter, have been and are now sometimes in-

cluded under the name of greenstone

;

but I prefer my own designation, as it

has some geographical application, my
wish being to describe not only the char-

acter of the rocks, but their location, by

the term "Copper Formation." These

rocks are all of similar chemical com-

position, and weather into a reddish

soil of a clayey nature, and possessing

marked fertility when stimulated by water

and tillage. The rocks adjoining the Cop-

per Formation are granite—I discard

their more precise designation grano-

dioritc as academic—Mariposa slate, and

those rocks of the Carboniferous which

the Survey groups as the Calaveras di-

vision. That the two latter have any

genetic relation to the copper deposits I

cannot ascertain ; but the granite appears

to have, so many instances being known
where its contact has afforded opportunity

for ore deposition. Of some of these I

shall speak later.

Scale - Feci

FRESNO MINE
Sorli^ontal Section

at the 300ft'. Level

Dikes in the Coppek Formation

Certain dike rocks along and within the

Copper Formation seem to have had a

notable effect, the maps showing the pro-

pinquity of many dikes to certain impor-

tant ore deposits. Thus, the Campo Seen

mines lie near the contact of quartz

porphyry with amphibolite; and close ob-

servation would doubtless show many
other instances of this sort. I have ob-

served at several localities the occurrence

of a grayish-green granular dike rock,

which weathers into prismatic forms.

The prisms are usually columnar in

shape, reaching a length of a foot or

more, with a thickness of perhaps one-

fourth as much. Sometimes the columns
arc quite large, and resemble, when seen

scattered on the ground, a pile of cord-

wood. One that I saw was utilized as a
fence post ! At the Fresno mine two
small necks of this rock occur, quite in

contact at the surface with the croppings

of the great vein. I was unable to ob-

serve their situation at depth in the mine,

but the conditions at the surface are very

suggestive. The necks are nearly circular

in form, with a diameter of but a few
feet, and penetrate amphibolite of the

tjpical kind, which has been highly de-

composed, evidently by their influence.

Around them and in the immediate vicin-

ity it has become converted into soft,

whitish talc schist, the folia of which

curve around the hard dikes in contact au-

reolae, and gradually become harder and
darker as they recede. The dike rock is

further peculiar in containing a consider-

able number of small garnets, which, re-

sisting erosion better than the rock itself,

stand out upon the surface, producing a

peculiar roughness. There is at the same
mine a long and comparatively narrow
dike of fresh-looking rock, of extremely

coarse grain, which at a glance would
seem to be granite. It passes, however,

in the course of its trend, into a typical

diabase. It is evidently newer than the

other rocks of this interesting region, or

at least I judge it to be so, and forms the

crest of the hill within which the mine is

contained. It does not pursue a definite

direction, but curves westward at a cer-

tain point in its course, and, so far as

observation of the surface shows, it has

sometliing to do with the orebodies, inas-

much as it is in apparent contact with

them for a portion of its length. It is a

widely different rock from the porphyritic

one previously described, both in sub-

stance, and in the mode of its occurrence,

forming as it does a dike several hundred
feet in length, with a width nowhere
greater, apparently, than two or three

feet, while the two small necks may be

likened to a pair of eyes appearing at the

surface.

The Markers

Perhaps the most curious feature of the

whole belt to the casual observer is the

"markers," crestoncs or gravestone^
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which lend such a singular character to

the country. These rocks are usually the

projecting edges of certain layers of am-

phibolite, which have proved more resist-

ing than the remainder of the formation,

and when the country around was eroded,

they were left standing like monuments

placed by the hand of man. They gen-

erally weather very dark, and give a most

somber character to the scene. They

occur sometimes in a single row, some-

times in several, or in many parallel ones.

Their dip is the same as that of the for-

mation in general, which in most cases is

about 70 deg. northeast, and the rows are

sometimes a mile or more in length, lined

with mathematical accuracy over hill and

dale. Their weathering produces pris-

matic forms in general, but sometimes, as

at the White Knob mine, a shaly struc-

ture has been developed, and considerable

quantities of comparatively thin plates of

the rock may be seen. The markers some-

times project 8 or 10 ft. from the ground,

but as a rule not more than four or five

feet.

V'ari.mio.vs in the Schist

The amphibolite schist of which I have

spoken so often is not by any means of

the same appearance throughout. In

some localities it becomes porphyritic with

stranger minerals. Thus at the DaultOTi

(or Ne Plus Ultra) and at other mines in

the southern part of the belt, I have ob-

served the occurrence of what I may call

andalusite schist. At the Daulton the

rock is charged with short, thick crystals

of andalusite, which may average ^ in.

long, by 14 in. in thickness. I am not

aware of the e.\tent to which this rock

is developed here, but at the Great North-

ern mine, in the adjoining county of

Mariposa, it forms the hanging wall of

the mine, and constitutes a belt of some

miles in length. Here the andalusite

crystals are much longer and more

slender. In the same vicinity there exists

a variety of knotted schist which pos-

sesses some mineralogical but no eco-

nomic interest so far as I know.

The Quartz Masses

A very noticeable feature of the belt

is the quartz masses that crown so many
of the eminences. For the most part bar-

ren of gold or other element of value,

they serve only as landmarks to the trav-

eler. The greatest, nnd at the same time

the purest, body of quartz that I have

ever seen above ground, constitutes the

well-known White Rock of southern

Mariposa county. This stands, like many
similar but smaller masses, on the very

top of a hill which rises some 1200 ft.

above sea-level. It can be seen for 50

miles, and is a celebrated landmark for

all that region. It is probably 1000 ft. in

circuit, is perhaps 100 ft. high, and is

approximately turret shaped. It rests

upon amphibolite at the point of contact

with granite. Many such masses, although

smaller, are found in the belt, some of

which have, in a measure, the aspect of

out-cropping veins. They are never of

great longitudinal extent, and so far as

is known or surmised they do not go

down far. Most of those that simulate

the character of veins more closely, con-

sist of material more friable and less pure

than the blow-outs which I have de-

scribed, and in some cases they are found

to be gold-bearing. In the search for

acid-fluxing material for the smelters

which have treated the ores of the belt, a

great many deposits of quartz have been

examined, and some have been worked to

a small extent, but invariably with poor

results. Such veins are exceedingly shal-

low and unreliable, although they are apt

to look very well on the surface. I recol-

lect that in the effort to get flux for

smelting works some half dozen such de-

posits were completely exhausted, while

the total yield was less than 1000 tons,

the average content of which was some

60C. per ton in gold. These segregated

or gasli veins have no gouge, nor have

they metamorphosed the inclosing rocks

to any appreciable e.xtent. Many of

them, narrow and wide alike, e.xtend not

more than s or 10 ft. below the surface

—

in fact it is sometimes found that their

greater bulk lies above ground. They do

not seem to possess the same strike as

the country in general, but cut across it

in almost any direction, as if by chance.

One vein, perhaps 3 ft. in width, cuts the

main orebody of the Fresno mine nearly

at right angles. It is composed of very

pure quartz, barren or nearl)' so of prec-

ious metals and of copper. It is a blind

vein.

Gold-bearing Quartz Veins

Gold-bearing quartz veins are not rare

within the rocks of the Copper Forma-

tion, and some of them have been worked

with encouraging results, but as a rule

they are less abundant and less permanent

than those of the slate formation to the

east and west. It is characteristic of

those in some localities to have a spotted

or pockety habit, which renders them less

reliable than the veins of the Mother

Lode, wlyle not detracting from their

value as a source of paying flux. It is

quite likely that a vein which carries its

values in restricted portions may be

worked in connection with other smelting

material quite as profitably as if they were

more evenly disseminated. As a rule

such paying deposits contain a greater

proportion of pyrritous matter than the

quartz of the Mother Lode, and this re-

mark applies equally to the gold mines of

what is commonly called the East Belt,

which lie in granitic rocks, and parallel

the Mother Lode on its eastern boundary.

These facts, it will be observed, may have

an important bearing upon the reduction

of the copper ores, which, being generally

basic, demand the addition of silicious

flux to the smelting mixture.

Effect of Dikes on the Formation

The fact that the eminences of the belt

region are crowned as a rule by these

quartz blow-outs and the hard outcrop-

pings of the schists (the crestones), givts a

clue to the genesis of the hills. The topog-

raphy was no doubt determined largely

by the prior existence of these enduring

species, which resisted the action of the

elements which eroded the softer neigh-

boring rocks ; consequently an elevation

occurred in what might originally have

been a flat surface, and a slope, or series

of slopes, was formed, by which the effect

of the rains was accentuated. Valleys and

caiions were formed, and the work still

proceeds. Travelers have noticed the

irregular contour of the country—an ir-

regularity that interposes a serious ob-

stacle to railroad and even to wagon road

building.

The "Markers" and the Orebodies

The connection of the orebodies of the

copper belt with the crestones which I

have described was early noticed; taken

in connection with their marked parallel-

ism, it gave rise to the impression, which

has considerable present vogue, that a

continuous lode existed, which extended

through the belt from one end to the

other. Such is not the case. The various

lodes, numerous as they are—there may
be thousands, small and great—have no

physical connection with each other.

Whether they are on some extensive frac-

ture or fault line, as their regular recur-

rence and general similarity suggest, I

do not know, and in any event I should

be reluctant to hazard an opinion on

a subject which necessarily has been

closely scrutinized by the geologists of

the Survey, not to mention other able

authorities. We may therefore take it

for granted that no such fault line exists,

and, for the same reason, we may also

assume that the crestones of amphibolite

do not represent dikes which have pene-

trated the formation. In some localities,

and especially upon hilltops, 'there are ex-

posures of schists, generally of small ex-

tent, but sometimes of an acre or more
in area, which, like the crestones, remain

in a weathered condition, but still sound,

although the masses, which have a gen-

erally prismatic character, are sundered

from each other, and lie scattered upon

the ground. Such isolated and projecting

masses furnish convenient sources of

supply of an excellent building stone

suited for rough masonry. Like all the

schists, it drills with considerable ease,

breaks well but splintery with powder,

and when closely examined is seen to be

made up largely of hornblende in long

slender needles, which give it a fibrous

character.

Copper Deposits of the Belt

The general type of copper deposits in

the belt consists of lenses of ore, of which
the upper part has usually been oxidized.
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ihe lower part remaining in Us original

coiKlition of sulphides. These lenses are

frequently of great extent, at times ()0o

ft. or more in length, with a width some-

times of 50 ft. at the widest part. Like

all such lenses they thin out gradually

at the ends, and probably at the bottom

also. The greatest depth to which lenses

have as yet been followed is perhaps 600

ft. ; in the cases in which that depth has

been reached, the orebodios show signs,

as I am informed, of giving out. Informa-

tion of this sort is not willingly divulged,

and I present this only as my impression,

gathered from conversation, or inferred

from published reports. I use the word

lens in the signification customary to geol-

ogists and miners, disregarding the ir-

regularities of such bodies, which make
them look like anything but lenses when
exposed to the eye. The annexed sketch

which shows a cross-section of the main

orebody at the Fresno mine, illustrates an

actual condition. This body, at the 300-

ft. level, was breasted out to the walls on

each side, for some fanciful reason, 'and

the measurements were taken by a sur-

veyor, so that w-e can depend on the ac-

curacy of the representation. At this level

the body has shrunk somewhat from its

size at the level 100 ft. above, and gives

promise of pinching out at a further depth

of some 300 ft., provided that the rate of

shrinkage proves uniform. Its total depth,

therefore, would not be far from that

cited. The length at the 300 level is

nearly 400 ft., and assuming that it takes

8 cu.ft. tt> make a ton of the sulphides in

place, it appears that there may be as much
as 400,000 tons of ore in the lens. In

this estimate I have deducted a suitable

amount on account of the oxides which
occupy the upper portion.

Use of the Core Drill

.\s in all such cases the Fresno ore-

bodies are surrounded by altered schists

and dike rocks, which together make up
the mass of the hill in which its four (or

five) different lenses lie. .\ considerable

mass of apparently sound amphibolite

that cropped beside the vein and was
quarried out and carted away for ma-
sonry, gave place just below the surface

to a softer rock, evidently metamor-
phosed by a mineral spring, now dry,

which in times past marked, I presume,
the expiring efforts of the lode-building

agencies. The lenses here lack somewhat
of perfect parallelism; the surveys show-
ing their close approach, but not actual

contact, in one or tw-o instances. In some
mines, of which the Copper King, in

Fresno county, and the Newton, in Ama-
dor county, are the examples that come
most quickly to my memory, there ap-

pears to be only a single lens ; while in

others there are two, three, or more that

are exposed, and always in different

planes, I believe. It may well be that in

many cases the lenses are blind—that is,

do not show on the surface—and hence

remain undiscovered. This, and the fact

that some of them overlap, make it seem

the best policy on the part of miners to

do a good deal of cross-cutting, which, so

f.ir as it has been done heretofore, has

frequently led to good results. The use

of the core drill suggests itself for this

work, especially as the dip of the ore-

bodies, which as a rule is 70 deg. to the

northeast, and the location of the lenses

generally in hills, and, finally, the char-

acter of the country rock, which is easily

and successfully penetrated by the dia-

mond drill, all combine to favor this

method of prospecting. Forty feet in a

day of 24 hours was made in amphi-

bolite at one locality, the cores being

satisfactorily preserved. I have fre-

((ucntly advocated this method in connec-

tion with the belt mines, and I am glad

to learn that it is to be followed in the

exploration of the Green Mountain mine,

in Mariposa county, one of the most ex-

tensive deposits in the whole belt ; and

that it is likely that others will adopt it.

The Formation in the Southern Part

OF the Belt

In the central-southern part of the belt,

near the Merced river, the country rock

changes from rocks of a diabasic char-

acter or origin, to augite-porphyrite and

its derivatives. This formation, which is

styled meta-andesite by Ransomc, differs

in many respects from the others, for

examples in not weathering into the

ticstones, and in its hardness in which

it exceeds the diabasic rocks. Much of

it is tufaceous in character, the exposures

showing large embedded boulders, gen-

erally of a rounded form, enveloped in

the mass. At the Victory mine, in Hun-
ter Valley, Mariposa county, the hanging

wall appears to be of tuff, while the foot-

wall reveals a different character. The
decomposition of this rock produces

schist similar to that resulting from the

diabase, while the soil arising from its

decomposition is of the same reddish

color and fertile character.

Contact Veins

Of those deposits which can be classed

as contact veins or lodes, the Pocahontas

possesses as much interest as any. One
wall is of granite, the other of schist;

but there are evidences that toward the

northwestern extension the vein passes

quite into the schist and away from the

contact. The dip is steeper than is com-
mon along the belt, the vein being nearly

vertical on the whole. The walls are

sheeted in the vicinity of the ore, and

show a variety of decomposition products

of the granite and of the schist. At the

depth of 100 ft. the workings have pene-

trated a concavity in the granite wall, into

which a corresponding boss of schist has

entered, and the folia of the latter are

shown prettily curved in conformity. Ore

deposition has taken place among them.

and the width of the lode, nearly all of

which can be classed as ore, is not Ics'fi

than 25 ft. at that point. The average

thickness of ore throughout the workings

may be 4 ft. The shoot dips southeast,

and at the lowest accessible point it meas-

ures 5 ft. or more, and is of very good

quality, assaying probably over 6 per cent,

copper. Besides this, the main one, at least

one more shoot has been developed ; it

is in the prolongation of tlic first, and

perhaps 300 ft. farther along Ihe contact.

In this body only oxidized material has as

yet been reached, but it is of good grade.

( To be coiiliniicd)

Wire Insulated by Enamel

The many disadvantages of cotton and

silk as insulating material for wire, and

particularly for wire which is to be used

on magnet windings have long been recog-

nized. Many substitutes for these cover-

ings have been brought forward and have

failed for one reason or another. The
Western Electric Company, of Chicago,

has recently put on the market a black

enameled wire which it has been using for

some few years on its own magnets and

which appears to be quite successful when
substituted for silk or cotton wrapped

wire.

The requisite features in any insulating

covering are continuity, toughness, elastic-

ity and high dielectric strength. More-

over the insulation should be inert to such

influences as changes in temperature, ex-

cessive humidity in the atmosphere and

corrosive gases with which it might natu-

rally be brought into contact. The fol-

Ipwing claims show what performance

may be expected from wire insulated by

this enameling process : The enamel is

expected to- withstand a temperature of

500 deg. F. for a considerable time with-

out injuring its insulating properties. This

degree of heat reduces the elasticity of the

enamel but its insulating properties are

not affected if the windings are not dis-

turbed. The enamel is not water proof

when actually submerged but it has a

very considerable resistance to atmos-

pheric humidity. Enameled wire kept

for 72 hours in an atmosphere of 90

per cent, humidity at ordinary tempera-

ture underwent no change in its insu-

lation and was able at the same tempera-

ture to withstand 99 per cent, humidity

for 24 hours. Chemicals and gases which

will not act on the wire itself have no

action on the enamel.

The ratio of insulating power of the

enamel to silk is as 1:4 and hence when

enamel is applied to a wire the coating

need only be a fourth as thick in compari-

son with silk to attain an equal degree of

insulation. This saving in space, together

with its resistance to conditions of moist-

ure arc of the chief features of this form

of insulation.
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Gas Power as a Factor in Mine Economics
With Comparatively Slight Modifications Gas Engines Could Be Used

Profitably in Mining for All Power Purposes Except Tramming

BY ARCHIBALD BURNETT-
For several years 1 have closely fol-

lowed the progress of gas power, and 1

am fully convinced of its adaptability to

mining purposes provided that the pre-

caution be taken of designing apparatus

suited to the nature of the work and the

rough treatment to which mining machin-

ery is subjected. For many surface oper-

ations the standard gas engine will fill all

requirements, but for the larger part the ,

apparatus must be of quite as special a

character as a mine pump or a mine lo-

comotive. The object of this paper is to

show that by suitably constructed appara-

tus all mining operations involving power

can be economically carried on either di-

rectly or through some secondary me-

dium, by means of gas power as a prime

mover.

For the purpose of this discussion

power for mining may be classified under

several heads, the most important of

which are : Stationary service, including

air compressors, sampling works, mills,

and various surface machinery of ordin-

ary character; traction, underground and

surface aerial trams, conveyers, etc.

;

pumping, station and heavy-duty surface

pumps and emergency fire pumps ; sink-

ing pumps and small isolated units, viz.,

ventilating fans and the like ; hoisting,

comprising heavy-duty hoists and auxil-

liary hoists.

Stationary Service

Under this head comes all ordinary ma-
chinery driven at an approximately con-

stant speed. This can be started in the

usual way either by hand or by com-

pressed air, under no load, and requires

no features absent from the ordinary gas

engine. This plap could also be adopted

for driving air compressors through belt

or rope gearing. Decided economy
would result, particularly in the larger

units, by direct connection, but this in-

volves no special problems, replacing the

steam cylinders of the ordinary steam-

type compressor by cylinders for gas be-

ing solely a question of machine design.

Traction Service

This is a class of service not easily

handled by a direct use of gas. Experi-

ments have successfully demonstrated the

possibility of gas power for railroads, but

for underground traction the disposal of

the spent gases is a matter of such dif-

•Mlnlng engineer, Pboenlz, British Co-
lombia.

liculty that only in rare instances covild

it be used for such work. There can be

no doubt, however, that gasolene motors

could become of great service in many of

the mines where tramming is now carried

on, if proper means of ventilation were

adopted. This applies only, of course,

to mines especially favored in regard to

ventilation.

As a whole, electric power offers so

many advantages for traction service

that it is difficult to find any form of

power more suitable. Gas-driven gene-

rators are, however, an unqualified suc-

cess, and their installation in connection

with a gas plant would be an economical

and reliable source of electricity for

traction work, haulage, aerial tramways

and conveyers, besides many minor uses

which would be suggested were a source

of direct current available. Such an ar-

rangement is analogous to an air com-

pressor for drilling machines.

Statio.v and Heavv-duty Slirface

Pumps

Mine pumping is essentially a subject

involving large stationary units and small

portable units, and for this reason pump-

ing has here been divided into two classes

;

fixed station pumps and portable sink-

ers.

The former are readily adapted to gas

drive whether of the centrifugal or

reciprocating type. The direct-connected

electric motor-driven turbine pump is

without doubt an ideal unit in point of

simplicity, but the first cost of generating

capacity makes high-duty pumps of this

class expensive to operate. The gas-en-

gine driven pump, although requiring

more attendance, has one feature which

makes it particularly vajuable for station

work, and this is the heat rejected in the

spent gases. In ordinary practice, this

heat, which amounts to 40 or 50 per cent,

of the total heat value of the gas, is as

a rule wasted, though sometimes it is

used for heating purposes. Now- in min-

ing it has been shown that great economy
can be effected by preheating the air for

the machine drills. This, however, is

seldom done, because, for one reason,

the added attendance is a source of ex-

pense. Not only this, but the varying de-

mand for air often overloads the pre-

heaters, resulting in little economy, while

underloading heats the air unduly. On
the whole, a prehcater under ordinary

conditions shows an economy more ap-

parent than real.

riic use of the spent hot gases from

an underground gas-driven pump, in a

suitably arranged preheater. alters these

conditions completely. The attendance

cost is entirely eliminated ; no extra fuel

is required. Overloading of course

lowers the economy but underloading

does not overheat the air, because the

temperature of the gases is compara-

tively low.

Placing a preheater at the bottom of a

shaft is hardly conductive to economy, for

the drop in temperature by the time the

air has reached the drills is such as to

greatly minimize the increased economy;

but even if the air reaches the drills at

200 deg. F. say, after having been pre-

heated to 400 or 500 deg.. the gain will be

considerable, because the fuel cost is ab-

solutely nothing, the only cost of the in-

creased economy being interest, mainte-

nance and depreciation of the preheater.

The prehcater also effects an economy in

power required for compression and per-

mits the use of a smaller compressing

unit because of the increased volume of

air after preheating. If the temperature

of the descending air and that at the

drills be respectively 75 and 200 .deg. F.,

only 82 per cent, compressing capacity is

needed as compared with air at 75 deg. F.

at the drills. It need hardly be mentioned

that this decrease of first cost in compres-

sing machinery will be more than ample to

cover the cost of the preheater.

Removal of Burnt Gases

The disposal of the gases after passing

through the preheater presents no serious

difficulty. The gas can be discharged di-

rectly into the pipe compartment, or into

a thin galvanized-iron pipe and exhausted

to the surface. Should the temperature

be too high it can be readily lowered by

spraying with water from the column, the

vaporized water preventing the shaft tim-

bers from becoming excessively dry.

The powerful draft induced by this up-

cast would make excellent ventilation as

well.

Gas for the engine would be piped in

the usual way in light iron pipes, the

air required for its combustion being

taken from the bottom of the shaft,

though added ventilation could be se-

cured by running thin iron pipes to those

parts of the stopes and workings where

powder smoke is liable to collect, and by

taking air from these places the engine

on the suction stroke becomes an ex-

cellent ventilating as well as pumping unit.
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In fact the ventilation thus obtained would

be superior to many of the elaborate

systems which simply move vitiated air

from one place to another, dilulinjj; the

bad, and polluting the good air.

I have heard it stated that the largely

increased volume of the burned gases

would necessitate very large exhaust

pipes to the surface to reduce the back

pressure on the exhaust stroke. As a

matter of f.ict this argument bears no

weight, the increased velocity allowable

in the upcast due to the draft being such

as to make an exhaust pipe of not more

than 2j< times or thereabouts the area of

the supply gas pipe, large enough, pro-

vided the temperature of the exhaust

gases be reduced to 300 deg. F. or there-

abouts by cooling with a water spray.

Fire Pimps and Sinkers

Phe advantage of a lire pump capable

of being started and actually pumping in

less than a minute from the receipt of an

alarm needs no comment. Suffice it .to

FIG. I. ARRANGEMENT OF SINGLE-CYLINDER

GAS HOIST

say that gas-driven fire pumps have been

repeatedly started in emergency and have

had full pressure on the hydrants in less

than 45 seconds. In this respect gas is

far superior to steam, there being no time

lost ill draining steam pipes, or waiting

till cylinders become heated, .\gain, the

extremely low stand-by losses of a pro-

ducer, and the quickness with which it

may be blown into commission are such

as warrant its being kept ready for emer-

gencies, whereas the contrary being the

case with steam, in too many cases, valu-

able time is lost before an efficient water

pressure can be obtained.

.\s with traction work, gas power is

not readily adaptable to portable sinkers.

But for that matter the comparatively

small size of these units warrants the

addition of motor or air drive, at a

small extra first cost. In fact the over-

load margin of the electric generating

units would be ample to handle shaft

sinkers even when these are run con-

tinuously.

Heavv-dutv and Auxiliary Hoists

I'nless gas power can be applied to

hoisting it can never become of extensive

use in mining, for the installation of a

steam plant for hoisting and gas for

other work would be most undesirable.

The advent of a first-motion gas-power

hoist will, therefore, mark the begiiming

of a new era in mining prime movers.

As hoisting is of so varied a character

it can be divided into three distinct class-

es: heavy duty for continuous output in-

volving heavy loads and high speeds, ne-

cessitating lirst-motion hoists ; medium
speeds which allow of gearing, and finally

small units of 25 h.p. or less for sinking

where water or fuel is scarce, the above

arrangement would answer admirably.

Modes of Aim-lying Gas Drive

In hoists of 75 to 150 h.p. gas drive

may be applied as suggested in Figs. 2

and 3. In Fig. 2 A and B are two live

sheaves, Ai and fli their respective idlers,

and C an idler to make small adjustments

in the length of hoisting ropes. D and Di

are clutches respectively engaging the

sheaves A and B when the shaft E is at

rest. A clutch /" picks up the load from

the live engine shaft (which runs con-

tinuously in one direction) and transmits

it through the pinion /' to the spur gear

I ri) wheel

\*i-rt. 3 C>. Knglne

FIG. 2. three-cylinder HOIST

and various other purposes where the

loads are light.

Considering the last of these divisions

first. Fig. I show.s diagrammatically a gaso-

lene engine connected to a single drum,

unidirectional hoist, necessitating a clutch

because it is not self starting. Gas may
replace gasolene as fuel if the engine is

designed for this change, but the diffi-

culties of disposing of the waste gases

underground, combined with the necessity

of a clutch, are such that the economy

to be gained by gas driving would hardly

offset the inconvenience, particularly when

the intermittent character of 'the work is

considered. Air or electric drive would

be superior to gas for use underground,

but for isolated prospecting in districts

5" driving the sheave shaft. A fly-wheel

on the engine shaft steadies the engine

speed and helps start the cage.

Another method somewhat similar is

shown in Fig. 3. Here the drum A or B
is engaged with the drum shaft through

clutches D and D, while the load is at

rest. The clutch F, pinion P and gears S
transmit the power to the drum shaft as

in Fig. 2. The drums .-( and B are not

integral with the internal and external

gears / and E but are engaged through

the clutches M. The gears E and / are in

turn connected by two pinions on the

shaft K.

Now if either D or D, be engaged and

the clutch F be closed, one cage will be

hoisted while the other will drop, its ener-
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«y being transmitted to the ascending

cage by the rope in Fig. 2 and by the

pillion on K in Fig. 3. Ahhough there

are three cintclics in Fig. 2 and five in

Fig. 3 only one of these is subject to a

live shaft, the clutches D and Di being

thrown in only when 5 is at rest, to re-

verse the direction in hoisting, while in

Fig. 3 E and F are only used for altering

the relative positions of cages for hoisting

from different levels. Inasmuch as the

clutches D. Di and M in Figs. 2 and 3 are

thrown in while at rest, they are virtually

couplings, but the clutch F has to pick up

the load from a live shaft.

The old time arrangement of toggles

with pivoted arms and sliding collar

would probably last a half day on con-

tinuous service of this kind. Magnetic

clutches, however, or more properly

speaking magnetic accelerators, can be

obtained which satisfactorily answer the

purpose. They have very little wear, are

thrown in or out by a small electric

switch, and pick up the load gradually.

They arc made in sizes up to 140 h.p. a)

100 r.p.m., so that with an engine run-

ring at 200 r.p.m. such a clutch should

be ample to carry the load of a 200-h.p

engine hoist during the acceleration

period.

Requirements of Heavy-duty Hoists

The essential requirements of a heavy-

duty high-speed first-motion hoist are

three: reversibility, high starting torque

and mobility. Two other points of prime

importance in reducing operating costs,

though not absolutely imperative, are re-

liability and economy.

Reversibility in the gas engine is se-

cured in a manner somewhat similar to

that employed in the steam engine, by al-

tering the relative positions of the engine

shaft and valve vents with respect to

time. This does not involve any radical

change from standard practice, but'rather

an application of kinematics. It may be

argued that no gas engines have been

built reversible, but this is on account of

the fact that heretofore no industries

have required a reversible gas engine. This

also applies to the self-starting feature.

Had there been a demand for a gas en-

gine with provisions for self-starting un-

der load, it is highly probable that de-

signers would, by now, have evolved a

machine of this type.

With regard to th'e last statement, I

have definite knowledge of some recent

work along these lines. The cycle in-

volved has been developed, and all that re-

mains to be done is perfecting the con-

trolling devices and simplifying the

mechanism. For various reasons details

cannot be dwelt upon, but this much may
be said : the cycle is simple, and shows no
defects, although experiments may ne-

cessitate its modification. Absolute con-

trol is secured by two levers besides the

usual brake levers, entailing no more at-

tention on the operator's part than the

usual lover and throttle of a steam hoist,

l-'inally, extreme mobility is secured as a

direct result of the cycle.

The improvements whidi must un-

doubtedly follow the exploitation of .t

machine of this character, will do much
toward making it the equal of steam as

regards the tlircc features, reversibility,

self-starting and mobility.

Care .and Kconomv

As to reliability and economy, the lat-

ter of these is, as far as heat engines are

concerned, developed to the highest degree

in the internal-combustion motor. The rea-

sons for its superiority in this respect are

irainly two : llrst, tlie licat of the fuel is
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used directly in the cylinder, not transfer-

red to a medium such as water ; second,

the heat rendered latent in any vapor

cycle is absolutely unrecoverable as work;

in a gas engine no heat is rendered latent.

In point of reliability the gas engine

will prove itself the equal of steam if the

operator understands the philosophy of

the engine. This does not mean a thor-

ough grounding in physics or thermo-

dynamics, but a knowledge of gas ap-

paratus as complete as that of a steam

operator on the details of steam equip-

ment. It is not surprising that gas en-

gines have been considered unreliable.

The earlier engines were undoubtedly so,

but, to place a modern gas engine in

charge of an operator whose training has

been altogether limited to steam and ex-

pect uninterrupted service is manifestly

unfair both to the operator and to the

equipment.

The gas engine, statements of some
builders to the contrary notwithstanding,

docs require care, and intelligent care,

(liven this and operating conditions as

fair to the one as to the other, the gas

plant is every whit as exempt from stop-

page as the steam plant.

An argument, amounting to almost ab-

solute proof of this, lies in the fact that

many German iron works have substi-

tuted gas-driven blast-furnace blowing

engines for steam driven units. They
have, moreover, provided no steam re-

serve, and the absolute necessity of free-

dom from shutdown in the blowing equip-

ment of a blast furnace need only be

mentioned. In connection with this state-

ment which appeared in a technical jour-

nal of recent date was another in effect that

no attempts had been made to thoroughly

cleanse the gas from the blast furnace be-

fore using it in the engine, beyond a crude

precipitation of the larger dust particles.

At- the end of five weeks' continuous run-

ning, the engine, on examination, was
found to be in excellent condition,

although cleaning was necessary. Twelve
pounds, or thereabouts, of carbonized ma-
terial and dust were scraped from the

valves. Now if a gas engine can operate

continuously under such adverse con-

ditions, conditions fatal to a steam en-

gine, it can, with clean gas, surely demand
recognition as being at least as reliable

as steam.

Points of Strength

In comparing gas with steam, the re-

liability of the plant depends on the

strength of the weakest part. With steam

it is a question which is the weakest part

of the system. Pipes under pressure sub-

ject to vibration, low water in the boiler,

scale-forming and corrosive waters all

have strong claims to this distinction. On
the contrary, gas power has no pipes under

pressure with the exception of a few feet

connecting the blower of the producer

with a steam generator of small capacity;

the low-water bugbear is absent,, and

scale-forming waters are not deleterious

either to the engine or to the producer.

Concerning safety, it may be briefly

stated : given the same class of labor in

the producer plant and the steam plant,

the former is by far the safer of the two,

or in other words, for equal safety, less

intelligent labor is required for producers

than for boilers.

The distribution of gas is simple. The

pipes are necessarily of large area, but

the pressures being measured in ounces,

the walls can be made of light material,

reducing materially the cost of installa-

tion and maintenance. A burst pipe may
be repaired by simply soldering on a

patch.

Finally comes the most vital claim made
for the gas engine, economy. All engin-
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ecrs, of course, recognize the IiikIi thermal

efficiency of the gas cjiginc, but it is

doubtful if this recognition is in con-

formity with the results obtained. The

phrase : "One horse-power for one hour on

one pound of coal," has been long con-

sidered as the ultimate possibility of

steam-power production under the most

favorable conditions. Its achievement has

been approached only in the very best

steam practice, under the most favorable

conditions, whereas not only has it been

reached, but it has been surpassed in or

dinary gas-engine practice.

An average of i6 tests of Several repre-

sentative types of engine ranging from 85

to 550 h.p. on full load, gave a con-

sumption of 10,341 B.t.u. per horse-

power hour. Considering a fairly good

coal of 13,000 B.t.u. per lb., a producer

of 80 per cent, efficiency would give

10.400 B.t.u.'s available at the engine

made to juggle them around in favor of

one or the oilier.

In computing the first cost of equipment,

only the cost of the prime mover has been

considered, including boilers, producers,

engines, motors, rotary converters, electric

locomotives, etc., but not the air end of

compressors or the pumps. The saving in

compressor capacity by the use of a prc-

heater has not been credited to the gas

plant. In both steam and gas the gene-

rators for lighting and traction have been

included in the first cost.

Table I shows the distribution of power

and the quantity required. Column 3 re-

fers to the proportions of time the equip-

ment is actually running at full load, for

example, hoisting, 500 h.p. The load fac-

tor 40 per cent, gives 500 X 24 X 0.4= 4800

horse-power hours daily duty, or in other

words is considered as working to maxi-

mum capacity for 24 X 0.4 — 9.6 or 10 hrs.

Id mining, allhuugh before it can compete

with steam many problems will require

solution. These, however, are npt serious,

and the progressivcness of the mining fra-

ternity is such that once the subject is

taken up in earnest, means will soon be

devised to meet the new conditions, while

in the meantime the gas engine as it is at

present can undoubtedly be made an im-

portant factor in the cheapening of min-

ing costs.

TABLE 1 COMPARATIVE COST OF POWER PRODUCTION.

AssumptloiiB.
Datly ouipiu.
tons 4»KXi

Coal por ton.. $.'».iMj

Elwtrlclly H.
P. Yr H8.00

Pays p*»r yr.. 360
Di'pfclatlon.
steam 8H%
Eloctrlclty.... 6%%
cias «H%

liiterost «: Ml». 7?i
Fixed Charges.
steam 15S%
Electricity.... 13?,%
Oas 15H%

DISTBIBCTIOU.

Service.

Hnlstlng
Traction
CompresAlon.
Crushing
Pumping

H.P. Re-
quli'ed.

500
100
720
200
350

Load
Factor.

33';%
5%
60%
60%

I

Coal per B.H.P. Hr. Coal Yearly. Tons

I

6«
6

Oas. Steam

.

1>4
1

1«

5.6(»i

8711

11,000
3,630
7,250

31,350

670
1200

G136

OPEB.tTINO COST.

STEAM. electbioitt. GAS.

Equipment cost
Fixed charges
Coal

$175,000

15H% $26.83;^
156.750

18.066

$72,000
$ 9.810

ob.iio
13,000

$200,000

15H?i $36,666
33,710

Electricity. 1870H.P....
Attendance ':?(».(« M)

Total power cost $201,583 $U3.080

Coat p'»r ton 14 cents. '.Scents. 6.3 cents.

shaft for each pound of coal gasified,

which is somewhat less than i lb. per

horse-power hour. Eighty per cent, is,

however, by no means the ultimate effi-

ciency of the producer. Wyer ("Pro-

ducer Gas and Gas Producers," page gg.

sec. 172) states that the efficiency of the

producer for power purposes can be made

to surpass 90 per cent, by returning to

the producer some of the heat rejected

in the exhaust gases. This of course is

not a true efficiency, but it is an actual

economy.

Comparison of Cost and Economy

Take a hypothetical mine, with an out-

put of 4000 tons daily, the final cost of

extraction being reckoned in cents per

ton. The conditions indicated in Table I

have been brought to a parity in the case

of steam, electricity and gas, and althqugh

the figures, which have been taken alto-

gether from memory, may show some

wide discrepancies, no attempt has been

Ammonia from Peat

Consul .Mbert Ilalstcad, of Birming-

ham, describes the Woltercck process, for

the production of ammonia by passing a

ipixturc of air and water vapor over peat

kept at a low heat in specially devised

furnaces. A great difficulty in the com-

mercial utilization of peat has always

been the large amount of water it con-

tains. The Woltereck process has over-

come this. On a manufacturing scale a

minimum yield of 5 per cent, of sulphate

of ammonia is obtained from the peat

calculated as theoretically dry.

The peat is automatically fed into hop-

pers and quickly dropped into the fur-

naces. Here it is subjected to combus-

tion with a blast of air charged with

water vapor at a regulated temperature.

The resulting gases contain paraffin tars,

acetic acid and ammonia. The paraffin

tars are removed by the Woltereck scrub-

ber, which retains all tarry matter. The
acetic acid is next absorbed in the alkali

tower, where the gases nicet a hot solu-

tion of soda or milk of lime and combine

with it to form acetate of soda or of lime.

The gases pass from the alkali tower to

the acid towers, where they meet a stream

of hot sulphuric acid, which combines

with the ammonia to form sulphate of

.nmmonia.

daily. .\ total of iSoo h.p. in boilers has

been assumed as the necessary steaming

capacity and the same quantity in pro-

ducers. In computing capital and fixed

charges the cost of gas equipment is taken

at 15 per cent, in excess of that for steam,

the depreciation being considered equal

in the case of steam and gas but less for

electric power on account of the longer

life of the equipment.

From the table the cost of extraction

for power alone conies to 14c. per ton

with steam ; electricity at $48 per h.p.

year almost cuts this in half, reducing it

to 7.8c. ; while with gas the cost is fur-

ther reduced to 6.3c., or less than half the

cost of steam. It is an interesting fact

in this regard to note that the majority

of gas-engine builders guarantee a coal

consumption of less than half of that of

the ordinary steam plant.

In presenting this article my object is

solely that of showing the economy of gas

power and the possibility of adapting it

Lead Mining in the Transvaal

Lead deposits in the Transvaal are few

and the Edendale lead mines are at pres-

ent the only ones of this sort in active

operation. According to L'Echo des

Mines (Oct. 14, 1907), the company own-

ing this property, which is situated about

17 miles north of Pretoria, with a rather

defective plant, produced 13,342 tons of

galena during 1906. Under new manage-

ment and equipment the mines have an

output of about 100 tons per day. It is

proposed to erect a smelter which will be

the first lead smelting works in the Trans-

vaal.

The lead deposits have been traced for

a distance of 6000 ft. and are exploited by

two shafts, one of which cuts the vein

at 612 ft. and the other at 128 ft. The

width of the vein is variable, reaching at

places 7 or 8 ft., while a little farther on

the width may be only a few inches.

The average value of the ore is said to

be 28s. per ion and cost of mining 12s. gd.
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Gilsonite and Coal in Uinta

County, Utah

Special Correspondence

Uinta county, Utah, is the source of the

entire output of gilsonite in the United

States and, situated as it is, comprises a

portion of the great Yainpa coalfield.

Gilsonite exists in vertical fissures in the

sandstones and shales of the Eocene-

Tertiary period. These fissures vary in

width from 2 to i~ ft. from wall to wall.

L'ntil about three years ago, this product

was mined in the vicinity of Fort Du-

chesne, Utah, and conveyed by Indian and

Mormon wagon-freighters to Price, on

the Rio Grande Western railroad, at a

cost of $ti per ton : that mined at Dragon.

mcr outlet, was supposed to be kept in

order by the county, but if this was not

done, the United States Government,

whose supplies for the troops at Fort

Duchesne were hauled over the road,

stepped in and made the repairs. Now,
however, the Government contracts for

these supplies over the Uintah railroad,

and in consequence the Price road has

fallen into such a condition as to be

almost impassable for freighters. This

has made the trust railroad practically

the only means of transportation.

Relief, however, is in sight. Jesse

Knight, a capitalist of Provo, Utah, and

Reed Smpot, who is associated with him

in many profitable enterprises, have met

the president and officials of the Denver,

Northwestern &. Pacific railway, and at

that 01111 ference it was decided by the

valley, and the owners and tuiners of gil-

sonite veins are. placed in a position to

save the present $10 haul, they will then

be able to secure a fair amount of busi-

ness in competition with the Barber

company. The rate made by the Moflfat

road in such a case will be probably the

same as that from Mack on the Rio

Grande Western, and will thus eliminate

tlie $10 charge.

Production and Consumption

The available tonnage, in Uinta county,

of the pure form of crude bitumen known
as gilsonite, was estimated, by the late

Geo. H. Eldridge, of the United States

Geological Survey, at ,50,000,000 tons. The
approximate annual consumption in the

United States is between 8000 and 10,000

tons. Tliis ccinsuniptioii 'ieems to have

Kit;. I. WORKING nit Vtl.N OK OILSONITB 1!V THE orE.V-CUT METHOD I IG. 2. GILSONITE S.\CKED, KE.VLiV FUR SHITMEN.T

to the southeast of Fort Duchesne, was
teamed to Rifle, on the same railway. The
price for gilsonite in St. Louis was then

about $50 per ton, and the cost, delivered

there, was about $20 per ton. Several

companies were doing a profitable busi-

ness. Now, however, according to recent

advices, all this is changed. What is

known as the Barber Asphalt trust, which
has obtained possession of most of the

best veins, built a branch railroad, called

the Uintah, from Mack, a station on the"

Rio Grande Western, named after the

head of the Barber company, to Dragon,

where is one of the chief producing veins.

High rates on this, the sole outlet for the

products, and a reduction of the price of

giliionite to $30 per ton have practically

<lcstroyed competition.

Present and Future Transportation

The old wagon road to Price, the for-

Utah financiers to build a railway from

Provo over the Wahsatch range, and

thence z'ia the Strawberry and Duchesne

river valleys to Jensen, a point on the

surveyed line of the "Moffat road" on

Green river, at the State line between

Utah and Colorado. Engineers are now
making the preliminary survey, and this

line, which will pass through the center

of the hydrocarbon fields, is practically

assured.

The freight charge from Dragon to

New York is, at present, $23.35 Pcr ton,

which includes the $10 haul on the Uintah

railway from Dragon to Mack. Inde-

pendent shippers pay a wagon haul to

Dragon in case they ship that way.

Although the Barber Asphalt company
at present has the monopoly of the

market, it is likely that if the Moflfat road,

and the road projected by the Utah capi-

talists, ever pass through the Strawberry

increased materially during the last year

or two, owing to the reduced price

at which the product is now being

sold.

The accompanying illustration, Fig. I,

shows the vein in the "Strip." as it is called

locally, which is a piece chopped out of

the Indian reservation many years ago,

for the benefit of Utah men and others,

for the reason that it contained a 4-ft.

vein of exceptionally high-grade gilsonite.

The property is now owned by the asphalt

trust. The workings shown were, at the

time I took the picture, about one-half

mile long, and 90 ft. deep. Working un-

derground with open lights was tried at

first, but one day. at a point near the cen-

ter of the length of the vein, the pow-

dered gilsonite in suspension blew a hole

in the earth, killing two men. After that,

the deposit was worked by an open-cut

or trench, so as to have daylight. Later
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«-lcctric lights were iiistalleil, ;iiul tlic iiiiii

ttorkcd in safety.

Ihis vein is not now being worked, for

the reason that at the lower terminus of

the L'intah railroad the Dragon vein, 8 ft.

•wide, is supplying all present reiiuire-

ments. Fig. 2 shows the "whip" with

which the gilsonite is hoisted and also

the product sacked for shipment.

Av.ML.vni.E Co.M.

The fuel fnmir.e in I'tah, California

and Nevada has caused the people of

those States to cast hungry eyes on the

1200 stjuare miles of coal in the Yampa
tield, through which the Moflfat road

passes, and in which it is now grading.

Now, the powerful influences of the heads

of the Union Pacific and the Denver &
Rio Grande railroads, and their alliliated

coal companies, which have liitherto been

employed to prevent tlie Moffat road

from bringing the Yampa coals into the

Eajtern and Western markets, will he of

no more avail. The opening of these

great deposits of various carbonaceous

products will be of great benefit to the

whole country between the fortieth and

forty-first parallels of latitude, and from

the Missouri river to the Pacific coast.

Prospects of the Indian Manganese

Industry ''

By .-k. Ghose*

It is quite Well appreciated by those who
are interested in the manganese industry

that India has recently been developing

into a very important center of production.

This development has gone on to such an

€.xtent that India is quite likely to become
the leading producer in a few years' time.

At present India supplies more manganese
ore to the iron furnaces of Great Britain

than any other coimtry. The manganese
€xported from Indian to Continental ports

is steadily increasing, and the quantities

shipped to Belgian and German ports dur-

ing 1906 exceeded those sent to England.

Heavy shipments were made also to Bal-

timore and Philadelphia.

Nature of Ores

The India ores have several important

advantages over Russian ores, their most

important competitor, which give them

preference in smelting esta'lishments. The
India ores are noted for their compact

structure, hardness, and friability. The
comparative absence of dust makes the

ores better handled and puts them at a

considerablefidvantage over Russian ores,

which are ibft. Consequently, Russian

ores when quivered at the smelters are

partially reduced to a powdered state, re-

•Sandur, Bellamy district. Id 'I,''.

t.\hstrarit'(J frrtrn ilu^ J'luni. Itrit. Soo. fur
the Kncouragement nf Arts. Maniifaclurcs
and rommeroe (Aug 2, 1907).

suiting in loss in transit and further loss

ihiring metallurgical treatment.

.\t present there are absolutely no facili-

ties in India for smelting ores on the spot,

as the deposits of manganese ores are far

removed from any soit of fuel. Conse-

quently a considerable amount of ore is

wasted every year as it is too low grade to

stand transportation. However, the pos-

sibility of transporting the ore to the

neighborhood of cual fields or of import-

ing fuel to the manganese deposits is ap-

preciated and if this possibility is realized,

a much larger amount of ore can be

utilized and transportation charges on the

linished produce will be greatly reduced.

I.OCATIO.N OF PrI.S'CIFAL DEPOSITS

So far no exportation of pyrolusite has

taken place from India, although this ore

has been met with in some places. There

is a remarkable deposit of this mineral in

combination with other manganese ores at

Pali, about si.x miles from Munsur, cen-

tral provinces. The ore has yielded 62 per

cent, of manganese. Pyrolusite is often

met with in the Goa deposit in quantities

wiirth exporting. The greatest part of the

Indian export, however, is of psilomelanc.

The manganese quarries of Vizagapatam

.ire excellently situated near a seaport and

this location has resulted in profitable ex-

ploitation of a middle-grade ore contain-

ing high percentages of phosphorus and

suitable for the basic process. These

quarries have been worked about 10 years.

The important mines of the N.igpur dis-

trict are mostly situated in the neighbor-

hood of Kamptee, and the ore produced in

that locality is of the highest grade so

far exported from India, but its percent-

age of silica exceeds the limit of standard

requirements. This disadvantage is very

likely due to the preponderance of brau-

nite in the ores of this locality. The de-

posit at Ramtek, Munsur, Kachurwahi,

Manegaon and Kodaigaon, are all noted

among others for the excellence and

; bundance of their ore which is mainly

an intimate mixture of braunite and

psilomelane. The newly opened mines in

Bhandara and Balaghat are said to show

cxtraordtiary developments of orebodies

and are being actively exploited. Several

light railways are now under construction

ill order to assure a heavy export. The

deposits of manganese in the Chindwara

district are rich but are in a disadvan-

tageous position on account of transporta-

tion difficulties, .\nother deposit of man-

ganese ore is being worked with success

near Meghnagar in the Jhabua state, cen-

tral India agency.

Minor Deposits

The comparatively unimportant super-

licial deposits of mancaresc ore in the

Juhbulpur area and in the neitthborhood

of Chaibassa in Bengal are also being

worked on account of the prevailing high

prices. In the Mysore, Shiiioga, Chitald-

rug and Tumkur districts everything is

practically in the hands uf manganese ex-

ploiters, hundreds of miles having been

taken up under prospecting licenses. A
large ((uantity of gdod psilomelane has

been exported from the beds in the neigh-

borhood of Kumsi, which arc being

worked extensively and new deposits are

being opened in the Shankargudda, range

and in the Tumkur and the Chitaldrug dis-

tricts. In the Sandur stale in the Bellamy

district mining operations are proceeding

on a large scale. The ore of this locality

is non-silicious and non-phosphorus in

chararaeter and is in great demand.

In Portugese India the deposits are all

in laterite and although there is a consider-

able (juantity of good ore the life of the

majority of the deposits is limited. Among

these are the mines at Sancordem, Can-

diapar, Fanuswadi and Wagy. The prox-

imity of Marmagoa harbor affords excep-

tional facilities for working with profit

even an inferior grade of ore.

It is probable that the deposits in San-

dur, and also some in Mysore, on account

of their immense reserves of ore and near-

ness to the sea may take an important part

in the world's production, and Marmagoa

harbor is likely to surpass other IndLin

ports in future manganese exports. But

the present capacity of that harbor is ex-

tremely limited and unless this defect is

promptly remedied the south India man-

ganese industry will receive a serious

check. A combination of all the important

mine owners in India could have averted

the present competition to a marked ex-

tent, but unfortunately, such combination

is now almost out of question.

Mineral Production in Sweden

Consul R. S. S. Bergh reports that

according to statistics recently published,

.ibout 4,500.000 metric tons of iron ore

were produced in Sweden last year, from

308 mines, an increase of more than

130.000 tons over 1905. The county of

Norrbotten comes in the first place, with

the county of Kopparberg as second.

.^bout 10,490 persons are employed in the

iron mines and smelteries. The produc-

tion of pig iron amounted to more than

600.000 tons. For tlie production of forge

iron and steel 97 works were in operation,

against 99 in the previous year.

The gold produced in 1906 was only a

little above 20 kg. All was obtained at the

Falun copper works. The quantity of

silver produced was 938 kg., and the most

of it was produced by the Sala silver

works. The production of lead was about

700,000 kg. The yield of copper shows a

slight decline and was i.209,i.?o kg. The

quantity of zinc produced was 174.600 kg.

Rust may be removed from iron by

suspending the rusted material in a satur-

ated solution of stannous chloride, the

time of immersion depending on the

thickness of the rust coating.
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The Superior & Pittsburg Mine

Special Correspondence

Perhaps the most important develop-

ment in all the Southwest, surely in Ari-

zona, is that at the Superior & Pittsburg

at Bisbee. This mine has never as yet

been in a position to make copper on a

large scale because it has been in process

of development for the past four or five

>ears. Its copper last year cost about 15c.

a pound, including charges for all ma-

chinery purchased, the cost of develop-

ing new orebodies and driving barren

drifts to explore the ground, and was

spread over an output of less than

1.000,000 lb. a month.

The Calumet & Arizona mine, devel-

oped in the same way, owned by the same

capitalists and situated in the same forma-

tion, is making copper for about 6c. and

The company is mining from tliree of

its four shafts, the Cole, Hoatson and

Junction. The Hoatson is a new prop-

erty, down 1200 ft., where it is showing

large areas of leached ground carrying

iron and carbonates of copper. From this

shaft about 100 tons a day are being

sloped, and the ground is improving as

the work advances. The Junction was

sunk into a large orebody of copper car-

bonates, and it has been necessary to leave

much ore surrounding the shaft and to

prospect elsewhere. About 50 tons a day

is raised from the 900-ft. level, and a

large deposit is being developed. The

bulk of the production comes from the

Cole shaft, which has been mining in one

orebody for about two years and has not

reached the end. The company is in-

stalling a 4000-gal. pumping equipment of

the Prescott type, on the 1200-ft. level of

the Junction, and will ultimately handle

all the water from that shaft. The Junc-

Hamilton Storage Machine and

Car Loader

The United States Steel Corporation

will shortly install in its storage yard at

Gary, fnd., the Hamilton storage ma-

chine shown in Fig. I for handling coal

and coke into and out of storage. The
machine is a modification of the pit-car

loader manufactured by the Hamilton

Manufacturing Company, Columbus,.

Ohio, and picks up loose material from

any part of a storage yard 100 ft. wide

and of any length from 1000 to 10,000

f[. It stacks the material 40 ft. high, and

re-loads from the stock pile into the

railway car when the product is tqi^e

moved. In both operations it has a^xa-

pacity of six tons a minutejb; The cost

of re-handling coal and coke.>ls less than

2c. a ton, and the machine ..jrequires no-

overhead structure, nor anjj construction

there is every reason to expect that

Superior & Pittsburg will do equally well

when it is developed sufficiently. The
company has four shafts down from I too

to 1400 ft., each tapping orebodies of

good size and value. Its development is

still too shallow for the large deposits.

It is mining oxides and carbonates, 1000

to 1200 ft. underground, and has not

reached the secondary sulphides at those

depths.

The mine is still pumping a consider-

able flow of water, the Junction and

Briggs shafts handling about 3500 gal. a

minute, which has been about the aver-

age flow for the past three years. This

water seems to be from a great under-

groimd reservoir, probably in the porous

altered limestone. It may ultimately be

exhausted, but at present it continues con-

stant; the opening of new ground seems

to be about sufficient to keep the quantity

unchanged.

FIG. 2. H.\MILT0N P1T-C.\R LOADER

tion will also be the main utility shaft of

the group, and a large machine shop has

been built there this summer. The Junc-

tion and Cole shaft-hoists are Nordberg

four-cylinder,' inclined, l6.K42-in., double

reel machines, arranged for a lift of 1500

ft. and capable of reboring to give

capacity for 2500 ft. They were erected

at a cost of about $40,000 each. Tlie

hoists are similar to that of the deep shaft

of the Tamarack mine, at Lake Superior.

The Junction boiler plant consists of ten

280-h.p. marine type, oil-fed boilers.

According to \V. Kestraner the con-

sumption of pig iron yearly per head of

population in various countries is : United

States, 320 kg.; Great Britain. 220; Bel-

gium, 160; Germany, 145; France, 65;

Austria, 50; Hungary, 25; Russia, 25 kg.

The consumption in the United States was

just twice as great as in Belgium, and

nearly 13 times that of Russia.

besides the platform and the track on

which it operates.

In operation the machine does not leave

its i8-ft. track. The radial sweep

reaches out 50 ft. from the vertical head-

shaft, while the flights of the conveyer

pick up and carry to the delivery conveyer

the material lying in the path of the

gathering plate. As the whole machine

moves forward and backward by its own

power, and as both the gathering and

the delivering conveyers are capable of

swinging in a circle about the machine

center, coal may be picked up from any

point of the platform and delivered to

any point within the limit of the delivery

conveyer.

Pit-car Loader

The storage machine is a development

of the pit-car loader made by the same

company. The principles involved are

identical ; the dimensions, however, are
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different to suit the conditions of opera

tion. One machine works in the open

;

the other does its loading in a restricted

space. The car loader shown in Fig. 2,

requires 42-in. head-space ; it works in 48-

in. seams and mechanically picks up run-

of-niine coal at the rale of 1000 Ih. per

minute

.\fter the coal has been undercut hy any

of the machines in common use, the coal

is drilled and shot down. Then the load-

ing machine, which is self-propelled,

moves into the room. The pony truck

carrying the front end is moved and the

posts for the feed chain are set up on

each side of the room. The nose end

rests on the floor at the edge of the coal.

The car to be loaded is placed under the

delivery conveyer and the sweep is

started in its movement from right to

left and from left to right across the

Production of Salt in ihe Uuited

States

.\ccording to the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, more salt was produced in the United

States in 1906 than' in any previous year,

and the value of the product was greater

than in any year since 1890. The quantity

was 3,944,133 short tons, or 28,172,380 bbl.,

valued at $6,658,350, a gain of 308,876 tons,

or 2,206,588 bbl., over the production in

1905. This increase in price was not suf-

ticent, according to some producers, to off-

set the increased cost of labor and sup-

plies.

In 1906, as in 1905, a large part of the

output of salt was used in chemical works,

as brine, without concentration into salt.

The quantity of dry salt reported in 1906

was 2,603,818 short tons, or i8,5o8,7(>} bbl..

.Michigan and New York combined con-

tributed more than two-thirds ^67. 14 per

cent.) of the total production of the

I'nited States. Of the live leading salt-

producing States during 1906, Michigan

produced 9,936,802 bbl. (35.27 per cent),

New York 8,978,630 bbl. (31.87 per cent.),

Ohio 3,236,758 bbl (11.49 per cent), and

Louisiana 1,179,528 barrels (4.19 per

cent.). These five States contributed 90.-

62 per cent, of the total quantity of salt

produced in the country during the year

Coal in New Zealand

The coal production of New Zealand,

as report'.-d by the State mine inspector,

in 1906 was as follows: Bituminous, 1,077,-

408; pitch coal, 24,961 ; brown coal and

lisnile. 627.167; total, 1,729,536 tons. The

J^-

FIG. I. H.\MILTON STORAGE M.^CHINE, PLAN AND SIDE ELEVATION

room. The gathering flights pick up the

coal that gathers on the nose plate and

convey it to the steel belt conveyer which

in turn delivers it into the car. When
the cars are large and heavy the loader

may be equipped with reels and rope for

handling the loaded cars and empties

from the face of the room to the cross

entrv.

We hear of a discovery of monazite

sand along the shores of the Parahyba

river in the interior of the state of Bahia,

Brazil. The deposits now exploited are

all on the sea-coast.

In 15 years, from 1892 to 1906, inclusive,

the Indian returns show that silver valued

3t ^135.541.035 was imported into India,

while the exports were £34.080,286. Dur-

ing that period, therefore, India absorbed

silver to the amount of £101,460,749, an

average of £6,764,050 per year.

valued at $6,179,666, an average value of

%2.2,1 per ton or 33.226c. per bbl. The
corresponding figures for 1905 were 2,-

5331467 short tons, or 18,096,191 bbl., valued

at $5,702,425, an average value of $2.25

per ton, or 31.S12C. per barrel. These

figures show an increase for 1906 in the

reported production of dry salt of 502,509

bbl., or 70.351 short tons in quantity; of

$477,241 in value; and of 1.714c. per bbl.,

or 12 c. per short ton, in average price.

New York leads in value of output,

closely followed by Michigan. The out-

put of Michigan, however, is considerably

greater than that of New York. The
average net price per bbl. in New York in

1906 was 23.4c. ; in Michigan, 20.3c. Ohio
ranks next, followed by Kansas. In 1905

Kansas exceeded Ohio in value of output;

each shows an increase for 1906. Cali-

fornia, Texas and Utah show an increase,

and Louisiana and West Virginia a de-

crease in value of output.

total shows an increase of 143,780 tons

over 1905. There were 150 collieries re-

ported, but only 16 of these employed
over 20 persons each. The average num-
ber of employees was 3692, of whom 2518

worked underground and 1 174 on sur-

face. The average coal mined per em-
ployee was 468 tons.

The number of accidents reported was

33; the number killed and injured was:

Killed. luJurtMl. Total.

Number 6 30 36
Average perlOOOemployees 1.62 8.13 9.75

The chief cause of injury reported

were: Falls of coals or rock, 2 killed

and 12 injured; firedamp explosions, 4

injured; shaft accidents, I injured; mis-

cellaneous underground, 3 killed and 13

injured; on surface I killed.

It is estimated that the total annual

wage paid to British coal miners amounts
to $300,000,000.
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Hoisting at the Yellow Dog

Mine Near Webb City,

Mo.

By Doss Brittain*

At tlic Yellow Dog mill on the land of

the Underwriters' Land Company, north

of Webb City, in the Joplin zinc district,

two slow-speed, endless-chain hoists are

used, operated by electric motors. One

of these, at the south shaft of the mine,

has been in use over two years, having

been erected in September, 1905; the

other was put in operation over a year

later, in November, 1906. They are sim-

ilar in construction, with only a few slight

differences in minor details. They have

been in operation long enough to test their

ifficicncy, and have done even better work

than the owners expected.

The south shaft hoist raises ore from

a shaft 227 ft. deep on the incline and

165 ft. vertical depth. The shaft is 6x9'

ft., inclined at an angle of 45 deg. for

the greater part of its length. The hoist,

or conveyer, is operated by a 50-h.p., 200-

volt, 25-cycle, three-phase, alternating-cur-

rent electric motor running 720 r.p.m. full

load. Without an attendant it hoists 500

tons per eight-hour shift, or a little more

than one ton per minute, moving at the

rate of 50 ft. per minute, .\bout 260 ft.

of the hoist is underground. An auto-

matic safety brake prevents its running

backward when the power is cut off. Its

essential feature is an endless chain 300

it. long between centers of the supporting

sprockets.

This chain carries 319 buckets made of

malleable iron $4 'n. thick ; each bucket

is 24 in. long, 15 in. wide and 13^ in.

deep, carrying 80 lb. of ore. The buckets

arc supported on each side by links 24 in.

long, I "4 in- wide and H i"- thick, ar-

ranged in pairs; they are made of

"Triumph" special drop-forged steel, and

one of the pair is placed on each side

o! the bucket. The links of each pair are

held together by steel bars or axles, i}<2

in. diameter and iS'A in- long; on the

ends of these axles are fastened chilled

wheels 6 in. diameter, with flanges i in.

deep. These carry the buckets and run on

T-rails 16 lb. to the yard ; under the feed-

ing apparatus the rails are heavier, 2S-lb.

section. The upper line of rails, carrying

the ascending half of the chain, is

fastened by ^-in. bolts to angles 6x6x5^

in.; the lower line, carrying the descend-

ing half, is bolted to timbers set in the

f^oor of the shaft. The track angles are

fastened to stands on each side, perpen-

dicular to the floor of the shaft; these

stands are spaced IQ ft. apart, and are

36;-^ in. high and 6^ in. wide, made of

two angles bolted together. They are

bolted at the bottom to heavv timbers

and bracoG laterally by angles 4,\3.\K i"-,

placed 16 in. below the lops of the stands,

10 eUow the line of buckets to pass above

and below. The chain is prevented from

swaying laterally by tees 2^x2^1 in.,

weighing s'/i lb. to the foot, running along

the ends of the moving axles. The cups

are kept in line by a bar /^xi^j in., ioJ4

ii;. long, fastened to each side of the cup

and extending along the side of the next

in line.

The upper portion of the cliain passes

over a 36-in. sprocket on an 8-in. axle

jtasses into a trough below, the feeder

proper, which has a reciprocating motion,

taken from the eccentric on the sprocket

;ixle, the speed being so arranged that the

feeder will move forward once for every

bucket that passes. This feeder trough

is 31 J4 in. wide, 60 in. long and 16^ in.

deep. It is carried on wheels which run

on a track m;ide of 2X2x^-in. angles.

All signaling is done by an air-whistle

operated from the bottom of the shaft.

The north hoist differs from the south

in having dust-proof oil-chambered wheels

CONVEYER-HOIST, 'i'ELLOW DOG MINE

*Joplln. MIssoarl.

and geared to the motor in the hoisting

tcwer. The sprocket is so arranged that

the buckets overturning for their descent

empty the ore into the hopper. The chain

receives its motion, as does also the feed-

ing apparatus at the bottom of the mine,

from the upper sprocket. The lower end

of the chain is supported by a 48-in.

sprocket which gives motion to the feeder

directly by an eccentric.

The feeder is a hopper 5-^x6^^x2;^ ft.,

covered by a rod screen with 6-in. open-

ings. The hopper has no bottom and the ore

and simpler stands, which do not extend

rbove the plane of the upper tracks.

There is consequently nothing to prevent

lateral swaying. The cost of installing

such a hoist as either is now about $6000.

The cost of hoisting ore by this method

includes only the cost of power to run

the hoist, and the repairs. .A-s figured

from 22 months of operation the costs

per ton are: Power, 0.3c.;. repairs, o.ic.

;

total, 0.4c. To make a fair comparison

l.etween this and the ordinary methods

of hoisting, we must add 0.55c. per ton
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wages for Ihc hoisterman who operates

a small car for the lowering and elevation

of men and supplies, as this work is done

with the ordinary hoisting apparatus and

must be included as a part of the duty of

the slow-speed hoist if the comparison is

accurate. This additional cost brings the

tolal to 0.95c. per ton. Observations for

the period from April i, 1906, to April i,

1907, covering conditions as nearly similar

to those at the Yellow Dog as possible,

and probably the most complete records

of the cost of mining to be obtained in

liie entire district, show the costs of hoist-

ing by ordinary methods to be : Power

and repairs, 4.07 : hoisterman, 4.70 ; total,

8.77c. per ton.

Estimates show that ore can be hoisted

for a much lower cost than this, ranging

from 2.5 to 3c. per ton ; but they are made

in the actual cost of bringing ore to (ht

;op under ideal conditions, and leave out

. f account the fact that much of the time

the hoisterman is idle and is paid for a

waste of time unavoidable in the ordinary

hoisting methods. The actual cost.s

therefore, as recorded during an ordinary

year of mining, in which the ore was

hoisted a vertical distance of 165 ft.

should be considered. By this compari-

son it appears that hoisting by ordinary

methods costs more than nine times as

much as by the slow-speed hoist if the

e.\pense involved in the necessary delays

and other hindrances incident to ordinary

hoisting are considered in the estimate

;

when ideal conditions for ordinary methods

alone are considered, the cost is 4H
times as much as that of the slow-speed

hoist above described.

Determination of Insoluble Matter

L. G. Eakins (West. Chem. and Met.,

III., pp. 120- 121) has desribcd the meth-

ods in use at the Colorado plants of the

American Smelting' and Refining Com-

pany for the determination of insoluble

matter. The methods used in the labora-

tories may differ somewhat in unimport-

ant details, but in general are as follows

:

Unless there is some special reason other-

wise, one-half gram is taken in all cases

for the determination.

Sulphides

Treat in No. o beaker, or small casse-

role, with strong nitric acid, 7 to 10 c.c.

Heat gently until strong action has ceased.

Evaporate to dryness and bake until free

from acid. Cool, add about 20 c.c. hydro-

chloric acid (one part acid and one part

water) and heat until solution is as com-

plete as possible. Filter ; wash first with

hot, dilute hydrochloric acid, then hot

water. Ignite and weigh.

Occasionally, some ores high in zinc or

lead sulphide may be treated to advantage

first with hydrochloric acid, and then fol-

lowing as above, but the result should be

the same in either case if properly car-

ried out.

Oxidized Ores in Gener.\l

Treat with strong hydrochloric acid, 7

to 10 c.c. Boil until dissolved; add a

little nitric acid (Yz c.c. is usually plenty) ;

evaporate to dryness and bake to the com-

plete expulsion of acid fumes. Cool

;

take up with hydrochloric acid and pro-

ceed as with sulphides.

With some ores containing carbonace-

ous matter, it may be necessary to bake

for a long time, as such residues often

hold acid tenaciously. In the case of

Leadville manganese o.xides, nitric acid

is omitted entirely.

Leauy O.xide Ores

Some of these, such as Midas and

Percy La Salle, usually yield gelatinous

silica and must be carefully de-hydr.ited

at not too high a temperature.

Oxidized M.-merlxl Which H.\s Been
Strongly Ignited

This covers such products as Cripple

Creek concentrates. Digest with hydro-

chloric acid without boiling at first, then

evaporate nearly to dryness, add a few

drops of nitric acid and evaporate to com-

plete dryness. Occasionally it may be

necessary to repeat this treatment, which

is a matter of individual judgment. Fi-

nally bake to complete expulsion of acid

and proceed as before.

Ro-\sted Ores, \cib Works' Residues,

Etc.

Digest with hydrochloric acid, without

boiling until the oxidized portion is dis-

solved; add 2 to 3 c.c. of nitric acid, boil

to decompose sulphides, evaporate to dry-

ness and proceed as before.

Ores or Products Cont.mninc

Magnetite

Some mi.xed o.xidized and sulphide

ores, such as the Ibex and other Lead-

ville ores, and also often furnace mattes,

contain magnetite. When this is known
or suspected, the material is treated as

above under "Roasted Ores, Etc.," except

that nitric acid in larger quanity may
sometimes be necessary.

Barium Sulphate Ores

Treat with 10 c.c. hydrochloric acid

(one part acid and one part water), boil-

ing a few minutes, add 4 to 5 c.c. nitric

acid, and after action has ceased evap-

orate to dryness. Bake and proceed as

usual.

'After total insoluble is weighed, fuse

with sodium carbonate or mixed carbon-

ates, digest the melt with water until

disintegrated, filter and wash. Wash out

the fusion crucible with 3 to 5 c.c. hydro-

chloric acid (one to one), and with this

dissolve the residue on the filter, being

careful that the residue is all dissolved

and the filter washed clean. Precipitate

the barium in boiling solution with a

slight excess of dilute sulphuric acid, and

allow to stand at least two hours before

filtering. The barium sulphate so ob

tained is deducted from the total insolu

ble residue.

Precautions

Care must be taken to insure the re

moval of all lead salts from the insoluble

residue. Filtrations should be conducted

rapidly and with hot solutions, in which

case washing with hot dilute hydrochloric

acid is perfectly safe. However, washing

with hot ammonium chloride or acetate

solution is often used and has no objec-

tions. This removal of lead needs special

care in barium sulphate ores, as this latter

seems to render the complete solution of

the lead salts more difficult. The use of

Baker & Adamson No. A filter paper is

recommended as less likely than most

papers to allow fine precipitates to pass

through.

Production of Talc and Soap-

stone in 1906

Talc and soapstone are found in nearly

all the States of the Atlantic slope, and

in many of them the deposits are so fav-

orably located as regards transportation

and markets as to make their develop-

ment profitable. During igo6 quarries

were operated in Georgia, North Carolina,

Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Massa-

chusetts, and Vermont. New York,

which has heretofore been the largest pro-

ducer of talc, was succeeded in 1906 by

Virginia, whose product now represents

about 41 per cent, of the total value.

Deposits of talc and soapstone occur

also in several western States, and sinall

quantities have been quarried in Califor-

nia and Washington, but no production

was reported from these States in 1906.

The product of the quarries varies from

pure foliated talc to harder steatite or

soapstone. For use in the arts it is

either powdered or sawed into slabs or

made into various articles. Powdered or

flour talc is used in making fireproof

paints, electric insulators, coverings for

steam pipes, foundry facings, dynamite,

paper, toilet powder, leather lubricants,

and soap. Soapstone, not powdered, is

used in the manufacture of hearthstones,

furnace linings, laboratory tables, laun-

dry tubs, and many other articles of every-

day use.

The total production of talc and soap-

stone in the United States in 1906 accord-

ing to the U. S. Geological Survey

amounted to 120,644 short tons, valued at

$1,431,556, an increase of 24,010 tons in

quantity and of $349,494 in value as com-

pared with the production in 1905.

Subjected to the action of liquid air,

lead becomes elastic and can be made to

rebound or serve as a spiral spring during

the continuance of this low tempcr.'iture.
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The Hardinqe Conical Mill

Bv H. VV. Hardince*

capacity to which the rest of our plant is

adapted. In view of the fact that 2500

lb. of pebbles is not more than one-third

of the supposed or theoretical load, the

real capacity of the mill is undetermined.

.\ftcr 12 years of investigation and use

cf the tube (pebble) mill, I realize how
little is known of its possibilities today;

and how small has been the advancement or

improvement in the apparatus and method

since the pebble mill was first brought to

my attention as a crusher of ore. The
results obtained in my earlier experiments

pointed to possibilities which engineers

have recognized by having adapted it to

metallurgical requirements all over the

world, where fine economic crushing is

desired— mainly in cyanide work— until

today this simple device is replacing stamp

and roll crushing, where heretofore it

was considered necessary to use the older

form of reduction machinery. There is,

however, a woeful waste of energy as at

present applied, and owing to its sliming,

the tube mill is not well adapted to con-

centration.

As in almost any other improvement

along any needed line, there is a diversity

of opinion as to the best size of mill,

quantity and size of pebbles or balls to be

used, speed of mill, size of material to be

fed, method of feeding, manner of lining

and similar questions developed by the

actual practical use of the mill. These

are points which economic requirements,

if not actual necessity, suggest. In my own
case I had occasion to question the knowl-

edge expounded by the manufacturers as

to the actual work performed by the mill.

Their recommendation was generally

for long mills of small diameter (4 to 5

ft. diameter by 15 to 22 ft. in length).

Investigation developed the fact that they

were often better salesmen than prac-

titioners. Hence, when I had occasion

to install one of my earlier tube mills, I

reverted to a previous experiment with a

comparatively short mill of large diam-

eter, and finally carried the idea still fur-

ther, by installing a mill 6 ft. in diameter,

and only 8 ft. in length; in reference to

which I wrote a short article on the action

of this mill published in the Journal of

June 8, 1905, from which I quote the fol-

lowing, as it has bearing on a mill subse-

quently built, and mentioned in that arti-

cle, the results of which are given later

:

"The tube mills now being adopted

are generally longer and of less diameter

than the one I use for wet grinding, which

is 8 ft. long by 6 ft. internal diameter, less

the silex or flint-block lining, which re-

duces the actual internal diameter to

about 5 ft. 6 in. ; this mill, loaded with

2500 lb. of flint pebbles about 2 in. in

diameter, at 21 r.p.m. receives 6-mesh,

ball-mill crushed material, and pulverizes

it to the sizes shown in the last column

given herewith, at a rate of three tons per

hour, which is really more than the

Ball-Mill Tu lic-MIII
Product. Pi iMhict.

For Cent. per Coul.

Thr Kl l> moHh ou '10 mOBli iS.SI 0.0
Thr irl 2U mt»»h on 4U mosn 13.8 •i.U

Thr Kl 40 III '^h on (30 niOHh 90 8.S
Till Kll IM rii •hh on BO niesli 8.0 14.0
Till Kll Ml 111 1,11 40 76,6

11(1.4 10U,0

"A few tons of quartzose ore gave a

greater grinding capacity. Tests for con-

sumption of pebbles showed less than I

lb. per ton of ore treated. The wear upon

the lining is also slight, compared with

the results obtained. Based upon my
present experience, I have placed an order

for another tube-mill still further from

the general practice, i.e., 6 ft. long and 6

ft in diameter.

"Experiments and discussion are needed

to determine the most effective diameter

and length of mill ; revolution under dif-

ferent loads; size of pebbles; whether

pebbles should be of uniform or diflferent

ILLUSTRATING THE SIZING ACTION OF A

CONICAL PEBBLE MILL

sizes ; what relation size of feed may have

to diameter of mill and of pebbles ; what

is the most efficient feed and discharge

;

whether the action is percussive crushing,

or crushing- grinding, or a combination

of both. The capacity and small load

of pebbles in the mill I now have in

use would suggest a percussive effect

;

certain it is that much less power is re-

quired to operate than when a larger load

of pebbles is used, which would lessen the

useful duty of the mill, and cause a need-

less attrition of pebbles and lining."

As stated in the preceding, I then put

in operation a mill, the internal diameter

of which is 56 in. by 66 in. in length.

This mill takes the product of the "quart-

zose" ore above mentioned direct from a

l4X27-in. roll, without screening or re-

turning to the" roll, giving the following

results

:

The above result was fully up to my

expectations considering the horse-power

consumed and the pulp produced, when
the coarse material fed to the mill was
taken into consideration. It was results

we were looking for, and we had no ob-

jection to their being more satisfactory

than was anticipated ; but I realized that

we were producing a much larger relative

quantity of fines or slimes than was de-

sired for straight concentration.

For that reason I turned my attention

to rectifying these undesirable accompani-

ments of the regulation tube mill. With
this end in view (while never having been

so unfortunate as to be within the mill

while it was in operation) and forming

my own "theory of the action of the tube-

mill," I set about to construct a mill which

would do away with the necessity of retain-

ing material in the mill already crushed

to size desired, which greatly adds to the

internal friction, and prevents the crush-

ing action between the pebbles by their

working in a medium of more or less

thick mud already reduced as fine or finer

than required. My object was to have the

new material fed into comparatively clear

water, thus the coarser pebbles or balls

would act upon the coarser material, and

not waste their efficiency and the power

by grinding upon the smaller pebbles,

which are gradually reduced in size by

the work performed, and should be dis-

carded or made to work on correspond-

ingly small material.

ThisT accomplished by having the mill

built with a cone outlet, or preferably two

cones placed base to base. In my smelter

practice I had encountered the difficulties

realized by smelter men in the feeding of

a furnace by having the larger portions

of the ore always seek the lower point in

the furnace through the momentum of a

larger body falling through space or on

an incline. My model was easily con-

structed from two laboratory funnels of

5 to 7 in. in diameter, ribbed on the in-

side. First filling one of the funnels about

half full of fine dry sand to coarse gravel,

joining the funnels with adhesive tape,

and revolving the whole on a horizontal

axis, immediately a displacement of the

fine material by the coarse was observed,

such as might be readily anticipated. It

was not, however, easy to anticipate the

result obtained when the same apparatus

was held at a slight inclination from the

horizontal and then revolved. Herein

lies a curious experiment, and a result that

will not be readily understood, although it

is positively apparent to the tye ; let the

reader try it and explain it if he can.

The results produced will be seen to be

more or less of a perpendicular stratifica-

RESULTS OF 50x66 IN. TUBE MILL.
.Mill cbarged witb loOO lb. of pebbles ; coDBumlng 15 h.p. ; running 21 r.p.m.,

ing two tons per bour.

crusb-

•Consulting mining engineer, 43 Excbangc
Place, New York.

Mesh On 10. On 20. On40, • Onto. On 80. On loa
Tbrongb

Heais
Tails

Per Cent.
42.

S

0.0

Per Cent.
22
0.0

Per Cent.
13.0
2.0

Per Cent.
6.0
4.7

Per Cent.
X2
8.0

Per Cent.
2.7

4.2

Per Cent.
12.0
79.8
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tion of the ground material ; which strat-

ification, passes up the inclined outlet of

the mill, from the larger pebbles working

on the coarsely fed material through

the smaller pebbles working upon

the already partially ground material.

This stratification from a metallurg-

ical standpoint, has such a decided sizing

action, that its utility will be readily ap-

preciated, and is the basis for patents

granted and applied for. In fact grad-

ation of size is dependent upon the

amount of feed, the ii-clination of the

mill and the rapidity of discharge. To

produce a finely ground material a larger

load of pebbles would be required, and

the mill set more approximately to a

horizontal axis.

The results just obtained from a large

mill constructed for fine grinding are il-

lustrated in the following tabulation,

which, considering the coarseness of the

feed, the amount of pebbles used and the

horse-power required, shows capacity dif-

ficult to understand although not so dif-

ficult to appreciate. Just what the max-

imum capacity of this mill will be, is at

present unknown, as the present test was

limited to the ability to feed the mill.

The results are as follows:

This result was obtained upon ore

brought over 1000 miles for the test, as

The Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy

Special Correspondence

The first meeting of the Institution of

Mining and Metallurgy for the session of

1007-8 was held at the rooms of the

Geological Society, London, on the even-

irg of Oct. 17. The Institution differs

from the American Institute in a great

many ways. One of the diffcrcr.ces con-

sists in the fact that the meetings are

always held in one place, viz. London, and

once a month, from October to May, in

the. evening. Every mining man con-

nected with English metalliferous mining

interests passes through London at one

time or other, and puts in an attendance

at these meetings. Thus the individual

composition of each meeting is as varied

as if the Institution traveled about. Dur-

ing recent years the Institution has been

greatly strengthened by the increasing

support of distinguished mining men and

metallurgists, who supply good papers

and contribute their experience and views

to the discussions. The Institution has

now the services of an active secretary,

hidependent of all other influences, in

the person of C. McDermid, and it is

llESfI.T OF TEST OF CONICAL MILL.

Mill charged with 2000 lb. of pebbles: eonsaming 13 h.p.. running 25 r.p.m.
;

crush

Ing three tons per hour.

of the gold, the absence of bed-rock en-

; 'ivlimcnts, the presei-.cc o{ well defined

shoots as distinct from patches, and other

points were all dwelt upon and used as

arjfuments for infiltration. Professor

Gregory's contention that the sulphides

present in the banket were due to sulphur-

etted hydrogen given off by decomposing

vegetation, was scouted. None of the up

holders of infiltration could give any

theory as to the method of infiltration,

and no analogy could be drawn from the

theory of vein formations. Curiously

enough, no attempt was made to connect

the volcanic upheaval of the Rand res^ion
,

with the infiUralicn of the goKl. 1= >i

not possible that when this upheaval took

place, subterranean waters carrying gold,

silica and other substances in solution

burst out and filtered down through the

porous gravel beds now known as banket?

The heat of eruption would make these

gravel beds hot, and so prevent the im-

mediate cooling of the waters. Such a

tbeorv would explain the comparative

riches of the topmost parts of the dc

posits, the presence of sulphides, the

subsequent cementation of the beds, the

presence of quartz stringers, and the

occurrence of the gold in parallel shoots.

The paper and discussion, which will be

printed in the monthly bulletin of the

Institution, should be read by all mter-

e'ted in ore deposition.

Mesh.. On 10.

Beads.
Tails..

Percent.
2.% 3
0.0

On 20.

Per Cent.
38.2
0.0

On 40.

Per Cent.
12.2

. 0.0

On 60.

Per Cent.
6.6

1.4

On 80.
„„ ,m I

Through
On 100. jQo

Pei- Cent. Per Cent. ;
Per Cent.

5.5 2.3 9.5

5.4 i-S
I

90.8

Accidents in Michigan Iron

Mines

Speci.m- Correspondence

the conditions for installing the mill were

based upon the capacity, and the actual

ore under consideration. The results ob-

tained more than met the requirements.

Those mills can he used singly, combined

or in tandum.

I predict that it will be but a compara-

tively short time before stamps will be

considered an obsolete method for crush-

ing ore. It is, however, clearly evident

to the metallurgist that at least a pro-

portion of the ore fed to the long reg-

ulation tube mill of today must receive

a crushing upon entering the first por-

t-on of the mill which would be suf-

ficientlv fine to make a satisfactory tail-

ing. If this is the case, why necessitate

this desirable product to work its way

through 20 t.J 25 feet of additional length

of mill? The principle of reduction in a

tube mill should be the same as that em-

ployed by any other system of gradual

reduction, and not permit of its interfer-

ing with subsequent work to be performed

by the mill.

Of course the question will be asked,

"Can the sizing desired be accomplished

in a pebble mill? It can. The reader

may convince himself by trying the above

mentioned experiment.

not too much to say that he deserves

1 igh credit for its present expansion.

At the meeting held on Oct. 17 the

president. Prof. W. Gowland, professor of

metallurgj' at the Royal School of Mines,

was in the chair. His first business was

to announce the nomination of Alfred

James as his successor as president.

The paper which occupied- most of the

meeting was by Prof. J. W. Gregory on

the "Origin of the Gold in the Rand

Banket," a very lengthy one. The author

quotes and examines in some detail the

printed opinions of a great n^any writers,

such as Denny, Hammond, Hatch, De-

Launay, Becker, Alford and others. He

discusses the rival theories of placer de-

position and infiltration, finally arriving at

the conclusion—basing his judgment to

some e.Ktent on the occasional occurrence

in the banket of black sand— that the

Rand is a fossil sea-shore deposit, such as

is seen today on the coast in New Zea-

land.

The discussion was taken up by G. A.

Denny, E. P. Rathbone, Malcolm Mac-

laren. 'or. F. H. Hatch, C. J. Alford.

Prof. S. Herbert Cox and others. Of

these speakers, only Mr. Denny supported

the author, the others favoring the infil-

tration theory. The crystalline character

The reports of the mine inspectors of

Dickinson and Iron counties in Michigan

for the past year give the following fig-

ures : , ^„
Dickinson. Iron.

I 2 574 875 2,092.617
Tons iron ore minc.l '3392 2.511
Men employed 333
Tons mined per man.. '

-^ 25
Mine employees iillleil „ 995
Deaths per 1000 employees .... ^^0^
Tons mineil iier man kllleil .101,000

Dickinson county showed a decrease of

io^,W9 tons in ore mined; Iron county

an increase of 243,320 tons. The record

for Dickinson county is remarkable on

account of the small number of deaths

amonir miners and it contrasts sharply

with the neighboring county. Four of the

accidents occurred underground and three

on surface, ar.d it is worthy of note that

not one of the surfye fatalities occurred

while the miner was cn.gaged in his work

:

two met death at a railway crossing and

the third was run over by a wagon, so

that none of them should properly be

charged to mine accidents.

Gold with coal associated has been

found in the Batrina mine in Verespatak,

Transvlvania. The coal, however, is

found only in small amounts and not m

paying quantities.
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Hoisting Ropes for Mines
Report of the Transvaal Commission of Expert Mining Engineers and

Mine Managers. Best Method of Constructing Hoisting Ropes

In March, 11)05, ''le Transvaal Govern-
ment appointed a commission to e.xamine

into several important (iiiestions relating

to the operation of mines. These were
the use of hoisting ropes, including the

i[i'r.lity and manufacture nf such ropes;

the use of safety catches to prevent ac-

cidents from breakage of ropes, etc. ; and
6ii;trally all appliances for hoisting from

mines. The moving cause for the appoint-

ment of this commission was the occur-

rence of an accident in the Robinson
Deep mine, in which 54 Kafir laborers wer'-

k'Med by the fall of a cage in the shaft.

resulting from the breaking of the hoist-

ing rope. Previous to this there had been

.several similar accidents in Transvaal

mines.

Composition of the Commission

The commission was made up of en-

gineers and mine managers of experience,

appointed by the Lieutenant Governor of

the Colony. L'nifreville P. Swinburne

was chairman and J. R. Mackinlay secre-

tary ; the other members, who acted

throughout the investigation and signed

the report, being Wager Bradford, H. C.

Behr, J. F. Cook, E. Farrar, J. S. Fisher,

George C. Fox, David Gilmour, J. A.

Hcbbard, Fred Hillman, W. L. Honnold,

I-uward Hopper, J. Harry Johns, C. J.

Price, A. M. Robeson. H. Ross Skinner,

J. \\". H. Stubbs, S. C. Thomson, J. A.

Vaughan and Edward J. Way. In addi-

tion to these, R. M. Catlin, -Francis

Drake, G. B. Poore and K. Schweder

served for part of the time, but were

obliged to resign, on account of departure

from the Transvaal, or other causes.

Proceedings of the Commission

The sessions of the commission were

held at various intervals, extending from

Xov. 15, 1905, to March 21. 190". Dur-

ing that period a large number of wit-

resses were examined orally and sub-

mitted facts and opinions in writing;

n!r.ny communications and official docu-

ments were received from Great Britain,

1. 1 her European countries and the United

States. The members of the commission

therefore had before them records of ex-

periente in many countries, as well as in

ihe Transvaal. Special attention was paid

to the report of the British Commission

headed by Sir Frederick .\bel some 20

years ago ; and to the report of the Dort-

mund Commission in Germany in i&)8-

1002. The German report dealt especially

with safety catches.

For purposes of test and experiment the

Marcus shaft of the Langlaagtc Estate

ami Gold Mining Company was pl.mu .n

the disposal of the commission.

The first portion of the report, after the

general account of org.'nization and meth-
ods, briefly summarized above, is de-

\oicd to the structure, use :md care of

l.oistinn ropes.

Structure of Hoisting Roi-es

On this point the testimony of many
manufacturers of hoisting ropes was
taken, and their opinions, with one ex-

ception are in favor of "Lang's lay" for

ropes used in shafts when the cage or

hoist is guided ; that is, kept from swing-
ing or rotating. One manufacturer, who
f;,voring Lang's lay for general use, pre-

ferred the ordinary lay for small drums,

because a larger number of wires, of

smaller size, can be used in the strands

;

this would prevent the tendency of the

wires to undo, .'\part from the manu-
facturers, two American engineers fa-

vcred the ordinary lay for all cases. The
suitability of locked-coil ropes for the or-

dinary conditions in the Transvaal was
not considered to have been established.

It is an essential point that it should

be possible for an experienced person to

assess the deterioration of a rope while

making the customary exainination. Al-

though this can never be absolutely se-

cured, it is considered that the rope con-

structed of six strands of seven wires

lends itself most readily to examination.

It is also the most easily spliced ; besides

which a more even distribution of the

v.orking load over all the component
wires is assured than is the case with

ropes of other constructions. The center

wire of the strand may not be thoroughly

effective, but it has been established by

many tests that it adds to the strength of

the rope, when made of high-grade steel.

'The limitation to the general use of the

(.6.1 rope lies, of course in the fact that,

for big breaking loads, the wires would

ijccome of too great diameter. In the

Transvaal its use in the medium sizes

—

I in. and ij^ in. diameters—has been dis-

countenanced on account of the many
stnall-sized winding drums in use. With
these the ratio of D to d—the diameter

of the drum to the diameter of the wire

—becomes less than 800 to i. There
have, however, been many instances of l'-^

in. diameter ropes of 6.6.1 construction

giving satisfactory results when winding

on drums of less than 8 ft. diameter. It

may be stated, with an approach to cer-

tointy, that the bending stresses to which

ropes are usually subjected at the Wit-

w.-ilersrand mines constitute—except in a

i.iw exceptioii.kl cases—an UMiinporlant

fpctor in liiuiting their lives. While there

have been cases of ropes used on sheave

l.oists giving out through the breakage of

rrmerous undivided wires owing to ex-

cessive bending, it is more usual in drum
hoists for frictional wear or crushing

stresses to be the important deteriorating

influence.

Kinds of Roi-e Used on the Rand

The statistics of the Mines Depart-

ment show the various kinds of hoisting

ropes used in the Transvaal for raising

and lowering persons; about 50 per cent,

of these being used to raise rock also.

Of a total of 427 such ropes, 416 are
Lang's lay; 5 ordinary lay; 4 flat ropes;.

2 many-stranded. No ropes of locked
coil or flattened strand construction are
in use. The 416 Lang's lay ropes are

subdivided, according to construction, as

follows: 189 are 6.1 construction; 85
of 8.6.1; 69 of 7S-i; 33 of 9.6.1; 17 of

9-3; 13 of 8.5.1; 7 of 12.6.1; 2 of 9.5.1; I

of 9.4.1 construction.

Ropes of compound construction arc
largely used, and the reason for this

practice may be seen in a statement of
the value of D : d—the ratio of the diam-
eter of the drum to that of the wire
—at the shafts used for raising and
lowering men. In 4.6 per cent, of
the total number of hoisting ropes
D : d is under 500; in 6.6 per cent
it is between 500 and 600; in 12.9 per
cent, between 600 and 700; in 16.7 per
cent, between 700 and 800; in 19.8 per
cent, betw'een 800 and 900; in 17.5 per
cent, between 900 and 1000; in 21.9 per
cent, over 1000. The ratio is over 800 in

59-2 per cent, of the cases; it is below 600
in only 11.2 per cent.

Whether the working conditions dis-
closed in the matter of bending stresses
be considered favorable or unfavorable,
the fact remains that the average winding
rope has a far shorter life on the Rand
than on other mining fields. This fact

was agreed upon by many witnesses, and
the reasons assigned were corrosive water
in shafts, unfavorable mechanical condi-
tions, lower initial factor of safety, and
higher final factor of safety.

"Dead" Ropes

Ro|)es of ordinary lay have been used

successfully for sinking purposes where a

"dead" rope was required, as in the case

of a bucket or kibble being used. The
spinning of the conveyance can then be

prevented, but the swinging eflFects may
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still occur, and these effects have been so

dangerous at greater depths that sinking

by means of a skip with extension run-

ners has been resorted to. A great deal

of evidence was taken dealing with the

relative safety of sinking by means of a

skip or sinking with a bucket.

Most manufacturers endeavor to make
the rope as "dead" as possible, consistent

with flexibility. Regarding the circum-

ference of the strand as one-third of the

circumference of the rope the usual prac-

tice is to vary between 2 to i and 3 to i

;

that is, if the length of the lay of

the strands in the rope is 9 in., the

length of the lay of the wire in

the strands will be from 454 to 3

in., according to the particular maker's

practice. Most manufacturers keep more

nearly to the 2 to i rule, but the manager

of one important factory considers, after

repeated experiments, that the 3 to i

rule is the best, this bringing the angle

of the lay of the strand in the rope exactly

the same as that of the wire in the strand.

This rope while flexible is very dead, and

this practice permits of small ropes with

very fine wires being constructed Lang's

lay, which, as previously stated, is other-

wise impracticable, as they would be-

come untwisted directly they were cut.

Other ways of constructing a dead rope,

besides ordinary lay and locked-coil, are

flattened strand, many-stranded rope, or

by having the wires of the core of the

strand twisted in the contrary direction to

the outside wires of the strand. Of all

these methods, the ordinary lay seems the

least open to objection, the wires being all

circular and well locked together. Com-

pared with Lang's lay, and considering

that the wires at the crown of the strand

are set practically parallel to the axis of

the rope, and also that an individual wire

comes to the crown just twice as fre-

quently as in the Lang's lay rope, broken

wires should be of more frequent occur-

rence, but, on the other hand, the frac-

tures will occur at places where their de-

tection is an easy matter, and their weak-

ening effect is probably less, owing to the

more complete locking of the wires. 11

Lang's lay cannot be used on account of

its untwisting, then ordinary lay appears

to be the next best.

Many-stranded Ropes

With reference to the many - stranded

Topes in use on the Rand, the experience

of their working is at the present time too

short to enable it to be decided whether

they will outlast the usual make of wind-

ing ropes. The construction is 12 strands

round 3 strands. The outside strands are

made up of 4 wires round soft wire, and

the inside strands are each composed of 3

-wires round a hemp center. This rope

does not rotate. The inner and outer por-

tions of the rope are each Lang's lay, but

one is left-handed and the other riglit

handed.
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li the core of a hoisting rope is of

hemp, the strand cannot keep its shape

under heavy pressure, such as a rope is

subjected to unless it is wound on the

drum in a single layer. So long as the

strand keeps its shape and the bedding of

the outer wires remains close, the hemp

core, when well dressed initially, may

assist materially in preventing internal

corrosion. When deformation occurs,

however, water finds its way inside the

strand, the hemp gets chewed up and

washed out, and conditions are then ex-

ceptionally favorable for inside corrosion.

The main core of a winding rope should

be of the best hemp or manilla, of good

long yarn, well soaked in boiling tar and

treated with some non-acid lubricating

composition. No tensile strength can be

expected from the hemp core, but it

should be made up tightly enough to form

a firm center, that will keep the strands

in place and the rope in shape under a

considerable crushing pressure, such as

exists when the rope is coiled on the drum

in several layers, or riding turns. Cases

were brought to the notice of the Com-

mission in which the fiber core consisted

of untarred jute, of short yarn and un-

lubricated. A rope with such a core,

when working in a wet shaft, has a short

life; the jute washes out, the rope flat-

tens and gets its lay straightened out in

places. The engineer has then no confi-

dence in the even and fair distribution

of the load among the component wires

and is obliged to take it off, unless the

damaged portion can be cut off and still

leave the remaining part of a sufficient

length.

Notwithstanding the condemnation of

the wire center, on theoretical grounds,

by so high an authority as Professor

Hrabak, the Commission considers that

the superiority of the hemp core is quite

improved practically.

Wire Cores

With regard to steel cores the weight

of opinion is against any specially shaped

core, as triangular or tape form. It is

considered that these are likely to cut or

nick the wires resting upon them. It is

generally agreed that the cores should be

circular, but there is much difference of

opinion as to the tensile strength of the

steel to be used in them. The best mod-

ern practice seems to be to use steel sim-

ilar to. or but slightly lower in tensile

stress than that of the outer wire. Tests

made in the laboratory of the Transvaal

Mines Department proved that a hard

core wire does add materially to the

strength of the rope; experience in the

examination of many samples goes to

show that such core wires are no more

liable to fracture than those made of an-

nealed steel or iron. Steel core wires,

whether soft or hard, whether broken or

not, help to maintain the shape of the

strand ; local evidence points to the ad-

vantage of using wire of high tensile

strength.

The question as to what proportion of

strength can be assigned to a steel wire

core in the strand, can really only be

answered correctly after examining the

records of many more tests than have up

to the present been undertaken. It may
be remarked, however, that so long as the

strength of the rope is ascertained by

actual test of a whole specimen of ade-

quate length, no uncertainty can exist on

this point, the combined efliciency of the

wires being then exactly determined.

When a rope of compound construction

is used, the outer wires should be of as

large gage as possible consistent with the

size of the drum and sheave. Between

the limits 6.1 and 12.6.1, in each of which

constructions the wires are of the same
size, there are many variations, such as

8.6.1 and 7.5.1, in which the outer wires

are larger than the inner ones. Ropes

made of these strands have larger wear-

ing surfaces to meet friction and

corrosion.

Parallel and Tapered Ropes

It appears possible to construct parallel

ropes of great length without any break

in the continuity of the wires. Many
manufacturers, however, appear to re-

gard this as quite an unnecessary refine-

ment, and join shorter lengths of wire

together by brazing. The brazed joints

in the various wires should, as far as pos-

sible, be so arranged that they are not too

adjacent. The braze is made on a taper

about five to seven times as long as the

diameter of the wire. The heat neces-

sary for the operation softens the wire

somewhat, so that, although the actual

joint may be stronger than the wire in

tension, breaks often occur when the rope

is in use at distances of from an eighth

tc a quarter of an inch from the braze.

Manufacturers differ considerably as to

the best method of constructing a taper-

ing rope. The plan most favored is to

keep the same number of wires in the

strands for the whole length of the rope

and to make the taper by brazing on, at

each step, wires of slightly smaller diam-

eter, keeping the joints of the several

wires widely distributed. The other plan

is to drop out wires from time to time

;

for instance, one sample of tapered rope

of compoimd construction had strands

of 12.6.1 at the large end, 11.5.1 at the

next step, 10.4.1 at the next, and 9.3.3 at

the last stage, the innermost three wires

being very fine ones put in merely for

packing. In this method of construction

the outer wires are of uniform section

throughout, as also the inner wires. This

i.t claimed as an advantage, especially for

use with conical drums where, if the

wires are not of the same size, they will

be too large for use on the small end of

the drum or of too fine a gage for the
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large diameter. On the other hand, some

of the advocates of brazing regard the

older practice of dropping wires as

dangerous.

The perfect method of constructing a

taper rope would be to lay up tapering

strands of tapering wire, but at the pres-

ent time it is practically impossible to

draw such wire. The tapered ropes at

present supplied to the mines on the Rand

number only two, and only one of these

has been put to work. In view, therefore,

of this limited experience, the commis-

sion is not prepared to express any prefer-

ence, but it does not condemn the practice

of dropping wires, which may be regarded

as quite safe, if properly carried o';f.

(To be Continued)

Synthetic Nitric Acid

In a recent consular report, Herbert

H. D. Peirce, American minister at

Christiania, writes as follows respecting

the commercial manufacture of nitric acid

by the £irkland-Eyde process at Notto-

den, Norway

:

I have recently visited these works

where, although the entire plant is not as

yet in operation, nitrate of lime and soda

are being manufactured upon a scale of

about 1000 tons a year, with the expendi-

ture of about 2000 electrical horse-power.

This plant has been in operation now for

several years, and it is by reason of the

success of the smaller plant that Mr. Eyde,

the manager of the undertaking, has

brought a large amount of French capital

to his assistance for the larger enterprise.

Upon the demonstrated success of the

process in the smaller plant work was at

once commenced upon the construction

of the new and large plant which was to

be in operation by Sept. i, 1907, with a

force of some 40,000 h.p. furnished by the

Tinfos waterfall, about three miles from

the works.

The output of the new works will be

about 20,000 t«ns of basic nitrate of lime

per year. This article finds a ready

market, especially in Germany, as a ferti-

lizer. The company now finds it worth

its while to convert a part of its produc-

tion into nitrate of sodium, which is used

in connection with certain dyeing pro-

cesses. At the time of my visit the man-

agement was also in negotiation with cer-

tain capitalists for the production of con-

centrated nitric acid.

Not content with these works, the com-

pany is now constructing a dam at the

Rjukanfos. one of the most important

waterfalls in Norway, where 250,000 h.p.

will be developed, taking the whole of the

water from the falls, and electro-chemical

works for the utilization of this great

power will be built and operated. The
concessions for these operations were ob-

tained some years ago, but at present the

Norwegian Storthing appears to look

with alarm at the acquisition by foreign

capital of the water powers of the country

and has passed laws which are practically

prohibitive of future undertakings of this

sort by foreign capital. As local capital

for such enterprises can hardly be got

together in sufficient amounts, the further

development of the Norwegian water

powers upon a large scale will doubtless

be checked for some time.

Consul-General Henry Bordewich, of

Christiania, contributes an account of the

process employed, as follows

:

The electrical furnace is the funda-

mental element of the whole process. Into

this furnace passes atmospheric air, where

it is speedily heated to about 3000 deg.

C. Inside the furnace are two electrodes,

separated by a distance of a few milli-

meters, and through these two electrodes

there runs an alternating current of 5000

volts. In order to strengthen the effect of

the electrical discharge on the air and the

further oxidation of the nitrogen, stress

has been laid on giving the arc the

largest surface possible. In a clever

way the formerly known form-alteration,

which the arc flame becomes subject to

when influenced by a magnet, has been

utilized to further this end, as the two

electrodes are placed between a powerful

electro-magnet.

By this method the arc is subjected to

a series of very rapid displacements in a

plane, which stands vertical on the line

between the poles. The final result is the

formation of a disk-shaped electric flame,

which reaches a diameter of 1.8 m. The

air sweeps this flame disk on both sides

and is thereby momentarily heated to the

very high temperature which is required

for the oxidation of the nitrogen. Im-

mediately thereafter the gas escaping

from the furnace must again be cooled

down to 600 deg. in order to avoid loss

of nitrogen; but as this temperature is

also too high for the apparatus which

thereafter are to receive the gases, they

have to be still further cooled.

The gases are led to a series of towers,

the so-called oxidation towers, and from

there to the so-called absorption towers,

which are built partly of granite, partly

of wood, and where the gases are led over

limestone sprinkled with water. The

product is steamed in large pans to its

fusing point of 145 deg. and is thereafter

poured into tin cylinders, where it con-

geals. In this form the product is sold

to manufacturers of chemicals. They

prize the product highly on account of its

purity.

For fertilizing purposes the product is

crushed into powder, and this stuff, which

holds 12.75 to 13 per cent, of nitrogen, is

the so-called lime saltpeter (calcium

nitrate). It is much like common salt,

easily soluble in water, and is hygro-

scopic. It is shipped from the factory in

wooden barrels, lined inside with paper.

The production on a large scale will

soon begin, and then the product will

have to be offered in the world's markets.

The question that presents itself, is the

Norwegian lime saltpeter suitable as a

fertilizer, and is it equal to the Chilean

saltpeter? The experiments so far, made

partly in Norway, partly in Sweden, Den-

mark, Germany, and France, seem with

certainty to prove that lime saltpeter not

only holds its place alongside Chilean

saltpeter as a fertilizer, but that by its

possession of lime it has certain advan-

tages over Chilean saltpeter, especially on

soil poor in that respect.

Viincenzo Spirek

Vinccnzo Spirek, one of the highest

authorities on the metallurgy of quick-

silver, died Oct. 3, after a brief illness,

at Monte Amiata, Italy. He was born at

Bubovice, near Prague, in Bohemia, in

1852, and graduated with honor from

the Bergakademic at Pribram, in 1876.

Entering the Austrian Government ser-

vice as a mining engineer, he was em-

ployed for some time at mines in Bosnia-

Herzegovina, and later was transferred to

the quicksilver mines at Idria. Thence-

forward he devoted himself to the min-

ing and metallurgy of quicksilver, becom-

ing a master of that branch of the mining

industry. In connection with Exeli, the

director of the mines, and Cermak, he

devised the Cermak-Spirek furnace, and

made radical changes in the treatment of

the cinnabar ores of Idria.

In 1888 he erected a Cermak-Spirek

furnace at the Monte Aminta mines in

Italy, and this led, a little later, to his

resignation from the Austrian service, to

tike entire charge of the Monte Amiata

mines. Those mines were then in a de-

clining condition, 'lUt the improvements

which he introduced in the treatment of

the low-grade ores restored the industry.

He continued in charge at Monte Amiata

until his death. Constantly at work in

supervising and improving the methods

in use there, in every detail, he still found

time to study the industry from its

broader points of view, and to make ac-

ceptable and valuable contributions to the

proceedings of technical societiesi and to

various technical publications, including^

the JouRX.\L and the "Mineral Industry."

Hif death is a serious loss to all who are

interested in the progress of metallurgy,

as well as to the opc-rations under his

direct charge.

Personally, he was a man of the strict-

est integrity ; he was also a cultivated man
.ind possessed a disposition which made
him many warm friends.

As a remedy for headaches resultant

from handling nitro-glycerin, the drink-

ing of strong black coffee and the appli-

cation of cold wet bandages to the neck

and forehead is recommended in the

Milling Rt'tieiv.
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The Coal-mining Situation in Northern Wyoming
There Are in the State About 20,000 Square Miles of

Coal Lands, and a Seam That Carries Gold and Silver

B Y FLOYD W PARSONS
The coal mined in northern Wyoming

is of an inferior quality, running high in

moisture and is consequently unfit for

long storage or transportation. Some of

this coal is cokable, but the product is

used principally for steam and domestic

purposes. The seams vary from 6 to 20

ft. in thickness, but contain numerous

partings of slate and bone which necessi-

tates care in mining to produce a clean

price, competing with coals sliippcd in

from southern Wyoming, Australia and
British Columbia; the two latter coals

commanding a price of from $8 to $10

a ton.

The Newcastle Fiei.d

One of the oldest operations in north-

eastern Wyoming is located at Cambria,

eight miles north of Newcastle, and at

present is producing 1200 tons per day.

age. This is the only coal in the New-
castle field that is considered cokable.

The seams here worked were discov-

ered in 1888 before the completion of the

Burlington road through the region. The
product from the Cambria mines is now
and always has been largely used in the

locomotives of the Burlington railway.

The deposit is unique in containing the

only bituminous coking coal so far discov-

^l UIA(E rl.ANT, ("<JMPANV STORE AND MINERS HOUSES AT CAMBRIA, WVOMI-N'l.

fuel. Where the seams are more than
10 ft. thick it is generally customary to

have several feet of top coal which acts

as a support for the overlying strata.

The mines are located on the route of

the Burlington railway, and what coal is

not used by the engines of this system is

shipped principally to Wyoming, Montana
and other Western markets. Some of the

coal ROCS as fjr west as the State of

Washington and here commands a high

The coal horizon in this district is the

lowest of the known Cretaceous forma-

tions. The seam averages about 5 ft. 8

in. in thickness and dips appro-ximately

two degrees to the southwest. There are

practically no faults or intrusions, but

there are a number of squeezes and rolls

;

several partings of bony matter are

present. The product from this district

is dense and heavy. There is a distinct

face-cleavage, but no marked butt cleav-

ercd in this northwestern territory, and

the Cambria Fuel Company which owns

and operates the mines has apparently

covered the entire area of available coal

within the boundaries of the 17,000 acres

of land comprising its property. The coal

beds are cut by a number of deep ravines

which expose the coal seam at several

places necessitating the building of tres-

tles for hauling tin- output from one

hill to another.
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EaKLV DlKFlCl'LTlES IN DEVELOPMENT
One of the peculiar features in llic early

operation of the Cambria mines is the

fact that the plant was practically com-

pleted and ready to ship before tlie main

line of the railroad had reached the dis-

trict. Necessary machinery for the initial

installation was hauled by teams about 170

miles from Alliance, Neb., and when the

last rail was laid up the canon from New-
castle on Dec. 4, 1889, the mines were pre-

pared to furnish a regular supply of fuel.

Since that time a steady and increasing

production has been maintained and up to

llu present time about 7,000.000 tons of

gases and develop little water. The coal

is gathered by horses from the rooms and

hauled to the partings, where compressed-

air locomotives haul the trips to the out-

side. The air supplied to these motors

is carried through e.^tra strong pipe at a

pressure of about 800 lb. per sq.in.
;

charging stations are placed at points

most convenient for the operation of the

locomotives.

The tipple, power plant and loading

arrangeincnts, shown in the illustrations,

are located in the main canon in which

the town is situated. Both the tail-rope

svstem and a small steam locomotive are

tlie coal and $5.60 in the coke; an aver-

age of 31 cars of coke, on which a special

test was made, showed returns of $2.74

per ton in gold and silver.

This is a consideralinn tn those who
buy the coke for blast-furnace fuel, in

smelting the precious metals, and has been

a means of securing a market fur the

Cambria coke in the Black Hills district.

The gold value more than compensates

for the high ash in the coke.

The I'owEK House

The power house at the Cambria mine

contains two high-pressure Norwalk com-

KIO. 2. TIIM'[-K A-Mi lAKIl? .\ T f.\Mm4J.^ MI.SK>. .M.M.N olHlK> I .S ll.Vi Kl.kuU.M)

•coal have been mined, of which the Bur-

lington has used approximately 75 per

cent.

The undercutting and drilling of the

•coal are accomplished with 40 punching

machines operated with compressed air,

for the distribution of which, more than

21 miles of pipe arc now in service to sup-

ply the different workings. Both the

"room and pillar" and "longwall" systems

arc used in these mines, the physical con-

ditions in each district determining which

can be adopted to the best advantage

;

longwall being generally adopted when

the coal is less than 4 ft. 6 in. thick. The

•mines are entirely free from explosive

used in bringing the coal to the tipple,

where, after being dumped, it is crushed,

separated by both revolving and shaker

screens, and loaded by gravity into rail-

road cars. The fine screenings are used

for the manufacture of coke.

Precious Met.als in Co.al

The coking plant consists of 74 bee-hive

ovens having a capacity of 74 tons of

coke per day. One of the most interest-

ing and unusual features in connection

with this operation is the accredited

occurrence of small quantities of gold and

silver in the coal, which ha? been found

to contain values as high as $2 per ton in

pressors delivering air at 1000 lb. per

sq.in. ; one Ingersoll and four XorwalU

low-pressure compressors delivering at

75 to 90 lb. pressure. In the boiler house

there are two 125-h.p. boilers, three 150

h.p. horizontal tubular boilers, one 250-

h.p. and one loo-h.p. internal furnace, one

375-h.p. and one 250-h.p. Heine water-

tube boilers. The blacksmith and ma-

chine shops are equipped with lathes, drill

presses and various labor-saving appli-

ances.

.•X. remarkable feature at this plant is

the operation of a pump, run by com-

pressed air, which lifts the w^ater about

2400 ft. with a capacity of more than
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300.000 gal. in 24 hours; an air pressure

ot 900 lb. per sq.in. raises the water to a

distributing tank on the side of the caiion

whence the water flows by gravity to the

reservoirs used for supplying Cambria

and the town of Newcastle, eight miles

distant.

Chemistry of the C.vmbri.^ Co.\l

Physically, the Cambria coal is unusual,

being hard, and partaking of the character

of a bituminous shale. It is black in

color, bright in fracture, and docs not soil

the hands. When ground into a fine

powder, it develops a brown shade, much

like lignite. Its line of cleavage is in the

direction of its natural bedding in the

formation where it is found; although it

breaks up into slabs, it is, however, easily

broken across the grain.

Although this coal has much in common
with bituminous shale, it is probably a

•1

those built for smelting with New River

or Pocahontas coals.

Some portions of the coal are much
duller in color than others and from ap-

pearance it would seem that these were
layers of shale. Such, however, is not

the case. These streaks are almost cannel

coal, but with a percentage of ash averag-

ing ij/j times that of the other portions

of the coal, and this is the only drawback

it has in relation to the other portions of

the coal in the seam.

An average sample of Cambria coal

yields the following analysis : Ash, 12.49

per cent.; moisture, 3.42; volatile matter,

34.13; fixed carbon, 49.92 per cent.; only

traces of lime, magnesia, iron and sul-

phur are found.

When specially designed furnaces are

used for its combustion, this coal gives

fairly good results. The only drawback

hi burning it in an ordinary steam boiler

In attempting to reduce tlie high ash

percentage, it has been found that there

is not a sufficient difference in the specific

gravities of the coal and the shale por-

tions, to effect a good separation by wash-

ing or dry concentration. The best

method is to pick the coal by hand. An
average sample of Cambria coke carries

about 22.4 per cent. ash. The coke yield

is about 59 per cent, of the raw coal

charged. A number of tests recently

made also prove that this coal is well

suited for the manufacture of illuminating

gas, and gas for heating purposes. It is

safe to say that the installation of by-

product ovens would prove successful.

The Town of Cambria

The mining company has built and

maintains a well ordered mining camp,

consisting of about 140 houses; which are

rented to employees. No saloons or

-.»Mi* 'T'A V •*.

nC. 3. MINES NOS. I AND 4 OF SHERIDAN COAL COMPANY, AND THE TOWN OF DIETZ, WYOMING

true coal, bordering on what is known as

cannel coal. Its behavior during combus-

tion is similar to any ordinary bituminous

coking coal, except that when thrown on

a hot fire, it "flies," the outer layers

breaking off. The small pieces resulting

from this sudden disintegration, soon be-

come agglomerated into coke, by reason of

the bituminou? nature of the coal, so th?t

this property is not a disadvantage when

used as a fuel.

Like cannel coal, it readily ignites,

burning with a long hot flame. To utilize

its full heating power as a steam produc-

ing fuel, the flues or tubes of the boiler

should be made much longer than usual

in boilers constructed for the consumption

of ordinary steam coals. The same mav
be said in regard to its use as a smeltin.q;

fuel for rcvcrberatory furnaces. Furnaces

built for the consumption of this coal

should be at least one-third longer than

furnace is the loss due to the large volume
of dense black smoke passing off at the

chimney. This can be greatly reduced by

having a clear hot fire at the bridge end

of the grate, and always charging the

fresh coals at the door end of the furnace,

thus causing the easily disejigaged gases

to pass over a hot bright fire before they

escape from the fire box of the boiler. A
direct supply of fresh hot air near the

bridge of the furnace will also help the

combustion of the escaping black smoke.

Character of the Coke

The Cambria coal produces a good,

hard and compact coke, bright and metal-

lic in color, and in most respects suitable

for metallurgical purposes. It is capable

of bearing a heavy crushing strain, and is

therefore suitable for blast-furnace fuel

;

its only bad feature is its high ash

content.

gambling houses are permitted on any

part of the company premises. This feat-

ure is said to be responsible for the excel-

lent social status for which the town is

noted, and the remarkable record that no

police force has ever been organized for

keeping order in the community, which

consists of about looo persons of many
nationalities. The company is capitalized

at $1,000,000 and employs 360 men.

It is probable that unless new develop-

ments are started in adjacent territory,

the output of the Cambria Coal Com-
pany will show a gradual reduction in ton-

nage as well as a falling off in the char-

acter and quality of the product. None
of the ovens are at present being operated

and the coal contains larger quantities of

impurities than were previously noted.

The policy of spending money and in-

stalling the most up-to-date equipment has

lately been abandoned and the main effort
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seems to be directed to kcepiiiR the plant

in an average productive condition. It

is said, however, that new beds are to be

opened and if this is done and consider-

able money spent on necessary improve-

ments no further falling otT in production

will occur. It is conservatively estimated

that the property still contains more than

age of labor, and not a scarcity of railway

cars, is responsible for the curtailment in

output at the Cambria mines.

Much of the success in handling labor

that has marked the operations of the

Cambria company has been due to its

liberality in the treatment of employees.

.>\s an example of this policy the company

is the case at all mines located in isolated

districts. One other commendable feature

is the closing of the mines on Sundays,

a practice unusual in the Black Hills.

The SiiERinAN District

The coalfield in northern Wyoming
which at present yields the largest output,

M
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MINE NO. 4 OF THE SHERIDAN COAL COMPANY, DIETZ, WYOMING

30,000,000 tons of coal. To show the need

of fuel that prevailed throughout the

Northwest during the past winter, it is

only necessary to state that the town of

Newcastle, situated eight miles from the

Cambria mines, had considerable diffi-

culty, at times, in securing a sufficient sup-

ply for its own immediate needs. A short-

in 1903 erected a large bath house

equipped with bath tubs, shower baths, in-

dividual sinks, with hot and cold water

always on tap at each, and 250 lockers in

which the miners can keep their clothes

while at work and change at night before

returning to their homes. The general

store is owned by the coal company, as

lies on the route of the Burlington rail-

way about 150 miles west of Newcastle.

The coal in this field is a lignite and so

far as fuel efficiency is concerned, the pro-

duct is far inferior to the coal produced

at the Cambria operations. This field is

comprised in one of the largest coal ter-

ritories in the United States. The beds
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<xtciid south into central Wyoming and

northeast into Montana and Nortli

Dakota.

About (15 per cent, of the cnal mined in

the Slicridan district is shipped west to

Montana, while the remainder goes to

Wyoming, and east to the Dakotas and

Nebraska. So far as transportation and

storage is concerned this coal is less satis-

tactory than the fuel produced at Cambria.

An average sample of Sheridan coal when
analyzed will show, volatile matter 33

per cent.; fixed carbon, 47: moisture, 17;

ish. 3 per cent. The coal seams are fairly

I'riT Ir.iiii iiarlini;- :mi1 :iir easily n\iiiO(l.

Cu.\L Mines .\t Dietz

1 he Sheridan Coal Company is the

largest producer in this field ; it operates

five mines in the vicinity of Dielz, five

miles east of Sheridan on the Burlington

railway. At present, the daily output is

approximately as follows: Mine No. i,

1400 tons, including the output from No.

4 which is loaded from the No. i tipple;

No. 2, 1200 tons; No.- 3, 200 tons; No. 5,

1200 tons; total, 4000 tons.

The output of these five mines could

easily be made to reach 5000 tons if the

company could secure sufficient miners.

'1 lu- ci|uiiiiiKiit and dovi-Iopment work

The old system of working was to drive

rooms advancing and to take out the pil-

lars on the retreat. After carefully study-

ing the conditions at this mine and hav-

ing to contend with numerous squeezes,

the present management decided to drive

the entries to the limits of the property

and then to drive rooms and take out pil-

lars on the retreat. A map of No. 4 mine

accompanies this article.

The success which has attended the in-

auguration of this plan has clearly demon-
strated the wisdom of such a change. No
squeezes and few falls of roof have re-

cently (iccurred and although the initial

"m^

^^^.M

^' » - t

~liKKII).\>r COAL COMPANY

The coal does not .show face and butt

cleavage and consequently can be Vorked
in any direction.

'I he coal-bearing strata throughout this

lielil consi.st of soft sandstones and clays,

with some beds of harder s.indstone. Only
on the eastern and western edges of the

field are the strata inclined, and the coal

beds in the interior lie practically hori-

zontal. The coal by reasmi of its high

moisture content rapidly disintegrates on
exposure to the air. and the product from
this same ticld further north will hardly

stand transportation at all. Where this

coal has been used as a locomotive fuel,

specially designed fireboxes and grates

have been employed.

necessary to raise immediately the pro-

duction 1000 tons above the present out-

put, is at hand, (ienerally speaking all

nationalities except negroes are employed

in these mines and the organized labor

scale is one "f tin- highest in the United

States.

Methods of Mining

The room-and-pillar system of mining

is used generally at the mines of the

Sheridan company. .\\. No. 4 mine, which

is one of the best developed mines in the

district, the panel .system is employed, 18

rooms being driven ifi each panel. The
most marked improveinent in the method

of development is shown at this property.

yardage cost has run higher there has

been greater safety afforded the men, less

timber u^nl .niid more coal obtained per

acre.

.

'Ilic main entries are driven 9 ft. wide

with 36-ft. centers ; cross entries are run

on 30-ft. centers and are from 8 to 10 ft.

wide. Crosscuts occur at 60-ft. intervals.

All rooms are driven with 8x18 ft. necks

and are about 250 ft. in length. The width

of rooms is 22 ft. and all chambers are

stopped at a specified distance so as to

leave a So-ft. barrier pillar protecting the

main and cross entries.

All the mines are ventil,ite<l by force

fans averaging about 20 ft. in diameter.

The general plan of using door« on the
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main haiilway is not economical, hi the

No. 4 mine one overcast has been in-

stalleil while two doors, necessitating

trap|)er boys, arc used on tlie main entry.

Kach of these boys who attend to opening
the doors receives $1.50 per day which
cost in a year wotdd build three overcasts

and thereafter eliminate the delay, danger
and inconvenience of doors.

'I he roof in the No. 4 mine is generally

good, lint in most places top coal is left

in to further support the overlying strata.

The coal seam averages about 10 ft. in

highl and from 7 to o '1. is usually

worked. There are three partings; one
small parting occurs abont 4 ft. from the

bottom, another one-half inch parting oc

curs about 7 ft. from the bottom and the

third parting is near the top. 1 he coal.

generally speaking, is unusually clean and
has no perceptible cleavage.

Considerable timber is used in the

rooms but practically none in the entries.

Most of the coal is undercut and little

shooting on the solid is practised. The
usual undercut is about 15 in. high and 6

ft. deep. Air punchers are used ; t the No.
z mine while all other operations employ
pick work.

• Handlinc. the Coal

The coal in No. i mine is entered by a

drift ; Nos. 2 and s niines employ shafts

17s ft. deep; No. 4 mine has a 20-deg.

slope 300 ft. long, while No. 5 mine has a

7 per cent, slope 1250 ft. long. Self-

dumping cages are installed at each shaft.

In hanilling the coal underground elec-

tric haulage is employed at Nos. i, 2 and

4, while mules are used at Nos. 3 and 5.

As is generally true throughout this field,

the mines are practically non-gaseous. It

is said that some little gas has been found

in the No. 3 mine but the quantity has

been too little to cause alarm. Some wa-
ter is encountered in the No. 3 mine and
both electric and steam pumps are used

for handling it.

In the underground electric haulage,

250 volts are employed. In the No. 4
mine, two 4-ton motors and one 12-ton

motor are used. The 4-ton motors haul

six cars while the larger motor hauls

about 15 loads. On the main entries 45-

Ib. rails are used while 20-lb. steel is laid

on cross entries. The road bed is care-

fully graded and is one of the best I have
seen in the West. In hauling the cars up
the No. 4 slope a ij^-'n. rope is used:

seven cars of 2^ tons each go to make
up a single trip.

The arrangement for handling the coal

on the tipple is similar to the general

plan largely used throughout the West

:

The loaded cars after coming from the

mouth of the mine nm by gravity to the

tipple and after being dumped return on a

slight incline to a swag where a chain with

dogs engages the axle of the car and

hoists the empty to an elevation from

which it can descend to a siding and be

made up with the trip of empties again

to enter tlic mine. Shaker screens are

generally employeil and are supported by

a framework entirely separate from the

main tipple building.

There are at present five known and
workable coal seams in this district. The
Sheridan No. i mine works the No. 1

seam, while niines Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 oper-

ate on the No. j bed. About 100 ft. below
the No. 2 scam is the No. 3 bed which
shows about 15 ft. of good coal. The No.

4 seam lying below the No. 3 is 28 ft.

thick and has two small partings. The
No. 5 seam still farther down is 21 ft.

thick and also shows a parting of slate.

The mines adjacent to those at Dietz

operate on the No. 3 and No. 4 .seams.

l..\iioR AND Transportation

I he demand for labor at the mines of

the Sheridan Coal Company is probably

more urgent than at any of the adjacent

operations. There seems to be no par-

ticular reason for this local condition ex-

cept that the coal is lower and the houses

are older and less desirable. During the

IMist sununer the public was educated to

lay in a supply of coal for- winter use and

some activity along this line was shown.

For this reason the immediate district

supplied by these mines may not snfTer

this year as was the case during the past

winter. The coal companies took advant-

age of this out-of-season demand and

averaged about five days' work per week
all summer. There was in this district

during these months an ample supply of

cars, which favorable condition lasted un-

til Sept. 14. The mine operators were

elated but soon found that their troubles

had not ended, tor after furnishing the

cars and pulling them away, the railway

companies did not succeed in delivering

the coal to the purchasers, but inste.Td had

large quantities of it laid up on the many
sidings along the main line.

This condition was a direct result of a

lack of motive power and tracka.ge facili-

ties. Cars of beef lay in the Sheridan

yards so long that it was necessary to re-

ice three and four times to keep the beef

from spoiling. It is also true that some

cars of coal after having been loaded and

hauled some distance were placed on sid-

ings and not a wheel moved for 30 days.

If coal during the winter months is to

be moved with promptness it will have to

be placed in a class with perishable goods

such as beef and fruit and even then there

is likelihood of delay in transportation.

Welsh Coal Mining Prosperity

New Canadian Coal Enterprise

Consul J. E. Jones, of Winnipeg, re-

ports the formation of the Great West
Coal Company, with headquarters at Port

Arthur, Ontario, to acquire 12,000 acres

of coal land in .Mberta, which is said to be

the best coal land in the Northwest. The
company has acquired the charter of the

Great Western Railway, which extends

from Calgary through the coalfields to

the international boundary.

\ ice Consul .\. S. Phillips, reporting

from Cardiff, says that the coal trade

throughout the South Wales coal field

continues to improve, the prices are going

up, advances in wages cheerfully con-

ceded, and the future is very promising.

The best large steam coal is being firmly

quoted, per ton f.o.b., up to $5.84 ; the

cheaper qualities, $3.71, and the best

bunker small coals, $3.22. The high prices

are not due to any artificial inflation, and

there is no likelihood of any great and

sudden reaction. The coming of winter

will have the tendency to increase rather

than decrease the volume of trade, which

will help keep the prices firm and prob-

ably bring on further advances. Exports

for the quarter ending June, 1907, were

7,451,271 tons, showing an increase of

610,507 tons over the same period of the

year previous. The increase over the first

three months of 1907 was 80,012 tons.

The number of new schemes in the South

Wales coal region for the development of

the commercial and industrial interests,

the number of new collieries that are

opened, and the apparent activity in older

ones are the favorable result. At the last

meeting of tlie conciliation board a 5 per

cent, advance, beginning with Sept. i, was
readily granted to the workmen, in addi-

tion to an advance three months ago of

1
1 54 per cent.

The Lens Collierie», France

The Mining Society of Lens in the Pas

de Calais, is the largest coal-mining com-
pany in France. It produces over 3,000,-

000 metric tons per annum or between 9
and 10 per cent, of the entire produc-

tion of the country. There are 16 work-

ing shafts, employing over 13,000 miners.

There are 19 miles of main underground

railroads and the equipment includes 29

mine fans, 20 air compressors, 39 haulage

locomotives and over 350 rock drills.

Practically all the coal is mined by hand.

The veins pitch at a steep angle, are badly

faulted and average about 33 in. in thick-

ness. Horizontal galleries, 6 ft. 6 in. high

and about 9 ft. wide and from 65 to 175

ft. apart, are driven along the vein from

the main roadways, the upper portion in

the solid rock and the lower portion in

the coal. The coal in the vein is mined

between these galleries, from the lower

to the upper. This is modified sloping.

The roof, which is weak, is carefully sup-

ported by props and broken rock brought

in for this purpose. Shoots or passage-

ways are left at intervals, down which

the coal is dropped to the lower gallery

and loaded on cars. Ventilation is con-

trolled by doors at the foot of each shoot

so that the air follows the working face.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems PecuHar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
A hose on the suction side of a mine

pump should be securely fastened at in-

tervals of its length; otherwise holes are

likely to be worn by sharp projections of

rock against which it is rubbed by the

vibration.

It is reported that a 7-ft. scam of a fine

quality of coal has been discovered near

Valdivia, Chile, at a depth of 100 ft. It

is the thickest bed discovered thus far in

Chile, the one at Lebu being from 4 to

6 ft. and that at Lota from 4 to 5 ft.

Portable electric lamps have been in-

troduced in some of the mines in the

bituminous coalfields, but their use has

not as yet become at all general, because

they are more expensive than the ordi-

nary safety lamp. The main drawback in

the use of electric lamps is that they give

no warning as to the presence of fire

damp or black damp.

From numerous tests made by Prof.

Bernhard Kirsh, of Vienna, Austria, the

following conclusions have been drawn.

The ultimate strength of a rope is greater

than a cable. Untarred rope and cable

are stronger than tarred. The average

breaking strength of a rope i in. in diam-

eter is: Italian hemp, ggio lb.; Hun-

garian hemp, 9292 lb. ; manilla rope.

-TOO lb.

In Europe and the United States the

use of rope for the transmission of power

is increasing rapidly. Advocates of this

method of power transmission cite the

following advantages : i. Transmits

larger amount of power. 2. Runs
smoothly and quietly. 3. Can be run

in any desired direction or any distance.

4 Absence of electrical disturbances. 5.

Absence of slip. 6. Cheaper in first cost

and maintenance.

All manila rope used for transmission

of power should be laid with a tallow and

plumbago lubricant. The plumbago re-

duces the internal friction in bending over

the pulleys while the tallow makes the

rope partially water proof. Rope so

treated is not materially injured by ex-

posure to the weather. It is claimed that

rope for such purposes should have four

strands, as it wears better and lasts

longer than the three-strand rope.

Investigations made by the Govern-

ment fuel testing plant at St. Louis show
that commercially valuable briquets can

be made from slack coal, by mixing with

5 to 8 per cent, of coal-tar pitch at a tem-

perature sufficiently high to melt the pitch.

But it was found that briquets could not

be manufactured at a cost of less than $r

per ton ; so it docs not pay to undertake

the manufacture unless there is a mar-

gin of at least $1 between the cost of the

slack and the lump coal.

The life of a wood stave pipe depends

largely upon the pressure maintained,

and upon the life and strength of the

steel or iron bands which bind the staves

together. Wood for pipes should be soft,

susceptible of easy saturation and free

from sap and black knots. When under

pressure the outside of the pipe should

be damp at all times as this shows com-

plete penetration of the water. The
steel or iron bands used as binders should

be protected by a coating of asphaltum

paint. If the entire outer surface of the

pipe is thus coated the decomposing action

of the water and air will be largely pre-

vented. Canadian white pine has been

found to be an excellent material for

wood piping.

.\n official publication relating to min-

ing in the United Kingdom gives the fol-

lowing facts. The total number of per-

sons employed in and about all the mines

of the United Kingdom in 1906 was 912,-

576, of whom 882,34s worked at the 327S

mines undec the coal mines act and 30,231

at the 715 mines under the metalliferous

mines act. Compared with 1905 there

was an increase of 23,972 persons at the

formej and of 1080 persons at the latter.

.•\t the coal mines 80 per cent, worked be-

low ground, while of the surface workers

3.16 per cent, were females. The total

output of minerals under the coal mines

act was 265,204,716 tons, an average per

undergound employee of 374 tons, an in-

crease of 13 tons as compared with the

preceding year. The death rate of the

underground workers under the coal

mines act was 1.42 per thousand, against

1.49 in 1905.

In operating a shearing machine in a

room or an entry, it is best to begin at

the top of the seam. The machine is so

designed that the best results are secured

by making the first cut at the (op and then

letting the machine down sufficiently to

make another cut. To get a firm and

rigid support two main columns through

the center of gravity of the machine are

commonly used. The frame is then

clamped tightly to the columns in order

to hold it in place. The front end of the

machine should be steadied by two auxil-

iary columns. All four columns should

be so constructed that their length may be

varied according to the thickness of the

vein. The capacity of a machine depends

upon the character of the coal and the

condition of the mine, but under favor-

able conditions from 75 to 125 ft. per nine-

hour shift is considered a fair average cut.

The dimensions of a single cut are as

follows: bight 3 ft., depth 5 to 8 ft.,

width four inches.

Many blasters have been slow to adopt

electric firing, because of failure to under-

stand how simple it is and how much bet-

ter than the old method of firing shots.

The necessary outfit is not expensive and

with proper care lasts indefinitely. The
time and labor required to prepare an

electric shot is about the same as when
the old way is used, but there is a great

saving in explosive and in the time of

the workmen besides greater safety and

reliability. Explosive experts are well

agreed that there is a saving of 20 to 30

per cent of dynamite by firing single-

charged holes simultaneously. The ad-

vantage is further increased in certain

kinds of work by double-charging the

holes. For instance, if the rock at the

top of the face is much softer and con-

tains more seams than the bottom, the

bottom of the hole should be charged with

50 to 60 per cent., tamping put in, and

further up a charge of about 40 per cent,

should be put in. Each charge should

contain a fuse.

The Courrieres collieries situated near

Lens, France, have a method of timberin^j

which reduced the death rate from falls

of ground, during the ten years preced-

ing 1899, to 0.15 per thousand persons em-

ployed under ground, while in Great

Britain the death rate during the same
period was as high as 0.79 per thousand.

This system consists chiefly in timbering

systematically the whole of the work-

ing places. All workmen are furnished

with three iron bars, if^ in. square, and

4 ft. 3 in. long, which when driven over

the last bar form a temporary shield in

advance of the timber. The main bars,

which are about 8 ft. long and are sup-

ported by three props, are set in rows

3 ft. 9 in. apart, parallel to the face.

Smaller bars placed 12 in. apart and

resting on the main bars and fixed at

right angles to them span the space be-

tween the rows. The iron bar is driven

over the main bar toward the face and

thus a temporary support is formed.

These iron bars, which are driven for-

ward as the face advances and are never

more than 8 in. behind the coal, are held

in position by wedges from the back

;

thus every square foot of the roof is al-

ways supported.
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'Illustrated,

The sitnalion in the lead market, which

for many months has been unsatisfactory,

has failed so far to show any evidenc;

of improvement, in spite of strenuous ef-

forts to enforce a curtaihncnt of produc-

tion. The largest independent producers

ill Idaho and Missouri have refused to

make any restriction; the American

Smelling and Refining Company and the

United Stales Smelting, Refining and

Mining Company have succeeded in ef-

fecting some reduction in output by dis-

couraging the delivery of lead ore ; the

Federal Lead Company, of Missouri, has

reduced its production. But in spite of

these measures the stocks of refined metal,

iilxHit ^000 tons at the beginning of 1907,

have increased, especially since the mi<'-

year, until today they amount to 25,000 to

30,000 tons.

The slackening in the demand for lead

has created new conditions in the market.

For several years upward of 90 per cent,

of the lead produced from domestic ores

has been- refined and sold by three in-

terests, chief among which is the Ameri-

can Smelting and Refining Company. The

market price has been practically con

trolled by the latter, inasmuch as the price

fixed by it was adopted by the other large

producers. A comparatively small amount

ot lead was sold during 1906 by independ-

ent dealers at prices higher than those of

the trust, but the total volume of this

business was insignificant in comparison

with the great production marketed on

the established terms. The trust showed

great moderation at that time in not

marking up prices when it might easily

have done so.

It has been fully recognized, however,

from the beginning that the apparently

successful regulation of the price of lead

by the American Smelting and Refining

Company was based on a generally rising

market ; and that the test of its control

would develop on a falling market. This

has been proved by the experience of

recent months. When the demand be-

came slack, independent producers, who

previously had been selling at the trust

price, began to undersell, and manufac

turers whose contracts expired decided to

take their chances in the open market, so

that the latter acquired a magnitude

greater than for years past. At the pres-

ent time it is the market in which com-

petition is active and wherein is trans-

acted the bulk of the business not pre-

viously arranged by contract.

Consequently there arc now two mar-

kets for lead, viz., the trust market. In

which deliveries arc made under contract

at the selling price fixed by the trust;

and the open market in which wholesale

trading is done in the ordinary way. The

difference in prices between the two mar-

kets has steadily been increasing under

the pressure of the independents to sell

their product until now the open market

stands about %c, per lb. below the trust

price. We have been quoting the two

markets in our weekly report, but here-

tofore have been giving only the weekly

range of the open market. In view of

its present importance we shall hereafter

give the daily quotations of the open mar-

ket as representative of the situation in

lead, reporting also the quotations of the

American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany. • As explained above, the produc-

tion of lead is going into consumption on

both terms, but it is to be remarked that

a large part of the lead of the trust Is

contracted with its own manufacturing

subsidiaries.

The Steel Corporation's Latest

Purchase

The purchase of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company by the United

States Steel Corporation, which was made

last week in a rather sudden and unex-

pected way, is an event in the iron trade

rather of prospective than of immediate

importance. It is the first entrance of

the Steel Corporation into the South, for

ii has heretofore held no property in

that section, and reported negotiations for

control have always been promptly de-

nied. It does not carry with it the con-

trol of the Southern field, as there are

several other important companies oper-

ating there, though the Tennessee was the

largest of all the Southern concerns.

The immediate addition to the Steel

Corporation output is not proportionally

large. Last year the Tennessee company

made 641,887 tons of pig iron and 401,882

tons of steel ingots ; those quantities being

cual to 5.7 and 3 per cent., respectively,

of the Steel Corporation's output. Im-

provements and additions already begun

are expected to increase the totals to

1,000,000 tons of pig iron and 600,000 tons

i>i opcn-hearlh 5teel, within another year.
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and will provide facilities for working up

the steel into rails and other finished

forms. The plants are well placed for

supplying demand in the South, and the

railroads and manufacturers of that sec-

tion can absorb the material without dif-

ficulty.

.\ minor result is that the purchase will

bring the Steel Corporation into the mar-

ket as a seller of merchant iron for the

first time. Heretofore it has been a buyer

and not a seller, since the blast-furnaci

capacity has been its weakest side. The

sale of pig iron, however, will be probably

only a temporary condition. Already the

steel works absorb more than two-thirds

of the Tennessee company's make of pig;

and with the improvements in the steel

plants finished, there will be little surplus

iron to sell.

The main value of the acquisition is in

the supplies of raw material controlled.

The policy of the Tennessee company has

been to secure iron-ore reserves wherever

possible in its territory. It now owns

by far the largest quantity of ore existing

in the United States anywhere outside of

the Lake Superior region. An expert

careful estimate of the iron ore unmined

in the lands which it controls is 700,000,-

000 tons. This ore is of lower grade than

the Lake Superior ore; but the company

also controls coal lands estimated to con-

tain 2,000,000,000 tons, and the proximifv

of the coal and iron-ore deposits, reducing

transportation to its lowest possible limit,

goes far to offset the lower tenor of the

ores. The Southern ores are, almost uni-

versally, above the bessemer limit in phos-

phorus, and steel making there is neces-

sarily confined to the basic open-hearth

process. The use of the open-hearth fur-

nace, however, is quite in line with the

Steel Corporation's recent development,'.

With the reserves it has now acquired it

has added largely to the hold on the raw

material of the iron industry, the control

of which has, apparently, always been its

"bject. Viewed in this light the oppor-

tunity which was presented by present

tlnancial conditions was willingly taken.

The purchase is made by the issue of

second-mortgage bonds which—with ex-

isting liabilities—will add about $2,500,000

to the yearly fixed charges which the

corporation has to meet. There is no

doubt, however, that with proper manage-

ment the property purchased can pro-

vide for these charges without difficulty.

Moreover, the iron-ore control is an asset

the value of which can hardly be esti-

mated in moncv.

The Price of Silver

Until the opening of October silver

seemed to be the only metal which

maintained its market price at a high

level. Through nearly the whole year of

1906 the price rose gradually, the monthly

average in New York having advanced

fr->m 65.288c. in New York in January to

a maximum of 70.813c. in November.

Iron- that point there was a gradual re-

cession for several months, and in April

the monthly average had fallen to 65.462c.

This was followed, however, by a steady

advance, and the August average in New

York was 68.745c., or nearly the highest

of the year. September showed another

slight depression, the average for that

month having been 67.792c., or nearly a

cen; below the preceding month. Since

October opened there has been a sharp

and decided fall in prices ; on Oct. i the

quotations were 66j^c. in New York and

30'iid. in London, while on Oct. 9 they

were 65c. and 3od., respectively. From

that point the decline was rapid, 6o5^c.

and 27%d. being reached Oct. 14. No-

vember has brought the price down to

58->4c. in New York and 27 3/i6d. in Lon

don.

As in previous years, the fluctuations

in price seem to have been determined

largely by the demand from the Far East,

?.nd especially from India. China was not

an important factor last year, taking little

silver after the first quarter; this year

it has not only been out of the London

market altogether, but has shipped some

quantities to Europe—£374,025 in value

to London up to Oct. i—and considerably

larger amounts to India direct. This is,

in part, a return of the heavy purchases

made in London and Australia two years

ago, ostensibly for coinage purposes. The

Straits Settlements, which were out of

the market last year, have taken consider-

able quantities this year—£925,750 from

London up to Oct. i—chiefly in the form

of coined silver for circulation ; though

this has been largely offset by returns in

silver bars amounting to £771,448 for the

same period.

India, however, has been the chief

factor in the market. That country has

had two or three very prosperous years,

and has invested its savings chiefly in

silver, according to its immemorial cus-

tom. During the calendar year 1905, the

exports from London, the chief market, to

India were valued at £7,596,829; in 1906,

this v;due nearly doubled, being £15,063,-

927, though the gain in quantities was

not quite so large, owing to higher prices.

This year, up to Oct. i, the exports have

been £9,451,076, a decrease of about 20

per cent, for the nine months, but still a

larger amount than for several preceding

years.

In the last few weeks, however, omin-

ous reports have conic from India of the

failure of the seasonal rains over large

areas in the Northwest Provinces and in

parts of the south. This means a probable

failure of crops, and consequently of buy-

ing power. In a large part of the country

there will be no savings to invest, and

already purchases for Indian account in

London have practically ceased. This is

the main cause of the recent decline

in price ; its sharpness was probably ac-

centuated by the closing out of some large

speculative accounts, but that was only

a temporary feature of the situation. The

dependence of the silver market on the

East has again been clearly brought out.

It is said that there has been recently

a decline in the demand for silver for

use in the arts. It is, however, difficult to

determine the extent of this; and it is

not probable that it has been sufficient to

have an important effect on the price.

In this country mint buying has not been

en a large scale, certainly not enough to

lend any support to the market. The

present indications point to still lower

prices.

If our contemporary^ the London

Mining Journal, will take the trouble to

look over our market reports for last

spring and also the daily reports of the

New York Metal E.xchange, it will learn

that our recent remarks respecting the

latter were a simple statement of fact

and did not conflict with a previous edi-

torial in the Engineering and Mining

Journal, or imply any admission what-

soever. If also it will reflect upon the

dishonor of attributing to a conteinpor-

ary, inferentially if not directly, remarks

which it did not make, it may perceive

that it has been guilty of such an offence

against decency. Self-eonlradictory state-

ments, garbled extracts and false imputa-

tions arc nalurnlly to be expected in a cer-

tain class of periodicals, but in the London

Mining Journal we look for more care.
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CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

1 do not agree wholly with Mr. Lang

wlure he says there can be no doubt that

Mr. Bcardsley has hit upon the correct

explanation of the failure of the pyritic

process at Sudbury, but rather I should

think that Mr. Lang's supplement gives

the true explanation.

Mr, Beardsley's troubles have a fa-

miliar soui;<l to me and what happened to

him under the, conditions mentioned, has

happened many times and at many places

with ordinary pyrite or pyrrhotite. Hence

the presence of nickel in the Sudbury

ores could hardly have been the cause of

his troubles and his statement, "From ex-

perience with the nickel left out, it is

certain that an ore of this construction

would have given no trouble" is, in my
opinion, not true. How very familiar,

too, is Mr. Beardsley's statement? "Each

test was carefully planned before it was

begun ; all necessary slag and matte-fall

calculaticns were made." We have all

done these things only to find that the

perverse furnace did exactly as it pleased.

Hence, I long ago said that, in pyritic

smelting, the furnace chooses its own

slag. That is to say, it will only oxidize

iron enough to meet the requirements of

the remaining slag constituents. Now, in

Mr. Beardsley's case, there were no re-

quirements to be met, and but little, if

any, oxidation took place, hut of this,

however, we are not sure, as he did not

run his furnace long enough to find out.

I certainly should have driven one test

to a finish and have learned something, or

"froze up." I will try to make my state-

ment plain.

Had the gangue in the ore been silica.

I think Mr. Beardsley would have suc-

ceeded ; but as it was a silicate of alumina

and hence, in one sense, was already a

satisfied slag, the silica in the ore could

hardly make new combinations without

breaking up those already formed and for

this the heat of a pyritic furnace is prob-

ably not great enough: but had the

gangue been plain silica it would at a

very low heat, have become a powerful

acid, capable of combining at once. In

other words, pure silica, would have

formed combinations which would them-

.selves have given off heat and thus help

along the process. Again, even with

silica one does not get very good effects

until long noses have been formed at the

tuyeres. This was nicely illustrated in the

Journal some years ago by a Ducktowh

corfespondcnt. The old time metallurgist,

who spent most of his time in building up

a nose because it was the life of his

furnace, would now be strictly "in it."

By the tunc I began smelling, noses had

gone out of fashion, an<l I was much
chagrined to find that my tuyeres were al-

ways dark and 1 spent much time in try-

ing to burn off the noses ; but 1 soon

learned that one does not burn much

pyrite until they are fully formed, so I

conclude lli.it upon these two, silica and

long noses, hang, in pyritic smelting, "all

the law and the prophets" (certainly all

the "profits").

Results not Conclusive

It does not follow, however, that some

modification of pyritic smelting may not

be used at Sudl.ury. T am quite sure

that it can, but I have had my full share

of troubles with similar conditions. I

once carried on a long series of costly

experiments, trying to smelt the Cripple

Creek ores, phonolites and granites, with

raw Leadville pyrite, and failed. An-

other long series of experiments with the

Mary Murphy ores and raw Leadville

pyrite, was also unsuccessful and a third

set, which was still longer and more

costly, was conducted with Gilpin county

gold ores, which are practically altered

granites carrying pyrite ; these were com-

bined with raw Leadville pyrite. Thes.-

last experiments were successful mctal-

lurgically in many ways, but the process

. was found unsuitable for competition

with the lead smelters for the extraction

of gold and silver. From the experience

gained here, I now think I could succeed

with either the Cripple Creek or Mary
Murphy ores, so far as slagging is con-

cerned, but I know that the loss of gold

would prevent competition with lead

smelters, unless I could secure supplies

of copper not now available in Colorado.

Very few of these questions shoidd arise

at Sudbury, although there may be others

which one does not foresee, and only a

long series of costly experiments could de-

termine the matter.

It is by just such papers as Mr.

Beardsley's that we acquire information.

We are all ready enough to record o'lr

successes, but few of us like to record

failures; but after all. it is sometimes just

as necessary to show that there is no

thoroughfare, as to show that there is one.

Mr. Beardsley is to be complimented for

his valuable paper.

Franklin R. CARrEXxER.

Denver. Colo., Oct. 10, 1907.

Steel Cylinders for Liquid

Chlorine

Information is desired as to manufac-

turers, in the United States, of steel

cylinders to be used in storing, handling

and transi)orting liquid chlorine.

H r, Fi.Y

New York, Oct. 18, 1907.

The Pressed Steel Tank Company ol

Milwaukee, Wis., makes seamless steel

tanks, shells and cylinders adapted to

hold gas, oil, lluids, chemicals, etc., under

pressure. It also makes reservoirs suit-

able for storing larger quantities of

these substances than it is convenient to

transport. The tanks vary from 5 to 20

in. in internal diameter and can be ob-

tained in lengths from I to 5 ft. The

cylinders are made to stand a hydraulic

pressure test of 150 to 1200 lb. per sq.

in. according to the requirements of the

purchaser.

The Larder Lake District

I he daily papers have from time' to

time published glowing accounts of the

progress of development work at Larder

Lake. In view of the charges made in

the trial of the case against Law & Co.,

mining brokers, of Toronto, in connection

with the flotation of the stock of the High-

land Mary Company, a visit was recently

paid to the camp by a mineralogical ex-

pert who gives the following account of

actual conditions

:

"Reaching Larder City on Oct. 31, I

found that all work had been suspended

i^n the Blue Bell and Lucky Boy prop-

erties. The Blue Bell shaft at Spoons Bay

was full of water. .-Vt the Harris-Max-

well property the company was going on

with the frame of a lo-stamp mill. At

about 120 ft. down, near the water level,

work was being started with hand steel

on an exploratory tunnel to crosscut the

dike. They intend to ship machinery after

the snow flies. The dike material is prob-

ably a replacement by quartz of what has

originally been dolomitic matrix. On

casual inspection a hand specimen looked

like quartzite, but examination under a

glass showed a distinct crystalline struc-

ture and there was a slight effervescence

on the application of acid. There is a

small amount of galena and iron pyrite in

the dike matter and occasional sights of

free gold. The work has been conducted

economicallv and honestly.
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"The Highland Mary, the much adver-

tised property consists of 30 claims on the

east side of the North East bay. These

claims are now being surveyed. No min-

ing work has been done on them. No

member of the company has ever visited

them, so far as could be ascertained.

Fifteen have no outcrop and on the other

IS nothing of any value has been found.

The promoters announced publicly that

valuable discoveries had been made on

each.

"The Larder Lake Proprietary Gold

Fields Company has suspended operations.

Seven or eight men who had worked for

the company were met on the trail from

Larder Lake. They had not been paid

for three months, and had not enough

money to pay for meals on the way out.

"The trail from Tomstown, three miles

from Heaslip on the railway, passing

through Wendigo to Fitzpatrick's bay, is

not bad when frozen, but soft weather

makes it almost impassable. The trail

from Boston direct to Larder City is in

very bad condition." I- O-

Toronto, Ont., Nov. n, 1907.

graph of those in use at Chrome, N. J.,

which is similar to that in the Perth Am-

boy plant of the American Smelting and

Refining Company and the new Raritan

plant, is given in Vol. XV. These are

two typical arrangements. These and

others are illustrated in Titus Ulke's

"Modern Electrolytic Copper Refining."

The inquiries suggest that our corre-

spondent may wish to find the output per

kilowatt hour. That, of course, depends

on a number of factors.

Size of a Load of Blue Ground

Will you please give in the Journal the

cubic measure or weight of a load of blue

ground as used in reporting the output

of the South African diamond mines

F. A. Chester.

Bluefields, Nicaragua, Oct. 4, vjoy.

The load when used in this manner as

a unit is 16 cu.ft., and according to the De

Beers reports averages about 1600 lb.

weight.

Current and Capacity in Electro-

lytic Copper Refining

American Mining Congress

I have been greatly interested in the

articles in the Journal, and in the last

volume of "The Mineral Industry," on

electrolytic copper refining. I find many

valuable details and statements, but I re-

gret that I am not yet able to complete

one calculation referring to the output of

copper per vat and day.

In "The Mineral Industry," p. 295, the

author says that the theoretical amount

of copper deposits per ampere per day

is almost exactly an avoirdupois ounce.

Would the maximum output of 500 vats

with a current of 1000 amp. in 24 hours

amount to 12,000,000 ounces?

Further, will you kindly inform me if

the multiple works in the United States

are everywhere using the arrangement

known in Europe as the Siemens electri-

cal connection? Do the bars carrying the

current to the vats run continuously along

all the vats, the anodes insulated on one

side and the cathodes insulated on the

other side?

New York, Oct. 9, 1907- W. A. D.

The first question is simple arithmetic.

It is approximately correct that, with 100

per cent, efficiency, an ampere day be-

tween two electrodes will deposit an

avoirdupois ounce. At 1000 amp. we should

have 1000 oz. and with 500 vats in series

we should have 500,000 oz. in 24 hours.

Regarding the electrical connections in

the various multiple works, diagrams of

those in use in the old Raritan Copper

Works, which is a duplicate of that in use

at the Great Falls plant, will be found in

"The Mineral Industry," Vol. IX. A photo-

The tenth annual session of the Amer-

ican Mining Congress began on Monday,

Nov. n, in Joplin, Mo. The following is

a summary of the official program:

MoHrfay—Automobile excursion from

the auditorium to Chitwood, Belleville,

Carl Junction, Badger, Galena and Baxter

Springs. Opening session in the evening,

including addresses by Governor Joseph

W. Folk, Mayor Osborn, of Joplin, and

Col. H. H. Gregg.

Tuesday—Report of the committee on

a uniform law governing irietalliferous

mining and quarrying in the various

States, by W. R. Ingalls, chairman, New

York. Papers on "Prospecting for Gas

and Petroleum," by Dr. Erasmus Ha-

worth. State University, Lawrence, Kan.

;

"Lead and Zinc Mining in Missouri,

Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas," by

Dr E. R. Buckley, Rolla, Mo.; "Tariflf

on Zinc Ores," by S. Duffield Mitchell,

Carthage, Mo.; "The Waste of the Na-

tion's Miiieral Resources," by Dr. J. A.

Holmes, Washington, D. C. Address of

President J. H. Richards.

Wednesday—Report of the committee

appointed to investigate the question of

"Smelter Rates," by Judge E. A. Colburn,

chairman, Denver, Colo. Report of the

committee appointed to draft a sidelme

law to be presented to the Federal Con-

gress, by James D. Hague, chairman,

New York. Reading of papers on :
"Will

the Production of Gold in the World Keep

Pace with the Increasing Demands of

Commerce and Trade?" by Dr. Waldemar

Lindgren, Washington, D. C. ;
"Defloccu-

lated Graphite," by E. G. Acheson, Niagara

Falls, N. Y. ; "How Long Will the Supply

nf Coal Meet the Increasing Demands of

Commerce and Trade?" by E. W. Parker,

Washington, D. C.

Thursday—VLepori of the committee to

investigate into the corporation laws of

the various States, with a view to sug-

gesting additional protection for mining

investors, by C. J. Downey, chairman,

Denver, Colo. Reading of papers on:

"Gypsum Rock; its Uses and Manufacture

into Calcined Plaster," by C. O. Bartlett,

Cleveland, Ohio; "The International Min-

ing Exposition, Madison Square Garden,

N. Y.," by W. M. Porter, New York;

"State Mining Associations and the Amer-

ican Mining Congress," by Ex-Governor

A. W. Mclntire, Everett, Wash.; "A

Remedy for the Law of the Apex,"

by Dr. James Douglas, New York.

Symposium on mining engineering edu-

cation : "The Scope and Present Status of

Mining Engineering Education in the

United States," by Dr. Victor C. Alderson,

president Colorado School of Mines,

Golden, Colo.; "What the Profession Can

Reasonably Expect from the Mining

School Graduates," by Dr. Milnor Rob-

erts, Washington School of Mines, Seattle,

Wash.; "The Relation of the Mining

School to the Mining Industry," by Prof.

Robert H. Richards, Boston, Mass.;

"Secondary Technical Education Applied

to Mining," by Lewis Young, director

Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.;

"The Value of Correspondence Instruction

to the Mining Man," by H. H. Stoek,

editor of Mines and Minerals, Scranton,

Penn,; "What Should Be the Relative

Time Given to Theoretical Study, Labora-

tory Practice and Actual Mining Ex-

perience in the Education of the Min-

ing Engineer?" by Prof. Robert Peele,

Scliool of Mines, Columbia University,

New York City. Address: "The Re-

lation of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey to the Mining Industry,"

by Dr. George Otis Smith, director

United States Geological Survey, Wash-

ington, D. C. ; "A Federal Department of

Mhies and Mining," by John Hays Ham-

mond, New York.

Fnrfay—Address : "The History of Gold

and Silver," by James W. Malcolmson,

Kansas City, Mo. ; "The Man Who Stakes

Claims Everywhere—Does he Assist or Re-

tard the Development of the Mining In-

dustry?" by Randall H. Kemp, editor

Mortiiwest Mining News, Spokane, Wash.

Report of committee appointed to in-

invcstigate the advisability of a commis-

sion, appointed from the several coal-min-

ing States and the United States at large,

to investigate the conditions affecting

safety in coal mining with a view toward

the formulation and enforcement of ade-

quate laws governing this branch of the

mining industry, by Dr. H. Foster Bain,

State geologist, Urbana, 111.; "The Im-

portance of the Mining Industry to the

Industrial and Commercial Life of a Na-

tion," by H. J. Cantwell, St. Louis.

5o/Mr(/oy—Excursion by trolley to va-

rious camps in the district.
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Personal

Mliilug autl iiiclallui'Kic'iil riiKlQcers urp lu-

\lt«l III keep 'I'i'K Knuinkekinu and Mining
JouKNAi. luforiued of their movements and
appolnlmoiits.

John Hays Hammond has gone to Cali

fornia.

Qiiincy A. Shaw, of Boston, is visiting

the Lake Superior region.

Robert J. Coleman, of Los Angeles, Cal..

is examining mines in Sinaloa, Mexico.

Herbert C. Hoover, of Bewick, Morn-

ing & Co., London, England, is in Burma.

President Ale.xander Agassiz, of the

Calumet & Hecla Company, is at the mine,

on his regular inspection trip.

F. W. Denton, superintendent of the

Copper Range mines in the Lake Superior

region, is visiting Boston on business.

O. B. Perr.v, general manager for the

Guggenheim companies operating in

Yukon Territory, has returned to New
York from the North.

Hermann .\. Keller, consulting mining

engineer, of New York, has returned

from .\laska, where he has recently been

engaged on professional business.

Alfred James, consulting mining en-

gineer, of London, England, arrived at

.\'ew York. Nov. 2, en route for Mexico,

whither he proceeded, Nov. 9. He will

return in December.

John Power Hutchins, consulting min-

ing engineer, of New York, has gone to

Oregon to examine placer mining prop-

erty. He will probably be absent until

early in December.

Chas. H. Munro, mining engineer, of

San Francisco, who has been engaged in

placer mining and gold dredging in Cali-

fornia, is going to Colombia, where he

will engage in placer mining.

Wm. Fleet Robertson, provincial min-

eralogist for British Columbia, has re-

turned to Victoria from an official visit

to Queen Charlotte islands and other

parts on the coast of British Columbia.

Thos. R. Stockett, of Nanaimo, B. C.
general manager for the Western Fuel

Company, of San Francisco, Cal., with

collieries on Vancouver island, B. C, was
in Seattle, Wash., at the end of October.

Thomas Kiddie has been appointed

manager of the Northport Smelting and

Refining Company's smelting works at

Northport, Wash., in succession to Albert

I. Goodell, who has resigned to return to

Colorado.

F. Yamada. an engineer connected with

the Furukawa Mining Company's Ashio
mine. Shimotsukc, Japan, has been visit-

ing mines and smelting works in British

Columbia and studying mining methods
and metallurgical practice.

Philip R. Bradley, mining engineer,

who is operating placer mines in British

Guiana, was a recent visitor in New York.
He is making a trip to the West, on bus-

iness and pleasure, from which he will

not return for several months.

T. W. Gibson, deputy minister of mines

for Ontario, Prof. W. G. Miller, provin-

cial mineralogist, and E. T. Corkill, min-

ing inspector, lately inspected a new
smelting plant at Deloro, Hastings county,

Ontario. This plant, which will treat 15

to 20 tons of Cobalt ore a day, is nearly

completed.

Obituary

John Blue, who has been for the past

27 years superintendent of the mines and
connected works now operated by the

Eustis Mining Company, at Capelton, P.

Q., was killed Nov. 2 by being run over

by a full water car in the main shaft. He
was born at the Mearns, Glasgow, Scot-

land. .'\fter serving an apprenticeship in

civil engineering with Robertson & Co., of

that city, he began his professional ex-

perience as a surveyor in Scotch coal

mines. In 1865 he came to America. He
was employed first in construction work

on the Grand Trunk railway, and later

executed several contracts on the Cana-

dian Pacific and the Quebec Central rail-

ways. In the construction of the Hoosac

tunnel he acted as assistant under Walter

Shanly. ar.d upon the death of .the latter

became superintendent, and was in charge

of the construction of the east end of the

tunnel until its completion. He also

superintended the construction of the

Lachine canal near Montreal. Since 1880

he has been mining superintendent at

Capehon, Que., first for the Orford

Nickel and Copper Company, and later

for the Eustis Mining Company, of which

he was a director. He was a councillor

of the Canadian Mining Institute, and a

member of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers. He stood high among

Canadian mining engineers, his advice

being frequently sought by younger men.

His death will be widely regretted.

Societies and Technical Schools

Field Museum of Natural History—
This is now the official name of the in-

stitution formerly known as the Field

Columbian Museum, of Chicago.

Pennsylvania State College—A party of

students from the School of Mines and

Metallurgy is making a trip of two weeks

in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
York, under charge of Prof. Clarence D.

Linville. They will visit steel works,

cement works, smelting works and copper-

refining plants and coke works.

American Museum of Safety Devices—
The international jury in the section of

social economy at the International Book,

Paper and Publicity Exposition which

closed in Paris last month, has made an

award of grand prize to the American

Museum of Safety Devices and Indu<i-

trial Hygiene, of New York. A diploma

of honor, the second highest award, was
made to Charles Kirchhoff and T. C. Mar-
tin, respectively chairman and vice-chair-

man of the museum's advisory council,

and also to Dr. L. L Seaman and Ru-

dolph Lenz.

Industrial

H. Vincent Wallace, H. Gordon Glore

and Maurice W. Summerhayes have

formed a partnership under the name of

Wallace, Glore & Summerhayes, to under-

uike engineering work of any kind per-

t.iining to mining and metallurgy. Their

office is at Nogales, Arizona.

The Joshua Hendy Iron Works, San
Francisco, Cal., have recently completed

and shipped two "Anaconda" timber-

framing machines, one for the United

Verde Copper Company at Jerome, Ari-

zona, and one for the Red Metal Mining

Company at Butte, Mont. A third ma-

chine, for the Anaconda Copper Company
at Butte, is nearly completed.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

Ingersoll-Rand Company, 11 Broadway,

New York. Diamondless Core Drills. Pp.

18, illustrated, paper, 3l4xs]/2 in. ; March,

1907.

Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence, R. I. Catalog No. 109.

Price Lists of Machinists' Tools. Pp. 183,

indexed, illustrated, paper, 554x8 inches.

Construction News

Avocii. Pennsylvania—The Hillside

Coal and Iron Company is about ta build

a new breaker for the Consolidated col-

liery. The company is controlled by the

Erie Railroad Company.

Duluth, Minnesota—The Pittsburg Coal

Company is about to build a very large

coal dock and storage plant at Duluth.

The probable cost is $1,000,000. The
company's offices are at Pittsburg.

Black Rock, Arkansas—The Powhatan

Zinc and Lead Mining Company is con-

sidering the question of puttiu.i; up a con-

centrating mill. B. J. Campbell, Mem-
phis, Tenn., is secretary and treasurer.

Calamine, Arkansas—The Arbuckle

Mining and Milling Company is arranging

to put up a 200-ton concentrating mill for

zinc ores ; also an electric plant to be

operated by water power. E. S. Merkle,

Imbodcn, Ark., is engineer in charge.

Sandon. British Columbia—.^n aerial

tramway, 5000 ft. in length, is being con-

structed from the Eureka-Richmond

mine to the Canadian Pacific depot at

Sandon. The mine is owned by the Con-

solidated Mining and Smelting Company

of Canada. Ltd.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Koz: 6—Some of the supervisors of the

valley counties who are members of Ami
Debris Association are again becoming

restive about the dredging question on the

I'catlier river, and are denouncing the

wliole dredging industry. It is thought

that certain of the Butte county super-

visors intend entering their county in the

list to lielp the Anti-Debris fund with a

monthly contribution. At the last meet-

ing of the Anti-Debris Association a re-

port was received from a man employed

to examine the territory and report on the

method used by the dredging companies

to landlock the machines. The associa-

tion has a committee on dredge mining,

and the matter was referred to it with

power to act ; and unless the land-locking

is completed in accordance with the plans

of the association, the committee will au-

thorize the attorneys, to bring such suits

as might be necessary for the purpose of

accomplishing this result.

The Bay Counties Power Company no

longer has a monopoly of the electric

power supply to the dredging companies.

The Oro Water, Light and Power Com-
pany has an electric plant 14 miles above

Oroville and supplies power for half a

dozen dredges of its own and to some

others as well. The dredges pay about

$40 per day for their electric power, de-

pending on their size, and better service

i-> being demanded than is at present

given. A large power plant is being built

at Big Bend by the Great Western Power
Company and it will, before long, be in

a position to furnish power to Oroville

and Marysville dredging fields.

The three appraisers appointed by the

District Court of the United States for

the northern district of California to as-

certain the value of the property of the

Dutch Mining and Milling Company, a

bankrupt corporation with mines near

Quartz mountain, Tuolume county, have
reported that the lands, mill-sites and
mines of the company are worth $26,500.

Adding the machiner\', supplies and
buildings, the total property is appraised

at $39,660.

The last rail in the Tonopah & Tide-

water railroad from Los Angeles was
hid at Gold Center. Nev., on Oct. 30.

This completes the direct line into Beatty

.-nd Rhyolite, Nev.. and aflfords direct

ccnncctions with Tonopah and Goldfieid.

It is announced that regular freight service

will be inaugurated on Nov. 23 and that

passenger service will begin December i

next.

The proposition which originated at

Greenwater, Inyo county, to organize a

State Federation or Union of Miners, ap-

parently fizzled out before it was given

any consideration at all. A convention

to form the organization was called to

be held at Grass Valley, Nov. 4, but only

four delegates appeared, two of whom
were opposed to the plan. The delegate

from Greenwater did not show up. In

fact, as a month ago the Grass Valley

Miners' Union voted against the forma-

tion of a State union, the matter was

virtually killed, as that is one of the

strongest unions in the West, and the con-

vention was to he held at its home town.

At Thernialili) landing, a mile and a

half from Oroville, preparations are being

made to build dredge No. 8 for the inter-

ests controlled by W. P. Hammon. The

new dredge will be a large one, equipped

with the latest and heaviest dredging ma-

chinery.

The Standard Portland Cement Com-

pany, at Napa Junction, being unable to

obtain cars to haul away the product, and

having its bins and warehouses filled, has

been compelled to close down for a time

and about 1000 men are out of work as a

result. It has been decided by the com-

pany to build an electric tramway to Napa

creek, which is a tidewater stream; haul

the cement there and ship it to San Fran-

cisco on barges.

The old Blue Point hydraulic mine at

Smartsville, formerly owned by "Paddy"

Campbell, who distinguished himself by

his vigorous fight against the Anti-Debris

Association years ago, is about to be

started up by the Tarr Mining Company,

of which E. W. Tarr is manager. Lumber

is being hauled in to repair the tunnels

and flume. The channel of this mine is

known to be rich, as it yielded well when

worked by hydraulic process. Another

system is now to be tried, as they cannot

While the sinitling down has not been un-

expected, it was believed the event would

not occur until the proposed new smelter

of the Miners' Smelting Company, a

Heinze prnject, is built on the site

selected for it on the south end of the^

Great Salt lake.

The American Smelting and Refinir.g

Company, the United States Smelting,.

Refining and Mining Company are re-

fusing to accept ore for treatment at their

Salt Lake valley smelters, except that

contracted for. As 'a result of this situa-

tion producers that have gone into the

open market heretofore are shut out for

the time being. An example of this is

the Horn silver mine at Frisco, and a

dividend payer. The Grand Central mine

is left in the same position since notice

of the suspension of the Bingham Con-

solidated smelter was given.

Dividends have been posted by three

Tintic mining companies during the past

week, the contributing mines and amounts

being: Mammoth, $20,000; May Day,

$12,000; Uncle Sam Consolidated, $15,000.

What is the probable end of seven years

of tedious and expensive litigation came a

few days ago in the district court in the

shape of a judgment for $91,349, with

interest at the rate of 8 per cent, per

annum and amounting to $58,463, making

a total of $149,812, in favor of the Grand

Central Mining Company. The Mam-

moth Mining Company was the defendant

and was sued for $300,000, or the valua-

tion of ore extracted from the Silveropolis

lode mining claim, which it claimed by

reason of apex rights. The trial of this

case witnessed one of the most stubbornly

fought legal battles ever waged in a Utah

court.

The Park City Miners' Union has

voluntarily declared the strike at the Daly

West, Daly and Ontario mines off, with-

out accomplishing the object for which it

impound the debris satisfactorily, and no ^33 called. The trouble originated about

six weeks ago when the management dis-

charged a shift-boss for sufficient reasons.

The union demanded a reinstatement of

the employee dismissed as well as union

recognition, which was refused. The

strike was called and the mines were shut

down. It is likely that a resumption of

operations will occur in a few days; but

not upon as extensive basis as formerly

—not, at least, until the metal market

situation settles down somewhat.

Butte

j^rg^_ 8—There has been a further cur

tailment of production by the Butte Coali-

work has. therefore, been done for years.

Salt Lake City

Nov. 8—The smelter of the Bingham

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Com-
pany is to be placed out of commission

and, in all probability, dismantled, in the

near future. No more ore will be ac-

cepted from mines outside the company's

possessions. The plant will be operated

until the ores accumulated about the

smelter are cleaned up. The Bingham

smelter was the first custom plant built

in the Salt Lake valley at which custom

copper ores were accepted for treatment.
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11011 Company, but aside from thai tlK"-v

has been no material change in the cop-

per.-mining situation in Butte in a month.

I he Coahtion company had been niininj;

about 500 tons of ore per day from the

Rarus mine, to which property mining

operations have been conlined since the

policy of curtailment went into effect. It

i claimed that the company produced
more than it> quota under the retrench-

ment agreement, and it was therefore re-

quired to make a further curtailment;

now it is mining less than joo tons per

day, as against 1(100 tons a few months
ago. The Coalition and Amalgamated
officials in the Kast have favored a com
plete suspension, but they were dissuaded

from that step by local conditions in

Butte, earnestly represented by the Butte

officials of the companies.

The depression in the copper and money
markets has had its effect on the Butte

labor situation. The discharge of 5000

01 6000 men in the district has had the

effect of taking off the keen edge of the

discontent and arbitrariness of labor,

which has threatened the peace of Butte

for several years. The disturbers arc

going to other fields, and men that remain

are of more substantial character. When
the .\nialgamatcd and other companies

notified the unions that a reduction of

wages to the basis in force last year would
be put into effect \ov. I , there was prac-

f.cally no opposition, and the Miners'

I'liion promptly took a vote on the ques-

tion, and decided to abide by the terms of

the contracts entered into with the mining
companies eight months ago. By these

they were granted $4 a day with the pro-

viso that there should be a return to the

$350 per day wage, should copper prices

fall below 18 cents again. The price has

bten below that mark more than two
months, but the companies continued to

pay the increased wages until Nov. i.

The Butte Miners' Union is composed of

conservative men and their relations with

the mining companies have always been

harmonious. There are other labor

unions in Butte, however, that have kept

the city and mining district in constant

strife and turmoil for years.

While the big mining companies have

been curtailing their output, some of the

new developing companies have been
compelled to suspend operations entirely.

The Butte & Bacorn Company, backed bv
Pittsburg capitalists, is the latest to stop

work. The company is developing some
ground in the far north section of the

Butte district, and there has been a great

deal of interest in its work, as success

meant the opening of a practically new
copper district. The Butte & Bacorn
people have great wealth back of them,

but they have been unable to get the ready
c.-ish for continuing operations in Butte.

Aside from the suspension of the State

Savings Bank in Butte, the banks here

have experienced no trouble, and there

have been no unusual withdrawals. Ef-

forts are being made to re-open the Stale

Sr-vings bank, but when it does resume
business it is probable that F. Augustus
lleiiue will be out of it. Several appli-

cations for the appointment of receivers

are pending in the district court, but the

heavy depositors are petitioni»g against

this, expressing confidence in the bank
and its present managers.

Toronto
'

iVoz'. 9—The special committee of the
Canadian Mining Institute, appointed to
consider amendments to the provincial
mining laws, met in Toronto on Oct. 31.
I he silver, iron, nickel and copper inter-
ests were represented. The principal ques-
tion taken up was the mining tax of three
per cent, on the gross earnings of all

mines producing $10,000 or more annually.
It was urged that this provision tends to

favor wild-cat schemes as opposed to

Ugitimale mining enterprises, and a
memorial was prepared, for presentation

to the Government, asking that the law
be amended so as to make all mines sub-

.iect to the tax.

Action has recentlj been taken by the
Nipissing Mining Company to dispossess
a large number of squatters, who have
settled on the company's property. As
the Nipissing possesses both surface and
mineral rights, covering a large part of
the northern section of Cobalt, many of
the citizens who have put up stores and
lesidences have been notified to vacate or
pay rent. A deputation comprising sev-

eral of those included in the proceedings
were in Toronto and waited on Hon.
Frank Cochrane, minister of mines, with a

view to settling the difficulty by arbitra-

tion. They claim to have acquired squat-

ters' rights by having been allowed to re-

main on the property undisturbed until

the present.

London

Nov. 2—A week or two ago I men-
tioned that there was some prospect of a

society of Rhodesian shareholders being
formed in London with a view of pressing

the much needed reforms in Rhodesian
administration. That the Chartered Com-
pany recognizes that something must be
done in order to improve the prospects of

the country, is to be seen from the fact

that the directors have already published

a preliminary report of their intentions.

Not only shareholders, but the settlers in

Rhodesia are discontented with their

position and it is not too much to say

that the Chartered Company feels that it

is a failure as a colonizer. The statement

issued by the directors announces some
modilications in the method of treating

settlers, but the concessions amount to

very little, and it is doubtful if they will

be accepted as final.

It is not necessary to go into details of

administration and government here and

1 will refer only to the new mining regu-

lations. These arc full of red tape and
details, such as gladden the heart of a
l.iwyer or an aceouiitant, but are a pest to
I lie frontiersman and settler. For in-
Manee the directors' statement says that
•on and after Jan. i, igo8. mining loca-
tions producing gold arc to be free from
Clauses 40, 41 and 42 of the 1903 Ordi-
nance or subsequent amendments. Where
the gross value of the monthly output
does not exceed £106 no royally is pay-
able and claim licenses are to be reduced
•,} per cent. In all other eases a royalty
ol 5 i)cr cent, on the gross value of the
output is to be paid to the British South
Africa Company, subject to the following
adjustments: In order to give some elas-
ticity and to meet the case of exception-
ally low-grade propositions and also very
rich finds where the gross value of the
monthly output docs not exceed £3000 a
royalty of z'/i per cent, is to be paid to the
British South Africa Company; proper-
ties crushing not less than 5000 tons per
month and recoveiing not more than
J2S. per ton are to be charged with and
pay to the British South Africa Company
a royalty of 31/2 per cent, of the gross
value of the output; properties crushing
not less than 10,000 tons per month and
recovering a not greater value than i6s.

per ton are to be charged with and pay to

the British South Africa Company a
royalty of 214 per cent, of the gross value

of the output. In the exceptional cases

where the value of the ore exceeds i oz.

a surcharge will be made of 2j4 per cent.,

bringing the total royalty payable up to

7'/2 per cent, of the gross value of the

output. In order to prevent the locking

up of large numbers of undevelopPd

claims and to encourage the progress of

mining throughout the country, the use

of certificates of extra work will be con-

fined to blocks of claims contiguous to

the block or blocks on which the work for

w-hich the certificate has been given has

been executed. Inspectioif by payment

will only be permitted for two years, cal-

culated from the date of posting the dis-

covery notice. The fees payable will be

i; on the first inspection, six months after

posting, and £15 twelve months after post-

ing. During the second twelve months, to

.secure a third inspection, 60 ft. of work

must be done or the claims be forfeited.

.All subsequent inspections must be ob-

tained by work. With regard to claims

located before Dec. 31. 1907, these new

provisions respecting inspections by pay-

ment and the use of certificates of extra

work will become operative on and after

Jan. 1. 1911. Legislation will be intro-

duced at an early date to give effect to

the above provisions." These regulations

arc no doubt all very well in their way,

but are quite unsuitable to the untram-

meled development of the countr>'. They

are far too much like the oppressive mili-

tary rule adopted by the German colonial

office. The west of America was not

opened up by this kind of government.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Gjrrespondents

THE CURRENt HISTORY OF MINING
General Mining News

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
L'om/>a>iy—As briefly announced last week,
the United States Steel Corporation has

purchased a majority of the stock of this

company. The total stock issued is ^33,-

067,900 common and $248,300 preferred.

The Steel Corporation has also offered

to purchase any of the remaining com-
mon shares which may be deposited at

the office of J. P. Morgan & Co. on or
before Nov. 21, allowing therefor the

same terms as given the majority interest,

namely United States Steel Corporation

sinking fund 5 per cent, bonds, dated

1903, at 84, for Tennessee stock at par

—

in other words, an exchange will be made
on the basis of $11,094.76+, face value,

in the bonds for $10,000 par value of the

stock. On Nov. 8 J. P. Morgan & Co.

had received about $25,000,000 of stock

for exchange. The New York Stock Ex-
change has authorized the listing of $30,-

000,000 of the s per cent, sinking fund

bonds of the Steel Corporation to be

issued to take up the stock deposited;

their distribution will make outstanding

$200,000,000 of the authorized issue of

$250,000,000 of these bonds.

•While the executive committee of the

Republic Iron and Steel Company is iden-

tical with that of the Tennessee company,

the former company is not, it is stated,

affected by the transfer that has taken

place. Its stock, though controlled by

members of its directorate, is widely held,

in contrast with that of the Tennessee, in

which there have been exceedingly few

transactions in the past 22 months.

Alaska

Seward Peninsula

Pioneer Mining Company—This com-

pany has purchased a controlling interest

in the Nome-Chinook Mining Company,

with about 700 acres of gold-bearing

ground in and about Nome; a controlling

interest in the gold properties of the Con-
nelly Quartz Mining Company and has

acquired a number of other claims imme-
diately adjacent to Nome. Claims ab-

sorbed by the purchase of the Nome-Chi-
nook Mining Company are located on

both sides of the Snake .river, in and
near Nome. Gold deposits have been

found, by development work, at a depth

of 20 ft. below sea level, or 45 ft. below
the surface of the ground. Operations on
the Nome-Chinonk property will have to

be conducted by drifting on bedrock.
The company'? holdings extend clear

down to the shore, but the ground is

frozen and no danger of seepage or in-

terference by water is feared.

Arizona

BisBEE District

Wage.s at Bisbec have bten cut to $3.50
|>tT flay. The reduction took effect on
Nov. II, and is due to the same causes
that led to lower pay for miners in other
copper camps.

Shattuck Mining Company—The com-
pany has nearly shut off production tem-
porarily. It has no smelter and the re-
fusal of the Copper Queen to longer treat
custom ores reduced its output, a month
ago, from 400 tons a day to half that
quantity. The remainder it was shipping
to Globe, which now can take no more
than 100 tons a day, for an indefinite

period. There is no other market for the
ores. The Denn, an associated property,

is not mining any tonnage, but is con-
tinuing its development work, and will

inaugurate diamond drilling from deep
levels.

Mazatzal Copper Company—The com-
pany which is opening a' mine on the

lower Verde river country, about midway
between Jerome and Roosevelt, has cut

high-grade sulphides hi a tunnel 1200

ft. below the outcroppings. The district

is a new one, and was examined last year

by engineers, who found wide and strong

ledges carrying excellent copper indica-

tions, iron and lime, with the same
schistose diorites that are seen at Jerome.
The region is difficult of access, being

about 80 miles northwest from Globe,

which is the best point of ingress.

Graham County

Detroit Copper Mining Company—On
Nov. I this company made a heavy cut in

the wages of its employees. Of the 1600

employees more than 400 have quit work
and many more are expected to quit in a

few days. The smelter has been shut

down and it is not known when it will

resume.

Arizona Copper Company—This com-

pany made a general cut in wages and

has discharged many of its employees.

Concentrator No. 5 was shut down Nov. i

and will not be started again. The situa-

tion is a serious one : many men are idle

and the copper-mining business in the

Southwest is paralyzed generai'y.

California

Amador County

Bunker Hill Mining Company—A new
air compressor is being installed as well

as a new hoist. The tenth dividend of

IOC. per share has been declared. The ore

crushed last month averaged $4 per ton.

Butte County

Butteriiy—In this gravel mine at Morris
Ravine, above Oroville, a rich strike has

been made in new ground.

Calaveras County

North Star Mining Company—In this

drift mine, Mokelumne hill, L. Everett,

superintendent, active work of reducing

and washing the gravel has begun. The
company owns 3P2 miles in the channel

which averages 300 ft. in width with about

10 ft. of pay gravel.

•

Kern County

Atolia Mining Company—This company
of San Francisco, which owns the Rands-

burg tungsten mines, and which has in

the past been one of the largest American

producers of tungsten ores, has closed

down its mines indefinitely.

Red Rock—Work has been renewed in

the dry washing camp of Red Rock, in

the Mohave desert. A. D. Myers and

John Singleton have bought and are

working the Cottontail claim.

Mono County

Colcville—The old claim of the Golden

Gate Mining Company at this place has

Ixen purchased by Frank Fnzensperger,

who is developing the ground, and is to

erect a new mill to take the place of the

nne destroyed by a snowslide.

Napa County

Aetna—A New York company, with

riffices at 132 Nassau street, has taken an

option on this quicksilver mine and will

make many improvements.

Nevada County

Greenhorn—-Work has been resumed

with prospecting drills in this creek, in the

interests of a dredging company.

Austin—Work has commenced in the

erection of a five-stamp mill on this mine

at Willow valley, Nevada City district. A
large pump has been installed.

Galena—A. D. McMillan and others

have taken up a ledge of galena near

Bowman's dam. The claim was worked

many years ago.
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Grey Eagle—A hoisting plant is in

course of construction at this mine near

Maybert and new concentrators are to be

placed in the ten-stamp mill.

Yuba—At this mine, Maybert, the East

vein lost many years ago has been re-dis-

covered within 40 ft. of the drain tunnel.

In two months the JO-stanip mill of the

mine will be running regularly.

Placer Countv

String Garden — This gravel mine
formerly owned by S. R. Bradley, and

H. W. and J. F. Nash has become the

property of W. T. Farrar, of Alameda,

who will start work on a tunnel and in-

stall the necessary machinery within 60

days.

Riverside County

ll'hifiple Mountain Gold and Copper

Company—This company has purchased

a new gasolene hoist, cable, etc., and is

sinking on the Blue Bird claims, the in-

tention being to go to the 500 level.

Beryl—A deposit of this gem has been

found near the town of Riverside. C. O.

Johnson and F. Pfoflf are the discoverers

and H. A. Johnson now holds an 6ption

on the property.

San Bernardino County

Avawat2—This place, formerly Dry
Camp, is now the center of Crackerjack

district, and a regular mail and supply

serv'ice is in operation to Silver Lake on

the Salt Lake railroad line. The Beehive

group of five claims in the Death Valley

slope of the Avawatz mountains has been

sold by F. C. Faxon to H. H.' Wallace

and associates, of Los Angeles.

Shasta County

Golinsky Group — The Guggenheim

Bros, are about shipping 1000 tons of ore

from the group of mines three miles west

of Kennett.

Siskiyou County

Blue Ledge—This copper mine has not

been closed down as reported ; 100 men
are still at work.

Mammoth Copper Company—This com-

pany of Kennett has secured a bond and

lease on the Wood & Sheldon copper

property at Rainbow at the headwaters

of the Sacramento valley, and men have

been set at work on the tunnel.

Highland—In this mine on China Gulch

exceptionally rich ore has been found in

ar upraise from the lower crosscut tunnel.

Yuba County

Blue Point—The Tarr Mining Company
is preparing to rehabilitate this old gravel

mine at Smartsville. formerly owned by
"Paddy" Campbell.

Colorado

Lake Cuu.mv—Lkaiaillk

The tonnage of all classes of ore for

October was 72,000 tons, a slight falling

off from previous months. This can be

partly attributed to the drop in the price

of metals, especially copper. The Arkan-

sas Valley smelter handled 60,000 tons of

the output. The "flurry" in the money
centers has not affected Leadvillc, as so

I'ar not a man has been let out from any

mine.

Mammoth—The drift irom the south

tjting driven to the shaft in Big Evans
gulch is now in over 60 ft., and the ore

still in sight ; the average width of th;

pay ore runs from 2 to 5 ft. At the east

side of the property in the lower drift a

prospect drift has been driven into the

lime, opening a vein of ore about 2 ft.

wide that runs well in silver and lead.

The volume of water has decreased ma-
terially; the pumps are lifting only 326

gal. per minute.

Sii'isher Tunnel—This tunnel. Sugar

Loaf district, is being driven from the

north end of the hill and is now in over

1000 ft., and has cut the Swisher vein

wliich is over 4 ft. wide. Several ship-

ments of ore have been made. The own-
ers are putting in an air compressor. The
Dinero tunnel is in 1300 ft., with still 1700

ft. to go before the Dinero veins arc

caught.

Long & Derry—Ore was opened in

the shaft a few days ago, but sufficient

work has not been done to demonstrate

its extent.

Fanny Rarvlins—A good body of ore

has been opened in one of the lower levels

of Breece hill. It proves to be 8 ft. wide.

A new electric pump has been installed.

San Miguel County

Consolidated Mines Selection Company
—Last May this company purchased the

Japan-Flora group in Savage basin, the

Valley View group in Marshall basin, and
the Ajax group on Ajax mountain, all

within one-half mile of each other, from
the Japan-Flora mines company. The
Consolidated is an English corporation.

Since the purchase, development has been

prosecuted on the Japan-Flora group and
tlie Ajax group, an air-compressor plant

having been recently installed on the

latter. A large concentrating mill has
been planned for construction at Pandora,
two miles above Telluride, and a wire-

rope tramway from there to the Japan-
Flora group, with branch tram lines to the

-Ajax and Valley View. The ore in the

Japan-Flora and Ajax groups carries

gold, silver and lead, while that of the

Valley View carries gold almost exclu-

sively.

lona Gold Mining Company—This
company, organized in the early summer,
is a subsidiary of the Mines Finance
Company, of New York. The latter cor-

pi ration purchased »hc Columbia- Menona
KTiiup, the Champion" and Chiefton, N.

W. H., Jr., Pay Rock group, and th;

Alaska placer, all in Savage basin, five

miles east of Telluride, early last spring,

and shortly thereafter transferred the

property to the lona company. Th.*

Columbia-Menona group lies parallel and
south of the Tomboy. On either end of
the Argentine vein, owned by the Tom-
boy Gold Mines Company, are located the

.\ W. H., Jr., and Champion. The Pay
Rock group is situated just east of and
.adjoining the Argentine vein. Recently
the lona company installed a large air-

ciimpressor plant, to prosecute develop-
ment with machine drills. The undciv
ground workings in the Columbia-Menona
will be extended eastward to intersect the
Argentine vein at depth in Champion and
Chiefton ground. On the Columbia-
Menona group is a 30-stamp mill. W,
G. Anderson, of Telluride, is resident
manager, and J. B. Parish, of New York,
the general manager of the company.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

El Paso Consolidated—Engineers will
soon begin blocking out the workings
above the 600 or present tunnel level.
This property is to be leased in blocks
about the first of the year. It has been
closed down for some time awaiting com-
pletion of the drainage tunnel. No ground
will be leased below the present water
level.

Golden Cycle Mill—The mill is being
rebuilt and it is expected that before long
the company will be buying ore. A num-
ber of men have returned to the district

and are looking for leases. The recom-
mendation card system in vogue with re-

,card to miners in the district is being
pretty generally enforced and the labor
situation is generally satisfactory.

Gold Sovereign—Work has been re-

sumed on the property both by lessees
and company account. A fair amount of
ore is being taken out. The property is

situated on Bull hill, not far from the
John A. Logan.

PluirmacisI Consolidated—The annual
leport of this company shows that con-
siderable development work has been done
during the past year. The shaft has been
sunk from the 650- to 900- ft. level and a

large amount of drifting has been done on
the latter level. While no ore has been
found, a number of promising veins,

which are known to have ore in other
properties, have been cut. Other lessees

are at work on the upper levels of the
property and some ore is shipped. The
property is situated on Bull hill.

Indiana

Coal Car Supply—The United Fourth
Vein Coal Company, which has several

coal mines on the Southern Indiana road,

has asked the Circuit Court at Terre
Haute to prevent the enforcement of the
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order of the Indiana Railroad Commis-

sion for the distribution of cars at mines

along that road.- Tlic coal company

claims that it had entered into contracts

to deliver coal based on the present

method of allotting cars, and that the

order of the commission would work a

hardship. This action and the suit filed

l)y the Southern railroad will likely be

tried at the same time. The commission

iisserts that it has taken action in the

name of the people and of the consumers

and shippers to tind out the facts. It is

not the purpose, the commissioners say,

to reduce rates except when found exor-

bitant and inequitable, but to prevent at

all times unjust discrimination by rail-

roads and to insure an equitable distribu-

tion of cars and fair treatment to all

mines on the basis of their daily output.

A/iMc-r.j' Wage Pa.v»if«/i— Notwith-

standing repeated statements by the

operators that they could not get cash to

meet the semi-monthly pay rolls Nov. 16,

all of them, with a possible exception of

two. paid their employees entirely in

cash. The excepted mine operators paid

part in cash and part in checks, the latter

to be cashed in a fcv, days. The pro-

posed payment by checks occasioned a

strike in the block coalfield of Clay

county. A mass meeting was held in

Clinton, at which the miners voted

unanimously against accepting checks and

these demonstrations caused the operators

to make strong efforts to raise the cur-

rency necessary to meet the pay rolls.

Petersburg Coal Company — Joseph

Folev, of New Albany, has closed a deal

for the purchase of the holdings in In-

diana and Illinois of the Petersburg Coal

Company. Foley is the representative of

Edward F. Shepard. of New York, who

is believed to be acting for the Chicago &

Alton Railway Company. The sale ni-

cludes the coal rights of about 80,000

acres of coal land, together with a number

of working mines.

tcred; one piece, weighing approximatoly

1000 lb., was recently taken out.

Adventure—All work on this property

i? being centered in No. 3 shaft. A
diamond drill is at work expecting to

open on the same formation which was

encountered on the Lake property.

Michigan

Copper

Calumet & Hecla—Work on the new

No. 18 shaft is progressing favorably

The framework of the shaft house and

foundations for engine, boiler and chang-

ing house are completed. The company

has announced a reduction of laj/i per

cent, from the regular scale of wages.

I: lakes effect Dec. 1.

A/o/io«'*—Three of the four heads at

the stamp mill are in commission treating

about 2000 tons of rock daily. The yield

is a little more than 16 lb. per ton. No.

S shaft, which is the newest of the open-

ings, is opening up good copper rock.

l^ake—The new three-compartment

shaft on this property is down about 50

ft., a^l,d the. showing in copper rock i.i

f;;vorabIe, considering the shallow depth.

Considerable mass copper is being encoun-

Missouri

JoPLiN District

Little Pearl Mining Company—J. C.

McDowell, of Pittsburg and T. C. Malloy,

of Joplin have started their mill on their

15 lot lease on the Continental tract west

of Joplin. Ore has been met with from

120 to 185 ft. and sheet ground from 190

to 225 ft. Two shafts are in commission.

Hickory Grove Mining and Milling

Company—W. H. Titus and H. Perret, of

Excelsior Springs, and H. Connelly and

Charles Emmerich, of Joplin, have incor-

porated a company capitalized at $50,000.

The property is a lo-acre lease on Silver

creek, four miles south of Joplin.

Sherzi.'in-JVilliams—The zinc oxide plant

cast of Joplin has laid off the men and

closed down. The poor condition of the

riioney market is supposed to be the cause.

Yellow Dog—W. B. Caulkins has shut

down this mine at Webb City on account

of the low price of ore,

Re.Y Mining and Smelting Company—
Five prospecting drills are at work on the

looo-acre tract of this company.

Old Dominion Mining Company—A re-

duction of 2Sc. per day in the wages of

day's pay men and 5 to 6c. per car for

shovelers has been announced.

Nezu Strike—Several rich drill strikes

were made at Jackson station by Mattes

Brothers and of the 180 ft. of necessary

shaft, 30 ft. have been sunk. This ter-

ritory is new, and no other producers are

in the camp.

Badger-Peacock Camp—The Badger

Mining and Milling Company and the S.

H. & S. Company were compelled to offer

pay in checks on account of money short-

age. The men refused to accept checks

and went out on a strike. The mines are

now shut down.

Butte Central—^Lessees are mining a

lot of silver ore in the Ophir mine, some

of which is being shipped and a lot stored.

The company expects to resume sinking

on its shaft within a few weeks. Manager
Cameron has been in Boston for several

weeks, in consultation with Eastern offi-

cials of the company.

East Butte—All dead work in this mine

has been stopped. Big bodies of milling

ore have been blocked out, and when
work was stopped a vein of high-grade

ore was being opened on the 900-ft. level.

Lessees are working the upper levels and

are taking out about 100 tons of ore per

day.

Parrot—The main shatt has reached a

depth of 2030 ft., and smking has been

stopped. Crosscutting north and soutTi

from the 1900 and 200o-ft. levels has

started. The company is mining on the

1600, 1700 and 1 800- ft. levels, but is tak-

ing out only about 150 tons per day. Be-

fore the curtailment it mined about 500

tons per day. The company is also min-

ir,s» ,1 little on the 800- and looo-ft. levels

of the Little Mina.

Montana

Butte District

Amalgamated—The October production

of the Amalgamated companies was litlle

in excess of 7,000,000 lb. copper. The

Amalgamated, North Butte, Coalition and

Original combined produced only about

8,400,000 lb., as against a normal produ^:-

tion of about 28,000,000 lb. per month.

Butte & London—Crosscutting has pro-

gressed 100 ft. north and south from th-

iioo-ft. station. To the south one stringer

about 3 ft. wide has been cut. The mate-

rial assays in copper, silver and gold.

The ground is growing softer and th'>

water is increasing.

Nevada

DouGL.\s County—Yerington

Mason Valley—A number of men are

iniployed in development work in this

mine. The ledge is 6d ft. in width and
in many parts averages over 10 per cent,

copper. Large quantities of smelting ore

are opened up for stoping.

Wabiiska — Sinking and crosscutting

iipcrations are being actively carried out

on the Wild Horse claim and 1000 ft. to

the north another shaft is being sunk that

has cut a vein of copper. .\ third shaft

will be sunk <in tlie property.

Nye County—Bullfrog

Gold Bar—The concrete foundations

lor the company's new mill, have been

completed and work on the buildings is

being started. The machinery has all

been delivered and the erection of por-

tions of it will be commenced as soon as

the buildings arc well under way.

Hayseed—Rich ore is still being shipped

and the pay streak in the vein continues

to look well. The portions of the mine in

which ore is now being raised will be ex-

tensively developed by the company. At

a recent meeting of the directors at Bull-

frog it was decided to let out other por-

tions of the property to lessees. A large

number of applications for leases have

been made.

Los Angeles—A station is being cut at

the 40-ft. level with the view of facilitat-

ing the sinking of an incline shaft on the

vein from this point. The vein is broken

up a good deal and the management

wishes to keep on until it gets into more

settled country.
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Nye County—Manhattan

La Lime—The lessees on this property

.are still raising unusually rich shipping

ore, and are planning to erect a new
power hoist and to carry on operations

01- a larger scale.

Extension—General Manager Kirchen

reports that shipments are now going for-

ward from the 270, 400, 500 and 6oo

—

all the levels in the mine—and that the

usual tonnage is going forward to the

smelters. Work on the 1050 level is pro-

gressing satisfactorily and the formation

is improving, the face now being in the

true lode porphyry of the district.

Hercules—A large amount of develop-

ment work is being done on the property,

which is situated about six miles north

of the town. A shaft is being sunk at a

point where the surface indications were

favorable, and as depth is attained the

Kdge formation is improving. Two small

ledges were e.\posed near the surface by

an open cut and the shaft was started be-

tween the ledges, and now, at a depth of

60 ft., the ledges appear to be coming

together.

White Pine County

The report in the newspapers last week

to the effect that the Nevada Consoli-

dated and Cumberland-Ely companies had

suspended operation was incorrect. But

little work has been done in the mines of

the Nevada Consolidated for a long time,

the orebodies having been developed to

such an e.xter.t that it was unnecessary

to prosecute further explorations for the

present, and recent work has been con

fined chiefly to the sinking of a new

shaft and making other necessary ar-

rangements for extraction of the ore. The
Cumberland-Ely company has been in a

somewhat similar position, although the

development of its orebody has not been

so complete as in the Ruth and Eureka

mines. The fact is that both of these

companies are simply awaiting the com-

pletion of the Steptoe works. It n ex-

pected that the first part of the hitter will

be ready for operation soon after the end

of the year.

Cumberland—A large amount of de-

velopment work has lately been dor.e in

this old mine and the company will soon

begin shipping gold ore to the five-stamp

mill, which it purchased recently from Dr.

H. A. Whitney.

Gold Bar—This placer property is

yielding good returns and the company
has been enabled to declare another divi-

dend of 4c. per share.

Lead King—This company has shipped

a carload of ore to the smelter and an-

other shipment is being prepared. The
ore runs 70 per cent, lead and was taken

from a drift in the 50-ft. shaft sunk from
the top of the hill. The tunrel that is

being driven to tap the rich orebodies at

depth has cut a number of high-grade
stringers, 35 ft. from its entrance.

Xei'oJa Consolidated—'I he annual re-

port of this company as of June 30,
specifics assets and liabiliiics as follows

:

Assets—Property account. $3,88o,J42

;

investment account, $3,050,000; capital

stock (JOo.ODo shares) trusteed for con-
version of Nevada Norlliern Railway
Company bonds of equal par value, $1,000,-

000: accounts collectable, $3-"5o; cash and
call loans, $710,943; total, $8,644,435.
Liabilities—Capital stock, $6,500,003; pre-
mium on sales of capital stock, $961,503;
par value of investment securities in ex-
cess of par value of Nevada Comp:iny's
stock issued in exchange therefor. $1,000,-

000; accounts payable, $139,125; interest

on bank deposits, $43,807 ; total, $8,644,435.
President James Phillips, Jr., in his re-

port to stockholders, calls attention to the
estimate of Pope Yeatman, the company's
engineer, which puts the ore bljcked out
ready for removal to the smelter when
the plant is completed, at 14.432,962 tens.

'I his ore is calculated to yield 40 lb. of
copper and 15 cents in gold ai:d silver

per ton. It is expected that the smelting
plant will be ready for operation in the

first half of 1908.

North Dakota

WiLLiA.Ms County

Briquetting Plant—The first briquetting

plant to develop the lignite coalfields of
this State will soon be in operation at

Williston. The system to be used is one
devised by Mr. Stewart, manager of the
Xnifiionn Briquetting Company.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron
Comfiany— This company's report for

September and the three months of the
fiscal year from July i to Sept. 30 shows
earnings as below

:

Sept. Three Mof.
Earnings $-2.928,892 $8,7C8„M1
E.'ipouses 2,683.966 8.185.791

Notearnlngs $ 244,926 $ 682.760

For the three months there were in-

creases of $2,229,872 in earnings, and of

$'.707715 in expenses; leaving a gain of

$522,157 in net earnings.

South Dakota

Custer Covxtv

Ivanhoe—The company has purchased
the Radanda claim, an old high-grade pro-

ducer.

Lawrence County

Gold Eagle—Work is being pushed on
the new treatment plant to get it in shape
before severe weather and the mines are

being put in condition for steady supply.

Iron Creek Mining and Development
Company—AiteT a four year irfcrval.

work has been resumed and an effort will

be made to reach quartzite which it is

believed can be obtained at 235 ft,, 150
ft. lielow the present shaft pit.

Bear Gulch and Gold //i7/—Reorganiza-
tion is being effected to promote perman-
ent work on the gold ledges. A small
force of miners is cleaning up the prop-

erty.

Bear Gulch District—An unusually open
fall has permitted placer Work to be con-

tinued with profit and miners and outfits

arc busy on all the adjacent streams and
arc figuring on working for at least an-
other month.

fof/iraH—James Cochran has spent the

past year in developing this ground near
the Pennington county line. He has
opened up three ledges one of high-grade

ore, and is now figuring on building a

mill.

Texas

Texas Lignite Association—This asso-

ciation was organized at a meeting held

recently in Rockdale. The following otli-

cers were elected : Col. D. A. Nunn, of

Crockett, president; J. J. Olsen, of San
Antonio, vice-president; Ira Perry, of

Rockdale, secretary. The following mem-
bership was enrolled : Worley Coal Com-
pany, of Rockdale; International Coal and
Brick Company, of Rockdale ; Rockdale
Lignite Company, of Rockdale ; Black

Diamond Coal Company, of Rockdale;

Ryan, Hanson & Perry, of Rockdale

;

American Lignite Briquet and Coal Com-
pany, of San .Vntonio ; Big Lump Coal

Company, of San Antonio; Burnet Fuel

Company, of Milano; Carr Wood and

Coal Company, of San .Antonio, Te.x.

;

Houston County Coal and Coke Com-
pany, of Crockett.

The matters principally discussed at

this meeting v.ere the operators' inability

to secure coal cars for loading. A com-

mittee was appointed to attend the con-

vention of shippers to be held at Dallas.

Brewster County

Chisos Mining Company—While sink-

ing the shaft to the 300-ft. level it is re-

ported that this company went through a

13-ft. vein of quicksilver ore. Material

for a treatment plant is now on the

ground and will make the three-mile

wagon haul of the ore unnecessary.

Utah

Salt Lake County

Utah Copper Company—The copper

production of this company in October is

said to have been 3,000,000 lb., of which

600,000 lb. came from the Copperton mill

and 2,400,000 from the Garfield mill. The
latter produced 4000 tons of concentrate

which averaged 30 per cent, copper. Six

sections of the mill were in operation.

The seventh section has been put in oper-

ation since November i.

Beaver County

Horn Siker—This property has been
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closed down indefinitely, after almost con-

tinuous operation of nearly a quarter of a

century. Low copper prices are attributed

as the cause.

Majestic—All of the properties of this

company are closed and will probably re-

main in that condition until after the first

of the coming year.

Xczvlioiise Mines and Smelters—This

company is employing about 45 men. The

mill is being operated one shift a day, the

ore coming mostly from places where de-

velopment is in progress.

Juab County

Little Chief—This property has been

closed temporarily. It has an indebted-

ness of $14,000. Shareholders have been

called on for an assessment.

Mammoth—This mine has been produc-

ing sensationally high-grade ore lately.

Thirty tons marketed a few days ago gave

returns of 100 oz. gold to the ton. A car

load sold a few days previous averaged 14

oz. in gold.

Grand Central—This company is going

to sink its shaft to 2500 ft. which will

make it the deepest in the State. Its pres-

ent depth is 2100 feet.

Summit County

Daly West—This company has a small

force of men doing some repairing in the

mine, but no attempt has been made to re-

sume actual mining since the Park City

miners' union called a strike some time

ago.

Daly Judge—This company is equipping

its mine with an electric haulage system

which will be ready for operation about

December 15.

Iowa Copper—This company continues

development work vigorously and makes

an occasional shipment of ore.

Wisconsin

Zinc and Lead

D. C. C.—This mine has contracted

with the Galena Iron Works for a 50-ton

jig-concentrating mill.

Homestead—This mine has resumed

operations after a disastrous fire, and is

opening up a 7-ft. breast of sheet ore, lead

and jack, at the ii6-ft. level.

Lyght Lead and Zinc Company—The
plant of this company which was des-

troyed by fire some months ago, has re-

sumed operations. Large boulders of

lead and jack, weighing from 50 to lOO

lb., arc being taken out in loose ground

at the 8o-£t. level.

Sullivan—This company is prospecting

by chum drill, and believes it has struck

the Vandeventer run, almost within a

stone's throw from the latter workings.

The last two holes drilled bear evidence

of heavy sheet jacks.

Weigle—This company is constructing a

double jig concentrator which will be

ready for operation by Dec. i.

Canada

British Columbia—Boundary District

Dominion Copper Company—This com-
pany's several copper mines and its smelt-

ing works, all in the Boundary district,

have been closed down. The president,

Warner Miller, of New York, and an-

other director are expected to arrive at

Greenwood, shortly; they will probably

announce the intentions of the manage-
ment in regard to a resumption of opera-

tions.

British Columbia—Cassiar District

Berry Creek Mining Company—The
season's results on this company's placer

gold property on Thibert creek, north-

eastern Cassiar, have proved disappoint-

ing, a big slide of overburden having

filled flumes and blocked gravel pits, so

that the value of gold recovered has only

about half that of the 1906 season. Wm.
Irving, superintendent, and his men have

come out for the winter.

British Columbia—Queen Charlotte

Islands

Strikes of copper ore have been re-

ported from several places on Moresby

island of the Queen Charlotte group. The

only property that has yet shipped ore to

the smelter is one at Ikeda bay, owned

by a Japanese company, which has shipped

about 1000 tons of copper ore of good

grade to the Tyee Copper Company's

smelter on Vancouver island.

British Columbia—Vancouver Island

Western Fuel Company—This com-

pany's coal mines near Nanaimo are pro-

ducing about 2400 tons of coal a day.

Plans for extending the company's busi-

ness connections and increasing produc-

tion are being worked out.

Nova Scotia

Dominion Iron and Steel Company—
The directors have issued a supplemen-

tary report, showing the damages that

they believe they should secure from the

Dominion Coal Company on the basis of

the recent judicial decision in their favor,

and the net earnings for the first quar-

ter of the fiscal year ending Aug. 31. The

claim for damages up to that date

amounts to $1,796,660. The gross earn-

ings for the three months from June i to

Aug. 31, on the basis of the contract price

of coal, were $705,347; net earnings, $515,-

833. After providing for instalment of

second mortgage bonds, there remains an

available surplus of $4S3,33.'i- The extra

cost of coal above contract price for the

three months, amounting to $333,412, is

charged to the Dominion Coal Company.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Nov? 2 were as follows

:

Buffalo, 40,000 lb.; Foster, 66,000; La

Rose, 249.870; McKinley-Darragh, 120,000;

total 475.870 lb.

Mexico

SONORA

—

CaNANEA

With the exception of the Calumet &
Sonera, the Elenita, and a little work by
the Fay Cananea, the Cananea district is

practically idle, the drastic shutdown at

the Greene having scared out the few
smaller companies. Hundreds of people

are leaving on every train. The deposits

of Mexicans in the Banco de Cananea, a

company concern, have been drawn to a

minimum. The regular force of Mexican
soldiery has been increased. Stores,

shops, markets, especially in the Ronquillo

and Chivatera sections of the town, are

closed, the hotels are almost empty, and

ingoing trains are carrying little business.

Elenita Development Company—The
group of claims lying alongside the Greene

Copper Company's old property at Can-

anea, and denounced a year or so ago by

Messrs. Talbot and Lindsay, has been

formed into a company of which L. W.
Powell, representative in the Southwest

of the T. F. Cole interests, is president.

The Calumet & Sonora, which is now de-

veloping rich silver-lead properties, ad-

joins the southeast end of the group.

New Caledonia

Exports of minerals in August and the

tight months ended Aug. 31 are reported

by the Bulletin du Commerce, of Noumea,

as follows, in metric tons

:

August. Eight Mos.

Nlckelore 12,391 76,M3
Cobalt ore 641 2,694

Chrome ore 6.:180 21,466

Iron ore 2 32

•The August exports of chrome ore, 6380

tons, were all to the United States.

At Carenage the Anna Madeline mine,

owned by the Societe le Chrome de Prony

is ready to ship. The mine has been

opened, the necessary machinery is nearly

all in place, and a tramway 12 km. long

has been built from the mine to the ship-

ping port on the bay of Carenage.

Chalas & Fils, of Noumea, -representing

Birch & Co., of Sydney, New South Wales,

have taken an option for one year on a

nickel property at Camboni.

New Zealand

Gold exports from New Zealand for

July and the seven months ended July 31

;,re reported by the Mines Department as

follows, in ounces bullion

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

,Iuly 62,807 62.966 D. 9.841

Seven months 327,9'28 279,441 D. 48,487

The bullion reported for the seven

months this year was equal to 263,172 oz.

fine gold, or $5,439,751- Exports of silver

were, in ounces

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

.luly 103,689 116,741 I. 13,052

Seven n^onths 7'29,776 893,446 1.163,669

The greater part of the silver comes

from the mines of the Hauraki district.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Mew York, Nov. 13—Up to the present

time the coal markets in the West have

not been as much affected by tlie finan-

cial disturbances as miglit have been ex-

pected. Trade at the larger consuming
centers is good and the mines are gener-

ally working well. No restriction in out-

put is marked. Railroad service is about

the same ; perhaps fewer complaints are

heard. There are, however, some signs of

a halt in new developments for the time.

The bituminous trade in the East is

steady. Demand for steam coal keeps up

fairly well, although the money market

disturbance is having more effect than

in the West. Coastwise trade continues

active.

The anthracite market is quiet. De-

mand for domestic sizes is about as usual

at this time of year ; but the call for

>team sizes is not at all urgent.

Coal Traffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Nov. 2 were as follows, in short tons

:

Anthracite
Bituminous
Ooke

1906 1907. Changes.

3,70fi.(18H 4.737,2.% I. 1.031,148

26.884,439 32,92,i,455 I. li,U41,01C

10,638,953 11,780.263 I. 1,141,310

Total 41,229.480 49.442,954 I. 8.213.474

The total increase this year was 19.9

per cent.

Shipments of anthracite coal by lake

from Buffalo for the season to Nov. I

were 2,157.783 tons in 1906, and 2,865,905

tons in 1907: an increase of 708,122 tons.

The larger shipments this year were to

Chicago, 1,038,385 tons; Milwaukee, 411,-

675; Duluth and Superior, 876,675; Fort

William, Ontario, 135,100 tons.

Shipments of anthracite coal in October

were 6,015,857 long tons, the largest ever

reported in a single month. For the 10

months ended Oct. 31 the shipments, by

companies, were as follows

:

,
1906. . 1907. ^

Tons. Per CI. Tons Per Ct.

Heading . 9.242,696 20.2 11.6.S8.563 20.9

Lehigh Valley... . K,318,.'->41 IS.

2

9,648,4.55 IV. 3

N. J. Central . .-|,644.0.t8 12.4 7,209,362 13.0

Lackawanna . 7,ri7i-,.442 16.6 8.62.').262 15.5

Del. & Hudson... . 4,.479..'i81 9.8 - 5,50:1.607 9.9

Pennsylvania ... . 3.892.291 8..S 4,781.IH1 8.6

Erie . 4.S0:i,6.'>3 9.9 5,975,884 lU.V

N. Y.,Ont. & W.. . 2,l«3,152 4.4 ; 2,258.!-93 4.1

Total 45.i»i).414 100.0 5.'..661,467 lOO.O

-Ml the companies showed increases.

The total gain this year was 9,981,053

tons, or 21.8 per cent.

Coal tonnage of the Chesapeake & Ohio

railwav for the three months of its fiscal

year from July 1 to Sept. 30 is reported

as follows, in short tons:

Coal. Coke. Total.

Now River 1.615,070 61,200 1,676,276

Kanawha 1,295,977 27,137 1,32:1,144

Kentucky 71,344 71,314

Uouiiectlug lines .. 74,423 29,906 101,329

Totol • 2,966,814 li8,219 3,070,0<a

Total, 1900 2.315,734 82,.569 2,398,293

The total increase was 676,770 tons, or

29.2 per cent. Deliveries this year of ton-

nage originating on the line were : To
points west of mines, 1,506,502 tons coal

and 56,361 tons coke ; to points east, 447,-

658 tons coal and 31.982 tons coke; to

tidewater, 928,231 tons coal.

and Lynn, $1.25; to the Sound, 85@90c.

per lull..

New York

Anthracite

Nov. 13—The anthracite market is not

especially active either in prepared or

small steam sizes. Prices are quoted as

follows: Broken, $475; egg, stove and

chestnut, $5; pea, $325; buckwheat No.

I, $2.75; buckwheat No. 2 or rice, $2.15®

2.25; barley, $1.75, all f.o.b. New York

harbor.

Bituminous

1 rade in New York harbor is active,

the demand is strong, and there does not

seem to. be much coal to spare. Prices are

strong, good grades of Pennsylvania

steam coal bringing $2.90@3 and ordinary

grades $2.8o@2.85 f.o.b. New York har-

bor

The unsettled condition of trade in gen-

eral is felt in the coal market, in spite of

the fact that good volumes of coal are

going forward and are being absorbed.

Various reports of business contractio'i

have been circulated, and the coal trade

has been looking for relaxation in busi-

ness; so far this has not been apparent.

In the far East the demand for coal still

continues strong. The shoalwater ici-

niaking ports are practically supplied now,

:iithough some are still asking for coal.

However, vessels are afraid of contract-

ing to these ports at this time. Trade

along the Sound is absorbing much coal

and consumers in this territory seem will-

ing to pay prevailing prices for odd lots.

Transportation from mines to tide is

a little slower this week than last, and car

supply is variable. In some regions cars

are more plentiful than in others.

In the coastwise-vessel market vessels

are in fair supply. Freight rates are as

follows : From Philadelphia to Boston,

Salem and Portland, $1 ; to Newburyporl

Birmingham

A'"f. 11—Coal upuraliuns in Alabama
;'re disturbed a little by reason of the dull

iron market and the financial flurry.

There appears to be quite an urgent de-

mand for coal, however, and the mines

are working steadily. No drop in prices

for coal is announced ; in fact all deliver-

ies arc being made on old contracts.

Prominent coal operators in this district

express no apprehension as to the future.

The coke production has been reduced

considerably in this district, but this is

believed to be only temporary.

Chicago

.\'ov. II—The local coal market contin-

ues unsettled by financial conditions, but

current consumption is heavy and orders

for the future are not yet largely affected

by the lack of circulating money. There

i;, a general tendency to hold off buying

until the future is more certain.

Illinois and Indiana coals hold up to the

prices of last week or slight variations

therefrom, lump and egg being $2.is@2.75,

run-of-mine, $i.75@2.25, and screenings

$i.i5@l.6o.

Eastern coals are not strong, except

gas coals, which are scarce. Smokeless
is in large supply and sells for $4.30, lump
and egg, and $3.io@3.35 run-of-mine.

Youghiogheny at $3.25 for J^-in. and
Pittsburg No. 8 at $3 for i%-in. are firm.

The anthracite trade is reported fairly

good, but large needs remain to be filled

in the city trade.

Cleveland

Xov. 12—Local coal dealers on Monday
reported a strong condition of the soft-

coal market. The following prices are
quoted: No. 8 district, Ohio slack, 65®
70C., sales of large tonnages being re-

ported at the latter figure; mine-run,

$l.lo@i.20; Ji-in lump, $i.20@i.3o; all

mine prices. Middle district grades are

quoted at the following prices f.o.b. Cleve-
land : Slack, $1.55; mine-run, $1.90. The
scarcity of cars on the Wheeling & Lake
Erie railroad has caused the establish-

ment of a 5c. difference in price on that

road over B. & O. consignments. There
was a strong demand in the wholesale

trade .Monday, and in consequence dealers

anticipate that the week-end will see

higher prices.
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Indianapolis

A'or'. II—Notw illistaiidiiig tlic scarcity

of money and the closing down of many
industries there has been a large demand
for coal at the Indiana mines. The coal-

carrying railroads are doing an enormous
business and would do more if cars were
obtainable. The mines are working from

three- fourths to full time and llie output

is only limited by the capacity of the rail-

roads. The mild weather during the week
had a conservative effect upon the retail

trade, but dealers arc making no com-

plaint, since they need a little time and

good weather to stock up and prepare

for the rush of orders expected with the

first cold spell.

With the opening of the Glenbufn mine,

near Linton, the United Fourth Vein Coal

Company will have six of its seven mines

in full operation. The opening of the

mine is due to the improvement of car

supply and the demand for coal. Nine-

teen of the 21 mines of the Vandalia com-

pany are working every day, while the

Shirley Hill, Little Giant and Summit

companies in the Linton district are doing

fully as well.

Pittsburg

Nov. 12—While the river coal mines

are being operated to capacity, there being

a large supply of empty craft in the pools,

the railroad mines are not being run to

more than 6o per cent, of capacity, owing

to the shortage of cars. Nearly all the

coal loaded in the pools and harbor was

shipped during the week, there being an

i.NCcllent stage of water. The harbor is

now crowded with empties. Prices re-

main firm on the basis of $1.40^1.50 for

niir.e-run coal at mine. Slack is quoted

at 70(S;8oc. Large Pittsburg concerns

have many inquiries for coal, a number

hcing for foreign shipment, which they

have been forced to decline. The demand

\i still in excess of production.

ConncUsvillc Co^t'—Demand continues

to fall off owing to- the closing of blast

furnaces and prices are consequently

lower. Standard Connellsville furnace

coke is quoted at $2.50@2.6o for any de-

livery and foundry coke prices $3@3iS-

The PL C. Frick Coke Company in addi-

tion to closing looo ovens recently, has

put 14 works on five days running time a

week. Production is being restricted

throughout the region. The Courier in

it.- weekly summary gives the production

in both regions at 362.611 tons. The ship-

ments for the week aggregated 13-544

cars, distributed as follows: To Pitts-

burg, 4774 cars; to points west of Con-

nellsville, 7850 cars; to points east of

Connellsville. 920 cars.

as follows: Northeastern, 36.749,917; Mid-

land, 23.519,062; London & Northwestern,

20,217,186; Great Western, 18,122,718;

North nritish, 18,063,717; Taff Vale, 15,-

097,209; Caledonian, 12,684,307; Great

Central, 11,294,213; Lancashire & York-

shire, 9.097,297; Great Northern, 5,388,-

734. Without exception, these roads

showed ir.creases over the preceding year.

Imports of coal and coke into the

United States for the nine months end-

ing Sept. 30, were, in long tons, as fol-

lows :

1906. 1907. Chaugos.

Great Britain S.'i.DOB 30,035 D. 64,873
Canada I.IOS.OC..-) 1,047,437 D. (;i,«28

Japan 10,77.''. 86,512 I. 75,737

Australia 14-2,051 342,723 1.200,072
other oouutrlea 4.445 6,981 I. 2,536

Total coal 1.3.52,444 1,614,288 1.161,844
Coke 102.141 100,242 D. 1,899

Total 1,454,585 1,614.530 I. 159,945

The decrease in imports from Canada

into California was made up by larger

receipts of Australian and Japanese coal.

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
F.ngland ports, but the bulk of the imports

of coal is on the Pacific coast. The

coke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germany.

Shipments of coal from Nova Scotia

mines for the nine months ended Sept. 30

were as follows, in long tons:

1000. 1907. Chan Res.

Dominion Co 2,426,464 2,404,649 D. 21,816

N. S. Steel 480.141 465,240 D. 14.901

Acadia 192.968 230,243 I. 37,276

Intercolonial 209,946 202,574 D, 7,372

Inverness 140,070 176,572 I. 36,502

Total 3.449.589 3.479,278 I. 29,689

The total increase this year was 0.9 per

cent.

Iron Trade Review

Fore'gn Coal Trade

Coal tonnages of the leading British

railways for the year 1906 are reported

New York, Nov. 13—The condition of

the iron and steel trades remains un-

cb.anged from last week. There is prac-

tically no new business coming forward,

and on all sides we hear of works clos-

ing, or reducing their production.

In pig iron there are no sales, except of

small emergency lots. Nominally there

has been little change in prices, but re-

ductions could probably be secured with

little difficulty on transactions of any con-

siderable size. A number of furnaces

have gone out of blast, and, others are

preparing to follow.

In finished material there are also no

new orders for the present, though some

makers lock forward hopefully for work,

especially in plates and structural steel.

.Specifications on contracts come slowly,

though no considerable cancellations arc

reported. No change can be expected

until the money situation clears itself.

The steel-rail question is still unsettled,

and very few railroads are placing orders.

The situation is further complicated by

the financial position, and the prospect

for rail orders is very uncertain.

Baltimore

Nov. 12—Imports for the week in-

cluded 28 tons of spicgeleisen and 450 tons

of ferromangancse. Receipts of iron

pyrites were 4000 tons from Spain; of

manganese ore, 460 tons from Rotterdam.

Arrivals of iron ore were 10,650 tons from

Cuba, and ll,S30 tons from Nicolaieff.

Russia; 22,180 tons in all.

Birmingham

Noz!. II—The curtailment of production

of pig iron and steel in this district is

still on. The railroad car shortage is be-

ing felt in some parts of this district.

There is no inquiry being received for

future deliveries. All repair work has

been cut off and every possible expense is

being saved.

The topic of discussion m this district

is the purchase of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company by the United

States Steel Corporation. Engineers and

other officials of the Steel Corporation are

in the Birmingham district looking over

the properties.

Pig iron prices are not publicly stated

r.ny more, though it is understood that

no great concessions are being made to

secure business. No. 2, foundry, has been

quoted recently at $17 for delivery the

last of this year and the first half of next

vear.

Chicago

Nov. II—The pig-iron market continues

quiet, with no signs of a break in the

prices of such iron as is being daily bought

for quick delivery, in small lots. This

is the only business, practically, now being

done in this district. Local melters are

running along with as great needs as ever.

Their future business is not doubtful,

given exemption from anything like a

panic. And panic conditions were nearer

to all appearances two weeks ago than

they are now.

The standard quotations are as last

week : $22.50 for Northern No. 2 and

$18 Birmingham ($22.35 Chicago) for

Southern No. 2, with business done on

various prices, some orders being placed

at 50c., others perhaps at $1 under these

figures. All the current business is in

small lots, from a carload to 500 tons.

Coke is still at $5.90 for the best Con-

nellsville. with the demand not large and

the supply adequate, though not too great.

Philadelphia

No'i.'. 13—So far as our local pig-iron

business is concerned there is very little

to report. The only difference between

now and a week ago is that the large re-

striction in capacity being made and con-

templated may react favorably upon de-

mand and prices. Consumers of pig iron

th;-oughout this territory have been vis-
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ited and urged lo place orders ami enter

into contracts, but the result of the can-

vass up to today has not been encnurag
ing. Neither foundry men nor mill men
show a disposition to buy, and instead of

the lower prices couslituthig an induce-

ment they are having the contrary etTect.

Our larger consumers in this city, or a

few of them when asked to state frankly

their views, said that. now is a good time

to wait and watch developments. Prob-

ably some business could be closed at once

if the furnace men would accept a shad-

ing of 50c., but two or three of the larger

interests slated today they would rather

suspend production than do business on
that basis. No actual change has been

made in pig-iron quotations for a week.

StffI Billets—5tcc\ billets have been

selling in a small way, but none of the

consumers in this territory will order in

large lots.

Atri chant liar— Notwithstanding the

disturbed condition in so many directions,

local bar-iron interests arc able to report

satisfactory activity and no curtailment to

speak of. The inquiries that are in hand

relate mostly to common iron. The re-

tail demand for steel bars is better than

for refined iron.

Sheets—Our sheet people do not admit

that there has been any material falling

oflF in business. The large manufacturers

are inclined to shade current quotations

on large orders.

Merchant Steel—'V\k few retailers of

. merchant steel report the sending off of a

good many orders to the mills this week

for material to be hurried forward.

Pipes and Tubes—The consumption of

pipes and tubes is probably as heavy now

as it has been at any time. Tubes are not

as strong, probably because the mills have

caught up, but the fluctuation in prices is

unimportant.

Plates—Steel plates are strong is small

lots. Boiler plate is more active just now
than any other kind, though the market

has felt the stiuudus of inquiry this week

from car-building sources.

Steel Rails—The efforts recently made

to secure business outside of the country

are resulting in orders in Pennsylvania

rail mills. Business is being done with

Manchuria. Cuba, Mexico and South

America.

Seraf— It is impossible to make an en-

couraging report in the old material

market. About the only business that has

be«n done is in heavy scrap, railroad and

wrought-iron scrap. Prices are weak and

business is light.

Pittsburg

Noi'. 12—Conditions in the iron and

steel markets continue dull, but while the

outlook is not as bright as a week ago,

it is not regarded as discouraging. The
situation is in strong hands and when the

financial disturbance is over it is believed

that the iron and steel trade will be re-

stored to normal conditions. In order to

prevent a serious slump in prices produc-

tion is being curtailed. Pig-iron produc-

tion is restricted ;md etTorts are being

made to dispose of all the available

supply.

Th.it prices have been easier during the

past two months was developed today,

when the bi-monthly adjustments were
made under the wage agreement with the

.\malgamatcd Association of Iron, Steel

.ind Tin Workers. The returns of bar

iron sales of the Republic Iron and Steel

Company showed that the average of

connnon iron bars for September and Oc-

tober was around 1.60c. The last settle-

ment showed i.6sc. This reduces the pay
of the puddlers from $6.6214 a ton to

$6.50 a ton and the finishers suffer a re-

duction of I per cent. The tin-plate aver-

age was unchanged at $3.70 a bo.\, or 30c.

above the .base of the scale. In sheets

Jihere was a reduction. The average was
less than 2.50c. in the sales of Nos. 26, 27

and 28 gages and the wages of sheet

workers which ruled at 5.2 per cent, above

the base of 2.30c. will be 2.6 per cent,

lower, but still 2.6 per cent, above the

base. The returns made by the Amer-
ican Sheet and Tin Plate Company indi-

cate that the leading interest has been

shading prices on sheets during the past

two months.

It is reported that a number ut steel

bar orders have been canceled and

specifications have fallen off considerably.

Prices, however, remain firm. Iron bars

continue to decline and are quoted $2 a

ton below steel bars. No new business of

any consequence has been booked for any

of the finished lines for over a week.

Pig Iron—More blast furnaces have

been closed since the last report and
others are operating on greatly reduced

output. Prices have declined fully $1 a,

ton in all grades. Bessemer pig iron is

quoted at $20, Valley furnaces, but it is

believed a lower price could be done.

Foundry iron also has weakened and No.

2 is quoted at $19. Basic is down to $18

and gray forge to $18.50, all f.o.b. Valley

furnaces. There have been no transac-

tions except in small lots.

Steel—The agreement entered into by

large billet makers has had the effect of

strengthening prices. Production has been

curtailed and bessemer billets are quoted

at $28. open-hearth at $29 and sheet-bars

at $31. It is understood, however, that

sheet-bars may be shaded. Plates remain

at 1.70c. and merchant steel bars at 1.60c.

Sheets—Additional sheet plants have

been closed and there is no demand for

black sheets. The regular price of 2.60c.

for No. 28 gage is being shaded by $2
and more. Galvanized sheets are strong

•T 375c. for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—Prices remain about
the same, although it is reported that $53
a ton might be shaded.

Metal Market

Ni:\V YliltK, .\,,v, 13.

Cold and Silver Exporu «ik1 liaporu

.\i ull I'uilfd StalcH I'urlH In Hepl. hdU yea''

Motal. Exports. I ID porta. EXCOBH.

Oold:
80|it. 1907..

•• 1908..
Viiar 1007 .

.

•• lUOO..

t 1,803,830
1,17H,9'«

49,870,813
36.789,982

t 'J.734.UN8

31,431.038
3U,8.')7,'iN7

111,770,017

Imp.l 1,230.240
•' 29.162.11U

Ex|j. 1U,U42,02«
Imp. 76,9H8,U66

Sliver

:

Sept. 1907..
•• 1908..

Vnar 1907..

., 1908..

0,048,«S7

3,694,311
47,970,793
4S.441.339

3,789,113
3,«l'i,Bli9

34,454,(71
32,994,009

Exp. 2.iVi,:in

:i.i].7.-..'

12.447.270

Tlii'sc Hlalonicnls cover tlii' total rnovonifnt
if Kokl unci bHvit Id iiikI from tin- I'liliocj
Slates. These (Igiiies are furnished hj- the
Kurcau of Slntistlcs of the Ucpartmeat of
I'ommcrcc and Lahnr.

Gold and Silver Movemenl, New York

IVir week ending Nov. 12 and years from Jan. 1

Period.

Week..
1907....
11106....

1905....

aold.

Exports. Imports.

34,818.5M
G,u:)'.t,ia')

34,60'.l..')(i:i

«7.272,7.VJ

iri.(J.'i7,H7H

92.i;il2,38(;

in.48a,.5ii'.i

silver.

Exports. Imp< rts.

f 897.8:10

45,I.'>n.lll2

45,473.3:111

.10.021 .:)74

( 70.447
2,fi3:i,una

1,90:1,604

3.H11.BIH

There were no exports of cold for I he
week; the silver went chlelly to l.ondon. Im-
ports (if gold for the week were chleflv from
Creal HHtaln and fiermanv : of sllvei- from
The Wesi Indies.

The Treasury Department estimate of

ihe money in the United States on Nov. i

is as follows

:

In Treasury. In cireul'n.
ftold coin (Inc. bullion In
Treasury) $ 16C.C45,S9») $ .')74.4.19.(I8C

Oold certlllcates ~l:M\,W*) C77.2>.i.',.'.M.'j

Silver dollars 2 287,023 88 S22 '.'.VJ

silver conineates 7 177.43i 4r4!:)4'.i,.iiw

Subsidiary silver 6,B«1,373 127,4i;i,2'«)
I'rensury notes of 1890... 11,074 B.iail.li'JU

U. S. notes :M28.8(;3 343,2.'>4,I.'V3

Nat. Bank notes 14,aM.B0O .19.5 12:1.8(i«

Total $272,408 215 $2,878,368 G9«

Population of the United States, Nov.
I, 1907, estimated at 86,547,000; circula-

tion per capita, $33.23. For redemption of

outstanding certificates an e.xact equiva-

lent in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the account of money held as

assets of the Government. This statement
of money held in the treasury as assets of
the Government does not include deposits

of public money in national-bank deposit-

ories to the credit of the treasurer of the

United States, amounting to $207,786,733.

The total amount in circulation Nov. I

shows an increase of $70,51.4,322 over
Oct. I ; and an increase of $9,485,910 over

Nov. 1 of last year.

1 he movement of gold and silver in

Great Britain for the nine months ended
Sept. 30 was as follows

:

Gold: Imports. Exports. E.\^*es8.

1907 £38.762.192 £24.989.296 lm|).£8.702.S96
1906 33,115.117 28.352.304 4.762.H13

Silver ;

1907 12.f.03.()97 13.199.962 E.\p. 698.855
1906 14.4l2,49'.l lfl.l,-.7,17H 744.679

Of the silver imports this year a total

of ;£9.057,643 was credited to the United

States.
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Silver Market

SILVKU AND STBRLINO EXCHANGE.

ll
:§
ffiU

surer. 1

>

it

Silver.

>

'A

J4U

Is
a a IS

3£

7

8

9

4.86i3

4.8536

4.855U

69X

68 Si

27A
27A

11

12

18

4.8660

4.8575

4.8660

68;,-

685i

68«

20Ji

2'ft

27^

New York quotations are for fine sliver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

llDB silver, 0.925 fine.

The director of the mint this week

bought 200,000 oz. silver, 100,000 for de-

livery at Denver and 100,000 at New Or-

leans. The price paid was 59-269C. per

fine ounce.

Shipments of silver from London lo the

East as reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.\bell as follows, for the year to Oct. 31

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

D. £ 3.472,942

D. 330,i<50

I. 624,200

...£13.372.896 £9,899.964

430.700 9y,»o0

1,760 626.960

India,
inn nil.

Straits

Total £ 13,805,346 £10,625,754 D. £ 3.179..'-)il2

Imports for the week were iigS.ooo

from New York. Exports were £58,000

to India, £6000 in bars and £25,450 in

Mexican dollars to Hong Kong; £81,450

in all.

Indian exchange has weakened slightly,

and tlie Council bills offered in London

were taken at an average of i5 97d. per

rupee. Buying of silver for India has

been light.

Pricet of Foreign Coins

lliil.

Mexican dollars $0.47;

Peruvian soles ond Chilean 0.41

VIcKirIa ui.vcrelgns 4.83

Twenty francs 3j'
Spanish 25 pesetas — 4. i8

Asked.
,
$0.49
0.46

4.86

3.92

4.80

Other Metalt

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

%

© —
Is

.d

35

a

s
D

s

It

ii

.a

1

8

9

11

M
13

14 )i

ffll4,V

14 '4

(314 K
\<\

®14K
14

014«
ISJi

fflI4>i

13S
014

13X
(a)14

13 «
ffll3X

13>i
(S>13H

\iM
013H

13l<

(S)13><

\%\
(3113 'i

60>i

59>i

61

60,'i

68 "i

29Ji

30)i

30X

31)i

31

S

3n\

4.46
®4 50

4.45
04.50

4.45

(S4.50

4.40
04.60
4.40

(3)4.50

4.40
(oH 50

6 06
06 15

5.06
(3)6.10

6.06

6 00
(3)6.06

4.96
(315.05

4.95
06.06

4 00
06.00

4.90
04.95

4.90

4.86
04.90

4.80
(3)4.90

4.80
(3)4.90

l^ndon qiiotatlons arc per long ton (2240

lb > standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former (t.m.b's. The New \orS
quotations for electrojtlc copper are for

cakes. Ingots or wlrebara, and represent the

bulk of the transnctlons made with con-

sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of

cathodes Is 0.12.')C. below that of electrolytic.

The quotations for lead represent wholesale

transactions In the open market. The quota-

tions on spelter are for ordinary western

brands ; special brands command a premium.

Copper—The buying movement, the

cessation of which was noted last week

has not been renewed, and business, both

for domestic orders and for e.Kport has

been on rather a small scale. With this

cessation of business, there has been com-

petition for such orders as appeared.

On the whole, the market throughout

the week has been very quiet. The pur-

chases which consumers made during the

recent rally have taken care of their im-

mediate requirements, and witli business

and financial conditions as they are,

nothing but hand-to-mouth purchases can

be expected. On the other hand, there is

quite a little pressure to sell copper, par-

ticularly on the part of speculators who

bought on the recent rise, in the hope of

finding a market at a still higher level.

From this source concessions have been

made from day to day, and this is not

surprising in view of the difficulty of

financing. The market closes easy at

13J''2@I4C. for Lake copper; i3j4@i3J4c.

for electrolytic in ingots, cakes and wire-

barf. Business in casting copper has been

dene during the week at an average of

i3@i3/4 cents.

The London standard market is begin-

ning to show a rather tired appearance.

Speculative accounts seem to be fairly

well adjusted on the whole, and the price

of standard copper is keeping more and

more within its natural ratio to the re-

fined sorts. In sympatliy with the latter, .

there has been a decline during the week,

and the close is cabled at £58 15s. for

both spot and three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote : English tough, £57 ; best selected,

£64; strong sheets, £69.

The Quincy Mining Company last week

sold 500,000 lb. copper to the Navy De-

partment at i4>jc., deliveries December

and January. The department will soon

purchase 1,000,000 lb. more.

The Calumet & Hecla employees have

voted to accept the reduction of 12;^

per cent, in wages ordered by the com-

pany. There will be no strike of the

miners in the Lake copper country.

Exports of copper from New York and

Philadelphia for the week were 7034 long

tons. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

346 tons.

Imports and exports of copper in Ger-

many for the nine months ended Sept. 30

were: Imports, 93,867 metric tons; ex-

perts, 6387; balance, imports, 87,480 tons,

a decrease of 3869 tons from last year.

Of the imports this year, 73>6i6 tons were

from the United States.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb.; of

wire, i6j4@l6^c. per pound.

7,M_The London market throughout

the week has shown considerable strength,,

and closes somewhat easier at £138 10s.

for spot, £f39 15s. for three months.

Business in the domestic market was

limited to retail lots and for prompt de-

livery only. The latter commands a

premium over import prices as the stocks

;ire concentrated among a few firms. The

market closes quiet at about 3oMc. per

pound.

Lead—The stocks which have been ac-

cumulating for some time past are press-

ing on the market, and holders have been

lowering their prices from day to day

without, however, inducing purchases on

the part of consumers. This has brought

about a deadlock, the upshot of which can-

not as yet be foreseen. The market closei

weak at 4.4O@4.50c. New York, while

there are sellers at St. Louis at 4.30®

4-35C.

As noted in our editorial columns, the

daily quotations for lead given in our

table are—beginning Nov. 7—those of the

open market; that is, we give the prices

made on wholesale transactions in New
York from day to day by sellers. The

price quoted by the American Smelting

and Refining Company on contracts has

continued through the week at 4.7SC.

New York.

The London lead market is somewhat

lower and the close is cabled as £17 los.

for Spanish lead, £17 12s. 6d. for English

lead.

Spelter—Under free offerings from all

sources, prices have declined further with-

o\it, however, stimulating more interest on

the part of consumers. The close is

quoted at 4.95@5.oSc. New York, 4.80®

aooc. St. Louis.

London also cables a further decline, the

close being £21 los. for good ordinaries,

£21 15s. for specials.

The National Zinc Company last week

started up two blocks of its new smelter

at Bartlesville, Indian Territory.

SUesian Spelter Market—Under date of

Oct. 28 Paul Speier writes from Breslau

that there were a few more purchases to

meet immediate needs of consumers and

that the market is firm. Spelter holds at

43.50@44.50 marks per 100 kg. (4.698®

4.806c. per lb.). Freights from Upper

Silesia to London have been reduced from

30 to 20 marks per metric ton.

The export of zinc sheets in September

included large quantities sent to Argen-

tina. The price is 52@55 50 marks per lOO

kg. (5.6i6@5.994c. per lb.) according to

the size of orders. Zinc dust was quiet,

prices being 4i.75@42 marks per 100 kg.

(4.509@4.S36c. per lb.) f.o.b. Stettin, casks

included. Exports and imports in Ger-

many for the nine months ended Sept. 30

were, in metric tons

:

,—Imports.^
1906. 1907.

Spelter 27,532 22,665

Zinc sheets 68 86

Zinc scraTi 1,677 778

Zinc ore 134.795 131.091

Zinc dust 727

Zln'-o.tlrte 4,762

Llthophone 1,149 1,579

Average prices for spelter, f.o.b. works

in Silesia have been this year. First

quarter, 5.519c. per lb.; second, 5.261c.;

third, 4.61 ic. In 1906 the averages were

5.497c., 5.573c. and 5.648c., respectively.

,—Exports.-.,
1906. 1907.

40,109 46,882

11,768 16,129

3,6;m 6.377

32,699 26.529
1,629

13.892

5,901 6,885
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Zinc Sheets—The lia>t- price is $7.50

per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.

—

fob. cars at Lasalle and Peru. The

freight rate to New York is 27.SOC. per

100 lb.

Aiiliinoity—The market is entirely with-

out life both in New York and abroad.

Quotations are as follows: Cookson's.

lie; Hallett's, loc; ordinary brands,

Nickel—Fot large lots, New York, the

chief producer quotes 45@Soc. per lb.,

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities, 50@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilfcr—New York quotations arc

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. Retail sales

are m.-ide at 62@63c. per lb. The Lon-

don price is £8 55. per flask, with £8 3s.

9d. quoted from second hands.

Platinum—The market continues rather

dull. Scrap has again receded in price

and dealers are making no concessions in

the purchase of old metal. Prices are:

Hard metal, $29; ordinary, $26@26.5o;

scrap, $i8.5o@i9 per troy ounce.

.Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table :

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Nov. 9—The highest price

reported paid for zinc was $42.50 per ton,

on an assay base ranging from $35 to $40

per ton of 60 per cent. zinc. The average

price, all grades, was $35.46, large ship-

ments of silicate adding to a general re-

duction in price. The highest price paid

for lead was $51, prices ranging down to

$40 and averaging $43.42 per ton.

While the zinc market weakened very

materially during the week, there was a

stronger tendency at the close, with heavy

sampling for ne.xt week's purchases. Lead

offerings at the end of the week were

higher and bidding stronger than during

the early or middle portion, and the

market closed firm. The buying of both

ores took the widest range of the year,

and there was an apparent lack of confi-

dence on the part of both buyers and

sellers.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Nov. 9

:

zinc, lb. Lead,lb. Value.

Webb Clty-CartervlUe
Joi.Un
Galena
butMiwfc
Alha-Xock City
Prnsnerlty
BadRcr
Aurora
Granby
Carl .Tuocllon
ZInclte
9pnrc*»on
Baxt.T Springs
Sarcoxio
Cave Springs
Carthage

I.WW.IM!
•2.1B9 cm'
1.2fi8.iiO(l'

590.-.W
620.:t80,

.T27.3IIO

:U.'>8><0

4I9.4))0

ST.'i.OOO

ifti.mo

i:(5.730

M.iao;
63,300
xo.tm,
77 awt
Go.zao

739,4liO $
203.2701

.is.gio

110.220
3.990

59,070

9.0(50

lO.OUO

8.200
6.210

39.7fiO

15,690

52,124
i.'i..302

23,888
13.4M
12,486
7,355
6,744
6.624
B.-'iOO

3,308
2..M7
1,746
1,656
l,4t«
1,381

1,204

Totals. 8,»i,070 1.270.770 $185,866

45 weeks 513,aVi,740 76,611,490$14,2»4,930

Zinc »alil<-, the wook, $158,263; 4.1 weeks, $11,537 ,8.'i7

Lead value, the week. J7..V'(>: 4.'" weeks. $2,747,073

nHO ORB AT JOPHK. LEAD OBE AT JOPLIH.

Month. 1906, 1907. ' Month. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February ..

Uarcb
April.
May
June
July
AuKUSt
September.
October
IfOTember..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44 63
40.61
43.83
43.26
43. 6f.

42.68
41 55

44.13
43.68

4S.g<
47.11
48. 6<!

48.24
46.98
44.82
46.79
43 22
40.11
39.83

January . ..

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

1

Year

76 »
72 83
73,73
76^13

78 40
80.96
74.31
76.36
79.64
79.84
81 98
81 89

8S 53
84.58
82 76
79.76
79 66
73. 6«
se.is
69.64
63.82
51.40

Tear 43.

M

77 40' ....

soda in the United States on Nov. I as

follows, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Chances.

stock*. Jan. 1 13,100 13,060 D, 60
Imports, 10 moa 240,780 266,845 I. M.Oflt

I. 26,016
I. 36,416

Total suppllea 25:1.880 279,W«
Dellverlea, 10 moa 242,C80 209,i»6

Stocks, Nov. 1.

Afloat lor D. 8. ports
11,200
HO.UfO

10,800 D. 40U
C.'..CIU) D. 16,0U0

Wisconsin Ore Market

Flattcville, l-Fw., Nov. 9—Early in the

week 60 per cent, zinc ore sold at $40, but

declined later to $39 per ton ; buyers are

restricted again to light purchases. Very

little lead ore sold during the week, the

market price declining from $23 to $22

per thousand for 80 per cent. lead.

Shipments for the week ended Nov. 9

were

:

The quantities afloat include all car-

goes due to arrive at United States ports

up to Jan, 15 next. Imports are all from

the West Coast of South America.

Phosphate /?ofA— Prices are stable on

:iccount of the depleted supply. Inquiries

:ire frequent. The following quotations

.ire more or less nominal : Florida high-

grade rock, $10.25(5)15.50 f.o.b. shipping

point; land pebble, ^.25@8.5o; Ten-

nessee, domestic, $4@6.75; South Caro-

lina, hot-air dried, $7(S}7.2S f.o.b. Ashley

river.

J. M. Lang & Co. report shipments of

l-'lorida phosphates through the port of

Savannah in September at 7259 long tons,

all to Germany.

Mining Stocki

CampM,
Zinc Lead Sulphur

ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

Highland 593,800

Hazel Green 382,350

Plattevllle 3l7,9;i0

Cuba City 242,000

Benton 220,420

Galena 192,4UU

Linden 190.000

Livingston 180,000

D .dgevllle 125.1100

Elmo 55.010
Rewev .54.000

Mineral Point 20.000

Harker

85,470
15,900

36.660

Total for week

.

Tear to Nov. 9...

. .. 2.773,810 131,640 ;(6,6e0

...89,755,827 4,422,030 462,360

Dubuque, Iowa, shipped 101,040 lb. zinc

ore and ShuUsburg, Wis., 132,000 lb. in

October, not heretofore reported

Chemicals

Sew York, Nov. 13—The stock market

is still dependent upon money conditions,

and trading has been on a moderate scale.

The fluctuations in prices have had little

meaning, quotations rising one day and

falling the next with little apparent

reason. The closing is depressed, follow-

ing a slight recovery earlier in the week.

.Amalgamated Copper sold at $46^4;

.\merican Smelting common, $62; United

States Steel, $24'/2 for the common and

$84^< for the preferred.

The curb market has showed trading

in small volume with narrow price move-

ments. The coppers were not in favor

and most of them lost fractionally on

small sales.

New York, Nov. 13—The general

market for chemicals is dull and few

future orders are being booked. Prices,

in most cases, are holding firm. Tin prod-

ucts are off, in sympathy with the drop

in the price of the metal and white arsenic

is inclined to be weak.

Copper Sulphate—Buyers are still loath

to place large orders while the metal

market remains unsettled. Prices re-

main at $5.50 per 100 lb. for carloads and

$5.75 for smaller lots.

Nitrate of Soda—There is little busi-

ness, but prices remain firm. Quotations

are as follows : For spot delivery and

also for the balance of 1907, 2.37; j@2.40c.

for 95 per cent. ; for 1908, 2.425^0. ; for

1909, 2.40c. The price for the 96 per

cent, grade, these deliveries, is 5c. per 100

lb. higher.

Messrs. Mortimer & Wisner, of New
York, report the position of nitrate of

Boston

Nov. 12—Copper shares have receded

in values the past week. This is not sur-

prising in view of the fact that stocks

have had substantial rallies from the low

prices. Again many copper-mining com-

panies will be obliged to reduce dividends

.md directors' meeting for this purpose

will he held this month. Of the six com-

panies to declare dividends, but two have

already reduced their rates, namely Calu-

ii;et & Hecla and Quincy, but others are

expected to reduce or possibly pass their

dividends. Parrot did pass its dividend

today hut this had been thoroughly dis-

counted. Calumet & .\rizona, Copper

Range and North Butte may possibly cut

their rates in half. Butte Coalition, it

would seem, w'ould pass its dividend, also

with the closing of the properties.

Marketwise, .Amalgamated has dropped

$5.50 from the high to $46.50. It is gen-

erallv believed that inside interests are
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stock

at the

under |50-

Calumet &

effect on the price of the

^^^^_^ _ off but $10 net to $600.

Calumet & Arizona advanceJ $6 to $110,

but lost it again. Copper Range stiffened

over $1 10 $55.^5. but is back to $5350.

V has about 570O stockholders

corralling the

reported strike

mine had little

stock, which
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Monthly Average Prices

AVEKAGE PRICE OF

November 16, I907-

The
Hecla

Nov. 13.NEVADA STOCKS.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New tork.

of Metalt

SILVER

Kame of Comp. Clg. Name of Comp. Clg.
MoDtb.

New York.

1906. 1
1907.

an

or

This company

at the present time,

in a month's time,

break.

Utah Consolidated made

vance of $3 l^' $36.50, but

Boston Consolidated needs

and will issue £250,000 of new 7 per cent^

debenture bonds, convertible into stock at

£3 per share, it being an English corpora-

increase of isto

since the sharp

a sharp ad-

broke to $32-

new financing

1 00
1.00
.05

.17

.IS

.45

1 38
.09

8.75
.35

.06

.21i

.08

STOCK QUOTATIONS

Alaska Mine
Am.Sev.M.kP.Co.
A-nalgamau>d. .

AiacomlB .
••

Balaklala ...
Briilsb Col. Cop.
Billalo Cobalt...

B'-ille & I>>nJon.
BJtie Coalition- •

B itu> Cop. & Zinc.

C 'bait Contact

—

C .loulal Sliver...

f im. Ely Mining
Davis Daly
D'>mlDlonCop...
f.\ Rayo
F )S»er Cobalt. . .

.

Karnace Creek. .

Oiroux Mine
OMd Hill

aranby. New
Greene Oold
Greene Q. * 8 ...

GroenWr k D.Val.
Gaanajuato—
Gjggen. Exp
llanapali
M:Klnley Dar...
\Iicraac
M Ines Co. of Am .

.

MU.-hollMlnlng..
Mout.Sho. C.(New)i

»v. Utab M. & 8
N>wh"U9»» M. & S
NiplsslnE Mines.
till Huii'lred
Silver gut.on. ...

Stewart.—
T -nnessee Cop'r.
rolon Copper...
r tab Apex
West Columbus..

*6X
31X

IX

1«

1

6J

1«
2X
68

H

H

Adventure
Allouei
Am.Zlt)C
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet J: ArU..
Calumet Jt Hecla
Centennial ...

Con. Mercur—
Copper Range ....

Daly-West..
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan ....
Mobawk
Mont.C.&C.(new)
Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion

.

Osceola
Parrot ••

Phoenix
Quincy
Rhode Island...
[Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity.
TTnited Cop., com
U.S. oil

D. 8. Smg. k Bef
U.S.Sm.t Be..pd
Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington

.

Winona
Wolverine.

1

23
20);

3X
9
6>4

10>i
10«
60O
20

63?i
11

7>i
-oK

15

9^i
2K

47

IX
1%

TOSOP.tH STOCKS

Belmont '

Extension...,
Golden Anchor....

Jim Butler.
MneNamara. .
Midway
Montana
North Star ....

Tonoi>ah A: Cal

—

Tono'h Mine of N
West End Con ....

QOLDKfD STOCKS

Adams
Atlanta—
Blue Bell....

BlueBuU -j^
Booth
Columbia Mt —

,

Comb. Frac
Cracker Jack ,

Dla'dneW B. B. C.

Gold ne,ia Belmont
GoMlleld Con
OoUinel.1 liulsy...

GoUllleW Mining.
Great Bend
Jumbo Extension
Jumbo Mining....
Katherlno
Kendall.
Laguna
Lone Star
Lou Dillon
May Queen
Mohawk
Oro
Bed Hill
Red Top
Roanoke
Sandstorm . . . •

Sliver Pick.. . .

St. Ives
Triangle

BULLFROG STOCKS

Amethyst
Bullfrog Daisy...
BuUtrog Mining
Bullfrog Nat. B.
Gibraltar
Gold Bar

20
.19 I

.90

.07 I

.17

.16

4.06)
.90

[

.30

.70

06
.12

;69
.06

.07

.09

.24

09
.18

.24

.42

.08

Golden Sceptre...
Homostake King.]
Montgomery Mt..

Mont. SboslioneC.
jOrlglnal Bullfrog.

Tramp Cons
Imanhat'nStocks
Manhattan Cons.
Manhafn Dexter.

Jumping Jack...
Stray Dog
Indian Camp ....

GBEESWB STOCKS

Furnace Creek....

Greenwater &D.V.
Grecn'rCop.M.* S,

United Grconwa r

MISCELLANEOUS
'Golden Boulder..

1

Hayseed
Leo Gold Grotto..

iNevada Hills

Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk.

Bound Mt. Sphinx

.50

.04

4.75
.03

.20

.30

.10

.10

.11

.00

.25

.06

.06

.04

January..
February.
March
April
May
June

66 288 68,673

.166 108 68.835

.'64'597 67.619

.164 765 66.462

London.

1906.
I

1907.

30 113 31.769

30 464 31.862
29 '854 31.325
29'984 30.253

66'97fi 66:981 30 '.968 30.471

65'394,67.09U 30.186 30.893

S:w'68.144 30,113 31.366

'"ly-V I65'949fi8>45 30;529
August lB7927ti7 792 31.483
September

169523 fi'2;435 32.148
October 7n'B13November '".81;!

December

31.637
31 313
28.863

791| 130,868 ,

New York, cents per fine onuce; London,

pence per standard ounce. ^^^^ —
AVERAGE PRICES OFCOPPER_

COLO. SPRINGS

Name of Comp.

{Acacia -

Black Bell

C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot

.

Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
iGold Dollar

I

Gold Sovereign..
Isabella
Ilndex
Jennie Sample .

Jerry Johnson. .

Mary McKlnuey,
Ipbarmaclst
tportland
jUn. Gold Mines
Vindicator
Iwork ' "

NEW YORK.

Electrolytic

1906. 1907.

18 310 24.404

n'869 24,869
18'361 25,065
18' 37624, 224

il8'476 24.048

Lake.

1906. 1907.

18 419 24,825
18'11625.236
18' 641 25.660]

18688 26.260
18'734 25 0721

LONDON.

1906. 1907.

'^869 106,739

78 147 1
107. 366

81111 106.594
84' 793 98.625
84'867 102.375

3
i%
5Ji

47
30
40
6

3%
21

August 18.38U

September 19.033

October ...121.203

November. 121.833

December, 22.886

Year..... 19.278

18,356
15 , 565
13.169

18 706 19.255
19' 328 16 047

21 72213.661

22 398|

23 350

19.616

83 864

87 831

1

97 2691

100 270
105.226

87,282

79.679
68.375
60.717

SLsr^rSlir;?^
Electrolytic Is

London, pounds

sterling, per

ERAGE PRICEOFTINATNEWYOKK

New Dividends

Company.
Pay-
able.

Rate. Amt.

Am Smelters A Pec.

N, V. ISDfSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem.
Am. Smelt, k Bef
AH. 9m.* Ref-.pf.
BMblebem Steel..
(• >lo. Fuel * Iron.
Federal M.k 8., pt.

later. Salt
Sillonal Lead ..

National Lea<l.pf
I'lttabiirg i;oal ...

Republic 1. k 8. ..

K)publlcl.ll8.,pf
sines-Shoffleld—
standard Oil

Tenn. C. k I

f. 9. Bed. k Bef.

f. 8. Steel
I' 8. Steel, pf .

V*. Cor. Chem— 1

Vo. I. Coal k Coke

12

•Ex. Dlv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB

r.ii

3>u
402

UK
84H
16X

Abmeek
Ariz. Com
Block Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
iMaJestlc
Raven
sbawmut
Superior
.Superior fc Pitts

Troy Man

4X

Am. Smelters B
Am. Zinc, Lead i; Smg..
Batopllas
Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Camp Bird
Doe Kun
Gold field Con
Kendall
Leblgh C. & Nav
Mexican Lead, pfd

Newbouse
New River Coal, pid

Penn. Steel, pfd

Rio Tlnto, com
RloTlnto, pfd
Tezulllan
U. 8. C. I. Pipe k Fdy., com
U 8. C. I. Pipe k Fdy., pfd .

'

u'. S. Smg., Ref. * Mg., com
U. S. Smg., Bef. & Mg., pfd..

U. S. Steel Corp., com
U.S. Steel Corp., pfd

Warwick I. & 8

Dec
Nov. 11

Doc. 31
i

Nov. 4!

Nov. 21

Nov. 15l

Nov. 15

Nov. 23

Nov. 27

Nov. 1

Nov. 20

Nov. 1

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Doc.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov. 30'

I Nov. 16

2*1,60
2 1.25

I

ll 0.50
ill 0.12i
i\ 0.60
21 0.24
15! 0.50

0.10
0.02
2 00

1 3 .50

0.50
l! 1.60
1 3,50
l! 60
1(51.40

2 OO
1 00
1.76

0.87J
0.87)

30'i 0,60
1.75

30

$2.15,000

375,000
40,000

i 66,250
120,000
196,800

! 29,631
! 500,000

1 10,000

i 693,802
43,750
300,000

I 56,426

;
588,749
375,000
4,21.1,000

20.000
126,000
218,760
304,646
666,250
2,461,513

6,305,497

43,674

Month. 1906. 1907.

,'87.275

,|40,606
July. ..

August...
, „ ,,„

September 140,616

October ...42,852

November .42.906

December. 142. 750

41.091
37.667
36.689
32.620

Av. year 39.819

cents per nound.

^XverageTrice^oF^ad

New York. 1

London.

Month.

January
February—
March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September..
October
November..
December

1906.

5.6001

5 464
5 350!

6 404
5 685
5 750'

6.760
6.750
5.760
5.750
6.750
5 900

1
1907. 1906. 1907 .

6 OOo'ie, 850 19.828

6 000 16,4)31 19.631

6000 16,922 19,703

e'oOO 15 969ll9.975

e'.OOO 16,725jl9.688

5 760 16.813 20.188

6 288:16.525 20.350

6 250 17.109 19.063

i 813 18.266 19.776

4.76019 350 18.631
..Il9 281

19.609

Assessments

New 'i'ork, cents per

pounds sterling per long ton
pound. London^

LONDON Nov,

Name of Com.t Clg.

ST. LOUIS

N. of Com. High., Low.

Adams
Am. Nettle
cjnter Cr"*
Cent. C. k C.

C.C. k C. pd
Cent. OU...
C'Mumbla..
on. Coal..
Dje Run...
Oro. Blmet.
8(. Joe

30 .251

04 03

2.00 1.7.'.

«6,(n 64.00

76.00 74,00

106.00 ilO.OO

3 OO 2_nn

27 •

l.»i •

Ipoiores
IStratton'sInd.
Camp Bird....

lEsperanza—
Tomboy
lEl oro
lorovUle
Somera
irtah Apex....
Arlx.Cop.,pfd.
vrU.Cop.,def..

£0 20s Od
3 U

016 9

112 U

1 6 3

1 1 3
014

Company.

Best k Belcher, Nev.

Bonanza Con., I tab.

Con. Imperial, Nov.

Del Monte, Cal

Emerald, Utah
Exchequer, Nev Oct.

Helios, Cal
Imlay
Julia ..•••

Little Chief, Utah
Mexican, Nev
Mt. Dell. Utah

Oil 3

Cabled through Hay-

It .OOi 13.00. |dcn, Btone k Co., N. T.

New Bed Wing, Utah Oct.

Penn. Con., Cal
ProvldentOllMg.,Ca.
Scg.Belc. & Midas, C.

Scorpion. Nev.......
Sleeping Beauty.cal
Stansbury, Utah....

Union Con
Wolverine k Ariz., A,

"^:^iSI5E"pRICE0F SPELTER

St. Louis. Ijondon.

1
1906. 1

1907.

6 582128,226 27.126^

6 664 25,844 25.5B8

6687124, 663 26,094

6'636,25 781 25,900

n'291127 00026.663

f,'269'27 72824.469

6 9'22 26 800 23.850

5,561 '26, 9:» 21.969

6 ORl. 27 663 21.060

6 2H0 '28 075 21.781
'27 781

27 .938

27.02o|

per pound.

LoSS^^n-^s^st^X^^^l^ngJoa
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Dredging Beach Gravel Deposits Near Nome
Unequally Frozen Ground Is the Chief Obstacle in Handling

the Material in the Beds of the Three Beach Levels

BY JOHN POWER HUTCHINS^^^

The discovery of the rich bc;ich de-

posits near Nome led to a great many at-

tempts to use machinery for the wori<

that was done by hand. There were
many features that encouraged attempts

of this kind, among tlic most inllucntial

being the lack of a gravity water supply.

Pumps were used to supply water at a

sufficient hight to allow grade for the

sluices and dump for the tailing. Usually

seawater was thus elevated and used in

sluicing. Inasmucli as it was necessary

result. The ordinary small sluice about

12 in. wide was generally used with pole

riffles and quicksilver. It was soon ob-

served that the pumping and sluicing

plant could not be readily moved and
• that tliere was a large loss of fine gold

from the sluices.

Hand methods of excavating were also

observed to be slow and costly, and much
of the material was below sea level.

Numerous attempts were made to over-

crme these disadvantages and many de-

dredging operations ni .N^irth America
and the inexperienced men who flocked to

Nome knew little of these operations and
could, therefore, not appreciate the

necessity of installing heavy, powerful,

and expensive machinery to work the

seemingly loose, fine gravel generally

found on Seward peninsula. They made
the same mistakes made elsewhere in

North America in early dredging opera-

tions. Another cause of failure was a

common ignorance of the difficulty of

1
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tti have an immobile pumpinj; |)lant which
in requiring considerable macliinery and
attention was expensive and generally

supplied more water than was needed to

treat the material that could be excavated

by hand, it was thought wise to have all

the work done by machinery and have

it all on one movable unit. This, it was al-

so thought, would make it possible to get

3 better coordination between excavating

and other operations. It was also be-

lieved that a lower operating cost would

•Consulting mlnlnc enplnpor. .52 npoadwny,
Npw York.
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vices incorpt)rating a great array and

variety of appliances for excavating,

transporting, sluicing and wasting the

beach deposits by machinery were tried.

All sorts of dredges were installed, many
of them of considerable ingenuity, but

like dry excavators they lacked sufficient

mobility. Each storm wrecked many and

among them all there was not one un-

qualified success.

Attempts were also made to dredge

the stream beds, notably those of Solo-

mon river and Bourbon creek. Up to this

time there had been few successful

handling frozen ground. Another impor-

tant circumstance that was not appreciated

was the great vertical concentration in a

large proportion of the gold occurring

near, on and in bedrock. None of the.

early dredge operators attached sufficient

weight to this feature and most of the

excavating devices were notably deficient

in power and strength and were thus un-

able to dig bedrock.

Drill prospecting as a means of investi-

gating low lying areas of stream beds

where loose gravel and a large content of

water make it aliuost impossible to sink
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shafts to bedrock had not become gener-

ally known. In consequence there was
little knowledge of the material which

was to be worked, and unsuitable ma-
chinery was generally installed although,

as subsequent developments have proved,

the equipment was in several cases lo-

cated on rich ground.

Types of EIarly Dredges

The many varieties of dredges that were

installed would make an interesting collec-

tion. Steam shovels on wheels, steam

shovels on barges, steam shovels on stern

wheel steamers, steam shovels on skids

with the screening and sluicing apparatus

on the same or separate cars, platforms or

barges, were among the arrangements em-
ployed ; also bucket excavators on wheels,

bucket excavators on barges, bucket ex-

cavators on skids with the screening and
sluicing apparatus on the same or sep-

arate cars, platforms or barges. Cen-

trifugal pump dredges were tried in a

number of cases, particularly on the beach

where the sand and fine gravel seem
particularly unsuitable for working in this

way. All of the mechanical excavators

used on the beach were failures.

It is likely that the beach near Nome
will be reworked and with successful ma-
chines. There are no insurmountable ob-

stacles to the operation of properly de-

signed machinery which in addition to

havintr this feature must be such as not

to be damaged by storms. A considerable

gold content, due to wasteful excavating

and sluicing methods and to the general

crudencss of all mining at Nome in the

early days, make it seem certain that the

beach will be reworked with great suc-

cess. It will probably require separate

excavating devices of great mobility to

permit rapid movement as the shallow

material is removed and so as to permit

retreat to a place of safety above the

breakers in the event of sudden storms.

The screening and sluicing plants can

be located on the tundra flats immediate-

ly adjacent to the beach and need not

be moved except on occasion when the

exigencies of exhaustion of dump or too

great' distance from the excavating ma-
chinery demand. Much care will be needed

in treating the material to insure re-

covery of the gold which has been re-

duced by wave action to a very fine con-

dition. This will demand a large sluic-

ing area and special devices whose de-

sign and operation can be determined

only by experience. It has been esti-

mated that only about 50 per cent, of

• the beach gold has been recovered from

the ground that has been worked. It is

certain that there is a large amount of

gold still in the beach deposit, but it

will not be easy to save it unless much

skill is exercised in designing and operat-

ing devices used in sluicing.

Beach Deposits

The Nome beach is one of the most im-

portant of the dredging possibilities of

Seward peninsula, and the peninsula pre-

sents several kinds of dredging ground.

There are the several deposits at different

elevations resulting from the uplift of

the coastal region near Nome in con-

junction with the transport of auriferous

material to these beaches from the higher

areas back of Nome by stream action.

There are also the deposits in the beds

of streams and in their flood plains ; al-

so a number of deposits thought to have

resulted from the action of ice in the

form of glaciers ..nd icebergs. These

have not been dcliminated particularly

and their modes of deposition are rather

of geologic than of economic interest, al-

though they are of importance as areas

for future successful operation when

proper means for working them shall have

been evolved.

These deposits are of great importance

not only by reason of their richness but

also because they possess dredging pos-

sibilities of considerable scope. About

50 per cent, of the gold product of Se-

ward peninsula is from the second and

third beaches. There are three beach

lines at Nome. The first is the present

beach ; the second is about yj ft. and the

third 79 ft. higher than the first beach

;

the two higher beaches lying, the one

about three-fourths mile and the other

about five miles behind the present wave
line.

The first beach is a typical beach con-

taining sand, fine and coarse shingle, sub-

angular and rounded gravel, and a few
large boulders. The large boulders are

the most unusual feature and they prob-

ably owe their present location to trans-

port by ice. They are generally found
on or near the surface. Strata of clay

are sometimes found, and, in some in-

stances, concentration of gold upon them
has been suflScient to justify working
with the clay as a bottom.

The gold occurs irregularly through the

gravel section and it may be found in

concentrated form at any depth in the

gravel and sand composing the deposit;

but gold is not found in the muck or
other vegetable soil that caps the gravel
and sand. This .vegetable matter is com-
monly called tundra and it is composed
of the decomposition products of moss
and grass intermixed and interbedded
with sand and ice in varying proportions.

Sometimes the ice is pure and clean

;

again it is encountered in such form as

to make it seem as if it were the result of

the freezing of gritty, muddy water. The
tundra and underlying gravel are general-

ly frozen, though there are areas that

show no frost, seemingly because of the

circulation of warm underground water

from springs. This circumstance has been

observed in several drifting operations

and has been a source of great difficulty

and expense, for when the ground is not

frozen, close timbering and pumping are

necessary, and the material encountered

becomes running ground. The presence of

a growth of willows is supposed to in-

dicate unfrozen ground. This sign is not

infallible ; in many instances merely sup-

erficially unfrozen ground has been found

beneath the willows. The occurrence of

unfrozen ground on Seward peninsula,

as in the interior at the Tanana and the

Klondike districts, is irregular and its

presence is difficult to explain. In gener-

al the beds of large streams are not

frozen though frozen areas are encoun-

tered in them.

Tundra Gravel

It has been said, after rather exten-

sive investigation by drilling, that part of

the tundra deposits back of Nome be-

tween Cape Rodney and Cape Nome con-

tains gold in sufficient quantity to make
dredging very profitable should it be pos-

sible to thaw the material cheaply. This

seems to be the problem, a seemingly in-

surmountable one when considered from

the present economic point of view. Much
thought has been devoted to the removal

of this difficulty.

It is claimed that the capping of moss

and muck can be ground-sluiced away and

that the underlying gravel will then thaw

to bedrock, but no work has been done

that makes such a conclusion safe. To be

sure in numerous cases muck has been

sluiced off and the underlying gravel

when shallow, say not more than 12 ft.

in depth, has thawed to bedrock; but in

no case. has material of a depth of 50

ft. thawed progressively for several years

after the surface muck had been sluiced.

Experience has shown that the only thaw-

ing that occurs is a seasonal one, and

that during the subsequent winter, ma-

terial which thawed during the summer

is frozen solidly again.

Much material on the high benches in

Klondike has been observed to freeze in

this manner where the conditions were

favorable to thawing. The gravel was

on a sunny exposure and where the early

snow fall covered the gravel and pro-

tected it from low temperatures; and the

gravel was well drained. It was thought

that some of the freezing was from be-

low, the frozen material underneath ab-

sorbing the heat that the sun and air sup-

plied in summer.

It is also supposed that draining the

tundra by deep cuts will result in thaw-

ing. Were it possible to drain the tundra,

such procedure might have beneficial re-

sults ; but this belief must be questioned

when it is recalled that some of the bed-

rock is below sea level (most of it is

little if any above sea level) and that

perfectly drained deposits that have been

honeycombed by drifting are still solidly

frozen after several years, also that

gravel without muck overburden and well

drained is frozen. The average yearly

temperature for Nome is considerably be-
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low freezing, so that any other than the

seasonal superficial thawing is not likely

to occur.

It has been suggested that, after strip-

ping the muck overburden and allowing

seasonal thawing to occur, flooding the

underlying gravel in the fall to protect

it from the cold and exposing it to th«

sun and air in summer for several years

in succession would result in complete

thawing to bedrock. This suggestion does

not take into account the circumstance

that seasonally thawed material seems to

freeze from beneath as if the temperature

of the deep material were enough below

freezing to abstract the heat accumulated

in summer. Here is an opportunity for

an extremely interesting investigation of

the temperature at various depths in the

frozen material of the Northern placers.

It is not unlikely that it would show tem-

perature lower than 32 deg. F. and pos-

sibly it would show the way to finding

a method for successfully dredging im-

mense volumes of auriferous material

now valueless as dredging ground be-

cause it is frozen and of too low grade

to be drifted.

Between the present beach and the hills

back of Nome there is a gently sloping

area that begins, above high water mark.

It attains an elevation of about 150 ft.

at the surface of the ground back of

Little creek, where the gravel deposit of

the third beach is supposed to end. This

area is colloquially called the tundra from

the peculiar growth of arctic moss which

overlies it. The gravel of this area is

called tundra gravel. It seems to have

been formed during periods intermediate

between those in which the rich deposits

of the second and third beaches were laid

down and concentrated.

Fred H. Moffitt, in Bulletin 314 of the

United States Geological Survey, p. 136,

says: "These old beaches indicate periods

of temporary stability in an intermittently

advancing or retreating coast line. It is

evident that if a sea floor gently sloping

away from the land were gradually and

uniformly raised, the beach line if affected

by elevation only would slowly move sea-

ward, and that the beach deposits would

be continuous from the time when eleva-

tion began till it ended. Such does not

appear to have been the case on the Nome
tundra. The coast was not raised uni-

formly. Nor arc the tundra deposits

due to the work of the sea alone; rivers

and ocean both took part."

Stre.\m Gravel

The stream gravels Of Seward penin-

sula are similar to those of recent stream

deposits elsewhere; as in them, the bould-

ers are generally sub-angular. There are

no exceptional occurrences except those

due to the frigid climate. While material

in the stream beds is generally unfrozen,

superficial frost penetrates each winter

to a depth of 6 to 12 ft. or more. This
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does not leave the ground in some places

until about August 15 or even later and

it is a great hindrance to dredging opera-

tions. Frozen areas are often encoun-

tered in the stream beds and these cannot

be anticipated by any superficial discov-

eries. When such zones are met in dredging

they are a source of great difficulty. An

important part of dredging procedure at

present in the far North is to locate and

avoid frozen zones. Drills ai-e used to

dcliminate the frozen areas and the holes

nuist be drilled close together. Stream

gravel is more easily thawed than gravel

having a muck overburden or content.

No steam thawing of magnitude for

dredging has been conducted on Seward

peninsula; frozen ground is left untreated.

E.\perience in Klondike, where steam

thawing has been tried on a large scale

to prepare partly frozen ground for

dredging, has shown a cost of more than

25c. per cu.yd. ; where it was frozen it

greater degree about 40c. per cu.yd. was

edge of which should prove helpful to

anyone dredging in a cold climate.

Alfred H. Brooks, of the United States

Geological Survey, has on several occa-

sions called attention to the occurrence

of gold near the limestone and mica-

schist contacts. Dredging in the streams

of Seward peninsula is being conducted

where limestone is encountered as a bed-

rock and as dikes in the mica-schist. It

is rough and hard to excavate. In one in-

stance in dredging gravel about 15 ft.

deep a dike of limestone approximately 6

ft. thick projected about 12 ft. above the

general bedrock level. It was neccessary

to dig through this dike, for drilling had

not revealed its presence and its occur-

rence was quite unexpected. Any large

number of such dikes would be fatal to a

dredging enterprise. Large limestone

boulders which have been detached from

the dikes are encountered rather frequent-

ly. The schist bedrock is often excavated

in slabs too large to pass over the screen

wherever they arc available, for it has

been demonstrated that it is usually cheap-

er and more satisfactory to use them

than to sink shafts even where a frozen

condition makes it unnecessary to use

pumps and timbers.

The cost of drilling is gcncTally lower

than that for shaft sinking. It costs

from $50 to $75 per day to operate a

steam drill and rapid progress may be

made, particularly where deep frozen

ground is drilled and no drive-pipe, ex-

cept enough to case the superficially un-

frozen material, is used. When deep

ground is tested there are fewer moves to

be made and there is consequently small

loss of time. More than 50 ft. per day

of 10 hours is often made when drilling

holes close together in deep frozen

ground. Drilling the shallow, loose un-

frozen gravel of the stream beds can

generally be conducted at a rapid rate.

for the boulders are usually small and of

comparatively soft material. Moving in

UKElJOE .M WOKK

the cost. This work was done in material

less than 20 ft. deep. Where deep gravel

or gravel composed of hard coarse bould-

ers is frozen solidly, it is impossible to

drive steam points to the required depths.

At present the status of the frozen

ground problem is discouraging. Work

has been carried on only where a re-

markably high gold content permitted a

heavy expenditure for steam thawing.

None of the proposed means for thawing,

by stripping the muck, draining, or other-

wise, have been proved effective for other

than shallow material ; nor do they offer

much in the way of promise.

As a suggestion to the dredgemen of

the North the work at Ruby, Mont.,

where dredging is carried on all winter

with minimum temperatures of 25 deg. F.,

described recently in the Jolrn.xl, may be

noted. The operators have there com

bated conditions which, while much less

rigorous than those of the far North,

are severe enough to have called for in-

genious devices and maniiml.itioM, knowl-

likKIiCIXG GROUKU

and up the stacker; they must, therefore,

be removed by a man whose time is large-

ly consumed in this way.

Methods of Prospecting

The use of drills has facilitated the in-

vestigation of the placers of Seward pen-

insula like the others of the far North.

In the first investigations the shaft meth-

od was used. This method is well adapted

to the work of testing placers where

they are frozen, for usually no pumping

or timbering is needed. When unfrozen

material is encountered pumping and tim-

bering are necessary and these are un-

usually expensive in these regions, for

there is little timber available for fuel and

mine supports. Gas engine drills have

generally been used of late. They were

first introduced to test ground so wet and

loose as to be difficult of investigation 6y

the shaft method. Soon a general realiza-

tion of their advantages in prospecting all

kinds of alluvion resulted in their use on

frozen areas also. Now they are used

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

stream beds is usually easy and the moves

are not long, for holes must be drilled

comparatively close together- to delimi-

nate the generally irregular pay streaks

and the frozen areas. The cost for such

drilling is often no more than $2 per ft.

This low figure is surprising to those

familiar with the cost of drilling in the

United States.

The chief difficulties of drilling are due

especially to the necessity of moving the

heavy steam apparatus over the soft sur-

faces encountered everywhere in the far

North except in tlie stream beds. The

surface is covered with a moss which is

always saturated with the water that

comes to the surface of the underlying

soil as it thaws; even on sloping ground

this surface covering is invariably wet.

Corduroy of some sort must always be

used. Cleated planks which are so heavy

as to require a horse to drag them from

behind to a point ahead of the drill as it

advances are generally used. Fuel re-

quires hauling usually over the soft sur-
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face, and costs $25 or more per ton. In

one drill investigation coal cost $120 per

ton. Sufficient seepage water can gener-

ally be collected on the ground. A man

and team cost $20 or more per day. Re-

pairs for wear and tear are costly, for

machine shops are generally inaccessible

and their charges are high. Supplies are

also expensive.

Variations of Usual Practice

There is one hand drill that is particu-

larly well adapted for use in the far

North. It is light and mobile and if nec-

essary can be transported on the backs

drive-pipes, and such work has been done

cheaply; but all results of drilling with-

out the use of a drive-pipe are unreliable.

It is cheaper not to use the pipe in ground

that will stand; and this is the reason for

the vogue of this method ; but it is bad

practice unless only information of a gen-

eral character is desired. Material from

the sides of a hole in frozen ground

thaws by contact with the water that is

thrown into the hole and falls to the bot-

tom. Thus material from the upper part

of the gravel section may be collected

with that taken from a greater depth. As

in other places where drilling has been

LAVING BEDROCK DRAIN I-ROM SEA TO THIRD liEACII I.INE, BOURnoN CREEK

of men. When sectionalized for trans-

port the heaviest part weighs only 75 lb.

;

the total weight when equipped to drill

75 ft. is about 1000 lb. It requires no

fuel, little water and few repairs, and can

be operated by four or five men and a

small horse or several dogs. Drilling

can generally be done on Seward penin-

sula with this device at a lower cost per

foot than with a steam drill. The more

inaccessible the area to be tested, the

greater will be the difference in favor of

the hand drill.

Much drilling has been done in frozen

ground with steam drills without using

conducted, there is a tendency to sacrifice

accuracy to speed and this tendency is

stronger in the far North where the cost

of steam drilling, when properly con-

ducted, is generally extremely high. Drill-

ing without casing is always bad practice

when exact and detailed information is

desired.

Drilling can often be conducted in win-

ter to better advantage than in summer,

for the soft surfaces are then frozen

and it is easier to move the heavy steam

drills. The beds of streams which in sum-

mer can be investigated only by floating

the drill on a barge, can after the streams

have frozen be worked with the drill rest-

ing on the ice. When hand drills are used

this point is immaterial, for considera-

tions, of mobility then have little weight.

Operations on Seward Peninsula

To chronicle the history of all the

dredging operations that have been at-

tempted on Seward peninsula would be to

record a long list of failures with few

successes. The account would be similar

to that of all early dredging operations

in any placer district. This does not mean
lliat there are no good dredging possibil-

ities; when one pauses to remember that

only one first-class dredge has been in-

stalled on ground that had been properly

prospected it is not remarkable that there

have been so many failures. The success

of this dredge is worthy of note. It is

probable that with the same care in in-

vestigating, designing, construction and

operation, other areas may yield similar

favorable results.

This dredge is operating on Solomon

river. It has close-connected buckets of 5

cu.ft. capacity, weighing about 1200 lb.

each. Two boilers, 80 h.p. each, furnish

steam to non-condensing engines. The
dredge was designed so as to permit

changing to electric power generated by

water and so several cheap and uneco-

nomical engines were used. From 10 to

15 tons of coal, at about $20 per ton, are

used per 24 hours, the amount varying

with the character of the material ex-

cavated and the conditions of the boilers,

which foul quickly when fed with water

from the dredge pond. -In the first opera-

tions each year when it is necessary to

e.Kcavate through about 6 to 8 ft. of sup-

erficial frost, the total gravel section be-

ing about 12 to 18 ft., about 33 1/3 per

cent, more fuel is used than when the en-

tire section has thawed. From June 4 to

October 10 of 1906, the dredge is said to

have dug 21 acres of ground averaging

about 12 ft. in depth or about 3000 cu. yd.

per day. A rubber belt stacker, housed

with canvas in cold weather, is used. Much
dfficulty is encountered each year during

the spring breakup. The dredge has been

caught in the ice and held fast and has

been flooded by rising water. Winchmen
work in eight-hour shifts at $5 per shift

and board. The engineers and firemen

work 12-hour shifts. The material ex-

cavated is 23 ft. at the deepest point dug

thus far and consists of a fine sub-angular

free stream gravel resting upon an un-

dulating bedrock of mica-schist which is

crossed by belts of rough limestone.

These limestone belts make excavation

difficult and slow; where they occur in

large numbers they seriously reduce the

dredge's capacity.

Few large boulders are encountered ex-

cept when working on limestone bed-

rock where at times large slabs clog the

buckets, hopper, screen, and conveyer and

lead to loss of time. Frozen ground is
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generally encountered in an irregular way
and its location can, therefore, not be

predicted with certainty. A steam drill

is kept constantly at work, ahead of the

dredge, in part to deliniinate the frozen

gravel zones which are then avoided in

dredging. Superficially frozen gravel is

encountered each spring when operations

are begun. This varies in depth to a max-
imum of about 12 ft. and it does not thaw

completely until about 75 days after oper-

ations are begun, that is, about August

15. This frozen gravel is a great obstacle

to rapid dredging and is also the cause

of heavy wear and tear on the excavating

machinery.

In dredging in the far North as a rule,

the dredge is thoroughly repaired eacfr

fall after shutting down for the season,

and is thus able to begin operation in the

spring in the best condition. This practice

reduces the time lost during the working

season and results in a larger average

daily capacity. The problem of handling

frozen gravel remains to be solved. The

operating cost is not known exactly but

it is probably not much below 20c. per cu.

yd. when the dredge handles 3000 cu. yd.

per 24 hours.

Dredging on Bourbon Creek

Several unsuccessful attempts have

been made to work the gravel of Bourbon
creek with mechanical excavators of

various types mounted on cars. A dredge

with 9-cu.ft. close-connected buckets,

weighing about 2800 lb. each, is now be-

ing installed there. It is designed to ex-

cavate about 40 ft. below water line, and

will be electrically operated from a cen-

tral generating plant which has three 150-

h.p. water-tube boilers burning California

petroleum and furnishing steam to two

turbine-driven generators each of 750 h.p.

This large capacity was selected to sup-

ply power for other dredges. The tur-

bines are of such capacity that one is suf-

ficient to do all the work in case of ac-

cident or repairs to the other.

The stream gravel and adjacent tundra

deposits are to be dredged ; the holdings

are said to include 30,000,000 cu. yd. of

material. About 40 per cent, of this is

said to be frozen, according to the drilling

tests. It is expected that this frozen

ground can be thawed by stripping the

overburden (by ground sluicing) and by

ground sluicing cuts to drain it and to

give large thawing surfaces. Progressive

yearly thawing is hoped to result, a pro-

cess which it is said will require a number
of years.

The Steel Rail Question

The use of a cheap and efficient strain-

ing device for removing water, minute

metallic particles, dust and similar for-

eign matter from lubricating oil which

has been used once, will result in very

considerable saving in oil bills, as oil

thus cleaned is entirely suitable for use

again.

At the recent meeting of the American
Railway Association the committee on
standard rail sections presented a report,

the conclusions of which are summed up
as follows

:

Chemistry

"In the matter of chemistry specifica-

tions for bessemer rails, there is a strong

desire on the part of the railroad mem-
bers to specify a lower phosphorus con-

tent than has been generally accepted in

recent years; but the testimony of the

manufacturers was to the effect that the

available supply of low-phosphorus ores

would make it impossible to manufacture
more than a small percentage of the total

rail requirements of the country to a

maximum phosphorus limit less than o.io,

and the manufacturers, on this account,

unanimously object to the incorporation in

the bessemer-rail specifications of anything

suggesting the adoption of 0.085 phos-

phorus.

"There was a desire on the part of the

railroad members to arrange for a greater

discard, and a strong disposition to insist

upon a uniform minimum percentage.

The manufacturers, however, presented

considerable evidence which tended to

show that a fixed minimum percentage re-

quirement would be not only unfair but

unscientific, claiming that the extent of

piping and segregation is influenced by the

size of the ingot, the rate of pouring into

the mold, and other details of mill prac-

tice.

"The joint committee finally agreed un-

animously upon two distinct types, that

they could recommend for adoption, both

of which were designed in accordance

with the cardinal principles enunciated by

the subcommittee.

Increased Weight of Section

"With regard to weight of section, the

subcommittee presents sections running

under 120 lb. per yard in weight. It should

be remembered that probably not 3 per

cent, of the total main-track mileage of the

country is laid with rails weighing more
than 90 lb. per yard, while there are many
thousands of miles of track on first-class

lines, where the heaviest engines are used,

wMth rail weights ranging from 70 to 85

lb. per yard ; also that it is a generally

expressed opinion of railroad men that the

older rails of the lighter sections are giv-

ing more satisfactory service.

"In the light of this experience, railroad

men have naturally hesitated to order rails

of heavier section, and it is this experi-

ence also that is responsible for the pre-

valent feeling among railroad men that

modern mill practices are at the bottom of

their difficulties.

"On the other hand, the manufacturers

claim that this charge has not been proven,

for the reason that statistics as to com-
parative wear have not always included

carefully compiled statistics as to tonnage
and other conditions, and that reports of

breakages and failures arc not to be de-

pended upon, because of the lack of uni-

form nomenclature among trackmen of

different roads. This latter criticism as to

statistics your committee feels is well

grounded.

"The question of specifications for open-

hearth rails was not reached by the sub-

committee, but will be taken up later."

The Minority Report

Julius Kruttschnitt, director of main-
tenance and operation of the Union Pacific

Railroad, signed the minority report,

which called for 0.085 phosphorus and a

fixed minimum of discard. He took up
first the increase in rail breakages, which
he claims has been due to three principal

causes: I. Improper chemical composition,

due either to improper specifications or to

segregation. 2. Insufficient discard, caus-

ing concealed defects, which result in

breaks in service, sometimes with, but

frequently without, warning. 3. Too
great haste in manufacturing of rails,

which are finished at too high tempera-

tures, due partly to faulty distribution of

material in cross sections and partly to

improper manipulation or work on the

head in the rolls. On sections Mr. Krutt-

schnitt's report took this position

:

"Your committee has been convinced by

the fnanufacturers that a change in th'

sections whereby the metal would be

more equally distributed between the base

and the head, thereby allowing rolling tc

be done at a lower temperature, would be

beneficial. Two sets of sections are sub-

mitted herewith and recommended for

adoption, our preference being strongly

for those in designing which great weight

was given to the consideration of the rail

as a girder and its function to distribute

a load over a number of supports. To
do this efficiently it must be stiff; that is.

deep. These sections have high moments
of inertia, and for the same weights are

much stiffer, admit of very much stiflfer

splice bars, and will therefore make
smoother riding track than the other sec-

Reports on Broken Rails

The convention gave practical effect to

the portion of the majority report, relat-

ing to the shortcomings of statistics of

broken rails as now collected. The un-

reliability of many reports of rail break-

ages was granted, and the convention

adopted a uniform and thorough-going

form of report on broken rails calling for

full details.

A blast furnace record has been made
bv Carrie No. 3 of the Carnegie Steel

Company, at Rankin, Penn. The furnace

ran over six years and made 1,132,739

tons of pig iron without re-lining. It

was blown out for repairs late in Sep-

tember.
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Copper in Northern Arizona

By Robert B. Brinsmade*

The country north of the Grand canon

in Arizona has hitherto been more inter-

esting to the geographer and the geologist

than to the miner. Aside from the coal

IhmIs, which are everywhere a feature of

the intermountain Cretaceous formation,

the whole area is singularly poor in valu-

able minerals as compared with the sur-

rounding country. The copper mines here

described are situated on the Kaibab

plateau, or Buckskin mountain, which lies

just north of the great southern loop of

the Colorado river as shown on the ac-

companying map.

Orebodies

The copper ore lies near the surface of

the plateau in a layer of cherty sandstone

of the Upper Carboniferous and, though

one or two shipments have been made

from prospects on the rim of the Grand

caiion nearly opposite the El Tovar hotel,

the principal work has been done at the

northern end of the plateau near Jacob's

lake. The ore is found in runs along shal-

low gash veins ; in the veins it sometimes

reaches a depth of 30 ft. below the sur-

face, but the base of the runs is seldom

over 10 ft. deep. The minerals are

malachite, azurite, chrysocolla, a little

limonite, a trace of calcite and the balance

silica. The ore lies in certain layers

which are porous enough for the copper

solutions to penetrate. These are 2 to

4 ft. thick, and at vertical intervals of

several feet when several layers occur in

one run. The largest run observed was

600 ft. long and 50 to 100 ft. wide, with a

total thickness of 4 to 8 ft. of ore, carry-

ing about 6 per cent, copper.

The ore sandstone, though now on the

surface, was originally covered by many
thousand feet of Permian and Mesozoic

strata, and it is likely that the copper came

from descending waters carrying the

leachings of the Triassic sandstone above.

At various localities on the Arizona

plateau are found the Triassic copper

ores. The nearest locality to Jacobs' lake

is at Paria, 40 miles to the northwest,

v.here pockets of chalcocite were found by

replacement of vegetable growth and are

now partly oxidized.

Until recently it was thought by many
that these deposits occurred as a con-

tinuous bed over the whole district. The

same delusion has been industriously ad-

vertised by various promoters of the Tri-

assic sandstone deposits to the frequent

great loss of lamblike investors. In this

district the early prospectors encouraged

the belief, for they dug their trenches and

pits only where there was ore. These

wily deceivers avoided digging in barren

places by first testing each proposed ex-

cavation with a churn drill hole which was

easily eflfected on account of the nearness

of the runs to the surface.

Operations in the District

The Petoskey mine was acquired in

1900 by the Petoskey Mining Company
which built a pumpipg station three miles

away on the side of Warm Spring caiion

at a spot where there is a seepage above

an impervious clay layer. This station is

equipped with a small boiler of the loco-

motive type and a Smith-Vaile duplex

steam pump, 7x2x10 in., with outside

packed plungers. The pump forces the

water against 860 ft. head to a large

wooden tank above the mill site adjoining

the mine. A leaching mill was erected to

dissolve the copper in dilute sulphuric

acid and precipitate it with scrap iron ; but,

before the process could be fairly tried,

the plant was destroyed by fire and the

property has since lain idle.

The Coconino Copper Company ac-

(luired the ground adjoining the Petoskey

mine in tqoi. A revcrbcratory furnace was

*MlnlDg «DKlDeer, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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built at the mouth of Warm Spring canon

and water obtained by running a seven-

mile pipe line to the south where there

were springs in the west scarp of the

Kaibab plateau. The smelter, however,

was a failure on account of the highly

silicious nature of the ore. Next a mill

was erected to use the Neill process of

leaching with sulphuric acid and precipi-

tation by sulphurous gas, but an unsatis-

factory product was obtained. Later the,

mill was leased by the Esmeralda Precipi-

tation Company, of Chicago, which experi-

mented for several months without pro-

ductive results. At present the mine and

mill are in the possession of tlie Ruck-

skin Mountain Copper Company which

has renovated the mill with a view to ac-

tive production if the precipitating experi-

ments now being conducted are successful.

The district has always suffered from

its isolated position, Marysvale, 180 miles

away, being the nearest railroad point,

and from the silicious character of

the ore for which a commercially suc-

cessful leaching process has not yet been

developed. Moreover, the limited quantity

of ore available will require that any in-

vestment in plant be moderate in amount.

The climate at the mines is cool and
bracing, for the plateau varies in altitude

from 6500 ft. at the north end to 9500 ft.

near the Grand canon rim. The snow-

fall in winter is plentiful but not enough at

Jacobs' lake to interfere with teaming. The
plateau is covered with an extensive forest

of pine, spruce and aspen, so that timber

for mining is easily obtainable. The area

is part of a United States forest reserve,

and south of the mines will run the fence

inclosing the great game preserve of the

Grand canon.

Mineral Production of New Jersey

The production of iron ore in New
Jersey in 1906, as reported by the State

Geological Survey, was 542,488 long tons.

This was an increase of 41,947 tons over

1905, and the largest reported since 1890.

The iron mines in operation during the

year were tjie Washington and Ahles at

Oxford ; the Mount Hope ; the Hude, at

Stanhope ; the Hurd, Richard and Hoff,

nt Wharton ; the Andover, De Camp,

Upper Wood and Wharton, at Hibernia;

the Dickerson, at Ferromont; and the

Peters, at Ringwood. Development was
carried on at the Teabo and Scrub Oak
mines, but they are not yet producers.

The production of zinc ore in 1906

v.'as 361,330 tons, an increase of 38,268

tons over 1905. This ore was all from
mines of the New Jersey Zinc Company
at Franklin Furnace.

The production of white or crys-

talline limestone in Sussex and Warren
counties in 1906 was 459,927 tons. Two
new quarries were opened during the year.

About IS per cent, of the output was used

in making lime ; less than half the remain-

der in cement works, and the balance for

Ikix in iron and steel furnaces.

Gold Mining in Great Britain

The output of the gold mines in Great

Britain, which are all in Wales, during

1906 was much smaller than for some
years past, being 1871 oz. of bar gold

valued at £6569, obtained from 17,384

tons of ore. In 1905 the output was 5797
oz. of bar gold valued at £21,222, and in

1904 it was 19,655 oz. valued at £73,925.

The year 1904 was the most productive of

modern times. From 1888 to the present

day the production of gold in Wales has

been a regular industry, though the out-

put has fluctuated widely, which goes to

show the patchy nature of the veins. The
low return for 1906 is due to the fact that

the St. Davids mine, near Dolgelley, got

into a zone of rock carrying very low

values.
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The Copper Belt of California—II

Values and Precious Metal Contents o( the Ores of the Copper Belt.

Various Methods of Ore Treatment Tried, and Results Obtained

B Y HERBERT LANG
TtiK SiLi'HiuES i.\ Till-; Belt .Minks

The sulphides represented in the belt

mines are those of iron, copper, zinc and

lead, the last very sparingly. Pyrite

and pyrrhotite are the prevailing minerals,

predominating enormously over all others.

In some mines pyrite forms the bulk of

the ore ; in others pyrrhotite. Without

attempting to generalize, it seems to me
that the northern part of the belt is

characterized by the presence of pyrite,

the southern part by pyrrhotite. In some

mines, the Fresno, for instance, fully 70

per cent, of the whole weight of the

thing the • chalcopyrite is scattered in

small masses through the bulk of the iron

sulphides, and is very noticeable. It ex-

ists simply as a mixture in such cases.

In other localities there is a more intimate

nii.xture, giving rise to a cupriferous

pyrite, as in the Newton, the Dairy Farm,

and other mines, where the two sulphides

are so mingled that a new compound is

produced, which is unmistakable. I do

not know of the existence, on the belt or

elsewhere, of the corresponding cuprifer-

ous pyrrhotite.

The ore of the Copper King mine, the

discovered, from which a few tons of

tolerable lead ore containing 30 to 40 per

cent, lead, with 20 or 30 oz. silver to the

ton, was extracted. In no case known to

me has lead ever been found in these

mines in larger quantities.

Zinc Ores Found

Zinc in the form of sphalerite is abund-

ant in some of the mines, but probably

nowhere in quantity or purity sufficient

to constitute a commercial source of the

metal. In several of the mines it exists

in small quantities, and might perhaps be

A r.KLI' .MINE IN TIIF. rROSPECTING ST.\GK

ore is pyrrhotite, large masses occurring

in which no other mineral is present, ex-

cepting perhaps a trace of chalcopyrite.

The same is true of the Green Mountain,

the Buchanan and the Daulton mines.

On the other hand, there are lenses quite

as exclusively made up of pyrite—such as

the Dairy Farm, the Spenceville, and

others—although I am inclined to believe

that the copper content in these cases

reaches a rather higher percentage. The
copper mineral is chalcopyrite almost ex-

clusively in these sulphide masses, chal-

cocite being totally absent, and bornite

only occasionally reported. .\s a general

•Mining and melallurglcnl engineer. Oak-
Innd. California.

southernmost of the more important belt

mines, consists, mainly at least, of pyrite

intermixed with chalcopyrite, and in a

certain part of the mine a very interest-

ing and undoubtedly novel association

was found. The pyrite is brass-yellow,

and is highly crystallized, sometimes in

crystals of several ounces weight. The
faces of these are convex—so far as I

know- an absolutely unique feature. They
lie in a paste or ground-mass of uncrys-

tallized chalcopyrite, like plums in a pud-

ding.

Lead, in the form of galena, occurs in

the Fresno mine, but not in the main ore-

hodies. .\ small side-vein which enters

the principal lens at the 200-ft. level, was

discovered in all were it looked for care-

fully. In the Satellite mine it was said

to average 5 per cent., while in the ad-

joining mine, called the Borger, the ore

is much richer in zinc, considerable masses

of tolerably pure sphalerite being found.

In certain parts of the Pocahontas mine

the same mineral abounds. The most

interesting occurrence of zinc, however, is

in the so-called Radium mine, whose

unique history is worth recounting. This

mine is in Mariposa county, on the west-

ern verge of the belt. The ore consists

of sphalerite intermingled with barite

and a few subordinate constituents, among
which there is a little galena, a trifling

amount of copper, and precious metals to
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a small amount. The ore deposit con-

sists of a single lens, the greatest thick-

ness as yet e.xposcd being 5 or 6 ft., and

the length probably 200 ft. The country

rock is augitc-porphyrite, and the lens is

surrounded with the customary aureole

of decomposed products, among which

talc schist is the most noticeable. The

ore for the most part is clearly a replace-

ment of the talc schist with the sulphides,

and sometimes can hardly be distin-

guished from the schist. Some of it,

however, is made up almost wholly of

blende and baritc, constituting a heavy,

dense substance, grayish in color. All of

i: possesses some tribo-luniinescencc—the

faculty of giving out light on being

rubbed. For an e.xcellent description of this

remarkable ore, the reader may consult

the columns of the Engineering and

Mining Journal. In the issue of June

23, 1904, Messrs. Eakle and Sharwood,

of the faculty of the University of Cali-

fornia, published their investigation of

samples of blende from this mine, in a

clear and comprehensive monograph.

In the Journal of May 12, 1906, the

matter of tribo-luminescence is treated

editorially. The reader will find in these

two articles about all that is known on

the subject, and the theory up to date.

The Berkeley scientists believe that the

phenomenon arises from the crushing of

minute crystals of sphalerite.

The Radium Mine

As to the Radium mine itself, the

owners, acting under the impression that

the light-giving properties were due to

radium, shipped a quantity of the ore to

some metallurgical center in the east, and

were greatly disappointed, no doubt, to

get negative returns. Science denied the

existence in their ore either of radium,

or of the supposed parent of radium,

which is uranium. But, said the owners,

science is fallible, and the last word re-

mains to be said. Meanwhile curative

properties had been discovered. If the

crushed and powdered ore were ap-

plied to rheumatic joints, or to almost

any aching surface, relief, temporary or

even permanent, ensued. Such a remedy
needs to be known ; a company
composed mostly of medical gentle-

men, was formed, the Greek name
".•\posozein," which, I am told, means re-

lief from pain, was given to the new cor-

poration, and work, which in this case

meant the bottling-up of small fragments

of ore and selling each bottle for a dollar,

was at once entered upon, but did not

last. Either all the rheumatic patients

were cured, or else some more potent or

popular remedy was discovered ; in any
case the working of the mine has ceased,

and the activity there is confined to the

search for curiosities by the casual way-
farer.

Arsenic in the form of arsenopyrite is

'!iet with in a few mines, the Great
northern in particular, but in ncRlisible

quantities. Antimony is contained in one

property, the Irish Hill mine, near lone,

in considerable amounts, and might per-

haps be recovered commercially and.

profitably. I do not know of its existence

elsewhere in the belt mines.

Gold in the Ores

Although the values in most cases are

found in the heavy massive sulphide

bodies for the most part, there are sev-

eral deposits of what may be styled con-

centrating ores, consisting of dissem-

inated sulphides in a gangue of altered

country, or more commonly of altered

dike material. It appears that such dis-

seminated ores arc found mostly on the

western side of the belt, and particularly

about the central portion, and in the re-

gion of augitic porphyrite. Of this the

Olsen mine, not far from the Tuolumne

river, is a case in point. A portion of the

ore of that mine consists of a light-

colored and even chalky appearing de-

composition product of some aluminous

rock which has been decomposed, pre-

sumably by the agency of the mineral-

bearing waters, and now contains grains

and crystals of pyrite and perhaps other

sulphides, which carry gold. The same is

true of the Woods mine, in Mariposa

county, which, like the Olsen, has been

worked as a gold mine. But the most

conspicuous example of this kind of de-

posit is afforded by the Valley View mine,

in Placer county, not far from Lincoln.

The peculiar decomposition product here

has proved so rich in gold that mills were

run for years upon it. The gold, which

is free, is susceptible of amalgamation,

and was handled with profit for a con-

siderable time. Lower down, where de-

composition has not taken place, the rock

is still light-colored, but firmer, and con-

tains disseminated chalcopyrite, in con-

siderable quantity. Projects looking

toward the erection of ore-dressing works

have been canvassed for years.

A Group of Rich Ores

A group of several small mines pos-

sessing distinctive features occurs be-

tween the Green Mountain mine and

Mariposa creek in Mariposa county.

These are the Toad, the King, the

Lone Tree and the Green mines. They
have produced small quantities of rich

ore, which consists of chalcopyrite in-

termingled with the schistose coun-

try, in veins and seams, and again

in more solid masses of considerable

size. In the Lone Tree, at a depth of

130 ft., a body of chalcopyrite of un-

common quality was found. The material,

consisting of the nearly pure sulphide,

was finely laminated, and was very

evidently a replacement of the micaceous

country, for which it would be mistaken

at a distance of a few feet. This ore-

body was at least 8 ft. wide, but was
soon exhausted. In none of the mines

of this group have I noticed the minerals

which characterize many of the other de-

posits, such as pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphal-

erite, etc., although they may very likely

be present in small quantities.

Oxidized Ores

The products of oxidation of the

sulphide ores are various. As a general

thing there is a portion of the aluminous

and magnesian derivatives of the country

rock, which by the action of the oxygen

of the air and the sulphuric acid gener-

ated from the sulphur of the ore, loses to

a great extent its iron, its alkalies and

its lime, leaving soft amorphous material

of a great variety of colors, ranging from

clay on the one hand to soluble sulphates

of iron, of copper, and of alumina on the

other. The residue of ferric oxide, gen-

erally hydrated, which occurs on the top

of the lodes is noticeable, the uppermost

portions usually having a bright red,

brown, or yellow color, and consisting

sometimes of nearly pure limonite, suit-

able, so far as the quality goes, for the

manufacture of pig iron. A little deeper

down a variety of products takes the

place of the surface materials, which ex-

tend only a few feet as a general thing,

and we find the sulphates above spoken

of, with traces and sometimes consider-

able quantities of copper in the oxidized

forms, and eventually we come to sulph-

ides. As regards the general appearance

of the upper part of a characteristic lode

I cannot do better than quote from the

words of Professor Silliman, who wrote

a paper in 1868 on the Quail Hill mine, in

Calaveras county, which, so far as its de-

scriptive features are concerned, has not

been surpassed by any other published

matter which has come under my notice.

The professor said

:

"The (inclosing") rocks appear to have

been originally talcose and chloritic

schists, sometimes micaceous, inclosing

masses of argillite, and of quartz, which

appears to have been massive enough at

certain points to assume the character of

a vein, . . . All this mass of material,

which at Quail Hill is certainly 300 ft.

wide, and possibly twice that, and with

a linear extent exceeding 1000 ft., ap-

pears to have been very highly impreg-

nated or mineralized by sulphurets,

chiefly of iron, with a portion of copper,

zinc, and lead. The sulphurets have

undergone almost total decomposition

throughout the entire mass, leaving soft

ochraceous deposits of a rusty red and

yellow color, and staining the rocks with

a brilliant color, a peculiarity which the

miners have characterized by the name
of 'calico rocks'. This decomposition or

oxidation of the sutphurcts has extended

to a point as low as atmospheric influ-

ences extend, or probably to where water

is permanently found, which at Quail

Hill is assumed to be about 170 ft. below

the outcrop of the mass. Dikes of

porphyry and of other intrusive rocks

divide these great ore-channels in a di-
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rection conformable to the line of strike.

But the decomposition which has affected

other portions of the ore-channel ap-

pears also to have changed them, for they

are found to be reduced completely to the

condition of kaolin, or lithomarge, or kin-

dred alterations of fclspathic rocks. The
outlines of the felspar crystals arc still

easily distinguished, although the mass of

the dikes is completely friable. . . .

The contents of this enormous channel

of ore-bearing ground, so far as exposed,

are completely decomposed by chemical

agencies, so that they ofTcr to the miner

and geologist one of tlie most remark-

able cases known of the total destruction

of metallic sulpluirets which plainly once

filled the entire chasm, now converted

into gossans or oxides of iron of various

colors, and carbonates of copper, mingled

with masses of spongy and white quartz,

of talcose and chloritic rocks, rotten

tain the iron as well as the copper of their

original form.

Carbonate Ores

In some mines, as the Green Moun-
tain, the search for the scattered bodies

(if "carbonates" has been carried on for

years, until the gossan has been pene-

trated with gopher holes in all directions,

yielding in the aggregate quite an amount

of oi«c of good grade. The gossan itself,

with some exceptions, rarely carried enough

of value to be classed as ore. The large

and particularly pure mass of surface

material at the Fresno mine shows

scarcely a trace of either copper, gold or

silver. At the Victory mine the much
smaller gossan masses show $2 or $3 per

ton in the precious metals. A sample of

manganiferous wad at this mine con-

tained 6 oz. silver per ton. The rule 'S

that the purer and more ferriferous gos-

RUINS OF SMELTING FURNACE AT JAMES RANCH. MARIPOSA COUNTY

porphyry, heavy spar, etc., all so com-

pletely changed by the causes alluded to

that the entire mass yields to the pick

and shovel in any direction."

In extension of this able description it

remains to be said that the copper in-

closed within these decomposed masses

is mainly in the condition of cupriferous

limonite and hematite, exceedingly im-

pure, and containing some intermixed

azurite and malachite, usually small in

quantity. A little chrysocolla and cuprite

are sometimes seen, and some tetrahedritc

rich in silver has been reported. The
ores occur in veinlets or bunches through-

out the oxidized zone, but generally

nearer the bottom, where the copper min-

erals are apt to merge into indefinite mix-

tures of sulphides and oxides, which re-

sans carry smaller values, while inipurer

sorts, from which the valuable metals

have not been leached, generally carry

enough to form a workable ore.

In some cases, though rarely, the whole

vein is given up to the carbonate ores,

more especially where it is narrow, with

no particular development of the gossan.

.Such is the case at the Victory, and also

in certain portions of the Pocahontas and

Lone Tree mines.

The "Burning Ore"

A curious kind of material which is

found in the Belt mines, though not^by

any means confined to them, is that

locally called "burning ore," which occurs

at the dividing line between the sulphides

and the oxides, and generally forms a

layer a foot or two in thickness, but some-

times much more. It is white or gray in

color, and seems to be a partly decom-

posed sulphide (marcasite?), in which

the sulphur is held by very frail tenure.

It has the property of taking fire spontan-

eously when exposed in heaps on the

surface, and even sometimes when broken

down in piles within the mine. It will be

understood that it is not precisely a safe

or comfortable substance to handle. I

have seen it in the Fresno, the Painter,

and several other mines, and my impres-

sion is that it is always copper-bearing,

but that it never runs very high in metal.

Il lets go of the copper with much facil-

ity, however, as is shown by the fact that

its natural decomposition when exposed
to the air sets free a part of the copper

within a year or two, the pile of ore

weathering down into a heap of sand or

mud. In some of the mines this sulphide

is disseminated in schist to a considerable

extent, and when it decomposes the schist

partakes in the weathering and breaking

down, and gives rise to several curious

])rnducts, the effect, presumably, of the

acid compounds which are generated. On
digging into a mass of the rotted ma-
terial a number of these products will be
seen, notably a white aluminous com-
pound, several different-appearing ferrous

substances, especially hydrated ones, with

quite a quantity of elemental sulphur and
sulphates. The staining power of copper
salts is demonstrated by the extensive

patches of crystallized bluestone, which
prove very disappointing when the whole
mass is subjected to assay.

Precious Metals in the Copper Belt

Gold snd silver occur in all the ores of

the Copper Belt, usually in snYall amounts,

but sometimes in quantities sufficient to

lend considerable additional value to the

ores. The Satellite mine, the most worked
of the copper mines of Campo Seco, is

notably rich in both gold and silver. Some
years since a pile of sulphide ore, which
had been roasted in preparation for leach-

ing, lay upon the ground at that mine, the

weight of which was estimated at 25,000

tons. I sampled this carefully with a

view to purchasing, and found as the mean
of a number of assays, 3.9 per cent, cop-

per, 5 oz. silver, and 0.08 oz. gold per ton.

It contained also rathei more than 50 per

cent, silica, and 18 per cent, iron, from

which the reader will infer, which is the

fact, that the sulphides of that mine are

less compact and massive than those of

the other mines generally, and also that

the gangue is more silicious than usually

obtains in such mines, for example, as

the Trent, and the Fresno. The excep-

tionally high values in gold and silyer

have been important factors in the pres-

ent active working of the property, where

a smelting industry of excellent propor-

tions has gone on steadily for several

vears.
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Some Rich .Mines

The Irish Hill mine has produced ore

somewhat richer than the above. .\ lot

of about 80 tons, partially oxidized,

smelted practically by itself, gave a furn-

ace yield of 87.4 lb. copper, 5.9 oz. silver,

and 0.138 oz. gold per ton. The Pocahon-

tas mine, during a part of its history,

shipped 280 Ions of carbonate ore, which

assayed an average of 25 per cent, copper,

2.5 oz. silver, and 0.02 oz. gold per ton.

Nothing was paid for the precious metals,

excepting in one case, where a carload was

found to average 0.12 oz. gold, when $19

per oz. was paid for it. It is rare that

anything has been received by any of the

mines on account of the precious metals,

excepting in the case of those which have

their own smelting works.

It has been generally held that the mines

of Copperopolis, as well as the Newton

and some others, contained no gold or sil-

ver; but more careful work seems to dis-

prove that idea. In some cases there is,

it is true, only a few cents per ton in the

run-of-mine, but I believe that at least a

little of both metals is invariably found.

In the Fresno the underlying sulphides

carrj- from 50 to 70c. per ton, the oxides

perhaps $1. As the aggregate tonnage in

this property reaches into the hundreds of

thousands, the gross value of the precious

metals is a matter of considerable import-

ance. The same remark applies equally to

many other of the large deposits of the

Belt, and accentuates the applicability of

the smelting process, by which alone can

the gold and silver with the copper be ef-

fectually won. I have spoken of the dis-

seminated ores of several mines, including

the Olsen and the Valley View, and I am
mformed that their gold and silver con-

tents remain constant down as far as these

interesting bodies have been followed.

Gold Pocket Mines

In Mariposa county there are two mines

which for their occurrence of gold are

decidedly unique. They are gold pocket

mines, as well as copper mines, and have

been quite productive of the precious

metal. Several pockets of gratifying size

have been found here, one in the Victory

having yielded, according to accounts,

about $5000. Report speaks more ex-

plicitly of the Barrett mine, which is

credited with the production of $90,000,

most of this large sum having come from

a single pocket. In such cases the only

appliance used for separating the gold

from the dirt or broken rock which em-

bedded if was the pan or rocker.

The Barrett vein is singular in that it

contains not only copper ores, but gold in

two associations, namely as pocket gold of

coarse character, and also in the form of

milling rock, which is distinct from the

pocket material. Certain handed portions

of the vein, the bulk of which is composed

of alternate layers of calcite (and barite)

and quartz, carry much pyrite, the con-

centrates from which assay over $200 per

ton in gold. Thus v/e find in this one

mine copper ores both oxidized and sul-

phide, devoid of quartz; pocket gold; and
milling stuff, all of considerable value. I

do not know of another example of this

sort in ;.ny other district. These two prop-

erties lie within two or three miles of the

Mother Lode, which probably accounts for

their richness in gold. They differ from

the majority of copper deposits in the

Belt in that their strike, instead of being

north 28 or 30 deg. west, is in the one

case north 75 deg. west, and in the other

iiorth 15 deg. west.

Tke.-\tment of Coppek Bei-t Ores

Since the earliest times 17 different

smelting works of various characters and

cflpacities have been erected to treat the

ores of the Copper Belt, 16 of them in the

immediate vicinity of the mines which

they were to serve, the rt-maining one, the

Copper King plant, at a point 200 nii!?s

away. 'J"he establishments of the earlier

years were of most primitive character,

and very small capacity, while those of

later design show the benefits of more re-

cent experience and much ingenuity. To
this number we might add the eighteenth

plant, the great works of the Smelters'

Securities Company, now under_ construc-

tion at San Bruno on San Francisco bay.

This, plant, the chief purpose of which is

the reduction of general custom ores, will

handle those of the Trent mine, one of the

more prominent Belt properties, which has

been purchased and is being developed by

this offshoot of the Guggenheims.

The New Trail from Peace

River to the Yukon

Special Correspondence

Detachments of the Canadian North-

west mounted police have just finished

their third season's work on the con-

struction of a trail intended to provide an

all-Canadian route from Alberta through

British Columbia and thence to the

Yukon. Part of the trail heretofore in

use in entering the Canadian Yukon passes

through United States territory, but the

new one will obviate the necessity for go-

ing outside Canada whenever such dif-

ficulties as, for instance, the conveyance

of prisoners shall arise. The chief ad-

vantage the accomplishment of this im-

portant work will .-itTurd, however will lie

that it will give prospectors and ex-

plorers a base line through a large extent

of country of which little is known away

from the Indian trails.

From Edinonton, the northern ter-

minus of the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company's system in Alberta, to St. John

on Peace river in British Columbia the

distance by wagon road, river and trail

is about 775 miles. Between St. John and

the old Western Union telegraph line near

Hazelton, on the Skeena river, about 400
miles, a trail 8 ft. wide, clean cut

and rough-graded its entire length, has

been built. Where necessary, guide-posts

have been erected two miles apart while

at stream fords lettered instructions have

been placed. The trail builders recently

went into quarters for the winter.

Mining in Western Nevada

Speci.\l Correspondence

On the whole, everyone at Tonopah is

feeling pretty dismal and the situation at

Goldfield is not much better. Both camps
are overdone. The mines are turning out

a good deal of bullion, and some day the

stocks will stop going down and will rise

again, but when that will be is the conun-

drum we are all trying to answer. I hear

of no good new camps. Gold Circle, north

of Tuscarora (near the Idaho line), is

said to have some rich gold ore, and Raw-
hide, 20 miles south of Fallon, is grow-
ing fast. A month ago Rawhide had only

three tents, but now there are said to be

250 people there and 30 sets of leasers at

work.

The newspapers are trying to boom
Manhattan and have some material to

work on, inasmuch as three small mills

are being put up there, and there is talk

of repairing the road, which is the most

practical thing the promoters can do.

The new Montana-Tonopah mill, at

Tonopah, is running nicely and is obtain-

ing an extraction of about 90 per cent.

from the low-grade ore, but it is too soon

to talk much about the cost of treatment,

.'\t present it is believed to be about $3

per ton, but doubtless this will be reduced.

The loo-stanip mill of the Pittsburg-Silvcr

Peak Mining Company is nearing comple-

tion. The Montgomery-Shoshone mill at

Rhyolite is running, but information as to

the results has not yet been communicated.

Tin Exports from China

A recent British consular report gives

the exports of tin from Mengtzu in 1906

as 3985 tons (of 2240 lb.) against 4462

tons in 1905. , The decrease was due in

part to the drought and also to the fact

that the French railway offered as much

as $1.20 a day in cash and rice for labor,

causing a scarcity of miners.

With the idea of applying modern ma-

chinery and methods to the tin mines of the

Yunnan region a French financier visited

the Kochiu mines and subsequently con-

tracted for the privilege of working the

tailings. It is feared, however, that un-

reasonable jealousy on the part of the

Chinese will make the introduction of

such improvements difficult.

According to L' Echo des Mines (Oct.

17, 1907) a tungsten mine is being ex-

ploited at Puy-les-Vignes.
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Iron Mine Assessments in

Minnesota

Rv DWICHT E. WoODIlltlDOE

riieic has lately been a roinarkal)le

change in the taxable valuation of iron

mines in the State of Minnesota. This

has been the result of official action which

must '>e called precipitate and inijust. A
brief account of the methods of the tax

commission and of the results, so far as

they affect individual mine operators, may
be of gv'neral interest.

E.\KLv .\Nii Present Ta.katiox

The Mesabi iron-ore range was dis-

covered in 1890 and became a shipper in

considerable quantity three years later.

That was during a period of depression

, in the iron trade, and for several years

mining was carried on with little or no

profit ; for some years at an actual loss.

The properties were placed on the tax

rolls and gradually raised in valuation as

shipments grew large/ or as new mines
were discovered and opened, until, in lSg8.

there was a total assessment of $5,969,000.

Real estate is assessed for taxation every

two years in Minnesota, and in the year

1900 I was employed by the State auditor

to report on mines for valuation. .'\t the

session of the State Board of Equalization

that year, before which I reported, the

value of mines was increased to $7,845,168.

In 1902 I was again employed and the

valuation w'as then put at $29,974,470. In

1904 the valuation was raised to $41,903,-

778, while last year it was put at $69,-

851,845 and should not, under the usual

procedure, or in accordance -with the law,

be changed before 1908. Rut the legisla-

ture of the previous winter had created a

tax commission, as a regular branch of

the machinery of the Commonwealth, and

this commission was anxious to justify

its bein5 by making some additions to the

tax rolls of the State, and under a strained

construction of the law it could make
changes in an odd year. Therefore it spent

a few days in an examination of the min-

ing properties. It took no expert advice,

was accompanied only by a gentleman who
is employed to see that all mines on State

lands return proper figures of tonnages

mined, in order that collections for royal-

ties should be correct, asked all mining

companies to return figures of their ore

in the ground for its information, and pro-

ceeded to make an assessment, to be sub-

mitted to the State Board of Equalization

as a tcntativ2 figure, upon which that

body might act as it saw fit. It rather

took away the breath of the mining in-

terests \vhen they learned that this figure

was above $225,000,000, more than three

times the figure of the year before, and

almost six times the highest preceding

valuation.

V.xLfEs .\ND Costs

!;• "he earlier vears the taxable valua-

linn had been tixed on a sort of combina-

liun bjtween the mine tonnage and its

relative worth, and the probable shipments

(luring the two years of the assessment

period. In those years of comparatively

low mineral values, iron ore had been

rated as worth about 50c. a ton in the

mine, and at this rate the valuation was
based only on the amount of ore expected

to be sliippcd the comjng season. Unde-
veloped, but prospected, ore lands were

classed at a lower rate than properties

actually producing ore and a revenue. This

was a reasonable and honest manner of

getting the value of the mines, and a

gross value of Soc. a ton was ample as a

figure for the worth of ore in the mines.

Indeed, during much of the period in ques-

tion ore could not be delivered at lower

lake ports and sold so as to permit the use of

this figure; the cost of mining, transporta-

tion and sale was such that 50c. as a base

was too high. For a period of ten years,

iiiding with 1904. Mesabi bessemer

brought in Cleveland an average of but

S3.20, while costs against it were at least

$3.05 for the same term.

The method pursued by the t;ix com-
mission in arriving at its value for the

mining industry was radically different.

Ores were divided into several classes,

based on the ease of mining and the grade

of deposits as to phosfhorus. Ores easily

mined and of bessemer quality were valued

at $1.25 a ton in the ground, and the valu-

-itinn decreased from this to underground

properties of low-grade non-bessemers,

which were put at 40c. a ton. It being

the custom in Minnesota to assess real es-

tate at 40 per cent, of its actual worth,

these figures were then cut to 40 per cent,

oi'd the result multiplied by the tonnages

that had been returned to the commission

by the mining companies. Thus the ta.x

ahie 'v:is placed over the entire orebody,

whether it could be mined in one year or

in 50 years. It can be seen readily that

after a property had been taxed on such a

rate as this for 25 to 40 years there would

have accumulated against the ore remain-

ing in the ground a pre-payment of taxes

almost confiscatory. The whole tendency

cf this was not to conserve the resources

of the State and assist in their exploitation

and development, but quite the contrary

—

to get rid of the resources as fast as might

be and to hide any ore not actually dis-

covered as long as possible. In my opin-

ion the functions of government are dia-

metrically opposed to such procedure.

Of course mine-owners were up in arms

liver such a change in values, and de-

iiiaiulod to be heard. They were heard,

and the- tentative recommendations of the

commission were reduced by about $35,-

00.000. This amended figure was reported

to the State Board of Equalization, then

in session, and after a fight there to pre

vent an.5ther and still more drastic raise,

they were adopted, a few days ago. and

are no"v the total upon which, county

auditors must tax mines in their districts,

unless the mining companies appeal to the

courts, on the ground of gross injustice,

and secure an abatement.

Present Valu.vtio.ss

The crudity of the classifications adopted

by the commission may be appreciated

when it is stated that one of its classes

was : "Unexplored lands near good min-

ing properties, loc. per ton." The com-

mission may be able to fix a tonnage on

"unexplored lands" that lie near good

milling properties, but no one else has

that ability. Another instance is "Lands

that have not been explored, but are on

the well known ore belt, $5 to $10 per

acre." Now, lands on the "well known

ore belt" are valuable for ore or for noth-

ing at all. Explorations show that not

to exceed 8 per cent, of the well known

ore belt—whatever that may be—contains

mines. To tax the rest of the 75,000 or

80,000 acres of the Mesabi range—rocks,

cut-over lands, swamps and muskegs, or

boulder-strewn clays—at from $5 to $10

per acre, is manifestly absurd.

Of course this commission has taken

the industry in a year of extreme profit,

when the figure of $1.25 per ton may not

be out of the way. Mesabi bessemer ore,

of standard grade, sells at Cleveland this

year at $4.75 per ton ; estimating cost of

mining at $1 a ton, of freights to lower

lake ports $1.55, of incidental expenses at

15c., and of royalty at 30c., there remains

$1.75 for the value of the ore in the

ground. This' price of ore at Cleveland

is higher than it has been in the past, and

perhaps than it will be in the near future.

Mesabi ore has never, till this year, sold

at any such price.

If the present tax rales are adhered to

in the Mesabi region the Oliver Iron Min-

ing Company would pay, under the new
rate of valuation, and with the produc-

tion of 1906, a tax of about 15c. a ton on

its output per year, or so long as the con-

ditions remain as now. The Mahoning

Ore and Steel Company would pay about

17c. a ton, the Buflfalo & Susquehanna

about 40C. a ton, Corrigan, McKinney &
Co. some i8c., and so on along the list.

The company owning large reserves that

it proposes to hold for the future, is pay-

ing the largest sum per ton each year.

When this matter reached the State

Board of Equalization, which is the final

arbiter in all such affairs, it was before a

body of men only two members of which

had ever seen an iron mine, and whose in-

formation as to the condition of the steel

industry is such that one of the most

lirominent members asserted in the ses-

sions that there was no competition in the

industry, and that the various steel-mak-

ing concerns were all dominated by the

s.-iim- n»'"ii1i'

Most of the turquoise mined in the

United States comes from the Burro

mountain district of Xew Mexico.
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The Traylor Concentrating Table

By Reginald Meeks

Two radical departures from the ordi-

nary design of reciprocating, riflBed, slime-

tables have been made in a new table by

the Traylor Engineering Company of New
York. One is a diagonal adjustment con-

sisting of a break in the surface, running

from the front to the back, which permits

the lower part of the table to be tilted, at

the same time leaving the upper part or

head stationary and perfectly level. The
movable part is adjusted so that the rear

side may be raised or lowered three times

as much as the front side. This move-

ment is accomplished by means of a com-

pound lever situated at the back of the

table and permits of an elevation of the

rear side up to about five inches.

The second feature involves a new

mode of forming the riffles. Instead of

The effect of increasing the load at the

head is simply to widen out the conccn

trates, the point where they begin to come
off the tabic remaining constant. Also

any error in the adjustment of the eleva-

tion of the table will not result seriously

in the concentration because the velocity

of the feed water at the head is not

changed. Thus the table is largely inde-

pendent of the "personal equation" and

is adjusted to the sands rather than the

mineral. The motion of the table is the

usual end-bump accomplished by a toggle-

joint and is practically the same as in

other tables.

The pulp when it flows on the head of

the table settles in the upper corrugations,

between the riffles, and starts to move
across the table very slowly. The bump-

ing motion starts the grains moving in

the direction of the length of the table,

and when the diagonal line is reached,

the minerals are retarded according to

New Boring Machines (or

Tunnehng

Just now, in Colorado, a great deal of

interest is manifested in several newly.

invented rock-boring machines, designed

lor use in mining and railway tunnels.

They are the result, undoubtedly, of deep

thought, hard work and much expense,

and deserve encouragement, for if they

prove capable of doing only half of what
the inventors claim for them, it will mean

a tremendous stride in the art of per

forating mountains for the ores contained

in their rocks, and for building railways

in a straight line through, instead of

over them by a more or less winding

course.

Were it the intention of the inventors

and promoters, to prove their capabilities

and profitable adaptability on a sufficient

working scale before offering them for

TR.WLOR CONCENTRATING TABLE

the usual wooden riffles, tacked on a cov-

ering of linoleum or rubber, the Traylor

table has the riffles attached to the wooden
frame and over this is stretched a thin

sheet of rubber, the width of the table.

The riffles vary in length and are planed

down as in other designs. Thus the sands

travel over a corrugated surface, and their

progress is gradual and without disturb

ances.

The feed finds no slope at the head no

matter what the inclination of the rest of

table may be and therefore the initial

velocity of the water is always the same
Very little water flows directly across

the head of the table from the feed and

the small quantity that does, carries prac-

tically no float whatever. That the finest

particles arc not lost is shown by agitat-

ing the concentrates, when a scum of

float material is seen to rise to the sur-

face and flow info the concentrate com
partment. A similar test at other parts

of the table reveals practically no float.

their specific gravities and the lighter

grains travel to the front edge of the

table.

Fluorspar in Great Britain

'I he fluorspar industry of Great Britain

has been gradually increasing during the

last six years, and for this mineral, which

occurs widely in the lead districts of

Derbyshire and Durham, there is now a

steady demand, and it is no longer a use-

less by-product. In 1900 the output was

1448 tons; in 1901, it was 4214 'tons^ in

1903, it was 11,911 tons; in 1905 it rose

to 39,446 tons, and in 1906 to 41,849 tons,

valued at ^£20,023. About two-thirds of

the production comes from Derbyshire

and the remainder from Durham. The
largest producing firm is George G. Black-

well Sons & Co., of Liverpool, who own
a number of properties in Derbyshire.

sale, it would be eminently proper to

await results before discussion, but as in

one or two instances, the inventors and

their backers have organized companies,

and are offering stock for sale, by the is-

suing of highly colored pamphlets and

prospectuses, in which claims are made for

the performances of these only partially

tried, and utterly unproved, machines, it

would seem in order to make some in-

quiries which may lead to discussion and

enlightenment as to their respective merits.

In Denver, for instance, engineers are

row dealing with the boring of a si.x-

niile l8.x24-ft. tunnel through the main

range of the Rocky mountains, and more
than ordinary importance attaches there

to the driving of tunnels, and • the ma-
chines connected therewith. One fact

that seems not to be generally recognized

is that an ordinary, or may be very ex-

cellent and capable, civil, mining, and me-

chanical engineer, is not a railway tunnel

engineer, which is, or should be, a pro-
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fession of itself, and entails not only a

knowledge of the machinery necessary,

but of all the contingencies which may
arise in the driving of a six-mile tunnel,

such as the difficult matter of ventilation,

slips of great rock masses, swelling

ground, mud, hot water, foul gases, and

the hundred and one obstacles that may
be encountered, and of which no indica-

tion can be obtained by a close observa-

tion and prospecting of the surface,

which in ordinary or comparatively short

mining tunnels would be easy to cope

with.

The Simplon Tunnel

The history of the driving of the 12-

mile Simplon tunnel, between Switzerland

and Italy, by Sir Douglas Fox and Part-

ners, the greatest railway tunnel engin-

eers of the day, will give some idea of the

stupendousness of these undertakings.

The completed Simplon tunnel is 16.5x18

ft., the cost $16,000,000, and it took 6H
years to build. In this work was used a

machine invented by Mr. Brandt, the en-

gineer of the St. Gothard tunnel. The

matter in hand, and the loss of time

means the loss of money. That there are

great firms of contractors who will un-

dertake such a work, and push it through

successfully, is admitted, but they have

skilled railway tunnel engineers in their

employment, under whose direction the

work is prosecuted, and only such should

be selected.

The Problem of "Mucking Out"

There are two matters to consider

:

first, the boring qualities and speed, and

second, the "mucking out," or conveying

to the surface, the rock broken, the latter

being sometimes more difficult than the

former, to keep pace with the advance.

One of the companies referred to ad-

vertises a railroad machine of 18 ft. diam-

eter, with 36 crushing heads or disks,

armed with "coarse, blunt teeth," each

disk being 27 in. in diameter, the whole

machine weighing 65 tons, which machine

does its own "mucking" by water per-

fectly under all conditions, and is run by

from 65 to 80 horse-power.

.^s each disk is stated to strike a 4000-

WOODEN riffles WITH AND WITHOUT
RUBBER COVERING

drill was mounted on a carriage, had ro-

tary action, and the pressure on the cut-

ting points of 10 drills driven by hy-

draulic pressure was 1470 lb. per sq.in.,

the rock being pierced with from 10 to 12

holes, and fired. The amount of rock
pierced daily was about 20 ft. One of
the obstacles encountered, 2^ miles from
the portal, was a cold underground river

of 12,000 gal, per minute. In another

2!^ miles hot springs, with a maximum
flow of 4330 gal. per minute, and a tem-
perature of 45.4 deg. C, were encountered.

These conditions emphasize the fact that

si!ch enterprises should not be entered into

nithout due consideration and advice by
the highest authority on railway tunnel

engineering obtainable. But the veriest

tyros are not wanting who will give glib

advice as to boring machinery, and even

venture to enter upon construction.

We have heard it said, "Oh* we shall

contract the work, and these matters are

up to the contractors ;" but this is a mis-

take from the fact that the element of

time is one of the essential features in

such a stupendous undertaking, and if

by the installation of a faulty plant of

boring machinery, or lack of the neces-

sary technical engineering knowledge, the

contractor falls down, it is so much
harder to. get another firm to take the

Now as to this question of "mucking

out." Another machine which I will de-

scribe later on, advertises in a Salt Lake
paper to cut a complete tunnel from 7

to 18 ft. in diameter at the rale of 60 ft.

a day, which would mean between 50

and 60 tons of broken rock an hour; but

as we have dealt with a possible i ft. per

hour in a 20-hour day, let us stick to that

as a basis of reckoning.

The prospectus of this machine states

that the tonnage of broken or pulverized

rock will be carried out by using a 3-in.

stream of water under 40 lb. pressure, by

pumping it through the main center shaft,

which is 6 in. in diameter with a 3-in.

hole through it, and this stream plays

upon the breast or heading. This may
possibly wash 21.5 tons of pulverized rock

per hour back of the machine, but is not

likely to do more, for as the pressure is

lost after the water strikes the breast,

there is nothing but the volume of water

left and the incline (which is 0.5 per cent,

in an ordinary railway tunnel) to carry

out to the portal about 700 lb. of material

per minute, and for a distance of any-

l"ulp letd
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TR.AYLOR C0NCENTR.\TING TABLE, VIEW SHOWING AXIS OF ADJUSTMENT

lb. blow, and 200 blows a minute, the

total blow of the 36 disks is 7200 strokes

per minute of 14,400 tons, or 432,000

strokes per hour equal to a total of 864,-

000 tons of power expended per hour. The
disks are operated by large spiral

springs, and it may be asked here, if it

is expected that a machine of such a

weight, and the springs, are likely to

stand the stress of such a blow for any

long continued period, and how long the

"coarse, blunt teeth" on the face of the

disks, are likely to retain their cutting

power against hard rock under such con-

ditions ?

An Analysis of Estim.\tes

Then comes the "mucking out" ques-

tion. The prospectus states that it be-

lieves S ft. an hour for a 4x7-ft. tunnel

possible under favorable conditions, or

120 ft. with three shifts in 24 hours.

Therefore it would seem reasonable to

reckon I ft. per hour for say 20 hours

with the i8-ft. diameter bore. The area

of the i8-ft. circle is 254 sq.ft., and driv-

ing at the rate of i ft. an hour, gives

254 cu.ft., which in a day of 20 hours,

would be S080 cu.ft., or 4321/3 tons; or

21.5 tons per hour, which has to be car-

ried back of the machine, and out to the

surface

where between one-quarter of a mile and

two or three miles ; and this certainly ap-

pears, to put it mildly, very doubtful of

accomplishment.

Loading the amount of "muck" into

cars by hand is out of the question, and

it would appear therefore that the only

possible plan of conveying the "muck" to

the surface would be to carry two tem-

porary railway tracks from the portal to

the breast, and as track cannot be laid

on a segment of a circle, the same would

have to be built on a trestle, with say

two trains of 10 one-ton ore cars each,

operated by trolley system and electric lo-

comotives, one train loading at the breast,

while the other is running out, dumping

and returning. How this is to be done

at the rate of about a third of a ton a

minute, over a distance of say one-half

mile to two or three miles is somewhat of

an enigma which perhaps the inventors can

solve. If it is proved in the trials that

the water will carry the muck back of

the machine probably some arrangement

of a conveyer belt can be devised to load

it on the cars. In the Journal of June

22, 1907, there was a description of the

Park machine-mucker, which being ca-

pable of doing the work of a steam shovel

in the narrow space of a tunnel, might

possibly be utilized.
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Importance of Coxunuous Trial

But
'
the point I wish to make here is

that though all the apparent difficuhies

may, and probably will, be overcome in

this era of great inventions, in offering

for sale these new boring machines, or

stock in the companies owning them
(which amounts to the same thing), it

should first not only be shown definitely

in working trials of sufficient duration

that the machine will bore a given diam-
eter at a certain rate, but' also thai the

rock so broken, and designated in min-
ing parlance as "muck," can be delivered

at the surface so as to keep pace with the

stated drivage. A machine that will cut

an 18-ft. cylindrical bore at the rate of 40
ft. per hour is of no value if the rock so

broken cannot be carried at the same rate

to the dump; the mucking machinery,

therefore, is an integral part of the bor-

ing machine, and should be shown work
ing successfully with it, before people

should be asked to invest their money.
The other machine alluded to, instead

of having a series of disks for the cutting

faces, has one solid face or wheel the

diameter of the cylindrical bore to be

driven, the same having a series of cut-

ters or chisels on it, w^hich cover the

whole face of the bore, and the whole
head of the machine takes the full stroke

against the breast of the tunnel. On a

trial near Denver, this machine, in the

presence of several engineers, actually

drove a 5-ft. diameter heading 39 in. in

46 minutes, as clean as a gun barrel—

a

very remarkable performance, and a won-
derful machine. This machine is, in fact,

to a great extent, a copy of Col. Beau-
mont's machine, which was used by Sir

Douglas and Francis Fox in the building

of a three-mile railway tunnel under the

Mersey river, between Liverpool and Ber-
kenhcad. and in driving the 7 ft. 4 in.

diameter bore in sandstone, it did its

work well as long as it was at work;
but it was so often breaking down, and
requiring repairs, that eventually the

average speed that was attained was
equal only to that of hand labor. This
drill was installed in 1883, and for a

time made a weekly drivage of 51 feet.

But even this does not warrant the ad-

vertisement before referred to, that the

machine now being offered will cut a com-
plete tunnel from 7 to 18 ft. in diameter
at the rate of 60 ft. a day. It is very like

the man who is driving a 7.\8-ft. mining
tunnel in hard rock with machine drills,

and making about 8 ft. per day, but all

at once he strikes a zone of picking

ground, and on one day only he makes
15 ft. Me immediately rushes off to the

local paper, and gives it an item to the

eflfect that "the So and So tunnel is mak-
ing 15 ft. a day." It is one thing to make
20 ft. in one day in an 18-foot bore, and
quite another to sustain that pace over a

month or a year or more. This latter ma-
chine is operated by compressed air, and
is fastened to roof and floor in the same
way as ordinarv machine drills.

Adv.xxt.vges a.\d Disadvantages

One defect in both of these machines is

that the operator cannot see the breast.

Sometimes in encountering shattered

ground, a great mass of rock will drop

down from the top of the breast in front

of the machine. Sometimes half the breast

will be in soft or shattered rock, or even

picking ground, while the other half is in

Iiard rock, subjecting the machine to un-

equal strains.

-Another new invention about which lit-

tle has been said, and nothing advertised,

is a rotary percussion drill, similar in

some respects to the others, e-xccpt that

the cutting head is in the shape of the

spokes of a wheel, armed with moils, hav-

ing the advantage of the operator being

able to see the breast of the bore. This is

being quietly and systematically tested in

a mining tunnel, and tlie results will be

duly chronicled.

The great advantage of these boring

machines when they are fully developed,

if ever they are, w'ill be the fact that no

explosives are' used, thus rendering ven-

tilation—the great bugbear of long tun-

nels—comparatively easy. Although none

of them may as yet be perfected, they are

evidently on the right road to success, a

consummation much to be hoped for.

Investigating the Strength of

Steel
*

An increased appropriation has been

made available for the current fiscal year

for the extension of the work carried on

in the past at the Watertown arsenal in

the investigation of the properties of ma-
terials of construction. It is proposed to

conduct this investigation along lines of

the greatest practical value to users as

well as manufacturers of materials. In

the experimental study of steel and steel

products it is proposed to begin with the

metal in the ingot and thence to follow it

out to the finished sections and to built

members.

By authority of the ordnance depart-

ment, William R. Webster, consulting en-

gineer, and Edgar Marburg, professor of

civil engineering at the University of

Pennsylvania, have been engaged to co-

operate in the preparation of the program
of tests, and in the prosecution of the

work. A meeting attended, at their in-

vitation, by about 25 consulting engineers

and representatives of leading consuming

and maunfacturing interests, was recently

held at the Engineers' Club, New York,

for the purpose of meeting Major C. L.

H. Ruggles, commanding officer. Water-

town arsenal, and J. E. Howard, in charge

of the Watertown testing laboratory, with

a view of determining the most desirable

program for the initiation of the pro-

posed investigation. This meeting was

held in two sessions.

One session, presided over by Dr.

Charles B. Dudley, chemist, Pennsylvania

railroad, was devoted to a discussion of

metallurgical questions applying to ingot

structure, blooms, billets, slabs and fori;-

nigs, and it was the sense of the meet-

ing that it was desirable to make a study

of these questions a special feature of the

))roposed work.

The second session, at which J. V. W.
Re3'nders, vice-president Pennsylvania

Steel Coinpany, presided, was devoted to

ihe consideration of a preliminary pro-

gram for tests of structural members, in-

cluding columns, riveted tension mem-
bers, riveted splices, riveted connections in

building construction and the general sub-

ject of riveting.

At the opening of the meeting Major
Ruggles explained that the work was not

to be regarded in any sense a Government
investigation of steel, but that it was the

desire of the Ordnance Department to

utilize the increased appropriation with a

view not only to the needs of the Govern-

ment, but also to make the results as valu-

able as possible to all persons interested

in the subject of steel, whether as con-

sulting engineers or as representatives of

consuming or manufacturing interests.

J. E. Howard, in charge of the testing

laboratory at Watertown arsenal, pre-

sented in abstract his report to the Ord-

nance Department in which attention was

drawn to the desirability of making pro-

vision for the extension of the usefulness

of the testing laboratory, and indicating in

detail numerous lines of research that

might be taken up to advantage.

It was the sense of the meeting that

the extension of the testing facilities in

this country had not kept pace with the

advance in engineering construction, and a

resolution was adopted by unanimous vote

that the enlargement of the present facili-

ties at the Watertown arsenal by the erec-

tion of a testing machine of at least 10,-

000,000 lb. capacity was desirable. It was

also decided to authorize the chairman.

Dr. Dudley, to appoint two committees,

subject to the approval of the" Watertown

authorities, one on ingot structure, billets,

blooms, slabs, and forgings. and the other

on tests of structural materials. These

committees have since been appointed and

much preliminary work has already been

accomplished, which will be submitted at

:m early date to the engineering profes-

sion for criticism and suggestions.

•From the Iron Trade Revicir. Cleveland.
O., Nov. 7.

Experience vvith automatic door-clos-

ing devices has shown the following points

to their disads-Tintage : i. The door may

not open promptly and the mules and cars

may suffer. 2. The door may be closed

by the driver before the cars have all

passed through. 3. A lump of coal on

the roadway may keep the door from

closing or prevent it from being opened.

4. The autocratic devices are complicated,

expensive and apt to get out of order or

to become clogged up with coal and dirt.
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Hoisting Ropes for Min
Report of the Transvaal Commission. Best Material for Hoisting

Ropes. Their Care and Preservation. Tests and Examinations

e s II

BY U. P. SWINBURNE AND ASSOCIATES
In the iirst portion of this import;i:it

report' the methods of manufacture of

steel wire ropes for hoisting was consid-

ered. The second part takes up the ma-
terials of which they are made.

Steel for Hoisting Ropes

1 he various grades of steel used in the

manufacture of winding ropes are desig-

nated in an arbitrary and somewhat mis-

leading fashion. Such terms as "im-

proved patent crucible," "best patent cruc-

ible," "mild, best, or improved plow," are

used by many makers, but not as denot-

ing any e.xact standard of tensile strength.

The fundamental difference between 30-

called "crucible" steel and "plow" steel is

that the iron bases used in their manufac-

ture are not the same. Plow steel is made
from a base of the finest quality, and cru-

cible steel from some cheaper iron, thes-

two varieties being represented respec-

tively in English practice by "Swedish"

and "Cleveland." The open-hearth pro-

cess is used, either acid or basic. In the

basic process a low-grade iron may be

used, possibly highly phosphoric, while the

acid process is suitable for the higher

grade only. Other differences between

"crucible" and "plow" steels are the out-

come of manufacture, the heat treatment,

and the number of passes through the

dies. Continued drawing will increase

the breaking stress of a wire. The lower

the quality of the iron from which the

steel is made, the quicker will this steel

harden up, that is, the fewer draws will

it require. The heat treatment, or tem-

pering process, is introduced to give

toughness to the wire, and not to increase

the tensile strength. Owing to the fact

that the manufacture of high-grade wire

is practically a secret process, it has not

been possible for the Commission to get

anything more than the barest informa-
tion.

Tests of Steel Wire

It is known, however, with certainty,

that wires which are called the same, and
which test the same, are yet very differ-

ent in price, and give very different re-

sults in work, especially when the work-
ing conditions are severe. The tests al-

luded to here are the old-fashioned chem-
ical and mechanical tests. In the chemi-
cal test, carbon, silicon, manganese, sul-

phur, and phosphorus are first determined,

and the amoimt of iron then arrived nt

by difference. From the results of recent

researches, it appears that hydrogen and
nitrogen exist in steel and deleteriously

affect the quality, so that the complete

ignoring of these elements is no longer

possible.

In the mechanical test, steel wire is

tested as to its ability to stand separately

tension, torsion, and bending. Recent in-

vestigations have shown, however, that

wires in reality of poor quality, and which
still come well up to the standard of these

tests when conducted separately up to

breaking load, have had their inferiority

disclosed by means of combined tension.

atus is constructed to subject the specimen

simultaneously to tension, to intermittent

flexure through any desired angle and re-

straightening, with or without reversed

bending, applied successively over a sub-

stantial portion of its length ; to friction

upon pulleys, and also, if desired, upon it-

self, and in some cases also to torsion.

In the drawing. Fig. i is a side elevation

and Fig. 2 a plan of one embodiment of

the invention, constructively suitable for

testing. single wires or strands.

Therein a indicates a main framework,

b a fixed headstock, and c a tailstock

V X. m. o n. f

FIGS. I AND 2. VAUGHAN & EPTONS' ROPE- TE.STINC MACHINE

'En-oineerino an-d Mixino .TOl-RX.tL. Nov.
16, p. n2T.

tcrsion, and bending tests rapidly repeated

in a manner which closely resembles

working conditions at stresses below the

elastic limit of the material.

.\ Rope-testing Machine

A testing machine for wire ropes, de-

vised by Vaughan & Epton, is shown in

the accompanying drawings. This ma-
chine is for the testing of ropes intended

for winding, hauling or like purposes, or

the separate strands or wires of or for

the same, the object being to provide an

apparatus, such that the conditions of the

test and the stresses produced in the

specimen, during testing, approximate

closely in character and effect to those

occurring under ordinary working con-

ditions in mine and similar work, al-

though differing in degree. The appar-

freely movable longitudinally on the table

upon a guide d. The specimen c is held

in grips / of any convenient construction,

which are secured to the stocks by uni-

versal joints, such as the gimbals g. The
purpose of these connections is to obviate

bending of the specimen at the mouth ot

the grips. Tension is applied to the speci-

men by means of the adjustable weight h.

connected on the tailstock c by a flexible

connection i which passes around an idler

pulley ;'; but it will, of course, be under-

stood that the means for applying and in-

dicating the tension would be largely

modified according to the size of the speci-

men which the machine is designed to test.

To enable the specimen to be twisted,

the head gimbal has a journalled shaft k

which passes revolubly through the head-
stock b and is secured therein by a collar
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I. To the shaft is keyed a hand wheel m
for rotating it, and a detent ii and a de-

tent wheel o are provided to hold the

shaft in the desired position. An indica-

tor /• shows the angle through which the

specimen has been twisted. The table q

is mounted on a suitably constructed guide

r to slide freely in a longitudinal direc-

tion upon the frame a. The upper sur-

face of the table has a number of under-

cut grooves s by which one or more

grooved pulleys / may be secured to the

table at any desired point, to revolve

freely thereon. About such pulley or pul-

leys (, the specimen is lapped in such

manner as may appear desirable for any

individual test. In the illustration, two

pulleys are shown and the specimen is

lapped completely about each one in suc-

cession, but, of course, any other arrange-

ment may be made. The table is caused

to reciprocate upon the guide r by cranks

table is now started and continued until

the specimen fractures. In the event of

the specimen becoming unduly heated, suit-

able steps would be taken to remove the

heat and maintain the temperature at the

normal level. The second specimen being

then treated in an exactly similar man-

ner, the number of reciprocations of the

table in each case will furnish a measure

of .the relative efficiencies under the actual

working conditions similated in the form

of the test. Many other methods of using

the machine will suggest themselves, as,

for example, the determination of the

efficiency of identical samples under

diverse working conditions.

Ductility of Steel Wire

With regard to the ductility, or non-

brittleness, of the finished wire after the

drawing and heat treatment, this depends

on the care and skill exercised, as also on

produce a certain maximum stress in the

finished wire, and at what point the pro-

cess of reduction should cease, so as to

get the most useful amount of work out

of the finished rope. Further, it shows

that it is possible to increase the specific

gravity of steel from 7.768 to 7.998 by cold

work, and when it reaches this point and

is again subjected to a crushing action by

pulling through a die, as in wiredrawing,

it actually gets lighter, showing that it is

impossible by this means to make it more
dense. It must be borne in mind that the

results here given will probably not apply

to steel made by different processes and of

different chemical compositions. Further,

it shows that the usual methods of ob-

taining the best wire by means of torsiori

and tensile tests are not altogether a

trustworthy method of determining the

best point for the wire to perform useful

work."

TESTS OF STEEL IN WIRE ROPES

TlWlS IN CHtHlCAL LADoaATOBV.

DiAUETCB AND
Descbiption.

Tests N Mechanical Labobatobt,

No. Sirrnctb
of Sialphunc

AckI.

Time ot

EtpMurr rngm
|)er sq. hi

Remarks
Breaking

Loa<l

in lbs.

Percenuge
Elongation.

No. of

Toreiooain

8 iits.

No. of 180"

Bends over

Ijn. Radius.

IMPROVED PLOtlOH STEEL

1 tH)71% al 4<J hni. •IMSl Plain This acid is about five limes as strong as moat •080 in. plain 1,200 31 38 9

66" F. 111)18

11471.

•'XI14

Galvani8ed
Plain
Oalvanmed

mine watere. and had tlissolved most of the

zinc coating.

083 „ galvanised 1,220 6-n 32 7

? 0025% at 21 hre. 1)081 Plain Acid in lliiii layer jusi covering wires in a 092 m. plain 1,580 .34 36 9

21 .. IHK)'.I Galvanised flat iitfih Practicallv same results as in No. 4. O'Ji „ galvanised 1,620 75 29 7

43 ,. •0231 Plain therefore contact w'ith air makes no dilTerence.

43 ., •0(»3:i GalvaniBed

MILD rLOl'cn .STEEL

T" o-o;i% »i 48 hr9. •225.^ Plain (not aerated) Aeration has therefore verv lltlle effect on 103 in. plain 2.020 44 31 7

67° F. •007;)

1'.I72

•0O')4

OaUanised ..

Plain (.leraled)

Galvanised ..

the corrosion. This wire is much more easily

attacked than No. 1.

•105 .. galvanised 2,000 78 24 5

4 (H)2a% M
68° F.

4:i hre. li(".>7 Plain Zin< apparently uiiafT<Tted. •092 in. plain l,.'iGO 37 37 8

43 „ •Wl 1 Galvanised •006 .. galvanised 1,640 75 2;) 6

66 „ •02:11 Plain

66 ,. •IH)07 Galvanised

s 00;1% at

66° F. with
48 hre. Not A much more marked corrosion resulted in •080 in. plain 1,160 .34 40 11

measured, the unprotected wires, but the galvanised ones •083 „ galvanised 1,180 75 32 8

fcrroui* sul- owing to were little attacked, although they lost most of

phato added. added iron. their zinc.

SPECIAL IMPROVED PATENT CRUCIBLE STEEL

7—r (HHi% ai

7(f F.

21 hre. 0108 Plain This wire ia more easily corroded than Nos. •103 in. plain 1,540 37 30

21 „ •0(,09 Galvanised lor 4. •105 ., galvanised 1,660 75 24 6

44 ..
0151 Plain

44 ..
J1II21 Galvanised

« and connecting rods v, the cranks being

keyed to a shaft it; by a band / and indi-

cates the number of reciprocations of the

table in a given time.

While the nature of the tests may, ob-

viously, be varied to a very large extent

according to the results desired, a typi-

cal procedure in comparing the working

values of two specimens obtained from

different sources would be as follows:

The pulley or pulleys / of the requisite

size having been secured to the table q

in such position as may be desired, a

specimen of the desired length is fixed

at one end in one of the grips, passed

about the pulley or pulleys / to the ex-

tent and in the manner predetermined

and thereupon fixed into the remaining

grip. A measured tensional stress is then

applied by means of the adjustable weight

h and, if desired, torsional stress is pro-

duced and noted. Reciprocation of the

a knowledge of the drawing steps and

limits suitable for the particular class of

steel used. With this qualification, it may
be stated that ductility is not sacrificed

in the gain of tensile strength. Seeing,

however, that the large majority of rope

manufacturers purchase the finished wire,

they are not in the best possible position

to apply the results of experience gained

as to the working life of various quali-

ties. J. Dixon Brunton, of Musselburgh,

Scotland, furnished the commission with a

copy of his paper, "The Heat Treatment

of Wire, particularly Wire for Ropes,"

which gives the result of research work

undertaken with the view of ascertaining

the correct heat treatment of wire. The

following is an extract of his conclusions :

"It will be seen that a somewhat simple

method has been arrived at whereby a

manufacturer can determine what is the

correct carbon his steel should contain to

Strength of Steel Wire
For winding ropes on the Rand, manu-

facturers recommend steel wire of an ulti-

mate stress of 105 to 135 short tons, and

it appears that 120-ton steel is most com-

monly used, the lower and higher limits

being advised for working conditions as

regards bending stresses either unfavor-

able or very favorable. There are cases

in which iSO-ton material has given quite

satisfactory results.

The experiments with nickel steel and

vanadium steel for winding ropes have not

proved successful, and no manufacturer

appears to be able to recommend these

alloys.

Galvanizing Wire Ropes

The effect of galvanizing "plow" steel

wire and the amount of protection this

treatment affords, even when some of the

coating has been broken, has been investi-
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gated locally by W. M. Epton and Dr.

Moir. Their experiments go to prove

that: (i) the ultimate tensile strength

ij not lowered, while the elongation is

doubled; (2) the capacity to resist torsion

is reduced 20 per cent.; (3) the capacity

to resist bending is decreased 25 per cent.

The corrosion of partly galvanized wire

proved to be only about one-eighth of

that of plain wire with the same surface

exposed. It must be stated, however, that

the wires experimented with were not of

the ordinary commercial quality, as the

experimenters prepared their own sam-

ples by dipping.

With respect to galvanized winding

ropes, opinions are divided, but the weight

of evidence is against using them. Gal-

vanized ropes have given good results in

wet up-cast shafts, but if the water is acid-

ulous, it is stated that brittleness may re-

sult in the wire owing to galvanic action

and the formation of hydrogen. Experi-

ments carried out in the Mines Depart-

ment Chemical and Mechanical Labora-

tories, however, go to disprove this con-

tention.

On this point the commission quotes

from the Proceedings of the Transvaal

Institute of Mechanical Engineers, a reply

to discussion on the paper read by J. A.

Vaughan and W. Martin Epton on "Wire

Ropes used for Winding : their Strength

and some Causes of its Reduction." The
authors reply to criticism that their paper

intended to introduce the chemical aspect

of rope deterioration. No misconception

appears to have arisen owing to the step

— the chemists have come forward with

alacrity to assist in the inquiry, and they

have attacked each other, and not the

writers. The experiments of Mr. Hey-

mann go to show that even the most acid

mine water has very little more corrosive

action than plain water, and that the pri-

mar)' cause of the corrosion of the wires

of winding ropes is contact with air or

deleterious gases. This is a most im-

portant point, in that it allows of ex-

perience gained in Great Britain with re-

spect to the efficiency of galvanized wire

rope to be referred as holding true for the

Transvaal. Dr. Moir's experiments have

entirely disposed of the scientific fallacy

that during the life of a galvanized wire

rope, when the zinc was worn off in

places, the galvanic action would then

lead to more rapid wasting of the steel.

Dr. Moir and the writers were able to

repeat the experiments, dealing with the

effects of galvanizing as a preservative

and as a deteriorating agent with respect

to the ductility of the steel. The sam-

ples forwarded represented identically the

same wire, plain and galvanized, so that

an exact comparison was possible. The
table on page 972 shows the results ob-

tained. The method of preparation of the

specimens for the chemical test was the

same as previously described by Dr. Moir.

It is evident that a coating of zinc has a

protective action on steel, even when the

latter is exposed to the acid. Generalizing,

results show that plain wire suffers about

30 times as much corrosion from fairly

strong acid as the same wire does when

it has a coating of zinc near the exposed

surface of the iron, and about 10 times

when the acid is weak.

The galvanizing in these instances was,

of course, of the ordinary commercial

character, and not home made as in the

case of the previous experiments, the

reason for repeating the tests being that

the latter improvised method of galvaniz-

ing had, it was suggested, possibly spoilt

the wire. The eflfect on the ductility and

on the other desirable qualities that the

hard drawn steel originally possessed is

fairly clearly set forth in the tabulated

results. The elongation is increased nearly

100 per cent., while the tensions and bend-

ings obtained are reduced, the former

rather less and the latter in a rather

greater degree than was anticipated from

the results recorded by previous investi-

gators.

Preservation of Winding Ropes

All evidence goes to show that the

preservative treatment of a rope during

its manufacture is a matter of the highest

importance, and has a considerable influ-

ence on the life of the rope. The core,

of tarred Russian hemp, should be thor-

oughly soaked in an acid-free lubricant.

The wires should also be well lubricated

while they are being laid-up, and the

whole rope then, if the dressing is suffi-

ciently thick and heavy, is well prepared

to resist the corrosive action of a damp

atmosphere. For shipment abroad, ropes

are usually coated with a black (plum-

bago) varnish; such a rope should be well

treated with a lubricating dressing before

being put to work, and this is a wise plan

to adopt with all winding ropes.

Rope Dressings

Regarding the composition of a suitable

dressing, there are several recipes put

forward. Most manufacturers favor plum-

bago, or graphite mixed with vaseline,

linseed oil, palm or other vegetable oil.

Three riggers who gave evidence differed

entirely on this point ; one favored Stock-

holm tar with grease, a most objection-

able compound ; another favored a mix-

ture of one part cylinder oil to two parts

of truck grease, while the third was in the

habit of using a patent composition.

Experience in Australia, in a Queens-

land colliery, showed cases where corro-

sion and breakage of a hoisting rope could

be traced directly to the nature of the

dressing used.

It should be pointed out that if a rope

dressing is used which hardens on expo-

sure to the atmosphere, care should be

exercised to see that the pit-head sheave

is kept cleaned out in the groove of the

rim, as it has been proved by more than

one accident that the winding rope can be

thrown off the sheave by reason of ac-

cumulation of hardened lubricant in the

tread.

A. McArthur Johnsjon, metallurgical

chemist of the Consolidated Gold Fields

of South Africa, Ltd., gave the following

results of analyses of rope dressings

;

Rope Dressing No. i—Acidity equivalent

to 0.19 per cent, sulphuric acid.

Rope Dressing No. 2—Acidity equiva-

lent to 0.21 per cent, sulphuric acid.

Rope Dressing No. 3—Contains traces

of alkalinity.

Rope Dressing No. 4—Acidity, traces

(less than o.oi per cent, sulphuric acid).

Rope Dressing No. s—Acidity equivalent

to 0.30 per cent, sulphuric acid (of this acid-

ity, mineral acid accounts for 0. 1 1 per cent,

sulphuric acid). This preservative also

contains finely divided graphite substance.

Rope Dressing No. 6—This would seem

to be petroleum jelly (vaseline), flavored

with a little nitrobenzene. It is free

from mineral acids.

It is obviously desirable that rope dress-

ings should be free from all acidity, and,

from the quoted results of tests, it appears

absolutely necessary that tests should be

made from time to time by qualified per-

sons to see that this freedom exists.

Qualities of a (Jood Rope Dressing

A good rope dressing wards off corro-

sion and reduces frictional wear. It should

be applied every fortnight in dry, or nearly

dry, vertical shafts, but more frequently

in inclined shafts on account of its get-

ting rubbed off by friction sooner. In wet
shafts the dressing should be applied

weekly, or even oftener, if found to be

necessary from the condition of the rope.

The dressing should be applied hot to the

cleaned rope by slowly passing the latter

through a box containing the composition.

J. M. Wright exhibited a model of a me-
chanical rope cleaning and oiling machine,

but no opportunity offered to try the de-

vice under working conditions. A simple

machine should certainly tend to secure

the regular and thorough cleaning and

dressing of the winding ropes. J. B.

Pitch ford states: "In order to make a

proper examination of a rope, it is neces-

sary to clean it properly and remove all

the tar, etc., from the wires, leaving them

as bright as possible. One method of do-

ing this is to pass the rope through a

trough of hot oil, which removes all the

tar. The trough is made of steel, and can

be from 15 to 30 ft. long. It is of U shape

in section, and has a steam space ol x%
or ij/j in. around the bottom and sides.

It is fitted with a relief valve and a drain,

so that the condensation can be taken to

the hot-well. The trough is filled with

oil and heated, and the rope to be cleane<l

is passed slowly through it under depres-

sion pulleys by being wound from one

rope drum to another. By providing two

sets of rope-handling engines, the ropes

can be passed back and forth, through the

oil. till they are quite clean enough for

examination."
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The American Mining Congress

Editorial Corresi-ondence

The loth animal session of tlie Ameri-

can Mining Congress was held at Joplin,

Mo., Nov. 11-16. The meeting >vas well

attended, both by the citizens of Joplin

and by members and delegates from other

places. If the number of visitors was not

so large as expected, it may fairly be said

that the deficiency in quantity was amply

made up by the superiority of the quality.

In the latter respect each meeting of the

.\merican Mining Congress shows a dis-

tinct gain. The organization has an e.K-

traordinarily great field of usefulness and

it is gratifying to observe that its almost

boundless possibilities toward the im-

provement of the general welfare of the

mining industry are being recognized by

the best men engaged in the latter. We
were able to report this of the meeting at

Denver last year and are glad to be able

to report this year further progress in

this respect.

The reception on the part of the people

of Joplin was noteworthy fbr its warrnth.

By Joplin we mean here the Joplin dis-

trict, the people of Galena, Webb City and

Cartervillc joining with those of the

City of Joplin. Their hospitality was

boundless, the interest which they showed

in the transactions of the Congress, was

flattering, and the entertainments which

they provided for the visitors were attrac-

tive. There has never been a meeting of

the American Mining Congress at which

the hosts have been so cordial or of which

the guests will have so many fond remem-

brances.

The members and delegates who arrived

early on Monday spent the day in visiting

Galena, Kan. The convention was form-

ally opened on Monday evenmg at which

the usual addresses of welcome and re-

sponses were made. The chief speech of

the evening was delivered by Governor

Folk, of Missouri. The session was en-

livened by songs by a chorus in miners'

costume.

Among the entertainments provided by

the citizens of the Joplin district were a

reception at the Elk's Club, Tuesday even-

ing, a smoker given by the Engineering

Society of the Southwest, Wednesday

evening, and a ball at the Elk's Club,

Friday evening. On Saturday morning

the visitors were shown some of the mines

at Webb City and CarterviIIe and were en-

tertained at luncheon at Webb City by the

citizens of the twin towns. These social

functions were uniformly enjoyable and

displayed the solicitous care of the hosts

that the visitors should have a good time.

The Joplin Commercial Club was thrown

open during the meeting as was also the

Elk's Oub.

1 here was an interesting exhibit of the

ores and minerals of fhe district, and sev-

eral private exhibits of maibim-rv manu-

f.ncturers. Visits to the various mines of

the district were instructive as well as en-

tertaining. In brief the people of Joplm

threw open their doors to the members

and delegates and if anything contributing

to their comfort and enjoyment was left

undone none of the visitors at least

noticed any omission.

The serious work of the convention

comprised the reports of committees, the

passage of resolutions, and the reading of

papers. W. R. Ingalls, chairman of the

committee to draft a uniform law govern-

ing metalliferous mining and quarrying, re-

ported progress. James D. Hague, chair-

man of the committee on the question of a

side-line law vs. the law of the apex also

(by letter) reported progress. H. Foster

Bain, chairman of the committee to con-

sider improvement in the laws governing

coal mining in the various States, reported

that it seemed impracticable to bring the

States together for a consideration of this

subject. Charles J. Downey, chairman of

the committee for the purpose of devising

and demonstrating methods of preventing

fradulent mining schemes, presented a

long report, the basic idea of whi'ch is

greater publicity to be exacted by law

from promoters and corporations oflfering

stock for sale, and greater caution on the

part of the public in investigating before

buying. A type of an adequate corpora-

tion law was presented in the report, and

also a circular of advice to investors to

be issued and circulated in the. name pi

the .-Kmerican Mining Congress.^ This re-

port was adopted.

H. S. Joseph, chairman of the com-

mittee to investigate the relations between

miners and smelters, presented a report

of the majority of that committee. This

report recited with considerable detail the

grievances of miners against the smelters,

particularly against the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company and called

"
attention to the great improvement in

conditions in districts, especially at Salt

Lake City, where competition has de-

veloped. The great profits of the Amer-

ican Smelting and Refining Company were

remarked as an evidence that the smelters

receive more than their fair share in the

treatment of the ore produced by the

miners. The chief complaints of the

miners were formulated as follows: Ex-

cessive deductions for losses in smelting

and refining, and cost of selling products

;

arbitrary valuations of metals as the

basis for settlement. Exorbitant smelting

charges; arbitrary and unfair rules gov-

erning sampling and assaying. The cqm-

mitte admitted its inability to present con-

clusive opinions upon these and other

points, the replies to its inquiries ad-

dressed to miners not having been suffi-

ciently numerous, or its other sources of

information sufficiently authoritative, but

assuming that there was basis for some of

the complaints, it suggested that they

might be remedied by Government or

State intervention, or by the producers of

ore entering into the smelting business

on th-'ir own account. In the latter con-

nection producers were advised to refrain

from entering into long-time contracts

with existing smelters. Finally it was

recommended that a new and stronger

committee be appointed to investigate the

question further and report at the next

session. A report signed, by E. A. Col-

burn was also presented. After some dis-

cussion the latter was laid on the table

and the report presented by Mr. Joseph

was adopted with an amendment as to the

constitution of the new committee.

In later issues we shall report more

fully and discuss the reports of Mr.

Downey and Mr. Joseph, which the limi-

tations of space do not permit this week.

Among the new resolutions adopted at

the Congress, the more important in-

cluded one that a tariff should be imposed

on zinc ore; one calling for a revision of

the public-land laws; one that the condi-

tions governing the exploitation of oil and

gas lands in Oklahoma should be im-

proved by action of Congress respecting

the Indian ownership; and one that the

Federal Congress should at its next ses-

sion provide for the organization of a

national bureau of mines with a very

broad scope. The last was by all means

the most important action of the meet-

ing. The resolution was the result of a

visit of Judge J. H. Richards to Wash-

ington, where he had conferences with the

-President, with the Secretary of the In-

terior, and with members of Congress.

He (Judge Richards) announced in his

address,' "Wednesday evening, that the

President had stated that he would

recommend in his ne.xt annual message

the organization of a -bureau of mines and

asked if the .American' Mining Congress

would be satisfied with that, to which

Judge Richards replied in the affirmative.

The matter was also discussed with Secre-

tary Garfield, who promised cooperation

and wrote a long letter outlining his

views, which was read at Joplin. It is

confidently expected as the result of these

developments that the Federal Congress

will at its next session pass a law pro-

viding for a bureau of mines.

The tenth meeting of the American

Mining Congress was particularly note-

worthy for the high character of the in-

dustrial and commercial papers .that were

presented. Those that were read were as

follows: Erasmus Haworth, "Prospecting

for Gas and Petroleum," including a dis-

cussion of the origin and manner of oc-

currence of these fuels. Dr. E. R.

Buckley, "Lead and Zinc Mining in the

Ozark Region," which was illustrated by

lantern slides and is a particularly valu-

able technical contribution, displaying

careful geological investigation, keen ob-

servation, and a thorough understanding

of the conditions. S. Duffield Mitchell.

"Tariff on Zinc Ores," arguing that a duty

should be explicitly placed on their im-

portation. Waldmar Lindgrcn, "Will the
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Priidiiction of Gold in tlic World Keep
Pace with the Increasing Demands of

Coiiunerce and Trade?" E. VV. Parker,

"I low long will the Supply of Coal Meet
the IncreasinK Hemands of Commerce and
Trade?" E. G. Acheson, "The Detloccula-

tion of Non-Metallic Amorphous Bodies."

J. A. Holmes, "The Waste of the Na-

tion's Resources." Victor C. -Alderson,

"The Scope and Present Status of Mining

Engineering Education in the United

States." H. H. Stock, "The Value of Cor-

lespondtnce Instruction to the Mining

Man." George Otis Smith, "The Rela-

tions of the L'nitcd States Geological Sur-

vey to the Mining Industry." H. J. Cant-

well, "The Importance of the Mining In-

dustry to the Industrial and Commercial

Life of the Nation." L. D. Huntoon

"The Royalty System." James Douglas,

".\ Remedy for the Law of the Apex."

1 hese names and titles sufficiently indicate

the high class and great value of the

papers. An important paper by James W.
Malcolmson, on "The Histor>' of Gold and

Silver" was not read, but will be published

in the Journal, as will also some of the

other papers mentioned above.

The choice gf the next meeting place of

the .\merican Mining Congress developed

a hot fight, which was won by Columbus,

Ohio, chiefly on the ground that it was ad-

visable for the Congress to go East in or-

der to broaden its scope and become really

a national organization.

A Remedy for the Law of tlie

Apex *

BV J.VMES DouGL.^st

Steel in Great Britain

The production of steel ingots in Great

Britain, as reported by the British Iron

Trade .Association for the half-year ended

June 30, shows the following di^^sion as

to processes used

:

AciJ. , ,—Basic.—

>

Total
Tons. Pit CI. Tons. PerCt. Tons.

Open-hearth l.SSi.oia 49.4 las.TTS l!).2 i.MT.Tgi

Bessemer... 762.ia3 2'2.4 306.779 9.0 l.llfi8,972

Total 2,444,212 71.8 962.554 28.2 3,406.706

Total. 1906. 2.273,605 73.0 842,968 27.0 3.116,473

The increase in open-hearth steel over

1906 was 140,941 tons, and in bessemer,

149.352; open-hearth ingots forming 68.6

per cent, of the total of this year and bes-

semer 31.4, against 70.5 and 29.5 per cent.,

respectively, lasr year. The proportion of

basic steil showed a slight gain in 1907.

The total number of open-hearth fur-

naces in operation in the first half of 1907

was 392, against 375 in the first half of

1906. The average number of bessemer

converters in operation was 57, of which

^••'i were acid and 211/3 basic.

Marquette charcoal blast furnace of the

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company, has made
a record of 4'/i years of continuous opera-

tion. More remarkable still is the record

of Gladstone furnace of this company,

'vhich has been in continuous operation

six years and seven months. The aver-

age campaign of a Lake Superior charcoal

furnace is about two years.

While there may be difference of opin-

ion as to the wisdom of amending the

existing mining law, known as the Law of

the Apex, by reason of the fact that court

decisions have settled so many of its am-
biguous features, and that its provisions

have been applied, and rights under it se-

cured over so large an area as the United

States, few people would be found to de-

fend the law on its own merits, and fewer

still, if the law did not stand on the

statute books, would frame or vote for

the passage of such a law today. It was

based on false geological assumptions,

and has retarded mining in many dis-

tricts. -Apart from its baneful effects in

this respect, it has been the cause of bit-

ter ill-feeling among neighbors, and has

created a widespread feeling of hostility

where there should have been cooperation,

self-help and mutual aid and counsel.

The remedy for neighbors who do not

wish to avail themselves of their rights

under the apex law is a contract to apply

to their surface the common-law rule ; and

abolish, so far as their adjacent property

is concerned, their rights under the law of

1873. In 1881 Wm. E. Church, of the De-

troit Copper Mining Company, whose

operating headquarters were at Morenci,

near Clifton, Arizona, made an arrange-

ment with Freudenthauer & Lezinsky,

who owned the Longfellow and a number

of other claims in the Clifton district, to

abolish the apex law as applied to their

claims, and to confine their operations in

depth within the end and side lines car-

ried down vertically. In 1882 Freuden-

thauer & Lezinsky sold their property to

the .Arizona Copper Company. The ar-

rangement had worked so well that the

.Arizona Copper Company was willing to

make a similar contract with the Detroit

Copper Mining Company. .As a result,

during the 26 years that have intervened

between the first contract and today there

has been no litigation in the Clifton Dis-

trict growing out of the law of the apex.

.A number of other companies have since

then begun operations in the district. I

am not aware whether or not similar con-

tracts have been made among them, but

a spirit of- friendliness instead of distrust

pervades the whole corporate mining com-

munity of that district, which may or

may not have been brought about by the

action of the two most prominent mining

companies.

In the still more productive Warren dis-

trict of southern Arizona, whose center is

the town of Bisbec, the Copper Queen was
for many years the only company working

actively, or producing much copper ; but

•Paper read before the American Mining
Congress. November. 1007.

trre.-ildent ro|>|>i-r Queen Consolidated Min-
ing Company, \'-» York.

when the Calumet & Arizona Company
acquired property and became an import-

ant factor in the copper production of the

Southwest, the same spirit possessed the

companies, and the method of avoiding

litigation growing out of the direction in

which orcbodics extended, was adopted,

In the Warren district the profitable ore

as yet discovered and developed is con-

fined to beds of limestone of the Carboni-

ferous age, whose thickness is about 400

ft,, and which have a southerly dip. Prob-

ably under the ruling in the famous

Eureka-Richmond case, the Copper

Queen, which has worked continuously

from a marvellously rich outcrop, ex-

posed in 1880, along the dip of the ore-

bearing strata of limestone to a distance

of over a mile from its outcrop to a

depth of 1200 ft. below the surface, might

have fought, with a reasonable expecta-

tion of winning, for all ore on the dip.

But the result of litigation would have

been curtailment, if not stoppage of work,

by injunction, paralysis of the whole dis-

trict, bitter feeling and the transfer of

profits, and perhaps of capital, to the legal

profession instead of the owners. And
therefore the Copper Queen Company,

guided by the success of the experiment

in the Clifton district, was quite willing to

follow the same procedure and make side-

and end-line agreements with the neigh-

boring companies.

The wonderful development of mining

in the district has unquestionably been

brought out through this liberal policy,

for not only has litigation and its conse-

quent bitterness of feeling been eliminated,

but the underground development has

progressed more rapidly than in propor-

tion to the number of companies engaged

in exploration, inasmuch as any discovery

made by any one of the companies, instead

of being concealed, is loyally published to

the others, and the neighbor is thus directed

to the point where he should with mo.-^t

probability of success find ere. This

benefit has been felt to the utmost advan-

tage in the Warren district, where the

orebodies appear to be eccentrically dis-

tributed within the area of the limestone

above referred to. So loyally do the com-

panies live up to the spirit as well as the

letter of the mutual engagements, that

when one of the companies works up in

ore to the side-line of his neighbor and

bis neighbor's ground slides across the

line into his own—an event which not

seldom happens in ground so soft and

shifting—no question has arison as to the

right of the original owner of the ground

either to remove it fmm the adjacer.t

claim which he does not own, or to re-

ceive its full value from the o-.vner of the

claim on to which it has slid. From every

point of view, therefore, I believe the

companies of both districts have bene-

fited and undoubtedly the poptdation at

large of both have prospered ; and the

whole of southern .Arizona ha's advanced

with rapid strides through this abolition
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of the Law of the Apex and the volun-

tary adoption of the common-law rule.

Under the old Spanish mining law, as

applied to their American colonies, the

ownership of the mineral in depth beneath

the actual surface of the claim is vested in

the possessor of the surface, but if he

were negligent and tardy, and his neigh-

bor reached the ore in depth below his

surface before he did, that neighbor might

extract the ore, accounting to the owner

for a certain share in the profits. In

that way the Spanish Government, which

depended for revenue on the export duty

on minerals, protected itself against the

absorption of unused mining property by

unproductive owners; but the eagerness

with which we push forward toward

every indication of ore, and the haste

which we are in to extract it, supply suffi-

cient remedy against so remote an evil.

As I have already remarked, except by

voluntary contract such as above de-

scribed, one can see no means of radically

amending the mischievous workings of

the Law of the .Ape.x ; but this remedy is

available to all neighboring mine owners

who wish to act in a neighborly manner
and forego a possible advantage, which

may be secured after great loss of money
and temper, for an assured benefit.

The Societa Generale per la Cianamide

of Rome, Italy, holds all patents covering

the manufacture and use of tho product,

and has had an experimental plant in

operation for the past three years.

Licenses for the manufacture of calcium

cyanamid have been sold in all civilized

countries, and plants with capacities of

40,000 and 50,000 tons per annum are pro-

jected in Europe. The product is ex-

pected to be especially valuable as a fer-

tilizer in combination with prepared phos-

phate rock.

The tonnages indicated in the last col-

umn represent initial capacities; the ulti-

mate capacities will be about twice the

amounts shown. The plant at Plana

d'Orta is now in operation producing at

the rate of 4000 tons ; the others will

begin about Jan. i, 1908, or within a few

months of that time.

Calcium Cya a nid in the United

States

The American Cyanamid Company, 100

Broadway, New York, announces its in-

tention to build a plant for the manufac-

ture of calcium cyanamid at Muscle

Shoals on the Tennessee river in northern

Alabama. The initial capacity will be

40,000 tons per annum.

Calcium cyanamid or "lime-nitrogen" is

an electro-chemical product formed ac-

cording to the Frank and Caro process by
the action of an electric current upon
lime and coke. It is valuable as a source

of nitrogenous compounds, its chief use

being as a fertilizer as a substitute for

Chilean niter, but it may also serve as

a basis for the manufacture of ammonia
and ammonium salts, sodium and potas-

sium cyanides and various other com-
pounds.

What Yukon Miners Want

Special Correspondence

Dr. Alfred Thompson, representative of

the Canadian Yukon in the Dominion

House of Commons, will endeavor to ob-

tain at the ensuing session of Parliament

a number of concessions desired by those

engaged in mining in Yukon Territory.

He will continue his fight against the col-

lection by the Government of a royalty on

gold recovered, contending that this im-

post is a burden from which prospectors

and miners should be relieved. A lower

schedule of fees will also be asked for,

the official charges in the Canadian Yukon
of $10 to $13 for making certain records

being considered illiberal in comparison

with fees of $1 and $2 in Alaska for filing

of each instrument. A cash bonus will be

sought for the erection of a copper smelter

at Whitehorse, southern Yukon, where

several copper mines are being opened,

which find ore transportation charges to

outside smelters almost probibitory to

profitable production. Further subsidies

for the encouragement of the prospecting

of new placer and quartz fields will also

be asked for, while the necessity for es-

tablishing a gold purchasing office at Daw-
son whenever preparations for minting

gold at Ottawa shall be .forward enough

to warrant this step, will be represented.

.Additional mail facilities, wireless teleg-

raphy, reduction in money-order charges,

local examinations for land surveyors, ap-

pointment of a pure-food commissioner,

and other needs will be urged upon the

Government as well.

CYANAMID WORKS IN CODRSB OF CONSTRUCTION IN EUROPE.

Name "f Company. Location ot Works.
Annual

Capacity In
Tons.

N"rthwf»«iorn Cyanamlfl Company of London
Ost'ltMitHotK? KalkHtlcksU'fTwerke vom Berlin
i^'-cUU Sui8« Pr- -bora Azolall

SocUii FrancalB Pour in-odulte Azotati de Parla

Cyan id r»os»»ll8rhaft vom Berlin
s..«-ift,\ rtnllaiiH p**I Carburn di Calrlo dl Roma

13.750
3,300
1.400

Muhlthal Prussia
Martlgny, Switzerland
( Notre Dame de Brlanon, Savoy.

13.200

16.600
13.760
27,600
60,000

Trosher)?, Bavaria
Callestattl. Italy
Sebenloo. Dalmntla. Austria

S-H'ieii ItAllana i>el Carburo dl Calclo dl Roma
San Man-el (^'omt'AKana Italy 8.2.10

11.550
Soclou Itallnna per la Fabrlcazlone dl Produttll

Asrotatl .11 K-riia j
Plana d'Orta, Italy

Flume, Dalmntla
SocleUltali ' 1 -azlone dl Produttll

4,400

The Alaska-Yukon Boundary

Special Correspondence

It is stated that as a result of the work

of the international boundary survey par-

ties representing the United States and

Canada, respectively, a strip of territory

600 ft. wide and several hundred miles

long, heretofore regarded as part of the

Canadian Yukon, has been shown to be-

long to the United States. The line of

demarcation in the north is the 141st

meridian, starting from the coast at Mt.

St. Elias and crossing the Yukon river at

a point about 90 miles below Dawson.

The previous location of the line was un-

der the direction of Wm. Ogilvie, a

Canadian official, who in 1908 did this

work, but accuracy was not then possible.

The completion of the telegraph line

through the district has facilitated the

exact determination of the line, which, as

jointly determined by the survey parties,

transfers to the United States the strip of

land alluded to. During the field-work

season of 1907 the line was determined

and a topographical survey made of the

country four miles on each side of it, for

a distance of about 125 miles south from

the Yukon river. It is estimated tjiat it

will take three years to complete the work

to Mt. St. Elias, after which the delimita-

tion of the line northward from the Yukon
river will be undertaken and carried as far

as possible for men to proceed with it.

Mine Labjr in Califom-a

Special Correspondence

In the past month there has been a

great change in the labor situation at

California mines. Since the closing down
of work at the mine and in the smelter

at Coram, in Shasta county, and the shut-

ting down of several large sawmills in

the same county, some hundreds of men
have been thrown out of employment and

are seeking work at the mines and smelt-

ing plants. Only a few months ago men

were quite scarce and were being adver-

tised for. And now comes a report that

the Mountain Copper Company will close

down its plant at Keswick, started up not

long since, and 200 or 300 more men will

be out of work. It was expected that this

plant would continue work all winter

despite the financial depression.
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Mining and Labor in the

Transvaal

Special Correspondence

I

The re-patriation of the Chinese as their

contracts fall due is being carried out.

Those coolies who have been fortunate

enough to get together fair sums of

money, either by hard work or through

gambling, are eager to get back to China,

while the majority of coolies who have

not saved up much money, because they

considered they would be allowed to sign

on again, are not at all anxious to leave

the Rand. So far no trouble is being ex-

perienced in getting sufficient Kafirs to

leplace the coolies. Just now a very satis-

factory class of Kafirs is coming to the

mines. From all appearances there will

be no difficulty in getting sufficient l.ibor

this year.

But the labor trouble will surely arise

later on, when all the Chinese are sent

i-.way. The Kafirs are coming to work
just now because most of their crops have

been destroyed by locusts. In the lean

years they come to the mines for employ-

ment, but when the crops are plentiful

there is no necessity for them to work,

and the mines suffer from a dearth of

labor. After all the Chinese leave the

Transvaal, it is probably that the mining

industry will fall back to the position held

just before the arrival of the coolies;

many of the mills will be able to run

only half time, and the development work
in the mines will fall behind.

Mr. Taberer, the recently appointed di-

rector of the government native labor

bureau, has been on a mission to Basuto-

land, to see what the prospects are of get-

ting Basutos for the- gold mines of the

Rand. The Basutos are growing more in-

dependent every day, and told Mr.

Taberer that the Rand was not very at-

tractive, and that they did not care to

sign on for more than three or four

months at a time. They much prefer the

•diamond mines of Cape Colony and the

Transvaal, to the gold mines. It is not

likely, therefore, that we will get many
Kafirs from Basutoland for the mines of

the Rand.

There is always a certain amount of

anxiety this time of the year about w-atcr

for the mines. If the rains are late the

<iams get very low, and sometimes the

mills are hung up for want of water. This

year, however, we need not worry about

water, for the rains have come early, and

have filled most of the dams. It looks

as if the season will be a wet one.

The outlook for the unemployed whites is

somewhat brighter. Xot only has the Gov-

ernment made a bold move in deciding to

place some of the unemployed on the new
tinfields, north of Pretoria, to work them

as a government concern, but the munici-

pality of Johannesburg has started over

500 of the out-of-works on road making,

and excavating for the new sewerage
scheme. The pay is small, about $1.25 per

day, but so hard pressed are the men
that they are pleased to accept work even

at this rate.

Cables have been sent to Canada and
Australia asking if there are any open-
ings in these countries for the men who
have been thrown out of employment by

the late strike. The reply from Canada
was unfavorable, while from Australia

the news came that there was an opening
for good miners in that country, but the

men would have to pay their own passage.

.'\s most of the unemployed are penniless,

there is not much hope of their reaching

Australia.

The distress in Johannesburg today

among the unemployed is probably as

great as in any part of the world. Men
who a few years ago were in lucrative

positions now find themselves in straitened

circumstances. Mine managers, survey-

ors, assayers, etc., have for weeks and
months looked for positions without suc-

cess.

But this experience has done the com-
munity some good. It has taught people

the lesson of frugality. In the past the

white people of the Rand have been ac-

customed to live extravagantly in many
ways, and have not recognized the neces-

sity of saving anything. In the present

hard times they are finding that expenses

can be reduced and economy practiced in

many ways. It is not a pleasant lesson,

but a useful one in many ways.

Gold Robbers in the Yukon

Territory

Special Correspondence

Duty on Vanadium Ore

In the matter of a consignment of
vanadium ore which had been assessed
for duty at 20 per cent, ad valorem under
paragraph 183 of the tariff act as a metal-
lic mineral substance in a crude state, the

Board of General Appraisers has given

the following decision

:

"We find that this ore is a mineral sub-

stance in which metals are not present in

a metallic state. A chemical analysis of

the mineral indicates the presence of

traces of various metals and an appre-

ciable percentage of vanadium. No metals

are in this ore as metals or in a free

state. They are in chemical combination

with all the other elements which go to

make up the mineral in question, and the

evidence is to the effect that an elaborate

chemical process is necessary to extract

or isolate such contained metal. We are

of the opinion that vanadium ore is

not a metallic mineral substance within

the ruling of this board as to tungsten

ore. The merchandise would thus ap-

pear to be entitled to free entry as claimed

under paragraph 614, as a crude mineral,

not advanced in value of condition by re-

fining or grinding or by any other process

of manufacture, and we so hold."

The mystery of the disappearance of

Tanana gold to the value of $40,000 in-

cluded in the registered mail delivered at

the post office Dawson, Yukon Territory,

on July 29, last, appears to have been

solved. Several of the robbers have been

arrested, but not much of the gold has

been recovered. The head foreman of the

public works department at Dawson is

believed to have stolen the gold from the

post office, where he worked in the Gov-
ernment service, and then with the as-

sistance of confederates, carried it away
and either sold it gradually to local banks

or arranged with persons going to Seat-

tle to take part of it with them for sale

there, practically all of the Alaska and

Yukon gold being eventually received at

the United States assay office in that city.

The chief robber was arrested on a

steamer after he had left Dawson. While
being taken back he seems to have com-
mitted suicide, for a phial containing i

poisonous drug was found in the bunk
in which his dead body was found. Fur-

ther sensational developments are ex-

pected and it is stated that further ar-

rests, of both women and men, will b«

made in connection with this big robbery.

Tin Mining in the Erzgebirge

The revival of tin mining in the

Erzgebirge is reported in the Monlan-
Zeitung (Sept. 15, 1907). Operations

have been carried on since early in the

present year by the Schurf company in

abandoned workings on the ridge of the

Erzgebirge at Friihbuss near Neudek.
During the seventeenth century tin ore

was extracted by open-cut mining. The
Schurf company, in exploring the old

workings, recently sank a main shaft 23

m. deep and began drifting. One drift

cut through five tin streaks, some nearly

a half meter thick. The veins carry beau-

tifully crystallized tin-stone and assays

are satisfactory.

Even better results were secured in the

old workings at Hirscheustand. Here
the abandoned galleries were more than

1000 m. in extent and in good condition,

and were quickly reopened for about 500

m. These galleries are so disposed as

to be of considerable use in draining

upper workings ; the installation of a

pumping plant is not necessary. The
veins here range in thickness from a half

to more than three meters. It is intended

to begin active production early in 1907.

For the past 65 years the deposits were

controlled by Baron Kleis, but exploita-

tion was abandoned on account of the low
price of tin.
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Montana's Great Coalfields and Its Collieries

The Coal Areas Are More Extensive Than Those of Any Other

State, but the Production Does Not Satisfy the Local Demand

BY 'FLOYD W PARSONS
In the Sheridan district of Wyoming,

the only producers of coal besides the

Sheridan Coal Company, are the Carney

Coal Company at Carneyville, and the

Wyoming Coal Mining Company at Mon-
arch. The Carney company is working
ill the Xo. 3 seam which varies in thick-

ness from 6 to 19 ft. There is electric

haulage and fan ventilation. The mines

are do' and non-gaseous. The coal, al-

though clean, is an inferior steam and
domestic fuel, being high in moisture and
low in fixed carbon. The company em-
pioys 300 men and seems to have no diffi-

the Carney company. The No. 4 seam

lying just below the No. 3 bed is worked

here. The coal in some places is 28 ft.

thick and has few partings. Conditions

a.-, to labor and car supply arc similar to

those existing at Carneyville. The plants

of the Carney and Wyoming companies

are shown in the accompanying illustra-

tions.

Immense Co.vl Areas in the West

The State of Montana contains 47,200

square miles of coal lands, while Texas,

which contains the second largest area has

v.'ith a coal are of 140 square miles. The
figures here given will no doubt be, a sur-

prise to many who have never realized

that Pennsylvania with its enormous out-

put contains less than one-third the coal

included within the boundaries of Mon-
tana. It is of course true that the charac-

ter and quality of the coal contained in

the seams of the two States cannot be

compared, for much of the fuel of Mon-
tana is of an inferior quality, often grad-

ing into the lower forms of lignite, while

ill many places the seams are not commer-

cially valuable. The fact remains, how-
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culty in securing miners. When the new
tipple that has just been completed is

put in operation, it is expected that the

production will be more than 3000 tons

daily. The method of mining employed

i-i the room-and-pillar system, the rooms

being driven 26 ft. wide and 300 ft. long.

The car supply from Nov. 6, 1906, to

Sept. 19, 1907, could not have been better.

Since the latter date, however, the com-

p;my has been permitted to ship but little

coal over the Northern Pacific, which

road supplies the cars. The markets for

Carney coal arc in Washington, Mon-
tana, South Dakota and Nebraska.

The Wyoming Coal Mining Company's

mines and plant a're similar to those of

41,300 square miles of undeveloped coaL

The other important States arranged in

the order of their coal areas are : Il-

linois, 35,600 square miles ; North Dakota,

35tSoo; Missouri, 23,000; Iowa, 20,000;

Kansas, 20,000; Wyoming, 19,900; West
Virginia, 17,000; Kentucky, 16,670; Indian

Territory, 14,850; Pennsylvania, 14,680;

New Mexico, 13,500; Ohio, 12,660; Col-

orado, 11,600; Michigan, 11,300; and Ala-

bama, 8430 square miles.

The remaining States and Territories

arranged according to their coal areas

are : Alaska, Indiana, Utah, Tennessee,

South Dakota, Virginia, Arkansas, Wash-
ington, North Carolina, Maryland, Cali-

fornia, Oregon, Georgia, and lastly, Idaho

ever, that the coal seams in these North-

western States have hardly been touched,

and when the railroad and labor problems

have been better solved, those regions

now facing a coal famine will not only

be able to supply their own demands, but

will be in a position to ship coal to adja-

cent territory.

It is at present impossible to determine

the exact extent and commercial value

of these northwestern coalfields. In North

Dakota, which contains an extremely large

coal territory, the fuel so far as present

knowledge determines is wholly lignite

and of comparatively little value. On the

other hand, the extent of some of the

coalfields is largely hypothetical, as in
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the CISC of Washington, where the pres-

ent estimate of 1 100 square miles is un-

doubtedly far below the actual extent of

the fields. Although Washington has

been carefully explored, the peculiar con-

ditions which prevail on the west slope of

the Cascade range make it practically

impossible to settle the question at the

present time. The surface is deeply cov-

ered by glacial drift and vegetation, and

it is only where great streams have cut

deep ravines through this drift that the

coal beds are exposed. For this reason

it is probable that they are present in

some of the covered areas, which ques-

tion will not be settled until the State

has been more carefully prospected.

The known coalfields of Alaska which

at present have practically the same area

as the bituminous field of Alabama, will

probably be greatly enlarged when future

exploration has t.nkcn place. The few

is mined in the Rocky mountain region.

Although there are 35 or 40 producing

properties in the State, the greater part

of the tonnage is taken from ten of th'!

larger mines. Most of the scams are hori-

zontal and were probably laid down in

shallow fresh or brackish water. The
material forming the lignite grew during

the later Cretaceous period and the de-

posits lie mostly in the Laramie forma-

tion. Although the State of Montana has

not been thoroughly exploited geologi-

cally, enough work has been done to show

the outlines or limits of the principal

coal areas : The Bull Mountain field lying

in Yellowstone county, 45 miles north-

east of Billings, is the most isolated dis-

trict in the State. This field contains

about 55 square miles, but has not been

largely developed because of a lack of

railroad facilities. The best beds are

found in the Fort Union formation and

trict. The coal is semi bituminous in

character.

The Yellowstone field lies principally in

(jallalin and Park counties and is 30

n'.iles in length and from 5 to 18 miles in

breadth. This district lies directly on the

route of the Northern Pacific Railroad,

;md because of this proximity has re-

ceived much attention. The coal varies

from a coking variety at Cokedale and

Storrs to a dry steam coal at Timberline

and farther west.

The Trail Creek field, situated 10' miles

south of Bozeman, contains a scam of

semi-bituminous coal varying in thickness

from 5 to II ft. A branch of the North-

ern Pacific Railroad connects this field

with the main line at Mountain Side.

The Cinnabar field, located in the south-

ern end of Park county, contains one of

the best grades of coal in the State, but

the district is isolated and at present un-
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areas of anthracite coal that have been

found in the Western States and Alaska,

are generally the direct result of volcanic

activity and consequently are limited in

extent. Colorado contains anthracite coal

in Gunnison county and in the Yampa
coalfields of Routt county. These same

coal beds, only a short distance away, are

bituminous in character, showing that the

arthracitc in this field is principally due to

igneous intrusions which have baked the

coal and driven oflf its volatile matter.

The largest anthracite field outside of

Pennsylvania occurs near Controller Bay
in -Alaska. The change in the character

of the coal in this district is said to be

due more to the intense folding to which

the rocVs have been subjected, than to vol-

canic activity.

CoAi, Resources of Montana

Montana at present produces about 18

per cent, of all the coal and lignite that

the character of the coal is lignitic-bitu-

niinous.

The Clarks Fork field is at present the

district of greatest activity. The coal

seams here contained extend through

Meagher, Sweetgrass, Yellowstone and

Carbon counties. The continuation of this

field south from Bear creek into Wyom-
ing forms the Big Horn Basin field of

that State. The coal seams of the south-

ern part of the Clarks Fork field vary

from 5 to 7 ft. in thickness. The Butte

and Anaconda smelting works consume a

krge amount of the coal mined in this

district.

Rocky Fork is one of the smallest but

most important fields in the State. It is

located in Carbon county only a few miles

from the Clarks F'ork field and contains

several good seams varying from 4 to 8

ft. thick. The Red Lodge property owned
by the Northern Pacific Railway Com-
pany is the principal operator in this dis-

important. The West Gallatin field is

located in the southwestern part of Gal-

latin county, and due to its limited area

and inaccessibility has not been ex-

ploited. The Toston field located three

miles from the town of Toston on the

Northern Pacific, and the Ruby Valley

district, situated 30 miles west of the Gal-

latin field, have no mines of particular

value or large output.

The largest field in the State is known
a<-. the Belt or Great Falls district and

runs through Teton, Lewis & Clark. Cas-

cade and Fergus counties. The coal is

not only acceptable for steam purposes,

but it can be coked. The largest part of

the output goes to the Great Northern

Railway. The Belt mine is owned by the

.•\nnconda Copper Mining Company, and

produces 550 tons daily. In addition, the

Great Northern mines ship 300 tons to

Butte and Anaconda and from 200 to 250

tons to the Great Falls smelting works.
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One independent operator in this district

produces 100 tons a day, which is used for

commercial purposes at Great Falls.

Other coal areas in Montana are the

riathcad field in the county of that name;
the Sweetgrass Hills field in Chouteau

county, the Judith Basin tield in Fergus
ct uiUy niul the Smith River district lying

along the high divide east of the South

river. Up to the present time these dis-

tricts have not shown any material de-

velopment.

Montana's Fuel Famine

The scarcity of fuel in Montana dur-

ing the past winter was so acute in some
districts that it caused considerable suf-

fering. Besides the output from local

mines, coal to the amount of about

T,50O,000 tons was imported during the

year. These importations were principally

from Canada and southern Wyoming. A
considerable tonnage was also brought in

than anything else. The great curtail-

ment in the mining industry now permits

the product formerly used at the smelters

and power plants to be employed for do-

mestic and commercial purposes. One
other item that must be considered as

favoring belter transportation for coal is

the smaller grain crop, which will require

fewer cars to transport it.

Recent Legislation

The largest mines in Wyoming, Mon-
tana and Utah are cither owned or con-

trolled by the various great railway sys-

tems. Although I have not yet compiled

exact tonnage figures, I believe that 60

per cent, of the output of the Northwest-

ern States is produced by companies con-

trolled by these railroads. What policy

they intend to pursue next year when the

recent enactments prompted by the Inter-

State Commerce Commission become
active laws, it is at present impossible to

Wyoming, has already declared that it

will use its entire production to supply

fuel for its locomotives. As the company
is now purchasing coal from foreign com-
panies, this statement is not idle talk.

The railroad can easily utilize the entire

output in the locomotives of its various

systems. The Utah Fuel Company, which

is controlled by the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway Company, disposes of the larger

part of the output to local consumers for

domestic and steam purposes. This com-
pany has been offered $1 per ton more for

its coal by consumers outside of Utah, than

the local trade has been paying. It has,

however, been shipping only appro.xt-

mately 15 per cent, of its coal output to

neighboring States. This same company,
however, has been shipping 350 tons of

coke daily to Anaconda, and this business

will not be possible unless some reorgan-

ization is made. Should the va(-ious rail-

road companies decide as the Union Paci-

CARNEY no. I COAL TIPPLE, SHOWING METHOD 01 HOISTING LO.\DS FROM THE SLOPE

over the Burlington Railway and dis-

tributed in the towns along the lines of

this system. In North Dakota, where
the coal famine was also severe, it is re-

ported that prominent citizens wired their

governor asking him to consider the ad-

visability of using the State militia to

force the railways to transport coal.

The railroads traversing the State of
' Irintana have added largely to the num .

ber of cars and engines employed on their

systems and could come nearer to afltord-

ing satisfactory transportation for the

-coal output if the Eastern roads would
•endeavor to make prompt returns of

Western cars. Although the traffic con-

gestion is acute in many places it is prob-

able that conditions will generally be

much better than last winter. Climatic

-conditions and the great prosperity en-

joyed by the various. mining and smelting

companies during the winter were more
<lircctly responsible for the fuel shortage

foretell. That this law is sweeping in

its character and will be difficult to evade

is evident from a perusal of the following

brief extract

:

"From and after May i, 1908, it shall

be unlawful for any railroad company to

transport from any State, Territory, or

the District of Columbia, to any other

State, Territory, or the District of

Columbia, or to any foreign coun-

try, any article or commodity, other

than timber and the manufactured

products thereof, manufactured, mined,

or produced by it, or under its authority,

or which it may own in whole, or in

part, or in which it may have any inter-

est direct or indirect except such articles

or commodities as may be necessary and

intended for its use in the conduct of

its business as a common carrier." Ap-

proved June 29, 1906.

The Union Pacific Railway Company,

which operates large mines in southern

fie is already reported to have done, to

use the coal output of their mines for

their own and local uses, it is difficult to

tell what serious and aggravated condi-

tions may arise.

If the railroads affected by this new

legislation, have decided on the course

they will pursue, their intention, even at

this late date, is known only to them-

selves. There is no doubt that many inter-

esting problems will arise. Should the

railroads sell their coal to jobbers in their

own State, it is a question whether the

latter could in turn ship the coal to con-

sumers in other States.

Economics of Coal Mining in The
Northwest

Thousands of acres of coal lands in

Montana, Wyoming and Utah, are held

by independent companies who hesitate

to commence development work for fear

that the railroads will not furnish them
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cars. Their fears are no doubt well

grounded, for the roads are certain to

supply their own needs first, and fre-

quently they find even this difficult.

In a recent visit to the mines owned by

one large Western railroad, a train of

empty cars was pulled into the camp,

30 miles from the main line. The fol-

lowing systems were represented in this

cne trip: Wabash; Pennsylvania (.latest

steel open coal cars) ; New York Central,

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Colorado

Midland; Union Pacific; Toledo, St. Louis

& Western ; Burlington ; Hocking Valley

;

Fort Smith & Western ; Baltimore &
Ohio; St. Louis & Southwestern; Chicago

& Eastern Illinois; and Chicago & Noith-

western. These cars were less than 1000

miles from the Pacific coast, and some

inuics arc working full time. Is il not

reasonable then for holders of coal lands

to fear to undertake development ? The

railroad companies do not fear the com-

petition, nor any over production, for the

Western market could easily consume in

addition, the output from many new
mines without reducing prices. It is

simply a case of utter inability on the

part of the roads to handle the traffic

demanded.

In Goldfield, Nev., last winter, coal sold

for $70 a ton, and $40 was charged for a

cord of wood. The stringency was so

acute that all the sage brush within miles

of the town was torn up and burned as

fuel. What they will do this winter is

hard to predict, and conditions in Nevada

are not going to be much improved.

lar West is double what it is in Pennsyl-

vania or West Virginia. On the other

hand, Montana coal sells in Butte for

from $5 to $6 per ton, while southern

Wyoming coal brings $5, f.o.b. cars in this

same market and retails for $7 per ton.

The market at Portland, Ore., is sup-

plied principally by Oregon and Wash-

ington mines, the coal bringing from $5

to $7.50 per ton. Considerable .\ustralian

coal is also used in this market, being

brought over in ships from New South

Wales as ballast. The coal from Rock

Springs, Wyom. (Union Pacific mines),

brings about $10 per ton in Washington.

The Rock Springs coal is the best fuel

produced in the West and is in demand as

far East as Kansas and Nebraska, where

consumers would rather pay $7 per ton

for this coal than $3 50 and $4 for the in-

ferior Iowa and Missouri coals. The

West has the coal, and when there is

sufficient certainty of adequate transpor-

tation, the required number of mines will

b'.> opened, and the question of a fuel

supply will be solved.
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of them were 3000 miles from home. The

superintendent of the company whose at-

tention I called to the assortment of cars,

laughed and said, "When do you think

they will get home?" Many of the cars

had probably come West loaded with ma-

chinery and merchandise and would soon

be resting on a siding loaded with coal,

and not necessarily headed toward the

Atlantic seaboard.

Why the railroads in the West dis-

criminate against independent shippers

is therefore not hard to determine; they

are merely following the rather selfish,

but universal law of self-preservation. In

at least a half dozen instances I can point

at present to small companies whose out-

put is limited by the car supply, while

only a few miles distant, the railroad

Roughly estimated, the cost of mining

a ton of coal in this western country is

as follows

:

COST OF PRODUCING COAL IS THE WEST.
Inside labor $0.45
Outside labor 0.17
Driving gangways and entries 0.63
Supplies 0.17
Preparation O.OS
General expenses, repairs and Insurance 0.14

Total S1.64

It costs about one-half cent per ton

per mile to convey coal to its destination,

so that on the face of things, it would

seem that operators should be able to

more than make both ends meet. How-
ever, it costs considerable to build the

initial plant which after a time must prac-

tically be discarded. In fact, the cost of

opening and equipping a coal mine in the

Centennial of Anthracite

.Announcement that the one hundredth

anniversary of the first burning of anthra-

cite coal in a grate will be celebrated at

Wilkes-Barre, Penn., on Feb. 11, 1908,

by the Wyoming Historical and Geolog-

ical Society of Wilkes-Barre, which at

the same time will celebrate the fiftieth

anniversary of its organization.

Coal was first bunied by Judge Jesse

Fell, of that city, in a grate at the old Fell

tavern on the night of Feb 11, 1808.

Up to that time the coal, called generally

stone coal, owing to its hardness, had no

commercial value. People of those times

said it would not burn sufficiently to make

it of any service, but Judge Fell believed

it would. He built a simple grate of iron

bars and in the presence of some of the

prominent men of that city made the ex-

periment. It was a bitterly cold winter

night with a high wind blowing and there

was a fine draft up the big chimney. It

was not long before the coal glowed and

gave forth a comfortable heat. News of

the experiment spread quickly, people

built grates in their homes and dug in

the outcroppings for the new fuel and in

a short time the commercial value of it

was recognized and it began to be an

article of trade.

In the Missouri coalfield numerous ir-

regular isolated deposits of coal are found

near outcrops. These deposits are very

often of great thickness (as much as 80

ft.), compared with the thickness of the

bed in which they occur. They seem

to be remnants of previous measures

which have been removed by erosion.

The coal of these deposits is generally of

P'lor quality' resembling lignite. In its

characteristics and appearance, it often

approaches the quality of cannel coal.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
WTien laying railroad tracks at tipples,

scales, washerics, breakers, etc.. curves

should not be constructed within 20 ft.

of the buildings. All tracks in buildings

should be tangent, for curves so situated

incur the risk of demolishiTig chutes froin

the passage of unusually large cars.

British coal is now shipped to Jerusa-

liin, being delivered by vessel at the port

of Jaffa and carried from there to the

Holy City by rail. Some business is also

done with other parts of the surrounding

country, coal being carried by camels.

The cost of freight by rail from Jaffa to

Jerusalem, 54 miles, is $3.50 per ton.

Fans used in the coalfields are either

of the forced or exhaust type ; the latter is

by far the more common, for it is more
convenient to seal the up-cast than the

down-cast shaft. The fan may be con-

nected to the up-cast by means of a drift,

a little to one side of the up-cast so that,

in case of repairs to the shaft, the fan

need not be taken apart.

Some of the advantages of machine

holing are : More round coal is made.

in some cases amounting to 10 per cenr.

increase; the cost of mining is somewhat
reduced, much depending on the nature

of the seam; the output per man is in-

creased ; the length of face required for

a given output is lessened and the work-
ings can be concentrated and the length

of the roads reduced.

Pennsylvania's coal output has fallen

below 50 per cent, of the total produc-
tion of the United States. In the com-
bined production of bituminous and an-

thracite in 1880, Pennsylvania produced
two-thirds of the total output, but its per-

centage has been gradually declining. In

1906, Pennsylvania's share was 48.4 per

cent, of the total production, of which
31.2 per cent, was bituminous and 17.2 per

cent, anthracite.

The first cost of an endless-rope sy?

tern is greater than that of any other

haulage installation, for the plant itself

is costly and the roadway must be made
wide enough for a double track or driven

double when the roof will not permit of

this. Operating costs are also high be

cause of the wear of the rope and the

rollers and the heavy lo&s frofn friction.

This is excessive on a long or crooked
line with many curves. Still for roadways
with heavy grades it is the only system
that has proved satisfactory.

Coal-cutting machines are driven either

by compressed air or electric current; the

former, at present, is the more common

motive power but electric current is

rapidly gaining ground. The advantages

of electric machines are that they arc

more economical than compressed-air

machines, and the cables along which

the power is transmitted are more con-

venient than air pipes. On the other hand,

compressed air has advantages which

counterbalance its low efficiency and in-

convenient pipe lines. It is absolutely safe

in a gassy mine, while electric current i.'

not.

Coal-cuttmg machines arc most suc-

cessful where seams are thin and expen-

sive to work by hand. If the cost

of working by hand is low, machines

effect little saving in cost, but they in-

crease the amount of round coal. Where
cutting machines are used it is desirable

but not absolutely essential, that the roof

should be good and the incline not ex-

cessive. Owing to the more rapid and

more regular advance of the face the roof

is often better when the coal is worked by

machine. The seams should be fairly

free from faults if the most efficient work

is to be done.

Errors in an outside survey are more

frequent and the discrepancies more pro-

nounced in the winter and spring than in

the summer and autumn. These errors

may be due to several causes, the chief

of which is attributed to the snow and

frozen ground. When a tripod is set on

frozen ground or snow the ground be-

gins to melt under the pressure and the

instrument is thrown out of adjustment.

To avoid errors as much as possible the

back-sight and fore-sight should be taken

about five minutes after the instrument is

set on the ground. In about three min-

utes the melting begins to cease.

In leveling with an instrument care

should be taken to bring the cross hairs

precisely into focus and the object clearly

and distinctly into view, so as to avoid

all errors of parallax. In every case the

hairs and object should be brought into

view so clearly that the cross-hairs ap-

pear to be a part of the objective surface,

and Remain in that position however the

eye may be moved. Another thing that

should be borne in mind is that the back-

sight and fore-sight should be taken at

points nearly equidistant from the instru-

ment in order to avoid errors due to the

curvature of the earth and also to correct

the errors of adjustment in the instru-

ment.

In longwall mining the greatest break-

age of props occurs at the working faces,

especially when the bottom is of hard

sandstone. This is due to the settling of

the roof, which invariably takes place as

the face advances. The pressure which

causes this settling is so great that no tim-

ber can withstand it. Tapered props have

recently been introduced in England for

use at the faces of such workings. They
are ordinary props, with one end tapered

down to about one-half the original diam-

eter, the tapered end being about 12 in.

long. As the weight of. the roof settles

on the prop the tapered portion burs

under the pressure and thus the prop is

saved from being crushed.

Among the many advantages to be

gained by splitting the air in mines, are

the following : A fall or cave of roof only

affects the territory in which it occurs.

Each territory is ventilated by fresh air.

The smoke resulting from blastings and

the fire damp generated in the workings

cannot be carried through the whole of

the workings. The efficiency of the venti-

lating fan may be increased or the total

quantity of air increased with the same

power. But if splitting is carried too far,

the velocity of the current in each terri-

tory may be so reduced that the current

will not be brisk enough to carry away

gas generated in the working faces. On
the other hand, a high velocity should

he avoided as it increases friction. In

working faces, the speed of air should

be from 150 to 350 ft. per minute; in the

main air-way it should be 700 to 900

ft., and in the shaft, 800 to 950 ft. per

minute.

•Some of the advantages of electric cur-

rent for mine operations are -as follows

:

It is economical to produce. Losses in

the modern electrical generator ,are re-

duced to a minimum, while losses in an

air compressor form a comparatively

large percentage of the total power of

the machine. The total losses in electric

transmission seldom e-xceed one or two

per cent, when distances are comparatively

short, while with compressed-air installa-

tions the transmission losses are large and

increase rapidly with the number of

elbows, valves, and pipe lengths used.

Besides the expense of installing com-

pressed air is greater than the cost of an

electric plant, and the cost of repairs to

wrought-iron pipes, valves, etc., is a con-

siderable item. As soon as a dynamo

begins to operate, the current is available

for running a motor, while the com-

pressed-air engine must be run at least

^ hour before the air is available for the

motor.
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Reducing Iron Production

Ihe curtailment of raw iron produc-

tion, which is the first step toward re-

ihicing the output of finished Iron and

•steel, has started in a sharp and decisive

way. It began in the last week of Octo-

ber, and up to date over 50 furnaces have

been blown out, reducing the weekly pro-

ductive capacity for pig iron by about 10

per cent. By the end of November this

reduction will probably reach 20 per cent.

.\ considerable proportion of the fur-

naces which have gone out of blast are

the older and smaller stacks which can

only be operated at a prolit when pig iron

is at a high price ; but a number also

are larger furnaces, owned by the steel

companies.

How little the present condition—or at

least its near approach—was anticipated,

is shown by the fact that the production

in October was pushed, the total for the

month having been about 2,372,000 tons

of pig iron, the largest monthly output

ever reported: exceeding by 116,000 tons

that of July. There is little doubt that

the larger interests have been expecting

and preparing for a reduction in demand

;

but probably few expected that it would

come so suddenly and sharply as it did.

The larger companies, however, are incet-

ing the conditions promptly, and appar-

ently they do not intend to let stocks of

iron accumulate to any considerable

e.xtent.

Zinc Smelting and Ore Cor.ditions

in the Southwest

The increase in smelting capacity in the

Southwestern district is not yet entirely

completed and new plants are coming into

operation, as demand is declining. Thus

ihe works of the Bartlesville Zinc Com-

pany and the National Zinc Company,

at Bartlesville, Oklahoma, will be ready

to begin operations about the end of

November. On the other hand, at Tola,

Kansas, only about 36 out of 42 fur-

naces arc in operation. The Cockerill

plant is entirely idle.

Most of the smelters are accumulating

stocks of unsold metal, and are conse-

quently not keen about taking in supplies

of ore ; and this is the reason of the pres-

ent weakness of the ore market in Joplin.

In consequence many of the producers

In the Joplin district have suspended, or

are suspending operalimis, as they arc not

able to operate at a prolit on the lower

scale of prices. Others are meeting the

case by reducing wages. The miners

generally recognize the conditions, and
have accepted the reductions without op-

position. Indeed, they have, in some
cases, themselves proposed a cut in wages,
II' order to avert the entire stoppage of

W(jrk.

Decision on Placer County, Cal.,

Mineral Lands

Secretary Garfield has rendered a de-

cision regarding the rights of holders of

mineral lands in Placer county, Cal.,

which has crea'ted considerable stir in

that vicinity. The case involves the

rights of rival claimants to 600 or 800

acres of land »id has been before the

officials of the land office for several

\ears. A group of timber claimants filed

applications in March, 1903, and furnished

data and arguments to show that the land

was of the sort that could be taken under

Ihe timber land act. Ten days later repre-

sentatives of two mining companies filed

protests setting forth that the lands in

(|uestion contained gold in paying quanti-

ties, quartz veins and silver, and that the

tract was properly mineral in character.

Testimony was taken and the receiver of

the local land office recommended that

certain sections of the tract should be

adjudged mineral land and that the ap-

plication applying to these parts should

be rejected. The register of the local

land office, on the other hand, held that

all timber applications should be rejected.

This brought the matter before the gen-

eral land commissioner, who decided that

the lands were non-mineral. Now Secre-

tary Garfield reverses this decision, de-

claring that the lands are largely mineral.

The decision involves no knotty points

of law, but seems to hinge upon questions

of fact and the relative importance of the

evidence presented. It is, however, be-

lieved to have an important bearing upon

disputes in Plumas, Butte, Mariposa,

Calaveras and other California mountain

counties where lands which have been

mined for years have been taken by tim-

ber and homestead entrymen in the hope

of getting Government title. If the inter-

pretation set forth in the Garfield decision

is followed in other cases in which it is

possible to make a similar showing of

facts, the interests of owners of mineral
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lands will prove to be better secured than

has been supposed, and one cause of com-

plaint against the general land office on

the part of miners will have been re-

moved. Perhaps some day we may have

laws which do not permit of as many

different interpretations as there are

officials who may chance to pass upon

them. In the meantime anything that is

definite and promises to add to the gen-

eral sense of security and finality is wel-

come.

The Interstate Coal-mining

Agreement

The movement to repl&ce the independ-

ent agreements, under which mining has

been conducted in a large part of the West

since April, 1906, by a new general agree-

ment, seems to have made considerable

progress. Recently a preliminary con-

ference was held at Indianapolis, which

did, at least, indicate the probabili-

ties of the restoration of the old general

contract. The invitation to this confer-

ence came from the officers of the United

Mine Workers, and was accepted by the

operators of several of the States. As

the present agreements do not expire

until next April, there will be plenty of

time for discussion, and opportunity for

compromise and for the harmonization of

conflicting views. The conference just

held took no positive action, but its

general results were favorable, and pro-

vision has been made for another meeting

in December.

What was known as the interstate

.'igreement, covered wages and other de-

tails of mining in the Pittsburg district of

Pennsylvania, in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

a small part of West Virginia and a large

part of Kentucky and east Tennessee. It

also largely controlled the miners' agree-

mrtits in the Southwestern district, which

includes Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas and

the Indian Territory. While its general

terms were the same everywhere, there

were many local differences, some of

them important. For instance, all through

its continuance the Illinois miners were

paid on the run-of-mine basis, while in

the other States wages were based on

weights of screened coal.

In 1904, after a long discussion, the

agreement was closed for two years, the

miners agreeing, in view of the conditions

then existing, to accept a reduction

amounting to about S-SSc. per ton in pick-

ni'ning rate on the screencd-coal basis.

This agreement expired April i, 1906,

snd early in the year a conference was ar-

ranged for the renewal. The miners'

representatives came prepared to insist

upon the 1903 scale; that is, upon the re-

storation of the reduction to which they

l;ad consented two years before. The

operators were not united on any definite

program, and some of them had special

objects in view; thus the Illinois oper-

ators wanted to do away with the run-of-

mine basis and adopt the screened-coal

basis as m the other States. There were

other complications, such as the differen-

tial between pick and machine mining,

which, it was urged, was so small as to

discourage the introduction of machines.

The shot-firer question was a minor dis-

turbing element. The first conference

failed entirely to reach an agreement, and

;i general strike was threatened. A
second conference also failed, and was

broken up by the withdrawal of the Pitts-

burg men, under the leadership of Francis

L. Robbins. The Pittsburg operators

then proceeded to make an independent

agreement on the basis of the 1903 scale.

After a good deal of friction and some

suspension of mining, the other States

also made independent contracts on the

tasis of the 1903 scale, Ohio operators

coming in last of all.

It is urged on behalf of the interstate

agreement that it has more weight than

any district contract; that in formulat-

ing it a broader view of the situation is

generally taken ; and that it prevents un-

fair advantages being taken in the com-

petition for trade among different dis-

tricts. Upon the whole it worked well

during its existence, though doubtless

many improvements could be made. Per-

haps the most important one can be found

in the suggestion made at a recent con-

ference in Chicago, that a tribunal be

constituted for the settlement of dis-

putes arising under its terms. A body

somewhat analogous to the Anthracite

Conciliation Board would undoubtedly be

useful. Like that board, it could be com-

posed of representatives of miners and

rperators, with a disinterested expert as

. hairman, to have a casting vote in cases

where the board is equally divided. It is

to be hoped that some such provision will

be made, in case the interstate agreement

is restored; which also seems to us de-

sirable.

Changes in Plans, Overestimates,

Etc.

The suspension of construction by the

Balaklala Copper Company at Coram, Cal.,

v-hich was reported recently, appears to

be due chiefly to lack of funds, it being

stated by the company in a circular letter

to its stockholders that the estimates of

the engineers have been exceeded, and on

this account, together with the adoption of

plans increasing the size of the smelter,

it is now found that about $525,000 will

be required to complete the works. A new
bond issue is consequently to be made,

but under present conditions, it is hardly

likely that money will be quickly forth-

coming.

Occurrences of this kind are an after-

math of the recent era of extravagance

;

we hope we are justified in saying "re-

cent." The ideas of wild finance have un-

fortunately extended to metallurgical con-

struction, as well as to the promotion of

new enterprises. In the interest of good

engineering, it is to be hoped that we may

soon see the time when a new works may

be properly planned before the construc-

tion is entered into, when an enlarge-

ment of the plant will not be decided upon

before the original plans have been

carried out, and when there will not

be the repeated report that "the estimates

of the engineers have been exceeded."

Members of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers will be gratified to

know that hereafter the libraries of the

three engineering societies in the United

Engineering Building will be open until

9 p.m. all days of the week except Sun-

days and holidays. This greatly increases

the usefulness of the combination which

constitutes one of the great technical

libraries of the United States, and is an

example of the wider scope of the assist-

ance that the American Institute of Min-

ing Engineers has been able to give its

members since acquiring its new head-

quarters.

The recorder of white pine county,

Nevada, reports that not less than a mil-

lion dollars must be expended in money

or labor in that county between now and

Jan. I in assessment work upon mining

claims. There are on the books 10,000

claims upon each of which at least $100

worth of work must be done. Of this

amount fully one-half will be done by the

owners themselves.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Peters' " Principles of Copper

Smelting" and the Metric

System

The following is a translation of a re-

view of Dr. Peters' "Principles of Cop-

per Smelting," written by Dr. Schiflfner,

professor of metallurgy at the Royal

School of Mines, Freiberg, Sa.xony. The
review appeared in the quarterly bulletin

of new publications issued by Craz &
Gerlach, Freiberg, Saxony.

"A new book on copper by Peters is

certain to arouse pleasing expectations in

the profession ; for the author of "Modern
Copper Smelting" has already proved him-

self a most reliable guide in this branch

of metallurgy. This new book fulfils these

expectations in the highest degree, and

will be found an indispensable adjunct to

the former book. At the same time it

may be regarded as a model for the writ-

ing of similar books on kindred subjects.

"In the exposition of his subject, the

author uses totally different methods

from those which are habitually employed

in treatises upon the individual metals.

He presupposes, on the part of the stu-

dent, some slight knowledge of furnace

operations, and concentrates his efforts

upon a minute and searching investiga-

tion of the various chemical and physical

principles upon which the processes of

copper smelting are based. The properties

and behavior of materials which come

to the furnace, of the between products,

and of the finished products are studied

with great thoroughness, and are used

as factors upon which to base illustra-

tions of the reason why any given re-

sult has been obtained, or how it may
be modified at will. All the ordinary

steps in the smelting of copper ores,

roasting, blast and reverberatory smelt-

ing, matte concentration, pyrite smelting,

and copper refining, are exhaustively

studied in this manner.

"Many practical questions which one

seeks vainly in most text books are here

discussed; such as transportation, prin-

ciples of furnace-building, establishing gf

smelter tariffs, presentation of results,

etc. There is a notable chapter entitled

'A Practical Study of Slags,' and Prof.

J. W. Richards of Lehigh University has

contributed a chapter on 'Thermochem-

istry,' which is so written as to be in-

telligible to those who have but little

familiarity with the subject.

"As the author points out, the practical

value of the book has been enhanced
by the friendly cooperation of the mana-
gers of some of the great copper smelters

in America and elsewhere. The im-

portant chapter on 'Pyrite Smelting' owes
much of its material to the paper of

Robert Stieht wh-ch appeared in Metal
lurgic in 1905. and the entire chapter has

had the benefit of Mr. Stieht's criticisms

and additions.

"The exposition of the various sub-

jects, and the numerous calculations are

occasionally, perhaps, a little too ele-

mentary for any but readers possessing

little chemical or metallurgical training.

I do not feel inclined, however, to re-

gard this as any serious drawback, for

the overworked metallurgist may often

find it highly agreeable to have his tedious

furnace calculations shortened by tables

and factors to his hand.

"If anything is calculated to impair the

usefulness, and the general introduction

of this work, it is the fact that American
measures and weights are employed

throughout the book. Leaving aside the

question whether the English-speaking

nations are justified in clinging so obstin-

ately to their own weights and measures,

a technical or scientific work which ap-

peals to the metallurgists of all nations

should certainly employ the metric sys-

tem, if only in the interests of its own
circulation. The latter system has al-

ready supplanted the old-fashioned un-

practical systems of many nations, and,

in spite of all opposition, is destined

in time to supplant them everywhere."

Dr. Peters replies to Prof. Schiffner's

remarks about the system of weights and

measures employed in his new work as

follows;

Professor Schiffner's review of my
new book is very gratifying, but I

must assure him that the substitution of

the metric system for American weights

and measures would curtail greatly it?

sale and its usefulness with the very

class of people whom I am most desirous

to reach.

For instance : the expression 0.0068572

per cent, of gold in ore, would convey ab-

solutely no meaning at all to English-

speaking miners or metallurgists ; while

its equivalent (0.2 oz. per ton) would

instantly convey to their minds a clear

and accurate statement of the value of

the ore. It would not be reasonable for

me to make my technical books incon-

venient for 95 per cent, of their readers

for the accommodation of 5 per cent. I

am inclined, further, to believe that if

the foreign reader will spend a few

moments in studying the tables of weights

and measures on page 568 of "Principles of

Copper Smelting," he will soon come to

the conclusion that, for ordinary com-
mercial purposes, the English or Ameri-

can method of expressing the values of

precious metals in ore is much more
simple and useful than the meaningless

fractions of the metric system, with

their six or seven places of decimals.

. E. D. Peters.

Dorchester, Mass., Oct. 22, 1907.

The Card System in Colorado

It would appear to us that the reply of

the secretary of the Cripple Creek Mine-

Owners' Association, to the editorial in

the Journal, Sept. 14, is disingenuous. He
begins by admitting the truth of the state-

ment that the card system has been abol-

ished at the Smuggler Union mine, but

adds that "it has been succeeded by a

more stringent and effective system," the

principal object of which appears to be

the exclusion of Western Federation

miners, without reference to their ability,

honesty or integrity.

It must be admitted that the Smuggler

Union Company is acting strictly within

its right as an employer in examining

closely the men whom it employs, but

to delegate such duties to a central

bureau common to all the mine-owners

of a give'i district, is simply blacklisting

the workmen, and is so designated in the

1903 report to the President of the United

States on "Labor Disturbances in Colo-

rado," page 226, from which we quote as

follows : "The members of the Mine-

Owners' Association having decided, as

announced in their statement of March,

1904, to blacklist all members of the West-

ern Federation of Miners, employees and

all applicants for work were required to

answer the questions on a blank ' form,

etc., etc."

Now, no blacklisting methods have ever

been effective in the United States, not

even the card system introduced in the

San Juan by Mr. Wells, which Mr. Pass-

more frankly admits was "suddenly

dropped"; and for what reason? "A
threatened boycott by the local branch of

the Western Federation of Miners," thus

showing the card system to be absolutely

ineffective as against the very people it

was designed to squelch. On Mr. Pass-

more's own showing then, this card sys-
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New Publications

Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Twenty-fifth Annual Coal Report

for iyo6. Also the Eighth Annual

Report of the Illinois Free Employ-

ment Offices for the Year Ended Sep-

tember 30, igo6. David Ross, Sec-

retary. Pp. 504. sH^^H in-; cloth.

Springfield, 111., 1907: Bureau of La-

bor Statistics.

The San Francisco Earthquake and

Fire of April 18, 1906, and Their

Effects on Structures and Struc-

tural Materials. Reports by G. K.

Gilbert, R. L. Humphrey, J. S. Sewell

and Frank Soule, with preface by J.

A. Holmes. U. S. Geological Survey,

Bulletin No. 324. Pp. 170, 54 plates,

I map. 6.\9 in. ;
paper. Washington,

1907 : Government Printing Office.

Mysore Geological Department.
Records, Vol. VI, Containing Gen-

eral AND Special Reports of Work
Done from Jily, 1904, to June, 1905.

Pp. 93; illustrated. 7x10 in.; paper,

two rupees. Bangalore, India, 1907

:

Mysore Geological Department.

Proceedings of the National Associa-

tion OF Cement Users, Third
Annual Convention, Janu.\ry 7-12

1907, Volume III, Edited by the

President. Pp. 340: illustrated. 6x9

in. ; paper. Philadelphia, 1907 : Pub-
lished by the Association.

The Santa Clara Valley' Puente
Hills and' Los Angeles Oil Dis-

tricts, Southern California. By
George H. Eldridge and Ralph

Arnold. U. S. Geological Survey,

Bulletin No. 309. Pp. 266; ilustrated.

6x9 in.
;

paper. Washington, 1907

:

Government Printing Office.

Records of the Geological Survey of

India, Vol. XXXV, Part 3, 1907. Pp.

14 with 23 plates. /^/ixio'A in.; paper,

price one rupee. Calcutta, India, 1907

:

Office of the Geological Survey.

Contents. Preliminary survey of cer-

tain glaciers in the northwest Himalaya.

Notes on certain glaciers in Northwest

Kashmir, by H. H. Hayden.

Electro-Analysis. By Edgar F. Smith.

Fourtli edition, revised and enlarged.

Pp. 336; illustrated. 554x7^ in.;

leather, $2.50. Philadelphia, 1907 : P.

Blakiston's Son & Company.

Contents. Introduction. Sources of

electric current. Reduction of the cur-

rent. Measuring currents. Historical

sketch. Theoretical considerations. Rapid

precipitation of metals in the electrolytic

way. Use of mercury cathode. Determin-

ation of metals. Separation of metals.

Additional remarks on metal separations.

Determination of the halogens in the clec-

trol>'tic way. Determination of nitric acid in

the electrolytic way. Special application of

the rotating anode and mercury cathode

in analysis. Oxidations by means of

the electric current. The combustion of

organic compounds.

Mining in Malaya for Gold and Tin.

By C. G. Warnford Lock. London,

England : Crowther & Goodman.

Mr. Warnford Lock has been in the

Federated Malay States and the Eastern

mining districts generally for the past few

years, and has traveled extensively

through the various tin and gold districts.

In this book he gives the results of his

own observations, together with informa-

tion supplied by the managers of prac-

tically all of the mines under European

control. Special mention is made of the

assistance given him by the Govenimcnt

geologist, J. B. Scrivenor, and by W. H.

.Martin, manager of the Raub Australian

Gold Mining Company. The book is

made particularly interesting by a series

of over 100 photographs taken by the

author. These are clearly printed on spe-

cial paper and give an excellent idea of

the ore deposits and the methods of

working. The book deals with alluvial

mining methods, lode mining, milling,

dressing and smelting. There are chap-

ters on climate and health, on mining

laws and regulations, labor, transport and

travel. Mr. Lock's account of the social

and racial conditions is interesting, as is

also his onslaught on the methods pur-

sued by the British Government officials.

It appears that the Chinaman generally

secures preferential treatment and ob-

tains the deposits that are more easily

worked, while the Englishman only gets

the lodes and the alluvial deposits which

present difficulties and require larger ex-

penditures for their exploitation.

.\ Manu.\l of Fire Assaying. By Charles

H. Fulton. Pp. 178; illustrated. 6Jix

95^^ in. ; cloth, $2. New York, 1907

:

Hill Publishing Company.

Contents. Preface. Assay furnaces and

tools. Reagents and assay of reagents.

Sampling. Weighing ; balances and

weights. Reduction and oxidation re-

actions. The crucible assay; assay slags.

Cupellation. Parting. The assay of ores

containing impurities. Special methods

of assay. Errors in the assay for gold

and silver. The assay of bullion. The
assay of ores and alloys containing plati-

num, iridium, gold, silver, etc. The assay

of tin, mercury, lead, bismuth and anti-

mony.

The number of works on fire assaying

is legion. Many professors have felt

called upon to publish their laboratory

notes in book form, and in general they

have followed the stereotyped style. We
think that Professor Fulton's book marks

a new era in the treatment of this subject.

The ordinary text book on assaying is

of the "cook book" order. It describes

the crucibles, scorifiers, slag molds, tongs,

weighing balances, and other well known
apparatus, and then gives a series of re-

cipes for assaying various kinds of ores,

without going much into the "reasons

why" and the physical and chemical prin-

ciples which govern the operations. In

reading Professor Fulton's treatise we

feel that we are being introduced to a dis-

cussion of refined metallurgy, performed

on a miniature scale, which indeed fire

assaying rcallly is. His book is closely

confined to this subject, and treats of it

with much detail. It is to be welcomed

as an exposition which will enable the

student to obtain a really scientific grasp

of the subject instead of the imperfect

knowledge that comes from the "rule of

thumb" and "cook book" methods of old.

Professor Fulton, besides his well

known experience as a practising metal-

lurgist, has had ample experience in the

instruction of students, being president of

the South Dakota School of Mines, and

also professor of metallurgy in that in-

stitution. As he says in his preface, he

has had experience with practically all of

the methods of assaying discussed in the

book ; first as a manipulator, then as a

teacher, and finally in charge of works.

His book is intended for the use of stud-

ents in technical schools and for the

assayer in actual daily practice, who fre-

quently feels the need of a reference

book. We venture to predict that it will

meet with the high degree of apprecia-

tion that it deserves.

The Ontario Meeting of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers.

Pp. 89; illustrated. Toronto, Ont.,

1907 : Canadian Mining Journal.

This publication has been issued as a

souvenir of the gathering of the mem-
bers of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers at Toronto in July last, and the

subsequent visit of many of the party to

the Cobalt and Sudbury districts and

other parts of northern Ontario. The

reading matter comprises a summary of

the convention and its attendant festivi-

ties; an account of the tour to the min-

ing districts of northern Ontario, under-

taken under the auspices of the Provin-

cial Government, and historical sketches

of the Cobalt and Sudbury districts, full of

valuable and carefully prepared informa-

tion as to the development and present

condition of these important mining cen-

ters. The work is profusely illustrated

throughout, containing views of the many
leading mines and portraits of a number

of prominent mining men, together with

colored plates showing specimens of ore.

In point of arrangement and appeararcc

it leaves nothing to be desired, while pai:is

have been taken to secure accuracy in the

data presented. A valuable feature is a

pocket map of the Cobalt camp, showing

the various mines and the geological

formations. The work will be appreciated

by mining men not only as a record of

an important event in the mining in-

dustry of Ontario but for the useful in-

formation it contains.
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Personal

MlniDg and nielallurRlcal engineers are In-
vited to keep TUE I^NUiNRGniNO and Mining
Joi'RNAi. Informed of their movements and
appointments.

C. H. Hitchcock is inspecting mines at

Eldora, Colorado.

J. C. Murray, editor of the Canadian

Mining Journal, Toronto, is at Larder

Lake.

Fred. G. Parish has returned from the

Dutch East Indies and is at present in

Denver.

R. .Mvin Weiss, of New York, has gone

to Montana and Idalio. to examine sev-

eral mining properties. •

J. K. Miither, of New York, is at pres-

ent in the United States of Colombia ex-

amining placer properties.

Mortimer A. Scars, has opened an of-

fice as consulting mining engineer at 45

Broadway, New York City.

President Anthony Blum, of the Lau-

rcntian gold mine. Manitou Lake dis-

trict, Ont., visited the mine recently.

A. E. Wetherbee, of Cleveland, Ohio,

recently examined iron-ore propositions

in the Rainy River district of Ontario.

Dr. A. E. Barlow, of the Dominion

Geological Survey, was in Toronto this

week on his return from a trip to Co-

balt.

L. G. Beaumont, of Liverpool, England,

is investigating mining propositions in

northern Ontario with a view to invest-

ment.

H. P. Garthwaite, resident director of

Butters Salvador Mines and Butters Di-

visadero Company has arrived in New
York.

Alexander Dick has resigned his posi-

tion as general sales agent of the Do-
minion Coal Company, of Sydney, Nova
Scotia.

Richard Y. Park has been chosen presi-

dent of the Tonopah-Belmont Mining

Company, in place of John W. Brock,

resigned.

George A. Packard, of Boston, passed

through New York last week on his way
to Sonora, Mexico, to examine mining

property.

James F. Smith, mining engineer of

Cripple Creek, Colo., is examining min-

ing properties in the Salmon River coun-

try, Idaho.

Dr. H. M. Payne has been elected dean

of the department of mining engineering,

recently inaugurated by the University of

West Virginia.

Walter B. Rountree has resigned his

position as smelter superintendent with

the Mountain Copper Company, at Mar-
tinez, California.

Wm. Gill, formerly with the .American

Metal Company, is now chemist for the

National Zinc Company, Bartlesviile,

Indian Territory.

G. D. Dovcton, of Denver, Colo., who
has been conducting metallurgical ex-

aminations in Zacatecas, Mexico, has re-

turned to Mexico City.

Col. Carroll D. W'riglit. formerly Com-
missioner of Labor, has received the

decoration of the Legion of Honor from

the French Government.

S. A. Worcester has completed designs

for a new surface plant for the Henry

.Adney mine. Cripple Creek, Colo., and is

now at Victor, Colorado.

F. R. Bell, formerly with the American

Mine Engineering Company, of Joplin,

Mo., has accepted a position as chemist

with the Bartlesviile Zinc Company.

Ellis P. Goedecke, George Gaskill and

^Villiam Metzger have been appointed su-

perintendents of mines owned by the

Fairmont Coal Company in West Virginia.

A. J. Greit, of New York, is now
superintendent of mines for the Colombia

Gold Placer Company, and has sailed for

Colombia, South America, to begin opera-

tions.

Alex. Gray, formerly editor of South

African Mines, a mining journal of

Johannesburg, South Africa, was in To-

ronto this week in the course of a Cana-

dian tour.

George H. Ashley, of the United States

Geological Survey, will assist State

Geologist W. S. Blatchley in the special

survey of the coalfields of Indiana, soon

to be begun.

Archibald L. Black, late at Van Meter,

Penn., has been appointed superintendent

of the Cranberry and Prosperity mines of

the Cranberry Fuel Company at Beckley,

West Virginia.

Thomas J. Downing, of Pottsville,

Penn., formerly with the Reading com-

pany, has been appointed superintendent

of the Kaska William colliery of the Dod-

son Coal Company.

Anthony J. McMillan, managing di-

rector of the Le Roi Mining Company,

left Rossland, B. C, for London, England,

on Oct. 30. He will probably be absent from

the province about three months.

J. K. L. Ross, son of President James

Ross, of the Dominion Coal Company, of

Sydney, N. S., who has been with the

company since 1900, has been appointed

commercial manager of the company.

E. S. Moore, who for two years has

been in charge of exploration work for

the Ontario Department of Mines in

northern Ontario, has accepted a position

as fellow in the Department of Geology,

in Chicago University.

Warren R. Clifton, general superinten-

dent of the Carnegie blast furnaces at

Sharon, Penn., has resigned to become

superintendent of the furnaces of the

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company at its

new plant at Aliquippa, Pennsylvania.

Charles A. Moffctt has resigned as chief

engineer of the blast-funiace department

of the Republic Iron and Steel Company
and has taken the post of superintendent

of machinery for the Birmingham Coal

and Iron Company, Birmingham, Alabama.

Dr. G. W. Maynard has returned to

New York, after an extended trip to the

North on professional business, during

which he visited Butte and other districts

in Montana and Utah, much of the time

having been spent in the Yukon, espe-

cially the Whitehorse district.

James D. Hurd, of Illinois, in company
with several of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal

Company's officials, recently examined a

fissure in the mountain near the com-

pany's Coal Creek colliery that had been'

reported to the British Columbia Depart-

ment of Mines as fraught with danger to

the Coal Creek mines and town.

Wm. Anderson, of Cascade, Boundary

district of British Columbia, for about

nine years superintendent of the Cascade

Water, Power and Light Company, Ltd.,

has been appointed hydraulic engineer of

the West Kootenay Power and Light

Company, Ltd., and has removed to Ross-

land. The latter company has acquired

all the property of the former.

George G. Crawford, has been chosen

president of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railroad Company. He has been con-

nected with the National Tube Company

as general manager of the McKeesport

district since before its acquisition by the

United States Steel Corporation. He is a

native of the South and was at one time

identified with the Sloss-Sheffield inter-

ests.

H. B. Ayers has assumed his new

duties as general manager of H. K. Por-

ter Company, locomotive manufacturers,

at Pittsburg, Penn. Mr. Ayers comes well*

qualified to take yp his new labors. For

the last two years he has been in charge

of the Canadian Locomotive Works at

Montreal, and previously held the posi-

tion of general manager of the Pittsburg

Locomotive Works.

Obituary

George L. Hibbs died in Philadelphia,

Nov. I. He was largely interested in coal

mining in western Pennsylvania and was

president of the Wheeling Coal and Coke
Company.

James F. Jones died suddenly in Phila-

delphia, Nov. 7, aged 69 years. He was

for many years connected with the Phila-

delphia & Reading Company, and had

charge of coal lands in the Pottsville and

Ashland districts.

John C. Kruse, superintendent for the

Oliver Iron Mining Company, at the

Forrest mine, Iron Mountain, Mich., was-

accidentally killed while hunting Nov. I.

He had long been in the employ of the

Steel Corporatipn and was from a family

of mining men.
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Charles H. Morris died at Des Moines,

Iowa, Oct. 26, as the result of wounds
inflicted by a gambler whom he tried to

arrest. He was largely interested in coal-

mining enterprises, and was recognized

as one of the most experienced coal

operators in the State ; for six years he

was president of the Iowa Coal Mine
Operators Association. He enjoyed a

large acquaintance throughout the State.

Harvey Graham, assistant general man-

ager and director of the Nova Scoti.t

Steel Company, died at his home in New
Glasgow, N. S., Oct. 31, after a year's

illness. He had been for many years con-

nected with the coal, iron and steel indus-

tries of the Province, and was prominent

in commercial and political affairs. He
was also widely known as an active

worker in connection with religious and

reformatory movements.

Tod Ford, who died in Pasadena, Cal.,

Nov. 4, aged 53 years, was long prominent

in the iron and steel industry of the

Mahoning valley. He was connected with

the Youngstown Steel Conipany, from its

organization in 1882, serving as its gen-

eral manager from 1885 to 1892, and as

its president from 1892 to his death. He
was also a large owner of stock in the

Brier Hill Coal and Iron Company. His

career in the iron and steel industry, great

in promise, was interrupted about ten

years ago by his physical collapse, from

which he never fully recovered.

Charles Joseph Nourse, who died in

New York, Nov. 18, aged 58 years, was

largely interested in Mexican mines. He
was secretary of the Teziutlan Copper

Company, treasurer and director of the

Alvarez Land and Timber Company,

secretary and director of the Compania

Metalurgia Mexicana, the Frcsnillo Min-

ing Company, the Mexican Lead Com-
pany, the Me.xican Mineral Company, the

Mexican Northern Railway, the Monte-

zuma Lead Company, the Potosi & Rio

Verde Railway, and the Sombrerete Min-
ing Company. He was a member of the

St. Nicholas and Church clubs, the Cen-

tury Association, and the Sons of the

Revolution.

Societies and Technical Schools

California State Miners' Association—
It has been found necessary to postpone

the annual convention of the California

Miners' Association from Nov. 25, sub-

ject to the call of the executive committee.

In view of the present financial crisis,

everybody seemed busy with personal

aflfairs, and a number of those asked to

prepare papers for the convention ex-

cused themselves as too much occupied.

The delegates from the interior counties

asked for a postponement until late in the

year for similar reasons. For these

reasons the convention has been post-

poned.

Ameriaui Chemical Society—The win-

ter meeting of this society will be held at

Chicago, 111., Dec. 31 to Jan. 3, inclusive.

The meeting will be a joint meeting with

Section C of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science. The
Society of Biological Chemists will also

hold joint sessions with the biological

section, and- President Chittenden will

preside over both. The following per-

sons have consented to preside over the

sections and to aid in the preparations for

the meeting: Agricultural and sanitary

chemistry, W. D. Bigelow ; biological

chemistry, R. H. Chittenden ; industrial

chemistry, William H. Ellis ; inorganic

chemistry, A. W. Browne; organic chem-
istry. Julius Stieglitz

; physical chemistry,

Herbert N. McCoy. Members desiring to

present papers are requested to send titles

and brief abstracts to one of these persons,

01 to the secretary of the society, Charles

L, Parsons, Durham, New Hampshire.

Industrial

The Allis - Chalmers Company has

opened a new branch office at Deadwobd,
S. Dak., with O. F. Purnell as district

manager.

The old firm name of S. B. Stine &
Son, of Osceola Mills, Penn., has been

changed to S. B. Stine, J. C. Stine hav-

ing disposed of his interest. The busi-

ness goes right on as before, building

mine cars, mine fans, incline machinery,

etc.

The new foundry of the Clyde Iron

Works, Duluth, will be operated by al-

ternating-current motors and will be

equipped with two lo-ton and one 15-ton

electric traveling cranes, furnished by

the Northern Engineering Works, of De-

troit, Michigan.

Principio furnace, near Elkton, Md.,

has been sold by the Whitaker Iron Com-
pany, and will be torn down and removed

to Michigan, where it will be placed in

shape to produce charcoal iron. The first

blast furnace was built at Principio in

1781 by an English firm. In the war of

1812 cannons and cannon balls were cast

at the furnace. The Whitaker company

will continue to maintain at Principio its

forge for the manufacture of charcoal

iron blooms.

The new board of directors of the Re-

public Iron and Steel Company has

elected the following officers : John A.

Topping, chairman ; T. W. Guthrie, presi-

dent ; T. J. Bray, vice-president ; S. P.

Ker, vice-president ; H. L. Rownd, secre-

tary and treasurer. While a change has

been made in Mr. Topping's title, he will

remain the active executive officer of the

company, with headquarters in New
York. Mr. Guthrie, heretofore assistant

to the president, with office at Pittsburg,

where the general offices of the company

are located, will continue his operations

from that point as president of the com-

pany ; but aside from the change in title

and some extensions of his duties, there

will be no change in the general manage-

ment of the company and no reorganiza-

tion of the working forces. The execu-

tive committee, consisting of Grant B.

Schley, Leonard C. Hanna, Earl W. Ogle-

bay, John W. Gates and John A. Top-
ping, was reelected.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Buckeye Engine Company, Salem, Ohio.

Buckeye Electric Blue Printing Machine.

"Testimonials." Pp. 92, illustrated, paper,

5x7 inches.

Ingersoll-Rand Company, 1 1 Broadway,

New York. Form S3A. Economical Ma-
chinery for the Coal Mine. Pp. 24, il-

lustrated, paper, S'/ixs'/i inches.

Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. No. 4009. Allis-Chalmers Corliss

Engines "Reliance" Pattern. Pp. 4,

illustrated, paper, yAxdyi in. ; September,

1907.

York Manufacturing Company, York,

Penn., Vertical Single-acting Ice Making
and Refrigerating Machines. Bulletin No.

10. Pp. 16. Bulletin Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14,

17, 18, 19, 20. Pp. 2, illustrated, paper,

6x9 in.
; July to September, 1907. Hori-

zontal Double-acting Refrigerating and Ice

Making Machines. Bulletin No. 15. Pp.

12. Bulletin No. 16. Pp. 4, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in. ; July and August, 1907.

Ammonia Absorption Refrigerating Ma-
chines. Bulletin No. 22. Pp. 4, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.
; June, 1907.

Construction News

Spanish Ranch, California—The Red
Mountain Mining Company is preparing

to install a new lo-stamp mill.

Grizzly Flat, California—The Eagle

mine is to be reopened and new equipment

provided. T. D. Dow and E. D. Ham-
mond are lessees.

Madera County, California—The Chi-

quita Mining and Power Company is pre-

paring to work its property on the head-

waters of the San Joaquin river, and will

put in machinery. C. A. Telfor, Fresno,

Cal., is secretary of the company.

Georgetown, California—The Gold Elk

Mining Company has purchased the Porter

hydraulic mine near Georgetown, and

work will be commenced at once on the

construction of an impounding dam for

the debris. W. E. Schultz, of San Fran-

cisco, is president of the company.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Nov. 14 — Both the Mammoth and

Mountain copper companies, of Shasta

county, have done more or less prospect-

ing work with diamond drills, greatly to

their advantage. The Arizona Diamond

Drill Development Company, operating in

the Bully Hill section, under superintend-

ency of O. H. Rcinholt, now has contracts

for diamond drilling work for both these

companies. Other interests are also pre-

paring to have their groups tested by

diamond drilling. Considerable prospect-

ing by ordinary methods is now going on

in the Red Cap copper district between

Hoppa and Orleans in Humboldt county.

Several ledges or deposits are known and

others are being sought for.

Heno' Blumcnberg, of the American

Borax Company, Daggett, San Bernardino

county, has secured for his company a

new and extensive borax deposit in

Sol«lad canon, near Langs station, south-

ern California. A few hundred tons have

already been taken out ready for ship-

ment. The deposits are more important

and richer than those the company has

been working near Daggett. At the lat-

ter place they have been utilizing the low-

grade "muds" while the new find is a

vein.

The Newton Mining and Development

Company, operating surface deposits seven

miles from Bucks Ranch, Plumas county,

is handling the dry hillside gravel by

means of a steam scraper. Three more

of the scrapers will be installed in similar

ground in Long Valley in the same

county. The scrapers handle the gravel

on the hillsides and flats, and take it to

points where the washing can be carried

on. The system is claimed to be eco-

nomical.

In the old Ibex district, Inyo county,

mining affairs are looking up once more.

Nevada men have purchased some of the

properties and are developing them. Some

of the ore sacked and shipped has given

very good returns indeed. Mines were

worked in this district a long time ago,

but lack of transportation facilities caused

, cessation of work. The district is on

the Death Valley slope of the Funeral

range between Ibex and Sheepshead

springs.

At Darwin, also in Inyo county, several

companies are at work, including the New
Coso Mining Company. The Giroux cop-

per mines will also be started up this fall.

The New Coso Mining Company has

struck another body of lead- silver ore in

the 450- ft level, in addition to the big

body of ore which was uncovered by the

elements, and laid so long idle, and which

was unknown by the former owners of

the property. Now that new machinery

and two big gasolene hoists are installed

on the property, they expect to be able to

ship from $20,000 to $25,000 worth of ore

a month, instead of $3000 worth.

The tailings left after extracting borax

from its ore will be made of practical

use. A company operating at Daggett,

San Bernardino county, has spent some

time and money in experimenting, and is

producing bricks of good quality.

The Champion Mining Company, of

Nevada City, has now 70 stamps at

work on ore from the Champion and

Home mines. The shaft in the Home has

been sunk to the 900-ft. level and drift-

ing commenced. These companies had

litigation lasting a year or more and dur-

ing that period they were unproductive;

but since the decision in favor of the

Cnampion, the Home claim became part

of the Champion property, and the mines

have since become again productive.

W. H. Pinkston has bought for $150,000

the Chloride-Bailey and Globe quartz

mines at Dedrick, Trinity county. The

two mines will now be worked as one,

though one of them is so situated as to

be worked all the year, while the other is

closed down in winter. The mines are in

tno high mountains not far from Weaver-

ville. There are 30 stamps on the two

mines with cyanide plant, electric power,

etc. It is considered rather important in

Trinity county for these two mines to be

under one ownership.

Up on the Forest Hill divide in Placer

county, the center of the drift-mining in-

dustry of the State, considerable atten-

tion is being given to quartz mining,

which has not heretofore been the case.

Several promising veins have recently

been put in a stage of development.

Salt Lake City

Nov. 16—With two smelting companies

ceasing the smelting of ore in the Salt

Lake valley, the mining industry of Utah

has suffered a severe blow. Following the

announcement that the Bingham Consoli-

dated had given orders to cool the fur-

naces of its plant at Bingham Junction

came a like one from the head officials

of the United States company, and steps

are now being taken to clear the yards of

ore and blow out the lead and copper

smelters of this corporation, also situated

at Bingham Junction. This action is a

result of the drastic decision of Judge

John Marshall, of the Federal Court sit-

ting here in Salt Lake, which has been

affirmed by the Court of Appeals at St.

Paul. Although the mandate of the court

had not been given, it was anticipated, so

the United States company decided to

quit business and so notified the ore ship-

pers with whom it had contracts. Manag-

ing Director A. F. Holden says : "The

position of the United States Smelting

Company, in the matter of smoke suits is,

of course, that it will follow absolutely

the decree of the courts. Since the suits

were filed, certain devices have been in-

stalled to avoid the escape of injurious

matter and we do not believe that the

United States plant at Bingham Junction

is now causing material damage to vege-

tation. Nevertheless, the company is now
preparing for a shut-down of its smelting

operations in the Salt Lake valley. At

Bingham, we shall cease the mining of

both lead and copper ore. At the Centen-

nial Eureka we are already shipping a

portion of the ore to our Mammoth
works in California and the entire prod-

uct can be smelted there at little addi-

tional cost to the company. This state-

ment, without an understanding of the

cost of fluxes, may seem unreasonable,

but it is nevertheless a fact, as iron, which

is expensive in Utah, is without value

there. We have been obliged to notify

" various producers to discontinue ship-

ments of ore to our Bingham Junction

smelter. We regret the consequences

thereof to the mining industry, but neces-

sity for the move is evident in view of

present conditions. The cessation of

smelting operations in the Salt Lake val-

ley will not materially affect the earnings

of the company, as it will be able to treat

the largest portion of its own ores in

other plants. The new Mammoth smelter

at Kennett, with a capacity of 2000 tons

per day, will be in partial operation Dec.

15 and in full operation by the middle of

January."

The smelter of the Utah Consolidated

is still running at full blast; but if the

court's mandate must be obeyed, it will

be the next plant to suffer the conse-

quences. The Garfield copper plant of

the American Smelt hig and Refining

Company was not affected in the smoke

litigation and will not be subject to the

court's decree ; while the lead smelter of

the same company at Murray was a sub-

ject for attack by the farmers of the Salt

Lake valley, a stipulation was entered into

with each of the defendants subsequently.
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and in consideration of $40,000 in money
in partial settlement of old claims, the

balance to be adjnsted by an arbitration

connnittee with any future damaRe that

might be done to be left to the committee,

the farmers were to join in asking for a

modification of the court's decree. The
smelting company agreed to build a bag-

house and provide other mechanical means
of arresting the substances in the smoke
which might do damage to vegetation.

The farmers have been particularly an-

tagonistic to the United States and Utah

Consolidated companies.

The Daly West mine at Park City has

resumed operations with about the normal

number of men employed. The miners

accepted the reduction in wages of 25 to

50c. a day. Business men of the camp,

however, have agreed with the operators

that concessions will be granted in the

way of reduced cost of supplies.

The Tintic Mining and Development

Company, operating the Yampa mhie in

Bingham, will probably resume operations

before the end of the year. The smelter

improvements are nearly finished, as well

as the aerial tramway and electric equip-

ment ordered for the mine.

The new mill of the Phoenix Mining

Company, in Bingham, will be ready for

commission some time in December. The

plant will handle 200 tons of ore daily.

The mill of the Markham Gulch Milling

Company, in Bingham, has been closed

temporarily to make improvements.

Denver

Nov. 14—The statement has lately been

made in a certain technical journal that,

owing to the reduction in rates by the

United States Reduction and Refining

Company, on Cripple Creek ores, it is

made "the more doubtful that the Golden

Cycle plant will resume operations." As

a matter of fact, at this writing the latter

has orders placed for machinery, and is

building slowly, but we hope surely, and

if any hindrance or stoppage of construc-

tion should occur, it would, in all prob-

ability, be due to other causes.

In the Cripple Creek district the gold

bars that are being produced by the vari-

ous reduction mills, and shipped to the

United States Mint at Denver, are being

returned to the camp in specie, and the

pay-rolls and labor checks arc being

promptly met with the same. Production

is on the increase again, and the railways

are taxed to the utmost to haul the ore,

and Victor is now the focal point of the

entire mining district.

In the proposed taking over of the plant

of the Denver Union Water Company, by

the city of Denver, the five appraisers

selected by the cit>' and the water com
pany, are now here, and are working on
the appraisement which is to determine
the price the city should pay.

The financial situation in Denver is

about as follows : The bank.^ have put

up certain good securities with the Clear-

ing House Association, against which they

;.re permitted to issue cashier's checks to

the extent of 75 per cent, of the value of

these securities. This plan has been

cheerfully accepted by the merchants gen-

erally, labor organizations, the Chamber
of Commerce, Real Estate Exchange and

others, and a calm and unruffled state of

affairs exists, not only in Denver, but

throughout the State. In fact, a general

undercurrent of optimistic feeling seems

to prevail, and as such a financial string-

ency in the face of general prosperity as

at present exists, is largely .i matter of

sentiment, it looks as though it will not

be long ere the "clouds roll by.''

A meeting of the president and direc-

tors of the Continental Tunnel Railway

Company was held Nov. 9, and it was de-

cided to let matters rest in abeyance until

money centers loosen up a bit, and the

feeling of returning confidence is more
definitely established. It will be remem-
bered that the object of this company
is the building of a tunnel ^.25 miles

in length through the Front Range of

the Rocky Mountains, through which will

ultimately pass the trains of the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific Railway, com-
monly known as the "Moffat road."

number of the coal companies that their

collieries will work full time until Christ-

mas. The orders are so heavy that they

cannot be filled at many of the collieries.

According to the statemgiu recently

issued the United Mine Workers have

$750,000 In the treasury. From June 1.

1907, the surplus has grown from $623,-

993 to $74i.3S4-

Scranton

The Anthracite Conciliation Board met
in Wilkes-Barre last week, to hear testi-

mony on Ine part of the respondents in

the case of the contract miners at No. 9

colliery of the Lehigh Coal and Naviga-

tion Company. The company in answer
to the demand of the men for a higher

scale of wages for driving and cutting

back breasts in the Mammoth vein de-

clared that the rate, now in force, has

been in operation since June, 1905, and

that there was no complaint of injustice

at that time; also that the rate was estab-

lished in conformance with an invariable

rule of the company which has been in

effect for more than 30 years, that the

same rate shall be paid for driving pillar

breasts as for driving in the solid.

The various witnesses were examined at

great length and President Fahy, on be-

half of the men, asked for an additional

statement from the company, showing the

U'ethod of computation used in figuring

the men's wages when they fail to work
the full nine hours each day. The board
will meet in Wilkes-Barre on Nov. 25.

The fire burning in the Summit Hill

mines for the past 50 years is not yet

under control. It has been cut, for some
time, from the other workings, but has

extended in other directions. Several

machines are constantly at work drilling

holes in the mountain through which coal

dirt and water are forced into the work-
ings, but the fire is spreading over such
an immense area that slow headway is

being made.

.\nnouncemcnt has been made by a

London

Nov. 9—A year ago I mentioned in the

Journal that the prospects of the Elec-

trolytic Alkali Company, which operate;

the Hargrcaves-Bird process for produc-
ing soda and bleach, were very much im-
proved, owing to an entire reorganization

in the management. For the last 18

months the management has left nothing

to be desired. Economies have been in-

troduced in every direction and the wor'c9

put on a business footing. In spite of
all this, the force of circumstances ha&
been too strong, and a profit of only £8212

has been made for the year ended Aug.

31 last. Out of this one-half year's di.:-

dend has been distributed on the prefer-

ence shares and the ordinary shares arc

still without a dividend. There have been

many reasons for this unprofitable result.

In the first place it was found necessary

to write down the value of stores and

plant, which had figured in former bal-

ance sheets at too high a value. Secondly,

the price of fuel has advanced lately, and
the process, being essentially a fuel pro-

cess, has been hard hit accordingly. In

the third place, the prices obtained for

bleach and soda have had to be cut in

order to meet powerful opposition of the

United ."Mkali Company for bleach, and
Brunner, Mond & Co. for soda crystals,

li is not profitable to discuss here the de-

tails of this struggle in the chemical trade,

and I will only say that if the directors of

the Electrolytic Alkali Company keep a

stout heart, they will yet earn a dividend

for their ordinary shareholders.

The report of the Tomboy Gold Mines
Company, of Telluride, Colo., for the year

ended June 30 last shows that 110,597 tons

of ore were milled, from which bullion

realizing $1,281,688 was obtained, at a cost

of $516,388, a profit of $765,300 being ob-

tained. Out of this the shareholders in

the English company have received

£112,500 dividends, being at the rate of

iyVz per cent., and the remainder has been
employed, some in writing off expenditure

on capital amount, and the remainder
added to the balance of cash in hand
which now stands at £78,653. The Cin-
cinnati group of mines, which is the chief

asset of the company, now that the orig-

inal Tomboy property is exhausted, has
continued to open up well, and the ore
reserves are at about the same figure as a

year ago, aoS.ooo tons. At both the upper
part and in the lower levels the orebodies
are opening up well, and there is every in-

dication of the presence of large bodies
of ore, not yet reckoned in the reserves.
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THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING

Alaska

Ketchikan District

Pritu-etoti Mining and Milling Company

—This company continues operations at

the Valparaiso mine, where a force of 20

men is employed drifting to the west-

ward on the 200 level, and in hoisting ore

to the surface, where it is being piled up

to await the erection and completion of

the milling plant the company expects to

install early next spring. The vein at the

Valparaiso holds a strong and uniform

width as far as drifted upon, and its value

has been augmented by the discovery of

a cross vein recently encountered in the

drift which is about 6 ft. in width, carry-

ing good pay values in gold.

Prince of W.\les Isl.\nd

American Marble Company—This com-

pany will continue work all winter at its

quarries at Calder, northwest side of

Prince of Wales island. The company is

now employing 30 men, as many as can

at present be comfortably provided for,

but the president, C. G. Johnson, is now

making arrangements for material for the

erection of additional buildings, including

dry houses and baths, with a view to a

considerable enlargement of operations

early in the spring. The product of the

quarries is shipped to the mills at Tacoma

and San Francisco, where it is sawed into

merchantable shape and finds a ready

market. It is of fine quality.

California

Butte County

Mammoth Channel—The manager of

this company at Magalia has gone East

to purchase an outfit of machinery. The

main shaft is down 400 ft.

Cal.averas County

Sapoleon—This copper mine near Tele-

graph City has closed down for the sea-

son, after having shipped this year by

traction engines and rail some 6000 tons

of ore to the smelters.

Del Norte County

Salt Lake-California Copper Company

—This company has paid for the Union

copper mine in full and has cleared out

the old workings, finding the main ore-

body. There are three parallel veins on

the property. The mine is eight miles

from the ocean.

El Dorado County

Roundout—At this gravel mine, owned

by A. S. Bosquit, of Placerville, opera-

tions of an extensive character will

shortly commence.

Humboldt County

A copper deposit, supposed to be ex-

tensive, has been discovered on ranch land

at Patrick's point, six miles above Trini-

dad, close to the coast. The discoverer,

D. W. Stapp, of Santa Cruz, succeeded

in purchasing several hundred acres of

land from the owners before they knew

of the existence of the copper ore. A
cable line can be built from the bluff and

the ore delivered on board of steam

schooners to be carried to the smelters.

This method is used at several points on

the northern coast to ship lumber.

Red Cap District—Recent investiga-

tions as to copper in this district, on the

Klamath river near Orleans, have resulted

in numbers of prospectors coming in, and

numbers of new locations are being filed.

Mr. Hussman, a field assistant of the State

Mining Bureau, will shortly complete a

report on the copper mines of this and ad-

joining counties.

Inyo County

Greenwater—Several hundred miners

and prospectors continue to work in this

district, where affairs are reported to be

more active than was supposed.

Mount Whitney—Creditors in Los An-
geles county have brought involuntary

bankruptcy proceedings in the Unitel

States Circuit Court against the Mount
Whitney Mining Company, operating the

Bronco and December mines at Lone
Pine. There are a number of creditors

but only three of them have filed the

petition.

Mariposa County

Choivchilla—A three-stamp mill at Grub
Gulch has been purchased by Webb, Hall,

Skelton and Green to be placed on a

group of mines in the Chowchilla district.

Nevada County

Ancho—At this mine, near Graniteville,

adjoining the Erie, they have completed

a lo-stamp mill, assay office, boarding

house, etc., and a compressor and electric

motor have been shipped. A new road

is to be built to the Republic mine, there

to connect with the main road from Ne-

vada City. The ledge in the mine is a

large one.

Bowman's Dam—Five claims located

recently at Bowman's dam, northeast of

Nevada City, are showing up ore which

is rich in galena and gold. One of the

locations made includes the old Jefferson-

ian, which many years ago yielded a large

sum from surface workings only. A. D.

McMillan, A. D. Kellen and Emil Alli-

son are the three prospectors who discov-

ered the ledge, which is a large one, with

gold as the predominating metal.

Eagle Bird—The eastern company hold-

ing the bond not having come to time,

W. M. Wilson is now in possession of

this mine and is planning to start it up as

soon as title can be established. The mini-

was formerly a good producer.

Golden Gate—A number of men now
working on leases in this mine are doing

well. The mine is owned by C. C. Haub,

of San Francisco, and W. P. Martin is

manager. Some very rich ore has been

struck in the course of development work.

Keller—This mine. Eureka district, was

recently sold to F. A. Garbutt, of Los

Angeles, who is running a tunnel to

strike the ledge 700 ft. below the old

works. T. J. Torpie is superintendent.

Mayflower—This mine, east of Nevada

City, has been bonded by W. H. Martin

and others to W. G. Motley and associ-

ates, of New York.

Placer County

Dairy Farm—Work has been discontin-

ued for the present at this mine until

matters are settled by the Guggenhei'ms

as to the new smelter at Baden, San
Francisco bay.

Plumas County

Indian Valley—Considerable lumber is

being supplied for this quartz mine,

where a new mill is to be erected and a

cyanide plant installed.

Walker—This gold and copper mine in

Grizzly Valley near Beckwith, Plumas
county, has been closed down by an order

from the headquarters of the company at

Salt Lake, Utah. They recently struck

a good vein of copper ore in this property,

and the shut-down is caused by the gen-

eral financial stringency.

San Bernardino County

Golden Harvest—This company has re-

sumed work on its mines near Daggett

and the body of ore struck is lasting well.

E. L. Parch is manager.

San Diego County

Colorado Mining Company—At this

property. Grapevine district, the 1000-foot

tunnel being run is now nearly 600 ft. in.
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Encinitas—It is understood that these

copper mines are to be worked by R.

J Coleman. Better facilities will be pro

vided.

Siskiyou County

Bliii- Ledge—Superintendent F. W.
Carnahan, of this copper mine at Eileen,

near the Oregon border, says there is no

intention of closing down work. The
company now has about 100 men em-

ployed. Buildings are being erected for

the workmen, a new school-house has been

constructed, and the camp is building up

very fast. The company, it is said, will

continue to employ as many men as can

be used in the several levels of the mines,

and will run day and night. The Blue

Ledge now has a large amount of ore in

sight and blocked out. All of the other

mines in the district are being developed

as fast .IS possible ; work will continue

throughout the winter.

Trinity County

Gerald O'Shea, of Alaska, formerly of

Trinity county, has returned to that

county and is about to open the Red Hill

hydraulic mines near Junction City, which

have been some jime closed down by liti-

gation as to water rights. The disputes

having been settled, the extensive grave:

deposits will now be utilized. There are

large bodies of gravel in the banks of

the river, although they are not ancient

channels as understood in the central por-

tion of the State. The banks arc quite

high, and with water rights assured, work
should be successful. There is no diffi-

culty in that section of the State about

having to impound debris, the Caminetti

law not applying in the northwestern

counties of California.

Colorado

Dolores County—Rico

Group Mill—As soon as the Pro Pa-

tria mill is iMiished, the United Rico Mines
Company will transfer the force now over-

hauling that plant to the Group mill with

a capacity of 100 tons per day and make it

ready for operation. This mill will be sup-

plied with hydro-electric power. The
flume which supplies the water has been

put in thorough repair. The plant will

have 250,000 tons of slope dirt to start

with, all of which shows a good net value.

Pro Patria Mill—This 60-ton plant of

the United Rico Mines Company which

has been undergoing a thorough refitting,

will be put in operation not later than

Jan. I. A large tonnage of high-grade

milling ore has been blocked out in the

Ute mine and the entire available force of

miners has been put on to keep the de-

velopments ahead of the demands of the

mill. The revenue of the mill is expected

to be largely in excess of the present pay-

roll.

Ute—Owing to a scarcity of miners

-work on the Potter tunnel which was

being driven into F.xpectation mountain,

and winzing on the Shamrock claim in

zinc blende ore have been temporarily

abandoned. Every raise and drift in the

Ute is in ore.

Ule Contact—An unusual discovery of

ore has been made in raise No. 17 of the

Ute mine where a flat body of mineral was

found lying on the sandstone .md under a

stratum of black shale. The ore was

from one to four inches thick and assayed

$174 per ton with the principal value in

silver. Of the 30 miles of underground

workings on Newman hill no contact ore

was ever before found in this formation,

but always between a lime and sandstone

formation, both of which overly the black

shale.

Lake County—Leadville

The drop in the price of silver has for

the present cut off shipments of low-grade

silicious ores from several properties on

Fryer hill. These are the only mines in

the district that have been seriously

affected by the drop in the price of silver.

The different smelters scattered over the

country are buying at present consider-

able iron and this has stimulated the

output.

Alhambra—Thft shaft on this property.

Rock hill, is down 550 ft. and from the

bottom several prospect drifts have been

run into the country. Bunches of good

ore have been found in several places, but

as yet the main orebody has not been en-

countered.

Bug Gold—'The property. Big English

gulch, is owned by Milwaukee people and

recently the company was re-organized

and is now known as the Gold Nugget

Mining and Milling Company. The new

company decided to rim a tunnel from

the foot of the mountain to tap the large

deposit of low-grade gold ore opened in

the shaft. This tunnel is called the Mil-

waukee, and will be driven a distance of

2000 ft. The work is in charge of John

Mclnnis. Work has been started and will

be continued during the winter.

Highland Chief—The lessees on "this

property, Breece hill, are shipping stead-

ily a good grade of oxidized iron and at

the same time carrying on considerable

development work. The property ad-

joins the Little Jonny.

Hope—On this property, at the head of

East Seventh street, the lessees are de-

veloping at the 310-ft. level. The work is

being carried on in the quartzite, which is

heavily mineralized, and the indications

point to a good body of ore being opened.

The property is near the Hibschle shaft.

Tucson—This mine on Iron hill, belong-

ing to the Iron Silver Mining Company, is

shipping 100 tons daily of a fair grade of

zinc-lead sulphide to the mills at Canon

City. An immense body of this ore has

been opened in the white lime below the

parting quartzite. The Tucson is the east-

ern extension of the Meyer.

Teller County—Cripple Ckeek

Collie—The new hoisting plant is nearly

installed and it is understood that the

work of sulking will soon be commenced

from below the level of the Ophelia tun-

nel, with which this shaft is connected.

The mine is being run by H. D. Thomp-

son and associates under lease ; they hav-

ing also a lease on the Little Clara, Lucky

Corner and other properties in the vicin-

ity. The property belongs to the Strat-

ton Estate

Findley Consolidated— ll is understood

work will soon be resumed on this prop-

erty on Bull Hill. It has been closed

down for some time on account of the

burning of the Golden Cycle Mill. The

property has been one of the heaviest

producers in this section of the district

in the past. L. G. Carlton, of Cripple

Creek, is in charge of the property.

Ophir—Work is progressing favorably

on the new shaft on this property. Here-

tofore it has been worked through an in-

cline shaft to considerable depth. The

new shaft, however, is to be a vertical one

and will greatly facilitate the work of

handling the ore from the mine. Nothing

has been heard lately of the rumored apex

suit of the Jennie Sample and this com-

pany. The suit was tried in March and

resulted in a disagreement of the jury.

James F. Smith, of Cripple Creek, has

charge of the mine.

Indiana

Greene County

Linton District—This promises to be

one of the most successful mining years

in the history of this district. Every mine

in the field, 22 in number, is working

almost full time and the operators report

that indications point to full time for some

time. The car situation has improved to

such an extent that there is not an inde-

pendent mine in this field lacking in trans-

portation facilities.

Michigan

Iron

During the year the Maas, Smith, Stev-

enson, Empire, Breitung Hematite No. 2

and Boston mines were added to the list

of producers of Marquette county, and

the Rolling Mill, Star West, Mitchell and

Conrad were re-opened after periods of

idleness. The Michigan gold mine is also

resuming after many years of quietude.

Of the new mines the Maas is easily the

most important. Development of this

property began near the close of 1901 and

in July, 1907, it hoisted its first ore. It

took more than two years to ledge the

shaft, due to hea\-y quicksand, and 30

months more to get to the ore, equip the

mine and begin stoping. The annual re-

port of the county inspector of mines

states that more men were employed dur-

ing the year than in any preceding sim-
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ilar period and that more mines were

running than ever before.

Loretto Iron Coiiipaiiy—Tiiis company,

of Loretto, has let a contract for the

reformation of the channel of the Stur-

geon river, covering the removal of about

500,000 cu.yd. of earth and rock. This

will mean the construction of a channel

one m-le long, 45 ft. wide on the bottom,

JOG ft. wide at water level, and 10 ft.

deep. From 10 to 60 ft, of excavation

above water level will be made. This

mine is situated on the Sturgeon river,

and is almost surrounded by that stream

and two smaller tributaries.

Caspian—An interesting operation is to

be undertaken at this mine, belonging to

Pickands, Mather & Co.. at Stambaugh.

.A sublevel is being driven 25 ft. under the

bottom of the overburden of wet quick-

sand, and from this drill-holes will be run

up into the sand, in order that the water

may drain down into the level so that it

c?n be hnndlcd by pumps. If successful

the mine will then be worked by the cav-

ing system.

Nevada

Nye County-Bullfrog

Beatty Mountain—A crosscut is being

run from the loo-ft. level in the main

shaft in order to develop the vein. Shaft

sinking will be resumed.

Gibraltar—Lessees on this mine have

opened up a streak of ore running high in

assay values. A large amount of ore is

being sacked for shipment averaging $200

per ton. In addition to this rich ore, the

mine contains an immense deposit of low-

grade milling ore.

Mammoth—A new shaft is being sunk

under the supervision of J. N. Scott, with

the object of developing the vein devel-

oped in the Chieftain mine, which has

been proved to extend into the Mammoth.
A tunnel is also being run into the hill.

Mayflower—The soo-ft. level has cut the

main ledge which is 22 ft. in width. The
quartz carries sulphides and the shaft is

making about 12,000 gal. of water daily.

The company has decided to erect a mill.

Shoshone—The cyanide plant at the new
mill is now in full working order. The
mill is treating 100 tons of ore daily and

the usual amount of shipping ore is going

forward to the smelters.

Starlight—Development operations are

being started on this property, which con-

sists of twelve full claims adjoining the

Mayflower.

S'alional Bank—A new vein has been

cut in the lower workings about 22 ft.

from the "cast vein." The returns from

recent ore shipments to the -smelters show

an average value of $485 per ton.

Nye County—M.\nhatt.\n

American Flag—A crosscut is being

run through the vein which was cut by the

shaft at the 7S-ft. level. The ore is of

good milling grade, and is composed of

quartz with a large amount of manganese

and iron pyrite.

Cram-La-Lime—The recent rich strike

in this property continues to develop and

ore is being sacked daily.

Rosc-Nash—Shipping ore is being

broken in the east drift on the 70-ft. level.

The vein is 8 ft. wide.

Toguima—Mining has been resumed on

this copper property which is situated in

cast Manhatttan, The shaft is down to

the i7S-ft. level and is in ore all the way.

Gold King—Shaft sinking will shortly

be resumed on this property and continued

to the water level. The upper levels are

being worked by lessee"; with encouraging

results.

Granny—The shaft is down to the 300-

ft. level and is in a formation largely

seamed with quartz stringers. A crosscut

is being started at this level to cut several

distinct veins. Drifting on a payable ore-

body is being pursued at the bottom of the

incline shaft.

Nye County—Tonopah

Belmont—It was rumored locally that

a contributing cause to the decline in stock

value was the pinching out of the vein in

the lower levels. The vein in the lower

levels is looking better than at any pre-

vious period. The fall in share values is

due purely to the general financial

stringency.

Jim Butler—The new compressor has

been completed and is now in commission

and operating five drills. It is driven by

an electric motor of 100 h.p. A large ton-

nage of milling ore is being extracted and

stored on the dump ; while about 100 tons

of $90 ore is being shipped to the smelters

weekly.

Tonopah—Steady development work is

going on in this mine and regular supplies

for the new mill are going forward daily.

Both dump and freshly mined ore is being

milled. The company's quarterly report

for the quarter ending August 31 shows

a surplus of $3,413,332. The net value of

ore treated in this company's mill and at

the smelters was > $902,664 and the ne:

earnings for the same period amounted to

$393,256.

White Pine County—Ely

Giroux Consolidated—The Alpha shaft

is down to the lOSO-ft. level and is in ore

running to IS per cent, copper. About

250 tons of ore are being shipped to the

Salt Lake smelters monthly; but after

Jan. I next, 700 tons will be shipped

monthly. The new concentrating mill will

be completed before the New Year, and

the management expects to obtain suf-

ficient water from the mme to operate it.

At present this Alpha shaft is making 46,-

000 gal. of water per day. A new steel

gallows frame is being built for the

Alpha shaft and the hoisting plant on the

Morris shaft is being enlarged.

New Mexico

Taos County

W. J. Floyd has been working his claims

at Red river, while at the mouth of the

Columbine, seven miles farther south, J.

S. Heathman has sold an interest in his

Bertlett mine to Eastern people.

Socorro County

Mogollon—The Top company, con-

trolled by D. R. Brownell and John Cof-

fey, is equipped with a compressor and

machine drills and is sinking to reach the

level of the rich Last Chance tunnel on

the east. The Last Chance is equipped

with a concentrator and cyanide mill of

80 tons daily capacity. About 80 men are

employed in mine and mill. East of the

Last- Chance mine is the Deadwood. The
lOO-ft. shaft is now idle, but 20 men are em-
ployed in driving at the bottom of the

250-ft. shaft. Just below Mogollon vil-

lage, Louis Gramas has been working the

Eberle group, but the Little Fannie is still

idle. The latter mine was equipped last

year with a large head-frame and hoist-

ing engine to work to looo-ft. depth.

Colfax County

Gold and Copper Deep Tunnel Com
pany—This company at Elizabethtown

lias cut a 6-ft. gold-copper vein at a dis-

tance of 2300 ft. from the portal. Consid

erable gold has been found in the placers

of Ute, Willow Moreno and Ponil creeks,

on the flanks of Baldy, and the company
hopes to discover the mother lodes.

Santa Fe County

Santa Fe Copper Company—The smel-

ter has been closed since the drop in cop-

per but the development of the mine con-

tinues.

San Miguel County

Tecolote—The Blake mill near Tres

Hermanos is closed; the sandstones are

so low-grade and irregular that they can

only be exploited when copper is high in

price.

Dona Ana County

Las Cruces Copper Company—This

company has bought the Breen mire in

the Black Mountain district near Organ

Grant County

Santa Rita—Northern & Head have

re-timbered the 200-ft. level of their

Chino lease. The shipments of concen-

trate, made by Crawford & Portwood and

the Trevarrow company, cannot be con-

tinued unless copper advances in price.

Silver City— .^t the Comanche smelter,

the second new 300-ton blast furnace is

working. As the chief product is gold,

this smelter is little affected by the copper
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flurry. The Coinaiiclic company is pump-
ing out its Gillct & Pacific shalis at Piiios

Altos, to a depth of 800 ft, ; with a view

01 satisfying the increased ore demands
due to the new smelting stack.

Cof>f>i-r Flat— I'he operations of the ex-

ploration syndicate have uncovered cop-

per ore in No. 4 shaft at a depth of 200 ft.

Carlisle—The output of the Spencc

mine here is being shipped to the smelter

at Clifton, .\rizona.

Fierro—S. M. Lee, of Bisbee, purchased

from George Kresge, a group of five

claims near the Old Hanover mine, of

which the Rattler and the Mucklcy show
good shipping ore. The Philadelphia

mine has opened up a body of chalcopy-

rite ore of shipping grade. To the north-

east of the Old Hanover. L. P. Cramer
has been shipping ore from the Emma
mine. John Brockman has been explor-

ing the Continental ground and has ex-

posed in an open cut a body of copper-

iron ore.

New York

O.NEiDA County

Franklin Iron Mines — A temporary

shut-down of the plant at Clinton is re-

ported, the cause being the difficulty in

disposing of the output. During the sus-

pension needed repairs at the mines and

smelter will be made.

North Carolina

Rowan County

Union Copper Company—The plant at

Gold Hill will be abandoned for the pres-

ent and the reopening of the mines will

depend on the course of the copper

market.

Pennsylvania

AxTHR.\ciTE Coal

One point is added to the miners' wages
for the month of November, Commis-
sioner Neill having reported that the aver-

age price of coal at tidewater was $4.84

a ton, which makes the wages 6 per cent,

above the $4.50 per ton basis.

Bear Creek Colliery—General Manager
W . J. Richards, of the Reading coal de-

partment, lately visited the Bear Creek

colliery, near Pottsville, where a new
breaker is to be built. This is one of the

largest operations of the company.

Delaware & Hudson—This company
has made another purchase of coal lands

in Schuylkill county, thus adding to its

already large anthracite holdings there.

The latest purchase embraces 180 acres

in Tremont borough. The land is under-

laid with valuable coal seams, six being

close to the surface and can be worked

with no difficulty. The consideration paid

was $150,000. The company now controls

5000 acres in Schuylkill county.

Lehigh I'allcy Coal Company—A suit

has been instituted by this company, in

the Luzerne county court, for a reduction

of mining royalties on the coal mined in

the Coxc collieries. The tract is at

Oneida, and is owned by a Philadelphia

company. Under the terms of the lease

the company must pay a royalty on a

minimum of 50,000 tons a year. The coni-

jjany asked for a reduction in this amount

for several years on the ground that the

nuantity cannot be mined at a profit under

existing conditions. The owners, how-

ever, have refused to make any reductions,

although the larger veins have been

largely exhausted and it is more difficult

and expensive to mine the smaller veins.

Maryd Coal Company—At its property

bettt-een Pottsville and Tuscarora. this

company has succeeded in opening up one

of the linest veins of coal ever found in

the neighborhood. For a long time water

has been drawn off from the old No. 3

slope operated 50 years ago, when it was

known as the Potts Red Ash slope. The
work has been expensive, it being neces-

sary to drive a gangway under the vein

through which the water was tapped by

nine holes varying from 50 to 100 ft. As
soon as the black damp is removed a force

of an additional 100 men will receive per-

manent work.

There is a report that negotiations are

pending for the sale of this company's

property to the Delaware & Hudson ; but

it cannot be substantiated at present.

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company—This company is planning to

extend activities in the Mahanoy valley.

It is proposed to erect a mammoth
breaker in the vicinity of Big Mine Run.

between Girardville and Ashland, and two

shafts will be sunk, the double compart-

ments to be used for hoisting coal and

water. It is proposed to abandon the east

colliery, at .\shland, and from the new
shafts open the veins once reached by the

old tunnel colliery at .\shland, the Girard

and Preston, Nos. i, 2 and, 3 at Girard-

ville. The basin is rich at these points,

the underlying seams of the Mammoth,
Buck Mountain, Primrose, Seven Foot,

Skidmore, Holmes, and Diamond being

the most valuable. All of these veins

have been worked at one time or another

by the Reading or the Lehigh Valley,

operating under a lease from the Girard

Estate, but only the upper lifts have been

exhausted. One big problem that faces

the officials is the water underground.

All the lower lifts from the old Lawrence

place near Gilberton have been allowed to

fill with water. The Bear I^idge, Beattie,

three Prestons, and others abandoned

long ago, will have to be pumped out and

the task will be an immense one, ' Sev-

eral years ago shortly after the erection

of the new breaker at Preston No. 3, the

water was removed from that section, but

because of some disagreement of the men
during a strike the place was abandoned.

and the breaker removed, so that the mine
is now in a worse condition than ever.

Smith Coal Cumpany—This company
has decided to erect a washery at the

Evans colliery, Beaver Meadow, prior to

building a breaker there.

NllKTHCMUEKLANO CoUNTY

Graphite has been found in paying

quantities on the mountain side north of

Trevorton, on land owned by John Bur-

gut, Two hundred tons of grajihitc has

been mined and after this was inspected

by a company from Philadelphia, a con-

tract was i-Iosi-d fur thi- s.il.- i.f llw .nilr.-

output.

South Dakota

Lawrence County

Echo—Manager Simmons has started

to drive the present 300-ft, tunnel to 2000

ft. New drills have been installed,

liochford -Wyoming Oil Company —
Both oil and gas have been encountered,

but the company is going deeper to in-

crease the supply,

Pennington County

Black Eagle—\ body of graphite with a

25-ft. breast is being developed and the

first shipment will be made in a few days.

Jo Bear—This property, adjoining the

Belt and Lena groups at Keystone, has

been purchased by the Henry Wagner
interests of Yankton, S. D,, who will start

work on all the claims within the month,

Eldorado—A three-compartment shaft

has been sunk 206 ft,, uncovering a wide

vertical vein of ore. Mill runs justify

continued exploitation.

Dewing—Col, Clark will develop this

property near Keystone in conjunction

with the Eagle Mountain and King Oscar

groups.

Forest Bell—Twenty-five miners are at

work on this group on Squaw creek.

The claims have been heavily timbered

and a new ledge of quartz is being opened.

Tennessee

Maury County

Phosphate Mines—Many phosphate

mines in the Mount Plea.sant district hav;'

suspended work, P'rom 3000 ro 5000 men
are thrown out of employment, but ar-

rangements are under way to resume

work ; the demand for phosphate rock is

large.

Utah

Bo.x Elder County

Century Mining Company—Work has

been suspended in this property.

Iron County

Jennie Gold Mining Company—Equip-

ment for the new addition to the mill has

arrived on the ground. It is expected that
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the enlarged plant will be running by Dec.

J5. Eight stamps are being added.

Garfield County

Utah Antimony Company—This con-

cern has placed its concentrating mill in

commission. The plant is built to treat

•60 tons of ore a day.

Juab County

Colorado—Upon the request of the

smelting company to which it has been

shipping its ore for treatment, this com-

pany has limited its production to 30 cars

monthly. It is expected that a still further

reduction will be made later.

May Day Mill—This plant is being

•operated one shift a day. Ore is brought

out of the mine on the 200 level and con-

veyed direct to the mill, avoiding hoisting

to the surface.

Opex—The shaft at this property is

<iown 1 170 ft. It is to be continued to the

1300 level. The property is controlled by

F. Augustus Heinze.

Sioii-v Consolidated—Development work

continues at this property. The shaft is

down 250 ft.

Salt Lake County

South Columbus—This mine at Alta

has been the scene of some important de-

velopments during the past two weeks.

Yampa—It is expected that this com-

pany will resume the operation of its

smelter in Bingham caiion about the be-

ginning of next year. The plant is being

put in fine condition, and the mine is

being equipped with an electric haulage

system. The aerial tramway between the

mine and smelter is almost completed.

Summit County

Ore 5/ii>mfn/.f—Shipments from Park

City mines last week amounted to

2,267,000 lb., the contributing mines and

amounts being: Silver King Coalition,

1472,320; Daly Judge, 795.0°° pounds.

Uintah Treasure Hill—This company

is pushing development work steadily

through the Creole shaft.

Wisconsin

Zinc—Lead

St'.s/—This new producer, in the Cuba

City camp, is turning out 15 to 25 tons of

concentrates per shift with a 60-ton mill

equipment. A rich strike made by the

Veribest company to the southwest, and

a big ore find made to the northeast on the

McNet land, prove a continuous length of

three-fourths of a mile for the Best.

Frontier—The frame superstructure has

been started for the new 3-3 ig concentra-

tor. Two i6-in. crosshead pumps will be

installed at the mine which will enable the

company to unwater the mine from Sat-

urday night to Monday morning of each

week.

Henrietta—This company is erecting a

60-ton, 8-cell concentrator, equipped with

two Wilfley tables. One i4X40-in. Corliss

engine will furnish motive power.

Luckey Twelve—This company, operat-

ing near New Diggings, is erecting a

power and sinking plant. Two iS-in.

drill holes are said to have yielded close

to 1000 lb. of jack clippings.

Midway—The loo-ton mill will be oper-

ating before the end of November. One

I4x36-in. Corliss will generate mine and

mill power and one 40-h.p. slide valve

engine will run the two lo-in. crosshead

pumps.

Pittsburg Lead and Zinc Company—

K

rew shaft is being sunk 500 ft. north from

the main pump shaft. This company has

opened up a zinc deposit of an interesting

character. A clay opening filled with a

brown to bluish clay, richly disseminated

with pebble jack, has been proven 18 to

30 ft. high, 30 ft. wide and 200 ft. long.

Pittsburg-Benton—Two new shafts were

started recently by this company. One is

ahead of the Corr lead run and the other

just ahead of the Etna.

Vandevcnter—The superstructure of the

single-jig concentrator is partially reared.

The initial shipment from this mine, a car-

load of hand-cobbed jack brought $41 per

ton; though roughly cleaned it carried

only a small fraction of lead and scarcely

a trace of iron.

to be mostly smaltite with a small per-

centage of niccolite. It shows a width of

from 26 to 28 in.

Green-Meehan—At the annual meeting,

held Nov. 9, it was decided to reduce the

capital from $2,500,000 to $1,500,000 by

cancelling 1,000,000 shares of unissued

treasury stock. The balance sheet showed

$5293 cash in hand. It appeared that the

amount paid for the property was $325,000

of which $250,000 was cash and the bal-

ance stock; and that only 33 acres, instead

of 40 as usual, was secured. Consider-

able dissatisfaction was expressed by

shareholders.

Red Rock—No. 3 shaft is down no ft.

and is being timbered. A station is being

cut at the loo-ft. level where extensive

drifting and crosscutting will be done

during the winter to connect with shafts

Nos. I and 2.

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold production in October is reported

at 53,823 oz. bullion. This makes a total

for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 of 455,063

oz. bullion in 1906, and 508,448 oz. in 1907

;

an increase of 53,385 oz. The bullion re-

ported this year was equal to 452.519 oz.

fine gold, or $9,353,568 in value.

Asia

India

Kolar Goldfield-—The output of gold in

October is reported at 48,808 oz. bullion,

being 996 oz. more than in September, but

1293 oz. less than in October, 1907. For

the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the total was

479,819 oz. bullion in 1906, and 451,738 oz.

in 1907 ; a decrease of 28,081 oz. The bul-

lion reported this year was equal to

406,564

value.

oz. fine gold, or $8,403,678 in

Vermont

Orange County

Copper Mines—The low price of cop-

per has forced the Pike Hill, the Smith

and the Higley mines near Corinth to

shut down. If the present low prices of

copper continue, operations will also be

suspended in the remaining mines of the

State.

Vermont Copper Company—This com-

pany proposes to undertake mining and

smelting copper ore from the Elizabeth

mine near South StraflFord. A cement

dam is under construction for hydro-

electric power and a 300-ton smelter will

be installed.

Canada

Cobalt District

Ore 5/ii>"i*?"'.J—Shipments of ore for

the week 'ending Nov. 9 were as follows:

Buffalo, 40,000 lb. ; Kerr Lake, 62,040 ;
La

Rose, 455,040; Nipissing, 135.040; O'Brien,

260,000; total, 952,120 lb.

B<?af(?r—Forty men are engaged on

development work. No. i shaft is down 85

ft., and when the loo-ft. level is reached

a crosscut will be run to intersect a large

vein, showing in the surface, believed to

be a continuation in the Temiskaming

vein.

Cobalt Lake—.\ vein, reported as nic-

colite struck in drifting, has been proved .
year.

Australia .

New South Wales

Gold production in October was 24,075

oz. ; for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the

total was 275,721 oz. in 1906, and 239,382

oz., or $4,948,026, in 1907; a decrease of

36,339 oz. this year.

Queensland

Gold production in October is reported

at 38,300 oz., or $791,661. The largest dis-

trict output was 14.800 oz. from Charters

Towers.

Western Australia

The gold production in October is re-

ported at 150,117 oz., an increase of 8914

oz. over September. For the 10 months

ended Oct. 31 the total was 1,502,191 oz.

in 1906, and 1,397,272 o?.., or $28,881,612

in 1907; a decrease of 104,919 oz. this
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current l''rices, Market Conditions and Commercial

, Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review Scotia, but a little conies from Great

Britain.

A'«t' York, Xot: 20—The trade in the

West is generally steady, with little fall-

ing oflf in demand. There has been a

surprising decrease in complaints of car

shortage, and the troubles in this direc-

tion have diminished, e.\cept on certain

Toads.

In the East the bituminous trade is

hesitating a little, being more affected by

the financial disturbances than in the

West. Nevertheless, demand is still fair.

The anthracite trade shows the usual

improvement as colder weather ap-

proaches. Both domestic and steam sizes

are stronger than they have been.

In the bituminous fields there seems to

be a rather unsettled condition with re-

gard to labor. The miners are approach-

ing the subject of schedules, etc., for 1908

with considerable hesitancy on account of

the present financial troubles and with the

•example of the shutting down or curtail-

ing production of the metal mines before

them. On the other hand, the operators

are taking a firm stand in the matter and

it is not believed that they will give in to

any demands made by the men. At pres-

ent there are only undercurrents of dis-

satisfaction and no actual demonstration.

The question of making adjustments be-

tween the miners and the companies comes

up considerably earlier this year than in

former years.

Co.\L Tr.'^ffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Nov. 9 were as follows, in short tons :

Aniliraclte
'Bituminous
Ooke

Total

1906.

3,824,311

27,599.951
10,890.799

1907.

4.834,797
33,749,306
12,016,697

Changes
I. 1,010.486

I. 6,149,354

I. 1,125.898

42,31.i.061 50,600,799 I. 8.285,738

The total increase this year was 19.6

per cent.

Coal receipts at St. Louis for the nine

months ended Oct. 31 are reported by the

short tons in 1906, and S.695.971 tons in

J907; an increase of 374,981 tons.

Coal receipts at Boston for the 10

-months ended Oct. 31 aro reported by the

Chamber of Commerce as follows

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

1,324.717 1.705.535 I. 380,818

2,475,043 2.585,289 I. 110,246
ADthraclte
Bituminous

Total domestic... 3,799,760 4.290.824 1.491.064

Foreign coal 651,840 448,137 D. 103,70:1

New York

Anthracite

Xoi: 20—The market shows consider-

ably more activity and certain large pro-

ducers report a strong demand and large

shipments of all sizes of anthracite with

the exception of egg. which for several

months has been dull. Small steam sizes

have picked up and are in good demand.

It is reported from certain quarters that

stocks of hard coal are much lower at this

time then they have been for some years

past. Prices are quoted as follows

:

Broken, $4.5o@4.7S ; egg, stove and chest-

nut, $5; pea, $3.25@3.5o; buckwheat No.

I, $2.75@3; buckwheat No. 2 or rice,

$2.I5@2.25; barley, $1.75, all f.o.b. New
York harbor.

BlTU.MINOUS

Trade in New York harbor is inclined

to be less active than last week. This is

due to the fact that the bulk of the shoal-

water port orders are now closed up, and

the coal formerly going to these points is

now available for other territory. Prices

are a little lower than recently, good

grades of steam coal bringing $2.7S@2.8s
f.o.b. New York harbor. There seems to

be enough coal to go around, but there

does not seem to be much surplus. In the

harbor ports freighters are receiving 25c.

per ton to points in the harbor and 50c.

per ton to the Sound, which is consider-

ably higher than formerly.

In the far East the demand is whole-

some and strong. A few cargoes are still

going to shoalwater ports ; most of the

contracts are now completed, but certain

shippers always endeavor to send a "last"

cargo only to follow this by a still later

one if possible. Freights to these ports

are in consequence very high. Along the

Sound trade is good and the demand is

strong.

Transportation from mines to tide is

fair and car supply is variable. In some

sections cars are fairly plentiful, while

elsewhere there is a decided dearth. Ves-

sel freight rates are as follows : From
Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and Port-

land, $1 ; to Newburyport and Lynn,

$1.25; to Portsmouth, $i.o5@i.io; to the

Sound, 85@90c. per ton.

.Mabama. A number of coke ovens be-

longing to the larger iron companies have
been shut down and this has affected the

coal production in some quarters, but the

general conditions are still satisfactory.

The Alabama-Gulf Coal Company has

been organized to build part of a line

from the Warrior coalfields to the Gulf
Lewis Minor is vice-president and acting

president; J. R. Dewberry, treasurer; R.
p. Johnston, Jr., secretary.

Chicago

Not: 18—The coal trade cominues un-
settlod and probably will not recover its

former larger proportions soon, whatever
the outcome of financial troubles. It is

realized that in several lines of steam-coa!
consumption there will be curtailment in

the future.

Illinois and Indiana coals remain at

$2.i5@3 for lump, $i.75@2.25 tor run-of-
mine, and $i.i5@i.5o for screenings.

Eastern coals have been weak and in

too great supply. Smokeless is especially

weak, and has been cut 10 to isc below

$3 for run-of-mine listed at $3.40. Lump
and egg of smokeless hold up more ncarlv

to the list price, $4.30, but have also been
cut on many sales. Hocking has been
over-abundant and has sold at $3.50®
3.65. Gas coals are fairly firm. Youghio-
gheny brings $3.25 for ^-in. and Pitts

burg No. 8 $3 for i;4 in.

Anthracite is selling well, with none
too great supply and chestnut still scarce.

Total 4,351.600 4.738,%1 1.387.361

The foreign coal is chiefly from Nova

Birmingham

Nor. l8—There has been l)-.it little in-

terruption so far in the coal business in

Pittsburg

Xoi: 19—Conditions remain practically

the same as a week ago. Prices are some-
what stronger, although quotations re-

main $r.40@i.5o for mine-run coal fo.b.

mine. Many sales were made during the

week at the maximum rate. Slack is weak
and it is doubtful if more than 70c. can be

obtained. Several transactions are re-

ported at a much lower rate. There are

not enough railroad cars to operate the

mines to capacity and production is limited

to about 60 per cent. The river mines
continue to operate fully and have an am-
ple supply of empty coal boats and barges.

ConncUsville Coke—Prices continue to

decline and standard Connellsville furnace

coke is quotx:d this week at $2.40<S>2.50

;

foundry coke, $2.90@3, at ovens. The H.

C. Frick Coke Company continues to re-

strict production and is said to have about

3000 idle ovens and has put a number of

additional works on five days a week run-

ning time. The Courier in its summary
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for the week gives the prodiiction in both

regions at 3^2,340 tons. The shipments

•nnionnted to 11.913 cars, distribnted as

follows: To Pittsburg, 441 1 cars; to

points west of Conncllsville, 6714 cars; to

points east of Connellsville, "88 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

The coal bunkered or sold for con-

sumption on steamships in foreign trade

at United States ports for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 was 4,523,534 tons-

Adding this to the exports, previously re-

ported, makes a total of 14,342,677 tons

of coal sold for consumption beyond the

limits of the United States.

Fuel exports from Great Britain, with

coal sent abroad for the use of steam-

ships engaged in foreign trade, for the

10 months ended Oct. 31 was, in long

tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Coal 16.371.460 62,81*.M9 1.6,443,089
Coke 658.321 768.415 I. 110,094

Brlquots 1.152.632 1.283.226 I. 80,594

Total 48,182,413 54.816,190 1.6,633,777
Steamer coal 15,576,014 15,.t39,691 D. 36,323

Total 63.768,427 70,365,881 1.0,697,4.54

Exports to the United States, included

above, were:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Atlantic ports 22.112 14,339 D. 7,773
Paolflo ports .....30.741 31,682 I. 941

Total 52.853 46.021 D. 6,832

The larger exports were 8,770,524 tons

to France ; 8,329,296 to Germany ; 6,928,742

to Italy; 3,331,719 to Holland.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Nov. 20—The iron and steel

markets continue to feel the effect of

financial conditions. New business ap-

pears only in very small volume, and such

orders as are placed are for immediate
liceds. No one is prepared just now to

enter into any extensive commitments for

the future. A number of furnaces have
already gone out of blast, and mills are

closing down, in whole or in part. By the

end of the month, apparently, production

will be seriously reduced.

It is understood that the leading in-

terest will maintain prices so far as pos-

sible. Under present conditions prices do
not seriously affect the business coming
forward. A little later, however, wnen
(he money market is more settled, the

question of prices will come up for care-

ft". consideration.

Pig-fron Production—The reports of

the blast furnaces on Nov. i show that

the actual weekly capacity of the coke

and anthracite stocks in blast was 491,500

tens, a reduction of 20,000 tons from Oct.

I. Since Nov. I, however, a number of

furnaces have blown out, reducing the

weekly capacity to about 462,000 tons;

while more are preparing to stop. Tak-

ing the .American .Association report for

the first half of the year, llic estimate of

the Iron Age for the coke and anthracite

furnaces in recent months, .nnd making

allowance for the charcoal furnaces, we
lind that the production of pig iron in Oc-

tober was, approximately, 2,372,000 tons;

for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 it was

22,669,544 tons.

Lake Superior Iron Ore—Shipments of

iron ore by ports from the Lake Superior

region for the season to Nov. i are re-

ported by the Marine Kei'iew, of Cleve-

land, as follows, in long tons

:

getting a view of the properties of the

company and getting ready for the actudl

management of its affairs.

1906. 1907. Changes.
ISscanatjn . 4.967.360 6,253.043 I. 286,683

Mnniuette . 2,i)09,286 2.701.812 I. 192,626

Ashland . 3.049.054 3,103.838 I. 64.784

Superior . 5,352.745 0,747.945 I. 1.395,200

Duluth .. 9.955,216 11,908,539 I. 1,953.323

Two Harbors. . 7.405.174 7,326,684 D. 78,490

Total . 33,238,835 37,041,801 1. 3,803,026

The chief increase this year came from

the Mesabi range. The three Minnesota

ports shipped this year 70.1 per cent, of

the total, against 68.3 last season.

Steel Production in Great Britain—The

British Iron Trade Association reports the

production of steel ingots in Great Britain

for the first half of the year as follows, in

long tons

:

Open-hearth.,
Bessemer —

, 1907 ,

Tons. Per Ct.

2,337,794 68.6
1.008,972 31.4

, 1900. ^

To us. PerCt.

2.196,853 70 6

919.020 29.6

3,110.473 100 3,406,706 100.0

The increase in open-hearth ingots was

140,941 tons, and in bessemer 149,352 ; the

total gain being 290,293 tons, or 9.3 per

cent. The increase in bessemer stee! was

greater in proportion than that in open-

hearth. The proportion of steel to pig-

iron output was 63.5 in 1906, 'and 65.6 in

1907. The make of bessemer steel rails

this year was 452,774 tons, a decrease of

34,410 tons.

Baltimore

Nov. 19—Imports for tlic week in-

cluded 6280 tons chrome ore from New
Caledonia and 2900 tons manganese ore

from Cuba. Arrivals of iron ore were

12,000 tons from Cuba and 6100 tons from

Greece ; 18,100 tons in all.

Birmingham

Nov. 18— .'V general curtailment in the

pig-iron production in the Southern ter-

ritory is on. Little is being said in this

section in regard to the pig-iron quota-

tions. There is no corroboration of state-

ments that iron has been selling at low

prices. What little is being sold now is

for immediate delivery and a fairly good

price is being obtained, though nothing

like what has been in vogue for inore

than a year.

The new president of the Tennessee

company, Gordon Crawford, former man-

ager of the McKeesport division of the

United States Steel Corporation, is now

Chicago

Nov. 18—Hardly any market exists for

pig iron, the few orders received by fur-

nace agents being for small lots, mostly

of carload size. This condition has ex-

isted for several months and is not to

be ascribed wholly to financial conditions.

Quotations are hard to give, sales being

made under such dififerent conditions and

prices. Southern may be had at $15. .So

Birmingham ($19.85 Chicago) Or it may
be worth $1.50 or $2 more, depending on

who has it and how much it is needed

Northern is in the same condition, low

quotations being $20@20.50. Northern

cliarco.-il iron has occasional sales at about

$25.

Coke shares the depression of business

and the best Connellsville brings $5.65®

$5.90 Chicago.

Philadelphia

Noz'. 20—The action of the Government

will probably have an excellent effect

rpon the steel industry in this territory.

Much of the inactivity has been due to

the lack of confidence. The establishment

of better conditions will react on the mar-

ket and result in increased business. This

in effect is the conclusion as expressed by

a few of the larger pig-iron producers.

In point of fact, very little business has

been done during the past week. No one

is offering any iron ; everyone is anxious

to sell, but the makers are determined to

do business at certain prices.

Steel Billets—Steel billets continue at

j'bout the .same prices as last week with

sales of small lots mainly from customers

who have been for some time buying ma-

terial just as needed.

Bars—Bar iron is strong in a retail way.

Sheets—Our sheet-iron trade is in about

the same shape. Card rates" unchanged.

Merchant Steel—-Agents report a mod-
crate but steady distribution m this ter-

ritory.

Pipes and Tubes—The industries using

pipe work and tubes are all b'jsy, but our

people are buying in a small way only.

Structural Material—The structural

-

steel business has dropped off decidedly.

There are no more heavy orders coming

in. The mills have a good deal of busi-

ness, but some cancellations have taken

the life out of the business.

Scrap—-The scrap dealers h:ve less to

say than usual and have no important

sales to report. They are rather cautious

about buying scrap at current quotations

The only kind that they are willing to

take chances on is heavy steel and rail-

road scrap. Other kinds are inclined to

weakness, but there is not enough busi-

ness to judge.
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Pittsburg

\ov. 19—Conditions in the iron and
steel markets do not show any improve-

ment and it is not hkely there will be

much new business placed this year, out-

side of steel rails. Nothing defmite has

developed so far toward the placing of or-

ders by the railroads for 1908 require-

ments, but it is confidently believed that

they will come into the market shortly.

There not only is no new business but

ni;uiy old orders have been cancelled and
specifications have fallen oflf considerably.

The Steel Corporation positively refuses

to accept cancellations and is postponing

the orders, expecting the buyers to take

_the material later. Production is being

greatly restricted and when buying begins

there will not be any accumulation of

stocks in any of the various finished lines.

In this way it is proposed to prevent a

serious slump in prices. It is understood

the current quotations on finished pro-

ducts will continue until the end of the

year when there will be a complete re-

adjustment. The American Sheet and
Tin- Plate Company is not making any

tin-plate beyond the actual demand. In

•carrying out this plan it is operating less

than 50 of its 242 tin-plate mills. The
leading independent producer, the Pope
Tin-Plate Company, has suspended opera-

tions, and it is estimated that not more
than 50 independent tin mills are running.

Pig Iron—There has been absolutely no
transaction of importance in pig iron for

several weeks. Quotations on all grades'

are lower, but are purely nominal. Bes-

semer may be had at $19. Valley furnaces,

tut the leading independent producer re-

fuses to quote less than $20. No. 2 foun-

dry iron is down to $18,50 and gray forge

may be had at $18, Valley furnaces. On
basic there is not even a nominal quota-

tion and it would not be surprising to see

sales as low as $17. Production has been

greatly curtailed. According to authentic

information received late today the

United States Steel Corporation is operat-

ing but 50 of its 95 blast furnaces. The
Carnegie Steel Company has 24 out and 4
banked; the Illinois Steel Company has 9
idle, the National Tube Company, 5 and
the American Steel and Wire Company,

3, a total of 45" furnaces inactive. The
Republic Iron and Steel Company is oper-

ating but two of its six furnaces in the

North.

Steel—The market is quiet. Both bes-

semer and open-hearth billets are quoted

at $28. Sheet-bars remain at $31, but no
sales are being made at that price. Plates

remain strong at 1.70c. and steel bars at

1.60C.

Sheets—The regular prices arc being

shaded $2 and more. Quotations remain

at 2.60c. for black sheets and 3.75c. for

galvanized for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganese—One sale of prompt

ferro was made today at $52.50. which rep-

resents a cut of !;oc. a ton.

Sault Ste. Marie

The freight passing through the Sault

canals for the season up to Nov. I is re-

purted as below, in not tons

:

1906. 1907. CbauKi)8.

EaHt-bounU 3fi,917,»M 39,582,111 I. 3,(»4,16)l

West-bound 8,487,501 10,923,579 1.2,436,018

Total 44,406,S1S IS0,476.6»1 1.0.070,1711

The number of vessels passed through

was 17,983, showing an average cargo of

2807 tons. The mineral freights included

in the totals were as follows, in net Ions,

except salt, which is in barrels

:

VMXi. 1907. chuuges.

Antbraclte K23,»UO 1,249,H44 I. 426,044
Bituminous 6,495.054 8,620,500 1,2.131,446

TotnlcOftl 7,318,854 9.876,344 1.2,567.490

Iron ore 31,:i07,915 35,036,614 1.3,728,699
Pig .1: manu. Iron 308.141 259.291 D. 48,850
Copper 88.651 C3.7C7 D. 24.884

lUilldlne stone. .. 6.222 8<.I8 D. 5,324

Salt, bbl 404,688 417.900 I. 13.272

This year iron ore formed 69.4, and coal

19.6 per cent, of the total freight reported.

London

Oct. 21—Exports of iron and steel from

Great Britain for the nine months ended

Sept. 30 are valued by the Board of

Trade returns as follows

:

190G. 1907. Changes.

Iron and Steel.. £28.7.'i5.t»4 £35,623,319 I. £6,867,085
Machinery 19.497,190 23.113,859 1. 3,616.6ra

Now Ships 7,381,681 8,2-.'9,390 I. 847.709

Total £.W.6.'M.511 £66.966,568 I.f11.332,0.i7

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 3.359.430 tons in 1906, and 4.002,919

tons in 1907'; an increase of 643,489 tons,

or 19.2 per cent. The exports of pig iron

to the United States this year were 410,-

371 tons, an increase of 235,237 tons ; of

tin-plates 46,723 tons, an increase of

4886 tons.

Imports of iron and steel into Great

Britain for tlie nine months were valued

as follows

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Iron and steel... £6,565.980 £5.035.812 D.£1.530.168
Machinery 3.939.644 4,081,009 I. 141.:)f>5

Total.... ...£10,505.624 £9,110.821 D.£l,388 803

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 974,984 tons in 1906, and 643,187 in

1907; a decrease of 331,797 tons, or 34
per cent.

Imports of iron ore for the eight

months were, in long tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
Manganlterous ores. 242.929 2:19.171 D. 3,758
Iron ores 5.804,384 5,728.6:18 D. 75,746

Total 6.047.313 5,967,809 D. 79,604

Of the ores imported this year, 186,183

tons manganiferous and 4,345,790 tons

iron came from Spain.

Dusseldorf, Germany

A'ot'. 8—The German Iron and Steel

Union reports the output of the blast

furnaces in Germany in September at

1.091,020 metric tons of pig iron, or 26,-

525 tons less than tn August. This ap-

parent decrease was really less than was

due to the shorter month ; the dailv aver-

age showing a gain, from 36,050 tons in

August to 36,367 in September. For the

nine months ended Sept. 30 the produc-

tion was as follows, in metric tons

:

190« , 1907.—
,

Tons. Per Ct. 1'an». I'nr Ct.

1 ..iin.lrv lr..n.... 1,583,193 17.1 l,fi«»,08:( 17.2
Forge iron 038.731 0.9 58:1,494 6.0
Htexl pig 698,813 7.5 768,732 7.8
Uessanior pig.... 354,880 3.8 :I57.461 3.7
Thomas pig n.000,6<Ml 64.7 6.320,714 68.3

Total 9,272.9H:1 100. U 9.688,484 100.0

There were increases of 84,890 tons in

foundry iron; 63,119 in steel pig, which in-

cludes spiegeleisen, ferromanganesc, fer-

rosilicon and all similar alloys ; 2581 in

bessemer pig; 320,148 in Thomas or basic

iron; and a decrease of 55,237 ton- in

forge iron. The total gain was 415,501

tons, or 4.5 per cent.

Exports and imports of iron and steel

in Germany for the nine months ended

Sept. 30 were as follows, in metric tons:

Exports: 1906. 1907. Changes.

Ironondateel 2.728,729 2,569,880 1). 158.849

Machinery 211.913 242.849 I. ;t0.936

Total 2.940.642 2.812.729 D. 127.913

Imports:
Ironandsteel 443.795 600.00:1 I. 186.268

Machinery 65.076 72.713 1. 7.638

Total 608.870 6T2.770 I. 163.906

Imports of iron ore for the nine months

were 6,441,919 tons; exports v.'cre 2,962,-

026 tons. Imports of manganese ore were

287,187 tons: exports were only 2648 ton*:.

Metal Market

Cold and Silver Exports and Imports

NEW YOKK. Nov. -20.

At all Vnited States Torts In Oct. and year.

Metal. Eiporta. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Oct. 1907.. S 3,112,5.19 $ 4,48U.'.I10 lmp.$ 1,308.371
•• 1906.. 7,074,644 27.2.i0.852 •• 2u.lTr,.:«>8

Tear 1907.. 52,99'2,3.V2 ;15.:143.130 Exp. 17.C4'.I,1'22

• 1906.. 42,864,500 139.026,869 Imp. 96,162.363

Silver

:

Oct. 1907.. 5,053,997 3,566,6:i4 Exp. 1.487.:)63

• 1906.. 3,549,017 3,882,.1'2-2 Imp. 3:«.505

Year 1907.. 53,024,790 ;J8.054.8."i8 E.\p. I4.y69.9:f2

„ 1906.. 48,990,350 :)ti,876,591 12,113.715

These statements cover the total movement
of sold and silver to and from the Tnlted
States. These figures are furnished by the
Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending Nov. 16 and years from Jan. 1

Period.
Gold. SUver.

Exports.' Imports. Exports. Impcrts.

Week
1907
1906
1906

$
34,818,544
6.040.1.%3

34,510..'iO:)

21.110.672
37.168,550
92,792,058
10.514,08:1

$1,199,218
46.:«4.230
45.891.143
so.iKo.oeo

$ 76.659
2,709,747

1,984,431

3.930,766

No exports of gold for the week : the

silver went chiefly to London. Imports of

gold for the week were from Great Britain

and France ; of silver from the West Indies

and South America.

The foreign trade of the United States

for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 is re-

ported as below by the Bureau of Statis-

tics of the Department of Commerce and

Labor:
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UKHl. 1»07.

Kip<irts, mercfdlso.. »l.<2S.187.7Ta »1,B13.U8.160
Imports, " .. 1.0<>6,a9r> «l> 1.219,<J94.3M

Excess. Mports tar*. 792.303 $29J.1I)3.806

Add excess of exports, silver 14.969.932
Add excess of export*, cold 17.619,'i'iQ

Total export balance »324,77i,»(!0

1 h: gold and silver inoveiiicnt in de-

tail will be found in the t.ible nt the head

of this coliinin.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Nov. 16 are roported as

below, in dollars :
-

Gold. Silver. Total.

Ass'd New York $17().347.900
England $1.'.9.481.456 l.')9,481.4.">ri

France .'m.O:H,070 $18f..8;U.4.'>,'. 7'27.8li7.526

Oermany H'>.'.w.'>.ooo ;ui.t'.2r..ooo is>.t>ir,.ooo

Spain 78.1103.000 127.245.000 211.1. J.'iO,000

Netberlands... 38.124,.iao 24.922.000 a.OlG.BOO
Belgium 1.1.480.000 7.740.1100 23.220.000
Italy 18:1.430.000 24,110,000 207,540,000
Russia 62.'<,73,''..000 24,940,000 65n,07.'i,000

Aust.-Hungary. 227..'>8(1.000 67,720.000 285,300,000
Sweden 21.125.000 21.125,000

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do
not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are

from the cables to the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle of New York.

Gold and silver movement in Great

Britain for the lo months ended Oct. 31

is reported as follows

:

Gold : 1906. 1907.

Imports £315.350.603 £,37 980.302
Exports 37.209,592 30.789,670

Excess Exp. £868 989 I. £7. 190.632

Silver

:

Import-- £15,172.860 £13.810.699
Export* 16.577,681 14.779.880

Excess, exports £ 1.404.821 £ 969,181

Of the silver imported this year £io,-

175.638, or 73.7 per cent, of the total, came
from the United States.

Silver Market

SILVER ANT) STERLING EXCHANGE.

c

SUver.
1

4>

SUver.

M a 1

>

C a

•08 li
^

3fi X
is U

u 26H 18 4.8650| 58^ 27 )i

16 i 26H 19 4.8560 59>i 2^ii
16 4.-

' 27A 20 * 8600 591; 27Ji

New York quotations are for fine silver.
per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver. 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East as reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Nov. 7

:

1906. 1907.

India £ 13..'i85.396 £10.131.5.14
China 430.700 911,850
Straits 1,760 625,950

Changes.

D. £ 3,453,842
D. 3,30.850

I. 624,200

Total £ 14.017.846 £10.857,3.14 D. t 3,160,492

Receipts for the week were £194,000

from New York, £2000 from the West
Indies and £3000 from .Australia ; £199,000

in all. Exports were £231,600, all to India.

rupee. Buying of silver for India has

been light.

The director of the Mint this week
bought 100,000 oz. of silver for delivery

at Denver, and 100,000 oz. delivered at

New Orleans. The price paid was
5S.812C. per fine ounce.

Prices ot Foreign Coins

Bid, Askod.
Mexican doUnrs $0.47 $0.49
Pornvinn solos and Chilean 0.41 0.40
Victoria sovereigns 4.83 4.86
Twenty francs 3,87 3.92
Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78 4.8O

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

A
0'

.

.0
.

£9
.0
§2 ^

« Il
IB
—

>
•s^ Si ?t 1- IC

z; Jo wo Jv< " &5 OOD

13>i 13)V 4.40 4.95 4-80
14 ISlVi ffll3?i 69 30,S,- rti)4.45 ©6 00 ©4.86

13% 13 4.35 4.90 4 75
15 fSia^i ffil3« 58« SOi^i ©4.40 ©5.00 ©4.85

13 )i 12% 4.35 4.90 4.76
16 (S13H ©13),' 30^i ©4.40 ©4 95 ©1.80

13 (i 12;..- 4.30 4.85 4.70
18 ffll3'. ®13 68'.; 29% ©4.35 ©4.95 ©4.80

13 123i 4.25 4.85 4.70
19 fS13>4 (S)13 58 Ji 31 ©4.30 ©4.95 ©4.80

13 12% 4.25 4 86 4.70
20, ®13)-i r2)13 68 31 ©4 30 ©4.95 ©4.80

Indian exchange is again easier, the

Council bills offered in London having
been taken at an average of I5.9id. per

London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb. I standard copper, which is now the equiva-
lent of the foi-mer g.m.b's. The New York
quotations for electroytic copper are for
cakes, ingots or wirebars, and represent the
bulk of the transactions ma<ip with con-
sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of
cnlhodes is 0.12,5c. below that of eir-ctrolytic.
The quotations for lead represent wholesale
transactions In the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands

; special brands command a premium.

Copper—The financial position con-

tinues to dominate, and buyers are un-

willing to enter into commitments for the

future. Sellers are equally unwilling to

take orders for the future at current

prices. Neither party is disposed to do
anything except under the pressure of

necessity, consequently the market retains

all the features which characterized it in

the previous week. Business is of small

proportions and consumers both here and
abroad are showing little interest. There
are, however, some speculative operations

which keep up a semblance of activity.

Offerings have been somewhat more
pressing and prices are giving way grad-

ually, so that the market closes easy with

Lake at I3@i3^c., electrolytic in ingots.

w^irebars and cakes at I2->4@I3C., while

business in casting copper has been done
during the week on an average of

I2j^@I2j^C.

The London standard market has also

been rather depressed during the greater

part of the week, but continues to fluc-

tuate within narrow limits. The close is

cabled at £58 for spot, £57 15s. for three

months.

Statistics for the first half of the cur-

rent month show an jncrease in the visible

supplies of 3000 tons.

Refined and manufactured sorts we

quote : English tough, £55 ; best selected,-

£62; strong sheets, £66.

Exports of copper from New York and

Philadelphia for the week were 6570 long

tons. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

495 tons.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb. ; of

wire, i6j4@l6^c. per pound.

Tin—The London market during the

past week has been steady. A firmer tone

developed the beginning of the week on

account of larger transactions which had-

taken place in this market, where buyers

showed some interest in November and'

December deliveries. The domestic spof

market is still at a premium over import

prices, and closes at 31c. per lb. From
London the closing quotations are cabled

as £135 for spot, £136 los. for three

months.

Lead—-Last week we stated that, for

reasons then given, our quotations for

lead would hereafter be those of the open

market—that is, the prices of large quan-

tities on actual sales—and not the con-

tract prices of the chief producer, as

heretofore. That producer has accepted'

the situation. The American Smelting

and Refining Company announced last

Monday that it withdraws its official quo-

tations and in future will compete in the

open market. By this action the artifi-

cial situation which has existed hitherto-

is at an end, and more normal conditions

can be expected to prevail henceforth,

since prices are again to be regulated by

the law of supply and demand. .\t the

present time the tendency is downward.
Consumers are well supplied, while sellers

have large stocks on hand, with which

they are ready to part at a sacrifice. Such
business as has taken place h.as been of

small proportions and was transacted at

declining prices. The market closes

weak at 4.25@4.3oc. New York. In St.

Louis lead is freely offered at .:!.20@4.2Sc.

The London lead market is gradually

giving way and the close is cabled as

£16 175. 6d. for Spanish lead. £17 for

English lead.

Si. Louis Lead Market—The John Wahl
Commission Company reports as follows

:

Lead is dull and lower. Th* metal can

be bou.ght on basis of 4.30c., and will not

M.11 at present market. The financial

conditions are no better than they have

been for some little time, and until there

i.~ improvement in this direction we can-

not look for any movement in lead.

Spelter—The market is very weak.

Stocks which have accumulated in the

hands of smelters are being pressed for

sale without finding a ready outlet, since

galvanizers are well supplied and in the

present condition of the money market
are not inclined to take in near-by spelter

even at figures which in a different finan-

cial position would be very attractive.
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The close is quoted at 4.85(3:4.050. New
York, 4.70(0)4.800. St. Louis.

The reports about the European spelter

market are still discouraging. The mar-

ket there again closes lower at I21 for

good ordinaries, in ss. for specials.

Zinc Sheets—The base price is $7.50

per 100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.

—

f.o.b. cars at Lasalle and Pern. The
freight rate to New York is 27.50c. per

100 lb.

.Inliiiwny—The market remains inac-

tive and prices are unchanged. Quota-

tions are as follows: Cookson's, lie;

Hallett's, IOC. ; ordinarj- brands, 8^(g95^r.

Xickc!—For large lots. New York, the

chief producer quotes 45(S'50c. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For
small quantities, So@65c., same delivery.

Qiiicksiker—New York quotations ire

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller .orders. Retail sales

are made at 62@63c. per lb. The Lon-

don price is iS 5s. per flask, with £8 3s.

pd. quoted from second hand?.

Receipts of quicksilver at San Fran-

cisco for the nine months ended Sept. 30
were 11,416 flasks in 1906, and 9852 flasks

in 1907; a decrease of 1564 flasks.

Platinum—No charge is noted in the

market during the week. Prices are

:

Hard metal. $29; ordinary, %26@26.so:
scrap, not more than $19 per troy ounce.

zinc. One sale of 800 tons was made on

:( $40 base, aside from which a $39 base

was the h'ghest reported, and some 63

per cent, ore sold as low as a $38 base.

Offerings as low as a $35 base were made,

but not accepted. The average price was

over $1 higher, on account of higher

grades selling. It was $36.78. The high-

est price paid for lead was $48, medium
grades ranging from $44 to $46 per ton

and the average at $45.12, very little low-

grade ore being included. The market

was steadier, and this gave the effect of

firmness, and it is generally believed by

the buyer and the seller that the low level

has been' reached. The shipfnent was the

smallest of the year.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Nov. 16:

zinc, lb. Lead.lb. Value.

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plattevillc, IVis., Nov. 16—The prevail-

ing price paid foi" 60 per cent, zinc ore

during the week was $38.50 per ton ; lead

ore, 80 per cent., sold at $21 per thousand;

two choice cars testing above 82 per cent.,

bought for the purpose of reducing west-

ern mixed ores, brought the top price to

$24 per thousand.

Shipments for the week ending Nov. 16

were, in pounds

:

Camps. Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

PlattevUIe 318,820 66,000
Livingston 200,000
Oalena 170.000
Barker 166,080
CubaClty 138,000 .

Hlgbland 132,000 .*....

LlDtleo 120.000
Benton 115,790
Rewey 110.000
DodgerlUe 95.U00
Hazel Green . . 6.1.000 ....
Mineral Point 51,400 ....

Total for week

.

Year to Nov. 16..

Unable to sell sufficient ore to pay oper-

ating expenses, several mines have already

been forced to close down and unless the

situation changes and buyers get back into

the market again, a general shutdown will

likely occur within the r^cxt two weeks.

Missouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo.. Xof. ^6—The highest

prices reported paid for zinc was $41.50

per ton. cn an assay base price ranging

from $35 to $40 per ton of 00 per cent.

Webb Clty-CartervlUe
Joplln
Oronogo
Duenwog
Oalena
Pcosperlty
Badger
Spurgoon
Granby -.

Alba-Nock City
Aurora
Zlnclte
Sarcoile
Carthage
Btott City
Wentworth

Totals

.

2.631.740
1,748,0,50

728,460
627.830
579,1301

360.880!

323,470
289,400
430,000
226.610
183,610
160.480
82,>10
63.790
50 070
46,930

498,310|t

173,830l

87,080
63,450

194,200.

65.830
10,000

22,800

8,421,660: 1,105,600 $179,821

60,148
37,037
14,226
11,764
11,673

10,957
6,469
6,108
6.230

4.512
4,080
3.129
1.520
1.276
926

spot or future delivery. Quotations re-

main as follows : For spot delivery and
also for the balance of 1907, 2.37</j@2.40c.

for 95 per cent.; for 1908, 2.42j/2C. ; for

1909, 2.40c. The price for the 96 per cent,

grades, these deliveries, is 50. per 100 lb.

higher.

Phosphates—J. M. Lang & Co. report

the exports of Florida phosphates through'

the port of Savannah in October as fol-

lows : Germany, 13,640 tons ; Austria,

1056; Spain, 665; Great Britain, 333; total,

15,694 tons.

Sulphur—Eniil Fog & Sons, of Mes-

sina, Sicily, report shipments of Sicilian

sulphur for August at 27,881 tons against

23,952 tons in August, 1906. The total

shipments in 1907 to the end of August

were 239,162 tons as compared with 312,-

849 tons for the eight months of 1906.

The total visible stocks in Sicily at the

end of August were 547,979 tons, against

452,038 tons in 1906, an increase of 95,941

tons. In 1905 the visible stocks amounted'

to 383,087 tons and in 1904 to only 320,753.

tons.

46 weeks 521,477.290 77.716,990$14,464,751

Zinc value, the week. $15^,872; 46 weeks, $11,692,729

Lea<I value, the week, 24,949; 46 weeks, $2,772,022

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table:

ZINC OKE AT JOPLIN. LEAD ORE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

•January . .

.

February ..

March
April.
May
.June
July
.\UgU8t
September.
October
November.

.

December..

47. ;«
47.37
42. IW
44 63
40.51
4;l 83
43.25
43.61!

42 68
41.66
44 13

43.68

45.84
47.11
48 66

48.24
45 98

44.82i
45.79'
43.221
40.11'

39.83

1January ...

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August... .

September.
October—
November .

December .

Year ....

75.20
72 83
73.73
7».13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81 98
81.89

83 53
84.58
82.75
79.76
79..56
73.66
68.18
59.54
6;i.62

61.40

Year 43.24 77.40

Chemicals

... 1.676,990 66,000 .....

...91.432,817 4.488.030 462,360
* aWcw York, Nov. 20—Little new busi-

ness has developed during the past few

weeks and while prices have held fairly

steady, the tone of the market is unset-

tled, owing to lack of confidence ar.d the

inability of small dealers to obtain credit.

Arsenic and antimony products have con-

tinued stagnant and show weakness.

Copper Sulphate—The demand is easy

and prices remain unchanged at $5.50 per

100 lb. for carload lots and $5.75 for

smaller quantities.

Nitrate of Soda—There has been but

little business the past week either for

Mining Stock*

Nezv York, Nov. 20—The general stock-

market shows this week a little more

hopeful tone. The taking of some $70,-

000,000 gold in Europe for import to this-

country and the action of the Govern-

ment in issuing new bonds available as a

basis for bank circulation, will tend to-

ease the money situation. Prices of stocks,

however, continue low, with only tran-

sient improvement, and ordinary trading

is dead for the present. Mining stocks in

New York have followed the course of

the general market, and have been dull and"

heavy, with small business and a tend-

ency to lower prices.

An unusual transaction this week was a

sale of 125 shares of New Jersey Zinc at

$316 per share. The last recorded trans-

action in this stock was a sale at auction-

some months ago at $410.

The Standard Oil Company has de-

clared a dividend of $10 per share for the

fourth quarter of the year. This makes-

$40 for the year 1907, the same amount

as last year.

Boston

Nov. 19—Not much encouragement is-

to be noted in the copper share market.

.\fter a day or two of rally, prices ran off

again although in most cases tonight's-

close is above the lowest of the last seven

days. Another mining company has passed

its dividend, namely. North Butte. Quincy

mining directors will meet shortly and

they are expected to reduce tfie dividend

again. Copper Range directors will not

probably declare more than a $1 dividend"

and the stock discounted this by breaking

$7.25 to $46.50, although a ?? rec ivery

followed. North Butte broke $6.25 to-
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$.?-' 75 t'" the passing of the dividend,

r.uite Coalition has been another soft spot,

falling $1.50 to $12.50. Calnniet & Arizona

is also discomuing a reduced rate, having

fallen $IJ to $1)-'.

The percentage of decline of the leading

mining issues this year varies from 70 to

40 per cent. Butte Coalition heads • the

list with 70 per cent, from the high of the

year and Cahunet & Hecla has the smallest

with 40 per cent, .\malgamated Copper

closed tonight at almost its lowest for the

week at J^S.V'.-, against $49 a week ago.

Calumet & Hecla has lost $25 to $575.

Osceola $6 to $74, Quincy $7 to $73, Tam-
arack $4 to $56 per share.

The curb has shown little animation and

slight changes.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

NEW YORK Nov. 19

Name of Comp. CIg

.\laakH MUio
Am.Nev.M.iP.Co.
Amalgamated. ..

.\DaoouUa
Bataklala
British Col. Cop..
Buffalo Cobalt . ..

Butt4> & Loiidou..
Butte Coalition ..

Butte Cop. & Zinc.
Cobalt Contact
Colonial Silver...
Cum. Elv Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion d'p
El Rayo
Foeter Cobalt
Furnace Creek. .

.

Glrouz Mine
Gold Hill
Oranby, New
Greene Gold
Greene G. i- S
GreenWr & D.Val.
Guanajuato
Guggen. Exp
Uanapab
McKlnley Dar
Mlcmac
Mines Co.of Am..
Mltobell Mining..
Mont.Sho.c.(New)
Xev. Utah M. k S
Newhrtuse M. & S
Mplsslnu Mines.
old Hundred
Silver gueen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

Tnlon Copper....
t'tah Apex
West Columbus..

45;,

30,S
3,1,

S
IH
1

13

1

5
3',

If*

•i\
.65

.2.5

»H
5S

.75

2>4
120
.36

U
3

2)i
.11

S. Y. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem.,
Am. Smelt. 4 Ref
Am.Sm.* Ref.,pf.
Betblehem Steel..
Colo. Fuel ,^ Iron.
Ke<IeralM.tS..pt
Inter. .Salt

National Lead . ..

National Lead.pf.
I'ltlaburg Coal ...
Republic LAS..
Republic I. *:S..pr
-I., .« Sheffield....
-:/ii inrd on
1-1 ri. C. j£ I

I . .S. Red. Jb Kef.
r. 8. Steel
r. 8. Steel, pf ...

Va. Car. Chem . .

.

Va. I. Coal t Cok<-

12

6l>i
85

ii

ay.

ST. Lons Nov. l(i

Hlgb

vdams
\m Nfttto

I >'T.t. 1)11 .

Columbia.
Con. Coal.
rio« Run.. 1

Gra. Blmet.
a\.}nt

Low.

i4:oo|

.25
m

]-•" cm

13 00

BOSTON Nov. 19

Name o{ Comp. Clg.

Adventure ,

Allouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet 5; Ariz...
Calumet * Hecla.
Centennial ... .

Con. Mercur
Copper Range ...

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene— Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.iC.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot ...

Phoenix ...!

Quincy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe\
Shannon
ramarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
tj. S. Smg. * Ref .

U.S.Sm.i:Re..pd .

Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

.87>5

2u'

8>i
5

»;;
93

5-5

28

'

i»r,

10>i
7K
55i

145i
9?.'

a-i
8

44

1

63K
32X
.50
20
75
10

74

2>i

10
66
10

'sJi

31

H

34 ?i
32 Ji

3 y,
107

.26

•Ex. Dlv. tF,x. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Abmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock C- n
Keweenaw
.Majestic
Raven
Shawmiit
Superior
Siiiiorlor & Pitts,,

' V Man

60

4«
5"

.80

.80

,42

'8)i
.i;o

:iili of <

Dolores .

StrattoiiVI:. ..

Camp BIril ..1 u 16
E9i>ernnza 1 11
'i''iinboy I 1 7

ro
I

1 2
Ule I ...
'•ra

I' Lab Apex .

Arl7..Cop.,|.fd.
jArlz.Cop.,det..l

014 4)

NEVADA STOCKS.
Furnished by Weir Bros. .>; '

'

Nov. 20.

Name of Comp.

ToNOPAH Stocks
Belmont
Extension
Golden Anchor..-..
Jim Butler
MacNamarn
Midway
Montana
North Star
Tonopah ,<: Cal....

Tonoli Mine of N.
West End Con..

.

GOLDFI'D STOCKS
Adams
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
'Columbia Mt
Comb. Frac
Cracker .lack
Dla'dflold Ii. B. C.
GoMlleld Helnumt
Gold Held C..n ..

Goldfleld Daisy...
Goldneld Mining
Great Bend
Jumbo Extension
Jumbo Mining.
Kaiherlue
Kendall
Laguna..
Lone Star
Lou Dillon. ...

May Queen
Mohawk
Oro
Red Hill
Red Top
Roanoke
Samlstorm . . .

Silver Pick.. ..

St. Ives
Triangle

BrLLFBOG Stocks
Amethyst
Bullfrog Daisy....
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B...
Gibraltar
Gold Bfl,'

CIg.

933
1.00

OG
.44

.IS

.40
1 30
.09

8.183
36

OS
.23
.07

.17

,16

.17

.90

.08

.17

.14

4.18"

.82

!27

.63

!06

.11

.09

.06

.06

!i6

.26

.08

.18

.26

.36

.04

.09

.12

.3B

Nun •I'- Clg.

Golden Sceptre .

.

Homostako King
Mont^'oniery Mt.
Mont. shoMhoneC.
Original Bullfrog.
Tram p Cons
Manuat'n Stocks
Manhattan Cons.
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog
Indian Camp —
OBEKNWII STOCKS
Furnace ('reek—
Greonwater &D. V.
Greon'rCop.M.&S.
United Groonwa'r

MISCELLANF.OUS
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grotto..
Nevada Hills
Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk..
Round Mt. Sphinx

.60

.06

4.76

.30

.09

.07

.10

.06

.25

.06

.06

.04

,10

.30

.13

3 37J
1.00
1 00
.31

COLO. SPRINGS Nov. X(i

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot.
Elkton
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign.

.

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample ..

Jerry Johnson. .,

Mary McKinney.
Pharmacist
Portland
Dn. Gold Minos.,
Vindicator

3

6)4

5Ji
48
31

h"
3Ji

20

5%

95'

4

78

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Smelters A
Am. Smellers B
Arizona, pfd
Batopilas
Butte Coalition
Doe Run
Dolores
Goldfleld Con
Kendall
Lehigh C. & Nav
Mines Co. of Am
Newhouae , . .

.

N. Y. «: Hond. Rosarlo
Rio Tlnto, com
Rio Tlnto, pfd
Standard OH
Tezultlan
D. S. C. I, Pipe k Fdy., com
D. S. C. I, Pipe ,(j Fdy., pfd .

U. S. Smg., Ref. & Mg., com
U. S. Smg.. Ref. & Mg., pM.
U. S. Steel Corp., com
U. S. Steel Corp. , pfd
Warwick I. & 8

Pay-
able.

Rate.

Dec. 2 «1.60
Dec. 2 1 25
Nov. 1 0.08!
Dec. 31 12J
Dec. 15 0.16
Nov. 15 0.50
Nov. 25 15

Nov 15
2:t

0.10
0.02Nov.

Nov. 27 2 00
Nov. 25 0.02
Nov. 20 0.50
Nov. 30 O.'lO

Nov. I 0.60
Nov. 1 51.40
Nov. 26 10.00
Nov. 12 2.00
Doc. 2 1.00
Dee. 2 1.76
Nov. I 8H
Nov. 1 871
Dei-. 30 50
Nov. ,30 1 76
Nov. 16 30

$255,000
375,000
110,785
56,250

150,000
29,531
59,395

500,000
10,000

693.802
40,000

300,000
15,000

375,000
4,27.5;O00

9. 700,000

20,000
125.000
218,750
30t,646
66G.260
2.-151,513

6,305,^197

43,674

Assessments

Company.

Cabled through Wm.
P. Bonbrlcht .(. Cm..n.y.

Alpha, Nev
Cent. Eureka, Cal. .

.

Con. Imperial, Nov.
Crown Point, Nev...
Del M<uite, Cal
Emerald, Utah
Exchequer, Nev
Imlay
Julia
Little Chief, Utah...
Mt. Dell, Utah
Penn. (-on.. Cal
ProvldentOllMg..Ca.
Seg.Belc. ,it Midas, C.
ScorpU'n. Nev
Sleeping Beauty. Cal.
Stansbury. Utah
Ultlnio.Cal
Union Con
Wabash. Utah
Wolverine k Ariz.. A.

Delinq.

Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Sale.

Doe.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Vov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dbc.
Dec.

15 i Dec.
30

i

Dec.
18 !

Amt.

$0.05
O.Oli

01
10

10 00
0.01
0.06
0.01

03
0.01
0.01
0.10
O.Olj
0.06
0.02
0.05

01

05
0.10

03
0.25

Monthly Average Prices of Metfls

AVKR.\GE I'RICE OF SILVER

Month.

January—
February...
Uarcb
AprU
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November..
December..

New York.

Year 66.791 30.868

65 288i
66 108
64 597

64.765
66.976!

66 394
66 105

66 949
67 927
69 623
70.813
69 060

6« 673
68 835
67.619
65.46'J

66.981
67.09(1

68.144
68 746
G7 792
(.2.435

30 113
30 464
29.854
29 984
30 968
30 185
.iO 113

)0 529
31 483
32 148
32 671
32 003

31.769
31 862
31.326
30.263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637
31 313
28.863

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YOBE.
LOHDOM.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907.

24 404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24.048
22,665
21.130
18 356
15.565
13.169

1906.

18.419
18.116
18 641

18.688
18 724
18.719
18 585
18.706
19 328
21.7'22

22 398
23.360

1907. 1906.

78.869
78.147
81 111

84.793
84 867
83.994
81 167
83.864
87 831
97.269
100 270
106.226

1907.

January . .

.

February.

.

March ....

April
May
June
July
Augllal
September
October ...

November.
December

18 310
17.869
18 3G1
18 375
18 476
18.442
18 190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21 833
22.885

24 825
25.236
25.660
25.260
26 072
24.140
21.923
19.268
16 047
13..551

106 739
107.366
106.694
98.626
102.376
97.272
96.016
79,679
68.376
60.717

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes. Ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterlin". per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907.
j

Month. 1906. 1907.

January ..

February .

.

March
April
May
June

36 390
36.403
36 662
38.900
43 313
39.260

41 .5481

42.IO2I

41.313
40.938
43.149
42.120

July
August
September
October . .

.

November

.

December .

Av. year.

.

37.275
40 606
40.616
42.852
42.906
42.760

39.819

41.091
37.667
36.689
32.620

11!—

1

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January.. . .

February . .

.

March
AprU
May
June
July
August
September...
October ;

November
December

Year 6.667

5 600
6.464
5 350
5 404
5 685
5 760
6.760
6.760
6 760
6.760
6 760
6.900

6 000
G 000
6 000
6.000

London.

16 860
16 o:ii

16 922
16 969

6 ^000
j

16 7^26

6.760|l6.813
6.28816 625

6.250|17 109
4.813 18 266
4.760 19 350

19 281
19 609

17.370

19 828
19 631
19.703
19.976
19.688
20.188
20.360
19 063
19.775
18.631

New Y'ork, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

Month.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January
February . ..

Ms'cb
April
May
JuiU'..
July
August
SepttMutier ..

October .. .

Novenilx-r

.

December. ..

6.487
6 076
6.209
6.078
6.997
6.086
6 006
6.027
6.216
6 '222

G 375

G .593

6.732
6 814
6.837
6.685
6.441
6.419
G 072
6 701
5.236
5.430

6.337
6.924
6.066
5.931
5 846
5.948
6 856
6.878
6 066
6 070
6.2'26

6.443

6.682
6 664
6.687
6.635
6.291
6.269
6 922
6.651
5.086
5.280

28.226
26 844

24 bKi
25 781

27 000
27. 7^28

26 800
26 938
27 563
28 076
27 781

27.938

•27.126

25.938
26.094
26.900
26.663

24.469
23.860
•21.969

21.060
21.781

Year 6.198 6.048 27.000

N>w York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling; per long ton.
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Methods of Sloping at Cripple Creek
The Economy of Supporting Slopes by Stulls or by

Ore-filling Depends upon the Value of the Ore

BY G
Ihc Cripple Creek district presents al-

most every aspect of ore occurrence to be

found in Western metal mining with the

exception of deposits adapted to steam-

shovel work. A complete exposition of

the milling methods would, therefore,

give a fairly complete account of Western
mining practice in general. This article

aims to present, in detail, only the most

common methods in use, with some refer-

ences to others of less importance.

OCCI'RRENCE OF OrEBODIES

In the great majority of cases the Crip-

ple Creek orcbodies occur in compara-

tively narrow veins, generally nearly ver-

tical, with sound wall rock and vein ma-
terial which is seldom dangerous for

overhead stoping. Flat veins are not of

common enough occurrence to have de-

veloped any particular method of attack.

Wide veins, presenting dangerous ground

for overhead work, have been encoun-

tered, but, as a rule, the ground will

stand well, even in some cases, in veins up

to 100 It. wide.

The machines in common use are the

2,''4-in.. one-man piston drills, mounted

generally upon a stoping bar or, in wide

veins, upon a drifting column or tripod.

Of late years the piston machines have

found a serious competitor in the air-

hammer stoping drills and have been re-

placed by them in many cases.

Methods of Stoping

The pethods of stoping e.\emplitied

in the district may be divided primarily,

for the purpose of discussion, into over-

head, breast and underhand methods with

their combinations and variations. Of the

several methods the first is by far the

most conmion and is becoming of more

importance with the general introduction

of air-hammer drills because these are

more readily adapted to this method of

attack. Breast stoping is not in very

general use, but has been largely employed

at one or two of the larger producers,

among them the Portland.

U.n'de;rh.\nd Stoping

This is of comparatively little import-

ance, being limited mostly to surface de-

posits and irregular stopes such as illus-

trated in Fig. I. In this case a drift has

•Mining engineer. Cripple Creek, Colo.
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been run on a lower level, beneath an ore

shoot which has been worked above but

has failed to find ore on the level. A
raise is then started toward the orebody

above, but fails to strike pay-rock un-

til a short distance below the next level.

In such a case underhand stoping is

usually employed, breaking beginning at

the points A, A and proceeding irregular-

ly toward B, B, d C, etc.. until the ore

limit is reached. The broken rock is al-

lowed to fall down the raise into the

chute on the next level. In case the ore-

body extends to a considerable distance

either side of the raise and some dis-

tance below the upper level, an interme-

diate drift is usually run at the lower ore

limit and some method of overhead stop-

ing is employed.

Another case where underhand stoping

is used is in wide deposits extending to

the surface. The Homestake mine pre-

sents the best example of this form of

mining. It is sometimes referred to as

a caving system, but in fact it is not, as

no ore is caved systematically. Fig. 2 il-

lustrates the method and needs but little

explanation. Raises are run from the first

level to the surface at considerable dis-

tances apart and breaking begins at the

top of the raises as in the case described

above.

The ground here is soft and broken

and machines are not used except in

driving the raises. The ore at A, which

will not run into the chutes by gravity, is

left to be taken out from the next level.

This is probably the cheapest mining

method employed in any mine in the

district but is, of course, not applicable in

many cases.

Overhead Stoping

The lower portions of Figs. 3, 4, and

5 illustrate three diflterent methods of

starting overhead stopes, all of which

have been more or less used. That

shown in Fig. 3 is by far the most com-

mon and is used at most of the larger

mines. Drifting and cutting out are car-

ried on the full length and width of the

orebody and then back stoping is car-

ried up to about 15 ft. above the track

level. Timbers and chutes are then placed

in position, stulls being used for ore-

bodies up to 8 or 10 ft. in width, and

square sets for those wider. Chutes are

placed at intervals of from 10 to 20 ft.,

usually about 16 ft. Holes are left for

manways wherever desired but preferably

at cither cud so as to facilitate ventilation.

The method illustrated in Fig. 4 is es-

pecially adapted for wide stopes and is,

I believe, entitled to more recognition

than it has so far received. In this case

the use of square sets is entirely dis-

pensed with, the timber being limited to

the chutes and manways. The drift is

first run the usual width, 5 to 7 ff., and

raises are started at the points where

the chutes and manways are to be.

These drifts are then expanded to the full

width and length of the orebody and con-

nected with each other above. This

method not only saves the expense of

putting in the square sets, but also saves

the expense of taking them out as is

done in the filled stope system, when
stoping up from the next level. The
Portland mine use's a square-set system

which allows all of the ore beneath the

level to be sloped out without removing

the square sets.

The third method illustrated is seldom

used and, as far as I can see, has nothing

to recommend it. The idea in raising

the lagging between the chutes is to allow

all of the ore to rim into them by gravity.

It is much preferable, it would seem,

to allow the space between the chutes

to fill up with broken ore as the lagging

here must be protected or made extreme-

ly heavy to prevent breakage. The ad-

vantage gained when the stope is cleaned

out is more than offset by the addi-

tional cost of timbering and by the ad-

ditional hight of back stoping neces-

sary which must, of course, be mucked up

from the level.

Timber vs. Filled Stopes

From this point on the overhead stop-

ing methods naturally divide themselves

into two main types: (i) Timbered

stopes
; (2) filled stopes. I will first de-

scribe the two in detail and then com-

pare the relative economy of each.

Either method may be preceded by

driving raises to the next level as shown

in the upper portion of Fig. 3. This

not only affords better ventilation but

also facilitates the handling of steel,

timbers, machines, etc. Raising is of

more importance with the increase in
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size of the stope, as with its longer life

more is saved in the handling of material

to offset the cost of the raise. Man-
ways are made either of cribbing or with

stuUs and lacings as in Figs. 3, 4, and

stiills and lacings as in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.

Timbered Stopes

In timbered stopes manvvays are some-

times omitted entirely and the miners

reach the back by means of stulls and

lagging left at convenieint points. In

stulled stopes the breaking of ore often

proceeds rather irregularly, the machine

man being allowed to set up his drill at

the most convenient point Some system

should, however, be followed to obtain

economical results and that shown in Fig.

4 is probably as good as any.

Stulls are placed so as to allow from

5 to 7 ft. between the lagging and back

and stoping proceeds either from one end

toward the other or from some point

near the middle toward each end. As
shown in Fig. 4, lagging is placed from

A to A in sufficient quantity to give

a place to work upon and stoping pro-

ceeds from C toward D. The breast at

C is carried at an average hight of about

.t ft., this being about the depth of round

with a 2j4-in- piston machine. From
this it follows that if stulls are placed to

have gradually been developed into a ma-

chine in which the depth of hole is practi-

cally limited by the length of steel that

can be used. The permanent stulls are

seldom placed at intervals of less than

7 to 8 ft. vertically and 5 to 7 ft. hori-

zontally. I have no accurate data as to

the average cost of stulls, placed in posi-

tion in this method of stoping, bilt I be-

lieve that for a stope, averaging from 6

to 8 ft. in width, $2.50 per stull is a low

estimate. This figure will be used later

in comparing the stulled and filled stope

methods.

FIG. I

ground and is not shot upon, lighter tim-

ber is used and it is not placed as care-

fully as when stulled stopes are run. The
cost is probably not more than one-third

that of stulling the same stope. The timber

may even be omitted entirely. Stopes are

run, by this method, as much as 100 ft.

across and when coming up under the

next level the square sets are removed

and the ground upon which th :y rest is

blasted out. If the method of starting

the stope, shown in Fig. 4, has been used

on the upper level there ij little timber to

remove and the stope is simply carried up

a little farther to remove the ore left

above the level. Of course this method

of stoping destroys the level through this

particular stope.

Using Waste Filling

The method of stoping with waste fill-

ing is shown in Fig. S- In this case

the chutes must be carried up to the top

of the broken muck. The ore is first

shot down upon planks laid tightly upon

the waste filling and is then roughly

hand-sorted, the ore being thrown into

the chutes and the was.te serving to fill up

the stope. As the rock, broken in the

stope will not, hi this district, average

more than about one-fifth ore, enough

waste is, of course, available to serve as

•V

- -, ^, Sur^ce_

.

I !

= 3<

> -^

FIG. 2 FIG. 3

follow each cut taken across the stope,

they will be placed at a vertical distance

apart of only 4 ft. This is overcome

either by leaving a portion of the broken

rock upon the lagging, to bring the ma-

chine man up to the back for another cut,

or by placing temporary sprags to work
upon. If air-hammer drills are used a

deeper cut is practicable for, while these

machines were originally used mostly for

block-holing and narrow stopes, they

Filled Stopes

Stopes may be filled either with waste,

as in Fig. 5, or with ore as in Fig. 3. The
latter needs little explanation. The brok-

en rock is simply left in the stope in suf-

ficient quantity to bring the machine man
to the proper working distance from the

back. After the stope is completed to the

next level the ore is withdrawn and tim-

ber is placed in the stope as the ore de-

scends. As this timber is only to hold the

filling. It will readily be seen that the

handling of material in the stopes will

be an important item of expense and

will probably offset any advantages the

method may have. Complete sorting can-

not, of course, be done as the waste rock

will not ordinarily adjust itself to the fill-

ing space and, furthermore, the light is

too poor to admit of a fine distinction

between ore and waste, so the method

is not much used.
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Comparison of Costs

In the Cripple Creek district stulls and

the filled stope system, with ore filling,

are both extensively used, and I will now
give, as near as possible, a comparison of

the relative economy of the two methods.

Assume for example a stope 100 ft. in

length and of an average width of 6 ft.,

and suppose that, in the stalled stope, the

stulls arc to be placed 8 ft. apart verti-

cally and 7 ft. horizontally. Two man-
ways are supposed to occupy 5 ft. at each

end of the stope and the timbers above

the level are taken as 8 ft. above the

track. In the filled stope system the fill-

ing will extend to about 6 ft. below the

next level. This will give an ore filling

of 86.\90x6 ft. or 46,440 cu.ft., supposing

it to be 100 ft. between levels. The aver-

age amount held in the stope during its

life will be one-half of this or 23,220 cu.

ft, and as one-fifth of this is ore at 20

cu.ft. to the ton, there will be 232 tons

of ore and less with a higher grade so

that in a high-grade stope the difference

may even be in favor of the stullcd stope.

With the filled stope the output can be

much more readily increased than with

the stulled stopes and the amount of ore

broken for each machine will be greater.

However, there will be left in the stope,

after breaking is completed, a large

amount of muck which must still be with-

drawn before the ore is all marketed.

The total time before the ore is all re-

moved will be approximately the same

for both methods.

Conclusion

The conclusion arrived at, therefore,

v/ould seem to be in favor of the

filled stope by an amount equal to the

difference in cost of timbering. From
the miner's standpoint the filled stope has

the advantage also.. If manways are car-

ried at both ends much better ventilation

and clay. Kk-talliferous mining plays a

small part in providing employment in the

British Isles, Copper, lead and zinc ores

are the only ones considered of sufficient

importance to have coluiiu«s to themselves

iti the Government tabular reports of each

county. Tin ore goes in among "other

minerals."

Re-opening California Hydraulic

Mines

Special Correspondence

Work is being started oil the Indian

Hill Hydraulic Mining Company's ground

at Indian Hill on the North Yuba river,

seven miles above Camptonvillc, Cali-

fornia. Lumber is being taken in for the

sluice boxes and a quantity of 26-in. pipe

for the mile of pipe line that is to convey

water from Indian and Humbug creeks

• M
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of ore held in reserve during the life of

the stope. At $20 per ton net, this gives

a value of $4640 which may be considered

as so much capital tied up. With two
machines in the stope its life will be

approximately 4.5 months. With the

stulled stope there will be used, in excess

of that required for the filled stope, about

143 stulls besides some lagging. The cost

of the stulls will be figured at $2.50 each,

in place.

COMPARISON OF COST OF STDLLED AND
FILLED STOPES.

STDLLED STOPE.

143 Stulls @ $2.30 $357.50
Lagging 10.00

Total $387.50

FILLED STOPE.

Interest on $4640 for 4.5 months at
6 per cent $104.40

Timber (1/3 of $357.50) 119.17

Total $223.57

Saving In filled stope $143.03

Looking at the matter from this stand-

point there is a comparatively small dif-

ference in favor of the filled stope. The

difference is greater with a lower grade

is obtained and the work is carried on

much more easily and safely.

Mining Labor in the United

Kingdom

Special Correspondence

The total number of employees at the

mines and quarries of' the United King-

dom during 1906 was 1,004,092, of whom
785.748 were employed below ground in

mines or inside quarries, and 218,344 were
employed above ground at mines or out-

side quarries. These figures are a slight

increase over those of 1905, which were

768,396 and 213,967 respectively. Coal-

mining naturally accounted for the bulk

of these figures. The number employed

underground in coal mines was 709,545

and above ground 172,800. After coal the

more important minerals were iron ore,

limestone, granite and other igneous rocks,

sandstones, oil shales, gravel and sand

to the claim has been delivered. The
Indian Hill consists of nearly 300 acres

along the old Bald Mountain channel, on

which are located the famous Depot Hill

claims just to the south, the Grizzly Hill

claims a mile to the north and just across

the river, and the Brandy City claims ad-

joining the Grizzly Hill. Three years ago

the company acquired the original Indian

Hill diggings, and more recently bought

the Corelli and other adjoining claims,

which in all give it a mile along the chan-

nel. The mine has one of the finest

dumping and storage basins in the moun-

tains, and the water rights belong to the

company.

Preparations are now in progress for

extensively working the Brandy City dig-

gings, which, like those at Depot Hill,

Indian Hill and Grizzly Hill, have been

for years rated as among the richest in

the State. The Brandy City company is

running a bedrock tunrtel that it will take

a year or so to complete, and is building

roads, bridges and making other ex-

pensive improvements.
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The Copper Belt of California—III

More Important Mines of the Copper Belt; Their History, Extent,

Operations. Conditions in Belt and Prospects for Future Operations

B Y HERBERT LAN G*
.\11 of the early smelters erected in

the Copper Belt were very small and

crudely built, and in no case were their

operations long continued. They have

long since fallen into ruins, and in some
cases are completely obliterated. The best

preserved of these ancient plants is that

once known as the James' Ranch smelter,

in the e.\treme southern part of Mariposa

county, of which an illustration is here

given. This little affair still stands, the

representative of a past metallurgy. It is

built, like most of the blast furnaces of

that age, of ordinary stone, with a lining

of some material of a ninre durable kind

reader will notice what appears to be an

iron smokestack lying partly upon the

furnace. This is not what it seems ; it is

a boiler which once occupied the space

between the furnace and the stone draft

stack, and was set horizontally over the

flue, of which it formed the top, the in-

tention being to utilize the waste heat

for the purpose of producing steam to

drive the blowing apparatus. From this

we may infer, first, that the old men were

not so very far behind us modems in our

efforts to economize fuel, and. second,

that the furnace was run with a hot top

—

n practice not yet wholly outgrown.

these old slags and find them reasonably

"clean" and well fluxed. The old Victory

mine slags, which were made in a water-

jacket, in connection with copper matte,

assay quite low, but contain, or rather are

mi.Ked with, an unduly large proportion

of semi-fused matter, which seems to have

arisen from some defect in tapping. It

would even appear as if the old operators

were in the habit of dragging out half-

fused materials along with the proper

slag, in which case their furnaces must

have been provided with open breasts.

The surface ores of the Belt, being com-

posed of the broken-down schist?, mixed

GRE.\T NORTHERN MtNE

The schists of that region served very

well for the outside of such constructions,

but it is not likely that the lining material,

V hich was a lighter colored and more
silicious stone, proved very resistant to

the heat and corrosion of the slag. A pile

of perhaps 200 tons of slag remains near at

hand and shows the extent of this plant's

usefulness. The ore came from the neigh-

boring mines, of which the Green Moun-
tain and Lone Tree were the more import-

ant. These are still worked to some ex-

tent, but the ore, instead of being reduced

on the spot, is shipped to distant smelters

at considerable cost for freight. The

*Mlnloe and mptalliirglcal "nglneer. Oak-
IftDil. CBllfornla.

I-AItt.RES OF THE FiRST SmELTERS

Two Stone furnaces were set up at dif-

ferent times at th^ Fresno mine, and I

have examined the few remains, which

have lain there to this day. They could

not have been considered successful from

any pomt of view, as the whole amount

of slag now to be seen there cannot ex-

ceed 20 tons in weight, judging from which

the campaigns must have been short. The
ores which were to have been handled

still remain in piles ready for the work,

but they are far from being of the quality

necessary for successful smelting in such

a small way, not averaging above 5 per

cent, copper, with little gold or silver. I

have collected and assayed samples of

with sufficient oxidized iron, were un-

questionably easy to smelt, and had the

operators of that day possessed more ex-

perience, along with a little chemical

knowledge, so that their work would have

had a more practical cast, and ha<( they

built on a larger scale, iliere is nO doubt

that they would have succeeded. As it

was, not one of the early establishments

was pecuniarily successful, unless for very

short periods, and the smeltitlg business

did not take permanent rodt. Ten of

these small furnaces date frotll the sixties,

being those at the Fresno (i), Buchanan,

James' Ranch, Victory (fontierly La Vic-

toire),Coppcropolis, Campo Seco, Newton,

Copper Mill and Spencerville mines.
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Later Smelting Operations

After the lapse of years, during which

leaching operations were carried on at

several of the more important mines, in-

cluding the Victory, Copperopolis, Campo
Seco. Newton and Spcnccville, smelting

took a new lease on life, on account of the

improvements which had been made else-

where ; and furnaces were erected at Cop-

peropolis and Campo Seco and campaigns

of considerable length were made. The
ores were first roasted in heaps and then

fused in brick stacks of the Orford t>'pc.

The low price of copper at that time

(.about 1890) injured the chances of suc-

cess, and the works closed within a year

or two. Post facto criticism is easy, as

all know ; and the most decent reflections

that we can now make on this renewed

attempt at smelting relate to the ratio of

concentration, which does not appear to

have been high enough for profit. The
matte averaged 40 per cent, copper and

was shipped East for sale. A great deal

might be said as to the metallurgy' of this

period, which we may designate as the

transitional epoch, characterized both by

the methods of the first, and the practice

j,(,jhe latest period; but let it pass. In

n pla''^'^
Newton mine, near lone, Ama-

as the ^jU"'^' P"' "P ** moderate-sized

immense si
made a short run. smelting

^resnoo' ""' heap-roasted sulphides, and

cust* ^S a matte of fair grade, which
• < -' sale in the East at no lucrative

rates. The works then shut down, not

to resume. So far as I can sec, the diffi-

culty seems to have arisen from the brief

duration of the campaign, which scarcely

gave opportunity for the demonstration

of the facts that would naturally be

sought. The ore was exceptionally rich,

yielding, it is understood, nearly 6 per

cent, copper, and the conclusion would
seem to be that if success could not be

had with such material the case was
hopeless.

The Daulton Smelter

Another attempt was made contempor-

aneously by another mine, the Daulton,

called also the \e Plus Ultra, which is sit-

uated in Madera county. The ore ac-

cessible at that time in the Daulton was
much poorer than that of the Newton,

but was handled with more skill and in

larger quantities. I cannot say as much
for the general plan of the operations,

which seem to indicate a lack of compre-

hensiveness, if I may put it in that form.

The original intention was, as I have

learned, to utilize the contained sulphur

as a source of sulphuric acid, by shipping

the ore to acid works on San Francisco

bay. whence it was to be returned, in

the roasted condition, to the smelter (sit-

uated at the town of Madera) for smelt-

ing. The Daulton is one of the very few

copper belt mines that have railroad con-

nection with the outer world. It was
fitted with three ho'Sts, run by steam.

The smelting works arc a good example

of the ideas prevailing at that date which,

tluiugh it was but some seven years ago,

are now quite antiquated. The attentive

student of metallurgy can receive no

better lesson than that he will derive

front a contemplation of the merits

and defects of this plant. The furnace,

a water-jacket of some 100 tons daily ca-

pacity, like the Newton stack was fed

tiy wheelbarrows from ore-bins so built

that the charges had to be shoveled

up from the floor into the barrows, which

were tlien shifted by hand through a dis-

tance of 200 ft., to an elevator, hoisted to

the feed-floor and then, after another run,

dumped upon the floor, to be shoveled

into the furnace. The product consisted

of matte, of an average tenor not above

10 to JO per cent, copper, for which no
market could then be found nearer than

the Atlantic seaboard. The whole cost

of shipment and , treatment was not less

than 7c., and perhaps as much as loc.

per pound of copper, leaving very little

for the expenses of mining and transport-

ing the ore, etc. Inasmuch as the notions

of pyritic smelting, which include the

treatment of low-grade mattes by pass-

ing them again through the blast furnace

in admixture with silicious fluxes, had

penetrated almost all minds, by that time,

it is curious, to say the least, that no

effort was made to reduce the bulk and
weight of the Madera mattes in that man-
ner. Ample warrant for such procedure

had been furnished by the practice of the

Campo Seco works, and by many more
distant smelters. After four months of

effort the Madera plant shut down, and
has been subsequently offered for sale.

From an engineering point of view the

best thing about the operations of this

company (called th-2 California Copper
Company) consisted in the connection of

the mine with the outside world by means
nf a standard-gage railway, the company
having built a connecting line to the

Southern Pacific, some few miles away.

Successful Smelting

The Campo Seco mines, which had
previously been the scene of two unsuc-

cessful attempts at smelting, inaugurated

a better system some eight years ago,

since which time they have run constantly

and profitably, furnishing an excellent

example of persistenc? and common sense.

The success of this institution, which had
merely a single stack (another since

added) and of small pretensions in point

of size or arrangement, is the only in-

stance among the works that have been

built to rreat the ores of the Copper Belt.

Its success is due to a variety of causes,

first among which is the fact that it is

•under private ownership, a manifest ad-

vantage. The supply of ore, being derived

from a group of mines of large extent

and considerable development, has always
been great enough to enable the smeking
works to keep in steady operations ; and
this ore, being rich enough to warrant

such operations, has always been profit-

ably worked. It is a blast-furnace plant

working on the pyritic system, but using

cold blast. 1 am not familiar with the de-

tails of its more recent work, but my im-

pression is that there are few examples

of better smelting. The economy of fuel

is carried to the extreme, but 1 suppose

it is allowable for me to criticize in op-

position the manifest waste of labor,

necessitated by the somewhat disadvan-

tageous location and lay-out. Report has

il that this smelter, which goes on year

after year, quietly and without fuss, has

a longer probable life before it than any

other smelter in California. The average

amount of ore treated for a number of

years was some 60 to 80 tons daily, but

the erection of the second stack lately

has increased this capacity. The practice

is, or has been, to smelt the ore first to

a matte of some 20 per cent, copper, and
then to re-treat this in the same furnace,

in a concentrating campaign, getting a 40

per cent product. This again is re-

smelted, giving a 60 per cent, matte, which

is as rich as they care to go. This is

then sacked and shipped to the East for

refining, the cost of shipping being about

$20 per ton.

The Copperopolis Mines

More interest attaches to the history

of the mining operations at Copperopolis,

in Calaveras county, than to that of any

other locality along the lode, for that

place has become historical since the open-

ing of its extensive mines, the Union and

the Keystone, back in the early sixties.

Not only have they held the most pronii

iient place among the Belt mines, but until

within a comparatively few years .their

record of production surpassed that of

every other copper mine on the Pacific

coast. They have seen many ups and

downs, and the ordinary casualties of

mining and ore reduction seem to have

been multiplied in their case. They have

been the scene of numerous metallurgical

experiments. Smelting, concentration and

leaching have been applied to the ores,

either experimentally or practically, but

the principal pecuniary successes have
been made by shipping the ores away to

distant markets. It is indeed interesting

to look over the ground where so many
and various processes have been m use,

and to learn the details of their work.

Copperopolis has seen three successive

smelting plants in blast ; it has looked on
while water concentration demonstrated

its power or its weakness; and it ha&

observed the operation of the cementation

method for_ a third of a ccnturv-. Tlie

traveler may inspect large heaps of ore
that have been leached for 30 successive

years, yet still contain an important part

of the copper which was in them at first.

My personal interest in these things dates

from quite a remote epoch, I may iay,

for it \vas in 1S70 that I, with other

youths, touring on foot in that county.
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visited Copperopolis and saw for the first

time the interior of a mine. The sight,

though it could not have been any-

thing extraordinary, captivated and made

miners of more than one of our little

party. At that time the Union-Keystone

had reached the expiring phase of its

early season of activity, and mining

operations shortly ceased, not to be re-

sumed until a good many years had

passed. Duriiig the interim the accumu-

lated heaps of second-class ore began to

be leached, a process that still goes on,

but scarcely with significant results.

Smelting at Copperopous

The Copperopolis mines have undergone

two later periods of activity in recent

years, the first some 20 years ago, the

other within a year past, contingent upon

the erection of smelting works. A large

Orford furnace set up in the former

period was run for some months, smelt-

ing, I believe, about 25,000 tons of ore.

At the later date, under the management

amount to more than the cost of the

whole pyritic treatment, especially in an

era of high prices for that metal. We
may cite briefly the accepted and oft

quoted facts that the blast furnace is

favored by the coarsely fragmental

nature of the sulphide ores; by their high

content of sulphur; by the fact that its

slags are cleaner than those made in the

reverberatory ; by the lesser demands for

fuel ; and finally by the fact that the ores

do not require previous roasting. Doubt-

less the reverberatory would make a

richer matte as the result of its fusion of

roasted ores than the other furnace with

law ones ; but this concession to the value

of the first is nullified by the now accepted

fact that the production of a rich matte

at the first fusion does not generally pay,

as the slag which falls with it is found

to carry off more values than if made

simultaneously with a poorer matte. The

fine results of modern copper matte

smelting of low-grade ores are obtained

by making a low-grade first matte, the

I-RESNO MINE

T)f G. McM. Ross, another attempt, not

longer-lived, was made, a modern rever-

beratory furnace being erected. This is

now quiescent, for reasons unknown to

me, but suppposedly connected with some

difficulty of ore reduction. Considering

the nature of the ores, which carry a

large proportion of sulphur and come

from the mine in coarse masses, and con-

sidering also the surrounding conditions

that would seem to make reverberatory

work arduous, I believe the blast furnace

vould have proved more advantageous.

Blast Furnaces and Reverberatories

It is generally understood by smelting

men who have mastered the pyritic

method, that its advantages when dealing

with ores of this description .are undeni-

able. The advantages of making a low-

grade matte at the first operation, and of

CTnccntrating it in a second, instead of

aiming, as in the ordinary practice with

the fcvtrberatory, at a rich matte at the

first smelting operation, are well under-

sttxid. It might well be that the copper

lost in the reverberatory slags would

slag from which will invariably be found

to contain very little copper. Conse-

quently a furnace thus run furnishes a

desirable—in fact almost indispensable

—

means of re-treating richer slags and of

reducing their content of copper to a

practically negligible quantity. This the

reverberatory cannot do.

Fresno County Mines—The Copper

King

Two mines in Fresno county, the Cop-

per King and the Fresno, have had an

interesting recent history, with many as-

pects of which the public are familiar.

Both have been in the hands of British

companies, and to delineate their history

for the past few years would throw much

light upon the methods of British mine

management and company promotion.

Both these companies failed, the one tem-

porarily, the other for all time, but I can-

not look upon the mines themselves as

having failed in any fair sense. In

neither case do I consider that they have

had a fair show. It is not my intention

either to extenuate or depreciate the

merits of the mines of the Copper Belt;

but in cases like those of the Copper King

and Fresno, I consider that to allow the

whole belt to rest under the imputation

naturally caused by the fiasco of the

former and the partial stagnation of the

latter company would be unjust. I sub-

mit that a mine which, like the Copper

King, contained 50,000 tons of ore having

a total available content of $20 per ton,

thus aggregating a million dollars, is not

an insignificant property; and, further-

more, that as such ore can be worked by

economical methods so as to leave a profit

of $8 per ton, or an aggregate of $400,000

above the original cost of the mine,

works, equipment and all other expenses,

it would not be a bad sort of mine to

invest in for those who understood what

mining really is. Rumor has it that the

mine has been bottomed and pretty well

worked out—but even so, the showing has

not been by any means a bad one for the

mine, which is small but good, and of a

type with which workers along the Belt

are quite familiar. It never gave warrant

for the great expenditures which were

made by the now defunct company, whic}}

quit without having received back a sir.

penny of the more than £550,000

by it and its creditors. To all
'

ance the mine, when it

porated in London and the stock

£275,000, was not a whit better than

eral things along the Belt which th^i

could and even now may be had for

$25,000 to $50,000; nor did it warrant a

greater expenditure for plant tlian such

mines, which would be amply provided

if they had apparatus worth $100,000, in

place of the $700,000 that the Copper King
mining and reduction works cost. With
management like, let us say, that of the

Campo Seco property, the whole mining

and treatment cost would not have ex-

ceeded $7 per ton ; under Copper King
management it reached $26 per ton.

Allowing $7 for running costs, and $5
more to meet the expenses of construc-

tion and maintenance, there is' left $8 per

ton as profit, based on the conditions pre-

vailing during the mine's active life.

The Fresno Mine

The Fresno mine is only 15 miles dis-

tant from the Copper King, but resembles

it in few particulars. The ore is far more
abundant but much poorer; there are sev-

eral lenses instead of one; and the condi-

tions as to transportation, etc., are much
more favorable. The lens upon which the

major i^art of the development has been

done gave promise at first of carrying good

values ; but after the long deferred samp-

ling had been performed it was found that

its sulphide portion contained on the aver-

age hardly 2 per cent, copper. The ore is

of a character preeminently suited for flux-

ing silicious material, and its existence in

such quantity gives hope that the mine

may some time become the seat of an ex-

tensive custom smelting business. The re-
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serves seem to be of rather lower tenor

than those low-grade bodies that are be-

ing so extensively developed and worked
in the northern part of the State; but the

conditions surrounding the mine are more
favorable. Among these conditions we
may enumerate the barren nature of cer-

tain tracts of ground upon which the

fumes of the smelter may be discharged

;

the isolation of the mine from centers of

labor d.'sturbance ; and the comparative

propinquity of deposits of silicious ore

carrying gold, silver and copper, which
may be drawn upon for flux. If to these

manifest advantages we could add the

possession by the mine officials and di-

rectors of experience, skill, and adapta-

bility, I think it would be safe to claim

that the Fresno mine possesses most of

the essentials of a successful institution.

If the company rises to the occasion and
pulls out after having invested nearly or

ouite three-quarters of a million dollars

in what they, or some of them, fear is a

losing speculation they will deserve much
praise. The conditions resemble those at

Ducktown, Tenn., where the Tennessee
Copper Company has made such a brilliant

iuccess; but they are better, inasmuch as

in place of using barren quartz for flux,

as the Ducktown smelters do, there are

immense supplies of pay rock for the

Fresno works to draw from. But the

custom smelting business presents so many
perplexities to inexperienced boards of di-

rectors and narrow-jrage managers that

most companies shrink from it in despair.

It is true, I suppose, that this brancn of

business demands at least as much skill,

experience and technical knowledge as any
pursuit in the world—perhaps more than

any other; but surely if it stands between

3 company and failure, and presents in-

ducements that may turn a losing into a

winning investment, it is worth while to

enter upon and conquer those difficulties

and perplexities. Without aids of this sort

I do not see how a company situated as

this one is can be expected to achieve ul-

timate success under the existing condi-

tions.

Fluxing Ores

It has seemed heretofore that suitable

fluxing ores might be procured in any de-

sired quantities from the Tonopah mines

in Nevada ; but owing to the construction

of local milling establishments there, this

supply seems destined to be cut almost

entirely off. Failing this, the next avail-

able source would be the small gold quartz

mines lying to the east and northeast of

the Fresno, and generally within 20 miles

of it. These are developed to no great

e.xtent, but I believe that they may in

time prove capable of furnishing the re-

quired amount of flux, of a quality suflii-

cient to pay the necessary mining, teaming

and smelting expenses, and leave a profit.

These nearly "straight" silica ores would
be used in the proportion of one to four

or thereabouts, of the Fresno sulphides.

Other rources of fluxing materials present

themselves, there being many mines,

scattered throughout a great region, from
which suitable ores might be had, and
probably at remunerative rates in many
cases.

Pyritic Smelting

I he I-'resno smelter, the main features

of which are of my design, is on the

pyritic plan, having hot-blast stoves, high-

pressure blowing engines, and two round
furnaces of a nominal capacity of 200 tons

each of cjiarge. The plant is electrically

driven and has a converter plant of three

stands. It is so located with respect to

the mine that the slag, being first cast in

prismatic blocks, can be carried on the

itandard-gage tracks to the mine shaft,

some 2000 ft. away, and sent down to be

used as tilling, thus taking the place of

timbering, which in this mine would be a

source not only of considerably greater

expense but of danger, owing to the char-

acter of the ore, which in certain parts of

the mine takes fire spontaneously. The
smelter site is so spacious, and the curves

of the connecting tracks of so liberal a

radius that a train of Pullman cars might

be run through the plant with ease. It is to

be hoped that the search for richer ore-

bodies, which is now going on, will be re-

warded; and that the carefully planned

schedule of operations will result in finan-

cial success for the company. The min-

eralized area is so large, and the amount
of prospecting thus far done is so small,

as to leave ample opportunities for the

discovery of valuable orebodies.

Sulphur Contents of the Ore

For a number of years the sulphides of

the Copper Belt have been utilized in the

manufacture of sulphuric acid in the acid

works around San Francisco bay. In this

they have come in competition with and
have displaced to a great extent the na-

tive sulphur of Japan, which for a long

time was the chief source of the acid.

Pyrite suitable for this purpose can be

had in large quantities in many of the

mines, but those near Spenceville have

been thi main reliance thus far. They are

quite as pure as the pyrite ores of the

Eastern deposits, containing from -40 to 48
per cent, sulphur, with little arsenic or

other deleterious substances. They cost

delivered at the kilns from $4.50 to $5 per

ton net, while the sulphur that they re-

place has averaged $22 per short ton. It

appears that at these prices the sulphur in

the form of pyrite costs but loc. per unit,

while that bought from Japan costs nearly

22c. for the same weight, showing a not-

able saving in using pyrite. It is gen-

erally held that the mines of the Copper

Belt are likely to supply the needs of the

acid-makers for many years to come, such

is the amount of suitable material in sight.

While the makers generally demand a py-

rite sufficiently free from copper to meet

Eastern requirements, quite an amount of

ncid has been made from material quite

rich in copper, which is commonly re-

garded as detrimental. The use of such

ores is, of course, an advantage, inasmuch

as by another operation the copper may be

won. Sometimes such copper-bearing ores

arc burned in one works and the residue

removed to another for smelting. Varia-

tions on this method arc also used. Thus
the Selby works, whicn purchase regularly

large quantities of pyritic concentrate

from the gold mills, have turned con-

siderable of this material over to the Pey-

ton works where it is burned in Mc-
Dougals for the sake of the sulphur from

which acid is made, the cinder then being

shipped back to Selby's for smelting. The
cinder from cupriferous pyrites has been

found worth treating as a general thing,

the process used being smelting in some
cases and leaching in others. Generally

speaking, it is handled in rather a small

way at present, but with the prospect of

considerable increase in the scale of

operations in the future.

PVRRHOTITE FOR ACID MAKING

The low sulphur content of the pyrrho-

titc ore renders them less valuable for

.Tcid-making, but it is not by any means
impossible that in time they may be util-

ized for that purpos; to sortie extent, es-

pecially under conditions thft allow the

sulphur fumes to be converted directly

into acid, thus making the latter process

subsidiary to smelting. The industrial

growth of the country may in time make
it commercially possible to manufacture

sulphuric acid at one or more points in

the Belt, where the two industries may
be combined. I judge that the Fresno
mine, if anj', presents advantages of this

sort, for notwithstanding the compara-
tively low sulphur contents of the pyrrho-

tite which composes the 'greater part

of the ore, the pyritic plant there built

will give out gases sufficiently rich in

dioxide to serve well for the manufacture

of acid. Several growing industries

might be subserved by the manufacture,

such as oil refining, which is carried on
locally, and the manufacture of fertilizers,

which are in increasing demand.

General Conclusions

In the foregoing I have endeavored to

bring out to the best of my ability the

salient features of this remarkable series

of ore deposits in such a manner that

the reader could form his own conclusions

as to their value as investments. I think

it will not be difficult for him to form a

reasonably close opinion as to their posi-

tion and their facilities for economical

extraction, as well as to the facts that

bear upon the metallurgical treatment.

The main questions in the mind of the

experienced miner would be embraced in

one—What are such mines worth to the

investor, or what allurements do they

hold out to those who would like to mine
in that field? People habituated to the

practice of mining will justly conclude

that in mines that present such similarity,

.nnd in the working of which so much ex-
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periencc has been had, the chances of great

errors in future working should be small.

1 have shown that the almost universal

rule that copper mines get poorer in

depth holds good in the Belt, but I might

also show that the conditions of mining

improve from year to year, in a measure

offsetting the diminished tenor of the

ore; and I believe that while the chance

of great strikes is small, I also believe

that there are few mining fields where

the opportunities for moderate profit and

certain returns are more frequent. It

will have been gathered that the deposits

conform closely to a single type, the char-

acteristics of which have been made

known by the work of two-score years,

and the experience thus gathered should

show the future worker where to look

for and how to utilize the values yet to be

found. We have seen that the sequence

of ores and minerals from the surface to

the greatest depths yet reached is the same

in all the mines, and that the quality of

those below may be predicted from what

is seen above. In their physical features

the lodes differ but little, their dip, strike,

etc., being nearly the same throughout

the great area of the copper formation.

The methods of prospecting and devel-

oping have become in a sense convention-

alized.

Depth of the Ore Deposits

The grave question of the hour among

the miners of this resion is, Do the mines

go down? I think that a preferable form

of the query would be, Do the known

lenses hold out as depth is gained? In

answer to this I can only cite my own im-

pressions. I have some evidence, though

scarcely enough to warrant a sweeping

generalization, to the effect that the few-

lodes that have reached considerable

depths, show signs of impoverishment if

not of actual exhaustion. Information of

this kind h hard to get, and I speak more

from hearsay than from actual knowledge

in most of these cases ; but relying upon

reports that have from time to time been

circulated, I conclude that, so far as is

disclosed, no lens yet explored has held

its values to a greater depth than 600 or

700 ft.. This refers, not to the mines in

general, but to some half-dozen that have

Keen developed to the greatest depth ; and

not to the mines, but to single orebodies

or lenses in those mines. It should be

remembered that several such lenses exist

in some mines, and that the extent of

mineralized ground in those and in many
others is such as to lend hope that more

lenses may be discovered, whenever the

ground is more fully explored. In such

exploration the use of the core drill is

strongly indicated for reasons heretofore

noted, among which I may name the char-

acter of the country, which is extremely

favorable Ic such a method, together with

the uniform dip and strike of the lodes,

which enable the driller to select his posi-

tion with positiveness. By such means

I believe that it is possible that discov-

eries of importance may be made at many

points in the field. At the present time

there are more of the Belt mines in opera-

tion than ever before, unless we go back

to the primal times when they were dis-

covered. Continuous work is proceeding

on not less than 40 of these properties,

including the Copper King, Fresno, Daul-

ton, Buchanan, Green Mountain, Great

Northern, Pocahontas, Victory, Donahue,

Oat Hill, Olsen, Salammbo, Copperopolis,

N'apoleon, Campo Seco, Buojia Vista,

Cosumnes, Spenceville, Mineral Hill and

Trent. On an even larger number inter-

mittent work' takes place, in some cases

merely to comply with the law of loca-

tions, in others for real development. A
great deal of bonding has been going on,

and quite a number of properties have

changed hands recently.

Present Prospects

Had the abnormally high price of cop-

per continued, there is no doubt that the

field would have received continued and

rapid development ; but the effect of a

grave decline may be easily conjectured.

I trust that we may not see a repetition

of conditions that succeeded the active

days of the early sixties, in which the

mines were abandoned and left to fill with

water, the population of the Belt was scat-

tered, and a promising industry was

crushed almost out of existence.

The Gypsum Industry at Grand

Rapids, Mich.*

LeROV a. F.^LMERf

Michigan furnishes about twice as much
gypsum as any other State, and most of

this conies from one small district in the

southwestern part of Kent county, id-

joining and included in the city of Grand

Rapids. Here an area of approximately

six square miles is underlaid with an

average thickness of 10 ft. of almost pure

gypsum, enough to supply the United

States at the present rate of consumption

for more than 150 years.

Origin or the Deposits

There are various theories as to the

origin of gypsum deposits, but the follow-

ing is the most plausible in regard to the

Michigan beds : The Kinderhook sea

was a large body of water covering part

of what is now the American continent,

with an arm extending northeast into

Michigan, This sea eventually retreated

to the southwest, and an uplift of the land

in this area exposed what is now south-

ern Michigan and northern Indiana.

This sea was fed by tributary streams

from the north which brought with them

salt and gypsum. Analysis of the water

of the Atlantic ("Challenger Reports")

shows 3.6 per cent, sulphate of lime.

Were a body of such water cut off and

evaporated, gypsum would be deposited

I'.fter the removal of 37 per cent, of the

water, and as the supposition is that the

viaters of the Kinderhook were analog-

ous to those of the Atlantic we have thus

a simple explanation of the Michigan de-

posits of gypsum and anhydrite.

The gypsum industry in this part of

Michigan dates back to 1837, when the

rock was ground in corn mills and sold

for fertilizer. Development was rapid

and the year 1841 saw the first mill

erected and the first calcined product

placed upon the market.

Method of Manuf.\cture

The present process of treatment is

practically the same at all mills. The
lock as brought from the mine is dumped
into a jaw crusher from which it goes

to the crackers, a modification of the

corn mills used in the early days of the

» -Mines

• CVPStiM district, GR.AND R.XPID.S, MICH.

industry, which discharge a product the

size of fine gravel to buhr stones. The
kettles are upright hollow cylinders of

boiler steel of about the same depth as

hight, having a convex bottom, the most

improved types having flues 'either direct

or both direct and return. Just above the

bottom of the kettle are the arms of the

mixer which is turned by a vertical shaft.

Calcining is the most delicate part of

the process and calls for the most

skilled labor. The expert calciner judges

by the appearance of the boiling mass,

the amount of steam given off and the

creaking of the machinery; the evapora-

tion makes the mixture more dense, thus

throwing greater strain on the gears.

•From the G.vpsum Report of the Michigan
Geological Survey, by G. P. Grlmsley.

I Stockton. Utah.

The Times of Malaya reports that the

Eastern Smeltern Company has been

formed among the principal tin-miners of

the Federated Malay -States and Penang.

The company will take over the stock-in-

trade and good-will of Messrs. Chin-

Ho & Sons, tin-smelters, of Penang.

The capital stock is $1,500,000. The di-

rectors consist mostly of Chinese tin-

miners.
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A Further Study of Segregation in Ingots
Suffusion and Quiet Are Suggested as Reasons Why Increase
of Ingot-size and Slow Cooling Do Not Always Favor Segregation

BY HENRY M HOWE
This paper gives certain of the results of

my attempt to digest and analyze the great

mass of scattered data on the subject of
segregation whicli many different experi-

menters have given us, and to supplement
them %vith some results which I have
lately reached by means of a grant from
the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
It is time that such an attempt was made,
because there has been none since that of
which I published nearly twenty years ago
in the columns of this journal and later

in my "Metallurgy of Steel."

In particular. I aim to answer two very

important questions : Wliat is the influence

of ingot size, and what is the influence of

the rate of cooling, on the degree of segre-

gation in steel ingots? In addition I have

examined certain other questions, with the

wish to reduce our knowledge to a quanti-

tative state. We have long known that there

is such a thing as segregation, and that it

might do much harm. But what the influ-

ence of different variables on the degree

of that segregation is we have hardly

tried to ask. These further questions are:

(3) How far below the top of the in-

got does th§ most enriched part lie?

(4) What degree of enrichment is

there in the remainder of the ingot after

cropping off and discarding certain definite

percentages of the upper part ; viz., 10, 15,

20. 30, 40 aiid 50 per cent.?

(5) How uniform will the remainder

of the ingot be after cropping off and re-

jecting certain definite percentages of the

upper part?

The foregoing are evidently of direct

practical importance to the steel maker.

In addition I propose certain further ques-

tions ; viz.

:

(6) Is the most enriched part in the

axis of the ingot? If so, then the study

of questions i, 2, 3 and 4 is greatly simpli-

fied, because our attention may be con-

fined to the axial region.

(7) Is the most impoverished part in

the axis of the ingot? If so then the study

of question (5) is greatly simplified, be-

cause in like manner our attention may be

confined to the axial region.

(8) I5 the segregation of phosphorus

and sulphur parallel with that of carbon?

(9) How does the degree of enrich-

ment in phosphorus and sulphur compare

with that in carbon?

(^10) How is the degree of enrichment

in carbon affected by the percentage of

carbon present ?

'

•Professor of metallurgy in Columbia Uni-
versity, New York.

(11) How is the segregation of carbon
affected by the percentage of phosphorus
and by that of sulphur present?

The present paper discusses the first two
questions at length, and ends with a sum-
mary of such answers as I have been able

to make to these two and the others.

Rate of Cooling and Incot-size

Before I present the evidence, let me
point out the very simple reasons which
lead us to expect that segregation should
be favored by slow cooling and by large

ingot-size. Taking up first the effect of

the rate of cooling, we note that each
layer as it freezes splits up into two sub-
layers, a more pure one which freezes,

and a less pure one which remains molten.
This is the fundamental action which leads

to segregation. If the cooling is very slow,

then the impurities in this molten sub-
layer have a good opportunity to pass ccn-

terward by diffusion and convection, and
thus when the nexj layer comes to freeze

the enrichment which it has received from
the freezing of the last preceding layer

will have been in large part effaced by this

centerward movement. But if the freez-

ing is very rapid, then when the second
layer comes to freeze, it will still retain

most of the impurities expelled into it by
the freezing of its predecessor. Of
course the richer in impurities the layer
in the act of freezing is, the richer in

them will be the sub-layer which freezes

out of it. By this mechanism slow freez-

ing should favor the centerward migra-
tion of the impurities set free by the dif-

ferentiation of each layer in the act of
solidifying, and this centerward migration
is the very essence of segregation ; where-
as sudden freezing, by denying the time
needed for this migration, should favor
locking up in each layer as it freezes the

impurities injected into it by the freezing

of the last preceding layer, and should
thus oppose segregation. We should nat-

urally expect that slow cooling would
imply slow freezing, and vice versa.

The reason why the direct influence of

large ingot-size should be to favor segre-

gation is equally simple. First, the large

ingot should cool more slowly, and we
have just seen that the direct effect of
slow cooling should be to favor segrega-
tion. But there is further reason which
may be made clear by taking a simple ex-
ample. Let us consider the case of a 16-

in. ingot ABCD, Fig. r, and let us set off

within it an imaginary space EFGH, rep-

resenting an 8-in. ingot. In the freezing

of the i6-in. ingot, up to the time when
the still molten region is reduced approxi-
mately to the size of EFGH. it will al-

ready have undergone much segregation.

Now when this part EFGH in turn comes
to freeze, there will be superadded to its

own segregation, i.e., that normal for an
8-in. ingot, this segregation which has al-

ready taken place in the freezing of the

outer region between ABCD and EFGH.
The segregation in the r6-in. ingot then
should be that corresponding to the outer
4-in. space plus that normal to the cen-
tral 8-in. space; whereas it is this latter

alone that is normal for the 8-in. ingot.

Actual Results

Now that we have seen what a super-

ficial examination of the questions would
lead us to expect, let us see what we actu-

ally find. On seeking the recorded cases
which ought to throw light on this ques-
tion I found 70, representing the chemical
analysis of 2216 lots of drillings, most of
which were analyzed for several different

elements, so that the total number of de-
terminations is very large. I hope to

present later the large part of this im-
portant evidence which has not yet been
published. Though my analysis of these

results tended to show that there was
more segregation in large than in small

ingots, yet it left the question so much in

doubt that I decided to appeal to the Car-
negie Institution, to C. L. Huston, vice-

president of the Lukens Iron and Steel

Company of Coatcsville, Penn., to F. H.
Daniels, chief engineer of the American
Steel and Wire Company, and to T. D.
West of Sharpsville, Penn., for aid in

working out answers to this question, and
also to certain of the others which have
been enumerated above. Messrs. Huston
and Daniels kindly made for me 17 steel

ingots, varying in size from 2% to 17 in.

square, with a total weight of about 22,000
lb. These were cast under conditions

which in general were identical except as

to the size of the ingot, so as to make
plain the influence of this variable. In
order to show the influence of the rate of
cooling, T. D. West of Sharpsville, Penn.,
kindly cast for me four pairs of cast-iron

ingots under conditions identical except at

to this rate. Our warmest thanks are due
to these genllemen for their generosity.

The analyses which I have already had
made seem to answer the two questions

before us so clearly that, though I intend

making additional ones immediately, I

have decided not to postpone publishing
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my present results, especially in view of

certain existing conditions into which I

need not here enter.

In examining these ingots, my general

procedure was to analyze drillings from

the axis only of each ingot, because my
study of the previously recorded cases

showed that the richest of the segregate

lies in the ingot's axis. If there are any

who doubt this antecedently very proba!)lc

law, I think that ihey will be convinced by

the evidence which I hope to publish soon.

Meanwhile I ask them to suspend judg-

ment. I determined in each case only one

element, carbon in case of the steel ingots

and sulphur in case of the cast-iron ones,

because my previous study had shown that

the segregation of the three segregating

elements, carbon, phosphorus and sulphur,

is parallel, so that what is true of the

effect of ingot-size and rate of cooling on

one of these elements may safely be as-

sumed to be true of the rest. These laws

which I had previously determined enabled

me to go much farther than otherwise

would have been possible witli the limited

means at my disposal. Many drillings were

taken from the upper part of the ingots

and only few and in some cases none

from the lower part, because it had been

shown that the richest of the segregate lies

in the upper part.

My results are shown graphically in

Figs. 2 to g.

Figs. 2 and 3 represent analyses from

ingots cast from the same ladleful of steel

from heat No. 14,299, and Figs. 4 and 5

represent like ingots from heat No. 14,301

of the Lukens Iron and Steel Company.

Both of these heats were from the same

50-ton basic open-hearth furnace. The
7xio-in. bottom-cast and the i6-in. square

bottom-cast ingots of heat No. 14,299 were

cast in the same group, so that the metal

as it entered one of these ingots must have

been exactly like that which was entering

the other. AH the determinations of car-

bon in the 2j4-in. ingots were by combus-
tion, but most of those of the large ingots

were by the color method. After I have
finally found the richest point in each one
of these larger ingots, I shall have its

carbon-content verified by combustion; but

for the purpose of finding out where this

richest point lies, the color method gives

close enough results in case of these large

ingots, which necessarily cool so slowly as

to bring practically all of the carbon to the

condition of cemcntite.

Influence of Incot-size

Turning now to Figs. 2 and 3, we do not
find any evidence which tends to show that

segregation increases with the size of the

ingot. Much the greatest enrichment oc-

curs in the s-in. square ingot. The richest

spot in the i6-in. bottom-cast ingot has

practically the same carbon content as the

richest in the quickly cooled 2j4-in. ingot.

Turning to Figs. 4 and S, we find much
greater segregation in the fast-cooled 2^-

in. ingot and the 7xio-in. ingot than in the

i6-in. square ingot. Throughout the

greater part of their length, these last

two are practically alike in their carbon

content ; as the carbon of one increases

or decreases, so does that of the other.

But toward its top the 7xio-in, ingot un-

dergoes surprising variations in carbon

content.

Now if our old idea that segregation in-

creases with the size of the ingot were

true, or if within the limits here chosen

the size of the ingot had any very strong

influence on the degree of segregation, it

certainly should appear in these results.

The fact that no relation can here be

traced between ingot-size and degree of

segregation then seems to indicate very

strongly that whatever influence ingot-size

within these limits has on the degree of

segregation is relatively unimportant, and

liable to be completely masked by other

variables.'

Influence of the Rate of Cooling on
Enrichment

Of the three ingots represented in Fig.

3, and of the three represented in Fig. S,

two were cast in sand molds and hence

cooled slowly, and one was cast in an iron

mold and hence cooled rapidly. In each

set the richest of the segregate is much
richer in the fast-cooled than in the slowly

cooled ingots. In each case the three in-

gots were cast in immediate succession

from the same hand ladle.

Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9,' show the distribution

of sulphur in the axes of four slowly

cooled and four fast-cooled cast-iron in-

gots made for me by T. D. West. In each

case the metal was poured from the same
hand ladle through a distributing funnel

simultaneously into two ingot molds, one

of sand and one of iron. In order to

make the segregation of sulphur evident,

the sulphur content was exaggerated by

adding finely ground pyrites to the cast

iron. This was done by spreading the

pyrites on the bottom of the casting ladle,

pouring the cast iron upon it, and then

stirring with an iron rod. The iron

thickened and stiffened at first when
mixed with the pyrites, but soon recov-

ered its fluidity. This stirring was kept

up till the temperature had fallen as low

as seems consistent with making sound in-

gots, and the iron was then poured. The
whole of the axial metal in the upper part

of each of these ingots was taken in the

form of a series of drillings, each lot of

which was as small as is consistent with

getting trustworthy sulphur determina-

tions, so as to have data from as many
axial points as possible.

Now notice that in three out of these

'Tbe analyses of 27 addltloDal sets of drill-

ings which have been taken from the 7x10-
In. and 'be 16 In. square Ingots since tbe
above was written and figures 2, 3, 4 and 5
wei'p drawn, go to confirm what Is here said
as to the influence of ingot-size. The}* do not
materially affect the shape of any of these
curves.

four pairs of ingots, the segregation of

sulphur is ndt only greater but much
greater in the fast- than in the slowly

cooled one. Thus in five out of six cases,

in each of which all the conditions except

the rate of cooling seem to have been per-

fectly constant, we find that rapid cooling

increases segregation, as was reported by

Jars in 1781 and Roberts-Austen in 1875,

and implied by Seyd in 1871. (See a

paper on "Piping and Segregation in Steel

Ingots," by the author, p. 252 of Bi-

monthly Bulletin of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, March 1, 1907.)

Why Degree of Segregation Need Not
Increase with Ingot-size and with

Slowness of Cooling

On seeking reasons why large ingot-size

and slow cooling do not have their ex-

pected effect of increasing segregation,

we may do well to consider a somewhat
like case, the influence of aluminum in

lessening segregation, as shown by B. Tal-

bot, in the Journal of the Iron and Steel

Institute, 1905, II, p. 204. Stead pointed

out {idem, p. 226) that this effect of alum-

inum was due to its quieting action. This

seems to consist in its suppressing the

evolution of gas, either by increasing the

metal's solvent power for that gas, or by

removing oxygen and thus preventing the

later formation of carbonic oxide, or by
both means jointly. There are three ways
in which this evolution of gas may in-

crease segregation, and hence three ways
in which quiet, brought about by suppres-

sing this evolution, can restrain segre-

gation.

First, when any given layer of metal in

the act of freezing splits up into a purer

sub-layer which freezes and a less pure

one which remains molten, this less pure

one because of its impurity is lighter than

the remainder of the molten mother metal,

because each of the segregating elements,

carbon, phosphorus, and sulphur, forms

compounds with iron which are lighter

than the iron itself. This lightness of the

littoral layer tends to make it rise, and
this causes a slight tendency to an up-

ward flow of the molten metal along the

solidifying shores of this molten central

lake,' and this upward flow tends to move
this impure sub-layer first to the top of

the ingot and thence into the upper part

of its axis. In case of ingots of ice the

impurities are heavier than the liquid

mother liquor, and hence they concentrate

at the bottom instead of the top. Now, if

the steel in solidifying sets free gas, this

gas in rising along the solidifying shores

helps this upward swimming of the im-

purities, by causing upward convection

currents.

The second and third wavs in which

= riplngand Segregation In Steel Ingots," the
author. Blilonthlu Bulletin, American Insti-
tute of Mining Knglneers, No. 14. Marcb,
1907. p. 233. ThLs matter was presented at
tbe July, 1906,. meeting of the Institute In
London.
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quiet tends to restrain segregation are due

to its diverting the course of solidification

from what I have called the "onion" to

the "landlocking"' type of solidification. In

the latter, solidification proceeds by the

outshooting of long columnar or pine-tree

crystals from the walls of the ingot into

its molten interior. The branches of these

pine trees landlock much of the molten

metal, and thus nuclianically impede the

centripetal motion of the carbon, sulphur,

and phosphorus, in the molten interior,

which is the essence of segregation. In

the onion- type solidification proceeds by

the regular deposition of smooth concen-

tric layers of metal, one after another, as

with the progress of solidification more

and more of the metal passes from the

molten to the solid state. I do not mean

to say that this onion type is ever fol-

lowed literally. There is probably always

more or less outshooting of crystals. But

in some cases this outshooting seems to

be very slight, so that the onion type is

approached, whereas in others the out-

shooting is extreme. The difference is

probably always one of degree rather than

of kind ; but still for purposes of explana-

tion it may more conveniently be spoken

of as if it were a difference of kind.

A stream of rising gas bubbles, and the

convection currents which they cause,

should tend to wash off the trunks and

branches of any incipient pine-tree crys-

tals, and, by thus razing the landlocking

growth, forcibly turn it into the onion

type of growth. Hence quiet resulting

from suppressing this evolution of gas

should protect the landlocking growth

from this form of destruction, and, by

thus increasing the landlocking of the

impurities, should lessen their migration

into the last freezing parts, i.e., should

lessen segregation.

SURFUSION

It remains to consider the third way in

which, under suitable conditions, quiet

may be expected to have an extremely

powerful effect in lessening segregation,

viz. : by leading through surfusion to the

landlocking type of freezing. This way

has been surprisingly overlooked from

the lime when P. Ostberg disclosed to a

delighted audience in Pittsburg the re-

markable effects of aluminum in permit-

ting the manufacture of extremely fine, in-

deed almost hair-like, steel castings. He

said that aluminum made the steel fluid by

superheating it in effect. U did not raise

the tem;»erature of the metal, but lowered

its freezing point ; this was in effect super-

heating, because it increased the margin

between the existing temperature and the

freezing point. To this it seemed a suffi-

cient answer that no aluminum remained

in the castings, and that the melting point

could not be lowered by the mere fact

that the metal had once contained alumi-

num. This, I say, seemed a sufficient an-

swer, but 1 now see that it really was

not. It is true that the mere fact that

aluminum had once been present could

not alter what we may call the normal or

theoretical freezing point of the metal,

but it could indirectly lower its actual

freezing point very materially by inducing

"surfusion."

It is an old and familiar experiment

that, when a solution of sodium sulphate

is cooled without agitation, it does not

actually freeze on reaching its normal

freezing point, but still remains liquid.

If now it is agitated, and especially if a

crystal of solid sodium sulphate is dropped

into it, the whole crystallizes almost in-

stantaneously. In the same way when mol-

ten metals and alloys cool, freezing may set

in, not on reaching the true freezing point,

but at a considerably lower temperature,

and when it then does begin, finding the

whole of the metal like a bent spring

eager to leap into the normal, i.e., the

solid state, it takes place very rapidly.

This phenomenon is called "surfusion."

Soon after the practice of adding alum-

inum to molten steel in order to quiet it

had become common, it was reported that

ingots to which aluminum had been added

sometimes froze across suddenly when

once they began to freeze. The significance

of this was overlooked, and indeed its ac-

curacy was doubted. But this report

really signified that these ingots under-

went surfusion, doubtless because the

aluminum, in suppressing the evolution of

gas, caused that quiet which is the con-

dition necessary to surfusion. If alumi-

num thus induced surfusion in these in-

gots, then its effect of enabling Mr. Ost-

berg to make his remarkable castings was

probably due in part' to its inducing sur-

fusion in them. If the molten steel to

which he had added aluminum did not

actually freeze when it cooled to its nor-

mal freezing point, but instead reinained

molten till it had cooled much below that

point, this should give it the power of

running into the finer cavities in his molds

through which it could not otherwise

have passed, because it would have frozen

before traveling far in them. In like

manner, if the quiet induced in steel in-

gots by the addition of aluminum actually

causes surfusion, so that even the outer

layer of the steel does not solidify until

much or even the whole of the molten

mass has cooled below its true freezing

point, then once freezing does set in, it

might well be almost instantaneous

throughout the whole ingot; or, if not in-

stantaneous, then it would naturally pro-

ceed through the outshooting of inter-

locking pine-tree crystals, which must act

powerfully to restrain segregation by op-

"Irnn. Stefl and other Alloys," the author,

pp. 8.1 and 93.

•"In part," because two other effects of

ahimlnum probably contributed to this same
effecf, first. Its OTidatlon by the oxyeen dis-

solved In the metnl actually raised the tem-

perature slightly ; second, the removal of this

oxygen probably In and by Itself made the

metal more fluid.

posing centripetal movement, rather than

by the regular deposition of layer upon

layer as in the onion type of freezing.

In short this accelerated freezing of a mass

already below its normal freezing point

would naturally proceed by the far out-

shooting and landlocking type; indeed in-

stantaneous freezing might be considered

as the landlocking type pushed to its log-

ical conclusion.

Slow Cooling Need Not Favor

Segregation

To sum this up, the quiet which alumi-

num causes restrains segregation, first,

by preventing the upward convection cur-

rents of gas bubbles, which sweep into

the upper part of the axis the impurities

set free by freezing ; second, by prevent-

ing the razing of the landlocking growth

by these convection currents ; and third,

by inducing surfusion, which, if it actually

does take place, must restrain segrega-

tion most powerfully, both by favoring

landlocking and by leading to extremely

rapid freezing.

This same quiet with its three ways of

restraining segregation, is the only ex-

planation which I now see of this surpris-

ing fact that in my experiments neither

slow cooling nor large ingot-size increased

segregation. Thus slow cooling should

favor quietness by making the convection

currents and the evolution of gas slight.

Their slightness might lead to surfusion

and this in turn might cause freezing,

once it sets in, to be extremely sudden, so

that slow cooling would thus actually re-

sult in rapid freezing. On examining my

ingots I find evidence of this quieting

effect of slow cooling. Thus both of my

quickly cooled 2>^-in. steel ingots "rose,"

though all four of the slowly cooled ones

"sank;" i.e., the evolution of gas in the

former was so strong that the top of each

ingot when finally frozen was strongly

convex, -whereas in the latter it was so

slight that the ingot tops were concave.

In the same way a large ingot naturally

cools much more slowly than a small one.

The large ingot quickly heats up the walls

of the mold to nearly its own temperature,

so that henceforth the flow of heat from

the molten metal into the walls of the

mold is relatively slow. Further, the

heat which is conducted in a given length

of time into those walls forms a smaller

part of the total heat of a large than of

a small ingot. For both these reasons,

then, the large ingot is the slower to cool,

and, because the slower to cool, it should

have less violent convection currents and

less violent evolution of gas, both of

which should incline it more to the land-

locking type of solidification, and this in

turn should lessen its segregation. If the

quiet should go farther and lead to sur-

fusion, this would favor still more power-

fully the landlocking type of growth, and

thus still more powerfully restrain segre-

gation.
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It appears to me that we here have to

do with two distinct sets of tendencies,

directly opposed to each other, both in

case of the rate of cooling and in that of

ingot-size. The direct effect of slow cool-

ing and of large size of ingots should be

to favor segregation ; their indirect effect

in leading to quiet, and through quiet to

surfusion, should be to oppose segrega-

tion. The resultant of these two oppos-

ing forces should vary very greatly, and

may indeed vary in sign, for the simple

reason that surfusion is so capricious a

tiling, inlluenced by such apparently triv-

ial circumstances. A little dust, a little

jarring, may induce freezing; their absence

may postpone it. Hence the conflicting

evidence which we fuid is but natural.

Thus, in contrast with the cases above

cited in which rapid cooling increases seg-

regation there are: first, one in which I

found slightly less segregation in a fast-

than in a slowly cooled copper-silver in-

fot ;* second, one in which Professor

Stoughton and I found less segregation in

a fast-cooled wa.x ingot than in a like one

fooled slowly:" third, the pair of cast-iron

ingots represented in Fig. 8, of which the

fast-cooled one segregated less than the

slowly cooled one ; fourth, the experience

of an eminent maker of pure chemicals

that rapid cooling of aqueous solutions

opposes segregation." His direct state-

ment was that fast crystallization led to

the formation of impure crystals ; but

this of course means that it opposes seg-

regation, because the effect of segregation

is to remove the impurities to the central

mother liquor and thus to leave the crys-

tals pure. Fifth, and finally, the fact that,

as we pass from the outside of a steel in-

got inward, the carbon, phosphorus and

sulphur first decrease suddenly and then

increase slowly, seems to mean that the

sudden cooling of the outer crust has

restrained segregation. ^ ,
•

In regard to the influence of ingot-size

on the degree of segregation it is danger-

ous to extrapolate, and to assume that,

because between the limits of 2J4 in. and
16 in. the influence of ingot-size is of sec-

ondary importance, it will continue to be

of secondary importance in case of much
larger ingots, for instance great gun and
armor-plate ingots. The additional quiet in

the great gun ingots may be so slight that

it will be outweighed and greatly out-

weighed by the additional time afforded

for migration, and by the superadding of

the segregation in the outer parts to thai

normal for the interior parts, so that these

grejt ingots may segregate much more
than those of moderate size. Thus the

segregation in the very large ingots of

Reuss. Maitland, Stubbs, Hogg, and Col-

by, is greater than that in any reported

ingot of moderate size, in spite of the fact

that in all of these except those of Hogg
and Maitland, drillings from only a very

few points were analyzed, so that it is

probable that the greatest enrichment was

very much greater than that here given.

In the Stubbs case there are only two

axial analysis and in each of the two

Colby cases only one.

A very important and practical corol

lary would follow if my surmise is true

that surfusion may play an important p;vrt

in checking the segregation in large in-

gots and in slowly cooled ones. It is that

'•TTie Influence of the Conditions of Cast-
ing on Piplne and Segregation, as Sliown
by Ueans of Wax Ingots." Trans. Am. Inst.
Mining Engineers, to appear.

'Bi-ilonthly Bulletin Am. Inst, of Mining
Engineers. March, 1007. pp. 252-253.

and the evolution of gas, and at times in-

directly and even more strongly by lead-

ing to surfusion.

The most enriched spot lies in the axis

of the ingot, usually at a distance from

the lop of between 6 and 28 per cent, of

the ingot's length.

The most impoverished part is probably

rarely if ever axial.

The enrichment in phosphorus and sul-

phur seems to be parallel with that in car-

jon, so that the isophoscs and isolheis

(lines of equal phosphorus and equal sul-

phur) arc parallel with the isocarbs.

si;iiiti:i;.\ri(iN i\ ('ertain veky large steel ingots.

Autlioiity. Ingot-slie. Wetgbt.

l':xce8B of the carbon, pbosphorus,
and sulphur in the richest spot
reported, over tho avcrago.

In porcenliigi^ ot that
average.

Number of
Axial
I'olnta.

Carbon.
Phoa-

pborus.
SlllpllUt-.

Heu88 (ai

HogK((.) {

Stubbs (0 [

Maltlnn.KJ) ....

Colby (f-y

30 In. dtam.
10 ft. lon^'.

39 in. thick.
90 in. long.
Gun ingot.
43x79 In.

43x79 lu.

7 tona.

\ 11 tons, 1 cwt.

56 tons.
67 cons.

188

iw

\ 149

153
165
327

287

:««

17'.>

325
280

339

305

.'>44

MS
MS

(/)

27 (J)

2

12
1

1

Note to table

:

a. Stahl uml Eiseii. 11, p. 643 (August, 1.S91).

6. Juurn. Soc. Chem. Ind., XII. March :n. 1893.
I'. Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., ISSl. I, p. 200.
(I. Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng.. LXXXIX. p. 12 (1887).
c. Iron Aye, 64, Nov. 30. 1899, p. 5. • , j .,.<

f. There is no information given In the original, as to whether any of the drillings

were taken from the axis of the Ingot. . ,. ^ j i •,...
tj. Twenty-seven axial determinations of carbon, and two of phosphorus and sulpnur

each, were made.

everything should be done to induce sur-

fusion. In particular, the ingots should

not be disturbed soon after casting, be-

cause agitation is one of the surest ways

of preventing surfusion.

Conclusions

To sum up the present results of my
study

:

Between the limits of 2'^ in. square

and 16 in. square, the influence of ingot-

size on the degree of segregation is of

such slight importance that it is masked

by that of other variables, but the re-

corded instances of segregation in very

large ingots, e.g., those which are 30 in.

across or more, indicate that very large

ingot-size increases segregation.

In most cases there is more segregation

in ingots cooled quickly than in those

cooled slowly.

The direct effect both of an increase of

ingot-size and of slow cooling should be

to increase segregation. The fact that

they do not under the conditions of my
tests indicates that some secondary but

powerful cause is at work in the opposite

direction. The cause which I offer as at

least a part explanation of the paradox is

the quietness to which both large ingot-

size and slow cooling lead. This quiet

should restrain segregation by favoring

the landlockins: type of solidification, di-

rectly by lessening the conveclirn currents

On a general average of many cases,

the maximum enricViment in phosphorus

is about twice, and that in sulphur about

thrice, that in carbon; but in individual

cases the ratio of enrichment in any one

of these three elements to that in either

of the others varies very widely.

Unusual freedom from sulphur and

phosphorus does not appear to restrain

the segregation of carbon, but if anything

rather to increase it.

I am not yet prepared to report on the

degree of enrichment and the degree of

homogeneousness in the remainder of the

ingot after discarding certain definite per-

centages of its upper part, nor on how

the richness in carbon influences the seg-

regation of that clement.

The Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie

road has contracted for' 70,000 steel ties

for renewals. When these are in use

about 90 miles of the road will be laid

with steel ties, .\ccording to the Railroad

Gazette, the railroads controlled by the

United States Steel Corporation are now

using steel ties enough to lay 160 miles

of track. Roads not identified with the

corporation are using about 120.000 steel

ties on 40 miles of track. The present

year the company has sold about 3000

tons of ties. A plan has been completed

whereby the ties can be insulated, mak-

inp, them available for electric roads.
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Hoisting Ropes for Mine s—III

Report of the Transvaal Commission. Deterioration of Hoisting

Ropes in Use; Its Causes. Examination of Ropes to Insure Safety

BY U. P. SWINBURNE AND ASSOCIATES

With retercncc to the possible deleter-

ious effect of working conditions on the

life of the rope, one manufacturer re-

marks : "A hoisting rope, made to suit the

special apparatus at a mine, should only

"tpend upon the number of foot-pounds

I work done for its life. The more ma-
rial lifted from the mine, or the quicker

iiat it is lifted, has an effect upon these

loot-pounds in direct proportion to the

life of the rope."

While the statement is doubtless the-

oretically correct, it has been found in

local experience that practical difficulties

exist in the manufacture of a hoisting rope

that will absolutely suit special working

conditions. There may be a combination

of adverse factors such that any provision

made to combat the one only tends to

weaken the defense of the other. For in-

stance, in a compound shaft (partly ver-

tical and partly inclined), the large fric-

tional wear due to the guide-sheaves in

the bend and the rollers on the incline,

naturally points to the use of large outer

wires in the strands of the rope, but if

the winding drum is of small diameter,

the maker might well hesitate to do this.

Speaking broadly, it may be said of wind-

ing ropes on the Rand that the working
conditions have such an effect on their

lives that comparison in respect of the

duty of the rope is seldom attempted.

It is quite usual for the rope to be

wound in several layers on the drum, es-

pecially in the cases of some of the older

plants which are now being used for con-

siderably greater depths that those for

which they were designed. Where heavy

loads are hoisted and the small diameter

of the drum leads to the use of ropes of

compound construction, there occurs very

severe and rapid wear on the rope, due to

crushing and pinching actions. In several

such cases it has been found that a rope

of "best crucible" steel of about 100 tons

breaking stress proves to be the longest-

lived, although it is more unfavorably con-

ditioned with respect to statical loading

and bending stress than the ropes of other

constructions.

Inclined and Vertical Shafts

Variation in the direction of shaft also

introduces a very destructive influence. Of
the shafts in the Rand in which raising

and lowering of persons is permitted,

there are 89 vertical, 56 inclined, and 34
compound. The compound shafts are, in

nearly every case, graded vertical to in-

Note—From the report of the commission,
appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor of the
Transvaal, to Inquire Into and report upon
the use of nlndlni; ropes, safety catches and
appliances In mine shafts.

clined, and the turn is made on a bend of

fairly large radius, varying from 50 to 170

ft., and, in some cases, even up to 600 ft.

The rope in going round the bend is

guided by a series of seven or eight wide

rollers. These rollers, to minimise inertia

effects, are generally made up of a series

of narrow flat-rimmed sheaves, threaded

on the same spindle with, designedly, but

slight clearance between adjacent sheaves.

Inertia troubles are, however, never com-

pletely got rid of, and the spacing of the

sheaves widens with wear, and has been

known to allow the strands of the rope to

be pinched between the rims.

The rollers on the inclines are not al-

ways moving freely, and the gritty dust

that hinders their successful operation

also causes the rapid wearing away of the

wires of the rope. While this wear is

evenly distributed over the circumference

of the rope, it is not nearly so dangerous

as when it occurs, as it sometimes does,

near the attachment to the skip, in a one-

sided manner, perhaps, nearly severing an

individual strand of the rope. Uneven de-

terioration in one particular part of a

winding rope is a particularly dangerous

defect, as the equal distribution of the load

among the component wires is disturbed,

and the danger of actual fracture is more
nearly approached.

The rollers should be of the lightest pos-

sible design, well balanced, and of suffi-

cient size to prevent excessive speed on

the wearing spindles. No matter how well

designed, they still have the effect of

shortening the life of the rope, as it is

impossible to keep them always in the

best working condition, owing to grit,

acid water, etc. This no doubt accounts

to some extent for the shorter life of

many of the winding ropes in inclined

shafts on the Witwatersrand, as compared

with ropes working in the vertical shafts

of coal mines, where such severe condi-

tions do not obtain.

Use of Rests

Evidence was taken as to the advantage

or disadvantage 6f using rests (keps) to

facilitate the loading of the conveyance.

Nearly all the witnesses were opposed to

the use of keps, although acknowledging

that they are probably necessary where a

cage is used and truck loading is in vogue,

especially so in the case of deep winding.

They have npt, up to the present, been

proved necessary for skip loading, even in

very deep shafts. On the majority of the

Witwatersrand mines they are certainly

not necessary, and, if installed, would con-

stitute a source of danger if used any-

where else in a shaft than at the lowest

loading stations. Apart from any such

danger, the general objection to the use

of keps is that they shorten the life of

the rope by introducing more severe al-

ternation of the loading of the rope than

is necessary, and lead to a pick-up shock

which is greater than the shock of loading

with the rope hanging taut. They are not,

therefore, recommended, as their use in-

creases the risk of accident, and they are

harmful to the rope.

Speed of Rope

With reference to the question as to

how far the rope is affected by the speed

at which hoisting is carried out, rapid

winding is considered to be the more harsh

condition, and the opinion was expressed

by several witnesses that slow winding

with big loads will give longer life to the

rope than quick winding with small loads.

This is not on account of the fact that

the average speed is higher in one case

than the other, but because of the exist-

ence of a greater liability to shocks due to

sudden changes of velocity.

In order to minimize the bad effects of

quick winding on the rope, it is necessary

to have the pit-head sheave as light as

possible and the winding drum massive, so

as to moderate the shocks in starting and

stopping. With a heavy sheave there is a

tendency to wear the ropes very severely

at the points of acceleration and retarda-

tion owing to the ropes skidding when the

velocity of winding changes quickly. In a

well designed winding plant it should be

possible, with careful driving and good

governing, to avoid sudden large altera-

tions of speed. A good speed indicator,

such as a recording tachometer, is likely

to conduce materially to the smooth run-

ning of the cages, both from the assistance

it gives to the engine-driver and the check

that it provides on the manner in which

he performs his duty.

Small Drums

Where small winding drums are used to

carry several layers of rope, very severe

damage is frequently caused owing to the

pinching effects that occur at the cheeks

(flanges) of the drum, where the winding

lope is forced by wedge action to turn

backward on itself in a riding turn. This

can be obviated if the flanges are con-

structed to a design introduced by H. C.

Behr, consulting mechanical engineer to

the Consolidated Gold Fields of South

Africa, Ltd. . In his standard specification

for winding engines, as mentioned in E.

J. Laschinger's evidence, it is provided
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that : "The last groove opposite to where
the rope is attached shall rise gradually

above the other grooves, so as to raise the

second layer of the rope gradually, and

without shock, above the first layer. In

order to prevent overstraining the drum
flange, or wedging the rope as it mounts
from the second to the third layer, where
it cannot be assisted by a rising groove

in the drum as employed in the case of

mounting the rope from the first to the

second layer, the drum flange at that point

shall be formed with an annular projec-

tion sloping at an angle of 45 dcg. for the

depth of the second layer of rope. Below
the sloping part there must be a filling

piece shaped along a spiral, so as to fill

the space between the edge of the rope

and the lower edge of the conical projec-

tion of the drum flange, for the purpose

of preventing the end of the second layer

of rope from being wedged in between the

first layer and the foot of the flange."

Side friction of one coil of rope on the

next coil, as also on the lower coils on

which it is bedding, may be produced by

too short a lead from the pit-head sheave

to the drum. The angularity of the pit-

head sheave and the horizontal distance

of the drum from the shaft should so con-

form to the width of the drum that the

deviation of the rope is not too great; an

angle of 2 deg. on each side of the center

line has been found to be sufficient. If

this limit is departed from to any extent,

there is considerable side friction on the

rope, and the coiling of the rope on the

drum is likely to give trouble. However,
in the case of a grooved drum with the

rope coiling in only one layer, it may be

permissible to have more lateral devia-

tion.

Practically all the evidence tendered

was in favor of the view that periodical

re-capping materially increases the life

of a winding rope, from 10 to 30 per cent,

being the estimates of the gain resulting

from the regular practice. Each time 10

o.- 12 ft. are cut off from the lower end,

the whole working part of the rope is

shifted that amount toward the convey-

ance, and the positions of greatest wear
are thereby altered, with the exception,

however, that any local damage that

exists in the rope due to pinching at the

flanges of the drum, is not prevented from
increasing. To change the wear from
these places, it is necessary to alter the

position of the attachment of the drum-
end of the rope, or to slack out this end,

should there be spare rope carried inside

the drum.

EX.\MIXATI0N OF HOISTING ROPES

The absolute necessity for a daily ex-

amination of each winding rope by a

competent person is a point on which all

witnesses agree. The commission also

recommends a weekly examination on the

following lines : The person making the

examination stands in a safe position at

the collar of the shaft and allows the rope

to be slowly raised or lowered through

his hand, which is protected by a thick

glove or piece of waste. The rope should

not be moved faster than 40 or 50 ft. per

minute, and, while feeling with the hand
for any broken wires, the eye of the oper-

ator watches closely for any other de-

fects, such as excessive wear, loosening

of the strands, straightening of the lay,

kinking or severe corrosion. When any-

thing abnormal is noticed, the motion of

the rope should be stopped and the sus-

pected part thoroughly cleaned and exam-
ined. If the defect is a serious one, such

as the occurrence of two or more broken

wires in a short length of the rope, say

2 ft., the engineer's attention should at

once be called to the fact, while, in the

case of a lesser defect, a note should be

made of its position in the rope, a proper

entry logged in the record book, and the

engineer duly informed. It is also advis-

able that the rope should be watched for

a short time while it winds on and off the

drum and while coiled on the drum, so

that the positions of possible pinching or

crushing can be located and examined.

A few of the witnesses were of the

opinion that the daily examination of the

ropes was not regularly or properly car-

ried out, and others spoke of the difficulty

in finding time for it. There appear to

be difficulties in the way of setting apart

a particular time of the day in which the

rigger, or other person detailed for the

work, shall have the rope and winding

plant at his disposal. This commission,

however, feels strongly that the regula-

tion which provides for the daily exami-

nation of the ropes that raise or lower

persons should be enforced with the ut-

most stringency. The withholding of

facilities for the carrying out of this

examination should constitute an offense

against the regulations, while, on the

other hand, the penalty for making a false

entry in the record book should be most

severe.

The proposal was made to the commis-

sion by the three riggers who gave evi-

dence, that the rigger (or wire-splicer)

who carries out the daily examination,

and who, under the supervision of the

mechanical engineer, has sole charge of

the winding ropes, should be certificated;

that is to say, he should pass a practical

examination under Government regula-

tions to insure his competency. The com-

mission has not gone deeply into this

question, but regard it as one worthy of

serious consideration. It has to be noted,

however, in this connection that the me-

chanical engineer, who is responsible

under the regulations for the monthly

examination of the rope, has to be a holder

of a certificate of competency. In the sub-

jects comprised in the examination, "Wire

Ropes—their Structure, Inspection, and

Maintenance," find a place. So that it

appears probable that this member of the

staff of the mine, who actually engages

and supervises the rigger, will be quite

able to decide as to his competency or

otherwise.

A good deal of evidence was given in

favor of making the thorough examina-

tion of the rope a weekly duty, as con-

trasted with the present monthly prac-

tice. The necessity for the change is not

considered to be established. The monthly

examination appears to be designed for

the purpose of carefully gaging the prog-

ress of normal wear and assessing the

probable strength remaining in the rope,

while the daily examination is emphasized

in importance as being the one which is

relied upon, and that practically entirely,

for the detection of abnormal and unfore-

seen deterioration. The functions of the

two examinations, although related, are

very far from similar.

When a rope has been working for

some months, or when there are signs of

rapid deterioration, the engineer will

naturally make his thorough examination

more frequently—every fortnight, or even

once a week.

Methods of Examination

To clean a rope for thorough examina-

tion, certain mechanical devices were sug-

gested, the idea being in each case to pass

the rope through a box containing

scrapers or revolving brushes. In one

case a trough of boiling oil was sug-

gested. Most persons appear to consider

it unnecessary to thoroughly clean the

whole rope, and it is doubtless quite suffi-

cient for the purpose of even thorough
'

examination to clean the rope at selected

places by means of the usual appliances,

a stiff wire brush and paraffin or oil, ac-

cording to the preservative composition

used on the rope.

The portions of a rope that should be

most carefully examined will generally

be well known to the mechanical engineer

from his experience w'ith preceding ropes,

and the knowledge of why and where
they deteriorated most. With respect to

external wear, the places in the rope that

should be especially watched are those

where contact with the pit-head sheaves

or heavy guide pulleys occurs at ac-

celeration or retardation periods of the

hoist. These places are also likely to

suffer more than any others from internal

wear, excepting perhaps that portion of

the rope near the skip or cage, which,

although generally subjected to no rub-

bing wear, yet is exposed to the corrosive

effects as well as to the bending and

shock stresses. In addition to these posi-

tions, attention must also be directed to

that part of the rope which lies between

the drum and the sheave when the load

is at the bottom of the shaft, as also to

those parts of the rope which come in

contact with the flanges of the drum.

Some interesting particulars of the

tests of three worn ropes were obtained.

These ropes had been discarded by the

mine authorities, and it was, therefore,

possible to cut them up and obtain sam-
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pies showing the condition of the rope

at various points. One of these ropes, the

original breaking strain of which was 62J4
tons, brol<e at loads varying from 46.1

tons to 47.9 tons. This rope had only

been in service 7'A months, and was dis-

carded owing to a bad kink. Another
similar but longer rope broke in various

places at loads ranging from 36 to 53.8

tons. The third rope of iji in. diameter,

and originally of 105 tons breaking load,

broke at loads varying from 74 to 8g tons.

The results of these tests bear out what
has been previously said regarding the

positions of probable ma.xinuun dcteriora

tion.

Opinions are equally divided as to the

necessity of relieving the rope from the

stress of its load during the examination.

For taking circumferential measurements

at various positions on the rope so as to

compare wear, it is certainly not desirable,

but for the purpose of internal examina-

tion it is absolutely necessary. Slack

strands or wires, or straightening of the

lay, where such occur, can generally be

seen imder ordinary working conditions.

Testing Deterioration

As to methods of assessing the deterior-

ation of a worn rope, other than by the

examination of the separate wires of a

piece cut from the end at the time of re-

capping, it appears correct, in the case of

^. rope of simple construction, such as 6.6.1,

to state that, if the wear evident exter-

nally is taken into consideration—neglect-

ing the deterioration that may possibly ex-

ist internally—a fair idea of the strength

of the rope will be arrived at. If how-
ever, corrosion is, to any appreciable ex-

tent, visible externally, then it will be

wise to assume that it also exists on those

parts of the wires which cannot be seen.

In a rope of compound construction, the

possible condition of the internal wires

has to be considered, and this makes the

calculation more difficult and naturally

more of the nature of a guess. A point

of possible assistance is the fact that in a

rope of this description, when the internal

wires are corroded, this generally has the

effect of loosening the strand somewhat,
and the outer wires are standing up, or

probably can be raised up or pushed aside

so that the condition of the inside wires

can be seen.

Most witnesses agree that the internal

wear or corrosion is very difficult to dis-

cover, but some suggest that by untwist-

ing the rope slightly, the condition of the

wires on the under side of the strand can

l)c seen. This can be done by means of

two twitches and levers, and it is main-
tained that the strands of the rope can be

closed into their normal positions again
without injury. Several witnesses were
strongly adverse to this opening out of the

rope, and it appears fairly certain, in the

case of a well worn rope, that the strands

would not naturally return to their places.

It stands, therefore, as a procedure not

to be recommended except in exceptional

cases, where internal corrosion is known
to exist and must be gaged, and where the

user of the rope is prepared to discard it

if damage is occasioned thereby. The use

of a marlin-spike was also advocated by

one or two practical witnesses, to open up

the rope for internal examination. While

it is possible that in the hands of a wire-

splicer of large experience this method

might be safe, the great possibilities of

dangerous damage being done, to the rope

by a less .skilled person absolutely con-

demn what, it is trusted, is not a practice.

(To be Continued)

Nevada Consolidated Copper

Company

The rcjjort of the ^'evada Consolidated

Copper Company for the year ended June

30, 1907, shows assets of $8,644,425, whicli

include property and investment account-.,

a fund for acquiring bonds in the Xevada
Northern railway, accounts receivable,

cash and call loans.

The liabilities amount to $6,500,000, being

the par value of 1,300,000 shares of capi-

tal stock; a surplus account of $1,961,503;

accounts payable, not yet due, $139,185:

and income account, $43,807.

The president's report calls attention 10

the salient features of the report of Pope

Yeatman, the company's consulting engi-

neer, and concludes as follows

:

"Concerning the Nevada Northern rail-

way, I can only add that the road is well

built, excellently equipped throughout,

and is in a prosperous condition.

"The concentrator and smelter are in

an advanced stage of construction and are

nearing completion. I confidently expect

to see both in full operation in the first

half of 1908."

The condensed report of Pope Yeatman,
under date of Oct. I, 1907, follows:

"The claim area of the Nevada Consoli-

dated Copper Company amounts to about

850 acres, consisting of 63 claims. It is

divided into two general sections, the

Eureka group, comprising 27 claims, and

the Ruth group of 36 claims.

"The copper ore occurs mainly as chal-

cocite as a secondary enrichment ; this

chalcocite, in the form of specks, vcinlets

and bunches, being in porphyry, of which

there are large intrusive masses in both

the Eureka and the Ruth groups. Be-

sides copper in the form of chalcocilo,

there is also some chalcopyrite. Iron

pyrites is associated with both minerals.

"The orebodies in the Eureka and Ruth
groups have been developed and show
ore blocked out by shafts, levels, raises,

and drill-holes, aggregating 14.432,962

tons, with an average content of 40 lb.

copper per ton, and some gold and silver,

for which an extraction of iSc per ton

of ore is allowed.

"Outside of the developed orebodies

there are great possibilities. These are

indicated: (l) by the typical porphyry

croppings; (2) by underground workings,

which have not yet been carried out be-

yond the limits of the ore; (3) by devel-

opment by means of drill-holes, which

have penetrated orebodies.

"The most important of these possibili-

ties are: (l) a new orebody in the Ruth

section, very promising because of the

fact that the crosscuts of the Ruth are

still in payable ore. (2) A large mass

of copper-bearing porphyry, a portion of

which has been prospected by drill-holes,

showing ore averaging about 2 per cent.

(3) The extensions of the Eureka, where

borings with the diamond drill have dis-

closed considerable bodies of good ore;

and probably the most important of all

tl'.ese possibilities is an orebody, lying ad-

jacent to the main Eureka orebody and

opened up by drill-holes. This shows a

thickness of ore averaging 142 ft., a possi-

ble length of 2200 ft., and an average

assay value of 2.42 per cent, copper.

"The Nevada Northern railway fur-

nishes ample transportation facilities for

cheaply taking the ore from the mines

to the concentrator and smelter of the

Steptoe Valley Smelting and Mining Com-
pany, in which the Nevada Consolidated

Copper Company owns a half interest.

"The ore will be treated at the concen-

trator at McGill, Nev. One-half of this

concentrator is for the use of the Cum-
berland-Ely Company, and the other half

for the Nevada Consolidated Copper

Company. There is an abundance of

water brought from Duck creek by a pipe-

line having a capacity of 1200 cu.ft. per

minute.

"The concentrates will be treated at

the smelting plant which will consist of

roasters, reverberatories, blast furnace

and converter plant.

"A thoroughly modern and up-to-date

power plant, to furnish power for the

smelter, concentrator and mines, will have

a capacity of about 6500 h.p.

"The enormous orebodies, the cheapness

with which the ore can be mined, concen-

trated and smelted, and the generally fav-

orable mining conditions, make the prop-

erty one of wonderful promise."

The output of lead ores in the United

Kingdom during 1906 was 30.795 long tons

of dressed ore and the amount of lead ob-

tainable by smelting was 22,335 tons, con-

taining 147,647 oz. of silver. The corre-

sponding figures for 1905 were 27,649 tons

of dressed ore, 20,646 tons of lead, and

163,399 oz. of silver. There were sixty-

five mines in operation, and in addition

there were a few places where lead ore

to the extent of 569 tons was won frotji

open work quarries. The largest pro-

ducers are the Mill Close mine in Derby-

shire, Rhossemor in Flint, Van mine in

Merroneth, Foxdale in the Isle of Man,
Lead hills in Lanark, and Greensidc in

Westmoreland.
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The Work of the U. S. Geological Survey
Past and Present Work of the Geological Survey. How it Has Aid-

ed the Mineral Industry. Plans and Opportunities for the Future

BY GEORGE OT lis

In the year 1907 the value ul^llie min-
eral production of the United States will

probably equal or exceed $2,000,000,000

In the first year of the Geological Sur-

vey's history the value was only about

one-ninth of that amount. The value of

the coal mined in 1907 will be, alone, more
than $500,000,000, or more than twice the

value of the total mineral output of 1880.

It is fair to consider whether the Geolog-

ical Survey has had any part in the na-

tional progress and whether it intends to

keep pace with the development of your
industry, a development it has carefully

recorded these 28 years. In any review

of the development of American mining

the man behind the pick and the drill

must be given his due, but motive power
counts for little without knowledge to

guide it. And I take it that the American

Mining Congress stands for the intelli-

gent guidance of the mining industry, and
in this the United States Geological Sur-

vey heartily joins.

LlltlTATIONS OF THE SuRVEV

The United States Geological Survey

is the servant of the people along lines

defined by the law of Congress, and both

the direction of its progress and the dis-

tance covered are determined and lim-

ited by the appropriation act. Congress

has expressed the scope and purpose of

this branch of the public service in its

name. The words "United States"' de-

fine its national character. In no branch

of industry, probably, are State lines of

so little moment as in the mining indus-

try. Our smelters, wherever situated, re-

cover metals from ores mined in almost

every State ; and the collection of statis-

tics of every branch of the industry neces-

sarily disregards State lines. In the

study of ore deposits the mining geologist

who, for instance, can continue his inves-

tigations year by year through a series of

copper camps, has a great advantage over

an investigator whose observations must

be confined to the mines of a single State.

This increase in opportunity means in-

crease in value of results secured and

published for the information of the pub-

lic. The collection of mineral statistics

and the study of mineral deposits, then,

must of necessity be made by an organiza-

tion whose field is the whole country.

The second part of the name is

"Geological." In the wording of the law

creating the Geological Survey, "mineral

Note—.\bstract of address delivered before
the AmerlciiD Mining Congress, Joplln, Mo.,
November, 1907.

•Director United States Geological Survey.

resources" and "geologic structure' are

linked together in a closeness of union

that is well justified by the results of in-

vestigations shov.ing the absolute depend-

ence of the one upon the other in so many
mining districts. There is then a fitness

in the use of this adjective "geological"

in the title' of the organization. It ex-

presses a recognition of the real basis of

the mining industry, and upon this fouli-

dation the Geological Survey has built.

Practical men must not underrate the

contribution of the worker in pure sci-

ence, but rather realize that his work is

fundamental. For these .reasons, again,

wo count it not a limitation, but the great-

est advantage that this Federal organiza-

tion approaches this important industry

from the scientific side.

In the third place, the word "Survey"

expresses the idea of getting at the truth

at first hand, while such a word as

"bureau" serves only to emphasize the

administrative and clerical side. "Sur-

vey," then, stands for work in the field,

the winning of truth, not from books but

from rocks, not in the oflice but in the

stope ; and it is upon thorough field in-

vestigation alone that you can rely. The
subject of mining geology was put fore-

most in the plan of the organization of

the Survey and the impetus then given to

the investigation of ore deposits con-

tinues to the present day. Dr. Raymond,
the secretary of the -American Institute of

Mining Engineers, has said that the

leadership which American observers

have taken in the sciisnce of ore deposits

must be attributed not only to the rich

field here afforded and its active develop-

ment by mining, as well as to the liberal

expenditures made by State and Federal

governments for its study, but also to

what is most important—the presence of

men competent to take advantage of these

favorable conditions and "the wise pro-

vision made for such investigations by the

first director of the United States

Geological Survey."

At other sessions of this congress repre-

sentatives of the Survey have explained

to you the contributions it has made to

your industry, and already I have inci-

dentally touched upon the same subject.

I propose, therefore, to confine myself to

only a brief mention of the present work,

as a basis for the statements of further

possibilities of development.

The "Value of Maps

Our topographic maps in accuracy of

detail and in excellence of mechanical

execution are of the highest grade. Every

SMITH^
three days our oliice is publishing one of
these maps based on actual survey, and
much oflcner is printing a new edition of
some earlier sheet

; yet we appreciate the

fact that one class of men, to whom many
of these maps would be of greatest assist-

ance—the prospector— rarely knows that

such a map is extant. Of even greater

value is this map to the mine operator,

who follows the prospector and plans the

development of the property, and there-

fore should have before him all the data
bearing upon the important questions of
water supply and transportation. The en-

deavor of the Geological Survey must be,

not alone to make better topographic maps
and more of them, but to get these maps
into the hands of the people for whom
they are made.

Much the same statement can be pre-

sented regarding our geologic maps.

Every month, on the average, a folio is

issued which presents graphically all that

is known regarding the geologic structure

and the distribution of the mineral wealth
within a district embracing an area of

from 200 to 1000 square miles. A large

proportion of these geologic folios cover
mining districts. However, it again ap-

pears that the Survey's geologic folios do
not reach all who might profit by the facts

they set forth. The price asked for these

publications is only nominal ; the real

difficulty is that of advertising our output.

Work i.v .Alaska

Perhaps the Survey has nowhere bet-

ter improved its opportunity to aid the

mining industry than in Alaska. The
literature on Alaska of value to the min-
ing man is almost wholly composed of

Survey publications; yet the exploration

work represented by these reports and
maps has involved an expenditure of less

than half a million dollars, or only one-
half of I per cent, of the gold output for

the same period.

The Collection of Statistics

Reference has already been made to the

importance of reliable statistics regarding
the mining industry. .At the time of the

organization of the Geological Survey the

country possessed no adequate knowledge
of the status of mining. .Advantage was
at once taken of the new organization,

and the systematic statistical study of the

mining industry under the tenth census
was intrusted to Director King. I refer

to this because in the successful issue of
the work under these auspices can be dis-

cerned the correct policy for this im-

portant work. Mr. King's plan of utiliz-
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ing for statistical work the services of

those most closely in touch with the

mines deserves continuance, and in view

of our recent progress along this same

line I assure you that there is within our

reach the possibility of much greater use-

fulness to your industry.

The scope of the Survey's statistical

work, like that of all o.ther of its investi-

gations, has been limited by the appro-

priation available ; increase that, and more

and more can be done in the matter of

keeping the country informed as to the

development in tlie technology of the min-

ing industry as well as the no less marked

increase in production. Here it is to be

noted that to secure the best results there

must be the closest relations between

geologist and statistician ; best of all is it

when the investigator can justly claim

both titles.

Economic Geology

The record of the Geological Survey in

mining geology warrants the hope of

:4reatcr development in the field it has

occupied during these years. The dis-

interested testimony of those unconnected

with the organization, as expressed a few

years ago by a leading mining journal, is

that in no other country "has economic

geology been applied to the development of

industry with such beneficent results as in

the United States, and no (other) geolo-

gical survey has contributed so much to

the practical application of the science of

geologj' to mining operations." Not only in

this country, but abroad, the United States

Geological Survey is regarded as in

reality performing the work of a mining

bureau by reason of its activity in foster-

ing the development of the mineral re-

sources of the country. I must not leave

this subject without a reference to one of

the greater possibilities for increasing the

efficiency of the Geological Survey. Legis-

lative authority should be secured for a

certain amount of investigation in for-

eign countries of ore deposits, together

with mining conditions and methods.

Several of the Survey's mining geologists,

from time to time, while on leave of ab-

sence, have been engaged by foreign cor-

porations to report upon properties in

South Africa, Australia, and South Amer-

ica, and the extent to which the survey

has benefited by reason of their foreign

service is keenly appreciated.

Technolocv of the Mineral Industry

The statement of official publications

planned by the first director of the

Geological Survey indicates the value

which he attached to investigations into

the technology of the mineral industry,

even to the matter of testing the relative

c-ost and efficiency of different types of

mining and milling machinery. Little,

however, was done along these lines until,

under Director Walcott, the Survey took

up the fuel-testing work which has

reached so successful a development

under the recently organized Technologic

Branch of the Survey. .Again. I wish to

call attention to the complexity of the

mineral industry of today. The interde-

pendence of the one mineral product upon

many others makes the miner, of all men,

dependent upon many factors outside his

own mine. Waste of our supply of wood,
water, and mineral fuels will hasten the

day when certain ore deposits can no
longer be mined at a profit. Hence, we
count upon mine-owners for hearty sup-

port in the work that the Forest Service

and the Geological Survey are doing in

the conservation of the natural resources

of the nation.

Public .axd Private Work

.A. distinction must be m.nde between

what may be asked and what can be

granted by the Geological Survey. I re-

fer to the legal restrictions by which "the

director and members of the Geological

Survey shall have no personal or private

interests in the lands or mineral wealth

of the region under survey, and shall exe-

cute no surveys or examinations for pri-

vate parties or corporations." This law

may be thought to restrict our activity

somewhat, yet it surely adds to the value

of our results. Increased appropriations

would enable us to meet these specific

needs, although the assays and other ex-

aminations made by the Geological Sur-

vey should be only for new- finds, or for

new methods, and the results should be

promptly published for the information of

the public rather than of the individual.

In a word, the work of the Survey geolo-

gist, engineer, statistician, or chemist is

planned not to encroach upon that of the

mining engineer or the assayer in private

practice, but to be basal in character, and

of a nature to assist these professional

men, as well as the prospector and the

mine owner. I am not unmindful of what

the industry has suffered at the hands of

the unscrupulous, who masquerade under

the title of expert, and against these the

Federal Survey is ready to protect both

prospector and investor. More and more

is the organization taking upon itself work

of this kind, which is always delicate and

often thankless.

Classification of Public Lands

It may be well to note that the Geologi-

cal Survey is not charged with the enforce-

ment of the law, but is rather a bureau of

information ;
yet as such it is no less its

duty to assist in law enforcement, especi-

ally in all that relates to the classification

of the public lands. At the time of the

inauguration of the Geological Survey the

classification intended by Congress was be-

lieved to be general in character, and such

as would be expressed upon maps issued

for the general information of the people.

The present interpretation is that the

classification should be more definite, and

therefore, during the past season, the Sur-

vey has been actively engaged in the classi-

fication and valuation of the coal land of

the public domain. Increased demands
are also being made upon mining geol-

ogists for assistance in the determination

of the mineral or non-mineral character of

land of which title from the Government is

sought. In all this work the sole purpose

of the Geological Survey is to determine

the truth of the issue and thus to protect

the interests of the public ; to assist the

legitimate miner by opposing his worst

enemies, the land grabber and the un-

scrupulous promoter of wildcat schemes.

Future Work of the Survey

President Richards has outlined definite

recommendations for the further exten-

sion of federal work in aid of the industry

you represent. In the Survey's effort to

serve the mining industry, I recognize no

limitation beyond those set down by Con-

gressional enactment, and I will gladly

join with you in the effort to seek to make
such enactment fit your real needs. Under
what federal auspices the mining work
should be conducted is not so important a

consideration as that the work should be

done and done well. If changes in or-

ganization become necessary, there will be

no hesitation in making those changes, nor

in cooperating with any other agency that

may share with us the work. It is the

work itself that is of prime importance.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the lines along which 1

propose to have the United States Survey

advance to a position of greater usefulness

to the mining industry are these:

1. The fuller recognition of its duty in

the classification of the mineral lands of

the public domain.

2. The rapid extension of systematic

field study of all mineral deposits, so that

geological exploration may keep h\ ad-

vance of economic development.

3. The further development of the Sur-

vey as a source of authoritative and dis-

interested information, for the benefit of

the prospector or the land-owner.

4. The broadening and improvement of

the methods of collecting mineral statis-

tics, with the purpose of securing more ac-

curate returns and of expediting their

compilation and publication.

5. The investigation of processes re-

lating to the mining and later treatment

of fuels, ores, and other fnincral products,

in so far as such investigation may be

fundamental to the best utilization of the

nation's mineral wealth.

6. The preparation of reports that will

better meet the needs of the mining in-

dustry, and the distribution of these pub-

lications more promptly and effectually.

These are not radical dcp:irturcs, for the

Survey is at present making progress

along each of these lines of public service,

and we mean to continue that progress

;

yet the rate of our advance, aiid that is

what you arc most interested in. will be

largely accelerated by the more generous

support which you are able to ask for us.
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The History of Gold and Silver
A Summary of the Ancient and Modem Uses o( the Precious

MetaU, the Sources of Supply and the Effect of Supply on Values

BY JAMES W MALCOLMSON
The history of gold ami silver, to a

large degree, is the history of civilization.

These metals have been found in all coun-

tries of the world and are widely diffused

throughout the crust of the earth. In the

earlier ages of the world's history, gold

was obtained more readily than silver,

as it is not affected by oxidation or

decay. On account of its weight, it set-

tles in the metallic state in streams

to the bed rock and on account of its re-

sistance to natural leaching processes, it

is often found at the outcrops of mineral

deposits when all other minerals have dis-

appeared entirely.

Silver, on the other hand, is but seldom

found in the metallic state, but is more
often mixed with gold, lead, copper or

zinc. Pure silver minerals, such as the

chloride or sulphide, are almost as rare

as native silver and silver ores are usually

complex mixtures in which other minerals

predominate. The processes of treatment

of silver ores are therefore more complex
than those of gold, and the metal is only

obtained by regular underground mining

operations, as it is but rarely carried far

away from its original deposition.

Early Use of Gold .\.\d Silver

It is probable that gold, was employed

long before silver was known, and the

value of silver in some ancient ."^lates ap-

pears to have been superior t j that of

gold. Even in Japan, up to .iie seven-

teenth century the values of pold and silver

were almost equal. Soo'i after the first

opening of that country to commerce, the

Dutch secured nearly all the gold of

Japan in exchange for silver, before the

Japanese learned the diflference in values

in Europe.

In ancient Greece, in the days of Herod-
otus, gold was 13 times more valuable

than silver and this ratio appears to have

been fairly constant for many centuries.

For nearly 1000 years, to the fall of Con-

stantinople, the ratio of value of gold to

silver in the Roman Empire was approxi-

mately 12 to I. In Arabia, in tiK sixth

century, the ratio was 6!4 to i, while at

the same time it was 10 to i in France.

In Spain in 1493, it was ioJ4 to I ; in 1500

the ratio of value of gold to silver was
10^ to I ; in !6oo it was 12 to i ; in 1700

it was 15 tr. I ; in 1800 it was 15^ to I ; in

igoo it was 33^/2 to i, probably on account

of its demonetization throughout nearly

the whole of Europe and .America.

Note—Paper presented to the American
MIninp Conpress. Joplin. Mo., November,
lOiiT.

'Mining engineer, Kansas City. Missouri.

It was a remarkable fact that from 1660

to i860, a period of 200 years, the ratio

of the value of gold and silver remained
almost stationary at 15^4 to i.

Ancient Production of Gold

The search for gold has been the tirst

cause of the settlement of much of the

earth's surface by civilized races. Del

Mar believes that the Argonauts, who
sailed from Thessaly with Jason to obtain

the golden fleece in Colchis, were prob-

ably leaders in a rush to a new goldlicld

or placer deposit along one of the rivers

flowing into the Black Sea. The allusion

to the golden fleece perhaps indicates the

use of sheep skins in sluice boxes in the

way that we still use woolen blankets for

the same purpose.

The settlement of Egypt by the Semitic

races of Asia has been thought to be con-

temporaneous with the first discovery of

the gold mines of the Peninsula of Sinai

more than 2500 years before Christ ; and

the Phoenicians and Jews, the kinsmen of

these hardy pioneers, went out and

searched the whole world for minerals.

In the Book of Job, supposed, I be-

lieve, to have been written about 1500

B.C., a notable reference to gold and sil-

ver occurs, as follows : "Surely there is a

vein for the silver and a place for gold

where they fine it ; as for the earth, the

stones of it are the place of sapphires

and it hath dust of gold."

Of Solomon, who lived 1000 years be-

fore ChriU, it was said, that "All his

drinking vissels and all the vessels of his

house were of gold; none were of silver,

it was nothing accounted of in the days

of Solomon." Solomon was perhaps our

first "bonanza mining king." It is a cur-

ious fact in the historj' of mining the

precious metals, that no matter how in-

telligent or economical a man may be, if

he be unsuccessful in finding ore, his in-

dustry and talent count for nothing; and
110 matter how imprudent or unintelli-

gent he may really be, if he finds rich ore

and makes a huge profit, he is hailed

everywhere as Wisdom personified.

It was probable that somethinR of this

sort happened to Solomon, and since then

his mines have been the theme of the

novelist and the poet. He was closely

allied with both the Egj-ptians and

the Phoenicians ; he married Pharaoh's

daughter and was a close friend and ally

of Hiram of Tyre, king of Phoenicia.

On account of his successes in gold min-

ing in Africa, in Egypt and elsewhere, it

is probable that every wise saying for

centuries was attributed to him. Even his

matrimonial adventures are more or less

characteristic of many successful mining
operators of our own time. In south-

eastern Africa, over an area of 600 miles

square, the ruins of fortified cities and
great mining camps are found, about
which almost nothing is known today, ex-
cept that the occupation of the ancient

inhabitants was gold mining. It is esti-

mated that over four hundred million dol-

lars worth of gold was extracted from
these mines. Andrew Lang says of them :

"Into the darkness whence they bame,
they passed,

"Their country knowoth none;
"They and their gods without a name
"I'aitake tlio same olilivioa
"Their work they did, their work is done
"Whose gold It may be shone like Ore,
"About the brows of Solomon
"And in the house of (!od's desire.
"We know but that men fought and fell
"Like us, like us, for love of gold."

The silver mines of Laurium, 30 miles

west of Athens, were worked for cen-

turies by the Greeks and are referred to

by Tacitus, Aristole, and many other

writers. They seem to have been worked
originally by the Phoenicians, about 1200

B.C. Demetriu':, a Greek writer who
lived r.liout 300 B.C., boasted that the

Greeks worked these properties with such

energy that they threatened to dig up the

devil himself. Shortly after this period,

mining operations were shut down. The
mines of Laurium were reopened suc-

cessfully by the French in i860 and are

paying dividends at the present time.

In the search for gold, the Phoenicians

and afterward the Romans, who were
more skillful miners than the Greeks,

were led to Spain, which was to the

ancient world what Mexico is to us today

:

but during the most critical period of the

Punic wars. Rome debased its silver

money and demonetized its copper coin-

age because the silver and copper sup-

plies of the world at that time came from
Spain, then in possession of the Cartha-

ginian army. Hannibal, however, had
other resources and this became probably

the first great war in history where the

troops of both armies were paid in gold

coin. In the fourth century, the Romans
worked gold mines in every province of

Europe and practically all the gold known
at that time was in their possession.

The Search for the Precious Metals

Humboldt is authority for the state-

ment that America was discovered because

Columbus sought a nearer way to the

gold mines of Japan ; while Cortez and
Pizarro penetrated the unknown forests

of the New World in the search for the

precious metals. The conquest of India
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and South Africa, the settlement of Cah-

fomia, Austraha and Alaska, all origi-

nated in the desire to obtain golden treas-

ure and the search for gold has carried

the torch of civilization throughout the

world. It is a curious fact, however, that

the English-speaking people alone produce

today nearly seven-eighths of the world's

production of gold.

.\sia possesses a remarkable capacity for

the absorption of gold and silver and much
of the precious metals sent there seems to

be permanently withdrawn from our

stocks available for money. It may be that

much of this is hoarded or buried in the

ground and lost, becoming practically non-

existent. Asia has been called the sink

of gold and silver and its ability to absorb

or lose these metals has been a subject of

remark, ever since the time of Alexander

the Great.

Gold and Silver .\s Money

Among all civilized people, gold and sil-

\-er have derived their chief importance

from their use as money. In the earlier

period, the first money known, and even

still in use among undeveloped or isolated

communities, consists of skins, salt, shells,

soap, slaves, cattle, sheep, olive oil,

tobacco, iron, tin, lead, copper, nickel and

platinum. In such communities transpor-

tation facilities were rudimentary, com-

mercial operations were limited to small

areas and carried forward slowly, on a

small scale. Money has been defined as

that which passes from hand to hand

throughout the community in final dis-

charge of debts and as full payment

for commodities or service, being accepted

without reference to the character or credit

of the person who offers it.

For many reasons, the metals finally su-

perseded all other forms of money and

gold is gradually displacing all other

metals and driving them from the field.

Cattle die, iron rusts, slaves grow old, but

gold and silver—more especially gold

—

fulfill all the requirements of money, bet-

ter than anything else we know of. Gold

is of small volume compared with its

weight and value, it is of uniform good-

ness and quality, easy of transport, easily

guarded, readily divided and reunited

without loss. Its identity is perfect, it is

easily recognized and is beautiful, brilliant

and durable almost to eternity. It is prob-

able that gold which was in use at the

time of Solomon is in active service still.

Gold does not deteriorate with storage or

time and its firm and compact texture,

makes it difficult to wear away.

The Value of Gold

Until within the last generation, the

value of gold bore practically no relation

to its cost of production, but depended

•only on the total quantity in the hands of

mankind. For ages, its value changed only

hy slow degrees. In ancient times, strong

nations plundered weaker races of their

hoards of the precious metals and more

modern powers have followed their ex-

ample, using it without regard to its cost

of production.

It is probable that gold and silver were

used as money long before the metals

were stamped and coined and this was

ultimately done in order to save the

trouble of weighing and assaying for each

transaction. The talent, shekel, etc., in the

Hebrew records all refer to the use of

money by weight, while the English pound

and the Spanish prso and otisa all indicate

weight. The word coin itself, meaning a

wedge, indicates a primitive method of us-

ing money. Our word pecuniary, now ap-

plied to metallic money, originally meant

cattle, and from the custom of counting

cattle, comes our present designation of

money as capital, meaning heads.

The coinage of gold and silver was

adopted at first by private individuals and

cities to guarantee originally the fineness

and afterward both the weight and purity

of the metals. In Rome under the Em-
pire, however, coinage became the exclu-

sive privilege of the Emperor. Herodotus

attributes the first use of coined gold and

silver to the Lydians, but it is probable

that the real date was much earlier. As
civihzation advanced, the use of gold and

silver as money became a modification ?nd

an improvement on the earlier methods of

simple barter, and gold presented us with

a desirable standard of comparison with

which all other values, even including fu-

ture obligations are compared and meas-

ured.

Gold, however, is not an absolute stand-

ard, such as the pound weight or the meter

length, but is simply a relative measure of

value as steady as anything we know of.

In other words, it is possible for gold

itself to change in value. The control of

weights and measures has always been one

of the great functions .of governments and

is one of the necessary prerogatives of na-

tional life and honor, and every honest

government since the dawn of history has

protected the use of gold and silver with

the best guarantees it could devise, both

as regards its weight and its purity. The

reputation of any government can be more

readily and more seriously injured by the

debasement or the defects of its currency

than in any other way. Changes in the

value of gold are reflected immediately in

the price of some commodities and ver\-

slowly in the price of others, particularly

in wages and returns from investments

bearing a fixed rate of interest. In any

change in the value of gold, the majority

of the poorer portion of the community

suffers most; employers and merchants

are quick to discount any change and they

adjust themselves to new conditions more

readily than the wage-earning classes.

Those living on the interest paid on bonds

or mortgages, cannot adjust themselves to

the change at all, and are paid a fixed

amount of gold, irrespective of its value.

The wealth stored up by all communities

in interest-bearing bonds, using gold as a

fixed standard for future payments, is af-

fected enormously by changes in the value

of gold and the result of such changes on

the business and commerce of the world

is hard to realize.

V.\iu.\TioNS OF Value in Ancient Times

.Although gold is mentioned in the

earlier literature of every race, it is dif-

ficult to learn its ancient value as meas-

ured in terms of food and wages. It is

certain, however, that its value in early

times was a thousand times greater than

it is today and that this value had been

decreasing slowly until the discovery of

America. In the thirteenth century, it was

estimated that the total stock of gold and

silver in Europe was approximately $6 per

capita, the population at that time being

thirty millions. Only one-half of this gold

and silver was coined ; no banks or ne-

gotiable paper existed. Good roads were

few and there was little peace and no

credit. From the fifteenth to the eigh-

teenth centuries, enormous quantities of

silver were obtained by Europe from the

New World and the gold supplies of Japan

and India were gradually transferred to

Europe until by the end of the eighteenth

century there was estimated to be ten

times as much of the precious metals in

Europe as in the thirteenth century. As
before mentioned, previous to the eigh-

teenth century the value of gold bore prac-

tically no relation to its cost of produc-

tion, but depended primarily on its pe-

culiar fitness for money as a basis of value

and on the total amount in use. Before

1840 the annual production of gold bore

such a small relation to the total quantity

existing that its cost of production

from year to year never materially af-

fected the value of the whole quantity

in use and Von Humboldt, in a remark-

able article on the production of gold,

written in the early part of the nineteenth

century, predicted that these conditions

would continue for all time.

Increase in Gold Supply. 1840-1860

In 1845 the annual production of gold

in Russia increased very largely and all

Europe was alarmed. In Holland, the de-

sirability of a single silver standard was

widely discussed. In the Netherlands,

gold was demonetized in 1847, and the

silver florin declared to be the sole legal

tender. Belgium soon after followed suit.

In 1847 a run occurred on the Bank of

England. In 1848 the Bank of Austria

stopped payment and when, in 1849, Cali-

fornia began to give its golden treasury to

the world, the golden panic reached its

hight. In 1857 Russia suspended payments

in specie and the German States, including

Austria, adopted a single silver standard.

Chevalier advised the government of

France to demonetize gold and Cobden in

England seriously recommended a return

to simple barter. After this increased pro-

duction of gold, however, the actual course

of events reversed all predictions, prices

rose everywhere, and the world entered
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upon a period of uncxampleil progress and
prosperity; and in 1871, tlie German Em-
pire finally adopted the gold standard and

discontinued the free or unlimited mint-

age of silver, being followed in 1873 by the

United States and France and by the Latin

Union, Holland and Belgium in 1875.

Recent Movements of Gold

It is, however, owing to the utilization

of the power of steam during the past 50
years, a cause which has wrought so many
changes in human affairs, that the use of

gold as money has been almost completely

revolutionized. The amount of gold in the

world, which before 1850 had increased

slowly and had barely kept up with the in-

crease in population, suddenly increased by

leaps and bounds. It became tw-ice as

great, ten times as great and by the year

1900, the ainiual production of gold be-

came appro.ximately 400 tons or 22 times

as great as in 1800. Since then, the pro-

duction has increased with equal rapidity,

until now, it has reached 680 tons per year

and it is estimated by competent author-

ities that in the next 16 or 17 years, the

amount of gold in the world w^ill be

doubled. In other words the amount
o» gold which has taken the whole

civilized world thousands of years to ac-

cumulate, will be doubled in our lifetime.

In addition to this, the spread of knowl-

edge, the development of railroad and

ocean transportation, the use of the tele-

graph and the growth of modern banking

iTiethods, have all increased the efficiency

of gold as money. This has also been aided

by the greater confidence which races and

individuals now have in each other, which

is one of the greaj underlying features of

our modern civilization and a golden dol-

lar can now be made to do more than a

hundred dollars did a century ago. These

rapid changes are being accompanied by

others equally remarkable ; money can now
be transported throughout the world at a

speed undreamt of by our fathers, cheaply

and with almost perfect safety. Its use

has been still further facilitated by in-

tirnational and other clearing houses,

where transactions involving the use of

the measuring power of gold are eflfecte<i

to an enormous extent by telegraphic com-

munication without actually moving or

handling the gold itself at all. All this

has tended to make gold cheaper. On the

other hand, the enormous scale on which

commercial enterprise is now being car-

ried forward, the improved mode of living

of whole races, the demands of industry

for money along so many different lines,

the money needed in the building up of

new countries and the funds required for

war purposes, all tend to keep up the price

of gold.

Underlying all these activities, however,

remains the commodity gold, upon which

all our calculations are based, and the

fact must always be remembered that gold '

as money is only a measure of value by

virtue of its relation to the value of other

commodities. In all countries, apprehen-

sion is felt when gold is exported, and

this perhaps is an unconscious admission

that the quantity of gold in any community
exercises an important influence on its in-

dustries and its commerce. The use of

gold as money is primarily a modilication

of the system of barter or exchange and is

to a lesser degree than any other material

human standard a creation of law. At the

same time it must always be the effort of

government to limit and define its use with

precision.

Future Value of Gold

In spile of the present efficiency of min-

ing operations and the improvements and

economics in metallurgical processes, it is

probable that the demands of industry and

commerce which are increasing so enor-

mously, will ultimately increase the value

of gold, or at least prevent its deprecia-

tion to any serious extent below its pres-

ent level. Whether the value of gold will

change materially in the future or not, is

a subject that deserves the earnest con-

sideration of every statesman. Although

this subject has received the attention of

thinkers in all ages, the issues have usually

been hidden by the personal interests of

rulers, or of those controlling the supplies

of the precious metals, or by the desire of

governments to secure the greatest benefits

for their own coinage. It is seldom that

the people of any community have had an

opportunity to investigate the relation of

this question to their own welfare and it

is not improbable that some of the in-

equalities of our social system may be

traced directly to this cause. The growth

of organized society depends largely upon

the development of exchange, and ex-

change is ijmpossible without money. If

we must continue to use gold, it is of

prime importance that our government

should be able to form an accurate judg-

ment regarding its present and future be-

cause this, the basis of our monetary sys-

tem, fixes the value of much of the prop-

erty in our own country over long periods

of time.

Peat Investigations

Russian Quicksilver Production

A report in the Visetnik Fiitanssoff, re-

printed in the Min. Journ. (Oct. 5, 1907),

shows that the quicksilver output of Rus-

sia, according to figures of the .Xuerbach

company, the only concern in Russia

smelting quicksilver ores, has suffered a

practically continuous decline in output

from the beginning of 1906 to the end of

July. The January production in 1906

was 1 178 poods, while in January, 1907,

the production was only 780 poods. The
output for July, 1906 and 1907, was 1000

and 598 poods respectively. Total pro-

duction for the first seven months of 1907

was 5177 poods, as against 7817 poods in

the corresponding period of 1906.

1 he lechnulogic branch of the United

States Geological Survey recently pub-

lished the results of preliminary investi-

gations upon the gas-producing powers of

peat, and gave definite information as to

the performance of this substance in gas

producers. The first test described was
somewhat inconclusive in that the five tons

of material shipped to tlic testing plant

was not sufficient to permit building up
a fuel bed and Illinois coal was used for

this purpose. Accordingly, it is uncertain

just what part was played by the coal in

the conversion of the peat into gas. The
peat was macerated, briquetted at the bogs
in Massachusetts and dried. It burned
well in the producer and the gas obtained

was of good quality averaging about 166.6

B.t.u. per cu.ft. of gas. This figure may
be compared with 160.6 B.t.u. obtained

from North Dakota lignite and 139.2

B.t.u. per cu.ft. of gas obtained from
West Virginia coal when run in a pro-

ducer.

A more satisfactory test was made on
peat from Orlando, Fla. This peat showed
a shrinkage of 45 per cent, in bulk and
85 per cent, in weight in drying. The
briquets used were approximately 3x6x1.5
in. and enough were available to allow a

54-hour test after building up the bed and
making the preliminary trial. The total

consumption of peat during the run
amounted to 29,250 lb. or about 585 lb.

per hour. The producer gas obtained had
a calorific value of 175 B.t.u. per cu.ft.

It contained 18,5 per cent, hydrogen and
was comparatively low in nitrogen, hav-
ing only 45.5 per cent.

In using peat in gas producers more or
less inconvenience arises from the fact

that peat is very light. Firing must there-

fore be persistent, and by consequence,
the amount of peat required to generate

one horse-power is considerably greater
than in the case of coal or of lignite.

Thus for Florida peat 3.16 lb. per hour
were consumed in the producer for each
unit of electrical horse-power available

for outside use, as compared with 2.88

11). of North Dakota lignite and 1.03 of

West Virginia coal.

In testing peat briquets under boilers

it was not possible to prolong the trials

as much as. was desired, but the results

obtafned were satisfactory as far as they
went. No difficulty was found in keep-
ing the boiler up to its rated capacity.

The peat delivered a calorific value of
10,082 B.t.u. per lb. of dry peat as com-
pared with 14.436 B.t.u. for West Virginia

coal. The amount of peat burned per
hour for each unit of electrical horse-

power output was 6.98 lb. against 3.45
lb for West Virginia coal. The principal

difficulty in using peat for steam genera-
tion as indicated by these figures arises

from its lightness which demands per-

sistent, steady firing.
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Mining the Coal Measures of Michigan
The Seams near Bay City Are Worked Chiefly with Pick and

Shovel. Undulations of the Strata Prohibit Straight Entries

B Y LEE ERASER*
Nowhere within tlie boundaries of Sag-

inaw and Bay counties, the principal coal

districts of Michigan, does the hardpan

01 bedrock outcrop on the surface, but is

covered by a drift sheet varying from 30

ft. in thickness in the north of Bay county

to 220 ft. in the south, continuing at ap-

pro.ximately this same thickness through-

out Saginaw, The drift shows a tendency

to thicken toward the west.

itself. Some ten or twelve beds of coal

have been deposited at different eleva-

tions.

Thickness of the Coal Measures

The thickness of the coal measures

varies considerably, due to glacial and

pre-glacial erosion, and to the elevation

of the basement upon which the formation

lests. The basal strata—the Parma Sand-

tlic Saginaw river in both Bay and Sag-

inaw counties would seem to give a satis-

factory e.xplanation of the formation of

part of the pockets of coal. Weeds and

rushes waving above the surface of the

water in Saginaw bay, fnany miles from

the shores, may also serve as a criterion

to the nature of the deposition of the

coal beds.

Referrin.e to the accompanying maps

1

1 H"^^^^^^|
ifc^ ^^mi0H

fk;. 4

This vast accumulation, overlying the

coal deposits, is composed of muck, allu-

vium, sand, gravel and clays with here

and there beds of iron ore and inter-

glacial deposits. The coal measures, or

Saginaw formation, consist chiefly of

shales and sandstones. Lime and occa-

sionally iron carbonates occur in thin

layers, while iron pyrites is found to-

gether with the coal and, in layers by

'Saginaw, Michigan.

stone—measures from 100 to 525 ft. in

Bay, while in Saginaw coimty the thick-

ness decreases. Where the basement has

been eroded the soil and subsoil deposits

are noticeably thicker, measuring as much
as 385 ft. in the west of Bay. It is im-

probable if coal of sufficient quantity to

be of commercial importance will ever

be found below the Parma sandstone.

Beds of muck in Kawkawlin and

Merrit townships, and the reclaimed

swamps and marshes along the banks of

Mnd sections (prepared by the Michigan

Geological Survey), we note the succes-

sive seams of coal which proceed in order

as follows, commencing with the loWest

:

Bangor coal, Rangor Rider, Lower coal.

Lower Rider, Saginaw coal, Middle Rider,

Lower Verne, Lower Verne Rider, Upper

Verne, LJpper Verne Rider, Salzburg coal,

Salzburg Rider. Any section throughout

the coal formation is not thoroughly reli-

able on account of the pockety deposition

of the coal ; no bed being continuous or
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workable over an extent of more than 3
or 4 sq. miles, but much may be had
from such sections showing the relative

elevations and contours of the seams. The
Verne seams in Bay county, while the

Saginaw seam in the vicinity of Saginaw
have sustained the chief econonuc de-

velopment.

Methods of Working

Illustrations of tlie methods of work-
ing the seams are shown in the accom-
panying prints. Fig. 7 represents a mine
operating on the Lower Verne and Rider

measures. The two seams are in places

directly superimposed, while in others they

are separated by seams of bituminous

shale, slate or clay varying from an inch

to several feet in thickness. In other

places a band of sulphur intervenes.

Where the two seams join they meas-
ure from 7 to 8 ft. in thickness.

The minor undulations of the strata are

so decided as to prohibit straight entries

and rooms, so that the swale of the coal

must be followed and hills avoided. Fig.

8 represents a mine operating on the

lower Saginaw formation which averages

2.5 to 3 ft. in thickness, but lies evenly

and is not characterized by heavy grades.

lished in the State Geological Survey re-

ports. The ainount of sulpliur is dis-

tinctly noticeable in the Verne coals and
proves detrimental to such an extent as

ii- prohibit its sale. To obviate this difTi-

cully tlie Consolidated Coal Company is

erecting at Saginaw a coal washer of too

tiuis per hour capacity to remove the

>ulphur, sand and shale.

The Coal Market in Europe

According to a recent consular report

there is a scarcity of coal throughout

liurope and prices have been advanced.

England is unable to meet the demands
from the Continent, and several Euro-

pean countries arc now looking to other

countries for their winter supply.

The increase in the price of coal in

England is ascribed to various causes.

It has been stated that one of the prin-

cipal reasons for the advance is that many
railroad companies are unable to find

sufficient cars to carry to the consumers

the output of the collieries. This state-

ment is ridiculed by the railroad com-
panies. The exceptionally cold weather

during the last few months and the great

ANALYSES OP MICHIGAN COAL SAMPLES.

Number.

Location . .

.

S^ani
Moisture. ..

Vol. Coiiili.

Pis. Comb.
Ash
Sum
Total 8
B.t.u

Saginaw.
Saginaw.

10.15
33.14
53.95
•-'.76

100.00

1.10

12,72«

6

Saginaw.
Sagluaw.

7.60

37.898
60.73
3.77

99.995
0.69

12.521

9

Saginaw.
Saginaw.

r.>..il

30.58

55.89
1.22

100.00

11,663

10

Saginaw.

34.78
63.S3
1.39

100.00

13,345

1
« 19

Bay. Bay.
Verne.

5.82 1.7
39.79 36.25
45.15 63..i5
9.24 9.6

100.00 100.00
3.83

12,861

23

St. Charles.

7.79
34.74
62.58
4.89

109.00
1.60

12,836

27

St. Charles.
UpperCoal.

4.84
40.13
61.49
3.584

100.00
2.22

The coal is extracted chiefly by pick

and shovel mining, but compressed air

punchers and electric chain machines are

used in some mines to advantage. The
presence of hard sulphur precludes the use

of the chain machines to a considerable

extent. The coal is loaded into cars of

1500 lb. capacity and hauled by mules to

"partings" from where it is taken to the

shaft by electric locomotives.

Figs. I, 2, 3 and 4 show several of the

tipples of the Consolidated Coal Com-
pany. Notice should be taken of the use

of rods and turnbuckles, and the absence

of knees and braces and mortised joints.

It has been found easily possible to keep

perfect alinement in the shaft house by
tightening or loosening where the super-

structure becomes drawn, and especially

when the strnicture is being erected, little

attention need be paid toward keeping a

perfect line until after completion, when
any curvature may be corrected, it being

possible to move the timbers 8 to 10 in.

Cheapness, durability and speed recom-
mend this practice. Tipples that have
stood for eight years have been corrected

but once or twice.

Analyses of samples taken from 4 of

the 12 veins have been made. The fol-

lowing are the results of analyses pub-

consumption of coal by the manufac-

tories are doubtless contributory causes

to the advance.

The Nottingham colliery proprietors

advanced prices is. on Sept. ii. Leading

colliery owners in the Cardiff district are

booked w-ell ahead. In Leeds the Septem-

ber advance has been made without there

having been any summer reduction. To
the 97c. advance already made there will

be added another 73 or 97c. before next

summer. In many cases industrial firms

will be working at a loss owing to the

high coal prices. During the last 12

months house coal has advanced 97c. at

Bradford, but at Newcastle the lack of

ships is preventing Northumberland and

Durham coal trade from participating in

the boom.

The principal Italian markets for coal

are Naples and Genoa, where the prices

of Welsh coal are $7.70 to $8.10 per ton,

and anthracite coals are from $10.15 to

$11.35. The prices of both kinds have in-

creased about $2.03 per ton since the be-

ginning of last winter. In Russia the

price of coal has risen steadily since May
from $4.45 to $5.20 per ton and is likely

to go still higher. In Austria-Hungary
there is a great scarcity of coal, owing
to industrial activity and lack of labor

at the nuiies. Prices have risen 25 per

cent, in the last 12 months and the

scarcity is likely to continue.

.Although coal production in Germany
is at present at high-water mark, prices

maintain a high level owing to the im-

mense demand. The Prussian state mines
in Silesia recently decided to raise the

rates for certain qualities. In April the

price of coal rose from 36 to 48c. above
the previous rates. In the last three

months no fluctuations have occurred.

In Switzerland, since June, French coal

has risen 8 per cent., while German coal

is 10 per cent, dearer than in July, and a

20 per cent, rise was predicted from the

beginning of October. In Norway last

year steam coal was $4.14 and house coal

$5.11. They are now $5.84 and $6.45,

respectively.

Dust in Welsh Collieries

In his annual report, Henry Hall, in-

spector of mines in North Wales, refers

to the dust question in coal mines. He
points out that a very considerable part of

the accumulated dust on the roads is the

result of transporting the coal in badly

built trams, many of which are little bet-

ter than riddles, distributing the dust

along the roads. This dust is, of course,

of no value to the mine owner; if it had
been, some better method would have

been adopted long ago. Then another

source of dust accumulations underground
is the close proximity of the screening

and cleaning machinery to the downcast
shafts, causing the dust created in these

operations to descend with the ventilation,

when the wind blows from particular

quarters, and spread itself along the in-

take air roads. The present elaborate

screening plants have seriously increased

this evil. It should not be a difficult mat-
ter, if energetically taken in hand, to pre-

vent this poisoning of the ventilation. If

the dust made at the surface in this way
cannot be kept within bounds by watering,

then there is little hope of its effective

treatment underground.

Turbine Pumps in Coal Mines

High-speed turbine pumps are now
being very extensively used in coal mines.

The cost of laying the foundations and

excavating for the same is much less than

for a reciprocating pump of the same ca-

pacity, because the turbine pump and its

driver are very compact. There are no

air vessels, no water hammering in the

pipe, and the flow is continued. The
quality of the water to be pumped should

be considered when designing a turbine,

also when regulating its speed. If the

water is gritty and dirty the speed should

bt as moderate as possible, as the exces-

sive wear of the internal parts is greater

in dirtv water than in clean.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Co:il to tlio total of 25,267 tons was im-

jmrtcd into Santo Domingo last year, of

which 319! tons were of British origin

and 21,700 tons from the United States.

If a compressed-air plant is to be

efficient, all the moving parts of the ma
chinery should be taken apart and cleaned

once a week. If the machinery is used

without cleaning for any length of time,

M the valves, springs and other moving
parts become gummy.

In many of the deeper English mines

very little shot-firing is permitted. Be
tore any shot is fired in any main haulagt

road, special permission has to be ob-

tained from the certified manager, who
in most cases makes a personal inspection

before giving such permission. Such
shots are fired between the shifts, or on

Saturdays when the ordinary work is sus-

pended.

The two conditions that limit the output

o* a motor are, heating and sparking at

the brushes. .A motor should not spark at

the brushes under a full load. At 25 to

50 per cent, overload some sparking
should be expected. Two causes of spark-
ing are, dirty commutators, and brush
holders out of adjustment, so that the

brushes are not free to make a perfect

contact with the commutator.

E.vperience has shown that there are
two things to be guarded against in con-
nection with cables in mining work, me-
chanical injury to the insulating envelop
of the cable, and the action of moisture
upon the insulating envelop. These can
be guarded against by placing the cables
in wooden troughs by the side of the road.
These troughs should be filled with pitch
"Inch will follow the undulations of the
ground without opening a passage for
moisture. Cables so arranged are easily

inspected and can be closed up again after
inspection.

Under ordinary conditions of roof and
bottom, in a seam not more than 3 ft.

thick, when the coal has to be undercut,
and cannot be shot from the solid, it is

best to undercut the coal and take dovm
roof to secure hight rather than to under-
cut in the bottom under the seam. The
latter system causes an uneven bottom
and makes track laying difficult. More-
over, the machine men keep coming up
into the coal, consequently ini.xing in

dirt, and lastly, it is difficult to get men
to cut the bottom at a reasonable and
uniform rate of pay.

While the main and tail rope systems
"I haulage can be used in all mines, the

best results are obtained under the fol-

lowing conditions : When the engine

planes are straight and long and the

branch roads lead off at some distance

from the shafts, which allow'S the trips

to attain high speed; where the engine

planes have curves of large radius, the

plane can have any number of curves

along its course bearing to the right or

left without materially increasing the risk

of de-railing the cars; where the road-

ways are narrow and require only width

enough for a traveling road at one side

of the single line of rails.

One distinct advantage resulting from

the use of machines in coal mining is

due to the increased safety afforded the

miner. This is especially true in a high

scam (7 ft.), where the miner often at-

tempts to get down the coal by using a

heavy charge, and shooting on the solid

Where such a hole is improperly loaded,

or wrongly placed, a blow-out or windy

shot results, sometimes causing gas or

dust explosions. If machine undercutting

is practiced, the explosion has two free

faces on which to exert its force instead

of one, so the danger of missed shots is

greatly lessened. It is a serious question

whether it would not be best to prohibil

shooting coal from the solid.

Coal mining is a new industry in India.

Though the first coal mine was opened in

Bengal in 1820, the true development of

the industry has taken place in the last

decade. That the Indian is capable of

acquiring considerable sKill, in most min-

ing operations, is evident on everj^ hand.

In loading coal into tubs underground

they have become so remarkably expert

with the shovel, that an average English

loader would have to do his very best to

beat them. Most of the loaders arc

women, and it is not uncommon for two

of them working together to load 50 cars

of II cwt. each, or 27 tons, 10 cwt. of

coal in a shift of eight hours. In the

presence of the inspector, two women
recently loaded a tub of 11 cwt. in four

minutes.

In a mine haulage road the car resist-

ance on level tracks is generally from 1

to 2 per cent, of the gross weight accord-

ing to the condition of the tracks and lub-

rication. To haul a trip up a l per cent.

grade requires an additional force, which

is equal to i per cent, of the total weight

and similarly for higher gradients. The
draw-bar pull exerted by the locomotive

in hauling the cars must equal the resist

ancc percentage plus the gradient per-

centage of the train weight. The fol-

lowing is the efficiency of a motor hauling

against various grades as compared with

a level track, taking the draw-bar pull

a( 6000 lb.

;

For per cent, grade.'.. 100
For 1 per cent, grade... 63 1/3
For 2 per cent, grade. . . 45
For 3 per cent, grade. . . 30
For 4 per cent, grade... 25
For 5 per cent, grade... 20
For 6 per cent, grade. . . 16 2/3
For 7 per cent, grade. . . 13 1/3
For H per cent, grade. . . 11
For 9 .per cent, grade. . . 9 Mi
For 10 per cent, grade... 8 1/3

When placing the shaft of an engine,

three essential requirements must be

strictly observed. First, place the shaft at

right angles with the axis of the cylinder.

Second, it should be level. Third, it

sliould lie fairly on its bearings. The shaft

can be easily "squared." The crank disk

ii furnished on the shaft centers, after

the pin has been set, so if its rim is on

its opposite side, equally distant from its

center line the shaft is square. The level-

ing can be done by plumbing the crank

disk. When set as above described, it

will lie fairly well on the main bearings;

if the outer bearing is correctly set

it will lie fairly on that also. This can

be tested by rotating the shaft entirely dry.

Brightened rings will show what parts

of the journals have found bearings and

on raising the shaft the polished spots

on the babbit metal will indicate where
these bearings were. Should the shaft

ever get out of line, it may be squared

by gaging between the rim of the crank

and the bosses provided on the bed.

Endless-rope haulage is not practical

for all seams. A continuous double track

is necessary, one for the full and one for

the empty cars : besides, an "extra width

is necessary for a traveling way. It can-

not be used where the roof is weak and

curves and branch roads sometimes give

trouble. Still this system has many un-

deniable advantages. All parts of the

mine arc sending coal to the shaft simul-

taneously. Accidents in one part of the

workings do not affect others, because the

damaged section can be stopped. Large

shaft sidings are unnecessary. A smal-

ler engine can be used, for where the

grade is undulating the cars on the down-

grades will help the engine to pull up

others on the up-grades. If little coal is

coming from a district the rope can be

stopped and the work of the engine

lightened. The engine may be erected on

the surface. If the haulage road must be

close-timbered there is less liability of

cars being derailed and props and things

in general wrecked w^hen the slow-going

erdless-rope system is used.
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I III- ^ituaiiiin 111 the niarkci im spclici

i>. (itiilc aiialoBOUs to that in the markets

for copper and lead, which we have

previously discussed, but it is even tnore

agnravating. A somewhat large slock of

metal has accumulated and there is no de-

mand. Fortunately the stock is largely in

strong hands. If the pressure to sell were

any greater than it is, the price which has

been sagging under comparatively small

offerings would certainly break sharply.

This is a condition which does not augur

an early recovery in the market, but

rather the contrary. The brass trade is

poor, the demand for sheet zinc is slack,

and the galvanizing trade is also suffer-

ing from the general depression. The

smelters have been running at nearly full

capacity, but they are unable to sell any

considerable part of their product.

In the meanwhile they are obliged to

take in considerable supplies of ore under

contract. The situation is an awkward

one and under the conditions of a few

years ago would have created a condition

of demoralization, but at present most of

the smelting is done by companies with

excellent financial backing. However,

some of these are feeling the s'train rather

keenly. Under the circumstances the

open market for ore at Joplin cannot be

otherwise than weak. If the absence of

demand for spelter continues (at present

there is no sign of a revival) the ore

market will become still weaker, because

the smelters w,'ill put their furnaces on

dead-fire, as some are doing now, and

consequently the demand for ore will be

reduced. Indeed, it has been reduced so

much already that the suspension of

operations by miners who could not pro-

duce at a profit at less than $40 for ore

has had no effect in sustaining the price.

The situation in the Joplin district is

particularly distressing because depres-

sion occurs simultaneously in the markets

for lead ore and zinc ore. It is not now

a question of what is the average cost of

production, but rather the cost of produc-

ing the last lot of ore that is required to

meet the diminished demand. The cost

of production is variable, depending upon

the yield of the ore, the expense of min-

ing and milling, and the rate of royalty

to be paid to the fee-owners. In each of

these items there is margin for economy.

In mining, a gain has already been made

by reductions of 10 to 20 per cent, in the

wages for labor ( winch reductions, it is

gratifying to nole, have in some cases

been proposed by the men themselves and

ill all cases have been accepted cheer-

fully). However, mining is done with so

high a degree of efficiency in the Joplin

district that the room for further economy

in this item is not large. A greater oppor-

tunity lies in increasing the extraction of

mineral in the mills. This is a subject

to which Joplin operators should imme-

diately direct thtir attention. Finally, the

present should be an opportune time to

secure readjustment of royalties. Let it

be remembered that when conditions are

such that the operator comes out only

even, the owner of the fee realizes from

10 to 20 per cent, of the gross product,

which under any circumstances is a hand-

some profit from mines of so low grade.

Thus even when the operators are mak-

ing no money the mines of the Joplin dis-

trict are nevertheless yielding a profit

which compares more than favorably with

that of other mining districts that have

much higher grafle ore.

The miners of zinc ore not only in the

Joplin district, but also in other parts of

the United Stales must face the present

adverse conditions. Artificial restriction

of production is of no account when there

is so slack a demand. There is nothing

more to be squeezed out of the smelters

because they cannot stand it. It is not

to be doubted that some day we shall

again see high prices for both spelter and

ore, and both smelters and miners who

can afford to wait will realize great

profits by holding back their production,

but for those who are not certain of their

financial ability it is wiser to let natural

laws operate, meeting the market on a

scale downward, than to withdraw only

to be obliged to sell later at a decidedly

lower level. For the present it is a con-

sumers' market.

Iron and Steel Prices

Up to the present time the course of

prices in the iron and steel markets has

been in remarkable contrast to the quota-

tions for the other metais. While cop-

per, lead and spelter have fallen contin-

uously and rapidly during the last three

months, the quotations of finished iron

and steel have, at least nominally, shown

but slight variations. .Mthough trade has

fallen off. and new business is of very

small dimensions, no lower prices have
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The cause of this steadiness normal comparative level at $18.50. Gray ism, and doubtless also be unwise for the
is not difficult to find. The United States forge shows a decrease from $23 to $18, Geological Survey itself, which would suf-
Steel Corporation, while it controls only and basic from $22 to $17. It must be fer from the diversion of attention from
about two-thirds of the production of remembered, however, that over three- its specialty of geoloijical investigation.
finished iron and steel, has been able to quarters of our pig iron is now made by The limitation of such investigations as
secure the cooperation of nearly all the the steel companies, and that the merchant are proposed to the questions that are fun-
larger companies, and it has pursued furnace product is less than a quarter of damental to the best utilization of the na-
fhroughout a consistent and moderate the total. lion's mineral wealth is one ll,at would

The iron market during the next year need to be more carefully defined than
will be an extremely interesting study, there is any probability that it would be.

There is no precedent for the present We are ready to admit that there is in-

situation, since it is the first time that the vestigation of this kind that may properly

present control, or partial control, has had be done by the Government providing
vances were made by other companies- to face a period of extreme depression, such does not encroach upon what the
notably in the case of structural steel

—

course. At the hight of the recent boom,

when copper and other metals were touch-

ing the highest points, the Steel Corpora-

tion and its allies kept prices down to a

moderate level. It is true that some ad-

under the disguise of premiums for

special deliveries ; but these were not gen-

eral enough to make them market prices.

This course proved, on the whole, a suc-

cessful one, and there is little doubt that

the absence of too great advances has

been, on the whole, of much benefit to

the trade.

A similar policy of regulation is now
being followed as demand falls off, and

The Work and Scope of the

Geological Survey

The paper by Dr. Smith, which is re-

produced elsewhere in this issue, is par-

ticularly important inasmuch as it out-

lines the views, wishes and policy of the

new director of the Geological Survey,

prices would naturally recede. The lead- ^^''o ''^s already created a distinct impres-

ing interests announce their intention of ^'°" of energy and broadmindedness

making only slight reductions, if any.

Whether this determination can be main-

tained remains to be seen, even if it is

supported by a severe curtailment in pro-

duction. For the present business is

practically dead, and no reduction in

people can and ought to do for themselves.

It is quite evident that a large element in

the mining industry is strongly of the be-

lief that the Government ought to recog-

nize and assist it in a way that has not

yet been done. This will be embodied in

a bill for the creation of a bureau of min-

ing to be introduced at the forthcoming

session of Congress. There is consider-

able work of importance to the mining in-

dustry that such a bureau can properly

undertake, but its creators should be care-

ful to avoid the pit-falls of paternalism

which lurk in the suggestion of Dr. Smith

for the Geological Survey in the parficu-

lar that we have criticized.

which augurs well for the future of the

Survxj-. The immense benefit that the

Survey has been to the mining industry

duTing the 27 years of its existence is

heartily recognized. It has been one of

the leading contributors, perhaps the chief Disregard of Mining Regulations
prices would be likely to revive it until contributor, in the development of the

the financial position improves. The test science of mining geology, and what that The paternal attitude adopted by for-

will come a little later when it is probable science means today is thoroughly ap- eign governments in the matter of regu-

that there will be at least a moderate re- predated by all /experienced mining men. lations for the protection and welfare of

vival in demand, and a fair amount of It is not to be expected that the Survey miners has never been followed to any

great extent by the various States of the

Union, although some of them have good

mining laws and make an earnest effort

to enforce them. However, pur laxity in

this respect is illustrated by the fact that

so old and so eminent a mining State as

California has no general law of this

new business will begin to come in. will rest on these laurels. Rather is it to

Probably this could be encouraged by a be expected that having done so much it

lower scale of prices, and this is very will be anxious to progress in directions

likely to be offered by some of the inde- that will increase its usefulness, and un-

pendent companies, in order to secure der the enthusiastic leadersliip of Dr.

whatever may be coming. Whether the Smith this certainly it will do.

Steel Corporation's schedules will be We feel that the plans outlined by Dr.

maintained under the defection of its allies Smith will meet with general approval, character, and indeed few regulations of

is an open question. as they do our own, save in one par- any kind.

The pig-iron market has been really ticular. It was certainly not contemplated While too much oversight and med-
thc only open market, since the Steel Cor- in its original creation that the Geological dling in an industry on the part of a gov-
poration is a buyer and not a seller of Survey should go into the investigation of ernment is bad, it is certain that an ex-
pig. while few of the other large com- processes relating to the mining and later tension of present regulations and more
panics make more pig than they need to treatment of fuels, ores and other mineral particularly their rigid enforcement would
supply their steel furnaces. This market products. It did so without authority in result in a greater degree of safety in

has shown considerable variations, and the Leadville report and was keenly criti- mines and smelters, and this is what all

the competition among the merchant fur- cized therefor. It has been doing so in earnest and honest mining men desire to
naces has made prices an indication of the connection with the fuel investigation un- see effected. It is no secret that the in-

decreasing demand. Thus bessemer pig der special authority of Congress. But fluence of powerful corporations in con-
m Pittsburg, which touched $25 per ton that it should be authorized to go broadly verting protective legislation into a more
last June, is now quoted at $19. No. 2 into the questions that are in the dis- or less dead mass of unenforced statutes
foimdry, which was higher than bes- tinct province of the private engineering has had much to do with the small re-

semer at $26, has now reached a more profession would be a blow to individual- gard in which human life is held in the
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United States as against public sentiment

on this subject in European countries.

A case in point is the recent arrest of

several mining foremen of the H. C.

Frick and other coal companies for

allowing miners to break down coal with-

out having first undercut it. This prac-

tice is in contravention of the Pennsyl-

vania mining laws of 1903. The opera-

tors are against the law for the reason

that if it is strictly enforced they will

have to employ more men to maintain

their present rate of production. In other

words, the enforcement of the statute

spells reduced profits. Without entering

into a discussion of this particular case,

which is now before the courts, it may be

remarked that any antagonistic attitude

of capital to protective industrial regula-

tion is not only inhumane, but also is

unwise. It is gratifying that this is

recognized by many of the best managed
corporations.

Transvaal Gold Production

The gold production of the Transvaal

in October, while not the highest monthly

output on record, approached it very

nearly, in spite of the repatriation of a

number of Chinese laborers. It was

claimed that this loss of men would

seriously cripple several of the mines, but

such a result is not yet apparent in the re-

turns. This October production brings

the total gold yield of the Transvaal for

the ten months of this year up to $109,-

924.238. No considerable changes, either

increase or decrease, can be expected in

November and December, so that the

total for 1907 may be fairly estimated at

nearly $133,000,000. This will be an in-

crease of. $13,391,000 over the total for

1906; and it will be very nearly one-third

of the probable gold production of the

world in the present year.

Progress in the Aluminum

Industry

The production of aluminum is forging

rapidly ahead and the vision of the

prophets that this metal in the compara-

tively near future will become of common

industrial importance is growing clearer

and clearer. Several companies are pre-

paring for the aluminum business in the

United States, and when the Bradley pat-

ents expire in February, 1909, there will

be a battle royal between the Aluminum

Company of America and its new com-

petitors. The older company will occupy

llie superior position because of its pres-

tige, experience and large capacity for

production, but the price for the metal

will inevitably come down. An expert

in the aluminum industry, in whom we

have great confidence, foresees that

aluminum will be produced eventually

by the hundreds of thousands of tons

yearly and considers that a large figure

may be expected in the not very distant

future. Indeed, the one hundred thou-

sand ton mark may be passed inside of

five years.

If we consider the statistics of produc-

tion in 1906 this estimate does not appear

unduly extravagant. In that year the

production of the United States and Can-

ada was considerably upward of seven

thousand metric tons ; the production of

the world was 18,325 metric tons, which

was more than twice as great as in 1904.

The production has been, indeed, increas-

ing by leaps and bounds. The Aluminum

Company of America undertook the in-

stallation of new equipment and plant in

1905 which was only partially completed

in 1906. It was pointed out in "The Min-

eral Industry," Vol. XV, however, that

on this account the increase in produc-

tion in 1907 and 1908 will be very marked,

and by the end of 1908 the production of

aluminum in the United States will make

a significant comparison with the produc-

tion of copper, taking into consideration

the relative bulks of the two metals.

In the meanwhile a great expansion in

production is going on in Europe. Since

the Heroult patents expired, four new

aluminum plants has been started in Eu-

rope. The Aluminum Corporation has just

been formed in England and will have its

works going by the end of this year. This

company expects to have 12,000 h.p. avail-

able for use in 1909. The new works of

ihe British Aluminum Company, at Loch

Leven, are being rapidly pushed forward.

This company originally started works

on the Caledonian canal, using the water

that came down the celebrated Fall of

Foyers. The demand for aluminum has

made it necessary to provide a much

greater source of supply. The new works

are on the borders of Argyll and Inver-

ness. The reservoir is 1000 ft. above sea

level and about five miles distant, the

country draining into the reservoir being

about 55 square miles in area, and inas-

much as the yearly rainfall is about 100

in., an idea of the amount of the water

supply can be obtained. The cost of these

water works will be $2,500,000, and the

construction will not be completed before

1909. On the continent of Europe there

is a similar exhibition of interest in the

production of aluminum.

However, although there is so strong

promise of a remarkable increase in the

output during the next five years, and

although it is inevitable that the price for

the metal will eventually come down to

lower figures, there is no reason to an-

ticipate a decline in the very near future,

the present demand being so largely in

excess of the supply in spite of the large

increase in the latter which has already

materialized.

Reforesting Mineral Lands

It is gratifying to learn of the efforts

of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company to

reforest a portion of its land in the upper

peninsula of Michigan. It is proposed to

replant with pine and certain deciduous

trees about 14,000 of the 1,000,000 acres

controlled by the company and later to

extend the work. One of the present

characteristics of upper Michigan is the

vast extent of cut timber land, with its

multitude of stumps. A few years ago

the forests were ample ; today lumber is

scarce and the price is nearly double

what it was 10 years ago. The action of

this well known and enterprising mining

company is commendable and if followed

by other large mining interests, the im-

pending lumber famine would be amel-

iorated ; if not during the life of this gen-

eration, at least, for the following ones.

Exhibits by mining companies of the

State have been a feature of the Stats

fair recently held in Montana. The An-
aconda Copper Mining Company had a

display of small bins containing samples

of ore from all the principal mines of

Butte and other parts of the State fur-

nishing ore to the Washoe smelter. Spec-

imens showing all stages of concentra-

tion, smelting and refining were also

shown by the company. The East Helena

smelter contributed a- miniature landscape

done entirely in smelter products. A gold

nugget from California gulch worth $800

proved that that old sluicing ground is

not by any means worked out.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE "and DISCUSSION

Licensed Chemists

Just as the different States regulate

tlie practice of law, medicine, pharmacy,

dentistry and various other professions,

so should each State limit the practice

of chemistry within its bounds to those

who have been thoroughly examined and

licensed by a State board of chemistry

examiners.

The law protects the public from the

danger of allowing incompetent physic-

ians to administer medicines and to per-

form surgical operations. The law pro-

tects the public from incompetent attor-

neys who might ruin their clients and

cause irreparable damage of thousands

of dollars. The law protects the public

' from the incompetent pharmacist who

must be capable of compounding prescrip-

tions containing the deadliest poisons.

The law protects us all from incompetent

dentists, veterinary surgeons, embalmers.

horse-shoers, engineers, etc. The law

should go one step further and in a

similar way protect the public from in-

competent chemists.

Duties of the Chemist

The chemist is often called upon to

decide momentous problems involving

health and sanitation as well as the safe

investment of hundreds of thousands of

dollars. The chemist is called upon to

decide as to the purity of a water supply

for a city of a million inhabitants, and on

his report rests the health and safety of

the entire populace. The chemist is

called upon to decide as to the purity

of food products, and on his decision

rests the safety of our daily food supply.

The chemist is called upon to give an ac-

curate and true valuation to the ores and

minerals extracted from the depths of the

earth, and on his decision depends the

success or failure of our mining and

metallurgical enterprises. The chemist is

called upon for the analysis of steel and

other building materials, and upon his de-

cision depends the safety of our thirty-

story skyscrapers, our suspension bridges,

our subways, our elevated railway struc-

tures and of our steel-lined tunnels under

the rivers. The chemist is called upon

for the examination of fuels, coal, gas,

oils, 'etc, to pronounce as to their safety

for use in our cities, in our places of

business, and in our homes. The chemist

is called upon in poisoning cases to pro-

nounce as to whether or not poison has

been administered, and if so, whether in

fatal quantity, and on his decision rests

the life or death of the accused person.

The chemist comes to us in many and

varied unsuspected ways. He is closer

knit with our every-day life than the

physician or lawyer. Not ^very day do

we need a doctor, not every week do we

require the services of an attorney.

Daily, however, do we require pure food,

pure water, pure air, pure milk, substan-

tial steel buildings, safe bridges and ele-

vated railway structures, safe tunnels and

subways. The cliemist is the one who is

daily called upon to certify as to the

safety of our water, food, steel buildings,

bridges, railroad cars, etc.

Eli.mination of the Unfit

The entire country, and especially the

larger cities, are flooded with so-called

"chemists." Many have had college or

university training and are capable and

competent to practice the chemical pro-

fession. Others are high-school gradu-

ates, self-taught and correspondence-

school students, boys who have been em-

ployed in the offices and laboratories of

chemists, all of whom assume the title of

"chemist." Last, but not least, a host of

graduates from unheard of and unknown

colleges and universities of Europe flock

to this country, generally land at the port

of New York, and often stay in the big

city or its numerous manufacturing

suburbs. AH of these classes are wel-

come to the broad field of the chemical

profession, but should not be allowed to

turn themselves loose on an unsuspecting

public without some guaranty of ability,

training and competency.

Our new pure-food and drug law has

made the chemical profession a most im-

portant one, and thousands of cases will

come up which will need the advice and

assistance of the chemical expert. The

United States Government has already

commenced to increase its staff of chem-

ical experts and our food and drug

manufacturers, importers, dealers, etc.,

will also need the services of such ex-

perts and should have the security of

being able to employ trained men upon

whose competency the State has placed

its mark of approval in the form of a

license to practice the chemical profes-

sion after a suitable examination as to

qualifications.

The first great objection to the pass-

ing of such a chemists' license law would

come from some of the men who are now
actively employed in the chemical field.

This objection would be tliat it might de-

lirive them of a means of earning a liveli-

hood. The provision in the Constitution

of the United States against the passage

of any e.v post facto lazvs, laws which are

to be retroactive and become effective on

conditions as existing prior to the date of

their passage, is a sufficient answer, and,

as a matter of course, every one actively

engaged in the chemical field in any

State, at the time of passage of such an

act by the State legislature, would be en-

titled to a license on application.

Another class who would be likely to

oppose the passage of such bills by the

legislatures are the manufacturers and

other employers of chemists, on the

ground that such a law would, by raising

the standards of the chemical profession,

tend to raise the salaries of the chemists

employed by them. It is frankly admitted

that there would be such a tendency and

it is one which is much to be hoped for,

because the chemical profession today is

the most inadequately recompensed of

any of the learned or technical profes-

sions. The increase of the salaries of

our technical chemists must come, and it

is better for it to come willingly from the

employer. If such license laws be not

passed, it would seem that the field would

be open for a union of chemists, just as

a union of pharmacists was looming up

in Ne^ York until the new license law

for chemists was passed by the New
York legislature and which went into

efifect on January i, 1905. The existing

unions and federations would hail with

delight the addition of such a body of

educated and trained men to thfiir ranks.

The License Plan

Nor is the requirement of examination

and license to practice chemistiy a matter

of experiment. The Province of British

Columbia passed an act in 1895 called

the "Bureau of Mines Act," which pro-

vided for the e-xaniination and license for

certificates of efficiency to practice assay-

ing in British Columbia. Assaying, as is

well known, is but one of the subdivisions

of chemistry, just as draughting is a

branch of mechanical engineering. That

portion of this act relating to the exami-

nation and license of persons desiring to

practice assaying in British Columbia,

was enlarged by amendment in 1899, and

is now in force in that Province with ex-

cellent results.

The sentiment that some measure of

this sort should he adopted, both to pro-

tect the public and the profession of chem-

istry, is widespread throughout the coun-

try. In this connection is quoted an ab-

stract from the address of the retiring
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prLsiilcnt of tlu- Aiiiiricaii Clieiiiical So-

ciety, Dr. VV. F. Ilillebrand, at the New
York meeting held in December, 1006.

Speaking of a matter that must eventually

be considered, he said, "A serious ob-

stacle to be overcome before analytical

chemists can occupy the position in public

estimation that should be theirs, is that

presented by shysters, posing as qualified

chemists, particularly as analytical chem-

ists, who seek and accept work at rates so

low as absolutely to preclude accuracy in

ihe results they o1)tain, so that the whole

profession sufTcrs from their misdoings

That these men arc able to attract cus-

tomers may be due to the greed of both

employed and employer, but is in a larger

measure due to the ignorance of the em-

ployers as to the real nature of chemical

work. It will be difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to educate the public in chemistry, but

it would seem as if a partial solution

might be reached by establishing some

such standard of efficiency as that repre-

sented by membership in the Society of

Public Analysts in Great Britain, which,

should be a guarantee, so far as such

things can be guaranteed, that the member
is a duly qualified analyst."

Associations of Chemists

Doctor Hillebrand, without doubt,

meant to refer to the Institute of Chem-
istry of Great Britain and Ireland and not

to the Society of Public Analysts. The
Institute of Chemistry is somewhat simi-

lar to the institutes of engineering, mining,

civil, mechanical and electrical, and holds

a relation to the chemical profession in

England similar to that held by' our bar

associations and state medical societies to

the legal and medical professions in this

count rj'.

The idea and scope of the Institute of

Chemistry is excellent and thorough, and

the foundation of a similar society in this

country would, without doubt, tend to ele-

vate and better the conditions of the

chemical profession internally. As to its

effect upon the public at large, its re-

sults are extremely doubtful. It can

hardly be expected that such an organiza-

tion would accomplish all the required re-

sults. It is a hopeless task to try and edu-

cate the whole people as to what mem-
bership in such an institute would mean.

Without such knowledge on the part of

the general public, the institute would

have but little effect. When in need of

the advice and opinion of an attorney, one

does not first inquire as to whether or not

he is a member of the local bar associa-

tion. Enough if he is legally entitled to

practice his profession and commands the

esteem and respect of his fellow men. In

seeking the services of a physician, one

docs not stop to ascertain whether or not

he belongs to the State medical society.

We are content if he be a graduate of a

reputable medical college and has been

duly licensed to practice medicine.

SoilKTIES NO AOEQl'ATt J^ROTECTION

In a similar way, any layman in need of

chemical advice or analyses does not in-

quire as to whether or not any particular

chemist is a member of the American
Chemical Society or of the Society of

Chemical Industry, and employ him be-

cause of such membership. He would,

very likely, not know of the existence of

such, nor of any institute of chemistry but

would employ any self-styled "chemist"

who had placed his naiue prominently be-

fore the general public, through advertis-

ing, newspaper notoriety and numerous
other methods of publicity. On obtaining

incompetent service, bad advice and in-

accurate analyses, he would curse the

whole profession of chemistry and an in-

stitute could do nothing to punish the of-

fender, and nothing to prevent the re-

currence of similar experiences.

It seems that there is a need for an in-

stitute of chemistry in this country. Not
to take the place of legislation, but as a

correllative of a chemist's license law in

fhe several States. Examination and li-

cense would limit the profession to those

who were, at least, sufficiently trained.

Ihe institute would build up within this

body of licensed chemists an organization

of men with prestige, and recognized

ability. The license law is the simple and

effective plan for keeping out incompe-

tents and shysters; the institute is the

complex and theoretical scheme for the

creation of a caste inside of the chemical

profession. Legislation must he the found-

ation of the standing of the chemical pro-

fession ; as in all others, upon which the

superstructure of the institute, the select,

must rest. Henry St.\nlev Renaud.

Mew York. Oct. 3, 1907.

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

In the recent discussion of this subject

by Beardsley, Lang, Hixon and Koch, it

seems that the conclusions derived from

the able discussion of the answers to the

10 questions by Dr. Peters, have been

lest sight of, especially by the first and

last gentlemen. Mr. Hixon has called

attention to the liquation resulting from

the bed of coke in the furnace melting

; ut the sulphides and leaving no fuel to

continue the operation, and, in the discus-

sion by Dr. Peters, this point, and the

necessity of having free silica and plenty

of it instead of silicates such as garnet,

was strongly emphasized. I will therefore

only discuss the hot top and heated blast

question, so strongly dwelt upon by Mr.

Koch.

In the lirsl place the consensus of opin-

ion in the discussion published in "Pyrite

Smelting" was that a heated blast was de-

sir.ible, and I know- of no one who ob-

jects to it : in fact we all would like Jo

have healed blast if we could get it eco-

nomically, uniformly and regularly.

There is no question that the blast ami

gases resulting from combustion must

t:!ke the temperature of the focus of ih'.-

furnace, ;md fhe only point is how to

secure tho temperature and amount of

heat required at the focus the most eco-

nomically. Neither is there any question

that if a heated blast of lop deg. C. will,

give a certain improvement, the same
amount of heated air at 500 or 1000 deg.

C. will give about seven or sixteen times

.IS nuich, respectively, if it is intelligently

applied and utilized.

1 he mean specific heat of air is 0.303 -j-

ooooo27(' per cubic meter, and if we use

the example given by Prof. J. W. Rich-

.•irds in the Electrochemical nnd Metallur-

gical Industry of August, 1907, page 305,

problem 107, and assume the temperature

of cold blast as 30 deg. C, we have the

following, solving for yo, 100, 500 and
1000 deg. C.

:

30 (log. = 921 (u,;)03/ r o.oomni') = 8,.'W» cnlorles
100 (leu. = 921 (0.303/ + 0.000027/') = 2B.1IS5 CBl-

ones, Knlii 19,761 calories.
600 (leg. = 921 (0.30;l/ + 0.000027/') = 14G,748 cal-

ories, Rain 13r>,354 CBlorles.
1000 ilpg. = 921 (O.Stti/ + 0.000027/') r= 323,930 cal.

orloB. pniu 315,536 calories.

The total heat developed in the furnace

by the combustion of this blast was

7.^2,930 cal., so that the hea'.ing of the

blast to one of the higher figures would
iippear highly desirable in some instances,

and Prof. Richards has calculated for that

particular case, assuming that the same
;>mount of sulphides were oxidized, that

if the blast were heated 313 deg. C. the

coke on that charge could have been en-

tirely dispensed with, the blast volume
reduced by the amount of oxygen corre-

sponding to the carbon consumed, and
still have made the same tonnage of charge

and maintained the same temperature of

1569 deg. C. in the focus of the furnace.

We may reason from this that if the blast

were heated to a higher temperature, or

if heated to the 313 deg. C. without re-

ducing the fuel correspondingly, we would
have an enormously higher temperature

in the furnace focus, and the result would
be the equivalent of an excess of fuel on
the charge, causing liquation of the sul-

phides and a subsequent shortage of fuel.

It is evident also from these calcula-

tions, that the difficulty of making high

concentrations is really due to excess of

fuel value in the charge, which, inducing

liquation, causes a subsequent fuel short-

age or low concentration. It is apparent

that it would not do to have a fluctuating

hot blast. It must be entirely uniform
both in quantity and temperature in order
to apply it properly.

The method by which we arc to securr
: hot bla-.t of uniform quantity and tem-

perature is our next concern. Coal at

$13. with coke at $14 per ton and wood
;il $5 per cord here, does not seem promis-
ing, even if U-stoves were economical or
brick regenerative heaters obtainable. Let
us calculate what the escaping gases or
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hot top so strongly recommended by Mr.

Koch will do.

The expression for the mean specific

heats of the escaping gases and volatilized

sulphur as as follows

:

Sulpbur (vapor) = 179 -• (/ — 146)0.11

Sulphur (solid) = 0.18M(

SO, — 0.36/ + 0.0003/'

CO, = 0.37/ + 0.00022(»

N, = 0.303/ + o.ooooaTC

If wc take the temperature at the hot

top as 600 deg. C. as the gases leave the

charge and of the cold top as 60 deg. C.

(actual temperature observed at Aguas-

caliantes on 18-ft. ore column furnace)

and use the quantities given in the ex-

ample, problem 107 before cited—sulphur.

loi ; SO:, 35 ; CO:, 69 ; N:, 727 ; and cal-

culating at 60 deg. C. for /, we have the

sum 16,784 calories. Also calculating t

at 600 deg. C, we have the sum i90,9.:io

calories ; and the difference wasted is

I"4>IS6 calories, or nearly 24 per cent, of

the total heat generated in the furnace.

1 do not know precisely what the temper-

ature of a hot top furnace would be and

have simply made a guess from what I

have seen taking place there—slag form-

ing at about 1150 deg. C, matte, melt-

ing at about 1000 deg. C, and portions

cold at probably near the temperature of

the outside air, especially just after drop-

ping in fresh charges—and have simply

taken what I suppose to be a probable

temperature. The construction of our

copper and lead furnaces makes it prac-

tically impossible to get the average tem-

peratures or average gases except in cool

top furnaces.

The intermittent charging of the fur-

naces would have the effect of producing

a very great lack of uniformity in the

temperature of the blast, which we have

already shown to be contrary to the con-

dit''^n requisite for the proper utilization

of *he heat in heated blast. This would

be regulated somewhat by the free air

which enters through open doors and

cracks, so that the proportion of air to

gases as I determined it in one plant was

generally between 4 and 5 air to 1 of

escaping fi:rnacc gases. It seems to me,

however, that the attempted heating of

the blast by running hot tops for that pur-

pose, as recommended by Mr. Koch and

patented by Loder, Mitchell, McDonald

and possibly others, is very bad practice,

showing, as it does, in the special case-

under consideration and with the assump-

tions of temperatures which I have made,

a net loss of over 150,000 calories, which

should go to preheat the charge before it

arrives at the focus of the furnace. It

would seem, however, that if one had an

improperly constructed furnace in which

necessarily he must have hot tops, that

it would be not only desirable but quite

necessary to utilize some of the heat that

i^ wasting for the heating of his blast,

which will then undoubtedly be of service,

where the fuel vajue of his charge is too

low to do the work without adding coke.

Mr. Koch loses sight of fhe fact that

the plants making slags with 0.3 per cent,

of copper in the slag were making a much
higher grade matte than he made at the

Lustre, and the copper contents of slags

is roughly proportional to the copper con-

tents of the mattes produced with them

;

so that if making a matte of 8 per cent

copper such as the Lustre smelter made

in 1905, with 0.1 per cent, copper in the

slag; with a similar slag and making a

45 per cent, copper matte, the slag should

run 0.35 to 0.40 per- cent, copper. As a

matter of fact, the cleanest slags are made

with high silica, high lime—over 40 per

cent. SiO: and over 26 per cent. CaO

—

with low iron.

I would also call his attention to the

fact that the formation temperature of

such slags as he reports made at the

Lustre smelter are as determined by H.

O. Hofman' about 11 50 deg. C, and the

formation temperature is the temperature

at which fritting takes place, and 11 50 deg.

C. is a long way from red hot throtigh

and through. Redick R. Moore.

Oaxaca, Mexico, Oct. 29, 1907.

New Publications

Annuaire des Mines, de l.\ Met.\llur-

GIE ET DE LA CONSTRUCTION MeC.VN-

IQUE. Pp. 808; illustrated. 6x9!/^ in.

;

cloth. Paris, France, 1907 : E.

Bernard.

Tables of Quantities for Prelimin.-\ry

Estimates. By E. F. Hauch and P.

D. Rice. Pp. 92; illustrated. 4^x7
in.; cloth, $1.25. New York, 1907:

John Wiley & Sons.

Ninth Annual Report of Labor Statis-

tics OF Virginia for the Year 1906.

Pp. 318. 6x9 in. ; cloth. Richmond,

Va., '1006: Davis Bottom, Superin-

tendent of Public Printing.

Balancing of Engines, Steam, Gas and
Petrol. By Archibald Sharp. Pp.

212; illustrated. 6x9 in. ; cloth. New
York, Bombay and Calcutta, 1907

:

Longmans, Green & Company.

Rural Highways of Wisconsin. By
William Otis Hotchkiss. Wisconsin

Geological and Natural History Sur-

vey, Bulletin No. XVHI. Pp. 136:

illustrated. 6.X9 in.
;
paper. Madison,

Wis., 1906: Published by the State.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents

OF the S.mithsonian Institution for

the Year Ending June 30, 1906.

Chas. D. Walcott, Secretary. Pp.

546 : illustrated. 6x9 in. ; cloth.

Washington, 1907 : Government
Printing Office.

The Abandoned Shore-Lines of Eastern

Wisconsin. By James Walter Gold-

^TranJiactions American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers. California meeting, 1890.

thwait. Assistant Professor of Geol-

ogy at Northwestern University.

Wisconsin Geological and Natural

History Survey, Bulletin No. XVII.
Pp. 134; illustrated. 6x9 in.; cloth.

Madison, Wis., 1907 ; Published by

the State.

Pocket-book of Electric Lighting and
Heating, Comprising Useful For-

mulas, Tables, Data and P.\kticu-

lars of Apparatus and Appliances

for the Use of Central Station

Engineers, Contractors, and Engi-

neers-in-charge. By Sydney F.

Walker. Pp. 438; illustrated. 4x6j4

in. ; leather, $3. New York, 1907

:

Norman W. Henley Publishing

Company.

Handbuch der Praktischen Elektro-

metallurgie (Die Gewinnung der

MeTALLE MIT HiLFE DES ElEKTRISCHEN

Stroms). By Dr. Albert Neuburger.

Pp. 466; illustrated. sJ^-xS^/a in.;

cloth. Munich und Berlin, 1907 : R.

Oldenbourg.

This book is disappointing because it

does not treat its subject with any near

approximation to the completeness that is

desirable. It is a brief summary of the

electrometallurgical processes that have

been described' and applied for the ex-

traction of the various metals, but undue

space is given to many which have been

of little value and insufficient space to

some which have proved of superlative

value. We cannot conceive of anyone de-

riving satisfaction from the section relat-

ing to the electrolytic refining of copper.

A Review of Lake Superior Copper

Mining and Sketch of the History

AND Operations of the Quincy
Mining Company. By Charles De-

Witt Lawton. Pp. 30. 6x9 in.
;
paper.

New York, 1907: J. & P. B. Myers

Press.

The early discoveries of copper, the

trials of the pioneer miners and the con-

ditions in the early days of mining in the

Lake Superior copper district form a pre

face to the history of the Quincy Min
ing Company from its beginning to the

present day. The author was formerly

commissioner of mineral statistics for

Michigan and has followed the develop-

ment of this important mining region for

many years. The resume contains an ac-

coimt of the Quincy Mining Company's

administration and its records of output

and dividend disbursement for 45 years.

Mr. Lawton makes no mention whatever

of the long and faithful service of Capt.

S. B. Harris, nor of that of his son, John

L., who succeeded him as superintendent

of the Quincy mine. The Harrises, father

and son, were in active charge of the mine

for upward of 30 years and its efficiency

and splendid record are largely due to

their efforts. In justice to them some

mention should have been made in the
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy
A Selected and Classified List of New Inventions Described

during the Past Monlli in the PubHcations of the Patent Offices

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PATENTS
A copy of the spoolrtontions of any of

these patents Issued by the I'nlteil Slates
I'atent Offlee will be lualled by The I;m;i.\-

EERiNc: AND ^IiNiNt^ .loritNAi. iipou the re-

ceipt of 25 cents. British patents are sup-
plied at 4ci cents. In ordi-rlutf speolllcatlons.

correspondents are reijuesled to give the
number, name of Inventor and date of Issue.

COAL AND COKE
COAI. IiRIIJL. Benjamin V. Gllmore, Red

House Shoals. W. Va. (U. S. No. N70,281 :

Nov. 3. T.iOT.)

COAI. UANDLI.NC;. .T. I'aikln. Castleford.
Improved conveyer for loading coal or other
mineral at the working face and for carrying
It away. (Brit. No. 22.960 of 1906 ; Oct. 26,
1907.)

COAI. MINING. A. Gnltzlnff and G.
Koenls. Redon. Germany. Improveil appar-
atus for wedglDR down coal that has been
undercut on more than two sides. (Brit. No.
9841 of 1907; Nov. 9. 1907.)

COAL-MINING MACHINE. William Yeatts,
Rlcevllle, Va. (U. S. No. 869,609; Oct. 29.
1907.1

COKK-PULLING APPARATUS. Francis
M. Hoffg. Bessemer, Ala. (U. S. No. 869,305;
Oct. 29. 1907.)

PRILLING. R. .\rmstiong, Motherwell.
Improvements In the method of feeding and
fixing machines used In drilling holes in coal,

using a rotating drill. (Brit. No. 14,835A of
1906; Nov. 9, 1907.)

COPPER
CONVERTER. Ralph Baggaley, I'lltsburg.

Penn. (U. S. No. 870,925; Nov. 12, 1907.)

PURE COPPER—Process of Obtaining Pure
Copper. Lucien .Tumau. Paris, France. (U.
S. No. S70.7S6; Nov. 12. 19071)

SMELTING—Means for Increasing the
Air-Blast of Converters and Furnaces. Ralph
Baggaley. Pittsburg. Peun.. Charles M. Allen.
Lo Lo. Mont., and Edward W. Llndquist. Chi-
cago. 111., assignors, by direct and mesne as-
signments. 10 Pittsburgh and Montana Cop
per Co.. Pittsburg, Penn., a Corporation of
West Virginia. {V. S. No. 871,079; Nov. 12.
1907.)

GOLD AND SILVER

AMALG.\MATOR. George E. Paullins.
Colorado Springs, Colo., assignor of live

twenty-fourths to Charles E. Bibb, five

twenty-fourths to Charles II. Theobald, and
five twenty-fourths to Haywood L. Butler,
Colorado Springs, Colo. (U. S. No. 870,6-13;
Nov. 12, 1907.)

AMALGAMATORS. H. I. Seemann, Den-
ver, C:olo. Detailed improvements in amal-
gamators in which pulp Is passed through
mercurv. (Brlt. No. 10.218 of 1907; Nov.
2, 1907.)

CYANIDE TREATMENT of Ores. Alfred
Adair. Troveville. Johannesburg. Transvaal.
(U. S. No. "869.287; Oct. 29, 1907.)

GOLD dredge:—Deep-Water Gold Dredge,
Warden Guthrie, Chicago, Hi. (C. S. No.
870.235; Not. 5, 1907.)

IRON AND STEEL

BF,SSI-:MI;R I'IUxKSS. W. Galbralth.
Sheffield. England. Increasing the temper-
ature obtained In the liessemer process by
providing tujeres above the molten metal and
Introducing jets of producer gas. (Brlt. No.
23.293 of 1906; Nov, 2. 1907.)

BLAST FIRNACE CHARGING—Means
for Controlling the tjperatlons of Blast-Fur-
nace-Cliarging Devices. Barton R. Shover,
Youngstown. Ohio. iV. S. No. 868,711 and
868.712: Oct. 22. 1907.)

FERROCHROMIT'M—Manufacture of Fer-
rochromiura. Henry W. C. Annable. Bat-
tersea. London. England, assignor to Ferro
Alloys Svndlcate T^imited. Ix>ndon. England.
(V. S. No. S(!9.6S1 : Oct. 29. 1907.)

OPEN-HEARTH STEEI^—Manufacture of
Open-Hearth Steel. Anson W. Allen, Phila-
delphia, Penn. iV. S. No. 870,921; Nov. 12,
1907.)

SMEI.TlNi;
Smelting Ores.
Cal. (!'. S. N.

IRON ORES—Process of
llerirv Ardeu, Ix>s .Xngeles,
Ml'iiict : Oct. 22, 1907.)

NICKEL

NHKEL RKt'OVERV—Process for the Re
eovery of Nickel from Ore. Charles II. Ehren
feld and Jacob R. iJrove. York. I'lMin il S
No. 868,769; Oct. L'l;. llmT 1

SULPHUR
MINING SULPHIR. Herman Frasch.

New York. N. Y., assignor to Frasch Sulphur
S'rocess Co.. Klttery. Me., a Corporation of
Maine. (U. S. No. 870,020; Nov. 12, 1907.)

TIN
ORE REDUCTION. R, W. E. Maclvor and

M. Fradd. London. England. Improvements
In the Inventors' process for reducing tin
from its ores hv means of producer gas.
iBrit. No. 22.102 of 1900; Nov. 9, 1907.)

ZINC

EXTRACTING ZINC FROM RESIDUES.
R. W. E. Maclvor and M. Fradd. London, Bog.
Extracting zinc from distillation residues by
healing with calcium chloride and sulphuric
acid and throwing down the oxide from the
resulting zinc chloride solution bv the addi-
tion of lime. (Brlt. No. 21.440 of 1900; Oct.
26. 1907.)

ORE TREATMENT. H. L. Sulman. Lon-
don. England. Improvement In the process
described in 21.672 of 1906. whereby the zinc
is precipitated as monosulphite by blowing air
through the solution of bisulphite. (Brlt.
No. 22,534 of 1900: Nov. 9. 1907.)

ORE TREATMENT. H. L. Sulman, Lon-
don. England. Roasting complex zinc ores,
exti'acting with sulphurous acid and precip-
Itiitlng as Insoluble monosulphite by the ad-
dition of zinc oxide to the solution. (Brlt.
No. 21.672 of 1900; Nov. 9. 1907.)

MINING—GENERAL
HOISTING SKIP CARS—Means for Vary-

ing the Force of Counterweights for Hoist-
ing Skip Cars. Alexander E. Brown, Cleve-
land. Ohio, assignor to Brown Hoisting Ma-
chinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No,
St)S.6.39; Oct. 22, 1907.)

ORE DRESSING
BALL MILLS. B. Brendel. Berlin, Ger-

many. Improvements in ball mills with the
object of keei»lng the material well distrib-
uted. (Brit. No. 29.311 of 1906; Nov. 2,
1907.)

BUDDLE—Round Buddie for Dressing
Ores. Albert Demuth. lyaurenburg-on-the-
lahn. (iermany. (U. S. No. 869.883; Nov.
.-.. 1907.)

GYRATORY ORE CRUSHERS—Crusher-
Head for Gyratory Ore-Crushers. Charles W,
Guttzelt. High Bridge. N. J., assignor to Tay-
lor Iron and Steel Co., High Bridge, N. J., a
Corporation of New .Jersey. (U. S. No. 870,-
9."">2

: Nov. 12, 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATING TABLE. Frank
E. Shepar<l. Itenver. Colo., assiffnor to Denver
Enslneering Works Co., a Corporation of
Colorado. (U. S. No. 869.860; Oct. 29,
1907.1

ORE CONCENTRATORS. Feed-Box for
Ore-Concentrators. William L. Card and
Frank S. Card. Denver. C4)lo. iI". S. No.
,v(;9.29;i

: Oct. 29. 1907.1

ORE REDUCTION PLANT. R. Stanley.
Nuneaton. A plant consisting of a series
of rolls and screens for reducing gold and
other ores. (Brlt. No. 23.530 of 1906: Nov.
2. 191)7.1

METALLURGY—GENERAL
COMBUSTION BO.MB—Bomb for T'se In

Metallurgical Operations. .Tohn O. Bardlll,
Herculaneum, Mo. (U. S. No. 868,904; Oct.
22. 1907.1

ROASTING SULPHUROUS ORES—Meth-
od of Roasting Sulphurous Ores. Adolf Sav-
elslwrg. Aachen. German v. (U. S. No. 870,-
6911; Nov. 12. 19117.1

SULl'lIIHE ORE TREATMENT—ProcenB
of Desulphurizing and Reducln); Sulphldo
Ores. Eduard lii-dolph, .Marysvllle, B. C,
Canada. (U. S. No. 870,668; Nov. 12, 1907.)

MINING MACHINERY AND APPARATUS

11 .si;.S

—

Milliud ol .Manufacture of Fuses
for Mines. Louis Lheure. Paris, France.
(U. S. No. 809,219; Oct. 22, 1907.)

IIAM.MER-DRILL. Alfred E. Johnson,
Hi'iner, Colo., assignor to Her Rock Drill
.Manufacturing Co., Denver, Colo. (C. 8. No.
870.178 ; Nov. 5, 1907.)

HYDRAULIC ROCK DRILL. Georg E.
GJuke, Trelleborg, Sweden. (U. S. No. 869,-
893; Nov. 5,- 1907.)

MINE CAGE SAFETY DEVICE. A. Hlege
niann. Altendorf. Germany. A Ki)rlng buffer
fixed at the bottom of mine shafts to prevent
the mine cage comlnc to the bottom with a
blow. (Brlt. No. 26,718 of 1906; Nov.
2, 1907.)

MINE CAGE SAFETY DEVICE. A. R.
Lee, Manchester, England. A safety appar-
atus for supporting mine cages when the
hauling rope breaks. (Brlt. No. 28,516 of
1906; -Nov. 2, 1907.)

MINE CAGE SAFETY DEVICE. J. Stlf-
ter and A. Ilalin. Essen. Germany. Improved
safely device for preventing mine caees fall-

ing when the hauling rope breaks. (Brlt. No.
9108 of 1907; Oct. 20, 1907.)

MINE-CAR. Eugene C. Callahan and
Frank L. Callahan, Terre Haute, Ind. (U, 8.

No. 870.542; Nov. 12, 1907.)

MINE LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE—Brake for
MIne-Locomotlves. James F. Flynn. Pardua,
I'enn. (U. S. No. 869.077; Oct. 22, 1907.)

MINER'S CANDLESTICK. Guy D. Nelll,
Denver, Colo. (D. S. No. 870,638i Nov. 12,
1907.)

MINER'S DRILL. George F. Weiss,
Springfield, III., assignor to Black Diamond
Coal-Drill and Tool Co., Springfield, 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. (D. S. No. 871,013;
Nov. 12. 1007.)

MINER'S LAMP. Phillip Birch, Pittsburg,
Penn. (U. S. No. 869,049; Oct. 22, 1907.)

MINER'S PICK. William Donaldson and
Elmer E. Donaldson. Molngona, Iowa. (D. S.
No. 871,058: Nov. 12. 1907.)

MINING MACHINE. Edwin R. Merrill.
Columbus. Ohio, assignor to Joseph A. Jef-
frey, Columbus, Ohio. (U. S. No. 870,116:
Nov. 5. 1907.)

ROCK-DRILL and Other Percussion Tool.
Thomas Warsop. Conlston. England. (U. 8.
No. 870,653 ; Nov. 12. 1907.)

ROCK DRILL BITS. J. R. Wilson and
F. R. Thackrah. Johannesburg, South Africa.
Improved holder for the bits of rock drills.

(Brlt. No. 21.077 of 1906: Nov. 2. 1907.)

ROCK-DRILL-FEED MECHANISM. Thom-
as Turner, Ottumwa, Iowa. (U. S. No. 869,-
278; Oct. 29. 1907.)

ROCK DRILLS. J. B. Marshall. Broken
Hill. N. S. W. Improvements in percussive
rock drills chlefiv dealing with the valve and
the shape of the piston. (Brlt. No. 21,666
of 1906; Oct. 19. 1907.)

SAFETY LAMPS—Apparatus for Testing
Miners' Safety-Lamps. Evan C. Davles, Tay-
lor. Penn. (U. S. No. 869.066; Oct. 22,
1907.)

FURNACES

ELECTRIC FURNACE CHARGING. A
Petersson. Alby. Sweden. Improved method of
continuously charging electric smelting fur-
naces. (Brlt. No. 5057 of 1907; Oct. 19,
1907.)

ELECTRODE FOR ELECTRIC FUR-
NACES. H. Rocbllng. J. Schoenawa and W.
Rodenhau.ser. Volkllngen. Germany. An Im-
proved electrode for electric furnacea In
which the resistance of the material to be
treated Is used for melting It. (Brlt. No.
11.917 of 1907; Oct. 26, 1907.)

GAS FURNACES. A. Degras and P.
Schmidt, Hanover. Germany. Improved
caseous furnaces for metallurgical use. (Brlt.

No. 27.564 of 1906; Oct. 19. 1907.)
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Personal

Mlalug aud uelallurglcal engineers are iu-
vltod tu keep Tub Enuinebrino and Mining
Ji'L'u.vAL Informed of their movements and
appointments.

maimlacturcrs and importers of iron and

steel in the Dominion ; he is president of

ihc Canada Furnace Company and the

Ixindonderry Iron and Steel Company,
and is connected with other important

undertakings.

Fred. H, Nye, of Idaho Springs, Colo.,

is making a business trip to Eastern

points.

George \V. Teal, of Boulder, Colo., has

been examining mines in the Salmon City

district, Idaho.

E. W. Dickerson, of Idaho Springs,

Colo., is making an examination of mines

in Cobalt, Ontario.

James Mc.\dam, of New Haven, Conn.,

has been iti Gilpin county, Colo., looking

over mining interests.

George W. Cooper, of Georgetown,

Colo., has returned from a visit to the

East on mining business.

VV. R. Burke, manager of the Alton

Mining Company, at Ncderland, Colo., has

returned from a business visit to Kansas
City.

A. E. Healy has been appointed man-
ager of the Inter-Ocean Mining Com-
pany at Sunshine, Boulder county, Colo-

rado.

F. B. Close, until recently general man-
ager of the Helvetia Copper Company,
Arizona, is in Sonora, Mexico, on profes-

sional business.

G. M. Gouyard, of Denver, Colo., has

moved to New York. He will have his

office with the Douglas Copper Company,
at 42 Broadway.

Charles Berryman has been appointed

superintendent of the Roman Eagle and
Thunderbolt mines at Jamestown, Boulder
county, Colorado.

L. C. Lennox, manager of the Country
Boy Gold Mines Company, at Brecken-
ridge, Colo., has left on a trip to the

Hawaiian islands.

A. C. Wart has accepted the position of

professor of mining in the University of

Wyommg. at Laramie, Wyo., and has

entered on his new duties.

Gen. Frank Baldwin, of Denver; P. O.
Parkort, of Trinidad, Colo., and H. L.

Stevens, of Boulder, Colo., have been
making an extensive examination of the

anthracite coalfields in Routt county,

Colorado.

G. M. Dyott has resigned his position

with the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, and has opened
an office in the Westinghouse building,

Pittsburg, Penn., as engineer, making a

specialty of electric locomotives and elec-

trically operated mining machinery.

The first nomination submitted for

president of the Canadian Mining Insti-

tute for the ensuing year is that of George
E. Drummond, of Montreal. Mr. Drum-
mond is well known and highly esteemed
by Canadian mining men, and has been a

prominent member of the institute since

its organization. He is one of the largest

Societies and Technical Schools

Tri-State Mining Association—This as-

sociation assembled in regular session at

Dubuque, Iowa, Friday, Nov. 22. There
was a large attendance of operators, cap-

italists and others interested in the lead

and zinc mining industry of the Upper
Mississippi -Valley. Much enthusiasm,

valuable talks and royal treatment made
this the most successful meeting yet held

by the association. All members shared in

the optimistic belief that the money
stringency and untoward conditions now
generally prevailing throughout" the coun-

try, which have carried down the market

value of lead and zinc ores, are only tem-

porary in effect and that within a very

brief period confidence will be restored

and prices regain their former level. Two
regular sessions were held at 10 a.m. and

2 p.m., respectively. The program for the

afternoon and more important session was

as follows

:

Address of welcome by Mayor H. A.

Schunk, of Dubuque.

Judge Wm. Spensley, Galena, 111. "How
can the Mining Interests of the Tri-State

District be Conservated."

Francis A. Harper, Chicago, 111. "Legal

Questions in Mining."

R. I. Dugdale, Platteville, Wis. "The
State School of Mines."

W. G. Swart, Denver, Colo. "Electro-

Static Separation."

James W. Murphy, Congressman Third

District, Wisconsin. "The Development

of the Platteville District."

In the evening a banquet was tendered

the members of the Tri-State Association

by the Dubuque Club and the Dubuque
Commercial Club.

Industrial

The Bruncr -Steel Wagon Company,

Wapakoneta, Ohio, has increased its

capital to $100,000, owing to the increase

of business.

The Hoskins Company, Chicago, doubled

its output of "Brownite" cupels in Oc-
tober, and reports heavy sales during the

present month also.

The Ball & Wood Company, New York,

and Elizabeth, N. J., has added to its

engine business the manufacture of air

compressors of new and advanced type,

having many impriverrients in details.

The Meade testing laboratories have

been established at Nazareth, Penn.,

especially for the inspection and testing

of cement. Richard K. Meade is director.

and Clarence E. Kline, engineer of tests.

The "Pilot" iron-body gate valve is an

addition to the list of steam specialties

manufactured by the Wm. Powell Com-
pany, of Cincinnati. It is a strong, com-
pactly built valve with details carefully

worked out.

The Allis-Chalmers Company, of Mil-

waukee, has been awarded the gold metal

for electric generators and motors, issued

by the authorities of the Jamestown Ex-
position. A second gold medal has also

been granted for the good judgment and

taste shown in the design and erection of

the exhibit.

F. W. Braun, Los .Angeles, Cal., has-

been awarded a gold medal at the James-
town Exposition for the exhibit of

metallurgical laboratory appliances in

great variety. A large new building for

the manufacture of these appliances is tO'

be erected at Los Angeles, and the new
branch factory in San Francisco has

already been completed.

The Wisconsin Engine Company, at

Corliss, Wis., which has built some large

Corliss steam engines, is now building gas

engines for all services in sizes from 400

to 5000 h.p. The engines utilize natural

gas, producer gas, coke-oven gas or blast-

furnace gas in the Otto cycle (four-cycle),

and are of the horizontal tandem and
twin-tandem double-acting type. This

company controls the Sargent patents on

internal combustion engines and has em-

ployed Charles E. Sargent as the engineer

of its gas-engine department.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

The Hathaway Gyratory Mill Company,
Denver, Colo. Prospectus. Pp. 22, paper,

8x10^ inches.

The Goheen Manufacturing Company,

Canton, Ohio. Tests of the Spreading

Power of Paints. Pp. 8. illustrated, paper,

6.X9 inches.

Mummert, Wolf and Dixon Company,
Hanover, Penn., U. S. A. Plurality Die

Bolt Cutter. Pp. 16, illustrated, paper,

6x9 in. ; August, 1907.

Rockwell Engineering Company, 26

Cortlandt street, New York. No. 9.

Rockwell Heating Machines for Anneal-

ing, Hardening, Tempering, Coloring,

etc. Pp. 8, illustrated, paper, 6x9 inches

Sprague Electric Company, 527-531

West 34th street, New York City. Bulle-

tin No. 108. Electric Dynamometers for

Testing Gasolene Engines. Pp. 7. Bulle-

tin No. 108. Electric Dynamometers for

for Printing, Electrotyping, Stereotyping

and Binding Machinery. Pp. 74. Bulletin

230. The Electric Equipment of a Modern
Factory. Pp. 19. Bulletin No. 231. Di-

rect Current Motor Equipment for Single

or Double Magazine Mergcnthalcr Lino-

type Machines. Pp. 7. .Ml illustrated,

paper, 8xio'-j in.; .August and .September,

1907.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

\oz: JO— 111 aiklition to the copper

mines in California which have closed

down owing to the low price of the metal,

inimbers of gold properties which have

been in course of development have also

temporarily ceased operation by reason

of the prevalent linaneial stringency.

The number of these idle mines is. how-
ever, not large, and when money is easier

most of them will be started up again.

John A. Britton, of San Francisco,

has applied for patents on three mining

claims which are within the limits of the

forest reserve in Plumas county, and

testimony is being taken as to the legal-

ity of the locations. W. C. Robertson,

forest ranger, testified that the land is

not mineral-bearing—at least not to ..a

sufficient extent to make it a paying prop-

erty for mining by any method. Xow' it

happens that Mr. Britton has had much
experience in mining, and why he should

want to patent mineral lands in Plumas
county which are not mineral lands, is

yet to be proved. The point to be noted,

however, is the adverse testimony of a

local forest ranger, who takes upon him-

self the task of certifying that the land

in question will not pay to mine. Why
should a Government official, supposed

to be an expert in timber and trees, be

expected to know whether or not a mine

will pay, simply because it happens to

be in a forest reserve?

.\t Sacramento Hill, near Placcrville

Eldorado county, Thomas Swansborough
has a gang of men at work building a

tramway to convey quartz rock to the

railroad station, whence it will be shipped

to San Francisco to be crushed and usdl

in making glass. It is stated that a con-

tract to deliver .^o.ooo tons in five years

lias been made. Most of the sand used

in making glass in California comes from
Monterey, San Francisco and .-Mameda

counties, but several shiploads arrive

every year from Antwerp.

The closing down of the big smelter at

Bingham. Utah, on account of the af

firmation of the United States Circuit

Court of the injunction against the com-

pany in the case instituted by people

claimed to have been damaged by smel-

ter fumes, is considered rather fortunate

by the people at Kennett, Shasta county,

California. It is expected that the ores

from Bingham and Tintic will be sent to

Kennett for reduction, while the Bing-

ham mines are temporarily closed down.

\Vm. C. Rose, of Goldfield, Xei-., has

bonded for $20,000 the Mount Pleasant

mine at Grizzly Flat, El Dorado county,

including the mill and other machinery,

the water rights and wood for timbering.

Threatened renewal of labor troubles

in the Randsburg district, Kern county,

or belief that, new labor troubles were

about to occur, is alleged to have been

responsible for the closing down of the

Degolia & -Atkins tungsten mine at

.Atolia.

The Dannenbroge, Jefferson and Penn-

sylvania quartz claims at Brown's Val-

ley, Yuba county, which have produced

more or less in the past, but have only

been worked intennittently are now
being developed at depth. Charles D.

Lane is putting down a 30oc-ft. shaft to

open all three of these claims on an ex-

tensive scale.

There is a likelihood that the Young

.\merican quartz mine of Sierra City,

which was at one time many years ago

one of the largest and most profitable

mines in Sierra county, will be re-opened

by Charles R. Thompson and others, of

Sacramento.

Some Tonopah, Nev., men are in Los

.\ngcles, getting assistance to a plan to

appeal to Congress, to suspend for this

year the annual assessment work on

mining claims, owing to lack of coin

among the miners. The governing

board of the Los Angeles Stock Ex-

change passed a resolution asking the

California senator and the congressman

from that district to support the idea.

The Mountaineer Mining Company,

which, with its recent acquisitions has

the largest quartz holdings of any com-

pany in Nevada City, not excepting the

Champion, is perfecting the plans to in-

augurate next spring extensive develop-

ment. It now owns 2V4 miles of claims

along the continuous ore-belt on which

the original Mountaineer mine is located,

extending from the Oustomah mine,

operated by Hayes Brothers, of San Jose,

on the north nearly to the Mayflower at

Canada Hill.

Wm. G. Mobley & Co., of New York,

have purchased the Mayflower quartz

and gravel mine in Nevada City dis-

trict. The mine has a shaft 700 ft. deep,

a fine hoisting and pumping plant and

a-20-stamp mill. It is situated at Canada

Hill, two miles southeast of Nevada

City and four miles northeast of Grass

Valley. It lies some distance below and

directly under the Banner division of the

South Yuba Water Company's main

canal. The tunnel to develop the gravel

channel is now 3000 ft. long, and has

500 ft. to run. It has cut several quartz

veins in its course.

Two gold dredges that are to cost be-

tween $115,000 and $125,000 apiece are

under construction near Redding, Shasta

county, one near Middle creek, three

miles north, on the Sacramento river,

and the other on Clear creek, near Gir-

van, four miles south of Redding. One
boat will operate on the Sacramento

river, dredging the river bottom on the

eastern limits of Redding. The other

will be operated on the lower stretches

of Clear oreck.

Salt Lake City

Nov. 22— S. R. Guggenheim, president

of the board of directors of the .\merican

Smelting and Refining Company, who has

been here within the past week, made a

statement emphatically denying the report

that the smelters of that corporation in

Utah would be closed. On the cmitrary,

he declared that they would be kept going

steadily up to their capacity. Mr. Gug-

genheim called attention to complaints

coming from Nevada to the eflfect that the

American company had refused new con-

tracts for ores and answ'ered the charge

that an advance of $3 a ton on Goldfield

ores had gone into eflfect. He denied that

there had been any such advance, but ex-

plained that new contracts were not

wanted at this time because of the lack

of furnace capacity. "We are simply run-

ring our Salt Lake valley plants to the

limit," said he, "and to accommodate some

of the mining companies with which we
already have contracts, we are treating

the ore at our Colorado plants at the same

rate that we are here in the Salt Lake

valley. Of course, it costs the customer

the extra difference in freight from Salt

Lake to Colorado."

As far as the smoke question is con-

cerned, the .American company is prac-

tically immune from further difficulty

owing to the operation of the modified

decree obtained when diflferences were ad-

justed with the farmers who appeared as

plaintiflfs in the case which resulted in

a decision against the smelters. This

agreement permits a continuance of the

operations of the lead smelter at Mur-

ray ; whereas the copper smelter at Gar-

field has never entered into tJie con-

troversy. The modified decree provides

:

"First—That the .American Smelting

and Refining Company shall be permitted

to operate its smelter at Murray with its

present number of furnaces, the same

being nine in number, with the under-
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staiuliiig tlint another can be added to this

battery if the needs require the same.

"Second—That instead of being re-

stricted to roasting and smelting no ores

containing over 10 per cent, sulphur, the

company is permitted to roast ores con-

taining 25 per cent, sulpliur, and to smelt

ores which contain more than 10 per cent,

sulphur, but which, when mixed with dry

ores and fluxes, will not make an average

of over ID per cent, sulphur in the total

charge for the furnaces.

"Third—In order to obtain these con-

cessions the American company agreed

to send all its furnace gases through a

baghouse at low temperature, thus con-

densing all lead and arsenical fumes, col-

lecting the solid particles or flue dust

made in the process of smelting and con-

densation."

It was also agreed between the com-

pany and the farmers that the former

would construct in connection with its

'cad-roasting plant an improved system

I flue-dust collecting chambers, and a

large chamber, which will so operate as

to collect the flue-dust created by the

roasters and also cool the gases below

condensation point, so as to prevent

heated fumes from carrying lead and

arsenic out in the air in gaseous shape.

There has been a good deal of talk

lately about the closing of the United

States smelter at Bingham Junction be-

cause the decree of Judge Marshall of the

Federal Court of Utah has been upheld

by tlie Court of Appeals at St. Paul.

Since the announcement was made by

Managing Director Holden that the fires

would be drawn as soon as the yards

could be cleared of accumulated ore, in-

fluences have been at work which will un-

doubtedly result in obtaining a modified

decree similar to the one granted the

American Smelting and .Refining Com-
pany, which will at least permit work in

the lead smelter at Bingham Junction. The
belief prevails here, however, that there

;ire other reasons than the court decree

which have prompted the management to

<lcclare its intention to go out of the

smelting business in Utah. It is a con-

ccdecj fact that the company has had sev-

eral undesirable contracts which it wishes

to abrogate, if possible, particularly some
calling for the treatment of Tintic lead

ores.

Butte

Nov. 21—Conditions as to operations

and production by the Butte mining com-
panies remain as they were a month ago.

The November output of the Butte dis-

trict will be about 8,500,000 lb. of copper.

The only change that has been made dur-

ing the month has been the practical sus-

pension of production by the Butte Coali-

tion. At many of the mines all ilcvelop-

ment work has been stopped, especially

at the Amalgamated properties. Sinking

on the Badger State of the Boston &
Montana has been suspended, but will be

resumed as soon as conditions improve.

The company will develop the Jessie vein

of the North Butte company which strikes

through the Badger State, and the latter

is regarded as a certainty instead of a

prospect. On the other hand the Green-

leaf, which is a prospect, is being de-

veloped by the Boston & Montana. The
shaft is down 1000 ft., where a station has

been cut and pumps have been installed.

A crosscut to the south has been started

and it is expected that the first vein will

be cut within 25 or 30 ft. of the shaft,

and the second in about 200 feet. The
former was cut in the shaft at a depth

of 800 ft., where 2 ft.' of it carried"

rich ore. The first vein, 5 ft. wide, was

cut at a depth of 350 ft. in the shaft, and

the material in the vein at that point as-

sayed 2 per cent, copper and 4 oz. in

silver.

The Boston & Montana is employing

about 1450 men at present, 1065 being en-

gaged in mining and 385 in working on

the fire in the Leonard and West Colusa.

Four shafts are being sunk, or repaired,

for the purpose of getting at the fire.

One, the Mitchell air shaft, is being sunk

almost directly over the fire and is down
800 ft. It will be sunk I'oo ft. further,

which will take it below the fire. Gam-
betta No. i shaft 300 ft. deep, and Gam-
betta No. 2, 200 ft. deep, are being sunk

east of the Mitchell. Still further east

the Minnie Healey shaft, which recently

caved its entire depth, is being re-opened

and re-timbered, and will also be used

to fight the fire. It is the expectation of

the management that within a month or

six weeks the fire will be pretty well un-

der control. The conditions have already

been much improved.

Denver

Nov. 22—The suit of Josiah Winchester

lor $250,000 against A. M. Stevenson, at-

torney, of Denver, and A. E. Carlton, of

Cripple Creek, which was non-suited about

a year ago, is now up for a re-hearing : but

the case is to be heard by a referee, which

position will be filled by Hon. J. C. Helm,

formerly chief justice of the Supreme
Court of Colorado, an able and greatly re-

spected jurist. Winchester was the lessee

who discovered a great bonanza in the

Cripple Creek mine known as the Doctor-

lack Pot, and was afterward one of the

principal owners. He claims that his at-

torney, A. M. Stevenson, and A. E. Carl-

ton entered into a conspiracy to ruin him,

and he now sues as a poor person, where-

as, in the boom days of Cripple Creek, he

v/as a wealthy man.

The Transcontinental Tunnel and Mining

Company, which was driving a tunnel

through the Main range near Argentine

pass, has closed down, after driving about

4000 ft.—with some 3000 ft. to go to com-

plete the bore—and spending in the neigh-

borhood of $250,000. It is a London com-

pany. This is one of the long list of un-

accountable proceedings, where large sums

are put into a mining venture by English-

men solely on the strength of the repre-

sentations of the vendor, likewise an Eng-
lishman, who is appointed manager, and

without any investigation by a well ac-

credited and disinterested mining engineer,

rntil the extravagant predictions of reve-

nues fail to materialize. Then they send

him, and the bubble is pricked, the result

being most disastrous to a lot of unfortu-

nate people who have invested their

money.

About a week since, while investigating

alleged coal-land frauds near Duraugo,

Colorado, a secret service agent of the

Government, nam^d Walker, was killed.

The courts are now investigating whether

the two men who killed him did so in self

defense, or whether it was done to destroy

the evidence he was supposed to possess.

A Federal judge in Milwaukee has de-

cided in the case of alleged coal-land

frauds in Routt county, Colorado, that

Judge Pereles and his associates, of the

above city, were blameless. They ac-

quired their holdings through a former

Milwaukee man, A. G. Wallihan, and his

wife, who settled on these lands 20 years

ago, when they were not worth 20c. an

acre. They are among the most respected

and upright settlers in the State, and Wall-

ihan is known through his book, "Camera

Shots at Big Game." It was clearly a case

of the accusers committing a crime to

prove one which did not exist, the result

being an imputation on innocent people,

and the stoppage of development work in

this coalfield, the product of which the

people so much need.

Another combined boring and nnickirg

machine, the owners of which advertise

that with 500 h.p. it will drive an 8-ft.

tunnel loo ft. per day, is to the fore, and

the promoters ask for subscriptions to the

stock at par. The company formed to

manufacture the machine is incorporated

for $750,000. Whether it will do the work

claimed, however, remains to be proved.

Duluth. Minn.

Nov. 23—It has been decided that the

Susquehanna mine, of the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna Iron Company, shall be stripped

of its 125 ft. of overburden, the deepest

stripping job yet undertaken on the Mes-

abi range. This mine lies south of the

Sellers and close to the town of Hibbing.

and the decision to strip complicates the

already serious railway problem there.

There are several hundred million tons

of ore around Hibbing, close to the town,

and the railroads are having a time try-

ing to get to the tnines without stepping

on some other mine. It seems impossi-

ble to do this, and the situation is a diffi-

cult one. The Sellers has been stripped

the past 10 months till the town is close

to the edge of the pit ; a few more yards

and it will begin to fall in. Indeed, many
buildiogs have already been moved. The

extension of this stripping will take one
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of the large city schools, the offices, ware-

houses and shops of the Oliver Iron Min-

ing Company, many business houses,

hotels, etc. And this extension is sure to

come in a short time, probably next year.

Near Amasa the Verona Mining Com-
pany (Pickands, Mather & Co.) will do

extensive exploration. About fifteen years

ago J. Parke Channing, then mine in-

spector, did work there in the hope of

tinding a continuation of the besscmer

lens of the Mansfield, but unsuccessfully.

Now, on account of changed conditions in

the iron trade, the territory is considered

most promising. Both diamond drilling

and sinking will be carried on there. The
same company is sinking a shaft in the

Felch Mountain district, near the Calumet

mine, where low-grade ore has already

been found at the depth of 135 ft. At

150 ft. the formation will be crosscut. In

.Atkinson township. Iron county, where

little prospecting has been done, the same

company will explore a large tract it has

under option. .\ shaft is being sunk and

considerable machinery is on the ground.

The Buckholz exploration. Iron River,

was taken over by the company some
weeks ago. This property joins the Beta

mine of the Mineral Mining Company,
and a shaft has been sunk. This the new
operators will enlarge and deepen, cross-

cutting at depth. This is the first prop-

erty Pickands, Mather & Co. have taken

in that district.

A movement may develop at the close of

navigation to close underground mines

for the winter. The Oliver Iron Mining
Company, for instance, can produce all

the ore the Steel Corporation can want

by operating its open pits during the

summer and by running its underground

mines only in the same period. So much
do the open-pit mines produce in excess

of the underground, that the latter cut

•comparatively little figure. The ratio of

production of open pits is rapidly increas-

ing, too. Winter work in underground

mines is rather costly; it includes in addi-

tion to tonnage hoisted, a lot of dead-

work, etc., and it is safe to estimate the

cost of all ore taken from underground

and placed in stock on Lake Superior in

the winter at not less than $1, aside from
royalties. The figure, when old range

mines are included, will be more than

that. This money is usually borrowed,

either directly or indirectly. Large strip-

ping operations, especially those of the

Oliver Iron Mining Company, are likely

to be maintained, but most of the strip-

ping contractors will lay off their crews as

soon as the frost becomes a serious ob-

stacle. There is likely to be compara-

tively less cessation of these various oper--

ations, both in mining and development,

on the Menominee than on any other Lake
Superior district.

Robert Whitesides, of Duluth, has th*?

Prickett lands, near .\masa, in Iron

county. Mich., Menominee range, and is

preparing to explore on a liberal scale.

Toronto

Mot: 22—A movement is on foot among
the leading mine owners of Cobalt for a

general reduction of the rate of wages.

The McKinlcy-Darragh, one of the mines

which accepted the union schedule, has al-

ready made the reduction. As surface work
has generally been discontinued in addition

to large reductions in the numbers em-

ployed underground no difficulty in getting

men at the reduced rate is anticipated. The
N'ipissing mine recently laid off about 100

men, and the camp is full of unemployed

miners.

The latest phase of the difficulty over

the title of the Cobalt Lake Mining Com-
pany is the signing of a petition to the

Provincial Government 01 Ontario, by a

number of shareholders who ask for the

return of their money invested, at the rate

of 85c. per share, which was the market

price of the shares before the litigation

commenced. It is alleged in the petition

that the title to the property is not

registered, that on the contrary a caution

is registered showing an adverse claim,

and that the provincial act, passed to vali-

date the title, had the opposite effect by

casting a doubt upon it which injuriously

affected the value of stock.

The mining industry in Hastings county,

Ontario, has now a fair prospect of ob-

taining cheap power owing to the practical

extinction of the lumbering industry on

account of the exhaustion of the timber

about the head waters of the Moira river

and some of the tributaries of the Trent.

The lumber operators are offering to sell

their dams and other improvements at a

reasonable figure. A local committee has

the matter in hand.

Judge Dugas, who returned to Montreal

a short time ago from Yukon Territory,

estimates that the gold output this year

will hardly exceed $3,000,000. The decline

is due to the exhaustion of the Bonanza,

Hunker, Eldorado, Dominion and other

rich creeks, although the Guggenheims

are working eld claims in the hope of mak-

ing them remunerative by modern machin-

ery. Much attention is being directed to

promising copper discoveries at White

Horse and Williams creek.

It is announced that some of the

mine owners of Cobalt have adopted

a policy of retrenchment and will consid-

erably curtail operations owing to the dif-

ficulty of disposing of their ore to the

smelters. Owing to the uncertainty of

the financial situation and to the fall in

the price of silver the smelters are refus-

ing to accept ore consignments. The

Trethewey mine will lay off the night

shift, reducing its force to 25 or 30 men
.\ W. Johnson, vice-president of the

Cr.nadian Copper Company, w-as in To-

ronto this week in conference with repre-

sentatives of the Buffalo, Kerr Lake and

Right of Way mines, in reference to the

treatment of ores at the Copper Cliff

smelter.

London

The firm of Fraser & Chalmers is a sort

of national institution in the mining world

of London, an<J the activity or otherwise

of the shops is a good criterion of the con-

dition of the metalliferous miniTig indus-

try centering around London. The report

of the firm for the year ended June 30

last is therefore interesting reading, as

usual. . The directors state that there has

been a distinct falling off in business re-

ceived from South Africa during the year,

owing to the absence of any extensive

new construction work at the mines. On
the other hand, orders from several other

parts of the world have come along in

an encouraging manner. The net profit

for the year has been £44,738, which is

only £4068 less than the year previous,

when several important installations of

piant in South Africa had brought sub-

stantial profits. Out of this dividends of

£44,100 have been paid, which is at the

rate of 10 per cent, on the capital of the

company. Considerable additions to the

machine shops are being made, for the

purpose of extending the manufacture of

steam turbines, and it is expected that

the expenditures in this direction will be

met without the issue of much new capi-

tal. The works are fully occupied, and

there is no lack of new orders. The com-

pany does not depend solely on its own
m.anufactures, but also does a good busi-

ness as agent for specialties from .America

and elsewhere.

The immense advantage a chemical

company derives from an clastic variety

of output is seen in the case of the Cast-

ner-Kellner .Alkali Company. Last week
I mentioned the difficulties of a similar

company, the Electrolytic .Alkali Company,
whose sole products are soda crystals and
bleach, both open to the unmerciful com-
petition of stronger firms with greater

variety of product. The Castner-Kellner

.Alkali Company has had a fairly prosper-

ous career for eight years or so, and it has

distributed dividends. Owing, however,

to the continual issues of new capital for

improvements, modifications and exten-

sions, it has been difficult to tell what is

its exact financial position. For some
time the company has known well enough
that soda and bleach cannot be relied on
forever, and it has been on the lookout

for other outlets for chlorine and soda

compounds. Several chlorine proposi-

tions were tried, but failed. At last came
the opportunity of producing metallic

sodium and selling it to somebody who
wanted it on a large scale. This customer
is the Cassel Cyanide Company, of Glas-

gow, formerly the Cassel Gold Extracting
Company, which now manufactures so-

dium cyanide. The profits have jumped
up in a manner surprising to the outsider,

or casual observer, and now amount to

over £100,000 a year, a figure which is

very nearly double what it was in 190S-6.
The directors are still extending the scope
of the company's operations.
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General Mining News
Refiiblic Iron and Steel Company—T.

D. Giithrie, president of this company,
spent the past week in the Birmingham
district looking over the properties of the

company. He announces that there will be

no change in the policy of the company.

Mr. Guthrie announced a reorganization of

the officers of the company in the Birming-

ham district, as follows : W. A. Green,

treasurer and auditor, to be in charge of

affairs ; Dwight S. Guthrie, manager of

sales ; B. F. Tyler, purchasing agent and
manager of commissaries ; W. H. Johns-

ton, assistant traffic manager ; F. B. Kciser,

general superintendent of blast furnaces

;

\V. Wuthenow, general superintendent of

rolling mills ; W. J. Penhallcgon, superin-

tendent of ore mines and quarries.

Arizona

Consolidated Arizona Smelting Com-
pany—Judge W. M. Lanning in the

United States Circuit Court at Trenton,

N. J., has appointed J. Kearney Rice, of

N'ew Brunswick, receiver for this com-

pany and the Arizona Smelting Company,

one of the associated corporations. The
liabilities of the company are said to ag-

gregate $1,500,000. Of the authorized

capital stock of $17,500,000, $16,000,000 is

stated to be outstanding, the amount
issued having been increased last spring

to acquire 480 shares of Arizona Explora-

tion Company, 432 shares of De Soto Min-

ing Company stocks and $445,000 of De
Soto bonds. The companys assets, in-

hiding practically the entire share capital

i the controlled companies, are valued

by President Elliott as follows : Arizona

Smelting Company (capitalized at $150,000

stock and $240451 bonds), valued at

$1,000,000; De Soto Mining Company,

$100,000; Humboldt Ore Company, $100,-

000: other assets, $1,000,000; total assets,

$3,200,000. President Elliott is said to

own $5,770,000 of the capital stock and to

have personally indorsed notes of the

company for $465,000.

Imperial— It is expected that the smelt-

ing works of this company will be com-

pleted about the end of the year. The

plant, which includes converters, is of 500

tons daily capacity.

Mowry—Operations at this property

have been suspended. But little has been

accomplished during the last three years

in opening the mine away from the old

workings of Lieutenant Mowry. There

have been gross extravagance and mis-

management by the present company.

Hardshell-Flux—The^f mines in the

i'atagouia district arc reported to sliow

large bodies of lead-silver ore. Develop-

ment work is proceeding hi a careful,

conservative manner.

Tombstone—Developments arc reported

to be not entirely satisfactory. The mines

have been unwatered to the looo-ft. level,

but it is necessary to pump 3,500 gal. per

niin. to keep the workings unwatered and

it is feared to extend tlie workings much
lest the volume of water increase greatly.

Explorations in the upper levels have not

yet disclosed any important new ore-

bodies.

Graham County

Aricoiui Copper Company, Ltd.—This

company reports the production of its

work at Clifton in October at 143S short

tons of copper.

Campbell Group—The new wagon road

to these claims is completed and ship-

ments to the Shannon and Douglas smelt

ers have been resumed.

Detroit Copper Mining Company—On
Nov. 10 the company started the smelter

which had been shut down since the first

of the month. A new air-lift at the con-

centrator is almost completed. One-half

of the concentrator has been shut down

at various times due to lack of power

The company has been doing a great deal

of prospecting on the Santa Rosa prop-

erty in search of the Coronada vein. An
orebody consisting mainly of chalcocite

was found before work was discontinued.

K new electric hoist is on the ground

ready to be installed when work is re-

sumed.

Home Copper Mining Company—This

property, a few miles northeast of

Morenci, is shut down. The directors

have advertised for bids for putting down

a lOOO-ft. diamond drill hole.

GalKornia

Humboldt County

Gold Bluff—This company has leased

its dredge for working black sand at

Union Bluff to H. Leighton and E. Capps

for five years. The property consists of

194 acres of gold-bearing sands and

gravel on the coast line.

Inyo County

Casa Diablo—The turbine and electric

generators are being installed on this

property and will soon be ready to fur-

nish power for the mill. Ore is being

blocked out and hoisted. Some good ore

has been found on the mountain, but this

vtin has not been cut by the tunnel. An
air compressor and drills will be installed.

Madera County

Chiquita Mining and Power Company—
This company has been organized to work

16 claims on the headwaters of the San

Joaquin river. H. Dumont Smith of

Kinslie. Kansas, is president of the com-

pany and C. \. Telfer, of Fresno, sec-

retary. \ gang of men is working on a

t\ninel on one of the ledges, and build-

ings have been put up to house the men
iiis winter.

Mono County

Sunny Jim District—In this district the

Tyler Gold Mining Company has pur-

chased the Florence, Masonic, Queen,

Scout, Tyler and Hamilton claims. The
Sunny Jim Gold Mining Company has

bought the Uncle Sam, Optimo, Sunny

Jim, Satillete, Chicago and Missing Link

claims.

Nevada County

Bear River Consolidated—This company

is in 265 ft. with its tunnel on a 6-ft.

ledge prospecting on Bear River. There

is plenty of water power available.

Ideal—This company, operating the old

Lincoln mine on Little Deer creek, is

putting up the building for its new hoist-

ing works. H. H Hicks is superin-

tendent.
•

Pine Hill— It is expected that this cop-

per mine, 12 miles south of Grass Val-

ley, will soon resume operations under

charge of J. A. Robles.

Searchlight—This Wisconsin company
operating in Eureka district, is opening

the old Searchlight mine, and has an

equipment of machinery on the way, to

sink a 500-ft. shaft.

Placer County

Razi'hidc—The new pay-shoot found in

this mine is promising to be richer than

any heretofore found on the property.

Southern Cross—Ten stamps have been

added to the mill of this mine on the

American river, below Towle.

Plumas County

Indian Valley—This company has ad-

ded materially to its holdings near its

original location, and has bonded a num-
ber of other claims.

Red Mountain—This company at Span-

ish Ranch is installing a new lo-stamp mill
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on llie niino fi>rnier!y known as the

Shenandoah.

Siifercool—Tests are behig made o( the

•ore and sulphurets of this mine near

Greenville, to determine the best method

of saving the values. The vein is a wide

one.

San Lius Obispo County

I'mi Ness District—The Van Ness Min-

ing Company owns 12 claims on Morro

creek, and is getting ready to ship copper

ore. At Torro cri-ek in the same district,

some M individual-i ,ire developing cn])-

per claims.

S.\.NT.\ Cl.\r.\ County

Quicksilver—Mrs. Maggie Brainard.

II, K. & L. W. Wolcott, and H, C. Davey

have connnenced work on a new quick-

silver mine on the Brainard ranch near

Guadalupe.

Shasta County

MilkiiiaiJ— The Western Exploration

Company has taken a. bond on this mine

at French Gulch, and made the second

pa>Tnent. Some high-grade ore is being

shipped to the smelter.

Niagara—This property, at French

Gulch, now owned by the Black Tom
Gold Mines Company, of Chicago, has

suspended operations temporarily, but

the company promises soon to provide

the necessary funds to resume operations.

Sierra County

Alaska—At this old property, Pike City,

electric power is now operating an ex-

tensive plant recently installed. The
mine has been considered the wettest one

in the State, and several operators have

failed to keep the water out. An abund-

ance of electric power is expected to keep

the mine dry.

Trinity County

Mountain Boomer—Superintendent Wm.
Mont.comery, who has a bond on this

New River propertj-, has a gang of men
doing development work and dri\ing

tunnels.

i'lica and Buckeye—These groups at

New River have been bonded to Gold-

liiM. -Wvada. n'cii wlii will keep men at

work all winter.

Tuolumne County

Badgad-Chase Mining Company—This

company, owning the Soulsby mine, is

running a drift north through new ground
on the 500 level. .\ crosscut has been

driven west 300 ft. to the Wheal Perrin

claim and good ore has been found.

Kanaka—Machinery has been shipped

from the foundry to this mine at Grove-
land, and the mill will shortly be com-
pleted.

Number Nine—The Calumet-Greenwater
Gold Mining Company has bonded this

mine near Big Oak Flat and will shortly

begin inlive work upon it,

Colorado

Boulder County

Baxter—New machinery and new build-

ings are being put up by the Columbia

Lode Mining Company at Jamestown.

Concord—Missourians have purchased

this property at Wall Street for a con-

siileration of $40,000. A ten-stamp mill

with Wilfley tables is to be installed.

Clear Creek County

O'Donnetl—E. S. James, of Denver,

has purchased this group near Dumont,
,ind Denver men will finance the project.

J. W. Smith, formerly of Cripple Creek,

lias been appointed superintendent.

Sih-er Ring—Missouri capital is inter-

ested in the enterprise and John Larson,

Idaho Springs, Colo., has been appointed

manager. The Easterners have a lease

and bond on the property for $25,000.

Smuggler— Illinois people have become
interested in the purchase of an interest

for $6000 and will purdiase the Smuggler

lo-stamp mill. Property is located in

Moon gulch. George ^L Ashmore, Rol-

linsville. Colo., is manager.

Gii.piN County

Black Hills & Denver—A strike of tel-

luride has been made in the main shaft.

The company figures on new mill ma-
chinery in the near future. L. A. White,

Tolland, Colo., is manager.

(.'alhoun Tunnel and Mining Company
—A large Webster, Camp & Lane elec-

tric hoist and pump is to be installed at

ihc looo-ft. station, to be used in sinking

tlic shaft to the lateral depth of the New-
house tunnel. Electric power will be sup-

plied by the L^nited Hydro-Electric Com-
pany, of Clear Creek county. H. C. East-

man. Central City. Colo., is manager.

Ralls County—Uart & Pearl, of Den-

ver, have taken a lease and bond on this

mine on Quartz hill, and the property is

under the management of R. A. Hart,

Central City.

LAKE county—LF.ADVILLE

Dinero Tunnel—This tunnel, .Sugar

Loaf, has been driven into the mountain

side for 1600 ft. and still has 1500 ft. to

go before the Dinero veins are cut. Sev-

eral veins have already been cut, but none

of them have been prospected. The of-

ficials of the company are at loggerheads,

and two boards of directors are claiming

control of the finances of the company;
one is the Woodward faction, the origi-

nators of the enterprise, and the other is

the Smith-Hubbard faction. Woodward
has begun proceedings against the Smith-

Hubbard people, so the courts will settle

the validity of the claims.

Internalinnal Mining Company—The
shaft of this company in the Ten Mile

section has reached a depth of 1300 ft., and

has opened three distinct orebodies, the

last to he cut being the old Robinson

shoot. Preparations are now being made

to develop and stations are being cut at

the different levels. The ore opened is

a good grade of lead-zinc.

Tip Top—Th'ti property was secured on

lease by James B. McDonald and asso-

ciates several weeks ago. When Mc-
Donald was making an examination of

the property previous to securing the

lease, he found in many of the old stopes

large quantities of reddish-brown material

that had been left standing; he took lib-

eral samples of the material and had it

assayed. It proved to be carbonate and

silicate of zinc. He is now shipping from

the old workings 20 tons daily of this ma-

terial, and there is enough in sight to

keep him busy shipping for the next two

years without any development work. The
adjoining property, the Last Chance, is un-

der lease to Charles H, Collins and as-

sociates, and they have a large body of

tiK- same ore.

M'eston Pass—The work at present be-

ing carried on at the Ruby and Colin

Campbell is developing this section. The
incline shaft at the Ruby has opened a

good body of lead-silver ore and ship-

ments are going out regularly. From the

bottom of the shaft at the Colin Campbell

drifts were run and a similar body to that

found in the Ruby has been opened, and
shipments arc going out. Arrangements
have been made to continue the work at

both properties during the winter.

Summit County

Moscoiv—The McKinley Gold Mines
Company, with headquarters in Kansas
City, Mo., has purchased this group of

mines for a reported sum of $75,000. The
company proposes to carry on heavy de-

velopments in the Montezuma district.

Teller County—Cripple Creek

Mining conditions still continue to im-

prove in the Cripple Creek district. Treat-

ment rates have been lowered recently

and it is understood that a decrease has

been granted on freight rates on the lower

grade of ores. A number of new leases

have been started up and several others

will start very soon. A shortage of

ore cars is reported on account of the in-

creased production. A number of old-

time mining men are returning to the

district.

Work is going on as usual on the drain-

age tunnel. It is now iij about 1000 ft.

The rock is at present very hard and the

progress of the tunnel is not rapid. The
installing of the hoisting plant at 'the

intermediate shaft is complete and sink-

ing has commenced. This shaft will cut

the tunnel at about 700 ft. in depth. A
luinihcr of claims along the right of way
of the timnel have recently been taken

up by the tunnel people.

The Florence & Cripple Creek Railroad
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is handling, on an average, 20 cars of ore

a day bound for the Union plant of the

United States Reduction and Refining

Company, at Florence. The reduction of

rates recently made by this company has

stimulated the handling of low-grade ore.

Abe Lincoln—A considerable amount

of ore is being shipped from this property,

which is worked under lease by John

Sharpe and associates. A number of sub-

leases are also being worked. The prop-

erty belongs to the Stratton estate and is

in Poverty gulch close to the town of

Cripple Creek.

Black Belle—The property of this com-

pany is to be divided into blocks and let

out to leasers. It is situated on Beacon

hill close to the property of the El Paso.

Newt. Wilson, of Cripple, is in charge.

British American—This company, oper-

ating on the south end of the Dante claim

on Bull hill, has just paid a dividend of

$6000 to the five stockholders. Within

two months the monthly dividend has in-

creased from $1000 to the last disburse-

ment.

Little Clara—The production of this

property is reported as a little over

$40,000 for the month of October. The

property is operated by the Little Clara

Leasing Company and .belongs to the

Work company. This is the same prop-,

erty that yielded high returns to Marsh

& Hodges about a year ago. H. D.

Thompson, of Cripple Creek, is in charge

of the property.

Ofhir—A hoist and boiler are being in-

stalled at the new shaft on this property.

This shaft is being sunk vertically to cut

the vein at considerable depth, to replace

the crooked incline now in use. James F.

Smith, of Cripple Creek, is in charge of

the work.

Portland and Strong—The huge pumps

of these mines have been started and

three shifts will be employed to facilitate

the unwatering. On the Portland prop-

erty there are three pumps at work and

on the Strong -there are two. From all

appearances there are two water courses

in these workings. Manager Kurie re

ports the water as receding rapidly.

Idaho

Blaine County

Croesus—This mine and mill, near

Hailcy, have been shut down, partly on

account of a short supply of coal, and

partly because of some dissatisfaction

among the miners, because they were un-

able to get their pay in cash.

Eureka—At this mine, near Hailey,

Superintendent Sawyer has let a contract

to sink the main shaft 300 ft. deeper. The

work will be done during the winter.

Elmore County

Monarch Mining Company—Good pro-

gress is being made on this company's

new concentrating mill at Atlanta. It is

expected that it will be ready for use

in January.

Owyhee County

Potosi—This old mine, near Silver

City, is being reopened by a new com

pany, which bought the property two years

ago. An air compressor, pumps and

drills have been put in and new buildings

erected.

Illinois

Consolidated Zinc Company—This com-

pany has been organized by Chicago cap-

italists, with Frank Nicholson, of Joplin,

Mo., as president, to take over a large

number of mines in Wisconsin and else-

where. The properties have been re-

ported upon by R. N. Dickman, of Dick-

man & McKenzie, of Chicago. It is pro-

posed to build zinc and lead smelting

works.

Michigan

Copper

Isle Royale—The three new shafts, Nos.

4, 5 and 6, are in promising ground. No.

5 shaft is down approximately 100 ft.

;

of this distance, 70 ft. was through over-

burden, but Ihe remainder is passing

through rich copper-bearing rock. No. 4

is also down about the same distance and

is bottomed in good stamp rock and some

mass copper. No. 6, the deepest of the

new openings,- is down about four levels.

Drifts have been run from the upper

levels and good stamp rock is being

hoisted.

Michigan—The "C" shaft of this prop-

erty is down nearly to the tenth level and

the formation is becoming more uni-

formly mineralized.

Tuscola County

The shaft sunk by Handy Brothers,

near Akron, has reached the coal, and

entries are being driven. Shipments of

coal will be begun soon.

Missouri

Jefferson County

Virginia—This mine is being reopened

by H. J. Cantwell, of St. Louis. A good

streak of galena ore has been opened by

a shaft at the south end.

JoPLiN District

Gamecock—L. P. Benna, of Carthage,

reports striking sheet ground in every

drill hole on the ground of this company

east of Wentworth.

Rathbone Mining Company—This com-

pany, composed of Springfield men, • has

leased land from R. B. Boyd and asso-

ciates near Sarcoxie and will begin drill-

ing at once.

Sadlter Lead and Zinc Company—The
property of this company, south of Duen-
weg, comprising 220 acres, has been sold

lo Judge Howard Gray, of Carthage, for

$40,000.

Nciu Strike—A. strike was made on the

80-acre farm of Thos. Cone, of Preston.

The drill showed 8 ft. of zinc ore.

Stock Exchange—The Joplin Stock Ex-
change has elected the following officers

:

President, B. W. Lyon ; secretary, Clay

Gregory ; treasurer, T. W. Cunningham

;

manager, James Gallagher.

Ha~cl Dell Mining Company—This new
Oklahoma corporation has started opera-

tions in Searcy county, northern Ar-

kansas, a few miles north of Gilbert. So
far 120 acres have been thoroughly pros-

pected and zinc ore shows in nearly every

prospect.

St. Francois County

Federal—Mining operations are going

on in a very much restricted way. A test

is shortly to be rruide with the Gordon
one-man drill.

Doe Run Lead Company—Work on the

2O0O-lon mill at Flat River has been tem-

porarily suspended. Only the founda-

tions had been completed and the old

mill at Doe Run will continue to handle

the ore.

.S";. Joe Lead Company—Work on the

new gas producer plant for furnishing

power to the Bonne Terre mill is still

under way, having been contracted for

some time ago. All other new construc-

tion, however, has been discontinued and

half the roasting furnaces at Bonne Terre

have been blown out. The Savelsberg pro-

cess is being tested at the smelting works.

Montana

Butte District

Boston & Montana—On this property

mining is at present confined to the

Mountain View, East Colusa, and to the

Pennsylvania above the 6oo-ft. levels, the

three rrfines combined producing between

1000 and 1 100 tons per day. The Boston

& Montana is also in possession of the

Alex. Scott shaft belonging to the Butte-

Montana company, and is sinking it 200

ft. deeper and making connections between

the shaft and the West Colusa workings

for the purpose of ventilation. The Bos-

ton & Montana gets the benefit of the

connections and the Butte-Montana the

benefit of the development work. Con-

nections have already been made at the

700 and 900 levels and another is being

made at 1000 ft. At the Mountain View
connections with the High Ore mine of

the Anacondta company have been made

at a depth of 220 ft. for the purpose of

drainage.

Butte & Bacorn—This company, in its
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drift on one of the veins of the Calumet

at a depth of 1000 ft., has come into sev-

eral small" veins running northwest and

southeast, which seem to unite with the

cast and west vein. The new veins carry

some good ore.

Xortli Biiltc /;.i/.'»Mic)»—This company-

is crosscutting at the 300 and has cut one

vein within 55 ft. of the shaft. The vein

was an une.xpcctotl one; it is 15 ft. wide

and assays about i per cent, copper and

some silver.

Pittsburg & Montana—According to

official advices from this company, it has

resumed operations and is running its

smelter to the full furnace capacity, treat-

ing its ore by the same process used when

the smelter was in operation before. It

will be remembered that its plant was

closed down during the spring of 1906,

because the production of the mine was

then only about 100 tons of ore per day.

Sir.ce then, anid until the present time,

the company's ore has been treated by the

Washoe company at Anaconda. This

was a good arrangement for Pittsburg &
Montana, as long as its production was

small, but when the output reached 350

tons per day and the large body of ore

on the west side of the property and the

15-fl. vein on the 800-ft. level were de-

veloped, the reason for shipping ore no

longer existed. Recent published state-

ments regarding the amount of money

spent upon an experimental furnace, and

the rebuilding of the plant, are without

foundation. The company's product is be-

ing treated by the same process as it was

during the operation of the plant in 1905-

1906, and it is using now, as it did then,

the Baggaley process, eliminating entirely

water concentration and calcination in

roasting furnaces. The report current

that the company is rebuilding its smelter

is incorrect and is probably due to the fact

that it is planning to add large furnaces,

capable of melting 500 tons of ore per

day, and another converter, in order to

provide for present production. The
buildings were originally constructed so

that additional furnaces and converters

could be installed without disturbing or

changing other portions of the plant.

Nevada

Nye Couxtv—Bullfrog

Backbone—A number of men have been

engaged to develop this property, which

is located about i]/2 miles from the Sho-

shone in a northeasterly direction. A
rhyolite dike traverses the ground, and
numerous shallow cuts and shafts have

satisfied the manager, Philip Starr, that

he has the making of a mine.

Granite Contact—The 300 ft. tunnel on

No. 5 claim has been completed and the

management is now engaged in starting

a crosscut to determine the width of the

vein.

Xational Bank—Rich ore is being

raised from the bottom level, and ore of

shipping grade is being quarried in the

open cut situated on the vein outcrop

about 230 ft. north from the shaft.

Shoshone— .\ partial clean-up at the

new mill resulted in a gold brick weigh-

ing 344 oz., valued at $6000. The mill

continues to run satisfactorily. Two sliifts

arc employed in the mill and are handling

about 140 tons a day on the average a

week. It will be another month before

the mill will be running up to its capacity.

Three shifts are working in the big shaft,

which is within about 5 ft. of the 6oo-ft.

point. Two sliifts are working on the

various levels, stoping and developing.

Tramps Consolidated—Sinking is being

continued in the winze at the Denver, a

depth of 240 ft. having been reached

below the fourth tunnel level. The drifts

on the 20O-ft. level are continuing to ex-

pose milling values.

NvE County—Tonopah

Belmont—It is reported that a rich

strike has been made in the 800-ft. level

in the Occidental claim at a point about

800 ft. southeast of the Desert Queen
shaft, and about 400 ft. from the side

line of the Rescue mine. The diamond
drill prospecting the deep levels from the

900-ft. level has reached a point 220 ft.

below that level, and 1120 ft. below the

surface ; the ground is found at this depth

to be greatly disturbed and broken up.

Blair—This old mine, situated about

20 miles west of Tonopah, is in active

operation again, and immense reserves of

lire of milling grade are being opened up.

The new mill is nearing completion and

twenty of the hundred stamps in the mill

have been running pretty steadily.

Extension—Good progress is being

made in the crosscut to the north on the

loso-ft. level. The formation is improv-

ing steadily and numerous stringers

carrying good values are being encoun-

tered. Stoping is progressing on all

levels above the 600-ft. level.

Midway—Mining operations are chiefly

confined to drifting and raising work on

the large vein recently cut at the 800-

ft. level. Regular shipments of high-

grade ore averaging 200 tons per week
are being made from the vein in the 435-

ft. level.

Mother Lode—This company has for

the past month been actively developing

its group of nine claims situated about 2j4

miles west of Tonopah. The shaft, which
was down 200 ft. when work was sus-

pended last year, will be sunk to the 500-

ft. point before crosscutting begins. The
shaft is double compartment and well

timbered, and is now being equipped with

a new gallows frame and a 40-h.p. hoist.

West End—The station at the 320-ft.

level in the new double-compartment

working shaft has been completed. It is

t8 ft., high and 20 ft. long and is provided

with a double track for switching ore-

cars. The cage for the new shaft will be

in place soon, when sinking will be re-

sumed. For the present all waste will

be hoisted through the new shaft, while

the ore will be raised through the old

shaft.

Pennsylvania

Bituminous Coal

M. A. Throop, of liarlston, has bought

from the Peabody estate 2800 acres of

coal land in the Broad Top region. It

is understood that he will open a mine

and build a number of coke ovens.

South Dakota

Lawrence County

Wasp No. 2—^Electric equipment has

just been added and the 200-ton mill will

resume operations.

Globe—The new 200-ton electro-chem-

ical mill was recently tested. This is the

only mill of its kind in the Black Hills.

Custer Peak—A Wiswell mill is being

made over into a Chilean and a test treat-

ment plant being erected.

Arkota—A $6000 hoist and supplemen-

tary machinery and drills have been in-

stalled and the shaft will be sunk to

quartzite.

Minnesota Mines Company—President

F. E. Little, of Minneapolis, announces

that the new 200-ton cyanide mill will be

ready within the next 30 days. The mine

is to be unwatere^ and the shaft con-

tinued from the 165-ft. depth.

Pennington County

Mariposa—-The main working tunnel is

in 800 ft., and will tap the vein at the

600-ft. depth. A number of high-grade

assays and free-gold specimens are re-

ported.

Grand Vieiv—The damaged machinery

which closed the property some weeks ago
has been repaired and the work will be

resumed at once.

Hyinalulu—Superintendent Bennett has

installed new machinery and will push the

tunnel deeper and then commence opening

up the property.

Crozvn—Several new orebodies have

been opened. An extension of the old

tunnel cut the vein at the 130-ft. depth

and showed rich gold ore.

Burlington—New machineo' is all in

and extensive development work will be

started immediately.

Eagle Mountain—Machmcry from ad-

joining properties has been moved over

and Colonel Clark has started work on the

copper property.

Ivanhoc—The Sunrise and Pontiac

groups have been purchased from Charles

Upham and associates for $3000. There

are well developed claims showing gold

values of from $10 upward.
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Proz>xdenl—A carload of aniblygonite

was shipped this week to Omaha and an-

other will be ready within 10 days. Man-

ager Davis reports new bodies of mineral.

Canada

British CoLf.\iBi.\

—

Boundary District

Granby Consolidated—The shut-down

at these mines is now nearly complete.

How long it will continue is uncertain,

much depending on the disposition of the

men to come to terms with the manage-

ment.

British Co'lumbi.\—Similk.smeen

District

In response to a petition from Prince-

ton, Siniilkameen, the Dominion min-

ister of mines has intimated that the re-

quest for an official examination of and

report on platinum deposits in the Tula-

nieen section of the district has been re-

ferred to the officers of the department

p.r.d that an effort will be made to com-

ply with the request made. The only im-

portant examination and report yet made
was Uiat of Prof. Jas. F. Kemp, of Co-

lumbia University, New York, for the

United States Geological Survey, the re-

sults being given in Bulletin No. 193.

The Great Northern Railway Company
has extended its railway system to the

lower Siniilkameen and now has continu-

ous connection from Spokane, Wash.,

through the Boundary district of British

Columbia to Keremeos. Grading north-

ward to Hedley is the .progress.

New Brunswick

Miiito Coal Mines—It is reported that

scarcity of labor is greatly hampering pro-

duction from this field.

Nov.\ Scotia

Noiv Scolia Steel and Coal Company—
The old No. 2 colliery w-hich has been shut

down since 1904 is expected to be re-

opened at once.

Ontario—Algom.-\ District

Hermina Mining Company, Ltd—This

company owns 1250 acres of mineral land

in Salter township. The mine is located

about 4.5 miles from the village of Massy
and will be connected with the Canadian
Pacific railroad by a spur now building.

Two shafts and several pits have been

sunk on the lodes. One is down 350 ft.

but work has been discontinued. The sec-

ond has been sunk vertically to a depth of

434 ft., and a third will be sunk at a point

1000 ft. west on what is known as the Du-
luth claim. The veins are wide on the

surface and increase in width at several

hundred feet in depth. Samples taken from
the third and fourth levels assay from 6.5

to IS per cent, copper. A shipment of

70 tons showed a copper content of from 9
to 13 per cent. Capt. James Chynoweth,

of Calumet, Mich., recently examined the

property for the company.

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—-Shipments of ore for

the week ending Nov. 16, were as follows

:

City of Cobalt, 101,230 lb.; La Rose, 619,-

000; McKinley-Darra.u;li. 121,270; Nipis-

sing, 182,460; total 1,024,060 pounds.

Clear Lake—The shaft on the property,

cast of the Nipissing and north of the

O'Brien, which is being put down with a

steam plant, has reached a depth of IT5

feet.

Columbus Mine—A 4-in. vein of cobalt

has been cut at a depth of 160 ft. in a

crosscut 40 ft. from the main shaft.

Kerr Lake Crown Reserve—President

Carson and several directors recently

visited the property for the purpose of

outlining a policy of development. The

lake has been lowered 4 ft. and a large

vein, running from the Silver Leaf prop-

erty-, has been traced by cross-trenching.

Cleveland—The gas-producer plant re-

cently installed at this mine, is found to

work satisfactorily. The plant has a ca-

pacity of 400 h.p., of which only one-half

is required by the company. A portion of

the surplus is let to a company for light-

ing the town of Cobalt. Work is pro-

gressing night and day on two shafts. No.

II or Bailey shaft is down 80 ft. and No. 8

shaft is down about 60 feet.

Ontario—Hastings County

Diamond—This gold mining property

has been sold to New York and Boston

parties, under option, and operations on a

large scale will be undertaken.

Mexico

Tepezaia—The copper mines of the

Guggenheim Exploration Company have

followed other mines in the district and

have closed down. Practically all of the

copper mines in Mexico of the Guggen-

heim company and the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Company are now closed.

Chihuahua

LIuvia de Oro—Machinery for a com-

plete power plant has been purchased for

the mines near El Fucrte. It consists of

a 500-kw. .\llis-Clialniers steam turbine,

direct-connected with an alternating-cur-

rent generator for operation at 60 cycles,

three-phase and 600 volts.

Santa Eulalia—This camp continues to

ship about 20,000 tons of silver-lead ore

monthly. The tonnage will be increased

tc 30,000 tons per month as soon as the

smelter in Chihuahua is in operation.

La Republica—J. W. Malcolmson, man-

ager of the mining department of the

United States Mexican Trust Company,

reports that the vein on the 300-ft. level

of this mine in the Rayon district is 8 ft.

wide and averages 272 oz. silver per ton.

Durango

Velardena—The Terneras and. the Cop-

per Queen mines in this district have been

closed down indefinitely. No cause is

assigned for the suspension, which throws

1000 miners out of work. The Terneras

is a silver-lead property. The output of

this mine and the Copper Queen has been

so great that it is said the smelting works

at Velardena were erected primarily to

treat the ores from these mines.

Guadalajara

San Marcos Mining Company—This

company has been organized to develop

about 100 pertinencias on the Tepehuaje

mountain in the Etzetlan district. The
ore carries copper.

SONORA

Cieneguita—This copper mine at Sah-

uaripa, recently shipped 12 tons of so-per

cent, matte carrying more than 1000 oz.

silver produced in two wood-burning re-

verberatory furnaces.

Dorotea—This group of live claims in

the Magdalena district including the

workings six miles from Puertecitos, has

been sold to the Fay Cananea Copper

Company.

Moctczuma Copper Company—The Ris-

don Iron Works has shipped 70 Risdon-

Johnston concentrators to the property at

Nacozari. This order constitutes the en-

tire equipment of the new 1200-ton mill

now under construction by the company.

Zacatecas

Bcuilo Juarc:—A 20-stamp mill is

crushing 50 tons of ore per day for

cyaniding. The capacity is to be in-

creased.

Africa

Transvaal

Gold production in October is reported

at 553,553 oz. fine gold, of which 532,993

oz. came from the mines on the Witwat-

ersrand, and 20.560 oz. from outside dis-

tricts. For the 10 months ended Oct. 31

the total output was 5,318,057 oz. fine gold,

or $109,924,238; of this total, 5,127,328 oz.

came from the Witv.atersrand, and 190,-

729 oz. from outside districts. The total

for the 10 moiiths in 1906 was 4,703,077

oz. ; showing an increase of 614,980 oz.

this year.

West Africa

Gold production in October is reported

at 24.013 oz. bullion, being 600 oz. less

thau in September, but 3064 oz. more than

in October, 1906. For the 10 months

ended Oct. 31 the total was 178,127 oz. bul-

lion in 1906. and 240,692 oz. in 1907 ; an

increase of 62,565 oz. The bullion re-

ported in 1907 was equal to $4,673,056, or

226.080 oz. fine gold.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial
Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Xew York, Nov. 27—Finauoiul con-

ditions are at last beginning to affect the

coal trade in the West. A disposition to

go slow is becoming apparent, and the

closing, or partial closing, of factories is

having an effect on the demand for steam

coal. In many places operators have had

trouble in securing currency for pay-

rolls, and this has caused dissatisfaction-

among the miiiers. Car supply is gen-

erally good for the season, and there are

fewer complaints than usual.

The anthracite trade is steady and there

seems to be no complaint among oper-

ators. The demand is. apparently, fully

up to tlie supply.

The bituminous trade is quieting down
not only locally, but in nearly all terri-

tories throughout the East. Producers

are catching up rapidly and there does

not seem to be the scarcity of coal which
has existed heretofore. Contractors have
all along been taking larger amounts on

their contracts than their monthly propor-

tion called for. This puts tlie consumer
in an independent position and extra sup-

plies of coal are not now being called for.

However, there have been no cancella-

tions on contracts as yet, and a consider-

able volume of coal is being sent forward.

There seems to be a continued tend-

ency for labor to make ^JScmand for an

advance in wages. This'ninovement may
have been begun previous' to the present

business depression and many producers

believe this to be the case. It is not a

time to make demands of this kind, and
the disposition of the operators is to

handle the situation with a stron? hand

and to make no concessions.

Co.\L Traffic Notes

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the year to Nov. 16 were 864.369 tons.

Shipments of bituminous coal and coke

over various railroads in western Penn-
sylvania and West Virginia for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 are reported as

follows, in short tons

:

Coal. Coke. Total.

Bait, i Ohio 19.C79.iK)7 4.:i24.0B9 24.003.27fi

Buff.. Bnch. .k Plttt. 5.S30,92I 464.28.'i 5.79."i.20f>

Penn.llnee.N.Y.Cen. 6.175,51.s C0.ii63 6.2;15..'>78

Pitts, t L. Erie «.I»4.9.'i9 3.98«.:m 12.171.30Ip

Norfolk * Western.. 9.135.512 1.92;).i;(0 11,064.642

i. (.ihio carried 040,48." tons 01 antliracile

in 1906, and 713,774 tons iii 1907; an in-

crease of 67,292 tons.

The coal tonnage over the roads in the

Ohio Coal Traffic .Association for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 was as follows, in

short tons

:

Hocking Valley
Toledo & Ohln Cent.

.

Baltimore k Ohio....
Wheeling & L. Erie..
Cleve.. Lorslii k Wh.
Znne8vl1Ie& Weeteni
Toledo Dlv., I'eu. Co.
L.Erie,Alliance*Wh.
Uarletta. Col. fc Clev.

Total

Total. 1906.

48.506.114 10.763.888 59.270.002

4.3.873.032 9.885.443 .'••3.758.475

1906. 1907. Changes.

2.K6.'i,877 2.97,'..528 I. W.l.lBI

l,2-.>«.425 1.348.0IU I. 61,639
1.362.758 1,686.756 I. 323.998
1.544.418 2.560,l;i5 1.1.015.717

1.491.192 2,161.212 1. 670.020
8;)7.088 1.200.012 I. 362.924

1.651,072 1,707.145 I. 5l,.073

514.067 919.551 I. 405.484
8,645 22.816 I. 14.171

Total. ..11,671,542 14,581,219 1.3,009,677

The total shows an increase this year

of 25.1 per cent.

The Southwestern Interstate Coal

Operators' .Association reports coal ton-

nages for the eight months ended Aug.

31 as follows, in short tons:

1906. 1907. ChaugeH.

Missouri 1,440.536 1,776,333 I. 335.799
Kansa-s 3.031,.564 4.146.205 1.1.114.641
Arkau8as 950,935 1,482,765 I. 631.830
Indian Territory.... 1.481,614 1,892,565 I. 411.051

Total 6.904.549 9.297,870 1.2.393,321

The total gain was 34.7 per cent. The
production last year was interrupted by

strikes.

ni.iking pons have been rather high, ves-

sels having chartered at $l.So@i.6o from
New York and $1.70 from Philadelphia to

such places as Plymouth and Kennebec
river points. Along the Sound the de-

mand is fairly strong, and the better

grades of coal are being demanded. Con-
sumers seem to be willing to pay high

freight rates in order to get what they

want, and this trade is principally in-

fluenced by a lack of vessels.

Transportation from mines to tide is

fairly regular but is inclined to be some-
what slow. Car supply is irregular, one

day showing a plentiful supply, the next

no cars at all.

The Coastwise vessel market is char-

acterized by a dearth of small light-draft

vessels, whereas large craft are in fairly

good supply. Freight rates are as fol-

lows : From Philadelphia to Boston,

Salem and Portland, $1 ; to Portsmouth,

$i.05@i.io; to Newliuryport and Lynn,

?i.25; to the Sound, 8s@90c. ; to points

further East than Newburyport the rate

depends upon the needs of the consumer.

Freight rates from New York harbor, on

large vessels, are 8s@90c. to points

around the Cape. To shoal-water ports

small craft are being chartered at $1.25.

New York harbor freights are 25c. per

ton.

The total increase this year was 5.512,-

527 tons, or 10.3 per cent. In addition to

the tonnage reported above, the Baltimore

New York

Anthracite

Nov. 27—The anthracite market shows
considerably more strength for all grades

of coal. Egg size, which has heretofore

been dull, is now more active, and the de-

mand for the other prepared sizes and

for steam coal is good. Buckwheat No. 1

is stronger than the other small coals.

Stocks are not excessive, and the hard-

coal market is in a strong condition.

Prices are quoted as follows : Broken,

$4.50(a'4.75 ; egg, stove and chestnut, $5

:

pea, $3.25@3.5o: buckwheat No. i $2.75®

3; buckwheat No. 2 or rice. $2.i5@2.25;

barley, $1.75, all f.o.b. New York harbor.

B1TU.MIXOUS

Business is quieting down to a marked

degree, and this is especially apparent in

the local market, which is dull and in-

clined to be weak. Prices for good grades

of steam coal are $2.7q@2.75. Other

grades range around $2.85@2.90, New
York harbor.

Trade along the Atlantic Seaboard is

fairly active and the far East is taking on

considerable coal for spot delivery. Ship-

ments for the future are not developing

especially well. Water freights to ice-

Birmingham

Nov. 25—The coal production in Ala-

bama has at last been reduced ; several

mines have been closed down or are run-

ning slack. The Southern Steel Com-
pany has closed down the Virginia City

mines while the Tennessee company has

closed some of the mines in the Blue

Creek region. The shutting down of

more than half a dozen furnaces, rolling

mills and other industries where large

quantities of coal are used has had its

effect on coal production. It is not be-

lieved there will be a general resumption

of work in the coalfields until after the

new year starts in.

The coke trade is also a little quiet and
the production is off.

Chicago

Nov. 25—Depression continues in the

coal market. Weakness is pronounced in

coals from mines east of Indiana, notably

smokeless and Hocking. Coals from
Illmois and Indiana mines are not so over-

abundant, but sales are greatly lessened

by the closing or lessened operations of

marnfacluring and other industrial plants.
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Illinois and Indiana coals bring $2.15(0)3

for lump, ^i.-s@2.2$ for run-of-mine, and

$i.i5@i,40 for screenings. The demand

for prepared sizes is not yet strong, be-

cause of mild weather.

The market for Eastern coals has been

weak because of over-shipments necessi-

tating sales at sacrifice prices to escape

heavy demurrage cliarges. Hocking can

be had in almost any quantity at $3.40®

3.50. Smokeless—standard Pocahontas and

New River—sells a little above or below

the $3 mark for run-of-mine. Youghio-

gheny and Pittsburg No. 8 are steady,

though not in large demand, the former

at $3.25 for H-m- and the latter at $2.95

for I'/i-iti.

Anthracite sells steadily, though the de-

mand is not hea\'y.

Pittsburg

A'oi'. 26—For the first time in several

months there has been a full supply of

railroad cars, and most of the mines in the

Pittsburg district have been operating to

capacity for nearly a week. Despite the

closing of a number of mills, prices re-

main fairly firm, quotations ranging from

$l.40<ai.50 for mine-run coal at mine.

Most of the sales during the past week

have been made at the minimum price.

The river coal trade continues in excel-

lent shape. Another rise in the rivers to-

day enabled shippers to send out about a

dozen tows of coal to southern ports.

Connellszille Coke—The slump in coke

has been serious, and as a result produc-

tion has been greatly curtailed. At the

close of last week less than one-half of

the 25,000 ovens in the upper and lower

Connellsville fields were in operation and

this week several thousand additional

ovens were put on the inactive list. There

are no prices on furnace coke, as demand

has entirely fallen off. It is reported that

some lots of furnace coke have been of-

ferred as low as $2 a ton. Foundry coke

is stilt in demand by some foundries that

are operating and have not covered for

their requirements. Prices, however, have

declined and quotations for prompt ship-

ment are $2.75@3, although it is reported

that sales have been made at a lower fig-

ure. The Courier in its weekly summary

gives the production in both fields at 263,-

628 tons. The shipments aggregated 9648

cars, distributed as follows : To Pittsburg,

3592 cars ; to points west of Connellsville,

5323 cars; to points east of Connellsville,

733 cars. The production and shipments

for this week likely will be cut in half.

needs. The main interest at present seems

to be in the withdrawal of contracts, a

movement which has reached some pro-

portions. How far this can be carried is

a matter on which manufacturers will

doubtless have something to say. The cur-

tailment of production has reached large

proportions, and does not yet seem to be

at an end. It looks as if there would be

1,0 accunuilalion of stocks, as diminished

demand will be promptly met by smaller

output.

Lake Ore Shipments—Ore shipments

from the Lake Superior region are about

through for the season. True to its policy,

the United States Steel Corporation is

operating on the Mesabi range at a maxi-

mum, though it already has on the lower

lakes more ore than can be consumed, un-

der present conditions, during the next

eight or 10 months. This ma.ximum will

be maintained until shipments become

costly through ice and cold weather, and

will then cease altogether. No strenuous

efforts are being made to keep docks open,

as quite cold weather is coming now—so

cold that the ore freezes heavily in transit

from mines to docks. There is frost in

ore of much moisture when it reaches

docks, and steaming has been resorted to.

In order to avert re-handling of frozen ore,

and the possibility of ore being held in

dock pockets all winter, the roads have

not been furnishing cars for ordinary ship-

ments until the vessel to carry that special

cargo of ore is in the harbor. Two years

ago they were badly caught because they

forwarded ore to docks as soon as the

shipping was on Lake Superior upbound,

but there came a storm that wrecked ves-

sels of a capacity for nearly joo.ooc tons,

and delayed as much more till the dock

pockets were filled with ore frozen into

solid masses. The November Mesabi busi-

ness was large, especially from the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern road.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Nov. 27—The iron and

steel markets show little change during

the week, and may be expected to remain

quiet as at present until financial condi-

tions improve. New business does not

come forward, the only sales made being

of small quantities to cover immediate

Baltimore

Nov. 26—Imports for the week in-

cluded 1343 tons ferromanganese and 123

tons ferrosilicon. Arrivals of iron ore

were 5000 tons, from Cuba. Among other

imports were 3326 bags copper ore and

11,764 sacks silver ore from Valparaiso.

Chile.

Birminghain

Nov. 25—Further curtailment of pig-

iron production has taken place in the

Birmingham district. The Sloss-Shefiield

Steel and Iron Company has blown out

two furnaces. The make now is just

enough to meet the demand, which is

rather weak and the constant cancella-

tion of orders is being felt. The manu-

facturers in the South are not allowing

any accumulation of iron and are not de-

siring any. Rumors prevail that in the

near future two or three of the furnaces

of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company at Bessemer will be started up.

Out of five blast furnaces at that place

one is in operation, one has fires banked

and three are cold. An explosion of a

gas stove at the Ensley furnace plant of

the Tennessee company, caused a closing

down of two of the furnaces. The dam-
age has been repaired. The Southern

Steel Company has closed down one fur-

nace recently.

There is still a fairly good demand for

cast-iron pipe, steel and other products.

The steel plants of the Tennessee and

Southern companies are doing well.

Chicago

Nov. 25—The pig-iron market continues

depressed. Practically no sales are being

made, except for current needs of the

most_ temporary nature. Melters will not

talk of contract requirements in the pres-

ent state of uncertainty about general

business conditions. Their weekly needs

are growing smaller with the slowing up

of industries dependent on iron and steel.

Quotations on the small lots sold are

nominally $25.50 for Lake Superior char-

coal ; $20.50 for Northern No. 2 coke

foundry; and $16 Birmingham ($20.35

Chicago) for Southern. Above and below

these quotations are variations of 50c.

or $1 on many sales and a consumer in

real need of iron sometimes pays a higher

premium. Everything depends on how
great the need is.

Hardly a line of iron and steel prod-

ucts is active. There is a little new busi-

ness in structural material and in a few

steel products.

Coke is inactive. The price of $5.90

for the best Connellsville remains the

nominal quotation, though shaded 25c.

for some, if not most, sales.

Pliiladelphia

Nov. 27—The closest inquiry among
producers of pig iron for this market fails

to develop anything of interest. There

seems to be a general scare and buyers

here are patiently waiting for iron to go

still lower. There have been general re-

ductions of wages at the blast furnaces at

eastern and middle Pennsylvania, and

further reductions will probably be made

before the end of the year. Selling prices

naturally follow this decrease in cost.

Every kind of iron is similarly affected.

The range of prices is wider than it has

been for a year. There are no inquiries

on the market worth noting. The situa-

tion is better than it appears on the sur-

face from the fact that the foundries and

mills have a great deal of work to do, and

they must have the iron to do the work.

In a general way, prices have declined

about 50c. within a week.

Steel Billets—There is a good deal of

material due on old contracts. Some re-

adjustments have been made as to prices

in consequence of the decline in billets

since contracts were placed.

Borj—There has been a sharp falling
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off in the denianil for bar iron in the wny

of large orders. The local stores are do-

ing a good business in a retail way. Bar

iron is selling at 1.75c. Common iron is

the subject of more inquiry than any other

kind, and some of our mills have nood

contracts which they are tilling.

Sheets—The sheet market is on the

whole in a satisfactory condition, but

there is an absence of large orders. The

stores are shipping sheets every day to

their customers.

Pipes and Tubes—There has been

scarcely any business done for a week.

Tubes have weakened under the general

depression.

Plates—Manufacturers of iron and steel

plates are in better shape than any others.

The car builders have a large amount of

work on hand and they are anxious for

material. In a small way plates are sell-

ing well, particularly boiler plate.

Slnicliiral Material—Prices remain

about where they were a month ago for

small orders, but for large orders it is

impossible to give quotations.

Steel Rails—Orders for light rails arc

coming along, but not as fast as a month

ago. Some orders have been booked this

week for export.

Scraf—The scrap market is dull and

the inducements which some dealers of-

fered to mill owners have not brought any

response. The only kind of scrap wanted

is steel, wrought and railroad. There is

a light movement in the lower grades of

scrap, but at a drop of about Soc. per ton.

over into next year. New business in

structural material is still being placed,

the largest order being taken by the

.\inerican Wridge Company. It calls for

2000 tons for bridge work for the Dela-

ware & Hudson Railroad. The plate mills

arc all busy ancl will not be able to com-

plete all contracts on the books this year.

Pig Iron—The market continues dull,

there being no inquiry for .tny grade ex-

cept foundry It is likely that some new

business will be placed during the week.

Large furnace interests are quoting $20,

Valley furnaces, for bcsscmcr iron, but

$19 and less may be done for prompt de-

livery. Most of the merchant furnaces

in the Valleys are going, but it is believed

a large majority will be closed about the

middle of December. The Carnegie Steel

Company has closed six more blast furn-

aces, making a total of 30 out and four,

banked. Of the 95 furnaces of the United

States Steel Corporation 55 arc now on

the inactive list. Quotations on all grades

of pig iron are purely nominal, No. 2

foundry being $19, basic and gray forge

$18, Valley furnaces.

5"?C('/—Billets remain unchanged as to

quotations, the price named on both bes-

senicr and open-hearth being $28, Pitts-

burg, and sheet-bars are still quoted at

$31, but no transactions at any price are

recorded. Steel bars are at l.6oc. and

plates at 1.70c. There will be no change

in the prices of finished steel products this

year.

Kttsburg

Nov. 26—While there seems to be some

slight improvement in the iron and steel

markets, conditions continue decidedly

dull in most lines. Among the more im-

portant new business booked within the

past week was a number of good orders

taken by the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company and the West-

inghouse Machine Company, the two con-

cerns that are being operated by receivers.

It is announced that the two companies

have taken orders lately that aggregate

over $2,000,000. In the iron trade there

has been a slight improvement. The fin-

ishing mills of the Shenango Iron and

Steel Company resumed operations on

Monday and the Valley and the Brown-

Bonnell works of the Republic Iron and

Steel Company are scheduled to resume

tomorrow. It is believed the bessemer

steel plant of this company will be put in

operation again in a few days. The big

Homestead works and the Duquesne plant

of the Carnegie Steel Company are still

in full operation, but there is a slowing

down at the Edgar Thomson rail plant.

Most of the urgent rail orders will be

filled early next month, when the works

will be closed for repairs and extensive

improvements. It is estimated that sev-

eral hundred thousand tons of orders for

standard and light rails will be carried

Metal Market

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

NEW YORIv. Nov. 27.

At all United States Ports in Oct. and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Oct. 1907..
• 1906..

Year 1907..
• 1906..

$ 3,112,639
7,071,644

52,992.352
42,864,606

$ 4,480,910
27,2.50.8,52

36.343,130

139,026,869

Imp.

Kxp.
Imp.

$ 1,368,371
20,176,308
17,IV19,222

96,162,363

Silver

:

Oct. 1907..
" 1906..

Tear 1907..

,. 1906..

6,053,997
3,649,017

63,024,790
48,990,366

3,566,634
3,882,.522

38,064.858
36,876,691

Exp.
Imp
Exp.

1,487,363
333,605

14,969.932

12,113.765

Period.
Gold. 1

Sliver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. ImiMrts.

Weelt
1907
1906
1905

S
34,818,644
6,047.7:14

34,692,003

12,413.679 $ 978.490
49.582.229 47.332.720
92.819.867 46.888.961

10.611.8;» 30,K69.U77

» 18.211

2.727.028
a,02J.873
3.879,631

Gold. BIlTsr. Total.

ASB'dNuwYork $168,71)9,100

England $162,128,766 l'.'.'.C.'«,768

France 541,843,100 $186,^.' :i.600

Ovrmauy 142,860,000 39. i.ooo

Hpain 78,046,000 127.c- ".000

Netherlands.... 3H,»I9,000 24,li7.',(.l»i •^.Ml.MX)

lli-lKluin 16,66:).;i36 N,28I.6(a Jl.MS.OOO

Italy l'.MI,7:tO,(«)0 2;i,7yM,000 214.52K.000

HuBSia 625,736.000 24,940,000 0.'><l.675.000

AUHt.Huugary. 228,O.M),000 67,066,000 2H5,7O'..O0O

Sweden 20,610,(100 20.6io.OUO

The banks of England and Sweden re-

port gold only. The New York banks do

not separate gold and silver in their re-

ports. The European statements are

from the cables to the Commercial and

rinancial Chronicle of New York.

The movement of gold and silver in

France for the nine months ended Sept.

30 was as follows :

Gold

;

1906. 1907.

Imp.itd Fr. 380,996,000 Fr, 356,8*),000

Exp.irll< 97,873,000 80,092.000

Excose, lmi)i>rt8 ... Fr. 283,12:1.000 Fr.269,728,000

Silver :

Imports 119.133,000 13«,061,000

Exports 118,602,000 131.210,000

Excess, Imports.... Fr. Ottl.OOO Fr. 4,841,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins were

84,000 fr. in 1906, and 74,000 fr. in 1907.

Exports were 160,000 fr. in 1906, and

540,000 fr. this year.

These statements cover tlie total movement
of sold and silver to and from tlie United
States, These figures are furnished by tlie

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Gold and Silver Movement, New York

For week ending Nov. 23 and years from Jan. 1

Silver Market

SILVER AND 8TEBLIN0 EXCHANGK.

SUver. 1

?'

SUver.

ii

Sn
u

a !fS fl .

^3 ^s £a § \^ O
n bo ^ a a a > s " 5 a a a
>5 Sa ssS 3S i. mU SS Hi

21 4.8700 68K 27 26 4.8630 68>i 26H
22 4.8686 68 >i 26Ji 26 4.8650 67 >i 26H
23 4.8700 58>i 27A 27 4.8676 67>; 26)i

New Yorli quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
Abell as follows, for the year to Nov. 14:

1906. 1907.

India £13,910,296 £10,l:«,904

China 430,700 217,;I50

Straits 1,750 646,950

Changes.

D. £ 3.806.392

D. 213,360
I. 644.200

Total £ 14,:)72,746 £10,997,204 D. £ 3.376,542

Imports for the week were £150,000

from New York. Exports were £2350 to

India, i20,ooo to the Straits, £117,500 to

China, and £6800 to Australia; £146,650

in all.

No gold was exported for the week ; the
sliver went chiefly to Ix>ndon. Gold Imports
for the week were from Great Britain and
ttermanv ; silver from the West Indies.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Nov. 23 are reported as

below, in dollars

:

Indian exchange has fallen off heavily,

owing to the absence of demand for

money in that country. The offerings for

bills were at so low a figure that the India

Council rejected them all, and no bills

were sold.

Prices of Foreign Coin*

Bid.

Mexican dollars $0.48

Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.40

Victoria sovereigns 4.83

Twenty francs 3.87

Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78

Asked.
$0.60
0.4S
4.86
8.92
4.80
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Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

r!^ S .0 ^^ .a

i II
.a

§2
s. 1 tl

>
c
•A 3g

isMO 1^ s S u -S

13 IJS 4.20'. 4.86 4.70
1\ m»\ ®13'. MX 31 ffi4.2S fi)6.90 ©4.75

13 <« lav 4.15 4.80 4.66

tl ms\ ®13
1 69X 31 ©4.26, 34.86 ;(a)4.70

\3\ WX; 4.1s 4.76 1
4.60

XI rS)i3V 013 31 (S>4.'20 fiU 80 ffl4.66

13 \i 13 4.10 4.70
1

4.66

•5 013X ®13,>, 61X 31 >i ®4.20 04.75 ©4.60

13>i 13 1« 4 10 4.G5
1

4.60

li mm ffllSX lii). 31

H

(3)4.20, ©4.76 f®4.60

13S 13S 4 10 4.65 1 4.60

T. ffll3'. (ai3,H' 153V 31S|I(3)4 -JO (S)4.76 (3H.M

l.iindon iiUDtadons aro per long ton (2240
lb. 1 standard copper, which Is now the equiva-

lent of the former c m.b's. The New York
cpiotatlons for electroytic copper are for

cakes. Ingots or wlreliars. and represent the
bulk of the transactions made with con-

sumers, basis. New York, cash. The price of
cathodes Is 0.12r>c. below that of electrolytic.

The quotations for lead represent wholesale
transactions in the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands : special brands command a premium.

Cofipcr—The .\merican consumers re-

main out of the market, overlooking the

e.vcellent opportunities to secure cheap

copper or being prevented from action by

the financial situation, and the market is

consequently influenced chiefly by the

transactions for export. Up to Saturday,

last week, there were some large transac-

tions, but since then there has been dul-

ness. However, prices have risen under

the small further demand, and for specu-

lative and sentimental reasons. Unfortu-

nately there has been no increase in in-

terest in the market by doiflcstic consum-

ers, and also it appears now as if the

foreign consumers had nearly supplied

their immediate requirements, their in-

quiries at present being for deliveries after

the end of the year, which producers are

somewhat reluctant to supply. Evidently

Europe appreciates the advantages of the

present market, which .-Vmerica either does

not, or cannot. American producers are

placing only retail orders and the question

of price is for the time being fixed by the

developments in Europe which have been

dominating the market for some time past.

Il would seem that both consumers and

speculators over there have made up their

minds that at a certain price the metal is

a purchase. The market closes firm for

Lake at i3-^8f5;'i3% ; electrolytic in ingots,

cakes and wirebars I3^@i35^- The aver-

• age at which business in casting copper

was done during the week is I2J4@I3C-.

the closing being I35^@l3l^c.

The London standard market has been

leading the market for refined sorts, and

under a heavy business higher prices

were established from day to day with

hardly any reaction. The close is steady

at £63 5s. for spot, £63 105. for three

months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote : English tough. £57 : best selected,

£64; strong sheets. £68.

Exports of copper from New York and

Philadelphia for the week were 4218 long

tons. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

1295 tons.

Copper Sheets and IFirt'—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per lb.

;

of wire, i6'/^@i6^c, per lb,

ViH—The market in London has sliowii

a rather strong tendency throughout the

week, advancing from £135 los. to £137

IDS. for spot, £1.^9 for three months, at

the close.

The domestic market has been rather

lifeless, consumers buying only their im-

mediate requirements, for which they have

to pay a considerable premium. While

the import basis for tin is equal to about

30%c. per lb., the holders of stocks which

arc well concentrated arc able to obtain

a premium of about ic. per lb.

Lead—The market is weak. Both pro-

ducers and dealers are anxious to get rid

of their accumulation and are willing tc

make material concessions. However,

such demand as exists is of a retail char-

acter and competition for business is so

keen that even on the small orders placed

lower prices are accepted from day to

day. The close is weak at 4. io(a>4.2oc.

New York. In St. Louis the metal is

offered at 4c. without finding buyers.

The London lead market has fairly

well held its own and closes steady at

£16 15s. for Spanish lead, £16 17s. 6d.

for English lead.

Speller—In spite of the lower prices,

coi:sumers are entirely indifferent, be-

cause their business has fallen off to such

an extent that their previous contracts

cover their requirements beyond their ex-

pectations. Lender the circumstances, it

is very difficult to find an outlet for the

stocks which are accumulating and the

market is yielding on the slightest offer-

ings. The close is weak at 4.65@4.75c.

New York, 4.5o(S!4.6oc. St. Louis.

The European market during the week

showed a somewhat better tone and the

close is cabled at £21 los. for good or-

dinaries, £21 15s. for specials.

Some of the furnaces at Altoona, Kan.,

were put on dead fire last week.

The new works of the United Zinc and

Chemical Company, at Springfield, 111.,

have been put in operation. The ore is

roasted at Argentine, Kansas.

Some of the smelters at lola, Kan., united

in sinking a deep well to prospect for a

lower horizon of natural gas. This well

is now down about 2500 ft., but so far has

given no encouragement.

By a typographical error it was stated

last week that 36 out of the 42 furnaces

at lola were running; 31 is the correct

figure.

Zine Sheets—The base price was re-

duced 50c. on Nov. 25, and is now $7

per 100 lb,—less discount of 8 per cent,

—

f,o,b, cars at Lasalle and Peru, The

freight rate to New York is 27.50c. per

too lb.

.Intimoiiy—The market is weak and

trending downward. The metal, for spot

delivery, is selling slightly lower in New

York than in foreign markets, due to the

financial situation here and the necessity

to liquidate stocks. Prices are as fol-

lows: Cookson's, io54@io54c. ;
Hallett's

gi/^(?r>9%c. ; ordinary brands, 8^@8^c.

per pound.

Nickel—For large lots. New York, the

chief producer qUotes 45@50c. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities, 50@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver—'iiev! York quotations are

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. Retail sales

are made at 62@63c. per lb. San Fran-

cisco quotations have advanced and are

now $44.SO@45.50 for domestic orders;

for export nominal, at about $1.50 lower.

The London price is £8 5s. per flask, with

£8 3s. gd. quoted from second hands.

Bismuth—The present price of bismuth

at London is 6s. 6d. per lb., which price

was established July 4; previous to that

time the price had been 5s. per pound.

Platinum—There are rumors of in-

creased activity in the platinum market,

but they seem to have little foundation.

Prices have not changed during the week.

Quotations are; Hard metal, $29; ordi-

iian,', $26(a>26.So: scrap, not n

$IQ per troy ounce.

thaiT

British Metal Imports and Exports

Copper—Imports and exports of copper

in Great Britain for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 were as follows, in long tons, the

totals giving the copper contents of alt

material in long tons;

1906. 1907. Changes.

Copper ore 80.026 87.790 I. 7.764

Matte and precipitate... 62,257 68,780 D, J.477

Fine copper 60.083 55.914 D, 4.169

Total imp,, fine copper, 99,215 94.088 D. 6.127

Exports 36,788 42 238 I. 6,460

Re-exports 13,005 14.728 I. 1,723

Total exports 48.793 .66.966 I, 8.173

Balance, imports 60.422 37,122 D. 13,300

Of the imports in 1907 ihe United

States furnished 604 tons of matte and

17,602 tons of fine copper; decreases of

4771 tons of matte and 3944 tens of cop-

per as compared with last year.

Tin—Imports and exports of tin in

Great Britain for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 were as follows, in long tons:

1906, 1907. Changes.

Straits 29.676 29,630 D, 46
Australia 4,064 4,903 I, 838

Other countries,.. 2.697 2,.')H0 D. 67

Total imports,. 36,336 37,062 I, 726

Exports , 7^083 7.340 ' 2K
Re-exports 27,049 24.096 D- 2,964

Total exports.,.."~34.132 31.4;)5 D, 2,697

Balance. Imp,,., 2.204 6,627 1,3,423

Imports of tin ore and concentrate?

were 18,346 tons in 1906, and 17,918 tons

in 1907: a decrease of 428 tons. Of the

imports this year T4.406 tons were from

Bolivia.
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Lead— Imports and exports of lead in

Great Britain for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 were, in long tons:

19M. 1907. CImilges.

liiilloa states is.tvti Jl.^M I. 5.6.vi

Spalu iW.9K7 Kfi.lHH I). (1.33!)

Australia UAm 40.445 l>. i.OaS

Oeriuany 14.577 3.6511 D. 11.018

Other countries 5.5»4 16,31'.) I. (1.636

Total Importa 173,443 1G7.105 D. 0.1S8

Exports 37.8«6 S7.873 I. 7

Balance. Imports 135,377 IfJ.xn D. 6.146

The lead credited to the United States

is chiefly Mexican lead, refined here in

bond.

^/>f//£'r—Imports and exports of spel-

ter in Great Britain for the lo months

ended Oct. 31 were, in long: tons:

1906. 1907. Clianges.

Spelter 76,101 74,419 D. CM
Zinc sheets, etc 16,7J9 16.764 I. 35

Total Imports 90,830 90,183 n. 647

Exports ... 6.713 s.l'ir. D. l.sxc.

Balance. Imports.. 84,118 86,067 I. 939

Imports of zinc ore are not reported

separately.

Quicksilver—Imports of quicksilver into

Great Britain, with re-exports of foreign

metal, for the 10 months ended Oct. 31

were as follows, in pounds

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Imports 2.867,893 3.939.796 I. 81.904
Reexports 1,777.479 1.061,470 I, 283,991

Net Imports 1,080.413 878.3>6 D. 202.087

The quicksilver imported is mainly

from Spain and Austria.

medium grades ranging from $40 to $44

per Ion, and all gradei avcr.nging $43.22

l>er Ion.

The deeline in lead is credited to ihe

decision of the .Vmerican Smelting and

Rcliniiig Company 10 enter the open

mi'rket. Two of the purchasing com-

panies witiidrew from the market. A
large portion of the lead sold was on pre-

vious contracts. Several mines resumed

operations during the week, the em-

ployees accepting a reduction in wages

of 20 per cent, for day work and a per

cent, for piece work. It is reported that

a number of additional mines will be

re- started Monday, increasing the produc-

tion from 10 to 20 per cent, ior next

week.

Following are the shipments of zinc

and lead ore from the various camps of

the district for the week ending N'ov 23:

Zinc, lb. Lead, lb. Value.

Wisconsin Ore Market

Plattcville, Wis., Nov. 23—General con-

ditions remain about the same as last

week. Buyers of low and intermediate

grades of zinc ore have practically with-

drawn from the market, the tonnage ship-

ments for the week just ended being made
up mainly of high-gra<le or calcined

blende, together with a small amount of

carbonate. Sales of 60 per cent, zinc ore

were made during the week at $38. No
sales of lead are reported.

Shipments from the district for the

week ended Nov. 2t, were as follows

:

Camps.

Total for week

.

Tear to Nov. 23..

•No shipments were made from Benton,

Cuba City and Elmore during the week.

Missouri Ore Market

Webb Clty-CarterrlUe
Joplln
Ba.lpT
(}al(Mia
.Alba-Neqk City
Duenweg
Atirora
Prosperity
Graiiby
CarthaKi'
Spurgeon
Carl Junction
Sarcoxle
Wentworth
Sherwood
ZlDclte

3.331.920
1,971.810
1,067,900
1,058.770'

416,6401

363,2801

526,0001

366,630
467,3601

185,310;
261,820i

117,0701

128,2201

60.070J
40,210
47,080l

534,0601
168,0901

94.810

38,960
8,470

39,980
30,000

27,8601

26,8001

73.389
39,966
31,368
19,990
8,124
7.391

7,090
5,626
6,1.'>3

3.706

2.913
2.904
2.307

1.081

916
847

Totals 20,289,680, 968,190^ t202,751

47 weeks 531.766.970 78,G86.180$14,667,502

Zinc value, the week, tl81,828; 47 weeks, $11,874,667

Lead value, the week, 20,923; 47 weeks, $2,792,945

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

but no material evidences of weakness

are ap;)arent. The demand is fair and

no excessive suiplus of nitrate is re-

ported. There have been a few re-sales

at J. 35c., but the general quotations arc

slightly higher. Current prices are

quoted as follows: For spot delivery,

95 per cent., 2.37V^c. ; for December,

2.40c. ; for 1908, 2.42!/iC. ; for 1909, 2.40c.

The price for 96 per cent, is 5c. per 100

lb. higher.

Brilish Chemical Trade—Exports of

heavy chemicals from Great Britain for

10 months ended Oct. 31 were as fol-

lows in cwt. of 112 lb. each:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Bleaching puwder.... 818,410 883.736 I. 65.336

Muriate ot ammunln, 101,045 i:m,44h I. :<3.403

Sodaash 1,426,688 1,709,188 1. 382.500

Bicarbonate of so<la. :t26,28;i ;«t5,93K I. iu,(<!>b

Canatlc 80(ln l,398K8;t 1,275890 0. 33.993

8oila crystals 14B.(»)8 170,601 I. 27.6'.>3

Soda BulphaU< 832,397 849,403 1. 27,066

Sulphuric acid 80.681 69,121 D. 11.460

Exports of copper sulphate were 40,722

long tons hi 1906, and 42,848 tons in 1907

;

an increase of 2126 tons.

Imports of chemicals and raw ma-

terials into Great Britain for the 10

months ended Oct. 31 were, in long tons:

1C05. 1907. Changes.

Nitrate <.f potash 180.849 199.111 I. 18.262

Nitrate of soda 97,701 104,293 I. 6,692

Phosphates 368,370 434 4.'.2 I. f«,082

Sulphur 22783 14,052 D. 8,741

Pyrites 630.850 644.300 I. 13,350

Bora.t,etC 16.830 14.663 D. 2,167

Estimating sulphur contents of pyrites,

the total imports of sulphur were 275,123

tons in 1906, and 271.722 tons in 1907; a

decrease of 3401 tons.

zinc IiCad Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

Plattevllle 464.570
Hazel Oreen 337,550 ....
Mineral PolBt 168.000
Livingston 140.000
Galena 120.000
Linden 120.000
Highland 66.000 ....

Rewey 66.000
Barker 65.690 82,700

ZINC GEE AT JOPLIN. LEAD QBE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

.January ...

February ..

March
April
May
•June
July
August
September.
October—
November .

December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44 63

40.51
43 83

43.25
43.66
42.58
41.55
44 13

43.68

45 84
47.11
48.66
48.24
45.98
44.82
46.79
43.22
40.11
39.83

January . ..

February .

.

March
Aprn.
May
June
July

!August... .

September.
October
November .

December..

Year

75.20
72 83
73.73
7t 13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75 36
79.64
79.84
81 98
81.89

83.53
84.58
82.75
79.76
79.56
73.66
68.18
59.64
53.62
51.40

Year 43.24 77.40

Chemicals

. .. 1,537,810 82,700

. . . 92,970,627 4,570,730 462,360

Joftin. Mo.. \o'<: 23—The highest

price paid for zinc was $40 per ton, the

assay base ranging from $34 to $38 per

ton of 60 per cent. zinc, and all grades

averaging $35.34 per ton. The highest

price paid for lead was $46 per ton.

.Vitc York, Xov. 27—The general mar-

ket remains quiet and very little new

business is being done. New contracts

arc difficult to place, consumers prefer-

ring to buy on the open market for im-

mediate requirement until the situation

clears. Tin and antimony products are

off. Arsenic is quiet and has reacted to

about 6!4c.

Copper Sulphate—The market remains

inactive and prices are quoted by the

largest interests at $5.50 per 100 lb. for

carload lots and $5.75 for smaller quan-

tities. Outside dealers, however, are

qr.oting carloads at $5.25 per 100 lb.

Silrate of Soda.—The market is quiet

Mining Stocki

Sc'cv York, Nov. 27—The general stock

market continues to show declining ten-

dencies, and the period of liquidation is evi-

dently not yet at an end. As an instance

of this it is sufficient to say that United

States Steel sold this week at $23 for the

common and $8o!/< for the preferred;

American Smelting common at $62j4;

Amalgamated Copper at $46J4- The min-

ing stocks followed die general market in

tendency, the copper stocks for the most

part losing the small gains made last week

and a little more. The market for these

shares- was dull and trading light. Tono-

pah stocks were dead for the time being,

and Cobalt shares weak on small sales.

On the whole, the week showed more

losses than .gains, but closed with a

slightly less despondent tone.

.V.i:

Boston

2ti—.-Vnother week has shown only

small and meaningless fluctuations, de-

pending on the money-market conditions

rather than on anything directly affecting

the stocks, .\bout the lowest levels were

reached on Saturday and Monday, today

there has been a slight revival, due chiefly

to easier money and lower rates on loans.

.\11 reports tell of better conditions

throughout the country, of easier feeling.
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of encouragement, of lessened use of cer-

tificates and other expedients, of early re-

turn to direct cash pa>'ments, of lower

currency premium. There is more en-

couragement, consequently, in the stock

market, more covering, less one-sidedness

and bearish control.

Amalgamated Copper rallied from its

lowest at $46.50, to $48.50 today. Copper
Range closed at $51.50; Calumet & Ari-

zona at $96; North Butte at $38.50; Tam-
arack at $60. There were sales today of

Quincy at $78 and Mohawk at $46. Utah
Consolidated brought $32; United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining brought

$33/5. with §36 for the preferred.

The curb market has been dull and

weak, with small sales.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

.\U«>uMliio i

.\m.Nev.M.tP.Co
Amalgamated. .. 48'

Anao>u<la 32
Balaklala
Biitlab CoL Oop
BuffaK' Cobalt ... 1>,
Butt« k L/^nJon.. I

Butt<- .»lltlon...i 14S
•;Zluc
• ict.

-..ver 1

cum. Eij MlnlDg. I 5
DaTia balj , 3
I>omlnlonCop i;^
ElBayo 1',
Foster Cobalt ' .63
Famace Creek .21
Glroai Mine 3
GoW HUl
Granby. New. ..

Greene (K>M
Greene G. i S ,S
GreenWr * D.TaL .75
Guanajuato 2.'^

Oaggen. Eip 116
Hanapab

1 35
McKlnley Dar....: )J'
Mlcmac

1
3-,

MID"* '
. . t yri. I ..

Mll<
Mr.i
Ner
New:,
Xlpl-
"1

1

'
I

7i

y,

"PT..! 27
;«r....l ,'•

i

2)4
- - ..iiba»..l .11

S. V. IXDCSTBIAL

Am. ' -

Am. - 6t\
.\ir,, - --

-rul....\

;d
:l

I

I
. ^ b^i. k Bef..

r.B. Steel
C. S. Bleel. pf
Va. Car. Cbem
Va. 1. Coal k Coke

ST. LoriS XOT.

N. or Com. |Hl«b. LOK

Adam* .as
Am. 5ettle OS
Center cr»
Cenuc. *c
C.C. * C. p.1

Cent. OU... 1
'". "

O.lumbla.. t t>

Con. Coal.. »M
Lfoe Eon .. lao.go 1.1' 'f>

Ora. BImet. .25 .20

BOSTON

Kama of Comp.

Adventure.
.-Ulouez
\n,. /aw:...

li'y»l*jii C'jn
Calumet k Ariz...
Calumet k Hecla.
Centennial i

Con. Mercur .

Copf«r Range ...
Daly-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
lisle Boyal
La Salle
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.iC.(neW) .

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
OM Dominion
Osceola
Parrot . ...

Ph'-'enli
Quincy
hfi'.de Island

va Fe

'.'larack

ilT
ite^l Cop., com.

. .S. Oil
U. S. Smg. t Bef .

L'.S.Sm.* Re.. p.1 .

Utah Copper
Victoria
Waebington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

Clg.

23)i
20

6
9«
96
570

.27'"

Slii

9X
Hi
5K

15

8Ji
4«

39.

22«

'9Ji

78"

1«
10
50

10)i
>«

33"
36
SIX

3X
109
.15

•Ex. DlT. tEz. BIgbta.

BOSTON C0BB
•neek I

i/.. 0"im
black Mt 4Ji
East Butte I

Hancock Con
I

Keweenaw.,.'
Majestic .76
Baven 90
Sbawmut

I

.53
Superior

I

'Superior k Pitta.. »Ji
iTroy Man 60

Nov. 2;

Clg.

-Ind
"1...

£1 Oe Od
2 9

015 «
1 10 3

,19 3lis
014 3

v>i Apex
/ Cop.,pfd.
/. Cop.def..

010 5

Si. Joe , u.ai laloo
Cabled through Wm.

|P. BonbrlKbt k O:, N.T.

NEVADA STOCKS. Nov. 27.

Kumlsbed by Weir Bros. &. Co., New York.

Kame of C!omp.
I Clg.

TosopAH Stocks
Belmont

j

Extension
Golden Anchor !

Jlni Butler
Mai-Naraara
Midway I

Montana
North Star
Toiiopab * Cal

.87J
1.06]
.01

.42

.18

.40
1.35
.06

Kame of Comp. Clg.

Tonoh Mine of N. 6.87^
West End Con .36

GoLDFi'i) Stocks
Adams .06
Atlanta .22
Blue Bell .06
Blue Bull
Bfc\h .15
Columbia Mt .14
Comb. Frac .86
c'rack'T .lack .09
DIaM field B. B. C. .16
Goldfleld Belmont .14
Gold neld Con.... 1.00
Golddeld Daisy... .80
Goldfleld Mining.
Great Bend .26
Jumlx* Extension 60
ium\*ft Mining
Katherlne 06
Kendall 10
Laguna
Ix.ne star .10
Lou Dillon .03
May Queen .05
Mohawk
Oro .09
Bed HUl .25
Bed Top
Eoanoke .09
SandHtorm .19
Silver Pick .24
St. Ives .35
Triangle .08

BCLLFEOG Stocks
Amethyst
Bullfrog Daisy....
Bullfrog Mining . .04
Bullfrog Nat. B... .09
Gibraltar .10

.34Gold Bar

jGolden Sceptre...
Bomestake King. ^

Montgomery Mt..
Mont. ShosUoneC.
Original Bullfrog.
Tramp Cons
Manoat's stocks
Manhattan Cons.
Manhafn Dexter.
Jumping Jack....
Stray Dog

,

Indian Camp
Gbeenw'bStocks
IFnmace Creek....
Greenwater &D.V.
Green'rC*>p.M.ft 8.

United Greenwa'r
M1.SCELLANEOU8
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grotto .

.

Neva'la Hills
Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk..

IBound Mt. Sphinx

.50

.05

4.00
.03

.191

.25

.09

.06

.10

.06

.18"

.05

06
04

.07

.30

.13

3 00
1.12 J
1 00
.30

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con •. . .

.

Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample
Jerry Johnson
Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

3)4
5
e

45
30
38

6)i

2«
95
4
78
14

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Smelters A
Am. Smelters B
Batopllas
Butte Coalition
Dolores
Fed<ral M. k S.. com
Fed-ral M. 4; S,, pfd
Gen. Chomlcal, pfd
Kendall
Lehigh C. t Xav
Montezuma M. ^ S
National tz-ad. com
National Lea/1. pfd
N. Y. k Hond. Rosarlo
Rio Tlnto, com
Bio Tlnto. pfd
Standard Oil
TJ. 8. C. I. Pipe fc Fdy., com
U. 8. C. I. Pipe k Fdy.. pfd .

U. S. Smg.. Bef. 4 Mg..com.
C. S. Smg., Bef. k Mg., pfd
U, S. Steel Corp., com
U, S. Steel C<<rp., pfd
Warwick I. k&

Pay-
able.

Bate. I Amt.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Nov.
Nov.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

2$1.50
2 1 25
31 0.12J
15 0.16
25 0.15
16 1.50

16 1 75

2 1.60
23 0.02
27 2.00
10 04
1 1.25

16 1.75
'

30 0.10
1 0.60
1 51.40

26 10.00
2 1.00
2 1.75

1 0.87J
1 0.87J

30 50
30, 1.75 1

is: 0.30

I

$235,000
375,000
56.250

130,000
.39,395

90,000
210,000
150,000
10,000

693,802
40,000

186,318
260,820
15,000

375.000
*,t75,000

9,T0«,00«

125.000
218,750
304,646
656.250
2,4£1,5IZ

6,U5,49T

43.674

Assessmsnit

Company.

Alpha. Nev
Cent. Eureka. Cal. ..

Con. Imperial, Nev.
Crown Point, Nev. .

.

Del Monte. Cal
Emerald, Dtab
Imlay
Julia
Little Chief, IJtah...
Mt. Dell. Utah
Paclflc Tin M. Al'ka
Penn. Con., Cal
ProvldentOllMg..Ca.
Seg.Belc.Jt Midas. C.
Sc^-rplon. Nev
Sleeping Beauty,CaL
Stansbury. Ctab
riilnio, Cal
Union Con
Wabash, Utah
Wolverine k AHx., A.

Dellnq.

Nov. 25 Dec.
Nov. 1 Nov.
Nov. 7 Nov.
Nov. 26 Dec.
Nov. 20 Dec.
Dec. 14 Jan.
Nov. 23 Dec.
Nov. 6 Nov.
Oct. 30 Nov.
Nov. 19 Dec.
Nov. 30 Dec.
Nov. 16 Dec.
Dec. 7 Dec.
Nov. 6 Nov.
Nov. 4 Nov.
Oct. 12 Nov.
Nov. 18 Dec.
Dec. 2 Dec.
Nov. 15 Dec.
Nov. SO Dec.
Nov. 18

17
29
27
19
11
11
17
27
30

20
3

27
27
25
15
16
23
«

Amt.

SO. 05
O.Oli
0.01
0.10
10 00
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.10
O.OIJ
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.01
06

0.10
03

0.25

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Hontb.
New York.

1906. 1907.

January 65.288 68.673
February 66 108 68 835
March 64 697 67 519
April 64 766 65 462
May 66 976 66.98]
June 65 394 67.090
July 66 105 68.144
August 65 949 68.745
September 67 927 67.792
October 69 52362.435
November '70i813
Decemt>er 69060

Year 66.791 30

30.113
30 464
29.864
29 984
30 968
30 186
30 113
30 629

31.769
31.852
31.326
S0.263
30.471
30.893
31.366
31.637

31 483J31 313
32.148 28.863
32.671
33.003

New York, cents per fine ounce

;

pence per standard ounce.
London,

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

COLO. SPEINGS Nov. 23

SEW YOBE.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906.
1

1907.

January. .

.

February.

.

March ....

April
May-
June
July
August
September
October ...

November.
December.

18 310
17.869
18.361
18.375
18.475
18.442
18.190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.885

24.404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24.048
22.665
21.130
18.356
15.363
13.169

18.419 24.825
18.116 25 236
18.64125.500
18.688 23 260
18.724 25 072
18.719124.140
18.585 21.923
18.706 19.235
19.328 K 047
21.722 13.551
22.398
23.360

78.869'l06.739
78 147: 107.356
81.111 106.594
84.7931 98.626
84.867 102.375
83.994 97.272
81.167 95.016
83.864 79.679
87.831 68.376
97.269 60.717
100.270
106.236

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282

New Y'ork, cents per pound. Electrolytic is
for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TiN AT NEW YORK

Hontb. 1906. 1907. Month.

.January ...|36.39041. 548
February .. !.36.403|42, 102
March 136.66241.313
AprU 138 900 40 93«
May.. I43. 313.43. 149
June 39.260'42.120

July
August
September.
October . .

.

November

37.275
40.606

41.091
37.667

40 516 36.689
42 852132.620
42 906f

December.. 42.7601.

I-

Av. year..|39.819 .

Prices are in cents per ponnd.

AVERAGE PRICE OP LEAD

Month.

January 5.600
February 5.464
Marcb 6.350
AprU 5.404

May 5.686
Jnne 6.750
July 5.760
August

I

6.750
September 6.750
October 5.760
November ' 6.750
December I 5.900

Year I 6.667 J17.370

6.00016
6 000 16
6 000 16
6.000 15
6,000 16
5.760 16.

5.288 16
6.250 17,

4.813 18
4.750 1»

19

19.

850 19.828
031 19.631
922|l9.703
959,19.976
726119.688

30.188
20.350
19.063
19.775
18.531

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

' New York. St. Loujs.
|
London.

1906. 1907.
,
1906. 1907. ' 1906. 1907.

January 6.487
February ... 6.076
March 6.309
AprU 6.078

May 6.997
Jnne 1 6.006
July

I

6.006
Angust ' 6.037
Septemtwr ..' 6.216
Ootol>er 6.223
Novemljer. . 6. 376
December... 6.693;

6 732
6.814
6.837
6.685
6.441
6.419
6.072
6 701
5.336
6.430

Year. 6.19e| 6.048

6.337
6.924
6.066
5.931
6.846
5.948
5 856
5.878
6.066
6.070
«.39S
6.443

6 682 28
6.664 25
6.687 24
6.536 25
6.39137
6.269 27
5 922 26
5.551 26
5.086 27
6.280 28

, 27

... .27,

.328
844
663
781
000
728
800

37.136
36.938
16.094
36.900
2S.6«3
34.469
33.860

938121.969
663 21.060
07621.781
781

New York and St .Louis, cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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The Silver-lead Mines of Eureka, Nevada
A Famous Old .Mining District That Is Now Being Reopened. In-

teresting Geological Problem of the Continuance o( Ore with Depth

BY WALTER RENTON INGALLS

The first important mines of silver-lead

ore in the United States were at Eureka,

Nevada. It is now nearly 40 years since

they were opened, nearly 25 years since

they receded largely in production, and

fully 15 years since an>-thing worth men-

tioning has been heard of them until re-

cently. But frnm I'Vio to 1S70. whfn -heir

came eminent received their first practical

experience. Eureka is properly consid-

ered the birthplace of the American sil-

ver-lead smelting industr>-. In view of all

these things and especially the brilliant

record of the old mines there is peculiar

interest in the reopening of them, under-

•.".Iccn nhn;Tt tivo v-jars a?o bv the Rich-

eral bearing formation of Ruh: Hit! was

exhausted by the thorough '. of

the old companies, that the iuj,.- - *ere

bottomed an(< have no further ore to

yield, i.e., silver-lead or '.ere

is no question abnut • -on

ore that -)<s.

Befor'" " in-

SfEP.\CE WORKINGS OX RUBY HILL

Star paled under the superior brilliancy

of Leadville. they were the largest do-

mestic supply of pig lead and they are of

peculiar interest because of their roman-

tic history in the early days, because of

the uniqueness of their geologj- and the

famous litigation which arose respecting

it. because of the richness and easy mm-
ing of the remarkable orebodies, and be-

cause at Eureka many mining engineers

and metallurgists who subsequently be-

mond-Eureka Mming Company, which

was a \-irtual consolidation of the his-

toric old "Eureka Con." and Richmond
companies, two neighboring concerns that

were at loggerheads for 30 years. There

are some who think that their mines were

abandoned prematurely and that well

planned and persistently executed ex-

plorations will disclose new orebodies as

rich as those which formerly were mined-

There are others who think that the min-

ion with any detaiL it is worth while to

relate briefly the history of the mines.

The Hjstobv or El-beka

The first locations at Eureka were made
in 1864, but such ores as were found were

not then considered of value. There were

remarkably prominent e.xp-jsures of iron

ore on Rul>y Hill, which must have been

observed by the early prospectors, but it

is equally certain that such ore was abso-
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lutely destitute of value to them under

the then existing conditions. After the

rich discoveries in 1S69, at White Pine, 40

miles east of Eureka, which were made
in a limestone formation, attention was

redirected to Eureka, and a smelting fur-

nace was erected by C. A. Stetefeldt,

already an eminent metallurgist, in which

he smelted ore from several of the mines.

The process was not quite successful be-

cause of the large proportion of gangue

in the ore delivered to the furnace,

necessitating a proportionately large quan-

tity of flux, while pecunian' embarrass-

ment prevented even the completion of

the works. Dr. Raymond, in writing of

Eureka in 1869, said : "The deposits are

frequently large, but occur irregularly in

limestone. They contain smelting ores,

which, for cheap reduction ought to be

dressed before they reach the furnaces.

The ores assay well and probably aver-

age better than those from the base range

at White Pine."

In 1869, Col. G. C. Robbins built a small

furnace at Eureka and demonstrated that

the ores could be successfully smelted.

About the same time. Col. David E. Buel

and associates leased the McCoy furnace

(which had been erected by Mr. Stete-

feldt) and bonded the Buckeye, Cham-
pion, and Sentinel mines. After Colonel

Buel had satisfied himself of the smelting

qualities of these ores, he resolved to build

a large smelterj- and together with Messrs.

Bateman, Allen, Ingoldsby and Farren,

formed a company called the Bateman
Association. A combination was soon

afterward made with Wm. Lent, who had

acquired valuable property in the district,

and the Eureka Consolidated Mining
Company was organized.

The development of Eureka was rapid,

and in 1870 the mines came into great

prominence. The ores were at first easily

foimd, once the requisite knowledge
was acquired, and were easily mined.

A great orebody in the Champion
mine outcropped as a 3-in. crack in the

limestone, filled with limonite. The lime-

stone over the ore proved to be only 6 or

8 in. thick. This and other deposits in the

district were dug out in open cuts. The
ore was earthy lead carbonate and was so

easily mined with pick and shovel alone

that one man could take out 10 tons per

day. and two miners actually supplied two
smelting furnaces.

The Beginning of Smelting

.\t the end of 1870 there were 14 fur-

naces, all in or close to the town of

Eureka. According to Guido Kuestel. the

ores smelted at that time averaged 40 to

48 per cent lead, $60 to $80 in silver and

$15 to $20 in gold per ton. Three and a

half tons of ore yielded one ton of pig

leaid. The latter averaged about $170 in

silver and SSo in gold per ton. The yield

of the Eureka mines in 1870 was not les*

than $1,200,000 in value.

From 1870 onward Eureka poured out

a constant stream of base bullion until the

great ore deposits were exhausted. The
Eureka Consolidated Mining Company
was always the largest producer ; the

Richmond Consolidated was a good
second. In 1871 the works of the Eureka

Consolidated comprised five furnaces,

which had an aggregate capacity of 120

to 148 tons of ore per day. In that year

about 19,000 tons of ore were mined and

smelted, which cost $5.52 per ton for the

mining and $19.60 per ton for the smelt-

ing. The total production of the Eureka

district in -1871 was 5665 tons of bullion

valued at $2,035,588. In 1872 the produc-

tion of base bullion was 67S0 tons. In

that year the cost of mining and deliver-

ing the ore to the funiaces was $7.84 per

ton, and 8.42 tons of ore produced one

ton of bullion. The reason that there was
not a larger increase in the production

of the district this year was litigation be-

tween the Eureka and Richmond com-
panies, which checked the output of the

latter. This litigation was the beginning

Qi hard feeling between these two com-
panies which lasted until the death of

some of the prominent figures concerned

in it. However, there was a great in-

crease in the production in 1873, when
the output of base bullion aggregated

12,000 tons, which was furnished by eight

smelting works with a total of 17 fur-

naces. In 1874 the Richmond company
credted a refiner>-, and in 1875 the Eureka
& Palisade Railway was completed, giv-

ing the district connection with the Union
Pacific Railway at Palisade.

In 1875 the mining and smelting in-

dustry of Eureka fell more and more into

the hands of the two large companies,

which made increasing outputs up to

about 1880 and paid large dividends. In

the early 8o's, however, the old bonanzas
began to be exhausted and the production

of lead dwindled, falling to about 4000

tons in« 18&4. The reduction in mining
and smelting cost was insufficient to com-
pensate for the impoverishment of the

ore, for although the cost of smelting was
reduced somewhat, the cost of mining in-

creased because of the necessity of oper-

ating at greater depth and other unfavor-

able conditions. In 1883 the cost of min-
ing to the Richmond company was $13
per ton, while smelting cost $11.66 per ton.

W.aning Production—The Gr.and Total

By 1880 the workings in the principal

mines had attained considerable depth,

the Richmond.having a shaft 1000 ft. deep.

Up to this time the mines had been dry,

but in 1881 the Eureka company encoun-

tered water in its new shaft at a depth of

756 ft. In the same year the great suit

between the Eureka and Richmond com-
panies was decided by the Supreme Court
"of the United States in favor of the

former. This suit was brought in 1877

on account of the Richmond company hav-

ing crossed its line and worked out the

famous Potts chamber whereby the Eu-
reka company claimed to have lost

$2,000,000. In 1882 the deep shaft of the

Eureka was drowned out, and hencefoi

ward pumping was a serious difficulty.

From 1884, mining at Eureka continued

to fall off, the output dwindling to a com-
paratively low figure, being largely the pro-

duct of tributers, to whom the upper por-

tions of the mines had been given over.

As early as 1885 most of the ore produc-

tion of the Eureka Consolidated was from
its tributers. In 1889 the total lead pro-

duction of the district was only 1489 tons.

In the early 90's all operations came prac-

tically to a standstill. The feud that arose

between the two big companies over early

disputes, which became the subject of

litigation, was still alive and prevented

harmonious action when such was espec-

ially needed. In 1893 the production of

the whole district was 14,515 tons of ore.

In 1897 the output of the mines of the

Eureka Consolidated was only 1121 tons
of ore.

Up to the end of 1882 the production

of the district, according to Curtis, was
about 225,000 tons of lead, $40,000,000

worth of silver and $20,000,000 of gold.

From the statistical records in Raymond's
reports, in the "Mineral Resources of the

United States" and elsewhere, 1 am un-

able to account for more than 178,000

tons of lead actually shipped from the

State of Nevada, of which, of course, all

but an insignificant amount came from
Eureka. From 1882 to the end of 1890
the lead production was probably about

25,000 tons, and from 1891 to the end of

1900 I surmise it may have been about

12,000 tons. Probably the output of Eu-
reka up to the end of 1900 was about

210,000 tons of lead and doubtless 90 per

cent, of that was derived from the two
big mines.

The Eureka & P.\lisade Railway

To go to Eureka, one leaves the main
line of the Southern Pacific at Pali-

sade. From that point the Eureka & Pali-

sade runs almost due south to Eureka, a

distance of about 80 miles. The countr>-

traversed is unfertile, unsettled and unin-

teresting. There are occasional stations

along the road, but nothing that can be
called a village by any stretch of the im-

agination. At present there are two trains

a day. One of them is exclusively a freight

train. The other is chiefly a freight train,

but by virtue of carrying a single com-
bination car, with seats for 12 or 15 pas-

sengers, is by courtesy called a passenger

train. This makes the journey of 80 miles

in about six hours. Previous to the re-

opening of the mines there was only one
train every other day.

The Eureka & Palisade railway presents

a rather unique survival of what railroad-

ing in the W'est used to be. The road was
built just 30 years ago and operates today

with the same equipment that it had at the

beginning. The road is narrow-gage, laid

with 40-lb. rails. The construction would
be pronounced easy by any mountain rail-

road builder, the grades over Garden pass,

which is the worst place, being only a lit-
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lie more than -2 per cent., but the feeble

anil worn-out locomotives of the line have

jircat ilifficnity in negotiatiuR even iliat

Kciitle ascent. In coming clown from
I'lircka with a train of five gondola cars,-

loaded witli a total of about 100 tons of

ore, and the little combination car at the

end of the train, we tinally came to a

standstill in puffing up a 2 per cent,

grade. The solution of the difficulty was
to split the train, the locomotive going off

to the summit with three cars, and putting

them on a siding, returning lor the three

cars left back on the line. With a railway

operated in this manner, the trials and

tribulations of a mine operator at Eureka
in shipping out his ore and bringing in his

coal, etc., can readily be pictured. At
Palisade the ininiature freight cars, which
carry each from 15 to 20 toijs of ore, are

pushed up an incline, and dumped into

elevated pockets, from which the standard-

gage cars of the Southern Pacilic are

loaded.

The Tow.v of Eurek.\

Descending from Garden pass the rail-

way crosses Diamond valley and enters

one of the gently sloping ravines, charac-

teristic of Eastern Nevada, in which—

a

short distance from the entrance—is situ-

ated the town of Eureka at an altitude of

about 6500 ft. above sea-level. The ter-

minus of the railway is below the towji,

a quarter of a mile or so. Just above the

railway station w-as the smelter of the

Eureka Consolidated, which company was
always referred to as the "Con." 1 ben

comes the town and at the upper end of

the town the Richmond smelter. There

were smaller smelters near the Con and

near the Richmond, but with a single ex-

ception nothing remains of these save the

slag-dumps, and indeed the same is true of

the tw'o big works.

It is interesting to visit some of the old

mining camps, which acquire a picturesque-

ness in their decay and dilapidation that

savors of more years than they actually

possess. But Eureka is not exactly dilapi-

dated. On the contrary it exhibits rather

a trim appearance in spite of the rows of

shops with shutters closed on doors and

windows since many years ago, bearing

mute testimony to the fact that the 1000

inhabitants of today do not require so

much as the 9000 of 30 years previous.

Indeed, it is a mystery how the town has

lived so well during the long years of

stagnation in mining and has supported

the many excellent retail stores, and two

hotels—one particularly good—which it

has to-day. Even now the number of

miners in the district is only about 200,

most of whom live at the mines and being

chiefly foreigners do not spend their

money in the old-fashioned, reckless

American way, so that the tradespeople

and saloon-keepers say that business is

not materially better than before the

mines were reopened.

However, Eureka is the county-scat

;

there arc some ranchmen up and down
Diamond valley who come to it for trade

;

until the Nevada Northern railway was
built it was the railway station for Ely

;

and it is still the supply point for Ham-
ilton—another famous old mining camp of

the "Oos, that is now so dead that the

saloon is open only one day in the week,

although some mining is going on and

there is hope that it also may experience a

rejuvenation.

Eureka is agreeably situated, its site be-

ing sutliciently roomy and . the hills on

either side being not very steep, and look-

irg north there is a fine outlook over

broad Diamond valley. There are some

trees in the town and with the aforesaid

shops and other conveniences it is not a

bad place as mining camps go. In its va-

rious vicissitudes the town has been sev-

eral times partially washed away by floods,

once ravaged by small-pox. and twice al-

most completely destroyed by fire, but if

not so prosperous as once it remains today

a respectable shadow of its pristine self

with fond hopes that somewhat of its

former activitv mav vet return.

Rl-i!v Hili. .VXD Its Mines

The principal mines of Eureka are sit-

uated on Ruby Hill, which rises to an ele-

\ ation of about 7300 ft., ' two miles west

of the town. On this hill, going from

southeast to northwest, are the Jackson,

Phoenix, Eureka Consolidated, Richmond

and .\lbion mines, following in the order

mentioned. Ore was found in each of

these properties, but only in the Eureka

Consolidated and the Richmond were the

deposits of great magnitude. The geology

of the Eureka district, inchiding Ruby

Hill, was described by Joseph S. Curtis

in "Sflver Lead Deposits of Eureka, Ne-

vada," which w-as one of the earlier mono-

graph; published by the U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey, and ranks still among the

best. Mr. Curtis' field work was begun

in July, 1881, and concluded late ii-. 1882;

the book was published in 1884. Unfor-

tunately, even when the field work was be-

gun, the mines had passed their prime,

and when the monograph was published

their production had run down to a com-

paratively small figure. However, the re-

port is of superlative value at present,

when the mines are being re-opened.

I shall not attempt to go much into de-

tail in describing the geology of Ruby Hill

By reference to the accompanying verti-

cal cross-section it will be seen that there

I"; a wedge of cr;ished limestone lying on

the southwest side of the Ruby Hill

fault, the wedge lying between the Ruby
Hill fault and a secondary fissure which

joins the main fissure at about the 12th

level of the Eureka Consolidated mine, or

rather joins it at about the 12th level

on the line of this particular section.

However, by reference to the elevation on

a longitudinal plane, it appears that the

hne of junction of the two fissures in-

creases with depth in going northwest,

I ••.. from the Eureka Consolidated into

the Richmond. Consequently, in going in

that <lireclii>n the vertical cross-section

of the crushed limestone increases both

in width and in depth. The Ruby Hill

fault is a fissure of remarkable persist-

ency and sharp definition. The faulting

of the formation thrust upward the Pros-

pect Mountain quartzirc, immediately un-

dirlying the ore-bearing limestone, upon

the southwestern side, so that the quart-

zite and crushed limestone are now in

contact at the secondary fissure. At the

junction of these two fissures they appear

to cross each other and at great depth

there is probably another wedge of lime-

stone in reverse position.

Form of the Oreuodies

In the upper wedge of crushed lime-

stone the ore occurs in deposits of very

irregular form, sometimes resembling

lodes, sometimes "stocks," and sometimes

beds. According to Curtis the orcbodies

of any size were always capped by caves,

or in some way connected with such open-

ings in the rock and with fissures. This

connection of orebodies with fissures is

universal in the district. Curtis believed

that the caves were formed subsequent

to the deposition of the ore, partly by the

action of water carrying carbon dioxide,

and partly by the shrinkage of the ore in-

its decomposition. The origin of these

caves, whether before or after the depo-

sition of the ore, is a highly important

point. Since the decomposition of the

original ore, the latter has in many in-

stances been redistributed by the flow of

underground water.

The ore above the water level is prin-

cipally composed of galena, anglesite,

cerussite and mimetite, with very little

quartz and calcite, the gangue being for

the most part hydrated oxide of iron.

The ore carries both gold and silver.

Below the water level the ore is chiefly

composed of pyritc. arsenopyrite, galena

and blende.

The description of the ore deposits of

Ruby Hill as occurring in forms resem-

bling lodes, stocks and beds, is undoubt-

edly scientific, but I doubt if it conveys

a thoroughly good idea of the occurrence

of these orebodies. They occur as large

masses, sometimes more or less ellipsoi-

dal in form, in the crushed limestone.

But what really constitutes the orebody?

In the early days it was only the mineral

high in lead that was considered to be

ore : lead and silver bearing limonite was

"gangue." At present the former "gangue"

is ore.

Considering all the mineralized matter

to be ore, w-hich is proper from the pres-

ent standpoint, the ore-deposits of Eureka

consist of masses of oxidized silver-lead

mineral, of irregular form, imbedded in

larger masses of limonite containing a

comparatively little gold, silver and lead,

the ultimate form of which is unknown.
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because the iron ore was not extracted

in the former.working.

The Surface Workings

An excellent idea of these orebodies

is obtained from the surface workings,

which are shown in some of the engrav-

ings from photographs that accompany this

article. All of these photographs were

taken on the western side of Ruby Hill,

where there were enormous outcrops of

iron ore, and also toward the top of the

hill. These form, I believe, one of the

most extensive iron outcrops ever known
in North America. (The iron outcrop

at Leadville, Colo., was more extensively

covered by surface gravel.) There was
little or no lead ore showing in the orig-

inal outcrop at Eureka, but certain seams,

which were followed down, rapidly

swelled into great bodies of ore, and at

the present time in the old quarries may
be seen small seams of yellowish lead ore,

ramifying into the red iron ore, which

were overlooked by the tributers. The
great excavation represents lead ore ex-

tracted, together with iron ore that was

The great orebodies throw out branches,

veinlcts, and streamers, so to speak, for

long distances, the form being compar-

able to that of a cuttle-fish, with a large

central body and tentacles extending in

many directions. This made prospecting

comparatively easy because the drifts

driven on any level, if reasonably close

together, were fairly sure to strike some

tentacle of an crebody if any existed. In

following up such a leader the main ore-

body was found sooner or later. We find

this same kind of prospecting going on at

present, under the new regime, but alas I

with some extremely vexatious results,

as will be presently pointed out.

Operations Under the Tribute System

As early as 1878 the older workings of

the Eureka mine contained considerable

ore, which had failed to be extracted either

through oversight or improper mining.

Many small orebodies also had been

passed over as too poor or insignificant to

be worth mining and there was reason,

moreover, ' to believe that undiscovered

orebodies of small size existed, as indeed

at all. The tributers in Ruby Hill bur

rowed, gouged and gutted, filled up some
old workings and allowed others to cave

in. Probably it never will be known fully

.how and where they went. But the annoy-

ance of present prospecting is that in dis-

covering and following a promising leader

of ore, it always is found to end not in a

substantial and desirable nucleus, but in-

variably in a slope opened and exhausted

by some tributer coming from a different
'

direction. One can not help admiring the

industry of the former tributers, but it

is to be remarked that in 30 years they had

ample time to dig far and thoroughly.

Future Prospects

This may well take us to the question,

"What are the future prospects of the

mines? In the first place, as to the upper

wedge of limestone, it has evidently been

nearly completely prospected. The ground

in the Eureka mine has been prospected

rather exhaustively clear to the bottom.

However, in lower levels there are some

blocks of 200 or 300 ft. square, which may
be found to contain bodies of ore not yet

12|»SU>U0

Eureka Cun.*"' .! j^tiftft Richmond
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ELEVATION ON LONGITUDINAL PLANE THROUGH RUBY HILL

taken out incidentally, but the quantity of

the latter apparently was not proportion-

ately large, because the old dumps show
comparatively little. However, there is

at least one dump of iron ore which looks

good enough to ship, while there are

other dumps containing a mixture of iron

ore and non-mineralized waste which
probably it will never pay to rework.

Underground Prospecting

The conditions underground are similar

to, indeed -1 may say identical with, those

exemplified at the surface. Some of the

surface deposits, in fact, extended right

into the hill, one of them developing into

the famous Hicks slope underground, and
there are workings which go clear through

Ruby Hill, coming out on the eastern side

at what is the 100- ft. level of the Locan
shaft. The ore that is now being mined at

the surface on the western side of the- hill

is dumped down through one of the old

shafts to this level through which it is

trammed to the bins at the ca.stcrn side

of the hill.

turned out later to be the case. To make
a clean sweep of the ground, in that year

T. J. Read, then superintendent of the

mine, introduced the tribute system, di-

viding up the ground into blocks. A little

later the tribute system was introduced in

the Richmond mine, and in that as well as

in the Eureka, it was found to work very

well. As the companies gradually finished

their operations in the lower levels, tribut-

ers were put in them also, and eventually

tributers were in possession of the whole
mine in each case, especially after the in-

flux of water had driven the companies

out of the extreme lower levels. Subse-

quent to 1885 or 1886 the bulk of the pro-

duction in the Eureka was made by

tributers, and since about that time no

maps were kept up by the companies.

It is almost unnecessary to say that the

tributers put the mines in wretched con-

dition, because that is always what they

do when they arc not carefully supervised,

and in almost all cases supervision which

at first may be effective gradually becomes

lax and eventually tliere is no supervision

discovered, although the chance for this

would not appear to be extremely brilliant.

In the Richmond mine the wedge of lime-

stone is deeper and wider, and the lower

part of it has by no means been cut up so

thoroughly as in the Eureka Consolidated.

It is true that such exploratory work as

has been done in the lower part of the

Richmond mine has not resulted very suc-

cessfully, but this may be due rather to

bad luck than to the non-existence of ore-

bodies. Nevertheless, it must be acknowl-

edged that the mineral bearing country in

both these mines has been well prospected,

and the production from any new ore-

bodies that may be found in the upper

wedge of limestone is unlikely to be more
than a tithe of those which previously hav^

been mined out. Recognizing this, it must

be admitted that the chances are better for

the Richmond mine than for the Eureka.

As to the lower wedge of limestone the

prospects are uncertain. They are the

same today as when Curtis made his re-

port, and consequently Curtis' views are

important. He says in concluding his re-
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port: "The probability of finding ore in

the lower wedge of limestone depends in

a great measure it[X)n the vali<lity of the

theory of substitution. If this theory is

the true one—and the proofs favoring of

it are strong—there seems to be no rea-

son for doubting the presence of ore be-

low, provided that the limestone was in a

fit state to admit the ore-bearing solution

during the period of deposition. That this

was the case is indicated by what has been

thus far observed in the lower limestone

and by the fact that ore was found in the

Ruby Hill fault fissure when it was laid

bare by the cross-cut from the 1200-ft.

level of the Locan shaft. On the other

hand, if the orebody were dependent on

the prior form.Ttion of c.-ivo< thoy will not

the lower wedge of limestone, its explora-

tion is certain to prove one of the most

interesting problems in mining geology.

Up to the present time no active move has

been made in this direction, although the

equipment for baling out the Locan shaft

i-i .ilre.idy on the ground.

Recent DEVfEiaPMENTs

The activity of the Richmond-Eureka

Mining Company so far has been confined

to re-opening the old mine for the ex-

traction of iron ore. This has been a

costly, dangerous, troublesome and tedi-

ous work, the old stopes having largely

caved in, so that it has been necessary to

retimbcr them entirely with square sets.

The shafts also, had to be rctimhered.

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH RUBY. HILL

be found below the water level, as cave

formation could not take place much be-

low that plane."

It may be remarked here ihat Curtis

himself rather strongly favored the theory

.of substitution. He continued as follows

:

"Whether the extraction of the ore in the

deeper workings will prove profitable will

depend upon the flow of water, size of ore-

body, value of ore and facilities with

which it can be reduced. Water may
prove a serious impediment, but it is not

necessarily one which should be fatal to

the exploration of these mines. As to the

size of the orebodies no satisfactory pre-

dictions can be made. No great change in

the value of the ore as regards to silver

need be feared, though it is possible that

the contents in gold may be decreased."

Whatever may be learned with respect to

As a preliminary to the present operations

all of the leases in the mine were can-

celled.

Operations are now going on in the sur-

face workings on the western side of Ruby

Hill, on the first, second atid ninth levels

of the Eureka and on the sixth level and

elsewhere of the Richmond. The opera-

tions are resulting in the production of

about 130 tons of ore per day, which

averages about 35-^ per cent, lead, 30 per

cent, excess of iron, 0.18 to 0.2 oz. ct

gold and from 2 to 3 oz. of silver per ton.

The value of such ore is probably about

$10 POT ton at the mine. In its production

160 men are employed.. Drill runners are

paid $4 per day, miners, $3.50. muckers

and trammers, $3. Timber is very ex-

pensive, costing $80 per thousand. It is

probable that the requirements will be re-

duced later on by the introduction of

the top-slice system of mining in certain

portions of the mine. The reopening of

the mine has been done in a highly skil-

ful manner, which rcllecls great credit

upon Andrew S. Mayberry, the superin-

tendent. The work has not yet by any

means been completed, and gradually

without doubt the cost of mining will be

reduced, but even under the most favor-

able circumstances, it is difficult to sec

how there can be any great profit from

$10 ore which has to stand transportation

charges of 380 miles to the smelter at

Salt Lake City. That there is any profit

must be due to a favorable smelting con-

tract with the U. S. Smelting, Refining

and Mining Company, which owns a large

interest in and manages the Richmond-

Eureka. The ore from the latter fur-

nishes a necessary and valuable flux to

the smelter.

Smelting

luireka was the real birthplace 01 !ii

ver-lcad smelting in the United States.

It had been tried a few years previously

at a few other places, but the operations

were ephemeral and unsuccessful, except

at Cerro Gordo, Cal., and left no stamp

on metallurgical practice. At Eureka, on

the contrary, several important improve-

ments were introduced, but of more im-

portance was the training which many
metallurgists received in a successful prac-

tice of the art. The two large smelters

of Eureka were in operation for 20 years.

The Richmond was closed in 1890 : the

"Con" in 1891. When the Richmond was
built, in 1871, it was the finest thing in

American lead-smelting practice. Doubts

were expressed as to the justification of

so much perfection in view of the uncer-

tain life of the mines. This is, of course,

amusing, when we read the later history

of the latter.

Now, nothing much remains of the old

works except the huge slag dumps which

are shown in photographs accompanying
this article. On the Richmond site there

is standing a small cupola furnace and a

few pieces of rusty dismantled machin-

ery that it was not worth while to remove.

On the "Con" site there are a few dis-

mantled sheds. The sites of the smaller

works are stripped equally clean.

However, there is at Eureka one relic

that should be carefully preserved as a

monument of the past. This -is the Mat-

amoras smelter, just above the "Con,"

which is shown in one of my photographs.

Its stone furnace surmounted by a strange

piece of iron-work is a prominent .sight

I'pon arriving at Eureka. The building

in which it stood has fallen down and

been carried away for lumber, but the

furnace has withstood the action of wind,

weather and vandals, and remains today

a fine example, and the only example, of

how smelting used to be done at Eureka.

The date of its erection I am unable to

say, but it must have been early. The fur-
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nace i> constructed of the "lirestone," a

refractory, cnsily cut sandstone which

was used in all of the early furnaces at

Eureka. Indeed, the Eureka Conso'.idated

did not abandon this construction . and

substitute water-jackets until 1884. The
entire shaft of the Matanioras furnace

if constructed of this stone. The breast

is open—a sump-furnace. The curious

structure on top of the furnace is a dust-

catcher. It is of sheet iron lined with

brick. In the top there is a circular hole,

about 18 in. in diameter, for escape of

the fras. .Vt the bottom a steam pipe,

bent upward, was evidently to promote

the draft. The idea was that the dust

carried upward from the charge would
be checked in the inverted pyramid and
would slide down the sides of the latter

into the furnace again. To our modern
e\"es this is an amusing contrivance, but

at that time, be it remembered, dust-col-

Iccting flues had not been introduced.

.Alongside of the furnace is the Sturte-

vant fan which funiished the blast, then

the little engine which drove the fan, and
finally the boilers, set also in hrestone,

which produced the steam. These are

shown quite clearly in the photograph.

Smelteries of equal primitiveness are to

be found in Mexico today.

The Old Slag Dumps

The question naturally arises, Can any
part of the old slag dumps be shipped

profitably under present conditions? In

so far as slag proper is concerned the

answer is probably not. The old metal-

lurgists were fairly skilful and the ores

were of easy smelting character. Conse-
quently the slags are not very rich ; cer-

tainly not rich enough to rework. They
are said to contain from 2 to 3 oz. silver

per ton and i to 2 per cent. lead. How-
ever, there are large accumulations of

speiss. which may some day be a source

of value. The formation of this com-
pound, due to the arsenic in the ore, was
always a great trouble to the Eureka
metallurgists. They could not cleanly ex-

tract its gold, silver and lead, and cast it

aside in cones, which glisten brilliantly

on the dumps today. I was informed by
an official who had long been connected
with the Eureka Consolidated company
that the amount of the speiss in the

Eureka and Richmond dumps is probably

between 130.000 and 200,000 tons, and that

it contains 30 per cent, arsenic, 3 per cent,

lead, 2 per cent, copper, and 2 to 3 oz.

silver and $3 to $4 gold per ton. If these

figures are approximately correct, there

is in these dumps a great resource of

arsenic, enough to supply the domestic
consumption for many years. The high
percentage of arsenic noted in the bag-

house fume at the United States smelter

at Salt Lake undoubtedly comes from the

smelting of the Eureka ore.

Other Prospecting

Outside of Ruby Hill a little prospect-

ine is eoine on in the Eureka district. A

Philadelphia company is sinking a shaft

on the fiat to the north of the hill, look-

ing for a continuation of the mineral zone

i>f the latter. If the work of the United

States Geological Survey be correct, and

there is no good reason to doubt it, the

outlook in this direction is not flattering.

Steps are also being taken to reopen the

old Ruby-Dunderhcrg mine on Prospect

mountniii, which in the early days was a

rather large producer, in fact the only

producer of note outside of Ruby Hill,

although its output was far inferior to

that of Ruby Hill. According to the study

of the United States Geological Survey

the Ruby-Dundcrberg occurs in a differ-

ent formation, which is not to say, how-

ever, that it was not, or may not yet be, a

good mine. (I did not visit it.) But

Aluminum Instead of Carbon for

Safety Explosives

THE S.MELTIXC I'lK.NACES OK IcS/O

A. Outer wall of porphyry. li. Inside
lining of sandstone. ('. Front- of hearth of
composition. D. Shaft of siiuare horizontal
section. O. Shaft of circular horizontal sec-

tion. /. Charge hole.'

Ruby Hill seems to have been unique, and
the great concentration of its mineral

value was unquestionably within the Rich-

mond and Eureka lines.

A note in the Min. Journ. says that the

employment of aluminum in metallurgy

to prevent blisters and fissures in steel

ingots gives excellent results. Suppres-

sion of blisters is due to the fact that

aluminum has so great an afifinity for

oxygen that when it is thrown into a

crucible of melted steel it absorbs all the

oxygen, free or combined with iron, dis-

engaging such heat that the metal is kept

extremely fluid ; about 0.01 per cent,

aluminum suffices.

.\ new explosive designed to secure

safety in blasting in a gassy atmosphere
and to do away with the noxious products

of the discharge, has been invented by

Jean A. Fiirstenhoff, and is described in

Revue des Produits Chimiques (Oct. 15,

1007). Safety explosives of the liquid-air

type give off carbon monoxide upon their

detonation and the liberated gases are in-

jurious to workmen, forcing them in

many cases to return to the use of dyna-

mite. The new explosive is prepared from
material which caiinot give rise to the

formation of any toxic substance. To
this end carbon and all other organic

matter containing this element is replaced

by a metal or mixture of metals which
will react with liquid air or oxygen and
so prevent the formation of an oxide of

carbon. For e,xample. it is known that

aluminum forms explosive mixtures with

substances which readily give up oxygen.

In order to attain this result with liquid

air or oxygen, aluminum in powdered

form is placed in a cartridge, preferably

metallic, and air or liquid oxygen is

added just before the explosion is desired.

In order to increase the rapidity of the

reaction a varied quantity of metallic hy-

drate or a mixture of hydrates may be

added, their composition depending upon

the result desired. Hydrate of calcium,

or any other alkaline hydrate, answers this

purpose,- but care must be used not to

select any hydrates which are unstable

at temperatures but little above the or-

dinary as their presence is likely to pro-

duce an unreliable explosive.

In using the cartridge the powdered

aluminum is mixed with a certain quan-

tity of the hydrates (obtained by heating

an alloy of calcium and sodium in a cur-

rent of hydrogen), the cartridge is put in

place and then the requisite quantity of

liquid air or liquid oxygen is introduced.

The necessary detonation is given by ful-

minate or by a flame from a ribbon of

mngnesiuni. No noxious products are

formed and there is no flame. Aluminum

may be replaced by magnesium or any

other suitable metal or alloy, and the

hydrates may be those of any other suit-

able metal or metals.

The total production of limestone and

dolomite for flux in the United States

;n 1906 is reported by the United States

Geological Survey at 16,077,202 long tons;

ail increase of 689,311 tons over 1905. The
total value in 1907 was $7,612,692, the

a\>erage value at quarry being $0.47 per long

ton. The larger outputs were 6,396,765

tons in Pennsylvania, 3,096,346 in Ohio,

and 1,019,931 in West Virginia. Dolomite

is used chiefly in .Alabama.
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The Braden Copper Mines in Chile
Two Mines in the Andes Which Have Large Reserves of Ore.

Unique Geological Occurrence. Ingenious System of Mining

B~Y WILLIAM BRADEN'-
The Braden Copper Company owns

ijoo acres of mining claims, which com-
prise one of the great copper mines of the

world. The mines are 80 miles from San-

tiago. Valparaiso, 200 miles distant by rail

road, is at priscm llic nearest seaport, hut

in a short time, a railroad, now under con-

struftion, will ho i:oniplctcd to the port of

San .Antonio. 150 miles from the mines.

.Atlantic seaboard of North .Xnicriea and

Europe than from any of the copper-pro-

ducing sections in the western United

States.

At the time of the purchase of the

mines, in April, 1904, it was calculated

that there w.ere jocooo tons of 4 per cent,

ore in sight, with promising prospects for

the continuation of the orebodies. The

time the machinery and building materials

purchased in the United States, amounting

to more than 4000 tons, were ready to be

transported from Graneros to the mine.

This difficult task was prosecuted vigor-

ously, as many as 2500 oxen being used

at one time, with the gratifying result

that the concentrating mill, of 250 tons

capacity, was completed in seven months

CONCENTRATION .MUX OF THE BR.\DEN COPPER COMP.XNY

Forty-two miles of this will be over the

railroad which the Braden Copper Com-
pany is building from Rancagua to the

mines.

It is a noteworthy fact that it will cost

less for freight from these mines to the

*MiDlng and metallurgical engineer; gen-
eral manager. Braden Copper Company, New
York.

property, which is in the main range of the

.Andes, was accessible for only a few

months each year by very bad mule

trails. There were no houses or living

quarters at the mine, nor were there ma-

chinery, tools or plant for the develop-

ment of the property.

.•\ wagon road, ,15 miles in length, was

completed in NJnveniber. 1905. By that

and began operation June i, 1906. This

mill was so erected that it could easily be

increased to 500 tons capacity. During

the erection of the mill a looo-h.p. hy-

draulic and electric power station, one

main and two branch Riblet aerial tram-

ways, equipment for mine, sufficient living

quarters, stores and warehouses for im-

mediate needs were constructed, and pre-
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parations for ore extraction were under

way at the mine.

The Ore Deposits

Today the 300,000 tons of ore reserves

have been increased to 4,000,000 tons of

ore in the Fortuna mine alone, averaging

3 to 4 per cent, copper; and the probable

ore of the' same grade and character can

be estimated at an enormous ton-

nage, in addition to which exists the

probability of finding new bodies of high-

-rade ore in the Teniente mine, at the

Capitana mine, and at other points around
the contact ; especially where similar in-

trusions of porphyry to that at tho Teni-

ente mine occur, masses of high-grade ore

may be found.

The occurrence of the ore deposits is

unique in geological records. An extinct

pings. While the mineralization extends

out for 1000 ft. in width, the commercial

"diorite ore" has, so far, been shown to

have an average width of 115 ft. In dif-

ferent sections of the property the depth

of oxidation from the surface varies, be-

ing from 3 to 150 ft. or more. The fract-

ures in the rock range in width from a

mere scum of copper sulphide to 3 or 4
in. of that substance, which is principally

chalcopyrite with a variable amount of

bornite. The clean "black sulphide" is

found to contain from 40 to 50 per cent,

copper. Due to the fracturing, the rock

breaks easily into angular fragments.

Through these great masses of "diorite

ore," porphyry dikes skirt around the con-

tact, occasionally cutting into the tuff. At
one such point on the contact of the

porphyry and tuff occurs the famous

^'

crystals of gray copper ever found came
from this mine. Both the porphyry, which
is light gray, and the tuff, which ranges

from light gray to black in color, contain

a small amount of copper in the form of

small grains for some distance on each

side of the contact. The croppings in this

portion of the property are very showy
with copper carbonates ; although imme-
diately over the richest orebodies no more
than occasional small seams of from i to

2 in. wide of cuprite are seen in the tuff

?nd breccia, and the croppings present

anything but an attractive appearance.

Within 20 ft. from the surface, however,

these seams gradually expand into solid

masses of high-grade ore up to a maxi-

mum width of 70 feet.

At the Capitana mine, situated on the

other side of the mountain from the For-
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DIAGRAM SHOWING STOPING SYSTEM IN USE AT THE MINE OF THE BRADEN COPPER COMPANY

volcanic vent, filled with tuff, about three

miles in circumference, is surrounded by
highly fractured diorite, the fractures in

which are seen to be mineralized around
the contact for a distance of three miles.

Where these croppings are penetrated by
the underground workings in the Fortuna
section of the property, copper sulphides

and metallic copper in less proportions are
found all through the seams and veinlets

in the diorite and brecciated contact ma-
terial for a depth of 2000 ft. below
the croppings on the top of the moun-
tain. In the present deepest workings
there is no change in the character of the

ore.

The diorite is a close-fractured, slightly

schistose, dark green rock highly fractured

and considerably metamorphosed in the
vicinity of the mines. It weathers to light

brown and such is the color of the crop-

Teniente mine, worked by the Spaniards

before the independence of Chile, from
which some 50,000 tons bf 30 to 50 per

cent, copper ore was extracted. The No.

2 adit of the Fortuna workings has re-

cently, at a depth of 700 ft. from the sur-

face, crossed a porphyry dike, which en-

ters the tuff in a similar manner to that

where the great Teniente orebody was
found.

The ore coming from the Teniente mine
is quite distinct in appearance and char-

acter from the diorite ore above described.

It is a breccia of tuff and porphyry, these

two gangue constituents being seamed
with cuprite, carbonates of copper, native

copper and tetrahedrite. The last mincrrd

predominates and in its pure state carries

so to 60 per cent, copper. Domcyko. the

famous Chilean mineralogist, mentions in

his works that some of the most beautiful

tuna, in what is called the "Devil's

caiion," and at the Soldado mine, higher

up on the mountain than any of the rest

of the mines, are found croppings of ore

giving great interest to these sections of

the property, which, up to this time, have

received less attention than the more ac-

cessible parts. They will be brought into

close communication by the Fortuna adits,

which are being driven in ore, and in

their prolongation will, in due course, tap

the Capitana at considerable depth below

the surface workings, in which 15 per

cent, copper ore occurs massively. The
Soldado will, in like manner, be tapped at

great depths by explorations carried on

from the Teniente mine.

The Fortuna Mine

At the time when the mines were pur-

chased, the Fortuna was developed by a
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net-work of irregular workings, wliich

had been made by former owners in

looking for rich ore. The momitain. in

which the deposit occurred, through the

fact of its being so precipitous and 4000

to 5000 ft. liigh. lent itself to the rapid de-

velopment and opening up of the mines

by adit levels.

No. I adit was driven across the deposit

and developed a width of 250 ft. of ore

averaging 3.71 per cent, copper at the

bottom of the old workings, 225 ft. from

the surface. No. 2 adit entered tlie moun-

tain so ft. below No. I and 500 ft. to the

north, and developed the same ore as

above, except in greatly increased extent.

No. 3 adit was started 1000 ft. to the

north and 350 ft. below No. i adit, and in

turn the same class of ore was found in

still greater extent. The two lower adits,

with numerous crosscuts, winzes and

raises, have exposed ore from one end to

the other. No. 4 adit has been started at

a point 750 ft., vertically, down the moun-

tain from No. 3 adit, and drifts will be

run in both directions upon the ore when

this adit reaches the contact. It is ex-

pected that adit No. 4 will encounter ore

as abundant and of as good a grade as

shown above.

Some consideration has already been

given to driving a No. 5 adit, which would

be 800 to 1000 ft. below No. 4, and would

be on a level w^ith the top of the mill.

Such an adit would be approximately

2000 m. long to be vertically under the

present Fortuna workings.

The width of the deposit of diorite ore

developed in the Fortuna mine is from

50 to 250 ft., the average being 115 ft. It

is defined on the east by the contact with

tuff. In some places there is a clean

contact, but irregularly mineralized brecci-

ated tuff and diorite is usually found as

contact material.

The Teniente Mine

Because of the high grade of much of

the ore at this mine, it was possible for

the former owners to work it in the

crudest way with great profit a few

months each year for many years ; at last,

however, the water became too difficult to

handle with the malacate (horse whim).

and the mine was abandoned about 20

years ago. The character of ore of this

mine is quite different from the "diorite

ore," the mineral serving as a cementing

agent for the fragments of a breccia of

porphyry and tuff. In appearance, the ore

resembles the conglomerate ore of the

Calumet & Hecla in Michigan, with the

difference that the copper is more abund-

ant and in the form of sulphide, instead of

metallic. Although this ore concentrates

well, the former owners had no ma-

chinery, and only through the fact of high-

grade mineral occurring so massively

were they able to extract profitably the

ore and send it to the Pacific Coast, 150

miles distant, on niulis.

From the upper part of this mine good

concentrating ore is now being taken,

from which a certain amount of high-

grade ore is sorted out, by "benching"

around the old stopcs, which testify clo

quently to the former grandeur of the

mine.

The lower part of the mine will be

"unwatercd by an electric hoist. It must

not be thought, however, that the only

prospect of finding rich ore at the Teni-

ente is in the lower part of the mine; on

the contrary, it is believed that when
wcirkiiigs, which arc now under way be
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gin to prospect to the east of the present

workings, further masses of high grade

ore will be exposed. In fact, already a

new shoot of ore is being opened, which

produces a concentrating ore of 5 per

cent, or more. Even the tuff, as explored

for a width of 240 ft. to the north of the

Teniente shaft was found to contain an

average of 2.1 per cent, copper.

System of Mining

A system of mining has been adopted,

to use the minimum amount of prepara-

tory work and no timber in the sloping

of ore. Both the physical structure of the

deposit and the topography of the moun-

tain lend themselves to this method of

mining, which it is believed, will prove

to be one of the cheapest known.

Briefly described, after the adits have

penetrated the orcbody as shown by cross-

cuts, the width and grade of ore in

various parts, a more or less vertical

raise A (see diagram) is made for ap-

proximately 200 ft. This is enlarged to

a "Glory Mole," about 30 f'- 'i diameter,

to serve as a runway and storage for

broken ore ; at the bottom of it a number

of chutes are placed, with well construct-

ed gates. About 25 ft. of solid ore for

an arch is left at the top of the glory

hole. Near the top of the glory hole

raises B are driven across the orebody,

as well as in the direction of its strike,

at angles of 45 deg. From both extremes

of the transverse raises, small workings C
are driven, to form an arch ; the ore is

then broken under this arch down to the

raises B to a width of 10 m. Surface ore,

such as D, is quarried and dumped into

the glory hole. The stope is now pre-

pared so that miners can churn-drill on

the benches on each side of the glory hole,

and, when blasted, the ore falls by gravity

until it is finally drawn out of the chutes

on the adit below A. The object of leav-

ing arches over the slopes is to pro-

tect workmen from inclement weather

in winter. Once the lower system of

stopes is prepared for extracting ore, the

arches of the preceding stope may be re-

moved, and such of the pillars as are

found not to be necessary are knocked

down and sent to the mill.

The Concentrating Mill

The present mill, with a capacity of 250

tons per day, was designed after the

most modern practice in the United States

—the ore being delivered over a grizzley

to receiving bins and fed to a belt con-

veyer, which delivers it to Blake crush-

ers and rolls for coarse crushing, and

thence to mill bins. It is fed automatically

to the two sides of the mill, and after

screening and hydraulic classification, con-

centration of the copper minerals is effected

on Harz jigs, for the coarse sizes, and

Overstrom tables with Wilfley tops, Frue

vanncrs and the Wilfley slimer for the

fines. In the lower portion of the mill,

the Sherman system of settling slimes is

used. Frenier and centrifugal pumps are

used for returning middlings and slimes

products for supplementary treatment.

The ore is automatically sampled after

coarse crushing, and a large daily sample

of the general tailings is taken after leav-

ing the mill. The concentrates are carried

to a system of tanks at the foot of the

mill. At an early date, additional tables,

jigs, screens and perhaps grinding machin-

ery will be provided to bring the mill up to

n capacity of 500 tons per day.
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Power Plant

The company has a plant for 1000 h.p.

on the ground to operate under 1000 ft. of

head, but is using only SCO h.p. The

water comes by flume and pipe line from

two lakes situated directly in front of the

Tcnicnte mine. Dtiring the coldest weath-

er in mid-winter there has scarcely been

sufficient water from the Teniente flume

above for all requirements, but when

the second flume to the Coya river is

completed before another winter, there

will be plenty for present needs. The

cost for power during the first 12 months'

operation of the plant was remarkably

low. being under $2 per h.p. year,

without figuring interest and depreciation.

There were practically no repairs of any

kind, and two Chileans attended the water

wheels and dynamo. Power is provided

lor running the mill machinery, machine

shop, air compressor and electric hoist at

lays and the line will not be finished until

the spring of 1908. It is probable that

the railroad, which is 32-in. gage, will

cost $350,000 when completed, including

rights-of-way and equipment. With main

line and branches, there will be about 45

miles of track. Considering that the road

is being built into the heart of the Andes,

in some parts with extremely heavy rock

work, a cost of $8000 per mile must be

considered as remarkably low.

Treatment of Concentrates

During the past few months approxi-

mately 3S00 tons of concentrates have

been shipped to the United States. Plans

for treating the concentrates on the ground

are under consideration, the purpose being

to take advantage of the special conditions

of abundant cheap hydraulic power and

the sulphur contained in the concentrates,

and avoid the use of fuel and fluxes as 'far

converting cost of $575 per ton of con-

centrate, and 72.5c. per ton of ore for

freight, insurance and refining, the cost

of production will be only 6c. per lb. of

refined copper.

I
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the mines and supplying electric lights to

the towns, mill and mines.

.\erial Tramway

A central transfer station is built at the

foot of the mountain where the mines are

situated. From the Fortuna and Teniente

mines, tramways 500 and 1000 m. long,

respectively, drop the ore automatically

into receiving bins at the central station

;

thence the ore is delivered on a main

tramway 2000, ni. long to the mill. These

tramways are' designed to handle up to

1000 tons per day. by the placing of suffi-

cient buckets on them. Of course when

No. 5 adit (and its connections with the

upper workings) is completed, the aerial

tramways will no longer be used.

Railroad Connections

Early in 1906 it was decided to build a

railroad connecting the mines with the

Chilean State Railway at Rancagua, a

distance of 42 miles. Construction was

energetically started in September, and it

was hoped to complete the work by June

I. 1907, but there were unavoidable dc-

as possible. Experiments carried out at

the Baltimore Copper Works have been

most promising of success in producing

electrolytic copper direct from the concen-

trates without the necessity of smelting

and converting. At present, however, the

estimate of cost of production is based

upon smelting and converting in the usual

manner.

Cost or Production

With the railroad and necessary pre-

paratory work in the mines completed, it

is believed that the following estimated

costs can be realized upon a production

of 1000 tons of ore per day. The costs

in smelting will depend upon the grade of

concentrates and recovery eflfected in the

mill. Assuming the grade to be 3.5 per

cent., the mill recovery 70 per cent, and

the grade of concentrates 24.5 per cent.,

we should have 100 tons of concentrates

per day. The net production of copper

would be 46,550 lb. per day, or 66.5 per

cent, of the gross contents of the ore.

With mining, tramming and milling cost

of $1.50 per ton of ore, smelting and

Copper Mining in Siberia

Special Correspondence

The progress of work at the Julia cop-

per mine, situated in .\bakansk, Yenesei

province, Siberia, and operated by an

English company called the Yenesei Cop-

per Company, Ltd., has been impeded by

all sorts of troubles. For one thing, the

company has suffered from shortness of

funds; secondly, the nature of the ore

has not come up to early expectations

;

thirdly, scarcity of suitable fuel has made

the treatment of the ore a matter of some

difficulty. The ore has proved of lower

grade than originally estimated and can-

not be counted on being higher than 3.3

per cetit. copper. The refined copper con-

tains gold and silver equal to in per ton

of copper. The estimate of ore reserves

was also found to be too high, for a con-

siderable amount turned out to be of too

low content to warrant its being stoped.

.^, water-jacket smelting furnace was

erected early this year and on the com-

mencement of smelting operations the ore

was found to be much more silicious than

was expected. This, together with the

fact that charcoal has to be used as fuel,

reduces the duty of the furnace from 100

tons a day to only 60 or 70 tons. The

iibsence of coal and coke has temporarily

hung up the Swansea refining plant that

was erected, and instead of this plant,

resort has been made to treating the matte

by heap roasting and smelting in small

shaft-furnaces and then refining the black

copper in reverberatories.

Up to Oct. 15 last, 11,296 tons of ore

had been treated, yielding 870 tons of

matte, of which the copper contents are

estimated at 40 per cent., giving 3.08 per

cent, of copper per ton of ore smelted.

Up to the same date, 98 ton,s of fine cop-

per had been produced by the refining

process. .\ second smelter will be erected

shortly. The discovery is announced of

coal seams in the neighborhood of the

mine, so that in the near future the pres-

ent difficulty in connection with fuel

should be reinoved. The new manager,

Walter J. Stanford, is expected to do

great things for the company and he has

already organized the development work

on a more satisfactory basis. With

patience and perseverance this mine

should eventually become remunerative to

the shareholders.

.\ccording to Le Chatelier the presence

of nitrogen to the extent of 0.02 to 0.04S

per cent, in steel is enough to cause the

metal to break at greatly reduced stresses

,Tnd to destroy practically all ductility.
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Jigs as Classifiers in Oie

Dressing

Bv T. T. Glidden

In the usual scheme of concentrating

an ore it is customary to separate as soon

as possible the large particles of unlocked

material from the gangue and remove

them as finished product. To this end it

is always sought to reduce the crushing

of ore to a niininiuni in order to prevent

unnecessary sliming, also to restrict each

repeated crushing operation to a con-

stantly diminishing amount of ore, the

larger particles having been removed by

concentration.

The application of these principles has

made necessary a very complicated set of

mill apparatus, including among other

devices, an extensive sieve scale, with a

large number of trommels and other,

types of screening devices. Recently an

attempt was made to do away with the

necessity of using such a complicated

arrangement of milling machines. A
simplified system of concentration, de-

veloped at the Calumet & Hecla mills, is

now being adopted throughout its entire

plant and is also being introduced in the

mills at Great Falls and at Butte, Mont.

The Woodbury type of machines is used

and the special features in the new plan

are controlled by the National Ore Con-

centrating Company, of Milwaukee. Wis-

consin.

This new concentration scheme involves

the elimination of all sizing trommels ex-

cept one, and the application of jigging

through all the steps in the process, ex-

cept the verv- final stages in which a few

tables are used. This single trommel has

a ^^-in. hole and delivers both its prod-

ucts immediately to jigs.

The first jig, working on the undersize

from the trommel, is practically a com-
bination of a classifier and a jig. It is

designed to eliminate slimes at once and

to deliver a classified product to other

jigs where the final concentration can be

done. This jig, called by its designers a

"slimes classifier," has an accelerated

plunger movement at its head which gives

the usual pulsation to the water columns.

By the movement of the water column,

the ore is thrown off the screen and ar-

ranges itself according to laws of hindered

settling. On the fall of the water the

mineral and gangue settle through the

water under the influence of gravity.

The special feature, however, of the jig

is that in the hutch an upward column of

water is caused to flow against the sieve

of the jig with velocity sufficient to re-

move and wash out all slime which has

managed to settle in the interstices of the

coarse material upon the screen. In those

compartments of the slime classifier which

contain the middlings and the tailings, a

large shield e.xtends down into the bed,

scaling it against the entrance ol the

slimes which are forced over the tail of

the last compartment for subsequent

treatment. This slime classifier has four

discharges ; A clean slime in suitable

condition for treatment on tables, a tail-

ing or middling for subsequent jigging, a

clean side discharge concentrate and a

hutch concentrate.

Several single sieve jigs usually follow

the slime classifier for the purpose of

cleaning up any free mineral remaining

and for making cleaner middlings and

tailing products. It is usual to group

these jigs into a unit consisting generally

of four machines, as follows: One 24-in.

.slime classifier and three 48-in. jigs, these

having a capacity of approximately 200

tons. The products obtained are as fol-

lows : From the first machine of the unit,

the slime concentrator, there is obtained a

slime product for table treatment, a

hutch product, an automatic side dis-

charge product, and a sand product. This

sand product goes to the second jig w-hich

yields a somewhat lower grade of con-

centrate from the side discharges and the

hutches, and a tailing product which goes

to the third and fourth jigs. These last

jigs are middling-making machines, and

yield a middling for further crushing, a

hutch product which goes to tables and a

tailing product which is waste.

It will be seen from the above descrip-

tion that it is the aim of this scheme of

concentration, to substitute jigs for trom-

mels, elevators, classifiers and the first

sets of tables which are to be found in a

typical mill. The reason of the success

of tliis process of treatment appears to be

that in the jigs there is a classifying

action in addition to the usual jigging

motion and that in a general way, this

classifying action is found to produce the

same effects as screens, trommels and

separate classifiers.

The Almaden Quicksilver Mines

Sulphur in the Philippines

Several small sulphur deposits of the

solfatara type in the Philippine islands,

says the Far Eastern Reviciu (Sept.,

1907), may possibly become of economic

importance. The most important de-

posits so far reported are those known
as San .Antonio and Santa Rosalia, lo-

cated on the slopes of Mount Gviron on

the island of Biliran.

In marketing sulphur from these de-

posits the price of Japanese sulphur at

Manila would have to be met, which is

about so pesos per ton. With present

transportation facilities it 'is calculated

that the cost of delivering refined sulphur

to Manila would be about 37 pesos per

ton in the case of the San Antonio de-

posit while the costs in the cases of the

other solfataras is estimated to be above

the price of Japanese sulphur.

The financial conditiun of the quick-

silver mine of Almaden in Spain has not

been satisfactory of late and a commission

was instituted to inquire into the situa-

tion. The following rcconmiendations of

the commission are taken from L'Echo

des Mines (Oct. 10, 1907). .\bove the

twelfth level there arc blocked out about

40oiooo tons of mineral, corresponding to

about 1,000,000 flasks of mercury reprc

scnling supplies for about 25 years. Be

low this level about 800,000 flasks are

available. Recent investigations have

demonstrated the probable continuity of

the deposits toward the west, as well as in

the old workings.

The reforms recommended as necessarv

for placing the mines on a sound foot

ing are as follows : The adoption of

machine drills, modern explosives, arti-

ficial ventilation, renewing equipment

in the shafts and workings, bettering the

means of surface transportation, installa-

tion of a new group of Cermak-Spirek

furnaces, abandoning the Bustamente fur-

naces, reducing the working and adminis-

trative force, and the appointment of an

engineering chief at the mines, as well as

four other engineers to be subject to the

orders of the directors.

Accidents in Marquette County

Mines

In Marquette county, Mich., during the

year ending Sept. 30, an average number

of 6744 men were employed in 40 mines,

one quarry, two explorations and about

20 drill operations. There were 37 fatal

accidents in the year, one to every 185

men, a greater proportion than at any

previous time in that county. This in-

crease was due largely to the deaths of

10 men at the Rolling Mill mine, caused

by the fall of the skip from the surface

to the bottom, about 700 ft. The cause

of this accident has not been determined

and doubtless never will be.

.\mong the other causes of death, falls

of ground were responsible for 10 fatali-

ties ; blasting, 4: jumping moving cage, 2;

falling down ladder-way, 2 ; being caught

v.ith cars, 2 ; and other causes resulted in

one death each.

It is claimed that, aside from the acci-

dent at the Rolling Mill mine, the other

deaths were caused largely through the

carelessness of the men themselves or

their comrades. Scarcity of labor has

compelled the employment of more inex-

perienced men than in former years an<'

this is thought to account for many of

tiie accidents.

Roscoelite. a vanadium mica, occurs in

southwestern Colorado where it was mined
and reduced during 1906. The mineral

contains about 2 per cent vanadium.
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The Brunton Man Elevator Consolidated Mercur Gold

Mines Company

An ingenious device known as the

Brunton man elevator is in use in the

sampling mill of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Company, and perhaps elsewhere.

It is designed to save some of the time

lost by niillmen in walking up and down
stairs, and also to make it easier for them

to do so. This contrivance is a continuous

belt, like an ordinary belt elevator, but the

buckets of the latter are replaced by hori-

zontal bars projecting several inches from

the surface of the belt affording a foot-

rest and a hand-hold. Tlie belt runs at a

speed which permits a man to step on and

ofi with safety. The bars are spaced 6 ft.

6 in. apart, a convenient distance for a

man standing on one bar to reach above

his head to the next support.

At the .Anaconda sampling mill a belt

carrying Jb of these supports serves six

different floors, the holes through which

the belt passes being such as to allow a

man to step off to the floor conveniently

while the belt continues on its way. The

construction is clearly shown in the ac-

companying engravings. The bill of ma-

terial for constructing the Anaconda ele-

vator is as follows ; one cast-iron pulley,

one steel shaft, one cast-iron stand with

caps, two ^-in. set-screws 2 in. long,

four }ix2y2-in. studs with nuts, five cast-

iron idler guide pulleys, ten H-'m. set

screws i^-in. long, six cast-iron shafts,

ten cast-iron stands, one counter driving

shaft, one cast-iron pulley crown-face key-

seat I2.X9 in., two 2 15/16-in. standard

sets cast-iron collars, one 24X-13 in. pul-

ley crown-face key-seat, 26 composition

elevator steps, one standard cast-iron

flange coupling, one 3-in. shaft 12 ft. 5 in.

long, one 2 15/16-in. shaft 15 ft. long, one

38x9-in. cast-iron pulley crown-face key-

seat, two 2 15/16-in. standard sets cast-

iron collars, two 3 in. ball and socket

hangers 20 in. drop, seven 2 is/i6-in. hor-

izontal ring oilers Brown & Sharpe phos-

phor bronze, two 24.x6-in. crown-face set-

screws split pulley, one cast-iron pulley.

Aluminum for Electrical Con-

ductors

F. W. Mahin, of Nottingham, reports

that the manufacture of aluminum cables

as electric conductors in place of copper

has actively begim in Great Britain. The

cables and wires being made there are

covered with vulcanized bitumen treated

by patented methods, and they are, it is

claimed, not brittle at low temperatures

nor unduly soft at the high temperatures

to which they would be subjected in ordi-

narv use.

Most of the platinum exports of Colom-

bia are from Cartagena ami Barranquilla :

exports through the port of Buenaventura

are said to be increasing in quantity

The annual report of the Consolidated

Mercur Clold Mines Company for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1907, shows

assets amounting to $71,986, from which

is deducted accounts payable of $4532,

leaving a balance of $67,454. The gross

value of gold produced during the year

was $642,843, and other receipts brought

the total revenue to $657,289. Operating

expenses were $645,312, from which was

deducted unapplied balances, unpaid time

checks, etc., amounting to $2577, leaving

net operating expenses of $642,736. The

net earnings for the year were therefore

$14,553, to which was added a previous

balance of $127,195. Two dividends of

$25,000 each were paid and from the re-

maining surplus construction costs of

$24,294 for the slime plant were deducted.

This leaves a balance of assets, on June

30. 1907, amounting to $67,455.

President John Dern in his report says

:

"We have not been disappointed in de-

veloping new orebodies during the year,

but unfortunately these new disclosures

do not show as high values as the gen-

eral average during former years. There

has been no abatement of the company's

policy to keep prospecting well ahead of

stoping, and it is hoped that richer ores

may be discovered during the ensuing 12

months. It is worthy of note that although

our ore during the past year has not been

profitable, yet if we had had a process to

get lower tailings without materially in-

creasing the expenses, in spite of all our

ill-luck we could probably have main-

tained our regular dividend. Fully $120,000

of recoverable gold was lost in the tail-

ings, and if this could have been saved

at small additional cost, .it is obvious that

our net earnings would have compared

favorably with last year's."

In his report the general manager, G.

H. Dern, gives the conditions at the mine

and mill together with costs of all opera-

tions in great detail. This report is here

greatly condensed. The total amount of

ore mined and milled, during the year,

was 245,169 tons, an average of 672 tons

per day, of which 110,069 tons was base

ore and 135,100 tons oxidized ore. The
extraction was $2.62 per ton and adding

the amount lost in the tailings (98c.) the

average value of all ore treated was there-

fore $3.60 per ton. In the supplemental

report, dated Aug. 30, it was stated that

the new slime plant, of which only one-

half was in operation, had reduced the

loss in the slime tailings to 45c. ; and in

the sand tailings to 48c. per ton.

It cost $354,422 for mining, prospecting,

repairs and general e.xpenses, an average

of $1.45 per ton. . Milling costs were

$290,124. or $1.18 per ton, making the total

operating expense, except construction,

$2.63 per ton.

During the year there were several un-

avoidable delays which had an effect upon

the successful working of the property.

The most serious single misfortune was

the shortage of coal for the roasting fur-

naces. Operation for two or three months

was at a heavy loss and expenses were

barely made during several others. An
improved system of inspecting and testing

the quality of the roast was introduced.

Operating costs were: Coal, $74,770

($0,679 per ton) ; labor, $32,025 ($0,291) ;

power, $6510 ($0.059) ; a" other items.

$21,160 ($0,192) ; a total of $1,221 per ton.

In the leaching department, 161,300 lb.

of cyanide were used, or 0.66 lb. per ton

;

of lime, 1,323,400 lb., or 5.4 lb. per ton;

caustic soda amounting to 12,895 lb. was

usfd when lime was occasionally un-

available.

An experimental plant was built and a

study, of the treatment of sand and slime

was carried on. As satisfactory results

were obtained, a slime plant was con-

structed which effected a considerable

saving of gold at practically the same cost

of operation. Briefly stated, the new

process consists in separating the sand

from the slime, leaching the former, and

agitating and filtering the latter. The

plant contains some novel features, the

most notable of which is the new filter,

invented by W. T. Janney, the company's

metallurgical engineer, who designed the

slime plant.

The cbst of the slime plant to the close

of the fiscal year was $24,294. This

amount will be increased several thou-

sand dollars before the installation is

completed.

The scale of wages at Mercur has been

$2.50 for hand miners, $2.75 for machine

men and $2.50 for muckers and trammers

per day of eight hours. However, the

contract system has been extensively

adopted, which resulted in an average pay-

ment of $3.27 per shift. A demand for

the same scale obtaining in other Utah

camps brought about a schedule, adopted

July I, which gives hand miners $3, ma-

chine men $3.25 and muckers and tram-

mers $2.75 per day.

The general manager concludes his re-

port with a statement of development as

follows

:

"There has been no decrease during the

past year in the amount of prospecting

done. " The result is that we have de-

veloped a large tonnage of new ore, but

most of it is rather low grade. However,

as this new ore is principally oxidized, it

can be cheaply treated, and we therefore

consider that we have added materially

to the ore-reserves by our new work.

The Lulu orebody, mentioned in last

year's report, continued upward to the

surface. It was then tested below the

Lulu level by means of raise 194 work-

ings. The vein is large and forms a

hea\'y item of repairs, both in cost of

labor and material."

The old Brickyard mine, which has not

been operated since 1901. is to be re-

opened.
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Genesis of Ores in the Light of Modern Theory
Importance of Mass, Time, Average Temperature. Climate. Topog-

raphy. Physical Structure and Depth of Soil as Factors in Enrichment

b"y HORACE V. W 1 N C H E L L *

It has seemed to nie litting to sketeli an

outline of the prevalent modern theories

of the genesis of ore deposits, laying

special emphasis on some portions of the

tlieory which appear to have received less

attention than they perhaps deserve, and

which have perhaps not all been incor-

porated in text-books. It is well under-

stood, but often forgotten, that all of the

constituents of ore deposits are found in

some form in the earth's ci^ust. contained

in more or less abundance in the rocks,

especially in the eruptive rocks; and that

they have been in some way collected

from their disseminated condition in these

rocks, and concentrated in veins, beds or

other deposits. Analyses of fresh erup-

tive rocks have demonstrated the exist-

ence therein of all of the ing'redients of

our valuable ores and their compounds.

Few of them occur native like gold, silver,

copper and platinum, and often, because

of their niiinite quantity and fine state of

subdivision, it is not possible to determine

the precise form in which they are present.

The presence of sulphur, arsenic, anti-

mony and tellurium indicates that there

may be many nietallic combinations in the

eruptive magmas similar to tJiose formed

at Inter periods nearer the surface.

The average composition of the earth's

crust has been appBOximatcly estimated

.as follows
:'

Per cent.

Oxygen 47.13
Silicon 27.89
Aluminum S. l."!

Iron 4.71
Calcium 3..').3

Masnesium 2.H4
I'olassium 2.H5
Sodium 2.C8
Titanium 0.32
Hydrogen 0.17
<'arbon 0.13
I'liosphorus I'.OJ)

Mangunese 0.07
Sulphur 006
r.aiium 0.04
Chromiiun 0.01

Nickel O.dl

Strontium ; 0.01

Lithium 0.01

Chlorine 0.01

Fluorine 0.01

"xotal 100.00

Copper, lead. zinc. tin. silver and gold,

although metals of great importance to

man. constitute so small a part that tl\cir

percentages are expressed by four to eight

decimals, that is between hundred thou-

sandths and billionths of a per cent.

In some eruptive rocks, however, tJic

percentage is much higher, and has been

Note—From a Commencement address de-

livered at the Montana School of Mines. June
5. 1907.

•Chief geologist. Great Northern Railway
Company.' St. Paul, Minn.

F. \V. Clarke. Bull. V. S. G. S. 14S. p. 13.

J. F. Kemp, i'con. Geol. I. III. 210.

detcrniineil to be in the lliuusandth> ul

one per cent, in the case of copper, lead

and zinc, and one-tenth l« one-hundredth

as much of silver and gold.

N.MiK.M. Concentration

Tlic amount of metallic content fcnind

to occur as a primary constituent in un-

altered rock is thus seen to be far too

small to constitute workable ores, and in-

deed is often so insignificant as to be de-

termined with difficulty. You all know

that several per cent, of iron, manganese,

zinc, lead and copper are required to make

an ore valuablci the percentage varying, of

course, with the locality, complexity of

the ore and other familiar factors.

It is therefore apparent that a process

(if natural concentration is essential for

the production of ore deposits, bringing

into limited space the material formerly

disseminated through ten thousand or a

hundred thousand times that extent of

ground, or accomplishing the same result

by the removal of the admingled rock

impurities.

Wherever this concentration is brought

about by assembling of solid particles

under conditions that admit of freedom of

movement we have placer deposits as of

gold, and platinum, of tin, iron and

clirominm ore, and sometimes of precious

stones, such as diamonds, sapphires,

rubies, garnets and "others.

The ores found in veins, disseminations

throughout the rocks and in irregular-

shaped deposits in soluble rocks cannot

have been collected in any such manner.

Their mode of occurrence and relation

to the inclosing rocks make it evident that

they have been slowly deposited from

solution. .And the only solvent of general

distribution is water, with its varying

content of acids and alkalies under chang-

ing conditions as to temperature and

pressure. Water is the magic instrument

by which all the copper in Butte's vast

mines, all the gold and silver of the Com-

stock and of Goldfield were assembled.

More potent than the philosopher's stone,

more universal than the air we breathe;

constantly at work, dissolving, trsnsport-

ing and redepositing. With indefatigable

zeal and never-flagging industry it

searches through the innermost recesses

and penetrates the most closely locked

chambers of the rocks, removing treasures

through their very walls, and often re-

pairing breaches made in the attack so

skilfully as to defy detection, or to make

the masonry stronger than when first laid.

Small wonder that the ancients regarded

it as one of the four prime elements.

But, although for several years water

has been recognized as the great agent in

the formation of ore deposits, geologists

are not agreed as to the source of this

water, the conditions under which it is

most effective, nor the relative importance

of its work in ascending and descending

movemenls.

.•\SCENDING OR DESCENDING W.\TERS

Regarding its source, we have those

who believe with John Woodward, Franz

Posepny and Van Ilise that the water

in the uppermost layers or outer zone

of earth, incluiling the waters on the

.^urface and in the atmosphere, accom-

plish -the formation of ore by means of

a perpetual circulation. From the air it

falls on the earth as rain; through

crevices and fractures it enters the rocks

by reason of its head or the weight of

more water on top of it, and finds its way

deeper and deeper to the very lowest point

where the density of the rocks will permit

it to penetrate. Down to this depth, which

is theoretically not more than five or six

miles, the temperature has been constantly

increasing, and the water by reason of

higher temperature has been gaining

strength as a solvent and picking up al-

kalies or acids that enable it to hold ever.

the most difficultly soluble substances in

solution. Finding no escape downward,

and urged on by cooler and heavier wa-

ters above, these saturated sohitions begin

to move laterally and upward, expanding

and becoming of lower specific gravity be-

cause of the forced deposition of dissolved

material as -they become super-s?turated.

r-'ollowing the directions of least resist-

ance, these metal carriers reach the sur-

face as hot springs or geysers thrf)ugh

fractures caused by earth movements.

Gradually the walls of these fractures be-

come coated with vein minerals, and ores,

until the waters stop flowing or the frac-

ture is healed and a vein is formed.

Then there are those like Vogt, Spurr.

Weed and Kemp, who maintain that the

chief source of underground waters is the

unconsolidated magma of molten lava

within the earth.- These authorities point

to the immense volumes of steam emitted

from volcanoes; they call attention to the

conclusions of European scientists who

have decided that many of the hot springs

cannot be derived from meteoric waters

heated and returned to the surface; they

remind ns that there is so much watery

vapor derived from lavas that possibly the

oceans themselves were formed from vol-

canic emissions. They point out the ease
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with whicli such waters, thus derived and

so heated, could gather metallic sub-

stances at great depths and bring them to

the places where they are now found.

They mention the fact that there is a

very general association between the more

important mining regions and eruptive

rocks ; and they raise several serious ob-

jections to the premises of the disciples of

the meteoric water school.

On this particular point we shall not

dwell further; it is quite probable that

both theories contain elements of truth

;

and that ore deposits have been formed

by both magmatic and meteoric re-ascend-

ing waters. It is even possible in some

cases to determine by the character of the

minerals the origin and nature of the

causative solutions. •

As to the relative importance of the

work of ascending and descending waters

there is also divergence of opinion. There

arc few who still doubt the agency of

descending waters in the formation of the

o.xidized ores, such as carbonates,- silicates

and o.xides of copper (as also the native

metal in some instances), in the superficial

or shallow alteration of sulphides, arsen-

ides or antimonides. The iron ores of

the Lake Superior region, for example,

are generally believed to owe their con-

centration to descending solutions, in this

respect diflfering from many of the Scan-

dinavian iron ores, according to recent de-

scriptions.

It is not, however, the o.xidized or "dry"

ores alone that are now believed to owe

their formation in large part to the action

of descending waters ; but also the base

ores consisting of chemical combinations

of the metals with sulphur, arsenic, an-

timony, Jellurium and some rarer ele-

ments. It is only within the past decade

that it has been considered possible that

the sulphide minerals are produced by re-

action between sulphate or carbonate so-

lutions and undecomposed sulphides or

other minerals found in veins. Laboratory

experiments have, however, shown that

the operation is not only possible but

easily accomplished and duplicated under

normal conditions as to temperature and

pressure.' This is a fact of great import-

ance and wide significance for it aids in

the explanation of many formerly puz-

zling phenomena of mines and mining geo-

logy.

Influence of Depth

It has long been noticed by the students

of ore deposits that by far the greater

number of mines become exhausted at

comparatively shallow depths; that veins,

instead of continuing downward uniform

in size and composition, like dikes of dia-

base and porphyry, become smaller and of

lower value with depth, and often disap-

pear altogether. It is noticed also that the

?;hape of many ore deposits and the dis-

tribution and paragenesis of the minerals

•H V Wlnchcll, The Synthesis of Chal-

coclte. etc. Bull. Geol. Sor. Am. XIV, 289.

which they contain can often be better ex-

plained on the theory of descending than

of ascending mineralizers. Moreover it is

apparent that there are changes constantly

in progress in those portions of sulphide

orebodies lying nearest the surface of the

ground. These changes consist in the

oxidation of the sulphides and their solu-

tion as sulphates. These sulphate solu-

tions percolate downw-ard into the veins

or rocks below along the most open chan-

nels ; and thus by degrees the upper zone

of the vein is robbed of most or all of its

sulphide minerals, and only a gossan or

iron cap remains.

The process of oxidizing and leaching

out of the sulphides in the superficial zone

of ore deposits tends, first of all, to dis-

guise the nature of the unaltered ore be-

low. In many instances the ore discovered

by the outcroppings is gold ore, and gold

mills are often erected and operated for

years upon such ore, without a suspicion

arising that extensive bodies of copper or

lead sulphides occur at greater depths.

Such was indeed the .history of Leadville,

Colo., of Bingham, Utah, of Ely, Ncv.,

and of Mount Morgan, Australia. The

last is one of the world's greatest gold

mines; yet it is now producing copper

from its lower levels; and developments

have proved it to be a g.cat copper mine.

Immense low-grade deposits of copper ore

are found below the gossan at Ely, and at

Bingham, although ii is doubtful whether

the most experienced geologist or keenest

observer of mineralization phenomena

would in either place have felt justified

in predicting the existence of the wealth

below.

In other localities the metal values have

either all been removed, or else the pri-

mary sulphide ore was too poor in gold

to leave oxidized ores of value. In such

cases the discovery of the subterranean

treasures is purely fortuitous. Butte may

be considered the most conspicuous ex-

ample of this class. The outcrops of its

copper veins contain the merest traces of

that metal; and there is seldom enough

silver or gold in them to justify mining

even under the low costs obtaining here

today. The zone of oxidation is generally

from 100 to 200 ft. deep ; and if it had not

been for the presence of another system

of veins carrying silver, veins of different

age and origin, but closely associated

geographically, this greatest of copper

camps might not yet have been discovered.

It was in the search for silver ore that

copper- ore was discovered here, and one

cannot help wondering how many more

camps equal to Butte may be undiscovered

and unsuspected where no outcropping

silver or gold mines attract the prospector.

and reward the efforts of the miner. Here

is surely an important and unexplored

field for the geologist. The study of oxi-

dized vein phenomena may yield results

thoroughly satisfactory from both ma-

terial and scientific points of view.

SErONDARY EnrICH.ME.NT

Below the zone of oxidation the chem-

ical reactions which take place between

the descending acid solutions and the un-

oxidized ores result in the formation of

more and richer sulphides, down at least

to the level of the lower limit of free

circulation, and as far as surface waters

penetrate. And as erosion of the surface

is continually bringing deeper and deeper

sulphides within the reach of oxidizing

and dissolving surface waters the opera-

tion is in constant progress, and these

lower lying ores become more and more
enriched until in some cases are formed
bonanzas of world renown, and alm'ost in-

estimable value. It is a fact of much sig-

nificance that bonanzas are generally lim-

ited to depths where descending waters

may have pertetrated at one time or an-

other. Indeed the very channels through

which the enriching solutions came can

often be detected ; and peculiarities of

shape and position observed which can be

explained with difficulty on any other

theory.

Practiced miners often point to the rich-

ness of ore shoots near the junction or

crossing of veins. Indeed such pockets

and shoots are usually sought and fre-

quently found where two veins come to-

gether. This fact alone may not signify

the instrumentality of downward moving
waters. But when in connection with it

we discover that rich ore shoots are also

frequently found at the intersection of

veins by faults, and zones of movement
so recent or of such shallow depth or

limited extent that the faults themselves

are not veins, and, have not been min-

eralized e.xcept near the intersected veins,

and when the ore shoots thus formed

occur on that side of the fault plane where

they could have been formed most natur-

ally by descending waters, and are want-

ing entirely in the corresponding place

on the other side, then indeed, we recog-

nize beyond a doubt the agency of

meteoric waters in both situations.

It is often possible where sulphide ores

have been deposited in soluble rocks to

distinguish between the products of ascen-

sion and descension, and here, too, the

latter are frequently of much the higher

grade.

This theory of secondary enrichment

which is so frequently referred to in

recent mining literature; and is still so

little understood, depends, of course, on

the existence of a body of primary ore

probably formed by ascending solutions.

If there are no ores to be oxidized the

downward moving waters will have no
metalliferous burden to deposit. But

wherever the rocks contain disseminated

ore, no matter how small the percentage,

there is a possibility of the formation of

richer ores through the action of surface

waters, and where the primary mineraliza-

tion was itself comparatively rich, even

though not a minable product, there the
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downward moving waters may the more
readily bring about concentration of high-

grade bonanza ore.

Conditions Governing Secondary

Enrichment

Bearing in mind this conception of the

meaning of "secondary enrichment," and
admitting that it is frequently accom-
plished through the agency of descending

meteoric waters, let us briefly consider the

conditions under which they are most
active and efficient.

It is a proposition requiring no argu-
ment that if by the aid of mineral-bearing
solutions the ores occurring in veins are

to be enriched, these solutions must enter

the veins. And if all the meteoric waters
which fall upon the outcrop of a vein or
upon rocks containing disseminated ore
run off rapidly down the mountain side

without remninhig to oxidize, dissolve

and penetrate the veins with their load of
mineral, there cannot be any enrichment
caused thereby. Furthermore, if the work
of the surface waters is chiefly destruc-

tive mechanically instead of chemically
there will be little opportunity for the de-

position of secondary concentrations of
ores within the rocks. If for example the

principal eflfect of the rains and snows is

to erode and wash away the exposed por-

tions of veins with all their contained
ores, there will be a scattering and wast-
ing instead of an assembling and storing.

In other words, secondary enrichment by
descending waters depends first of all

upon the ratio of oxidation to erosion.

Where erosion is more rapid than oxida-

tion the unoxidized sulphides will be
found in the rocks and veins at the sur-

face of the ground and in the sands roll-

ing down the beds of torrential streams
as in Alaska. While if oxidation precedes

erosion the uppermost zone of a sulphide

ore deposit will be oxidized and leached

of its base minerals, as is the case in

Butte, and to varying extent over the

larger portion of the temperate zones of

the earth.

Assuming that the conditions are such

as to permit the entrance of surface wa-
ters, and that the ground-water level is at

some depth, which depth naturally va-

ries from year to year and age to age be-

cause of many common geological phenom-
ena, the factors upon which depend the

extent of secondary enrichment are: (i)

quantity of water; (2) time: (3) tem-

perature; (4) the physical structure and

solubility of the rock containing the pri-

mary ore, and of the ore itself.

It is manifest that a large supply of

mineralizing solution will accomplish

greater results than a small supply, pro-

vided it follow-s the course of the ore.

For the metals in solution can hardly es-

cape precipitation by reaction with the

primary sulphides present, sooner or later,

at some depth; and the oxidizing and dis-

solving eflfects will certainly increase with

the amount of active oxygen-bearing

moisture available. In regions of very lit-

tle rainfall there may be partial oxidation

to the depth of several hundred feet ; and
yet there may still remain particles of the

primary sulphides upon the very surface

of the rocks. Chemical activity is great;

but the thirsty rocks quickly absorb that

part of the water of rains and melting

snows which is not evaporated, and the

work of oxidation is not so complete as in

regions more plentifully supplied with

rain. On the other hand there may be

such heavy and constant downpourings of

rain even in tropical regions that erosion

is again the most active agent.

Time and Temperature

The second of our factors is time, a

commodity of which the geologist is ac-

customed to make most liberal and even

extravagant use in his arguments and the-

ories. In this he is frequently justified,

and the most astonishing results may be

produced by the long continued, but slow

operation of natural forces in any given

direction. Events of the past few years

have, however, reminded us forcibly that

catastrophic phenomena must not be for-

gotten in comprehensive reviews of the

earth's history.

The time element enters in a variety of

ways into the problem of ore formation

by descending circulations. Thus an ore

deposit formed in its primary, low-grade

constitution during earlier geological pe-

riods, such as the Cambrian or Huronian.

and during all of the subsequent ages ex-

posed to the action of superficial agencies

unhampered by subsequent covering of

later rocks, has a thousandfold the op-

portunity for concentration of its ores

that is presented by similar rocks and

ores formed during later geological

epochs, say the Tertiary. This is ex-

emplified by the iron ores of the Mesabi

range as contrasted with the glauconite

deposits of New Jersey or Texas. Dur-

ing almost all the ages since the Cambrian,

the iron-ore formation of the Mesabi has

been exposed to the weather, covered only

for a geological moment during a part of

Cretaceous time. The result is the largest

and purest deposits of iron ore ever dis-

covered, while rocks of similar composi-

tion but much more recent formation ex-

hibit only the initial stages of ore forma-

tion.

Another way in which time affects ore

deposition is in connection with the rate

at which the waters move in a vein. Solu-

tions of a given composition may move so

rapidly as to produce but little effect, or

may move so slowly that they clog up or

retard other active waters after their own
power is exhausted. Upon a steep drain-

age slope or mountain the waters may
pass off so rapidly, even below the actual

top of the ground, as to exert but little

influence, or they may move with just

sufficient rapidity to accomplish their

maximum of chemical effect.

Our third factor, temperature, is of

great importance. In the first place,

oxidation, which is but another name for

combustion, is greatly accelerated or re-

tarded by slight changes in temperature.

Sulphides which remain immersed for

centuries in water under a glacier in

Alaska would be cojnplctely oxidized in

a few years exposed to the heat of the

sun on a southern slope in Colorado or

California. In the next place, the rate of

solution depends directly upon tempera-

ture, increasing as the temperature rises,,

and, it.self a process of heat consumption,

is greatly facilitated by heat from ex-

ternal sources. Thus in warm rocks, in

mild climates, upon the sunny side of

mountains, there will be the most favor-

able conditions as regards temperature,

for the formation of secondarily en-

riched ore deposits. The experienced

prospector will tell you that it is in pre-

cisely these localities that they are found,

although he never before heard any ex-

planation for it.

Conclusions

The physical structure and solubility

of the rocks and ores affect their suscepti-

bility to later ^enrichment, for perfectly

obvious reasons. .A dense rock is not
readily entered by mineralizing solutions.

Likewise an insoluble one is not easily

replaced and does not afford lodgement
for ores. And if the ores themselves are

not readily attacked by oxidation or by
solvents the quantity, time and tempera-
ture may all be sufficient to accomplish

great results with more tractable ores, but
have practically no effect upon these re-

fractory ones. A good example of this

again is found on the Mesabi range where
the heat of an eruptive rock has so altered

a portion of the iron formation for many
miles that ft has resisted surface solu-

tion and concentration, and is a worth-
less low-grade mixture of rock and
magnetic ore still ; while away from
the influence of the eruptive have been

formed the iron-ore deposits which have

given to the iron and steel industry of

this country the raw material required to

make it preeminent in the markets of the

world.

Reduced to more simple language and
ideas the foregoing remarks amount to a

statement that climate, sun. rain, average

temperature, topography, depth of soil or

surface, debris, erosion, glaciation and

other common and often unobserved in-

fluences and conditions have a decided

bearing upon the important question of

ore formation.

These are the phases of our modern
theory that have received little attention

hitherto: and are yet of practical value

that can hardly be overestimated. We
find few bonanzas of high-grade ore in

Siberia, Russia. .Maska, British Columbia.

Washington or northern Ontario. Our
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theory tells us why tliey arc not to be

expected, and why such enriched ores as

are found seldom extend downward to

great depths. We turn to regions ot

niilder climate, less glaciation, gentler

topography, and wt- find the rocks altcretl

and softened and oxidized to some depth

below the surface. We find that the veins

wear "iron hats" and beneath thcni we

find bonanzas reaching to great depths.

We find our best ore shoots on the sunny

sides of the mountains, while the veins

on the northern, shaded sides, where the

-now lies till mid-summer and the rocks

ire cold, produces no such rich ore. We
begin to realize that our theory is based

on fact and proved by observation ; and

thar it justifies us in placing confidence

in it, and in acting upon it within reason-

able limits. And we marvel that facts

The Hendy Timber Framing

Machine

An impi'dvcd liinlier franiin.t; inacbine

manufactured by the Joshua llendy Iron

Works, of San Francisco, and in use at

several large mines in the West, may be

adjusted for handling cither square or

round limbers by changing the form of

the chuck in which the timbers are held.

The latest type of the machine is designed

to work on pieces up to 24 in. in diameter

and 4 to 9 ft. between shoulders, llnri

zontal and vertical cuts arc obtained by

turning the chuck through an angle of

90 deg. The chuck and its cylinder arc

rotated by means of an air cylinder.

The operating cost of the machine in

rse at the Original mine at Butte, Mont..

Brazilian Manganese Ore

According to the Mi7i. Journ. (Aug. 24,

1907) the state of Bahia in Brazil is rich

in deposits of manganese ore of excellent

(|uality, l,ut owing to cost and difficulty of

transporting the ore only one such deposit

is being worked in this state at the pres-

cr.t time. This deposit is sitnatul in the

Nazareth district, about 30 miles to the

south of the bay of Bahia. It consists of

two mines known respectively as Pedras

pretas and Sape. Both mines are owned
1 y the local Companhia de Manganese ds

Bahia. which has a nominal capital of

400 contos of reis ($125,000), of which

amount one-half is paid up

1 he company has constructed a private

railway track some 2 km. in length, which
connects the mines with the Nazareth

FRONT VIEW OF FR.\MER AT. THE ORIGINAL MINE

SO simple and of such easy comprehension

and yet of such practical value should re-

ceive so little attention from the writers

on ore deposits.

No one realizes more keenly than my-

self that the ideas here suggested are

crude and incomplete, that they are not

supported as they should be by a convinc-

iTig array of analyses, chemical and mathe-

'natical equations and formulas. They
A ill, however, have served their purpose

ii they convey the idea that common sense

and practical observation are useful in

• conomic geology, and to others act as a

timulant for further investigations in this

most fruitful field.

is $7.50 per sliift of eight hours for the

labor of two men and ,30 h.p. required in

framing 450 caps or 500 posts round or

square timber. When tlie timber is deliv-

ered and taken away from the machine

automatically the cost of framing at this

mine is 2.5c. per piece of timber handled.

Vanadium salts are used in medicine, in

ink and dye making, in coloring and in

chemical work.

.\ note in the Iron Age statec that the

National I'oundry Company, Krie, Penn.,

is now pouring from 200 to 270 molds per

heat in its steel foundry. It recently

broke the record by pouring 275 molds

from an 18-ton heat in i hoi;r and ^.:

min. .Although some of them weighed

but 2 lb. apiece, the castings would aver-

age about 60 lb. each, there being 580

pieces in the heat. The usual record for

steel foundries is from 100 to 200 molds

from each heat.

railway system at a point 27 km. distant

from the town of that name. The ore is

loaded by means of lighters into ocean-

going vessels, which are able to approach

comparatively close to the town of

Nazareth.

Of the two mines in question, one only

—Pedras pretas—has been worked hither-

to, and that only on a small scale. During

1906 that mine was worked only during

the last six months. During that period

the shipment of manganese ore was 48DO

tons, all of which went to the United

Kingdom. The Pedras pretas mine is

estimated to contain some 100,000 tons of

ore and the Sape mine some 250,000 tons

of ore. .\nalysis of the ores from the

two mines yielded the following percent-

ages: manganese, 47; silica, 7.2; phos-

phorus, 0.0,^8; moisture. 1.65.
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The Operation of Coal Mines in Montana
The Mines at Red Lodge Have a Steam Car-pusher and

a Cylindrical Revolving Tipple Operated by a Motor

B Y FLOYD W PARSONS
riirci' gri'at coallunniin piiijiis arc

rcspoiisililc for the fui-l supplies of our

country. The zone within which condi-

tions favorable for the forniatiim of coal

prevailed, extended over that [lortion of

the country lying east of the one-hun-

dredth meridian, during the Carbonifer-

ous period. This coal-forming zone grad-

ually shifted westwjird and during the

Cretaceous period, extended over that

region lying between the one-hundredth

and the one hundred and lifteenih merid-

ian, forming what is known as the Rocky
Mountain, lield. During the Tertiary

period, the co.il zone had shifted further

westwar<l :uid forii-.cd the coalbeds of the

Pacitic coast. This latter field is small in

:;re.i. lotaliry: ;\l)nnt lODO si|.m.

an average fuel ratio ( the ratio of lixed

carbon to volatile matter) of about 15.

Going farther west, the product from the

coalbeds shows a ratio varying from 5 in

central Pennsylvania, to about 1.5 in the

northern interior liclds ar.d I.,? in llic

western interior fields. In the Rocky
.MouiUain field, which comprises the coal-

beds of .Montana, the fuel ratio varies

considerably, the abrupt changes in com-

position being due to the different degrees

of alteration which the coal has under-

gone.

CiiKMisTxv or .\ln.VT.\x.\ Co.vl.s

The coalbeds of Montana vary in tliic'<-

ii.ss from a few inches to JS ft., and ex-

Oipl ill llif foothills the se;iiiis ;iri' iir:ir1v

COMPOSITION OK MO.NTA.NA COALS.

^ b C

I>.iOllly. hi-
!s n AHh.

3

1
B.t.u.

>^S i:s i

AiiAcuiida .ami 4.'>.0U 1.V04 .1.00 U.-22.'.

Altlrhlift* :«.(il

•it.OO

10.43

17.60
l.uo

i.W
lO.tlfiU

10,:fimBi'lt K/.'i
BrMitiT .*!.'» IK) •Jft..')0 Vi.OO l.Vi 10 KlU
Dull Miiiiiilalii <4.ll<l 41.00 7.20 7.42 10,0«0
Ch"t«tiint .'iLKI •£>.M 17.110 ".20 lU.UM)
DruiiiiiioiKl M.W 4 I.JO 14.00 H.7B 'J, 170
<i<-bo 4H.M1 Jl.iS •2:1.110 fi.42 10 IIM
Hnvr.> 411.111 ;«.07 V.M l.V.W •J.Hf,2

L"-wli.t<iwii .'I.INI Wi.Ol) K.20 3.27 1(1 .mm;
Moniimiii>itli> 4H 70 -•7.01) •-"O.JO 2.IK1 lO.li.'M)

MlKsi.iiin M.M 4i.ir.> lO.UO K.KO y,4a'.
Itcd U<iili!.< MIM ;t7.<ii 10.11 2.:io 10.371
SaitdconlfM- .v.. 11 :IU.KI y.iio 3.W 1U.;I74

Sanfnrd .tl.'JT ni.40 y-M I.IIO

Spring C'mek 5.1.UU 37.10 s.oo 3.00 11.270
Trail Crwk iv.m »I.SIt 8.88 10.06 10,074

rin. I. POWER HoisE .\xn lower end of be.xr creek co.\l comp.vny's trestle

.\ peculiar feature in the firniation of

our coalfields is the fact that the fuel

ratio, which is obtained by dividing the

percentage of fixed carbon by the percent-

age of volatile combustible matter, seems

to decrease from east to west. In tl^

small Rhode Island fields, the coal has

been so highly metamorphosed that it has

practically been converted into graphite

;

the anthracite coal in Pennsylvania shows

htirizoiital. The coalbeds of the plains

are principally lignite, due to the fact that

the coal has not been subjected to much
pressure or folding. In the hilly country

and along the edge of the mountains the-

coal is chiefly bituminous, due to the in-

tense folding and intrusion of igneous

rock. The accompanying table shows the

composition and the general quality of the

various coals.

Coal Operations in Carbon County
The greatest activity in opening new

mines and developing ad<litional territory

is taking place in Carbon county. This

district contains over 3000 sq.m. of coal

lands, lying in the Laramie and the Fort

Union formations. The mines of this

region arc reached by a branch of the

.Vorthcrn Pacific Railroad connecting with

the main line at Laurel, about 15 miles
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west of Billings. Anollur railroad has

recently been built from Bridger to Bear

Creek, and is known as the Yellowstone

Park Railroad. This line is.owned by pri-

vate individuals and will probably be ex-

tended further south into Wyoming, tap-

ping the coalfields of that State.

The first mines of importance in enter-

ing this held are at Coalville (formerly

Gebo) in the Clarks Fork district. The

company operating these mines is now

known as "The Bituminous Coal Com-

pany."

Since the present owners have taken

hold, the method of mining has been

radically changed so that the irregular

system which formerly caused the rooms

to cave before reaching their limit has

been changed and at present few falls or

squeezes are encountered. The rooms are

42 ft. center to center and are 200 ft. long.

Haulways are protected by 40-ft. pillars.

The coal has no face or butt and is of the

lignitic bituminous variety. The cover

varies from 800 to 1000 ft. in thickness,

and it is particularly noticeable that the

poorer coal is found under the lightest

cover. Both steam and electric fans are

used for ventilation. The mines are dry

and contain no gas. The company at pres-

ent employs 56 miners and 48 day men
and is producing 200 tons a day.

Bridcer Coal Company

About two miles from the town of

Bridger and four miles from Coalville are

the operations of the Bridger Coal Com-

pany. This concert) employs about 100

men and is working a 7-ft. seam of fairly

clean coal. The bed in this district lies

on a i2-dcg. dip. and is capped with a

brown sandstone cover. The tipple is

located one mile nearer the town

than the mine, the coal being hauled

to the dump by a Link-Belt locomotive.

Seven electric chain-breast machines are

used in mining the coal and ventilation is

secured by means of a 30-h.p. electric fan.

The tipple is equipped with shaker screens

and a bo.\-car loader. The Bridger mines

were taken over by Senator W. A. Clark

in 1899, and until recently have been a

failiiri- hn.Tncially.

Bear Creek Field

Greater activity in the development of

new coal land^ has recently been shown

in the Bear Creek district than in any

other Montana field. In this locality, the

International Coal Company is at present

producing about too tons per day; the Mc-

Carthy mines have an output about equal

to that of the International : the Smith

property will soon be shipping 200 tons

per day. while the two mines being opened

by the Washoe Copper Company, a subsid-

iary corporation of the Amalgamated

Copper Company, are practically com-

pleted and refedy to produce.

One of these latter mines, which arc

generally spoken of as belonging to the

Amalgamated Copper Company, is to de-

velop 80 acres, the output being intended

to relieve the fuel situation at Butte; this

property will produce about 450 tons per

day. The otjier mine of the Washoe

company has reached the coal with a 30-

deg. slope and is equipped to produce 400

tons daily. This property will not be

actively operated until the depression in

the copper industry has been relieved.

The townsite shown in Fig. 4 was lai'J

out by the Washoe Copper Company at

one of these mines. When the curtail-

ment in the production of copper was en-

forced, orders were given to build houses

only on every other foundation.

The largest producer in. the Bear Creek

district is the Bear Creek Coal Company,

which at present has an output of 400

ions daily. This company has a large

acreage which is underlain with eight

demonstrated coal seams, aggregating

over 50 ft. in thickness. The tipple and

general outside plant of this company is

shown in Fig. i. A McEwen en-

gine and Goodman generator of 250

h.p. capacity are used for lighting the

mine workings and for running the sur-

face plants. The hauling is accomplished

with a third-rail 8o-h.p. motor and a so-

li. p. traction motor. As shown in Fig,

I, tlie mouth of the mine is so situ-

ated that the coal is run on a down-

grade from the pit mouth to the tipple.

The power house is built of stone and has

a ground plan 50x100 ft. A stone par-

tition divides the power house into a

50x50-ft. engine room and a soxioo-ft.

boiler room. Two Atlas boilers of 150 .

h.p. capacity are used, but the plant is so

arranged that the power capacity may be

more than doubled.

Red Lodge Mines of the Northern
Pacific Railroad

One of the most important operations

in Montana as well as one of the best

equipped coal plants in America is that of

the Northwestern Improvement Company.

at Red Lodge. The mines here workcl

are owned by the Northern Pacific Rail

road Company and the fuel output i-^

almost entirely used in the engines of that

system. The general plant is shown in

Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 is a view of the wash-

ery building. The entire installation cost

upward of $1,000,000 and was evidently

built with the intention of doing, as far as

possible, all work by mechanical means.

The mines have developed four seams

known as Nos. VA, 2, 4 and 5. No. 4

was first opened and averages 10 ft. of

fairly clean coal : No. 2, which shows 8

ft. of coal, was opened next, while No. 5,

the third seam to be opened, shows 12 ft.

of coal ; the last bed developed was No
I'/i, which shows a 5-ft. seam. The No.

5 seam has a bad top and bottom, and a?

a consequence many creeps have occurred.

entailing the loss of considerable coal.

^m

\
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The general scheme ' in working tlli^

latter seam is to leave 5 ft. of coal as a

supporting roof and work the remaining

7 ft. In the No. 2 bed the lop is good
while the bottom is poor. This condition

necessitates leaving large pillars to pre-

vent the bottom from heaving or the coal

from sinking into the 12-ft. seam of clay

underlying the seam. Most of the coal

produced in this field comes from the No.

4 seam, although more men have been

hurt in mining this coal than any other.

In addition to the beds here mentioned,

there is a small dirty vein which comes

in between Nos. 4 and 5 just as No. I'A

was found between Nos. i and 2. Noii..

of the seams are entirely clean, for each

bed contains several small partings of

bone and shale. The entire product of the

mines is picked although only the smaller

sizes are washed.

Xo M.\CHiNES Used

The miners on the No. 2 seam under-

rc.'tary dump. This system works without

any trouble whatever and handles three

cars a minute.

After the car is pushed upon the cyl-

indrical tipple, the operator releases the

dump which is turned by means of a

J40-volt, direct-current, Wcstinghouse

motor. The dump makes one complete

revolution and then automatically locks

itself into position to receive the ne.xt

lar. This second loadc^l car pushes the

empty off the dunxp and causes the empty

to pass down a short, slope to the kick-

back, from which it is sent through a

three-throw switch to the No. 2 or No.

4 car haul. The latches of the three-

throw switch are operated from the

dumping platform. The empty cars,

after leaving the kick-back, travel, by

gravity to the empty up-haul chain w^hich

raises them over a knuckle and sends them

down to the empty trip. The cars are

here coupled and 'oiled and after being

hooked to the rope, a car-pusher pushes

This chute runs from the higher end to

the lower or outgoing end of the con-

veyer. When rock is being disposed of,

the gate at the head of this chute is closed

and the rock passes down the chute and

is delivered on the same belt conveyer

beyond the two pulleys referred to, and

thus docs not interfere in any way with

the chute that delivers the coal to the

locomotive bins. At the exrcme end of

this rubber belt conveyer, a rock bin is

located, and it is here that the refuse is

dumped. An electric larry carries the

rock from this bin and deposits it on a

dump about a mile below the plant.

Method of Preparation

The lump coal that goes over the shak-

ing screen is delivered upon picking tables

where all rock and bone is removed

After leaving the picking tables, the coa'

goes over a loading table into a chute

from which it is loaded into the railway

r.-ir>; \i the side of the tipple building

TIG. 3. WASHERV .\T NORTHERN P.XCIFIC MI.NES FIG. 4. TOWNSITE Ai COAL MI.SKS OF WASHOE COPPER COMPANV

cut the coal before shooting, but in many
Other places the coal is shot from the

solid, probably one-half of the entire out-

put being thus obtained. None of the

seams show face or butt cleavage so that

the rooms can be driven in any direction.

The average shipment at present is

about 1800 tons per day, although it is

stated that 2500 tons will be produced

each day after Jan. i, 1908.

The ventilation is accomplished by two

fans ; the one ventilating the Xo. 2 seam

is driven by steam and is 24 ft. in diam-

eter; a 14-ft. electric fan ventilates the

No. 4 seam.

Unique Tipple and Washery
Arrangement

The coal from the No. 2 slope is deliv-

ered directly upon the tipple floor. clo:e

to the dump, while the coal from the

No. 4 slope is brought up and dropped

back to an outside parting, from which

point a trip haul takes the loaded cars

and lands them on the tipple floor. The
cars are fed to the dump by a chain

feed, while a steam car-pusher engages

one car at a time and sends it to the

the trip over the slope knuckle, from

which point they go to the No. 2 side.

On the Xo. 4 side the empties are sent

by means of the up-haul chain to the

down-haul, which delivers them on the

outside parting where they are coupled

and attached to the rope.

After the coal is dumped by the rotary

tipple, it is fed into the shaking screen.

A trap is located in the hopper so that

when it is desired to feed the coal to a

locomotive, the gate is thrown open and

the fuel delivered into a conveyer that

takes it to a rubber belt conveyer which

runs at right angles to the first conveyer

;

the belt conveyer delivers the coal to

a bin located at the side of the railway

track.

If a car of rock is to be dumped, the

trap is thrown into the same position as

for locomotive coal and the rock is deliv-

ered upon the same rubber-belt conveyer,

w'hich, at the locomotive bin is doubled

back over two pulleys in such a manner
that the outside end of the conveyer is

lower than the inner end. At the point

where the belt passes over the higher pul-

ley, a chute with a fly gate is located.

is a Smith gravity box car loader which

consists of a table or cradle supported on

four roller-bearings set in a pit of the

proper size. The operation of tilting the

cradle is accomplished by means of four

wire cables, one end of each of which is

fastened to the cradle and the other end

to the head of two hydraulic cylinders.

When the cylinders travel to the right,

the cables fastened to the left side of the

cradle pull that side down, and when they

travel to the left, the cables on the right

side pull that side down.

The coal that goes through the shaker

screens is fed into an elevator that car-

ries the screenings to the top of the build-

ing where they are fed into another set

of shaker screens. Everything that passes

over this set of screens is fed into six

spiral separators which remove all bone

and rock, and deliver the clean coal into

a chute from which it is loaded into rail-

way cars on the opposite side of the tip-

ple from that on which the box car loader

is located. The coal that passes through

these second screens drops into a hop-

per and is fed upon a coirveyer which

carries it to the washery. The washery
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1!. of the Lulirig type and is capable of

liaiulliiif; 500 tons of coal in ten hours.

The same electric larry that handles the

mine rock also carries away the refuse

from the washerj'. All the machinery and

equipment about the tipple and mine is

driven by electric current gener5\ted in the

company's power plant. The deepest of

the workings are now down about 2700

ft. on the incline.

.\ Mine Failure

Montana has its quota of mine fail-

ures even in the coal industry and con-

-picuous among these is the plant at

^torrs. near Bozeman. When coal in this

vicinity was first discovered and tested, it

was found to be of excellent quality and

valuable for coking purposes. A large

and elaborate plant was built, the .\mal-

gamatcd Copper Company spending about

$700,000 in opening and equipping the

property. .-X beautiful town was laid out

and J03 coke ovens were constructed.

Since that time much interest has been

centered in playing a game called "Coal,

is one of the largest producers in the en-

tire State, .'\bout 400 men are employed

at these mines, which produce appro.xi-

matcly a half million tons of coal per

year. Practically the entire output of the

Cottonwood company goes to supply the

Great Northern Railroad system with fuel

for its engines through Montana, Idaho

and North Dakota.

The coal mines of the .\malgamated

Copper Company, located- at Belt. 24

miles southeast of Great Falls, on a

branch of the Great Northern Railway,

commenced operations in iiSo.l and liavo

produced more than 5.000.000 tors of coal.

The Belt mine has a tail-rope haulage

system about i-)<( miles long, while somo

of the coal is hauled nearly three miles

from the point of extraction to the dump.

The surface plant includes a tipple capable

of dumping 3500 tons per day, a looo-h.p.

steam plant, Luhrig washer, having a

daily capacity of 600 tons, a Jeffrey-Rob-

inson washer with a capacity of 1200 tons

per day. which latter has been used for

preparing steanr coal, wliile the former

mine operators tliave hardly dared to call

their souls their own. The wage scale

is high and in some instances the check-

off .system has been forced upon the

operators.

Many of the miners in Montana are

Finns ; in fact, at some mines, such as

the Northern Pacific mines at Red Lodge,

50 per cent, of the labor employed is nf

this nationality. At the Bituminous Coal

Company's property at Coalville, which

i"as been described, the majority of em-

ployees are from Montenegro and are in-

ferior as miners. The men in most of

the camps are fairly sober, which is prob-

ably due to the fact that each camp con-

tains but one saloon if any at all. This

is an improvement on Pennsylvania,

where in .some coal towns there is one

saloon for every 12 voters. In Schulykill

county, Peim.. there is one saloon for

every 50 adults.

When compared with the problem of

:: proper and sufficient car supply an-l

satisfactory tr.-insportation, all other

(|iK'stions affecting cnal mining in Mon-

FIC. PL.\NT OF 1IKIIX;ER CO.M, COMl'.XXY .\ i liKIIlCEH FIC. 6. I\TERN.\TI0N'.\L CO.\L C0.MP.\Nv's TIPPLE .\T BE.VR (KEEK

Coal. Who Mas the Coal." The beds

-eem to be only in pockets and pitch from

(n to So deg. The Montana Coal and

Coke Company has a proposition much

like that of the .-\malgamated Company at

.storrs. the coal so far seeming to occur

only in patches.

SfLI'HL-R IX THE CoAL UTILIZED

Cascade county, having 3500 sq.m. of

coal land within its borders, is the

largest^producer of coal in the State, the

product being shipped over the Great

Northern Railroad. Much of the coal in

Cascade county cannot be developed be-

cause of a lack of shipping facilities

;

this need will be partially rem(?died by

the Burlington Railway which is building

info Great Falls from Billings.

The coal beds in this district lie in a

practically horizontal position. The coal

camp of Stockett is three miles south of

Sandcoulee. which latter place is the old-

<-st coal camp in the county. The opera-

tion at Stockett, known as the Cotton-

wood Coal Company, is a subsidiary con-

cern of the Great Northern Railway and

was originally used for coking coal-; 100

coke ovens were built, but have not been

used recently. The reason for building

coke ovens at this plant was the fact that

the seam here operated originally showed

iS in. of cokin,!j coal in the bottom of the

bed : this coal will no longer coke suc-

cessfully, so that the ovens have been

ab.irdoned. The Belt mine is an old. prop-

erty and can be counted on to produce

for probably eight years longer. One pecu-

liar fact in connection with this property

is that the coal contains numerous sul-

phur balls which the company found it

profitable to wash out and ship to Butte

for use in the smelters.

I.AHOR AND TrANSPORT.VTIGN

Two months ago nearly every mine in

Montana was short of labor, but the

present depression in business and espe-

cially the closing down of metal mines

and of smelters has caused such .1

change in the situation that very few of

the properties are now complaining of

a scarcity of men. .Ml of the mines em-

ploy union labor, and so strong are the

labor organizations, that heretofore the

tana dwindle into insignificance; even

the labor question is entirely over-

shadowed by the transportation prob-

lem. All kinds of cars are used to

carry the product, and ii; Fig. i it

may be seen that much of the coal

shipped from the Bear Creek district i.-

loaded into bo.x cars.

The Yellowstone Park Railway, whicn

was previously mentioned as an independ-

ent road running from Hridger through

ihe Bear Creek field, has no equip-

ment, of its own. For this reason, the

Northern Pacific railroad has refused

ti. transfer cars to the Yellowstone Park

line because the latter road has nothing

with which to make an exchange. Such
conditions as this are most aggravatin;^

to the operators who have built planvs

at Bear Creek and cannot secure sufficient

cars with which to ship their product.

1 here is no doubt that' the position of

the Northern Pacific is technically cor

rect. bm the time for enforciii^f its rights

seems untortuii.-ite .ind short-sighted, for

such action is sure to cause a fuel short-

.ige in many localities.
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The Watering of Dust in Welsh

Coal Mines*

Bv W \. AlKINSONt

This is one of the most iiuportaiit sub-

jects affecting the safety of mines in

South Wales, where there are many large

collieries which are naturally dry, and

very dusty, and wliere in the past, numer-

ous devastating explosions have occurr(?d

in such mines.

The importance of the subject is gen-

erally recognized, as appears from the

fact that in most of the dusty mines sys-

tems of pipes have been installed carrying

water under high pressure, for watering

the haulage roads. The method in which

the water is usually applied" is by means
of a flexible hose pipe attached to the

water mams at intervals of about 25 yards.

Many permanently fixed sprayers have

been tried, and a few are still used, but

generally they were found to be trouble-

some and unreliable, and have been aban-

doned in favor of the hose pipe. In some
collieries there are fixed sprayers for

watering the loaded trams as they passed

under them, generally at the inbye part-

ings from which the journeys of trams

are drawn by engine power. I have also

seen sprayers applied near the top of

downcast shafts, to prevent dry dust from

the screens being carried down.

There is probably more watering of coal

dust in South Wales than in all the rest

of the country together. The result of

the watering, I regret to say, is far from

satisfactory, and so far as I have seen, it

is doubtful whether, in many of the col-

lieries, the watering would be effectual in

preventing the extension of an explosion

by coal dust. This conclusion is to some
extent borne out by the fact that there

have been explosions in collieries pro-

vided with thousands of yards of water

pipes, where the water had little or no

etTect in preventing the extension of the

explosions along th,' roads in which the

pipes were fi.xed.

The chief reason for this state of af-

fairs is the insuflficiert manner in which
the watering is carried out. In many col-

lieries there are, without doubt, serious

difficulties in the way of the effectual wa-
tering of the dust throughout the haulage

roads. The chief difficulty is the dele-

terious effect of water on the strata form-

ing the ro3f. floor, and sides of some of

the roads ; and in some cases, the fact

that the roof is formed of broken strata

and old timber for a considerable hight up,

the interstices of which are full of dust to

which it is difficidt or impracticable to

apply water. Other rcasors for the ineffi-

ciency of the watering' are more or less

completely within the control of the man-
agement. One is the large amount of

•From the reports of Covernment Inspec-
tors of Mines.

tOovernment Inspector of Mines. Swanseo
and Cardiff Lilstrlct.

coal, coal dust and debris which is allowed

to accumulate on the haulage roads. In

many cases these deposits are found to

such an extent that it is practically impos-

sible to keep them damp throughout. In

some cases these deposits appear to be

allowed to accumulate until it i,% absolute-

ly necessary to remove them to keep the

roads available for haulage purposes.

The trams used, and the method of load-

ing them from one to two feet above the

top, are responsible for the scattering of

much coal and coal dust along the haul-

age roads. Many of the trams arc still

open ended, and ev"n when both ends are

closed, they a'e so built as to be far from

dust tight. Another reason is the way in

which the actual,application of the water

is done. This seems to be left too much
to the discretion, or want of discretion, of

the men appointed to water roads. The
result is that some parts of the roads are

found with a large pool of water on the

floor, and other parts absolutely dry.

That it is possible efliciently to water

mine roads on an extensive scale, was
proved to me by what I saw in Westpha-

lia, in October last ; and although the

difficulties encountered in the mines I saw
there, were not so great as in many of the

South Wales steam coal collieries, I am
satisfied that by modifications and greater

care the system of watering here could be

made of real value for the prevention of

the extension of explosions by coal dust.

As matters are, much ofthe money spent

on the operation is practically wasted.

creased steadily each year. In 1899 (his

percentage was 23; in 1900 it was 25.15;

in 1901, 25.68; in igoa, 27.09; in 1903^

28.18; in 1904, 28.78; ill 1905, 3J.69, and

in 1906, .15.1.

Of the 10,212 machines in use in l()o6,

5911, or 58 per. cent., were of the pick or

puncher type; 4144, or 40.5 per cent, were

chain-breast machines, and 157, or 1.5 per

cent., were longwall.

In the number of machines in use and

in the amount of machine-mined tonnage,

as in the total producliun of coal, Penn-

sylvania stands far in the lead, with 45

per cent, of the number of macJiines and

^5.6 per cent, of the machine-won" product

in 1906. Ohio stands first in the percent-

age of machine-mined coal to the total

product.

Coa! Mined by Machines

.According to a recent report by E. W.
Parker, of the U. S. Geological Survey,

one of the notable features presented by

i!ic statistics of bituminous coal produc-

tion in 1906, as in 1905. was the increase

in the u.>^e of machines and in the quan-

tity of inaehine-miiicd coal. In 1906 the

ti'.tantity of machine-mined coal was 15,-

451.075 short tons greater than in 1905,

while the total production of bituminous

loal increased 21,534.643 tons, showing

th.-it over 72 per cent, of the increase in

1906 over 1905 was in the machine-mined

product. The statistics also show that the

average output for each machine in use in-

creased from 10.258 tons in 1904 to 11,258

tons in 1905. and to 11.6,38 tons in 1906.

The total quantity of coal produced by

the use of machines in 1906 was ii8,-

^^7.527 short tons, as against I03.,?96.452

short tons in 1905 and 78.606,997 short

tins in 1904. The increase in 1906 was
I.'.45 1.075 short tons, or- 15 per cent. The
increase in 1905 over 1904 was 24,789.455

short tons, or 31.5 per cent., while that of

i')0.i over 1903 was only 623.103 tons, or

0.81 per cent. The number of machines

in use increased from 7663 in 1904 to

< iK' in 1905 and to 10.212 in 1906.

The percentage of the machine-mined

tonnage to the total production in the

Statts in which machines are used has in-

Russian Coal-mining Regulations

On March 17, the Minister of Trade

and Industry published the following de-

crees relating to the organization of

rescue corp and the installation of rescue

apparatus in coal mines:

1. In every c<xil mine a rescue squad

must be organized and to it is entrusted

operations in foul gases, (a) In every

mine which has connection with a central

organization for the inspection and su-

pervision of rescue corps, the number of

workers belonging to the corps must be 4

per cent, of the enrollment of the largest

shift. For every four mines belonging tj

the corps there must not be less than one

breathing apparatus and one electric har.d-

hiiup. hi isolated mines, however, it is

required that there shall not be fewer

than three complete rescue equipments,

(b) In mines which are not affiliated

with such a central organization, the

r.umi.er of mines required to belong to a

corps shall, in general, be the same as in

mines o' the first category. However,

there shall not he less than six men to

a corp and for every "three members at

least two breathirg apparatus and two

handlanips shall l.e provided. In mines

having a total force of or.Iy 50 men. a

corp may consist of three men. having

two breathing apparatus and two hand-

lamps. provide<l the approval of the dis-

trict inspector has been secured. Mines

of this last class must, however, be with-

in 1.5 versts (5250 ft.) of mires having

normal size corp and be in telephone con-

nection with them.

2. Every gold mine with underground

workings and any other mines e.xcept

those not requiring any timberings must

also organize a rescue corps. The size

of the corps in these cases, the number of

apparatus, electric lamps and other nec-

essary equipment is to be determined by

the local iispector after consultation with

the mine authorities.

3. The choice of the particular type of

breathing apparatus rests with the mine

owners, subject to approval by local'

authorities.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems PecuHar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
Experience has shown that where elec-

tric firing machines are used, misfires are

usually due to the use of an inferior bat-

ter}- or the failure of the blaster to push

the rack bar down as hard as possible.

The best blasting machine is the cheapest

in the end.

Experience has shown that the common
practice of taking hitches in electric fuse

wires should be avoided, as it is apt to

injure the insulation of the wires and

cause the current of electricity to pass

from one wire to the other, without pass-

ing through the cap, and thus hazarding

a mis-fire.

One authority on diamond core drilling

claims that better results may be obtained

by setting the carbons in groups of twos

or threes, leaving between each consecu-

tive g^roup a space large enough to put in

iron plugs, which, when they are securely

tamped in place, will project a little over

the e.xposed portions of the carbons. The
advantage of this method is that the iron

plugs are gradually worn away before the

carbons come into operation, and each

stone comes into working order without

undue strain and the risk of fractuie, as

often happens when a hole passes from

soft into hard stratum.

In all cases where a miner has been

overcome by the gases in a mine an emetic

should be at once administered if the vic-

tim can still voluntarily swallow. To en-

force this emptying of the stomach it is

recommended that a solution of sulphate

of zinc containing 30 grains to the ounce,

be administered in doses every ten min-

utes until emesis is produced. After this

treatment has been administered, it is ad-

visable to put two teaspoonfuls of the aro-

matic spirits of ammonia in a cup of

water and cause the patient to swallow

this solution. Ammonia acts as a stimu-

lant more satisfactorily and quicker than

alcohol.

At a central station where a large

amount of power is generated to supply

power for motors and lamps, the whole
current- should not be generated by a

single dynamo, but by several. For in-

stance, if a plant is designed to have a

maximum load of 1000 h.p., five machines

might be installed, each driven by a sepa-

rate engine, and each capable of generat-

ing 250 h.p. This arrangement would
allow one dynamo for reserve in case of

repairs or break-downs. Whereas if only

one large machine was installed, there

would be no provision for accidents and
it would have to run at times when only

a ';mall amount of power was required.

When resharptning drills, great care is

necessary to form the cutting edge

evenly, and to preserve the full form and

shape. If the corners get hammered in,

they are said to be "nipped" and the drill

will n6t free itself in cutting. When a

depression of the straight or curved line

forming the edge occurs, the tool is said

to be "backward," and ^when one of the

corners is too far back it is known as

"odd cornered." When any of these de-

fects exist, as they very commonly do,

not only does the, drill work less effec-

tively on the rock, but the force of the

blow is thrown upon a portion only of the

edge, which, being over-strained, is liable

to fracture.

It has been shown that the preservative

treatment of a rope during its manufac-

ture is a matter of the highest importance,

and has considerable influence on the life

of the rope The core, of tarred Russian

liemp, should be thoroughly soaked in an

acid-free lubricant. The wires should also

be well lubricated while they are being

laid up. and the .whole rope when finished

should also be lubricated. If the dressing

is thick enough and heavy enough, it is

sufficient to resist the corrosive action of

.damp mine atmosphere. A good rope

dressing wards off corrosion and reduces

the frictional wear. Dressing should be

applied to the shaft cage rope once in two
weeks, except in case of wet shafts, when
it should be applied every week.

Blue prints may be protected from
moisture and drippings in wet mines in

the following manner. Immerse the

p.rint in melted wax, or better still, satur-

ate pieces of absorbent cloth, a foot or

more square, in melted paraffin. With-

draw and cool. When cooled place a dry

blue print between two pieces of the

waxed cloth, lay on a smooth surface and

iron with a moderately hot flat iron. The
paper will become saturated with the

paraffin and will be translucent and highly

water-proof. There will be no shrinking

or distortion and the lines of the print

will be intensified. The process of im-

mersing the print in melted paraffin is

somewhat quicker, but ironing is still

necessary to rid. the surface of surplus

wax.

Experience has shown that a good

steam-pipe covering for underground use

i.> made of two layers of non-conducting

wood (white pine free from all sap),

bound together by steel wire and sepa-

rated by two layers of heavy non-con-

ducting paper. The insulating character

of the covering is also greatly increased

by the presence of a thin layer of air be-

tween each layer of wood and paper. On
low-pressure steam and hot-water pipes

this covering, unlined, gives good results,

but if it is to be used on high-pressure

steam pipes, it should be lined with as-

bestos, in which case, no matter how high

the pressure of steam, no other covering

or wrapping is necessary. This loss of

heat from underground radiation is re-

duced to a minimum where this covering

is used.

Experience has shown that pure coke

would be absolutely worthless. In fact,

coke could not exist if ash was not pres-

ent, as it is the nucleus around which the

atoms of carbon arrange themselves

while coking. Lowness of ash is probably

one reason why some of the purest of

coals do not make the finest cokes. The
absence of sulphur and phosphorus also

makes coke unsuitable for many purposes.

Hence, it would seem that the coking

properties of any coal do not wholly de-

pend on conditions resulting from the

presence of different elements in certain

properties. Many scientists have thought

that a more important factor is the posi-

tion or angle in which the atoms compos-

ing the coal seams lie. The best coal for

coking, is that having a prismoidal or ver-

tical structure which permits a free mix-

ing of the particles and a free diffusion

of the gases.

E.xperience has shown that a long belt

will transmit more power than a short

belt of the same width and tension, hence

Icng belts are always best if it is possible

to use them. A one-inch belt traveling

800 ft. per min. and with proper tension

will transmit i h.p. If the same belt

travels 1600 ft. the power will be doubled,

each additional inch to the width will also

add one horse-power, at the same speed

and tension. A belt under right condi-

tions will deliver 97 per cent, of its ef-

ficiency. If a belt is too tight, there will

l)e quite a loss from friction of the

journals, if too loose, there will be still

more loss by slipping. Excessive slipping

dries out the leather and reduces the ad-

hesion. .\ double belt lasts longer than a

single belt and takes double the tension,

besides transmitting 7/10 more power as

the ability to transmit power is governed

by the frictional width of the belt and its

pulling strength. A raw-hide belt will

transmit from 25 to 50 per cent, more

power than a tanned belt and is more eco-

nomical than tanned belting for straight

non-shifting work, but is not adapted to

ccne pulleys or countershaft work.
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'Jllustratid.

The President's message has inspired

confidence even among the ahinnists,

although it declares no recession from

previously announced policies. It con-

tains several recommendations of import-

ance lo the mining industry, to which we

shall refer later, .\mong other things,

the President has fulfilled his promise to

recommend the establishment of a bureau

of mines in the following words

:

".\ bureau of mines should be created

under the control and direction of the

Secretary of the Interior; the bureau to

have power to collect statistics and make

investigations in all matters pertaining lo

mining and particularly to the accidents

and dangers of the industry. If this can

not now be done, at least additional appro-

priations should be given the Interior De-

partment to be used for the study of

mining conditions, for the prevention of

fraudulent mining schemes, for carrying

on the work of mapping the mining dis-

tricts, for studying the methods for

minimizing the accidents and dangers in

the industry ; in short, to aid in all proper

ways the development of the mining in-

dustry.''

A bill to carry out the President's

recommendation will be introduced at this

session of Congress and strong pressure

will be exerted to secure its passage. The

necessity for the great care with which

this bill must be drafted is manifested by

the President's message itself. The Presi-

dent recommends one function for the

bureau which directly covers an existing

function of the Geological Survey. This

is the collection of statistics.

If a bureau of mines is to be established

ii is highly important to coordinate it

with the Geological Survey, and the ut-

most care must be taken to see that the

well proved usefulness of the latter does

not suffer. Indeed, it is almost inevitable

that the Geological Survey and a bureau of

mines must be conducted under one head if

efficiency and absence of friction are to be

insured. In this respect the Canadian ex-

perience may profitably be studied.

The recommendation of the President

that the proposed bureau make investiga-

tions particularly as to the accidents and

dangers of the industry is praiseworthj-.

This is one of the most rational functions

of such a bureau. On the other hand the

recommendation that it should concern

itself with the prevention of fraudulent

mining schemes opens the way for a great

variety of meddling with honest mining

schemes. Why is there so much harp-

ing on this association of "fraudulent"

and "mining," which is calculated to make

us ashamed of our great industry? Are

there no fraudulent real-estate schemes,

promotions of inventions, etc..'

The recommendations "to make inves-

tigations in all matters pertaining to min-

ing," and "to aid in all proper ways the

development of the mining industry," are

broad enough lo satisfy everyone who

wants the Government to do any and all

kinds of things. We are aware that we

liave mixed up the recommendations for

a bureau of mines with those for addi-

tional appropriations for the Interior De-

partment if a' bureau can not now be

created. But after all, what is the differ-

ence? Such additional appropriations

would make the technologic branch of the

Geological Survey a bureau of mines in

all but the name.

Some Features of the Industrial

Situation

Some highly significant light upon the

extent of the depression in business is

given by frequent notes in the daily

papers, and by the observation of travel-

ers. In the face of the immediate and

crucial difficulty of deficiency in currency,

the medium of exchange, these have not,

perhaps, attracted the measure of atten-

tion that otherwise they would have done.

There has been a general reduction in

the wages for labor, especially in the

metal-mining districts, and whereas up to

mid-summer the complaint was a scarcity

of labor, there are now many idle men.

This is also true of the industrial dis-

tricts of the East. The extraordinary

emigration of foreigners who have been

thrown out of work has taxed the capacity

of the outgoing steamships to the utmost.

In New York there is stagnation in the

building trade, and many men are idle, but

in this strongly unionized industry there is

no talk of any reduction of the high scale

of wages that has been created. This is

an interesting and important economic

problem. When the capitalistic trusts are

compelled to abandon their attempt to

regulate prices in spite of the law of sup-

ply and demand, will the labor trusts

prove stronger?
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The cost of hving already shows changed fnim

changes favorahic to the consumer. For used.

several months the index numbers liave Some of tlio .inlliracitc companies liavc

been declining. November will doubtless astonished themselves by preparing fig-

show a further and larger decline. At ures showing the amount of coal that is

first it was only the decreases in the values lost. The loss is not so niiuli in the host

one "if" in such a forecast, however.

For the present, when practically no new

business is coming forward, there will be

little difficulty. This condition cannot

last very long, and we shall doubtless see

al least a nuKlcratc revival of trade. This

(lualities of coal, as it is in the gobbing could be helped to some extent by a lower

and wasting of the bony matter which level of prices: in fact it will demand

forms a large part of many scams. This such a level. If the Steel Corporation

bony coal often runs more than 60 per will not make concessions, it is probably

cent, fixed carbon, and is no higher in too much to expect that the independent

ash or moisture than 75 per cent, of the interests will stand fast. Their disposi-

best varieties of Western bituminous coal, tion will be to step in and take what

of the metals that affected the general

average, but later other commodities par-

ticipated and now every householder

knows that things are going to be cheaper.

Certainly this will be a satisfactory con-

summation.

.\ little while ago the shortage of rail-

road cars was everywhere the burden of which arc mined and sold at a good profit.

complaint. The congestion of freight was That this bony material will burn satis-

pcrhaps worst at Pittsburg, Penn. It was factorily and furnish considerable heat has

reported from Pittsburg last week that been proved by hundreds of experiments.

there is now an abundance of cars. Any- and is conceded by all intelligent mine

one traveling in the middle West is able ,iperators. Their principal reason for not tion during the bight of the upward

now to observe a greater niimber of empty hoisting and selling this poorer coal is movement. Whether it can control a de-

cars on sidings than three months ago, the idea that it would reduce the de- clining market, as it did a rising one, is

and it is also apparent that fewer freight maud for good anthracite. Certainly this doubtful. The probability is that its

argument does not justify the present polic.v, 3s now announced, will be modi-

waste. '1 he question is one that deserves 'led, and that iron and steel prices will

more consideration than has apparently fo'low tliose of the other metals in a

yet been given to it.

is coming at such lower rates as will

secure the business. This will be the

natural course of trade.

The Steel Corporation, as we recently

stated, showed a praiseworthy modera-

trams are moving.

The reports from engineers, consulting

and constructing, indicate positively a dis-

agreeable restriction in the demand for

their services.

All of this is evidence of the slackening

of trade and of the industrial depression

with which we are now confronted. An
interesting article on this subject is re-

printed from The Evening Post else-

where in this issue. The general situa-

tion is not to be confused with the imme-
diate difficulties created by the shortage

Iron and Steel Prices

downward movement. .\ change from

present conditions, however, can hardly

be expected before the opening of the

new vcar.

The maintenance of iron and steel

prices will not be left to chance, an.i

there will be no cutting in competition

for such business as may come forward

on a declining market, if the plans of tin-

of currency. Many operations had to be leading interest arc carried out. .\n ini

suspended simply because the cash could portant meeting was held in New York

not be secured with which to pay the men. '^'St week, at which all the larger steel

With the great influx of gold from companies were represented. The meet

Europe, the regular addition to the supply '"§ was informal and no regular organ-

The Naomi Mine Disaster

of gold from our own mines, and the ization or comhination was attempted. Tt

appearance of hoarded currency the '- stated, however, that an understandin;;

amount available for circulation will soon ^^^ reached that prices should be kept

be sufficient for the needs, and operations "P "«'""'>' o'' ^"''^ *° ^^^^ present level,

that were suspended on this account will =""' '''='' production should be restricted

to such an extent as to avoid the accumu-

lation of stocks and undue competition

for orders. The only approach to organ-

ization was the appointment of an "ad-

visorv committee." which is intended, ap-

he resumed as indeed is being done

already.

The Waste in Mining Anthracite

Another terrible explosion is added to

the unending list of coal-mine disasters.-

1 he same heartrending scenes at the pit

mouth have occurred, and the usual quota

of brave men have risked their lives to

aid the almost forlorn hope of rescue. Tt

is believed that all of the 43 miners en-

tombed are dead, in fact, fg bodies have

already been located. No eifort will be

spared until it is definitely known that

life no longer exists among the entombed.

Exact details as to the cause of the ex-

plosion are lacking: but that it was due

to the ignition of a considerable body of

gas is highly probable. The barometer

Friday night registered 30.30, having risen

steadily for several days ; Saturday morn-

ing the pressure was slightly lower and

by Saturday evening had fallen about 0.20

in. .\ slight decrease in pressure occurred

again Sunday morning, which was fol-

parently. to act as a regulating body, an,l

The tremendous_ waste that accompanies perhaps also to aid in apportioning work

the mining of anthracite coal continues among the different interests.

unabated. Some minor improvements in T'*-' important point al out this meet-

breaker construction have resulted in i"g "s that it seems to secure the contin- lowed by a fairly steady barometer all

slightly greater economy of separation and ">d cooperation of the leading indcpend- day. The explosion occurred at 8 o'clock

preparation, and fortunes are being made ''"t companies with the Steel Corpora- Sunday evening, the barometer reading

from the utilisation of culm banks hereto- tioti. If this continues as promised, there about .p.03. The following morning the

fore considered almost valueless, but min- will be only moderate reductions in pricis atmospheric pressure had again increased'

ing operations proper are not materially and a stable market. There is more thin and the barometer re.id ,!0.I5.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Inlormation

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUbSlON

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

RoU-rring again u> the article by G. l-".

Bearilslcy in tlu- Joirnal of Aug. 24 and

to my reply in the issue of Sept. 14, 1 wish

to call attention to a letter from Pro-

fessor Hofman which I submit giving the

melting points of our copper-nickel

pyrrhotite as compared with the pyrrhotite

of the Tennessee Copper Company. The

Tennessee pyrrhotite does not contain

nickel and is being smelted raw. produc-

ing a 15 per cent, matte from a J^i per

cent. ore. The Sudbury pyrrhotites con-

tain from 5 to 7 per cert, of copper and

nickel and will not concentrate to more

than 10 to 12 per cent, matte when

handled in the same manner. The Ten-

nessee ore is smelted with cold blast and

at the plant of the Mond Xickcl Com-
pany the hot top gases warm the blast to

about 150 deg. F. Mr. Bcardsley's theory

of the lower melting point of the nickel

pyrrhotite is not conlirmed by Professor

1 lofman's test : neither is ray theory of a

higher melting point, so that as far as we

are concerned it may be called a drawn

discussion. With regard, to the gentlemen

who have written on the subject since,

ottering various suggestions not founded

on actual e.xperience in smelting copper-

nickel pyrrhotites. 1 wish to say that Mr.

Beardsley has had ample opportunity,

while associated with Mr. Sticht at Mount

Lyell to acquire considerable experience in

pyritic smelting. As regards myself I am
not exactly what woidd be called a metal-

lurgical spring chicken. There is some

rood reason why these ores will not

Concentrate into a matte of higher

grade when smelted in the same man-

ner as a copper ore. but as yet

the reason has not been determined.

Repeated trials have been made by a

number of men and the best that has been

done has only resulted in making 12 to 15

per cent, matte out of 6 per cefit. ore. This

low concentration is not satisfactory, and

is the reason why the ores arc pile-roasted

before smelting. Hir.km W. Hixon.

Victoria Mines. Ontario. Can.. Nov. 7,

1907.

The following is the letter to which Mr.

Hixon refers

:

I have determined the melting points of

the two samples received from you and

from the Tennessee Copper Company. In

making the tests I lo.ik 1 00 grams for a

charge, used graphite crucibles, a charcoal

cover and heated in a gas-furnace. Both

samples showed the same behavior. L'pon

heating there ran to the bottom a matte-

like substance, while on top there collected

a gummy slag which would not become

fluid at 1400 deg. C. .\s this interfered

with a satisfactory determination of the

melting points of the two mattes, the cru-

cibles were cooled, the mattes separated

from the slags and their melting points

determined. In both cases the melting

point of the matte was found to be the

same, 1050 deg. C. I have some speci-

mens of matte and slag on hand which

1 can mail you. if you so desire.

H. O. HoF.M.\N.

Boston. Mass.. Oct. 20. 1907.

The Barnes-King Fiasco

Suspension of Mine Assessment

Work

Efforts are being made to have Con-

gress suspend assessment work require-

ments for 1907. It' is not difficult to

recognize the class of prospectors who

are at the bottom of this movement. Be-

tween 90 and 95 per cent, of the legiti-

mate prospectors have done their work

for this year, and it is those who wait

ui til the last to do theirs, if at all, and

are just as able or more so to do their

work, that are trying to evade their obli-

gations.
"

Such a law v.ould be a detriment to the

mining regions. I have talked with many

here about the proposed law and all agree

that it should not be passed. Most of the

agitation comes from Nevada and Cali-

fornia corporations holding' from 50 to 150

claims as a basis upon whidi to sell stock.

They use the term "poor prospector" to

get on the sunny side of Congressional

generosity. 1 have been in the business

of prospecting and mining for .?o years,

and can knowingly say that there is not

a more independent set of men in the

West than those who follow my business.

They are not whining for special legisla-

tion, but expect a spirit of equity to be

extended to all. In my opinion it is about

time that the term "'poor prospector"

should he dropped when discriminating

legislation is sought.

It remains to be seen whetlier or not

Congress will lend itself to furthering the

cause of these special pleaders. I wonder

whether the would-be law-makers will

forget to place a rider on the bill to the

effect that work done for 1907 would

render the claim-holder exempt for 1908.

Equity we demand. .^i.ex. Dennv.

McCabe. .Arizona, Nov. 18. 1907.

CiJiisukruig all that has been v. ruteii

about the Barms-King alTair, it is sur-

prising that the crucial point of the whole

matter should be still unexplained. .As

nearly as I can tell from the reference to

the affair in the technical and daily press,

the case is as follows

:

Two promoters, Campbell and Lalor,

had an option on the property and sold it

to the Barnes- King DevelopmeiU Com-
pany, organized by a group of Wall street

men to purchase and operate the property.

The Daly estate is mentioned as being one

of these interests. These men seem to

have acted in good faith and to have lost

their own money in the enterprise. Influ-

erced by the advice and actions of the

leaders, a large number of persons of

small means have invested their savings

and have lost them.

Was the property purchased on the ad-

vice of an engineer, and if so, who was
it? That point has not been made clear.

Was the failure due to the shortsighted

policy of trying to save the cost of an

examhiation in a transaction involving a

million dollars, or did the purchasers pro-

tect themselves as far as they knew and

were they ruined because some engineer

was deficient in his judgment or his

honesty? Mr. Lamb's letter, though he

does not distinctly assert it. raises the pre-

sumption that the property had already

been purchased when his services were

engaged. He refers to the report of

William Word; did Mr. Word examine

the property for the purchasers? And,

if so, what w'ere the conclusions reached

in his report ? There are a good many
people who would like to know.

That the price of the. property should

have been far in excess of the value is

not surprising. The promoters were not

desirous of benefiting mankind ; they

wanted to make money. They may have

known the property was worthless or may
merely have suspected it. In no event

should the purchasers have taken the pro-

moters' estimate of the value of the prop-

erty. The promoter is sometimes a

scoundrel, and often more or less of an

optimistic, well-meaning fool. It is hard-

est to protect oneself against the latter,

but no matter what one's confidence in a

vendor may be. a large sum of money

should not be spent on anything without

spending a certain percentage as a species

of insurance. A. R. T.

New York. Nov. 23. 1907.
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Publicity in Mining Promotion

Ihc btate of Wyoming in 1905 enacted

a law relating to the operation and or-

ganization of mining companies. This

statute embodied an original idea and

was confessedly an experiment to test

the feasibility of obtaining definite facts

concerning the financial and business

administration, also the physical condi-

tion of the property of a mining com-

pany which is soliciting funds from an

investing public

In brief, the law provides that any

mining company may voluntarily file

with the State Geologist a sworn state-

ment of facts relating to its location,

property, method of organization, distri-

bution and allotment of stock, general

condition of its property and similar

facts. For each statement sworn to, a

fee of one dollar is to be paid. The

statement filed may be incomplete, or

may be evasive in certain respects. This

is a matter for the prospective investor

to consider and from which he must

draw his own conclusions. The author-

ity of the State will be brought into play

only when a willful and deliberate mis-

statement of facts appears in the deposi-

tion of the company, in which event its

officers can be prosecuted for perjury.

It would seem as though here is a

means of preventing the evils of wild

cats and fraudulent flotations that is at

once simple and efficient. It may be as-

sumed that the honest enterprise which

is engaged in raising capital for legiti-

mate exploitation would seek publicity

of this sort and that a company which

was unwilling to file such a statement

would be worthy of considerable sus-

picion. At the same time the State itself

is not placed in the position of guaran-

teeing the worth of a concern which has

filed a statement, as its function is

merely to prosecute in cases- of perjury.

As a matter of fact, the recent report

of the State Geologist shows that 52 fil-

ings have been made to date. In a few

instances where the matter submitted was

personally known to the State Geologist

to be erroneous or misleading the state-

ments were rejected, but in no case was

any attempt made to force the filing of a

statement or to interfere "with the matter

contained therein. The working of the

law seems to show that those promoters

and companies which are coming before

the public as a solid and legitimate busi-

ness proposition, seek publicity rather

than avoid it and are glad of the chance

to take advantage of the law in question.

A statute of this sort seems to be an

easy solution of the vexed question of

putting a quietus on pernicious stock-

jobbing schemes which put mining in

such a bad light. The essential thing to

make the law effective is to educate the

public at large to know that such a stat-

ute is in existence, to know where the

information is to be obtained and to real-

izt that die State merely supplies sworn

tacts from which each individual must

draw his own conclusion as to the merits

of the proposition. Such a course of

education does not appear especially dif-

ficult.

J. T. G.

Cheyenne, Wyoming, Nov. 15, 1907.

The Steel Rail Question

1 have noticed much comment recently

in the columns of the Journal concerning

the breakage of steel rails, but there is

one question that I have not seen touched,

viz., is the present cross-section suited to

present needs.'

it seems to me that the impact of a

heavy train on the outside rail of a curve

must cause a tremendous torsional stress in

the web just where the rail is weakest,

the stress increasing rapidly with heavier

and faster trains.

I do not pretend to have figured out the

stresses, and doubt if I could, but I offer

the suggestion for what it is worth.

Geo. a. Grover.

Wadena, Saskatchewan, Nov. i, 1907.

The Industrial Prospect

The following is from the New York

Evening Post of Nov. 30:

The present week has brought plainly

within sight the end of the partial suspen-

sion of cash payments by this country's

banks. Experienfed bankers in the Clear-

ing House committee have generally fixed

on Dec. 7, the end of the coming week,

as the approximate date for full resump-

tion of payments at New York. Whether

the banks of other cities will or will not

return to a cash basis simultaneously with

New York, is a somewhat disputed ques-

tion; but they are known to have ex-

pressed their willingness to do so, and in

any case their resumption could not be

long delayed. With such resumption, not

only will the currency premium disappear

throughout the country, but the huge

sums of hoarded cash will return to bank

deposits. Blockade of exchange between

interior cities will be broken ; the wheels

of commercial machinery will again move

freely ; "token money" will disappear, and

mills, shut down merely for outright lack

of currency, will start up ; Stock Exchange

prices will seemingly declare that the

panic of 1907 is over.

What then? There was published on

this page, last week, Leroy-Beaulieu's

prophecy, in the Paris Economiste, that

"a season of reaction is in store, not for

a few weeks or a few months, but for sev-

eral years." Not many American prophets

have publicly taken so positive ground as

this.*******
What have we ahead of us? In hi*;

heart, every financial and business man of

experience will answer, A long period of

slackening trade, with incidental indus-

trial depression, and a slow recovery. He
feels this to be true, for two good reasons

—one, that a blow to credit such as has

occurred means that the whole credit

systfem has been so injured that it can-

not recover its old position except after

prolonged liquidation ; the other, that gen-

eral trade, quite as truly as financial

values, has long been on an unnatural and

inflated basis. This second assumption

does not mean that the country's mer-

chants have as a class been doing busi-

ness in a speculative way. The fact seems

to be that they have not; that they had

distrusted the reckless tendencies of the

day, and were sailing reasonably close-

reefed when the hurricane broke on them.

Had they not been doing so, we should

have heard a vast deal more of mercan-

tile failures since Oct. 24. But what the

man of experience know'S quite as well,

is' that even where producers and middle-

men have not been rashly abusing credit,

consumers have. The buying capacity of

the community as a whole has been radi-

cally ciit down by the shock of the past

six weeks; excesses in the scale of living

must be abandoned by force of necessity

;

retrenchment instead of lavish expendi-

ture will become the social virtue ; and all

this means that trade demand will con-

tract for a good while to come, and that

production will decrease. The community

as a whole must now set at work to pay

its debts, and debt-paying does not mean

continuance of a "boom.-'

There are reasons for hoping that the

parallel with the panic episodes of 1893

and 1873, so remarkably close up to the

present week, may not be as exact in the

longer sequel. The aftermath of those

older .American panics was three years of

genuine hard times on the one occasion

and four on the other. But we are not

burdened with the bankrupt industrial

West of 1893 ; the West is today con-

sidering, not where it will borrow when

panic is over, but where it will lend. Nor
is the country as a whole the semi-insol-

vent debtor to Europe which the sequel

showed it to be in 1873 ; we are still very

largely in command of the international

exchanges ; we have paid off our foreign

debt, and we have a vast reserve of real

resources which Europe, willingly or not.

must buy from us. The extent to which

these considerations will in the next few

years offset the inevitable hardships of

forced and prolonged industrial liquida-

tion, is a question soon to meet its test.

The results of an investigation by Mr.

Eckels, of the United States Geological

Survey, on the composition of sand lime

brick shows that the bricks consist of sand

grains held together by a network of

hydrous lime silicate and lime hydrate or

a mixture of lime and magnesia hydrates.
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Personal

MlniiiK and mctallurgiral eiiKlui'^rs are In
vlted 10 ki'op The Knoineehim! and Mininu
JuiKNAL infoi'DKHl of their movements and
appointments.

Geo. H. Barnhart, of Nelson, B. C,
formerly manager of the Vniir tnine, is on

a visit to Colorado.

R. B. Brinsinade, recently of St. Louis,

has been appointed director of the new
State Mining School at Platteville, Wis-

consin.

L. T. Beechcr has been elected secretary

and treasurer of the Tennessee Coal, Iron

and Railroad Company, with headquarters

at Birmingham, .-Vlabama.

S. Mitsui, an electrical engineer of

Tokio, Japan, is visiting Montreal in the

course of a tour for the study of elec-

trical development in America.

Hamilton Wilson and Patrick J. Dwyer,

formerly connected with the Rand mines

of South Africa, have completed a three-

months' inspection of the Larder Lake
district, returning this week to Europe.

H. V. Croll has resigned from the Well-

men-Seaver-Morgan Company, and has

accepted a position as consulting engineer

with Howell Hinds, of Cleveland, Ohio,

Mr. Croll is now at Tuolumne, California.

Albert L Goodell is manager of the Sul-

livan company's lead smelter at Marys-

ville. East Kootenay, B C. He retired

on Dec. i, from the management of the Le
Roi Mining Company's smelting works at

Northport, Wash.

A. C. Garde, formerly manager of the

Paj-ne Mining Company, Sandon, B. C,
has been appointed manager of La Plata

Mines, Ltd., with silver-lead mine near

Nelson, in succession to Capt. T. H.

Trethewey, resigned.

Dr. A. P. Low, deputy minister of mines

of Canada, who has been in ill-health for

some time, has been granted si.x months'

leave of absence. During this time R. W.
Brock will be acting director of the Cana-

dian Geological Survey.

R. G. Drinnan, of Fernje, B. C, has re-

signed as general superintendent for the

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, to take

a similar position with the Pacific Coal

Company, which is opening a coal mine
near Hosmer. also in the Crow's Nest

Pass.

W.' A. Cornelius has been made gen-

eral manager of the National Department

of the National Tube Company at Mc-
Keesport, Pcnn., succeeding George C.

Crawford, recently appointed president of

the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company.

George C. Mackenzie, formerly of

Brantford, Ont., but now of Nova Scotia,

has been commissioned by the Ontario

Department of Mines to prepare a re-

port on the iron ores and the iron indus-

try of Ontario, paying special attention

to the problem of utilizing the magnetic

ores of the eastern and northern sections.

O, E. S. Whiteside, of Blairmore, Al-

berta, Canada, manager for the West Ca-

nadian Collieries, Ltd., has resigned to be-

come manager for the International Coal

and Coke Company, Ltd., at Colemati, in

the same district. His successor at Blair-

more is to be L. Ramcau, who lately ar-

rived from France. The change will take

place Jan. i, next.

Obituary

William Robertson Boggs, Jr., was

killed near Topia, Mexico, where he was

in charge of a mine, on Dec. i. Owing
to financial stringency he had not been

able to pay the miners in his employ

promptly. A mob of them met him on

the road and stoned him to death. A
number of the men have since been ar-

rested. Mr. Boggs was born in Augusta,

Ga., March 12, 1857. He graduated from

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1877,

and afterward studied two years at the

Columbia School of Mines in New York.

After serving a year as professor of

chemistry at Howard College in Alabama,

he went to Colorado, where he was

metallurgist for the Fo'er Hill smelter at

Leadville, and afterward for the Grand
View smelter at Rico. In 1888 he went to

Mexico, as agent, later as manager for the

St. Louis & Zacatecas Ore Company. In

1893 he returned to Leadville, as manager

of the Harrison reduction works, but two

years later went back to Mexico, where

he had since remained, in connection with

different companies at Catorce, Sultepec,

La Maroma and elsewhere, except for a

period when he was engaged in Argentina.

He had at different times done much
work as a consulting engineer, in examin-

ing mines and designing reduction works.

Societies and Technical Schools

American Institute of Mining Engineers

—The institute will hold its 94th meeting,

for the reading and discussion of papers,

at New York City, beginning Tuesday
evening, Feb. 18, 1908.

American Ceramic Society—This so-

ciety will hold its annual meeting at Co-

lumbus, Ohio, Feb. 3-8, 1908. The Na-
tional Paving Brick Manufacturers' As-

sociation will meet at the same time and

place.

Industrial

The Wharton Steel Company was in-

corporated on Nov. 18 under the laws

of New Jersey with $10,000,000 of au-

thorized capital stock, to take over the

iron, steel and coke interests in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania owned by Jo-

scph Wharton, of Philadelphia. Practi-

cally all of the stock will be owned by

.\lr. Wharton. Par value of shares $100.

1 he property is uinnortgaged and un-

bonded. The following is an authorized

statement : The properties to be merged
mto the new company include 5000 acres

of mineral lands owned by Mr. Whar-
ton in Sussex and Morris counties \n

New Jersey, including the Hibernia mine
range, the Hurd and Orchard mine
range and the Tcabo and Allen mines;
the Wharton & Northern railroad ; the

three furnaces at Wharton, N. J., and one
at Phillipsburg, X. J., and concentrating

mills, which constitute the largest and
most efficient plant of its kind in the

East; a large coal tract near Coral, in

northwestern Pennsylvania, with its coke
ovens; another tract near Smithficld,

Pcnn., and the Rossi iron tract in North-
ern New York. The officers are: Joseph
Wharton, president; J. Bertram Lippin-

cott, vice-president; Harrison S. Morris,
treasurer; Henry C. Wenner, secretary,

and Edward Kelly, general manager.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-
ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco,
Cal. Catalog No. 8. Bryan Roller Quartz
Mill. Pp. 44. illustrated, paper, 7x10 in.;

1907.

Chalmers & Williams, Chicago, 111,

Catalog No. i. Section J. The Rapid
Cyanide Filter. Pp. 16. Catalog No. I.

Section K. Chile Mills. Pp. 12. Both
illustrated, paper, 7x9 inches.

Construction New*

Black Hawk, Colorado—The Fifty Gold
Mines Corporation intends to enlarge its

mill and to install a desulphurizing plant.

O. B. Thompson, Black Hawk, Colo., is

manager.

Gregory District, Colorado—The lessees

of the Hunter No. 266 property are going
to install an electric hoisting plant and
erect new shaft buildings. Charles Cox,
Central City, Colo., is to be manager.

Clear Creek County, Colorado—At the

Blue Bird mine New York people are in-

terested and they propose the erection of

an aerial tramway from the mine to the

mill. A. H. Kidney, Nederland, Colo., is

manager.

Apex, Colorado—The Derby Mining
and Milling Company will install a steam

plant of machinery. O. S. Storres, Apex.

Colo., is manager.

The Evergreen Gold and Copper Mines
Company will erect a concentrator with a

daily capacity of 60 tons, intending to use

rolls, Wilfley tables and frue vanners ; the

mill to be ready inside of 90 days. W.
H. Grayson. Empire building, Denver,

Colo., is president and manager. The
ores of the property are copper, chiefly

bomite.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Nov. 27—The productive gold mines of

the State are making rapid clean-ups and

shipping their bullion direct to the United

States Mint in this city, or to the Selby

Smelting Company, getting gold coin in

exchange within a few days, so that men

can be paid off in coin and other expenses

met. So the miners are doing without

clearing house certificates for circulating

medium. The mint is crowding work, and

during 15 days of this month coined $14,-

500.000. nearly a million a day. It still

has the Alaska assay office shipments,

which are yet to be coined, and large

quantities are constantly coming from the

mines of California and Nevada.

A ledge of some richness has been

found in an abandoned mine, apparently

not worked for 50 years, at Floriston in

the eastern portion of Nevada county, .'^s

soon as the find was announced a number

of people came into the section and 40 or

50 claims have been located. The ore thus

far found is of fairly high grade, for the

size of the ledges, which arc by no means

small.

A number of prospectors sent out by

San Francisco men, are testing the sands

in the Death Valley region, Inyo county.

The valley is a basin surroimded by inoun-

tains containing minerals and it is sup-

posed that there should be spots where

the sands of the basin, would pay for gold

mining.

The shareholders of the Mohaw-k Con-

solidated Leasing Company, holding a

lease on the Mohawk property in Gold-

field, Nevada, met this week in this city.

A reorganization was effected and notice

was given the lessors to that effect. The
lease will be held in the name of Joh.n A.

Hammersmith, and the following board of

directors: .A. Hockwald, C. W. Rohr-

hand. Charles C. Schncpfe, William

Dwincll. John D. Evans, A. H. Holzheld.

William V. Bryan and A. S. Hassell.

Several prominent men 'of the Diamond

Match Company have been for a year

prospecting the Snow gravel mine in

Nimshew district, east of Stirling City in

Butte county, and have recovered the an-

cient channel. The mine is located in a

once-famous mining district, and is near

the present Sky High property. The old

Snow mine once paid well, but the chan-

nel was lost and work ceased. About a

year ago prospecting operations were

started. Developmeirts on a large scale

are now looked forward to as all in-

teiested are men of money.

Up in Plumas coumy. the Jamison mine

at Johnsville has declared another divi-

dend; and the Plumas-Eureka at the same

place, after being idle for some years, is

s^ain ready to start its mill running.

News reaches Quincy, in the same county,

of another rich strike that has been made

in the .\ngelo Martini claim, now owned

by Harry Hafiier, of Crescent Mills. This

mine lies near the property of W. F.

Roedde and Stampfli on Soda creek, about

seven miles from Greenville, where rich

ore was recently struck in the old Plumas

National ledge.

.\ long pipe-line for the transmission, of

compressed air has been completed for

the company operating and owning the

Plumbago mine, north of the Middle

Yuba, in Sierra comity. 1 he line is 7000

ft. in length and furnishes pow'er for the

drills, lire-pumps and the short tramw-ay

hoist. The company is operating through

a series of four tunnels and is extract-

ing sufficient ore to keep 20 stamps drop-

ping. Recently the company put in a

7000- ft. pole-line, takir.g electric power

from the Yuba to the property.

The California Lime Company has

been incorporated in Siskiyou county with

A. W. Tennant of Yreka as general man-

ager. The company has 640 acres of land

on which are four hills or masses of lime-

stone. The property is situated about

three miles from Gazelle, within a short

distance of the Southern Pacific tracks.

The company is now excavating prepara-

tory to erecting kilns, and will be in ac-

tual operation within a short time. This

will add one more important industry to

Siskiyou county.

Salt Lake City

A'oi: 30—The Colorado Mining Com
pany, with properties in the Tintic district,

has been made defendant in a suit filed in

the Federal court, which involves the ad-

judication of a claim involving upward

of $1,000,000. The plaintiff is Joseph Wil-

son, one of the incorporators of the orig-

inal Colorado company in 1898, who

claims that none of his holdings were

issued to him except 15,000 shares and

now he sues foj- the balance, which the

company has refused to issue. The plain

tifif wants 23.3,3.^6 shares, which the com-

plaint alleges is worth $.^ a share, or

$700,008. For a tiine the company paid

dividends to the amount of $120,000

monthly and is now disbursing them at

the rale of $60,000 monthly.

The Ohio Copper Company is pushing

work on the construction of its mill in the

camp of Bingham, and Thomas Weir, a

director, says it will be ready for connnis-

sion about March I. It is said officially

that the bonds of the company have been

underwritten and that available money
has been secured to carry out the project

as planned. The plant will treat 2000 tons

of ore daily. .

The Utah Copper Company has seven

sections of its Garfield mill in operation

;,nd Manager D. C. Jackling says the Nov-

ember production will exceed 3,000,000

lb. of copper.

The Yampa smelter, at Bingham, is

going at full blast again, and is shipping

its matte to the LTnited States Smelting

Company for final disposition. The plant

is handling about 700 tons of ore daily.

Denver

.\'ov. 29—In the case of the Government

against the promoters of the Lost Bul-

liou Spanish Mines Company, oral argu-

ments upon the motion for a new trial,

based on errors alleged to have been made
in the first trial, which resulted in the

conviction for fraud of the different per-

sons connected with the company, were

concluded on Nov. 28, before Judge

Lewis of the Federal Court, and the de-

fendants were given until Dec. 26 to pre-

pare and file a brief in support of their

contentions. It will be remembered that

during the trial of the case in .August,

testimony was given by certain officials

of the L'nited States Geological Survey

to show that the "mine" was only a cave

in limestone, containing no ore of com-

mercial value. Since that time, the de-

fendants have shipped to Denver a lot of

ore alleged to have been taken from the

Lost Bullion Spanish mine, with the re-

turns of which they are to attempt the

refutatiori of the testimony of the Geologi-

cal Survey officials. The attorneys for the

Government make answer to this, how-

ever, by saying there is nothing to prove

that this ore was mined from the cave,

and in any event it is not a conmiercial

product, for the reason that the expense

of mining, transportation and treatment

exceeds by about 50 per cent, the smelter

returns on the same.

Reports from Cripple Creek indicate

that the operations of the recently built

Wishbone mill, on Spring creek, arc suc-

cessful. This mill is treating by cyanide

low-grade ore from the Black Diamond,

on Galena hill, north of the town of

Cripple Creek.

Harrison & Seaver, the former lessees

of the W. P. H. during its palmy days,

have taken a lease on a claim on Tender-
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ftiot liill, jiisl cast of the ) lousier, ;iik1

not I;ir distant from the property which

niaile thcni such hamlsoiiie returns for their

work about three years ago. This is fur-

ther evidence of the revival of interest

•now being manifested in the northern por-

tion of the Cripple Creek district.

The Government attorneys in charge of

the prosecution of Judge Pereles and

associates, of .Milwaukee, for alleged coal-

land frauds in Routt county, Colorado,

have taken steps to appeal the case to the

Supreme Court of tlie United States. The
defendants in this case were discharged

last week by Judge Sanborn, of the west-

ern district of Wisconsin, for lack of suffi-

cient evidence of fraud.

On Tuesday morning, Chas. 1". Caswell,

associate justice of the Supreme Court of

Colorado, died as the result of a brief

illness. Judge Caswell came to Colorado
in 1881, locating at Grand Junction, where
he developed, aside from his law practice,

one of the model farms of that district.

Four years only of his life were devoted
to milling, but, like most of the residents

of Colorado, he kept in close touch with

that indusKrv.

Scranton

Dec. 2—.\ nunilicr nf improvements are

being planned by the Delaware & Hudson
company in Plymouth. Last May work
was suspended in No. 2 shaft for the pur-

pose of making repairs : the shaft has been

concreted in the meantime from top to

bottom, while the breaker has been

thoroughly overhauled, .^n adit has also

been driven- to the Susquehanna river for

the purpose of supplying water.

New amhularces are being provided by

the Reading Coal Company at the collier-

ies included in the system, which are be-

ing built from the designs of Dr. G. H.

Halberstadt. They are 9 ft. in length by

4 ft. in width. There is a i6-in. panel

at the bottom and a lo-iii. top panel, with

a's^i-in. belt rail. The entire wagon
weighs 1200 lb. Four men can be car-

ried on litters, or two men can occupy

litters and five men seats at one time.

A medicine locker is provided underneath

the driver's seat.

John Fahy. of Shamokin. president of

the Mine Workers of the Ninth district

is a candidate for the office of national sec-

retary-treasurer of the organization, and

is opposed by William D. Ryan, of

Springlield. secre'tary-treasurcr of the Il-

linois Mine Workers.
.\ strike took place at No. 6 colliery of

the Pennsylvania Coal Company, the men
claiming that they were excessively

docked. They returned to work in a few

days, after being promised that their

grievances would be carefully considered.

They also asked that the docking boss be

removed, for the reason that he had

sought money from men in consideration

of being lenient with his work.

The next meeting of the Conciliation

Ho.ird ^ill be held in Wilkes-Barre on

Dec. 9, when the trouble with the miners

at the No. 9 colliery of the Petmsylvania

Coal Company will be investigated.

Si.x men were injured by an explosion

of gas at No. 5 ntine of the Pennsylvania

Coal Company at Inkerman. 1 he mine

had been idle for ihrfe days owing to

a strike and alter or.e of the mii.ers had

lired a shot in his chamber he was re-

turning with a r.aked light aid set lire

to a body of gas,

.-Vbandoned coal workings in Pittston

underlying the Central Railroad of New-

Jersey ard the Delaware & Hudson tracks

are to l.e filled in to prevent curving of

the surface supporting the tracks. Holes

are to be bnred from the surface and the

workings Hushed with culm and v.ater.

Toronto

Sov. J."*— 1 he Provir.cial Goveriiimul ni

Saskatchewan, acting on reports sub-

mitted by J. J. Davies on \\\e coalfield

in the Eagle lake district, has decided to

operate the mine for the benefit of the set-

tlers in the district. It proposes to begin

development without delay. The deposit

is situated 40 or 50 miles from the near-

est surveyed lif.e of railway in a country

quite destitute of timber.

The Ontario Government has awarded

contracts for the building of winter roads

from the line of the Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario Railroad to the Mon-

treal river. Twenty miles will be built

through Bryce and James to\ynships to

the river, six miles from Thornloe,

through Cane and Barber townships, and

seven miles from Charlton, to the Earl-

ton and Outlake road.

Owing to the monetary stringency, the

mica factories in the country around

Ottawa have closed down. Those in

Ottawa, though still running, have con-

siderably reduced their staffs.

The Copper Cliff smelter of the Cana-

dian Copper Company will treat Cobalt

ores on terms that are regarded as reason-

able by the ininc owners. Payment is to

be made in two instalments of 45 and 90

days respectively, after sampling the ore,

and is based on the official value at New
York on the first day of settlement. The

purchaser reserves the right to pay in

silver bullion delivered at New York in

place of cash. The price is fi.xed on a

sliding scale according to the grade of

ore, the highest figure being 94 per cent,

of the silver contents when the assay

shows 4000 02. or more to the ton, and

the lowest, 80 per cent, when the silver is

less than .?oo oz. Payment will also be

made for cobalt at the rate of $30 per ton

of ore when it contains 12 per cent, of

cobalt and over; $20 per ton for 8, and

$10 for 6 per cent, of cobalt ; but no pay-

ment will be made for a smaller amount

of cobalt nor when the nickel content is

higher than that of cobalt.

London

1 he accounts of Oroville Dredging,

Ltd., for the year ended July 31 last,

the second year of the company's exist-

ence, have just. been published. The net

profits were $502,362, out of which $350,-

000 has been distributed as dividend, and

$')4.774 carried to' reserve. This reserve

fr.nd now amounts to $2-;o,ooo. It will be

nnieinbered that the policy of the com-

pany was to build up a reserve fund of

this amount before further increasing

the dividend. It is seldom that a minin;.;

company knows its future so accurately

;

with the 12 dredges at work, the lanil wijl

liisl 13 years from the present date. The
annual report of the manager, W. P.

Hammon, has not yet been received

Broken Hill Proprietary Block 10 Com-
pany reports a profit of £66,000 for the

half year ended Sept. 30. The orcbody

continues to increase in si/e at the 1300

ft. level, and is adding rapidly to the

ore reserves. Block 14 Company reports

a profit of £72,000 for the same period.

The ore reserves are given as 202,0013

tons sulphide and 10,000 carbonate.

\ few weeks ago I referred to the

excellent results obtained at the Zeehan

Montana Mine, Tasmania. This week

the report of the original parent company,

the Mount Zeehan Tasmania Silver Lead

Mines, Ltd., for the year ended June 30

has been published. This company has

also done very well. .About £21,000 net

profit has been made, to which must be

added £11,287 received as dividend on

the company's holding in the Zeehan

Montana Company and £1500 received as

interest on the company's reserve fund.

The company was originally floated in

1889, and during early years went through

some vicissitudes, with the result that it

i> saddled with an onerous charge on

the profits in the shape of preference

shares. The issued preference shares

amount to 41,982, of £1 each. They arc

entitled to a 20 per cent, dividend, to-

gether with half of the profits after this

dividend is paid. The remaining half of

the profits is divisible as dividend on

the 151,140 ordinary shares. This year

the preference shares obtain a total divi-

dend at the rate of 47!^ per cent., while

the ordinary shares receive a dividend

of only -Yi per cent. During the 18 years'

life of the company just £200,000 has been

distributed as dividends. Of this amount
the preference shares have taken about

two-thirds. During the last few years

the high prices of lead and silver have

accounted for a large part of the profits.

Now that the prices are going down,
the prospects of the company are not so

bright. The mine continues to open up

some large Ijodies of ore at one or two

points, but most of this ore is of second

grade. Developments are systematically

carried out at various levels, and expecta-

tions arc that other bodies of high-grade

(•re will be available before long.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Developmenl of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondentt

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alaska

Shushitxa River

A Tacoma despatch reports that a win-

ter rush to the Shushitna river country has

been started by the arrival of two miners

with a quantity of gold taken out on

Valdez creek, a tributary of the Shushitna.

A number of men have gone from Valdez

and Fairbanks to the new district, which

is about 200 miles by the trail from

Valdez.

Arizona

Cochise County

Catunti't S- Aricona—The directors on

Dec. 2 voted to declare a dividend of $1.50

per share, for the fourth quarter of the

year. This compares with $5 for the pre-

ceding quarter, and makes a total of

$16.50 for the year, against $13 in 1906.

and $8.50 in 1907.

Arkansas

BooxE County

AiDia—A two-thirds interest in this

mine on Crooked creek, three miles from

Harrison, has been purchased by H. P.

McAntire and P. H. Stern, of Denver.

Marion County

Bcatty—This mine near Ycliville in the

Dodd City district has been bought by A.

B. Whitman and associates, of Chicago,

the purchase including the fee of 40 acres

and a lease on 164 acres. A 75-ton mill

will be erected. The ore averages 64 per

cent, metallic zinc. Extensive mine de-

velopment is planned.

California

A.MADOR County

Fremont—At this mine, near Drytowii,

a fire started near the foot of the shaft

on Nov. 30, and extended rapidly in the

timbering. There were 11 men in the

mine who were unable to escape. At

latest accounts the fire had been nearly

extinguished, but it was still impossible to

enter the mine. Consequently it is not

known whether the men were alive,

though it is believed that they have been

suffocated.

Butte County

The Nantz ranch, a few miles west of

Biggs, in the Sacramento valley, has been

leased for dredging purposes to P.

Kneirm, of San Francisco.

Blue Lead—At this property, near

Honcut, considerable development work

IS being done. Ihe channel will be

drained by a tunnel driven in from the

Koiituck ranch.

Calaveras County

Hill Top Mining and Leasing Company
—This Mokelumne Hill company has

secured a lease on the Blue Jay and

Fisher mines, and will move to them the

old Fannie Marie lo-stamp mill, now at

Glencoe. C. H. Blake will be manager.

Kenrose—On this property, at Whiskey

Slide, a large force of men are at work

on a six-mile ditch and reservoir.

Orange Grove—This deep gravel prop- •

crty, near Whiskey Slide, owned by R.

Wise, has been bonded by Oakland men,

who will do extensive work upon it.

El Dorado County

Sherman—This mine, near Placervillc,

lias closed down for the present, though

the mill will be kept running for some

time to crush the ore on hand.

Mariposa County

Yosemite Mining Company—This com-

pany is digging a pit for its new dredge

on the Henderson land just above the

Snelling bridge. L. K. Vaughn is man-
ager.

MoDoc County,

Fort Bidwell Gold Mining Company—
This recently organized company, of

which W. R. Hall is president, is build-

ing cabins for its men and will start shafts

on several of its claims.

Nevada County

Bella Union—Work has been com-
menced on the development of this mine.

A drain tunnel has been started which is

expected to cut tlie ledge 300 ft. in.

Lincoln—On this mine a new hoist is

being erected and the shaft will be deep-

ened as soon as this is finished.

Mountaineer—The ore taken out of

this mine above the drain tunnel is keep-

ing the TO-stamp mill well supplied.

Placer County

Big Giant—The old tunnel of this mine

is being cleared out and re-timbered. The
ledge is 14 ft. wide in places.

Downing—G. B. Dunning has bonded

this mine to parties who have run a 600-

ft. tunnel and several prospect tunnels.

Good pay has been taken from one chan-

nel, but a large hack channel is being

sought for.

Pumas County

Southern Eureka— .^t this group, south

of Greenville, Standard & McGill have

struck a shoot of .gold-bearing ore. This

mine is in the eastern quartz belt of the

county.

Walker—This gold and copper prop-

erty, near Beckwith, has been closed down
for the present.

San Bernardino County

Von Trigger Gold Mining Company—
This company has struck tungsten ore in

one of its group of claims in Signal dis-

trict, 40 miles northwest of Needles.

Three small veins have been encountered.

Sierra County

Cleveland—After a test run on ore

from this mine at Sierra City, Nevada

men have bought the property and are

putting the machinery in order.

Telegraph—A new shaft is to be

started at this mine, near Downieville;

machine drills and a compressor are being

added to the equipment.

Trinity County

Bonanca-Kiiig—Another rich pocket

has been found in this mine at Trinity

Center.

Broivn Bear—Leas & Paulson, leasers

of the property at Deadwood, have struck

$100 rock between the China and Watt

tunnels.

Tuolumne County

Juniper Gold Syndicate—At this prop-

erty, Stent, underground work will shortly

be started again. When the company is

reorganized new machinery will be added

and the plant generally improved.

Yuba County
"

Bessie—At this property. Browns Val-

ley, the shaft is down 200 ft. and drifting

will now commence.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Greenback—The closing down of the

Bingham smelter in Utah has been the

means of stopping work in this property.

When this mine was sold to a Utah syn-

dicate early in the fall arrangements were
made with this smelter to handle the out-

put, about 500 tons daily.

Hibschle Shaft—At- this shaft, East

Seventh street, the new orebody to the

southeast of the Elk fault becomes wider

and more in place. Manager Covey is

now shipping 50 tons daily of first-class

ore, and development work is being

pushed.
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Mammolli—This property. Big Ev;ins
gulch, was closed down diirinj; the week.
It is understood that the Wellington
Leasing Company operating the property
will resume operations at an early date.

I'nfortunately for those connected with
the enterprise the shaft seemingly was
sunk to the north of the fault and when it

reached the luineral there was so much
dolomite sand to contend with that sink-

ing was an expensive item ; when the shaft

reached 600-ft. there was little or no let-

up to the flow of the sand and it has con-
tinued during the developing of the prop-
erty. To handle the water under such
circumstances was a heavy handicap so

the leasing company decided to abandon
the shaft. It is at present being bulk-

headed and the pumps are being pulled.

Within the next 30 days the company will

start a new shaft several hundred feet to

the east and this time sink in the fault,

so that the shaft will be in solid form-
ation. The shaft will be sunk to 700 ft.

depth.

Ontario—This company, operating the

Her group of claims on Mt. Elbert, near
Twin Lakes, during the week opened a

good body of ore in the Laseter tunnel.

This tunnel is now in jog ft., and has

gained in depth foot for foot driven. At
this point a vein about 3 ft. wide was
opened that carries gold, silver and
lead.

Rock Hill—Development work in this

section is meeting with success in sev-

eral properties. At the Bessie Wilgus a

vein of fair ore has been opened in one
of the lower levels and is being followed,

the management being of the opinion that

it will lead to the main orebody to the

south. The drift that was run from the

lower level of the Reindeer to the Coon
Valley, has just tapped the orebody in the

latter claim. .At the Alhanibra shaft pros-

pecting recently has been carried on by up-

raises from the levels to the south, and a

few days ago a good body of pay ore was
caught in one of them. Sufficient work
has not been done yet to determine the

extent of the discovery. La Plata is ship-

ping a good grade of hard carbonate ore

and some excellent iron is being sent out

from the Dome and Stone shafts. Sink-

ing still continues at the Delaware. The
Crecentia is shippinsr .?o tuns daily of iron

and lead ore.

Swisher Tunnel—This tunnel, at the

north end of Sugar Loaf, is now in over

1000 ft. During the week the vein widened
to 5 ft. carrying good values in silver.

During the month several carloads of ore

were shipped.

y'ak Tunnel—This property, has still a

large force of men at work and sending

cut about io;ooo tons of mineral per

month. A heavy tonnage of zinc goes to

the American Extracting Company's mills.

The company is carrying on considerable

development work from its numerous
laterals.

Idaho

Bi.\GH.\.\i County

Robinson—This mine, on Mount Pis

gah, has been sold to New England
parties, who intend to consolidate it with

adjoining properties.

Bl.m.ne County

Idaho Consolidated—Manager Rock-
well has let the contract to build and
equip a plant to generate electricity to

supply power and light to his mines. The
work on the dam has been begun. It

is across Wood river, one mile south

of Hailey. The electric machinery has

been ordered.

Shoshone County

//< r/(i—This company, at Burke, has de-

clared its regular monthly dividend of 2c.

per share, amounting to $20,000. The
total paid by the company to date is

$1,460,000, of which $460,000 have been
declared this year. This last makes the

53d dividend declared.

Morning Mine—The Federal Mining
and Smelting Company has closed this

mine at Mullan. The suspension is sup-

posed to be only temporary and for the

purpose of curtailing the lead output

pending uncertain market conditions. The
Morning has been shipping 3500 tons of

concentrates per month.

Indiana

Greene County

Five mines in the Linton field have
now been connected by underground
channels. It is now possible for a miner
to enter the Summit mine, two miles
northwest of Linton, and go to the Island

City mine two miles southeast of the city,

without coming to the surface. Summit
breaks into Glenburn, Glenburn into Van-
dalia \o. 5, the latter into Benton and
Benton into South Linton, and South
Linton into the Island City mine. The
distance is eight miles. The work of
making these connections required skilful

engineering, the removel of ' millions

of tons of coal and the expenditure of
several million dollars; but it has re-

sulted in making Linton the greatest coal-

producing field in the State.

Michigan

Copper

Calumet & Hecla—The directors on
Dec. 2 voted to make the dividend for the

last quarter of the year $10, which com-
pares with $15 for the third quarter and
$20 each for the first and second. This
makes a total of $65 per share paid in

1907. against $70 in 1906. $50 in 1905, and
$40 in 1904.

La Salle—The Xo. i shaft, on the

Tecuniseh property, is down nearly 1400
ft. and is bottomed in good stamp rock

and small mass copper. A new "hoisting

engine has been installed which is capable

of hoifiting from a depth of 2000 ft. As
a result of this additional hoisting fa-

cility 3-ton skips will be installed. No.

2 shaft has been abanded, but it is likely

that a new site will be located and the

second shaft started. A new 15-drill air

compressor has gone into commission.

Ojibway—The ledge in the new No. i

Nhaft of this property has been reached

after passing through about 25 ft. of over-

burden. No. 2 shaft is down about 150

ft. and is being sunk on the angle of form-

ation.

Osceola—The new combined machine

and blacksmith shop that this company is

erecting is nearly completed. All the

tools are to be driven electrically. The
power will be furnished by the com-

pany's new electric plant, which went into

commission a short time ago. This plant

consists of a 220-volt, direct connected,

loo-kw. generator delivering direct cur-

rent. Underground operations are con-

fined to No. 5 shaft only, the company

having but 14 drills in operation. A force

of men is at work in No. 6 shaft put-

ting the skip road in line from the 43rd

level to the surface.

Missouri

JoPLi.N District

Many of the mines have reopened and

are running at a reduced wage scale. In

many cases the reduction was proposed by

the miners.

/. P. Newell Mii\ing Company—This

new corporation with a capital of $48,000

has been organized to work at Porto Rico

on a lo-acre lease acquired from the

American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Com-
pany. A 170-ft. shaft has been sunk, cut-

ting a 14-ft. face of sheet ore. A 250-ton

mill is to be erected.

Gerke Mining Company—.\ contract for

a 200-ton mill for this company's mine on

the Continental ground west of Joplin has

been awarded to H. O. Neflf.

Old Apple Tree—Selden and McLaugh-
lin of the copper county of Michigan

struck 76 ft. of desseminated zinc and

lead ore in two drills. The ore begins at

222 ft. and continues to 298 ft. A 45-deg.

slope has been driven to the orebody and

100 ft. of prospect drifts have been driven.

A mill run shows the dirt to average 12.5

per cent. ore. Several of the 11 acres of

the lease are underlain by this 76-ft. ore

face Snd as soon as the orebody is blocked

out sufficiently it is proposed to erect a

500-ton mill.

Nevada

Esmer.\ld.\ County'—Goldfield

Ore Production—The production of

the Goldfield district for the week ended

Nov. 23 is reported as follows : Shipped

to smelters, 2415 tons; to Western Ore
Purchasing Company. 2364 : 10 Nevada
Goldfield Reduction Works, 302 ; Com-
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bination mill, 595; Kinkead inill, 125;

total, 5801 tons, ol $674,200 estimated

valiic.

Nye Coi'.NTV—Blllfrog

.hiHlhysl Extension—Operations have

been resumed on this property, whicli ad-

joins tlie .Amethyst on the north, and is

close to the Shoshone. A large amount

of surface prospecting will be carried out,

with the view of locating the Shoshone

vein before a new main shaft is started.

Central—This mine has added another

shift to its working force, and- is vigor-

ously pushing the crosscut from the 200-

ft. level. The property is situated near

the Homestake.

Gibraltar—Several portions of this

property are being operated by lessees

with satisfactory results. A shipment of

high-grade ore is ready to go forward to

the smelters.

Shoshone—The new mill continues to

work satisfactorily. Ow-ing to the various

rumors as to the results of the tirst clean-

up, the company has issued a preliminary

report. The official figures covering the

mill run during the last week in October

and the first two weeks in November arc

as follows : Treated at the mill. Soo tons.

estimated value. $20,000: raw ores shipped

to Salt Lake, 175 tons, estimated value,

$17,500; concentrates shipped to Salt Lake,

50 tons, estimated value. $15.000 ; two gold

bricks, shipped to San Francisco mint,

$15,000: gross output. 7 days. $67,000:

actual output for week, less concentrates

and bullion, was $37,500; estimated out-

put for first 15 days in November. $75,000:

treated daily, with two shifts working,

about 150 tons.

Tramps Consolidated—The winze from

Tunnel No. 4 Consolidated is now 250 ft.

below this level, aggregating 550 ft. in

vertical openings from the upper work-

ings. The winze will be continued to the

300-ft. level below No. 4. and when tliis is

reached a crosscut will be started for the

vein. This is among the deepest work-

ings in the district. In addition to the

sinking, a drift is being carried on the

vein from the 200-ft. level.

NvE County— M.\.vhatt.\n

Ameriean Flag—The shaft is down to

the so- ft. level, and driving is progressing

in both directions on a strong vein carry-

ing good values in gold and silver with

the latter metal preponderating.

Emerald—-A large amount of surface

prospecting work is being done and sev-

eral promising gold-bearing veins have

been discovered. The company has under

advisement a plan for developing this

property on an extensive scale at depth.

Thanksgiving—Thanksgiving day was

celebrated in this property by the dis-

covery of one of the richest bonanzas yet

opened on the Manhattan field. Ore con-

taining mary specimens thickly studded

with gold is being sacked for shipment.

Some magnificent gold specimens have

been despatched to tlie company's office

in Tonopah for exhibition. This orebody,

while small at present, promises to de-

velop well.

Nye County—Tonop.mi

Ore Shipments—Ore .shipments over

the Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad for the

week ended Nov. 23 were : Tonopah

Company. 11 12 tons; Tonopah Extcnsipn.

87: Belmont, 154: Jim Butler, 68; Mid-

way, 211: West End, 57; total, i6Sj

tons. Shipments to district mills were

:

Tonopah Company, 2728: Belmont, 1180:

Montana Tonopah, iioo; total, 5008 tons.

Ativood—Everett and party, who have

been developing mines in ' the Atwood

district for the past six years, report the

discovery of a deposit of tungsten in one

of their mining leases. Some of tlic

specimens of the ore now being exhibited

in Tonopah average 62 per cent, of

tungsten,

Ha II lui I'll!i—The mines of this company,

controlled by Samuel Nev.house, ha.ve

been closed on accoimt of the monetary

stringency. The mines have been under

development during the past five years.

The lower workings are showing good

ore and look better than at any previous

period.

Nevada-Alpine—The new ore-shoot in

the .lower workings continues to develop

well and promises to become a large body.

A shipment amounting to over six tons

of high-grade ore broken during the week

has been despatched to the smelters.

Tonopah Extension—Rapid advance is

being made in driving the north crosscut

on the 1050-ft. level. The face of the

crosscut is now in the lode porphyry, or

lower andesite, which is cut by numerous

quartz stringers which carry satisfactory

values. The west drift in the 600-ft. -level,

on which work was recently resumed, is

out 6oo ft. from the shaft, at which point

the ledge shov,s a width of 10 ft. and car-

ries good shipping values.

West End Consolidated—The new sta-

tion in the main shaft at the 320-ft. level

has been completed, and the new cage has

been installed. Sinking operations can

now proceed uninterruptedly. Connection

has been established between the shaft and

the 275-ft. level, with a consequent im-

provement in ventilation. Mining opera-

tions are confined to opening out stopes

at the 400-ft. level, and to breaking strip-

ping ore in the old workings. .About 60

tons of ore are being shipped weekly.

The Old Abe, tlie biggest mine of the

camp, with a record of over $1,000,000 in

gold and a depth of 1400 ft., is still idle.

Nogat—In this district south of White

Oaks, the Vera Cruz mine will soon star*

its mill to utilize its newly developed ore

body. At the Eagle mine, near Parsons,

the Mines Management Syndicate, of El

Paso, has started its new 200-ton cyanide

mill and should have no diflfculty in keep-

ing it running from the newly discovered

vein of $7 ore, which is 6 ft. thick.

Rio .\RKni.\ County

The new leaching mill of the Tusas

Peak Company will not be started till

copper prices improve. The Santa Fe

tunnel has been stopped for the winter,

but drifting in the Tampa mine will be

continued, as will also be the case in the

H. S. P. inine of the Empire Mining and

Smelting Company.

Soc:oRKu County

Mogvllon District—The daily capacity

of the Ernestine Mining Company's mill

is being increased to 100 tons and a con-

tract for 500 ft. of exploration work in

the mine has recently been let. The man-
agement of tile Little Fannie has raised a

large sum of money and expects to' com-

plete its mill and to have it running within

the next year.

Otero County

Jarilla District—At the Copper Hill, a

crosscut has been started in the shaft,

from the loo-ft. level, to strike at depth

the copper vein. AL H. Dirks, the com-

pany's president, recently purchased the

High Five ground to the east of the Cop-

per Hill and also the Red Hill group,

north of the Cuprite mine. Fred Leiser-

ing and partners have beeii sinking a shaft

on a 4-ft. vein of copper-silver ore, which

tliev have on their Little Pearl claim.

Pennsylvania

Bftu.minous Co.\l

Xaonii—In this coal mine at Fayette

City an explosion occurred on the night

of Dec. I. It aflfected the main gang-

ways, bringing down the timbering and

blocking the passageways by falls of roof

and coal. There were 60 men in the mine

at the time, and it is believed that they are

all dead, although it has not yet been pos-

sible to enter the mine. It is supposed

that the explosion was caused by a man
carrying a naked light into some of the

oUl workings, where a quantity of gas had

;iccnmulatcd.

New Mexico

Lincoln Coiintv

.At White Oaks. 12 miles from Carri-

zozo, on the El Paso & Southwestern

Railroad, both the North and South

Homestake mines are active. Both mines

show good ore in their bottom workings.

South Carolina

Greknvu.le County

Gold has been found on the \\'lian\

property, near Fountain Inn. The indi-

cations are sufficiently promising to war-

rant further development
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York County

Cltm-soii—Work on iliis old gold niiiu-

\n;is recently begun by VV. D. Turner,
who ha« oix^ned up a luw v.'iii larrvini;

free gold.

South Dakota

Cl'STEK COI-NTV

MVj/iHg/ip«.st'—Although in the hands
of a receiver, work is going on in the

mica mines and factory at Custer as fast

as help can be secured. N'ew machinery
has been installed in the factory and the

mine will be furllicr taxed to add to the

supply of raw material.

Clobc Groufi—Machinery for the opera-

tion of the mine has been purchased and
work will be resumed as soon as the drills

are installed. The property lies eight

miles northwest of Custer.

L.\WRENCE CoUNTV

Xaluinl—George M. Johnson has en-

countered a good looking body of copper
in his gold property south of here. He
has been sinking a shaft and ran into a

pyritic body at a shallow depth. It is in

the copper belt of the hills.

Gold Qiiceii—At a point 116 ft. in from
the shaft, a quartz ledge with gold run-

ning about $7 was found and is being de-

veloped.

Kicking Horse—The new milling plant

is nearly ready for machinery. Work of

laying two miles of pipes from the mill

to the cyanide re-treatment plant hn*

commenced.

Lucky Strike—It is proposed to start

the new 30-stamp mill on Box Elder cree'<

by Jan. I. A new lo-drill air compres-

sor has been installed.

Mogul—The new electric hoist at the

Mogid shaft of the Mogul Mining Com-
pany is in conniiission.

Branch Mint—The Soo-ton mill is

finally started and so far is running as

well as a new mill could. There are 120

stamps, about 60 of which are now in

operation and the rest will go into corn-

emission some time this winter. The prop-

erty includes 1800 acres, formerly owned
by the Union Hill Company. James D.

Hardin,' of Deadwood, the manager, and

New York City capitalists are the present

owners.

Imperial—The shaft on the Gunnison

claim is now down over 400 ft. and sink-

ing at the rate of 50 ft. a month. There

is about 35 ft. more of porphyry to be

penetrated before quartzite will be en-

countered some time next month, when
the lower orebodies will be developed. .-Xt

the end of the present month mill opera-

tions will be shifted from the Imperial

to the Dakota mill and the former will

undergo extensive and modern improve-

ments before spring. The Dakota mill

can be operated more economically at

present.

rE.M.Nl.NGTOX CoLNTY

Conliueiiliil , Coffer Company—\ dia-

mond drill has been started on the Da-
kota-Calumet and extensive exploiting of
the lower workings will commence at

once. The drill was started from the 500-

ft. level, where a new station was cut,

O. K.—Klein & Burton have resumed
work on the property, attempting to cross-

cut the ledge in a tunnel now in over 100

ft. Free milling gold values run high.

Lena—Superintendent .-Vrundel is pre-

paring to start up the- mill. Extensive re-

pairs to both mine and mill have been
made and the force of miners is being in-

creased.

.Wayfiozver—Hayes Bros. & Hopkins
have started active development. Gold
ore averaging $4.50 per ton shows on sev-

eral of the 10 claims, part of which are

in the copper belt and show signs of cop-

per at greater depth.

Wisconsin

ZiN'c-LE.\D District

Meekers Groi'C—This company has be-

gun milling with a two-jig 75-ton con-

centrator. It has been decided to run for

a month at least and if the ore market
does not improve by that time, mine and
mill will be closed down imtil spring.

Kohinoor—This company has recently

uncovered several sheets of solid lead and
jack which measure from 3 to 6 in. in

thickness.

Pine Tree—The jigs have been bedded

;it the two-jig, lOO-ton mill. Joseph

Winter, Randall P. Bronson and other

capitalists of Ishpeming and Negaunee.

Mich., are among the principal owners. '

Vinegar Hill—This company's 100-ton

mill has been put into commission, re-

covering a product which tested S3.50 per

cent, metallic zinc.

Canada

OnT.MUO—COB.ALT DISTRICT

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Nov. 23 established a

new record as follows : La Rose, 994,54.1

lb.; Temiskaming, 63,000 lb.; total, 1,057,-

545 lb. The La Rose shipment, the larg-

est that ever left the camp, was consigned

to the Denver smelters.

Cobalt Contact—George Leyson, form-

erly superintendent of the Silver Queen,

has taken charge as manager.

Little Xipissing—The annual meeting;-

of bondholders was held on Xov. 27.

Manager .Vladden reported that seven

new veins had been opened, one being of

.calcite 5 ft. wide which had been
stripped for 500 ft. It was proposed to

work it by a drift in the hillside. An-
other strong lead of calcite 18 in. wide
was showing near the McKiidey-Darragh
property.

McKinley-Darragh—The financial state-

ment of the company lo N'ov. i, shows
total receipts of $289,386, of which
$127,081 was from the sale of ore, beside

$125,000 the estimated value of ore not

\et paid for. The cash in hand amounted
•o $53,536.

Stiver Lraf—IUv shaft is down 28 ft..

at which depth the vein is 6 in. wide and
rich in native silver. A quantity of high-

grade ore is being taken out.

Silver Queen—The management ha-,

reduced the staflf to 18 men for the win-
ter and has cut wages to $3 per day for

machitie men and $1.75 for surface men.

Mexico
Cmiiu.MiLA

Justieia y Ancxas—U is reported that

these mines including the Francisco Dia?,

a<ljoining the Hathaway, have been sold

ti- Ross D. McCausland and E. X. Funs-
ton, who have lately begun work on the

p.-opcrties and have ordered machinery.
Operations will be carried on in the name
of the Chihuahua Copper Company, in-

corporated in .\rizona.

Guanajuato

El Cuba—The pumping capacity at this

mine and at the Tajo de Dolores was
recently increased giving access to lower
levels than hitherto explored by the pres-

ent owners. Good ore was found in

quantity in both mines. Other workings
at still greater depths remain to be un-
watered and explored.

Australia

New South W.\les

The strike started in the Newcastle dis-

trict has become general. Nearly all tlie

miners are out. and the coal mines are

practically all idle. The dispute turns

upon the question of wages, which have
been for a number of years on a sliding

scale, based on the selling price of coal.

The men claim that the operators have
accepted an unreasonably low price on
export coal, thereby reducing wages be-

low a reasonable point, and below the

minimum contemplated when the present
scale was arranged.

New Zealand

Exports of gold for .August and the

.eight months ended .Aug. 31 are reported
by the Mines Department as follows, in

ounces of bullion :

1900. 1907. Cbansea.
AUBUSt t\M't> 60,951 I. 9.291
Elgllt mouths 370,3119 330,787 D. 39,582

The bullion reported this year was
equal to 3' 1.398 oz. fine gold, or $6,436,-

590. Exports of silver were as follows,

in ounces :

1906. 1907. CbSDgeB.
AUKllBt lSf..735 l.'>2,478 D. 34.257
Eight II ontllS »16,611 I,MS,923 I. 12".>.411

The greater part of the silver comes
from the gold mines of the Hauraki dis-

trict.
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ning Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

New York, Dec. 4—The coal trade in

the West is in good condition in some re-

spects. Car supply is better than it has

been at this season for several years.

and sliipmeiits from mines are moving

freely almost everywhere. There are

signs of a decreased demand for steam

coal, but this has not yet seriously af-

fected the markets. There has been a

little trouble in some quarters on account

of payment of labor in checks, but this

will pass over as currency becomes more

plentiful.

The Eastern bituminous trade shows

little change, beyond a falling off in the

coastwise trade, which is usual at this

season. A notable feature is that the talk

among the miners of an increase in

-wages has ceased. The men realize ap-

parently that conditions just now point

the other way, and that they will be

doing well to hold the present schedules.

The chief incident in the anthracite

trade has been the withdrawal by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford of

through rates on traffic by way of the

New York harbor ports. The intention

is to promote shipments of anthracite by

the Poughkeepsie bridge line. The New
Haven road has periodical trouble at its

New York terminals, and is almost al-

ways at odds with its connecting lines.

New England consumers suffer, but thoy

are at the mercy of the company.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coastwise coal shipments from the prin-

cipal Atlantic ports for the nine months

ended Sept. 30 are reported by the Bureau

of Statistics as follows:

Anthracite. Bituminous. Total.

Hew York . .U.IKS.SSO 8.a«7.504 20,893,034

Philadelphia.. 1.700.249 3,726,818 5.487,067

Baltimore WlMl 2,701.011 2,972,058

Nswnort News 1.789,477 l,7mi,477

Vo^tMt. . .: 1:259:386 1.259,386

Total 14,167.426 18.234.196 32.401.622

Total. 1906... 11,302.736 16.69fi,8«7 27.999,602

The total increase this year was 4.402,-.

020 tons, or 15.7 per cent. The proportion

shipped from the different ports was:

New York, 64.5 ; Philadelphia, 16.9 ; Balti-

more, 9.2: Newport News, 5.5; Norfolk,

3.9 per cent. New York includes all the

New York harbor shipping ports.

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

.Nov. 23 were as follows, in short tons

:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Anthracite 4,060,818 5,U«9,2',tl I. 992.473

BUumTnous::... 28.933.391 35.497.082 I 6,663,691

5oke 11,407,067 12,411'2,440 I. 996,373

Total 44.35rt,276 52.948,813 I. 8,561,637

The total increase this year to date

has been i9-3 per cent.

Coal tonnage originating on the lines

of the Southern Railway for the nine

months ended Sept. 30 was: Tennessee

district, 1,284,182; Alabama district,

1,602,820; total, 2,887,002 short tons.

$1.25'; to Portsmouth, $1.05; to the Sound,

85c. per ton.

New York

Anthracite

Dec. 4—The anthracite market shows

considerable slackening in the volume of

business, especially in prepared sizes.

Among these egg is again flat and the

others are none too active. Pea coal is

scarce and so are buckwheat Nos. i and 2,

but all of these are in better supply than

they were a week or 10 days ago. Prices

are quoted as follows: Broken, $4.50®

4-75; egg. stove and chestnut, $5; pea,

$3.25(0)3.50; buckwheat No. i, $2.75(0)3;

buckwheat No. 2 or rice, $2.1 5(^2.25; bar-

Icy. $1-75; all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The soft-coal business shows a falling

off all along the line. Heretofore, only

the poorer grades of coal felt the depres-

sion, but now the better grades are also

in smaller demand. However, there are

sufficient orders for the better grades to

carry business for at least two months.

In New York harbor business is especially

dull and fair grades of steam coal can be

purchased as low as $2.50, while the best

grades bring $2.60^2.70.

Trade in the far East continues quite

active, but the demand is less and ship-

pers seem to be catching up witli their

order-books. Ocean freights are still

high but there is every indication that

these will be reduced, especially on light-

draft vessels which have been closing busi-

ness at $1.50(^1.75 per ton. Trade along

the Sound is fairly active. Transporta-

tion from mines to tide is rather slow, but

car supply seems to be quite good. There

is quite a good demand for coal in the all-

rail trade.

Both large and small vessels in the

coastwise trade are in better supply, and

there is every indication that lower freight

rates should soon prevail. Current rates

of freight are quoted as follows; From

Philadelphia to Boston, Salem and Port-

land. $1 ; to Lyrn and Newburyport.

Birmingham

Dec. 2—The curtaihnent of the coal pro-

duction in Alabama has not as yet

amounted to much. The demand for coal,

except at coke ovens and furnaces, con-

tinues brisk and while collections are not

what they should be, the coal operators

appear to be satisfied with conditions.

There has been no general reduction in

quotations. No orders have been received

by the operators recently, but old orders

yet stand which will require a steady

operation of mines. The receivers of the

Southern Steel Company have shut down

the Virginia City nnd Graves mines and

one or two other places are either closed,

completely or running on slack time. This

is practically the total of the curtailment

in this district.

Chicago

Dec. 2—The coal market is not yet

strong, but there is a better feeling and

the coming of freezing weather has in-

creased the demand for the leading grades.

Many large consumers are buying only for

immediate needs. Supplies for this mar-

ket are generally lessened, so prices are

but slightly lower.

Illinois and Indiana operators have cur-

tailed production, and the amount sent to

this market has been lessened so that de-

murrage charges are no longer the form-

idable feature of the trade. Lump and egg

bring $2.1S@3, run-of-mine $i.7S@2 for

most of the coal sold and screenings re-

main at $I.I5@I.40. The demand for

prepared sizes is increasing, though fine

coals hold their own because of their low-

price and the lack of severely cold

weather.

Prices remain about the same on East-

ern coals, as last week, with indications

that the market will be steadier though not

strong. The present conditions turn many

users of coal, not under contracts, to

lower-priced Western grades. Anthracite

sells well, with the demand for nut in ad-

vance of supplies.

Cleveland

i:)gc. 3—Coal dealers reported a slightly

softer condition of the market. The clos-

ing of navigation is ni.sjh. and, with the

exception of a few wild cargoes, it is not

figured that more coal will be shipped up

lake. No. 8 district coals are quoted on

about last week's prices. Slack brings 65
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(a)70c. ; iniiic-iuii $1.10(0,1.20, and •>4-iii.

$l.J0(gji.J5. Hard coals, in the Cleve-

land inarkei, are reported in good demand.

Considerable weakness is noted in coke,

which has sagged from' $3.50 to $3.25 and

$2.75 for foundry grades. Furnace coke

is also weak

Indianapolis

Dec. -»—The coal trade during the past

week was unusually active, due in part

to a probable advance in prite Dec. .'.

The output at the mines was less than

the preceding week, as miners in several

fields refnseil to work because they were

paid partly in clearing-house checks.

This condition, however, is not expected

to last long and the mines will soon be

working to full capacity. " The operators

and railroads are anxious^ to do their best

to get coal forward". The car situation

is showing a decided improvement, ex-

cept on the Southern Indiana road, but

an improvement is expected on this line

since the court has issued an order com-

pelling the company to conform to the

rules for car distribution promulgated by

the Indiana Railroad Commission. Some
of the independent mines that were not

operated more than two or three days

in the week because of lack of cars, lost

nearly all their miners, who went to

favored mines : and now that they can

secure plenty of cars they cannot get a

full quota of men. Because of this dis

crimination and loss of miners they

threaten suit against the Southern In-

<1iana railroad for damages.

Pittsburg

Dec. 3—There has been a decided slump

in the coal trade and the large producers

issued a new schedule of prices effective

Dec. 2. The maximum prices are as fol-

lows : Mine-run, $1.30; H-m., $1.40;

l}4-in-, $1-50; slack, 50c., all f.o.b. mine.

These prices are being shaded consider

ably and for slack almost any price is

accepted. There is an ample supply of

railroad cars, but the mines are not being

operated to capacity, owing to the heavy

decrease in demand,. The river mines

continue in full operation and likely will

be operated steadily all month, as there

is a good supply of empty coal boat.s

and barges in the pools and harbor.

Connellsville Coke—There is absolutely

no market for coke, and it is not pos-

sible to quote prices wHth any degree of

accuracy. Standard Connellsville fur-

nace coke has been offered as low as

$1.75, and it is believed producers would
be willing to make contracts for delivery

next rear at $2. Foundry coke is quoted

at $2.25@2.75, although one large pro-

ducer reports that he has sold some of

a high grade at $3 a ton. The H. C.

Frick Coke Company has about 12,000

ovens on the idle list this week. The
Courier, in its summary for a week ago
gives the production in both fields .Tt

-07.154 ton>. The shipments for the week

amounted to 7,956 cars distributed as fol-

lows ; To Pittsburg, 2967 cars ; to

points west of Connellsville, 4418 cars;

lo points east of Connellsville, 571 car,i.

Foreign Coal Trade

Coal shipments from Nova Scotia

mines for tlie 10 months ended Oct. 31

are reported as follows, in long tons

:

I'JOG. 1UU7. Chaogea.

DomlulOQ Coul Co.. 3,'iu,757 'J,7U:l,(lu:i I. M,S4G
N. 8. Sleel 618,76U 543.7Jii 1. Jl.'JTli

Acadta atii.-iau -jiD.aun u. \i,>a.-i

IntercoU.iiial' 'i'i'i.M7 -iM.iU 1. u,'j17

luveruoBc lU8,87t UT.iii D. n.Xi-i

Totnl 3,<Jla.l68 ;VJaU,713 1. 17.565

Shipments were very nearly the same

in both years, the total increase being

only 0.4 per cent.

The foreign coal trade of France for

the nine months ended Sept. 30 is re-

ported as follows, in metric tons

:

Imports

:

19U6. 1907. Cbaoges
Coal 10.587,120 11.005,190 I. 118.070
Coke 1,094,180 1,5«.740 L). 1J9,«0
BrlqUblB 406,170 401,040 1. 84.870

Total 12,087.470 13,U(iO,'J70 I. 373.500

ExporU :

Coal 1.002.200 870.010 D. 132.260
Coke 124.760 114.300 D. 10.460
BrlquotS 90.350 83.280 D. 13,070

Total 1.223.3BO 1,007.690 D. 155.770

The exports this year included 80,520

tons of coal and 56,570 tons of briquets

bunkered, or furnished to steamships

engaged in foreign trade; a total of 137,-

090 tons, 115,620 furnished to French ves-

sels and 21,470 to foreign steamers.

Imports and exports of fuel in Belgium

for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 were, in

metric tons

:

Imports: 1906. 1907. Changes.

Coal 4,426.454 4,400,677 D. 26.777
Coke 293.317 300.893 I. • 7.676
Briquets 110.191 123.372 I. 13.181

Total 4.829.962 4.824.942 D. 5.020

Exports:

Coal 4,210.105 3.942.510 D. 267.595
Coke 713,139 713.847 I. 708
Briquets 3861)75 365.104 D. 31,471

Total 5,309.819 6.0H.461 D. 298.358

The total exports exceeded the imports

by 479.857 tons in 1906, and by 186,519

tons this year.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Dec. 4—The iron and steel

markets continue under the effect of the

financial stringency, and business is not

coming forward. In pig iron the only

sales are of small quantities needed to

make up deficiencies, in linished material

there have been some contracts placed for

structural steel, but they were for bridge

and building work already ift progress,

which must be completed. No orders

for steel rails are reported, the railroads

still holding back until differences with

the makers are adjusted.

.\r\ important meeting was held in New
York last week, at which all the leading

iron and steel companies were rcprc

senled. It was informal, and no organiza-

tion was attempted, but the general opin-

ion was expressed that demoralization,

harmful to all, must follow any efforts to

capture an undue share of business or an

invasion of a rival's territory. It was the

unanimous opinion of all present that the

underlying conditions arc sound, and that

ilie recession which the industry is now
experiencing will not be long continued

The point was made that stability of prices

is the greatest consideration, from the

standpoint of the permanent interests of

the producer, and that buyers generally

approve it, when they have the assurance

that others do not have advantages over

them. It was voted to appoint the fol-

lowing committee of five: Judge E. H.

Gary, W. E. Corey, president of the

I'nitcd States Corporation ; Powell Stack-

house, president of the Cambria Steel

Company ; E. C. Felton, president of the

Pennsylvania Steel Company, and Willis

L. King, vice-president of the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Company. This committee

has power to add to its number and to ap-

point subcommittees. To this committee
everyone interested in the trade may at

any time appeal for advice. Through it

the trade will cooperate for the best of

the industry, and conciliate any differences

arising.

Baltimore

Dec. 4—Imports fur the week included

300 tons of ferromanganese and 120 tons
of silicon-Spiegel. .Arrivals of iron ore

were 14,450 tons, from Cuba.

Birmingham
Dec. 2—The plan of curtailment is well

in effect in pig-iron production in the

Birmingham district. This week the

Sheffield Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry
Company closed down its large plant at

Sheffield. On the other hand, the cast-

iron pipe plants at Bessemer and North
Birmingham continue in active operation
It is hardly believed that there will be any
further curtailment of production. Oper-
ations at many of the ore and coal mines
continue and bins at the furnaces are be-

ing filled. The receivers of the Southern
Steel Company are keeping the steel plant

at Gadsden and the steel rod, wire and
nail mills at Ensley in full blast.

More labor is being put at work on the

construction of the new open-hearth furn

aces and new steel plant at Ensley. There
is a fairly good demand for steel.

Chicago

Dec. 2—The market for pig iron con-

tinues dull, though a few melters are fig-

uring on first-half supplies, instead of buy-

ing only for the needs of the next two or

three weeks. .\ feeling of returning con-

fidence in growing. With the production

of iron curtailed, there seems no proba-

bility of a falling of the prices of pig iron
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below the present prices—$i5@i6 Birm-

ingham on Southern No. 2 ($I9.35@20.35

Chicngo) and $J0@2i on Northern No.

2 coke.

It is apparent in the local market that

a reaction from the period of large de-

mand at high prices is in full swing. The

melter. t.> all appearances, will be cau-

tious about re-opening his foundry or in-

creasing his output, for a long time to

come. Meantime there appears no anxiety

on the part of furnace agents to force

sales. It is recognized on both sides that

the waiting period must be allowed to run

its course.

Coke is in small demand but supplies

are also /small and the nominal price of

$5.90 is still quoted on the best Connells-

ville.

Cleveland

Dec. i—With good weather conditions

prevailing al the mines during November

nnd the fact that shipping on the Great

Lakes has not as yet been seriously re-

tarded, it is probable that the regular run

of business will continue w-ell into the

middle of December. The Steel Corpora-

tion boats arc not expected to be laid up

until that time. Storage capacity has been

reached at the docks here, .though the ore

continues to pile up.

P'\g Iron—The market is as near dead

as it has ever been in this locality. The

large local concerns are cutting produc-

tion. The Valley furnaces are all run-

ning light and a general effort is being

made on the part of producers to cut pro-

duction to' a point where it will meet de-

mand. Spot and No. 2 furnace are the

most active. The following prices are

quoted for this month: Bessemer. $20.90;

No. I foundry. $20^20.50: No. 2. $19,50®

20; No. 3. $19^19.50: No. 2 Southern,

$19.35^1085; gray forge. $101^10.25 per

ton.

Philadelphia

0,-r. 4—Tlie trade lias been treated to

an agreeable surprise within the last ^ew

days by unexpected purchases of pig iron

of special brands from customers who

have secured unexpected orders and

who bought just enough to see them

through. .\part from this, there has

been no notable change in the situation.

A few lots of foundry iron have been

asked for. The inquiries for basic iron

denote some interest in that product, but

no orders have been placed. Quotations

at present might as well be omitted as

they signify very little.

Sicel Bi7/f/i—Very few steel billets ari-

selling and there is no prospect for mucii

business for some time. The quoted

price is $2& Forging billets are very low

in stock, and some business is prorhiscd

next week.

Bars—Bar iron is rather dull excepting

ir a retail way. As the bulk of our busi-

ness js in small lots, there. is no particu-

lar shading in prices.

5/1fc/j—Small lots are selling all the

time and there are inquiries for large

ciuantities for delivery during the first

([uarter of the year.

Merchant i'/cf/—There is a steady

absorption of merchant steel out of stock.

Pi(>cs and Tubes—Both pipes and tubes

are stronger this week, though neither

higher nor lower in price.

Plates—The car-buildcrs are following

the wise policy of covering requirement.",

.md some of the plate mills in this State

have recently closed contracts for con-

siderable quantities. Prices on boiler

plate have shovi'n a little weakness.

Siructuial Material—The only encour-

aging feature is the recent development

of quite a number of inquiries for mate-

rial, some of it for bridge construction.

Steel Rails— In liglit rails recent in-

quiries point to the placing of orders be-

fore the closing' of the year.

Scrat'—Some of our yard men have

worked off a lot of scrap, mainly

wrought scrap, turnings and No. I ma-

chinery. They have concluded to cle^n

out and have made prices to attract

buvers.

Pittsburg

Dec. 3—It now seems certain that con-

ditions in the iron and steel markets will

continue dull the rest of the year, but the

outlook for the opening of the coming

year is regarded as encouraging. Con-

sumers are not taking any more material

than they actually need. That some new
business is being booked was shown by

the resumption of the big bessemer steel

plant of the Republic Iron and Steel Com-
pany, at Youngstovvn, yesterday. The
Valley and the Brown-Bonnell plants of

this company are still in operation. It is

likely that all of these plants will be closed

during the coming week for extensive

repairs. The American Sheet and Tin-

Plate Company is operating but 50 of its

242 tin-plate mills this week and not more

than 40 per cent, of its 172 sheet mills.

The independent mills seem to be doing

better than the large producer. The Mc-
Keesport Tin- Plate Company has been

running steadily all year and it was an-

nounced today that it will not close its

plant for the holidays. The Pope Tin-

Plate Company, the largest independent

tin-plate producer, which closed its plant

three weeks ago, started in full yesterday,

ai-.d it was given out that all of its mills

will be run indefinitely. No stocks are

being accumulated in any line of finished

products and all production is for imme-

diate con^mption. The only suspension

of operations of any consequence this

week was the closing of the big plant of

the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Com-
pany at Youngstown. The company has

ordered shipments of pig iron discontin-

ued indefinitely. This company has been

taking about 40,000 tons a month, includ-

ing the output of several furnaces that it

contracted for last spring.

Pig Iron—The market continues dull

and uninteresting 'and in the absence of

transactions of any note it is not possible

to quote prices. The ascertained bes-

semer average for November v.as an-

nounced yesterday to be $19.75, Valley

furnaces, or $20.65, Pittsburg. As there

were no sales of 1000 tons or more, on

which the average is based, last month,

it is -presumed that the average was esti-

mated according to market conditions.

Some furnaces are holding bessemer iron

at $19, Valley furnaces, but it is believed

$18 can be done. No. 2 foundry is quoted

at $18.50 and gray forge at $18, Valley

furnaces. The United States Steel Cor-

poration has blown out three additional

furnaces and now has 58 out of 95 on the

idle list, six of which are banked and

may be started if the iron is needed.

Steel—There is no change in the crude

steel market, both bessemer and open-

hearth billets being quoted at $28, Pitts-

burg. Steel bars remain at 1.60c. and

plates at 1.70c.

Sheets—The sheet market is dull, but

some new business is being taken by inde-

pendent producers at about $2 a ton under

the regular rate for black sheets. Quota-

tions remain at 2.60c. for black and 3.75c.

for galvanized sheets No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Mangancse—The. market is quiet

and for prompt shipment $52.50 is quoted.

London

Nov. 20—E-\ports of iron and steel,

and of machinery, from Great Britain

for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 are val-

ued by the Board of Trade returns as

follows

:

1906. 1907. Changeg.

Iron aud Steel.. £32,3MI.712 £39.73.'i,133 I. £7,365.4-21

Maelllnei-y 21,!)M,521 26.207.166 1. 4.238.646
NewShlps 7,943.743 9.047.086 I. 1,103,343

Total £62.261.97C £74.989.386 I.£12,707,409

The quantities of iron and .steel ex-

ported were 3.792,508 long tons in 1906,

:'nd 4,451,148 tons in 1907; an increase

of 658,640 tons. Exports of pig iron to

the United States this year were 415,667

tons, an increase of 220,035 tons; of tin-

plates, 52,988 tons, an increase nf 4291

tons.

Metal Market

Gold and Silver Exports and Imports

NEW YOUK, Dec. 4.

At all T'nited States Ports in Oct. and year.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Oct. 1907.. t 3,112,639 I 4,480,910 Imp.$ 1,368.371
•• 1906.. 7,074.644 27.2.50.852 " 20.176,308

Year 1907.. 52,992,352 .35,343.130 Exp. 17,649,222
• 1906.. 42.864,600 139,026,869 Imp. 96.162.363

Silver

:

Oct. 1907.. 6,0.53,997 3,566.634 Exp. 1,4*7,363
•• 1906.. 3,549,017 3.882,522 Imp 333,606

Year 1907.. 53,024,790 38,064,858 Exp. 14,969,932

„ 1906.. 48,990.360 36,876,691 12,113,766
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Gold and Silver Movement, New York

Ki.i- week euJIiiK Nov. :iu and years from Jan 1.

Gold. silver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week....
1907
1908
1905

$
34,818,644

6,060,i34
34,0U4.0(M

lfi,542.078

6r..l-J4.;llP7

»J.H,^.•,•».lK

10,6IJ4.":1J

$ 8.M',.3tl;l

48.1H',>.11«

47,4JI'..6l-.l

31,H'J-J,482

t ai.iKvj

a,818,!>ll0

a,J8-.',J85

S,U'.'»,3'.Hi

There was no (loUl e.-cporieil for the week
the silver went ehlelly to l,ondon. Imports
of Kold were ililell.v from Franee and (irent
Britain: of silver from .Mexico and South
.\merlea.

1 lie Treasury Uepartiiieiit estimate of

tlie money in the United States on Dec.

I is as follows

:

III Treasury, lu Clrcui'D.

Gold coin (Inc. bullion lu
Treasurv) $173,917,898 $ (140,677,952

GoldcortlBcates I,682,(j<i0 G75,K)G,a09
Silver dollars •37,4:1;) 90,979,549
Sliver cortlflcates 2 733,880 468,963,120
Subsidiary sliver 3,221,533 132,979,012
Treasury uotes of 1890... 8,'.i33 6,.'>37,067

U. S. notes •.. 1,998.069 344.682,957
Nat. Bank uotes 7,;I23,U79 648.8'.i.),117

Total $260,82:1475 $3,008,241,583

Population of the United States, Dec.

I, 1907, estimated at 86.666,000; circula-

tion per capita, $3.4.71. For redemption of

outstanding certiticates an exact equiva-

lent in amount of the appropriate kinds of

money is held in the treasury, and is not

included in the account of money held as

assets of the Government. This statement

of money held in the treasury as assets of

the Government does not include deposits

of public money in national-bank deposit-

ories to the credit of the treasurer of the

United States, amounting to $224,384,881.

The total amount in circulation Dec. i

shows an increase of $131,872,887 over that

reported Nov. i, 1907; and of $139,167,328

over Dec. i of last vear.

Specie holdings of the leading banks

of the world, Xov. 30 are reported as

below, in dollars : '

Gold.

Ass'd New York
England $161,224,866
France 540,069,655

Germany 143.695,000

Spain 78,075.000

Netherlands..., :i8.22o,.-.00

Belgium 17,110.000

Italy 190,730,000

Russia 626,325,000

Aust.-Hungary. 228.44.1.000

Sweden 2i),3.«.O0O

Silver.

$186,417,715
39,82.''i,000

128,275,000
24,89.-,,600

H..'i,Sll.lKX)

2:1,798,000

25,r.60,000

Total.

$170,564,600
161,224.865
726,487,370
183,.V>0,000

206,350,000
6:1,116,000

25,650,000
214,528,000
651.885,000

68,035,000 .28«,4S0,000

20,355,000

Silver Market

SILVER .VXD STEllI.I.M . EXCIUXOK.

£

SUver.
1

9

Silver.

jrf'
.-.-

Sn ^
Jf = a
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t«' 5S >•« ^n

c • S; w » = •0

Is
Sa:

* = c a
z xH §5 3>l *5 ss.

28 .... 26; J 2 4.8605 57Ji 26;j

29 4.8600 67Ji 26H 3 4.8.580 675i 26H
30 4.8660 57?. 26»t 4 4.8800 67Ji MX
New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. Lijudon prices are for ster-

ling sKver. 0.903 line.

Shipments of silver from London to the

.\(;i.\i-:kri.\(; .axi) mixinm jnv

K;ist are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.Miell as follows, for the year to Nov. 21 :

1906. 1907. Changes.
ludla £ 14,173.296 £10.173,904 D. £ 3.»99,31H
t-'hllia 430,700 .n.ltau I>. 213,380
Straits 1,760 646,960 I, 844,200

Total £ 14,605,746 £11,037,204 U, £ 3,888,841

Receipts for the week were isooo from
the West Indies and £132,000 from New
^ork; ii37,0(X) in all. E.xporls were

£40,003, all to India.

Indian exchange is still weak, in view

of the money market conditions in Lon-
don, and the depressed state of business in

India. For the second time in succession,

no Council bills were sold in London last

week. The buying of sliver for India was
light, also.

I here is no special feature in ihe mar-
ket. Silver is quiet at current figures

hut owing to Government purchases here,

and to some curtailment in production, it

is quite probable, that the amounts offered

for sale may be reduced in quantity during

ihe next two or three months.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Mexican dollars $n.4il>^ $(t.4!i

Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.41 0.4.1

Victoria sovereigns 4.85 4.87
Twenty fr.uics ;t.87 :t.'.KI

Spanish 23 pesetas 4.78 4.80

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.
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13?i
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13 >„

13H
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13 >i
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13«
®135i

13?i
®133i

13>.-

®13>i
13 (,

(S)13>i

®13>,'

64 '4

623i

60J4

61 >»

60

30>i

30,S

30

30

30 >4

4.05
(SH 15

4 00
(StAO

4.00
ra)4.10

4.00
(3)4,10

4.00
©4.10

4.65
®4 66

4.60
(BH 60

4.45

ffl4.55

4.40
©4.60

4.40
(2)4.45

4.40
(3H.M

4.36
(34 46

4.30

(S)4.40

4.25

(S)4 36

4.26
®4.30

London iiiionitions are per long ton (2240
Ml. I siandard copper, which is now the equiva-
lent of Ihe former p.m.b's. Tue Xew York
ipiolations for eleetro.vtic copper are for
cakes, inirots or wirebars. and represent Ihe
bulk t)f the transactions made witlt con-
sumers, basis. New York. cash. The price of
cathodes is 0.125c. below that of electrolytic.
The quotations for lead represent wholesale
lran.saclions In the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands : special brands command a premium.

C(>/'/'i'r—The market continues to be

dominated by the demand for export, do-

mestic business still being insignificant

Manufacturers here may realize that cop

per is cheap, but they are in no position

to buy, and although their stocks a\~-

small, they are not yet forced to buy.

During the last week the demand for ex-

port has shown some signs of relaxation,

which has led to concessions by seller:..

However, the total volume of business

has been small. There has been but little

doing in lake, and since Monday the mar-
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kei for it has been (|uile nominal. The
close is undeeitled at t3'/j@i3}ic. for

lake and I3l4@i3'/ic. for electrolytic.

1 he average for casting copper is l3)/(i(f/

i3'.|i--

The London standard market has also

displayeil some weakness, but business

there is becoming more and more normal,
which is relleded in rather narrow tluc-

luations. The close is steady at £60 for

spot and £61 15s. for three months.

Refined and manufaclured sorts are
quoted : F.nglish tough, £57 ; best selected,

£64 ; strong sheets, £68.

Slalislics for the second half of the

monlh show no change as compared with

Ihe report cabled on Nov. 15.

Exports of copper from New York :iiid

PliiLidelphia for the week were 5860 long

Inns. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for llie week at

95 tons.

Copl<cr Sheds and Wire—The base

price for copper sheets is 20c. per Ih ;

for wire, i6^(ffi6'4c. per lb.

Till—There were no special features,

and business in this country has been as

unsatisfactory as it has been for some
lime past. Spot tin at the close can be
liotight at about yiYj^c, while the Lon-
don market is cabled at £133 ids. for spot

and £134 IDS. for futures.

Statistics for the month of November
show an increase of 1600 tons.

Supplies of tin in sight on Dec. i are

reported as follows, in long tons

:

In Store. Afloat. Total.

London 4,090 3,768 8,454
Holland 1,839 257 2,098
United States 1,110 1,180 2,290

Total 7,645 5,195 12,840

United States stocks do not include

those at Pacific ports.

Lead—.Absence of buying power on the

one hand and anxiety to liquidate the

large holdings of the different sellers on
the other, have caused a further decline in

the market, the close being weak at 4@
4. IOC, New York.

The London market has had a sharp

decline during the week, owing to liquida-

tion of large arrivals, and the close is

weak at £15 15s. for Spanish lead and

£15 17s. 6d. for Fnglish.

St. Louis Lead Market—The John Walil

Commission Company reports as follows

:

I^ead is very dull ; quotations are 3.95(ff4c .

with practically no business doing.

Speller—Prices are crnmblirg away
from day to day under forced selling ,by

holders who are compelled to liquidate.

In spite of Ihe low offerings business has .

been of small proportions, as supplies in

the hands of consumers are so large they

are not inclined to anticipate their re-

quirements still further. The clo*e is w'cak

at 4.40@4.45c., New York and 4.25@4.30C.,

St. Louis.

Fear of exports from this side has put

a damper on ihe European market, where

the close is cabled at £21 for good ordin-

aries and £21 15s. for specials.
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/.inc Shffls—lhe base price is $7 per

ic» lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.— f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru. The freight

rate to New York is 27.50c. per 100 lb.

Antimony—The market is dull and

prices are lower, but very little business

is being done. Prices abroad are higher

than in New York, which precludes im-

portation at local prices. Quotations arc

as follows: Cookson's, io@io!4c.; Hal-

Utt's, 9^2@9-k»c. ; ordinary brands, 8@
8}4c. per pound.

NUket—For large lots, New York, the

chief producer quotes 4S@50c. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities. 5o@65c., same delivery.

Quicksilver—^evt York quotations arc

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. San Fran-.

Cisco quotations are $44So@45-50 for do-

mestic orders; for export nominal, at

about $1.50 lower. The London price is

cent. zinc. Lower prices are all the hope

held out for next week. The average price

was $33.16 per ton for all grades. The

liighest price paid for lead was $44 per

ton for a few bins, generally not exceed-

ing $42@43, and averaging, all grades,

$4 1.82 per ton. Additional mills were

closed down toniglit owing to the'decisive

reduction in price announced following

Thanksgiving day. If another cut in

price follows with the coming week it

is doubtful if there is a mill in the dis-

trict that can make a profit, even at the

present low rate of wages. The district

affords a measure of relief to the miners

who are also prospectors, and many of

them are forming partnerships and re-

entering abandoned shallow mines from

which a few thousand pounds of ore per

week may be made at little e-xpense m
.-iddition to the labor of the men, thus

enabling them to make fair wages.

Following are the shipments of zinc

ere sold during the week around $20 per

thousand for 80 per cent. lead.

Following are the ore shipments for

the week ended Nov. 30

:

CampB.
Zinc Lead Sulphur

ore. lb. ore. lb. ore, lb.

Platteville 313.680

HazelOreeu 199.900

Livingston 180.000

Mineral Point 131.600 .....

Linden 120,000

Highland 119,900 3U.UU0

Benton 160,000

CubaClty M.OOO

Total for week 1.065.080 254.000 .....

Tear to Nov. 30.... 94.035.707 4.824.730 462,360

No shipments were made from Galena,

Elmo or Rewey during the week.

German Metal Imports and Exports

Webb Clty-Cartervllle
JopUn
Oronogo
Duenweg. .

Galena
Alba-Neck City
Quapaw-Baxter
purgeon
Badgor
Granby
Aurora
Prosperity
Peoria
Carthagi'
Zinclte
Wentworth
Sarcoxle

Totals.

Zinc. lb. Lead.lb.

£8 ss. per flask, with £8 3s. gd. quoted -^„^ ip^j from the various camps for the

from second hands. week ending Nov. 30

:

P/a/iwM"!—Dealers are not encouraged

over the situation and report very little

business. Manufacturers of jewelry and

electrical supplies are not using nearly

so much platinum. The metal is in

strong hands, however, hence the price is

being maintained with comparative ease.

Quotations are as follows : Hard metal,

$28.50; ordinary, $26; scrap, not more

than $18 per troy ounce.

2.333.150
1,616,170
914,510
728,820
808,880
445.650
402.860
306,270
245,690
600.000
287.820
130.730
134.150
83,070
64,600
60,740
60.670

303.930
275.130

1.610
143.770

67.800

9.122,680

6.630
53.660

14.000

72.546

5,590

Value.

$ 46,046
34.043
16.969
16.408
14.736
8,031
7,106
6,275
4,914
4,300
4,033
3,745
1,600
1,495
1.279.

1.032
1.031

944,560 $171,032

Imports and exports of metals in Ger-

many for the nine months ended Sept. 30

are reported as follows, in metric tons :

Imports.

Copper 9U.441

Copper alloya,
etc 15,.504

Tin 9,539

Lead 61,433

Spelter 22,665
Zlncttlloy»,i>tc. 1.059

Nickel 1.960

Aluminum .... 3.070

Imports and exports of metallic ores

for the nine months were as follows

:

Iports. Excess.

4.434 Imp. 86.007

41.383 Exp. 25.879

6.219 Imp 4.320
26.430 Imp. .K.W-i

45.882 Exp. 23.217

23.000 Exp. 21.941

939 Imp. 1.021

1,658 Imp. 1.412

48 weeks 540.889.660 79,619,740$14,838.634

Zinc value, the week. $161.281 ; 48 weeks. $12,026,838

Lead value, the week. 19.751 ; 48 weeks. $2,812,696

.\verage prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

Im porta.

76
2.919
16,392
7,934

97,270
131.091
24,994
1,689
895

14,742

287,187
6,441,919

Exports

"46

18.150
97

1,095
25.529

"iss

"76

2,648
2,982,026

E
Imp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.
Imp.

xcess.

76

silver ore
Copper ore

2.873
2,758
7.8.37

Lead ore 96.176
105.562

Nickel ore
Tungston ore ...

Cranium ore. etc
Chrome ore
Mangnnos^ ore..
Iron ore

24.994
1.604
896

14.066
286.539

).479.8'>3

ZtNC OBE AT JOPLIN. LEAD ORE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

.January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
.Juno.
•July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44.63
40 51

43.83
43.25
43.56
42 68
41.66
44 13

43.68

45,84
47.11
48.66
48.24
45.98
44.82
45.79
43.22
40.11
39.83
35.19

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April.
May
.June
July
August
Soplembor.
October
November..
December..

Tear

75.20
72 83
73.73
78.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81.98
81.89

83 63
84.58
82.76
79.76
79.56
73.66
68.18
69.64
63.62
61.40
43.40

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Imports of slag and slag products were

426,924 tons; exports, 34,518 tons. Im-

ports of pyrites were 573.683 tons ; exports

16.695 tons.

Miuouri Ore Market

Chemicals

Nezv York, Dec. 4—The general market

continues quiet and dealers are not forc-

ing business. Hence 'prices have not

suffered to any extent, except for metallic

salts and products. White arsenic is

easier and prices are now quoted at 6%(3,

6^c. Tin products are down, but the

general heavy list remains fairly strong.

Copper Sulphate—Business has been

largely restricted to small orders and for

spot delivery. The strong holders still

maintain the price at $5.50 per 100 lb. for

carload lots and $5.75 for smaller parcels.

Outside dealers are quoting $5.25 and

$5.50 respectively

Mining Stocks

New York, Dec. 4—The general market

has shown some recovery during the

week, and prices are better; but it is

still irregular and sensitive. There are

.

signs of a resumption of trading on mar-

gins, but only on a small scale. Money

has been slightly easier, but conditions

do not yet favor any extension of specu-

lation. The cutting of dividends by Cal-

umet & Hecla from $15 to $10, and by

Calumet & Arizona from $5 to $1.50 had

little effect on copper shares, the reduc-

tions having been pretty well discounted.

The curb market followed the inside

lead and was more active, with some
recovery in prices. The copper stocks

made a good showing and were generally

higher, pn moderate trading. Other min-

ing stocks improved a little, but there

were not many buying orders. The tone

of the market is slightly better, however,

with some anticipation of further im-

provement.

Platteville, Wis., Nov. 30—Sales of 60

per cent, zinc ore were made during the

week at $35@36 per ton. Conditions

have tightened up more than ever; in-

dependent buyers who formerly took on

upward of 10 cars weekly are restricted

in purchasing to two cars. Most of the

Joplin. Mo., Nov. 30—The highest low-grade producers have been forced to

price reported paid for zinc was $38 per close down, while companies which con-

ton ; on an assay base no higher than $36 tinue operating have reduced wages 15

and running as low as $32*per ton of 60 per to 20 per cent. .\ small amount of leal

Boston

Dec. 3—The market has shown a gain

this week, which seems to be real, al-

though there was a slight recession at

the close. There is an improvement in

sentiment to some e.xtent, but the large

short interest appears to be doing its

best to hold down prices. Banking inter-

ests are inclined to discourage specula-

tion, and ti.ijht money does not favor
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extensive dealings. The cuttiiiK of divi

(lends by Calumet & Hecia and Calumet

& Arizona and the postponement by

tiranby were so generally expected, that

they had little present effect.

Calumet & Arizona closed at $90; Con-

per Range at $55; North Butte at $41;

L'tali Consolidated at $33. Amalgamated
Copper sold at $50 today. The market

i|uieted notably on an easier tendency ni

prices of the afternoon, but it has shown
good rallying power, good revival in in

terest and increased confidence.

The Calumet & Hccla diviilend is $10,

a reduction of $5 from the prccedim,'

((uarter. The Calumet & .\rizona dropped

from $5 to $1.50, making $16.50 for the

vear.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
NEW YORK Deo. 3

Name u( Comp. Clg

AInskaMlne
.\m.Nev.M.&P.C".
Amalgamated . ..

.\nacoiulu
Balaklala
British Col. 001 ..

Liuffalo Cobalt . ..

Butte & Loudoii .

.

Butte Coalition ..

Butte Ci)|i. SZlnc.
Cobalt Ct'iitact .

.

Colonial Silver ..

Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
uomlulou Cop
K\ Rayo
Foster Coliali
Furnace Creek ..

(jlroux Mine
Uold Hin
Qranby, New
Ureene Gold
(Jreene G. & S ...

GreenWr & D.Val.
(.Tuanajuato
Guggen. Exi . ...

Uanapab
McKluley Dar
MIcmac
Mines Co. ut Am..
Mitchell Mining..
Mont.Sho. C.(JJew)
Nev. Utah M. & 8.
Newhouse M. & S.
Niplssing Mines..
Old Hundred
Silver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

Union Copper
Utah Apex
West Columbus..

1*%

H
4

2
.60

.22

3)i
H

"\
a

.16

Vi
135
.35

»**

IK
a

3,V

?A

«'.

"Ji

2)i
.11

N. y. INDUSTRIAL

.\m. Agrl. Chem .

.

Am. Smelt. & Ret.
Am. Sm. & Ref.,pf.
Bethlehem Steel .

.

Colo. Fuel & Iron

.

FederalM.&S..pf.
Inter. Sail
National Lead . ..

National Lead.pf.
Pittsburg Coal ...

Republic I. * S ..

RepubllcI.JtS.,pf.
siossSheffleld ...

Standard Oil. ..

Tenn. C. & I

r 8. Red. * Ref..
r. 8. Steel
U. 8. Steel, pl ..

Va. Car. Chem
Va. I. Coal & Coke

76«
91 ^i

ikX,

60
11

42

'9"

17

66
37

425

26H
87«
18
40JJ

ST. LOUIS Nov. 30

N. of Com. High. Low.

Adams ...

.\m. Nettle
Center Cr"k
Cent. C. t C.
CO. & C. pd.
Cent. Oil .

.

Columbia..
Con. Coal..
Doe Bun .

.

Gra. Blmet.
St. Joe

.20

02
1.75

64.00
76.00
96.00
2.00

24.00
120.00

.20
13.00

BOSTON Dec. 3

Name ul Comp. Olg.

Adventure.
AUouez .

.

Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic.
Bingham .

.

Boston Con . . .

.

Calumet ,t Ariz...
Calumet A: Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Mercui
Copper Range . .

.

Daty-West
Franklin
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La Salle .

Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.&C.(n6w)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix . . !

Qulncy . ..

Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon.
Tamarack
Trinity
UnltedCop.,com.
U. S. Oil
U. S. Smg. i Ref .

r.S.Sm.* Be..pd .

Utah Copper.
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte

26
21

3X
10
6
10 ;,

96

23Ji

54J»'

lOX
8
5%

173i
lOK

8>4
48>i

'i%
41
.60

26>,
85?4
lOK

81

3

lOK

i6«
8Ji

38
'

38
33

4?i

'iji
110
.75

•Ex. DIv. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Ahmeek
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
East Butte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw ,

Majestic
Raven
Shawmut
Superior
Superior k Pitts
Troy Man

4)i

.47

16

9>4
.70

LONDON Dec. 4

Name of Com.
I

Clg.

Dolores
Stratton'slnd.
Camp Bird ..

Esperanza
Tomboy
El Ore
Oroville
Somera
Utah Apex
Ariz. Cop.,pfd.
Ariz. Cop., det.-.

£1 is 3d
2 9
14 9
19 3

111
.12 6
014 3

Oil

NEVADA STOCKS. Dec. 4.

Furalataed by Wclr Bros. & Co., New York.

Name of Comp.

TONOI'AB STOCKS
Belmiinl
Extension
GtddiMi Anchor.. ..

Jim Uutler
MocNamara.
Midway
Montana
North Star
Tonopali .\: Cal....
Tono'h Mine of N.
West End Con
Ooi.DFi'D STOCKS
Adams ... .

Atlanta
Blue Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
Columbia Mt
Comb. Frao
Crocker Jack
Dla'ddeld B. B. 0.
Ooldlleld Belmont
Gol'lfleld Con ..

Golilllelrt Daisy...
Ooldlleld Mining.
Great Bend
Jumbo Extension
Jumbo Mining
Katherlne
Kendall
Laguna
Lone Star
Lou Dillon
May Queen. .

Mohawk
Oro
Red HUl
Red Top. ..

Roanoke
Sandstorm
Silver Pick
St. Ives
Triangle

Bullfrog stocks
Amethyst
Bullti-og Daisy....
Bullrrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B .

Gibraltar
Gold Bar

Olc Name uf Comp. Clg.

86
1.12 J

.03

.40

.18

.39

1.37)
.06

6!26
.35

.06

.23

.07

.10

.16

.14

.79

.07

.16

.12

3.87*
.72'

!27

.57

!06
.11

.09

.24ii

!09
.16
.23

.40

.07

04
.09

;

10
.34 I

(iiildi'n Hi'oplre. .

Uomustaktt King.
Montgomery Mt..
Mont. ShostioneC.
Original iiulltrog.

Tramp CoiiH.. .

Mamht'n STOCKS
Manhattan Cons.
Manliat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack.
Stray Dog
Indian Camp ...

GUEF.NW'B Stocks
Furnace Creek
Grcenwator ^D.V.
Green'rCop.M.fcS.
Unltetl Greenwa'r
MlM'F.LLANKOt'8

Golden Boulder..
IIay»o,Ml
Lee Gold Grotto..

I

Ni'va.la Ullls 1

Nevada Smelting.
PIttshurgli S. Pk..
Round Mt.Sphlnxl

.60

.0,'.

4.60
.0:1

.19

.26

.09

.06

.10

.06

.18i

.06

.06

.04

.07

.30

.12

3 12)
1.2.'.

1 07
.27

COLO. SPRINGS Nov. 30

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Block Boll .

Z. C. Con
6',

Doctor Jack Pot.. 6;„
Elkton
El Paso 25

FIndlay 38
Sold Dollar 6
Gold Sovereign. .. 4>i
Isabella 19«
Index
Jennie Sample ..

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland 92
Un. Gold Mines.. 4\
Vindicator 77
Work 14K

New Dividends

Company.

Batnpllaa
Butte Coalition ...
Calumet & .\rlzona
Calumet s Hecla ...

Copper Range Con ...
Federal M. & S.. com
Federal M. .t S., ptd
Gen. Chemical, pfd
Hecin
Montezuma M. ,v 8
National Lead , com
National Load, pfd
Qulncy
Republic Iron k Steel, pfd..
Standard Con
Standard Oil
St. Joseph
V. 8. C. I. Pipe k Fdy.. com
U. 8. C. I. Pipe * Fdy., pfd .

U. S. Smg., Ref. ,(: Mg.,com.
n. S. Smg., Ref. & Mg.. pfd..
D. S. Steel Corp., com
U. S. Steel Corp.. pfd
Warwick I. k S

Pay-
able.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
.Ian.

Dec.
Dec.
Doc.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.

1

1

1

lOj

1

16
23
21
2
26
20
2
a
11

1;

30;

30 1

16

Amt.

12) $ 66,250
16 LW.OOO

300,00(1

1,000,000

383,781
90,000

210,000
150,000
20,000
40,000

18B.318
200.820
2"20.00n
357. .".Ill

17.801)
9,700,000

160,000
126,000
218,750
301,646
666.2.60

6,305,197

43,674

Assessments

Cabled through Wm.
P. Bonbrlght.A: Co., N.Y.

Company. Delinq. Sale Amt.

Alpha, Nev Nov. 26 Dec. 17 $0.05
Best .t Belcher, Nev. Nov. IS Dec. 10 0.10
Crown Point, Nev .. Nov. 2fi Dec. 19 0.10
Del Monte, Cal Nov. 20 Dec. 11 10.00
Emerald, titab Dec. 14 Jan. 11 0.01
Imlay Nov. 23 Dec. 17 0.01
Jenny Llnd, Cal Doc. 13 Dec. 30 0.02
Lucky D., Nev Dec. 17 Jan. 11 0.01
Mt. Dell. Utah Nov. 19 Dec. 7 0.01
Paclflc Tin M. Al'ka Nov. 30 Dec. m 0.02
Penn. Con., Cal Nov. 16 Dec. 3 0.10
Posey Canyon, t'tah Doc. « Dec. >3 0.01
ProvldentOllMg.,Ca. Dec. 7 Dec. 27 o.ou
Rescue, Nev Dec. 10 Jan. 3 0.02
Silver Queen, Utah . Dec. 7 Dec. 24 O.Olt
Stansbury, Utah ... Nov. 18 Dec. 16 0.01
Ultimo. Cal Dec. a Dec. 23 06
Union Con Nov. 16 Dec. 6 0.10
Wabash. Utah Nov. 30 Dec. 23 0.03
West End, Utah Nov. 3 Dec. 31 0.01)
Wolverine k Ariz., A. Not. 18 0.26

Monthly Average Pricei ol MelaU

AVBRAOB PBICIS OF SILVER

New V..rk.

1«0«. I 1007.

January oe
February oi.

March
April
May
June 06
July 68.
August ,66

London.

1906. I«07.

September ...

October
November.. ..

December

Year 6« 791 30

;i'.i4 I,;

106 lUt

'.149 08

•m (,'

62;) (..!

813 6P

060

.673 30.
m:i.','so

• rj
I'J

1 :io

.UVOuill

144 311

746:)l)

.'•jri\x\

113|3l.
464i61

wn m
'.»K4 S(j

•JOS 30
1K6 30.

113 31

629 31
4H:)|31

148

071

003

709
S62
:12,1

471

HU3
:«!«

la"

313
W13
I.M

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVEK.Mil i'itii'i:s i|' 1 iri'i:K

NKW VOBK.
LONDO.V.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906.
1

1907.

January . .

.

February.

.

Marcb ....

April .. ..

May
June
July
August
September
October ...

November.
December

18.310
17.869
18.361
18 376
18.476
18.442
18.190
18.380
19.03:f

21.20;)

21.8;)3

22.886

24.404
24.869
26.005
24.224
24.048
22.086
21.130
18.356
16..',05

13.109
i:i.:)'.il

18.419
18.116
18.641
18.688
18 724
18.719
18.686
18.700
19 ;)2S

21.722
22 3'J8

23.350

24 826l 78.869 106 739
26.2361 78.147 107.366
26.6601 81.111 106.694
26.260 84.793 98.626
26 0721 84 867 102.;i75

24.140 83.994) 97 272
21.923 81 167 96.016
19.266 83.864 79.679
16 047 87 8.31 68.376
13. .',51 97.2691 00.717
13.870 100.270 01.220

. 105 226

Tear 19.278 19.616 87.282|

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is
for cakes, Ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month.

January .

February

.

March . .

.

April . .

May
June

1906. 1907. !
Month.

I
1906. 1907.

36.390
36.403
36.662
38 900
43 313
39.260'42

41.548
42.102
41.313
40.938
43.149

120

I

July
August. ...

Septemtwr.
October . .

.

November .

December.

Av. year.. 39.819 ..

37.276i41.091
40.606;37.667
40.616136.689
42. 852:32.620
42.906 30.833
42.760

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

January
February .,

March
April
May
June
July
.\UgU6t
September.
October
November..
December ..

Year 6.857 17.370

1906. 1907. I 1906. 1907.

6.600
6.464
6 350
5.404
5.685
6.760
6.760:

6.760
5.760
6.760
6.760
6.900

6. 000:16. 860
6 000>I6 031

6.000 l.-i 922
6.000 15 969
6.000 10 726
6.760 10 813
6.288 10 526
6.250 17^109
4.813 l(r266
4.760 19 360
4.376119.281

19.600

19.828
19.631
19.703
19 976
19.088
20.188
20.360
19.063
19.776
18.631
17.281

New York, cents per pound. London,
pounds sterling per long ton.

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH

New York and St. Louis.' cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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CHEMICALS, MINERALS, RARE EARTHS, ETC.— CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

186.00

.06

.10(3.17

.070.10

.06KO.06

.03i(3.Ml
.oijffl.oal

.013

.OSJffl.OlJ

.oiifS.oi,

.<ni(S02'
M.00I33S

'

1.60(32.00
.OlXffl.OlJ

.03(3.20

.QQjf3.04i
.06(3.26
.06(3.30

.07XO.07X

.u'2G(3.o:t

.0»X®.10

.02Xffl.03
.06

.10

s!

AUU.\»il\ b:$—
Burt, guud drill quality, curat..
O«rboruudum, t.o.b. Niagara

rails, powtl lb.

Orajim "

Oorandum "
OruAbfHl bt Hji, I.i>.u. . t,.d*

bnrg "
kner;. In k^ga: Tnrklwb

fciur "
Oralus "

Naxos doui "
OralDS "

Obcfttor lluui "
Grains "

Popksklll, r.o.b. EastMii,
Pa., flour "
Grains, I'l k<HS« "

Garnet, per qutilli. ... 1 ton
Pumlot<Sion^<,Am.h',n.i.lOOlb.

1 tallau. i>' 'Wdered "
Lumi', per quality — "

Boilen-»l'>ne. ground "

Li mp, p *T quallt) "

Eouge. per quality "

8te«l Emery, t.o.b. .i.t,.*-

hurg

Anns—
Acetic 2854 !>>•

Boric "

Hydrofluoric , mis "

1854
SO* •

Hydrochloric acid ,.'0°, (Hjr lb 1.25(31.60

miric acld.3«» per lb. 4.26(34.62Jc.

•nlphurlc acid, 60°. bulk, per ton.. $12 up.
60». 100 lb. In carboya .8S01.12>4
«0», bulk, ton 16.00(318.00

6«», 100 lb. In carboys 1.00(31.26

66°, bulk, ton 18 00

Oxalic "
.08'.,O.08>,

ALCOHOL—Grain gal. 2.46X
Beflned wood. 9I.r3»7» .70(3.76

ALIM—Lump 1001b. »1.76

Ground " 1-86

Chrome Alimi lb. .033iO.06

ALl MIXIM—Su.pUate, com'l. " 1.25(31.75

AMMO.MA—24 deg. lb .04^(3.06 )i

26 •• • .04Vffl06X

AMMOMIM—
Bromide lb. .23

Oarbonato " .0754(3.08

Murtate grain ••
.05J4-(3.06X

Lump • .091(3.09}

Sulphate. lOO lb 3.05(33.10

Bulphocyanlde com " .30
'• " chem. pure " .40

ANTIMONY—needle, lump lb.. .07(3.08

AHSEXIC—White " .06'i(S>.06%

Bed .07J(3.073

ASPH.ALTVM—
Barbadoes per ton. 40.00(380.00
West Indies " M. 00(360. 00

Egypt Ian lb. . 14(3 . 18

Glls^inlte.ntaUuidliuiiy per ton, 36.00
Trinidad " SO. 00(332. 60
Calirnrnia " 23.60(330.00

BARIl'M-
Oarb. Lump. e0O9a< Ig. ton. 30.00(336.00

Pr.,-clpltatO(l. 0<VaW8% 31.50(335.00
Powdered 80(390* lb. .02(3.02J

Chloride com'l ' ton. 38.00(2140.00

Hltrate. powdered. In casks.. lb. .05>4(3.06
Blanc Flje per lb. .02Ji

BARYTES—
Aip. Ground 9h. ton. 14.00(321.00

Floated 22.00

Foreign floauj " 19.60(322.60

BISMl Til—8ub-nltrate lb. 1.60

BLE.\CHI\G rOWDEIl—36>J,1001b. 1.26(91.40

OLVE VITRIOL—{copper sulphate),
carload, per 1001b

BONE ASH.
BOR.A.X

lb.

CALCIIM—Acetate, gray... _.. "

Acetate, brown *.
.

"
Carbide, ton lots (.o.b. Ni-
agara Falls, M. T., tor
Jersey City, N. J sb. ton.

Ohiorlde.f.o.b. N. T •

CEMENT—
Portland, Am. 600 lb bbl.
Fort^lgn "

" Eoeendal" •' 300 lb •

(ID sacks)
Blag cement "

CHROME ORE—
Vfw Caledonia 60\ ex. ship

S. T per Ig. ton
Bricks, t.o.b. Plttoburg, M..

CLAY, CHINA—Am. common
•x-dock, N. "Y

Forslcn "

COBALT—Oxide lb.

5.50

.023(3.04

.07JO.08

2.50(32.55

1.60(31.66

66.00
14.76(319.75

1.66(31.60
2.26(32.90

.86

.66

.76(31.26

17.6(^320.00
176.00

8.60(39.00

11.6<M»17.60

3.60

COI'I'EUAS—BlUk 100 lb. »0.66

In bbls •• .C6(3.76

In bags " .60(3.70

c;byolite lb. .06J©.06;

FELDSI'.AK—uiuuuu Ut»l ah. ton. 14.00

FIRE BHICK—
American per M. 30.00(340.00

Imported " 30.00(346.00

8t. Louis No. 1 " 1«.00

No.2 " 15.00

Extra •• 20.00(323.00

FIRE CL.AY-F. o. b. St. Louis.
8t. Louis, extra quality per ton 6.00

ordinary 2.60

FLt'ORSI'AR—
Domestic t.o.b. shipping port

:

Lump Ig. ton. 8.00(310.00
Ground " 11. 60(313.60
Foreign crudo bx. dock 8.00(310.00

FULLER'S EARTH—Lump, 100 1b. .80(3.86

Powdered " .80(3.86

GR.AI'IIITE-
American, ore, common lb. .01(3.10
Artificial " .06

Ceylon, cninion pulv " . 023(3. 03^
Beqt, pulverlied " .04(3.08

German, Com. pulv " .01i(3.01J
Best, pulverized " .01*(3.02

Italian, pulverized " .01(302

GYPSUM—
Fertilizer sh. ton. 7.00

Powdered sh. ton. 12.00(S'20.0O

INFUSORIAL E.ARTH—
Ground Am. best lb. .OlJi

French Ig. ton. 66.00

German lb. .02i(3.02J

I,E-*D—AcetutmoUKiirot) blown lb. .07^
Nitrate, com'l " .09(3.09>4

M.AGNESITE—Greece.
Crude (950 1»- ton. S.OOfajlu.Ou

Calcined, powdpiei ah. ton. 32.60(340.00
Bricks, domes, per qual.

t.o.b. Pittsburg M. 160(3200

.MAGNESIUM—
Chloride, com'l 100 lb. .80(31.00
Sulphate (Epsom oall ) ... 100 lb. . 90(31 . 00

M.ANGAXESE—
Crude powdered

;

70(376* blnoxlde lb. .01}.i(3.01>«
76(385* blnoxlde " .01 ,'^©.02

86(390* blnoxlde " .01>4(3.05

90(395* blnoxlde " .06^

Ore, 80J<-86?4 »h. ton. 35.00(360.00

MARBLE—Flour sh. ton. 9.50(310.00

MINER.VL WOOL—
Slag, ordinary ' 19.00
Selected " 26.00

Rock, ordlnarj • 32.00
Selected " 40.00

MONAZITE S.AND—
Guar. 97*, with 5* Thorium
oxide, nominal lb, .08 and up.

NICKEL—
Oxide, crude, lb. (77J4)
tor fine metal contained.. .47

Sulphate, single lb, .09(3.11

double "
.06J(3.08

MTRATE OF SOU.V—1001b. 95* tor '07 2.46

96% tor 1908 2.46O2.60
96% tor 1909 2.40
9654 '8 5c higher per 100 lb.

OZOKERITE—best lb. .14(3.17

PAINTS AND COLORS—
Litharge, Am. powdered " .07JO.07J
English glaasmakers' " .08i(3.08i

Llthopone " .035(3.07

Metallic, brown sh. ton. 16.50(322.00
Bed 16.00

Ocher, Am. common " 8.60(39.00
Beet " 16.00

Dutch, wnshed lb. .02i(3.03
French, washed " .01JO.02J

Parts green, pure, bulk " .26

B«d lead, American • .074(3.073

Foreign " . 081(3. 06i
Turpentine, spirits bbl., per gal. .481(3.49

White lead. Am., dry lb. .06JO.07
American, In oil .071(3.074
Foreign, In oil " .10|(3.10j

Zinc white. Am. extra diT.. " .061(3. 06t

Foreign, red seal, dry " .07?(3.07}
Green seal, dry .08}(3 08}

PHOSPHATES—Acid 6»(367ic per unit
•Fla.,hard rook 10.26(310.60

land pebble 68% 6.76(36.00

tTenn., 78(3eo>4 6.60(37.00

76% 6.00(36.26

68(372% 4.00(34.26

]8o. Oar. land rock 6.76(37.26
•• " river rock —

•F. o. b. Florida or Georgia porta. tF. o. b. Ut.
Pleasant. lOn vessel Ashley River, S. C.

POTTASSIUM—
Bicarbonate crystal
Powdered orgr«nui„iu. ..

Bichromate, Am
Scotch
Bromide

Carbonate vBO(38o*i
Caustic, ordlnarj

Elect. (90*)
Chloride (muilute), lOo lu..
Chlorate, powdered '.

Crystals
C.vaiildi. (9K(aai"„)
Carloads (30, (XX) lb.)
5-ton lots
L''S8 than ."> i, iis

Kalnlte, long ton, uuiik. s.uO;
Permanganate
Prusslate, yellow
Red

Sulphate . luo

bags
lb.

lb.

«.08JO.0»
.09(3094
.08|(3.0»

.11

.16(3.17
.031(3.04

.04J(ao.6j

.05JO.06
1-90

.o»i(3,o»3
09(309)

18c.

18jc.
19c.

9.60.

.09J(3.10J
.15}(3.16
.33(3.38

2.1Bi02.21i

PYRITE—
Domestic, non-arsenical, furnace
size, t.o.b. mines per unit 11(311)0

Domestic, non.arsenlcal, fines, per
unit, t.o.b. mines 10(310)0.

Imported non-arsenlcai, lurnace
size, per unit ,13(3.14

Imported, arsenical, lurnace size,
per unit 12(3.13

Imported fines, arsenical, pel unit. .08)(a).09
non-arsenical, per

unit 10J(311c
Pyrlte pricv o aie per unit ol sulphur. An al-

lowance of 26c. per ton Is made when delivered In
lump form.

SALT—N. T. com. fine 280 lb. bbl.
N. Y. agricultural sh. ton.

SALTPETER—Crude 100 1b.

Refined, crystals "

SILICA—
Ground quartz, ord'ry.

Sllex
Lump Quartz
Glass sand

.Ig. ton

.72(31.18

3,80(34.60

4.62i(36.00
6.2f05.76

13.00(315.00
13.0Offl40.0O
2.60(34.00

2.75

.40(3.42SILVER—Nitrate, crystals.... oi.

SODIUM—
Acetate lb, .04 '4(3. 05

"Alkali," per lOU lb., 6t/48 80(3. 87 }4
Bicarb, soda, per 100 lb 1.20(i31.60c
Soda, caustic, per 100 lb., 76/60. .. 1.76(31.86
" " powdered 02\(3.0S1

Salt cake, per 100 lb .55(3.70
Soda, monohydrate, per lb 1.4(31.76c.
Bichromate lb. .07J4O.07J
Bromide " .15(3.17
Chlorate, com'l " .09(3 09)
Cyanide (-lOO"^ KCN")
Carloads (30.000 lb.) •' 18c.
5-toii lots " 18jc.
L-'ss than 5 tonb.i " 19c.

Hyposulphite, Am " 1.35 up
German " 1.60(31.70

Phosphate 100 lb. '2.10(32.30

Prusslate " .09i(3.10
Sal aoda. l.o.b. N. i' 100 1b. .6.5(3.70

Foreign, t.o.b. N. T " .80(31.00
Silicate, com'l 100 1b. .76(31.16
Bulphate.com'l,(Glau Uer's sail) 100 lb. . i',U(3. 70

" " calcined .65(3.85

STRONTIUM—Nitrate lb. .08(3.08)

SULPHUR—
Loulslana(prlme)to New 'fork,Boston

or Portland Ig. ton 19.60

To Philadelphia or Baltimore " 19.60

Boll 100 1b. 1.86(32.15
Flour " " 2.00(32.40
Floweib, sublimed " " 2.20(32.60

TERRA ALBA—French & Eng. 100 lb. .86(31.00

TALC—Domestic sh. ton. 16 . 00(325 . 00

French " 16.(m(®26.(iii

Italian, best , " 36.00(340.00

TIN—Bichloride, 60% lb.

Crystals
Oxide, lb

URANIIM—Oxide •

ZINC-
Chlorlde solution, com'l 20° ••

Chloride,'granular "

Dust "

Sulphate "

HIS 09h
.iO^i up
.37(3.39

.021

.04J(3.06

.051(3.06

.02J(3.02)

Note—These quotations are lor wholesale
lots in New York, unless otherwise speci-

fied, and are generally subject to the usual
trade discounts. Readers of The Engin-
eering AND Mining Joubnai, are requested
to report any corrections needed, or to

suggest additions which they may cqnslder
advisable.
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Metal and Mining Companies—U. S.

NHme of Company and
LooatloD.

Auttaor-
Ized

Capital U.u«l.,™^

Mout
Ariz .

Mich
Oolo..
Utah.
CaJ ...

null

AlA8Kti .Mexican. K- Al'kA.
Ala«kaTrrmlweU.g.:.\rkft .

Alaska rulUMl, g. .. .\rkH.
AmalgailinttHl, c, . . MoDt .

Ain.Hm.i:i;<-t..com. C. 8. .

Am. 8m. .16 Kut. pf .. D. 8 .

.

Am. 8mtMtt>r». pf. A D. 8. .

Am. Smelters, pf. B U. 8. .

.\in./.liic,LeH(U<iSni. Kun..

,

Ana^'ouaa.o Uout
Arleoiia, c Ariz..
Atlantic, o MIeb .

Blilil Butte. B. !. Mont.
Beck Tuiiuel. K.a.l.. rtali..
BIngliam t: N.H.,c.g ['tali.

BiwitoQ .^ Montana. M<<nt .

Bull.BtH-k..^i'liam.B rtali.

.

Bunker Hill .^ 8ull. Ida..
Butte I'oHllilcn.c 8
Calumet i^ Arlzonai'
Calumet * Hecla.c.
Camp Bird. g.. a..

Oarlsa, eg
Central Eureka, g
Oolumbu9 C^>n. «*.

OombrtlonOo.at'd Nevada.
Don. Mervur. g Utah
Continental, z. 1 . . . . , \fo. . .

.

Copjicr Kange Oon.lMlch
Oreede United, g.

.

Cripple Creekdm g
Daly Judge, g. s. 1

Daly West. g. e. 1 .

De Lamar, g. 8 . .

.

Dillon, g
Doctor Jack tot. .

Doe Run. 1 ..

Blkton Con
El Paso, g
Fe<l. 8m . com Idaho
Federal 8m., pt— Idabo.
FIndley. g
Frauces-Mobawk g
Gemini-Keystone .

.

Oold King Con
QoKiaeld (on..u'....

Grand Central, g. ,.

Gwln Mine. Dev.. g
Hecla. 8 1

Homestake. g
HornSliver.K.s.c.z.l
Inter'l Slckel. p(.

Iron Silver
Jamison, g
Jerry Johnson. ...

Kendall, g
Liberty BeU,g.s...
Llghtner,g
Lower Mammoth, g
Uammotb, g. s. t. ..

Mary McKlnney. g.

May Kay. g. s. 1...

Monawk. c
Mont. Ore Purcb . .

.

Nevada Hills, s.g. ..

New Century. i.,l..

Newhouse M. .*; S.c.

New Idrla. q
New Jersey Zluc . .

North Butte
North Star, g
Old Dominion Cop.
Old Gold
Ophlr, g. a
Oeceola. c
Parrot, c.8
Pennsylvania, g. .

.

Pitts. L. * Z., l.z...

Portland, g
<3uartette. g. s. . ..

(jalncy. c
Bocco Homest'K.l.s.
Sacramento, g, q

•i.iHKi.mm I8O.U0U'* s
6.01M1.UU0 aoo.ouol 'J*

i.mio.wn) iwi ^lol 6
IM.uOO.OOd 1,KIU.«7»1 100

,
60,000.000 .MJOIlOO) 100

600,000
no,uoo
300.000
noooo

SO.OOO.OUI

17,000,000
!IO,0<K),000

3,750.000
3O.(«IO.IIO0 1,aioilKX)
3,77S,0UI i.iiM-J,6'J0

3,600.000 UW.OUO
J,'.0,UO0 3,^0,000
100.000 1 ouo.UOO

a.000.000
3.760.0UI

1.000.000
3.000.1IU]

i'je.ooo

160.0UO
100.000
300 OUU

100.000
830.000
600.000
398,<a6
j«;t,.>lo

3:m,ooo

16,000,001. 1,000.000
3 600,000 300,000
3,5(KI.00O

6,600,000
500,0O(.

40O,00('

1,600.001

<UO.00(>

1,000.000 i,ooo!ooo
660,001 33,000

38,600,00l' 383.781
3,000.001 1,626,000
3,000,001 J.000,000

300,001' 300,0011
3,600,00(1 igQooii
400,001 67,180

'olo 1,350.001 1,260,00(1
Colo 3,000,00. l.l(K),00l>

lO.OOO.lXH 59,002
3.000,001 >,600.00('

2.600.001 ..450,001

10.000,001 60.001
30,000,001 130,00(1

1,230,001 1.360.00(1

1.000,001 910,001
600.00< 6,001'

6.760.371 •,,760,371

50.00O.000',-,.0O0.00O

25..,00(] 260,001
l.i'OO.OOi ! 100.001

250 00( l.OOO.OOl

21.840,00( 218.40(
10,000 001

12.000,00<

10,000,001

3.900 001

2,600,001

2,600,001

700.001

126,001

190,001

10.000 801

1,600,001 'l,304,26i
800,001

1 800,000
2,500,00"

2.500,001

1,000,00*

300,001

6,000,001

600 001

10,000,001

6,000,001
Cal

I

2,600.001
Ariz 7,500,001
Colo 2,101,161 i.101.160
Nevada..! 302,401' 100,800

2,600,001' 96,150
2.300.000 229.S60
6.160.000 61,600
1.000.000 1,000.000
3.000.000 :t.iiuo.OOO

1.000.000 log 000
;),7,w,ooo 110,000
300.000 300,000

Colo.,

.

'olo. .

Utah.,
Dtab..
Ida

.

Mo.,
Colo,.

.

Ci>lo..

Colo..
Nevada

.

Dtab. . .

.

nolo.. ..

Nevada.
Dtah....
Cal
Idaho...
s. D
Utah. . .

.

N. Y. ...

Colo
Cal
Jal ....

Mont . .

.

Colo
Cal
Utah.. .

atab
Colo
rtah. . .

.

Mien ..

M«ni . .

.

Nevada

.

M
rtab ...

Oil
a. 8.., .

Mont ...

400,001

87,U6
600,00(

390.00(

:.600.00(

600 00(
' 130.6*1

102.26f

190,000

4OO,00(

100.00(

80,833

200,00(
30.).00(

600.000
100.000
100.000
400.00(1

260.00(

281.689

Micb .

Mont...
Cal
Mo . ...

Colo
Nevada.
MIcb . .

.

Nevada.
Ot&b 1.000.000 1.000.000

St. Joseph. I Mo.
Sliver Hill. g. 9 .... Nevada .

.

Sliver King. e. .«. 1 1 riah
^silver King Co't'n.t rtali
Shannon, c irlz
8now8torm, 8. I Ida
Standard Con., g. s. Cal
Btratton'slndeneud Colo
Swansea, g. 8. I Dtab
Tamarack, c Mich
Tennessee, c Tenn
Tomboy, g. s Colo
TonopahofNev— Nevada..
Tonopah Belmont.. Nevada.
Tonopah Ent'nsloo Nevada..
Tonopah Midway.. Nevada.
Uncle Sam. g. 8. 1 ntah
United States, com. rtih
United States, pM.* rtah . ..

United Cop. com . . . Mont
United, c. pf Mont
United, z. I., pt .. . Mo. Kan.
United. (Ortp'leC'k) Colo
United Verde, c Ariz
r.8. Red. * Ret. Pt Colo i'oOO (ioo
Utah, g.(Fl8hSp'g8) ntah I'oooooo

20.000,0001,000 000
108,000 108 OOOi

3000,000 lBO,0OOl
t;.-2.>o,oi.ioi.-.).w,iK)oi

3,000,1X10 300,000!
1,600,000 l,SO0,OO0i

2,000,000 178,600,
6 500,0001,000.007!
600,000 100,000'

1.500,000 60.000,
6.000,000 175.000
1,760,000 300,000
1,000,0001,000,000
2,000,0001,296,007
1,000,000 928,433
1.000.0001.000.000
600.000 600.000

37.600,000
:t7.500.000

76,000,000
6 000,000
600,000

lllO

100
100
26
26

ii'

1

0.10

6
36
10
10
16
10
36
6
1

1

6

1

1

36
100

1

1

1

20
6
1

1

100
1

1

100
IOO

1

1

100
1

10

1

10
0,26

100
26
100

30
10
1

6

6
1

1

3.50

1

1

26
26
6
1

10
6

100
15
10
26
1

3

26
10

100
1

1

10
36
1

1

10
1

20

lb
1

10
6
5
26
26
6
1

1

1

1

I

60
60

DlTldends.

Totklto l^t»»*-

Date. Da
i.7ir..;iHi'oct.

'J.lklS.llOO'Oct.

30(;.3«o;jau.
;..•>. 17T.4'J.'..N..v.

11,636.000 Oct.
i6.;i;w,o63 (ict.

.',iy.'.,oooli)..c.

3,7,"iO,O0O'|i..c.

ll»l,00O,N..v.

407,430
.148,167

460,000 100
60.000 100
19.666 26

6.000,1X)« 4.009,100 1

3,000.000 300.000 10
39,468' 100

100,000 10
300,000
260,000

1.500 000
260,000

Utah (Don., c ntah
Victoria, Utah Utah

_^__^ ^^
Vindicator Con., g . Colo . . .

j
j 52:oooi,600,'o00

Wolverine, c Mich
Work, g (3olo,.

TankeeOn Utah

1,600.000 60,000
1.600.0001.600.000

_ ,, . . „ ,
«oo.ono 600.000

Tellow Aster, g Cal i.iioo.OOO lOO.noo

3H.I,V).1«X)

6.183.361

»UO,000
l,:<.^4.648

iwn
igo7
laoT
1007
1907
1907
1907
1907

11K)7

1907

I90«

N
Apr.
Feb. 1906
Oct. 1907

i.l.'..000 0< 1. 11107

32.600 Sept. 1906
48.77.'..00(i|Nov. IWT
2.68«.40olXpr.

Ni
Dec.
D.-c.

De.'.

1907
1907

1907
1907

1906

20.000

2 450 000
9.3110.000

106,900.000

i,37i;,;ioo!N..v

66,000 Nov
778.931 Mar. 1906
3311,n;I3 1>C1. 1907

ti88,00o| Sept. 1908
l,305,00(l'Dec, 1908
320,00o|llct. 1907

6,477,801, -Ian. 190m

214 063 July 1906
180,0(K)'Mar. 1906
22.5,000: Apr. 1907

5,831,000]Soi,t. 1907

2 936,370' May 1906

31 .876 1 July 1906
368,000 July 1906

l,41'>4.6(WiNov. 1907

1.879 4i'.0iJune 1907
1,032.761'lJilne 1906
3,618,7.'i0 Dec. 1907

Anit.

Coal, Iron and Other lodustrials— Unitad States.

t .60

1,00
o.so
1.00

3.00

1.76

1 60
1.26

.')t I

1.3.'.

.06

.03

.04

.03

.10

6 011

.10

.60

.16

1.60

Name of Company and
Location.

Author
Izfld

Bharea. Dtvtdenda.

1907 10.00

1907, .•34

J.'i.Sl.O.IO

336.000
323.000

1 950 000
1 407 604

I.OIW.OOO

1.333.000

36,000
1 ,460,000

22,244,010
6,642,000
917,869

4,100,000
286 270

61,700
1,130,000
110,867

396 694

42,750
2,120,000
801,766
70,010

1,400,00(1

9 4.37.274

300.000
230,300
600,000
940,000

8 400,000
5,,Hn0,0O0

1,.136,989

380,843
10,606

1,797,400
7 035 650

6.807.649
384,926
20,000

l).-c. 1907
.Viig. 1906
July 190'

July 1907

May 1905
Nov. 1907
Oct. 1907
Mar. 1906
Dec. 1907
Apr. 1907
Sept. 1907
Nov. 1907
Oct. 1907
Oct. 1907
Apr. 1906
Aug. 1907

Jau. 1906
Aug, 1906
Aug. 1907
Oct. 1907
Apr. 1907
Oct. 1907
July 1907
Jan. 1907
Sept. 1907

Aug. 1907
Nov, 1907
Oct. 1907
Feb, 1906
Sept. 1907
Oct. 1907
May 1906
Mar. 1906
July 1904
July 1907
Sept. 1907
July 1906

July 1907
Oct. 1907

376.000 July 1907
17,945 446 D.c. 1907

112 000! Dec. 1906
2,'i8,000;Nov, 1906

5,5.58,357'Dec. 1907
SlOJOlJune 1907

ll,187,500!July 1907
187,500 Oct. 1907

450 000 July 1907
li)0,OOOiSept. 1907

6,192,641 Dec. 1907
4 896,866 Apr. 1906
329,600 Mar. 1907

9,420.000 July 1907
1,443.760 Aug. 1907
900 000: June 1906

3,500,000;Oct. 1907
618,0031Apr. 1»07
278,6301 Api jVPt
300,000|Jan.^lkn
166 000 Oct. 1907
913.938 Nov. 1907

3.937.500 Nov. 1907

6.963.6001 Aug. 190*1

1 BOO.OOC May 1907
:t03.006 Oct. 1907
280.0T1 Apr. 1906

19.260.322 Sept. 1907
l.(»)6.604|Oct. 1907
283.0001 Oct.

7,-3.'J6.000 Oct.
177.500' Mar,

1,710.000 Oct.
4.600,000, Oct.

150,0001 Oct,
157,500, Oct.
958,789! Aug.

1907
1907

. 1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907

01
.07

.'20

.16

.02)

.60

1.00

.00)

.ooj

.37J

.60

.72

.01

.004

.60

.01*

.01

1.50

1.76

.01

0.10
10.00

.01

.10

.05

.25

.03

.60

.06

1.60

.W

.02

.03

.02

.16

.06

.074

.05

.03

.OIJ
6.00

16.00
.10

.OOJ

.501

.20

3,00
2.00
.20

.60

.06

.26

7.00

.26

.10

.02

.04

.20

2.00
.02

.00)

.16

.06

.33)

.15

.60

.03

.10

.12J

.05

4.00
2.00
.48

.26

.10

.16

.06

.03

.87J

1.76

3.00

.60

.004

.76

1.60
.03

1.00
.04

.03

7.50

.01

.03

.90

Ala. Con..O. A I.,pf.
AlllsChalmera, pf .

.

Amer. Ag. Chem., pf,

.

American Oenient
American Coal
AssiVlAled Oil
liellileliem Steel, pt„
Cambria Hteel
Caribou OIL
Central C. k C, com .

Central C. k C. pf . .

.

Central Oil
Clarem.int OH
Col. ,it H.H.-k. C s I.pf
Consolidated Coal . ..

Consolidation Coal, ..

Cruclhle Steel, pf
Empires. * 1., pf...
Fairmont Coal
Four on
General ciiem. ijom..
General Chem.. pf.. ..

George'8 C'k Coal
Imperial Oil
International salt
Jeff & Cl'f C.kl.ctti
Jeff. & Cl'f. 0. & l..pf
Kern River Oil
Lehigh Coal .% Nav...
Maryland C..al,pf

I

Monon K. Coal, pf. ..

! National Carbon, pf.

.

j

National Lead, com.
National Lead, pf
Nat'l Steel i Wlre,pf.
New Central Coal
New River Coal, pfd.
Pacific Coast Borax .

.

Peerless Oil
Penna. Salt
Peuna. Steel, pfd, ..

Phtla. Gas, com
I Phlln. Gas, pf

[

Pittsburg Coal, pf...
Pocahontas Coll., pf.

.

i
Republic I. & 8., pfd.
SlosB-Sheffleld, com..
Sloss-Sbetaeld, pf....
Standard Oil
Tenn. C. 4 I., com ...

Tenn. C. i I., pf
Texas 4 Pacific Coal.
Union Oil
United MetalsSelllng
U. S. 8te6lCorp..cm.
U. 8. Steel Corp.. pf.
Va. Carollns Ch., pf.
Warwick I. .^- s
Westmorelai'd c^ial.

Ala , .

.

U 8...
U. 8 ..

Pa
Md. ,.

Oal....
Pa
Pa
oal ... .

M()....
Mo....
W. Va.
Cal....
Ohio .

.

Ill

Md. ..

Pa
N.J...
W. Va.
Cal ... .

U. 8...

U. 8...
Md. ..

Cal ... .

Pa'.V. .

.

Pa
Cal....
Pa. . .

.

Md....
Pa
U. 8...

N. y...
N. y. .

.

N. Y.

.

Md . . .

.

W. Va.
Cal....
al....

IPB
Pa
Pa.....
Pa
Pa
w. Va

.

Ill

Ala
Ala...
U. 8...

Tenn ..

Tenn ..

Texas.
Cal ...

.

U. 8.

a. 8.

U. S..

Pa....

13.600,

36.000,

20,(100,

3.1P00,

1.600.

31.000,

I.^.IMKI,

60,000,

100,

6,1'36,

1,876

1,600,

600
7,000,

6,000,

10,360,

26,000,

6,000.

12,000,

600,

12,600,

12,600.

2,600,

1,(X)0,

30,000,

1,600,

1,600
2,000,

17,378,

2,000,

10,000,

4,600,

15.000,

16.000,

6.000,

1,000,

4.000,

3,000,

1,000,

8,000,
' 26.000.

I

28.963.

6.000,
I 32.000,

1.600,

26.000,

10,000,

10,000,

100,000,

22.663,

248,

2,000,

10,000,

5.000.

6(0,000,

360,281.
20.000,1

L.'iOli.i

3.000,1

1.000 24,gs«
1.000 200.000
,000 181.630
,000 '300.000

000 60,000
00031,000,000
,(HJO 160,000

900,000
80,000
61,'360

18,760

60,000
460.000
69,'244

60,000
103,600
260,000
'26,000

1'20,000

300,000
74,103

100,000
22,000

100,000
182,280
15,000
16,000
20,000

346,901

18,860
100,000
46,000

149,064
149,040
26,778

,000

000
,000

,000

.000

,000

,000

,000

000
,000

,000

000
,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,000

,6(;o

,000

,000

,000

,0P0

,000

,0l'0

,000

oot
,000

,000

,000

,000

,029

,00(1

,000

,000

,001

,000

,000

,001

,60(

,001

,00('

.00(

000

60,000
87,617
19,000
92,000
60,000

168,214

679,061

120,000
297,010
16,000

204,169
100.000

67,000
970,000
226,636

2,480
20.000
lOO.OOO
.-.u.ouo

00( 5,083.(W
101 f,fi03.14]

,000 1811,000

,000 H..>,6»1

m. 60,000

iKcnj Par
O^ViM- laaued V.l.

T^^^'"

t9U6.
3.'2iri,

6JU,L

900,1

100
100
100
10
'36

1

100

60
1

100
100
M
1

100
100
100
100
100
100

1

100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
60
100
100
100
100
100 16,845

100 631

Lateat.

Date. Amt.

2«e May
7,Vi'Feb,

183
6H

•279,

360,

2,1'2.',

713
1,384
106

1 ,893

*:'M,
1,188

880,

927
330,

826,

39,

:i'..3iiR,

1,6'.>3,

3,.'.04

2,047,

,10" ilay
,600 June
.'.•.VJ 11. t.

,001) July
..""I O.'l,

.1)011 June
,500 July
,0001 Feb,
406|July
,:HliKi.|,t.

,178 Ian.
.oooijuly

20
100
100
10

350,
2'25,

2,0841,

3911,:

60 H
100 H.'201.

60 N.l"**

60 2,5.W

100 11,434,!

100 460..

10(1 ''.i'**.'

100 i..'.i«'.

100 :i.'2«3..

100 690,-22,

100
100
100
100
100

3
3'.<0,

1,900,1

1,118

4

100 f8 .-.h:),'

100 19:(.760

100 12,540,

1 473
60 8.680,

July
l)r<c.

Aug.
.600 Aug.
,6<Ki May
,4'.'5 N..\.
,6i«i',lune

,'J4.'.'ji,ly

,500' May
.•.0'2 .Kii,
.91.8 li.c.

.661 May

.0110
!
May

.'I'J Nov.

.50(. Aug.

.3'20 May

.IKK)' Clot.

,4'J3lN..v.

.:i3r.iN..v,

.000 k„|,t.

.962jAi.r.

.000 May

.lM'2,li..,-.

IHNfli,.,-.

.01 10! Oct.
!.905 Nov.
,Ol".ll Nov.
,040

.000

.766

.COO

N< v.

June
May
N..V,

,ira Dc.

.

21 Nov.
,8i;',>'i)ct.

,13K Ni.v.

.OOOiOCt,

1906
1»0«
1907

1907
1907
1906
1906
1907

1906
1907

l'J07

I91M
1906
I'.iin

19l>4

1907

l'.«»7

1907

1907
1906
1907
Vim
1904
1906
1906
1906
1906
1906
l'.lll7

l',«J7

1'.KJ7

1906
1'.I1I8

1907
1906
1907
1907
1906
1906
19(17

1907,

1907
1907

1906
1907

1907
1907
1907
1907

1907
1907
1907

1906
1907

1907
1907
1907
i;>07

1906

M.W
1.7f
a.oo

.to
1.26

•"'I
.76

.75

.07

1.60

1.9f

.2*

.01

1.60

1.00

1.60

1.60

3.00
3.00
.01

2.00
1.60

3.00
.30

1.00

6.00

2.M
.la

2.00
4.00
3.60

1.76

1.28

1.76

1.76

.10

1.60

1.00
.14

8.50
3.60
.76

196
1.76

1,60

1.76

l.'JS

1.76

10 00
1.00

9.00
1.60

.60

7..'iO

.60

1.76

3.00
.30

9.60

Canada, Mexico, Central and South America.

Name ot Company and
Location.

. .. Shares. Dividends,
Author-

Ized Par ,„ ,
Latest,

Capital. Issued. Val. T^""' '«
Date. Date. Amt.

Amistad y Conc'rdla. Mex . .

,

Batopllas Mex . .

,

Buffalo. (• Ont...,
Butters' 8alvad..r. g.. Salv .,

Conlsgas (Cobalt) Ont. .,

Consolidated M fc 8.. B. C.
Coplapo, c ohUe.
Crow's Ne«t Pass B. 0. ..

Dominion Coal. com. N. 8..,

Domlnl'.n Coal. pt. .. N. 8..
Dne Estrellas g. s. . .. Mex .,

El Oro.g. s Mex .

Esperanza. s. g Mex .

.

F- ster Cobalt. 8 Ont
Granby Con B.C..
Greene Con. Copper. . Mex .

.

Greene Con. Gold Mex .

.

GreenGold-Sllv'r.pfd Mex ..

Guanajuato Mex..
Guggenheim Expl Mex.,
Kerr Lake, s Oi, .

LeRol No. 2, g H
McKln|oy.D&rrngb,s. m
Mexican Coal Jfe Coke Mei

,

Mex. Con. M. * 8. O. Mex. .,

Mines Co, of Am Hex..
N. y. k Hond. Ro<>,,..0. A..,
NIplssIng, 8 Ont..
North Star.
N. S. St. k Coal. com.
N. 8. St. t Coal. pf...

B. C.
». 8..

N. 8..

Penolee* Mex .

.

Platanlllo Mex.

.

I

Beco, g, B.I B. C.

.

I

Sliver Queen. 8 Ont..
Slocan Star B.C..
St. Eugene Oon B. 0.

.

Tezultlan Copper Mex .

nit Cove, c N. F.

.

i
Tretheway. b Ont..

.

Tyee, c B. C,

.

M80,000
9,1X)0.000

1,000,000
760,000

1,000,0001,

6,500,000
1,126,000
3,600,000
16,000,000
3,000,000
160,000

6,760,0001,
2,275,000
l,0O0,O0('l,

16,000.000

8.640.000
6.000.000
3.000.000
3.000.000

17.fl00.000

'"1,000

-.000
- "..0002,

6.000,000

9.600,000
9.000.0009,
1.600.000
6.000.000 1,

1.600,0001,
6.0OO.0O0

1.030.000
260.(00.

600.000
1.000.000
1.6O0.00O1,

600,000
3,600,0003,

1.000,000
1,000,000
1,000,0001,
940,000

9,600 60
44i'.,268 20
900,000, 1(0
150,000, 6
000,000 1

48,338 100
112,500 10
140,000 26
160,000 IOO
30,000 100
3,000 60

080,000 6
455,000 6
000.000 1

136.000 100
864.000 10
600.000 10
300.000 10
640.000 6
106.000 100
600.000: 6

120,000 26
,000.000 1

60,000 100
340.000 10
ooo.oool 1

160.000 10
200.000 6
300.000 1

49.876 100
10.300: 100
2.600 100

20e.»89
968,000
,600,0(0

600,000 1

,209,000 I

10,000 IOO
89,000 9

000,000 1

180,000 6

t268.064 Jan.
t 5S.~X4 Dec.
135.000 Oct.
600.000 Apr.
20.000 Julv

714.946 Aug.
3.000.900 Oct.
3.018.648 July
2.410,000 Oct.

1525.000 Aug.
I.0'20.6A6 July
3,8'2.1,200 July
6.721.649 July

60,000 Jan.
2,968.iVJ0 Sept.
i'..13T,h-iio Mar.
300,000 July
I'iO.Ooo Mar,
74,260 Oct.

3,697,.'>00 Oct.
:)90,000 Oct.
716,400 Feb,
100,000 Mar.
600.000 Dec.
600.000 Aug

2,866.000 Nov.
2.3.-.2.000 N..V.

l.;)'JO.()Oll Oct.

351.0011 Dec.
l.oi;i.iv4-> Oct.

417,LW Oct,
8,263.376 Aug.

6,580 Sept.
827.082 Apr.
120.000 Jan.
676,000 Dec,
402,130 Oct.

Oct.
21,360 Jan.
80,000 Mar.

136,800 Dec.

1906
1907
1907
1905
1907

1907
1904

VM~
1907
1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1907
1906
1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907
1906
1907
1907
1907
1907

1904
1907
1907
1907
1906
1906
1907
1904
1906
1907
1906
907

1904

SLTI
.12J
,08

.26

.02

3.60
1.304

.62]
1.00
3.00

13.66
.37

1.39
.06

3.00

.40

.30

.40

.07J
3.60
.16

.94

.09

3.00
.60

.09

.10

.16

1.00
1.60

2.00
30.00

.001

.03

.06

.06

.01

3.00
.4*

.04

.M

Prevloug to consolidation $1.436.250 were divided. 'Amalgamated. 'Mexican Currency. tSlnce reorganization. tSlnce Augu»t. 1905.
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THE MINING INDEX.

December 7, 1907.

The editors of this paper read all the important publications of the world that relate to mining and the treatment of min-

erals. This index is published as a reference for all interested and to make it impossible for readers of the Engineering and

Mining Journal to miss any important article published anywhere.

We will undertake to furnish a copy of any article (if'in print) in the original language, for the pr.ce quoted. Where

no price is quoted the cost is unknown. These papers are not kept in stock, but must be ordered from the publisher; hence

there will be some delay for foreign papers.

No accounts can be opened for these small amounts, but remittance must be sent with order. For the convenience ot

those making smpll but frequent remittances, coupons are furnished at the following prices: 20 cents each, six for $1.00

thirty-three for $5.00 and one hundred for $15.00. This arrangement will be especially appreciated by foreign readers and

men in distant mining camps. Where remittances are made in even dollars we will return the excess over an order m

coupons upon request.

AMMONIUM SULPHATE
4811—MONI) PKOCKSS—By-product Re-

covery Gns Producer Plants. H. A. Hum-
phrey. (Cnsslor'8 Mag.. Nov.. liio" ; 12 pp.l

The Mond process of recovering sulphate of

ammonia from the waste products of gas pro-

ducer plants Is the subject of this article.

60c.

ARSENIC
4812—AUSTRIA—leber die Arsener/.lag-

erstiitten von Reichensteln. O. WlenecUe.
(Zelt. f. pnik. Geol., Sept., 1907: 1 V2 PP)
Hescrlptions ot the leading geological fea-

tures of the arsenic ore deposits of Reichen-
steln In the provlDCe of Breslau, Germany.
40c.

4S13—SMELTING WORKS—The Deloro
Mining and Reduction Company. (Can. Min.
Journ.. Nov. 15, 1907: 5M; PP- 1 Reviews the
history of the early life of this smelting com-
pany "and its recent reorganization to smelt
the compleii arsenical silver ores of Cobalt.

The equipment and capabilities of the new
plant are fully outlined. 20c.

ASBESTOS
4814—QUEBEC—The Asbestos Industry

of Quebec. Ralph Stolies. iMin. Wid., Oct.
19 and Nov. 2. 1907 ; 5 pp.) Comments on
the extent and character of the asbestos de
posits of the Thettord, Black Lake and East
Broughton districts, and gives brief notes on
amounts of mineral extracted and economic
features of mining. 40c.

ASPHALT
4815—GII.SONITE AND COAL In Uinta

County, Utah. (Eng. and Min. Journ,, Nov.
16, 1007: 1 p.) Notes on occurrence of these

mineral substances in Utah, giving informa-
tion as to present and future means of trans-

portation, the production and consumption of

these substances, and the available coal re-

sources of the State. 2nc.

BARYTES
4S16—NOV.\ SCOTI.V— Barytes Deposits

at Five Islands. Nova Scotia. W. Spencer
Hutchinson. (Eng. and Min. .lourn., Nov. 2.

1907: I'-t pp.) Notes on the geological char-
acteristics of these deposits, their early his

tory. the development accomplished, quality

of the product and plans for future exploita-

tion. 20c.

CEMENT

4817—INDIANA— A Plant for Making
White Portland Cement and Using Producer
Gas for Fuel. (Eng. News, Nov. 7, 1907;
2 pp.1 The .\rt Portland Cement Company
of Klmmell. Indiana, is notable on account
of the white character of Its product and
because it uses producer gas as a fuel In

burning clinker. The general layout and
operations of the plant are summarized. 20c.

4818—MANUFACTURE of Portland Ce-
ment. Richard K. Meade. (Ores and Metals,
Nov. 5, 1907: 2hi pp.) ClasslHes the raw
materials used In cement manufacture, dis-

cusses their compositions and relations to

each other In the flnished product, and con-
siders the principles which have bearing on
the selection and blending of the raw ma-
terial. 20c.

CLAY
4<*l(i AX.M-VSIS — .\n Examination of

the Residue Left after Volatilization of the

Separated Silica with Hydrofluoric and Sul-

phuric Acids. W. R. Bloor. (.Tourn. Am.
rhem. Soc. Nov.. 1907: .? pp.) Investigates

the character of the residue from the hydro-

floorlc and sulphuric acid treatment to vo-

latilize silica In a clay analysis, and con-

tirms, in general, the fact that silica thus
determined is contaminated in some degree

by the main constituents of the original

clay. 60c.

4.S20—NORTH DAKOTA—The Clays of

North Dakota. C. H. Clapp. (Econ. Geol.,

Sept. -Oct., 1007: 14 pp.) Reviews the va-

rious occurrences of clay in this State and
discusses their economic importance as re-

gards fusibility, plasticity and general adap-

tability to industrial purposes. 60c.

COAL AND COKE
4S21—CALORIMETRY — The Constants

and Variables of the Parr Calorimeter. S. W.
Parr. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Nov.. 1907 :

l(j>i pp.1 A very thorough inquiry iuto the

effect of various reagents which are used to

burn the coal in this type of calorimeter, also

the use ot intensifiers in producing complete
combustion ; also discusses the reliability of

all constants which are used In calorimetrl-

cal work. GOc.

4822—COAL HANDLING—Hamilton Stor-

age Machine and Car Loader. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Nov. 16, 1907: 1 p.) Notes on

the construction and use of a storage ma-
chine and a pit car loader which are in-

tended respectively to withdraw and put in

coal and coke from storage and to load

freshly broken down coal into mine cars with-

out requiring manual labor. 20c.

4S2;!—COAL MINING—Ein Neuer Keilap-

narat und die mit ihm erzielten Versucber-

gelmisse. (Gluckauf, Oct. 26, 1907: 3 pp.)

Shows by several illustrations the construc-

tion of a new form of wedge adapted to

breaking down coal, describes the method of

using it and gives the operating costs and
tffieiency as determined by several working
tests. 40c.

4814 -COKE STATISTICS—The Manufac-
ture of Coke in 1906. E. W. Parker. (Ad-

vance Chapter from Mineral Resources of

the U. S., Calendar Year 1906: 58 pp.) Stat-

istics of production of coke during 1906 by

States and districts, with notes on present

conditions and prospective future develop-

ments.
4825_COKING PLANT—A Battery of

P.elEian Type Coke Ovens. (Iron Tr. Rev.,

Nov 14, 1907 : 7 pp.) Describes the construc-

tion of the modified types of Belgian coking

ovens which are to be used on a large scale

near New Salem. Penn. : also describes the

levelinK, drawing and quenching devices, the

general layout ami equipment of the plant,

the surtac'e works of the coal mine and the

methods of handling the products. 20c.

4S2(i—FUEL TESTING — Experimental
Work Conducted in the Chemical Laboratory

of the U. S. Fuel Testing Plant at St. Louis,

Mo. ,Tan. 1, 1905. to July 31. 1906. N. W.
Lord. (U. S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. No. 323,

1907 : 49 pp.) .\ record of the investigations

carried out at the government testing labora-

tory. The principal subjects reported on are

methods of determining moisture In coal,

changes in moisture content and causes, spe-

cific gravitv of coals, adaptabilhy of coal to

washing, aiid the question of volatile matter

in fuels.

4827 ITALY—Ueber die fossilon lirenn-

materlallen Itallens und die Braunkohlen-
werke Rlbolla und Casteani In de Provlnz

Grosseto. K. Stegl. (Oest. Zelt. f. B. H..

Oct. 19. 20 and Nov. 2, 1907: 10% PP-)

Reviews the coal measures of Italy and de-

scribes in particular the lignite deposits of

Rlbolla and Casteani in the province of

Grosseto. Shows by many statistics the

present status of the Italian coal Industry In

regard to output, exports, consumption, im-

ports etc. Also deals with the geological

features of the lignite deposits of tJie Grand
Duchv of Toscana. >*0c.

4828—LOW-GUADE FUEL—Steam Pro-

duction from the Cheaper Grades of Anthra-

cite. Wm. D. Entiis. (Eng. Mag., Nov., 190
ij

9 pp.) Concluding discussion on this sub-

ject, this instalment dealing with the mechan-

ical problems of air supply, grate and heat-

ing areas and surfaces, stoking, draft and

the bearing which these factors has upon

the economical use of low-grade anthracite

coal under the boiler. 40c.

4829-MINE GASES and Methods of Pre-

venting Explosions. H. B. Gray. (Eng. and

Min. .Tourn., Oct. 26, 1907: 2% pp.) ^
Sums

up the present state of our knowledge ot

mine gases, both explosive and inexploslve,

where and how produced, where generated,

general characteristics and methods of avoid-

ing accidents from them. 20c.

4830—MINE SUBSIDENCE^-Von dem
Niedergehcn des Gebirges beim Kohlenberg-

bau und den damit zusammenUaugen Boden-

und Gebiiudesenkungen. R. Hausse. (^eit. I.

B H. u. S.. Band 55, 3 Heft, 1907: 122 pp.)

A very thorough study into mine subsidence

in coal mines, considering the character of

formations as affecting stability of the work-

ings, the movements of floors, roots, hanging

and foot walls, the effects of the subsidence

on surface buildings and possible prevention

of the sinkng.

4831—MONTANA—Montana's Great Coal-

fields and Its Collieries F-,W. Parsons

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 23, 190i ,
3%

nn.) Mentions the present coal resources of

this State and the effect of a recent severe

coal famine. Describes the effect of recent

legislation upon coal mining, and discusses

the economics of coal mjning in the North-

west. 20c.

4832-NORTHWEST FUEL SITUATION.
F W Parsons. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Nov.
"' 1907- 21/2 pp.) .\nalyzes present condi-

tions throughout the Northwest in reference

to the distribution of fuel to consuming cen-

ters and shows how the enormous growth of

the beet sugar and cement industries has di-

verted a considerable number ot cars from

coal hauling. The labor situation is also de-

scribed. 'JOc.

4833—POWER G'AS from Bituminous

Coal. E. A. Harvey. ( Cassier's Mag., Nov
1907- 11 pp.1 Shows that bituminous coal

Is" economical and successful in gas produc-

ers and gives specific information as to plants

where it Is in use. 60c.

48.-?4—SOUTHERN COAL PROIJUCTION.
Problems m. (Mtrs. Rec, Oct. 24, 190i:

"pp.) Some of the leading Southern coal

operators discuss the present conditions

which bear upon the mining, transportation

and marketing of coal in ,.«°"'.'>?™^ "'"'''»

where scarcity of labor is the chief obstacle

to progress. 20c.

4835—WEST VIRGINIA—Coal Mining in

Southern West Virginia F W Parsons

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 9. 190 1 , 4 pp.)

A general survey of coal mining practice In

several fields of "southwestern Virginia where

most ot the beds are flat and are worked by

simple methods. Labor conditions and qual-

ity of the coal receive brief attention. 20c.

483(5 WYOMING—The Coal-mining Situa-

tion in Northern Wyoming. FW Parsons.

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. IG, lOOi , 5M:

DP ) Review of the coal mining industry In

this State with descriptions of mines m sev-

eral important centers, their eqmpinent,

method of exploitation, methods ot handling

the coal and the general situation as re-

gards labor and transportation. 20c.

COPPER

4837—ANALYTICAL METHOD —Short
Electrolytic Copper Detcjrmination. P. G.

Spilsburv. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Oct. -b.
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r.iOi
: IVj pp. I (Uvea the results ut un IS

Qiouths" lost ut Ibe Guess mptliuU of deter-
mliilnj; copper electrolyikully. the use of an
oil suliiilon In the assay ullowlim high eur-
rent density and sborteulni; the time of depo-
sition. L'He.

483S- AKIZONA—Couper In Northern Ari-
zona. U. B. Hrlnsmade. (Ens. and Mln.
Journ.. Nov. I'a, U107 ; M p.i Information
as to the nature of the orehodles on the
Kalbob plateau of Arizona and the mining
operations whleh arc now going on. 2Uc.

•483!) -UKITlSll COl.r.MUIA—Some Ore
Deposits of Simllkanieen District, H. I". Ar
thur Uikes. iMln. Wld., Nov. It!, 1!)07 ;

1',..

pp. I Notes on the chief geological features
of this district and their relations to copper
ore deposits. 20c.

4840—CAI.ll-DHNI.V—The Copper licit of
California— I. Ilerhert l.aiig. (Kng. and
Mln. Journ., Nov. 10, ISHiT : 4^ pp.) A
review of all perllneiu and available In-
formation eoucenihig the Foothill upper belt
of California, taking up such points as gen-
eral topography and climate, nuyins of trans-
portation, gen.Tal geology of the region, and
relations of views, dikes and "markers" to
the orebodles. (To be continued.) 20c.

4841—CALII'DUNIA— 'ITie Copper Belt of
California— II. Herbert Lang. I ICng. and
Mln. .lourn., Nov. i;3, I'.iO" ; 4 pp. i This
siHond paper di'als with value of the typical
copper belt ores, their precious uieuil content
and outlines the early and unsuccessful at-
tempts at smelling with reasons lor failure.
20c.

4842—ELECTHOLYTIC REFINING of Im-
pure Copper. J. \V. Richards. (Electrochem.
and Met. Ind., Nov., 1!)07; 4 pp.) Solves
many problems connected with energy re-
quirements, voltage drops, rise of tempera-
ture of electrolyte, loss of energy In con-
tacts and In conductors, and similar prob-
lems met with in the process of reOnlng pure
copper electrolytically. 40c.

4843—GENESIS OK ORES—Precipitation
of Copper from Chloride Solutions by Means
of Ferrous Chloride. G. Fernekes. " (Econ.
Geol., Sept.-Oet., 190T ; 4 pp.) Short ac
count of an attempt to use ferrous chloride
as a precipitant of metallic copper from solu-
tions, with a view to applying the facts thus
obtained to the genesis of the copper deposits
of the Lake Superior region. 60c.

4844- LEACHING METHOD—An Im-
proved Method of Separating Copper. .Tohn
.\. Haralson. (Mln. Wld., Nov. 9, 1907; 1 '4
pp.1 Describes the patent specifications and
claims of a process of leaching metals and
particularly copper from ores, the leaching
solution being regenerated and used again.
20c.

4845—MEXICO—The Mines of Cananea.
Sonora. (Min. Wld.. Oct. 2(i, 1907: 2 pp.)
Short descriptions of the mines of this dis-
trict, their commercial Importance and pres-
ent state of development, also an outline of
present Industrial activity. 40c.

484i;—MONTANA—Copper Deposits in the
Belt Formation In Montana. M. Collen.
(Econ. Geol., Sept.-Oct., 1907: a% pp.)
Short note on the outcrops and more Im-
portant formations in this copper belt de-
scribing simply their extent and situation.
60c.

4S47—NEVADA—The Steptoe Valley Mill
and Smelter. W. R. Ingalls. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ.. Nov. 2, 1907 : .fVj pp.) Describes
the proposed systems of mining, milling and
smelting to be used by the Steptoe Valley S.
& .M. Co., the eiiulpment to be installed and
Its arrangement. Comparisons of this plant
with those at Bingham and Garfield, Utah,
are given. 20c.

4K4S NORTH CAROLINA—The Union
Copper Mines of North Carolina. F. C.
Nicholas. (Mln. Wld., Nov. 16. 1907: IVi
pp.) An account of the early vicissitudes of
this copper mine where much trouble was
experienced in obtaining a satisfactory plan
of concentration. ("Ill concentration Is now
being tried. 20c.

4S49 -OREGON—Copper Activity In the
Oregon Belt. < Pac. Miner. Oct.. 1907; Vi
p.) Brief notes from a correspondent's letter
showing the present extent of mining develop-
ment In several localities In the copper belt of
Oregon. 20c.

4850—PYRITIC SMELTING — Resnltatc
des Pyritschmelzens am Mount Lyell. Tasma-
nlen. (Oest. Zelt. f. B. u. 11., Oct. 26, 1907:
1 p.) Gives a summary of the results of
the pyrltlc smelting operations of the Mount
Lyell Company of New South Wales, show-
ing the i»reparatlon of the products and the
amounts of material secured from the smelt-
ing and subsefjuent refining operations. 40c.

4851—QUEENSLAND— Cloncurrv Copper
Mining District. I,. C. Ball. (Que"ens. Gov.
Min. Toum.. Sept.. 1007: 1 1 u, pp.) Con-
tinuation of lengthy report on the above dis
trlct. which has been previously mentioned
In this Index. 60c.

4852 SMlM.iiNO PKACTICE—Notes on
Copper X. .\. II. Sexton. (Mecbnn. Engr.,
Nov. 9, 1907: 4 pp.) Coiitluuallou of this
article of which the presenl Instalment con-
cerns itself with the operations carried out
In bessemerlzhig copper matle. 20c.
4s5:t UTAH—Some of the .Mines of Tlntlc

IHstrlcl. W. C. Uigglns. (S. L. Mln. Rev.,
.Nov. 15, 1907; 3 pp.) Enumerates the vari-
ous producing mines In the Tlntlc copper
district wlih short comments on their physl
cal and tinanclal condition and prospects
of future activities. 20c-

FLUORSPAR
4854— KENTUCKY- I'luornpar Deposits of

Kentucky, with Noles on the Production,
Mining and Technology of the .Mlni'ral In
the C. S. .\lso Some Data (Auicernhig
Barlte Denoslts. F. J. Fobs. I Ky. Geol.
Surv., Bull. No. 9, 1907: 51 pp.) An ab
straet of a bulletin on the above subject
soon to be published. The abstract com
prises statistics and general reviews of
proiluctlon. lists of mines, notes on prices,
special separating processes used In pre
paring lluornpiir. etc.

GOLD AND SILVER
4855—ASSAYING—Experiments Id Fire

Assaying at the Rejang Ix'bong Aline,
Sumatra. G. B. Hogeuraad. (Journ. Chcm.,
.Met. and Mln. Soc. of South -Vfrlca, Sept..
1907 : 5 pp. I Discusses the experiments made
in atlemupiing to obtain consitent values In
gold and sliver assays by varying the amounts
of the various llu.\es used In the chaige. tiOc.

485G—AUSTRALIA—The Mt. Morgan
Mine. (Min. and Sd. Press, Oct. 2(i, 1907;
1

-J pp.) Short account of the disco .ery and
eerly exploltr.tlon of this m^n.! with n de-
tailed description of the present equlpnuut
and mlnlu;; methods. 20c.

4857—BHITISH COLUMl!l.\ -Portland
Canal Mining and Development Oompanv,
1-lmUed. (Hrlt. Col. Mln. Rec. Sept., ]90t ;

U'-i pp.) General notes on the various placer
prospects In this district. 20c.

4S5S—CALIFORNIA—.\n Important Gold
District Near Redding. (Min. Wealth. Oct.
1, 1907: Si.j pp.) Gives a review of the
operations now going on in this mining dis-
trict of Shasta county, together with a few
facts as to the characteristics ot the regloii.
20c.

4859—COLOMBIA—Gold Mining in Co
lomhla. Juan de la C. Posada. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., Nov. 2, 1007: 1 p.) Contahis
some general notes on the characteristic
methods of working gold ores in this country,
showing how inexperience and wasteful ineth
ods have resulted In considerable losses. The
dlfflcultles of establishing a modern plant are
((.escribed. 20c.

4S(iO—COLORADO—Mines of Pitkin and
Vicinity. Colorado. (Min. Rep.. Nov. 7, 1907:
IMi pp. I Tbls district has been a producer
of high grade ore for some time. The ex
tent of operations of the principal producers
in this district Is briefly described. 20c,

4861—COSTA RH-A—Geology and Devel-
opment of Aguacate Mines, Costa Rica. R.
A. Crespl. (Mln. Wld., Nov. 9, 1907: 1 i-i

pp.1 Gives statements as to present con"
ditlons in this country as regards labor,
climate, water power arid timber, also some-
what more extensive information as to
geological conditions and mining development.
20c.

4802—CYANIDATION—Recent Advance In
Cynnidation in Mexico. J. L. Mennell. (.Min.
Wld., Oct. 20, 1907: li-i pp.) Review of the
advances In the art of cyanide extraction re-
cently attained in tills country, giving short
notes on some of the modern Installations.
20c.

4863—CYANIDATION—Steps in Cyanlda-
tlon. Philip Argall. (Proc. Colo. Sci. Soc.
Nov.. 1907: 24it. pp.) A historical outline
of the discovery of cyanogen compounds and
their application to the extraction of gold,
the origin and growth of this art and the Im-
provements which have recently been made
in proces.ses and apparatus for cyanide ex-
traction.

4864—CYANIDE PROCESS at the Port-
land (Colo.) Mill. R. Cbauvenet. (Mln.
Rep., Oct. 24 and 31, 1907: 41 pp.)
Notes on the development of the present
method of treating old mill tailings at Crip-
ple Creek by cyanlding and the equipment
and -operations cf the plant. 40c.

486.-,—CYANIDE TESTS—Notes on Pre-
liminary Cyanide Work. H. F. A. Rlebllng.
(Western (^hem. and Met.. Oct.. 1907: 4
pp.) Description of metho(ls generally
adopted In preliminary work on ores to de-
termine their suitability for extraction by
cyanide. 60c.

4S(;r—DREDGING Beach Gravel Deposits
Near Nome. J. P. Hutchlns. (Eng. and Mln.
Journ., Nov. 23. 1907: 6 pp. 1 Traces the

bUtory of early and unsuccessful attempt!
to handle Nome beach gravel by mechuulcul
means 'and describes present operullug meth-
ods and appliances which have to handle un-
equally frozen ground froiu beds of three
beach levels. 20c.

4hU7—HYDRAULIC .MINING In Callfor
nlu. Al. H. Martin. (Mln. Wld., Nov. 2,
1907; >ij p.) Khurt minllun of the prin-
cipal hydraulic mines of this State their
location and scope of operations. 20c.

48U8 IDAHO—The Elk City Mining Dl»-
trlct, Idaho. G. A. Collins. (N. W. Mln.
Journ.. Nov.. 1907; 1 p.) A few notes on
the i-xlent of mining activity in this gold
district. 20c.

4869 .MEXIiHi .Mining and Milling Id
Guanajuato. (.Mln. Wld., Oct. 20, 1907;
4 Vj PP ) Points out the revival of mining
operations In tbls district due to the aiiplf
cation of cyanldlug and gives brief outlines
of the operations performed at some of the
mines and mills. 40c.

4870—MILLLNG PRACTICE at El Oro
Mine, Mexico. E. Burt. (Mln. Wld.. Oct.,
26, 1907: 4 pp.) Notes on the geni'rai char-
acter of the concentrating processes In use
at this mine with details of the san<l an<l
sllme treatment and descriptions of the ma
cblues used therein. 20c.

4871 MILLING PRACTICE—The Desert
Mill. A. It. Parsons. i.Mln. and Scl. Press,
Oct. 19. 1907; 6 pp.) Very thorough descrip-
tion of the equipment of this 100-stamp
mill designed to work on ores from Tonopab,
Nevada, and an outline of the process to he
used in the concentration. 20c.

4872-NEW ZEALAND—Walhl Gold Min-
ing Company, Limited. (Mln. Journ.. Oct.
26, 1907 : 3 pp.) Lengthy description of the
concentration and power plants of this mine
which has the largest gas engine InstallatloD
In New Zealand. 20c.

4873—RUSSIA-Mlning in Russia. I Mln.
Journ., Oct. 20, 1007: '-,, p.) Short note on
the territory of European and .\slatlc Russia
In which gold mining is forbidden to foreign
enterprise and extracts from the existing
laws wherein the prohibition is made. 20c.

4874—SLIMES TREATMENT—The Utili-

zation of Waste Heat in .Slimes Settlement.
A. Salklnson. (Journ.. Chem., Met. and Mln.
Soc. of South Africa, Sept., 1907: 3',.^ pp.)
Discussion by II. A. White, E. J. I.aschlnget
and J. Lea of the above paper, dejiUng witb
those factors which are of greatest Import-
ance In causing the settlement of slimes
from solutions under the Induence of waste
heat. 60c.

4875—TUBE MILL PRACTICE—Notes on
Some Recent Improvements In Tube .Mill

Practice. K. L. Graham. (Journ. Chem.,
Met. and Mln. Soc. of South Africa. Sept.,
1907: 2'A pp.l Discussion by R. G. Bevlng-
ton of the above paper which was previously
mentioned In this Index, together with the
author's reply. 40c.

GRAPHITE

4876—PRODUCTION of Graphite In 1906.
G. O. Smith. (Advance Chapter from Min-
eral Resources of the U. S., Calendar Year
1906: 7 pp.) Short notes on the occurrence,
uses, production, consumption and imports
of graphite.

IRON AND STEEL .

4877-BLAST FURNACE GASES—The
Blast Furnace as a Center of Power Produc-
tion. H. H. Thwalte. (Cassier's Mag., Nov..

1907: 17'.. pp.l Points out the very great
industrial "and economic advantages which
would result from a concentration of Iron

furnaces near manufacturing centers so that
surplus energy from blast furnace gas may
be pooled and subsequently distributed In

electrical form as required. 60c.

4S78- BLAST FURNACE LINING— Der
experlmentelle Nachwels der Schachtzer-
storung Im Ilochofen durch ausgeschledenen
Kohlenstoir. It. Osann. (SLahl u. Elsen,
Nov. 6, 1907: 2 pp.l Interesting description

of a set of experiments showing the pernici-

ous effect of separated carbon upon the re-

fractory lining of the Iron blast furnace.
40c.

4879—CARBON IN CAST IRON— In-

fluence of Carbon on Cast Iron. (Foun-
dry. Nov.. 1907: 1 p.) A summary of the
report by a ("'amegle scholar who made a
determination of the temperatures at which
carbides are decomposed and whether the
recalescent point ha<i any Influence upon this

decomposition. 20c.

488()_CAST IRON—The Solidlflcatlon of

Cast Iron. E. L. Rhead. (Foundry. Nov.,
1907; 2 pp.) Considers the behavior of cast
iron during cooling and the properties of

crystallized bodies. The changes which
occur In the structure after It has reached
the solid state and the effects of rontractlOD
are discussed. 20c.
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4tiSl—CASTlX0S—Converter vs. Small
Open liiMirth. W. XI. Ciiir. ( Koiimlry, Nov.,

11IU7 ; 1 1>.) A fonsliliTntion of tlie reltitlvc

advHiHKgi'.s niid (Usiulviintiiins o( the^»e two
lirui'OSHCs Uir the mnnntiKtvirc of snuill steel

eiistlOKS. In tills lusialmeni the losses In

llie converter, lieiit of the open-hearth furnnee,

nnd the Inlliienee of the raw luiiterlals on
the choice of the process are discussed. 20c.

4SS.1;-ni-uLA . fiiAU(;iN« machine.
(Iron Tr. Uev.. Nov. 7. 1007; 1 p.) lUus-

tratis and de.-icrlhes the leading features of

this I'.evhe which Is adapted to tilt the entire

contciiis of n eharcUiK car directly into the
cupola furnace. 2oc.

4S.s;i -CCI'dl.A riJACTICK — Foundry
Cupola and Iron Mixtures. W. J. Keep.
(I'roe. A. S. M. K.. Nov.. 1007; 1(i pp.) A
liirge collection of iinictical points concern-

ing the const ructliHi. maintenance, repairing

and opt ration of a cupola furnace; also for

calcu.ating charges.

-l.ssi I'KsrLI'lirUIZING — Beltrag zur
Kr.tsihewelluug des KIsens Im KJelllnschen
InduMlonsofen. A. Schmid. (Stahl u. Eiseu,

Nov. 1;. 1007; ".'^i; pp.) (lives several definite

Instances of the" success of the Kjellln In-

duction furnace in desulphurizing pig iron

and steel, giving anal.vses of products hefore
and after tlie melting and commenting liriefly

on the conditions attending the tests. 40c.

-l^.s.-H KI.KCTltlC FCKNACKS— Uer elek-

trlsclie Induktiousufen nach deni System
Kiicliling Kodenhauser. 11. Wedding. (Stahl
u. i:is-.i. Nov. 0, 1007: 8 pp.1 lieals very
thoroughlv with the principles of the Uiich-

llng-Kodenhauser Induction furnace. Its con-
struct,on, operation. Installation, ejpaeity.
offlclencv ana the quality of steel turned out
by It. "lOc.

4N>.i'.- KLECTUIC SMI'U.TINU—Hie elek-

Irische llerstellung von Elsen nach der
.Meihcde der Akiii ngesollschaft "Elektro-
metall." Vo;i Uergsaiaun. ((Jliickauf, Oct.
J6, l'.'(i7; '- pp.1 'Ihc process and furnace
used In the production of Iron hy eieclrical

means as carried our Ity the "Eiectrometall"
company are <lescril ed. Figures as to eo;il

and [lower consumption, analyses of product
and escaping gases arc given. 40c.

4SS7—KLECTKIC SMEl-TING — The
lllcrth Electric Furnace. (Min. ,Iourn., (Jet.

2G. IO117 ; '_ p.) Short noti' on the cost
and the possibilities of smelting the low-
grade titiiniferous Iron ores of Norway hy
the process tf the Inventor who uses a special
furnace, electric power generated from water-
tails and graphite In place of coke. 20c.

4SS,S—EXCAVATING OKE—An E.':cava-

tor and Conveyer I'rohlem with p-ive Solu-
tions. \V. Barnes. (Industrial Mag., >iov.,

1007; S pp.1 (Juarrying hematite ore In

Eng.and In some tjuarrles is dtme with the
restriction that the overburden must be re-

placed after the ore Is won. and the ground
left In Its original condition. The various
methods adopted to aeeompllsli this end and
the kinds of apparatus used are the subjects
of this article. 4(ic.

48S0—ForNDING — Specllications for
Iron and Fuel, and Method of Testing Foun-
dry nutput. It. Moldenke. ( Proc. .\. S. M.
E., Nov.. ]!'07; (5 pp.) Shows the necessity
of purchasing fuel and raw material for
foTindIng work of specKication and the econo-
mies resulting thereby. Gives a statement
of the methods used In testing foundry pro-
ducts, but, no details, as to the carrying out
of these procedures.

4Kni)- FOI'NDING PRACTIfTE—Melting
Iron fer Foundry Purposes. E. I,. Khead.
(Mechan. Engr.. Nov. 2. 1007; 2)/, pp.)
Points cut the bad effect of tuyere obstruc-
tions and the possibilities of hot blast. The
preparation of the cupola, making the bottom,
charging, the elTi-cl of mrdsture In the blast
and the use and effect of coke and fluxes
are flealt with. (To be continued.) 2()c.

4.S01—FOI'NIiUV— Feber Aufbereltung und
Befrtrderung des Formsandes In den Gles-
serelen. .1. Kraus. 1 Stahl u. ICIsen. (Jet.

16 and 2,'i. 1007; 12'i pp. 1 Brief considera
tlon of some principles regarding the selec-
tion and use of sand In the fountlry, followed
by extended descriptions of modern machines
used In the preparation of molding sand for
use. Deals also with the aptillances and
systems for elevating, conveying, storing,
mlx4ng and handling the sand after Its pre-
liminary preparation. To be continued.
«0c.

4S02—FRANCE—Die franzilslsehe Elsen
Industrie. II. Konrad. (Elsen Zelt. ; Nov. 2,

1007; 1 p.) Reviews the commercial aspects
of the French Iron Industry with reference
to the consolldatbms which have recently tak-
en place and spo-ulates upipn the possibility
of similar International combinations so as
to maintain Industrial stability. (To be
continued.) 20c.

4.S1I,')—FRANCE— Etude sur Flndustrle du
Fer dans le Nord des Ardenne4 Francalses.
P. Dunnlme. (Ann. des Mines. T. XII. 1007;

111.! pp.) .\ Study of the industrial condi-

tions In the lion and steel industry in the
province of Ardenne. showing number and
location of works, scope of tlielr operations,
character of output, source and distribution
of raw and llnished material, etc.

4,S04—FCKNACE ACCUKTIONS — Zur
Krage der Eutstehung vou Bodensauen und
(Jrapl)itansaniiulungen in Hochofengestellen.
B. Osann. 1 Stahl u. Elsen, Oct. 10 and 2:i,

1907; 12 pp.) The author ini|ulrcs Into the
character and cause of formation of sows
and graphitic acci-etlons In Iron blast furn-
aces. GOc.

480,1 -GEUMANY Das neue Thomasstahl-
week des .\acheuer Ililtten-Aktien-Verelns
In Hot he Krde. (Stahl u. Elsen, Oct, 23.

1007; 41., pp.1 Describes the operations and
e(|ulpment of the basic open-hearth depart
inent of (he Aachen smelting company, and
shows the scale on which the undertaking
Is carrit'd out. 40c.

4S0(;—HIGH SPEED STEEL-Actual Re-
sults wltli Highspeed Sleel. Fred II. Colvin.
(Am. Ma.-hinlst. Nov. 7, 10li7; 1 '.j pp.) A
summary of the information gained from
several "shops using special steels, showing
present practice in annealing, handling, the
advantages of low carlion steel and whether
high speed steels actually pay. 2iic.

4.S07—IIISTOUY OF SMELTING—Das
Elsenhiittenwesen iin Altertum. F. Freise.

(Stahl u. Eisen, Nov. (!, 1007; (! pp.) Traces
the evolution and progress of iron smelting
in anciiMil Roman times, giving notes on the
sources of raw malerial. the location of the
smelting works, nnd illustrations of ancient
furnaces. (To he* cunlinued.) 40e.

4S0.'<—LAKE sri'ICKlOU DISTRICT—
Activities of Some old Itange .Mines. (Iron
Tr. Rev.. Oct. 24. 1007; .'i pp.) States the
present condition of tlie mines of the Menomi
nee and otiier ircn ranges with a few short
notes as to ground breaking and future pi'os

pects of some of the mines. 2i)c.

4.S00 — METALLOGRAPHICAL STUD
lES—Zur Metallofjraphle des Rohelsens, E
llevn and O. Bauer. (Stahl u. Elsen, Oct.
30'and Nov. (i. 1007: 11 pp.) A metallo-
graphical study of the structure of pig iron

in relation to the formation of graphitic
carbon, determining at what temperature '

graijliite begins to be formed and the relative

speed at which the formation goes on as the
temperature of tlie iron decreases. 60c,

4111:0—MICIII(j.\N—The Eastern Menomi
uee Country. (Iron Tr. Rev., Oct. 31. 1907;
IV" pp.) Describes the present situation in

the eastern part of this range, showing brief-

ly the operations of the various groups on
the range. 20c.

4001—MINNESOTA—Ircn Ore in Crow
Wing Countv. Minn. D. E. Woiidhridge.
lEng. and Min. .lourn., Oct. 20, 1007: 1 p.)

Discusses the encouraging results which have
been obtained from test holes in this district

and outlines proposed plan for handling the
ore. Prospecting operations in neighboring
districts are cimmented upon. 20c.

4002—MINNESOT.V—The Cuyuna Iron
Range. N. H. Wlachell. ' (Econ. Geol., Sept.-

(Jct., 1007; 7 pp. I A consideration of some
new rock formations disc'overed un this range
and evidence from new borings which may
liave liearing on the conditions under which
the Iron deposit was formed. GOc.

4903—ORE HANDLING PLANT at South
Eethlehem, Penn. (Iron Age, Nov. 14, 1907;
4 pp.) At the reconstructed works of the
Bethlehem Steel Company a very well de
signed system of ore handling is in use and
contains unusual devices. A rolling car
dump which dumps two full sized freight
cars sitnultaneously by tipping them upside
down and other features, such as storage
system, switching methods, ets., are fully de-

scribed. 2()c-.

4004—PRODrcTION of Iron Ores and
Iron Products In loiai. E. C. Eckel. (Ad-
vance Chaiiter from Mineral Resources of the
r. S.. Calendar Year lOiiO: 41) pp.) Gives
a general survey of the production of iron
ore in the I'nlted States as a wliole. and then
by .separate districts. Tlie pig ii-on and
steel Industry is reviewed with regard to

progress In technology and the usual statistics

of output, c<msumptlon, export and Imports
of Iron ores and products are given.

400-.—RAIL ROLLING— Rail Mill Prac-
tice and Rail Service. F. E. Abbott. (Iron
Age. .Nov. 14. 1007; 4V.. pp.) A discussion
of rolling rails and their average life, from
the viewpoint of a manufacturer. The points
taken up are the dllTerent stages of rolling,

the intluence and mutual relations of carbon,
phosphcrus, sulphur, silicon and manganese,
the rail section, and causes of failures of
rails. 20c.

401)0 - ROLLING PROCESS Mannesmann
llolling Process. T. Sfeltmaiin and II. Kest-
ner. (.I(»ur. Transvaal Inst. Median. Eng..
Oct.. 1007: 6 pp.) Description of the ar-
rangement of plant and working methods of

this process of rolllug weldless tubular ar-
ticles and a discussion of the principles on
which the process is based. 60c.

40117— S.MELTING—The Lash Steel Pro-
cess anil the Electric Furnace. (Electrochem.
and Met. hid., Nov., 1007; 1 p.) The Lash
process of sleel production consists in mix-
ing linely divided iron ore with carbon, a cer-
tjiln quantity of tiiiely divided carboniferous
Iron, sawdust and tliixes suitable to the ore.

This mixture Is charged into an open-hearth
furnace and Is converted directly into steel
by heat. The possibility of replacing tlie

open-hearth furnace hy an electric furnace
is considered* here. 40c.

40n.s SPECIAL STEELS—Beltrag zum
.sindhiin des Systems Elsen-Wolt'ram. II.

Ilark<irt. ( Metailurgie, Oct. 22. 10(17; pp.)
Conclusion of article previously mentioned in

tills Index. 4(lc.

4000—STEEL PL.VNT—New Saucon
Plant of Bethlehem Steel Co. (Iron Tr.
Rev.. Nov. 7, 10O7: 14 pp.) Describes the
entire ecpilpnient of this new unit of the
Bethlehem Steel Comiiany at So. Bethlehem.
Penn., comprising rail, structural and beam
mills, the beam mill being constructed ac-
cording to the Grey patents. 2Uc.

4910—STEEL PLANT CONSTRUCTION—
Heavy Foundations for the New Steel Works
at Gary, Ind. (Eng. Rec, Nov. 2, 1907:
3 pp.)

' A history of the preparation of the
site for this large steel works which will he
nearly a mile square. The contractor's
<ipera'tions in handling material and concrete
are tnkeii up in detail. 211c.

4011— STI:EL TR.VDE— Combination and
Compelition in the Steel Trade. T. Good.
(Eng. Magazine. Nov.. 1007; pp.') Analy-
zes present economic conditions in the iron
and steel industry of Great Britain and
shows how the necessity of meeting competi-
tion of foreign combinations and labir
unions at heme is tending to bring about
more powerful cr.mbinatirns in the steel and
iron industry of Great I5ritain. 40c.

4012—SWEDEN— Die Eisener.'.vorkommen
in den Gemeinden .Tulrkasjiirvi und Gelilvan.'

im schwedischen Regierungsbezirk Norrbot-
ten. (Stahl u. Eisen. Oct. 311. 1007: 7 pp.1
.\n abstract frcm a long article by W. Peters-
son on the character. e:tent and quality of
tile iron ore deposits in the Swedish provin-
ces of Jukkasjiirvi and (jeliivare. 40c.

4013— TAXATION—Iron Mine Assess-
ments in Minnesota. D. E. Woodbrldge.
(Eng. and Min. .Tourn.. Nov. 23, 1907: 1 p.)
An account cf the action of the tax commis-
sion of this State, formed to classify mineral
and iron deposits and tlie rates thereon.
The results of the commissioner's reports
and their effects on individual mine opera-
tors are given. 20c.

4014—TEMPERING STEEI La Tremne
de I'Acier. I'aiil Blum. (Rev. Industrielle.
Oct. 30, 1007: 1 p.) Review of the salient
points in a paner on this suhlect by M.
Demozay before the Congress at Vienna. 1007.
Analyzes the importance in the tempering
process of tlie follow-ing factors

;

of the heating, temper;: ture to
piece is carried, nature of the
hath, and the dimensions or size of the ob-

ject being tempered. 4(ic.

4010—TITANIUM in Steel and Iron. C.
V. Siocum. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 16. 1907:
1 (4 pp.) Shows the remarkable wearing
powers and hardness of titaninra-steel and
makes the assertion that the smelting of
titanlferous iron ores is entirely possible
if given proper attention and the right fluxes
are used. 20e.

401li—VANADIT'M STEEL. .1. Kent
Smith. (Proc. Eng. Soe. W. Penn.. Oct..

11107 ; 20 pp.1 Gives some genei-al infornia-

tlcm as to the properties of vanadium and
the qualities It imparts to tool and special

steels. 40c.

LEAD
40I7--ELECTR1(' ElJllPMENT — An

Klectricallv E(|iilpped Lead Mine. H. Floy.

I Eng. News. Nov. 14. 10117: 2 pp.) Details

and illustrates the various uses to which
.lecfrlcallv oiierated machinery has been
put in the mines of the SI. l.iniis Sn*lting
and Reliiifng Conipanv al St. Francis. Mo.
20c.

MANGANESE
4j)l.s—PRODUCTION of Manganese Ore

In 1006. E. C. Eckel. (.\dvance Chapter
from Mineral Resources of the U. S.. Calen-
dar Year 101)0; 11 pp.) Notes and statistics

on production, uses and prices of manganese
ores, logi'thcr with a few chapters dealing
with manganlferous Iron ores and the manu-
facture of ferro manganese and splegeleisen.

NICKEL

401fl--DETECTlO.\ OF NICKEIi—Nou-
velle Reaction Caract^rlstlque du Nickel.

Duration
w'bicli the
temoering
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\npll<able a la CariKt^rlsuCloii liislaiitanee

ilu Nliki'l eu l'ri?sein.i' iIumo yuuiilltfr iiuel-

toiKiue lie Cobalt. K. l'11/./.l i:swl lAmi. do

Cblm. Anal., Oct. lo, ll'OT ; 1 ... w.) Note

on a metbod of iloteitlug witb ci-rialnty the

nroseiiee o( a small aiuovint o( ulckel In tbe

nrespncc of consUlerahlr cobalt. Tlic luctbod

dopfaUs on tUo lusoliiblllty o( molybdate of

nickel In a weakly ncld solution and an ex-

cess of ammonium molybdate. Molybdate of

cobalt Is soluble under tbcse same conditions.

40c.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

49;;0—CALIFORNIA—Geology and Oil lie-

sources of the Summerland District, bautn

Barbara County, California. U. Arnold. (U.

S Ceol. Surv.. Hull. No. 321 :
!t3 pp.) Deals

w"lth the toposrapbv and ceologlc formations

of the Summerland district, describes the

wells now In operation, and iilves a few con-

clusions as to future Prospects. 1 he phy-

sical and chemical properties of the oil and

the cost of Its production are briefly

considered.

4921—GALICIA -- Studlen liber die

ehemlsche Zusammensetzung gallzlscbcr

Erdtile K Zalozlecki and J. llausmann.

fzeit f. angew. Chem.. Oct. U. V.M : G pp.)

Investigates the comnositlon ot vnrous crude

oils from liallcla; also the character of the

products obtained by fractional distillation.

40c.
40>-._iNTKI{NATI0NAL rETUOLEDM

CONCUESS. David T. Day. (Eug. and Min.

Journ Oct. 21!. I'.iui ; 4 pp.) Discusses the

personnel of the delegates to this convention

which resulted in a great gain In Knowledge

of the technical and scleutThc aspects of the

petroleum Industry, and gives abs'^'^'s »'

the most Important papers' which were read.

20c.
4003 LICSl'ID FUELS—Technical AspecU

of Oil as Fuel—II. F. E. Junge.
,
tl'o»".

Nov, 1907; 3V2 PP) Investigates the char-

acter and Importance of those factors which

affect the combustion of oil vapor and de-

termines the cycle of operations adapted to

give the highest possible results in burning

liquid fuels. 20c.

49..4_NATUKAL GAS—The Occurrence of

Helium in Natural Gas and the Composition

of Natural Gas. H. P. Cady and D. K
McFarland. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc, Nov..

1»(>7- 13 pp.) Mentions the occurrence of

natural gas In Kansas In which appreciable

amounts of helium were discovered and de-

scribes the course of an investigation to

develop a method of determining this sub-

stance analytically. The apparatus used Is

described. Hoc.

4925—PRODrCTION of Petroleum In

1906 \V T. Grlswold. (Advance Chapter

from' Mineral Resources of the V. S.. Calen-

dar Year 1906: 74 pp.) KeY''^«'s P^°''"<="""

In the different fields during 1906. gives

average prices obtained, enumerates progress

In the different States and gives a short

review of the petroleum Industry In foreign

countries.

4926—RUMANIA — Rumanische Petro-

leum-Industrie. (Montan-Zeit.. Nov. 1. 1907;

lu pp.) A survey and review of the pe-

troleum Industry of Rumania, showing the

growth In production and exportation of

petroleum and Its derivatives and giving

brief Information as to the financial affairs

of the Industry. 20c.

4907 t'TAH—Virgin Oil Fields of Wash-
ington County. C. W. Hlggins. (S. L. MIn.

Rev.. Nov. 15. 1907; 2i'. pp.) Notes on the

geologic formations of this new oil field of

southern Utah and the amount of develop-

ment already accomplished. 20c.

PLATINUM

4098_cRUClBLES—Ueber elne Orsache

der Zerstiirung von Platlngefassen. W
.

C.

Heraeus. iZeit. f. angew. Chem.. Nov. 1.

1907- 2 pp.) Statistics relating to the use

of platinum crucibles and their subsequent

deterioration, lead to several theories as

to the most probable causes of injury to

them. Some of these theories, especially ttie

effect of diffused hydrogen In the crucible

causing the reduction of compounds being

heated therein bringing about Injurious

alloys, were tested experimentally. 40c.

4929—CRYSTALLIZED PLATINUM—Ue
her krvstalllsiertes Platln. F. Llmmer.
(Chem. 'Zeit.. Oct. 12. 1907: 'i p.) Brief

report on Investigations made to determine

the conditions under which platinum may he

obtained In a crystallized condition. 20c.

4930—PRODUCTION of Platinum lu 1906.

David T. Dav. (Advance Chapter from Min-
eral Resources of the U. S.. Calendar Year
1906; 16 pp.) Gives flgores of production

In the U. S. and reviews market and Indus

trial conditions In the V. S. and In foreign

countries.

RARE METALS
4931—RADII .M .\I A .\ I F.VCTURE — A

New Mineral Industry—The Manufacture of
Radium. Jacques Uoyer. (Eug. Mag., Nov.,
190": S pp.1 Interesting description of the
methods anil equipment used f^'f making
radium 'tiro(nlde and other halogen compouuds
ot radium In the works at Nogent-aur-Mame,
France. 40c.

4932—TITANIUM In Steel and Iron. C. V.
Slocuni. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 14, 1907; 1',^

pp.) See under "IRON AND STEEL."

SILICON

49:i3--ELECTRlCAL PROPERTIES of
Silicon. F. G. WIck. ( Prys. Rev.. Nov.,
1907: 8 pp.) Contains a considerable amount
of Information upon the thermoelectric be-

havior of metallic silicon under different con-
ditions, tabulating the observed properties In

convenient tables and diagrams.

SALT

49.34—MANUFACTURE of Salt. Chas. E.

Munroe. (Bull. 83, Dept. of Commerce and
Labor, Bureau of the Census. 18 pp.) A
survev of the entire salt Industry, Its manu-
facture from brine. Its preparation from the
mineral form, production, uses, consumption,
etc.

SULPHUR

4935—PERU—El Azufre de Sechura. J.

Kllnge. (Bolctln de Mlnas. Lima, Peru. Aug.
24, 1907; 9>-. pp.) Gives notes on the geo-

graphy and tlstory of the sulphur deposits
of the region around Sechura. the means of

communication with the district and takea
up the question of exploitation In detail.

TALC

4936—ONTARIO—The Henderson Talc
Mine. (Can. Mln. Journ.. Nov. 1, 1907; 2V,
pp.) Contains brief facts concerning the

growth, equipment, working methods and
present condition of this Canadian talc mine.
20c.

TIN

4937—ALASKA—Tin Mining in Alaska.
A. II. Fay. (Mines and Mln.. Nov. 15. 11)07;

1 p.) Describes the conditions under which
mining the tin deposits of this country must
be carried out and enumerates the companies
which have been most active in explorations
and what they have accomplished. 20c.

4938—INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS—

A

Review of the World's Tln-Mlnlng Industries.

A. Selwyn Brown. (Eng. Mag.. Nov., 1907;
9 pp.) Shows how tin deposits are now ex-

ploited only in a restricted area and analyzes
the steadily growing demand for this metal.

The known tin deposits of the world are

then reviewed with the idea of determining
where and how the Increased demand for tin

is to be met. 40c.

4939—MEXICO—Tin Deposits of Mexico,
n. G. Brctherton. (Mhi. Wld.. Oct. 26. 1907;
U) p.) Notes on the history and present
standing of tlie tin deposits which are sit-

uated In and about the border region between
the States ot Jalisco and Aguascallentes.
20c.

4940—NEW SOUTH WALES—Tlngha Tin
Dredging Industry (N. S. W.) P. J. Thl-
bault. (Aust. Mln. Standard, Sept. 18, 1907;
114 PP) Information concerning the capitali-

zation and present operations of the Amalga-
mated Tin Dredging Company which has
three dredging plants in operation In the
Tlngha field. 40c.

TUNGSTEN
4941—ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION—

Zur elcktrolytlschen Reduktion der Wolfram-
sgurc. H. Lclser. (Zelt. f. Elektrochem.,
Oct. 25. 1907: 3«i pp. > Recounts some of

the difficulties met with in the attempt to

reduce acid solutions of tungsten salts by
electrolysis and the methods used In over-

coming them. 40c.

Zinc

4942—ELECTRIC ZINC SMELTING. F.

T. Snyder. (Mln. Rep., Oct. 24. 1907: 1 p.)

In the electric smelting of zinc ores, the
heat of an electric current replaces the heat
due to the action of the air blast on the
burning coke In the blast furnace, and con-
sequently zinc ores may be smelted In bulk
without oxidation of the metal. Details of

operating methods and costs of this new pro-

cess are given. 20c.

4943—ELECTROLYSIS—The Rapid Deter-
mination of Zinc by Electrolysis. Francis
C. Frary. (Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. Nov..
1907: 7 pp.) This paper describes the meth-

od used In making a quick electrolytic de-

termination of zinc. A cylindrical cathode
of nickel gauze lu used and the electrolyte

Is caused to rotate. The results of many teats

showing the accuracy of the method are

Included. 00c.

49I4--GENESIS OF ORE—The Origin of

the Lead aud Zinc Deposits of Soulbwestern
Missouri, i;. It. Buckley. (L. it Z. News,
.Nov. 4. 1907 ; 3 pp.) Revlewa various theo-

ries which have been brought forward to ac-

count for the origin of the lead and zinc ore

deposits of the Jupllu district. 20c.

494.')- HOISTING at the Yellow Dog Mln*
Near Webb City, Mo. Doss Brlttaln. (Eng.
anil .Mlu. Journ., Nov. 10, rjo7 ; 2 pp.) De-
scribes In considerable detail the endless
chain bucket hoist of this mhie of which 2U0
U. is underground, the distance between
sprockets being 300 ft. Without needing an
attendant It hulsta 000 tons per 8-hour ihlfU
20c.

4046—MILLING— Improvements In Milling
Missouri Zinc Ores. W. E. Ford. (Eng. and
Sllu. Journ., Nov. 9, 1907; 2'/s PP.) Considers
those .peculiar conditions which must be oh-

served In concentrating ores from the Joplln
districts and points out the way In which
the problem 01 obtaining Increased economi-
cal extraetlon from mill tulllogB should be
attacked. 20c.

4947—MILLING PRACTICE In the Joplln
District. Doss Brlttaln. (Ores and Metals,
Nov. 5, 1907; 7 pp.) Traces the evolution
of concentrating methods used In the Joplln
district from the first attemiits at band sort-

ing to present day jigging and tailings treat-

ment, giving many details of construction of
various types of jigs. 20c.

4948—MINING AND METALLURGY—
Zinc, Its Minerals and Its Metallurgy. E. W.
Buskett. ((Jres and Metals. Oct. 20, 1907;
2 pp.) Brings Into condensed form a lot

of well-known facts relating to the occur-
rence of zinc ores, their Identification and
analysis, and the methods used In extract-
ing zinc from them. 20c.

4949—MINING' COSTS — Estimates of
Costs of .Mining Operations In the Joplln
District. IL. 4: Z. News. Nov. 4. 1907 ; 2 pp.i
Compiles many estimates as to cost of mining
in the Joplln district, these estimates having
been made by mine operators aud managers
who are actually engaged In mining exploita-
tion. 20c.

4950—SHEET-GROUND MINE In South-
west Missouri. D. T. Boardman. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., Nov. 9, 1907; 3 pp.) Contains
mine and mill reports from a Webb City
sheet ground mine, also details of manage-
ment and operation, and shows what careful
management, supervision and judicious In-

vestment in a district of this character can
accomplish In the way of efficient mining
and milling. 20c.

4951-SHEET GROUND MINING—The
New Sheet Ground of the Joplln District.
Doss Brittahi. (Mln. Wld.. Nov. 9, 1907 ; 3\
pp.) After defining a sheet ground deposit
and describing the leading characteristics of
this type of deposit, the article enumerates
the various sheet ground mines In the Joplln
territory an(l gives short notes on the scope
of their operations. 20c.

4952—SLUDGE MILLING — SIudge-Mlll
Practice In the Missouri-Kansas District.
(Mln. Rep., Nov. 7. 1907; 24 pp.) Some
notes on present methods of treating sludge
and fine tailings In' the Joplln district. De-
scribes also the construction and operation
of circle tanks which have proved useful In

saving values from fine material. 20c.

495.3—SMELTING— Illstorv of Smelting In

the Joplln District. Doss Itrlttaln. (Eng.
and Mln. Journ.. Nov. 2, 1907; 6^4 pp.) An
Interesting review of the growth of the zinc
and lead smelting Industry of Joplln from
Its beginning to the present time, tracing
the history of the various operators ana
companies and giving valuable data on primi-
tive smelting practice and Its costs. 20c.

4954—WALES—Lead and Zinc Mlnea of
North Wales. Edward Walker. (Eng. and
Mln. Journ., Nov. 9, 1907; 4H pp.) Gives
geological and historical Information of In-

terest concerning the Flintshire district ot
No -th Wales which probably has passed It*

zenith of importance. The methods of con-
centration and special devices used therein
are described and Illustrated. 20c.

BCOHOMIC GEOLOGY—GEHESAL

4955—COLORADO AND UTAH—Stratl-
graphlc Results of a Reconnaissance In West-
ern Colorado and Eastern Utah. W. Cross.
(Journ. of Geol.. Oct.-Nov.. 1907 : 46 pp.)
Gives many facts connected with existing
sedimentary outcrops as seen on a recent re-

connaissance through this district and con-
firms a previous correlation of the strata
of this region with the sedimentary forma-
tions of the Plateau Province. 60c.
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4956—FAULTINO-PoBslble Oblique Mlnot

blirt^ that some ot U>e faults caused by the

?iSl;r«L/!^:^ns.rs^^tr>?al"u'eJ?-^;eVvrdence

for this belief. COc.

45)r.7-KAULTS-The Fault Problem- 1. 1 •

o rhamberlln. (Econ. Geol.. Sept Oct.. lUUi,

16 ppT continuation of the discussion on

Hrhi-'use^'^f "rA'>;'o^ns''l& a-jld^^
ued.) 60c.

, ,_
495S-FINI..\NI>-Flnlands ""t^bare La-

r^'V^^strS^fJo^'^r-r^Jt ?3e^r:

k? ora\"'to"th^'-nL'f;?^f"^fiuf^Vs"V"l^|
Snd^he extent of Its ore deuosits and some

a^res ehowlSg mineral and metallurgical

""loso -'"geological HISTOUY - The

Broader Features of the Geologic H Istory of

gorJhimerlca In IJ";f»"lo,"^^.,?^ l":
(Technology Quar., bept.. li'OT . 4^ PP) »"

dlcates the main changes In and and sea-

levels which have taken place In ear y tlinei

nJ the \merlcan continent and points out

b?leQv th" gene"ral effect of these changes

upon climate, fauna and sedimentation. 80c.

^Vt^'lons* VsV^^iiufar-hl^ttica? ^aU

ewrSimlc geology within the Patuxent quad-

rS^e accompanied by very detailed gcologl-

cl? and topographical maps and charts. 40c.

4!>61—MEXICO—Geologic a?d Geographic

irr%o%\ r^^'^ P.f •, Con^V.!l.at£|

{„^1h'My:riinTtn%;'"nll^.Slnt'ri?^
Slnaloa. 20c.

4902—MEXICO : Us Geology an^i? r.„T
Resources. Kobt. T. Hill. (Mln. Wld., Oct.

^a Viol 5^ pp.) General statements as to

?be geoo'gv of Mexico, followed by studies of

„„^Hltif,no In the Sierra A moioyn district.

iTgXlcBtructure and history. Its miner-

alization and outcrops. 20c.

4963-MlCHIGAX-Notes on the Geologi-

cal Section of M^ch gan. Part I. The Pre

nrdovlcinn A. C. Lane and A. L. seaman.

Vlourn of G^ol.. Oct.-Nov., 1907 1 16 pp.)

Contains results of studies into the geologi-

cal relation of the Pre-Ordovlclan rocks of

Michigan with attempts at correlation. 60c.

.nRj MINER VL PAINTS—The Produc-

Uonot^i^^ineral Paints in 1906-
,
Edwin C.

Eckel (Advance Chapter from Mineral Re-

rources of the U. S., Calendar lear 1906,
sources ot x

statistics of output m-

norts etc.. of ocher. umber, sienna, metallic

Snd ilnerai paints, zinc white lead Pigments

mhophSne a^d a review of the geology and

technology of metallic paint deposits of the

Lehigh Gap district and the producUig centers

In Tennessee and Georgia.

4965—PHILIPPINES—Note^_on_the^_Geol

chances for future development and invest

ment. 20c. ,,^ .,

4971—CARD SYSTEM in Colorado. W. l!

oev and Geography of the Baguio Mineral

n^trlct A 1 Eveland. (Philippine .Touiri.

"fScl. Aug.. 1907; 30 pp.) Treats of the

geolraphy. hydrography. Phy^'of^f y- .toP"

ocraphy and general geology of this alstrlct

As vet the ore deposits here are too little

tao^ to allow much to be said of them and

fhe pamphlet Is of scientific Interest only.

® 4966-ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, Cer-

tsln Features of the. H. F. Evans. (Mln.

W d.. Oct.?T9 and Nov. 2. 1907 ; H4 PP-) Th*

first of a series of articles on this region, riv-

ing In the present a few general notes on Its

chief physical characteristics. 40c.

4967—TENNESSEE - NORTH CAROLINA
—Geo ogle Atlas of the TJ. S., Roan Mountain

Folio (Vs. Geol. Surv 190T ; 22 pp.)

Gives exact topographic and geologic charts

^d mips of the'^Roan Mountain district de-

icrlblng the rock series which are exposed

and giving Information as to occurrences of

Oilnerals of economic Importance. 40c.

MISIMG—GENERAL

ana ii-STR\LIA—Mining in Australia.

W T^Hng (Mln. and Scl. Press. Oct 19,

1907 '• ^PP.) Short summary of P'esent ac-

Jlvliy 'in"^ mining throughout the different

Australian states. 20c.

iOTO—BRITISH COLUMBI.V-Mining In

£^^.7.r''cJX^->Mfn • a^;

4y71—CAUL' oroiii-i^A "» ^v^.^^, --

rasmore. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.. ^ov. i,

1907: ¥• p.) The card system of identify-

ine and designating miners In the Cripple

Cr^eek district" has feen replaced by a more

stringent method of recording men undesir-

able to mine employers. This new system Is

here described and commented on. w!Oc.

4972—DRAFTIN(3—Devices for the Drafts-

man. (Mechan. Wld., Oct. 18. 190. ; 1 p.)

Describes briefly some uniQue and useful de-

vices for reducing labor in drafting, -uc.

407s—DRILLING—Multiple Arrangement

of'Drflls on the Hand. W.' P^ J^R'^Tr)
(Eng. and Min. .lourn., Oct. 2t> 190. , % P->

Compares the rapid drilling of « tunnel at

Cripple Creek witli the progress made on the

Rand when multiple drills "ere used and

Inquires briefly into the causes of the differ

ences in progress in the two cases. JOc. .

4974—ELECTRIC SIGNAL SYSTEM for

Mines C. L. C. Fichtel. (Eng. and Mln.

Journ (Dct. 26. 1907: 1 p.) This system

oner™ is on any voltage from 50 to 500 on

e ther a direct or alternating current. Two
power and one signal wire ''re required. The

methods of installation and of operating the

colored lamps which do the signaling are

fully orutllncd. 20c.

4975—ELECTRICITY IN BOREHOLES—
Ueber Gewinnung eiektrischer Energie aus

Tlefbohriochern. Tecklenberg. (Oest. Zeit.

f B u. H.. Oct. 12, 1907 : 4 pp.1 ^The author

proposes the plan of utilizing the magnetic

effects which are often met with in deep

i,orehole3 as a source of electric energy.

Some of the methods which he used in de-

tecting and measuring these magnetic etcecta

are described briefly. 40c.

4976— EMPLOYERS- LIABILITY— The

British Workmen's Compensation Act, 1 JOb.

(Can. Min. Journ., Nov. 1, 1?0< , 2V4 PP-)

Anaivzes many of the P™risions of the

British Workmen's Compensation Act of 1906

which went into operation in July, 1907, and

imposes severe burdens upon mining compa-

nies in the matter of liability for injuries to

workmen. 20c.

4977—ENGINEERING OBSERVATIONS
and Data. B. H. Reddy (Iron Ir. Rev

Oct. 31, 1907: 3 pp.) Gives some of tlie

methods which the author has pursued in

collecting engineering data and classifying

and fllinl them so as to be readily accessible.

Many specimen cards and valuable hints to

a young engineer are given. 20c.

4978—FILING NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
E. E. White. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 9,

1907- "A P.) Describes a method of tiling

and classifying clippings from all sources

related to mining and smelting interests. 20c.

4979_FREEZING PROCESS—Mechanical
Production -of Low Temperatures (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Nov. 9. 190. : 1 p.) Tlie

author corrects some erroneous statements

made bv S. F. Walker in an -article on Me-

chanicii Production of Low Temperatures.

Defines the functions of CO refriger,itlng

mlchines and the principle of the "closed

system high pressure" type of refrigerators.

20c.
,. ^,

4980—HO ISTING—Ueber Hauptschacht-

Forderung mit Koepe-Scheibe. M. Kaufhold.

(BergbauT Nov. 7, 1907; 1^4 pp.)^^ Investi-

gates from a theoretical and inathematlcal

point of view, the friction coefficient between

rope and sheave in the Koepe system of hoist-

ing. (To be continued.) 20c.

4981—HOISTING ROPES—A Pew Notes

on Tests ot Worn Ropes. W. M. fcp-

ton. (Journ. Transvaal Mechan. Engrs., Oct.,

1907- "'A pp.) Discusses and analyzes the

Jesuits sicured in breaking -"any sainples of

worn hoisting rope and shows that the grip-

ping of wlrel after short use will raise the

breaking strength of the rope atjove the ag-

gregate strengtli ot the Individual wires. 60c.

4982-HOISTING ROPES for Mtaes. (Eng.

and Mln. Joun,.. Nov. 16 and 23, 1907 ; 5 pp.)

Abstracts from the report of the Transvaal

Commission upon the operation of mines The

portion of the report here Included contains

much very valuable informatlott on the struc-

Ture of hoisting rope in general the kjnds of

rope used on the Rand, advantages of hemp

and wire cores, parallel and tapered ropes,

etc. (To be continued.) 20c.

4983—HOISTING KOPES—Transvaal Re-

port on Rope and Safety Catches E. M. We_s-

ton (Eng and Mln. Journ., Nov. 2, 190. .

SV? pp.) .Abstracts from the above report,

shewing the necessary requirements de-

manded* m safety catches, and describing the

construction of several leading types of this

class of device. 20c.

4n84_IGNlTI0N TEMPERATURES of

Gaseo^inrtures. K. George Fjilk. (Journ.

\m Chem. Soc, Nov.. 1907; 25% pp.) De-

scribes in considerable detail the experlmontal

work apparatus, and results obtained from a

new method of testing the ignition tempera-

ture of gases. The method consists ot In-

stantaneously compressing the gas in a ves-

sel, measuring the temperature before and

after compression. 00c.

49,S5—LAW—A Broad Apex. (Mln. and

Scl. Press. Nov. 9. 1907; 4 pp.) Contains the

decision of the Supreme Court of the United

States on a case arising from a dispute at

Bingham Utah, where the apex was so broad

as to pass outside the side lines of a single

company. 20c.

4986—LAW OF THE APEX, A Remedy
tor the. James Douglas. (Eng. and Mln.

Journ.. Nov. 23, 1907 : 1 p.) Paper read be-

fore the Am. Min. Congress, Nov., 19()7.

Points out the advantages of adjacent min-

ing companies' agreeing mutually to waive
rights under the apex law and to claim and
work only that ore which lies within the

vertical projection of their claim boundaries.

20c.

49S7—LOCATION—Locators Who Have
Not Complied with the Law. R. L. McWlil-

iams. (Pac. Miner, Oct., 1907; 1 p.) A re-

view of some of the legal aspects of locating

mining claims and a consideration of some
recent cases in which the courts have ruled

on disputed points as to possession of claims.

20c.

4988—MAP FILING—System of Map Fil-

ing G. N. Pfeitfer. (Mln. and Sci. Press,

Nov 9 1907 : % p.) Brief descriptions ot

the caljinets and system used in filing mine
maps at a Califomian mine. 20c.

4989—MEXICO—History of Mining Devel-

opments in Mexico. T. C. Graham. (Mm.
Wld . Oct. 26. 1907 : 2 pp.) Some interesting

information about the part played in the

history of Mexican mining by investments

and work of foreigners. 20c.

4990—MEXICO—Mineral Resources on

Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railway.

J. W. Malcolmson. (Min. Wld.. Oct. 2b,

1907: 1^2 pp.) A summary ot the natural

resources, particularly those of a mining char-

acter which are tapped by this new railroad

line. 20c.

4991—MEXICO—Mining and Metallurgy in

Mexico. (Min. Wld., Oct. 26, 1907; 10 pp.)

Articles setting forth the progress in mining,

milling, metallurgy and the nature of the de-

posits in the following States and mlnmg

i

I

districts : Chihuahua. Michoacan. Aguascall-

entes. San Luis Potosi. Mexico, Nuevo Leon.

Tepic Coahuila, Slnaloa. Hidalgo, Guerrero,

Zacatecas Hostotipaquillo. Durango, Jalisco,

Oaxaca. Guanajuato, Eastras Ranch, Cananea
and Sonora. 40c.

4990—MEXICO—Railroad Development in

Northern Mexico. R. Coleman. (Min. Wld.,

Oct 26, 1907: V4 P-) Tells ot the proposed

railroad extensions toward Guadalajara and
south from El Paso, pointing out what an
impetus these roads will give to mining In-

terests. 20c.

4993—MEXICO—Some Notes on a Journey
Through Mexico. D. E. Woodbridge. (Min.

Wld., Oct. 26. 1907: 4% pp.) An interesting

record of experiences and impressions of the

author during a trip through Sonora, Slnaloa,

Tepic and the west coast ot Mexico, describ-

ing existing conditions and customs ot the

people in these sections. 20c.

4994 MEXICO—The Climate and Natural

Resources of Mexico. E. A. H. Tays. (Mln.

Wld Oct. 26, 1907; 1% pp.) Summarizes the

most' important facts relating to the climate,

the natural resources, the people and the

laws of Mexico. 20c.

4995—MEXICO—The Economic Progress

of Mexico Since Early Times. C. C. Schnat-

terback. (Min. Wld., Oct. 26. 1907; 14 pp.)

A statistical review, showing by official fig-

ures the growth ot output, and export of min-

eral and metallurgical products, also the in-

creasing area of mining ground denounced
and Its distribution among the various States.

20c.

4996—MEXICO—The Greene Mining In-

terests in Mexico. R. Coleman. (Mln. Wld.,

Oct 26 1907 : 2 pp.) Describes the extent

of the lioldings of the Greene family which Is

an important factor in Mexican mining de-

velopment and enumerates the various prop-

erties controlled by it. 20c.

4997—MINE DAMS—Ueber einen Gruben-
damm aus Passstiicken. Dr. Weise. (GlUck-

auf, Oct. 19, 1907: 4% PP-) Relates the

manner 4n which mine dams are used to

block otr floods and fires by a structure easily

constructed from columns and sheets either

wood or metal. 40c.

4998—MINE MANAGEMENT. To Young
Men About to Become Mining Engineers. C.

OeKalb. (Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 2, 1907;

3V> pp.) -\n address delivered to mining stu-

dents of the University of California, giving

an Interesting and forceful exposition ot the

principles upon which managerial success Is

based, and outlining the ideal attitude of a

manager to his work and principals, and the
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best means of nttnlnlng efflclcat administra-
tion. 2Uc.

4990—MINE TEMI'KRATIIUES—Das Tem-
perament (liT IJruhf. l-ohrer. (llergbaii,
Nov. 7, l',)l)7 ; 1^ pp.) Deals with theoreti-
cal aspects of the luiluence of ventilating cur-
rents on mine (emperiitures, discussing some
of the fundamental equations which are used
In calculations relating to this subject. 'Mq.

50011—MINKUAL ritODlTfTIOX — Sum-
mary of the Muieral I'loductlon of the U. S.
In 19(it>. Wni. Taylor Thorn. (Advance
Chapter from Mineral Itesourccs of the V. S.,
Calendar Year 190(« ; r>" pp.1 (ilves a sum-
mary of nil statistical matter relating to
consumption and production of metals, fuels,
abraslvi' and structural niaierlals, chemicals,
pigments, mid minerals In the U. S. during
I'.IOU.

r,ooi—MINER'S INCH—Calibrations of
Various Miner's Inch Openings. K. A. Haw-
ley. (Joum. Elec. I'ower & Gas. Nov. 2,
li)07 : "J pp.1 Uescrlbes some Investigations
made to determine the proper coelBclents to
apply to various orllU-es In order to calculate
the amount of water delivered under given
heads. 20c.

-.002—PROFESSIONAL ETHICS. C. De-
Kalb, t;. E. Collins, R. C. Turner and others.
(MIn. and Scl. Press. Oct. 19, 1007; 3 pp.)
A series of questions as to professional ethics
propounded by a young engineer about to
undertake his first trip to examine a mining
property ; also answers to the questions by
several reputable engineers. 20c.

5003—PROSPECTINO by Deep Well Drill-
ing. L. C. Cornell. (Eng. and Mln. Journ.,
Nov. 9. 1907: hi p.) Points out the Impor-
tance of an experienced operator for ehum-
drlll prospecting and the value of a proper
selection of drilling rigs and equipment.
Some figures as to costs of drilling and of
moving drills from one location to another
are Included. 20c.

5004—PUBLICITY IN MINING—The Wy-
oming Voluntary Publicity Law. (Compiled
by IL C. Bceler, Cheyenne, Wyo., 1907; 11
pp.) Gives the provisions of this Wyoming
law which offers mining companies a volun-
tary means of placing reliable Information on
file and accessible to the public at large,
and of distinguishing legitimate enterprises
from frauds. The working of the law Is ap-
parently favored by honest raining ventures.

500.T—REGULATIONS— Rules for the
Guidance of Emphn-ces Underground. R. C.
Turner. (Min. and Scl. Press. Oct. 10, 1907:
1 p.) .\ reprint of the regulations made by
two mining companies and enforced by them
with the idea of safeguarding both the life

of the employee and the Interests of the em-
ployer. 20c.

50or—ROCK DRILL ECONOMICS: Ad-
vantages of High Pressures. (South African
Mines. Oct. 19, 1907 ; 1 p.) Rehearses the
chief weaknesses in the present methods of
supplying air to underground drills on the
R;ind and of sharpening drills. 20c.

5007—SHAET SINKING—Care of Plant
in Sinking bv Refrigeration. Sydney E.
Walker. (Eng. and Min. .Tonm., Oct. 26,
1007 : 2 pp.) Do.tIs with the causes of in-

terruptions In sinking operations and the
methods of preventing and overcoming them.
20c.

5008—SLAG-DAMS. H. W. Hlxon. (Mln.
and Scl. Press. Nov. 2. 1907; 1 p.) A few
additional short details on the method of
handling the track for the slag bowls and
the preparation of the foundation and spill-
way of slag dams. 20c.

5009—STEAM SHOVELS—Ueber Loffel-
hochbagger. M. Buhle. (Gliickauf. Oct. 12,
1907 ; 6% pp.) Reviews the present state
of steam shovel practice In Germany. Illus-
trating several types of shovels and giving
Information as to their accomplishments. 40c.

5010—SURVEYING—A Method of Mine
Surveying. (Can. Mln. .Tourn.. Nov. 15, 1907;
2 pp.) Describes some modifications in meth-
ods of making observations, recording notes
and making calculations, developed by the
author to suit his needs. Specimen pages
from note books and sample calculations are
given. 20c.

5011—SURVEYING—Invar (Nickel-Steel)
Tapes on the Measurement of Six Primary
Base Lines. O. B. French. (Proc. A. S. C. E.,
Oct.. 1907, 23 pp.) Deals with the use of
a nickel-steel tape ns a substitute for bars
In measuring base lines. Comparisons of the
economy, speed and accuracy of the tape as
against bars are given, and notes on the
method of using the tape at night, are given.

."7012—TIMBER—Second Progress Report
on the Strength of Structur.Tl Timber. W. K.
Hatt. IV. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Forest
Service. Circular 115, Oct. 24, 1007: 39 pp.)
The tests here reported were made on longleaf
pine, tamarack. Norway pine, Douglass flr

and loblolly pine, and show the effects of
molstiir^ distribution, knots and seasoning on
ultimate strength.

5013-TIMBER PRESERVING—The Creo-
sotlng Process. 1. C. Iken. (Cal. Journ.
Technology, Oct., 1907; 2 pp.) Notes on
the nunnwr «)f carrying out the process of
tlnilur preservation by drying the wood by
steam and then Injecting creosote Into the
open pores by pressure. 20c.

.-•lOU TIMBERS -Prolonging the Life of
Mine rimliers. .1 M. Ni-laon. (U. B. Dept.
of .\grlcullure. Circular 111, Oct. 10. 1007;
l.s pp.) (.'Ives the results of .an Investigation
to determine the best methods of prolonging
the life of mine timbers.

5015—TRANSYLVANIA—Ancient Mining
In Transylvania. G. Slujka. (Eng. and Mln.
.lourn.. Oct. 2(!, 1907; Vj p.) A brief histori-
cal review of mining operations In Hungary
from the beginning of the Christian era. 20c.

5010—WASTE STOWlNt;— Snlllversat7.nn-
lagen nuf Zeche l>eut8cher Kaiser bel Haraborn.
(Gliickauf. Nov. 2, 1907; 7 pp.) M the
shaft of the Deutsche Kaiser mine at Ham-
born, a waste disposal InstallatUtn makes
use of sand from blast furnace slag as filling

material. The working of the filling process
aiul Information as to relations between
amount of material, size of sand particles,
amount of carrying water, etc., are given. 40c.

5017—YAK TUNNEL. H. C. Armstrong
and 11. W. Stotesburg. (Am. Mln. Rev., Oct.
19 and 20, 1007: 2'A pp.) Deals with the
methods of sampling the ores from the vari-
ous mines tai>ped by the tunnel : also the
methods used In exploiting the mines. 400.

ORE DRESSING—GENERAL
501.S—CONCENTRATING TABLE—Tray-

lor Concentrating Table. R. Meeks. (Eng.
and Min. .loum., Nov. 23, 1007^ 1 p.) This
concentrating table has a hinged deck so that
part of the working surface may bo level and
the other section sloping. RUUes are formed
by stretching a rubber sheet over a set of
wooden strips instead of having the riffles

tacked on the upper surface as in the ordi-
nary table. 20c.

5010—CONCENTRATION Upside Down.
W. R. Ingalls. (Eng. and Mln. .Tourn., Oct.
2G, 1907; 5^4 pp.) This concentration pro-
cess makes use of surface tension which, being
greater than gravity In the case of finely
crushed concentrates, causes them to float
when placed on a water surface, while sim-
ilarly crushed gangue particles sink. The
apparatus used, and the limitations, advan-
tages and accomplishments of this process are
fully discussed. 20c.

5020—IIARDIN'fiE CONICAL MILL. H.
W. Hardlnge. (Eng. and Mln. .Tourn., Nov.
16, 1907: IH PP.I A consideration of some
of the principles of crushing and grinding by
use of tube mills. Many experiments were
carried out to attempt to settle various
questions such as most effective diameter and
length of mill, revolutions under different
loads, size of pebbles, relation of size of feed
to diameter of mill and pebbles, etc. 20c.

5021—.TIGGING bv Hand. Arthur C. Nahl.
(Mln. and Scl. Press. Nov. 2. 1907: 3 pp.)
Recounts the experiments made In settling
upon the design and construction of a simple
and elhclent hand jig adapted to use on fine,
low-grade material which cannot be sorted
by hand economically. The type of Jig
evolved Is now In use and Is shown by vari-
ous working drawings. 20c.

5022—NEW SOUTH WALES—Method of
Treating Ore at Broken Hill. Al. II. Martin.
(Ores and .Metals, Nov. 5, 1007: 1 p.) Gives
Information as to the method of handling ore
at this Australian silver-lead mine, of weigh-
ing and crediting production to Individual
miners and general statements as to the
course of ore during dressing. Not a specific
article. 20c.

METALLURGY GENERAL
5023—BLAST FURNACE CHARGING

—

The Charging of Blast-Furnaces. E. H. Mes-
siter. (Mln. and Scl. I'ress. Oct. 2G, 1907;
4

'"J pp.) The author describes his ore-bed-
ding and conveying system which is adapted
to the economical handling of large amounts
of ore and fluxes. Full details of this scheme
are given and its advantages and limitations
are pointed out. 20c.

5024—CHLORINE-A New Application of
Chlorine In Metallurgy. Chas. E. Baker.
(Mln. Rep., Oct. 24, 1907; 1% pp.) Descrip-
tion of a new process of ore treatment In
which clectrolytlcally produced chlorine Is
forced into a special tube mill containing the
sulphides to be treated and fiint pebbles. The
chlorine Is said to replace the sulphur In the
ground ore. making the metals soluble and
renewing the sulphur by excess chlorine as a
marketalde by-product. 20c.

502.-.—ELECTRIC FURNACES—Nene Elek-
trlschc Oefen Im llilttenwesen. Walter RItter
V. Molo. (Oest. Zelt. f. B. u. II., Oct. 10,
1907: 3% pp.) Describes special points In
the construction and new devices In several
types of modern electric furnaces, making

them of InCrcOHeil impMi tmiie to sliieitilig

men. 40c.

5020—ELECTRO METALLURGY — Ap
piled Electro Metallurgy up to the End of
lOnli. ,Iohn B. C. Kershaw. I Eng. .Maga-
zine, Nov., 1007; 17 pp ) Conclusion of the
above ri'vlew. This Instalment trealH of the
mi^lallurgy of ferroalloys. Iron and sloel, and
briefly di'als with lead, nickel Hlloilon, silicon,
•i.diiini, tin and zinc. The lli'roult, KtasHano,
and Kjellln types of furnaces are given espe-
cially InlercKtlng treatment. 40c.

5(127 -- FURNACE CHARGING. G. V.
Ileardsley. (.Mln. and Scl. Press, Nov. 8,
1007; 1 p.) Description of some changes
which were made In the automatic charging
a|i|iai'atus of cojiper furnaces when the latter
were remodeled in order to secure Increased
capacity. 20c.

502K—HARDNESS OF METALS—An In
sirument for Testing Hardness. A. F. Shore.
(Am. .Machinist, Nov. 14, 1007: 4% pp, I

This new Instrument mi-asures hardness by
till' amount of Indentation In the metal tested
when struck by a given weight luiving a
fixed nri-n of contact. The Importance of
this machine. Its operation and the variety
of uses to which It can be put In testing
niet.ils and alloys are discussed at length. 20c.
5020—HEAT TREAT.MENT—Apparatus for

Heal Treating Metals. E. F. Lake. I. W.
Chubb, and Adolph Machlet. (Am. Machinist,
Nov. 7. 1007; 10 '^ pp.) Description of new
furnaces for har(lenlng metals, lined with
quartz and provided with a recording pyro-
meter. 20e.

.-,030—MELTING—Economy In Melting.
.1. II. Hart. (.Metal Industry, Nov.. lOO'T;
1 '4 pp.) Considers the various means where-
by economies In handling and melting metals
may be practiced, taking up such points as
fuel consumption, heat utilization, design of
furnace, and ordinary efllclencles attained In
heat utilization. 20c.

5031—MELTING POINTS—Die Schmelzdl-
agramme der binilren Svsteme Schwefelsilber-
KuplersuifUr und lilelglanz-KupfersulfUr. K.
Frlodrich, (Metalliirgle, Oct. 22, 1007; 4
pp.) This article deals with the experimental
work in determining the melting curves of
mixtures of sliver and copper sulphides ; also
of lead and copper sulphides. 40c.

.'-.0.32-METAL REFINING—Copper, Lead
and Zinc Smelting and Refining. S. B. Ladd
(Dept. of Com. and Labor. Bureau of the
Census. Bulletin .SO; 32 pp. 1 Commercial
and industrial review of the business of re-
fining these metals, giving Information as tonumber and distribution of the various plants,
capital Invested, extent of operations, and
processes employed. But trifling attention Is
given to the technical aspects of refining.

SOS.'.-- OXYGEN DISSOCIATIOX—Ueber
Dlssozlatlonsspannungen resp. Sauerstoff-
driicki? einlger Oxyde In den Riist- und
Schmelzhiizen der Flammiifen. W. Stahl
(Mel.ilhirgie Oct 22, 1007 : 0)4 pp.) A long
mathemalical and electro-chemical discussion
or the principles and conditions underlying
the dissociation of various oxides in roas'ting
and smelting operations In reverbcratory fur-
naces. 40c.

iiir^4Tr"P°,'?,SJ^0N OF LIME and Sand-
r^„

.,"''''.'' '" '"Oe. E. C. Eckel. (.-Vdvance
Chapter from Mineral Resources of the U SCalendar Year 1000; 7 pp.) Informatlori asto the output, the uses and the distribution ofthese substances In the United States.

.SOSS—PYRITIC SMELTING— Negative Re-

^Fn' »°n/i\';'"S
Smelting. L. T" Wrlghl.

(I'.ng. and Mln. .Tourn.. Nov. 2 IO07 ••./;„.
Applies the principles of heat form.itfon of\arlous slags and matte compounds to thediscussion of the failure of pyrltlc smelting

renchL'"th'"''' '?'". Sudbury. Ontario, an3
rr.ffl r'/<* conclusion that 4hore was not
sufficient fuel present to supply enough heat
to keep the smelting process going. 20c.

C ^VrV?r ^^''^'^F -7; Optical Pyrometry.
V ^'^^.^ (Engineering, Oct. 18. 1907- 1 n)A consideration of the theory of pyrometerswhich depend on radiations from "the bodywhose temperature Is being measured, and Kdiscussion of the specl.nl fenl.ires of some Im

Joc^""
^^"^ "' apparatus of this character.

5037—PYROMETRY—Progress with thePyrometer. E. R. Markham. (Am. Machl
nf'lv^r.J'..^""'-, ''^ nn> Shows some
or the limitations of pyrometers, enumeratesthe classes of work on which they yield best
results, and points out the neceOTlty of In-
telligent use of these machines. 2n<-

,^03.9—SMELTER AN.\ LYSIS — "Silica"and "Insoluble" In Smelter An.ilysls EKneeland. (Eng. and Mln. .Tourn. Nor ->'

.', •

'- J'V ''^" fnsfnnce where a poor con-
cei.t nn of the real character of the Insoluble
slllclnus residue of an ore and Its prooe-treatment during analysis resulted In loss tothe smelter company which purchased (he
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5U31)—SULPHIDE FORMATION — Ueber
die Allhiltilt dtfs Scliwcfels zu clner Relbe von
Metiillen. K. ScliiUz. (Mctnllurgle, Oct. 22,

l!)Oi : a pp.) Conclusion of article which
hns previously been mentioned In this Index.

The present Instalment outlines experiments
upon the nllinltv of sulphur for zinc, lead,

copper, nickel. Iron. etc.. and shows that It

Is Impossible to arrange the metals Investi-

gated In a delinite series according to their

chemical alllnlty for sulphur. 40c.

50411—WASTE GASES—The Utilization of

the Waste Gases of lilast Furnaces and of

Coke Ovens In Metallurgical Works. L. G'reln-

er. H'a.ssiers Mag., Nov., lUO" : 15 pp.)

Gives n general survey of the art of using

waste gases from industrial and metallurgical

works as sources of power and indicates the

tremendous development which this science

has undergone. 00c.

MINING AND METALLURGICAL MA-

CHINERY

5041—AlK COMi'KESSOKS—Electrically

Driven Air Compressors. A. F. Hushnell.

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 2, 1907; IM; PP)
Enumerates brieHy some of the universally

recognized advantages of electric drive tor

air compressors and gives descriptions of

several installations of this character Ui the

Butte district. 20c.

5042—BOILEU FEED WATER, The Puri-

fication of. L. Waelelacr. (.Journ. South
African Assn. Engrs.. Sept., 1907; 18 pp.1

Reviews the characters of various waters

fed to boilers and the causes and results or

scale formation. Describes also the construc-

tion, operation, and maintenance of several

types of apparatus for softening water and
methods of testUig. SOc.

5043—BRAZING and Reinforced Brazing of

Metals. (Am. Machinist. Nov. 7, 1907 : 7 pp.)

Describes the methods used and the results

secured bv the Reinforced Brazing and Ma-
chine Company of Pittsburg. Fenn.. which
has developed a system of brazing to make
permanent repairs on large and Intricate ma-
chine castings, thus effecting large savings

by making new casting unnecessary. 20c.

5044_BliCKET DUMPING—Arrangement
for Dumping Buckets. II. N. Herrick. (Mln.
and Scl. Press. Oct. 20, 1907: 1 Vi PP) A
device used bv the Standard mine at Mace,
Idaho, for dumping buckets mechanically dur-

ing the progre.'is of shaft sinking. Drawings
showing arrangement of all details are given,

making the building of a similar device. 20c.

5045—CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. E. F. Doty.
I Engineer. Nov. 1 and 15, 1907; 3% PP)
Deals with the development of various me-
chanical features which have improved the
etiiclency of centrifugal pumps, such as guide
vanes, shaft bearings, packing boxes and In-

ternal water packing. The second Instalment
contains notes on the more ordinary causes of

loss of energy and lifts In pumps of this

class, and discusses ways and means of meet-
ing these defects. 40c.

504r—CENTRIFU'GAL PUMPS^Notes on
Centrifugal Pumps— H. (Mechan. Wld.. Nov.
8, 1907: 1 p.) Continuation of this article,

giving in this instalment methods of apply-
ing diagrams representing mean paths of

water Hoiv. to the designing of vanes. 20c.

5047—DRILLS—Air-hammer Drills. J. T.

Glldden. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Nov. 2,

1907: hi p.) A few facts concerning uses of
alrhnmmer drills, their working weights,
capacities and power "requirements. 20c.

5048—ELECTRIC HOISTS—fitude sur les

]klachlnes d'Eitraetlon electrlques. A. Baljot
and A. Monet. U.'Association des Ingfenieurs
de rftcole des Mines de Mons, T. I, 1907 ; 67
pp.) A long, analytical investigation as to

the importance of the factors of which ac-

count must be taken when selecting a liolst-

Ing system, .nnd applying the information
thus derived to a system of electric extraction
applicable especially to deep mines over 3000
ft. (To be continued.)

5049_GAS ENGINES-Chief Points of Dif-
ference between the <;as Engine and the
Steam Engine. William H. Booth. (Power,
Nov.. 1907: 1% pp.) Considers the funda-
mental differences between steam and gas
engines In the matter of cylinder construc-
tion, action of the Impelling vapor. Indicator
diagrams, etc. 20c.

50.50—GAS ENGINES—The Development
of the Large Gas Engine in America. E. T.
Adams. iCassler's Mag.. -Nov.. 19m7

: 14 pp.)
Interesting descriptions of the general fea-

tures of large gas engine Installations In the
United States. OOc.

5051—GAS POWER as a Factor In Mine
Economics. Archibald Burnett. (Eng. and
Mln. .Toum., Nov. 16. 1907 : 31^ pp.) Suggests
means whereby gas engines could be used
dlrertly fpr by the Intervention of only one
Intermediary, *to operate pumps, primary and
auxiliary hoists, etc. nnd compares operating

maintenance nnd depreciation costs of steam,
electricity and gas primary power genera-
tors. 20c.

5052—GAS POWER PUMPING PLANT.
(Iron Age, Oct. 24, 1907; 2V4 pp.) Describes
the eciulpment and working of this pumping
plant which is operated by suction gas pro-
ducers and which Is In duplicate throughout.
20c. •

5053—HOISTING ENGINE—Loiig Range
vs. Short Range Trip Gears for Winding En-
gines. R. II. Colilngham. (Engineer, Lond.,
Nov. S, 1907; l'/4 pp.) -V long discussion of

the economies and relative elllclencles In steam
consumption, torque and power output of

winding engines equipped with valve gears
which have a long range of trip, varying
from to 85 per cent, of the stroke as com-
pared with those whose range of trip is not
more than 37 per cent, of the stroke. 40c.

50n4_IlOISTING SKIPS—Die Gewichtiln-
derung elnes FOrderkorbes helm Antahren.
(Gluckauf. Nov. 2, 1907 ; 2 pp.) A few notes
on the inlluence of positive and negative ac-

celeration on the vertical weight of skips. 40c.

5055—HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS—
Hydraulic Measuring Instruments. U. C.

Beardsie.'y. (Industrial Mag., Nov., 1907; 7

pp.) Deals with the principles on which
weirs are built and considers their accuracy
as a means of gaging stream flow, then de-

scribes Venturi and revolving meters, compar-
ing their accuracy with that of weirs and
considering the relative advantages of these
different types as regards cost of Installation

and maintenance. 40c.

50.->(;—llYDKO-ELECTRIC PLANT of the
Black Hills Traction Co. S. H. Lea. (Eng.
Rec. Nov. Ui. 1907; Hi pp.) Describes the

methods employed In utilizing water power In

the Black Hills of South Dakota for the gen-
eration of electric power. 20c.

5(1,-,-—LOCOMOTIVES—Steam Locomotives
vs. Electric Locomotives. M.ax Toltz. (Tech.
Literature, Nov., 1907 ; 4 pp.) Shows that

a steam locomotive, properly improved, Is

more economical as a motive agent than an
electrically driven engine, and discusses the

modifications necessary In steam locomotives
to attain this end. 40c.

5058—LUBRICATING OILS. J. H. Coste
and E. T. Shelbourn. (Tech. Literature, Nov.,

1907; 514 pp.) Deals with theoretical as-

pects and principles of friction and then dis-

cusses the qualities and essentials of good lu-

bricants, the relative merits of fatty and
mineral oils and the art of choosing a suit-

able lubricant. 40c.

5059—PIPE—Reinforced Concrete Pipe tor

Carrying Water under Pressure. (Proc. A.

S. C. E., Oct., 1907; 3 pp.) Brief discussion

bv F. Telchman and J. R. Worcester of the

above paper, which was previously mentioned
in this Index.

5()U0—PIPE—Small Cement Pipe for Irri-

gation. Albert Eugene Wright. (Cal. .lourn.

of Technology, Oct., 1907 ; 5 pp.) Gives costs

of building 6-, 8- and 10-in. cement pipe and
the result of tests made on these sizes to

determine strength and amount of leakage.

20c.

5061—POWER TRANSMISSION—The Cal-

culation of Copper Conductors for Alternat-

ing Current Three-phase Transmission Lines.

F. B. Brown. (Can. Soc. Civ. Eng.. Nov. 7,

1907, advance proof, 12 pp.) Explains the

use of some special diagrams, the employ-
ment of which makes It easy to calculate

the size of any transmission system, the

proper spacing of wires, drop In voltage,

proper Impressed voltage and similar factors.

51102—PRODUCER GAS PLANT, Test of a.

.1. II. Alexander. (Engineer, Nov. 1. 1907;

1V4 pp.) Gives the results of a very detailed

test on two power plants working on pro-

ducer gas, and shows the relative cost and
operating expenses of steam and producer gas
plants. 20c.

50C3—PUMPING MACHINERY Employed
In Mining. J. H. Hart. (Min. Wld., Nov. 2,

1907 ; 1 p.) Reviews the systems of lifting

water which have been used In mining opera-

tions and mentions the advantages of air-

lift pumps for this purpose. 20c.

5004—PUMPING PLANT—Tests of a
Large Pumping Plant. ,1. Macaulay. (Journ.,

Transvaal Inst. Mechan. Eng., Oct., 1907;
3M; pp.) A general account of the procedure
In'conducling a test of a large central station
pumping plant, recording the results obtained
and discussing their slgnlllcance. 00c.

,500.5—PUMPS—Electrical Pumping Instal-

lation of the Llndal .Moor Mines, England.
(Elec. Wld., Nov. 16. 1907: 3^4 PP) Very
complete account of the largest electric pump
histallatlon In Great Britain. This plant has
to unwater a mine and check Inflows of water
and the pumps are so designed as to be
lowered down the Inclined shaft as the water
level recedes. 20c.

-.066—RESCUE APPARATUS—Loa Apara-
tos resplralorlos y los Servlclos de Salva-

mento en las mlnas de carbon. E. Hauser
and It. Ariza. (Mlnlsterlo de Fomento Clomlsl-
On del Grisi'i, Madrid, 1907: 66 pp.) Report
of a Spanish Imperial commission which In-
vestigated the performances of various types
of rescue ai)paratus throughout the coal dis-
tricts of Europe. The construction of the ap-
paratus, its behavior and value as shown by
its use In Westphalia and Austria, are the
chief subjects discussed.

5067 — RESCUE AI'PARATUS — Sauer-
stoffbehandlung. (Chem. Ind.. Oct. 15, 1907;
1^/1* pp.) <Jives hints on the management of
oxygen apparatus and the best methods of
admlnistei'iug this gas to victims of gas
poisoning and other accidents. 40c.

5008—STEAM SHOVELS—Die Entwicklung
und Bedeutung der Dampfschaufelu. R.
RIchter. (Zeit. des Vereines deulsctier In-
genieure, Oct. 26, 1907 ; lu pp.) Traces the
evolution of steam shovels as applied to
dredging and mining operations and points
out the extensive field opened to them. The
leading types of shovels are fully described.

5069—STEAM TURBINES—Practical Ex-
perience With Exhaust-steam Turbines.
.Vlfred' Gradenwitz. (Eng. Magazine, Nov.,
1907: 10 pp.) In minor fields this type of
turbine has an admitted value as a prime
mover. Several applications of these turbines
to various uses in European steel mills and
mines are described. 40c.

5070—TUNNELING—New Boring Machines
for Tunneling. (Eng. and Mln. Journ., Nov.
23, 1907 ; 1 p.) Analyzes the conditions
under which . tunnel boring machines must
operate and considers the problem of muck
disposal in relation to their capabilities. 20c.

5071—VENTILATION SYSTEM—An Im-
proved System for Ventilating Mines. G. M.
Capell. (Mln. Wld., Nov. 10. 1907 ; 1 p.)
Describes the claims of in improved method
of applying fans to mine ventilation ; also
the construction and arrangement of the ma-
chines used in this system. 20c.

5072—WATER \VHEELS—The Governing
of Peiton Water Wheels. H. Aughtle. (Me-
chan. Engr., Nov. 9, 1907; 1% pp.) Gives
a few facts connected with the governing of
Peiton water wheels, discussing them from the
point of view of theoretical changes In effl-

clency. 20c.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

5U7:j—DIMETIIYLGLYOXINE—Ueber die
Anwendung des Dlmethyigiyoxims zur Bestim-
mung des Nickels und zu seiner Trennung von
den Metallen der Schwefelammoniumgruppe.
O. Brunck. (Zeit. f. Angew. Chemie, Oct.
25, 1907; 61/2 pp.) Notes on the use of this
organic reagent as a means of separating
nickel from solutions which contain cobalt,
zinc, manganese, Iron and chromium. It

appears that this reagent gives quantitative
separations and that the precipitates are
easily dried and weighed and that accurate
results are easy to obtain. 40c.

5074—ELECTROLYTIC ANALYSIS—Rapid
Analysis by Electrolysis Without Rotating
Electrodes. Francis C. Frary. (Journ. Am.
Chem. Soc., Nov., 1907; 4 pp.) Describes
various improvements in the apparatus used
in quick determinations by electrolysis, mak-
ing use of solenoids and gauze cathodes. This
arrangement makes the use of motors and
rotating electrodes unnecessary. 60c.

5075—FLUORINE — Determination of
Fluorine. C. A. Heberlelu. (Mln. and Scl.

Press, Nov. 9, 1907; % p.) Notes on a volu-
metric method of determining fluorine In the
presence of carbonic acid, chlorine and or-

ganic ' substances. The apparatus required
and equations Involved are described. 20c.

5076—MINERAL EXAMINATION—Samm-
lungs-mikroskope fiir Mineraliensammlungen.
M. Schwarzmann. (Centralblatt t. Mineral-
ogle, Oct. 15, 1907: 9 pp.) Description of
several improved types of microscopes adapted
to the use of ordinary and polarized light In

the examination of mineral sections, and
notes on systems of making observations. 40c.

5079

—

uSe of LITHARGE—The Effect of
High Litharge in the Crucible-Assay for Sil-

ver. R. W. Lodge. (Paper read before
A. I. M. E., July, 1907; 5H PP) Shows by
examples how high litharge in the crucible
will lead to low silver results when assaying
certain classes of ore. Shows also the su-
periority of the scorlflcation method for as-

saying ores from the Cobalt district when
they are rich In nickel and cobalt. The
fluxes and results of all assays leading to
these conclusions are included. 40e.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY Jfc-rr:

5081—CYANIDE and Its Manufacture.
(Brass Wld., Oct., 1907; IH pp.) Describes
briefly the old method of making cyanide
from yellow prussiate of potash, also the
modern method which calls for the fusion of
the prussiate with metallic sodium. 20c.
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The Elmore Vacuum Process at Dolcoath
The Complex Tin-Copper-Tungsten Ores o( Cornwall, Hereto-

fore Treated With Difliculty, Are now Successfully Separated

B~Y EDWARD WALKER
During the current year several refer-

ences have been made in the pages of the

Journal to the concentration process in-

vented by Frank Elmore and known as the

"vacuum" process. Stanley Elmore de-

scribed the process in the issue of May
II, 1907 and I gave some account of the

installation at Tywarnhaile in the issue of

Juno I. Siiu-f that lime the process has

mining engineers and metallurgists is to

give the results obtained in practice. One
of the most interesting of all the installa-

tions is that at the Dolcoath tin mine in

Cornwall. In the accompanying illustra-

tions arc shown photographs and sectional

drawings of the plant. The problem oi

ore dressing in Cornwall is a complicated

one and until recent years a comparatively

the mines the option of saying whether the

ores were to be considered as tin ores or

copper ores. If the pyrite content was not

great, the mines would burn the concen-

trates and rc-buddle them. In this way
the copper would be lost. The advent of

modem plant and processes made it pos-

sible to deal with complex ores more
profitably. For instance, the W'ilfley table

VACUUM APPARATUS, WITH AIR-PUMP BELOW MIXKR AND SETTLING TANK

gone ahead rapidly and several plants are

already in active operation in various parts

of the world. There is a large installation

at Sulitelma, Norway, where low-grade

copper ores are treated, and there is a

plant at Traag in the south of Norway,

treating zinc ores. .\ plant is now being

shipped to Broken Hill, New South Wales,

or the use of the Zinc Corporation.

Cornish Ores

-\fter all the main point of interest to

small proportion of the metallic contents

of the veins could be utilized. At only a

few localities is tin oxide found by it-

self. As a rule varying quantities of iron,

copper and arsenical pyrites occur with

the tin and in some cases wolfram, gray

copper, etc., are found with it as well. In

the old days tin and copper ores could

only be separated by hand. The tnines

never obtained payment from the smelters

for both tin and copper values in their

concentrates, and the smelters would give

separates arsenical and copper pyrites

from the tin, and the Wetherill magnetic

concentrator separates wolfram from tin.

though at the present time the separation

and recovery by these two machines are

not by any means complete. The Wilfley

table gets the pyrites out of the tin and
makes a good tin concentrate, but, owing
to the friable nature of the pyrites, the

actual recovery of copper is not high.

Then again, the magnetic concentrator

makes a very clean tin concentrate, but a
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great deal of tin goes over with the wol-

fram. It is said that the tin is made mag-
netic by the presence of iron particles and
the metallurgists are engaged in devising

some means of preventing this action.

Application of the Vacuum Process

It seems to me that the vacuum process

is just what is required in Cornwall to put

the finishing touches on the system of ore

treatment. It makes a very high e.xtrac-

the vacuum plant, to remove the pyrite
and other sulphides, such as blende, which
occurs occasionally. The arsenic would be
removed from the pyrites by roasting and
the residue treated for copper. The tin

and wolfram would be dressed out on
tables or buddies in the usual way, and the

concentrates passed through the magnetic
separator. By this system the recovery of

all the metals would be satisfactory com-
nierciallv.

because the ores could not be treated

profitably. The vacuum plant that has
been put up deals with these ores in a
satisfactory manner, and Dolcoath should
before long become a producer of copper
and arsenic.

The Dolco.\th-Pl.\nt

Referring now to the ' illustrations, it

will be seen that the ore is delivered to
a rock breaker, from which it passes toa

ELMORE VACUUM CONCENTRATION PLANT, DOLCOATH MINE

tion of the pyrite, so that the recovery of

copper from tin-copper ores is on a busi-

ness-like basis. In the second place, the

removal of pyrite is so efficient that the

concentrates of tin and wolfram to be

treated in the magnetic separator will be

practically free from iron, so that the mag-
netic removal of iron and the possibility

of iron making some of the tin magnetic

will not have to be considered. The gen-

eral method of dealing with these complex
ores would be to pass them first through

The Dolcoath Ores
We always associate Dolcoath with

high-grade tin ores, but there is plenty of

copper and complex ores in the veins as

well, and in the early days copper ores

were worked profitably. . There is hardly

any wolfram found, though the same lodes

in the adjoining mines—South Crofty and
East Pool—are full of it. There are sev-

eral veins in Dolcoath containing copper,

arsenic and tin, with here and there some
zinc. These veins have not been worked

ball mill. The pulp is pumped up to a
thickening tank or settler A, from which
it is delivered in regular quantities

through an automatic double valve into

the mixer B. Acid and oil are also fed

into the mixer, and by means of rotating

beaters are brought into thorough contact

with the pulp. From the mi.xer it passes

into a vessel from whence it is drawn up
a pipe C to the vacuum machine D. The
concentrates containing the pyrites bub-
ble over as a scum and pass down the two.
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pipes E, and arc collected in a tank on

the ground, while the tailings containing

the tin come down the four pipes /•,

through the tailings valve (7, and out to

the tin-dressing tioors. The vacuum
pump is sliown at H. It is connected

with the separator by means of the pipe

/ A vessel A.' is provided to catch any

concentrates which may happen to bubble

over, and prevent them from getting into

the air pump
The whole of the apparatus is driven by

electric current. A J5h. p. motor drives tin

rock breaker, ball mill, mixer. and air pump

Tests of the Process

As regards the results obtained b> this

plant, it is interesting to find that the

very first continuous run gave a satisfac-

tory e.\traction, although the crushing

plant was not doing full duty. The figures

for the oil consumption and the amount
of ore put through the plant were ad

versely affected, owing to the ball mill

not working up to its expected capacity.

Whether this was because the men were

not sufficiently acquainted with ball milK,

or whether it was due to a defect in thi-

machine I am unable to say. I under-

stand, however, that for other reasons it

is intended to replace the mill with stamps.

The mill could not keep up with the work
of the vacuum plant, and consequently the

oil consumption was too great and the

work done by the plant too small.

In this first test the machine ran for

43J4 hours and treated 31 tons of ore.

rinis at Dolcoatli reihuid the amount of

oil used to 13 lb. per inn. and 1 have no

doubt that the figiucs will be still further

reduced. The figures for the work of

t1ie plant are low, as I say, owin.ij to the

lall mill not crushing fast enough. The
plant only treated three-quarters of a ton

an hour. In subsequent runs when the

TAILINGS VALVE AND BALL MILL

ing of iron and sulphur. Less than 0.5

per cent, of gangiie went over with the

concentrates. The tailings contained 14 lb.

of black tin per tun by'thc vanning assay,

and 0.23 per cent, of copper. The extrac-

tion of copper values was 92 per cent.

These figures for a first run, and under
adverse circinnstanccs, were so promis-
ing that R,- .'Vrthur Thomas, manager of

the Dolco.lth, immediately ordered addi-

tional plant. Subsequent runs have given

slightly better extractions .As much as 96
per cent, was extr.ictcd in one case. The
i>re treated in this plant is heavy in min-
eral, chiefly iron pyrites. The arsenic and
icpper occur largely as gray copper and
there docs not appear to be much arseni-

cal pyrite present.

The question of fine grinding does not

require discussion, for with the present re-

sults any further grinding wouldonly add to

the cost without any appreciable additional

extraction. In fact, it is considered unnec-
essary to produce so much fine product.

The water passing over the settler or

thickening tank is not allowed to run to

waste, but is returned to the ball mill, so

that slime that will not settle is not lost.

Eventually everything that comes from the

ball mill goes through the separator. When
the water in the ball mill becomes charged

with slime, the whole of it is sent to the

separator withont being thickened in the

settler.

Treating the Tailings

The best method of treating the tailings

is now being discussed. As already men-

CONCENTRATOR HOUSE. DOLCOATH VACUUM CONCENTRATOR

The pulp was reduced to a size corre-

sponding to a mesh of 20 holes per linear

inch. The amount of acid used was 115.9

lb. of sulpliuric acid, specific gravity 1.5.

and the oil used was 686 lb. of fuel oil,

or Texas residuum. These figures work

out at 3.7 lb. of acid and 22 lb. of oil per

ton of ore. At Tywarnhaile, as I men-

tioned in my article of June i last, the

amount of oil used was only 5 lb. per ton

of ore, while no acid was used, owing to

the aciditj- of the mine water. Subsequent

plant had a full and continuous supply of

ore the duty of the plant rose to i^
tons per hour, and it is possible that this

figrure may be increased. With these pre-

liminary remarks I will give the figures

of the result.

Results of the Test

The ore fed in assayed 2.41 per cent.

copper. The concentrates contained 17.4

per cent, of copper. 8 per cent of arsenic.

6 per cent, of zinc, the remainder consist-

tioned, the tailings contain tin oxide and
some remaining sulphides. It will prob-

ably be best to deal with these in the way
already in vogue at tin-dressing works.

This is to dress the roughs on tables and

the slimes on buddies, then roast the con-

centrates to reduce the sulphides to oxides,

and dress again to remove the oxides of

iron, etc.

Some engineers propose to use a prelim-

inary dressing of the ore by water concen-

tration before sending it to the vacuum
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plant. Personally, I do not see the need

for this duplication of plant, for the ac-

tion of the vacuum plant is rapid and ef-

fective, and it will treat roughs as efficient-

ly as lines. There is no physical reason

for limiting the application of the plant in

this wav

Cost of Shaft Sinking at Goldfield

Bv Percy E. B.\rbour*

The Zinc Industry of Great

Britain During 1906

By Ed\v.\ru Walker

The output of zinc ores in Great Britain

during 1906 amounted to 22,824 long tons

of dressed ore, almost entirely blende, as

compared with 23,909 tons during 1905.

The largest individual producers were the

Nenthead mine, in Cumberland, with 3975

tons; the Carshield, in Northumberland,

with 3143 tons; the Minera, in Denbigh,

with 2568 tons; the Trelogan, in Flint,

with 1831 tons ; the Cwnytwyth, in Car-

diganshire, with 1 198 tons ; and the Great

La.xey, on the Isle of Man, with 2017

tons. There were altogether 35 producing

mines, chiefly in Cumberland and North-

umberland, North and South V^ales and

the Isle of Man.
The metallic contents of the dressed ore

varied from 40 to 59 per cent. The high-

est figures were obtained by the Minera,

which, returned 59 per cent, zinc contents."

The average contents were between 46

and 47 per cent. It is estimated that the

extraction by smelting is only from 76 to

85 per cent, of the metallic contents of

the dressed ore, and the official return of

the zinc obtainable from the 22,824 tons

of ore is 8539 tons, thus making the aver-

age available metallic contents only 37^
per cent, of the ore. As an example, the

Minera, mentioned above as having S9 pc
cent, metal, is returned as extracting only

78 per cent, of the metallic contents. This

ore is smelted by the Vivians and Dill-

iVyns, at Swansea.

The amount of dressed ore exported

during 1906 was 12,942 tons, being chiefly

"Northumberland and Cumberland ores

going to Belgium. The total quantity of

'Zinc ores imported during the year was

.58,902 tons, all of which went'to Swansea.

These consisted of various grades of

blende and calamine, and no exact esti-

mate of their contents is given.

The Trelogan mine in Flint is worked

by Brunner, Mond & Co., and the zinc

ores obtained are used for the extraction

of zinc by the Hoepfner electrolytic pro-

cess at Northwich.

In the Government report the list of

zinc smelters in the United Kingdom in-

cludes the Minera, which it says is "not

in use." This smelter was only used for

I short time and has not been in opera-

tion for a number of years. There is not

:lie smallest prospect that it will ever be

re-started, so mention of it might as well

be dropped out of the reports.

\'cry few data on mining costs iu

Goldfield have ever been published,

probably for two reasons : Costs of work
by leasers were not kept systematically

and would have been of little value, as

tmie and not economy was of first im-

portance ; systematic work by owners has

but just begun, and it is almost too early

to expect costs to be given away.

The shaft, respecting which data are

here given, is located on the Daisy prop-

erty in the Diamondfield district of Gold-

field. It was started by a leaser and

sunk to a depth of 102 ft., at a cost, as

stated by him, of $80 per foot. The next

100 ft., sunk under my supervision, was
accomplished in 315^ days of three 8-

Iiour shifts each. The first 50 ft. were
comparatively easy ground to work, 33
ft. being accomplished the first week.

Then a new formation, a hard black an-

desite, was encuntered, and 19 ft. was a

good week's work. The last week only

16 ft. were made. It was necessary to

increase the round from 7 to 14 holes

and even then, to accomplish results, the

cut holes were fired and the muck
hoisted before the other holes were shot.

The shaft was 4x8 ft. in the clear,

timbered with square shaft sets of 6x8-

in. timbers, 5 ft 6 in. centers. Dividers

apd posts were of 6x6 in. and guides of

4x4 in. material. The shaft was lagged

throughout with 2-in. plank. Each set

requirM the following timber

:

pjg.pj. Size. Length.
Inches. Feet. Inches.

2 wall-plales 6x8 9
2 end-plates 6x8 5
I divider 6x6 4 2
6 posts 6x6 5 1
27 lagging plank 2x12 .'; 6
Guides 4x4 11

!-<»<'-"••
I Hi 1? s

This made a total of 539 ft. per set,

plus waste in cutting, which was used for

blocking, and was about 61 ft, makinij;

600 ft. per set In all 18 sets were re-

quired for the 100 ft of shaft, so that

10,800 ft of lumber and timber were re-

quired; say for computation 11,000 ft

The total cost of the shaft then figures

35 follows

:

Total Cost
Cost. per Ft.

II M feet tlml)erffl»55 $ 605.00 $6,060
50 wedges per set, say 1000 In

all(a2'-{c -25.00 0.260
1989 ft. "Bear" fuse = IV^ case
rStlO.SO 13.13 0.181

356 lb. 40 per ct. dynamite rtji 16c .53.40 0.534
403 capo = 4 box. 4 X. caps® HOC 3.20 0.032
628 candles, 14 oz. 6's, 2.6 boxes

fflSC 16.60 0.1.56

100 ft. 6 In. galvanized air pi|M>

la)30c 30.1X1 0.300
Mlner8i®»6nnd topmenffl*4.50 1.586.65 15.867
Hoisting engineers 475.00 4.760
One-hair time of 1 man sharp-
eulug and framing^ $6 93.00 0.930

One-third time of foreman ^$7 72.50 0.726
Electric power 30 h.p. hoist fn) $9
per h.p. per month 270.00 2.700

oil, waste and grease (est.) 2.00 0.020

Total »3.244.48 «t2.445

* Mining engineer, Goldfield, Nevada.

The excessively high price of every-

thing required—supplies, labor and power

—will be noted. This is the reason that

ore under $50 per ton cannot be profit-

ably handled in Goldfield at present.

Chine-e Meta! TraJe

In a recent consular report Consul

Thornwell Haynes, of Nankin, says that

in 1906 trade in the Chinese Empire wa.>

carried on under many adverse condi-

tions. Severe floods and droughts ac-

companied by extensive internal disturb-

ances produced general impoverishment

and in some cases severe famine, espe-

cially in south central China. Changes
in the currency have reacted to the detri-

ment of the poorer classes of the popu-

lation. The old cash has been replaced

by the new copper cent with a face value

10 times as great with consequent increase

in prices and restriction of petty trade.

The metal trades were adversely affected

by these conditions, as the followins

statistics of imports show

:

1904. 1906. 1906.
(tons.) (tons.) (tons.)

Copper 15.401 64,400 4,171
Lead 11.094 9,562 9,945
Nickel 1.S4 162 111
Quicksilver .. 87 78 70
Spelter 9.55 2,164 ,529

Zinc (sheets and plates) 439 304 731
Tin 4.263 3,611 2,419
Tin plates 9,263 11,643 16,789
Brass and yellow metals 2,142 1.834 1,704

The extraordinary drop in the copper

imports is due to the satisfaction of the

requrenients of new coinage. It will

generally be realized that China cannot

be an increasing consumer of copper

until her requirements of iron and steel

reach a much higher figure than prevails

at present. The tin imports show a

marked decrease, probably on account of

the higher market price.

The following exports are reported in

tons

:

1904. 1905. 1906.

.\ntlmony, regiilus and refined, (a) 3,696 4,221

.\ntimony ore 775 2,552 3,994
Lead 6
Lead ore

'

1,646 2,728
Quicksilver 25 18 20
Tin 3,.355 5,020 4,637
Zinc 45 81
Zlncore 7,763 8,462

(a) Included in antimony ore.

In the matter of exports less tin was

shipped out of the country in 1906 than

in the previous year. Antimony, on the

other hand, benefited by the high prices

and its production was increased though

not to such an extent as to suggest any

marked recuperative power in the Chin-

ese workings.

In operating injectors it must be re-

membered that at certain poiiits on high

steam pressures the condensing powers

of hot water are not sufficient to cause a

flow of steam in the injector. Conse-

quently when it is attempted to feed a

high-pressure boiler witli water much

over 120 deg. F. trouble is usually ex-

perienced and a specially designed in-

jector must be used.
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The Sulphur Mines of Louisiana

Day Allex W'ii.i.kv*

The existence of sulphur in Louisiana in

remarkably large deposits has been known
for over 30 years ; borings made before

1880 in the parish of Calcasieu for the

purpose of discovering petroleum pene-

trated beds containing this ihaterial. The
deposits are covered with strata of clay,

sand and gravel resting upon a founda-

tion of limestone. The sulphur is gen-

erally believed to occur as an impregna-

tion in the limestone, but no reliable means

of determining the actual percentage of

the surface. The hot water flows down
between the 10- and 6-in. pipes, passes out

info the limestone and supplies the heat

which melts the sulphur. The amount of

sulphur melted and the range of action of

the water depend solely on its tempera-

ture and the pressure at which it is snp-

plietl, which in turn, is a function of the

depth of the well. It is obvious that the

hot water can penetrate through the

cracks, pores and crevices of the lime-

stone until its temperature has fallen to

that of the melting point of sulphur. The
melted sulphur, being heavier than wa-

ter, runs back to the sump around the well

pipe and enters it through holes provided

for this purpose. Hot compressed air is

reclangidar vats are constructed on ihc

ground out of rough planking. The vats

are_ sometimes arranged so as to have two

standard railroad tracks between them, the

track level being so low that the floor of

the cars will be Hush with the bottom of

the vat. This arrangement is not univer-

sal, for the location of the vats is not

permanent, but depends on the location of

the wells, the rate at which they flow and

convenience in handling the solid sulphur.

The dimensions of the vats are likewise

varied. -A vat 250 ft. wide, 350 ft. long

and 40 ft. high is usually served by three

wells.

The vats are not filled as one would

till a water tank ; the successive sulphur

GE.NER.VL VIEW OF WORKS AT SULPHl'R MINE.SHOWIXG PILES OF SLLPHIR I.V FOREGROUND RE.ADV FOR SHIPMENT

sulphur that the limestone contains is at

hand. The method of winning the sul-

phur is very ingenious and has been de-

scribed several times. In brief it con-

sists in drilling a well through the va-

rious strata to the sulphur-impregnated

limestone, melting the sulphur in place by

heat and raising the liquid element to the

surface through pipes.

The well is driven in practically the

same luanner as in the case of petroleum

prospecting. In each well four lines of

pipe are placed concentrically, 10, 6, 3 and

I in. in diameter respectively. The spaces

intervening between the pipes are used to

carry hot water and compressed air into

the strata and to conduct the sulphur to

•Porter building. Balllmnre. M tl.

forced down through the i-in. pipe; at

the bottom of the pipe it mixes with the

melted sulphur, and forms an areated mass

which is sufficiently low in specific gravity

to allow the water pressure to elevate the

melted sulphur to the surface where it is

discharged into vats.

II.\NDLiNc .\ND Storing

The quality of material secured by this

method of extraction must necessarily be

superior since the process of extraction

also partakes of the nature of a refining

operation. Analyses of material ready to

ship frequently show more than 99 per

cent, sulphur. In preparitig the material

for shipment the only problems to be over-

come are of a mechanical nature. Lar.:;o

layers are only approximately parallel to

the vat bottom'. This is because thj

streams are directed to one part of the

vat until the sulphur is relatively steep

there, its viscosity preventing it from

leaching a level at once." The stream of

molten sulphur then turns itself to an-

other part of the vat while the first sec-

tion cools. In this manner evaporation

and cooling go on simultaneously wit'i

tilling. Sometimes, however, pockets and

lenses of sulphur remain liquid in the

center of the vat until long after the

greater bulk of the material has solidified.

This molten material runs out during

the process of dcmolishirig . the sulphur

block when it soliilities rapidly.

The solidiru-d >ulphur is brittle and
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SULPHUR BIN STRIPPED OF ITS COVERING AFTER THE SULPHUR HAS SOLIDIFIED

BREAKING UP SULPHUR
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<asily broken up by picks, crowbars and

shovels, which is, indeed, the method

used. Laborers break the lump sulphur

and tram it to cars in wheelbarrows

.^s the working face of the sulphur block

recedes from the car track, blasting is

used in order to break up the material

more quickly and thoroughly. The com-

pany is said to be contemplating the in-

stallation of steam shovels in order to

handle its product more cheaply and

more expeditiously. At the ocean ship

ping port where the freight cars are dis-

charged into steamers, various mcdiani-

cal ileviccs are in use such as bucket and
belt conveyers, stackers and orange-peel

buckets so that steamers may be loaded

in a comparatively short time. Si.x hours

is said to be the average time at present

required to fill a steamer's hold.

Antimony Ore Smelting in

Australia

.\ brief description -of the first smelt-

ing establishment for the reduction of an-

timony ores in Australia is given in the

Queensland Government Mining Journal

{.\ugust, 1907). The works are erected

m Balmain, Sydney, and arc owned by

the Metals Smelting Company. A rever-

beratory furnace and the necessary sup

plementary plant were erected, and smelt-

ing was started during February, 1907.

The company is now turning out about 24

tons of star antimony regulus per month,

and shows an extraction of about 91 per

cent, of the ore content. The refined

regulus i-i produced in one operation.

New South Wales, which is a district

producing a considerable amount of an-

timony ore. Moreover, producers of ore

in New Zealand and Queensland now
find it advantageous !•• dispose of their

product at Sydney

Abandoned Claims in the Yukon

Territory

.Si'KCI.M. CORRKSPONDKNCE

Gold Commissioner F. X. Gosselin,

in interpreting the abandoinnent amend-
ment of the Yukon placer mining act,

enacted at the last session of par

liament of the interior, said that aban-

I.IQUID SULrHUK PUMPED FROM DEPOSITS INTO V.\TS FOR S0LIDIFIC.\TIU.\

At present about 30 wells are in opera-

tion, the scene resembling the oil fields

in Pennsylvania or Texas, the well rigs

being similar in shape and proportions.

.\n extensive system of boilers, rated at

24,000 h.p. supplies the superheated water

used in the extraction process and de-

livers the wjter at the wells at 335 deg.

F. By far the greater portion of the

product is shipped to consumers direct,

the part which is refined being relatively

insignificant in. quantity.

According to the Client. -Zeit. (Oct. 23,

1907) borax occurs in Tibet in large

quantities on the banks of lakes and

rivers. Large exports were formerly

made to Europe, but they have now
dropped to scarcely 100.000 kg. per year

and the starring of the metal is done sub-

sequently in a separate furnace reserved

for that purpose.

The works are very little affected by va-

riations in price of antimony, as the

smelter's margin remains the same what-

ever market prices may be. Moreover, the

establishment of a smelter of this char-

acter is of very great importance to the

producers of antimony ore, as now they

can sell large stocks of ore ranging from

20 to 30 per cent, antimony, which pre-

viously had been thrown aside in the

process of picking ore which was done

in order to brin^ its antimony content up

to so per cent., the minimum grade that

could be exported to Germany and Eng-

land with any profit. The company has

stationed a purchasing agent at Hillgrove,

t'oncd ground cannot be relocated un

til the new law is compiled with,

which provides that the ground cannot be

staked within 10 days. Every one will

have an equal chance at the relocation.

A notice of seven days must also be

given by posting in the oflfice of the re-

corder, so that, in order to make the re-

location legal ta anyone, the notice as

well as the abandonment certificate must

be in evidence the required time. Should

a claim be given up now, and notice duly

posted, the former owner cannot have a

confederate stake the ground without tak-

ing the risk of many others going and

participating in the division of the claim

by staking simultaneously at the moment

the ground comes open for staking.
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Lake Superior Iton-ore Prices

Special Correspondence

There is some discussion of Lake ore

prices for next year, though nothing will

be done for some time in fixing a rate.

There is little doubt of a reduction in

price, but this will be small, on account

of the scarcity of merchant sellers, espe-

cially of bcssemer ores. The talk now is

for a cut of 2Sc. a ton in Mesabi besse-

iners and of 50c. in Mesabi non-bessemers,

bringing these ores to $4.50 and $3.50, re-

spectively. The prices of this year, made

last winter, were as follows : Old Range

bessemer, $5 ; Mesabi bessemer, $4.75;

Old Range non-bessemer, $4.20; Mesabi

non-bessemer, $4. There is also talk of

a further reduction of the bessemer guar-

antee, this time to 50 per cent. While

there is no doubt that guarantees of iron

and phosphorus have not been very

closely held to this year, even after the

drop in the standard from 56.70 per cent.

to 55 per cent, a year ago, it is scarcely

possible that any such drastic change as

now referred to will be made at this time.

Of course such a change in price and base

would put bessemer ores of the Mesabi

really higher than now, the expected 25c.

reduction in price being more than offset

by the change in grades.

It is true, of course, that standards

have not been well kept up to this year

by shippers, and that penalties for lower

grades shipped than contracted have been

general. But it may be doubted if this

is so much due to any diminution of iron

content in the bessemer mines as to ex-

cessive and urgent demands upon them.

These demands have prevented as care-

ful mining as usual, and have caused

them to put into shipments ores from any

place they could be got, regardless of the

fact that these mixtures brought down
grades severely. Slightly more careful

sorting of ores would have maintained

grades better. It is probable, from this

view of the situation, that next year's

shipments can be held closer to guaran-

tees. There will not only be a smaller

tonnage, but more openings from which

it can be taken. There is no famine in

bessemer ores, as some of the consumers

who have been trying to get it this year,

and have failed, seem to believe, and most

of the bessemer mines are holding their

bessemer tonnage fairly well, but they have

been forced to mine from non-bessemer

parts of their mines, in order to get out

requirements, and in this way higher

phosphorus, lower iron, excesses of silica,

etc, have crept in to such an extent that

it has seriously discommoded the consum-

ers in many cases.

It must be remembered that the number

of bessemer merchant mines is constantly

diminishing, while the greater number of

new finds are not of bessemer character.

Very little bessemer iron ore is mined on

either the Marquette or Menominee

ranges—practically none on the latter ; the

bulk of the Gogebic production is Steel

Corporation ore, and a good deal of what

is left is owned by other steel-makers

who are no more -anxious to sell than is

the corporation ; the Vermillion is owned

entirely by the corporation. Nothing is

left but the Mesabi, and all the steel-

makers are entrenched there. A few of

them have an excess of bessemers which

they are willing to trade for ores more

adapted to their individual needs, some of

them being fortunate enough to have

plants that will make steel out of high-

phosphorus ores. Aside from these the

merchant-ore firms are quite reduced in

number, and can be counted on the fin-

gers. New finds on the Menominee, and

that seems to be the most favored ex-

ploration district now, arc of non-besse-

mer ores. There is only a mine or two

on that range that produces bessemer ore,

and future discoveries there are more
than likely to add little or nothing to re-

serves of that nature. Whatever ores,

available iii the present generation, the

new Cuyuna district will produce will

probably be excessively high phosphorus.

Ore prices since 1900 have been as fol-

lows : ; .. .

Old Range. Mesabi
GUI Range ^lesabl Non- ' Nori-'
bessemer. bessemer. bessemer. besFemer

1900.. $3.60 $4.50 $4.25 $4.00
11)01 .

.

4.2.i .(.25 3.00 2.75

1902 .

.

4.23 3.25 3.25 2.75
I90:i.. 4. .30 4.00 3.60 3.20
1904 ,

.

3.25 3.00 2.7.'; 2.50
190.1 .

.

3.75 3.50 3.20 3.00
1906.. 4.25 4.00 3.70 3.50
1907.. 5.0(] 4.75 4.20 4.00

For all years to 1907 the standard on

bessemer ores was : Iron, 56.70 (dry, 63

per cent.); moisture, 10; phosphorus,

0.045 ; hut for the last year this was re-

duced to 55 per cent, natural iron.

The price of standard Old Range lake

ore delivered at Lake Erie, h^s averaged

$4.59 per ton, for the past 25 years.

Landslide at Crow's Nest Pass

Speci.\l Correspo.ndence

Miners employed at the Crow's Nest

Pass Coal Company's Coal Creek mines,

distant about four miles from Fernie,

British Columbia, fearing a fall of the

mountain above the entries to the coal

mines and the neighboring town in

which they and their families live, tele-

graphed to the provincial department of

mines requesting that ofiicial examination

into the condition of the mountain be at

once made. The local Government in-

spector of mines was at once instructed

to report by telegraph and the provincial

mineralogist was sent up from Victoria

to make an examination, so as to satisfy

the Government that the fears of the

miners were g'oundless. There has not

yet been time for the provincial miner-

alogist. W. F. :obertson. to ascertain the

conditions, as he has only just commenced

his examination, but in the meantime the

fissure ill the mountain has been carefully

examined, under instructions from G. G.

S. Lindsey, general manager of the

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, by

James D. Hurd, of Illinois, and the fol-

lowing officials of the company : R. G.

Drinnan, general superintendent; James

McEvoy, chief engineer and geologist, and

Andrew Colville, mine superintendent.

All concurred in making the following

report

:

"Acting on instructions we have exam-

ined the fissure in the mountain north of

Coal Creek. It is simply a widening out

of the old natural jointage planes in the

rocks. From its position, should any

fragments ever be loosened they would

fall into the valleys or draws behind or

to the west of the colliery, and not in the

direction of Coal Creek town or plant,

but in any case would not come a quarter

of the way down the mountain side on

account of the slope at this point. But

we do not anticipate that even small frag-

ments will so break away.

"The rocks are almost horizontal in

the mountain and even if the crack should

at some remote time extend to the bot-

tom, which is not likely, the cut off por-

tion of the mountain would be just as

stable as the rest, as the slope of the

mountain is less than the angle of rest.

"In the Rocky mountains, owing to the

wear of nature, small fragments of rock

break off occasionally, but never reach the

bottom where the slope is as it is in this

case.

"In our opinion there is absolutely no

danger whatever to life or property at

either the mines or the town of Coal

Creek from the existing conditions or

from any result of these conditions which

in our opinion could happen."

In order to allay apprehension among
the miners and others employed about or

living in the vicinity of the mines, many
of whom remember the fearful destruc-

tion of property and loss of life caused

by the big rock-slide that occurred in

April. 1903, at Frank, Alberta, distant

about 50 miles from the Coal Creek col-

liery, this report has been printed and

distributed among all immediately con-

cerned and has also been published in the

local newspapers.

In a paper read recently before the

.American Iron and Steel Institute, upon

the results of an investigation of the influ-

ence of varying percentages of carbon in

the presence of a constant content of

tungsten, says the Engineer, it was stated

that 3 per cent, of tungsten raises the

tenacity of the steels without materially

lessening the ductility, while the elastic

ratio is much higher than for carbon

steels. The tenacity is at a maximum
when the carbon content is 0.9 per cent.,

but above this percentage brittleness

occurs.
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A-B-C of Steam Percussion Drill Practice
Practical Suggestions for Unloading, Moving and Setting up

Keystone Drills Used in Testing Placer Ground in California

BY JOHN POWER HUTCHlNS-=
During the last 15 years gold dredging

has become a most successful operation

in the United States. Some of the

factors that have favored this develop-

ment are the improved methods for test-

ing ground which have been evolved dur-

ing that time. Of course, success has

been largely mutual; methods of pros-

pecting have been proved reliable by the

this information in such a way that the

results of tlie operations of machinery

installed can be predicted with rcmarkab)i'

accuracy, is a most important one. It is

due largely to the use of steam percus-

sion drilling machines that this fortunate

condition exists.

It is usually a slow, difficult, costly and

uiicerlain procedure to investigate with

tiun of the metallic content. This is

made nnreliable when large volumes of

water flow through loose gravel, even

tlirough lagging. It is also difticult to

get all the metallic particles from the bot-

"tom of a shaft where it may be nec-

essary to shovel the material from a

sticky bottom under water.

The steam percussion drill is capable

KEYSTONE NO. 3 .Nll.V -IKAI. 1 H l.V DRll.l.,

subsequent operation of the dredge, and

that has given confidence in the testing

operations. Prospecting as now carried

on constitutes a new branch of placer

mining. The fact, now generally recog-

nized, that it is possible to get accurate

knowledge of the numerous characteris-

tics of subaqueous alluvion, and to use

HII1.-.I. I'.^l AI.I.V SLl'Pl.lEll UlTH FKKTKiN HOIST FpR PL.MER IXVESTIG.\TIONS

'Consulting mining engineer. 52 Broadway.
New York.

shafts the generally low-lying areas now
being successfully dredged. This is due to

several factors. Dredging gravel is gen-

erally so loose as to require close timber-

ing and lagging, and the large flow of

water usuallj- encountered makes large

pumping capacity necessary; all of these

make for slow, difficult and costly prog-

ress. But the most important considera-

tion is. of course, the definite determina-

of working in material of this kind, is not

hampered by an excess of water in loose

gravel in the slightest degree and, there-

fore, presents many advantages for test-

ing placer ground. It may also be used

for sampling river, lake or sea bottoms

where caissons, diving bells or other

mechanisms requiring compressed air

would be necessary to allow men to work

under water. Its cheapness and mobility.
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its high rate of speed and low cost of

operation are additional advantages. Its

use is not limited to sampling alluvial de-

posits, for it can be employed with equal

success in formations of other kinds.

It is not the object of this article to

go into the advantages and disadvantages

of the drill and the shaft method of in-

vestigating placer deposits. My purpose

is to describe and illustrate in detail the

steam percussion drill, its equipment, its

crew and its manipulation. The ordi-

nary difficulties will be noted and it will

be attempted to make this paper what it

aims to be, the A-B-C of steam percussion

drill operating in testing alluvion. Main

detailed descriptions of seemingly siiiipK

procedures must therefore be given, and

it will be assumed that these are neces-

sary for a full understanding of the

subject.

The machine generally used is the Key-

stone No. 3 traction drill. Its design and

construction are so suitable for placer in-

vestigations that its use is general. Its

spudding arrangements have been largely

responsible for its adoption, for they lend

themselves particularly to processes whicli

give accurate results in auriferous placer

prospecting. Its powerful and reliable

traction device also renders it suitable for

testing shallow ground where many
moves must be made, usually over rough,

rocky, sandy or muddy surfaces. The
following description will serve as an ex-

ample of a typical Keystone drill opera-

tion in California:

Unloading

Suppose the drill to have arrived at

the railway station mounted on a flat

car. There are two common ways of un-

loading, depending partly on the existence

or non-existence of a station platform.

In case there is a platform it is some-

times convenient to run the drill from
the flat car over the planks or steel

sheets, which are commonly used in un-

loading heavy machinery of various

kinds. The drill may then be run over

the platform on 3xl2-in. planks down the

incline to the ground, if the position of

the incline permits; otherwise it is neces

sary to improvise an incline, using twn

3 or 4xl2-in. i6-ft, planks with cribbing

every 4 or 5 ft. The planks must be

staked or otherwise firmly fastened to

prevent movement while the drill is de-

scending. All supports of the platforms,

bridges and culverts should be carefully

examined before the drill is taken over

them ; the loss of much time may be

avoided if this precaution is taken. The
No. 3 Keystone traction drill weighs with

its load more than six tons, and it is

therefore rather heavy for most bridges

In addition to this weight several hun-

dred pounds of equipment are usually

carried in the bed of the drill.

In unloading it is usually preferable to

take the drill directly from ihc tlal car

to the ground. The drill can be taken

off either forward or backward, although

it is usually taken forward because turns

can be begun to better advantage as soon

as the front wheels strike the ground;

they are the steering wheels, and the

greater width of the rear tires aids this

procedure, .\nother reason for taking

power or with iilocks and tackle and four

liorse.'?. When blocks are used the tackle

removes the danger of turning over back-

ward. Blocks and tackle are not ordi-

narily used, for more time is consumed

in this way, though there is less danger

of accident when an experienced drill

man is not in charge.

The end of the flat car opposite to that

METHOD OF BLOCKING UP DRIVE WHEEL*

the machine off head first is the danger of

"turning over backward" when the drill is

backed off a car by reason of the con-

centrated weight on the rear wheels. This

is particularly likely to happen when short

planks are used, the incline to be nego-

tiated then being steep. Since the derrick

is down during moving operations the

danger of a backward turn is to that ex

tent greater.

Drills may be unloa<led with their own

from which the drill is to be taken must

be securely and tightly chained to the rail

to prevent tipping or moving and disar-

ranging the planks when the weight of

the drill begins to bear on the incline.

This is superfluous when the car is a

heavy one. The car wheels must be

blocked on both sides of one wheel to

prevent movement; this is easily done with

the l^-in. or 2-in. drive-clamp bolt nuts

The drill i' taken straight nff the car and
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straddles one rail over which it later

passes on planks. The degree of inclina-

tion which may be safely used is about

4 in 16; the floor of a flat car is about 4 ft

above the rails. Care must of course be

taken while the drill is on, any steep in

clines under its own power to prevent its

running away. Keeping the reverse lever

"on center" will hold the machine on any

ordinary incline.

The time of acuially rinming off a drill

may be less than ten minutes, although

several hours may be needed to complete

sprocket chain, the pinion of the trac

tion device, the bearings on the inter-

mediate shaft or other parts of the en-

Hino. It may also couse damage by pro-

ducing leaky flues, in wear of brasses

and other bearings. There parts arc ex-

posed to considerable dust, and usually

loosened nuts, etc., will need attention.

The engine always requires adjustment

after driving the drill on long trips.

It is generally considered cheaper, often

as much as 100 per cent., to move over

rough roads by horse-power, and al-

which may take five or more minutes.

Waiting for steam is also a common
cause of delay; good wood, oil or coal

is necessary to keep going on rough or

hilly roads, and on long hills extra steam

is required.

Kocks 4 in. in diameter and ruts 4 to

6 in. deep are crossed easily by letting

down carefully with the brake when
using horses and with the reverse lever

when under steam. Considerable time is

often consumed on rough roads in filling

ruts ; but as a general rule a Keystone

DRILL OPERATING ON TIDAL WAVE FRACTION. NEAR NOME, SHOWING CLEATED BOARDS USED INSTEAD OF CORDUROY

the operation. In loading a drill upon a

flat car the operation is re\ersed, the pre-

cautions to be observed being the same.

Moving on Roads

On rough roads it is generally good

-practice to haul the drill with six to ten

horses weighing about 1200 to 1400 lb.

each. This method may save the cost of

frequent repairs, for moving the drill with

ats own power may result in breaking the

though the drill driven by the power of

its engrine may at times make as much as

four or five miles per hour under excep-

tionally favorable circumstances, in gen-

eral it can be moved more rapidly with

horses. Moving the machine by means

of its engine is subject to delays not en-

countered in the other method. Bad wood
leads to loss of time : also waiting for

water, for the machine must be watered

about every half hour in operation.

traction drill can eo wherever a loaded

wagon can be hauled. The cleated wheels

and the powerful brake of the drill will

safely lake it down steep inclines where

a heavy wagon could not pass. It travels

over rough cobble stones, brushy creek

beds and other places where it is ex-

tremely difficult to haul a wagon. There

is always danger in crossing brushy areas

of tearing oflf the pet-cocks and pipes

which discharge from the cylinder and
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stt'am chest under the body of the ma
chine. The drill will bre.ik down and

run over two-inch saplings when undei

its own power, but this always involve?

danger lo the tittings beneath the engine.

CORDUROVINC

Corduroying is necessary on muddy,

soft and sandy surfaces. Brush is good,

often better than poles, when thrown in

loosely, for poles may be kicked back

while brush is not displaced by the

wheels. When poles are used they should

be long enough to be caught by both driv

ing wheels. Straw, unless used very

freely, is not good corduroy material foi

a Keystone drill under its own traction

Gravel and rocks or short pieces of wood
may be used at times. On sidling roads,

on account of the top-heaviness of the

machine it may be necessary to build up

the lower edge of the bed. This is done

cither by laying planks longitudinally and

leveling transversely to prevent skidding

on steep ascents, or by laying large poles

6 to 8 in. in diameter longitudinally and

then putting. in cross poles about 3 to 4

in. in diameter or plank of 3- to 4-in

stuff, with other longitudinal poles under

the lines where the wheels will run, thus

permitting the use of lighter corduroy

The cross poles or plank should be long

enough to have a good bearing withoul

lying horizontal ; that is, the cross poles

must incline toward the high side of the

read to prevent any tendency of the long!

tudinal poles to roll down hill across the

road. It must be borne in mind that the

Keystone drill is so heavy that it may
break down the lower part of a side-hill

road. Where there is any danger of this

kind, corduroying entirely across the road

should be used if the road is transversely

level enough to permit it. Greater bear-

ing for the outside wheels is thus also

secured.

.\ common difficulty is the sinking of

a wheel into a hole or soft ground, .\fter

petting one driving wheel stuck in sand,

n>ud or soft dirt, it is necessary to lift

the tire nearly to the surface level with

a jack or a lever so that cribbing may be

built in and a plank may be placed in a

nearly horizontal position for the wheel

10 run upon. Unless this precaution is

observed the wheel will not climb out,

but will "kick back" the planks or cordu-

roy placed beneath it. It is often pos

sible in a cut when it is not too narrow.

to back up on a moderately inclined short

piece of wood and hold the engine on

center and then run ahead after another

piece ha? been thrown into the hole.

This is of course possible only when the

drill will move itself or has not sunk so

deep that the ash pan touches the ground

In moviuE over soft or sandy ground

the team beloneing to the wafer-wagon

equipment may be extremely helpful : for

when t>art of the traction effort is sup-

plied by a-iirrals there is less tendency

fcr the driving wheels to dig into the

ground. By using the team to furnish

part of the power in diflicull places, it is

often possible to move over areas that

could be crossed only on corduroy were

the steam traction used alone. Nar-

row streams may be crossed even if so

deep as to extinguish the fire under the

boiler, which, however, endangers the

grate bars, the sudden tooling having a

tendency to crack them.

On good roads, under traction on the

high speed, about four to five miles per

hour is possible for a time : on the slow

speed about tw^o miles per hour is the

wheel may come in contact with the

frame and bind. Sharp turns are difficult

on soft surfaces, for the front wheels

may skid. In rough or soft ground the

turn may be shortened by using horses

to pull short in the direction in which the

turn is to be made. There is danger of

breaking the kingbolt if the front wheels

strike obstructions too high to be mounted

readily. Such obstructions must be

passed with care and at slow speed.

The actual drilling of the hole is often

the easiest and simplest part of the opera-

tion, and the greatest difficulties en-

countered in prospecting are those of

DKii.i.iNi; .\i.\iniNK EyuirrKi) with g.-\solene engine

rate of progress. Two double blocks

with one-inch rope are sometimes needed

in getting out of difficult places. The

drill cable can be used for the same pur-

pose. When two or more Keystone trac-

tion drills are being used in the same in-

vestigation, they are often of great mutual

help in extricating each other from holes

and in rendering assistance in other

ways. To the experienced these remarks

may seem superfluous, but since drills

are often taken over very rough and soft

ground, any suggestion may be of value.

Care must be taken not to make sharp

turns in soft or rough ground, for a

moving the drill from place to place and

from hole to hole,

rocky, soft, muddy,

surfaces are often

ground.

Extremely rough,

sandy and brushy

found on placer

Setting Up

.•\fter the location of the survey pegs

is a^iccrtaincd the drill is moved exactly

over one of them and the derrick is

raised. This may be accomplished by

footing the braces in the ground and

hacking up the drill. Particular pains

should be taken to bring, the hole in the

exact spot indicated liy the survey peg.
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1 lie iiKichine is leveled up with jacks ami
blocking, a carpenter's level generally

teiiiK used. Proper leveling is important

for a departure from the horizontal may
cause trouble with the sand line friction,

which if not properly adjusted may take

hold when not expected to do so and
otherwise nii^sbehave. Sometimes after

hard usage, drill frames and derricks be-

come so seriously twisted that the differ-

ent parts will not operate properly if set

up with level frames. In that case a de-

• parlure from the horizontal in the direc-

tion required is necessary.

.Mthough transverse leveling is more
important the frame should be appro.vi

mately level in the longituilinal direction

as well ; if the driving wheels are low the

tool will swin^ too neaf the frame, the

drive clamps striking the derrick, and

cause other inconvenience. If the drive

wheels are too high a set of severe strains

is introduced in the derrick, particn-

lairly level. The jacks are then footed

over the two planks, a piece of blocking

being placed between the jack heads and

the frame, and the jacks are then screwed

up until they lake all the weight. A de-

vice is provided on this drill for locking

the frame to the front axle on each side

to prevent rocking on thc> king bolt. As
drilling goes on, blocks are inserted on

each side of the king bolt between axle

and bolster to take the strain oflf the

king bolt. Since it is often necessary to

use the drill on uneven ground and there-

fore to raise one or both front wheels off

the ground, this device is frequently in-

operative. .\ drill may be used as a

hoist in shaft sinking; in that case it be-

comes necessary to use this device, for

the jacks would be in the way.

Crew

Three men are needed actually to op-

erate a drill, a drill man. a fireman and a

RAISING DERRICK BY B.\CKING MACHINE TOWARD BR.-\CES

larly when pulling drive-pipe. It is cus-

tomary to get adjustment in a transverse

direction by placing a level on a shaft

or on a wooden cross piece between the

engine and the boiler. Longitudinally the

machine is leveled by using the drill cable

as a plumb line.

In leveling, the lower of the two driv-

ing wheels is raised, as described for get-

ting a wheel out of a hole, except that

two firm blocks are used. Cribbing is

sometimes needed : this must be firm

enough to resist the vibration due to the

operation of the machine. The other

driving wheel should be securely blocked

to insure against movement, for each of

the wheels rotates independently of the

other on the No. 3 traction drill.

Two i6-in. scr(^v-jacks arc used at the

derrick end. Two pieces of plank about

2x10x14 in. arc placed on solid ground

under each corner of the frame and a

plank about 2x10 in. by 5 ft. is placed with

• ne end on each piece. This should be

panner. In addition a man is needed to

haul fuel and wat&r. and assist in moving,

and to help generally. The drill man is

in charge of the actual operation of the

drill ; he operates the levers and has the

care of the machinery and tools; his pay

is about $3.50 for nine hours' work. The
fnenian fires and tends the boiler, and in

addition assists in keeping the drive-pipe

tools, etc., in good order; he also helps in

manipulating the sand pump before and
after it is hoisted out of the hole and

while it is being dumped ; he also pours

water into the pipe as the tool is being

hoisted to wash it and to thin the drill-

ings ; he cleans pipe threads and makes
himself generally useful. He is the hard-

est worked man on the job, doing work
that is not enough for two and more
than enough for one, and is generally

the poorest paid, getting about $2.50 per

day.

The panner receives, handles and pans

the material as it coines from the hole.

He records the constituents, color and
characteristics of the material and
judges whether gravel is loose or other-
wise, or whether it is line, medium or
coarse. To determine the size of gravel
Ihe pumpings are examined. If ii is safe
to assume that the buulders composing the

gravel bed vary in character, the follow-

ing line of reasoning will give a fair

idea as to the size of the gravel. If but
one or two kinds of fragments are found
it is assumed that but one or two boulders
were included in the core drilled and that

the gravel is coarse. If the kinds of rock
represented by the fragments are more
numerous there must have been several

boulders of medium size in the casing.

Still more different kinds of fragments
and small pebbles indicate fine gravel.

While the drill man measures and marks
the cable, thus keeping track of the core,

it is the panners' duty to watch it also.

The cable is measured frequently, always
when a hole is started, also each time a
section is added to the drive-pipe, and
sometimes more frequently when a deep,

wet hole 'is being drilled.

The water-wagon man, the "water
Inick." hauls fuel and water to the drill

and helps whenever necessary. His team
must often assist in moving the drill,

particularly over soft ground, and he

iiauls the pipe, tools, etc., from a finished

hole to the new place of setting up. He
generally owns the team and the wagons
for water and wood. His pay is $4 to $5
per day. The team must be a good one,

for the work of hauling over rough, soft

areas is severe for both the animals and
equipment. Wlhen two drills are oper-

ating in the same immediate vicinity, one
"water buck" sometimes supplies both. If

frequent moves must be made this is not

good practice, for under these circum-

stances one man and a team cannot prop-

erly attend to two drills.

Tools and EQLir.ME.ST

The following list of tools and equip-

ment shipped with a Keystone drilling

outfit to California is given in full ; it

shows what is needed in actual practice

:

One drill stem ; one rope socket ; one
drill cable ; one sand pump ; one sand-

pump line; three drill bits; one pair of

driving clamps ; six driving-clamp bolts

;

two jack-screws; one jack-screw bar;

two lo-lb. sledges ; one shop hammer

;

one claw hammer; two adjustable

wrenches, 6 and 10 in. ; two alligator

wrenches, 4 and 10 in, ; two monkey
wrenches, 16 and 18 in. ; one Stilson

wrench, 18 in. ; three cold chisels ; one

belt punch ; one punch : two hot-eye

chisels ; one belt ; two driving-block

wrenches : one oil can ; two No. 13'/^

Vulcan chain wrenches; two No. 15 Vul-

can chain wrenches; one canvas fly; one

imibrclla tent complete ; one haml ax

:

two axes; one hand saw; one extra lubri-

cator ; one square ; one brace and four
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bits; one blower bolt; two extra foot-

valves for the sand puinp ; one canvas

blower hose; four iron stakes for canvas

rty; one i^^-in. gas pipe, 12 ft. long; one

galvanized-iron bucket; one sled; one oil

sled for hauling fuel oil ; one spirit level

;

one tool chest ; one piece of lumber, 3x4

in. by 14 ft.; one piece •>^-in. chain, 8 ft.

long; one crow-bar; one rocker outfit, in-

cluding one complete rocker, one galvan-

ized-iron tub, one galvanized-iron panning

tub, three mining pans, one box 2x2x1 ft.,

one box 2x2x1 ft. with a drawer, used

also as a seat for the panner, and one

lajge dipper ; one scroll for marking

posts ; one sluice box ; one galvanized-iron

3-gal. bucket ; one scraper for cleaning

up; one chalk line; two shovels; assorted

nails; three half-round files; one water

can and one anvil.

The operation of the drill will be de-

scribed in a future article.

California Mineral Production

Special Correspondence.

The California State Mining Bureau.

under direction of Lewis E. Aubury, State

mineralogist, has completed a report on

the output of mineral substances in the

State for 1906. and it is now in the hands

of the printer. The report is late because

the records of so many companies were

destroyed in the great fire. An abstract

of the report in an advance sheet shows

the following yield and values for the

year. The figures are in short tons, ex-

cept as noted

:

Substance. Araount. Value.

Aslwstos 70 * 3..500

A>-plia!t 77,756 777,660
BltumlDOUH KOCk 16,077 45,204
B.irai (crude) • 68.173 1,182.410
Cenioot (bbl.) 1.286,000 1,941.250
Chrome 317 2,8.59

Clayi«(.rlck. M.) 277,762 2.638.848
Clavs (pottery) 167,267 162.283
Cial 24.850 61,6J0
CAl>icr(lb.) 28,726,448 5.522.712
Fuller'B Earth 440 10,600

Oems 497,090
OlasiSand 9,750 13.376

Gold 18.732,4.52

Oranlte(' u.fl 329,810 344,083
lufiinorlal Enrtti 2.4.10 14,400

Oypsnm 21,000 69,000
Lead(ll).> 338,718 19.307

Llme('>bl.) 689,268 703,060
Limestone 80,262 162,827

Mai^a-lam 1.060,164 870,««7

MaiiKaiie^e 1 30
Macnoelic (crude) 4,032 40,320
Marlile(il.n.) 31.400 76,800

Mlii>Tal Paint 250 1,720

Mineral Water (cal.l 1,585.690 478.186

Sal iral On»(M .ri.ft.J 168.176 109,489

PavhiK Bl">kH(Ml 4,203 173,4.32

P.-tr..|BUm (hbl.) 32.624.000 9,238,020

Platinum (troy ..«) 91.40 1,647
Pyrltflx 46,689 146,896
Qul<'ksllTer|flask8. '61b.).... 19,516 712,3.34

Kilbble 489,208 647..519

Salt 101,660 213.228
Sari.l«t<.ue (cu.ft.) 182,076 \U,W»
.'U»ri<Mitlne(cU.ft.l 847 1,694

Soda 12.000 18.000

Silver 817,8.30

Slate (>quare!<) 10.000 lOo.OOO

Tungsten 189,100
Zinc (lb.) 20,600 12,666

$46,776,086

In the previous year the total product

was valued at $4.3,069,227, so that the in-

crease for 1906 is $3,706,858. The most

notable increase in values are in copper,

gems, tungsten and asphalt. For the

first time zinc appears among the mineral

products of the Stale.

The total value of the metallic sub-

stances (including precious metals) for

1906 \yas $26,156,702, which includes gold,

silver, pyrites, quicksilver, copper, lead,

tungsten, zinc, platinum and chrome. The
silver is given in commercial value. Met-

allic substances show an increase for the

year of $2,632,718, most of which is due

to the great increase in amounts and

value of copper.

The total value of non-metallic sub-

stances was $2,589,984, an increase of

$444,054 over 1905. These substances in

elude borax, coal, mineral waters, salt,

infusorial earth, gypsum, magnesite, man-
ganese, mineral paint, fullers earth, soda,

tourmaline, chrysophrase and others gems.

The total value of the hydrocarbons

and gases was $10,170,273, an increase of

$714,248. The hydrocarbons and gases in-

clude asphalt, bituminous rock, natural gas

.iiid petroleum. The petroleum price is

the average f.o.b. at wells or stations in

each county. The number of barrels ' of

oil produced was 32,624,000, valued at

$9,238,020 as against 34,275,701 bbl. in

1905, valued at $9,007,820. The increase

in asphalt is very large for the year, it

now being made in the process of refin-

ing the California heavy oils.

The total value of structural materials

was $7,859,126, a decrease of $84,162 from

the previous year. These materials in-

clude brick and pottery clays, portland

cement, lime and limestone, macadam,
rubble and concrete rock, paving blocks,

marble, granite, sandstone, serpentine,

slate and glass sand.

The relative value of the principal min-

erals of the Stat,e is as follows : First,

gold ; second, petroleum ; third, copper

:

fourth, clays and their products ; fifth,

cement ; sixth, borax ; seventh, silver.

The Mining Bureau has field assistants

at- work on the matter for a new edition

of the "Copper Resources of California."

They have finished the investigation in the

counties of Del Norte, Siskiyou. Trinity,

Humboldt, Plumas, Nevada, Placer, El

Dorado, Madera, Inyo and San Ber-

nardino, and are now working up their

field notes. A field assistant is also com-
pleting a new mineral map of Madera
county, showing the location of mines.

mineral deposits, etc. In connection with

the bureau it may be stated that the three

resident members of the board of trustees

have sent their resignations to the gov-

ernor. These are Curtis Lindley, Fred

W. Bradley and E. A. Stent. The other

trustees are Louis Janin, of Gaviota, Santa

Barbara county, and Harold T. Power, of

Bullion, Placer county. The trustees who
have resigned are supposed to be dis-

satisfied with the working of the organiz-

ing act relating to the bureau, as its pro-

visions make them merely an auditing

board, with no voice in the choice of the

State mineralogist, assistants or em-

ployees, and no power to direct the opera-

tions carried on by the bureau. The act

leaves all such matters to the discretiort

of the State mineralogist, who is ap-

pointed by the governor for a term of
four years. The board, before these

resignations occurred, consisted of four
scientific and practical mining men and
one mining lawyer, all of high standing,

and was probably the best board the Min-
ing Bureau ever had. It is to be re-

gretted that these gentlemen have seen fit

to resign. The position of trustees is an
honorary one only, no salary being paid.

Titanium

Titanium, although generally spoken of
as one of the rare elements, is really one
of the more common ones. According to

F. W. Clarke, chemist of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey, it forms o.43,per cent, of the
surface rocks of the globe, and is much
more plentiful than lead, zinc, copper, and
other metals classed as "common." The
Geological Survey reports that a great

many schists and gneisses carry titanium,

and it is found in appreciable quantities in

clays—not only surface clays but also

those that have been dredged from the sea

bottom.

Many iron ores contain titanium, and
ores containing i per cent, or more have
generally been avoided by miners, owing
to difficulties experienced in smelting, due
to thick, pasty slags ; but it is claimed
that when properly handled titaniferous

ores give no more trouble than other iron

ores The addition of titanium to cast

iron greatly increases its strength, and an
alloy called ferro-titanium is now manu-
factured at a number of places in this

country and Europe for use as an agent

by which to introduce the titanium into

the iron It is believed that titanium is

used by various firms to increase the ten-

sile strength and elastic limit of steel,

and although much secrecy is maintained

concerning the matter, it seems probable

that some steels that are imported as va-

nadium steels are in reality titanium steels.

As titanium, unlike other metals used for

the same purpose, such as vanadium,

molybdenum and tungsten, is plentiful and
cheap, its successful use in steel hard-

ening should establish a market for it.

Several firms are now experimenting

with titanium filaments in incandescent

electric lamps, but the reduction of titan-

ium to a metal is so difficult that the lamps

have not yet been extensively placed on

the market.

Titaniferous magnetite and titanium car-

bide, the titanium of which is derived

from rutile, are used as electrodes in arc

lamps. When one electrode is made of

these substances a block of carbon is used

for the other. The best known rutile de-

posit in this country, the one which pro-

duced the greater part of the titanium out-

put in 1906, is at Roseland, Nelson county,

Va. A few pounds were produced in

Chester county, Penn., where the product

is said to occur in comparatively large

crystals and to be very pure.
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Mining Sheet Ground in the

Joplin District

l'.\ Doss Brittain*

i he sheet-ground territory around

Webb City is mined at a depth of 150 to

joo ft. and mills an average of y/i to 4

per cent, mineral. Mining in this fotma-

tion is conducted on a more extensive

scale than any other form of hard-ground

mining in the Joplin district.

The shaft is sunk in the usual way but

is larger than the regulation 4x6 ft. size.

From each active shaft in sheet ore must

be handled an average of 200 tons of

ore per ei^ht-hoiir shift ; hence the neces-

lars for the support 01 the roof. I-igs. I

./nd 2 show the pillars and drifts of a

representative sheet ground mine.

The pillars are from 15 to 25 ft. in

oiameter and as far as possible represent

the poorest ground in the mine. If they

contain ore their fnial removal completes

ihe exhaustion of the mine, those most

icniote from the shaft being first blasted

down.

Both the floor and roof of the mine are

kept approximately level, water draining

through ditches to the sump. The roof

of limestone requires but little attention.

The ore cleaves readily leaving the roof

clean and ringing solid. When the roof

is other than limestone it often is loose,

and great care must be used in its hand-

ling, as one inspection may >ihow it pcr-

FlG. PI,AN or THE WHITSETT MINE, TOKTO KICO DISTRICT

Breaking ihe Oke

The mineralized ground is composed of

very har^l flint, compactly bedded. A
wide range of notions prevails as to

methods ;if ground-breaking, but tne con-

ventional position of the holes and their

number are represented in Fig. 3. Each

set of four holes, considered a round,

should break an average of 30 tons of

dirt, 9 to 10 ft. laterally and from the roof

10 the floor. The top hole. No. 2, on the

vertical median line of the area to be

biokcn and very near the roof, is so

directed us to break the roof level. Holes

No. I and No. 3, equidistant from the

median line, are 3 ft. from each other and

the roof. The stope hole. No. 4,. as near

the floor as the drill will allow, slants

so the shot will lift clean to the floor.

The lateral direction of these holes varies

with the individual taste of the machine

man. All are uniformly 9 ft. deep, started

with a I'/^-in. bit, and finished with a

I j^i to I in. steel.

After squibbing to enlarge the bound

end of the hole for powder, the holes are

sity for shafts 5x7 ft. and 6x8 ft., and

frequently 6x9 ft. shafts. From the col-

lar of the shaft to the solid limestone

cap, 20 to 40 ft. deep, the shaft is cribbed,

wedged, and cemented water-tight. The

completed shaft usually extends into the

orebody to be developed, having with few

exceptions been sunk on a prospect drill

hole indicating ore of sufficient richness

to warrant a shaft and mill.

Drifting and Stoping

A drift 6 ft. wide and 8 ft. high is

driven horizontally into the orebody.

Upon reaching a safe distance from the

shaft it is widened to 50 ft. and carried

on as a stope. Similar drifts start in

other directions from the shaft, so as to

take all of the orebody, leaving only pil-

•Joplln, Mo.

fectly safe and the next after a round of

shots may reveal long slabs of rock start-

ing from their places. These must be

constantly pried loose or blown down.

Soft places are also encountered and re-

quire timbering, a crib of logs being

usually sufficient. The average thickness

of ore is 6 to 9 ft., though it is sometimes

followed as thin as 2 ft. and has occurred

25 ft. thick.

Two layers of mineral separated by a

thin layer of rock are removed simulta-

neously with the dividing seam. Mineral

larely occurs here in layers so far apart

; s to prohibit working in this manner.

When widely separated they are some-

times worked simultaneously but more
cften the upper stratum is exhausted be-

fore the lower is touched, except for de-

\ clopin? purposes.
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FIG. 3.

loaded with 50 lb. of powder, Nos. i, 2

and 3, receiving half, and No. 4 the re-

mainder. The blasts are fired as num-
bered in the figure.

Handling the Ore

Generally the ore breaks small, but

there are some pieces which require bull-

dozing or sledging. Pole picks are used

to loosen the broken ground for the No.

2 shovel which finds universal use in the

district. The tub used for hoisting is

usually of looo-lb. capacity but it carries

only about 850 lb. of ore because it is

only loaded to within 4 in. of the top.

Such tubs are 30 in. deep, 28 in. diameter

with sides of No. 10 standard-grage steel

.';nd bottoms of 3/16 in. steel ; the bales

are of V/^-vn. Norway iron. Tubs of

1250 and 1500 lb. capacity, of heavier ma-
terial, are common and the installation

of 2000-lb. cages at some of the Center

Creek mines is contemplated.

No platform, common in other forms of

mining at Joplin, is used for the shovel-

crs because the face of the ore is so thin

tiiat it travels rapidly and keeping a plat-

form up with it is too much of a task.

The tubs are hooked to •'v^- to '^-in. steel
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cnbles by means of cither a spiral or pig-

tail hook or a snap hook. These hooks

are equally favored. A tub starting from

the mine with the bail merely resting on

the depression between the upward curve

ri the spiral hook and the stem may be

knocked off by a slight turn or contact

with the side of the shaft. Properly

fastened it is almost impossible for the

spiral hook to be loosened accidentally.

both the a.xles and wheels are loose, so

that there can be no binding, and the

wheels adjust themselves to the irregu-

larities of the track. The tracks spread

in Y's to the face of the ore, and are

constructed of rails weighing 8 lb. to the

yard, spiked to timbers laid in the mine

floor. The common gage for tracks is

14 inches.

Steam hoists and a few electric hoists

the bottom of the shaft. The code in-

cludes the following signals: l ring, tub

I'p ; 2 rings, lower tub
; 3 rings, man up

;

4 lings, speed pump
; 5 rings, slow pump.

Ky arbitrnry arrangement four and five

ruigs may also relate to steam, air, etc.

As the mines are comparatively shallow,

signals are employed to indicate only the

most frequent functions about the shaft.

For others a messenger is despatched who

FIG. 2. PL.\N OF THE MINE, BOSTON GET THERE ZINC C0MP.\NY

With the snap hook the tub will not start

unless properly hooked, but may be un-

snapped by the arm of an ascending miner

and with the momentum acquired bounce

off the hook.

The ca."s holding the tubs while being

loaded and carrying them in the mine con-

sist of 2x2-ft. platform of oak boards not

less than 2 in. thick, on four 6-in. wheels

mounted en i-in. axles. In the best type

arc used. Of the former the Freeman
double engine, 7^x8 in. geared, and the

single engine 8.x8 in. geared are represen-

tstive. The hoist operates in a tower over

the shaft, which, if remote from the mill,

necessitates the installation of tramways,

cither track or cable operated.

Throughout the Joplin district the signal

apparatus consists of a gong or triangle in

;he hoisting tower rung by a wire from

cnn ride 200 ft. in less time than necessary

to interpret some ambiguous and infre-

quently used sigfnal.

Ventilation is accomplished during sink-

ing and before !he workings are of such

n.'agnitude as to allow connection between

two remotely separated shafts, or shaft

end drill hole, by means of a blower

operated by a S-h.p. engine or electric

motor. Mines with inclined shafts are
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capricious as to their atmosphere, which
:s exemplified in the Yellow Dog mine
vith two inclines facing each other north

and south. With the wind from the north

the air in the south shaft is pure, in the

north below normal. With the wind in

ihe opposite direction the reverse is the

case to such an extent that the men have
sometimes been driven from the mine.

L.\B0R .\ND Wages

1 he scale of wages in the sheet-ground
nines is as follows: A ground boss at

$30 per week ; machine men, $2.75 per
<l.iy; helpers, $2.25 per day; powder men,
$^50 per day; shovelers, 6c. per tub of
ore shoveled ($4 to $s per day) ; tub
runner, $2.25 per day; tub hooker, $3 per
day; hoisterman, $2.50 per day; pump
man, $2.75 per day; track man,. $2.50 per
day. Under prevailing conditions sheet
ore can be placed in the mill hopper for
i*.6o to $0.70 per ton.

The ground boss takes the responsibil-
ity of the underground workings. With-
out a pump man he attends to his duties
.-.Iso. A few get more than the price
given. The duties of the others are
briefly as follows : The machine men and
helpers work the air drills. A round of
holes is a day's work. The drilling is

done in the morning and early afternoon.
The powder man squibs and fires the
holes at the end of the shift. The shovel-
ers load the tubs and in the absence of
tub runners, who are employed only in
the larger mines, push the cars between
Lie shaft and drift face. The tub hooker
c.-.nnects ?.nd disconnects the tubs, tim-
bers, etc. The trackman keeps the tracks
m order and extends them to the faces.
Fump men look after the pumps, repairs,
etc. They are employed in the sheet
mmes only in Center Creek vallev, where
the most serious water conditions in the
entire district have been successfully met.
A-.i'A- to 3-in. pump is ample for the
average sheet mine.

California Black Sands

Special Correspondence

The auriferous black-sand deposits in
the Pajaro valley, in the southern end of
Santa Cruz county, near the sea-coast, are
bemg experimented with to test their gold
values, as well as the quantity of mag-
netic iron. Of the latter the sands are
supposed to contain 66 per cent. There
are millions of tons of this sand. The
parties interested have established a test-
mg plant at Watsonville, and are satisfied
as to the iron. The gold value is expected
to be as high as $1.50 per ton, and they
are experimenting as to best methods of
savmg this. It is understood that some
hitherto untried process is being tried.
These sands have before this been worked
in a small way with a magnetic separator,
but the experiment was not a financial

success, as they could not save gold

enough to pay, and there was no way of

utilizing the iron. Up in the northwestern

part of the State also, some developments

in black sand mining are under way.

The black-sand deposits near Gold

Bluff, in Humboldt county, owned by the

Gold Bluff Mining and Lumber Company,
have been leased by Leighton & Capps, of

Eureka, together with the dredge and

plant. Another dredge is to be built and a

magnetic separating plant and concentrat-

ing tables are to be installed. Prepara-

tions are being made to increase largely

the capacity of the present plant. There

are nearly 200 acres of the gold-bearing

sands, and work has thus far been car-

ried on in an artificial lagoon near the

ocean beach.

Mining in the Transvaal

Special Correspondence

Arguments in favor of Chinese labor

are of no avail now, for the coolies are

being sent away every month. The mines

are beginning to realize what it means

to lose these laborers. Two Chinese mines

lost a large proportion of their coolies in

September and in consequence their profits

for the month show large decreases. Suf-

ficient Kafirs have come forward to re-

place the Chinese, but they are raw, and
until they learn their duties will be of

little use. The mines with the green labor

will have a hard time of it for a few
months.

Much interest is being taken along the

Rand over ihe question of Indians and
other Asiatics trading in the Transvaal.

The legislature has passed an Asiatic

ordinance, requiring all persons affected

to go through the formality of registra-

tion. Every Asiatic who fails to register

will be deprived of his trading license on
Dec. 31 next. So far they have refused to

obey the ordinance, and trouble is ex-

pected.

The results for September have been
published, and on the whole are satisfac-

tory. The total output of gold for the

Transvaal amounts to 538,034 oz. valued
at £2,285,424, of which the Rand's con-
tribution is 517,746 oz. valued at £2,199,-

247. Compared with August (a 31-day
month) there is a decrease of 16,993 oz.

in the Transvaal output. The total num-
ber of stamps at work in the Transvaal
comes out at 8700, and of this number
834s were crushing on the Rand. As
regards labor, nearly 3000 coolies left the
Rand for China during September. There
are now 46,260 Chinese at work on the

mines of the Rand. Fortunately the
Kafirs show a net gain for September of

3398, which balances the loss of the

coolies.

During the month the shaft of the

Brakpan mines, a large deep-level con-
cern in the Eastern Rand struck the reef.

The results are very disappoiiilmg, bemg
far below the pay line. Had the assays

gone high, it would have cheered people

up, for there is a vast stretch of deep-

level country in the neighborhood to de-

velop. But there is no reason why there

should not be an improvement as they

develop on the reefs. The gold in this

section is very patchy, and it is possible

that the shaft struck a poor zone. At the

Geduld mines, in the same district, the

reef was very poor when first encoun-
tered, and for months the development
results were disheartening, but the man-
agement persevered and has at last come
across stretches of payable rock. It is to
be hoped that the experience of the Brak-
pan mines will be similar.

Some of the base-metal propositions are
publishing monthly reports. So far the
copper properties have not turned out
over well. One lead mine is having fair

success. Little is heard from the govern-
ment tin-mine scheme, but some work
is being done there by a group ol pros-
pectors. So far the tin mines have not
done much for the linemployed.

A Large Hydraulic Plant

Special Correspondence

A number of years ago Dr. Pierce, ot
Buffalo, N. Y., organized the Big Bend
Mining Company, which was to mine a
large section of the bed of the Feather
river at Big Bend, Butte county, Cali-
fornia. A tunnel 11,000 ft. long was cut
through a point and was designed to carry
the water of the river, leaving the old
bed bare for seven miles, and this bed
was to be mined. The enterprise was not
successful; principally because the river
bed did not carry sufficient gold, and also

because it was found costly to mine the
gravel by the systems adopted at that
time. Moreover the tunnel was too small
in cross-section to carry all the water.
This old tunnel is now being utilized by
the Great Western Power Company,
which is to enlarge it to 18 ft. and
lengthen it 3800 ft., or to 14,800 ft. in all.

This is to be lined with concrete for its

entire length. It expects then to have
70,000 miners' inches of water with a fall

of 400 ft., for generating electric power.
The company is now employing some
1500 men in construction work. A trol-

ley road five miles long is being built to

carry men and material from one point

to another. Dams are being built and
concrete foundations laid for the power-
houses. It is expected that from these

power-houses, 52,000 h.p. can be delivered

in San Francisco. The power plants and
pole lines are now being built. Possibly

with all the water flowing through the

tunnel and the river bed agAin laid bare,

mining may again be carried on in the

river bed on a better system than that

tried years ago.
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The Newago Screen

A sc/oon particularly adapted to use

, with fine material has liecn used by W. J.

Bell with satisfactory results in the mill

of the Newago Cement Company, at

Xewago, Mich. The screen is essentially

an inclined rigid steel frame, at the bot-

tom of which a steel cloth is kept at a

strong uniform tension. The novel fea-

ture of the device, which is an invention

of Mr. Bell, lies in the fact that the screen

cloth is kept from blinding by vibrations

of the screen mesh produced by the con-

stant tapping of sm~il hammers on its

surface. The vibrations cannot be dead-

NEWAGO SEP.\RAT0R FRONT VIEW, WITH
APRON RAISED

down the surface or to leap far, and the

possibility of fine .screening. Screen

meshes of 0.5 in. to 200 mesh may be used.

Capacities vary from 20 tons to 0.5 ton

per hour, according to the material and

the fineness of the screen cloth. Tliese

screens are made by the Sturtevant Mill

Conipaiy, of Boston, Mass.

Sodalite in Canada

By J. J. Bell*

.\bout three miles from Bancroft, Has-
tings county, Out,, a station on the Cen-

K I 4

110 li.l'..M.

-Jio-l-Soparalor 4-0^-

-No.-£-Sopariitor G^O^ -\

J-'ccd Couvcyor

Front View

lu Single Separator / .^._ j^ ',y

this is i"-~.__^^ei/> y- I
I
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THE NEWAGO SEPARATOR

Hr!K -I

Right End Klevation

4?"*' •
I'

ened because the initial tension of the

screen is automatically maintained. This

simple scheme secures a remarkable

rapidity of vibrations whose amplitude is

small and yet sufficient to allow material

innumerable opportunities to pass through

the meshes before the material is dis-

charged from the front of the screen. No
foundation other than an ordinary floor is

required. Ease and rapidity in making ad-

justment and changing screens is obtained

by an arrangement ot the front of the

machin;: which is hinged and so may be

opened to take out the screen ; also if de-

sired th; screens may be removed through

a narrow door at the rear of the machine.

The advantages of this screen are

claimed to be—absence of the excessive

wear and tear of .-in ordinary shaking

screen, the utilization of all of the sereen-

ine suri.Trr. ii .iliilitv of ths feed to race

tral Ontario Railway, occurs a mass of

ncpheline syenite, which extends across

the townships of Faraday and Dungan-

non. It is a rare rock, never discovered

previous to 1892 in the Laurentiaii system

of Canada. In this syenite, forming

veins and irregular masses, as explained

by Mr. Adams in the report of the

Geological Survey of Canada for 1892-,^,

the beautiful blue mineral sodalite is

found. On lot 25, range 14, Dungannon,

these veins and masses attain consider-

able size and are somewhat numerous.

In 1901 the deposit was located, and pur-

chased by Mr. .Mlom and associates. It

is intended to organize a company and

work the deposits.

A miner seldom runs into more than

one missed hole in his lifetime.

NEW'AGO SEPARATOR PERSPECTIVE VIEW
•2f) Prince Arthur avenue. Toronto, Ont.
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Disaster at Monongah Coal Mines Nos. 6 and 8
Explosion Probably Caused by Loaded Trip of Cars Break-

ing Away and Severing a Trolley Wire at Foot of Slope

B ^' F L O \' D W PARSONS
rill' cxplusiiin al ilio Monongah Xos. (>

and 8 mines has conu- upon tho opcrati>rs

of coal mines in northern West Virginia

as a thunderbolt from a clear sky. There

is not one experienced operator in this

field who would heretofore liave believed

that a disaster of such magnitude could

occur in the Fairmont district. The
reason for having such confidence iji the

security of the Fairmont mines was

based on three facts: (l) The dust oc-

curring in the mines has not been consid-

ered as likely to quickly lend itself to

an explosion ; '("2) the mines are not par-

ticularly gaseous; (3) the methods of

ventilation and operation as carried on

by the Fairmont Coal Company are care-

rooms on one entry without extending

throughout the entire mine. Bitter wa-

the disappointment of all concerned when

it was learned that the present disaster

bad literally torn the workings of both

properties asunder.

Loss OF Life

The closest possible estimates place the

number of men entombed at 305. .\bonl

55 of the victims have been removed, and

the most hopeful do not believe that life

still exists in any of the unfortunates who
are underground. About Si per cent, of

those employed were foreigners, the pre-

dominating nationalities being Hungar-

ians, Italians.'Slavs, Austrians, and Poles.

GENER.^L POWER HOUSE AT .M0X0NC.\H NO. 6 MINE TIPPLE

fully planned and based on' a "system that

in many particulars js unequaled by the

mines of many regions.

Of all the mines operated by the Fair-

mont Coal Company none were consid-

ered more nearly ideal than the No. 6

and the Xo. 8 Monongah plants. Im-

mense fans were here installed, concrete

overcasts and stoppings were used, and

in Monongah Xo. 8 the main system of

ventilation was carried on by seven par-

allel entries. Xot one room or heading

was ever allowed to drive oflf centers, th-'

panel system of working was carefullv

carried out, and under no circumstatncer

were rooms permitted to encroach on the

barrier pillars.

Those in authority had supposed that

it an explosion were to visit one of these

mines the worst that could happen would

be the destruction of one panel or the

The scenes at the mines on the day of the

explosion and the night following are be-

yond description. It required all the per-

suasive powers of priests and friends of

the bereaved to preserve reasonable quiet

among the stricken wives and relatives

of the entombed miners.

CoNFUcTixG Opinions

As is usually the case in such disasters,

many opinions and statements as to the

cause and course of the explosion are

heard. It is difficult to determine the true

nature of any such mine disaster even

after the bodies have been removed and

the workings opened. For this reason I

do not attempt to attribute confidently the

definite cause of the accident, but rather

to state facts, which at this early date

seem to lead to a probable explanation.

Shortly after lo a.m., Friday, Dec. 6,

a trip of cars was being Imisted up the

Xo. 6 slope and had rcacheii the knuckle

when a coupling connecting one of the

cars brolA-, and the heavily loaded trip

rushed back down the slope. After an

interval of less than one minute the mouth

of the mine into which the cars had dis-

appeared belched forth a volume of dense

smoke, unaccompanied by any flame, nor

was there sufficient force behind the ex-

plosion at this point to demolish the

mouth of the No. 6 mine or the fan and

surface plant adjacent. It is only fair to

state that many observers claim to have

heard the explosion in No. 8 mine first,

and that in No. 6 afterward ; but the eye

witness who gave me the facts concerning

the breaking of the trip and the later ap-

pearance of the smoke from the mouth

of the mine, is an engineer of such ex-

perience and ability that I do not hesitate

to place absolute confidence in his exact

statement.

Important Facts

Until further observations compel a

contrary belief I feel that the following

facts corroborate the belief that the run-

away trip was the initial cause of the ex-

plosion :

(i) That a trip of cars should run

away and be wrecked at the foot of a

slope coincident with a terrible explosion

is not a matter of ordinary occurrence.

(2) The cars were loaded, the slope

was somewhat dusty, and at the bottom

where the cars were piled up, the trolley

wire carrying 280 volts was torn and dis

arranged so that it probably threw a sheet

of flame into the great quantity of dry

dust that must necessarily have been

raised.

(3) The explosion gathered force as

it traveled through the No. 6 workings

into the No. 8 mine and worked its great-

est destruction at the very mouth of No. 8

mine, whith is the farthest point from the

origin. This coincides with the general

action of most explosions, especially when
due to dust.

(4) The mines were gaseous, but I

believe that an explosion due lo gas alone

would in this mine have confined itself

locally to one panel or section.

(5) The explosion originating near

the mouth of No. 6 did not have far

enough to travel in that direction to de-

molish the mine opening as it did at No.

8. If the explosion had occurred in the

deeper workings of No. 6 or in some part

of No. 8 mine, the explosion would have

gained force as it traveled toward the
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No. 6 and the No. 8 openings and would

have been equally destructive nt both

points.

(6) Examination seems to indicate

that the e.xplosion traveled from No. 6

mine through the No. 2 north-face entry

into the No. 8 mine. (This entry is the

only underground connection between the

two properties.)

(7) All the men so far found in No.

8 mine face away from No. 6 and toward

the No. 8 opening.

(8) As for precedent that favors the

truth of the runaway trip theory, I point

to the fatal explosion caused by a run-

away trip at the Rock Springs mine of the

Union Pacific Coal Company in southern

Wyoming.

(9) Flour and many other substances

when finely powdered and subjected to a

sheet of flame will readily explode. This

coal dust, while probably not lending

itself to an explosion so readily as the

dust found in the New River and Poca-

hontas coal mines, would certainly have

been capable of aiding and sustaining an

explosion of this kind.

(10) The dust was several inches deep

along the main entries leading out of No.

8 mine and appeared on some of the props

in a partially coked form.

The Costly Lesson

The Fairmont Coal Company is one of

the most carefully organized coal corpora-

tions in America, and has one of the most

effective engineering systems that present

knowledge can devise. No expenditure

has been considered too great when the

management could be shown that even the

smallest of benefits might result. Fans

of the most modern type have been in-

stalled at nearly all of the mines, while

the management's policy has been to care-

fully observe the State laws regulating the

mining industry. Many improvements

might, however, be adopted and result in

providing greater safety. No matter how
patriotic we desire to be, it must be

acknowledged that we are far behind the

coal operators on the continent. There is

no careful system of watering the mines

or removing the dust in this district. The

company has no carefully organized res-

cue corps. One or two safety helmets

which enable the wearer to penetrate gas-

eous workings and often spend an hour

beyond the limits of fresh air, are owned

by the Fairmont company, but no one

drilled in their use is immediately avail-

able.

Safety helmets of this sort have proved

their worth both in this country and

Europe, but American operators have

been loath to experiment and become

familiar with their use. .An apparatus of

this kind is not effective in opening the

mine, but is most necessary in penetrating

dangerous workings to rescue entombed

men.

Death Instantaneous

There is little evidence to show that the

entombed miners lived long after the ex-

plosion. The postures of the majority

indicate that they had barely time to do

more than throw themselves forward in

an instinctive effort to preserve life. A
large number of the men were horribly

mutilated; a number having their heads,

some their arms, and others their legs

blown off. In one or two instances it

seems probable that the victim had tried

to crawl a short distance before being

overcome, in other cases the miner's coun-

tenances show that hardly a muscle had

twitched before death ensued.

Barometer High

' Barometric pressure did not play an im-

portant part in this explosion. On Dec.

T, the barometer was 30.06 ; Dec. 4, 30.24

;

Dec. 5, 30.46; Dec. 6, 30.44.

In referring to the accompanying map

of the Monongah No. 8 mine, it will be

seen that the general system of working is

nearly ideal so far as a carefully worked

out plan is concerned. The No. 6 mine is

just below the No. 8 mine and is located

on the same side of the river. At the

point M is shown the No. 2 north-face

entry which connects the two mines and

through which the explosion was carried

from No. 6 to the No. S workings.

After the terrible disasters that have

occurred as the result of permitting coal

companies to connect the underground

workings of adjacent properties, it seems

strange that the laws of West Virginia

and many other States still countenance

this practice. In the case of the Monon-

gah mine the entry was driven for the

sake of ventilation so that in case of any

derangement to one fan the ventilator at

the othei: property could furnish air for

both mines. The No. 8 fan shown at A on

the map was almost entirely wrecked,

a large part being hurled across the

river. At the point B the body of

a coupler was found. At D, E, G,

H and F other bodies were discovered.

At the point K stood one of the best con-

crete overcasts in this State, the entire

structure being completely destroyed by

the explosion. At C a serious mine fire

was discovered and necessitated the laying

of pipe into the mine to furnish water for

extinguishing the flames. In the rooms

and entries to the left of the main entries

it is expected that a great many of the

bodies will be found. At the points H',

H" and //'" the rooms have been broken

through to the surface and it was through

one of these openings that two of the men
escaped.

Coke Production in Great Britain

The report of the nunc in^pcciors for

the year 1906 gives the niunber of coke

works in the United Kingdom at 257 ; in

51 of these by-products were saved. The
number and description of coke ovens in

use at the close of the year for two years

past was as follows

:

luuli. I'MH. Oliauk'HS.

Slmoii-CorveB 140 808 I. Vi
Bemot-Solvtty. ilO «70 I. 'JtW

CoppBO 1,233 2.308 I. 76
Bau»r 62 82
Kci|.pi< 72 108 I. 3«
Ottn-HllBOD«ti>ok 503 7IW I. 268
Slmpli-x 78 78

Otherklnds , 1.412 1,482 1. 70

Total b5--pr.i<luct oveng. 6,5411 0,274 I. 728

lleo-hlvu ovens 25,514 23,454 D. 2,0fiO

Total 81,000 211,728 D. 1,334

The changes were in the direction of

replacing the old bee-hive ovens by differ-

ent types of retort ovens. The production

of coke for two years is reported as fol-

lows, in long tons

:

1905. iwi'. > lini.r'-'H

Coko made 18,037,986 19.290.520 I. 1.-- I

Coal used 33,462,943 36,402,077 I. l.'.M
. <

Coal per tou of
coke 1.86 1.83 D. 0.02

The larger producing districts were

Durham, which made nearly one-third of

the total; Yorkshire, Lancashire and

Wales.

The briquets made are reported as fol-

lows, in long tons

:

1905. 190G. ChangeB.

Briquelamade 1,219,580 1,513,220 1.293.834

Coal use.! 1.109,797 1,399.542 I. 289,746

Coal and per ton ot .„ , „ „.
briquets 0.91 0.92 I. 0.01

Over 8o per cent, of the briquets were

made in the South Wales district.

Phosphate Mining in Tunisia

According to Consul-General R. P.

Skinner, of Marseilles, some of the Tun-

isian phosphate companies are said to

have contracted for much of their pro-

duction up to 1915. Tunisians are exult-

ing over the prosperity of the phosphate

business, which reflects itself in the

earnings of the Gafsa company, whose

shares, nominally worth $ioo, are quoted

at $787, and yielded $15-44 pcr share in

dividends in 1906. This company began

with an output of 73.000 tons of phosphate

rock in 1899 and sold 590.000 tons in

1906.

The Societe Anonyme La Floridienne

has now entered the Tunisian field, prom-

ising to do a large business in Africa as

well as in Florida. This is a Belgian corpo-

ration, with headquarters at Rue de la

Loi, Brussels. The Florida company in

its report of 1907, states that important

quantities for delivery in 1909 had been

disposed of at prices higher than those

obtained for the output of 1907 and

1908. The Florida company own the

Djebil Sal Salah deposit, one-half of roy-

alties on the Ain Moularies mine, and an

interest in the Ain Krimah mine.
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An Emergency Water Supply

(or a Coal Breaker

By John H. Haeriter*

Almost every smumer the anthracite

coal industry passes through a dry season,

"and the amount of water collected from

every available source during such period

is entirely too small to supply the modern
mining plants. The dry season of the

summer just passed was an unusual one

and caused the operators much anxiety

and expense : particularly so in the Lehigh

and Schuylkill regions, where several

operations experienced a period of idle-

ness on account of the continued drought.

The amount of water used at a present-

day coal plant is considerable, the prepa-

ration of the coal in the breaker itself re-

quiring large quantities. Anthracite coal,

as it comes from the mines, is not market-

able, and the "run-of-mine" as it is called,

cannot, as was done in the earlier days

of mining, be so readily sold to consum-
ers. Before the coal can be placed on

the market it must undergo a prepara-

tion by which rock, slate, dirt and all for-

eign matter are removed, and the coal

broJ<en, screened, and assembled in grades

of nearly uniform size. The method of

preparation is not the same throughout

the anthracite field, due to the different

ways the coal beds were deposited; to

the varying nature of the strata, whether

hard or friable and whether wet or dry;

and in many localities to faulty composi-

tion of the veins, as for example the over-

lying veins of the Pottsville basin. Tn

the Lackawanna and Wyoming regions,

the coal seams are, generally speaking, in

an almost horizontal position, and the

coal is partly prepared, as it were, by the

miner and his laborer in their working

place, the rock and refuse being picked

out during the loading of the car, and

later piling or gobbing it into the extra

space made in excess of that needed for

cars and passing room while the place is

being driven.

In great contrast to this, the beds of

the Lehigh and Schuylkill regions are

highly inclined and the contents of the

seam arc loaded into the mine car, the

miner being unable to clean and store the

refuse, save where the working places are

located in a seam approaching an anti-

clinal or synclinal ; or on a gangway road

where it is possible for the miner to blow
out the scam in benches. The coal of the

lower fields is frequently wet as com-

pared with the upper field, and the con-

tents of the cars going to the breaker for

preparation are covered with a black,

muddy mixture presenting an appearance

of anything but marketable fuel.

METHODS OF PkEP.\K.\TII)N'

For these reasons dififcri'nl methods of

preparation are necessary. In some cases

the coal is prepared dry, while at oiIut

times it is prepared wet, which .gives rise

to the terms "dry breaker" and "wet

breaker." In the case of the wet. the coal

ilurin,!; preparation, is thoroughly washed

to remove the mud which adheres to iu

and an abundant supply of water must at

all times be available. The amount needed

for generating steam and for coal wash-

ing purposes cannot alv.ays be obtained,

and where it can be obtained the e.xpense

will not warrant it.

.\t many of the collieries, a dam located

scnncwhere above the general elevation of

the plant to obtain sufficient head and fed

bv momitniii ';tri':im<!. cnnstilntcs the

water pumped from tlie mine di.schargmg

directly into a storage reservoir or into

wooden tanks ; or is conveyed from the

point of discharge through pipes or flumes

to the storage dam. The storage reser-

voir or tank- is located high enough above
the level of the mechanical devices to

which the water is conducted for washing
the coal while it is being prepared. .\t

some collieries the water which the mine

makes furnishes an abundant supply at all

times, dependent on the area of the open-

ings and the wet natinx- of the strata,

while at many the supply can only be re-

lied i>n so long as wet weather prevails,

being entirely cut off during dry season,

sometimes of only short duration. Many
little schemes have been tried to pull

ihroiipli '1 dry -;iiell and avoid a suspen-

"
Ci.s' "' MW™"

-S- °?'5«l>»f 0.1. Splii
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IDQ

Breasts '.
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FIG. I. SHOWING .ARR.VNGEMENT OF TANKS AND LOCATION OF DAM AND DKHX HOLES

•Enitlnfwr with L<>high Valley Coal Com-
pnny, Wllked-Barre. Penn.

water supply ; or the water is frequently

conveyed through lai-ge pipes for a con-

siderable distance from a stream or reser-

voir just outside the coal-producing area;

while in some instances it has been con-

venient to connect with the pipes of water

companies operating in the vicinity, some

of the companies so operating not infre-

quently being an ally of the coal company.

The water obtained from mountain

streams, unless they be of good size and

continuous in supply, -is not to be relied,

on, and has, during dry seasons, always

failed. To obtain a supply from water

companies is too expensive, aside from

that needed for the boiler plant.

.Mine Water is Used

For these reasons, mine water is used

at most collieries for coal washing, the

sion or having coal condemned on account

of the dirt adhering to it. At some places

the water, after going through the breaker,

is conveyed to a pool or settling tank,

where the dirt gathered during the wash-

ing of the coal is allowed to deposit it-

self, and the water rcpiimped again and

again from the pool or sump. While it

becomes necessary in many cases to do

this, it .should be avoided if at .•ill possible,

for the water, charged with sulphur from

the mine in the he.ginnin.g and tliat

gathered during the washing of the coal,

is most destructive to the breaker ma-
chinery with which it comes in contact,

as well as the pump lifting it.

During the summer of 1905 a continued

dry spell, almost equal in length to that

of this year, placed many operations in

trying circumstances. Some of them were

compelled to ^liiit down, there being no
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possible source from wliicli 10 obtain the

supply.

A SuCCESSFUr. Emi.kimk.m

Tlic plan to be described here, I'ig. i,

was adopted hurriedly after all others

failed and at the moinent when a suspen-
sion seemed compulsory. The colliery is

located in the Southern Anthracite field

and the veins worked, four in number,
top and bottom splits of the Maiumotli,
Skiilmore and Buck Mountain, with the

exception of the bottom split are extreme-
ly wet, the Buck Mountain in addition

containing, as is usual in that field, much
refuse, slate and rock. A large amount of

water was needed to thoroughly wash the

coal. The supply for washing purposes

was one entirely of mine water pumped
from the foot of the hoisting slope to the

surface and coineyed by a trough to a

tank located on the hillside and at some
higlu above the level of the breaker tip.

This tank supplied the upper decks of

shakers in the breaker and a regulating

device at the tank fed another tank some-
what lower in elevation which supplied

the lower shakers and jigs. During the

ordinary weather the mine made water

enough to keep a i6-in. and 30.XIOX18-

in. compound duplex pump going at

moderate speed and discharging a steady

stream through a lo-in. pipe, which furn-

ished for the breaker an ample supply.

The two tanks were always full on start-

ing up in the morning and remained so

unless it became necessary to stop the

pump during the day for repairs, when the

amount in the tanks w'as sufficient to per-

mit of such repairs being made. Of course

the pump was running all nisht and after

the tanks were filled the water pumped
after that found its way through an over-

flow notch and flowed away over the sur-

face into a coal-dirt stream some distance

away.

After several w-eeks of dry weather
even this supply soon failed, the water

from the mine being but very little, .^fter

several experiments an attempt to carry

the water after going through the breaker

back into the mines again by way of old

mine breaches failed. The water penetrat-

ing the old workings carried with it to

the pump much clay, sand, and coal dirt

with the result that the suction pipe and
valves of the pump furnished more trouble

than was expected and the plan was
abandoned. When, finally, a suspension

seemed inevitable, the following idea pre-

sented itself, namely to provide some sort

of storage for the water coming from
the tanks through the overflow notch. A
hurried consideration resulted in the se-

lection of a site for a dam inside t-he mine
'

on an abandoned road, as shown in Fig.

I The dam was hurriedly built, and con-

sisted of 2-in. planks spiked to props, the

breast formed of clay and manure. While
the dam was being built, a force of car-

penters were also at work preparing a

convevance for the water from the tanks.

The conveyance was a trough, beginning
at a notch of j-in. depth in Uie tank "B"
in the figure, and extending to the mouth
of the airhole in the .Skidmore vein

which had been worked up umler the

cavid workings of the overlying vein

from a rock hole, the strata between the

two veins being only from 6 to 8 ft. thick.

The scheme was this: Every day, after

the breaker had (|uit, the lank "A" was
I'llleil and the overflow was conducted by

trough to the tank "B" which was allowed

to I'lll. The overflow from the tank "B"
flowed through the emergency trough to

the airhole and lliencc down the same,'

finding its way through the old workings
into the dam. Drill holes 4 in. in diam-

eter from the faces of the breasts below
were plugged at night, and were opened
the next day at a time when the supply

demanded it. The holes are marked "X"
in the figure. The dam held, when full,

about 20,000 gal., which, added to that

contained in the tanks, furnished an ade-

quate supply and also the desired relief

during the dry spell while it lasted. The
water during its course down the airhole

gathered much dirt, etc., f-ut this had the

opportunity to deposit itself. One pre-

caution was necessary and that was to

prevent the water from backing up and

going down the hoisting slope. For this

reason the breast of the dam was carried

to an elevation of 1060 ft., or level with a

point 200 ft. west of the slope.

Respiratory Apparatus for Use

in Mitics

Coal Mining in Wales

Vice-Consul A. S. Phillips, of Cardiff,

reports that the coal shipped from Welsh

ports, foreign and coastwise, in the first

six months of 1907 reached the total of

1.1.823,5.^0 Ions, being an increase of i,-

005,147 tons over the corresponding pe-

riod of 1906. It is worthy to notice that

while the foreign trade is greatly on the

increase the coastwise trade is consider-

ably less, which is attributed to high

prices. Many consumers of lower-class

steam and house coal, when prices are so

high as at present, go to other coalfields

for a portion of their requirements.

France is the most important jJurchaser

of Welsh coal, buying in the first six

months of this year over 3,000,000 tons.

The value of large coal is nearly 6ic.

per ton more than at the beginning of

January. In the early part of February

as much as $4.86 per ton was paid, while

$4.98 per ton is now being asked for for-

ward shipment. Small coals are now
about I2C. above January prices. In

June all miners working in the bitumin-

ous coalfields received an increase in

their wages of iij-ij per cent.

In response to inquiries in regard to

the use of respiratory apparatus in

French mines, Consul W. H. Hunt, of St.

Etiennc, says <hat the utility of such is

far fronj recognized, and although regu-

lations prescribing the employment of

these instruments have been recently de-

creed by the mining department, it should
not be inferred that they were judged
indispensable. The opinion of the min-
ing commission appointed to study the

subject is rather against them. The re-

port says that "it recognizes that when
another grave accident takes place in

French mines public opinion will not un-

derstand the purely technical motives

which might have influenced at present

the commission in proposing to the de-

partment cither to withhold any inter-

ference or to defer the solution until ex-

periments pronounced for or against the

apparatus already in use or those on trial

in other countries." Consequently it was
to satisfy public opinion that the use of

respiratory apparatus was imposed on
French mining companies.

It is true that none of those employed
up to the present has attained the de-

sired degree of perfecion, but their defects

and the necessary remedies can be known
only by experience. It is to this end that

England and Germany have been putting

them oh trial. The Government com-
mission on mines, appointed a year ago
ir. Great Britain, speaks in its first report

of experiments made with different

respiratory apparatus. Although granting
that the results obtained were satisfactory,

the English commission was somevvhat of
the saine opinion as the French. It found
that certain persons overestimated the

value of the apparatus in great, mine dis-

asters, but that it was capable of render-

ing good service in fiffhtine nmlcrijround

fires.

The high cost and poor fuel value of

the peat bricks made by the Swedish
Government have caused this industry to

be abandoned, says the Iron and Coal
Trades Reviem.

Every hoisting engine should be pro-
vided with an indicator so that the engi-

neer can know the exact position of the
cage in the shaft. The simplest form of
indicator is made of a small drum, driven
from the main shaft of the engine, on
which a light chain or strip of leather belt

is coiled. The leather is carried over a
small pulley and a weight is attached to

the end in such a manner that the weight
will slide vertically in its frame. As the

c-.ge is raised the weight descends and
reaches the bottom of its frame, when the

cages meet half way up the shaft, the

belt then coils on the drum in the reverse

direction and the weight rises to the top

of the frame as the cage reaches the land-

ing of the shaft. When the cage is near-

ing the landing at the surface, the indi-

cator is so arranged as to ring a bell

attached to its frame.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Pecuhar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
When robbing is started, it is necessary

to keep tlie pillars in line as they are

drawn back. Any pillars out of line re-

ceive an unequal and greater share of

pressure, which is apt to cause them to

be so crushed that they cannot be taken

out.

Wire used with electrical blasting ap-

paratus should be of the best quality, made

of copper of the greatest purity, and well

insulated. If of inferior quality the ef-

fective power to be obtained from the ma-

chine will be reduced. Connecting wire

should never he smaller in size than the

fuse wire which it joins.

The object of timbering a roadway is

not only to keep the roof up when it is

bad. but also to prevent a good roof from

becoming bad. In many cases it is

cheaper to take loose rock down than to

keep it up with timbering, When the roof

breaks in the form of an arch it will re-

main that way for a long time with veiy

little timbering. If the conditions are

known to be favorable the roof should be

allowed to fall until an arch is formed.

In Natal, during 1906, 788,198 tons of

coal were mined by machinery; 519,287

tons were produced in 1905, and 276,819

tons in 1904. A marked increase in ma-,

chine mining in that country is shown by

the fojlowing percentage. In 1901, 16 per

cent, of the total output was machine

mined, 1902, 24 per cent., 1903, 24 per

cent., 1904, 32 per cent., 1905, 46 per cent.,

1906, 63.6 per cent. Out of the iii ma-

chines in use, 25 are electrically driven

and 85 are driven by compressed air.

The remarkable expansion of the coal

output of India during the year 1907 has
'

enabled that country to easily maintain

her position at the head of the coal-pro-

ducing dependencies of the British Em-
pire. Compared with the preceding year,

there was a strikihg and significant in-

crease of 1,349,884 tons, or 17.4 per cent.

The output amounted to 9,112,663 tons.

Of this 8,617,820 tons, or 94.57 per cent

were produced in Bengal, exceeding the

output of the preceding year by 1,383,717

ton'-

The Uiiiicd States Geological Survey re-

ports that the total production of coal in

Alaska in 1906 was 5541 short tons, an in-

crease of 1767 tons over the figures for

•905, when the production amounted to

3774 tons. In view of the quantity of

fuel consumed in Alaska and by steamers

plying between the Territory and the

ports of the Pacific States, the tardy de-

velopment of the coal beds in Alaska is

somewhat remarkable. The consumption

of coal in the Territory appears to be

about 140,000 tons, compared with which

the local production is insignilicant.

The length of a prop should be in pro-

portion to its diameter, usually it is from

ten to twelve times the diameter. The
average prop of these proportions has an

ultimate compressive strength of about

3000 lb. per square inch upon its sec-

tional area. If a prop is much longer than

ten diameters, its strength is diminished,

as it breaks by buckling and not by being

crushed. Tn order to get the maximum
strength, a prop should have flat, square

ends, so that every fiber in the sectional

area will bear its part of the pressure.

All props should" have a cap of soft wood

between the ends and the roof.

The Dandot coal mine of India has a

system of timbering that compares favor-

ably with any other system used in any

country. The seam is from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

thick, and is worked by the longwall

method. Wooden "chocks," 2 ft. square,

are built at a distance of 4 ft. 6 in. apart,

measuring from center to center. Props

arc set in advance the same distance apart,

and these form centers for the "chocks"

as the work progresses. Planks 114 in.

thick and 6 in. wide are set above the

"chocks" and props and kept close to the

face. Thus the miners are always pro-

tected by timber when working. The tim-

ber is set by specially appointed men.

In working a thick seam pitching over

50 deg. and giving off large quantities of

gas, the gangways should be driven along

the roof or top slate so as to give greater

• security to the haulage roads. When the

gangways arc built in this way, the

chutes may be constructed at such an

angle as will permit the coal to be under

the control of the loader. The airways

should also be driven above the gangways.

When the breasts are working the airways

need not be used, but may be boarded up

as the air passes through the crosscuts and

the faces of the workings, since the gang-

ways are made intake. The great advant-

age of this method is that when the breasts

are worked up to the limit, it gives a per-

manent return for the air and greater se-

curity for the gangway and airway roof.

A school of safety for mine foremen is

being formed by the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Company, upon the

principle that prompt and effective ajJ-

plication of State laws and its own rules

will be the best preventative of accidents

in its mines. Competitive examinations

arc to be held every six months. The
company's collieries have been divided into

lour districts, each under a superintendent

and assistant. The districts average about

live collieries, and examinations in each

district will be carried out separately. An
examining board, consisting of the gen-

eral manager, his assistant, and the chief

engineer, will examine the men in a hall

especially engaged for the purpose. After

all examinations have been completed, and

I he answers recorded by a stenographer,

each man's work will be gone over and

marked according to its merits. To the

district showing the highest average for

all men examined will be awarded a tro-

phy, which will be retained by that dis-

trict until the next examination. If any

district wins the trophy three times in suc-

cession it may retain it permanently.

E.xperience has shown that there is no

part of a pump upon which the efficiency

so much depends as the water piston or

plunger, whose efficiency in turn depends

greatly upon the system of packing used.

A common method of packing is to use

split rings placed in grooves in the block,

similar to a steam piston, but, as with

steam, the pressure gets behind the ring

and forces out against the walls of the

cylinder or barrel, causing increased fric-

tion and loss of efficiency. It is also true

that as the water pressure is often much
higher than with steam, and the plunger

cannot be lubricated, this difficulty is en-

hanced. There is also the question of

efficiency against leakage, and so low has

this been that in some makes of duplex

type pumps, packing rings have been dis-

pensed with, the lesser evil of reduced ef-

ficiency being preferred to the uncertainty

and trouble caused by ordinary packing

rings. Another method sometimes em-

ployed, is the gland-packed piston, where

soft packing is compressed, so as to en-

large its diameter by screwing down a

gland ring. This is probably one of the

worst types of piston, as the friction may
be enormously increased from screwing

down the gland too tight. One of the best

types of water piston is filled with cone

shaped rings to fit the conical ends of the

block and are held in position by a plate,

containing three small spiral springs which

give flexibility for automatic adjustment.

No pressure can possibly exist behind the

rings and the block, and the pressure

against the ring causes it to automatically

adjust itself to the sides of the barrel and

so prevent leakage, at the same time fric-

tion is reduced to a minimum This sys-

tem of packing is at once simple and ef-

ficient.
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It is e.\pcclcd by sonic, who are in a The average for these lo years, includ-

Kiioil posilion to judRe, that soon after ing periods of low prices and high prices,

llic end of the year a sharp rise in the is 13.83, which is only a little more than

valtie of copper will take place, the rca- the price for Lake copper today. When the

son for this view being that at about that boom started two years awo last summer,

time the output of the refineries will be- conservative engineers and promolors, in

gin to show the curtailment at the mines vonnection with new enterprises, took I3f.

in October and November. Also by that as a basis for calculations and referred to

time the currency difficulty will doubtless
'

15c. as something to be expected in good

have been overcome. There is no question times. Memories are indeed short that

that the accumulation of stocks was great- forget the general exultation when the

ly reduced by the heavy sales at the end price reached iSc. at the beginning of

of October, although since then the cur- 11)05. Why then should there be the pres-

rent production has increased them again cut gloomy prognostications that the in-

to some extent. Conditions will doubt- dustry is going to the dogs unless we have

less soon be ripe for a rise (perhaps they a speedy return to the abnormal and un-

havc already been discounted), but if safe levels of 1906?

there be such a morement it will be de- It is true that in some cases the cost

pendent upon revival of demand by .^mer- cf production increased legitimately, by

ican consumers and w-ill be controlled by which we mean increased because of more

the stocks in second hands. costly labor and material ; we exclude m-

However, if a further ri^ takes place creased cost of production because of de-

there is little reason to anticipate that it liberate mining a lower grade of ore. On
will be either high or of long duration, for the other hand, in some cases the cost of

the reasons that (i) American industry production did not materially increase, as

has entered upon a period of recession observe the Copper Range company, which

and reduced demand, as is now recognized, reported the following figures

:

and (2) the day of a large production of ^^=:^_ —
cheap copper from Bingham, Ely and else-

where is close at hand. Indeed, it would

have been here already had not certain

companies underfinanced their construc-

tion accounts and become placed in a

vexatious position by the financial panic, i.jou g rh

while others haye deemed it the cautious IsS!!!!!!! 8!47
lOOfi I ft ^1

policy to go slow temporarily. If recent

events in the metal and stock markets 1904 1 d.sh i si.wi

, ,. . , i9(>6 10. .'.0 l.v.i

be read between the lines, some inferences laoc n t" k-

may be drawn respecting the aims and

wishes of those interested in the produc- '" 'he case of the Western mines, which

tion of comparatively costly copper which suflfered increased labor costs, conditions

is about to be replaced by much cheaper have now returned to the normal by the

copper just when the demand for copper
reduction in wages, and also the reduc-

, , ^, 1 ^ .. tion in the number of men, the lat-
has become greatly restricted.

, . . , , , , ter naturally increasing the average effi-
It IS time for producers to forget the

ciency.
abnormally high prices of the last two ^, . , , , ,

The simple facts of the situation are
vears and make up their minds to carry

, , , . , , , , r
that the mines which have a high cost of

on their business in a rational way. We j .- 1 ;• .1 1 u i

production because of costlv labor and
mean that the producers who were able to

^3,^^;^,^ „, ^^^^^^ unfavorable conditions,

make a profit out of copper that cost iSc.
^^ ^^^ g^^j^ „f ^^^ ,,3^.^ ,,pg„ naturally

to produce ought to thank their lucky eliminated. Similarly, those mines which

stars for this ability while it lasted, but ^^^'^ advantage of an exceptionally high

ought not to draw such long faces because price for copper to realize something from

they can not always do so. Even now the their reserves of low-grade ore. which

price for copper is fairly high, as witness otherwise would have been impossible,

the annual averages for Lake for 10 years have been driven back to their normal

previous to 1906, as follows: conditions. In many cases the advisable

Year.
Cost Per LI>.

i
of Cop[>er.

Cost Per Ton
of Rock.

Yield Per
Ton of Rock.

1903
19114

I'.tU'i

r.106

.1 8.00

. 7.66
8.2.';

.: 8.37

$2.43
2.12
15C
1.52

22.14
22.74
22.15

CHAMPION
!;1.60

i.r.i

1.66

1.G5

27.2

26.0
25.2

19.1

IK.4

1- •
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iir ni'CfSsary rculjiistinonts require a Hi-

tic time which may justify a temporary

suspension ol production, but it may safely

lie >aid that any copper mine which can

not operate profitably at a price of 13 to

14c. for co|iper is not an attractive in-

vestment.

The Cyanide Process

Phihp Argall, in a scholarly p;iper, en-

titled, "Steps in Cyanidation," read re-

cently before the Colorado Scientific So-

ciety, reviews the history of the develop-

ment of the cyanide process for gold ex-

traction. In the concluding pages of this

paper he discusses what cyanidation has

done for the benefit of the mining indus-

try and the advance of civilization. This

is an extremely difficult question to

answer statistically, because the industrial

results of the cyanide process are so com-

[ilex, comprising broadly (i) the gold

which is yielded directly by it and (2)

that of whicli it induces the production by

other methods. Thus, the mines of the

Witwatcrsrand would not as a whole pay

to operate if it were not for the cyanide

process; yet the actual amount of gold

extracted by the latter docs not exceed

2$ per cent, of their total production.

Consequently in their case the direct influ-

ence of the cyanide process is 25 per cent.,

while the indirect is 75 per cent.

The world's production of gold in 1906

was about $408,000,000, of which about 30

per cent, came from South Africa. Mr.

.\rgall concludes as follows: "If we allow

$70,000,000 for gold recovered from

placers, by smelting and other processes, I

believe it is fair to assume that one-third

of the remainder has been recovered by

cyanidation, a matter of $112,000,000—we
will, however, call it $106,000,000—pro-

duced directly by the cyanide process; and

if we estimate the direct and indirect in-

tlucnce of cyanidation on the gold output

of the world, we must place the figure at

not less than $170,000,000, which approxi-

mates the world's total production of gold

and silver 50 years ago, while the

$106,000,000 estimated as the direct pro-

duction of the cyanide process in 1906

equals the world's entire production of

gold when the process was introduced by

.\facArthur."

Although the cyanide process has un-

<|uestionably been responsible for a large

psrt of the great increase in gold pro-

duction during recent years, whicli has

led some political economists to argue that

because of that fact llic value of gold has

been cheapened, as manifested by the in-

creased value of other commodities, it is

unsafe to arrive hastily at any such con-

clusion. The cyanide process has greatly

increased the production of gold l>y mak-

ing available many resources of ore that

previously could not be worked at all,

but there is slight evidence to show that

the increased production of gold has on

the whole cost any less per ounce than the

smaller production of 20 years ago used

to cost. This is clearly evident from the

case 6f the mines of the Witwatcrsrand,

which according to Air. .Xr.s^all could not

be worked at all without the cyanide

process
; but even with the cyanide process,

in spile of the fact that many of the mines

there are ostensibly paying large divi-

dends, it is a grave question whether a

considerable number of Ihem. especially

"the deep levels," be not actually nn

profitable.

Gold Stealing in NevaJa

We have many times referred to the

tvil of " high grading," i.e., the stealing

of rich ore, which has caused so much

trouble and loss to mine owners at Kal-

.goorlie. Western Australia, and at Crip-

ple Creek and Goldfield, in the United

States. In this connection some re-

marks by Waldemar Lindgren, of the

V. S. (ieological Survey, ^in his recent

report on the production of gold and siK

ver in 1906 are significant. Mr. Lindgren

says

:

"The practice of stealing ore was car-

ried on to a disgraceful extent during

the year in the rich mines of Goldfield.

'Jhe principal mine officers estimate that

ore to the value of $1,250,000 was ap-

propriated in that camp during 1906, and

state that ore worth $250,000 was recov-

ered from the thieves. Several suits in

the courts for the recovery of parcels

of ore' indicated that the statement was

well founded. Much rich ore is prob-

ably still secreted, and will gradually

reach the mints in 1907. The conditions

prevailing at Goldfield in the last months

of 1906, were, however, exceptional."

The ore produced at Goldfield is al-

most exclusively gold-bearing, its silver

content being insignificant.^ The total

production of gold at Goldfield in 1906, as

reported from tlie mines to the Geologi-

cal Survey was $7,026,154. Consequently

if $1,250,000 were stolen, the thefts

amounted to about 18 per cent, of the

reported prnduciion. We lind it diffi-

cult to believe that these thefts attained

so marvelously high a figure as estimated

by the mine officials at Goldfield. Espe-

cially does this appear improbable in

view of the fact that the J\lint statistics,

which are based on the production of re-

fined gold and silver, fail to indicate the

re-appearance of so inuch stolen gold in

the places where it ought to show u;j.

although as Mr. Lindgren points out.

some of the stolen gold was doubtless

still in liidin.s; at the end of the year and

would not reach the Mint until 1907.

But whether the gold stolen at Goldfield

in I90(j was more or less than $1,250,000,

it is well known that the amount was

large and it is a pity that something ade-

quate cannot be done to eradicate the

evil.

Troops at Goldfield

About two weeks ago the miners at

Goldfield struck because the bank troubles

did not permit them to be paid in cash.

Since then trouble has been brewing, and

on Dec. 5, President Roosevelt, at the re-

quest of Governor Sparks, of Nevada,

ordered troops to be sent to Goldfield to

preserve order. The prompt action of the

Governor and the President is commend-

able. Although thei'e had been no note-

worthy disorder up to that time, there

were strong prospects that there would

be, and it is far better to preserve order

than merely to restore it. The preserva-

tion of order is a part of the constitu-

tional guarantee of liberty to the citizens

of the United States. The constitution

would not be so often trampled upon in

this respect if public officers always did

their duty.

Goldfield is the end of the trail of dis-

order that has led throu|h Butte, the

Coeur d'AIenes, Cripple Creek, Leadville

and Telluridc. It is to be hoped that con-

ditions will now shape themselves so that

the operators of mines there will be given

a fair chance; so that they will be able

to manage their own affairs on business

principles, run their mines on the prin-

ciple of the open shop, if they so desire,

eliminate the danger of assassination and

physical injury, and eradicate the sharne-

ful scandal of ore stealing.
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Suspension of Operations at

Butte

The suspension of openitions at prac-

tically all of the mines of the Amalga-

mated at Butte. e.\cept llie Boston & Mon-

tana, and at the great Washoe smelting

works, is evidently designed not to cur-

tail production any further but to concen-

trate upon the most profitable property,

which happens to be the Hoston & Mon-

tana and work it at the most economical

capacity. l)f course this is good engin-

eering and common sense. The closing

of so many mines may incidentally bring

some other advantages in future condi-

tions, while perhaps the farmers will not

be so anxious to shut up the Washoe

works permanently after ihey have seen

how things look with it idle. The po-

sition of the North Butte and Butte Coal-

ition companies, w-hich have been shipping

their ore to the Washoe works, is unfor-

tunate, inasmuch as there is nowhere else

for ilicni to dispose of their ore. The

situation is one that also gives the mi-

nority stockholders of the .Xniu-.indn com-

pany cause for reflection.

per man is necessarily smaller than in

the great open-pits of the Mesabi.

In the Old Range mines in Michigan

—

including the Marr|uctte, the Menominee

and the larger part of the (iogebic iron

range—the total number of men employed

was 17,304, ai;d the tonnage of ore was

12,367,000; the average per man was 714

tons. This is also a high output, con-

sidering that the Old Range mines are

chietly deep mines,

In the copper district of Michigan there

were reported 7,580,000 tons of rock

mined with 20,580 men employed ; an

average of 3C8 tons per employee. Here

the mines are deep mines; moreover the

employees include a number in rock-

houses, mills and other surface work,

while in the iron mines there is little or

no milling work, the movement of ore

being the main business.

The Consolidated Zinc Company

Lake Superior Mining

Probably there is no mining region in

the world where the output of ore per

man employed is greater than on the

Mesabi iron range in Minnesota. The

mine inspectors" reports for the fiscal year

1906-7, covering St. Louis and Itasca

counties, which include the Mesabi and

Vermillion ranges, give a total of 25,585,-

000 tons of ore mined, with 16,535 n^cn

employed; showing an average of 1547

tons mined per man. This does not ex-

press the full amount of work done, since

the stripping in the open pit work and

other development involved the removal

of 14,510,000 cu.yd. of barren rock and

earth. This is estimated to be equal to

the mining of about 7,750.000 tons of ore,

and would bring the work done up to the

equivalent of 2016 tons mined per man em-

ployed. This high average is due to the

large proportion of work done by steam

shovels and other machinery. The aver-

age for the Mesabi range alone would be

somewhat higher than this, since the

mines of the Vermillion range are all deep

underground workings, where the output

It is certainly audacious to attempt to

bring out a zinc mining consolidation in a

time like the present, and statements that

are made in behalf of the Consolidated

Zinc Mining Company, a Chicago pro-

motion, are considerably at variance with

the facts. It is unnecessary to take them

up with any detail, because when the

smelters are putting furnaces on dead-fire

and when the operators of mines in

Missouri, Kansas and Wisconsin are clos-

ing down for the reason that they cannot

make money under e-xisting conditions,

it is rather absurd to suppose that a new

$20,000,000 company, whose property is.

chiefly in the Wisconsin, field, is going to

be able to pay dividends at the rate of 12

per cent, per annum beginning Jan, i,

1908.

It would not be a bad scheme to ef-

fect some consolidations of mining in-

terests in Missouri, Kansas and Wiscon-

sin, which might (i) eliminate royalties

In compounding in the capital account. the

interests of the present fee-owners, (2)

introduce some economies in mining and

milling by the effect of operations on a

larger scale, which would be possible even

in the Joplin district, and (3) enter the

smelting and manufacturing business.

Moreover, a time like the present, when

property can bt purchased cheaply, is suit-

.able to begin if the necessary funds be

available (which is not apt to be the

case). But no such enterprise is going to

pay dividends from the start, and a com-

pany which talks about reducing the pres-

ent ciisl of productiiMi by 50 per cent.,

which talks about a "thousand-ton (zinc)

smelter," and abnut a market which h.is

risen .ilinost cunstaiuly since 1873 with no

prospici of falling nuw ! manifests such

iiniazing ignorance uf the business it pro-

poses to engage in that investors will

hardiv feel cont'idei.ce in its elainjs.

DiSS.MISF.KCTION WITH MINERS who do

not speak English and do not assimilate

with their American neighbors is not

limited to the mine operators of West

Virginia. Mine owners in Pennsylvania

are also reported to be anxious to get

rid of many thousands of mine laborers

of the same class, and to substitute for

them miners from Great Britain. The

objection to the foreigners seems to be

that they take too many holidays with a

consequent interruption of operations and

delays in filling contracts. The local

papers have no sympathy with the oper-

ators and remark that since the mine

owners originally encouraged the influx

of cheap labor they had better put up

with it.

.\ URIEF CONTRIBUTIOX by Mr. Barbour

on the "Cost of Shaft Sinking at Gold-

field," published in this issue, is a note-

worthy contribution, because it is one of

that desirable kind which gives mining

costs with minute detail. Professional

literature is in need of enrichment by

more contributions of this character. In

this particular case the costs are especially

interesting, inasmuch as comparatively

little has heretofore been published upon

the practice at Goldfield. .\ttention will,

of course, be directed to the excessively

high prices of everything required. As

Mr. Barbour remarks, this explains whv

ore assaying $50 per ton cannot be profit-

ably mined at Goldfield at present.

We re.m.\rked so.me ti.me ago, in report-

ing the preliminary statistics of the Gen-

logical Survey respecting copper produc-

tion in the United States in 1906, that

probably they would be revised. This has

been done. The revised and final report

of the Geological Survey gives 917,805,-

682 lb. The report of the Jot'R.v.vL and

"The Mineral Industry" for the same year

was 917.620,000 lb. Thus it appears that

the check is remarkably close.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Intormation

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smehing

I have read with interest the contribu-

tion of G. F. Beardslcy on "Negative Re-

sults in Pyritic Smelting" and the reply

of Messrs. Hixon and Lang to the same.

1 take pleasure in adding something to

this discussion.

Mr. Bcardsley attributes the- failure of

the process to the undue liquation of the

sulphides, but I must say that I agree fully

with Mr. Lang in the belief that the

trouble is really to be found in an im-

proper composition of the furnace charge,

assuming that I understand" this correctly

from Mr. Bcardsley's paper. I read his

article to mean that the furnace charge

consisted of the ore (the analysis of which

he gives), from 3 to 6 per cent, of coke,

slag, and some limestone. In his case

there seems to be no question of the de-

ficiency of silica and probably an excess

of coke, certainly so in the case of any-

thing above 3 per cent.

I have had occasion during the last year,

ill supervising the operation of two blast

furnaces, to change these successfully

from partial pyritic smelting to true

pyritic smelting. In making this change,

I received much aid from the valuable pa-

pers of Robert Sticht in Metallurgie, dur-

ing 1906, and from those of Lewis T.

Wright in the Mining & Scientific Press

of the same year. From my recent ex-

perience, I would outline the following es-

sentials as requisite for success in pyritic

smelting, the violation of any one of

which is almost certain to lead to fail-

ure:

Essential Conditions

(1) As the heat for the operation is

furnished chiefly by the oxidation of the

iron and to a less extent by that of the

sulphur, these two constituents must be

present in the charge within certain well

defined limits. The requirement of the

matte for iron and sulphur is secondary.

(2) As the furnace practically chooses
its own slag, the basis of which, in nor-

ma! pyritic smelting, seems to be the

mono-silicate of iron, other silicates act-

ing merely as diluents, free silica must be

furnished for the formation of this mono-
silicate in such quantity as the rate of the

oxidation of the iron demands. This,

therefore, fixes the amount of silica with-

in certain limits. A portion of the heat of

the process is also derived from the com-
bination of the ferrous oxide with the

silica. The presence of silica also pre-

vents to a large extent the superoxidation

of the iron to magnetic and ferric oxides.

(3) As a certain rapidity of oxidation

is necessary in order to maintain the

critical temperature of the furnace and
variations in this rate lead to much
trouble, a constant amount of air should

be furnished the furnace. This, within

my experience, for good running should

not be less than 300 to 325 cu.ft. of air

per minute per sq.ft. of hearth area. This

figure is of course approximate only and

represents the air delivered to the blast

pipe at the blower by a certain number of

revolutions of the blower. This amount
of air determines the rate of oxidation of

the iron to FeO, and of course also the

amount of silica which must be furnished

this FeO.

(4) As the presence of other bases

forming silicates in the slag is not a

source of heat to the process like that of

iron, except the little furnished by their

combination with silica, their total amount
must be limited so as not to burden the

furnace to the exclusion of oxidizable iron

and sulphur. The amount of other bases

present should rarely exceed 16 per cent.

;

at least 4 per cent, of this should be lime

and not more than 8 per cent, (at the

most 10 per cent.) alumina.

(5) The amount of coke should not ex-

ceed 3 per cent, at the most; 2 per cent, or

less is usually better. The presence of

too much coke will manifest itself at once

by the increased matte fall and other

troubles. It is right here that the chief

practical difficulty most frequently arises,

for ofdinary blast furnace labor will in-

' sist on feeding just a little more coke than

is directed. This "little more" in pyritic

smelting may prove very harmful to the

furnace.

Charge Required

In order to satisfy the above conditions,

I finally arrived at the following data for

the proper blast-furnace charge. The
charge considered as a whole was made
up of pyrite, quartzite (gold bearing) ore,

coke, limestone and slag. It had to con-

tain : iron from 31 to 32.75 per cent, of

which at least 30 per cent, was unoxi-

dized ; silica from 23 to 24 per cent., of

which at least 21.5 per cent, was uncom-
bined.

These percentages are figured on the

charge exclusive of the cfcke, slag and

limestone ; sulphur, under the above condi-

tions, ranged from 28 to 30 per cent. ; the

amount of foul slag, from S to 8 per cent.

The amount of limestone on the charge va-

ried from 2.5 to 4"per cent. Percentages in

this case being figured on the whole

charge as the unit. It may be noted here

tliat the addition of slag and limestone

simply acts as a burden on the furnace

although some slag is quite necessary.

These data correspond to the blast unit

of 325 cu.ft. of air per minute. I shouM

like to give details of furnace, etc., but

refrain from taking up further space

with such matter.

These data apply to the case where the

copper contents of the charge are low,

from o.s to 3 per cent. ; for high copper,

the relations given may have to be modi-

tied somewhat. Considering the case of

Mr. Bcardsley, the analysis of the o-a

given is: Silica, 10. i per cent.; iron,

44.68; alumina, 6.85; lime, 1.19; magnesia,

1. 14; sulphur, 27.84; copper. 1.77; nickel,

3.62 per cent. This ore, with 3 per cent.

coke, some slag and limestone, made up

the furnace charge.

I assume that Mr. Beardsley's blast

was adequate and constant. It is then

evident from an inspection of his analy-

sis and the facts stated, that the silica

in the charge is very deficient, even 3=

Sliming that it is free, which it evidently

is not. The result to be expected is ex-

actly what occurred : cold furnace, much
low-grade matte, little slag. I can verify

this from personal experience, for sev-

eral of my furnaces instead of pulling

through as Mr. Beardsley's did, were

frozen up. I might also state that you

can also freeze up a furnace in pyritic

smelting on too much silica. The limits

for this compound are rather closely de-

fined, the other factors being constant.

I also believe that Mr. Beardsley's per-

centage of coke was too high.

Matte Fall

In pyritic smelting it is not possible to

take as the basis of the calculation the

amount and grade of matte to be formed

unless this falls well within the limts of

the charge as outlined. As iron, and to a

lesser extent sulphur arc the fuels, the

first consideration of the process is to

oxidize a sufficient quantity of these in a

.given time interval to attain the critical

temperature necessary to carry on the

process. If from a given unit of charge

too much iron is required for the matte,

not enough is left for fuel. It is for this

reason that pyritic smelting is particu-

larly adapted to ores low in copper and

not to those of high grade. This also ap-

plies to copper and nickel. In this con-

nection it is interesting to point out the

remarkable achievement of Mr. Sticht at

Mt. Lycll, whose recent work shows a-
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matte fall I'lgured on the total charge of

but 4.3 per cent., the furnace charge as

a whole containing 2.14 per cent, copper

and the matte containing 40.66 per cent.

This is attainable only by close work as

regards the relation of blast (amount of

air), silica and iron. Considering the

ore as of constant composition and the

amount of it in each furnace charge as

not variable the blast retuaining con-

slant, the fuinace is regulated by vary-

ing the addition of silicious ore.

\\ hile I have never been able to gain

quite the concentration given by Mr,

Sticht, I have come close to it and am
convinced that Mr. Sticht in his paper,

and later in ''Peter's Principles of Copper

Smelting," has accurately enunciated for

the first time the fundamental principles

of the art.

High Alimin.v Sl.\cs. Crusted Top

Concerning one other point in Mr.

Beardsley's paper, there is no doubt that

the alumina in his ore is high and makes

up a disproportionate amount of the

earthy bases permissible. As to whetlier

it is so high as to cause serious trouble,

1 am not in a position to form an opinion,

not knowing fully all the facts in the case.

From my own expecience I know that

slags as high as 10 per cent, alumina

can be made.

Concerning Mr. Hixon's remark that

the excessive tlow of matte is due to the

remnants of the old charge in the fur-

nace, I but partially agree with him. I

have turned furnaces running on a partial

pyritic charge with 15 per cent, of East-

ern coke, over to a pyritic charge with

2 per cent, of coke with but a small in-

crease in the matte fall and that only for

a short time. The method of procedure

was to let the furnace charge go down
to the first jackets as in blowing out,

running on about 200 cu.ft. of air per

minute per square foot of hearth area,

then tilling the furnace rapidly to the

top with the pyritic charge and increasing

the blast to the normal for pyritic smelt

ing, viz., from 300 to 325 cu.ft. per min-

ute, at once, not gradually. In this way
we experienced very little trouble.

One point, however, gave rise to an-

noyance, and I believe this trouble is at

present still experienced in Tennessee

and in California, viz., when running on

a true pyritic charge, the crusting of the

furnace on top. Mr. Sticht at Mt. Lyell

slates that he does not experience this

trouble. These crusts form at the jack-

ets and grow out into the furnace at the

top. The crust is of a transitory nature

entirely and does not extend down into

the furnace. It is, however, very trouble

some at times. I believe that the diflfi-

culty is due to too low a furnace and
that it could be remedied by using higher

furnaces. The crusts are aggravated by

the presence of sulphide fines, but I do
not believe that they are caused by them.

It would be of interest to hear the

opinions of other metallurgists on this

point.

Charles 11. Fulton.

Rapid City, South Dakota, Nov. 9, 1907.

Tube-mill Lining

In the JouuN.M- of Nov. 2i, H. W.
llardinge lays claim to the so-called El

Oro tube-mill liner.

This liner was, as far as I know, first

used at the plant of the El Oro Mining

and Railway Company considerably more

than two years ago, and the photograph

to which Mr. Hardinge refers was taken

by Walter Neal at the Dos Estrellas plant

in January or February of the present

year ; and after the liners had been in

use there for many months.

The rib liners which we put in, were

put in to replace the ordinary rectangular

castings sent out by the ."Mlis-Chalmers

Company, which had to be held in place

with cement. The linings put in at Dos

Estrellas were copied from the liners

used by the El Oro Mining and Railway

Company.

C. E. Rhodes.

Guanajuato, Mexico, Nov. 30, 1907.

this respect, but in the issue of Aug. 3 1

find (on pp. 209 and 210) the phrase, "il-

lustrated by calcium light views." Surely

the old phrase "limelighl" will serve our

purpose even in these ultra-scientific days.

Otherwise may 1 suggest that "calcium

oxide light" would be more correct if

your correspondent objects to the simple

life. Hauraki.

Auckland, New Zealand, Oct. 4, 1907.

["Calcium light" is the common expres-

sion. "Calcium oxide light" would be

more precise but would be rather an af-

fectation in view of the common usage of

the abbreviated term. "Limelight" unfor-

tunately has a place in the vocabulary of

slang.—Editor. 1

The Wage Scale in Hopkins

County, Kentucky

It was stated in the Journal of Nov. 2,

with respect to Hopkins county, as fol-

lows : "The dispute over the wa.ge scale

in this district seems to have a prospect

of settlement. At a meeting held in

Indianapolis last week, the executive

lioard of the United Mine Workers took

action on a proposed scale which will

probably be adopted."

Since the above report is incorrect u

would be interesting to know how it

originated. The executive board of the

United Mine Workers has no more con-

trol of the wage scale in Hopkins, Web-
ster and Christian counties, Kentucky,

than have the savages of Tierra del

Fuego, and there is no wage or other dis-

pute between the miners and the operators

of these counties, nor has there been

for more than 30 years. There are no

union miners in the above counties, and

neither miners nor operators pay tribute

or allegiance to Indianapolis.

John B. Atkinson, Pres.,

St. Bernard Minmg Company.

Earlington, Ky., Dec. 3, 1907.

" Calcium Light" or " Limelight"

Mining without Engineers

I have frequently noticed in the Journal
editorials dealing with the necessity for

simplifying and correctly using terms em-

ployed by the engineering fraternity. It

i; seldom that the Journ.\l itself errs in

In Uie Journal of Nov. 9 I wrote a few-

lines concerning the Mitchell Mining

Company, an organized corporation with

a capital of $8,000,000, the stock of which

has been dealt in freely during the last

few years in New York and Washington.

Through circumstances upon which I

do not feel sufficiently informed to speak,

this corporation has fallen into financial

difficulties. The president and founder,

George Mitchell, has been deposed, new

officials installed, and a circular issued to

the stockholders asking their cooperation

in rehabilitating the company.

In the same number of the Journal,

p. 892, there was a news report of this re-

organization in which the statement was

made: "The conmiittee states that it has

had an investigation of the physical con-

dition of the property made by competent

engineers."

Now, a remarkable fact about the

Mitchell mine is that no such examina-

tion as stated has been made by the re-

organization committee. Moreover, the

mine, since it passed the development

stage, has been conducted by the company

without the aid of consulting, examining

or operating mining engineers, and no

physical report or examination of the

Mitchell mine, including maps and samp-

ling plans, is in the hands of the present

administration. To me it seems impos-

sible that an operating mine can be con-

ducted without such knowledge ; or that

the stockholders, who are almost amateurs

in mining, can reorganize and re-finance

the company without the aid of consulting

engineers.

Furthermore, that the reorganization

committee should, in a circular not alto-

gether complimentary to Mr. Mitchell,

assert that it has made a physical exami-

nation of the property, when it has done

no such thing, is beyond my comprehen-

sion.

In justice to Mr. Mitchell it might be

said that while he was in active adminis-

tration of the mine, he was undoubtedly

in possession of data concerning the

physical nature of the property, and as a
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milling man assumed the technical respon-

sibility himself.

These comments are not written from

any personal interest. 1 gave my endorse-

ment to the Mitchell property when it was

a geological prospect and under no cir-

cumstances can I seek or desire a fee from

the company. Furthermore, I have only a

kindly feeling for Mr. Mitchell, the unfor-

tunate stockholders and the reorganiza-

tion interests. It does seem, however,

that the condition is one that justifies

the inquiry whether an investment of

$8,000,000 in a mining enterprise does not

call for the employment of competent,

technical advice.

There is a well founded prejudice

among mining men about having their

ground turned down in the prospective

stage by incompetent engineers, but when
the prospects become mines it certainly

seems as if engineering is a necessity and

that amateur investors should learn this

fact. I shall certainly advise the many
investors w-ho apply to me concerning

assessments to put up money for no other

purposes at present than procuring engi-

neering advice. Robert T. Hi 1,1..

New York. Dec. 2. 1907.

New Publications

The Geolocv of North Cextr.\l Wis-
consin. By Samuel Weidman. Wis-

consin Geological and Natural His-

tory Survey, Bulletin No. XVI. Pp.

695; illustrated. 6yixgl4in. ; cloth.

Madison, Wisconsin, 1907 : Published

by the State.

This voluminous report, containing 76

plates and 38 maps and cuts, is one of a
series intended to describe the geology of

the State, and especially the northern part.

It is stated that the report is not com-

plete, but 'only an addition to the knowl-

edge of the region already existing. The
work throughout shows great care in pre-

paring and compiling a great mass of

scientific research and in presenting the

data in pleasing form and profusely il-

lustrated.

Hydraulic and Placer Mining. By
Eugene B. Wilson. Pp. 355 ; illus-

trated. 5x7Jij in. ; cloth, $2.50. Sec-

ond Edition, re-written. New York

;

1907 : John Wiley & Sons.

Contents. Geology of placer deposits.

Placer prospecting. Hydraulic mining,

salt mining, booming, culm mining. De-

velopment of placer mining: pan, rocker,

sluicing, long torn, sluice boxes, transport-

ing power of water, flow of water in sluice

boxes, transporting power of water, flow

of water in sluice boxes, grade. Riffles,

undercurrents, Hungarian riffles, dump.

Water supply, miner's inch, weirs, flumes.

Pipe lines, flow of water through pipes,

strength of pipes, pipe bends, water gates,

air valves, pressure box, ditch lines, flow

of water in ditches, siphons. Giants and

hydraulic elevators. Placer mining invest-

ments, cost of hydraulicking, the clean-up,

retorting the mercury, drift mining, blast-

ing gravel banks, mining in Alaska. Min-
ing in North Carolina, log washer, steam

shovel mining, cablcway mining. Dredg-
ing, description of dredges. Traction

dredges, dry placer mining machines, dry

washers. Black sands. United States

mine law-s, Canadian Yukon laws. Intnnn-

ation in Hydraulics.

The second edition of this book was the

result of the increased activity in placer

mining. This volume has been rewritten

and brought up to date. The author has

drawn freely upon the writings of en-

gineers which have appeared in various

technical journals and the book is pro-

fusely illustrated with photographs and

drawings of operations. Unlike several

other books on placer mining and dredg-

ing, this volume has not the appearance

of a manufacturer's catalog. The infornl-

ation is conveyed in a simple and pleasing

style and too much technicality is avoided.

The Che.mistry or Commerce. A Simple

Interpretation of Some New Chemis-

try in Its Relation to Modern Indus-

try. By Robert Kennedy Duncan. Pp.

262; illustrated. 5^x8 in.; cloth.

New York, 1907 : Harper & Brothers.

Contents: Introductory. Catalysis. The
problem of the fixation of nitrogen. The
rare earths and some of their applications.

High temperatures and modern industry.

Modern chemistry and glass-making. In-

dustrial alcohol. Floral perfumes. The
making of medicines. The new microbe

inoculation. Cellulose. Industrial fel-

lowship.

The readers of Harper's Magazine are

familiar with the articles which make up

this book. Collected in book form they

constitute a series of essays, dealing with

recent progress in some of the important

subjects of industrial chemistry, which al-

though intended primarily for the layman

is by no means to be overlooked by the

technologist. We confess to having read

the book from alpha to omega with ab-

sorbing interest. We can earnestly recom-

mend it as a work which offers both profit

and entertainment. It touches upon many
subjects which are of interest to the metal-

lurgist.

Above all things the work is a plea for

the adoption in .\merica of the scientific

methods of investigation which have given

preeminence to the chemical industry of

Germany. There are some American in-

dustrial companies which are already

working on similar lines, but Professor

Duncan is correct in asserting that the

majority of our industries are character-

ized by chemical stupidity and sinful

waste. As an antithesis to the high de-

gree of development in certain industries

in Europe, Professor Duncan gives a

highly amusing chapter upon the back-

wardness and gross ignorance in certain

branches of glass manufacture in the

United States.

Professor Duncan has a wonderfully

graphic and picturesque literary style,

which makes his work a pleasure to r;ad,

and nnist, we think, make all his points

perfectly clear to any layman who has a

college education or the equivalent thereof.

This, together with his general excellence,

causes us to forgive the few technical er-

rors which he has made.

The Pkoceedings of the Chemical,
Metallurgical and Mining Society

OF South Africa ; with Appendix.

July, 1903-1904. Pp. 826. illustrated,

SJ^xg in.; cloth, $6. Transvaal, 1907:

Published by the Society. New York,

1907: by Hill Publishing Company.

Contents. The president's (S. H.

Pearce) inaugural address. Some mine

gases : their toxicology and possible con-

iieclion with miner's phthisis, by A. Hey-

mann. A system of crushing rock in

stages by wet process, and suggestions as

to how this object can best be achieved, by

Edward D. Chester. A further system of

crushing rock in two stages, by dry pro-

cess, with high-class cross-grinding rolls

( Wegerif type). Observations on the

metallurgical practice of the Witwaters-

rand, by Harry S. Denny. An automatic

pump sampler, by James Higham. The
ventilation of deep levels, by Thos. John-

son. The precipitation of gold from

cyanide solutions, by W. A. Caldecott and

E. H. Johnson. Notes on classification,

by T. Lane Carter and D. V. Burnett. A
new and rapid method of detecting ai d

estimating gold in working cyanide solu-

tions, by James Moir. The manufacture

of nitro-glycerin explosives, by William

Cullen. Some improvements in cyanide

works clean-up appliances, by James E.

Thomas. Underground handling and

transport of ore (chiefly in reference to

the Rand), by Chas. B. Sauer and George

Carter. A development in electrolytic

precipitation of gold and silver from

cyanide solutions, by E. M. Hamilton.

Notes on smelting and cupellation, by F.

L,. Piddington. Notes on the limitations

of the cyanide process, by H. T. Durant.

A colorimetric method for the determina-

tion of gold in cyanide solutions, by Prof.

.\. Prister. Ankylostomiasis: A fore-

warning, by Walter C. C. Pakes. Notes

on mill construction, milling and amal-

gamation, by I. Roskelley. The determi-

nation of constants in working cyanide

solutions, by Gerard W. Williams. The

composition of tobacco smoke, by James

Moir. The decantation process of slimes

treatment, its possibilities and limitations,

by E. J. Laschinger. An industrial method

for the determination of the oxygen in

working cyanide solutions, by Prof. A.

Prister. The modern theories of the flow

of water and their application in gold

mining, by Prof. H. S. Hele Shaw.

Analyses of some Witwatersrand soils, by

Edward H. Croghan. Consumption of

zinc in cyanide plants; nature, cause and

efifect, by Walter H. Virgoe.
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A Spiral Feeder (or Tube Mills

Bv W. H. Fox*

Operators of tube mills tor wet crush-

ing luivi: experienced the trouble and

annoyance of having to shut down to re-

new the packing around the stuffing box

which connects the feeder to the trunnion

of the mill. The packing wears from the

action of t!ie sand and solution and as a

result, the feed-end of the mill is usually

in a bad condition. Various devices have

been tried to overcome this trouble with

more or less success.

A year ago, while experimenting with a

14x51'!. tube mill, it was suggested to use

a spiral sand pump for feed purposes, the

idea being to attach the pump directly to

the trunnion, when it would take its

motion from the mill itself. A feeder

was made by bending a sheet of steel, 6

in. wide, in the form of a spiral. A 6-in.

space was left between curves, and the

sheet was bolted between two plates, using

rubber packing to make a tight joint. .-\

the arrangement and mode of atlaclmunt

are shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. More than 100,000 tons of ore has

been handled with these cast-iron feeders

and no trouble has been experienced. As

much as 160 tons per J4 hours per mill

has been put through, and the capacity of

the feeder is far in excess of this quantity.

Only a small amount of wear is shoNvii,

and this is at the intake edge of the spiral,

due to the scouring action of the sand in

the trough. The spiral was made larger

in. diameter than necessary so that it

could wear to one-half its diameter and

still feed. A large tonnage can be put

through the mill before renewal will be

necessary.

Death Valley Borax.*

By O. M. Boyle, Jr.

The lack of transportation facilities has

always been more or less of a hindrance

in developing borax properties in Death

SPIRAL FEED ATTACHED TO TRUNNION OF TUBE MILL

hole o in. in diameter was cut in the cen-

ter of one plate and a pipe-flange bolted

around it. A short 6-in. nipple was

screwed in the flange and fastened to the

mill with another flange, cap-screwed to

the end of the trunnion. This spiral

dipped into a trough which was made a

trifle larger than the outside dimensions

of the pump, into which the ore and solu-

tion were fed in the proper proportions.

More than .^ooo tons of ore was fed by

means of this device without any stop or

repairs. Pulp as thick as seven parts of

ore to three of solution was fed without

clogging. The pebbles necessary to keep

up the stock in the mill were also fed

through this pump, which avoided the

usual method of shutting down the mill

to remove the man-head.

The feeder proved so satisfactory that

eight 22x5-ft. mills were installed and

each was equipped with devices of this

kind. They were made of cast iron and

•Siipi'rliiii'nili'nl. < 'olornilii plant, rnllcd
Stales Updiicilon and Reflnlog Company,
Colorado Springs. Colo.

valley. This condition will, however, be

changed upon the completion of the Ton-

opah & Tidewater Railroad which is now

being constructed from Ludlow on the

Santa Fe. This new railroad is owned

by the Pacific Coast Borax Company.

which is controlled by F. M. Smith and

is usually referred to by his name. It is

estimated that this company has enough

borax in sight to supply the entire United

States for a century.

Formerly considerable quantities of

borax were obtained from the borax

works in the Amargosa valley, but these

works have been closed for many years,

and the mineral is now obtained chiefly

from the Lila C. mine which is located

in the hills on the western edge of the

.•\margosa desert, not far from the cop-

per camp of Greenw'atcr. Where the

Amargosa canon widens at the abandoned

borax works the river has left rich fields

of borax over the entire floor of Death

•AbslractPd from Calt/ornio Journ. of
Tfclinolmiy . Sppt., 1907.

v.iUey. Owing to the diflicnlty of the

transportation out of Death valley and

the present excess of the borax supply

over the demand, these fields are not be-

ing worked. They are owned principally

by the Pacific Coast Borax Company.

In spite of the abundance of borax

mineral, a good claim is more valuable

than copper property in the Grcenwatcr

district. This is because of the attempt

of the borax corporation to obtain a

monopoly of the article. In the at-

tempt to perfect a monopoly. Smith

has been compelled to keep the Amer-

ican Borax Company, whose works are

at Daggett, and the Stamplcr Chemical

Company, as well as all other competing

firms, out of business. It is reported

that these smaller companies have nearly

exhausted their borax holdings. They

are, therefore, exceedingly anxious to ob-

l.iin more land, and the Pacific Coast

Borax Company is equally anxious to

prevent them from obtaining any. For

this reason it offers high prices for all

iKW discoveries, though it has no pres

ent use for them.

A method of keeping competition out

of the field is to discourage prospecting

for borax. The Death Valley region is

particularly barren, water is scarce and

the sources of food supply are widely

separated. One oasis is, however, par-

ticularly notable, the Furnace Creek

ranch on the edge of Death valley, 28

miles below Furnace townsite. This is

near the point where Furnace creek, a

small stream of warm water, empties in-

to Death valley. The land is extremely

fertile and produces good crops of hay

grapes, figs and other tropical fruits. In-

dians under the direction of a foreman

attend to the farming. Although the only

camp between the Greenwatcr district

and Bennett's wells on the opposite side

of Death valley, it offers no shelter to

strangers. Prospectors are not allowed

to obtain food at the ranch nor supplies

of any sort. In fact, the Pacific Coast

Borax Company owns and operates this

single fertile spot in the entire region,

it is claimed, in order to close the

country against prospecting strangers.

In spite of the efforts of the company,

new deposits of borax are being found.

Many discoveries, after having been

examined by engineers of the Pacific

Coast Borax Company, were rejected as

not being worth exploiting and subse-

quently these have turned out to be of

considerable value. In some cases the

company has recognized its mistake and

is now bidding for property in competi-

tion with other people who desire to ob-

tain control of it. Development seems

to be the only way of proving the

existence of ledge borax deposits, and

the Death valley region will probably

remain the chief source of supply for

many years to eome. This district is

still far from being fully opened up.
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Troops at Goldfield

The following formal appeal by Gover-

nor Sparks, of Nevada, to thePresident of

the United States was dated Dec. 5 and

was made public on Dec. 6:

"At Goldfield, Esmeralda connty. State

of Nevada, there does now exist domestic

violence and unlawful combinations and

conspiracies which do now so obstruct

and continue to so obstruct and hinder the

execution of the laws of the State of Ne-

vada, and now deprive and continue to

deprive the people of said section of the

State of the rights, privileges, immunities,

and protection named in the Constitution

of the United States and of the State of

Nevada, and which are secured by the laws

for the protection of such rights, privi-

leges, and immunities ; and the constituted

authorities of the State of Nevada are now
and continue to be unable to protect the

people in such rights, and the reason of

such inability and the particulars thereof

arc the following:

"Unlawful dynamiting of property, com-

mission of felonies, threats against the

lives and property of law-abiding citizens,

the unlawful possession of arms and am-

munition, and the confiscation of dynamite

with threats of the unlawful use of the

same by preconcerted actions.

"The lawfully constituted authorities of

this State are unable to apprehend and

punish the perpetrators of said crimes, and

to prevent the commission of other threat-

ened crimes, and unless the relief herein-

after requested is granted, this State and

the lives and property of large numbers of

its people will be irreparably affected and

damaged, contrary to the peace and dig-

nity of the United States and of the State

of Nevada.
"'1 herefore, pursuant to article 4, sec-

tion 4 of the Constitution of the United

States, and to sections 5297 and 5298 of

the revised statutes, therefore, I, John

Sparks, Governor, do hereby respectfully

request that your excellency, Theodore

Roosevelt, President, do immediately send

to Goldfield, Esmeralda county, Nev., two

companies of the troops of the army of

the United States."

The President immediately ordered

General Funston, commanding at San

Francisco, to send the necessary force to

Goldfield, and the latter ordered thither

five companies from Fort McDowell and

four companies from Monterey with a ma-

chine-gun platoon, all of the Twenty-sec-

ond Infantry, in command of Colonel Rey-

nolds. The troops arrived at Goldfield.

Dec. 7. It is reported that an attempt was

made to dynamite the trarn bringing them

in.

The Mine Owners Association has made

the following statement respecting the sit-

uation :

"The mine owners have notified the

Goldfield Miners Union that all contracts,

agreements and understandings heretofore

existing are at an end

"We propose to adopt fair and reasonable

rules for the operation of our properties

and to employ men irrespective of whether

tliey belong to the union.

"We believe there are" enough courage-

ous and fair minded miners in Goldfield

who are weary of the tyranny of the union

and who when they know they will receive

ample protection will come forward and

work the mines. If there are they will

receive the preference, but if there are

not we will be compelled to get them from

other sources."

It is reported to be the intention of the

operators to resume mining on Dec. 11,

and after forcing the local tradesmen to

lower their prices wages will be reduced

from $5 per day to $4 per day.

United States Reduction and

Refining Company

Announcement was made last week

that owing to trade conditions, the direc-

tors of the United States Reduction and

Refining Company had decided to suspend

the quarterly i}/2 per cent, dividend on

the preferred stock. In a statement to

the stockholders President Hawkins said:

"Your company is in a sound financial

condition and is treatiiig a satisfactory

tonnage of ore, though at somewhat re-

duced charges, owing to competitive con-

ditions referred to in the last annual re-

port.

"It is believed that the preferred divi-

dend will be earned during the current

quarter, but as the competitive mill will

soon be rebuilt and ready again to enter

the market for ores, and as its manage-

ment has a declared policy of cutting tht

rates for treatment, it becomes necessary

to maintain your company in a strong

position to meet conditions and to reduce

still further the treatment charges if

necessary to maintain its position.

"Your directors have the fullest con-

fidence in the ultimate outcome of the

situation, and believe that the results will

be the same as in the case of numerous

other similar undertakings, all of whicli

have been short-lived.

"The business of the United States

Smelting Company, owned and operated

by your company, has been affected by

prevailing industrial conditions. Its pro-

duct (zinc-lead pigment) was fully con-

Uacted for, but its customers have found

it impossible under present conditions to

take and pay for the stock of finished pro-

duce ready for market upon which it

cannot realize for the reasons stated.

"It is also carrying a large stock of

ores and supplies. Owing to the large

amount of money required to continue

operations, under prevailing market con-

ditions the plant has been closed tem-

porarily, and until its stock of finished

product can be disposed of. It is ex-

pected that this will be accomplished by

Feb. I, 1908, or soon thereafter, but in

the meantime and until conditions change,

your company must maintain itself in a

strong financial position.

"All things considered, the outlook is

encouraging for an early resumption of

dividends."

Mining in South Australia

The progress of the mining industry

of South Australia for the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1907, is reviewed by T. Duf-
field, secretary of mines. Mining in this

State is relatively unimportant as com-
pared with the other Australian states.

During the year under review, only 6950
men were employed in mining and min-

eral works, of which 5000 were engaged
in copper mining, 900 in gold mining, 450
in salt mining, 50 in silver-lead mines and
the remaining 550 in working various un-

classified deposits.

Several Government prospecting ex-

peditions were in the field, but their re-

sults on the whole were not encouraging.

On the other hand, several boring outfits

operated by Government aid are reported

to be securing satisfactory results.

The following figures show the output

of ores and metals for the calendar year

1906 as compared with 1905.

1905. 1906.

Copper (cwt.) 130,959 164,160
Lead fcwt.) 1,040 1,000
Copper ore (tonsj 2.563 (a)
Gold (oz.) 10,983 13,961
Ironstone (tons) 84,483 75,226
Limestone (tons) 44,498 31,940
Salt (tons) 32,500 55,000

(a) Included in copper.

A shipment of 2000 tons of iron ore

from the Iron Knob mine was sent to

England, but as a general thing, over-sea

freights are too high to allow a contin-

uous business. This shipment contained

97 per cent, oxide carrying 68 per cent,

metallic iron.

Mining Locations in California

Special Correspondence

An interesting case will shortly be tried

over a dispute as to legal ownership of a

mine in the Salmon Lake section in the

northern part of Sierra county, Cali-

fornia, the point to be determined whether

a mining location without boundaries

marked on the ground by brush lines,

stakes or other means, constitutes a valid

location. It has been a custom with the

miners in that section to "brush" the

boundaries of their locations, but in this

case the original locators did not do so,

though they did put down corner stakes.

The suit arises on conflicting locations

made by George McGee and partners and
the Loyalton company, the former claim-

ing the latter's location invalid, because

corners were established. The law gov-

erning such locations would seem to be

pretty well established by this time, but

the local custom will be pleaded in this

case.
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Personal

Mining and mptnllurgleal cnRlncorg arc In-
vlloil 10 keep THK KxoiNKEiuNa and Mi.nino
JoiiiiN.vi, informed of tUelr niovcmcDts and
appulutments.

P. K. Luckc has opened an office in

Monterey, Mexico.

F. F. Siiarpless has returned to N'ew

York from the West.

C. W. Purington has rvaclKd London
from Vladivostok, Siberia.

J. H. Lewis, of Tucson, Arizona, is in

Mexico on professional business.

C. E. Bradley, of Pioche, Nevada, is in

Mexico to examine mining property.

W. E. Defty, of Phoenix, Ariz., is at

present in Yavapai county, Arizona

John E. Hardman, of Montreal, has

been examining mines in Nova Scotia.

N. B. Knox is at present in London,

but will return to Japan early next year.

James Moore Elmer is in charge of the

Old Hundred mine at Silvertou, Colo.

.A. M. Yonge is at Amador City, Cal.,

engaged in .sampling the Bunker Hill

mine.

W. M. Thompson, of Oaxaca, has re-

turned to Mexico after some time in New
York on business.

H. L Miller has returned to New York,

after several mor.ths of professional work
in southern Mexico.

John W. McKay and A. R. Ditnian, of

New York, are in Oa.xaca, Mexico, on

professional business.

Victor S. Hills, of Denver, has gone

to Arizona to inspect mining property in

the Vulture mountains.

Fletcher Harnshaw has returned to

New York from a trip to the Atlin dis-

trict in British Columbia.

John C. McMynn has resigned his con-

nection with Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chi-

cago, taking effect Dec. i.

C. H. Brooks ,of the San Domingo
Mining Company, Guadalajara, Mexico, is

in New York on a business trip.

Capt. Alexander MacKenzie has suc-

ceeded Captain Opie as head mining cap-

tain of the Calumet & Hecla mine.

M. E. MacDonald, of Guanajuato, Mex-
ico, has returned home after several

months in New York on business.

E. G. Spilsbury, of New York, has

returned from Guanajuato, Mexico, where

he made a series of experiments at the

Peregrina mill.

.\. Heise, president of the Eastern Min-
ing Company, of Masbate, has returned to

the Philippines after a trip to the United

States.

C. Colcock Jones has returned to Los

Angeles, Cal., from an extended trip

through northern Arizona, on professional

business.

George Crerar has resigned the superin-

tendency of the Dominion Copper Com-

pany's smelter at Boundary Falls, British

Columbia.

Eugene G Herndon, of the Dodge Coal

Storage Company, Pliikidelpliia, has been

appointed resident engineer for the com-

pany at Chicago.

Capt. James Chynowcth, of Calumet,

Mich., is at Globe, Ariz., in the interest

of the Superior & Boston Mining Com-
pany, of which he is president.

II. Harris, formerly superintendent of

tlie Hall Mining and Smelting Company's
smelter at Nelson, B. C, is taking a trip

to Australia ; he left Vancouver Dec. 6

last.

J. J. Smith, president San Javier Cop-

per Company, Chicago, was recently in

Fundicion, Sonora, Mexico, on his way
to the property of the company in this

district.

Chas. L. Rand, who has been in Cuba,

in connection with the iron-ore develop-

ment work now being carried on by Penn-

sylvania steel interests, has returned to

New York.

C. A. Rice is superintendent of the

Providence Mining and Milling Com-
pany's property in the Joplin district, not

D. T. Boardman, as was stated in the

Journal of Nov. 9 last.

Leonard Lehlbach, mining engineer and

director of the Lepanto Mining Company,

has returned to Manila, Philippine Is-

lands, after an extended trip to the

United States on business.

R. O. Jones, for nine years past asso-

ciated with the Jeanesville Iron Works
at Hazleton, Penn., has become chief en-

gineer of the Dayton Hydraulic Machin-

ery Company at Dayton, Ohio.

John M. Brooks, assistant superinten-

dent of the Compania Metalurgica y Re-

finadora del Pacifico, has returned to

Fundicion, Sonora, Mexico, from a va-

cation trip to the United States.

John R. Farrell, who has been engaged

in -Africa during the last five or six years

as chief engineer for the Tanganyika Con-

cessions, Ltd., was a recent visitor in New
York, on his way to his home in Cali-

fornia.

Charles Simister has been appointed

general superintendent of the Crow's Nest

Pass Coal Company's collieries in British

Columbia. He has been mine manager for

the company, first at Carbonado and lat-

terly at Michel.

Wm. P. Barba, superintendent of the

steel foundry of the Midvale Steel Com-
pany, Philadelphia, and Jas. C. H. Fer-

guson, Pacific Coast representative, are

making an extended visit to the smelters

of Montana, Utah, Arizona and Mexico.

E. A. H. Tays has resigned the posi-

tion of general manager for the United

Mining Company, of 100 Broadway, New
York City, and is now in no way con-

nected with that company. He left Den-

ver on Dec. i, for San Bias, Sinaloa,

Mexico.

Charles Catlclt, mining engineer of

Staunton, Va., is engaged, with Mr. Mer-
riam, geologist, and Mr. Forbes, of the

coke department of the United States

Steel Corporation, in making an examina-
tion of the properties of the Tennessee
Coal, Iron and Railroad Company in Ten-
nessee and Alabama.

Felix Crcmer, formerly with the Guana-
juato Amalgamated Gold Mines Company,
La Luz, Guanajuato, has accepted a po-

sition as ore buyer with the Compania
Metalurgica y Refinadora del Pacifico, S.

A. Henry W. Edwards has also taken

the field as ore buyer for the same com-
pany.

Louis Katona, a Hungarian metallurgist,

has been visiting mines and smelters in

the Kootenay and Boundary districts of

British Columbia. He came to Canada
after having been similarly engaged in

several European countries. He will

spend some time in the United States and
preceed thence to Australia.

James D. -Hurd assumed the duties of

general manager of the Crow's Nest Pass

Coal Company, with offices at Fernie, B.

C, on Nov. 16. His predecessor, G. G.

S. Lindsey, has been appointed president

of the company, with headquarters at

Toronto, Ont., in place of Senator Cox,

who had been president for nine years.

Obituary

Charles A. Molson, one of the best

known mining engineers in the West, was

accidentally shot and killed while on a

hunting trip in Idaho. His remains were

sent to Montreal, Canada, for interment.

William H. Ainey, who died recently

at Allentown, Penn., aged "i years, was

for many years prominent in the iron

industry of the Lehigh Valley. He had

been president of the Lehigh Iron and

Steel Company for several years.

Col. Charles A. McNair, veteran iron-

master of St. Louis, died in that city Nov.

28, aged 76. He was born in Pennsyl-

vania and went to Howard county. Mo.,

with his parents when he was 8 years

old. He removed to St. Louis 41 years

ago, and had ever since been actively en-

gaged in the iron business. At the time

of his death he was president of the St.

Louis Blast Furnace Company, a suc-

cessor to several earlier concerns.

Samuel C. Walker, president of the

Harbison- Walker Refractories Company,

died at his summer home, Shields Sta-

tion, near Pittsburg, Nov. 23, after an ill-

ness of several months. Mr. Walker was

born in .Allegheny 59 years ago and liveJ

in that city all his life. For many years

he was connected with Walker, Dunlevy

& Co. nnd remained with that company
until 1889, wheh he became connected

with the Harbison-Walker Company, of
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which he was presiilent. When the Har-
bison- Walker Refractories Company was
organized in igo2 he was made president.

He was one of the best known business

men in PittshiirK and had amassed a large

fortime.

Sir James Hector, formerly chancellor

of the University of New Zealiand, who
many years ago was geologist of the Pal-

liser boundary-marking expedition and
rendered invaluable services in connec-
tion with explorations in British Colum-
bia and other parts of northwestern
Canada under Captain Palliser, died re-

cently at Wellington, New Zealand. He
discovered tlie Kicking Horse pass, in

the Rocky mountains, through which thf>

Canadian Pacific railway runs to the
Pacific Coast. Sir James Hector was a

graduate of the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland. He was created K.C.M.G. in

1887 in recognition of his distinguisheil

services in Canada as a geologist and ex-
plorer. .Xfter leaving Canada he went
to New Zealand, where, as chancellor
of the University of New Zealand he oc-
cupied a prominent position.* He retired
from the chancellorship in 1903 and
shortly afterward, in company with his
only son. revisited scenes of his early
labors in the Rocky mountains. While
so engaged the son contracted fever from
which he died at Rcvelstoke. B. C. The
bereaved father returned to New Zealand,
where he lived in comparative retire
ment the few remaining vears of lii>

life.

Societies and Technical Schools

Amencan Society of Mechanical En-
Smecrs~hx the 28th annual meeting. New
York, Dec. 3, the report, of the tellers
showed a total vote of 1249 and the elec-
tion of the followinjf officers: M. L.
Holman. president: Prof. L. P. Brecken-
ridge, Fred J. Miller and Arthur West,
vice-presidents; W. L. .Abbott, \. C.
Humphreys and H. S. Stolt, managers.

Canadian Mining Inslilule—The presi-
dent of the Canadian Mining Institute,
Frederic Kcfifer, of Greenwood, engineer
in charge of the several mines of the
British Columbia Copper Company, has
issued a circular letter to all western mem-
bers of the Institute requesting them to
attend a meeting to he held at Nelson,
B. C, on Jaiv. 15, 1908. at which steps will
be taken to organize a western branch.
In his letter Mr. KefTcr says: "It being
diflficult for members of the Institute re-
siding in the western provinces of Canada
and the adjacent United States territory

to attend the meetings of the Canadian
Mining Institute, which are usually held

in eastern Canada, the council suggest

that a branch of the Institute be formed,

to include this tlistrict. with a view to

holding regular meetings in the West, anrl

thus more largely participating in the gen-

eral work of the Institute."

The names submitted by the council as

nominees for the offices and council of the

proposed western liranch are. respectively,

as under

:

For President

—

A. B. W. 1 lodges.

Grand Forks, B. C.

For Secretary—E. Jacobs, Victoria,

K C. : J. W. Collis and E. Cave Brown-

Cave, both of Vancouver.

For Council—Paul S. Couldrey an<l P.

Stuart, Rossland, B. C. ; J. J. Camp-
bell and Leslie Hill, Nelson, B. C. : E.

C. Musgrave, Vancouver, P>. C. ; W.
M. Brewer, Victoria. B. C. ; O. E. S.

Whiteside, Blairmore. .Mljerta; J. C.

Ilaas, Spokane. Washington.

Western members now serving on the

council of the Canadian Mining Institute

will be ex-ofUcio members of the council

of the western branch-

Trade Catalogs

Industrial

The William B. Pollock Company,

Voungstovvn, Ohio, recently shipped four

large slag-ladle cars to the Great Cobar

Copper Company, in New South Wales.

The dumping apparatus on these cars is

operated by electricity. They were de-

signed by the J. C. Buckbee Company, of

Chicago.

The DuBois Iron Works, DuBois,

Penn., has canceled previous arrange-

ments .-uul now lias its own offices in

Buffalo, X. v., in the White building,

with Harry II. Pr.-itt as manager. II. J.

McCormac is general representative in

charge as manager at Pittsburg, with

offices in ibe Park building, as form-

erly.

1 he Twin City lujuipment Company,
of Minneapolis, has purchased two acres

of ground at the Minnesota Transfer,

midway between Minneapolis and St.

Paul, where it will build shops which

will give employment to shovel engineers

when idle, or passing through and tem-

porarily detained. Repairing of locomo

tives and steam shovels, mining and
llunbermen's equipment and machinery

for making frogs and switches will be

installed.

During the si.x months preceding Nov.

I the .Allis-Chalmers Company sent out

n'.achincry on orders as follows : May,

23,772,242 lb.; -June. 22,139,757; J«lv,

24,225,760; .August, 26,006,434; Septem-

ber, 26,268,764; October, 27,821,682; total.

150,234,639 lb. From these figures it will

be seen that, while there has receritly

been some cessation in new business, or

contracts for future fulfillment, the re

ceipt and installation of machinery by

industrial, lighting and power companies

indicates continued progress.

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars:

Niles - Beinent - Pond Coinpany, iii

Broadway, New York. Pond Rigid Tur-

rett Lathe. Pp. 43, illustrated, paper,

654x9 in. ; 1907.

The Brunswick Refrigerating Company,

New Brunswick, N. J. Refrigerating and

Ice Making Machinery. Pp. 48, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.

Golden Anderson Valve Specialty Com-
pany, Fulton Building, Pittsburg, Penn.

Steam and Water Specialties. Pp. 56, il-

lustrated, paper, 5!4x8 inches.

The Dartium Syndicate, Ltd., 28 Bas-

inghall street, London, E C, England.

How to Make Steel Castings and Tool

Steel in the Ordinary Iron or Brass Foun-

dry, by iiieans of the Dartium process.

Pp. 18, illustrated, paper, 5J^x8^ in.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Instruction Book. No.

3028. Type K Single-Phase Integrating

Induction Wattmeters. Pp. 40. illus-

trated, indexed paper, 454x7 in.
; January,

1907. Bulletin No. 1098. Type M P L
Belted Generators for Light and Power.

Pp. 6. Bulletin No. iioo. Small Direct

Current Motors, Type L. Pp. 7. .-Ml il-

lustrated, paper, Sxio'j in.; July and

August, 1907.

Construction News

Hosmer, Britisli Columbia—The Pacific

Coal Company has let a contract for the

construction of a quarter-mile trestle be-

tween incline and tipple at its new mine

near Hosmer, Crow's Nest Pass. R. G.

Drinnan, recently appointed general super-

intendent, is now in charge here.

Sloccin, British Columbia—-The Hewitt

Mining Company is having an aerial

tramway constructed between its Hewitt

silver-lead mine near Silverton, Slocan,

and the Wakefield, concentrating mill, a

distance of about 5600 ft. Geo. Stilwell

is superintendent of the Hewitt mine.

Ladysmith, Brilisli Columbia—The
Tyee Copper Company is building a

wharf 210 ft. long with fixed and mov-

able ore-bunkers, and installing unload-

ing appliances to be electrically operated.

These arc to facilitate the transfer to

the siiielter storage bins of ore arriv-

ing from northern British Columbia,

Yukon and .Alaska. .An incline trestle

runs from the wharf to ore bunkers, near

sampling mill and blast-furnace house,

which have a storage capacity of 5000 tons.

.A winding engine will haul ore, in trains

of five cai's each, about 1200 ft. up to

the top of bunkers,> the difference of ele-

vation being about t8o ft. The improve-

ments have been designed by W. J. Wat-
son, manager of the smelter.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and lyondon

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Dec. 4—A lire wliicli occurreil in the

KremoiU Consolidated gold mine, at Dry-

town. .\niador county, resulted in the

death of 1 1 miners, who were low-

eied into the shaft after the noon hour,

when no one knew of the lire. The skip

jammed in the shaft and but two of 13

men escaped, .\fter the connecting drifts

of the Fremont and Cover shafts had been

Inilkheaded and the collar of the latter

liad been boarded up to smother the fire,

Superintendent Arthur Goodall started to

tluod the mine. Later, Goodall and a

party went down the Cover shaft and

found their way to the bulkhead, which

tliey blew open with dynamite. Goodall

and tlie party then went to the Fremont

shaft and made an opening. They were

able to descend in the skip to the 300-ft.

level, when they were driven back to the

surface by the stifling smoke. Other at-

tempts made to descend met with the

same result. The fire at the mine is now
under control, but the miners have been

unable to get lower than 300 ft. in the

shaft or to enter the tunnels from the

Cover shaft, leading to the Fremont, on

account of the gases. It is supposed a

cave occurred in the Fremont after the

timbers had burned, thus preventing cir-

culation. Steam is being used to force the

gases out of the mine.

At Keswick. Shasta county, the last of

the matte produced at the smelter was
shipped away Dec. 3. The shut-down of

the great plant is complete and there are

less than 50 men on the Mountain Cop-
pcj Company's payroll at Keswick. These
include men employed in operating the

Iron Mountain Railroad, which will con-

tinue to haul ore froin the Iron Mountain
and Hornet mines at Keswick station for

-l-iipment to the company's reduction plant

.It Martinez. The foundry will continue

in operation. This does work for th:

Martinez plant and also custom work for

the Mammoth Copper Company, at Ken-
nett. .\ small force is k^pt at work in

the machine shops for the Iron Mountain
Railroad.

The Graciosa Oil Company, of this city,

• iwning extensive oil lands at Santa
Maria, Santa Barbara county, is in rather

a fix to fill its contract of 10.000,000 bbl.

of oil for the Japanese governinent.

While the Union and Associated Oil

companies had an option each on one-
third of the contract, they will hardly

take the option up in view of the advanc-
ing prices of oil. Oil men say the

Graciosa company cannot fill the contract

from its own wells by nearly one-half,

and stands to lose $1,000,000 if forced to

purchase oil to fill it. It is doing its ut-

most to escape the terms of the contract,

but an ironbound clause- makes it impos-

sible to withdraw without heavy loss.

The contract was made a year ago at 42c.,

and oil has since risen to $1 in the Santa

Maria field, from which the Graciosa

draws, and will go higher, it is believed.

Hydraulic mining on a large scale will

soon begin at the historic old Nevadt

mine at Red Dog, Nevada county, where

once stood a prosperous village. The

new retaining dam is composed of pine

and spruce logs built up in compartments

and planted on solid bedrock. Each crib

is filled with granite boulders. The dam
is one of the finest of its kind in Cali-

fornia. It is 25 ft. wide on top and 106

ft. long and is so built that as soon as

the river bed behind it is filled up it can

be raised by adding tiers .of logs. It will

hold in check six iniles' of debris, and

some idea of the amount of dirt which

may be backed up can be obtained when it

is stated that at points the river is 600 ft.

wide. The pipe-line has been laid and all

is in readiness to set the giants going

when the rains come. J. S. Goodwin and

the Nicholls family own the mine.

On the banks of the Pajaro river, below

Watsonville, Santa Cruz county, back of

the shores ot Monterey bay, experiments

are being carried on in the direction of

handling auriferous black sands profitably.

These arc being made by J. J. Morcy and

others. A rather elaborate plant has been

erected.

The electric furnaces at Heroult, Shasta

county, for the production of ferro-silicon,

will shortly start up. Production at

Heroult had been suspended temporarily,

owing to the necessity of getting all of the

power company's transmission lines in

order for the winter season, and now that

this has been accomplished the high volt-

age required at Heroult will again be

turned on and continued without inter-

ruption. The cells for the battery of fur-

naces to be installed at the electric smelter

are in process of construction. In all, 14

are to be erected.

The men at both mine and smelter of

the L'nion Copper Company, at Cop-

peropolis, Calaveras county, have been

discharged, though it is expected that

work will be resumed in the spring.

The first quartz mill ever brought into

Modoc county is now being set up in

Hoag district. The mill will be driven by

water power, for which a ditch has been

cimstructcd. The fall secured is about

150 ft., which will give ainple force to

work all the machinery.

Brandy City, in Sierra county, has been

virtually deserted since the adverse de

cision in the matter of hydraulic mining

over 20 years ago. At last, however, the

Brandy City Mining Company is making
preparations to resume work on the old

Brandy Citj' gravel mine. These prepara-

tions consist of the building of about six

miles of wagon road from Indian Valley

to Brandy City, a bridge across the North

N'uba at Indian Valley, the re-building of

the old lloosier flume, which takes the

water from Canon creek to the mine, and

the construction of a long bedrock tunnel

for drainage. The company will build re-

straining dams in accordance with plans

already approved by the California Debris

Commission. Geo. F. Taylor is superin-

tendent in charge of the work, with Frank

Strandberg as general foreman, .^t pres-

ent about 75 men are employed at the var-

ious camps.

Salt Lake City

Dec. (5—The Utah Consolidated Mining

Company is making efforts to prolong the

operation of its copper smelter nine miles

south of Salt Lake City. Convmced that

it is futile t<5 fry to continue smelting in

the Salt Lake valley, the management is

now endeavoring to obtain a stay of

cNccution until a new plant can be built.

With this object in view, a conference

was held with a committee representing

tlie farmers. The result was the calling

of a mass meeting of the farmers who
appeared as plaintiffs in the smelter smoke

case, which resulted in the. decree of in-

junction forbidding the smelters to oper-

ate on ore containing sulphur in the

charge in excess of 10 per cent. It is ex-

pected that the farmers wili" join in a

stipulation asking the court to modify its

decree to permit the smelter to operate

until the company has time to erect a

new one, which will be about a year. The
Utah Consolidated has purchased a site

in Tooele county, vfhich can be reached

from the mine direct by aerial tramway.

The Bingham Consolidated smelter will

go out of commission about Dec. 15. By
about that date it is expected that the ores

on hand will be cleaned up. The company

has recently made a sweeping reduction in

its office and mine forces.

.\ new wage scale will go into commis-

sion in Bingham on Jan. i. amounting to

;) r.-rliii" i. Ill i.f _':i' .-1 sliifr nil nrriTiTid
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About a year ago wages in die district tioned in passing that it is rumored Burns

were voluntarily increased 25c. a shift;

later, another increase was voluntarily

granted to remain in effect while copper

had a market price of i8c. a pound or

better.

The smelter of the Utah Smelting Com

pany, near Ogden, will probably remain

shut down indefinitely. The company

began business scarcely a year ago and

entered into active competition with

other custom plants in the Salt Lake val

ley. Ores were purchased and paid for

promptly until the late financial stringency

came on, and when the price of copper

began to recede, the management found

that it had a lot of money tied up in ores

bought when copper was at a high price,

which meant a big deficit. While it was

operated the smelter was kept busy. The

matte was sold to the United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining Company.

The annual meeting of the Gemini and

Godiva mining companies resulted in the

election of John Q. Packard, president;

Edward VV. Packard, vice-president; L. S.

Hills, treasurer; Jackson McChrystal and

Robert Harkness, directors of both. The

Gemini paid dividends amounting to $20

a share during the year, or a total of

$100,000. Both mines arc in the Tintic

district.

is likely to endeavor to regain his control

of Portland affairs, at the next annual

meeting in February.

A receiver has been appointed to as-

sume charge of the Animas Power and

Water Company, operating near Silverton.

The Federal authorities have finished

their sampling operations on the property

of the Boston-Colorado Copper Company,

situated near Salida, and the samples

have been shipped to Chicago for testing.

This concern was promoted by "Profes-

sor" Colvin, dancing master of Salida, in

whose business methods the Government

took such interest that his indictment for

using the mails for fraudulent purposes

resulted about a year ago. It seems a

pity that it is necessary for the Govern-

ment to go to such trouble and expense to

prove fraud charges.

Quarterly statements by all the local

national banks to the controller of the

currency, made Dec. 4, indicated a healthy

financial condition, without exception, the

reserves falling in no case as low as the

required 25 per cent, of deposits.

On Dec. i, the breast of the Cripple

Creek drainage tunnel had reached a point

1140 ft. from the portal.

Denver

Dec. 6—The influx of old Cripple

Creekites still continues unabated, every

train bringing in its quota. These are the

men who drifted away, attracted by

strange gods and other booms, but are

now returning to their first love. Most

of these are of the better class of work-

men, and their return presages continued

prosperity for the district.

Lessees operating the Little Clara, of

the Work company, situated on the south-

eastern slope of Gold hill, have made a

most unusual discovery for Cripple Creek,

an ore carrying good values in silver and

lead, besides $5 to $10 in gold.'

An interesting development in the fight

over the management of the El Paso com-

pany occurred this week, when the broker

of James F. Burns sold to himself, for the

latter's account, the 72,000 shares of El

Paso which had been hypothecated by A.

L. Burris to secure a loan made to him

by Burns. This block of stock is now
owned by the ex-president of the Port-

land, bringing his El Paso holdings to (it

is said) 150,000 shares; and the fight has

assumed a triangular^ form, with James

F. Burns, at one angle, criticizing the

present management on specific matters,

Mr. Burris, as self-appointed guardian of

the stockholders' interests, on another

angle, going after the management in a

general way, and Mr. Bernard, the presi-

dent of the company, on the remaining

point. It promises to be a merry war,

and public and stockholders alike are in-

terestedly watching. It might be men-

Indianapolis

Dec. 9—The demand for coal in this

State has been falling off during the past

week. The Brazil Block Coal Company, in

Clay county, which could not keep up

with its orders a few weeks ago, has only

one mine at work now. Similar reports

come from the bituminous districts.

This is the first time in many years at

this season that the companies have

closed, even temporarily, any of the large

mines of the State.

Considerable interest is manifest in the

conference to be held in this city on Dec.

g. This will be attended by operators

from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois and

Indiana, and by the officials of the United

Mine Workers. It will decide whether

an inter-State convention shall be called

to consider the wage scale. President

John Mitchell is expected to attend.

Toronto

Dec. 10—The British-Canadian Smelter,

Ltd., has erected a plant in the business

.section, of Toronto and recently began

treating, by a new process, two carloads of

ore from the La Rose mine of Cobalt.

The fumes were so objectionable that com-

plaints were at once made and a fine of $50

and costs was imposed on the company.

.\pplication has been made by it to the city

for 25 acres of marsh land at Ashbridge

bay to be used as a site for smelting

operations. In consideration of this grant

the company agrees to build a smelter

employing 500 men.

London

Nov. 30—The affairs of the San Miguel

Copper Mines, Ltd., one of the Spanish

properties controlled in Germany, are in a

very unsatisfactory condition, and at a re-

cent meeting of shareholders, a new board

of directors was chosen. Some months

ago some of the deeper levels caved in,

and since that time, operations have been

confined to the open-cut workings. The

directors representing the original pro-

moters resigned at the time, and since

then there have been a number of appoint-

ments and resignations, nobody seeming

to care to take up any permanent re-

sponsibility. The new board elected at the

meeting of shareholders contains some

able men, and matters should be put

straight again before long.

The Ouro Preto Gold Mines of Brazil,

Ltd., does not at present make enough

profit to do more than pay the preference

share dividend. There are 36,634 cumu-

lative 10 per cent, preference shares

and the dividend has been paid up to

date. The ordinary £1 shares, of which

there are 100,000, have only received

distributions of is. in i8qS, is. in 1896

and 6d. in 1902. During the year ended

June 30 last 72,703 tons of ore were

milled, yielding 24,500 oz. of bullion, rea-

lizing £95,872; the expenses in Brazil and

London were £84,480. After adjusting

minor items, the balance of profit was

£14,527, out of which the preference divi-

dend for 18 months, from Dec. 31, 190S,

to June 30, 1907, was paid, absorbing

£5495, while £8933 was written off for de-

preciation, cost of new plant, etc. The

mine continues to open up considerable

bodies of ore of about 0.4 oz. per ton, and

with the improved plant recently erected

the profits on this ore should before long

be sufficient to bring dividends to the or-

dinary shareholders.

The report of another Brazilian gold

mine controlled in London has also been

issued this week. This is the St. John

Del Rey Mining Company, and the re-

port is for the half year to Aug. 31. The

amount of ore milled during this time was

76,899 long tons and the gold bullion pro-

duced realized £162,324. This extraction

is equivalent to about $10.25 per long ton.

The working costs, including development,

were £113,780 or $7.10 per ton, while taxes,

London expenses, etc., represented £11,029

or $0.67 per ton. The net profits were

^37>5i5i out of which preference dividends

at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum

and ordinary dividend at the rate of 5

per cent, per annum were paid. The

balance of profit was £i3,S47, which is

placed to the account for the redemp-

tion of the debenture bonds. The yield

of ore has increased considerably during

the past six months, being as above stated

$10.25 4)er ton as compared with $8.35

during the previous six months.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondent!

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Consolidated Zinc Company— Frank

Nicholson, who was the president of this

recently organized company, has resigned

the position, which it is understood he

accepted only on conditions. His with-

drawal evidently implies that he did not

find the conditions to be as represented.

Alabama

Republic Iron and Steel Company—The
purchase of the control of the Tennessee

Coal, Iron and Railroad Company by the

United States Steel Corporation has re-

sulted in the separation of the manage-

ment of that company and the Republic

Iron and Steel Company, which have been

the same for the past two years. John A.

Topping, of New York, chairman of the

board of both companies, remains in that

capacity with the Republic company, and

Tracy W. Guthrie, president of the Re-

public company, at Pittsburg, Penn., also

remains. The local management of the

Southern district of the Republic com-

pany, with offices at Birmingham, Ala., is

made up as follows : Auditor, treasurer

and temporary general manager, W. A.

Green, former treasurer of the Ten-

nessee; manager of sales, Dwight S.

Guthrie, formerly with the Republic,

at St. Louis ;
purchasing agent and

manager of commissaries. B. F. Tyler,

who held the latter position for both com-

panies ; assistant traffic manager, W. H.

Johnson, formerly in that position for

both companies
;
general superintendent of

blast furnaces, F. B. Keiser, formerly

superintendent of Thomas furnaces for

the Republic company; general superin-

tendent of rolling mills, Wm. Wuthenow,
who held that position for both com-

panies ; superintendent of coal mines. H.

S. Geismer, formerly division superinten-

dent of Warner mines for the Re-

public; superintendent of ore mines and

quarries, W. J. Penhallegon, recently ap-

pointed assistant general superintendent

of ore mines for both companies.

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company— The only changes in the

organization of this company since the

purchase by the Steel Corporation are as

follows: George Gordon Crawford,

formerly manager of the National Tube

Works plant at McKeesport. Penn., has

been appointed president, with headquar-

ters at Birmingham, Ala. : L. S. Beecher,

formerly assistant to Chairman Topping,

in New York, has been appointed treas-

urer; F. B. Winslow, of the Steel cor-

poration, has been appointed auditor. T.

M. Nesbitt, formerly auditor of the Ten-

nessee-Republic companies, is assistant

auditor of the Tennessee company. The
positions of traffic manager and general

superintendent of rolling mills, made
vacant by the Republic company taking the

men in those positions, have not yet been

filled.

Arizona

Tombstone Consolidated Mines Com-
pany—What is believed to be an import-

ant discovery was made in the Lucky
Cuss mine below water level, early in

November. The ore showed a good deal

of native silver besides the usual horn

silver, and is high in gold and lead. Judg-
ing from the character of the ore and its

position, the new discovery is believed to

be the downward continuation of the

main orebody of the mine which was lost

at about water level many years ago.

Some of the workings at Tombstone are

beginning to show copper, especially in

the Emerald mine, and it is hoped that

important bodies of copper ore will be de-

veloped with depth. The pumping of wa-

ter has lately been showing a decline. On
Oct. I the amount was about 5,300,000

gal. per day ; toward the end of No-
vember the average was about 4,800,000

gal. per day.

Gi-OBE District

Old Dominion Mining and Smelting

Company—A decision in favor of the

company in its suit against A. S. Bigelow.

of Boston, and Leonard Lewisohn, of

New York, in which the total award is

placed at more than $1,700,000, was ren-

dered Dec. 5 by Judge Sheldon in the Su-

preme Court. Alleged wrongful conversion

of 50,000 shares of the stock of the Old

Dominion Copper Mining Company, of

Baltimore, by Mr. Bigelow and Mr.

Lewisohn was the basis of the suit.

The Old Dominion Copper Mining
Company, of Baltimore, was capitalized

at $500,000, and issued 25,000 shares of

stock at a par value of $20. It is claimed

that in 1895 W. A. Meridith, of Boston,

acting for Mr. Bigelow and ]Mr. Lewisohn.

agreed to buy the stock of the Baltimore

company for $40 a share. Later, Mr.
Lewisohn made a new agreement at the

same price. In the mean time the Old
Dominion Mining and Smelting Company
had been organized, Mr. Bigelow and Mr.
Lewisohn turning into it the stock of the

old company, receiving, it is alleged, con-

siderably more than they paid for.

The new company began two suits

against Mr. Bigelow and Mr. Lewisohn

to recover the value of 30,000 shares and

20,000 shares which, it was alleged, they

had illegally obtained. Judge Sheldon

made an award in the first suit of $700,000

and interest from September 18, 1895, ""id

$48,000 and interest from the same date

in the second suit.

California

Amador Counts

Valparaiso—In this mine they have
made a chamber in the tunnel large

enough to install a horse-power whim
hoist. A number of rich pockets have

been found in this property.

Cai^veras County

Bullion—At this property, Albany Flat,

near Angels, a double-compartment shaft

is being sunk and hoisting works are
being put up.

Casinelli—^The real gravel bed of the

channel has been struck in this mine
showing exceptionally good value.

Packard—Water has enforced a tem-
porary suspension of operations, and new
machinery is to be installed. C. Gardella
is superintendent.

El Dorado County

Gilbert—At this mine, near Greenwood,
a tunnel is befng run to tap the lode at

300-ft. depth.

Shamrock—This mine near Greenwood
Creek, has been purchased by James
Toman, who is developing it.

Spanish—L. E. Pease and other Mich-
igan men have bought this old mine at

Greenwood, and put a large force of men
to work.

Inyo County

Furnace Creek Copper Company—This
company at Greenwater, having a 500-ft.

shaft, has started to sink 1000 ft. further,

to see what will be developed with depth.

Madera County

Buchanan—.'\t this copper mine a 200-ft.

shaft is being sunk to strike the orebody

below the old works.

Green Mountain—A diamond drill is

being used in this copper mine to prospect

the ore at greater depth than the present

shafts reach.

Nevada County

Empire Gold Mines—During the in-
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stallation of tlic now compressor most of

the machine men have been laid oflf. There

is ore enough broken down to keep the

mill busy until the men are put back at

work.

Cray Eagle — Extensive improvements

in the way of new buildings, additional

concentrators and a new hoist, are being

put in at this mine at Maybert.

ICaj/ii)i.i,'/<)»i — This mine has been

bonded to I-rank M. Leland, who plans

extensive development. The mine was

the second quartz property to be worked

in the county.

Placer County

Blue Cai'ion Gravel Mine—h\ this mine

at Blue Canon, after long prospecting

operations, pay gravel has been struck.

Crafcr—This mine having been pumped

out. the vein is being tested at tlie differ-

ent levels.

Polar Star—At this mine, Dutch Flat,

•where the gravel was washed off down to

the cement years ago, it is found that this

cement, capping the bedrock, pays well

and a larger force of men is at work.

Plumas County

Mountain Lion—This group of claims

at Genesee, recently bought by Mr. Lum-

mis, of Nevada, is being opened by a tun-

nel which is now 600 ft. in.

Red Mountain—This company is in-

stalling a new lo-stamp mill at its prop-

erty below Spanish Ranch.

Santa Babbara County

Our local correspondent was in error in

stating in the issue of Sept. 14 that the

Point Sal Mining Company at Point Sal.

Santa Barbara county, California, had

closed down its mining operations. On
the contrary, the patented, mechanical ap-

pliances for handling the ocean-beach

sand and saving the gold were only com-

pleted about that time, and have since

been put in operation. The higher bluffs

or banks of sand back of the beach are

hydraulicked with water under pressure

through a nozzle, and carried by gravity

and sluices to the machinery devised to

wash the sand and obtain the gold. The

deposits of auriferous black sand are ex-

tensive in that locality, and the company

has expended a large sum of money in its

preliminary experiments with the Hoyt

type of dredge, \vhich is in use for wash-

ing these sands and saving the gold.

Shasta County

Gladstone—This mine at French Gulch,

owned by the Hazel Mining Company, has

70 men at work and the mill is crowded

with $15 ore.

Midas—After a long search the ledge

has been found in entirely new ground.

The mine is at Knob, in Harrison gulch

district.

SiERSA County

Alaska—Specimen ore has been found

in the drift from the ikw shaft of this

mine at Pike City. The strike was made

in the Casscrly vein.

Trinity County

Bonanza /Cmg— Extensive snow-sheds

have been built at this mine so that the

men can go to and from work in the

winter. Another bunch of rich ore was

recently found in the vein.

Cleveland—W. R. lleall is working this

mine, adjoining the Bullychoop on the

Shasta-Trinity divide, and has provided

accommodations so that men can work all

winter.

Tuolumne County

Dutch Mining and Milling Company—

The creditors have agreed to submit to an

assessment to raise revenue to have the

mine unvvatered, for the purpose of hav

ing it re-surveyed to determine the exten-

sion and location of drifts, crosscuts and

veins.

Colorado

Lake County-—Leadville

The money stringency in the East has

had its effect out here, as nearly every

zinc mill in the State has closed, and will

remain down until the stringency passes

over. This has had the effect of closing

down zinc shipments from the district,

but the general feeling is that everything

will be adjusted by the first of the year

and new contracts will be made. The Ar-

kansas Valley plant has also taken advan-

tage of the present squeeze to get rid of

a heavy tonnage of ore that has been lying

on its dumps for the past ID years and

convert it into money ; all the large pro-

ducers of the district have been instructed

to curtail shipments for the present.

There is still a demand for iron ore.

and a heavy tonnage is going out from

Fryer, Iron and Carbonate hills.

In the Thirteenth street drill-hole, the

depth gained is 650 ft., and the drill is

passing from the lake bedding into solid

formation ; the outlook is encouraging, all

of the cores being now heavily stained

porphyry.

Breece Hill—Tim Gorman has secured

a lease on the Peggy McCallum, and at

present is installing machinery. The
shaft is 100 ft. deep, and from the bottom

drifts will be run to catch the orebody

that was opened above ; in addition to this

the property contains a good body of iron

that crops at the surface.

Cleveland—On account of the pinch this

property, South Evans gulch, has been

obliged to curtail shipments of its medium
grade of ore, but is still sending to, the

Salida smelter all of its rich ore that

comes from development work.

Milwaukee Tunnel—Work is going

steadily ahead on this property. Big Eng-

lish gulch, but on account of the lateness

of the season work will be carried on

during the winter by hand. In the spring

l.ower will be installed and the tunnel

driven by machine drills.

Old Valley—This mine. South Evans

gulch, at one time known as the Brattle-

boro, is again in commission, being under

lease to W. Page and associates. A new

shaft is being sunk and the lessees expect

to catch the Cleveland orebody to th'-

south. The shaft will go down 700 ft.

The lessees are after the ricli ore found

in the 'Cleveland.

Rock Hill—Several weeks ago a drift

\tas started from the lower level of the

Reindeer, 450 ft., to be driven to the Coon

Valley to the south, with the object of

opening the orebody supposed to be in

that property. During the week the ob-

jective point was reached and also the

ore ; the body is several feet wide and

is similar in character to that found in

the Reindeer ; the bulk of the ore at pres-

ent is a lead sand with hard carbonates

on the outside ; this runs from 7 to 20

per cent, lead and 10 to 20 oz. silver per

ton.

Twin Lakes—'The strike recently made
in the tunnel of the Ontario Mining Com-
pany, Mt. Elbert, improves both in quan-

tity and quality as the tunnel is driven

ahead. Working will be continued dur-

ing the winter nionthj.

Idaho

Shoshone County

Shoshone Concentrating Company—This

is a new concern organized by W. A.

Bradley and associates. The company has

a lease on the tails of the Wardner mill

of the Federal Mining and Smelting Com-
pany. The erection of a plant to handle

350 tons per day is already well under

way. It will be equipped with rolls and

Huntington mills for crushing, five water

impact screens, twelve jigs of a slecial

design of W. A. Bradley, six suspended

vanners and eight Card tablfs. An eleva-

tor of the dredge type will be used for the

elevating of the tails to the supply bin.

Stanley Mining Company—This com-

pany, near Burke, has recently cut its vein

with its lower tunnel, and developed about

10 ft. of high-grade antunony ore, carry-

ing gold. The same body was developed

in the level 150 ft. above and shows

marked strength at the greater depth. The
deposit is an anomalous one ; though in

the heart of the silver-lead area, it seems

to be of an entirely different character.

While the majority of Coeurd'Alene ores

carry very small quantities of antimony

and gold, both are insignificant commer-

cially and metallurgically, while the Stan-

ley vein as well as producing a high-grade

antimony ore, has produced gold ore

carrying $40 per ton. The latter occurs

free, associated with the antimony and

with the quartz. The management prom-

ises to begin the erection of a lo-stamp

mill lo h.-mdle the gold rock.
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ll'asliiiii;loii Water Pinvcr loiiifaiiy—
This comi)aMy is completing a second

power transmission lino from Spokane,

Wash., to the Canir d'Alenes. The line,

wlien completed, will be over 100 miles in

length, transmitting under a tension of

60,000 volts, duplicating the line already

in operation, which delivers about 14,000

horse-power.

Bl.M.NE ClUNTV

South Packer—This property, on Loon

creek, has been closed down for the

\\ .nter.

Indiana

Cl.w County

Although coal was procured from ou'

croppings in Indiana as early as 1837, the

first shafts were sunk in Clay coimty in

1854 by William Campbell, James Ken-

nedy and David Thomas ; not one of

whom survives. It is now proposed to

erect a monument in honor of these coal

pioneers.

A tract of coal land containing 160

acres, five miles east of Clay city, has

been sold for $25 an acre, a very con-

servative price. A coal shaft on the place

supplies the home trade for miles around.

It lies near the track of the new Monon
railroad and will now he thoroughly de-

\eloped by Chicago men who have bought

the property.

Greene County

Houseville Field—The completion of

the N'ew Monon railroad through Greene

county has occasioned the development of

the Houseville coalfield which embraces

a large area of block coal land. Several

coal companies invested in this land some
time ago and made a number of satisfac-

tory tests, but the work of sin!;'ng shafts

and developing the field was suspended

with the completion of the railroad.

Linton Field—It is stated that nearly

2000 miners are idle in the Linton field

because the companies paid the men in

checks. One or two other fields are like-

wise affected. Conditions, however, are

varying, some men returning to work
.ifter a few days of Idleness. In one

instance 200 foreign miners made a riot-

ous attack on their fellow miners who
either refused to quit work or returned

to the mines.

Vico County

The directors of the Forest Coal Com-
pany, the Cumings Coal Company and of

the N'ew Pittsburg Coal and Coke Com-
pany have taken steps to dissolve the

corporations. The property has been

sold, debts paid, and the business of the

companies closed up. D. M. Cumings, J.

P. Gilmore and J. K. Deifert arc di-

rectors.

\V.\RRicK County

1 he operators of the four local coal

mines near Booiiville, where non-union-

ists were employeil, with the e.\ception of

one man, still refuse to sign the union

wage scale, and they have closed down.

Many patrons depending on the local

mines for fuel are embarrassed by the

shutdown. It is thought that all the

operators will sigi) the scale in time,

employ union men and raise the price of

coal.

ilown between the copper-bearing i.mii.i

tion and the sandstone; this will give val-

uable information regarding the various

copper-hearing lodes and also data for

further development work.

Maryland

Allegany County

Consolidation Coal Company — This
company has sold all the railroad coal cars

which it owned, 2223 in number. The
Baltimore & Ohio purchased 1709 and the

Cumberland & Pennsylvania Railroad

took 514, as well as 1000 belonging to the

Somerset Coal Company. It is under-

stood that these transfers have been made
on account, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission action on private cars.

Michigan

Cori'KR

Calumet & Ilecla—This company has

erected a new shaft house and combined
boiler and engine house on the site of

its new No. 18 shaft.. A small Lidger-

wood hoist is being installed and as soon

ns this can be put in commission, sinking

will go forward. The new Nordberg
hoist at No. 13 shaft has gone into regu-

lar commission and the duplicate of this

plant for No. 16 shaft is nearing comple-

tion. At the stamp mills a force of men
is engaged in installing the machinery for

the new recrushing plant. .\t the new
boiler house the 20 Babcock & Wilco.v

boilers are being- assembled and the coal

and ash conveying inachinery installed.

The first consignment of the 40-ton steel

rock-cars has been received. These cars

are to take the place of the present 5-

ton cars, now in use, as soon as the

change to the standard gage has been

completed. At the company's power plant,

the new 2000-kw. generator, together

with the necessary switchboard apparatus,

will soon be finished. .\t the substation

three additional 300-kw. transformers are

being installed.

Lake—An order has been placed for a

hoist which will be installed on the site

of the new shaft now sinking.

Quincy—.\n addition to No. 8 hoisting

plant has been completed and a new air

compressor of 5000 cu.ft. per minute ca-

pacity is to be installed.

Seneca—This company has encountered

the ledge in trenching at a depth of about

30 ft. It is an amygdaloid formation. A
diamond drill is also at work on this

property and several holes are to be put

Missouri

JoPLlN Ul STRUT

.Much prospecting and small leasing is

being done by miners thrown out of work
by the shut-down of many mines. Hand
windlasses and horse hoists are more in

evidencr in ili.- district than for many
years.

Federated Mining and Milling Company
—The 14 mines of this company have shut

down on account of the low price of ore.

Common Law Mining Company—The
2so-ton wooden mill for this company has

been completed.

Hume Run Mining Company—This new
company has been incorporaed for $56,000
to operate a lo-acre lease on the Guinn
land north of Webb City. A shaft is

already down to the ore at 180 ft. and has

encountered rich sheet ground.

Chapman & Lennan—A rich strike has
been made in an old abandoned shaft near
the Bull Dog mine and the owners will

erect a mill on the strike.

Old Judge Mining Company — Thu
company is erecting a 250-ton mill near
Oronogo to replace tlie old 100-ton struc-

ture. The new mill will cost $30,000 and
will be One of the most complete in the

district.

Montana

Madison County

Uitttc-l'utosi—This company has
stopped work on its property in Potosi

cafion, near Pony, on account of the finan-

cial stringency. It is understood that

work on the property was making a favor-

able showing.

Nevada

White Pine County

According to the painphlet "Watch Ely
Grow," for November, the first unit of

the Steptoe concentrator is now housed in,

and the machinery is being rapidly in-

stalled. The portion of the power plant

which will take care of this unit is fast

nearing completion, and will be in readi-

ness when required for service, say. lour

months hence. M the Veteran mine of

the Cumberland- Kly. the large four-com-

partment shaft will he finished within 60

days. The railroad extension to this point

has been completed and henceforth supply

deliveries will be made direct to the prop-

erty. .\ branch line has been put in to

the Wedge and .Ada properties, which are
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being rapidly placed in condition for regu-

lar production. At the Nevada Consoli-

dated, stripping has been practically fin-

ished for open cut mining on the Eureka

property. The steel gjiUows frame is

erected at the Star Pointer shaft, and

both niines are now practically ready to

produce ore. The Nevada Consolidated is

opened up for production on a big scale

and development work has been discon-

tinued until regular shipments are started.

At the Cumberland-Ely, the largest num-

ber are employed that can be used to ad-

vantage in broadening the developments

prior to commencing production.

New Mexico

Grant County

Burro Mountain—On Cherry creek,

Brown & Co. have shown up, in their

shaft, a vein of sulphide ore carrying 10

per cent, copper. George Sublett has

organized a corporation, among Silver

City investors, to take over his claims, to

be called the North Burro Copp'er Mining

Company. South of Ballard's peak, a vein

has been struck, showing chalcocite ore

of shipping grade. The prospecting hole

sunk from the surface, with the Cyclone

drill, by the Azure Mining Company, has

shown a 30-ft. orebody in Emerald ground

at a depth of 150 ft. Holes will be bored

on the Malachite and other claims of the

company. As soon as the new pumps can

be installed in the National shaft, sink-

ing will be continued until the orebodies

are developed in depth. The new 1200-

ton mill, soon to be erected by the Che-

mung Copper Company, will be located

near Boston gulch, where it will be con-

venient for the output of the company's

three shafts. The great Sampson mine of

the Burro Mountain Copper Company, is

showing new ore reserves as development

proceeds, but only enough ore is being

sloped, by the caving system, to keep the

small mill in operation. Near the Samp-

son, Alexander Woodburn is patenting his

Thistle group, in whose two short adits

indications of copper can be seen.

Silver City—The Hermosa company is

erecting a new hoist over its Treasure

Vault shaft at Santa Rita, and near by

the Columbia Copper Company is actively

developing several claims of its 600-acre

holdings. The directors of the Bessemer

Mining and Smelting Company recently

visited the Continental and Anson S.

properties of the corporation, near Fierro,

and considered the erection of a cop-

per smelter to handle the district's out-

put. At Hanover, the Philadelphia shaft

has reached a depth of over 200 ft., but

shows only 2 per cent, copper at the

bottom.

Lordsburg—The White Signal Com-
pany has shipped considerable $80 ore

from its Paddy Ford shaft, which is now
nearly 100 ft. deep.

North Carolina

Buncombe County

Georgia Barytes Company—This com-

pany, of Asheville, has obtained another

charter, authorizing it to do a general

mining business, and to deal in barytes

and other minerals.

Oklahoma

The arrangements are nearly completed

to transfer the coal properties owned by

the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas Railroad

Company to a new company. This action

is taken in consequence of the provisions

of the Hepburn law forbidding railroad

companies to mine coal for sale, which

will take effect Jan. I. The Rock Island

Railroad mines will also be transferred

to a new company.

Pennsylvania

Bituminous Co.-\l

Monongahela River Consolidated Coal

and Coke Company—For the fiscal year

ended Oct. 31, 1907, this company reports

net earnings $1,260,149. Charges were

$93,728 for insurance fund and $103,365

for coal land depreciation ; a total of

$197,093, leaving a net balance of $1,063,-

056. From this dividends on preferred

stock amounting to $700,000 were paid

and $363,056 added to surplus, making a

total undivided of $2,425,742 at the close

of the year.

Pittsburg Coal Company—This com-
pany's statement for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 is as follows

:

1906. 1907. Changes.
$4,216,853 $4,851,954 I. $635,101
2,576,394 2,336.499 D. 240,896

Earnings
Charges. . .

Surplus $1,640,459 , $2,516,456 I. $875,996

The charges this year included $620,357

fbr depreciation of coal lands ; $808,998

for' depreciation and renewals of plant

and equipment; $906,144 for interest on

first-mortgage bonds.

South Dakota

Custer County

Saginaw—Work in both mine and mill

will be resumed within 10 days, as the new
hoist is completed and machinery about

set.

Ivanhoe—Machinery is being installed

in the new mill and cyanide plant and it

is expected both will be in operation,

shortly after Jan. i.

Hartwell—Operations will soon be com-
menced on a steady basis. Tests show the

ore averages $12.45 sold per ton, part of

which is free. An amalgamation plant

and small cyanide mill will be erected.

Lawrence County

Tinton—The company has completed the

patenting of all its claims in the Bear
Gulch district, representing 20 years of

work.

Gilt-Edge Maid—The 200-ton cyanide

mill resumed operations after a 10 months'

shut down and is running nearly full ca-

pacity. Ore is taken from the open cut. •

Custer Peak—The test mill is completed

and will be started at once. It has a 20-

ton Chilean mill. A new ledge running

from $4 to $8 per ton gold has been dis-

covered on Chicken ridge. The ore is

reduced by amalgamation.

Pennington County

Ruberta—Wilber Treadwell, represent-

ing the Boston-Treadwell Development

Company, of Phoenix, Ariz., has made an

examination of this group on Four Mile

with a view toward purchase. The com-

pany has completed its lo-stamp test mill.

Annie—This, one of the older properties

near Hill City, is about to resume. The
shaft will be unwatered and a body of

quartz rock from which gold averaging

$15 per ton was taken, will be developed.

S. A. Baxter, of Lima, O., is the principal

owner.

Utah

Beaver County

Indian Queen Consolidated—Develop-

ment work is progressing at this property

vigorously; it is being opened by an adit.

A new boarding house and other mine

buildings have been recently completeil.

Mewhouse Mines and Smelters—The

working "force of this property has been

greatly increased within the past week.

The mill is being operated two shifts

again, and crude-ore shipments will

shortly be begun.

Iron County

Jennie Gold Mining—A good strike has

been made on the 175-ft. level of this

property. The values run high in a streak

about 15 in. wide.

Juab County

Colorado—This company is shippinsf

500 tons monthly to the Salt Lake smel-

ters, or about one-half the amount mar-

keted prior to the curtailment.

Uncle Sam Consolidated—^This company
is continuing development vigorously, but

no shipments are being made at the pres-

ent time.

Washington

Lewis County

A coal deposit which promises well has

been opened near Centralia, on the line

of the Union Pacific extension to Tacoma.
Development work has been started.

Pierce County

Wilkeson—These coal mines were re-

cently closed by a strike. The company
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now announces that they will remain

closed till the bunkers and other surface

plant are overhauled and re-built.

Wesl Virginia

Marshall County

Active development is in progress at

several points in this county. The Bitu-

minous Coal Company, of New York, is

beginning work on a coal mine on the

Cockayne property, near Glendale. The
purchasers of the old Glen Easton mine
are putting the plant in order to resume

operations.

Canada

Albert.^—Lethbridce District

Gall—The dispute between the owners

of the Gait coal mine and its employees

as to the interpretation of the clause in

the agreement concerning the time of

work that had been referred to arbitration,

has been settled. The board found in fa-

vor of the contention of the company that

it meant eight hours at the face, not from

bank to bank, but Manager Naismith has

announced that the ofTer made previously

to the men will still hold good. Ac-

cordingly the men will work eight hours

at the place of work, but will be allowed

pay for half-an-hour a day extra for the

time taken in going to and from work.

British Columbia—East Kootenay

Consolidated Mining and Smelling

Comf<any of Canada, Ltd.—This company,

owning the St. Eugene and other mines

and the smelting works at Trail, has .de-

clared its seventh dividend. Owing to

large expenditures on capital account

found desirable, and the fall in the prices

of metals, this dividend is at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum, instead of 10 per

cent, as heretofore.

Crow's Nest Pass—The Crow's Nest

Pass Coal Company has shut down its

coke ovens at Michel and Fernie, owing

to the almost general cessation of smelt-

ing operations in the Kootenay and Boun-

dary districts and the difficulty in getting

enough railway cars to allow of shipping

fast enough to keep the coke wharves

clear.

More than 800 men are engaged in con-

struction work on the extension of the

Great Northern railway from Fernie to

Michel. Enough steel rails for more than

20 miles of road and 25,000 ties, have

been delivered at Fernie. This extension

will give the Great Northern its own con-

nection with the Michel coal mines and

coke ovens, in addition to those at Fernie

and Carbonado, previously reached by its

system.

Sullivan Group—.\n important new
strike of lead ore has been made on the

loo-ft. level. Developments in the shaft,

which is being sunk to the 200-ft. level,

are also satisfactory, the orebody continu-

ing down. Ed. Dedolph has resigned as

superintendent of the Sullivan smelter at

Marysville. The enlargement of the

Iluntington-Heberlein plant at these

works is to be undertaken shortly, a suf-

ficient ore supply to warrant it having been

assured by recent developments in the

mine.

British Columbia—Rossland

The Rossland miners have voted, by a

considerable majority, to accept the pro-

posed reduction in wages. Consequently

there will be no closing of mines.

British Columbi.\—Slogan

Ore Shipments—During the current

year the heaviest shippers of ore from

Slocan mines have been: Whitewater, 15,-

532 tons; Montezuma, 2900 tons; Stand-

ard, 624 tons ; Rambler-Cariboo, 323 tons
;

Canadian Group, 85 tons. All this was

silver-lead ore.

Ontario—Cobalt District

The Coniagas and Buflfalo companies

were recently assessed for income tax at

$100,000 each by the town of Cobalt. They

appealed to the Ontario Railway and

Municipal board, contending that thev

were not liable to a tax on incomes until

the amount of their capital expenditure

had been realized. The board dismissed

the appeal and upheld the assessment. The

case will probably be taken to a higher

court.

Ont;\rio—Portage Bay District

Cobalt Union—A cross-vein of smal-

tite and niccolite has been struck in the

shaft at 60 ft. A large force of men is

engaged in development work.

Coleman—A new vein of smaltite haa

been discovered jyi in. wide by trench-

ing.

Quebec—Lake Megantic District

Meganlic Syndicate Mining Company—
Development work on the recently dis-

covered gold reef at Marston is proceed-

ing as far as weather conditions will per-

mit. The vein is of white quartz 17 ft.

wide, lying between two walls of slate

and displays visible gold. Gold has fre-

quently been found in small quantities in

the river, but this is the first discovery

of gold-bearing quartz in the district.

Yukon Territory

A. J. Beaudette, Dominion government

mining engineer, has returned to Dawson
from a trip to Clear creek, where he has

been ascertaining the flow of water, sev-

eral applications for water rights having

been filed. One applicant, Alex. McDon-
ald, wants 1000 miners' inches. He has

been engaged about two years opening up

a number of claims on the creek prepara-

tory to doing extensive hydraulicking for

which he wants a good supply of water.

Fortymile District—Falls creek will be

one of the busiest in the Fortvmile dis-

trict this winter with 60 or 70 men at

work prospecting over a considerable area,

ranging from 27 below to 52 above "dis-

covery." Though it is only a few months
since gold was discovered on this creek,

prospects are sufficiently good to warrant

the belief that it will soon be a regul.ir

producer. The creek is about 50 miles

from Dawson, by jhc Glacier road to the

Forty-one house and thence nine miles to

Falls.

Men working on the Forty-mile dredge

have located discovery and adjoining

claims on Sourdough bar. They claim they

have 6 ft. of 6c. dirt. Before the dredge

ceased operating for the season it bad

worked up to the line of the concession

lease. The run of gold continued into a

blind bar, on which the men located

claims ; they will work during the winter.

Two steam boilers are already on the bar

and it is intended to take out a large

dump of gravel before next season's thaw.

Yukon Consolidated—By the last week

in October the roads to the creeks were

frozen, so that heavy freight could be

moved. On Oct. 23 teams hauled from

Dawson to Bear creek a number of sec-

tions of the big steel siphon for' the Klon-

dike crossing of the Consolidated (Gug-

genheim) Company's water system. Each

section weighs about four tons.

Mexico

Chihuahua

Calabacillas Mining Company—This

company is opening up a large body of

low-grade gold ore southeast of the Lhivia

de Oro in the Urique district.

Me.xico

National Metal Company—It is re-

ported that this company has sold its re-

finery at Nonoalco to a French syndicate

and will hereafter devote its attention to

the purchase of ore. The plant began

operations in 1905, and has handled bul-

lion to the value of more than $40,000,000.

Oaxaca

WumfcoW/—This mine in the Ocotlan

district has ,been purchased by the Com-

monwealth Mining Company, of Boston,

Mass. A two-compartment shaft with

crosscuts every 50 ft. will be begun at

once. The company also owns the Don

Juan, Aztec No. 1, La Marjorie and La

Margarita mines in the same district.

San Juan—This mine in the Taviche

district recently shipped 100 tons of ore

which averaged $400 per ton.

GUADALAJ.\RA

Cuarlas—The new compressor plant at

these mines in Bautista district south-

west of .\mcca has been completed and

placed in operation. Thomas M. Hughes

is superintendent.

Purisima—A new hoist is to be in-

stalled on the main shaft of this mine in

the Ayutla district.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.Vi"f York, Dec. 11—The anthracite

trade is generally dull, notwithstanding

the heavy shipments reported in Novem-

ber, and it is quite probiible that De-

cember will show a decrease in tonnage.

The trade in prepared sizes is quiet, ow-

ing to continued mild weather, while the

demand for steam sizes has dropped con-

siderably.

The bituminous-coal trade in the East

is also dull, the demand for steam coal

having fallen off on account of the clos-

ing of many factories. The coastwise

trade is quiet, consumers in the ice-mak-

ing ports being generally supplied, while

others are holding back on orders.

In the West there has been a general

recession in trade, and the financial strin-

gency is making itself felt in a smaller de-

mand. A curtailment of production is in

evidence at many points. For once, car

service is generally good.

The conference at Indianapolis this

week seems to point to a restoration of

the Interstate Agreement next year.

Coal Traffic Notes

Shipments of coal and coke originating

on tlie Pennsylvania Railroad Company's

lines east of Pittsburg for the year to

Nov. 30 were as follows, in short tons :

190G. 1901. Changea.

Antdraclte 1.177,266 .1,192,321 I. 1,016.0C8

BItumlDOUS 29,603,051 36.37;).i:i.5 I. 0,770,381

Ooke 11,670,180 12.533,292 I. 862,812

Totil 15,150.790 51.099.051 I. 8,648,261

The total increase this year to date was

19 per cent. The monthly average for this

year was 4,918,096 tons.

The shipments from mines of the

Monongahela River Consolidated Coal

and Coke Company for the fiscal year

ended Oct. .^i are reported as follows, in

short tons

River coal
Itallmad coal

. 1,682,160

. 1,910.722

1907. Changes.

6,221.917 I. 539,787
2,232,210 I. 291,188

ber, 1906. For the 1 1 months ended Nov.

30 the shipments by companies were, in

long tons':

Total 6.622.882 7.1.'>1,167 I. 831,276

The total increase was 13.4 per cent.

River coal was "5.2 per cent, of the total

in 1906, and 70.1 this year.

Shipments of Broad Top coal over the

Huntingdon & Broad Top Railroad for

the II months ended Nov. 30 were 738,598

tons in 1906, and 907,619 tons in 1907

;

an increase of- 169,021 tons.

Shipments of anthracite coal in No-

vember were 5,666,205 long tons, showing

an increase of 483.352 tons over Novem-

, 1906. , 1907. ,

Tons. Per Ct. Tons Per Ct.

HeadlnK . 10.2:1,212 20.2 12.K77.557 21.0
Lehigh Valley... . 9,i:!2.'.i.W IK.O 10,025.814 17.3

8,008.359 13.1N. J. Central . 6,350.433 12.5
Lackawanna . 8,409.033 16.5 9,461.177 15.1
Del. & Hudson. 4,886,130 9.0 6,062,097 9.9
Pennsylvania . .

.

. 4,421.-2»7 8.7 6.219,871 8.6
Erie . 6.151.068 10.1 6,589,601 10.8

N. Y.,Ont. & W. . 2,240,115 4.4 2.482,300 1.0

Total 60,862,567 100.0 01,327,672 100.0

-All the companies showed increases, the

larger proportional gains being on the

Reading and the Eric. The total increase

this year was 10,465,105 tons, or 20.6 per

cent.

Coal receipts at Boston for the 11

months ended Nov. 30 are reported by the

Chamber of Commerce as follows, in

long tons

:

Anthracite...
Bituminous.

1,495,720 1,874,661

2,057,433 2,857,561

Changes.

I. 378,928
I. 240,128

Total domestic... 1,163,159
Foreign coal 607,392

1.772,215 I. 619,066
491.139 D. 115.953

Total 1,760,651 5,263,664 1.503,103

The foreign coal is chiefly from Nova
Scotia, but some comes from Great

Britain.

Shipments of anthracite coal by lake

from Buffalo for the season to Dec. I

were 2,537,960 tons in 1906, and 3,312,055

in 1907 : an increase of 774.095 tons.

New York

.•\nthracite

Dec. 11—The recent activity in the hard-

coal market has nearly disappeared; both

prepared and small steam sizes show con-

sideral)lc dullness. Prices are quoted as

follows: Broken, $4.5o@4.75 ; egg, stove

and chestnut, $5 ;
pea, $3.25@3.5o ; buck-

wheat No. I, $2.75@3 ; buckwheat No. 2

or rice, $2.i5@2.25 ; barlej', $1.75; all f.o.b.

New York harbor.

BiTU.Ml.VOUS

Quietness prevails throughout the soft-

coal market in all territories and prices

have declined fully 25c. per ton since last

week. Producers are working on old con-

tracts but are fast catching up with their

orders. Since new business is extremely

scarce, this means that production, at

nearly all the mines, must be curtailed in

the near future unless a sudden and un-

expected demand should arise. The gen-

eral impression prevails throughout the

trade that good business will not be seen

until after the beginning of the year and

then that it will be to a limited extent

only. Factories throughout New England
are working very light or not at all, and

the demand from this territory is small.

To the far East and along the Sound
considerable coal is going forward on old

contracts, but consumers are not booking

much coal ahead. New York harbor

shares the general depression and coal

is selling at $2.45@2.6o; and one lot,

which was on demurrage, was offered as

low as $2.25. All-rail trade is quiet;

transportation is slow but car supply is

naturally much improved on account of

the lighter demands upon the railroads.

Coastwise freight rates remain un-

changed. Quotations are from Philadel-

phia, to Boston, Salem and Portland, $1

;

to Lynn and Newburyport, $1.25; to

Portsmouth, $1.05; to the Sound 85c. per

ton.

Birmingham

Dec. 9—Coal production in Alabama is

holding up well considering the general

depression in other quarters. The Ten-

nessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company
has begun mining coal in tlie new shaft

in the Pratt Mines division. The mines

of the Southern Steel Company, half a

dozen in number, have either shut down
or will be shut down this week. The rail-

roads are furnishing all the cars that are

needed to keep the mines in operation.

There is not much coal being laid aside

for future use, as far as can be ascer-

tained, many of the coal bins at furnaces

and at coke ovens already being filled.

Coke is dull and the production is being

curtailed somewhat.

Chicago

Dec. 9—Depression continues in thu

coal market, though the volume of sales

is increasing and the tone of business

generally is improving. The tendency

continues to buy only for immediate

needs. There has been some trouble of

the old sort—forced selling to escape de-

murrage charges—in the last week, not-

withstanding the curtailment of shipments

from Illinois and Indiana mines. Trans-

portation {roubles are no longer generally

complained of; the problem before each

dealer is not to get coal, but to find a

market for it.

Prices on Western coals remain prac-

tically unchanged, lump or egg selling for

$2.i5(f7'3. run-of-mine for $i.75@2 and

screenings for $i.i5@i.40. Hocking Val-

ley coal is quoted at $3.40(0)3.65 for the
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best grades, and is in largo supply.

Smokeless also is pleiuitul and weak.

Riin-of-mine smokeless sells for $J@3--5.

and lump for $4JO(?t'4-55' The demand

for No. 8 Pittsburg continues steady and

it is .fairly strong at $2.95(0)3.05. You-

ghiogheny is in fair demand and good

supply at $3.25 for >4-in. Anthracite is

somewliat less in demand, though the

amount of trade is fair. Chestnut is still

scarce.

follows: To Pittsburg, 20S5 cars; to

points west of Connellsville, iH),^ cars ; to

points east of Connellsville, 552 cars.

Cleveland

Dec. to—The lake season has closed.

The last coal cargo from Lake Erie was

taken by the steamer "Frank Parry,"

which left Lorain, Dec. 9, for a Lake

Michigan port.

Rail receipts of coal at Cleveland in

November were 8790 tons anthracite and

741,946 bituminous ; a total of 750,736 tons.

Shipments of bituminous coal by lake for

the month were 413,505 tons.

Pittsburg

Dec. 10—There has been a heavy de-

cline in demand and as a result the leading

producers have made a turther cut in

prices effective this week. The new rates

provide for a reduction from the prices

established on Dec. i of 15c. a l;on, and

present quotations afe as follows : Mine-

run, $i.i5@i.2o; 1^-in., $i.2S@i.30; i^-

in., $i.35@i.4o; iJ/J-'". ""t. $i.iS@i-20:

slack, 50C., all f.o.b. mine. It is understood

that these prices could be shaded. Not

more than 75 per cent, of the railroad

coal mines in the Pittsburg district were

iii operation at the opening of the week,

and it is likely that a number will close.

There is an ample supply of railroad cars.

It is, reported that on the Pennsylvania

lines alone fully 8000 coal cars are stored.

The cause of dull conditions is the idle-

ness of a number of iron and steel mills.

All the river mines are operating steadily

and there is not a large tonnage await-

ing shipment to the lower ports, as most

of the loaded coal got out on the last rise.

Connellsville Coke—Conditions have

not improved and more ovens are idle

this week. The H. C. Frick Coke Com-
pany is not operating more than 30 per

cent, of its capacity, and about 50 per

cent, of the independent coke ovens arc

down. Prices continue low and there

is not much change from last week.

Standard Connellsville furnace coke is

quoted at around $2 and foundry coke

ranges from $2.25 to $2.75 a ton. One
large independent interest has taken a

contract for foundry coke for shipments

through December and all of ne.\t year

at $2.75. Several fairly good contracts

for foundry coke for shipment in the

first half and through 1908 have been

booked. The Courier, in its weekly sum-

mary, gives the production of coke in

both regions at 210,323 tons. The ship-

ments aggregated 6030 cars distributed as

Foreign Coal Trade

E.'cports of coal and coke from the

United States for the 10 months end-

ing Oct. 31, arc reported as below by

the Bureau of Statistics of the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor

:

laos. 1907. Cliaugea.

Anibraolte l.85l,4tifi 2,;oo.:)(H I. 4m,s:i8

BltuinluOUB «,37H.1W K,fl76,'JM I.a.'J««,7"B

Total C0«1 8.2-29,949 11,011,502 1.2,781.013

Ooke W2.931 7«l,6lltl I. 118,637

Total 8.872,880 11.773.130 1.2,000.260

These figures do not include coal

bunkered, or sold to steamships engaged

in foreign trade. The coke exported

went chiefly to Mexico and eastern Can-

ada; the distribution of the coal was as

follows

:

1906. 1907. Clianges.

Canada 6,210.261 8,;»2.010 1.2,135,749

Mexico 936,837 930.486 D. 6.351

Cuba 557,962 631.002 I. 73.040

Other W. Indies 267,750 358.304 I. 90.554

Europe 76,338 201.428 I. 125,090

Other countries 174,801 538.332 I. 303.531

ToUl 8.229.949 11,011.502 1.2.781.613

The increase in exports to Kurope was

in shipments to Italy, which took 130,509

tons this year. The exports to other

countries were chiefly to "South America.

The exports to Canada—75.8 per cent, of

the total in 1907—were, in detail, as fol-

lows:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Anthracite 1.819,686 2.296.',I58 I. 477,372

Bituminous

Total

4,396,076 6,055,052 1.1,068,37

.» 6,216,261 8,352.010 1.2,135,749

The increase in anthracite was 26.2

per cent., and in bituminous 37.7 ; the to-

tal gain being 34.4 per cent.

Import.s of coal and coke into the

United States for the 10 months end-

ing Oct. 31, were, in long tons, as fol-

lows :

1906. 1907. Cliangos.

areat Britain 97.844 33,985 D. 63.859
Cana<Ia 1.202.349 1.161,876 D. 40,473

Japan 10,812 102.358 I. 91,.'->46

Australia 152.568 416,894 1.204,326
Other countries 4,581 7.315 I. 2.734

a.s the first step, and this has been fol-

lowed by the closing or partial ctosinK

of a number of steel works and rolling

mills. It is difficult to give exact statis-

tics of the extent to which the move

ment has gone so far.

The market continues dull everywhere,

with new business coming in only in a

small way, where material is needed to

complete work already ordered or in pro-

gress. Aside from this a few municipal

contracts are the only work noted.

Rail orders are still wailing the seltk-

ment of pending (|Ueslions between the

railmakcrs and the railroads. It is pos-

sible that some roads also are quite willing

to wait until the financial questions ar;

more settled.

Continued mild weather promises a late

closing of lake navigation. There is al-

ready an abundant supply of iron ore at

the lower lake ports, so that the shipment
of ore has almost ceased.

Iron and Steel Exports—Expom of
iron and steel, including machinery, from
the United States for October, and the

10 months ended Oct. 31, are valued
as below by the Bureau of Statistics of

the Department of Commerce and Labor:

1906. • 1807. Changes.
October $15,910,437 $18,951,128 I. $1,040,091
Ton months.... 142.609,320 106,181,005 1.22,572,285

The total increase for the lo months
was IS.8 per cent. The leading items of

export for the lo months were, in long
tons:

1906.

Pig Iron 65,463
Billets, Ingots k blooms 180,632
Bars 72.CI95

Ralls 2T3.010
Sheets and plates 90.673
Structural stnel 93,400
Wire 144.170
Nails and spikes 52,731

I he chief decreases were in wire and
in billets, ingots and blooms. The larger

gains were in bars and structural steel.

Iron and Steel Imports—Imports of

iron and steel, including machinery, in the

United States for October and the lo

months ending Oct. 31, are valued by the

Bureau of Statistics as follows:

Total coal

.

Coke
... 1.408. 1.i4 1,T22.4''8 I. 254.274

112.303 108,298 D. 4.005

Total 1.080,517 1,830,720 1.250,209

The decrease in imports from Canada

into California was made up by larger

receipts of Australian and Japanese coal.

Some Nova Scotia coal comes to New
England ports, but the bulk of the im-

ports of coal is on the Pacific coast. The

coke is chiefly from British Columbia,

though a little comes from Germany.

Iron Trade Review

.\\"c York, Dec. II—The curtailment

of production is the chief point in the iron

and steel trades at present. The produc-

tion of pig iron has been sharply reduce-i

1907. Changes.
04,656 D. 907
66,103 D.114.469
an.iu I. 13.019

288,002 I, 14.992
io-j,.va I. ll.^90
117.774 1. 24.314
l:t2.2'.'y D. 11.871
50.059 D. 2,672

1906. 1907. Changes.
October $3,407,703 $2,419,184 D. $ 988.579
Ton months 27.784.C60 34,117,204 I. 0,332,554

The increase for the lo months was
30 per cent. The chief items of the iron

and steel imports for the lo months were,

in long tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

I. 193,378
I. 14.489
D. 4.023
I. 4,007
D. 786
I. 7.777

Pig Iron 205,«'.5 459,040
Scrap ll.i:)0 26.619
Ingots, blooms, etc 17,007 13,044
Bars 28.754 32,761
Wire-rods 16,081 14,295
Tin-plates 43,840 51,623

There were considerable increases in

pig iron, in scrap—chiefly steel scrap

—

"and in tin-plates.

Iron Ore Movement—Exports and im-

ports of iron ore in the United States for

the to months ended Oct. 31 arc reported

as follows, in long tons

:

1906.

Exports 266,384

Imports 90e.306 1,066.701 I. 147,336

1907. Changes.

!4,«21 D. .fi,3ea
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Most of the exports were to Canada.

Imports were from Cuba, Spain and Al-

geria.

Imports of manganese ore for the 10

months were 185,281 tons in 1906, and

173,045 tons in 1907; a decrease of 12,-

236 tons.

Birmingham

Dec. 9—There is no cliange in the pig-

iron market situation in Alabama, the de-

mand being slow and the production at

low tide. A fe\y inquiries are being re-

ceived. The production in November,

which was 126,156 tons, 25,659 less than in

October, will be reduced in December.

Some repair work is going on at furnaces,

while raw material is being accumulated.

The production of foundry iron will

hardly be curtailed any more this year.

The furnace and steel plants of the South-

ern Steel Company are to be closed down

this week, this action being decided on by

the receivers. All the material on hand

at the plants of this company has prac-

tically been worked up and until tliere is

a reorganization it is not believed the

plants will resume operation.

The Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad

Company is doing well at the steel plant

at Ensley and a large force of men is em-

ployed in new construction. Besides the

additional open-hearth furnaces, a foun-

dry and machine shop will be erected at

Ensley to do much of the work that is

now done elsewhere.

Chicago

Dec. 9—Sales of pig iron continue

small, and almost wholly for immediate

needs. Inquiries are out for considerable

iron to be delivered in the first half of

1908, but result in few contracts. Some
furnace men are inclined to hold strongly

to present prices and there is no great evi-

dence of eagerness to sell at very low

prices. The probability is that any con-

tracts of good size would send prices up-

ward, present lots being small and pro-

duction being greatly curtailed.

Prices are only nominal on small lots.

Southern No. 2 is quoted at $15 Bir-

mingham ($19.35 Chicago) and Northern

at $19, minimum figures. Sales are

rumored at 25 or 50c. less, but there are

no open reports of such sales. Both sel-

lers and buyers continue in a waiting

mood.

Coke is weak, demurrage charges hav-

ing forced the price down to $5.65 for the

best Connellsville, with West Virginia

coke 20 or 25c. less.

Cleveland

Dec. 10—The shipping season is now
practically closed. Reports from the

Northwest show that iron-ore shipments

in December were 90,817 tons only. Total

lake movement for the season was 41,-

288,755 tons, an increase of about 9 per

cent, over last year.

General industrial conditions here are

improving. In fact Cleveland has prob-

ably had less decrease, less shut-downs

than any point of its importance in the

West. .

Philadelphia

Dec. II—Basic pig iron h,is sold heavily

for early delivery and negotiations for

additional large lots are reported today as

approaching' conclusions. A few larger

consumers are consulting southern

makers with a view of doing business for

next year. Wages are declining at many

furnaces in eastern and middle Pennsyl-

vania. A few large orders are reported

this week for Nos. i and 2 iron and pipe

foundries are also showing some interest.

Prices are somewhat weaker and buyers

could purchase just now to decided ad-

vantage. The tone of the market is

stronger, however.

Steel Billets—The billet market is

stronger to all outward appearances but

the actual business done does not prove it.

Bars—Quotations continue at the old

level and retail demand is good. Large

orders are still exceptional.

Sheets—Our manufacturers are run-

ning at about the same capacity and some

mills have quite a supply of marketable

weights.

Structural Material—Pennsylvania mills

are profiting by the structural work under

way and projected in New York City.

Some big orders have been secured.

Scrap—Not much is ordinarly done in

scrap at this time of year. The lower

grades are selling better than the higher.

Pittsburg

Dec. 10—Conditions in the iron and

steel trade do not show any improvement,

but on the contrary are more discourag-

mg than at any time since the opening of

the year. More mills are on the idle list,

and there is but little new buying in any

line. The United States Steel Corpora-

tion is adhering to its policy not to accept

cancellations of orders, but enter them

on the books as postponements. Despite

this policy cancellations are being received.

So far there has been no intimation thai

prices are to be reduced upon the opening

of the new year, but it is understood that

some readjustments are to be made. In-

dependent mills contend that with the

lower prices of pig iron that now prevail

the Steel Corporation and other large

makers of billets should recede from the

stand taken not to cut the price of either

bessemer or open-hearth billets. There

is some talk of reducing wages early in

the year, but it is called "readjustment.

'

One large steel interest has taken the in-

itiative and has ordered a cut of 10 per

cent, at some of its plants. It is under-

stood that the Steel Corporation does not

expect to make any serious reductions,

in wages, but prefers to keep up prices.

The brightest spot is in the tin-plate in-

dustry. One large independent concern

during the past week booked orders ag-

gregating 50,000 boxes, which will keep its

plant going steadily until April I. The
.American Can Company has not yet fig-

ured out its requirements for next year,

but will likely take its usual tonnage ami

the order will be placed with the Ameri-

can Sheet and Tin-Plate Company.

There will not be any accumulation of

stocks, and it will be possible to main-

tain the present price of $3.90 a box for

loo-lb. coke plates. All contracts taken,

however, are guaranteed against a decline.

Pig Iron—A number of blast furnaces

have been blown out during the week

and most of the merchant furnaces in

the Valley will be out of commission

within a week. About 60 per cent, of

the Steel Corporation's 95 blast furnaces

are idle. No sales have been recorded

for fully two weeks and prices are purely

nominal. Bessemer is quoted at $19, Val-

ley furnaces, but fully $1 less can easily

be done. No. 2 foundry is quoted at

$18.50, basic at $17.50, and gray forge at

$18, all f.o.b. Valley furnaces.

Steel—There is no change in the market

for crude steel, bessemer and open-hearth

billets still being quoted at $28. Plates

are firm at 1.70c. and steel bars at l.6oc.

Sheets—The sheet market shows a

slight improvement, and there is less shad

ing of black sheets than at any time since

price cutting began. Black sheets are

quoted at 2.60c. and galvanized at $3,750.

for No. 28 gage.

Ferro-Manganesc—Prices have declined

$1 a ton during the week, several small

sales having been made at $51.50, Pitts-

burg.

Dusseldorf, Germany

Nov. 30—The German Iron and Steel

Union reports pig-iron production in Ger-

many in October at 1,138,676 tons; being

47,656 tons, more than in September, and

64,802 tons more than in October, 1906.

The daily average was 36,367 tons in Sep-

tember, and increased 365 tons, to 36,732-

in October. For the 10 months ended Oct.

31 the total was as follows, in metric tons.

Foundry iron
Forge Iron 718,663

Steel pig......... 777.845

Bessemer pig. .

.

399,332
Tbomas pig 0,693,618

. 1906.—
Tons. Per Ct,

1,757,109 17 1.873,127
6.9 647,487
7 6 849,150
3 9 396,770

64.7 7.061.626

1907. ,

Tens. Per Ct.

17.3
6.0
7.8
3.7
66.2

Total

.

...10.346,867 100.0 10,827,160 100.0

This shows increases of 115,718 tons irr

foundry; 71,305 tons in steel pig, which

includes spiegeleisen, ferromanganese, fer-

rosilicon and all similar alloys; 368,008

tons in Thomas, or basic pig. There were

decreases of 71,166 tons in forge iron and

3562 in bessemer pig. The total gain this

year was 480,303 tons, or 4.6 per cent.
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Metal Market

Cold and Silver Exports and Import!

NICW YOUK, Uec. 11.

At all Unltoil Slates Ports In Oct. and year.

the Straits, ill4,.40o to Cliina aiul £5000

to Australia.

Metal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:

Oct. 1907..
•• IIKX...

Year 1W)7 .

.

" 190C...

t 3.113,539
7.074.644

,5>.993.3,'>2

4-.>,8fi4,506

$ 4.480.910
27.250.852
3B,;i43,130

139,026,809

Imp.S 1.368,371
•• 20.170,308

Exp. I7.m9.222
Imp. 90,162.363

Silver

:

Oct. 1907..
•• \'\h:..

Year 1907..

.. 190*..

5,0.13.997

3,549.017
53.024.790

48.990.350

3.l>«f,.(VM

3.882.522
38.054.858
30,876,591

Exp. 1.487.303

Imp. :I33.5(I5

Ex|>. 14.909.932
" 12,113.705

These statements cover the total luovement
of gold and silver to and from the United
States. These ligiins ar.> I'uinislied by the
Bureau of Stallsli. utmcnt of
Commerce and I.iili

Gold and Silver Movement, New York
For week ending l)ee. 7 and years from Jan. L

Period.
Gold. SUver.

Exports. Imports. Exports. Imports.

Week
1907
1906 .

1905

$ 20.000
S4.8;tK.,'.44

6.05.'i,'.li'«'.

34.019,,)O;)

13.830.794
79.9.'>5.101

93.229.1.M)

10.689.071

$ 816.164
49.005.267
48.330.059
32.859.937

$ 266.405
3.085.395
2.4y7.l">f.5

4.092.467

Exports of gold for the week were to the
West Indies; of silver to London. Imports
of gold were from Great Britain, France and
uba ; of silver from Central and South
America.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Dec. 7, are reported as below,

in dollars :

Gold.

»10;t.'793.9i5

6.'J9.099,035

132.825.000
78.135.000
38.227.000

17.036.665
192.930.000
622.610.000
228.260.000
20.350.000

Sliver.

Ass'd Xew York
England
France
Germany
Spain
Netherlands.. .

Belgium
Italy
Bussta
Aust. -Hungary.
Sweden

The New York banks do not separate

gold and silver. The foreign statements

are from the Commercial and Financial

Chronicle of New York.

$185,399,125
36.805.000

128.885.000
24.828.000
8.518,335

23.595.000
25..M5,000

58,180.000

Total.

S173.888.700
lia.793,925

724.498.1(K)

169.0:)0,000

a07.O20.000
e;l.065.000

25.555,000
216.5>5.000
648,145.000
286,440,000
20.350.000

Silver Market

siht:r and sterling exchangb.

it

11

SUver.
1

c
Q

4
Silver.

s

u

S5 3g

i
la

Is

11
5

6

7

4.8590

4.8635

4.8S0O

5734

B7>,'

56S

26H

26X

9

10

11

4.8575

4.8550

4.8513

65>,-

95 J<

2SX
26«

New York quotations are for line silver,

per ounce Troy. London prices are for ster-

ling silver, 0.025 Qne.

Shipments of silver from London to the

East are reported by Messrs. Pi.xlcy &
Abell as follows, for the year to Nov. 28:

1906. 1907. Changes.
India Z 14.292.796 £10.188.904 D. £ 4.103.892
China 430,700 ;!;)1.750 D. 98,950
straits 1,760 691,150 1. 689,400

Total £ 14.723.246 £11.211.804 D. £ 3,513.442

Receipts for the week were £3000 from
Australia and £153,000 from New York;

-£156,000 in all. Exports were £179,600, of

-which £15,000 went to India, £45,200 to

Indian Exchange continues heavy, and

for the third week in succession no

Council bills were taken in London. Out-

side quotations were is.SSd. per rupee.

Silver buying for India was extremely

light.

The director of the Mint this week

bought 300,000 oz. silver at 57.686c. per

oz., deliveries in equal amounts at Den-

ver, New Orleans and Philadelphia.

The silver market has suffered a heavy

decline, owing to pressure to sell metal,

with a lack of buying power. A slight

reaction would seem to be in order, un-

less sales continue to be in large vol-

ume, which is not probable at present.

Prices of Foreign Coins

Bid. Asked.
Mexican dollars 10.44 ,*< to.,^0

Peruvian soles and Chilean 0.40 0.45

victoria .sovereigns 4.85 4.87

Twenty francs 3.87 , 3.90

Spanish 25 pesetas 4.78 4.80

Other Metals

Copper. Tin. Lead. Speller.

A =^ .0 .0 ^^ .fl

5 si

II
.

E3S
II s ts

13 -"i 13 *< 3.90 4.40 4.25
5 (S>V3X ©13?,' eoji 30),' ffll.OO 04.45 fSH.aO

v-m 13 Si 3.90 4.35 4.20
6 (SViH ffll3Ji 61

«

30^4 ®4.00 ©4.40 04.25

13 li 13 3.90 4.30 4.12i
7 (313 S' 013 "i 30 ®).00 (St 37J 04.25

13^4 13 3 85 4.30 4.12i
9 ®13'i ©IS-i con 29>i rS3.96 ©4.37J 04.25

13 Hi nn 3.85 4.30 4.12J
lu ffll3S msa 60X 28X ®3.95 04.37} 04.26

13 ^4 viv. 3 80 4.30 4.12J
11 (ai3>i ®13Si 59>i 28 ffl3 90 ©4.37J 04.25

London quotations are per tonir ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, which Is now the equiva-
lent of the former g.m.b's. The New York
quotations for electroytlc copper are for
cakes, ingots or wirebars. and represent the
bulk of the transactions niaue with con-
sumers, basis. New Y'ork, cash. The price of
cathodes is 0.125c. below that of electrolytic.

The quotations for lead represent wholesale
transactions In the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands ; special brands command a premium.

Copper—Domestic consumers continue

to remain out of the market, and the

European consumers, who bought heavily

a short time ago, are now purchasing

only small quantities. Consequently the

market continues reactionary. The total

transactions of the week have been small.

Early in the week some export sales of a

special brand of Lake were made at ex-

cellent figures, but since then the market

for this class of copper has been quite

nominal. At the close Lake copper is

i3J4@'3^c., and electrolytic, I2^@l3j^c.

The average for casting copper is I2>4'

@I3C.

Comparatively little business has been

done in London in standard warrants.

The market there has also been reaction-

ary, the close being £59 ss. for spot, £60

IDS. for three months.

Rclincd and manuf.nctured sorts we

quote: English tough, £56; best selected,

£64; strong sheets, £67.

Exports of copper from New York and

I'hiladelphia for the week were 9783 long

ti)ns. Our special correspondent gives the

exports from Baltimore for the week at

2308 tons.

A sample shipment of 20 tons of cop-

per-silver ore has been received at the

Tycc Copper Company's smeller. Lady-

smith, Vancouver Island, British Colum-

bia, from a mine situated near Manzan-

illo, Mexico. If the experiment prov.-

satisfactory regular shipments will fol-

low. Smelting Mexican copper ores in

British Columbia will be a new departure.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price of copper sheets is 20c. per lb. ; for

wire, i6^@i6^c. per lb.

Tin—The market in London has shown

a rather weak tendency under compara-

tively small transactions in spot tin, while

good-sized sales of futures were made.

The market closes weak at £125 los. for

spot, £126 los. for three months.

The domestic market was naturally in-

fluenced by the decline in London, which

made buyers, if possible, more reticent

than they have been heretofore. For spot

tin a premium is still being realized, and

sales are being made at the close at about

28 cents.

Lead—The position of this metal re-

mains unchanged. Demand is small, and

the stocks which have accumulated in the

hands of producers are pressing on the

market. The close is weak at 3.8o@3.90c.

New York.

The London market has had another

sharp decline during the week, particu-

larly for early delivery, and at the close

Spanish lead is quoted £14 7s. 6d., English

lead £14 los.

St. Louis Lead Market—l\\e John Wahl
Commission Company reports as follows

:

Lead is dull at 3.90c. Demand is ex-

ceedingly light even at this low price.

Spelter—Consumers . are well supplied

and stocks continue to accumulate in the

hands of smelters. In consequence, prices

have again declined, and the close is weak

at 4i^@454c. St. Louis, 4.30(84.37 !<^c.

New York.

The consumption of spelter in Europe

also is poor, and the fear of exports from

this side has caused a decline there, good

ordinaries now being quoted £20 los., spe-

cials £20 15s.

5'i7<-.5iaii Speller Market—P^ul Speier

writes from Breslau, Germany, under dati

of N0V.27, that the unsatisfactory condition

of international money markets has been

reflected in spelter prices which declined

sharply, but have subsequently recovered

somewhat under the stimulant of cover-

ing orders. For ordinary brands of spel-

ter present quotations are 43.50(0 14-.iO
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iv.arks per loo kg. (^.70@>4.8lc. per lb.)

f.o.b. works. Inquiries for zinc dust are
satisfactory and prices in lo-ton lots, f.o.b.

Stettin, are ^2.25(iii>42.7s marks per too

kg. (+56@4.62c. per lb,). E.xports and
imports of zinc ore and products from
Germany for the lo montbs ended Oct,
.'I were as follows, in metric Ions:

^—Imports",-,,
ItKMi, 1907,

Speltpr 30.:16» 21,887
Zlncsliectf 08 g^
Zlncscrnp i,861 874
Zlncon- 146,488 148.458
i^lncdiiHt 788
Zinc oxide ,..

.

Llthoptiooe

Variations in price depend chiefly on
size and condition of orders.

Dcccinl)cr 14, 1907,

decrease this year was 7.9The tol.-d

per cent.

/-(•(id— Iniports of lead into the United
States in all forms, with re-exports of
imported metal, are reported as below for

the 10 months ended Oct, 31, in short
C 0/>/>tV—Exports of copper from the tons of 2000 lb. each

:

Importt and Exporli ol Melalt

^E,x ports,—,
1906, 1907,

52,34B 51,623

1.3u<i

5,441
1,783

35,701

C,6ii

28.904
1,812

1,'>,627

7.759
1906,

Great Britain 19,700

The total gain of exports of spelter "Yanc'pI'.V,. .•..•.•.;,,:;::: so.wi
jnd zinc sheets this vear was ^428 tons J,""^ -,,••.;•, '•"-'

•'^ luiis, Germany and Holland,,. <I6,450

2i„c Slu-rts-Thc base price is $7 per mhTEurope.:;.:,:::::; 9'if9

100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent,—f,o,b, cXa,",, o'oJ.^
cars .at Lasalle and Peru, The freight otliBrTOuntViee',', ',',', ',',',', "194

rate to New York is 27.50c, per 100 lb. Total metal -Tihari
In ores and matte ' 4,799

United States for the 10 months ended
Oct, 31 are reported as below by the . ,

^^'^'

,) r Ol • • ^ , .^ ,
Lea<l, metal lli: 11,256

Uureau ot statistics of the Department of Lead in ores and i.ase
bullion (>l,900

Total Imports 73,166
Ke-e.\ ports 40.090

Net Imports.,, Si,066

13.238 17,489 Commerce and Labor, in long tons, of
4,158 5,793 i. ,

o •

2240 lb, each.

1907, Changes.

18,297 D, 1,403
930 D. 911

26.400 D. 3,382
6,844 D, 183

88.073 D. 8,377
1,676 D, 1,460
8,525 D. 1,104
1,178 D. 433
300 D. 1,702
243 I. 49

1907. Changes,
8„583 D, 2,673

53,907 D, 7,993

62,490
41,3l',9

D, 10,666
I. 1,279

21,121 D, 11,945

. .hilimony—The market is heavy and
unsettled, with prices lower than last
week. Among the outside brands Hun-
garian is weak and little or no business
has been done. The local market is in-

152,466 D. 18,906
6,061 I, 1,252

Total 176 171 1,18 517 D, 17,654

The total decrease was 10 per cent,

.Actual quantity of ores and matte re-

. ... portccjj this year was 90,928 tons, of which
dependent of that abroad and no import- 75.So6 tons went to Canada, 15,061 to
mg IS being done at present. Quotations Mexico, and 360 to Europe,
are 9i^@ioc. for Cookgon's: 9@9Hc. fo
Hallelt's; and 7"^@8'^c, for ordinary
brands.

Imports into the United States of cop-

per and copper material for the lomonths
ended Oct. 31, with re-exports of foreign

metal, are reported as follows; the figures

give the contents of all material in long
tons of fine copper :

Metal, lucre, etc. Total,

Mexico ',,,,31.882
Canada 11,692
Great Britain 11,474

Other L-ountriep 18.261

Total Imports.,,
Re-exports

76,155
394

Net Imports 76,761
Net Imports, 1906 64,619

Quicksilver—Sew York quotations arc

^5 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,
and $46 for smaller orders, San Fran-
cisco quotations are $44-50@4S-50 for do-
mestic orders: for export nominal, at
about $1,50 lower. The London price is

ts 55, per flask, with £8 3s, gd. quoted Tapan
. 2,846

from second hands.
'"'"''' """'''"'

Xickel—For large lots, New York, the
chief producer quotes 4S@5oc. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For
small quantities, 50@6sc., same delivery.

f/o/iniiw—While there is no quotable
change in the market, still producers ar.;

inclined to believe that the tone will im-
prove in the near future. However, this
belief is not reflected in the price offered
for scrap which has declined $1 since last
week. Quotations are as follows : TLard
inctal, $28.50; ordinary, $26; scrap, $17®
18 per troy ounce, with the latter price
not oflFcred except in cases of necessity.

.\Iinor Mclals—For minor metals and
their alloys, wholesale prices are, f,o,b.
works

:

13,916

4,182

2,956
2,133

46,798
16.874
11,474

2,846
2,955

20,344

23,186 99.:i41

394

23,180
18,876

98,947
83,495

le net imports

per cent. The

Cadmium. 99,5»,; f, n. b, Hamburir....Chromium, pure (N yi
Copper, rod oxide....,'.
Forro-Chromei60»j Cr., 8% C 1

Ferro-Chrome (60?^ Cr 2y c
'

Ferro-Molybdenum (50»ir>
Ferrr^Tltanlum (2(JVl
F.Tro-TunKsten (37?4i.

.'.'.'.

Ferro.Vanadium (26-50%,p6rib.vaiiil'Hum contents)..
Mn^rrip ^l.iM, ,.,,..,,, v ^•"

\'. ...'.'

'H. v..

pLtJ'I""""' '""'«" '•d (f. o.' b.'f,-; VV)Phosphoru!., ,\mBrlran yellow (f,o bNiagara Falls).,..
Tungsten (host) p-.und iotiV,

'.

aTi.-JI!"""
'™°"' "P"'- Ei. shipAtlantic ports

Per Lb.

»I.27ffll,38

77c.
HOC.

9c,

22c,
42c,

SI 00
70c.
.TOO.

$4.90
1.50
75c.

45c.
»1,65
90c,

42c.
98c,

t89 Ion,

The total increase in 1

was 15,452 tons, or 18.5

actual tonnage of ores imported this year

from Mexico was 95,706 tons; from Can-
ada and Newfoundland, 100,215: from
South .America. 22.322 : from other coun-
tries, ,34.944 tons. Included in the re-

ceipts of metal from other countries was
5378 tons from Europe and 308 tons from
Cuba.

The exports and net imports compare
as follow-s for the 10 months

:

1906, 1907, Changes,
Exports 176,171 158,517 D. 17,6,54
NetlmportS 83,495 98,947 1,16,452

Of the imports this year 48,029 tons

were from Mexico and 5496 from Can-

ada, Exports of domestic lead were 67

tons in 1906, and 128 tons in 1907 ; an in-

crease of 61 tons.

Spelter—E.xports of spelter, zinc dross

and zinc ores from the Unittd States for

the 10 months ending Oct, 31 are reported

as below, zinc ore being in loiig tons, the

others in short tons ;

1906. 1907, Changes.
Spelter 4,049 414 D, 3,635
Zlncdross 12.258 8,608 D. 3,660
zinc ores 22,730 13,991 D, 8,739

Imports of spelter for the 10 months

were 2168 tons in 1906, and 1763 tons in

1907 ; a decrease of 405 tons. Imports of

zinc ores for the four months, July I to

Oct, 31, were. 26,726 tons calamine and

2265 tons other ores ; 28,991 tons in all.

Previous to July I such ores w'ere not

reported.

Antimony—Imports of antimoiiy into

the United States for the 10 months ended

Oct, 31 were as follows, in pounds:

1906, 1907. Changes.
Metal and regulus. 6,706,6,52 6,913,074 1.1,206,422
Antimony ore 1,588,281 2,604,650 1.1,016,369

There was a considerable increase in

metal, and a large gain in ore.

Nickel—Imports of nickel ore and

nickel matte into the United States for the

10 months ended Oct, 31 were 12,521 tons

in 1906, and 14,163 tons, containing 15,-

720,017 lb, metal, in 1907; an increase of

1642 tons. Metal contents were not re-

ported last year,

l^xports of nickel, nickel o.xidc and

nickel matte for tlie 10 months were

9,124,026 lb, in 1906, and 7,490,062 lb. in

1907; a decrease of 1,633,964 lb, this year.

Quicksilver— Exports of quicksilver

from the United States for the 10 months
Excess, exports 92,076 ,59.570 D, 33,106

e,,^,^,, Qct, 31 were 429,467 lb- in 1906,

The decrease in the excess of exports and .346,118 lb, in 1907; a decrease of

this year was 35,7 per cent. 83.149 lb. this year.

'/'('"-r-Tmports of tin into the United Platinum—Imports of platinum into the

States for the 10 months ending Oct. 31 United States for the 10 months ended

were as follows, in long tons

:

straits
Austrnlta
Great Britain .,,

,

Holland
other Europe
Other countries,.

1906. 1907. Changes.
12,420 11,307 D. 1,113

8.59 532 D. 327
21,779 20,350 D. 1,429

444 807 I. 363
1,301 1,014 D, 287
240 105 D. 135

Total

,

37.043 34,115 D, 2,928

Oct, 31 were 9829 lb, in 1906. and 5197 lb.

in 7907 ; a decrease of 4632 lb. this year.

Aluminum—Exports of aluminum from

the United States for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 were valued at $283,542 in 1906,

and $285,278 in 1907; an increase of $1736

this vear.
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Wisconiin Ore Marltet

Ptaltifilte, iVis., Dec. 7—The market

for 60 per cent, zinc ore the first of the

week was $35 per ton, but the price de-

clined tow.ird the close of the week to $33
per ton. Lead ore, 80 per cent., sold dur-

inj; the week at $JO per thousand. Most

liiw-grade producers have been forced to

close down and unless the situation eases

up within a week or so, thus enabhng buy-

ers to take on larger purchases, several

of the companies etiuippod with calcincrs.

now operating;, will likewise be forced to

close. New work has been affected by the

prolonged slump and nnuh prospecting

has been discontinued.

Shipments for the week ended Ileo. 7

were as follows

:

p.„„, zinc Lead SulpUur
^''™''*-

ore, lb. ore. lb. ore. lb.

4i2.asoPlattevtlle
Livingston 120.000
Mineral Point r.'O.OOO

Highland H0.250
Galena 110.000
Barker 69.000
Linden 60.000
CubaClty &t,ooa

Totaltorweek 1,011.880 64.000

Tear to Doc. 7 96.047.587 4,888.730 462,360

Hazel Green, Benton, Klnio and Rewey
made no shipments during the week.

Missouri Ore Marlcet

Webb City-Cart«rvlll6,
JopIlD
Oalenn
Duenweg
Alba-Neolt Olty
Aurora
Prosperity
Badger
Oraiiby
Spurgeon...
Wentwt>rth
Btott City
yuiipaw-Hnxier
Carl JuurtU>D
Zluclte
Carthag" .

Oronogo
Sprlngflold
Sarcoxle
Cave Springs

Totals

Zinc, lb. L«ad.lt>. Value.

'i,6U,67U
'J,IU3,24K1

7fl0.7(iO

861.830
71»,8SO
962,.VJ0

367,81111

3"6,7a0
690,000
173,080
16(^020

110,640

66,340
61,270
83,0U0
03,910

67,600
38,310

747,O40S
;i,"(U,07u

166,370

44,110|

41,040

40,000
82,630

92,530
32,390
23,980

66,340

•!',4»6

56,174

40,643
16,118
14,672
11,2S6
«,1IHI

6,686
6,387
6,800
3,268
2,«0!l

2,102
1,892
1,669
1,469
1,412
1,345
1.126
948
661

10,066,660 1,668,8901 $184,080

49 weeks 650,946.200 81,i88,030$16,012,614

Zinc value, the week, »150,707 ; 41" weeks, S12,176,646

Lead value, the week, 33,373; 4'.i weeks, $2,840,069

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, arc shown in the foUowiim

table

:

Jopliii. Mo. Dec. 7

—

TIk- highest price

reported paid for zinc was $36 per ton,

the assay base ranging from $28 to $34
per ton of 60 per cent. zinc, and the .iver-

age price of all grades being $29.96, The
highest price paid for lead was $42 per,

ton, medium grades bringing $36 to $40,

and all grades averaging $39.98 per ton.

Xews reaches here of additional zinc

smelting furnaces being placed on dead

fire during the w-eek. with rumors that

more will follow the coming week, Smel-

termen are reaching the conclusion that it

is advisable to cease producing the metal

until consumers get ready to take up the

present stocks. Shallow mines that have

laid idle for several years, since zinc ore

has been a good price, are being sought

by miners thrown out by the closing

dow^n of mills, and the large number thus

employed, while individually producing

but little, swell the aggregate tonnage.

The past tw'o weeks two big mills have

been closed down in the Badger camp and

the remaining three mills are operated

only single shifts. One of these probably

stopped work tonight. The .American

Zinc. Lead and Smelting Company re-

duced wages to all employees 10 per cent,

on Dec. i, discharging some employees

altogether, and holds out little hope that

any of the five big mills will be run after

the first of the year, although the men

have been notified that these will be con-

tinued at a further reduction, if the com-

pany can see its way clear to produce ore

even a mirimum of profit.

Following are the shipments of zinc

aid lead ore from the various camps of

the district for the week ending Dec. 7:

ZINC ORE AT JOPLIN. LEAD ORE AT JOPLIN,

Month. 1906. 1907. Mouth. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
42.68
44 63
40.61
4:1.83

43.26
43.66
42 58
41.66
44 13
43.68

45 84

47.11
48.66
48.24
45.98
44.821

46.79
43.22
40.11
39.83
35.19

January . ..

February ..

March
April.
iMay
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

Year

75 20
72 83
"3 73
76.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
76.36
79.04
79.84
81 98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79.76
79.66
73.66
68.18
59.64
63.62
61.40
4:!. 40

Year 43.24 77.40

1906. 1907. Clilingi'S.

Crude and ruck 818,»l 868.239 1. 45.038

Allnlher 24,849 36,187 1.11,338

Total 843.060 890,426 1.66,376

The larger exports this year were 2<)8,-

aJ5 tons to (Jermany ; 148,10s to Great

Hritain; 119,881 to France; 7>.590 to Italy.

.S'»//'/iKr—Imports of sulphur and py-

rites into the L'niled Slates for the 10

months ended Oct. 31 were, in long tons:

1906. 19U7. Changes.

Sulphur 66.380 20,018 D. 46,362

Pyrites 450.987 .539.84'J 1. 79.802

The decrease in imports is due to the

utilization of Louisiana sulphur in place

of the Sicilian product. Estimating sul-

|.luir contents of pyrites, the total imports

of sulphur were 249,376 tons in 1906,- and

235,957 tons in 1907; a decrease of 13,419

tons.

F..\ports of sulphur for the 10 months

were 14,252 long tons in 1906, and 31,430

tons in 1907; an increase of 17,178 tons.

Heavy Chemicals—Imports of heavy

chemicals into the United States for the

10 months ended Oct. 31 arc reported as

follows, in pounds

:

1906, 1907. Changes.

Bleaching powder 86,932,107 92,269.857 I. 5,;B7.760

Potash salts 241,765.086 276,;i83.400 1.34.618,315

Sodasolts 17,842,820 15.344.204 D. 2.41«,010

exports of acetate of lime were 58,-

538,467 lb, in 1906, and 64,944,953 Ih. in

1907: an increase of 6,406,486 lb. this

year..

Chemicals

Sna York. Dec. 11—The general chem-

ical market shows no change, and busi-

ness is practically confined to regular con-

tract shipments.

Copper Sulphate—There are few new-

orders for either spot or fiiture delivery

;

dealers and producers are not looking for

any decided activity until spring. Quota-

tions are $5,50 per 100 lb. for carloads and

$5-75 for smaller lots, but the usual shad-

ing of 25c. is said to prevail among in-

dependent dealers.

Exports of copper sulphate from the

United States for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 were 18,654.734 lb. in 1906, and

6,393,424 lb. in 1907; a decrease of 12,261,-

310' lb. The exports this year contained

the equivalent of 714 long tons copper.

Nitrate of Soda—Messrs. Mortimer &
Wisner, New York, report the statistics

of nitrate in the United States on Dec. :

as follows, in long tons

:

1906, 1907. Changes.

stocks, Jan. 1 13.1D0 13,0.50 D. 50

Imports, 11 mos 281.680 285.845 I. 4,166

Total supplies 294.780 298.895 I. 4,115

Deliveries, 11 mos 288,780 293.145 I. 4.365

Stocks, Dec. 1 6,000 5.760 D. 2.50

Afloat tor U. S. |)Orl8 95,00(J 60.000 D. 35.000

The quantity afloat includes all cargoes

due to arrive at United States ports by

March 15 next.

Phosphates—Exports of phosphates

from the United States for the 10 months

eniled Ocl. 31 were, in long tons:

Mining Stocki

.Vcic York, Dec. 11—The advances

made last week in the general stock mar-

ket were only temporary, and were largely

lost this week, which opened with rather

a depressed feeling, and a general dispo-

sition to sell. It is evident that the period

of liquidation is not yet at an end. Higher

rates for money helped the depression.

The copper stocks and the industrials

were under special pressure. Amalga-

mated Copper sold down to $47 ; American

Smelting common to $69'4 ; U. S. Steel

to $26 for the common and $87!4 for the

preferred ; Utah Copper to $15^ per share.

The curb market showxd a parallel

course, losing tlie slight gains made last

week and closing dull and with a declin-

ing tone. The larger transactions were

in Boston Copper around $10; British

Columbia Copper, $4; Cumberland Ely,

$5^4; Nevada Consolidated, $8^4- Ne-

vada gold stocks are not in demand, but

there were sales of Tonopah company at

$6.H. and Goldfield Consolidated at $4.

Of the Cobalt stocks, N'ipissing wac

quoted at $6-^1 and Cobalt Central 22c.

per .share.

Boston

Dec. 10—The gains made on the upward

break last week were nearly all lost this

week «n a market only moderately active.

The market closes dull, with an inclina-

tion to weakness. In view of money con-'

dilions, the disinclination In invest, and
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other apparent causes, no considerable im-

provement can be expected till after the

turn of the year.

Another companj' has reduced divi-

dends, the Daly West declaring only 30c.

at the meeting this week.

There were sales of Calumet & Hecla at

$610. Wolverine brought $110 today;

Osceola, $83; Mohawk, ^8.50; Isle

Royale, $17. Copper Range sold at $53,

with closing at $54. Utah Consolidated

was around $31 ; United States Smelting,

Refining and Mining, $35.50; while Amal
gamatcd sold down to $46.50 at the close.

The curb was rather dull. Davis Daly

and Nipissing were tiie more active stocks,

but there was some trading in Cumber-
lap. 1 FIv .nnd in Superior & Pittsburg.

STOCK QUOTATIONS
SEW YOKK Dec. 10

Kame nt Com p. Cag

Alaska Mine
Am.N'ev.M.iP.Co.
Amalgamated. ,.

Anaooitila
Balaklala
British Col. Cop..
Buftalo Cobalt.. ..

Butte A: LoiuloD .

.

Butte Coalition. ..

Butte Cop. *Zlnc.
Cobalt C«>ntact. ..

Colonial Silver
Cum. Ely Mining.
Davis Daly
Dominion Cop
El Rayo
Foster Cobalt
Furnace Creek .

.

Olroux Mine
Gold HUl
Oranbr, Sew
Greene Gold
GreeneO. * S ....

Greenw'r k D.Val.
Guanajuato
Gnggen. Exp. ..

Hacapah
McKlnley Dai
MIcmac
Mines Co. of Am..
Mitchell Mining..
-Mont.Sho. C.(New)
N'ev. Utah M. i 8.
N'ewhouse M. i 8.
Nipissing Mines..
Old Hundred ....

SUver Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

Union Copper
Utah Ai>ex
West Columbus..

28

13>,

1

5Ji
4

nr

.21

.75
2'

135

3
'4

2,',

5H
6Ji

2f.
.11

X. y. INDUSTRIAL
I

Am. Agri. Chem .

.

Am. 8meU. k Ref.
Am.Sm.*Ref..pt.
Bethlehem Steel .

.

Coin. Fuel >t Iron.
Federal M.kS :

Inter. Salt...
Natlr>nal Lea'
Tiational Lea.:
Pittsburg Con
Republic I. i-

•-

Republic l.l!S..|,r.

Sloss-Sheffleld ...
Stan'lnr.l dh
Tenn. c. A I

r. 8. Red. * Ref..
U. 8. Steel
C. 8. Steel, pf ....
Va. Car. Chem
Va. I. Coal k Coke

ST. LOUIS

09 ii

Jl
ft

19

23';'

I

N. of Com. II

Adams
Am. Nettle
Center Cr'li
Cent. C. k C.
CO. k C. pd.
Cent. Oil...
ColumbI

2.00 1 60
6« 00 6.1 00!

76.001 74 00
105.00: 90 00

4.001 2 00
Con. Coal.. 26 00 22 00
Doe Run... l.^ oo|i20 00
Or*. BImet. aii 20
St. Joe

I 14 Oo| la.OOi

BOSTON

Name of Comp. Clg.

.\dventure

.\llouez 2.1

Am. Zinc 22
.Orcadian as
Atlantic
Blnjjham *H
lio.xton Con in
Cahimot & Ariz* . 95
Calumet .t Hecla* 610
Centonulrtl ... . 24
Con. Mercur .26
Copper Range* .. .13 ;<
Daly-Weal- 9«
Franklin 7fc(
(Ireene—Can. 6%
Isle Koyal 16 S'
I.n Snlle 10
Masft
.Mlihlgan 9
Mohawk 48K
M..nt.C..(;C.(new). 1
Nevada 7%
Xorth Butte 38M
Old Colony
Old Dominion. . .. 28

82
Parrfit 10

i,tulucy

Kli..(le Island
"^aiita Fe n<
Shannon 9?,
Tamarack
Trinity 13 -f
United Cop., com.
D. S. Oil 9

'a
U. S. Smg. k Ret . 3i>(<

C.S.Sm.it Re.,p.l . 37J.i
Utah Copi>er. .

.

31
victoria
Washington

Wf.Iverlne. 110
Wyandotte.

*Ei. Dlv. tEx. Bights.

fiOSTON CURB
Ahmeek 65
Vrlz. CV'm
lilack Mt 4!^
F.aat Butte 4«

4Vllanc^-ck Con. .. .

Keweenaw 5>i
Majestic .78
Itfiven .95
Shawmut .44
Superior 15 !i
Superior & Pitts »y.
Troy Man .70

I."Ml. J.N

Name of Com.

Dolores
^tratton'fllnd.
' 'imp Bird .

.

f-:^(HTanza
Tomboy
El oro
Orovllle
Somera
Utah Apex...
Ariz. Cop., pfd.
Ariz. Cop.,def..

Clg.

£1 Is
2

14

1 10
1 10
1 1

13

3rt

9

lOj

9

NEVADA STOCKS.
Furnished by Wfir Bros. & d

Dec. 11.

New York.

Name of Comp.

Tosop.\H Stocks
Belmont ...

E.ttension
Golden Anchor
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Montana
North Star
Tonopah ,^ Cal....

Tono'h Mine of N,
West End Con...

QoLDFi'D Stocks
Adams
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
Columbia .Ml

Comb. Frac
Cracker .Tack
Dla'dHeM H. U. C.
Goldfleld Bfilmoul
Gold field Cn ..

Goldfield Daisy...
Goldfleld Mining.
Great Bend
Jumbo Eston Ion
Jumbo Mining....
Katherlne
Kendall
Laguua.
Lono Star
Lou DlUon
May Queen
Mohawk
Oro
Red Hill
Red Top
Roanoke
Sandstorm
Silver Pick
St. Ives
Triangle

BtiLLPKOG Stocks
Amethyst
Bullfrog Daisy....
Bullfrog Mining .

Bullfrog Nat. B .

Gibraltar
Gold Bar

Clg.

95
2.00

03
.43
.18

.51

1 90

B.371

.33

05
.26

.07

.17

17

17
.70

08
.in

12
4.00

76

24
.60

0('i

.10

09
03
05

!io

.24

.19

.25

.41

.07

04
09
10
.34

Name of Comp. Clg.

Golden Sceptre...
Honio.stake King.
Mniitt,'..nH>ry Mt..
Mtmt. siio.HlioneC.

OrlKlual Bullfrog.
Tramp Cons
M.\niiat'nStocks

Manhattan Cons.
Manhat'n Dexter.
Jumping Jack.. ..

Stray Dog
Indian Cnmp
Greenw'r Stocks
Furnace Crook
Groenwater &D.V.
Green'rCop.M.&S.
United Greenwa'r
Ml.SCELLANEOUS
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grotto .

.

Nevada Illlls

Nevada Smelting.
Pittsburgh S. Pk..
Round Mt. Sphinx

.60

.05

4 25
.03

.19

.24

.09

.06

.10

.05

.20

.05

.12

.30

.10

3 25

1.62i
1 15
.28

COLO. SPRINGS Tec.

Name of Comp. Clg.

Acacia
Black Bell
C. C. Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
rindlay
Gold Dollar .

Gold Sovereign. ..

Isabella
Index .

Jennie Sample. ..

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKluuey
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

3)^

6

47
27
38
6

I'.'

223i

95

77
16

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Sm'g k Ref. Co , com..
Am. Sm'g «: Ref. Co.. ptd...
BatopUas
Bunker Hill .t Sullivan
Butte Coalition
Calumet & Arizona
Calumet & Hecla
Con. M. ,* S. Co. or Cariadr.
Copper Range Cf-n

Daly-West
Doe Run
Dominion Coal '.

Gen. Chemical, pfd.
Guggenheim Expl..
Maryland Coal
Monon Coil. c. fi C, pfd
Montezuma M. iS: S
National I.oad.cora
National Lead, pfd
Qulncy
Republic Iron k Steel, pfd..
Standard Con
St. Joseph
U. 8. C. I. Pipe .1: Frtv., com
U. S. C. I. Pipe & Fdy., pfd .

Pay-
able.

Jan.
J.an.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Doc.
Doc.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

$1,000,000

875,1100
56,2.''.0

90,000
150.000
300.0011

1,000,000

66.940
383.781
lOS.OOO
29.531

160,00(1

150.000
26-2,500

75.400
350,000
40,000

186.318
260,8'20

220.0110

357.'296

17,860
150,000

125,000
218,760

Assessments

Cabled through Wm.
P. Bonbi-ight,& Co.. N.Y.

Company.

Crown Point. Nev. ..

Del Monte, Cal
Emerald, Utah
Etna-King, Cal
Hale A; Norcross, N.
New Stockton, ITtah
Pacific Tin M. Al'ka
PittsburgC, Utah..
Posey Canyon, Utah
Progres.ilve. I'tah...
ProvldentOIIMg.,Ca.
Rescue, Ney
Savage. Nev
Scottish Chief, Utah
Sierra Nevada, Nev.
Silver Queen. Utah..
SurprlMe, Ida
Ultimo, Cal
Wabash, Utah
West End, Utah
Yellow Jacket, Nev..

Dellnq.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Doc.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Doc.
Doc.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Sale. Amt,

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.

30 1 Deo.
2 I Deo.
6

I

Dec.
16

! Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

18 { Jan.

$0.10
10.00
0.01
0.03
0.10

02J
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01)

0-2

0.10
0.01
0.10

0.01{
O.OIJ
0.06
03

O.OIJ
0.26

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
'November..
December...

Tear 66.791 30.868

New York.

1906. 1907.

288168
108'68

697 [67

766] 66
976 '66

394 67,

105 68
949 C«
927 67,

623 62,

813 58.

050

1906. 1907.

30 113
30 464
29 864
9.984

;il) 968
til 185

30 113

:)0 529
31 483
32 148
32 671

32.003

31.769
31 852
31.326
30.253
30.471
30,893
31.366
31.637
31 313
28.863
'27.1!i4

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.
LONDON.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February.

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November.
December

18 310
17.869
18 361

18.375
18.475
18.442
18.190
18.380
19.033
21.203
21.833
22.886

24 404
24.869
25 065
24.224
24. (M8
22.665
21.130
18.360
16.565
13.169
13.391

18 419
18.116
18 641

18.688
18 724
18.719
18 585
18.706
19 .328

21.7'22

22 398
23.350

24 825
•25. '236

25.660
26.260
26 072
24.140
21.9'23

19.266
16 047
13. .561

13.870

78.869!l06.739
78 147 107 368
81.11l!l06.694
84 7931 98 626
84.867 102.376
83 994 97.272
81 167 96.016
83 864 79.679
87 831 68.376
97 269 60.717

100 270 61.226
106.226

Year 19 278 19 fil6 . . 87.282^

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic is

for cakes, ingots or wlrebars. London, poirnds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month.
1
1906. 1907.

January ..

February .

.

March
April
May
June

36.390
36.40:1

36 662
38.900
43.313
39.260

41.648
42.102
41.313
40.938
43.149
42.120

July 37.275
August 40.606
September 40 616
October ... 42.852
November. 42.906
December . 42.760

1

41.091
37.667
36.689
32.620
30.833

Av. year .^39.819

Prices are in cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York. London.
Month.

1906 1907.

6 000

1906. 1907.

January 5 600 16 860 19 828
6 000 16 031 19 531

March 5 350 6'00015.922 19.703

April 6 404 6.0O0I16 959 19.976

May 6.685 6.000,16 726 19.688

June 6 750 5.760 16.813 20.188
July ; 6.750 5, 288116 625 20.360
AuglI^t 6 760 6.2.50 17.109 19 063
September .. 6.750 4.813 18 266 19.776
October 6 760 4.7.50 19 350 18.631
November 5.7.50 4.376 19 281 17 281

December. 6.900 i
19 609

6.657 17 370

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

MONTH.

January ...

February .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September

.

October .. .

.

November

.

December.

.

Year 6.19R ..

6.487
6.076
6,209
6,078
6,997
6 006
6 006
6 027
6, '21

6

8,222
6 376
6 693

6,732
6 814
6,837
6 686
6.441
6.419
6.072
6 701
5,236
5.430
4,92.1

6,337
5.924
6 056
5 931

6 840
6.948
6 856
6.878
6 056
6 070
6 226
6.443

6.048 .

6,682 28
6 664 26
6 687 24

535 26
6.291 27
6.269 27

5 9'22 26
6.551 26

5, 080! '27

5. '280 '28

4.775 27

. .. .27,

27,020

27,l-i6

25,938
26 094
26.900
25.663
24.469
23.850
21.969
21.060
21.781
21.438

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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Testing Placer Ground with the Keystone Drill
Methods and Some of the Difficulties of Driving Pipe,

DiilHng and Pumping so as to Secure a Representative Sample

BY JOHN POWER HUTCHINS*
The terms properly used in drill in-

vestigations for describing the constituents

;ind the cliaractcristics of placer gravel

vary somewhat from the meaning of the

words as usually defined. Gravel may be

loose, medium, firm, very firm, or very

hard. It is difficult to define these terms

exactly, for they are all relative.

Speaking broadly, loose gravel can be

worked easily with a pick ; a prospecting

shaft sunk in it would require timbers

and close lagging. Drive-pipe may be

driven a foot in such material in one or

two minutes, although often, particularly

considerable liiiie ; liic laie of driving i;,

one foot in three or four minutes.

Very firm gravel may be worked with

a pick; a prospecting shaft sunk in it

would require no timbering unless it were

to be used indefinitely. Such gravel,

though hard picking, could not be drilled

and blasted in shaft-sinking advantage-

ously, for it is not firm enough to stand

drilling with hand drills. It may be

blasted by using a "gopher" or "moiling"

bar, which is like a pinch bar except that

it has a longer point like a pick. A
hole may conveniently be put down by

I ili< liole inubl never

pumped below the drive-pipe.) After the

boulder is crushed, driving is resorted to

to finish the depth desired.

Bedrock in the terminology of the

placer-ground driller means the bottom

to which the investigation is carried. It

may be a tuff or "false bedrock" with

gravel under it, or a "true bedrock" such

as slate or granite. The limit below

which gold is not found in paying quan-

tity or below which dredging cannot be

conducted often determines the general

depth of drill investigation.

USINC CH.MN' BLOCKS TO AID IN PULLING PIPE

when the drill hole is shallow, the pipe

will go down yi in. per stroke. (In driv-

ing at full speed about 6o to 65 thirty-

six-inch strokes may be made per

minute.)

Medium gravel can be worked easily

with a pick; a prospecting shaft sunk in

it would require some timbering and lag-

ging. Drive-pipe will be driven one foot

in it in two or three minutes.

Firm gravel can be worked with a pick

;

a prospecting shaft sunk in it requires no

timbering and lagging unless the ground

is wet or the shaft is to be used for a

•Consulting mining engineer,
way. New York.

52 Broad-

this iciLuiib ij to 18 in. Drive-pipe may
be driverr one foot in four or five minutes

in very firm gravel.

Very hard gravel -can hardly be worked
with a pick. .^ prospecting shaft sunk in

it would require no timbering. In shaft-

sinking it would require drilling and

blasting. Drive-pipe may be driven in it,

at times, one foot in 5 to 10 minutes, if

no boulders are encountered. If big

boulders are met through which the shoe

cannot be driven, it is impossible to drive

the foot required without first drilling

and pumping out, leaving a usual after-

pumping core, and then drilling below

the drive-pipe until the boulder is

Gravel may be s-aiuiv, iiiic, medium or

coarse. Fine gravel is that in which

pebbles about 2 in. in diameter or smaller

predominate; it is usually sandy also.

In medium gravel the predominating

cobbles are about 6 in. in diameter,

while in coarse gravel the predominating

cobbles and boulders are more than 6 in.

in diameter.

The distinctions here employed as to

the hardness of gravel are those used in

dredging practice. The very hard gravel

of the dredge-man is barely moderately

hard for the drift miner or hydraulic

operator who may pulverize thoroughly

by heavy blasts before the gold can be
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recovered. There are drift mines worlc-

ing in gravel which is treated with

stamps after it has been loosened by

means of machine drills and heavy blasts.

Driving Pipe

The term "casing" may be applied to

anything used to curb or case a well or

hole. Commercially it means a class of

iron tubing which is too light for driving

in alluvion. Its joints are not made to

"shoulder up" snugly in the collars, and

in using it there is therefore constant

danger of stripping the threads. Casing

6 in. in diameter is made in three weights,

10, 12 and 14 lb. to the foot. Good drive-

pipe of this size weighs 19 lb. to the foot

and its joints are carefully turned to

"shoulder up" in the collars.

In case there is a surface concentra-

tion of gold the drive-pipe is started im-

mediately after the drill has been set up

and prepared for operation, but usually

a hole similar to a post-hole is dug in

the soil if the surface material is bar-

ren. It is somewhat easier to start the

casing if a preliminary hole is dug; but

this is not good practice if there is any

gold at or very near the surface.

After the hole has been prepared, a

piece of pipe fitted with a driving shoe

and driving cap is plumbed in the hole

and tamped. The driving clamps are

attached to the tool and the drill cable

unreeled until the driving clamps hang

within about 2 in. of the driving cap.

The engine is speeded up and the friction

clutch thrown in and the cable is alter-

nately shortened and lengthened by the

walking beam. The result is a series

of blows like those of a pile driver.

About 60 to 65 blows per minute may be

delivered ; if greater speed is attempted

the result is not satisfactory. Care must

be observed in starting the drive-pipe to

keep it plumb, and blows should not be

delivered too rapidly. It is usually nec-

essary to use a lever with a fulcrum

somewhere on the drill frame to keep the

pipe vertical. One man standing on the

derrick about 12 ft. above the ground

steadies the tool. After the pipe has been

driven $ ft. in barren soil the driving

clamps are removed.

The utmost care must be exercised in

keeping the pipe perpendicular until it is

deep enough in the ground to remain

plumb. When the hole is shallow the

pipe must be wedged if necessary after

each time it is driven. If this is not done,

the pipe may become so bent on reaching

a depth of 30 to 40 ft. as to make it nec-

essary to abandon the hole.

If a s-ft. section is used, the drill hang-

ing about 3 ft. into the pipe will begin to

strike the core when the pipe has been

driven about 2 ft. When it begins to

strike the core, water is poured in. When
the pipe has been driven 8 ft. there will

have been drilled and crushed to a pulpy

consistency, about 3 ft. of material and

r^

HI

^'/.
^;

STRING OF DRILLING TOOLS

about 24 in. of solid core will be left in

the bottom. In reality it will be about

26 in., for the driving shoe adds about 2
in. to the length of the pipe.

Removing the Core

The driving clamps are then removed,

and the core is drilled to within about j
in. of the cutting edge of the driving

shoe. Then the drill is hoisted and
washed as it rises so that any adhering

material is washed back into the pipe

;

more water is added to thin the pulp if

necessary. The tool is hung against the

right corner of the walking beam on the

brake. The brake lever should be wedged
by means of a small improvised wooden
wedge to prevent the lever's jarring off

the ratchet teeth and thus dropping the

tool. This is important, for if the tool

should fall it might fatally injure some-

one among the crew.

The sand pump is then picked up from

the bed of the drill, the ground, the sluice,

or wherever it may have been placed, and

inserted into the pipe and dropped with

a rush as far as it will go. It is thert

picked up with a jerk and hoisted clear.

It is not usually necessary to drop the

sand pump a second time in soil drillings,,

but in gravel or sand repeated dropping

is often necessary. The sand pump must

be picked up with a run so that the

plunger will act quickly and thus create a

partial vacuum. When deep ground is-

tested, it is often necessary to lag the

sand-pump line drum to compensate for

elasticity and stretch.

The pump is hoisted clear of the pipe,

the fireman grasps it by the lower end

and backs away from the drill, the upper

end of the pump being lowered into the

dump bo.x until it rests on a cross piece

nailed between the sides at such a hight

from the bottom that the inclination of

the pump will not, in discharging, cause a

rush of material. Generally the sand

pump is discharged into a gold pan.

which rests on top of the sides of the

sluice. Care must be observed to pre-

vent splashing.

After the water has been carefully

poured off into the sluice, and the drillings-

begin to run out, the pan is held under

the stream to catch the solid material.

The sand pump is then further elevated

and water poured in at the valve end to

wash out any adhering material ; the

pump should be gyrated to insure thor-

ough washing. The pump should be so-

held that the foot-valve hinge is on the

side or bottom while discharging, thus

allowing better washing behind the valve.

,\dding Sections

When the pipe has been driven so far

that additional length is required, the

driving cap is removed and a section of

pipe is screwed to the one already in the

ground. Before coupling the sections

together, the threads are carefully

cleaned ; in cold weather washing in hot
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water with a_ stiff brush is necessary,

while in hot weather, brushing with dry

sand will remove grease and dirt.

Great care must be taken of all threads

on drive-pipe, or much dilficulty will re-

sult. In moving from place to place extra

sleeves are put on the ends of the sec-

tions to prevent battering. When threads

are damaged they must be straightened

or cut out so that no further damage
will result when the pipe is coupled to-

gether. A iiacking hook is used in clean

ing and pulling out broken threads.

Sections of pipe, when coupled to-

gether, must butt end to end inside the

sleeve, and each section should enter the

sleeve an equal distance. Sometimes
when the pipe is old and its threads are

worn, sections are screwed end to end

with but little efTort. Then it is neces-

sary to produce a strain on them with

the pipe tongs, tapping the sleeve mean-
while in order to make a tight joint and
insure against loosening during driving.

It is always necessary to make joints

perfectly tight; otherwise threads will be

injured to such a degree that the pipe

may be drawn apart and lost in pulling.

Joints are generally made by using No. 15

Vulcan chain tongs with a length of i5^-

in. gas pipe slipped over the wrench to

make a handle about 10 ft. long, although

good joints can often be made without

the use of this extension.

.\ small amount of axle grease should

be used on the male threads of the coup-

lings, which in no way interferes with

amalgamation. The male threads always

are or should be those of the casing pro-

jecting from the ground; the sleeve

should always be on the lower end of

each section. Threads are so cut as to

allow the pipe to enter one-half the length

of the sleeve and a shoulder is left to

prevent entering further. Sometimes taper

threads are used; these make manipula-

tion easier. It sometimes happens when

the pipe or the sleeve is old, that the

pipe will, unless prevented, enter too far.

It is necessary to be extremely careful

only in the first coupling of a sleeve on

the casing, for generally, though not al-

ways, after use in one hole, the sleeve

sets or locks, probably from the driving,

after which it need not be watched so

closely.

The pipe is marked every foot with

chalk. To prevent valuable information

from becoming public property, no fig-

ures indicating depth are added. The pan-

ner records the depjhs in his notes.

Drilling the Core

The bit .is not ordinarily allowed to penc

trate below 2 or 3 in. above the bottom of

the pipe in free gravel of medium coarse-

ness, although at times, but one inch of

undrilled core is left, which is not the

best practice, for there is constant dan-

ger of drilling below the casing, especially

I'irE CLAMP AND I'ULLING RING

w

u

K^ r\
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JARS, DRILL STE.M AND ROPE SOCKET

if a Stratum of looser material should
suddenly be encountered.

The inside diameter of the cutting rim
of a new shoe is about 7 in.; as the cut-

ting edge is dulled this dimension soon
grows considerably smaller. Suppose the

inside diameter of the drive-pipe to be
about 6 in. while the diameter of the shoe
is t'A in. In driving 12 in. there should
then be about 14 per cent, expansion in

the depth of the core due to the inclusion
of the material cut by the rim entering
the pipe, all other considerations being
excluded. There are a number of factor*

governing the depth of core which are
indeterminate and, therefore, make ac-

curate conclusions impossible. Instead of
loosening material already loose, such as

tailings, driving may compact it and give
a shallow core. Driving a tube of small
diameter into loose boulders of medium
size without interstitial sand may result

in a core the variation in the depth of
which is puzzling. It may be too deep,
which may occur when a number of
boulders, say 4 or 5 in. in diameter enter
the pipe and lie in such position and rela-

tion to one another as to create large
spaces. It may also be caused by some of
the boulders being pushed out of the path
of the pipe. Driving in hard, compact,
small or medium gravel may, in loosen-
ing considerably, give a large core; in

hard, coarse gravel, where a large boulder
is encountered, it may give little core.

In dry sand cores are obtained in which
practice and theory coincide.

Assuine that a stratum of indurated,

medium gravel is encountered. The in-

durated condition is indicated by slower
driving and slightly slower drilling. In

sucli gravel, drilling may be carried nearer
the bottom of the drive-pipe than in loose

material, within, say, about one inch of
the cutting edge of the shoe; for ground
of this kind will not run, and as a rule

it is not likely to change suddenly to

softer material.

Hard gravel often occurs on a soft tuff

or other bedrock. Breaking through
accidentally and drilling below the pipe

momentarily would in this case not
vitiate results, for bedrock does not
run unless it is much decomposed and
has a heavy flow of water. If drilling near
the bottom of the pipe should result in

break-ing through into a soft stratum
either of gravel or bedrock and drilling

for a moment below the shoe, the pipe

should be driven the regular dis-

tance, say one foot, before the material

loosened by drilling is pumped out. This
is to insure against pumping material not

properly a part of the core.

Excessive Use of the Drill

In case coarse, hard gravel, composed
of tough boulders, is encountered, it is

nearly always, necessary to drill below the

pipe about 6 in. or less; then the pipe is

driven one foot, if possible, after which
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the drillings should be pumped. If it is

not possible to drive below the point

reached by the drill it is of course neces-

sary to resort to more drilling; but when-
ever possible the pipe should be kept

ahead even in hard gravel, although in

material of this kind there is less like-

lihood of material entering the core from
the sides of the hole.

In hard gravel it takes less time

to drive after drilling below the end

of the pipe, and the drill man- is

likely to do top much of this sort

of work. All drilling below the end of

the pipe introduces unknown factors and

termine the loss due to this cause have

shown that 20 minutes' drilling in hard

ground caused a loss of about 25 per cent.

In the experiment which gave this re-

sult 100 mg. of dredging gold was sub-

jected to drilling in a hole in barren,

hard gravel for 20 minutes. Tn another

similar experiment the same amount of

gold was subjected to 10 minutes' drilling;

in this case about 95 per cent, was re-

covered. These experiments show a large

loss under rather abnormal conditions.

In the first place 100 mg. per lineal foot

of casing would indicate a gold content

of about $6 per cu.yd. corresponding to

WjiEN TiiF. Drive-pipe Re.\ches Bed-

rock.

Suppose that bedrock has been reached

and that it is a tufif or soft rock of simi-

lar character. The pipe is driven far

enough to prevent material from running

in from the outside, for bedrock is us-

ually decomposed or soft at its contact

with gravel.

The rate of driving shows whether

or not bedrock has been reached; the

pipe drives hard after it has passed

beyond the gravel. It is necessary, of

course, to continue the drill hole until

no more gold recoverable by dredge buck-

ets is got. Gold may penetrate bedrock

and its crevices so far as to be unre-

coverable by dredge buckets ; drilling to

such depths is unnecessary. It is some-

V.\CUUM S.\.\D OR SLUnCE PUMP,

SHOE, DRIVING HE.«iD, SLEEVE AND DRIVING CLAMP

the less of it done the better. Even

where hard boulders are encountered it

is often possible to drive a foot below

the shoe. In such cases it is not always

possible to crush all the core to a proper

condition for pumping in one drilling.

It may require ten minutes or more to

crush all the boulders, and an attempt to

drill a full foot in one operation intro-

duces a possibility of loss by abrasion.

Under circumstances of this kind it is

better to drill the core, in two equal

sections, pumping out separately and leav-

ing the customary after-pumping core.

Excessive drilling may cause flouring

of the gold, some of which may float

away in suspension. Experiments to de-

exccptionally rich ground; besides, the

gold thrown in on the top of the core is

exposed to constant attrition by the drill,

and this is a most important consider-

ation. However, the results indicate posi-

tively that excessive drilling is bad prac-

tice.

In drilling hard gravel below the

shoe, particular care must be taken to

note the volume of material that is act-

ually pumped to compare it with the theo-

retical amount. In drilling very hard

gravel less solid material and more slime

is pumped per foot than in loose gravel.

Boulders of such size and hardness are

sometimes met as make it necessary to

abandon the hole.

w

w
.Fluted Eock Thin BIndo

Placer

DRILL BITS

Mollu-r Hubburd

times necessary to strike tor hours with

the pipe-pulling jar before pipe driven

into bedrock or into deep coarse gravel

and bedrock can be started. An error

may be introduced by a hard boulder of

about the diameter of the pipe which may
be met on soft bedrock. The drill may
drive such a boulder several feet before

it gets a firm enough setting to permit

crushing. Gold carried down under this

rock may appear to come from bedrock,

while as a matter of fact it was above

Ihc lowest depth of the gravel.

Variations and Difficulties

Drilling without drive-pipe may be car-

ried on in investigating drift gravel which

will stand without casing. As a general

rule all ground investigated for dredging

must be cased, for ground that will stand

without casing and give correct results

is generally too hard for dredging. It is
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soiiieliincs necessary to peiielrate a hard

lava cap to rcacli a gravel channel which

may be loose and thus need casing. This

means that a drill bit 01 siillicient diame-

ter to permit inserting the drive-pipe when
loose material is reached must be used.

When loose material is reached below

the hard cap, drive-pipe is inserted in the

usual way.

.•\fter lonj; use the driving cap becomes

burred, and unless dressed it may chafe

\hr drilling cable. Tlie driving blocks

ARR.\NCEMF.NT OF P.^RTS FOR DRIVING PIPE

and clamps when worn may slip on the

square stem and break the bolts which

hold the blocks together. Particular care

should be used in setting up these bolts,

for if the nuts work loose they will

be broken. Bolts V/z in. or 2 in. in diame-

ter are used ; the smaller, if carefully

manipulated, are about as good as those of

larger dimension and they are more gen-

erally used. The bolts should be of the

best material obtainable. They can be

cleaned easily at the pet cocks on the

boiler.

When the shoe strikes a big, hard

boulder on a sloping side the pipe will

sometimes kink at a joint or in a section.

This may be so serious as to necessitate

abandoning the hole. Sometimes, if the

hole is shallow and in free material, turn-

ing the pipe 90 dog. may rectify a slight

bend and permit the completion of the

hole. Pipe which has been badly bent in

this way is best discarded; heating to

straighten the bent section renders the

material soft and likely to yield again

easily.

Running ground gives too large a core.

When the pipe has entered sand or fine

gravel containing much water an excess

of material is brought up by the pump.

The pipe may be filled as high as 8 ft.

or more by material flowing in from the

outside. It is best to drive through run-

ning ground until solid material is

reached, which is indicated by harder

driving, and then to proceed in the regu-

lar way. It is most unusual to find much

gold in running ground. If considerable

gold should be found allowance must be

made for the irregularity of the core.

The panner usually keeps the gold ob-

tained in running ground separate, leaving

tlic adjustment to be made by the man
in charge of tlie investigation.

Sometimes, particularly if the corners

of the drill bit are not in good condition,

a hard pebble becomes wedged between

the drill and the pipe. It is then necessary

to slack the cable slightly until the upper

part of the jars drop from 4 to 6 in., or

as far as they will go, then with the jerk

of the cable the blow of the jars will

ordinarily remove the obstruction if re-

peated a few times.

If a drill unprovided with jars sticks so

that no part of the tool projects above the

pipe the condition becomes extremely

troublesome. It may require many pulls

combined with the action of the walking

beam. If this is'continued too long with-

out intervals, there is danger of burning

and breaking the drill cable, the repeated

bending over the three sheaves causing

sufficient internal friction to damage it.

If the drill cannot be moved it is necessary

to cut the cable and pull the casing a

little; this generally loosens the drill. The

cable must be cut high enough to allow

a splice to be made above the pipe.

With much slack in the cable it is

impossible to get the maximum stroke.

If the jars are attached and are not in

good condition, they may get out of proper

relation and become locked ; this is recti-

fied by hoisting the tool and hammering

the jars loose.

S.\ND-PuMP Practice

It is not easy to pump heavy, fine sand

unless mixed with a large proportion of

water. This is because it settles and

packs almost immediately after drilling.

Coarse sand does not pack readily because

it has considerable interstitial water while

fine sand has a small proportion of voids.

When fine sand is encountered it is neces-

sary to pump several limes before the

drillings are completely removed.

When bedrock is reached particular

pains are needed to remove all the drill-

ings from the hole. This may involve re-

III

Drive
Pipe

PULLING HAM.MER AND KNOCKING HEAD

peated pumpings. It is a common practice

to pan each pumping and to continue the

hole as long as any gold is found. The
bedrocks usually encountered in testing

dredging ground, are so soft that the

pump will detach some of the material

and pumping can often be carried on

for some time, bringing up a little material

each time. This fact must be kept in

mind or the results may puzzle one.

Usually the peculiar color of the drillings
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of bedrock is a certain means of identifica-

tion.

In spite of all care it is sometimes
difficult, particularly in unfamiliar areas,

to ascertain when bedrock is reached.

This is the case especially when the gravel
near or on the bottom of the deposit is

composed of large boulders of the same
character as the bedrock. Then it is

necessary to keep on with the hole until

all doubt has been removed. Many bed-
rocks of the granite family decompose
into a clayey material, the products of
feldspar giving it this quality. Such ma-
terial may appear to the casual observer
to be a clay, but panning will reveal the
decomposition products and make a cor-

rect deduction easy. Where clays similar to

the bedrock are present as overburden
and intercalated in the gravel, especial

care is required, but panning will clear up
all doubts. Knowledge of petrology is of
great value in dredging-ground investi-

gations. Alluvial areas in districts with
country rocks of the granite family are
likely to have considerable clay as over
burden, as bedrock or as a sticky con-

stituent in the gravel.

One great difficulty with the percussion

drilling method is the fact that it changes
the physical character of the material

under investigation. This results from
the combined effects of driving, drilling

and pumping. Some boulders arc-

changed during drilling and pumping
from a semi-decomposed condition into

a clayey material which may be thought
to be a true clay. Slightly indurated

material may not, in driving or drilling,

reveal its true condition, but panning will

show agglomerated fragments. Such ma-
terial may not be fatal to dredge opera-

tion but a knowledge of its presence is

of great importance, for if present ii

quantity it may seriously reduce the ex-

cavating capacity of a dredge.

Pulling Drive-pipe

When the drive-pipe is to be drawn
the tool is first disconnected. For this

purpose it is lowered with the end on a

plank and a 2-in. block is placed under the

drill below the joint. Two solid special

tool wrenches are used to loosen the

screw connection. It is best to increase

the power by means of a lever and chain

between the handles. Many drill men set

and break this joint by hammering on the

end of the wrench handles. This is bad
practice because it damages the wrenches,

it is slower, and it makes it difficult if

not impossible to tell how tightly the

coupling is screwed up.

The pipe-jar or pulling hammer is then

screwed on the socket and set up with the

wrenches. The pulling hammer is then

hoisted and the sack, wrapped around the

hammer to protect the thread, is removed.

The threads must be clean and in good
condition. The pulling hammer is then

lowered into the pipe and the cap of the

pulling hammer is screwed on. Enough
slack is left to give an easy blow or none

at all at first, and the friction clutch ap-

plied slowly. The slack is adjusted and

the engine speeded up until a nia.ximum of

about 62 blows per minute is obtained.

If greater speed is attempted the cable

will not be pulled out fast enough by the

descending tool and the slack of tho

rapidly revolving drum will make the

cable fly off the sheave nearest the druiri.

Tlic pulling hammer is rather light and it

is good practice to attach the jars to it to

add weight. In fact it is good procedure

to keep the jars on both in drilling and

driving, particularly in deep ground.

As the pipe comes up the cable is care-

fully reeled in, the speed being regulated

to secure the best blow. When a sleeve

has risen to about 6 in. above ground the

pulling hammer is disconnected, and the

exposed section is unscrewed by putting

PULLING DRIVE-PIPE

on large wrenches, taking a strain on

them, and hammering lightly on the sleeve

if necessary. The section removed is

placed on the sled and a sleeve is screwed

on to protect the threads.

This procedure is repeated until all the

pipe has been pulled. Sometimes after

a part of the pipe has been pulled the

portion still in the ground gets so loose

in the hole, that it slips back after each

stroke. A drive-pipe clamp or "bull-

ring" is furnished with the Keystone drill

to prevent slipping back. Chain tongs are

commonly used to accomplish the same

purpose, a method which is more con-

venient. The sleeve on the pulling ham-

mer must be watched closely, for if it

becomes loose it may result in stripping

the threads.

Difficulties of Pulling Drive-pipe

The resistance to be overcome in pull-

ing drive-pipe is largely due to skin fric-

tion. 'I'his is greatest in clay, sand and

soft bedrock when penetrated several

feet. It is also considerable in hard gravel

and in hard bedrock even when the pipe

is driven no deeper than through the

decomposed surface. Skin friction is of

course greater in deep than shallow holes.

It is a common belief tliat it is ex-

tremely difficult to pull pipe that has been

driven several feet into a sedimentary,

untilted or moderately tilted rock, for

tlie following reason. As the pipe is

driven into the rock, the laminae break a

short distance from the shoe and the edges

near the pipe are tilted downward. When
the pipe is pulled these inclined laminae

are supposed to act like grips, grasping

the pipe when the direction is reversed.

This theory rests upon supposition only

and may well be questioned.

.\ pipe driven through coarse, hard

gravel often shows unusual resistance to

pulling at intervals. This peculiar be-

havior seems to indicate that the pro-

jections of the sleeves catch on sharp

edges of rock broken by the drive shoe.

It is often necessary to strike many blows

with the pulling hammer to start pipe

apparently held in this way.

When the pipe sticks, the only thing to

do is to keep on pulling. It may be neces-

sary to continue this for several hours

before it starts : but after it once begins

to move the pulling is comparatively easy.

It sometimes takes several hours to pull

the first 5 ft. even after the pipe has

been started. It may take several days to

pull ;ill the sections from a hole in

rocky, indurated ground more than 50

ft. deep. Sometimes if the pipe has been

bent in a sleeeve and the threads have be-

come damaged the sections may be pulled

apart. In that case the portion left in

the hole is usually lost unless it can be

tluj; out cheaply. If the sleeve of the

pulling hammer works loose it may pull

off, stripping the threads. Pulling drive-

pipe involves the hardest service required

of the drill ; most breakage of machinery

and apparatus occurs during this part

of the work.

If the sleeve of the pulling hammer

is jerked off and the threads of the pipe

are not too badly damaged, it is often

possible to dress the screw threads with

a half-round file and then to put a new

sleeve on the pulling hammer. As the

new sleeve is screwed on it will usually

tend somewhat to repair damaged threads.

After the pipe has been pulled until only

a few sections remain in the hole, it is

often possible to hoist it by means of the

drill cable friction. It is then customary

to hoist and uncouple the pipe, a section

at a time, and not to take it out of the

hole and uncouple it on the ground.

The drill cable is most frequently broken

during pulling. It should always be re-

paired with a long splice. Pipe-sections

should be numbered and always used in

the same order.
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Rapid Development of Fairview,

Nevada

By Robert B. Todd*

Fairview, the new i\iining camp in

Churchill county, Nevada, is about a year

and a half old; one of its mines is a

steady dividend producer, and a score of

others have practically reached that stage

of development. The greatest producer of

the district yields ores of higher assay

value per ton than those of the Mohawk
in Goldfield.

West Gate, a part of Fairview, was a

watering station on the old Overland

route to California, but after the days of

the pony express the place lay deserted

for years. A visit by F. O. Norton, a

prospector of Reno, early in the fall of

1905 marks the beginning of the present

boom. The stampede to Fairview began

in February, 1906. Today the camp has

more than 20 hoists in operation, and

within a few months it will have water,

electric light and power, :iii ice plant, and

rail transportation.

Fallon, 42 miles northwest, the ter-

minal of a spur from the Southern Pa-

cific, is Fairview"s present railway sta-

tion. Last March the Southern Pacific

completed a survey from Fallon to Fair-

view and Wonder, and announced that

the branch would be ready for service by

October, the cost to be about $900,000.

Delays occurred, and the Nevada Hills

mine had an accumulation of ore for

which it could find no means of trans-

portation. The management determined

to build an independent broad-gage rail-

road to Fallon, the work to be finished by

next April. Meanwhile the Fairview

Electric Railway and Power Company is

arranging to build a trolley line from the

town to the mines.

Government officials have granted con-

tracts which will give Fairview a water

power equal to 4000 h.p. from the middle

of March to the middle of September and

2000 h.p. during the remaining months of

the year. The supply is to be derived

from a dam across Carson river near

Fallon, where 10,000 h.p. is available. A
local company has shipped in a pumping

plant to hoist a supply of water from

another source and will also install ap-

paratus for the manufacture of ice.

Some of the Mines

Two claims were located by Perly

Langsdan early in the history of Fair-

view and named Nevada Hills. W. H.

Clark, James R. Davis and others bought

the prospects, paying $7500 for them in

March, 1906; in June they cleared $8000

cm their first shipment to Salt Lake, the

first carload, taken practically from the

surface, averaging $254 per ton. There

is a pay shoot of ore demonstrated for a

•President. Nevnda-Goldfleld Prospecting
Company, Goldfield, Nevada.

distance of 1600 ft., a large quantity of

ore sacked for the market and sufficient

cash on hand to guarantee the building of

the mine's own railroad to hallon. At the

rate of 10 tons per day the wagon haul

to Fallon would cost the mine $345,000

in a year, and tliat sum will build the

railroad.

On Sept. 30, the date of its expiration,

the parent company purchased the equip-

ment, including two hoists, of the Nevada

Hills Leasing Company's lease, which has

been shipping at the rate of $300,000 per

month. Henceforth these workings will

be operated on company account. Their

greatest vertical depth is 200 ft.

Next in importance is the Fairview

Eagle that adjoins Nevada Hills on the

north and east, and was purchased by

Senator Nixon and George Wingfield in

the early days of the camp. After a

year of development the property has ex-

posed shipping ore in four places and at a

depth of 200 ft. has tapped 15 ft. of

sulphide ore averaging $50 per ton, with

2 ft. running $700, without sorting, and

smaller seams giving' still higher assays.

The sulphide formation is deeper than the

lowest levels of the adjoining Nevada

Hills and is regarded as the most im-

portant revelation of the camp's history.

The product of the Eagle carries silver,

gold and copper. The output is sacked

and regular shipments will be made as

soon as machinerj' can be installed to

handle the flow of 8000 gal. of water per

day, tapped when the sulphide ledge was

uncovered. Fairview Eagle bought the

first hoist delivered to Fairview district.

Fairview's second hoist, in commission

since April, was bought by the Fairview

Aztec, adjoining the Eagle on the east.

Beside the .'Kztec, on the south are the

Pyramid and Lookout groups, on the lat-

ter of which diamond drilling has ex-

posed ore-bearing ledges that trend toward

the Aztec. At the point of the recent

strike on Fairview Eagle that vein is

headed directly for the Aztec, 300 ft. dis-

tant. The Aztec's double-compartment

shaft, which at 210 ft. has entered a sul-

phide formation, has tapped a strong flow

of water, just as did the Eagle in the same

relative position. Lateral development «t

this station is temporarily stopped by the

stream.

One- of the Fairview Eagle ledges is

traced into the territory of the Eagle's

Nest group, adjoining on the north the

eastern portion of the Eagle. This vein,

where exposed on the Eagle's Nest, dis-

plays a width of 25 ft. and carries two pay

streaks respectively 8 and 12 in. wide, the

lead having been traced upon the Eagle

Nest ground for a distance of 1200 ft.

Two shafts are going down on the vein,

200 ft. apart.

.•\ large ledge traverses the holdings of

the Dromedary Hump and at frequent in-

tervals shows shipping values in the crop-

ings. Three hoists are in operation and

cross-cutting and drifting will develop the

deposit. Much ore has been sacked for

the market. At a depth of 100 ft. in the

shaft of the Dromedary Hump Leasing

Company's lease there was crosscut a 25-

ft. vein in which a pay streak was found.

This property adjoins on the north that

of the Eagle's Nest.

Immediately west of the Dromedary

Hump lies the Golden Boulder. A winze

is being sunk from the tunnel level and

the property is equipped with the only

underground hoist in the district. Ore

has been sacked and the crosscut on the

200-ft. level is expected to tap the source

in quantity.

Six miles south of the belt, in which

lie the Eagle and Nevada Hills, is located

the property of the Nevada Fairview

Compajiy, controlled by Salt Lake opera-

tors. Initial shipments from that mine

averaged $100 per ton.

Gypsum in the United States

According to the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, the gypsum mined in the United

States in 1906 amounted to 1,540,585 short

tons, .valued at $1,147,129. This produc-

tion represents an increase in quantity of

more than 47 per cent., and in value of

nearly 40 per cent., as compared with that

of 1905, and exceeds that of any previous

year.

Gypsum is produced in 17 States and

Territories besides Alaska, and in con-

nection with the mining, mills for grind-

ing and burning it are operated at nearly

all the places of production. As to rela-

tive rank among the States producing

gypsum, Michigan still holds first place,

New York regains second place, and

Iowa is a clqse third. The other States

show few changes since 1905, their pres-

ent rank being as follows : Texas, Ohio,

Oklahoma, Kansas, California, Wyoming.

Virginia, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, New
Mexico, Colorado, South Dakota, Alaska,

and Montana.

Gypsum occurs in sedimentary rocks

of practically all ages, cither in the

crystalline form or as rock gypsum, and

it is widely distributed over the world.

It is found commonly in the vicinity of

beds of rock salt. In the United States

workable deposits are confined to beds of

rock gvpsum, which occur at compara-

tively few geological horizons. New de-

posits of gypsite—the earthy, granular

form of the mineral—are reported to have

been recently discovered in Riverside

county, Cal., and many newly developed

deposits are reported from other parts of

the countrv.

A report in the Min. Jour. (Sept. 7,

1907) says that the asbestos deposits at

Trodos on the island of Cyprus are to" be

exploited by the Cyprian Mining Com-

pany. A trial shipment of 30 tons of

asbestos fetched good prices and it is

hoped in 1908 to attain an output of looo

tons of cleaned asbestos per annum.
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Extraordinary Repairing of a Cop- New Manganese Deposits in the

per Reverberalory Furnace Caucasus

By H. H. Hamilton*

111 March, 1906, it became my duty to

start rovorbcratory furnaces of 100x20 ft.

area, using California crude oil as fuel.

The roof and inside side and end walls

were constructed of silica brick.

As the heat gradually increased, it

became apparent that defective ' work-

"manship rendered the walls useless, al-

though the roof was in good condition.

.^ftcr a run of a short period it was evi-

dent that the side walls would have to be

rebuilt. By regulating the tie rods and

buckstays the roof was held in shape.

The hot walls were removed by drilling

By Rouert Grimsti.\w*

Deposits of manganese were recently

found on the Trans-Siberian Railway, in

the neighborhood of Samtrcdi. The Cau-

casians who are interested in the old

manganese mines near Tschiatury do not

wish any rivals, and so far have pre-

vented the engineers who were sent to

examine and report upon the new de-

posits from doing their work.

The value of the deposits will depend

on whether or not the ore, as lias already

been found on other occasions, is found

in a thin vein under the surface. Trans-

portation to the railway would be rather

was discovered in the eastern Caucasus,

m the district of Yelisavetpol, near tl;o

village of Michailovska ; but as yet there

are no data concerning the amount and

the quality of the ore, although according

to all reports the deposit seems to be

important.

Mining in Southern China

The present prospects in the mining in-

dustry in the regions of south China arc

the subject of an article in the Montiin-

Zeitung (Oct. 15, 1907). In the different

parts of the province of Kwangsi rich

lead mines have been discovered. In the

district of Kanton at Kun-yun-shen and

Tun-gkun, as well as in the district of

Yuengkong, gold deposits have been

found. A concession to operate coal

KKVERBERATOKY FURNACE WITH SIDE WALLS REMOVED

small holes into the redhot foundation-;

by small air drills, while sprays of cold

water were blown by compressed air into

the holes. Small charges of dynamite

were discharged in the holes, and in this

way the men were enabled to do their

work from the outside of the furnace

through the small spaces between the

buckstays, etc. At one stage of our oper-

ations a considerable portion of the fur-

nace walls were built while the furnace

was running.

'I he accompanying engraving shows a

rcverberatory roof roox2o ft. intact and
ill good shape, while all the side walls

had been removed. The walls were then

put securely in place, and the furnace was
marly as good as new. while the bottom
was still hot.

expensive, unless narrow-gage railways,

rope railways, etc., were built for the pur-

pose, but there can be no thought of

any such improvements until quiet is re-

stored in the neighborhood. Up to the

present, the inhabitants of the district

have resisted all attempts at installing

any devices which seemed to them to

compete with their own.

If the new deposits sliould prove rich,

and if the transportation problem can

be readily and satisfactorily solved, their

position would be more favorable tlian

that of the Tschiatury veins ; for the

latter have, besides the land transport

from the mines, to be carried on a branch

railway before shipments can reach the

main Caucasian line.

Recently another manganese deposit

•Superintendent. 1 unsniidaKMJ Arizona
Smelting CoDipnny, Humboldt, Arizona. •Dresden-A, Germany.

mines in Lu-Kuong, Pun-yu district, was

recently secured from the viceroy of Kan-

ton. The syndicate which previously had

the concession to operate this property

was forced to suspend owing to insuffi-

cient capital. A Chinese company has been

formed to take over the antimony mines

in Kuk-Kong. Coal discoveries are also

recorded in the Ping-Hai and Fa-Yiien

districts ; also rich tin mines in Luig-

Ngan.

.\t Kwai-Shcn, about 300 miles from

Wuchow, a Chinese company has been ex-

ploiting the silver mines of Sam-cha for

several years past. As there was no en-

gineer to direct operations no satisfactory

results were obtained. The viceroy of the

district has appointed a Chinese mining

expert whose special duty is to examine

new mineral claims and report on them

before anv concession is granted.
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Preventing Blast Pipes from

Vibrating

Bv Thomas Evans*

At tlic Boston & Montana smelting

plant, situated at Great Falls, Montana, a

unique and ingenious device has been per-

fected by Peter Thill, master mechanic of

the company, whereby the destructive vi-

bration of a large blast pipe and the ear-

splittinj; noise that accompanied it have

been entirelv eliminated. The remedv will

The desired end was accomplished as

follows: A receiver 13 ft. in diameter

and 18 ft. high was made and placed about

50 ft. from the power-house and alongside

the blast pipe. The pipe was taken apart,

one end connected to the upper part of the

receiver and the other end connected to

the lower part and opposite side of the

receiver. Then one section of the blast

pipe connected the blowers with the re-

ceiver and the other section connected the

receiver with the blast furnaces.

As will be seen by referring to the

sketch, the receiver is divided into four
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imdoubtedly be interesting to nthtrs ex-

periencing the same trouble.

The blast pipe in question is 66 in. in

diameter and 1500 ft. long, connecting the

blowers in the power-house with the blast

furnaces in the smelter, carrying a pres-

sure of 48 oz. to the square inch. The vi-

bration of this pipe, which was at times

sufficiently violent to tear it from its fast-

enings, and the offensive noise accom-

panying it, were caused by the vplume of

compressed air forced through the pipe,

which gets into synchronism with the

pulsations of the blowers, or air com-

pressors.

•Gr*at Kails, Montana.

equal compartments by partitions made
from strips of w-ood 6x1 in., set i in. apart.

One of these partitions runs vertically

from the top to the bottom of the receiver

and extends completely across the diam-

eter. The other is set horizontally and
extends directly across the receiver, mid-

way between the top and the bottom. The
strips forming the horizontal partition are

fastened between those forming the ver-

tical partition ; thus between all of the

strips that divide the several compart-

ments are spaces of I in., or the thick-

ness of the strips. The combined area of

these spaces or rectangular openings from

one compartment to the other equals, or

exceeds, the area of the blast pipe, so that

the air from blowers will be in no manner
throttled.

The strips act as baffles for the volume

or column of compressed air to strike

against, chopping it up as it were, and

striking the second partition it is again

chopped up, destroying its synchronism

with the pulsations of the blowers.

The portion of the outlet pipe of the

receiver is insulated from the main pipe

by a wooden gasket i in. thick, held be-

tween the flanges that connect the pipes.

This gasket cushions any vibration that

might arise in the receiver. The receiver

is grounded to the earth by being set on a

concrete foundation. It may be added that

the pipe leading from the receiver to the

smelter has several crooks and bends,

some 90 deg., and some over.

As stated above, that portion of the

blast pipe leading from the receiver to the

blast" furnaces has stopped its violent vi-

bration and quietness has taken the place

of the shrill cracking noise that has for

manv years been a deafening nuisance.

Diamonds in Shantung, China

When the Germans secured the mui-

ing rights throughout Shantung Province

a few years ago, says a recent consular

report, experts were sent over the whole

country to try and locate something worth

working. Among the mining propositions

taken up after this examination was the

diamond field near Ichoufu. It has been

known for a long time that diamonds

existed in southern Shantung, and a

quantity of stones are continually being

oflfered by natives in that locality. The

Ichoufu diamond is, as a rule, not clear

enough to be of much value for gems,

but for industrial purposes these stones

answer very well. The district in which

they are found evidently covers a large

area, but in no case did the Germans

manage to discover the stones in paying

quantities. A good deal of surface work

was carried on, but everything was finally

abandoned some 18 months ago. At that

time the German foreman thought he had

found the right place to work, but it was

many miles north of the original diggings

and seemingly not covered by the com-

pany's concession, and as no arrangements

could be made with the native officials

the matter was dropped.

At present the output of the district is

regularly bought by Tsingtau dealers, but

as the natives do not carry on regular

mining operations, finding the stones they

have, apparently by chance on the surface,

it seems doubtful if foreigners will again

try to locate the field, as they have noth-

ing to guide them in their efforts. The

Chinese, on the other band, will not tell

where they receive their suoolv. always

answering any inquiry by stating that the

farmers wear straw shoes when plowing;

these shoes they afterward burn and oc-

casionally find raw diamonds, which have

stuck in the straw, in the ashes.
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Mining in the Province of

Quebec

By H. Mortimer Lamb*

The annual report of the Department
of Mines of the Province of Quebec for

the year 1906 has just been issued.

New Explorations

Rather more than half of the report is

devoted to an account of explorations

conducted by J. Obalski, superintendent

of mines, to the north of the county of

Pontiac, in the region to the east of lake

Temiscamingue, which is a continuation

of the Huronian formation in which the

rich argentiferous deposits of Cobalt

occur. Mr. Obalski's investigations, lead

to the conclusion that this belt of Huron-
ian rocks traverses a wide area from
Cobalt to Chibogomo, and that the same
rocks arc found throughout it. It may,
however, be observed that the mass of the

Laurentian formation extends farther

north than had been supposed, and that

only islets of Huronian formation are met
with in the surveyed townships east of

lake Temiscamingue. In this section

already a considerable amount of pros-

pecting has been attempted, and on one
promising showing of chalcopyrite two
shafts have been sunk with favorable re-

sults. Other prospects showing galena,

gold-bearing pyrite, magnetic iron and
also cobalt bloom have also been found in

the area. In the unsurveyed section, chal-

copyrite has been discovered near Fish

lake on the Ontario boundary; gold-bear-

ing quartz at lake Opasatica and at lake

Abittibi ; and molybdenite in the township

of Guerin east of lake Opasatica and also

on lake Keewagama and the river of the

same name. Chalcopyrite has been found
on the Bell river and on the Harricanaw
river, north of the route of the Trans-

continental railway; while on the latter

river at one point a green serpentine rock

outcrops in which have been found small

threads of asbestos. The report states

that all these indications, taken in con-

junction with the nature of the rock, jus-

tify exploration in the region and lead to

important discoveries.

In the Chibogomo district new discov-

eries of asbestos are reported to have
been made on the west of McKenzie bay,

while a large body of magnetite has been
found to occur northwest of the bay of

Islands. Chalcopyrite, carrying good gold

and silver values, has been discovered on
the peninsula separating lake Dore from
lake Chibogomo, and pyrrhotite, assaying

well in gold and copper, west of lake

Dore. The discovery on the Chibogomo
river, about 10 miles below lake Assini-

hastats. of pink arsenate of cobalt, is.

'Secretary, Canadian Mining In.slltute,
Hontrpal, Canada.

however, regarded as the most important

(ind of the season as confirming the opin-

ion of the probable extension of the

Cobalt field northward. The country rock

in this vicinity resembles vt-ry closely the

schistous diabase met with in the Cobalt

district.

Mineral Production

Production in 1906 is valued at

$5,500,000, which figures, however, do not

include the items of mineral waters and

natural gas. These returns compare very

favorably with those of 1905, which were

given as $3,755,000, the increase being

largely attributed to the rapid growth and

expansion of the asbestos industry, which

contributed no less than $2,143,653 to the

total. The mineral industry as a whole,

however, shows substantial progress and

development. A summary statement of

yield affords the following information

:

Tons. Value.

Bog Iron ore 18,331 $61,175
Chromic iron 9,961 91,834
Copper ore 32,.527 176,681
Asbestos 61.675 2,143,65;{
Mica, ib 530,086 168,887
Calcined ocher 1,962 19,620
Graphite . . .• 125 8,300

In addition, phosphate, cement, lime,

slate and other non-metallic substances

are produced in the Province, while dur-

ing the year 7851 tons of charcoal pig

iron, worth $177,643, and 374 tons of cop-

per matte were produced. The number
of men employed in the mines in 1906

was 5680.

Iron and Chrome Ores

Pig iron is produced at the blast fur-

nace of Radnor and Drummondville,

which have been in continuous operation

on bog ore from various parts of the

Province. Iron also occurs as magnetic

sands on the north shore of the St. Law-
rence, and experiments with a view to de-

vising a satisfactory method of concen-

tration and fusion to admit of their utili-

zation are being continued.

The chrome iron industry is confined

to the Colraine area, where several mines

are worked. Operations last year were

extended and one company installed con-

centrating works, including a 20-stamp

mill and five Wilfley tables. The mines

are supplied with electric power generated

at the river St. Francis. The greater bulk

of the product is marketed in the United

States. The first-class ore averages about

50 per cent, of sesquioxide of chromium;

the second-class about 45 per cent., and

the concentrate from 49 to 54 per cent.

Copper

According to an opinion expressed by

one of the best known consulting mining

engineers in Eastern Canada, a gentleman

who has a reputation for ultra-conser-

vatism, indications in the eastern town-

ships justify the belief that sooner or

later this area will be one of the most

important copper-producing sections of

Canada. The only mines at present oper-

ating on any considerable scale are the

Eustis and Nichols at Capelton, which for

some years past have been on a satisfac-

tory dividend-paying basis. Of last year's

production, 24,642 tons were shipped to

the United States, the remainder being

treated locally and used for the manufac-

ture of sulphuric acid. Another copper

mine is also being opened and equipped

with machinery in the township of Fabre.

Other Metals

Some attention is being again devoted

to lead, zinc and silver mining and a

number of formerly worked properties

have been re-opened and prospected with

a view to installing new plant and re-

suming operations. A little gold mining

was also carried on in different localities,

but not to a sufficient extent to warrant

more than a casual reference.

Asdestos

Unquestionably the mining and produc-

tion of asbestos is the most important

mining industry of the Province, and not-

withstanding the developments that have

taken place the production at the present

time in no way keeps pace with the in-

creasing demand. The advance in prices

in the last year or so is quite remarkable,

and a product that not long since sold for

under $40 a ton, now realizes between

$175 and $200. A recent improvement

whereby costs will be considerably cut

down is the completion of a line from

Shawinigan Falls, over which electric

power will be transmitted for mining and

milling purposes. A notable feature of

last year's operations was the commence-

ment of underground working by the

Bell Company, which is opening up large

reserves by driving a tunnel from the bot-

tom of the quarry at a depth of 200 ft.

under the line of the Quebec Central

Railway in the direction of the, mill, while

drifts are run transversely from various

points. Heretofore all mining has been

done by quarrying methods entirely. Dur-

ing the year several new companies were

organized to operate in the field and much

new ground has been opened, large instal-

lations of machinery made, and a new in-

dustry inaugurated by the establishment

of factories for manufacturing asbestos

boards, one of which has a capacity of

10,000 ft. board measure per day. Accord-

ing to the returns made by the respective

companies, the total production of asbes-

tos last year in tons of 2000 lb. was as

follows

:

Tons. Value.

First-class crude 1,47" .$324,380
Second-claws crude 2.450 321,355
Fiber 18,542 815.962
Paper slocic 39.906 681,956

Total 61,075 $2,143,653
Asbestic 21,119 18,875

Total 82,794 $2,162,528

The number of men employed in the in-
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diisiry in 1906 \v:is 20CX), representing a

pay-roli of $750,000 in all.

Mica

-Vnother important indnstry in the

Province is the production of mica, which
employs some 1200 persons. Mica is

foinid, generally in a formation of gray-

ish and red gneiss and pyro.xcne, in var-

ious localities in the Ottawa valley. Pro-

duction is chiefly confined to phlogopite

or amber mica, and it is worthy of note

tliat Canada is the only country produc-
ing this variety in payhig quantities. It

has been found difficult to ascertain exact

tigures of production, since part of the

product is sold rough-culled, another part

trimmed and still another split. The
average price of the rough-culled is about

S150, which yields 75 per cent, of mer-
chantable mica, so per cent, thereof being

under and 25 per cent, over 2x3 in. In

the counties of Berthier and of Pieds des

Monts the Canadian General Electric

Company is working deposits of muscovitc.

In this connection mention is made of

the accompanying minerals, samarskite

and fergusonite. which are found in fairly

important quantities in the rock, in small

masses varying from a few grains to a

pound or even more. It is suggested that

if these minerals possess the value attrib-

uted to them, it may be possible to re-

cover a sufficient quantity for treatment.

A sample of samarskite submitted to Prof.

Barnes, of McGill University, proved to

possess marked ratio-active characteristics,

and was found to contain 0.04 to 0.05

gram of radium to the ton, being about

25 per cent, of that contained in the pitch-

blende of Joachimsthal, which contained

c. 17 gram.

Mining Law

Recently some important amendments

have been made in the Quebec mining law,'

and in February last an order-in-councii

was passed classifying all minerals, ex-

cept building materials, as "superior min-

erals." The price of mining lots was

changed as follows : Superior metals. $10

per lot when more than 20 miles from a

railway and $20 wiien less than that dis-

tance ; inferior met.-ils, $2 and $4 respec-

tively. The fee for mining licenses was

raised to $10. In March of this year an

amendment was passed by the Provincial

Legislature fixing the maximum area of

land to be granted under a prospecting

license to the same person, within a radius

of 100 miles, at 25 square miles ; and not

more than 400 acres of mining lands can

be sold outright to any one individual in

any one year, within a radius of 100

square miles. Miners or owners of in-

ferior metals under mining patents have

the first right to the purchase of superior

metals.

The Quebec Mining Law is, however,

regarded by many mining men as wrong
in principle and inimical to the interests

and development r.f the industry in this

Province, which imdoubtedly possesses

great natural mineral resources. It is

satisfactory to learn, therefore, that the

Government has decided to appoint a

commission to secure evidence and make
such recommendations as tiiey may de-

cide to be necessary, with a view to

amending the law in important particulars.

The great objection to the present system

is that it admits and even encourages the

locking up of large areas by speculators to

the detriment of legitimate exploration.

Adjustable Skip Tripping Device

By Herbert R. Hanley*

The accompanying illustration shows

the details of a device recently installed

Slicks about 4x4 ui. by 12 ft. sufficiently

braced to be rigid. In the drawing B
is the tripping position of these guides,

holding the hooks of the skip in proper

position to allow the skip bucket to turn

in the circular dumping guides, dumping
its contents into a chute beside the shaft.

This position B is used when the ore is

to be delivered at the chute in the working

tunnel level.

When all the ore has been hoisted for

the day, and it is desired to hoist the

waste which has accumulated in the waste

pockets of the shaft, a man unlocks the

trip guides by removing the sliding bolts,

and pulls the guides back between the

posts to the position A, in which they arc

clear of any part of the skip mechanism.

He also unlocks the circular dump guides

by removing the sliding bolts, and lets

them drop down against the iron bolts in

ADJUSTABLE TRIPPING DEVICE FOR DUMPING SKIPS

in the mines of the Bully Hill Copper

Mining and Smelting Company, which en-

ables a skip to dump at different places in

the same compartment of the shaft. When
the ordinary trip and circular guides are

in position for the self-dumping skip, the

latter can go no higher than its dumping
position. This device was designed to

permit the skip to dump, and also to pass

by without dumping at that point, and to

proceed to some other convenient dumping
place, such as the surface. This is almost

indispensable when ore and waste are to

be hoisted through the same compartment,

the ore to the workin.g tunnel level, and

the waste to the surface.

The trip guides consist of two maple

position A, also clear of any part of the

skip mechanism. The skip loaded with

waste may now be hoisted past the ore-

dumping point to the surface.

'Assistant superintendent. Bully Hill Cop-
per Mining and Smelting Company, Wlnthrop,
Shnsta county. Cal.

In regard to the production of anti-

mony in Japan the American consul-gen-

eral at Yokohoma states that this indus-

try centers around Osaka and Kobe, but

is declining. The largest production in

recent years was in 1896, about 1300 tons,

valued at $115,000. The amount dimin-

ished annually until 1905, when it was

less than 300 tons, valued at $45,000.

Antimony is produced in China, and in

recent years ores have been imported

chiefly from that country, refined in

Japan, and re-exported. In 1906 the im-

ports were valued at $S7,68o and the ex-

ports at $102,680.
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Electric Hoisting at Grangesberg, Sweden
Balanced Skips, Hoisted by Spiral Drums, Electrically Driven and

Controlled bv One Lever, Raise 1200 Tons in Eight Hours

B Y J B VAN BRUSSELL
Ihe Grangesberg iron mine is owned

by the largest iron-mining company in

Sweden, and is situated about 200 miles

northwest of Stockholm. The ore out-

crops on the hillside and dips at a steep

angle. Many thousand tons have been

obtained from the surface workings,

which have now reached a depth of more

than 300 ft., and look like a large quarry.

Shafts have now been sunk at the foot of

the hill to a depth of about 600 ft. and

form a friction clutch, which provides an

adjustment between the two if necessary

at any time due to stretching of ropes, etc.

The exact adjustment is necessary, as the

entire operations of loading and discharg-

ing the ore from the buckets or skips is

automatic; this is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Referring, for the moment, to Fig. 4,

which is a diagram of the shaft bottom,

it will be seen that the tubs are tilted by

a hydraulic lifting jack, and discharge

where the material is hand-sorted. The
oversize from the screen falls into a

Gates crusher, driven by a 200-h.p. in-

duction motor. This crusher weighs more
than 80 tons, and has a capacity of 200

tons per hour. After passing through the

crusher the material is delivered to the

traveling sorting belts. All the small ma-

terial (about the size of nut-coal) passes

along other conveyer belts to a magnetic

separator, which is capable of treating

dd

Air Pressure

FIG. I. ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS FOR CONTROL OF .ARM.VTURE RESIST.\NCE

these will be sunk gradually as the vein

is worked out and new crosscuts are re-

quired to meet the deposit at lower levels.

Eventually a final depth of about 1800 ft.

is expected to be reached.

The winding installation of this plant is

of interest ; from Fig. 2, it will be seen

that the winding drums are of the taper-

ing spiral type, frequently used both here

and abroad to compensate for the weight

of the ropes and to facilitate acceleration.

Large castings, between the two drums.

•Brnssels, Belgium.

their contents into a chute or hopper. The

door or shutter at the lower end of this

hopper is opened and closed by hydraulic

power also, and the cage buckets are filled,

one man only being required to operate

and to signal to the engineer at the sur-

face. On arriving at the hcadframe,- the

bucket is automatically tipped by curved

guides, shown in Fig. 3, and the contents

dumped upon a screen.

Crushing and Sorting

The smaller pieces fall through the

screen and are delivered to traveling belts.

about 600 tons per 8-hour shift. The sepa-

rator is about 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter by 3

ft. wide. The sorted ore of all grades

finally passes by conveyers into five hop-

pers situated immediately above several

railway tracks, and the cars are loaded di-

rect from these. Each of the hoppers has

a capacity of 150 tons. The traveling and

sorting belts are driven by induction, mo-

tors, and so is also practically all other

machinery at the pit-head. The work in

the mine, breaking down and blasting,

goes on continuously, three shifts of men

being employed, each shift working 8
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Iviirs. WiiidiiiK. however, and surface-

work arc carried on only during one shift

of 8 hours, the machinery beinR capable of

raising in this lime the whole amount of

ore won in 34 hours. The daily output is,

at present, about laoo tons, and the com-

pany has a capacity -f V«>"f'o tons per

annum.

EUECTRICAUUY OPERATED HoiSTS

As shown in Fig. 2, there is a motor at

the outer end of each winding drum, the

armatures being mounted directly upon

the drum shafts with no outer bearing.

Each motor is a i6-pole machine, de-

signed for an output of 500 brake h.p. at

a speed of 38 r.p.m. , The two motors,

weighing 45 tons each, have armatures 8

ft. in diameter and commutators 6 ft. in

diameter, with 1248 segments. The field

magnets are compound-wound, the ratio

of shunt ampere turns to series ampere

turns being 3:2 at normal full load and

9:11 at starting. The current density m

the armature conductors is extremely

high, being 10,000 amp. per square inch

section at starting. At present winding

is done from a comparatively shallow

shaft, and the two machines arc coupled

in series giving a speed of only 19 r.p.m.

They will be coupled in parallel and the

speed doubled when the shaft is deepened.

The controlling apparatus, which is shown

in Fig. I, is extremely simple and effective.

.Ml operations are controlled by one lever

which works in an inverted U-shaped slot

in the steel plate and is shown in the

shaded portion of Fig. i in the "off" po-

sition. The direction of rotation of the

motors and winding drums depends upon

which side of the slot the lever is pushed

forward in. The movement of the lever

from the "off" position into the short tail-

slot puts on the brake gear. The circuit

is always made and broken on two single-

pole circuit breakers fitted with magnetic

blow-outs.

Control of Armature Circuits

The rheostat for inserting and cutting

out resistance in the armature circuits

consists of a large commutator (shown in

the lower right-hand corner of Fig. i).

The commutator is mounted with the seg-

ments vertical and in a fixed position
;
an

arm caro'ing carbon brushes mounted on

a vertical axis is moved round the com-

mutator bv means of a rack and pinion,

and in rotating cuts out the resistance

graduallv segment by segment. The re-

sistance consists of cast-iron V-shaped

strips bolted between the commutator

arms, and these are easily removable

should a burn-out occur. The rack, which

gears with the pinion keyed on the mov-

able brush arm, is operated by air pres-

.

sure the air cylinder being shown on the

right-hand side of the circuit breakers be-

low the commutator. A vacuum dash-pot

cylinder, not shown in the illustration, is

fixed in tandem with the pressure cylinder,

and controls the rate of movement of the

k
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piston; it provides an easy adjustment of

the length of time which is desired to

elapse for the cutting out of the resist-

ance.

The method of operation is as follows:

Forward movement of the lever in either

slot causes the lever to catch against a

trigger which opens a valve and admits

compressed air to a cylinder, which in

turn forces the two circuit breakers on

that side to the "on" position, thus clos-

ing the main circuit. Air pressure is

also admitted to the cylinder which oper-

ates the rheostat arm by means of a

double-piston valve, linked up to the

starting lever, as shown in the illustrs-

tion. The rack is tlien pulled downward

with a slow uniform motion, and the re-

air-pressure cylinder operate as follows

:

A toothed quadrant, also gearing with

another pinion on the rheostat arm, is

coniiected by a rod to the connecting rod

between the starting lever and the bell-

ciank lever which operates the valve. As

the rheostat arm rotates, the quadrant is

moved downward. This pushes the con-

necting link closer to the fulcrum of the

bell-crank lever, which is slotted for thi.s

purpose. Having moved the connecting

rod closer to the center, it is evident

that a small backward movement of the

starting lever vdll not only move the

valve to the "oflf" position, but will open

the valve to admit air pressure to the

lower side of the piston. In this way the

engineman can control the speed of

which, under such conditions, trip a

heavy weighted lever. I was informed

that a device had also been arranged for

sliort-circuiting the armatures and series

windings on themselves to give braking

efTect, but whether this is actually in-

stalled at present I cannot say.

Air Supply

The air pressure is supplied by a large

compressor, driven by an induction motor
in the winding-engine house, and supplies

compressed air for rock drills and other

purposes in the mine at 75 lb. per sq.in.

The gear, shown in Fig. 2, on the left-

hand side of the motor, is used for oper-

ating the friction-clutch mechanism, when
required, through the hollow shaft of the

FIG. 3. CRUSHING, SCREENING AND CONVEYING .APP.\R.\TUS IN THE HEAD-FRAME

sistance is gradually cut out of the arm-

ature circuit. In stopping, the lever on

its return movement trips the lower trig-

ger in the slot, and mechanically knocks

off the "hold-on" catches of the two cir-

cuit breakers, thus breaking the circuit.

Also it first moves the bell-crank lever,

connected to the valve rod of the pres-

sure cylinder, and admits the com-

pressed air to the bottom end of the cyl-

uider, which then returns the moving

arm of the rheostat quickly to the start-

inj; position and inserts all the resist-

ance in the armature circuit.

Regulating Speed

Other :iit.-irhment5 connected with this

winding when approaching the end of

each wind, because he can insert as much

resistance as required in the armature

circuit. Having moved the starting lever

to the "off" position, the operator can

throw on the brakes by pulling the lever

back into the tail-slot; this opens a valve

to admit compressed air to the brake

cylinders. Should anything fail in this

valve gear, a treadle connected with an-

other valve and the air supply gives ad-

ditional control. There are also emerg-

ency hand and foot brakes in case the

compressed air supply fails. Moreover,

should overwinding occur from any

cause, the brakes are put on automati-

cally by the winding drums themselves

winding drum. Men are lowered and

raised by a separate drum driven by an

induction motor. This calls for no special

description. There is also in the hoisting-

engine room a loo-kw. motor-generator

for supplying direct current at 500 volts

to the mine locomotives.

A striking feature of the surface plant

at the mine is the great distance between

the shaft and the hoisting house. This

wide interval, which in this case is about

no yd., is according to the usual Ger-

man practice. The Swedish engineers

have apparently copied the Germans. An-

other feature is the great hight of the

headframe, which is about 130 ft. from

the ground level. The mean speed of
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winding is 10 ft. per second for a shaft

depth not exceeding 900 ft. When the

shaft reaches greater depths the motors

will be put in parallel and this mean speeil

will be doubled. The normal load in tlie

cage bucket is five tons of material, but

about 1.100 amp. for a few seconds, about

one-half of which is supplied by a storage

battery.

The Boundary District of British

Columbia

According to the Scii-nlific American,

artificial sapphires have reached New Special Correspondencx

.Ml the larger copper mines and the

three .smelters in the Boundary district of

British Columbia have been closed, owing,

It is stated by the companies concerned,

to the low price of copper and the high

cost of labor and materials. While it is

not admitted that to the latter, rather than

the former, may be attributed the decision

of the managements of the several com-

panies to suspend operations, the general

opinion throughout the district inclines to

the view that had the miners' and smcl-

termen's unions given any indication that

the men would be willing to accept lower

wages than those demanded and agreed

1(> by the companies when copper was

high, and that fair value would be ob-

.tained for the wages paid, there would

not have been a general shut-down. As

it is, the whole district is in a state of

suspense, with more than 2000 men dis-

charged at very short notice, this total in-

cluding men lately employed on ore trains

by railway companies as well as those in

mines and smelters.

The companies whose properties are

now idle are the Granby Consolidated

Company, with mines at Phoenix and

smelter, capacity about 3000 tons per day,

at Grand Forks; the British Columbia

Copper Company, with the Mother Lode

and several other local mines, and smelt-

ing works, capacity about 2000 tons per

day, at Greenwood ; the Dominion Cop-

per Company, with several mines at Phoe-

nix and elsewhere in the district, and

smelter, daily capacity about 1400 tons,

at Boundary Falls ; and the Consolidated

Mining and Smelling Company of Can-

ada, working the Snowshoe mine at

Phoenix, under lease.

Several small mines around Greenwood

having high-grade silver-gold ore, and the

Jewel gold-quartz mine in Long Lake

camp, are still being worked. Except for

these, the mining and smelting industries

of the whole district are at a standstill.

it may reach 7^4 tons, owing to the varia-

tion in the weight of a given bulk of ma-

terial, depending on the proportions of

iron ore to rock. etc. The bucket and the

unbalanced weight of rope bring the total

up to a maximum load of 10 tons, the

load used as a basis of calculation. The

time for acceleration is about 10 seconds,

and the current reaches a maximum of

According to a press bulletin of the

Geological Survey, selenium is variously

quoted at from $14 33 per kg. (2.2046 lb.)

to $2 per oz., as there is no steady market

and the prices vary with different dealers.

CHUTES .\T THE SH.\FT-BOTTOM

York from Paris. Hydrofluoric acid has

no effect on the new sapphires. The imi-

tation, however, has a specific gravity

considerably lower than that of the real

sapphire, and is softer. Another differ-

ence is that, while the natural stone re-

fracts different colors brilliantly from dif-

ferent surfaces, the imitations do this only

slightly, or not at all.

. .According to the Geological Survey, no

selenium is known to be produced com-

mercially in this country, but during 1906

one copper refinery made some in an ex-

perimental way, and it is possible that it

was produced at other refineries also. At

this refinery the selenium was obtained

from the anode slimes or mud, where it

is left with gold, silver and other resi-

dues in the electrolytic refining of copper.
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FIG. 2. STEAM TURBINES IN GERMAN MIXING PRACTICE
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Steam Turbines in German Min-

ing and Metallurgical Plants

Dredging m the \ ukon

Special Correspondence

By Alfred Gradenwitz*

"Steam uirbiiies are being adopted ex-

tensively as power producers in German

mining and metallurgical works. They

are used not only as prime movers in

driving electric generators but also lor

the operation of high-pressure centri-

lugal pumps and compressors. The illus-

tir.tions show two t\T)ical Brown-Bovcri-

Parsons turbine plants installed, in the

course of the last few years, in the Rhen-

anian-VVestphalian district of Germany.

The Hibernia Mining Company at

Heme possesses in each of its pits a .

special looo-volt power station, the gen-

erators of which are operated either by

reciprocating steam engines, coke-gas

motors or steam turbines. It is interest-

ing to note that in connection with all

the new pits constructed in the course of

the last few years reciprocating engines

have been abandoned entirely. Owing to

the lack of uniformity in the output of

coke-oven gas, which is used mainly

under the boilers, a power reserve for

the several pit power stations, some of

which are several kilometers apart, has

been obtained by connecting these sta-

tions by means of a sooo-volt cable sys-

tem. A number of transformers, each

of 300 kw. capacity, serve to raise the

pressure of the generator from lopo

volts to the transmission tension of 5000

volts.

The steam turbines at present installed

or in course of construction for this ex-

tensive mining plant comprise 11 units of

an aggregate output of about 10,000 h.p.

Fig. I represents two turbo-generators

of 750 h.p. each, installed in the power
station of the General Blumenthal pit.

The switchboard, constructed by Brown-
Boveri & Co., is also shown. Fig. 2

represents a 1350-h.p. Brown-Boveri-
Parsons steam turbine installed at a pit

of the Dahlbusch Mining Company at

Rotthausen. The electric generator di-

rectly coupled to this turbine produces
rotary current at 2000 volts and 50 cycles,

running at 1500 r.p.m. The steam-engine

flriven rotary-current generator visible in

the same figure lias an output of 450
horse-power.

I he results obtained by dredging for

gold, with what has been described as

the smallest dredge ever taken north, have

recently been made public. Several years

ago the Lewes River Dredging Company

had a small dredge taken over the White

pass into the Yukon country. J. Moore

Elmer set tlve machine up on what was

known as the Cassiar bar, but after oper-

ating for a time it was found that nc

gold was there to be recovered. The

dredge was moved down-river to Dawson,

there taken apart and hauled thence to

Bonanza creek, where, after reconstruc-

tion, it did effective work on a lay, the

company owning the dredge making good

profits while the owner of the ground

received quite a fortune as his share.

Later Discovery claim, together with

No. I below and No. i above, comprising

in all 2000 ft. of the creek, was purchased.

This property had already been worked

by other placer-mining methods and had

yielded a lot of gold, but Mr. Elmer was

given a free hand, both in regard to its

purchase and systematic dredging. Start-

at the lower end of the claims, all the

wash was put through—old tailings and

unworked ground alike—from the center

of the creek to the rim on the right limit.

.\fter the full 2000 ft. had been covered

the dredge was turned around and worked

back, doing similar work on the left limit.

Five seasons have been occupied in dredg-

ing thoroughly the gravel on the three

claims. In the course of the work it was
found that even tailings that had been

passed through sluice boxes more than

once still contained gold recoverable by

the dredge. The discovery of a paystreak

hardly touched prior to dredging helped

to swell the total recovery of gold, which

was rather less than $1,250,000. The re-

results gained have served as an object

lesson, indicating that creeks already re-

garded as worked out may prove well

worth dredging.

of crosscuts, so ft. of winzes, ^132 ft. of

raises, and 85 ft. of old drift reopened,

making a total of 1514 ft. The total cost

for labor on this work was $11,284, mak-
ing an average cost of $7.45 per foot.

The ground has been much harder, and

the cost per foot $1.47 more than that of

the year immediately preceding.

There were shipped 1409 tons of ore,

having a gross value of $64,838, equal

to $46.02 per ton. The net smelter

value was $52,076, equal to $36.96 per

ton. The cost of mining and ship-

ping was $40,225, leaving a gross profit

of $11,851. The cost per ton of ore

shipped was $28.55, which would equal a

cost of $2.60 per ton mined. The cost of

development per ton of ore shipped was
higher and that of stoping lower than

last year. The total cost for mining, sort-

ing and shipping was $2.71 per ton lower

than last year, but the net value was $5 85

per ton less, making the gross profit $3.14

per ton less than that of last year. The
wages of all classes of labor increased

during the year. On June I, the wages of

all men employed at the mine were raised

2SC. per day. At the same time the prices

of all supplies have advanced, making it

very difficult to operate at a profit.

On the coal lands at Blairmore, Al-

berta, the third instalment was paid to the

Dominion government of Canada on June

I. The final payment will be due on June

I, 1908. A negotiation for sale of this

company's interest in these coal lands

was lately in progress, but the matter was

not closed.

Hastings ( B. C. ) Exploration

Syndicate, Ltd.

Specl-vl Correspondence

.According to the Miii. Journ. (Oct. 12,

1907) a decree has been issued td gov-

ernors of Chinese provinces relating to

the production and use .of gold. Prov-

inces are to buy up all gold and send it

to the Tien-Tsin mint, coining tests are

to be made and a uniform rate of ex-

change established : custom duties are to

be paid in gold and gold coins are not to

b-,' exported under any pretext nor de-

stroyed.

Erratum

By an accident the article entitled

"Multiple Arrangement of Drills on the

Rand" in the Journal of Sept. 28, 1907,

was published under the signature of

Edgar Nichols. The author of this ar-

ticle was Eustace M. Weston, of Brakpan,

Transvaal. The mistake failed to be

noticed and was not called to our atten-

tion until receipt of the last African mail,

wherefore the delay in making this cor-

rection.

The Electrician reports that the Chinese

Engineering and Mining Company has

spent nearly £110,000 on new electric

lighting and power plants at the Tong-
shan and Linsi mines.

•Berlin, W. 50, Kegenburgerstr, 3.

The tenth general meeting of share-

liolders in this company was held in Lon-
lion, England, Oct 22. The directors' re-

port and statement of accounts were
adopted. The following are extracts from
the report of Leslie Hill, of Nelson, B. C,
the company's local manager and con-

sulting engineer:

At the Arlington mine, Erie, Nelson

mining division, the development work
done comprised 998 ft. of drifts, 249 ft.

A method of removing broken stems

from stamp heads is described in the

Journ. Chem. Met. and Min. Soc of

South Africa. The pressure of a 140-

ton hydraulic press was insufficient to

press out the stem. The application of p

blow-lamp so as to expand the metal of

the head resulted in allowing the press to

squeeze out the broken ends with only

half the pressure which was at first un-

successful.
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Ancient Breathing Apparatus

By E. P. Buffet

It is possibly unknown to most mining

engineers that the idea of a respiratory

se^^•icc for use in entering gassy mines is

a very old one. Such an apparatus was

described in the Universal Magasine, a

British publication, issued in June, 1752.

The breathing machine is, therefore, up-

ward of a century and a half old. Its

construction is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, reproduced from an en-

graving in the magazine. The language

there employed in explaining its opera-

tion is followed in the account here given.

"The figure shows an instrument in-

vented for going with safety into damp

and other noxious air. XZ represents a

square piece of alder, or willow, a foot

long, and 2 in. both in breadth and depth,

with a hole K, L, Q, U, H in. in diameter

bored through it, and at C D short fossets

with like holes bored through them, to

which fossets hollow reed canes are to be

fixed by means of short supple leathern

pipes so as to be flexible at these joints.

N,T,S, are square holes, 2 in. deep, and

a:©

person, or otherwise, or through a tube

reaching to the external atmosphere.

It may be added that at the date 1752

mechanical ventilators were not unknown,

for on the same plate that contains the

figure of the breathing instrument are il-

lustrations of a system that had been in-

stalled to ventilate old Newgate. Some

method for sweetening the air of that

prison had become a humanit.Trian need,

since its effluvia were not only a nuisance

to the neighborhood, but even annoyed

honorable judges on the bench of the

adjoining courthouse. Power to drive the

ventilators was supplied by a windmill

on the roof.

A British Columbia Extralateral

Case

Special Correspondence

\|
iv::j-^^:^j;';-^^^j^

ANCIENT BREATHING APPARATUS

i}i in. wide, with their leathern covers

FG,HI nailed over them. I N h a

broad leathern valve, moving on joints

at /, so as to open by the force of, the

air which passes dowm the pipe B,K,L,

when the breath is drawn in by the mouth

at the middle fosset, which stands Yi in.

above G H. G S \s another like valve,

which shuts the hole at Q close, while

the breath is drawing in through the mid-

dle fosset; but when, on the contrary, the

person breathes out through the middle

fosset, the valve IN closes the hole L; and

the other valve GS, opens for the breath

to pass freely oflf thro' the pipe U A,

by which means the person always draws

in fresh air. There are two stiff wires,

as T, fixed to prevent the valves opening

too far, lest the force of the breath

which is but small, should not shut them.

"This instrument is to be fixed to the

mouth by a tape or cord, tied round the

head; and it will be convenient to have

cushions at the corners C and D, for the

cheeks to bear oflf a part of the pressure

of the ligature from the mouth. By the

help of this instrument a person may

go into a suffocating air as in some mines,

his nostrils being stufiFed with cotton,

without any danger of suffocation."

The foregoing description would have

been more nearly complete had it told

whence the inspired air is to be derived,

whether from a reservoir carried by the

The Full Court of British Columbia has

given its decision on the appeal from the'

judgment of the chief justice in the Slo-

can extra-lateral rights case of Star vs.

White. Two judges allow the appeal, but

the third judge dissents from their find-

ing. Justice Irving, in a lengthy judg-

ment, adversely criticizes the evidence of

the expert witnesses for the defendant,

and compliments F. L. -Sizer, of Helena,

Mont., and S. S. Fowler, of Nelson, B. C,

on their expert evidence for the plaintiffs.

Full costs are awarded plaintiffs in all

courts, an injunction is granted restrain-

ing defendants from further operating in

the disputed' ground, and an inquiry is di-

rected to ascertain quantity of ore taken

out by defendants.

This action was commenced on July 30,

1901, when the Star Mining and Milling

Company issued a writ against Byron N.

White & Co., claiming that defendants had

trespassed upon plaintiffs' Heber Fraction

and Rabbit Paw claims, adjoining de-

fendants' Slocan Star, Silversmith, and

other claims situated in the Slocan dis-

trict of British Columbia, and had taken

therefrom ore to the value of $500,000.

The defendants claimed the right to fol-

low and mine the ore, since the apex was

on its ground.

Following earlier proceedings before the

courts, the case was on trial in February

and March, 1904, before Chief Justice

Hunter without a jury. After hearing

evidence the judge, who made a close per-

sonal examination of the mine, directed

that certain extra and explanatory work

be done in and around the actual mine

workings in the hope that this new work

would make clear some of the points in

dispute, among them the plaintiffs' claim

that a"black fissure" existed, there being di-

rect contradiction in the evidence of emin-

ent experts called by the respective sides.

After some delay the work was done,

and in July, 190S. the trial was resumed,

lasting about 10 days. Plaintiffs then ap-

plied for leave to do further work but

this was refused. Subsequently judgment

was given in favor of defendants, the

judge holding that plaintiffs' contention

that a "black fissure" existed was "a

myth." Plaintiffs' action was accordingly

dismissed and all costs were awarded

against them..

Plaintiffs next appealed to the Full

Court of British Columbia, claiming that

they had been wrongfully refused the

right to do further explanatory work, and

that the main finding of the chief justice

was wrong. The Full Court decided that

further work should be done, directed

what it should be and how carried out,

and stayed the hearing of the main ap-

peal until after completion of this extra

work, which was afterward done under

the supervision of W. E. Zwicky, of

Kaslo, manager of the Rambler-Cariboo

mine, also situated in the Slocan. In

April, 1907, the whole case was practically

re-heard before the Full Court, the de-

cision of which has now been made

known after months of delay. Counsel

for the defendants states that an appeal

will now be taken to the Supreme Court

of Canada for a decision.

Lead and Silver Deposits in

Russia

A. F. Stahl in the Montan-Zeitung

(Oct. 15, 1907) gives information as to

the situation and extent of the more im-

portant lead-silver deposits of Russia.

Deposits are known in Donetz-Becken,

in the province of Olonez, in the northern

part of the Empire, and on the White Sea,

but they are not exploited. In the Cau-

casus and Trans-Caucasia there are near-

ly 100 different deposits, of which only

very few are worked. The Sadon mine

was worked in past years, its ores being

smelted on the Ardon river. The Urals

are not particularly well provided with

silver-bearing lead ores, but' rich silver

ores and some gold-bearing ores exist in

the region around Berezowsk. Other sil-

ver-lead deposits lie in the Akmolinsk

and Atabarsk districts of Siberia, also in

the region about Semipalatinsk; another

district is in the Tomsk province in the

Atlai region and in the valley of the

Yenisei river ; also in the Nertschinsk dis-

trict in Transbaikal there are about 90

mines, of which only four are worked.

The mines which are already producers

are becoming less and less active and the

output diminishes from year to year.

The chief cause of the recession in lead

mining is in the fact that the lead can-

not support heavy transportation charges

and the silver value of the ores is not al-

ways sufficient to make up for this dis-

advantage. The mines lie, for the most

part, remote from the large centers of

trade and industries in which lead finds

application.
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Mining Anthracite Coal in the Wyoming Valley
Steel Beams Are Used to Support the Roof. I he

Many Advantages Justify the Greater Initial Cost

B Y M . H A C H 1 T A
Ranking high among inJividiuil pro-

ducers of anthracite coal is the Alden

Coal Company. For more than 30 years

this corporation has worked its rich

seams of coal, located in the southern

part of the Wyoming Basin of the an-

thracite field, about two miles below

Nanticoke.

In the early "o's, a tunnel was driven

in a southern direction for 1800 ft. from

the surface, cutting the Bennett, Twin.

Ross and Red Ash beds respectively, and

from these seams the early supply of

fuel was shipped to market. In 1880 the

first shaft I2.\26 ft. was sunk from the

surface to the Red Ash vein, cutting the

Bennett, Twin, Ross, Rosey or Top Spl't,

Red Ash and Bottom Split Red Ash
veins, making a total depth of 585 ft. By
the rapid development in the shaft work-

ings a connection between the shaft and

tunnel was effected through the Twin
and later through the Ross and Red Ash
seams, thus a second opening was secured

for the shaft workings.

Many Faults

From Fig. i it is obvious that the coun-

try is highly faulted. There are eight

principal anticlinals which run across the

valley ; they are, in general parallel to

each other. There are at least three an-

ticlinals, the Newport center No. 3, 4 and

5 which run across the .'Mden Coal Com-
pany's property north of tlie No. 2 shaft.

The pitch of the seams north of the No.

I shaft run irregularly from nothing to

90 deg., while the dip south of the shaft

is quite regular ; at the foot of the shaft

it pitches about 20 deg. to the norfTi and
gradually increases to about 75 deg. near

the outcrop. Fig. 2 shows the geological

section south of No. i shaft. The fol-

lowing are the intervals of the measures

:

Name Thickness Thickness
of Strata. of Measure, of Coal.

Washington 50 ft.

Rock 70 ft.

George vein (No. 2 shaft) 3 ft. 6 In.
Sandstone 80 ft.

Mills 6 ft. In.

Sandstone 70 ft.

Hlllman t ft. In.

Sandstone 150 ft.

Cooper 8 ft. In.

Sandstone 100 ft.

Bennett • 4 f t. In.

Sandstone 70 ft.

Twin 3 ft. 6 In.

Sandstone and slate 135 ft.

Ross 4 ft. 10 In.

Sandstone 105 ft.

Rosey 3 ft. In.

Sandstone 40 ft.

Red Ash 6 ft. In.

Total 790 ft 39 ft. 10 In.

The coal has a very light luster, a

hardness of about i'A and a specific grav-

ity of 1.49, and is practically free from

impurities such as slate, bone, sulphur,

etc., and is free burning. On account

of its purity, condemned coal is almost

unknown. The output of the mine is

on an average 25,000 tons per month, cr

300,000 tons per year ; this product is

shipped on the Central Railroad of New
Jersey to points in Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey. Fig. 3 shows

the workings in the Red Ash south of

the No. I shaft. This seam is about 5

ft. thick and is comparatively free from

the parting slate and other impurities. A
glance at the map shows that the system

used in mining this vein is decidedly ir-

regular with the exception of one upper

left which has a gradual pitch of from

30 to 75 deg.. This is due to local con-

ditions, such as faults, insufficiency of

grade to chute the coal down the cham-

bers, etc.

Method of Working

In working the upper left, the gangway
and airway were driven at about i}4 per

cent, grade in favor of the load and the

chambers were turned off at right angles

to the strike. They were driven 20 to 30

ft. wide, and 50 ft. center to center, and

since the pitch of the seam is greater

than 30 deg., the coal slides down on

the bottom without the aid of sheet iron.

At the foot of the chamber a battery is

built to check the overflow of coal and

a chute which is attached to the battery

is built sufficiently high to allow the

empty cars to run under it. The ventila-

tion of the workings is effected through

the crosscuts which are driven every :;o

to 70 ft. All gob is placed on one side

of the breasts. In driving gangways an.l

airways sheet iron 4x10 ft. and 3/16 of

an in. in thickness is placed on the bot-

tom close to the face, before the shot is

fired. This sheet iron accomplishes two
purposes ; first it aids in shoveling the

loose coal; second, it saves fine coal

otherwise lost. Before firing, enough
loose coal is placed on top of the sheet

to weigh it down, for unless securely

weighed down heavy shots are apt to lift

it and mix it with the coal.

The Mine Tracks

The gangway is laid with a single track

of 30 in. gage and the rails are all •25-lb.

with the exception of those used on the

mechanical haulage roads where 40-lb.

rails are used. All ties on the gangway
are 5x6 in..xs ft and placed 18 in. center

to center. The spikes used in holding the

rails are 7/l6x3j^in. and the length of

the point is equal to twice its width. The
capacity of the mine car is z'/i tons with

6- in. topping and it has tlie followinj;

over-all dimensions : Length, 10 ft

;

width (top), 4 ft ID in.; width (bottom)^-

4 ft. ; depth, 30 in. The bottom of the

car is lined with sheet iron 3/16 of an.

in. thick, which is intended to resist the

wear and tear and also to diminish the

friction when dumping the coal at the

head of the breaker.

Miners' Wages

The miners are paid $1.15 per car and
some yardage is allowed in development
work. But in the Rosey vein on accoim*

of its thinness the miners receive $1.35

per car. Under all conditions the work-
men furnish their own tools, powder and
labor. At present the digging force con-

sists of 140 miners and 100 laborers. On
account of the thinness (3 ft.) of the

Rosey vein and the somewhat friable

nature of the roof, the officials of the

company decided to use the longwall re-

treating system in wt)rking this seam.
At present a few gangway headings have
been started from the shaft level and as
soon as they reach the property lines the
panelling system will be used.

The Red Ash, Ross, Twin and Bennett
veins have been extensively worked south
of the No. I shaft, but on account of the
many anticlinals north of the shaft there
is a large acreage of virgin coal yet to be
mined.

The No. 2 shaft, which was sunk in

1896, is 12x30 ft. and 617 ft. deep to the
Cooper vein. The pitch of veins in this

locality is very steep and irregular on ac-

count of the Newport center anticlinal

No. 3, 4 and 5 and the developments in

this locality are in their infancy.

The Mine Stables

Mules are generally used in hauling
coal inside, there being 70 in daily use.

The stables are located in the Rosey vein

about 400 ft. from the foot of No. I shaft

(see Fig. 3). They are constructed of
plain wood, each stall is 5x10 ft., the floor

is made of planks and has a pitch of i^
in. to 10 ft. The mangers, made of 3-in.

boards, are 14x30 in. and 12 in. deep. The
troughs are made of cast iron and have a

capacity of five gallons. The mules are
fed twice a day, in the morning and even-

ing. The order of feeding is as follows

:

First, water ; second, hay ; third, grain.

The average amount of hay per mule is

from 13 to 15 lb., depending on the mule;
the amount of grain is I2 lb. of corn and
oats mixed in equal parts by measure.
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Pumping

There* is very little water in this mine.

It is concentrated by means of siphon

gravity and a few small pumps, at the

main sump at the foot of the No. I shaft

in the Red Ash seam, a I2x8xi6-in.

duplex plunger type of pump at the foot

of the shaft can handle all the water in

one shaft. There is an emergency pump

at the foot of No. l shaft in the Twin

vein, which is of the i6x24xi2xi8-in. com-

of the road is provided as is shown in

Fig. 4.

Steel Props Used for Supports

The airway in the pitching places is

not much more than a crosscut, for it

cannot be used as a haulage road, because

it is not usually timbered and is driven as

small as possible ; if it had too large a sec-

tional area, the pillars to protect the gang-

way would be weakened and it would then

wooden leg at each end. The legs are cut

before they are taken into the mine. The
dimensions of the cut in the upper end of

the leg is shown in Fig. 6.

The superintendent claims that it is

much easier and takes less labor, conse-

quently it is much cheaper, to put up steel

than the corresponding size of wooden
timber. He further claims that it is much
easier to make any kind of repairs, such

as replacing an old leg with a new one

Fia I

pound duplex type. This pump is not in

use at present.

Complete timbering is sometimes em-
ployed in gangways wherever the roof is

treacherous or the tendency of the coal is

to fall on the haulage road in the pitch-

ing places. The style of timbering in

general use is shown in Fig. 4. The legs

are well embedded in the floor. Wooden
wedges which force the collar firmly into

its position are usually used and some-
times wedges are driven in at both ends

of the collar. A ditch on the. lower side

have to be timbered. The Alden Coal

Company is one of the pioneers in the

Wyoming valley in the use of the steel I-

beams for timbering. The officials of the

company have decided to timber all the

main haulage roads with steel wherever

timbering is necessary. The way in which

the steel is used is shown in Fig. 5, which

is a sectional view in the Rosey vein at

the intersection of the tunnel and the barn

road on the No. i shaft level. The 15-

in. I-beam is placed squarely across the

i8-ft. gangway and is fitted into the

than when the whole structure is of wood.

The I-beam timbering has many advan-

tages ovef wooden timbering, especially

at the foot of a shaft, at turn-outs, etc.,

as it does away with the use of center

props which are a constant source of acci-

dents to mules and the cause of a con-

siderable number of accidents to drivers

and miners. The first cost in construct-

ing steel timbering is considerably greater

than the cost of wood timbering, as a 15-

in. I-beam weighs from 60 to 75 lb. per

linear foot, according to the thickness of
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FIG. 2

the web and the width of the flange. The
replacing of wood with steel is natural as

the former is becoming scarcer and dearer

each year and in a few years it will be

next to impossible to secure 18- or 20-ft.

logs.

Ventilation

Ventilation is effected by four fans, two
iS-ft. fans on the mountain, each driven

by a i2-ft. by i8-in. engine running 65

r.p.m. and producing 75,000 cu.ft. of air

per minute ; these fans ventilate all the

workings to the south of the No. i shaft.

A 24-ft. fan is located at No. 2 shaft and

is driven by an i8x36-in. engine running

65 r.p.m. This fan ventilates the Cooper,

FIG. 4
FIG.*

6

^'i :\\\:) ! .-/rtT\.\i! 1
.

' ^ .
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. M

Hillman and Bennett seams through 13

splits with 120,000 cu.ft. of air. The

fourth fan is located about 700 ft. north

of No. 2 shaft; it is a 24-ft. steel fan

running 65 r.p.m. and pulls 80,000 cu.ft.

of air per minute through the George and

Mill veins. The four fans have a com-

bined capacity of 350,000 cu.ft. of air per

minute.

The mine is decidedly gassy and open

lights, in any part of the workings, are

prohibited. Clanny lamps are used.

FIG. 5

A batch of car wheels, .some of which

made nearly 200,000 miles without wear-

ing off more than an eighth inch of the chill

were found by the St. Thomas Car Wheel

Company to have been made from iron

ore hiyh in titanium.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study ol

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
In all collieries it is advisable to have

the fan reversible so that in case of fire,

the current of air can be changed and

made to burn back over its own track

where it will find comparatively little to

feed on.

The earliest known mention of the ex-

istence of coal in the United States was

by Father Hennepin, who in 1679 found

soft coal near where the city of Ottawa,

111., now stands. The first coal mined

was in the Clover Hill coalfield, outside

the city of Richmond, Va.

In preparing a "primer" two or three

inches of the coil of fuse should always be

cut off and thrown away, as it may have

absorbed moisture. The end of a fuse

should be cut squarely in order to se-

cure a better fit, and fresh powder at the

end. Care should be taken not to jam or

force the fuse against the filling of the

cap.

The value of an explosive depends

largely on two things : (i) strength; (2)

safety and stability or keeping qualities.

It is poor economy to use a cheap grade

of explosive, for while a first-class ex-

plosive costs more, the saving on labor

and material possible when a high-class

powder is used is not inconsiderable;

fewer drill holes are required, necessitat-

ing fewer laborers ; also there is less wear

on steel and fuse.

When electric locomotives are employed

in coal mines the controller cover should

be removed at least every day and the

controller mechanism thoroughly in-

spected. All parts should be kept clean

and the contacts should have a bright

polish and be kept properly adjusted. It

is desirable to rub a small quantity

of vaseline on the controller contacts

every day ; this keeps them in good condi-

tion and prolongs their life.

When boulders are to be removed a

short distance to a steam shovel, derrick,

or dump, as is often the case in stripping

anthracite coal, a stone sled may be used.

If many boulders are to be moved to the

dump three sleds and chains for each

team may be used to great advantage. By
having dumping and loading screws with

extra sleds, the team is kept moving con-

tinuously. With boulders from 54 to i

cu.yd. this method is cheaper, than blast-

ing and loading into wagons.

Statistics show that there are at pres-

ent fewer colliery explosions than form-

erly, but those which do occur are more
extensive and the loss of life per ex-

plosion is greater than during the past.

The decrease in the number of ex-

plosions is due to the better ventilation,

extensive use of safety lamps and the

use of flameless powder in gassy mines,

while the higher death rate per explosion

is due to the fact that the mines are

deeper and drier, consequently they are

more dusty than they used to be, and

more men are now employed under

ground than in the past.

Timbering in long wall workings should

be set at regular intervals and systemati-

cally withdrawn when no longer required.

The roof at the working face should be

partly supported by the timber and partly

by the coal itself. It is important that

the timber be so arranged that the coal

will have just enough pressure upon it

to cause it to work easily. Two rows of

props are generally used at the face and

the back timber is systematically with-

drawn and the roof allowed to fall be-

hind the second row. When the roof is

bad, bank bars are sometimes used in addi-

tion to the props so as to prevent the roof

from falling between the props.

Nj'alite, a new high explosive, has been

recently introduced by the Du Pont com-

pany. It is said to be especially designed

for use in mining coal, and when prop-

erly loaded, tamped and fired, is claimed

to be safe in gaseous, dusty and dry mines.

It has a rending and heaving action on

the coal without unduly pulverizing it,

and is not affected by ordinary ranges of

temperature. It does not freeze, and un-

til the detonator is inserted is safe to"

handle, store and transport. Among the

advantages claimed may be mentioned the

fact that it caimot be made to explode by

friction, shock, pressure or by the ap-

plication of flame. A nyalite brand of

caps and electric fuse is also manufactured

and their use is necessary to insure satis-

factory results with this explosive.

In the coalfields of the United States,

steel girders of H section are now fre-

quently used instead of wooden timber for

supporting the roof in the main roads.

They are set hke wooden timber, and are

strongest when set with the web vertical.

The ends may be let into the sides .or

ribs when the latter are sufficiently strong

to carry them, or they may be supported

by props or by side walls of masonry.

Cast-iron props have been tried at sev-

eral places but have not met with success,

as sudden strains cause them to break

without warning. The girders will bend

considerably before they break, and when

bent, can be used again by turning the

convex side toward the roof or wall to be

supported. 1 he strength of girders may
be increased by arching about 1/20 of the

span. The ends of the girders should be

wedged up with hard wood.

Direct-current motors used in coal-cut-

ting machines, no matter how well de-

signed, arc always liable to sparking and

even "flashing over" on the commutator,

especially if overloaded, as a coal-cutter

motor is sometimes liable to be. Under

normal conditions there should be no

sparking at the brushes. When sparking

does occur, the cause should be promptly

ascertained and removed. As a matter

of precaution it is absolutely necessary

that the brushes, brush-holders and com-

mutators should be kept clean and free

from oil or grease. With the alternating

three-phase motor the sparking may be

provided by a defective brush-contact or

broken brush spring. When a coal cut-

ter encounters nodules of iron pyrites, it

is under a severe strain which produces

great vibration. When a break-down oc-

curs in the motor it is usually traceable

to the vibration from the gearing of the

motor, hence a good flexible coupling with

rubber blocks should be used, wherever

possible, to prevent undue vibration being

transmitted to the motor. In some cases

spring couplings are used, but they do not

absorb the vibration as well as rubber

blocks.

In setting a pump, experience has shown

that if long pipes are to be used the diam-

eter must be increased to allow for the

increased friction. The elbows, tees and

valves should be limited to the least pos-

sible number as they increase friction more -

rapidly than pipe length. Guard against

leaks in suction pipes as it takes only a

small leak to destroy the effectiveness of

a section pump. The water supply should

be constant to prevent hammering. Drip

plugs and corks should be left open in

cold weather to prevent freezing. For

pumping very hot water the supply should

be placed high enough so that the water

can gravitate to the pump as water at a

high temperature cannot be raised any

great distance by suction. Pumps running

at high speed should be supplied with a

large suction chamber placed on the suc-

tion pipe close to the pump. Suction and

discharge pipes should have unions in-

serted near the pump to facilitate discon-

necting when desired and a check valve

should also be placed in discharge pipes

near the pump. An automatic relief valve

inserted near the pump will prevent the

discharge pipe from becoming frozen or

clogged.
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The public would be less surprised at

the great number of Federal indictments

found against individuals and large cor-

porations if it understood how inadequate

are the laws to the present requirements

of the country. The e.\isting land, min-

eral, coal and timber laws were passed, of-

ten in ignorance, when the country was in

a far less advanced stage of industrial life

than it has of late rapidly attained. They
were liberal to a fault, and were intended

to tempt population into the country (they

succeeded in so doing) and to induce cap-

ital to undertake the development of its

resources. Public lands have been given

away to natives of every foreign coun-

try, e-Kccpt China; the coal lands have

been sold for a trifle, so that only the

least desirable in locality or in quality of

fuel remain unsold; our mineral re-

sources are alienated almost without any

compensation to the State; and to induce

the building of railroads, general State

and Federal acts encouraged the con-

struction of competing roads, and the

Government gives the right of way
gratuitously over the public domain.

The result has been what was expected

—and a little more. It is this little more

which is at present exciting so much in-

dignation and causing the demand for a

perhaps too radical reversal of the old

policy. The farmer who paid nothing for

his land is crying out against the railroad

' corporation which paid nothing for its

franchises; and all are shocked at the

enormous fortunes made out of our na-

tional mineral resources, which were vir-

tually given away, and from which the

public in its ignorance cannot see that it

is deriving any benefit.

It certainly is high time to consider the

subject calmly, to trace effects back to

their causes, and to remedy the evils in-

cident to the policy adopted ; but there is

no justice in heaping abuse on those who

have taken advantage of the policy, and

worked it out to its inevitable issue. But

for that policy our population would not

be 90,000,000; we should not have 230,000

miles of steam railroads and 30,000 miles

of electric roads; we should not be mak-

ing more copper than is made by all the

rest of the world; and we should not

stand far ahead of all competitors in the

manufacture of iron and steel. The men

were found to accept the policy of the na-

tion, and to work it out to its fulfilment.

They should be commended; but the evils

.which the policy has inevitably engen-

dered should be calmly reviewed, and the

remedy applied; not by exciting class

against class, by making a political issue

of the evils and their proposed cure ; but

by endeavoring to trace them back to

their source, by discovering some cor-

rection for the defects of the system, and

passing amendments of our laws, without

abolishing such features of the system and

the laws as have undoubtedly effected

widespread good.

The laws should probably have been

amended before this, as population in-

creased, and the conditions of trade and

commerce changed from those which ex-

isted when they were passed, and when
it became apparent that industrial opera-

tions could not be conducted without in-

fraction of some of the provisions which,

apparently wise at the time when they

were enacted, have unquestionably become

antiquated and detrimental.

The laws in which our readers are most

immediately interested are those affecting

the acquisition of coal and mineral lands.

With regard to the former, the President

sent two messages to Congress at its last

session, urging that legislation be passed

to correct admitted defects. In his mes-

sage of Dec. 17, 1906, he said, "I am
gravely concerned at the extremely un-

satisfactcJry condition of the public land

laws, and at the prevalence of fraud un-

der their present conditions. For much of

this fraud the present laws are chiefly re-

sponsible The present coal

law limiting the individual entry to 160

acres puts a premium on fraud- by making

it impossible to develop certain types of

coal fields and yet comply with the law. It

is a scandal to maintain laws which sound

well, but which make fraud the key with-

out which great natural resources must

remain closed." In his message of Feb.

I3> 1907, the President, citing 2300 cases of

public land entries in four districts, said

that non-compliance with the law was

found in more than half of them, and de-

liberate fraud in very many cases.

In response to his warning not less than

10 bills were introduced in the Senate and

House of Representatives during the last

session of Congress. They all agreed that

the unceded coal and oil lands should be re-

tained in whole or in part by the United

States. Some of the bills suggested a

rental price, some of them a royalty, and
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some of them both. One of the bills ad-

vocated a perpetual lease under condi-

tions. Most of thoni, however, limited the

lease to a period of years—-one 30 years,

and another 25 years. There was con-

siderable variation in the different bills as

to the size of the area which any indivi-

dual or corporation should own. All of

the bills left a large margin of inter-

ference by the Secretary of the Interior,

one going so far as to allow him to fix

the price of coal mined from leased mines.

When a hill covering this question is

passed, it .is to be hoped that it will be

so explicit as to require as little inter-

ference as possible by the Department in

carrying out its provisions. That a limit

should he put to the time of the lease, as

long as the rental is paid, seems unrea-

sonable. If the rental is high enough, and

the national treasury therefore acquires

the value that it demands, one tenant

might be assumed to be as good as an-

other tenant, provided the restrictions as

to the methods employed in mining are

strictly enforced on both. The heavy ex-

pense involved in opening and equipping

mines and coking plants would never be

undertaken on a short lease of a small

area. Interference with the price of the

product would simply be playing into the

hands of the owners of the still larger

areas of land whose titles cannot be inter-

fered with.

When therefore it comes to the fram-

ing of a bill, it ought to be in the simplest

terms compatible with the receipt by the

Government of a proper revenue, and the

imposition of proper conditions for safe

working, and economical recovery. If the

rental is high enough, and the area large,

the gross rental paid will prevent indi-

viduals or corporations from selfishly

holding a larger undeveloped territory

than they see the possibility of utilizing

profitably within a given period.

The present law with reference to coal

allows an entryman to locate 160 acres

and four entrymen to combine and

organize an association, but requires the

entryman to swear that he has made no

arrangement to dispose of his 160 acres.

The wording of this clause of the entry-

man's affidavit is: "That I am now in

actual possession of said mines, and make

the entry in good faith for my own

benefit, and not. directly or indirectly, in

whole or in part, in behalf of any person

or persons whomsoever."

The affidavit is so worded, under cer-

tain interpretations, that it renders every

entryman liable to prosecution for per-

jury who has even a remote intention of

selling his claim, and not working it him-

self. As the Department knows, every

body of coal lands large enough to be

economically worked has been acquired

by entrymen who were technically guilty

of fraud. But the law has been generally

administered with reasonable latitude.

There is a difference between cases (l)

where entrymen have taken up coal lands

with the expectation of selling them, and

paid for them, even if with borrowed

money for which they have given their

claims as security; and (2) cases where

coal lands have been taken up under the

Homestead Act, or with scrip applicabb

only to agricultural land, and the Govern-

ment defrauded out of the $10 or $20 an

acre due the country. However, when it

pleases the Department of Justice to make

a record for vigilance and activity, and it

sends forth an army of special attorneys

and special agents, whose jobs depend

upon their securing indictments, there is

no difficulty in obtaining by the thousands

apparent breaches of the above affidavit,

and persuading grand juries to bring in-

dictments, though these agents of the

Department of Justice are perfectly aware

that their efforts will seldom be rewarded

by conviction.

Resuming, however, the discussion of

the main features of the law which limits

each entry to 160 acres : Such a small

area, even when covering a 6-ft. vein, at

the rate of 8000 tons to the acre, renders

available only 1,280,000 tons of coal. Four

entries will contain substantially 5,000,000

tons.

Most Western coal costs for extrac-

tion about 80c. per ton, and sells as run-

of-mine, in ordinary times, at $1.15 a

ton on cars, leaving 35c. per ton profit to

cover the cost of the coal lands, the cost

of mine opening, the cost of safety appli-

ances, such as blowers to insure ventila-

tion and batteries and wiring for elec-

trical firing, and the cost of a tipple for

loading cars.

If the coal is a coking coal, there must

be provided a washery for separating the

slate, and ovens for coking the washed

coal. Inasmuch as most Western coking

coals carry 12 to 15 per cent, of ash, and

as two tons of coal generally enter into

one ton of coke, the ash of the coke would

be 25 or 30 per cent, and would render it

almost worthless for metallurgical pur-

poses. The crushed or screened coal is

therefore submitted to the process of me-

chanical washing, by which the slate is

more or less perfectly separated from the

coal. This is merely preparatory to the

operation of coking, for which an expen-

sive plant, with trolley systems for charg-

ing the ovens and railroad cars and tracks

for carrying away the coked products, has

to be provided.

The demand for coke in the Southwest

has grown beyond the capacity of the

Western plants to provide it, and the

equipment of the railroads to handle it.

This is true to such an extent that to sup-

ply the extraordinary needs of Arizona

and Northern Sonora alone there were

imported in 1906 and the early months of

1907 some 350,000 tons of coke from Con-

nellsville and West Virginia.

In order, however, to render this sec-

tion of the Southwest self-supporting,

there are at the present time being erected

in northern New Mexico washeries and

coke ovens which will cost at two estab-

lishments alone, $4,000,000. These two

establishments—to supply the demands of

the railroads and smelters which look to

them for fuel in the form of coal and

coke—must mine not less than 250,000

tons of coal a month, or empty the 6-ft.

beds of one quarter-section every five

months, or extract all the fuel from the

maximum area, which can be consolidated

legally, in twenty months.

The construction accounts of a certain

Western coal-mining and coke-manufac-

turing company show, for example, that

there was appropriated for the coke-

oven plant $750,000, and it cost slightly

more; for the power-generation plant

for running the trolley system within

the mine and between the mine and

the tipple, ovens, washery and pump-

ing plant, $207,000; for a washerv', in a

thoroughly fireproof building, $250,000

was appropriated, and the cost reached

$300,000; for merely developing two new

openings, building railroad approaches,

and putting them into condition to pro-

duce coal, $40,000; and for introducing

electric shot-firing system into each of

six mines, $3200. The total cost of this

one installation will be fully $2,500,000.

Allowing, therefore, even 40c. per ton

profit on the coal, and this is more than

the average profit on coal which enters

the coke ovens as well as the market, the

gross profits from the coal contained in
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four quarter-seclions would be $2,000,-

000. or only 80 per cent, of the cost of

installing the surface plant of the estab-

lishment in question. No small mine

could supply such a quantity, and no re-

liance for regularity of supply could be

l>laced upon a number of small mines

owned by farmers or poor individual

operators. Only corporate wealth under

corporate management could work on

such a scale and erect such costly plant.^,

and neither the banks nor the public

would subscribe to a company doomed to

such speedy and ruinous extinction.

There is another anomaly in the law af-

fecting the purchase of coal lands : The

entr)Tnan must swear that he has dis-

covered coal. Coal beds generally crop

out along one exposure, and the coal at

any great distance from the outcrop must

be reached by sinking before it can be

mined, or by boring before it can be

claimed under a coal entry. But the cost

of determining its existence by these ex-

pensive methods is beyond the financial

resources of the poor man. If, however,

he secures the surface under the Homo-
stead or other entry, knowing the land

to be more valuable for coal than it is

for agriculture, and is aware that he is

locating over valuable coal beds, he is sub-

ject to prosecution, and if coal is actually

discovered on his Homestead entry,

though he was ignorant of the fact when
he made it, he is certain to get into

trouble. In fact, the anomalies of the

law are very manifest and very curious.

-^ farmer, for instance, took up land

imder the Desert Land Act. The law re-

quires that certain portions of such desert

land under every entry shall be irrigated.

He intended to do so, but found that by
constant and scrupulous pulverization of

the soil during the growth of the crop,

he could raise it without irrigation. Th-:

ingenious and enterprising man is being
prosecuted for fraud for disobeying the
law upon which he has so notably im-
proved.

There is, however, no question that

when infractions of the law come to be
generally made, even with the knowledge
and concurrence of the Government offi-

cials, such a laxity leads to a certain

moral obliquity of vision and opens the

door to fraud of every kind. There is,

moreover, and perhaps as a consequence,

little doubt that very large quantities of

coal land in the public domain have be>^n

secured under Homestead and other en-

tries, for which the Government received

nothing. The President's action in with-

drawing temporarily all coal lands from

entry is therefore commendable from -i

national economical standpoint, provi(}cd

his action be followed speedily by good

legislation. Meanvyhile the innumerable

suits for infringement of the law in the

past, even though these infringements i?;

most cases may have been strictly in con-

formity with usage well understood and

recognized by Governmen.t officials, will

undoubtedly have the effect of making

both the public and the Government offi-

cials more scrupulous in the future than

they have been in the past. But consid-

ering the glaringly defective character of

the laws, the Department of Justice ought

to discriminate between cases of iiiten

tional fraud and cases of technical short-

comings, inevitable under the statutes, if

the requirements of the country's tradu

as well as obedience to the law are to bo

observed.

The Independent Anthracite

Operators

The presentation of charges by an an-

thracite coal mining firm against the Le-

high Valley Railroad Company has drawn

attention once more to the independent

operators in the anthracite region, who

were at one time a factor of some im-

portance in the trade. The charges were

recently presented to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission and allege discrim-

ination in rates and in transportation

facilities granted. They will, doubtless, be

considered during the investigation which

the commission propose to make of

the general position of the anthracite

mining and transportation companies.

In recent years, since the anthracite

trade came to be practically consolidated,

a number of the independent operations

have passed under control of one or other

of the large anthracite companies. The

corporation of Coxe Brothers & Company,

long the leader of the independent opera-

tors, succeeded in forcing recogniticn as

one of the great companies; but after tlie

death of Eckley B. Coxe, its head, it

ceased to be aggressive, and last year sold

out to the Lehigh Valley Railroad Com-

pany.

The last attempt of the independent

operators to assert themselves was made

disastrously to some of them that the ef-

fort has not been repeated. They have

been contented to accept the terms of the

transportation companies, which have

taken their coal at a fixed proportion of

the tidewater price—usually 60 per cent.

—and have marketed it with their own

product. The railroad companies regulate

their supply of cars and practically the

quantity they mine. Whether the arrange-

ment is such as to warrant charges of dis-

crimination under the law, will probably

be determined at the hearing.

.\t the present time there are only two

operators outside of the great companies

who are in a position to be called inde-

pendent. The first of these is the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Company, the oldest

of all the anthracite companies. This

company last year shipped 2,383,236 tons

of coal, or 4.3 per cent, of the total an-

thracite output. It controls the Lehigh

and the Delaware Division canals which,

with a moderate expenditure, could be

made to carry a .considerable tonnage to

tidewater. The company has, in the past

two or three years, shown a disposition to

adopt an aggressive policy. It has con-

solidated and improved the Lehigh &

Hudson River and some allied railroads,

which already carry a considerable local

tonnage to northern New Jersey and parts

of New York ; and which could easily be

made into a line reaching tidewater on the

Hudson river. On the other hand the com-

pany is bound, under the contract by

which it leased the Lehigh & Susquehanna

Railroad to the New Jersey Central years

ago, to give a certain proportion of its ton-

nage to that line, a provision which would

hamper its independent action to a cer-

tain extent.

The New York, Ontario & Western

Railroad Company owns lands in the

Wyoming district, from which it shipped

last year 2,444,273 tons, or 4.4 per cent, of

the total anthracite production. It is con-

trolled by the New York, New Haven &

Hartford Company, which bought the

stock three years ago, partly to be able to

control a supply for the New England

market, and partly to furnish traffic for

the Poughkeepsie Bridge line, which it

had then recently acquired. So far, neither

object has been attained, chiefly because

the reconstruction of the Poughkeepsie

Bridge line, to enable it to carry heavy

traffic economically, has not yet been com-

pleted. Meantime the New Haven man-
during the great strike of 1902-3 ; and that

was so badly managed and resulted so agement has been content to^ follow the
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lead of the other anthracite companies,

and has made no change in policy. More-

over, the New Haven company has lately

shown a disposition to use its control of

the Ontario & Western as a counter or

make-weight in securing advantages in

other directions; so that it is quite pos-

sible that its stay in the anthracite field

may be brief.

I'nder all the circumstances, it looks as

it the influence of the independent an-

thracite operators had passed permanently,

and the probability is that they will be

gradually absorbed at the convenience of

the larger companies.

The Situation at Goldfield

The President has sent a commission

to investigate the situation at Goldfield.

This is proper, although the action ap-

pears to be inspired by the criticism that

he despatched Federal troops there with

undue haste. The fact is that he had no

option to do otherwise after being re-

quisitioned for aid by the Governor of

Nevada. It is said that the Governor was

either needlessly frightened or otherwise

misled. On the contrary the Governor

displayed a knowledge and a spirit which

are worthy of emulation by other execu-

tives under similar conditions. It is their

highest duty to preserve order, not merely

to restore it after a mill has been dyna-

mited, some "scabs" murdered, and a

superintendent or two assassinated. Every

well-informed mining man knows that

there has been enough disorder at Gold-

field, both in respect to physical violence

and in robbery of the mine owners; as

to the latter the Geological Survey can re-

port to the President if he asks it ; and

when the operators, no longer able to

stand such tyranny, determine to throw

off the yoke, demand and secure protec-

tion, it provokes a smile to hear the union

leaders say that their innocent and gentle

miners were not going to do anything bad

and express surprise and indignation that

troops should be sent to guard against

them.

Conditions at Goldfield have been worse

than they ever were at Cripple Creek.

The idea of confiscation by the miners has

been applied there with a vengeance.

After the miners have skimmed the cream

of the rich ore all that the owners of the

mines are expected to do is to accept the

returns of what is left, meet the exorbi-

tant pay-rolls, which add indignity to

injury, pay the other expenses, and com-

ply with the tyraimous rules of the union.

They have been utterly deprived of the

right to employ non-union men, for where

is the non-union man who would have

dared seek work at Goldfield? Anyone

falling into the disfavor of the union has

been immediately expelled from the dis-

trict, the banished man being generally

beaten and robbed and then escorted out

into the desert.

The President has sent the following

instructions to Col. Reynolds, in com-

mand of the troops at Goldfield :

"The troops are not sent to take the

part of either side in a purely industrial

dispute, as long as it is kept within the

bounds of law and order. They are to be

neither for nor against either the strik-

ers or the employers. They are to pre-

vent riot, violence and disorder, under

and in accordance with the Constitution

and the laws of the land. No man is to

be intel-fered with so long as he con-

ducts himself in a peaceful and orderly

manner."

.This, of course, is proper. There ought

not to be any repetition of the charges,

once made in Idaho, that Federal troops

are used without warrant of law in the

interest of the mine owners and to the

injury of the miners. If the troops pre-

vent riot, violence and disorder their duty

will be done. But if they do that the

men who want to work in the mines

under the fair conditions offered by the

mine owners will be able to do so, which

is simply their right under and in accord-

ance with the Constitution and the laws

of the land.

The latest reports are that the mines

are slowly resuming work with non-

union men, without interference, except

that the wires bringing electrical power

from Bishop, Cal., have been cut. The

Presidential commission has arrived at

Goldfield and begun its investigations.

Determining the Number of Men
in a Mine

The explosion of gas and dust which

caused the loss of so many lives at the

Monongah mines in West Virginia, has

called attention to several thing? that de-

serve careful consideration. The first re-

port from the disaster stated that about

500 men were entombed, while each suc-

ceeding day gave us new estimates of the

number. A full week after the accident

occurred, it was impossible to slate

exactly how many men were killed, and

only from a careful census of the town

and by counting the bodies removed have

the officials been able to determine the

number of men underground at the time

of the explosion.

This emphasizes the necessity of a care-

ful check-off system whereby it will be

possible at any time to determine the

exact number of day-men and miners

underground. Many advantages result

from having a carefully designed check-

board, large enough to be properly spaced

with nails at equal distances, so that num-

bered checks can hang in order, and the

check-clerk can quickly pick off any num-

ber from tJie board. After the day's work

has started, the superintendent can closely

figure how many tons of coal he will

probably produce for the day, by looking

over the board and noting the number of

men underground. Of course, the day-

employees and miners should be grouped

separately.

A further advantage of a careful sys-

tem of this sort is that no man can be

injured by falls of roof or local explosions

and be left in the mine without his ab-

sence being immediately noted at the close

of the day's work. This enables assist-

ance to be sent and an immediate exami-

nation as to the cause of the non-appear-

ance of any miner to be made. Not only

is it possible in this manner to tell the

names of the men who fail to appear, but

it is also known in what portion of the

mine they are employed.

When a plan of this kind is followed,

each employee soon realizes the advantage

of the system to him, and knows that if

he does not go to the check office when he

reports for work, and receive his check,

his time will not be put on the sheet. It

is also as necessary for him to return his

check in the e\-ening; hence, all are

prompt in calling at the check office when

coming from or going to their places in

the mine.

In the case of the Monongah mine,

there were several openings in the out-

crop at various points distant from the

mouth of the mine, and a number of

miners who lived near these openings

often went underground by those short

cuts and no careful and immediate record

oi their presence in the mine was kept.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Readers
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Information

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Production of Coal in China

Allow me to call attention to an article

about the coal production of China, by

Prof. N. F. Drake, of the Imperial Tien-

tsin University, appearing in the Iron and

Coal Trades Review, London (March 22,

1907), as a supplementary remark on W.
H. Shockley's correspondence which ap-

peared in the Journal of Nov. 2, and

which gives 25,000,000 tons as the probable

production of coal in China during the

year 1906.

The accompanying table g^ves Professor

Drake's estimates for 1906:

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN CHINESE
PROVINCES.

Tons Tons

Pi-oTlnon Mined by Mined by ,„
, ,ri-OTlnco. Improved Native

""*'•

Methods. Method.

Feng Tien lOO.OOO 150.000 iiiO.OOO

Chill l.SOO.OOO 1,000.000 2,200,000
Shansl 3.000.000 3,000,000
SbensI 500.000 500.000
Eansu 600,000 600.000
Shan Tung 300.000 600,000 800,000
Hnnan: 100.000 700.000 800,000
Szechnan 100,000 100,000
Che Elnni; 10,000 10,000
KlnncSl 130.000 60,000 180.000
Hunnn 200,000 200,000
KwanclunK 50.000 60,000
KlangSI 100,000 100,000
Other provinces 200,000 200.000

Total 1,830,000 7,060,000 8,890,000

In round numbers the coal production

of China during 1906 was not far from

10,000,000 tons. China should be ranked

as the seventh among the coal-producing

countries of the world. C. Y. Wang.
Chinese Legation, Brussels, Belgium,

Nov. 15, 1907.

(2) Be sure that your furnace will be

hot enough by using sufficient fuel.

(3) Be sure that you have plenty of

blast in volume (pressure is no especial

guide), and a large volume of blast re-

quires more fuel either in the ore as

sulphides rich in sulphur or fuel added.

Our experience at Ingot, Cal., shows

that while we did not use as small a per

cent, of coke in the blast furnace as

would be expected under ideal conditions

with hot blast, yet the saving in coke was
so great as compared with cold blast

while smelting the same ore, that it made
a net saving of $267.25 per day in favor

of hot blast in coke alone.

We have not found it necessary to

roast any of the ore here, although we
find occasionally some oxidized ore near

the surface which mi.xes in to good ad-

vantage with silicious ore for re-smelt-

ing matte, too low a grade for shipping,

produced by our first smelting operations.

S. E. Bretherton.

Ingot, Cal., Nov. 9, 1907.

The Divining Rod

Negative Results in Pyritic

Smelting

Referring to the interesting articles ap-

pearing in the Journal of Aug. 24 and
Sept. 28, 1907, by two well known ex-

perienced metallurgnsts, I think that

Lewis T. Wright, in his reply of Nov. 2,

covered the subject so fully that little can

be added.

Quoting Mr. Wright's closing remarks,

"The only conclusion I can draw from
the trials, is that not enough fuel was
present to hold the furnace up to a work-

ing temperature," which fully agrees

with the conclusion I came to. Three
important points must be watched in

smelting:

(i) Be sure of the chemical compo-

sition of the slag to be made and work
up to those results, especially if you are

in doubt as to your machinery and
feeders.

Market for Soapstone

A short article on the divining rod,

that appeared recently in the Journal, re-

called one of my first experiences as a

tenderfoot in Colorado. I noted particu-

larly that the "downward movements of

the rod were found to be due to slight

and unconscious changes in the inclina-

tion of the body of the' operator." The

experience that I refer to was a chance

encounter with a stranger on a hillside.

The conversation drifted to this topic

and he assured me that though he did not

believe in th« rod as a means of detecting

anything, yet there was no doubt that

it did bend downward and upward in-

dependently of his will. Without rising

he turned around, cut a fork from a

bush back of him and we proceeded to

try it with the result—astonishing to me

Will you kindly advise me what are the

principal uses of soapstone and where I

can obtain a market for it? Also about

what is its value?

W. C.

Cid, N. C, Oct. 21, 1907.

Rough blocks and sawed slabs of soap-

stone are chiefly used in the manufac-

ture of bath and laundry tubs, hearth-

stones and mantels, brick and tiles for

stoves, sinks, griddles, slate pencils and

various other articles of common use.

Ground talc is employed for paper mak-

ing, for foundry facings, as a lubricant,

and for dressing skins, leather, etc. By
far the largest part of the fibrous talc

production of the United States is used

for paper filling in connection with the

wood pulp industry ; it is used to a less

extent for the manufacture of wall plas-

ter and in the preparation of paint. It

is impossible to quote any price for soap-

stone or talc products without seeing a

sample of the material. Masses of soap-

stone capable of being sawed into slabs are

most desirable and bring the highest prices.

The following New York City dealers

quote prices if samples are submitted to

them: W. H. Whittaker, 245 Front

street ; Hammill & Gillespie, 240 Front

street; R. J. Wardell, 52 Beekman street;

and Fuerst Bros., 2 Stone street. In St.

Louis, Mo., Nulsen, Klein & Krause
deal in talc and soapstone.

A divining rod

—that the rod did, apparently, bend down

at points independently of my will. I

wish it understood that the arc of travel

was something that could not be attri-

buted to such a cause as change in the

inclination of the body, say 45 deg. I

took the rod home, kept it a few days,

tried it again and it refused to work. I

c;,lled it to the attention of one of the

faculty at the State School of Mines,

and he gave the following explanation,

which explanation I believe to be the true

one:

The shrub employed was green ; it was

of a type in which the bark is not firmly

joined to the stem, but is loose enough

so that the stem could turn slightly in

the bark; it would be aided in this by a

moist pith that acted as a lubricant be-

tween the two. The position in which 1

held my hands is best exemplified by the

accompanying rough sketch, from which

it will be seen that the fork was under
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a stress due to the bending of tlic

branches. If anyone will try this, they

will perceive how slight a variation of

the pressure permits the fork to rise or

decline through a considerable arc.

This is merely the effort on the part of

the elastic green branch to assume its

original green form, just as all vessels

with a uniform pressure from within,

tend to assume the form of a sphere.

Because of the ease with which the stem

turned inside the bark, it was really turn-

ing as readily as if it had been loosely

held in the hand, a thing which the un-

suspecting would not perceive. The un-

conscious small variations of pressure

that made it travel through this wide arc

were, of course, provided by the shifting

and change due to walking over a rough
hillside. I have tried it since then a num-
ber of times, with varying success, due
to the fact that only a few shrubs will

turn inside their bark as readily as did

this one. The reason why it did not bend
after I had preserved it a few days, was
because it had become .stiff and the bark

had dried and shrunk on the stem.

I would recommend that other readers

of the JouRN.\L experiment in this direc-

tion.

Arthur R. Townsend.
New York, Nov. 30, 1907.

Filing Notes and Clippings

I have read the article by E. E. White
in the Journ.\l of Nov. 9, on filing notes

and material clipped from periodicals. Let

me add a description of the method
which I have adopted.

I first tried indexing interesting articles

on 3x5-in. cards, giving a synopsis of the

article and a reference to the journal,

volume and page number. This method
I found too slow ; when looking for a sub-

ject I would find several cards referring

to different articles in different journals,

and it involved considerable trouble to

find and compare them. I gave up the

card system in favor of one similar to

that described by Mr. White. I separate

the articles and number them according to

the Dewey decimal system of classifica-

tion and file them in numbered folders.

Should two articles be on one page I

number the sheet at the top according

to the classification of the more important

article and put the number of the other

article beside the main number in paren-

thesis. I also put the same number on a

sheet of paper together with the number
under which it is filed, and file this sheet

in its folder.

The advantage of this system over the

card system is that all the articles on one
subject are found in one folder and can
be compared without handling several

volumes. The advantage over Mr. White's
system is that the articles are classified

according to a standard system which has
been very well arranged to cover most
subjects and can easily be expanded.

The engineering experiment station

of the University of Illinois publishes a

bulletin that gives a good description of

this system. Its title is "Bulletin No. g.

An Extension of the Dewey Decimal Sys-

tem of Class'itication Applied lo the En-
gineering Industries." I have based my
classification upon the method outlined in

this volume.

C. E. HOLDY.
Bessemer, Mich., Nov. 2, 1907.

New Publications

Prices of Macliinery

.About the nuddle of last June I re-

quested the JouRN.AL to notify its adver-

tisers of mining, milling and copper-

smelting machinery and supplies, that 1

would sliortly be in the market and that

I desired copies of their catalogs, price

lists and discount sheets.

Many replies are beginning to arriv>%

but they almost invariably fail to give

prices, the writers stating that upon re-

ceipt of a letter giving specifications, etc..

they will be pleased to quote prices, etc.

While in cases of specially built plant

this is permissible, in the ordinary run
of standard machinery of standard sizes,

there is absolutely no reason why ap-
proximate prices should not be quoted. I

wonder if these "hustling" manufacturers
realize that it requires from six weeks
lo two months for a letter to reach New-
York from here and the same length of
time for a reply to return. I wonder that
it has not dawned upon them that it

might at times be necessary for a ' firm

here to order by cable in order to save
time, and that in this case it might be
desirable to have some idea as to cost
before ordering.

At the same time that I requested
data of this class from the United States,
I also sent to European manufacturers
for similar information, which was given
promptly and fully. As a result I have
just placed orders for about £15,000 of
machinery in England, and I shall con-
tinue to trade there until I can find
American firms who are not troubled
with this nonsensical secrecy in regard to
prices.

Robert Haw.xhurst, Jr.,

General Manager, Poderosa
Mining Company.

Collahuasi, Chile, Oct. 3, 1907.

•According to the Eitf;. Nezi's. a masnetic
crane unloaded a steel gondola car con-
taining 109,350 lb. of sand cast iron, in 2
hr. 5 min., with an average lift of 785 lb.

The cost of current was 25c. and only one
man, the crane operator, was required.

In an article in the Iron Trade Review
it is stated that when titanium is intro-

duced into molten steel it forms a stable

nitride with the nitrogen and this com-
pound prevents the formation of blow
holes.

The Commercial Aspects op Rand
"Profits." By George A. Denny. Pp.*

40. S'A^io'/i in.; paper, is. London,
1907 .' Mining Journal.

Map ok the TAyi;AH Banket Range,
Gold Coast Colony, Afrka. Part I,

Sheet II. 23x29 in.
; paper. London,

E. C, 1907: Richard Mayer.

l>iE Bercwerks-Inspektion in Oestek-
REicu. Berichte der k. k. Bergbehor-
dcn iiber ihre Tiitigkeit im Jahre 1904
bei Handhabung der Bcrgpolizei und
Beaufsichtigung der Bcrgarbeiterver-

haltnisse. Veroffentlicht vom k. k.

Ackerbauministerium. Dreizehnter

Jahrgang 1904. Pp. 456. 6x9 in.;

paper. Wien, 1907; Kaiserlich-koni-

glichen Hof- und Staatsdruckerei.

Hydraulics. Vol. i. By S. Dunkcrley.

Pp- 343; illustrated. 5^2x9 in.;

cloth." New York, Bombay and Cal-

cutta, 1907: Longmans, Green &
Company.

Contents. The flow of a perfec't fluid.

Fluid friction. Hydraulic-pressure ma-
chines. Reciprocating pumps. Simple
machines—turbines. Centrifugal pumps.
'Professor Osborne Reynold's researches.

Examples. Index.

Tests for Ores, Minerals and Metals
OF Commercial Value. By F. List

McMechen. Pp., 151. 4x6'A in.;

cloth, $1. New York, 1907: D. Van
Nostrand Company.

Contents. Index of rocks. Index 01

minerals and metals. Part I—Rock form-
ations. Part II—Ore and vein formations.

Part III—Chemical properties. Part IV

—

Metals and minerals—their occurrence,

uses and tests. Part V—Glossary of min-
ing terms; working processes, theories,

etc. Addenda—Value and production of
California minerals.

Plane Surveying. By Alfred E. Phillips.

Pp. 207; illustrated. 6;^x9J4 in. ; cloth,

$1.50. Chicago, 1908: American School
of Correspondence.

Contents. Measurement of lines and
angles. Leveling instruments and level-

ing. Land and topographical surveying.

Index.

This volume is intended especially for

self-instruction and deals with plane sur-

veying in simple, clear language, avoiding
technical terms and formulas of higher
mathematics; yet the requirements of
practical instruction have not been sacri-

ficed to simplicity. The text is well sup-
plied with practical examples, diagrams
and illustrations and the usual instru-

ments of precision are described and their

necessao' adjustments explained.

Road Making and Maintenance. A
Practical Treatise for Engineers,
Sur\-eyors and Others, with an
Historical Sketch of Ancient and
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Modern Pr.\ctic£- By Thomas Ait-

ken. Second edition. Pp. 527 ; illus-

trated. 6,'4x9 in- ; cloth, $6. London,

1907 : Charles Griffin and Company,

Limited.

Contents. Historical sketch. Resistance

. to traction-wheels and weights on them.

Laying out new roads and the improve-

ment of e.xisting lines of communication.

Earthworks, drainage, retaining walls,

culverts, bridges, and protection of roads.

Road-making materials. Quarrying.

Stone-breaking and haulage. Road-roll-

ing and scarifying. The construction of

new and ^hc maintenance of existing

roads. The prevention of dust. Carriage-

w-ays and footways—preliminary remarks

—foundations and pitched pavements.

Wood pavements. Asphalt pavements.

Brick pavements for carriageways. Tar

macadam. Conclusions. Footways—pav-

ing materials for footpaths, curbs, chan-

nels, gullies. Testing the surfaces of

carriageways. Subways. Appendix. In-

dex.

The Eco.vo.mics of AIixing. By T. A.

Rickard, W. R. Ingalls, H. C.

Hoover, R. Gilman Brown and others

Edited by T. A. Rickard. Second

edition revised. Pp., 380. 6.X9 in.

;

cloth, $2. New York, 1907: Hill

Publishing Company.

In bringing out the second edition of

this book a few typographical corrections

of the pages comprised in the first edition

have been made, but otherwise there are

no changes except the addition of "Cost

of Mining—III," by W. R. Ingalls,

completing the series of articles on
that subject which appeared in the

JouRN.M. after the first edition was on the

press ; and two articles on "Cyanidine
Snlpho-Telluride Ores" and "The Diehl

Process," by Philip Argall, which were
overlooked in making up the first edition.

The first of these articles by Mr. Argall

appeared in the Joitrn.^l of July 11, 1903,

and was the direct inspiration of Mr.
Hoover's article, "Ore Treatment at Kal-
goorlie." Mr. Argall replied to Mr.
Hoover in a later issue. It is fitting,

therefore, that both of Mr. .^rgall's arti-

cles should be reproduced in order to

round, out the discussion of a subject

which is still of live interest. The ap-

preciation with which this book has met
is manifested by the fact that a second
edition has been required about two years

after the appearance of the first.

Transactions of the .American Electro-
chemical Society, Vol. XI, 1907.

Eleventh General Meeting, Philadel-

phia, May 2, 3 and 4, 1907. Pp. 426;

illustrated. 6x9 in.; cloth, $3, South
Bethlehem, Penn., 1907: Published

by the Society.

Contents. Electrolytic corrosion of

brasses, by A. T. Lincoln. Electric con-

duction, by C. P. Steinmetz. Recent im-

provements in electrochemical analysis

(a discussion). Electrolytic deposition of

zinc, by R. C. Snowden. The electroly-

tic deposition of nickel-zinc alloys, by

E. P. Schoch and A. Hirsch. The ef-

fect of stress upon the electromotive

force of soft iron, by W. H. Walker and

C. Dill. Changes of concentration and

migration velocities, by C. J. Reed. Po-

larization voltages of silver nitrate so-

lutions, by J. A. Wilkinson and H. W.
Gillett. Electrolytic pickling of steel, by

C. J. Reed. The work done in electrolysis,

by J. W. Richards. The current efficiency

ot an electrolytic cell, by W. R. Mott.

On the density, electrical conductivity

and viscosity of fused salts, by H. M.

Goodwin and R. D. Mailey. Rapid meas-

urement of electrolytic resistance, by C.

F. Burgess. Henri Moissan, by G. F.

Kunz. On the estimation of high tem-

peratures, by G. K. Burgess. A bomb
calorimeter for use with substances whose

oxides are solids, by H. N. Potter. The
electro-metallurgy of zinc and its relation

to present practice, by W. McA. Johnson.

The action of carbon on magnesia at high

temperatures, by O. P. Watts. On the

electrical reduction of titaniferous iron

ores, by G. Gin. A closed electric furnace

for reducing and distilling metals from

their ores, by E. R. Taylor. Electric

lube furnace for temperature measure-

ment, by S. A. Tucker. A granular car-

bon resistance furnace, by S. A. Tucker.

On carbons for electrometallurgy, by F.

A. J. Fitzgerald and J. Forssell. A prac-

tical limitation of resistance furnaces : the

"Pinch" phenomenon, by C. Hering.

Power costs, C. E. Lucke. Electrochem-

ical processes as station load equalizers,

by J. Meyer. The helion lamp, by H. C.

Parker. Surface properties of aluminum

and zinc, by W. J. Hammer. Energy-

changes accompanying absorption, by H.

E. Patten. Appendix.

Dredging for Gold in California. By
D'Arcy Weatherbe. Pp. 217; illus-

trated. 6x9 in. ; cloth, $4. San Fran-

cisco, 1907 : Mining and Scientific

Press.

D'Arcy Weatherbe has written a book

that is worth while. He includes gener-

ally apt and clear descriptions of the

dredging operations at Oroville, Yuba,

and Folsom in California. These are

aided by numerous photographs and sev-

eral sketches and drawings. He has not

attempted to treat his subject exhaustively

and there is therefore much that could be

dealt with in more detail. While Mr.

Weatherbe is inclined at times to draw
conclusions that must have resulted from

conversations with operators who were

somewhat prejudiced, in the main they are

made with a proper consideration for the

circumstance that generalized statements

concerning an industry so young as gold

dredging in California are dangerous.

His arragement of chapters is a happy

one. The introductory chapter, by the

way, is rather optimistic in attributing

financial success to all the dredging com-

panies in the district he describes. This

chapter also treats of the geology of the

California gravels but in a way that will

not be accepted by many who have in-

vestigated this most fascinating subject

more intensively than has Mr. Weatherbe.

His second chapter is devoted to pros-

pecting dredging ground. The valuable

part of this chapter is that of the tabula-

tions and other data showing the relations

of prospecting to recovery value. The
contradictory results he quotes are puz-

zling and it must be remembered that this

subject is a difficult one that requires

broad treatment. The third chapter

treats of dredging machines and is inter-

esting. The fourth chapter describes

operation and, while sketchy, it avoids

as a result the discussion of much mooted
features with grace and good taste.

Chapter five is called the Metallurgy of

Dredging. This is the best chapter in the

book, recording, as it does, the result of

pains-taking and intelligent observation.

Mr. Weatherbe's conclusions on several

features may well be questioned, but he
has treated his subject very fairly. His
remarks on the crudeness of some of the

gold-saving practice are timely. The
sketches showing the several arrangements

of gold-saving devices are instructive.

The detailed descriptions of clean-up

manipulation are good. The sixth chap-

ter is devoted to the cost of dredging.

Casual reading of this, chapter may lead

to wrong conclusion, for costs quoted are

for operation and are not total costs.

Thus, unless this is realized, one is apt

to conclude after reading this chapter that

dredging cost is lower than it is in reality.

Dredging cost similar to that given by
Mr. Weatherbe is often quoted as a cri-

terion ; this is not only a mistake, but it

has led to distinctly misleading assump-
tions by those who would apply the dredg-

ing method elsewhere than under favor-

able conditions like those of California.

To the hysterical disciple of estheticism

and to the economist who without know-
ing much about it have ra-ved at the

harm done by dredging, the chapter called

"The Horticultural Question" should be

most valuable. This shows very well that

there has been much exaggeration and
that the net result of dredging is unques-

tionably good. Chapter eight is called

"General" and is interesting in chroni-

cling a description of various dredges, etc.

Then follows an appendix composed of

letters from writers on dredging to the

editor of the Mining and Scientific Press,

the publisher of the book. These letters

show very well how different are the

opinions on various phases of dredging
practice, and also contain much of inter-

est. Mr. Weatherbe's book is an honest
one and as such is very different from
those on the same subject that in pretend-

ing originality are only scrap books. It

should be read by all who would know
something of dredging for gold in Cali-

fornia.
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Resolutions Adopted by Goldfield

Mine Operators' Association

On Dec. 9 the Goldtield Mine Opera-

tors' Association adopted the following

resolutions

:

Resolved, That the mines of this dis-

trict re-open upon a wage scale to be

agreed upon at this meeting.

Resolved, That the following rate of

wages be adopted as the scale to be paid

in the Goldfield mining district by all

operators, members of this association

:

New. Old.

Mlni>rs ?4.00 $5.00
Macblne nipu 4.00 5.00.
Chui-k tenders 3.75 5.00
Muekei-s 3.76 5.00
Carmen 3.75 5.00
Top curuien 3.75 5.00
rumpmi-n . .' 4.00 5.00
Tlmlicrmen 4.50 5.00
Carp.'iilcrs 5.00 7.00
MachluUts 5.00 5.00@6.00
Kngineeis (lie.) 5.00 5.00@6.00
Electricians 5.00 7.00
Blacksmiths 5.50 5.00
Tool sharpeners 5.00 5.00
Blacksmith helpers 4.00 4.00
Surface laboiers 3.50 4.50

MILI, MKX
Amalgamators 4.00 5.00
Vannermen 4.00 5.00
Laborers 3.50 5.00

All other positions on salary.

Resolved, That no member of this as-

sociation employ in or around his mine

or mill any member of Goldfield Local

Union, No. 220, of the Western Federa-

tion of Miners, or of any union con-

nected with ctr affiliated with said Western

Federation of Miners, and that all men
hereafter employed by any member of

this association in or around his mine or

mill be required as a condition of his

employment to sign a written contract,

substantially as follows

:

"In consideration of my being em-

ployed by the company for such time as

my services shall be satisfactory at wages

heretofore fixed by said company, sub-

ject to the rules and regulations fixed by

said company and by the Goldfield Mine

Operators' Association relating to the

employment of men in and around mines

of the Goldfield mining district, I hereby

covenant and agree with said company

that. I am not now and will not be dur-

ing the time I am working for said com-

pany, a member of Goldfield Miners,

Union, No. 230, of the Western Federa-

tion of Miners or of any other union in

Goldfield or elsewhere that is directly or

indirectly affiliated with or has any con-

nection of any kind, nature or description

with said Western Federation of Miners."

Resolved, That the mines of the Gold-

field mining district resume operations at

7 a.m. on Thursday, Dec. 12, 1907, with

men who agree to the foregoing condi-

tions and that all old employees of the

members of this association be given the

preference at all mines, provided such

employees present their applications at

the office of the association or the mines

formerly employing them before 7 a.m.

of Thursday, Dec. 12, 1907, and that the

office of this association and of said mines

be open for the purpose of receiving said

applications from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. of each

day until said time.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this

association that the cost of living in

the Goldfield mining district be reduced

at least 20 per cent, from what it now is.

The Goldfield Mine Operators' Asso-

ciation also wishes to announce that it

has been compelled to adopt the abovi'

course against the Western Federation of

Miners for the reasons set forth in its

statement of Dec. 7, and that if then-

are not a sufficient number of men will-

ing to go to work upon the above terms

on or before Dec. 12, 1907, it will employ
men from such sources as it ninv hi- atil.-

to secure them.

Winter Meeting of the Coal

Mining Institute

The mid-winter meeting of the Coal

Mining Institute of America, which was
held at the Court House in Pittsburg,

Penn., on Dec. 10 and n, presented an
interesting program, which would have
been most instructive had it been carried

out. Unforeseen circumstances, such as

the Naomi and the Monongah explosions,

prevented the attendance of many coal

men who were compelled to devote their

time and attention to these disasters.

On Tuesday morning, Dec. 10, the

president's address, delivered by Fred C.

Keighley, was interesting and held the

close attention of all present. In his

address President Keighley defended the

attitude of President Roosevelt toward
large corporations, and farther on, called

forcible attention to the present labor

conditions in our coal-mining camps,

where in many instances 90 per cent, of

the laborers are foreigners, many of

w-hom leave our shores whenever a busi-

ness depression occurs, and in many cases

never again return. Mr. Keighley stated

further, "that every laborer who returns

to a foreign land takes from us not only

tangible wealth, but latent wealth that

cost this land untold sums in the waste

of precious minerals during their ap-

prenticeship, through their ignorance and
inaptitude for their work. The laborer

that gets his training here at a ruinous

price in the way of wasted coal, and

gathers up wealth, has a right to stay and

help to bear the burden of adversity as

well as to reap the fruits of prosperity."

Mr. Keighley also stated that labor is

now looked upon by the younger genera-

tion as something degrading and contam-

inating, and, unless a different feeling is

instilled into our children, this weakness
will certainly be the ruin of the land.

In continuing his address, Mr. Keighley

said that the cry of over-production in

coal and coke will fall flat, for the rea-

son that the production of coal and coke

generally keeps pace with the demands.

Heavy stocks of coal and i .k< .u, u.a

carried, for the reason that their bulk pre-

vents the accumulation of excessive quan-
tities. Imagine *a stock of 5 per cent, of

the |>roduclion of 1 would not be
much of an ovti ,11—and then
figure bin room for 20,000,000 tons of
coal. Twenty per cent, is not considered
an alarming stock in many lines, but in

coal and coke it would be a litcr.1l and
actual impossibility, as it would mean the

storing of 80.000,000 tons. Coal is a

perishable commodity, therefore when not

wanted it is not produced for storage

purposes in quantities that would cut any
figure compared with 416,000,000 tons. He
thought there is no foundation for alarm
as to the future of coal and coke as a busi-

ness, but there should be a fear that not
many years hence there will be both a

coal and coke famine.

After the president's address, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : B. F. Jones,

of Irwin, Penn., general manager of the

Westmoreland Coal Company, president;

E. W. Parker, Washington, D. C,
H. H. Stock, Scranton, Penn., J. B. Han-
ford, Morgantown, W. Va., T. C. Con-
ners, Zanesville, O., vice-presidents; and
C. L. Fay, Greensburg, Penn., secretary

and treasurer.

After the election of officers, a paper,

"Preparation of Coal for the Market,"

was read by W. P. Young, superintendent

of inspection for the Somerset Coal Com-
pany, of Meyersdale.

A considerable discussion was started

by the reading of a paper by S. A. Tay-
lor, mining engineer, of Pittsburg, in

which the reader advocated the placing of

one-half cent a ton tax on bituminous

coal mined for general use, one cent on
every ton mined for coking purposes and
one cent on every ton of anthracite coal.

The engineer further suggests that half

the money thus raised be appropriated for

the purpose of a system of pensioning old

miners and paying benefits to sick or in-

jured ones.

At the second day's session, papers

were read by E. W. Parker on "Some
Obser\'ations on the Present Statistical

Situation in Coal;" M. R. Campbell, of

the United States Geological Survey, on
"A Practical Classification of Low Grade
Coals;" R. B. Woodworth, of the Car-

negie Steel Company, on "Steel Mine
Timbers;" Clarence Hall, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, on "Statistics Rela-

tive to Mine -Occidents," and a brief talk

by Floyd W. Parsons, of New York, on

the "Monongah Mine Disaster."

One of the important matters taken up

by the Institute, was the question of urg-

ing Congress to locate a Government coal-

testing plant in Pittsburg. The committee

in charge of the movement is Tames Blick.

S. A. Tavlor and Tame? McKav.

The exportation of zinc ore from Asia

Minor is rapidly increasing, having

amounted to 10,315 metric tons in 1906.
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Personal

Mlnint; and metallurgical engineers are In-

vited to keep The KsoiNEuniNO anb Mining
JoiuNAL Informed of their movements and
ait])uin(iueuts,

J. H. Plummer, president of llie Do-

minion Iron and Steel Company, has re-

turned to Canada from England.

Eugene Coste, of Toronto, Out., is mak-

ing explorations for petroleum and as-

plialtum on Vancouver island, British

Columbia.

Henry K. Preston has been elected

president of the Cresson & Clearfield Coal

and Coke Company, vice J. Blair Ken-

nerly, resigned.

W. T. Copeland, manager of the

Cariboo Gold Mining Company, recently

proceeded to the coast of British Colum-

bia from Bullion, Cariboo.

Wm. Gardner, of London, England,

secretary of the Tyee Copper Company, is

temporarily in charge of the companyis

business in British Columbia.

R. J. Mackenzie arrived at Manila,

Philippine Islands, Nov. 3, and is novir en-

gaged in examining the coal deposits of

Batan for the war department.

E. Grebe, consulting mining engineer,

has arrived at Nelson, B. C, after an ex-

amination of properties in the West Koo-

tenay district of British Columbia.

Daniel R. Blower, of Uniontown, Penn-

sylvania, has been appointed mine in-

spector of the Nineteenth Pennsylvania

bituminous district, to succeed William J.

Neilson, of Irwin, resigned.

Einer Lindeman is returning to Ottawa,

after having spent si.x months on Van-

couver island and in its vicinity examin-

ing known occurrences of iron ore for the

Dominion department of mines.

James Taylor has resigned his position

as State mine inspector in Illinois and has

accepted the position of general super-

intendent of the Canada West Coal Com-
pany, at Taber, Alberta, Canada.

R. D. Featherstonhaugh, who has been

in charge of different hydraulic gold-min-

ing enterprises at Atlin, B. C, during sev-

eral years, lately left that camp for the

winter, going ihence to Vancouver.

W. B. Fisher, general superintendent

of mines of the Federal Mining and
Smelting Company, Wallace, Idaho, has

resigned his position and will devote his

time to his personal mining interests.

J. P. Jackson, professor of electrical

engineering at the Pennsylvania State

-College, has recently been appointed by

the board of trustees of that institution

to the position of dean of the school of

engineering.

Augustus W. Carey has been appointed

traffic manager of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company, and the

Birmingham Southern Railroad, with

headquarters in the Woodward Building,

Birmingham, Alabama.

J. M. Ruflfner, manager of the Pine

Creek Power Cotnpany, and the North

Columbia Gold Mining Company, both

operating in the Atlin district of British

Columbia, has been visiting Victoria, B.

C, on his way to the United States.

R. H. Sweetser, superintendent of blast

furnaces of the Algoma Steel Company,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., since the furnaces

were first started in 1904, has resigned

to become superintendent of the Colum-

bus Iron and Steel Company, Columbus,

Ohio.

John Hampson, of Nelson, B. C, left

Canada for England, Dec. 13. He ex-

pects to return next spring. Mr. Hamp-
son was in charge of the Brown-Alaska

Company's Mamie mine near Hadley,

Alaska, until the recent suspension of

operations there.

J. B. Fleming has resigned his position

with, the Joshua Hendy Machine Works,

ban Francisco, to take the position of

mechanical engineer of the Goldfield Con-

solidated Mines Company, at Goldfield,

Nev. He is now designing a loo-stamp

mill for the company.

Prof. Willet G. Miller, provincial min-

eralogist of Ontario, has been nominated

for president of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute by members resident in Toronto

and Cobalt. Dr. A. E. Barlow, of the

Dominion Geological Survey, has been

nominated for vice-president.

Obituary

Harold D. Haddock, who died at Han-
cock, Mich., Dec. 7, aged 60 years, had

been in the Lake copper district over ^o

years. For eight years past he had been

clerk of the Isle Royale mine.

Daniel T. Montgomery, a native of

Rock Island, 111., died at Vantanas, Dur-

ango, Mexico, Oct. 30, at the early age of

'25 years. For two years past he was en-

gaged by David PuUinger, of London,

England, as field assistant to F. C. Rob-

erts. He had attended the Colorado

School of Mines and later graduated from

the mining engineering department of the

University of California.

Henry E. Miller died in the Holy Cross

hospital, at Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 4.

He was a resident of Hailey, Idaho, and

was one of the pioneers of the Wood
River district, having come to Bellevue

from- California in 1880, to engage in

mining. He supplied the funds to develop

the Minnie Moore sufficiently to admit of

its sale for $500,000 to an English syndi-

cate. He also opened the Relief group,

adjoining the Minnie Moore, assisted

John Q. Packard, of Utah, in the opera-

tion of the Tiptop group and supplied the

capital for the Monday and other lode

claims. Mr. Miller was also heavily inter-

ested in Nevada mines. In addition to his

mining activity there, he also farmed on

an extensive scale and owned some of thf

best ranches in the Wood River valley.

Dr. Bernard J. Harrington, professor

of chemistry in McGill University, Mon-

treal, died in that city Nov. 29, aged 59

years. He had been suffering for some

time. He was born at St. Andrews,

Quebec, and graduated at McGill in 1869,

continuing his studies at Yale. He was

appointed lecturer in chemistry and min-

ing at McGill in 1871, and subsequently

was chemist and mineralogist to the Can-

adian Geological Survey for seven years.

In 1883 he was appointed professor of-

chemistry at McGill, holding that post

until his death. He was prominent as a

writer on scientific subjects, more espe-

cially Canadian mineralogy, and held

offices in several scientific organizations.

Dr. Harrington was a fellow of McGill

University, and of the Royal Society of

Canada, member of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineering and of the

.\merican Chemical Society. He married,

in 1876, the eldest daughter of the late

Sir William Dawson, and leaves a family

of four daughters, and three sons.

Martin Walton Brown, secretary of the

(British) Institution of Mining Engineers,

and one of the best known men in the

profession, died suddenly at Newcastle-

on-Tyne, England, Nov. 22, aged 52

years. He served his time as a mining

engineer at Killingsworth, under S. C.

Crone and afterward went to Ham-
steels Colliery. He came to the mining

and mechanical engineers' department of

the Coal Trade Office under the late

Mr. Bunning, being appointed clerk to

the general committee of the Durham
Coalowncrs'- Association in 1880; on the

retirement of Professor Lebour he was
appointed secretary of the North of Eng-
land Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers, and secretary of the Federated

Institute of Mining Engineers, in the or-

ganization of which he took an important

part. He was also secretary of the Board
of Examination of the Newcastle mining
district. One of Mr. Brown's most onerous

duties was the editing of the Transactioin

of the Institute, to which he also made
frequent contributions displaying a knowl-
edge almost encyclopedic in its range.

He leaves a widow and two children.

John Irving Williams, a pioneer in the

iron industry of the country, died at his

home in Youngstown, O., Nov. 28, aged

.83 years. He was born of English parent-

age at La Longe de Biegny, France, and
at an early age was brought to America
by his family, which took up its residence

at Boonton, N. J. Mr. Williams, at the

age of 13, began an apprenticeship in a

rolling mill at Boonton. In 1838 the fam-

ily moved to Pittsburg, the young man
later becoming superintendent of a rolling

mill at Kittaiining. In 1847, with his

father and others, Mr. Williams purchased
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the mill and furnace at Hanging Rock, O.,

whore he operated successfully until 1854,

when he built the Scioto rolling mill at

Portsmouth, O. Upon returning to the

Pittsburg district in 1S62, Mr. Williams
took charge of the mills of Graff, Ben-
nett & Co., at Millvale. Here he remained
until 1877, when with H. M. Long and N.
.\l. .McDowell, he purchased the Keystone
rolling mill at Hazelwood. In 1881 he
went to Youngstow^n and took charge of'
ihe plant of the Brown-Bonnell Iron Com-
pany, becoming superintendent and con-

tinuing in that capacity until the consoli-

dation with the Republic Iron and Steel

Company in 1899.

Societies and Technical Schools

AiHciican Electro-chemical Society—At
the regular meeting of the New York sec-

tion, held at the rooms of the Chemists'

Club, Dec. 17, the papers read and dis-

cussed were as follows : Lawrence Ad-
dicks, superintendent United States Metals

Refining Company, Chrome, N. J., "The
Refinin.L; of Copper" ; Harold Martin,

formerly of the Chloride Accumulator

Company, "The Modern Developments in

the Storage Battery."

.-hiierican Museum of Safety Devices

and Industrial Hygiene—A friend has of-

fered a prize of $100 for the best essay on
the "Economic Waste of Accidents." The
committee of aw^ird consists of Richard

Watson Gilder, George Gilmour and W. H.

Tolman. Professor F. R. Hutton is the

chairman of the committee on admission of

exhibits ; the museum, which is at 231

West 39th street. New York. The museum
desires exhibits of devices and processes

for safeguarding life and limb in connec-

tion with wood-working machinery, rail-

way and marine transportation, mining,

agriculture, manufacturing of all kinds.

.Ml exhibits accepted by the committee on

exhibits will be eligible for the gold

medal offered by the Scientific American

for the best device, exhibited at the

museum, for safeguarding life and limb.

.•Ml inquiries regarding exhibits should be

sent to Dr. W. H. Tolman, director, at

the museum.

Industrial

The old firm of H. L. Roper & Co.,

El Paso, Texas, has been absorbed by a

new corporation known as the Roper-

Morgans Machinery Company, which

will extend the business of dealing in

power-plant, mining and other machinery.

The S. J. Smith Machinery Company
and L. Booth & Sons, Los Angeles, Cal.,

have been consolidated as the Smith-Booth-

L'sher Company, with offices and works

at Los .Vngeles. S. J. Smith is president

;

Franklin Booth, vice-president ; H. P.

Usher, treasurer ; W. H. Booth, secretary.

J. R. Robinson, formerly of Mononga-
hela City, Penn., has assumed manage-

ment of the Scottdalc Foundry & Machine

Company, at Scottdale, Penn. This com-

pany, prior to Mr. Robinson's manage-

ment, built Corliss and hoisting engines,

haulage engines and general mine equip-

ment. This line will be continued and the

well-known Robinson fans added.

In Ihe Monongah mine explosion ui

West Virginia, the 20-ft. centrifugal fan

at mine No. 8 was completely destroyed.

S. B. Stine, Osceola Mills, Penn., wai

called upon to replace it, and two fans of

Stine make were promptly put in. Both

fans were in operation within 56 hours

after the explosion. One of these fans,

7 ft. in diameter, was secured from one

of their other mines near by; the other,

8 ft. diameter, was taken from the Stine

factory.

Owing to the falling off in the demand
for pig iron, the following furnaces in the

Birmingham district, Alabama, have been

shut down in the past three weeks : Bir-

mingham and North Birmingham furnaces

of the Sloss-Shefficld Steel & Iron Com-
pany ; Oxmoor, Alice and three of the

Bessemer furnaces of the Tennessee Coal

Iron and Railroad Company ; two of the

Thomas furnaces of the Republic Iron and
Steel Company; one of the Woodward
furnaces of the Woodward Iron Com-
pany ; Trussville and Gadsden furnaces of

the Southern Steel Company. This has

also resulted in the blowing out of about

4000 coke ovens in the district, and has

made a considerable curtailment in coal

production in some quarters.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

Hendrie & Bolthoff Manufacturing and
Supply Company, Denver, Colo. The
Hoist Question. Pp. 64, illustrated, paper,

5x7 in.

B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park,

Mass. Bulletin 151. Steam Turbines.

Pp. 16, illustrated, paper, 6j/;x9 in. ; No-
vember, 1907.

Anderson Forge and Machine Conipany,

Detroit, Mich. Forgings, Cold Chisels

and Automobile Tools. Pp. 23, illustrated,

paper, 4x8j^ in.

Canadian Rand Company, Limited,

Sovereign Bank building, Montreal, Que-

bec. Pumping by Compressed Air. Pp.

20, illustrated, paper, 354^5^ in.

New York Engineering Company, 2

Rector street. New York. The Empire

Hand Prospecting Drill ; also Price List.

Pp. 48, illustrated, paper, S'/ixg'/- in.

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Co-

lumbus, Ohio. Catalog D. Jeffrey Coal

and Ashes Handling Machinery in Power
Plants. Pp. 56, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Sullivan Machinery Company, Railway

Exchange, Chicago, III. Catalog No. 60.

The Excavation of Rock by Machinery.

Pp. 80, indexed, illustrated, paper, 6x9

in.; 1907.

Sprague Electric Company, 527-531

West 34th street. New York City. Green-

field Flexible Steel Conduit and Flexible

Steel-Armored Conductors. Pp. 24, illus-

trated, paper, 4x9 in.

Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Com-

pany, IIS Chestnut street, Philadelphia,

Penn. Catalog A. The Wedge Furnace

for the Mechanical Roasting of Ores. Pp.

28, illustrated, paper, 7x9^^ in. ; 1907.

Willans & Robinson, Ltd., Queen's

Ferry, S. O., Flintshire, Eng. G. F.

Ehrenzeller, Pennsylvania Building, Phil-

adelphia, Penn., United States and Can-

adian Agent. Vanadium Steel. Pp. 23,

illustrated, paper, 9x11 in.

Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Bulletin No. 1097. Portable

Wattmeter Calibrators, Type KM-i. Pp.

4, Aug. 15, 1907. Bulletin No. 1099. En-

closed Direct Current Multiple Arc

Lamps Type DCM-Form C. Pp. 10, Sept.

I, 1907. Bulletin No. lipi. Multiple

System of Street Arc Lighting. Pp. 8,

Oct. 15, 1907. All illustrated, paper,

8xio!/2 in.

The department of mining engineer-

ing, Lehigh University, is planning to get

together a complete set of catalogs de-

voted to mining and metallurgical machin-

ery for reference and class use, and will

be glad to receive such catalogs from

manufacturers. Catalogs may be sent to

Joseph Daniels, Mining Engineering De-

partment, Lehigh University, South Beth-

lehem, Pennsylvania.

Construction Newt

Hopkinsville, Kentucky — The Terry

Coal Company proposes to put in an elec-

tric plant at its mine, .\ddress at Hop-

kinsville.

Millican, Texas—A coal mine is to be

opened on a tract of 650 acres near Mil-

lican. Dr. R. C. Wallace, Rockdale,

Texas, is owner.

Cariboo, British Columbia—The Slough

Creek, Ltd., an English company operat-

ing a deep-drift gold mine on Slough

creek, in th(S Cariboo district, has adopted

the recommendation of its local manager,

H. H. Watters, to substitute hydro-elec-

tric power for steam to run its big pumps
and other machinery. The preliminary

work for building a dam across Slough

creek will be commenced shortly.

Boulder County, Colorado—At the Two
Brothers tunnel, a Rand duplex belt-

driven compressor with a capacity of 1150

cu.ft. of air a minute is being installed and

power will be furnished by the United

Hydro Electric Company. It is reported

that the company will build its own power

plant at Idaho Springs, and also figure

on the erection of its own concentration

mill. A. M. Welles, Equitable building,

Denver. Colo., is manager.
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
San Francisco

Dec. II—The statistics of gold produc-

tion for 1906 issued by the United States

Geological Survey credit California with

an output of $18,732,452. The silver, at

commercial value, was $817,830. The most
notable feature of the gold output is that

Butte county, where many dredges are in

operation, leads Nevada county in gold

production, wresting the title of "the ban-

ner gold county" from the latter. The
Nevada county mines are mainly quartz,

while the gold from Butte county is de-

rived almost entirely from the auriferous

gravels and river sands which are found

at Oroville. Almost all the gold of the

county came from within a radius of a

few miles where the river debouches

from its narrow rocky channel at Oroville

on to the plains of the Sacramento valley.

The gravels of the State which were the

original source of the gold in the "days of

49," have for some years not yielded

nearly as much as the quartz mines. In-

deed, the larger percentage of gold still

comes from the quartz properties, but the

county which produced the most gold in

1906 did so from the gravels or placers.

This has been rendered possible only by

the operations of the gold dredges, which
now vie for supremacy in gold-getting

with the stamps of the mills.

But while Butte county yielded over

$3,000,000 in gold, Shasta county made a

total yield in 1906 of $3,745,843, from its

gold, copper, etc., thus placing it in the

lead of all the counties of the State from
that year. Of this amount $4,338,124 was
from copper. Shasta county is not only

the largest producer of copper, but of

silver also, yielding over half of all the

latter that is produced in the State.

Kern county with its petroleum comes
pretty close up to Shasta with its copper,

the value of the output of the former
county for 1906 having been $5,417,828,

including oil and all other substances.

These latter figures are from the report

of the State mineralogist just issued.

Over a million feet of mining timber

has been cut in Lassen county, Cal., for

the mines in Virginia City, Nev. This
i.i! by far the largest timber contract let

by the Virginia mines in many years, and
shows that the old properties are plannins;

work on a larger scale during the ne.xt

year.

Dec. 10, at Angels Camp Calaveras
county, all the underground men of the

Lightner Mining Company refused to go
on shift. This action is due to a notice

posted by the officers of the company in-

forming the men that htrcafter ihey

must give nine hours' work daily under-

ground, or in other words, they cannot

take out time for changing and going to

work.

Since the closing down of the California

or Gaston mine at Gaston, Nevada county,

the place which was last year thriving is

now depopulated, and the post office has

been removed to Washington. No stage

line will be run to Gaston this winter.

Shasta county has a new railroad,

known as the "smelter road," 16 miles

long. The road is called the Sacramento

Valley & Eastern and extends from Pitt

station on the Southern Pacific to De
Lamar, a distance of 16 miles, all of which

has just been completed. Some $600,000

has already been e.\penileil upon the road

and its equipment.

The election held Dec. 10 in that por-

tion of Fresno county south of the fourth

standard parallel, to determine whether

the territory should be annexed to King.s

county, resulted in the defeat of annexa-

tion. The election was very hotly con-

tested, especially in the Coalinga oilfields,

which were really the bone of contention.

Both Fresno and Kings county made a

hard fight. Kings to increase its territory

and Fresno to retain it.

There seems to be quite a little "boom"

in hydraulic mining just now, which is

something which has not happened for a

long time. The California Debris Com-
mission has received application for per-

mits to mine by hydraulic process from

G. A. Julian, in Flat Creek and Salt

Gulch mines, near Stella, Shasta county;

J. P. Lessman and \. Blomquist, in Brown
Bear mine, near Clio, Plumas county; J.

N. and .\. Papincau, in Tiger Lily mine,

near . Fairplay, Eldorado county ; Jim
Chung, Wee Coon, Yis Coon, in Secret

Diggings mine, near La Porte, Plumas
county ; Indian Hill Hydraulic Mining
Company, in Indian Hill hydraulic mine,

near Camptonville, Yuba county; Stewart

Pearse Mining Company, in Gold Run
placer mine, near Gold Run. Placer

county ; California Mohawk Mining and
Lumlier Company, in Fairplay placer

mine, near Fairplay, El Dorado county.

W. P. Hammon states that the extensive

Boston machine shops at Oroville, which
were burned down a short time since, will

shortly be rebuilt. These shops were en-

gaged almost entirely in the repair work
necessary to the dredges in the Oroville

field, and it was at one time thought they

would be reconstructed at Marysville in-

stead of at Oroville.

Salt Lake City

Dec. 17—Another chapter in the smelter

smoke cases was enacted Dec. 11, when

the farmers of the Sale Lake valley gath-

ered in mass meetiitg and by a vote of 130

to 34 passed a resolution favorable to

allowing the Utah Consolidated Mining

Company to continue the operation of its

present plant until March I, 1909; pro-

vided, however, that the mining company

agrees to compensate the farmers for the

privilege. It is believed that right here

is where a hitch will come and that the

negotiations will fall through. It is under-

stood that the farmers will demand as

much as $300,000, and if this is the case

the management will probably refuse to

consider the proposition and close down
its smelter. The Utah Consolidated re-

cently approached the farmers on the mat-

ter of filing a stipulation with the court

asking for a modified decree permitting

the smelter to be operated at its present

location until a new one could be built

and made ready for cemmission at the

site selected for it in Tooele county. The
mining company is willing to adjust any

damage which may accrue to vegetation

through the operation of its works ; but

any exorbitant demands on the part of

the ruralists will be promptly rejected.

The lower scale of wages to become
effective on Jan. i in Bingham will be

accepted by the miners of the camp with

scarcely a murmur of discontent. Through
the influence of the Mine Owners' Asso-

ciation, the merchants of the camp have

agreed to lower their prices on the neces-

sities of life, which will probably more
than make up for the losses sustained in

wages.

The report originating in the East to the

eflfcct that the Utah Copper Company
would shortly curtail its output has been

denied by the local management. On the

contrary, it is the intention to increase

the tonnage from the mines by placing the

eighth section of the Garfield mill in

commission.

An inventory filed by George W. Parks,

receiver of the Sevier Consolidated Min-
ing Company, fixes the valuation of the

properties of that corporation located in

Sevier and Juab counties at $374,543. An
actual indebtedness of $213,374 is re-

ported ; and what is termed a contingent

indebtedness of $243,086, which was
created by Seymour W. Tulloch, presi-

dent of the organization, who owned a

large amount of stock, sold it and turned

the money into the company. The re-
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ceiver makes a request to negotiate a loan

of $10,000 with which to prosecute de-

velopment work upon the various proper-

ties of the company.

The Daly West Mining Company has

cut the usual quarterly dividend one-half,

or to $54,000. The Uncle Sam Consoli-

dated will pay this month the usual

amount, $15,000; May Day, $12,000;

Grand Central, $10,000; Colorado, $60,000.

It is stated that the new zinc mill being

erected by the Grasselli Chemical Com-
pany, of Cleveland, Ohio, at Park City,

will be ready for commission some time

during February. It will operate on ore

from the Daly Judge mine.

Denver

Dec. 13— In the Cripple Creek district,

the Golden Cycle mill has completed its

furnace building, and four of the eight

furnaces have been started up on ore

accumulated at the plant. The plant for

crushing preparatory to roasting is also

finished, and operations will soon begin

on ore accumulated in the bins at the time

of the fire.

People are naturally curious to know

when this company will re-enter the Crip-

ple Creek district as competitor to the

United States Reduction and Refining

Company. The big storage bins and

sampling plant destroyed by fire last Au-

gust have not been re-built, so that at this

writing probably half the plant destroyed

by fire has not been re-constructed. It is

presumed that when the company re-

enters the market, it will rent and operate

one of the sampling mills in the district

until such time as its own plant is com-

pleted. Meanwhile, the usual rumors of

war are persistent. The restored Golden

Cycle mill will have a capacity of 22,200

tons per month, and the United States

Reduction and Refining Company has a

similar, capacity in its two mills situated

at Florence 'and Colorado City. The

.American Smelting and Refining Com-

pany takes about 6000 tons per month.

This gives a total call for 50,000 tons per

month, while the output of the camp is

at present less than 40,000 tons.

When the Golden Cycle mill was started

last spring, the United States Reduction

and Refining Company was forced to close

its Union mill at Florence, but with the

recent increase in the camp's production,

this mill has again been started. So that

at the present time the latter company is

treating between 20.000 and 25,000 tons

of ore per month, and from the present

condition of the Golden Cycle mill, it will

be some considerable time yet before it

reaches its full capacity. It is not prob-

able, therefore, that the rate war predicted

by the daily press will immediately eventu-

ate.

Butte

DfCx 13—The orders have come from

New York from tlic directors of the

.Amalgamated Copper Company for a

complete suspension of all production at

all the mines of the subsidiary companies

of the Amalgamated with the exception

of three mines of the Boston & Montana

company. These orders are being put

into effect as rapidly as possible and by

January all the mines of the Anaconda

Copper Mining Company, the Butte &
Boston, Trenton and Washoe companies,

and the big Washoe smelter at Anaconda

will be closed. Prior to this last order

there had been laid off fully 8000 men at

the mines and smelters of the Butte dis-

trict, and the latest order will add fully

3000 more to the list of idle men. In

connection with the promulgation of the

new order it was announced that the out-

put of the Boston & Montana would bi

increased, so that the actual reduction

would not be material, and that the pro-

duction would in fact be largely a trans-

fer to the Boston & Montana. However,

the Boston & Montana is not able to work

three of its largest mines—the Leonard,

West Colusa and Gambetta—because of

the fire prevailing in the Leonard and

West Colusa, and its mining is confined

entirely to the Mountain View, the East

Colusa and a part of the Pennsylvania

mine. One reason given for transferring

the production to the Boston & Montana

is that the latter has a refinery in opera-

tion at Great Falls, which the Anaconda

company has not in connection with the

Washoe smelter. The Great Falls refinery

has a capacity of 5,000,000 lb., and the

smelter a capacity of 8,000,000 lb. per

month. The combined output of both the

Great Falls and Washoe smelters for sev-

eral months has been about 8,000,000 lb.

The shut-down of the Amalgamated

mines is accompanied by complete sus-

pension at the mines of the North Butte

and Butte Coalition companies. The
Coalition company has been doing de-

velopment work only for a month, but

that has also been stopped and ore

shipments from the North Butte have

ceased.

The duration of the shut-down is, of

course, unknown. If it depends upon the

copper market, which is the reason given

for the order of suspension, it may not be

long. However, some people of Butte

fear there is another cause that con-

tributed to the determination to shut

down. There is now pending in the Fed-

eral court the injunction suits brought

against the company by a syndicate of

farmers of the Deer Lodge valley, by

which it is aimed to close the Washoe
smelter. In view of the recent decision

of the United States Circuit Court of

.Appeals in the Utah cases, it is feared that

an injunction may be granted in the

Washoe cases.

Toronto

Dfc. 14,—Hon. W. S. Fielding, Canadian

minister of finance, has asked for an ap-

propriation of $230,250 for the Mines and

Geological Survey departments, being an

increase of $78,300 over last year's ap-

propriation. Of this amount, $47,000 is

for the investigation of the ore deposits

and economic minerals and the fuel values

of Canadian coals and peats. In addition

$3000 is asked for the Canadian Mining

Institute and $25,000 toward defraying

the expenses of the meeting of the Brit-

ish Association for the Advancement of

Science at Winnipeg.

J. H. Plummcr, president, and F. P.

Jones, manager, of llie Dominion Iron

and Steel Company, have closed a deal

with the Cumberland Railway and Coal

Company for the Cow Bay coal areas,

belonging to the latter, situated about ten

miles from the Sydney plant. These lands

cover about 30 miles of territory and

are estimated to contain 150,000.000 tons

of coal. It is understood that a new com-

pany, controlled by the Domijiion Steel

interests, will be formed to take them

over, and it is anticipated that the Steel

company will be able to obtain an ade-

quate supply from this source within two

years.

A deputation of the Canadian Mining

Institute, including R. W. Leonard and

Col. A. M. Hay, of Haileybury ; Eugene

Coste, Toronto; H. Mortimer Lamb, secre-

tary, Montreal, and David H. Brown, of

Copper Cliff, waited upon Hon. Frank

Cochrane, Ontario minister of mines, on

Dec. 12, to urge their views on the ques-

tion of mining taxation. They stated that

while they did not oppose reasonable taxa-

tion, they objected to the royalty system

as a breach of faith on the part of the

Government and a deterrent to the invest-

ment of capital in mining enterprises, and

asked for the appointment of a royal com-

mission to consider the whole question.

The minister suggested a conference with

the officials of the mining department

before any further steps were taken,

which was assented to.

Some of the Cobalt mine owners have

forwarded samples of ore to smelting

companies in England and Germany in

the hope of inducing them to enter the

market.

Returns to the Ontario Bureau of

Mines of the output of the metalliferous

mines and works of the province for the

nine months ending Sept. 30 are as fol-

lows, in short tons, except for silver,

which is reported in troy ounces : Silver,

6,919,987; copper, 5111; nickel, 8087; iron

ore, 141,719; pig iron, 180,663; steel, 120,-

077 ; zinc ore, 4D0. Last year's total silver

output was 5401,766 oz., valued at

$3,667,551. Owing to the decline in the

price of silver the value for the nine

month*;' production will be considerably

less.
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Mining News from All Parts of the World
New Enterprises, Installations of New Machinery, Development of

Mines and Transfers of Property Reported by Special Correspondents

THE CURRENT HISTORY OF MINING
Alabama

Jefferson County

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Com-
pany—This company has resumed con-

struction on its coal mine No. 12, which

was stopped about two months ago. The
hoisting shaft and air shaft had just

reached the coal. The mine will be

equipped with steel head-frame and skip

hoists and will have a capacity of 2500

tons per day. A Stewart jig coal washer
will also be part of the equipment. This

mine is on the Pratt vein. The Birming-

ham Southern Railroad is being extended

to reach the mine.

Woodward Iron Company—This com-
pany is just completing the erection of

a third blast furnace at Woodward;
also a large central electric power plant

from which power will be transmitted to

the coal mines on one side and the ore

mines on the other. This power plant

consists of three alternating-current gen-

erators, each with capacity of 3400 volts

and 68 amp. ; and is operated by direct-

connected compound engines. The com-
pany is also building a large storage reser-

voir with concrete dam, and a We-Fu-Go
water softening and purifying plant with

a daily capacity of 500.000 gallons.

Arizona

Cochise County

Tombstone Consolidated Mines Com-
pany—The amount of water pumped Dec.

5 was 4,667,000 gal., showing a decrease

of 633,000 gal. in the daily rate since Oct.

I. In the winze of the Emerald mine,

where promising copper ore has been dis-

covered, a depth of 63 ft. below the ninth

level has now been obtained and water

has not yet been encountered. The burn-

ing of the shaft house of the Lucky Cuss
mine, Nov. 28, made it impossible to con-

tinue further developments on the body
of high-grade ore recently opened in that

mine. However, the damage was unim-
portant except for the loss of time, and
it is expected that development work will

be resumed soon after the middle of De-
cember.

California

Alpine County

Hercules—l\\e reconstruction of the

dam of this company is complete, and
the electric power has started up the

mill, compressor, drills, etc. The ore in

the mine runs about $8 per ton.

Butte County

Stanley—At the Cape Horn mine of this

company, the road is completed, and the

necessary buildings constructed. A new
working incline is being constructed.

Calaveras County

Sheep Ranch—-The electric power has

been shut off and the mine finally closed

down, after some desultory work run-

ning over several months.

Del Norte County

Salt Lake-California Copper Company
—At this copper mine, formerly the

Union, 15 men are at work cleaning out

old tunnels, etc., preparatory to shipping

ore.

Kern County

Long rom-=-The old Long Tom mine is

being reopened by this new company, with

Oscar G. Rogers as superintendent. The
mill is to work up the old dump at once,

and there are about 3000 tons of ore ready

for stoping.

Lake County

Helen—This quicksilver mine, near

Middleton, is being reopened. During the

summer retorts have been built.

Mono County

Sunny Jim—At this property the tun-

nel is being driven to tap the ledge and a

shaft is also being sunk. Water is being

piped in and a reservoir is being built.

Nevada County

Birchville—The development operations

in this mine at Graniteville, Fred Medlin,

superintendent, have been stopped for the

present ; work will be resumed in the

spring.

Champion Mines Company — These

mines at Nevada City now have a new
superintendent in the .person of George

Mainhart, of Grass Valley. An assess-

ment has been levied on the stock recently.

Floriston—The Nims claim at Floriston,

where there is considerable excitement

just now, shows a lo-ft. ledge of high-

grade rock.

Hendrick—In this old claim, adjoining

the Eureka ground, the owner, Michael

Hogan, has encountered specimen rock.

Plumas County

Dutch Hill—This mine near Quincy, B.

F. Barbee, superintendent, will be oper-

ated all winter. About 2800 ft. of chan-

nel remains unworked.

San Bernardino County

California Gold and Copper Company—
A carload of ore from this mine, in Ex-

chequer district, yielded 10 per cent, cop-

per. A smelting plant is to be erected on

the property.

Shasta County

Little Nellie—The owners of this mine

near Iron mountain have arranged to have

the ore treated at the Mammoth smelter,

Kennett, instead of at Keswick, as here-

tofore.

Oriole—Work has been resumed on this

mine and a 4-ft. vein of $6 rock has been

uncovered.

Sierra County

Papoose—This mine has been paying

well for some time with a five-stamp mill,

"jewelry" ore having been mined in the

lower tunnel. Five more stamps are to

be added to the mill.

South Fork—The main tunnel of this

mine. Forest City, is in 4900 ft. and is

very close to the Maple Grove ground, the

extreme southern extension of the Bald

Mountain lead.

Siskiyou County

Bennct Mining Company—This com-

pany, at Forks of Salmon, has put in

readiness for hydraulicking when the

water comes, the Bloomer, Nigger Hill,

Crapo and Knudson mines.

Tehama County

- California & Massachusetts Copper

Mining Company—The large cylinders for

the air compressors have been delivered

at the Tom Head mine, and the smelting

madiinery will be delivered later.

Trinity County

Bear Tooth Group—On this group de-

velopment work is to be commenced at a

new point.

Yuba County

Mount Pleasant—Heavy nuggets have

lately been taken from this mine above

Camptonville, where the gravel bed is

found to be wide and deep. Adjoining

claims have also recently struck rich

gravel.

Colorado

Dolores County—Rico

Pro Patria Mill—This mill, with 60 tons

daily capacity, will start Jan. i, and pos-

sibly ten days earlier. The United Rico
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Mines Company, which recently acquired

this plant from B. N. Grilling, of Shelton,

Conn., has upwarti of 10,000 tons of liigh-

grade milling ore blocked out and enough

development work planned to keep the

mill in continuous operation.

Rio Dolores—At this property, two

miles north of Rico, Superintendent J. W.
Burns announces that he will continue de-

velopment throughout the winter and pay

the men in cash.

United Rico—During the time when

miners were scarce this company volun-

tarily raised wages of miners 50c., mak-

ing them $3.50 per day. On Dec. i the

old scale of $3 per day was resumed and

accepted by the men without protest.

A body of contact ore of unusual thick-

ness and richness has been disclosed on

the Ute vein of this company. It was cut

by a raise 40 ft. north of a large cross-

vein, and at the point of intersection the

ore was 3 ft. thick and assayed well in

gold and silver, with some lead, copper

and zinc. Tlie length and breadth can

only be determined by developnfcnt. The
stratification is faulted south of the cross-

vein. The contact on the south side is 50

ft. higher than on the north side. The
ore has all the characteristics of Newman
hill contact, that is to say, a white quartz

showing silver glance, brittle silver and

rhodochrosite. The latter is the unfailing

indicator of high-grade ore in this camp.

Drifting upon the contact has already

begun and Manager Sheard will make
shipments as fast as the ore is taken out.

Wellington— This property, controlled

by David Swickhimer, of Rico, and oper-

ated under lease by Louis Habermann,

one of the owners, has a body of copper

ore in sight. Shipments have been sus-

pended, but it is understood they will be

resumed after Jan. i. New air courses

have been opened up and the property can

be operated at reduced cost.

Lake County—Leadville

On account of adverse market conditions

the mining of silver, lead and zinc ores in

the district is dull. The operators are

taking advantage of the present stagna-

tion to place their properties in better

physical condition and also to carry on

prospecting in new territor>'. -^ number

are turning their attention to the gold

belt, and several new shafts will be sent

down after the first of the year in South

Evans and Breece hill.

The usual tonnage of silicious ores is

going out from the Dunkin, Robert E.

Lee, etc., on Fryer hill. The present out-

put of iron from Fryer hill is heavy, as

there is a demand on part of the smelters

for this class of ore. and every working

mine on the hill i* srndintr riut a eood

tonnage

American Zinc Extraction Comftany—
The manager of this mill, on the south

side of California gulch opposite the

mouth of the Yak tunnel, stales positively

that the mill will nut close down during

the present stringency, as he has large

stocks of ore on hand that will keep the

mill busy for several months to come.

When the bulk of this is treated the mill

will be in the market for more

Emerald Tunnel—This tunnel. Chalk

ranch, is now in 450 ft., and in another

50 ft. should open up the mineral. Re-

cently the tunnel passed through some

pretty hard quartzite, but the formation

at the breast is now changing, the ground

becoming softer, and several small streaks

of mineral have made their appearance,

which are probably stringers from the

main vein.

Musk Ox—Arrangements have been

made by this company, Thompson gulch,

to continue work during the winter. The

company is prospecting the contact from

the 4S0-ft. level, and although a large

body of low-grade mineral has been

opened the main ore-bearing horizon

has not been located. The work of pros-

pecting will be pursued during the win-

ter.

Rock Hi//—With the recent strike of a

good body of ore in the Coon valley and

a fair body of ore opened in the Alham-

bra, operator^ are again turning their at-

tention to this section of the district and

securing ground. At the Bessie Wilgus

several streaks of good ore have been en-

countered and are being followed, but

the management is of the opinion that the

main ore-shoot will be opened in the

gulch to the south ; drifts are now being

driven in that direction. The lessees on

the Stone and Dome are shipping an ex-

cellent grade of iron, and from the Cre-

centia the regular 50 tons daily of iron

and sulphides are being sent to the

smelter. The Delaware shaft is now in

the lime.

South Evans Gulch—On account of

necessary repair work at the smelter at

Salida shipments of medium grade ore

have been curtailed for the present from

the Cleveland; the rich gold ore, how-

ever, goes out regularly. As the drifts

to the north and south are driven ahead

the vein in both of them becomes wider

and the mineral is in more compact bodies.

At present nothing but development work

is being carried on where the rich ore

is found and no work is being done on

the low-grade orebodies. The Best

Friend and the Favorite, to the south

of the Cleveland, are shipping a good

grade of ore.

Park County

Dell—Se^'eral men are at work on a

contract on this property which is being

worked by the Howell Mining Company.

Some good-looking copper ore has been

found, both the native and o.xide as well

as some sulphide. As yet no ore has been

shipped. G. J. Howell, of Guffy, is in

charge of the property. It is situated in

the southern part of tlie county in the

Freshwater district.

.S'u'o/'f—Work has* recently been re-

sumed on this property which is a part of

the Lloyd ranch. A winze is being sunk

from the tunnel. Some good copper ore

has been found in this place.

Teller County—Ckii'i-le Cheek

The general mining situation in thi»

district is quite encouraging, and it seems

probable that before the first of the year

there will be a noticeable improvement.

Several of the properties that have been

shut down for some time on account of

the burning of the Cycle mill are prepar-

ing to resume operations. On account

of the falling off of work in a number of

the Nevada districts a number of men "

have returned to the district, and labor

is quite plentiful. A number of new
leases are being started, chiefly by small

operators who have returned from the

outside. The stringency of the money
market has not been felt to any great ex-

tent here as there has not been much out-

side money coming in of late.

Isabella—This property is reported as

doing very well, both on company account

and by lessees. Some good ore is being

mined on the Sharpe lease on the looo-ft

level. The low-grade ore from the mine
is being handled at the mill. A number
of lessees are at work on the property.

Stratton's Independence—This property

is producing a fair amount of ore, taken

out by lessees. The production will prob-

ably be increased to a considerable extent

when the new mill is completed. This
mill is being erected by Philip Argall, of
Derrver, and is designed to treat the ore

by the cyanide process. The decision of

the State Supreme Court in Denver in the
case between this, company and the Port-
land has not yet been rendered. C. M.
Beckerv is general manager of the prop-
erty.

Illinois

Figures compiled by State Bureau of

Labor Statistics show that the coal pro-

duction for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1907, was 46,658,875 short tons. This
compares with 38,317,581 tons for 1905-6,

showing an increase last year of 8,341,294

tons, or 21.8 per cent.

Indiana

Albert A. Sams, deputy State mine in-

spector, has brought two suits against

Charles Menden, of Evansville, for vio-

lating the State mining laws, in failing to

provide a stairway in accordance with the

law, and for failure to visit his mine each

alternate day. The mining laws require

the State inspector to prosecute all such

cases.

The two day's examination conducted

by State Mine Inspector Epperson, at

Terre Haute, of applicants for licenses as

mine bosses and engineers closed, Dec.
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6, with a large proportion of those who

tried the written examination dropping

out before the oral examination began.

In the beginning there were 41 applicants

for license as mine bosses and fire bosses

and 21 for hoisting engineers.

Clay County

The average daily output of the clay

mines and clay plants of this county is

computed at 55 carloads of products, 25

tons to the carload. As these mines and

plants are operated practically every day,

the year round, the annual production is

riot less than 400,000 tons, the market

value of which is nearly $2,500,000.

Marion County

Carter Cool and Coke Company—This

company has been incorporated, capital-

ized at $100,000, to carry on the business

of mining coal, oil, gas and other min-

erals. The headquarters will be in Indian-

apolis. John B. Carter, William T. Hicks

and Charles A. Dennen are directors.

Suu-ivAN County

Commercial Coal Company—This is the

latest to organize and incorporate for the

purpose of doing a general mining busi-

ness. The capital is $30,000 and the head-

quarters in Dugger. M. E. Merrick is

president.

Vermillion CouJjty

The strike situation in the Clinton dis-

trict is clearing and five of the six mines

were running the greater part of the

week. Mine No. 6 cannot be reached by

the miners except by train, but the rail-

way company has withdrawn this train

till the miners sign an indemnity bond,

agreeing to pay for all damage to the

coaches caused by riots in the future. The

miners accepted their pay partly in checks

before returning to work. '

Warrick County

Black Diamond—These coal mines west

of Boonville have been closed as a result

of the mine labor disturbances and will

probably remain shut down until a better

understanding prevails. Louis Stock is

one of the principal operators.

Iowa

lo-iua Coat Operators' Association—At

the annual meeting in Des Moines re-

cently, the principal discussion related to

the striking of the miners whenever they

were under the impression that they had a

grievance. The operators maintained that

under the agreement with the United

Mine Workers the miners should remain

at work while the grievance was being

adjusted by the arbitration committees of

the operators and the mine workers'

union. In the present agreement there is

a clause covering this point, but the

miners have violated it at frequent inter-

vals. The association instructed President

H. L. Waterman and Commissioner John

P. Reese to enter a protest to the min-

ers' officials before the ne.xt annual meet-

ing against these violations of the joint

agreement. There was an informal dis-

cussion of the new agreement and wage

scale, but no definite recommendations

were made. The annual election of offi-

cers resulted as follows : President, H.

L. Waterman, of Ottumwa; vice-presi-

dent, David Denning, of Cincinnati ; treas-

urer, E. C. Smith, of Des Moines; secre-

tary and commissioner, John P. Reese, of

Albia ; executive committee, ."Mexander

Dargavell, of Centerville ; B. C. Buxton,

of Buxton ; S. W. White, of Oskaloosa

;

E. C. Smith, of Des Moines, and Samuel

Maclure, of Fort Dodge. In addition to

the above officers and members of the

executive committee, the scale committee

will include David Ladvvick, of Mystic;

Henry Phillips, of Ottumwa ; W. A. Dur-
fee, of Bussey; Samuel Blount, of Des
Moines, and H. H. Canfield, of Boone.

United Zinc Company—-A cave in at the

mine of this sompany disclosed ore so

near the surface that stripping was re-

sorted to and a large amount of ore was
taken out in this way before the orebody.

was exhausted.

Michigan

Iron

Lake Superior Iron and Chemical Com-
pany—The Newberry furnace belonging

to this company, went out of blast Dec.

4 for an indefinite period. Its Chocolay

furnace, although rebuilt this year, has

not yet been blown in and no plans for

its operation have been decided upon.

Miinro—This mine, at Iron mountain,

has shut down for the winter and about

60 men have been laid oflf. The Buffalo

& Susquehanna Steel Company, which

operates the mine, extracted about 50,000

tons of ore or about 3000 more than in

1906.

Mis«ouri

JoPLiN District

Gerke Mining Company—The 2So-ton

mill of this company on the Continental

land west of Joplin is nearing completion.

Several thousand dollars worth of ore is

piled on tSie dumps ready for milling.

Rabbit Foot Mining Company—Owing
to the explosion of a boiler this property

is closed down.

Columbia Zinc Company—This com-

pany has started to drift from its west

shaft to the mill shaft 300 ft. east. The
latter is now down 76 ft This drift will

be completed by the time the shaft is

down to the ore at 190 ft.

Sheet Ground District—Five drills are

at work on the square mile northwest

of the Columbia Zinc Company property.

Smoot & Wheat—A rich lead strike

was made south of Webb City by Smoot

& Wheat, of Joplin.

Whitselt—The mine of the Old Domin-

ion Mining Company, one of the largest

producers in the district, has shut down
owing to low ore prices.

Montana

Silver Bow County

A few of the companies that were or-

ganized during the copper boom days are

still working and prosecuting development

work. Among those that appear to have

sufficient resources are the Butte & Lon-

don, Pilot-Butte, Colusa-Leonard Exten-

sion, North Butte Extension and Raven.

Raven—The company has sunk the

shaft to a depth of 975 ft. A station has

been cut at the 900 and a cross-cut has

been started south to the veins. At the

700 drifting is being done on the vein and

an orebody 3 ft. wide, carrying gold and

silver and assaying 3 per cent, copper, has

been opened. This find is considered es-

pecially encouraging because it is under

the workings of the 500 where the ore

was largely zinc and of little value.

Butte Coalition—The company is prose-

cuting development work but is mining

no ore. The new steel gallows-frame,

108 ft. high on the Tramway, has been

completed in record time, the work hav-

ing been done in 27 days.

Butte & New York—The shaft on the

Colonel Sellers has reached a depth of

740 ft., and a station has been cut at

the 700-ft. level, where a pump and tank

are being installed. The shaft, which is

in solid granite, will be carried to a depth

of at least 1000 ft. before the veins will

be explored.

Pilot-Butte—A record in shaft sinking

was made by the company in November.

During that month a depth of 125 ft. was

attained, making the shaft on the Pilot

340 ft. deep. Three veins have been cut

by the shaft, the last at a depth of 300 ft.

They will be crosscut at a depth of 500

feet.

Nevada

EsMER.\LDA County—Goldfield

Proposed Mills—Local mine owners

have made up their minds to get away
from the high charges of the smelters

and the transportation companies. The
success of the Combination, the Nevada-

Goldfield and the Kinkead plants shows

that the extraction of the values can be

made from ores that cannot possibly be

shipped to the smelters. The Florence

company has all the surface work on its

plant completed, and all that is necessary

is the machinery, which has been on the

road for hionths from different points

throughout the country. The Consolidated

company will have a 500-ton mill in oper-

ation just as soon as it can be constructed.

Other corporations will follow suit.
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N'ye County—Bullfrog

Aurora—Sinking has been resumed on

this property under the management of

T. C. Blair. The present depth of the

shaft is 100 ft., but it will be carried

down to the 250-ft. level without delay

and to facilitate the work the company
will shortly erect a power hoist. Lateral

work will be started at the iso-ft. level to

iiUorsect and develop the ledge opened in

the 70-ft. level, which prospects well.

Gibraltar—The mine is being developed

by lessees. The Phillips & Moesser lease

is raising shipping ore averaging $300

per ton. Several other leases have prom-

ising ore opening up.

Golden Scepter—The new tunnel has

cut the Hobo vein at a distance of 230

ft. from the entrance, and at a depth of

150 ft. The vein is about 12 ft. in width

and is well mineralized. Drifts will be

run in both directions along the vein.

Homestake-King—This company has

made a contract with the Nevada-Cali-

fornia Power Company for 400 h.p., the

contract covering a period of 10 years.

.A. five-mile spur from the Rhyolite sub-

station will be built at once to accommo-
date the Homestake-King and Gold Bar

mills. The mill will be built at the mine,

close to the workings, at a point only a

few hundred feet north of the Gold Bar

plant. The company decided to put in a

larger mill than they at first had planned,

the accepted plans calling for 25 stamps,

which means a daily capacity of 125 tons.

The survey for the millsite has been made
and excavation work will be started at

once.

Keane Wonder—The first clean-up of

the new mill on this property has been

made; 900 tons of ore were crushed for a

return of $18,000 gold. A large amount

of gold was absorbed by the plates, but

ne.xt month a greater yield is expected.

Midas—Two shifts of six men are driv-

ing a crosscut tunnel on the Bullfrog

Midas, located in the Grapevine district,

about eight miles from Rhyolite. The
tunnel is now in 60 ft. and a vertical

depth of 500 ft. has been attained.

Mogul—This company proposes to re-

sume work on this property, situated in

the Springdale district. The shaft is down
90 ft. and will be continued to the 300-ft.

level before lateral work is undertaken.

National Bank—It is estimated that the

ore of milling grade in the dump is over

30,000 tons, and large quantities of ore of

similar grade are blocked out in the. work-

ings, awaiting milling facilities. The new
surface ledge is opening up well and high-

grade shipping ore is being mined from it.

Shoshone—The management states that

the mill crushed 4200 tons of ore during

November for a return of $105,000. In

the same period, 400 tons of high-grade

ore, averaging $100 per ton, were shipped

to the smelters. This makes the gross

output of the mine for the month $145,000.

The new mill is running well.

ll'esi Extension—Ore has been cut in

the workings at the 200- ft. level. Quarts

similar to that opened in the vein in the

upper levels is showing in the drives.

Some seams of high-grade shipping ore

are showing.

NvE County—Round Mountain

Round Mountain Sphinx—On the 200-

fl. level of this mine about 60 miles from

Goldtield two veins of good width, carry-

ing values of $20 to $40 a ton have been

opened up. The company has placed an or-

der with the Allis-Chalmers Company,

Milwaukee, Wis., for a Huntington mill

plant of 25 to 30 tons capacity. The power

plant and crusher will be sufficient to

operate additional units.

Nye County—Tonop.\h

Belmont—Mining developments in the

lower levels are satisfactory. A large

amount of milling ore is blocked out ready

for stoping.

Extension—Good progress is being made
in the north crosscut on the 1050-ft. level

at the Tonopah Extension, with no change

in the formation since last report. Stop-

ing is progressing as usual on all levels

above the 600-ft. level.

Jim Butler—The new compressor plant

at this mine is working smoothly and

machine drills arc in operation on all

levels. The usual shipments are going

forward to the smelter.

Little Tonopah—The north crosscut on

the 850-ft. level is out about 500 ft. and

stringers of ore carrying good silver

values are being encountered. The ground

is being developed by the Tonopah Geo-

detic Company, composed of Los Angeles

capitalists, and the work has been pushed

without interruption for the past two

years. The lode porphyry was struck in

the shaft at a depth of 810 ft., and after

penetrating the porphyry 40 ft., stringers

of mineralized quartz were recently en-

countered. The mine is well situated

west of the Midway and Tonopah mines.

Montana—The mill is running regu-

larly to its full capacity of 40 stamps, and

the output averages about iioo tons a

week. The saving of values is up to ex-

pectations. The ore sent to the mill is

being "sweetened' from the rich shoots

that have been opened up at various points

in the mine, and the clean-ups are becom-

ing more frequent and are showing a

material increase in value. Development

work is progressing as usual in the mine.

IVest End—Work is progressing as

usual on the 400-ft. level, and the custom-

ary quantity of ore is being extracted

from the stopes. Prospecting is being

carried on systematically on the aoo and

275-ft. levels, with excellent results.

Sinking will be resumed in the new
double-compartment working shaft early

next month and will be continued until

the 500-ft. level is reached.

WliriK I'l.SK CoL'.NlV—UiCtuLA

I'angiiilch—.\ rich gold strike has been

made in the ground of this company, where

4 ft. of free-milling ore, running high in

gold, has been opened. The company
began work about three months ago and
has been running a tunnel crosscutting

the formation. In driving the tunnel 100

ft. they have gone through three veins

of gold ore. The ore is being sorted and

sacked for shipment.

Tybo—General Manager E. J. Collins,

of the Nevada Smelter and Mines Corpor-

ation, states that the Tybo mine has been

at last pumped out and that a big body of

ore has been encountered on the 30o-ft.

level, the values being in gold, silver and

lead. The Tybo mine is an old mine, but

had beei\ lying idle for more than 20 years,

when the present owners took hold of it.

W.R.I.

Oregon

Curry County

Elzie Holderman and A. P. Churchill,

two Bohemia miners, recently went to

Curry county in search of copper and

brought back, some fine specimens of

native metal. They found that the copper

was confined to detached boulders. The
formation is serpentine and very treacher-

ous rock to work in. They found many
tunnels which have been driven by pros-

pectors, but no ledge has been found in

place.

DoucL.^s County

Twin Rocks—Lewis Hartley, manager
of this property at Bohemia, has shut

down for the winter. Work in this mine
has recently been in a hard rock crosscut

which was excavated to a depth of 150 ft.

The company opened the ledge on top

to a depth of 30 ft., where it left quartz

that assayed $11 to the ton free milling.

Work will be resumed in the early spring.

L.\NE County

Bohemia Seven—Assessment work for

1907 has been completed on this property

near Mineral, and the management now
plans to sur\'ey the seven claims for

patent to do considerable development in

the spring.

Combination—Clark Brothers, who oper-

ate this mine at Mineral, are encountering

good ore in the lower drift. They are

now in on the ledge over 300 ft. and have

exposed a body of silver-gold ore. The
ore is base, and Sherman Clark, engineer

and manager, says that they have a first-

class concentrating proposition.

Golden Rule—Manager Wechter. of

Salem, will prosecute work all winter on

this property at Mineral. He recently

sent in an assayer and engineer to sample

the mine and lay plans for future develop-

ment.

Great Eastern—This company, near

Mineral, has completed the assessment
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•work on the Minturn claims, but will do

no more this season owing to the money

stringency.

Star Consolidated—This company is

tr>'ing to secure patents to ' its group of

13 claims, but is meeting with some trou-

ble, as the property is on the Cascade

forest reserve.

Vesuvius—F. G. Hard, manager of this

property and also manager of the Bo-

hemia Supply Company, is doing develop-

ment work all winter. He is not operat-

ing the lo-stamp mill, but is pushing the

Wild Hog drift, which is now about 900

ft. in.

West Coast Mines Company—The min-

ers working in the tunnel at this mine, at

Orseco, in Bohemia district, have encoun-

tered very hard rock. This tunnel, now

60 ft. long, was recently started to tap

the Champion ledge at a depth of 1500

ft., and will be nearly 2000 ft. long when

it reaches the ledge. The first snow of

the season fell on Nov. 25, to a depth of

18 in. Work will be pushed as rapidly

as possible on this property.

Pennsylvania

Anthracite Coal

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company—This company's statement for

October and the four months of the fiscal

year from July i to Oct. 31 is as follows:

October. Four M08.

EsTDlDgs $4,397,071 $13,166,613

Expenses 3,930,4% 12,116,288

Ketearnings $ 466,r>75 $1,049,326

For the four months there were in-

creases of $2,923,131 in earnings; $2,184,-

147 in expenses; and of $738,984 in net

earnings.

South Dakota

Lawrence County

Reliance—Three carloads of machinery

have arrived for installation in the mill

and mine on Annie creek. The consign-

ment includes a fourth Huntington

crusher, a loo-h.p. eltctric motor and a

ID-drill air compressor with drills. The

capacity will thus be increased in order

to take care of new ore "reserves just

opened.

Homestake—The company has com-

men(;ed to install skips throughout the

hoists to supplant cages. New stations

are being cut on the levels and the hoist-

ing capacity will be greatly increased by

the change. A. G. Kirby, head metallur-

gist for the Goldfield Consolidated Mining

Company, has spent some time here study-

ing Homestake metallurgical methods as

applied to diversified ores. The ore in

these properties is similar. The directors

of the company decided not to resume

dividend payments until January at which

time the old rate of soc. per month will

prevail.

North Homestake—The improvements

are nearly completed and it is expected to

resume operations in both mine and mill

in another month. Electric power is be-

ing installed in both. The main shaft is

being enlarged to three compartments

previous to being sunk to quartzite.

Golden iffirard—William Russell, of

Colorado, has taken charge of the mill as

superintendent, succeeding O. N. Brown,

who went over to the Branch Mint. The

test of the new filter press will be made

in a few days.

Mogul—A tube mill for regrinding

high-grade sands is being installed and it

is e-xpected to increase the extraction 10

per cent. This is the first tube mill to be

used in the Black Hills, and other com-

panies are watching the experiment.

Pennington County

Victor Anna—A number of men from

Broken Bow, Neb., are at Redfern mak-

ing preliminary arrangements for the for-

mation of a company to take over this

group and operate it. It consists of 440

acres which carry an average gold value

of $6.

Ohio-Deadwood—The ground of this

company in the Rochford district has been

deeded back to the original owners,

Messrs. Kearney, Billups and Swanson,

because of failure to meet back payments

for several years. The ground will be

operated again by the owners.

Gertie—The famous suit of E. C. John-

son against W. L. Moyer, of Philadel-

phia, for possession of the property and

damages for alleged mismanagement, and

its counter suit by Moyer, was decided in

favor of Johnson, who was given full

possession of mine and machinery. He
will commence at once preliminary steps

to operating the mine, which it is claimed

shows 2j4 per cent. tin. No damages

were allowed either side and the fraud

charges were dismissed.

Provident—About 30 tons a week of

amblygonite is being shipped regularly

from the Peerless property and it is the

intention to ship at least 250 tons more

before the season closes.

Canada

British Columbia—Crow's Nest Pass.

The output of the Crow's Nest Pass

Coal Company's collieries during four

weeks ended November 29 totalled 84,-

486 tons. This gave an average per day

for 24 working days of 3520 tons. The
daily average for the last week of No-

vember, 1906, was 2289 tons. The in-

crease in output is therefore about 54 per

cent. The aggregate of the company's

payrolls for October at its three collieries

—Coal Creek, Michel, and Carbonado

—

was $205,416.

British Columbia—Golden Division

Giant—An Elmore vacuum oil plant is

to be installed at this zinc-lead mine in the

Golden mining division. The machinery

tor it has been received and is being put

in place under the direction of H. H.

Claudet, of Rossland, the Elmore com-

pany's representative in British Columbia.

British Columbia ^Vancouver Island

Britannia Smelter—The tonnage of ore

smelted at this company's smelter at Crof-

ton in 1907 will be about 73,000 tons,

yielding about 3,300,000 lb. of copper.

This tonnage includes about 32,000 tons

of ore, and 3900 tons of concentrates from

the Britannia mine, and 29,000 tons of ore

from the Mt. Andrew mine, on Prince of

Wales island, Alaska.

New Brunswick

Londonderry Iron and Mining Company
—This company, controlled by the Drum-
mond interests of Montreal, has leased

iron-mining areas in Gloucester county,

embracing 25 square miles, located on

the Nepisiquit river, 11 miles from Bath-

urst. These deposits are claimed to be

very rich, recent tests showing a depth of

324 ft. of hematite ore of excellent quality,

which can be mined economically. The
existence of these deposits was only

known locally and the property was

quietly secured by a .syndicate. The price

paid is said to be $80,000, the terms on

which the lease is held including a royalty

to the province of Sc. per ton on all ore

mined. The project of the company for

development includes the construction of

a branch railway to Bathurst and the erec-

tion of blast furnaces probably at that

point.

Nova Scotia

Dominion Iron and Steel Company—
This company has leased the iron-ore

areas of the New Brunswick Iron Com-

pany at Point Lepreaux, New Brunswick,

for 80 years, on a royalty basis of 25c. per

ton of the output.

Dominion Coal Company—The output

of coal for November, 1907, was 33S,8ii

tons, as compared with 308,367 for No-

vember, 1906.

Nova Scotia Steel Company—This com-

pany proposes extending its operations,

and is negotiating for some additional

areas of coal land over which prospecting

has been carried on for some time.

Ontario—Hastings County

Big Dipper—A concentrator with a

capacity of 100 tons of ore per day has

been contracted for, as well as an amal

gamating machine.

Nova Scotia

Maritime Coal, Railway and Power

Company—At a special general meeting

held in Montreal, Dec. 7, for the purpose

of ratifying a new bond issue, David

Mitchell, general manager, stated that de-

velopment work in the collieries was being

rapidly pushed. At the colliery at Chig-

nccto the main shaft had been sunk a

further distance of 500 ft., at which point
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levels will be opened to work a 6-ft. seam
of tirst-class coal. The new slope on the

property taken over from the Canada
Coal and Railway Company, is down 700

ft., and about 60 tons of coal per day are

being raised. The slope will be driven a

distance of 1700 ft. and levels run

Ontario—Cobalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore for

the week ending Dec. 7 were as follows

:

Buffalo, 160,000 lb.-; Coniagas, 175,890;

l.a Rose, 171,600; McKinley-Darragh,

-^53,050; O'Brien, 60,780; Silver Leaf,

50,100; Temiskaming, 45,600; total, 917,020

pounds. Shipments of ore for the week
ending Nov. 30 were as follows

:

Foster, 98,500 lb.; Hudson Bay, 134,000;

Kerr Lake (Jacobs), 44,000; La Rose,

1,265,000; Nova Scotia, 92,230; Silver

Queen, 120,000; Trethewey, 53.750; Town-
site, 42,200; Temiskaming, 63,000; total,

1,912,680 lb.

Cobalt Majestic Silver Mines, Ltd.—
.\ new company, which is being organized

under this name, has acquired the proper-

ties of the .^bitibi & Cobalt Mining
Company, the Empress mine, and a na-

tive silver proposition in James township.

The stockholders of the Abitibi are to re-

ceive share for share in the new company.

Colonial—This mine was closed down
recently, throwing about 30 men out of

employment.

Coniagas—At the annual meeting, held

in St. Catharines, Ont, Nov. 30, the di-

rectors' report, for 11 months ending Oct.

31, showed gross returns $779,225; work-

ing expenses, organization, etc., $i54,S33

;

net returns $624.762 ;
paid and payable

in dividends and bonus $300,000; balance

$324,762. The value of ore stored on

dump for concentration after allowing ex-

penses of treatment is estimated at $100,-

000.

Golden Fleece—The New York syndicate

which has been operating this gold mine

for several months, under option, has com-

pleted its purchase. .\ shaft has been sunk

80 feet.

McKinley-Darragh—The union miners

employed by this company have protested

against the reduction of 25c. per day and

the increase from nine to ten hours, which

they were notified would come into effect

Dec. 15. They have applied to the labor

department of the Dominion government

asking for the appointment of a board of

conciliation to inquire into the matter, in

accordance with the provisions of the

Lemieux act.

McKinley-Darragh Mining Company—
A strike has been made on the location of

this company, in Bucke township, at a

depth of 100 ft. The vein is smaltite with

good silver contents.

McKinnon—Bucke township. Cobalt.

It is reported that a calcitc vein of con-

siderable width, with a good showing of

native silver, has been struck at the 86-

ft. level of the main shaft of this mine in

Bucke township. A second shaft on the

properly is down 25 feet.

Red Rock—In drifting from the south

main shaft two veins have been encoun

tired showing from 12 to 18 in. of con-

centrating ore; there is also a narrow vein

of cobalt showing native silver.

Quebec

Nichols Copper Company—The plant for

the manufacture of sulphuric acid, recently

established at a cost of about a million dol-

lars, is in successful operation turning out

about 16 tons of acid daily. The company

is now mining mundic on a large scale and

purchasing the product of other mines. A
large increase in the capacity of the works

is contemplated.

Saskatchewan

The provincial government has decided

to open and operate a coal mine in the

Eagle lake district, at a point 40 miles

from the nearest surveyed line of railway

and in a country quite bare of timber.

The question of providing fuel in the

district mentioned is one of the utmost

importance to the settlers there, who will

have to go elsewhere if sufficient pro-

vision for their requirements is not made.

Yukon Territory—Whitehorse District

Arctic Chief—VJ. J. Elmendorf, man-

ager of this company, has returned from a

trip to Portland Canal, B. C. He states

that operations will be continued through-

out the winter at the copper mine.

Grafter—Grading work is in progress

within I'A miles of the Grafter mine on

the branch the White Pass & Yukon Rail-

way Company is building to the copper

mines. It is believed it will be practical

to work on the grade nearly all winter.

Valerie—A. B. Palmer has 14 men em-

ployed at the Valerie mine, eight under-

ground and six in cutting and hauling

mine timbers in readiness for enlarged

operations after the railway shall have

been completed. The shaft is down 100

ft. and a drift from it is about 50 ft. to the

face; Cross-cuts show the ledge to be 18

fl in width.

Mexico

AcuAS Calientes

Paso de 5'o/OJ-^These tin mines near

the western border of the State have been

sold to the American & Mexican Mines

Company.

Chihuahua

Dolores—.According to press despatches,

the judge of the Federal court at Chi-

huahua has rendered a decision adverse

to the .\mcrican claim to this mine, situ-

ated at Santa Eulalia. The mine was pur-

chased more than a year ago by a repre-

sentative of American capitalists. The

property was later seized by a Mexican

claimant and held with a force of armed

men. The Americans brought suit for

recovery, but both the lower and the

higher courts decided for the Mexican

claimant.

CoAHUlLA

Torreon Smelter—An explosion at the

works of the Compania Metalurgica de

Torreon wrecked the machinery in the

blower room and started a fire which

caused considerable damage before it was

lirought under control. The main engine

was wrecked and the walls of the build-

ing suffered more or less damage. A re-

serve engine and blower enabled the

works to resume after a short delay.

Jalisco

Casados—'Vhc work of unwatering this

old mine in the Hoslotipequilo district

has been completed, disclosing the ex-

pected bonanza ore at the bottom of the

old workings. The construction of a per-

manent shaft will be pushed. The ore is

silver sulphide carrying gold.

Vera Cruz

Tezuitian Copper Company—This com-

pany has notified the various ore buyers

that no more ores are wanted for the

present. The smelting plant has been

closed down, the low price of copper

being assigned as the cause.

Africa

Rhodesia

Gold production in November is re-

ported at 50,891 oz. bullion, being 2932 oz.

less than in October. For the 11 months

ended Nov. 30 the total was 503,566 oz.

bullion in 1906, and 559,339 oz. in 1907

;

an increase of 55,773 oz. The bullion re-

ported this year was equal to $10,289,774.

or 497,812 oz. fine gold.

Africa

Transvaal

Much interest is being taken in the Val-

entine Platinum Syndicate, which has a

stretch of ground about 20 miles from

Grahamstown, on the Assegai river. It is

said that many promising indications of

platinum have been obtained. An influen-

tial firm in London, apparently satisfied

with their prospects, has offered to float

the syndicate into a company with a

capital of £350^ooo. It is not known as yet

whether this prospect will develop into a

paying concern, but the property is to be

carefully prospected.

Australia

Western Australia

Gold production in November is re-

ported at 145,825 oz., a decrease of 333 oz.

from November, 1906. For the 11 months

ended Nov. 30 the total was 1,648,349 oz.

in 1906, and 1,543,103 oz. in 1907; a de-

crease of 105.246 oz. this year.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

Xcw York, Dec. 18—Coal trade in the

West is rather quieter, notwithstanding

>onie help afforded by cold weather. .^

decrease in demand for steam coal has

offset the gain in domestic sales. Car

supply is good ej\-erywhere; few or no

complaints are heard. Financial condi-

tions are better and there is less trouble

about pay-rolls.

The bituminous trade in the East is

dull, and the market is generally weak.

.\ surplus of coal is feared, unless there is

some curtailment of production at the

mines.

The anthracite trade has improved a

little, owing chiefly to colder .weather.

The cpastwise trade is falling off, but that

is usual at this season.

A heavy reduction in coke output is

reported, due to the stoppages in the iron

trade. In the Connellsville region pro-

duction has fallen off 50 per cent, since

October.

Co.\L Tr.vffic Notes

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, four

months July i to Oct. 31, short tons:

New River
Kanawba
Kentucky
Coonectlng lines.

Coal.

. 2.038,013

. 1,829,231

100,413
101,066

Coke.

83,870
38,592

38,551

Total.

2,121,883
l,f67,8«3

100,413
139,617

Total

Total, 1906

. 4,008,743

. 3,134.210

161.013

116.007

4,229,750

3,2.i0.217

Tidewater deliveries this year, 1,262,735

tons coal.

Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pitts-

burg, year to Dec. 7; short tons:

AnttimcltA.. ,

Ultumlnous..
O.kp

Total

1906.

4.277.74.'-.

:«).318.0I5

11,9:16,127

1907.

.5.298.06.';

37 .'224 .427

12.681,548

Changea
1,020.320

6,906.412
745,421

... 46,631.887 .55,2(M,04O I. 8,672,153

Bituminous coal and coke shipments,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia, lo

months ended Oct. 31

:

C-onl. Coke. Total.

Bail, ft Ohio 22,«96,4K4 6.244.413 27.:»40,897
Buff. BfK-h. * PUt«. 6.033.760 620.862 6.5.'H,622
Pr-nn. IIiiob. S. V. C. 6.913.672 n5..527 6.979.199
Vnt^. *-L. Erli- 9.221.248 4.448,486 I3,l!6U.7;t4

Norfolk k Western. 10,272,324 2,150,258 12,4-22..'>82

Total 54,537.488 12,429,54« 66,987.0:)4

Total, 1906 49,217,184 11,007,691 60,'2'24,875

Baltimore & Ohio anthracite, 752,939
tons in 1906, and 823,293 in 1907; an in-

crease of 70,354 tons.

Coal receipts at St. Louis, 10 months
ended Oct. 31, were 6,105,658 tons in

1906, and 6,597,393 in 1907; an increase of

49 1.735 tors.

New York

Anthracite

Dec. 18—The hard-'coal market is fairly

active, especially in stove coal and in pea

size. These two sizes are quite short, and

the demand has increased considerably

during the past week. Prices are quoted

as follows: Broken, $4.50(^4.75; egg,

stove and chestnut, $5; pea, $3.25@3So;

buckwheat No. i, $2.7S@3 ; buckwheat

No. 2 or rice, $2.I5@2.2S; barley, $1.75;

all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous
,

Trade is dull and there are some accu-

mulations at shipping ports, a condition

which has not occurred for six months

or more. New York harbor trade is ex-

tremely dull and prices have fallen off.

Good grades of steam coal bring only

$2.50 f.o.b. New York harbor shipping

ports and the demand for the better

grades is not much stronger. Some coal

on demurrage is offered at considerably

lower prices. Producers of the better

grades are still working on old contracts

to a limited extent, but the lower grades

are not booked ahead to any extent.

Trade in the far East is taking coal,

on old contracts, to a greater extent than

other territories. Trade along the Sound

is still calling freely for some of the

specialties, but does not seem to care for

the lower grades. All-rail trade is quiet,

but steady, and prices are higher, as a

rule, than tidewater business. Transpor-

tation from mines to tide is slow, coal

taking 10 days to run through. Car sup-

ply is up to all demands.

In the coastwise vessel market some
charters have been made at very low fig-

ures. One large craft was chartered at

80C. from Philadelphia to Boston, but the

prevailing rate between these points is

IOC. higher. Vessels are in good supply

and, as all ice-making ports are prac-

tically closed, some of the smaller vessels

are laying up for the winter. Freight

rates from Philadelphia to Portsmouth

are 95c.@$i ; to Lynn and Newburyport.

$i.05@i.io; to the Sound, 8oc. per ton.

Birmingham

Birmingham. Dec. 15—The mines in

.Alabama continue to be operated on full

time, with but few exceptions. The con-

sumption is large and good prices pre-

vail. The statement is made that a num-
ber of coke ovens in Jefferson county

will he started up again soon, and that all

men who desire work can obtain same
even through the two- weeks of the holi-

day season. There has been no reduction

in coal quotations and the railroads arc

still furnishing all the cars that are

wanted. The damage done at the new-

shaft of the Tennessee company by a local

windstorm is being repaired rapidly.

Chicago

Dec. 16—The coal market is quiet, ow-
ing largely to the absence of cold weather.

General business conditions are improving.

Eastern coals in general have been

weak. Shipments have been larger than

the trade could absorb. Hocking has been

in large supply at $3.i5@3.65. Smoke-
less also has been plentiful and has sold

at $3@3.So for run-of-mine and $4.15 for

lump. Youghiogheny at $3.15 for }i-'m.

gas and Pittsburg No. 8 at $2.95 have had

light sales. Anthracite is selling moder-

ately.

Illinois and Indiana coals hold about

the same prices as for the last month.

Lump brings $2@3 ; run-of-mine $i.75@

2 ; screenings, $i.20@i.40. Brazil block is

sluggish at $3.10.

Stocks of both retailers and consumers

have been somewhat large, but are being

steadily depleted.

Indianapolis

Dec. 17—Reports from the coal-trade

centers indicate a slightly better tone, and,

with the exception of a few localities, an

increasing demand for coal at the mines.

Cooler weather and a greater volume of

currency with which to pay the miners,

thus inducing them to return to the work,

arc the contributing causes. The coal

traffic with some of the railroads con-

tinues to be heavy, especially those touch-

ing the gas-belt territory.

As a general thing prices remain firm.

A slight break is made here and there in

order to put off coal which is a little off

grade.

Pittsburg

Dec. 17^—There is but little change in

the coal situation. The cut in prices last

week did not induce buying and the mines

are running to about 60 per cent, of ca-

pacity. There is no complaint of a scarc-

ity of railroad cars and many cars are

stored on the various branches. Coal is

still quoted on a basis of $i.i5@i.20 for

mine-run at mine but it is believed this

rate could be shaded. Slack has declined

to 40c. and it is reported that there would
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l>c 110 difficulty in buying at loss. 1 lie

rivers were navigable for over a week and
the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
and Coke Company sbipped fully 3,000,000
luisli. to the lower markets. A number of
empty coal boats and barges came up on
the "rise" and were sent up to the pools.

.Ml the river mines are in full operation.

Connellsi'ille Coke—Thv week opened
with I9,39<J ovens idle out of a total of

.'5,SiJ in both of the Conncllsville coke
fields. Three small independent concerns
operating less than 400 ovens made a re-

duction of I2j4 per cent, in wages on
Dec. I and it is understood a few other

independents will order a cut on Jan. i.

So far as known the large producers will

not make any change in -the wage
schedules. Furnace coke is quoted at $2
@2.25 and foundry at $2.so@3, but these

rates are purely nominal as there is but

little new business being done. Xhe
Courier in its report for the week gives

the production in both fields at 202,471,

tons and the shipments aggregated 66i6

cars distributed as follows: To Pittsburg,

2319 cars; to points west of Connellsville,

3696 cars; to points east of Connellsville,

601 cars.

Iron Trade Review

New York, Dec. 18—Little change is to

be reported in the iron and steel markets.

Some demand for foundry and basic pig

has developed in the East, but it is rather

of a sporadic sort, indicating special needs
of a few plants. Finished material con-

tinues very quiet, so far as new business

is concerned, a few orders for city work
being all the business in sight.

Bids for the construction of the ap-

proaches to the new Manhattan bridge

over the East river in New York were
opened Dec. 12. Four bids were received,

as follows: J. C. Rodgers, $2,168,304;

Maryland Steel Company, $2,179,724; Mc-
Clintic-Marshall Construction Company,

$2,367,978 : Williams Engineering and
Contracting Company, $2,411,407.

Pig Iroji Production—The reports of

the blast furnaces on Dec. i show 226

coke and anthracite stacks in blast, hav-

ing a total weekly capacity of 347,400

tons. This is 144,100 tons less than on Nov.

I ; 180,800 tons less than the maximum
reached on July i, 1907; and is the small-

est weekly capacity reported since Nov.

r, 1904. Taking the report of the Ameri-
can Iron and Steel Association for the

first half of the year, the estimate of

the Iron Age of the coke and anthracite

make for later months and an allowance

for the charcoal furnaces, the approxi-

mate production of pig iron in November
was 1,856,000 tons; and for the 11 months
ended Nov. 30 it was 24,525,544 tons.

Lake Iron Ore Shipments—Lake navi-

gation closed practically Dec. 10. The ore

shipments by water for the season are

reported as below, in long tons

:

l'i.rl~:

Kflcnuabn
Mnri|u»t(o
.\HlllliIlll

Two iiitrtiurs. ..

Sii|)<irliir

Dulutti

Total

The figures

slight revision

year was 10.

1

ing from the

shipments in

this year they

same.

HKXl.

8,851,inifi

3,791, u»ll

3,3««.lll
H.lHU.l'JN

0,U(KI,(Vi7

IVII'.

6,7(31 .'.IfW

3,«I7.4'27

;i,«in.flTi

M.lKK.UOll

7.MO,3M()
lit,«ll.ll77

ObaiitfrH.

1). K'J.107

I. '/i(i.UU4

1. iU.Ml
1. H.77M
1. I,:t87,:i*)

I. i.'nis.im

37,M3,Mi 41,'2«a,aM) 1, 3,778.7(W

for 1907 may require ,1

The total increase this

per cent., most of it com-
Mesabi range. The rail

1906 were 1,008,597 tons;

will probably be about the

Baltimore

Dec. 17—Imports for the week included

1500 tons spiegeleisen, 1449 tons ferro-

ii'angancse, 100 tons ferro-silicon and 228
tons silico-spicgel. Arrivals of iron ore
were 9050 tons from Cuba and 4890 from
Spain ; 13,940 tons in all.

Exports included 6059 tons steel rails,

310 tons splice bars and 529 tons steel ties,

chicflv to Panama.

Birmingham

Dec. 16—A few sales of pig iron were
made in the Southern territory recently,

but the aggregate business was small.

The production is down to the lowest
point, and as far as can be heard there
will hardly be any more curtailment. The
local consumption is falling off, the cast-

iron pipe plants not running as full as

they might. The rolling mills at Bes-
semer and in the city are doing fairly well.

Pittsburg Construction Company will

begin the work of re-building stock bins

at the Ensley furnace and steel plants

of the Tennessee company, Jan. i, bring-

ing over 200 men from the North.

The report of the receivers of the

Southern Steel Company, given to the

creditors at a meeting held the past week,
shows that less than soc. on the dollar is

likely to be realized by the creditors.

Chicago
Dec. 16—Conditions of the iron trade

look decidedly better. Sales of pig iron

are increasing and there is manifest a

spirit of returning confidence. Particularly

significant, in the opinion of the trade, is

the increase in sales for delivery farther

ahead than the next 30 days.

Prices remain firm, $15 Birmingham
for Southern No. 2 ($19.35 Chicago) and
$i9@20 for Northern No. 2 representing

most sales. There is naturally a wide
range of prices under variations of ton-

nage and time of delivery. The fore-

going represent prices on such lots as are

being sold—carload lots to 1000 tons to be

delivered within the next three months.

Trade in iron and steel products is still

quiet but does not appear to be in danger
of a slump. Coke remains dull at $5.65

for the best Connellsville.

Philadelphia

Dec. 18—The pig-iron condition has im-

proved to the extent that inquiries a-.-

coming in, chietly for basic. Several salc»

have been made, some for early delivery,

but most of it for two months hence,

liolh foundry and forge arc very dull so

far as sales arc concerned, but with some
inquiries. Prices are nearly nominal, and
buyers believe that pig iron has not yet

touched bottom. Foundry interests are

picking up some new business.

Steel Billets— Inquiries are coming from
large consumers, but they arc looking for

lower |)rices, and then their requirements

are trilling.

Bars—There is not the slightest im-

provement to be noted. Quotations range

from 1.60 to 1.70C. The jobbing trade is

laking only sufficient iron to cover actual

iloniand.

Sheets—Considerable sheet capacity in

idle, but some of our manufacturers say

that large orders are practically assured.

Merchant Steel—Considerable merchant
steel has been received from the mills and
the agencies are well stocked up. Special

inducements have been offered this week
in the way of prices on small lots.

Pipes and Tubes—The consumption in

this territory continues large. The shops
working up tubes are doing a fair amount
of business.

Plates—'The inquiries for plate are com-
ing from the smaller builders and ma-
chine shops, and there is fair activity

among this class of buyers. The business

is strictly retail in character.

Structural Material—The outlook is a

little better than in other lines. Some
work is coming from the Pacific Coast,

V. hich is helping out. The amount of

bridge work placed this month is about
two-thirds of the average. There are very
few small orders for building purposes.

Scrap—The scrap market does not pre-

sent a single feature this week that entitles

it to be noticed.

Pittsburg

Dec. 17—Despite tJie unusually dull con-

ditions in the trade, there is still consid-

erable unfilled business on the books of

(he large companies. The big Homestead
steel plant and the Clairton works of the

Carneg[ie Steel Company are operating in

full and the Edgar Thomson rail plant is

on half time. The company is operating

its steel plant at New Castle and yester-

day started one of the idle blast furnaces

at that place. The National Tube Com-
pany is running all of its plants in this

district in full and they will be kept going

steadily the rest of the year and into the

first quarter with a few days' idleness dur-

ing the holiday week. .On Jan. i the Na-
tional company will take over the sales

department of the Shelby Steel Tube
Company and the Western Tube Com-
pany, subsidiary concerns. This is to be

done as a matter of economy. It is under-
it.ioil ili.it till' T'lilt.-il Si-ii,-i '^t.-e] Cor-
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poration is planning for a saving in a

number of ways, but will not reduce wages

as has been repeatedly reported. Thre

may be some readjustments, but no gen-

eral cut on Jan. I. There are many opti-

mists in this district and but few steel

men take a discouraging view of the fu-

ture. While there is still some uncer-

tainty regarding the business that is ex-

pected to come from the railroads, it is

generally believed that the orders for

steel rails for 1908 will not fall short of

the tonnage filled for this year's require-

ments. The Republic Iron and Steel Com-

pany is still booking small orders for

iron and steel bars and is running its

Brown-Bonnell works in the Youngstown

district almost to capacity. It also is

operating its spike mill, as there have been

a large number of new orders placed by

the railroads for spikes. The outlook for

tin-plate continues bright.

Pig Iron—The meeting of foundry pig-

iron producers held recently in Cleveland

for the purpose of devising plans to pre-

vent a slump in prices, and to insist on a

restriction of production, evidently did

not have the desired effect. It is under-

stood that several furnaces, after having

completed contracts on hand, have con-

tinued to operate and that pig iron is

accumulating. A report today that full

jo,ooo tons of foundry pig iron is on the

yards at Valley furnaces is not credited,

but it is admitted that stocks are larger

than desired to carry out plans to main-

tain a stable market. It is reported that

some sales of No. 2 foundry were made as

low as $17 a ton at the furnace. One sale

of prompt No. 2 iron is noted at $17.50.

Furnaces are still holding bessemer iron

at $19, Valley furnaces, but it is known
that fully $1 less could be done. There is

no demand, however, and prices are purely

nominal. Gray forge is quoted at $17.25

and basic at $17, Valley furnaces. The
United States Steel Corporation is oper-

ating 57 of its 95 furnaces, one furnace

at New Castle having been blown in

yesterday.

Steel—There is absolutety nothing

doing in billets. Independent finishing

mills refuse to pay $28, the price at which

makers are holding both bessemer and

open-hearth billets. Plates are still quoted

at 1.70c. and merchant steel bars at 1.60c.

Metal Market

Cold and SiJTer Exports and Imports

NEW YORK. iJec. 18.

At all T.nlled States I'orts Id Nov. and year.

Uetal.

Oold:

Sot. 1907.
•• 1906.

Vear 1907.
" 1906.

SIlTer

:

Si,T. 1907.
1906.

Exports.

f 616,109
1,903.767

64.211.240
44.028,203

4.187.378
4.661.830

Tear 1907.. I 67.212.1C8

.. r.«r. ..' 53.662.186

Imports.

$63,463,036
8.936.274

98.837.722
147.962.143

3.360.076
3.361.981

41.437.996
40.228,672

Excess.

Imp.«62.847.867
6,971.617

• 44.626.482
" 103,133,880

Exp. 837.702
1.209.849

15.-74,173

13.323,614

For the week pndlng Dec. 14 : Exports ol
gold at New York were $2800 ; Imports,
50,470,073. JCxpoi'ts of silver were $300,755

:

Imports. $238,673.

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Dec. 14. arc reported as be-

low, in dollars

:

Unl.l. Silver. Totttl.

Ass'd New York $177,li)5.:iOO

$no.«l«.415 170.818.415
n;W,J(CJ,.'')80 $l(B,ll:l.HHn 7-i;),.'i!)(i,4l!6

i;«,44u.iJoo :i7,ooo.uuu 170.440.000,
7H,176.0OO Vi>i,-2W,aiU 206,415,000
3H,ai3.0O() 24.8-12,6U0 03,076,500

<j,o:io,ouo

Other Metals

Eiiii;lnnd..
FraiifH
(tnrnmny
spniii
N.tliiMinuds....
Holi;lum
Unl.v
UilsHta
Aust.-Hungary.
Swodeii

i8,ix;o,uoo

i>.i2,y:io.(KK)

0l:t.2l!5,U00

2-28.600.000

•2(1.340.000

•27,090.000

23,61)5,0110 216.625.(K)0

•25.8'J5.00U (;:)9,1I10,(HK)

58.2IX).000 •2Ki;,K0(l,(HKl

20,340,000

'fhe New York banks do not separate

gold and silver. The foreign statements

arc from the Commercial and Financial

Chronicle of New York.

The movement of gold and silver in

France for the lo months ended Oct. 31

was as follows

:

li.dd :

I III ports Fr.
KxjKirts

Exc^'88. Imports. Fr.

Silver

:

Imports
E.\p>rts

I'JOIl. 1907.

400.050.000 Fr. 436.369.000
113.085.000 94,004,000

286,965.000 Fr. 342,355,000

134.278.000
1'26.606.000

1.51,781,000

161,609,0110

E.\^|'S^ I . Fr. 8,672,000 E. Fr. 9.828,000

Imports of copper and nickel coins were

105,000 fr. in 1906, and 86,000 fr. in 1907.

Exports were 164,000 fr. in 1906. and 643.-

000 tr. thi'; year.

Silver Market

SILVER AND STEELING EXCHANGE.

3 «

II

SUver.
1

si

11

Sliver.

a

1 a

a a

c

•55
c c

1.

12

13

14

4.8525

4.8520

4.8650

65K
54Ji

633i

26}i

25)i

26

16

17

18

4.8575

4.8600

4.8690

64K
63K
62)(i

25X

24A

New York quotations are for fine silver,

per ounce Troy. liondon prices are for ster-

ling sliver, 0.925 fine.

Shipments of silver from London to the

Kast are reported by Messrs. Pixley &
.\bell as follows, for the year to Dec. 5

:

1906. 1007. ChanK''S.

Iliilia £14,412.796 £ in.^)89,'>54 D. £ 4,1-23,542

fhllin 43U.7(K) :i;il,7.50 V. 98,950
Straits 1,750 091,150 I. 689,400

Total £14.846.'246 £11.312.164 D. £ 3,633,092

Receipts for the week were £2000 from

Chile, £23,000 from the West Indies and

£294,000 from New York ; £319,000 in all

Exports were £100,350, all to India

Indian exchange has been weak and

only a small amount of Council bills was

taken in London, at i5.9id. per rupee

Buying of silver for India has been light

The director of the Mint last week

bought 300,000 oz. silver at 55.5c., to be

delivered in equal lots at Denver, New
Orleans and Philadelphia. This week

200,000 oz. more were bought at 54.725c..

delivered at New Orleans and Denver.

Copper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

Si

.a

1!

s.

s

I
s

h
!50

.a

£0

12

13

14

16

17

18

13

(S)13>i

13

©13>4

127i
013 >i

12%
®13>6

ffll3>.

12Ji
fS13«
12%

©isx;

12%
©13

125i
©13

12?i
ffll2JJ

123i
©12%

68X

69>4

68K

68

28«

28

27X

26>i

2654

26

3.66
©3.76

3.60
©3.60

3.60
©3.00

3.40
©a. 60

3.36
©3.46

3.35
©3 46

4.26 4.10
©4.30 ©4.16

4.20 4.06
5)4. '25 ©4.10
4.15 4.00

©4 20 ©4.06
4.15 4.00

©4.nj ©4.02J
4.16 4.00

©4.nj ©4.02J
4.16 1 4.00

ffl4.17i'©4.02j

London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, wtilch Is now the equiva-
lent of the former g.m.lj's. The New York
quotations for electroytlc copper are for
cakes, ingots or wirebars, and represent the
bulk of the transactions made with con-
sumers, basis. New Y'ork, cash. The price of
cathodes is 0.125c. below that of electrolytic.
The quotations for lead represent wholesale
transactions in the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands ; special brands command a premium.

Copper—The transactions of the past

week have been small. Since Monday
there have been several small sales to

domestic consumers, who evidently have

been tempted by the recession in price.

It is an encouraging feature that any

should show interest in the market, their

prolonged absence having been a depress

ing factor. There have been numerous

overtures for transactions for delivery in

February and later, but producers are

disinclined to undertake business so far

ahead, preferring to keep their copper

and take their chances later on, rather

than to sell now, hold the coj^per and

wait for the money. This may be con-

strued, perhaps, as a hopeful feeling as to

an improvement in business after the end

of the year. At the close Lake is quoted

I2]4@i3}i; electrolytic in ingots, cakes

and wirebars, I2^@I2%. The average

for casting copper is l2V2@i2j4c.

The market for standard warrants in

London has been irregular. On Thurs-

day and Friday of last week it was some-

what firmer, advancing to £60 ids., but

on Tuesday of this week it reacted to £57

los., and closes today at £58 for spot, £59

los. for three months.

Statistics for the first half of the cur-

rent month show an increase in the visible

supplies of 2000 tons.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote: English tough, £56; best selected,

£64 ; strong sheets, £67.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price of sheets is 20c. ; wire. l6J4@l6V2C.

per pound.

Tin—The market has suffered a further

decline, due to the fact that an East

Indian speculative pool is being dissolved.

Quotations in London moved between

£127 15s. for spot, £129 for three months,

and £115 los. for spot, £117 5s. for three

months, and the close is somewhat firmer

.Tt £117 for spot. £119 5s. for three months.
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Domestic consumers are naturally led

to e.xpcct a further decline, and for this

reason are holding off. The business

which is done comprises small lots, and

for immediate delivery only. As the spot

stocks are still well concentrated, pre-

miums are obtained for such. The market

at the close is quoted about 26c. per lb.

Lead—Demand continues very poor,

and in consequence of pressure to sell the

accumulated stocks, prices have declined,

and at the close we quote 3.3S@3.4Sc.,

New York.

The London market had a sharp de-

cline early in the week to £13, from which

it has reacted somewhat, closing today at

ii3 17s. 6d. for Spanish lead, ii4 for

English lead.

The St. Joseph Lead Company and the

Doe Run Lead Company, on Dec. 13,

sent orders to the mines and smelting

works to reduce the output by 50 per

cent.

Sf<elter—Conditions remain unchanged.

Consumption has decreased considerably,

and manufacturers remain out of the mar-

ket. Stocks have accumulated in the

hands of smelters and prices have de-

clined. At the close we quote 4@4.02j4c.

St. Louis, 4.is@4.i7Hc. New York.

The foreign market for spelter, which

closed last week at £20 ids. has been

weak and closes at i20 2s. 6d. for good

ordinaries, £20 7s. 6d. for specials.

The smelter of the New Jersey Zinc

Company, at South Bethlehem, Penn.,

has been closed down.

The Bartlesville Zinc Company, at

Bartlesville, Okla., fired up its first two

blocks during the first week in December.

The works of the Mineral Point Zinc

Company, at Mineral Point, Wis., and

those of the Ozark Smelting and Mining

Company, at Coffeyville, Kan., manufac-

turers of zinc oxide, have been closed

•down.

The American Zinc, Lead and Smelting

Company has closed down its mines in the

Joplin district, and has reduced the out-

put of its smelteries at Caney and Deer-

ing, Kan., to one-third.

It is reported that the works of the

Mineral Point Zinc Company, at Depue,

111., and of the Prime Western Spelter

Company, at East Tola, Kan., have been

closed down.

Antimony—The market continues dull

and listless with no buyers and little or

no pressure to sell. Quotations are,

9^@ioc. for Cookson's; 8j4@9c. for

Hallett's ; 8@8;4c. for ordinary brands.

Platinum—There are no changes in the

market and business continues dull. Quo-

tations are as follows: Hard metal,

$28.50; ordinao', $26; scrap, $i7@i8 per

troy ounce.

Nickel—For large lots. New York, the

chief producer quotes 45@50c. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities, 50@6sc., same delivery.

Quicksilver—New York quotations are

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. San Fran-

cisco quotations are $44.50@45.50 for do-

mestic orders ; for export nominal, at

about $1.50 lower. The London price is

£8 ss. per flask, with £8 3s. gd. quoted

from setond hands.

MlMouri Ore Market

Joplin, Mo., Dec. 14—The highest price

paid for zinc was $,i6 per ton, the base

price ranging from $34 down to $28 per

ton of 60 per cent, zinc, and averaging, all

grades, $31.04. The highest offering for

lead ore at the end of the week was $36

per ton, ranging down to $34 for the best

grades, and averaging, all grades, $36.88

per ton.

Zinc ore was in stronger demand dur-

ing the week, and there was a larger

quantity sold on a $36 base and less on a

$28 base than the previous week, advanc-

ing the average $1.08 per Ion. At the

end of last week 19 additional mills were

closed down, reducing the production 650

tons per week. Buyers purchasing ore

from the mills closed down found their

supply greatly reduced and it became nee*

essary for them to advance prices on other

bins to get their quota for shipment.

Following are the shipments of zinc and

lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the week ending Dec. 14:

ore during the past week, in spite of the

further decline in the spelter market. Mai-

thieson & llcgeler, the Illinois Zinc and

the Grassclli Chemical companies are now
the only buyers left in the field. Thf,

Mineral Point Zinc Company, hitherto

the largest bidder for low-grade blende

and the exclusive buyer of carbonate ores,

has cluscd down its oxide plant at Mineral

Point, and is entirely out of the market

for the present. Its acid works arc as

yet in operation, but the big ore surplus

en hand is sufficient to supply the crude

material for months ahead.

Lead ore, 80 per cent., sold during the

week at $19 per thousand.

Shipments for the week ended Dec. 14

v.erc as follows

:

Webb Clty-Carterrllle.
JopllD
Duenweg
Galoiin
Alba-Nock CUy
Oronogo
Aurora
Pro9i>orlty
Ciranby
Carthnf:!'
Spurgenn
Cave Springs
Zlnclte
Ba.lK.M-
Carl Junction
8arct».\le
WentwDrlh
Peorln

Totals.

Zinc, lb. .Lead, lb. Value.

2,410.750
1,984.120'

765.1S0
688.480
61-2,430

398.960
4.'i7,060

390,880
660,000
142,140
148,020
111,710
101.000
ai.cso
67,880
61,330
42 040
26,290

687,260
100,P60

118.550
50,420

62,316

28.180
30.000
10.620

9,810

8,822,070 1,097,990 tl67.250

51,280
ai.eiG
14.435
10.054

8,711
8,041
7,084

6.775
6.000
2,602
1,916

1.787

1,616
1,420
984
821
072
430

60 weeks 659.768,270 82,386.020S15,n9,804

Zinc value, the week, $137,002; 50 weeks, $12,31.1.647

Lead value, the week, 20,248; 60 weeks, $2,806,317

Average prices for ore in the district,

by months, are shown in the following

table

:

ZINC QBE AT JOPLIN. LEAD DEE AT JOPLIN.

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1906. 1907.

January . .

.

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October—
November .

December..

47.38
47 37
42. IW

44.63
40.51
43.8:)

43.2.'.

43. 6r,

42 68
41.65
44 13

43.68

45.84
47.11
48 06
48.24
45.98
44.82
45.79
43.22
40.11
39.83
35.19

January ...

February ..

March
lAprll.
May
June
July
August
Sepleinbor.
October

1
November .

Decern l>er..

Year ....

75.20
72.83
73.73
76.13
78 40
80 90
74.31
75.30
79.64
79 84
81.98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79 76
79.66
73.66
58.18
69.64
63.62
61.40
43.40

Year 43.24 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Marled

Platteville. IVis., Dec. 14—Buyers con-

tinued to pay $33 for 60 per cent, zinc

CnnipH.
Zinc

ore. M>.

I'lntievlllo 412.970
Hliael (Ireell 160,IK)0

LIvllJgslon 140,(NI0

HIglllnnil IIH.OOU
Benu.n 83,000
Culm city 82,000
Mineral Point 70,000
LIuden 30.780

Lead
ore. lb.

Kulphur
ore. lb.

Total l.D9B,7!»

VoartoDec. 14 90.144,307 4.888,730 402.360

Galena, Harker and Rewey made no

shipments during the week.

Chemicais

Neiv York, Dec. 18—The local situation

remains unchanged and the market con-

tinues dull. The only feature of note is

the weakness of white arsenic, which is

now at the low price for the year, quota-

tions being sHc per lb.

New York, Dec. 18—Copper sulphate

quotations are unchanged at $5.50 for

carloads and $5.75 for smaller lots.

Phosphates—Shipments of phosphate

rock through the port of Savannah in

November are reported by J. M. Lang .^

Co. as follows: Germany, 9056 tons;

FToUand, 4609; Austria, 1040; total, 14,705

long tons.

Mining Stocki

New York, Dec. 18—Notwithstanding

further gold imports and a somewhat

easier feeling in the money market, stocks

have failed to advance; in fact, they show

a slight recession and a weaker tone.

Mining slocks have been dull and weak.

The curb market shows generally lower

prices on rather light dealings. The heav

iest trading of the week was in Nevada

Consolidated, which closed at $7!-'j per

share.

Boston

Dec. 17—Continued weakness has put

the copper-share market in the dumps.

Utah Consolidated cut its dividend in half

by declaring 50c. for the quarter. The
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itiick made its low at $27, off $4, from

wliich it recovered to $28.50. Mohawk
has broken $6.50 to $42., on an e.xpected

reduction in the dividend to $1 against the

last payment of $5.

.-\malgamated made its low at $42.37^

today, being off $4.25 from a week ago.

Copper Range is off $1.25 to $52.25 and

.\orth Butte $1.25 to $36.75. Calimet &
llecla touched $599, off $11 and Calumet

v% United States Smelting lost $2.75, to

$.?J.75. It is understood that Boston

Consolidated stockholders took but 10 per

cent, of the bond issue, convertible into

stock at £3, although it was underwritten

ill this country and London.

The curb has been active and at gener-

ally better prices.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

ViiRK Dec. Vt

I'omp. Olg

Mactkii Mine
Am.Nev.M.SP.Co.
Amalgamatod
.\Da^v-)U(la

Ilalsklala
Urltlsh Col. Cop..
Buffalo Cobalt

—

Uutte i London..
Butte Coalition...
Butte Cop. &zinc.
Cobalt Contact

—

Colonial Silver
Cum. Ely Mining.
D»T|8 Daly
Dominion Cop
El Rayo
Foater Cobalt
Furnace Creek
Olrooz Mine
Gold Hill
Oranby. New
Greene Gold
Greene G. AS
Greenw'r k D.Val.
Guanajuato
Ouggen. Eip
Hanapab
McKlnley Dar
Mlcmac
Mines Co. of .Vm .

.

Mitchell Mining..
.Mont.Sho. C.(>'ew)
NeT. Utah M. k 8.
Newhouse U. jt 8
Nlplaalng Mines.
Old Hundred....
surer Queen
Stewart
Tennessee Cop'r.

.

rnlon Copper
Utah Apex
West Columbus..

*3H
27

as
4

13>i

1

5>»
4
IJi

IH
.63

.19

2K
X

"h
y,

.75

2,

136
.36

3«
1«

3

2;«

6
1

a
A
"%
2X

.11

BOSTON Dec. 17

Name of Comp. Clg.

N. T. INDUSTRIAL

Am. Agrl. Chem..
Am. Smelt. & Ret.
Am.Sm. & Rel., pL
Bethlehem Steel.,
t'olo. Fuel A Iron.
Federal M.*S..pf.
Inter. Salt
National Lead
National Lead, pL
Pittsburg Coal
Republic I. A S. ..

Republic I. AS., pf.
Sloss-Shenield
Standanl nil
Tenn. C. A 1

U.S. Red. A Rel..
n. 8. steel
D. 8. Steel, pt
Va. Car. Cbem
Ta. I. Coal A Coke

68)4

18 )i

10

37>i

isx

MX
86X

8T. LODI8 Dec. 11

N, of Com. High. Low

Adams
Am. Nettle.
Center Cr'k
Cent. C. A C.
C.C. A C. pd.
Cent. OU...
Columbia..
Con. Coal..
Dos Run ..

Gra. Blmet.
St. Joe

.20

.02

1.60
60.00
70.00
00.00
2.00

23.00
llO.OOl

.20

12.00.

Adventure
Allouoz
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Bingham
Boston Con
Calumet A Ariz...
Calumet A Hecla.
Centennial
Con. Mercur
Copper Range. ..

Daly-West..
FrankUu
Greene—Can
Isle Royal
La SaUe
Mass
Michigan
Mohawk
Mont.C.AC.(new)

.

Nevada
North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion
Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com
V. 8. OU
n. 8. Smg. A Ref.
U.S.Sm.A Re.,pd.
Utah Copper
Victoria
Washington
Winona
Wolverine. ... .

.

Wyandotte.'.

3«
9
*)»-

10'

J

94

24
.28

62)X

8?.

1>i
6

16>i
9%
2>2

42>i
l>i

37>4

26 >i

80

9K
.60

76><

9?4
62
13^
7)i

33
"

35
28 >i
4K

4
110

•Ex. DIT. tEx. Rights.

BOSTON CURB
Abm^k
Ariz. Com
Black Mt
EastButte
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic
Raven
Sbawmut
Superior
Superior A Pitts..
Troy Man

Name of Com.

Dolores
Stratton'sind
Camp Bird....
Esperanza
Tomboy
El Oro
Orovllle
Somera ,

Utah Apex....
Ariz. Cop.,pfd.
Ariz. Cop.,def..

Clg.

3
13

110
110
1 1

014

NEVADA STOCKS. Dec. 18.

Furnished by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

Name of Comp.

TOSOP.\H
Belmont

Stocks

Doc. 18

£1 08 Od

Extension
GoUlen Anchor....
.Ilni liuHor.
MncNamnrft
Mlilwiiy
M4>ntnim
North Star
Toliopah A: Cnl
Tonoli Mine of N.
West End Con

GOLDFI'I) STOCKS
.\ilnms
.\tlnnta
Blue BiMl
Blue Bull
Booth
('olunil)la Mt
Comb. Frnc
Cracker .Tack
Dlacllleld B. B. C
lioldlli'lil Belmont
liolillli'ld Coll....
(ioldllold Daisy.,
(ioldllolil MlnluK
(ireat Bend
.Tu'mbo Kxteilsioii
.luinlio Mining....
KatlHTino. ^.. .

Kemlall
Lftpuna
T.imo Star
Liiu Dillon
May Queen
Mohawk
Div
Red Hill
Ko.l Top
Itoanoko
Sandstorm
Silver Pick.. ..

St. Ives
Triaiiple

Bullfrog Stocks
.\niothyst
BnllfroK DaLsy
liullfiog Mining..
Bullfio;; Nat. B...
Gibraltar
Gold Bar..

4}»

.42

'8>i

Clg.

90
1.374
.03'

.40

.18M
1.72
.10

6!75
.34

.05

.25

.07

.17

.15

.15

.7.*,

.07

.17

.12

4.37i
.95

04
.09

.11

.88 I

Name of Comp.

Golden Sceptre...
HoineMtak<^ Kini!.
MontKomory Mt..
Mont. Shoshone C.

Original BulltroK.
Tramp Cons

MANHAT'N STOCKS
Manhattan Cons.
Maiihafii Doxttn*.
.lumping .lack....

Stray Dor
Indian ('amp

GBEENW'R STOCKS
Furna<''o Creek

—

Greenwater *:U.V.
Gi-eeiri-('oi>.M..1jS.

United (ireenwa'r

MISCELLANEOnS
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gidd GroUo..
Nevada Hills
Nevada Smelting
Plttsliui-Kli S. Pk..
Round Ml. S]jhln.\

Clg.

.05
05

I (K)

03
.184

.23
09
0(>

09
.00

.10
m
.10

3 121

1.12J
1.15
.29

COLO. SPRINGS Doc. 14

Name of Comp. Clg.

Aca<-ia
Black Bell

C. C. Cou
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot .

.

Elkton
El Pase
Fiudlav
G,ild Dollar
Gold Sovereign. ..

Isabella
Index
Jennie Sample
Jerry Johnson . . .

.

Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

47

2»?i
39

5>i

I'l

"2?i
.00

iK
76K
16%

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Cement
Am. Sm'g A Ref. Co., com.
Am. Sm'g A Ref. Co., pfd.

.

BulTalo Mines, Ltd
Calumet A Arizona
Calumet A Hecla
Cent. C. ,>; C, com
Cent. c. ,^- C. pfd
Copper Range Con
Daly-West
Dominion Coal
Empire Steel, pfd
Gen. Chemical, pfd
Guggenheim Expl
Kerr Lake
Maryland Coal
McKlnley Darragh
Monon Con. C. A C. pfo...
^lonteziima M. Jt S
N. Y. ,t: Hond. Roearlo
North Star
Republic Iron A Steel, pfd.
Sloss. ShefT., pfd
Texas A Pacltlc Coal
Va. Car. Chem., pfd

Pay-
able.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec:
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan,
Dec.
Jan.

Bate.

23 $0.30
15 2.00

1 75
0.03
1 60
10.00
1.60

Amt.

1.25
1 00
0.30
1.00
3 00
1.60
2.60
0.15
4 00
0.04
3 60

04
0.10
0.40
1.75
1.76
1.60
2.00

$60,000
1,000,000

875,1100

27,000
300,000
1,000,000

76,875
23,438

383,781
64,000

160,000
76,000

150,000
262,600
90,000
76,400
80,000

350,000
40,000
16,000

100,000
367,296
117,260
30,000

360,000

Assessmetits

Cabled through Wm.
P. Bonbiight„t Co., N.Y.

Company.

Crown Point, Not. ,.

Del Monte, Cal
Emerald, Utah
Etna-King, Cal
Hale .^ Norcross, N.
New Stockton, Utah
Pacific Tin M. Al'ka
Pittsburg C, Utah..
Posey Canyon, Utah
Progressive, Utah...
ProvldentOllMg.,Ca.
Rescue, Nev
Savage, Nev
Scottish Chief, I'tah
Sierra Nevada, Nev.
Silver Queen, Utah.,
Suri»rlso, Ida
Ultimo, Cal
Wabash, Utah..
West End, Utah
Tellow Jacket, Nev..

Dellnq.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Doc.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Sale.

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Doc.
Dec.
Jan.

Amt.

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

M<inth.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
Seiitomber
October
November
December

Year.

Now Y'ork.

1900. 1907.

288 08.073
IIIH CiS Miir.

'.IT'im ."d'.l

i i;ri 4 1 J
117 1 ; (o.'.isi

.VM (17 O'.il

l(l.-> i;s 144

'.H'.l CS 74.'

927 liT.T'.v.

.i'2;i;i;'J.4:i."

813 58.67'i

050

66.791 30.Kn.S|

30 113
1(1 4('4

r.i K.-.4

J'.l . '.I.H4

1(1. '.KiS

(0 IS.

Ill ll:i

111 .Vi'i :a
II 4K;t 31

:i'i 148
32 671
32.003

769
852
3'2B

i,')3

471
893
306
6:i7

313
863
154

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES OF COPPER

NEW YORK.

Electrolytic Lake.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

Januai-y... 18 310 24.404 18.419 24.8^25 78 869 106.739
February.. 17.869 24 Hli9 18 116 25 236 78 147 107.366
March 18 3111 •jr> m;:. IK 641 r, TM)' K] 111 1(16.694

April 18.37.'-. J4 -sn IS r,s,s i". -iCJl K4 793 98. (a5

M.iy 18 47.'-. n ()4H IH.7'24 2.'i (172 84.867 102.375

June IH 44i 11 i;r.r> IS 7111 24 1411 S3 994 97. '272

July IS I'.lll <\ VM IH .'iS.". 21 923 8] 167 95 016

August IK 3KII IS 3.-)i; IS 7(16 v.ya:> S3. 864 79.679

September 19 033 15 .M-.s 19 3^i8 16.047 87.831 68 376

October ... 21. '203 13 169 .il -22 13 551 97 269 60.717

November. 21.833 13.391 22.398 13. 870,100.^270 61.'2'26

December 22.886 23.3,50 105.226

Year 19. '278 19.616 87.^282

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wlrebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month.
1
19116. 1907.

Jauuary ...

February .

.

March
April

36.390
36.403
36.662
38.900
43.313
39.260

41 648
42.102
41 313
40.938
43.149
42.120

37 '275 41 091

August
September.
October ...

November

.

December..

XV. year,.

40.606
40 516
42.8,52

42 906
42 750

37.667
36.689
32 6'20

May
June

30.833

39.819

Prices are in cents per poun.:.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

Month.
New York. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

5.600
5.464
5.aw
5 4114

5.685
5,7.50

5.7.50

5.750
5.7,50

5,750
5 750
5.900

6 (HIO m n=,n 19 8^28

100 16,031
6.1180 15.9'>2

6 (KXI 13.9.59

6 (HM 16 7'25

5.760 16.813
5 '288 16..5'25

5.^250 17.109
4 813 18. 266
4.7.50 19,:).50

4.376 19,^281

|19.6(19

19 531

March
April
May
June
July

19 703
19,976
19.1»8
20 188
20.350
19 063

September
October
November

19.775
18 531
17.^281

Year 5.657 '17.370

New York, cents per pound,
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

$0.10
10.00
0.01
0.03
0.10

02^
0.02
0.01

01
0.01
O.Oli
0.02
0.10
0,01
0.10
0.011
O.Oli
0.06

03
O.OIJ
0,26

MONTH.
New York. St. Louis. London.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1900? 1907.

January 6 487 6.732 0.337 6.582 28 '2'26 '27.1'25

February 6 075 6 814 5.9^24 6.664 25.844 '25 938

March 6. -209 6.837 6.056 6 687 '24 563 26.094

April 6 087 6 685 5.931 6.535 25 781 '25.900

May 5.997 6.441 5 846 6 291 27 (KW '25.563

June 6 1HI6 6,419 5.948 6 2I'.9!^27 -2H 25.409

July 6.006 6 072 5 8.56 5 922'26 Hint 23 8n0

August 6 0-27 5.701 5.878 5..V>1 26 938 21.069

Sejitember .. 6. 216 5. '236 6,056 5 iisr. 27..-.63 21 0.50

October 0.'2'22 5.4:iO 6 070 5. '280 •28.075 21 781

November . . 6 375 4.9'25 6. 2^25 4.775 27 781 21.4.^)8

December... 6.503 6.443 27.938

Year 6.198 6.048 27. 0^20

*

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London In pounds sterling per long ton.
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Notes on Churn Drill Placer Prospecting
Discussion of Methods o( Handlinc) Core Material, Recording Re-

sults, Care of Tools and Equipment and Variations in Procedure

BY JOHN POWER HUTCHINS
The advantages and disadvantages of

the steam percussion drill as compared

with the hand percussion drill depend en-

tirely upon accessibility, environment, la-

bor, and other conditions. These two types

of drills have their advantages each in its

o>vn respective field.

The advantages of the steam percussion

drill in the investigation of auriferous al-

luvion, in comparison with the steam re-

volving-core drill are several. The re-

volving-core drill gets but a small sample,

it cannot use casing and it would work
only with exlr<?me difficulty among hard.

The traction drill is preferable to the

non-traction machine particularly in drill-

ing in arctic and tropic environments

where draft animals are hard to get and.

to keep. The Keystone No. 3 traction is

cataloged at $1160 and the weight is

about 12,000 lb. while the non-traction

machine of the same capacity and make
is listed at $950 and weighs about 9500
lb. The diflference in cost, freight and

weight is not great enough to make the

non-traction drill preferable. There are

circumstances that make it good practice

to haul the traction drill with draft ani-

should be kept clean and well oiled and
painted, and when laid up it should be

housed or covered.

Sharpening Dkill Bits

The drill bit should not be allowed to

become very dull. While the action of the

bit is to crush rather than to cut, it is

still good practice to keep it sharp, for

it then drills more rapidly and docs not

tend to drive materials out of the pipe or

away from beneath the shoe. The shape

of the bit is similar to that of a hand
drill when sharpened for soft rock. The

loose boulders which are broken by per-

cussion with comparative ease. It could

not be used at all in testing auriferous al-

luvion containing such boulders. The
lower cost of the percussion method is

another important advantage.

In regard to the respective advantages,

of the drill and the shaft methods of

prospecting, it may be said in gen-

eral that it is because of the ease,

the rapidity, the accuracy and the cheap-

ness of the drill method for testing

placers containing much water that the

drill method is used. Shaft sinking un-

der such conditions is slow and costly and

often gives inaccurate results.

'Consnltln^ mining engineer,
way. NVw York.

S2 Broad-

DRILLING FROZEN GROUND WITHOUT C.\SING

mals, particularly on long hauls over

rough roads. But it is an advantage to

have the traction device for short moves

:

otherwise, it would be necessary to keep

eight to ten horses available at short

notice.

Like all other mechanisms that show-

great strength and resistance to hard

knocks the Keystone drill is often much
abused. Inasmuch as such abuse affects

the working of the drill and tends to re-

duce general efficiency in all phases of

the work, it should be prevented. The
whole operation of testing auriferous

alluvion is one of the utmost delicacy;

any rough work in any phase of the

rperation tends to reduce the accuracy of

the results. The drill and apparatus

cutting edge is a straight line and makes
a right angle with the median line of the

drill. For loose gravel the cutting edge
is sometimes made concave, that is, the

corners are drawn out about J^ in. be-

yond the middle of the cutting edge. Such
a bit works well in loose gravel, but it is

not suitable for hard drilling. Of course

a bit of this form must be sharpened more
frequently for the corners wear rapidly,

but the increased speed of drilling more
than compensates for the extra time need-

ed in sharpening. For hard gravel a

thicker cutting edge is used. To sharpen

and temper a bit requires about one hour.

The blacksmith's outfit of the Keystone
drill includes a blower, set on the bed of

the machine with a small steam turbine
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on its shaft, driven by a jet from the

boiler. A 23';-in. canvas hose with a

gas-pipe nozzle carries the blast to a

small excavation in the ground which

serves as a forge for heating the drill

bit. A piece of steel of sufficient size for

an anvil is fastened to a board which has

a wooden rest to hold up the small end

of the tool while the bit is being forged.

Two or three men, one holding and one

or two striking with sledges weighing

about 10 lb., shape the bit roughly as re-

quired, and the drill-man finishes it with

a light hammer; it is then allowed to cool.

In tempering, the bit is heated to a

cherry red and quenched. Tempering to

the proper hardness requires considerable

experience.

Drill sharpening is usually done by the

drill-man and fireman either before or

after drilling hours and for this they are

allowed extra pay. It is not necessary to

discard the bit when a corner is broken

as is the practice in rock drilling; it is

generally continued in use until the bit be-

comes dull. The corners must have plen-

ty of metal drawn down behind them to

add strength, but no shoulders should be

left to catch fragments and cause jam-

ming. It is good practice to have drill

bits sharpened by a blacksmith, if a shop

is convenient, for it is hard work when

done by the crew, and in taking more

time, consuming fuel to run the blower,

etc., it is generally more e.xpen.sive. It

also tends to lower the drill-crews' effi-

ciency. It is good practice to have at

least three bits for each machine.

C.\RE OF THE Sand Pu.mp

The sand pump seldom gets out of

order, but it is good practice to have

several complete foot valves on hand.

The valve, of the ordinary flat type, is a

piece of sole leather reinforced by a

steel plate. The leather wears out at tht

hinge and it also wears where it comes in

contact with the valve seat. Leakage

caused in this way should be remedied

immediately by putting in a new leather.

Sometimes the valve does not seat

tightly because of obstructing material

between it and the seat. It is one of the

duties of the drill-man to watch the

sand pump while it comes into view while

being hoisted out of the casing. If it is

not full of water there is leakage. The

pump is then lowered again with a rush

and again hoisted. If there is still leak-

age it is probably caused by an obstruc-

tion on the valve seat which must be

knocked out after the pump is allowed to

leak all its content of water into the pipe.

When a pump grows old and worn,

leakage may occur around the rivets.

Sometimes, especially after the sand

pump is old and the lower rim is worn

slightly round, a small, hard pebble may

jam between the rim and the pipe as the

pump is dropped. In this case it may

require a hard pull with a jerk to free

the pump. 11 the sand-liiie friction is

not powerful enough to free the pump,

the line may be made fast to the drilling

cable, when the greater power of the

cable drum will ordinarily loosen it. Care

must be observed to increase the pull

gradually and not to jerk too violently,

for there is danger of breaking the sand-

line or the bail of the pump, especially

when old and worn by friction in the pipe.

If the line or pump-bail gives way the

pump must be recovered by fishing.

In pumping sticky material or tuff bed-

rock which generally becomes sticky when

drilled up, considerable vacuum has to be

overcome. Some skin friction results

when the pump is dropped into fine

homogeneous material that will run up

between the pump and the pipe ; but this

is not generally sufficient to cause diffi-

culty, and the pump is usually picked up

easily with a jerk, although a pull proba-

It is subject to leaks and often needs

repairing and it usually has a special plat-

form on the wagon bed which raises the

tank to such a hiyht that it is hard to lift

water with a bucket from the source of

supply in filling it. Wooden tanks re-

quire fewer repairs, and since they rest

directly on the wagon bolsters are nearer

the ground and more convenient. The
tank generally used holds about 500 gal.

For the severe work of hauling the water

wagon, heavy horses are obviously better

than light animals. Tlie water wagon

should be coupled up short so as to make

short turns possible. The wood wagon

has no peculiarities but it should also be

coupled short. Wide tires are advantage-

ous on both, for there is usually much

soft ground to be crossed.

The sled is made like an ordinary farm

sled with runners of about 3xio-in.

stufT 7 ft. long, shod with steel. Three

AN AKRANCEMENT OF CIJ;AN-UP APPARATUS

bly more than 1000 lb. is often necessary.

The sand-line should be of manila rope

at least 1 in. in diameter; ij4-'n- rope '.s

often used, and smaller line is somctnnes

employed. Hawser-laid cable is better

than rope, being stronger for the same

diameter.

Accessories .

The drilling outfit is not complete with-

out a number of important accessories.

Among these are the water wagon and

team, a wagon for hauling wood, a canvas

fly, a sled, a tent for the panncr, a sluice

box, a rocker, panning tubs, water barrels

and gold pans.

The water wagon may have a wooden

or a galvanized iron tank. The latter is

preferred in case it must be shipped fre-

quently, but it has several disadvantages.

pieces about 2x8 in. and about 4 ft. long

are joined into the top of the runners and

securely nailed. The whole sled is then

usually, though not necessarily, floored

with 2-in. stuff; iron sockets are bolted

to the side of the runners and 3X4-in.

standards are used. A plate with an eye

is bolted Securely to each runner and a

chain with a ring in the middle and a

hook on each end, to fit the eye, com-

pletes the outfit. A sled of this kind is

extremely convenient and, as the dimen-

sions indicate, it must be strong. It is

used to transport pipe from one hole to

another. Its platform is near the ground,

making little lifting of drive-pipe sec-

tions, big wrenches, pulling hammer, etc.

necessary. It is also used as a platform

to hold the pipe.

The canvas fly for tin- drill is used in
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wet weather particularly lu protect the

frictions and drill cable. It is merely a

canvas roof supported on the timbers of

the drill by a framework which is usually

improvised. It is fastened to stakes driv-

en in the ground. It is sutViciently large

to cover the whole machine, except the

derrick and the boiler, and it projects

about b ft. beyond each side of the ma-
chine. This protection makes drilling

possible in any but rain storms accom-
panied by heavy wind. When the frictions

get wet they do not work well. In rainy

weather, this f)y is used constantly. In

moving from hole to hole, it takes less

than 15 minutes to stake the sides down,
for the fly is not removed, but remains

rolled up on the drill frame.

Fanner's Outfit

The panner's tent should be an umbrel-

la tent which is supported on a single

pole made to lit a gas-pipe socket that can

be hammered into the ground. This tent

has side curtains which arc not used in

fair weather. It is useful in sunny weath-

er to furnish shade which is almost es-

sential for close examination of concen-

trates in the gold pan.

The sluice bo.\, more properly a dump
box, is a box 12 in. wide and 11 in. deep

of I -in. dressed lumber. It is about 8 ft.

long and is set on a grade of about 14

in. to the foot. A sliding gate the depth

of the sluice is inserted in the lower end

;

the upper end is closed. The gate has

three fi-in. holes, two on the same hori-

zontal line about 4 in. apart and 3 in.

above the lower edge, and one in the

middle 3 in. from the top. Wooden plugs

are provided for these holes. A cross

piece is nailed between the sides. The
use of this sluice bo.x is to catch slime and

splash. When the box is full the plugs

are removed, the upper one first, and the

water is drained off into a trench or into

a tub and then into a trench which leads

to a sett ing pod where the slime is again

settled. This sluice is sometimes made of

sheet steel and it then has a semi-circular

cross section. The sluice box is set on

horses or blocking at a convenient bight

for dumping the contents of the sand

pump into it. It must be well made and

be kept tight.

The rocker used is of the ordinary type

but sometimes it is small, for inconsider-

able amounts of material are run through

it. Burlap is considered a good gold

saver on the rocker bottom, although it

makes clean-ups slower and this is an

essential consideration if, as is sometimes

done, the rocker is cleaned up after each

two or three punipings. This of course

is necessary only when the pumpings are

rocked before panning in drilling rich

ground and when particular pains arc be-

ing taken to note the depth and position

of the rich gravel.strata. Straps and but-

tons are used to hold the burlap in place

at the upper end and the Vko sides.

I'annmg tui)S are ordinary gal\anized-
iron tubs with vertical sides. These
should not be too large. In large tubs
cross waves are produced in panning and
these interfere with the operation.

Handling Core Matekial

After driving i ft, in loose medium
gravel there should be from 14 to 18 in.

of core. This rather large variation is

due to several causes. Gravel strata may
be of widely different composition al-

though of similar hardness. One stratum
may contain considerable sand, another
little sand and much tine gravel and an-

other may contain considerable clay.

When the pipe is driven through such
materials, breaking them loose, there

^

DEVICES USED IN SH.-VRPENING DRILLS

must be different degrees of expansion

due to different proportions of voids or

interstices. When the casing is driven

through fine free gravel the results of

these differences of the constituents are

less notable. In medium and coarse

gravel, having no sand or fine pebbles,

particularly that which is indurated,

rather surprising expansion of core may
result.

All cores should, under nor.nal condi-

tions, show expansion. Even with loose

gravel the material is contained in a cyl-

inder of smaller diameter than that oc-

cupied in place, and the loosening effort

of driving forces it to a higher level. It

is sometimes the practice not to measure

the depth of the core after driving until

two or three blows have been struck with

the drill to compact the material. Some-
limes the core is not measured after
pumping and before driving.

Gravel is generally assumed to expand
33'A per cent, when loosened from place.

While this may be a correct estimate for
drifting and hydraulic mine gravel it if

loo great for dredging gravel which is

generally loose.

Work of ihe Panneb

It IS the particular duly of the panner
to attend to the material that comes out
of the hole. He catches the drillings in
a gold pan and washes the sand pump to
clean it thoroughly after each pumping.
He then rocks the contents of the pan,
washes the contents out of the rocker
apron into a gold pan, and then pans this

material in clean water. He estimates the
weight of the gold in milligrams or
counts color and allots each to one of
three sizes. No. i is 3 mg. or more; No.
2, I to 3 mg.; No. 3. i to J^ mg.; any-
thing less than % mg. is grouped with
other undersize colors to make in ag-
gregate a color of No. 3 size. These are
the two methods generally practiced in

estimating the value of dredging ground,
without weighing, to ascertain where the
richest strata occur. The panner records
these in his log-book. He records the

time of moving and setting up the drill,

the time of starting and finishing a hole,

the time consumed in driving, drilling,

and pumping, pulling the pipe and the
time lost due to stoppages for accidents,

repairs, etc. He also keeps a record of
the length of drive and the depth of each
core before and after pumping.

The method of keeping track of the

core is as follows: The first section of

pipe with the driving shoe attached is

marked at intervals of one foot with a

piece of chalk and each successive sec-

tion is marked in the same way. The
depth of the pipe in the ground after

each drive is thus determined. The
length of the shoe joint is marked on the

drill bit with chalk and each successive

joint on the cable with a colored crayon

or small nail driven into the cable. The
distance of the mark above the pipe when
the tool is hanging in the casing and in

contact with the core shows the depth of

core in the pipe.

It is the duty of the panner to see that

the whole operation is conducted so as to

get accurate information and results. His
work is, therefore, important, for the drill-

man has a natural inclination to operate

for speed rather than for accuracy. The
panner should understand the whole oper-

ation thoroughly and be able to tell

whether or not the manipulation has been

properly conducted. When the hole is

finished, he cleans up to collect all mate-

rial from the slime that may have settled

in the shiice or elsewhere for final treat-

ment, and records separately the amount

of gold -recovered in. this way.
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He then rocks all the material that has

been rocked and panned once and cleans

up the rocker completely and pans the

clean-up. He estimates the gold recov-

ered in this way and records it as gold

from tailing. He then puts all the gold

recovered into a porcelain basin. Some
panncrs use a screen of about 20 mesh,

the undersize being washed through. The
screenings arc carefully examined for

gold; all cl.iy is disintegrated thoroughly

and its characteristics noted.

He puts one pan in the clear-water tub

on the bottom and pans his concentrates

very carefully until he has about four

tablespoonfuls of material left. Sufficient

bright active quicksilver is added to more

well cared for and it is good practice to

blue them by heating in a fire until they

show the proper pigeon-wing blue. This

color makes a good background upon

which to see gold. All water used in

the prospecting operation may be run

into a sump 3x3x2 ft.- dug into the

ground. This will usually hold all the

material from a hole 40 ft. deep. Every-

thing from the drill hole is allowed to

settle in this sump. A stake driven into

the bottom serves as a,, measure for the

depth of material in the sump as drilling

proceeds.

Variations in Handling Material

Practice in handling material is some-

There are two methods of recovering

the gold from the drilled material. The
more common method is to pan the mate-

rial first in water that is usually muddy,
sometimes very muddy, and to put the

concentrates into the porcelain basin. An-
other way is to rock the material, first

using clear water and then to pan the

contents of the apron in additional clean

water. Another way, not generally prac-

tised, but worthy of mention, is to dump
the sand pump into the sluice box and

allow the material to run from it directly

into the hopper of a rocker. This is not

generally practised because of the awk-
ward manipulation of the sand pump (the

sluice being necessarily high) and of the

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF FLOAT FOR CAKRYING DRILLING MACHINE FOR TESTING SUBMERGED GROUND

than amalgamate all the gold, and the

pan, containing a little water, is so man-
ipulated as to bring all colors into con-

tact with the quicksilver. In cold weath-

er, warm water is used to facilitate amal-

gamation. When particles of gold do not

amalgamate, they are examined to ascer-

tain the cause and this circumstance is

recorded. It may fail to amalgamate be-

cause of a coating of iron oxide or from
some other causes. These colors are

brightened and cleaned by rubbing them
with the finger against the gold pan.

The amalgam is then poured into a vial

labeled with the number of the hole.

Gold pans used in this work must be

what varied and is largely governed by

the conditions encountered in any test.

When ground already mined by drifting

or tailing from previous mining opera-

tions is being investigated, the discrepan-

cies between the theoretical and the actu-

al cores present a number of difficulties.

Extreme vigilance is then needed to note

the peculiar conditions, and experience

and judgment must be used in making

the proper allowances. It is the panner's

duty to look after this phase of the work,

although adjustments are often left to

the man in charge of the investigation.

The panner is paid about $3 per day of

nine hours.

trouble of cleaning the sluice after each

pumping.

The essential difference between the

two methods first mentioned is in the

use of clean water, which allows a good

inspection of the material in the hopper,

in the rocking operation and the two

operations of rocking and panning, while

in the other only panning is done. It is

claimed by the advocates of the rocker

method that the work can be done in

less time, even though the material is

rocked and panned, and that a better sav-

ing can be accomplished because both

rocking and panning are carried on with

clean water, and that the results justify
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tlie greater amount of water needed. The
advocates of the panning method claim

that close saving cannot be made in the

rocker, and that an excess of gold goes

over into the tailing, and while this does

not affect the value of the hole, as the

tailing is always washed again, it may
result in rich strata not being noted as

such. They also claim that better saving

can be made with the gold pan and that

it is easier work for the panner.

Estimating Value of Deposits

The amalgam from the clean-up is

Heated with dilute nitric acid which dis-

Milves the mercury. Hot water is gen-

erally used to completely remove ail

traces of the nitrate of mercury. It is

essential that great care be used in man-
ipulation and in washing and drying the

sample, so that no particles of gold shall

be lost in the wash water or by spatter-

ing when the last drop of the water

vaporizes in drying the sample. If the

sample is dried in a porcelain cup, a few

drops of alcohol added to the last wash

will prevent spattering. If the drying

is done in a clay annealing cup, there is

no danger of loss from this cause.

In some foreign investigations a differ-

ent method of parting has been used, the

mercury being volatilized by heat, gradu-

ally raised to about 700 deg. F. This is

not as good practice as the acid method.

volatilization of the mercury must be ob-

served or explosions may occur.

In weighing the gold the ordinary as-

say balance may be employed. The val-

ue of one milligram of gold found in

the California dredging fields is assumed
to be o.o6c. It therefore lakes 100 mg. to

make a value of 6c. Pure gold has a

value of 6.64SSC. per 100 mg. ; the gold

is therefore assumed to be about 0.900

fine when a value of 6c. per mg. is al-

lowed. Since gold with a larger propor-

metic mean of the average gold contents

of the total number of holes drilled.

The average gold contents per cubic

yard of each hole is multiplied by its to-

tal depth in feet to give each hole its

proper weight, the sum of these products

is divided by the sum of the depths of

all the holes; this gives the average value

per cubic yard for the whole area repre-

sented by the drill holes. But the re-

sults to be anticipated from actual ex-

ploitation, to be correct, must be approxi-

TESTING FOR GOLD IN IDAHO, SHOWING SET-UP Ul 1,0 ;.i. BOX AND ROCKER

mated with the aid of allowances of var-

ious kinds which can only be made by

one who is capable of making the proper

deductions.

EMPTYING SAND PUMP

for the presence in the amalgam of sub-

stances not volatile at that temperature

may introduce errors. If there are no

contaminating substances and the amal-

gam is thoroughly clean, and chemically

pure quicksilver has been used, there can

be no objections to parting by means

of heat. The manipulation is easier than

with nitric acid but not so accurate and

certain. Great care in gradually apply-

ing the heal so as to avoid too rapid

tion of base may be encountered in test-

ing dredging ground, the fineness must

be ascertained in each investigation so

that a proper value may be allowed. In

a Nevada investigation gold only about

0.600 fine was found.

While the calculation of the value of a

deposit may seem to be a mere matter of

arithmetic, there are several inherent dif-

ficulties. To be sure the average value

assigned to an area is generally an arith-

NiGHT Work

When time is limited it is good prac-

tice to drill night and day. Two or

three crews may be employed ; if the

time is very short three crews are bet-

ter than two, and the advantages of hav-

ing one crew come to work before the

other quits are several. Night work is

carried on by means of gasolene torches.

As good progress can be made by arti-

ficial light, as by day light in actual drill-

ing, but moving is, of course, handicapped

by darkness. Slightly more fuel is need-

ed at night because of greater radiation.

Some of the panner's work which needs

a strong light is left for the day panner

to do. Hauling wood and water are

usually severely handicapped by darkness.

Water and Fuel

The steam percussion drill of the Key-

stone type requires about 30 gal. per

hour for the boiler and about the same

quantity for the treatment of the core

in the pipe and in the pan, rocker and

sluice. Considerably more or less may

be required. Economy in the use of wa-

ter can be effected by care in the treat-

ment of the pumpings, but operations

carried on in muddy water are apt to

involve a lower degree of accuracy, for
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panning or rocking in nuiUdy water is

likely to result in the loss of line gold.

About one-half cord of good wood or

ils equivalent of oil or coal is burned

per day. The same respective advantages

of these fuels apply for drilling as for

other operations. Conditions of economy

and convenience dictate the choice.

Speed of Drilling

No average of speed can be given, for

the rate varies greatly and depends en-

tirely upon the conditions encountered.

As much as 50 ft. may be drilled in 10

hours. When a drill must be moved fre-

quently over rough or soft surfaces, as

in testing shallow river flats, less than

5 ft. per day may be made on an average.

Indurated gravel, big boulders, buried

timber, frozen ground, all tend to make

progress slow and costly.

The cost of drill investigations is gen-

erally in an indirect ratio to the rate of

drilling. The cost may vary from soc. to

$5 or more per foot in California. When
hostile conditions arc encountered, as in

arctic and tropic environments, the cost

may rise above these figures. Contracts

for drilling areas in California have been

let for $2.50 per ft. This figure is a

fair one imder favorable conditions, but

work done under contract has in numer-

ous cases given misleading results.

It is not good practice to contract work

of this class, for care is the first consid-

eration. The drill-man is under constant

temptation to sacrifice accuracy to speed.

In one investigation in California, about

150 drill holes were sunk by contract on

about 150 acres of ground at a cost of

about $7000. A dredge has been at work

on this area during about five years and

prospecting and dredgitig results have

not tallied well at all. In one investiga-

tion, carried on by a contract drilling

crew, holes were in many cases continued

to considerable depths into bedrock, the

bedrock in this particular case being eas-

ily drilled and the extra depth increasing

the earnings of the drill. Even when the

contract is taken with the best intentions,

a careless or complaisant panner may eas-

ily be imposed upon by an unscrupulous

drill-man.

Mount Radiant, a New Zea-

land Copper Discovery

The Highland Boy Smelter

According to press despatches, the

farmers of Salt Lake valley, at a mass

meeting Dec. 11, voted to allow the Utah

Consolidated Mining Company to operate

the Highland Boy smeltery until March
I, 1909, in consideration of the payment

to them—the farmers—of a large cash

bonus, to be negotiated. The despatches

indicate $200,000 to $300,000 as the idea

of the farmers. The company is said to

be willing to pay $100,000. and. moreover,

to settle for actual damages in the usual

manner

By Sydney Fry*

A discovery of copper ore which ap-

pears to be about the most promising that

has been made in New Zealand, is that of

Mount Radiant, 14 miles southeast of

Karamea, a farming settlement at the

mouth of the Karamea river. The first

outcrop was found near the top of the

mountain, at an altitude of 3600 ft. above

sea level.

The deposit occurs in a zone of meta-

morphic granite, and porphyrite 260 or 300

ft. wide, which has been considerably

shattered bv earth movements and, the

Outcrops of the ore have been found for

a distance of five nijles along the strike,

and in the sides of the gorge of the

Wanganui river at a depth of 2000 ft. be-

low the outcrops first found, up on the

mountain at Silver Creek. In short, it may
be described briefly as an enormous low-

grade deposit with probably some bonanzas

of ore in places ; but it will take some
prospecting on a rather large scale, before

it can be ascertained with certainty

whether the grade is high enough to be

payable on the average. At the time of

my visit to it, a few months ago, it was
untouched and nothing beyond a little sur-

face scratching to lay bare the outcrops,

has been done since.

There is abundant water in the locality,

suitable for power purposes with plenty of

fall, and unfailing supply, for the rainfall

Surface

Debris

CO.XSr OF NEW ZE.\L.\ND SHOWING LOCATION SECTION OF COPPER DEPOSIT, MOUNT R.\m.\NT

OF MOUNT R.\DIANT

resulting network of fissures has become

filled by hydrothermal action, with quartz

and metallic sulphides, chiefly chalcopyrite

and molybdenite. Also, as a result of

atmospheric agency, there occurs some lit-

tle quantity of malachite and molybdite.

The sulphides are disseminated through-

out the quartz veins and the adjacent

granite ; sometimes they occur in richly

mineralized nests or pockets, or as veins

of pure ore, these latter being the out-

come of another earth movement follow-

ing the period of primary deposition, the

cross fractures from this disturbance hav-

ing become filled during a rearrangement

of the metallic contents. Picked samples

of the chalcopyrite, free from gangue,

gave on analysis 20 per cent, metallic cop-

per, and other samples of the quartz con-

taining chalcopyrite, carried 0.138 oz. gold

and 0.87 oz. silver per ton.

is considerable. There is also an abund-

ance of excellent mining timber, and there

occur in the immediate vicinity great de-

posits of a splendid limestone for smelt-

ing purposes. But although there is a

great deal of talk about smelting, I am of

opinion that wet methods will suit this ore

the best and experiments are at present

being made in that direction. The New
Zealand Mines Department is at present

constructing a trail to Mount Radiant

from Karamea to facilitate prospecting

operations.

•Director. Westport Sohnnl of Mines, West-
port. New Zealand.

.'Vccording to L'Electricien, a Vienna

firm has recently placed on the market

brushes made of glass, which are to re-

place emery cloth for cleaning and polish-

ing the commutators of dynamos and

motors. These brushes are said to clean

the commutators without scoring the

metal, and their use avoids the incon-

veniences and dangers of emery cloth.
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Hoisting Ropes for M
1J03

1 n e s IV
Report of the Transvaal Commission. 1 he Best Methods of Jesting

New Ropes and Ropes in Use. The Attachment o( Ropes to Cages

BY U. P. SWINBURNE AND ASSOCIATES
In dealing with the important matter of

how best to ascertain the true strength of
a new rope, the weight of evidence is in

favor of a tensile test to destruction of

a sample of the whole rope. Some man-
ufacturers state that the true breaking
load can be calculated from the aggregate
strength of the wires, but there still exists

a considerable diversity of opinion
among experts as to the percentage re-

duction that should be made from this

total to take account of the fact that the

wires, when laid up in the form of rope,

are not in a position to give out their

full efficiency. One manufacturer advises

a deduction of Sj-i per cent, while others

state ID to 12 per cent. There is also a

lack of agreement as to whether or not

these deductions should vary according

to the constriiclion of the rope. As a

practical acknowledgment of the in-

accuracy of these assessments for use

generally, it is found that the majority

of the manufacturers who export ropes

to the Transvaal prefer to give the

strength of the rope as the aggregate of

the strength of its wires, and allow the

purchaser to make any deduction he may
think proper.

Tests of New Ropes

Mr. Epton, after a large number of

tests of new ropes of various manufac-
ture and contruction, found that a dif-

ference of from 3 to 16 per cent, existed

between the aggregate strength of the

wires and the breaking load of the rope.

Thinking that this loss of efficiency might

disappear after the rope had been well

tightened in the course of a few weeks'

use, some further tests were made under

these conditions. The results point to

the conclusion that this efficiency is not

regained.

Seeing that it is highly desirable in the

interests of safety that the real breaking

load of a new rope should be known in

preference to the theoretical ultimate

strength, the commission is led to the

conclusion that the only correct method
is to test a whole sample of each new-

rope before it is put into use ; that is to

say, each new rope should be delivered to

the purchaser accompanied by a test cer-

tificate, which, if not obtained in the

country of origin, should be procured

from the Government testing house in

the Transvaal, duplicate certificates being

•From the report of the commlRslon. ap-
pointed by the IleutonaDt-govornor of the
Transvaal, to Inquire into and report upon
the use of windlnj; ropes, safety catches and
appliances in mine shafts.

allowed, for separate portions of the same
coil.

.•\s to the length of rope required for

such a test, opinions vary, some witnesses

saying that a length of 2 ft. is sufficient

while others consider that it is necessary

to use at least 10 ft.; but from experi-

ments made in the Transvaal Mines De-
partment mechanical laboratory, very little

difference appears to exist even in these

limiting cases. The results of compara-
tive tests between long and short samples
of two ordinary winding ropes are made
public by Mr. Epton. In one case there

was practically no difference, and in the

other case, in which a length of 4 ft. 4 in.

was compared with a length of 14 ft. 10

in., a difference of 900 lb. in 50 tons was
found, this being in favor of the shorter

test length. .

Several different methods of holding

the whole rope specimen during test ap-

pear to be in vogue, but the best and most
frequently used is to open out, clean and
tin the wires, and then run on a soft

white-inetal conical seal. In the Mines
Department laboratory it is the practice

tc use an ordinary commercial white

metal which has a melting point of about

375 deg. F., and has been found not to

damage the wires in the least degree.

It is considered a proper practice to

apply to the individual wires of a rope
other standard tests, such as tension,

torsion, and bending tests. These are

very useful to mark down a very inferior

wire, or to show up large departures from
uniformity.

Tests of Working Ropes

To determine the strength of a winding
rope during its working life, the evidence

taken appears to show that the best meth-
od is to re-cap the rope at intervals of

from three to six months, and to have a

portion of the rope cut off for testing

purposes. It is also strongly advised

that a thorough examination should be

made of the wires at the same time for

corrosion or any other deteriorating in-

fluence by means of a magnifying glass

or microscope. It would be more correct

to make the interval between successive

re-cappings dependent on the duty of the

rope, but this course is obviously imprac-

ticable. The mining regulations of the

Transvaal provide for regular re-capping,

not more than six months being allowed

to elapse between successive re-cappings

in the case of a round rope, and three

months in the case of a flat rope. A por-

tion of the rope cut off in length not less

than half the circumference of the pit-

head sheave, must be sent to the Govern-
ment mechanical laboratory for testing.

The practice followed in the laboratory is

to furnish a certificate of the actual break-
ing load of the specimen, and at the same
time to call the attention of the mine
manager to any defects, such as brittle-

ness, corrosion, want of lubrication, etc.

This practice is in every way commend-
able, but we would recommend that the
six months' period should apply also to
flat ropes, which are no more difficult to

examine than round ropes.

Elongation Tests of Working Ropes

With reference to the utility of an
elongation test of the whole rope, from
time to time, during its working life,

opinions seem to be about equally divided.
Some witnesses think it would be an ad-
vantage at stated intervals to ascertain
the stretching power of the rope when
hanging in the shaft, by applying its usual
working load or something in excess of
this. Others think that no useful pur-
pose would be served, and that certainly

loading in excess of the normal conditions
might do damage. Professor Joseph
Hrabak, of Pribram, carried out some in-

teresting experiments to determine the
elongation of wire ropes under known
loads, and thus to find out the modulus of
elasticity. He refers fully to these in his

book "Die Drahtscile," and from the de-
scription of his tests it appears that the
data were arrived at by loading the cage
with men in many deep-level vertical

shafts, and noting the elongation thus
produced in the rope. In a 3000-ft. shaft

the elongation amounted to about i in. per
man, and it is, therefore, capable of be-
ing measured reliably and accurately.

The modulus of elasticity of a winding
rope will vary during its working life, be-

ing small at first, afterward increasing

to something nearer the value of the

modulus of the wire itself, and then, if

the rope is kept in use long enough, it will

probably decrease. This last effect, if

observed, is to be taken as a danger sig-

nal, pointing to the deterioration of the

rope.

On the whole, the commission consid-

ers that the practice of making elongation
tests of the whole rope is to be recom-
mended, but that the ordinary working
load should not be exceeded to more than
the extent of doubling the authorized load
of the skip or cage. It is also strongly

recommended that when a winding rope is

taken off and its life considered ended
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for the particular purpose for which it

was installed, a sample from the most

worn place should be tested. The re-

sults of these tests should prove of tlie

greatest service to the person who has

had charge of the rope, as they would

enable him to see how far his judgment

was sound concerning its condition. Il

is not recommended that this practice

should be made compulsory, for the

reason that it would probably involve in

most cases the wrecking of any utility

that the rope might still possess for pur-

poses other than that of transporting per

sons.

Reduction of Sections by Wear

An important question arises in this in-

vestigation, as to what loss of strength a

part, and 49 show the opposite, while

eight give almost the same results, whether

tested as separate wires or in the form of

a rope. It is interesting to note that the

great majority of the ropes which tested

higher than the aggregate of their wires,

were of the simple construction, six

strands of seven wires, 6.6.1. All these

results go to show that in a short length

of rope—2 or 3 ft.—the strength of

the rope cannot fairly be assumed to

amount to more than the aggregate

strength of the wires, estimated in each

case at the position of greatest wear, al-

though these positions may not all occur

at exactly the same point in the rope.

Mr. Epton stated that in only five cases

out of over 400 had he found ropes to

break at a much lower load than was

perience should be obtained with ropes

working at lower factors while hoisting

mineral, before any departure could be

recommended for the Transvaal practice,

which has been found to be satisfactory.

The breaking of a winding rope while

raising or lowering persons happens very

rarely, and since mining was re-started on

the Rand in 1901 there have only been

two such occurrences—this is neglecting

an accident which occurred on a mine

where 23 persons were killed owing to a

rope, in good condition, being cut in two

while lowering the cage, by a projecting

bolt in the flange of the drum. Although

causing great loss of life—in one ac-

cident 44 and in the other 26 persons

were killed— it must be recorded that in

each of these two cases the rope had been

HEADGEAR AND HOISTING ENGINE, MARCUS SHAFT, LANGLAAGTE MINE

rope has sustained owing to the removal

by friction, etc., of a certain definite pro

portion of the cross-sectional area of the

wires. To come to any sound conclusion

regarding this matter, it is necessary to

know what support is afforded to any in-

dividual wire by the gripping tendency of

the adjacent wires. Mr. Epton submitted

the results of tests conducted by him of

two rope samples, 26 in. in length between

the grips, each specially prepared by hav-

ing 10 of the outside wires cut through.

These tests showed that the supporting

effect of the sound wires on the broken

•vires amounted practically to nothing.

These rope samples were new or only

slightly worn.

Of 91 complete tests of worn ropes

carried out in the Mines Department

mechanical laboratory, 33 show that the

laid-up wires have a greater strength than

when tested individually at the most worn

estimated from external appearances, the

estiiTiation having been made by assum-

ing that there was no lateral support be-

tween adjacent wires. In these cases

there were excessive internal corrosion

and wear, and the first-named defect

would probably have been quite as pro-

nounced in a sample cut off from the end

of the rope.

Factor of Safety

The commission carefully considered

this important matter, and recommends

that the present regulation, which provides

for a factor of safety of 6 as a minimum
during the life of a rope should be ad-

hered to. No reliable statistics were

brought forward by any witness, and none

were otherwise available, dealing with the

working of winding ropes at a lower

factor of safety than 6, and the commis-

sion is of opinion that considerable ex

allowed to deteriorate until the factor of

safety was far below 6, the persons

charged with the responsibility of exam-

ining these ropes having failed to detect

this. These statistics, as well as others

concerning ropes that have been broken

when no persons were traveling, satisfy

the commission that a minimum factor of

safety of 6 is sufiicient.

E. J. Laschinger stated that, consider

ing the great variations to be met with

in the design of engine details and in

the general arrangement of the winding

plant, it should be permissible, especially

in deep shafts, to make allowance, in fix-

ing the factor of safety, for special at

tention paid to the design of the plant

which has for its object the insuring of

best working conditions and the safety of

persons traveling in the shafts. W. S.

Thomas also favored this idea and

agreed that, after a certain critical depth.
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there was good reason to believe thai

safely might be assured by the mainlen

ance of a stated reserve of strength, as

tliere are many deteriorating influences

which do not increase with depth.

Hoisting from Deep Shafts

In deep-level winding, from 4000 fl.

and over, it is practically impossible 10

start off with a statical factor of safety

of more than 7 in the rope. When re-

duced by wear to a factor of safety of 6.

and about to be discarded after, possibly,

inuun factor of safely of 6, it will be

found that the reserve of strength in the

case of the 6000-ft. rope is approximately

2'/! times that existing in the 1500- ft.

rope. The latter, when the full skip is at

the bottom of the shaft, will be loaded to

within, say, 45 tons of its breaking load,

while the former retains a margin of

about no tons." In this paper, it was also

proved that the shocks due to jerks or

sudden changes of velocity were, prac-

tically, only dangerous to a short rope,

nnd ihnt. after a depth of about 1500 ft.

PLAN OF COLLAR SET [< 4'3»"- ->|

C.\GE IN USE AT MARCUS SHAFT

no more than six months" work, this rope

will still have an enormous reserve of

strength, considering statical conditions

only. Quoting from a paper read before

the South African Association of Engi

ncers in March, 1904: "Imagining for a

moment that similar loads of, say, 7 tons

each—consisting of 6000 lb. conveyance

and 8000 lb. contents—have to be hoisted

from two shafts, one of 1500 ft. and the

other of 6000 ft. in depth. Supposing the

ropes used in these two instances are of

the same grade of steel (120 tons per

square inch), then, if they are compared

at a time when thev each have the min-

had been reached, the shock due to any

specific change of velocity would remain

constant.

The commission was, however, unable

to fake full advantage of the results of

this research and to advise a reduction

of the minimum factor of safety for deep-

level winding, because it was felt that

there were other stresses in the rope that

had been neither exactly determined nor

proved to be independent 01 the depth of

winding. The stress due to bending is

probably the most important of these,

and much experimental research is need-

ed to discover how far the flexibility of

the rope and, at the same time, the bend-

ing stress in its wires is influenced by the

closer packing of these which the use of a>

lower factor of safety would involve.

A correct determination of the bending

stress in ihc wires of a rope will be of

the greatest value, and if this can be

shown to be much less than it has beer>

assessed by Professor Hrabak and other

investigators, there will then be good

reason to reconsider the decision now
arrived at, that the minimum factor of

safety of shall be retained.

Evidence was given to the effect that

hardship was caused by the present reg-

ulation which prescribes that, "in case a

winding rope is used for other purposes

besides the transport of persons, the max-

imum working load, when raising or

lowering persons, shall not exceed 0.85

of the maximum load when the rope is

in use for other purposes." In a deep-

level shaft, the "maximum working load""

consists so largely of the weight of the

rope itself that when the above-mentioned

rule is applied, it is found that an unnec-

essarily small number of persons may be

carried in a conveyance of ample dimen-

sions to accommodate more. The com-

mission agrees with this contention, and

recommends that this regulation be

amended so as to make the limiting ratio-

— I to 0.85—apply to the relation bctweerf

the weight of conveyance and mineral

contents to the weight of conveyance and

persons.

Attaching the Rope to the LoXd

The method of making this attachment^

commonly called the "Capping" of the

rope, is a matter that merits close at-

tention. The ideal capping should be at

least as strong as the rope ; it should be

easily accessible for examination of the

interior and should be easy to make.

From the evidence brought before the

commission, there appears to be great

fliversity of opinion as to whether - a

splice, coned socket, split socket or clips

is the most satisfactory attachment. All

these methods have their disadvantages.

Some cappings are open to the objection-

that they screen off an important part

of the rope from examination. With few

exceptions, their efficiencies are very low

as compared with the strength of the

rope. Experiments have been made from

time to time, both in England and other

places, to determine their respective ef-

ficiencies by means of test. The Trans

vaal Mines Department has also made 3

special series of tests of the different

methods of attachments in use on the

W'itwalersrand Mines. The results show

that these vary from 71 up to 100 per

cent, eflficiency. The most variable re-

sults are obtained from the conical socket,

in which the wires of the rope are opened

out and turned back to form a cone

which, more or less, fits the interior of

the socket, the interstices being run up-

with some suitable white metal.
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In the experiments witli eight conical

sockets, the lowest efficiency obtained was
71.12 per cent, while in three cases the

rope itself broke quile clear of the attach-

ment. A good deal of the variation is,

doubtless, due to the difficulty of running

in the metal in such a manner that if

forms a solid cone with the wires. In

some cases it is little more than so much
packing, the result being that the strain

comes on the wires that are bent round
at the base of the socket, and this in-

variably makes them break at that point.

Recently, in South Wales, a committee
conducted a number of tests of this coni-

cal socket, and obtained efficiencies vary-

ing from 35.3 to 76.5 per cent, and aver-

aging 56.9 per cent, for six cappings.

The committee reported that: "The direct

cause of giving way in all cases was the

rupture of the wires at the place where
they are doubled back to form the cone,

and this appears to be the weakest point

in our present method of capping."

If it is necessary, owing to the want of

head room, to use this class of capping,

which has the advantage of being very

short, the best way to make it up is to

leave the wires straight, and to clean

and tin them before drawing down the

socket over them. The next step is to

pour in a white metal whose melting
point is less than 500 deg. Fahrenlieit.

Splices are satisfactory, both as regards

their efficiency and the ease with which
tl.ey can be examined, but it requires a

skilled artisan to make them in a satis-

factory manner. Unless a mine is suf-

ficiently large to find constant employ
ment for such a man, this method of
capping presents difficulties.

Probably the most satisfactory method
of attachment, where there is sufficient

distance between the pit-head sheave and
the point where the skip or cage is un-

loaded, is to use clips of an approved
pattern. From experiments made, it is

found that a clip of the "Crosby" type,

which provides a good bearing surface,

is to be preferred to others where the

bearing area is little more than a series

of points, and which, to get any grip

on the rope, must damage it locally. The
clips should be sufficient in number, say
five spaced i ft. apart, for a rope iH
in. diameter. The lowest clip should be
close to the thimble or eye. It is a
simple matter to connect the rope to the
load in this way, and the exterior of the
rope is easily accessible for examination.
1 his cap also has the advantage of a high
efficiency, about 90 per cent.

Safety Chains
There appears to be no doubt that

safety chains are an advantage on a

man-cage or skip, and are recommended
These, as well as all other attachments
should be made cither of the best mild
steel or the very best brand of iron (Low
moor, Swedish charcoal, etc.). If made
of iron, these attachments should be an

nealed at regular intervals. The factor

of safety should be at least as high, and

preferably higlier, than that borne by the

rope, on account of the shocks to which

such attachments are subjected, which, in

time, have a tendency to make the iron

or steel brittle. For this reason, iron is

to be preferred to steel for this service,

as the annealing of the former is far

more likely to be efficiently carried out

The commission does not rccommeu'l

the use of a swivel connection between

the rope and the load, except in the case

of sinking, wliere an unguided convey-

ance, such as a kibble, is used for hoist

ing. A swivel has the effect of untwisting

the rope and making the wires slack. It

may be an advantage to let out of the

rope that tendency to untwist which is

due to the stretching effect of the load.

In such a case, disconnect the load at

the bottom of the shaft once or twice

soon after a new rope has been put to

work, and connect up again after the

rope has stopped spinning.

A spring connection would probably

minimize the shock orf the rope where

short ropes are used, but its use is not

necessary in the case of a deep shaft on

account of the great elasticity in the rope

itself. If it is intended to fit any spring

relief, the most practical method of doing

this is to have the springs arranged in a

frame under the plummer blocks that

carry the pit-head sheaves. The blocks

must only be allowed to move in synchro-

nism, and not independently, as that

would tilt the axle and sheave.

Safety-catch Tests

The tests of safety catches to stop

cages in case of accident were conducted
at the Marcus shaft of the Langlaagte Es-

tate and Gold Mining Company. The
accompanying sketches show the head-

gear at this shaft, and the cage to which
the various attachments were made. The
Marcus is a three-compartment shaft, 597
ft. deep, timbered with 8x8-in. pitch pine

sets ; it has one pump and ladder com-
partment, and two hauling compartments.
The shaft is fitted with 4x4-in. guides.

made of pitch pine. The headgear is of

steel, 33 ft. high, and fitted with 8-ft.

sheaves. It has a clearance up to the

overwinding attachment plate of 27 ft.

5 in. from the surface. The distance

from the headgear to center of arms of

hauling engine is 90 ft. The hauling en-

gine is of the double-cylinder geared type,

with cylinders 18 in. diameter, and 28 in.

stroke, working 8-ft. drums geared with

a ratio of 3.7 to i, steam pressure 90 lb.

per square inch.

For the purpose of these tests, the

drum shaft was fitted with a tachometer
in order to ascertain the speed of hauling

the rope. The cages used in the experi-

ments were designed to accommodate a

truck containing l ton of material, and
fitted with safety catches of the ordinary

eccentric toothed cam pattern actuated by

four springs, and so arranged that when
the rope is disconnected the springs im-

mediately bring the eccentric cams against

the sides of the guides, and the weight

of the falling cage tends to force the

teeth of the cams into the guides.

The results of the tests of safety

catches, with descriptions of those tested,

were summarized by Mr. Weston in the

Engineering and Mining Journal of

Nov. 2, last.

Use of Oxygen for Clearing Blast-

furnace Tap-holes

By Robert Grimshaw*

The process invented by Dr. Menne, of

Kreuztal in Westphalia, Germany, for

clearing the tap holes of blast furnaces

employs both hydrogen and compressed

o.xygen. The hydrogen is first turned on

and when this gas is ignited, the ogygen

control valve is opened. The pressure

must be well throttled down until the iron

is white hot. Then the pressure of the

oxygen is raised until the cast iron com-

mences to burn, which is indicated by

strong sparking. The o.\ygen pressure

is again raised, this time to about 450 lb.

per sq. in., and the hydrogen shut ofif.

From this point on, the fuel is iron, in-

stead of hydrogen, and consequently

there is a greater development of heat.

Hydrogen and oxygen alone would not

melt through the solidified mass, because

the great volume of gases necessary

would cause excessive loss of heat by

radiation and conduction. Heat concen-

trated upon one point is required. For •

this reason iron which develops less heat

per unit of weight, but takes up less room,

replaces the hydrogen. One kilogram of

hydrogen develops in combustion with

oxygen about 13,057 calories, while the

same weight of iron develops only 748.

But a given weight of hydrogen takes up
87,234 times more room than the same
weiglit of iron. Thus one volume of

iron, burned in oxygen, develops 87,234

X 748 -^ 13.057 = 5012 times as much
heat as the- same volume of hydrogen

under the same conditions.

In burning the iron the heat developed

is concentrated in a small space; and
this accounts for the enormous tempera-

ture and the rapid action of the combus-

tion on the frozen tap hole. The stream

of gas not only melts the iron, but also

blows it away from the hole. A slag hole

or a tuyere opening a few centimeters in

diameter may be freed from solid iron

without injuring the walls, which are

cooled by the action of the stream of

gas under the high pressure employed.

When hydrogen is not available, gener-

ator gas or ordinary illuminating gas

may he used to start the operation.

•lOnglneer, Dresden. A. Gormftny.
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Electric Power Plants on Upper Missouri River
Butte, Helena and Anaconda Receive Current at 70,000 Volts

from a Plant Supplied hy a Steel Dam at Hauser Lake

BY A. FLO\'D BUSHNELL^^^
As long as twciuy years ago, William

Miitli, H. M. Parchcr, T. C. Powrr.
A. J. Davidson and other Helena men,
decided to build a plant for generating
cltetric power on the Missouri river, and
with this in view bought up property and
water rights at what is now known as the

Canon Ferry dam and Lake Sewell. It

was, however, not until eight years later

that the first company, the Helena Light,

Water and Power Company, was organ-
ized. This company built a dam of

chased by the .-\nierican Smelting and Re-

fining Company, but it is still supplied

with power from the original installation

at Canon Ferry.

The enterprise proved so successful

that a few years later it was decided to

enlarge the plant. With this in view the

Missouri River Power Company was or-

ganized. The new company undertook to

transmit power to Butte, about 80 miles

away, for use in tlie mines, .\ccordingly

si.N additional 7S0-kw. generators were in

Klvini.; ,1 I. in

feet.

u.iiu •)\ about 30

Helena Power Transmissio.v Companv

With electric power introduced at

Butte, and a plant which could be de-

pended upon for continuous service, the

demand for current in the mines grew

greater than the supply and it was deemed

advisable to build another dam. With

this in view the Helena Power Transmis

sion Company was formed, which took

POWER HOUSE AND FALLS AT HAUSER LAKE

wood across the Missouri at Canon Ferry

and put in a plant of four 750-kw. gener-

ators, and transformers for stepping the

voltage up to 11.000 volts, for transmis-

sion to Helena, 18 miles away, supplying

en route the East Helena smelter, which

at that time belonged to the Helena &
Livingston Smelting and Reduction Com-
pany. This smelter was subsequently pur-

•Butte. Montnnii.

stalled together with transformers aggre-

gating 750 kw. Under the direction of

NL H. Gerry the first line, using 50,000

volts, delta, was constructed from Canon

Ferry to Butte. The installation proved

successful, and the voltage was increased,

little by little, to (io.ooo volts, using the

original 50,000-volt installation. In com
pleting this plant the waters of the Mis

souri were backed up about 18 miles

over the old .Missouri River Power Com-
pany, and in addition, in igoj, started

work on a dam below the Canon Ferry

dam at what is now Hauser lake. Work
on the dam was started in 1905 and com-

pleted in l<)07 at a cost of appro.ximately

Si2.ooo,ooo. The dam is of novel con-

struction, being of steel throughout, with

only enough concrete for foundation and

end work. In the power house at this
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dam iouT j8oo-kw. generating units are

at present in operation, and a fifth, which
will be running in a year, is about to be

installed.

The power from Canon Ferry and

Hauser lake is cari-ied over double lines

to East Helena, there tied together and

transmitted to Helena, Butte and Ana
conda, the last named place being over

100 miles from the srenerating points.

in .\naciinda 5000 h.p. .\ ooniljincd steam

auxiliary and transformer substation has

been built in Butte ; it is used as a dis

tributing point, The equipment consists

of two 2000-kw. Wcstinghouse-Parsons
steam-turbine units ; seven i67S-kw.

transformers, and rotary converters and
motor generating sets capable of deliver-

ing an aggregate of 600 h.p. in direct

current.

S3,000-V0LT HIGH TENSION* TYPE L OIL SWITCHES FOR CONTROL OF HIGH TENSION LINES

.\T BUTTE SUBST.'XTION

Distribution

Butte is the main consumer, practical!)

16,000 h.p. being used to operate the

mines in this camp. The Helena street

railway, the smelters at East Helena and
the Washoe smelter at Anaconda are

other large consumers. The Amalga
mated in Butte uses 10,000 h.p., the Red
Metal Company 3000 h.p., the Clark

properties 2000 h.p,. La France Copper
Company 1000 h.p. and the .Amalgamated

The transformers operate from 70,000

volts, delta, and are connected in two

banks of three in delta, with one trans-

former unit left over as a spare, which

can be thrown in in place of any of the

other six active transformers. Both the

high-tension and low-tension currents are

controlled by oil switches, electrically op-

erated and arranged for distant control

frr>ni a central switchboard. A storage

battery floating across the bus-bars of the

motor-driven exciters assures a supply

of current for the generator fields, and
for the operation of the oil switches. The
entire station is laid out so as to assure

absolutely continuous service.

The Hauser lake plant and the Butte

substation were laid out with this con-

tinuity of service in view, and the switch-

boards include every new device for ac-

complishing this end. The switchboards

are, however, compact, which is due
largely to the fact that all switches are

arranged for distant control from small

master switches mounted on the switch-

lioard.

The electrical installation dt Caiion

l'\rry, Hauser lake, Butte and Anaconda
was manufactured and installed by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing Company. The water wheels at

Hauser lake were furnished by the S,

Morgan Smith Company, while the turbines

as well as the mechanical stokers in the

- steam plant at Butte were furnished and

erected by the Westinghouse Machine
Company. The structural steel dam at

Hauser lake was built by the Wisconsin

Bridge and Iron Works.

Pl.\nt to be Built by United Missouri

Company

Preparations have recently been made
for a 5o,OD0-h.p. plant 23 miles below

Hauser lake. The new plant, which will

be as powerful as the other two combined,

will be installed by the United Missouri

Company.

The construction of these dams and

power plants has been of great benefit to

mining and other industries in Montana.

The cost of generating one horse-power

by steam is about $125 per year, while

the power companies furnish the same
amount of energy for $50. One mining

operation which will directly feel the

benefit of damming the stream is dredg-

ing for gold. Streams tributary to the

Missouri, which were almost dry a

greater part of the year, are now backed

up sufficiently to enable the operation of

large dredges. Nothing has as yet been

done in this line, hut it is considered an

opening for future enterprise. Another

benefit to be derived is the possibility of

irrigating uncultivated lands. By means

of the power generated it is possible to

pump water to about 30,000 acres of

waste lands in the Prickly Pear valley.

The author is indebted to G. B. Rosen-

blatt for technical information employed

in the preparation of this article.

'1 he induction furnace which is being

used in the production of steel and ferr<S-

alloys is virtually a transformer in which

ti'C charge to be melted is a secondary

ot one turn. Since the heat due to the in-

duced current is all developed directly in

the charge itself without interposing ra-

diating surfaces, this furnace is a smelt-

ing device of high efficiency.
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TOWN OF 11AL>1U LAKL h \M \ I U \I";|-R I.AKK

THE SWITCHBOARD AT BUTTE SUBSTATION TWO TURBINE UNITS FROM SWITCHBO.UtD END AT BUTTE SUBSTATION

FOUR 1675-KW. OIL INSULATED WATER-COOLED TRANSFORMERS AT BUTTE FOUR 2tfO-KW. GENERATORS AT IIAUSER LAKF
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Modern Views on Ore De-

position^

lowest levels are relatively or absolutelj district as a whole temperate, healthful
<lry

;
whence it is assumed that if surface and well adapted to colonization. Nu-

waters do not reach such comparativelj nierous water falls existing on the

By S. F. E.M.Mo.Nst

In more recent times, as the knowledge
of ore deposits, through scientific studies,

has increased, and the more theoretical

questions with regard to them have be

come frequent subjects of discussion,

shallow depths they can hardly be sup
posed to have been the vehicle which
brought the metals up from the bary-

sphere, which must be fifty or a hundred
fold as deep, or even to have reached any
very deep-seated cooling magma. Second,
European geologists, who have been mak-
ing very long and thorough chemica

ofler hydraulic power for use in the treat

ment of ores.

Thus far the only drawback to work is

the lack of adequate transportation facili-

ties which may be improved in a compara-
tively short time. A Belgium royal decree
of June 3, 1906, authorized the increase of

the public debt to the extent of 150,000,000
studies of thermal waters, claim to be francs for the construction of a railway cx-

many important changes have been able to distinguish among them, by the tending from Stanley pool to the Katanga
brought about in the views generally

held with regard to the origin and man
ner of formation of ore deposits. Il

has been actually demonstrated

:

I. That deposits •in limestone have

been formed by directly ascending solu

lions, of which those" of Rico, Colo., are

the most notable instances.

2. That certain deposits in limestone source.

relative permanence of their chemical district and another branch from this dis-

composition and degree of saturation, trict to meet the Portuguese line which is

those which are fed exclusively by cool- now being constructed inland from the

ing magmas, or what Suess calls juvenile "est coast of Africa.

waters, from those which are fed ex-

clusively from meteoric waters, or vadose
springs, or, again, those which are fed in

part from one and in part from the other

Wages in British Columbia

Special Correspondence
have been formed primarily by direct em
anations of mineral-bearing solutions

from intruded igneous masses during

cooling and consolidation, to which alone

the term contact deposits is now consid-

ered to be scientifically applicable, since

they are characterized by the presence of

minerals formed during what is known

5. Finally, it is generally admitted
that the ores as now found in an ore de-

posit may be the result of a solution and
reprecipitation many times repeated,

each process resulting in a concentra-
tion of its metallic contents. Most im-

portant of these, 'from an economic view,

The members of the Miners' union at

Rossland and of the Smeltermen's union

at Trail, B. C, have decided, by more
than the two-thirds vote required, to ac-

cept lower wages than have been paid at

those places since last July. The re-

is the secondary enrichment by surface duced rate at Rossland will be $3.75 for
as contact metamorphism. Up to 1901 waters. This was noted by the writer in miners working eight hours per day, and
there were no published scientific descrip- his original report, as applied to the oxi $3 for trammers and shovelers.

dized ores, but it was not then supposed
tt> be possible chemically that it might
go, on below the ground-water level in the

sulphide zone. This has recently been
demonstrated, however, by actual labora

tory experiments, and the action is recog-
nized as the most important factor in

forming the bonanzas of exceptionallv

rich deposits.

tions of such deposits in the United

States, but since that time a vast num
ber of important deposits, especially of

cc pper, have been described as properly

belonging to this type.

3. That certain deposits, especially of

magnetic iron, have been actually formed
by magmatic segregation from igneous

masses during cooling and consolidation

4. That underground waters, which are

still regarded as the most important vehi

cle for the transportation of vein material

within the earth's crust, are not neces

sarily all of meteoric origin, as was The Bulletin O/Kcicl of the Congo Free
formerly thought, but may rise from the State says that prospecting has revealed
squeezing out of occluded water from the existence of copper deposits through-
igneous magmas as they cool and con out a zone extending 200 miles east and
tract. That such magmas are giving out west and 50 miles north and south in the
water in sufficient quantity to feed ther district of Katanga. Development work
mal springs or to form ore deposits is of has been undertaken only on about 12 of
course not susceptible of direct proof the many deposits which have been dis-
It has long been recognized that during covered and in no case has a depth of

Copper and Tin in the Congo

The moving cause of this voluntary

acceptance of lower wages is the general

understanding that the larger companies

would not continue their operations un-

der the existing conditions of high wages

and high cost of materials, with lower

market values for metals. The reduction

of labor costs will help to meet the situa-

tion without any general shut-down of

mines and smelters in the Kootenay dis-

trict.

A Correction

In the article entitled "Dredging

Beach-gravel Deposits near" Nome," in

the JouRN.\L of Nov. 23, a stenographic

error is responsible for the statement that

centrifugal pump dredges were tried on

the beach where the sand and tine gravel

seemed particularly "unsuitable" for work-

volcanic eruptions great quantities of the more than 40 m. been attained in any shaft. '"•? '" 'his way. What the author, J. P.

vapor of water escaped into the atmos- It is reported that more than 2,000,000 tons Hutchins, intended to say was that the

of copper ore have been revealed even by
this small amount of development. The
character of the deposits is such that most
of them can be exploited by open cuts

phere, but this phenomenon has hithertc

been explained as the result of the de
scent through fissures of ocean waters

that came into contact with the rising

magmas and thus produced extensive without the necessity of deep shafts or The Elmore vacuum process is being

beach deposit seemed particularly "suit-

able" for working with dredges of this

kind.

eruptions. Suess, the most prominent ad
vocate of the modern theory, claims that

it is not the ocean that feeds volcanoes,

but that volcanoes have furnished water
to the ocean. Indirect arguments in favoi

of this theory arc found, first, in the ob

tunnels. The ore averages about 13 per tested experimentally at the works of the
cent, metallic copper.

Deposits of tin ore extend along the

Lualaba river below the falls of Nsilo for

a distance of 175 miles and explorations

made so far point to the possibility of

served fact that in very deep mines the extracting a considerable quantity. The

Empire Zinc Company at Canyon City,

Colo. .\n Elmore plant has just been in-

stalled at the Marion mine at Use, Colo.

'I he Union Copper Company is puttin.i>;

nnc in at its copper mine in North Caro-
lina. A plant for experimental purposes

existing conditions in the Katanga district has been shipped to Ely, Nev. The out-

l^wmnwn"nis"r.\^oV u;?d\-mf^^^^
"''.''''"^ '° '^<^ '"y favorable for the ex- look is that this process will receive ex-

.'^ r Knimins nnil .!. Ii. Irving.
'

ploilation of the mines, the climate being tensive trial in cases where both the ore
tOf the l". S. Geological Survey. agreeable, the altitude fairly high and the .ind the method are suited to each other.
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The Silica Saad Industry

By riEVEKLEY S R.\M«iI.rll*

In the last few years the production of

silica sand for various purposes has ad-

Yanced from an insignificant business,

confined to a few scattering establish-

ments, until now it involves large in-

vestments of capital. The establishments

producing it range from the small pit

with the simplest form of plasterer's

screen to the large plant, equipped with

elaborate quarrying, crushing and wash-

ing machinery. The recent expansion in

concrete construction has been largely re-

sponsible for the increased output of the

cheaper grades.

Sources of Supply

In districts near the seaboard, the de-

the rocks are all more or less indurated

and the available points for the economic

production of sand are only found where

the process of weathering has leached out

the cementing matrix to such an extent

as to permit the ready separation of the

iiriginal grains.

Such areas are comparatively rare, since

the region has been subjected to extcn-

-ivc (lei ud:ition and the sandstones, be-

ing the most resistant rocks, generally

occupy the more exposed positions, re

suiting in a prompt wearing away of their

substance as soon as the cohesion is

weakened by weathering. The larger

bodies of workable stom- are, therefore,

found well above the level of the ground-

water, where the position of the beds and

the topoT;raphic and other conditions arc

such that the surface waters penetrate

readily through the mass and flow off at

a lower level ; and where, at the same

I'urposes where almost absolute freeduin

Irom inipurities is required. This pre-

supposes an exceedingly pure material

;

but it must in all cases be washed since,

while the original grains may be abso-

lutely pure silica there is always some im-

purity, usually alumina, present, which

must be washed out. For this purpose,

more than for the production of the lower

grades, it is necessary that the rock be

readily separable into grains of moderate
size, say 0.02 in. diameter. Silica in a

more finely divided state has a tendency

to float, which makes it impossible to pre-

vent its being carried away in the waste

water with the impurities.

.Many qiiartziles are sufficiently free

from impurities to indicate their use for

the production of the highest grade of

sand, but when crushed so large a per-

centage of fine powder is produced, which
floats oflF with the water, that the result-

QUASRIES .\ND W.\SHERIES OF THE WEST VIRGINIA & PENNSYLVANIA SAND COMPANY, NEAR BERKELEY SPRINGS, WEST VIRGINIA

The bill to tbe left Is a monocllnal ridge ot Oriskany sandstone dipping toward tlie washery. It Is pracllcully elralglit, though
distorted in the photograph.

mand for these cheaper grades is readily

met from littoral beds and from recent

formations which have not yet become

indurated. By the use of steam-driven

apparatus large quantities of this sand are

produced at a very low cost. There are,

however, extensive interior areas over

which nq such deposits are available, and

where the only sources of reasonably

pure silica sand are the .rocks of the

older formations. Where- these beds arc

undisturbed, as in the upper Mississippi

valley, the rock can be frequently sep-

arated easily into its original grains and

requires little crushing. An example of

this is the St. Peter sandstone, an exten-

sive bed of very pure sandstone, under-

lying a large part of Illinois, Missouri

and adjoining States but outcropping at

comparatively few points. Throughout
the region of the Appalachian folding

•Mine superintendent. Berkeley Springs,
West Virginia.

lime, the outcrop is not exposed to ex-

cessive denudation. For this reason beds

extending over a complete arch, while

they may show excellent surface indica-

tions, will rarely be found to have been

weathered to any depth, since the descend-

ing surface waters follow the stratifica-

tion and flow off to each side. Mono-

clinal ridges, owing to the greater ac-

cessibility to surface waters, are found to

be more deeply weathered.

Economic Consider.\tions

While the demand for the lower grades

of sand is large and rapidly growing, the

sources of supply are so numerous and

generally distributed that the profit to be

obtained from its production is small and

it is only by handling a considerable ton-

nage that money is to be made. The pro-

fitable portion of the business is found in

the production of the higher grades of

pure silica, for glass making and other

ing loss prevents the economical produc-

tion. Considerable money has been lost

by the installation of plants in disregard

of this fact.

Practically all the sand of this class

produced in the United States comes from
three geological horizons. In the Missis-

sippi Valley, the St. Peter sandstone,

above mentioned, of the Cambrian ; in

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Mary-
land, the Oriskany of the Devonian ; in the

Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts, the

Cheshire quartzite, also of the Cambrian.

The St. Peter Sandstone

The St. Peter sandstone lies practically

horizontal and is 100 ft. thick or more.

It underlies a large area of the upper

Mississippi valley, i it ev.n wht-re it

originally formed the exposed country

rock it is now heavily covered with glacial

drift, so that it is only accessible where

the river valleys have cut down to it
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through the drift. It is worked along

the Fox and Illinois rivers in Illinois and

m Missouri west of St. Louis. It is so

soft that it breaks down aln-ost com-

pletely with blasting, little or no crush-

ing being needed and in places is exca-

vated by the hydraulic method. The

grains are rounded, indicating little

^:hange since the bed was laid down. An

average of lo per cent, will be retained

on a screen of 40 meshes to the inch, 40

per cent on 60-mesh and the remainder

on a loo-mesh screen. Selected quarry

samples analyze over 99 per cent, silica.

The washing process is simple, con-

sisting in most cases of leaching in bins

with one or more waters, though in

some cases pans with rotary stirrers arc

used.

This district supplies the middle and

western States with the better grades of

sand and, owing to its cheaper production,

is able to come well into the Ohio valley

in competition with the sands from the

eastern States.

The Orisk.\ny Sandstone

In Pennsylvania, Maryland and West

Virginia the Oriskany sandstone is the

-only source of the best grade of sand.

This is due principally to its position with

reference to the Helderberg limestone

which it immediately overlies. When, in

the process of erosion, a breach is made

in an arch of Oriskany sandstone, the

.ease with which the underlying limes -one

is eroded results in a rapid destruction of

.the arch and the formation of long mono-

clinal ridges, in which the limestone is

more or less penetrated by water chan-

nels, furnishing excellent drainage Tor

the overlying sandstone. The Medina

sandstone in this region is usually a very

pure quartzite and is exposed over large

areas; but as the underlying beds are

difficult of erosion, it maintains il3 f.iU

arch over the anticlinal axes, even in the

face of breaches where streams have cut

through the arch from side to side.

The difficulties involved in preparing

the rocks of this district for market are

much greater than in the district first

described. The rock is frequently quite

hard and in many quarries large bodios

of the original unchanged quartzite arc

found which cannot be cushed, but which

must be moved out of the wav of thi

woikmen.

Prep.\ration for Market

In the standard installation for prepar-

ing the sand of this district the material

is first passed through a Blake or other

form of pressure crusher, from which it

•is wa'ihed into a muller where it is ground

in water. From this it passes to a series

of inclined troughs, similar to a log

washer, and operated by spiral elevators.

In ascending each trough it is met by a

descending stream of fresh water. After

passing this it is allowed to drain for 24

hours and is then ready for the drier.

Two forms of drier are used, the rotary,

of which the Cummer drier is a type, and

a stationary drier in which the sand is

allowed to run between heated pipes.

After it is once crushed the material

can readily be handled, by various forms

of belt, bucket or other conveyers. In

the best modern plants it is handled by

machinery entirely after it is loaded in

the small cars in the quarry.

The accompanying illustration shows a

typical plant for the preparation of sand

for market. The hill to the left is a

monoclinal ridge of Oriskany sandstone,

dipping toward the washcry. The plant

shown is that of the West Virginia &
Pennsylvania Sand Company, near Berk-

eley Springs, W. Va.

The New England Deposits

The shipments from the Berkshire hills

of Massachusetts cut little figure in the

market at the present time, owing to the

fact that in the manufacture of the glass

the fuel is the largest item of expense.

This causes the factories to gravitate to

the neighborhood of the cheap fuels

which abound in the neighborhood of the

central and western deposits.

December 28, 1907.

Steel Rail Specifications

A New Standard Oil Refinery

According to the New York daily pa-

pers, the Standard Oil Company has be-

gun the erection of a new refinery in New
Jersey, which will be the largest in the

world, one section of it covering almost

1000 acres. It will be built in sections.

The first, which will contain stills for

turning out 20,000 bbl. of refined oil daily,

will be completed before July next.

Ground for the erection of the first

section of the plant was broken a few

days ago, and within a few weeks 2500

laborers, bricklayers, and iron workers

will be employed. The new plant will be

erected between Elizabeth and the shore

of the Staten Island sound.

The company now employs 71,000 men,

but will be compelled to engage 1200

more to work in the first section of the

new plant as soon as this is completed.

For the first section contracts have been

awarded for supplying 15,000 tons of

iion platework, 16,000 tons of sand,

18,000 tons of broken stone, and 8,000,000

brick.

The company also intends to install

new trunk pipe lines, so that branch re-

fineries in every part of the United States

may be supplied directly with crude oil.

Other plans are under waj', it is said,

which in time may result in bringing the

center of the oil industry of the world to

New Jersey, where the Standard Oil

Company is incorporated. As a result of

these plans many of the subsidiary oil

corporations controlled by the Standard

may be dissolved.

The new specifications adopted by the

Carnegie Steel Company Nov. i, to gov-

ern contracts for steel rails, cover chemi-

cal composition as follows

:

R.\NGE IN PEK CENT. LIMIT IN|

;

Peb cent.

SKCTION-S.
1 i

a
:

I
a
p.

s
m

IB

m to 60 1b.... 0.35 to 0.45 0.70 to 1.0 0.10 0.20
in to 70 1b.... 0.35 to 0.45 0.70 to 1.0 0.10 0.20
71 to SO lb.... 0.40 to 0.50 0.75 to 1.05 0.10 0.20
«i t<i 90 lb.... 0.43 to 0.53 0.80 to 1.10 0.10 0.20
'.11 to 100 lb 0.45 to 0.55 0.84 to 1.14 0.10 0.20

As to shrinkage, it is provided that the

number of passes and speed of train shall

be so regulated that, on leaving the rolls

at the final pass, the temperature of rails

of sections 75 lb. per yard and heavier will

not exceed that which requires a shrink-

age allowance at the hot saws of 6 7/16

in. for a 33-ft. 7S-lb. rail, with an in-

crease of 1/16 in. for each increase of

5 lb. in the weight of the section.

No artificial means of cooling the steel

shall be used after the rails leave the

rolls, nor shall they be held before sawing

for the purpose of reducing their tem-

perature.

Publicity in Corporation Affairs

According to Berlin despatches, says

the New York Times, the German Gov-
ernment has adopted the reports of the

United States Steel Corporation as a text

book to be used in the technical schools.

This is flattering to the corporation itself,

and some regard it as a helpful influence

in the campaign which has been waged
for complete publicity for corporations.

The Steel Corporation adopted the policy

of publicity right at the outset and has

continued it, aiming to make its reports

sufficiently simple and detailed to be use-

ful to its stockholders. Not all the re-

ports that are published can be com-

mended in the matter of explicitness..and

while on their face they are perfectly

frank, many items are difficult to analyze,

and for that reason the effectiveness of

the report is limited. From the point of

view of the speculative game, the no re-

port policy is a better one, inasmuch as

speculation thrives on mystery.

In welding by means of the oxy-acety-

li;nc blow-pipe the point of the flame is

held I to 0.25 in. from the work. No
fluxes are required for iron, steel and

copper, but for brasses and bronzes a lit-

tle borax or boracic acid moistened with

water is used for the purpose of prevent-

ing the volatilized zinc from being de-

posited on the point and thus preventing

a weld.
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Sounding a Difficult Piece

of River

By Hiram W. Hixon*

In making a survey for a water power

development at the Wabegeshik chute on

Vermilliun river, it became necessary to

take soundings for cross-sections of the

bottom of the river. The clam could not

be located, or estimates of the cost made,

until these cross-sections were known.

The bottom of the river at this point is

in solid rock and the dam was to be lo-

cated at the top of a long rapid at the bot-

tom of which is a fall of about 30 ft. The
first section was taken from a boat about

100 ft. above the head of the rapid. This

section showed ij ft. depth of water,

while it was apparent that at the head of

the rapids the depth was not more than

S feet.
'

A boat could not be held in the

rapids, and even if it could no man could

be found who was reckless enough to

take the soundings from it. To overcome

the difficulty, 1 designed a method for

and readings of its position taken as of-

ten as desired. These readings were

plotted to scale and the cross-section of

the bottom of the river determined as

accurately as necessary for the purpose

without any danger of a man being swept

over the falls and without much expense.

It may be that this method has been used

previously, but if it has it will do no

harm to show how it can be done.

Peruvian Petroleum Fields

Details cor.ccniing the e.xplouation 01

Peruvian petroleum deposits and the pro-

duction of marketable substances there-

from are given in the Petroleum Review

(Oct. 26, 1907). The oil region is located

on the narrow strip 9f land between the

Andes mountains and the Pacific ocean.

This strip is so narrow that at high tides

the waves wash over it. Railroad iron is

used as piling and driven into the sand as

a foundation and protection for the der-

ricks. This surface ocean sand is any-

where from 5 to so ft. in depth.

Drilling is done with a standard rig and

!•'. C Pia)jgio & Co. have been in the

petroleum business for 3S years and is the

largest concern in Peru prtiducing pe-

troleum; two other large producers are

the I-ondon Pacific and the Peruvian Cor-

poration. The Piaggio company is re-

ported to have 100 wells producing 150 bbl.

daily, and the oil compares favorably with

the California product. It has an asphalt

base and about 30 per cent, is refined into

more volatile oils. The refinery at Zor-

ritos is equipped with stills, storage facili-

ties, cooper shop and cannirg plant.

Losses in Air Pipes

Special Correspondence

.-K valuable series of papers, which have
attracted much attention on the Rand,

appeared recently in South African Mines
on "Underground Air Pipes : Sizes and
Capacities." The author states that £100,-

000 is anniLilly wasted in Transvaal mines,

because the underground air pipe lines are

too small for the service required of them.

Trans

25 Lb.
LeaJ Weight

CROSS-SECTION SHOWING METHOD OF SOUNDING

taking the cross-sections in the rapids

which is described below and illustrated

by the accompanying sketch, which is

nearly self-e.xplanatory. A fine steel wire

such as is used for binding armatures of

electric motors was attached to a 2S-lb.

lead weight. The total length of the wire

was measured and a transit set upon the

bank close to the waters edge. The lead

weight with the wire attached was taken

across the river above the rapid, the

transit-man retaining the loose end. The
weight was put into the water in line with

the transit on the cross-section desired

and the wire drawn taut. The vertical

angle of the wire was read by the transit-

man sighting at the point where the wire

cut the surface of the water.

The length of wire from the a.xis of

the telescope to the lead weight was de-

termined by deducting from the total

leng[th of the wire the portion back of

the transit. As this was on the land side

it could be easily measured. The lead

weight was pulled across the river bottom

•General manager, the Xlond Nickel Com-
pany, Ltd.. Victoria Mines. Ontario, Canada.

the hole started inside a 12-in. casing.

This casing drops down as the sand is

drilled out. At the bottom of this sand a

lo-in, casing is inserted and continued

down to shut oflf the first salt water. Next
8-in. casing is used, then 6-in., then 45^-

in. and finally 3-in. If they fail to get oil

with the latter the hole is abandoned. It

is necessary, on account of the soft forma-

tion, to use casing all the way down. The
wells vary in depth from 180 to 1760 ft.

The producing formation is not a sand,

being either soft dirt or large pebbles. The
wells are not shot; all of the producing

wells flow naturally and soine of the deep

ones have a sufficient pressure to flow

through the casing.

1 here is a small amount of gas and
the oil is remarkably heavy. When it is

pumped from a well it may be shoveled

into a bucket and carried to the boilers

for fuel. There is no railroad at Callao,

the oil being sent on tank steamers to

Zorritos, 600 miles north of Callao. The
wells are pumped with a kerosene engine.

Tubing and packing similar to those used

;n the Pennsylvania field are employed.

Before the commission now sitting in

Johannesburg, many miners have stated

that the laws regulating working air

pressure in the mines of the Rand have

much to do with the inefficiency charged

against compressed air machinery. Be-

sides the leaks in the air columns, the

pressure is reduced by employing pipes

too small in diameter to carry the air.

As a result of the papers referred to.

many of the mines on the Rand are in-

vestigating their air-pipes both on the

surface and underground, and the drop of

pressure between the compressor and the

different working faces in the mine has

surprised many mining men.

This unsatisfactory air pressure prob-

ably accounts for the apparent failure on
the Rand of such air drills as the water-

Leyner, which require high pressures for

successful operation. If a reform comes
^bout in the air jiressures, and air is de-

livered at the working faces as high in

pressure as in some parts of America,

it is possible the Leyner drill might yet

prove as splendid a machine on the Rand,

as it is known to be in the States.
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Petroleum Locations on Public

Lands

The Los Angeles Chamber of Alines

has been active in urging better regula-

tions for the location of petroleum claims

on public lands, and has been invited to

submit an outline of the changes it de-

sires to Mr. Woodruff, acting secretary

of the Department of the Interior. At

present locations are made under the

placer law and it is in the provisions of

this law that the changes are desired.

The recommendation is that 160 acres of

ground be considered a petroleum claim,

that only this amount of land be open to

a single individual, and under the require-

ment that active drilling for oil begm

within 90 days from making the location.

that drilling be diligently continued until

a discovery of oil be made, that after the

oil be found, application for deed to the

land from the Government under the pres-

ent regulations be allowed.

The obvious intent of these recom-

mendations is to protect the prospector in

holding a claim- while conducting his

operations, rendering him secure from

having his territory usurped by home-

steaders or mineral claimants before

actual discovery of oil. Under present

regulations discovery must be made be-

fore location can be claimed. Another

provision which the chamber would like

to have adopted is that a prospector be

permitted to pay $1 per acre rent on his

holdings in place of doing actual develop-

ment and shall be protected in his hold-

ings during this period, which, however,

must not extend over a year.

The Mount Lyell Mine

Special Correspondence

Cable advices from Melbourne give an

outline of the results of the working for

the half-year ended Sept. 30 by the Mount
Lyell Mining and Railway Company. The
ore treated was as follows: From Mount
Lyell mine, 140,976 tons ; from North

Mount Lyell, 61,423 tons; total, 202,399

tons, averaging 2.32 per cent, copper, 1.72

07.. silver and 0.045 o-^- go'^l P^"" fo"
J
^'so

10.544 tons of metal-bearing fluxes and

332 tons of purchased ore. The total pro-

duction was 4143 tons blister copper, con-

taining 4090 tons of fine copper. 344,715

oz. silver and 9334 oz. gold. After mak-

ing full allowance for depreciation, taxes,

and exploration expenses, a net profit was

made of £128.728. A dividend absorbing

il20,ooo has been declared. The cost of

producing blister copper was $3,704 per

ton of ore, being 24.46c. Jiigher than in the

previous half year.

The development of the mines at depth

is proceeding in a very satisfactory man-

ner. The orebody at the 8so-ft. level is

as large and valuable as it is at the 700-ft.

level and its appearance is such as to

lead the engineers to believe that it will

be met at the looo-ft. level. The ore re-

serves at the Mount Lyell mine consist

of over 3,500,000 tons, running rather over

0.5 per cent, copper, 2 oz. silver and 0.03

oz. gold. The North Mount Lyell mine,

including Lyell Tharsis, contains reserves

of 438.020 tons, averaging 5.75 per cent,

copper, 1.33 oz. silver and 0.005 oz. gold;

this is a considerable increase in the quan-

tity during the half year. The fall in

the price of copper has decreased the

profits during the period, compared with

those of a year ago.

Fluorine and the Precipitation of

Alumina

The influence of fluorine and its com-

pounds in affecting the precipitation of

aluminum as hydroxide is considered by

F. W. Hinrichsen in Contributions from

the Imperial Society of Testing Materials,

Germany (Vol. 25, 1907, p. 136). The
presence of fluorine causes material

amounts of aluminum to be held in solu-

tion when precipitation is attempted and

may prevent the precipitation altogether.

With increasing alumina, the amount of

fluorine combined with alumina, presum-

ably as aluminum fluoride, also increases.

When aluminum is precipitated by means

of ammonia under these conditions, am-

monium fluoride is formed which acts

upon the aluminum hydrate according to

the e'quation A!(OH)3-}-3NH4F = AlF3-^

3NH^(OH). The investigation of this re-

action by using the law of mass action

is made difficult by the formation of a

double salt (NH4)3 ."MFo. The precipita-

tion of aluminum hydroxide by ammonia

after evaporation with sulphuric and hy-

drofluoric acids will be quantitative only

when the solution is evaporated to dry-

ness and the residue heated strongly in

order to convert the aluminum fluoride

into oxide.

Testing Cement Limestone

By Robert Grimsh.^w*

.\n approximative estimate of the value

of the raw material for cement manufac-

ture may be obtained by a method sug-

gested by .\. Gawalowski. The follow-

ing articles are necessary: A glass ves-

sel of 200 cc. capacity, with proper scale

on the side, and a thick, long-necked

bottle holding 0.2 liter, having on the

neck a scale marked with cubic centi-

meters : a hand balance with suitable

weights, a dish or a coffee cup;

about 34 liter of saturated solution of

common salt
; J4 ''tc of hydrochloric

acid mixed with a solutior^ of common
salt in the proportion of two to one.

.•V sample of the limestone, pulverized

with a hammer, and weighing 0.25 deci-

gram is wrapped in a piece of tissue

paper. The measuring cylinder or the

bottle is filled flush with the brim with

the hydrochloric acid ; the solution of

cooking salt is placed in the dish or

coffee cup, and the cylinder is held over

the measuring vessel, the mouth of which

is first closed with a cork or the thumb,

with the neck downward, in the solution

of cooking salt. The fore and middle

fingers of the right hand are then crossed,

the cigarette-like paper cartridge is

taken between these and placed rapidly

under the mouth of the measuring-vessel.

Gas will commence to be evolved. (The
cartridge will usually rise in the measur-
ing glass.) As soon as the action is fin-

ished, which takes at the most one to

two hours, and usually only 15 minutes,

the gas is read off in cubic centimeters.

The number of cubic centimeters of

COi X 0.68 X 10 will give, nearly enough
for practical purposes, the amount of car-

bonate present in the sample.

Length of Service to Determine

Mineri' Pay

A plan to adjust the wage-scale accord-

ing to the length of an employee's ser-

vice, recently submitted by the miners

employed in the imperial quicksilver

mines at Idria, Austria, is described in the

Montan-Zeitung (Sept. 15, 1907). The
miners proposed to divide all workmen
into four classes of two divisions each, a

man's membership in a class to depend

solely on the length of time he has

worked at the mines. Thus the first di-

vision of class I would consist of those

who have worked continuously for 35

years, and the members of this class

would receive the highest rate of pay.

Those who have worked 30 years would

belong to the second division of class I,

at a little lower rate of pay; and "so on by

five-year graduations to class 4. The
first division of this class would consist

of men of five years' service, and the

second division of those who have worked

less than five years. If the scale is

adopted, all the miners are to be promoted

on Jan. I, 1908, to the class next above

their present one.

The day's pay is based on an eight-hour

day with 25 per cent, increase if 10 hours'

work is demanded. A feature of pay.

ment which may seem odd to American

miners is that wages are divided into two

fixed parts, one of which must be paid

in cash ; but it is optional whether the

second part shall be paid in cash or trade,

the trade consisting usually of food sup-

plies or wood.

•Dreaden-A, Germany.

According to the Brass World iridium

will not alloy with gold on account of its

high melting point, but remains in the

metal ill the form of hard white shot.
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A New 0.11.eld .n .he Caucasus ^^^ r^^' unll.lVtjS ^l^rta t "SSie^SS'^; l"
^

h theTerccntagc of loss of ihc ..„,„loyce siK.uuK it. When new men arc

a new oil Rusher has been opened at
j

„,.„ „,e c-mployces in many warned to .le carefu.. .^^ "^'^'°7 ";
,

Surakhan,, .omi.es from Bakn. This p, „ . J,,,, if ..Ky sec sonu.hn.^ .ha. re- •'- employed .he form .sexp.jed-o^^^^^^^

i„di.„os an inn>or.ant extension of .he ; ; ,,„,i, or change and that if not employee before U.s s.pied a. dte.ntcr
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an ancient .en.ple, dedicated a. .me .ime ^^^^^^ ^^^,j ^^ ^^,„,j dickers and d.s- a co.nple.e explana.ion of .he form to the

to tiro worship, and it is now supposed
^,|,^^g^.j ^e,, who are engaged day by employee.

that the "eternal flames" that burned a.
^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ dangerous cmploymen., if

.he al.ar of the temple were maintamed
^^^^^ ^^^ observant, are perhaps able .0

Ontario Mininq Law
bv na.ural gas issuing from .he ground,

^^^^g^.^^ ^ome device .hat would lessen ^

This discovery is believed to open up a
^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^1^. c,„ploymeiU and ye. arc

possibility of .apping an oil stratum m a
_^^^_^.^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ i, ^ meeting of the Canadian Mining In-

region 40 times larger than the present
^^ ^^^^ establishment I adopted a form

^^l^^^^^.^ Toronto branch, was held in To-

one. The new stratum includes part of
^^^^ months ago which has worked very

^^^^j^, q„, Nov. 19. luigenc Coste in .he

.lie bed of the Caspian sea, and takes m
^^jjg{jj^.jQrily. The form is as follows : ^^^j^ -j-jie object was to consider proposed

the so-called "Sacred Isle," where Zo-
amendments to the Ontario mining law.

roaster, about 400 years before Christ, ^^^.^ information is desired soLtuY for
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ l_^^^ ^^^^ intricate,

preached the fire cult. the purpose ok promoting thl
^^nfusing and su..ject to the frequent en-

» HEALTH AND SAFET\ OF
actmcnt of regulations by order-in-council.

Danaerous Occupations
"^"^ employees.

^^^ ^^^.^,^^ ^^ mining-claim inspection

^ ^
.,.,„.v works was discussed at .ength. It was urged

,

""-"^
that the provision makmg the passmg of

By a. H. Wethey
Bu.te, Montana ., ^^.^[„^ \,y -^„ inspector necessary before

"
I. S.ate your name development could be proceeded with,

Much of our current literature dea.s
^ g^^^^ ^^^^ address

_ „liich had original.y been enacted to pre-

with the dangers of men employed in var- ^ ^^,^^^^ jij ^^^ e„ter the employ of
^.^.^^ j^^. blanketing of large areas, had

ious kinds of large industrial enterprises
^,^^. company? failed of its purpose, as that practice was

throughout the country. Tliese articles ^ \Vhat is your nationality? pursued extensively by prospectors acting

are frequently written with the apparent , j^^ ^.^^ understand the English Ian-
^^^^^^ powers of attorney. A resolution

desire of creating the impression that cor-
^^^^^^ , ^^^^^ ^^. j g Tyrrell disapproving of in-

porations conduct their enterprises with-^
^ ^^ ^.^^ j.„^„,, ^^,^^ electric wires are

^pg^tion until such time as the inspector

out any care or thought of the emp.oyees,* dangerous? is called on by the prospector to make it,

and they are calculated to destroy the ^ wiiat is your occupation? and declaring that the prospector should

good feeling and .larmony which should g ^^^1^,^ what foreman do you work' ^^ allowed to remain on the ground as

e.xist between the employer and the em-
• ,jj„g ^^ ^e is willing to work the claim,

ployce I think it is beyond question that ^ ^^ ^.^^, ^„^^^^, ,1,^ dangers incident to ^.33 adopted. A motion favoring the

all manufacturing enterprises bear in mind
^,^[^^ occupation? abolition of .he mining license was lost.

the fact that it is to their interest to secure ^^ ^^^^ ^,^^ suggest any practical changes
t,,^. question of the mining tax was con-

thcir employees from accidents which may
^^ improvements to reduce the dan- sidered. A recommendation prepared by

result in their injury or death. In all
gcrs of your occupation? a committee of the Mining Institute

industrial emp.oyment there is more or
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ any dangers, or dangerous strongly opposing the present royalty was

less risk incident to the business, which
p,^^^^_ ^^.,,„e you work? laid on the table, as bemg merely ot a

cannot be avoided. After a.., human life ^^ ^^ ,^g p,a^e ^here you work is un- negative character. It was the sense ot

is a series of struggles from the cradle to
^^j^ please suggest what should be

,,,e meeting that as the provincial govern-

.he grave and in whatever walk of life a
j^^^ ^^ „,ake it more safe? ment had definitely laid down the policy

man is situated we never can tell when
j^ j^ j^^ ^^^nest desire of the manage- of taxing the mining industry it was use-

some unforeseen accident may overtake
^^ ^^^^^^ the risk of accident to its ,ess .0 rei.era.e objec.ions already urged

\Z employees to a minimum. They are without effect, and .ha. wha. should be

There have probably been more deaths
^^,^^_^^j ^^^^^ ^Ig^tric wires, either insulated done was to advance cons.ructive sugges-

by accidents among wealthy people using
^^ ^^^^ 3,^ equally dangerous. .ions as to a form of taxation wmc

automobiles in the past year than have g^pioyees are warned not to pass would be more equitable and ^" ob'<==

occurred among the emp.oyees of some
^^^^ ,, ^^^ e,,,ator shafts. They are re- .ionable than a ^°>-''';>;;,/. ^°r'^;"f for

large industria. concerns .ike the I.hnois
^^ „„,ify „,e management at any prepare a measure ^'onK ^^^^ '^"« '°[

Steel Company; and the proportion of ^e of any point that appears dangerous, submission to the Government was ap

deaths to the numbers engaged in the two (Signature of Emp.oyee) pointed, consisting of Eugene Cos« J^

pursuits wou.d show a much .arger per- j ^^^^^^y certify that I have fu..y ex- B Tyrrell, Frank C. Loring, C. Adler

centagc among the automobi.ists. Some-
pjajned to the above mentioned emp.oyee and T. C. Murray.

times the number of accidents in a .arge ^^^ meaning of the foregoing information.

concern is compared to the number of ^^j j ^3^.^ warned him to use due care in
^^^^.^^ ^^^ 1^^^ .^ ^_^^^^ ^f ^i„i„g ;„

fatalities occurring on .he battlefield. The ^^^ exercise of his work.
^^^^^ Britain .he yearly number of fatal

fact that a battle may last on.y one day,
accidents has not varied very much, keep-

whereas the emp.oyees of a manufactur- Foreman or limekeeper. .^^^ around an average of 1 100 accidents

ing concern may work 300 days in the
„„,„„^^, ,i™ed these per vcar. In this time the number of

year, is not thought of. If .0,000 men A.l our old ^^'"P'^"^
J'^^JJ'^'f mTnerr employed has increased steadily

work an average of 3C« days a year it forms
-^^''-\^^^-';;:^",.;;tur«es ion Trot^ .000,^ in .85. to over a million in

would be like a batt.e in which 3,000,000

J'^^ -j';;;;'trried om T^rform is ,906 so .ha. .he percen.age of fa.a. acc-

~^eral manager for W. A. Clark. Butte,
j^, triplicate, the original being filed in the dcn.s has grca.ly diminished.

Hont.
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The Anthracite Mines at Alden, Penn.
Haulage Cost of Coal Per Ton-mile, Average Output

Per Miner and Methods of Subduing a Mine Fire

B Y M H A C H I T A
The greater part of the hoisting of coal

at the Atdeii mine is accomplished through

No. 2 shaft. Only from 70 to 80 cars

per day are hoisted up the No. i shaft,

which is used for taking down supplies.

The No. I shaft is heavily cribbed with

I3xi2-in. timber down to the bed rock,

which is about 100 ft. from the surface.

The head frame, which is of steel con-

struction, is 40 ft. high and is bolted on

to a concrete foundation. The sheave

wheels are 12 ft. in diameter with cast-

iron rims and hubs, while the spokes are

wrought iron. The cages are the single-

deck type, raising one car at each hoist.

They are balanced, that is, while one is

at the foot of the shaft the other is at the

surface landing.

A i^-in. cast-steel rope, composed of

6 strands and a hemp center, with 19

wires to the strand, is used for hoisting

the cages. It has an ultimate tensile

strength of 80 tons and is wound on a

I0.xi2-ft. cylindrical drum driven by a

i8x36-in. second-motion engine. The

steam is conveyed to the engine house

through an 8-in. pipe from the boiler

house about 100 ft. east of the shaft. The

boiler house, as is shown in Fig. i, con-

sists of four sets of finger water-tube

trailers having 200 h.p. each. The fuel

for these boilers is a mixture of rice and

Irarley. About 40 tons of coal per 24

hours are required to maintain a pressure

of 90 lb.

The fuel is brought from the washcry

to the firing room by means of a

conveyer line. The fuel conveyer is

constructed of double rows of 9-in.

old I-beams, 12 in. apart and filled

with sheet iron % of an inch thick

and bolted with countersunk stove bolts.

Fig. 2 shows the hexagonal concrete

reservoir, 2 ft. thick at the bottom and

16 in. at the top, with a capacity of

14.000 gal. Into this reservoir the ex-

haust steam from 'the engines, from the

breaker, etc., pours and heats the water

to the boiling point (212 deg. F.). The
hot water thus obtained is fed into the

boilers by a 75^x5xio-in. duplex plunger

pump, through a s-in. pipe. A force fan,

driven by a Sx7-in. engine, is used to

create the draft in the boiler grate. It is

estimated that a saving of fuel of 20 per

cent, is effected by means of the hot-

water feed.

The No. 2 Shaft

-Vo. 2 shaft is located .1900 ft.

nonn of No. I shaft. Its dimensions

;'re 12x30 ft. It is divided into throe

compartments, two for hoisting and

the third for an up-cast. It is 617 ft.

deep to the Cooper seam, which is the

present bottom, but preparations are now
being made to extend to the Red Ash
bed. When this extension is completed

it will have a total depth of over 1200 ft.

The construction of the head frame is

similar to that of No. i shaft, but it is

of more recent design. The sheave

wheels are 12 ft. in diameter and the

hoisting rope is 1 5^ in. in diameter. The
No. 2 shaft engine is directly connected

to the 13-ft. drum and is used for

hoisting.

Air pumps and electric signals are used.

The engine room and the principal parts

of the mine are connected by telephone.

Another boiler house is located at No. 2

shaft. It contains three sets of finger

water-tube boilers and one set of Wilcox

having 200 h.p. each.

Cost of Handling the Coal

About 400 cars of coal are hoisted up

the No. 2 shaft and handled by a 2>^-ton

locomotive to the breaker near the No. I

shaft. The haulage road has a grade of

2 3/10 per cent, in favor of the load. One
engineer and one brakeman are employed

FIG. I. BOILER HOUSE AT .\LDEN MINE

The engine, as shown in Fig. 2, was

designed and built by the Vulcan Iron

Works, of Wilkes-Barre, Penn. It is a

large machine, with cylinders widely

separated (21 ft. center to center), so as

to admit the two large drums, each of

which has a winding capacity of 1300 ft.

The capacity of the conical portion is 800

ft., while that of the cylindrical portion is

500 ft. The cylinders are 30 in. in diam-

eter and have a stroke of 48 in. The
drums are loose on the shaft, which latter

is 15 in. in diameter. The brakes have a

i2-in. friction surface and are operated by

steam. Steam is fed into the engine

through an 8-in. pipe, the exhaust steam

pipe is 10 in., with an 8xio-in. throttle.

in handling the cars. The cost per ton

mile of handling the coal is as follows :

EnKliiPPr at $2.25

1 brakoman — 1.76

Fuel for locoiuotlvu 1.00

10 por cent, doproclatlon ot locomotive and
Interest on luvt!8tment 1.00

ID per cent, depreciation of road and Interest
^in Investment, oil, waste, grease, etc 1.50

Total per day $7.50

LenKth of haul 1000 ft.

Total haul jxir U-hr. shift 1000 tons.

(1900 -i- 6280) X 1000 = 3G0 tons; and 7.50 -i- '300

= 0.0208 cost of net ton mUo.

Fig. 3 is a view of the breaker to

which all coal is delivered. The raw coal

is hoisted to the top of the breaker by a

I4xi8-in. engine geared to an 8-ft. cylin-

drical drum. Fig. 6 shows the process

of preparing coal for the market.
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Average Output per Man

The company employs 140 miners to

produce the coal ; the average output per

miner per day is 8.38 tons. There arc five

fire bosses, four for the day shift and one

for the night shift. All workings are in-

spected before the miners are permitted

to go down the shafts. The blacksmith's

shop is situated just south of the breaker.

It is 60 ft. long and 40 ft. wide and is

built of corrugated sheet iron with a slate-

covered roof. The equipment of the shop

consists of one lathe, one drill press, slieet-

iron cutter, band saw. circular saw and a

Curtis-Curtis pipe cutter. All these ma-

chines are driven by an 8xi6-in. engine.

The building is lighted by acetylene gas

the following parts: Unc 60-in. saw, 60

teeth ; one S2-in. saw 44 teeth ; carriage,

40 in. X 24 ft. ; timbers sV'^IVj '" ; rack

beams 36 ft.; six sets of lo-in. trucks;

one i/16-in. axle; babbited boxes; six

track scrapers; double adjustable guides;

board rollers ; wheel spreader ; variable

friction feel; pulley 24x14 in.; saw collar

6J4 in. ; li-in. box chain ; mandrel 25/16 in.

x7 ft. for 2-in. saw hole ; husk Q^i '"• "

5 ft.; timbers 51-4x1 ij'j in.; two' 49-in.

ratchet head bk>cks ; two duplex dogs ; 20

ft. 23/16 in. set shaft: ratchet set works.

The power for running the mill is furn-

ished by a iox24-in. engine, transmitted by

an 8- ft. drive wheel through a 12-in.

leather belt. The capacity of the mill is

from 15,000 to 20,000 ft. per day of n-"'

fortably furnished and lighted by elec-

tricity.

The company owns nearly loo dwelling

houses for miners. Each house has from

four to eight rooms according to whether

it is a single or double house. Each house

is occupied by from one to three families,

according to the size of the family. The
workmen are well treated, and the best of

feeling prevails among the employees.

There were 712 names on the pay roll

last month, 500 men and boys employed

inside and 212 on the outside, including

the office men.

A Serious Mine Fire

Through the carelessness of a miner in

^^A, a serious mine fire occurred near the

V 'i.**^
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FIG. 2. 30X48-IK. ENGINES AND I3-FT. DRUM AT ALDEN COAL COMPANY S PLANT

Acetylene Gas Used for Lighting

A little west of the blacksmith shop

there is a general warehouse 40x60 ft. In

this building is kept a complete assortment

of stock. It is heated by steam and

lighted by acetylene gas, which is made

in a little out-house where the gas gen-

erator is installed. This apparatus is

automatically operated so that whenever

the gas is not in demand it is not gener-

ated.

The Saw Mill

The saw mill at the collier)- is located

back of the No. 2 shaft engine house. It

is built of wood 60x20 ft. and consists of

hours. About one-half the timber supply

is furnished by the company property

while the other half is bought from out-

side parties. Two men are usually em-

ployed in the mill.

A hand-power diamond-drilling outfit

has been installed. The outside diameter

of the bit is iS^ in. and the total length

of tire rod is 300 ft. Occasional prospect-

ing is done with this machine.

The Office and Company Houses

The general office building contains the

offices of the general manager, secretary

and treasurer, superintendent, enginec

and shipping clerks. The rooms are com

foot of No. 2 shaft, A complete account

of the fire, written by K. M. Smith, gen-

eral manager of the company, appeared in

tire Worcester Polytechnic Journal, but a

brief description of the method used in

dealing with this fire may be of some in-

terest. On the 25th of January, 1898, while

a miner was handling dynamite in a

heavily timbered portion of an airway in

the Cooper vein, the timber caught fire and

in a short time the fire was beyond control,

notwithstanding water at hand. Heavy gas

explosions followed, destroying stops,

brattices, etc. ; consequently ventilation was

suspended. Soon after the explosions the

gas began to accumulate t .)idly and it
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became impossible for men to work in the

vicinity of the fire.

Preparations were at once made to flood

the mine. .'\ bore hole C (Fig. s') was

immediately drilled to connect the surface

and the highest part of the workings near

The Cooper vein pitches about 20 deg.

to the south in the neighborhood of No.

2 shaft ; an opening 25 ft. from the foot

of the shaft, was made from the shaft to

the airway A (Fig. 5). The object of

this opening was to lower tlic water suffi-

FIG. 3. ALDEN COAL COMP.\NV BRE.\KER

was carried in, permitting only such quan-

tity of air as was necessary for the men.

Large volumes of gas were constantly

flowing from the openings made in the

face but were temporarily held in check

by air dams built a few feet in advance

of the men, who worked in the intake

wiib Wolfe safety lamps.

Blasting was not permitted. The prog-

ress of the, work was slow, as immense

(|uantilies of rock had been brought down

liy tin- fire. It took over two months' hard

work to explore above this water level.

The temperature was still high, but no

fire existed, as had been expected. The

remaining water was gradually removed

in the early part of August and the entire

area affected by the fire explored as de-

scribed above. This was followed by the

restoration of ventilation.

The tunnel and shaded part of the

gangways and breasts, Fig. S, had caved

and fallen to the hight of 35 ft. Mining

was finally resumed on the tliird of De-

cember. Examinations niade after the fire

showed that the gases, confined in the

higher parts of the chambers, had taken

.m important part in e.xtinguishing the

lire.

The Vajen-Bader Head Protector

The Vajen-Bader head protector, manu-

factured at Richmond, Ind., and electric

lamps, were used in exploring the mine

while it was filled with fire damp. This

protector is not in such general use in the

anthracite field as it should be, so a brief

the fire and thus tap the fire damp. Large
pumps were soon placed near the creek

and the construction of a dam in the tun-

nel between No. i and No. 2 shafts was
commenced so as to raise water over the

area aflfected by the fire so that work
might be resumed in the other part of the

mine. The dam, 20 ft. long and 12 ft.

high, was constructed of sawed timber and

concrete. It was completed after si.x days'

continuous work. This dam withstood a

pressure of 3.13 tons per sq.ft. when the wa-
ter reached a hight of 103 ft. which was at

least 13 it. above the foot of the bore hole.

The pumps were then stopped. The es-

timated quantity of water thus pumped
into the mine was 35,000,000 gal. The
drill hole C had reached the vein by

March 4. Water tanks made of wood and

fumi.shed with valves and gates for filling

and discharging were constructed on the

hoisting cages. The capacity of each tank

was 2000 gal.

In the space of one month all the water

was hoisted and the work of repairing the

shaft was begun. On April 16 the ven-

tilation was restored. Within 48 hours,

steam and the products of combustion

were noticed at the up cast, and these

were soon followed by heavy explosions,

showing that (ire still existed in the mine.

It was decided to flood the mine again.

The water was pumped in and rose to the

hiijht of 40 ft., at which hight the ap-

pearance of steam and explosions stopped.

NIK \ AJKN-JIAIlKK 1 1 K A I
l'KlilK(Tl

ciently to be able to get into the airway

and ascertain the location and extent of

the fire. Ventilation was completely sus-

pended and the openings were filled with

rock and fire damp. .\s the work of

cleaning the debris advanced, a brattice

dcscriplion may be of interest. Fig. 4

shows the front and back view of the ap-

paratus. It completely covers the head

and fits tightly around the shoulders

where its weight rests. It is made of fire-

and water-prnof materials. Fresh air is
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supplietl to the wearer at the natural

pressiiro Iroiii the reservoir fastened to

the baek of the lielnict.

A gage is attached to the reservoir to

inilicate the amount of air contained.

The reservoir can be tilled by the air

pump in less than two minutes. By
opening the valve on the top of the reser-

voir, air is forced through the supply

tube, which has an inside opening directly

in front of the nostrils. This air in the

reservoir is sufficient to make the wearer

perfectly comfortable for one hour or

longer. In the front of the liclnUn are two
lookouts made of double plates of clear

mica with revolving cleaners; each plate

is protected by four cross wires. Ear
pieces are attached to both sides so as to

render the hearing perfectly distinct. A
whistle attached in front is used for sig-

naling purposes. The whole outfit weighs
only six pounds. The apparatus does not

require any chemicals, and wherever there

is fresh air it can be charged and made
ready for instant use.

There are not many individual opera-

tors in the anthracite field whose mines

are as well equipped or who have intro-

duced so many new ideas as the Alden

Coal Company; or many operators, in-

dividual or otherwise, whose relations

with their employees and the public are

as harmonious as those maintained bv

Company. At today's investigation of tJie

Grand Jury it was shown that this com-
pany pays about 40 per cent, more than
any other company in the county."

Reinforced Concrete Beams

./
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FIG. 5. M.\P SHOWING LOCATION OF FIRE IN

COOPER VEIN

Bulletin No. 14, "Tests of Reinforced

Concrete Beams, Series of 1906," has just

been issued by the University of Illinois

Engineering Experiment Station. The
tests described are a continuation of the

tests discussed in Itulletin Nu. 4. The
topics investigated include the eflfect of

quality of concrete upon the strength of

beams, the effect of repeated loading upon

the action of beams, and the resistance of

beams to diagonal tension failures. The
results of the investigation of diagonal

tension failures throw light upon the

amount of the vertical shearing stress

which may be allowed in reinforced con-

crete beams not having metallic web re-

inforcement. The resistance of beams to

diagonal tension may be the controlling

feature of relatively short beams, and as

such failures occur suddenly and without

much warning a knowledge of the resist-

ance of the concrete is essential. Some
beams gave surprisingly low values, and

it seems evident that the values allowed

by many city building ordinances are

higher than should be recommended. The

tests of concrete columns and reinforced

concrete columns, and of reinforced con-

crete T-beams for 1906 have already been

published.
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this concern. It points with pride to

its standing in the eyes of the public

as manifested in the following clipping

from the Wilkes-Barre Record : "There

is one coal company that pays its just

share of taxes. This is the Alden Coal

I am greatly indebted to K. M. Smith,

general manager ; F. Moon, secretary and

treasurer; J. M. Turner, superintendent,

and to U. S. Norton, engineer, for many

courtesies and much information concern-

ing the Alden plant.

Recent reports show that 150,000,000

tons of coal are used annually by the rail-

ways of l)ie United States, out of which

but 7,500.000 tons are used in drawing the

trains, while 142,500,000 tons goes up the

smoke stacks as waste.
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Colliery Notes, Observations and Comments
Practical Hints Gathered from Experience and from the Study of

Problems Peculiar to Bituminous and Anthracite Coal Mining

DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
It h.ns been shown that in firing black

powder by electric current there is no ad-

vantage in using powerful detonators, for

black powder cannot be detonated, but ex-

plodes in the same way as when a match

or fuse fires it.

From observations made at the Hellon,

Haswcll and Tyne Main Collieries in

England, it has been estimated that 13

parts out of 14 of the ventilating pressure

were consumed by the friction of the air-

ways, and only one part remained to be

utilized in creating velocity at the up-

cast.

The pipes or radiators of a thawing
house should be placed in one end of the

room and should be encased in such a

manner that it will not be possible for any
one to put dynamite where it can touch

these pipes, or where any drop of nitro-

glycerin, which might exude from the

cartridges, can come in contact with the

heated surfaces.

When driving a tunnel in hard sand-

stone the cut holes should be charged with

75 per cent, dynamite and the "trimming"

holes with 40 per cent, dynamite. In softer

rocks such as slate, shale, etc., 40 per cent,

dynamite has been found effective for the

cut holes. If mine managers and foremen
would exercise proper judgment in re-

gard to the hardness of the strata through
which tunnelling is to be done, a con-

siderable sum might be saved by using the

most effective grade of explosives.

When the required dimensions of a tun-

nel are 8x7 ft. in the clear it is better

to construct it 12x7 ft., so that the e-xtra

width of four feet is available in case

the tunnel has to be timbered. It is often

cheaper to drive a I2x7-ft. tunnel than to

drive one of smaller dimensions 8x7 and
afterward to increase the section. It is

generally best when planning a tunnel to

figure timbering in the plan. Generally
speaking, one shift of four men can drill

and fire 19 to 21 holes 10 to 12 ft. deep.

These holes usually break 60 to 100 tons

of rock.

In 1906, 984 men were killed in the

coal mines of the United Kingdom, 48
per cent, of the deaths were due to falls

of roof or coal, 29 per cent, to miscel-

laneous causes, 4.7 per cent, to explosions
of fire damp and coal dust, and 6.4 per
cent to shaft accidents. Out of 143 to-

tal explosions, 128 were caused by naked
lights, two by safety lamps, six by ex-

plosives, one by a mine fire and six by

unknown causes. Nearly' 90 per cent, of

the explosions were directly chargeable to

naked lights. 1 he majority of these ac-

cidents could therefore have been avoided

by the use of safety lights.

Timber in anthracite mines should vary

from 14 to 18 in. in diameter when the

roof is bad. The timbers should b.'

spaced from 5 to 10 ft. apart. Miners

driving gangways, or headings, usually

have two laborers in the Wyoming coal-

field. When no timbering is required, the

progress of the gangway is at the rate

of 4 to 5 ft. per 8 hours. If timbering

is required the progress is from 3 to 4
ft. per shift. If the coal is hard and

tough, without timbering, a miner can

drive 3 ft. per day, if timbering is re-

quired his progress will hardly exceed 2^
ft. per day.

When a vein of coal is worked by the

room and pillar system, one of the prin-

cipal causes of the loss of coal in mining

is that rooms are driven too wide and

the pillars left to support the roof are too

narrow, with the result that the coal in

the pillars is crushed and lost before it is

possible to rob the pillars. Experience

shows that the initial cost of mining is

cheaper if the rooms arc driven wider,

leaving narrow pillars, but in the end the

total amount of coal thus won is small

compared with the percentage of total

recovery when wide pillars are left and
tJien removed by robbing on the retreat.

One of the thickest beds of anthracite

coal in the United States is found near

Tamaqua, Penn. It is the Mammoth
seam, 115 ft. thick. China has her Mam-
moth bed of coal at Hongay. The thick-

ness of this deposit is 200 ft., 85 ft. thicker

than the American seam. The Chinese
Mammoth vein crops out along the hill

and is usually mined by stripping in

benches. The thickness of each bench is

from 10 to IS ft. so that there are 13

to 20 benches in the seam. Each bench
produces from 50 to 75 tons per day or a

total output of 1000 tons per day from
the workings. The company employs 3500
natives in and about the mines, besides 50
European foremen.

At the Pelton colliery, in Great Britain,

a drill hole was put down in the coal

measures. The hole was carefully tubed

so that the gas could not escape, and a

gage was fixed at the outer end of the

tube to note the pressure exerted by the

gas. By tjiis means a pressure of 912 lb.

per sq.in. was noted. These observations

were taken for a considerable length of

time, also the variations in barometric

pressure were recorded. It was found

that when the atmospheric pressure was
low, a great pressure of gas was recorded,

which tends to show that the fire damp
generated in a gassy mine is greatly influ-

enced by atmospheric disturbances, the

amount of gas generated being the inverse

proportion to the atmospheric pressure.

In tempering steel drills great care must
l;e taken not to burn them by applying too

high a temperature. The sharpening

should be done by striking the point

lightly and quickly until it is quite black.

In hardening a steel pick the end only

should be heated to about one inch from
the point and when cooled ofif the wa-
ter should not reach more than 54 in-

above this point. When steel is heated

and allowed to cool gradually it becomes

soft, but if the temperature is reduced

rapidly it will become very hard and brit-

tle. The play of colors on a point that

has been cooled slightly by water after

reheating, should be carefully watched,

and as soon as the right color is reached

the point should be cooled rapidly in wa-

ter. These colors vary from light yellow

to brown, purple, violet, and dark blue.

Each color represents a different degree

of hardness.

Sinking a shaft is more expensive than

driving a tunnel of equal cross-section.

It is also impossible to sink a shaft as

speedily as to drive a tunnel of the same

size. The reason for slowness in shaft

sinking lies in the fact that the greater

portion of the muck must be removed

after each blast before the drilling ma-
chine can be put up, wherea? in tunnel-

ing the drillers can work while the

muckers are busy. Timbering a shaft also

delays the sinking. It is somewhat harder

to ventilate a shaft than a tunnel. In

dealing with water in a tunnel, it may be

syphoned out or gravitated to the mouth

of the tunnel, whereas in shaft sinking,

every gallon of water must either be

pumped or bailed out. The number of

drill holes and the amount of charge used

are practically the same in ^ both shaft

sinking and tunnel driving. One of the

best records in shaft sinking was made in

South Africa; a 6.x2i ft. shaft was sunk

858 ft. in five months. In this shaft 4032

holes were drilled to an average depth of

7 ft. 2 in. Gelatin to the amount of 418

cases, 247s coils of fuse and 86 boxes of

detonators were used. In excavating one

cubic yard of rock, the depth of drill holes

equaled 7.23 ft. ; the gelatin used equaled

0.1044 box, and the fuse equaled 0.0618

coil per cu.yd. of rock excavated. De-

tonators equalled 0.0212 box per cu.yd. of

rock removed.
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I lie liilal statistics of the IjculuKical

Survey for the production of copper, lead

aud spelter in 1906 have been published in

press bulletins under dates of Dec. 16,

aud 23. A comparison between these sta-

tistics and those collected by, and prev-

iously published in, the Journal and "The

Mineral Industry" is interesting. Such a

comparison is given in the following table

:

Troops to Leave Goldfleld
William Thomson. I-ord Kelvin
Personal. Obituary, Societies and Tech-

nical Schools
Industrial. Trade Catalogs. Construc-

tion News
Special Correspondence
Mining News
Market.^, etc

'Illustrated,

1221
1221
1222
1222

1222

1197

1202

1203

1208

1207

1210
1210

1210

1211
1212
1212
1212

1213
1213

1213
1214

1214

1214

1214

1214
]2ir,
12].'i

1215

1216
1220

1223

1224

1225
1225

1225
1226
1227
1227

1228

1229
1230
1232
1238

MIn. Ind. U. 8. G. 8.

Lend production, refined.
M'i.S.'MI 404 669

AtillMi'inlal lead, produe-
l^•ll i«>iiM . . ui.iao

41ll.«5fl

111 (VI6

I.)>(L(t. ^ranil total. tnuK. . .

.

415,216
L4»ad produrtlon. dnniestlc

tOIlH :i.'i,'i.:iu'.i XM.IM
Lead eiiiiHUniption. bum... :«u.l'« ;ri'..;tu«i

Spi'ltcr pr.xliiotl.iii. tons... .'J.'i.4SH •-••24.770

S|>i-ii..r »iimpil..n. tims •W2.477 •^•21.781

t'ii|ipor pr'Mliu*tl')ii. lb 'JI7,C.'20.1MH) U17,H0.'i.CS2

CoppiM- liuiKirls, 111 •.>'2S.843,'i81 '216.402.841

CopjMT «..\iM.r[s, lb 4(!7.Kitl.041 446.7.'i0.711

t'oppor ('.>iisuiii]>tloii, oloc-
trlcnl. lb :i40.0IHI.0OO

CopjH'r cniisumpMon, for
bia.sH ninklng, lb 228.000,000 210,000.000

Coppercon.sumpl'u, sheet.
11) 35,000.000

Copper c<insumpt*n. cast-
ings 111 100.000.000

(Copper ron.siirapfn. total. 668.576.336 Oa^.tKKl.OOO

t'opix'r. av. price of olec-
trolvtlc 19.28c.

19.82c.

19.30c.
t'oppor, av. price of lake.

.

19.55c.
Ooiipor. world's produc-

tion, lb 1,676.879.800 1,696.973.700

It will be observed that the agreement

between the statistics, independently col-

lected, is close, and is consequently a

verification of the accuracy of each. In

only a few cases is the difference more

than I per cent. The diflferences in the

figures for the imports and exports of

copper are rather surprising, inasmuch as

in each case they are obtained from the

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of

Commerce and Labor. However, that

Bureau does not report the copper con-

tent of the ore and matte exported, which

consequently has to be computed from

other data and this opens the way to a

certain difference in the total.

The statistics of the Geological Survey

are tardy in appearing, but they are based

upon exhaustive investigations and give

many new details as to the production of

these metals which are interesting and

valuable. Among the interesting features

are the statistics as to the production of

copper ore. It is stated that the copper

of domestic origin in 1906 was derived

from approximately 19,743,000 tons of ore,

which yielded an average of 2.15 per cent,

copper, but the amount of copper ore prop-

er was about 18,000,000 tons averaging 2.5

per cent, copper. Of the total tonnage

(19,743,000) approximately 5,021,000 tons

were smelted without concentration. The

remaining 14,722, 000 tons were concentrat-

ing ores, from which were produced 2.985,-

000 tons of concentrate. These figures

show the smelting of about 8,000,000 tons

of ore. However, it is necessary to

have the full report before any useful

analysis of these figures can be made.

The Troops to Leave Goldfield

The President's order to withdraw the

troops from Goldfield is to be regretted.

His reason is that it is no part of the

duly of the Federal Government to pro-

vide a substitute for the exercise by a

State of its police functions, and the Gov-

ernment of Nevada manifests no intention

to take the steps necessary in the matter.

This raises constitutional questions that

may be argued by the lawyers. The plain

facts of the case are that citizens of Gold-

field desired to exercise their constitu-

tional rights over which a grave emer-

gency promised to arise. The State of

Nevada being unable to guarantee these

rights, the Federal Government was asked

to do so.

The State of Nevada has no organized

militia to speak of, and if it wanted to

organize a force to exercise its proper

police functions, much time would be re-

quired to do so. And what if the legis-

lature did not desire to do so? Are citi-

zens of the United States to be deprived

of their right to conduct their business ds

they see fit, of course in compliance with

the law? They have been deprived of

that right at Goldfield and will continue

to be if protection be withdrawn.

The police function consists first in pre-

serving order; next in restoring it if

things have passed temporarily out of

hand. The President's letters to Gov-

ernor Sparks seem to imply resentment

because there has been no trouble at Gold-

field and the feeling that aid was improp-

erly asked. On the contrary, the Presi-

dent should be proud that his prompt

action prevented any disorder. Did any-

one suppose that the members of the local

union of the Western Federation of Min-

ers would be otherwise than lamb-like

when the commission of crimes would be

promptly checked with every prospect of

punishment?

If the operators of Goldfield desire to

employ non-union men they have the

right to do so. If non-union men desire

to work for the operators they have the
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right to do so. The practical question is

10 insure those rights. We uphold the

operators of Goldlield in their desire to

secure their legitimate rights. We do not

uphoUl them in their intention to intro-

thice the card system. Tlie members of

labor I'nions also have rights, although

<»re stealing and assassination arc not

.'iinoiig them. The duty of the Govern-

ment is to see that the rights of all citi-

zins may be freelv exercised.

Fixation of Nitrogen

When Lord Kelvin visited this country

a tew years ago the enterprise which he

considered the most important and most

promising among the many American in-

dustries that he studied was represented

by a small apparatus at Niagara Falls

for the manufacture of nitrate from

atmospheric air. It was a mere box or

chamber in which a current of air was

subjected to the action of a series of elec-

tric sparks emitted by a number of Icnobs

on a rapidly revolving drum. The elec-

tric spark caused the nitrogen and the

oxygen in the air to unite, thus serving as

a basis for supplying plants with nitro-

genous foods without drav.ing upon the

stores in the earth. The industry has not

grown to conspicuous proportions in this

country since Lord Kelvin's visit, but in

Norway electric energy representing more

than 40.000 h.p. is regularly producing cal-

cium' nitrate and plans are under way to

utilize 250,000 h.p. more for the same

purpose.

.A permanent supply of nitrogenous

compounds to replace the stores with-

drawn from the ground by growing plants

has long been regarded as a necessity. In

1898 Sir William Crookes predicted that

the world could not continue to produce

the breadstuflfs it required unless some
way were found to restore the nitrogen of

the soil. He stated that the beds of

Chilean saltpeter were only a temporary

resource. Within the last few years agri-

cultural science has made remarkable

progress in restoring nitrogen to impov-

erished soils by means of nitrogen-collect-

ing crops and also by inoculation with bac-

terial cultures. Still, nitrate will continue

to be an important part of commercial

fertilizers, and the metallurgical and

chemical industries will require increasing

supplies of nitrogenous raw material in

several lines of active development. The
fact tJiat it is now commercially pos.sible

to mill?!' the inexhaustible supply of

nitrogen everywhere available in the air

may prove to rank in importance with the

discovery of the bessemer process and the

art of making aniline dyes from cn:il tar

The manufacture of calcium nitrate

from atmospheric nitrogen on a commer-

cial scale began at Nottoden. Norway.

where 2000 h.p. produced about 1000 tons

of nitrate per year. When the success of

this small plant was demonstrated a larger

works employing 40,000 h.p. supplied by

the Tinfos waterfall was erected. This

plant began operations on Sept. i of the

present year. The Norwegian Storthing

some time ago authorized the construction

of a dam at the Rjukanfos. one of the

greatest waterfalls of the country, and ,to

erect a power plant to develop 250.or)o

h.p. for nitrate manufacture.

The industry which now seems to be

fairly established depends upon no local

deposits of raw material. It will flourish

wherever a sufficiently cheap source of

power is available. The problems in-

volved are essentially those of electric

power production. Even questions of

transportation and labor su|)i)ly arc of

secnnd.'iry importance.

Pro'ection of the Colliery Laborer

A matter which is assuming serious

proportions in the anthracite regions and

which will soon demand attention from

the authorities is the treatment of the ig-

norant mine laborer by his employer, the

miner. The miner and his helper are

commonly both foreigners and of the

same natinri'lity. the laborer being usually

the later arrival and more helpless in his

ignorance of the language and the cus-

toms of the country. The miner has

learned that he can swindle his helper

with little danger of trouble to himself by

reporting less time than is due the laborer

and pocketing the difference. The laborer

is referred to the paymaster for the ad-

justment of his troubles ajid the dispute

is passed along to the mine foreman who,

being unable to understand the language,

gives the laborer little satisfaction. The

miner explains to his bewildered helper

that some official of the company is pock-

eting his earnings, and there is no one to

set the matter right. At some collieries

not a pay-day passes without more or less

trouble from this cause.

It is difficult for the laborer to get re-

dress in the courts, and he ends by plac-

ing the blame upon the company, in which

he is not entirely wrong. Surely the

company cannot deny all responsibilities

for mattijrs subject to its own regulation.

Formerly when the miner paid his laborer

directly, there was comparatively little

trouble, for under that arrangement the

miner could not shirk responsibility, and

the laborer could understand his status,

which was simple. The laborer is en-

titled to his wages, and he is rarely so

ignorant that he cannot understand when

he has been robbed. It will not improve

his temper and his attitude toward the

company and the authorities if they

through negligence or indifference permit

him to be exploited by his associates.

Gold and Silver Production in

the UniteJ States

In reporting the revised statistics of

the production of gold and silver in the

United States, in our issue of Oct. 26,

credit for these figures was erroneously

given to the Bureau of the Mint alone,

w hich has heretofore been responsible for

them. However, the figures for 1906 were

the result of conference and adjustment

lietween the Bureau of the Mint and the

tieological Survey, and are accepted as

fmal by the two bureaus. The totals

were arrived at from data collected by

the Bureau of the Mint showing bullion

deposited in the United States Mint and

.\ssay Offices, and from statements re-

ceived by that Bureau from smelting and

refining establishments. The distribu-

tion by States was checked and verified

by data collected directly by the Geologi-

cal Survey from the producing mines.

It is gratifying to know that these two

statistical bureaus are now working in

such complete harmony, which cannot

fail to be to the general advantage.

StNGL-i..\R INTEREST IS excited by the fact

that the De Beers company which controls

the diamond output of South .'Xfrica. last

week passed its semi-annual dividend,

whereas it paid 35 per cent. at this time in

1906. According to the New York Even-

ing Post's despatches, this action is avow-

edly based on the company's belief in pro-

longed depression in America, and a con-

sequent slump in the diamond trade. Im-

portations of precious stones and pearls

into New York during November showed

a decrease of $1,800,000 as compared with

the same month last year. The importa-

tions were lighter than in any correspond-

ing month since 1898.
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Views, Suggestions and Experiences of Reader?
Comments on Questions Arising in Technical Practice or Sug-

gested by Articles in the Journal, and Inquiries for Iniormatioa

CORRESPONDENCE AND DISCUSSION

Negative ResuUs in Pyritic

Smelting

In the Journal of Nov. 2 there is an

article by Lewis T. Wright in which he

attempts to show by nn approximate heat

balance sheet for an assumed cliargo the

impossibility of the successful outcome of

certain experiments by G. F. Beardsley on

the pyritic smelting of a certain nickel-

copper pyrrhotite ore.

I think he is mistaken in his conclu-

sions, and the importance attached to his

article leads me to call attention to one

important error and possibly several minor

ones. The main error is so essential to

the second part of his argument that when

corrected the results obtained completely

reverse the tigures given and the con-

clusions to be drawn, as Mr. Wright will,

without doubt, acknowledge as soon as his

attention is called to the matter.

Plus or Minus Signs

The error lies in the fundamental equa-

tion of the second part of his article,

which he gives as follows

:

FeS + 3 Fe=03 = 7 FeO + SO- [ -f 23.8 +
3 ( 199.4) — 7 (66.4) — 71 ] = 85.2 cal..

This reaction as always runs from left

to right. The heat units on the left side

have already been dissipated and must be

replaced by those of the right side. Conse-

quently the signs should be reversed

;

where he has used minus he should use

plus and vice versa, giving as a result

(correcting a minor numerical error)

— 86.2 cal. instead of -1-85.2 or —2.69
cal. per lb. sulphur involved instead of

-f 2.66 cal. That is, instead of a heat de-

velopment of 26.60 cal. with which he

credits the roasted ore charge he should

debit it with a heat absorption of 26.9 cal.

Tabulating his figures as originally

given we have for the quantities involved

;

HEAT QVANTITIE8 IXVOLVEK BY
CHANGE OF CilAKOE. (MR.

WRIGHTS FIGIRES.)

UonsWML ITlult*.

9J n>. r.ikr ffl il.Tl i-al Kt.T.i cnL
10 lb. siil|ihiir (S l.f*\ cal 'je.CO cnL
15 lb. HUlphur (a) 3..5.T cal '^W^ cal.

iii:at quantities involved by
CHANGE. (COKRECTfcD FIGURES.)

licinhli'il. rriKlo.

lij lb. .-..ki' (a) 11.71 i-al.. (1.1.10 i-«l.

10 lb. Hiili'hur® — J.in) -'.ifi.UUL'al.

1.1 lb. NUlpliurfi) il.iWi M.'i5i-«l.

T..ial :«1.8.-. i-al. .WMoal.
llalaiKv* 111 favtir »»f cni')'-

iiriM-liaii;<' •iH.4ll nil.

We have thus a gain m -'0.4 cal. by the

.change from roasted to crude ore. Fol-

lowing Mr. Wright's own reasoning we
are compelled to assume that the charge

has a sufficient heat provision, irrespective

of his assumed reduction in silica. From
this we are led to look for some mistaken

assumption or error in the first part of

his article which agreed with his appar-

ently incorrect conclusion.

Before proceeding farther 1 wish to call

attention to the fact that the unit of heat

used is the pound-caloric and not tlie

great calorie. This does not affect the

figures given, but might lead to error if

not borne in mind when making com-

parisons.

Silica and Matte Fall

Referring to the Journal's compilation

on "Pyrite Smelting," we find consider-

able data given by Parke Channing rela-

tive to the smelting of pyrrhotite ore from

which I have made out the charge sheet

given below. As he does not give the

relative amounts of the two ores used, I

have taken the arithmetical mean of the

assays to represent the mixture. This

seems to consist of ores directly from the

mines in approximately equal proportions,

and he seems to change from one to the

otlier. He states that they aimed to make

a 12 per cent, matte and that the furnace

seemed to produce a slag containing 40

per cent. SiOs irrespective of the amount

of quartz added. He also gives a matte

analysis.

ANALYSES OF SMELTING MATERIAL
AND PRODUCTS.

it slightly for the purpose indicated, and

calculated a charge sheet as follov.

Tiital

.

m.ascal. .l-ViS cal.

L(>»M by t'hauKo fiv»ni ronstoil
l<t crude ore

From this he concludes that there is

not sufficient heat developed to permit the

smelting of the charge. If, however, we
correct these figures, we find a balance as

follows

:

C4»ppor
Sulpbiir..

.

In*n
Llmi-
Maeiii'Hla.
Alum Ilia. .

Sllk-a
Zinc

Ore. Matte. SlBK.
Per Cent. Per O^nt. Per Cent.

2.0 11.9 0.2
2S.B 25.« 0.7
MM 54.

U

6.15
2.2

4.16
18.3 40.

U

1.4 1.7

He gives as a charge (arithmetical

mean): Ore, 4500 lb.; quartz. 700 lb.:

coke, 135 lb. This he states was changed

as necessary to produce a 12 per cent,

matte and 40 per cent. SiO: slag. I have

reduced it to a loo-lb. basis and varied

CHARGE SHEET — I'YURHOTITE
TENNESSEE.

ORE,

1 11". Mnlle. HlBR.

(jiiartz. 11 III. :

Hlll.-a 10.W lb. 0.15 lb. lU.o lb.

Ore. H'.l lb. :

Silica 1I1.2U 1II.W

Iron :I0.4H V.h'.l 2a.<7

StilpllUI' ti.m *.m 0.47

.V47 .'1.47

MoKnenla.... l.'JO l.'J«

.).«» H.OU

zinc
2.H1 J IX

1.10

Ciipix-r 0.1:1

Difference .. 4.K.. I
'

" M,

Cike. -.'.(lib. :

For ^.comparison I now give a charge

sheet arranged on a similar basis ; that is,

in regard to percentage of silica in the

slag and the number of units of sulphur

oxidized. I have, however, varied them

slightly, for we have Mr. Heywood's

authority that the furnace ran well on an

8.1 per cent, matte and that the slag

ranged from 39 to 40 per cent. I have

accordingly assumed an oxidation of 16.75

lb. sulphur and a slag of 39 per cent.

SiO:. In opposition to Mr. Wright, I

assume tlie use of quartz for flux. Mr.

Beardsley states that quartz and coke

were fed by hand.

CHARGE SHEET FOR NICKEL-BEARING
, PYRRHOTITE.

Ore.

Quartz. 20 lb.':

Silica 1».0 lb.

Ore. BO lb.

:

Silica 8.08
Iriin 35.70

Sulphur 22.00

i-l.

1.42
4.50
o.'jr.

0.88
5.48

Matte. SISR.

0.16 lb. I 19.44 lb.

8.44

4.75
1.28

4.»0

8.08
35.l:i

0.50
0.14

0.14

0.91!

0.88

S.48
0.07

(•..pp.

Nick.'
LIni.'
MagllcHla. ...

Alumina
Dlffeceiice...

C.ke. :).5 lb.:

Sulphur In Ra^.
I(>.7.'> lb. :

We are justified in this comparison be-

cause conditions as to furnace and blow-

ing capacity are very similar at the two

plants. Some discrepancies are to be

noted, due to the incorrectness of the re-

ported constitution of the ore. Thus Mr.

Beardsley says that 9.1 per cent of the ore

i> FeO. If we add the o.xygen in this to

the analysis given we have a total of

100.82 per cent., not including any cobalt,

zinc or manganese. I suspect the ac-

curacy of the alumina determination, bu-

Ihis does not affect the figures seriously.

Causes of Differences in Reaction

We have, then, two charges of similar

composition, both as to elements and con-
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stitution, which, however, itndcr similar escaping gases. I think his figures arc too 'pi
\/\ V, Pi' t

conditions, failed to react similarly. The low here, but I have not worked the prob
IVlonongatl disaster

first ran well in accordance with the fig- leni out carefully. The difference is prob-
iircs given, the second failed entirely to ably due to the difference in composition A despatch relating to the terrible Mo-
givc the expected products. The only between the gases used for his estimate nongah disaster, which appeared in one of
points of difference appear to be in the and the gas resulting from this charge, the newspapers, credited the president of
lime, alumina, nickel, ferrous oxide, cokt Mr. Wright assumes 0.46 cal. per lb. -of the operating company with saying "that
and o.\idalion. The lime in the Tennessee slag at 1250 deg. C. This value appears to everything had been done to make the
ore is replaced by ferrous oxide in the be derived from Vogt's figure. Landis, mines as safe as possible, and that in the
Canadian ore. There is a slight increase however, lor the slag mentioned gives: interest of safety, the mines (No. 6 and
in the alumina content in the Canadian „ KTr, fti haH Kopn rnnnprtpH nnHorirrnnnft "

, , .... Hpnt oontiMit.s. iiiiuici, at 1114 (log 0.302 cal
iNO. 6; naa Deen connecteQ unaergrouno.

ore and a decreased oxidation compen- Siwim- h™t at iU4 uok- c o.aKicai u would appear from this that the com-
sated and accounted for by a small amount ^""" '""" aM«o ,..« o.wca,

^^^^^ ^^^.^^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^,^^ ^^^.^^^ ^.^^^^ .^

of additional coke. The mam difference Landis gives for a malle of 47.3 per making such underground connection,
IS, then, in the nickel. cent. Cu, hut in my opinion this idea is fallacious.
Mr. Channing says that the furnace at Heat cimtonts. liquid, at 1000 dci: 0.204 cai. That every mine should have at least

Cooncrhill "selected" a jo ner cent SiO, Specinc heat at loOO (leg o.uiMcal.
. . • .^ ^ 1 • jvuiipiiimi stitciiu d 40 p(.r cent, oiuj

Total at 1250 dcR. c 2:)9 cat two entrances IS patent, and is recognized
slag and decreased silica meant dimin-

-ru , r v •
, , ^V Hie mining laws of practically all

ishcd oxidation irresnertive of other ron- i hese two figures disagree violently „, , t , c , , ,iMiiu u.xiu.iuon irrespecine 01 otner con »
1

t 1 1 11
" States, but unfortunately the connection

dition. Since the conditions are similar "'th 'he older ones and I should like to
^^^^^^^ ^^^ _^^.^^^ .^ considered a suffi-

it may be possible that Mr. Beardsley did see them confirmed.
cient substitute. When the coal mines of

not use sufficient silica. Information rela-
..^l'^l'\

"^^ P[^=«"« °f moisture, by
^,^.^ ^^ ^^^^ comparatively small, in

Uve to this and the composition of the J"f""/" °" "-
/^'^"f^-

'- ';"/'-
the formation period of the mfning laws,

:?rerr^
'"^*^""'-^ -^"^ ^""'^ ''^

"::: ^^t^'n::L^:L:1J:^l the requirement of two separafe en-

Returnlig to the question of heat M. ^^ ^-^ the neutral effect of ^-^XJ^^H: ^^J^fjI^^Z^

:S:.:'^o:ii'^:.'rt£S ^oT:^^'^^tcti:'^ been burdensome. It was, therefore,

Comparng thts with ife Copt hil
^'"•"^'' ^^°^'^'y because of its small

temporarily expedient to ^low such con-
Y>mparing tnis «itn the Copperhill

assumed that onlv "''^''O" between mines. But it appears
charge we find a heat reduction of 17.53 f ."^

been assumed that only
numerous others that I— iin — ficT anrl fie, V :,cc — ,,, ^,1 ^^out 60 per Cent, of the oxygen n the '" ""^ '^^^^' ^""^ numerous otliers that i

ii.o — 0.53, and 0.53 X 355 —23.2 cal. "^ .,,. , ^ know of a connection was made between
rnnfrariuricp ,..o !,,„» , „,;„ «<• , , 11

^last was uscd. Water decomposes but '
i-oi"'ei,Liuii was maue ueiwcen

coke "t 6 real - ^'s cal a tota liffe
^"^^tly at temperatures under 1800 deg.

"-' -^ modern mines that had two en-
coke at 0.71 cal. _ 22.8 cal., a total differ-

n,„t,,Ki° trances independent of the connection
ence of only 0.4 calories. The heat absorbed V" r l .

It seems probable,
neiahhorin.. mine

bv mntie nnd slncr k <:li„h.K. t, ^ .,1 ^
"'erefore, that we should use only 60 per ^"" '"^ neighboring mine.

b} matte and slag IS slghtlv (1.2 cal.)
cent of the figure riven Loss ascribed The panel system, dividing a coal mine's

in favor of the hypothetical charge. So ^^^^t^ is c taTnl exces ve This --^ings into blocks each surrounded by
we have only the heat of the decomposi-

f
"

ma^es it aipea thaf he wate ^ P'"" °^ <=°^'' ^-«P' ^^ ^-^ -^'^t^^-"'

;rlh^:irbrrenn:rh: t°ofr S^:^s^^^^:;^^^^^^:^o;Z. ^s we,l recogni.d among the more ad-

^z s-:'- -'T' r/'%^'' -- -^^^^^^' ^^^^'^" "' '"" -^^-^'^-' ^^-"-— - -
is not. then, 'sufficient "dTe^Ince in the ,

^'"''"^'"^ "^"^ ^'S-« ='^ *"dicated we "lost economical method in the long run.

, ,
(....v..vi.(.>. nil.

have- " surely appears that if isolation and di-
neat factors to account for the troubles • t 1

• • j .1 • ^
ir . , .

in^uuica.
„_,..,, ^^x,o,,,,„», ... vision of workiugs is a good thing it

Yet the furnace in the case under con- HEAT CONSUMED m operation.
^^^,^ ^^ ^^^ j^_. ^^ .^^,^^.^^ ^^

sideratjon was freezmg up. I think, how- i^lJi'if/S-:;:;:::;;;:;;;;-.;;:;;;;;:; }Alr'- the mine iLif
ever, that the conditions given represent ^'-f^.^^^'^x

».•«. «.» a„ „,j„i ^^„ ^^.,^„ ,^^^^ ^^^
merely a phase, as ,f the air were blow- Evap(,^„.V.::.: :::::::::;::::.:::::::: Tx si(.n to trace the effects of an explosion
ing out the burning charge; so it seems d*""""!"'-"" "'limestone 3:3 . j .u » »u • • .

, c
^. , ,, ... Decomposition of water 4.4 will concede that the originating point of

to me that hot blast would have rendered • , • u ,i. c c„..,,,., . , , . Total... iMOeai a mine explosion, whether from fire-
n.<tter.a1 help ,f not emirely changing c.^^,(;;- --';~;"i;;^^^^ damp or blown-out shot, rarely manifests

the effects of extreme violence ; on the con-

The Question of Heat •'"' ^'^", '' ""'*'' j'^'^"" }° ^''''^' trary the explosion gathers as it goes on-
radiation and unnamed losses of 21.0 cal. ^^rd to a culminating point beyond, and

Our comparisons show that similar which seems sufficient.
if conditions are favorable this culmina-

charges with an apparently equivalent I Sive these figures as an example of tj^n j^ „ot reached till the limit of the
supply of heat have run satisfactorily, '['c danger of drawing conclusions from „,;„, jj^„,g jf ^-^^^ 3,, connected, as
from which it would seem that sufficient these so-called heat balances until the data

j,, j,,, ^^.^ „f the two Monongah mines.
heat had been provided. Mr. Wrighfs at our disposal are more accurate. I be- ^^j ^f the several Courrieres mines in
heat balance indicates that there was not. l>eve the true figure lies between the re France, the disaster in one affects most
Let us then examine his figures more suits here derived and those given in

,„iously the connecting mine. It may be
closely. - earlier articles. 1-11 .u . • .u... T> c r ,

iield that in some cases the connection
As to his credit items there is nothing Before going farther with this I should

^jg^j ^^^^j j^e chance of escape. In
to say unless It be that the value for the 1-ke to hear from Mr. Beardsley more

j^j^^ j,,i^ ^,,^„^^ ^^^^,,j ^^^^,
union of Sia and FeO is probably nega- definitely as to what he really did do. ^^^^. ^„^,^ connections are usually in re-
ive later determinations having shown Clarenxe Grabill. ^^^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ,^,^^^ ^^ 1^^^
the heat of formation of SiO, to be 7.S9.S

^1 Paso, Texas, Nov. 13, 1907. abandoned workings. In the case of
cal. per unit of silicon. On the other hand, great disasters, such as cited, the connec-
Landis gives the heat of formation of a Several prospecting wells arc being put lion would be no help; in the case of a
35-5 per cent. SiOi slag at 0.133 cal. per down for petroleum in New Zealand, and lesser one, the concussion would destroy
unit o s ag.

jt J5 53ij (i^gj ji^g^g g^g ygj.y fa^.Qrable in- the ventilating doors between, making it
Coming to his debit items, our attention dications that this island will soon be- difficult to re-establish currents, and in

IS drawn to the heat earned nwav l,v come a producer of fair importance. such a case the after-damp would in most
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cases make the connection impossible to

traverse. It may be argued that the ven-

tilating fan of one mine would be of ad-

vantage in case of the other being dam-
aged by the explosion, but if a fan is set

out of line of a possible explosion, and

there are properly arranged oxplosion-

doors to give relief, there is little trouble

on this score.

Had the Monongah mines not been

connected probably half the victims would

now be alive, and in the four or five

Courrieres shafts perhaps three- fourths

of the ijoo victims would have been

saved and not even endangcriil.

In my opinion an underground con-

nection with another working mine

doubles the hazard, not only of explosion

but of mine fires. Put in as many es-

capements as practicable in the individual

mine, but don't connect the tvorkings that

do not hai'e to be connected for getting

I'lit the coal.

Since writing the above, the Journal,

of Dec. 14, has come to hand and I note

that Mr. Parsons has made the same

comment as to the connection of the

mines; nevertheless, 1 will allow my let-

ter to go forward, as I feel that it is

necessary that there should be agitation

about this subject. The danger of con-

necting mines does not appear to be ap-

preciated generally. In the Journal, of

Dec. 7, your correspondent in Indiana

makes special remark of the "'successful

engineering" which has connected five

mines together in the Linton field.

Some years ago the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company spent much money to con-

nect its Engleville and Starkville mines

;

later, on realizing its mistake it blocked

the connection as well as it could; never-

theless, fire which raged in the Engle-

ville "mine seriously threatened for a time

the Starkville mine ; fortunately the bar-

riers resisted, although the Engleville

mine was shut down for a couple of

years.

George S. Rice.

Chicago, III., Dec. 17. 1907.

ranged. Of course time will settle the

dispute.

A. B. C.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 17, 1907.

The Wage Scale in Hopkins

County, Kentucky

There scc.ns to be a difference of opin-

ion between John B. .Xtkinson, president

of the St. Bernard Mining Company, and

T. L. Lewis, vice-president of the

United Mine Workers of America. Mr.

Atkinson, in the Journal of Dec. 14, criti

icized a statement in the previous issue of

the JoiR.VAL, and said that the United

Mine Workers had nothing to do with

the wage scale in Hopkins, WebsJer and

Christian counties, Kentucky, where, ac-

cording to Mr. Atkinson, there are no

union miners. Mr. Lewis, on the other

hand, states that there are union miners

there and that a wage scale is being ar-

Value of Molybdenite

What is the value ul high graik- iiiolyb-

dtnite ore and how much of a niarktt for

it is there?

P. B. B.

Melrose Highlands, Mass., Nov. 21, 1907.

Molybdenite is usually sold under a

guarantee to contain a minimum of 92

per cent, of molybdenum sulphide

(MoSi). Mineral of this quality is worth

about 30C. per lb. in the present market.

The demand for molybdenite and wul-

fcnitc is small. Wc doubt if the entire

American consumption exceeds 20 or 25

tons per annum.

Determination of Antimony and

Tin in Babbitt or Other

Alloys

W. H. Low {Journ. Am. Chem. Soc.,

XXIX, pp. 66-74) has described a method
for the direct determination of antimony

and tin in one portion of the alloy with-

out separating the other ingredients, and

the titration of antimony and tin when
both are present in solution. The two

standard solutions used arc an N/io
potassium permanganate, and an N/io
iodine solution.

The standardization is performed by

weighing 0.1202 gram of finely powdered

c.p. antimony, or 0.3234 gram of tartar

emetic, and 0.1190 gram of tin, into a 450-

c.c Jena glass Erlenmeyer flask with 10

c.c. of strong chlorine-free sulphuric acid

and 3 to 4 grams of potassium sulphate.

The flask is heated until solution is com-

plete and all sulphur or sulphurous acid

has been expelled, leaving at least 7 c.c.

sulphuric acid in the flask. The flask is

cooled, 50 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of

strong hydrochloric acid added and the

solution heated until the antimony and

tin are in solution. In analyzing an alloy

containing a larger amount of antimony,

tartaric acid is added at this point to aid

in the solution. The solution is cooled,

no c.c. of water and 25 to 30 c.c. of

strong hydrochloric acid added, and the

perfectly cold solution titrated with per-

manganate. The permangante is added

until the last drop colors the whole solu-

tion pink. This color will fade, but this

is not to be taken into account, the first

pink color being the end point. The solu-

tion, now ready for the estimation of the

tin, is transferred to a soo-c.c. round-

bottomed flask, rinsing out the Erlen-

meyer with so c.c. of strong hydrochloric

acid. The solution containing at least

one-fifth by volume of hydrochloric acid,

is warmed on a steam bath for 15 min.

with one gram of finely powdered c.p.

antimony, shaking once in a while. The
Hask is removed from the balh, corked

up and connected with a carbon dioxide

generator. The delivery tube from the

generator passes through the cork and
dips below the solution while the outlet

tube from the flask is bent downward and

dips into water or mercury. A rapid

stream of gas is passed through the flask,

at the same time heating its contents to

boiling by means of the naked flame of a

lamp applied to the sides of the flask. The
boiling is continued for 2 to 3 min., the

flask quickly cooled with cold water while

still passing a strong current of carbon

dioxide through it. The cork is cau-

tiously loosened, 5 c.c. of good starch solu-

tion introduced, the llask disengaged from

the gas apparatus, corked and taken to

the burette. The spit of the burette is

inserted well down in the neck of the flask

and the solution titrated with the N/lo
iodine solution, titrating to a strong blue

color and correcting for the indicator

error.

Method .Vpplied to Alloys

In analyzing an alloy the same pro-

cedure is followed as in the standardiza-

tion. In some alloys the decomposition is

best effected with nitric acid, the nitric

acid expelled with sulphuric acid and
potassium sulphate, then tartaric acid

added and boiling continued until all or-

ganic matter has been destroyed. Arsenic

interferes with the method and if pres-

ent must be removed. The method is also

applicable to the estimation of antimony

and tin where they have been separated

from other metals by means of alkaline

sulphides. The method followed when
the alloy has been decomposed with aqua

regia and the antimony and tin are in

solution in alkaline sulphides, is to add a

slight excess of sulphuric acid and warm
gently to precipitate the antimony and tin

sulphides. The precipitated sulphides are

filtered and washed with dilute hydrogen
sulphide water containmg ammonium
acetate, until free from chlorine. The
filter paper and sulphides are placed in a

450-C.C. Jena glass Erlenmeyer flask, 10

to 20 c.c. strong sulphuric acid and 3 to

4 grams potassium sulphate added and the

whole boiled until all organic matter has

been destroyed and not over 10 c.c. of acid

is left. To save the time taken to de-

stroy the filter paper, an alternative is to

wash the sulphides from the filter into the

flask, dissolve what remains on the filter

with chlorine-free alkaline sulphide, add
this to the flask with enough more alka-

line sulphide to dissolve the antimony and
tin sulphides on warming, and then acid-

ify with sulphuric acid, add 10 to 15 c.c.

in excess with 3 to 4 grams of potassium

sulphate and proceed as before.

The utilization of scrap and waste mica

ii". the manufacture of lubricants for car

axles has become a somewhat important

industrv in the West.
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Patents Relating To Mining and Metallurgy
A Selected and Classified List of New Inventions Described

during the Past Month in the Publications of the Patent Offices

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PATENTS

copy of the speclflciitlons of «iiy of these

Mita Issued by the I'liltetl States Patent
A

patents
Onu-e will be nuilled by The I'.noineehinq

ASU MiMNi; Jul KNAi. upoii the receipt of 2r>

ceuts. Ilrlilsh patents are snpplied at 40

cents. In ordering speollicatlons. correspond-

ents are requested to Rive the number, name
of Inventor and date of Issue.

ALUHINDU
ALIMINI M I'llODUCriON—Art of pro-

ducing aluuiluuui and other metals. Henry
S. Klaekmore, Mount Vernon, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 87L',0S5; Dec. 3, 11107.

1

CEMENT
MAGNESIUM CKMK.NT and process of

making the same. Emll KuelT. New York, N.

V. (C. S. No. 872,375: Dec. 3, 1907.)

CLAY
MKTIlori OF ITRIFYING. A. E. Gaved,

St. Austell. A dry process for separating

china clay from mica and quartz In decom
po8e<l granite. (Brit. No. 27,034 of 1906;
Nov. 30, 1!"«7.>

COAL AND COKE

COAL-CITTING MACHINE. Austin Hop-
klnson, Manchester. England. (U. S. No.
871,502; Nov. 10, 1907.)

COAL-CUTTING MACHINE. Hubert L.

Smith. Edrl, I'enn. lU. S. No. 872,675; Dec.

3, 1007.)

COAL nUILLS—Frame for supporting coal

drills. William H. Clarkson, Edwards Sta-

tion, 111. (U. S. No. 873,019 ; Dec. 10, 1907.)

COAL-WASUEK. Daniel II. Gray and
George S. Gray, Dunbar, Penn. (U. S. No.
871,499; Nov. 19. 1907.)

COKE-OVEN DOOR. Helnrlch Koppers,
,

Esscn-on the-Kuhr. Germany. (U. S. No. 871,-

421 : Nov. 19, 1907.)

COKE OVENS. Door-jamb for coke-ovens.
Enoch U. Abraham, Unlontown, Penn., as-

signor to Covington Door .Iamb Co., a Cor-
poration of Maine. (U. S. No. 873,479; Dec.

10, 1907.)

DRILLS. C. Kearton, Flint. Improved feed
nut for regulating the feed of rotating coal
drills. (Urlt. No. 4853 of 1907; Nov. 23,

1907.1
HIST IN COLLIERIES.— Bell Brothers

and It. Harli-. .Mlddl.sbrough. England. Al-
laying dust given off by colliery wagons while
being hauled along the levels, by means of
sprays driven by pumps which are operated
by the hauling rope. 1 Urit. No. 3612 of
1907; Nov. 23, 1907.)

COPPER
ELECTRODEPOSITION OF COPPER. S.

O. Cowper Coles. Ix>ndon. In the electrode-
position of copper from crude copper or ores
the Interposition of an intermediate electrode
between the ano<le and cathode. (Brit. No.
24.986 of 1906; Nov. 30, 1907.)

PURE COPPER. L. Jumau, Paris, France.
Pro<luclng pure copper by precipitating the
metal from sulphate of copper by the action
of sulphurous acid under heat in a closed
vessel. ( Hrli Nn .':!" •( i:ifi7; Nov. 10,
1907.)

GOLD AND SILVEK
CIII.ORIDIZING PROCESS—Process of

chlorldlzing ores. John E. C7reenawalt, Den-
ver. Colo. ( U. S. No. 873,309 ; Dec. 10,
1007.)
EXTRACTION FROM SULPHIDE ORES—

Process for extracting gold and silver from
ores, flllhert Gurncy. Berkeley, Cal. (U.
S. No. 871.700: Nov. 19, 1907.)

TUBE MILL LINING. .7. R. Brown, Los
Angeles, Cal. Forming ribs with lining plates
of tube mills In which the pebbles will lodge.
(Brit. No. 17,983 of 1907; Nov. 16, 1907.)

GRAPHITE
AMORPHOUS CARBON— Process for the

pr.

t'.

01

' amorphou.ii carbon. Josef Macb-
II. Germany. (U. S. No. 872,-
1907.)

IRON AND STEEL

M,\NGANF.SE STEEL—Manufacture of

high-per-cenl. -manganese steel. Charles H.
Kel.sall, norwlch, England. (U. S. No. 873,-

.-.56: Dec. 10, 1907.)

OPEN-HEARTH STEEL PLANT. Frank
H. Crockard, Birmingham, .\la., assignor of

one-half to Alexander Laughlin. Sewlckley,
Penn. (U. S. i>o. 872.800; Dec. 3, 1907.)

STEF^.L INGdTS—Apparatus for compress-
ing steel ingots. Nils U. O. Lilienberg, Phil-

adelphia. Penn. (V. S. No. 872,830: Dec.
:'.. 1907.)

ZINC

ZINC OXIDE. W. and H. Simm, Prescot,
Lancashire. Improved furnace for refining

zinc oxide. (Brit. No. 21,787 of 1906; Nov.
2, 1907.)

ZINC SKIMMINGS—Process of utilixing

zinc skimmings. Bruno Terne, Philadelphia,
Penn. (U. S. No. 869,730; Oct. 29, 1907.)

MINING—GENERAL

ORE U.VISINC;. .J. Briudloy, Wolverhamp-
ton. A pneumatic system for raising ore or

coiii through pipes to the surface. (Brit. No.

25,769 of 1906; Nov. 16, 1907.)

CONCENTRATING TABLES. A. Schwartz,
New York, N. Y. Providing concentrating
tables with fine grooves which will serve to

catch the values, but will not catch the larger

particles of gangue. (Brit. No. 29,728 of

laOO; Nov. 16, 1907.)

CONCENTRATION—Method of concentrat-

ing ores. Alfred Schwartz, New York, N. Y.

(U. S. No. 871,368; Nov. 19, 1907.)

CONCENTRATOR. Calvin H. Wiikie, Doug-
las, Ariz. (U. S. No. 871,546 ; Nov. 19, 1907.)

FILTER for separating solutions from ore-

pulp. Charles L. Buckingham, Denver, Colo.,

assignor of one-half to Robert B. McConney,
Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 871,860; Nov. 20,

1907.)

FILTER-PRESS. Frank B. Anderson, Cleve-

land, Ohio. (U. S. No. 873,482; Dec. 10,

1907.)

FILTER-PRESS. Frederick W. von Oven,
.\urora, 111. (U. S. No. 872,008; Nov. 26,

1907.)

MAGNETIC SEPARATOR. Alfred Schwartz,
New York, N. Y. (U. S. Nos. 87i,298, 871,-

301, 871.363, and 871,367; Nov. 19, 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATING TABLE. Alfred

Schwarz, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. .S71,-

.369; Nov. 19, 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATOR. John R. Capps,
Mlddletown, Cal. (U. S. No. 872,555 ; Dec.

3, 1907.)

ORE-CONCENTRATOR. Joseph Algert,

Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 868,830; Oct. 22,

1907.)

ORE-CRUSHER. H. W. Hardlnge, New
York, N. Y. A drum with conical ends revolv-

ing horizontallv, for use In crushing friable

ores. (Brit. No. 12,719 of 1907 : Nov. 30,

1907.)

PULVERIZERS. A. E. Flewin, Liskeard,
and C. M. Bestic, London, England. Im-
provements in pulverizers in which rapidly
rotating arras reduce the ore to powder, the
object being to provide easily renewable work-
ing parts. (Brit. No. 13,257 of 1907 : Nov.
23, 1907.)

SEPARATING PROCESS and apparatus.
William E. Pearse, New Y'ork, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 873,326; Dec. 10, 1907.)

SEPARATION—Apparatus for separating
the metallic particles of ores from the rocky
constituents thereof. Dudley II. Norris, New
New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 873,586; Dec.
10, 1907.)

STAMP-MILL. Francis I. Matthews, Oak-
land. Cal., assignor to Oakland Stamp Mill
Co., Oakland, Cal.. a Corporation. (U. S.

No. 873,323; Dec. 10, 1907.)

TAILINGS-DISCHARGE VALVE. Alfred
Schwarz, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Schwarz Engineering Co., New York, N. Y.,
a Corporation of New York. (U. S. No.
871,299 ; Nov. 19, 1907.)

TAILINGS-SETTLER. Alfred Schwarz.
New York, N. Y., assignor to Schwarz Engin-
eering (;^o.. New York, N. Y., a Corporation
of New York. (U. S. No. 871,366 ; Nov. 19,

1907.)

METALLURGY—GENERAL
ELECTRIC FUSION. Geueral Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. -V method of
melting or sintering refractory material by
making it an anode in a vacuum electric fur-
nace having as cathode a vaporizable material
such as mercury. (Brit. No. 21,667 of 1906;
Oct. 19, 1907.)

ELECTROLYTIC REPINING. S. O. Cow-
per Coles, London, England. In the electro-
lytic refining of metals, the arrangement of
three electrodes concentrically, the inner and
outer being the cathode and the middle one
the anode, and the whole rotated at a high
speed. (Brit. No. 24,985 of 1906 ; Nov. n,

1907.)

FURNACE CHARGING. E. Vlel, Rennes,
France. Improved method of lijtroducing
the charge, when reducing aluminum, mag-
nesium, silicon, etc.. in high temperature fur-
naces. (Brit. No. 24.352 of 19U6 ; Nov. 30,
1907.)

LEACHING PROCESS—Process of leach-
ing ores. Alfred Schwarz. New York, N. Y.,
assignor to Schwarz Engineering Co., New
Y'ork, N. Y'.. a Corporation of New York. (U.
S, Nr.. STl. 3011; Not. 19. 1907.)

MINING MACHINERY AND APPARATUS
MINE-DOOR. Oscar N. Earthom and Tol-

bert Gailaher, Adena, Ohio, assignors of one-
third to George W. Tidrich, Dillonvale, Ohio.
(U. S. No. bi0,420: Nov. 5, 1907.)

ROCK DRILLING MACHINES. S. and A.
Maynard and F. Gale, Johannesburg, South
Africa. Improved chucks for holding the
drills in rock drilling machines. (Brit. No.
;.4..H32 of 1906: Nov. 16, 1907.)

FURNACES
ELECTRIC FURNACE and method. Paul

L. T. Hgroult, La Praz, France, assignor to
Soclt'te Electro-Metaiiurgique Francaise,
Froges, Is6re, Fra^ce. (U. S. No. 871,273;
Nov. 19, 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Frank J. Tone,
Niagara Falls, N. Y. (U. S. No. 870,326;
Nov. 5. 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. M. Ruthenburg,
New York, N. Y. An electric furnace for
melting fine ores through which sprays of
reducing gases are forced in otder to pro-
duce metal. (Brit. No. 21,876 of 1906;
Nov. 2. 1907.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Paul L. T. H«r-
f'Ult. La Praz, France, assignor to Soclftf
Electro-Metaiiurgique Francaise, Froges,
France. (U. S. No. 871.338 ; Nov. 19, 1907.)

REVERBERATORY FURNACE FEEDING—Method of feeding reverberatory furnaces.
Henry L. Charles, Salt Lake City, Utah, as-
signor of one-half to Fritz Augustus Helnze,
Butte, Mont. (U. S. No. 871,477 ; Nov. 19,
1007.)

SINTERING FURNACES. J. G. Bergqulst,
Chicago, 111. Improvements in furnaces used
in sintering, especially with the object of
preserving the moving parts from the effects
of heat. I Brit. No. 23.869 of 1906 ; Nov.
23. 1907.)

S.MELTER SMOKE—Apparatus for obtain-
ing sulphur from furnace-gases. Franklin R.
Carpenter. Denver, Colo., assignor of one-
fourth t I .\rthur Howe Carpenter, one-eighth
to Cranston Howe Carj.enter, and one-eighth
Uh Mnlcoim Howe <^arpenter, Denver, Colo,
(U. S. No. K71.912; Nov. 26. 1907.)

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
SULPIIIli I'loXIliE—Process of making

sulphur dioxide. John G. Jones, Carthage,
N. Y. (U. S. No. 872,822; Dec. 3, 1907.)

SULPHURIC ACID. L. G. Foomont, Brus-
sels. Helginm. In the lead chambers used
in the m.'inufacture of sulphuric acid, means
for abstracllng the heat so 'as to keep the
temperature of the reaction constant. (Brit.

No. 4861 of 1907; Nov. 16, 1907.)
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Troops to Leave Goldfield

I lie I'risitlciil M'lil ilu' lollowing tele-

grams 10 Governor Sparks of Nevada
iintlor dates of Dee. 17 and M respectively:

(1.) "I sent the troops at your re(|ue.sl

because from the tenor of your telegrams

and from the representations made me
\y\ the two Senators from Nevada and the

member of the lower House of Congress
from Nevada it appeared that an insurrec-

tion was imminent against which the

State authorities would he powerless.

The troops have now l)een in Goldlield

ten days and no insurrection has occurred,

and seeminnly no circumstances exist to

justify your now calling on me for action

by the troops under the provision of the

Constitution.

The troops were sent to Goldlield to be

ready to meet a grave emergency which

seemed likely at once to arise, and not to

provide a substitute for the exercise by

the Stale of its police functions.

1 do not feel at liberty to leave them

indellnilely under, such circumstances that

iliL-y will in effect be performing on the

part of the United States those ordinary

duties of maintaining public order in the

State of Nevada which rest upon the

State Government.

-As the Legislature of Nevada has not

been convened I am boimd to assume that

the powers already vested in the peace

officers of the State are adequate and that

if they choose to do so they can maintain

order themselves. Under these circum-

stances, unless there be forthwith further

cause shown to justify keeping the troops

at Goldfield I shall direct that they return

to their former stations."

(2.) "I have received no answer from

yon to my telegram of December 17. in

which I said that unless there was forth-

with further cause shown to justify keep-

ing the troops at Goldfield I should direct

their return to their fonner stations.

I am informed by the three representa-

tives of the Department of Commerce and

Labor who are in Goldfield by my order

that you have stated to them in writing

that you will not convene the Legislature

to consider call for troops nor take the

necessary steps to form a State military

fcice.

Their report further satisfies me that

there is no disturbance threatened which

the Government of Nevada ought not to

be able to control if it starts to work with

a serious purpose to do so, but that no

effort is being made by the Government of

Nevada to take the steps necessary in the

matter.

I stand ready to see that the national

Government does its full constitutional

duty in the matter of preserving order,

but this readiness on the part of the na-

tional Government does not excuse the

State Government for failure to perform

its full duty in the first place.

Federal aid should not be sought for

by the State as method of relieving itself

from the performance uf this duty, and
the State shoidd not be permitted to sub-

titnle the Government of the United Sales

for the Government of the State in the

ordinary duties of maintaining order with-

in the Slate.

b'or the reasons given in this and my
former telegram I have accordingly di-

rected the troops to return to their former

station, Monday, December 30, next."

On Dec. 21 the Secretary of War issued

the formal order to withdraw the troops

Dec. 30 •Governor Sparks made the state-

ment, Dec. 21, that advices from confi-

dential agents convinced him of serious

trouble at Goldfield, and that unless troops

were sent there, bloodshed and dcstrucliou

of property were certain. The sheriff of

Esmeralda county is unable to prevent

violence or convict persons guilty of crime

against mine owners. Governor Sparks

declares that the withdrawal of the troops

will be a serious mistake, although he will

do his best to maintain order. The Gov.

ernor says the President's commission re-

ported before it had time to learn all the

facts.

Willlam Thomson, Lord Kelvin

Lord Kelvin, who had been for years

regarded as one of the greatest living

scientists, and the foremost authority on

electricity, died at bis home near Glas-

gow, Scotland, Dec. 17, after an illness of

>everal weeks. Although he was 83 years

old, he was an active man up to his la.--t

illness, and had never given up the work

of study and investigation; while his ad-

vice was constantly sought by others.

William Thomson was born in Belfast.

Ireland, June 26, 182.), being the son of

James Thomson, professor of mathema-

tics in Glasgow University. He was edu-

cated at Glasgow and Cambridge, taking

high honors at both universities. His

ability was early recognized, and in 1846,

when he was only 22 years old, he was

made professor of natural philosophy at

the L^niversity of Glasgow; a position

which he held for 53 years. He was one

of the first to engage in the study of elec-

tricity, and this led to his connection with

some important enterprises. He was

electrician for the Atlantic cable when

the first attempt was made to lay it in

1857-58 and again in 1865-66. He also

ncted as electrician for the French line

in \S(yg, for the Brazilian & River Plate

in 1873, the West Indian in 1875 and the

Commercial in 1879. .After his early

work on the cables he became acknowl-

edged as England's greatest electrician,

and for a' long time every important elec-

trical proposition that caine up was re-

ferred to him for an opinion. He was

the designer of one of the earliest prac-

tical alternating-current dynamos and
when there was first talk of utilizing the

water power of Niagara for the develop-

ment of electrical energy Sir Williain

Thomson was made cbniriiKni nt the ad-

visi.r> board that took the mailer under
consideration.

I he laying of the ocean cable was nm
his only work in connection with this

form of enterprise. He devoted much time

to the invention of devices for iniproviii.^

marine telegraphy and first showed how
il was possible to overcome sluggishness

ill transmission. He invented an import-

ant device for recording cable message-.,

called "the siphon recorder," and one of

his inventions was a telegraph key for

use ill connection with this sort of work.
Many instruments for measuring th-.*

sircnglh of electrical currents were also

his inventions. Other inventions included

a method of mounting the mariner's com-
pass so as to improve the cffectivcnes*

of this instrument greatly.

It was not only the more practical side

of his work that attracted him ; he de-

voted much lime to investigations in

physical science and the higher chemistry.

Some of his work, though most import-

ant, was of a character that did not bring

him into prominence. Such work in-

cluded, for example, speculative matters

relating to the age of the earth and the

nature of atoms. .Another line which hi

;

investigations followed related to the pre-

cise amount of mechanical power which
was the etiuivalent of a given quantity of

heat.

Unlike some men of great scientific

knowledge, Lord Kelvin was a man of

the world, with a strong perception of

practical values. He accumulated a con-

siderable fortune from fees for his ser- .

vices and from patents he had taken out.

He had a strong sense of the value of the

knowledge he had acquired, though he

was always reserved and modest in his

claims. He was willing to share hii

knowledge with the world, and wrote a

large number of papers for scientific socie-

ties and periodicals besides several books.

He was too busy a man, however, to de

vote iTiuch time to literary work.

Beginning his work early in life he re-

ceived many honors before its close. He
was several years president of the Royal

Society of Great Britain, and was a mem-
ber of nearly all the prominent scientific

societies in Europe and the United States.

He served one term as rector of Glasgow-

University. He was made Sir William

Thomson in 1867, and Lord Kelvin in

1892, in recognition of his services. He
received decorations from several for-

eign governments. He was twice mar-

ried but leaves no heir to his title. He
made several visits to this country, the

last one being in 1902. .\t that time he

was everywhere greeted with great en-

thusiasm and received the degree of LL.D.

from Yale University.

Lord Kelvin was a scientist of a high

type, and while he was devoted to inves-

tigation and the study of what is often

called pure science, he never lost sight of

its possible application to the service am!

improvement of humanity.
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Personal

MInInt; iintl inftalUnKlail onRlneers nro In-

vited to kwp The Knuinekrixo axu Mixiso
JoiKNAL Informed of tlioir niovoments and
appointments

Harry L. Derby is at Zaragoza, Co-

lombia.

Lester W. Strauss is examining mines

in Peru.

William Bruce is on hi.-; way to Quibdo.

Colombia.

Franklin \V. Smith is examining mines

near Zacatecas, Mexico.

Raymond L. Linton is examining placer

and vein mines in Ecuador.

J. P. Keene is investigating dredging

ground near Grangeville, Idaho.

Rene E. Hazard is operating a hydrau-

lic mine near Amalfi, in Colombia.

\V. B. Gladding has just returned from

an inspection of mines near Baker City,

Oregon.

W. E. Dcfty is at present engaged in

making examinations in the district of

Tombstone, Arizona.

E. J. Carlyle sailed from New York,

Dec. 19, on his way to Kushtim in the

government of Perm, Russia.

Philip R. Bradley, manager of the

Peters mine, British Guiana, has arrived

in New York from California.

J. G. Hopkins, of Greenwich, Conn., is

to be elected president of the Arizona Cop-

per Company, to succeed James Colqu-

houn.

John Power Hutchins has returned to

New York from Baker City, Oregon,

where he was engaged in drilling dredging

ground.

Raymond Lewis has been aupointed sup-

erintendent of blast furnaces of the Al-

goma Steel Company, at Sault Ste. Marie,

Ontario.

William Wallace, superintendent of the

District Copper Mining Company's smel-

ter, is in Denver, Colo, convalescing from
typhoid fever.

Leon Dominian, superintendent of the

Minas Bonanza y Anexas, at Bonanza,

Zacatecas, Mexico, will be in New York
for a few weeks.

E. Deister, who has been experimenting

with his slime table at Morenci, Arizona

for three months, has gone to Fort Wayne
Ind., for a short time.

A. F. Schneider, general manager of the

Nevada Utah Mines and Smelters corpor-

ation, has resigned and has been succeeded

by L. R. Loomis, vice-president of the

company.

I. T. Fiero has sold his interest in and

severed his connection with the Metal-

lurgical Laboratory, Pittsburg. He will

establish an office in Pittsburg as consult-

ing and inspecting engineer.

John A. Rice has severed his connec-

tion with the Chemung Copper Company

at Tyrone, X. M., and will resume his

practice as consulting mining engineer,

with offices at El Paso, Texas.

S. Howard Brady has been appointed

superintendent of the Tonopah-Belmont

mines at Tonopah, Nev. He was formerly

assistant superintendent of the Michigan

copper mine in the Lake Superior district.

Axel Andenberg, mining engineer,

formerly with the Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western, at Lebanon, Penn., is now

with the Dominion Iron and Steel Com-
pany, in charge of development work at

the recently acquired coal properties at

Lepreau.x, New Brunswick.

The organization of the Department of

Mines of the Dominion of Canada is as

follows : Hon. W. Templenian, minister

of mines ; Dr. Albert P. Low, deputy min-

ister of mines ; R. W. Brock, acting direc-

tor of the Geological Survey; Dr. Eugene

Haanel, director of the Mines Branch.

The section of chemistry and mineral-

ogy heretofore attached to the Geological

Survey of Canada, has been transferred

to the Mines Branch of the Ministry of

Mines. Robert A. A. Johnston, formerly

head of the section, will remain with the

Geological Survey, doing geological work.

Obituary

William Barnes, a coal-mine operator

of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, died sud-

denly at Montreal, Dec. 10, at the age of

65 years. He was on his way to England.

Felipe Muriedas, one of the most

prominent members of the Spanish col-

ony in San Luis Potosi, Mexico, head of

large industrial enterprises in the repub-

lic and largely interested in mining, died

on Dec. 16, at the home of his only

daughter, Mrs. Manuela Muriedas de

Zavale. All the leading business houses

of San Luis Potosi were closed on the day

of the burial, Dec. 17.

Col. Arthur D. Colyar died at Nashville,

Tenn., Dec. 13, aged 90 years. He was
a pioneer of the Southern iron industry.

In 1858 he organized the Sewanee Mining

Company, of which he was president.

.After the war this company was consoli-

dated with two others to form the Ten-

nessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company,
and Colonel Colyar was president of the

new company for several years. He was
interested in other coal and iron enter-

prises, but retired from active business

several years ago.

George McCuUoch, who died in Lon-

don, Dec. 12, aged 59 years, was for many
years prominent in Australian mining. He
was born in Scotland and graduated from

Glasgow University, going while a young

man to South America and some years

later to Australia. He was actively iden-

tified with the Broken Hill mines, from

the first discovery, and held office in sev-

eral Australian mining companies. He

was president of the Barrier Ranges Min-

ing Companies' Association during the

strike of 1892. Mr. McCulloch retired

from active business several years ago.

George Jackson Humbert, who died in

Pittsburg, Dec. 11, aged 58 years, was

born in that city. In 1880 he was con-

nected with the Colorado Steel and Iron

Company, but returned to the East some

years later. He was in charge of the

Glasgow Iron Works at Pottstown, Penn.,

for a time. About 1890 he took charge of

the Connellsville Extension Company,

which he organized. When that plant was

absorbed by the American Tin Plate Com-
pany, Mr. Humbert became manager of

the Eastern department of the consolida-

tion, and retained that position until his

death.

James K.. Eveleth died of heart disease

at Garfield, Utah, early in December. He
was 47 years of age, and was born in

Longmeadow, Mass., where his family

still lives. He went to Montana in 1883,

and was employed at the old Bell smelter

as chemist and assayer. He then went to

Colorado, but returned to Butte in 1886,

and was employed at the Colorado smelter

as chemist and assayer, going from there

to the chemical laboratory of the Ana-
conda smelter, where he was employed

two years. He next went into the ore

business in Butte. In 1893 he went to

Europe for several months, then went to

Korea to examine mines for California

parties. For several years he conducted

an assay office in San Francisco. He
then went to New Mexico in the employ
of the Hearst estate, then to El Paso to

superintend the sale of ores at the smelter

for the Hearst estate, thence to Chihua-

hua, Mexico, where he was in charge -of

mining operations for the same people

In 1906 he went to Cuba examining mines.

He went to Utah in April of this year.

Mr. Eveleth was a thoroughly competent

assayer, and his "judgment on mines was
considered valuable. He had many warm
friends in the mining fraternitv.

Societies and Technical Schools

pyisconsin State Mining School—It is

announced that this school at Platteville

will open Jan. 27, with three regular in-

structors. In addition to this, arrange-

ments have been made for courses of

lectures by several mining experts. For
the first year there will be two terms of

20 v.eeks each:

American Society of Mechanical Engin-

eers.—The next monthly meeting of the

society will be held Jan. 14, in the Engin-

eering Societies Building, at 29 West 39th

street. New York. The subject will be

"Car Lighting," the presentation being

made by R. M. Dixon, president of the

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
pany,
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W. R. Hammoiul is now sales agent

in N\-\v York for llie Haninionil Iron

Works, of Warren. Penii., sncceeiling

Herman Nieter. His offiee is at 3>

Broadway.

The Thomas W. I'anshorn Company,
New York, has l)ccn reorganized as a

stock company dealing in equipment and
supplies. The officers are ; Thomas W.
Pangborn, president and treasurer; Ed-
ward R. Cooledge. vice-president; Jolui

C. Pangborn, Secretary.

The J. R. Alsing Company, New York,

gives notice that it has changed its name
to the J. R. Alsing iMigineering Company.
.\t the same time it increased the capi-

tal stock from $20,000 to $ioo,00CT, which

was done on account of the increase in

business. The officers of the new com-

pany will be the same as those of the old

company.

Trade Catalogs

Receipt is acknowledged of the follow-

ing trade catalogs and circulars

:

National Tube Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Modern Welded Pipe. Pp. 31, illustrated,

i'aper, 6x9 in. ; 1907.

Sturtevant Mill Company, Boston, Mass.

Series 105. Newaygo Separator. Pp. 8,

illustrated, paper, 7x9 in.

The Cyclone Drill Company, Orrville,

Ohio. Prospecting and Milling Machinery.

Pp. 96, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Taylor Brothers Company, Rochester,

N. Y. Ve'rschoyle Patent Transit. Pp.

19. illustrated, paper, 5x6 in. ; 1907.

Sparta Iron Works Company, Sparta,

Wis. Well-drilling Machinery and Tools.

Pp. 64, illustrated, paper, yyixioyi in.

Bruner Steel Wagon Company, Wapa-
koneta, Ohio. The Bruner Steel Wagons.

Pp. 10, illustrated, paper, 3^2x6'/) inches.

Vulcan Iron Works. Wilkes - Barre,

Penn. Elevating and Conveying Ma-

chinery. Pp. 54 illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Indianapolis Switch and Frog Company.

Springfield, Ohio. High-grade Track Ma-

terial. Pp. 84, illustrated, cloth, 9xi2;-4

in.

D. T. Williams Valve Company, Cin

cinnati, Ohio. Williams . Regrindin;?

Valves. Pp. 16, illustrated, paper, 3^2x6

in.

Burkart & Williams, Denver, Colo. The

B. & W. Safety Mine Cage Dogs and

Landing Chairs. Pp 12. illustrated, paper,

6x9 inches.

Traylor Engineering Company, 2 Rec-

tor street. New York. Traylor Concen-

trating Table. Pp. 23 illustrated, paper,

7x10 inches.

Vilter Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Catalog E. Corliss En-

gines. Pp. 67, illustrated, paper, 7x10 in.

;

September, 1907.

Wagner Electric .Manufacturing Com
pany, St. Louis, Mu. The Polyphase

.Motor in the Shop. Pp. Ti2, illustrated,

paper, 75^x10 in.

Cook's Standard Tool Company, Kala-

mazoo, Mich. Labor- Saving Track Ap-
pliances. Pp. 16, illustrated, paper, 6x9

in.; Oct. 15, 1907.

Scully Steel and Iron Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Stock List. Pp. 144, index,

illustrated, paper, 4^x7 in.; November
and December, 1907.

Sandusky Foundrj- and Machine Com-
pany, Sandusky, Ohio. Power Pumps
and Paper Mill Machinery. Pp. 32, illus-

trated, paper, 6x9 in.

The J. Geo. Leyner Engineering Works
Company, Littleton, Colo. Leyner Drill

Sharpener Size Number One. Pp. 8, illus-

trated, paper, 3x6 in.

Craig Ridgway & Son Company,
Coalesvillc, Penn. Steam Hydraulic

Elevator ; Cranes and Other Devices. Pp.

(4, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

The Western Metallurgical Company,
618 Eighteenth street, Denver, Colo.

Mineralogists' Pocket Reference. Pp. 47,

illustrated, paper, 3x6 inches.

Fried. Krupp Aktiengesellschaft Gru-

sonwerk, Magdeburg-Buckau, Germany.

Steel Rolls and Metal Presses. Folder,

illustrated, paper, 9xli!4 inches.

The Barrett Electric Manufacturing

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Bulletin 106.

Polyphase Induction Motors. Pp. 8, illus-

trated, paper, 8x10 in.; October, 1907.

Kilgore-Peteler Company, Minneapolis,

Minn. Catalog No. 5. Pcteler Industrial

?nd Mine Cars. Narrow-gage Railways.

Pp. 56, indexed, illustrated, paper, 6x^ m.

Cling-Surface Company, 1032-1048 Nia-

gara street, Buffalo, N. Y. The Treatmen:

of Belts and Ropes for Service and Profit.

Pp. 87, indexed, illustrated, cloth, 45^2x7 in.

Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty Com-
pany, Fulton Building, Pittsburg, Penn.

Catalog No. 10. Valves. Pp. 56, ilus-

trated, paper, 5^2x8 in. ; November, 1907.

Macomber & Whytc Rope Company,

266-268 S. Clinton Street, Chicago, III.

Catalog E. Wire Rope. Pp. 72, indexed,

illustrated, paper, j'Axsyi in. ; 1908-1909.

Wickes Brothers, Saginaw, Mich.

Monthly Stock List of Boilers. Engines.

Dynamos, Motors and Machinery. Pp. 32,

indexed, paper, 3J4x6 in. ; November 15,

1907.

.\merican Grondal-Kjellin Company, 45

Wall street. New York. Bulletin No. i.

Concentration and Briquetting of Iron

Ores. Pp. 15, illustrated, paper, jYixlo

in. ; 1907.

Westinghouse Machine Company, East

Pittsburg, Penn. Catalog P. Westing-

house Storage Batteries for Portable Use.

Pp. 31, illustrated, paper. f>yi<)% in.; No-

vember. 1907.

The Kelly Filter Press Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah. Recent Improvements

in the Art of Slimes Treatment by D. J.

Kelly. Pp. 12, illii^lr.iti d. inpL-r. .i\<j in.;

June 14, 1907.

LidKcrwood .\i;iiun:Kiimng i-ciMi;p.iiiy,

96 Liberty street, New York. Bulletin

N'o. 21. Slip Drum Electric Winches for

Hauling in Car Floats. Pp. 4, illustrated,

paper, b'/jX-W in.

C. O. Bartlett & Snow Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Catalog No. 18. Ele-

vatmg, Conveying, Mining and Milling

Machinery. Pp. 324, indexed, illustrated,

paper, 6x9 in. ; igo8.

The Nelson Valve Company, Philadel-

phia, Penn. Catalog H. Improved Gate
and Globe Valves for Steam, Water, Gas,

.\ir, Ammonia, etc. Pp. 52, indexed, il-

lustrated, paper, 6x9^ in. ; 1907.

Lazier Gas Engine Company, 190 Main
street, Buffalo, .\'. Y. Lazier Vertical

Gas Engines Multiple Cylinder Type, also

Blueprints on the Lazier Gas Engine. Pp.

12, illustrated, paper, 7'/ixio'/i in.; 1907.

Chain Belt Company, Park street and
Eleventh avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. Gen-

eral Catalog No. 35. Elevating, Convey-

ing and Power Transmitting Machinery.

Pp. 287, indexed, illustrated, paper, 6x9

in. ; 1907.

Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee,

Wis. Bulletin 1514- The Type "OB"
Pneumatic Governor. Bulletin 1515.

Type "J" Emergency Valve for Straight

-Mr Brake Equipments. Pp. 8, illustrated,

paper, 8xio!/> in.; September, 1907.

Gould Storage Battery Company, 34J-

347 Fifth avenue. New York. Bulletin

No. 8. An Interurban Railway Distribu-

tion System. Pp. 9. Bulletin No. 9.

Storage Batteries on Alternating Current

Systems. Pp. 11. illustrated, paper.

8x10!^ in.; 1907. The Gould Battery.

Pp. 20, illustrated, paper, 6x9 in.

Construction New*

Jeu'itI, Texas—The Trinity & Brazos

Valley Railroad Company is said to be

preparing to open a lignite mine. P. G.

Burns. Fort Worth, Texas, is chief en-

gineer.

Mount Sterling. Kentucky—The South-

ern Coal and Coke Company is preparing

to open a coal mine on a tract recently

bought in Knox county. James M. Big-

staff, Mount Sterling, is president.

Grafton, IFcst J'irginia—The McGraw
Coal Company, it is said, will build a large

coal tipple and storage plant, with .ip-

pliances for shipping coal by river. The
company's address is at Simpson, West

Virginia.

Middlesboro, Kentucky—The Chenova

coal mines have been sold to Pennsylv-

vania parties who will put in new equip-

ment and operate the mines. S. S. Selig-

man, Mahanoy City, Penn., represents the

purchasers
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Special Correspondence from Mining Centers
News of the Industry Reported by Special Representatives

at Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and London

REVIEWS OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Fra

Dec. 18.—The Western Zinc Company,

which owns the Silverado mine in Orange

county, is in financial trouble and the

creditors have begun looking into its af-

fairs, a committee having been appointed

for the purpose this week. It is reported

that the company owes some $120,000 while

the assets are doubtful. The company

some time since purchased the Reynolds

chemical works near San Francisco, began

work in manufacturing acids, zinc sul-

phate, etc., apd many thousands of dollars

have been expended on the plant and in

txpcriments in some new process which

was to be used. The report of the cred-

uors on the condition of the company's

..ffairs has not yet been prepared.

The bond held by the Guggenheims on

the Golinsky group of copper mines in

Shasta county expired Dec. 2, but it has

been since renewed in the name of the

Sclby Smelting and Lead company. Un-

der the old bond a few thousand tons of

ore were taken out and shipped to the

smelter at Gartield, Utah ; and a mile long

electric road was built to facilitate ship-

ment of ore. Under the new bond active

development work must continue. During

the year the title to the claim was cleared

up by a suit in the Superior Court, which

settled the fact that Mrs. Goss, of San

Francisco, had no claim to the ground

or any part of it. The mines are so

called because Bernhard Golinsky, the

pioneer of Kennett, Shasta county, was the

original owner.

The Black Oak mine, one of the pro-

<!ucers of Soulsbyville, in Tuolumne

county, has been bonded to a syndicate of

practical men that will start business at

once. The negotiations were conducted

by Sylvester Knapp, an old miner and a

practical man. The mine has, in its day,

l>een a large producer. The gold ore

found carries considerable silver, with

some galena, and has never been very easy

to treat to a high percentage of recovery.

A hearing is being held in this city in

the suit brought by the Government

against the Central Pacific Railroad Com-
pany to set aside the patent to a certain

section of land in Nevada county, near

Cisco. The application for patent was

made in 1886 and the patent issued in

1901, under the act of 1862, which granted

to the railroad company each alternate

section on either side of the right of way,

providing the land was non-mineral. It

is the contention of the Government that

this selection in question is mineral land,

and tliat it was so known long prior to

1886, when the railroad people applied

for patent. The land is described by

witnesses who are familiar with the lo-

cation as being a steep mountain side,

ribbed with out-cropping veins of mineral,

and witnesses testified that several claims

had been located on this section and

worked prior to 1886, and that .i mill had

been erected for the treatment of ores

taken out, and that assays received from

the rock went from $25 to $30 to the ton.

The suit is being watched with great in-

terest as there are very many similar in-

stances where the railroad obtained patent

to valuable mineral ground in this State,

though the law explicitly prohibits tak-

ing up mineral land, on railroad patents.

The California ivlinc.rs' Association for

some years carried on a hard fight to

prevent this trespass on the prospector's

domain, but without success, for the rail-

road companies continued the practice. As

a result these companies hold thousands

of acres of mineral lands, to which they

have no legal right.

Salt Lake City

Dec. 21—Whether or not the Utah Con-

solidated will continue the operation of

its smelter another 15 months will prob-

ably be decided within the next few days.

The farmers who were interested in the

trial of the late smoke case met in a mass

meeting recently and voted to allow the

latter to continue, or rather to petition

the court for a modified decree, provided

they were paid a bonus of $150,000 and

$25,000 additional as an attorney's fee.

The smelting company made a counter

proposition by expressing a willingness to

pay $100,000 as a bonus and settle any

damages that might be caused through

the operation of the smelter along the

lines customary in the past. At this time

the matter is in the hands of the farmers'

executive committee. In the meantime,

the company has filed a petition for a

writ of certiorari in the United States

Supreme Court.

Three sections of the Boston Consoli-

dated mill at Garfield are ready for opera-

tion. The ore bins have been filled and

the electric power connections will have

been made by Dec. 27, on which date it

is expected at least one section of the

plant will go into commission.

The Utah Copper Company is out with

a statement that it made 2,705,000 lb. of

copper during November, which netted

about $120,000, an increase of about

$.10,000.

The smelter of the Bingham Consoli-

dated will be out of commission within a

week. It is down to the last furnace and

practically all the ores about the premises

have been used up.

Rapid progress is being made with the

construction of the new zinc concentrator

at Park City, in which the zinc ores of

the Daly Judge mine are to be treated.

The buildings are under cover and a por-

tion of the equipment is on the ground.

The producers of Park City are ser-

iously considering a proposition to close

their mines on Jan. I, owing to the low

prices of the metals. The same condition

exists in the Tintic district and it is pos-

sible that some of the mines there will

go out of commission, or else make a

sweeping reduction in wages. In Park

City the principal producers are the Sil-

ver King, Daly West and Daly Judge.

The producers and operators of Pioche,

Nevada, have notified their employees that

wages will be reduced on Jan. i. The re-

duction, in some cases, will be as high as

20 per cent. Miners have been getting

$4.50 and they are to be cut down to

$3.50 per day.

The Black Rock Copper and Gold Min-

ing Company is plaintiff in a case filed

in the District Court against Secretary of

State Charles S. Tingey, the object of

which is to test the validity of the license

tax law passed by the last legislature.

Shareholders of the Sevier Consolidated

Mining Company, which is in financial

distress, having debts of something over

$200,000, have undertaken to raise funds

for an expert examination of the com-
pany's property situated in Piute county,

by means of a voluntary assessment of 2c.

a share. The property has power, mine
and mill equipment which cost $218,000

in all.

Denver

Dec. 21—The engineers for the Central

Colorado Power Company announce that

as soon as the weather moderates (which

probably means spring), they will put

back to work the 2000 men whom they

laid off recently. This was chiefly caused,

it is said, by the closing of the Knicker-

bocker Trust Company, which concern

carried the power company's cash balance.

The Central Colorado Power Company
was organized about a year ago, with a

capitalization of $22,500,000, and the bond

issue was over-subscribed. The great

power plants which they are building are

at Gore canon, on the Moffat road, and at
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(iUnwooil Springs, and are intended 10

supply the towns and cities of Colorado

wiili HkIiI and powir.

Tlie deep drainage, or as it is now
called, the Roosevelt tnnnel, of Cripple

Creek, is being driven by Mr. Bainbridge,

superintendent of El Paso mine, until

such time as a new contract can be let,

the old one having been forfeited by El

Paso Company.

This week, Mr. Milliken, president of

the Golden Cycle company, gave a ban

qiiet at Cripple Creek to 134 guests, on

the occasion of the re-opening of the

Golden Cycle mill.

In the now celebrated suit of Doyle vs.

Burns, to recover $47,000, the value of

stock in the Portland Gold Mining Com-
pany, W'hich the former alleges was with-

held from him, Doyle has been granted a

re-hearing. They have each obtained

judgments during the past six years. The

case now comes up in the Federal District

Court at Council Bluffs, Iowa.

In the suit of the Portland Gold Min-

ing Company against Stratton's Independ-

ence, Ltd., to recover $100,000, the value

of ore said to have been taken out of the

former company's ground by the latter's

lessees, was decided by the Court of Ap-

peals in favor of Stratton's Independence,

il being held that the company was not

liable or responsible for the trespass of

its lessees.

One of the greatest drawbacks in the

Cripple Creek district has been in out-

rageous royalties demanded from lessees,

and owners seem never to be able to

realize that they, as well as the lessees,

and the district, would profit greatly if

the tribute was lowered. Now to add to

the hardship of the lessee, a company has

demanded a cash bonus, and announces

that the highest bidder will get the plum.

No wonder that there is "high grading"

when the unfortunate tributer has to pay

thus through the nose for the privilege

of discovering, e.xtracting and marketing

the ore for the owner, who does nothing

but furnish the territory.

The Western Federation of Miners has

declared the Cripple Creek strike at an

end. This is the longest strike on record,

having lasted four years. This simplifies

the labor situation, as we presume that the

Federation members can now work in the

district without being tabooed in other

camps where it predominates. Hereto-

fore any Federation miner who took out

a Mine-Owners' Association card dis-

qualified himself for employment in any

other camp w-here the Federation held

sway.

It is said that a great many miners are

returning to Cripple Creek from the

Nevada trouble area.

Owing, it is said, to the hardness of the

rock encountered. EI Paso Consolidated

Company, which has the contract for bor-

ing the Cripple Creek deep drainage tun-

nel, has been unable to make the 350 ft,

a month called for, and has notified the

Drainage Tunnel Company that unless the

forfeiture and time clauses arc eliminated,

it will surrender the contract. The ever-

belligerent Jas. F. Burns, who is an owner
in El Paso Company, has notified the com-
pany tliat it has no right to be taking con-

tracts for driving tunnels, and will en-

deavor to stop it from continuing the

work. What the result will be has not

transpired, but it is apparently certain that

the drainage tunnel will continue to be

driven by someone, as the money for that

purpose is all subscribed.

Following the connection with the

Saratoga' mine, the Old Town, another

of the early big gold producers of Gilpin

county, has been connected with the

Newhouse Tunnel by a lateral of 4300 ft.,

and a shaft of 2186 ft. The Old Town is

credited with a production of ore to the

value of $1,787,000 above the fifteenth level.

While the tunnel is now, one may say,

under a net-work of mir.cs which were
great gold producers in days past, not

many of them, or the owners thereof, are

rich enough to stand the heavy expense
of making such connections at depths of

from 1500 to 2000 ft. below the surface.

In the matter of indictments for fraud

in coal and timber-land entries in the

Federal Court this week. Judge Lewis,

in answer to a question put by the Gov-
ernment counsel, remarked as follows

:

"In the absence of a prohibition in the

coal-land statute of the right to alienate

the title thereafter to be acquired by the

entryman, why is not a contract by an

entryman to transfer his title conditioned

upon the future obtaining of the title by

him, absolutely good and valid? The
common law was opposed to the restraint

of alienation of property, and such right

of alienation is considered as e.xisting

in the absence of a statute expressly pro-

hibiting it." He has thus confirmed the

general opinion held all over the State,

which is that the coal-land indictments

will not hold water ; that they were, for

the most part, unwarranted and vmjusti-

fiable. and that they entailed needless ex-

pense and humiliation on a number of

our best citizens, beside retarding the

development of the coalfields, and re-

stricting the supply of fuel, of which

there is now such a shortage in the West-

ern States.

Henry E. Wood & Co.. of Denver,

whose well-known ore testing plant at

South Denver was destroyed by fire last

July, have erected a fine new plant, in a

building 140x40 ft., of brick construction,

iron roof, with electric power, etc. One-

half of the new plant is completed, and

experimental work has been going, on in

it for over a month. The heavy portion

of the mill for commercial work is pro-

gressing slowly on account of the finan-

cial situation. It is interesting to note

that in 1893 it was observed that the ore-

teiiling business received a great impetus;

present indications arc the same for the

present period of financial depression.

Scranton

The Maxwell breaker, lla/lelon, which

has been left idle for the past six months,

has resumed operations after a thorough

renovation. New machinery Ifas been in-

stalled.

David Tillot, a pioneer aial operator of

llazlelon, died last week, aged 75 years.

He was born in Wales and was the first

to open the Royal Oak colliery and shov-

eled the first piece of coal from that oper-

ation.

William Cosgrove, engineer at No. 2

Heidelberg colliery, of the Lehigh Coal

ompany, near Wilkcsbarre, performed a

brave feat recently. While hoisting six

miners in the cage the engine house col-

lapsed, but Cosgrove stuck to the throttle

until the men were safely landed and

then made his escape just as the roof fell

on the spot on which he had been stand-

ing.

The Philadelphia & Reading Coal and

Iron Company has expended $3,000,000

during the last three years in the develop-

ment of the Pottsville coal basin. Equally

large investments are to be made in the

rich Mincrsville territory.

.\ settlement has been effected of the

trouble between the Lehigh Valley Coal

Company and the miners employed at the

Twin shaft, Pittston. Recently the com-

pany installed a new and larger mine car

and previously the men had been paid at

the rate of 98c. a car. For the new car

which measures 8 cu.ft. the company

announced that it would pay $1.04 per

car, which the men refused to accept.

.\fter a conference this was raised to

$1.07, which has been accepted by the

men.

The new breaker of the Excelsior col-

liery, Hazleton, has been completed and

work will be resumed this week.

Toronto

Dec. 6—The Shareholders Protective

.Association has been organized here, as a

means - by which investors can protect

themselves from being duped by mining

swindlers. The association undertakes to

see that the provisions of the law regard-

ing the issue of prospectuses and the

flotation of stock are complied with, to in-

vestigate the affairs of companies, and

to prosecute olTendcrs with a view of re-

covering money received for stock

through -fraud or misrepresentation.

Mining operations will be actively con-

tinued by the leading Cobalt companies

throughout the winter. .\t 35 mines in

the district the number of men now at

work is 1846. and the employees of other

companies, not included in the estimate,

will bring the figures up to aooo or more.
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Arizona

Miami Copper Company—The Genera!

Development Company (Lewisohns) has

organized this company, capital stock $3,-

000,000, to take over the Alsdorf property

near Globe. .\ large body of ore similar

Ic that of Ely, Nev.. has been developed

under the general direction of J. Parke
Channing.

Graham Count

v

Arizona Copper Mining Company Ltd.

—On Dec. 11 the machinists and smelter

men walked out. So far the concentrators

have not been affected by the strike. The
concentrates arc being ;piled up until the

smelter starts.

Detroit Copper—The company has in-

stalled a new electric hoist which is used

to elevate timber and steel from the sur-

face level of the Arizona Central mine to

the upper adits of the Copper Mountain
mine. Heretofore these materials were
taken up on burros but since so much
timber is being used this method proved
to be too expensive. The new airlift used

for elevating the tail water of the mill

has been in operation for two weeks. It

requires so much air to operate it that it

taxed the compressor to such an extent

as to necessitate the abandonment of the

air drills in the Old Yankee mine. If the

air lift proves to be economical the man-
agement expect to replace the several

bucket elevators with it.

Shannon Copper Company—The com-
pany's smelter at Clifton is closed down on

account of the strike of its employees on
Dec. II. The authorities have not stated

how they expect to handle the situation.

California

Alalia Mining Company—This company,

of San Francisco, operating tungsten

mines at Randsburg, has closed them down
indefinitely.

Amador County

Central Eureka—This company at Sut-

ter Creek is endeavoring to bring ..ibout an

arrangement with Mrs. Hetty Green so

that the old Eureka mine, owned by her,

and idle over 30 years, may be rc-opcned.

Since it was burned out 30 years ago

no wnrk has ever been done upon it,

though it has a record of an output of

many millions.

Butte County

Boston Hill—This mine, idle for two

years, is ;ibout to be reopened, and the

ditches and tlunies are being repaired. It

used to be known as the Big Butte.

W. P. Lynch Mining Company—After

two years' work this company has com-
pleted its tunnel and has tapped the chan-

nel in the old Kimshew district.

Calaveras County

Cahwcras Gold Dredging Company—
This company has ceased operations and
placed the dredge in a sheltered spot

until the rush of the winter floods is over.

Fresno County

Dredges—Beeson & Fallon ami others

are doing preparatory work on the San
Joaquin river at PoUasky, where they will

shortly install a suction dredge.

Inyo County

Cactus Flat—At this camp Elder &
Thorndyke have found a S-ft. ledge of

good ore in the Forget mine.

Tecopa Gunsight Mining Company—
This company has been organized at

Rhyolite, Nevada, with F. H. Stickney

as president, and B. F. Taylor as secre-

tary, to work 13 claims adjoining the

properties of the Tecopa Consolidated

Mining Company at Tecopa.

Mono County

Mono Consolidated Copper Company—
Good copper ore is being taken from this

property, and ,-i large body has been un-

covered.

Pittsburg Liberty Mining Company—
Ore is being hauled from this mine to the

mill at Masonic, by teams.

Nevada County

Banner—At this mine, Nevada City,

operations have been resumed with 16

miners at work. A good ledge has been
found on the 900 level. The mine has
recently been pumped out and rc-opened.

Giant King—This mine at Washington
is to resume operations,- and a new com-
pressor is being installed. C. M. Carter

is superintendent.

Grey Eagle—At this mine, Maybert, A.

Charronat, superintendent, surveys arc

being made preparatory to sinking a new
shaft.

Idaho-Maryland Mining Company—On
the 500 level of this property at Grass
Valley, a body of rich ore has been un-
covered.

lndependenl~C. C. Derby, superintend-

ent of this mine near Nevada City, after

having it pumped out and examined, is

about to do extensive development work.

Sultana Mining Company—This com
pany at Grass Valley is preparing to pur

ir. an electric power plant of its own, in-

stead of purchasing power from the Bay

Counties Power Company.

Plumas County

New York—At this mine, in Washing-

ton Hill ridge, George Sanborn, for a

new company, is opening the old lunnc-1,

and it will be extended to determine

whether or not there is a back channel.

San Bernardino County

Crackerjack Bonanca Gold Minin,^

Company—This company, in Crackerjack

district, has recently been shipping some

high-grade ore to the Satl Lake smelters.

A custom mill is shortly expected in the

camp, when the company will utilize its

milling ore.

Shasta County

Chrome mines—The Shotgun Creek

chrome mines Nos. i and 2 have been

sold by D. G. Reed to the Noble Electric

Steel Company, which is opening a steel

plant at Heroult on Pit river. This com-

pany has also purchased the following

chrome mines : Carisbrook, Chrome No.

I, Chrome No. 2, and Mount Shasta.

Tedoe Consolidated Mining Company—
This company has been organized in

Woodland, Yolo county, to work a group

of copper claims recently located by Robert

James Moore, in the Shasta copper bell,

30 miles northwest of Red Bluff.

Sierra County

Alaska—The strike of specimen rock in

this property at Pike City was made in

the Casserly vein, which is separate from

the Alaska ledge proper.

Croesus Mining Company—A rich

pocket has been struck in this mine at a

place where the ledge is unusually wide.

The ore is being sacked as fast as mined.

The pocket was found at 1000 ft. vertical

depth and 2000 ft. from the mouth of the

lowest tunnel.

Siskiyou County

The Klamath River Gold Mining Com-
pany has got through with its several

years of litigation. Four years ago this

company took an option on what is known
.TS thc^Garvey bar, situated in the Kla-

matUMFiver, 12 miles below Hornbrook,

/
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Siskiyou county. The property consists

of 80 acres of proved gravel and was sold

to this company for $iJ,ooo, to be paid

in instalments. Before the first payment

became due the title was found to be

clouded, and during the clearing of the

title the corporation was prospecting the

property. On Aug. 31, 1904, the channel

was found. After that a number of suits

were contested. The litigation promised

to be long drawn out, but fuially a com-

promise was effected whereby the cor-

poration is said to have paid to Mr. Gar-

vey the cash sum of $io,ooo. for which all

right, title and interest were vested in

the company. This is a gold-dredging

company incorporated under the laws of

California. The ordinary floating dredge

cannot work on the Klamath river, but

the company has a patented steam scraper

which works from the surface and will

handle almost any kind of gravel that it

is possible to work with pick and shovel.

Two dredges are now being built.

Fred Beaudry Group—.\l these hydrau-

lic claims on the south fork of Scott

river, men are repairing the ditches and

flumes so as to work two giants.

Highland—^This mine in the Salmon

range will be worked all winter by the

owner, M. J. Ward, of San Francisco,

Supplies have all been packed in.

Tl'olumne County

Gravel—Work has been commenced to

drain the pond in the meadow in the Bar-

ber place near Confidence, recently pur-

chased by Mrs. W. H. Scott. The pon.l

is supposed to cover an old gravel channel.

An old tunnel is also being reopened with

a view of finding the gravel channels.

Colorado

Lake County—Leadville

Coon yaltey—Wfhh the work already

done on the ore that was opened in this

property, Rock hill, a few weeks ago, the

mine bids fair to become one of the

heaviest shippers of lead ore in the dis-

trict. So far it is known that the ore-

body is 15 ft. high, depth, width and

length unknown. Work has proved that

it is the extension of the Reindeer ore-

shoot. On account of the present low-

price of lead no ore is being shipped and

only development work is being carried

on.

Delaware—In this shaft. Rock hill,

drifting from the bottom of the shaft,

700 ft., has been started through the blue

lime. The orebody was found in the

Crecentia to the southwest, but dipped so

rapidly it was necessary to sink another

shaft.

Eagle Croup—The work recently ac-

complished on this group, Big English

gulch, shows that the ore carries good

values in gold as well as in copper. The

vein is about 6 ft. wide, but will not hold

up to the sample assays ; through the body

is a rich streak from which the samples

were taken.

l.anglola—This company, which con-

trols the R. A. M., Iron hill, is working

at the iioo-ft. level, and is carrying on

an active campaign of development work

10 catch the l.iryi- /\\k h^'dy thnt i'; in t1ie

territory.

/Villi

—

llaiiileii iV keynokis leasing on

this property, Breece hill, are shipping

200 tons daily of oxidized iron, and doing

considerable development work in new

territory. The same parties are working

the Louisville, Iron hill, from the Yak

tunnel, and sending out about 100 tons

daily of sulphides. It is their intention

to continue at work.

Yak Tunnel—An important consolida-

tion was recently consummated, whereby

the gold-belt section will receive consid-

erable impetus. The property consists of

the Elk, Deer, Donovan, Tenderfoot.

• .Antelope, etc., all lying east of the Little

Jonny. Preparations are now being made
to drive the tunnel from Little Jonny No.

4 shaft into this new territory to develop

the different claims. The property has

lieen taken over by the Leadville Explora-

tion and Mining Company, capitalized at

$1,000,000. Myron T. Herrick, ex-gov-

ernor of Ohio, is at the head of the enter-

prise, and Walter W. Davis, of Lead-

ville, is general manager. While the tun-

nel is being driven to develop the proper-

ties at greater depth, for the present the

upper levels of the different claims will

be worked. When the tunnel reaches the

territory it is probable that one of the

shafts will be sunk to make connections.

Teller County—Cripple Creek.

The annnouncement of the leaders of

the Western Federation of Miners
that the miners' strike, which was
called in 1903 in this district has

been called off, is received in the dis-

trict as a joke. There has been absolutely

no evidence of a strike here for the past

three years. The probable reason for this

move on the part of the Federation is to

permit its members to return to the dis-

trict, to get work if possible. A number
of them are already coming, but will not

1)e able to obtain employment as no rec-

ommendation card will be issued to them.

Practically all of the mines in the district

are in unison with the Mine Owners' As-

sociation and will not employ men who
have not cards. There is a considerable

amount of work in progress at present,

but there is no scarcity of competent men.

and the indications are that the Union

will not again get a foothold in thii dis-

trict. There is no truth in the rumor that

the card system will be abolished, and the

labor situation is very generally satisfac-

tory.

Drainage Tunnel—The progress on this

enterprise is not as rapid as could he de-

sired owing to the hardness of the rock.

Mr. Bainbridgc, manager for the contrac-

tors, has notified the tunnel coinnnitcc that

unless the forfeiture clause which provides

for the completion of 25° '' ?<=" nwnlh

is abrogated, Kl I'aso Company will be

obliged to throw up the contract.

Findley Cunsulidaled-Thh property

has recently resumed work, and is again

on the shipping list. 1 his was one of the
/

properties that closed down when the Cycle

mill burned down last summer, it is situ-

ated on Bull hill and is a heavy producer.

El Paso Consolidaled—'The property of

this company is being examined by the

prospective leasers. The leases are to be

let to the highest liidders, the bids being

opened December 21 The property is di-

vided into 26 blocks, all above the present

water level. The royalitcs to be asked

range from 15 to 50 per cent. At least

52 shifts of work must be done on each

block. The company will do the hoisting,

sharpen steel and furnish air at reasonable

cost to lessee. The bids are on the amount

of bonus to be paid for the lease. One

third of this bonus is to be paid at the

time the lease is let and the other two-

thirds out of one-half the profits of the

lease.

Idaho

Shoshone Coijnty

Carney Copper Company—.\t the an-

nual meeting in Mullan, last week, J. L.

Martin was chosen president ; W. D.

Green, vice-president; C. D. Miller, secre-

tary and treasurer. No. 2 tunnel is now

in 170 ft., and a contract has been let to

extend it 300 ft. further, at $12 per foot.

The company owns eight claims on

Stevens peak, 3'/2 miles from Mullan.

Daisy—.\t the annual meeting, Dec. if,

Joseph Carson was chosen president

;

James A. Bean, vice-president ; C. D.

Miller, secretary and treasurer. All are

residents of Mullan.

Silver Eaglex—At a meeting of the

stockholders in Wallace, last week, John

Hogas was elected president ; Claus E.

Anderson, vice-president ; Allen J. Olson,

secretary and treasurer. Progress was

reported in development.

Indiana

At the Conference held in Indianapolis

between the operators and representa-

tives of the United Mine Workers of the

Central Competitive field, comprising

Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and western Penn-

sylvania, Dec. ig and 20. the matter of

restoring the interstate agreement was

thoroughly discussed. The State agree-

ments made two years ago will expire

next April, and Jhe miners are strongly

in favor of restoring the interstate agree-

ment. The meeting held during the past

week was an adjourned meeting. Few
of those present at the meeting during the

past week believed that the meeting would

adjourn without taking favorable action,,

but such was the case.
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Al the close of the first day's discus-

sion a committee was appointed to take

up several propositions that had been sub-

mitted and report the next morning. The

coniinittoe reported that it had been un-

able to reach an agreement. Thereupon

the Illinois operators demanded that sev-

eral concessions be made before they

would consent to a re-establishment of

the interstate joint conference. One of

the demands was that there should be a

change from the mine-run system to the

double standard, which gives the opera-

tors the right to pay under the mine-run

system or the screened-coal system, de-

pending on conditions. The other was

that there be a readjustment of the differ-

ential between pick and machine mining.

Representatives of the miners argued that

the present meeting was not the place to

take up these matters.

One of the propositions submitted to

the committee was that the interstate con-

ference should be restored and the con-

ference held in this city Jan. 30. .'\nother

was to refer the matter of a re-establish-

ment of the joint conference to a special

committee to report Feb. 18. The third

proposition was that the present meeting

adjourn to Feb. 25 and at that time take

up the question of whether or not there

should be a restoration of the interstate

joint conference. The latter proposition

prevailed and the meeting adjourned.

hoist has recently been installed and this

additional power will take care of opera-

tions for some time to come.

Michigan

Copper

Isle Royale—Diamond drilling is being

done at the Husse^-Howe tract, to cut the

Baltic lode, if possible. This tract was

purchased by the Isle Royale company

during the year.

Lake—.\ diamond drill core, taken from

a depth of 450 ft., shows the same rich

formation found on the surface in trench-

ing.

Michigan—.At "C" shaft a station is

b(ing cut at the tenth level, and as soon

as this is completed, sinking will be re

sumed. Drifting on the sixth, seventh,

eighth and ninth levels is showing well in

shot copper. The lode is not very wide,

but is well defined and uniform. At "B"

shaft stoping is being done at the second

and third levels. At "A" the "Calico" lode

is also being worked in the eighth, ninth,

tenth and eleventh levels, and is showing

good copper rock. The new shaft and

rock house at "C" shaft will be completed

and in operation early in igoS. This will

greatly facilitate the handling of rock, for

the output coming from this shaft is now
being hoisted from "B" shaft. A cross-

cut is being driven from the seventh level

and is now in about 15 ft. on the lode.

Drifts at the fourth, fifth and sixth levels

are being extended, and the formation is

becoming more settled and carrying more

copper in the stamp rock, including consid-

erable barrel and mass copper. A new

Missouri

St. Francois County

St. Joe Lead Company—This company

has declared its usual quarterly dividend

of Ij4 per cent., and the Doe Run Com-

pany its usual monthly dividend of yi per

cent. ; the latter will hereafter declare its

dividends quarterly. Both these com-

panies have reduced their output 50 per

cent, by putting all the departments on

half time, but no cut in wages has yet

been made.

Montana
Butte District

it had been the intention of the Amal-

gamated directors to close all the mines

and smelters until there was a decided im-

provement in the copper market, but Jolin

Gillis, general manager of the company's

affairs in Montana, suggested the idea of

concentrating all operations in the Boston

& Montana, and the suggestion was ac-

cepted, it being represented that the Bos-

ton & Montana could be operated at a

small profit. The normal capacity of the

Washoe smelter is 10,000 tons of ore per

day and an' output of about 18,000,000 lb.

of copper per month. When the produc-

tion of the mines and smelters of the

-•Kmalgamated was cut to about 25 per

cent, of the normal, it was ascertained

that the Washoe could not be run at that

rate without a loss. The Great Falls

smelter of the Boston & Montana being

a smaller plant, it is claimed, can be oper-

ated more economically on a small out-

put. For several months the two smelters

have produced between 7,500,000 and

8,000,000 lb. copper per month, and it is

proposed to produce about the same

amount with the Great Falls smelteer, but

it will likely be a month before that quan-

tity can be turned out.

Atiiacoii-Butte—This company has

stopped development work on its property

on the east side of the Butte district.

Lack of funds is the cause. The company

carried on work for several months by

levying assessments on the stock, but the

money stringency made further assess-

ments inadvisable. The company quit

work with a fine showing on the 300-ft.

level.

Anaconda—-Ml the mines of this com-

pany have been closed, so far as ore pro-

duction is concerned. A number of men
are retained at each mine to attend to

repairs and keep the pumps working.

Boston & Montana—In accord with the

promise of Amalgamated directors when
all other mines were shut down, the work-

ing force at the Boston & Montana mines

is being increased. The Leonard and

West Colusa mines, which were closed on

account of fire for three months or more,

are being re-opened and the company ex-

pects 10 mine about 400 tons of ore daily

from each property. The fire is under

control on all but three levels. The out-

put of the Mountain View mine is to be

increased from 700 to 1400 tons per day,

;ind that of the Pennsylvania mine from

400 to 1 100 tons.

Butte & Bacorn—The suspension of

operations by this company was due chiefly

to the failure of a Pittsburg firm, which

had acted as agent for the company in

the collection of subscriptions, although

very little of the funds of the Butte &
Bacorn were involved.

Cable Consolidated—The company has

been compelled to suspend work on its

inines near Anaconda because of the fail-

ure of the Fort Pitt National Bank in

Pittsburg, which held all the funds of

the company. Before the smelters ceased

buying copper ore the company was able

to meet expenses bj' shipping copper ore

while searching for the gold orebodies,

but when that source of revenue was cut

ofif it had to call on the treasury.

North Butte—The position of this com-
pany in the shut-down is somewhat pecu-

liar. It has a contract with the Washoe
smelter for the treatment of its ore and
it is naturally presumed that there must
be a clause in the contract to protect it

against a shut-down. If it has such pro-

tection the company is evidently not seek-

ing to enforce it, but on the contrary, ap-

pears to be in perfect harmony with the

actions of the Amalgamated. The North
Butte mines have been shut down e.xcept

for development work.

Original—'The mines of this company,
are run on a 60 per cent, reduction of

output.

Montana

MissouL.\ County

Swastika—In this mine, on Four Mile
creek, the working tunnel is in 248 it..

and another tunnel has been started at a
lower level. A carload of good copper
ore, which had been taken out in develop-

ment, was recently shipped to Salt Lake.

North Carolina

Stanley County

Parker Gold Mine—This old mine has

been re-opened and is turning out good
c|uantities of ore. The mine has been
worked intermittently since 1840. Frank
Loyd is manager.

Stokes County

Mica Mine—L. E. Simmons, of Marion,

has an option on mica privileges near

Pilot mountain. The deposit is to be ex-

ploited at an early date.

Nevada
Esmeralda County—Goldfield

Production for the first half-year was

.11,740 tons, making up a total to the end

of the first week of December, 117,668
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tons. A local estimate of the average

value of all this product is $100 per ton.

Output marketed in the first week of

this month chiefly came from the Mohawk
mine and the Begole and Mohawk-Com-
bination leases on Consolidated ground,

the respective contributions being 163

tons. 957 tons and 690 tons. Both the

Mohawk-Combination and the Begole

leases have now expired.

Even though not a pound of ore were

shipped in the remaining weeks of this

month the record for the last half of

190- to date, 85,9.28 tons, means an annual

rate of about 171,855 tons, The principal

producing companies at Goldfield propose

erecting mills and cyanide plants at Gold-

field early in the new year in order to

treat the immense reserves of milling ore

now developed in the mines.

The Share Afarkel—At the Goldfield

Stock Exchange, 98 difTerent mining com-

panies recorded sales during the week

ending Dec. 8, 1906. Forty-three such

securities were active on the Goldfield

Exchange during the week ending Dec.

7, 1906. Twenty-four of these recorded

sales on that exchange during the first

week of December of both years. A com-

parison of prices for both periods shows

that every security traded in during the

initial week of December of both last

year and this has suffered from the slump

that is affecting the entire country.

.\ccording to the exchange records, the

average decline in all the Goldfield stocks

is 65.69 per cent. The stocks of the Red
Hills, Florence, Consolidated, Florence

Extension and Yellow Tiger fell off on an

average of 3654 pc cent. The five heav-

iest slumps were suffered by Eureka, C.

O. D. Mining and Leasing, Combination

Fraction, Black Butte Bonanza and Gold-

field Combination, their average descent

in market value being 87^ per cent.

XvE County—Atwcod

Goldykc—The mill is running full time

on a good grade of ore, which is being

broken down with electric drills. The
new electric pump, about a mile from the

mill, furnishes the water and is doing

good work.

Gold King—The shaft is now timbered

and ready for the whim, which is at Mina,

and will be on the ground in a few days.

The shaft is now down 45 ft. and in a fine

ledge of quartz.

Pactolus—The lessees are raising some

"picture" ore and have now on the dumps
about 150 tons of shipping ore ; also 250

tons of milling ore that will average $25

a ton.

Smuggler—The shaft is now down 60

ft. and some fine ore has been taken out

in doing this work. A whim will be put

up at once and sinking continued.

NvE County—Bullfrog

Tramps Consolidated — Superintendent

Blackmer reports the shaft on the Den-
ver down 265 ft. below the fourth level,

and it is being continued with two shifts.

It will be carried to tlie 300-ft. level,

which will give it a ilepth of 600 ft. below

the surface, before lateral work will be

undertaken. This will probably be in the

vicinity of the sulphide zone. The drift

from the 200-ft. level south is in 120 ft.

and a good quality of milling ore is being

penetrated. Two shifts are being em-
ployed at both places.

NvE County—Manhattan

Mineral Hill—.\ ledge has been cut in

the 200-ft. level. It is 5 ft. wide, and the

first assay gave returns of $24.64 in gold.

The richest part of the orebody is in the

center. The sulphides at this depth show
very little oxidization. The character of

the ore is similar to that of the Thanks-
giving and other properties on this con-

tact vein, which has now been proved for

a distance of about two miles. The Min-
eral Hill is the farthest east of- any mine
opened up at depth, and the indications

are that it will be the equal of properties

in the neighborhood of the Mustang and

Thanksgiving. This strike on the Mineral

Hill is of value to the district, as it proves

that the contact vein which on the west

has been cut in the Mustang and Thanks-
giving will produce mines farther east as

well. If the vein in the Mineral Hill

makes good, as it now appears will be the

case, the eastern section of Manhattan's

mineral belt will assume greater import-

ance.

NvE County—ToNOPAH

Extension—Donald B. Gillies, president

of the Tonopah Extension Company, an-

nounces that this company will imme-
diately commence the erection of a mill

and cyanide plant on the mine. The mill

will be erected as close to the mine as pos-

sible, so that the ore can be carried by

belt conveyers direct from the collar of

the shaft to the ore bins at the mill. The
plant will be of a modified tube-mill type,

combined with a new cyanide process,

which eliminates concentration, although

concentrating tables can be added later if

found necessary. Ground will be broken
for the foundations before the close of the

year, and the work of construction will be

pushed as rapidly as men and money can

expedite operations. The work will be

done under company supervision, and a

large force of workmen will be employed.

The new plant will be designed to profit-

ably treat ore above $7 in value. There
is now on the dump at the mine a quan-

tity of ore, estimated at 25,000 tons, worth

$18 a ton, and there arc large bodies of

ore in the mine running frpm $10 to $20 a

ton, to say nothing of the big reserves of

shipping ore. The physical condition of

the mine was never better. Ore is being

extracted from all levels, and the values

are being maintained and are increasing

in the western pun ui ilic uuiu-. Good
progress is being made in the north cross-

cut on the loso-ft. level, which is due to

intersect the ledge in February.

Midway—Operations at present are

mainly confined to the cutting of a sta-

tion on the new vein opened up in the

north crosscut on the 840-fl. level, pre-

paratory to sinking a winze on the ore-

body in an effort to develop a pay shoot.

A hoist will be installed, operated by com-
pressed air. The usual quantities of high-

grade ore are being extracted from the

upper levels and regular shipments of

about 200 tons a week are going forward

to the smelter.

\fonlana Tonofah—A large low-grade

vein has been discovered in the Montana
mine below a dacite dike intrusion which

cut off the orebodies near the 6oo-ft. level.

This find is of great importance, as, taken

in conjunction with the recent discovery

of a similar nature in the Midway mine,

it tends to prove that Professor Spurr's

theory of the Tonopah orebodies being

merely "gash" veins and liable to give out

at depth, is erroneous. Developments at

depth in various mines on the field since

Professor Spurr wrote his report, have

shown lliat the principal veins in the

lower andesite formation are strong, well-

formed fissure veins. The new vein in

the .Montana was cut in the 760- ft. level.

The new orebody is 30 ft. in width and
is of milling grade. This strike will en-

courage other mine owners on the field to

follow the example of the Midway, Ex-
tension and Montana companies and ex-

plore their ground at depth. F. L. Bosqui,

designer of the mill of the Montana
Tonopah. made an examination of the

plant recently and expressed himself as

well satisfied with its condition. It has

more than made good o'n all its promises,

and is ready to crush all the ore that can

be turned out by the new find, in addition

to the large quantities already blocked

out in the mine.

Xorth Star—Development work is

being actively pursued on the 1250-ft

level, where the formation is looking very

favorable. Ore is being extract*d from
the 900- and looo-ft. levels, where the

ledge is making into a good-sized body
of ore of fair grade. Some ore is being

sent to the Montana mill, the values aver-

aging about $70 per ton.

Rescue—Steady development work is

being carried on in this property, which is

situated near the southern boundary lines

of the Belmont. The north and south

crosscuts on the 650-ft level are each out

about 350 ft. The formation is looking

very favorable and stringers of quartz

carrying good values are being encoun-

tered in both crosscuts.

IVest End—The usual amount of de-

velopment work is being carried on in the

various levels. Ore is being extracted in

the stopes in the old workings above the
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400- ft. level. Ore shipments are going

forward to the smelters at regular inter-

VVuiTE Pine County

Giroux—The recent caving-in of the

Alpha shaft proves to be rather serious

and will delay the beginning of regular

milling by the company. There are sev-

eral other shafts capable of supplying the

mill with ore, but the Alpha has been

l.irgely relied on for water. Two men are

imprisoned in the Alpha workings, food

f.ir whom is being supplied through one

of the pipes.

New Mexico

Grant County

San Jose Mining Company—This new

company, organized under the laws of

Arizona, has acquired a group of claims

in the Central mining district, including

the Rose of New Mexico, Hebron, Alice,

Lon, Arkansas and Jim. The properties

contain silver-lead deposits which it is

proposed to develop on an extensive scale.

Lincoln County

American—It is reported that this mine

near Nogal, which, has been in litigation

several years, will pay all indebtedness on

Jan. I and resume operations.

Luna County

yictoria—These silver-lead mines at

Gage, on the Southern Pacific, have been

acquired by a new company known as the

National Mining and Smelting Company.

The company plans opening the mines on

a large scale.

Pennsylvania

.•\mhr.\ciiic

The Lehigh Valley Coal Company will

abandon the Warrior Run breaker, owing

to the serious subsidences at that place

and convey the coal to the Seneca breaker,

Pittston, to be prepared for market. This

will mean that the coal will be taken a

distance of 12 miles in railroad cars.

Three hundred mine workers have left

work at the West Glcndowxr colliery,

Schuylkill county, complaining that they

are not sufficiently paid, according to the

award of the strike commission.

South Dakota

Lawrence County

Homestake—In order to put its treasury

in first-class condition this company has

postponed the resumption of dividends

until Jan. i, when they will be resumed

at the old rate of 50c. a month. The last

dividend was paid on April 10, 1907, after

which payments were suspended on ac-

count of the fire in the mine.

Gilt-Edge-Maid—Fire destroyed the as-

say office on the property at Turner with

n loss of $2000 and no insurance. The
building will be replaced at once.

Anaconda—About the first of 1906 this

property will resume after three years'

idleness. The shaft will be continued

from the 200- to the 500-ft. level.

Puritan—The Kansas City owners have

ordered work started again on this prop-

erty in Strawberry gulch. The 75-ft.

shaft will be deepened and the 30-ft. gold

and silver ledge developed. Tlie mill will

be remodeled before operation.

Globe—George Pollard, of Rochford,

has sold his Cannon Ball group near Lead
to this company. The ground will be fur-

ther developed as soon as possible.

Mogul—Manager McLaughlin an-

nounces that it is probable that the com-
pany will commence paying dividends

shortly after the first of the year. The
$300,000 bond issue is about to be called

in with the accumulated profits now in

the treasury.

Pennington County

Golden Slipper—The five-stamp mill

near Keystone is being repaired and the

property will be operated once more. It

contains high-grade gold ore. The shaft

is down 300 ft., but most of the ore will

come from the medium-grade ledges at

the iso-ft. level.

Continental Copper—The diamond drill

is being effectively used from the soo-ft.

level to determine the extent of the dip

of the ledge. .

J. R.—Superintendent Crocker is ex-

pected back soon from his Eastern trip

and the property will resume. The 250-ft.

shaft will be unwatered and ore taken

from the 200- ft. level where a 40-ft. quartz

ledge has been opened. The ore is free-

milling and will be treated by the amalga-

mation process in the lo-stamp mill.

Holy Terror—The re-timbering of the

looo-ft. shaft to the 400-ft. level where

the water now stands is completed. The
mine will be worked through the 400-ft.

level. The adjoining Keystone workings

will be exploited by the United Mines

Company which has a bond from Charles

Morgan, of East Orange, N. J. The Key-
stone and Holy Terror stamps are to be

combined with five additional stamps,

making 40 in all.

Mainstay—Just as soon as the water

system now in construction is completed

the work on the property at Keystone will

be resumed. The working shaft is down
400 ft., and on the 200-ft. level there is

a 40-ft. ledge of milling ore ready for

sloping. The 30-stamp mill with its cya

nide annex will probably be in operation

about the first of the year.

Morning Star—Work has been started

I^y the E. G. Chapman estate. The pre-

liminary development has shown some ex-

tremely high-grade gold ore similar to

that on the Juniper group adjoining, from
which rich shipments have been made.

Utah

Juab County

Tintic Smelting Company—Officials of

this company say construction work" is to

be pushed rapidly and that the smelter be-

ing erected near Silver City will be ready

for operation about April i. The initial

capacity will be 400 tons a day.

Salt Lake County

Columbus Consolidated—The output

from this property has been considerably

curtailed lately. The next quarterly divi-

dend will be passed.

Boston Consolidated—It is expected

that the first section of the mill at Gar-

field will be put in operation about Jan.

I, 1908.

Summit County'

Wabash—This company has called on

shareholders for an assessment. It is No.

29, and the amount is 12c. a share.

Daly Judge—The new electric haulage

system in the mine owned by this company

will soon be installed and ready for com-

mission.

Canada

Ontario—Codalt District

Ore Shipments—Shipments of ore from

Cobalt for the week ending Dec. 14 were

as follows: Kerr Lake (Jacobs), 5i,-

420 lb.; McKinley-Darragh, 142,370;

Nipissing, 189,650; Nova Scotia, 63,770;

Right of Way, 123,690; total, 580,900

pounds.

Cobalt Lake—E. L. Fraleck, engineer,

reports that the north shaft is down 60

ft. A sump will be blasted at the bot-

tom to keep it dry while it is being sunk

50 ft. further. Shaft No. 4 is down 152

ft. and a drift beneath the lake is being

started. No. 6 shaft is down 85 ft. and a

drift is in 23 ft. On Dec. 10 there were

78 tons of ore sacked.

King Edward—At a meeting of the

board of directors, Samuel Newhousc
was succeeded, as president, by William P.

Ward; A. M. Wickwire was elected to

the offices of vice-president and secretary

in place of N. A. Egbert, and John Josten,

treasurer of the Nipissing Mines Com-
pany, w-as elected to a similar position in

the Kini) Edward. The three new officers,

together with J. H. Susmann, an official

of several Lewisohn properties, constitute

the new board of directors. The other

retiring members are: T. M. T. Raborg

and R. L. MoflFatt.

Silver Leaf—A fine calcite vein was

discovered last week, making four veins

at tlie bottom of the shaft, two of which

are rich in native silver, and two calcite

with silver contents. The shaft is mak-

ing a lot of water, which retards sinking.
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Hoilfybiiry Silver Mining Coinf'aiiy--

This company has taken over the May-
hew-Broiigh properly, on which there

have lately been promising discoveries,

inchiding a cobalt-niccolite lead from 6

to 12 in. wide on the surface, which

assays as high as 750 oz. silver to the ton.

It has been traced for several hundred

feet on tlie surface, A steam plant is

ready for installation.

Trethcwcy Minc—W. U. McNaughton,
a well-known mining man from Nova
Scotia, has been appointed manager.

Ontario—Sturgeon Lake District

St. Anthony—H. A. Walport, manager,

has brought to Port .Arthur a gold brick

valued at $200<i. the product of a 12 days'

run of the lo-stamp mill on this gold

property.

Saskatchewan — Eagle Lake District

Provincial Coal Mine—Preparations are

being made for the opening of this mine

by the provincial Government of Sas-

katchewan. Two carloads of machinery

have been ordered and material forwarded

from Saskatoon. It is expected that the

first coal will be mined by Feb. i ne.xt.

Yukon

Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Company
—This company has acquired control of

the Ogilvie Dredging Company and has

ordered a dredge with a capacity of 2500

cu.yd. i day, to be delivered at White
Horse this winter. It will be operated on

the Stewart river.

Mexico

Aguascauentes

Asientos—Shipments from this district

and from Tepezala have fallen from a

rate of about 80,000 tons per year to less

than a third of that amount as the result

of the low metal prices. At the mines of

the Aguascalientes Metal Company, form-

erly one of the heaviest producers of the

district, no work is now being done ex-

cept that of pumping. The Compafiia

Minera La Fortuna, at Tepezala, still has

a force of men at work extracting ore for

shipment, but all development and dead

work has been stopped. The Asientos

Copper Company continues its shipments

to the Aguascalientes smelter, and is in-

stalling a hoisting plant and opening up

the known orebodies, preparatory to

heavy production when the price of cop-

per recovers. The Compafiia Minera El

Misterio y .Anexas is extracting copper

ore, but is storing it at the mine, also in

anticipation of higher prices for the metal.

The Minas Tcpezalanas, belonging to the

Guggenheim interests, were closed for

several weeks, and the opportunity taken

advantage of to do needed repairing and
adjusting. These mines have now re-

sumed full operations. The Santa Fran-

cisca. also a Guggenheim property, is still

out of commission, ore extraction not

having been resumed since the disastrous

underground fire of last summer. The
Compafiia Minera El Tabor y Ancxas has
a strong vein of lead carbonates carrying
silver and gold, which is being shipped
to the plant of the Compania Metalurgica

Mexicana at San Luis Potosi.

Chihuahua
The refusal of the ore buyers in Parral

to receive ore has resulted in a shutdown
of nearly all the mines in the dis-

trict except the Palmillo, and this

is doing little work beyond straight-

ening out some old shafts and clean-

ing out drifts. In the Santa Barbara
district wages have been reduced and
many miners are leaving.

C'//i7ii(a/iu(i—The shaft of this mine in

the Santa Eulalia district is 1900 ft. deep
and crosscuts from the looo-ft. level

down have run into bodies of silver-lead

carbonate ore. Below the isoo-ft. level

the lead occurs in the form of galena.

The shaft of the Potosi mine, owned by
the same company, is 1700 ft. deep and
has also developed silver-lead carbonate

and sulphide ores. The shaft is equipped
with a steel head-frame, a double-drum
steam hoist, and a Leyner air compressor.

Rosario Mining and Smelting Company
—This company has obtained a conces-

sion from Governor Sanchez for a

smelter of 30 tons daily capacity at its

property in the Urique district, and for

a dam for power purposes on the Urique
river, with exemption from taxes for ten

years.

Guanajuato

Guanajuato Reduction and Mining Com-
tuny—1 he mill of this company is now
operating 160 stamps, the addition of 80
new stamps having been completed. The
Guanajuato Consolidated has 80 stamps
running.

Hidalgo

Pachuca—A prominent mine operator
of Pachuca recently reported in Mexico
City that so far no shutdowns have oc-

curred in the Pachuca district, nearly all

the mines continuing to ship ore to Mon-
terey and .\guascalientes. Among the

shipping mines are the Santa Gertrudis,

La Blanca, San Rafael, El Bonda and the

Real del Monte. The Loretto mill of the

Real del Monte company is running its

full force night and day, operating 30
cyanide tanks, 40 stamps and mills. The
uew Guerrero mill is expected to be in

' neration within two month>.

J.\LISCO

Barrillas—This property, situated in

the Bautista district near Autlan, has been
sold to the Compania Minora Francisca

of Mexico City. In the Bautista mine, a

neighboring property, the force has been
increased to 200 men.

Expectativa—A controlling interest in

this nunc, 10 niiK> nurlhwest of Amcca,
has been bought by W. R. Ramsdell, of

Guadalajara, president uf the Casa<los and
Tencmache mining companies.

Oa.kaca

Bl Socorro—At the loo-ft. level of the

new shaft, sunk for the purpose of cu!-

img the vein at the 20O-fl. level, an unsus-

pected ore shoot was encountered. The
I)imIv is 4 fl wide.

SoNOkA

Douglas Copper Company—The smelt-

ing furnace at Fundicion will be blown in

soon after Jan. 1. A general custom
smelting business will be done as well as

smelting the ore of the Anita mines of the

company. The matte will be shipped to

the Nichols Chemical Company, New
York.

Tamaulipas

San Jose—This mine, owned by the

San Carlos Copper Company, has been
shut down, throwing 600 men out of em-
ployment. The railroad operated by the

company will continue in operation.

Chile

A strike which started recently in the

nitrate mines of the Tarapaca district has

extended until it is reported that over
8000 men are out, and work in the nitrate

mines and oficinas is entirely stopped. The
strikers are inclined to be violent, and the

latest news is that the Chilean Govern-
ment has sent warships and troops to

Iquique, the chief nitrate port, to quell the

disturbances.

Great Britain

Imports of iron and steel and of ma-
chinery into Great Britain for the 10

months ended Oct. 31 were valued as fol-

lows :

1906. 1907. ChanKPS.
Iron and stenl... £7,2:t4.75:i £5.87.1,421 D.£l,sr.l,sa
MachJnory 4.M6.871 4.513.706 I. \(A.«yt

Total £11.!>H1.627 £IO,:tH7.1S7 D.£l. 194.440

The total quantities of iron and steel

were 1,066,446 tons in 1906, and 743,755
tons in 1907; a decrease of 322,691 tons.

Imports of iron ores into Great Brit-

ain for the 10 months were, in metric
tons:

1906. 1907. CliauRPa.
Manganilerous ores. a71..'jB a«l.93« D. 10,64<
Iron ort'S 6,429,614 6.308.368 D. 121.146

Total 6,701.097 6,669.306 0.131.791

Of the imports this year 207,930 tons

manganiferous ore and 4,765,587 tons
iron ore were from Spain.

Africa

Transvaal

November gold production is cabled as

549.000 oz. fine, being 4553 oz. less than
in October. This makes the total for

the II months ended Nov. 30 this year
-..<V57.o^.<! 07 or $121,272,068 in value.
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Metal, Mineral, Coal and Stock Markets
Current Prices, Market Conditions and Commercial

Statistics of the Metals, Minerals and Mining Stocks

QUOTATIONS FROM IMPORTANT CENTERS

Coal Trade Review

.V«tc' York, Dec. 25—Tlie coal trade in

the West is settling clown to a quieter

basis. The steam-coal demand has fallen

off less than was expected, but mild

weather has continued, so that the do-

mestic demand has been rather light.

Car supply is good and no mines are de-

l.nyed on that account. Many mines are

working on short time, however, to avoid

over-stocking the markets.

The conference at Indianapolis, to con-

sider the renewal of the Interstate agree-

ment, did not result in any action. An
acliourned meeting is to be held Jan. 20.

In the East the bituminous trade is

r.-ither dull, steam coal being in light de-

mand. The coastwise trade is quiet.

Anthracite-coal trade is steady, but with

no special activity. It is largely a weather

market, and a cool spell would cause a

brisk revival. Production continues large

and steady.

Coal Traffic Notes

Coal tonnage, Ohio Coal Traffic Asso-

ciation, 10 months ended Oct. 31, short

tons:

HocklDg Vnllejr
Tnlivlo « Ohin Cdut.

.

Bnltlmorp J; Oliln ...

Wh«ellnK .<: L. Erin..
Clevp.. Lorain A: Wh.
Zauf'STlIIt*4 Wostorn
TolPtln Olv.. Pen Co.
L.Eric. Alliance* Wh.
MarlPttn. Col. k CIav.

Southwestern Interstate Coal Operators'

-Association, nine months ended Sept. 30,

short tons :

1906. 1907. Changes.

3.212,402 3.399.574 I. 187.172
1,47.'>.I)93 l.liOfi.7!W I. .<ll,636

1.5-U..'i22 1.909,401 I. 338,879
1.817.314 2.910,115 1.1,092,801

1.713.578 2,443.fiI9 I. 730,im
!l.'->3.8«2 1.322,452 J. 368.690

1.8«1.28.1 l.S8B,6f* I. i^,283
fiil.lVW 1.017.548 I 39.1,925

iu,7ai; •.>7,8»« I. 17,172

Total. 13.236.406 16.423,901 1.3,187,4119

October total was 1,664,863 tons in

1906, and 1,842,68s this year.

Coastwise coal shipments, chief .'Atlantic

ports. ID months ended Oct. 31, long tons:

N.-wi.l N-w,
Sorfnlk

Kliiun. Totnl. PerCt.

9.7IH.3'.»; 2:i.5:!l.n93 M 4
4.2.">0.29(1 (..242.85fi 17 I

3.1.'l8.2r^5 3.3l",7.cri!l 9.2
I.98a.2;RI 1.989.2;t9 5!4
1.412.92:) 1.412.92:) 3.9

Tnlal ir..ini.fi21 20.512.119 3«.."«3.740 1110.0

Tolnl. 19<)<i. 12.8<!0.01U lH.^'if,.25l :)1..517.1"3

New York includes all the New York
harbor shipping ports.

Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburg,

year to Dec. 14; short tons:

Anihmrit**,, .,

Bltumlnoun...
I'oko

Total

iguR. l»n. Changes.
4.:|HI,8HS 5.427.766 I. 1.046,881

.'M.UI5.061 38,1.31.372 I. 7.116.321
12.2U3.S66 I2.8ln,iri7 I. 612,402

47.e»l..'.<ll .16.375.165 1. 8.774.664

^lisaourl. .

.

Enu8n8
.\rknn8a.s.

.

Oklahoma.

190C..

i.cso.Biig

3.4.54.072

1,127.480
1.642.03:)

1907.

2.012,944
4.6)>4.fi9«

l.C.(13.94I

2.121.424

CliJin^ics.

I. 332.285
I. 1,210.624

I. 530.401

I. 479,391

Total increase this year was 18.6 per

cent.

Total 7.904.244 10.4ia.tH15 I. 2..">.">8,7(!1

Total gain this year 32.4 per cent.

New York

Anthracite

Dec. 25—The hard-coal market is in-

clined to be dull and demand is not

strong. Pea coal is more active and in

better demand than any of the other sizes.

Prices are quoted as follows : Broken,

$4.50(3)4.75 ; egg, stove and chestnut, $5

;

pea, $3.25@3.5o; buckwheat No. i, $2.75

@3; buckwheat No. 2 or rice, $2.i5@2.25;

barley. $1.75; all f.o.b. New York harbor.

Bituminous

The Atlantic seaboard soft-coal market

is quiet. The best grades of coal are

being shipped in fair quantities both from

the mines and at tidewater. These ship-

ments are principally on old contracts, but

new business seems to be maintaining

prices quite well; lower grades are feel-

ing market conditions materially and the

prices on these grades are off accord-

ingly. The specialties are selling above

$3 and good grades of Pennsylvania coal

bring $2.so@2.6o, with the poorer grades

selling around $2.40.

Embargoes are noted at certain ship-

ping ports which indicates considerable

coal standing. Discharging points in the

far East are also storing coal. Some ex-

port trade has been noticed of late and

with the market in the present condition

this class of business is being sought.

Trade in the far East is much quieter

and shipments are principally on old con-

tracts ; here and there small orders are

being placed, induced probably by the re-

port of low prices for both coal and ves-

sel freights. Trade along the Sound is

fairly good, but the offerings of coal have

.;;lmost swamped the market.

Transportation from mines to tide is

slow, coal requiring ten days and more to

run through. Car supply seems to be up

to all requirements. Vessels in the coast-

wise trade are in good supply for all

classes, but freights are weak. Quota-

tions arc as follows : From Philadelphia

to Boston, Salem and Portland, goc. : to

Portsmouth, 95c.@$l ; to Lynn and New-
Iniryport, $l.p5@i.io; to the Sound, 8oc.

per ton.

Birmingham

Dec. 23— The usual holiday curtailment

in the coal production in Alabama is now
on. There is a good demand for coal.

however, and it is stated that just as soon

as the turn of the year conies there will

be a general resumption of operation at the

mines. The explosion in the Yolande mjne

of the Yolande Coal and Coke Company,

in Tuskaloosa county, in which 56 miners

lost their lives, was the incident of the

industry during the past week. The indi-

cations, without the official report out, are

that it was another dust explosion. State

Mine Inspector Gray is now busy on the

formation of a report to be submitted to

the governor.

Good prices prevail for coal and the

larger consumers have not a great quanti-

ty of the product stacked up.

Chicago

Dec. 22—The coal market continues de-

pressed under the influences of mild

weather and slowly recovering business

confidence. Users of both steam and do-

mestic coals are buying for short-time sup-

plies and lower-priced coals are being

taken by many consumers who have not

contract supplies. Operators and agents

are guarding carefully the shipping of coal

to the city, realizing that without general

caution there may be a flood of consign-

ments that will be disastrous.

Prices remain about the same as for

the last two or three weeks, Illinois and

Indiana coals bringing $2@2.75 for lump

or egg, $l.75@2 for run-of-mine and $1.20

@i,35 for screenings. Eastern coals 'gen-

erally are in danger of demurrage but hold

close to previous quotations. Anthracite

sales are light and small nut is more in

demand.

Pittsburg

Dec. 23—Conditions in Pittsburg district

are practically unchanged. The mines, ex-

cept those shipping by river, are not be-

ing operated to more than 60 per cent,

of capacity. There is an ample supply of

railroad cars, but the idleness of many

iron and steel milk has considerably re-

duced the demand. Prices remain about

the same, on a basis of $1.15 for mine-

run coal at mine. Slack is a drug on the

market and is being sold at almost any

price although it is regularly quoted at

40C. Trade is expected to continue dull

until after the opening of the new year

when there are indications of a resumption
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at a number of mills. There is not likely

to be much improvement in prices.

Contii-llsvillv Cokt-—Not more than one-

third ol the 35,otX) ovens in the upper and
lower Connellsville coke regions arc in

operation this week but the outlook is im-

proving. Many inquiries have been re-

ceived lor next year and to date several

fairly large contracts have been closed at

good prices. For prompt shipment prices

contume low, furnace coke being quoted

at $J@>J.25 and foundry at $2.so(a>2.6o.

Contracts for foundry coke for the first

six months of 1908 are being on a basis of

$2.75 a ton. The Courier in its summary
for the week gives the production in both

ticlds at 137,252 tons. The shipments ag-

gregated 5922 cars, distributed as fol-

lows : To Pittsburg, 2475 cars ; to points

west of Connellsville, 2947 cars; to points

east of Connellsville, 500 cars.

Foreign Coal Trade

German coal imports and exports, 10

months ended Oct. 31, metric tons:

IniportS:. 1906. 1907. Changes.

Coal 7.510,610 ll..')58.689 I. 3.848.0T9
Browucoal 6,aSl,C34 7,122,418 I. 170,784

Total 11.1G'.>,2« 18,781.107 1.4,318,863

E.\ports

:

Coal 16,314,361 16,457,143 I. 142.783

Bmwu coal 14.619 17.334 I. 2,783

Total 16.348,910 16,474.477 I. 115,667

Imports of coke this year, 481,632; bri-

quets, 154,992 tons. Exports of coke,

3,159,9,(1; briquets, 1,006,932 tons.

Coal production in Germany, 10 month ^

ended Oct. 31, metric tons:

1906. 1907. Changes.

Coal 111.273,413 llCJOI^gSO I. 6.023.667
Brown coal .... 4«.09S,4J5 ..1.106.430 I. 6.008.00S

Tolal'nilne<l..ll».;ni,83S 170,403.410 I. 10,031.572

Coke mado 16,720.631 18.139.2:)4 I. 1.418,603

Briquets made, 12,0«*,857 13,613,762 I. 1.546,il05

Of the briquets made this year 10,713,-

952 tons were from brown coal, or lignite.

Coal bunkered, or supplied to steam-

ships in foreign trade at United States

ports for the 10 months ended Oct. 31

was 5,034,315 long tons, .\dded to the

imports, previously reported, this makes

16,045,877 tons coal sold for consumption

bevond the limits of the United States.

Iron Trade Review

Xcu' York. Dec. 25—Business continues

quiet, with few new orders coming in.

Of course there are little revivals here

and there. New inquiries are reported

for some basic pig, and also for some

foundry iron, for pipe work. Some struc-

tural work is in sight, but a good deal

depends on prices and terms.

.\ series of important meetings is to be

held in Pittsburg during the next ten

days. These meetings are for the pur-

pose of arranging prices for next year,

and from the present sentiment there will

be no radical changes. .\ reVision in

black and galvanized sheets seems prob-

able, as prices have not been regular for

some time, and the price of spelter, which

kept up prices of galvanized, has been ma-

terially reduced. Steel bars likely will be

kept at l.(5oc., as a number of contracts

have been taken at that figure from agri-

cultural implement makers that do not ex-

pire until July I, 1908. It is difficult to

make a prediction as to what will be done
in the matter of prices for structural ma-

terial. An adjustment in prices of steel

billets, sheet and tin-bars probablj' will be

made, as the present spread of $3 is re-

garded as too high. If billets are kept at

$28, the price of sheet-bars for the first

quarter may be fixed at $30. Rail prices

will be subject to the new specifications

when an agreement is reached. The rail-

makers have taken the initiative in this

matter and have fixed a price of $28 a ton

for standard sections with a discard of 9
per cent, from the ingot. A sliding scile

of prices has been promulgated, the price

increasing 29c. a ton with every additional

I per cent, discard, making the price for

rails with a discard of 25 per cent. $32.64

a ton. The American Railway Associa-

tion, which will take up this matter, is ex-

pected to hold a meeting early in January.

Baltimore

Dec. 24—Arrivals of iron ore for the

week were 11,300 tons, from Cuba. Other
receipts included 300 tons of manganese
ore from Rotterdam.

Birmingham

Dec. 23—The receipt of some inquiry

in the Birmingham district for iron to be

delivered during the coming year, recently

caused such encouragement. The belief

that there is to be an improvement on the

turn of the year is strengthened. The
make in this district has been further

curtailed by two furnaces just closing

down and another making preparations to

close this week.

Iron quotations in the Birmingham
district are being held up, $15 being a

published price, with rumors of sales at

S14 for No. 2 foundry. The railroads are

liandling all iron that is being offered.

The steel make at the plants of the Ten-
nessee company continues healthy. The
company has given notice that the cus

tom of allowing employees from 10 days

to two weeks off for the holiday period

will not be permitted this year.

Chicago

Dec. 2i—Though the iron market con-

tinues very quiet, business is unmistak-

ribly improving. Scattering contracts for

future delivery, as well as a number of

sales of small lots of pig iron for quick

delivery, have been made in the last week.

Inquiries are increasing and covering n

wider field.

Sales and conttacts for iron and steel

products arc \cry liijht, but here .lis j -l^M^

are encourajjinx.

Pig-iron prices arc uncertain, but aver

age about $14 Birmingham for No 2

Southern ( $18.35 Chicago) an'l

for No. 2 Northern. Mclters ai

(.autious about prospective needs and
sellers are not displaying great anxiety.

Coke remains dull at $5.40''as.65 for thf

best Connellsville.

Philadelphia

Dec. 24— business is at a standstill. .\

few large consumers predict still lower-

prices and arc waiting for the announce-

ment early in January of a new schedule

of prices. No matter what the reduction,

if any, may be, our foundry and mill peo-

ple will not buy heavily. Statements of

users of pig iron as to new work diflfer

widely. Some few arc assured of con-

tinued activity with the same labor force,

but the greater number are not very well

oflf for new work. There is less optimism
this week among consumers. At the same
time brokers and furnace representatives

say there are inquiries from large and
small consumers, most of whom will need
iron soon. Representatives of basic iron

talk with confidence of a big business.

Forge sold this week in good sized lots

for January delivery.

Steel Billets—There is no business to

report. Prices have weakened upward
of $1 within a fortnight.

Bars—Some mills have reduced the

number of puddling furnaces and are

making only as much iron as is called for

by their order books. A few mills have
accumulated quite a stock of iron.

Sheets—The stores -are doing about all

the business. Scarcely any orders have
gone to mills. Shaded figures have been
made with a view of inducing business at

tlie mills.

Pifies and I ubcs—Ko business has
come under notice, though prices are more
in favor of buyers. A further discount is

anticipated.

Plates—The distant outlook is better.

The mills are in need of business, how-
ever, and they will do their best to attract

business their way.

Structural .\fatenal—While the busi-

ness of the week has been unimportant,
the structural people here believe business
is in sight—enough to keep the wheels
turning. Attractive quotations have been
offered this week.

Scrap—A better demand is opening up.

Prices are low and are drawing riis-

tomers.

Pituburg

Dec. 24—There are still some bright

spots in the iron and steel industry and
prospects for improvement after the open-
ing of the new year seem more encourag-
ing. .Announcement was made tod.iy that
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it will be impossible to close the Home-

stead and Clairton plants of the Carnegie

Steel Company for the week, and they will

be idle only on Christmas. The New Cas-

tle steel works closed on Saturday, but

will resume on Sunday night. Two blast

furnaces of the Carnegie company at New
Castle were banked on Saturday, but are

scheduled to start again on Wednesday

night. The Youngslown Sheet and Tube

Company, which closed all of its plants on

Dec. 9 for an indefinite period, was forced

to start again last week to take care of

new business. Most of its mills are run-

ning this week and may be going next

week. The Republic Iron and Steel Com-

pany also took on some new orders and

operated part time last week, some of its

mills still being on the active list. Some
important meetings to fix prices will be

held here next week.

Pig Iron—A number of active furnaces

in the Pittsburg and Valley districts have

been put on the idle list and more are

scheduled to go out this week. It is ex-

pected that not more than half a dozen of

the 19 merchant furnaces will be going on

Jan. I. Few of the steel plant furnaces

are in operation, but a number likely will

resume about the first of the year. There

is nothing doing in pig iron, and in the

absence of transactions prices are purely

nominal. Large interest's continue to

name $19. Valley furnaces, as the mini-

mum price for bessemcr iron for prompt

and first quarter delivery, but it is prob

able $18 can be done. No. 2 foundry iron

has declined to $17.50 at furnace. Basic

remains around $17, and gray forge at

about $16.50 at furnace.

Steel—The market remains unchanged,

large interests still holding bessemer and
open-hearth billets at $28, but no sales are

recorded. Plates remain at 1.70c. and
merchant steel bars at 1.60c.

Sheets—Some new business is being re-

ceived, and it is reported that prices are

again being shaded. Regular quotation<;

of black sheets arc on the basis of 2.60c.

for No. 28 gage and 3.75 for galvanized.

Fcrro-manganese—The price has de

dined to $51, and it is reported for prompt
delivery this rate could be shaded.

Metal Market

Cold and Silver Exports and Imports

NEW YORK. Dec. 25.

\t all United States I'orts In Nov. and year.

Hetal. Exports. Imports. Excess.

Gold:
>V,v. 1507 .

••
1
-

V"«r 1

.. 1 ..

SIlTor :

Nfiv. 1007..
•• IDW-...

Yt*t 1907..

.. 190C..

1 ri.-i.i.-o

4.1B7.378
t.Mii.eao

57.aH,168
&3.S&3,186

- ' :iu
-.722

' J, 143

8.3B0.076
3,351.981

41.4.17.998

40.MS.672

Imp.t62,847,g67
n.971,517

• 44,C.26,I82
•• 10:),i:b,880

Exp. 837,7M
1.209.849

lr,,774,173
• 13.323.614

Specie holdings of the leading banks of

the world, Dec. 21, are reported as be-

low, in dollars

:

Gold. Sllvor. Total.

.\»8'(1 Now York ,$181,503,100
EllKliilul »lC>r>,383.B46 ll!.'>.383,fi4B

Frniico .'i:!8.787,7M $18,'.,lM,fl80 (.24.2.W.730
UiM-mnny i:)7,U0.(HK) iw.dini.iiiid 17.1.140,000

Spnill 7K.21U,UO() r>»..',r.O.IHKI •J(IC.,770,000

Nt'tliorlauii.s.... ;t8.'2;i!i,.i(H) •.>4,r,i'.i..';iHi iv2.hbo,(H)o

UolKilim 17.I'.1U.()00 8.KU.',.(HKI J(;.41.'i.0O0

Italy, l'.W.:mi.(HWI 23.8I)'.I,0(H) 'J17.18i),(K)0

R>l»»lll 007,1-iri.lHX) 20,165,0110 ll3;l,-280.000

.Mlst.-HimKnr.v. 228,7!ir.,lMXl 58,375,000 287,170,000
SweilcM 20,32.1,000 20,326,000

The N.ew York banks do not separate

gold and silver. The foreign statements

are from the Commercial and Financial

Chronicle of New York.

Silver Market

SILVER AND STERLING B.\CHANGB.

s.

SUver.
1

SllTer.

3= fl !t"
u

fl"

32 >" n 5 ® 5a
>.

o«
s la it^ as t" ^^
" &s ^fi Q tnw SS 5g

19 4.8fi00 53 26A 23 4.8686 623i 24
IJ

20 4.8(140 53 24 r". 24 4.8425 629i 2*,%

21 4.8000 62>i 24 1^ 25

New York quotations are for tine silver,

per ounce Troy. Ixindon prices are for ster-

ling sliver. 0.925 fine.

Other Metals

(3opper. Tin. Lead. Spelter.

i
Si

II
ssHO

u
K

S 150

.0

QO

19

20

21

23

24

26

13
©13^4'

13)i
fflisy,

ffll3»i

13%-

©13,1,

13Xi
ffll3)i

(S113

13

ffliaji

13
013),-

13 >i

m3H

msy.

69,',

59%

eoK

26K

27

27

27K

27

3.35
®3.45

3.35

(S3. 46

3.36
©3.45

3.40
®3.60

3 46
®3.56

4,10
fSi.16

4.10
®4.1B

4.10
®4.16

4.10
(34.16

4.10
(5)4.16

3.96
(2)4.00

3.96

/S)4.00

3.96
(©4.00

3.95

O4.00
3.95

(S4.00

Exports from New Y'ork for the week ended
Dec. 21 were »n000 gold and »817,1R2 silver.
Imports for the week were (5,712,241 gold
and «2-IO,037 silver.

London quotations are per long ton (2240
lb.) standard copper, Which Is now the equiva-
lent of the former K.m.h's. The New York
quotations for electroytlc copper are for
cakes. Ingots or wlrebars. and represent the
bulk of the transactions made with con-
sumer.s. basis. New York, cash. The price of
catliodps is O.lS.'Sc. below that of electrolytic.
The quotations for lead represent wholesale
transactions In the open market. The quota-
tions on spelter are for ordinary western
brands : special brands command a premium.

Copper—The feeling during the last

week has been more hopeful, and both on

this account and the increasing inquiries

for the metal, prices have risen, although

the total volume of the transactions has

been small. A considerable portion of the

transactions has been apparently of a

speculative character. Although the other

portion has been with consumers, both

European and domestic, there is not yet

manifest any general tendency among the

domestic consumers to enter the market.

However it is encouraging that the lower

prices which have of late been established

have attracted attention on the part of

home consumers, while buyers abroad are

willing to take a much larger interest in

the metal; in fact, it is surprising what
large quantities Europe is still in a posi-

tion to absorb in view of the tremendous
export movement which has now been

going on since the beginning of October.

This would tend to show that the quanti-

ties held in speculative hands are not as

large as was generally believed at one

time, but that the bulk of the tonnage is

being distributed among all the consumers

in the United Kingdom and on the Conti-

nent, who are willing to hold a normal

supply at the present level of prices. The
tone of the market has been rather cheer-

ful throughout the week and some of the

sellers have been more reluctant in offer-

ing copper at present prices. The close

is firm and higher at I3)^@l3^c. for Lake
copper; I3'4@'3M'^- for electrolytic in in-

gots, cakes and wirebars. The average

at which business in casting has been done

during the week is I2^@l2^c.
The standard market in London has

shown a very good undertone right along

and rallied from day to day, closing with

only a slight re-action at £60 10s. for spot,

i6i 15s. for three months.

Refined and manufactured sorts we
quote : English tough, £56(0)57 ; best

selected, £64@65 ; strong sheets, f67(g68.

Copper Sheets and Wire—The base

price of sheets is 20c. ; wire, i6%@l6y2C.

per lb.

Tin—The low prices have at last at-

tracted buyers, and quite some interest

was manifest in January and February

deliveries. This larger demand from

here created quite a sharp advance in

London, which at one time brought quo-

tations up to £124 for spot, £125 los. for

three months. The advance there, how-
ever, was not sustained, and the mar-

ket closes steady at £120 los. for spot,

£121 15s. for three months in London,

and at 27c. for spot tin here.

Lead—It would seem from develop-

ments during the week that the protracted

decline has terminated. The low prices

established attracted general attention, and

there has been quite a heavy buying move-

ment both by speculators and consumers,

and the latter show a tendency to antici-

pate their requirements for future months.

On the other hand, sellers are inclined to

bot)k business for near-by shipment, so

as to realize on the stocks on hand, but,

as can be readily understood, they are un-

willing to sell very far ahead. In view

of the large quantities on hand, the buying

movement has so far not made a strong

impression on prices, but the close is

firmer at 3.45(3^. 55c. New York.

The London market has also taken a

more cheerful view of the situation. The
re-action which was reported last week
has made further progress, and the close

is cabled at £14 10s. for Spanish lead,

£14 12s. 6d. for English lead.
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Spelter—Althougli there has been some
speculative inquiry, the market has re-

mainoJ ratlicr depressed as a great deal

of spelter has accumulated which is

weighing heavily on llie market, on ac-

toiiiit of the tinancial necessities of the

holders. The close is barelx steady at

4.io@4.iSc. New York, 3.95@4c. St. Lotus.

The fear of exports from this side has

caused a further decline in the London
market, from where the close is cabled

as ii9 5s. for good ordinaries, £x> for

specials.

Zinc Slu'cls—The base price is $7 per

100 lb.—less discount of 8 per cent.—f.o.b.

cars at Lasalle and Peru. The freight

rate to New York is 27.50c. per 100 lb.

Aiitiiiiony—There seems to be a slightly

tirmcr tone in the market and buying has

been a little more in evidence. The

amount, however, has been very small.

Quotations are as follows : Cookson's, g@
gj-ic. ; Hallett's, 8>i!@9C. ; ordinary brands,

8@6J4c. per pound.

Platinum—The market continues un-

eventful and no changes are recorded.

Quotations are as follows : Hard metal,

$28.50; ordinary, $26; scrap. Sirfai'iS per

troy ounce.

Nickel—For large lots. New Vork, the

chief producer quotes 45@50c. per lb.

according to size and terms of order. For

small quantities, yi@.6sc., same delivery.

Quicksilver—New York quotations are

$45 per flask for lots of 100 flasks or over,

and $46 for smaller orders. San Fran-

cisco quotations arc $44.S0@45.5o for do-

mestic orders ; for export nominal, at

about $1.50 lower. The London price is

i8 5s. per flask, with £8 3s. 9d. quoted

from second hands.

Aluminum—It is reported that the prin-

cipal producers of aluminum in Europe

have decided to reduce the price to 2S.

per kg., Jan. I. 1908. The present price

is 3s., equivalent to 32.66c. per pound.

MiMouri Ore Market

a fact that has prevented the production

falling faster than would otherwise be

apparent fron\ the mmiber of mines now

idle.

Following are the shipments of zinc and

lead ore from the various camps of the

district for the week ending Dec. 21.

I

Zlno, lb. Lead.lb.i Talua.

Joflin, Mo., Dec. 21—The highest price

paid for zinc was $36 per ton, the base

price for 60 per cent, zinc ranging from $28

to $34 per ton, and the average price, all

grades of ore, was $30.74. The highest

price for lead ore was $40, with medium
grades selling at $34 to $38 per ton, and

an average, all grades, of $36.98 per ton.

The shipment of the week, embracing

only II of the 28 camps of the district,

was one of the lowest since the panic

days from 1893 to 1S96. .Additional mills

were closed down tonight tliat will reduce

the output 500 tons more per week, a total

appro.timating 1300 tons for the past two

weeks, and placing the production 60 per

cent, under normal conditions. One point

demonstrated during the past few weeks,

is that with the reduction in wages the

mines operating are securin;; a greatly

increased efficiency from th' workmen.

Webb Clty-Cu-tervllle.
JopllD....
Qnlona
Duenweg
Prosperity
Alba-Neck City
Aurora
Oraiiby
Spurgeon

,

Wentvfortb
Sarcoxlo

I.OBfl.fiC

^50,830
•iH7.420

884,590

STIi.OUOj

138,130
Iki.STOl

113,240

Totals 1 6,765,8110

455.5:10 ( 4M,»i8
Hi'i.OOO •W.Kl'.l

K(),5ltU H.liM
5'i,:i«o 8,181

148,050 7,33(1

6.537
4.48'>

»j.000 3,430

'i3,g4ai 1,560

1

1,001

1

995

9'>8,340 »Iil.052

carload lots and $5.75 for smaller quan

titles.

Nitrate of Soda—The recent disturb-

ances in Chile caused by strikers among

the workmen and unsettled (inances do

not seem to have affected quotations to

any extent. For spot delivery during the

last week in 1907 carloads of 95 per cent,

grade arc held at 2.50c. per lb., while for

1908, 2.4SC. is being asked. For 1909 de-

livery the price is 2.40c. The 96 per cent,

grade sells 5c. per 100 lb. higher for all

positions.

61 #eek» 5iii'

Zinc value, the week. »U«.k«;i

LeaJ value, the week, K.l.'iU

H,<rM 8:l.314,9flO$l5.;iOO.'Jlfl

51 weeks. $11,417,440

51 weeks. t'.i.8Kl,47i>

Following are the shipments of zinc and

lead from the various camps of the dis-

trict for the week emlinij Dec. 14:

ZINC OBE AT 101 I
.K AT JOPLIK.

Month. 1906. 1907.
j

Month. 1M6. 1907.

January ...

February ..

March
April.
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December..

47.38
47.37
43.68
44.63
40 51

4;). 83
43.25
43.50
42 58

41.65
4*.13
43.68

45 84

47.11
48 66

48.14
45 98
44.82
45.79
4;). 22
40.11
39.83
35.19

January ...

February..
Man-h
April.
May
Juue
July
August
Sepiomber.
October
November..
December..

75.20
72.83
73.73
76.13
78.40
80.96
74.31
75.36
79.64
79.84
81 98
81.89

83.63
84.68
82.76
79 76
79.58
73.66
68.18
59.64
63.62
61.40
43.40

Tear 43.24 Tear 77.40

Wisconsin Ore Market

Ptalteville, IVis., Dec. 21—Offers of $33

per ton held throughout the week as the

base price for 60 per cent, zinc ore. The

price oflFered for 80 per cent, lead was $16

@I7 per thousand, but no new sales are re-

ported at these figures.

Shipments for the week ended Dec. 21

were as follows

:

Camps.
Zlno

ore. lb.

Benloii
PIntti'Vllle »».!•**)

Cul.nflty 493.380

Un7.fl Oreen 2.%5.lJ0O

LlvliiK!.l..n mi.OOII

HIchlnn.l 174..'i«l

Mlni'ral Point. . . 86.n(»

Lend Sulphur
ore. lb. ore, lb.

158,750

Total 1.997.480

Year Ui Dec. 21 98.141,787

1.58.7.10

5.047.4*0 462.360

Galena, Elmo, Rewey, Linden and Mark-

er made no shipments.

Chemicais

Nc-lC' York, Dec. 24—There is little to

report in the general situation. Collec-

tions are extremely slow. This naturally

restricts business ; consumers and dealer^

are waiting until the first of the new year

before closing contcacis.

Caliper Sulphate—Business in this salt

is almost at a standstill, and buyers arc

cautious about contracting. Prices re-

main unchanged at $5.50 per 100 lb. for

Mining Stocki

.VVtf York, Dec. 25—Notwithstanding

further arrivals of gold—which have

brought the present niovcnient up to $91,-

000,000—money has been scarce, wit:i

rates high enough to check any consider

able speculation. In the general market

stocks have not held last week's position,

but close lower in several cases, today

having shown a specially unfavorable

movement. The holiday this week also

limits business, while the near approach

of the end of the year, with its settlements,

is an unfavorable feature. The deferring

of the Anaconda dividend was pretty well

discounted.

The curb market followed the lead of

the exchange. Copper stocks were dull

and inclined to weakness. The only ex-

ception to the rule on the curb was a

consideralile movement in the Goldfield

stocks, which have been rather neglected

recently.

Boston

f}gc. 23—There is an improved tone to

the copper-share market. Money condi-

tions are tight and carrying rates almost

prohibit speculative buying. After the

tirst of the year the general belief is that

money will be cheap, and that there will

be an improved demand for copper

Amalgamated rose $4.75 'o $47, reacting

$1.25 today. Copper Range has moved

up $4 to $56.50, and North Butte $3.75

to $41. There has been some good buy-

ing of Butte Coalition and the price Is

up $2.25 to $i'5-50-

The market has been spotty and gen-

erally dull. .Arizona Commercial spurted

$3 to $14-50; favorable news from the

Bl.ick Hawk mine of this property.

Utah improved $2.25 to $30.50. but 's

back to $28.50, ex-dividend. U. S. Coal

and Oil had a bulge to $ii.37!'^- This

company shipped 80,000 tons of coal dur-

ing November, and is now getting a bet

ter car allotment from the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railroad. U. S. Smelting broke

$3.25 to $29.50, but is up $1 from this. It

is likfly that the common-stock dividend

will be passed next month. Balaklala

made a low record at $1.75 today, there

being little or no support
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Calumet & Hecla holds close to $600

piT share. Mohawk made a $4 advance

on very lightt trading, and Tamarack is

up $7 to $6q. Trinity spurted $1.75 to

$15.25, but lost most of it. Isle Royale

is up $1 to $17.50, and Old Dominion

rose $2 to $28.50, with partial reaction.

The Bigelow people have until Jan. 9 to

file an appeal in the suit brought some

time ago.

More activity has been displayed on the

curb and at firmer prices. Boston & Ely

rose to $1.25 today on active trading.

Hoston & Corbin has risen to $10.50, and

P.ivis Daly has been active at $4 and bct-

tir There are about 2000 stockholders

u the latter company.

STOCK QUOTATIONS

NEW YOKK Deo. -a

Nllllit* of t'ollip. Clg.

\lii.Hkn >Ilii«>.... .

Mii.N.'V.M.tP.C"
.\liial£niiinl"(l . .

.

Alino'iiiln
Bfllaklala
HrlU;*li t*«>I. l'«i|».

llulTal" c.l.aU
Liiitl*- & l^>liiloii..

lliitt,'l'..aUtl>>n ..

Itl>lt>'l',>|>. tZillo.
r..l.aU Colitafl ..

I ..|..iilal Sllvor
Cull). F.lv Milling.
iNiM^ Iialy
I' IKIIllolU'Oll
I ! l::iv..

1 -'. r I'olialt

Furiia,'** Cif'ok—
illn.ii.x Mini'
«*"M HIU
ifninl>y. N'l'w ....
tirifii,' <.»<ilil

lip,'!!!' li. JS S ....
i.r. •lnvTft D.VnI.
'.'i.ui.ijuat,

'.i-.-iT.-ii. Exj
H.iiin|.aU
M' KiM|.-y Dnr
Ml. 1

.,.

' Mil..
lllp..

Xfwi
^ r-.-ii. M. *s
N iMi .„- M. *S
N 1; i-~llit MIllP.H
" 1 lluiiilr.-.l....

(^U>'''U

4

14.'.

•p'r.
r I

-I L..luiJllill,<..l

1

S>i

3«
Hi
IX

.63

.M
2J»

ii

"\

.76

13f
.36

H
3>4

IH
a

3)4

1

s

26

H
«H

.11

S. V. INDUSTRIAL

Am. AgTi. Ch«m..
Am. Smelt, k Rut.
Am.Sm.iRer.pt.
BethlPhem Steel..
Colo, Fuel 4 Iron.
FeJpralM.»8..iir.
iDtor Salt
Natt-'tial L.ea<l

National l>ead,pr.
Pltt«l)Mrg Coal . ..

K,p.,M).- I 4 8...
'• .S..pf.

M....

l"jir, .< I.

I'. 8. Reil. tc Bet..
r. 8. stwol
C. 8. 8t«el. pf
Va. Car. rhem
Va. I. Coal k Coke

BOSTON Dec. -23

Name of Comp. Clg.

Adventure
AUouez
Am. Zinc
Arcadian
Atlantic
Blugkam
Bouton Con
CaUiinet & Ariz*.
Calumet & Hecla*
Centennial
Con. Mercur
CopiK-r Range ..

Daly-West
Franklin
Greene- Can
Isle Royal
La Salle
Mass
Mlctilgau
Mohawk
Mont.C.&C.(new)

.

Nevada ...:

North Butte
Old Colony
Old Dominion.. ..

Osceola
Parrot
Phoenix
Qulncy
Rhode Island
Santa Fe ..

Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Cop., com.
U.S. Oil
n. 8. Smg. Jt Ref..
C.S.Sm.* Re.,pd
Utah Coppei*
Victoria
Washington...
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandotte.

12J4
'IS
90

61
10
S'.IJi

117

435

40

2
25

'in

10
96

599

23S'
.27

65}^

7K
874
nx
io>>

45

'774

40«

9>i

78"'

2>i
2

9>4

7«
11
30 >i

36)4

28K
4«

113
.66

•Ex. Dlv. tEi. Rights.

BOSTON CURB

HT. LOITia

Ahmeek
Ariz. C^'ra
Black Mt
East Uliiie
Hancock Con
Keweenaw
Majestic;
Haven
Stiawniiit
SuiierUT
Superior * Pitts.
Troy Man

NEVADA STOCKS. Dec. 24.

Kui-nlslied by Weir Bros. & Co., New York.

48

1

.87

.32

15 >4

9
.69

LONDON
Name of Com.

Dolores £1 08 Od
strattonslnd. :t 3
Camp Bird .. 13 10(
rHi,eran7.a— 1 9 6

oihoy . ... lin
iro 1 1 3
Mil.- 013 9
ora

I'l Apex..,. . ..

" i><p.,pfd.
1/ Cop.,def..

Clg.

Name of Comp.

TONOPAH STOCKS
Uelmonl
E.\teiiHloii

(lolden Anchor

—

.Ilm Butler
MncNiimarn
Midway
Montana
North Star
Tonopali *; Cal....
Tonoh Mine of N.
West End Con ..

OOLDtlU STOCKS

.\daliis .

.\tlaiitH

Blue Bell
Blue Bull
Booth
ColUinlilfl Mt
Com It. Frac
Cracker .lack
DlnMflelil B. B. C
Ooldlleld Belmont
Goldlleld Con .

Goldlleld Daisy,
(iohltleld Mining.
(Jn-at Bend ..

.Iumlti> Extension

.Juniho Mining...
Katheiine
Kendall
Laguna
Lone stivr

Lou Dillon
May Queen
Mohawk
Ore
Red Hill
Bed Top
Roanoke
KanilHtorm
Silver Pick
St. Ives
Triangle

BULLFEOO STOCKS
.Vmethyst
Bullfrog Daisy
Bulltrog Mining..
Bullfrog Nat. B...
Glliraltar
Gold Bar

Dec. 24

Clg.

85
1.87A
.03
.411

.18

.50
1.75
.10

5'.;m
.33

•29

.07

.17

.17

.17

.76

.08

.18

.14

4.50
,98

.iii

.67

!06

.10

04
10
.10
.40

Name of Comp.

Golden Sceptre . .

.

Homestnke King.
Moiilironiery Ml..
M'>lit. Shoshone t\

Original Bullfrog.
Trninp Cons
MANHAT'NSTOCKS
Manhattan Cons
Rlanhat'n De.xter
rlumplng -Tack...
Stray Dog
Indian Cnmp ..

.

GBEENw'K Stocks
Furnace Creek

—

Greenwati^r &D.V.
Green'rCop.M.&S.
trnlted GrcM^nwa'r

MISCELLANEOUS
Golden Boulder..
Hayseed
Lee Gold Grott/>..

Nevada Hills
Nevada Smelting,
Pittshurgh S. Pk.,

Round Mt. Spliinx

Clg.

.75

.05

4.«2t
03'

.Ifii

.24

09
05
10
.05

.10
30
10

3 (W
1 25
1.25
.25

COLO. SPRINGS Dec. 14

Name ot Comp.

Acacia
Black Bell
C.C.Con
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot..
Elkton
El Paso
Findlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign . .

,

Isabella
Index
.lennie Sample ..

Jerry Johnson. ..

Mary McKinney .

Pharmacist
Portland
Un. Gold Mines..
Vindicator
Work

Clg.

5!a
(>

41H4
29
38
6
4

23»,{

38

.00

5
77

New Dividends

Company.

Am. Cement
Am. Sm'g & Ref. Co., com.
Am. Sm'g& Ref. Co.. pfd,.
Buffalo Mines, Ltd
Cent. C. k C, com
Cent. C. Jt C, pfd
Doe Run
Dominion Coal

,

Empire steel, pfd,.'

Gen. Chemical. ].M
Inter. Nickel, pfd
Kerr Lake
Mammoth
Maryland Coal
McKlnley Darragh
Mines Co. of Am
Monon Con. C. k C, pfd...
Montezuma M. & S
New Idrla
NiplHslng
PrH-ahontas Con., pfd
Sloss. Sheff., pfd .

St. Joseph
Utah Con
Va. Car. Chem., pfd

Pay-
able.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Doc.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan,
Jan.
Jan,
Jan.
J<in.

Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

$0.30
2.00
1 76
0.03
1.60
1.26
0.60
1 00
3 00
1.50
1.50
0.15
0.06
4 00
0.04

02
3 50

04
0,02
0,16
3.00
1.76
0.16

60
2.00

I

$60,000
1,000,000

875,000
27,000
76,875
23,438
29,631

160.000
75.000

150,000
131.123
90.1100

20.000
76,4110

80,000
40,000

360.000
40.000
20.000

180,000
84.000

117,250
150.000
4,50,000

360,000

Assessments

' abled through Wm.

Company. Dellnq.

'

Sale Amt.

Crown Point, Nev... Nov. 26 Dec. 19 $0.10
Del Monte. Cal Nov. 20 Dec. 11 10.00
Emerald, Utah Dec. 14 Jan. 11 01
Etna-King, Cal Dec. 14 Jan. 6 0,03
Hale k Norcrosft, N. Dec. 6 Dec. 23 0.10
Now Stockton. Utah Dec. 23 Jan. 20 0.02J
Pacific Tin M. Alka Nov. 30 Dec. 20 0.02
Pittsburg C, Utah.. Dec. 2 Dec. 23 0.01
Posey Canyon. Utah Doc. G Dec. 23 0.01
Progressive, Utah,,. Dec. 16 Jan. 6 0.01
ProvldeutOIIMg.,Ca, Dec. 7 Dec. 27 O.OIJ
Rescue, Nev Dec. lU Jan. 3 0.02
Savage Nov Jan.

Dec.
8
9

Jan.
Dec.

30
28

0.10
Scottish Chief. Ut^h 0.01
Sierra Nevada, Nov. Dae. 30 Jan. 20 0.10
Silver Queen, Utah.. Dec. 7 Doc. 24 0.01»
Surprise. Ida Dec, 11 Jan. 6 O.Oli
Ultimo. Cal Dec.

Nov."
2
30

Dec.
Dec.

23
23

06
Wabash. Utah 0.03
West End. Utah Nov. 3 Dec. 31 O.Olk
Yellow Jacket, Nev.. Dec. 18 Jan. 23 0.26

Monthly Average Prices of Metals

AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Month.

January ... .

February
March '.

AKill
May
June
July
August
September ..

.

(IclobiM-

Novouibi^r...,
December

Year

New York.

,2HHI1

IDS ( K3.1

..'.111

I {15

927
.523

813
.O.M

06.791

,e',)e

14+
i,74.'i

792
1.435

1.677

.113
,4114

H54

.
'.IK4

91 is

IH,

,113
529
483
148

r.71

,(«K)

;n 769
;n 852
;n 325
:iu 253
30,471
30,893
31 366
31 637
31 313
2H 863
27,154

New York, cents per fine ounce ; London,
pence per standard ounce.

AVERAGE PRICES 3F COPPER

NEW YORK.

Electrolytic Lake.

190<!. 1907, 1906. 1907. 1906.
1

1907.

January... 18 310 24.404 18 419 24 825 78 869 106,739

February.

.

17 .si;9 24 S(;9 IH 116 25 236 7K 147 1(17 356

March .... 18 3(U 25 iH'.5 18 r,4l 25 5r;o 81 HI 106,.594

April 18, 1)?.'', 24 224 IS f.HS 25 2lill 84 793 98,625

May IK 475 24 1148 IM 724 25 1172 84,867 102,375

June 18.442 22 in;5 IS 719 24 1411 83 994 97,272

July 18 mil 21 Mil IK ,^K,^ 21 923 81,167 95,016

.\ugust 18 3sn IS 3,",t; IK 7116 19,2,55 83 864 79.679

September 19 (133 I.-. 5r,;-, 19 32K li; 1147 87 831 68 375

October ... 21.2U3 13,l(i9 21 722 13, .551 97 269 60,717

November. 21,833 13.391 22,39K 13.870100,270 61.226

December 22.885 23.3.90 105.226

Year 19.278 19.616 87.282|

New York, cents per pound. Electrolytic Is

for cakes, ingots or wirebars. London, pounds
sterling, per long ton, standard copper.

AVERAGE PRICE OF TIN AT NEW YORK

Month. 1906. 1907. Month. 1
1906. 1907.

January .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June

36.390
.36 4(13

3li CilVi

38,900
43,313
39.260

41 .548

42 1112

41 313
40.938
43.149
42.120

Julv ...I37 -275 41 091

Aut,'USt
September.
Oi-tober ...

November.
December..

.\v. year..

40 606
40.516
42 8,52

42.906
42.760

37 667
36.689
32 620
30.833

39.819

Prices are In cents per pound.

AVERAGE PRICE OF LEAD

New York. London.
Month.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

6 000 16,850
C, 0(111 16 1131February 5.464 19 531

Jliireli 5 3511 6 IHlll 15 922 19 703
5 404 6 11(111 15,959

6 IKlO'lr, 725
19,975

May 5,685 19 688

June 5,7.50 5 7110,11; Ki:i 2(1.188

.lulv 5,750 5, 2KK 1(1,525 2(1 3.50

August 5 750 5 2.5(1|17 1(19 19 063

September 5.760 4 KblllM 21111 19.775

October 5 750 4.7.50 19.3.50 IK .531

November 5,7.50 4.376 19.281 17.281

December 5.900 19.609

Y'ear 5,6.57 17.,370

New York, cents per pound.
pounds sterling per long ton.

London,

AVERAGE PRICE OF SPELTER

New York. St. Louis. Loudon.
Month.

1906. 1907. 1906. 1907. 1906. 1907.

Jimuary .. .. 6 487 6 732 6.337 6,!)82 28,225 27 125
February . .. 6,075 6.814 5 924 6 664 25 844 25 938
Maieh 6 209 6,837 6 056 6,687 24..5113 26,094

April 6 087 6 685 5 931 6 .535 25.781 25 9IKI

May 5.997 6,441 5,846 6 291 27 (Hill 25 563

June 6.096 6 419 5 948 6,2119 27 728 25,469

July ... • > 006 6 072 5 8.56 5 922 211 KOll 23 8.50

August 6.027 5,701 5,878 5 551 211 93K 21 969

September.. 6.216 5 236, 6.056 5,086 27,.5113 21 050

October 6.222 5,43(1 6,070 5.280 28 075 21 781

November . , 6 375 4.925 6,225 4.775 27,781 21.438
Dei-ember. .. 6.593 6.443 27.938

Year 6.198 6.048 27.020

New York and St. Louis, cents per pound.
London in pounds sterling per long ton.
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